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FIXING AND WASHING GELATINO-BROMIDE
ENLAKGEMENTS.

Now that so many ijhotogruphers are making their own en-

largements on bromide paper, it will doubtless be to the
advantage of some of our readers to give a few hints on the
fixing and washing of them, so that the gi-eatest degree of

permanence may be secured with the least amount of trouble.

No information on this point is required by those engaged in

this work commercially, therefore it is not for them that our
instructions are intended, but rather for those who only make
an enlargement or two occasionally, and whose appliances are

not adapted to washing prints above the ordinary dimensions.
In tlie present article wc shall confine ourselves to the

practical, and sink the theoretical part of tlie subject, as tliat

has so frequently been dealt with in connection witli negatives ;

and what applies to negatives applies equally well to paper.

We shall assume that permanence of the picture is the end in

view, and that towards its attainment a little extra time and
trouble will not be grudged. Here are the appliances necessary :

—A dish or tray to contain the fixing solution, and another for

washing the prints ; a rose, like that of a garden watering-pot,

with veiy fine holes. This must be fixed in a piece of india-

rubber tubing, eighteen inches or two feet long, attached to

the water supply. A couple of glass plates, somewhat larger

than the pictures to be treated, and a rather soft squeegee.
Instead of glass, thin sheets of ebonite mounted on boards
to give rigidity, may be substituted with advantage, as they
are less fragile than glass.

An important point in connection with the fixing of bromide
]irints is pointed out by Mr. E. W. Foxlee in The British Journal
Photographic Almanac, namely, that all trace of acid should
be thoroughly eliminated before the picture is introduced into

the fixing bath, otherwise there is a danger of a sulphuretting

action being set up—a fact too often overlooked. Taking the
pictiu-e in hand from the developing stage the first thing to be
done is to free it from the acid. This may be easily and
quickly accomjjlished by washing if a good pressure of water
be available ; and we prefer simple washing to treating the
print with an alkali.

The print is placed face upward on a glass or ebonite plate,

and a stream of water from the rose is directed upon it with all

the force that can be obtained. Tliis will quickly wash out the
acid if the development has been conducted from one side only,

but if the development has been effected by immersion then
the back as well as the front must be similarly washed. A slip

of litmus paper pressed on the surface of the print, after slight

draining, will always indicate if the acid has been removed.

Experience will soon teach the operator when this has been

accomplished without the necessity of testing chemically. The

print is next freed from water as much as possible by draining,

or, better still, by laying it on one of the glass plates and

passing the squeegee lightly over the back. It is then ready

for immersion in the fixing bath. This should consist of two

pounds of hyposulpliite of soda dissolved in a gallon of water

and made slightly alkaline.

When the print is placed in the bath it should be kept con-

stantly in motion for the first five minutes, and occasionally for

the remainder of the time—not less than twenty minutes.

The picture is then removed and placed face downward on one

of the plates and the back squeegeed somewhat firmly to remove

as much as possible of the " hypo " solution. It is then

immersed in a dish of clean water and kept in motion for a few

minutes. It is now removed and placed on one of the plates

and the back squeegeed, and next it is removed to the other

plate face upward, and a stream of water from the rose with full

pressure directed upon it. Then it is transferred to the first

plate again, this time with the face downwards and the back

similarly treated. After this operation has been repeated on

botli sides, two or three times, the back is squeegeed and the print

again put into clean water and allowed to soak for ten minutes.

It is then removed and subjected to the syringing and squeegee-

ing operations as before.

By alternate soaking for ten minutes or so, and treating the

picture as directed, the last trace of the hyposulphite can be

more completely removed from the enlargement in an hour and

a half, or two hours, than it may be with twelve hours or more

of continuous soaking, even in running water, notwithstanding

that the paper itself may be thick. The force of the fine jets

of water from the rose dashes, as it were, the hypo out of the

paper. It is needless to point out that the plates used for

supporting the prints during the operations of squeegeeing and

syringing should be thoroughly rinsed each time the picture is

removed.

The directions here given for washing gelatino-broraido

enlargements apply also to albumen prints. By treatment

similar to the above, hyposulphite may be more thoroughly

removed from a picture in an hour or so than it often is by

simply allowing it to remain soaking in water for a wiiole day.

In the Almanac article referred to two fixing baths are

recommended to be employed. This is hiijhly desirable when

working on a commercial scale or when a large number

of prints are fixed iu the same solution ; but it is scarcely
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necessary when only one or two have to be dealt with, pro-

vided the solution be new and there is plenty of it, and, what

is of equal importance, the prints are kept constantly moving

about wliilst they are in the solution.

The progress of the great Licli teleacope has been a subject of gi-eat

interest to the scientiiic of our readers ever since its inception, wliicli

the recent disaster to tl>e extra disc which was being ground to curves

suited for photographic purposes has only served to intensify. For

some little time to come the fate of the perfected discs will be in

suspense, as they are now about to set out on their journey across the

continent of America. The lenses have been worked to the required

surfaces at the works of Messrs. Alvan Clarke & Sons, in Cambridge,

Mass. ; and as their destination is in California it is evident they have

a journey of some thousands of miles before them.

In oi-der that this journey may bo safely performed precautions of the

most careful and elaborate nature are being taken. Most photographers,

probably, have, in the experience of a lifetime, wrapped up a largo lens

and found it a task requiring considerable care ; what must be the case

when the weight of tlie unmounted lens alone is counted by hundred-

weights and the diameter is over three feet ! However, the huge

lenses are wrapped up, but in cloth instead of paper, and, in order to

ensure freedom from scratches, the fabric has been washed many times

and thorougldy beaten ; it is then tightly wrapped round the discs.

After the cloth comes a thiclc layer of paper. The box to liold the

lenses is of wood, and is shaped to conform to the figure of the lenses
;

it is lined with felt, and the costly discs are packed tightly within.

The felt is attached with glue, no nails being used anywhere near

the glass.

This would seem to be precaution enough, but it is only the beginning

;

the wood box is packed into a strong steel box of cubical shape,

curled horsehair being the packing material. This steel chest is again

placed in another of similar material, and kept from touching it by a

Series of spiral spriugs which stud the whole inner surfaces of the last

chest, both being made air-tight and waterproof. Finally, the last

steel casing is packed with asbestos to make it fireproof, and the

whole is slung within a wooden framework. There is yet a further

provision for turning the chest round day by day on its journey, by a
quarter turn at a time, the object being to prevent any molecular
disarrangement and avoid the possible production of polarisation.

The whole is insured for fifty-one thousand dollars.

Ix making gold assays a certain amount of the material containing
the precious metal is taken, and, after being melted with metallic
silver, the latter is dissolved away, when the gold is left behind, and,
after lieating, weighed. Wlicn, however, the precious metal in the

sample is excessively minute in quantity, the weighing of the small
proportion left after the above operation becomes an operation re-

quiring the greatest nicety of handling and delicacy of weighing. A
veiy neat method of estimating these exceedingly small quantities was
described in a paper by Ilerr Gozdorf, in a recent number of the
Ciemkal Ketcs. Instead of weighing the gold, it is measured; llie

last drop of washing w.vter with the contained gold particles, is

guided on to a sheet of aluminium foil, and, after drying, picked up bv
a bead of borax in a loop of platinum wire. Upon heatino- before the
blowpipe a peifect spher.; of gold is obtained, and can be measured
under the microfcope with great accuracy, its weight being proved by
reference to a table of constants. The writer states that the smallest
bead he has mer.sured wa3 one a little over the two-millionths of a
grain— a weight, we need srarcely say, utterly beyond the powers of
the mo^t delicate balance to estimate.

Amoxo those who undertake the tinting of photographs at a cheap
rate Xaples yellow is a great favourite, the flesh tints can be produced
so rapidly and effectively by its aid; but we would utter the
strongest warning against its use. It is certain to go. A\'e recently
saw some very clever tinlicg- in which it had been employed, and in a
very short time the carnutious hud assumed a most ghastly hue.

Oxalic acid has long been known as being readily decomposed by

sunlight, and according to M. E. Duclaux, in the Cotnptes liendus, a

process, long sought by physicists, for measuring the chemical power

of the sun's rays with accuracy may be found by utilising the above

action. Certain precautions have to be taken, such as the use of flat

vessels into which the same quantity of acid is always used
;
and

taking a solution of three grammes per litre, he states the residts to be

very constant.

The advantage of reducing wastes to the smallest possible bulk prior

to sending them to the refiner or commencing to reduce them at

home, caimot be too strongly impressed upon those who may now

bo collecting them. The smaller the bulk to be treated the fewer

will be the crucibles, and the smaller the quantity of flux required, to

say nothing of time and fuel. Many consider that if the paper be

simply burnt to a cinder it is all that is necessary. But, in this cinder

state, the residue occupies considerably more space than is desirable,

and also is of greater weight. If, after the paper has been apparently

consumed by ordinary burning, the cinders are placed in an old iron pot

on the fire, they will, after a time, be converted into a pale brown or

white ash which is very compact and heavy. Ashes so obtained, if the

paper has been sensitised on baths of the ordinai-j- strength, will

generally contain about half their weight of pure silver.

The chloride from the washing waters, and the sidphide from fixing

batiis, should always be thoroughly dried; this may easily be done in

the kitchen oven. These should then be reduced to powder in a mortar,

and, if time can be spared, passed through a coarse sieve. If residues

were always thus treated the cost for their reduction would l)e far

less, in most cases, than it is at present, while the returns would be

eminently more satisfactory to all concerned.

SULPIIURATION OF BROMIDE AND PLATINUM PRINTS.

If ever I deliberated long and anxiously before writing an article for

these pages I have done so before writing the lines that will face the

readers of this Joubnal as tliey peruse what I am^about to write. In

fact, I had some time ago written an article that would have covered

a page of Thk BnirisH Joibxal or Photographt, but fearing to

do any injustice to any one, or to lay myself open to the charge of

perfunctory experiment, I laid aside what I had written, commenced

a new series of experiments, read for perhaps the twentieth time

what has of late been written on the subject with which I have to

deal, and only after careful study and earnest thought I have written

this, ray second attempt, to throw some hght on the question of^the

comparative durability of paper prints.

The feeling is very present to me that I may be wholly misunder-

stood in my intentions, that I may even be suspected or accused of

either interest in one or prejudice against another process of printing

—though whence my partiality could arise I cannot conceive—tliat

some one may imagine I have a personal motive in my comparison

between one process and the other. I can only say— and those wlio

are acquainted with me will be ready, I am sure, to bear me out—
that I have not the slightest partiality for any one process nor against

any one person or process ; that my experiments were made solely

with a view to discover facts; and that my history of these experi-

ments is given without fear or favour exactly as they occurred, and

witli deductions exactly as they presented themselves to njy mind,

whether rightly or wrongly. My trouble will be entirely lost, and I

shall be very greatly disappointed, if ray tests are not repeated by
other persons, and if these persons, having followed me in my experi-

ments, do not either corroborate or confute me.

Beit clearly imderstood that I am attacking no process; I own
the "permanence " of several classes of prints on paper. A great deal

has been written with a view to define " permanence," and the word
" absolute " has been allowed to creep into the attempts at definition.

I disown all knowledge of permanence absolute; tlicro is no such

thino- in (he miiverse. And another confusion has crept in regarding

permanence, that is, a mixing up injudiciously, and a separation equally

injudicious, of the image itself and the material that supports it.

Both the image and its support must be permanent alike. What is
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tlie use of a permanent image on a decaying sheet of paper ^ or

what is the use of a permanent sheet of paper or plate of metal if it

lipars a fndiiip, flectinp, dccomposiiif!; image P None whatever. A
print can only have value, real or nominal, if the whole print bo fitted

to withstand the test of time, or, more accurately, the baneful

influences that must reach it in space of time. Time or age is a mere

abstract idfa, andean never hurt nor in any way affect anything;

what we have to do witli are conditions and changes and events that

h»i)p('n during time. The print, I say, must bo impervious through-

out its whole body to noxious influences; it is no gain to it or to us

if one constituent fails, however well the rest of it may endure.

Now in the general acceptation of the word—certainly the word as

I mean to use it—when we talk of a "print" wo mean .some image on

paper or on some textile material. At all events, we do not mean an
image on a sheet of metal or glass, if we mean such a print we say so—" glass positive," " opal print," or some such distinguishing name.
I say, then, that a print is of no value, as far as permanence goes, if

cither the paper or the image is not permanent. It does very well
fur a convenient definition to say that an image is " permanent " if it

lasts asking as its support, but in practice a print is not permanent if

it is not all permanent. AVe don't want the bones if the flesh be
decayed; a skeleton is not an ornament for every lady's drawing-room.

It is time for mo to get more specially to the point of all tliis.

Every one who reads the photographic papers is aware that not long

ago grave doubts were thrown upon the lasting qualities of what we
call bromide paper prints, first by the Autotype Company, who tried

to draw comparisons between their own products and bromide paper

in the matter of permanence by induction, and between bromide
prints and albumen silver prints by analogy. They acknowledged the

permanence of platinotype prints, and were soon followed by Mr. II.

B. IJerkcley, of the I'latinotype Company, in a trilogy of letters to tliis

.lounNAi,, more remarkable for its length than for any soimd arguments
to be found in its text. I wish at once to get rid of the question of

autotype prints, and I have great pleasure in saying that though I put

them to tests of the same kind and rigour as thos» to which I put the

other prints, the autotjpes passed the ordeal, if not unblemished, at

least in a way that greatly astonished and pleased me. It is true

that my tests were not specially directed against the components of an

autotype print, but I expected thateven autotype would succvimb to the

tests I did apph'. I repeat I was much pleased to find that one pro-

cess at least withstood what was undoubtedly a severe test, and a test

certain to be met with in greater or less degree in the actual life

of any print—the test of sulphuration.

But it is with Mr. lierkeley I have now to deal, and if he thinks my
dealing ungentle he must blame the statements he has so often rushed
into, both in championship of his own process and in discredit of others

A\"ith regard to platinotype. For years we have constantly been
hearing the praises of platinotype, and nobody ever seems to have
investigated the matter very particularly, and we have got to accept

the permanence of platinum prints, as the Platinotype Companj' have

always given it to us, as an axiom. It is a curious trait of human nature

that if anyone only goes on long enough asserting a thing, or assum-
ing a thing as an incontestable fact, many persons will come to believe

and to assume the thing asserted. I have no doubt that were I to

assert with considerable violence and reiteration to the public that I

was the discoverer of the law of universal attraction, I should soon
]>e able to fill a large church with believers in my claim. History is

fidl of examples of successful assertion. I suspect this is the case

with platinum prints. I have always heard a platinotype spoken
of as a thing imperishable, and " that fadeth not away," and I

never thought until lately of doubting it. I bad beard of the experi-

ments by Mr. 8piller alluded to by Mr. lierkeley in No. II. of his

trilogy (page (591), but I do not now remember what these tests

were
; as Mr. ISerkeley says some of them damaged the pulp of the

paper, I gather that these ones at lea.st were different from mine. I

have heard of boiling acids Mng used as tests; not thinking that
l)niling acids are frequently met with in onr average atmosphere, I

did not try them ; and seeing that Mr. Spiller's tests did not affect the
platinum prints, or at least the images, I conclude that Mr. .SpiUer

omitted to try my test, which was sulphuretted hydrogen in water,
a very common impurity indeed, according to Mr. Berkeley and
myself, in our air.

In Mr. Berkeley's letter No. III., m I pointed out lately, be
brings in some very curious analogies between reduced images in

bromide paper and such things as " silver spoons, Daguerreotypes,

German gold," &c. Analogies, when perfect and coviplete, are valu-

able arguments; when partial or one-.'-ided they are most dangerous.

On the very face of the question I maintain it is monstrous to com-
pare a bromide print to a silver spoon, one has only to look at

the two to see that ctpmparison fails ; wlicther they are the same in

nature or not, they are visibly different in condition. But they are

not even the same in com]iosition, as surely every one knows, for each

pound of silver contains eighteen'pennyweights of copper. I do not say

that copper is the cause of tarnishing, but I say that its presence forbids

all analogy such as Mr. Berkeley would draw. All the same, if Mr.

Berkeley fr els inclined to be generous, and presents me with a service

of plate, I am ready to overlook the copper. If he does not wish to

go quite so far, I will only suggest that a certain teapot of mine
is getting thin.

In the same letter No. III., " beciuses " Nos. 4 and 5, he says,
" Because a reduced silver print is not able to withstand, for many
minutes even, dilute solutions of various chemicals, several of which
are often foun I in the air we breathe in considerable quantity, . . . .

"

and (Xo. 5) " because among these are sulphuriscrs." This sort of

assertion he carries on for several paragraphs, assuming everything

that seems to suit his own argument, but wilhcut the least apparent

consideration as to whether his foundation is firm or not.

It lately occurred to me that it would be well to put bromide paper

to some of the tests suggested by Mr. Berkeley's letter and my own
mind, and I thought that when I was about it I might as well test

a few platinotype prints along with the bromide ones. Of course, as

platinotype is ;u well known, so universally admitted to be permanent,
I thought I should have vast trouble, if I succeeded at all, in hurting a

platinum yrint, still I resolved to try it just for fun. Mr. Bei'keley's

letters pointed to sulphuration as the disease most likely to attack

bromide prints (and spoons and " German gold "), so sulphur was
chosen for my first tests, and in particular sulphuretted h3drogen in

water. Mr. Berkeley's concluding sentence in his correspondence

runs thus :
—

" Let the statement go forth that some, or many, suppose

that reduced silver prints will prove more lasting than the albumenised

ones (this is the truth ; they do think so)." Well, I did think so, and
to try whether I was right or wrong, I included silver albumen prints

in my experiments.

The albumen prints I used were made by myself with my usual

care. The bromide pi-ints were made by myself with probably less

than my usual care, for they had been under exposed ; but I fomid no
claim on that fact. The platinotypes were, one by a well-known

amateur who prints little else besides in platinum, and the other by a
professional whose name is intimately connected with commercial

platinum printing in this country. The bromide paper was Eastman's
" B" and " C." My sulphuretted hydrogen was made by the action

of sulphuric acid on iron sulpliide, and I need not relate the incidents

that attended my first manufacture of this perfume, nor tell how I

stop]ied just in time the despatch of a mounted messenger for a

plumber to see to the gas-fittings. This is matter of history, if not of

hysterics

!

I made a considerable quantity of IL.S and saturated water with it,

used some at once, and stored away the rest for after use. My fii-st

test consisted In immersing all in one bottle, a scrap each of an

albumen, a bromide, and a platinum print. In a very short time,

about an hour, the albumen print was utterly and hopelessly ruined.

So I do still think that, so far as sulphuration is concerned, " reduced

silver prints are more lasting than albumenised ones," and it will take

a good deal to make mo think otherwise. The folly of continuing to

test albumen prints was so evident, that I removed the spoilt print

and preserved it, and shall waste no more time with tluU subject.

Mr. Berkeley may wish to continue the test, but I do not.

After about tliirty-six hours I removed the platinum and bromide
prints from the If., S, but it was evening, and by gaslight I could not
see the result of my test. Next morning, however, vast was my
astonishment to find the platinum print completely yellow—the image
side, not the back -while the bromide was, so far as 1 could see, as

perfect as when I put it into the bottle. Of course, knowing the

absolute permaueuce of platinotype, I put the whole thing down to a
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blunder ; I felt certain a bad fairy liad changed the prints during the

night. So, like the young woman, I " did it again." But in spite of

the peimanence of platinum and the well-knuwn fugitiveness of

bromide paper, and the silver spoons and the German gold, and the

" infinitesimal film,'' and Mr. Berkeley, in spite of all these things the

bromide print again, after thirty-six hours, was far superior to the

plaiinot ype. 1 gave up the " bad fairy " theory and put the result down
to my own " blarmed " ignorance and credulity. 1 tested my eyes for

colour-blindness, but all in vain, I was forced to admit that the

platinum print had " yellowed " and the bromide had not.

Then I put the scraps—fresh ones^in separate bottles of water and

11., S, and kept them seventy-two hours, and even five days, and it was
always the same, the bromide came out better.

I tried a dilute solution of sulphurous acid, pei-haps too dilute, for

it did not affect either of the prints; had I made it stronger I dare

say the platiinim print would have gone wrong. I made other tests,

and I found that invariably, so long as I did not destroy the gelatine,

the bromide prints stood my tests satisfactorily. Chlorine, for

instance, took the gelatine right off the paper, just as it did with an

autotype print, and it bleached the image entirely out of a negative on

a certain tissue. But sulphuration was Mr. Berkeley's cry, sulphura-

tion was my test, sulphuration is the disease our prints have chiefly

to undergo, and on the test of sulphuration the bromide prints com-
pletely vanquished the platinotype prints in my hands. I cannot well

conceive how I could be mistaken in the results of so many tests

(I made ten in all) ; but I trust some one will follow me and say

whether by some extraordinary mistake I have been misled. I have
gummed my scraps, with bits of the original prints, upon a piece of

cardboard, and I send it to the office of this Jouhnal, where, no
doubt, the " Boss of the Show " will allow any one to examine them.
I ask every one to look at the prints both back and front, it will be
seen that it is the front of the platinum prints that has yellowed, not the

back. I do not care whether it is the back or not, my business is with
piints ; none the less it is the front, the image, which has gone wrong.

With a very few remarks I now leave the subject. My tests were
80 simple, and the results are so patent, that comments appear to be
needless. It is a matter of no interest, or at least no importance, to

me whether platinotype fades under sulphurating influence or not, for

I cannot make a platinotype print that I care to look at; " damp," I

am always told. But it was important that I should test bromide
paper; I did it, and I have stated the result, to me most satisfactory.

Mr. fierkfley cast doubts upon bromide paper; some of his doubts
have proved baseless with ragard to bromide, but well based as to

platinotype ^nnts—iomparativelij. The bromide prints suffered after

a time, as will be seen on the card at the office.

I am nut condemning as fugitive platinotype prints; the test I put
theni to was out of all reason, and I maintain that platinotype prints
are what we call "permanent," but that they are injured by a solution
of IIj S in water—more so than permanent bromide prints. Even
albumen silver prints may, perhaps, be called " permanent," so far as
sulphuration is concerned, only much less so than platinum.
But 1 sincerely trust that this may be a lesson to all who make

asi^rtion stand for argument or proof, and who are ready without
proof, with nothing but a string of supposititious speculations, to
condemn products other than their own.

I sliall, w hen I have time, test prints with other impurities found
in our atmosphere ; not that my tests will in any way affect what I
Lave said in the above lines, but simply for my own satisfaction.

,

Andhew PniNGLK.
I -S.—Having found a bromide print with ^\liites more pure than

those of the prints I used before, I have tested it in sulphuretted
hydrogen along with platinotyin; jiiints, and I send the results. This
time, 1 think, the bromide print lias suffered more deterioration than
the platinum ones, still there is no doubt that the prints are all con-
.«iden\bly damaged. W-th a test of such severity minute comparison
of degree is a matter of little moment. Sulphuretted hydrogen injures
both broniiJ • prints and platinum prints—let us my—contiderahhj.

OXYGEN MAKING.
Pkrhaps a few hints upon the above subject may be of service at
tae present season, and may save one or the other reader from some
Mpeuse Bud trouble. Frou expense, because when properly ^rj^i'erf

the gas may just as well be made from the common and cheap

chlorate, which reduces the cost materially ; and from trouble, because

after some experience the time of the operation may be reduced a

great deal.

Metorts.—Cast-iron retorts are a great deal the most lasting, though

I suppose if an explosion did occur their fracture would be more

dangerous than if of wrought iron. They can be got made speciall)',

which are better than the old mercury bottles, and more convenient

;

one such costs about 12s. 6d., and will last a lifetime. A friend of

mine adopts another plan. He bought a Papin's digester at ]3enet-

tiuk's, and got them to lit a bent gun-barrel to it. Thus he had a

retort with a safety valve which is very handy to wash out, the top

coming quite off, and leaving a mere open pot to clean. The tube

should be amply large to avoid choking with manganese dust, and I

must say I much prefer to have a safety cork somewhere. It would

not be much use in case of an explosive product, but it would prevent

any bursting through a choked pipe, whicb has happened by careless-

ne.-s, though it never ought to do. No one with any experience buys

a Copper retort, which is only adapted to yield a few more shillings

to the seller for no value whatever. Tlie value of wrought iron

depends upon the thickness, of course ; it is bound to be eaten through

in time by the nascent gas.

Muhiny Gas.—There is nothing equal to a gas furnace, of almost

any sort ; but it is better if possible to have the whole affair arranged

so high from the ground that the flame can be seen and the tap

adjusted instantly without uncomftu-table stooping. The proportion

of material stated in the manuals is one part of powdered mnnganese

oxide to t-wo parts of potass chlorate, by weight ; and it is best to

begin with that. Buy cry.-tals of chlorate, not powder, but crush to

small size all unusually large lumps, and pick out most carefully any
tiny bits of straw, or paper, or wood, which in the cheap quality are

sometimes found swept up from the floor of the store bin. All this

can be done in a minute or two for a lot of fourteen pounds, spread-

ing out the whole heap on a sheet of the Times. If not done the

large lumps are generally wasted. The proportion named will hardly

ever give any startling rush of gas unless a very fierce furnace is

employed. Turn up the flame well till the early bubbles have come
over, and then turn down a little, but not much. In nearly all cases

the gas will come over steadily. Allow about one pound chlorate to

four and a half feet of gas. The best plan is to mix a lot at once

—

say fourteen pounds of chlorate—with the manganese, and then keep

the mixture in a large tin canister with a hinged cover. It is another

good plan to cut an old coffee canister to a size which just holds the

" charge " necessary to fill the bag, as found by trial, and also to keep

in the large canister a tin funnel with large spout, and a small scoop

— 1 use a garden trowel, but made with a back like a scoop. Then
every time you can shovel up your exact charge, and funnel it into

the retort at once. It should be gently shaken evenly over the retort

floor, or roughly levelled, and not left in a heap.

But, after a little practice and watching of the behaviour of the

stuff, it is well gradually to reduce the proportion of manganese, first

to one in three, and finally to one in four, or less. The gas will now
come off much more quickly, so that a ten-feet bag (40 x 32 x 24)

may be filled in fifteen minutes ; but it would be by no means safe for

a novice to begin with such a proportion. As soon as ever the

bubbles come quickly, it is necessary to turn most gas furnaces down
to about half flame

;
generally even so the gas soon increases, and,

rather before it has got to the rush considered safe, the flame must be

lowered still more, or something or other will be blown off by mere
pressure. When in full swing the evolution of gas w^ill go on with

little check long after the flame is quite out, and it is tliis behaviour

which the beginner has to learn before be tries to hurry matters. On
the other hand, at first he will turn down too much sometimes in

over caution, and the gas will stop, when it takes a good while to

start it again. Getting a bag tilled (quickly really depends upon
avoiding both mistakes, and by timely adjustment keeping the pro-

cess going at a fairly rapid rate from first to last. This rate is much
faster than a novice would suppose at first, but it would not be safe

to work up to it otherwise than gradually.

Such a rate of work will always deposit some manganese dust in

the tube between the retort and first wash bottle, and it is very

important that this—both the retort pipe and the rubber tube—be
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jierfectly cleared before the next operation. To avoid this, some use

tlio iiinngr.iio.«o finely graniilntcd instead of powdered. I have had
no experience of it in tliis .state. Tlie well-liiiown caution about any
possible contamination -with carbon need not bo enlarged upon here

;

but one cannot be too particular in insistinfr, under all oircumstancfts,

upon the rubber tube being taken of! the retort delivery tube before

the retort is removed from the flame. If this is neglected, and the

retort should become perceptibly cooled while still connected with a
W8>h bottle, there will be a partial vacuum, water would be sucked
back into a highly-heated iron vessel, and the result would hca, fteam
explosion. It will be seen, therefore, that under given circumstances
there might occur either an over-pressure explosion, a carbon explosion,

or a steam explosion. To see these things is to disarm them. The
arrangements immediately described offer an effectual safety valve
against mere over-pressure. But the pipe, from retort right down
into the wash bottle, should on no account be less than half an inch
clear bore, rather more preferable.

Washini; the Gas.—.V large proportion of the gas made is never
proix'rly purified, and the consequence is a rapid destruction of bags
and taps by no means necessary. If a tap shows any perceptible

corrosion—much less green rust about it—the gas is used when foul

with chlorine. The same if the gas has any pungent odour, from
which even fairly pure oxygen is perfectly free. There is much
popular error on this point. 1. Water alone will not purify gas;

2. One bottle will not do it unless nearly

a yard deep. As to the medium, many
use either potassium carbonate or sodium
carbonate (common washing soda), and
either answer fairly well, but will not

purify a very foul sample. I prefer to

use caustic soda or potash, which will

entirely remove the chlorine. Caustic

soda is usually sold in sticks about five

inches long : use a couple of sticks to a

gallon jar. The same solution of this

may be used three or fom- times over,

which saves trouble. The oxygen should

be passed ticice through this, and may
then be regarded as pure.

Common washing bottles with their

screw caps are very troublesome. For
years I used vulcanised indiarubber

Woolf toiJS,with rubber nozzles through

which the pipes were passed, stretched

over the necks of the bottles. These

are much better. But for a still better

arrangement, combijiing the maximum
of efficiency with the very minimum of

trouble, I am recently indebted to Mr.
Charles Darker, an ingenious artist—

for he is truly such in all optical matters—to whom we are all indebted

more than many are aware. His cap for wa.sliing bottles is shown in

figure. A is the delivery pipe of brass going down into the solution.

This passes through and is soldered into the cap B, into the side of

wliich is soldered the exit tube C. And over the cap B is stretched

about two inches of thick indiarubber tube D. The whole is made so
that the lower end of this stretches over the mouth of the usual size

wine bottle. On a Journey, therefore, the,se can be used, and no bottles

need be taken, notliing but the caps and tubes. And whcne\er the

rubber 1) lo.ses its stretch, there is only this piece to renew; the rest

is as good as ever. It is put on and removed in an instant, and the

whole arrangement speaks for itself. Over-pressure will force it off

the bottle, and to this danger it therefore acts as a safety valve.

One of your contributors, I think it was Mr. Scott, was, however,
quite light last year as to the desirability of large wash bottles, and

,
for home use it is better to use gallon size, which is easily got of the
same sized necks. Use two of these, nearly full, and the gas will be
pure. It will, however, be also moist, which is bad, too. To avoid
tliis, use a tliird cap on a narrow bottle, empty or dry, such as a thin

champagne or hock bottle, or a piece of large glass tube. The
moisture will collect in this and only dry gas go into the bag. The
tubes should go nearly to the bottom" of the wash bottles, and the

side holes not be bored very high up, or the gA« will not hftve io Hm
through sufficient liquid.

All three Ixittles can easily be kept arranged on a little slielf if

desired, but it Is better to take off the caps after use that the rubber

part may not lo.se its spring.

Of course, when the bag is full and the tap turned off, the tubing

will also be detached instantly. The next step is to detach the tube

from retort, as already insisted upon. Then turn th(! nozzle up the

chimney till cooled down. It is best to wash out the same day, as

the chloride residuum is rather destructive. Some remove it dry,

breaking it up with a pointed rod, but it is much more trouble, and I

think wears the retort more. When washed out, care must be taken

to dry it out thoroughly, and do not forget to clear the delivery

pipe and rubber tube of mangane-xe dust, as already hinted.

The difference in wear of bags between gas thus properly purified

and gas either delivered direct, or merely washed with water—it

cannot be called purifying— is simply amazing.

Lewis Wbioht.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
" Can photography lie ? " What a terrible implied imputation ! And
I am indeed afraid that photography cannot be at all likened to

Caesar's wife, for it is not above suspicion. AVhen one finds a well-

known photographer putting the above question (see report of the

transactions of the London and Provincial Photographic Associa-

tion) it is as good (or as bad) as a verdict of Guilty, at the

outset. We are brought back to the old reply, " Truth is hid in

a well," and it is the real truth that such is the ca.se in regard

to matters photographic. I find it hard to believe Mr. Bridge's

friend who managed to secure flSO for services rendered to the

two opponents in the case of a contested railway matter. But if

this question itself be so hon'ifying, what will the British Public,

or that large section of it that reads Tue Biutisu Jouhnal ok

Photography, think of the reply subsequently given at the

Camera Club by Mr. J. Traill Taylor, " There was no room for

doubting that photographers, as such, could and did ? " Now, really,

Mr. Taylor—I won't say Mr. Editor, for he spoke as a photographer,

and not an editor—what am I to understand? Do you mean to

accuse me of mendacity because I happen to possess a camera and a

lens ? But no, that is impossible. I call to mind an old speech of

the sort I heard a great many years ago. A printer had outraged

the patience of one of his customers for so long a time that at last he

got angry. " W^ell, I will give you my word the things shall be

printed to-morrow," said the printer. " Is it the word of a printer

or the word of a gentlemau you mean ? " retorted the injured one.

I will imagine Mr. Taylor to have .spoken in a I'ickwickian sense.

I was much amused at the remainder of the discussion that

occurred the same evening in relation to the difficulty of pleasing

sitters. I do not think any one not useil to the work can have an/

idea of the great difficulties experienced by those who have to paint

by the sun's light. It is not necessary to believe that Mr. Henderson

exaggerated the least when he speaks of one sitter—a gentleman

—

having employed himself for two or three hours before a looking-

glass in arranging his position. I have mysMf seen an instance of a

sitter of this class, who had taken about half an hour to pose, call

out to the operator, just as the latter was going to uncap, " Now,

how would tliis do ? " throwing himself, at the word, into an entirely

different attitude, and re(iuiring all the arranging to be gone through

again.

The great question of the hour seems to be orthochromatic or non-

orthoehromatic plates, and, clinging to its fringes is another, " lawsuit

or no lawsuit ? " There woidd be a great advantage to the com-

munity if only the question coidd be fought out for them ; the

combatants would have to pay all costs, and if, as is quite possible, the

so-called " infringers of the patents " gained the day, then the process

would be thrown open to the public at large. A patent «uit, at the

best, is nothing but weariness and vexation of .spirit, and when it is

mainly supported by, or combatted upon, scientific, and especially

chemical, evidence, the way the verdict will be brought in is a pure

question of chance. This kind of evidence has been described by a

well-known literary and scientific man as follows:—" Positive, men-
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dacity; comparative, outrageous lying; superlative, scientific evi-

dence." And I think he is not far wrong in his conclu-iions.

What is all the stir one sees happening at the meeting of an amateur

society in a city well known for its connection witli photography ? A
gentleman seems to have made a business of his amateur woric some

years ago, but the club or society condoned his offence ; now they have

reopened the question, and, by a resolution to the effect that " Any
person now or at any time a member of this Association wlio shall

practise photograpliy professionally, sell, or publicly expose for sale

photographs of his own production, shall thereupon cease to be an

ordinary member of the Association," have, apparently, ostracised him.

That is a resolution which with a prospective action only might be
witli advantage adopted by all amateur societies. Their ranks would
bo well thinned, for it is ray belief that there are very few amateurs

who do not sell their productions— professedly at a price, "just

enough to cover tlio cost, you Icnow," tlie cost, I suppose, of all

tlieir experiments, hire of instrument, and all etceteras, so as to make
them free of all expense in the fi.ving of their hobby. I wish to

observe, though, that in the resolution above quoted the word " shall"

cannot grammatically (tliough I suppo.se the intention of the framers

is not carried out iu the words) be considered to apply to the past.

I note that at the last London and Provincial Pliotographic jVsso-

ciation meeting some discussion upon platinotype printing took place,

in wliich the speakers alluded to the dilK^ulty of introducing modi-
fications in tlie printing, as is commonly done witli silver prints. Now
there is no doubt that there is some increased care and judgment
needed in tlie operation—it is scarcely one that can be deputed to

"the boys;" but there is a fairly visible imagj in an undeveloped
platinuiu print, and, personally, I may say I have found it a com-
paratively easy matter to introduce clouds into platinum prints. It

is, however, requisite to talce care that the time taken over the work
be not prolonged too much, or the character of tlie results will suffer;

for a very sliglit absorption of moisttu'e by tlie paper renders it impos-
sible to obtain purity of whites. By-the-by, I should like to know
whether the pages of this Jouen'al are going to be permanently
increased for the next year or two, to allow of morii lengthened
correspondence upon the "pennauent" question ? (Jan any one doubt
that the readers will be pleased if such bo the case, all the letters, so
far, liaving been such nice, liglit, instructive reading ? (I liope no
one will think tliat by light I mean frivolous ; for all frivolling is

discountenanced from the editorial chair, I know.)
The articles upon retouching by Mr. Barrett tliat have been

appearing for some months p.xit in thes3 columns, are written by a
man wlio is at once artistic in feeling and capable of expressiii"-

liimself in suitable words; but I shoull like to .say of them that—
assuming, as I do, from its last paragraph, that the paper printed at
the end of December was tlie last of the series—there is a glarinc
deficiency in them. To the best of my recollection there is not one
single word about the manner of using his tools. As to the calibre of
the work to be done there is plenty of instruction, but as to tlie

mystery of spot, dot, stipple, hnas curved and straight, liatcliing or
cross-liatching, not one word. Now it may be that Mr. Barrett
intends to introduce some such instructions at the end of his work-
that I cannot say, but one miglit fairly expect the series of articles
to liave begun with something of the sort.

At tlie close of exhibitions, pliotographic or otlierwise, there are
always, and as a matter of course, letters denunciatory of management,
selection, and all other autliorities, published in all the periodicds that
will admit the lucubrations of the disappointed ones; but this time
the cry has swelled to such a chorus of unbroken complaint as to
breakages and damages that there is clearly some one at fault. A
scapegoat will have to be found, for it is evident the gilt has all
been rubbed off the frames. Some gentlemen have even not had
all their pictures liung—would it be believed ! May I make a
suggestion to the authorities to have a supplementary exhibition of
the works of the forsaken ones." I think one such exhibition should
entirely for the future put an end to such wailing, for as the hangers
were so regai-dless of the best interests of some of the senders as to
Lang a few of the atrocities, it is easy to imagine the character of
•what remained in the cellars, rotting I was about to say, but I am
afraid there is no such kind fate in store.

In the report of the Manchester Amateur Photographic Society's

meeting last month, I read that " a novelty in tho lantern display

was the use by Mr. Jones of gas compressed into steel bottles instead

of gas bags." Now I happen to know, as also do many of my readers,

that there are some exceedingly wide-awake men in that Society, and

I don't think tliey would look upon the compressed gas as a novelty.

FniiE Lance.

PHOTO-MICKOGRAPIIY.
[Abstract of Paper i-ead before the Photogi-aphic Society of Philadelphia.]

Any stand, monocular or binocular, tho body of which can he inclined

to a horizontal position, may be employed. In using a binocular stand
it is merely necessai-y to withdraw tho prism sufficiently to allow all

the light to pass up the straight tube, and thus convert the instrument
into a monocular. The eye-pieco may bo removed or not as the
operator desires, the former plan being the one generally adopted
and producing, so far as my own experience goes, the better result.*.

If the eye-piece is not used, the tube must be lined with some non-
reflecting material, as before stated. A mechanical stage is a great

convenience and time saver in centering an object upon the ground-
ghiss, but is by no means a necessity ; it should, however, revolve in

the optical axis of the instrument if possible. A double or triple

uose-piecL' carrying as many object glasses of different foci is also very
desirable, especially when high powers are to be used, as an object

can be quickly brought into its proper ]X)sition in the field of view
under a low power, when by revolving the nose-piecj a higher one
takes its place, and if the two are properly centred, the object will

be found to occupy the same position in the new field of view.

The placing of the object on the stage of the microscope, and ar-

ranging it in such a position as to cast its illuminated image upon the
centre of the ground-glass focus.sing screen, are all to be done with
camera closed up short, in which position the eye can readily see the
image, whilst the hands reach the milled heads controlling the stage
and focussing adjustments. But when the bellows are extended a foot
or more this becomes impossible, and resort to some other method of
varying the focus is necessary. The plan I adopted at first, and have
ever since followed, was the old but effective one of a strong, fine

cord placed in a groove turned in the periphery of the milled head
controlling the fine adjustment of the microscope, and passing through
hook eyes on either side of the camera to its rear, where it is held
taut by a couple of small leaden weights. A very slight pull on
either of these serves to change the focus in the most delicate manner,
and this can ho done whilst tlie eye is fixed upon the image on the
ground-glass.

I have used the term (/rouml-g\i\si in connection with the fine

focussing adjustment, but merely as a figure of speech. In reality

ground-gla.ss cannot Ije used for this purpose at all, as the very finest

that could po.ssibly be made is entirely too coarse to define sharply
any delicate microscopic object. Its usefulness is confined to securing
a full and even illumination of the field, and the arranging of the
object iu its proper position therein. These two essentials arrived at
we must abandon the ground surface iu favour of something better
adapted to giving a sharply defined image of the magnified object.
Many plans for effecting this have been published, but I shall at
present notice only the two which I have u.sed most siiccessfully for
some years. The first, which is useful for hurried work, consists in
attaching to the centre of the ground surface of tho focussing screen,
by means of Canada balsam, a disc of thin microscopic covering
glass about an inch in diameter. The balsam fills up the minute
inequalities in the surface of the glass made by the grinding process,
and renders the circle perfectly transparent. Now, if a llamsden
positive eye-piece, or any ordinary focussing glass adjusted to the thick-
ness of the screen, be applied to the outer side thereof, the illuminated
image will be seen clearly defined in this transparent circle with the
most beautiful distinctnes.s, when the proper focus is made with the
adjusting cord.

This method, however, only allows that portion of the object which
:

is in the centre of the field to be seen and focus.sed upon, whereas it is

frequently desirable to go all over the same to arrive at the h-
average adjustment. For this purpose I use the following pla
which is so perfect in its results that I can conceive of nothing bett.
A sensitised gelatine plate, evenly coated, is exposed to a flash
light, and placed in the developing bath a short time, until it becom.
somewhat discoloured, or clouded over, but not long enougli for it ;

acquire any destiny. It is then washed and fixed as usual; afi'

fixing and a prolonged washing, it is bleached with bichloride
mercury as for intensification, and again washed and dried, when i;

will be found to possess the finost surface for delicate focussing imagin-
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iible. And now comes in the use for the single plate holder, to which
1 liavo Ix'foi'o reft'rred.

Slide and back both beinf? removed, the holder is reduced to a

mere framework, wliich is placed in position on the camera, the

proimd-jrlnas screen iiaviiij? been lowered out of the way. The
bleached (jelatine plate is now placed in tlie holder (film side toward
the image), where it occupies exact ly the place that will subsequently

be lilled by tlie sensitised plate. The positive eye-piece, or focussing

gln.ss, heinj^ now placed against the outer surface of tlui plate, and the

eye applied thereto, perfect definition may bo effected by means of

tiie focussing cords, the proper position of the image upon the plate

having been previously secured through the medium of the ground-
glass.

A few woi-ds as to the objectives may not be amiss. For powers
incltuliiiir one-quarter of nn inch and higlier, no special corrections

are necessary. 1 have had most excellent results with the higher

powers of very many of the best makers, both American and foreign,

and even tlie cheap French triplet quarters have produced very good
work without further coi-rection. But for all lower powers a special

correction, to render the actinic and visual rays coincident, becomes
necessary for perfect work.
The proper illumination of the object is of the first importance,

since, if we fail in this, all our other efforts are of but little account.
Various sources of light are at our command. The direct rays of the

sun, diffused daylight, the electric light in various forms, magnesium
ribbon, or the oxyhydrogen jet, can all be used most successfully by
those able to command time and apparatus, liut my remarks at this

time being intended mainly for the benefit of those wlio have only
their evenings at their disposal, I shall confine myself solely to the
consideration of that illuminator procurable by every one—a good
lamp burning coal oil. Any form capable of being placed at a proper
height to suit the stage of the microscope maj' be used, though some
are undoubtedly better than others. The one I have adopted, and
hnd eniiuently useful, consists of a broad, flat reservoir, with large

capacity, carried at any desired height upon an ordinary retort stand,

and using a duplex burner, with the flames placed at an angle to the
plane of the stage, in order to avoid the dark spot in centre of field

wiiich always results if the flames present their edges to the object
slide. The stage of the microscope should be provided with a set of

diaphragms of various sizes, the arranging of tlie object being done
with a large opening, whilst the exposure is made with the smallest
which will properly aud evenly illuminate the field of view. If desired,

a condenser can be used to concentrate the light upon the object ; but for

a long tinu> I have entirely discarded its use witli all powers lower tlian

one-fifth of an inch, using the direct rays proceeding from the lamp
alone. This gives a more evenly lighted fk>ld, and although the
length of exposure is somewhat increased, the resulting negative is

better in every way than one made in a shorter time by a strongly
concentrated fight.

The difference in fact is very marked, and I would urge upon every
one using lamphght to dispense with all condensers with moderate
and low powers. With high powers, however, a condenser becomes
necessary, and an achromatic combination of wide aperture, or one of
the Abbe form, may be used with the best results. Some operators
u^o blue or ground-glass for toning and diffusing the light. In short,
tlie subject of illumination is an exhaustless one, and I shall not
attempt to pursue it further at present. Neitlier can I give any
certain rules as to time of exposures. The length of these vary
gi-eatly with the nature and structure of the subject, so that every one
must learn to determine this for himself, as in ordinary photographic
work. Using a given objective, and with the same plates and illumi-
nation, I have had exposures vary from ten seconds to five minutes,
regulated entirely by the difference in the colour and structure of the
subject to lie photographed.
For all delicate structures, especially finely marked diatoms, I find

it much better to develope for detail only, resorting to after intensi-
fication to obtain necessary density. By this means none of the finer
lines or markings are obscured by too heavy a deposit, whilst the
negative is quite as permanent as those not intensified, if it be first

bleached in a solution of bichloride of mercury, and blackened by
immersion in cyanide of silver, or a ten per cent, solution of sulphite
of soda. Ferrous o.xalate or pyro development may bo used with
equally good results. At first I favoured the former, but of late
years have, in common with most others, grown more and more
accustomed to pyro, which, with carbonate of soda, has given me
results uniform in their success, and of a quality leaving little or
nothing to be desired. I use no restrainer excepting the sulphite of
soda in solution with the pyro, the resulting negatives being uniformly
of a pleasant grey tone, entirely free from the yellow stains so often
associated with the use of pyrogalhc acid.

For making prints, bromide paper ia especially recommended. It

can be used in the camera for eidarging or reducing, or bo printe<l by
contact, by day or lamp liglil, as desired. It renders all delicate
details better tlian albumen, the finished prints need not be mounted,
for book illustrations they are perfect, whilst, finally, I think thero
can be no rea.sonable doubt of I heir ab8(dute permanence. If a glossy
surface is desired, it may Ix) obtained by stjueegeeing the print iipm
a sheet of polished hard rubber, from which it will peel off witli a
glazed surface when dry, as seen in the specimens now submitted.

Since the making of transparencies from microscopic negatives
differs in no wise from those of other subjects, I shall not detain you
in alluding to them further than to repeat that reduction in the
camera gives more satisfactory results tlian contact printing, and that
tliis is the plan I almost invai-iiibly pursue, even if the negative be
upon a quarter-.sized plate.

It adds very greatly to the scientific value of a photograph of any
microscopic object, if the e.xact magnification be measured and stated
thereon. To do this separately with each exposure would entail an
expenditure of time and labour that few would care to assume, but if

each objective bo carefully measured with the camera closed, and also

opened to the full extent of the bellows, and notes thereof preserved,

it will he an easy matter to calculate the exact amplification used
with each exposure. This measurement is very easily made. A stage

micrometer ruled in one-hundredths and one-thousandths of an inch
is placed upon the stage of the microscope, and the image thereof

focussed upon the ground-glass, where the value of each division

is readily determined. I would advise every one turning his attention

to this branch of photography to make sucu a series of measurements
at the outset.

As previously stated, any microscope with a joint for inclination of

the body to a horizontal position may be employed in photography,
but those having a short tube of large diameter will do better work
than those with long ones. It is highly desirable that the rays of

light, after passing through the objective, should be allowed to diverge

as speedily as possible. "Where they are confined to the limits of a long

tube of small diameter, it will be found that only a small circle of

light will be thrown on the ground-glass when the camera is closed up
short, and that it must be lengthened to a considerable extent before

the entire plate is illuminated. In order to overcome this objection,

I devised, some years since, a stand from which the compound body-

may be entirely removed, and replaced by a cone-shaped tube which
flares away from the back of the object glass, allowing the image-

bearing rays to diverge at once after leaving tho lens.

W. II. Walmsley.

rilOTOGKArillNG WITH PHOSPHORESCENT
SUBSTANCES.

At a meeting of the Franklin Institute, Mr. Frederick Ives read a

preliminary communication on this subject, giving the result of

some investigations which he had undertaken at the suggestion of

Dr. Wahl.
After making a photograph of a street scene by exposing in the

camera for thirty seconds a tablet coated with Balmain paint, and
then placing it in contact \yith a photographic sensitive plate for

about the same length of time, Mr. Ives made exposures on the lime-

light spectrum, to determine to what kind of light the tablet was
.sensitive. He found that phosphorescence was produced only by
exposure to the violet rays, and that the light given out by tho

excited tablet was chiefly the indigo blue, to which photographic

sensitive plates are more sensitive than to any other colour. But he

also observed that a tablet exposed to sunlight, and then given a rest

of several hours in total darkness, in a cool place, became quite

sensitive to the dark heat rays at the opposite end of the spectrum,

whicli caused a temporary exaltation and corresponding ranid

exhaustion of the feeble phosphorescence remaining in the tablet.

He succeeded in obtaining strong photographic negatives showing

this action, and concluded that by this means it would be possible to

obtain camera photographs of perfectly dark objects which radiated or

reflected sufllcient heat, provided that the lenses used were capable of

freely transmitting such dark heat rays.

M" Ch. Zenger, m a recent communication to the French Academy
of Sciences, asserted that he had obtained a photograph of towers and
other objects at midnight on a dark night by the aid of a phoe-

phorescent tablet, and attributed the result to the action of dark
" actinic " radiations, which he supposed that the objects gave out at

night. Mr. Ives pointed out that, as the tablet proved to bo insensitive

to such rays, Zenger's explanation was certainly incorrect. Mr. Ives's

investigation had proved that bodies intensely heated by exposure to
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the sun during a hot summer day might, under certain conditions, he

photographed at night by the action of heat which they radiated; but

the method did not seem sensitive enough to give such results with

glass lenses, and he thinks Zenger's pliotograph may have been due to

unsuspected feeble pliosphorescence remaining from a .previous

exposure in dayhght, several hours or even a day or two before.

Mr. Ives offered explanations of other phenomena observed by

M. Zenger, and concluded by claiming to be the first to discover that

photographs of dark objects may be madfc in the camera by the action

of beat which they radiate or reflect,

ON CAMERAS AND FIELD APPARATUS.
[Abstract of Paper read before the Camera Club.]

The tvpe of the new form is the camera, now well known, brought

out ab'out two years ago by McKellen. I think I shall not be far

wrong if I say tliat this type of camera claims to obtain rigidity,

not by additiunal bulk or weight of material, but by an improved

disposition of the parts on mechanical principles.

The question arises how far tlie advantages of the new form are

real, and whether, if real, they are obtained by the sacrifice of the

good points to be found in the older cameras ? This involves the

determination of the points necessary to a perfect or ideal camera,

on which I will venture to give you my views to-night, with the

object, I would add, of ehciting, rather than imparting, information.

1. The first essential of a camera, I take it, is that it should be as

light as is compatible with rigidity; not, as some makers seem

inclined to read it, as rigid as is compatible with lightness. As far

as I have tested them, the new form, with folding fronts and backs,

in "triangular positions" (to adopt an inaccurate but sulBciently

understood phrase), are as rigid as the old, when not too fully racked

out. When, however, they are used at their greatest extension they

seem to me hardly as rigid as the older forms.

2. Both vertical and side swings are necessary in a perfect camera.

The latter is not found in some of the new types, the makers con-

ceiving that they get the same result by swinging tho front, which

is a delusion. In most of the new cameras the vertical swing starts

from the hinge of the back, and not, as in the old forms, from the

central line of the ground-glass. Every time the swing back is used

on a new typo of camera, tlie focus has to be readjusted. This is a

distinct disadvantage of the new forms, as at present made. It is

only fair to say, however, that the defect is not inherent, and

might be remedied with ease. In fact, I have seen some new
cameras, to which thd old form of swing was adapted in addition

to the new.
3. It is important that the lens shoiUdr be capable of motion, both

lateral and vertical. A much greater lateral motion than is usually

given, even in tho old camera, is necessary if two pictures are to be

taken on one plate. In the new tj'pes the matter of lateral motion
does not seem to have been sufficiently considered, though the vertical

rise and fall is all that could be desired.

4. One requisite—not yet, I believe, supplied by any camera—is

some means of taking smaller sizes of pictures without recourse to

the clumsy expedient of carriers. It might be easily done by an
exten.'-ion of the principle of the sliding board commonly used for

stereoscopic pictures. This board would carry grooves for the

smaller-sized double backs, and would block out all the back, except

tlie opening in tho centre to receive the small slides. By this means
the necessity for a second focussing screen is obviated.

5. A fifth point of great importance is that there should be some
means of arranging the camera, so as to give both vertical and hori-

zontal pictures. 1 he old way of turning the camera over and re-

Bcrewing it was about as batl a way as was ever devised. Indepen-
dently of the trouble involved, the camera was never suflicieiitly

rigid in the second position— it was balanced, so to .speak, on a
knife's edge. The new way of making the camera square with a
rever.sing J)ack is convenient, but adds bulk and weight.

C. Mo>t new cameras are now made with a great extension of focus.

I am not of opinion that this is very necessary for field work. The
use of a long-focus extension is mainly for copying and for portraiture.

Both are operations that can be done at home by means of one of the
" extension fronts '' that are supplied by some makers, or by studio
and copying cameras, if the amateur can afford to possess them.

7. An improved method of focussing is very desirable. The
focussing cloth is an abomination, only tolerated because it covers
the defects of our double back. Combined with the new arrange-
ment should be a means of seeing the picture in its right position

—

that is, not upside down. A mirror hinged to a light frame capable
of attachment to the back of tho camera is what I would suggest.

When the picture has been satisfactorily composed, the apparatus

would be removed, and the fine focussing performed by the ordinary

focussing magnifier applied to the ground-glass.

8. In the ground-glass itself some improvement is desirable. Ihe

coarseness of the grain is very objectionable when magnified for

focussing purposes. This is a great drawback where small pictures

are taken for enlargements. Plain glass gives the most satisfactory

imao-e for the magnifier, but is not equally advantageous where the

picture, as a whole, has to be judged of. Abney's " white wax, di.s-

solved in ether and flowed over a plate," may make an excellent

surface for studio work, but is hardly suited for the field.

0. A dark slide that will open inside the camera is a desideratum.

seems to me excellent in conception, and I shall be glad to see makers

adapting the principle to their cameras.

So much for the camera. As to stands, no great imnrovements

have been made of late, if we except the turntable, which is, to my
mind, a distinct advantage. The majority of stands take too long to

A lens shade of some kind is, I think, a sine qua von for field work.

I know of nothing simpler tlian to use the focussing cloth, stiffened at

the end by a piece of cane let into a seam to cover the lens instead of

the ordinary cap, and be lifted to form a lens screen during exposure.
•^ "^ H. H. O'Fabekll.

THE PROGRESS AND DEVELOPMENT OF ORTHO-
CHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

One of the greatest advantages in depicting objects by photographic

methods is the truthfulness and accuracy with which they are

rendered upon glass, paper, or other carriers of sensitive films. The

remotest fibre and infinite structure of microscopic animals is repro-

duced by the camera with such exact sharpness, that student or

investigator is enabled to project them in enormously enlarged propor-

tions with equal exactitude. Architectural drawings and
_
other

designs are reproduced in correct angles, perfect copies of the original,

and the human face is found upon the photographic plate not only as

a true image but with all imperfections nature has given it. Every

line, every elevation, is there equally sharp with hair or beard, and

all is reproduced without mercy to the original. Considering these

and similar points, photographs are indeed correct representations.

In one respect, however, photographic pictures are almost devoid of

veracity, that is, in the reproduction of colour values. When we
examine photographic pictures, it is seen how very little truth there

is actually in them in regard to colour. Scarlet and yellow, which

appear bright to the eye, are represented in a sombre, dark tone,

and blue or violet, no matter how dark in the original, are, in the

picture, quite light, at times even white.

Light, divided into its spectrum rays and then projected upon a

sensitive photographic film, will not act in proportion to its colour

brightness, or as the eye is impressed, but in proportion to a cer-

tain force or power called actinism. The chief action will take place

in the spectrum region from violet to blue ; and those parts contain-

ing the bright colours, green, yellow, orange, and red, will scarcely be

acted upon, showing that the visible effect on the eye is not at all a

representation of the chemical or actinic force. The term photo-

graphy is, therefore, not absolutely correct, for light in its entirety

does not right, but a portion of it only, the chemically active or actinic

rays.

With the rapid strides which photography has made in late 3'ears,

a mode of operating has been discovered, which has not emanated
from the brains of one single man, but which to accomplish all

enthusiastic researchers in photo-chemistry and spectrum analysis

have contributed. We have seen how the luminous light rays act

upon photographic plates but to a limited degree, or not at all, and
how others, appearing much darker, show excessive force. Pigment
colours in action correspond very nearly to those of the spectrum,

alt hough the latter are preferable for experiments, or the determina-

tion of the action of a certain ray. The more refrangible rays, violet

and blue, are actinic, that is, photographically active, while the

luminous rays, red, yellow, &c., have but little photographic action.

The end in view was to use these latter rays in photographing as

well as the former.
The elder Dr. Draper experimented on the action of spectrum

colours as early as 18-50, and came to the conclusion that only those

rays become active upon sensitive bodies which are absorbed by them.
Extensive studies in spectrum analysis led to various experiments,

and the propounding of various doctrines. Ducoa du Huron and Cros
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intorposed coloured plasa screons between objective and sensitive plate

to intercept certain rays, and to control or to depress their force. A
yellow screen depresses the action of blue, and red that of p^reen.

The first yellow coloured plates came from England, but they had
no practical value, although they gave an impetus to more di»-ect

investigations and experiments on the absorptive power of coloured

films. If plates are coloured with a yellow or orange dye, blue and
violet rays will be intercepted, and the force of their action reduced.

Green will act similarly on red rays, and red on green. The first

attempts of scientific value were based directly upon the results of

spectroscopic researches, and two colours, coralline and aurine, were
employed to counteract the violent force of violet and blue. Not less

objectionable were those of yellow and red.

At the occasion of the sun's eclipse in 1 87-i, a meeting occurred
between a German investigator'and Captain Waterhouse, of Oulcutta,

who was then induced to resume and continue his experiments, in

consequence of which a newly discovered dye, the eosine, was proposed
for colouring plates.

In the meantime American scientists liad not been idle ; the

eminent Carey Lea made the subject a part of his studies; Frederick

C. Ives emploving the green clilorophyl for the depression of red,

and Edward Ijierstadt, in many directions experimented in ortho-

cbromacy.
In 18tfl, Clayton and Atout Tailfer, Frenchmen, patented and

published a method (isochromatic they called it), with which the

desired effects could be obtained to a very high degree. Tliey added
eosine to the emulsion of bromide of silver and gelatine, and gave a
still greater susceptibility by adding small quantities of ammonia.
The process was enthusiastically received, for with these eosine plates

and the use of a jellow screen blue and yellow were reproduced
nearly correct, althougli the other rays did not respond so well.

Highly interesting experiments with important results then followed
rapidly, and some of the most lenowned scientists resumed photo-
spectrographic studies, and directed their attention to the action of

the less refrangible rays, yellow, orange, and red.

The important labours of Victor Schumann, Dr. Eder, Charles
Scolik, and Captain Abney led to the most marvellous results in

ortliochroniatic photography, and among Americans we find Ives and
Bierstadt again at the front, the former directing his attention to

the action of clilorophyl in combination with eosine and other dyes.

Now we are able to copy the sun spectrum and nearly all pigment
colours upon the sensitive plate. Of more than two hundred dyes
experimented with, only a few have been retained for their efficient

actions: cosines in various shades, blue and red chinoline, some of the

anilines, and of vegetable substances, chlorophyl and turmeric.

The mode of applying these colours to the sensitised film has been
greatly simplified, and the photographer is now enabled to prepare a
colour-sensitive plate for immediate use.

Ordinary gelatine dry plates, preferably those which carry in the
emulsion but a very small amount of iodide of silver, are subjected to

an extremely diluted bath of ammonia to give them susceptibility for

the dye, and are afterwards subjected to the action of erythrosine—

a

dye belonging to the eosine series—and also in very diluted solution.

The preparation of a plate requires not more than four or five minutes,
and no other precautions are required than to work in nearly
total darkness and to subject the plate to the colouring bath but for

a limited time. Too much colour will reduce the general sensitiveness.

Ill contradiction to the term isochromatic, the method is now called

orthochromatic, meaning to reproduce colours correctly as to their

brightness, while isochromatic implies uniformity of colours. A better
and more descriptive word would probably be the plain English
colour-sensitive.

The practical value which orthochromacy offers to scientific pursuits

cannot be over-estimated, when we consider that objects formerly
quite inaccessible to the power of a sensitive plate can be success-

fully photographed now. Prof. Pickering, of Boston, and the Brothers
Henry, of Paris, have obtained pictures of the optically invisible

nebulre of the Pleiades, and Prof. Muggins has made a pliotograpli of
the corona of the sun when not eclipsed, while Spitaler, of Vienna,
has made pictures of the moon with a telescope corrected for optical

rays only. Microscopic objects are in frequent cases copied with the
aid of cliinolines and erythrosine, and spectrum analysis finds in

colour-sensitive plates an indispensable aid. The professional photo-
grapher who reproduces with them oil paintings and other works of

art, is enabled to make copies of fabrics or embroideries, no matter
how greatly non-actinic colours may be prevailing. The retoucher's
work in portraiture will, in a measure, be dispensed with, for light

yellow or brown freckles do not show on an orthochromatic negative,

and light auburn or gold coloured hair will photograph light, not
black as heretofore.

With the extreme sensitiveness of erythrosine plates for yellow,
orange, and red rays, artificial light has been pressed into the service

of the photographer. Incandescent electric light, the ga« flame, and
even the ordinary petroleum lamp, give good light to photograph
on colour-sensitive plates.

While great credit is due to German scientists for having done the
pioneering in spectrum photography and orthochromacy, Americans
nave not remained inactive, and they have contributed much to make
the methods of photographing upon colour-.sonsitive plates practical

for the daily use ofprofessional and amateur photographers.—Photoffraphic Times. Ciiables Eubuaxn.

ACCESSORIES OF THE LANTERN.
Ciiaptkh I.

—

Ga.s B.\o.s.

Every lantern operator knows what an important part of his

outfit the gas bags are. Supposing he is using the mixed gas jets he
requires two bags, and the cost of these accessories will be nearly as

much as the price of the biunial, especially if the latter is a
cheaply made instrument. The gas bags are not only expensive as

regards their first cost, but they also form the largest item in the cost

of maintenance. The lantern with its fittings and the slides may keep
in good order during years of constant use, and cost little or nothing
in repairs, but the gas bags, more especially those used for

oxygen, deteriorate so rapidly that the work of a single winter season
often wears them out completely. The life of a gas bag in constant
use being so short, any means by which it can Ise lengthened will

naturally be of interest to those whose purses are affected by the
matter.

The material of which gas bags are made is rendered air-proof by
one or two films of indiarubber, by whicli the cloth or twill, which is

used in two or three thicknesses, is cemented together. Upon the
substance of this indiarubber depends the longevity of the gas bag.

In the best bags the rubber is over a sixteenth of an inch thick, and
of course resists the corrosive action of the gases for a much longer
time than cheaper bags made air-tight by a mere skin of rubber.

When a gas bag begins to leak it is not so much the cloth which is

defective as the layer of rubber attached to it, which has become
rotten. Hence it is real economy to purchase a first-class gas bag in

preference to a cheaper one of the same size ; the extra cost will be
amply compensated by increased durability.

All new bags should be thoroughly tested, to ascertain if there is

any leakage. This may be done by filling the gas bag with air or
coal gas, and placing it between the pressure boards with a half-

hundredweiglit thereon. If the top board only sinks one or two
inches during a period of twelve hours the bag may be considered

sound ; if the bag is only half full at the end of that time it is still

serviceable, as the leakage during the two hours of an exhibition

would not be very serious, still, such a loss shoidd by no means be
tolerated in a new bag. Sometimes the leakage is caused by the plug
of the tap not being screwed up tight enough, or from not being

properly greased with tallow. If the leakage is not connected with
the tap the bag should be returned to the vendor, with a request for

a sound bag to be given in exchange.

As gas bags are used for both oxygen and coal gas, and as it is

extremely dangerous for these gases to be mixed together in one bag,

it is necessary to u.se each bag constantly for the same gas. As a
general rule, a bag used for oxygen should never on any account be
tilled with coal gas and mce versa ; the bag which is used for coal

gas should be a complete stranger to oxygen. The non-observance of

this rule is the cause of perhaps one-half of the explosions that occur

in connection with lantern work. It is a good plan to paint in large

white letters " O" on each side of the oxygen bag, and "If on the

sides of the coal gas or hydrogen bag.

It will usually be found in the case of two similar bags devoted
respectively to oxygen and hydrogen that the one used for o.xygen

will Ije quite worn out and unserviceable through leakage before the

other bag shows any deterioration whatever. Hence it is obvious

that oxygen has a greater corrosive action on the indiarubber than

coal gas. This destructiveness is said to be due to the chlorine gas

which is evolved from the chemicals in the retort Ln company with

the oxygen, and careful operators hence add powdered chalk, lime, or

potash to thewater contained in the "cooler," with the view of absorbing

this obnoxious chlorine. I believe that the water which is carried

over from the cooler into the gas bag, when the gas is generating very

fast and the liquid in the purifier is in furious commotion, helps the

bag to decay. The water once in the bag cannot evaporate, and it

keeps the interior surface permanently damp. It is a good plan when
making oxygen to have the bag on a table, and the cooler on the
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floor. Any drops of water that may be forced from tlie cooler into

the ruhter tuhe by the pressure of gas will then flow back into the

vessel when the current of gas becomes weaker.

Temperature has a great influence upon the durability of gas bags.

I once had a large new bag of good quality rendered luiserviceable

through corrosion in six weelcs. This occurred in the heat of summer,

and the bag contained oxygen. A similar bag containuig coal gas

was sound at the end of that period. Hence gas bags are rarely

used in hot countries, such iis India, as the expense of maintenance is

so great. During frosty weather the bags do not deteriorate at all,

or else they do so very slowlv indeed. If tlie question arises as to

whether any surplus oxygen that may be left after an exhibition is to

be used or not the temperature should be taken into account. If the

weather is frosty, keep the gas by all means ; if it is warm, it will be

better policy to empty the gas bag. It is a good rule to put bags

containing oxygen in the coolest place available.

When the limelight first came into use it was customary to put

both the oxygen and the hydrogen into one bag. Tliis method
certainly had the advantage of simplicity, as no adjusting of tlie jet

taps was required ; but the explosions that occurred induced tlioje in

charge, out of consideration for tlieir personal safety, to adopt the

system of separate bags for each gas. It is possible to work a

mixed gas jet with one bag containing the two gases without

rendering the .services of the coroner necessary, the points to be

observed being the use of a small aperture in the jet nozzle, and
jilenty of pressure on the gas bag ; however, such a system is more
dangerous than the use of ether tanks, wliich, as most lanternists are

aware, are quite capable of being blown up.

I know a gentleman who some years ago gave a lantern exhibition

to a crowded audience; he was u.sing tlie mixed gas jets, and had his

two bags of oxygen and coal gas in the pre.ssure boards as usual.

AVlien half of the slides had been shown lie was startled to find, after

adiusting the two taps of a jet, that he had turned one completely

off aud the liglit was still burning brilliantly ! It was plain, owing
to some mistake made in the filling of his gas bags, that one of them
contained a highly explosive compound. lie was thus on the horns
of a dilemma : either he must proceed with the exhibition at the risk

of the lives of those near the apparatus, or else an awkward and
undignified "five minutes' interval' must be put into the exhibition.

He chose the latter, and quickly turned the gas off at the jet ; the

audionci> sat in a state of surprise and total darkne.ss for a few
minutes, but, after a while, a change of bags was effected, and the
exhibition was continued.

If any one who reads this article should And himself in a similar

predicament, I would advise him to adopt tlie same plan— unless he
is alone, and has his life heavily insured, in which case prudence is,

perhaps, not so essential. Aljiekt Wm. Scott.

L.4LNDSCAPE PIIOTOGRAniY.
[A Communication to tiie Al)Cr(lwn and North of Scotlaivl Amatt'ur Plioto;riuphic

A'isociatiou.J

My aim in the short paper I am about to read will be to lay before

you a few things in connection with landscape photogi-aphy. This
refers to photography as practised outside a studio, and I "purpose
di-aling only with it from the practical side, so that while I refer to

it as 1 have ob-erved it practised by many amateurs, gentlemen
present will liiudly bear in mind I do so from the point occupied by
one interested in securing the be.st arrangement of subject under the
most suitable liglit and conditions essential to success.

That photography has a charm for many is evident from the great
number of cameras I come across in my wanderings, the owners
thereof firing off snap shots on every conceivable subject, and under
—what appears to me as a rule—unfavourable conditions. Yet
there is a certain amount of pleasure even in this, though only the
ghost of a picture is developed, as better things can be hoped for the
next opportunity. However, I have seen many exquisite pictures by
amateur gentlemen who practice photogiaphy purely for pleasure,
indeed, very much superior to the work of some professionals ; but I
don't think you'll find they go in for trying everything instantaneously.
I am often approached in a knowing sort of way, " Ah ! working
the instantaneous proce.s.s, I suppose?" and great surprise is expressed
when I answer in the negative; but since the use of dry plates
became general, the one idea of many apjiears to me to do all subjects
instantaneously. The results are disappointing, even when good
subjects are attempted, in a hazy, dull day ; how much more when
done as I saw during the last summer at Uothesay pier. A gentleman,
one fine afternoon, from the deck of the " Columba,''^directed his camera
towards the sun in his endeavours to secure a view of the town.
Eveiything was in deep shadow, while the strong sunlight appeared

to intensify the smoke that hung over the many chimneys. I refer to

this as one instance out of many I could bring up of the indefinite

ideas that exist as to what constitutes a favourable light for securing

a good picture. Had the camera, in this case, been directed in nearly

aifopposite direction, something good might have been got of Rothesay

Bay, with the Cowal Hills in the distance, while a lugsail boat or a

passing steamer could have been utilised to break up the expanse of

water.

Tlien the attempt to overtake something beyond the capacity of

either camera or lens, such as a tall steeple. With his back to a wall

and the camera turned up to nearly the angle of forty-five, I have

seen a gentleman vainly hoping to make a picture; add to this the

fact that the sun was directly at his back, which gave the steeple

without a trace of shadow on it.
_

Then, again, some run after animals,'and wonder why their instan-

taneous plates develoue almost clear glass, and express surprise they

cannot turn out somethiug worth a medal, since some other body does

very fine studies of animals.

In connection with the laudable de-sire to do something good, an

incident comes to my mind. "While working in St. Andrew's, a

gentleman approached me one day and a.sked if I could direct him to

any good subjects in tlie district. I replied to the effect that I thought

he'was in tin? midst of a great variety of very good subjects, adding

there is the cathedral, the castle, houses ancient and modern, while

there is the ever-changing sea, with rocks, waves, boats, and indeed

better material than could te found in many places. He shook his

head, and said that was not the sort of thing he wanted ; but pulling

from his pocket a book treating on composition pictures, added, " It's

somethiug of this sort I want." Rather advanced for a Ijeginner, I

thought; however, I remarked, "There is plenty of scope for your

hobby all round. There is life of every sort, industry and indolence

among all classes, from the aristocrat golfing on the links, to fisher

foUcs busily baiting their lines or lounging at the street corners, with

tlicir hands plunged into the unfathomable depths of their pockets^

this, with creels, boats, lines, and heaps of nuusels, is surely variety

enough ; but your difliculty will be to secure the good-will of your

subjects, which is most important." Whether or not he made up his

miiid to attempt this I cannot say, but I found him dodging about

after mo as if he had got new liglit on some of the subjects he did not

think worth attempting before.

However, there are one or two elements of character I consider

indispensable to success in photography. I pass very lightly over tlie

fact That any one who is enthasiastic will know the advantage of early

rising; many a good view is got when a large proportion of the

inhabitants are snoring in bed. Patience, with perseverance, is said

to work wonders, and there will bo many opportunities for carrying

these into practice, if you would make the best of every subject.

When doing work about a town, smoke is very troublesome, and

often entails a weary wait. Then a fine reflection may often be

secured by exercising a little patience and watching for a brief lull,

not to speak of the advantage of quietness when foliage breaks up the

foreground.

Then in order to secure the best liglit, it is often a great advantage

to wait until the sun moves round a little, or, more correctly, "the
earth moves round." Of course there are many occasions when it is

mauifesth' useless to wait for the calm moment, and in such a ca.se it

is wise to look for a subject unaffected by wind, lint in any case Ise

deliberate in choosing a point, and, when decided on, be cleliberate in

fixing up the camera and exposing, or you may find your.self uncapping

your lens before the plate is uncovered; or some fine day you'll be

exposing the same plate twice, and find out perhaps after all tliat if a

little more care had been exercised a much more effective point, and
that in a far better light, could liavebeen secured.

This brings us to the importance of method in working, and in this

connection it will be wise to run over the necessary apparatus, with
which it is well to be on very familiar terms. This will prevent us

going into the country some day minus the camera screw, or perhaps
the tripod top, without which we would miserably fail. Have a place

for everything, and run over in your mind the operation of fixing up
the camera for work, and exposing a plate, in order to satisfy yourself

that nothing is wanting.
This will bring us to speak of apparatus, of which there is great

variety to select from. Not the least important is the stand, as many
a good view is lost through a ricketty stand. Most of the stands of

the folding pattern have this fault, on account of having only a single

limb from the joint downward. I have with me an improved folding

stand you may inspect. A spirit-level is another necessary in getting

correct pictures where straight lines come in.

The camera and slide I'll suppose you have very carefully inspected,

lest any stray light may come in and the unfortunate plate maker be
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Uiiinod for sending you bail plates, while? the fault lies with the

camera not being sufficiently liglit-tight. Inspect every movement,
such as sliding front, with the lens screwed on and capped. Tlirow

up or remove the focussing screen, and, witli the camera placed in

briglit sunshine, look tlirougli as if about to focus, with tlie clotli

carefully adjusted so as to keep out all light from behind, and you
may, by turning round the camera, discover some little cliink you

never dreamt of. However, it is always well to work with the cloth

carefully adjusted, so as to screen the camera and lens as much as

possible. A swing back is also a very useful arrangement, but recjuires

to be very carefully adjusted.
" What lens do you use ? " is a question very frequently asked of

me. ^\"ell, any good lens will do, providing you don't attempt too

much with it. t'onhnt? your lens to covering a plate tlie diagonal

measurement of which is equivalent to its focal length, excepting

when you have a lens especially made to coyer a larger plate, siicli as a

wide-angle rectilinear. A single lens is good for general landscapes,

but many of tlie single lenses that are agoing are of a small diameter,

and consequently slow. However, for many subjects, this is no

objection, but there is satisfaction in liaving a good lens. A rapid

rectilinear is doubly useful.

Now supiwsing the slides have been carefully inspected, dusted,

and charged witli plates, you will think alxnit trying something.

Althougli it is quite possible to go tlirougli the whole operation

mechanically, since the dealers send out printed instructions of the

plates bi'ing so sensitive, you can expose, bring home, and witli so

unieh out of bottle No. 1, and .so much out of No. 2, you develope so

many minutes, and everything is bound to come out right. Well,

perhaps they may, and no doubt this accounts for some—when first

attempting photography—producing one or two wonderful plates;

but how they got them is a mystery to themselves, for they say we
cannot do the same now.
We will begin by not attempting anything very great. A friend's

Louse is always a handy subject, and houses being all pretty much
alike we will consider how we can sot it off, for we will not be

satLsfied with planting our camera right in front of it, and filling the

plate with the front or front and gable walls. Are there any trees

about? as, if possible, we must get them introduced, so as to make
the picture. ( )f course it is well, in most cases, to get sunshine, parti-

cularlj' if the building is dark, of which, by the way, there are not

many about Aberdeen. But with the most important part of the

house in sunshine, and just enough shadow to give relief, wo notice

if the trees are still before exposing, which must be done deliberately

and suliicieutly long to get details in all the shadows without solarising

the high lights.

Suppose we go to the country a bit, and try a different style of

subject. It is well to remember, in this connection, what constitutes

ihic picture. It is not coloui-, but light and shade; and
subjects that appear to many as effective pictures are of no use for

Iihotograpliing. We want form, and that must be effectively lighted,

^^or general landscapes we want a clear day with bright sunshine.

The selecting of a good plate is important. Tlie rules applicable in

fixing a good point for sketching hold gnod in photography, not for-

getting that colour is now here. Though in sketching anything we
fancy maj' bo introduced, in photography we must adapt ourselves to

things as they exist, or very nearly so. Look at a good engraving or

a good photograph, and while making up your mind not to copy the

photograph, you may be sure you ciiinot exactly reproduce the
engraving, but there is something to be learnt from both, and turned
to good account the lirst opportunit3- for si'lectiiig a point. If there

are distant hills in the landscape, they will probably show up best if

the sun does not shine on them when exposing, though by all means
have sunshine on the foreground and the middle distance, and avoid
having very large objects in the foreground, or the distant hill will

look too diminutive. Be alwaj's ready to take advantage of water,
trees, rocks, loose branches, tree roots, or anything at hand to break
lip a smooth foreground.

If a waterfall is the subject chosen, or if the nature of the day
warrants this— for all arrangements in photography are subject to

the weather, a quiet sunle.ss day will suit, and in many cases will be
found preferably to a day of brilliant sunshine, as in deep gullies and
shady glens bright sunshine shows sucli heavy blaciv sliadows that,

in order to expose them sufficiently, the high lights are all solarised,

but with a quiet, even a hazy day, we can get every leaf, every twig
and fern, if sufficient exposure be given.

On such a day as this, some of the beautiful weeping birches on
Deeside may be got ; haze in the distance will help to make the tree

stand out, if j-ou cannot show it with water in the background : so
you see there are gj-eat varieties of subjects in a day's outing, and if

the weather prove unsuitable for one, we may fall back on another.

The beauty of cloud effects, when taken in connection with water,
I feel conlident is appreci.it4.'d by all who possess a camera, and, bcinj^

near tlio sea, there Ls abundant opportunity of securing something in
this way. For this we must have a cloudy day, but not too many
clouds, and, with the sun ahead of us, we can watch for the effective

moment and expose quickly. Avoid having the sun blazing imme-
diately in front, though a ray striking the water in the distance
enlivens the picture wonderfully.
When photographing on a street or on a road, there is often the

objectionable accompaniment of a great stretch of white foreground.
The shadow of a tree helps in a case of this kind, if we can secure it

;

failing this, the shadow of a building. A few buckets of water,
judiciously spilt, will often work wonders. But the greatest difficulty

in street views is mobs of people who want to bo " took." A few
coppers may dislodge youngsters, but it is not an ea.sy matter and
often very tantalising, when a favourable opportunity occurs, to get
some grocer's or butcher's boy, with a white garment of gome sort
and a big basket, stand up some twenty or thirty feet from the
camer.i, when you know by experience that, however short the
exposure may be, he'll keep moving. Patience may weai-y out a few,
and this, with a little tact, may overcome the difficiUty.

Cattle may be got on a sunless day even better than on a day of
brilliant sunlight, and that with a very short exposure.

Portraiture may also receive a share of attention, and it is possible

to turn out good pictures without a specially built studio. The great
objection to portraits taken out-of-doors is they are flat. Now this

may be got over to a great exteni, by adopting the course I am about
to suggest. Avoid setting down your subject back to the wall and
facinir an expanse of open sky, as this shows the face without a trace

of shadow. Iteverse the order of things, and set your subject a few
yards outside, say the back-door, in a diffused light. If you have no
special background, the wall of some outhouse will serve this purpose,
and its distance will ensure its being soft. Keep the camera a few
feet inside the door, just in the passage. Of course, when making
this arrangement, you must necessarily discern when you have got
sufficient shadow; a shght movement either to the right or the left,

or a little farther from or nearer the doorway, makes a great difference,

and with care a fine round picture can bo secured in this way.
" But what exposure do you give ? ' is so often asked that I suppose

I must say something about it, though to fix anything definite is

misleading, as no two subjects are exactly alike, and the same subject

\vould require longer or shorter exposure at different hours of the
day. An improperly lighted subject will not show up well, whatever
care you bestow on it, and one with heavy, dark shadows in the
immediate foreground, and the distance flatly liglited with brilliant

sunshine, need not be attempted, a.s if you expose the foreground
enough the distance is lost, or get the distance right and the fore-

ground is clear glass. Take such without sun altogether, if you
cannot get the light and shade sufficiently distributed. Also avoid
exposing w-hen the sun is at the point that leaves you without any
shadow, and avoid exposing when the sun is so far ahead of you
that everything is in shadow excepting the house-roofs and the level

road. As exposure plays a very important part in the production
of a good print, it is well that this should be sufficiently long to

bring out all details in the shadows, and ought to be so timed as to

allow of development being carried out without either forcing or
restraining. An under-exposed plate is waste, excepting in so far as

you learn to exposi> more correctly the next time. A full exp<i.siire

—

that is, an exposure that admits of a considerably smaUer propor-
tion of ammonia being used than the plate can bear—will allow
you greater control, and this is a feature I believe very much over-

looked in dry-plate photography. It is so much out of this bottle and
so much out of that, and develope so long—well, you may as well put
them into a churn and turn a handle. Just see how hard some
pictures turn out, and a nice soft thing might have been got had
the development been regulated by a former subject. Then be
careful to develope until all details are out, which, in many subjects,

means that you don't make up yon developing solution of tlie strength

that would show your high lights as dense as a board by the time

the details in the shadows come out. Many a good picture is hope-
lessly spoiled in development, while many an over-exposed plate may
be .saved with care and patience.

Those who are familiar with the working of the collodion process

must have noticed there is a difference between a collodion and a
gelatine negative, to such an extent as I believe may never yet have
been fully taken into account. For instance, a gelatine plate that

looks like a good old collodion plate is almost useless for ordinary

printing, whereas a gelatine plate, that, judging by a collodion plate,

would be useless, prints amazingly well, and leads many to be satislied

with, I think, too thin negatives.
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I have always developed with ammonia and pyro, and find a full

exposure gives the best picture, using as little bromide as possible.

After fixing I prefer immersing the plate in a solution of protosulpliate

of iron and citric acid, as, in my estimation, it removes yellowness

better than anything else, so after washing thoroughly and drying,

you will have time to spot and prepare for printing, in connection witli

which I see Mr. Sang is expected by-and-by to clear away all the

difficulties, and make this process easy and delightful to yourselves

and your friends, who will look upon the productions of your camera

many days hence. Alex. M. Eiddle.

PEELING OF PRINTS.
Undbb the heading of "Answers to Correspondents" which
appeared on New Year's Eve, " H. M." brings under notice an

experience in practice which is not by any means singular at this

season of the year, as doubtless many of the readers of this JornNAL
can testify.

The earliest recollection the writer has of the difficulty alluded to

being forcibly impressed upon him, occurred during a brief sojourn

among the Redskins of the great North West, as far hack as the

memorable freeze-up of I8G8, and in a region where half the year is

usually accredited with very low temperatures. Here it became
necessary to melt ice before print washing operations could be com-

menced, and it was by no means unusual to find photographs, which
w^ere under this somewhat crude system of being freed from dele-

terious agents, fixed securely in a solid block of ice when looked at on

the following morning. With extreme care, and a prolonged appli- •

cation of heat, a proportion of the number could be saved from total

destruction of the kind suggested by your correspondent ; but these,

which were decidedly in the minority, showed unmistakable

evidence of unfair usage. Coming to recent events, it may be men-
tioned that a short time ago complaints of a similar cliaracter were
rife in Aberdeen, Glasgow, and other places in the North, whereby
many hundreds of prints became damaged and totally unfit for sale,

from no other cause than that induced by the lowness of temperature
then prevailing. Some of these specimens were shown at a meeting
of the Photographic Society of Great Britain, but as the majority of

the members present evidently had not been in the habit of carrying

on the pursuit of silver printing under difficulties, they were unable
to arrive at a s.itisfactory solution of tlie enigma. Possibly another
reason wliich militated against the real cause being discovered on
that occa-'ion was the circumstance that the examples were for the
most part 8x5 photographs of, in all other respects, an exception-

ally high character, the initials thereon being a sufficient guarantee
that no ordinary preventable causes would be permitted to step in

to mar the attainment of perfection in photographic presentments of

nature.

Sufficient evidence has now been adduced to prove a case for your
correspondent "II. M." Now let us for a moment consider how
these pernicious effects may be easily produced, and the remedy will

at once become suggestive.

Like " II. M.," a good many other photographers sensitise their

double alhumenised paper una sixtij-i/rain solution oi silver nitrate, and
leave the prints resulting therefrom in some vessel of water all

night for the purpose of washing, and so far there does not appear to

be any real objection to such a method of treatment; but"H. M."
has not yet stated to what extent he has contributed to the failure

by the use of hot solutions in toning, &c., therebv' imparting a more
tlian ordinary degree of softness to the size which his double alhu-

menised paper contains. If the bonds of adhesivenes.^, which are

intended to retain two surfaces in tolerably perfect contact, become
locsened mechanically, or by any other means, then it is not difficult

to imagine that the whole, or part of the surface of any print may
detach from its former support when other and stronger forces be-
come exerted to bring about such a result.

A layer of water, no matter how thin it be, in contracting to form
a fine surface of ice, is a force capable of doing all that has been
complained of by " H. M,," and others, when the conditions are most
favourable. We know that a print, wlien removed from a vessel of
water to an atmosphere in which the temperature does not exceed
;!2' Fahr., will of necessity very soon support a layer of ice upon
each of its surfaces, and if permitted to reraelt and dry in a warmer
position, without being handled, might turn out all right ; but place
one print in contact with another when in a semi-frozen state, blot
such prints or use physical force in any way, and the ice crystalUsed
within the cells containing: the .silver image, as well as in the porous
paper, will, without further ado, proceed to exert its influence in

detaching the brilliant or more highly polished surface from that
which underlies it, always, of course, leaving a vigorous image

beneath, provided the operation of sensitising has been sufficiently

prolonged to ensure the silver solution having penetrated into the

body of the paper situated beyond the albumen coating. For whether

the "sizing used in the manufacture of the photographic paper beof
the nature of starch or gelatine, we know it to be capable of becoming

sensitive to light when silver chloride is formed therein, with or

without an excess of silver nitrate, and in such a condition it is

possible to obtain an image by the aid of daylight in all respects as

forcible -as we are in the habit of getting with .'ingle or double

albumenised paper brought under the influence of similar conditions.

EsQtJiM.\UX.

THE USE OF THE HYDEOMETER IN PHOTOGBAPHY.
In every process of manufacturing that involves the making of solu-

tions of salts of known strength, or wliere it is necessary to mix and
dilute solutions to a given value, the hydrometer is the most useful

mstrument to place in the hands of the operator. This is pre-eminently

the case in chemical manufacturing, as well as in pharmacy and the

compounifing of alcoholic beverages ; and it has often been a problem
with us why the photographer does not use the hydrometer to assist him
in mixing his developers and other solutions. Perhaps the neglect to use

such a useful instrument may be put down to the fact that few photo-

graphers stop to think of its merits. As a simple statement of the prin-

ciples upon which the hydrometer is constructed and works, and a few

indications of its manner of use, may prove interesting, we have thought
it worth while to call the attention of our readers to the subject.

The hydrometer consists of a glass tube with two bulbs near one end,

the lower one being loaded with shot or mercm-y. It is so constructed

that when placed in water it will float in a perpendicular position, which
essential function is secured by the shot or mercury in tlie lower bulb.

The principle upon which it acts, in determining the specific gravity or

comparative weight of a liquid referred to water, is one which was dis-

covered by the Greek philosoiiher, Archimedes, that a solid body placed

in any liquid will sink in that hquid until it has displaced its own weight
of the liquid. The hydrometer, therefore, must be of such a form that it

will float in water ; and how it will fioat, that is, how much of the stem
will rise out of the water, will depend upon the purposes for which it is

desired to use it. According to the principle of Archimedes, a heavy
liquid will cause the hydrometer to float higher than a light one. It is,

therefore, necessary in this case to make it float in water as deep as is

convenient to handle it, and to mark the tube at the point where it stands

under these circumstances. When such an instrument is placed in a
liquid heavier than water, more of the tube will float above the fluid than
when it is placed in water. In the case of liciuids lighter than water
(alcohol, ether, Ac), an mstrument graduated as above stated would be

useless, for the reason that it would be too heavy ; it could not displace

its own weight of the liquid, and therefore it would sink. In this latter

case the tube must be so weighted that as much of it will stand out of

water as will secure a vertical position for it, and the place where it so

stands in water is marked, as in the ease of the instrument for heavy
liquids, from the position of this water-level mark it is obvious that

when this last hydrometer is placed in a liquid lighter than water it will

sink lower in that liquid. These statements may appear very elementary
to many of our readers ; but we are pretty sure that a great many of them
have never Riven the subject a thought, and have failed to realise the

value of one of the most useful pieces of apparatus that can be placed in

their hands.
We have stated above how the zero point, the level at which the

hydrometer stands in water, is determined, from the use that is to be

made of the instrument. The next step is the nature and meaning of

the divisions on the tube, and here an arbitrary method of marking is as

good as any other, provided the value of the divisions are known. Of all

the hydrometers ever invented, that devised by Beaume, a French apothe-
cary, is the most popular and the simplest to use. The method he
adopted for determining the divisions on the scale was to place the
hydrometer into a solution of common salt containing fifteen parts of

salt and eighty-five parts of water ; and the position on the tube where
the instrument floated in the solution he marked 15. The tube between
this point and the zero mark he divided into fifteen equal parts, and
continued the division below the 1.5 mark in exactly the same manner.
These divisions are called degrees Beaume, and while they do not exactly
represent what Beaume sought to establish, percentages of salt in the
solution mentioned, they serve as an arbitrary scale to use for any
purpose where a hydrometer can be utilised.

All the Beaume hydrometers now made are constructed upon the
principles we have indicated above, and it we know their value for any
given solution we can determine in an instant the specific gravity of that
solution, and also the quantity of valuable material in it.

Photographers have already in their bauds a hydrometer—the actino-

hydrometer—for determining the value of their silver baths ; but this
instrument is devoted to a special purpose, and our idea is that the
hydrometer shall be used for all classes of photographic solutions where
their value should be known by the operator. Take, for example, the
mixing of the ferrous-oxalate developer. We are told to use a saturated
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solution of the iron salt and a satnratod solntion of oxalate ; bnt who
Itnows tlmt the solutioiis ivrc siiturated unless special precautions aro
taken to secure such a result ? With a Ucaunie hyilronietor tliis can be
determined in an instant, from the fact that a saturated solution of

ferrous sulphate stands at 27 degrees Bcauine, and a saturated solution
of putassium oxalate at 30 degrees. Hyposulphite of soda solution is

saturated when the Beaume hydrometer stands at 40 degrees, and per-

fectly definite figures can be found for each salt used by the photographer.
Furthermore, solutions having a definite strength, say, one to four, or

such figures, can also be most readily determined by the use of the
hydrometer. One word of caution only is necessary ; that is, all solutions
should be at ordinary temperatures, 60 to (io degrees F., the instruments
being graduated for this purpose only.

We have called attention to the use of the hydrometer that photo-
graphers may have a means of knowing more thoroughly what they are
doing with their solutions. We are well aware there are many objections

to the use of the Beaume scale, but to-day it is in use in every large

chemical works on the Continent of Europe and in the United States,

and as it is to be found in the market of considerable accuracy, we consider
it the best and most useful instrument for the purposes we have indicated.

Should our readers think it of sufficient interest, we shall publish, in the
future, tables giving the degrees Beaume for solutions of the more ordinary
salts used in photography.—Antltoinj'n Bulletin,

STELLAR PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photography has of late years become so completely the handmaid of

Science, that we cannot be surjjrised at any of its most recent develop-
ments. The microscopist is no longer dependent on the pencil of the
draughtsman for accurate representations of the objects under his lens,

and the passing eclipse is secured for future study by the photographer
who has become so important an assistant on that critical occasion. The
astronomer sweeps the heavens with aids at his command which the
Herschels never dreamt of possessing; and Dr. Huggins only lately

secured a plate of the sun's corona under circumstances which bid fair

to render a natural eclipse no longer necessary for the student of solar

physics. A close examination of the moon's photographs have revealed
hills and valleys and dismal craters which the observer did not at first

note through the telescope, until, as Professor Newcomb lately declared,
the surface of that planet is better mapped than many sections of the
United States. But it has been left to M. Struve to confirm by means of

actual observation a fact which, for several months, had rested on the
authority of the photographic plate alone. In November last the Brothers
Henry succeeded in obtaining a photograph of the Pleiades. In itself this
was a sufliciently notable feat, for though Rutherfurd and other astronomers
have succeeded in making photographic charts of the heavens—and one
of the earliest applications of the art was by Warren de la Rue taking an
exceedingly sharp impression of the same group—the plates hitherto
obtained were faulty in many respects. But what was most remarkable
in the Henry plate was not the actual picture of the " Six Sisters," but
the fact that an object hitherto unnoticed by the thousands of eager eyes
\yho had scrutinised the constellation appeared in it. This was not
Sterope, the "invisible one," whom the ancients fabled to have hid
herself in shame, because she alone had married a mortal, and who is

supposed to have existed in the form of a seventh star, which has gradually
disappeared. What met the astonished gaze of the photographers was a
large spiral nebula, apparently proceeding from the star Maia. Twice
again, at the interval of three weeks, the constellation was photographed,
and with a like result, the nebula invariably reappearing of the same
form and in the same position. On examining a jilate taken at the
Harvard Observatory ten days before the one referred to, this identical
nebula was noticed, but, in spite of the exertion of the Paris astronomers,
assisted by their largest instruments, no sign of the nebula revealed by
the lens could be detected. But M. Struve, of Pultova, having got his
gigantic telescope into position, is at last able to report that he has actually
seen what hitherto had to be taken on the credit of the photographic plates
on which the Pleiades told their own story.
The interest of this revelation is twofold. It proves, in the first place,

what a wealth of worlds still lies for the explorer of the heavens to dis-
cover, in spite of the vigils of all the watchers, from Job to Janssen.
Scarcely a year elapsesdnring which some new planetoid is not announced,
and comets are so frccinently coming into view that ignorant folk, who do
not appreciate the scientific importance of these wanderers in space, are
beginning to grow hlusK with the news. Not long ago a new star appeared
in the nebula of Andromeda, and now a fresh cluster of unknown and,
for the time being, undetermined luminaries is revealed in the Pleiades.
.Several views of this region have already been figured. But it is strange
that, with all the study devoted to the famous cluster, it has been left for
the photographic camera to tell what the most powerful telescopes had,
up to the date of M. Struve's confirmation of the Henry photograph, failed
to reveal. Yet each of the shining specks that make up the flocculent
curl, which looks like a onrdling fluid, is most probably a little star, im-
)>erceptible to the naked eye, simply because the rays of light juocecding
from each of them are so blended with those from the stars in their close
jiroiimity, through the influence of irradiation, as to produce an effect

which can only be compared to a luminous mass. What is the exact
nature of the now nebula is less important than the fact that it exiati.
Many ncbulio aro variable. The large irregtUar nebula wliich surrounds
the star £<<; Argus has been thought to be of this nature, and the great
nebula in Orion is under a similar suspicion regarding its constancy of
form. Others have vanished since the period when they were first
noticed, while, on the other hand, there are nebulie which haye appeared
in places where no nebulosity had been noticed, though the space bad been
carefully scanned by observers who could scarcely have missed it. It is

just possible that the new one may be of that nature, though the chances
are against it. But what is of even greater interest is the circumstance
under which it has been discovered. Now that photography is proved to
be invaluable, not only as a recorder but as an observer, the field which
it opens up seems boundless. A star millions of miles away takes its own
portrait, though no human eye, aided or unaided, has been able to see it.

The spectroscope has enabled us to analyse the constituents of the sun
and the other celestial bodies ; and it is every day becoming more and
more likely that before many years elapse we shall know almost as much
about the chemistry of the fixed stars as we do at present regarding the
envelopes of the sun, and its glowing atmosphere.
When photography first began to aid astronomy, the art was hampered

by difficulties which no longer exist. Modern dry plates, which are not
only cleanly but rapid, have obviated many of the mechanical obstacles
which the old processes put in the way of the observer, so that the
physicist has an entirely new tool at his disposal. Dr. Draper photo-
graphed the moon just forty-six years ago. But the first stellar photo-
graphs ever taken were those of Alpha Lyras by the elder Bond, at the
Harvard Observatory, in 1850. In 1857 his son carried similar investiga-
tions much further. At first, however, as the Brothers Pickering showed,
in a paper read before a recent meeting of the American Academy of
Sciences, they were unable to obtain clear images of stars of the second
magnitude, while now it is possible to print those of the fourteenth. In
other words, we can, owing mainly to the improvements in dry plates,
transfer to paper an image produced by objects only a hundred-thousandth
part as bright as formerly. By employing a new instrument, in which a
photographic lens of eight inches aperture and forty-four inches focus is
mounted equatorially and moved by clockwork, photographs of several
different regions may be taken upon the same plate, and the stars dis-
tinguished by varying the exposures. By these means a new map of the
sky may be secured, showing the position of the stars at any given moment,
and thus securing for the astronomers of coming generations a record the
importance of which it is impossible to exaggerate. Indeed, the only
limit to the further extension of stellar photography is the sensitiveness
of the dry plate, and as this limit is plainly not yet reached. Professor
Pickering, of Harvard, who is actively engaged in these researches, is

confident that even better results may be expected. All this is very
different fi-om the day when Warren de la Rue was essaying the portraiture
of the Pleiades, or—by the aid of an equatorial mechanism for keeping
the image of the moving planet for several minutes in the centre of the field
of view of the telescope which moved along with it—succeeded in photo-
graphing Jupiter with his parallel zones. He even fixed on the collodion the
rough surface of the planet Mars, and the wondrous image of the "belted
ball " of Saturn. The moon is now almost as well photographed as a
popular actress, and, it may be added, with a great deal more accuracy,
for there is no " touching up " the negatives of Luna. However, as the
pioneers in this field of research could not beg the moon " not to move,
please," it was necessary for the telescope, at the focus in which the image
was to be fixed, to move at exactly the same rate as the object photo-
graphed, so that mechanical accuracy was hard to obtain. These difficulties

are now all but historical. The almost instantaneous gelatine plate, more
sensitive than the retina, has made the astronomer's task no longer so
hard, while such results as those just obtained impart to hte pursuit all
the excitement of a scientific lottery.—Standard.

Bepartntfnt for $nc:cpericnceti iaftotosrapfjers.
>

EMULSION PHOTOGRAPHY.
AssuMDJO the reader of this class of articles to be quite anacquainted
with photography, we open the series by an elementary explanation
concerning emulsion photography.

The sensitive material in a plate is usually bromide, chloride, or

iodide of silver embedded in some suitable vehicle, such as collodion,

albumen, or gelatine. Albumen was the medium in which it was at first

formed, and the sensitive film was prepared by mixing with it a small
proportion of iodide of potassium or of ammonium, which was then
spread upon glass and allowed to dry. The plate thus coated was
immersed in a solution of nitrate of silver, by which the silver com-
bined with the iodine, forming iodide of silver throughout the interstices

of the film, the potassium or ammonium combining with the nitric acid
thus liberated and forming nitrate of potash, which, being soluble in
water, was thus lost sight of. Not so, however, the iodide of silver,
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whicli, being of a light yellow colour, and insoluble in water,

remained in the film, to which it imparts a creamy appearance.

Seeing that plates prepared in the manner just outlined were

used while wet, especially when collodion formed the vehicle in which

the insoluble silver salt was formed, this method of working was known

as the wet collodion process. But if the iodide (or other insoluble salt)

of silver be the real energetic material which forms the pliotograph, why,

it may be said, not make up a quantity by itself, and then stir it up

among the liquid that is to serve as a vehicle ? This was done many

years ago, and from its thus forming an emulsion arose the teim

emiihion photoijraphij. A photographic emulsion therefore is nothing

more or less than a solution of albumen, gelatine, or collodion, containing,

mixed up with it, the sensitive salts (which are none the less salts

because they are amorphous opaque matter) of which the image is

eventually composed, after having been submitted to the action of light.

The terms " collodion emulsion " or " gelatine emulsion " merely indicate

the vehicle, and a gelatine or collodion emulsion plate is one coated with

an emulsion formed of one or the other vehicle.

When a bromide of silver alone is eriulsified in the manner indicated,

then is it termed a (jdalinn-hromide or collodio-hromitle plate or process,

and so forth with chloride and iodide. But as chlorine, bromine, and

iodine are known in chemistry as halogens, they are not unfrequently

spoken of in this connection as the haloid salts of .lilrei:

Sensitive emulsion may be applied to paper (for being printed on in

the usual way) as well as to glass. There are two systems of emulsion

for paper ; one in which the surface darkens directly under the light, the

other requiring the aid of a developing solution. Paper coated according

to the requirements of both these systems are now commercial pro-

ductions and may be readily obtained everywhere. As a vehicle in

which to emulsify the sensitive salt, collodion possesses a great

advantage over gelatine, inasmuch as it is always ready tor use ; and
from the great rapidity with which the film sets, it can be employed for

the extem];oraneous j reparation of plates which will be ready for use

almost immediately afterward-), or which, if allowed time to dry, will

keep good for a long period. But gelatine in turn possesses an

advantage over collodion on account of the greater hardness of the film

and the superior sensitiveness. For the photograjiher whose aim is

merely to produce a few plates noT>- and again by artificial light in the

evenings, the collodion emulsion, being always ready for use, will afford

exceptional advantages.

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
A New on iMWioVED Pocket PHOTOGRArmc Camera.

No. 8654. Edwin MAUTI^f Knight, 148, Clieapside, London, aud George
Hksby Knight, 11, Beru.ird-strcet, Russell-squ<-ire, hondon.^Jidi/ 1, 1S8().

This invention relates to a new or improved camera for ]>liotogi"aj»liiiig,

specially designed for portability and storage in the pocket, aud consists of a
combination of sensitive i)late and a liin-hole lens. The latter is closed or
sealed from the light before and after use, together with a containing and
folding camera, the whole being so ilesigned as to fohl flat or letter-like in

fomi, is jiroduced at very small cost, and is specially designed for .stor.Tge in

the pocket.
According to this our said invention, weconstnict the sides, top and bottom,

or " bellows " of the camera, ofpai)er, glazed calico, or other cheap light and
readily foldeil material, the front being ])referably of cardboard, and in the
centre of which is a hole, behind which hole and on the back of the cardboard
fornnng the front of the camera is a pin-hole lens, tlie hole .md lens being
closed or covered by an adhesive wafer or cover, which can lie readily removed.
The rear end of the liellows is .so cut ami folded as to form a hohling receptacle
for the .sensitive plate. The method of use is as follows :—The jiin-liole lens
lieing closeil liy the adliesive cover or wafer, and the sensitive plate placed in
))Osition, the whole can be jiressed fl.it and placed in the pocket until required

;

whereon the bellows will be extended and the cover removed from the pin-hole
lens, anil as soon as exposed a sullicient time the .'ulhesive cover or wafer will be
applied over the lens hole, and the whole be jiressed flat and returned to the
pocket for after "development" at leisure. It will be understood that a
number of the improved apparatus may be compressed into the .space of a few
inches.

Tlie claim is :—The folding and exp.anding camera constructed as above
described, and in combination with a pin-liole lens and sensitive plate, as
above described, and ilhistrated by annexed drawings.

mtttinQ$ of SoctettejS.—

»

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of MoeUng. Nnme of Society.

January 11 Rreat Britain

„ 11 Kowc.^stle-on-Tyne&N.ComlfcCi
11 ' M.incliester Amateur

,,
11 Bolton Club

,, 12 1 Photograpliic Club

,,
13 ' Birkpnliead

,, 13 Bradfonl Amateur

,, 13 ' Clielteiibam

„ 13 ' Halifax Photographic Clnb

,, 13
:

Manchester Plioto. Society

,, 13
1

London aud Provincial

,,
li I Yorkshire College

„ 14 Ireland

Place of Meeting.

6a, Pall Mall East.
Coll. of Physical Science,Nowcastlo.
Masoi.ic Hall, Cooper-st.,Mnncbstr.
The Studio, Cbancery-lane, Bolton.

Andei-ton's Hotel, Fleet-stroct.E.C.
Free Public Library, Hamiltou-st.
Grammar School.
'1, Clarence-strcct.
Mechanics' Hall.

36, Gcorgc-strect.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

Royal College of Science, Dublin.

Amateur Photooiiaphic AssociATiorr ok Victobia.—Tlie following list was
received too late for the Almanac -.—President : J. H. Browning, M.D.— I'jce-

J'remknts; J. McEwan ami E. C. Bell.—//</«. Srcretari/ : J. H. Haney.—
Jlon. Treasurer: J. J. Kenton.—//oti. Librarian; E. A. Walker.—//(/it. Uuii-
t'xlian : E. W. Purton.—Co)h/«i«« ; E. J. Hughes, J. Lang, J. Malvany, F. A.
Kcmot. Meets at Royal Society's Hall, llilboume, on the second Tuesday in
each month. Amateure from all parts of the world made welcome, and any
vi.'iiting Victoria ai-e iuvitcd to communicate with the Hon. Secretary at the
al-iovc addi'es.s.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Thursday night, Decenilwr 30, at the usu.al weekly meeting of the above

Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, Loudon, Mr. W. H.

Prestwicli presideil.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington exhibited some carbon pictures ujion opal, as

examples of a cla.ss of ]ihotographic work suitable for presents at this se.ason.

Mr. A Cowan exhibited some seusitometer ]U-ints, indicating tliat gas flames

charged with " albo-i arbou " had four times more actinic power than with-

out it.

The question was a.sked what was the best way to reuder p.aper largely im-

pervious to alcoholic liquids.

Mr. A. Haddon suggested first treating the paper with gelatine aud clironic

alum.
Mr. J. TuAii.L Taylor asked why coagulated albumen would not do.

Mr. Wellington had tried soaking plates in chloride of sodium after expo-

sure and before development, as recommended by French operators ; in every

case, and with whatever developer he used, it slowed the plate, as tested by

the seusitometer, and did not give a better image.

T\\e question was asked what was the best niountant to prevent cockling.

Mr. A. L. Henderson responded that indianibber was the best.

Mr. Taylor said tliat the iudiarubber became worthless in a few years. An
alcoholic solution of glue or gelatine with a minimum of water was good.

Mr. Henderson had obtained as good results with ordinary plates as with

the orthochroniatic plates in the market.

Mr. W. M. Ashman said that the two kinds of plates had been publicly

tested by the South London Photographic Society iu the hall of the Society of

Arts, and Dixon & Gray's orthochrom.atic plates gave by artificial light the

same results in six seconds that ordin.ary ]ilates gave iu two minutes.

Mr. Taylor referred to a letter by Mr. WelUngton published iu these pages,

and asked what was the position in relation to the patent for the use of eosine

in orthochromatic jilates.

The Chairman tliought that to be a question for the law coui-ts.

Mr. Henderson handed to tlie Curator some ready-sensitised paper to be

Icept iu his custody, and to lie returned to the Association after the lap.se of one

mouth ; he said that it was advertised to keep for nine mouths, and had just

been sent to him.
Mr. F. A. Bridge had taken home one of the packets of jiaper given to that

Association some mouths ago, and siiokeu .about at a recent meeting by Mr.

Heuilerson ; he (the speaker) opcncil his packet two or three days ago, and
found slight but evenly distributed discolouration, as iu the specimens he now
produced Iwfors them. He had executed some prints upon tlie paper, and
they could see they were fairly good, althongli not such as he would like to

send out to the public. Altogether he thouglit Mr. Henderson's recent remarks

about the pajier to be hardly fair to tlie maimer.

Mr. Henderson responded that on the occasion nieutioned lie had stated

that lie had not kept the sheets iu tlieir wrapper of parattined imper. Tliere

was nothing to equal freshly-sensitised paper.

Mr. W. England exhibited a cheaji German instrument for testing milk,

somewhat resembling a circular photometer in appearance, and which, he said,

might perhajis lie of iihotograpliic use.

Mr. Taylor said that it had been suggested to him that on reaily -.sensitised

paper a thin film of sulphide of silver might gradually fonn, and that this

accounted for perversity in toning.

Mr. A. Haddon stated that paper prepared upon an unsophisticated liatli

would after a time refuse to tone, and a nentral bath would tend to favour the

formation of sulphide of silver ; this would not be the case were the sensitising

bath acid.

Mr. Taylor said that prepared paper treated with tartaric aciil at the liack

would retain its whiteness for an indefinite period. He had some prepared

with citric acid by Mr. J. R. Johnson at the time of the first establisliment of

the Autotype Comiiany's works at Brixton, wliicli jiaper lie lielicveil to be good
yet. When he last opened the jiackct recently, when in America, the paper
was all right and gave a good print.

The meetuig then resolved itself into a committee for routine business

piirjioses.

—

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.
Profkssor Dewar is now delivering a course of six lectures at the Royal
Institution on Thr. Vhemielry vf Llylil and I'liiitngrapliji, and by last Tuesday
he hud reached tlie fourth of tlie series. Brilliant experimental illnstr.ations

are given, but .as yet lie li.as brought forward little which would be novel to the

readers of these p.iges. His first, second, and third lectures were devoted to

the phenomena of light. In one of them he exhibited a metallic miiror with a

pattern which he had filed upou its 'jack ; it reflected light iu the ordinary
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way from its front surfnce, but when lie sliglilly bent the mirror forwnrils or

Imekwnrils the image upon its Iiatk ainwireil light or ilark upon the screen ; it

was, in fact, an imitation of the niagiu minor of Hie .Japanese used in tlieir

religions siTvices. In his lii'st jihotogi-aphie experiment he ]ilace<l liis liaml

with extended lingers upon a sheet of glass covered witli Kalnmin'.s luminous

i>aint, and printetl an image of his liand by means of a beam from the elcetric

amp ; a black image of his hand then Iwcanie visilile upon a luminous baclc-

gronnd when the jilato was cxhiljited in the dark. L.ist Tuesday he said that

Weilgwood was tlie fonmler of modern photography, and first made known his

residts at a meeting of tlu'. Royal Institution in 1S02. Professor Dewar lure

repeated Wedgwood's early exiieriment of taking a i>hotograpli ujion white

leather. He next took jihotographs by Nicpce's bitumen process and by the

DagueiTeotype process. For these very slow iiroccsses he was obliged to use a

most powerful electriu arc light ; the carlmus were about an inch stpiare.

The Conite and Comtcsse dc Paris and the Princess Helena were among
those jiresent at the lectures.

•

THE SOCIETY OK CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
Last Monday night, at a meeting of the aljove Society held at Burlington
House, London, Jlr. David Howard presideil.

Mr. Wat.son Smith reail a paper upon the new explosive, "Kinetite," a
plastic materi.al made of nitrobenzene, chlor.ate of potash, pentasulphide of

antimony, and gun-cotton. In one of his e.xpcriuicnts he jiointcd out that gun-
cotton would dissolve in nitrobenzene, and that after the hitter had taken up
five per cent, thereof the solution could be boiled without danger of explosion.

Mr. John Spiller and Mr. Arnold Spiller were among those present at the

meeting.
*

CAMERA CLUB.
Ox Tlinrsday evening, Decem'iier .30, a i)aper on Cuiiieriis and Field Apparattis

•KOit read liy Mr. H. H. O'Farrell [see page 8]. Mr. FiiAN-clsCoBB occupied the

chair, and, in introducing the discussion on the lecture, remarked that the subject

had been covered in the most complete and interestingmanner. He tliought tlie

old square form of cameras with fixed fronts was still the best in small sizes.

As regaids camera stands, he feared they were Vicing made much too light now.

Dark slides, too, were not wh.it they might be. He knew of one that had been

recently invented, constructed of steel, which, if livought up to its promise,

would be a perfect double back. There might be dangtr of engendering heat,

but it was perfectly safe as regards light.

Several visitors were i)re.sent at the meeting, including Messrs. Gotz, Shew,
and Martin, who explaine<l the special features of their well-known camera.?.

Dr. Lindsay Johnsom referred to the method explained by the lecturer for

doing away with inner carriers in large-sized cameras, and rem.-irked that this

plan wa.s largely adopted by Mr. Frith.

Mr. Fekbkbo thought that a long-focus camera wa-s sometimes very necessary

in the field, and useful for bringing into service the back combination of tlie

ra))id doublets. He exhibited a camera by Messrs. Sands & Hunter, in which
the back was swung horizontally and vertically by rack-and-pinion niovenieuts.

Mr. E. Cocking, at the request of the Chairman, explained the construction

and working of one of Brandel's photo-revolvers, wnich he had lieen kind
enough to bring to the meeting.

Mr. GiFKORD pointed out that nothing had been said in regard to the fixing

of the lens, and .showed a simple means of securing the lens to the camera
front, in which, instead of the usual screw, a bayonet catch was used and the
lens put into position by a slight tuni.

On Thursday evening, Januarj' 1.3, the subject for ili.scnssiou will be Xeyalice
Films, when Surgeon -General Ranking will read a jraper.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Lantern Section.

TliK lii-st popular meeting of the .ibove Section was held in the large room in

the Slemorial Hall, Albert-square, Decenil)er '21,—Mr. J. Schotield in the
chair.

Mr. Abel Heywood, jun., contributed the first portion of the exhibition,

which consisted" of upwards of sixty sli<les from photographs taken by him
dnriiig a tour in Hardanger Fjord, Norway, last summer.
The mciiibers' summer work was next shown, and consi.sted of upwards of

one hundred and fifty views.

A vote of thanks was duly pa.ssed to Mr. Heywood for his excellent enter-

taiunicut, and the meeting temiiuated. There was a large attendance.

it^" CoiTCK2*ondcn(s siundd iicwr variic on ^xyUi aid*^ of the paper.

CAMEKA. CLUB CONFEBENCE.
'To the Editors.

Gkktlemem,—May I ask you to insert this letter calling attention to

particulars in connection with the General Photographic Conference to

be held under the auspices of the Camera Club on the 8th of February
next?
By the courtesy of tlie Council of the Society of Arts the use of its

hall in John-street, Adelphi, has been obtained for the meeting.

Captain Abney will preside, and will also read a paper. Other papers
arc expected, contributed by Messrs. W. Adcock, W. K. Burton, A.
Pringle, and J. Traill Taylor.—I am, yours, &o.,

C'anura Club, 21, Bedford-street, W.C, G. Datibon, Hon, Sec.

Januarij -1, 1887,

BUBNLEY PHOTOOBAPHIC EXHIBITION.
To the Editors.

Genti.ejies,—The Burnley and District Amateur Photographic Society
lias decided to hold its Second Annual Exhibition of Photographs, open
to the pubUc, on January 27, 28, and 29. Last year we h»l a
very successful exhibition, being crowded the whole time it was open,
but we were rather short of exliibits. I now desire, through your
columns, to appeal to my brothers in the art, amatenr and professional,
to kindly help us by sending a few of their work.f for exhibition. There
are no prizes or competitions in any form. If any lady or gentleman
who is willing so generously to help us would kindly send her and
his name and address to me, I should be pleased to send further
p.articulars.

The greatest care will be taken of exhibits, and special attention will
be paid to repacking, and the cost of transit defrayed by the Society.—

1

am, yours, Ac, William Sutcliffe, Hon Sec.
7, Bank Hall-terrace, Burnley.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
To the Editors.

GENTi.EMEy,—There is one paragraph in Mr, Bankart's letter in your
issue of Friday, December 31, which may puzzle many. He writes :—
" We see by the Catalogue that some of the more important business
firms had from ten to twenty-one frames each exhibited, nine firms
amongst them had one hundred and fourteen frames."

Possibly others have also been curious upon the matter, and have done
what I have, namely, gone backwards and forwards through the Catalogue,
the result being that I cannot total up the amount to the number of
frames stated, whilst keeping in view the two factors in the sum, namely,
the nine firms and the ten to twenty-one frames each.

I then tried the index, and with a glow of satisfaction began to think I
had nearly unravelled the puzzle, as 1 there found a quantity of figures
after certain names, but upon comparing the Catalogue with the index I
discovered that I had been reckoning the apparatus numbers as frames,
and so I got utterly lost, and gave up the search.—I am, yours, i&c,

Odtside the Nike,

ISOCHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— Your correspondents, Mr. W. H. Hyslop and Mr.
Wellington, having called attention to the undoubted fact of Colonel
Waterhouse being the first discoverer of the use of eosine as a colour
seusitiser in photography, you will, perhaps, allow us to explain that in
the Tailfer & Clayton patent, dated January 8, 1883, the above fact is

specially mentioned, the claim being for the application of eosine and its

compounds to the gelatino-bromide process as distinct from the collodion
process.

The novelty of this application is admitted by all who are conversant
with the facts, including Colonel Waterhouse himself, whose experiments
were exclusively confined to the latter process. We are advised that the
patent is a perfectly valid one. This, however, is a question which can
only be definitely settled in the law courts.—We are, yours, ifec.,

B. J. Edwards & Co.
G, 7, 8, 9, and 10, The Grove, Hackney, London.

To the Editors.
Gentlkmen,—Referring to your remarks in reference to Mr. W. H.

Hyslop's letter in your issue of the 21th ultimo, there can be no doubt that
the application of a known material to a liew process, especially by a new
method, is an invention which may constitute a valid patent.—I am,
yours, &c., Patent Agent.

Suffolk House, Laurence I'ountney-hill, Cannon-street,
London, E.C., January i, 1887.

lEictattQc ©olumn.
*,* A'o charge is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this column;

but none will be inserted unless the article wanted is d^nitcly staled. Those

who specify their requirements as " anything ustful" will thenfore understand

tlie reason of their non-appearance.

Will exchange 12 x 10 single mahogany dark slide for whole-plate wide-angle
lens.—Address, A. Kniuhten, Oakham.

Wanted, a bottle bichromate Itatterj- and Leclanche cell in exchange for a one-
inch micro-objective with ciise.—Address, L. DixoN, High-street, Colue.

I will exchange a tirst-class head -rest or hive of bees for a gooil revolving
stereoscope or Lancaster's 12x10 view lens. — Adilres-s, W. Sai'NDEKs,
Dicklcluirgli, Scole.

Marion's universal camera, whole-plate, with double back and extra front, with
rectilinear lens, and cash, for larger size tourist camera, good make, and
lens; also ferrotype plates, envelopes, &c., for C.-D.-V. emlHissing frame,
or, with ciUili, for half-plate folding camera with late iiui>rovcments.—Ad-
ilrcss, Bekuk Studio, Old Kent-road, S.E.
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I will exchange The EnmsH Journal of Photography from 1865 to 1880 for

Dalliiieyer's No, 1a wide-angle rectilinear lens or a good copying camera.

—

Address, J. H. Mann, Sandale, Doncaster.

Wanted, Cassell's Technical Educalm; new edition, for photographic tools,

mahogany half-plate camera, and many things, all in good condition.—
Address, S. Arlidok, Photographer, Weedon, Northamptonshire.

aini8toerB to (ttorrespontrenW.

Notice.—Bach CoiTatpwident is regutVed io enclose Jns name and address, althonglK not

necessarily for puhlication. Communications may ^ when thowjhl desirable, ajipear under
a NOM DE PLUME as hUhertOt or, by preference, under three letters of (Jie alphabet. Such
signatures as *' Constant Reader," " SnhscrHxr," &c., should he avoided. Correspondents

not conforming to this rule xcill therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

communications.

Photographs Registered ;

—

W. Kershaw, St. Anne's-on-Sea.

—

Three pholor/rap/is of Lifeboals, <tc.

J. H. T. Ellerbeck, Liverpool.

—

Landscajie inew in yortcay.
R. W. Burden, 45, St. George'.s-place, Canterbury. —Pw-^m// of Game-

kefpers, etc.

G. McKenzie, jun., Bridge of Weir.—Portrai'^ o/J/r. MeJanet.

H. B. Berkeley.—Received.

GEOiuiE E. Wells (Franklin, N.Y.).—Not at present.
Rev. George Buiir (Ontario, C'anaila).—Your favour received. Tlianks.
S. Smith.—Write to Mr. W. Cobb, Woolwich, he may po.'^sibly sujjply yom
requirements.

A. B. C.—If you cannot otliei-wi.se recover the monev your only remedy lies in
the County Court.

J. Wilson.—We do not know the gentleman's addres.s. Write to the Secretarj-
of the Photographic Society of Great Britain.

J. S. B. S.—If you have anything new in optics to submit we shall be X'leased
to pa.ss an opinion, whatever it may be worth.

Albumen.—Moisture is doulitless tlie cause. If the prints be made as dry a.s

they get in summer the surface will be as hard.
Fifteen-Guinea Set.—Tlie lettei- could not lie published without your name

being ap]>ended, wliich we think you wouhl scarcely like.

A, W. J.—The paper having become damp and mildewed is now useless for
albumenisiijg. It will be a waste of time f nd material to use it.

J. A. W.—Rough drawing-paper suitable for coating with insoluble gelatine,
for single transfer carbon printing, may be obtained from any artists' colour-
man. Whatman's or Hollingworth's answers quite well.

Raper.—1. If the solution still contains arygold it will be advisable to add it
to your other gold residues. —2. The lens in question is, no doubt, an old-
fashioned single landscai>e lens. It will not be worth while to fit any other
lens to it witli a view to improvement.

B. S. inquires what is the best lens for taking instantaneous ]iictures three
inclies .sqiuire with a )iocket camera.—Tlie best lens to employ is one of the
"rapid type of about four and a Iialf inches focus. Such a lens will, or
ought to, cover this size plate well with full aperture.

Metalicus.—Spence's "metal" is wliat is known as a sulphur sulphide It
1^, or used to be, obtainable of Messrs. Sjience & Co. , 31, Lombard -street, E. C
The melting ].oint is about 25(1° Fahr. It will be much more economical to
purcha.se the metal than attemiit to make it for yourself.

R. W. Simmons.—We have not retained the address
;
you can, however over-

come your difficulty in the same manner as we recommended our corres-
))0iideut to overcome Iiis, namely, to employ stronger solvents. Methylated
solvents will do quite as well as any other for enamel collodion, provided
they are of snfhcient strength.

BEGniNER (Yorks.).—It is impossiljle to say where vou have failed. If you
send us one or two examples of your difficulty we can no doubt assist you
llie process is really very simple when once understood. From the tone of
your conimunication you appear to think the difficulties of working are verv
formidable. Such is not the case.

•^

J. Hicks.--If you take the engraving to any picture restorer he will clean it
for you for a small sum. Cleaning prints is not a really difficult operation.
But, in tlie hands of one inexperienced, there is some little risk of iniuiy to
the original. "Plate jiajier," wlien wet, is far more difficult to handle than
photographic paper ; hence the risk.

^'rt-rH^^.Yi'.ul?^^'^''^-
" "''g**',^'^ <"' W<"-, place it in a weak solution offeiTicjamde of potassium and hyposinptiite of so.la-sav, three grains ofthe fonner to one ounce of a five per cent, solution of fiypo, the .solution

iKiiig freshly prepared. Instead of developing each print separately, we
advise you to cfo tliem in batches. We shall be gla,l to liear from you igaii,:

*. G. S. says
;
"1 I am about to take a private house in a teirace (end one)and as 1 am only a beginner, I do not like to build a studio to be a fixture

«mZf^ft°/r^'"';'^
" portable studio which, if I am not mistaken, can b^removed after erection if requisite. Will you tell me how I must go to work

'

^r;ti;„!^''f
''<"."*) ."'^ " ™<?""e houses iu tlie row, I am anxious to knowwhether the neigliboui^ can in any way interfere with me in erecting a studio

if I get permission to do so from the landlord. It wUI not overlook any one's

l>VT^%"'f' ''• ",'.^ er^T-r^- <^'"> 3"" "'f°™' ""= ^itl'in ^ little tt e prfce

^//^Cl"r^'°' - • "*'»" ^"""° i« <" P«'-tabIe one, and is not realfyattaclud to the ground or to any surrounding buildings, it can be removed atany time. -2. I? you obtain tlie sanction of the land ord we presume theneighbours cannot interfere, provided the I^cal Board regi latFons ™e notinfringed. Of course the next-door neighbour can erect any sZcture hechooses on h..s own ground .so as to stop out your light, if he thinks fit

nr f V^,fw•f'P'°'^'''^T3•
?«tt^>-g«tftn estimate L^ a local buUder

or, If you wish lor a second-hand studio, advertise for one,
"""uer,

Anti-Fat.—If we understand the description liglitly, the trouble does not
proceed from grease in the gelatiue. It may generally be overcome in the
manipulation. Try the following method of coating :—Pour on to the ]ilate

about double the (pmntity of emulsion it is to retain, then dexterously shoot
off the sujierfluity and quickly bruig the plate to tlie horizontal position.

Tliauks for your friendly greetings.

J. J. writes ; "1. I am thinking of getting a studio built, twenty feet long,

ten feet wide, eight feet high
;

please tell me how much glass to put in

an<l where to put it to get best results ?—2. The studio will be near the road-
side and people will lie able to see in ; will you tell me what to put on the
glas.s, or should I nse white muslin or what so as to get best results vvithout

making exposure much longer ?—3. To nse a whole-plate camera and quarter-

plate lens will it take a longer exposure than using quarter-plate camera?"
—In reply : 1. For that size studio four feet six at each end (roof and sides)

opaque and the rest glass will answer veiy well.—2. Tlie side next the road
may be glazed with fluted glass. That will prevent passers-by seeing into
the studio. Ground-glass will also answer the same purpose. Either plan
will be better than muslin.—3. Certainly not.

Bluenose wTites : "1. I have seen several references in The British Journal
OK Photography to ' Willesden paper :

' can you inform me if it is employed
for building purposes, would it be suitable for covering a portable studio
walls and roof, or roof only ? I wish to build a portable studio for taking
classes at colleges, &c. , and want to make it as light as possible, and tliought

of making the roof at least of the paper, if suitable. Please advise me if it

is suitable for such a jturpose, and if very expensive. If suitable jierhaps

you could give me the address of jiarties interested, whom I might address
for further particulars.—2. Can photo-crayons be made from scratched or
spotted negatives '? if so, how is the photo-crayon .spotted, and with what
materials '! If you can give me any information on the above subjects I will

be mucli obliged."—In reply: 1. Willesden pajier is, we believe, not very
extensively employed for permanent buildings ; but it is very useful for ]>nr-

poses such as that of our coiTespondent. It may be liad of difl'eient thick-
nesses, and it is not expensive. The address of the makers is Willesden
Pa])er Works, Willesden, Middlesex.—2. In making photo-crayon pictures
from scratched negatives the best plan is to touch out the scratches as

neatly as possible in the negative, then what still shows in the picture may
be repaired with water colour, as in ordinary spotting.

G. A. writes; "Please inform me what, in your opinion, is the cause of the
camera being reflected in the enclosed print, under the following circum-
stances :—The parrot's cage was placed on a chair just outside the hall door,
the hall behind being a particularly dark one, with no mirrors about. The
lens used was 'rapid,' and the exposure two seconds. The day was bright,
witli no sun

; snow was on the ground ; the development showed that the
jilate had been ]iroperly exposed, and I am at my wits' end to account for

tlic image of that confounded camera, the only explanation as yet offered
being that it was jealous of the Poll. Is there any method by which the
ghost of the camera could be erased, as tlie ])arrot is a [let in the house?"

—

The effect is very peculiar, but we cannot attribute it to a reflection of the
camera. It rather appeal's as if the plate had received a prior exposure to
some bright object. However, the remedy is what has now to be considered,
or, rather, how to obtain prints free from the blemish. In the first ]ilace,

the background and everything except the parrot and cage should be jiainted

out in tlie negative, so that the background prints white ; tlieii, when the
impression is printed, the parrot and cage are painted over on the print with
gamboge, then a false backgi-ound must' be ]irinted in. Wlicn the print is

washed for toning the gamboge will be dissolved off, leaving the print intact
Thus a good ]iictiire of "Pretty Poll" may yet be obtained. It is liy this
method that Mr. Edge produced such marvellous results some years ago.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,
January 12, 1887, will be I'holoyrapliing Snow Scenes.

Annual Dinners.—Messrs. W. Watson & Sons, of 313, High Ilolborn,
gave the annual dinner to their emplinjh at the Holbom Restaurant on
Saturday, January 1, between sixty and seventy being present. Mr. "T. P.
Watson occupied the chair. After dinner an entertainment, consisting of
songs, recitations, &c., was given Ijy memliers of the staff. The arraiigeinent
of the programme, and its rendering by tlie various performers, meritdl great
praise, and testified to the existence of much talent, vocal and elocutionary, in
the firm. The toasts of the various departments ami workshops were responded
to by the managers. In the course of the evening the Chairman remarked
tliat it was a cause for congi-atulation, and at the same time a singular co-
incidence, that, in addition to its being the Queen's Jubilee year, it was the
Jubilee year of the firm,'having been .started in 1837.—On Christmas Eve the
employes of the lirm of Messrs. Bradshaw & Battersbv, artists, of Victoria-
street, Mancliester, held theu- annual dinner at the ""Seven Stars" Hotel.
Some good speeches were made, and a most enjoyable evening was spent

** Title Page and Index of Volume for 1886 will be given next week.
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GELATINO-CHLORIDE PAPER.
Chapter I.

Ai.THoran for many years past albuincniscd paper has held

almost undisputed sway, there has been latterly a decided

tendency to set it on one side and to adopt some other method
of printing in its stead. Whether the question of permanency
or of mere convenience of production be the exciting cause of

the desire for change it is not for us to say, but certainly it

can scarcely be sot down to any lack of quality of result, for in

many minds—especially amongst the general public—an albu-

men silver print is accepted as the ideal of a photograph.

Long years of familiarity with this cliUjS of picture have edu-

cated us up to that particular standard, and it will no doubt

be longer still before albumen paper with all its faults is cast

out from amongst us.

Still, there can be no denying the fact that, especially within

the past three or four years, there has been a strong reaction

in favour of other styles of printing. The enhanced permanency
of the platinum print brought that process into use, but for a

long time the cold tone was by many considered an objection.

Gradually, however, as improvements were made in the process

itself and experience gained in its working, the question of

tone ceased to be an obstacle to its employment, and as the

genenxl taste came to be educated to the new style of image it

began to be recognised that the erst objectionable colour was
for some subjects preferable to silver, and that the process lent

itself readily to the production of highly artistic results.

Next came the various methods of printing by development
upon gelatino-bromidc or chloride emulsion paper, and these

processes, while giving results greatly resembling platinotype

prints, possessed the additional advantage tliat owing to the

greater rapidity of their preparation they were available for

use with artificial light, and especially for enlarging purposes.

Next came the further modifications in development, resulting

in the production of pictures resembling in tone the rich

coloui-s obtained with albumen, and for a time popular fancy

turned once more in the direction of the old familiar style,

with the advantage that a few seconds' exposure to daylight,

or a minute or two to artificial light, sufficed instead of the
sadly prolonged exposures necessary at this time of year with
the most rapid albumcnised papei-a.

lUit it has always been felt and acknowledged, even by the
St enthusiastic supportere of the development printing

cesses, that it is difficult, if not impossible, to secure perfect

...uformity of tone in printing large numbers of prints by
these methods. Even though the exposures be made auto-

matically by means of specially designed apparatus, and tlie

prints developed in the eame solution, considerable variations in

colour arc apparent ; indeed, we have scon examples where il

number of prints made upon a single strip of paper by succes-

sive exposures to a steady artificial light and aiitomatically

timed, have varied from one end of the strip to the other from

almost neutral black to chocolate brown. Where the prints

are developed separately tlie difference is likely to be even

greater, though the difficulty seems to lie rather in the paper

itself than in the variations of development.

It is, of course, possible in those methods in which toning

follows development to do something towards equalising

matters, just as in the case of ordinary albumcnised paper

where slight variations in tone, arising from longer or shorter

exposure in the pressure frame, may be modified by the deposi-

tion of more or less gold. But this power is limited in the

case of developed prints, owing to the greater difficulty in

securing desirable tones and controlling the action of the

gold bath. Still, whatever means may exist of lessening

the want of uniformity, it has been long felt that a process

which more closely approached ordinary albumcnised paper in

its behaviour and results, and which at the same time offered

possible advantages in regard to rapidity and permanency,

would form a more powerful rival to the old favourite method

of printing than any of those we have mentioned.

Within the last few months a process for which such claims

are made has been introduced commercially, in the shape of

gelatino- chloride paper, for direct printing, that is, for

" printing out " without development. Of such paper there are

already several brands in the market, but that with which we
are most familiar, and which most closely resembles albumen

paper, bears the well-known name of Obernottcr, of Munich.

This, it is claimed, is two or three times as rapid as good

albumcnised paper, while for permanency it is expected, on

theoretical grounds, to be f;\.r superior, though, of course, it is

too early as yet to speak with any certainty on that point.

No doubt albumen has secured anything but an enviable

notoriety in connection with photography on account, as

many believe, of the sulphur which forms one of its con-

stituents. Certainly if the want of permanency alleged

against albumen prints be traceable to its sulphur, then wo

must acknowledge that an image formed in a layer of gelatino

appears to offer gi-eater chances of permanence owing to the

proportion of sulphur it contains (if any) being so much
smaller. On the other hand, if wc look at the pliysical

characters of the two substances, albumen and gelatine, the

latter appears to offer the greatest chance of dangers arising

from carelessness or imperfect manipulation. Not only do

these dangers lurk in the direction of naerc convenience and

comfort of working, but also in that of permanency. The
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first we may, perhaps, disreganl, since if it should eveutually

be found that the gelatine print is really more permanent, a

little extra trouble in its preparation would be but a small

price to pay for the advantage. But if there be any circum-

stances connected with the employment of gelatine for the

purpose in question which seem to hold out a chance of

danger, it is as well that they should be recognised at the

outset, and not allowed to counterbalance any possible

advantages.

FOG AND FOGS.

We dwellers in the Metropolis have an idea that wc are in a

position to show something entirely unique in matters meteoro-

logical. The photographic dwellers in the large towns of the

Midlands or the northern counties, or still further north across

the Tweed, are forced to submit to loss of business from time

to time, sometimes for periods extending over days, but the

atmosijheric conditions that have already prevailed so long liere

are siti generis. The evil effects of this state of things ai-e not

merely local. London, including by tlie word the outlying

suburbs, being the source of the greater part of the eidargc-

ments made for photographers throughout the whole country,

a complete blight falls for the time over the work of liundreds

of provincial studios, for enlarging can scarcely proceed, and
artists are literally idle. Wc so often hear complaints of the

latter that it is but fair to show the other side of the question,

and to point out that while in many places, north or south,

a little dull weatlier, not anti-photograpliic, prevails, it is pos-

sible for tlie liglit, day after d.ay, in town to be such that no
painting worthy of the name can be done.

Apart from this local aspect of the peculiarities of this par-

ticular season of the year, there is the more general loss to

business to be considered. There are few days wlien outdoor
work can be done; but as, with the exception of frost pictures

—

and the present winter has already oftercd unusual facilities for

this beautiful kind of work —the photographic demand market is

practically closed at tliis time of the year, no one suffers much
in consequence. In the studio the very opposite condition of
things prevails ; the growing distaste for Christmas cards has
led to a greatly increased demand for carte or cabinet portraits
to take tlieir place, and a foggy day or two in the month pre-
ceding Christmas Day may make a difiereuce of scores of pounds
to some photographers.

This is felt all the more since the attainment of the great
rapidity that characterises modern photography practically
enables the operator to laugli .at dull days. Eut wlien a fog
invades the precincts of the studio, though the light maybe
actinic enough, high-class work has been held to be impossible,
and the artist is compelled eitlier to lose his client or to send
out work that he is ashamed of, as ho can scarcely label it

upon tlie back, " Tiiis was taken on a foggy day
; please

excuse."

In some quarters great hopes have been felt that by means
of electricity fog pai-ticles, after the manner already described
in tiiesc colunnis, miglit be caused to disappear. It is a very
pretty lalwratory experiment to fill a bell-glass jar with smoke,
and then, discharging electricity tluough it, cause the smoke
particles to coalesce into gi-oups and rapidly subside into
a layer at tlie lx.ttom of tlie jar. AVliy should not the fog
particles behave in the same way ? it is argued. In the first

place, fog parucles ai-e naturally repellent as to their surfaces;
they arc supposed to consist of small spheres of water, not

vapour, each with a minute coating of a tarry nature, which

prevents them running together and forming large drops.

Secondly, and this is far more important, the whole experiment

so far has been successful as a laboratory experiment only. A
year or two ago there was scarcely a scientific periodical

published which did not contain glowing accounts of this pro-

cess having been applied on a manufacturing scale to cause

the deposition of the valuable smoke or fumes from the

chambers of the lead manufactories, smoke that was highly

deleterious iu its effects disseminated in the atmosphere, and

the exit of which represented the annual waste outflow of so

many tons of lead. It is perfectly true that this process has

been a])plied on the manufacturing scale, and we know that

large Wimshurt electrical machines of extraordinary power

have been " installed " for the purpose. But—this is what has

been omitted in all the accounts yet published—no measure of

jiractical success has yet attended the installation. We do not

say commercial success will not be ultimately attained, but up

to a recent period it very decidedly had not been.

Hence we fear that for the studio no hopes for the present

must be built upon the power of electricity to aid. Closing of

the doors and windows as much as possible, and keeping up a

g.wd heat, night and da}', the former especially, are still the

sheet anohoi-s of the operator who watches for the departure of

ttie fog so eagerly.

It was not, however, our intention in discussing fog and it.s

effect upon photographs, to close our review by stating that

a roaring fire was the only palliative, and that cure there was

none, for we have lately been making some most promising

experiments of a very practical character. Others may have

tried the same, but if so we have not heard of them.

The effect of fog upon photographic operations, to be

thoroughly understood, must be viewed in a twofold light.

There is first the loss of light caused by the radiation from the

sun or the clouds being partially arrested. Granted quick

plates and a sufficient exposui-e, the slowness of action of the

light would be the only cause of complaint if there were no

other factor to be considered. Unfortunately, however, there

is another, the most important, for, secondly, the particles of

fog which arrest the more actinic radiations, and so cause

the yellowness and consequent slowness of light, likewise re-

flect the former rays more particularly. Hence the position is

this : the fog outside the studio allows only a small quantity of

photographically powerful light to anive at the sitter ; the fog

inside the studio reflects in all directions, and, consequentlj",

into the lens, so large a (juantity of actinic radiations that

every part of t lie plate receives them. The result is a foggy

negative, just as though the plate itself had been exposed to

a weak light. Let this be clearly understood and our point

will be clear. The foggincss of the negative obtained when

there is fog or mist between sitter and lens is produced by the

mist acting as a reflecting radiator of light, and not as a filter

or screen. If we prevent the fog radiatiug light it might be

present in large (juantity and produce no more harm than if

the studio windows wanted cleaning.

In practice this could be effected by having a long tunnel on

dark material reaching from the lens to within a short distancef

of the sitter. The only light received by the fog in the tunnel

would be just at its mouth, where its effect would not be per-

ceptible ; the only fog affecting the plate would be the foot oi

two between tunnel and sitter, and it might be ignored.

This suggestion, founded upon experimetal trials, must nof

be confounded with the old " tunnel system" of studio buildinffl
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lor the light screen we propose would extend well into the

illuniiiiated jmrt of such a studio, being brought, indeed, so

neur to the sitter us just to avoid interference witli tlic lighting

it is intended he should receive. If any one will draw a i)lan

of his studio he will find that a tunnel made on this principle,

and allowing a full-length view, might bo brought up to within

two, or, at most, three feet of the figure without casting a

shallow, while the distance of a narrower tunnel for half-

lengths or vignettes woidd be reckoned l)y inches.

In conclusion, we do not hesitate to say that the adoption of

such a structure would entirely obviate evil effect on the

foggiest day, and when the light Wiis not totally gone many
sittei-s might be tfiken, and high-chiss results obtained, when
without its aid there must have been loss or the sending out

of indifferent workmanship.

OiR contcmporarj- L;i Xafwe has generally .some interesting article

oi> paragraph about photography in its weekly pages, and Inst week
its editor (M. Gaston Tis.-*andier) gave a popular acct)unt of results

already achieved in niglit photography. Moonlight exposures, as our

readers are aware, are no novelty, and this M. Tissandier admits; hut

the illustrations accompanying his article are of a decidedly advanced

character, if they are, or at any rate one of them, is a fair repro-

duction of the print. It represents a view ot the bridges of the

Rhone

—

"facsimile of a photograph taken bj' moonlight with one hour's

exposure. " The first moonligiit view of the series, taken also in an

hour's time, Ls but indifferent, through the iudistnictness of the foliage,

owing to the action of the wind. One novelty in connection with it is

a white streak suggestive of a huge comet, but which we are informed

is the track of the moon durnig the long exposure, before the expiration

of which it had left the field of vision.

If any one desired to obtain anything but a silhouette of trees, with a

background of clouds, it is difficult to imagine a more absurd mode
of getting a moonliglit photograph than one involving that luminary's

presence in front of the lens.

Thehk is, however, a capital view of a display of fireworks, about
whicli the editor had received so many queries that he obtained from
the photographer a description of his mode of working. It was
simple in the extreme, and did not by any means involve the

presentment of literal truth, " for," says the writer, " the rockets

standing out upon a black ground, I had no need for an instantaneous

shutter, as I had remarked in photographing the electric spark in an
absolutely dark room. All depended upon obtaining a sufficient

length of exposure to enable an image to be obtained of a sufficient

number of rockets without that number being so great as to cause

confusion."

The radiometer, after a lonj? period of silence, is b) the fore again.

Years ago, when the marvellous little instrument was first invented
by Mr. Crookes, much was expected as to its photograjihic ussfidness

;

but it was quickly discoveretl that, for the plates of the day at any
rate, its indications could nit be relied on for actinometric purpo.ses.

The latest idea with regard to it is that the rate of its revolutions
might assist the man in ciiarge of the governor at gasworks in

:
deciding,' wlien to put on extra pressure as the daylight begins to wane.

TuK phospliorescent powder forming the basis of Balmain's paint, the
luminous tablet of Warnerko's sensitometer, Sec, is known to be in

the main a compound of sulphur and calcium, tliough the exact mode
of manufactm-e is not public property. M. \\'rneuil lias lately given
detailed instructions for manufacturing what lie terms the most beau-

^ tifully phosphorescent matter known. The formula runs as follows :

Twenty grammes of lime from the Flypopus Vulgaris shell calcined,
- pulverised and intimately mixed with six grammes of sulphur and

I two of starch. To this mixtiu-e is added, drop by drop, a solution
containing half a gramme of sabinfratc of bismuth, one hundred

centimetres of absolute alcohol, and some dropit of hydrochloric add.
When most of the alcohol is evapor.ited, by exposure to the air for

half an hour, the mixture is heated in a covered crucible for twenty
minutes to a clear chen'y lieat. After pulverising the mass it is again
calcined for a quarter of an hour. If not too strongly heated the

product obtained is small grained, lightly agglomerated, and easily

crumbled. A new pulverisation is to be avoided as it tends to diminish

the phosphorescence. Tlie additions of sulphide of antimony, cadmium,
mercury, tin, copper, platinum, &c., produces a variation in the colour

of file light which varies from yellow-green to blue-green. Man-
ganese produces an orange tint. Sulphides of cobalt, nickel, iron, and
silver diminish the phosphorescence. It is thus seen to be probable

that a powder might be devised which should act upon gelatine

plates in exactly the same ratio as daylight.

O.VK of the dangers attendant upon the looking upon star maps as

unerring guides is exemplified in a little discussion that lately was
carried on among the Liverpool astronomers. At the annual toirie of

the Associated Societies of Jjiverpool, a photograph was exhibited of

a portion of tlie Orion nebula, in whicli twenty of the stars are repre-

sented by lines. The exhibitor considered that the lines were not
from stars at all, but from planetoids, and that the lines represent

their amount of proper motion during the sixtj'-seven minutes of

exjiosure. The editor, in a note in the Journal of the Liverjmol

Astronoiuical fiociely, looks upon this as a hasty conclusion, and
thinks the stars had been allowed to run and that the plate had
slipped.

Tjiose who were at the lantern meeting of the South London Photo-

graphic Society last week, had an excellent opportunity of judging

the utility of the electric light for lantern purposes. The lantern and
liglit were under tlie management of Mr. Davenport, and a brilliantly

illuminated screen at the extreme end of the large hall of the Society

of Arts, the lantern being at the other end, was maintained without

intermission during the whole evening. The arc light was used, and

the lamp employed was a Siemens's of what is known as the " focus-

keeping " type. The current was taken from a secondary battery

charged by a Siemens's dynamo. Of the suitability of electric lighting

for the lantern, when working on a large scale and the arc light is

used, there cannot be two opinions.

Infortunately the costs of the plant for the electric light renders

it prohibitive for general lantern purposes unless there happens to be

an installation on the premises. When this is the case, as it is at

tlie Society of Arts house, all the additional apparatus necessary

is the lamp—not a very costly affair. Tlie time will no doubt

anive when secondary batteries will be supplied ready charged, at a

much more moderate cost than at present ; then, probably, the arc

light will be more generally employed when pictuivs have to be

shown on screens of extra large dimensions. Until this time—long

promised by electrical enthusiasts—arrives, electricity for the lantern

will continue to have a successful rival, both in economy and

convenience, in compressed gases.

O.v more than one occasion we have directed attention to the effect

of the condensation of moisture on negatives, which generally takei

place when there is a sudden rise in the temperature in winter.

Ilere is another inconvenience to photographers that often arises

through condensation, though the real causa may often lie unsus-

pected, namely, a prolonged exposure in the studio. When the fire

is lighted after a very cold night, and the atmosphere becomes

warmed, the moisture in the room condenses on the inside of the

windows. This moisture is frequently charged with fumes given oft

from the stove, or with smoke escaping from the flues, which often

occurs when the fires are first lighted ; consequently in a very short t ime

a thin, yellowish-brown film is formed on the inner surface of the

glass. Again, when there is a sudden increase in the t^'inperatiire

out of doors, if the glass be cold, moisture condenses on the outer

side. This, especially in largo towns, is usually highly charged with

smoky matters which form a very non-actinic coating on the glass.

These alternate condensations inside aud out, quickly form films on
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the windowa whicli, altlioiigli they may not be very conspicuous to

the eye, stop out far more actinism than is usually suspected. With
orthochromatic plates these non-actinic coatings should cause but

little inconvenience.

The squeegee is a simple tool which, considering its general utility,

does not find a place in nearly so many photographic workrooms as it

deserves. If a plate of glass or metal, for example, has to be dried a

single stroke of this useful appliance will do it in an instant. It a

solution or water be spilt on a ^tahle or bench it can be more
effectually removed by one or two strokes with the squeegee than by
a far more lengthy operation with cloths. For quickly removing

hyposulphite from large prints, as described last week, it has no

equal. Those who make it a practice to have a squeegee always at

hand ready for the thousand and one purposes to which it may be

applied, are the ones best qualified to speak as to its efficacy.

NomiNo forms a much better lantern screen than a sheet of pure

white paper, when the screen is of small dimensions such as those

generally used in the drawing-room. A thick and strong paper, well

suited to the purpose, is sold by most artists' colourmen. It is

known technically as continuous cartridge or drawing paper ; it is

four feet si.x or five feet wide, and may be had of any desired length.

The price is about eightpence or tenpence per yard for the thickest

kind, which is the one that should be employed. A couple of yards
of this paper, cemented at one end to a common blind roller and the

other to a lath, forms one of the most efficient lantern screens that
can be had, while its cost is but a mere bagatelle. "When out of use

it is rolled up, and then takes but little room, and will be always
ready at a moment's notice.

PnoM a letter in our " Correspondence " columns it will be seen that
there is a prospect of an active Photogi-aphic Society being speedily
formed in the northern portion of our great city. The North Loudon
Photographic Association was organized in 18-37, and met once
a-month for several years in Myddelton Hall, Islington. There were
many men of mark connected with it, among these being Charles
AVocdward, F.ll.S., George Shadbolt, J. J. Cole, and others. It
eventually died of inanition. About a year ago some gentlemen
residing in the northern suburbs were about to resuscitate the Asso-
ciation when they learned that an Amateur Society was then in

existence in that district, although of so modest a nature that it was
only with difficulty its very existence was discovered. This young
Society it is that is to form the nucleus or groundwork upon which is

to be erected one of wider scope, and which will be a worthy successor
of the once famous North London Association. We commend Mr.
Smith's letter to the notice of all North London men.

TEJIPERATUllE IN THE LABOllATORY.
It is but a week or two since we wrote on the subject of the
Lessons of the Frost, and now we have been visited with a fresh''and
even more severe attack, the thermometer having sunk as low as 10°
Fahr. Under such circumstances it is only to be expected that
developing trials have been severe in even the best regulated families
or laboratories, though the past week's experience has been sufficient
to prove the value of the simple precautions and expedients we su^-
geated in our previous article. Not a tingle bottle became frozen
where those precautions were adopted, and when the tap water was
raised to GO" by means of a jug of hot water from the kitchen,
develo|)ment proceeded as rapidly and p.s comfortably as at any other
time. But we gainiil another experience which was curious, to say
the least. Before the frost set in a number of bottles, which had
contained emulsion, were placed in a sink of stone in a room used for
general cleaning purjioses, and filled with water in order to
thoroughly soften the gelatine before using hot water. There they
remained for three or four days, during which time the temperature

had varied between 50° and 10°. Happening to pass through the room
we noticed one of the bottles broken, aud at first imagined that
" the cat " had been at work, but upon closer examination we
found that every bottle was broken—burst, in fact, by the conversion

of the contents into solid ice. The surface water had frozen first

and so confined the whole, and when the bulk became solid its

expansion of course brought about the fracture. These bottles were

small ones, holding five ounces. A large, one-gallon glass bottle

in the same apartment remained intact, it having frozen only round

the sides. Several bottles of solutions of hypo, alum, carbonate of

soda and potash, &c., also remained intact, their contents preventing

their freezing ; not so a bottle of chloride of gold, one grain to the

ounce. Its solid contents were not suflicient to prevent its freezing,

consequently it had to succumb. Moral, when there is frost about

take care that, unless the temperature of the laboratory is kept up,

no bottles are left unnecessarily with water in them. Strong or

saturated solutions do not matter.

One other circumstance struck us. Wo mentioned in the articles

alluded to the uncertainty that may arise in winter from the practice

of employing saturated solutions, showing that what might be a

saturated solution in the depth of winter might possibly be less than

half the strength of one made in summer. Here is another way in

which the temperature may affect a compound solution. Having
emptied the developing-rooni bottle of sulpho-pyrogallol we went to

the stock bottle in another room for a fresh supply and found it

partly frozen, about one-third of the contents being liquid. Some of

this was used to develope a plate, when, as we were prepared to find,

the action was extremely slow and the density far greater tiian wo
usually obtained with the same plates. The cause was palpable

;

the liquid portion of the contents of the bottle consisted of a

concentrated solution of pi/ro, while the sulphite of soda, originally

saturated at a higher temperature, had partially crystallised out,

and so the balance of contents was altogether upset.

0. Beckett Li.oyd.

LANTERN MATTERS.
I SHOULD like to say a few words about an experience 1 liave lately

had with my modification of the oxyhydrogen jet, as lately described

and figured in this Joubn.\l and in the Almanac. This experience

has opened my eyes to a new and very important u.se for this addition

to the jet, and I think I am justified in bringing the matter under tlio

notice of readers who, about this time, are engaged with the optical

lantern.

I was asked to give a lecture for a Society whoso balance-sheet, at

last audit, showed a credit of the not very magnificent sura of (5s. Cd.,

and it was imperative that I should, as much as possible, keep down
expenses. To employ my usual operator would have entailed a dis-

bursement of several guineas, so I resolved to trust to my own jet and
an " operator " who had never seen the limelight before. Tliis may
seem, to experienced lanternists, rather a risky experiment, but " all's

well that ends well," and this is how I managed. Before the
audience came in at all I turned my tap full on, got up the best light

possible, centred and focussed the disc, and so was quite ready to
start. But, having no superfluity of hydrogen, I did not want to

burn even tlio small jet of my bye-pass, so I left the " normal " taps
just as they were when the light was at its best, turned down my
own taps, and cut the gases <ff at the bays. Just before going on to
the platform I turned on the bag taps, lighted the small liydrogcn jet

passed by my bye-pass, and wlien I gave the signal to my operator
he simply turned my tap full on, and we had a splendid light which
never was touched till my half-time interval, when I turned on a
little more oxygen as I found the flame a shade too red. The light
remained splendid without interference to the end of the lecture.

I was using for the fu-st time a jet (mixing) made by Mr. Newton,
of Fleet-street. The nozzle of this jet is less bent than any I had
ever before used, and I found, as I expected, a vast improvement in

the light arising from this circumstance. So far as I can by ex-
perience ^determine the incandescent area for showing sHdes on a
screen should not be too small, not altogether a " point." AVhen a
somewhat large area of lime is covered, I think the illumination is

more oven, and I am sure the lime does not " pit " so much. I do not
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like tho " pitting " of tlie lime, it is danfjeroiui for the condenser, and I

fancy tho liglit is not quite so good. With otlier jets, wlipre tlio

nozitli'g are considerably bent and tho flarao impinges at a smaller

angle on the limo (that Ls, strikes it more " straight on "), I have

found deep " pits " in tho lime, and tho lime almost invariably has

split after a short time. On tho last occasion, with tlie straightcr

nozzle and tho more obtuse angle, the lime was not really " pitted,"

and did not split at all either during or after the lecture ; it would
do again if required.

I have only two or three times used tho limelight for micro-work,

but in these few cases I have fo\md a " point " of light better than a
larger " area," and there was no condenser in any danger. Jiut for

screen work I am inehned to favour a pretty straight nozzle and a

fair area of incandescence. Andbew Peincile.

WHAT IS AN AMATEUR ?

One of the latest contributions towards tho solution of the vexed

question, AVhat is an amateur ? is Mr. Adcock's able and thoughtful

paper read before tho Camera Olub, in which he discusses at .some

length the motives which first of all induce to the adoption of a

hobby, and afterwards the lines upon which that hobby should be
ridden. Starting upon the broad basis that an amateur is one who
follows some particular pursuit as a means of profitably filling up what
would otherwise be waste time, the writer shows how the nature of the

selected pursuit may vary according to tlie circumstances of the

individual, and that what may in one instance be downright hard

labour is perhaps in another healthy recreation.

]5ut it follows naturally that the chosen hobby should be one to

which the amateur is naturally attracted, that, in fact, the element of

love should step in, otherwise the very terra amateur is a misnomer.

This condition fulfilled, we have the true amateur. But this does not

even touch the vexed question of the day, " "What constitutes an
amateur for exhibition purposes ? " Here we have entirely new
conditions introduced, and it is the disagreement on these points, well

exemplified in the discussion which followed the paper, that constitutes

the bone of contention. Mr. Gifford insisted that an amateur should

prepare his own plates in order that all might be on terms of equality,

wliile the author of the paper, as well as Mr. Eodgers, held that the

art aspect of photography .should be the more prominent. As another

speaker, Mr. Farre'l, pointed out, each side is no doubt right from its

own point of view, the decision depending entirely upon individual

idiosyncrasy ; tho amateur with a leaning towards the chemical side

of photography will attach the greater importance to and derive the

greater pleasure from that portion of his worlr, while he of an artistic

turn will view that portion of his labour as merely the means to an

end. Consequently so long as the vicious distinction between amateur

and professional exists at our exhibitions, so long will the divergence

of opinion continue.

After all, tho distinction, so far at least as it affects exhibitors, is

but a modern one. It is but a brief period since the custom of

offering prizes for amateurs only was instituted, and then simulta-

neously cropped up the question of status. Let us, then, drop the

custom, and with it the uncertainty as to who are and who are not

entitled to compete as amateui's; for obviously, if justice is to be done

all round, it will be necessary, as suggested by Mr. Farrell, to establish a

series of grades, varying from the amateur who regards the technique as

the all in all, to the one whose contribution to that branch commences
and ends with the removal and replacement of the cap of the lens.

This, after all, ia only a distinction between amateurs themselves,

with a view of placing all upon equal terms, but there still remains

the classification of amateur and professional. I see less reason still

to perpetuiite this distinction, for the mere fact of a man making his

daily bread by photography scarcely tends to cidtivate his artistic

perceptions to any higher point than he would be competent to attain

as an amateur. Nor does his constant application to photography as

a business lend him any great assistance in the production of pictures

suitable for exhibition. These are not found, as a rule, among the

everyday productions of tho commercial portraitist, or landscapist

cither for that matter, who in order to become a successful exhibitor

must devote a considerable amount of time and thought to unremune-

rative work, and who in fact, for the time, assumes tho role of amateur.

Tho amateur, on the other hand, labours undtn- no disadvantage on
account of the bulk of his energies being devoted to some business or
profession other than photography. The fact of his having embarked
in tho pursuit indicates a predisposition in if.s favour, and even if

the timo actually devoted to his hobby bo limited to tho utmost, he
will, when so engaged, bring to bear upon his work an amount of

energy and freshness of mind scarcely to bo expected from the pro-

fessional, jaded as he must be with the mechanical drudgery of bis

daily ta.sk. l^ess still need those happy individuals complain whose
lime and resources are devoted unrestrictedly to the practice of the

art. Let us then sink all distinctions and throw every competition

open to all comers. Let those who feel themselves incompetent to take

part in the struggle without being handicapped or clas-sed, wait until,

by dint of work and study, the race seems open to them ; and I

venture to say that our exhibitions are not likely to deteriorate either

in quality nor quantity of matter.

With regard to the subject matter of Mr. Adcock's discourse,

when I come to the "What?" I cannot help thinking that tho

author 'sets a somewhat diillcult task to his hearers and readers.

I know it is a good precept to "aim high," but in practice it may
lead to disappointment and failure. It is not every amateur, what-
ever may bo his artistic attainments, who is in a position to devote

sufficient time to tho " study of figure " to score success. Models
are difficult to find, and still more difficult to imbue with the

feeling the artist intends to convey ; and, though a successful figure

study is of all artistic efforts tho most valuable, there is no branch

in which photography fails so miserably when it only reaches

mediocrity. Mr. Adcock liimself has made his mark in this line,

but I fear not one in ten even with his energy and training and
devotion to the pursuit, would have been so successful, while I am
quite sure not one in a hundred of the rank and file of amateur
photography have the time, means, or resources that are necessary

to ensure even a moderate degree of success.

Just one other point in the paper I would touch upon briefly.

Mr. Adcock says :
—" Refuse to give prints except in special cases,''

but, he goes on to say, find a small photographer and give him the

printing to do at a fixed charge, and make your friends pay.

This, I submit, is straining the " amateur " question too far. It may
or may not be a question whether an amateur ceases to be such if ho

charges liia friends cost (or any other) price for their pictures, but

I take it to be a different question altogether, and a decided injustice,

if lie is to be debarred from giving away prints. In the first place,

no injustice is done to professionals—that is what Mr. Adcock desires

to guard against, and it is a most laudable object—for in ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred the sitters of an amateur are pressed into ser-

vice and made use of by him for his own sake—the sake of practice

—

and they would never have thought of going to a professional to be

photographed. But setting that on one side, most amateurs worth

the name would prefer to lavish a little more care on the production

of their own prints for friends than would be likely to be given to

them by a " man with a small business " who is to charge a " fixed and

not higli price." The description of the workman, and the conditions

under which he is to work, do not suggest a high class of probable

result, while I am afraid if he were in a larger way of business ho

would either refuse the job or charge a sufficiently high price to pay

liim for the inconvenience of going out of his ordinary way. Photo-

graphers, as a rule, do not care to execute any more printing than is

required to supply their own clients ; such is my experience. It they

have not much printing of their own to do, perhaps their work is not

of the best.

If the amateur, instead of being allowed to freely give his prints to

friends, is forced to choose between the course suggested or maldng a

charge himself, I am afraid the result will be that his negatives would

soon be of little value to him, and gradually he would cease to take

the trouble to produce them. But such a restriction is quite

unnecessary. H. Y. E. CoTESwonTU.

ORTIIOCIIROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
[A Commani(!ation to the London ami Provincial Photcigrmpluc Amoclation.]

ORTHOCiinoMATic photography, although not new, is at tho present

time receiving a large amount of attention both by dry plate maker.H

and photographers. It is a curious fact that a discovery to render
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the yellows lighter than the blues was not taken up with more zeal

at the time of its discovery, and that it should have laid semi-

dormant for some years until a commercial iirm takes to supplying

the public, which starts it into life again. 1 am referring only to

Eujrland, as uu the Continent thev have employed it for some years,

but we English are always somewhat behindhand in taking up a

new discovery.

I am not going to discuss who is the legitimate claimant of pro-

ducing ortlioehromatic effect in photography; but it is my intention

this evening to give you the results of my experiments as far as I

have gone (there is nothing original in the chemical 1 employ, it

being erythrosin, and that was discovered years back), and to place

in your "hands a really good orthochromatic formula, but with one

drawbacli, they will not keep many days.

The formula; which have been published compounded with eosine

and ammonia, into which dry plates are to be dipped, have in my
hands proved useless, and I believe others have found the same.

One of my experiments shows me that chloride of silver dissolved in

ammonia "with eosine and used as a bath gives orthochromatic effect,

and I should imagine that if a plate is made containing chloride of

silver and then bathed in a solution of ammonia and eosine it ought

to answer
;
probably this may account for the failures of those using

the ammonia eosine bath with ordinary plates. After various experi-

ments with different compounds with eosine or erythrosin, I found

that carbonate of silver dissolved in excess of carbonate of ammonia

and mixed with the erythrosin gave me the best effect.

Tlie orthochromatic effect in a plate is due not to eosine or any

other .^tain beiig an optical sensitiser, as some state, because you may
stain the film as much as you please still the yellows will refuse to

impress themselves upon the film, hut I believe it is due more to a

chemical change whicli is produced by having free silver pre.«ent as

well as a new compound formed with the erythrosin.

Although I discovered the above {i.e., the use of silver carbonate

with eosine) quite independent of anything that had been published,

I see that 1 have been somewhat forestalled in the publication of the

formula, as last week in the A'ews appeared a formula with ammonia,

silver, and eosine, by Vogel, and, I think, the week previous another

formiila containing fluoride of silver, carbonate of ammonia, and

eosine, which practically amounts to the same as 1 have given above.

Mr. Ilastings will bear me out in what I say, as 1 confided my
formula to him some four or five weeks ago. However, I need

baldly trouble you with all this.

After trying" various proportions, I find the following to work
fairly well :

—

Silver nitrate 20 grains.

Ammonium carbonate 00 „
"Water, distilled 10 ounces.

l'>yt}irosin (2-100()) 10 drachms.

The plates are placed in this for two minutes. A rinse in distilled

water gives less chance of stains, and then placed in a rack to dry.

Let me here state tliat if they are used in the moist condition the

orthochromatic effect is practically nil; they must be used quite dry.

]5y this treatment the plate is rendered three times more sensitive.

"I must insist upon the necessity of using only ruby light, the plates

liaving now become so sensitive to yellow that the gi'eatest precaution

must be taken in handling them.

My chief reason in not giving you this formula before was the

great difficulty of developing the plates free from fog; this 1 am
glad to say I have now overcome. 1 pass round a plate half of which
is quite free from fog. Tliis was got rid of by soaking the exposed
plate before developing in tlie following :—

Pota.ssinm bromide 1 20 grains.

Ammonia A ounce.

Water 10 ounces.

Do not allow to remain more than thirty seconds, well rinse under
the tap, and proceed to develope with any of the usual developers-
ammonia, potiush, or ferrous oxalate.

If there is much blue in the object to be copied, a yellow screen
must be used if exposure Ls to be made by daylight, although by gas
or lamplight it is quite unnecessary. The best effect is always secured
by gaslight exposure.

A very g'wd substitute for coloured glass is to colour a collodion
film and strip it from glass. The glass should be rubljed over with
talc or a solution of wax in ether, and well polished off, and coated
with collodion containing methyl orange. Tlie dried film should
appear decidedly orange. The stripped film can then be gummed to
the cap of the lens, having cut out the centre first, and used preferably
behind the lens.

Tbe^carbonateof silver anderythrosin may be mixed with anemul-

sion,but requires greatcare. It should be mixed at as low a temperature

as possible, and the plates used as soon as dry, as their lite is very

short. The orthochromatic effect is very niarlied, and the .speed

increa.sed about ten times. If any one is desirous of trying this I give

the following:

—

Emulsion (containing, say, 200 grains silver) 10 ounces.

Silver nitrate
.' 10 grains.

Ammonium carbonate 4-") „

Erythrosin (2-1000) 5 drachms.

Before development they must be treated with the ammonia and

bromide.

Very fine results can be obtained from collodion emulsion, in fact,

the results far surpass gelatine, and can be used by dayliglit without

the necessity of employing a yellow screen at all, but, alas! like

gelatine, do not appear to keep any better.

The bath for a collodion emulsion plate is best made as follows :

—

Silver nitrate 10 grains.

Ammonium carbonate -i') „

AVater 2 drachms.

Spirit, methylated '-' ounces.

Erythrosin (24000) •') drachms.

Dissolve the silver in a test-tube by heat in two drachms water, and

add the carbonate of ammonia bit by bit till all dissolved.
_
Add the

spirit gradually to the hot solution, and finally the erythrosin. Place

the dried collodion plate in this solution for two minutes aiid dry

;

the plate before development to be treated witli the ammonia and

bromide, and developed by ferrous oxalate, three to one, to each ounce

of which add three grains of bromide.

If mixed with the emulsion it begins to fog at the end of three

day.s, so it is better to dip the plates as required. The exposure is

only four times more than a fairly ordinary rapid gelatine plate by

daylight, and by gasliglit they are about equal.

The action of the erythrosin silver compound renders the collodion

film exceedingly tough, very much liiie an alumed gelatine film, and is

very difficult to" scrub off the glass afterwards.

1 must now leave you to try for jourselves all 1 have stated, and

trust some of our members will make further experiments to produce

something better and more lasting than what I have done.

J. B. B. Wki.lington.

ON THE PRODUCTION OF TRANSPARENCIES FOR THE
OPTICAL LANTERN BY THE WOODBURY PROCESS.
[Abstract of Communication to tlie Pliotocrraphic Society of Great Britain.]

Thk specimens of artistic photography, as I venture to call them,

which I shall show you this evening, are so called because they are

absolutely untouched. They will include some of the most common-
place objects and grimy scenes, and owe all their artistic value not so

much to tlie beauty o"f the object ao to the selection of point of

view and the accurate rendering of the light and shade. If therefore

they appear to stand out in stereoscopic relief upon the screen it is

only because the light and shade are accurately rendered. This alone

confers upon them the right to be con.sidered artistic ; and, being done

by pure photography, seems to me to be incontrovertible evidence

that photography may reach tlie position of a true art. The greater

number of course will be microscopic subjects, the extraordinary

beauty of which is, primarily, entirely due to the great skill of Mr.
Evan.s in this particular branch. But I sliall show a few others to

emphasise the principle involved in their production.

I will return to this part of the subject later on, and proceed at

once to the method of printing. It is hardly necessary to describe

the Woodbury process to this Society. The usual pellicle of gelatine

made sensitive with bichromate of potash was exposed to light behind

each negative; the soluble gelatine unacted on by light washed
away; the remaining insoluble ;e/!>/ pressed, by hydraulic pressure,

into the lead forming the mould, from which the casts, or prints, in a

pigmented solution of gelatine, are in fact the slides before you.

As however the permanence of all photographic pictures is impor-

tant, it is necessary that 1 should say a few words as to the proba-

bility of their permanence. I produce one which was exposed to fight

for many years in a .show frame ; the red all faded out of it long ago,

but the black remains. It was also exposed to great extremes of

moisture from the every-night condensation on the window, the

paper binding having ;Completely perished from (hat cause; but

the gelatine film is uninjured, though unprotected except by the

cover-glass. I was however (juite prepared to hear that fungi

attacked the unprotected film in Burmah, for I have seen many
such in this country. It will therefore perhaps interest you to
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know that a coatinp of plain collodion will not only protoct the

slide from any such attack, but go a loiitr way towards the perfect

restoration of those already badly diseawd, Icavinp hardly any
visible trace. As a matter of fact, also, every slide that 1 have
issued fince \S7i\ when the business came into mv hands, has been
so, or similarly, treated. I may sm well mentifin liciv that F have
found this same plain collodion the best of all varnishes for gelatine

nejj-atives, its tenacity being remarkable when of the suitable horny
kind. The negative I produce so protected was left out of doors

and forgotten during the many winter months of the winter 18fj4-5,

with the bichromated gelatine too, in one of the commonest of

printing frames, buried in the snow for days together, and is prac-
tically uninjured.

Still I have not trusted alone to varnishing. For the last two years
all my slides have been provided with o gelatine which would appear
to be jiractically imperishable, the addition of bichloride of mercury
completely protecting it ; at any rate, under the more unfavourable
condition of being swollen with moisture, from all mildew or other
signs of decomposition. The only pigment employed is pure lamp-
black c<illected from the tip of a benzoline flame, which gives the
superb brown you now see.

Mr. Evans will tell you of the liappv chance which resulted in

our meeting, but he probably will not tell you w hat our real difficul-

ties were in carrying out his projects, or bow we surmounted them.
The object in view wa.s to secure photographs which should be
faithful reproductions of what he saw in the micro.'cope. This
necessitates the greatest nicety of illumination, of which you must
allow be has shown himself a master. It necessitated the use of the
iirdinary microscope appliances, and the photographing of the objects
t hrough the eye-piece, and consequently a great variety of objections.
Subjected to this crucial test, their performances varied sufficiently to
r:iu.se .some difference in the value of the results, but it "was
decided to go on, aiming at pictorial quality rather than microscopic
definition.

The principal difficulty however was in obtaining negatives suitable
for my purposes, for I am pleased to see that it is at last recognised
that process has a good deal to do with the type of negative that
should be considered good. "What is generally considered as a fair-

printing negative is my ideal of the worst possible type, namely,
one that is many times over exposed, and suppo.sed to have been saved
by development. AVe gave that an exhaustive trial, having full faith in
bromide and ammonia, combined with brains. Jiut our brains failed
us utterly here, and would have abandoned us altogether if we had
not abandoned bromide and ammonia for a fairly reliable normal
developer, and been guided by exposure alone.

A distinctly acid, fully saturated ferrous-oxalate developer is the
most powerful and rapid developer I am acquainted with, too rapid
for comfort in most cases, yet with it to obtain a perfect negative of
one subject may require prolonged development, while another to be
equally perfect would be developed in less than a minute. I illustrate
this by prod.icing one of Mr. Evans's earlier negatives, which, being
far too fesble for my purpose, I took the trouble to reproduce. The
positive was made on one of llamsden's slow bromide plates, made
specially for me for the purpose, without exposure to light during
manufacture, and the one now shown was the result of one second's
exposure to a lamp flame, and six hours' development in the strongest
ferrous oxalate developer many times renewed. I was so fascinated
with this that I reproduced manj' more, every succeeding exposure
l>roving more and more fully that exposure is everything, developer
ijuite secondarj-.

I cannot imarine why the ferrous-oxalate developer has fallen into
disfavour; the latitude of exposure is enormous if only a fair printing
negative is desired. Its effects may be summed up thus:—Less than
one unite of exposure will give an under-exposed negative utterly
useless for any process. (Jne unite of exposure will give an ideally
perfect negative, clear glass in the deepest shadows, but mav require
very prolonged development with the strongest solutions" possible.
Two units of exposure will give a brilliant negative suitable for
platinotype, developing usually in three or four minutes. Four units
of exposure will give a good silver printing negative, developing in
less than a minute.
The time occupied in development depends necessarily very much

upon the degrees of contrast in the subject. These remarks there-
fore apply primarily and more particularly to those of no undue
extremes of light and shade; in a word, to those subjects which
photography is capable of rendering artistically in monochrome.
Cases, however, occur which present more than ordinary difficidfy in
microscopic objects, for instance, preparations of insects of a dense
non-actinic brown, as the thorax, while the wings are almost perfectly
translucent. In ordinary everyday photography an analogous case

is presented by a distant tnow-clad range of mountains with dark
near foreground. In these cases u very prolonged exposure is neces-
sary in order to preserve luminosity in the deep Miadows, but accuracy
of exposure is only the more ess<!ntial, and then a well-watered
developer—or, more simply, n nearly-^xhauxted developer—will
secure the desired result.

I do not think that many photographers whose experience ha*
been confined to silver printing alone, are capable of judging what
qualities in a negative are necessary for other processes. For my own
purpo->iO I prefer the minimum exposure allowable—that is, the ideally

perfect positive collodion picture on glass, developed or otherwise
Drought up to printing density, a type of negative in vogue on the
continent some fourteen years ago for silver printing by Angerer,
of Vienna.
Of course, we all know that albumenised paper presents extra-

ordinary facilities in the hands of expert printers for obtaining good
results from very different clas.ses of negatives. It is, in my opinion,
a dangerous property, and one that has done much to retard progress
from the want of a definite standard of quality in negatives.

But I am wandering from my subject, which is the Woodbury
process. Here I am at home, for I have found in it a process which
will do all I require without retouching, if the negatives are right.

Mr. Evans will confirm my statement that if a negative retouched
in any way comes to me the first thing I do is to remove the retouch-
ing completely. But I willingly confess that I sometimes retouch
extensively, but it is entirely limited to the inevitable process known
as spotting, for which the Woodbury process offers facilities which
are simply irresistible. Plates of commercial makes do sometimes
have slight pinholes or opaque spots. Microscopic objects abound
with dirt specks in the mounting. All these are remorseles.sly cut

away, as they are developed as projections easily removed either on
the gelatine relief or the metal mould. But I have not yet dared
to meddle with the modelling that naturt^ does, for the simple

reason that with the gentlest guidance she will do it for me.
Grobge Smith.

CAN PHOTOGRAPHY LIE ?

[A Communication to the London and Provincial Photographic Association.]

I WILL try to analyse and see whether our beautiful art-science can be
put to such base use. I have an abhorrence for untruth, and hope to

meet with your forbearance when I presume to occupy your time in a dis-

course to which I feel myself little able to do justice ; I am nevertheless

assured tliat you will excuse my shortcomings, and with this encourage-

ment will try to expose the culprit, and, if I can, will endeavour to find

an excuse for his shortcomings. Although entailing several digressions, I

will adopt the easiest and most familiar way, and go through the opera-

tions with the genii of science to whom I have the honour to address

myself.

My professional day breaks, but not my fast, therefore must do both

to nerve myself for my exertions. Scarcely have I given my mind to this

important iiiitium when I am bothered, no, honoured, I should say, with

a gentleman whose duties in the City lay upon him the additional obliga-

tion to choose such an inconvenient hour for the laudable gratification of

his desire to perpetuate his present appearance through my humble in-

strumentality. He enters with such airs as seem to be required for the

occasion, makes the usual remarks about the suitability of the weather,

informs me in the same breath that he can only grant me five minutes of

his presence, tries to bind me down to finish a proof same day, and, this

being found impossible, asks the earliest opportunity when I shall be able

to do so ; and three days hence being mentioned as the earliest possible

date, informs me solemnly that that very evening being the time wnen he

leaves town for a con.siderable periml, hopes that he should not be disap-

pointed, and, requesting me politely to make haste, follows me into the

studio. He only wants a bust, but is not quite sure whether his legs

should be appended thereto, but, yielding to my suggestion as to the im-

practicability of such a pose, leaves it entirely to me, which somewhat re

stores my hopes of settling a dispute with my inner man, who seems

somewhat unreasonable just now. Alas for human expectations ! My
sitter has altered his mind now, and wants a cabinet. Havmg exchanged

plates I emerge once more from my dark room, my inner man revolting

all the while, but, suppressing the voice of the deep, effectually succeed

in composing myself, the picture, and the man, who, not being very partial

to the head-rest, indulges in strong epithets upon that already much-

abused instrument. However, with heroic effort I adjust, persuading

him to grin and bear it. He objects to the one and submits to the other,

and while he is listening to my sudden, incoherent talk, in which I make
a desperate effort to count seconds at the same time, the trick is done

(thanks to my pneumatic shutter), be protesting that he has moved,

while I give him the contrary assurance. The young lady not having

arrived yet I cannot hand him over to her persuasive talent, so, on his

hurried preparation to vanish, I have to leave development to handle the

pen instead.
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" Good morning ! Afraid sball lose my train ! Send the proof on."

"Beg pardon, but it is our rule to pay at time of sitting."

" Oh, must I pay a deposit ?

"

"No-o, that is not necessary; but to gave booking, confusion, &o., we
prefer the whole amount."

" I leave my card. I have never before paid anywhere. I am a friend

of the Lord Mayor's footman. You can inquire. It is monstrous ! It

is
"

However, on my calm insisting upon payment, and finding no more
answers to my arguments, lie disburdens his conscience, and thinks

having to pay once be may as well do it now. I think so too, and
hastening back to my coffee I hope to get an opportunity to study my
next sitter a little more in order to accomplish my task of detecting the

liar. Now, liars are not very candid, so I have to be vigilant. That I

myself should have been guilty of that for which others are called to

account by me matters little, for, according to ancient usage, it is

not at all necessary to see the beam in one's own eye, but it is very

desirable to expose the mote in the other. Now for another cup of

coffee ; anothei- lump of sugar wanted. Whether it is coincidence or

sarcasm, my wife responds with an assumed substitute in the shape of a

fair lady sitter, who, if she is innocently unaware of her sweetness, must
be convinced of being a lump, for how could she be deaf to the groauings

of my newly mended posing chair ! Exquisite subject, though, for my
contemplation. This time the sitter is introduced to me in the strong-

hold of my labours, the studio, by my young lady assistant, who has the

audacity to expand her arms insinuatingly in apparent imitation of the

arithmetical rules of bulk. I have some difficulty in preserving my
dignity and administering a visionary rebuke, which is, however, totally

lost to the intended recipient by the interposing object of my opera-
tions. I bow politely, explaining away the lady's fears that she never
makes a good photograph, beg of her to be at her ease, in which kindly
meant suggestion I miss the mark, however, for, it being hot, she looks
at me in astonishment, and, through the combined use of fan and hand-
kerchief, leaves it not uncertain that she wants to convey to me that
ease is out of question. An additional headache is not considered a
deterring circumstance, inasmuch as I am informed that the photograph
has to be finished by her husband's birthday, which happy event would
occur within three days, and, if it did not give entire satisfaction, I would
of course give another sitting free of charge, finishing up with the
earnest request to be represented in such a manner as not to exaggerate
her form, which, though it could not be called thin, was decidedly not of
such dimensions as would account for the extraordinary size by which
she had been misrepresented by previous photographs. What a splendid
chance for the embellishment of my subject

!

" Head and shoulders ? Yes, madam. Pray stand there."
" I hope you will not keep me long standing. Can I not sit ?

" No, madam. If I am to rightly represent your features " (I had
nearly blundered out, "reduce your features") "you must kindly
stand. Turn a little, please. No, no ; I want to show the front. You
will excuse, but a slight turn imparts grace, when such is naturally
present."

At this juncture I carry my point, and having introduced a longer
focus lens into the camera proceed to focus. If any little delay is
occasioned by the changing of the lens, it is always advisable to display
either all the scientific knowledge yon possess, or so much of it as wUl
suffice to fill up the interval. By so doing I nearly forgot to take
cognisance that my fair sitter's hair, in colour, represented the very
lowest strata of the spcctnim, which fact obliges me to use a plentiful
supply of powder. After having thus isochromised my subject, I draw
most of my curtains to ensure the necessary reducing effect, which, to
Bome little extent, a well arranged set of curtains can do if they have
not been shifted too much or too little, give a full exposure, and, at
the sitter's re(iuest, a glass of water and Punch (I mean, of course,
the comic serial) to the sitter, and repair to my dark room, whiehi
through the introduction of a single sheet of canary medium in place
of the deep ruby red, has lost many of its horrors. I proceed to
remove a burnt sienna backing (which, by the way, I procure from
the nearest oil and colour shop, and apply to all my plates) by passing
one hand to and fro under the plate, which I hold with the other
under a stream of water ; this proceeding has the additional advantage
of aoakmg my plates. I then apply a developer,* which consists
of the smallest quantity of pyro compatible with density, and of the
highest permissible allowance of ammonia -880, restrained with suchmmimum of bromide as will just prevent fogging. By this means I find
out with tolerable certainty whether the exposure was correct shortiv
after immersmg, and before it is too late to apply more of the restrainer
the immediate addition of which I think advisable in every case when
upon the application of the developer, it becomes evident that the nlate
has not been under exposed. When the first indication does not a&ordme sulhcient clue as to the correctness of the exposure, I examine
quickly by transmitted non-octinic light, which then, from the greater orlesser density, constitutes a sure guide. When I know or find my plate

tt„ "iVi" r^."^ ^
"'Tx." " "' °'"^

•
''"t '" ^^^ exceptional case of notb«ng able to take another negative, and suspecting under exposure, Iflood the negative first with a weak, unrestrained, ammonia solution,

• Btnoe writing the above I have become a convert to thn nnto.i, j i *
iome ptates. anf rods developer for others.

* " ^^^ developer for

and then apply the normal developer. By the help of artificial light
(which, for dark-room illumination, I hold to be a sine qua non) I am
well able to control the density of my negatives to such an extent as to
make the use of the intensifier an exception. Should I have to resort to
one, I have a partiality to the one recommended by Monckhoven. As far

as my own observations go this method seems to be permanent. I now
rinse my negative, pass quickly through a salt bath to arrest osmotic
action, wash well in a syphon—which holds my plates perpendicularly

—

fix in sodium thiosulphate (I scorn hyjiosulphite), wash well in a syphon,
and dry my plates on pegs driven into the wall very near the ceiling, just
over the kitchen fire, or, if necessary, hasten this process by repeatedly
flooding with methylated spirit.

Do not however imagine, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, that I am so
much wanting in courtesy as to keep my sitter waiting while I thus
ruminate. No, no, even if my lively imagination had tempted me to that
it would have been of little avail, for before I have time to finish, tap, tap,
tap, on my dark room door, a voice, " Is the focus a success ?"

To which astounding display of amateur knowledge I can only faintly

retort, " Yes, the focus is," and I added inaudibly, "but the focal length
might have Ijeen still greater."

Examining the negative, however, I have cause to congratulate myself,

for so far I behold the negative counterfeit of my fair sitter in such an
aspect as only three years' exercise in a lady's modern drill class, aided
by Madame Rachel, could possibly impart. My thoughts fly to the still

more beautifying process of retouching, and overfilled with joyous antici-

pation of the resulting portrait, and noxious fumes nearly bursting
the door open, I announce that the result is all that could be desired.

The lady's gracious parting remarks that if the portrait should please
her she would recommend countless numbers of her lady friends whose
focus coincided somewhat with her own, brought me back to my subject,

and I began to wonder whether it was right to pencil an untruth to please

a customer. I answered the question to my satisfaction in a very con-
venient way. I reasoned, firstly, that if a photographer placed a photo-
graphic instrument before a very stout sitter and took a negative copy
therefrom without more ado, he should in all probability exaggerate his

subject ; that would be a lie of necessity, but also would undoubtedly be
a financial failure if indulged in to a considerable extent : this failure

would be inexcusable in the eyes of the world. If, on the other hand,
with the aid of posing, lighting, swing back, long focus lens, and retouching,

he could produce the other extreme, and did so, he would still be a liar,

but his lie would be an excusable one, and, furthermore, would not be
attended with commercial failure. But here the artist painter steps in,

dictating to keep the truth, and the following dialogue is suggested to my
imagination.

Photograplier. So you would have me portray my sitter's individu-

ality— faithfully represent character, not oven minimise the stoutest

form ?

Artist. Yes, that only is true art.

P. Pray, sir, what would you do if your sitter dressed her hair in a
totally different fashion to what she usually wears it, and twists and turns
her mouth until all individuality is gone ?

A. I should most assuredly suggest an alteration, and paint naturally
from observation.

P. I could not do that, because I should not find it out until the por-
trait is finished. You may alter <id libitum. Your paint does not cost
much, and you get £20 for your work; I get £1, and every alteration

entails an outlay of several shillings. Moreover, you require several
sittings ; I have to do the work in one. You converse, conceive, and
idealise, and perpetuate at once ; I may converse, and conceive the ideal,

but only wish that I may get it.

A. But, my dear sir, the instantaneous process.

P. Much of that is an exaggeration, as I think I can prove some of
your work to be.

A. Do cot add insult to injury.

P. I have no intention of doing so, but I can prove to you that you do
not represent your subject truly at all times.

A. That is impossible. I study the character of my sitter, give a
natural pose, light my subject well, foreshorten where necessary, and there
you are

!

P. Now if your subject is such as would be quite unpresentable in the
truly natural state ?

A. Oh, then I moderate it just a trifle to make it acceptable, you know !

P. I have caught you now. By your own words you prove, in a simple
manner, what I meant to prove more elaborately. You have saved me
that trouble.

^. Oh, you incorrigible! I will give you a little of my mind. I could
never see that a photographer should be entitled to use the name "artist.

"

P. Well, I will explain that. An artist, with all the qualities inherent
which make him so, will still have to learn the mechanical part of using
brush and colour ; he conceives the idea, he composes his subject, he
idealises it, distributes lights and shades, and reproduces the whole on
canvas.

A. Now, what does the artist photographer do ?
P. Why, up to the mechanical reproduction, he does the very same

thing.

A. Well, my good friend, what happens then?
P. Why, then the photographer beara off the palm, for his genius hag
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a still further task to accomplish. Every study or subject which has to

be conjured up in tlionglit only by the artist, will have to be produced
and brought face to face with the camera, and very often needs training;

and then, ! then, if the photographic paint would but take Icindly to the
paper ! Alas, how much canvas—in the shape of dry plates—is spoiled
before success rewards the effort

!

But enough of this. It is time to recall my thoughts from imagination's
flight, or I fear my patient hearers will wish me to use my wings until I

nm happily out of sight.

Speaking-tube whistle :
" Baby cabinet ; be sure yon get a good one.

Lady says that you have a reputation for babies."

Though this is rather an undefined compliment, I feel nevertheless
flattered, and consequently cannot very well refuse to please the mother
by fulfilling her desire to make it appear as fine and large a child as
possible. Oh, dear ! As far as I am able to judge through the speaking-
tube, the dear's consent has not been obtained. All doubts on the
matter are completely removed when the dear, on its way to the studio,

propelled by the mother and dragged by the nnrse, insists upon indulging
in the process of voice strengthening to an extraordinary degree. I meet
it with a toy, but in return am met with a slap in the face. However, I

am not disabled, so lend my whiskers to inspire confidence. Unfor-
tunately, I have to retreat, but remembering that my reputation might
be somewhat at stake, I determined to hasten matters by the suggestion
to hoist the dear upon a chair. That being impossible, I try in succes-
sion swing, balustrade, pedestal, tricycle, table, and then the tioor. This
proved to be the safest ground to work upon, for the darling rolled itself

into a laughing fit, when, with the help of a doll, a trumpet, a musical
box, and a boll, I actually succeed in focussing the little prince, as his
mother called him. Little prince, indeed ! His only ijrincely qualities
appeared to be the way in which ho ordered everybody about. I call him
a despot.

There, now ; here was a chance. Dear ! dear !

" Madam, you must kindly leave it entirely to me. You spoiled it."
" But I must see the darling's legs."

I saw that too, so I tried again, when, in consequence of the too close
proximity of the mother, I obtained too many logs that time. I got six,

the baby's in duplicate, and the mother's as well. My efforts to induce
the little tyrant to take possession of the posing chair were more suc-
cessful this time, the mother proudly watching this offspring of affec-

tionate nature's pranks, sitting by its side, a veritable illustration of
maternal pride.

Here is the picture, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen. I value it because
it constantly reminds me of the lesson it conveyed when I committed the
indiscretion to show the negative. With the mother's sudden exclama-
tion that it only wanted Punch the other side, it dropped, accidentally or
purposely I know not, but that only was saved. As it was the best
expression baby was capable of exhibiting in its present state of exist-

ence, it was agreed to print a vignetted copy from the savings. Receiving
intimation that Mr. Spark, who brought an electrical apparatus to bo
photographed, could stay no longer, I had to hasten matters. As the
negative of the baby had purposely been taken with a C.-D.-V. lens, and
consequently made it appear a bigger child, I had no difficulty to per-
suade the mother to accept it, and bidding adieu with a secret good
riddance, I prepared for the electrical spark—I mean Mr. Spark—who
brought the instrument. It was made entirely of brass, of a deep yellow
colour, with blue handle and foot. It occurred to me to use an azaline
plate. I placed a yellow glass medium behind my lens, but could not
obtain a sharp image. I therefore hit upon the plan to pom- colour-
stained collodion over the back combination of my lens, which had the
desired effect. For experiment's sake, I then exposed an ordinary gelatine
plate through the yellow medium on the same object. It proved to be
almost identical with the azaline plate. Subsequent comparisons with
stained and unstained plates gave me similar results. Whether it had
been forgotten to stain the plates, or whether the stain that rested upon
them was, that they were only imperceptibly more sensitive to the
yellow rays, I will not presume to say. I shall try Mr. Ives's process
next. {To he continued.) J. Hcbekt,

Jiepartnuttt for Bnexperifucrtt 13i)otograpf)ers,

HOW TO MAKE A NEGATIVE.
We shall at present dismiss all considerations respecting a camera and
stand (concerning which we shall have a good deal to say in subsequent

articles), and shall take for granted that these are already in the

possession of the young photographic aspirant in whose interests we
are now writing, but who does not as yet quite clearly know how he is to

proceed to work.

Having mounted the camera on the stand, let it be pointed towards
some out-of-doors subject on which there is well marked light and shade.

This may be a brick wall in a garden or a house at no great distance,

by preference one on which the sun is shining obliquely at the time.

Should any " sisters, cousins, or aunts" happen to be in the scene no
special harm will arise, only as the first trial may not be all that is

desired it ia wise to operate under snob oironmBtanoei as to prevent on-
pleasant inquiries bomg made, just at first, aa to the measure of succesi,
and to bury one's sorrows in secret.

Back the lens or camera in or out until the image is geen clearly
depicted upon the ground-glass—the focussing screen—of the camera.
Hero note that the focussing screen has a two-fold use : it serves the
purpose of composition by enabling the operator to gee precisely the
nature of the picture he is ultimately to obtain as a negative, for which
purpose he must dodge, in or out, the legs of his tripod, or rotate the
camera a little to ono side or the other until he is satisfied with the
pictorial effect.

When thus composing a picture it is well at first to do so without any
stop or diaplu-agm being inserted in the lens, as the greatest possible
illumination, quite irrespective of sharpness, is here desirable. The
proper arrangement of the subject having been scciued, next try and
make the image as sharp as possible on the ground-glass, which is the
second function performed by the focussing screen. It is quite possible
that the image may be sharp in the centre and fall away, in respect to
definition, towards the sides. To rectify this insert the largest diaphragm
and note the eijfect upon the image. One use of a diaphragm is to extend
the area of sharp definition to the extreme edges, another being to extend
the range of sharpness from a near to a distant object. Should the first

diaphragm not give the marginal sharpness desired, then must each
smaller in succession be tried until the sides are sufficiently well defined.

To permit of the image being clearly seen upon the ground-glass, a
focussing cloth is necessary. This is an opaque square of black flexible

fabric such as velvet, which, when thrown over the camera must be so
capacious as to permit of its covering the head of the operator whose eyes
must bo at least ten inches from the_fooussing screen. Tliis cloth, by
preventing the light from behind from falling upon the ground-glass,
permits of the image formed by the lens being distinctly seen, which
without such an adjunct would not be the case. If the beginner is not
gifted with very sharp siglit he may with advantage have recourse to the
aid of a small magnifying glass so as to ensure the utmost possible sharp-
ness when focussing.

We now turn our attention to the plates. Having obtained a packet of

di-y plates the suitable size for the camera, they must be brought in a room
into which not the slightest vestige of white light finds admission. Let
the liglit proceed from a candle or lamp so carefully covered by deep ruby
glass or ruby paper as to render impossible any ray from it escaping into

the room, except those transmitted through the coloured screen. The
faintest white light falling upon the plates, even for an instant, will cause

them to fog and bo rendered useless. Having opened the parcel, ascertain

which is the coated side of the plate, and place it in the slide, face down,
taking care to fasten down the back. Of course this may be done at any
time, even one or two weeks or even months anterior to the time of using

the plates in the camera, but special care must be taken that the slides

containing the sensitive plates be kept away from the light in the interval,

because no matter how closely fitting the various parts of the sUde may
appear to be, it is not impossible that a little light may be admitted. The
precaution of keeping each " loaded " slide in a bag of black calico or an
envelope of brown paper cannot be too strongly insisted upon.

It is in giving the exposure that the greatest errors will be perpetrated

at first, and regarding this no rule can bo given. If one second's

exposure be given at first, the tyro will, upon developing the plate,

ascertain whether this has been too much or too little. The mere act of

exiiosing is simple. Having ascertained that the subject is focussed, cap

the lens, remove the focussing screen, and insert the dark slide. Draw
the shutter from the latter, and when aU is ready uncap the lens

for a second. Having replaced the shutter, remove the slide to the

dark room.

There are two systems of development, one by iron and the other by

pyiogallic acid. We shall describe the former first.

Having previously prepared, in separate bottles, a saturated solution of

protosulphate of iron (saturated in the sense that the water can dissolve

no more, and that there are undissolved crystals still lying on the bottom)

and a saturated solution of neutral oxalate of potash, and having

previously added two or three drops of sulphuric acid per pint to the iron

solution to ensure acidity, lay the plate down, face up, in a flat developing

dish, and pour over it enough water to cover the surface. Allow this to

stand, carefully protected from the red light, while three drachms (or ]>arts,

according to the quantity required) of the iron solution are poured into a

graduate, to which is then added a quantity of the potassium oxalate

solution sufficient to make two measured ounces. The mixing of these two

solutions, colourless in themselves or nearly so, produces a red fluid, the

colour of which, however, will scarcely bo observed in the red operating

light. Kow, tilting up the dish containing the negative, potu: ofi the
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water, and then poor in the ferrous-oxalate developer which has just been
mixed. Kock the dish gently backwards and forwards to ensure the

liquid passinf; over the face of tlie plate, and if the exi)osure in the camera
has been correct, an image will speedily begin to appear on the plate.

The sky and best • lighted parts will show first, followed by those

portions that were not so well lighted. By slow degrees the whole image
will be out. It is desirable to continue the development until the half

tones shall have become merged into the high lights, scarcely anything

remaining visible but the deepest details. At this stage the plate must
be removed from the dish and subjected to a rinsing with water. When
held up against the light all the details will now be seen. If these

appear to be imperfect it is not yet too late to return the plate to the
developing dish for further treatment.

When it is believed that the whole details have been brought out in a

sufficient degree, it is rinsed, and then transferred to a dish containing
fixing solution. This may consist either of cyanide of jjotassium or

hyposul])hite of soda. There are several reasons why the latter may be
preferred. In this case a degree of strength of four ounces to the pint of

water will be found to make a filling bath of average strength. By
immersion in this solution the white coating of the plate disappears

;

this can only he properly ascertained by lifting up the negative and
examining it from the under or plain glass side. It must remain in tliis

solution a little longer than suffices for ensuring the removal of the
white film, after which it is placed in a dish of water to secure the
removal of the hyposulphite of soda. In this dish the water must be
very frequently changed. It is difficult to say precisely how long a
negative should be washed, but it is safe to leave it in changing water
for half an hour.

After this it is reared on end to dry.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATE^fTS.
No. 369.—"Improvements in Printing Frames for Printing I'liotngraplis and
the like." C'ommuniratcd In- .1. C. A. Herniite. .1. Y. Johnson.—/J»to/
Jnntum/ 10, 18S7.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
LMrROVEMFNTS IN Photooh.m'hic Cwikras .\Nr) St,\nds.

No. 2039. llAiiiiv Li'C'AS, 32, Little King-street, Birniingliam.—
Fflfi-iinrt/ 12, 1886.

Mv present .ippliration is based on niv provisional specification. No. 11.31/.
1885. '

'

I propose making my cimera wholly or partly of metal, with the oi.linarv
bellows body ami a loose base, .^(l I attach the camera to the base by aii
improved method. I make what I may conveniently ilescribe as two grooves,
one near each end of the base and running ero.s.swise on it. Tliese grooves
stand al)Ove the base, and face the ends near which they are placed. Tlie hack
and front of the camera fit into these grooves, and are fixeil by screws.
The camei-a stand I make of telescopic tubes, with improved methods of

adjusting and fixing tliem, so as to regidate the height of the stand. By one
method I jmt :i female screw on the end of one tnl>e which receives .another
and on the inner tnl.e. a free male screwed collar, with one or more cuts across
the threads.

Tlie screw collar engages with the female screw, and hinds th:> inner tube at
any desired |iart.

By another method, I jnit a spring catch or holt on one tube, whi.-h shoots into
a liole or noti'li on the next tulw, wlien the tubes are ilrawn out to the nroner
position. ' '

Lmpbovkments in oh connectkd with PHoTdcnAi'HH! Lenses.
No 2068. Louis Geofrov, 59, Frith-street, Soho, and Williasi Frederick

fi^'Vcl'!,"^*''^^'*'-"*''^*""'*'' 30' Grosvenor-place, Middlesex. -/->»»•«,',»
Iz, JoOD. '

The improvements consists in arranging a binocular camera in such a manner
as to prodm^e one image on the sensitised plate, instead of two as heretofore
employe.! for stereoscoinc pictures, and by the simultaneous impression of twodissimilar pictui-es in the same place to obtain a more natural aiul increased
relict in a single picture or view than iu one t.aken by a siu"le lens

In carrying the invention into effect, the back lenses of slereoscipic camerasare so fonnc.1 that their last surfaces are prismatic in snch a decTee as to co
veiTge the centres of their images to one point on the receiving .sensitive surface •

u'etck o?tTe''len"e"^ *"
^ "'^ ^^ """"' °' '"^""^ '™™' ^'^"^'^ "<="

Acconling to another arrangement we may employ such i.ortions of a lens ofp>>ater diameter than the wi,Tth of the eyes as correspoml to the positions ofthe lenses ma stereoscopic camera, and thus obtain tie .lesired result bv therefraction of two images to one point on the sensitive surface
^

UT we niay obtain a similar direction of the rays of light to this end bv tho

iMrllOVEMENTS IK PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS.

No. 2365. Charles Day Duenkord, Ordnance Store Department, Ediuburgli.
—Febi-uary 18, 1886.

The object of my invention is to provide for use an extremely convenient,
eft'ective, and compact photographic camera, with which object I construct this

camera as hereinafter described.

The base of the camera is made in two ]).arts, which are hinged together, and
on the edge of one of these parts is erected the front of the camera, whicli front

may be made in any convenient manner with the usual aperture lens and other
appliances. The front part of the base is of sufficient size to enable the Iiinder

p.art thereof to he turned up to enclose the back and other parts of tlie camera
when desired, and a rod is fitted which may slide in one or more sockets on or
in the base, and enter a bracket formed therefor on the front part or edge of the
base to make the whole base very rigid, and to assist in producing tliis effect

the end of the rod and the aperture in the bracket into which the same enters
.are preferably bevelled, whereby the rod is wedged in position. To the rear
of the base on each side .are fitted extension pieces, which are so hinged as to
he capable of folding in alongside the re.ar edge of the base and of being oiiened
out in continuation of the lines of the sides of the base in all positions, being
on the same plane therewith, and on these two extension pieces may be the
usual racks for the extension of the camera. When these two pieces are closed
alongside the rear edge of the base, tlie same may be held iu position by
a X ]>iece on the eml of the aforesaid sliding rod, or otherwise, and when these
two pieces are opened out the same maybe held in position by blocks or chocks
on the bottom of the back of the camera, or otherwise.
The back of tlie camera is made, as is usual, of a frame divided into two

complete frames or parts, which are extensible the one to the other, but these
two parts are not connected together by the ordinary tr.ansverse bar and other
apjiliances, but by two ])ref'er,ably L slia]ied levers, one being on each siile.

One end of each lever is pivoted on a bracket projecting from one ]>art of the
back, while the other end is jointeil in the proper jiosition to tlic other part of
the back, .and a tail piece may be fitted on the rear side or elsewhere of the
lever, which can work iu a socket formed therefor and can act as a stiffener,

and, if required, <as a stop. A sliding stop also is preferably fitted to clamp
tlie lever when the two parts of the back have been duly se]iarated, or are in

other desired positions in respect of each other, and the p.arts of the stop and
lever so in conjunction are preferably be\-elleil, whereby the stop and tlie lever
are wedge.l in position. On the top of the back may be fitted a suitable
slotted bracket, projecting from one part of the back, in which slot travels a
]>in fixed in the other p.art of the back, and a sliding stop can also lie fitted to

clamp this bracket on both, being similar bevelled edges for the purpose
aforesaid.

The bellows of the camera are formed in the usual manner, but to render
unnecessary the usual size and depth of the back frame of the camera required
by reason of the very deep folds of the bellows all the rear or back parts of my
bellows are formetl with extremely shallow folds for such a distance as may be
deemed necessary, ami these extremely shallow folds may be either very
gradually or suddenly or only comparatively suddenly increased in de]ith, with
the object of not intercepting the rays of light from the lens, thus iiermitting
the use of a sin.aller back than is usual.

The dark slide may be fitted to and used with the back of the camera in any
usual manner or may conveniently be supported in position by an extcnsioii
of or a ledge on the bottom of the back, being retained thereon by studs and
sockets, while the uiqier edge of the slide could be held by a catch or otherwise,
and the sensitive plates can be held in the slide in any usual or convenient
manner.
The camera so made as aforesaid can be hinged on one edge of the top or

table of the tripod or other support, or still more conveniently the camera can
be secured as usual to this top or table, which top or table can be liinged to the
tripod or support at and on one side, and in either case the camera coulil be
maintained in position by an hinged st.ay jiassing through a socket on the
opjiosite side of the top or table or of the tripod itself or elsewhere, in which
socket the stay couhl be .secured by a clainjiing screw or other appliance, and on
the loosening thereof the camera can regain its horizontal position, or the
camera can be otherwise supported in its vertical position.

Mntim^ of aocteti>jS»

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

Jammi-yl7 Notts
| InBtititte, 9, Slmkespoare-street.

18 Glasirow&Westof Scotland Am.
18 ' Nortli London
18 Bolton Club
19

1 Bury
19 Ediuburffh Photo. Club.

Hyde
i
Manchester Olub

I

Bristol and \V. of Eng. Amateur
Photographin Club
London and Provincial

180, West Retrent-street, Glasg-ow.
Myddi'ltonHall,Upper-st.,lslitiffton
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.

5, St. Androw-square.
Mechanics* Hall, Hydi\

Queen's Hotel, Clifton.
Auderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.G.
Mason's Holl^ BosinghaU-street.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday iiiglit, at Die onliiiary inontlily meeting of the above Society,
held at [)a, Pall Mall East, Loiulou, Mr. James Glai.slier, F.R.S., President,
occupied tiie cliair.

Messrs. C. G. CoUin.s, .James Martin, Hedley M. Smith, aiul the Rev. \V. D.

m"'^H ^^^^ elected members of the Society.
The Chaikman said tliat a jiaper having failed them at the last momeiiti
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C'lxptaiu Almcy liiul come forwiiiil witli soiiii'thiiiK to occujiy their attention,

anil the meeting was indebted to liim very much for his kindness.

Calitain \V. Dr. \V. Abm:y, K.K.S., hero exhibited one of that class of

Iiliiitonuters in wliieli two )>eanis are taken from tlie same source of liglit to

make tlie mea-surement-s, so tliat the variations of tlie light being equal in both

beams, such variations do not afl'ei't the accuracy of the results. His ])hoto-

meter consisted of a jiaralHue llanie with a lens about one foot oft'; a

transparent print on glass of an image of the sensitometer screen was placed

close to tills lens ; a second lens, alx)ut a foot further on, threw an image of

the slide uiion a screen about four or five feet olf ; close in front of tliis screen

was an niuight rod easting a shadow across the image. Another beam of liglit

from the iKiialline llanie was received upon a plane mirror, and rcllected

thereby upon tlie same screen, upon which, therefore, fell altogether two

shallows of the rod. In the path of the reflected beam of light was a circular

disc with sectors, wliich ojieneJ and closed. This wheel was made to rotate

when required by means of electro-magnetic apparatus, and by adjusting the

size of the apertures in the disc, the two .shadows of the rod upon the screen

fonUl be brought to the same intensity. The readings of the iihotometer were

iu terms of the dimensions of the apertures at the times when the two shadows

were equal. The paper was entitled A Meiwiire of the Dcnsilie.i of Pliolu-

i/iiijiliir I>ej>o.tils, iritlt .lome. J'em<(i-/.s oil Soisilmnefers. The author saiil

that if he took a plate which had been "sensitometered," and wisheil to

asi;ertain its photograidiic value by visual methods, how was he to jiroceed ?

He usually adopted Romford's principle, applied by means of the ajiparatus

before them, to wliieh he had referre<l last year wlien he maile the statement to

the Society that he had an improved method of measuring the intensities of

coloured lights, ami one that was Iwtter than the employment of a candle

llanie. In photographic investigations it euabled liiiii to bring any part of the

photographic image into the centre of the tield, ami when there to measure its

ileusitv indeiiendently of possible vari.ations in the .source of light. When the

deiises't jiarts of negatives .are dealt with, it was necessary to use a stronger light.

For anything above five degrees the photometer before them was very accurate

indeed. He exhibited a curve of the relative intensity of a negative taken

under Sjiurge's sensitometer. Tt was nearly a straight line, an<l by further

experiments he hail found out that the optical .and pliotographic- values of his

jiarticnlar negatives were almost absolutely identical. He thought a good

sensitometer screen could be made by developing with ferrous oxalate, con-

taining a little bromide of potassium. He had ( oniparcd the optical witli the

jiiiotographic values by means of platinotyjie paper, which answered well

except at one end of the scale, where it gave feeble blacks, perhaps in conse-

ipience of having been too thinly coated. He thought Spurge's sen.sitometer

to be the most accurate one in existence, althongh in some respects, iierhai)s,

not so convenient as other instruments.

The Chaiii.m.\x asked if the standard candle, or Sir William Harcomt's

light, were likelv to be superseded .as standards of measurement ?

Captain AnSKV said that a Committee of the British Association was dealing

with the subject of a standard of light. He hoped they would decide upon

something iicfore long, but it was a very <Iilticult subject.

Mr. FiiiKSE GiiEENE asked whether Rumford's measurements, taken by

means of two candles, would not Iw simpler than the plan before them <

Captain Abnev replied that, with the candles, only the general intensity of

the image could be taken, ami not the intensity of any iiarticular portion.

Mr. W. K. DoxKIN' asked whether the longer i>atli through which one of the

beams of liglit travelleil did not afi'ect the results '.

Captain Anxi:v replied that it did not. The apparatus would not enable

him to .ascertain the intensity of the light ; it would only let him know the

densitv of any part, of the negative through which the light pas.sed. Five

years ago the late Dr. (iuthrie had a ]iliotometer made on the prineijile of that

iiefore them, and they worked at the subject together.

Mr. Aitxoi.D Spillek said that the device for opening and closing the

sectors wiiile the disc itself was revolving was very ingenious ; would Captain

.\bney describe it ?

Captain Abxkv did so, but the details would be inexplicable without tlie

aid of diagrams.
Mr. W. K. BtRTox, C.E., said that the commercial sensitometers he had

were a wearinesij of the fiesh, they differed so from each other.

.\lr. H. TiifE.MAX Wood asked whether Captain .\bney could use the

aiiparatns before them with the grease-spot photometric indicator, for the

distance of the mirror from the lamp did not seem to matter much ?

Captain AnXEV replied that he could do it, but should then use a lens.

Mr. W. Bedford askeil what hopes there were of obtaining a standard photo-

gi'aphic screen and a standard light.

Captain Abxky said that they could only t.ike the existing standards of

light, of which he believed Siemens's to be the best. He could not recommend
a pliosphorescent .screen ; he had two which varied greatly and had niisleil him
in things he wanted to know. He was on the British As.sociation Committee

and had been working for three years at experiments on .standards of light ; he

lioped that an electrical standard of light would come out before long.

Mr. T. Boi.AS said that the chief feature of the apparatus before them was
that it was iudeiiendent of variations in the .source of light, and gave the power
of measuring the densities of difltrent Jiarts of negatives.

After a vote of thanks to Captain Abney, Messrs. Ince and Francis Cobb
were appointeil Auditors, and Messrs. W. Bedford, Addenbrooke, F. Cobb,

W. K. Burton, W. M. Ashman, and Oeorge Scamell were apjioiiited Scrutineers.

The Chaibmax announced that all nominations for memliers of Council must
he sent in on or before Monday next. Those arriving on Tuesday will be

rejected.

The proceedings then closed.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Thursday night, January 0, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above

Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. William
Bedford presided.

The Ckaibmas read a letter from Mr. York to Mr, Henderson, calling

attention to two negatives, one of which had Ixien kept in a dark olide after

exjiosure, and another, taken at the same time, had Iteeii wrajipcd in )iaper
;

the paper had had an accelerating effect after ex|i<>sure, an ptovcil on developing
the two ]iietiires.

Mr. A. L. ilENDEittHJN thought that perhaps the paper wu a little damp ;

the accelerated negative was not fogged.

Mr. J. B. B. Wi:i,l,lX0T0X then read a paper upon OrlhochronuUic Plwlu-
iji/mhy [see page '21].

"The Chairman remarked that it was a clear pajier, free from vague state-

ments ; the question remaineil how to make the plates keep.

Mr. B. J. Ldward.s said that it was a curious thing that up to this time no
jiractical notice has been taken in England of dis<'Overies lying .at our very
doors. It is a fact that at the i)rcsent time all the jirincipal work done in Paris

ill the co])yiiig of paintings is orthochromatic, and at the Inventions Exhibition
at South Kensington were some of Tailfer's results, which did not attract nm<:h
attention from photographers but won a silver medal. Nearly all orthochro-

matic plates contain a fluorescine of some kind, as can lie seen on reference to

the jiatcnts taken out in this country iluring the last three or four years.

Colonel Waterhonse was the original discoverer of the use of cosine as a colour

sensitiser ; he did this in 1876, but did not find out how to apply it to gelatino-

bromide jdates ; in 18S2 he was followed by Tailfer, and m 188-t by Vogel.

Mr. Wellington had just recommended the use of ammonia and alcohol with

the sensitiser, and Tailfer in his patent mentions the necessity of using ammonui
as a vehicle. In the preparation of orthochromatic plates it is necessary to get

the right kind of eosine, for there are alwut thirty-five varieties altogether ; it

is also a fact that not every gelatino-bromide plate can successfully be made
orthochromatic, and it is likewise the case that an eosine which will work well

with one kind of plate will sometimes not work well with another, consequently
dements of uncertainty are ])resent. He possesseil some plates made by
Tailfer's jirocess more than a year ago, and he lielieved that they were in as

good condition .as ever. There was nothing in the jirocess to prevent the highest

sensitiveness, and he thought that eosine jiroperly applied would not lie a

source of danger to the keeping jiroperties of the plates ; he wa-s making ex|>eri-

nients in relation to the latter problem. He wished to draw attention to a

coloured design and to orthochromatic prints therefrom, which he then laid

upon the table.

Mr. W. E. Debkxham a.sked whether both the plates used for the negatives

were employed with or without the yellow screen.

Mr. Edwards replied that he had been assured that both had been taken
with the naked lens and no yellow screen ; he had produced similar resnlts

himself in that way.
Mr. Debexham said that Mr. Edwards had made a statement that eosine

without ammonia was quite useless. The use of eosine in ammonia was a
special claim in his patent. He (Mr. Debcnham) had used eosine without
ammonia, and specimens of the results, which he would now lay before the

meeting, proved that under those conditions eosine had a very decided effect.

He found that not every plate was suited for the process, anil that when he

used the yellow glass as well as the cosine he obtained the full advantage of

the two. He had found that an ordinary plate containuig an iodide did not

succeed when n.sed with an eosine bath, but that a plate prepared with pure
bromide answered the purpose ; his experience, however, was very limited.

Mr. J. R. GOTZ remarked that Dr. Vogel had told him that there should he

no iodide in the plate.

Mr. Wellixotox said that in his experiments the emulsion containeil one
per cent, of iodide,

Mr. Edwards stated that with some samples of eosine he wa-s using a com-
paratively large projiortion of iodide.

Mr. W. H. Hvsr.op asked whether more than four of the eosines nientione<l

were made commercially. Mamilacturers told him that practically only four

were in the market.
Mr. Edwards said that those four were liable to vary indefinitely.

Mr. Hexdeiison stated that uji to the day before he had been a great .sceptir

as to orthochromatic ]>liotography, because tho.se commercial plates which he

h.ad tried did not give the alleged results, but the day before Mr. Wellington

had sent him some plates which had caused him to alter his opinion. To try

the properties of orthochromatic plates fairly the solar spectrum should lie

used ; tlie colours of paintings were far from optically pure, and iu different

pictures varied indefinitely. By using very rapid plates and a proper yellow

screen he obtained good orthochromatic results,

Mr. Edwards said that all copies of the coloured design sent out with

Tailfer's plates were printed with the same colours, so the prints were of equal

valne for testing the colour sensitiveness of plates. Good orthochromatic plates

work best with a yellow screen unless they are first made very .sensitive to

yellow light. The real advantage of orthochromatic plates is in everyday work,

for they certainly give a more correct scale than the plates in ordinary use ; in

landscapes they give clouds, sky, and foreground in more true rtdation, and
trees are more faithfully rendered ; in studio they make a greater difference in

tlie rendering of textures than of smooth surfaces—at least, he thought such to

be the case. Orthochromatic negative.? need less retonching than others. They
do not need a much longer exposure than other plates, and can be used when
the light is yellow or the weather foggy ; by gaslight an orthochromatic plate

is nearly twenty times more sensitive than an ordinary plate.

Mr. A. H. Hahman remarked that he had had no experience with ortho-

chromatic plates ; Mr. Edwards was a manufacturer of them and he (Mr.

Hannan) wa.s not, but he thought that they were all of opinion that it was a

very valuable process, specially useful in large towns to enable photographers

to take negatives in a bad light. He thouglit the yellow screen to be a great

disadvantage, and if Mr. Edwards' plates could be ii.sed without it, it wonUl be

an improvement.
Mr. A. COWAS .said that in all the pictures laid before them that evening

orthochromatic plates seemed to render the reds worse than did ordinary

jilates.

Mr. Hahmax remarked aliout Mr. Debenham's pictnres, that with the

exception of the rendering of an orange, he thought that altogether the print

from the ordinary plate was the liest of the two.
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Mr. Debbnham believed that idea to be due merely to one having been
printed a little darker than the other.

Mr. Henderson had once obtained ortliochromatic effects by adding
Bulphide of calcium to the enmhion, but the plates would not keep.

Mr. Hysi.oi' had found Dixon'.s to work better than Tailfer's plates, when
used without a yellow screen.

Mr. H.^RMAN did not consider the process to be of much value if the plates

would not keep well.

Mr. GOTZ said that plate makers accept it as a rule that plates prepared by
dipi>ing in eosine do not keep, and that those prei>ared with eoeine in the
emulsion do keej) ; tlie dijiped plates, however, are quick, and the others are

slow. Dr, Vogel and others had told him so.

Mr. Edwards stated that it was not altogether a fact that ortliochromatic

plates were slow ; they might be Blow at first, but oould be (piickeneil after-

wards.
Mr. Wellington said that his experience was at variance with the statement

of Mr. Gotz ; his plates proved to be far more rapid when they were not
dipped,
Mr. W. H. Prestwich was of opinion that if ortliochromatic plates came

Into general use, it might be advantageous to have studios of yellow glass, to

give a better scale.

Mr. Henderson wished that Mr. Edwards would bring .some of his ortho-

chromatic plates to a meeting of the Association, and use them himself, to test

for rapidity against his (Mr. Henderson's) plates by gaslight.

Mr. Edwards said that if Mr. Henderson would make his very rapiil plates

ortliochromatic, they would work ten times more quickly by gaslight.

Mr. Dedenham remarked that about a year ago Angerer remarked that very
rapid plates were more ortliochromatic than slow plates, so tliat to get good
good results it was only necessary to use exceedingly quick plates under yellow
glass.

Mr. W. H. Harbison had recently seen orthocliromatic photograjihy
reduced to the extreme-st simplicity by Mr. Tlieopliil P'Haoftw at Ghent
University ; he used neither eosine nor yellow glass, but waited until nearly
twilight, when tliere were but few blue rays in the li.ijlit, then jilaced tlie

coloured objects in a room and far from tlie window, and pliotographed them
upon ordinary quick plate.s, but with some sucli long exposure as twenty
seconds. The blue colours in the object found little blue incident light to
tlirow off, hence a vase of flowers of different colours gave a good ortho-
chromatic scale on tlie negative plate.

The Chairman stated that Messrs. Dixon & Gray had brought the import-
ance of tlie suliject liome to photographers at the last Photographic Exhibition.
Mr. Wellington liad done more tlian the majority of experimenters in the
subject, by giving his metliods and results so fiilly ; if he liad published those
results a little sooner he would have been in advance of Dr. Vogel.

Mr. J. Hubert had received some of Dr. Liesegang's collodio-chloride paper,
and would give a demonstration to the Association with it on the first Tliurs-
day in next niontli. It gave better half tones than could be obtained with
alViumenised pajier.

Mr. Henderson said that Mr. W. Cobb had some collodio-chloride iirints
obout twenty years old, and they exiiibitcd no symptou of change.

Tlie meeting then broke up.
•

CAMERA CLUB.
The meeting at the Camera Club, on Thursday, January fi, was a members'
lantern-slide meeting. Slides were shown by Messrs. J. H. Knight, J. Gale,
Barclay, and Dresser. A iiuinter of tliose recently received in excliaiige from
tlie American Societies were also jnu tlirough the lantern.
The chief feature of tlie evening was the exhibition of a series of fifty slides,

accompanied by a very interesting lecture by Mr, J. H. Knight, in description
of scenes, manners, and customs in Madeira.
On Tliursday, January 20, the subject for the evening will be. The Develop-

ment of Jlnnniile Paper Prints, the (lisoussion to be opened by the reading of
a communication from Mr. Andrew Pringle. Meeting at seven p.m.

;
paper

read at eis(lit.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual lantern meeting of this Society was liehl on Thursday, the Ctli
instant, at tlie large liall of the Society of Arts, Joliu-street, Adelphi, W.C,
when Mr. T. Bolas, Vice-President, occupied the chair.

Tliere was a very good attendance of members and friends, and, as usual
ujion tliese occasions, many ladies were present.

Tlie Chairman, in o))ening the proceeilings, said his duties were remarkably
easy, inasmuch as lantern displays of the kind they were assembled to witness
did not require any talking. There was a point, however, to which attention
miglit be directed on account of novelty, and that was the mode of illumination
about to lie employed. It wa-s an electric arrangement supplied from a dynamo
machine working in the basement, and this was supiilemented with a series of
storage batteries. One of Kieniens's lamps was fitted to the lantern, and an
illumination equal to something between three ami four thou.sand candles
woiUd be obtaiued. The reading lamp, a Swan & Edison incandescent, was in
the system, as also were all tlie lights in the building. Mr. G. Davenport, who
would work the lantern, had devised a new slide canicr that was both simple
and ingenious, and this would be used for the first time that evening.
More than two hundred slides were then exhibited upon the large screen, a

disc of eighteen feet being projected. Tlie splendid illumination obtained
sliowed that many of the tninsparencies sent for exhibition Iiad been prepared
for a much le.ss mtense liglit, but, ou the whole, the display was eminentlv
satisfactory. '

Mr. C. Pilkington showed several well-known views near London, all of
which were coloured with very good effect.
Mr. W. M. Ayres, as usual, illustrated the capabilities of wet collodion trans-

parencies toned with platinum and gold ; many of them were, however, much
colder in tone than it is customary to produce.

Mr. T. Charters Wliite divided attention equally between photo-micrographs

and tiie less diflicult studies by the wayside.

Mr. F. A. Bridge showed a few of his Belgian series.

Mr. J. Gale illustrated scenes in Sussex with aniagniflcent series of wet collo-

dion transp.arenoies from gelatine negatives, wliicli elicited much aiqilause.

Mr. W. Wheeler followed with a short series of Aston Halt, Warwickshire.

Mr'. J.' B. B. Wellington represented the collodio-bromide process with a

large number of slides.

Mr. George Smith exhibited a number of various subjects produced in

Woodburytype.
Mr. S. A. Allen showed several subjects wherein both positives and negatives

had been made on commercial gelatine plates.

Messrs. F. York & Son sent two of their lecture series, which afforded much
annisement to the juveniles present.

Mr. F. A. Bridge gave the readings sent therewith.

Mr. W. England showed a series of statuary subjects.

The principal peculiarity in Mr. G. Davenport's new patent slide consists in

a prolongation of the metallic runner tliat carries the slides. This terminates

in a curtain screen, that in travelling along the guides covers the lens. During

the brief period an automatic change of subjects takes place, the eft'ect of which

upon tlie screen was exceedingly good. At the termination the usual vote of

thanks was accorded.
*

GLOSSOP DALE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual monthly meeting was held at the Society's Rooms, Norfolk-square,

on tlie 4tli instant,—Mr. Greaves in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Tlie Hon. Secretary announced tliat he had received forms of application

for space at the forthcoming Manchester Exhibition for members wishing to

exhibit.
.

It was resolved that the Society give a lantern entertainment to the inmates

of the Glossop Workliouse, subject to the ajiproval and consent of the Board

of Guardians.

Mr. S. D. McKellen and Mr. Chas. Harris, of Manchester, having offered to

contribute apparatus and pictures respectively towanls the exhibition and
soiree, it was agreeil to accept the same.

Several minor arrangements were then discussed for the forthcoming soiree.

DUNDEE AND BAST OF SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The monthly meeting of this Association, held on Thursday, January 6, took
the form of a lantern exhibition, and was largely attended by the members
and their friends.

A very interesting series of slides, entitled //( and about Arbroath, was
shown by Mr. J. Geddes, who delivered a running description of the jiriiicipal

points of interest.

Mr. Geddes objects to the 3^x3^ size, which has so long been thought
necessary, and makes all his slides and idates 6J x 3:J ; this size of picture

being pushed slowly through the carrier has a very good effect, and gives a

better idea of the suliject than the regulation-sized slide. His transparencies

were made some on wet and some ou dry plates.

A series of slides sent Ijy Mr. Puinplirey, Biimingham, was next exhibited.

Mr. Andrew Pringle will lecture in the Kinnaird Hall, Dundee, under the
auspices of this Association, in tlie beginning of Februai-y. Tlie subject is,

.1 Tuur round the World, illustrateil liy a series of lantern photogi-aphs.

&3r Correspondents ih/yuXd 'never icrife on itoQi aides 0/ the paper.

January Meeting of the Photographic Society of France.-—Printing
Frames Eeplaced.—Simple Shutter.—Landsc.U'Es obtained without
A Lens.—Photo-topographic Camera.—Modified Stereoscope.—East-
man's Roller.—Chloride of Sodium as an Accelerator.—Instan-
taneous Chronometric Shutter.—Progress in Electiuc Lighting.

The Photographic Society of France held their monthly meeting on
Friday evening last, the 7th instant, M. Davanne in the chair.

M. Gorde made a presentation of a photograpliio accessory, which
he has named glissi^res. This object has been invented in order to

do away with the heavy and expensive printing presses now employed
to obtain paper positives. The instrument is composed of two metal
bands sliding one upon the other, being about one-sixteenth of an inch
thick and one and a quarter inch wide. The two ends are curved so as

to form two kinds of crochets or liooks. In looking at Diagi'am I. the

Diagram I.

form of this glissiire can be seen. A and B form the two pieces of
brass band sliding one upon the other (probably on this account its name
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o( " Rlissii^ro"), held togelber at DD so as to bo lengtliened or Bhortoncd

at will ; moreover, as can bo seen, this glissidre takes the form of a cnrve

and acts as a strong spring.

In looking at Diagram n. its use in photography can easily be seen

DiAOIUM II.

A B

and understood. E represents a glass negative, on which the instrnment
is fixed.

To print a jiapcr proof tlie negative is taken and the sensitised paper
laid npon it ; a pudding of blotting-paper is now placed upon the sensi-
tised paper ; a glass plate, of the exact size as the negative, is now put
upon the blotting-paper (this glass plate has been cut into two parts).
The curved point of the gli.ssiire is now put on one of the sides, and the
spring forced down until the other curved point goes over the other side
of the negative and so holds the whole together. Another spring is put
upon the other half of the negative, and the whole is ready to i)ut out to
light. In order to examine the print to see if it is sufficiently printed, the
glissit^re is lengthened. By pulling it out at C it leaves the plate imme-
diately, and takes its curved form as in Diagram I. The piece of cut
glass is taken off the print, and if not sufficiently printed the glissi6re
is put on again with the greatest ease.

To bum up, the glissiores can replace with advantage the two springs
of the printing frame, at the same time doing away with the latter, which is

both cumbersome and expensive ; whereas, as much as I could learn, the
glissi^res can be obtained at a very cheap rate, and are light and easy to
employ.
The same gentleman made another presentation—that of a rapid

shutter, to be used in the centre of the lens. This shutter would not be
worthy of notice, when compared with other sumptuous and excellent
apparatus now in the market, if it were not that the instrument is easy
and simple, so that amateurs and beginners can make it at home.
Diagram III.—A represents a round brass tube, having a slit in it

nearly from top to bottom. In the interior of this tube is a piston, the
rod of which is exterior and forms the obturator, having the shape of a

DlAOBAM III.

diaphragm. The piston moves up and down this tube by two mechanical
contrivances. Firstly : It is forced upwards by means of an indiarubber
triplet bellows (see Diagram IV.). This bellows is inflated by moans of an
indiainbber ball, D. Secondly : The piston is forced downwards as soon
as the hand of the operator ceases to squeeze the ball, by means of a
thin steel spring placed in the top of the tube, E. F represents the ob-
tiurator at rest ; G shows the obturator fully open. A long or short
exposure can be obtained at the will of the operator.
M. Colson, Capitaine du Genie, exhibited some very remarkable proofs

obtained by him in a camera without the aid of a lens. He had
a piece of brass perforated by a pinhole, and by the immission of the
reflected rays from the landscape through this hole he gained a sharp
and finely delicated view without any distortion whatever.

In making in(iuirics I learnt that Capitaine Colson exposed about two
minutes

; so that if the sensitiveness of plates continue in the same ratio
as they have done within the last few years, we may hope sooner or later
to discard that expensive auxihary, the lens, from our studios.
A captain in the Spanish army exliibited a camera which he employs

for photo-topographic purposes. A great discussion took place as to its

advantages and its defects over other and similar instruments now in use.
M. le Comte Alberie du Chastel presented a modified stereoscope.

This gentleman informed the Society that he had been struck with the
unnatiural appearance of stereoscopic pictures caused in a great measure,
he said, by the old-fashioned system of cutting them to a fixed size,

Tvlucb up to the present had been accepted aa the best form for sa«h I

pictures. Generally, ho said, the stereoscopic pictures are obtained on a
half-plato, and when cut a large part of the foreground is thrown away
as useless, and, said ho, it was very natural to do so, as the porspoctive
appears to be exaggerated in the extreme ; but when the double view is

put uncut into the stereoscope one would be surprised to see how that
instrument would harmonise the lines and correct the faulty perspective.
Several views were passed round, some cut to the ordinary size and
others cut much longer. The general opinion was that a great advantage
was gained by leaving more foreground to the stereoscopic proofs, and
advised opticians to enlarge their apparatus so as to admit a larger slide.

M. Nadar presented Eastman's roller slide, and explained ita working
to the members.

M. Franck informed the Society that he had continued his experiments
as to the value of common salt as an accelerator in the development of

gelatino-bromide of silver plates, and was more and more an advocate for

its employment. His attention was drawn to its use by Thk BaiTisn
JouKNAL OF PiioTOORATUY announcing that it was a cure for frilling; in
using it for this purpose he found that not only did it act well for this

purpose, but that it had other qualities— that of being an accelerator.

After having made several experiments himself, he requested M. Audra
to repeat the same. M. Audra said he was perfectly convinced that
sodium chloride was a powerful accelerator. M. Franck laid before the
members several plates whicli had been exposed the same time, and of
which some had been developed in tlie ordinary way with ferrous oxalate,

the others with the addition of common salt. All those developed by
the addition of the sodium chloride were well developed, full of detaili

and dense. Those developed simply by the ferrous oxalate had only a
shadow of a picture, although M. Franck said that they had been deve-
loped to the utmost to get out a full image.
A member said he had tried the method but without any similar

result ; he liad used pure sodium chloride. The answer given was that
perhaps a chemically pure salt was not so advantageous as the common
salt, which contained, as every one knew, lime, magnesium, and other
jiroducts, which might be the principal agents for this phenomenon.
M. Franck, after giving in extciixo the history of the manufacture of

salt upon the sea-coast of France, then counselled the member to try again
with ordinary commercial salt.

M. Fabro exhibited a very nicely constructed instantaneous shutter

—

chronometric in its working, and having several advantages over that of

Boca. It is much lighter, less liable to get out of repair, and above all

much cheaper. It consists of a trap which rises, and which when it

gets to a certain height lets another down as soon as the clockwork
gets to a certain point.

Electric lighting of the sitter has made giant strides in Paris, where
the light of Phicbus is completely replaced during the winter by the
electric light with triple reflection. To M. Chary, the successor of M.
Walery, is due the credit of this innovation. I need not enter into the
description of this establishment; the interior decorations, the fumiturei
and the taste displayed are worthy of admiration, and make a little

palace of this abode of art. M. Chary is no longer tributary to the
orb of day ; he can operate at any hour and at any moment. He no
longer requires a glazed roof

;
portraits can be made by him in a cellar as

well as in the best-lighted studio ; he obtains with the electric Ught the
same quality and the same perfection in the negative as if obtained with
the sun's rays. I had the advantage to be present the other day, and
can certify that all M. Chary claims for his modification of the electric

light for portraiture is quite true. I will endeavour to give an idea of

his working. The customer is introduced into a magnificent saloon
lighted up by incandescent lamps ; here the sitter's eyes become accus-
tomed to the glare of the electric light. At a given moment a few of

these incandescent lamps are extinguished, and a powerful arc lamp
throws out its rays. This lamp is just behind the sitter, and whose
portrait could be taken without his or her being aware of the change
in the light had not the sitter boon warned by the operator that the
exposure had begun. The rays from the arc lamp—placed as I said

behind the sitter—are reflected by screens upon the model, so as it were
to inundate the latter witli refulgent, bat, at the same time, soft and
genial rays.

M. Chary made the portrait of Madame Stebbing, and I send a copy
to the Editors for the office of The Buitisu Jouk.val of Puotookapht.*
The proprietor showed me many portraits obtained by the elcctrio

light as modified by himself, and it would be impossible for the most
experienced photographer to distinguish that they had been obtained
by artificial Ught. Paor. E. Siebbino.

25, Hue des Apcnnim, Paris,
*

BECON'STRUCTION OF THE NOBTH LONDON AMATKUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

To the Editorb.

Gentlemen,—It has been decided to change the name of the North
London Amateur Photographic Association to the "North London Photo-
graphic Society."

This Association, which had its origin in a very humble manner, has
now grown far beyond the expectations of its promoters, and the members

* Wo have received the portrait, Ihaolu

—

Ss>a,
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consider that it is no longer wise to observe any exclusiveness in the

admission of members. Therefore, believing that it will be mutually to

the benefit of professional, amateur, and dealer, to have a general i^hoto-

graphic debating society in the northeru suburbs, have decided to throw
open its doors and admit every one interested in the advancement of

photography.
As it will be necessai'y to form new rules and to elect officers for the

present year, an open meeting will be held at Myddelton Hall, Upper-
street, Islington, on Tuesday, the 18th instant, at eight p.m., and any one
wishing to join the Society in its reconstructed form is invited to attend

and take part in the business of the evening.—I am, yours, &c.,

H. M. Smith, Hon. Secretunj N.L.A.P.A.
5, Beatrice-road, Stroud Green, N,

THE COUNCIL OF THE PHOTOGEAPHIC SOCIETY OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen',—The record of the attendances of the members of Council

of the Photographic Society of Great Britain at the Council meetings

during the past year, as published in the December number of the I'hoto-

nniphic Journal, should be carefully studied by the members, and especially

the country members of the Society; and as the matter is, or should be, of

some importance not only to the members themselves but to all who are

interested in the Society, being in fact as well as in name the " Parent

Society," I venture to ask space for the insertion of the list, rearranged,

but not altered, and for a few remarks thereon.

Or A PossitLE Eight Attendances.

•The Presicient at .. 8
.. 8
.. 7
.. 7
.. 7
.. 7

.. 6

.. 5

.. 5

Abacy, W. do W., attended
Cobb.W.
Spiller, J.

Cadett, J.
Eobinson, H. P.
•Bedford, F.
Bolton, W. B.
•Majall, J. B.
•Pajot, J.

Wortlev, H. Stiiai-t „

... t

DaTis, T. S.

»Biv<l, W. S.

•Donkiii, W. F
Boilford, W.

'Bolas, T.
Blancliard, V.
England, W.

... 4

... 3

'.'.'.

I

... 1

... noi

Warnorke, L.

Addenbrooke,

Of a

L
Possible £

5
H

IX Attendances.

1 Wood, H. Tnieni.an
2

... 4

Retiring members are marked *.

It is gratifying that the veteran President has been blessed with

sufficient health, and animated with sufficient zeal, to take one of the

first places, and it is eiiually satisfactory to find that the Hon. Secretary

and the Hon. Treasurer are only one step behind. Among the retiring

members of the Council Mr. T. Bolas, with a creditable record of seven

attendances, takes a very conspicuous place, the rest sharing with the

retiring Vice-President the unenviable distinction of being absolutely at

the bottom of the list.

Of course it is possible that these gentlemen, who have so utterly failed

during the past year to perform the duties which they undertook on their

election, may not have wilfully neglected those duties, but may have been

prevented from their due performance by illness or unavoidable circum-

stances ; but whichever way the matter is looked at, it is impossible to

have a stronger argument against the continuance of the obsolete and
absurd rule under which members of Council are elected, for better or for

worse, practically for three years. At the time the present rules of the

Society were passed there might have been some argument, although,

even taking into consideration the then existing circumstances, it is

hardly possible to conjecture what this could have been, in favour of this

rule ; but at the present time there is absolutely nothing to be said for

it, but a great deal against it. It is manifestly unfair and inexpedient to

saddle any one with a responsibility which is unnecessarily made to last

until the year after next. The system, too, prevents that healthy interest,

among the ordinary members of the Society, in the election of officers

which would attach to a general election, with the result that, on the

annual occurrence of six or seven vacancies, those to which retiring

members are not reelected are tilled up by nominees of the Council, and
the Council thus indirectly becomes a self-electing body. The conse-

quence of this, the present state of affairs, is that, being practically beyond

the reach of, and resenting any criticism from without, the Council

institute no measure of reform and, as a body, oppose suggestions tor any
such, however much needed, as a possible step towards the curtailment

of their self-assumed prerogative of absolute government.

It is hardly beyond the actual fact to say that the Society is entirely

indebted to its annual exhibition for the apparent procperity it enjoys.

This exhibition, in spite of the adverse criticisms upon its management
which have appeared in your .Joi;itNAL and others, is on the whole far

better conducted than might be expected ; but, unfortunately, the under-

taking seems utterly to exhaust the powers of the executive for the rest of

the year, for in all other matters the Society is fur beliind even the little

Society of my own county, and in the interest and importance of the

matters brought forward at its meetings, and the manner of discussing

the same, is immeasurably behind more than one of the other London
Societies which I have had the privilege of visiting.—I am, yours, lic,

Jamuiri/ h, 1^87. A Coumhv Memueb.

TOURISTS' CLUB.

I'o the Editors.

Gentlemen',— As many amateur photographers seem desirous of

securing the benefits of a tourists' club, the Committee for managing the

affairs of the Pedestrian and General Tourists' Club have had under their

consideration the practicability of obtaining for amateur photographers

the particular conveniences which they find necessary for then- work when

making photographing tours. The Committee are quite wUling to do

their best to make these arrangements for amateur photographers who

may join the Pedestrian and General Tourists' Club if the number of

such members is sufficient to cover the expenses necessarily incun'ed in

making the arrangements.

I am not myself a photographer, but with the assistance of any sugges-

tions which you, Gentlemen, or any of your correspondents, may make,

and the valued co-operation of Mr. H. A. Hood Daniel, of Bristol, who
has kindly undertaken to assist me, I do not fear being able to make per-

fectly satisfactory arrangements.—I am, yours, &c.,

H. Cope West, Hon. Secretary Pedestrian and

39, IlamiltoH-square, Birkenhead. General Tourists' Club.

PERMANENCE OF PRINTS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—An important article appears in your last number bearing

the signature of A. Pringle. Its primary object would appear to be to

discredit platinotype, and thereby to annoy its great champion, Mr. H.

Berkeley. I feel sure that the introduction of a personal element into

scientific discussions such as these is condemned by the great majority of

your readers, and looked upon by them as a great waste of valuable space.

Having therefore entered a protest against the spirit in which the con-

troversy has been carried on, I will ask leave to make a few remarks on
what is the practical outcome of Mr. Pringle's last communication.

Whatever effect it may have on the future of platinotype printing I will

leave aside, as I am sure Mr. Berkeley will have something to say on this

matter, but with regard to developed gelatino-bromide prints I fear it ha.s

given the now favourite process a blow from which it will scarcely recover.

To find that prints which seemed to possess so many reasons to make
us hope they were permanent are considerahhj injured by the action of

sulphuretted hydrogen, is certainly a fact to shake our faith in their per-

manency, but if, as I understand, the yellowness affects the whole surface

of the print, I fear the process is reduced to exactly the same level as

printing on albumenised paper. This yellowness is a clear proof that

there remains in the gelatine film or in the paper itself some silver com-

pound of whose nature we are still in complete ignorance, and which is

not, as supposed by some, an albuminate of silrer. There should remain

in the whites of the picture nothing but the gelatine film that held the

salt of silver. The moment a salt insoluble in the fixing solution re-

mains the chances of permanency become very doubtful, and I therefore

consider the yellowing of the whites of a picture a far more dangerous

symptom than a change of colour in the substance forming the image.

Unfortunately from Mr. Pringle's experiments, it appears that it is

when the finished prints have the purest whites that tliey contain the

most certain germs of future destruction. I feel doubly sorry for tliese

results, as it must seriously affect the position of our paper negatives,

which, of course, must share the fate of positives by the same process.

One can scarcely see that any amount of care or washing can ensure us

against the damjer of fading any more than with albumenised prints.

I regret that Mr. Pringle did not submit to the same test an ordinary

engraving on white paper. This would have made it certain that the

cause of fading was not in the paper itself. The fault could then be

easily remedied, as the tine engravings in the illustrated annuals of forty

years ago are still as fresh as ever, proving that pure paper can be

had.

Perhaps, however, after all, the failure of a process on which we were
beginning to count too much may serve ns a fresh encouragement to

clever brains to seek out some perfect printing process that will give a
chance of longevity to the products of our now nearly iierfect negatives.

—

I am, yours, &c., George M.u^sfield,

Naas.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— Mr. Pringle's paper on Sulphuration »/ Bromide and
Vlalinum Prints is, if not quite conclusive evidence against the latter,

at least comforting to workers on bromide (especially for enlargements),
as it appears to be as reasonably permanent as any other process we
have, and, to amateurs at least, is so convenient, in consequence of the
possibility of using it by gaslight for printing from our negatives on
winter evenings.
But there is another test of the two pajjcrs which, though of a slower

and less violent kind, tells in the opposite direction to Mr. I'ringle's

conclusion.

If bromide and platinotype prints (unmounted) are put side by side into
the same " showcase " in the way that unmoimted prints ai-c frequently
exhibited, namely, with their corners tucked into slits cut into the paper
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beliind to hold thorn in ]x>i>ition, and left there for a few weeks' exposure

to daylight in ii shop window, it will bo found that the bromide prints

will 1)0 considerably faded, u'illi the exception of the hidden corners, whilst

the platinotypes will remain unaltered. It may not always bo so, and I

hope it may bo proved to be avoidable by very careful washing ; but that

is so like the treatment that many photoKrapha have to undergo that it

may be accepted as a practical test of permanency quite aa thorough as

immersion in sulphuretted hydrogen, which, though very severe, seems

a satisfactory test where the prints stand it scathless.

The rich black tone of bromide paper prints, which is satisfactory in

portraiture, espcciallj- in large heads, is somewhat dull and sombre for

landscape pictures, and I, for one, do not understand why two bromide

papers (like, for instance, Eastman's and the " Alpha " papers) should

yield such totally diiTerent tints under the same developer.

Would you, gentlemen, kindly give us an article at your early con-

venience and explain chemically why a prolonged exposure and a weak
developer will give a rich sepia brown tint on Alpha paper, whilst a

shorter exposure and strong developer produce the same black tone as

bromide paper gives, and wliich seems not to be amenable to the same
treatment for variation of tint ?

The tint of your illustration in The Biirrisii Jolkm.vl Puoto(ik.\puio

Almanac this year is so artistic, and reminds one so much of a fine sepia

drawing, that it has made me desirous of adopting such paper and process

for future landscape work, and possibly many other amateurs may form

the same idea, and it would bo a source of great satisfaction to learn "the

reason why" such a great variation of tint is obtainable in its chemical

bearings, so that we may proceed to work with more certainty and
confidence, and I think it is a iiuestion which has not yet been fully

explained in the photographic journals.

Will Mr. I'ringle also tackle the Alpha paper prints as well as the

bromide ones in his future experiments, and give us the result .' as they

are a branch of the same bromide development process, etiually worthy of

being tested.

Our old preceptors in photography—Mr. Sutton amongst others—
always taught us that developed prints must be more permanent than

printed out chloride ones, and therefore, I presume, few persons will be

prepared to suppose that our old friend alljumenised chloride paper can

possibly stand so severe a test of permanency as any developed silver

process, be it bromide. Alpha, or (the supposed absolutely permanent)

platinotype.

Let us hope that the fight which is sure to follow Mr. Cringle's opening

cannonade will settle the <iuestion which is the more permanent process

now extant.—I am, yours, &c., " Lux."

ON PEOCESSES AND PERMANENCY—A REPLY.

To the Editors.

Oektleme.v,—In reference to the correspondence which is proceeding,

it appears to me that the two quite distinct questions, the permanency
of the image and the unalterability of the support, form separate objects

for discussion.

It is absolutely certain that if the image dies out, or " fades," or

changes into one of two or more tints, the result must be disastrous

and by no means pleasing; but if the paper only changes slightly in

tint, the result may be borne with more e<iuanimity. Indeed, as the
" toning" of an engraving by " age" is generally considered by connois-

seurs to be an advantage, one might put forward a similar plea for other

pictures, somewhat engraving-like, when they too, by " age," have acquired

"a tone.''

But—to pass from generalities to platinotype—I do not think any
papers, as such, now used have better capabilities for remaining white

than the platinotype paper has. It, too, is " specially made" for the

Company—if that is any advantage in this direction. As regards papers,
" they all do it"—discolour more or less. If, however, a print, by what-

ever process made, is not properly cleared of the substances which have
rendered it sensitive to hght, the whiteness of the paper basis must
suffer : if a carbon print contains traces of bichromate, it becomes
greenish yellow, and if one of Mr. W. H. Walker's prints is not properly
" lixed " he can tell you what will happen to it.

It has been a great diHiculty to the Platinotype Company, owing, I

suppose, partly to the great general ease with which the process is

carried out and to its apparent simplicity, to induce workers to properly

carry out the clearing of the prints. As the prints look white, perhaps,

even on leaving the potassio oxalate, and certainly soon after being put

into the " first" acid bath, some suppose that all the .sensitiser is at this

stage removed. A moment's thought will show that it is dislodged only,

not entirely removed. One cannot wash thoroughly in dirty water ; and
if the acid bath contains sensitiscrs, so must the body of the print—

a

trace only, perhaps, but yet maybe enoui^h to imjiair the purity of the

whites.

The subsequent washing in plain water has not the efficacy of the

acid baths, l^o, no matter how many baths are used, if they are not

progressively clean—each fresher than the former—a complete removal

of the salts is not to be looked for.

No doubt some platinotypes which arc now impure in the " whites "

have been turned out, but proper care would with case have avoidsd the

calamity ; the conditions of this form of permanency arc known, i( not,

are readily ascertainable. But, even then, mind that only the pa|ier

basis has altered in tint; the images are as full and true in colour as ever
they were.

All wo can hope for from any " permanent" process is tliat the prints
shall be in behaviour hkc engravings, provided the conditions for per-

manency, which aie known, are carried out.

Having found common German collotypes taken to be platinotypes,
and knowing that not a few confuse the bromide prints with platino-

type, I should be quite prepared to hear anything aa to the behaviour
of the latter, but before I believed it 1 should re<iuirc to see the print
to which allusion was made. I do not allude to Mr. Walker's statement,
as I have often called attention myself to the need for proper " clearing"
of the prints, and not an apparent clearing only. It must also be
remembered that the Platinotype Company do not make all the paper on
which platinotype joints are made.

If the prints are " yellow from the very day of their creation," as stated
by Mr. Walker, all I can say is, either they have not been cleared at all,

or else the prints have been made upon decomposed and very badly kept
or treated paper. This kind of statement is just another of the " red
herring " variety which is continually being dragged across the scent."
The points of value in a permanent process are these : that it shall be
easy, by the carrying out of trell-kno'cn conditions, to turn out any mimber
of prints the permanency of which the producer can guarantee.
The "definition" of Mr. Dunmore, which Mr. Walker quotes, is

" admirable," if I read it aright ; I had myself put forward a similar view.
When Mr. Walker has furnished better proof that the " image he has set
up " neither will partially disappear nor change in tint, eitlier be/ore or
after the paper alters (as he admits it must alter) in tone, in fact, will

remain intact so long as the paper is firm and presentable, he will have
established upon a sounder basis the contention at which, 1 presume,
he aims.
Must I inform Mr. Walker, and, it seems, Mr. Dunmore also, that there

is no necessity for " completely," or even partially, " destroying the
paper support " when testing with the solutions, Ac. '!—" violent tests " I

alluded to. I beUeve that an albumen surface would be particularly
resistant, and I know plain paper is quite sufficiently so. Gelatinised
paper it " chrome alumed "would no doubt stand any suBiciently strong
solutions. I call on no one to apply tests which will destroy the paper

;

the object is to find out whether the image is as permanent as the paper,
and, if not, what degree of stability is likely to be secured.

The value of these tests to one who wishes to prove, at an early stage,

the permanency of his prints, is due to the knowledge that if a print can
withstand more or less concentrated solutions and gases, it must naturally
also withstand the same substances when brought to bear in extremely
attenuated condition, as in the air, through a period of many years.

I say that the evidence is very valuable to an inventor, and may add
that Mr. Willis was careful to so test his ijrints on first producing them,
and long before the date of Mr. John Spiller's well-known experiments on
them. Mi\ Willis wished to convince, and to convince at once, without
waiting, just as some others are now wishing. It did not take long to

convince me of the value of the process in this respect. But " we have
•hanged all that " now, and permanency is to be taken " on faith," just

as is the honesty of one's neighbour !

Naturally the bromide paper manufacturers would not seek to raise this

controversy— I am quite with Mr. Walker there—but the action they
have taken naturally gave rise to it. Is it in human nature to take

things quietly when we find others claiming, and in some cases

securing off hand, without proof, the hard-earned and well-earned reputa-

tion of other processes which have had to demonstrate the truth of their

claim ?

Where would have been the value of the Platinotype Company's claim
several years ago—at the " outset "—had it not been able to ix)int to (1)

the great stability of platinum, and to (2) the unalterability of the prints

in solutions most damaging to silver prints of all kinds? And what
would have been the infereuce had platinum rings, coins, and spatulas

been sulqect to tarnishing or to chemical change? Does Mr. \. Pringle,

for instance, think there would have been found no " analogy" had such
been the case V

The facts as thoy stand had been used by outsiders as "analogy"
favourable to platinotype ; logically, tlierefore, I presume the inclination

would have been adverse if facts had been the other way. It will not do
to reject or to accept a class of evidence just as it may clash with or fit in

with our object.

And why this opportunism ? The reason of it is this, that while the

one process is private property the others are public property. Further

into the mystery I need not go. Herbebt B. Bebkelet.

(To be continued.)

Reckivkd too l,\tk fok Ai.m.^xac.—Couuiiittee of Geneva 1'liotogr.ipliic

Society lor 1887 -.—President: U. F. ^iaaowat.— Vice-Presidents: E. Sautter

and E. Fatio.

• It Mr. Walker's impor wero expssod by mistake, or otherwise, orcr the wbolo
turfiice to light aiul tbcn iiriiitod under ji iicjjativc and dcvcloiKsl, would not Ibc result

be a (>N(cfc sheet, aud not cvcu a " jcUow " ouc ? The mural ia obTions.
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iBxttange Column.

*»• iVo c/tari/e is made for inserting Exchanges of ApjMraius in this column;

but none will be inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those

who sjKcify their requirements as " anything useful " will therrfore understand

Vie roason of their non-appearance.

I will excliange a Ross' No. 3 portrait and a Ross' No. 1 universal for a Voigt-

landcr'.s No. 5 Euryscope.—Address, W. Dakin, 1, High-street, Sheffield.

Wanted, whole-plate view lens or lens and camera in exchange for flfty-two-

inch bicycle.—Address, Ridlinton, Photographer, Wynn-street, Birmingham.

I will excliange a splendid interior background by Seavey, new last season, for

one ditto by the same maker.—Address, E. Kelley, 31, Old Town-.street,

Plymouth.

A large artificial rock and ru.stic wood accessoriesi for exchange, comprising

Seavey'.s see-saw complete, steps, stiles, table, chair, &c. Photographs of

same on a]iplication.—Address, W. W. Winter, Derby.

Wanted, a good whole-plate rapid doublet ; exchange, magic lantern, four-inch

condensers, complete in case, with comic and other slides, equal to new.—
Address, Couch, 6, Berkeley-street, Piccadilly, London, W.

Wanted, a tricycle in exchange for the following articles :—Half-plate camera,

whole-plate lens, carte rolling machine, Ross' 5x4 view lens, and other

articles.—Address, Myles Garnei!, 298, HoUoway-road, London, N.

Wanted, studio camera, to take two C.-D.-V. on one plate, with extra repeat-

ing back, in exchange for Sykes's liydrometer. Difference adjusted.-Ad-

dress, E. Gkeetham, Photographer, 65, London-road, Stoke-on-Trent.

Will exchange half-plate tourist camera, swing back, rack adjustment, two

fronts, and three double dark slides, book form, with carriers for quarter-

jilates, for 10x8 rectilinear type of lens by any good maker.—Address,
J. W. C, 162, Carr-road, Sheffield.

EttgUJcrs to fflorrespottlicntiS.

XOTICE.—Dacli Coi-resjiondcnt is required (o enclose ?iis name and address, aUhovgh not

necessarily for publication. Communications may, when thougld desirable, afpcar under

a NOM DE PHTME OS hitherto, or, Iii; preference, tinder three letters of the alphabet. Such

signatures as " Coixttant Reader," " Subscriber," ic, should be ouoidcd. Corrcsjwiidenfs

not coil/orminj to this rvXc will therefore understand the reason for the omission of thdr

communications,

G. M. J.—The shutter in question was shown by Mr. Place.

Devonia.—We have heard nothing of the Company named for a long time

pa.st.

W. E. A. D.—Better procure Mr. Wilkinson's work. It may be had through
any stock dealer.

A. H. (Montreal).—Until you see further annonncemeuts in the editorial

columns, it may be well not to decide on making any change.

J. E. Homes.—By sheets of ebony we presume you mean ebonite. If the

latter, it may be obtained from tlie InJiarubber, Guttapercha, and Telegraph
Works Company, Cannon-street, E.C.

C. I. S. B.—No work devoted to the subject is published in this country. Tlie

neaiest to it is Mr. Wilkinson's book, which may be obtained through any of

the dealers in jdiotographic materials. The price is (ive shillings.

Portable asks if any one can inform him the best photographic [jaiier

]mblished in the French language, and the price. Also, how marks maile

with a copying-ink pencil on a negative can tje removed without injury to

the latter.

A. C. K.—Your failure can only be accounted for by excessive under exposure.
No doubt at the time the exposures were made the light was of an exception-
ally non-actinic character. With more rapid plates you would probably have
secured good negatives.

1. Peters.—The trouble arises from the emulsion being foggy—something in
its preparation. Possibly it has lieen over cooked, 'llie cold slab will not
account for the plates fogging. If the fogginess does not proceed from the
emulsion then tlie [dates must have been exposed to light.

F. L. Fisher.— 1. So far as we are aware there will be no infringement of
patent if you employ the shutter.—2. Either A or B will answer the puqiose
l>etter than C, if the time of exposure be an object. A lens of the smaller
carte-de-visite type would jierhaps cover the plate better when working with
the full opening than any of the others, but either of the first two named will
do very well.

A, C. B.—You are correctly informed, and have clearly rendered yourself liable
to a penalty. Section 105 of the Patent, Designs, and Trade Marks Act,
1883, enacts that " Any person who represents that any article sold by him
is a patented article when no patent has been granted for the same, or
describes any design or trade mark applied to any article sold by him as
registered which is not so, shall be liable for every offence, on summary con-
viction, to a fine not exceeding five pounds."

G. D. H.—If the gold has not been exhausted by toning it has become reduced
by some means or other. It is clear that the bath was made far stronger
than necessary in the first instance. Fifteen grains of gold in a toning bath
of fifteen ounces is a great deal too much ; such a bath, if in active condition,
would be unmanageable. Your proposed plan of keeping tlie gold in solu-
tion anil only adding it to the bath as required will be the best ; but in the
case of the acetate bath it should be added the day before using aud not at
tlie time.

S W Lei-evre asks whether, in working up enlargements in monochrome, ml

'or 'water colour is employed, and, if the latter, what is used to luake the

colour flow easily ?—As a rule water colour is used m hnislung pictures in

monochrome. If the picture be washed over with a little dilute ox-gall tlie

colour will then take freely. Prepared ox-gall suited to the purpose nmy be

obtained at any artists' material dealers. No difficulty need lie experienced

in obtaining soft vignettes, provided tlie mask be kept moving during the

exposure. Probably the movement has hitherto not been sufiicient.

Hypo writes- "For the past few years myself and assistants have taken a

ercat number of views of buildings and other places of local interest, anil

had a good sale for them ; lately another photographer has copied several of

them and is selling the copies at a cheaper rate. We would be glad if you

could let us know if we were to register them now could we take an action

ac'ainst the photogi-aplier for copying and against any other parties for

selling them 'Wt is of no use whatever to register the pictures after they

iiave been published. To secure a copyright the pictures must be registered

before any copies are sold. This has often been explained in tlie.se columns

of late.

E G Rawlwos says : "Being desirous of trying my hand at painting back-

'grounds in distemper and flat painting, will you kindly give me the neces-

sary infonnation—1. What canvas is used, where bought, and price for the

'large size (eight feet by eight feet),— 2. How to treat the canvas.—3. What

colours are employed, and what medium, or what quantities of oil and tur-

pentine '"-In reply: 1. Unbleached slieeting, which may be had at any

draper's, is usually employed.-2. A preliminary coating of common size.—

3 For distemper, lampblack and whiting with sufficient size to prevent it

rubbiu" ofi' when dry. For Batting, the background is painted over with oil

paint o1' the colour desired and then flatted with a similar colour mixed with

turpentine only.

JAW Dollar writes : "Will you kindly answer the following questions in
'

your next ? I have a No. 2 portable symmetrical (Ross') four-inch equivalent

focus and a Watson's nine-inch rapid rectilinear lens (both cover half-plate);

I want to use the single lens of either combination as a landscape lens.

Should the stop be placed in front of or behind the lens (or is it a matter of

iudifi'erence) ? and will the single lens work as large an aperture as the com-

bination ' I should also like to combine a lens of either combination so as

to produce a lens of, say, six-inch focus. Will this be rectilinear, and is it

likely to cover the plate as well as the original combinations with, say, /,
?"—

In using either of the components as a single lens the stop should be placed in

front, that is, next the concave side of the glass. The single len.s will not

work with so large an aperture as the complete combination. It will have to

be stopped down to Vs or ^, probably, to get good dcfinitiou all over the

plate. The lenses of the two instruments may be combined, and will, no

doubt, yield good results if a sufliciently small stop be employed—possibly

a mucirsnialler one than that mentioned. The lens will still be rectilinear

if the stops be rightly placed, that is, somewhat nearer the shortest focus

lens than the longest.

PHOToriRArHIc Club.—Owing to the exhibition meeting of this Club taking

place on January 26, 1887, the lantern night will be held next Wednesday,

January 19, 1887. The discuseion will be on lantern matters. Visitors are

invited.

We have received from Mr. Joseph Gray, NeWcastle-on-Tjmc, two specimens

of his new positives. They are a new departure, the credit of which Is claimeil

by Mr. Gray. They arc made by a modification of the fen-otype emulsion.

When we have an opportunity to try such plates for ourselves we shall have

more to say concerning them.

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—We have received

an attractive programme of proceedings of this Society for the next few weeks.

From this we Jearii that the meeting of next week will be devoted largely

to a display of optical apparatus of various kinds, and that ladies are invited

to attend on that occasion. Proceedings are to commence at half-past seven

p.m.

At ft recent meeting of the Royal Microscopical Society, Mr. John Mayall,

jun., exhibited and described a new' form of heliostat (made by Mr. Hilger) for

use in solar photomicrography. The pencil of sunlight reflected from the first

mirror could, by means of the second, be directed in any desireil direction,

affording to the worker the very great advantage of being able to place his

microscope and camera in any position he pleased.

Relic ok the Sea.^A photograph was washed up at Porthcawl, South

Wales, and it appears to have been taken at the Park Studio, Tranmere, by
Mr. W. Marshall. The photograph is of a lady, with a small child in her anns;

on her right is a boy about nine years, in front of him is a little girl with a pot

of flowers at her feet ; on the left is another girl, leaning her lieail on the lady s

.shoulder, and having a doll in her arms. In front other, sitting down, is a smaller

boy. The photograph is lodged with the Receiver of Wrecks, Cutstom-house,

Swansea, and no iloubt on application would be given up to the family interested

in the relic.
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BLVOCULAR CAMERAS—IMPROVEMENTS WHICH ARE
NOT IMPROVEMENTS.

SiiMK extraordiimi-y follacics seem to |iicvail with regard to

uuikiii;,' j>liotogra])lis so tluit they shall have what is known as

vi'liot', or .stand out with stereoscopic oH'ect.

It has long been a favourite idea with some that if two
pictures, taken from standpoints a few inches apart, were

obtained, a stereoscopic ett'ect would be produced by super-

posing these images upon one sheet of paiier. AVe say that

this has I'Ufj been an idea. So long ago as is.'i.'i stereoscopic

views of statuary in the Louvre were projected upon a screen

by ii pair of lanterns in the Polytechnic Institution, one on
the top of the other, so to speak, it being imagined that the

resulting jjicture would be stereoscopic. Never was there a
greater mistake. The principle of stereoscopic photography
lies in there being two dissimilar views of an object, which
I)eing viewed, one by each eye, are brought into coalescence by
the brain of the observer.

\Ve are led to make these remarks in consequence of a speci-

lication of a patent which we published last week, and which
will be found on page 20. The principle <if the invention

there patented consists in blending together on a negative the
two images obtained by the employment of a binocular camera.
This is eft'ected by a variety of methods, one of which is to
bend the ra\^s to a centre conunon to both lenses liy prisms
placed behind them. l!ut whatever be the means employed, it

I lie principle to which we now direct attention. Wc need not
very deei)ly even into principles, a single application will

ilicc. Let us suppose the subject to be a jiortrait, in which
Liie nose and ears arc seen, and that this jiurtrait is taken by a
binocular camcia, as described in ( he patent. In one of the images
the ear will be at a greater distance from the nose than in the
other. Now on what principle are these two dissimilar pictures

be supei-posed? If the points of the noses be made to

- tlesce, then shall we have two ears at cither side, one
situated a slight distance from the other .' or if the ears or ear
be combined, then shall wc have two noses I This applies also

;
to landscapes, in which we must have either a duplication of the
prominent objects in the foreground or of those in the distance.

|, ^
Wo never willingly throw cold water upon any i)atent, still

llu this c;isc we think it will bo an act of kindness to the
! iJHtentees (by dissuading them from incurring expense in

carrying their idea into practical shape) to say that the same,
I similar system of attempting to combine dissimilar photo-

„i.iphs, was patented in 1865, during which year the subject
Was brought before the Loudon Photographic Society, with
results which it was easy to have foreseen.
The photographs at that time attempted to be produced i

were, by the inventor, termed " biuographs," and, like those

now under consideration, were based upon a complete misapiirc-

hensiou, alike unsound in principle and impossible in practice.

It was shown long ago that the principle of the stereoscope is

the superposition and union erf' two images in the brain, and not

upon a plane surface. If two images are taken which, in the

brain, will unite and form an ai)pearance of solidity, and if

these are projected upon a screen, they will never produce a

stereoscopic illusion; for this reason, that in looking upon

the screen each eye looks upon the same, and not upon a

difl'erent picture, whereas in nature each eye looks upon a

ditt'erent view.

We are compelled, with reference to any invention of this

nature, to repeat what wc said twenty-two years ago concerning

the binograjjhic invention of that period : historicallj', it is not

new; theoretically, it is not sound ; and practically, it is not goocL

GELATINO-CHLORIDE PAPER.
Chaptek II.

A.MiWGST risks of this class the most prominent one is the

retentive nature of the gelatine film, familiar to all workers of

gelatine dry plates. What matters it that gelatine is practi-

cally free from stdphur originally, if that substance, in the

form of sul})hi(ie or thiosulphate of silver, be left in the film

through careless washing ? We all know how difficult it is,

and how important, to entirely free the negative film fr')m

hy[)o and its compounds ; liow much more necessary must it

be, in the interests of permanency, to remove such compounils

from the delicate positive imago upon pajier? Then, again, wo

must look at the dillerence between a film of coagulated albumen

and one of gelatine. The former, under ordinary circumstances

of treatment, is about ixs hardy and unchangeable a substance

as we can well desire ; but the latter, even when heavily

chrome alumed, is liable to physical changes from damp, which

may seriously jeopardise the stability of the iniixge. Still, as

we have pointed out, these arc questions which hinge rather

upon the care and integrity of the operator than on any

inherent defect in the process itself.

Before proceeding to tlie details of working this new paper,

we may brielly describe the physical characteristics of the

commercial article as we have found it. In appcirauce it

resembles a sample of highly albumeniscd paper, though on

closer examination it is found to be heavier both as regards

the paper itself as well as the glossy snrfacc. It is tinted

of various shades in the same manner as albumenised paper,

to resemble which as closely as possible has evidently been

the object, and the result has been successful to a degree.
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Here the physical resemblance ends, for if we immerse a

strip of the paper in warm water much of tlie gloss disappears

and the water becomes milky ; the layer of sensitive emiilsion

is, in fact, perfectly soluble, a fact which must be constantly

borne in mind, since it entirely precludes the possibility of

using warm solutions either for toning or fixing, or tlic appli-

cation of heat in drying the prints. They must, in fact, be as

c;u-cfiilly treated while wet as a gelatine negative, and this in

the eyes of many will appear as a disadvantage. From the

character of the surface, too, it is clear that the i)ractice of

drying the prints between Ijibulous paper cannot be as freely

adopted as it is witli albumen paper, or if it be it must be with

the utmost precaution.

Beneath the sensitive layer we find an artificial surface com-

posed of insoluble gelatine combined witli a white pigment ; it

is to this " facing " that the pajier owes its high gloss, and not

apparently to the employment of an emulyion rich in gelatine.

It also contributes to tlic brilliancy of the image liy keeping it

entirely on the surface, so much so, in fact, tliat if a strong

print be immersed in warm water imtil the gelatine is

thoroughly dissolved only the faintest trace of the pictuie

remains.

If we test the paper chemically by digesting it in cold water,

we sliall find tliat it contains but tlie merest trace of free silver

—that is, silver in the soluble state, whether it be nitrate or

some organic compound. It is also comparatively free from

acidity, differing in both these rcspscts very remarkably from
" reads' sensitised" albumenised paper, which, liowever, in otlicr

respects it closely resembles.

As regards the keeping quality of tlie gelatine paper, we are

informed that it is very good. During tlie time we have liad

tlie opportunity of testing it, extending over several weeks,

without even the precaution of storing it in an air-tight case,

it has retained not only its wliitcness but also its printing

and toning qualities perfectly, whereas sensitised albumen
paper kept under similar conditions has become discoloured

and almost entirely lost the power of toning. It has, we are

told, been kept for over six months, and lias performed a trip

from Germany to America and back witliout showing any
deterioration. In a parcel of cut sheets wliicli we opened a

few days ago we noticed a very faint discoloration at the

extreme edges, but as the edges were in contact with a brown-

paper envelope it is possibly the chemical action of the latter

tliat caused the change.

We shall next week speak of the manipulation of the new
paper,

^

A NEW LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Is view of the rumoured intended dissolution of the South

London Photographic Society and in light of the fact of a new
North London Society having been formed, the Gallic phrase

—

"The King is dead: Long live the King!" is very apt to be

suggested. l!ut the venerable " South " is not yet defunct,

liowever soon sucli an undesirable event may happen.

It is, however, an undoubted fact that a new Nortli London
Society has this week been formed, and under auspices which
appear to be eminently favourable to great success. Myddel-
ton Hall on Tuesday evening, and in response to an invitation

which appeared in our issue of last week, was well filled by
amateurs, professionals, and manufacturers, whose places of

residence are situated in the northern portion of our over-

grown Metropolis ; the large attendance, especially taking into

consideration the inclemency of the weather and the dense fog

prevailing at the time by which travelling was seriously im-

peded, evincing the interest felt in the movement. Particulars

as to the constitution of the newly-formed Society will be found

on another page, to which those interested are referred.

Many years ago a North London Socictjf of great excellence

used to meet in the same Hall, usually under the Chairmanship

of Mr. George Shadbolt, our venerated iiredcccssor in the

editorial chair of this Jouhnai,, although Mi: C. Woodward,

F.R.S., was Honorary President. In course of time it became

defunct, an event all the more remarkable when it is con-

sidered that at the time of its demise there were over a

hundred names on its list of members, and its funds were in a

most satisfactory condition. But, as we said last week, it died

of inanition.

For many years there was no photographic society in the

north side of London ; but, about a year ago, a Society, purely

amateur, was formed and carried on in the same Hall s" well

associated witli photographic progress a quarter of a century

ago, and, during the past year, this young Society has most

ably " held the fort." Believing, liowever, that the time has

arrived when it might be reorganized with advantage, and im a

broader basis, this Society has undergone a process of entire

reconstruction, in virtue of which professionals and the trade

generally, as well as amateurs, form the personnel.

The meetings will be conducted on lines akin to those by

which the otlier London Photographic Societies are charac-

terised, namely, technical evenings, alternating, as far as possible,

with those of a more formal nature. The social element

—

evinced by the features of club life indulged in during its

seances— is to be duly recognised by the members, many of

whom are well known as active members of the kindred

Societies in town. Tlie meetings take jdace on the first and

third Tuesday in each month, by which the second and fourth

Tuesdays are left; disengaged for attendance at the Photo-

graphic Society of Great Britain.

WILLESDEN PAPER AND ITS Al'PLICATIONS l.\

PHOTOGRAPHY.
"What is Willesdun paper, and is it of any utility in photo

graphy ?" is a question which lias frecpicntly been rejilied to in

our Correspondence columns. This material, as the majority

of our readers are aware, is by no means a new one, though

with a view to seeing the latest applications of it, and how

they may be utilised in photography, we have recently visited

its manufactory.

Willesden paper, it may be explained, takes its name from

the place where it is produced. In a word, it is ordinary

paper treated with an ammoniacal solution of copper, which

renders it wateiproof. Tlie paper generally employed for the

purpose is one of a coarse and tough character, such as that

made from rope ; though paper of the finest ijuality—writing

paper for example-—is cciually amenable to the Willesden

treatment. The "paper" is made of various thicknesses, from

that of ordinary writing paper to that of stout millboard, and

of dilFerciit widths up to fifty-four or fifty-six inches. The

thicker kinds are built up of several layers of paper, as is

the case with cardboard. That designated "one-ply" is one

thickness only ; two-ply, two ; and so on—eight-ply being the

thickest made. This is composed of eight thicknesses, and is

about the sixteenth of an inch thick or rather more so.

In the niaiinfacturc of ordinary cardboard the diflcrent

sheets of paper composing it arc 'cemented singly one ujiou
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another, until the requisite thickness is obtained. In the

luanufacturo of thick Willesdcn paper a different plan is

adopteil. Thus, if a four-ply substance bo desired, a couple of

two-ply ])ieccs arc secured—"welded" as it is technically

ti'inicd—togetiicr; and if an eight-ply, then two four-])ly thick-

iiesscH are similarly dealt with. In the welding process the

material is again treated with the copper solution, which
further increases its watei-proof character. Although Willesden

paper is waterproof, in the general acceptance of the temi, it

is not really unaftected by moisture, inasmuch as when it is

long subjected to it, it expands like ordinary paper, thoiigh

to a far less extent. With this explanation of the manufacture

and characteristics of the material, we shall indicate some of its

ajjplicatious.

< >nc of tlie principal uses of the paper is as a substitute for

sheet xinc, iron, or wood, for building purposes. At the works

we were shown several buildi)ig8 roofed with the paper, and
others with both pa])er sides and roofs, wliich appeared to be

I'l'rfectly weather-tight, although the}' had been standing for

several years. For these buildings the four-ply paper was
employed. We also saw some water tanks and drinking

troughs for cattle which had been made for similar periods,

'i'iiesc were simply frameworks of wood lined with the four-

ply paper. A model tank was shown us; it was composed of a

light wooden framework lined with a single sheet of thin paper,

and Iiad been lioldiug water for more than a year, and was still

dry on the outside. From this brief description of its uses it

will be seen tiiat there arc many purposes connected witii

photography to which Willesden paper may be applied. For
example, in the construction of a portal )le studio, botli for the

roof and sides, it wx)uld be very useful, being lighter and more
easily fixed and removed tlian either zinc, galvanised iron, or

wood ; and, when the building is taken down, the paper can be

rolled up and stored away, it will then occupy but little space.

It can, of course, be painted, which will improve its appearance

and at the same time add to its durability. It may be men-
tioned that the panels in the grand entrance hall of the late

Kxhibitions at South Kensington, on which were the large alle-

gorical paintings, were of Willesden paper.

One purj)ose to which we have seen the material applied is

in the construction of a drying closet for gelatine plates, and
it answered admirably ; while it was so light that it could easily

be transferred from one room to another. It was simply a light

framework of wood covered with the four-ply paper. The
paper is also used as a lining for damp walls and roofs—things

not unknown in some photographic studios. A very useful

application of tliis material which we can sec, is that of backing

framed photogi'aphs wliicli have to be suspended on damp walls,

as is frequently the case at exiiibitions. For protecting the

backs of outside showcases and frames at railway stations, and
other exposed situations, it ought to prove exceedingly

advantageous.

Anotlier very useful photographic application of Willesden

paper is that of extemporising vessels for water or solutions,

when travelling in foreign parts or in out-of-the-way places.

A common packing case, or box, can in a few minutes be con-

verted into a serviceable water tank by lining it with a piece

the paper simi)ly folded to shape, ^^'hcn such an extem-

iaed tank has been soaked for a few hours, and then rinsed

it may, we arc assured, be used for containing water for

ing purposes. Hence, after similar treatment, it may
mably be employed for water for all ]>hotographic require-

ita. A sheet of the paper folded as a tray, with the corners

held together witli American clips, may bo extemporised a« a
developing or fixing dish for negatives en route. It may also

1)0 em[)loyed as an economical means of constructing photo-

grai)l)ic trays of a more durable kind. For this purpose the

four or cightply variety should be chosen, and, to facilitate

the bending, the jiapcr should be previously soaked for im liour

or two in water, because if the thicker kinds be bent at a sharp

angle when perfectly dry they are liable to crack, but not so

after moistening. In this ajiplication the corners should bo

secured with marine glue, and if the vessels be coated on the

inside with shellac vaniish, or Brunswick black, they may be

used for silver solutions. Indeed, one of the most—out of tho

many—useful applications of Willesdcn pa])er in photogra) hy,

is the ease with wliich vessels, say of out-of-the-way sizes, wliich

may only be reipiired on one or two special occasions, may be

constructed.

\ NOTK in the Chemical Ken's by Dr. Levoir, of Delft, describes a

modification of the mixed-air gas-tuiiier, which he sta'i s 'o have the

advantage of diminished heiglit com])ared with ordinai-y forms, besides

providing for better admixtiirs of nir than usual. I!e makes
the gas outlet conical in form, and very thin and sharp, si adopting

Gifford's principle. lie explains the objectionable Inminosity to be

seen in ordinaiy combustion fiiinac' lamps as being due to the current

of gas following one side of the lube, and passing unmixed witli

air, as a ribljon, through the tube. lie, however, admits tliat his new
lamps are not quiet during action, as when burning they make a noise

like some forms of burners by another maker whose name he quotes.

It is not generally known that the mannfacturj of bichromate of

potash was the outcome of a process of dyiing, and a very interesting

account of its introduction will be found in Tlie Life and Labours of

Juhn Mercer, I''.R.S., who has been called the I'alissy of calico-

priming. It is one of the standard quotations of tlie photographic

historian that in the early days of photography " hypo " cost as niucli

per ounce as it now^ does per hundredweight, and the same may
almost be said of bichromate of potash, for when the late chemist

above referred to uitroduced the use of chromium into dyeing, the

price of the salt was half-a-guiiiea an ounce; but the requirements of

the new dyeing operations caused a demand to spring up, and the salt is

produced in hundreds of tons, and at a price which is well known to

all our readers.

A wniTER in the Enylith Mei^kanic states that the addition of

ordinary kitchen salt is a great advantage to the usual oxygen

mixture, as it enables the evolution of the gas to be controlled with

the utmost nicety. As is well known, some experience is required in

making gas in the ordinary way, in order to avoid sudden rushes or

as sudden stoppages, in the emission of the oxygi'U. The writer in

question gives the proportions (by weight), eight parts of chlorate

of potash, two of ordinary black oxide of manganese, and one and a

half of kitchen salt, tho whole being well mixed, as being suitable,

and says that the gas ceases to come off the moment the source of

heat is removed, or lessens in quantity as the applied heat is reduced

in degree.

Tjie scientific papers a little while ago had a good deal to .«ay about

tho wonderful new chemical, sacc/iarine, which was the latest scien-

tific novelty of tho time. It was said to have a sweetening power two

hundred and fifty times greater than that of ortliuary cane sugar,

and fears were expressed lest glucose sweetened with this new agent

should oust the genuine products of the cane or the beet from the

market. For photographic purposes there would be a marvellous

difference between the actions of the two. There would appear,

however, to be little fear of the contingencv^ occurring, for, according

to the Moniteur Scientifiqiie, Dr. Von Lippman admits tiiat tho

flavour of the new sweetener is sometimes unpleasant, a sure safeguard

against its fraudulent employment.
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Wk have often referred to the use of the hygrometer in the photo-

grapher's workrooms, and wu cannot but think that when it is in daily

use, and its indications takea note of, many valuable hints might be

"iven by its aid. The ordinary wet and dry bulb instrument, how-

ever, finds little favour in the studio or laboratory, probably because

it needs a little occasional cleaning. We may, therefore, call

attention to a description that has been published of a new mstrument

for indicating hygrometric conditions and registering tiiese indications.

The acting agent in the new machine^for such, indeed, it must be

called— is a film of gelatine .spread thinly upon a piece of cardboard,

coated at the back with asphalte to preserve it from the action of the

atmosphere. The inventor lias four paper spirals so coated, and

attached to them various arrangements for showing the motion of the

spiral as it curled or uncurled as the gelatine absorbed or parted with

moistm-e. The apparatus registers automatically these motions, and

so enables any one to tell the state of the atmosphere at any particiihir

moment, or at any previous date. It is further stated that a modtl

has been constructed at such a low price as to place it within the

reach of all.

As the use of electricity continues to spread in photographic opera-

tions, it may be as well to draw the attention of readers to an event

that happened outside a shop in Ilolborn a little while ago, and which

if it had taken place in a photographer's studio might have led to a

catastrophe. It was simply owing to the electric wire being covered

with inliamuiable materials; the latter had caught fire, and flames a

foot long were produced and continued to be for .several minutes.

In our remarks upon studio fog last week, we did not dwell upon the

very remarkable exemption from its ill effects enjoyed by those who
use the electric light for portraiture, a fact exemplifying to the full

the correctness uf our suggestions. These were, it may he remembered,

to isolate the fog-laden space between lens and sitter from all action of

light, and so reduce the action of the fog to the effect of a mere

reducing screen instead of a light reflector. Now, in illuminating a

sitter by the rays from the electric lump or reflector they are only

directed across a portion of atmosphere of very narrow section, the

rest of the space between sitter and lens not necessarily receiving the

slightest amount of light beyond the small portion relltcted from the

sitter and his immediate surroundings. This power of being able to

take a presentable negative during a deep fog is one very important
point in favour of the introduction of electricity in the studio.

Mn. Edward M. Nelson in tlie Engligfi Mechanic, a little while
ago, gave a description of an ingenious plan for ascertaining the

components of a cemented object glass without taking it to pieces.

Although the method wa.s, in the main, intended to apply to lenses

for microscopic purposes, the article gives many hints that might be
of interest to photographers. \A'e can scarcely give the account in

full in our pages, but we may say, in brief, that it consists in

observing the various reflections to be seen in every lens (compound
or single) when minutelj' and carefully examined. Starting from
a single biconvex lens, examined near a window, he points out that a

large erect and a small inverted iiuage of the window will be seen,

the former being the reflection from the front and the latter from
the back of the lens. AVilh a plano-convex—convex side to the

window—we have a small erect image from the convex side and a
large invei ted one from the plane side. With the plane side to the

window the plane side reflects a large erect image, and the convex
« small inverted one, and so on. So much for introductory explana-

tion, which is then followed by pointing out that the cemented
surface, even, throws a very faint image, generally bluish, though
sometimes reddish in tinge, easily recognised when once seen. It

is evident that such a faint image ought also to be visible in a

cemented photographic combination, and its presence or replacement
by n more vigorous reflection, will tell, without unscrewing the lens,

whether it is a cemented compound or not, and approximately the
character of its curves. The gieatestle.ssonsuch an examinationcouvevs
is a knowledge of the large amount of reflected light that is thrown off

by the surfaces of a combination. Similar reflections may be seen
from the inside of a camera completely darkened, when objects of

even slight brightness face the anterior surface of the lens. When these

reflections reach a certain intensity they inevitably produce fog

—

hence the desirability, and, indeed, the necessity, where the highest

results are required, of a screen outside the lens to prevent the entry

and reflection of external objects in the form of a slightly illuminated

and, necessarily, fog-producing area. These reflections, limited to a

given area, aid in producing the well known flare spot, and by

altering the relative position of the diaphragm they are spread over

the plate or concentrated on a particular spot.

Is it possible that some peculiarities of image transferrence in sen-

sitised and exposed plates may he explained by a discovery published

in Comptcs Rendm to the following effect? M. P. Marguerite

Delacharlonny states that liquid particles holding salts in solution are

carried away with the vapour, not merely at a boiling heat but at the

ordinary temperature. The same process takes place from acid salts

in the solid state, such as ferrous sulphate.

The cleaning of the windows of a studio is looked upon by many as

a formidable undertaking, and, for this reason, it is often neglected

for very long periods. It is not, however, a very troublesome opera-

tion if we enlist into our service an indiarubber sqiTeegee and proceed

on the following lines. If the glass be washed with clean water and

a sponge, and a soft squeegee be then stroked somewhat heavily

over its surface, it will at once be rendered clean and dry. Also,

when it is raining, if the outside of the glass be rubbed over \yith a

squeegee the whole of the dirt will be quicldy removed without

further trouble. For cleansing the outside of the glass the squeegee

shoidd, for convenience, le mounted on a long rod, like those used for

cleaning the pavements.

thh sulpiiuration of platinum and silver
PRINTS.

I SHOULD have had no wish to enter into the controversy which has

been raging for so long on the subject of the comparative permanency

of prints by different processes, had it not been that Mr. Andrew

Prinn-le's account of Ids experiments with bromide and platinum

prints so siu-prised me, that I was constrained to inquire where the

apparent discrepancy was to be found. Now, with the Editors' per-

mission, and encouraged by Mr. Pringle's expressed hope that others

would follow him and point out if he had been misled, I trust, with-

out diving deeply into the question of permanence, to show how his

experiments, carefully conducted though they were, ha\e led him to

a false conclusion, and how they bear somewhat unfairly upon the

platinum print.

With regard to permanence, I may say that I look upon it as a

purely comparative term, and agree with Mr. I'ringle that to secure

absolute permanencv the image and support must be pirmanent alike.

That beiu" so, in any consideration of the comparative permanency of

prints upon paper, by whatever process produced, tlie support may be

left out of the calculation, being common to all; the image alone re-

quires oiu' attention, first, as regards its own inherent power of re-

sisting destructive agencies, and, secondly, as the mode of its pro-

duction tends more or less to bring about the destruction or discoloura-

tion of the support. In other words, a process which produces an

image less easily changed or destroyed than another is more per-

manent, whilst "the method of production which tends most in the

direction of permanent discolouration of the support, immediate or

gradual, by actual staining or by the formation of alterable com-

pounds that are not removable, is distinctly less " permanent " in the

strictest sense of the term. I separate the Inmge and the support, be-

cause I think it is here that Mr. I'ringle is misled.

On reading the account of his experiments, I could not help being

surprised that in every case tlie platinum picture suffered more from

contact with the solution of sulphuretted hydrogen than its fellow

silver print. But upon rcporuslng the article, I find no mention

whatever made oi fading, but simply of "yellowing." The platinum

print, says Mr. Pringlc, was compk'tely jellow, " the image side, not

the back." This might, at first sight, be taken to imply that the
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pliitinum wiaffK had fnded nnd become yellow, niid such I took it to

mean ; but when I reiuombcrod that the two sulphides of platimim

lire intensely black substances, it became evident that the yellowness

could only apply to the tcliitus of the picture, and therefore bo due to

soniethiufj contained in the }>apcr. If such should prove to be the

case from an inspection of the specimens sent by Mr. I'ringle to the

Editors,* then, I maintain, that so far as the imajte is concerned

there is no evidence of want of permanence in the platinum picture,

nor because the bromide prints are leas discoloured in the whites can

it be asserted that tlie imaye will, for any lengthened period, resist the

action of 1I._, S.

It becomes, tlien, a question entirely depentling upon whether there

is anythin^inhereiit in tlie platinotype process which renders the paper

more liable to discolouration than in other processes. As I have

never worked platinoty])o myself I am not in a position to say, but

others may be; though if it should be so, the experiments only

prove tliat platinotype prints will dixcc/our, while they do not dis-

l)ro\ti that bromide prints will eventuallv fade under the action of

II., S.

Since the above was written for Inst week's issue I havi.' thoui>:ht

more on tlie sul)ject, and I fancy 1 can make it clear that the evidence
of Mr. Pringle"s e.\ix>rlmenls are distinctly in favour of the per-

manency of platinotype.

I am as^umin-r. as I have already done, tlu»t tin- chanjre in appear-

,1106 of till' platinum prints is confined to thr paper, and I will

further take for granted that the image itself remains wholly intact,

since from an experiment with bright platinum foil sulphuretted

hydrogen seems to exercise no action on the metal. The changeable
substance then exists in the paper quite independently of the image,
and we have to inquire wliat it consists of. Presuming the paper to

be pure to start with, it must obviously be .something used in the

8ensiti>ing or development, and that something is clearly iron,

for with the exception of the platinum salt nothing else is now
u.sed, I believe, but ferric oxalate and potassium oxidate. The
question then presents itself. Is it an absolute necessity of the process

that a trace of iron should remain after every precaution for its

removal has been taken ? I have been assured by an experienced

platinotype printer that such is not the case, but that it is quite easy
with what may be called ordinary care to so thoroughly remove all

traces of iron by means of the clearing .solution of hydrochloric acid,

that the paper will perfectly withstand the sulphuretted hydrogen
test.

Ihitsupposing through carelessness in clearing the print it should
retain traces of iron sufficient to cause yellowness, under the circum-
Rtances of Mr. Pringle's experiments, what is easier to remove than the

discolouration ? ^V^latever may lie the composition of the colouring
matter, whether it be sulphide of iron, or whether the latter, by
exposure to damp and tlie atmosphere, be oxidised and converted
into basic ferric sulphate, the result will be identical if the print be
immer.sed in dilute hydrochloric acid or chlorine water; the stain
will be discharged and copious washing will secure the removal of
the soluble iron salt. The operation is, in fact, precisely on all fours
with the usual practice adopted when an iron-developed bromide
print is treated witli dilute II CI to remove any stain, but with
this additional advantage, that the platinum print will stand, without
its image ble.iching, an application, unlimited as regards duration or
strength, and which would hopelessly ruin a silver print.

Thus sulphuretted hydrogen may be employed as a to^t of the
lenioval of the iron from a platinotype without endangering the
print.

Of course, if salts of other metals be employed in sensitising, as in

the early proce.^s when silver and lead were combined with the
plutinum, there would be a possibility of traces of these remaining
in the print as well as iron, and these if sulphurised—esjiecially thesil-

»er—would be less amenable to subsequent removal, if, indeed, any
li'-ans short of destruction of the paper would suffice. But I think it is

arly understood that the modern platinotype is composed of
platinum pure and simple.

The principle involved in the sulphuration of a developed bromide
print is essentially different from the platinotype. There is certainly

* This is precisely so ; the whites are strongly discoloured, but the image it-

1 IBS intact—Ed.s.

the same danger from the traces of iron left in the paper and gelatine
film by the developer, but the image it.sclf is also liable to conversion
into sulphide as well as any .soluble silver saltrt allowed to remain in

consequence of imperfect wasliing after fixing. The yellowing ari»ing
from iron is removable, that from silver, not; indeed, the very
means adopted to remove the iron stain would in time destroy the
unsulphurised silver image, leaving the sulphurised portion as well
as any general discolouration the most permanent parts of the
picture.

Bearing this difference in view then, it ia clear, as I wish to point
out, that so fur as the support is concerned, platinum and silver prints

upon paper are both liable to discolouration under the action of

sulphuretted hydrogen if the manipulati'ins have not been carefully

carried out, but that tlie silver print offei's double risk. As concerns
the image, platinum remains unchanged, while silver is liable to

destruction under the same influence.

It has just struck me that even supposing (which is unlikely) that
the platinum image be converted into platinous or platinic sulphide,

both of which are black, and would therefore not caiuse any material

alteration in colour, still, the permanency of the image would
remain practically the same, since the sulphides behave in almost
as refractory a manner to reagents as the metal itself. The former
is scarcely affeetcd by boiling mineral acids, while the latter yields

only to caustic and carbonated alkalies and alkaline sulphides, none
of which influences are likely to be brought to bear upim a picture

under ordinary circumstances.

In accounting for the greater rapidity of discolourarion of the

platinum prints in Mr. Pringle's experiments, I would call attention

to two circumstances, namely, the nature of the substance sulphurised

and the character of the surface of the picture in the separate cases.

The compoimd of iron in an extremely tine state of division would, I

should judge, though I will not say so definitely, discolour under ani/

circumstances more rapidly than metallic silver under similar con-

ditions of fineness. But when it is borne in mind that the

platinum image, as well as its impurities, are held merely on the sur-

face or in the interstices of the paper support, while the particles of

silver are surrounded by a skin of hardened gelatine, it will be seen

that the chances of rapid change are vastly in favour of the former,

and that the effect in that case would reach its maximum in a
comparatively short time.

In conclusion, I think Mr. Pringle's experiments are of extreme
value in calling attention to a possible, though not dangerous, cause

of di.scolouration in connection with platinum prints ; but 1 .scarcely

think it fair to take his results as evidence of want of jiermanence.

On the other hand, he has shown that developed prints on gelatine,

when made with ordinary care, will successfully withstand such

treatment as they are scarcely likely to experience in the ordinary

way ; and that though it would, perhaps, be too much to claim for

them absolute permanence, we may at least associate them with a

degree of durability never dreamt of in connection with albumen
prints. C. Beckett Lloyd.

LANTERN EXHIBITIONS.
W.\.s the lanteni evening of the South London Photographic Society

at the Society of Arts room on the 6th instant a success?

It certainly was, in many ways. The lantern was, apparently,

everything that could be desired—most brilliant light, thoroughly

illuminating every part of an enormous screen, with a perfection of

definition seldom attained. The slides were most effectively put upon

the screen without the slightest movement or hitch of any kind by one

of the new .systems of exhibiting with one lantern. The number of

slides so pa.s.sed through was not only very con-siderable, but they were

of a far higher average of excellence than on anj- previous occasion.

Here, then, was every imaginable condition of success, yet it was to

me, at any rate, disappointing, although extremely instructive, and I

think has taught me .several valuable lessons.

1 . The screen was too large. In my opinion, lantern screens gener-

ally are painfully and unnecessarily large. I have always believed

that one of the first canons of art was that large pictures should be

viewed from a distance, and that, consequently, a totally different

system of composition applies to ordinary pictures intended to be
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grasped liy the eye as a whole at one time, compared with those larger

pictures applicable to mural decoration. Lantern slides may of course

include both classes, which may be roughly divided into " panoramas '

and "bits." Each class requires different treatment to render an

artistic, that is, a pleasurable, effect. In a "panorama" the eye must

perforce wander about the picture, and, therefore, a general sharpness

of definition is desirable. In a "bit" it is quite otherwise: there is

one best point of view to which the eye should be directed, from

which the best general effect is obtained. Photographically, this is

attained by making the point of greatest interest the sharpest; the eye

then, though it frequently leaves it to ramble over the accessories, comes

naturally and instinctively bade to the sharper part, from which the

whole picture is apparently seen at once, but really only remembered

in detail.

2. The light was most brilliant, but it utterly failed to render

artistically certain slides which were over dense in the shadows, while

the intense brilliancy of the high lights only increased the contrast.

On the other hand, the brilliancy of those slides which could have been

well shon-n by any ordinary lantern were in no way improved or

impaired by the unusual amount of light. This fully confirmed my
frequently expressed opinion that there is a standard of density

possible which would give equally good results with any reasonable

amount of light.

3. The light was the electric light, and not pleasing for many
reasons, probably from a violet tinge which it seemed to have ; more-

over, it was biting and cruel, and a marked example of the old

proverb, "It is possible to have too much of a good thing." 1 do

not liesitate to alKrm that it is totally unfit for lantern work, that is,

for ordinary lantern entertainments, for the very reason of its

wonderful powers and perfection, for of course I do not pretend for a

moment that its colour could be raised as a serious objection. What
was most remarkable was the extraordinary prominence given to

every defect. ICvery dust speck or spot stood out in tlie most painful

relief, and fully cosjfirmed the well-known axiom, "the nearer the

illuminant is to a point the more perfect the definition." As in solar

enlarging no stop is necessary, the sun forming its own stop, so with

artificial lighting—the smaller the source the greater the sharpness.

4. That all the various processes employed were capable of yielding

results that would bear even this awful ordeal, but that they were
comparativeh- few. That collodion emulsion fully upheld the esti-

mation I have always held of it as by far the best photographic

proceai yet di veloped.

i). That colouring a good slide is sure to spoil it, while it can hardly

improve any had photographic slide.

0. That at least one slide was destroyed by the heat.

Generally, that while such a lantern is a splendid instrument for

taking the conceit out of any one who thinks he can make a perfect

sUde, a far more pleasurable evening would have resulted from a screen

of ten feet in diaineter, with one tenth, or less, light power.

Finally, I am extremely gratified that tlie experiment has been
made, because it i^ to my mind a convincing proof that a great future

for photography lies in small negatives for enlargement, and also for

oil lanterns with a moderate-sized disc. I have also formed the

following conchisiims:

—

That the oil hght is better than limelight, the limelight than the

electric light exactly. Geoiigf. Smitu.

ECHOES EllOM THE SOCIETIES.

TiiF. future importance of orthochromatic plates for almost every

purpo.se seems to be now beyond doubt. Though originally introduced

for the purpose cf giving a better rendering of coloiu' subjects, chiefly

paintings, they now seem to be no less applicable to ordinary work.
At the Camera Club Mr. \V. K. Burton demonstrated their utifitv in

landscape work by exhibiting prints in which the one from an ortho-
chromatic plate gave a far better rendering of the sky and distance in

their relation to the foreground, than was the case with the ordinary
plate. At a later meeting of the London and Provincial Association
a giniilar suggestion was made in answer to a question from the box •

while at the last meeting of the Philadelphia Society the applicability

of these plates to photo-micrography was urged.

In this latter department few will deny the value of the ortho-

chromatic principle in connection with many different classes of

subjects. I recollect, some years ago, when the resources of the

photo-microscopist were very different from what they are at present,

I undertook to make a series of photo-micrographs on a large scale

from whole insects. The optical difficulties in this class of work are

not great, but those who have tried to satisfactorily render the various

shades of yellow, orange, and brown that such objects present, with

the old collodion processes, wet or dry, will know what were the

photographic obstacles in the way. Exposing through yellow glass

was tried, but was practically useless, owing to the great length of

exposure necessary. Orthochromatic gelatine plates, lioweTer, would

render the whole matter one of the simplest.

In the rendering of stained tissues and organisms, too, these plates

will render valuable service. Soon after the introduction of Tailfer i*t

Clayton's isochromatic plates I was shown a number of attempts at

photographing bacteria by a well-known photo-microscopist; hut

though valuable as showing in a graphic manner the character of the

organisms, thc^y were, as photographs, considered failures. The pre-

parations were stained, and the baccilkc themselves showed transparent

and nearly colourless on a blue ground, and consequently presented

little contrast to the ordinary plate. I suggested the employment of

the new isochromatic plate, and since then I believe my friend has

done a considerable amount of good work by adopting the principle.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington's application of the orthochromatic treat-

ment to collodion plates is a still further extension of the principle,

though it is in reality only a return to the original idea. But, as Vogel

pointed out long since, the orthochromatic effect of cosines upon

collodion films is many times greater than upon gelatine, or, in other

words, the sensitiveness to yellow is increased very much more in a

collodion plate than in one of gelatine, the increase in the former

having been placed, speaking from memory, as high as sixty timo,<.

This being so, it is easy to see how, by rendering a collodion plat-

orthochromatic, it may be under certain conditions brought nearer i>)

the sensitiveness^of gelatine, and with such treatment I should not be

surprised to find a reaction in favour of collodion for man3' purposes.

One application of the orthochromatic principle to collodion plate-

may be of interest to amateurs, especially those who make their own
lantern slides. Most of these are compelled by circumstances to work
in the evening and by artificial light, which is all very well if their

negatives do not require reducing, and can be printed from by super-

position. But if the camera has to be employed the exposure is

hopelessly long—I am speaking now of collodio-bromide—hence many
who would prefer to employ that process are debarred from doing so

by the inconvenience in exposure. But if, by a suitable addition of

cosine or erythrosine, an emulsion or plate twenty or thirty times as

sensitive to yellow can be produced, we shall be getting—at any rale

for artificial light—" within measurable distance " of the rapidity of

gelatine, while still retaining the special qualities of collodion. Here
is a field.

"While the general consensus of opinion is thus decidedly in favour

of orthochromatic photography, it is somewhat startling to find a man
of some reputation boldly stating, as Mr. George Smith did before the

I'hotographic Society, that he "telieved orthochromatic photography

to be a delusion." That such a statement should fall from Mr. Smith
surprises one the more because on many points he is usually well

informed
; and if it be correct, then, surely, as Mr. Bolas suggested,

there must exist a conspiracy of lying in scientific photographic circles.

It was a happy suggestion on the part of Mr. Valentine Blanchard

to the Camera Club to make more use of plain paper for printing

purposes. The tendency of late years has been strongly in favour of

matt surfaces for printing, and I, for one, am surprised that so little

attention has been given to the simplest of all matt-surface processes.

Can it be that it is because it is an old process, one that was super-

seded by the present albumen method, and that to go back would be

to err ? Ketrogression does not alwaj'S imply the negation of progress;

therefore, if matt surfaces be the order of the day, let >is produce
them by the readiest and most convenient means that will give the

necessary quality of result. For artistic effect nothing can exceed in

beauty well-executed prints on plain paper, and the process offers

a far wider range of tones than either platiuotype or gelatine. I do
not want to get into hot water, so I will only add that their perma-
nency has stood the test of many years.
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I was plad to seo in tho report of one of the meetings of the

London and rrovincial n very decided expressioii of opinion by two
niembor.-i whoso experience none will dispute. The question was as

to tho best method of photi'ij;raphing a white chrysanthemum against

Idiick vehet. Mr. .V. L. Henderson and Mr. A. Cowan botli ag:reed

that a slow plate witli sutBcient exposure would give the best result.

I am pleased at this, because it has been my own opinion for years;

hut T was astonished a few weeks aj^'O to liear from a high authority

on di-y-plftte matters that the more rapid a plate is the better the

<rradation, and tho more complete tlie scale or gamut. I must confess

that my own experience has been the reverse—that where the gamut
of a slow plato rises, ao to say, by tones and semitones, that of a rapid

one leaps up by octaves, the intervals being indistinguishable. IIow

often do wo find a plate that will give " 2ij " on the sensitoraeter that

will also make a visible distinction between half-a-dozen numbers ?

I should hke to have heard Mr. W. 'I'ylai'.s paper on Useful

Hints, read before tho IJirniingham Society. I suppose the first

great trial in an amateurs life is when ho makes his first photographic
trip to a distance from home. I know from my own experience
how unavailing seem the most careful preparations, and how helpless

one feels when, cut off from the " base of operations," some important
item of the kit has been left behind. I have heard of the gentleman
who travelled a hundred and fifty miles to talie a ]>articular view, and
finding he had left his lens at home, executed his picture with a pin-

hole in a piece of card. That raised feelings of scepticism. I ha\e
seen a High Cliureh parson gaily dancing about a populous village in

his shirt ^leevot-', his cassock doing duty as a focussing cloth, and I

wondered what his bishop would have said. I have been startled by
the bad language of a young man who had left his changing box at

home, and reflected on the sad consequences of youth and carelessness.

But these are only outdoor troubles, and Mr. Tylar's hints, from
what I can gather, refer rather to matters connected witli the

travelling dark room—a department generally sadly neglected by the

tourist photographer, whose regrets come too late when he experiences

the misery of his circumstances; for nothing to my mind is more
miserable than working in an improvised dark room, with badly
devised makeshift appliances. Useful Hints would, no doubt, show
how these latter may be improved.

Speaking of improvised dark rooms reminds mo of an incident that
occurred once when I was staying at a farmhouse in Cumberland.
My dark room was a store room under the tiles or thatch, and witli-

out a window, and my developing table tho liead of a barrel, which I

afterwards found was the stock oatmeal cask of the family. It was
in the old days of cyanide fixing, and one day I managed to send in

one-half of the barrel head, and with it about three-quarters of a pint

of cyanide .solution into tlu> family supply of oatmeal. I'pon investi-

gating matters, and finding there was only a small quantity of meal
in the baiTol, my conscience refused to allow me to run any risk, so I

insisted on paying for the oatmeal and having it turned out. I learnt

afterwards, however, that tho canny Cumbrian, being loth to waste
anything, and apparently doubting my word as to tho strength of the
" poison," had given the meal to his pigs, two of which were just

about to be killed. AN'hether the toxic effects of cyanide upon the

porcine race are less marked or not than on " the human " I cannot
say, but the pigs survived. I expostulated with the farmer on the
risk he had run, suggesting that he would have blamed me if anything
had happened. His reply was, " Xaay ! it wadn't ha' mattert ! I'se

jest gaain' ta kill 'em, and it 'ud a .opart t' bootehor coomin'."

I am afraid Dr. Tulloch had taken my remarks or strictures upon
his paper too much au serieur. The ".somewhat inane remarks'' with
which I commenced were intended to prepare him for a little gentle

"chaff," but apparently tho surgical operation proved in.sufiicient.

However, as Dr. Tulloch pays he "purposely introduced debatable
matter with the express purpose of having a lively discussion," he can

1
.scarcely blame me if I fell into tho trap. Had I been aware that

Dr. Tulloch expected all the arguments in a discussion to lie on his

f'ide I should have let him alone.

Aprnpos of the reference I made to the possible barter of cameras
for meerschaum pipes, I wished to typify one class of amateur photo-
graphers whom Dr. Tulloch does not consider acquisitions to the
ranks. The meerschaum pipe is the a.spiration of many a lad fresh

from school, especially such as find anything like photography to

overtax the brain. Hence the meerschaum pipe is a prominent figure
in various "Exchange Columns." The late J. W. Oough once advi«d
some one to "sell his camera and buy a bicycle—he will never make a
photographer;" but I have just come acnws an individual who has
come to the latter conclusion himself, and that in a remarkably short
time. In one of the papeis devoted almost exclusively to sales and
exchanges I encountered a few days ago, under the head of
" Photography " the following, whi«h I quote as nearly as possible

verbatim, having mislaid the cutting:

—

" Vox sale, Lancaster's Merveilleux quarter-plate camera, cost 21».

a week ago, lamp, cost 28. 4d., and ten dry plates. "Will take 208.,

having given it up. Address, &c."

The gentleman whoso experience, extending over one week and
involving the manipulation of tvm dry plates, has induced him to
" give it up," has at least one virtue. He has early recogni.sed that he

will not make a photographer. Moxitoii.

THE TRANSFER OF COLLODIO-CHLORIDE PICTl'RES
UPON (iL.\SS, rOKCEL.\IN, AND IVORV.

[Tranplatod from tlio Oorman by J. IlnlMTt.* ]

Hereto the transferrence of collodio-cliloride pictures upon glass was
attended with many difficulties wliile gelatine formed the support. I

asked myself the question, Would it be possible to achieve this without

heat ? and my first experiment has been successful.

Instead of gelatinised, I take gummed paper, on account of its

solubility in cold water, which greatly simplifies the manipulation.
Treljly gummed paper, which can be obtained commercially, is fixed

into the coating frame, and to obtain a thick film the emulsion is spread
slowly. I print this collodionised paper in the printing frame to such a
depth that the liylits assume a bluish tint, and the shadows havo a deap,
black appearance. Tlie transfer nury be elleeted directly or indirectly, so

that the pictures maj' be reversed or otherwise at will.

For lantern slides and window pictures the first process is used, and as

the simpler I will discuss it first. A glass plate is coated with a ten per

cent, solution of gelatine, dried, and immersed in cold water at the same
time with the deeply printed copy ; take both out and press into contact

with a squeegee. After a short time it will be practicable to remove the

paper, and the picture will remain on the gelatinised glass, porcelain, or

ivory support. Now fix, by pouring hyposulphite of soda over it ; wash

well, and dry.t

If it is intended to correctly represent the picture upon its final suppor

coat this with gelatine also. A transfer paper is used, which is prepare

by immersing glossy and glued paper into a solution of ether copal

varnish. This pai)er is dipped with the copied pictures into water, both

are taken out, and the picture laid upon a slightly larger glass plate.

Now squeegee, remove the gummed paper, fix and wash. Finally lay the

picture upon the gelatinised surface, squeegee again, and remove tho

transfer paper. To reproduce negatives which are quite equal to the

original, all that is necessary is to make a positive after the first method
and from this a negative after the second method. Lieseoasu.

CAN PHOTOGRAPHY LIE It

H.vvrN'o just received a message immediately to come round to a
neighbour's house to photograph the dead boily of a little girl, and as

there are no more sitters in waiting, I undertake the task myself, though
I confess my preference for bodies that havo as yet not made ac-

quaintance with the unknown multitude that undoubtedly have found
that zenith of glory which we that are left behind vainly seek in this vale

of hope forlorn. Having examined the certificate of death, to guard
myself from any such disasters as catching the measles or whooping
cough, or transferring the same undesirable maladies to my customers, I.

proceed to the chamber where the shadow of death hath cast its awful

gloom, and where every aspect seems to bear an imprint of memento mori,

while the heart is uplifted in silent prayer. Here, in the hallowed and
mysterious presence of the sweet little innocent, it is indeed difficult to

follow mercenary pursuits. Sympathetic chords, in tender melodies,

compel me to persuade the bereaved parents not to carry their intention

to perpetuate the sad scene further. Nothing avails, however. It must
bo done. I cause the child to be placed near the centre of the room,

whilst I positioned my camera in the corner opposite, nearest to the win-

dow, so as to form a right angle. Having arranged the blankets in sucU

a manner as would form a little bed, I altered the position of the

• See B«port of London ami Piovimial Photographic Association,

t In IDT own oxperimenl» I have previonnly toned the pictures on their inpport and
succeeded well.

—

Tranrlalor.

X Concluded from page 25.
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Venetian blinda so as to throw a decided bnt soft shade on to the face

to form the merest point of hiph light, and employing a plate possessed

of tlie finest gradations of half tones, exposed for the shadows. I only

nse a reflector in case I am compelled to place the corpse very near the

window; but as time of exposure is no criterion, it is always best to

use the middle of the room to obtain the softest picture. With regard to

position, I take the greatest care not to show the nostrils. I have in this

way always managed to produce jjictures which were more sleep than
deathlike. Here are some of the results. It adds another to tlie chapter

of lies ; but who can blame the perpetrator ? ought he not rather to

be blamed if he revealed the horrible truth, which with every fond look

would tear open the wound of despair, whicli by the other means has
passed into the healing slate of resignaton ?

I arrive home just in time to save my assistant from being torn to pieces

by a dog sitter, who?e animosity he has roused by injudiciously repre-

senting himself to be a cat, which contingency the owner had evidently

not foreseen when he left operator and sitter alone in the studio. Master
Felix being secured by the camera and by the owner, my services are

called into requisition bj- the present guardian of a little lunatic, whose
growing tendencies to that state of existence had made it appear desirable

to remove liim to more appropriate lodgings.

To photograph snch an oliject was rather novel to me, though the
guardian was sure that I could represent the poor thing as a perfectly

rational being. Xow I was just becoming conscious that pliotographcrs
did occasionally resort to a lie, but here it was forcibly brought home to me
that they have a reputation for that malpractice. How dreadful ! The
lunatic, who probably taking a fancy to me, had embraced one of my legs

80 tightly that I was divided in my perplexity whether to photograph or
to get rid of him. I was, however, not to be in doubt long, for releasing
my pci/fs, lie seemed to think it fine tun to mount my camera stand and
look into the box, as he was pleased to call it.

To describe his antics would be impossible; they were many and varied.

Suffice it to say that he nearly drove me to the same fate which so
unfortunately had overtaken him before I had succeeded to mal;e an
impression upon him and the plate. This state into whicli I bad thus
worked myself could not have been more unfortunate, for I had to photo-
graph a lady next who was subject to fits, the uncertain recurrence of which
at any moment might be looked for with tolerable certainty, especially
under such an ordeal as photograph taking. Wy unfitting state at such
a moment did not seem a fitting occasion to fit the camera into position
without causing the fit to be communicated to the subject of fits, but I
managed it. You may ask, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, what this
sitter can possibly have to do with my subject. Well, I should certainly
not have thought it fitting to mention the matter here had she not been
subject to St. Vitus dance as well, and as undoubtedly you will agree
with me that photography as yet is not capable to reproduce this amuse-
ment truthfully, it must be a lie. If you should, however, think this
statement far-fetched, and some of you gentlemen are burning to open a
discussion thereon, I feel compelled to name this part as not for dis-
cussion, and proceed with lying matters more truthfully narrated. This yon
may think an easy matter, but it is not such for me, so, as you will probably
be getting tired of my paper, I will try to get out of the difficulty by
drawing the matter to a conclusion, before my whole day's work has
been accomplished. This will be a pity, I assure'you, because you lose the
best part of it

; but there being no rose without thorns, and' in England
not many days without rain, we must try to make the best of matters.
At any rate I was obliged to do so, for a group of forty bicyclists had just
ariived, while the heavens began pouring forth their resources of con-
densed moisture in such liberal quantities that tlie spirits of my intended
Bitters were so dihited as to be quite unfit for immediate consumption
under the coming ordeal. I received, however, material help in keeping
them up from a member of the company, whose exclusive riglit to jolce
at the expense of all, myself included, seemed unquestioned, nor would
it have been at all within the reach of probabilities tliat if requested
to give some one else an opportunity to speak he would have accorded
that facility. His flow of language came to an end, but the rain would
not follow suit, and as by this time the next important member—whose
cardinal virtues did not include patience—had affected several of his
comrades, some of which had already expressed a desire to ride off an
altercation ensued, which ended in the departure of their master of cere-
monies. He being out of sight it became evident that that man had
been the obstacle, for Master Sol burst out from among the clouds,
gi-eetmg us with one of his most sarcastic smiles, and withdrew again

•'

but whatever other tricks he might have served us Mr. Wind prevented
them, and bracmg himself up majestically blew away the clouds that had
been despatched by the deceitful luminary. I took the opportunity, and
prepared for action. Some little time was occupied in persuading the
company to sacrifice the master of ceremonies, but eventually the matter
was compromised by my conditional promise to introduce him into the
picture afterwards. As this was only promise I hoped to evade the
perpetration of this lie, but being fully prepared to do it if necessary I
left room for the picture in the middle, wliich place I chose in preference
to make the difference not too striking, as the corners not being always
BO sharply in focus, would hardly agree with a well-defined studio picturelo arrange a large group quickly, and obtain at the same time good
expressions of most, is a matter of difficulty. It requires influence and

power to impart to the company the knowledge that you are fully master

of the situation. The only way to grapple with large numbers is to

place part on the ground, avoiding, of course, showing the soles of the

feet, part sitting behind on low forms, part standing behind these, the

next part standing upon forms, and the last part standing upon tables or

double row of forms. The loan of these foiins from the nearest school

has never been refused to me, and in this case I used them in the manner
indicated. I gave each man a number, which is the best way to convey

to them quickly and effectually where to look and how to hold the head.

1 finish up with a few words, telling the company how to avoid the usual

meaningless expression, entreating them to remain steady, as otherwise

my expensive plates would bo wasted, besides courting certain failure,

and losing time and temper. I had just readjusted the cap of my lens

when a peal of thunder and simultaneous shower of rain put an end to

my outdoor operations, the shock being so sudden and severe it discon-

certed me so that the very recollection of it now brings my paper

to a very desirable conclusion. Gentlemen, real thunder is a terrible

thing; it cannot be compared to the thunder of displeasure you may
shower upon me. The atmosplieric disturbance accomiianying the

phenomena has always had special influence upon tlie photographer and

his materials. Look upon the qualities of the dry )ilatp makers, thunder,

weatlier productions ; these lend themselves seliloni to the conditions

discussed in my paper, in which I have attempted to show what you all

know, that photography can lie.

l!ut I cannot agree with a membci's remail; of two weeks ago

that this paper should have been entitled, " Can I'hotography tell

the Truth?" I think it safer to leave that to the proposer to demon-
strate. I can picture to myself the indignation of the fair sex, the

horror of the swell, the revolt of old maids, and similar disasters, at the

mere hint of a doubt of photogiaphy being able to tell the truth. I

should recoil from the consequences of such an indiscretion, and it must
indeed be a bold man to venture upon the task, wliich, as it stands, is

almost too difficult to treat in a serious manner. I trust indeed, gentlemen,

that you will therefore excuse my fiivolit.y. I will finish in a more
dignified way. As you are all aware, photography can be used at will for

any purpose. li.v dilTerent treatment in the process, by the use of

lenses of different construction, by including different angles, by nega-

tive and positive retouching, by each and all these means we can, in a

more or less degree, describe an object truthfully or inaccurately. It

Mr. .lack, the plaintiff, exhorts yon to represent the house he built

by dimensions especially suited for the purposes of making out his

particular case before the Lord Cliief .lustice, you can satisfv the

demand, and you can have it equally in your power to be as obliging

if Adam, the defendant, has recourse to your services. How to wield

the power you possess is the point. 11 you are not careful the judge
may call you a humbug, if he is so disposed, and if you are over careful

you may lose your clients. But take what course you will, let me entreat

you not to follow the abominable practice of retouching away all likeness

of a person you may wish to beautify. Strive to represent everything

and everybody to the very best advantage. It you go as far as making a

mule out of a donkey, do not conjure up a horse from the original

carcass of the intelligent ass. The great majority of your sitters will be

satisfied if you soften the wrinkles of old age, take away freckles, conceal

the loss of an eye or a leg, and prevent solarisation of a hairless crown.
Those that are not you may safely disregard, and count amongst the

number of enemies which you are sure to create if you succeed in this life
;

and that this may be the lot of all that are assembled here is the earnest

and sincere wish of yonr humble servant, J. Hudkbt.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

The following circular has been issued :—" The success attending the

Inaugural Meeting of the First British Photographic Convention, held

at Derby in August last, has been duly recognised, and fully com-
mented upon by all the leading English and American photographic
and scientific journals. It has been decided by the Executive Com-
mittee that the Convention next year sliall take place at Glasgow on
Monday, July t, and extend over one work. The hearty co-operation of

the Glasgow Photographic Societies has been assured. Of the ad-
vantages of an annual meeting of this kind it is unnecessary here to

speak, aft'ording, as it does, the opportunity of an agreeable and profitable

interchange of experiences, and a pleasant reunion of all ranks of pro-
fessional and amateur photographers.

" The arrangements will take the following form :—Excursions with the
camera daily, to places of interest in tlie neighbourhood, either by coach,
rail, or other conveyance, under the direction of specially appointed
leaders. The evenings will be principally set apart for the reading of

papers, demonstrations, exhibition of apparatus and mounted prints, in

addition to selections of transparencies, wh'cli will be shown with the
oxyhydrogen optical lantern. A detailed programme of time of meeting
and all other particulars will be forwarded to each member as soon as
final arrangements are complete.
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" The anbscription will remain at 5s., it having been fonnd snfticient to

cover all general expenses incmrcd at the liist nieetinfc.

" Members who wish to contribute papers, or to become exhibitors,

should forward their names at once, with the space they wish reserved,

in order to facilitate arrangements and prevent disapixiintment : a form
on the tly-leaf hereof will be found for that purpose.

" I shall bo i^Iad to add your name to the list of members, and to secure

your support for a movement that must commend itself to every one
interested in the art-science of Photography.

".J. J. BnioiNsu.\w, Hon. Sec.
" 21, .ilbeit-roail, Jf'tiltluimslow, December, 1880.

" Communications may be addressed to the Local Secretary, James
Davie, 36, Darnley-street, PoUokshields, Glasgow."

We append the list of the Members of Council, which was inadvertently

omitted to be Riven among the announcements of Socic-tics in our
Alma>!ac :—E. Bolden, Derby ; F. A. Bridge, London ; W. K. Burton,
London; W.Cobb, Woohrieh ; A. Cowan, l.nmlon; .T. C. Cox, Lacliie :

J. Crosby, lintheram ; W. England, London ; W. Torgan, Kdinbnnih ;

A. Haddon, (Ireenirirli : W. .lerome Ilai vison, Itirminfihum ; A. Ij.

Henderson, London : .T. Henderson, I'erHi : 1\. Kcene, Derb;/ ; W. Lang,
jnn., (Ihngoir : Bev. Victor Macdona, Chi-ndlc ; A. Sfackio, London:
O. Mason, lilagdow : S. D. JfeKellen, Mnnchester : W. H. Prestwicli,

London : A. Pringle, Lrinpliolm ; H. P. llobinson, 'I'nnbridgc ll'i'lls :

.T. Stnart, nia-iflow , J. Traill Taylor, London ; C. H. Trinks,' London

;

.T. Tunny, Kdinhnnih; R. Turnbull, Ohispow ; J. 'M. Turnbull, Kdin-
biirflh .' W. D. Valentine, Dundee ; .T. B. B. Wellington, L.ondon ; (1. W.
Wilson, Aberdeen, There is, in addition, a large local committee.

Thk local Committee held their first meeting at the Religions Institution

Rooms, Glasgow, on Thursday night, the l.-ith instant.

On tlie proposal of Mr. Mason, seconded bv Xfr. William Lang, jun., Mr.
John Stuart was unanimously elected Chairman of the local Conniiittee.

The local Seci'etary reported that ninety-eight gentlemen had been
nominated as members of the local Committee by the Gbisgow members
of the Executive, in pursuance of the power accorded to them by the
meeting of Council held in London on October 1-1 last, and that, by tlie

number who had intimated acceptance ot the appointment, tlie local

Committee consisted of seventy members, forty-two professional and
twenty-eiglit amateur.
The Cliairman explained fully the purpose of the Convention, and

pledged himself to do all that lay in his power to make the Convention ot

18.S7 a notable success. He called upon the members ot Committee to

make such preparations and arrangements as would insure the comfort
of, and give pleasure to, the visitors and friends who would come from all

parts of the United Kingdom to the Convention meeting at Glasgow
in July.

The heartiness with which the Chairman's remarks were received
showed that the members of Committee were quite prep.wed to give a
cordial welcome to all the friends who might come.
The Chairman proposed the names of members to form tour sub-

committees to undertake the necessary labours. These sub-committees
to be called, licception Committee, K.t/iibilion Committee, Lxcnrtion
Committee, and Entertainment Committee.
The Chairman's proposals were adopted by the meeting.
The local Secretary was directed to correspond with the Sco'ch

Societies, and invite their co-operation and assistance.

REORGANIZATION" OF THE NORTH LONDON AMATEUR
IHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

A NnMEnorsLY attended meeting was held on Tuesday, the 18th instant, at

Myddelton Hall, Islington, for the purpose ot taking into ccnsideration
the advisability ot reorganizing the above Society and establishing it on a
broader basis.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor, having been unanimously voted to the chair, called

upon Mr. H. M. Smith, the Hon. Secretary of the Association, to read the
letter convening the meeting.
On the motion of Mr. J. Humphries, seconded by Mr. F. W. Cox, it

was resolved to reorganize the Association under the title of the North
London Photographic Society.

The proposed rules of the new Society were then read, and after an
animated discussion, in which a considerable number of gentlemen, in-

cluding Messrs. Clifton, Cox, Coventon, Few, Hiscock, Mackie, Medland,
Odkley, Spencer, G. Smith, H. M. Smith, and the Chairman took part,

were, after sundry modifications, agreed to.

The principle features in the reorganized Society are briefly as
follows :^
An annual subscription of lOs. Bi-monthly meetings on the first and

third Tuesday in each month. Tlie Society to be open to both profes-

sional and amateur photogi-aphers. The points arising in the everyday
practice of photography to be discus»ed in preference to the more abstruse
(inestions which are so fully dealt with by the older Societies, with a view-

to making this Society, as far as possible, a practical school of photo-
gra|)liy.

The following gentlemen were elected as od'iccta .—Pretident : 3. Traill
Taylor. Vke-Praidcntu : Alexander Mackie, J. Hunipbries. Curatur

:

E. T. Hiscock. Council: Edgar Clifton, F. W. Cox, W. T. Coventon,
W. Few, L. Medland, J. Oakley, F. O. Reader, Geo. Smith. Uon.
Secretari/ and Trcannrer : Hedley M. Smith, ."), Iteatrice-road, Stroud
Green, N.
The Hon. Secretary will be glad to receive the names of gentlemen wish-

ing to join the Society. Demonstrations and papers for several meetings
have already been promised. The next meeting will take [dace at
Myddelton Hall, Upper-street, Islington, at eight o'clock on Tuesday,
February 1. Visitors are invited.

3I3rpartmrut for lPnf.vpcrifnreti l!JI)otoQvapl)fv?3.

DEVELOPMENT BY PYROOALLIC ACID.

L\KTweek we described the method ot development by means of ferrous

oxalate.

Previous to speaking ot the effects ot under or over exposure, and the

means by which such ean be discovered, and in some mf-asnre rectified,

we shall give an account ot development by the agency ot pyrogallic acid.

The method now to be described is one ot several hundred different

systems ot development emploved, for ne.irly every worker, while giving

general adherence to a tonnuUi, appears to nwke some slight departure

from it^ strict letter in order to suit his own special requirement. But
pyrogallic dcvelo|)ment is all base<l upon ouetoundation, namely, pyrogallic

acid di^solved in water together with an alkali. As regards the latter

some prefer ammonia, others one or other ot the fixed alkalies, carbonate

of potash, carbonate of soda, or carbonate of ammonia, or sometimes a

mixture of two or more of these.

At this stage we do not wish to hamper the mind of the beginner by

presenting to him a number of fornmln>, but shall content ourselves by

giving him such simple directions by which to develope a negative as will

render it well-nigh impossible tor him to fail.

In a bottle or vessel ot any kind—a glass tumbler, tor example—place

a dessertspoonful of common washing .soila, previously crushed, and to

this add a (piantity ot water not quite sufficient to dissolve it all. If it

does, add more soda till the water will dissolve no more. In another
vessel do precisely the same, but substituting carbonate of jiotash for the

soda salt. Now take a bottle having turnover lip and a nicely fitting

cork, and pour into it equal quantities of the two saturated solutions

described, and for each ounce of this mixture, whatever the quantity may
be, add about four drojis of strong liquid ammonia. You have now a

stock alkaline solution which is always ready for use, and will last a long

time, as it has to be used very sparingly. The vessels in which tie

solutions were prepared maj' now be washed out.

Just before developing, and having guessed the quantity of water

necessary to cover a plate when lying in the developing dish, and which

may be one, two, or three ounces according to the size ot the plate, dis-

solve in this quantity ot water pyrogallic acid in the proporiion of two

grains to each ounce. Having placed the plate in the dish, face up, pour

over it the pyrogallic solution, taking care that it is made to flow over

and wet the surface thoroughly, thereby avoiding air bubbles, which

would show eventually as white spots on the negative.

Having allowed the pyrogallic solution to act on the plate for about

half a minute or more, it is then poured off into a graduate or other

.suitable vessel, such as a porcelain egg-cup, into which two drops of the

alkaline solution have been previously dropped from the stock bottle.

This alkaline pyro solution is again poured over the surface of the

plate, and a sharp lookout kept for the appearing of the image.

Do not get (lurried or impatient should the image be slow in

appearing: it is bound to come. Still, shonld an unusually long

time, say two minutes, elapse without the image coming, it may
be necessary to add one or two drops more of the alkaline solution

;

but it is wise lo d.) this with care, for if too much were added, the

negative might develope with an unmanagable degree of rapidity.

After the details are all well out, let the development he continued

until they seem to disappear, leaving nothing but the very deepest

shadows white. After this remove the negative, wash it slightly nnder

a tap, and transfer to the hyposulphite of soda fixing bath made in

accordance with previous directions.

We shall next week speak of over and nnder exposure, and how to

discover and ameliorate these.
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RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 725.—"An Ainiliauee for U.se when Clianging or Transferring Photo-
graphic Dry Plates into Darl< Sliile.s." L. T. ilKmn:—I)a/ed Junuanj 17,
188/.

No. 7-12.— "Improvements in the Production of f'olonrcd Pliotographs
"

li. J. H. Ckli.ekieb.—Z)«/frf Januanj 17, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
IMPROYKMENT.S IX PhOTOGH.U'HIC SdI'TTEH.S.

No. 2-384. CHAnLiuS Day Dukxkoud, Ordnance Store Department,
Edinlmrgli.— /'e4/-((«/-i/ 18, 1886.

The object of my invention is to proilnce a sliutter for n.se witli photographic
cameras, wliicli can be used eitlier as an in.stantaneons .sliutter or for longer
exposures, as maybe desired, or for the pro<luction of doulile exposures, that is
to say, exposures producing tlie effect of the use of stops or diaphragms of
different sizes during practically the same exiiosures, 'by the which may
be obtained the minute definition of the small .stop with 'tlie brilliancy and
softness of the large stoji.

This shutter is preferably used between the lenses when a double combina-
tion lens is used, but several of its comjionent parts are adajited for use when
the_ shutter is fitted in front of, or behind, the lenses. With this shutter the
ordinary stojis or diaphragms may be used ; these stops and the slide, or drop,
of the shutter Iteing preferably placed in as close a juxtajiosition as is possible.
This shutter is similar in its action, and .somewhat similar in its construction,

to an ordinary drop shutter, but the rapidity of the drop is preferably increased
as may be desired by the action of a wire or other suitable spring, one end of
which is secured to a jiivot jilaced in a light-tight casing at, or near, tlie side
of the lens tube, while the other end passes through a slot in the lens tulie to a
staj.le or other appliance in the droji or slide, and through the same, so that
when this spring is iu tension, the drop or slide is forced downwards at
a quicker speed. This arrangement is similar to that described more fully in
the specification fileil in pursuauce of my application for a Patent, dated the
1.1th of September, 1885, and numbered 10,896. Another method of Httiii<'
this spring consists in monntiug the pivot thereof on an arm or otlicr jprojection
fitted on the frame of the .shutter or on the lens tube, or elsewliere, while tlie
other end of tlie spring is connected to, or held bv, or on tlie toji edge of, the
slnle or drop, which is always outside the lens tube, prefer.ably in such a
manner that this end of the spring can be disconnected therefrom wlien not
reepiirecl. When the .spring is connected or attached to drop or slide, the
tension thereof, and the cousetpieiit rapidity of motion, can be regulated by a
lever attaidied to the iiivot of the .sjiring, by which the same can be turned and
when required, held iu position by a ratchet rack, as is more fully described inmy said specification, No. 10,896 of 1885, or the tension thereof may be
regnlateil by attaclimg a cliaiii to the end of the lever, and hooking tlie desired
link ot this chain on a [lin, or jamming the chain between two'^pins on the
Iranie of the shutter, or elsewhere, or the tension may be regulated bv aiiv
other usual devices.

J J

The slide or drop, and the aiierture or apertures therein, may be of any
desired shapes and sizes. When a doulde exposure is desired, a iian-ow vertical
slot m.-iy be iiiiide towards the lower part of the slide, which .slot at its upper
end opens mto an n].per and larger aperture, iireferably of the .same .size .ts, or
a iittJe larger tliau, the largest stop or diaiihragm that is to be used or two
separate apertures m.ay be made, of which the smaller is the lower one
Suitable recesses or notches are made in the sides of the sliile or drop in the
jiroper positions to receive one of the two catches that are connected together or
tornied in one piece so as to create a double catch, which is actuated in any
convenient manner, jireferably by the usual tube and collapsible ball acting on
a imeumjtic jiistoii in a tube. This double catch preferably consists of a wire
or rod, which moves freely across the front or back of the drop or slide prefer-
al.ly Hist a),ove the lens tube, on which are formed, or to which are attached
the two catches, so situated that they cannot be both engageil in the notches or
recesses in the drop or slide at one and the same time. When one catch is
engaged in the lower notch or recess, the slide closes the .aperture in the position
required Ix-fore exiiosure, and when this catch is retired, the slide or drop falls
until the other catch engages in the .second notch, preferably on the other side
of the slide or droi, In tins position the light is admitteil through the narrow
slot or smaller aperture, and when this exi.osure is finished, the second catch

ght throngh the ni,per or larger opening, and again closing the aperture, orthe notches may be so placed that the first catch holds the dro , or side
111 liositioii to admit ight tlirough the narrow slot or lower aperture, and thesecond catch holds the .s.ame to admit light throngh the 'upper 'or large?opemng, or a third notch may be added to combine both these arrangementsor otherwise. •"iaMt,oim,iiis,

When only an instantaneous exposure is required, a .stop can be applied tothe double catch, so as to pennit the release of the first catch, but prevent theadvance of the second catcli sufficieutly far to engage the other notch

I.MfnOVE.MENTS IN HOLDERS OR CAimiEllS KOR FLEXIBLE MATERIAL SlNSlTIVETO Light, for the Pl:ri.ose ok Takixii PHOTOcmAPHic PicruREr
No. 2390. Feux Jo.sei'H Veroaua, Lordship-lane, Dulwich, Surre'v

This invention relates to dark slides, or apparatus for holding and carryingsurfaces sensitive to light, which are exposed in an ordinary camera for t?
l.uri«>se of obtaining photographic pictures in the nsii.al well-kiiowii way

t has for Its object a no^•el method of constructing and arranging suchhohers or carriers so hat they can be conveniently applie.l to the m "pose ofholding sensitive sheets, or films of flexible material such as papir suitablvprepared and ma,le sensitive, instead of sensitised glass plates al or Inar Iv

My improved film holder consists of a frame or slide of canlboard, ebonite,
wood, or other sufficiently light and strong material, two ojiposite edges of
which are ]irovided with grooves or guides fitting upon corresponding guides
upon the back of the camera with which it is to be used, and the guides are so
aiTangeil that the slide can be inverted when desired, so that either side can be
adjusted next to the camer.a.

At tlic outer end of the .slide is a central vertical gi-oove, into which slides a
central ]datc of cardboard, wood, or other suitable material ; and the groove is

sufficiently wide to allow two thicknesses of the flexible sensitive film which is

to be used to pass freely through it as well as the central plate.
Ujion each side of the central groove is made another naiTOW parallel vertical

groove, into which are fitted two ojiacpie sliding .shutters, which may also be
made of cardboard or other materials, as already described.

These side grooves, and the shutters which slide in them, are separated from
the central groove by thin sheets or Hanges of similar material, having openings
through them corresponding with the openings in the slide, which detennine
the size of the picture upon the sensitive film.

In oriler to jirepare the holder or can'ier for use, I withdraw the centr.al slide,

and I take a sheet of the sensitive film of such length as to somewhat more
than cover both sides of the slide, and I fit it upon the latter by folding it

transversely at the centre of its length over the end of the sliile, and I then
introduce tlie latter, together with the fold of the film, into the central groove,
and I push the slide into its place, the film lieing stretched and held steadily
upon each side of it.

The two shutters being also pushed forward in their grooves upon each side
of the central slide until closed, the entire holder can be fitted iu its place at
the back of the camera, and the part of the film u])oii one side of the central
slide exposed, the coiTesponding shutter having been first oiiened.
When the picture has been taken and the shutter closed, the holder can then

be inverted so that a second jiicture can be taken upon the other part of the
film upon the opposite side of the central slide.

The slide or holder made and u.sed in the way described is very simply and
cheaply made, light, .and easily used ; and as each holder contains suilicicnt
sensitive film to take two pictures, a considerable number of ]iictures may bo
obtained with a moderate number of holders of comparative little weight, "and
this method of using flexible sensitive film is more convenient, .and requires far
less trouble and care of adjustment, whilst it gives greater certainty of result
than in forms of arrangement in which a large number of ]iictiires arc taken
upon a single film of great length which has to be adjuKted and rearranged
after each picture h.as been obtained.
The improveil holder may be made of cardboaid, cementeil together in sheets

of the required thickness to form the several grooves and flanges, jiroper
openings being made through them where necessary, and in this form it is

very light .and cheap ; or it may be made of ebonite or of wood, especially where
large-sized pictures are to be taken.

Suitable stops may be arranged upon the .shutters to limit their movement,
and the openings through which they pass may be made suHiciently impervious
to light in the usual understood way ; and tongues or handles are jirovided
upon the shutter and slides for their manipulation.

I make the central .slide preferable slightly ta]ier in width, so that it may
more readily be iutroduccHl, together witli tli'c I'oldcd tiliii, into its groove, anil
the ends of the latter may be left slightly protriuliiig when the slide is its place,
so tliat tliey may lie easily withdrawn with the latter.

iHeettngsJ of Soctette;S.
•

—

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOK NEXT WEEK.

Date of Ueetbig.

Janiuirv 25

,. ' 25
2(j

Nftlne of Society.

Great Britain (Technical).,
Bolton Club

- Burnley and District
26 1 Photoirrnpbic Club
27 ! Burtou-ou.Tieiit
27 Liverpool Amateur
27

1
Oldham

27 Hull
27 London and Proviucial

Place of Meetiug.

5*, Pall Mall East.
The Studio, Ch,aiicery-lane, Bolton.

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.O.

Royal Institution, Colquilt-strcet.
The Lvceuni, Oldham.

Mason's Hall, Basinghall-stroet.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thursday night, .January 13, at the ordinary weeklv meeting of the above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, (!ity, "Loudon, Mr. Alfred H.
Hannan presided.

Mr. A. Cowan asked if Mr. Wellington's orthochromatic emulsion would not
have worked even better had he left out the iodide.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington had not tried the experiment.
Mr. A. L. Henderson said that Mr. Hyslop had told him that in making

plates orthochromatic he could use ammouia with colouring matters yet
develope without any fog at all, and omitting the intermediate use of a bromide
of ]iotassium bath.
The Chaiuman thought that unless orthochromatic phates would keep well

they were not of great commercial value.
Mr. Wellington said that recently he had made some jilates with erythro-

sine and silver, which would keep ; the emulsion had been in a wet state for
ten days, .and was still all right.
The Chairman remarked that Mr. Edwards had stated that it was not

nece.s.sary to dye the plates at all. Tuilfer's commercial plates were not dyed,
and 111 apjiearauce re.sembleil ordinary gelatiuo-bromide plates.

Mr. Wellington stated that fluorcsciue gave no visible stain.
The CHAIR.MAN thought that of the two comjiarative plates exhibited at the

previous meeting the Monckhovcn ordinarv idatc had not been u^cd fo tin'
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prcntest advantage ; he should like to expose one on the same coloureJ

(liagnun.

Mr. \S'Ki.i,lN(iTox had tried the iliafifram witli nnlinary ]dates, and the results

were ]mictifiilly the same as tlioso exhibited liy Mr. I'Mwanls ; when lie ne.vt

tried orlhoclironiatio plates they also aRreed witli .Mr. I'Mwarils's results.

The ipie-stion wa.s asked, " What is the best luntorial for lining hlack twill

envelopis to Iw used in phue of dark slides ?"

Mr. llicNDKBsos replied tliut an An\eriean cloth, Idack on one side ami green

on tlie other, as ohtaihahle ofininicrcially in the niiirket and used hy ladies for

needk'wnrk, was tlie liest thiiiK ; he then sliowed how tlie Auieriean p.i])er

slides were folded ; in reality, he said, they weie uuide of tliiu cardboard.

The C'HAiini.vN saiil that liitherto sncli slides had failed because sometimes,

in pulling nut the shutter, light was admitted.

Mr. Hkxhkuson' res|u>iideil that with due care such need not be the ca.se.

Plates woidtl fog sometimes tiirough certain kinds of wootl.

Mr. V. M. Kuw.vRDS said that he Iiad called to see the platinotype ))rints

yellowed under chemical tests by Mr. I'ringlo ; lie thought that it was merely
a surface stain, and tliat any yellowness iiroduced liy chemical action upon a

idatinuiii print he conld remove ; at all events, if they would yellow the

speciiiuus of platinotype printing, which lie tluii ilistributed, he wouM make
the ntteiiiiit and bring up the results ,at a siili.veijucut meeting. Platinotype

)>rintiiig requiied good negatives ; tlio.se by tile wet collo<!iou process were tlie

best ; the negatives turned out nowadays were not worth calling negatives at

all. He then e.\liiliited some beaulifnl specimens of platinotype printing,

among wliich were some intentionally chemically coloured to give them the

appeanmce of extreme old age.

Mr. IlEsnEitsoN .said that Mr. Tunny, of F^ilinburgh, had years ago
liottled up .some idatinotype jirints in a strong solution of cyanide of

)iota.s.siiim, and he (Mr. Henderson) believed that they were still as good as ever.

The Chaihm.vn did not think that the yellowing of the whites proved
that prints were not iierniaueut.

Mr. .1. Tbaili. Tayi.ou remarketl that he had some of the first— if they
were not the very (irst—platinum prints ever made, and they were now as

good as ever : they liad experienced climatic vicissitudes iu America and
elsewhere, and had bien under the inflnence of the air of London, which in

it.self w.as a great test.

Mr. \V. CdBii jiosscssed the first platinum jprints which took prizes, and
tliey Were still as good as ever.

Mr. Tavlou hail dain)icd some of the fir.-.t jilatinotypes, and suspendcil

Ihein over the ga.'-liglits in liis former inner oliicc, wjiere thegas was nearly always
linrning, yet the prints diil not suffer ; some silver prints suspended umler
the same conditions suffered seriously.

Mr. Kdwauds h.ad once put some over-printed platinum proofs in a sink,

|>oiireil nitric acid over them, and put a luniji of solid cyanide of pota.ssiuni on
the to]) of tlie wliole ; the paper was not benefited by the acid, but the unages
were uninjured.

Mr. W. H. HAiinisoN- said tliat according to Willis's two earliest patents,
.salts of lead or silver were also n.sed in sensitising jilatiiiotype papers; such
.salts would yellow or darken under the influence of sulpliides. It had l)een

annonnced, after Mr. Spillcr obtaineil the yellowing results with platinotype

l)aper, that the use of leail or silver in sensitising the paper would lie

abamloued.
Mr. Edwauds thouglit that tlie jirints tested by Mr. Pringle had not been

properly fixed. When the baths of hydrochloric acid had fairly done their

work it was imposstlde for tlie jirints to yellow under tests.

Mr. ('hub said tliat in the early days of platinotyjiy he received samples of
sensitiseil pa]ier on which it was impossililc to obtain pure whites. When
once the paper had Ijeen snlijected to a damp atmosphere, was it possible by
any means to olitain good prints upon it ?

Mr. Edwauds reidied that so far as his ex]»eiiencc went it was impossii)le.

Mr. H. M. Hastin"i;s, when drying idatinum jmnts between sheets of
blottiiig-i>ai)er by the application of a hot iron, liad found that they yelloweil.

Mr. Edwaku.s would develope some platinum prints at a foithcoming
meeting of the Association. If such prints were not permanent it ought to be
known, and the question .settled one way or tlie other. None but iron and
jilatinum salts were nsed in the manufacture of the imjier.

Mr. Hkxdek.son asked how Mr. Edwards knew that, if he bought the paper
ready .sensitised ?

Mr. Edwakds replied that sometimes he sensitised it himselt
Mr. A. Haddon asked whetlier on such occasions he first l)ought his sensi-

tising .solutions of the Platinotype t'onipany '!

Mr. Edwauds replied that he iiurclia.sed them as stated.

Mr. Hendeb.son did not see, under the conditions, how Mr. Eilwards could
know the constituents of the solutions.

Mr. C( inn believed Mr. Edwards to bo the highest authority living on com-
mensal I'latinotype printing.

Mr. Tavi.or reminded them that Mr. Edwards had recently received a medal
for some of his results.

Mr. J. Hibbut statcti that he had received from Dr. Liesegang some of his
transfer paper, by means of which the collodio-cliloride print coulil be freed
from its supimrt, and used for l.anteni or other purjioses. Tlie film is primarily
upon gummed pa])er commercially obtainalile. The gummed surface is coated
slowly with the collodion emulsion to get a thick film. Hie jiicture is jirinted

nntil the shadows are dark black, and the liglits blue. For lantern jiictures

the gla.ss is coated with a ten per cent, solution of gelatine. The picture is

si|ueegced down upon it uniler water, and after a time the imper liacking comes
oil, alter which the print is fixed witli thiosulphate of soila, washed, and dried.
The image can also be transferred to gelatine-coateil paper if desired. Mr.
Huljcrt then, by request, read in English an article by Or. Liesegang from a
German publication. This will he found on jiage .39.

Mr. Hi;ndehson saiil tliat twenty-five years ago there was a very tiseful

albumenised transfer paper iu the market, made by OrdLsh, of Pateniosterrow.
Mr. Cobb remarked that it bore the name of " diaidianous paper."
The I'HAiiiMAM stateil that it was admitted on all sides tliat coUodio-cbloride

I'riiits were more iiermanent than ordinary prints u|ion albumenised paper.
.Mr. Hexdeuson added that in time the lieantiful purple tone would go from

lioth classes of print* ; lie had fonnd thin even in the cue of gome which he hiul

fixed down to glass with ('anada l>al.sain to protoct them from the action
of the air.

Mr. HaIidom said that sometimes Canada halsam exercised a cliewical action
njJon suiistances witli which it was in contact.

Mr. Tavlob stated that Canada balsam would act energetically upon certain
salts.

The Chairman remarked that Mr. Bnice, of Dnnse, Scotland, had lieen

turning out collodio-cliloride prints commercially for a long series of years, and
they were far finer than alliumeu ])rints; his great diHIcnIty was that the pajier

had such a strong tendency to curl in the solutions.

Mr. Hubert liad not found Liesegang's pajwr to curl. It was not col-

lodionised on both sides.

Mr. Habhison had recently re^d in /.« Afoiiileur tie la Phutuffriiphir. of Paris,

tlial the curling difficulty was ameliorated in such processes by using a
collodion containing a ininimum of pyroxyline and a maximum of sensitiyjng

salt.

Mr. HENDKn.50N said that something was nibbed into the Wolhlytypa |>a|ier

which made it nearly alcohol-iiroof and waterjiroof.

Mr. Tavi.ob stated that this was done with anowroot, to prevent the col-

loilion from sinking into the paper.

Mr. Z. H. KiNdUON had found bl.ick spots to come upon re,ady-.senKltis«l

paper when kejit between sheets of lilottiiig-paper charged with earlmnate
of soda.

Mr. Henderson' said tliat that iJon of keeping was good for ordinary paper
and bad for ready-sensitised paper.

Tlie t'HAiBMAN remarked that Mr. Klngdon had Ijctter cut his reaily-

seiisitised paper' down to tlie sizes required for use, then keep it in a wide-

mouthed liottle.

Messrs. W. 3. Wilson and L. Medlaud were eleote<l menibew of the Ajwocia-

tioii, after wliicii the meeting broke u]i.

CAMERA CLUB.

On Thursday, the l-jth instant, discu.ssion at this Club on the subject of

Xeyativc I'i'lins was reo)icned l)y an aiMress from Surgeon-General J. L.

Ranking. Previous to tlie reading of the paper [this will appear in a fnture

nunibei-] the Cliairman for the evening, Mr. W. H. Hy.slo]), called for the

exiiibition of any objects of interest brought by memliers, and Mr. W. H.

Crawford showed a compact actinometer, consisting of several negatives of

varying densities, useful in cvrlion and other printing.

Mr. A. R. Dresser handed round some specimens of negatives on plates

having the back surface of the gl.ass finely ground, which added very little to

the cost of the plate, softened the print, somewlnat mitigated the evils of hala-

tion, and affortied easy means of retouching.

After the lecture Mr. W. Tomlinson exhibiteil an interesting series of laper
negatives t.aken by himself in America iu 1886, also bromide paper prints from

the negatives.

Mr. W. A. Greene referred to grain in paper negatives and lantern slides

from them, as proving much more troublesome in most cases than Surgeon-

General Ranking had found it. It was understood that gi'ain anpeared unless

the film was just correctly expostil. In regard to the Woodbury ti.ssue, it

seemed that the new .and improved make would not give the defects referreil to

by the lecturer.

After some remarks from Mr. Dres.skr, Mr. H. H. O'Farkkli, a.sked whether

any one could say what the eft'ect of the gums in the Woodbury ti.ssue upon

the film would Ije. Would the oxidation of the gums canse the breaking out

of red or op.aque spots ?

Mr. Spiers showed a convenient book of oiled .sheets arranged alphabetically

for storing pajier negatives. He had found red stains come upon oile<l pajier

negatives after ironing.

Mr. Harbis said tliat the red spot on certain tissues was a silver spot, and
could be disdiarged liy cyanide ; it was not oxidation, or ammonia wonid dis-

charge it.

Mr. H. J. GiFKOHD referred to the older processes in paper negatives, and
gave ids experience in the use of stripping films.

Mr. Walker gave an interesting account of the preparation of )>ai)er and
stripping films, aud stated that pajier contained in itself the elements of failure,

as no calendering or pressure would entirely remove the marks of the matrix

made upon the substance of the pajier when it was in the pulp stage. This led

to the introduction of stripping films, and even iu these the pajier supi>ort,

which was of the juirest kind and specially made, had to be coated with a

solniilc substratum, whicli wa-s calendered down and the matrix pres-seil <lowu

before being rendered insoluble with chrome alum aud made ready for further

treatment. Witliout calendering the stripped film would Iw as grainy as the

worst paper negatives. In regard to the development of the stripping films,

there was no difficulty. Mr. Walker then gave a demonstration of the method

of treating the films, which v\ias followed with the closest attention. He
explained fully tlie newly introduced use of collodion instead of the india-

rufiijcr solution, a change which maile the proce.s.ses more expeilitious, cleanly,

and certain. The gelatine backing was made with one surface smooth and the

other of a ground cliaracter. Some perfect negatives on strippers made by Mr.

Pringle were handed round.

Alter Mr. Hysi.op had ndatcil his experiences with negative films, the

meeting was brought to a conclusion with votes of thanks to the Chairman and

to the visitors who had contributed to tlie interest of the evening.

On Thnrsday, January 27, a paper will be read by Mr. R R. Shipton on

The Wheel mid the Camera. Meeting from seven p.m., paper read at eight.

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATIOX.

The first ordinary meeting of the above was held on lliursday, January 13, at

the Free Public Lilirary,—Mr. J. Alexander Forrest (I'resideut) in the chair,

with a large attendance of members,
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Mr. Edward H. Higgiiis was elected a member of tlie Association.

Mr. FoHBlisT proposed, and Mr. B. J. Sayck seconded, an extra hearty vote

of thanks to Mr. 1'. H. Phillips for the more than ordinary amount of trouble

he had taken to pilot the Association during the past year, which was carried

by acclamation, after which the new Secretary (Mr. G. A. C'arruthers) was
formally introduced to the meeting

Mr. KOBBEST then reail the following adilress for the new year, and was

listened to with much interest :

—

In opeuiuii the business of the new year I wish to express congratulations, along

Mith Livint'stoue's motto, " Fear tiod ami work hard," with excellence as your

aim.
, .

The la.st year has been marked witli coneidei-able progrest^. Our auuual aoufc and
eshibition of pictures has proved a great success. I am bound to stjite I am pnmd of

the Association over which I have the honour to preside for its thorough practical aim,

its cordiality, and its harmony.
We have long felt that a closer afflliatiou ought to exist between the varlou.s societies

throughout the kingdom than at present exists (b^ the medium of the journals). We
have opened up a correspondence with the Edmburgh and Dundee Societies, and

nothing will be wanting on our part to make it productive of good. We also look

forward to gi-eat results ansing from the Congress that take?; place at Crlasgow in the

course of this year.

We have for a long time felt that our monthly meetings got congested with vai-iety

of bxisiness, and in the hurry tn dispose of it sufficient justice was not done to the

various interests that iJi-esenti-d theuiselves ; ns a safety valve to this stat'^ of things, a

trial has been madi- of a wi-ekly meeting in Ijiverpool. at the tirand Caft- Central, at

four o'clock each Wednesday, where a t-uj) of tea or coffee is provided, and the time

does not exceed half an horn-, so us to avoid any encroachment upon business demands,
and conducted without any formality, so that all may oqiress themselves fi-eely, give

their expeiience, and put forward ciuestions for advice. I think this will he a success.

At present the Association is not committed to this step, but it will give me much plea-

sure to bring it up at the next meeting of our t'onneil. I would like also to open up
this depaitnient and its privih'ges to kindred societies, such as the Astronomical, the

Geological, and the Microscojiical. 1 would embrace all the members outside Liverpool

of every Society under the sun that presented theii' membership cards.

Our Association has issued its complete list of awards for 1887 ; this is entirely

artistic ; but why should we not give encouragement to the other two branches of our
art-science, name'.y, chemistry and mechanical inventions ? We have members highly

(lualified, why should we not encourage them ? For six years I gave lanteni exhilii-

tions tn the working classes of Liverpool, and I was dcejdy impressed with the high

educational value of such work. This might be widely e-\tended in the dissemination

of technical knowledge as well as the boundless domain of art manufactures.

The gi-and sin of the photographic world is the sinandering of plates on subjects

pf rfestly worthless as pictures. My advice to all beginners is to reconnoitre for views,

take notes of the best subjects in an artistic point of view, and the best time of the day
when best illuminated ; i-eturn home and watch for a good and suitable day, and then,

and only then, proceed to carry out your determination. Depend upon it, hnn-y is the

bane of jihotography as well as a good many things we meet with in our life work.
The experience of last year has proved that glass sensitive plates have held their

own ill ]irodiicing works of the highest excellency. A new effort is licing made to

produce '* isochromatic plates," that render " the relative value of colours with tnie

graduation in the photograph."
The Eastman tilni has battled with criticism nobly, and the result is that the oiling

difficulty is to be replaced liy the transferrenee of the film aft*-r fixing.

Printing from the negative is also getting light thrown into it.

Aiit<itype, to my mind, stands supreme in permanence and detail. The gromng
demand for carbon enlargements will go on increasing until some easier mode appears
possessiug all its virtues, as another revolution amongst the many that have hitherto
marked the progi-ess of photography.

Mr. P. Lanck proposed, and Mr. Luiton seconded, a resolntion that in

future all jirints sent in for competition .shall become the property of the

Association, which was agreed to, as it was felt they would be a desirable

addition when decorating at future cmiversazioiies, and largely tend to mini-

mise the expense attendant consequent on having pictures .sent from a

distance.

Dr. G. A. Kenyon, Medical Officer of Health for Cliester, showed a specimen
negative taken on a stripped film and mounted on glass, which, althongh taken
under very adverse circnnistanccs, was mnch admired when shown through the

lantern.

Mr. Lange exliiliited a nunil>er of large, highly-glazed portraits coloured by
the new mechanical process about to be brought out liy Cellerier's Syndicate,

Limited, which were much admired and pronounced a great improvement on
the old hanil-colonring hiethods. It is of course impossible to paint any photo-
graph so that it will have all the delicacy of colour and chiaro-oscuro of the
image as seen on the focussing glass, the i»hotogr.aphic basis will always
remain and be visible under the colouring matter (except, of course, in the case

of liody colours), but the new process goes far to remove this deficiency,

notably in the flesh tints. One portrait, that of an officer in full w.ar jiaint,

slioweii the improvement of the new process, the vermilion of the tnnic having
all the ilepth and semi-transparency of a vegetable paint. The metal portions
of the uniform—sword, medals, &c.—were also beautifully rendered, not stuck
on like patches of gold and silver leaf, as hitherto the case, but graduated in

true high lights ami shadow as seen in nature. The operation is saiil to be
simple and the price very little in excess of the ordinary silver print.

The pifcc de rhistance of the evening was an exhibition by Mr. Frederick
Kvans with his new double oxyhydrogen lantern of nearly a hundred slides

made by him from neg.atives taken during a six months' holiday in New
Zealand, &c., last summer, and comjirising shipping, landscapes, natives,

luimals, &c. Some exipiisite views of the White and Pink Terraces were
.rreatly ailmired, as were several of the geysers and boiling mud wells, and as

.1 large tract of this part of the country has since been devastated by earth-
'juake, the views had a more than ordinary interest. Mr. Evans very wisely
clejiarted from the usual ent-and-dry guide-book form of lecture, but explained
each picture in a very terse and frequently anuising manner. Tlie room not
allowing of the usual sheet licing ]jut up, Mr. Phillips had arranged a very
excellent substitute—a piece of drawing paper about six by eight feet square,
such as is used by architects, and can be bought up to any length, he had
mounted on two light wood rollers ; this arrangement can be hung almost any-
where, and, with a small weight of any sort tied to the bottom, it hangs as flat

as can be desired, gives a splendid picture, and has the great advantage of its

portability. Verh. sap., let other lantemists take a note.
A vote of thanks by the President to Mr. Evans for the treat lie had afforded

the members lirought an agreeaiile evening to a close.

CHELTENHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Thk January meeting was held on the 13th instant. This WiUj a lantern

evening, Mr. E. Wethered, F.G.S., presiding at the lantern.

Slides were exhibited liy the following members :—General F. Dawson, on

his own bromide plates ; Mr. W. C. Beetham, ou Pumphrey's lantern plates
;

Mr. Joyuer, on Cowan's chloride plates ; Mr. J. Bull, on chloride plates
;
Mr.

B Jones, various ; Mr. Wethered, photo-micrographs, kc, on chloride plates.

There were also shown a number of sliiles sent by Mr. Pumphrey as specimeus

of his new lanteni plates.
, , . , , , , i,

The amateurs had succeeded best with the cliloride plates, luauy of their

bromide slides failing in vigour and contrast. This ditticulty had been over-

come by Mr. Pumphrey in using his own plates.

Votes of thanks to Mr. Wethered and Mr. Pumphrey terminated the meeting.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Thk first meeting of this session was held at the Technical Schools, Bridge-

street on the 13tli instant,—Mr. E. Howard Jaques in the chair.

Mr. B. Karlee.se exhibited photograiihs by Mr. G. M. Elton, of New York,

which were admired for excellence of composition and finish.

Mr. W. D. Welford jiassed round some snow scenes taken by himself during

the present month.
The recently-formeil l.anteni Section occupied the remaimler of the evening

in demonstrations of transp.arency"makiiig for the lantern.

Mr. E. C. Minni.lTdN took up the wet collodion method, with the various

operations, from cleaning the plate to the exhiliition in the lantern, sho^ying

the transparency before toning and the result afterwards. Magnesium light

was used for the exposure.

Mr. Wklkoud then followed with the production from dry plates, and,

exposing several of Pumiihrey's new plates to gaslight, showed the simplicity

of the work and the almost iinpo.ssibility of failure. During the day he had

exposed tliirtv plates, the exposure ranging, according to quality of negative,

from thirty seconds to two minutes in the camera. He prefers coi>ying in the

camera to contact copying, finds slow development best, ami uses Beacli'i

potash develoi>er, same as for negatives, gives gooil exposure, and uses a small

quantity of citric acid in the hypo fixing solution.

Mr. R. P. Taylor gave his demonstration with Cowan's chloro-liromide

]ilatcs, using tlie fcrrous-oxalate and the ferrous-citro-oxalate developers. The

coiiying was done by contact, and resulted very successfully.

Mr. A. Pi'MPHRF.Y contributed a paper on Printing Lantern Pictures hy

Artificial Liijlit /mm Various .S'fecs of Xei/atin-s. [This is expected for an

early issue.] •

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

At tlie monthly meeting of this Society, held on the lltli instant,—Mr. W. B.

Hatfield in the chair,

A discussion took place about the holding of a social evening at an early

date, which wiis cvcntu.ally determined upon.

Mr. A. S. Pi.ATTS having read a paper on the working of the new Woodbni-y

tissue, proceeded to develope a film which had been exposed at half-past three

l>.in. in November for five seconds, using J-^. The develoiier was Beach's

jiotash. An Ilford rapid plate was developed simultaneously with the tissne,

which latter was found to be at least equal in rapidity with the plate ; the

subject of each negative was the .same.

Dr. Morton, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Platts, remarked that he

believed that there was a great future in store for film jihotography, which,

however, as a modern revival, was but in its infancy.

There will be a lantern .slide competition at the February meeting ;
members

to send in six slides made from 1886-7 negatives, to be passed through the

Society's lantern with parafline lamp, and shown upon a six-foot disc
;
the

.judging to be by the members present not being competitors.

YORKSHIRE COLLEGE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
Tbe second annual exhibition of lanteni slides liy this Society was held ou

Friday, the 14th inst.ant, in the Chemical Lecture Theatre at the College.

Tliere was a very large attendance of members and their friends, and the

lantern was maniiiulateil by the Pi'esident (Mr. C. H. Bothamley) and the

Secretary (Mr. Harry B. Hall). About one hundred and forty .slides were

.shown, the contributors being Mrs. J. Knight, Miss S. Knight, Rev. R. W.
Atkinson, Dr. E. II. Jacob, Messrs. C. H. Bothamley, A. Cooper, H. B. Hall,

H. Ingle, P. Lund, A. E. Nichols, and W. Tliomas. The sulyects included

landscapes from various parts of the British Isles and Europe, together with a

number of figure and animal studies. All the .slides were prepared on gelatine

plates (chloride or bromide) from gelatine negatives. The finest exhibit was a

series of views in Norway, by the Rev. R. W. Atkinson, which had been

reduced in the camera on gelatino-chloride plates from 7i x 5 negatives.

CARDIFF AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The monthly meeting of the above Society was held on Friday, the Uth
instant,—the President, S. W. Allen, Esq., in the chair.

The following gentlemen were elected ordinary members : W. .1. Austin and

George Shepton.
The President regretted that through a pressing engagement Mr. Kellar's

lecture mu.st be deferred until ft future meeting. In connection with the

Jubilee year he had pleasure in proposing that an exhibition be held some
time in the autumn, and he trusted that the members would make a point of

securing some good )iictures, so that a perfect record of the town and neighbour-

hood at this interesting epoch might be handed down to posterity. He gladly

noticed that the public meeting called Ijy the Mayor had decided to encourage

science and art in celebrating the Jubilee locally. Art had hitherto not

received that recognition in Cardifl' tli.at it was entitled to, neither had the

amateur photographer. In his opinion the photographic art was most deserving

of enconragement, for, as a matter of fact, it was the only portion of scientific

art that faithfully recorded the manners and customs of the world.
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rilOTOliHAIMIlC SOCIKI'V OF lUKI.AND.

Thk usual lumitlily niOftiiiK ol" tlie iiliove Society wnn lielj on Friiluy ovi'uiiig,

the IJtli instant, "in the Royal CoIleRe of Science, Dublin,—Mr. Howard
Grubl), K. R.S., Vicel'resiilent, in the chair.

Mr. C. H. Mkldon e.\Iiiliiteil nn enlarginj: apparatns which consisted of n

lantern ailajitcd for iisinf,' llic limelight, and liltc.l with a [lair of eiglit-inch

condensei-s, in front of which was the carrici- for holding the negative (a half

plate). On the same Uiseboard as the lantein was a sliding jiiece with nn

upright in which the lens wa.s scrowe<l. Tlic a|i)raratU8 was so constructed

that it was capalile of reducing as well as enl:ir;,'inj,'. so that a lantern trans-

parency or an enlargmcnt could he made from (lie .same iicgati\c. Mr.

Meldon mentioned that, as a matter of practice, lie liad to keep the limelight

a.s low as jiossihle, as otherwise there w.-us great didicnlty in regulating the

e.\po.snre, as it liecamo a matter of very few sci onds. He also mentioned a

circumstance for which he sought an explanation, namely, that, in using n

stop of a smaller size than ahont /, he could not get the picture sharp hy any

focussing. Mr. Meldon's apparatus was not covered between the negiitive

ami the lens, and he said that he diil not lind it ueces.sary to do so.

Mr. .1. L. Robinson said that in his experience an oil lamp was superior

to the linudight for enlai-ging.

The t'li.KTUM.w saiil that in his opinion the difficulty of the stop was

entirely caused by the condenser.

Mr. Mcldou then handed round some eulargemeuta done with the ap-

paratus.

Mr. J. V. Robinson, on the part cf Mr. RichanI Robinson, exhibited Taylor's

patent metal d.ark slide and also a collection of line prints ou E.istnian

paper.

The mcm1>ci>i then adjourneil to another room wlicvc the Society's lantern

was lighted, and a number of transparencies sent by Mr. rnmphrey, of Bir-

nungham. lus specimens of a new gelatine plate which he has brought out,

were exhiljlted.

The following geullenun were elected members oV the Society :— Messrs.

Julian (.ieorgc JJutlcr, Louis Mchlon, Tlioiiias Mayiie, juu., and William

Laurence.

ifesT C'crri\^i"j»itt;»(s should never write on Mk sitiwj of the itaptr.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIKTY.
To the EciToiiS.

Qkntlkmhn,—The annual meeting of the Pholograpliic riociety of

Great Britain being now not far distant, it .seems to be a not inappro-

priate time for the members of the Society, and for the photographic

world in general, to devote a little thought to the working of the Society

which ought to be to some extent a guide and example to other societies,

now so numerous over the civilised world. And to a considerable extent

the Photographic Society of Great Britain /» a guide and an example to

other societies ; it teaches them all a grand lesson—which they will do
well to study—of wluit to avoid. It is a shining illustration of the

dangers of oligarchy. Not only is the blood of the Society frozen, but

grievous wounds have broken out on its every part. Though it claims

the position of being the leading Society, its meetings are stagnation

compared with those of many other societies. Much of the time is con-

sumed in enlarged editions of what maybe found inside boxes of sensitive

plates and rolls of cunningly prepared paper. With a few exceptions all

new processes and ideas of late have gravitated towards the " Parent

"

Society rather than emanated from it. Complaints, loud and well-

founded, have poiued in from authoritative sources for years, and not a

step has been taken to prevent a recurrence of the grievances. We hear
that So-and-so is "inquiring into " such and such. Chaos has reigned

in the hanging department, avalanches ha\ e swept the packing, Stygian
darkness has enveloped the juries, and these matters are to be " inquired

into," not, I hope, by the present wire-pullers, but by the Society, and
by the photographic world at large, which has a right to expect something
like rational management from the Society which claims to represent
photography in this country.

This Society, alone in the world, expects its jurors to discriminate
between the merits of portraits, landscapes, groups, "subjects," " iiistol-

graphs," dados, sea pieces, animals, and any other things in heaven or

earth that can be photographed. This Society tells off certain irre-

sponsible men to deal judgment among the pictures sent in the hope of

finding room on the walls or on a dark corner of a screen. The members
of this Society have the privilege of jiaying one guinea per annum, in

return for which tlioy get jieriodically a report which they can see equally
well in the columns of the weekly press, and in return for which they
lose rather than enhance any privilege they might be expected to have in

the hanging of their pictures. Non-niembcrs i)ay for wall space, but
members having already paid their guineas need not in any way be con-

sidered, they bring no further grist to the mill. Non-members from
foreign countries pay no fees, I understand, and a line swarm of " pistol-

graphs" we sometimes see from them, a variation in practice somewhat
hard to understand. And who can say whether our best pictures are

hung or declined '? I understand— I was plainly told—that this year the
jurors saw «?/ the rejected pictures; but where were the pictures when
the jurors saw tlicni '/ on the Hour, or in the hands of some one, or

where? And were the walls not already covered'? and would it have

been an easy or u possible lask to tako down Bonic (ranies and hang
othera when the jury saw the rejected frame*? Over twenty frames oJ
tlio Autotype Company were hung, while of four frames sent by the
Eastman Company two were rejected and two Imng. By what aamo
can we call this ? I sent three or four enlargements on bromide paper ;

the very worst was hung— it had been sent by mistake—while the others
were rejected. I can quote other cases where good pictures were rejected
and inferior ones by the same man hung. The hanging, in fact, seems to
have been a i)erfect burlesciue, and in certain cases very unfair. I say it

was unfair to hang over twenty large autotype frames while other good
work was unhung. Mr. Bankait points out tliat nine (irms had no lens

than one hundred and fourteen frames on the walls, an average of twelve
frames to each firm (nearly thirteen). .Surely this is an outrage.
As matters stand at present I do not see how members, especially

country members, can be expected to send frames for exhibition. Our
frames are at the mercy of some irresponsible trio or cjuarlette of men ;

they may be qualified for the post or they may not. And surely membent
have a right to a certain amount of space, subject of course to the
possibility of the jurors ordering the frames away in case the frames
were very bad or obnoxious in some way. Surely there ought to be a
limit to the space allotted to single individuals or firms until at least the
claims of members have been satisfied. And surely non-members' frames
should be only second to members' frames, the non-members' hung aft<-r

the members' work is all tcell placed on the walls. I am aware that the
Gallery is not lai-ge enough to hold all the works sent, and 1 would be the
last to clamour for the hanging of bad works, whetlier by members cr
not, but I have no hesitation in claiming for members the first right
to be hung in good positions. A frame hung half a foot from the floor is

a frame insulted, and a small picture ten feet high is a picture disgraced.
They would be far better in the cellar. Members' frames to a certain
limit should first be hung as well as possible. After that is done, non-
members' work, and members' work beyond the limit, may be hung as
the responsible hanger may best arrange. If members are not to luive

this advantage, who so foolish as to be a member ?

The awards are to such an extent a matter of taste and opinion that
1 do not propose to say anytliing about them. The point that has
always puzzled me is that so very large a proportion of foreign exhibits
get medals. For my own part I never can see a proportionate superiority.
It seems queer.

The maltreatment of frames in repacking has this year amounted to a
scandal, and I for one am not contented with an assurance that the
matter will be investigated, the carelessness ought to have been prevented

;

it cannot be cured by investigation. But it may be prevented for the
future by the appointment of one responsible person paid for the work
and skilled i:i the work, and until such an arrangement is made, both
for tlie hanging and the packing of frames, no justice will ever be done,
no satisfaction ever given. 'Where several people have the charge of
anything, nobody takes any charge of it. The proverb about " cooks "'

is

not of yesterday.— I am, your.s, Ac, Anwiew Pmsule.

PEEMANENCE OF PBINTS.
To the EniTons.

Gentlemen,—To a working trader like myself, anxious for the reputa-
tion of bromide and platinum ijrints alike, Mr. Pringle's account of his
experiments is of momentous interest, and no one knowing bis position
in relation to the matter as an enthusiastic and painstaking amateur will

undervalue the results he has recorded or doubt his disinierestcdness in
publishing them.

"All tlie contributors, save only he,

Did that tbey clid in cpiest of further tratle, Sir
;

He, only, in a general honest thought
Atid common good to all, made one of them.
His aim was sinqde ; and the elements
Were such stntV to liini, that Natiue nught stand up
And .say to all the worlil— ' This is my Man | '"

Disastrous as some of your correspondents seem to regord the results
of Mr. Pringle's experiments, I will not allow myself to be seriously
depressed by them, because, whether coixectly or not, I think I detect a
reason for the discolouration which has escaped Mr. Pringle's usually
acute observation.

Analytical chemists are well accpiaiDted with the difficulty of absolutely
removing the fimil traces of iron from any salt which for their purposes
must be entirely free from that contamination. Carbonate of potash is a
familiar instance, which by the ditlicuUics attendant on the processes of
its purification is raised from the price of fouri)encc per pound in the
crude state to halfa-crown an ounce in the absolutely ]nirc state.

It is almost unnecessary to remind your readers that iron forms the
reducing or developing agent in the bromide and platinotyi>c processes,
and I would suggest the question whether the discoloiu-ation of the whites
in Mr. Pringle's experiments may not have arisen from the formation of
minute traces of sulphide of iron, stimulated, in the case of the platinum
pictures, by the well-known power of that metal to absorb hydrogen
(from the H^ S) with an avidity comparable only to that of a sponge
for water ?

I would recall, also, the fact that neither bromide enlargements nor
• Julius Ci'-sar, Act v., Scene 4 adapted.
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platinotype prints are likely, in the ordinary course of events, to be

immersed in a solution of H., S, and it steel engravings were similarly

treated I think it not improbable that the all-pervadmg iron m the woody

fibre constituting the paper would, after thirty-six hours' immereion,

show similar discolouration, which would go far to support the opinion

that bromide enlargements, platinotype prints, and steel engravings, are

" pretty much upon a par," at least in relation to sulphuration, and 1

think it will be conceded that any bromide or platinotype which, ccctcris

parihiis, behaves like a steel engraving, is for all practical_ purposes

permanent. - -I am, yours, Ac,
Uiomidi' cind I'latinum Frint'uuj and Eidargiwj Work.

1, Park-viUax, New Southgate, N.

In writing as I do upon this subject I

'xit" on
' ^ .-^---1...

eight years

J. Mahtin.

To the Emtous.

Gkntlemej!,—In your issue of January 11, Mr. Berkeley is again in

print with many statements which seem to me (pute irrelevant to tlie

discussion upon the permanency of prints upon bromide paper. Uy

reference to the yellowness of some platinum prints was based upon

specimens made by platinum workers of acknowledged skill, and wasin

no way intended to disparage the process. Mr. Berkeley's admission

that the platinotype, as well as the carbon process, fails utterly unless

the sensitising materials are carefully removed, is cause for hope tliat

the opponents of the bromide process will in time discuss this question

with at least an approach to fairness. Meantime may we hope that he

will give the waiting world a detailed statement of his tests, by which he

has proved so conclusively to himself the utter worthlessuoss of bromide

paper?—I am, yours, &c., Williah H. W.ilkeb.

Office of the Eastman Dry VUile and Film Commnui,

13, Solio-square, London, IC.

ON PROCESSES AND PEEMA.NENCY-A llEPLY.*

To the Editohs.

\(iw, to turn to Mr. Dunniore's letter, he does not seem to see that the

point is that, notwithstanding the greater knowledge and care displayed

during " comparatively recent years," the albumenised prints— often

turned out, it is said, with care — .s(i'/! fade, while others, though care-

lessly done, remain intact; whence the enigma, how to produce unfading

silver prints, and, secondly, how to preserve them ! It is even said that

silver prints are at the present day greater culprits than ever they were.

As 1 said in my last letter, in these considerations lie the crux.

What I mean to enforce is this, that if we take one of Mr. Dunmore s

"thirty years'" prints and keep it under other conditions— not as

" floorcloth "—it may very likely fade. Secondly, that if it does not fade

can Mr. Dunmore (or any one else) turn out any number of the kind of

which he can say, placing his hand upon his heart, that they will behave

similarly if similarly treated (though the conditions of keeping need not

necessarily be similar, if really reasonable) ?
,

It is new lo me to see the constitution of an albumenised silver_ print

p'lt forward as a probable reason for lasting ijualitips. " What is one

man's food is another's poison;" so wc have the bromide paper

makers claiming that their image ix metallic silver, and that no silver

nitrate comes into contact with the paper ! So, you see again, it is " quot

homines," Ac. !
, . c •

i

I do not take " marking ink " on linen to be very lasting, borne inks

wash out, others yellow, and I do not know that any will outlast, say, a

pocket-handkerchief. However, we are not discussing marking inks nor

handkerchiefs (though I ([uite note there is more of " analogy" m the

one than in the other). No doubt the inks are several of them " perma-

nent" cnougli for practical purposes (handkerchiefs being generally

renewed from time to time) to enable the vendors to sell them as such.

For what evidence have we that an albumenised print is like a poeket-

handlcercliief jdnx " marking ink ? " Again, I say, we do not want so much
surmise but more proof, or at least evidence, which I have alluded to as

" analogy."
Mr. Dunmore seems to ignore the fact that though presumably " we

have some permanent element in a silver print " (an albumenised one),

yet prints containing this same element (gold) fade, just as though the

"liermanent element" were not there. However, this is rather " a

bone " for the advocates of albumenised printing and bromide printing,

respectively, to pick than for me.
Mr. Dunmore does not even now see that I do not say that a print

which will not stand the tests necessarily is not permanent, but that

sucli tests properly carried out by independent individuals and success-

fully passed would, as in the case of platinotype, convince all but the

most sceptical of their permanency. Instead of such tests being carried

out—at least, passed—we are asked (I refer not only to Mr. Dunmore) to

take as an article of faith the permanency of what I termed " these

untried strangers " (or are they " old friends in new clothing ? ").

It seems some of us prefer now to make statements on the strength of

" faith" rather than on the "fact " as far as it is known. This system

certainly has much to recommend it when facts do not fit in well ! But

I do not see why "faith" should serve for silver, while facts were

demanded of platinotype. "Sauce for the goose is sauce for the

gander " when early recognition of permanency is sought for.

* Concluded from page 31.

claim that there is no " ipse

dixit" on my part as regards platinotype. Prints which will stand

years' keeping, combined with treatment by every chemical except

fl^iirt rerjia, must lick Mr. Dunniore's "marking ink" into fits for

" permanency I

"

. i .- i

I say that we have guarantee for " platinotype and carbon lasting

unchanged," for this reason, that both platinum and carbon in fine

division are known to chemists not to alter their constitution by being

kept in any reasonable-or, I might add, unreasonable—way wliatever.

In specifying "carbon," I mean carhon, and not any other pignient,

thou'di we have the Autotype Company's assurance that in their methods

only "stable colours are now used, and I do not question their authority

for saying so. Besides, "carbon printing" is not necessarily autotype.

Further, it is absolutely certain that platinum will outlast any paper ever

manufactured or likely to be so. Any fool can understand this, and I add

that the platinum image will last longer than the paper support. Ihis is

strikingly illustrated on boiling a print with nitric acid; the piper

is dissolved and the platinum forming the image falls down to the

bottom of the vessel. Analyse it if you like.

Of course this is merely a coincidence, but a valuable one from my
point of view. I quite admit—as I have admitted—that a print mn<l be

entitled to be termed "permanent" which has its image completely

decomposed by even weak nitric acid, and by other tests. Put any kind

of silver print into nitric acid of any strength (which need not destroy

the surface of the paper), and into several other well-known cliemicals,

and note the effect. Do the same with platinotype, and you will have a

very pretty and suggestive experiment.

i particularly stated in my last letter that I agreed with Mr. Dunmore

that the " violent treatment " was not very satisfactory, being too stringent

as a test of permanency, but that, when passed, it is a very convincing

one, and the only test possible when at the " outset " " faith " is not so

strong as it appears to be in some of your correspondents.

Mr. Dunmore's " thirty years' prints," which have withstood " all that

time" town air, must be'the "exceptions which prove the rule !
" 1 have

some early carle portraits of members of my family, several of them are

still good ; but a brother of mine, who had similar prints given to him at

the same time, has not one which has not faded years ago. Yet iny

prints have had more town air than his ; but I think I have kept mine

drier at all times than he has at times done. Mr. Dunmore is exacting

in the lcn"th of lime he requires to decide the (jacstion of permanency of

albumenised prints. Well, there can be no harm in leaving the ciuestion

open to doubt for another thirty years ;
this is very different to taking the

" bejielit of the douht," and being backed up in the course by others. The

bromide p,aper makers, who take this course, should deem themselves

lucky— and probably do laugh in their sleeves—because what wis " saiicc

for the goose " is not apparently to be sauce also " for the gander."—

I am, yours, &c.

,

HEimKUT B. Beukki.ev.

P.S.—It is becoming increasingly evident, as I presumed it might, that

each writer on this subject is setting up a different standard of what each

terms "permanency" that may be best adapted to the process each

respectively advocates. It might have been supposed that what constitutes

" permanency " in a paper photograph was well understood— felt, perhaps,

better than defined— and that no jiractical difference on the subject could

arise. One would also have thought that the nature of the evidence, in

lieu of proof, required to support the claim of " permanency" would be

patent to all.
. , , , . .. ., ,

As regards the unalterability of unvarnished gelatine negatives, it must

be remembered that they are viewed by transmitted light. I think there

must be several readers .able to recall to mind a very uncanny appearance

on such negatives viewed by reflected light after they have been kept some

months or years in tlie air of London.
. ,

Let some of our " Clubists " in search of a subject examine their racks

and " shelved " plate boxes, and, " when found, make a note of " this fact,

is as a section of the negative one, and that the

H.B. B.
that a positive imag
former is backed up by white paper.

Han Tiemo, December 21, 1886.

THE AMATEUR QUESTION.

To the EniTons.

Okntlemkn,—Having been attacked on two sides, by friend and foe—

by the latter for opposing them, and by the former for opposing the

result? of the latter—I desire, through the medium of your paper, as the

only Avay of approaching them, to explain to the members of the Liver-

pool Amateur Society what may seem obscure, and especially as a few

remarks in one of your late issues might lead soiae to suppose I have

been in that Society under false piotencos, as many even now believe.

Three years ago I resigned, or wished to resign, my position m the

above Society, not deeming myself privileged, according to the rules, to

remain therein, in consequence of the publication of a portion of my
work.

It was with great difficulty I could prevail on the Hon. Secretary to

bring my resignation before even the Council, he pooh-poohing it as

absurd. The result, however, was that my resignation was refused, and

I was informed that so long as I restricted myself to landscape work and

did not open a studio for portraiture no objection would ever bo taken to
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my veniaiiiinR an ordinary member. Ami no voice was ever raised

against this decision. About tlio end of last year, however, when the

present }ion. Secretary resigned, I liad occasion, in the interests of the

Society, to object to tlie nomination of one member to this post,* and

witliiu a few days, at a Council meeting at which I was not i>rcsent, a

resolution was carried after two and a half hours' discussion, and of which

no previous notice had been given to me, which practically excluded me
from the Society.

At the next meeting of the Council, which I purposely refrained from

attending, this resolution was rescinded, and at the annual meeting fol-

lowing I was again unanimously re-elected Hon. Treasurer. Yet two

charges arc now brought against me—(irst, that I have persisted in

remaining a member of the Society again.st its rules and against the

wishes of the members thereof, and that by such action I have injured

the Society and caused much ill-feeling. To botli of these I can give but

one answer—an utter denial, having, as I have already stated, purposely

refrained from speaking at any meeting but the one aforesaid, in order

to avoid the chance of disagreement.

That the Society has been injured and it^; interests neglected I aflirm,

and great blame is duo to those who have caused su<di, and I feel sure that

the members will acquit me of all blame in the matter.—I am, yours, ttc,

Jaiiuaii/ 15, 1887. J- H. T. Ellkhbeck.

ME. MANSFIELD ON MK. PEINGLE.
To the EniTons.

Okstlkmex,-I proteiit against Mr. MansfieliUs assertion or assumption

that the " primary object" of my article on Termanenco " would appear

to be to discredit platinotype, and thereby to annoy its great champion,

Mr. H. Uerkelcy.'' Mr. Mansfield, not content with tliis deliverance,

goes on to accuse mc of being a party to personalities in the discussion.

Where does Mr. Mansfield iind any evidence for his accusations against

me? If I doubt certain assertions, test them and disprove them, am I

to be accused of bearing a grudge to the asserting parties ? Why should

I seek to annoy Jlr. Berkeley, whom I look upon as one of our best autho-

rities on photo-chemistry ? I might well have been annoyed myself by

Mr. Berkeley's last letter, but unfortunately for Mr. Mansfield my article

was, as you know, in your hands and in type before Mr. Berkeley's letter

appeared, and, as you also know, it has not been altered since. There

must be an end to all discussion if we are to be accused of personal

feeling whenever we disagree with others. And as to personalities, where

does Mr. Mansfield find me indulging in them? He will find a fair

sample in Mr. Berkeley's letter already refcired to, but, so far from

countenancing them, I declined firmly to " follow any man in such a line

of argument." I have not one grain of ill-will against platinotype, much
less against Mr. Berkeley. I call platinotype a " permanent " process,

only I assert that ])latino'type prints are hurt by sulphuretted hydrogen

and moisture, and I have sent proofs of my assertion to your ofTice. I also

assert that sulphuretted hydrogen and moisture hurt bromide prints,

and I have .sent proofs of tlial. to your office. I also assert that albumen

prints are more damaged by 1 1., S than are bromide and platinotype prints,

and I have sent proofs of that also to your office. Where, then, appears any

unfairness on my part, or any personal feeling ? I have distorted nothing,

suppressed nothing.

From Mr. Mansfield's remarks about albumenised paper I gather that

he has neither read with sufficient care what I wrote nor tried my experi-

ments himself.—I am, yours, dc, Anuiiew Puixole.

Vruigcleuyh, Luiighvliii, January \o, 1887.

DON'T GIVE PRINTS.
To the Editohh.

Gkxtli-men,—Mr. H. Y. E. Cotesworth, in a kindly criticism, which

you publish this week, on a paper I read at the Camera Club, mistakes

the meaning in my mind, whether my words conveyed it or not. I may
say at once the intention of my paper was wholly suggestive of individual

])ractice, witliout any idea of one of those suggestions becoming a rule

that should in the slightest degree control im amateur. When I said,

"Don't give prints away," I really meant to preach what I practise. If

I ask any one to sit to me to whom I could not offer money I give one

print otr each negative I take ; if more are wanted it is an understood

thing that a little photographer in my town can have any negatives I

take to print from, and would supply copies as I suggested. The poor

model—and I not unfreciuently take a beggar from the streets—I pay in

coin, and the transaction ends. My object is to send grist to the little

photographer's mill. It is also to avoid what has become, I think, a great

evil—the spread of false notions as to the cost and value of photographic

l)rint!>.

• Tlie objection t made to the nomination of Mr. Boer to tbc office of Hon. .Secretary

WHS this, that since bo and otliors had founded thi^ Biikenhead Socioly all their

encr(ri03 were devoted to that Society, to the ncf.'lwt of tLo Liverpool Soeiety— for

thi5 1 do not iiliimo them, Imvinif no right to do so; but, knoninj this (and this is

proved l)y a coniiiari«on of the reports of the two Societies),! tbon^bt it moio ad-

visable that we fhould have as Secretary a gentleman who had always and would
continue to devote his whole and undivided attention to onrs— i.e., the Liverpool

Soeiety. Unfortunately, the cap made for Mr. Beer fitted many others, ineluibng,

though I never intended it, several members of the Council, our own Secretary, and
the Presiiliiit, who is also Hon. Secretary of the Birkenhead Society, and our Uitc

President, who also held a similar position, and I very soou found the whole of these

gentlemen itgaiust mu.

Mr. Adams photographs, and ho gives prints here and prints there.

To Mr. Beattic, who sat to him, ho has given halt n do7.cn ; of courtie,

they cost but little, say his friends, or he woald not do no-less really

than the drugs of the chemist, for which lie charges so much in medicine.

Mr. Beattie wants more, and says ho knows he can liave them if .fiinc

asks for them. Of course he can 1 It is the .lanes that complete the

mischief. " Oh, dear Mr. Adams, Charles does so like the picture he
sat for, but he has given all those away, and I am sure you would let liim

have a few more, for I want a couple ; and, oh 1 those lovely views of

Wales you showed me, would you, oh ! would you mind—some time you
know— giving me a copy of each of those? " This of course knocks poor

Adams over, and when Miss Courtonay has asked him for a few of those

prints in which Charles Beattie is so nicely taken—" so clever, you
know "—he finds ho has printing on hand for a fortnight. Of course, if

Mr. Adams likes to sow his work broadcast amongst his friends he has,

and ought to have, a perfect right to do so. Appreciation of what he
docs is the pleasurable payment of successful work. I am supposing

cases where the requisition for prints is understood to be one of the

smallest asked favours on the one part and irksome to comply with on the

other.

I have found that non - photographers consider a print a print, and
make little distinction between the value—that is, cost to the producer of a

half-plate and one 20 x 1(>. I have found, too, a decided preference for

platinotypes of large size. But, of myself, enough. In my paper 1 ad-

vised the non-bestowal of prints largely, entirely because I see it liable to

convey to outsiders the impression that a negative once secured, prints

from it can be taken in no time and at no cost. I fear the whole thing

is made too cheap and that the interests of the profession are alTccted by

it. At my home I lay hands on a little shop only too glad to earn a few

extra shillings by printing, but I can easily see it might be very different

in Ijondon, where distances are so great and where a risk might be run

by over trust in lending negatives. It is really another instance of what
is good for Tom being bad for HaiTy.

I must add. Gentlemen, the remark that, although I may think Mr.
Cotesworth rather overrates the difficulties of good treatment of figure, I feci

his commendation of my own work a great compliment.—I am, yours, A-c,

Mellon iloicbray. Willi.oi Adcock.

GLASGOW.
7'o t/ie Eottcus.

Gkxti.emex,—Some months ago you are aware there was a meeting of

professional photographers held in Glasgow to consider matters con-

nected with the trade, and how best they could keep themselves informed

on all professional matters. It was considered this could be managed in

connection with the existing Society, and meetings of those in the trade

(earning their bread by it) were to be. held an hour previous to the

ordinary meeting. Notices have regularly been put on the circular, but

there has been nothing done ; so, for the present, Glasgow has somewhat
dropped the question. It is well to state so in your Journ.vl, because you

were kind enough, in a leader, to speak favourably of the matter, and gave

some valuable suggestions which would be of great use if carried out

through some society or by some newly-formed one.

You see, Gentlemen, we, as professional brethren, don't meet very

often, and although there is a deal of good work done yet it stands so

much between cheap workers that little sympathy exists. And when one

and another leaves their clerkships, and after a little amateurism open
glass-houses and push in all directions, and arrange for i)rices and
customers in all manner of ways alongside or on every side of the older

men, who cannot go into the new tricks of trade, you see it is not easy

to meet in business converse, because w^e are agreeable men and don't

want to differ. So we umst just sink or swim the best way possible. The
principle will likely hold good—the survival of the fittest, or " the good

are taken away from the evil to come."—I am, yours, &c.,

Glasgow, January 15, 1887. AucHiBiLB IktUEr.TSOX.
»

THEALB PHOTOGEAPmC EXHIBITION.
To the EniTous.

Gentlemen-,—Kindly note that the Thealo Photographic Exhibition

can be easily reached by through trains from I'addington, starting at

1 p.m., 3.30 p.m., 5.10 ;p.m., and 6.30. The best train is the one at

5.10 ; it reaches Theale at G.'iO (no change of carriage), and a train

returns at 8.37. I think, when you sec the list of exhibits, you will say

that the collection has the pick from the Pall Mall show, and none of

the rubbish, with other good work added.—I am, yours, Ac,
Alfkku A. H-UiiiiBou, Hon. Secretary.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NOETHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGEAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

To the Editobs.

Gestlkmen,—Kindly allow me to remind yonr readers that applica-

tion for space at our forthcoming exhibition of photographs should be

made to the Secretary, Exhibition, Newcastle-on-Tyne, on or beloro

January 31, and, to save time, 5s., the entrance foe, may be enclosed.

We hope that exhibitors will bo ntwierous and representative, thus
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enabling us to have a ilisjilay of an interesting and attractive character.^

I am, yours, etc.,

J. PiKf;, lion. Secretary, Xewcastle Photonrapldc Ansociulion.

16, New Bridye-street, Newcastle, January 18, 1887.

A DISCLAIMEE.
To the Editoes.

Gextleiien,—What have I done that I should have been honoured (as

I have been in your last number) by having my name appended to vfhat

is obviously an editorial article ?

I certainly did send an article for insertion, its subject being the Sul-

phuration of Platinum Prints, and which I telegraphed to you at the last

moment to hold over for a week, as I wished to supplement my remarks.

Kindly put the matter straight, and inform your readers that the article

to which I have referred as bearing my signature was not written by

—

Yours, etc., C. Beckett Lloyd.

[Our explanation can bo (fiven in a few words. AVheu Mr. liloyd's

telegram was received the Jourxal was made up for press : his article

was removed in accordance with his request, and an editorial sub-

leader which was standino- in type ordered to be inserted in place of

it. In doinfr so the printers allowed the signature to remain in

statu quo; hence the anomaly. Mr. Lloyd's article in its completed
form appears this week.

—

Eds.]

lEiftattQc (ffolumn.

,• Xo charye is hvidc for iiiscrtiny Krchanyes of Apporidiis in this coliniin;

but none will be inserted unless the article wanted is definitely slated. Those

v-ho specify their requirements as "anylhiny useful " v:ill therefore understand

the reason of their non-apjyearanee.

liair.—Addres.-i,Will exchange cabinet accessory, uiiic uliauges, for posiii;

G. & I. HiiU, 26, Westgatc, Wakefield.

10 K 10 leather lieUows camera, brass bound, swing buck, single back, e.\clianf;e

for wliole-pliite tourist with one or more double liacks.—Addres.s, W. J.

lioiiEHTs, I'liotogi'aplier, Mold.

Enstoers to fflorrespontictttjs.

Notice.—Each Correspondent is rcfiuind to enclose his name and address, aUhoU'jh not

necessarily for puhUcalion. Communications may, v:hen thowjhl desirable, appear imdcr

a NOM DE PLTJME as hiilierto, or, by preference, under tliree letters of titc atphabel. Such
si'jnatnres a» " Constant Reader," *' Subscriber," Ji-c., should be avoided. Corrcsitondents

not eonforminij to this rule u'ill therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

communications.

A. Belx.—All the more useful formula' will be found in tlie Alm.^N'ac.
ESGIXEER.—The lens being understood to be synmietrical, it matters not whicli
end is placed next the negative.

A. J. W.—Send on a jirint or two, that we may see the cfl'ect of the treatment ;

but, in the mrantime, it may be well for you to repeat the exi)eriments
Ijefore pnljlishing tlie results.

S. W. C.—Diinunar dissolved iu benzol forms one of the best varnishes for
negatives that can be applied to the plate without heating. It is not, how-
ever, so duralile as alcoliolic varnishes with a shellac basis.

S. J.—We do not attach nnich importance to the statement, thougli it may,
nevertheless, be coi-fect. I'robably nothing further will be heard of the
matter. A respectable solicitor will give you better ad\ice than we can.

II. H. Newman.—The jiicture ajipears to be fairly well illununated, and we
can see no reason for altering your jiresent niethoil of working. For half-
lilate negatives a condenser of about nine inches in diameter is necessary.

S. Wai.i.eh (Hants).—If you want your jirints to be nnalVeeted by light, avoid
the use of ]>ink-tintcd j.aper like that enclosed. Such pajier changes
very rapidly wlien exposed to the light. It is impossible to say if the mounts
contain anything deleterious witliout making a chenncal examination.

J. N. (Herts).—One hundred grains of silver nitrate to, tlie ounce of water is
far stronger tlian is tver used for sensitising jiajier now-a-days. At one time
this ])ropoi tion was sometimes used, though not a^ a rule. Sixty gi-ains is
now looked upon as a strong bath, and this strength we advise you to adopt
for your particular work.

(Chloride.—1. Tlje tones appear to be very good, thougli they may not be
those you desire. Almost any tint can lie obtained, accordina to the time
the iirints are allowud to remain in tlie bath. Wliv nut try tlic oM fixing
aud toniii); balli liy way of experiment; that miiy ]ieiliaps answer your
purjiose.—2. If you, by working in the studio, camint decide wliieh is' tlie
Ijest end to place the sitter, we scarcely care to hazard an opinion.

Macbeth com]daiiis tliat many of his negatives taken last summer are showiii"
a curious ajipearance on tlie varnish, something like "fish scales," and sends a
sample. 'Die cause is very clear: tlie hyposulphite of soda lias not been
thoroughly removed, and has therefore crystallised out on the surface. If
the varnish be dissolved ofl' the negatives can be rcwashed to remove the
salt. It this plan be adojitcd it will Ijc well lo treat the pIate^. with alum
as a safeguard against frilling, which sometimes takes place under this
treatment.

W. B. Cassingham writes: "Gelatine has been recommended for mounting

].rints ; will you kindly inform me, in 'Answers to Correspondents,' how to

]ircpare the gelatine as a niountant ;"— For ordinary purposes the gelatine is

simply dissolved in water and used warm ; but if the prints have to be

mounted with a margin and cockling- a\ oided, part of tlie water should be

replaced by alcohol. The amount of alcohol that may be used is dependent

upon the gelatine. Some samjiles will bear a much larger proportion of

alcohol without preciiiitatioii than others.

J. E. Gi'BBiNS writes: "Can you or any of your readers tell me whether

Dnrnford's 'Right-about-turii' shutter is a durable one and not likely to

get out of order ! Its lightness, small size, and neatness, reconimend it, but

I have heard that it has a trick of striking work."— In reply : There is no

reason why, if well made, the shutter should stick ; the principle is good.

One or more that were shown in the last JCxhibition certainly cliil stick, but

this mav have arisen from their having been handled carelessly by the

visitors." We cannot, however, speak of them from personal exjierieuce.

t;EO. Smith savs : "I have lately taken a few snow scenes, aud the negatives,

owing to the'long time taken in develo]iinent, are of a dee)) yellow colour. I

cannot remove this stain by the ordinary 'clearer' (acid and alum), as it has had
no i-ll'ect even after a three hours' soaking, ('an you recommend something

which would act as a decolouriser ; If so 1 should feel greatly obliged. The
neL;atives were developed with soda and \nro, and if the stain was removed

they would give good ]irints."—The yellow stain frefiuently caused by long

development with the soda developei' is often very ditlicult to remove—some-

times impossible. Perhajis some reader can assist our con-espondeut.

G. W. Atkins writes : "I should lie glad if you would inform me the reason

why bichloride of mercury lilackcns a wet jilate but bleaches a gelatine one,

requiring ammonia or other application to give a black effect. 'I'lic text-

books say that bichloride behaves tlie same in both cases, that is, it bleaches

by forming a doidilc salt of silver and mercury. This has not ever been the

case witli iiic in rciiilcnsifying a wet jilatc after the usual iiyro-silver inteiisi-

lier."— Bichloride <if mcrciiry acts ill a similar manner on a wet [ihitc as it

does on a dry. We fear our cori-cs]ioiiileiit is not a closo uliserver. otherwise

lie would uo'ticc that when the biclibiride is first applied it slightly darkens

the image and then commences to bleacli it iu exactly the same way as it

does a gelatino-liromide plate. When the image is bleached it can bu

blackened the same as iu the case of a dry plate.

F. M. S. writes as follows : "Will you kindly tell iiie whether the registiiitiou

of a photograph at Stationers' Hall f,'ivcs the owner of the copyright [lOwer

to jireveiit the registered ]iliotogra|ih lieiiig sold without his pcriiiission '. A
dealer hi jihotogTaphs here is buying my photographs, some of which are

co]pyright, from some firm whom I sujiply away at trade price, and is selling

them at a trifle over the cost instead of at my usual in-ice, because I refuse

to supply him direct. This I cannot do as 1 agreed only to siijiply three

jieople here. Tliese three say if 1 do not sto]i the man from underselling them
they will not buy any more. 1 cannot tell from which of the wholesale

houses I supply that he is obtaining the goods, but if the fact of some of the

pictures being copyright will enable me to stop him 1 shall do so."—Our
correspondent certainly cannot stop tlie sale of tlie pictures. He having sold

them the luirchaser can of course disjiosc of them at any price he chooses.

If any of the copyright pictures liud been pirated the case would be ditl'ereut,

and then the .sale could be stopped.

*,j* Several correspondents iu our iie.xt.

Photographic Society of Ghe.vt Britain.—The H.sual monthly technical

meeting of this Society will take place next Tuesday, January 25, at ei^lit p.m.,

at 5a, Pall Mall East, when the subject of orthochroinatic plates will be dis-

cussed and results shown.

Lecture on Lenses.—On Weilnesday evening, the 26tli instant, a lecture on

PhotvyrnpMc Lenses will be delivered' before tlie Society of Arts by Mr. J.

Traill Taylor. Those, not members, desirous of lieing ]iresent will have

facilities afforded for their admission by ajiplying to Mr. Trucnian Wood,
the Secretary. It is understooil that the lecture will, by reipiest, be repeated

on an early occasion at the North London Photogi-aphii; Society.

Photographic Club.—On Wednesday, January 26, 1887, will lie hehl the

exliiliitiou meeting of the Club of work done by the members dnriuK the pa.st

summer. Photograjdis must be delivered at tlie hotel, .addressed to the Hon.
Secretary, some time before four o'clock of the day of exiiiliition. It is pro-

posed to make the evening additionally attractixe by the introduction of

music, singing, recitations, &c. Gentlemen who will give their assistance are

requested to communicate with the Hon. Secretary.

Dinner and Presentation to Mr. (ii.AiSHEB.—It is now an open .secret

that a fine marble bust of the esteemed President of the Photogi'aphic Society

of Great Britain has been executed liy a risiiiL; young si'iiljitor liy request of

several of Mr. Glaisher's friends, aii'l is iirouoiinced by all who have seen it to be

an excellent likeness. It is to be presented to JMr. Glaisher at a dinner at the

Holborn Itestaurant on Monday, the 31st instant. Captain Abiiey aud Mr. W.
S. Bird respectively Chairman and \'icc-Chairniau. Any ])ersoiial friends of

Mr. (ilaisUcr can have tickets (price 5s.) on application to Mr. Bird, 71, New
Oxford-street, W.C.
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COAL-TAR COLOURS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
The use of the term aniline dyes, or aniline colours, is so

frequent, and usually' so incorrectly applied, both popularly by
the niiisses and specifically by the photographer, that we
purpose giving a brief account of the particular class of colours

thus spoken of, as already they subserve so many uses in

photographic operations, and one series bids fair to be of the

highest importance in the pliotography of the future.

The whole development of the manufacture of these colours

hiis taken place within the memory of some of the younger of

our readei-s, for it is only just over thirty years since tiie world
was astonished by the production of the first of the scries, the

once fashionable mauve, which really was an aniline dye, and
the popularity of which, and its congener magenta—equally

coiTcctly so named—led to the vulgarisation of the technical

term aniline, which came into common use, and has since been
retained by the public for use with all succeeding colour inven-

tions coiuiected with coal-tar, thougli they may only be con-

nected in the most remote degree with the chemical in question.

W hen coal-tar is distilled an immense variety of substances,

liiiuid anil solid, come over, and it is the business of the tar

distiller to obtain them in the most economical manner, in a
separate form, the various processes for carrying on the opera-
tions, or for purifying the distillates, being unnecessaiy to be
detailed here. Practically the products of commercial import-
ance in connection with our subject are the hydrocarbons and
the phenols, the former consisting, as their name implies, of

hydrogen and carbon, and the latter containing these elements
and oxygen also. The well-known carbolic acid is a typical,

and the most important, phenol.
The hydrocarbons of importance arc benzene, toluene, the

xylenes, naphthalene, and anthracene ; and by the aid of the
two first named was that aniline obtained which in the pro-
duction of mauvcine and magenta gave rise to the well-worn
aniline dye title. In attempting, in this briefest of sketches of
the most intricate of all modem processes of technical and
theoretical chemistry, to treat the subject in a manner at once
popular and interesting, while sacrificing as little scientific

accuracy as possible, it will be understood that wo write not
for exjierts but for our readers generally.

We may say, then, that these coloui-s may be divided into
groups according to the substances employed in their produc-
tion. We first have those from benzene and toluene, as already
spoken of, those from the phenols, from naphthalene, and,
lastly, from anthracene.

The first division contains all the dyes first invented, and
others; thus the magentas, many browns, oranges, greens,

blues, violets, and blacks. The second, embracing the phenols,

contains the yellow dye, picric acid, and some other important
yellows, besides a very permanent green, and other colour).

The cosines may be included in either this division, the pre-

ceding, or the succeeding. Pyrogallic acid also belongs to it.

The third division contains some reds and yellows, and tho
important bodies named azo dyes. The fourth division in-

cludes alizarines, purpurines, and alizarine compounds.
It is thus seen that photography borrows from all of these

groups, there being magenta (including roseine and fuschine),

aurine, cosine, and the alizarine colours (used in carbon

printing) respectively, with many others, not to speak of tlic

raw material, benzene itself One of the most important

uses to which these colours have been put, leaving aside for

the moment the manufacture of ortho or isochromatic plates,

is to form colour screens to modify the light in photographic

operations, and there can be no doubt that owing to the immense
range available, almost any requirement can be satisfied by their

aid. It must, however, be admitted that for continuous use iis

a daylight colour screen they are not to be recommended,
owing to their comparative fugacity when exposed to strong

light. We do not mean, in so saying, that coal-tar colours are

more fugitive than other dyes that might be obtained, for such

is not the case. They are made as " fast " as any dyestuffs ever

employed by man, but the luimber of colours fiist as against

light is not very great, and, fin-ther, no colour in the world

that would be of photographic use will sttind continuous sunlight

for example. The result of the use of these colours to screen

a window exposed to a strong light would be that in course of

time change would occur, and so gradually, that it would not

be noticed, fogged plates might then result before the cause

was thought of, for the change would not necessarily be visible

to the eye.

Again, granted the possession of a series of colours suitable

apparently for photographic purposes, the cj-e again would be

no guide as to their value. Of course, the test of experience

could any time be applied ; but there is a tendency to choose

a colour that looks as if it would not let light through, and,

scientific though our processes are become, there are not many
photographeiTS at present who employ a spectroscope. Such an
instniment occasionally used would (juickly render percejjtiblc

an alteration tliat permitted any harmful visible ray to pass,

though by the eye the change might remain undetected. As
to the actual facts of visible fading, we may say that the two
colours most known to photogi'aphers—aurine and roseiue

—

will lose their colour very rapidly in sunlight, and quickly in

ordinary daylight.

It is quite a mistake to suppose that a yellow dye—take, for

example, picric acid—appears yellow because it absorbs all
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other rays but the yellow, and that they alone pass through.

The real explanation is that it absorbs the coloura complemen-

tary to 3'ellow, but permits reds and greens of various shades

to pass, which latter, having tlie effect of white upon the eye,

simply affect the light by making the yellow appear paler by

its admixture with white. A knowledge of these facts would

be of material aid in selecting screens.

Magenta, again (using the well-known term, for roscinc and

fuschine are equally magentas—salts of rosaniline), when in

very strong solution allows only red to pass through; but when
diluted, it only absorbs the rays between D and E, thus leaving

a photographically active margin to pass through. Captain

Abney showed how, by using an aurine and a roseine screen com-
bined, the actinic rays passing through the one were kept back
by the other; and tluis a perfect light screen might be made,
which for occasional experimental work would be invaluable. We
should not recommend it as a pei-manent dark-room window
screen where a plentiful supply of daylight had to be kept out.

Again, the absorptive power of a given dye is altered accord-

ing to the medium in which it is dissolved, and it is quite

possible for the same rule to hold good with what might
bo termed the cementing material when it is laid on glass.

Thus shellac varnish, collodion, or either with glycerine, have
been recommended as media for conveying a coating of colour
to glass ; it must not, however, be accepted as a matter of

course that the effects obtained with one are the same as
those whicli may be produced with the other.

\\'e have said enough in a general way, perhaps, and will

now turn to the colour that attracts the greatest attention
amongst photographers at present—cosine, although this name,
while used to specify a particular dye, is really properly
applied to a group of dyes. This colour, however, is of suffi-

cient importance to merit being treated by itself, and we will,
tliercforc, defer to a further number all discussion of the
remarkable scries of bodies that in connection with colour
sensitive plates is exciting, and for some time to come will

continue to excite, so great an amount of attention amongst
all jihotographcrs, scientific and practical.

GELATINO-CHLORIDE PAPER.

CUAPTBH III.

It is perhaps scarcely needful to say that before placing the
gclatino-chloride paper in the printing frame, care should be
taken to see that there is no damp lurking about either the
negative surface or the pressure pads. Yet, in view of the very
different nature of the soluble gelatine surface as compared with
insvluhle albumen, it may not be out of place to point out the
necessity of a little more care in the matter than is requisite
with ordinary silver paper.

With the latter, if sensitised at home, it is well known that
unless perfectly dried before printing there is great danger of
injuring tlie negative by silver stains ; but so far as we have
seen there is little, if any, tendency in this direction with the
gelatine paper, owing to the minute quantity of free silver

present in it The danger comes wholly from the chance of the
gelatine surface becoming glued to the negative, if there bo
dump influences to help it, and as, especially at this period of
the year, there is always a certain amount of damp in the
atmosi)here, and the paper itself appears to contain a njinute
trace of hygroscopic matter—probably glycerine— it is well to
reduce the risk to a minimum by attending closely to the

drying of the negatives as well as the printing pads, if they

have been laid aside for any length of time.

In actual printing the paper will be found very much more

rapid than albumenised when thin negatives are in question,

but in the case of very dense images the difference is little, if

any. Tlie sensitive surface colours rapidly in the light, but

soon reaches its ma.ximuui depth of tint and exhibits no

appearance of " bronzing " in the shadows from over exposure,

the effect of which is simply to colour the lights without

bringing about undue heaviness in the deepest shadows. Thus

gclatino-chloride is eminently adapted for use witli thin nega-

tives, and will be fotuid to give satisftxctor}- prints from nega-

tives which are quite useless with ordinary papers. But

though suitable for negatives lacking force, it is by no means

rendered useless for those which possess great density even to

hardness, as might be expected, though here the increased

rapidity in printing is not noticed. The explanation of this

curious fact appears to be tliat the shadows of a " hard " nega-

tive rapidly reach their maximum of colouration, beyond which

further exposure to light is incapable of moving them, and the

lights and their half tones are thus allowed time to acquire

sufficient force without heaviness in the shadows.

It is a question whether, after exposure, the prints require

any washing previous to toning. The quantity of free silver

present is so small as to interfere scarcely, if at all, with the

action of the toning bath, and we have secured admirable tones

by plimging the prints in the dry state directly into the toning

bath. At the same time, for the sake of uniformity of action,

it is better to pass the prints through at least one water before

toning, as this will remove at least some of the slight acidity

the paper exhibits ; while the believers in thorough washing of

albumen prints in order to remove all the silver previous to

toning will, for the same reason, follow a similar course with

the new paper.

The debutant with the gclatino-chloride paper must be pre-

pared when he comes to the toning to entirely set aside his

former notions of the process in connection with albumenised

paper. Baths of the ordinary strength are no use whatever, as

they simply discolour the jn-int without altering its tone—as

we understand the term. Nor is it possible to alter or expedite

mattei-s by warming the bath, except to such a point as will be

insufficient to cause solution of the gelatine surface.

In very cold weather it may be permissible to slightly raise

the temperature of the solution, bearing always in mind that

.

the warmer it is the more tender will be the surflice of the

prints. Another difficulty lies in the erratic manner in whicii

the image behaves in toning. Sometimes the change of colour

will proceed as regularly, if not as quickly, as with ordinary

l)apcr, and the imago will suffer little alteration in fixing. At
j

others, though the apparent tone may be obtained as readily,

it will disappear in fixing, and leave a hideous foxy-browu

colour suggestive of fixing without toning at all. The best

plan is to rely upon the colour the image shows on looking

throiKjh the print ; but even this is not an infiillible guide,

though after a little experience little difficulty will be ex-

perienced in securing regular tones of the desired ciiaractcr if

the paper is at all capable, luider the treatment to which it is

submitted, of giving such tones. Warm browns, verging ou

purple, are easily obtained, and cool neutral gi'eys give a very

pleasing effect by carrying the action further. If this latter

coloiu- be appreciated, it is the safer and easier to aim for,

since over action of the gold bath does not, as in the case

of albumen prints, reduce it to the miserable blue tint so
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coiumou from over toiiioy. To give ouough time is what is

required.

As regards tlic toning bath cuijiloycd, it must be of greater

strength tiiau that usually ajiplied to albumenisod prints

—

even as strong as one grain of gold to two ounces of water.

In the formnla issued with more than one of the connncrcial

j)ai)ei'3 a small trace of sodium hyposulphite is used, but we

have been \inable to detect any advantage in this addition, so

prefer to discard it as a questionably useful and probably

dangerons complication. The following is the best combiuation

of manj' wo have tried :

Chloride of gold 2 gniius.

Sulphocyanide of ammonium 20 „

Phosphate of sodium 20 ,,

Water l ounces.

This is specially adapted to the cooler range of tones, but if

the warmer class bo preferred acetate of sodium may be sub-

stituted for the phosphate. The above quantity of solution

will suffice for a sheet of paper of the ordinary size in the case

of warm tones, and for about three-quarters of a sheet for the

colder. Patience must be exercised in the operation.

Fix ill a ten per cent, solution of fresh hypo for twenty
minutes, and then transfer to a dish containing chloride of

sodium (strength not very material) for another five minutes,

then wash in the usual manner for three or four hours in

running water, and finish off with a bath of chrome alum, ten

grains to the ounce of water.

The surfiices of the prints arc not particularly liable to

damage during washing, though more tender naturally than
albumen ; but they require the greatest care in drying,

especially in avoiding any application of heat. If required to

be dried rapidly, after tliorourjh "alumiruj" they may be
" dabbed " surface-dry with a cambric handkerchief, and after-

wards hung in a draught of cool air. They show little tendency
to curl.

*

PnoVKiiBiALLY, November has the credit for being the darkest month
in the year, but wo tliiuk that, in the opinion of most photograjihers,

to .Tanuary .<ihouId bo awarded the pahn, as thi.s month usually
oclijwes tlio former for tlie most non-actinic light. This year
January hna been no exception, for, during an entire fortnight, the

aggregate sunsliino recorded at Greenwich amounted to three liours

only. .Vs a matter of fact, this amount was registered in one week

—

iu tlie other it was nil. A profitable time tliis would have been for

Metropolitan portraitists in the wet collodion days.

A CASK of interest to many is at present under investigation at the
liow-street PoUce Court. A charge of conspiracy to defraud lias boon

instituted against certain individuals trading under different titles, aa

" The Deojrativc Art Institute," '"The Tint Oleo Company," &c. J5y

means of advertising, ladies have been induced fraudulently, it is

alleged, to part with their money imdor the idea of eventually being

able to earn liberal snms Ijy painting Clu'istmas and similar cards. It

would manifestly be unfair to make any comments while the case is

eub jiidke; but as the prosecution has Ijoen taken up by the Treasury

we may rest ossurrcd tliat justice will be done.

It is truly surprising to note how frequently the system of rendering
photographs translucent and then colouring them from tlie back has
licen resuscitated, and tlie high-sounding titles under which it has from
lime to time appeared. This method—originated in the very early

days of paper photography—has been even patented over and over
again. Large sums have also been realised by teaching this plan of

cijlouring. With this no one would demur, provided the pupils who
pay thcij- money were confined to that class who can ajipruciato this

stylo of "art" and oidy desire to practinu it m a pngtime. Un-
fortunately, however, many needy ladies have often Ijcen allured by
unscrupulous individuals into paying for tuition, under the idea that
after they had learnt "the art" they would possess the means of
earning a livelihood, in a genteel manner, by colouring photoKrapha
for the profession. After expending, perhaps, from two tj ten guineaa
—often out of slender means—for tuition, and being pronounced pro-

ficient, the victims find that they have been grossly misled. This
system of obtaining money is nothing lass than a cruel fraud upon a
comparatively helpless class, and is one upon which the Treasury will

do well to keep an eye.

AzALiNK, or azaleine, which has been much inquire] about of late. Is

one of the coal-tar colours. It is a nitrate f)f rosaniline, and is some-
times sold under other names—such as rubine, new red, fuschine, &c.
It may be obtained from most dealers in aniline colours. This is not
the same material as Dr. ^'ogl•l calls " azaline ;

" that, we believe, is a
mixture of cyanine— the colouring matter of some flowers, such as the

violet—and chinoUne blue, the latter being the iodide of cyaaiDe.

Thb employment of eosine and chlorophyl, also colour screens, in

connection with photographing cobiurs, was practised more than ten

years ngo on, we in.ay assume, a commercial scale. In 1?<"6 M.
Ducos du Ilauron tf>ok out a patent in this country for improvements

in photography, in which each of these materials are employed.

Photographing through coloured screens, with tinted films, as a means
of more correctly translating colour into monochrome, is not the

novelty that many appear to imagine.

Just now considerable attention is being paid to the question of the

permanence of photographs made by different processes, and a great

deal of ingenuity expended in devising crucial te-ts, with the idea of

settling it, and tlierel)y forestalling time—the real test. It is to be re-

gretted that a similar amount of skill to what has, at times, been ex-

pended on finding out how prints may be caused to fadf, has not been

devoted to discovering the means by which those which have already

faded could bo restored. If such a process could be devised it would
prove an exceedingly valuable one. Thousands of persons who have

faded photographs of dear or departed friends, would be glad to pay

Hborally to have the prints restored to their pristine condition. Theo-

retically, the thing ought not to be impossible, seeing that, in the

case of a faded silver print, all the material which originally formed

the image still remains in, or on, the paper. It is all there, though

its condition is altered. AN'hile every consideration should be

given by experimentalists to making the photograph of the

future as permanent as po&sible, it will give some attention to the

restoration of those of the past. Here is an interesting problem to

solve, and no doubt it will be some day, when great credit will

redound to the solver.

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE ETIIOXO LIGHT.
For a very long time, like many others, I looked upon this light with

a great deal of suspicion, which I think was needless, for when the

matter is investigated in a scientific way the whole affair seems

simple, and 1 may say safe with properlif constructed burnere and

apparatus, and with care I think little to be feared. The accident in

Yorkshire I think detirred many from using it. I read the evidence

very carefully, and to me it appeared gross carelessness. I often

wonder there are not more accidents withthe Umelight than there ai-e,

seeing the reckless way some go to work. One of the chief aiuses I

think may be attributed to things being done in a hurry (as regards

preparation) at the last moment.
The first practical in.-'ight I had of the working of the ethoxo light

was at the last exhibition of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Ex-

hibition, at Falmouth, in September last, through Mr. Reard, Messrs.

Oakley's representative. Reing there ofiicially during the whole week

I had ample time to investigate it thoroughly. I then resolved to use

the light my.^elf, and had an ether tank made of the ILu-dwich-Oakley

form, a full description of which was given in the pages of this

JouiiNAL some twelve months smce, which was very explicit, but
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at tlie same time there is notliing like seeing the thing at work in such

competent liands as Mr. Beard's. I liave eagerly read all I possibly

could on the matter. Those saturators where a roll of ilannel is

saturated with ether I do not think sufficient to last for an evening's

exhibition, and if there is any danger I think it would lie in running

short of ether.

AVith the Hardwich-Oakley saturator, or tank, the size I have holds

sufficient to last at least two and a half hours. In this saturator a

part of the oxygen is passed over the surface of the ether, and there

is no doubt about it becoming perfectly saturated.

There is another saturator I have seen described, being a kind of

a wash-bottle arrangement, similar to that used for washing oxygen

after it leaves the retort ; with such an arrangement the light must be

very unsteadj' on account of the bubbling. I have refrained from

making any remarks upon this light until I had had it in use some

time. The ether I use is methylated ether, s.g. '720. I fill the tank

with it, or as much as it will hold without blowing out of the outlet

tap when blowing through with the breath from the inlet tap. I

place the tank close against the back of the lantern, using tw^o short

lengths of stout red rubber tubing for the connections with the side

tubes of the lantern ; when out of condition it does not cost much to

renew them. When all is ready I open the inlet tap and the outlet

which leads to the hydrogen side of the burner, and light up, to warm
up the limes and condensers for a short time. There is one thing, the

ether vapour must not be allowed to issue from the jet and escape, but

must be lighted as soon as turned on, or the audience smell it at once

and get alarmed (that is, some of the nervous ones). As soon as the

limes are warmed the direct supply of the oxygen may be turned on
in the usual way, and the result is a pure and brilliant light, according

to the pressure from the bag or the bottle, very little inferior to the

light given by the mixed jet—in fact, it is a mixed jet to all intents.

I iind that when using this light, if the slides are of a rich, warm tone

in themselves, they will show the same colour on the screen. It is not

always so with the ordinary mixed gases, for 1 have noticed, fre-

quently, the coal gas supplied from one gas works will give a hght of

a reddish or yellowish tint, whereas the gas in another town from
another gas works will give a light of a bluish tint—a light of the

latter tint will make a warm-toned slide look inky black on the
screen. This can be avoided with the ethoxo light.

The electric light for the lantern, however steady, is a mistake on
account of its being so blue. I have put slides on that were perfectly

claret colour, and on the screen they were as black as ink. But with
the ethoxo light this anhilation of colour can be avoided. The tank
that I have is made of stout sheet copper and tinned. When charged
with fresh ether (that is, ether that has not been used for the purpose
before) the light is pure, but if for another exhibition fresh ether is

added to that remaining in the tank, the hght will have a greenish

cast on the screen, so it is as well to avoid it for the sake of a few pence.

I have noticed that after an exhibition the ether that is left in the

tank will throw down a white deposit. I have no doubt this may be
a chlorine compound, perhaps with a trace of copper from the tank,

which spoils the light. I have not yet had time to examine this de-

posit to see what it is. After the exhibition it is best to empty the
tank at once and blow it out, and leave all the taps open for a time so

as to get it perfectly dry, and use fresh ether for the next exhibition

if you wish to get perfect results.

If using a biunial lantern, when the taps of the burners are once
adjusted they do not require any further adjustment the whole of the

evening, which is another great point in its favour ; I also find, if a
fair average lime be used, there is not so much pitting as with the
ordinarj- mixed jet. I myself, like some other exhibitors, like the

nozzle at such an angle to shoot a little up the Ume, which is also an
advantage against pitting of the lime. For this light the burners
must be of special construction. In the ones I had specially made for
me there is a pumice chamber just under the nozzle about half an
inch deep, closely packed with crushed pumice stone that will pass
through a sixt}--mesh wire gauze, and will not pass through a forty-
mesh, and it is astonishing how little resistance it offers to the passage
of the gas, and I question very much if it is possible for the flame to
pass back through it. In using this light there is no fear of unequal
prc3.sure as with the mixed gases ; all coming from one bag or bottle
any danger on that score is avoided. To put out the light, I turn off

the oxygen taps of the burners first, then the ether vapour, and then

the taps on the tank, and finally the taps on the bag or bottle.

The light works steady and without the slightest noise with pro-

perly constructed burners, and without any variation the whole

evening, and I think I may say without any more danger in careful

hands. After the exhibition is over and the audience have left, blow

out all the pipes. Sec, at once.

There is one point that I have omitted, and that is, do not dissolve

too quickly, or snapping will ensue, which had better be avoided.

After the gases have been burning a short time the tank will be

streaming with moisture ; it might be alarming to the operator at first.

It is owing to the evaporation of the ether in the tank, which rapidly

condenses the moisture of the atmosphere on the cold metal. 1 think

better results can be obtained with compressed gas in the iron

cyUnders than with the bag, and far more compactness, but with

the bottle a governor must be used to keep equal pressure.

Tliere is one thing that tells against the use of bottles, and that is

the price, namely, eightpence per foot, which means a great expense

for one evening. I think if a means could be found to reduce it to

about one half that price it would be largely used. Carriage is an

item, but I think that would be overlooked by the users if the gas was

cheaper, as bottles save a lot of trouble. I believe the bottles could

be returned by rail as empties to be refilled.

1 for one would never make the gas if I could get it at the price

named, as cylinders are less likely to wear out than bags; with the

latter one never knows how soon they may give out.

William BnooKS.

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.

At the present time, when the "Amateur question" is exercising the

public mind to such an extent, it is painful to see dissensions creeping

into the ranks of the oldest amateur society in the country, a society

which has had a hitherto prosperous career of nearly a quarter of a

century. Without discussing the details of the dispute in the Liver-

pool Amateur I'hotographic Association, there can be no doubt that a

society which, by its constitution and laws, is essentially an amateur

one, has a perfect right—nay, it is its duty—to exclude all members

who may infringi^ the strict rules. But it does certainly seem to mo
that the proceedings in this particular case savour somewhat of incon-

sistency. Having winked at Mr. EUerbeck's " offence" for some time,

and actually on more than one occasion refused his resignation when

tendered, it is scarcely to be wondered at that that gentleman should feel

aggrieved at the sudden change of front, and more especiidly the

manner in which the matter is brought forward. I speak purely on

the facts as reported, without for one moment disputing the right of

the members to expel one who is not an amateur. But it should have

been done three years ago.

There is one very suggestive word in the report of the proceedings.

It is stated that the action of the executive has become necessary

owing to Mr. lOUerbeck's " n]).vt!y " pubhshing his work. Are we to

understand from this that the Liverpool Amateur I'hotographic Asso-

ciation permits, or encourages, its members to break its laws so long

as they do it secretly ? If so, I for tme canuot help thinking that the

Society is pandering to the very worst phase of modern amateurism.

In the course of some interesting remarks upon toning at the

Cheltenham Photographic Society, General Dawson made a useful

suggestion. Spealiing of the necessity for very thorough washing of

ready sensitised paper previous to toning in order to get rid of the

acid contained in the paper, he stated that it is impossible to wash

too much. IVactically this is no doubt the case, but many operators

in order to expedite matters, immerse the prints in weak carbonate of

soda solution in order to neutralise the acid, and so render the toning

more regular and reduce the expenditure in gold. This appeal's all

right when the carbonate toning bath is to be employed, but it seems

only reasonable that when tlie acetate bath i^ to be used a pre-

liminary soaking in acetate of soda would be preferable, or in borax

when that salt is to be combined with the gold. The salt employed

in conjunction with gold in the toning bath exercises, as all know, a

powerful effect on the tone produced ; why not then the same effect

if used as a preliminary application ? If the ^^•arm tones usually ob-

tained with acetate are desired, it is probable the object will be
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partially frustrated by a previous soalcing in carbonate, and the tones

actually produced more closely resemble thosn obtainable with the

latter salt. Not so, however, if the first bath bo of acetate, as suff-

gested by General Dawson.

At first sight it seems a curious discovery that was reported to the

French Photographic Society by M. Franck dc Villocholle, to the effect

that the immersion of a plate in a solution of common salt, previous to

development, acts a.s an accelerator. It is distinctly contrary to

theory, since the first effect to be anticipated from treating a sensitive

film with a soluble haloid would be to slow it. But on the principle

that it is pos.'dble to get more out of an instantaneous exposure by
using a developer containing soluble bromide than with one containing

no rcstrainer, it is possible that salt employed in this manner may
indirectly produce the effect claimed for it. The bromide in the one

case checlcs any incipient tendency to fog, and penriits the image to

he " forced " to a greater extent than would be otherwise possible.

So, too, with a plate of inferior quality, and exhibiting a tendency to

fog under ordinary conditions, it is quite conceivable that a brief

immersion in common suit, by restraining the fog, would produce an

effect which might indirectly be described as acceleration, since with

a given exposure a better and more vigorous development would

ensue. I anticipate, however, that this result will only be obtained

with plates of inferior quality, and that those which are originally

perfect will not only fail to be benefited h\ it but will be actually

retarded.

A question was raised before the London and Provincial Photo-

graphic .\ssociation as to the possibility of modifying platinotype

prints by the addition of clouds and the like during the process of

printing. I do not remember to have seen or heard this point raised

previously ; in fact, it appears to have been, to a great extent, over-

looked by most amateurs, at least, who work the process. It is true

there is a visibh> image produced under tlie action of light, but, as

was pointed out by one of the speakers, it is so extremely feeble as to

be of little value as a guide. It is not so uiuch that the details of the

picture are invisible, but it is the dithenlty of accurately estimating

the precise values of two portions of the image which, though in the

imdeveloped condition apparently possessing equal force, may when
developed lie found to be sadly out of harmony.

I can .scarcely think the Chairman's suggestion of timing the various

parts of the negative .separately—I presume with silver paper—in

oi-der to get their re.siwctive printing values, will give much assi-stance

in the matter. Assuming the values to he accurately taken, and that

a imiform light enables the projier exposures to be given to eacli

portion of cloud and foreground, there still remains the dlfHculty of

dodging the joining, which, after all, is the chief one, and which
requires the printer's close and careful attention. This is not a

mechanical operation tliat a mere calculation of time, however correct^

will effect, but requires the skilful treatment of a printer who knows
his bui^iness. I do not mean to say—for I have had little experience

with the process—that it is impossible, or even more than ordinarily

difficult, to print clouds into platinotypes ; but the subject is one which
will bear ventilation, and tho.so who have experience in the matter

will confer a boon upon platinotype printers generally by publishing

any hints which may be of value.

Aprapos of a question asked at the same meeting with regard to

the early experiments of Ilerschel and Hunt on the retarding effect

of the red rajs upon photographic action, I am reminded of an
amusing argiunent I heard some time ago on a kindred subject

between two enthusiasts, who waxed particularly wai'm in the course

of the discussion. The question amounted to tliis, whether or not a

feeble ray of white light filtering into the "ruby" room, had really

the injurious effect attributed to it by most photographers. One of

the disputants held that it liad not. Without claiming the reversing

action attributed to the red rays by many scientists, he argued that

the ray of white light in penetrating the ruby-illumined atmosphere

of the dark room, practically passed through a coloured medium,
liecoming it.self the same colour. His opponent held that tliis was
•l)erfect rot," that the ray of white light simply "diluted" the

rolour of the illumination, and rendered it less safe than the original

colour ; that, in fact, the effect would be precisely the same whether
the ray passed through a ruby-tinted space or a similar distance

of absolute darkness. I don't think either convinced the other, or

ever would, and m to which of the two wm right, it rtruck me
that much depended on the size of the ray of white light and
the distance it had to travel whether it was injurious or not.

In the discussion which took place at the London and Provincial

Photographic Association, the Chairman mentioned IBecquerel'* con-
clusions, that the rays of higher refrangibility posaeMed reducing
powers, while the red end of the spectrum exhibited oxidising or
reversing properties. Coming closer to the present date, and to a
practical application of the theory, I think reference should be made
to Captain Abney's successful feat of photographing the infra red

end of the spectrum in 1870 or 1880. The principle upon which
this was done, was, I believe, precisely that mentioned ; a plate

already fogged by exposure to white light was acted upon by thai

portion of the spectrum where the re<l and invisible heat rays lie,

and the reversing action of the.se formed the image.

A simple experiment with a luminous tablet of calcium sulphide

will explain this action in a very clear manner. Let the tablet be

excited by means of magnesium wii-e, and immediately placed

behind a negative in a printing frame. Cover the frame with
a piece of ruby glass, and again expose the whole to magnesium or

sunlight. If the tablet be now examined in the dark it will be found
to bear a positive impression from the negative, tlie red light pas.sing

through the shadows having quenched the luminosity in those portions.

A still prettier experiment consists in exciting the tablet as before,

and after it has lost its pristine brightness, allow the sun's spectrum
to be thrown on to it by means of a prLsm. The effect is most
remarkable. The upper end of the spectrum becomes brighter than

the general surface of the tablet, while the lower end is proportionately

quenched, and beyond the limit of the visible red completely ex-

tinguished for a considerable distance by the invisible heat rays. It

does not require a great stretch of imagination to Ijelieve that what
occurs with the phosphorescent tablet occurs also with the photo-
graphic plate. The experiment, however, is very ea.«y to try.

There is possible danger to film negatives shadowed forth in the

report of the last meeting of the I'hotographic Society of Philadelphia,

where a member exhibited a negative which, originally 8^ x (j^, had

been enlarged to 10 x 8 by merely swelling or expanding it by im-

mersion in water. If film negatives are specially liable to this

expansion, it may be found of some inconvenience, but I can scarcely

see why they, more than glass or paper, should be subject to separation

of the film and .support. We all know tliat if the gelatine film be

detached from its support it will, when immersed in water, swell or

expand to an enormous extent, which it will not do when the support

is attached. But in the ease of a " film " negative the support itself

.seems liable to the same sort of expansion. On the other hand,

however, it should be remembered tliat as the finished film negative

is stripped, after drying, from a glass plate, the image proper is never

in the wet state allowed to trust entirely to the flexible support. If

by any accident afterwards the negative should get wet, then the

trouble would begin. Probably the recent substitution of collodion

for gelatine for stripping may improve matters. JIonitor,

BEAUTY OF POSE, PROPORTION, AND FEATURE IN
PORTRAITURE.

[A Communication to tho Edinbupgh Photographic Society.]

I.v an old French book upon art, whose title and author I have long

since most ungratefully forgotten, I remember reading a few chapters

upon portraiture, in which likeness of pose, likeness of pronortion,

and likeness of feature were emphasised, in the order I give them, as

the three chief desiderata in a good likene.^s. As the work to which

I refer was written long before photography existed, and was read

by myself when studying the rudiments of painting, I. at the time,

saw little in the rules laid down, save that the characteristic action

or pose of the subject should be broadly and thoroughly realised

mentally before beginning to " block out " the proportions, and that

this broad massing should, in turn, precede any elaboration of feature

or detail. I was satisfied then of a fact which I had vaguely realised

before—namelv, that it was folly to begin by working from one featur.-

to another in the hope that all would come right in the end; but it

was not till I had taken up the art which we all mutually pursue

that I fully understood the importance of a lar^e preliminary view,

for it wa.5 only then that I realised that in selecting and emphasising
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what he considers the beautiful, and, at the same time, ig^ioring or

subordinating what lie loolis upon aa ugly, the power of the photo-

grapher is comparatively limited. A\'lieu lie nialies what he acknow-
ledges to be a mistake through forgetting that heauty, " grace, and,

we may add, the likeness, consists more in taking the general air than

in observing the exact similitude of every feature," he cannot rectify

it save on a rosa tabula. Still, I do not see ^\hy the monochromatic
" studies " of HiOiS and lens should not please the beauty-loving eye
better than the objective attempts at realism made by such of our
brothers of the brush as have not yet found out wherein photography
is capable, and wherein incapable, of taking the ground from under
their feet. Setting aside colour, and tone implying colour, and also

technique as referring to the visible evidence of handicraft, it will be
found, 1 think, that the principles upon which the beauty of a single

line is determined are applicable to every phase of criticism to which
a picture may be subjected on its own merits.

To justify this statement, and thereby make my meaning clear, I

would remind you that without light and shade together no form
could be visible. And what we know to be true where form exists in

absolute darkness, would be equally true were everything of the same
brilliance. I'or instance, the form of the sun is lost to sight when
the sky in the zenith is so bright as to dazzle our eyes. Since, under
such conditions, we can have no visible form, we can have no apparent
line. l''or, popularly speaking, a hne is simply an empirical term
applied to designate the impression of form conveyed by the interfer-

ence of one density with another, under certain conditions of illumi-

nation. In this way we talk of the hne of the horizon, a line of

smoke, a line of soldiers, or a line of houses. It is only in this sense
that we can speak of a hue as visibly existing in nature at all. If the
conditions ohtnining here are equally to be applied to their artificial

presentment on a plain surface, as I think they should—for what is

a line of smoke beyond a charcoal line ?—then, if we let a drop of ink
fall on a piece of white paper, the blot will give the '•' line" of Euclid
better than another drop which, instead of having been 'allowed to
fall, has been regularly led over the paper with the point of a pen so
as to copy the outline of the form assumed by the blot. Therefore, if

when we speak of a line we acknowledge that we speak arbitrarily,
and refer to what may be termed a cross between an invisible line
and a visible superficies—or, in other words, as that which has length
and breadth, and is visible—we would still have to acknowledge that
the blot defined its own form and extent better than the copying out-
line, for in the outline we would have to decide whether it was its

inner edge, its centre, or its outer edge which limited the magnitude.
If Euclid's line be looked upon as the hne of demarcation of two
superficies, then the outline must necessarily cut off a portion of botli
or either. So, in everyday parlance, in speaking of a thick or even of
a thin line, we refer to that which has breadth, and is not therefore
the line of Euclid. And if we employ the term a " very thick" or a
"very broad" line, we may be asked whether we woidd consider as a
line at all a very short line drawn with a very broad pencil, so as to
form a square. And if we were to reply that a square mark was not a
line, and a fresh mark were made by a still shorter stroke from a
broader pencil, what would we say then ? Are these marks lines,
points, or superficies ? Wliat is a line ?

Xow as I want to talk about art, and not about mathematics, I will
ask you, for my argument's sake, to allow me provisionally to define a
line as any mark whereby more or less isolated and fractional form is
visibly indicated, a compound line being a series of salient and some-
ivliat disjointed marks.
Comnosition, disposition, position, and pose, differ only in degree.

They all mean arrangement, and the first mentioned includes all the
rest. Composition will not allow us to deal with the position of a
man as a thing of legs and arms, save after we have determined the
di.sposition of liim.self and his surroundings with regard to the shape of
the enclosing .space wherein he is to be posed or placed. Neither will
it allow us to deal with the direction of any curve or line of direction,
or leading line, no matter how important, until we have roughly settled
the disposition of the masses of light and shade which I wish for the
time being to call principal lines (points or regions) of position. But
in .so far as the supposition of tiie existence of the smallest line gives
rise to many points, .so inversely from the multiplicity of these lines
of position there is formed at last one line of direction, the pruicipal
line of all. With it, then, we have first to deal.
But let us see that we have tlioroughly realised its existence. The

eye involuntarily goes straight to the region of greatest contrast, and
where a number of salient patches of strongly contrasted li.dits and
shadows congregate, there must the eye wander. If these patches
(.lines of position) are all appro.ximately of the same brilliance, size,
and shape, our_ glance roams restlessly to and fro in search of some
poiot of Httraction greater than the rest, and if none bo present, which

^yill possibly be tho case where the lines of position have been allowed
to fall at random, it will .seek to discover some constellation, and,

having found one, will then go jerking backwards and forwards
among the points like a weaver's shuttle, laboriously and vainly

striving to gyrate among them, instead of dashing about like a newly-
caged bird sti'uggling to escape.

Though somewhat mixed, this metaphor allows us very easily to

form an idea of the different waj- in which the eye will be affected

by a picture of a nice, clean, long, straight broomstick, standing erect,

as opposed to the feeling produced by the contemplation of an Oriental

willow-wand reposing.

Po-ssessing some thought which he deems worthy of being embodied
in ft picture, the first aim of the artist is to subordinate the brilliance,

size, and shape of the lines of position and direction so as to admit of

the formation of one leading broad irregular, and somewhat disjointed

curve composed of them all.

His next thought is where in the space he has allowed himself ho
shall place this curve. This he will determine by the place in tins

principal line of direction occupied by the principal line of position
;

which must be that possessing the greatest contrast in portraiture

—

the head or a part of it—and, by its salience, considered in relation to

other points of minor interest. This hne ho places near the centre,

and to the right or the left, as tlie exigencies of the occasion may
require, but always above the centre. How far above will depend
upon how much of the body is seen, and whether an arm forming
a line of direction, or affording a line of position in tlie principal

curve, rises above the head. In dealing with a bust, for the same
reason, where the face, the principal line of position, is fronting the
spectator, there will be little variation in the amount of space on
either side, but when in profile the additional attraction given to the

eye necessitates a greater amount of space in front of the face than
behind the head ; this is simply equivalent to placing the principal

lino of position where it was before. In the same way, if the face •

is looking in one direction and the body is turned in another, the
principal line of direction will suggest a curve hke tliat of the letter

S, and the entire head will again be brought nearer the centre to

allow the principal hue of direction (S) to occupy its true position in

the enclosing space.

Parenthetically, since I have made use of one letter of the alphabet,
I may as well give a list of the letters and figures which, classed

according to their suitability, and want of suitability, to form principal

lines of direction, I once drew up in illustration.

1. Suitable types :

—

G Q J S, c s g a e t f, n 2 5 3, & ?.

2. Unsuitable types :

—

T X K E L I O, 8 4.

The remaining letters and figures are either repetitions of those
already used, are inapplicable as tending to confuse, or else, like

A, V, \V and M, imply a treatment of composition f<n'eign to that in

hand, and, to my mind, less simple (I refer to tlie pyramidal scheme).
The sign indicating the bass cleif in the musical staff is perhaps the
most suitable of any, and tlie sign indicating the treble is certainlj'-

the most beautiful. As I have stated that the arrangement of the
disjointed principal line of direction, and its relations to other minor
lines of the same kind and to lines of position, can be inferred from
the fundamental laws which define the beauty of a single simple line,

I will postpone further consideration of the most suitable curves it

may a.ssume till I come to touch on beauty of feature. One fact of
extreme importance shoidd, however, be noted : the principal leading
line must—absolutely must—return into itself, e.ff., c & s.

The artist who illustrated A Trip tu lUunderlaml showed me one
day a piece of paper covered with attempts to fulfil the author's wish,
and to illustrate the entry of some character—a herald, I think—as
"a point of interrogation!" I have not ceen the book, but, if the
finished design is as clever as the sketches were, I \\ill back that pose
against that of a man standing at " 'teiition !

" for beauty of lino.

(To he continued.) Ili'fin BnKiiNEn.

PLATINUM PRINTS.
TiiK recent yellowing of certain platinotype prints under the action
of sulphur, as described in these pages by Mr. Andrew Pringle,
indicates that the subject ought to be investigated to the roots by
those who do not care to print from their negatives at all unless they
can get pictures lilcely to last for a few centuries at lea.st, and by all

those who feel that moral obligations rest upon the present race of
photographers to adequately perform their duty as pictorial historians
working for the benefit of posterity. The lofss to the world of the
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othenriso historical records wliich have fiidiHl from the surface of

nlbuinenisnd papor williiii the present geiUTivtion is now irreparabh",

Hiid oven in tlie region of private life in nearly every liouse may Ix;

found some pea-soup looluufr blotches upon paper, over wliich tlie

])<isse.«sors mourn ns all tliey lia\e left to remind them of the features

of a nienilx>r of the family who a few year.s since departed this life.

Wlien a bootmaker sells hoots which fall to pieces in a fortnig^ht, the

lemiiins of those boots are not preserved in morocco shrines for years

for exhibition to all comers, the more is tlie pity; but when a photo-

graph rapidly fades, what is left of it is fortunately preserved as long

lis possible, and has the name of the issuing firm upon its back.

l*rol)ably tlie prevalence of tliese yellow faihnes in Ihitisli homes has
but not all, to do with the present l)ftd trade and low

It would be well if there were more imitators

somethin;

prices in photography.
of Messrs. Geruzet IJrothers, of 13rus.sels, who for about fifteen years

past have not sent out a single photograph likely to fade during a few
generations; all their work, large and small, lias been done in carbon,

consequently many an album in lielgium must now practically testify-

to its possessors the efficiency with which Jlessrs. Geruzet have done
their duty.

To platinum, however, the relatively imperishable nature of wliicli

is well known, must all photogi-aphers turn in relation to work
intended to Ije of historical value, and if once any one could definitely

prove anything against its character for permanency, the fact would
be lamentable in itself and detract from the importance of the whole
of the various platinum processes. Mr. I'ringle found certain plati-

num prints to turn yellow under the sulphur test ; Mr. .John Spiller

had the .same experience several years ago, and it was then explained
that the fault was due to tlie presence of a salt of lead in the com-
mercial sample of paper, the use of whicli salt, it was subsequently
announced, would be discontinued in its manufacture.

In the early days of the history of photography Sir John Ilerschel

discovered that the presence of the salts of lead greatly facilitated the

reduction of the salts of platinum by light. In \^'illls's iirst patent,

dated June 5, I87;i, the sensitising solutions for his platinotype paper
ari" described as one part of cliloroplatinnte of potassium in forty-

eight parts of water, apphed to the paper and dried ; next the paper
was treated with one part of nitrate of lead in forty-eight parts of

water, and dried ; then it was brushed over with one part of ferric

oxalate, in eight parts of water, acidified witli oxalic acid. Hence
the tinishi'd sensitive surface contained as much lead salt as platinum
salt, for wliich latter silver nitrate was sometimes substituted, accom-
paiiieil by other modifications of the process.

In liis next patent, dated July 12, 1878, he reduced the proportion
of lead, and employed :

—

AVater .'iO parts.

Chloroplatinite of potassium 1 part.

Ferric oxalate 4o parts.

Lead chloride 0'I;i part.

In his tliird patent, dated March 15, 18S0, ho proposed to abolish
the use of lead altogether, as well as of the silver salt which he some-
times used in place of lead, and gave the following formula of his

sensitising solution :

—

'Wa.toT ;iO parts.

I'otassium chloroplatinite. 4-2 „
Ferric oxalate 42 „

\Vith the presence of traces of silver in the whites of the image
one can easily see how yellowness would result from the sulphur
test, or with the presence of lead how a darkening would take place
wliich might loosely he described as " yellow ;

'' but as persons buy
platinotype paper for the sake of permanency, and to get rid of such
unstiible substances as salts of lead or silver in contact with organic
matter, were Mr. Pringle's experiments done with prints taken before
tlie issuing of the 1880 patent ? If not, what is the cause of the
yellowing Y The matter should be thoroughly investigated, because
if his charge could be substantiated against prints taken by all

platinotype processes, their chief ratsoji d'rfre would be demolished
;

tlie amount of their permanency would then lie a matter of argument
and que.stion, instead of—as I'rofessor Dewar assured the Royal
Institution a few days ago—being an indisputable fact. Platinum
would, however, still have the credit of giving more refined and
artistic results than silver docs upon albumen, despite the fine
detail of the latter class of pictures. The collodio-chloride process,
liowever, can be made to give liner detail, a better surface, and more
permanent prints.

I have often thought that every photographic society should
Tiermanently keep a stock of standard solutions, such as those used
by Mr. John Spiller for testing platinum pictures, and when prints
by any new process are produced, one of them should be cut up and
the strips be immersed dui'ing the evening in test-tubes containing

the solutions. Some prints would disappear in no time under tetts
which ])1atinuni would easily bear; such ditappearance would not
necessarily pro\c the prints to Ix) valueless, but would give useful
information forming a subject for discuaiion. The blue prints by
tlie iron processes are desti-ovcd readily by alkaline solutions, even
when very weak, yet under the conditions incidental to the keeping
of diagrams in engineers' offices, it is known that blue prints have
much permanency—in fact, the blue darkens a little with ag«; at the
same timj there is no harm in knowing what particular agencies are
most jirono to damage particular classes of prints. Such tests would
not give exact information as to the relative durability of the prints

by various processes, but the results obtained would be suggestive in

that direction. Were more regular work of general public interest

such as that now suggested taken up by the photographic organiza-

tions, their influence would be increased, and the possession by each
of them of a good lending library of scientific books would be as

great a factor in bringing in new members as it proves to be in

societies connected with other scientific subjects. A reading room
containing all the photographic journals would be attractive ; at

present tlie Photographic Society only lays upon its table one
periodical printed in the French language. If the refined and intel-

lectual French nation were to be blotted out of existence to-morrow,
the members of that Society would not be a jot the worse so far as
concerns their present associated facilities for reading the photographic
literature of that country.

The solitary periodical in the French language laid upon the talde

of the I'hotographic Society is the UuUetin lieUje, printed in Brussels.

This is, in my opinion, the best of all the existing monthly periodicals

connected with photography issued in any part of the world. It is

well got up, and at considerable expense it has for a long series of

years published in every issue a frontispiece illustrating some photo-
graphic printing process, confining itself of late )ears to the more
permanent classes of pictures, thus making a historical record of the

progress of printing processes. Captain Abney is its KnglLsh corres-

pondent, and contributes fi-equent articles on the progress of photo-

graphy in this countiy. The photograpliic periodicals from all parts

of the world are carefiJly examined by its managers, and every
month it prints brief abstracts of all it finds in them of most value.

In all the periodicals printed in the French language, nothing per-

sonally offensive or calculated to annoy any one is ever published, and
as such things are not inserted, the editors are probably not troubled

with communications containing paragraphs of that description. No
doubt the fact of the average popular education being five or six

times higher in the more civilised Continental nations than in England
has something to do with this refined atmosphere of literary respect-

ability. The Bulletin Belije once printed Dr. Van Monckhoven's

claim to be the originator of the platinum process, and to have di.s-

covered that platinum prints fade. I looked up his past utterances

by means of the references he gave, and found that they did not

substantiate his claim to priority; moreover, his statements about

fading are unsupported by any other experimentalist. Captain

Pizzighelli and liaron A. Hubl made a like investigation of his state-

ments, and with the same results. "\V. II. IIaheison.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 973.—" Iiiiprovcnieuts in Apparatus for Holding, Expasing, and Removing

Dry Plates or Films'iu Photographic Cameras." M. R T. Shebwilu—/)oA!d
January 21, 1887.

No. 981.—"A New and Iiiii)roved Method of Producing Coloured Trans-

parencies." F. W. OuVEK.

—

Dated January 1\, 1887.

No. 1079.—" Improvenieuts in Obtaining Prints with the Aid of Photo-

grapliy, and in tlie Preparation of the Materials, and iu Apparatus to be

employed tlierein." C. Kwilo'^Xi.—Ji'Ued JaHuary H, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
iMPnO^-KMKNTS IN THK FORM.VTIOS ASD COSSTBUCTIOH OF PHOTOORAPHIO

C'.\MEItAS.

No. 2670.—John Euward THonxTON, New Lome-street, Moss-side,

Manchester.—/Vii-iwiri/ 2'J, 1886.

The iinjirovenients which are the subject of this invention, relate to the

form and construction of photographic cameras, and the object of my inven-

tion is to effect a reduction in the weight of photographic cameras, by the

avoidance of accessories and external requirements, or replacements of dupli-

cates anil loose parts.

In constnicting a photograjihie camera acconling to my invention, I form

the b.%sel)onnl with an aperture or oiwning, the object of such an opening

being for a twofold purpose, liereinafter more definitely descrilied ; nrstly,

for forming a receptacle for tlic lens or lenses ; and secondly, to serre the

purpose of a tripod head.
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' The front board or panel to which the lens is usually attached, I form of the

ordinary shape externally, bnt with a circular opening of a suitable size

througli the centre. I lit into this opening a revolving panel or table, to

which one, two, or more lenses are attached, in such positions that, by
revolving the said table, either one or other of the lenses, as required, may
have a central position, and come opposite centre of plate. The front board

is supported between stmts in the usual way, and with sufficient rise and fall

to allow one of the lenses attached to the front board being placed opposite

centre of either upper or lower half of plate. By these means a lens of the

size required may be used witliout detaching the unrequired sizes of the len.ses

from the camera, and thus remains always complete and ready for use.

When the operator desires to pack tlie camera, the front board with the

lenses affixed, is laid down on the baseboard, the opening in the base-

board forming a receptacle .and packing space for the lenses, thus obviating

the necessity for their removal from the front board.

In order to retain the Kinear form of bellows, I make a slight extension on
the upper side of the first two or three lap.s.

To the edge of the circular opening in the baseboard I attach, finnly and
permanently, a hollow or box-shaped metal ring, with a groove or opening in

the said ring : this groove in the fixed metal ring forms a receptacle for the

upper ends of the legs supporting the camera, around and upon which the

camera revolves. Tlie upper ends of the legs are retained in their position in

the fixed metal ring by a spring or other suitable means.
The standards between which the front board is supported arc hinged at

their lower ends to a transverse bar. This transverse bar is made with V-shaped,
or other similar suitably formed ends, which fit into corresponding recesses in

the sides of metal racks attached to baseboard, so as to place the front board
nearer to or further from the camera body for long or short focus, as desired.

These racks are formed with teeth both on their upper and lower sides. A
pinion working in the teeth on the upper side of racks causes the transverse
bar, carrying front board with lenses attached, to travel backwards or forwards,
and a pinion working in the teeth on the under side of racks operate-s the
.sliding frame of baseboard in a similar manner.
When it is prefeired to draw out or close the baseboard quicker than by

operation of rack and pinion, I withdraw the jiinious from contact with the
racks by transverse pressure on the pinion sjiindle, and the baseboard may
then be drawn out or pushed in by hand ; the pinions regain their ))revious

positions by means of a spiral spring, which retains them always in gear with
racks except when purposely displaced.

In a central position, on the under side of the camera body, I attach a plate
in which I form a transverse .slot : tlirougli this slot passes a .set screw : the
camera body may obtain a lateral movement and also the required liorizontal
swing, and be held firmly by means of the said set screw.

In the place of the ordinary ground-glass, I use, as a focussing screen, a
suitable translucent material wound on a spring roller, which is fitted on
one side of aperture of camera body ; the method of using this focussing
screen is the .same as an ordinary spring blind, being held at one side by
a fa.stener when required in use, and winding itself on the roller when
released,

ff^ntinQ^ of SottetiejS*

MEETINGS OF BOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date ol Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

Februar^1

2 '.'.'.'.'..

2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4

Bolton Club The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Masonic Hall, Surrey-street.
Society's Rooms, 18, High-street.

Sheffield

MyddeltonHall.Upper-st. .Islington

Society's Rnis.,Norfolk-sq.,Glossop
Coventi7 Dispensary.Coventry and Midland

Edinburgh Photo. Society Hall, 20, George-street, Edinbm-gli.
Meohauios' Institute, Hanlev.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.G.

Lamb's Hotel, Retorm-st., Dundee.
PhilosophicalSoc.Rms.,20r,Bath-st.
Philosophical Hall, Leeds.
Society of Arts, John-st., Adclphi.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.
School of Art, Green HiU, Derby.

IJolton Photofrraphic Society ...

Dundee and East of Scotland ...

Glasgow Photo. Association
Leeds
South London

Derby

" Halifax Photographic Society... M. Manley's, Baram Top.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday night, at a meeting of the above Society, held at 5a, Pall Mall
East, London, Mr. William England, Vice-President, occupied the chair.

Mr. Dixon exhibited some of his .specimens of orthochromatic prints and
negatives. He said that after many months of experimenting he and Mr. Gray
had worked out the process

; among the facts which had struck him was the
wonderlul way in which the i)rocess made old pictures come out like solid
objects

;
of this he could give uo explanation, but he exhibited copies of old

paintings taken in the National Gallery to illustrate his statement. In the
process they used some chemicals named by a patentee, also some not named
by him

;
some of the commercial plates in the market answered for the pur-

])ose and others did not
; they were rendered orthochromatic by dipiiing in a

bath and drying
; Edwards's plates were excellent for the purpose Tlie

keeiung qualities of the finished plates were doubtful ; some were as good as
ever after the lapse of six or eight weeks, others went bad in two or three
weeks

; their rapidity was doubled by being achromatised, but when they

were used with a yellow screen the normal exposure of the plates had to be
quadrupled.

Mr. J. Cadett said that Mr. Leon Warnerke had told him that ordinary
plates, if used with certain kinds of yellow glass, would give almost as good
results as certain specially prepared orthochromatic plates ; to the eye several
of these yellow glasses looked just the same, but worked quite differently when
used in the photographic operations, therefore the sample of yellow glass for
orthochromatic work should be specially selected.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor asked if any one had tried cyanine, the colouring
matter of the violet, as a substitute for eosine in tlie preparation of orthochro-
matic plates.

Mr. W. M. Ashman responded that two years ago he had used alcoholic
extracts of the colouring matters of various garden flowers, and had exhibited
the results to that Society ; it was admitted at the time that ini proveil nega-
tives had thus been obtained by him ; among the colours he tried were those
of the .sunflower and of the common French marigold.

Mr. B. J. Edwards was pleased to give Mr. Dixon credit for what he had
done in introducing the process to the notice of photographers, but it had pre-
viously been worked out and brouglit into every-day use on the Continent

;

the details, moreover, had been published more than once in this country.
The case reminded him of a man who found a plough forgotten and neglected
in a corner of a field, so took possession of it and used it, but it was not the
finder's plough, for it belonged to somebody else all the time. The speaker
here exhibited some orthochromatic photographs, several of which had been
taken four years ago ; one of them w.as Murillo's Virgin of Seville, which he
said was a painting which it had long been thought to be impossible to copy
by photogi-aphy, but was at last obtained by means of one of Clayton & Tailfer's
plates. The process was excellent for ordinary photogi'aphic work, and, among
other things, was good for snow scenes. Tailfer's patent was published in this
coxintry on the 8th of January, 1883, and the process was described in The
Jvunial of the Photoyraphic Society oi April, 1886; full instructions for pre-
paring the plates were therein given, so there was really no secret in the matter
at all ; there was no difiiculty about it beyond that of getting the proper eosine,
for twenty-five or thirty kinds of eosine are known, and Dr. Vogel had stated
that it was impossible to got a pure one in the market. A solution of the
proper eosine had to be made—it should be strong enough to be of rather a
deep pink colour; the plat&tad to be dipped into it, then washed under a tap
and dried, and the whole thing was done ; the only trouble was that the plates
so made would not keep. His own plan was to make the emulsion ortliocliro-

matic in the first instance, and he could produce plates which would keep for
years ; the plates were not slower than ordinary plates or in any point inferior
to them, consequently Tailfer's discovery was a great advance in photograiihy.
Mr. Dixon had mentioned that it was the subject of a patent, but if a Frencli-
man took out a patent in this country his rights ought to be respected ; Tailfer
had not been .able to obtain a patent in Germany, so there the i)rocess was free
and open, but not so in Great Britain. He (Mr. Edwards) had worked at
orthochromatic photography in the attempt to "get round" Tailfer's patent,
but it checked him at every turn, so but two courses were open to him—either
to steal it or to buy it, and of course he did the latter. M. Tailfer had written
to him asking that he would inform the Photographic Society and the public
that he did not claim in his patent the application of eosine to jihotography

;

he claimed solely its application to the gelatino-bromide process. At the
time of the discovery this was believed to be impossible, and sucli had been
stated in print, so he (M. Tailfer) thouglit that Englishmen ought to give him
credit for what he hail done. A silver medal had been granted at the late

Inventions E.xhibition to M. Tailfer for his specimens of orthochromatic photo-
graphy without a yellow screen, and one had recently been given by the
Photographic Society to Mr. Dixon ; he (Mr. Edwards, thought that M. Tailfer
ought to have had both.

Mr. W. Bedford knew many photographers who, like himself, had tried
Tailfer's process as described in hi.s patent, yet failed to get the results, and
until Mr. Wellington published some distinct formulic a few days ago, includ-
ing the use of free silver, he had been unable to succeed. It had been said

that the use of a particular variety of tetrabromide of florescine was necessary.
Perhaps some chemist present conhl tell them something about it.

Mr. Edwards responded that he never used free silver.

Mr. Taylor suggested that anyone present, versed in patent law, should tell

them whether a patent, to be a good one, should not so describe the invention
that any skilled photographer would be able to follow the instructions and
work the process successfully.

Mr. Edwards could bring three who had succeeded ; he did not know how
many had failed.

Mr. Taylor responded that that raised the question wliether Mr. Bedford
was a skilled photographer.

Mr. Edwards said that it had been found that the only way to make a
valid patent was to include the whole eosine group, for it could iiot be other-
wise described.

Mr. Dixon asked how a man could claim what he could not describe ? Tlie
results which he (Mr. Dixon) had exhibited that evening were ten thousand
times better than those exhibited by Mr. Edwards.

Mr. Edwards remarked that in some of those .spoken of by Mr. Dixon a
yellow screen had been used in the camera.

Mr. FuiESi! Greene said that if Mr. Dixon had not greased and oiled the
old plough, perhaps Mr. Edwards would not have taken it up ; Dixon's were
evidently the best plates which had yet been placed ujioii tlie market. He
(Mr. Greene) had sent some of his orthochromatic results upon collodion to
Sir Henry Ponsonby, who had exhibited them to the Queen.

Mr. Wollaston said that at that Society they liad to deal with results and
with scientific ell'ects, and not with questions of ]iatent law. He had produced
orthochromatic photograjjlis ever since Clayton & Tailfer's plates appeared in
the market. He here exhibited some .specimens, one of them, he said, being a
subject with which good iihotographers had hitherto failed to get results at all.

He gave ordinary exposure-s, and applied ordinary developers, but he was obliged
to go back to the old ruby light in the developing room.

Mr, W. E, Debenham e.xhibjted the results of his orthochromatic photo-
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grapliic results with the popular pictnre, SiPfeln to the S)Peet. He had iiseil

eosine, nml a yellow sirefii pra(lueo(I liy coating the inner surfaces of his

h'uscs with oolloiliou containing eosine ; lie thus avoiiled extra reflections, and

adverse optical cfl'ects liable to be introduced by i)lain rIrss screens. One of

iiis yellow screens, however, was niaile of two discs of extra-white patent plate,

each coated on one side with colloilion containing anrine ; the coated sides

were then cemented together with Canada Iialsain, so that the yellow lilm was

protected from injnry, and the compound disc coulil be easily cleaned. Old

iiictures were usually very yellow, whilst the cracks in them rellected much
white light, but the yellow .screen toned down the latter, ami therein he

thought w.%s the explanation of the problem of the exceptional appearance,

mentioned by Mr. Dixon, of old pictures in orthochroniatic photographs. Mr.

Blwanls claimetl the use of eo.sino in conjunction with ammonia; his (Mr.

Pebenhnm's) jilates were jirepared without ammonia. He did not think that

he had ever seen the reds so well rendered as by Ives's chlorophyl process.

Tlie Cierman Government always maile in<piiries before granting patents, and

when a discovery was not new, no jiatent was granted ; it was desirable that

.some such systeiu should be adopted in this country, in which a jiatent had

been defined as " a right to go to law."

Mr. Dixon- said that he couhl doulde the rajiidity of ordinary plates, ami

had exhibited that evening the result of a comparative experiment.

Mr. Edw.vrds stated that the speed to pmu white light could not be

increased, but some time had elapsed since pure wliitc daylight had been seen

in London. Mr. Dixon should test with tlie light of the sensitometer tablet.

Mr. INCK askeil if sensitive jiaper films could be made orthochromatic.

Mr. HvsLOP re)>lied that there w.as no ditliculty whatever in iloing so.

Mr. Joiix Srii.LKH, F.C.S., saiil that he had had some of the resiionsibility

of awanling the medal to M. Tailfer at the Inventions Exhibition of 1885, for

he was then one of the jurors, and ha<l as colleagiies the late Dr. Diamoml,

Dr. Warren De La Hue, Colonel Stuart Wortley, Captain Abney, Mr. Bol.is,

and Mr. Bolton, all members of the Photographic Society ; so he thought that

in the multituile of coun.selloi-s there was wisdom, and that Me-ssrs. Clayton

,t Tailfer deserved their medal. They claimcil the \ise of the cosines in

conjunction with ammonia and alcohol, the latter being not altogether indis-

jiensable. The patent gave a fair description of what was known in commerce

as eosine, and he thouglit that nobody could use eosine for the purjiose but the

owner of the patent. Eosine is made from fluorescine condiined either \vith

chlorine, liromine, or iodine, or sometimes some of tlie nitro group are intro-

duced. Mr. Edwards, lie was informed, used tetraiodolluorescine, a substance

which might give a cross action ujion a gelatino-bromide jilate, as in the

example of w.ashing such a plate with ioilide of potassium. It might be that

there were dirtVrences in some of the cosines, but any eosine would answer the

purpose to sdini' extent, otherwise the patent would be invalidated. Mr.

Eilwards .said that tetraioilotlnorescine answered best. That could always be

obtaineil of perfect jiuritv, and all samples always alike.

Mr. W. T. CiooDHEw" showed that by varying the development he hail

produced more orthochromatic results than the ordinary plates otherwise

gave.

.Mr. Debexh.V-M pointe.l out that at the same time some other parts of the

picture had been deteriorated. He thought that a plate made more sensitive

to yellow light must be more sensitive to white light as a whole, as the latter

contained so much vellow.

Mr. Edw.vuds said that the enhanced sensitiveness was very small. He
exhibited a coloured screen made by placing a disc of yellowed gelatine between

two pieces of metal of the form of a lens stop.

The Ch,virm.\n thought Mr. Debenham's plan of colonring the lenses to be

admirable.
Mr. W. F. DONKIN remarked that the plates had been called both -'ortho-

chromatic" and " isochromatic," the former of which he thought to be the

correct rendering, for the former meant giving the results truthfully, and the

latter giving everything alike—everything an equal smudge—at least that was

the iilea which the word conveyed to his mind.

Mr. Dixon- said th.at if he went to .any chemist and asked for eosine, he

would not give him the substance with which he prepared his plates, which

plates, he maintained, were distinct from all prepareil with eosine.

Mr. EDWAiiDs stated that Mr. Dixon's plates had been tested and found to

contain eosine.

Mr. Dl.\ON responded that it then " must have got in on the sly," he did not

put it in. However, he would no longer sell the jdates, as he would not risk

the uncertainties of the law. The orthochromatic results he had exhibited had
* wot been equalled in London.

Mr. Si>nuiE said that at the next meeting of the Society he should partly

deal with the subject of that eveuiug.

A vote of th.anks to Mr. Dixon, for bringing the subject under the notice of

the Society, w.as moved by Mr. J. Sekastian Davis, seconded by Mr. Edwards,

and carried, after which the meeting broke up.

Music, sougii, and recitations were given by Mm. Brifinahaw, Mesan. Cripp«,

Herbert Stames, H. A. Bridge, anil W. Cobb, after which the company parted,

highly pleased with their cxiicricnces.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Thursdav, January 13, a kind of scientific entertainment took place under

the auspices of the above Association at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London,

with Mr. ,1. .T. Briginshaw in the chair. There was a large attendance, in-

hilling a considerable j^roportion of ladies.

.Mr. Watson, of Holhorn, exhibited a number of scientific instruments.

By means of the ojitical lantern various photographic views were projected

Hlion the .screen, and changed by means of Mr. J. B. B. Wellington's lanteni

-lide changer, which blotted out the light automatically for a moment when
uh change was made. One of his views, representing Haddon Hall, drew

-.iieral applau.se from its enh.inced pictorial l>eauty caused by the inclusion of

natural clonils instead of the usual bare sky. Among the other lantern pic-

tures projected were some by Mr. L, Medland of animals in the Zoological

(ianlens ; some by Mr. Briginshaw, of jiliotographs of in.sects ;
some by Mr. J.

llubeit, also of insects, of which he likewise exhibited live specimens; and
^ome slides by Mr. F. P. Cembrano and by Mr. Kingdon. Mr. York's

.\mgrican and Canadian views were instnietive and interesting.

CAMERA CLUB.

On Tlinrsday, the 20th instant, the subject under discussion was Tfie Develop'

meiit of Jtromidi! Pnper, opened by the reailing of a communication from Mr.

Andrew Pringle. Dr. J. Foulerton occupied the choir.

A large number of film negatives ami positive prints, sent by Mr. Pringle to

illustrate liis remarks as to the capabiUties of bromide pajier, were handeil

roiinil for exhibition.

Mr. KiDD said his cxjierience tallied in most respect* with Mr. Pringle's,

but he did not advise the use of an excess of bromide to give ilensity. A small

amount of bromide gave liest results, a better colour particularly. Increase of

bromide caused a brownish green colour. If from over exjjosure a great a<ldi-

tion of bromide became necessary, that inint would not lie of much use. With
a deii.se uegative a smaller proportion of^ iron to oxalate should l)e used. He
ilid not use acicl after development, Imt found a plug of cotton wool, if useil

skilfully, and with all thoroughly in soak, rubbed off the developer and pre-

vente<l precipitation of lime in the paper. As the original introilucers of the

bromide paper, his firm had at first found the black colour much objecte<l to,

now notliing but engraving colour photographs would lie looked at Tlie

coloui-s given by albumenised paper were not approved by artists and (leoplc

of cultivateil tastes.

Mr. Heubeiit Fry saiil he thought great care was needed in getting rid of

the acid before fixing, as a very injurious sulphur action might I>e set uji in the

fixing if acid remained in the print The acid bath was not ateolutely necea-

sarj-. He considered that it was important that development should lie prompt,

ami that bromide be not used in excess if soot and whitewash effects were to

be avoided ; also, that in exposure distance from the light should be carefully

considered and regulated by the .strength of the light and the density of the

negative.

Mr. Ai.FiiED H.\UM.4N' said that the acid bath w-as absolutely necessary to

prevent the precipitation of oxalate of iron in the pores of the paiier. Tlie

jiicture, too, was more brilliant from the acid treatment. He then made some
interesting remarks on Alpha paper. It was slower than 'oromide onlinarily,

but gave great range of colour. When the objectionable greenish colour caiue

it was a sign of no toning action.

Mr. Walker agreed that the acid bath was needed, at any rate, in America.

He had intendeil showing some sensitometer tests exhibiting density curves, to

rebut the assertion that lialf tones were not obtainable on bromide iiajx-r, but

iiad been prevented ean-ying out his full intention. Some prints by .M. Naikr,

of Paris, showing every graduation and gieat detail in the shailows, were

exhibited.

Dr. FoDi-ERTON prefen-ed to use magnesium wire in exposure rather than

jiaraliiiie or gas, and he jilaced his iirinting frames round in a circle, exjiosing

all together at one illumination.

Mr. Fehrers said he also preferred magnesium wire, as giving more even

tone, but fouml that exposing in a circle caused objectionable reflections acrass

from one negative to another.

Mr. Davidson, referring to Mr. Kidd's remark.s, thought that it was the

glaze rather than the colour in allnimenised paper prints that was objecteil to by

artists, or liy anyboily who looked for "quality" in pictures, .and that photo-

graphs on plain" salted papers and papers of matt surt'ace generally rendered

the /ef/iji;/ of a subject much more eflectively than the ordinary allramenised

paper. Colour was a matter of taste, but he preferred a warm coloiire<l print

when it was not crude. For tliis reason he went greatly for Alpha paper. It

did not, in his hands, ai)pear to give a certainty of obtaining warmth, though

a grey could be got at will. He found his toning bath had to be much stronger

in gold than that recommended or else the greenish appearance remained.

Mr. W. H. Wheei.er .said he found, from his exi>erieiice amongst artiste,

that the colour of a monochrome was a matter of individual taste, the glasf of

a silver print being the point of objection. Etchings of a brown colour were

now highly appreciated, and a jiainter in doing work in monochrome greatly

used sepia.

Mr. H. H. O'Fabhell said he personally ilid not like the warm tone either

in prints or in discussion, but supposed it was all a matter of taste. Keferring

to a point in Mr. Pringle's paper and to one of the negatives handeil ronnd, he

said the ojiiiiion of himself and many in the room was that it was not by any

means a dense negative, as claimed by Mr. IVingle, but just such an one as

would give a good print on any pai)er.

Mr. D. P. RoDGEBS said that also was his opinion, and he still thought that

bromide paper required a thin negative rather than a vigorous one. Dift'erent

makes of jiaper seemed to recpiire dift'erent methods of treatment ; acid was

required with one maker's and not with another's ; if he had a thin negative

he used Jlessrs. Eastman's pajier, if a dense one, Messrs. Morgan & Kidd's or

Messrs. Fry's. In reganl to colour, he had obtained a fairly warm colour on

Kastman's bromide paper by the u.se of a soda developer. On Alpha paper be

li.ad secui-ed, without toning, all shades between reil and black by altering the

developers. He would suit colour to subject—a snow scene in black and white,

a sunny scene in warm colour.

Mr. H. J. GiKKORD said he would like to know what was the comiiosition of

the developed image in the argentic bromide prints.

Great interest was excited by the exhibition and working by Sir. Spickemell

of one of Messrs. Marion's (Urie's) automatic printing machines.

Votes of thanks were passed to Dr. Foulerton and to the visitors who had

contributed to the interest of the evening.

The subject for Tliursday, February 3, is Artistic Photoffrajt/ii/. Paper to

be read by Mr. W. H. Wheeler at eight p. m.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Thk monthly meeting of this Society took place on .lanuary 1.3, 1.SS7, at 80,

George-street, Manchester,—The President, Mr. Arthur Coventry, in the chair.
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Tlie minutes of the jirevioiis meeting were read and passed, and the following

gentlemen niianimonsly eleeted members of the Sotiety :—Messrs. G. H. Righy,
AUiert Woodljury, J. L. Barker, J. Hart, and N. Snialliiage.

The Pricsiuent reminded memliers wlio hiteuded exhibiting at the Jubilee
E^ljibition in Mancliester that space must be applied for this mouth, and also

tliat all exhibits must be frameil. The Council of the Society had decided not
to apply for any space as a Society.

Mr. A. BiiOTHKiis, F.R.A.S., then gave an address, of which the following
is the substance, on the I'rogress in Astronoinkul I'hotaijru-pliy. He said, I

shall pass over the early history of tlie subject in a very few words. I can
do this very safely because, in December, 1865, I read a long paper before the
Photographic Section of the Literary and Philosoiihical Society on this subject,

which was jirinted at length in the I'roceediii'js of that Society, also in The
BitiTiSH Joi-itNAi. OK Photogh.m'hv, the Photorjwphic Xeics, ten yeai-s later

in the EitijUsh Mechanic, and in two editions of Chambers's Asirunmny. In
compiling the paper I went into the subject very fully, and gave an account of
wliat Iiad been done up to the date named. Since 18()5 a good deal has been
done in America, wliere there are many observatories where pliotography is

l>ractised. Amongst others, Mr. Whip]ile photographed stars, and the experi-

ment was tried on the star a Lyne. At tliat time only the brightest stars

could be photographed, as only the Daguerreotype and collodion processes
were available. In 1867 Mr. Bond photographed the double star zU. Majoris,
the time occupied being eight .seconds. Mr. Kutlierford, another very eminent
astronomer in America, turned his attention to iiliotographing stars as well as

t'le moon with his telescojie of thirteen inches aperture corrected for the chemical
rays. His plan was to malie a photograph, then allow the telescope to remain
still for a few secomls and then take another jiicture. That is a good plan, and
in the days of photograjihy when spots were more ju'evalent than they are on
gelatine jilates it was absolutely neces.sary. This would be .all very well in photo-
grapliing a few stars, but wonld be useless .at the present day. Having succeeded
in iihotogra]dMng stars, the next subject whicli occupiedthe attention of as-

ti-ononiers, diietly in America, was that of photographing the nel>ulie. These,
relatively to tlie bright stars, are very faint objects indeed in the telescojie.

To photograjih them in those days witli the most sensitive surface they could
cmjdoy was .alnio.st an impossibility. Mr. Draper, in 1 Sol, had succeeded in
cHing it. An astronomer went from America to Cordoba for the parjiose of
mapping the stars in the southern hendsphere, and after doing tliat tunied Ids
attention to jihotograpliing them, and tuc .ceiled to a great extent. In England
tlie Kev. Mr. Espin, sometime resident near Liverpool, gave this subject his

attention. His main object was to form a means of estimating the brightness
of the stars, and in this he was partially successful. Next we have Dr. Huggins,
who has done much in tlieapjdicationof photography to a.stronomical purposes.
He has done more in ]iliotogra])liing tlie spectra of stars than anyone else. He
alsi had an idea that it would lie poisible to photograph the corona without an
eclipse. Every iihotograidier knows that it is ditiicult to photograph a dull
object in the presence of a liriglit one. By using coloured blue media, liquid, I

believe, he cut off the blue rays and made a photogiaiih which iiresented mark-
ings believed by some to be the coron.a. He was iiistruiiiciital in sending Mr.
Kay Woodstotlie Kighi, in Switzerland, to pursue tliese experiments at a great
elevation. He was there at the time we were having those curious pink sun-
sets. Those who were in the habit of observing such matters coulil see that
peculiar glow, under favourable conditions, in the brightest sunlight. This
gentleman's work in Switzerland was interfered witli by the peculiar state of
tlie atmosphere, but it was supposed his results corroborated those of Dr.
Huggins. Another idea occurred to Dr. Huggins. He supposed tli.at if during
a total eclipse of the .^un his results agreed, he slionld be able to show that the
moon cuts olf the rays of the corona when it conies up to the edge of the sun.
Tlie experiment w.as made during the last eclipse, and the results were not con-
firmatory of Dr. Huggins's ideas. I do not mean to say Dr. Huggins was not
right, but at present tlie ipiestiou is not settled. Pickering turned his atten-
tion to the subject of iihotograpliing the stars, and got four hundred and sixty-
two stars on a jil.ate 10x8 where fifty-eight were only sliown on the chart by
Dr. Gould, who showed stars of the nintli magnitude. To measure and plot
fifty-eight stars is a work of very considerable labour, but it is only the Labour
of an hour or two if we use photograjiliy, so that the saving of time is enormous.
In 1860 Dr. De la Rue went to Spain and succeeded in photogi'apliing a total
eclipse of tlie sun, and jiroved the point as to the red prominences belonging to
the sun. These red prominences are exceedingly brilliant masses of light
which appear at certain places round the edge of the moon, very beautiful and
generally of a rosy tint. They were a gi-eat mystery ; nobody could tell what
they were, and tliey could never be seen excepting during an cclijise, anil the
thing to prove was whether they really belonged to the sun. On photogi-aphs
taken at the beginning of the eclipse the red prominences were seen on one
side and at the end of the eclipse on the other side. As the moon progressed
across the sun's disc tlie red iirominences were covered up, thus demonstrating
that they belonged to the sun. Tliis proof is not needed now, the spectroscope
reveals tho.se objects without the assistance of an eclipse. About 1870 there
was much speculation among astronomers as to the nature of the corona ; some
said it could only be an effect in our atmosphere iiroduced by the light striking
the edge of the moon, and had nothing to do with the sun. As ]iliotogi-apliy
settled the matter of the re<l prominences, it was naturally snpiiosed that it

might settle this. The Royal Astronomical Societv, aided by the Itoyal Society
and the Government, resolved to test the matter, and I had the pleasure of
helping. I knew that all previous attempts to jihotogi-aph eclipses had Vieen
made with the telescope, and how very ditiicult it was to take pictures with a
t.le.scope, the lenses in which were not corrected for the chemical rays. It
occurred to nie that the most sensible way was to photograph the eclipse as
you would a landscape. I made inquiry to get the largest aperture lens I
couhl

;
Mr. Dallmeyer had the only available instrument, and kindly lent it

me, and with it I made some photographs. It was very lucky the whole thing
was not a failure, as the clouds only just cleared away in time, leaving me
only thirteen seconds of clear sky before the eclipse ended. The photograph
taken at this time, when compared with others taken one thousand five luindred
miles away, settled the point as to the corona being an ajipendage of the sun.
The method I adopted iu this iustauoelias been used ever since in photograpliing

ecliiises of the sun. I now come to spe.ak of the work done in France by M.
Janssen, at Mendon, ami Messrs. P. and Prosper Henry, at the Paris Observa-

tory. I may also say there are gentlemen at work in England pursuing the

same line of work, and though I cannot show you very much of wh.at they have

done iu stellar work, I can show some very beautiful photograidis liy Mr.

Common. M. Janssen has given more attention to pliotograjihing the sun.

I have here a photograph of the sun's surface, showing a very large spot visible

to the naked eye in 1885. In this place, about twenty-five years ago, Mr.

Nasmyth communicated a paper on the subject of the sun's surface, to which
very little attention had been given before. Sir John Herschel and others had
observed th.at the sun was not a smooth surface, but w.as broken up. Nasmyth
said the surface appeared to be covered with objects like willow leaves. This

called the attention of astronomers to the matter, especially tlie Rev. 'W. R.

Dawes, who compared the appearance to a thatch of straw. Mr. Langley made
a very beautiful drawing of a suiispot. Dr. Huggins made one totally different.

But although they were all dissimil.ar I think all the observers mean the same
thing, because one which is enlarged from the one I have }iassed round is so

exactly like Dr. Huggins's drawing that one might almost say the .same hand
had drawn it, though one is a photogi'aph and the other a drawing. It may be
called the mosaic pattern. M. Janssen, in imrsning this subject, came to the

conclusion that photography could do more than it had hitherto done. I will

translate a few words from a pajier he h.as sent me. M. Janssen says, "In a

note presented to the Academy of France in December, 1877 I said that

photogi'aphy otfered not only, as is believed generally, the means of fixing

luminous images, but that it constitutes a method of discovery in the sciences,

and esiiecially in astronomy. I added that the sensitive photographic plate,

by reason of its admirable property of giving fixed images and rays much more
extended than those which atl'ect our retina—in fact, permitting the accumula-
tion of radiations during a time more or less unlimited—that this sensitive film,

I said, ought to be considered as the true retina of the scientist." Since the

time this remarkable passage was written the Messrs. Heniy have been busy
Iihotograpliing the stars. I will send round three ]ihotograplis of parts of the

constellation Cygnns, which contain stars down to the sixteenth magnitude,

and to jiroduce the negatives the exposure was from one hour and a quarter to

three hours. You will notice tliat the stars at the corners are drawn out in the

direction of the centre. That must be through a defect of the lens. I do not

know that it diminishes the interest of these photograjihs, but if it .should

have the elfect of lengthening the distances of the stars a great part of the

plate could not l>e utilised. It requires one of the largest and most perfect

instruments to show stars of the sixteenth magnitude. A star is really only an
optical point, and has no di.sc. No st.ars, not even Sirius, have discs, but yon
see these have. The length of ex])0sure must be the cause of it, as the more
you expose the more the rays spread. Mr. Common used a retlectiiig telescojic

of about three feet ajierture and thirty-six feet focal length, and of course lie

was working under very different circumstances.

Mr. Brothers then proceeded to the demonstration with the lantern, when he

showed jihotographs illustrating the various mattei's refeiTed to in his addre.s.s.

Tlie ]ioint referred to in the passage quoted from M. Jansscn's i>a]ier was illus-

trated liy a photograidi of the Pleiades, in which a nebula was discovered which
had never been seen iu any telescojie. Mr. Brothel's also thanked Messrs.

Janssen, Henry, and Common, for their veiy beautiful iihotograjihs which had
assisted so materially in illustrating the subject of the address.

Mr. J. S. Poi.i.iTT said in Norman Lockyer's work on solar physics the plan

of blockuig out the sun was recommended, and it stated that the red promi-
nences were idiotographed by that method, not using a blue medium, but by a

mask in front of the lens and taking the pliotograjih in that w.ay.

Mr. Brotheus said the red prominences had never been jihotographed with-

out an eclipse, but when the polariscope was used they could be seen.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Brothei-s for his address.

Dr. C. P. B.\HIN exhibited some sam}iles of Willesden p.ajier, and explained
its manufacture and its usefulness in various ways to jihotogi'aphers.

Mr. J. B. RouiN.sON' said he had made a developing dish of the paper, but it

had siioiled liis pictures

Mr. Edwards exhibited a roller slide coustnicted by himself, and Mr. H. M.
Whitefield a camera of novel construction which he had personally constructed,

and which was considered by tlie members a clever piece of work for an
amateur.
At the conclusion of the meeting there was an exhibition of small cameras

and tri])ods, &c., from various makers, including Watson & Sons, M.arion, W,
Watts, S. D. McKellen, J. Billcliff, J. A. Furnival, Hopkins Brothers, Chap.
man & Thornton, besides other exhibits in aiqi.aratus from Clubley & I*reston,

Morgan & Kidd's roller slides, &c.

After the Hon. Secretary had introduced all the exhibits wliich had been sent

from a distance, and whose representatives were not i)resent, the formal meeting
was adjourneil, and the members walked round inspecting the numerous things

of interest, and it was a late hour before the room was clear, after a most inter-

esting and enjoyable evening.
«

LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of the above Society for election of oflicers and exhibition
of lantern slides by members w.as held iu the Old Town Hall on Wedncsilay,
the 12tli inst.ant. There was an excellent .attendance of members and ladies.

The minntes of last meeting were read and confirmed and one membci
propo.sed.

The election of officers was then jiroceeded with, and resulted in the follow
ing -.—J't-esidenl: Mr. George BaukAtt.— Vice-l'residcni: Mr. C. Underwc—Treasurer: Mr.W. Sculthorp.— t'«»i/H./«cc; Messrs. Toller, Sculthorp, TuckerJ
and Broadhead.—//o«. ikcreturi/ : Mr. H. Pickering, High Cross-street. T
The accounts were then presented, and, having been previously audited bjj

Messrs. T. S. Taylor and W. Broadhead, and found correct, they were pas8
and the Committee have pleasure iu reporting a balance of nearly £5 in lu
at the close of the first year of the Society's existence.
The lantern exhibition then commenced, Messrs. T. S. & W. Taylor, MwU

facturiug Opticians of this town and members of the Society, working f
"
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liiuiiial limelight laitteru on an eighteen-feet screen, which wan mlmirably
inaimgetl and gavo brilliant pictures^ and brauj^ht out the aHiIoh In a very
elhi'lciit iimiiiuT.

Wlu'it' all art' jjooil it is invidious to partionlarise, hvit the slides of Messrs.

Tucker and Wcatlicrlicad wcit' excellent, and left notliiii;^ to Ix! desired ; tJiero

wen- slidi'H oxliiltiteil also by Messrs. Hroadliead, Taylor, Underwoo<l, AIsoji,

Ac, illustratiiig the vaiious modes of development and exposure. The iHj.st

nlidt'S of the evening were tliose retUiced from whole ]>late to lantern t^ize.

Alter a hearty vote of tlmukri to Messrs. Taylor for tlieir kindness in working
the lantiTn, the company dispersed, after a most enjoyable evening.

NEWOASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

Thk annual meeting was heM in the College of Pliysieal Science, Newcastle,

on Tliursdny, the 13th instant, at half-past seven p.m.,—Mr. J. Downey in the

chair.

After the usual routine business, Mr. Hinton Sliand was elected a ineml)er.

Tlie voting jtapers for President and Council for 1887 were examined by
Rerntineers antl tlie result announced as follows:

—

J'lrsident: Professor A. S.

Herschel.M.A., F.R.S.,Xnu—\'ice-Piesidents: Mr. J. P. Gibson, Hexham, and
Mr. J. Downey, South Shields.—//o». Treasure,-: Mr. P. M. Laws,—/To/i.

Hfcrehirij: Mr. J. Vikii.— CtnnmUtee : Messrs. Auty, Galloway, E. Sawyer,

Loyd Sawyer, Procter, Robson, Sinclair, Templeton, and Schumann.
The SF.fKKTAUY reatl the sixth anininl report, and the TRKAsrREU made his

statement of receipts and expenditure for 1886 ; tliese were passed.

Mr, J. P. GinsoN proposed a vote of thanks to tlie Presidunt and officers for

their labours during the past year. Tins was put to the meeting and carrieil

with acclamation.

A diKCussion followetl on orthochromatic photogiajihy, in which Messrs.

Gibson, Galloway, Downey, the Secretary, and others took part.

Two (piestions "found in the (piestiou box were considered and the meeting
a»ljourued.

Sixth Annual Report.

Creiitlemen,—In accordance with our rule.=:, I beg to hand you the Sixth Aiiniml
Beport.
K:niy in the year it was unanimously decided to holt! an exhibition of photopraphs,

open to all iimatoiir and professional photc-rraphers, at tlie Art Gallory. It havina:

conif to the knowle(lj?e of your ComtcU that a R<jyal Intt-rnational Exliibition had
betJii i-esolved upon for the Jubilee Year 18S7, at wliich cxliibition a special photo-
prapliie siH;tion would be a feature, your Council considered the matter further, and
came to the eonclnsion that it would l>e better to postpone our exhibition and join the
Jubilee Executive in their endeavour to jjet tt^jrether a ^'ood collection of photogi-aplis.

Ill furtherance of this object, our Society provides for opi;n competition prold, silver,

and bronze medals. The editor of tlie Amntcnr Photo^i-npfuT also contributes a medal
fur amateur pliotojrniphers, and I am jjlad to state that there is every prospect of a
hijrhly inti-restiufj and successfiU exhibition.

Papers have boen read this year and demonstrations uriven by Mr. Coseus Way, the
R«'v. T. F. Hardwicb, Profes.-;or Herschel (twice), and Mr. Pike; Mr, Jacks<m and
Mr. Macleod pave at the January meeting' a demonstnitinn of lantern Rlide.<«. A
Sciopticon lantern has been presented to thoJSociety by.Mr. Maling. Contributions of
books also by the President and the Rev. T. F. Hanlwich, M.A. The tlianks of the
Assoeiation are due to the alx)VG-named ;rentlt*men, also t** the editors of the P/ioio-

gmi>Uic yc>r», The Britisu Journal op Puotographt, Amateur Phoffxjraphor,

A iitJutntj' ^ BiiUeiin, Photoijraifhic Joiiriia?, and Photog,-ai>hic World, for jonnials and
papers.
We have enrolled nine new members this year ; on the other hand, wo have lost two

by death and seven by resijfuation,

Oiitiloor meetiuf^s were held at Jesmond Dene, North Shields, Rothlnuy, and
Staward Peel. They were not well attended, the weather Ix^iug very unsuitable for
phototrniphic pnrpases.
The L'xptMises iu couneotiou with the exhibition are expected to he heavy, aiul

although the Society expects to be reimbursed somewhat by the receipt of euti"ance
fees, mid can show, as will l)e seen, a very fair balance, it may be necessary to make a
Bpecial wffort to meet the extra expenditure. Several members have already con-
tritiuted to a fund for the purchase of a *' die," from which medals could bo struck
for this and any other exhibition it may be desirable to hold, but further contributions
should be fortheomin}? before anythinj? can lie done in this direction.
In conclusion, it is desirable that all members should endeavour to take part in the

Society's ordimiry meetings by coutributiou.s of papers and discussion of various
matters of intere.^t. The question box is provided for the purpose of elicitinj? answers

,
to questions sent by any member who may not Iw disposod to raise his question in
0|MMi meeting. Members are aUo at liberty to brinj? a friend to the mootins^.

TnL-^tin'^ to receive in due course promises of papei---, &c., for the Society's
meetiufjs,

I remain, Gentlemen, youra faithfully,

J. PiKR, Uon. Sect'dai'ij.

' Qeneral Statement of RecsipU and Expenditure for 1836.

RECEin«. EXPE.VDITDEE.
£ s. d, *>> s d

To BiiLiiice from Inst yoir ... It 17 By Printini 3 12
„ 2 Subscription.'; for last year 1 1 ,, Post-afes and Stationery ... 3 IS 4
„49 ilo. for IMS ... 25 U a „ Ejcpen.'?o3 at Meetings 1 7 2
„ 1 do. fur 18S7 ... 10 u ,, Attendance of College Jani-
,t Contrilmtions from Professor tors ?. in n

HfM-sclifl. Messr.'j. Wiiv, M liosa on Association Conwr-
Pikp, aii'l MeLtfbfh, to- xasioiir 1 11 fi

wards providinir die for „ Bftlanee in Bank £23 17
modals 2 12 « „ Do. in h:incl 2 2

31 19

en 10 £U 10

p. M. Laws, Hon. Treasurer. Examined by £. Schumann,

SUTTON SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
The Photoj^pliic Sub-Committee of the above Society gave a most succe.<s8ful
wiVeV on Tlmrsilay, the 20th instant, at the Public Hall, Sutton.
Abont four hnmlred ami lil'ty visitors attenileil ami seemed to greatly appre-

-iate the efforts which were made to amnse and interest tlieni. In tlie intervals

Iwtween the »howing of i<llile(i In the optical lantom there vok nin-Hic in the
shape of dees, solos, and instrumental pieccii. Tlie (ieolngical Hub-Commltteo
also kindly arrange.1 a small geological exhibit, which had many visitors
Tiirnmg to tlie pliotograjihic e.xliibition itself, it may be said that the Sul.-

Commitlcc succeeded in bmignig to^etlicr a most iiiteresting and even imiifn--
tant display. The mciiil«-rs themselves almost tilled one side of the hall with
frames of their own works, amongst them Ix'ing excellent lociil and other views
by Messrs. Aekland, Cathcart, Cliivers, .1. an.l F.(Jiirtis, Foster, (ioo<le Jacnups
i'enott, Wilkiiis, Wormald, and Mrs. Culverhoiise. The most interesting of
tlio frames contributed by friends included many splendiil pictures ; some
views of Jamiii and others of Niagara Falls, lent resixrctively by I)r breiwer
and Mr. Walker, may be mentionecl. The Loudon dealers and nianufactorerii
were also well to the fore.

The .TO/V(V broke up about half-past ten, and the Executive Committee-
Messrs, flood, MeCance, Cathcart, fJliivers, and I'eiTott—may be coiigratuiate.1
on having oi^auized a very successful evening's entertainment.

EBINBURGII PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The third meeting of the current session w.^s helil in 20, Oeorge-street, on
.lanuary ,5, at eijjlit o'clock,—Tlie Pn'sident occupied the chair.

Thirteen members were admitteil.

Mr. H. Urebnku read a pai)er on IlmiUi/ of I'oae, Prnporlion, and Feature
ill I'lirii-aUun [.see page 53]. He illustrateil his remarks and ailded to their
interest by outlines and sketches on the blackljoard.

Mr. S. Tamkin sent a short paper on I'hotoijraplik Socielij TtMe Talk, which
was read.

A roll holder sent for exhibition by Mr. J. M. Tumbnll was explained. It
was pointed out that in this holder no tliird roller is neeiled, the paper roll
being contained in a receptacle from wliicli it is paid out as required. The
manner in wliich the exposures arc marked off is an improvement over that of
marginal prickers, whicli sometimes miss. Whenever the slide is drawn to
expo.se, two perforators are released wliicli puncture the centre of the paper at
tile limit of the exposure.
Mr. F. Biiici.MKN submitted a mechanical contrivance which might be stylc<l

an adaptor front for the camera. The object of it is to furnish a handy means
of holding securely in iiosition for any temporary iiuri>ose lenses of dilfereiit
sizes. Two sliding metal panels witli y-sha]>ed openings are made to ajiiiroach
and gi'ip the lens, so tliat it is held at lour points ; and, in onler to close the
sin;dl openings left, a s(|nare piece of slieet rubber with a circular hole in it is

littecl over the lens, and the whole kept tightly iu position by clastic luinds.
Tlie idea wa.s favourably remarked upon.
A sample of a very translucent material terme<I "glacier" paper was hanile<l

round, kindly sent by the makers. It was examined in view of the i>ossibility
of utilising it as a support for gelatine emulsions. It is thicker than the tissues
usually employed, and was affirmed to be impervious to watery solutions.
A number of ceramic enamel portraits of gre.it Iieauty and softness, by Mr.

J. fJ. Tunny, were exhibited ami were much .admired.
Messrs. Stiirii & Co., Bremen, sent tlie illustrated pros|iectus of their new

''secret" camera, for use under the vest, and dcscrilieil as " the newest inven-
tion upon the sphere of iihotography." This apjiaratus is declareil by its

German inventors to be extremely liglit and waiTantcd capable of carrying
ordinary dry plates. It is intended to be hung rouud the uei-k, the exposures
being made through a buttonhole.

Mr. W. CnooKE remarked that the instrument w.xs doubtless etiicient enough,
taking six pictures on one plate, but it was inconvenient that circular pKates
were required for it.

BSr Corrcfuionilenls shouM never viriie on 6oth iides of the paiter.

PEBMANENCE.
2'o the Editobs.

Genti.emkn,— I wish to call your attention to a fact which seems to be
entirely overlooked in the controversy which is at present raging in your
columns as to permanency in prints by various processes. The jwint
which is neglected, and in which the essence of the dispute really lies, is

the nature of permanency which is claimed for prints both by bromide
and platinotype methods.
One gentleman, for instance, exposes prints by both processes to an

atmosphere of sulphuretted hydrogen, or soaks them in some other
chemical which would destroy almost anything which comes in contact
with it ; and then when the print becomes discoloured or fades altogether
he flies to announce that this or that is not permanent.

This course of testing would be perfectly reasonable, I admit, if photo-
graphic albums consisting of baths of nitric acid or blotting -paijer
soaked in ammonium sulphide were in fashion ; but it not being so, this
is only begging the iiuestion.

The public do not wish to have prints which can withstand the united
effects of the contents of a druggist's shop. \Ve simply want them (o
to be able to resist tlie eject of town air (say, London air, as I think that
is the most impure) combined xcitli damp. That is to say, that a print
which will withstand for an infinite period an exposure to oxygen,
nitrogen, water, and an extremebj diluted gaseous admixture of sul-

phuretted hydrogen and ammonia, ha-s, in my oiiinion, at least a legiti-

mate claim to be entitled permanent. This can only lead to one
conclusion, and that is, that both gelatino - bromido pictures and
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platinotype prints on paper, ifproperly executed, are to all intents and
purposes permanent.
But platinotype has a decided advantage in this race for longevity,

because this permanency is obtained with greater facility. A bromide
print may very likely fade on account of insufficient washing, but with a
picture in platinum this is not the ease. A few rinses in acidulated

water, and a wash for a minute or two under a tap, and you have a print

that wUl, without the slightest doubt, withstand the test I have men-
tioned. But a bromide picture must be carefully fixed—"not too much"
hypo, "but just enough"— and then as carefully washed until every

trace of this hypo has been eliminated.

The result with the bromide process in nine cases out of ten is that the

amateur finding his prints fade would blame the process and not his

manipulation, and so platinum would get the credit for a superior per-

manency which it does not possess, both processes yielding results which
are permanent in reality ; but in one case these are obtained with but
slight trouble, while the other needs a tedious and prolonged washing to

insure this permanence.
Whatever may be said by the opponents of Mr. Willis's beautiful

process, who are, I have noticed, in most cases interested parties, it is

growing rapidly in favour day by day amongst both professionals and
amateurs, which is a sure test of the quality of its results. That platino-

type, like good wine, " needa no hwh " being my opinion, I will conclude.
—I am, yours, &c.. Vox Populi.

Peterhorongh, January 22, 1887.

To the Editors.

_
Gentlemen,—Were it not for the occasional scraps of useful informa-

tion that crop up from time to time, discussion on this threadbare sub-
ject might long ago have been discontinued, perhaps with advantage.
In your last issue Mr. H. B. Berkeley continues to dwell on the respective

indestructibility of metallic platinum and silver, whose relative qualities

have been well known ever since platinum was discovered. The real

gist of the discussion is quite outside this, and I contend that the per-
mancy of platinum, silver, or any other kind of print can scarcely be
judged by comparison with anything else ; each has a standard of its own.
Mr. Berkeley has taken trouble to show that certain agencies will destroy
silver prints and not jdatinnm ones, which nobody does deny. If we
know that certain preventable influences act prejudicially we avoid them.
What would be thought of any one possessing a choice and valuable
object if they always placed it in conditions to test its indestructibility?
Usually people take care of such things, and if we know that by certain
precautions we may prolong the existence of them for an indefinite
period, we do so.

Now this applies to a good, properly prepared silver print, which I am
perfectly convinced, if Mr. Berkeley is not, that such a print will, with
proper care, last as long as shall fairly entitle it to be called permanent.
My idea of jioH-permanence is, that the print shall in itself contain germs
of destruction that will, no matter what care is taken, eventually cause
the picture to commit suicide, so to say. If, however, a picture is only
destroyed by outside influences from which careful storage will protect it,

that picture is of itself undoubtedly permanent to all intents and pur-
]ioses. Whether platinum or carbon arc more so, has little bearing on
the matter.—I am, yours, *c., Kdwahd Dunmohe.

*

SULPHUEATIOX OF PLATINUM AND OTHER PRINTS.

To the Editors.

Gextlemen,—I am much pleased to see the logical and discriminating
way in which several writers have treated my little experiments on the
sulphuration of prints, and in particular I thank Messrs. Beckett Lloyd
and .1. Martin for the light they have thrown on the matter. The
quotation by the latter gentleman from the late Mr. William Shakespeare
is most appropriate, and quite worthy of the subject. I quite agree with
Mr. Martin (!).

One or two points have lately struck me as curious. First, everybody
seems to think that I claim to have sounded the knell of platinotype.
Nothing is further from my imagination. I think I have rather given it

a lift. Before I publishe<l my experiments we had only assertions as our
grounds of belief in the durability of platinum prints, now we know to
what strong measures I had to resort before I could destroy the prints.
Some people seem to assert I have not destroyed them yet, and they may
be correct; I shall allude to that point shortly.
Another thing that strikes me as curious is that several people have

written to mo that they knew long ago that sulphuration would destroy
platinotypes. Perhaps these gentlemen will come to the front now.
A few words on Mr. Lloyd's paper. He is quite right when he says

that I wrote of the effect produced upon the prints as "yellowing," not
as fading. In every case the colour was darkened, not "faded." But
one httle point has apparently been overlooked by everybody who has
written. The blacks of the jJatinotypes appear unaltered because they are
hlacU. The effect may be there—I believe it is there—though we cannot
easily detect it, because we cannot blacken or darken black. I think the
blacks—that is the images—«;•< affected. They arc a different colour
from what they were. This effect was more evident on the bromide
pnnta; the dark parts of them were greatly changed, though they still

remained dark. In platinotypes the effect on the blacks is perhaps
better seen after immersion in acid sulphide of potash. My great regret
is that none of the gentlemen who write on this subject seem to have
made experiments themselves, as I hoped and requested my readers
would do. It is plain that this question must be settled before we go
any further : Are the blacks really unaffected, or is it merely the case that
we cannot detect any effect on the image ? I pointed out the fact that
while the back of the paper was apparently unaltered, the whites (at

least) of the front are yellow. I admit at once that if the effect is

produced nnty where there is no image, the image cannot ba suspected
j

but the salts were at one time all over the front : how is it that now the
front is affected and not the back ? And I ask the question, for I am no
chemist, Is it quite certain, as some seem to assert and some to believe,

(1), that the image is pure platmum alone ? and, (2), that the white parts
are ever entirely freed from the chemicals they undoubtedly at one time
contained ? Is it certain, is it indeed credible, that the whites have no
kind or no amount whatever of passive action in the processes of printing
and development ? Granted that the light and chemical actions in the
whites are very small and imperceptible, are we to take for granted that

no action at all took place there? And if there is a reduction, however
light, in the whites, we have again to ask the question, How is that the

whites of the front yellowed while the back did not ? Mr. Lloyd
assumes, he says, " that the change in appearance of the platinum prints

is confined to the paper," and he further takes it for granted " that the

image itself remains wholly intact, since, from an experiment with bright

platinum foil, H„S seems to exercise no action on the metal." But I

submit that we have no right to assume either that the change is con-

fined to the paper, or that the image is pure platinum. I deny the first,

and I ask proof of the second assumption. We have had enough of

assumption in the matter.

Every philo-platinist surmises that the platinum prints I tested were
not properly cleared of iron. I cannot answer " yea " or " nay " to this.

I can neither deny nor own the " soft impeachment." I cannot of course
state where I got the prints, but they were produced, as I said, one by an
amateur of large experience in platinotype, the other by a gentleman
who produces platinotypes commercially on a very large scale, as I

understand. This, however, I will say : I myself soaked one of the

same batch of prints (the commercial ones) in pretty strong H CI, and
then washed it under a rose tap, and destroyed it utterly with acid KS.
But I cannot swear that even my operations removed the iron. Con-
sidering the circumstances under which I produced tlie test bromide
prints—they were utterly under exposed, and made long before I thought
of testing them or anything else—the odds are about a hundred to one
that neither the iron nor the hypo was entirely eliminated. But that

has nothing to do with the matter ; I am not now comparing bromide
with platinotype, for I satisfied myself that so far as sulphur is concerned
bromide prints have nothing to fear. My writing has, as some one says,

done at least one good thing, it will be a warning to platinotypists to

eliminate the iron. There is not the slightest doubt that if any iron

remains in a print, and any sulphur has access to it, there will bo

mischief, just as surely as if any hypo is left in a print and sulphur gets at

it. Mr. F. M. Edwards at the London and Provincial Photographic Associa-

tion, a high authority on platinotype, said that when the H CI had fairly

done its work it was " impossible for the i^rints to yellow under tests."

He also produced prints and declared himself able, or believed himself

able, to remove "any yellowness produced by chemical action on a

platinum print." So the yellowness can be produced, but can, if pro-

duced, be removed. I regret I did not obtain one of the prints. 1 do
not say I could stain it, but I should like to try my hand on a print above

all suspicion of iron. If anybody will send me such a print I guarantee
that I shall publish the results of my tests.

It is to me a real pleasure to discuss a matter with men who write and
talk to the point, with such men as Mr. Lloyd, Mr. Martin, and Mr.
Edwards. Even though we disagree, even though we fail to convince

each other, there is a pleasure and a gain in ventilating the subject.

By private communication I have become aware of certain criticisms

on my paper all proceeding from persons who evidently have not road my
article carefully. A few words may be allowed to reply to them.

I do not deny, on the contrary, I assert, that platinotype is what we
call a "permanent process." I do not deny, on the contrary, I asserted,

that my test was practically severe, "out of all reason." My object

mainly was to test bromide, not against platinotype but against albumen;
this on account of an assertion made by a certain writer in these columns.

Finding an action take place on the xilatinotypes I pushed my test further,

in fact, beyond all reason. But in fairness I tested bromide as I did the

other. Personally, I do not care a cent whether platinotype is durable

or not.— I am, yours, &c., Andrew Pringi.e.

ORTHOCHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I really cannot allow some of the remarks made at the

London and Provincial Photographic Association to pass without a word ^

of protest.

Mr. B. J. Edwards says, " By gaslight a (Tailfer's) orthochromatio

plate is nearly twenty times more sensitive than an ordinary plate." Now
I happen to have been testing different dry plates (about twenty-liv''
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makes) with the best standard light ever proposed, and with Wamerke's
Bcnsitoractor. I have used for years a ^lo. 5 Bray's special gas-bnmer,
burning, by tloslyu's indicator (Sugg), three feet exactly per liour.

Although I have tested over one hundred plates of the same batch
(Wratten's), I have never found my standard burner vary in the least.

Now, Tailfer's plate gives twenty-four on the sensitometer exposed to

gas ; three other makes of plates give the same, none of them orthoohro-
matic ; but one plate (Ilford), and one only, gives twenty-five, and so clearly

that it would certainly give twenty-six if there were such a number. I

should say that I have foimd that an exposure exactly live feet away
from the above-mentioned burner, gives the same result as the sensito-

meter tablet with magnesium, but the former is far more reliable.—lam,
yours, &c., F. P. Lkon.

Il'oodlands, Clarence-road, Clapham Park, SM'., January 14, 1887.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
I'o the Editoiw.

(Ientlemem,—I was pleased to see Mr. I'ringle's letter in tliis week's
.TorRNAi., as I have been on the point of writing on the very subject he
ha,s taken up. Instead of getting better, things actually get worse each
year. After much pressure being put upon me by the Secretary, I

became a member of the Society, tlie advantages of course being pointed
out which a country member living two hundred miles away would be
supposed to have. At last I reluctantly consented to become a member,
but I have not been able to discover the advantages, but certainly have
found the great disadvantages. Since I became a member 1 liave sent up
to two Exhibitions twelve frames of photographs l.'j x 12, each time along
with a numbered list and a letter requesting that, however many were
hung, they should be taken consecutively, as I had numbered them
according to their merit as pictures. However, my instructions were
entirely ignored, and the worst pictures were hung and the best put into
limbo, and, to add insult to injury, the best of those that were hung were
put at the hack of a screen where nearly total darkness reigned. It was
utterly imirassible to see what any ])icture was like that was hung at the
back of those screens. Whose idea it was to utilise the backs of those
screens I don't know, but they could not have selected a better means to
insult an exhibitor than by hanging his pictures on it ; but I was a
member, and of course it chd not matter. The remainder of the selected
pictures were skied and floored respectively.

I have put myself to considerable trouble and expense to please. The
year before last I sent up for the pleasure of the visitors a large size
stereoscope with tiie result related in a previous letter. The last Exhibi-
tion I sent a frame of 1.5 x 12 transparencies. I also sent between
forty and fifty lantern slides for the Monday evening entertainments, witli

the result that some of the best were missing when returned, which was
not till long after tlic Exhibition closed, and after repeated letters were
written asking for their return, and when they did come there was not a
word of explanation or reference to the missing ones, nor even a word of
thanks in any shape or form ; not much encouragement for any one to
oblige by sending anything to the Society for exhibition.

I sincerely hope that something wUl be done before another Exhibition
to remedy the defects of management. I don't know whether it is one of
the privileges of country members to have a say in the election of officers,

but I can say that I have had no opportunity of using that privilege,
having never seen a voting paper.—I am, yours, &c. , Hy. Forsvih.

31, Bank-street, Bradford, January 22, 1887.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
To the Editors.

Gentlemks,—In yoiu- issue of the 14th instant appears a letter by " A
Country Member," discussing the shortcomings of the Council of the
Society, the temptation to answer which I successfully resisted at the
lime, but as in your last number Mr. Andrew Pringle, in a whirl of
metaphor, exaggeration, insinuation, and oracular utterance, renew the
BBsault, I shall be glad of a little of your space to examine and comment
upon the statements made and the inferences therefrom. Let me only
eniise that anything I have to urge by way of defence, or explanation,
to be regarded as simply the individual opinion of one who hapi^ens to
both a member of tlie l'hotograi)hic Society and of its Council.

Jn order of merit, as well as of style, allow me first to deal with the"» of -'A Country Member." His communication, both in style and
iter, is calm and reasonable ; if severe on certaui iwmts, it is only from
it of fuller information. He does not aim to be spiteful, nor is he
iless in allegation, but writes, I do not doubt, from his point of view,
le interest of the general body of members. He is willing to admit
the Annual Exhibition, at least, is managed with skill and intel-

ice enough to be of service to the members and of interest to the
ic, and, in short, he writes without excited opiuionativeness on matters
admit of argument, and in a manner tliat befits a gentleman. I feel
nndercurrent of desire to be just so perceptible in " A Country

lember's " remarks, that I am sure he would not have written " sharing
vith the retiring Vice-President the unenviable distinction of being
baolutely at the bottom of the list " (of attendances) had he known that
Jolonel Stuart-Wortley has been disabled from asssisting at the Council

Board throughout the session by a severe and painful accident. Further,
had he known that onr staunch friend, H. P. Robinson, nnderwent, at the
close of 1S85, a tremendous and most dangerous operation, that for dayg
he hovered on the borders of " the Valley of the Shadow," that for weary
months hewas a great sufferer, and that his recovery is almost a niiraclo, he
would have signalised the one attendance (travelling sixty-nine miles for
that) as equal in interest and merit to any other person's seven. Here I
fain would (and metaphorically do) shake hands with "A Country
Member," and proceed to examine the arguments in his letter.

The first point is the question of attendances at the Council table,
which your correspondent appears to think discreditable and a sign of
danger and decay. He surely can have had little practical aapiaintancc
with committees, or he would have seen at a glance that at the eight
meetings of the season there were ninety-one attendances ; that is to
say, the President faced, on each occasion, an average of more than ten
Councilmen, and if eleven elected representatives are not considered by
him a suflicient number to confer on and determine the affairs of the
Society, I think he only needs experience to correct his impressions. In
the constitution of the Society, five members of the Council and the
Chairman constitutes a quorum. Does " A Country Member " know of
any society that expects to get all its committee together on ordinary
occasions '! Is he not aware that tlie legal quorum is always much below
the total number of members, so as to allow for the contingencies of life

and time, and secure a working average '/ Is he averse to the honorary
election of a few members, who, having distinguished themselves in the
science or the art of photography, confer some lustre on a council by
joining it ? Such men do not, as a rule, attend ordinary meetings, but
yet represent reserved efficiency. For example, J. M. Swan, certainly a
luminous name in the history of photography, was a member of Council,
188.S-4-5. His attendances were few, but it was perfectly understood
that in any emergencies of the Society he would have answered to the
summons, and given time, thought, and, if necessary, money to serve it.

The venerable Francis Bedford aifords a similar example. I feel con-
fident that if " A Country Member "will try, he can conceive that a
society may wisely elect to its council some of its best friends, and not
demand attendance at every business meeting. If this be so, and the
questions I have asked above have any pertinence, then he will plainly
see that his impression from the hst of attendances by no means warrants
the inference drawn, that " it is impossible to have a stronger argument
against the continuance of the obsolete and absurd rule under which
members of Council are elected." Instead of the attendances having
been weak, they liave been regular and strong.

As to annual election of the whole Council, that is a fair subject
of consideration, although my friend has advanced no facts or argu-
ments in support of his own view : perhaps he will furnish these in
another communication to the Editors? On the otlicr side, may be
pointed out the fact that the annual retirement of one-third only of a
council maintains a continuity of management, conserves experience,
and is a guarantee from rash and intemperate change. It is also found
expedient, for out of the 450 members of the Photographic Society, of
whom a large number reside far away from the Metropolis, there is but
a limited area of selection. The Council absorbs twenty-three members.
These twenty-tliree to be worthy of the position must have qualifications
of practical art, or scientific knowledge, or business aptitude, connected
with photography ; they must have a recognised social position, be able
to work harmoniously together, and possess the confidence, at least, of
large sections of the members. Further than this, they must be willing
to serve, to give thought and time to the duties required, to accept the
resjransibilities of finance and of the Exhibition, and finally, nmst possess
some crowning virtue of patience, so that after having done their best to
save the Society, they may receive with celestial calm the railing accusa-
tions of any member with a bee in his bonnet, be he fiery Soot, or
disappointed exhibitor, or both. Let " A Country Member " sit down,
erase the present Council, and make out a list of twenty-three other
members of the Society who can be depended on to serve and answer
these conditions, and let us see his list in next week's paper ! The
natural limitations under which amy Society works are soon perceived

;

no council, especially if it takes charge of an exhibition, can plea-sc

everybody ; a wise council docs not try to please anybody, but simi)Iy
endeavours to fulfil the duties undertaken, to the best of its ability,

quietly certain the issues will not shame them.
But "A Country Member " need only to read tlie constitution of the

Society to find tliat it is essentially democratic ; that all the power is in
the hands of the members. Its laws were made by the members—not by
the Council ; the laws can be altered or abrogated; and when he writes of
the Council's " self-assumed prerogative of absolute government," ho
writes a resonant phrase, but with sound only in it, not sense.
As a step towards more fully understanding each other, will "A Country

Member '' kindly state, with particulars of date and curoumstance, those
suggestions of much-needed reform which have been made to the Council
and which as a body it has opposed? There is nothing definite with
which to grapple in a vague statement of this kind. It may impress
unthinking people with a sense of fatuous obstinacy indulged at hea<I-

quarters, but it cannot facilitate any reforms that are to be desired.
As to the final charge, that the transactions of the parent Society are

inferior in interest to some of its offspring : if true, it is a charge that
rests on (he whole body of the members ; the Council provides oppor<
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tnnity, electrical batteries, optical lantern, and a handsome place of

meeting ; it provides for fortnightly gatlierings of members interested in

technical matters, and would gladly welcome more contributions from
country members than it receives. There is, of course, a certain exigency

in its demands as to originality—scores of questions that afford interest

to minor meetings have already been discussed sufficiently in Pall Mall.

In parting with "A Country Member" I am ready to wish, with him,
much more success to the monthly meetings. This depends partly on
the more or less of invention and discovery in photographic art and
science that come with the years, and partly on such men as he deter-

mining to help as well as to criticise. Country members can send papers

to the Hon. Secretary to be brought before the Society.

To turn to Mr. Pringle and comment on his letter is by no means
a genial task, for, in my opinion, in his communication he overleaps the

bounds of fair criticism, and indulges in imputations that are unwarranted
and offensive. His usually clear intelligence becomes jjerturbed with
passion when discussing the merits of the Photographic Society and the

terrible misdeeds of its Council. We would cull a few gems from his

letter to illustrate this statement. " The Photographic Society of Great
Britain is an example to other Societies—of what to avoid." "Its blood

is frozen, grievous wounds have broken out in its every part." " Its

meetings are stagnation." " Chaos has reigned in the hanging depart-

ment, Stygian darkness has enveloped the juries." The officers are
" wire-pullers." " The Society tells oft irresponsible men to deal judg-

ment among the pictures." He distinctly insinuates that the examina-
tion by the jury as a body, of the pictures set aside by the hangers as of

least merit was a dishonest farce, and considers the hanging " to have
been a perfect burlesque." To all this screaming, spread-eagle, rhodo-
montade, the proper answer perchance is this :

" Gentlemen, the members
of the Photographic Society, behold on one side the accuser, bearing a

shield emblazoned with the thistle, and this device

—

.
' I am Sir Oracle,

Anil when I ope my mouth
Let no dog bark.

'

And on the other side behold the accused, Jurors of the Exhibition :

James Glaislier, F.E.S.
Valentine Blanchard. Francis Cobb, F.R.A.S.
P. H. Emerson, B.A., M.B. J. Traill Taylor.
H. P. Kobinson. W. Wainwriglit, jun.

And deliver judgment as to which of the parties are ' likely to be

enveloped in Stygian darkness.' "

One may also consider the fact that the Press notices of the Exhibition
were favourable as to its arrangement and the merit of its contents ;

that to it were sent a larger number of pictures than could possibly be
hung ; that the public attendance was larger than ever before, and that

the awards have certainly given general content. In the very nature of

things (including disappointed exhibitors) there must always be a
certain amount of grumbling, both at the Iianging and the awards ; hut
Mr. Pringle takes evidence from excited fancy only, to show that the

jurors did other than carry out, with intelligence and strict impai'tiality,

the dehcate duties of their office. " Oh, that mine enemy would write a
book !

" quoth the suffering Job. Had he lived in our times a letter or

two to The Bhitish Jouen.\l or PnoTOGiiAPHY might liave consoled him.
It is impossible to accept without reserve Mr. Pringle's valuation of his

own opinions.

The points of his letter that have practical interest are two. Fir.st, to

know if the permanent interest of the Society requires the Exhibition
to be so managed that members have paramount claims on the space

;

and, secondly (a question of detail), Has the Hanghig Committee
conceded to the exhibits of commercial houses interested in photography
an unreasonable amount of space ? To take the last question first, one
may certainly answer it in the aiiirmative, if the excluded pictures could
have filled the extra si^ace with subjects of equal interest in art, quality,

and in novelty. Further, if Mr. Pringle's contention recommends itself

to the Society that pictures hung too low or too high are insulted and
disgjaced, and would be far better in the cellar, then it is clear that very
severe restrictions on the space will be imperative. A definite limit to
each exhibitor must be prescribed, and to hang only on what may be
called good lines would reduce the total of frames hung this year to
one-lialf. This drastic change would indeed result in wholesale rejec-

tions, and wailing and gnashing of teeth. I know that last year the
Council had under consideration the expediency of limiting the space for

individual exhibitors, i nd arranging a special tariff for commercial firms
whose specialities might be deemed worthy of more extended space than
would be open to individual members. Tlie time was not considered
ripe for settlement, since, not so long ago, the question was. How shall tlio

space at command be all utilised?—not to puzzle over nearly 200
pictures for which room could not be found ; now, however, the question
has become ripe and presses for solution. At the same time, this other
fact must be borne in mind—the popularisation of the camera through
the gelatino-bromide process is so great that pictures by the score are
sent in for judgment that possess no claim (out of the minds of the
producers) to be hung at our Exhibition, and rejections must be numerous
if the standard of excellence is to be maintained. Further, be it

remembered, the Council is bound to consider the outside public in its

conduct of the Exhibition. The members of the Society do not pay one

penny at present towards the Exhibition, nor ever will while it ia

successful ; on the contrary, they have free space, free catalogue, and
free admission for themselves and for their friends. The outlay on the

Exhibition may be roughly rated as amounting to two hundred and
fifty pounds, and it is to the public the Society looks for reimbursement
of this sum. Consequently tlie responsible managers are right in con-

sidering this element, and probably the pictures of vast proportions that

can bear ten feet elevation, and give variety and distinction to the

gallery, have exemplified the ]irogress of the art and the improvements
in processes, with educational effect and with satisfaction to the visitors.

As far as my connection with the Council of the Society, considered in

relation to personal interests in autotvpo, is concerned, I may be per-

mitted to state that I have conscientiously endeavoured to be, if possible,

more than neutral—that is to say, that while submitting abundant
examples of permanent photographic achievement to the jury, I have
done so to give choice, and have more than once intimated, as clearly as

the delicacy of the subject permitted, that rejections would not hurt my
feelings. I desired the interest of the Exhibition to be alone considered.

That autotype is entitled to recognition, and has been of service, need
not be argued ; and if it be thought the Hanging Committee has com-
mitted any error of judgment, it is not of a character to justify

Mr. Pringle's characteristic emphasis of inquiry, "Surely this is an
outrage !

"

To conclude my trespass on your courtesy, Gentlemen, there is now
only to consider if members have a right to space (unless the work sent

be flagrantly bad), if members' frames should be only second to non-

members' frames, if the work of members, to a certain limit, should just

be hung as well as possible ; and if members are not to have these

paramount advantages, will they be foolish enough to remain members ?

The above statement of the question clearly shows Mr. Pringle's opinion

to be that the Photographic Society should not throw the Exhibition open
to all comers, but practically should dare to conduct in London an
exhibition only to exalt the work of its own members. It is perfectly

certain that outsiders would cease to contribute if their productions are

to be relegated to the space where he himself says pictures are either

insulted or disgraced, and such an attempt would earn the contempt o£

the public and speedily involve the Society in financial troubles.

In my humble opinion the only worthy course is to invite unreservedly

home and foreign competition ; the best and most representative work
of each year to be chosen on its merits alone, until at least two-thirds of

the available space has been allotted. By that time (the manifestly poor
subjects having been set aside) a fresh survey could be made, when this con-

dition would be just, namely, when any two pictures competing for the same
space, tlieir merits being considered equal, one the work of a member,
the other not so, the member's claim should prevail. But the moment a
jury ceases to prefer merit, the office is degraded, the exhibition injured,

the progress of the art impeded, and the Society started on its decline.

The country members have always been faithful supporters of the

Society, and as geographical conditions hinder their full participation in

the general and technical meetings, they do not therefore complain, They
probably feel tliat the parent Society has done, and is doing, good work

;

that its Council derives power only from the will of tlie members ; that

their interests are not neglected ; and that some of Mr. Pringle's written

spasms are but " sound and fury, signifying nothing."

yV. S. Buu).

THE AMATEUE QUESTION.
To the EiirroiiS.

Genti.kmen,— Mr. J. H, T. EUcrbeck in your last issue, in order to get

at the rank and file of the Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association,

lays a statement of essentially private matters before the public at large.

It seems a necessity to reply, although the Council of our Association

has studiously avoided bringing tlie matter before the public, feeling con-

vinced that it was quite unnecoessary to advertise tlie fact that Mr.
EUcrbeck had taken up a line of action that made it a question wliether

the Council should resign and leave Mr. EUcrbeck in possession, or

wliether they should put the rules of the Association in force, and offer

him the position of honorary member.
In order that the matter might be settled with the least possible detri-

ment to Mr. EUcrbeck, I, as Secretary, published no report of our last two
meetings, thinking that Mr. EUerbeck's long connection with our Associa-

tion and his large personal services entitled him to our utmost forbear-

ance. Your issue of the 17th December contained a report of our special

meeting, evidently inserted for the purpose of exciting public sympathy
in this matter, a report which was unofficial, and in the oiiinion of many
members of the Council most unfair.

The laws of our Association stipulate that its affairs shall be governed
by a Council, consisting of actually nineteen members. As a matter of

course the majority of the Council present at any meeting decides what
is to bo done, and as to the members of the Association, I am inclined to

think they will be abundantly satisfied that the action of their Council ia

for the best interests of the members.
Mr. EUcrbeck is quite correct in saying that thiee years since he sent

in his resignation. He did so and it was refused, as up to that time we
only knew him as an amateur. He states that there was an under-
standing that ho was to confine himself to landscape work. I do not
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romcmbor tlmt there wag any undcrstaniling, but I believe we all expected

that he would remain amongst us as an amateur cmongst amateurs and

not turn suddenly into a professional againnt his old friends.

Mr. Ellerljeck in a sentence which dclies analysis, states that he got no

notice of—.something or other, and that at a Council meeting which

deliberated for two hours and a lialf, he was practically excluded from tlio

Association. Ho not only got the notice from mc wliich eveiy other

member got, but I wrote him specially twice begging him to be present,

lie could get no notice of anytliing besides. Tlic two and a half hours

kindly discnssiou, in which lie might have slinred and in which lie was

not tlio only topic, ended in our proposing to make him an honorary

member in consideration of his long and valuable services.

No charges liave been brouglit against Mr. ICUerbeck; your columns are

jiroof of that. Mr. EUerbcck, in a very well planned footnote, draws in

the Birkenhead Society, but forgets to state that he assisted in the

warmest manner in the formation of that Society, and that its admirably

conceived rules owe some of their efliciency to his presence on the

evening wlieu they were formulated, and that his presence was a source

of pleasure to every member until one memorable meeting when the same

course of action on his part which has led to liis separation from the

Liverpool Ass<x;iation, led to the discontinuance of his attendance at the

Birkenhead Society.

In conclusion, I beg to traverse most empliatically Mr. Ellerbeck's

closing sentence. Our roll of members is larger than before, our meetings

have been the cause of the expression of much pleasure on the part of

numerous members during the past yeai', and if all the subscriptions had
been handed in, our Hutiii/iictoni l)alance would have been even more

satisfactory. Mr. Ellerbeok has looked after the finances with the utmost

ability to the close of the annual meeting, and as lie has had the matter

in his own hands until nearly a week after tlie date of liis letter to you,

the interests of the Association cannot possibly have suffered.—I am,

yours, Ac, H. Norwood Atkins, lute lion. Secretary.

Rock Ferrij, January 2i, 1887.

THE MENACES OF AMATEURISM.
I'o the Editors.

Okstlkmdn',—I read and reread Mr. Robertson's letter with mournful

interest. I can see amateurism, when outside well-to-do people, will be-

come a menace to the established professional. I read the letter thus,

that in Glasgow clerks—and we all know that clerks marry and dwindle

on wretched stipends—become amateurs, get hold of the thing, build

glass-houses, give up their clerkships, become third-rate professionals,

tout for custom, run down prices, and damage if not ruin men who have

incurred large expense in conducting business on established lines. One
can fancy this sort of thing going on until a street has more studios than

grog shops. Appaiatus cheap and nasty is answerable for some of this.

I see no remedy. I only feel what I would do if a professional in such a

case. I would have the best lens I could buy—would introduce larger

direct lieadx, would trust more to artistic feeling and less to my retoucher,

would try my best to educate a clieiitrlc into liking my special work and

especially platino heads. I would, in fact, try and get into a zone which

the clerk and his cheap set must leave in my possession.—I am,
yours, Ac, Willum Abcock.

Melton Mowhraij, January, 1887.

THE AMATEUR PHOTOGR.'IPHIC ASSOCUTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—1 think most of your readers will agree with me that the

Bubjoincd letter is a most unwarrantable act on the part of the Council of

the jViuateur Photographic Association, and that things have come to a
pretty pass when a member of a Club or an Association cannot express
" dissatisfaction " with the management without being kicked out.

It was early in 188.5 when I first expressed '• dissatisfaction," but it was
not until the beginning of 188G that the matter was brought to the notice

of the Council. On June 4tli, 188(1, 1 paid my subscription, due by the

rules tlien in force on the 1st. On the 1.5th of the same month a circular

was sent to mc, stating that the date of payment of subscriptions had
been altered from .lune 1st to .lanuary 1st ; but it was not until Januaiy
20th, 1887, that the Council (?) found out they wanted to have nothing
more to do with me. Of course I shall not let the matter rest here, and
have written to the Hon. Secretary to say that I insist on my allotment

negatives being received, and shall claim all the privileges to which a

member whose subscription has lieen paid and accepted is entitled to.

—

1 am, yours, A'C, K. V. Tai.uot Nichom,, Lieut.-CohncU
St. Hilary, Cotcbridge, South Wales, January 21, 1887.

The followiD{5 is the letter referred to.

AmATECB PhOTOUBAPRIC AS8OCTiTI0:«,
12, OU Bomi-slrctt, jMiion, W.,

Jimuaru 20, 1887.

Dear Sir,—I am directed to retnni your ncsrativcp, a-s tho Council did not expect
to n'L'L'ivc any further tvjntribntious from you ftfter the great dissatisfaction expressed
by you respecting the Society. I am, dear Sir,

Yours very respectfully,

(Signed) Astbcu J. Melucisu, ilon. Sardai-y.

DEMISE OF THE SOCTII LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
To the Er>iTon».

GENTLKMr.N,—1 am snnirised I You would liardly think it possibU
after being hon. secretary of a pliotographic society for many years ; but
the fact remains—/ am surprUed. Yes, and at Mr. George Smith, too

—

a friend, a gentleman, for whom I liave great respect; one of your con-

tributors wlio seldom writes what is not worth reading, and who rarely

speaks but people listen ; in fact, if they didn't, his modest, quiet voicj

would be lost in the smothered hum and murmur usually going on at our
photographic meetings.

Mr. Smith asks, in your last impression, " Was the lantern evening of

tho South London Photographic Society, on the 6th instant, a success?"
Why, the lantern meetings of the Society have always been a succcsii.

If Mr. Smith were a stranger, I could understand his query ; but he has
been a visiting member for some years, and has oltcn shown excellent

slides that have materially helped the success.

Of course I can understand Mr. Smith not liking his Woodbury slides

frizzled up by the electric light. I can understand that as the pioneer of

that useful little instrument, the " Sciopticon," he prefers oil to anjt'iing

else. I can understand familiarity with the small scale on which slides

are shown at other societies having bred contempt for an cightccn-fect

screen, and led him to regard a disc of leasonable size as a monstrosity,

but it must be remembered that the late South London Society had ad-

vantages in this respect possessed by no other London society. If Mr.
Smith prefers abenzoline lamp and a pocket-handkerchief, let him have
them by all means, but he should not blame those who prefer (when they

can get it) a sheet of ordinary and reasonable dimensions.

However, " 'Tis ill jesting witli an aching heart." The South London
Society (as such) has inactically ceased to exist, and as many rumours
are afloat about it, I shall be glad if you will kindly publish the following,

a copy of which has been sent to each member :

—

"London, Jonuury Vhh, 1887.

"At a Special Coiiiiiiittee Meeting, Iield on tlie "23i-d ult. , it wa.s decided:

That as the probable imnibcr of members for 1887 would not provide sufticieut

income to defray tbe necessary expenses, an etlbrt be made to amalgnm.ite tlie

Society witli tlie Photographic Club, to which so many of the Society's

memliers alreaily belong.
" A deputation accordingly waited upon the Committee of the Pliotograi>liic

Club, and at a meeting of that body, January 5lb, the following resolution

was passed ;

—

" ' Tliat the deputation from the South London Photograpliic Society be
.authorised to announce to their Committee that the Committee of the

I'hotogra]>hic Club agree to accejit tlie incmliers of their Society as

members of the Cluli, at the subscription not exceeding that of the South
London Photograjiliic Society, during and for the year 1887, and th.at the

South London archives be deposited in the Club Library with a view to

secnriiig the continuity of the Soutli London Society, which has for a long

perioil 'leeii intimately connected with the history of the Club, and with
which it has been considered a mutu.ally desirable amalgamation.'

" The Annu.al Lantern Meeting of the South London Society was, as you arc

aware, helil on Tliursday last ; and thus, I regret to say, terminated the iiide-

jiendent existence of what for twenty-seven years had been considered one of

the principal ijhotograpliic societies in the world. "F. A. BliID<:K."

It may interest your readers to know that the scheme has met with

the greatest approbation, and the desire to join the Photographic Club
(by those not already members) has been almost unanimous.
Taking this opportunity of thanking the Editors of the journals for

the courtesy shown to me oilicially in connection with the late Society,

and also the many friends with wliom it has brought me in contact for

the ready help they have given me so willingly and so often,—I am,
yours, Ac, F. A. Bridge.

Kait Lodge, BaUton-lane , London.

THE WORK OF A PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—At the November meeting of the Newcastle Photograpliic

Society I had occasion to complain of the difficulty I experienced in

getting from members papers for discussion ; I also stated that the

Society had already covered to a great extent subjects of photographic

interest. In sending a report of the meeting to the journals, 1 did not con-

sider it necessary to give my own remarks in extenso ; but as I find that

the very short and condensed report has been made the subject of criti-

cism in a paper by Mr. Forgan at a meeting of the Edinburgh Society,

which I only noticed a week or so ago, I think some good may be done

by an extended report in tho form of a paper to the photographic joamala

of my remarks on that occasion.

I do not propose to criticise Mr. Forgan's remarks seriatim, when I say

that our Association, since its institution in January, 1881, as will bo

seen from the published reports of its proceedings, has been favoured

with papers on such subjects as Lightning Photography ; The Washing

and Permanence of Silrer Prints ; Photo-micrography (twice) ; Carlion

Printing, with practical demonstrations (twice) ; Dark-room Illumination ;

Platinotype Printing, with demonstrations (twice) ; Traniparenaj (lantern)

Making (twice) ; The Oxyhydrogcn Limelight, Ethoxo Light, Ac, by

the Rev. T. F. Hardwich (four times) ; Denwmtrations of Printing icith

Ferro-Pruuiate, and similar papers ; Photo-lithography ; Pliotograjihy in
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Natural Colours ; Chemistry of Development; Enlarging; The Recovery

of Residues ; Landscape Photography for Amateurs: The Permanence of

Prints ; The History and Results of Improrements in Photograpldc Lenses ;

Artists \eisus Photograpiis ; The Daguerreotype Process; Pinhole Photo-

grai)hy ; Retouching; The Advantages of Technical Kducation in Photo-

graphy ; Gray's Omega Paper, with demonstration; Art in Relation to

Photography ; Processes of Photography in Natural Colours, with demon-

strations ; Photo-spectrographic Analysis, Ac. : add to this list incidental

discussions on other matters, ' such as the Photographing of Interiors;

Orthochromalic Photography; Knlarging on Bromide Paper ; Collodio-

Bromide and Collodio-Chloride Work, &c.; and I think my statement

will be found fairly correct,

I gave a further list of subjects which would be suitable for discussion

or papers, namely. The wet process, dry plate processes with the silver

bath, gelatine and collodion emulsion processes, and the principles in-

volved in each. The theory of development by the acid and alkaline

methods. The theory of intensification. Printing in silver and other

metals, toning and fixing. The collotype and powder processes. The
calotype process. Woodburytype, stannotype, vitrified enamels. Special

appUcations of photography to engraving ; typography. Special applica-

tions of photography to astronomical and microscopical purposes, as well

as for recording meteorological and other observations. I also referred to

the questions given at the last examination in photography of the City

and Guilds of London Institute, as affording further food for reflection

and elaboration.

Our Society owns a small library, easily accessible to members, and I

am quite certain that material for more than one paper or lecture is to be

liad from a perusal of any one of the volumes of the Journal or News
(alone) of the past twenty or so years.

I hope that the list of subjects given above may be useful to those of

your readers who may be members of Photographic Associations ; any

additions thereto I, for one, should be thankful for.—I am, yours, &c.,

J. Pike.

anstoers to ffiorresponUcntiJ.
PHOTOCRArHS REfilSTERED I—

II. Hattoii, Dev/ahnry.—Portrait of R. li. Lockicuuil.

¥. Hoare, Ciienaester.— Portrait of Colonel F. IK. C. Maskr, The \ en.

Arihdeacon Ilayward, and Lord Apslei/.

M. J. E. Cole, KiiigUey.—Portrait of Rev. IT. A', (loodiiian.

J. Oai-e & Son, Aliergavenny.—7'or^rart of J. Bishop and F. IL \Villiam.f.

a. C. Vosijer.

—

Drawing entitled " Dance of Death, PlymoiUh GuildlMll.

MonE Light.—Try Newman, Solio-square.

QuADD.—Make a complaint to the General Post Oflico.

M. Jacolktte.—Mr. Briginshaw's address is 21, Albert-mad, WaUlianistow.

V. D.—This is purely a busuiess matter, and you will find a remedy in tlie

County Court.

Amateuu.—We quite share your sentiments, and if in your place would act in

a similar manner.
G. A. W.—Tinfoil of a very tliin kind used to be, and we believe is now, sup-

l)lied by Messrs. Stanton Brothers, Shoe-lane.

J. Barker S.mith.—Plates of extreme sensitiveness are supplied by all makers
of re)rate.—We do not undeintand your query about coudensei-s.

KNyuIBKR.—Take with you all tlie clieniicals necessary to keep you goiug for

some time, and aiTange with a respectable fmu here to supply your orders

from aliroad.

E. S. P.'—Dry tlic prints between blotting-paper, or else squeeze tliem down on

a sheet of ebonite, and allow them to dry Ijefbre taking them off. Tliis will

prevent them fj-om curling.

C. S. Hyarox.—We do not see how the proposed pii'tnrc can be an infringe-

ment of your copyright, unless it be cojiied from your work; and you do
not sjiy tliat tiiis is the case.

Laxtekn.—The Woodbury jirocess of nuiking lanteni slides is precisely the
same as making jirints on paper by the Woodbiu"y process, excei>t that in

[ihice of paper the impression is taken on glass.

S. A. Z.—If you read the article again yon will see it is distinctly stated that

tlie jilates will not keeji long after prci>;iration. Wliy not experiment your-
self, with a view to overcoming tlie ditlii-nlty, instead" of asking us to do it '.

K. Bi.o(;o.—If the gas bagisin the condition you descrilw tlie best plan to adopt
will lie to throw it a,side and jjurchase a new one. It is often a risky transaction

to buy a second-hand gas bag, and it clearly was so in the present instance.

LoLi).—A saturated solution is the one usually employed ; sometimes a small
(piuntity of chloride of ammonium is added to increase its solubility. Bi-

chloride of mercury is much more soluble in a solution of chloride of ammo-
nium than it is in jdain water.

C. A. S.—The spots appear to be caused by something either in the mounts or
file monntant. if tliis be tlie case, unmounted prints produced at the same
time should not show .similar spots. If they do, tlieu they must be due to
sonietiiing in tlic manipulation.

A. It. Fenton.^—Kauri gum is chiefly used for makuig varnishes, though, so

far as we are aware, not for iihotographic imrposes. It is, we believe, being
somewhat extensively employed in some oil varnishes as a substitute for

co|)al and amber, but we are told it is not so good for the purpose as the
two resins named.

A. McDoUGALL writes :
" I have recently been shown some pliotograiihs of

liglitning; can tlicy be genuine?"—They may be or they may not ; witliout
seeing them it is impo.ssiblc to give our opinion. Genuine photographs have
lieen takeu of lig:htning, and we have seen several, but they all represent the
discharge very differeutly to what it is depicted by painters.

J. H. Wolff.—If you make the chloride of gold according to the instructions

given in the article you can hardly fail, they are so clear and explicit. Wc
cannot give the private addresses of our contiibutors. Each of tlie fonnuUe

are good. The one attested by the introducer's name is the latest he hini.self

employs ; the other is prefeired by some, but, as we have said before, both

are good.

Y. G. P. complains that he recently sent several negatives to a firm to have

enlargements made from them, but the results returned were very un-

satisfactory, and he can neither obtain any redress nor his negatives back.

—From a perusal of the letter, and assuming tliat the statements nuule are

correct, we are of opinion that there will be no difhculty in obtaining redress

tlirough a coiu't of law.

G. CoswAY inquires what is "cosine and erytlirosine, which is being so much
talked about just now in connection with orthochromatic photography. "—lu
commerce there are several dozens of dill'erent cosines and many crythrosiues.

They are all colours obtained from the coal-tar jiroducts. The cosine sup-

plied by tlie operative chemists is a tetrabromfluoresceiu, and the erythro-

sine a tetraiodtluorescein.

R. C. W. asks bow furniture is to be jihotogi-aphed so as to show all the details

of the ornamental work. He says that tlie polish in his case always oblite-

rates them, though he has seen some jiictures of ]iianos in which every detail,

even to the grain of the wood, is perfect.—The best plan is to photograph

tlie things before they are polishecl. Tliis, no doubt, was the plan adopted

in the case of the pictures referred to.

G. Thomi-son.—I. To know the coated side of a plate in semi-dai-kness, hold

it ui such a way that some light is reflected to the eye and, by comparing

one side with another, the difference will soon be appreciated.
—

'2. Con-

sidering the small cost of the sulphite, we advise you to tlirow away the ol d

and oljtain afresh supply.—3. If tlie plate box be quite clean and free <f

smell from the wood, plates may l>e kept in tlieni for a long time with < 1

1

deterioration.

COBNISH.MAN.—To uuikc a solution of bitumen suitable for etching purp

coarselv jiowder tlie bitumen and place it in a bottle, add benzole and we

shake s"everal times during the day ; allow it to stand for two or three days

and then decant the clear portion. Tliis must afterwards be diluteil to tlic

strength required. As different sam)iles of liitunien vary in solubility, no

definite strength of solution can be given. It must be so dilute, however,

tliat when it is diy on the ]ilate it only forms a very attenuated film.

G. W. Atkins.—Your example bears out what is mentioned in every manual,

uamelv, that the first action of the bichloride of uiercury is to darken and

then to bleach the image. The bleaching action had commenced in the

negative sent, and is plainly visible on the reverse side. The action being

so slow in your case is owing to the solution being weak. Wc would advise

vou not to make any more copies of the subject you have experimented with,

as it is illegal, notwithstanding that the size is so much less than the

original.

W. T. F. M. iNiiALL writes to say he feels annoyed at finding anything pub-

lished ill theAL.MANAC as his "last," this being in connection with the

liydrokiuoue developer, because he has been making stejis in advance in that

direction. But if Mr. Ingall will turn once more to the Almanac, he will

find that it is given as " the formula \a%t published " by biiii, which there is

no doubt it is. He says he has gone far beyond that. " I have now," he

observes, " a s/«jr/c concentrated, colourless, developer which requires eight

parts water to one part developer and, is good for glass and paper, espeeiajly

Eastman's negative ; but liydrokiuoue, wTiicli 1 still only use and believe in,

has not attracted suflicient interest for uie to write about it."

Photographic Cma—Tlie subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, February 2, 1887, will be The Photographic Uses of Artificial

Light.

The London and Provincial Photooraphic Association. —On Thursday

next a demoustration of the development of platlnotype printing will be given

by Mr. F. M. Edwards. Mendjers who had iirints given them for the purpose

of staining are I'equested to bring them to the meeting or send them to the

Secretary.

American PHOTOGRArHic Exhiiution.—The first annual exhibition of the

combined work of the Photogi-aphic Society of Philadel|)hia, the Boston

Camera Club, and the Society of Amateur Photographers of New York, ni-

1 1 • I 1 -1 •. !_ ; 1. A . ••^..n.. .....1 I?ii*>m>iiii» iittnf 1^111-u UlIUeluding, also, exhibits from prominent American and European amateurs

professionals, will be held undr- " = ''- ''"."-*..'.• i,„.,.,„ in

grapliers of New York, March
professionals' will be held under the auspices of the Society of Amateur Photo-

h -26 to April '2, 1887, at the Ortgies' Gallery,

845, Broadwav, New York. The exhibition will be inaugurated on Saturday

evening, March 26, at eight p.m., by a private view, ojien to nieuibers and

their friends. All pictni-es must lie sent, charges prepaid, to the Society of

Amateur Photographers of New York, 122, West Thirty-sixth-street, New York

City, endorsed ' ',For Annual Exhibition," and delivered before nine p. m. ,
Satur-

day evening, March 19, 1887.

Received :—A. W. Beer ; G. Mason ; E. Diinmore ; J. H. Day; J. M. Turn-

bull ; A. B. ; G. R. Baker ; and others.

*,.* Through want of space wo have been compelled to postpone "IMitorial

TaMe" and our "Department for Inexperienced Photographers;" also

.articles by G. W. Webster; A. Pumphrey ; T. Stock; A. Pringle; K.

Bamett ; A. W. Scott
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PHOTOGRAPHY AND PHOSPHORESCENT
SUBSTANCES.

The connection between photography and phosphorescent sub-

stances lias always been more or less intimate, though of late

years and for jjractical purposes the application has been
almost confined to sensitometer purposes. Still, some yeai-s

back, many and various hopes were entertained that sulphide
of calcium would Iiave played a more important part than it

has done, both for ornamental as well as utilitarian purposes.
One of the earliest suggested applications of the tlien com-
paratively new preparation, made by the late W. B. Woodburj-,
was of an ornamental or sensational rather than a really useful
nature, and consisted in making a print by the well-known
"dusting on" process, using sulphide of calcium for the
purpose, which should, after duo exposure to light, be visible

in the dark. The idea was a happy one, and as a curious
experiment was successful enough ; but for reasons that will

be noticed later on it never made much headway.
A modification of the same idea was, we believe, the in-

ception of Mr. Warucrkc ; at any rate, some eight years ago we
witnessed an exhibition of his plan in the Hall of the Society
of Arts. It consisted in exposing a phosphorescent tablet for

a brief period under a transparency to magnesium light, when
an aluminous replica of the picture was loft upon the plate. This
again was of little practical value. Very shortly after this,

however, an attempt, or rather two separate attempts, were
made to render sulphide of calcium available in a practically
useful manner. Early in 1880 Mr. Leon Warnerke" introduced
his new actinometer, a description of which appeared in these
pages at the time. In this instrument a tablet of phos-
phorescent material was utilised as the light absorbed, and
the force of the impression was judged by means of a revolving
jdisc with openings of greater or less translucency, each bearing
la number which represented the force of the light. Later
istill the same gentleman introduced the sensitometer which
bears his name, and which was adopted by the Sensitometer
Committee appointed for the purpose, as the nearest approach
to a "standard" that could be obtained. In this also, as is

jiwell known, the phosphorescent tablet is employed, its light

passing through a graduated screen before it reaches the surface
to be tested.

About the same period, namely, in 1880, hopes arose that
.sulphide of calcium might be utilijsed in an entirely different
iiiiiniicr in connection with idiotogniphy. Mr. AVarncrke and
i'aptain Darwin almost simultaneously communicated to the
I'hotogi-aphic Society of Great Britain their respective methods,

y wliich it was anticipated that a luminous image, produced
ither in the camera or by exposure under a negative, might bo

used for the production of several copies by merely placing the

impressed tablet in contact with successive sensitive plates.

Mr. Warnerke's plan consisted in exposing the tablet in the

camera for an extremely brief period, while Captain Darwin's

experiments had been directed towards the reproduction of

negatives. Both were successful so far as the mere reproduction

of the image was concerned, but the impression so produced was
quite useless in each case from want of shai-pness. The lack

of definition was attributed, in Mr. Warnerke's case, to the

fact of the exposures being made through glass, and in Captain

Darwin's to the unevenness of the phosphorescent surface,

which, it was supposed, prevented perfect contact with both

negative and sensitive plate. It was imagined that, given a

perfectly smooth and even tablet, in which the phosphorescent

was not covered by any appreciable thickness of glass or other

transparent medium, images of perfect sharpness would be

reproducible ; but subsequent experiments proved the expecta-

tion to be futile, for reasons that will be explained.

Some time after Warnerke and Darwin's experiments had
been published, a number of specimens of reproductions made in

the manner referred to were exhibited at one of the meetings of

the Photographic Club. These had been produced luider the

most fi^vourable circumstances for securing sharpness,' but still

exhibited the vague and hazy appearance of their predecessors.

In their production a luminous tablet was used, made by
pouring a mixture of melted paraffine wax and sulphide of

calcium on to a sheet of plate glass to a sufficient thickness to

form a pretty solid slab. This, when cold, is easily detached

from the glass, when of course it presents a perfectly plane and

highly polished surface, such indeed as to secure the most
intimate contact possible with any other plane surface. Still,

as has been said, even under these circumstances sharpness was
not secured, and the explanation is not far to seek. It is not in

the slightest degree a question of want of contact but simply

the spreadinff of the luminous image in the phosphorescent

material itself—the luminous image is, in fact, incapable oi

sharpness, and consequently of transmitting sharpness.

This is readily seen by examining the outline of a sharp

object, left after exposure to light, upon such a perfectly smooth

tablet ; though at a moderate distance it may appear clear and

sharp, it is only on closer scrutiny that it is seen that the im-

pression is vignetted from light into darkness, that the effect of

light has spread in the substance of the material in much the

same manner a.s ink or other liquid spreads in bibulous paper,

or the impressed image on a sensitive film in the production of

halation. The cti'ect may be clearly shown by examining, side

by side, the luminous images formed firet by exposure through

an aperture cut in opaque paper or card, and, again, that pre-
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sented to tlio eye when tho same opaque mask is pressed in

close contact with the excited phosphorescent surface. The

first will present the want of sharpness alluded to, while the

other will be perfectly clear and well defined at whatever

distance examined.

Some claim to novelty appears to have been put forward

recently in America in connection with this subject, as

we learn that Mr. F. E. Ives, of Philadelphia, has been pro-

ducing images by means of the exposure of the phosphor-

escent tablet in the camera and subsequent contact with a

sensitive plate. The importance of this method, if it were

practically available, can scarcely be overrated, since it would

render "instantaneous" photogi-aphy in almost any light a

possibility. The briefest exposure only is necessary to set up

phosphorescence to some degree, and even though the lumi-

nosity may be invisible, or nearly so, to the eye, a prolonged

contact with a sensitive photographic plate will produce a

developable image. But, unfortunately, the question of defi-

nition intervenes, end shatters the whole fabric.

Still, we have read the brief account of Mr. Ives's ex-

periments, given in our number of the 7 th ultimo, with

considerable interest, and have since repeated several similar

ones made some years ago ; aud to those who have never

witnessed these phenomena we cannot recommend a more

instructive evening's amusement aud employment, the materials

for which arc ready to hand.

But passing to another portion of Mr. Ives's researches and

his deductions therefrom, it will be interesting to hear of the

confirmation of his present views on the subject of the action

of the red rays upon phosphorescent materials. It is a

generally accepted and undoubted fact that the luminosity

set up by exposure to white light or to the rays of higher

refrangibility is rapidly destroyed by the subsequent action of

those of the lower end of the spectrum. Rut Mr. Ives has

noted that in a feebly excited plate the action of the red end

of the speetnun is to cause a " temporary exaltation," followed

by a " rapid exhaustion " of the luminosity, which he attri-

butes to the effect of the heat rays. We can only say

that so far we have been unable to obtain any such effect.

Heat certainly will produce such an effect upon sulphide of

calcium, which, if thrown upon a hot plate instantly glows, and

then rapidly loses its luminosity, and if the temperature be

very high, will probably have its phosphorescent power pracli-

ually destroyed. This, h(jwever, \vc have always considered to

be a purely chemical action, quite iudcpcndent of any optical

consideration, and certainly a far higher temperature is re-

quired to produce the effect than would be produced by
submitting the phosphorescent substance to the action of the

less refrangible rays of tlie spectrum, or of light jiassing

tlu-ough red glass.

In the absence of any details in comiection with the manner
in which Mr. Ives's experiments giving the results were con-

ducted, we can see but one possible explanation of the

phenomenon. We ai-e speaking now from a sceptical point of

view, though, of course, we may be wrong aud Mr. Ives right.

It seems possible tliat the exaltation spoken of mav be the
effect of diffused light from other portions of the spectrum.
Thus, supposing the whole speetnun, or any considerable

portion of it, to be allowed to fall on the screen, the action set

up by the blue rays would entirely mask any slight exaltation

arising from extraneous causes, though the latter might prove
sutticiently powerful to prcducc an appreciable change on those

l>ortiou8 of the spectiiim where the exciting influence is absent.

This would account for the " temporary exaltation," while the

more powerful extinguishing action of the red rays would then

commence to bring about the "rapid exhaustion." We merely

put this forward as a hypothetical explanation of a matter we

cannot at present understand ; but it is, of course, possible that

Mr. Ives has exercised sufficient care to entirely isolate the

ditVerent portions of the phosphorescent screen, and so prevent

any diffusion of the different rays.

We shall look with interest for further particulars with

regard to Mr. Ives's future experiments in this and similar

directions; but with regard to his claim to be the first to

" discover that photographs of dark objects can be made in the

camera by the action of heat," &c., we must point out that he

is years too late. Captain Abney, seven or eight j'ears ago, is

said to have produced, not a photograph, that is impossible, but

an impression in the camera of a kettle of boiling water in

absolute darkness, and amongst other lecture experiments has

demonstrated to large audiences the possibility of forming an

image by means of a lens with a sheet of ebonite—which

transmits the heat rays—intervening between object and plate.

PAPER AND PELLICULAR NEGATIVES.
Since the introduction of the gelatino-bromide process, great

advances have been made in paper and film negatives. How-

ever, some of the advantages gained by the substitution of

paper or other flexible materials for glass, are not altogether

xuiaccompanicd by certain disadvantages. One is, that how-

ever translucent the paper may be rendered, there is a pre-

judice, whether well founded or not, that under some conditions

its grain must, to an extent, show in the finished print. This

objection of couree does not apply if the negative be on a per-

fectly homogeneous film. One weak point in connection with

paper and pellicular negatives alike, has more than once been

alluded to at the meetings of the South London Photographic

Society by, amongst othera, Mr. E. Dunmore, namely, that]

unless the film be protected with a varnish of some kind,

there will be considerable risk of its becoming stained in

printing, as when unvarnished glass negatives are printed

from. :

With tiic view to overcoming the objection raised to tin

granularity of the jjaper, the Eastman Company, some tiiui.

back, introduced what they termed stripping films. Tin

negative, in this case, is taken, developed, fixed, and washed, ir

a paper one, and is then transferred from the paper to a tliii

sheet of transparent gelatine. In this way, although thi

negative is really taken on paper, it, when finished, is on ;

homogeneous pellicle of gelatine and is free from all trace n

grauularit}'. Recently, the same firm has introduced an ini

proved method of transferring the film, which bids fair to lio

come very popular, as it avoids a difficulty sometimes met witl>

under the old system of working, while, at the same time. ;

protective coating is secured on either side of the negative.

As tiie advantages of the modified method of transferring, am,

the points wliei-ein it differs from the old, may be tlic better uii

derstood, we shall describe the latter first, and point out its short i

comings. It may be well to briefly mention how the negativ

paper itself is prepared. The paper is first coated with a solutio

of plain gelatine. This is merely to serve as a substratum an

takes no part in the formation of the picture. After this coatin

is dry tiie jjapcr is pressed aud then coated with the gelatine

bromide emulsion, to which sufficient chrome alum has bee|

added to render it, when dry, insoluble in hot water.

<
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Tlio old method of tmuBfurring the fihn is this : After the

negative is dovelopt'<l, fixed, and wiished, it is, while still wet,

sqiiecgocd down upon a glass plate which has previously been

coated with a thin solution of indiarubbcr and dried. The
negative is then allowed to dry ; and it is imperative that

it becomes perfectly dry, otherwise the next operation—the

Btrijiping of the paper backing—will fail. When the whole is

dry, the jilatc, with the adherent negative, is placed in hot

water, which dissolves the soluble layer of gelatine next the

jiatwr and sets the latter free, leaving the insoluble gelatine

bearing the in>age attached to the glass by the indiarubbcr.

Next, a thin sheet of gelatine, which has been soaked in cold

water imtil it is quite pliable, is squeegeed on to the negative

and allowed to dry. When dry the whole is stripped from the

glass and any adhering indiarubbcr rubbed oft' with the finger.

The negative is now finished.

l?y this method we obtain a film negative which is free from

granularity, but it has no protection either back or front, and is

therefore, open to the objection raised to paper or film negatives

generally—and a varnish is not easy of application. Further-

more, in the development ofthe image, the pyrogallic acid exerts

a tanning action upon the soluble gelatine substratum. Hence

very hot water hiis to be used to effect the removal of the paper

backing, and, in some instances, wliere the development has been

prolonged, boiling water even has failed to dissolve the gelatine,

!'}' and from this cause many negatives have been lost.

(Here is the improved method of procedure by wliich tliis

trouble is avoided and the time of the operation curtailed. A

!J

glass plate is rubbed over with French chalk, and tiien coated

with plain collodion, such iis that employed for enamelling

prints, and immersed in water until all ti-aces of the solvents

are removed. Tlie negative is now taken from the wasliing

water, and squeegeed on to the collodion. The plate is then

placed between blotting-paper, under pressure, for a quarter of

111 hour or so. It is finally immersed in warm water, -when the

iper easily comes away, leaving the image firmly attached to

tlie collodion. The reason why the paper can be so easily

lemovcd by the warm water, in this case, is that the in-

lublising action of the jiyro on the gelatine is next to nil

aitil the latter has become dry. After the paper is removed
ti

! a thin .sheet of gelatine, softened in cold water, is squeegeed on
ta ( to the picture, and allowed to dry. Next, the gelatine is

Ti located with collodion, and, when this is dry, the whole is

ii I stripped from the plate, the collodion applied to the glass

li
I
forming part of the pellicular negative.

l
!

The advantage of this plan of transferring over the old is

M [great. The first drying, which took many hours—sometimes

» I a whole day—is dispensed with ; added to this, the risk of the

li Isubstratum becoming insohtblc is avoided, this being a great

tsi
I

gain. Furthermore, the finished negative is protected, both

If (back and front, with a film of collodion.

i there are still auy who look upon rain water as heing "efjual to

distilled," tlicir confidence would be shattered by the perusal of a

M'ry instructive table—published in the Tntmadions of the Chemiral
^'ociefj/—giving detailed accounts of the examinations of rain water,

mdacted over a period of si.xteen years at the Koyal Agricultural
' ' dk'gf, Cirencester. From this table we iind tliat the various

unples of water, taken direct from the rain-gauge, showed the

lesence of clilorine to the extent of from two to twenty-six parts

I'-r million—a quantify which, calculated in connection with the

amount of rainfall, wduM be equivalent to from 7 to 130 poimds of

chloride of sodium per acre

!

TiiK condition in w: ic'i gold exists in the " alkaline toninff bath " i«

a fruitful subject for speculation, for thero are far many more
theories propounded than facts collected to aid in forminff a true
opinion. The gold oxides have had hm attention

;, .-en to them than
many other subjects of less importance to photographers, hence any
addition to our know ledge is valuable. Itecently Ilcrr G. Kriiss ba«
been investigating the gold oxides, and his description of the pro-
perties of aurous oxide, Au^, O, ore very suggestive of that form
assumed by gold in an acetate or other alkaline toning bath. lie
states that aurous oxide is dark violet whi-n moist, gtejhh violet

when dry ; when freshly precipitated it dissolves in cold water,
yielding an indigo coloured solution with a brownish fluorescence

;

it is insoluble in hot water. The solution has a characteristic ab*
sorption band when examined by the spectroscope. We do not
remember to have observed any fluorescence in toning solutions,

though this may be accounted for, possibly, by moditicationa caused
by the presence of alkali. Tim most interesting point to discover

would be whether the aurous oxide existed as such in the solution,

or in combination with alkali as aurate, or finally, in both conditions.

^^'IT^ regard to the solubility of t!ie double salts of gold—the form
in wliich, practically, it is now only to be purchased from the photo-

graphic material dealers—an interesting account is given by Ilerr

T. Kosenbladt. He finds the s dubility is inversely proportional to

the molecular weights of the silts. Taking as an e.xample, he finds

that, at a temperature of 10' C, 58-2 parts are contained in 100 of

•solution, while at 00* there are !10 p.irts. The potassium salt at the

lower temperature is only present in half the above proportion.

Shortly after the Eclip.se Fxpedition of August, 188G, it was
announced by l>r. Hoggins that the results were unfavourable to his

theory of photographing the corona of the sun in ordinary daylight,

though others urged that it was ])remature to decide so soon upon
the merits of the plan. Captain Darwin's preliminary account of his

operations were recently comniunioateJ by Lord Ilayleigh to the

Koyal Society, and with regard to this particular question he makes
some reference to what has been termed by photographers " supple-

mentary exposure." He says the instantani^ous photographs of the

corona, when developed, were complete blanks, proving that the

exposure was too short. He points out, however, that this does not

prove that the light of the corona was insufficient to cau.se an

appreciable effect on the plate if combined with other light. " More

light energy is necessary to si art photographic action than is required to

produce a visible ditTerenee of shade when once the action is started,"

he succinctly says upon this point.

Wiiii.u stating that the results arc adver.se to the possibilities of ob-

taining photographs of the corona in sunlight, he considers it by no

means proved that the method is inipo.ssible. " Ihit at present I am
inclined to consider that the result tends to show that a practical

method of obtaining photographic records of the corona during sim-

light is not likely to be obtained."

TiiK new glass of "the Jena Qla.ss Works, or rather, it should be

termed, varieties of glasses, continue to hold the attention of scientific

men interested in optical re(iuirc>ments,and Mr.MayaU, jun.'s, remarks

at the last meeting of the Uoyal Microscopical Society met with great

attention. It has already been stated that there is no difference be-

tween the chemical and visual foci of the new microscopic objectives,

so that they can be used readily for photo-micrograpbic work ; but then

we must observe that also in the high powers of the ordinary con-

struction this is usually the case : except in the lower powers it is

frequently unnecessary to make any allowance.

Mb. Mayalt, further mentioned Dr. Schott's having expressed his

conviction that .several of the new kinds of glass will be found

of great importance in the construction of photographic lenses.

AVe are (piite a.ssured that our foremost English opticians are

quite alive to any improvements that are to be found in the

raw materials of their instruments—the optical gla-ss; but it must

be remembered that the high reputation enjoyed by our opticians
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might be endangered if they too readily took up any new mateiial

without fully examining not only its optical, but its pliysical proper-

ties. Thus, to point to two instances only. Tliere are some qualities

of the new glasses Ibat, owing to tlie action of the air upon them, can

only be employed when cemented between two other pieces of glass.

Then, again, when denser flints than had hitherto been made got in-

troduced into the trade a number of years ago, it may be easily

imagined the effects upon an optician's reputation if some of the

samples on tlie market had been employed in photographic lens

making, for their surfaces would not stand twelve months' action of

the atmosphere.

An idea thrown out by Mr. Glaisher in the course of his speech at

the dinner on Monday evening is worthy of special attention. It is

the desirableness of having premises either erected or purchased
whicli will serve every purpose required by the Photographic Society

of Great Britain, who now depend upon the Society of Artists in

Water Colours. Having a large gallery of its own, the Society
could then determine the best time for holding its exhibition without
this being, as it now is, dependent upon the convenience of another
body ; it could have rooms in which to hold either small or largo

meetings ; it would be free to employ the oxyhydrogen or any other

light for projection.*, which it^cannot now do ; and, what is of great

importance, under its roof might be gathered every I'hotographic

Society and Club in London, wlio might be entitled to the use of

rooms, hall, or laboratory, at a moderate stated rent.

Wk would draw attention to one point referring to a matter that

might be taken up by any photographer interested enough in the

subject to give a little time to photographic astronomy. It is that

in one second's exposure it is possible to get stars down to the sixth

magnitude. It is, therefore, within the power of any photographer
to produce star maps of any particular region by focussing his camera
on the stars and giving one second's exposure. He might quite ignore
the earth's motion, as it would not cause a blur that the eye could
detect; indeed, assuming the one three-hundredth of an inch to bo
the limit of oi-dinary vision, such photographs, taken with a sixteen
inch focus lens, would stand a small magnifying power, say, of two
or three diameters, and still not appear blurred, while if the stars
were allowed to travel so as to leave lines instead of points, stars of
still lesser magnitude could be obtained in their maps.

f

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.
When I made the remarks I did last week on the subject of the
action of the red rays on the phosphorescent sulphide of calcium, I
had not road the experiments of Mr. F. E. Ives, described at a
meeting of the Frankhn Institute. From these it would appear that
those rays possess, first, an exciting effect upon a feebly luminous
surface, which in turn is rapidly followed by total exhaustion of the
luminosity. It is not stated how Mr. I\es's experiments were
conducted, but I think the deduction he makes will be new to
most of those who have had anything to do with phosphorescent
substances.

Albumenised paper "dies hard." It has been threatened and
threatened for many years, but seems to hold its own as firmly now, in
company with numerous rivals, as it did when it practically filled the
whole field. The London and Provincial Photographic Association had
the matter under discussion recently, the behaviour of ready sensitised
or "keeping" paper being chiefly in question. It was remarked in-
cidentally by Mr. A. L. Henderson that there was nothing to equal
newly sensitised paj;er, and with this statement I scarcely think any
one will quarrel, though how few, except those who work on a large
scale and constantly, now go to the trouble of floating their own paper.
Even m many professional establishments the practice has been
relinquished owing to the employment of the ready sensitised article
enabling the proprietor to dispense with one, or perhaps two, exlr^
hands, and in some eases to undertake his own printing. The question
of comparative economy is, of course, his own, but i"t is due to his
Clients that the results he produces shall be the best attainable.

In the CMi of a:i amateur, the keeping paper is a boon ineitimabl-..

How many of that class are able to seize the opportunity of a fine

day to devote to printing ? The sensitising and drying of even a

small quantity of paper is a work of some time. ^\'hat with getting

out the necessaries, filtering the solution, floating, draining, and

drying, consequently it has to be commenced early, and it is scarcely

worth while to undertake it unless at least a considerable portion of

the da}' can be devoted to printing. If the sensitising be performed

overnight, it is ten chances to one that the luckless amateur finds

the morning wet and dull, and totally unsuited for printing, and

before he has a chance of using up his sensitised paper it has passed

hopelessly into the sere and yellow. Indeed, in the hottest weather

it is frequently impracticable to keep the paper for even so short a

time as from overnight. Here the value of the commercial keeping

paper is found. I say specially the commercial, for I have never yet

met with a home-made article that at all approached it in quality.

A spare half hour or hour before starting for business, or after

returning on a summer evening, may be seized and utilised, and

should the prints not be completed at the first attempt, no harm is

done by putting the frames away until another opportunity arises.

In such cases the question of a slight inferiority in quality may be

waived in favour of the vastly greater convenience.

On the point of quality, however, it may be said that with some

negatives the keeping paper will give actually better results, if it be

in good condition, than newly sensitised. To wit, with these weak
negatives a much more vigorous result is obtained, owing to the

presence of tlie organic principle introduced, though conversely with

a good negative of average density a softer and more harmonious

result is obtained with freshly sensitised paper. Still, granting that

one possible point in favour of the keeping article, there is no dis-

puting the truth of Mr. Henderson's dictum, that the home-sensitised

preparation is the better.

]3ut the alleged superiority is chiefly in the direction of general

behaviour, especially in facility of toning and economy of toning

material, to say nothing of brilliancy and purity of the whites. On
these grounds alone it is worth the while of any operator who can

afford the time to sensitise his own paper, and in doing so he will

find in the long run that the tiuie devoted to sensitising will be

economised in other ways, and his annual expenditure of gold materially

reduced.

It was suggested at the same meeting that the cause of the difficulty

frequently experienced in toning the keeping paper was probably due

to the formation of a thin film of sulphide upon its surface. This

may or may not be the case, but it appears to me more likely to arise

from the gradual decomposition of the organic silver salt, usually

citrate, contained in the albumen surface. The discolouration of

freshly sensitised albumen paper is due to decomposition of the organic

element, and this is also accompanied by difficulty of toning. With

the keeping paper the tendency to yellowing of the albuminate of

silver is held in check by the presence of free acid, but even without

visible discolouration or with but the faintest metallic surface appear-

ance tlie difficulty of toning will still supervene, and this result I

attribute to the spontaneous decomposition of the unstable citrate of

silver. It viai/ be by sulphuration : but when properly stored, unless

the sulphur be derived from the albumen itself it is not easy to

see 'whence it comes. It is not difficult to conceive, however, how

even in vacuo a gradual reduction of the silver salt may proceed, and

few y!i««!-permaiient substances are more prone to such change than

the citrate and similar salts of silver.

]?y the way, before leaving the subject, I may say in reference to

the paper alluded to by Mr. J. Traill Taylor as having been piepared

by the late Mr. J. R. Johnson, probably twenty years ago, the

existence of that paper in good and printable condition at the present

day proves unmistakably the keeping power of citric acid. But Mr.
[

Taylor confines himself to saying that it gives " a good print," he I

does not say whether that print was toned, and, if so, how it|

toned.

A particuliirly suggestive pajier was read by Mr. H. H. O'Farrelll

before the Camera Club, on tlie subject of Cameras and Field Ap-

1

para/ Hi, the latter portion of the subject being however dismissed

[

somewhat curtly. Mr. O'Farrell is very happy in the epigrammatic
[

manner in which he expresses his idea of what a field camera should '

be. It should, he says, " be as light as is compatible with rigidity
f
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not as some makers soem inclined to read it, as rip^id as is compatible

witli lijfIllness." Would that "some makers" would take that to

heart niul net accordingly ! I verily believe that no subject over

offered a wider ojioninpf for scatliin;^ siircasm tlmii the modern camera.

AVitne.ss a joke I lieard perpetrated a short time back. Amateur to

friend wlio has just returned from two or tliree weeks' holiday,
" Well, So-and-so, have you brouglit buck many pictures ? " " Only
half a dozen or so." " How's that ." " " Oh ! it rained the first day."
" Yes, but you had lots of fine weather afterwards." " Yes, but then

I had no caiitem:' Or again, look at tlio critic who, in discussing the

good points of a particular camera, laid special stress upon the French
polish which, ho said, kej>t it together. This latter, I am assured, is a

fact, and the statement, tliough probably exaggerated, undoubtedly
points a moral.

I quite iigiee with Mr. O'Farrell when he say.s that botli vertical

and side swings are a necessity, wliatever may bo said to the contrary

by manufacturers, whose particular patterns of instrument render it

dillieult, or impossible, to adapt one or the other. Again, with
regard to the method of swinging from one extremity of the frame
instead of from the centre, the ahnost univer.sal plan nowadays, I

wonder that photographers have not long ago insisted on its aboli-

tion. What can be more annoying than to have to spend several

minutes altering and realtering focus and swing until at last the

happy combination of positions is accidentally secui-ed ? When the

swing takes place from the centre nothing is easier than to get the

general focus in the middle of the plate, and then to alter the swing
until the necessary straightening of the lines is secured or the re-

quisite sharpness given to tlie foreground. A\'ith most forms of

camera, the change could be made if insisted on. As things are at

present, I know I frequently slum the use of the swing back, simply

on account of the extra trouble it entails.

The lateral and vertical motion of the lens front is also a point that

may be much improved in many of the modern cameras, and there is

no earthly excuse for negligence in the matter. Any amount of tra-

verse can be secured, almost from edge to edge of the plate, by the

adoption of the principle 1 saw applied to a camera front in the last

Exhibition, nameh', the combination of a narrow solid wooden front

and a bellows, or " gu.sset."

I do not quite follow his description of his proposed method of taking

smaller pictures than the full size the camera is capable of, thougli

undoubtedly Mr. O'Farrell is right in saying there is room for some
such device. Many people would like to work two sizes in the field if

it were not for the trouble and weight of two cameras. I cannot

agree in his remarks either as to the reversible back adding unneces-

sarily to the weight and bulk of the camera, or that great extension

of the body is unnecessaiy in field work. The first I consider one of

the most valuable improvements made to the field camera in modern
times, while if cameras and lenses of longer focus were more generally

used it would not be to the detriment of much of the landscape work
turned out.

On the whole, Mr. O'Farrell's paper is a suggestive one, and is a
valuable addition to the literature of the subject which makers as well

SB users would do well to study. Monitoh.

THREE PRINTING PROCESSES AND THE SULPHURING
OF PLATINUM PRINTS.

Fon some little time I have held the opinion that the acrimonious
discussion, the sort of " triangular duel," that has for a considerable

period being filling valuable space in the columns of this JounNAL
was much to be deplored. I am, however, beginning to waver in

this view, for it has enabled the very worst and the very best to bo
said by friends and opponents of the respective processes, thus giving

the imbiassed an excellent opportunity of forming a calm judgment.
t^

1 sonally, I think I may claim to be quite without bias, being, as I

. on friendly relations with the representatives of each of the older

ressos, having worked in autotype when the practical workers
-i lit almost be counted on the fingers of one hand, and having printed

platinotype for many years. I have worked, and continue to work,
two processes side by side, finding them in no sense rivals, each

p.^sessing certain advantages over the other, and each capable of
liiit-class results.

When the very highest class of work is to be done platinotype

cannot bo excelled, I have tried it both in portraiture and in land-

scape, for single pictures and for book illustrations, for plain and for

coloured pictures. I look upon it as the process to bo selected—if

those colour or colours which oidy can be produced by it be con-

sidered suitable for the desired end—for the highest class of work.

Rut it is not, in my opinion, to bo sidected for that class of work

where negatives of but indifferent character are likely to be at all

frequent.

Autotype also is capable of very beautiful results. It has not the

perfect purity in the whites that the former can give, but it is far

more elastic in its adaptabilities, and is such a first-rate all-round

process that I am often surprised there are not a larger number of

photographers practising it on their own premises than seems to be

the case. Its difliculties are easily surmounted by the exercise of a

little care and thought. Besides, what is any process worth to a

photographer if it can be learnt in a les.son, and there is then no

further experience to be gained? I am sorry that the method of

double transfer from grained zinc seems to be almost a thing of the

past, for the effect obtained by the matt surface was singularly

refined, pleasing, and artistic.

With regard to the many emulsion processes upon paper, it would

be premature in me to pass an opinion as to their artistic capabilities

in everyday work, and I tlierefore confine myself to subjects that I

have given much attention to, this method being too young for me
to be able to say much as to its possibilities. That it has great

power of artistic expression is shown by the results already before

the public.

As to the reliability of the two processes I am familiar with, it

appears to me that photographers have facts enough before them to

enable them to form their own conclusions. In each we have a paper

basis, but there the simile ends ; for in one the image lies within the

texture of the paper, and is, let us say, alleged, to be composed of

metallic platinum; in the other it lies on the paper in a film of

gelatine, and is composed of carbon in the main, witli some trace of a

chromium salt, and a quantity of pigment, supposedly an alizarine

compound.

I may say I feel quite content to believe that the image in a

platinotype picture is platinum, and as a chemist I believe that it

—

the image—would not be altered after the lapse of a hundred or two

years. Similarly as to autotype, it Is my strong belief that the

carbon per se -will not alter in that time, though the companion

pigment might—the latter is an open question—and I also am quite

content with the chances of the gelatine remaining unaltered for

a few centuries ; and although it certainly might leave the paper I

consider such an occurrence unlikely. There then remains the paper.

It is, by the way, rather amusing to see how novel a discovery it is

by many considered that paper should become discoloured in the

light, for the fact has been known to experts for years, and, indeed,

a reference to any well-kept libraiy tells the same story to any one

who cares to inquire. The slight amount of chromium left in an

autotype print is not likely to bo of the slightest injury,^ and we
have only to consider the possibilities with platinotype, -which I will

deal with fully on account of a recent article upon its results.

Mr. Pringle has done the process a good turn, and also photo-

graphers generally, by calling attention to the fact that the whites of

a platinum print, done by an assumedly careful worker, may be

yellowed by the application of sulphuretted hydrogen. I have seen

the experimental slips he has eanied the thanks of the profession by

bringing forward, and some of them are a darker yellow than I

should have thought likely. The image itself to all appearance is

not altered. The effect is important enough to render it worth whUe

to spend some time in ascertaining its cause, and with this object in

view I have made a series of experiments which I proceed to detail.
^

The first point was to repeat Mr. Pringle's experimants, and this

I did by tearing a number of slips from waste platinotype vignettes,

where 1 should have a sufficient area of white surface for comparison.

Preferring sulphide of ammonium solution to sulphuretted hydi-ogen,

I immersed the slips in a strong solution of the former and left them

exposed to its action for thirty-six hours. Result, a perceptible

change of colour, not the same depth in each sUp, and partaking more

of a grey than a yellow tone. I cannot ^uite understand the cauw
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of the latter colour in some of Mr. Pringle's slips. I am not disinclined

to imaifine that he left them in the light and that partial decomposition

of the gas had occurred with precipitation of sulphur. This, however,

does not affect the deductions to he drawn.

The slips were all carefully dried and compared with the corre-

sponding untouched halves, for thus only could the proper tone of the

colouration be perceived. It was in no case so deep as to have

seriously interfered with the value of a picture for hanging, but cer-

tainly it would be better away. Knowing the large quantity of iron

that there is at one time upon the surface of the paper, it was not

difficult to imagine that a trace of it was left. The possibility of this

danger appears to have been foreseen by the Coni])any who, in their

latest instructions, give (I speak from memory) a further acid bath

beyond what they first recommended. I accordinglj^ proceeded to test

the stain for iron. Boiling oxalic acid solution instantly removed

most of the discolouration ; but upon drying there was still a faint

trace of grey, very possibly the last trace of platinum salt not washed

out and reduced to metal,

The result was so suggestive of iron tliat I did not proceed further

with this stage of the experiuient.s, but at once set to work on the

check slips. These, again, I tore up with my lingers (to avoid the

possibility of introducing iron from the friction of the blades of the

scissors), and digested for three or four hours at a temperature of

1-^0° Fahr. in a strong, " pure " hydrochloric acid solution, and

linished by boiling the wliole for half an hour. To check the experi-

ment I tested the acid itself for iron, as it was simply commercially
" pure." It gave only a pale pink with sulphocyanide of potas.sium,

and a scarcely jjerceptible alteration with ferrocyauide of potassium.

Applying these same tests to the acid in which the paper had
been boiled the presence of iron was unmistakable, the sulpho-

cyanide gave a deep rose when the acid was diluted with five times

its bulk of water, and the ferrooyanide gave a good ))lue when an

equal bulk of water had been added. Here was plain proof of the

pre.sence of iron in quantity, enough to cause all the observed dis-

colouration bj' sulphur as seen in the prints submitted to the original

test. How did it get there ? Was it in the paper to start with, or

was it only introduced in the preparation of the paper for printing in

platinotypo !' It is quite possible that it may have been introduced in

each stage, for it is at all times difllcult to obtain paper entirclv free

from traces of iron, and it can easily be seen how the last trace of the

purposely introduced iron salt miglit not be removed in the washing
operations. It is possible also that the iron might form a compound
with the organic matter in the paper, or perhaps the paper itself, and,

as this might be looked upon as a substance somewhat analogous to a

lake, it is quite possible that the substitution of oxalate of ammonia
for the potash salt might be advantageous when one remembers the

remarkable solvent powers of the former upon aluminous lakes.

As I have said, any observations upon emulsion prints would not be

those of an old practitioner ; but I may at the end of my remarks put

the question as it presents itself to me. Here we have paper again as a

basis, subject to the same influences as in the other two cases ; a gela-

tine film, as in autotj'pe, to contain the image—an imago composed
largely of reduced silver—and, iinally, the possibility of the introduc-

tion of deleteiious matter in the film. The latter is a difficulty not
necessarily insurmountable, but one which photographers thi-ough un-
fortunate albumenised print experiences rat her tight shy of. Then there

is the silver image
;
and with regard to that there is first a question

could the atmosphere obtain access to it through the gelatine that
imprisons it 'i and next, could it do any harm if it arrived there ? Here
every one is able to form his owu opinion, and it would be futile of me
to direct it. I wish the heartiest success to the three rival processes;

I hop(! that what I have written will tend to onourage the practice of

each and all. G. Watmough Webster, F.C.S.

ACCESSORIES OF THE LANTERN.
Chapter II.

—

Gas Bags (continued).

Tedlwj the Gmes.—If a bag is suspected of containing a mixture
of oxygen and coal gas, a light should on no account be applied to

the open tap of the bag to ascertain if such is the case. Such a plan
would no doubt be very effective, since, if the gas were to explode
and burst the bag, it would be proof positive that there was such a

mixture. As we cannot afford to risk the bag in this way, we will

adopt a safer method as follows:—A little of the suspected gas is

squeezed out of the bag into an eight or twelve-ounce iride-

mouthed vessel, such as nn empty lime bottle. Tlie bottle

is easily filled with the gas by holding it over tlie open
stopcock, so that the gas may blow for a few seconds into the

bottle, wiiich is then corked to prevent its aerial contents escapmg
by diffusion into the atmosphere. The bottle, having been removed
from the vicinit}' of the bag, is uncorked and a lighted match is

dropped in. If the match burns very brightly the bottle contains

oxygen ; if a lambent flame issues from the mouth for a few seconds

it is due to coal gas; but if a "pop" or miniature explosion takes

place the bag should be immediately taken into the open air and
emptied of the gas it contains, which is an explosive compound of

oxygen and coal gas.

This plan should also be adopted when a bag which is not sus-

pected of containing a mixture of gases is tested to ascertain

the nature of its contents. The usual way of doing this is to

apply a light to the tap of the bag, which is partly opened so as to

allow some of the gas to escape. This latter method is tolerably

safe if the tap is held in a horizontal position and the gas is quite

pure; but, as mistakes sometimes occur in the filling of bags, an
explosinn might result from this way of testing, lience the bottle

method is to be preferred.

C'upmitji of Gas Bags.—The capacity of a bag is usually calculated

by nndtiplying together the three dimensitins—length, breadth,
and depth; this result being halved gives the capacity of the bag as

a wedge with flat sides. But as the sides do not remain flat, but

bulge out considerably under pressure, the capacity is thereby

increased— hence it is customary to add one-fourth to the wedge
volume, in order to ascertain the amount of gas the bag will con-

tain. Thus, assuming that a bag is three feet long, two feet wide,

and one foot in height of wedge, we find its capacity as a

wedge witli flat sides to be three cubic feet, and adding the amount
due to the bulging we get tliree and three-quarter cubic feet as tlie

amount of gas that the bag will hold.

A bag containing four or five cubic feet is sufficient to supily a

safety blow-through jet of 200 candle-power witli gas during a two
hours' exhibition. Larger bags are used for mixed gas jets, as these

require a higher gas pressure. A jet with a moderate sized aperture
in tlie nozzle burner, giving a light equal to .'JOO or 400 candles, will

need bags holding six or seven cubic feet each ; while the more
powerful jets Avith large apertures, giving a light of from '100 to 700
candle-power, should have a pair of bags capable of containing each
at least ten cubic feet of gas.

It is, of course, much better to have an excess of gas than too
little of it ; there should be a little surplus gas left after an exliibi-

tion, so as not to run the risk of being short in the case of a slight

accidental leakage. This reserve ma}' be regarded as the premium
by which the success of the exhibition is insured.

Hqmiri/it/ Leahy Oas Batja.—When a bag is found to be leaky, it is

well to decide what the cause is—it may be due to simple corrosion

of tlie iniliarubber by the gases or it may be caused by accident. lu
the case of general corrosion it will be scarcely worth while repairing
the bag, as no real good would be effected unless the bag was com-
pletely recovered all over, wliioh would cost nearly as much as a new
bag. The lealc maj- occur only in one place at fir,st, and if a ])atch is

put on, the bag ma}- be used a little longer ; but fresh leaks will

occur so fast and will give so much trouble that it is poor economy
to delay purcliasing a new bag. A leak of corrosion is not confined
to a small area, for the gas will slowly ooze out over, perhaps, a
square foot of surface. It is often a difficult matter to find out the

locality of such a leak, as the escaping gas diffuses so quickly into

the atmosphere tliat the ordinary tests may fail to detect it; in such
a ca.'-e the only way is to put the bag, when full of gas, under a
heavy pressure, so as to increase the quantity of gas issuing from the
defective place.

Accidental leaks offer a far greater inducement to be repaired, as,

it properly done, the bag is practically as good as new. Leaks of

this class inay occur in bags both new and old. They are caused by
many things, such as the bursting of bags by over pressure while
between the pressure boards, bursting by being overcharged with
gas from the retort, giving way of a seam, rents produced in travel-
ling, frayed portions which have been caused by dragging the bag
over a rough surface, malicious pricks with kni\ es, pins, and nails,

and, in fact, every kind of damage affecting only a small part of the
bag. I once had a gas bag run over by a railway train. Such an
accident is not an everyday occurrence ; it was caused by the

upsetting of a porter's truck containing the lantern apparatus "while

crossing the rails about midnight, so as to reach the far platform of
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tlu> slalion at WakeneUl. A trnin was ndvaiiciiin' fast to the spot,

Biid tliere was just lime to jerk the laiiteiii box ami pressure boards
out of the way—-tlie rest liad to take tlieir chance ; but the only

ilaniafre done was to the gasbag, wliich had a piece a foot in diameter
cut neatlv out of it. This was an instance of an accidental leakaji^e

well worth i-epaiiing. A large patch was cemented on and the bag did
as good service afterwards as though no such incident had occurred.

Tlie testing and repairing of a gas bag is quite within tlio power of

the average lanternist to accomphsh ; it is a simple matter, and it is

Lv no means a necessity to send the bag to the maker or to an india-

rubber shop to be doctored. I'mbably the iirst intimation tliat

sometliing is wrong with the bag will be the fact of the gas running
sliort during some important e.\hihil ion, wliich causes the last few
slides to follow one anotliev with unwonted celerity, or el*e tl ey are

not shown at all. If the rubber pipes and tlie connections are found
to bo perfect, the fault must lie with the gasbag. This is easily

ascertained by tilling the bag with air or coal ga.*, and leaving it all

night under pre,%sure. If it is empty, or ni'arlyjso, in the morning, it

is evident there is a leak somewhere, and our iie.\t business is to find

out where it is.

If the bag has contMned oxygen it should be thoroughly freed
from that gas, first by rolling the bag up as tigluly as possible to

expel the gas, then by partly retillirig the bag with air and again
emptying, ami, lastly, by filling it one-third full of coal gas and
emptying afresh in the open air. It will then he safe to fill it as full

as possible with coal gas and to apply the te.^ts.

If the leakage is a large one it can easily bo detected by the slight

rushing sound and odour of the gas when under pressure, but if

there is only a small leak, or perhaps several small leaks, this method
f.iils. The test is then to carefully puss a small (lame, such as that

of a candle, all over the surface of the bag wlien under pressure; the
leaks will be indicated by a small blue llaiiie ajipearing where the gas
escapes, which should of course be immediately e.xtinguished with the
aid of a damp cloth. The position of a leak when ascertained should
be marked with chalk; it will often be found that the gas oozes out
in more places tlian one—each of these should be also marked in turn.

I have mentioned a lighted candle as the test, but it is rather a

dirty plan, as it drops grease on to the cloth ; it is much better to

attach one e.id of a long rubber tube to a gastitting connected with
the main and to put a brass pipe into the otiier end. Sufficient gas
should be turned on to give a small blue ilame an inch high at the
oriKee of this brass pipe, which can then be passed over the surface

of the bag as handily as the candle. It is best to conduct this

operation in a dull light, as a minute leak would j'ield so small a
Ilame as to be invisible in bright daylight.

If the leaks are small it may be tecessary to apply great pressure

to render them evident. This may be accomplished by putting about
a cubic foot of gas from the main into a second gas bag, the two
bags are then connected by a rubber tube, and the second bag is rolled

lip into a small compass and a weight put on it, so as to force the
e.\ira foot of gas into the bag to be tested, which will become
tleieby drum tight; by thus tilling a bag with as much gas as can be
got into it, and subsequently applying pressure, even the tiniest leaks

may be detected.

Having duly marked with chalk all defective places, the bag may
then be emptied and the patches cemented on. The patches are cut
out of indiaruliber cloth, which .should be " double sheet,"' consisting

of a layer of rubber between two cloths. The thin single sheet mackin-
tosh is not sufficiently durable. If black waterproof cannot be had
the white will answer, as it can be darkened afterwards by being
brushed over with a black pigment.

The patches should not be less than six inches square, and are best
cut cusliion shape. A tin of iudiarubber solution being purchased,
one side of the patch is smeared evenly over with the cement, and
allowed a couple of hours to dry ; the part of the gas bag where the
patch is wanttKl is treated in tlie same way. A .second thin coating
of cement may then be applied to both, and also allowed to dry. The
patch is then put on the bag, so that the two dry cemented surfaces
come together ; they will adhere very firmly, and after being well
beaten with a wooden mallet, to ensure thorough contact, the leak
will be permanently and completely stopped.

Albkbt \Vm. Scott.

METHODS OF RETOUCHING.
I.

I THi.NK it may fairly be considered a disputed point as to the
proper order of acquiring a thorough knowledge of, and proficiency

in, the art of retouching. Some hold to the idea that method is

the primary necessity, others that a thorough knowledge of all the

minute requirements of a negative, and how they should be treated,

should be the first anxiety of an intending retoucher. I'erjonally,

I am somewhat disposed to favour the latter opinion. I have always
found that pupils, when once they acquire a certain proficiency in any
methiid of working, cease to direct further attention to the study
of the face. This has a very baneful effect in the entl. 'J'ho (tudent
falling into this habit may secure a very pretty and effective method,
but tlie pictures be will turn out will be thoroughly devoid of that
animation and expression so necessary to a true and life-like portrait.

On tlie contrary, when he has given his attention fully to the study
of the face, and thoroughly mastered all the effects of light and shade
upon the muscles of same, he is in a safe position to start upon
acquiring a method suitable to himself for the carrying out of the

improvements that may be necessary on any negative which he
may undertake to retouch.

As before laid down, it is impossible to know too much about the

anatomy of the face, and I honestly advise every one desiring to

become competent retouchers, to spare no pains in ac^iuiring a
thorough knowledge of it, before seeking for a method or style of

working. By this means, too, there will be no hesitation while
wavering between one stylo and another as to what you will do.

You work ahead, and working suddenly realise that you have
acquired a method of your own for carrying out the necessary

tr(!atiiient of a defective negative. Practice, then, will bring you not

only proficiency but also rapidity of execution. I do not lay this

down as a hard-and-fast rule, but if given a little consideration I feel

confident it will have at least sufficient weight to balance what may
be con.sidered liberally a matter of opinion.

As may be gleaned from these remarks, I have no special method
which I would put forward as the only and best one to be adopted by
a beginner. One retoucher may have a very widely different style

from another, and yet the results Ix) so fimilar that one could scarcely

say which was which. Of course, in such ca.ses tlie two retouchers

miast have the same sentiments regarding the treatment of the

muscles of the face ; if they have not (even if their style be identical

instead of broadly different.), the most uncultured observer can
discern the difference. This again proves the importance of the

knowledge of the anatomy of the face, if such were still wanting. It

is this same knowledge which marks the difference between the

reallv competent and artistic retoucher and his less instructed com-
rade.

The first and most necessary implement used in retouching a

negative, ns all no doubt know, is the pencil. The method of using

same will therefore claim our primary attention. Having placed the

negative on the retouching desk, and seated ourselves in such a
position as to secure ease and comfort, we will begin our work. I

will not hold exclusivel}' to my own method, but enumerate several

of the most approved systems from which a selection may be made
accoi-ding to the taste orfeeliny of the student. In times gone by,

the negatives, as a rule, came to the retoucher ready for working
upon. This was in the old wet-plate time. All this, however, has

been revolutionised since the almost universal adoption of the dry

plate. Now we are obliged to put a me<lium upon each negative

before we can begin our wovk, as there is absolutely no tuoth what-
ever to which the plumbago will adhere. I may have something

to say later about tlio many kinds of medium, but for the present

will be content with saying that a medium must Ije used. This

done, we begin by obliterating the apparent blemishes or transparent

spots visible on the negative. Some retouchers do this by dotting the

negative on these places, and so leaving sufficient plumbago on the

film as is necessary to increase its density to that of the surround-

ing parts. Others adopt a touch something like a comma, others still

hold that a continuous system of circles run over the face will

produce the desired result. There are some, however (including the

most cnpable retouchers of the day), who adopt lines for their leading

treatment. This latter I also hold to be the be^t, as by it any

desired effect can be produced. I do not mean to convey that th<(

lines are straight or rigid ; on the contrary, they may be, and

generally should be, slightly curved and graceful. They should

also follow the lines and muscular drawing of the face, or else we
may fail to secure a liarmonious result. Let us therefore adopt

this latter style in treating the negative before us. Personally (and

I follow in the footsteps of a f?ood many better men) I recommend

the placing of the negative slightly upon its side, so that we can

with comparative freedom make a " downward stroke of the pencil

that will make a lino across the forehead. We must now fill in

all irregular and transparent spots and lines (of course, without

interfering with the essential markings of the face as before laid

down), imparting to these spots and lines the same degree of density

as the surrounding portions of the forehead. Of course, if there
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Bhould be very marked wrinkles on the forehead they must not be

totally taken away, although they may with advantage be
_
very

considerably modified. It is not at nil necessary or even advisable

to completely fill in the various spots and other irregularities we
find on a negative, one or two lines, according to size of defect,

drawn through them being sufficient. By so doing we secure a

double advantage; the slight shade or half tone thus left in wiU

lend a softness, and also, when finished, in part a stij)pled effect to

the picture. This result would be quite impossible if we were to

completely block out the spots unless we afterwards made a point

of stippling the negative aU over. This would naturally entail

the loss of much valuable time, and would be liltely to impart an

over-laboured appearance, without securing the soft and flesh-like

stipple so easily attained when the touclies are made as above

directed. In carrying our work over a face our lines must always

take the same direction as indicated by the lines of the skin and

position of the muscles. Of course, when these lines run perpen-

dicularly, owing to the contraction of the muscles, we must also

modify our touches so as to be in harmony with such conditions.

Theseeffects are principally found upon the forehead, and sometimes

on the upper lip. Sometimes through the contraction of the muscles

hard lines are produced upon the temples, and must not be removed

in every face ; they may be leading characteristic features without

which the likeness would be seriously impaired. If careless, we run

the risk of producing one tint over the entire forehead, which

would be ruinous, therefore we must be sure to leave indications,

however slight, of all these markings, and when the broader effects of

light are put in the retention of these indications of form will

impart a pleasing and life-hke character to our work, which, by other

treatment, might be easily lost.

We can now turn the negative somewhat more upright in

order, following the direction of the muscle of the orbit, to soften

the lines (should there be any) formed around and about the plane of

the temples. We can now place the negative nearly upright while

we worls upon the frontal depression, and also the nose. For the

softening and modelling of the furrows under the eyes, certain por-

tions of the nose, and the upper lip, the negative may be turned

back so as to facilitate the firm stroke of the pencil, the direction

of the stroke as laid down being always strictly adhered to.

The treatment of the labial furrow should be very decided, suffi-

cient density, if possible, being secured at the first application of the

pencil, and executed by one long, firm sweep, covering its entire

length. Wherever lines running in different directions may cross

or meet each other, and necessarily leaving minute defects, it is

quite allowable to fill up same with a dot or stipple made with
the point of the pencil. We can so proceed, turning the negative

constantly as the fines take a different direction, until it assumes an
even and delicate appearance all over. Tlie spots being filled up or

cut in the first instance, all after strokes used in modelling, &c.,

should be kept open and equi-distant, or else the work will not be so

uniform. A stroke of the pencil must never be made across a line
;

always turn the negative so that at a firm, downward stroke the mark-
ing may be satisfactorily filled in. In retouching the neck long
sweeping curves should be employed, the negative being almost on
its side. In cases where the subjects are very badly freckled, of

course there will be necessity for a larger amount of work done
with the ]Xjint of the pencil than is above laid down. But naturally

every would-be retoucher must use his judgment in sucli matters,

as it would be perfectly impossible to lay down hard-and-fast rules that
would govern all the conditions under which we might find every
';gative. I think with these directions well cai'ried out, wo can,

^as far as this method is concerned, lay down the pencil and take up
the brush.

It is very seldom that a negative does not require spottin;/, i.e.,

removing any transparent spots that may be in tlio film, by whatever
cause produced. Tills is done by filling the spot with a colour (water)
made to match the film, or a little neutral tint or violet applied with
a finel3'-pointcd sable brush. Sliould a negative have a great num-
ber of very fine holes, like pinholes, the result of some defect in
the making of the plate most likely, [only spot those in the face,
as those in the background and drapery will not be very observable
to the naked eye. To attempt to spot these out would be absolute
madness, as no matter how fine wo might try to spot them we could
not do so without making a quantity of white spots visible in the
print, and thus entailing more work to afterwards set them rin-ht

again.

Should the negative be poor in quality and lack brilliancy, and
so reijuiro helping in the lights, we must matt varnish it and put
same m, where defective, with a fine leather or paper stump charged
with plumbago. A negative may thus be made serviceable which

otherwise would be useless. I hope these directions will prove

sufficient as far as this method is concerned, we can then study

some of the other systems as practised abroad.

EbDMOND BAHnETT.

I trust the foregoing on " Methods of Retouching " may not be considered

as the result of the remarks made liy "Free ^Lance " in a former number of

the Journal. I always intended to give them, and their absence was caused

by circumstances over which I had no control, although, needless to say, my
articles would be incomplete without them. I liope, however, now they are

here, that they will (when flnisbed) give that full measure of information which

is so necessary to a mastery of the art—R. B.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES.
[A Commuiiicatiou to tho Society of Arts.]

While there are few lenses which cannot in some way or other be

made to conduce to the formation of a photographic image, yet does

the photographic objective differ per se from all others in certain

characteristics.

Arriving at a definition of what forms a photographic lens by
contrasting it with the object glass of a telescope, we find that

whereas the function of the latter is to produce an image of objects

which are transmitted axially, or in near approximation to the axis,

the former must not only do this but more, for it has to take account

of rays transmitted also at considerable obliquity to the axis, and
after such transmission has to project these oblique rays to distances

proportionately greater than axial ones ere they come to a focus, in

order to supply the condition of a flat field. Hence the greater the

obliquity of tho pencils the more elongated must be the converging

beam in order that this indispensable condition be fulfilled.

Again, whereas in visual lenses (by which term I here designate

such as are employed in the formation of a merely visual image—as

the telescope) it suffices to bring to a focus as many of the luminous

or visual rays as possible, or as the irrationality of the spectrum and

the glass at command will permit, the photographic lens has to

take cognisance not only of these, but of those which, possessing

inferior luminousness, have more energetic action. In the correction

of a photographic objective for achromatism it is therefore desirable

that the yellow and violet rays be united, in order that when a sharp

image is seen at the focus on the camera screen, an equally sharp

image will be produced on a sensitive plate placed on the same plane,

technically known as working to focus, or having the visual and
chemical foci coincident. To effect this in an astronomical telescope

intended for photography, it is necessary that either the flint and
crown elements of the objective shall be separated to some con-

siderable extent, by which the definition both visually and photo-

graphically becomes lowered, or to have a supplementary crown glass

so adjusted as to secure this condition of coincidence.

It not unfrequently happens that in a photographic lens corrected

perfectly to work to focus in the centre of the field, tlie photographic

definition towards the margin will he found to be of a higher class than

the visual image. From this we may deduce the fact that a formula by
which direct or axial rays are achromatised, does not include the case

of oblique rays otherwise than as an approximation.

At this stage it may be well to say that I am to speak of lenses

which are formed of optical glass as we find it in commerce at thai

present time, and shall avoid the realms of conjecture as to the

possibilities which may arise from the practical introduction of new
kinds of glass which at present are still in the tentative or rudi*

mentary stage. This topic belongs as yet to the optics of the future. J

When photography was young, various devices to work with »|
large aperture, and at the same time to secure sharp definition, wei'e

had recourse to. It had been early found that single lenses would

not answer, because of their actinic plane of representation being

situated somewhat nearer to the lens than that of tho visual focus •,\

accordingly the single lens of the camera obscura was supplanted

by the achromatic lens of tho telescope, the surface of maxinnual
convexity being placed to the outside. Owing to the circumscribed

area of definition, tho lens was afterwards reversed as regards position

and a diaphragm placed in front. The value of Wollaston's meniscus

lens was in time duly recognised as a means of securing an extend©

field ; and a lens which I find engi'aved in a manual by Daguerre^

published in 1839, is practically that which is being manufactured in

the present year, 1887, subject in some cases to modifications, in

others to none. At this juncture, and in the same year. Chevalier, a

Paris optician, Improved the illumination by combining two achro-

matic lenses.

But it was reserved for the genius of Professor Petzval, of Viennajl

to make the grand discovery of tho portrait lens. X year after

Daguerre's discovery, the late 'N'oigtkinder, when calling upon Pro-
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fessor Von l';ttin<rslmuseii, wa.^ nskoJ by tliat gcntluinnn wlifther lio

could JetiTiiiino tlio refract iiijf ami disjxTsinjjf iwwer of difforeut
descriplioii.s of crown and Hint }fla»-<, bocaus.- I'rofoMsor IV-tzval, wlio
was at fhiit tiniu lillinjr the inathonmtical oluiir in the University of
Vienna, bad lUiule tbo calculation of a photo<rr«phio lens which could
not bo executed in consequence of tbo qualities of the glass to bo
employed not lx>ing then in existence. Voifitljinder, intiniatinpf his

ability to do this, was asked to call immedialoly on I'et/.val, and was
given a letter of introduction to that gentleman, accompanied by tlio

observation that by furnishing the means to execute this lens bo
would render great service to the woild and secure for liimself a high
reputation. The result of the interview that ensued was that N'oigt-

liinder furnished tho desired information respecting the qualities of
the various glasses whicli formed the foundation of the calculation of
two combinations of lenses executed by Wiigrtliinder, one of these
being the well-known portrait combination in use at the present time,

the other the orthoscopic lens whicli was not introduced to public
notice till ISo". The portrait lens was issued about 1841. Of all

lenses extant, it is the one possessing tiie pieatest angular aperture, by
which term is understood the diameter of the lens in relation to ifs

focus. In former times, when processes were less rapid than they now
are, it is easy to conceive of the impetus given to portrait photography
by the discovery of I'etzval.

If a plano-convex lens, or one nearly of this form, be inserted in a
camera and directed to the light, it will" be observed that if the convex
side bo turned towards the view an image more or less sharp will be
formed at the focus, but that the area of sbarpnees will be exceedingly
limited. By reversing the position of the lens, turning the flatter side

out, the opposite result is obtained—there is no sliaqmess anywhere,
but a generally better and more uniform image all over the focussing
screen. This arises from spherical aben'ation, the marfjin of the bns
when thus placed bringing the rays to a focus anterior to that
effectetl by the central poi^ions.

The condition for reducing this confused definition to shai-pness is

that a diaphragm shall be inserted in front of the lens under such cir-

cumstances that the centre of the picture shall be formed only by the
centre of the lens, no rays finding admission to the margin of the lens

but those whicli come from the side of the view to be delineated, and
thus fall upon the surface in a more or less oblique manner. This
diaphragm is therefore absolutely necessary with a lens of the nature
described, in order to secure flatness of field with good marginal, as
•well as central, definition. It is therefore necessary that tho
diaphragm bo situated a little distance in front of the lens, because
it is only when thus placed that rays are allowed access to the lens
subject to the conditions mentioned, those which would mar the
sharpness being thus excluded. It must not, however, be imagined
that the same effect would be produced by reducing the diameter to
the size of the aperture in the diaphragm, f(U' in such a ca.se, while the
centre would be sharp as before, the sides would be badly defined.

A\ hat has been said of tiie plano-convex lens is also true of the
meniscus. This latter lends itself, by its form, so well to the trans-
mission of rays possessing a great degree of obliquity to the axis, that
all lenses which are intended to embrace a wide angle of subject must
be of this form

; but the spheiical aberration being greater in a deep
meniscus than in a flat lens, a stop somewhat smaller is requisite in order
to its reduction. The deep meniscus possesses properties of a well-
marked ditTerence from all others. Those who desire to sec the finest

exemplification of the so-called " depth of focus " possible to be ob-
tained, have only to procure a meniscus of very deep form, expose its

Concave side to a bright object, such as a lamp flame, and observe the
image. Having got it as sharp as po.ssible, observe to what a great
extent the lens may be moved backwards ai'd forwarfs without tho
identity of tho lamp flame ceasing to be,!- ci^\. It is true that it is

surrounded by an aura of false lijjk*' .jed by excessive spherical
aberration, but the form of the^ ^elf is still there. In a deep
meniscus the diaphragm must .all and be placed comparatively
dose to the lens. This permits \. the transmission of a very oblique
lay, tho incidence of the ray being more normal than in the case of a
flatter lens; hence the reason why all wide-angle lenses, whether single
or in combination, must partako of tho external form of the deep
meniscus and the diaphragm bo placed near to tho lens.

AplxDuitism is a somewhat ideal term, and cannot with strict
accuracy be applied to photographic lenses. It was originally em-
'>yed in 17!»1 by a Scotch snm?i<. Dr. Blair, to denote lenses free

iiom spherical aberration in hko manner as achromnti^m signiUes
freedom from cliromatic aberration. Popularly, it is held to designate
:in objective which gives sharp central definition with its full aperture,

I diapbragni being employed. But this even an imperfectly corrected
'm will do, pro^•ided its diameter be sufficiently reduced. We can,
therefore, only talk in this connection by deyrees of aplanatism, which

would Ix) tho better understood if wo had a zero from which to »tart
tho scale. This zero might bo made to equal {, or a diameter equalling
the focus; but, at any rate, the term, as it at present exists, has not a
sulficiently definite menning. AVith this, by way of protest aninst
the mythical expression, I observe that of all photographic lonaes
extant the old portrait combination is that in which the property of
aplanatism, or maximum angular aperture, is gi-catest. As is tho
relation of aperture to focus, so is the intensity of the illumination.
While ft large angular aperture conduces to rapidity, in the same
degree is it adverse to penetration, or tho property of presenting on a
plane surface, and with a degree of definition which satisfies tho
requirements of tho artist, objects situated at various distances. This
property of penetration or depth of defining, unthinkingly called
'' depth of focus," is n power of great value to the photographer, and
is induced by means hereafter described. J. TiiAiLi, Taylob.

(To he continued.)

€)ur iStiitorial STafile.

Rouch's Lever Wateh Spbay.

Wk have before us a neat and useful addition to the furniture of tho
developing room, just introduced by Messrs. W. W. Kouch & Co. It

is intended for attachment, by means of a flexible tube, to the water
supply, and consists, as the diagram shows, of a brass tube and rose
fitted with a lever stopcock, operated at will by the mere pressure
of the finger and thumb. This form of cock is superior to the

ordinary tap, screw do-wn or otherwise, on account of its easier

manipulation, and to the numerous forms of "clips" in which an
indiarubljer tube is constricted by pressure, inasmuch as there is no
indiarubber to "perish" and cause the arrangement to leak. The
only rubber employed is in the form of a light b.ind, which acts as a
spring for the lever, and which may be removed or renewed in a few
seconds if the valve is required to remain permanently open or in case

of accident. Tho apparatus is equally adapted for washing negatives

or prints, in the latter case the rubber strap being removed to the

opposite side of the fulcrum of the lever, in order to keep the valve

permanently open. The whole is strongly made, presents no parts

likely to get out of order, and will form a decided ornament to the
developing table.

Hahmonious Colouring as Applied to Photographs.
London ; James Newmjln.

This is a new (the fourteenth) edition of a work which has for many
years been before the photographic public. It is generally rewritte;>

and revised to present date, (iuite comprehensive in fCope,< iie

manual, which is of the most practical nature from beg'j' ning
to end, treats of finishing in monochrome as well .as. is colours, in

water and in oil pigments, in crayons, and. by powder colours.

Variations of methods to suit special cla.sscs of photographs, such as

carbons, opals, pktinotypes, lantern slides, even crystoleums, are

given, together with a concise dissertation on the materials to be
employed.

, ^

JaHRUUCU riJR PuOTOQRAPHIB UND RKPRODUCXIONSTEC/f^K,
FUR 1887.

I.y this Year Book, Dr. Josef Slaria Eder has got together a largo mass
of useful and interesting matter, in which ho has been aided by
various collalxirators. It contains several illustrations by woodcuts,
zincotypes, and other processes. It is somewhat on the model of Thk
British .Iournal Puotograpiiic Almanac, and is printed in the
German language.

Thk British Journal Piiotoorapiiic Alman.\c for 1887.

Edited I.T J. Teaill Tatlob.

This well-knowni annual, which year after year has been increasing

in dimensions fiittesting its ever increa.«ing popularity), has this year
assumed a bulk which is truly portentous.

In addition to a series of short chapters on stereoscopic photography
by the Editor, it is enriched by numerous articles written expressly

for its pages by the ablest photographic oxponeiits of the day, men
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whose names are "familiar an household words" throughout the

craft. It also contains those valuable features b,y which it lias so long

been distinguished, such as a synopsis of all inventions and improve-

ments by whicli the past year luis been distinguislied, several pages of

tabidated matter for photographers' reference, a complete list of new
patents, formula; for everything required to be known in the practice

of the art, together with a compendium of practical receipts extending

over many pages.

It woidd obviously be a breach of professional etiquette, at least in

this country, for us to express an opinion on the work, but this does

not apply to reproducing what others have said. Among others, the

foUowng from Mr. " Luke Sharp," the genial editor of the Detroit

Free Press—himself an active photographer—may serve as a type of

the spirit in which our annual is received by the press:

—

"To say til at The PHOTOUR.vrHic Almanac of The British Journal ok

Photograph V is edited by Mr. J. Traill Taylor is to bestow on the bulky

volume about as warm a recommendation as it is possible to give. Wherever

the tripod of a photogr.aplier is set up, The Photographic Almanac is recog-

nised as an autliority wliich it is inii)0ssible to do without. Immense numbers

of tlie.se liooks are sold in America, altliough the jirice there is just double what

it is in England. Tlie book contains more than 600 pages, and the photo-

grapher, amateur and professional, will iind it one of those rare volumes where

the advertisements are no less interesting and instructive than the varieil and

well-written text."

We learn from our publishers that whereas lo,2oO copies of the

annual have this year been printed, it is tlieir intention that the next

year's issue shall reach, and possibly exceed, 20,000 copies.

Jiepflvtuiput for $nf.vperiairct( iDljotogrnpljcvs.

OYER AND UNDEIt EXPOSURE.
In describing the development of a negative, we have assumed that it

has hitherto been a case of plain sailing witli the photographic tyro.

We now proceed to mention some of the rocks or pitfalls which may lie

in the way.

If upon applying the developing solution the image takes a very long

time to appear, it may be concluded that either a too brief exposure has

been given or that the developer is too weak. If the former be the case,

it will be signified by the high lights eventually acquiring vigour, the

deep shadows being either exceedingly tardy in appearing or failing to

come out at all. If, on tlie contrary, there be no such wide distinction

between the lights and shadows, but only a general disinclination of any

image to appear, the presumption is that the fault lies with the developer.

The remedy in this latter case is to increase tlie proportion of the alkali,

which treatment will never fail in bringing out the details. As we have

said before, it is not wise to add so much as to render the development

too rapid. Again, it happens with many brands of plates that the

presence of alkali in such a proportion as would effect a very quick

development may fog or veil the shadows. This is prevented by the

addition of two or three drops of a iifteen-grain solution (i.e. fifteen

grains to an ounce of water) of bromide of potassium or bromide of

•nmonium, the function of which is to prevent any abnormal deposit

on *he shadows, or to keep them clean. But owing to the retarding

inflUo."^e of the bromide it must be used sparingly. However, it permits

of the empluji.:''"t of a larger amount of alkali than it would be safe to

introduce into the ae.-loper without such a check upon its energy. It

is not quite easy to say pucisely how much ought to be added, because
of the diversity in character of commercial plates, the best treatment for

one brand not being necessarily that for another. There are some plates

which require no bromide at all, while others are very liable to fog unless

a liberal proportion is present.

Should the image make its appearance with too much equality all over,

the shadows coming simultaneously with the lights, it may be taken as

evidence of over exposure. In this case it is necessary to act promptly,

and at once to pour the developer back into the graduate or cup, and
add to the solntion a Uberal dose of bromide, say four drops or more,
ftccording to the circumstances of the case, and having stirred the solu-

tion so as to mix it well up return it to the plate. The object of this is

to retard the action of the developer upon the shadows, wliieh are thus
held in check, while the developing action goes on in the high lights.

Under this altered condition of the developer the plate may be subjected

to its action for a prolonged period without danger of the shadows be-

coming fogged. If it is known beforehand, or very strongly suspected,

that the plate has received much too long an exposure, then will it be
wise to introduce two or three drops of the bromide solution along with
the pyrogallic acid previous to adding any alkali at all, as this will in

Bome measure ameliorate the effect of over exposure, while the alkali

may also have its action cheeked by a similar addition of bromide.

Wliat has been here said applies, of course, to pyrogallie development,

and it can be readily inferred that by an intelligent adjustment of the

component parts of the developer, or perhaps, more correctly speaking,

of the alkali and the bromide, a considerable latitude in the exposure

is permissible. In all photographic operations development, more than

any other, requires the exercise of judgment. Almost everything else

can be effected by a hard-and-fast nde, but development is amenable to

the intelligence of the operator, an intelligence that must be exercised in

the case of every individual plate.

In ferrous-oxalate development there is not the same degree of latitude

as in that by pyrogallie acid, although in cases of over exposure the

latent or even partially developed image is amenable to the retarding

influence of bromide, a few drops of which may, especially at the initial

stage of development, be added with marked advantage.

Another factor in facility of development is weakening the developer

by the addition of water. But conccrnmg the effects of this we shall

have occasion to speak more fully when we come to consider the best

circumstances under which to develope snap shutter or instantaneous

exposures.

The darkening of the pyro developer, which not unfrcquently becomes

of a muddy-looking nature after remaining on the plate for a few minutes,

may be prevented by sulphite of soda. One of the best ways to employ

this salt is to saturate with it the water in which the pyrogallie acid is

dissolved. Provided this is done, an aqueous solution of the acid may
be made which will keep good for a long time, whereas if it be dissolved

in water alone without the sulphite it will decompose with so great a

degree of rapidity as to render its preparation in this way a loss.

There are several other additions which may be made to the solution

which will prevent the pyro from decomiiosing, but the consensus of

opinion points to sulijhite of soda as being tlie best at present known.

It will prove highly educational to the beginner it he will develope a
J

plate Vi'ithout such addition, and note the state in which he finds the I

developer at its close, and afterwards go through the same operation!

with a second plate, a liberal proportion of sulphite being mixed with
]

the developer. So clear will it remain in the latter case, compared with
j

the muddiness of the former, that he will be tempted to use it over again J

on the succeeding plates, which may, in many instances, be done withl

advantage.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.
At a meeting of this Society held on the 2Gth ultimo, Mr. James Glaisher,!

F.R.S., President of the Photographic Society of Great Britain, in the]
chair, Mr. J. Traill Taylor read a paper on Photographic hemes [seej

page 72].

Mr. J. Mayall, jun., said he noticed in the early part of the paper ai
reference to the term aplanatism, but it appeared to him that theJ
expression was perfectly well defined by the classical writers on optics,

j

Coddington, the well-known inventor of the lens which bore his name,
in a treatise on the lujiection and Refraction oj I.iglit in 1829, defined it

as meaning freedom from spherical aberration ; and that definition was
adopted by Sir John Herschel in his famous treatise on " Light " in the

HiicyclojxeiUa Metropolitana. He could not but think that if in the de-

scription of photographic lenses it was used in any different sense—for

instance as Mr. Taylor employed it, as meaning the angular aperture of

a lens— it was an extraordinary misapplication of the term. Of course
he did not attribute the origination of that idea to Mr. Taylor, because
it had been more or less used in popular treatises on photographic lenses,

and even in Monckhoven's work on photographic optics. Mr. Taylor had
referred to a great number of lenses of the old type, many of which were
quite obsolete and of no use whatever. On the other hand, he had
touched on certain lenses recognised throughout Europe as showing the
highest point of excellence wliich had yet been reached. He took it

that since the application of the dry-jilate process the old I'etzval form,
in which an extraordinary aperture was given in relation to the focal

length, was practically useless, and every one now used lenses having
much less aperture, but where the aplanatism was infinitely more perfect.

Reference had been made to the lenses made by Steinheil, in which
flint glass was used for the external lenses. That point was taken up by
a distinguished mathematician in Paris some ten years ago, M. Prazmowski,
the partner of Hartnack, the eminent microscope optician, and it led him
not only to utilising flint glass for the external lenses, but also to cora-

bining different kinds of flint glass, and he had a very distinct aim,
namely, to get rid, in portrait lenses, of the separation in the back
combination, which he obtained by using two different kinds of flint

glass for each combination, and thus iiroducing a lens with a very short

focus, with each combination cemented, so that the reflection given by
the surfaces being exposed to the air was got rid of. One of the first

lenses thus made was made for him, as the result of a long discussion

with Prazmowski, and having brought it to London he thought it would be
interesting to Mr. Dallmeyer to see it. He remained about an hour
while he tested it, but he was surprised to find that, although he was
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known to Imvc consiilorablc technical knowlcdKO, ho had not tho sliglitest

c )ncoi)tion of the natnio of tho combination,* how tlie problem of getting

rill of the separation of tlie back lenses waa solved, or that the lenses were

constructed wholly of dilTcrent kinds of flint glass, no crown being used.

He must confess that even that was now a thing of the past, because it

dealt with Knsoa of the I'etzval construction, with great aperture and
short focal length, which might now practically bo looked upon as out of

date. With regard to new kinds of glass for use in lenses, Mr. Taylor

seemed to think it was too soon to deal with that question, but he should

like to sny a word or two on the optica of the future, as they might be

developed by now kinds of glass which had lately come into the market.

It was perfectly well known in the microscopical world that some time

ago one of the most distinguished mathematicians in Kurope, who had
paid special attention to practical optics. Professor Abbe, of Jena, and his

friend, Dr. Schott, had worked out an immense number of experiments

with the purpose of providing new kinds of glass which would combine a

greater number of lines in the spectrum than had been hitherto combined.

Of course that in itself wos old, some of our most able mathematicians,

such as Professor Stokes, Mr. Grubb, and the late Dr. llobinson, having

applied themselves to tlie problem, any time during the last thirty years ;

but, unfortunately, their experiments had not ended in any practical

result. In this case, however, Professor Abbe being the theorist, and Dr.

Schott a practical man, there was a combination which led to a much
more exhaustive series of experiments, and the result was tliat new kinds

of glass were really discovered. The earlier experiments they made were

not very remunerative ; they took a deal of time, and did not lead to any
commercial result ; but the German Government generously came forward

and voted a largo sum of money in order that tho experiments might be

continued. The practical result, so far, had been shown in two ways.

First of all, telescopes of considerable aperture had been made by

Bamberg, of Berlin, as high as eight inches of clear aperture ; and as

regards achromatism there could be no doubt he had reached a point

which had never been attained before. That, of course, would be shown in

practical results by the extremely convenient u.^e of deep eyepieces. It

was well known that when these were used with a telescope in which the

chromatism was imperfect, a flare of clouded fringes was produced ; but

with the new glass the chromatic aberration ajipoared to be more highly

corrected. Turning to a point more interesting to himself, this glass had
been used for the improvement of microscopic lenses, and a new series

had been manufactured by the well-known optician, Zeiss, of Jena, and
there could be no doubt that he had attained more perfect corrections

through a larger extent of aperture than in any of his objectives of

previons construction ; these objectives were, therefore, aplanatic in

the sense in which the term was used by our classical writers on
optics. As regards achromatism, the supeiiority over lenses manu-
factured with the older media was unmistakable. Seeing these results,

he could not help thinking tliat photographic lenses also might be much
improved by the use of this Jena glass. He thought photogra])hers had
a right to expect from opticians that the necessary energy should be

devoted to the problem of endeavouring to utilise these new kinds of glass,

and to attaining results in photographic lenses comparable with those

which had been obtained in the microscope. He was informed by
Professor Abbe that Steinheil had had a good many samples of this

gloss, and that he had seen his way at any rate to improved forms, and
before long he believed there would be an issue of new lenses by Steinheil,

mode of this material, in which a higher degree of achromatism would
be attained with larger and flatter held. If English opticians did not

follow in the same path, they would not deserve tho support they had
hitherto had in England and abroad, where their reputation stood very high
indeed. In France, Germany, and Italy, photographers, both amateur and
professional, spoke of the quality of linglish lenses with great respect,

and referred to them as being of a somewhat higher standard in the

matter of workmanship than almost any produced on the Continent, not

in the mere technical execution, but in evenness of quality, so that if

a foreigner gave an order to an EnglLsh finn, he would be almost certain

to get a lens of a high standard of excellence. Many people here who
had obtained lenses from abroad had not been so successful, and he
might say that he had burnt his fingers more than once. If you sent for a

lens to Paris you might get a good one, but the chances were you did not.

Mr. Henderson asked what lens Mr. Taylor would recommend, apart
from portability, as best suited for an optical lantern.

Mr. Shew asked whether the wide-angled lens shown on the screen

by Morri.son, containing a single back lens, gave straight lines—was it

rectilinear ?

Mr. Debenlmm said he thought justice should be done to the memory
of Pelzval, and he was sorry to hear his lenses referred to by Mr. Mayall
as things of the past, and to hear it said that they were infinitely behind
newer combinations in aplanatism. According to Mr. Mayall's view, they
were the only truly aplanatic lenses, because by his definition such a lens

was one free from spherical aberration, and the peculiar characteristic of

Petzval's lens which stamped it as the work of a great genias was the

• There must \k some misapprehension hero on the part of Mr. Mayall. Tho \aU>-

Mr. Dallmejcr waj? far too jj^ooil an optieian not to have realised the precise nature of
the lens the moment he got it in his hiiud. Wo know as a fact that at the time alleged
Mr. Dullmever was intimately conversant with tho whole problem of cemented back
lenses, and it is well known that also at the time alleged, and even ten years anterior,
ltiu.ics *' constructed wholly of ditfei-ent kinds of flint ghuss " were regular articles of
commerce,— lilus.

freedom of spherical aberration. This he obtained by separating the back
lenses, and this had always been considered a great mathematical
triumph. All portrait lenses, up to the present, had been constructed on
that principle, with, in some cases, slight variationg, such as reversing
the back lens, but the great principle was the separation of the back lena
into two parts, one of which had snfticient negative spherical aberration
to overcome the entire positive aberration of the system, and so render it

aplanatic. Several so-called aplanatic lenses had been introduced since,
the first being the single lens of Grubb. Of course, the term merely
meant that the lenses were on the way to being aplanatic

; perfection did
not exist in anything ; those that came pretty near to it were entitled to
be so called ; and for a single lens, Grubb's was a nearer approach than
anything before. Then Steinheil—another man whose genius would
always be admired whenever photographic lenses were spoken of—intro-
duced a combination which he called aplanatic, because it was so nearly
so as to allow of tolerable definition with a focal length of only seven
times that of the aperture. The Petzval was four times the length, and
sometimes less than that ; and if any lenses existed more strictly

aplanatic than Petzval's portrait lenses, he should be glad to henr of them.
Petzval's served as a model for all lenses, and Steinheil'g as the model
for a host, for all the opticians imitated him. No doubt, photographers
would wonder wliy their pet lenses were not referred to in such a paper
as the present, but the fact was, if those they were in the habit of using
were merely coijics or slight variations from these leading original types,
it would not be proper, in a scientific lecture, to speak of them as
originals. One of the most perfectly aplanatic lenses was Steinheil'g

portrait antiplanat ; unfortunately, it lacked perfect flatness of field,

more so even than Petzval's, and therefore, though it gave exceedingly
fine definition over a small field, it required either a curved plate or to bo
used only with a very small part of the field to get perfect definition.

Perhaps the most ideally perfect photograjjh which could be obtained
would be one in which the curvature of the field was neglected, the
plate itself being curved to receive the image. If the reproducing and
enlarging processes were as perfect as they were sometimes said to be,

the photograph could be taken in this way, but the plate would have
to be in the shape of a bowl ; it would be difficult to manage, to
devolope, and so on, and then it would have to be reproduced on a flat

plate before it could be made use of for printing, and reproducing
processes were not r.s yet so perfect that this method was at all likely to
come into use. One lens Mr. Taylor had shown which he believed had
gone out of use, which was much to be regretted, the wide-angle doublet
of Iloss. Its place had been, to a large extent, taken by another com-
bination of Steinheil's, the wide-angle aplanatic, which certainly had the
advantage of greater portability. In covering a large field on a Uat plate,

the essentials were—first, the field must be flat ; therefore, the marginal
pencils must be much longer in focus than the central ones, and that con-
dition was fairly fulfilled in the lens in question. Another defect in very
wide-angle views arose from the angle of illumination ; the corners of tho
picture received much less light than the centre. The diaphragm opening,
looked at from the marginal part of the picture, only represented an oval,

having its longer diameter of the same size as the circle which was
available for the central part of the field ; in the next place, the comers
were further removed from the diiphragm, and the image, therefore, was
more separated, and thus again the corners received much less illumina-
tion than the centre. There was yet a third difficulty arising from tho
reflection at the surfaces of the lenses.

Mr. Werge said he should be glad if Mr. Taylor could tell him how to

determine the focus of a pinhole, as pictures of large and small size

could be produced thereby.

Mr. Traill Taylor, in replj-, said Mr. Werge was very well aware that,

according to the distance of the pinhole from the screen on which the
image was received, so would be the magnitude of the image. If it were
six feet away it would he large, if only six inches it would be small. The
object of the pinhole was to produce an image of the same dimensions as
that given by the lens in question, and that could be done by moving the
pinhole backwards and forwards until the two images coincided. That
was all that was wanted. He made no mention of the focus of a pinhole.

Continuing his replj', he said the best lens for a short studio was a short

focus lens, and you should get the camera as far away from the object as
possible. With regard to lenses for optical lanterns, according to Mr.
Mayall, there were none, because it was a thing of the past ; but he really

thought he could not have been mixing so freely in the photographic
world as he ought, or he would know that the Petzval was the lens par
crcelleiice—the only thing which could be employed for an optical lantern,

either for projecting or enlarging, owing to its adaptability. Petzvel's

portrait lens was the one for the lantern ; it was used in the lantern that

evening and everywhere else, and he was a little surprised to hear Mr.
Mayall say that it was a thing of the pas'. The most eminent opticians

in the world were making them constantly. They might call them
universal lens, or the A, B, C, or D lens, or any name they liked, but

they were all Petzval lenses, and they were in constant use. The same
gentleman had referred to a cemented back. Amongst the first lenses

that emanated from the factory of Voigtliinder were lenses with cemented
backs ; they were triple compound lenses of enormous aperture and very

short focus, capable of working, as was facetiously said, in a coal cellar.

Voigtliinder took out a patent for that again a few years ago, and portrait

Icnso with cemented backs were things of the present day. Mr. Mayall
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had also referred to lenses being made wholly of flint. When he
described Steinheil's invention, he characterised it as being made of two
kinds of flint glass, the denser element outside ; and all the lenses of the

present day characterised by the term "rapid," with the exception of the
one he had spoken of as being American in inception, were made with two
kinds of flint glass, the denser element outside.

The Chairman, in proposing a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Taylor,
said he hoped the new glass would cause so great an improvement
in photographic lenses, that the next time they had a paper from Mr.
Taylor he would include it, and show the progress which had been made.
The vote of thanks was carried unanimously, and the meeting

adjourned.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 1465.—"Improvements in or connected with Photographic Cameras and
the Sensitive Media for E.xpo6ure therein." W. Noktu and K. L. North.—
Doled JaiKiary 29, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
Improvements ijj the Stands or Sipports kor Photograi'Hic Cameras.

No. 2423. Arthur Raymest, 36, Beatrice-road, Fiushury Park, MidiUesex.

—

Februanj 19, 1886.

This invention has for its object improvements in the top part of the tripod
stand or other support lor photographic cameras, whereViy the camera can be
readily moved into any required position and phiced .at any desired angle.

In carrying my invention into practice I construct the top of a tripod, or

other .stand or support in two parts, hinged so that they will fold or lie

closely together ; for convenience of description I will call one part the "upper"
and the other part the "base."

Tlie special use of these jiarts is that whilst the base part is attached to the
legs, clip, or other support, tlie upper part (acting upon Iiinges) maybe adjusted
so as to enable tlie operator to turn the camera to take a photograph at any
desired angle or position.

Anotlier motion is provided where the camera is oblong shaped (so as to
maintain approximately the centre of gravity of the camera during or when
ready for an exposure), tlie camera being attaclied to the upper part of tlie

aforesaid tri]iod top, wliicli part is hinged to a sliding piece arranged in and
combined with the base part ; the camera is slid or drawn back on this piece
(which is .idjusted or fixed at the desired point by a suitable spring catcli) and
then changed from the liorizontal to a vertical position, or tice rersd, thus
obviating the weight of the camera when so changed causing unsteadiness or
overbalancing by being thrown outside of the centre of gravity of the support
or stand.

The relative positions of the parts are secured at any .angle desired by means
of a suitable spring between the two j^arts, or l)y a slotted rod fixed to one
part and claiiii>ed on the other by a set screw, or by a piece of wood or metal
arranged and forming an .arc between the ends of the two parts, and adjustable
by a set screw, or by any other convenient metliod.

A hole or recess is formed in the " base," so as to allow the screw, wliicli

serves to secure the camera to the upper part, to pass through when the two
parts are lying closely togetlier.

Any suitable material may be used hi the construction of the several parts,
which may be varied or modified, if desirable.

IMI'ROVEMENTS IN OPTICAL LANTERNS.

No. 3805. Henry Martvn Whitefield, 54, Yarburgh-street, Manchester, and
Sami'el Washington, 19, R,adnor-street, Manchester.—J/fo-cA 18, 1886.

This invention relates to optical lanterns. The object is to effect a rapid
change of the pictures exhibited on the screen by a tingle hantern and by
means of a novel arrangement for shutting off the light, to do this without tlie

changing of the picture being visible, and to prevent any po.ssibility of vibra-
tion or inovcnicnt of carrier during the insertion of a new .slide.

The invention consists in fitting in the front part of the lanteni, between the
condensers and objectives, a suitable .shutter or shutters worked from behind
the lantern by means of a shaft running from front to back, and having a
handle fitted to it. A cam and crank fixed on the end of the shaft dosing the
shutters ami opening them .again. Whilst the shutters are closed, a lever acted
upon by the crank is made to pass forward a double carrier, thus clianging the
picture ; the carrier is now held firmly in position by a powerful spring and
the shutters are opened again, when the new picture appears upon the screen.
These comliined movements are effected by one half turn of the handle, and,
being almost instantaneous, the .sheet is darkened only for a moment, besides
which, the ludicrous effect of landscapes, &c. , sliding across the sheet, pro-
duced by changing the pictures in the manner that has hitherto been customary,
is entirely avoided.
The claims are :—1. Tlie combination with the .shaft passing from tlie back

of the lantern of the cam, levers, springs, and shutters or fans, substantially as
and for the purposes ilescribeil. 2. The combination with the shaft passing
from the back of the lantern of the cam, hinged llaji, and springs for holdiii"
the carrier in position, substantially .as and for tlie purposes described. 3. The
conibination with the .shaft jiassing from the back of the lantern of the crank
and lever for changing the earner, substantially as and for the purposes described.
The specification is illustrated.

MniinQ^ of SsotiHit^.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

February 7 Notts Institute, ShaJiespeare-strect.

„ 8 5a, Pall Mall East.

8

,, 8 ..

Newcastle-on-Tyne & N . Counties Coll. of Physical Scionoe,Newoastle.
MasOLic Hall, Cooi)or.st.,Manohstr.

The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.„ 8 Bolton Club
„ 9 Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-strcet.E.C.

„ 10 Free Public Library, Hamiltou-6t.

„ 10.... Bratiford Amateur
„ 10

10
10
10
11

Halifax Photographic Club
Manchester Photo. Society
London and Provincial
Ireland

Mechanics' Hall.

36, George-street.
Mason's Hall, Basinyhall-streot.

Royal College of Scionco, Dublin.

We are requested to state that Mr. H. Id. O'Farrel!, who lias lately been
making some experiments on the sulphuration of platiiiotype prints, will
exhibit his results and read a short paper on the subject at tlie ensuing Con-
ference of the Camera Club, at the Hall of the Society of Arts, on Tuesday
next

PRESENTATION OF A TESTIMONIAL TO JAMES GLAISHER, F.R.S.

Last Monday night a large number of the members of the Photographic
Society of Great Britain presented Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S., the President,

with a marble bust of himself, as a m.ark of the esteem in which he is held by
them ; the event took place at a dinner at tlie Holborn Rcstaur.ant, London,
at which a large number of ladies and gentlemen were present, all the seats at

five or six long tables being occupied.
Mr. W. S. Bird, who took the chair, expressed regret at the absence of

Captain Abiiey, who was to have occupied that position, but was prevented by
the serious illness of a member of his family. He then read the circular which
had been jiosted to the members, proiposing that the testimonial should be
jiresented, and setting forth the long and valuable support which Mr. Glaisher

had given to the Society by his long years of earnest work ; he next read letters

from various noted photographers who were unable from illness ami other

causes to attend, including, among others, Captain Abiiey, Colonel Stuart
Wortley, Messrs. H. P. Robinson, Henry White, John Spiller, Frank Bishop,

J. Stuart, H. Trueman Wood, and Joseph Paget. The speaker said that Mr.
Glaisher liail furthermore done much good to the Society liy reason of his great

eminence in the scientific world. A reference to the catalogue of the Royal
Society proved that he had contributed to that Society no less than fifty

memoirs, the majority of which were on the subject of meteorology, for Mr.
Glai.sher had been for forty years the chief of the Meteorological Dejiartinent

of the Royal Observatorj at Greenwich. He had made twenty-nine balloon

ascents for scientific purposes, to take oliscrvatious on the following points,

namely :—1. Temperature of the air and its hygrometrical condition at different

elevations. 2. Temperiiture of the dew point, also, as bearing on s.anitary

questions in relation to living on great heights or quartering troop.s. 3. The
comparison of the aneroid and mercurial Ij.arometers. 4. I'lie electrical oxy-
genic conditions. 5. Vibrations of a magnet on the earth and at various

distances from it. 6. Height and character of clouds. 7. Rate and direction

of currents of wind. 8. Observations on sound, and other memoranda of aeri.al

physics likely to serve the general principles of the science of meteorology and
lead to practical aud beneficial results. In one of his ascents, when, on Sep-
tember 5, 1862, Mr. Glai.sher started from Wolverhampton, the barometer
indicated 29,000 feet of elevation, he ]iassed on the way through a cloud
8000 feet deep and so dense that the b.allooii could not be seen from its

own car. Of this voyage Mr. Glaisher reported:^" I asked Mr. Coxwrll to

help me to read the instruments, as I experienced a dilticulty in seeing. In
consequence, however, of the rotatory motion of the balloon, which had con-

tinned without ceasing since the earth had been left, the valve line had become
twisted, and he had to leave the car ami mount into the ring above to adjust

it. At this time I looked at the barometer and found it to be ten inches, still

decreasing fast ; its tone reading therefore was nine and three-quarter Indies,

implying a lieight of 29,000 feet. Shortly afterwards I laid my arm upon the
the table, ]iossessed of its full vigour, and on being desirous of using it I found
it powerless—it must have lost its power momentarily. I tried to mo^'O the

other arm and found it powerless also. I then tried to sli.ake myself, and suc-

ceeded in .shaking my Ijoily. I seemed to have no limbs. I then looked at the
barometer, .and whilst doing so my head fell on my left shoulder. I struggled
and shook my body again, but could not move my .arms. I got my head up-
right, but for an instant only, when it fell on my right shoulder, and then I fell

backwards, my back resting against the side of the car, and my head on its edge ;

in this position my eyes were directed towards Mr. Coxwell in the ring. When
I .shook my body I seemed to have full power over the muscles of the back,
and a considerable power over tho.se of the neck, but none over either my arras

or legs ; in fact, I seemed to have none. As in the case of the arms, all muscular
power was lost iu an instant from my back and neck. I dimly saw Mr.
Coxwell in the ring, and endeavoured to speak, but could not ; when in an
instant intense black d.arkness came, tlie optic nerve finally lost power suddenly.
I was still conscious, with as active a brain as at the present moment while
writing this. I thought I had been seized with asphyxia, and that I .should

exjierience no more, as death would come, unless we speedily descended : other
thoughts were actively entering ray mind, wlien I suddenly became unconscious
as on going to sleep. 1 cannot tell .anything of the sense of hearing ; the per-

fect stUlness and silence of the regions six miles from the earth (and at this

time we were between six and seven miles high) is such that no sound reaches
the ear. My last observation was made at 1 '54 at 29'000 feet. I sujipose two
or three minutes fully were occupied Ijetween my eyes liecomiiig insensible to

seeing fine divisions at I'.'il, aud then that two or three minutes more passed
till I was insensible ; therefore I think that took place at aliont I'bd or 1"57.

Whilst powerless, I heard the words, ' Temperature ' and ' Obscnation,' and
I knew Mr. Coxwell was in the car speaking to me, and endeavouring to arouse
me; therefore consciousness and hearing had returned. I then beard liim speak
more emphatically, but I could not see, S)ieak, or move. I heard Iiim again
say, 'Do try; now do,' Then I saw the instruments dimly, then Mr.
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Coiwell, nml very sliortly saw clenrly. I rose in my sent niul looked romid, as

though wnkiiif! from sleep, thoiigh not rcfitsheil liy sleep, anil said to Mr.

t'oxwell, 'I have been iuscnsildo. ' He said, 'You have; ami I, too, very

nearly.' I then drew up my lup<, which had been extended In'fore me, and
took a pencil in my hand to be(;in observations. Mr. C'oxwell told me that he

had lost tlie use of his liands, wliich were black, and I poured bmndy over

them." He, tlie L'liainnan, was pleaseil to say that there hud Ih'CU 133 sul-

8cril>ers to tlie testimonial, and pleasing letters had been received from some
memliers who were unable to ilo, llnancially, so much as they desirc<l ; he was
also glail to .say that they had a poet in the Society who liad written the fol-

lowing lines in honour of the Tresident and of the event of that evening :

—

"Yon marble bust reveals the face of one
Whom Science claims, for battles fouglit and won

;

Yet not in deadly conllicts, such as tliose

Which till this world with pain and mighty woes

;

But in that higher life, where men of miml
Serenely toil to K'nefit mankind.
Tliere, 'midst the truest heroes of our race,

The name of Glaishbh holds an honour'd jJace

;

And here we fitly celebrate to-night

His reign o'er those whose kingdom is the 'light.'

Well has he governed, with strong, guiding hand,
Where ' Tnith ' and ' Equity ' both take their stand

;

Tlieu honour give for many years thus spent,

And greet weldm—our worthy Prksidkxt."

The hast bore the following inscription upon a silver plate on its pedestal :

—

" I'resmled to James Olaisher, F.R.S., etc., etc., by Members of The Photo-
graphic Snclett/ of Ut. Britain, in recognition of eiijhleeii years' devotion to

its I H tere.sts as Presiden I njirf as a token of their affection ami esteem. Jan iiary

S1.1/, 1887."

Mr. J.\MES Or.visHEn, in returning thanks, said that he had a difliculty in

finding words to express his feelings. Years ago, Dr. Diamond, and
others, had jtressed him very miich to be put into marble. In its early

days the I'hotographic Society had been a fasliionable one ; Sir C. Eastlake

wa.s then its President, and a meeting of the Society w.as never held without a

recherchi banquet before it began ; the then Secretary had a salary of £200 a-

year. When fashion left the Society, it fell into debt ; the Secretary still

claimed his salary, and the printers threatened him (Mr. Glaisher) witli an
action if he did not jiay their bill of a few hundred pounds. But the Council

and members worked and worked, until at tlic present time they had a balance

on the right side, and they no longer had debt to check their progress as it did

in the past, when he came to hate the words " Xo fund.s." Pliotographic por-

traiture h.ad brought pleasure to thousands of houuw, and photography was
now the handmaid of astronomy and of the other sciences. The exhibitions of

the Society had helped to keep everyone up to tlie mark ; although at the last

one there were no exhibits from Bedford—father or son, none from England,

none from Robinson, none from Bhanchard, it yet showed progress in every
department. Especially had photogra]iliy improved in its art a.spects. He
should like to see photographic energ}' more concentrated, for science had been
a bad hnusekee]ier, incurring a variety of expenses which miglit have been
lessened by all pulling together, and he Iio)>ed that photographers would not
follow the example ; union was wanted, and it was desirable the photograjihy

should have a home of its own. He had been pained to read in Thk British
Joi'iiNAL OK PHOToaRAi'HY that the frames sent to tlie last exhibition had
been scratched ; he had seen the pictures handled there as tenderly as a
motherwould handle her new-boni biibe, and anendeavourhad been made to take
every care. Mr. Cocking had made iniiuirics into tlie matter, and discovered

the complaints to lie well founded. Then it came out that they were but
tenants, and that in the building was a dread mid-pass.'uje through which
the pictures had to be carried ; what injury they may have had there he knew
not, but next year the Society must give protection against such damage. The
Society had now a little in the Consols and a balance in hand, therefore it

could now have its library, its laboratory, and a number of other conveniences.

He was glad to see such a large number of ladies present ; under the pre-

sidency of the Chief Baron at King's College there were always ladies present

at the meetings of the Society, and he hoped that more would come as members
or visitors. 'The now unveiled bust seemed to him, at that distance from it, to

be an admirable one : it would never have been executed had it not been for

his friend on his right, the Rev. Dr. Lansdell, who had travelled in Siberia,

Bokhara, and other far-away iiLices. The sculptor, Mr. Toft, threw his heart
into the work, as he couhl see by his looks at the first one or two sittings ; so

he sat for him as frequently as he could, and when he left London the bust
was finisheil below the chin by the aid of photogr.iphs. His time as President

of their Society was probably limited, but what they had done that evening
would encourage those who came after him, and he returned his warmest
thanks to all.

Mr. Glaisher here sat down amid loud applause, the music and the company
then striking up " For he's a hearty good fellow,"

Mr. Francis Cobb then proposed the health of the Cliairman, saying that
once a Member of Parliament, aggrieved by an opponent, complained:—•" Does
the honourable member think that I can be in two places at once, like a bird ?"

Well, the Society had caught that Bird, and he had done all the real work of

the testimonial committee.
Mr. W. S. Bird having retured thanks.

Mr. P.VTXR JENXIXG propo.sed "Success to Photographic Art and Science,"

saying that he was in special sympathy with the artistic aspects of photo-
graphy. Tlie Society wanteil a gallery of its own, so the next thing as English-

men to do, was to have it.

Mr. JosHDA Smith, Ex-President of the Photographic Convention of America,
respouded.

Tlie Chair.mas next proposeil the health of Mr. Albert Toft, the sculptor of

the bust, who, he said, was a lisiug young scholar, who was winning golden
opinions from the lovers of the art, and had b.en very successful at exhibitions.

Jlr, Toi-T responded that ho had taken a sjiccial pleasure iu chiselling the

bust Iwforo them, and should always feel grateful to the Photograplilc Society,

for lielping him over the lirst stepping stones of his career.

Mr. W. EnqlaNO proposed "The Ladien," to which Mr. O. L. Addenlirooke
responded.

Several glees were sung during the evening by Me«Tii. Blanchard, Pearce,

and Cocking, among them lieing the following, written for the occasion, ami
adapted to well-known music :

—

"In the merry old limes of photogrtt|ihen<,

When the wet silver bath ruled here,

(They'll collodion as well.

As their chronicles tell),

And got fogged every day in the year.

"One day, when their baths went awfully wrong,
Tliey carried them into the liglit,

And commanded the Sun,
(As he'd hitherto done),

To make all those baths clean and bright.

"But old Sol, in a pet, roll'd out a remark.
That the time for such work wa.s all over

;

And he foamed and he roared,
' We're not in accord,

As you all very soon will discover.'

" Tlien the Presirlent summoned his Conncil so wise,
' Here's a pretty to-do !

' quoth he

;

' We're on the wrong path
All along of that liath.

And old Sol's in a H.at mutin-ee
;

To quell revolution.

We'll drink the solution,

And go in for gelatin-ee.
'

"

Recitations and songs were also given by Messrs. W. Cobb, Valentine
Blanchard, A. Cowan, sen., A. Cowan, jun., and by two jirofession.al singers,

Mr. Arthur Thomas and Mr. Laird Donald. The iiianist was Mr. Alfred
Smythson.

»

THE LONDOX AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Tliursday, Januarj' 27, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Taveni, City, London, Mr. J. Traill

Taylor jiresided.

Mr. A. L. Henderson said that by the use of yellow gla.s» he hod sncceede<l

in getting .is good results upon ordinary plates as Mr. B. .1. Edwards did with
oithoclironiatic plates, but the latter "scored" against him in photographing
deep bhie-black discs upon a yellow ground. He exhibited the results he had
obtained.
The Chairman stated that Mr. Bierstadt, of New Y'ork, had long been in

the habit of photographing paintings by interposing the proper kind of yellow

ghass ; the time of exposure had to be lengthened.
Mr. Henderson had found the quality of Mr. Edwards's plates to be very

good indeed ; they were a little slow, and they gave good negatives. Mr.
Edwards had said that they were not stained ; he had found, however, that

when they were moistened and warmeil a distinct jdnk stain put in an
appearance.
The Chairman knew a man who had been trying to make plates orthochro-

matic with red ink, which was usually composed chiefly of eosine and gum
arable.

Mr. A. Mackie had heard that Mr. Friese Greene used the colouring matter
of the beetroot for the jiurpose.

Mr. W. M. Ashman said that Mr. Friese Greene had told him that the beet-

root extract had a very good etl'ect.

Mr. Henderson called attention to a circular of "Cellerier's Syndicate,

Limited," which related, he said, to a process as old almost as photography
itself, and consisted chiefly in colouring photographs from liehind. Some such,

produced by Lion Vidai, were on view in the Paris Exhibition many years

ago. Cellerier's Syndicate was trying to raise a large amount of capital.

The Chairman thought Cellerier's process to lie a coloured photograph at

the bottom with a thin photograph npon the top.

Mr. Henderson read the claims in the Celterier patent, wliich was dated
1885.

The Chairman thought that the first patent for that kind of thing was taken
out in 1865 or thereabouts by Asliton, of Birmingham ; he chromo-lithographed
in coloure, then printed a photograph thereupon, a picture in colours Ijcing the

result. Another process, .something like Cellerier's, had been use<l by those

persons who induce lailies of limited means to give a few ^lineas for tnition.

Madame Una Howanl years ago practised a process in which a sheet of paper
was printed in pretty strong colours, and placed upon that was a iihotograpnic

print rendered translucent ; a very pretty effect resulted. The changes rung
ujion this method of proflncing photographs had been innumerable.

On the motion of Mr. Ashman, it was resolved that Mr. Henderson lie

ajiiiointed a committee of one to make inquiries about the Cellerier process,

and to report to the next meetin".

Mr. A. Cowan exhibited a gelatino-chloride print developed with magnifi-

cent blacks upon opal glass without any toning ; ferrous citrate was nsed as

the developer ; before it was applieil there was no visible image on the plate.

The Chairman and Mr. Ashman thought the process to be very valuable.

Mr. J. Hubert said that when he read his forthcoming paper to the As-so-

ciation on colloJio chloride printing ln' hoped the memb.rs would bring for-

ward for discussion all the reasons they could against the process Tieing

introduced.

Air. Ashman said that whenever photographers had tried practically to

iutroduce new processes the public had insii-ted ujion still Iwing supplied with

albumeuised jirints. Twenty years ago coUodio-chlcride prints were tumeU
out in America by the million.

The Chairman said that very few were turned out there now, and that Mr,
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Jiibez Iluglies, al'ter iivodiiciuy tlieiii for ii time in this country, gave uji the
attempt.

Mr. F. W. EilwiuJ.s was electeil a meiuher of the A.ssociatiou, and the pro-

ceedings closed.

DERBY PHOTOGBAPHIO SOCIETY.
Thk annual conversazimie of this Society, held in tlie St. James's Hall on
the 2MtIi ultimo, wa.s very successful. The side walls of the building were
covered with beautiful specimens of photography, obtained by different pro-
cesses, while the centre of the room was occupied by other photographs, various
kinds of cameras, and other apjiliances.

Captain Abxkv opened the ]>roceedings by delivering a brief addres.s. He
said that he believed that in tlie human breast there wa.s always a yearning
either for science or art. If any one wished to become a scientific man he could
not ilo so without knowing sometliing about pliotography. It was not every-
body who could draw and paint, Init yet they might possess a true artistic

feeling, and photography was the legitimate expression of a yearning for art

—

that yearning by which they expressed on a plate that wliich they failed to ex-
press by means of the fingers. Again, tliose who had not time to learn either
drawing or painting should take to tlie camera, and thus exjiress their artistic

feeling by means of tlie plate. A great deal more was now known than formerly
about the sun and moon, and the star depths wliich tlie photograpliic plate had
.shown to exist beyond what they could see. Photograpliy was an unen-ing re-

corder of facts ; it possessed no personal bias or error, and if they wanted to be
correct they must photograph what they saw, and not trust to inijiressions.

Captain Abney concluded his remarks by giving ten reasons why all present
should become photogi-aphers and join the Derbyshire Photographic Society.
Tlie first, and perhaps the most important reason, was tliat it wouhl give
them outdoor exercise, which, to persons leading a sedentary life, was very
valuable. The second reason wa.s that the art trained the eye, and they could
never thoroughly appreciate nature until they had received that training.

Another reason was tliat it trained tlie hands, making them neat and
skilful. It also taught patience, a most important jiriuciple. It also

taught people to tliiuk, and he believed tliat any person who passed
tlirough life without it was not fit to live. Photography also gave ri.se to a
healtliy and unselfish competition, as was evident by the large collection of
splendid jiictures which now adorned the walls of tliat hall, and was an unerring
register of facts. The practice of photography Avas a sensible amusement; it

was the first step to cliemical and physical science ; and, lastly, if they tried

the art they would like it.

After Captain Abney's address a musical progi'amnie was gone through, and
several slides were shown during the evening.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The usual monthly meeting of tliis Association was held on Thursday, the 27th
ultimo, at tlie Royal Institution, Colquilt-street,—The retiring President, Mr.
r. H. Pliillips in tlie chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. Philui's then introduced his successor for the current year, Mr. George

H. Butter.

A cordial vote of thanks was given to the retiring oflRcers.

The following gentlemen were unanimously elected members of the Associa-
tion :—Messrs. William H. Coward, W. Tomkinson, and W. Priestnall.
The Treasurership having been declared vacant, owing to a recent decision

of a .special general meeting, Mr. Joseph Earp was elected Treasurer for the
cun'ent year.

Dr. Kenyon exhibited a negative on an Eastman "stripping film" mounted
on glass. Originally the film was on paper and was exposed with the roll of
whicli it formed a part in the roller slide. Development was effected with
ferrous oxalate in the usual way. After fixing and a brief wash, the film still

on its paper support, so far treated as any other paper negative, was then
siuijily removed from the washing water in contact with a clean piece of glass
a little larger than itself and was placed in a warm room and allowed to dry
thoroughly. Dr. Kenyon ]>laced the glas.s, with the paper and film now firmly
adherent, in water about 100° temperature, and soon afterwards ]ioured upon
it water nearly boiling ; in two or three minutes tlie paper was thoroughly loose
and was removed without the least difficulty. The plate with the film still

adherent was then rinsed with the hot water. The negative then only rccjuired
drying, in which condition it could be used for printing lantern slides and for
enlargements, or, being a reversed negative, for printing by the carlion process.
Used in this way the stripping films involve no extra labour worth speaking of
as compareil with glass negatives, whilst the convenience of paper in the field
is fully taken advantage of. If the negative be left in the state as above
ilescribed there are inequalities in the free surface which will lie completely
filled up and a perfectly polished result obtained if the stripping process be
completely can'ied out ; this involves the superposition of a sheet of gelatine
one side of which is matt and the other polished, consequently when the film
is detached from the glass each side is then polished, and the result is as jier-
fect in every resjiect as if taken on a gla-ss plate. Dr. Kenyon exhibited films
in both conditions, and the demonstration, which was perfectly successful,
excited considerable interest.

Mr. Mayue exhibited Sands & Hunter's book for holdiug dry plates, also
Mason's trough for use as an alum bath.

Tlie new Piik.sidunt, Mr. Eutter, made a few introductory remarks upon
taking oflice, postiioning, however, any formal address until next meeting, as
a long and interesting paper by Mr. Beer was expected to fill up all the
lemammg time.

,,*Jr-
^- W. Beku then reatl his paper, entitled A IMiday in the XnHh

Jodmr/, which was illustrated liv nearly one hundred lantern slides. Com-
mencing with Whitby, with its ancient houses, magnificent abbey, ruins, and
remains of former prosperity, Mr. Beer gave a vivid description of the quaint-
ness and artistic beauty of the secluded villages in the neighbourhood, such as
Bmiswick, Staithes, and Robin Hood's Bay, the very names of which are
scarcely known, and yet which abound with iiictiiresque subjects. He then

took liis audience through the Vale of Pickering to Ilclmslcy, thence to

Rievaulx, with its fine abbey, Bylaud, Coxwold, and finally to Durham, lioth

his description and illustrations being attentively followed by an interested

audience. The lantern slides, a few of Avhich had been furnished by Mr.
Boothroyd, were of a high class, and the lantern was efficiently operated Iiy

Mr. Phillips.

A few miscellaneous slides, the work of the members, were exhibited, and
the meeting clo.sed at a late hour with enthusiastic votes of thanks to Messrs.

Beer and Kenyon.
•

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the meeting held at Myddelton Hall, Islington, Tuesday, February 1, Mr.
J. TraUl Taylor, President, in the chair,

Mr. A. Mackie showed an unexposed gelatine plate made by him early in

1876 ; he also showed a negative taken on a similar plate about the same date.

The plate was, according to modern ideas, far too thinly coated, yet the nega-
tive was of ample density.

Then Mr. Healy showed results produced from a Wratten & Waiuwright's
gelatine plate made in 1878 but exposed and developed in 1886. The plate had
deteriorated but slightly, an iridescent stain which extended to a depth of
about half an inch from the margin being the only fault.

The President observed that the subject of the deterioration of gelatine
plates by keeping was one which might with advantage be brought specially

before their notice on another occasion. It was well known that by various
reagents the nature of the silver salt in a sensitive film could be changed. By
treating a developed image with bichromate of potash and hydrochloric acid
the deposited silver would be converted into chloride, aiitl so in other direc-

tions. He inquired if any one present had made a systematic attempt to

restore to something akin to their original quality plates which had become
deteriorated by keeping.

Mr. F. W. Hart said that he had successfully treated negatives showing
this defect by immersing them in chlorine water, thereby converting all the
silver compounds in the negative to chloride of silver ; after this treatment the
plate was exposed to light and then redeveloped with ferrous-oxalate developer.
With regard to treating unexpo.sed plates for this complaint, he thought the
ajiplication of bromine water wouhl probably prove a remedy, as the sulphur
compounds of silver, to the formation of which this phenomenon was due, would
be converted back into bromide of silver.

The President thought the subject would form a good one for discussion at

a future meeting.
Mr. Mackie having passed round two negatives which .showed bands of in-

sensitiveness, due, he explained, to the plates having been kept for some time
in the slides before use, and the material of wliich the hinges were formed
having had some cheinical action, several members related similar experiences,
while others Instanced cases in which plates had been kept in the slides for
long periods without harm.

Mr. Hart spoke of a case where the hinges of the dark sliile had caused the
opposite result. In this case the developed negative showed a reduction of the
silver.

Mr. Cox showed a negative iu which one of the upper corners was thinner
than the other ]>ortion. He could not account for thi.s, as there was a clearly-

marked boundary which ran in a diagonal direction. It was suggested that
the plates had been packed with a sheet of paper between each pair, and that
in this case the corner of the paper had become folded back.
A discu.ssion then took place on the action of the contact of writing and of

printing inks on sensitive plates, in which Messrs. E. Clifton, G. Smith, aud
others took part.

Mr. Reader passed round some of Tylar's metal dark slides. These were of
less bulk than wooden ones, but were considerably heavier.
The President announced that at the next meeting Mr. Coventon would

show some examples of the work of the late Mr. Henry Cooper, a well-known
member of the original North London Association.
The next meeting of the Society will be held on Tuesday, February 15. The

President will give an address on The Lenses in Everi/dui/ Use. Visitors are
invited.

— —

•

THE CAMERA CLUB CONFEEENCE.
To tlw Editors.

Gp;ntle.i[en,—'WiU you allow me to make kuown tlirough the Journal
the following details in connection with the Photographic Conference
organized for Tuesday next, the 8th of February, under the auspices of
the Camera Club ?

The Conference will be held in the Hall of the Society of Arts, John-
street, Adelphi, by permission of the Council, and the proceedings will be
opened at 11 a.m. by the President of the Club, Captain W. de W. Abney.

The^ communications to the meeting will be as follows, and in the
following order :

—

From 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. :

—

1. On Studies. W. Adcock.
2. Testing Sensitiveness of Plates. W. K. Burton.
3. Certain Features in connection with Enlarging. J. Traill Taylor.

_
From 1 to 3 p.m. there will be an adjournment to inspect the exhibi-

tion of apparatus and of members' pictures at the rooms of the Club.
The Conference will be resumed at 3 p.m. and continued till 5 p.m.

for the reading of the following papers :

—

i. The Sulphuration of Platinotype Prints. H. H. O'Farrell.

5. Isoohromatio Photography. W. H. Hyslop.
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0. (Subject not yet anuounccil). Captain W. de W. Abncy.

7. Itfttionnl Hevolopmcnt. A. Tringlc.

All interested in the subjects to bo iloalt witli at the Conference are

invited to attend by introduction of ft member or by card. Formal tickets

of invitation can bo obtained on application to the undersigned.

In the eveninf! at 8 p.m. tlie tirst Annual Dinner for members and
friends will be held at the Holborn Kcstaurant.

At the same hour on the previous evening, Monday, 7th February, a

special smoking concert will be given at the Club, and on the Thursd.ay,

10th February, the evening meeting will be devoted to an explanation and
discussion of the apparatus on show in the rooms.— I am, yours, Ac,

G. Davison, Hon. Secretary.

Camera Club, 21, Bedford-street, W.C, February 1, 1887.

CYANINE IN OKTHOCHROMY.
To the Emtobs.

Gentlemen,—! find from the report in your Jouhnal of last week, that

it was asked at the meeting of the Photographic Society of (Ireat Britain

if any one had used cyanine for colouring plates for the orthochromatic

process ? Cyanine is used by Dr. Vogcl in his patented process, and forms

with chinoline the chief ingredient of the colour sensitiser of the

"Dhaliiie" plates.—I am, yours, &c., J. K. Goiz.

19, nuckingham-street, Slraml, U'.C, February 1, 1887.

YELLOW STAINS ON NEGATIVES.
To the Editohs.

Gentlemen,—In the " Answers to Correspondents " column of your

issue of '21st January, is a statement from " Geo. Smith " of his unsuc-

cessful efforts to remove yellow stain from negatives which, he says, "if

the stain were removed would give good prints," and you suggest that
" perhaps some reader can assist."

For removal of the stain I can suggest nothing, as my own experiments

in that line were, more or less, failures ; but this I can state, with abso-

lute confidence, as the result of my own experience, namely, that after

trials of the various leading developers, with and without sulphite, I was
reluctantly forced to the conclusion that the development without sulphite

—giving a clear yellow stain to the negative—results in " the perfection

of printing," as was said by a strong advocate of soda a few years ago. I

say " reluctantly " because, without doubt, the developer without sulphite

is much more finger soiling, and therefore disagreeable in manipulation.

If an amateur wishes only to make the prettiest negatives, by all

means let Iiim use the developer which will give the blue-black, or the

blne-grcy tones ; but if he works for strong prints, and, above all, for the

richest tone, which in my opinion is that which I will call purply-black

—

but tone, I am aware, is a matter of taste—he will not be too shy of the
" greenery-yallery " stain in his negative, assuming it to be good in all

other respects.

I enclose a few of my smaller prints, being remainders, and not the

best, but taken from distinctly yellow negatives, developed with either

pyro-potash or i^yro-soda, or some combination of those alkalies.

—

I am, yours, &c., J. G. E.

P.S.—I have about concluded to give up the pastime, chiefly because I

find it so difticult to get ,rf /•.'.(- class sensitised paper. Samples almost
always work (and tone) easily aud well, but " bulk " subsequently ordered

is very prone to disappoint.
*

A USEFUL HINT.
To the Editous.

GentleMek,—Will you kindly allow me, through the medium of your
valuable Journil, to bring before the notice of ])hotographer8 generally,

and especially those engaged in platinotype printing, the fact that very
many faulty xirints in platinum with feeble shadows and discoloured
whites may be avoided by using one of Mr. Fletcher's new brass burners ?

In common with many others, who for years past have been accustomed
to use the atmospheric stoves made of iron in the chemical laboratory,

I have often been troubled with the (luantity of rust formed, and the
constant care and watchfulness needed to prevent error and mishap in

the results arrived at, through small particles of rust— that are con-
stantly falling off the burner on to the bench, ttc.— becoming attached
to the fingers or other pieces of apparatus, and thus unknowingly carried

into the solutions in use. So important is it that no particle of iron

should come in contact with the oxalate developer, that the Platinotype
Company caution one against using the enamelled iron developing dish
after the enamel has once cracked. Having recently taken up with
platinotype printing, this fruitful source of failure induced me to write

to Mr. Fletcher to ask him if he would assist platinum printers by casting
some stoves in brass. This he consented to do, and the stove I have
received from him, " Ko. 16 Star," answers the purpose admirably. So
perfectly is the heat under control, that you can keep any quantity of

solution— from one quart to one and a quarter gallons— at any constant

desired temperature. Having experienced myself the comfort and clean-

liness in using such a burner, always clean, and free at all times from
rust, I thought I would make known to your readers that such could be
procured.—I am, yours, d-c, Joun Davies.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
To the Editoiui.

Gentlemex,— Mr. W. S. Bird's attack on me in The Biiitihii Jouhxal or
PiioTo(inAi>nv of this week is sharp, but, I think, not ill-natured, and it in

signed Ijy an oHicebearcr of the Society. Tlie first part of his criticiiim is,

I venture to say, conducted on a line entirely wrong. My personality

—

whether I am a " Sir Oracle " or not—is a matter that has no bearing on
the question whatever. The point is not whether I am aconceitcd fool, bnt

whether the Society is or is not conducted as it onght to be. Mr. Bird,

as a private individual, is of opinion that the Society is all we can desire.

I hold a different opinion, and I suppose I am at liberty to " ope my
mouth." A good many other people are of my opinion if the trnth were
known, though only a few have expressed their sentiments as I have
done— a fact easy to understand when we see how I am attacked. This
reticence on the part of other persons places me in a very diflicult and
delicate position ; 1 dare not even hint at the names of persons in high

positions in the Society who arc entirely with me in heart, though it

does not suit them to join me in public.

Mr. Bird is rather unfair when he confronts me with one particular

jury—that of last year. As soon as I saw the list of jurors chosen I said

that a better jury could not be found. Mr. Bird quotes me correctly^

"the juries"— and straightway proceeds to name the jury for 1886.

This seems to me somewhat arbitrary. I hope that the jury of 1886

were all perfectly satisfied with the awards ; I hope that the awards were

made with tolerable unanimity. In my year the numbers allotted to

certain pictures varied from 'J to 0. I do not call that unanimity, nor

even tolerable unanimity. One juror or two can, by the present system
of voting, take away from a picture all chance of an award, however
high the votes of other jurors may be; and I have known this done on
a simple matter of dogma regarding the style of mounting.

Mr. Bird's summing up of what he calls my " opinion " is not justified

by what I wrote. I never said the Society ought to " conduct an Exhi-

hibition in London only to exalt the work of its own members." What
I suggested was, that members should have the first claim to a limited

area of ijood wall space. A very different affair from Mr. Bird's rendering

of my words.

Mr. Bird states, what may be true enough, that pictures on gelatino-

bromide are sent in by the score that have no just claim to be hung.

There is another view of the case that may be taken. " Carbon enlarge-

ments" are produced with excellence by very few firms, perhaps, I may
say, by two firms only, yet we have over twenty large frames in one

Exhibition by one firm alone. This may be very representative of a

firm, and highly flattering to that firm, but it cannot be called repre-

sentative of the progress of photography, which, after all, is supposed

to be one of the uses of our Exhibition. " Sir Oracle ' would most

cringingly dare, "with 'bated breath and whispering humbleness," to

suggest that we may have too much of a good thing.

Jlr. Bird appears to "lay the flattering unction to his Bonl" that the

country members are all thoroughly satisfied with the working of the

Society. I greatly fear he is mistaken.—I am, yours, &c.,

Andrew Prinole.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have to thank Mr. W. S. Bird for the expression of his

good opinion of me, which I trust I shall continue to deserve. In re-

plying to his letter, and in an endeavour to be brief, I will not attempt

to deal with all his arguments and statements, though I regret that this

opportunity is not afforded me. In the first place, where does Mr. Bird

find in my letter that I express any dissatisfaction at the average attend-

ance at the Council meetings ? I complained that certain members, in

their third year of ofllce, utterly neglected their duties, admitting, at the

same time, that this might have occurred through no fault of their own.

I found a further excuse for these gentlemen in the fact that their being

placed in this position might be the consequence of the operation of an

absurd rule which saddled them with a responsibility which was un-

necessarily made to last for three years. Mr. Bird accuses me of not

having advanced any arguments against this rule. I advanced two very

cogent ones ; firstly, its unfairness to the members of Council themselves,

and secondly, that it prevented that healthy interest which would attach

to a general election, with the results which 1 went on to show ; but this,

the most important part of my letter, Mr. Bird does not seriously attempt

to tackle. On the other side, what has Mr. Bbd to say ? He brings

forward the one possible argument, that the retirement of one-thu-d only

of the Council maintains continuity of management, Ac. This I ex-

pected, and was prepared to reply to, but I am saved the necessity, for

Mr. Bird devotes the rest of his" paragraph to demonstrating, with irre-

sistible logic and force, the absolute impossibility of forming a Council

which does not contain a large proportion, at least, of the present name*.

Ho certain is he that, under any circumstances, this "continuity of

management " would be preserved, that he challenges me to prote the

contrary. It is by using inconsequent arguments and raising feeble ob-

jections such as Mr. Bird's when wholesome reforms are suggested, that

thinking people are impressed with a " sense of fatuous obstinacy in-

dulged in at headquarters." The paragraph, as a whole, is nnworthy of

Mr. Bird's well known ability ; to use his own words again, there is

" sound only in it, not sense."
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Passing over Mr. Bird's next paragraph with the remark that the

theory ia pretty, but it is theory only, I come to the subject of (he

meetings, and here, I am happy to find, we arc substantially agreed.

Mr. Bird is, however, misinformed upon one point. New subjects are

rarely started at Pall Mall, but have usually been " sulKciently discussed
"

at otlier Societies before they drift there. I am said to be wanting fuller

information. I am, at any rate, possessed of one piece of information

which fills me with sorrow, and which Mr. Bird and his colleagues would

do well to verify, and then to deliberate upon. It is that the Society, its

doings and its journal, are rarely spoken of outside its own doors except

with undisguised contempt.—I am, yours, &c., A Couniky Member.

January 31, 1887.

[The whole matter connected with the Society hayin" now been

thoroughly ventilated, we here close the discussion.

—

Eds.]

sanstocrs to ©orregpontrent^.—•

—

Jos. MllxEn.—Dilute ordinary gas tars with benzole.

MEDil'ir.—Try Canada balsam thinned with turpentine.

H. B. Wallaston.—With vou we agree that enough has been said on the

subject. From an append to one of the letters you will see the matter is

now closed.

J. E. GowER asks it dextrine is a reliable niountant.—We have had very

little experience with dextrine as a iihotograpliic mouiitant, as we ourselves

much prefer starch for tlie purpose.

K. FuHMAN.—The markings on the collodion transfers are due to their being

made on ilirty glass. Gelatino-broniide paper is quite as easy, indeed easier,

to work than collodion transfers, while the results are, as a rule, far superior.

Press.—We know nothing of the press mentioned. For collotype printing in

this country ordinary tvpogi-aphic or lithographic presses are usually em-

ployed. If the fonner,"tliey must be of the best make, otherwise there will

be a danger of the glass plates being broken by unequal pressure.

S. W. asks how two prints from a quarter-plate negative can be mounted so

that they look stereoscopic in the stereoscope ?—There is no method of

mounting two prints from the same negative so that they show stereoscopi-

cally. We refer our correspondent to the articles on the stereoscope in the

Almanac ; he will there see tlie reason wliy.

Ada.—Take the advice given you, and do not expend any money, however

small a sum, to be taught that system of colouring with a view to earning a

livelihood. No photographer would ever give you employment, notwith-

standing the plausible tale you have been told. If you wisli to become a

photographic colourist you I'uust learn to colour in an artistic manner.

A. B. Z inquires how "chromotypes" which are mounted as enamelled prints

are to be spotted, as they, he says, must be spotted after they are removed

from the glass.—Cliromotypes with the enamel surface cannot lie spotted

after they are taken off the glass. They must be done while they are still on

the plate and before the transfer paper is applied ; tliat is, spotted on the

back of the carbon image. This should be done with oil colour—that sold

iu tubes by the artist colourmen—thinned with tuqieutine.

H. Stanton says: "I have recently purchased a portrait lens by Shepherd at

a sale, and upon trying it I could not get anything like sharpness. On
taking it to pieces I find that it has only one back lens—a double convex

;

ought it not to have two? Pardon my ignorance, as I am only a beginner."

^The lens is incomplete, as one of the components of the back combination

is missing. If our correspondent discards the back lens altogether and

screws the front one in its place he will then have a very useful single lens

if it is stopped down to about one-fifteenth or one-twentieth of its focal

length.

A. G. Clements.—1. If the enlargements are well made they will be nearly or

(|uite as good as if the pictures were taken direct.—2. A whole-plate lens of

the rapid type you would find very useful.—3. On the whole, perhaps, you
would find a shutter working either in front or between the lenses more con-

venient than one working at the back for instantaneous exposures. If you
adopt a drop .shutter, that figured in the diagram will give the more equal

illumination all over the plate.—4. Your failure iu producing distance was
not due to the form of lens used but probably to the state of the atmosphere

or some other cause.

A. K. Fox asks : "What are the best materials for making a mixture suitable

for producing a 7)OTft'(/Hi artificial light for photographic purposes? Some
years since I think you p\iblished a fornmla for such a compound in one of

Thk Bbitisu Journal Photogra™ic Almanacs, but I cannot find it. Can
you kindly tell me where the mixture can be had ready for use?"—Any of

the usual white fires employed in pyrotechny will answer. Here is a good
formula :—Charcoal, two parts ; sulphur, tweuty-two ; nitre, seventy-six.

Auotlicr is, Nitre, sixty parts ; sulphur, twenty ; black antimony, ten ; meal
powder, six

;
powdered camphor, four. The composition may be purchased

ready for use Irom any of the firework manufacturers.

C. Richards says ;
" Will you kindly inform me how methylated spirit, which

has iwen used for precipitating gelatine emulsion (ammonia process) can be
])urilied to render it perfectly safe to use again for precipitating. My idea

would be to filter to remove insoluble matter, then add, say, four ounces
carbonate of potaHh to get rid of some surplus water as well as some of the salts

soluble in the spirit, and afterwards distilling. Would tlie spirit after this

treatment be as )iure as it was before it was used ! I find that even after the

addition of potasii carbonate the spirit retains a large (piantity of, probably,

nitrate of amuionia, clogging the wick of a spirit lamp in a very sliort time."

—In reply ; If the spirit be distilled as proposed, it will bo' ready for use
again. A small proportion of ammonia may possibly come over, but it v.ull

do no harm,

Nesio.—1. See article on the subject of pedestal portraits, by Mr. W. M. Ashman,
on page 100 of the ALMANAC.—2. Tlicre must, we surmise, be something un-

suitable in the colours you employ. Procure fresh colours from another

source.

The Liverpool Unpleasantness.—We have received a large mass of cor-

respondence relative to the unfortunate clou<l which has seemingly been

damping tlie geniality that usually prevails among the members of the Liver-

pool Amateur Pliotographic Association. The correspondence arises out of

the puljlication of a report of proceedings which—the Secretary being, as we
understood, absent on the Continent-was furnished to us by a member with

whose name we had long been familiar. Some members say the report is

quite accurate, others aver the contrary. To publish the whole correspon-

dence would necessitate our issuing a four-page supplement. We, therefore,

must confine ourselves to a very brief synopsis, and in this take cognisance

of only three letters. Mr. John H. Day says that the report iu question was

as untruthful as it was unofficial. Tlie letter of Mr. Ellerbeck, he says,

written apparently while he felt excited, really, although doubtless unin-

tentionally, stated the facts incorrectly. The alleged grievances of which

Mr. Ellerbeck complains have no real existence, at any rate not to the extent

imagined by that gentleman. Mr. Adolph W. Beer rejilies to the statements

of Mr. Ellerbeck seriatim. He says that the resignation of Mr. Ellerbeck,

offered three years ago tmder veiy dissimUar circumstances from those which

now oljtain, the Council did not see any necessity then to accept ; thei/ did

not, nor could they, bind their .successors in any way whatever. " But the

point," says Mr. Beer, "that affects nie personally, and has been, by the

evident intention of the writer, given the prominence of a foot-note, I must
ask your indulgence to go into more fully. At tlie Council meeting of the

London and Provincial Photograi'liic Association, held prejiaratory to the

Gener.al Meeting in November last, Mr. Ellerbeck laid ilown the astounding

dictum that memliership in anotlier Society vvas a sort of disqualification for

oftice in this ! Mr. Ellerbeck knows perfectly well, but is not sufficiently

candid to mention it, that he himself had as much to do with founding the

bright, lively, soci.able, little Society at Birkenhead, as I had—we being both

present at the inaugural meeting and promising it supjiort—and, as a matter

of fact, Mr. Ellerbeck was a member until the first day of January, 1SS7.

Some of us are sufficiently iirdent amateur ]>liotographers to desire more

opportunity for meeting than one and a half hours once a moH</), and with

the two Societies we have the grand total of two one and a half hours, or

three hours ^er»i");Wi for photographic iutercourse. " Mr Beer concludes:
" Finally, no charge of the nature mentioned by Mr. Ellerbeck was ever

brought against him by any one. Tlie fact is, as is well known to every

member of the Council, the whole of the circumstances leading up to this

affair cannot be discussed in the columns of a public journal." Mr.

Ellerbeck reasserts his former position, and enforces it in some detail. In the

course of his letter, he says Mr. Atkins insiuuates that he (Mr. Ellerbeck) sent

us the report of the meeting of the 9th December. From a reperusal of Mr.

Atkins' communication we do not think this can be deduced ; at any rate,

it is not the case—our source of sujiply was different. Referring to Mr.

Atkins' statement that no charges have been brought against him in our

Journal, he says that the charges were made behind his back. We are

bound to say, anil we do it with pleasure, that a very kindly feeling towards

Mr. Ellerbeck has been expressed throughout all tlie numerous letters con-

cerning this matter which we have received from Liverpool, and all join iu

expressing their sense of the service he has rendered photography there.

Would it not now be well that the hatchet should be buried, and the pipe of

peace be smoked? Before closing, we might throw out to our Liverpool

friend.s a query as to whether it would not be better to do as the late North

London Amateur Society, namely, throw the Society open to professionals as

well as amateiu's.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting oi

this Club, February P, 1887, will be on The Artistic Treatment of PlMttxjraphs,

Mr. Norman Macbeth, R.A., will demon.strate.

A certain photographer, not a thousand miles from Market Rasen, begs (we

quote from his circuKir) "to inform tlie public that he has removed from where

he did live, but nut from where he lives nuw." We should tliink not.

Photographic Society of Grk.^t Britain.—The annual meeting of this

Society will take place of Tuesday next, Februarys, at eiglit p.m., at the

Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East, when the Report of the Council will Ije read, the
fin.ancial statement m.ade, and the election of officers take place, after which
Mr. J. B. Spurge will read a paper on A Method of Estimating I'hotoyrajMc
Deposits, U'ith lieference to the Printing (Jiiality of ycyatives.

Photooraphy in Colours once more.—The heathen Chinee has got ahead
of the Western barbarian in a department of science which he had thought
peculiarly his owm. An American pa] ler announces that a Chinese gentleman
has discovered the secret of photogra]iliy in natural colours—the realisation of

the dreams of all our photograpliers from Daguerre's day down to our own.
Tlie inventor's name is a caution to tlie registrar of patents, and deseiTes to be

set to music. It is Azurizawa Ryochi Nichome Sanjukauboz Kiobashi-ku. It

is to l)e hoped that tlie process is a trifie simpler than the name of the dis-

coverer. He is exhibiting tlie picture of the island of Eiiosbima, with the sand,

sky, cliffs, trees, ami native houses, ivU in their exact colours, and the efl'ect is

said to be singularly beautiful and surprising.
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COAL-TAR COLOURS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
We have, in our former article upon this subject, spoken in a
general way of the wonderful series of colours obtained by
treating in various manners some of the products of coal tar,

so that we may now more particularly refer to the colour, or

class of colours, at present exciting so much photographic
interest—the cosines. The basis of all the colours embraced by
this tei-m is fluorescein, a substance exhibiting when dissolved

the property of fluorescence in the highest degree. This latter

body again is obtained from phthalic acid and resorcin, so that
the subject we are now treating of may be classed as either a
benzene or a naphthalene derivative, or even a phenol, as
resorcin may be termed a phenol. Thus much by way of

classification as described in our former article.

_Fluorescein, then, is made by heating together phtlialic

anhydride and resorcin, the product being the substance in

question in a crude state, but from which the various cosines

may be prepared. In the pure form it is a deep orange
crystalline powder, only slightly soluble in cold water, but
ea«ily so when a little caustic alkali is added. It then forms a
liquid which is of a deep yellow colour when observed by
transmitted light, but which appears a beautiful light green by
reflected light, a green of such intensity that the liquid looks
ilmost as though some opaque pigment were contained in the
Jottle. So intense is this curious effect that a single grain
iveight of fluorescein is capable of rendering fluorescent thirty

gallons of water.

The cosines come into trade in many forms and under many
lames, but all are fluorescein compounds of one sort or another
-nitro or halogen derivatives. They are various shades of

., and are described as blue shade, yellow shade, &c., or

ise have special trade names given to them. Most of them
sxhibit an intense fluorescence when dissolved, and usually in

'he highest degree wlien the solvent is alcohol. Tetrabromfluor-
!8c6in has often been named of late in the discussions upon
•rthochromatic plates, and its alkaline salts form cosines, which
n the market are termed cosine J, cosine yellow shade, or
oluble cosine. They are veiy readily soluble in water, but only
lightly in anhydrous alcohol. Tetrabromfluorcscein itself is a
airly strong acid, and combines with metallic oxides, silver

or example, so that the compound thrown down from this

"•fine by nitrate of silver is a true silver salt of definite and
wn composition.

'\\hen for the bromine of this compound iodine is substi-

uted, wo have tetraiodfluorescein, the alkaline salts of which
lave a bluer shade, and are known under many names

—

losme B, pyrosin R, soluble primrose, &c. Tlie salt recently

Jluded to by Mr, Wellington under the name of erythrosine is

an alkaline salt of tetraiodfluoresc6in. The aqueous solutions

of the base do not exhibit any fluorescence. We also have

aureosin J, eosine B N or safrosin, lut^cienne, mbeosin, in

which chlorine or nitric acid take part in producing a change

in the complex body.

We next come to the variety of cosines known as "spirit-

soluble" cosines. They are obtained from the ethers of

fluorescein, and their potassium salts are sold as eosine soluble

in spirit, ethyl eosine, methyl eosine, spirit primrose, &c. As
their names imply, they are soluble in spirit, though only

when containing a certain amount of water, as in anhydrous

spirit they are insoluble, and but slightly soluble in water.

Their fluorescence is very marked. We have also rose Bengale,

phloxine, cj'anosine—all eosines.

These spirit-soluble eosines have the brightest tints, but

they are the most expensive to purchase, and in consequence

are little used for dyeing purposes. Whether they are not

bettei' for orthochromatic plate production is a question, seeing

that their fluorescence is greater in spiritous than in aqueous

solution. We may here mention as a kind of warning that

many coal-tar colours sold under particular names, and pos-

sessing fluorescent properties in solution, must not be lightly

assumed to be compounds of a natui-e different from the

eosines, and so able to be used if the existence of a patent

rendered the use of eosine illegal, for there are many com-

pounds known in trade under fancy names which are merely

admixtures of one or another of the eosines with some other

colour.

It may be interesting to note a few of the prominent re-

actions of the cosines, the striking nature of some of them

rendering the detection of these compounds in solution not

very difticult.

First, of course, comes their fluorescence, which is strongest

when they are dissolved in spirit, brightest when the " spirit-

soluble " preparations are used ; but it must be remembered

that the cosine B does not fluoresce at all when dissolved ia

watei', and does so but little when in spirit.

Hydrochloric acid throws down a fluorescein in a free state,

and in various colours, accoi-ding to the salt decomposed.

Nitrate of silver and other metallic salts throw down coloured

precipitates, and bleaching powder decolourises the solutions.

The particular eosine acted upon may often be found by noting

the colour effect produced by adding ammonia to the product

of solutions decomposed by boiling with ammonia and zinc

powder, and the precipitate dissolved in hydrochloric acid.

To test for eosine, the substance dyed with it is treated

with wai-m water and a little ammonia, which will usually

remove some of the colouring matter. Alcohol may also be
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iised, in case a spirit-soluble eosine had been used. The treat-

ment of this aqueous extract, so to speak, with a strong

solution of potash gives, according to the eosine employed,

various colours, mostly of a red hue in the cold, changing to

bluer or olive-green shades upon boiling. Spirit-soluble eosines

are insoluble in cold strong solution of potash, but change in

boiling from orange-red through violet to blue. Hydrochloric

acid or acidulated chloride of tin decolourise or turn the eosine

yellow.

In a short article like this we cannot pretend to give more

than the briefest outline of the properties and production of

these interesting bodies, but our purpose will have been

answered in showing what eosines are and in indicating their

sources, and, finally, in pointing out what a very wide field is

covered by the terra eosine. It is no part of our purpose hero

to dissect the patent under which is claimed the sole right to

use the cosines with gelatine plates ; we can only trust that

no clauses it contains will be operative in stifling experiments

or placing obstacles in the way of progress in a direction in

which there have already been obtained such marvellous

results.

THE CAMERA CLUB CONFERENCE.
The Conference which was held at the Society of Arts on

Tuesday may be looked upon as having been a decided

success.

Tlie morning meeting lasted from eleven to one, and that of

the afternoon from three till after five o'clock. The attendance

at both seances was all that could have been desired. Captain

Abney presided on both occasions.

In the morning, papers were read by Messrs. W. Adcock (On
,'i'iudies), W. K. Burton (On Testing the Sensitive7iess of Plates),

and J. Traill Taylor (On Amateur Enlarrjing on a Small Scale).

Those in the afternoon were T/te Sulphuration of I'latinotype

Prints, by H. H. O'Farrell ; Orthochromatic Photography, by W.
Hyslop ; a paper on the same subject by Captaiu Abney ; and
Rational Developme/tf, by A. Pringle. Discussions followed the

reading of each paper. The attendance was not confined to

members of the Club, as there were several amateur and pro-

fessional photographers unconnected with it present through-

out the entire proceedings.

Meetings of this nature cannot fail of being attended with

beneficial results, and we echo the hope expressed by the Chair-

man, that the Conference which would Ije hold about the same
time next year would be even still more successful. The papers

read will, with one exception, be found on another page.

The method of transferring negatives, taken on paper, to films,

recently introduced hy the Eastman Company, and described in our
last issue, promises to prove vei"y useful in tlie production of reversed,

or inverted, negatives for collotype and other pUoto-mecbanical pro-

cesses, where a reversed image is an essential, also for single transfer

carboH printing. Of course all paper and film negatives may bo
printed from either side, but wlien the printing is conducted through
the support, whatever it may be, there will always be to a certain

degree a loss of sharpness. It need not be much, it is true, if direct

light be used, yet still there k some, and, what is more, if tlie medium
which supports the image contains any granularity, the grain must,
more or less, be manifest in the resulting impression. Here is how
the new process may be utilised. Instead of treating the glass with
Frencli clialk, as described last wecic, it is simply cleaned, and after-

wards coated with the collodion. Then, when the image is transferred,

all tliat is necessary is to dry and varnish it, and tlie thing is complete.
By thi» uieaus we obtain a reversed negative on glass, which, as a

matter of course, will print quite as sharp as if it were taken direct

upon it in the first instance, while it will be perfectly free from

granularity.

Collotype printing appears to be coming more and more to the

front in this country, though, it must be confessed, it is as yet not

nearly so extensively worked here as on tlie Continent—Germany, for

instance. Still, there has been a great increase during the past year

or two in the numbers employing the process commercially. Collotype

printing by macliiaery is now being practised by more than one firm

in the MetropoUs, and we are informed it is to be shortly introduced iu

the provinces, and very good work is being produced by tliis method

of obtaining the impressions. It is generally admitted tliat, at the

present time, machine printed collotypes are, in some respects, inferior

to those produced by the most skilful workers with the hand press.

When lithographic macliines were first introduced it may bo

remembered that the same remark applied to them, but as we all

know, some of the finest lithographic printing is now being executed

by machinerj'.

PnoBABLY improvements will be made in collotype machines whioli

will, eventually, remove the reproach that now applies to them, the

same as in the case of litliography. Unfortunately collotype, lilto

lithographic machines, are somewhat expensive things, and this will

doubtless prohibit their general adoption except in largo establish-

ments. A machine of medium size costs several hundreds of pounds.

At present the manufacture of collotype machines (Schnellpressen) is

confined, \ve understand, entirely to German)', but there is little doubt,

if a demand arises for thsm, but that they will eventually be forth-

coming from English printing machine manufactories. In construction

these macliines do not differ materially from lithographic ones ; indeed,

the latter may be really converted into the former with a little

ingenuity.

IDuniNG last week there were several panics on the Stock Exchaug<V

and many excited groups of brokers and jobbers were to be seen, all

day longii in the neighbourliood of Tlirogmorton-street. Favoured by

the bright weather, some very characteristic jiictures, representing the

commercial phases of City life, might easily have been secured with

instantaneous exposures, During a commercial crisis excellent studies

of character may often bo obtained in tlie neighbourhood of the

Exchange, or on the Liverpool flags. Tlie Stock Exchange has always

possessed, amongst its members, a large number of amateur photo-

graphers, but we can readily imagine tliat on occasions such as the

above they are too much engrossed in their immediate business to give

a thought to their favourite pastime, or tlie interesting pictures

that they might obtain. Nevertheless the circumstance is worth

mentioning.

Two or three cases under the Trade Marks Acts, of interest to tlmsc

who supply photographic requirements and wish to distinguish tlieir

specialities by some particular or conspicuous title, has recently been

decided in one of our law courts. From the reports it appears that an

immense number of applications have been made to register the word

" Jubilee," as apphed to various manufactures, as a trade mark, one

of these being a partieular make of note paper. An action was;

instituted by one firm, who had registered the word, against another

firm to restrain them from using the same term. The action was.

resisted on the ground that Jubilee was not a " fancy word " within

the meaning of the Trade Marl« Acts, and, in the result, the judge ruled;

that it was not. A similar decision was given a few days previously,!

in the case of the word " Electric," as applied to a fabric. We believel

that any word, fancy or otherwise, may be registered as a trade mark.j

provided it be inserted in, or is accompanied by, some special oi

distinctive device. But then it can only be registered as a whole, and

any one will still be at liberty to use the word by itself. This fact

should be borne in mind by those who are seeking for distinctive

names for their wares, wdiethcr they be instantaneous shutters, dry.

plates, or some modified process of producing pictures.
j

From a remark made by Captain Abney at the Conference oq

Tuesday, it is evident that ho does not attach very great importaucei
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to llio value of isocliromatic plates as applied to ordinary landscape

purposes. If we understood him aright, he believes that their real

use will lio in the copying of paintings. l?ut, it may be queried, are

not paintings transcripts of nature, not only as regards drawing, but

also colour .'

In a speech made at the last meeting of the London and Provincial

I'hologrnphic Association, when platinum printing was very ably de-

monstrated by Mr. F. M. Edwards, who is a master of that special art,

Mr. AN'illis very clearly showed the difference between tlie fading t f a

picture and the discolouration of the paper or other substance upon which
that picture was impressed, a distinction sometimes apt to be lost sight

of, as was the case several years ago, when the subject of the alleged

fading of carbon prints was prominently broiiglit before the public

in these pages. The fact, however, was clearly shown then that

wherea.^ a certain sample of paper then in use was liable to, and did,

become discoloured, the image itself remained imaltered. Tliis has a

bearing on the discussion on platinotyjie that has for some time been

going on. The imago itself, and the basis on which it is supported,

are two different things.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
Pbingle and Platinotype make such a pretty alliteration that 1 feel

inclined to start at once upon a subject which, still holding the field

as it does, is exciting a lively interest at tlie present time, and as the

gentleman named is such a lively writer I feel sure we shall all be

kept awake the nest few weeks. Whether with the m st engaging

canddur he was not, in his now celebrated article, taking quiet "' pot-

shots" at the integrity of the process I will not attempt to determine

;

but I do say that I look upon his contribution as an especially valuable

one. He has shown that there is something in the whites of the

platinum prints he examined that can be yellowed by sulphuretted

hydrogen : erffo, let it be discovered what that something is, and how
to prevent its presence, for it is obvious that if it make its appearance

in one man's prints it may also do so in another's. The poor albu-

menised paper print decidedly goes to the wall lu the discussion ; but

it still holds its own with the public, and is likely to do, I imagine, at

least in the case of small work, for none of its rivals can there surpass

it, and as to permanency, the permanency of a properly executed

print on silvered albumenised paper is simply a question of keeping.

Any photographer of experience knows where to lay his hand upon
dozens of prints, twenty or thirty years old, as good as in the day they

were produced. It is all very well to talk about the sulphuretted

hydrogen in the atmosphere—we know it is there in plenty; but

1 am making a gi-eat mistake if it be not sulphuric acid that we are to

look to for an explanation of faded albumenised prints.

What negatives one used to produce when dry plates and re-

touching were not ! Mr. F. M. Edwards strikes a chord which will

cause a sympathetic vibration in the bosom of many an old stager,

when he says, as he did at the meeting of the London and Provincial

Photographic Association, "the negatives turned out nowadays were
not worth calling negatives at all." Bravo, Mr. F. M. E., for speaking

out your mind ! I think a great many more will echo your sentiments

in a few years time, when albumenised prints from these negatives,

80 dim and poor to the eye, shall have run their course, and shown
how albumenised prints can be produced so as almost to be warranted
to fade.

The meeting for the month, however, which for exciting interest

must carry off the palm, was the Parent Society's, on the twenty-
fifth ultimo. It was rather hard lines for Mr. Dixon, after having
worked up a process for making a successful orthochromatic plate, to

feel that his labour was thrown away. His throwing up the sponge
as he then did was to my mind absolutely pathetic. But he acted as a
wise man. If he were to fight the patent and win it would only be
for others as well as himself. After he had borne all the expense
others would step in and reap the profit. This, too, assuming he did

win. I have in my journeying about the world met confiding

individuals who are under the impression that when a man wins a

lawsuit the other side pays all the costs. What would I not give for

such trusting faith ! One of the most costly of modern patent trials

connected with chemistry was in connection with the very subject of

the coal-tar dyos, and solely turned on the moaning of the word
"dry."' By-the-by, let me suggest to Messieurs the Editors that

they give a reprint of the celebrated cosine and gelatino-bromide

patent ; it would at the present time be of great interest. Looking at

the various discussions upon this wonderful cosine subject, it seems to

me to bo generally assumed that the eosiues are all fluorescent. Such
is not the case, whatever bearing the fact may have on the matter.

I was pleased to see an article from the pen of Mr. Lewis Wright illu-

minating these pages, for whatever he writes is always to the point, and,
what is more, thoroughly practical. Some of his experience in optical

and lantern matters, if placed at the disposal of the readers of Thb
Bbitisu JouiiNAL OF PHOjoonAPHY, wiU be a valuable addition to

the ever increasing usefulness of its pages. It will be long before

oxygen is displaced for optical lantern work for largo exhibition rooms,

though, with Mr. G. Smith, I nmst confess to a partiality for a good
parailine lamp as an illuminant, and the old two-wick Sciopticon takes

a deal of beating. True, the bare white disc will show a faint upright

bar, but it is quite invisible when a picture is thrown on the screen.

That was a good idea that was put into execution at the Birkenhead

Society's lantern exhibition. The room did not allow the usual sheet

being put up, so Mr. Evans provided " a piece of drawing paper about
six feet by eight feet square " (whatever that may mean), " such as is

used by architects, and can be bought up to any length." I have

not ever come across any such paper so wide as six feet, though

when mounted on cloth it can of course be made, by joining,

of any width, until the limit of the linen is reached. It occurs

to me that, as the lantern must have been at the same side

of the screen as the audience, it (the latter) must have been an

uncommonly small one. There are many varieties of screens, not

often mentioned, that can be used for lanterns with great advantage.

I have seen tracing cloth used with excellent effect, but the greatest

width it is obtainable in is only a few inches over a yard. The
other day I saw the wall of a lecture-room itself prepared for the

purpose. Instead of whitewash or distemper, the last coating was of

Parian cement, which gave a capital surface and could be cleaned

whenever required, and thus the me?s and nuisance of the paiuter and

his myrmidons avoided.

Speaking of the projection of an image on a screen, calls to my
mind an article from an American source which in the first number of

this Jouhnal for the year was given a prominent position. The

writer, Mr. Walmsley, says ;
" It is highly desirable that the rays of

light, after passing through the objective, should be allowed to diverge

as speedily as possible. Where they are confined to the limits of a

long tube of small diameter, it will be found that only a small circle

of light will be thrown on the ground-glass when the camera is closed

up short, and that it must be lengthened to a considerable extent

before the entire plate is illuminated." After writing a practical

article, one can scarcely understand such meaningless mitter as this.

An ordinary microscope tube will show on the ground-glass as much
as is desirable, on the grounds of definition, and the only way the

entire plate is illuminated is by increasing the size of the image. It

would have been more to the point if he had pointed out the usual

failure of beginners with photo-micrography, and that is the ring of

light, something like the old " flare spot," always produced unless the

microscope tube be lined with black velvet or something subserving

a similar purpose. Free Lance.

NOTE ON CASTING IN PLASTER FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC
CLICHES.

[A Communication to tho Edinbargb Geological Society.)

It is sometimes desirable to convert a photograph (say of certain of

the Microzoa) into a plaque, which can be mounted on a tablet and
exhibited in a case. This can be done by taking plaster casts from
reliefs in gelatine. They are producible in two ways. 1. On the com-
mercial dry plate; 2. On cliches of bichromated gelatine.

1. On tho commercial dry plate. I have experimented with a few
makes, but find the gelatine too soft in most cases. One make
(possibly containing bichromate) gives tolerably goml results, but
different batches differ in their power of I'esisting the rather ."icvero

treatment to which they are subjected. Tho treatment is quite

simple, and consists of dipping the plate (it must not be alumed) for a
few moments in water, kept at a uniform heat of WS' Fahr. by an
automatic gas regulator. I should think that a plate could be put ou
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the market suited to this particular purpose, and its utility in the

various photo-mechanical printing processes -n-ould ensure a steady

demand for it.

Whilst the relief ia still moist and at its best, pour on No. 1 plaster,

as in ordinary plaster casting, mixed with a little alum to harden it.

When dry the plaster leaves the gelatine -without much trouble, no

lubricator being needed. The resulting cast may of course be coloured

if desired.

2. On bichromated gelatine. This method is -well known. It has

the great advantage of being capable of giving a higher relief if

required according to the thickness of the gelatine. On a moderately

hard gelatine hot water may be used, a fact known almost as long as

photography. A little caution must be exercised in the choice of a

subject. Their microscopied sections are for obvious reasons unsuit-

able where strict accuracy is required ; but when the lights and darks

of the cUch6s (upon which intaglio and relief depend) nearly correspond

to the real intaglio and relief of the object photographed, the resulting

cast will of course be accurate as well as beautiful.

Thomas Stock.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES.*

The Optical and Focal Centre.—It is in many instances desirable

that one should be able to know where the optical centre of a lens is

situated. It is a property of this centre that any ray, refracted by
the lens, which passes through it emerges in a direction parallel to its

incidence. It is from a point near to, although not quite at, tlie

optical centre of a lens, or combination of lenses, that the focus must
be measured. To find this centre, draw two parallel radial lines, one

from the centre of each curvature, and both being oblique to the axis

;

then connect the points at which they touch the curved suVface by a

line, which, in the case of a meniscus, must be prolonged till it meet
the axis. The point at which this junction line touches the axis is

the optical centre. In class-books on optics the following rule is

given: "Multiply the thickness of the lens by the radius of one

surface, and divide the product bj' the sum of the radii, and the

quotient is the distance of the centre from the vertex of that surface."

In a combination of lenses there is no fixed point which can be
termed the optical centre. The mistake is frequently made of assigning

it to a position near the diaphragm which has not necessarily any rela-

tion to that of the centre, which can only have its position determined
upon knowing the precise circumstances under which the combination
is to be used, for it has strict relation to the conjugate foci. What is

commonly termed the optical centre in a combination is in reality the

centre of conjugate foci, and this is determined by the conjugates,

which may change with nearly every change of picture taken.

The equivalent focus of a lens is so termed from an image formed
by it equalling in dimensions that made by a single lens. It has no
relation to the misleading term " back focus " so frequently employed.
It is not difficult to conceive of an objective, the back focus of which
—that is, the distance between tlie posterior surface and the ground-
glass of the camera—may be four inches, wliile the real or equivalent

focus is eight inches. As it is of great importance that photo-
graphers know precisely the foci of their lenses, I shall describe

methods by which this may be ascertained. Let me first of all

observe that, although it has been taught by some that the focus
must be measured from the optical centre, this is not quite correct.

In every lens or combination there are two nodal points, which are

centres of admission and emission. They are sometimes designated
the Gauss points, from the fact of Gauss having communicated an
investigation of their properties to the Royal Society of Gottingen in

1840. In the case of a simple biconvex lens these points are situated
between the optical centre and the surface, while in a meniscus lens

it is outside of the lens and a little within the optical centre. It is

the back nodal point which concerns us at present, as that is the one
from which the focus is measured. In a rectilinear combination
thij posterior focal centre is situated between the diaphragm and the
back lens. Opticians interested in this are referred to Secretan's
treatise on the true poii:t from which the focus should be measured,
or to Gauss's memoir.

It has often b en le^'onin-.ended to determine the true focus of a
lens of this nature by focu.s-ing the camera upon an object, so that
the ima;.e and the object shall bi of precisely the same size, and
divide tl.e distance apart of the two bv four, the quotient expressin,-;

the true equivalent focus of the lens.
' This is altogether misleadin j-

as applied to the combination lens in common use, the focus thus
obtanie I bein^ greater than the true focus by nearly one-fourth of the
distance at which the lenses are separated in tlie mount.

Out of several methods by which the equivalent focus may bo

* Continued fiora page 73,

ascertained, I shall mention only a few. Select a very thin spectacle

glass which, after trial, is found to give an image on the focussing

screen of the same dimensions as that given by the photographic
objective ; and the distance of that glass from the focussing screen,

less one-fourth its thickness, is the focus. Or, having marked upon
the ground-glass the precise spots upon which two well-defined

objects depict their images near the margin on opposite sides of the

screen, unscrew the lenses from the mount and insert a pinhole

diaphragm made in a thin metal plate. Rack the camera in or out
until the images made by the pinhole correspond with that of the lens

in dimensions. As before, the distance between the ground-glass and
diaphragm is the focus.

The way which I prefer is Grubb's, on account of the ease with
which it may be carried into operation and the accuracy of the result.

On the ground-glass of the camera make two pencil marks at either

side, each being a distance of an inch or so from the margin,
although this is not material provided both are alike as regards

distance. Having brought up a table to the window, spread upon it

a sheet of paper, and upon this place the camera. Focus upon a

distant scene, and rotate the camera until a well-marked object in the

scene—such as a chimney or spire—is superposed on one of the lines

drawn on the ground-glass. Now using the side of the camera as a

ruler, draw a pencil line upon the sheet of paper upon which the

camera is placed, and rotate the camera so as to superpose the same
object upon the other mark on the ground-glass, and again draw a

line upon the paper. Having removed the camera, for which there is

no more use, continue by aid of a flat rule these two angular lines

until they meet at a point, then connect them by a line as in the

capital letter A, which line must equal in length the distance between
the two marks made on the ground-glass, and with a foot-rule

measure the junction of the angular lines to the centre of the cross

line, and you have the true focus of the lens.

Schroeder's method is also simple and excellent, although it implies

the possession of a camera capable of extending to about twice the

focus of the lens. Extend the camera until the dimensions of the

image on the ground-glass and of the object in front are alike.

Having marked the position of the camera back in relation to its

baseboard, slide or rack it in until a distant object is in focus, and
again mark the position of the back. The distance between the two
positions, or that through which the camera back was made to travel

from the first focussing to the second, gives the equivalent focus of

the lens. In a rectilinear symmetrical doublet of wide-angular
aperture which I possess, having an equivalent focus of l.'ij inches,

a reputed focus of 13 inches, and a back focus of lOJ inches, I find

that the focal or posterior nodal point is situated '3 inch back of the

mechanical centre of the lens. This is a matter that greatly concerns
those who have to make copies to .scale, and who have the sides of

their cameras graduated in order to facilitate accuracy and speed.

(To he continued.) J. Thaill Taylob.

BEAUTY OF POSE, PROPORTION, AND FEATURE IN
PORTRAITURE.*

Aptek the curve of the principal line has been determined— by
means of the disposition of the arms, hands, &c.—it remains for the

artist to decide whether he will keep his composition simple, or enrich

it with a secondary line, subordinately repeating the first in some
region further removed from the centre. If the design is to be
enriched, then, " though to a principal group a second or third be
added, and a second and third mass of light, care must be taken that

these subordinate actions and lights, neither each in particular, nor all

together, come into any degree of competition with the principal

;

they should merely make a part of that whole which would be
imperfect without them.'' To suit my present purpose, I would read
" leading lines " for "groups," and " contrasts " or " lines of position

"

for " lights." And, whei'e such embellishment is undertaken, the
utmost care must be observed that the minor details of the subordinate
schemes do not clash with those of the first. The principal line of

direction should originate not too far from the centre, sweep in a
" fine " curve towards tlie margin of the enclosing form, and return to

itself at some little distance from the point at which it commenced.
The chief point of interest, as I liave .said before, may be .situate any-
where in this line, which slionld never be allowed to get out of

the picture, nor even to touch its margin at any point. In a full-

length portrait the body and arms will form the thickest part of the
line, and no secondary curve of direction must cross the first at right

angles, even when comparatively subdued in emphasis of light and
shade ; and in this case also it must not be allowed to run parallel

* Concluded from page 64.
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with tho principal lino. Minor lines of direction may crosa and

ctxiiiett« with the leading line ns much as they like, but in nowitfo

must they interfere to prevent its asserting itself as tho subject of the

picture.

Tlius we see how pose is determined by tho first requirements of

good composition. But, having roughly estimated the relative positions

of our principal points of attraction with regard to our boundary lines,

and decided as to their relative values of light and shade with regard

to each other, there still remains for us finally to determine the position

and aspect of the details, regulated so far by what we have already

done, but which have to be modified more or less—but generally more
—by the incapacities or imperfections of our subjects. This involves

a partial rearrangement of almost everything ; and depending, as I have

said, on the individuality of our models, cannot at any length be touched

upon in this paper.

Study the human figure. Avoid overcrowding and false accen-

tuation as much as flat surfaces and empty uninteresting spaces.

3Iark, above all, the requisite unsymmetrical balance of the human
form. See how one line of position alternates with two lines of

direction, and vice vend, fsote the excessive difficulty in ever
getting two parts, which in nature are the same, to assert themselves
with equal force at once. Look at the utter absence of sharp angles,

of right angles, of straight lines, and of perfect circles in nature.

Since the forehead surrounds the ejes, the cheeks, the nose, the jaw,
the mouth, and so on, I infer that a comparatively clear expanse
should be allowed near every point of interest. This expanse may
indeed be without limit if the point of interest is to be looked upon
as an isolated fact, and, together with the absence of angles between
the subject and the bounding lines which such a treatment implies,

affords the best explanation of the exceptional beauty of a picture

who.se subject is entirely within the canvas, and also of a vignette

which imperceptibly fades into nothing. On the other hand, this

expanse must be carefully limited where the subject is to bo con-
sidered as a compound one, as in the case of a historical picture

containing many figures, or a portrait embracing a head and two
hands, where each point of interest forms a line of position having a

very intimate relationship to the others, when too much consideration

cannot be given to the lines of direction which bind them to each
other, and determine the beauty of the curve which I have called

the principal or leading line of the entire picture. For tliis reason
it is that we insist that the dress must be intermediate in tint

between the brilliance of the high lights of the face and the shadow
of the background ; or, as in the case of a vignette, be intermediate
injcontnist as compared to that of the head, for it is by such
treatment alone that we can ensure a broad, swinging, leading line

to the entire composition. It is for this reason, too, that we do
not allow any point or line of importance to impinge upon any
bounding line, and thereby to add a false quantity to the concrete
design, nor permit of the exit of any leading line of direction at a
right angle to any of the fines enclosing our subject, imless we cannot
possibly help it, as is the case where we have a three-quarter length
figure of a man standing. This it is that determines that a moun-
tain shall not be cut off either at its base or at its summit, and
which suggests that a figure is better cut oflf in the middle of the
chest, thigh, or Icp, than at the chin, waist, knee, or toe. Lastly,

it is this that forbids of an akimbo elbow to just touch a bounding
line, thereby to form a K, and will not allow a pronounced line

of direction to bolt out of tho picture exactly at a corner, and thus
to suggest a series of radiating lines, V—, foreign and antagonistic

to tho design.

The power justly to criticise a work of art, chiefly in its broader
aspects, is, I think, as rare as it is important, else the scarcity of truly
beautiful compositions would be less. Generally speaking, if a picture
be not absolutely faulty, the absence of beauty in the composition is

entirely overlooked, and the eye allows itself to be cajoled by mere
beauty of detail. A better judgment insists, however, on first of all

deriving pleasure from the entire effect, as composed of a mass of
• flowing curves, composed of masses of light and shade, existing utterly

I

independently of their subject-matter. From this point of view, a very

\
beautiful picture may be formed representing nothing at all, and which
one man may imagine to be meant for one thing, and another for some
thing entirely different. Everything to which I have referred hitherto
can only appear as perfectly beautiful aa possible where this is con-
-itlercd. Hugh Bbebnek.

THE PHOTOGRAPniC CONFEKENCE.
As announced on another page, a Photographic Conference, instituted
by the Camera Club, although open to the public, was held on
Tuesday in the Large Hall of the Society of Arts. We give below

tho rarious papers, with one exception, which were re«d oo the

occasion.

MORNING SESSION.
STUDIES.

By \V. Adcock.
By the title I give to this short paper, I mean detached parts of pictnrei,

as distinct from those composites which, when joined up and employed,
we, in a certain sense—not its highest—call a picture. If in a landscape
wo tako foreground, middle, and extreme distance, we get the elements
necessary to a picture. If of these we take one section only, we should
probably call it a view. Now, if out of the foreground we took a large

thistle and produced it separately, we might, however pictorially it waa
treated, very properly consider it a study.

Similar ideas apply to figure. To get a picture we should look beyond
a mere bald figure for accessories to give completion to it. In the pro-

duction of a large and elaborate photograph we can easily see how neces-

sary it would bo to study every part separately. The pose of a model,

the turn of a head, the exact expression, the disposal of the hands, the

folds of drapery, tho position of a chair— all would be worked out, not

merely by thinking of, but by producing pictorially. In this photo-

graphers only follow in the wake of painters, who, fortunately for the

world, give it their first and upward thinkings towards perfection, in the

form of studies.

We know how a painter, when thinking of a great work, first makes
studies of its parts, then of its components as a whole—often more than

once—before he decides how he will treat his finished work. It had been

so from the eariiest days of art, and the studies of the old masters are

amongst the treasures of the world. These are the histories of pictures,

and show how first conceptions, crude by comparison, developed into

those creations of genius which have dehghted until now, and, while

they last, will delight succeeding ages.

A distinguished living painter, a few years ago, took for the subject of

his Academy picture that phase of French life we should call " washing

clothes on the banks of a stream." The scene was laid at Etaple, with

the village in the distance. He made studies in strong, bold water colour,

of each group or single figure for his picture, and tlien he grouped the

whole into a sketch, which could be called a study sketch, or a sketch

study, and from this he pamted in oils his large work.

By purchase, this larger sketch, which received completion as a

finished drawing after tho Academy picture was painted, together with

the preliminary studies, came into my hands, and are not the less prized

by me from the greater lame every succeeding year brings to the artist.

It is, I take it, safe to predict that a great master in photography,

before deciding upon such a work as Dawn and Sunset, and while the

subject is incubating in his mind, would make many studies of its parts.

But I aim to-day at creating an interest in one special class of studies.

If we go to the Kensington Museum, we find studies of hands—for in-

stance—that, from the interest attaching to them, are almost priceless.

Why is this ? It is because of the marvellous beauty of theii- drawing.

It is notorious that, to the incompetent artist, hands are more difficult to

draw than faces, and it is common to find, in otherwise fine pictures, a

shirking of the hands. They are often an indication of .something left to

the imagination to say what. In new pictures remonstrance with this de-

fect is met by the remark, " Oh, do not detract from the power of the head

by minor details !
" This interpreted means, " We don't profess to pamt

hands." Yet hands give great scope to the master for brush-drawing.

Eeverting to Kensington Museum, I would ask what sum would purchase

the studies of Mulready, mounted on a single revolving screen, to be

found there ? They are studies of this order—hands, feet, and detached

limbs. Many of these probably were drawn on days too dull to paint in,

or on winter evenings. Is there a hint here ? Can we, by camera and

lens, take hands or feet, enlarge them to life-size, and produce perfect

drawing! Can wo not produce every line of graceful beauty found in

the hand of girlhood, tho muscular vigour of manhood, and the loose,

wrinkled skin of age, with a fidelity few capable draughtsmen would

spend time in producing ? Before we give a negative reply to this, I say,

let us try.

Is another hint here ? Would hands and feet, and eyes and ears, so

produced, have value as copies in our schools, Board and otherwise,

where drawing is now so largely taught? This seems to me a question

for a professional. I hold up the hint in large letters. If worth any-

thing, use it ; if not, let it go.
nr- u

Perfect drawing, to the trained eye, is ever a thing of beauty. With

the lens, perfect drawing can be unquestionably obtained by takmg small

and enlarging.
, , n. ,. j .

^\^lat to-day would be tlie value of a photograph of the hand of

Wellington, or, say, the sword-hand of Mnrat? If these things would be

prized by a nation, will an exact portrayal of your hand be without in-

terest to your grandchildren ?

The ixjwer of enlarging given to amateurs by bromide paper is almost

illunitable. I am only just beginning to find it out. For years
f
have

been working directly, figure, unusually large in size. I like it stul, but

I am a convert to this, that he who wiU afford a large lens with ad-

vantage may; while he who will be content with a small rapid rectihnear

(say eight- inch focus) may produce splendid work, both directly and by

enlargmg. And here, at the risk of telling those who know, I teU aU who
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do not, a leng that will take a plate sharp to the edges will enlarge that

plate to any required extent. With the size I liave named, I take 7i x 5,

and enlarge up to 23 x 17.

But of studies. Oh, amateurs, what a field you have ! Of what cannot

you make studies—I mean art studies, if you so treat them.
Besides the hands and feet I have specially referred to, what have you

not in figure ! An expressed thought—an idea—a sentiment—a passion

—an act being done, all of these are open to you, with your own room,
or, if you prefer it, with your back-yard as a studio, and a blanket on a

wall for a back'^round. A turkey is a fine study ; a brace of hares, a

couple of rabbits, and a couple of ducks ; a big thistle is splendid, big as

a good-sized gooseberry-bush : take tv/o, one growing and vigorous, the

other withered and dying, both in bloom—mind that—and when taken
and enlarged, look at the drawing of them. The foliage of a growing

carrot is beautiful—try it ; so is a spray of apple-tree in leaf and bloom.
Then of dogs! Oh, the long-haired little dogs, the Dandy Dinmont,

and every variety of long-haired Scotch poodle, \^^lat a dog for a study

is the coUey

!

I tell yon the facility of enlarging gives yon over all these things a
power of making of them things of beauty. One advantage is they are at

hand, and you have not to go ten or twenty miles to find them.
I foi-got a eat. I will show yon a cat. "A cat" would be your

description of it—mine is " My cat." It is a distinction with a difference,

which leads me to say your cat would be of more value to you than an
unknown one. Colderoy paints cats ; as Mark Twain would say, well,
Oolderoy does, but we cannot all afford to buy the delightful cats he does
paint. Will those who cannot be content with one on bromide paper, as

I am ? It is a study I commend to your notice.

I will not weary you, but before my last word let me say there is

nothing in the study which will bear careless manipulation. The
diffused bluutness I have held permissible, if not advocated, in large
direct work, will not serve in enlargements. A negative must be sharp
all o\cr, or those parts out of focus would, by enlargement, be terribly

out of drawing ; and what I am holding up for is beauty of drawing.
To the beginner, and to those who have a bad one, I say, Get a good

lens. Do not expect, for thirty shillings, an instrument as good as, at

some makers, you would jjay five pounds for. Let me not be understood
OS advocating these studies to the exclusion of other and more extended
work— to landscape, to seascape, to figure in every phase. What I say
is, that in studies taken small and enlarged you have a class of work
second to none in interest ; work that, by the very care and thought you
give it, will befit you for pursuing, with more intelligence than you
would otherwise possess, every phase of picture of which photography is

capable. Some of the studies I have suggested may be considered photo-
grajihy made easy. I may be asked what scope does a turkey or a brace
of hares give for showing the art side ? I reply, the lines, the lights, the
shadows, may be harmonious and exhibit good taste from one arrange-
ment, but obtrusive and exhibit bad taste in another. In naming some
things here, I am, perhaps, thinking of the amateur newly fiedged, and
showing him how easily he can find a subject at his own door when he
wants one.

I enlarge by daylight, and the cost of adapting a camera to the purpose
did not exceed 3s. Gd. Nothing done to this camera prevents me using it

for ordinary purposes.

I cannot forbear saying here that, apart from my advocacy of hands
and feet as specially worthy every one's attention, it is to the studies
attainable from the human figure generally I look for the greatest
pleasure, the gi'eatest instruction, and the easiest attainments. In
coming into London a month ago, I saw a dozen good studies as I passed
in a cab up a single street. If you care for landscape only, devote your-
self to it. Ascertain what Millet, Corot, Leader, C. E. Johnson, and
Willie Wyllie, have done in painting, and what Emerson, Bankart, Gale,
and many others, are doing in photography. If you aim at attaining
their height, go ahead, but spare your friends view-taking.
Do not think all required of a photographer is that when he goes for

a holiday, he may take views of his playground. He should become an
amattur that he may improve his taste, cultivate a love of the beautiful,
distinguish it from the commonplace, and inoculate his children with the
virus.

I think, to the amateur, there are some ruts in the photographic road.
Keep in them if you like ; I only point to them. A certain make of plate
may be a rut ; Beach's developer is a rut ; photographic time-tables are
an awfully deep rut ; landscape only is a rut ; and—yes, decidedly !—
everlasting figure must be another.

_
My last words are, whatever you do—however much, however little-

aim with all your energy at raising photography to an art by putting art
into your own work. Without it the best technique is valueless.

TESTING THE SENSITIVENESS OF PLATES.
By W. K. BuBTON.

The term "testing the sensitiveness of plates" is one which should
scarcely be used at all, for it involves the supposition that we have
some standard or unit of sensitiveness wherewiih we may measure, or
in terms of which we may state, the sensitiveness of plates. Now wo
have no such standard, and, so far as I can see, are not likely to have
one. For this reason the only thing that we can do is to compare the

sensitiveness of plates, and I shall presently show that even this is im-

possible with anything like accuracy. I shall, however, say a few words
on the practical methods, whereby we may compare approximately.

First, we have sensitometers. The principle of these instruments is

well enough known. They are—or would be, were they accurate—

a

means for measuring the smallest amount of light that is capable of

producing any developable image on a plate, the assumption being that

the sensitiveness of the plates is in the inverse ratio of this amount of

Ught. Thus, for example, if it takes only a quarter the amount of light

to produce a developable image in the case of plate A that it takes in

the case of plate B, plate A is four times as rapid as plate B, and it ia

assumed that it will give a similar negative in a quarter the time. But
for this assumption there are, I believe, really no grounds ; at any rate,

we certainly have no right to take it for granted. And as it happens, it

is not correct, or is, at any rate, only correct to a very limited degree.

The very fact that a supplementary exposure lias the effect of greatly

decreasing the amount of Ujiht necessary to produce a developable image,

whilst it scarcely appreciably increases the camera sensitiveness of a

plate, shows that the rule does not of necessity hold good.

For example, if we have a plate which would require eight units of

light to produce a developable image, and we give it six units by ex-

posing it to diffused light, it will evidently require but two more units

of light—received through the sensitometer screen—to produce a de-

velopable image ; but the plate will certainly not be four times as quick

after it has received the supplementary exposure as before.

Now, the question is, do we not have plates difiering in their actual

construction, somewhat as the plate we have imagined dil^ered before

and after it had received this supplementary exposure ?—plates, that ia

to say, whose variation in sensitiveness is not in the inverse ratio of the

quantity of light necessary to produce a developable image. I certainly

believe that we have, and I think it is very easy to show this.

We take a plate of the very highest sensitiveness, such as shows 25° on
Warnerke's sensitometer, and we take another plate, say, about ten times

as slow. It may show anything from 8 to 13 or 14. We now expose the

second plate for such a length of time that we get an impression of the

figure 2.5 on it, and we compare the two images. We shall see a vast

difference. The last row of five figures in the very rapid plate will be a

mere shadow, and the second row will be but little better. In the case of

the slow plate, which has had the very long exposure, figure 21 will pro-

bably show with a fair amount of distinctness, and in the second row
from the end—figures 16 to 20—the density will rise very rapidly.

It will probably have taken from twenty to tliirty times as long ex-

posure to get out the figure 23 on the slow plate as on the quick plate,

but if we give the two plates exposures in the camera, varying as 20 or 30
to 1, is it to be supposed that we shall get two similar negatives? We
certainly shall not. If we have been, in both cases, on the under-exposed

side, we shall find that we have, perhaps, exactly the same amount of

shallow detail in both cases, but tliat great part of the detail which is

thin and ghostly in the rapid plate is strong and vigorous in the others.

Nor can we, by varying the exposures in any way we choose, get pre-

cisely similar negatives in the two plates. The curves of sensitiveness

are not the same, and no possible exposures will give negatives precisely

similar. All that we can do is to produce on each plate that somewhat
indefinite article, a "properly exposed negative." We may give the slow

plates such an exposure that, whilst we have the very deepest shadows
rendered on clear glass, we have all the detail strong and vigorous. We
shall, however, find this impossible with the rapid plate, for we must
expose till the extreme shadows are considerably veiled before we get

that vigour of shadow detail which will entitle the negative to be called

" well exposed."
It is on account of the differing " curves of sensitiveness" that we can-

not reaUy even compare with accuracy the sensitiveness of different ])latcs.

There are, however, methods whereby it is possible to perform this

comparison with approximate accuracy. Indeed, the very fact that we
are able to speak of one plate as four or eight times as rapid as another

is proof of this. I believe, however, that the only method of comparison

which deserves the name of even moderate accuracy is that of giving,

with the two kinds of plates to be compared, such exposures in the

camera that each will produce a "properly exposed'" negative, and com-

paring the exposures required to produce this result. The subject should

be one having a great range of tint—for example, a white statuette draped

in black velvet. It is thus possible to judge of the plate, as regards its

capacity for rendering a range of tone as well as its sensitiveness.

Even by the intelligent use of a sensitometer, it is possible to get a com-

parison of sensitiveness which, if not even as accurate as that got by

making two camera exposures, may still be of some practical use.

As to the sensitometer to use, there can be no doubt that those sensito-

meters in which the light is measured by passing througli apertures of

varying size, are the most accurate ; but Warnerke's sensitometer has

come so much more than any other into general use, that when a

reference to "the sensitometer" is made, it is understood to refer to

Warnerke's instrument. His sensitometer, as every one knows, consists

essentially of a screen divided into twenty-five squares, each of which has

a transparent film on it, which obstructs more or less of the light. The
squares are numbered from 1 to 25, 1 being the most transparent. The
instrument, apart from the subject of the light, to be mentioned here-

after, has several drawbacks. Thus, the opacity of squares bearing the
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Bamo number is by no means precisely the same in all screens that have
been sent out. Agnin, in any one screen, the difterenco of opacity, or of

transpareney, as measured by amount of litsht allowed to pass, is not pro-

portionately the same between each contiguoiis two squares throughout
the screen. Still, its convenience is bo great that it will probably be a
lonR time before Warnorke's sensitometer is superseded by any other.

Now as to the light. That proposed by Wnrncrke is a luminous tablet,

prepared by coating the back of a sheet of glass with sulphide of calcium
in solid paratline. The idea is ingenious, but unfortunately it does not
appoiir to give the very best results in practice. The amount of light

emitted not only varies between one screen and another, but it also varies

from time to time in the same screen, the tendency being, apparently, for

this screen to become less luminous tlirough time—that is to say, capable

of absorbing a less quantity of liglit.

It cannot, however, be contended that a slight variation in the light

used for a sensitometer is a matter of great consequence, because, although
each step or degree in Wcrnerke's sensitometer is so great as to be repre-

sented by an advance of .S3J per cent., two contiguous squares being in-

tended to allow amounts of light, varj'ing as t to 3, to pass, yet these

degrees are o fine, or rather the capacity for observation is so poor, that

it is all but impossible to read to a single deijrec, the last two or three

ligures being so faint that it is almost impossible to tell just which is the

last. For example, we sometimes come to the conclusion that 20 is the
last figure visible, and then, turning the plate to a certain angle, we see

one or two figures more. This being so a variation of, say, 5 to 10 per
cent, in the light used cannot be considered to be of much moment, and,
in fact, a gas burner with any good regulator does not vary so much as to

render it unsuitable for use with a sensitometer, it being understood that

no attempt is to be made absolutely to meanure the sensitiveness of plates,

but merely to compare the sensitiveness of one witli another.
The method of procedure which I rncoraniond is as follows :—One of

the two plates to bo compared is exposed to the burner at a fixed distance
for any length of time that will give less than 25

' on development. The
plate is developed and fixed. A certain square is now selected, which
shows a density about eqnal to the density of a piece of shadow density in

a negative. Tiie next operation is to give—by several trials—such an ex-

posure to one of the other batch of plates that the same square will show
the same densitj-. The sensitiveness of the plates is then, approximately,
inversely as exposure required.

I do not wish to condemn altogether the method of exposing two plates,

under the sensitometer, for the same length of time, and of comparing
the results after development. On tlie contrary, this is my own con-
tinual practice ; but then I do not pretend to bo able to tell with any
degree of accuracy what are the relative sensitiveneisses of the two plates

exposed, and even the kind of idea that I am able to form is got by
judging, not of the last figure, or of any one particular figure, but by
taking into consideration the whole range from beginning to end, and
it is the result of long practice that any useful information can thus be
obtained.

Wien I advise that gaslight be used, I am leaving out of consideration
isochromatic plates. These may, of course, not be compared by gaslight

with ordinary plates, for sensitiveness to daylight. The slight difference

that there is between one ordinary plate and another with regard to its

sensitiveness to yellow light does not appear to vitiate the tests performed
by gaslight. The plate which is most sensitive to gaslight is most sensi-

tive to daylight (amongst ordinary plates), and to practically the same
degree.

A word as to the developer to be used. There is a cry amongst some
that it is necessary, before we can get a standard of sensitiveness, to
have a standard developer, to use—that is to say, the same developer for

all kinds of plates. Now this appears to be the most idiotic and meaning-
less proposal that ever was made. It seems to me to stand to reason
that every plate should be developed with whatever developer suits it

best—gives, that is, the best results with it.

We do not want to know the sensitiveness of a plate used with a de-
veloper which is, perhaps, particularly badly suited to it. What we want
is to knon- the sensitiveness of a plate, as that plate is used in practice-

-

which is, or ought to be, with the developer which best suits it. To re-

quire that the same developer be used for all kinds of dry plates, when it

is a case of testing sensitiveness, appears to me to be about as sensible

as it would be, with the same object in view, in regard to a wet collodion
plate and a dry gelatine plate, to insist that both be developed with the
same developer—with alkaline pyro, for example

!

AMATEUR ENLARGING ON A SMALL SC.\LE.
By J. Tbaill Tayi,ob.

The problem of a simple and easy mode of enlarging for amateurs, as
regards the lighting department of the operation, is still open to receive
more attention.

I am the fortunate possessor of several oil lamps, whose fine Greek
names do not sufficiently counterbalance the trouble in trimming the
wicks (which in some instances are many), the great heat, and the un-
pleasant Bmcll. Could an enlarging lantern be lighted with common
gas, then, indeed, would all troubles cease, but carburetted hydrogen
gas as supplied from the Company's mains is frequently deficient in
illuminating qualities in a lamentable degree.

It is, however, well known to all of na that house gen may have it(

luminousness greatly intensified by mixing with it the vapour of Rome
one or other of the numerous hydrocarbons. This subject has been
brought before the world at various intervals during thirty years or
more, and a greater or less degree of success has attended individual
instances of the application. It is this system of illumination which
I have thought might fittingly be impressed into the service of th*
photographer who, without having the mess with charred wicks and oil

every time he wishes a light, might desire his appliances reduced to a
gas burner and the whole preparation reduced to connecting a robber
pipe with the nearest gas bracket.

Of the various systems employed for more thoroughly carbnrretting
gas, that which I bring befoi'o your notice is one of the Albo caibon
genus. I purchased it at one of our London shops for Ss. 61., and
having had it in use for some time can speak of it very favourably.
Its xirinciple consists in a piece of metal being placed above the gas
flame, and which, thus becoming heated, conducts the heat to a chamber
behind, which contains a hydrocarbon that vaporises at a temperature
of 150 or more.
The arrangement is such that either the gas in its primitive state or

after it has been enriched to saturation may be emitted at the jet, and,
without having had recourse to photometry to determine the advantage,
it appears to me that the intensity of the light is increased fourfold.

But in order still further to obtain the highest advantages offered by
the system, I have had this modified burner constructed in which two
flames are employed, one being about an inch behind the other, with an
air space between. This is essential to success in obtaining the best
effect.

[The speaker then exhibited and explained the construction of the gas
burner to which reference had been made. By means of a socket which
had a thread similar to any ordinary gas burner, this one could be lifted

in or out of the enlarging lantern immediately, and by previously warm-
ing the reservoir, so as to initiate the vaporisation of the 'Albc-carbon"
inside the light, assumed its energy in half a minute after being ignited.

He spoke of the disadvantage of dimensiims in the flames ; magnitude,
he said, was not compatible with the highest definition. Hence, having
first secured the required brilliance, he interposed a screen or diaphragm
between the lantern condensers and the flame, and as close as possible

to the latter. The aperture in the diaphragm was circular, and it varied

from half an inch to an inch in diameter, the smaller one giving greater

sharpness to the enlargement than the other. The position of the

diaphragm was sucli as to hide all the light save a very bright portion

selected from the most luminous part of the flame. He found it also

advantageous to insert immediately in front of the diaphragm a small
plano-convex lens, which prevented some loss of light by coneentratinjj

it upon the lantern condensers, at the same time that it permitted the

light to be brought a little closer to them. Regretting that the bright

daylight prevented him from showing in practical operation the applica-

tion of this light to his enlarging lantern, the condensers of which were
six inches in diameter, he showed by drawings on the blackboard by
what means this system could be applied to the enlarging of negatives of

larger dimensions than it was possible to utilise for this purpose by the

condensers of his lantern. With the larger diaphragm, the burner

shown was quite applicable for projecting pictures on a screen sufflcieutly

well lighted for a parlour lantern entertainment.]

AFTEIiNOON SESSION.

THE SULPHURATION OF PLATINOTYPE PRINTS.

By H. H. O'FARBEi.r,.

Most of those whom I have the honour of addressing are aware that a
controversy is now in progress in the photographic papers on the per-

manence of platinotype prints. Strong opinions have been formel
on both sides, and have been expressed with an emphasis which I am
afraid has at times almost overstepped the amenities of debate. In
initiating here to-day a discussion on a subject deeply interesting to many
who work a process of unquestionable value, I hope to approach the

matter—to use a phrase now current—on its " reflective " rather than on
its " impassioned '' side. I would also at once disclaim any pretensions

to any but the most elementary knowledge of chemistry. I am simply

here to explain to you certain experiments that I have been making
—experiments which any one might have made—and to offer some crude

guesses which those of greater ability may accept, or modify, or tear to

tatters, as the interests of truth may demand.
I take it that most of you know what a platinotype print is, and how

it is prepared. For the benefit of those few who do not I will just

mention that paper, sized or unsized, is ci ateJ with a mixtuie of a ferric

salt and chloro-platinite of potassium, that it is exposed to light in the

usual way under a negative, and then developed on a bath of hot oxalate

of potassium. Where the ferric salt has, by the action of light, been

reduced to the ferrous state, it is dissolved by the oxalate, and at the

moment of solution converts the adjacent platinum salt to pure metallic

platinum, which forms the image. So much is, I believe, certain, though

there are probably other subsidiary reactions which are not quite so plain.

The iron salt still remaining in the paper is dissolved out by successive

acid baths, and the platinum salt, which h extremely soluble, is washed
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out with water. There is then presumed to remain in the paper nothing

but pure metallic platinum, which forms the imago.

As this is an extremely stable substance, the prints have hitherto been

supposed to be absolutely permanent. Monckhoven, almost alone among
scientific chemists, has contended that theyare capable of sulphuration,and

in that opinion he has now found an unexpected ally in Mr. Andrew Pringle.

Mr. Pringle, as you are aware, subjected certain platinotypes to the

prolonged action of a solution of sulphuretted hydrogen. He then found

a remarkable ysDowing of the prints to have taken place on the surface

of the paper. I have repeated Mr. Pringle's experiments with consider-

able care, and can confirm the accuracy of his results as far as they go. The
three series of prints which I now hand round I made on paper freshly

purchased from the Company. With a view of ascertaining whether

carelessness in the use of the acid baths would account for the results

obtained, I gave one portion of each print one bath of acid, the second

portion two, and the third three baths. The third strip had also a much
more prolonged washing than either of the others. One half of each

strip I mounted on cardboard for subsequent reference ; the other halves

were subjected for ninety-six hours to the action of a saturated solution

of sulphuretted hydrogen.

They were then mounted in juxtaposition with the halves from which
they had been torn. I think, for one thing, these examples clearly show
that the more or less complete elimination of the iron salt has nothing to

do with the discolouration apparent on the prints. This is clear, inasmuch
as the third strips are in each case just as badly discoloured as the first or

second. This would also show that the staining is not due to iron. You
will notice that the discolouration is entirely on tlie image side, the back of

the paper not being affected. This shows that it is not a deposit of

sulphur in the pores of the paper, which would be equally on both sides.

I want you also carefully to notice that the image is in no way affected

—a most important point ; also that the discolouration is easily removable.
The print marked C has been treated with a saturated solution of chloride

of lime, wliich has completely effaced the stain without apparent injury to

the image. The stain is not amenable to treatment with dilute nitric

or hydrochloric acids, though dilute aqua regia seems to have some slight

effect upon it.

All these things seem to show that some substance remains in the
paper after the various manipulations, which is not wholly washed out
and is capable of forming an insoluble compound with sulphuretted
hydrogen. This may be either unreduced platinum salt or an organic
compound of that salt with the sizing of the paper.

Some further experiments of mine, made with a view of determining
whether this is actually the case, have not been successful. I have,
however, the permission of Mr. Willis, of the Platinotype Company, to

state that some experiments which he made on paper that had been
exposed to peculiar conditions in America, point to the same conclusion.

He believes it to be possible, by a slight alteration in the method of
sensitising the paper, to obviate all danger from this source.
Anyway, it seems to me that the matter is one of scientiiio rather than

practical interest. A discolouration that can be removed by means so
simple as those I have indicated, and which, moreover, does not attack
the image, still leaves the process as permanent as a steel engraving—and
that is surely all that any reasonable person can desire. There is, how-
everj one practical warning suggested by these experiments—it the most
permanent results are required, pure, and not commercial, hydrochloric
acid should be used in the clearing baths. The quantity of acid used is

60 small that the diiiercnce in cost is inappreciable.

ORTHOCHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
By W. 11. Hyslop.

Befoke commencing my paper, I would express my exceeding regret that
our worthy President has not taken this subject of " Orthochromatic
Photography " out of my hands, for had he taken it up and given us the
results of his careful research and immense knowledge of the subject,
this would, indeed, have been a red-letter day in the annals of photo-
graphy. At one time I intended to give you a sketch of the history of
orthocluromatic photography, but I have come to the conclusion that our
time will be better taken ui) discussing what can be done in the future
rather than what has been done in the past, excepting the last three or
four years. For those, however, who care to go into the history, I would
refer them to the various journals of photography from 1873 onwards.
There is one point, however, in the history, which is indeed strange, and
that is the great want of general interest in this most important subject.
Whenwe have named Waterhouse.Vogel, Carey Lea, Eder, Ives, andAbney,
we have named, almost without exception, the only men who have written
upon this subject during the last fourteen yeai-s. Why is this ? Is it

because we are too conservative, or is it that we have not believed in the
experiments and statements of these workers ?

In 1883 a patent was taken out and orthochromatic, or rather isochro-
matic plates, as the maker prefers to call them , were put on the mai-ket.
They do not seem to have been generally successful, or brought into
common use—and why ? Probably because they were found unreliable,
and may be further explained by the remark of a gentleman, who ought
to know, that the maker was a good chemist, but he didn't know how to
make plates. For my own part I think that unbelief in any chemical
process of orthoohrome has been at the bottom of this want of interest.

In 1885 a great cry arose throughout the length and breadth of the
British Islands—and why ? Because a German firm of photographers had
been given permission to erect a corrugated structure in Trafalgar-square,

and were allowed to photograph the national pictures. It is not neces-

sary for me to go into the whys and wherefores of the question, but I

would like to refer to a paper on the subject read before the Photographic
Society of Great Britain by Mr. Bird, of the Autotype Company, a paper
marked by extreme good feeling and a desire to give to an opposition firm

the full credit due to them. The paper was illustrated by many
examples of Messrs. Braun's pictures, as well as by photographs taken
some years earlier by a Berlin firm, and showing the great advance in the
rendering of the various colours. In the discussion which followed, it

was, I think, the general opinion that the retoucher's pencil and brush
had more to do with the change than any chemical means, and I would
just quote "Free Lance "in The Beiti.sh Journal of Photography of

May 29, 1885. He says: "Mr. Bird's remarks, temperate and well thought
out, are well worthy of being remembered, and, while leaving to his

hearers the task of coming to a conclusion as to Messrs. Braun's mode of

producing these excellent copies, he enables one to make a shrewd guess

at his own opinions. It is true that the photographic public have for

some time had before them details of a method of photography of great

novelty ; but, as the lecturer said, ' they were not impressed with labora-

tory experiments—they remember many discoveries that came to nothing
and improvements that were delusions ; they are not credulous of the

practical application of new ideas.'

" These remarks are not more disheartening than true, and the con-

dition described is not to be explained upon any single basis only. Many
photographers rarely read a scientific article ; others are indifferent, and
prefer only to accept acknowledged facts, trusting to their commercial
instinct giving them the ultimate advantage over their more scientific

brethren
;
perhaps, most potent of all causes still, others have had such

experience of reputed grand discoveries which have eventually proved
to be ignominous failures, that they become wearied, and only try fresh

plans when they are shown to be commercially successful by the touch-

stone of experience. It would be impossible for one man to try all the

new processes invented and published ; and a few years' experience will

show that those ushered in with the most blatant assertions of excellence

are usually the least meritorious, and those deserving, yet modestly
proclaimed discoveries, get shelved. As Mr. Bird plainly puts it,

Ijhotographers have had before them full accounts of a method of taking

photographs in which colours are represented in a true scale of tones, but

they have not adopted the process. Messrs. Braun have produced copies

of oil paintings far superior to any previous work of a similar character
;

do they owe their success to clever retouching or to some modification of

processes not new ? We have, through the writer, Messrs. Braun's word
that the latter is practically the case, and we have no right to doubt their

word. They lead us to infer that the method is complicated, and this is

what might reasonably be expected ; further, we are told they will keep
their knowledge to themselves as long as they can, and for this also no
one can possibly blame them. If the improvement in Messrs. Braun's
pictures should be owing to new chemical methods, photographers may
rest assured that they will have to bestir themselves and do likewise

;

they cannot afford to be stationary."

Notwithstanding the talk at the time, the subject seems to have
slumbered again, and for eighteen mouths nothing much was heard of it

;

but a time of awakening came, and all credit is due to Messrs. Dixon &
Son for that awakening. The gentleman who has an interest in the

Tailfer patent for this country has at the various societies' meetings done
his best to minimise the services of Messrs. Dixon, but I am quite

sure that I am not alone in thinking that, had Messrs. Dixon not
issued their successful plates, we would never have heard so much of the
Tailfar patent, nor would the gentleman have bought the English
interest in it.

I now come to my own experiments, and I will give you formulas, and
show examples from the plates prepared by the various formula;. The
plates used in the following experiments are ordinary commercial plates,

and the only care taken was that they should all be from the same batch.

It has been said by the unbelievers that the orthochromatic effect is

a mere matter of exposure ; that, supposing you expose an ordinary
gelatine plate behind a yellow screen, and long enough, you will get quite

as good an effect as by the staining process. I have never yet heard any
of them say how long the exposure should be in order to get the desired

effect, but on the card marked A, which will be passed round, you will

find prints from ordinary plates exposed on this particoloured board,

with and without a yellow screen ; the first was given ten seconds without
the coloured screen, the others thirty and sixty seconds and five minutes
with the screen.

If you examine the prints you will find that in the one exposed ten
seconds there is no orthochromatic effect whatever ; the light red is fairly

good, but the other colours arc in exact opposition to what they should be.

In the thirty seconds one you will find that the violet and dark blue are

darker tlian in the first, but you find also that the orange and yellow ore

darker, too, and the light red lost entirely ; the sixty seconds plate is, I

think, no improvement on the thirty seconds. We now come to the one
exposed five minutes, or ten times the normal exposure, and here,

I think, we get an improvement. We get the light red back again, but

otherwise there is very Uttle difference, I think these examples clearly
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Bhow that, to use an ordinnry plate, exposing it a (air length of time and
expecting to get a good ortliochromatio effect, is not at all practical.

I will now take the scries marked A. You will find at the top of this

and all following cards a print from an ordinary plate exposed without

screen, so that you may compare the various results with it. The first

two you will see are from the Tailfcr plates ; they give a fair effect, but I

may tell you that in order to get the two negatives I exposed two dozen
plates, I couldn't keep the films on the glass ; every known means was
tried to save them before and after development, but all to no purpose.

You can easily understand, if this kind of experience befell many who
tried them, why their progress in this country has been so slow. The
next two are plates prepared by myself, according to the specification of

Messrs. Tailfer & Clayton, and exposed with and without screen.

I had tried this specification some time ago without success, and Mr.
William Bedford staled at one of the Society's meetings that he had not

been successful ; but in order to give it a fair trial I tried it again with a

like result. The examples give no more trace of ortliochromatio effect

than do ordinary plates exi)osed with screen for thirty seconds, and yet

these are treated with tetrabromfluorcscein, one of the claims of the

patent.

The third pair on the card are Edwards's isochromatio plates, which
give good rendering of blues and yellows, but at the expense of the reds,

and this fault is, I find, in all the commercial orthochroraatic plates.

And at this point I should like to make an assertion, nnd for this reason :

Mr. Edwards stated, at the last meeting of the Photographic Society of

Great Britain, that his plates would give a good ortliochromatio effect in

daylight, and without coloured glass. Now I most emphatically state

that there are no plates in the market which will give such an effect

without a screen, and I very much doubt if anything but a collodio-

bromide plate, treated, will give a result different in any way from an or-

dinary gelatine plate. Yoa can judge for yourselves by looking at the

examples.
And now let us turn to another card, B, and first of all we have Dr.

Vogel's azaline plates. For some time past a great question at photographic
meetings has been. What is azaline, and where can you get it ? I have
tried many places for it, but have never found it ; so when the learned

professor took out his patent some weeks ago, I thought I would find out
now, but no ; I am as much in the dark as ever. The doctor does not
claim azaline, but simply all colours which readily fade when exposed to

light. However, it does not much matter what it is, for, if the plates I

had from his agent here are a fair sample, you can easily see their colour-

sensitive qualities are very jioor indeed.

The next two examples are from jilates of my own preparation, and I

think, if you look carefully at them and compare them with the examples
from Dixon's plates, underneath, you will say they are in no way be-

hind, and that in some things they are well ahead of, the commercial
plates. The improvement is in the reds, and they give generally a better

gradation. The great trouble with them, however, is that they do not
keep, and that you must pour on the bromide and ammonia first before

the pyro, or else you will get silver stain ; but for any who wish to have
a really good plate giving good gradation, and if they can prepare them
the night before requiring, the above will give good effects.

The formula stands thus (stock solution) :

—

Erythrosine 1^ drachm.
Ammonia 88° 1 ,,

Alcohol 6 ounces.

Nitrate of silver, 1 drachm, converted into

chloride with hydrochloric acid, thoroughly

washed, and redissolved in ammonia and
water, bulk made up to 2 „

To make up the bath take

—

Stock solution erythrosine 1 drachm.
Chloride solution 20 minims.
Liquid ammonia 88° 1 drachm.
Water 6 ounces.

Place this solution in any convenient vessel, and bathe your plate for

one minute ; then wash well under the tap and put it aside to d^, which
it will do in a few hours.

I was asked last night by a member of the Club, what light should be

used for the preparation and development. As the change in the nature
of the plate does not take place until dry after treatment, it is not
necessary to use a very weak light. I use orange glass behmd ground-
glass, and have not found any fog from it. I use the same for develop-

ment, only taking care that direct light does not fall on the plate until

the image begins to appear, after which the plates seem to stand quite as

much light as ordinary.

On card C, you will find examples from plates prepared with what is

sold as eosine B. I am not chemist enough to know the difference

between this and plain eosine, but you will see that plates prepared with
the plain solution and others prepared with an addition of silver have no
orthochromatic effect.

Series D gives examples of plates bathed in a solution of Magdala red,

a dye mentioned by Dr. Vogel, and said to liave good effect. I have not
found it so.

Series E are examples of chlorophyl plates, the favourite process of

Ives. I fancy there was something wrong about my chlorophyl, althougii

it was from what is known as blue myrtle, bat at any rate I got llttl«

effect from it.

And now we come to the last card, F, and on it you will find prints

from plates prepared with erythrosine plain and with the addition of

citrate of silver ; this last has no advantage over the formula given. I am
very sorry that I have only had photographs from the coloured board to

show ; had the weather been favourable, I had hoped to have had a few
landscapes, taken with and without the screen. At the meeting of the
Photographic Society of Great Britain, when this subject was discussed,

the question was asked whether negative paper could be treated. I
replied to the effect that it could ; and I have hero to-day a few ortho-

chromatised stripping films, which any who care to see may examine.
And now, in conclusion, I trust there will be a good discussion, and that

no more will this important matter be allowed to slumber, for why should
we be content with error and untruth when we have the means at hand to

make it otherwise ? We will be well paid for any trouble in the preparation

of plates by the enhanced beauty and charm of our productioos.

RATIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
By Andrew Prinole.

I HAVE some reason to fear that we are all of ns too apt to look upon
development as a mere mechanical, or chemical, or at least technical

operation, necessary certainly, but objectionable, and unimportant so long

as we get a negative that will yield us technically good prints. But
I have equal reason to know and to assert that this is a very erro-

neous and very fatal view to take of one of the most beautiful phenomera
to be found in science, of one of the most interesting actions observ-

able in nature. With the beauty of the operation I have nothing to do
at present ; if any one deny it he must be curiously constructed. My
point is to try to show the importance of ratioiial development in the

production of artistic photographs, and also to inculcate intelligence in

the operation of development.
I wonder how many British amateurs have ever tried the effects of

different systems of development upon plates, equally exposed, on the

same or similar subjects. I wonder how many amateurs could say, even
in a general way, what are the results of slow and rapid development, of

abnormal quantities of the reagents and the restrainers, or even of the
various kinds of development—pyro, ferrous oxalate, and so on. A great

many amateurs, I fear, could not answer in a satisfactory or assured way
at all. There is too much of the " 13 drops of A and 5 of B " knocking
about for satisfactory answers. " A thing that will print " is the defini-

tion of a negative for far too many people.

Now the immediate object of ray remarks is to draw attention to the

effects of modifications in development, and to suggest how we may use
these modifications, so as to get not merely what we call "good nega-

tives," but negatives that will give us prints correctly and artistically re-

producing our subjects, and, moreover, reproducing them in the aspect we
desire. AVhen we buy a dozen plates, we get with them a formula mo:e
or less arbitrary and intricate ; these formuUe are useful, as suggesting

the normal qualities or the weak qualities of the plates. For instance,

when, with some trouble, I have analysed a developing formula, and find

an unusual quantity of pyro, I at once suspect that batch of plates to be
one likely to give me thin, poor negatives, unless I take care. When,
on the other hand, I find the formula gives a less than usual quantity of

pyro, I expect a plucky, perhaps hard, negative, apt to want half tone.

When I find the alkali larger in proportion to the restrainer, I suspect the

maker of a wish to get for his plates a reputation for great rapidity; and
when I find the restrainer powerful, I expect a plate with just a tendency
to fog, or else a plate intended to allow of a long exposure, such as some
workers seem to demand. Every time that I get a new make of plates I

analyse the developing formula, and carefully note the proportions of the
ingredient, but I never attempt to make up a formula precisely in the

arbitrary and, as a rule, intricate manner formulated. But surely, no
man in his senses can ever dream that any one formula will suit every

case ; any one who has developed a dozen negatives must surely know
better than that. And yet I venture to say that a vast majority of us
try to developo all our plates alike, be our subjects what they may.
Mountains, waterfalls, glens, churches—outside and inside, clouds, seas,

glaciers, coal-mines—all alike, " 15 drops of A and 5 of B." That
is what the maker's formula says, and who should know, if the maker of

the plates does not? After our development has gone a certain length

we find the need for modification, but we always begin with the formula.

Now I want to chuck formula aside altogether, and use intellect instead.

A formula ought to be simply a convenient method of keeping onr re-

agents, and—the important point—of getting precisely the quantities of

reagents that we require. A formula cannot bo too simple. Plate

makers and many other people seem to think a formula cannot be
too complicated, for among the many formula- I have seen I find all

sorts of queer odd numbers of grains and drachms, ounces avoirdupois, and
ounces chemical, Winchesters, pounds of various kinds—in fact, every

kind of figure to confuse and annoy one. There is nothing talismanic in

half a grain, nor any virtue in such a number as 7i"j- What we want is

to get, without trouble or loss of time, a certain quantity, not of A or B,

but of certain known chemicals. The "A" and "B" business has
spoilt, in my humble opinion, a vast number of amateur photographers.
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They rack their brains to calculate how much they require of A, even if

by chance they know the chemicals which compose A, and they do not

think how mujh pyro, or alkali, or bromide they require. A formula

should be of such a nature that you can't measure it without knowing
how much of its essence you require. Now, I do not care what strength

we make our solutions so long as we know precisely what they are, and
how to extract from them precise quantities of our reagents, but for

development I find ten per cent, solutions by far the most convenient.

Everything that is not used stronger than ten per cent. I keep in ten per

cent, solutions—pyro, ammonia, bromides, citrates, potash, soda, gold

chloride, soda acetate, &c. Put an ounce into a measure, and make
up to ten ounces after solution— that is the whole affair, and ten

minims are always equal to one grain ; or, put in a drachm, and make vp
to ten drachms ; or, put in fifteen grains, and make up to 150 minims. In
all cases ten minims equal one grain. The advantage of this, or a

similar method, is that one is bound to know what quantity of reagent is

used, and so development becomes an intelligent, not a blind oiieration.

One formula, iu particular, appears to me of the " talismanic " order,

which quality accounts, no doubt, for its seeming popularity among
amateurs. I hardly ever see an amateur paper without some question or

other about the " Beach " Developer—so called, I understand, after the

illustrious President of the New York amateur society. I confess I never

made up a developer in this precise fashion, so there may be in it some
virtue unknown to me ; but as it stands in the Alman.ic of this year, it

looks to me anything but promising. In the first place, it is a mixture

of avoirdupois ounces—not exact—and chemical ounces, which is a bad
start. Then it contains a very extraordinary proportion of sodic sulphite

when the developer is mixed complete. I cannot see any need for such a

quantity, even if sodic sulphite is the best, or a good, preservative, which,

lately, I have begun seriously to doubt. The pyro solution looks some-
thing like ten per cent. (Mr. Beach states that one drachm contains six

grains of pyro, which means ten per cent., but I have not tested this),

but the potash is an arbitrary measure, and calculation is required to

discover how much potash we have in " twenty minims or a quarter of a

drachm." The developer may bo a good one, hut it is certainly not a

simple one, and simplicity is imijortant if we are to work with intelli-

gence. If you want a good and perfectly simple pyro solution, dissolve

a chemical oimce of bisulphite of potash in about eight ounces of water,

and mix iu a chemical ounce of pyro, finally making the bulk to ten

ounces. As pyro is sold in ounces of 4.37.1 grams, it you want to be very

accurate, make the bulk to 4375 minims = 9 ounces 55 minims. This
requires no addition, works beautifully, and keeps for a very long time.

1 ought to say that I get my bisulphite from Messrs. Mawson & Swan,
under the name of " meta-bisulphite of potash." I can discover no
difference between it and the ordinary bisulphite.

Never, on any consideration, should the chemicals be mixed. For
years I kept my bromide and alkali mixed, but I look back upon that

time as a sort of nightmare. I cannot understand why for so long I

deliberately handicapped myself in the race. It seems monstrous to bind
yourself in such a way that you can't get ammonia without bromide,

except by having extra separate bottles. Nowadays I would as soon put
hypo into my ammonia or pyro as bromide. The great advantage of

keeping each chemical separate is patent when we consider my next
point, whicli is that very seldom ou;»ht two consecutive negatives to be
developed precisely alike, that is if we are to carry out intelligent develop-

ment. If our two consecutive plates were exposed on the same or similar

subjects, then, after our first is developed and examined, we may be able

to improve the next by modification of development. If the subjects are
different the development ought probably to be different, and this brings

me at last to the real gist of ray argument.
I say different subjects require not only different exposures but different

development, and on the development depends, not only the technical

quality of our negative, but also the artistic quality of our prints. If

anybody ijresent is inclined to snilT at this statement, let me ask him to

use a very convenient line of reasoning, namely, an extreme case. Take
an interior, a dark one lighted here and there by windows. Certainly a
negative of such a view would not be developed in the same way as an
open landscape negative. These arc, perhaps, the two extremes, hut be-

tween these there are an infinita number of gradations, some of which I

will touch upon.
When we have a wide open landscape without any marked foreground,

we are certain to run a risk of wanting contrast, as well as fog in the
distance. I would develope such a negative sloiilij, with plenty of
restrainer and pyro, but I would develope it fully. An interior is different;

we are certain to liave violent contrast, so I should, in that case, keep
down or omit bromide, use very little pyro, but a good strong dose of alkali,

and I would not develope it nearly so much as I did the open landscape.
Take the case of a landscape not stretching to any great distance, but
having a dark foreground of foliage. Wliat we have to fear is the
distance becoming too dense before the foreground has all its detail out.
Here again I would certainly begin with little bromide and pyro, but a
good dose of alkali, and as soon as I had the dark details out 1 would add
pyro, and bromide and alkali, if required, and this negative I should
develope rather quickly, compared with my open landscape, for long
development means contrast, cccteris paribvK. AVhen I fear under
exposure, I keep down pyro and restrainer, and I rather concentrate than
dilute my developer. I do not believe nt all in the system of watering

the developer in such a case, though I know it is recommended by some.
I have made many trials with various developers, and I always succeeded
better with a short and sharp developer than by watering and waiting.

It seems to me wrong, both in theory and practice, to play the watering
trick.

We require not only to consider our fears, but our hnpea, when we
make up a developer. When we selected our view and made our
exposure, we had, or ought to have had, a specific idea and a specific

intention. We meant, or ought to have meant, to give our view some
particular rendering to cause it to convey some particular sensation to

those who are to see our print. We expose, or ought to have exposed,

with this intention in our mind, but our exposure may be multiplied by
our development ; and our development, it not conducted appropriately,

will either spoil our negative in ti'ehniiinc, or, by a discreditable fluke,

will cause us to produce a print different, or possibly contrary, to what
we intended. So when we start to comiiound our developer, we must
consider what we require as well as what we fear. I am well aware that

some people plume th(imselves on trusting entirely to their exposures,

and clo not even take notes of their subjects, but develope all their

negatives alike, and blindly ; this sort of work may sell, but it is not
what amateurs want. We want expression in our work, not topography
merely. Now in development we have a mighty instrument for rendering

expression. It is, however, impossible to lay down rules hard and fast

for the use of the developer under this head, but I shall give a few very

general hints on the subject. Lightsomeness, brillianc3, contrast, alleriria

— it is hard to find a name for the quality—may be expressed by slow

development, plenty of pyro and bromide, and full development. Gloom,
mystery, ago, and " all that sort of thing, don't you know?" are more
likely to be expressed by a small quantity o£ pyro, with just enough
alkali to give the details required, and in this case the development may
be shortened.

In portraiture, development should not be carried nearly so far as in

landscape, and just enough density should be acquired to hide facial

colour detects. If an outdoor group can be made into a good picture at

all, it will probably be done by a good quantity of pyro, and alkali

sufficient to bring out all the detail. But I find groups very difficult on
account of the diffusion of the light.

In reg.ird to the alkalies used for development, there seems to be a

considerable diversity of opinion. I always use ammonia when I can,

but I have no particular objection to soda and potash. Using ammonia,
you can have no restrainer if you choose, except that "evolved" from
the emulsion ; with potash and soda, you have a restrainer whether you
like it or not. It my plates are not tolerant of ammonia, I put them in

the fixing hath unexposed, but I have lost far more plates from using

soda and potash than ever I did from red fog, unless I was using very old

plates.

What we require in development is to think. We shall never advance
a step if we do not know precisely what we are using, and if we develope

blindfold our successes are half tlukes and our failures serve us right.

Away with all unknown and mysterious mixtures, and go for developing

formula) to the fountain head, to the chemicals themselves, and not to

empi/reiin bottles—that must he a mistake, surely ! Kmpiric bottles,

that's it. And don't go mixing bromides and alkalies together, incom-
patiblos in development, nor avoirdupois and chemical weights—in fact,

never mix your liquors at all till in your (developing) cups,

A VILLAGE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.

TiiEM.r, a Berkshire village of about 800 inhabitants, away " far from
the maddening crowd" of any town, has just held its photographic

exhibition. Through the exertions of one of its residents—an amateur

—

it has got together a goodly gathering of photographs, representing the

work of some of our leading professionals and amateurs. Six silver

and six bronze medals have been awarded.
Framed photographs to the number of 285 find place in the village

school, a room about forty-four feet long by twenty feet wide, and if all

are not well lighted the architect of the building is not to blame, nor the

hanging committee that all are not hung " on the hue."

A class room adjoining is temporarily darkened, and occasional shows
of lantern slides take place. An oil lantern displays the beauties of the

slides on a screen of tracing cloth, which stands between the lantern

and the spectators. A goodly lot of slides has been lent for the purpose.

The catalogue leads off with a list of patrons, the committee, aud the

locrl train service, followed by an address to the visitors by the Hon. p
Secretary, Mr. A. A. Harrison, the enthusiastic promoter. The list of

exhibitors numbers seventy-eight, of which twenty-seven are marked by
an asterisk as amateurs. A space is devoted to advertisements, but pro-

minence is given to the local grocer and baker, the horse-collar

manufa'^turer, the stationer and medicine seller ; while later on plates,

lenses, apparatus, ' cheap," " reliable," "quick," " unsurpassed," " effi-

cient," " unobtrusive," are well mixed up with Brown's cod-liver oil, church
services, mineral waters, and home-cured bacon. The rustic anxious

inquirer after the cost of apparatus will probably be disappointed to find

by the advertisements that a camera costs 203., a lens 9s., and sliding

legs (best make) 12s, t5d, !
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There are many fine photogrnplis on tlio walls by professionals, mostly
familiar to visitors at the recent London Exhibition. The prices in

many instances are put, ranging from ten guineas to 38. Gd. Amateurs
liave responded to the invitation to a somcwliat less extent, but there is

some very nice work to be found for tlio looking, one exhibitor
estimating the valno of his views at £1 a-picco ; while another, with an
asterisk before his name, which should irajdy " araatcnr," informs tlie

public, in large pi'int on his exhibits, of his great merit, and gives a list

of medals he has gained. It is gratifying to find that the local photo-
graphers, amateur and professional, have come well forward with their

contributions. There is a good sliow of apparatus on tlie table, and the
most recent inventions and appliances. All round, Thealo has shown
admirably what can be done with pluck and energy. To quote from the
address " To the Visitors," " So far as we know this is only the second
Photographic Exhibition which has been attempted in a village, but we
think wo may with pardonable pride ask our visitors if the result of our
efforts is not worthy of imitation."—[Yea! most certainly.

—

Eds.]

IBrpavtmpnt for CnfipcriencetJ l^botogtapters.

THE USE OF A SWING BACK AND THE EFFECTS OF
TILTING THE CAMERA.

It is quite pertinent that an inexperienced photographer should inquire
—What is the use of a swing back to a camera, seeing that it increases
the expense, adds to the bulk, and that good photographs can be taken
without it? All this is quite true, and yet it has certain uses which we
shall proceed to indicate.

Let us suppose that the subject to be photographed is a rather tall

building, the top of which cannot be got quite into the plate. One
naturally tilts the camera, or points it a little upwards, until the image
of the building has assumed its proper place on the ground-glass, for of

course the higher it is pointed upwards the lower is brought the image of

the building on the plate. We know very well tliat the same thing can
be achieved, in a modi6ed degree, by sliding the lens as high up on the
camera front as it is ijossible to do, but this implies the employment of a
lens embracing such a wide angle of subject as to pennit it to cover a
field greatly exceeding the dimensions of the plate.

When the top of the building which we have impressed into our service

for illus:tration can be got properly in by raising the front, and at the
same time keeping the camera (luite level, all is well, and a rigid bodied
camera will certainly answer in this case as well as any other. But this

will i)rove exceptional.

By tilting the camera upwards the whole building has now been got
nicely on the plate. It may, or may not, all be sharp in focus, but this

is of no consequence to us at this slaoo of the illustration. Observe,
however, that by the mere act of tilting, or pointing the camera up-
wards, the back has been removed from its normal vertical position when
standing level. Now as it is a principle in all projection that when
photographing a vertical object, like a building, the sensitive plate must
also be in a vertical position, the consequences of this non-agreement of
building and camera back as regards both being vertical are that the
photograph will be distorted. The middle of the image will be all

right enough from top to bottom, but the sides will converge and be
quite oflf the perpendicular.

We shall now show wherein a swing back remedies this evil. When a
camerti possesses this appendage, after the instrument has been tilted
and the subject adjusted it is only necessaiy to loosen the screw by
which the back is made to retain its place, and bring the ground-glass to
a perfectly vertical position in order to ensure the image being projected
on the ground- glass with rectilinearity.

It will be instructive to focus a house or afty sqnare object, and then
watching the effect upon the sides of the ground-glass while the back is

being swung out and in alternately. Convergence and divergence of the
perpendiculars will thus be induced in succession.

In ordinary landscape photography, especially when employing a large

camera and a lens of long focus, the swing back is frequently of great
advantage in getting the delicate shrubs, grasses, or flowers in the imme-
diate foreground quite sharp, which cannot always be done if the camera
has a rigid back. After getting the distance quite sharp, swing the top
of the camera back so as to be farther from the lens than when in its

ordinary square or normal position. By doing so, it will be found that
the foreground objects, formerly rather out of focus, will now be ren-
dered exquisitely sharj). If the camera be so constructed that the
ground-glass is pivoted at the centre of its sides no rcfocussing will be
necefsary, as the distance will suffer no change ; but if it swings by a
hinge at the bottom it will bo necessary to refocus the centre, as by the
tilting of the ground-glass the prcvioos focussing o£ the centre is distnrbed.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 1830.—" Improvements in nearings for Photograpbio RoUlna Ptomm
Rolling Machines, and the like," W, E. Moss and John Mmoit.—Laled
Febmartj 5, 1887.

No. :8;.5.—" A Now or Improved Method of Regulating the Dnration of tbt
E.\|)osui-o of Sensitive Plates to Light in Photographic Cnmeras." J. ADAM!)— Ikilcd t'ehruanj 7, 1887.

No. 1902.—"A Mode of Lighting Picttircs, Coloured Prints, or Coloureil
Objects for the Purpose of Photographic Reproduction." W. de W Abket —
Diiled Fehntari/ 7, 1887.

ftteetingd of SoctetCeiS.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

DAt« of UeeUng.

February 15..

15.

IS.
16..

16..

16..

18..

16.
16..

17..

Name o( Society.

Glaspow&West of Scotland Am.
North London
Bolton Club
Bristol and W. of Enff, Amatear
Bnvy
Eciinbur-th Photo. Clnb
Hyde
Mancliepter Clnb
Photographic Club
London and Provincial

Place of Meeting.

180, West Resnntrtreet, Olaai^w.
MyddcltonHall,Upper.8t.,lBUngton
The Studio, (;hancery.laae, Bolton.
Queen's Hotel, Clifton.

5, St. Andrcw.Bqnare.
Ucchanics' Hall, Hyde.

Anderton'g Hotel, Fleet-street,E.C.
Macon's Hall, Basingholl.strect.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
L.\ST Tuesday night, at the ordinai-y monthly meeting of the above Society,
hold at u.i, Call Mall East, London, the President, Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S.,
occupied tlie chair.

Mr. W. F. DoXKiy, the Hon. Secretarj-, road the report of the Council for
1886, which set forth that during the year important advances Iiad Ijoeu made
in orthoclironmtic photograiihy, and that a period of calm had settled down in
relation to researches into the chemistry and philosophy of gelatine i>roces.ses,

in which much success in working liad been attained. Valuable germs of
theory h.ad been brought forward during 1886, to bear fruit, perhaps, in subse-
quent sessions. The annual Exhibition hail displayed a greater knowledge
and advance of .art than its predecessors, and numbered among its visitors the
Duchess of Teck and her daughter, the Princess Victoria. Mr. T. Sebastian
Davis had given valuable aid at various lantern evenings held by the Society.
At the Exhibition 1296 separate photogr.aphs had been on view, and there h.icl

been a larger number of visitors than on previous occasions ; the exhibitors ha<l
displayed greater skill in iutrodueing figures into landscapes, and a greater
tenileney to give photography the attributes of a fine art. Tlie pictures on
receipt li.id been divided l>y the judges into fonr classes before they knew the
names of the exhibitors; the first .and second classes were given the best
places, the third class then had its turn, ami the fourth class was left for final

judgment. The report expressed regret at the paucity of scientific objects at
the I-ixliiljitioii, more especially in the matter of solar, stellar, and planetary
jihotograplis. Fifty-four new members had been elected during the year, anil
l>nt few had resigned during the same period.

Sir. W. S. Bird, the Hon. IVeasurer, read the Treasurer's report for 1886,
(Vhich recorded £22 lis. lid. in favour of the Society as compareil with the
previous year, so the funds were in a he.altliy state ; indeed, the subscriptions
for 1886 were the highest of any yeav in his record. It was desirable that the
Society .should have a permanent home, a library, and a lalioratory

;
practical

cliflieulties stood in the way of obtaining them, which, however, were Ijut difii-

cultifs to be overcome. He thought that it would be well to have one or two
distinguished artists on the jury of the E.xhibition ; still, whenever that li.id

been the case there had lieen more complaints from exhibitors th.an usual ; lie

should like to hear the opinion of the members upon this point. The Council
thought of appointing a committee to consider whether the Joiinwl of the
Society .shouM be issued less frequently, as such action would much reduce the
expenditure thereupon. Tlie Society usually made a clear profit of £40 or £aO
liy each of its Exhibitions. Among the expenses of the past ye.ar was .an item
of lietween £3 and £4 for the travelling expenses of the A.ssistant Secretarj-
whilst making inquiries as to alleged injuries to the frames of pictures sent to

the E.fliilation ; the complaints IkkI been iliscovered to be well founded, and
the injuries consisted chiefly of scratches, apparently due to the friction of the
frames against each other ; nails and projections in the liacks of some of them
had much to do with it ; so, wliilst tlio Council would devote special care to

the matter in the future, it was hoped that exhibitors would aid by putting
their pictures in frames with flush backs. The bringing out of the little book on
Platinotypy cost £16 ; each of the moniljcrs had received a copy, and 300 were
left for sale to the public. During the year £50 had been invested in Consols,

making £150 there altogether, what with that money, and with the cash in

the bank, and the jiroiwrly poR.ses.sed by the Society, it had in hand the equi-

valent of £.'>28, and no liabilities : that was its position at that dav.

Votes of thanks were then passed to Mr. W. S. Bird, the Treasurer; to

Messrs. luce and Francis Cobb, the Auditors; and to Captain Abney, the
Editor of the Journal.
The Scrutineers reported th.it Mr. James Glai.sher had been elected President

;

Mr. H. P. Robinson, Vice-President : and Messrs. C. K Abney, Francis Cobb,
T. Bolius, W. K. Burton, W. F. Donkin, J. Traill Taylor, and Colonel H.
Stuart Worlley, meuilwrs of the Council.

Votes of thanks were then awarded to the acting Scrutineers, Messrs. Standell

Addenbrooke, and W. M. Ashman.
-Mr. T. Sebastuk Davis proposed a vote of thanks to the President, who
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had been in that position, he remarked, for seventeen years ; this was seconded

by Mr. William England, and carried with acclamation.

The President, in returning tlianks, said that any one who occupied that or

any other official pcsition in the Society should do his duty ; at the beginning

of every year he made a li.st of the days in the year upon which it would be his

duty to be present at the transaction of the work of the^Society.

I)r. DONKIN, in response to a vote of thanks to the Hon. Secretary, said

that, as he had stated on a previous occasion, all the thanks were due to the

Assistant Secretary, Mr. Cocking. All he (Dr. Donkin) did was to read the

annual report.

Mr. James B. Spurge then read a paper upon A Method of Estimaling Photo-

graphic Deposits mth reference to the Printing of Segatives, which memoir was
illustrated with diagrams and accompanied by tabular statements. The measuring
instrument used was a Spurge's sensitometer, consisting of a number of

different-sized holes in a brass plate, each bored with micrometrical accuracy,

and all bearing a definite ratio to each other in aperture ; behind each hole

is a short rectangulM blackened brass tube, open at the end farthest from the

brass plate, and against the open ends of all these tubes the plate to be tested

is placed ; thus the sensitive plate forms the back of a number of little

blackened chambers, into each of which light enters through a hole of a

particular size at the opposite end. The author said that the object of his

paper was to set forth a method of defining the efi'ect produced upou a

sensitive film by the combined action of the developer and of the exposure to

light which it has received ; consequently several parts of the film must receive

a series of exposures bearing a definite ratio to each other, and this could be

done by the aid of the sensitometer wliich he and Mr. Mucklow introduced to

the notice of the Society in 1881. The sensitometer had the advantage of a

fixed range, the relative amounts of light being independent of any variation

in the intensity of the illumination ; the results also sliow any defect inherent

in the film, such for instance as granularity, because no medium intervenes

between the light and the film under examination, for such medium is always
liable to introduce its structure or other defect into the results, and to mask
the effects intended to be observed. The instrument also had the advantage
of exhibiting inappreciable deterioration with hard wear. The ratio of the
sensitometer is 1 to 1 •2599, or four to five ; every third chamber receives double
the amount of light, and this condition is found to be constant within very
narrow limits, whatever be the method adopted to illuminate the pierced pliite,

provided the light emanates from a sufficiently large surface, such, for instance,

as from the surface of a sheet of opal glass. Prints thus obtained upon
platiuotype and upon albumenised paper give a very near approximation to a

constant, but such is not tlie case with sensitive broniide of silver films. Upon
developing a gelatiuo-bromide film which has been exposed behind a negative a
deposit is obtained, which varies inversely to the opacities of tlie negative

;

he preferred to \iew this result as caused by tlie light being reduced
in actinic value after transmission, as compared with its value when in-

cident. The author here described at some' length his attempts to prove
that the ratio of the transmitted to the incident light is a constant
for various degrees of ojiacity in difi'erently coloured media, when mea-
sured with gas and bromide films, or with solar light and albumenised
paper; the opacities were found to agree well together, notwithstanding great
dilferences in the exposure and great variations in tlie intensity of the incident
light. One object of the author's paper was to show a means of determining
with certainty the range of any photographic plate, and of being able so to

specify the range that a plate-maker should know from such specification

exactly what description of plate is required, aud whether he has met the
requirement. In one of Mr. Spurge's diagrams of results, it was shown by
plotted-out curves that the density of a negative does not increase proportion-
ately to the exposures, and the advantages for quick printing of negatives of
low initial density were graphically indicated. He set forth, also, the values
of the influence of the plain glass and the film of jjlaiu gelatine upon the
printing properties of a negative. Of the influence of a dirty atmosphere, in
which, as in towns, motes of solid matter are floating, Mr. Spurge said that
such motes reflect light according to their nature and to their number ; when
they are opaqne and in focus, they reflect equal amounts of light upon all

parts of the film while they are iu transit, and so wUl lessen tlie indicated
range of the subject which is being photographed. A subject possessing few
contrasts can have those contrasts photogra]iliically increased by placing an
absorbing medium between it and the film ; this will have the same efi'ect as
staining in the case of negatives, with the exception that the disturbance will
be greater iu the shadows than in the high lights. He hoped that his remarks
would hasten the adoption of means of comparing results in a manner which
can be generally recognised, aud which results shall be universally comparable
one with another ; any process, developer, or mode of manipulation will then
quickly drop into its proper place in the order of merit in relation to its

predecessors.

A vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. Spurge for Ids paper, and the di.scus-
eion was adjourned.

Mr. C. Wray Palliser and the Rev. C. II. Sutton were elected members of
the Society, and the meeting broke up.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
Ok Thursd ly night, February 3, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above
Association, held at the Ma.sons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. A. Cowan
presided.

Mr. F. M. Edwards gave a demonstration of the develoimient of platiuotype
prints by gently drawing the exposed proofs through a Iiot soUvtion of potassic
oxalate and then immersing them in successive batlis of water acididated with
hydrochloric acid ; the resulting pictures were fine ones, with rich and deep
blacks.

Mr. W. Willis said that the p.ijwr was sensitised with a mixture of fen-ic
oxalate and prtassic chloroplatinite, and that the light acted almost entirely
upon I he iron salt, reducing it to ferrous oxalate, wliich developing substance
was therefore formed in close contact with the platinitc salt. He first dis-
covered the method by means of a test-tube experiment because he had pre-

viously come to the conclusion that feiTOUS oxalate ought to reduce a salt of

platinum ; at that time no solvent was known to him for ferrous oxalate, until

he saw in Watts's Dictionary of Chemistry that the French chemists, if he

remembered rightly, had discovered that it was soluble in neutral potassic

oxalate. Such was the early history of the thing.

Mr. A. Mackib asked if other salts could be used for development.

Mr. Willis replied that he had indicated a great many. At one time he

thought that oxalate of potash was only a solvent in the matter, but now he

thought that it added to the reduction, but it did not account for the evolution

of CO., during the reaction.

Mr."Edwards exhibited a print upon paper which had purposely been allowed

to get damp before exposure under the negative, to show the general degrada-

tion of the picture thereby produced.

Mr. A. L. Henderson asked what was the speed of printing.

Mr. Edwakds responded that the time of exposure was about one-third of the

time necessary with the ordinary albumenised paper printing. He here exhi-

bited a picture he had just developed of the new marble bust of Mr. Glaisher.

Mr. Mackie remarked that it was a portrait of '' The Grand Old Man."
Mr. J. B. B. Wellington had tried to print on platiuotype paper by gas-

light, by giving an exposure close to the light for half an hour, but could

obtain no impression.

Mr. Willis stated that he had been able to print upon the paper at a dis-

tance of eighteen inches from a powerful electric light, but, practically speaking,

daylight was necessary for everyday work. He thought that he should be able

to bring out a platinum negative process, not of commercial value, but proving

that the smallest action of light had a little eflTect.

Mr. Edwards here developed a picture mnch larger than the bath, by draw-

ing it through the solution one part after another ;
he said that in so doing it

was necessaiy to take care that the paper did not touch the hot sides of the

bath outside the solution, for that would stain the print.

Mr. Henderson asked what was the efiect of leaving the prints longer upon
the developing solution.

Mr. Willis replied that the lights developed almost instantaneously, but

that a little more could be obtained in the shadows by longer development.

Mr. Mackie asked if the temperature of the bath were a matter of

importance.
Mr. Willis answered that it determined to a certain extent the character of

the image ; by development at a low temperature a more granular deposit

resulted, aud a transparency more like the transparency of an engraving ; also,

with a cooler bath eiTors in exposure could be counterbalanced to a certain

extent ; by its means, also, too much strength of image, due to over exposure,

could be avoided. It was possible to develope upon an absolutely cold solu-

tion. The paper could be prepared, if desired, so that it could be used with

thin negatives.

Mr. J. W. Cox asked why he obtained different colours from dift'erent

negatives.

Mr. Willis was unable to give an accurate answer to that, he was sorry to

say ; the fact was that in those cases in which a brown was produced the

image undoubtedly was not all iu metallic platinum ; either one of tlie oxides

was present or platinous chloride, and giving a warmer tone. To produce

sepia-looking pictures, he used a dift'erent developer ; he regarded the brown
proofs as permanent ; they were acted upon by strong hydrochloric acid before

they were dry, but he had never been able to act upon them with it afterwards

;

even those brown images were very largely composed of metallic platinum.

Mr Henderson asked how long the paper would keep in good condition if

kept perfectly dry all the time.

Mr. Willis replied that that was an unknown quantity, but he could say

with almost absolute certainty that it wouhl keep good for two months. Some-
times paper a year old proved to be as good as new, but, as a general rule, he

gave two months as the life of the paper, even when kejrt all the time in a tube

with chloride of calcium.
Mr. J. Hubert asked what negatives were best for the process.

Mr. Bridge said that very often tlie getting of the best negatives for the

purpose was only a m.itter of proper exposure.
Mr. Willis remarked that Mr. Edwards could best speak on the point, since

his experience was so great.

Mr. Edwards stated that good vigorous negatives with proper gradation

were the best.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor said that Mr. O'Farrell had told him that a ilegativo

had been sent to a certain society as one which was very unsuitable for plati-

num printing, yet he (Mr. O'Farrell) obtained excellent platinum prints fi-oiu it.

Mr. Edwards remarked that he would now lay before the meeting some
pieces of the actual platiuotype prints which liad been yellowed with a sulphide
by Mr. Pi-ingle, and which they would see had Mr. Pringle's handwriting on
the back ; he had put fragtnents of them into a little weak chlorine water,

which had removed all the yellowness, and they could piece the portions so

restored with adjacent pieces which he had not submitted to chlorine water, so

that they might see that the treated parts of the print had been restored.

Some pieces of developed bromide of silver prints submitted to the same treat-

ment with chlorine had none of the image left.

Mr. Henderson stated that Mr. Edwards had restored to whiteness some
pieces of platinum prints which he (Mr. Henderson) had discolorrred with
Schlippe's salt.

Mr. A. Haddon had put two pieces of a platinum print which Mr. Edwards
thought could not be discoloured into sulphuretted hydrogen water to which a
little ammonia had been added, and they changed colour ; he restored the
whites of one of them by dipping it into weak chlorine water. He then
exhibited a platinum ]irint which had been discoloured by the age of the paper

;

the discolouration might be due to the presence of iron yellowing under the
influence of the sul))liuretted hydrogen present in small proportion in the
atmosphere. Or might it be due to some combinatiorr between the ii'on and
the gelatine used as a substratum iu the pi-eparation of the paper ? In the
latter case a powerful solvent like chlorine water might be necessary to remove
it, but if the yellowing were due only to the iron in the paper, hydrochloric
acid would effect its removal.
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Mr. Edwards thought that there was no gelatine in the paper ho was using.

Mr. Haddon responded that there wa.s always gelatine in the size with whicli

the paper was treated in the manufacture.

Mr. W. E. DEBENHA.M concluded from what Mr. Haddon had said that
platinum print.i to be permanent should be finished in chlorine water.

Mr. Willis was unused to speaking in public, but would remark that
undoubtc<lly many of the specimens tlien on the table had oeen so acted upon
by sulphuretted hydrogen as to present stained whites, but that was not a
necessary consequence, for he had applied that test to hundreds of platinum
prints without producing any discolouration. Hi.s own impression was that
iron was not the cau.<iO of the discolouration, partly from the colour of the

iumKc produced, and jiartly because the iron salt used in the process was very
soluble and was mixed with a nnich stronger salt, which was dissolved out
towards the close of the manipulations ; he thought that the stain was pro-
duced by a combination of the platinum salt with the size used in the manu-
facture of the jiaper. He had tried to secure paper free from gelatine, but his

impression was tliat the yellowed samples of i>aiier before them contained
gelatine, which was decomposed under the treatment with chlorine water.

Doubtless any increasing discolouration of certain platinum prints witli age
was due to tiie presence of iron salts. He had only read one letter in the
recent public discussion on the subject of pemiancnoy, because he thought that
lie was better employed in attending to otner matters, but lie had heard that
throughout the discussion there was a most remarkable misuse of terms ; it

seemed that the whites had discoloured under sulphuretted hydrogen, and this

was so stated as to be liable to convey the impression to the minds of most
persons that the prints had discoloured. In the dictionary the definition of
"printing" was "to imprint," that is to say, to make an impression on paper
with something like printing ink ; he presumed that the writer of the letter

was an old jihotograplier who thought that if the whites went the image would
go also, hence his indefinite u.se of words which he applied to nil photographs
alike ; but if he laid a discoloured silver print alongside a discoloured platinum
print he (Mr. Willis) would say, "The former is not in printing ink, but
mine is in metallic platinum. " He thought that he had heard it stated that
he used other salts than those of iron and platinum in the preparation of the
pajier, but he did not do so, and it was ojien to any one to test the matter ; he
distinctly stated that there was no other salt in the paper. Once he used
silver and a sulphocyanide toning bath, and four or five years later he found
out that he conlil use lead, with which he knew that o.xalate of lead would be
formed, and he thought that it might be altered by sulphuretted hydrogen.
Lead, in tlie proportion in which he used it, was positively a benefit rather
than otherwise, and some of the prints produced witli it were now as pure in
tlie whites as when they were first finished ; in fact, Eder says that lead in
contact with air is bleached in sunshine. However, he gave up the use of lead
in the preparation of platiuotype paper. He remembered a little thing which
occuiTed in New York relating to the misuse of terms : an artist there, fond of
a Ixjantiful young lady, wished to have lier likene-ss ever with him, so went to
a platinotype photographer there to have a picture of her printed upon his
shirt cuffs. A friend of the artist, who did not believe in the permanency of
platinum, betted with him on the question of the durability of the portraits.

A few days afterwards he again met the artist. Now the Americans are very
jiarticular about the purity of their linen, in spite of which the artist had kept
on those cutis for three days, when they looked faded all over, as the friend
remarked the minute he cast his eyes thereupon ; the reply wa.s, "Well, they
do look bad, and they must be taken to Wah Sing to be washed. " This was
done, and they came back as white as ever. Although Wall Sing w.as a terrible

man, especially on buttons, he had not succeeded in washing out the platinum
prints.

Messrs. C. H. Watkins and T. Watson were elected members of the Associa-
tion, after which the meeting terminated.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
The Committee of this Association met at 181, Aldersgate-.street, on the 2nd
instant. The minutes of the previous meeting were confirmed.

Messrs. L. Blake, A. C. Etlwards, B. J. Edwards, Friese Greene, T. J. Dixon,
0. A. Garrett, W. England, J. D. England, William Bedford, H. Bedford,
Lemere, G. P. Cartland, F. Wilson, T. Edwards, L. Bourquin, W. J. Basket,
J. Rice, G. Carroll, W. Jones, W. A. Welford, R. J. Dublrin, W. Young, and
Dntton, were enrolled as members of the Association.
The Secretary submitted the cash statement for the past year.
It was decided that the annual general meeting should be held on Monday,

the 21st instant, at the above address, at eight o'clock, when it is hoped the
iiieml)ers will endeavour to attend and introduce, if possible, new members to
the Association.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Tbe usual fortnightly meeting of the above was held at the Technical Schools,
Broad-street, on the 27th ultimo,— Mr. S. Delicate in the chair.

The minutes of the la.st meeting having been read and confirmed, the
following lady and gentlemen were elected members :—Mrs. Welford, Messrs.
J.Chatwin, C. Chinney, J. R. Curtis, C. Greenwood, W. S. Harding, J.P.,
R. W. Pumphrey, and J. S. Smithson. Mr. Frank Edwards was nominated
for election.

Tlie Hon. SKCRETABr (Mr. J. H. Pickard) announced that he had received
^ .'ritnniuincation from an anonymous member ofl'eriiig a prize of a standard

!i photography for the best lantern slide exhibited at the next meeting,
ly 10 (lantern exhibition), to be the work of amateurs only; judging

<" '' made by the Lantern Section Committee.
Snndry exhibits were shown, notably panel photographs by J. W. Welford,

(Ir-ivs direct positive plates by A. Pumphrey, lantern slides and transparencies
on I lunphrey's plates from Eastman paper negatives, and silver prints of snow
scents from Morgan k Kidd's paper negatives.
Mr. GoDVBEY asked : How is it I cannot get detail and density in my snow

pictures, eitjjer with long or short exposures (

Mr. Wr.LFono : The negative shown is under developed, and miut hare bean
exposed in a strong light. It is always a<lvi»able in taking snow acenn to git
in as much shadow as possible.

Messrs. B. Karlekn, E. MiDDLETojf, and J. Nock gave their experience*
with snow pictures, and mentioned the fact of the faces of flgnrea taken in the
snow coming out black on the prints, which arises from intense light diffnsing
itself on the plate, causing a kind of halation.
The Vice-Phesident (J. W. Harrison, F.G.S.) then gave his paper on The

Semilometer, prefacing his remarks by saying, although it was a good thing
for the amateur to thoroughly understand the plates he used, by conquering all
knowledge of them by the experience of exposure and developer, which renc&red
him nearly certain of obtaining good pictures at all times, still it was venr
useful to the amateur as well as the professional to lie able to ascertain with
accuracy the rapidity of any fresh make or batch of plates ho may happen to
come across, and have no previous knowledge of the working ofsame. "The first

seiisitometer was made by Dean in 1856, and there are several recent ones
including those by Spurge and the celebrated Ru.ssian gentleman, L. Wamerke.
The latter is tlie sensitometer by which the bulk of the plate-makers advertise
the standard rapidity of their plate-s. Mr. Harrison then explained most fnlly
this sensitometer (which shows great accuracy and has lieen the work of Mr.
Wamerke for some years of close testing), and afterwards exposed several platea
by magnesium light and developed with different developers, showing the
certainty of the tell-tale of the instrument.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. PuMPHBET preferred keeping a
standard lot of plates which he knew, and then, before using a fresh batch
of plates, tested one of the standard and the new ones at the same time, and
developing in the same dish.

Mr. MiDDLETON remarked that, of course, Mr. Pumphrey, making his own
emulsions, would know whether they were iodide or bromide, because both
these, although equal in the camera, would show unequal rapidity nnder the
sensitometer.

The discussion ended in it being resolved that the meeting of February 24
.should be set apart for the testing of difl'ereiit makes of plates brought by the
members themselves, and developed at that meeting with—pyro and ammonia,
by S. Delicate ; ferro-oxalate, by J. Nock ; washing soda, by J. W. Welford

;

potash and soda, by J. Iliffe ; Beach developer, by J. H. Pickard.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Lantern Section.

The second popular meeting of the session was held in the large Lecture Hall
of the Athenieum on Thursday evening, Janimry 27,—Mr. W. I. Chadwick in
the chair.

Views were contributed by the following gentlemen :—Messrs. Gale, Brooks,
Wilson, Flucham, Valentine, York ; also by the following members of the
Society :—Messrs. Greatorex, Coote, Burt, Muth, and Whittaker ; in all, three
hundred and fifty slides. The views were briefly described by the Hon. Secre-
tary, Mr. Chatlwick. A large number of the views were of a very choice
description both in composition and manipulation, and well deserved the
hearty applause they received from a large audience numbering about seven
hundred.

k vote of thanks was accorded to the lantemist, Mr. J. G. Jone.s, for his
services, and the meeting terminated.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The monthly meeting of this Society was held on Tuesday, the 1st instant,—
The President in the chair.

After the routine business had been disposed of a report from the Council
was read, recommending that a conversazione be held during next month, and
suggesting March 9 as tlie date. A resolution was adopted confirming this,

the place to be the large room at the Masonic Hall, the members present being
earnestly requested to introduce suitable objects, photographic or otherwise.

Mr. A. S. Plaits rose to remind the members that there was a question box
which deserved to be more patronised than hitherto, as, according to his ideaa,

good, useful discu.ssions often arose by means of its agency.

The Society's lantern being now ready, the President called upon Mr.
Atkins to exhibit the competition slides. There were eight competitors—six

slides each, which were of excellent quality, and were aftenvards arranged in

the inclined frame, so as to be judged, against a white paper backing, when
the award fell to Mr. T. G. Hibbert for the first place, and Mr. Shields for

the second, the voting being by non-competitors present.

Respecting the shape of the masks of these slides, it was noticeable in how
many cases the usual cushion and circle had given place to an oblong form
(especially when reduced in the camera), by which the whole or most of the
original composition had been retained.

The meeting then adjourned.
«

NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual fortnightly meeting of this Society was held at the Greyhound
Hotel, Dulwich, on Wednesday evening, February 2,—Mr. Larcombe in the
chair.

Mr. W'. W, Walker Introduced for discnssion The Projie-iits nfCliJoride nf
Silver and ils Adaj>tiibility/or I'holoi/raphic Printing. After describing the
various chloride of silver pajiers at present in use, and their method of manu-
facture, Mr. W'alker referred to the recent iutrmluction of collodio-chloride

papers, an(l pointed out tlie advantage of finding some suitable substitute for

albumen as a coating for silver paper. Tlie introduction of the snbjict was
followed by an auimated discussion, in which most of the members joined.

It was decided that the next meeting, of February 16, should be devoted to

an exhibition of lantern slides made by the members, and a discussion on tb«
methods of producing lantern transparencies.
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PACIFIC COAST AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

To the lives of most persons come seasous of peculiar satisi"action and days of

success, and the same tiling occurs in the existence of societies ;
such was tlic

experience of tlie above Association on Tliursday evening, the (ith ultimo, the

date of its regular montldy meeting, when the large attendance at its pleasant

rooms showed the general interest felt in its affairs, and put tlie Directors to

thinking how much of an appropriation would liave to be made to the Furni-

ture Fund for purchases of additional chaii-s. The evening was one of the most

pleasant of many happy hours si)ent in the rooms, yet with all the good feeling

there was a shadow of sadness, for one chair that was wont to he occupied by

one of our most loved members, Mr. Virgil Williams, was vacant. Tal;en from

our midst since our last meeting liy a sudden and unexpected death, our Asso-

ciation ha.s been deprived of a genial friend whose kindly counsels and artistic

promptings have been most invaluable. Mr. Williams was the Director and

moving spirit of our School of Design, and was well known both here and in

the city of Boston, where for a while he had his studio, and vye doubt that

among our artists there was one wlio was more thorougldy acquainted with tlio

lii.story and lechniiue of art in all schools of its existence. Eloquent and

feeling tributes to his memoiy were paid by Mr. Treat, ably supplemented by

Jlr. Le Breton.

Tlie feature of the evening was a lecture by Mr. H. S. Bellsmith (who is

visiting tliis Coast in the interests of the Eastman Company) on The Use of
Bromide Papei- in Contact I'rintiitff and in Enlorijcmcnts : and his concise and
intelligent remarks, illustrated by numerous specimens of enlargements, in size

up to 24x30, were listened to with marked interest, and called forth many
inquiries and much admiration.

Mr. Bellsmith said that he had nowhere in any of the societies he had
visited seen such good specimens of bromide work as in the rooms of this

Association.

After tlie active work of the evening, Mr. Le Breton invited lliose present to

visit his luxuriously-furnished rooms in the same building, to test the effect of

a new developer (of good feeling) ; it was of a light straw colour, pleasant to

the eye, and was contained in a Japanese bowl on a table, and liad to lie kept
cool with ice, and was measured out with a ladle ; a little more or less seemed
to make no difference, though more intense feelings were produced by a second
application of the same strength. It was voted to be more of a success than
the new restrainer (Beer) that the English journals are recommending.

This to show you we are not asleep on the Pacific Coast.

—•

—

FEBiiu.uiV Meeting or the PHOTo«i.4mic Socieiv of Fiunce.—Pre-

sEST.vTinx OF BcnxT-iN pKooFS ON Cms.KW.UiE.—A Cle.\rixg Solution

CoMl'OBED BY M. BeSCH.—An EXCELLENT ADDITION TO THE C.\ME11.V

Legs ob St.inu uy M. Bueton.—How to Cure Blistehs in Aldu-
MENISED P.U'EE BY .\ MeMBEB.—A DaEK - KoOM L.iNTEBN WITH Hoi-
w.iTEK Pot by M. Tondeur A C.4mee.\ Slide by M. Sauret.—
PH0T00BAI>HING A RlELE B,U:,L MoVINO AT A EaIE OF 410 MeTRES PER
Second.—On Colour Added to Gel.\tixo-Bro3ude of Silver Emul-
sions, ISOCHBOMATIC, ObTIIOCIIROMATIC, OB OlHEBS. — M. ViDAL ON
Eastman's Paper.

The Photographic Society of France held their Febraary meeting on
Friday evening last, the 4th instant, M. Davanne in the chair.

M. Pinel Peschardiere presented some very fine specimens of burnt-in
proofs on chinaware. This gentleman has been experimenting a number of

years to obtain a sure and certain means of decorating china, earthen-

ware, &c., and at a cheap rate, by means of photo-lithography.

M.Bcsch presented a solution composed by himself to prevent log, or,more
correctly speaking, to clear negatives from fog. He was informed by the
Secretary that many chemicals had that property, and that it was not
likely that a secret process would be chosen when so many were already
on hand.
M. Breton, an amateur, said he had very often been in great trouble

Piece of grooved wood.

Camci-a legs with addition.
AAA. Camera le^.
11 B B. Grooved wood.
C, Central bolt.

when reproducing pictures in museums to keep his camera stand from
flipping on the waxed floors. He had at last completely conquered that

difficulty by a very simple contrivance, " which, '' said he, " I am very happy

to give to the members of the Society, if, peradveuture, any of tliem

experience the same difEculty." M. Breton then presented an ordinary

three-legged stand. When this was opened a supplementary piece of

wood, with a long groove in the middle, was seen attached to each branch

by means of a brass hinge ; these three pieces of wood were then lowered

down and crossed each other exactly in the centre of the leg or stand,

that is to say, half-way between the camera and the ground ; a bolt was

then put into the grooves, and when screwed down held the stand very

firmly. By loosening the bolt the three pieces of wood slide one upon
the other, so as to give any position whatever to the stand or legs ;

when
the proper position is obtained, the bolt is screwed tight, and the leg or

stand cannot slip or move. I try to describe this dodge a little more
than necessary, seeing how simple it is, because in my estimation it

would be a good addition to every sliding leg in the market, as it doubles

its power of resistance.

A member said that he had succeeded admirably in curing blisters

on albumenised paper by submerging the prints before toning in the

following bath :

—

Water 400 parts.

Alum -iO ,,

M. Tondeur presented a lantern for the

laboratory, to which he had adapted a hot-

water apparatus to keep emulsions liquid

during the preparation of gelatino-bromide

of silver plates. A carpenter's glue-pot would

give a good idea of this lantern. It might
render service to amateurs and photographers

who still prepare their own plates, so I send

on a drawing.
M. Sauret exhibited a camera slide, which

he certified would not let any rays of light

penetrate and spoil the plates. This he ob-

tained by means of a piece of wood, covered

witli cloth, pushed forward by means of a

spring. Here a very sad discussion took

place between the inventor and M. Macken-
stein as to priority—patriotic sentiments came
uppermost, and hard words were said to M.
Mackenstein, he being a foreigner.

An amateur of Pesth has been experimenting

on the rapidity of gelatino-bromide of silver

preparation, and it is said that he has suc-

ceeded in photographing tlie ball from a ritle

during the trajectory which it described on
leaving the muzzle of the rifle. The ex-

periment was made with the Werndl rifle. It appears that the plate

reproduced tlie ball when moving at a velocity of 440 metres per second.

The ball is represented as surrounded by air taking an hyperbolical form.

A discussion took place upon isochromatio preparations. M. Tailfer

claimed the honour for France, his estabUshmeut, he said, being the first

to prepare them.
This subject, I think, ought to be cleared up at last— so many are in

the field at present as the inventors, &a. An international jury might
be nominated to study the subject, liear evidence if necessary— cither

written or verbal—give judgment, and so honour may be given to whom
honour is due. My opinion coincides with tliat of many : that no patent

whatever can prevent a colour to be added to an emulsion, as this has
been done to my knowledge since 1877. At that period I made a great

number of gelatino-bromide of silver plates, the emulsion of which was
tinted with cosine or some other colouring matter. These idates were
bespoken by M. Duces du Hauron ; he supplied tlie colouring substance.

I am surprised that an English house should cease adding a colour to

their emulsion on account of a patent. Tliat Herr Vogel, of Berlin, pro-

secutes any one taking the name of orthoehromatic plates, or 51. Tailfer,

of Paris, does the same in the defence of his title, well and good, but to

go further encroaches upon public liberty, and this must be tolerated no
longer.

51. Vidal gave a description to the Society of his experiments on
Eastman's paper. He took an over-intense enlargement and plunged it

,

into a solution of bichloride of copper, twelve per cent. ; after well washing
the paper, from which the image had disappeared, it was laid in a feeble

bath of sulphocyanide of potassium, tlien in the developing bath ; the

imago was renewed, and had obtained its proper degree of intensity.

44, Rue (Us Moines, Paris. Prof. E. Stebuing.
*

A HOME FOB THE PHOTOOBAPHIC SOCIETY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—During a recent meeting of a scientific society at Bur-
lington House, I was forcibly struck by the advantage in every way it

would be to the Photographic Society, and to photography generally, to

possess a house of its own, or a set of rooms at least ; and nnw I see, by
your paper of last week, that the worthy President of the Photographic
Society has broached the subject. I hope the matter will not be allowed

to drop. I should say the Society meets as often, and its meetings are ta

A. Body of lauteni,
B. Lamp.
C. lied plass door,
D. Hot water jiot.

E. CUimu'oy.
I'. Handle.
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well attended, ns those of the societies which arc so handsomely provided

for in Burlington House. Photography, it seems to me, has equal claims

to such recognition, for is not its use required in almost every pursuit,

whether seicntitic or not? An establishment of its own would give the

.Society an impetus and enlarge its sphere of usefulness.— I am, youi's, *c.,

liecknilmm, Fcbniari/ 7, 1887. J. C. H.
»

BUBNLEY EXHIBITION.
To the Editoks.

Gentlemen,—Will you permit me, through your columns, on behalf of

the Burnley and District Amateur Photograiihic Society, to thank most cor-

dially those Kcntlcmen who so kindly and conrtcoxisly responded to my ap-

peal for cxliibils for our Exhibition which has recently closed ? It was very

gratifying to receive so many contributions from both amateur and pro-

fessional photographers from all parts of the kingdom, as it exhibited

what a great amount of camunuU-rie exists amongst the brethren of the

art, as our Society must have been almost unknown to them. I trust all

received their exhibits on return in sucli a state as will warrant my being
able to make a like appeal witliout fear of refusal.—I am, yours, tScc,

7, Bank llnll-tcnticc, Jjurnlcy. Wiu-ia.m Sitcluki:, llait. Sec.

PHOTOGRArHY IN INDIA.

To the Editoks.

Uesilemex,—The old Bengal Photographic Society of foimor years

has probably figured in these pages as the leading Society in the East,

but owing to the ditliculties of getting apparatus, &c., and the want of

energy on the part of the members as a body, it eventually died a

natural death.
Thanks, however, to modern facilities and the increased number of

amateurs, a jjroposal was made in March, 1880, to revive the Society

under the title of the Photographic Society of India. The diUiculties of

collecting a working Committee out here are far greater than at homo,
chiefly owing to the effect of the climate, which, excepting the very short

period of three months, is commonly called "purgatory." However, by
dint of exertion the list of members has increased, and is not far short of

a hundred members just now.
Our general meetings have been well attended, and the latest anival

from home is anxiously looked to for an account of the latest inventions.

Shutters of all sorts have had their share of attention, and some of the

latest patterns, such as the " Grimston," are considered wonderful for

ingenuity, though the ordinary drop shutter can boast of the best results

in difficult work as far as the Society is concerned. Though we may be

behind the times, we wish to follow on as fast as possible, and to this end
we want samples of the rajiid printing papers which appear to be so much
used in England. Messrs. Eastman's papers have found their way here

and are very highly thought of, though a trial of keeping them through
last rains proved too severe. Of course the papers I refer to were not
sealed up in tin, which would have effectually preserved them. While on
this subject, I would suggest that all papers sent to India should be sealed

up in small <iuautities, for dealers here must clear out old stock, and after

a, few months of damp there is great risk in purchasmg on the spot. The
platinotype process is worked by many, but for the greater portion of the

year it is almost impossible to get satisfactory results, owing to damp.
Paper negatives have been carefully tried and are well thought of, but the

slight extra trouble necessitated in working goes much against them in a

country where one has so little inclination to exert oneself. Holler slides

are by no means uncommon here, but we are all troubled with the want of

an index on the outside of the case. Generally speaking, the number of

amateurs who do their own silver printing is veiy small, but professional

assistance has been most cordially given to members.
An exhibition, open to all, was proposed last year, hut the funds of the

Society being an important point, it has been decided to postpone it till

Jaiuiary, 1888, when wo hope to gather together a goodly collection of

jiictmes from all parts of the world. Further information on this point

will be pent out in a few months.
As Secretary to the Society, I beg to invite photographic dealers to

forward us lists of novelties, and as twforc stated we are very anxious to

get out samples of the new printing processes. Unfortunately, as yet,

we have no home agent to refer to, and we scarcely know where to apply

for samples. Dealers here will not order them out on chance, and until

the Society has given them a trial they will still remain unknown in

Calcutta.

Of our pro3i)eets we are still uncertain ; the Society has lived a year

and riourishes, and under the able jiresidency of Colonel Waterhouse we
have every reason to look forward to a long life. Before long we propose

to exchange Oriental views with Societies at home, and as soon as we can
run to a Society lantern we shall bo pleased to participate in the friendly

exchange of slides which has been arranged between England and
America.

I have only fui ther to say that we shall be very glad to have advice

regarding the proposed exhibition, and obliged for any assistance from
our distant friends.—I am, yours, &c., Johs S. Gladstone,

Uon. Hecrelanj oj the I'hotorjicqthic Society nflitJia,

b, C'lice-atrect, Calcutta, January 11, 1887.

HALATION.
To the Editobh,

Gentlemen,—Some people seem to have very vague notions as to tho

cause of so-called halation which sometimes appears in paper negative!.

The interior of a church, say, is taken on an embacked gla^s plate, and
in the resulting negative it will bo found that, though the details of the
windows are all sharply and exactly depicted, still tho whole of each
window is enveloped in a fog caused by the reflection of the light from
the back surface of the glass. This defect may be overcome by reducing
the fogged portion by any of the usual methods ; but I have found that

by far the best plan is to give the windows a further printing under a
vignette. Now if a sensitive film on a paper support be exposed on the
same subject it will be found that the outlines of the leading and other
dark portions are <iuito destroyed, in some cases even the leading being
entirely obliterated, the surrounding high lights being merged together

into one mass. Now this is caused by the diffusion or spreading of the

light through the white substance of the pajier, and though more local

than halation in a glass negative, is far more destructive in its effects, as

nothing short of a i)encil can restore the lost details^. I have never

noticed anything of the sort excepting in the case of very long exposures.

—

I am, yours, iS.c., U. A. Lewis.

Biiislal, Ai-uiulel, I'ebnmnj 1, 1887.

YELLOW STAINS ON NEGATHTES.
' To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I can hardly agree with your correspondent, " J. O. R.,"

respecting tho advantage of the yellow stain in negatives. It certainly

does not much matter where it is but slight, but where it is of a brownish

yellow colour, like mine was, the time taken in getting a print may be

reckoned by days.

It may be of some service to your readers to know that this stain may,
to a considerable extent, bo removed by a solution of oxalic acid. Having
used a strong solution for removing stains upon my hands caused when
developing, it occurred to me that a weak solution might remove the

colour from the negatives. I tried it, and found that it discharged the

denser part of the colour, leaving the negatives a pale yellow tint. As
might be expected, it produces frilling, and must be used with caution.

—

I am, yours, Ac, G. Smith.

Dudley, February 8, 1887.

DEFECTIVE MOUNTS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—! take the liberty of sending yon a sample of mounting
board taken from a stock we have just lately had delivered. I was very

much surjiriscd to notice that when damped in the process of mounting
photographs on them such a smell of sour paste w as evolved as to make it

almost unbearable in the workroom. On further examination I found
them to be very acid. The boards I usually use have no such smell,

and fancying something was wrong I complained to the firm who sup-

plied them. The reply they give still more astonishes me. They say,
" The makers state the boards are perfectly good, and have never before

had a complaint, though we have made boards of the same quahty for

over thirty years."

Now, Gentlemen, so much has of late been said and ^vritten about the

fading of photographs, thatlam inclined to think the fading of silver prints

may to a great extent be accounted for by boards such as I now complain
of finding their way into the market. I cannot understand how silver

prints coming into contact with such an acid substance can stand for

any time. I should be much indebted to you for your opinion, and if

you consider it would be safe to mount silver prints on boards such as

I send you the sample of.—I am, yours, <to., John Stcart.

120, Buchanan-street, Glasgoic, February t, 1887.

[The paste employed in makinij the board has probably been sour.

Such would bo fatal for silver prints.

—

Eds.]

iSxctangt OTolumn.

\* A'o charge is made for instrling Kixhanyca o/ Apparatus in tliis column;

but none wUl be inserted unless the article tcantcd is definitely staled. Those

who specify their requirements as "anytlUng uaefal " will therefore understand

the reason of their non-appearance.

Will exchange luxoCTaph lamp for whole-plate group lens.—Addres.<!, BEtiUX
Studio, 440, Old Kent-road.

I will give a cottage barrel-organ, eight tunes, or a good head-rest, for Lincas-

ter's 12 X 10 view lens.—Address, w. Saunders, Dickleburgb, iteolc.

Wanted to exchange, gem camera and si\- lenses for studio camera, stand, or

interior backgi-ound.—Address, A. J. B., 17, Hindon-strcet, Pimlico.

Will exchange pair of bufialo horns, mounted (six feet), for half-])late cainern

(square), with latest improvement, double sUdes, and good view or portrait

U-ns. Cash differences.—Address, Hudson, Godm.inchestcr, Hunts.
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will exchange a Ross' No. 3 C.-D.-V. lens for a rapid symmetncal, difference

in value adjusted ; also a posing chair with four backs for a portable camera

and double slides.—Address, W. T. Whetter, Photographer, ViUiers-road,

Bristol. .

Quarter-plate Stames's camera, with Newton's 5x4 rapid rectdmear lens
;
will

exchange it for pair of Ross' or Dallmeyer's quick-actmg stereoscopic lenses

or whole-plate rectilinear.—Address, Bona Vista, care of Myles, Uddmg-

ston, Lanarkshire.

Will exchange portable 10x8 camera, with double and single slide, by Meagher,

for 10 X 8 or whole-plate universal studio camera and slides ;
also another

10x8 camera and slide, two quarter-plate portrait lenses, and tnpod stand,

for studio accessories or backgrounds.—Addres.s, Walter Dawson, Warmg

Green, Brighouse.

Will exchange Seavey's backgrounds for others by same artist
;
also garden

seat, fireplace, rockwork, cottage. Eclipse shutter, and a Ross cabinet por-

trait lens. Wanted, a 12x10 camera, three slides; also quarter or halt-

plate ditto, 12x10 wide-angle lens, enlarging lantern, or Haddon Uall steps,

&c.—Address, F. Whaley, Photographer, Lincoln.

Chemical balance by Ocrtling, modern make, fourteen-inch beam, agate planes

and knife edges throughout, with double rider apparatus, .specihc gravity

pan and all adjustments, in handsome mahogany case with counterpoised

sliding front, two drawers, and lock and key ; in perfect condition and

adjustment ; cost £18 18s. Will exchange for tricycle by good maker ;
cen-

tral-gear Premier or cripper form preferred.—Address, Chemist, 2, York-

street, Covent Garden, W.O.

angtoerg to CortespontrenW.

SonCE.—EacH Coi-i'esiJondciit M required to mdose his name and address, although not

neceasarily for puUkatim. Communications may, tcIicti ftoiisJit desirable, appear under

a HOM DE PLUME OS hitherto, or, by preference, under three Utters of the alphahet. Such

mgnatures as " Comtant Eeader," " Subscriber," *c., nhould be avoi<l«d. Correspondents

not conforming to this rule will there/ore wndei-sfand the reason for the omission of their

communicatums.

J. C. S.—The Ross' portable symmetrical of six inches focus will serve the

purpose.

J. T.—The incandescent burner referred to is not yet an article of commerce

in this country.

W. C. B.—There is no restriction upon the employment of two plates side by

side in a dark .slide.

Copyist.-Stop out everything in the group by means of Cliinese white, except

the one figure, of course.

Focus.—We have not yet been able to ascertain the precise cost, but it will

probably be from Is. 6d. to 3s.

F. W.—Before purchasing any other lenses try a component of one of the

"rapids" as a single lens, using an aperture of about r/^,

W. Empsall.—If you state the circumstances under which the dark room has

become damp we will then be better able to indicate a remedy.

0. X.—The mottling on the plates arises from the emulsion being imperfectly

washed, hence the haloid salts have crj-.stallised out as the plates diied.

A. B.—The electric light is now employed at all demonstrations in tlie Society

of Arts, and it is that belonging to the Society. Your letter will be sub-

mitted to the ofhcer in charge.

E. D.—1. Possibly the lack of density is due to the negatives being under
exposed. If tliis be not the cause use more pyro in the developer.—2. If

the two len.ses lie employed with apertures of the same ratios the exposures

will be practically the same.

C. J. E.—This matter can only be determined by actual comparative experi-

ment. If tlie compound lens does not define to the edges without a small

stop, it may probably give a Hare-spot in the centre. If it does so, this

indicates that a preference sliould be given to the single lens.

Carbon writes :
" I have some cabinet negatives I wisli to print in carbon

(single tran.sfer) ; is there any method by whicli I can get reversed negatives
without getting a transparency of each ? "—Yes, reversed negatives can be
made direct from the originals by the powder process ; or they may, with
some brands of dry plates, be made by taking advantage of the reversing

action of light obtained by a long exposure.

W. B. Wood.—Tlie rays should fall ujion the graphoscope lens a.s nearly in a
parallel direction as possible ; hence it must be ijlaced a considerable dis-

tance from the condensing lense-s, or, to speak more correctly, it must be
made one of the elements of the condensers, although far apart from them.
Possibly it will prove more satisfactory if you try the system in whicii a
ground-glass backing for the negative is recommended.

Poisons writes: "Kindly inform me, through your 'Answers to Coitcs-
pondcnts,' if I make myself liable to be proceeded against under the Poisons
Act for selling chemicals to amateur photographei-s /"—If the chemicals be
any of tlie poisons mentioned in the Schedule, sucli as cyanide of potassium,
bichloride of mercury, &c., of course our correspondent renders himself
liable to a penalty. If the chemicaht sujiplicd are not poisons no harm is

done.

A. B. Cl.ABKE writes: "I have been using l.itely the develojjing formula
descrilwd on page 141 of this year's Almanac, but I iind sucli a tendency to
fHlling that I never found with the ammonia developer; am still using the
same make of plates. Do you think the soda solution too strong is the
cause of the frilling ? "—It is quite possible that the frilling proceeds from
the cause suKesteil See an article on the subject by Mr. H. W. Gridley
on page 200 of tlie Aimasac.

J T Anderton says : "I have a quantity of cabinet carbon print.s which I
'

wish to mount, but as they are thicker and much more glossy than silver

prints, I fear the ordinary starch mountant will not be strong enough unless

the nrints are damped, in which case the enamel-like surface will be spoiled.

Canyon tell me how to proceed so that their beauty may remain umm
paired ?"—The prints need not be wetted if thick starch paste be used. OrOr,

in place of starch, a thin solution of glue may be employed.

Georgius puts the following questions :
" 1. My toning bath gets rather black

although I filter it. Is there any way of m-iking it clear ? Is this discolour-

ation harmful in any way?— 2. How long .should a tonin" bath last if

strengtliened from time to time with gold and acetate of soda ?—3. What do

you recommend for keeping the smooth bar of a burnisher m order? —
1 Tlie discolouration arises from some of the gold becoming reduced. When
out of use the solution should be kept in the dark. The discolouration vnll

do 110 harm except that so much gold is wa.sted.—2. For many months.—

3. A perfectly flat oilstone.

J. Whyte puts the following queries: "1. Where can I be supplied with

photo-lithographic transfer paper, i.e., paper coated with gelatine liut not

sensitised with bicliromate ?—2. Does any Ann in London prepare for the

trade a heavy tissue suited for Woodbury reliefs that may be moulded from

or electro deposited upon for photo-typographic blocks, and please name the

firm'"—In reply: 1. Photo-lithographic transfer paper is supplied by Mr.

E. Liesegang, Diisseldorf, Germany.—2. Those who work the Woodbury and

analogous processes make their own tissue. Perhaps the Autotype Company
can supply a suitable article.

A. H. D. VTites : "I have some oil paintings to photograph, and large prints

are required, would you suggest, 1. That I take them on quarter-plates and

enlarge on Eastman's paper, or can you propose a better plan?—2. Is no

special treatment of the paintings required in order to secure good results ?

—

3. Do you recommend the use of ortliochromatic jilates for this purpose ?"—

In reply : 1. The best plan will be to copy the paintings direct the size

required and then to print from the negatives.—2. All will depend upon the

paintings themselves ; sometimes they require special treatment, but not

always. A little glycerine rubbed over the surface will often enable better

copies to be obtained.—3. Certainly.—4. We never recommend any particu-

lar maker's goods. That is strictly against our rule.

A. B. writes : "Will you kindly say what sizing compound is used in preparing

the paper for photo-litliographic transfers, and whether it is applied before

coating with gelatine or after development of the inked print ? The reason

of our question is becau.se of the tendency of our prints to slip on the stone

while under pressure, through want of tackiness, the original sizing of the

paper being washed out during development. Could you also tell us if a

paper prepared for this purpose is to be found in the market?"—Different

photo-litliographers have different methods of preparing their transfer paper.

Usually it is a fine paper coated with gelatine only ;
sometimes albumenised

paper is used. The slipping, we imagine, is due to want of skill in the

operation of transl'emiig. Better get a few lessons from a practical litho-

grapher in transferring. See reply to "J. Whyte."

Ornament writes :
" A friend of mine is getting up a little ornamental article

for tlie Jubilee year, and the ornamentation consists of an emblematical

portrait of the Queen surrounded by some important events of her reign.

The engraver has taken his likeness (only) from a copyright photograph, the

other portions are original. Will you tell me if this is an infringement of

the Copyright Act ? 'The article would in no way interfere with the sale of

the photograph, being altogether a distinct thing."— If the engraving be

made from a copjTight photograpli, of course it is an infringement, and the

pirate renders himself liable to the penalties, namely, ten pounds for every

copy issued as well as forfeiture of the plate. It matters not whether the

pirated copies will interfere with the sale of the originals or not. If the

owier of the copyright chooses to take proceedings he can recover the

penalties.

The next meeting of the North London Photographic Society will be held in

Myddelton Hall, Upper-street, on Tuesday next, the 15th instant. Subject: T/ie

Characteristics of the Photographic Lenses in Daily Use, by J. Traill Taylor.

All are invited.

Photooraphio Club, Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.C.—Tlie subject for

discussion at the next meeting of tliis Club, Wednesday, February 16, 1887,

will be adjourned discussion on The Art Treatment of Photograph]/, with a

demonstration by Mr. Norman Macbeth, R.S.A.

The Lont)On and Provincial Photograpuio Association.—On Tliursday

next a demonstration will be given by Mr. J. Hubert on tlie toning of coUodio-

chloride prints and the application of the process to the making of lantern

transparencies and the reproduction of negatives.

*,* We have again unfortunately been compelled to leave over some "Ex-
changes," Mr. Berkeley's communication, and several other important
articles, but hope to have space for their insertion next week.
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DRYING AND MOUNTING GELATINO-CHLORIDE
PRINTS.

Attention hits been called to the fact that no mention was

made iu our recent articles on Gelatino-CMoride Paper, of the

drying and moiuiting of the finished prints ; and as these opera-

tions differ sufficiently from the usual practice with albumenised

paper to raise rather serious difficulties in the way of begiunci-s,

we liiivo ploas\ire in supplementing our previous remarks by

the following hints.

In the course of the articles rcfeiTed to it was pointed out

tliat, owing to tiie nature of the sensitive surface of the gelatino-

chloride paper, it was impossible to employ warm solutions or to

dry the prints by heat ; in addition to this, owing to the more
or less adhesive character of the surface, the use of blotting pads
for hastening the drj-ing is cmitra indicated. These circum-

stances may at first sight raise a vision of difficulties which do
not really exist.

AVc will suppose the prints have passed through the toning

and fixing baths and have been thoroughly washed, the next

operation—and it is a most important one—is to immerse them
in the " hardening " bath of ordinary or chrome alum. This
not only helps to protect the surftice of the finished and
mounted print from subsequent injury, but it also greatly facili-

tates the remaining operations of drying, mounting, enamelling,
rolling, ic, by rendering the surface less adhesive while wet,
and luu-der and more like albumen when dry. An immersion
of five minutes in a saturated solution of common alum,
followed by a rinse for a miniite or two in clean water, suffices

for most purposes ; but if an extremely hard and perfectly in-

soluble surface be required we prefer to employ chrome alum
of the strength of five grains to the ounce, followed as before by
a final washing. In using chrome alum care should be taken
that the solution is not strong enough nor the immersion suffi-

ciently prolonged to stain or degi-ade the lights of the picture.

Having arrived at this stage, the prints are ready for drying
by the method usually recommended, namely, squeegeeing on
to glass or ebonite ; or they may be dried like ordinary prints
liy simply hanging, in which ease, of course, the surface will

not possess so much glaze as in the former. In order to pro-

duce the high gloss a sheet of plate glass is most thoroughly
doaned with a paste of tripoli or whiting and ammonia, and
then carefully polished with a silk handkerchief. It is then
prepared for the " transfer" process by a further polish with a
weak solution of wax in perfectly p>n-e benzole, or with powdered
talc. If the former be employed, a little of the solution should
be poured on to the plate, quickly rubbed over the whole
surface, and finally gently but thoroughly polished with a silk

handkerchief, until no apparent trace of wax is left. This is

an operation which requires some experience, as if too much
wax be left on the plate the print will strip with an uneven

surface, while if the polishing be too violently performed and

the wax completely removed, it will not strip at all, but remain

firmly adhesive to the glass.

Most operatoi-s now prefer to use powdered talc which is

easier of application, and will boar any amount of polishing

oft'. Tlio plates should be allowed to rest for some time after

polishing and before use, in order to allow the electrical excite-

ment to subside ; they are then carefully dusted with a soft

bnish or clean silk handkerchief, and are then ready for use.

The only requisites in the next operation are a porcelain dish

of suitable size, a squeegee, and some clean water. A sheet of

indiarubbcr cloth a little larger than the prints to be operated

upon will be found an additional convenience, and costs but

little ; the squeegee may be purchased in various sizes at most

photographic dealers, and is also inexpensive, or it may be

made by screwing a strip of sheet indiarubbcr, about an eighth

of an inch thick, between two pieces of wood to stift'en it,

leaving about a quarter of an inch of its width projecting.

A smooth edge may be given to it by working or grinding

it after mounting upon a flat stone with a little emery or fine

sand.

All being ready for mounting, let one of the prepared glasses

be laid, polished side uppermost, in the dish of perfectly clean

cold water ; the print is then plunged face downwards into the

water, and one edge being brought into contact with the

corresponding edge of the glass plate, and the two clamped

together with the thumb and forefinger of each hmid, they are

slowly drawn from the dish in perfect and intimate adhesion.

The plate with its attached print is then laid upon a flat sur-

face, the indiarubbcr cloth placed over it and held firmly by
tlie edge with the left hand, whilst with the right the squeegee

is passed, at first gently, and afterwards more firmly, over the

whole surface, so as to press out as much as possible of the

water contained in the body of the print, and between it and

the glass. Unless the glass be much larger than the print,

the nibber cloth should be held firmly against the table and

clear of the glass, but in any case the fingers of the left hand

must not rest upon the print. The moimted print may now
be reared up in a cool place to become diy.

We have hitherto spoken only of glass for the purpose of

mounting for drying, but other materials may be used, and arc

preferred by some
;

glass, however, gives the finest surface, if

that be an object. Where a slightly lower glaze will suffice or

is preferred, thin sheet ebonite or ferrotype plates may be

substituted, the preliminary treatment being exactly similar to

that given to glass. Sheet xylonite or celluloid has been
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recommended, but this wc have never tried, though we have

no doubt as to its efficacy, and it is susceptible of a very high

polish. Tliese substances, especially ebonite, permit the

stripping of the dried print more easily and with greater

safety than glass, for which reason alone they are worth a

trial.
. «

I.v La Nature of the 12th instant will be found an engraving of a re-

markable photograph — a view taken from a_ distance of over one

hundred miles from the objects by Messrs. Emile Courvoisier and

Charles Humbert. These gentlemen had often, fruitlessly, endeavoured

to obtain such a view ; but at last success crowned their efforts, and

the negative they obtained, if it be anything hke the engi-aving,

must be looked upon as a feat of photography. They had often

desired to possess a panoramic view of the Alps, which should bo more

exact than the usual lithographs, and more than once they tried

photographing in fidl daylight, but not a trace of the brilliantly-illu-

minated mountains could be perceived ; sky and mountains were merged

into one flat tint. It then occurred to them to take a view a little

before sunrise, and, after several trials, they succeeded in obtaining a

satisfactory negative, with an exposure of fifty or sixty seconds. Tlie

actual distances of the elevations depicted are— Jungfrau one hundred

and five, and "Weisshorn one hundred and thirty kilometres. Wo
think that their claim to have produced a view such as had never

before been done will be allowed by all.

An electric battery always ready for use, and capable, with a few

cells, of giving sufficient current for the illumination of a good glow-

lamp, is still a desideratum. There are cells, like the Leclanche,

always ready for use, but requiring an immense number to produce a

small light, and cells like tlie bichromate, which give an excellent

light with a small battery only but which rapidly run out, and there

are all kinds between the two. We would draw the attention of our

readers wlio, for photo-micrographic or dark-room purposes require such

a lamp, to an article in the Chemical Xeios over the signature, II. X,

Warren, ll.A. He has invented a battery, which he states he has

found to be the most powerful yet examined. Taking a cell of the

bichromate pattern, he replaces the u^ual exciting liquid by a slightly

acidified strong solution of chloride of iron, with a layer of bromine

at the bottom of the cell. Ferric chloride being very soluble, a much
stronger solution at the outset may be obtained ; and it is kept up to

strength, as the zinc is 'arited upon, by reason of the recuperating

action of tlie bromine, which, as the ferrous chloride forms, recon-

verts it into the original ferric form. The bromine itself, as it

becomes absorbed in this process, may be brought back to its original

condition by adding a little bleaching powder solution. Mr. Warren
states that the strength of tlie battery is only slightly reduced after

three hours' continuous action, and tUat after a little rest it recovers

its original power. If all that is thus claimed should turn out to be
as stated, such a battery ought almost to revolutiouise electric lighting

by battery on a small scale.

Wk are again promised cheap soJium, which, as our readers are

aware, means cheap magnesium, aluminium, &c., and this time with
a show of certainty. It is announced that Mr. Oastner, of Belvedere-
road, Lambeth, will give a full account of the process before the
Society of Cliemical Industry on the fifth of next month. lie uses a
compound of iron and pitch coked together as the reducing agent, the
operation being performed in large steel crucibles. It is stated that a
quantity of caustic soda costing about fouri)ence is capable of giving,
with the expenditure of a shilling, one pound of metallic sodium, uow
worth about eight or nine shilHngs. If this news prove to be true
magnesium should be producible at such a price as to render its use in

the studio a matter of the most trivial expense, while the introduction
of cheap aluminium would revolutionise the mounting of lenses and
many other photographic requirements. "\\'e have already described
on previous occasions the Cowles method of producing the last-named
metal and it'i alloys by means of the electrical furnace, wliich is now iu
full work in Aracrica.and we loam that a still larger machine of a similar
character is being made for use in this country, the combined engines
lor which will represent a total of about three thousand horse-power.

A SUITABLE/nn/e to the transport and safe receipt of the great lenses

for the Lick telescope is found in a description which we read of the

last restint'-place of the muniScent founder of the telescope and

observatory. His body was formally transferred to the custody of

the trustees on a recent Saturday evening, the coffin remaining m a

room in the observatory during the night. On Sunday an address

was read by the President of the observatory, and the cothn was

lowered into a cavity in the foundation pier of the great telescope

and permanently built in^

With regard to Schott's optical glass, which is now attracting so

much attention, we note that our contemporary, the Enghah Mechanic,

is ''ivin^ a complete list of the various kinds made, with a transla-

tion of the descriptions, in German, which head each column. Ihe

list will, no doubt, he extremely useful to those amateurs who attempt

lens grinding; hut this is an operation attempted by few photo-

graphic workers, though for microscopic and telescopic objective con-

struction there are many amateurs of first-class ability in this

countrv. As bearing upon our previous remarks on the subjoct, we

may observe that some of the glass tabulated is described as suitable

to be used only where there is no dampness nor contact with w-ater.

Some of it, further, is "not very hard," other termed "soft, while

other, still, cannot be made free from bubbles.

In- Nature last week will he found an elaborate article on " Instanta-

neous Shutters" for photographic use. The whole subject is well

thou-rht out, and the possible practicable efficiency of shutters con-

struc'ted upon different principles is mathematically calculated.

Circular and rectilinear apertures are both treated of, and the general

conclusions arrived at are summarised at the end of the article.

They are as follows :-" (1), That there is room for great improve-

ment in the photographic efficiency of shutters; (2), that all the

ordinary kinds shake the camera when the exposure is rapid
;
but

that (.3), for comparatively long exposure, say more than one-tenth of

a second, almost any kind of shutter will do when the camera is

mounted on a stand; and (4), that for cameras which are to be held

in tlie hand, in order to secure fine definition, the shutters must bo

dynamically balanced or exceedingly light."

ACCESSORIES OF THE LANTERN.
Chai'tkr III.—Screens.

Schek.ns maybe divided into two classes, translucent and reflecting.

Translucent screens were formerly in general use, the sheet being

placed between the lantern and the audience, whereas now, in nine-

teen cases out of twenty, the lantern is situated on the same side of

the screen as the audience, so that the image is seen by reflected light

only.

Tramlucmt screens usually consist of linen, rendered semi-trans-

parent by a temporary wetting. In screens of this class above ton

feet square there is usually a dark line across the pictures during an

exhibition, which is caused by the necessary joining of the fabric, as

it is not manufactured wider than ten feet without seam. This

objectionable line may be reduced to a minimum by joining -vvitli

" carpet stitch," by which any overlapping of the edges is avoided.

Another defect of the -^vetted screens is the brilliant spot of hght

which is caused by the rays from the lantern passing straight through

the screen without diffusion, owing to the minute interstices in the

linen ; a third fault is a great loss of light ; a fourth, the limited

space usually available behind the screen renders the use of very short

focus lenses imperative, thus producing inferior definition. These

matters have caused the plan of showing through the screen to go

quite out of fashion, especially as there is now nothing to be gained

by the concealment of the "lantern, which was necessary for the

phantasmagoria illusions. A translucent screen for small discs is easily

made by pasting a large sheet of tissue or tracing paper over a child s:

hoop or other framework. This screen will not require wetting, as

the material is already sufficiently transparent.

lieflcctimj screens may be matlo quite opaque ; a smooth-plastere j!

wall which has been newly whitewashed makes a first-class rettecting'

' suiface, and one that is difficult to surpass. It is obviously not a:
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cuiivrnient screen to travel about with, bnt where lantern exhibitions

arc constantly boinjj given in one place, and the hall is suitable, it is

perhnps the best plan that can l)o devised. Such a scroeii will reflect

aknit thirty per cent, more light than an ordinary linen sheet, and
will show tlio colours of slides in their full beauty. The difference of

quality between pictures shown on a perfect surface and those ex-

hibited on an ordinary screen, especially if the latter is sliglitly yellow

in tint, is greater than inight bo supposed; there is a beauty and
freshness about the former wliioh is not observed in the latter.

Paper screens are excellent when new. A cotton sheet may be
pasted over with white paper, and fitted with a roller and strong lath,

like a school map. It will hang at first very flat, though if any sharp
creases are produced they are trouble.sonie to remove, hence such a

screen requires careful usage, and should not exceed ton feet square in

size. AVhen soiled they are rendered as good as new by repapering.

If a screen of this class is made over ten feet in length, it is not handy
to travel about with, as the luggage vans on the passenger trains do
not always admit a greater length than this. Where a largo screen

is wanted for one particular hall, a paper-covered one answers ad-
mirably. Tiiere is such a screen, about twenty feet square, arranged
to roll up lilce a theatrical drop-scene in the main hall of a school at

Burley-in-A\harfedale. This, by-the-way, is the motlel school of the

late liight lion. W. E. Forster, in whose presence about four years
Ugo I had the pleasure of exhibiting and describing lantern views at

two of the annual " broaks-up." Mr. Forster seemed then in excellent
health and spirits, and determined that he and others should enjoy
themselves ; he was hearty in his manner, and very popular in the
school and district. The large screen referred to was let down in a
few seconds, and saved a good deal of time that might otherwise have
been expended in stretching a linen sheet in the usual way.
A .«crcen about .«ix feet square may be made without any' pasting

' a sheet of stout white drawing paper, which is sold of a con-

irrablo width at the artists' material dealers: it should be fitted

rt ith roller and lath so that it may be rolled up witliout creases.

The size of a screen is an important consideration, and depends
more upon the dimensions of the hall than on the intensity of the
light. If a screen is too large for the hall, the audience will be
unable to appreciate the beauty of a picture shown thereon as a
\v hole—their attention will be directed to the details only, and in such
a case the defects of the picture—Just, spots, and brush marks—will be
(lainfully apparent. If the screen is too small, the picture, being viewed
by the bullc of the audience at too great a distance, appears insignificant.

! have, in my own practice, found it a good rule to liave the diameter
t he disc equal to one-fourth of the length of the hall, thus : a fifteen-

t disc for a hall sixty feet long, a twenty-feet disc for a hall eighty
t long, and so on. The screen being at one end of the hall, the bulk of

'
iiti audience will then view the pictures at a distance about equal to
twice their diameter

; they are then near enough to see every detail
' the pictures if they are properly illuminated, while they are not

se enough to discern clearly the microscopic defects which are
I'lv.'^ent in nearly every slide.

It is instructive to note the different impressions produced on two
1
iTsons by a lantern exhibition on a largo scale, the one sitting near

1 lie screen and the other at a fair distance from it. I have known
the former to be completely disgusted, while the latter was filled witli

admiration. A similar instance seems to have occurred lately at the
oiety of Arts Hall on January 0, where slides were shown by the
trie light on a large screen. Mr. CJporge Smith, seeing the pictures
m too near a standpoint, becomes painftdly conscious of the imper-

'
lions of the pictures, atid straightway put's the blame on the light,

A goes on to assert that the oil light is superior to the electric and
•n the limelight for projection! No doubt an arc light of over
!•' crindles is more powerful than is necessary for an eigliteen-feet
'••a- a limelight of 000 candles would be amply sufficient ; but if

Smith had been a little further away from the screen I think he
uld not have expressed himself in such a maimer. I am afraid if

- customers were only allowed to use the oil light when displaying
' excellent slides he manufactures that his business would sutler.

There are many halls in which the ceilings are whitewashed and the
I'le walls very light coloured. In such a case the light proceeding
m the image on the screen is reflected back-, so as to render the

Mxa very light, and hence the picture may look misty. If there is

no ready means for partially protecting the screen from the light thus

thrown back on it, it is advisable to adopt n small sizeil disc. The
diffused light in the room will bo the same in amount as before, but

the superior brilliancy of the imago on the smaller scale will to a

large extent overpower the fogging action.

T\vi position of a screen being usually at tho extreme end of a hall,

it should be raised sufllciently high to enable those who ore at the

opposite end of the room to see tho lower part of the pictures; hence

the lower edge of tho sheet slioidd be about four feet above the floor

line. In the cose of large halls, the height may be six feet, but it is

not desirable to dislocate tlie necks of half tho audience bj making
the pictures too high. The screen should, if pos.%ible, lean slightly

forward at the top, so as to be "square" with a line extending from the

lantern to the centre of tho disc. By this moans distortion of the

pictures will be avoided, and the audience will see the pictures to tho

best advantage. Ai-bkkt \Vm. Scott.

ECHOES FROM TIIR SOCIhyril'lS.

That was a rather curious experionoo of Mr. F. York's reported at

a meeting of the London and Provincial Photographic A.ssociation,

but it is scarcely susceptible of any useful explanation until the

experiment has been repeated under clearly established conditions.

Two negatives exposed at the same time were kept, before develop-

ment, one in the dark slide, the other in paper, and the latter was

stated to have been " accelerated " by contact with the pajxjr. Two
points, however, strike me. Nothing is said about the two plates

iiaving been accurately timed as to exposure, and it is possible that a

slight difference in that respect, unnoticed perhaps at the time, may
account for the effect; or the plates themselves, though from the

same batch of emulsion, might, from a variety of causes, have

differed slightly in sensitiveness. On the otlier hand, setting this

view on one side, and granting tha exposure and sensitiveness to have

been identical in each case, the plate exposed more freely to the

atmosphere in the dark slide than its companion wrapped in paper

may have Ijeen " slowed." The final result would bo the same, but

with the same difference experienced by the Irishman who, having

ordered a pair of boots, one of which was to be slightly larger than

the other, complained subsequently that the shoemaker had mis-

construed his instructions and made one einaller than tlie other. If

Mr. York will repeat the experiment with the same kind of paper,

making one exposure in the camera, and cutting the plate in halves,

then covering a portion of one half with paper, and enclosing it

between clean glass plates before wrapping it up, the result upon

development will give us a definite point from which to start.

A few weeks ago I had to make allusion to orthocliromatic photo-

graphy, which still appears to absorb a great deal of interest,

scarcely a meeting of importance being reported without some

reference to the new development in our negative processes. But

.

decidedly the simplest and most novel process is that of Al. Tlieophil

D'ilaoinV, of Oand, described by Mr. W. II. Harrison at the London

and Provincial Photographic Association. The process exhibits un-

doubted ingenuity, but in obtaining the results claimed I fancy M.

Dllaouw must draw largely on an imagination which in the first

inception of the method has given evidence of a vast capacity for

stretching.

We are told that M. D'llaoiiw employs neither eosine nor yellow

glass, but merely waiU until twilight or until " the blue colours in

the object found little blue incident light to throw off," tejce a good

orthochromatic effect is obtained. It is of course well known that at

the close of the day the blue rays exist in comparatively small propor-

tion to the yellow; it is also true that even the yellow or luminous

rays are present in much smaller quantity than at midday. Any

beginner in photography will be able to tell M. D'lIaaAw that it is

easy witli a long exposure to photograph a blue object late in the

evening when it is impassible to do anything with jeUjn, becaus) tho

phoOxjraphic action fades out of tlie yellow end of the spectrum far

more rapidly as the light wanes than out of the blue. In true ortho-

chromatic processes the sensitiveness of the plate to the yellow rays la

increased while the blue sensitiveness is Uttle, if at all, lowered. Ip

M. D'llaouw's method the blue rays are cut off or got rid of until

tliey have little power to act, and without attempting in any way to
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increase the sensitiveness of the plate to the already feeble yellow

rays tliese are still more reduced in power, with the result, I should

guess, that a diametrically opposite result to tliat euphemistically de-

scribed as " a good orthochromatic scale " would be obtained. Certainly

quod non eraf faciendum.

Wlien the general tendency in all quarters is to do away with the

use of yellow sci-eens in consequence of the lengthened exposures they

necessitate, I can scarcely imagine that any one would seriously look

at sucli a method even supposing it to be theoretically accurate.

AVith all our great increase of sensitiveness in the past few years for

many purix)ses, we are open yet to a still further and vast increase,

notably in printing processes. A few days ago I particularly wanted
a print from a certain negative for a special purpose. The negative

Avas not a dense one by any means, though slightly yellow in the

shadows; but after an exposure in the open air for the whole day
the darkest shadows Avere sufficiently "out" to render visible a large

insensitive patch hitherto unnoticed, which rendered it necessary to

start afresh. If our experimentalists in orthochromatic photography
would turn their attention to printing processes I venture to predict

that tlie blessings showered on their heads (when successful) would,
during tlie months from October to February, far outnumber all that

go to negative processes during the whole year.

Before leaving " orthochromogi-apby,'" let me suggest a subject for

dabblers in the new art to try tlieir hands or lenses or plates upon.
J^et us sea what effect they can produce in copying a print on ferro-

prussiate paper. If such a print be viewed through yellow glass or,

better still, with tlie sun eliining on it, through ruby, the blue colour
is transformed to black, and the picture has the effect of a platinotype,
with this difference, that the colour is of a velvety richness only seen
in platinotypes from the very best and most suitable negatives. A
similar result should be rendered with an orthochromatic plate.

The Glossop Dale Photographic Society has set a good example to
others, and done itself honour at the .«ame time that it has performed
an act of kindness to a class of poor creatures whose lines are cast in
the roughest of places. At last month's meeting it was resolved " That
the Society give a lantern entertainment to the inmates of the Glossop
Workhouse, subject to the approval of the Board of Guardians,'
which approval would scarcely be withheld, I imagine, unless the
Glossop Guardians are made of harder stuff than even guardians are
usually supix>sed to consist of. Brnvo, Glossop Dale ! Yours is a far
better way of amusing yourselves than half a dozen "smoking
concerts" or entertainments to your "swell" friends, who don't thank
you for being " bored," and can afford to pay for being amused if

they want it. Your audience can't afford to pay, and will not be
bored.

I notice a revival of the movement in favour of new sizes for
lantern slides, this time at Dundee. Mr. Geddes proposes to make a
sort of panoramic slide on a plate of the old stereoscopic size, which is

to be passed slowly through the lantern after the style of the old
travelling " panorama." Whether the plan will find favour remains
to be seen, but I expect there will be some difficulty experienced in
securing subjecta entirely suited to the style. Mo.vitor.

PIIOSPIIOREHCEXT TABLETS.
tJsF.ns of the "Standard" sensitometer would do well to take note of
Captain Abney's remarks on the reliability, or rather non-reliability,
of the phosphorescent tablet as a guide. It has been long well known
that for pui-poses of comparison between sensitive films of varying
composition the adopted sensitometer is valueless, and it has further
Ijeen doubted whether any two samples of the pliosphorescent material
possess identical qualities; but it would scarcely have been sus-
pected that so old a band as Captain Abney could have been led
iistray to the extent that seems apparent from his statement that a
tablet m his possession five years old gives a much stronger Ugbt than
another on'y two years old.

This difference might arise from two causes: from greater lumi-
nosity of the sample of sulphide of calcium originally used for the
older tablet, or from the more rapid deterioration of the newer one
either before or after spreading the phosphorescent material on glassAs regards tlie first-named cause, there is of course no doubt m to its

existence, though it may bo presumed in the case in question that

Captain Abney tested the raw material before using it. The vagaries

of sulphide of calcium are well known, not only in the matter of

intensity of luminosity, but also in colour, the latter varying from

violet through nearly aU the shades of the spectrum to red. It is

therefore possible that a brilliantly luminous sample may from its

colour be of less photographic value than another wliose apparent

brightness is less. Here lies the great difficulty in establishing a

phosphorescent standard, and if the truth be told it seems possible

only to employ for purposes of comparison those tablets which have

been made from one particular sample of the sulphide and under

identical conditions.

Not only do different samples vary in their initial luminosity, but

the diversity in their powers of retaining that brightness unimpaired

is equally great. Further than this, the conditions under which they

exist in tablet form, that is, after admixture with paraiiine wax,

affect the quality and uniformity of the surface to almost as great an

extent. Thus a small quantity of the sulphide I purchased some

years ago entirely lost its phosphorescent properties in the course of a

few months, though preserved iu a stoppered bottle and tied over with

a double thickness of thin guttapercha tissue such as is used for

surgical purposes. A tablet of it spread, n la Wamerke, upon glass

retained its pristine brightness for a very considerable time until

accidentally broken. On the other hand, a larger quantity which has

been kept in a jar simply tied over with sheet indiarubber does not

appear to have varied appreciably during the four or five years it has

been in my possession, though tablets made from it at various times

have varied to such an extent in their powers of retaining luminosity

that two, which I tried side by side under sensitometer conditions

upon pieces cut from the same sensitive plate, gave respectively the

numbers '22 and ;i

!

Tlie temperature employed in making the melted mixture of

paraffine and sulphide no doubt exerts some influence upon not only

the immediate luminosity of the tablet but also upon its stability,

while the thickness of the laj'er spread xipon the glass has an even

greater influence in enabling the plate to retain its brightness. I find

the best plan to be to apply a very thick coating, using equal weights

of wax and sulphide, and the lowest temperature possible to lieep the

mixture liquid. Such a mixture made in quantity is poured on to a

warmed plate of larger size than the tablet required, to the depth of I

three-sixteenths of an inch, and the whole placed for a few minutes I

upon a levelled and warmed surface of metal or plate glass. This I

Iceeps the mixture liquid, and permits the sulphide to sink to the

surface of the glass plate, leaving the upper portion consisting of
'

nearly pure parafline as a protection against atmospheric influences.

When quite cold and hard the back of the tablet may be scraped

level, the plate cut to the required size and backed with a second

piece of glass, the whole being bound together after the style of a

lantern slide, when the result will be as permanent as anything of the

sort can well be. The melting point of paraffine varies in good

.

samples from I;30° to Iy0° Fahr., and this will do little harm to the

sulphide, Eknest Ghaiiam.

OXYGEN AND LIMELIGHT MATTERS.
You have already noticed the information given by a correspondent in

the Em/Uah Mechanic— Mr. E. Holland— as to the advisabdity of

mixing salt with the chlorate and manganese mixture in making
oxygen ; and as I tried his method the next time I was making gas;

after his communication, I am very glad to be able to report tliat it isj

really a valuable " wrinkle." Lest it be forgotten, let me repeat that'

you take by weight

—

'

Chlorate potash 8 parts.

Manganese oxide 2 „
Common salt li „

It is to be observed, also, that the chlorate \s powdered when usin;

this mixture—not used in crystals as usual. I did not find that i';

answered quite so quickly to any variation in the heat as stated
—"in

stantly " Mr. Holland wrote—but as the gas-burner I use was turner

up or down, the flow of gas did respond to it very quickly indeed,

was longer than usual in filling my bag the first time, simply becau?

I was all the while trying experiments on this point, and was quite sati;
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fled about it : no one need fear a " rush "who adopts this recipe. There
is also a sliglit advantage in tlie quantity of pas evolved, for I could

have burst the hag or blown off n cap with the same weight of chlorate

I
usuiilly taken to fill it. This action is rather peculiar ; for although it

is often stated that you get more gas by powdering the chlorate, under

oi'dinary treatment the reverse is the case, nnd you get less. With
the salt you do get more, and the comfort in steady production is very

gnmt. We all owe a debt to Mr. Holland for his modification.

A word as to wear of bags. I have already shown how damp and
impurity in the gas may be absolutely avoided. Hut in one point my
exjH'rience, which is, however, far more limited than Mr. Scott's,

diffei-s from his, perhaps because it is more limited. Also, I try to do

no work at all in the .<ummer with ray lantern, lint, with this quali-

fication, I myself dread the coW weather far the most, and most of my
leakages have occurred after it. It appears to make the indiarubber

more brittle, and as the bag is used and then refolded, the rubber

seems to crack or give way in the creases or folds. Vidcanised tubing

always " perishes " if exposed long to cold, and probably it is the

same with bags. At all events, I have always found bags give way
first at the folds, and especially the " corner " fold on each side ; and

a repair at these spots helps it along for a further period. AN'hile,

however, pretty sure about this for the time during which I do u.ee

gas, I have no doubt whatever a.s to really hot weather being all that

Mr. Scott .says.

I planned my own boards diflferently from any which he has de-

scribed—disliking cords or straps, or anything of the .sort. I prefer a

board befireen the two bags, when no cords or str.ips are needed. As
no strain comes \ipon this middle board, it need not exceed half an inch

in thickness; and my top and bottom boards are only a "full" five-

eights, proper cross-pieces giving the strength at the ends. These boards

ineasui-e4:* x ."U, and bear four half-hundred weights easily, but are not

heav}-. The legs are also different, there being no base-frame at all,

but legs hinged to the front end just like those of a housemaid's pair

of steps, while to the other end is hinged a wooden " stretcher," such

as is also used instead of a cord on some of these steps. This stretcher

Wsfs on the cross-piece joining the two legs, which has sticking np
from it two iron studs, over which drop holes in the stretcher. This

holds all perfectly rigid and safe ; and then, when the gas is about half

used, the stretcher is lifted off the studs by llie toe of one boot, which
also (the front end being a little hfted meanwhile) sets back the

stretcher and legs flat against the under side, and lets the whole down
flat on the ground. A carpenter's price for tlie whole set was ITs. Cd.,

and they are nearly as portable as "skeletons" of the same large size.

l.i'gs and stretcher, being hinged to the imder cross-pieces, are really

attached about five inches from the ends.

.\ correspondent not long ago gave an altogether wrong impression
of the relative cost of bags and bottles in use. To begin with, it will

be seen that I should knock off a lot from thi^ cost of pressure boards;
and on the other hand, the valves of bottles need pretty constant care
to keep from leakage. We may, however, take the cost of the plant at,

roughly, the same in both cases, and limes will of course be the same.
Rut it is in the working cost the difference comes, and I agi-ee with a

1^
more recent correspondent, that it is this which is prohibitory where

B cost is any object. Suppose wa want 10 feet of each gas, the cost of

milking which was over-estimated. Really, it amounts to rather over

2 pounds chlorate at 8d., and i pound mangaue.' e at iM.—say Is. 6d. If

I use bottles, I must pay for 10 feet at 8d., Gs. 8d. ; and 10 feet of

house gas at (M., .5s.—in all lis. 8d., just 10s. 2d. more. Well, I cannot
afford it. Like your second correspondent on this point, once let us
have the oxygen at 4d,, and house gas at ."id. (the latter practically

costs the pumping and wear and tear alone), and I will never make
any more. JJut I much doubt if this will ever be the case, and must
not Ije understood as implying that the present charges are at all ex-

cessive. 1 am told that even they only " pav " during the regidar season,

and do not pay except when in full swing. The fact is, the plant is very

expensive, and rapidly deteiiorates when not in use. At presimt, I

am tidd, the gas is pumped in the first instance into large pressure

gasometers or reservoirs of immense strength and very costly, and
the small bottles are filled from these, and not direct from the pumps
as formerly. When this was done, so much heat was generated

(precisely as in a " five-syringe " experiment) as to be dangerous, and
the explosion at the Royal Institution was believed to be due to thia

cause: hence the now plan, which also keeps the pumps at work for

some time continuously, which is necessary to profit. If thia is true,

I fear any serious reduction in price is hardly possible. ThU is the
real obstacle to the adoption of bottles, where mixed jets ardiise 1 ; and
all the argument in the world will not get over it t'U the sol'd figures

are changed.

By the way, I should like to know one point about the new r^u-
lator from any who have used it. Will it keep the pressire doirn
when the jet is turned off", so that it may bo turned off when desired

and the consumption stopped? That is the real test; if it will do
this it must be all that can be desired.

Perhaps I may be allowed to state, in reference to the jet alluded to

by Mr. I'ringlo recently, as made for him by Messrs. Newton, that

(except as regai-ds his own additions) it may be regarded as my jet, or

what has been arrived at by my own experiments. All that I re-

quired for those— each little modification anived at step by step—was
carried out by Messrs. Newton, and subsequently tested with them

;

and the nipple was bent backwards and forwards many times at various

angles, before that ho describes was adopted. The nipple, also, is the

external shape wo found to give the best light, and the large and ample
mixing chamber is of special importance, and allows every operator to

introduce any kind of packing he desires ; though the jet is usually

supplied with only one piece of gauze, and I myself generally use none

at all. The lime-turning motion is also that described by me last

winter. I must say, however, that I find it easy enough to burn big

holes or pits in the lime even at this angle, and believe pitting depends

more on the power used and the lime than on mere angle. Mr.

Pringle's own addition will be very convenient for me. Hitherto I

have attained the same object in my own experimental work by using

a dissolving tap, and corlung up one set of apertures. It will be seen

how this operates in the same manner for a single lantern, wliich is

chiefly in use; but Mr. Pringle's addition on the jet itself will save

fixing a dissolver, and be more convenient to me in many ways.

Lkwis WnioHT.

A CRITICISM OF THE PLATINOTYPE DISCUSSION.
Few persons have done more to benefit photogi'aphy in its historical

aspects than Mr. AV. Willis, in that he has effected so much in

the way of making photographs pei-manent, instead of but ephemeral

phantoms serving a temporary purpose. In society, the encourage-

ment of the almost lost art of miniature p;iinting is now reviving,

probably because of the experience imparted by the deplorable

appearance of likenesses in old albums, so that the phrase is

gradually coming into use, " Only a photograph ;

" in short, it is

high time that professional photographers bestirred themselves to

start a new fashion in photographic portraiture, and endeavoured, to

convince the public that the new pictures are j)ermanent, consequently

that the poor man can have his family portrait gallery as well as the

rich one.

In view of the importance of this one of the several comparatively

permanent processes, perhaps a few critical remarks about the

recent meeting of the London and Provincial Photographic Asso-

ciation in relation to platinum printing may not be out of place.

Diibereiner, many years before the announcement of the Talbotype

and Daguerreotype processes, discovered that a .solution containing an

oxalate and bichloride of platinum would throw down metallic

platinum when exposed to sunlight. This early discovery of the first

principles of one of the platinotype proce.«ses, has not, so far as I

know, been heretofore emphasised in the photographic Uterature of this

country. I discovered about Dijbereiner's achievement in the course

of researches in the British Museum Library, but afterwards found

out that Dr. Kder was aware of it, for he gives a few lines to the

circumstance in his great standard work on nhotography now in

course of publication in parts. In the English translation of the

admirable little book on P/a<i«o/(/;w, by Captain Pizzighelli and Baron

A. Hubl, the opening .sentence relates to the frequently quoted ex-

periment by Sir John Ilerschel, announced to the British As.s(Kiation

at Oxford in 183-.>, of treating bichloride of platinum with exce.-ss of

lime water and exposing it to light, whereby chloroplatinate of lime

was thrown down; the authors then give some experiments by

Dobereiner, niade public in 18:14. Apparently they art- not aware

that Dobereiner wns in the field before Sir John Ilerschel, and that,

too, with claxer approximation to a working photosrraphic process.

On page seven they state that Diilx-reiner found out that a solution of

platinic chloride is decomposed by light in the presence of oxalic as
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well as of some other organic ncids, but they give no date. On page

twenty-three they state that Dobereiner was the first to observe the

reduction of some of the organic ferric salts by light, and did so in

18-'!1, but here they say nothing about the reduction of platinum.

Sir John Ilerschel has done splendid work for photogi'aphy, but in

this particular instance the book should have opened with the dis-

covery of Dobereiner, and not with the later one of Sir John Herschel.

In early times Dobereiner also reduced chloroplatinite of potassium

by light in the presence of potassio hydrate and alcohol. Diibereiuer's

discovery gives the early history of the platinum process a highly

respectable and not generally known antiquity.

The question was raised at the recent meeting, whether the presence

of gelatine in the paper, and a combination of it with a salt of

platinum, would cause the whites of a print to darken under the in-

Huence of sulphuretted hydrogen. Mr. Willis says that he avoids

gelatine, and as a substratum uses starch. In relation to this matter
Capta n I'izzighelli and Baron Ilubl say that starch as a substratum
gives platinum prints of a sepia colour, whilst a gelatine substratum
gives pure blacks, bluish in the half tones ; witli their commercial
papers they use a substratum of gelatine. The rest of the process

they employ is virtually the same as Willis's, so on the point just

mentioned there is a discrepancy between the statements of the highest
practical authorities on the platinum process, which discrepancy
requires clearing up. In the sizing of the paper itself as turned out
by the manufacturers, Captain I'izzighelli and Baron Hub] intention-

ally or unintentionally avoid gelatine, their paper being " sized " at the
mills with " resin," if the expression may be allowed. They say, " The
paper we use is half sized (resin-size)." They avoid papers containing
ultramarine, because it turns yellow under the influence of hydrochloric
acid. That several platinum salts exercise a coagulating power upon
certain colloids is known, and Sir Iluniphiy Davy was, so far as my
literary researches on the subject go, the iirst to make known the fact,

for in a paper of his read before the Royal Society in days before he
had been admitted a fellow thereof, he alleges sulphate of platinum to
be the best known test for "jelly." He dried the precipitate so
produced at a tempeiature of L'l^° Fahr., then analysed the product and
found it to con.sist of 'tC>\l p.irts of oxide of platinum, 20-02 of sul-
phuric acid, and 2;J-87 of " gelatine " and water. I have found some
of the salts of platinum to slowly coagulate collodion in a closed bottle
to a tough, springy residue. As regards the other portion of the
problem mooted at the meeting, it should be known that paper manu-
facturers sometimes use at least two kinds of sizing, and that once the
Societe fVEncourayement of I'aris gave the following recipe as the
best one it knew, and in which it will be noticed there is no gelatine:
100 kilos, dry pajjer stuff; 12 kilos, .starch ; 1 kilo, resin, previously
dissolved in oOO grammes carbonate of soda. There are several other
published fornuila; for resinous paper-sizes if any one cares to hunt
them up, but the worst of the matter, from a photographic point of
view, is that, as a general rule, all kinds of refuse and inferior samples
of material are considered good enough for use in the manufacture of
the substance known as paper, which substance at the present time is
acknowledged everywhere to be a chemical product, rather tlian an
output of guaranteed material consisting chiefly of the cellulose of the
cotton plant.

To those who are working the platinum process of commerce, I
would recommend a trial of hot instead of cold water, acidulated
with hydrochloric acid as in the usual clearing baths, and to take care
to give each print its full time in those baths, because I have found
attention to these two points to have much influence in clearino' the
residual iron out of prints in various processes not connected with
platmum, in which a salt of iron is used. It would be well to
nscertam whether old platinum paper has more tendency to retain
iron than paper freshly prepared. Furthermore, it would be weU to
get on record the influence, if any, of the soaking of the prints in
alkaline solutions for two or three davs, as such solutions exercise
special solvent power upon some of the subsalts of platinum, the
object being that an effective platinum printing process shall stand
before the world without fear and without reproach.
One thing whicli has tended for years to keep back the adoption of

platinum printing in this country, is the feeble blacks of nearly all the
platinum prints exhibited until recently at public exhibitions: thepnnU usually had a weak, washed-out look. The first platinum

?^'f'^Tu-."'^
deep shadows seen by me, were exhibited at the

1885 Exhibition of the Photographic Society by a Cambrid-'e
Dhofograpbic portraitist, and the prints exhibited quite recently bvMr. F. M. Edwai-ds leave nothing more to be desired in that resnect
Yet we have Captain Abney publicly complaining but a few w-eeks
ago that he could not get deep blacts with the paper, and question-ing whether his sample of the paper had been too thinly coatSAre those variations m the results of operators due to their own

method of manipulation, or due to variations in the issued samples
of the commercial paper, whose proprietors certainly cannot be
supposed to wish to do anything which shall raise prejudice in the

public mind against platinotype prints as compared with prints of

silver upon albumen ? M. Leon Vidal does not wish for a strong

glaze upon platinum prints, but suggests that they would look richer

if treated ^^ith a solution of shellac in borax, dried, and rolled; There
may be something to be said for this with prints of carte size, and the

elegance and good taste of the French in artistic matters carry weight,

but I think that except with prints of less than half-plate size, if

taken upon a smooth sample of platinotype paper, there would be a

loss of artistic beauty were any more glaze given ; Mr. J. B. B.
Wellington's platinotype picture* practically illustrate what I

mean. W, H, Hakeisox.

rilOTOGRArillC LENSES.*

I SHALL now show, projected on the screen, a considerable variety

of photographic objectives, and make a few observations on each in

turn. First of all I remark there are two ways by which a jdano-

convex or a meniscus lens can bo achromatised. A biconvex crown
may be wedded to a plano-concave flint, or a concavo-convex flint to

a plano-convex crown. If the meniscus is to be very deep in its

external form its components may be a plano-conve.x crown cemented
to a plano-concave flint, although opticians generally prefer that the

contact surfaces be curved, on account of the greater command it

gives them for the correction.

'I'he earliest form of objective was the jilano-convcx or slightly

curved meniscus. For reasons already given it has a diaphragm, or

stop, in front. In oixler that it should work with a larger aperture
the late Grubb reversed the relative positions of flint and crown, by
which he was enabled to bring the diaphragm rather closer to the

lens. Still later the late Dallmeyer modified it by placing the flint

between two crowns, for which further advantages were claimed. By
recent improvements in the selection of glass and curvature, this old

objective (which in all its various forms is still much employed) is

now made witli such a large fixed diaphragm as to render it capable
of being employed in portraiture. This, of course, is o\\ing to tlio

minimising of the spherical aberration. While admirable in other

respects it is unsuitable for copying or for architectural purposes on
account of its refracting the lateral rays in a greater proportion than
the central ones. This distortion does not show near the middle of a
picture, but becomes apparent when the included angle is moderately
wide. From the nature of its construction it cannot supply the con-
dition of orthographic projection, namely, that a ray shall emerge in a
direction parallel to that at which it enters. To this end the ray
would have to pass through the optical centre, which in such a lens

cannot be done.
The Petzval portrait lens consists of a nearly plano-convex achro-

matised lens in front, with a double convex posterior lens at the other
end of the tube. This latter is composed of a biconvex crown and a

concavo-convex of flint glass, the inner curves not being concentric,

and the two are separated to a slight extent. This back combination
fulfils a two-fold function ; it shortens the focus and thus intensifies

the illumination, and as it possesses a large degree of negative
spherical aberration it counteracts the positive aberration of the front
lens, and thus with a large aperture it brings rays to a sharp focus
over a field quite large enough for single portraits. Some years ago
Dallmeyer introduced a modification of the back lens, reversing the
relative position of its elements, as Grubb had done with the laud-
scape lens, the requisite negative aberration being obtained, as in

the Petzval back, by the inner surfaces not being concentric. This
form of back lens lends itself to the lowering of definition, when sucli

is desired, as in the case of large faces in which the rugosities of the
skin are not always desirable.

An American optician, Morrison, makes some of his portrait lenses

(especially those for taking a large standing figure with full aperture)
with an uncemented front lens and a Petzval back, the inner curves
of the front lens being non-concentric.
The most recently introduced lens of the portrait class owes its

inception to Steinheil, and is constructed on lines quite different from
all others. The front is a cemented positive combination, and consists

of a convex crown and a concave flint. The back combination is com-
posed of a biconcave fiiut and a biconvex crown, these being sepa-
rated to some considerable extent. ICacli combination exhibitschroinatic
and spherical aberration to a large extent, but in an opposite sense, so
that the two combinations correct each other.

lie has also imported the same idea in the construction of a land-

* Concluded from page 84,
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:ipo lens possessing' greater power, nnd in which tlie back crown
Kinent is of iinusuivl thii-lcness, iind is cemented to fiio tlint. It is

claimed for this construction of objective that the niar(i;inal definition

is of sujierior clas-i, and that astigmatism has been eliminated. \n the

landscape form the lenses are set so closely together as barely to per-

mit a diaphragm to be inserted between them. The name "antiplanat"

is applied to them.

One or other of the lenses above described is employed in everyday
portraiture in the studio. It is that class by which the greatest angular

aperture can be secured.

I have said that Petzval made the calculations of two objectives.

The second, which lay in abeyance till LS.")?, was designated the

orthoscopic lens, from a property claimed for it of giving rectilinear

projection, but which subsequent investigation proved unfounded.

Altliough it has teen supplanted by others it is a useful lens, and

gives good definition over a moderately large field with a large

aperture. The front lens is the usual front achromatic of the portrait

combination, with a smaller negative lens or dyalitic placed a short

distance beliind. Tliis dyalitic lens is composed of a meniscus flint

and a biconvex crown, 'i'liis lens is useful when one desires to talfe

a larger image than tlie extension of liis camera permits, as its focal

centre is anterior to the front combination.

Out of the orthoscopic lens were evolved others of different forms

which were free from the imiierfeot ion to which I have alluded, the most
Bopidar of these being tlie triple achromatic lens composed of three

cemented compounds, the front and back being plano-convex or slightly

meniscus in form with an achromatic negative lens between them by
which the field was rendered flat.

The triple combination lends itself in an admirable manner to the

production of what I may term a universal lens, by which I mean
adaptabilitv or adjustability of focus. Some years ago I constructed

a lens of tins class in which a very wide slit was cut right through

the mount in the position occupied by the concave lens. In this was
fitted a sliding piece of brass pierced with four holes, in each of which
was set an aeliromatised lens of a negative power. Notches on the

slide ensured the lenses being quite central. The combination to

which this .system is attached is composed of two nearly plano-convex

lenses, wliicli when used alone do not give a flat field. By inserting the

slide the influence of either of the four concave lenses is to lengthen

the focus and flatten the field. The foci I obtain by this slide ai'o

respectively seven, nine, twelve, and fifteen inches. When not in

use this slide packs away in a neat little pocket case, six inches long

by one and a half inches wide, and half an inch deep. Of the advan-

tage of l)eing able to secure more or less subject on a plate, without

having to unscrew or change the lenses, I need not speak.

AVide-angle non-distorting objectives are a great power in the hands

of a photographer who knows how to use them aright. Among the

earliest of these was the American globe lens, so termed from the

outer surfaces forming part of a globe or sphere. From the example
now shown, it will bo observed that eacli lens (the combination is

symmetrical) is formed of a meniscus crown with the shorter radius

from the optical centre, cemented to a concavo-convex flint. The
construction of this lens favoured the formation of a flare spot or

ghost in the centre of tlie picture, which would have disappeared had
the maker departed from his globular idea and brought the lenses a
little clofer together.

In 18C4 Ilo.s3 took the matter up and brought out a doublet free

from the shortcomings of the globe. It was unsymmetrical in internal

ructure, l>eing composed of a biconvex and a biconcave cemented
ijnt, and a concavo-convex and meniscus back combination. The

lighter element, as you see, is to the outside of the front and the

denser element to the outside of the back. Soon after this Zentmayer
introduced a ratio lens, one in which the front and back elements
were of dissimilar diameter and focus, the diaphragm being placed in

the optical not the mechanical centre. The objective was composed
of two single or non-achromatised meniscus lenses of verj' deep cur-

vature, and included a very wide angle. A feature by which it was
distinguished consisted in a series of lenses of different foci all screwing
into one mount under such circumstances as to retain the diaphragm
in the correct position for all of them. This was improvr-d upon by
I 'iiUnieyer, who made a wide-angle rectilinear lens in which the lenses

•• each achromatised.
A wide-angle lens much used in America, made by Morrison, con-

•I3ts of a very deep achromatic front lens and a single or non-
a^romatic crown meniscus as a hack Ions, of rather flatter form than
the front. This, presumably owing to slight over correction of the
front, aided liy the w-ell-known adaptability of the deep meniscus form,
defines .slinrply over an extended field. There are other forms of wide-
angle lenses, but I have spoken of most of those of a representative
character.

We now come to a class of lenses so similar to each other in con-
struction that one diagram will snflice to illustrate all. They are
those to which the prefix " rapid " has Ijoen in many cases applied, in
addition to a nomenclature so stupendous as would indicate the ran-
sacking of almo.-t every living and dead language to supply.

In 18G0 Steinheil introduced a lens formed of two cemented com-
binations, adapted for covering a moderately large field with an
aperture of a seventh of its focus. Instead of forming it of flint and
crown glass, which would not admit of such an aperture being
employed, he used two kinds of flint glass, one possessing a higher
index of refraction and dispersion than the other. F'rom their wide
aperture they were designated aplanat»,

Numerous makers took the matter up, some by servile imitation,
others by making departures more or loss slight. This objective,

which is more or less good according to the skill of the optician by
whom it is made, is, for all-round work, one of the greatest possible
value, for in a fairly good light it acts as a portrait and group lens ; it

is sufficiently rapid to enable the photographer to secure horses, oven
railway trains, in motion ; it is orthoscopic, or rectilinear, hence can
be employed for copying, and provided care in this re.spect has been
bestowed upon its construction, it serves as a landscape lens, in giving
no ghost or flare. But it is unfortunate that some makers, in their

efforts to render it otherwise perfect, do not realise the importance of

providing against the defect named. The lenses are separated so far

as to hit a happy medium between flatness of field and astigmatism,
and this is not unfrequently attended with flare. I have invariably
found that this defect may be cured by bringing the lenses a little

closer together in the mount. Even so little as the width of two threads
of the screw has proved to dissipate the flare spot, which in many cases

consists of an image of the diaphragm which has a relation of con-
jugate focus to the back lens when internal reflecticns form a factor

in its production, although it is sometimes occasioned by reflections

from the front lens. Some makers of this lens have departed from
strict symmetry, and claim that a more satisfactory result is obtained
by having the back lens a little shorter in focus than the front.

But to revert to Steinheil : he did not rest satisfied with the intro-

duction of the lens just spoken of, but made another having less

angular aperture and greater angular covering power. It is formed of

material similar to the other, the lenses are very thick, and are set

very close together. Owing to their small diameter, lenses constructed

on this principle are singularly portable, considering their great

covering jMwer, ar.d one of our leading optical firms in London has

made a speciality of extremely portable lenses of construction akin to

that projected on the screen, in which the mounts of all are of

similar diameter and fit into one flange.

Morrison, of America, makes lenses for which properties analogous
to those described are claimed. lie employs ordinary optical flint and
crown glass, and coiTects by making his crown lenses plano-convex,

united to biconcave flints, the contact surfaces of which are but very
slightly curved. One peculiarity of this form is that definition ful-

filling the requirements of artists is obtained by lenses having shallow
curves, and being made of ordinary flint and crown, they are less

hable to discolouration by light or abrasion by friction than if com-
posed of dense flint. The lens shown on the screen also serves to

illustrate the configuration of the American lencoscope objective,

which, being made of large dimensions and long focus, is mainly
intended for large direct lieads.

There are several other topics than those touched on which belong

to photographic lenses. Among these are diffusion of focus, so called,

or depth of definition as produced by spherical aberration, and by the

use of a diaphragm ; astigmatism; conjugate foci; lenses for special

purposes, such as projection, enlarging, detective and panoramic
cameras ; the shape and use of the diaphragm and its proper position;

the nature and euro of distortion; single or unachromatised lenses;

the testing of lenses for the various aberrations, and, lastly, their

grinding, mounting, and treatment. But it would lie impossible to get

all these overtaken in one paper. J. Traill Taylob.

DEVELOPMENT OF EASTMAN BROMIDE PRINTS.
[A Communication to the Ciunern Club.]

Cbhtain remarks that have lately reached me, by channels public

and private, caused me to devote some time and a little careful experi-

ment to the use of the bromide paper sold largely, in America and
here, by the Eastman Company. I confine my remarks, as I confined

my experiments, to that paper, but I would like it to be clearly under-

stood that, for all I know, other bromide papers may come under
precisely the same rules, mav have the very same defects and the

very same excellencies, as tho li)astman paper. I bare never used any
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of the other bromide papers since certain improvements, of which I

read and hear, have been made, and I have no right and no intention

to say a word, good or bad, about any paper except the Eastman,
and so I trust I shall not be taken up wrongly by any one who uses

other papers.

A member of this Club made, at a meeting, the remark that " thin,

flat " negatives were required, or were the best for printing on bromide
aper, by contact, as I understand him to mean. In terms very plain,

ut I hope, not brusque, I expressed my opposition to his statement

;

but soon after, remembering that my experience of papers, other than
Eastman's, was not of very recent date, I was inchned to repent my
haste, more especially when a skilled office-bearer of this Club told

me by letter that some of our best workers disagreed with me on the
point at issue. I felt confident enough of my rectitude regarding
Eastman's paper, " but," thought I, " Eastman's paper is not every
paper, and 1 may be wrong about other papers." Then, in an editorial

in The Bbitish Joubnal of Photography, I came across the
following sentence, plain enough and inclusive enough, to put me on
my feet again :—" In development printing on bromide paper, the
best results will accrue from the employment of a tolerably vigorous,
though harmonious, negative." (The Bbitish Joubnal of Photo-
GBATHY, December 24, 1886.) Now, we all know that a " tolerably
vigorous" negative cannot be synonymous with a " thin," much less

a "flat" negative. So that on the whole I gave up my idea of
smoothing down my assertion, and my opinion remains as it was, that
thin, fiat negatives are not tlie best for printing on bromide paper of
any kind with which I am, or ever was, acquainted. That a decent
print can be made on bromide paper from a thin, flat negative I will
allow—in fact, I propose to attempt to prove it ; but to those intending
to print on bromide paper, my advice is to make your negatives any-
thing you like e.iceiit thin and flat.

I send for your inspection a few negatives, picked out of the few
not packed away, as being representatives of what I venture to call

various-characteristic negatives. I did not choose them as Hkely to
give me good prints ; I did not intend to make good prints. I chose
them as being of very different kinds. You will find one a mere
ghost, another outrageously dense ; two others of the same view—one
over dense, the other too thin in about tlie same proportion. Except
one, the views are all more or less snow scenes, one being a very
awkward subject, a dark foreground in shadow, with a background of
snowy liills. Two of tliem are unprintable on albumen witliout
" dodging " or specially prepared paper ; the others ar« all more or
less printable, but not one of them makes a really good albumen print,
thougli several print passably.

I send also twelve consecutive prints on bromide paper; tlie.se I
made straight ahead. I send all I made, good, bad, and indifferent,
and in prmting tliem I used no dodges of any kind; I put no paper
nor colouring material, nor did I mask any part of any negative.
One I held to the gas at a slope; there is a sHght appearance of
maskmg, but you will find it due to the negative. Apparently there
was a cloud on the hill, tliough I did not notice it.

Tlie exposures of these prints vary considerably, as you will gather
from the appended notes. Mr. Burton will tell you the proportion
between ten seconds to gas at sixteen inches, and ten seconds to day-
light; It IS a pretty large figure. I included in mv trials a couple of
exposures m the daylight enlarging camera, but it was impossible to
gather any lesson from these, as the light was very bad and con-
stantly clianging; in fact, a lieavy faU of snow came on in the middle
of my second exposure. My developer also varied in strength I
liegan each time by making a solution of six of Eastman's potash-
oxalate solution to one of his iron, and I added each time half a grain
of ammonium bromide to each ounce of the ferrous-oxalate solution.
Hut, as you will observe, I added water sometimes, and a very trreat
difference It makes in the result. On two occasions I added a drop
or two of my hypo bath, and in one, which I have purposely left
untrinimed, you will see, on the left top corner, the red fo", due to an
over-dose of hypo, or rather to pouring on too frequently at that
place a developer containing an over-dose of this very debatable
accelerator. \\^hile I am on this subject, may I suggest that it would

.L 'r/
'"'t^ctive to members if failures were more frequentlyshown? More may be learned from one failure, if the operationshave been carefully noted, than from one hundred perfect resultsMy chief rewet is that my negatives are nearly all snow scenesThese are so Lttle familiar to us that it is more difiicult to arrive asure conclusions; but, as I said b -fore, I had only a few negatives at

rose ^^ '"''" "*''"' '°°'^ '"'"'' "' ''^« too good for iny

wl!»f T*'l^
conclusions I arrived at were perfectly confirmatory of^^hat I had gathered from lesa accm ate observation, and I willventure to state some of them.

c^vauon, ana x -nui

First. With bromide paper prints can be produced, without any
dodging, from negatives practically unprintable by any other process.

I would Uke to see a decent print by any process whatever, except
bromide paper, from the dense negative of lladdon Hall that I exhibit,

and yet, instead of over hardness, which is the character of the

negative, my print is, if anything, the very opposite. And, except by
gelatino-chloride paper, I do not think any decent print could be
produced from the negative already referred to (a foreground in

shadow, with a background of snowy hills), and yet my print is the

ver}' opposite in character to the negative, for while the negative is,

for the most part, a spectre, the print is distinctly hard. I do not

think any amount of dodging with other processes would make good
prints of these two, yet you will see that with slight variation in

exposure I might have made these prints perfect, while dodging is as

easy with bromide-paper printing as any other process. For example,

if I had any great object in making a perfect print from the spectral

negative, I would mask or colour the weak part. The other, the dense
negative, requires nothing at all beyond a very long exposure.

Printing this on albumen, to make anything like a decent print, I have
had to sun the paper down to an alarming extent, and the negative is

altogether too hard, even for platinotype.

Secondly. I concluded that there are certain rules which can be
laid down for the guidance of workers with this paper, and some of

these rules I may point out.

(A.) Full exposure means softness. (B.) Short exposure means
contrast. (0.) Strong de\elopmeiit means brilliance. (D.) Weak
development means softness. (E.) Bromide means vigour.

Now, if we have a good medium negative to print on bromide paper
we can do pretty much as we like with it. Wo may make a hard
contrasted print by a short exposure and a .strong development, or

we may make a " soft " print by full exposure and weak developer.

A very hard negative can be made, in printing, as soft as desired by a

long exposure to a bright white light and a weak developer. A very
" thin, flat " negative may be made into a print as plucky as we wish
by a short exposure and a strong developer. Bromide has a very
powerful action in the developer : if the image comes up too quickly, an
extra dose of bromide, applied instantly, may make the print brilliant,

even to hardness. But, I think, if the image does not begin to appear
with full-strength developer in about thirtj' seconds, or forty at the

most, that print will not be of much use. When the developer is

weakened with water, the image appears more slowly and gains

density more slowly ; sometimes a minute elapses before any appeai'-

ance of image. If the development is too slow a certain grain appears
in the paper ; that print, as a rule, is not worth much.

It is very important to acidify the paper after development and
before washing. I use citric acid ; water with much lime is bad.

Always alum after fixing. My prints sent are not alumed ; I had no
time. You can give the prints a glaze by squeegeeing to talced glass,

or to ebonite sheets, or you can leave them with their natural sur-

face, smooth or rough.

And the bromide prints are "Permanent "—as permanent as any
purely photographic printing process we have.

Andbbw Pbingle.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAITURE.
[A Communication to tlio Edinburgh Pliotogmpliio Society.]

As the painter must ever be beliolden to his brush and other
mechanical aids to the expression of his genius, so must the photo-
grapher make intelligent use of his appliances in order to the produc-
tion of his best efforts. As portraits may be painted or produced by
other means tlian those usually employed, so may pliotographic por-
traits be produced without a studio, but to the professional man the
studio is as necessary in the one case as in the other. Amid all

changes certain requirements remain, and the studio is one of these.
Let me say a word about it. All manner of construction and situa-
tion is to be found, and probably advocates for every variety we can
think of ; but while many are compelled to do with less tlian they
could wish, or a different situation than they could desire, a very
general inclination will be found in favour of a nortli hglit. My own
preference is decidedly towards a north or north-east aspect. My
studio is seven feet six inches in height at the side, rising from that
at an angle of forty -five degrees. This 1 consider a good serviceable
height. It will be found that a high roof lessens the effective control
of the Hght by the operator, without which just so much more difficult
and uncertain will it be to obtain the most satisfactory results. The
construction of a studio, apart from its relation to the principal light,
has not, I think, very much effect one way or other on the work pro-
duced in it, unless it is of a most awkward and inconvenient descrip-
tion. It must be a very fauhy studio indeed in which good work^^
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cannot bt^ done, provided there be on the part of the operator the neces-

sary kuowledjife (if the rwiuirements of anv particular caso, and how to

meet tliera by skilful adjiistiuenta, and what I might ciiU artistic tact.

In the matter of liglitiiiji; the subject, one man's work is apt to pai-

takj of a certain uniformity of cliaracter, arisinfj from his constantly

workin)!; under the same, or nearly the same, conditions. A very

common error many operators fall into is to sut every sitter on the

same spot and endeavour to direct the light they judge most suitalile

on that spot, instead of trying the effect of different points, where

they may bo placed in relation to the main light ; in fact, bringing
" the mountain" to Mahomet, instead of Mahomet to tlie mountain.

Where the facilities for doing this are very limited, or where it

cannot be done at all, there is no more to be said, and the best must

bo done with what is available.

"Where we have to deal with strong contrasts, such as white hair

and high complexion, or white and black draperies, the subject will

be most effectively treated by being made to face the light ; where
the conditions are reversetl, an opposite tieatment, according to tlie

particular demands of the case, must be resorti-d to. The matter can

only be referred to in general terms. A skilful operator will deter-

mine what to do when the subject comes into his liands, and especially

when he sees the sitter in the light which falls just about where ho is

to be talien.

If good lighting necessitates considerable study and knowledge of

effects, posing demands no less ; indeed, the art of lighting a subject

may be mastered with tolerable completeness, while posing may never

be thoroughly acquired, because it is less of a mechanical accom-
plishment. It calls for a knowledge of harmony of lines, and the

effect of balancing of parts—what, in short, is described as composition,

and which every one does not naturally possess. An operator may
fail in this, just as painters sometimes do, who, though good
colourists, are defective as draughtsmen and in the ability to con-

ceive a good picture. Vi'e sometimes feel that photography is too

literal to be artistic. From a cUent's point of view, its tendency

is to e.vaggerate the imperfections rather than the perfections

of face and figure. Should you have a stout figure to photo-

graph, the neck, as a rule, will appear short. To obviate this ap-

pearance in the portrait, it is best to adopt a standing pose, with the

camera a little below the level of the bead. If a sitting po.^tion

is cho.sen, undue height will be given to the shoulders, and the short-

ness of neck will be eraphasi.'ed. In tre.xting the oppo.site extreme
.—a thin figure with sloping shoulders (not so objectionable i!i tlie

gentle as as in the sterner sex)—I would recommend a sitting pose,

and in the case of gentlemen, especially when the head is large, a

little drapery, in the form of an overcoat loosely thrown bacli. Tlie

liead should be turned in the reverse direction from the angle at

which the body is placed, which will help to give the appearance of

substance and liannony to the figure, and altogether make the picture

more pleasing. A little attention of this sort will improve defects in

tlie sitter just as easily as the want of it may produce them where they
ought not to exist. As a rule, twist the figure as little as possible

when the person is stout. Some people turn the head more grace-

fully in one direction than in another ; the liead seems balanced in

the one case, while in the other it may be the line of the neck and
shoulder forms too great an angle. Should it be necessary to take

that view of the face which gives prominence to this defect, turn the

figiu'e away, and the head towards the camera.
William Obooke.

(To be contimied.)

CAMEBA CLUB CONFERENCE.
lJlSCl'f<SIOy.

The papers (already published) which were read at the morninf- sitting

were by Messrs. Adcoclc, Burton, and Traill Taylor. Previous to the
reading of his paper On Stu^ie-i, Mr. Adoook remarked that it was not
written for those present, but to be read by those who were tyros in

photography like himself.

Captain Abney opened the discussion by calling attention to the
illustrations of the lecture exhibited on tlie walls of the Hall by Mr.
Adcock—studies of hands, of feet, of figure, and of still life.

Rev. Mr. Lambert felt himself in harmony with Mr. Adcock in his treat-

ment of the subject. His own introduction to photograpliy was through
the artistic door. The time required for painting and studying tree

anatomy in the open in winter was too long to be endured. In regard to

figure work he referred to the exaggeration by the lens of nearer objects,

such as the hands. From the study of art collections, he found that at

certain periods of art history there was a tendency amongst artists to

diminish the size of hands iu portraiture. He thought the camera would
be a safeguard to keep near to the proper proportions ; it was certainly

nsefnl to artists, especially in cloud and \TaTe stndiea, and itill more in
tree anatomy.

Mr. Austin wislied to know more particularly why Beach's developer
was called a "rut." He had succeeded in producing uniformly bad
results with every developer, but ho had certainly seen the highest
quality of work from a use of Beach. It seemed to be regarded as the
photographic slough of despond.

Mr. O'Farrell said the hands in most figure work wore in a different
piano from the principal parts of the subject, and of necessity suffered

from exaggeration. In this way photography would rather mislead than
assist the artist. It might be interesting and useful to artists to photo-
graph trees bare in winter, and then to make a careful comparative study
in connection with photographs of the same trees clothed in summer
time.

Captain Abney made reference to Mr. H. P. Robinson as working out
every picture on paper in monochrome before arranging the compositions
for photogiaphing. For instance, Ilringing Huvie the May and
Dawn and Sunset were examples of this method. From much
association with artists he could say that the hands were regarded as
expressive of character as much as the face. One of the greatest portrait

painters of the day seemed to be in the habit of avoiding the hands.
There seemed to be some danger of drawing in the Board schools being
suppressed unless influence should be brought to bear to continue it.

He then referred to the distortion caused by lenses. If a lens of shorter
focus than the natural focus of the eye be employed the perspective is

exaggerated, and, in enlarging, the exaggeration is increased. He be-

lieved direct large pictures, particularly with near objects, better than
enlargements. In a figure subject the sitter was half the artist and the
honour greatly due to him. The sitter who claimed part credit for an
artistic figure study of himself could by no means have applied to him
the ironical story of the organ blower, who said, " How beautifully we
played last Sunday." He thought the eye should be constantly educated
by a mental study of every scene. As to the use of photography in

representing waves and movements of animals he considered these were
never seen as rendered by photography. The persistence of vision

caused a composite effect, for instance, lines of light on sea iu sunlight

were seen by the eye and not dots as shown by the instantaneous photo-

graph. The movements of the legs of horses in motion, too, were atro-

ciously inartistic, and, he thought he might add, untruthful.

Mr. Adcock said he regarded Beach's developer as a "rut" from an
aptness to be prejudiced against anything new that suddenly displaced

long trusted forrauhc. The ten per cent, solutions of pyro, ammonia, and
bromide, he thought, a far less mechanical developer. He could not con-
trovert Captain Abney in regard to his remarks on enlarging. Notwith-
standing liis recent conversion to enlarging he had to admit that his

examples shown were taken direct with a large D lUmeyer's rapid rectilinear

lens of more than thirty inches focus. He had been led to his subject by
consideration of a picture in one of the illustrated periodicals, the Century,

of the hand of Abraham Lincoln. He had wondered whether it were
really a faithful representation of his hand. The value of a correct record

of the characters of great men as shown in their hands would be of great

value.

Testing the Sensitiveness of Plates. (By W. K. Burton.)

Mr. Webber said he would like to be informed what effect tha depth of

filni on a plate had in regard to its sensitiveness. Plates of recent make
seemed to be decidedly thinner and did not give the range of tones of the

early plates. He thought that the makers stinted the amount of emulsion.

Mr. O'Farrell asked whether it was not more a question of the quantity

of silver in the plate rather than the thickness of the emulsion.

Captain Abney said he was not one of those who regarded sensitomcters

as perfect indicators, but they gave a very good idea as to the sensitive-

ness of plates. Screens as now made were not uniform. Ho then gave
his reasons why he considered Spurge's the best form. In a good plate

rapidity was required, and, another point, more particularly gradation.

No thin-filmed plate will give gradation from one to twenty-three, some only

as far as eight. Thickness of film was essential to give gradation though
the thin plate might be equally sensitive. In regard to phosphorescent

screens he had not found those lie had kept embedded in parafline decay.

They had retained their luminosity with him for several years. Some
were simply painted with Balmain's oil paint, and the oil appeared to

cause the tablet to deteriorate. He differed from Mr. Burton as to the

effect of the iodide with phosphorescent screen, and illustrated his con-

tention by a diagram to show the dip in the curve of sensitiveness for

iodide at the point where the phosphorescent Ught was emitted.

Mr. Burton would emphasise the remarks made by Captain Abney as

to the necessity for thickness of film. In thin films the scale of light

recorded was reduced, early reversal was caused, and he fancied sensitive-

ness also was diminished. Much less light was probably absorbed by
thin than by thick films, but he had been nnablo to observe it. As
to the decadence of phosphorescent screens, one he had kept in paraffine

was disintegrated, only some spots giving light.

Mr. Sage thought every plate maker ought to put the scnsitometer

number on their boxes of plates. He then asked leave to refer to the

remarks on Beach's developer, and asked what objections could be raised

to an ordinary potash developer.

Captain Abney said Beach's developer did not allow snch latitude.

He thought the pyro potash might ba a good developer if used with
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brains He did not believe in the term over exposure; it was the rela-

Uonof exposure and developer that governed the final reft He had

secured good pictures from plates many times over exposed-they were,

in fact, properly exposed for the developer he employed.

Amateur Enluigino on k Small Scale. (By J. Traill Taylor.)

Mr Webber made inquiry as to the increase of heat in the lantern

X\"epr/toTnSes from Dr. Foulerton, Mr. Taylor remarked that «,e

small plano-convex lens acted somewhat the part of a condenser m addi-

tion to the other ordinary condenser.

Mr. Wormald asked for the number of the burner usea.
, „, ,„,,

Mr York said he used an ordinary fish globe as condenser and doubled

the light, and suggested the inversion of one of the burners.

Mr H TruemanWood referred to the incandescent gaslight where a

cap of muslin dipped in certain metallic salts was placed over the burner.

TVie source of light, however, was rather a large one for antern purposes

There was a dilliculty in lighting up more than a d x -i plate except by

daylight. He had used a large bottle of water successfully as a con-

denser, but the light was not strong, being lost m passing. No condenser

was absolutely required for small work; ground-glass or tissue-paper

might be used to diffuse and equalise the light all over the plate.

Mr. Lucas asked how long it was after lighting the lamp before tlie

albo-carbon material was sufficiently melted to come into action.

Captain Abney had tried the incandescent gas or Auer-Welsbaeh liglit.

There was tliree times the amount of blue light in it that was found in

the ordinary gas flame. The cap of muslin was dipped m palts ol

zirconium and lanthanum. The light was so intensely white as to be

disliked by ladies on account of its being unbecoming for the com-

plexion, a distinct advantage in photography. The heat ray too, was

small compared vfith what ordinarily obtained. Only one-tliird the

exposure would be required for the same amount of apparent hglit.

Mr Taylor's plan of using a small second lens as condenser near t.ie

flame was one already adopted for military purposes in throwing light

over surrounding stretches of country.

In reply to questions from Dr. Foulerton and others,

Mr. Swift said he thought the light was to be obtained, or could be

shortly, as he understood the Company interested in it had oihces at

4, Jeffrey-square, E.G.
, ^, ,

Mr Taylor, in replv, said that the inverting of one of the burners, as

su""ested by Mr. York, was not necessary, for, by the suitable placing of

the'diaphragm, its aperture was opposite a uniformly bright flame, ilie

size of burner used was No. 2. Although his experience with the incan-

descent gaslight spoken of by Mr. Trueman Wood was only limited

owing to its not yet having been introduced commercially, yet had lie had

considerable experience with that form of incandescent burner in which

platinum gauze was employed instead of Dr. Auer's system of muslin.

An objection to the former was the great length of the chimney necessary

in order to create a draught sufficient to render the platinum incandescent,

otherwise it was excellent. In order to melt the albo-carbon material

quickly, he lifted the reservoir out of its socket, and by holding it over

the gas for a minute it was ready for use at once instead of having to

wait tUl it melted in the ordinary course. Reverting to what he had

seen of the two modern incandescent gaslights the Lewis, or platinum,

and the Welsbach, he thought that for producing enlargnients the

former appeared the better of the two, but he could not speak definitely

as to this.
. , ... 1

,

Dr. Foulerton said he thought the flame of the gas agamst wire would

cause a very unpleasant smell.

Captain Abney stated that the flame against the wire would set up

production of acetylene, a very unpleasant and noxious gas. He then

conveyed the hearty thanks of the meeting to Mr. Traill Taylor for his

interesting communication.
In the afternoon after members, friends, and visitors had met in the

club rooms to see the exhibition of pictures and apparatus there, the

Conference was contmued at three p.m. by the reading of a paper on

The Sulphukation of Platincttpe Printb. (By H. H. O'Farrell.)

Mr. Willis showed that though the paper might be yellowed by

Bulphuration, a yellowing not difficult to remove, the image in platino-

type was not affected. After perfect washing he had never succeeded in

yellowing with H» S.

Mr. Adcock dwelt on the beauty of platinotype and advised those

present to "try platinotype and believe in it."

Captain Abney said the permanence of the image was independent of

the discolouration by sulphuretted hydrogen. Silver prints could be as

permanent as any other, but the organic sulphides formed in the albumen
itself were the source of trouble. There were two forms of matter more
permanent than any other—carbon and platinum.

The second paper at the afternoon sitting was

IsocnnOMATio Photookaphy (by W. H. Hyslop),

and thia was taken in immediate conjunction with an address by Captain

Abney upon the same subject, in which he sought to demonstrate that

ortbocbromatic plates would not be serviceable to the landscape photo-

grapher. He had come to this conclusion from a series of experiments

which he proceeded to explain to the meeting by means of diagram

illustrations on the screen. The ortbocbromatic plates might be useful

in taking white clouds on a blue sky, and in photographing sunset scenes

but for ordinary work they would be valueless. The blue mus be reduced

if orthochromatism is to be made of use. Instead of a yellow screen

in copying work he used a hemispherical reflector painted yellow in-

'"'some of the pictures taken by the aid of this reflector were thrown

on the screen, and compared with others of the same subjects on

ordinary plates, and exhibited very striking advantages in favour ol those

on the treated plates exposed to yellow light from the reflector.^

At the conclusion of his paper, Mr. Hyslop made an important

communication. He said the question had been asked a a recent

meeting of the Photographic Society of Great Britain, whether paper

negatives could be successfully treated with orthochromatising sub-

stances, as in the case of glass. He was able to answer this ques ion in

the aftirmative, as he had with him some stripping films which he had

successfully subjected to the process. These were handed round.
_

Mr Burton regretted to hear the unfavourable conclusions Captain

Abney had come to in regard to the use of othochromatic plates in land-

scape work. He had been looking to a great improvement in results

from their use, and was still unable to understand the mavvelloiis

superiority shown in certain landscape pictures from orthochromatic

negatives over those of same subject from ordinary plates, except that

this result was secured by the orthochromatising.

Mr WoUaston asked which Mr. Hyslop considered his best result.

Mr' Mackie asked what plates Mr. Hyslop had used, bromide or bromo-

iodide, and whether he had tried the effect of orthochromatising the

chloride. ,r t \. i

After remaiks from Mr. Garnett and Kev. Mr. Lambert

Jlr. Henderson being called upon by the President, said he had secured

orthochromatic effect by use of vegetable dyes. He obtained the effect

also without the use of yellow glass. He was not sure tliat they were not

ignoring white light and making yellow light the high lights of the

picture. He exhibited some orthochromatic photographs of diagrams

containing blue and yellow.
. , , , .,. j u„

Mr. Wollaston had used Clayton & Tailfer's plates with good results.

He considered it was a great deal a matter of exposure.

Mr Hyslop said that example treated witli chloride of silver and

erythrosiiie was the best. He did not think Mr. Henderson s tests were

reliable as his diagrams copied contained only blue and yellow.

Captain Abney said he had seen the landscape pictures referred to by

Mr. Burton. He could say those plates he had made would only show

advantage in taking sunset scenes.
,„,.„„,i

The last paper of the day was one sent by Mr. A. Pringle to he lead

entitled
Eational Development.

It was addressed " To my Camarades in Camera convened, to be read il

Captain 'Abney, in opening the discussion, said this would be the

proper opportunity to discuss the Beach developer, as there seemed to be

a desire to make an Aunt Sally of it at this meeting.
„ j m.

Mr Buiton approved of ten per cent, solutions, and marvelled at the

prevailing habit of mixing the bromide and the ammonia in one solution.

If you must mix it should apparently be the pyro and the bromide as

these had acted somewhat in the same way.

Mr. Conrad championed ferrous oxalate.

Mr WoUaston preferred potash to ammonia in developing negatives ol

dark interiors. With thick films, too, in certain brands lie thought it

much better, and on paper negatives he found potash greatly superior to

ammonia.
,

Mr. Mackie said there was a tendency to get into a groove and use one

developer for every make of plate. He considered this a most important

point. Different brands of plates should have different developers.

With Beach passable negatives might be produced on almost any plate,

but not first-rate negatives.
, , , < i *!,„

Mr Hyslop said, in regard to hydrokinone, that he had found ine

most wonderful latitude with it, exposures varying from sixteen seconds

to more than a minute yielding results almost inappreciably different.

Mr. Burton doubted whether the same gradation of light was obtained

with the use of ferrous oxalate.

Captain Abney noted that Mr. Pringle claimed lightsomeness, aUegna,

from slow development; in music it was just the other way. me
potash developer might be a good one, but Beach's modification was

unscientific in the way it was prepared, in fact he might say it was

childish : a chemist's shop which happened to develope. Ihe additions

to the pyro and tlie potash in it were decidedly injurious to the nuns oi

the negatives. Hydrokinone was better with potash than with ammonia.

He thought there was the same amount of latitude with ferrous oxalate.

The great objection to it was that it was expensive.

The Conference proceedings were then closed by a congratulatory

address from the President.
, , • j

In the evening the first annual dinner for members and friends came

off at the Holborn Ilestaurant, Captain Abney presiding. Some excellent

songs and speeches were given during the evening, and the company

included representatives of the provincial societies, and of the photo-

graphic press, the whole numbering about eighty.
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®ur iStJitorial JTaftle.

Thk PiioTOGnAPHic TiMKs Annuai,.
Now York.

It is cioditaljle to the enterprise of the Scovill Manufacturing Company
that tliey should cndenvour to have America adoquately represented

among tiie Annuals of the world. That for 1887 recently issued bv
this well-known firm is under the editorial management of Mr. C. W.
(^anfleld, a former Secretary of the Society of New York Amateurs,
who lias had tlio good sense to get up the work on strictly English lines.

It is well printed on stout paper and in large bold type, and contains

a number of articles which will prove both interesting and useful.

Pbactical Amateub PnoToanAPHY.
By C. C. Ykvebs, Leeds.

This little manual has been written a-s a simple text-lx)ok for the

beginner. Wo can cordially recommend it for the purpcse intended,

SCTPLKMENT TO CUOICB AND USE OF LkNSES.

Mn. DAi.i.MKYBn, following up his suggestion for the alteration of the

Photoprapluc Society's standard, made in our columns on September
•24, 1886, has forwarded to us a list of liis lenses with their re-

spective diaphragms, all calculated upon the standard then proposed,

and now adopted by him. For the guidance of those who possess the

lense.s with their diaphragms stamped according to the old arrange-

ment, Mr. Dallmeyer has printed in the table the old notation of the

stops. The diameter of each diapliragui, its intensity, ratio, relative

rai)idity, and comparison with the I'iiotographic Society's standard,

are all noted. The author, liowever, draws our attention to the

fact that the apertures of the diaphragms of some of the smaller view

lenses have been very slightly altered (beginning with lens No. 40,'')01
),

but the apertures of the stops of lenses before that number are ex.actly

as given in the present " table of relative rapidities," &c., in the sixtli

edition of The Choice and Use of Photojiraphic Lenses. The value of

the table is increased by the fact of its being printed on one large

sheet, so that it can be hung in the studio, or any section might
conveniently be cut out and placed in a note-book, or even attached

to the corresponding lens itself. Mr. Dallmeyer intends this table as

a supplement to the pamphlet on lenses referred to, the enlarged

edition of which we have already noticed.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 2012.— "Improvements in Printing Artificial Skies by Photography on to

Photojp-aiilis." G. J. Sershai.l.—Dated PehriuiryQ, 1887.

No. 2024.— "ProduciiiK or Manufacturing Metallic Cameo Portraits." M.
Cnm.—Ditted Febnuinj 9, 1887.

No. 2042.—" Improvement in Photograiihic Cameras." J. R. Got/..— Dalai
FehriMTy 9, 1887.

ilteettngjs of Sboctettesf^

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Data of Heating. Ntine of Society. FlsceofUeatiiig.

Febroar; 21
22

Notts Institute, 9, Shakespeare-street.

Great Britain (Technical) Sa, Pall Mall East.

„ 22 Bolton Club The Studio, (Jhanoery.lane, Bolton.

23 Buniley and District
23 Andei ton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.O.

„ 24 Burton-nii-Trcnt
24 Liverpool Amateur Royal Institution, Colquilt-strcet.

24 Oldham
„ 24 Hull
„ 24 London and Provincial Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCUL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At a meeting of tlie above Association, held on Tliiirsilay night, February 10,

at tlie Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. A. L. Henderson presiiled.

The C'HAiRM.vN exliibited some pieces of a bromide print which had been
bleached liy Mr. P. M. Edwards witli cldorine water, and which lie (the Chair-

man) liad taken home and put in a dish of water standing near a window

;

after a long time the chloride of silver Idackened again in tlie dayliglit and the

iiii.ige liail lieeii for tlie greater part restored. He intended to do more with the

pieces, and hoped to cU'ect the complete restoration of the portions of the

image.

Mr. UniK, of (JIasgow, exhiliited some rows of printH taken with his printinir
machine, to which, he said, a developing mactiiiie iu itM early rough stage biul

lieen fitted up as an ailjiinct, so that the jirints were turned out at the rate of
one tlioiisaml j>er hour from one negative ; some other negatives workeil at
slower rate.i. When warm tones were desireil seven seconds' exposure per print
were given instead of one second. These mechanical iiiveiitloiis were likely to
make jihotograpliic art of more commercial value and in new grooves.

Mr. B. J. Kuw.vHDs thought that he was the first to i>oint out that tones
could be varied by varying the exposures ; a long exposure and weak deveIo|>«r

gave very red prints. He did not know that it was necessary to tone block
prints at nil.

The CiniHMAN here exhibited some of Mr. Urie's rejected prints, which he
(the C'liairmaii) had toned after the original fixing and transformed into beanti-

ful prints of great richness ; he was doubtful, however, whether this final

treatment with gold would not in the long run cause the gelatine of the prints
to discolour. He had used aljout one grain of chloride of gold to twelve or
twenty grains of acetate of soda reii<lered neutral by chalk and afterwards
slightly acidified witli a very minute tr.ace of acetic acid ; eight or ten ounces
of water were used in the aliove toning bath to each grain of gold.

Mr. Edwahds liad brought home from New Zealand some prints most richly
toned by a photographer there who used very nearly the foregoing formula,

and all the prints toned in that acid bath had since faded, whereas prints toned
in an alk.aliiie lath h.ad not done so.

Tlie Ciiaiuman had turned out iiermanent prints after mixing sulphuric acid
with the fixing bath.

Mr. A. Haddo.v .xsked if sulphocyanide of potassium, when used in tolerably

strong solution, would di.s.solve gelatine.

Mr. W. M. AsH.MAN said that a Belgian photographer had published that
such was the case.

Mr. J. B. B. WEi.l.lNaTOX had been trying more experiments with ortho-

chromatic photography, until his plates had become so sensitive to reil that
lirinting went on through the reil rim of Wamerkc's sensitometer screen.

Orthocliromatic plates gave no halation, andin that resi>cct were very valuable

for interiors.

Mr. Edwahds had found them to be rem.arkably good for v.irieties of foliage.

The CuAiitMAN said that Captain Abney had recently pnlilicly stated that

he thought that orthocliromatic plates would not prove so advantageous as

expected.

Mr. A. Mackie rem.irked that Captain Abney based the foregoing statement
upon the fact that most of the liglit refiected from leaves is white.

Mr. W. E. Dkbksha.m had fouml orthocliromatic plates to Ije particularly

useful in photographing green colours.

The Chairman li.ad stained plates with saffron, cochineal, litmus, and anatto,

and they had all given orthocliromatic effect irrespective of colour, liecanse, as

lie supposed, they modified the high lights ; the things he had named were not
in the patent of Mr. Eihvards.

Mr. Edwards said that the substances named had been used before, and ho
himself had obtained good results with .saft'ron. The true orthocliromatic

effects were, however, ]iroduced only with a chemical organic componnd of
silver ; the dyes merely helped, as in tlie nse of yellow glass. The chemical
metliod would in ten seconds give that which required one hour and a half by
the optical method.

Mr. Debenham stated that two years ago Dr. Eder hml published that an
enmlsion might be made orthocliromatic first and washed afterwards.

Mr. Welu.nuton had failed to retain the orthochromatic effect after the
washing.
The Chairman asked what was Mr. E<Iwards's test for the use of cosine after

the orthocliromatic emulsion iiad been washed.
Mr. Edwards refused to answer. Some discharged aniline dyes could be

restored.

Mr. Wellington thought blue light was the test one in which to develope
such orthochromatic plates as he liad been iireparing ; blue gave the Ix!st pro-

tection for the purpose when testing with tlie sensitometer.

Mr. Dkbenha.m .said that blue light was bad to work by, because it had such
feeble action upon the nerves of vision.

The Chairman's very sensitive plates for ga.slight exposures were more sensi-

tive to the red than to the yellow rays, and .so were all ammonia emulsions
;

yellow-gi-eeii screens acted best with tlieni, as tested by experiment.

Mr. Edwards had licen testing, and did not find orthochromatic plates less

sensitive to tike reds than were ordinary plates ; sometimes they were a little

better.

Mr. Wellington's cosine plates gave worse results with the re<ls than did

ordinary plates.,

Mr. Haddon tiioiight that the superiority of yellow over ruby light for the

jiaiticular jilates mentioned by the Chairman might perhaps be an error, the

real cause of the difference being that with the yellow light a translucent and
not transparent screen was employed, and that would greatly lower the general

amount of transmitted light of all kinds.

Tlie CHAIR.MAN responded that he had always said that spcctram cxperi-

moiits were necessary to settle such questions.

Mr. W. Willis and"Mr. C. Irving were elected members of the Association,

and the meeting broke up.

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary meeting of the above was held on Thursday, February 10, at the
Free Public Library,—Mr. J. A. Forrest (President) in the chair, with a fair

attendance of meinliers.

Messrs. Sylvester Parry (Cliester), Alfretl Matthews, and Charles B. Reader,
were elected members of the A.ssociation.

Mr. Forrest wished to draw the attention of memliers to the weekly re-

unions held on Wednesdays, at four o'clock, at the Merchants' Cafe, 2.5, Lonl-
street, Liverjiool. These meetings have lieen in existence some time, are quite

infonnal, and have proved themselves a valuable adjunct to the monthly
meetings, where, with so many things always on the tapis, a great deal neces-
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sarily gets crowdeil out for want of time. He (Mr. FoiTcst) would be glad it

the members of tlie Liverjtool Association would co-operate with him in tliese

"socials," and by their presence help to ma]<e tliem even more successful than
they are ; he wi.shed to be permitted to extend the right hand of good fellow-

ship to the Liveqiool Association, and, if invit.ation was considered necessary,

he invited them most heartily, as he felt the two Associations should fniternise

more than they did, and especially so with regard to the excursions, which he
thought might be arranged for tlie mutual jdeasure and convenience of all.

After some discussion, it wjis resolved that silver and bronze medals .shall l>e

awarded at the next competition in lieu of the prizes of prints hitherto offered,

as it was felt the medals would act as an incentive, and induce members to take
part more largely in the variou.s competitions.

Mr. P. Lange exhibited an excellent 12 x 10 eidargement from a half-plate

negative, printed in platinotype, of two beagles (not the biped species), which
were greatly admired.

Mr. H. H. Williams exhibited some whole-plate Woodbury tissue negatives
and prints tlierefrom ; in the latter there was no perceptible trace of granu-
larity whatever.
The Secretar)- also .showed a large number of prints taken during a ten days'

holiday in the Mourne Mountains, North of Ireland, last Christmas, which
helped to illustrate some of the beauties of this photographically forsaken part
of "that most distressful country," where a camera still excites as much
interest as an express train would to an Esquimaux.

Mr. A. W. Beer then read his paper, -1 UoUdny in the Korth liidinr/ ; or,

Oil the Trail nflhe Artists, which was listened to witli attention, and, by the
frequent bursts of applause bestowed upon it, his audience were evidently alive

to the trouble and pains he had taken to make it interesting with camera and
pen.

The first sceut of the " trail " is found at Whitby, i.e., the eii.st side, or Old Whitby,
the western portion beinfj modern and fa.shionable. Whitby and jet are terms as
synonymous as coals and Nowca.stle, bnt fashion and lack of supply have sadly inter-
fered with this part of its once staple trade, and it is only at Hajrtrerlyth we are
introduced to a few of the honses once occupied by the miners, now sadly out of the
perpendicular owing to a late Landslip. Wiitby Abbey, biult a.d. 6.57, is as full of
pictures as it has quaint legends connected with it. The Fish Market affords some
lntere.<;ting figure studies, as Mr. Du Maurier has fonnd out ,ind illustrated with his
versatile pencil. The carious but ugly old Tuscan Town Hall reminds us of the
primitive phice we are visiting liy still nightly ringmg the curfew. Whitby's once
proud whaling fleet, now reduced to dry-rotting in the sun, afford interest to inany of
the views to bo fouml on the'shoro. Along the cliffs now to S,aud.senrt, close to which
are the great domains of the Marquis of >"ormanby, who affords every facility to
artists, who find plenty of work on the remains of the once fcuihil stronghold, Mnl-
grave Castle. Scrambling along the cliffs, noticing the old jet mines in their f.aco on
the way, on past what is left of Kettleness, wonderful Runswick is reached, where
the houses seem to form part of the cliff itself ; it is in every sense a place of negatives,
as here there is no church, no chapel, no horse, no cart, no policeman, no post office,
no gi-aveyard, no public-house, no photographic society, no soci.al board, and, as a
natural consequence, no rates. Still along the cliffs to Staithes, which is larger than
Runswick or Sanilsend. Here Captain Cook was apprenticed to a groccr.'but the
houEO has been claimed by the sea some years ago. A mde up the Esk, and Kunswiirp
ia reached; then from Egton to tihiisdale, where evci-v possible variety of river
scenery may be had, on to the Beggars' Bridge, which is 200 years old, and' is said to
be a veritable "Lovers' Bridge " owing to a legend, but one is more prepared to see
Tarn o' Shanter pursued by Cutty Sark than lovers on it, so closely docs it rcfemble
the Brig o' Doon. Six miles south of Whitby, St. Robin Hood's bay and town are
reached, and afford many capital " bits," but its quaint he.auty is doDuied, a grand
hotel being about to be built on the cliffs. The train now whirls us away through
the 'Vale of Pickering, and we notice rn route Pickering's ruined castle, Kirkham's
famous caves and old church, to Hebusley, where, amidst the fine trees of Duucombe
Park, towers the venerable Keep of Helmsley Castle, which was destroyed by the
ParUamentary 'Vandals of a.d. IWt. In a comer of the castle y.ard remains the
Minarc muUion-windowed building said to have been the residence of Villiers Duke of
Buckingham, where he retired after disgrace at Court. Close to Helmsley is the
Monastery of Rievaux, which is full of pictures, and the ruins of which are most
extensive—indeed, in the parlance of a countryman, *' There's acres of 'em " From
Bievanx we reach Scawtou and Byland Abbey, on to Coxwold village, owned by Sir
George Wombwell, of Baliu:lava fame, and visit in the neighbourhood Shandy Hall
where Lawrence Stenie lived for seven years as vicar, and wrote many of his best-known books. Through some lovely country,|we reach the end of our jouniey, uameiv.
Durham [some lovely slides of which " brought domi the house,"[and " our mrde ''

was thanked by acclamation, without even the more formal vote of the President]

.

Mr. Beer, who took the late prize at the Liverpool Association for lantern
slides, illustrated his paper witli over a hundred view.s, reduced from 10x8
negatives, many of them most artistically coloured, wliicli increased their
beauty considerably.

Mr. Coruisli manipulated his lantern witliout a hitch, and had a brilliant
light. A very hearty vote of thanks to him broke up the meeting at a late
uour.

°

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the usual bi-monthly meeting held at Myddeltou Hall, Islinfton N on
Tuesday, February 15, Mr. J. Traill Taylor, President, in tlie chaii"

''

The Hon. Sechetahy read a conmiunication from Mr. F. B Taylor referring'
to the negative shown by Mr. F. W. Cox at the last meeting.

°

Tlic following gentlemen, who were members of tlie original North London
Society, w'ere noiniii.ated by the Council as honorary members :—Messrs W
Ackland W. Bedford, E. Dunmore, E. W. Foxlee, D." W. Hill, J. Martin, and

1 ,1" T '
"'"' "'* following as ordinary members ;—Messrs. H. Dimmock

and H. Imray.
Several presentations were made for the Society's library
Mr T.\Yi.0R, vacating the chair, which was taken by ivfr. A. Mackie Vice-

President, then delivered a lecture on the ch.aracteristics of the photographic

Zlfini.^Jn''^ /,r',-
t^-nnifix^inf? «'"'' ^^^ Portrait lens, he exjdained thegreat intluence of the back combination not alone in conferring intensity of the.image by shortening the focus, but especially in flattening the tield sliowing

sLhdiT"„r T"''
?•'''' '^°''';'' by * ^',«l.t modificatifu, be rendered fl7Wuch defects as a.stigmatism, and not working to focus, were treated of andremedial measures indicated, together witli the best )K)Wtim^„rplacin» thediaphragm in or.ler to secure certau. ends. The e.npfoyment of tClens for

lantern projection was dwelt upon at some length, and the conditions for ob-

taining the'best marginal definition on a fl.at field pointed out. Moiiern suigle

achromatic landscape lenses next claimed attention, and it was shown that for

certain classes of large heads these would prove very useful. The conditions under

which such len.ses would give a soft definition coupleil witli rapidity of action

were shown, and an explanation given of the means' whereliy the front lens of

a portrait combination could be useil alone for portraits of large dimensions as

well as for landscapes. The class of doublet lenses known as rapids claimed a

large portion of the sjieaker's attention during his discourse. He explained by
what means tlie flattest possible field could be obtained while using a large

aperture, and dwelt at some length on tlie Hare spot in the centre of the field,

to which so many of these lenses were liable when employed out of doors with

a small stop, explaining cause of tliis fault and .showing the means by which it

could be cured without affecting tlie working of tlie lens otherwise, and further

explaining by what means the rajiiil doulilet could be converted into a wide-

angle lens. But, he said, while a gooil rapid douidet might be made to embrace

a wide angle by having a supplementary short mount, an originally wide-angle

lens couhl not be converted into one working with great rajihlity. The subject

of comparing and testing lenses, the emiiloyment of the single parts of com-

])0uud lenses for landscajies at long ranges, the care of lenses, conjugate foci, and

other topics of a practical nature, inchuling that of the liest form of mounting

lenses, all received their meed of attention during the discourse, which lasted

over an hour, and during which several lenses of various forms were exhibited.

The Vice-President said he felt sure he was expressing the feelings of every

one present as well as liis own in saying that he bad been gi-atified as well as

instructed by the President's .able'and interesting discourse. He hoped to

have an animated discussion, and felt sure Mr. Taylor would answer any

questions and explain anything that he might not have made clear.

Mr. P. Spencer said that he sliould like Mr. Taylor to explain the reason of

the existence of both chemical ami visual foci in some lenses.

The reason of this Mr, Taylor then demonstrated on the blackboard.

Mr. F. W. Cox believed that lu.any years ago Mr. Taylor showed at the

Photogi-aphic Society of Scotlaml a lens he had made to give diffusion of focus

at will, and asked whetlier there was any lens made that would give such

difl'usion of focus. He thought sucli an one would give very artistic effects.

Mr. K DUN.MORH had taken inctures with a Dallmeyer's ]iortrait lens in

which this quality could be olitaiiied liy separating the back combination.

Mr. J. T. Chixn asked whether there was ,<iny rule for fixing the distance of

tlie stop from the lens in single lenses.

Mr. Taylor said that no rule could be laiil down. The liest position of the

stop could best be fixed by a system of tri.il and error.

Dr. LiNDSAY'-JOHNsON asked why some makers made the lenses of their

wide-angle rectilinears very small wliile others made them so much larger.

Mr. Taylou ex]ilained and demonstrated that in the former case tlic same
results are olitained by using very thick lenses, 'which in the latter was olitained

by using thin ones of larger diameter.

Mr. F. W. Hart spoke on the subject of flare sjiots in single lenses.

After some remarks by Mr. Geoi-ge Sniitli and others, and owing to the

lateness of the hour, tlie discussion was adjourned until the next meeting on

Tuesday, March 1, which will also be a lantern evening.

The proceedings terminated with a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Taylor.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual fortnightly meeting was held at the Technical Schools, Bridge-street,

Birmingham, on Thursday, the lOtli instant,—Mr. E. H. Jaques in tlie chair.

The mihutes of the la.st meeting were read and confirmed.

Mr. Frank Eilwards was elected a member, and Messrs. Leesoii and Ho.skins

were nominated for electiou.

The evening was devoted to a lantern exhibition of slides for a prize given by
an anonymous member for the best slide shown on the screen, Messrs. Birkett,

Button, Collins, Fowler, Dr. Harts, Harrison, HoUiday, Jaques, Karleese, Mid-
dleton, Pick.ard, Pumphrey, Riley, Robinson, 1'. Taylor, R. P. Taylor, and
Tylar, competing, the result being that fifteen slides were selected as the best,

wliich are reserved for the final decision of tlie judging committee.
Some very line slides, not foi comiictition, were also shown by Messrs. Bar-

well, Heaton, Pumphrey, and Welford, which were much admired. About
two hundred slides were shown.
The meeting was most enjoyalile, and it was decided to promote similar

exhibitions during the year.

The subject of next meeting will be Developers and Rapidity.

YORKSHIRE COLLEGE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The ordinary monthly m'leting was held in tlie College on Friday, February
11,—The President (Mr. C. H. Bothamley) in tlie chair.

The President showed some specimens of orthochromatic photography.
Tlie Rev. R. W. Atkinson, M.A., gave a lecture entitled Here mul There in

Xorirai/, which was illustrated l)y a large number of very fine lantern slides.

A vote of tlianks to Mr. Atliinson, on the motion of Mr. W. Tho.\ias,

seconded by Dr. E. H. Jacob, concluded the proceedings.

LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
A MEETING of this Society was Iield on the 9th instant,—Mr. George Bankart,
President, in tlie chair.

Mr. B. Sniitli was elected a member.
Mr. T. S. Taylor, assisteil by Mr. W. Taylor, then proceeded to give a

pa))er on Lenses, which was illustrated with several experiments and deiiiou-

strations, assisted with diagrams tlirown on the screen by tlie oxyliydrogeu
light. Mr. Taylor first showed tlic cH'ect of interposing a pi-isiii and'prisnis in
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tlic imtli of a my of liglit, ileinoiistrntiiig tlic deflection caused thereby, and
with numerous (iingranis he showed the various angles and foci determined by
lense.s of dilfercnt shapes and ilensitiea ; explaining the reason, by jiractical

exainjiles, for using a eombination of lenses composed of glass of diflerent com-
position, as flint, crown, kc. ; and, after showing practically the formation of
|>ortrait, rectilinear, ami other combinations, he doswl by showing the various
stages of manufacture from the rough glass to the liuishcd lens, which, being a
new eJEi>«rienve to the members, was thoroughly appreciated and enjoyed.

CHELTENHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
MnXTHl.v meeting held February 10,—Mr. Baynliam Jones in the chair.

The Skcrktauv exhibited some prints ou Liesegang's " Aristo" ))aper, stating

that ho found a dilliculty in toning it satisfactorily. He had first tried the
onlinary borax Iwith, wliich i>roduced no effect; the next batch were toned with
a bath containing ammonium sulphoryanide and sodic phosphate, and the
results were better, Init not quite satisfactory.

Mr. Jones showed Vergara's slide for the Woodbury tissue and a trans-

jiarency printed oil a Wooilbury film. This was cpiite free from any appear-
ance of panidarity.
The hastman t'ompany had sent for exhibition some specimens of enlarge-

ments on their bromide paper, and also some negatives taken ou their new
stripiiing jwiier. These latter were very much adnjiied, being as clear as glas.s,

and showing a marvellous amount of detail.

A vote of thanks was passed to the Eastman Company and to tlie Woodbury
Tissue Company for their exhibits.

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
Ax oiilinary meeting of the almve Association was held on Tliursday, February
3, in the South Glasgow Exhibition.
The PiiKsiDEXT, Mr. W. Lang, jnn., occupied tlie chair, and explained to the

members that it had been thouglit advisable to hold the meeting in the Photo-
graphic Exhibition, as it would close on the 5th instant, an<l by doing so they
would have an opportunity of again examining this most interesting collection.
Tills was the reason of the change of place of meeting. They were indebted to
Mr. Patnn for putting a room at their service, and he thought the Association
couhl not do less than accord to Mr. Paton a very hearty vote of thanks for the
many facilities he had allowed the members during the time the Exhibition had
remained open.
The minntes were thereafter read and confirmed.
A letter was read from the local Secretary of the Photographic Convention

Coinmittee, but it was .agreed to hold consideration of the same over till next
meeting.

A numlier of Eastman iirints by M. N.-wl.ar, Paris, and sent to the meeting
by Messrs. G. Mason & Co., Glasgow, were passed round and greatly adinireil,

a conversation taking place on the merits of the Eastman and kindred argentic
papers.

Mr. UiilE said that this jirocess of printing was sure to come to the front.
It had three distinct tiiialilications over albumeiiised paper, namely, it was
cheaper; it was quicker in printing, over two tliousaiKi a day being printed
easily ; and it was permanent. In the pictures before them lie thought, how-
ever, the deep shadows might have had more of an engraving bhack about them,
and th's could have been got by having the shadows in the negative clear glass.

Mr. P.vTOX did not know that it would have improved the pictures to have
them blacker in the shadows. He had always found that they had a much
softer and ]>leasantcr effect when the shadows were not too dark.

Mr. UiiiE said he did not mean that the picture should be hard, but what he
wisheil to show was tliat the blacks in these pictures were dull and flat, and
what an artist would do were he working up one of them would be to brush
over the shadows with gum or v.arnish, so as to make them more brilliant.

This, however, that an artist would do could all be done by having a proper
negative and developing carefully.

Mr. G. Kkli. said it was wonderful how good an enlargement could be pro-
duced on this pajjer from a very inferior negative. He had occasion to take a
group rather late in the afternoon, when most of the light had gone ; instead
of wasting a large plate, as he knew it ivould be useless to attempt a large size,

he used a quarter-jilate ; the restdting negative proved almost useless, giving
an exceedindy poor print on albnmeniseil pajier

;
yet this same negative, when

jilaced in the lantern, yielded on argentic paper an extremely good 18 x 14
enlargement.

After some further convers.ation, a vote of thanks was given Mes.srs. G.
Mason k Co. for allowing the members an o)>portunity of examining these
Ijcautiful jiictnres.

The C'H.vin.M.iN then asked the Secretary to rend his paper, entitled Some
rhtitijgrnji/iic Illustmtkms/roM the Works of O. II'. Hnlmfs.
At the close the Secretary was awarded a vote of thanks, and the members

then i)rocec<led to go over the Exhibition and examine the different exhibits,
and thereafter the meeting separateil.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Tin; foHith meeting of the current session w.as held on Febrnaiy 2,—The
President occuiiyiug the chair.

Five gentlemen were elected ordinary memliers, and four nominations were
made for election in March.

Mr. Wii-IJAM Crooke read a paper on Pholo'jraphic Portraitm-e [see page
liilj, which elicited considerable discussion amongst the professional members.

.^lr. J. .M'Kk.ix said the usual preference was lor a north light in the studio,
when it couhl be got, but he was compelled often to make use of a south light,

and found it quite suitable except in brilliant sunshine.
.Mr. F. MoFF.M thought the suggestion to use tissue-paper as an aid to the

proper lighting of deep-set eyes a good idea.

Mr. J. HowiB thought the idea of several preliminary sittings being given
Iieforc a large work was undertaken ought to And favonr and recoinnienflitself.

Pliotography was distinguished for a realism and tnith which were not at all

times picturesi|ue, still those qualities were so valuable that they alone were
sniticient to make our art ever hohl its own.

Mr. H. HiiiBS said he used at times as a reflector a screen covereil with
re<lcliKh blotting-paper. It conveyed a soft flesh-colonred light to the face.

Mr. W. T. Bashfohd said the hints given were very useful, but like other
good rules, had their exceptions. YacXx sitter requires to lie considere<l on his

own merits, anil peculi.ar cases will niii counter to all ordinary rules.

Mr. FonuAX referred to Mr. Crookc's remarks upon the eye as conveying
mainly the expression of the mind, so thiit, though the lower part of the face

were hid, the eyes alone would tell what passion mlcd at the moment He
thought that, exjjre-ssive as the eyes were, it commonly nee<le<l all the features

to unmistakably interpret mental emotions.

Mr. William IIi.mk showed how a quite efficient enlarging a)i]>aratus could
be improvi.seil out of an ordinary packing box, by making a few simple adajita-

tions. He also exhibited a number of gelatino-bromide enlargements made by
it. The means by which the sensitiseil sheet was placed in the exact position

desired, after focussing, was ingeniou.s. Tliree drawing studs were placed in a
triangular form as guides, and the paper placed quite up to them and fixed

there. Mr. Hume used a condenser, but no reflector.

Mr. FoiuiAN recommendeil that a large portrait combination should always
Ix' preferred to a rapid rectilinear, in enlarging, Ijecause of the more general

illumination it gave.

Mr. TuKXBUi.L said that when lamp flanie-s were employed they should be
set edgewise to the lens ; large sjirwid flames did not do so well.

Mr. AXXAN and Mr. Ck.vki-Chiustie each exhibited one photograph con-

taining ])liantoni images, but which was positively declared by their respective

authors to be the production of a single ex|)Osnre.

A good deal of discnssion ensued, and many explanations were offered, but
nothing which was s.atisfactory— at least to the producers.

The meeting was brought to a conclusion by a distribution of over seventy
photographs by ballot to the members.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
The usual monthly meeting of the above Society was held on Friday last, the

11th instant, in the Royal College of Science, Dublin,—Mr. S. Baker in the

chair.

After the reading of the minutes Mr. Greenwood Pirn exhibited a novel

changing bag, which was nothing more nor less than a light black iiidiarubber

coat. Tliis lie buttoned down the front and laid on the table buttons down,
then doubled the sleeves and tucked them under, then with two little elastic

bands, one round the neck and the other round the tail, both hands couhl be
inserted light-tight as well as the box of plates an<l dark slide, and the plates

changed by feel alone.

Mr. Meldon also showed a bag which he was in the habit of using, and which
had a small window of red stuff in one shle and a coujiie of eye-holes fitted in

a face-piece, which was held close to the face by an elastic liaud, so that plates

could be changed by sight.

Mr. J. L. KOBINSON then read his paper, entitled ^1 Week in Kent, after

which a number of photographs which he took on the excursion were passed
through the lantern.

The report of the judges of the pictures sent in for the competition in work
done last season was received, and the two medals were awarded, the one to
George Mansfield, for his picture, Old Street in Salies Basses, Pyrenees, and
the other to Dr. Brown, for .1 River Seene. There were a very large number
of pictures sent in for the competition.

A vote of thanks to the judges. Dr. Hayes and Mr. Longfielil, was proiKwed
by Mr. PiM, and passed unanimously.

t-S' Corrcsjwiulents glwiLld aercr write on hoth sides of the paper.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen-,—May the Committee again trespass upon your courtesy
for space to notify photographers that the Annual General Meeting of

members has been fixed for Monday evening next, February 21, at 181a,

Aldersgate-street, E.G. ? The chair will be taken at eight p.m. by J. Traill

Taylor.

It is further desirable to mention that much useful work, within the

legitimate scope of such an Association, has Iiithcrto been but partially

carried out, owing to the limited number of subscribers, whose position

rendered it unlikely for them to tax the Society's resources. Suffering

and misfortune has not been absent in circles photographic, but in the

majority of cases that have fallen under the notice of the Committee the

essential qualification of membership was absent. The feeling has grown
that an annual payment of 10s. was beyond the capabilities of many whoso
earnings are often slender and variable, and that the Society would be
of greater general benefit were subscriptions lowered in onler to embrace
all conditions of workers—namely, 28. 6d. per annum. This innovation,

whicli the Committee regard as a bold experiment, has now been brought
about, with the result of adding at least fifty members within a very short

period.
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Non-members are invited to be present and take part in the discussion,

but members only are entitled to vote.—I am, yours, <Src.,

February 14, 1887. H. Harl.\ni), Secretary.

ORTHOCHROMATIC PLATES IN LANDSCAPE PHOTOGEAPHY.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— In your editorial note of last week referring to Captain

Abney's remark that the real use of isochromatic plates will be in the

copying of paintings, you go on to say, " Are not paintings transcripts of

nature, not only as regards drawing, but also colour ?

"

I think you rather misunderstand what Captain Abney did say. Will

you allow me, as one also present at the meeting, to explain what I under-

stood to be Captain Abney's meaning? He showed that all coloured

objects, and even black objects, reflected a certain proportion of white

light. It is this white light that in landscape photography impresses the

image on the plate. The coloured rays, within the narroxc limits of time in

u-hich a landscape picture is tahen, have no sensible effect on the plate.

In copying pictures the conditions are different. A protracted exposure is

given, and yellow light or a yellow screen is used.

The coming season will doubtless solve the question. Meanwhile, I

would like to draw attention to two facts : (1), that a plate treated by
Messrs. Dixon's method is two or three times faster than the same plate

untreated
; (2), that in copying pictures by dayliijht the orthochromatic

plate, even without a yellow screen, gives an indisputably better result.

These facts would seem to cast some doubt on Captain Abney's view.

—

I am, yours, &c., H. H. O'Faekell.

To the Editobs.

Gentlejien,—Will you kindly allow us space to correct one or two
inaccuracies in Mr. W. H. Hyslop's paper which appears in your last

number ?

Mr. Hyslop assumes that " had Messrs. Dixon not issued their plates

the Tailfer patent would not have been so much heard of," and that we
should not have purchased our English interest in it. As a matter of

fact, negotiations for the English licence were commenced as soon as we
were convinced that the patent was a valid one in this country, now
more than a year ago, and the purchase was practically completed long
before the plates prepared by Messrs. Dixon were put upon the market.

It is to be regretted that Mr. Hyslop did not take the trouble to ascertain

the facts before making his statement.

With regird to Mr. Hyslop's assertion "that our isochromatic plates

will give no such effect without a screen," we have only to point out that

all the examples shown by us at the meeting of the Photographic Society

of Great Britain were taken in ordinary daylight without a coloured
screen of any kind. This conclusive fact was stated at the time, and can
easily be demonstrated by any one who chooses to make a simple
experiment.
Mr. Hyslop's paper contains many other statements which, to say the

least, are misleading, more especially in the description of his failures,

which in every instance he attributes to his chemicals, instead of fairly

ascribing some share of his non-success to his own confessed want of

chemical knowledge of the subject.—We are, yours, &c.,

2'hc Grace, Hackney, February 14, 1887, B. J. EnwAEns & Co.

AMATEUR PROFESSIONALS.

To t'le EiiiToiiS.

GENTi,E>rEN,—Mr. Adcock in his remarks on my letter seems to put a

pointed reference to a clerk amateur becoming a professional that I did

not quite mean. I have been a clerk, and wish no offence to that useful

class; it was just a handy name. I might as well have said baker,
brewer, night watchman, barber, signalman, joiner, teacher, or anything
else, and I happen to know all these ; and what I call them is ama-
teur professionals, because they make profit out of the practice of the
art-science. And I do not object to any one becoming full fledged pro-
fessionals. It would not become me to do so. I had my time of

lionoured amateurism and of successful professionalism, and should I

get into the sere and yellow leaf of an old duffer, I must just take it, but
will try to keep that off as far as possible. That does not keep me from
thinking that it would be well for those who acknowledge themselves
professionals to have a society of their own for trade purposes in the
widest sense. Our societies and our journals used to be for the advance-
ment of the photographic art, and all who took an interest in it became
members ; now fine lines and blurred lines are being drawn to separate
the amateur from the professional. Whether my sight is failing in such
matters I don't know, but I cannot find much difference yet, and think
all might sit on the same benches and read the same journals. But
purely business affairs might well.be discussed by professionals them-
selves by themselves. The amateurs arc particular to discuss all things
affecting them. Then their journal with its pictures, its prizes, Ac,
carries on the work, all well in its way, and with an editor who is

evidently an amateur in many things. Ho can distinguish what an

amateur and professional might do on Sunday, and can say what is wrong
in newspaper and Government interference with an officer using his

camera at an execution, and can tell about what the magistrate should

do about lent pictures and nude pictures, in fact, he seems lawyer,

theologian, legislator, artist, and critic all in one. So, Gentlemen, I

say professionals ought to have a trades union of their own ; and I

again commend your leader to the consideration of those who live by
photography.—I am, yours, &c., Archibald Robertson.

Glasgow, February, 1887.
*

" SULPHUKATION OF BROMIDE AND PLATINUM PRINTS."—
A REPLY.

To the Editors.

Gemtlesien',—I will now deal with Mr. Andrew Pringle'a remarks on
jilatiuotype, which appear in an article in your issue of January 7, but

before doing so will suggest that it is a pity that he did not deliberate

longer and more anxiously, as he puts it, before writing the article.

First let me deal with the title of the article, and then I will go on to

answer the salient points in the body of the paper, indicating them by

stating paragraph and line.

\Miy does Mr. Pringle himself term prints made by the platinotype

process "platinum" prints? He says they are but slightly comi^oscd of

platinum, and it cannot be that ho should say that he is using the

accepted title, because the accepted title is '' platinotype."

Third paragraph, fourth line.—I have used the term " absolute per-

manency " because some have aiErmed that a print may rightly be called

" permanent " which will last twenty, thii-ty, or perhaps fifty years, and
no longer. Now, I own that such a process would be a vast gain upon
albumenised paper, especially if any of the periods could be insured in

the case of each print carefully treated in the making. But while such a

process would be valuable, if otherwise good, there are other processes

which can give an image—a deposit in half tones—"absolutely" as

"permanent" as the paper itself ; and to these I give the term "abso-

lutely permanent"—it has been often used and accepted—to differentiate

from the " permanency " of some writers of the present day.

Carbon and platinum are known to be not only unassailable by sulp.

hyd., but to pretty well every chemical and treatment besides. It

is, further, of some value that these bodies are more lasting than paper,

because we have all the more assurance that they will not from some
accident fail us in the most important records which it is intended to

preserve.

Then, as to the " white" support, wliich in another sense forms a pnrt

of the " image," wc want proof or evidence that it, too, will not alter suffi-

ciently to spoil the picture during the existence of the paper (at least that

the paper support shall be as good as any other paper of same age).

Now, did all platinotypes behave as Mr. Pringle's prints have done, it

might look bad for the future appearance of the lightest parts of the

prints. But it has been proved over and over again that a jiroperly pro-

duced platinotype (ttie conditions are known) is not affected by sulp.

hyd., or by many other chemicals.

Despite Mr. Pringle's assertion, I will say that a " permanent image "

on a not "decayed" but degraded sheet of paper, is better than a

"fading image " upon a " permanent " sheet of paper, and this not only

in an artistic sense (it is even certain that some -prcier the prints

which have impure " whites"), but in a scientific one also. Who would
care much in a.d. 2000 whether certain prints representing, say, London
scenes and life as it was in a.d. 1887, were not quite immaculate, or far

from it, in the " whites ? " But if every face showed only what loek'Hl like

little holes in a mask, what boobies they would think us for not having

used the more permanent methods of printing ! The inscribed tihs of the

ancient Egyptians are not, if we come to word-splitting, " permanent ;"

but as I have stated elsewhere, many terras we use do not bear very rigid

dissection, but we all know the significance of them.
Fifth paragraph, ninth line.—My "trilogy of letters" (how grand!

Mr. Pringle has nearly enough matter in his one article for a so grand a

thing as a " trilogy of letters ! ") contained some very sound arguments,
though Mr. Pringle may think it may prove " riling " to state the con-

trary. A metal in fine division is known to chemists to be more readily

attacked by chemicals which can combine with it than is the metal in the

"lump." Silver and zinc are granulated for dissolving
;
platinum dis-

solves with fearful energy in warm aqua regia when in fine division, but

quite slowly when in " lump." And it is always found that the chemical
which will affect a metal in the " lump" will also affect it in the powder,
and generally vice versa. Hence I say, if silver in the lump is attacked
by substances, so also is silver in fine division ; and from what we know,
the effect may more rapidly take place ia the latter than in the former
case, though I do not jiross that part of the subject.

I contend that there is " analogy " between silver in the " lump" and
precipitated silver, though a hundred 5Ir. Pringles stated the contrary.
"Analogy" is defined in my dictionary (edited by a Scotchman) to be
" an agreement or correspondence in certain respects between things
otherwise different." There is some bond stronger, perhaps, than
"analogy" between the two forms of silver; if so, all the better for

my argument. I know that persons have put forward a supposed
tarnishing of platinum coins as analogical evidence against platinotype.
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And they would have had a pretty strong case against it, but for the un-

fortunato fact tliat platinum coins do not tarnish, but are often very dirty

from lying about. They are not now coined in Russia. So much for

argument and " analogy." But stay a moment. What has Mr. Pringlo

to say to the " analogy " of the surface of my negatives (not printed

from) suffering alteration in impure air in a year or two? If the imago

ot a negative alters, why not that of a positive ? Perhaps there is no
" analogy "—perhaps so— it is samfnem. I do not pve any reasons (like

Mr. Pringlc) or one reason only, but speak out according to my knowledge,

and support my statements by facts which are most snggcstivo—they are

not put forward as proof.

If autotypes were " not uninfluenced" by the treatment accorded them,

why does Mr. Pringlo dismiss them with so much honour and good

report? Have not autotypes, as well as platinotypcs, been asserted

"long enough" to be "permanent," so that "persons have come to

believe and to assume the thing stated?" Mr. Pringle, "sauce for the

goose is sauce for the gander." I do not write this wishing to egg Mr.

Pringle on to saying anything against the prints of the Autotype Company,

but merely to show how biased and one-sided he is. It would be more

dangerous, too, to venture against the older autotype process than to

attack platinotype—that patented anathema.

Seventh paragraph, third line.—Mr. Pringlo really deserves a regular

flagellation. He knows as well as I do that the platinotype process is not

known as " permanent " just because the Platinotype Company have

asserted it to be so. Yet this is what he would have his readers believe.

Such men as Captain Abney, Mr. John Spiller, and M. Vidal (see

JouKNAL for December HI), believe it to bo a thoroughly permanent

process—as far as any yet known. Besides, ho imputes to the Platinotype

Company in their " successful assertion " something like dishonesty ; for

can he suppose that the Company do not know as much of the behaviour

of the prints in snip. hyd. as he does ?

Ninth paragraph, sixth line.—Mr. Pringle states very charitably tliat I

was "assuming everything .... to suit" my "own argument," and
" without the least apparent consideration as to whether " my " foundation

is firm or not." Now I don't know that any milder term or expression is

applicable to this statement than the one that it is a "thumping lie."

1 suppose Mr. Pringlc tries to make out that I stated that certain

chemicals absolutely do affect in the ways instanced in respect to " lump"
silver, the bromide prints. I wrote nothing of the kind (this kind of

disclaimer, as Mr. Pringle would say, for the "twentieth time"), but

simply to the effect that our knowledge of these effects on silver in various

forms gave pause to the ahsohite assertion of "permanency" of the bro-

mide prints.

Eleventh paragraph.—And now we come to the wonderful experiment,

the result of which has made platinum " pop in " and silver " pop out !"

By the way, I do hope that his sulp. hyd. was pure, and that no trace of

sulphuric acid or ot iron contaminated it ; I suppose there could have

been no " copper !

"

First ot all, Mr. Pringle " catches " his platinotypcs, and then proceeds

to " cook " them. However, instead of making them himself with his

"usual care," he procures two prints from different workers, and presumes

that they are creditable examples of the platinotype method, treated in

such a manner (according to directions, supplemented, where directions

are not applicable, bulk of baths, &c., by common sense) that the sensi-

tising and other salts have been removed during " clearing " from the

paper.

Twelfth paragraph.—Two sentences, if they mean anything to speak

of, would seem to be another attempt to place me and my statements in an

untrue and unfavourable light. Mr. Pringle says " it will take a good deal

to make me" (himself) "think otherwise" (alluding to the greater

stability of bromide over albumenised prints), and " Mr. Berkeley may
wish to continue the test, but I do not." Now Mr. Pringle's belief has

been my opinion all through my writings, and is foreshadowed in the

sentence Mr. Pringle himself quotes, "Let the statement go forth," &c.

Thirteenth paragraph.—Mr. Pringle made bromide prints with his

"usual care." (He says with "probably less than usual care," but

then explains that they were "under exiwscd.") He treats] them with

snip, hyd., and finds, he says, no visible effect. But will Sir. Pringlc

aver that the " ima/je " has not been converted, or partially so, into

silver sulphide ? He treats the platinum prints in a similar manner,
but he will not, I presume, tell us that the " image " (commonly
called "platinum") underwent any change whatever. Presuming this

to be so, the evidence is, from this point of view, morej favourable to

platinotype than to the bromide prints.

But presuming a silver sulphide image is formed, I am not by any
means sure—when this means for forming it has been taken—that the

image has lost any of its stability by the change. It is not that sulphide

of silver is particularly unstable (the sulphurising method of intensifica-

tion with "liver of sulphur" (pot. sulphide) has been rather favourably

known in that connection for many years past) ; the danger, I take it,

in—what I m,ay call—"natural sulphurisatign " is that the image may
be affected differently so far as to produce different and uneven tints.

However, I am not now, any more than previously, going to say that

such and such effects will take place. I merely point out, in the absence
of proof or of evidence of permanency, that the fact of an image being

liable to attack from very various chemicals (this, by the way, not being

the case with the platinotype "image") forms ground for grave doubts

as to that stability some of ns know by the term " permanency." Tliis

is nothing more nor less than the lino of argument that was—or would
have been—taken by disinterested ])erBon8 in the case of platinotype, liad

it not stood the tests appUed to it by a skilled chemist and others. It is

precisely on account of the result of such experiments that the platino-

type process was able "from the outset" to be termed "permanent,"
with only the occasional demurrer of men of jKcnliar views, like Mr.
Pringlc. But men can be found to demur to everything, even to stating

that the world is not " round " but flat. However, the i|ue8tion at issue

is not the characteristics of platinotype but of bromide prints, and Mr.
Pi ingle will not " whitewash" the one by " blackening" the other. The
only reason why I have imported platinotype into the question, is that I

wished to show that in all fairness the approved method of testing prints

for claim of " permanency" at the " outset" of a process should apply to

bromide prints equally as to platinotype prints. The origin of the

argument is )iot mine, but is due to "disinterested amateurs" and others.

Fifteenth paragraph, third line.—Why docs Mr. Pringle assume that

had he used the sulphurous acid stronger the platinotype would, he
"dare say, have gone wrong?" And this after so much preaching on
the subject of alleged assumptions. His object must have been to show
his impartiality ; but he does not succeed—not quite ! Mr. Pringle then

(fifth line) passes over a test or two not favourable to bromide prints,

and proceeds to say that " sulphuration was Mr. Berkeley's cry;" so it

was, but it was not my only cry, neither do I confine myself to one mode
ot sulphuration.

Nineteenth line.—If the face of the prints is more discoloured than
the backs, one of two tilings would appear to be indicated : either that the

prints wore cleared for too sliort a time (overworked baths is the usual

cause of improper clearing), or that the paper when cleared was old or

partially decomposed (ferric chloride). However, I make this statement

under a certain reserve, not knowing the facts, nor having seen the

prints.

Sixteenth paragraph, fifth line.— " ' Damp,' I am always told." Indeed !

just judge and truthful witness I Do you not call to mind that you
have been told that no doubt your negatives have had much to do with the

dull, flat character of your prints ? Do you not remember that there was
a sugt;estion that you should send two or three negatives to the Platino-

type Company so that they might be tested? And are you not aware that

yon have not availed yourself of the offer? I allude to this little episo<le

because it shows the spite of the words, " ' Damp,' I am always told."

Seeing that others succeed with the paper supplied to them, the inference

is that the "usual caje" of Mr. Pringle is not sufficient for working so

simple a process as the printing and development of platinotype paper.

This is the inference derivable from the words ; but I think better of Mr.

Pringle's ability to do all necessary (except apparently the negatives)

than I do of his boasted impartiality.

Seventeenth paragraph, second line.—It is satisfactory to know that

Mr. Pringlo " maintains " that platinotype prints are " permanent," even

though he classes them after bromide prints. But then, what is " per-

manency ?" It appears to be like " truth—hid in a well." After writing

what he does in the twelfth paragraph, he proceeds to tell ns that " even

albumen silver prints may, perhaps, be called ' permanent,' so far as sul-

phuration is concerned." How funny it all is !

Eighteenth paragraph.—Is not the positive assertion of permanence
made by the manufacturers of the bromide paper " supposititious specu-

lation ? " I neither have made a positive statement nor condemned any
products whatsoever. There is here room for the parable of the " mote"
and " beam "—but, no ; not in your pages, Messrs. Editors !

Nineteenth paragraph.—I will just hint to Mr. Pringle that chlorine is

found in the air ; also sulphuric acid ; also ozone.

And now, having stated that any future tests will not affect what he has

written, he proceeds, in the postscript, to inform us that the first bromide

prints tested (the " under exposed " ones) were less pure in the " whites "

than a print subsequently tested ; and that " this time the bromide print has

sufftrcd more deterioration than the platinum ones " (how fond he now is

of calling platinotype "i)latinuni
!
"). It appears, then, that in the case of

the " first prints " the discolouration produced may have been tnasied

by an original dlnginess of the "whites." If so, much of Mr. Pringle's

assertion falls, for the present, to the ground—even from his own point of

view.—I am, yours, &c., Hebbebt B. Bebkeley.

San licmo, Jamtarij 15.

iBxcfjange OTolumn.

*»• X'o charge is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this column:

but none icill be inserted unless the article wanted is d^nildy alated. Those

who specify tluir requirements as "anything us^ul " will l/itr^ort underttand

the reason of their non-appearance.

W.-inted, good view lens in cxiliaiigc for a revolving stereoscope.—Address, W.
S.vusDKHs, Dickleburgh, Scole.

Will cxcliaiige three oil paintings for whole-plate or 10x8 bellows camera.—
Address, K WlUTEUK.VD, The Studio, Grays, Essex.

Several numbers of JouiiN.viJi aud yews olTired for chair backs (fancy).—

Address, William Tjioumon, Lockwood-road, lluddersfield.
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Will exchange 100 pliotogi-apliic lantern slides for quarter-jilate camera com-
plete.—Address, K. J. Sheehmax, 1-(7, Clarence-road, Lower Clapton.

Dissolving view lantern for limelight, complete, in exchange for whole-plate
l>ortable camera and rapid rectilinear lens.—Address, Eason & Co., 16,
Dalston-lane, N.

1 will exchange concert cocoa-wood flute, with six silver keys, also a camera
Incida, for a half-plate bellows camera.—Address, A. B., 3, Cbapel-terrace,
Malahide, Co. Dublin.

Offer, Meagher's best whole-plate landscape camera with three donble backs,
in solid leather case. Want, Dallmeyer's 2b and 3a lenses.—Address, A.,
179, Lord-street, Southport.

Wanted, an old-fashioned view lens (meniscus) of long focus ; will give a good
clianging box for whole-plates and under.—Address, Burooynk, 345,
Coventr}--road, Birniiughaui.

Will exclmuge eiglit volumes of The British Journal ok Photography (four
bound in cloth) for 10x8 or 8A x 6A rectilinear or symmetrical lens.—Address,
Joseph Fowleu, 126, Castle-street, Glasgow.

A first-rate quarter-plate double combination lens in exchange for a wliole-
jilate camera, square, bellows body, to expand about twenty inches, for
copying, &c.—A<ldress, Manager, Midland Studio, Harborne, Staffordshire.

Lauteni with three-inch condensers, achromatic front lens, witli fifteen coloured
Scripture slides in wood frames and six comic slipping slides in frames.
Wanted, good whole-]ilate or cabinet -burnisher. —Adilress, T. L., 26, Earl-
street, Coventry.

For exchange, last seven years' Jouhnai, 12 x 10 copying camera, half-jilate
portrait lens, half-plate repeating-back camera, and tripod stand. Wanted,
whole-jdate portrait lens and camera, and 12 x 10 view lens.—Address, W B.

,

32, Stoke-road, Guildford.

Will exchange, boat, oar, and water-piece comjjlete, for interior background

;

also 5x4 pocket camera, by Sliew, with two double and one single dark
slides, for (marter-plate camera with or without slides.—Address, George C.
Radford, The Studio, Mansfield.

Will exchange The British Journal ok Photoohaphv and I'hohHimphic
Xews, without picture supjdements and unbound, for the years 1884, 1885,
1886, for a good whole-plate view or instantograph lens.—Address, M. H.,
31, Sarah-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

EttsiDets to arorrespottTJentiS.

Photographs Keglsteued :—
H. Hatton, 36, Leeds-road, Dewsbury.—Two j)li(ifojraji/is of R. E. locl'ltooi! in jersey
and CO]).

William Usherwood, 32, Hi^h-strect, Dorking;.—"Dci!)v-i)!<icc," 1886.
Anderson & Son, Dairy, Ayrshire.—Porlrai'f of J. Eiciiig in icaltiiig suit.

ThomnJi H. Badford, Towcr-road, Aston.—I'hotografh o/^sfoil-mila Football Club.
Thoma.s Thorlinm, Prcstmch, Ayr.—Three Portraits of the Champion Mount St.
Bernard Vog^ ** Save."

A. P.—Send specimen of your work.

William Grey.—The Bulletin Beige may be ordered through Triibner, Ludgate-
hill, London.

J. J. Brown.—We are unable to say to what impurity the opaque spots ou the
negative are due.

Ox.—Tlie canvas enclosed is well adapted for breaking up the emulsion.- No
fault arises on that score.

Lux (Bundcy).—Tlie largest of the portrait lenses named will be the most use-
ful for daylight enlarging.

Chas. Bow-den.—a fairly good six-inch double condenser may be obtained for
£3. Either gas or oil lamp will serve for enlarging.

H. K Davls.—Wlien your shutter k complete we will be glad to see it. Any
letter sent here for the author of the article will be forwarded.

Tuesday.—To remove the stains from the fingers, try a saturated solution of
alum to which a liljeral allowance of sulphuric acid has been added.

Wm. McC.—By all means decide ui>oii the lens of the rapid type. The portrait
lens, though quicker, will not be nearly so suitable for your jjurpose.

It. S.—Tlie print appears to be a collotype of German production. These
prints are produced m Germany by machine printing at a very clieap rate.

Q. H. D. C—It will cost you but little to send the lens here, when we will be
able to examme it and correct the defect ; failing which we can show it to
tlie maker.

UWENT.—For over exposure add to the developer a solution of bromide of potas-
sium, bee Article for Inexperienced Photographei-s in the issue of the 4tli
instant, page 74.

L. Dixon.—To develope micro-photograplis so as to bear a power of an inch it
18 necessary that pyrogalllc acid be employed. Iron will produce a too-
granular deposit,

G. AYNSLEY.-We see no rea.son why, under the circumstances, you should
not use the picture as a specmien. Certainly the sitter cannot prevent you
(loiug so if you choose. '

^j^.f°"'"*--'"'J.»r'"«
"'•e due to the plates themselves, and not to anything

rLilJIT'^'f
?*'"" ^''^r^,''"" ™medy but to either make fresh or pur-

cliase some of tlie commercial plates.

'*'nw"'"wf''l'i^ T"'"'''
f°^™PartiDg a colour to prints have been em-ployed. We can offer no opinion as to the merits of yours untU we knowBomethmg concerning it, or, at any rate, see a .specimen.

J. Chester Jarvis.-Willesden paper will afford the protection required for

the damp wall. Tlie firm from whom you may purchase it will afford every

information as to the best means of causing it to adiiere.

Vacuus Cant.\ks Viator. ^Tlie propensity of a lens to give a flare spot can

be removed. See report of meeting of North London Society ou another

page. The address in question will eventually be published in extenso.

Ellen Hill.—The reason of the failures is that the prints are very much over

toned. Fifteen grains of chloride of gold in forty-five ounces of water is far

too much. Cue grain of gold to eight or ten ounces of water is a far better

proportion, a-s then the action is much more regular and better under control,

particularly in the hands of a novice.

Tyro asks :
" Can you tell me what fixative is used for charcoal or carbon

drawings? How is it made and how applied? I have lieeu doing some
drawings and find the charcoal rubs ofi'."—If the drawings be floated upon
or immersed in skim milk the pigment will Itecome fixed. Detailed informa-

tion on the subject will be found in any of the manuals on crayon drawing.

Ajiateur asks: "Would you kindly answer in your 'Answers to Corres-

pondents' what is the best preparation for mounting the rim pliotograidis

ou the glass? and what is the best preparation for the black used as a

mask?"—There is nothing better tlian a dilute solution of gelatine applied

in the way we liave so often described. For tlie black portion of the mounts
Bates's black varnish or Bninswick black will answer ; the former dries the

quicivcr.

Observer writes: "As I intend to erect a studio with a north-east light,

and am at a loss for the proper proportions, I will feel obliged by replies in

your paper to the following questions :—1. Is thirty-six by fourteen feet suffi-

cient floor space for all purposes of family groups and general photogi'apby ?

— 2. Is eight feet sufficient heiglit from floor to eaves ?

—

'i. Tlie projier pitch

for roof, so as to reduce the trouble from the sun to a minimum."—1. The
jiroportions proposed will an.swer quite well, thougli for groups, particularly

if many figures have to be includerl, a greater widtii would be desirable. If

the groups are only composed of tliree or four fi™res, fourteen feet will be
sufficient.—2. Tlie height will be sufficient.—3. The jiitch of the roof should
not be less than forty-five degrees. Galvanised iron or zinc.—The address
is Willesden Paper Work.s, Willesden, N.W.

Novice sends some of his attempts at carbon printing, and asks the reason of

the small spots with which the prints are studded. He says the spots are

more prevalent after the tissue has been kejtt a few days than when it is used
the day after sensitising.—The spots may arise from several causes. They
may be due to insoluble particles in the tissue itself, though this is scarcely

likely to be the case. We suspect tliat particles of some substance gets in

contact witli the tissue whilst in a moist condition, and so sets up an insolu-

bility. Particles of pyrogalllc acid, if Hoating about in tlie room in wliich

the tissue was dried, would fully account for the evil ; so would particles of

alum, sulphate of iron, and many other substances used in tlie dark room.
Dry particles of bichromate of potasii will also cause specks of insolubility if

they come in contact with the moist tissue. The remedy is obvious sup-
posing the trouble arises from the suggested source.

Eev. Henry B. Hare.—1. " Collotype " is a term created for the purpose of
signifying a print olrtained by a jiroccss analagous to lithogi-aphy. A stout

l)late of glass is coated with gelatine and bichromate of potasli ; when dry it

is printed under a negative ; af'terwanls sponged with water, wliich is absorbed
by .the parts protected from the light, whereas those portions on which the
light acts fully are hardened and resist the penetration of tlie water. Ink is

then applied by the lithographic ink roller, and impressions obtained in the

usual way. The picture of the Derby Convention in our volume for last year
was printed in this manner. We shall bear in mind your suggestion concerning
a detailed account of the process.— 2. With regard" to wliat you designate the
'

' stupid and unprovoked attack " in the ]iages of the fatuous contemporary
named, aii<l concerning which the Council of the C'amera Club speak in even
stronger terms of denunciation and repudiation than those emjiloyed by you,

it was looked upon by the person attacked with amusement, knowing as ha
does that " Qucm Jviiikr vult perdcre lic"

PHOTOGHArHic Club.—At the next meeting of this Club the discussion will
be on lantein matters. This is a lantern niglit. Visitors are invited.

Photographing a Bullet.—Dr. Riegler, of Pesth, is said to have just made
a very curious experiment iu photogi-aphy, and one that to many people will

ajqiear almost incredible. He has photographed a bullet after it had been
fired from a rifie, and while it was jirocceding with a velocity of 440 metres

—

rather more than a quarter of a mile—a second. A Werudl infantry rifie was
tlie wea]ioii selected for the purpose of conducting the experiment, which was
in every way successful, a perfect reproduction of the bullet being the result.

A horse at full gallo]), a swallow in its flight, and even a flash of lightning, have
succumbed to the jihotographer's art ; but this last triumph is still more
marvellous.
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HOW TO AVOID NEGATIVE BREAKAGE.
There have lately been brought under our notice several cases

of negatives broken from one particular cause, which, as it

is of such a nature iis might possibly escape observation if

attention were not drawn to it, we have thought a description

might bo of sufficient interest to bring before our readers, as

our words may serve as a warning to provide against mishaps,

through similar existing but unobserved causes, with other

photograplicrs. At the same time we may take note of

additional untoward circumstances of a kindred|nature. Doubt-

lessly the one we refer to is no novelty to some of our readere

who have the handling of large numbers of negatives, and the

suggestions we have to make ai'e probably such as have been

;ictcd upon by them.

The line of breakage in the untoward experiences we
describe have all commenced at the comer of the negatives,

^uid after one or two instances had been shown to us we
suggested that the stock of unexposed dry plates should be

examined to ascertain whether they were not, when received,

already injured. Our suggestion led to the discovery of several

I'lates at one or other comer of which rudimentary danger in

the forai of an exceedingly minute crack could be discerned

upon close examination, such examination as would rarely be
given under ordinary circumstances. Now it is morally certain

that a negative with a minute crack at one corner is bound to

ve way eventually. It may survive, under favourable circum-

ances, the printing of many copies, or it may "go" the first

time it is put into printing. We would therefore suggest that,

as, in the handling of plates before packing, and of the packages
themselves when being stored, occasional injury to a comer is

not an exceedingly improbable occurrence, every negative taken
should be most closely scrutinised before being printed from, as

at that stage of the crack all evil may be prevented by the
-iimplc method of cutting off with a diamond the whole corner
"f the glass containing the crack. This, however, must be
done most cautiously, or the crack will spread instantly, perhaps
from corner to comer. After examining the injured comer by
-rning it in all directions, so as to discover the furthest point

i-j which the injury extends—and we may note that it is

remarkable to how gi-eat a distance it may extend without
"ing noticed—the negative, entirely freed from any foreign

tttcr whicli may adhere to it, should be placed upon a

rfcctly flat surface—a piece of plate glass is the best—and a
liimond cut made with a firm hand across the comer. If the
it do not go across the crack itself the negative will then be

^perfectly safe; but in printing it will bo alvisable, as a

precautionary measure, to use a frame with a plate glass front,

80 as to distribute the pressure.

But instances will occur when the split extends so far that

to remove a piece of glass containing it would be detrimental

to the picture required. In this case we still say it would be

tempting fate to print from it, and the plan, then, is to lead the

crack in the least hurtful direction. Suppose, for example, in

a 12 X 10 negative the crack extended for an inch or so, and

rather more towards one side of the plate than the other. A
piece of iron slightly pointed (we have seen a thin poker used)

should be made red hot and applied to the back of the negative,

about a quarter of an inch in front of the crack, whicii will,

in a moment or two, be seen to advance towards the heated

iron. Then the iron should be removed—raised from the glass,

and not drawn along—and again placed in advance of the crack,

which, once more, will follow the iron. This process—one well

known to the practical chemist—may be repeated until the

crack is led close to the edge of the glass, and then the piece

may.be separated by a slight pull. At this stage the negative,

though rather unsightly, is rendered free from future danger, and

should be printed with glass protection ns above. If the piece

removed contains some portion of the subject that cannot well

be spared, it should be cemented with Canada balsam to the

other part and always protected by a piece of glass ; the crack

will then not print, but the operation calls for skilful handling.

Another fruitful source of breakage lies in the thinness of the

glixss which some makers use for the larger sized plates, with

the object, we presume, of avoiding excessive weight. We have

seen the danger of this in two difierent directions. When
removing a large plate from the developing tray during the

progress of development, a certain amount of " pull " is usually

needed either through so-called suction, or adhesion from tho

gelatine at the back, that so largely distinguishes some brands

of plates ; but in some makes of trays the sides* are irregular

enough to slightly imprison tlie plate, and the "pull," instead

of being from the accustomed cause, may arise from the plato

being so caught. Hence, with a thin plate a crack is almost

inevitable, and is so easily brought about that the actual cause

escapes attention, and it is assumed that the crack was there

at first, and had spread during the handling. AVc may say wo

have been a victim ourselves to this form of accident, though it

is quite possible that one of the unnoticed fine cracks above

alluded to may have existed, so as to give a start to tho

breakage.

We have also scon thin negatives broken while being removed

from grooved zino washing troughs, through placing a little

transverse pressure upon the glasses, instcadof carefully removing

them in a perfectly upright direction.

One of the commonest causes of breakages is inequality of

pressure iu tho printing frame, and this may arise in n any
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ways, the commonest being imevenness of the bed upon which

the negative lies. Tliis unevenness may arise through the

frame not being true, or through small particles— a minute

particle of glass or a splinter of wood from the frame itself

—

resting on the rabete. Such particle of foreign matter may

often be present without injury, but if an unusual pressure or

a sudden jar be given, the glass is not sufficiently elastic to

withstand it, and then, when the print is removed, the negative

is found to be broken. An examination will generally reveal

the presence of some minute elevation at one end of the line of

severance, and it is remarkable how very slight an elevation

suffices to produce a rupture of continuity in the substance of

the glass. We have seen a circular piece of glass cut out of one

plate in a packet, from the uneven pressui-e of a fine curled-up

blade of hay grass accidentally included between two of the

plates.

When negatives are wrapped together the emulsion so often

found at the backs of plates is a dangerous provocative of

breakage. The elasticity of glass is very slight at the best

;

when it is diminished by cold, or other causes, it may be un-

able to respond to the slightest irregularity of stress, and it

gives way at the point of greatest tension, especially when the

in-egularity is suddenly produced as by jarring or slight

concussion.

In general terms, therefore, we would say that to reduce

breakages of negatives to a minimum, let the corners of

negatives be uniformly closely scrutinised before placing them
in the printing frame, and in handling and storing let the

utmost care be observed to avoid the slightest irregularity of

pressure.

ORTHOCHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
It will be remembered that during the past few years we have

on many occasions directed attention to the excellence of the

reproductions of works of art by Continental photographers, and

have urged English artists to give attention to orthochromatic

photography, to which the superiority of the foreign work was

said to be due. However, since the last Exhibition of the

Photographic Society, when Messrs. Dixon & Son showed the

results they had achieved in this direction, there has been no
lack of interest in the matter. As our readers are aware, it

has formed an important topic for discussion at nearly all the

metropolitan societies.

At one of the recent meetings of the London and Provincial

Photographic Association, Mr. J. B. B. Wellington read a very
valuable paper on the subject, and at the Conference of the

Camera Club a fortnight ago two important papers were also

contributed, the first by Mr. W. H. Hyslop and the second

by Captain Abney (not published), both of whom have given

considerable attention to the matter. The former gentleman's

paper was of a thoroughly practical character, while that by the
latter was more particularly devoted to the theoretical part of

the question.

Mr. Hyslop, like Messrs. Wellington, Bedford, and many
others who have tried it, find that eosine, whatever may be its

properties when used with collodion, quite fails to produce the
desired effect when used with gelatine. The same may be
said with reference to chlorophyl and several other substances
which have from time to time been mentioned in connection
with collodion. Mr. Hyslop's best effects were obtained by the
employment of erythrosine in conjunction with ammonio-
ohloride of silver, or with citrate of silver, and between the

two there appears to be but little to choose. Mr. Wellington

secured his best results with erythrosine and carbonate of

silver. The difference between eosine and erythrosine, it may
once more be explained, is that the one is a tetrabromfluores-

cein and the other a tetraiodfluorescein. Some of the results

shown at the Conference were quite equal to, and in some

respects it was claimed for them that they were better than,

those on the commercial plates, the superiority being in the

rendering of the reds.

In every case where the best orthochromatic effect was

obtained, whatever the chemical agents employed, it was in

conjunction with the yellow screen on the lens. Captain

Abney, in his experiments, instead of the yellow glass, used

a yellow reflector, which he exhibited at the meeting. This is

a concave reflector, similar to those used when the electric

light is utilised for portraiture, except that it is coloured

yellow instead of white on the inside, so that the object to be

copied can be illuminated by a yellow liglit. By this means

the same end is attained as by using a yellow glass on the

lens. One very important point, alluded to by Mr. Hyslop, in

connection with orthochromatic photography should not be

overlooked by experimentalists, namely, the value of the reds.

In many of the examples shown at the Conference, the reds,

particularly on the commercial plates, were not nearly so well

rendered as they were on the ordinary plates. In some in-

stances they came out almost if not quite black, and this

appears to be a very "general experience with commercial

orthochromatic plates. The reds in a painting are of quite

as much importance as the yellows or the blues. If they be

ignored or come out black in the photograph, it is manifest

that whatever advantage is gained in the blues and yellows is

at the expense of the reds, as these, it appears, at present are

more correctly rendered by ordinary than by orthochromatic

plates. Hei-e is a field for further experiment.

In investigating this part of the subject, experimentalists

should deal with all colours, and not confine themselves, as

some appear to have done of late, simply to blues and yellows.

A colour chart, similar to that shown at the Conference by

Mr. Hyslop, which we have since had in our possession, appears

to be well suited for experimental purposes, and is a most

crucial test for any plates, and excellent for comparison. It is

constructed as follows :—Strips of coloured paper—two or

three shades of each, as well as white and black—about three

inches or so wide, are pasted on a large sheet of cardboaril

:

then some narrow strips of the same paper are mounted at

right angles across them. By this means a chart is obtained

in which each colour or shade is brought into juxtapositiciU

with every other colour or shade. Hence the orthochromatii'

effect on the negative can be judged of with the greatest nicety,

and this cannot be correctly done unless the different test

colours are actually brought into contact.

In connection with the subject of orthochromatic photograpli\

is an important point for the consideration of photographers

namely, how the difforcnt colours really should be translate

into monochrome. For example, how should the blues, greei

reds, yellows, <fec , of a painting be rendered in a photograph >

as to convey a correct impression of the original ? To make

medium red or blue nearly or quite black, or an orange almos

white, is clearly incorrect. It is generally considered that th

various colours should be translated according to their lumiui

sity. But this is not always done by engravers, as a compariso

of some engravings with the original paintings will prov(

Evidently engravers and artists themselves are not all in accor
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oil this point, ns will often lie seen where two plates ft-om the

same original have boon eng:i-aved by difTerent men.

Altliough photographic plates may now be prepared so that

they render colours widely different from what the ordinary

ones do, still it is important to bear in mind that they should

do it with some approximation to correctness if possible, and
not one colour at the expense of another.

Since writing the foregoing, and apropos of the subject of

orthochromatic photography generally, wo have just received

the specification of Dr. A'ogel's new orthochromatic patent,

which will be found on another page. Time at present only

permits of our thus briefly referring to it.

DRYING AND MOUNTING GELATINO-CHLORIDE
PRINTS.

While writing further upon this subject, it may. be remarked
here that a great deal of the comfort of stripping depends upon
the proper hardening of the surface of the print in the alum
bath. If this is not properly done there is frequently great

trouble, especially when glass is used, from portions of the

surface sticking firmly to the glass. With a properly hardened

film, however, there is rarely any trouble of this sort, but if it

be desired to make assurance dcwbly sure, the print may be

allowed to dry after hardening, and be again wetted previous

to its attachment to glass or other support.

After squeegeeing on to the support, the print must be

allowed to dry spontaneously. On no account must heat be

resorted to, or portions of the picture will come away from the

support whilst the remainder will be permanently fixed. Nor
is it advisable to hasten the drying by other means, such as

placing the print in a current of air, as this creates a tendency
(in the part of the portions first dry to leave the support, and
so give the print an uneven and " crinkled " character. When
perfectly dry, if all has gone on well, the print will leave its

support with the greatest ease if a corner be raised with the

point of a penknife, and will be perfectly flat and possess a

surface glaze dependent upon the material upon which it has

been dried.

The surface thus produced will be lowered to a considerable

extent in the operation of mounting, though not to the same
iegree as in the case of a silver or carbon print stripped from
oUodionised glass. The surface remaining after mounting a

iclatiuo-chloride print much resembles that of an unrolled

ilbumen print, and may bo treated in the same manner as the

atter if proper precautions be adopted to ensure that the

urface is perfectly dry, as well as properly lubricated before

'ither rolling or burnishing. The one great point is perfect

Iryness, and this condition does away with the possibility of

iploying any liquid lubricant such as alcoholic solution of

ip ; for the small proportion of water contained in the liquid,

i well as some of the alcohol itself, cling so tenaciously to the

elatine surface, that it is next to impossible to drive them oflT,

ik1 the consequence is, on passing the print through the

lumisher, that the film sticks, and is abraded or otherwise

ii.jured. Powdered talc rubbed well over the dried surface

ts as a good lubricant, or, better still, a mixture of talc and
ely powdered and perfectly dry Castile soap applied in the

ine manner. A little of the powder is dusted on to the
I'int and rubbed gently until well distributed, after which
reater pressure is applied until the soap imparts a slight

olish to the surface. It should then be passed through the

burnisher with as little delay as possible, otlerwise the thin

film of soap will absorb moisture from the atmosphere, and

render the attempt abortive.

In those cases where it is desired to retain the full "enamel"
gloss, it will be necessary to proceed in the same manner as in

mounting enamelled silver prints, or double transfer carbon

prints from glass, namely, the mount must be attached to the

print before the latter leaves its temporary support, and mount
and print be dried and stripped at the same time. This, of

course, is a more troublesome operation, and one that requires

some skill in its performance.

A more simple plan, which we have worked experimentally,

seems well suited to amateur work, though even in this it

must not be expected that success will result unless the

utmost care be observed throughout. The method is aa

follows ;—Procure some of the thinnest sheet ebonite obtain-

able. The Silvertown Indiarubber Company, of Cannon-street,

supply a suitable article, which is what we have used ; it is

about the thickness of a stout visiting card, perfectly flexible,

and thin enough to transmit a moderately strong light. Cut

this into pieces the exact size of the prints to be mounted,

that is to say, the size they are to be when attached to the

card. Prepare tliese sheets in the ordinary manner with

powdered talc, and squeegee on to them the untrimmed prints

in the ordinary manner. When half dry, or when they have

been some time in contact with the support, let the prints be

carefully trimmed with the scissors to the size of the support,

taking care that the edges are cut clean. If allowed to become

dry, the projecting margins of the print will by their curling

detach the print from its support ; but as there is no necessity

for drying before mounting, the edges may be removed as soou

as the print has become well attached to its support.

Having trimmed the print as it lies on its support and

before it has become dry, apply to its back any good mountant.

The best for the purpose is a warm solution of gelatine with a

considerable quantity of alcohol added. Apply this evenly to

the print, and then place it, support and all, in position on

the card mount, rub down in the ordinary manner, place

under pressure or pass through a rolling press. Or Mr.

Alexander Cowan's method of mounting is well adapted to

this process, in which arrowroot or other mountant is applied

to the mount and allowed to dry, when the damp print being

placed in position, the whole is passed through a rolling press,

the moisture of the print sufficing to ensure instant attachment.

Whichever method is adopted, print and mount must be

allowed to become perfectly dry. This may occupy some

time, since the moisture must be absorbed into and escape by

the mount. For this reason Cowan's method is preferable in

consequence of the small quantity of moisture it involves.

When perfectly dry, the ebonite support is easily removed by

carefully raising one corner, and steadily but firmly peeling it

away from the picture. In order to facilitate matters, and to

prevent the mountant getting in between the print and its

support, it is well to give the latter an edging of vaseline or

paraffine to the depth of an eighth of an inch in addition to

and after its preparation with talc.

If the high gloss be objectionable, there is no necessity for

any of the trouble of drying upon glass or other support.

The print after hardening and washing is squeegeed upon

glass, as previously described, merely to expel superfluous

water and hasten its drying. It is, however, immediately

stripped from the glass and hung up to dry in the ordinary

way. The curling in drjing will be much less than in the
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case of albumen paper, and it will when dry be found easier to

manipulate than the latter. From this point the treatment of

the gelatine paper is identical with that of albumen, only

observing the precautions already mentioned with regard to

lubricating and burnishing.

Prom the report of the Annual Meeting of the Thotographers' Bene-

volent Association, which will he found in another page, it will he

seen that the door of this Association has been thrown wider open.

One of the laws which confined its operations to professional plioto-

graphers has been altered to embrace all who are co7inected with

photographj'. This is a judicious alteration. It is also noteworthy that

the Itev. Mr. Tooth, a philantliropist who holds the keys of a Home for

Boys in London, wliere they are educated and lodged, has most kindly

offered to receive one such boy recommended by the Association.

We are glad to find that the "Benevolents" have received a large

accession to their li-st of members, and that they are financially in a

flourishing condition, although, with a still further increase of funds,

their powers for good will be largely augmented.

Most photographers are familiar with the admirable series of portraits

by M. Nadar, of Paris, which have been lately shown at the meetings

of most of the leading photographic societies of England. They are

prints from ordinary negatives on gelatino-bromide paper with a coarse

surface, such as that of drawing-paper, and of a fine black tone.

The special feature about them to which we wish to direct attention,

is the style and treatment in the finishing, which no doubt will

become popular. The prints are produced with a pm-e white margin
by masking the negative, so that mounting on cardboard is rendered

unnecessary. The prints themselves being merely plate marked are
then ready for framing in the same style as an engraving. When so

finished they somewhat closely resemble good mezzotint prints.

I'hotographs of a rich black tone—whether they be gelatino-bromide,
carbon, or platinotype—finished off in this way have a much more
refined appearance, and are far more in accordance with the present
improved artistic taste of the public, than when tlioy are mounted in
the orthodo-v cut-out mount with its tawdry gilt bevel.

Masking negatives at the edges, so that they can be printed with a
clean margin, is a very easy matter. One method is to paint neatly
round the edge of the negative with black varnish, and then on the
reverse side to gum strips of black or non-actinic paper somewhat
Wider than the margin required. Another plan is to cement broad
strips of paper direct upon the face of the negative. The latter is

the simpler method, but it has the disadvantage that, unless the
paper be very thin, a sharp and well-defined outline, which enhances
the beauty of the picture, is not always obtained. -AJso the occa-
sional expansion and contraction of the paper itself, or its becomino-
accidentally detached from the glass, is liable to give rise to
nconvenience.

The plate marking of print*, whether mounted or unmounted, which
adds 80 much to their artistic effect, is by no means a difficult opera-
tion to any one possessing a rolUug press. The best plan, un-
doubtedly, is to roll the print on a plain polished steel plate witli
bevelled edges, such as those prepared for engravers. The rolling
and plate marking is then accomplished at a single operation. This
however, is seldom done in practice, as a set of steel plates for all the
different sizes required would be somewhat costly," besides requirino-
considerable care to maintain their pristine polish. The plan usually
followed is to roll the prints first on tlie usual bed of the press and
then roll them again with a lighter pressure in contact with a sheet
of zinc about the thickness of a stout card, the edges of wdiich have
been slightly bevelled. In order to give the plate mark, two or three
thicknesses of blanketing, or soft felt, must be interposed between the
roller and the print. In place of the zinc, cardboard is often utilised.
"VVhen this is done it is obvious that the pressure applied must be
light, otherwise the surface obtained by the first rolling will bo
destroyed and that of the cardboard substituted.

It does sound somewhat strange, now that photogi-aphers are supplied

with their plates ready for exposure and development, to hear that

first-class operators are difficult to obtain. Such, however, we are

assured by several leading photographers is the fact, and that good

operators are as scarce as formerly. In the old collodion days, when

a cei'tain, though very limited, chemical knowledge was essential in

order to prepare and maintain the different materials in the best

working condition, such a difliculty could readily be understood, but

now the thing seems incomprehensible.

The detective department of the police has been the subject of much

comment of late with reference to the non-arrest of Currell, of London,

although he was never half a dozen miles away from the place

wdiere the murder of which he is accused was committed. The

defence of the pohce ia that the portrait issued for their guidance was

so bad that it was perfectly unrecognisable. There is, no doubt, good

ground for this assertion, as every one must admit who saw the

wretched prints which were exhibited in every direction. Bad as the

block must have been in the first instance, the impressions were

rendered much worse than they need have been in the printing, and

by the exceedingly common paper employed. It is rumoured that the

trouble this matter has caused will bring about an entire rearrange-

ment of the police portraiture. Phototypic blocks of excellent quality

can now be obtained at a short notice, and at a moderate price, but

they must be somewhat carefully printed and also on a moderately

good paper.

Skeing that it occupies some time to prepare a surface block for

effecting due publication by the police or others for persons wanted,

it is well to realise the fact that faithful silver prints may now be

taken from a single negative at the rate of a thousand per day, the

quality being all that the most fastidious can desire. AVe refer, of

course, to that system of printing on Alpha paper by Urie's Automatic

Printing Machine, and by which our Aljianac is this year so admir-

ably illustrated. But the doctrine of evolution appears to be active

even as regards this machine, for when we received a visit from Mr.

Urie,afew days ago, he informed us that, in consequence of still further

improvements he had made, he was able to announce that the large

number just mentioned might now be increased to twelve thousand

prints per day. But in the case of the larger output the tones will be

somewhat darker than in that of the lesser number, for in order to

obtain warm, light tones, a longer exposure is necessary.

Inquiry is frequently made as to the best proportions of gelatine,

water, iind alcohol, to form a medium for mounting photographs with-

out their cockhng. It is advisable to use as mvich spirit as possible,

but the proportion that can be introduced, without causing a per-i

manent precipitate, depends upon the strength of the solution and thfi

character of the gelatine itself. The weaker the solution, whateve;

be its character, the greater the proportion of alcohol that may be em I

ployed. If the gelatine be of a strong and tough kind, such as tha
|

used for emulsions, far less spirit can be added than is the case witlj

one of a friable quality, like those employed for thickening soups, Oi

of the common glue type, that is, supposing the solutions be of equa

strength. For mounting purposes the latter variety of gelatine is fa|

preferable to the former, as more alcohol can be used ; added to thic

the solution does not curdle or gelatinise so quickly, consequently i|

is more convenient to use. AVhen a solution of gelatine begins tl

gelatinise before the two surfaces to be attached are brought togethe:!

much of its adhesive properties are sacrificed. It is for this reasoi!

when making the strongest glue joints, that the solution is alwaji

made thin and is applied as hot as possible. With attenuated soli

tions alcohol may be added to almost any extent without caus^ir

precipitation,

METHODS OF RETOUCHING.
II.

A MUTHOD which finds considerable favour wil:h many Kn;.'li

retouchers of experience, cousiets of filling in or spotting all i

leading imperfections and general defects almost completely; that

to say, the pencil ia worked carefully over all the transparent spots
'
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specks, lines and other markings, until no trace of them is visible.

Ihis dune, the iuoqualities of light and shade, also the modelling of

the Tftrioiis features and muscles of tlio face, are harmonised hy a

system of straight, or very nearly straight, Hnes, running in a down-
wai'd direction. In this treatment the lines must necessarily run
across the muscles and linos of the face. Altliough, as I said, many
really good retoucliers adopt this motliod, and some undoubtedly good
n>sults are gained by it, I do not at all think it an advisable one to

adopt as a model on which to form a special style or method for

oneself.

As the reader will observe, there are some point", though few, in

this method which may be considered slightly analogous to the

method described in the preceding chapter. It will be easy, on
examination, to see how very slight, however, is this resemblance

when I say it is only to be found in the treatment of the nose and the

frontal depre.ssion.

In this metluxl, although the lines all take a downward direction,

they are very seldom parallel, or, to be more correct, perhaps I should

say, equidistant. Now, this uuist necessarily detract from the firmness of

touch as well as the general quality of the work wlieu finbhed. Some
retouchers, who are more than ordinarily skilful in this method of

working, however, make lines so very fine, that they will, under some
circumstances, impart the appearance of having ])een dotted. Indeed,

when extremely successful, and on a negative which lends itself to

this method of worlring, a result will bo produced which might easily

pass as having been accomplished by a system of stippling. This

occurs but seldom, as few negatives will offer favourable opportunities

for success, liesldes, the effect will bo by no means so good as that

produced by the bolder and more artistic treatment of the lines, and
need not, therefore, demand our further attention.

It will be found advantageous to reflect well on all the various

methods of working—good, bad, and indifferent—while endeavouring to

form one for one's own special use ; but care must be taken not to

model It upon any system but the best. The knowledge of an
inferior method ne(Kl not make a student fall into the errors of its

ways, but rather servo as a warning to keep away from them. It

[
may seem strange that I should lay down the theory that a really

good and well defined method should not be adopted by the student

and, in fact, become the general treatment for all retouchers. This,

however, will be easily understood when I say that sentiment (if I
' may be allowed the expression) is such a necessity to the producing of

' successful work. It is this \exy feeling or sentiment in the retoucher's
'

' art that makes it absolutely necessary for eacli artist to adopt iiis

J own particular method, that system which will produce in his mind
i the most harmonious and graceful results. 'Ihere is, relatively, as

li
much sentiment and appreciation in a retoucher's tre.itment of a head,

ti on a negative, as there is in an artist's colouring of a picture. All

artists will not sketch in and colour a portrait according to hard-and-

fast lines, but be guided by their /ec/i'ni/s as to the treatment of their

subject. It is this same feeling that must guide the retoucher,

although in a lesser degree, and in a much humbler work of art.

It is the possession of these artistic feelings that will show to

advantage, as a retoucher perfects his style of work, and according to

the degree they are possessed so will the excellence of his works be
Violued. It is feeling alone that will preserve intellect in a head,

while taste may prove sufficient to produce a passable work. It

is needless to say which would take the palm in the scale of

excellence.

In America all the various methods and styles seem to have their

fair share of supjwrters. As a rule, however, the leading retouchers

work rather more in a scumbling style, being bound by no rules as

to the making of a stroke. Wherever taste suggests or an imperfection

requires it there he places his touch. This is very naturally a very con-

venient manner of working, and when thoroughly experienced can be

carried to a very high degree of perfection. But, mark you, one must be
truly proficient to succeed in it. Of course in this treatment no
particular attention is paid to the direction of the lines of the skin or
-— !'>3; at the .same time the work will be found to take a more

luitic form than what we may describe as scumbling. The
^t I can get to a description of the touch is by calling it a saw-

tooth one. If examined with a powerful magnifying glass the shape
or character of the markings will be found to closely resemble the
" business side " of a saw. The touches are generally made very fine,

and produce a very charming effect of stipple when printed. The
Btudont can easily see what I mean by carefully examining a few
of the American portraits sent over to this country. Sarony and
Mora, of New York, have sent us very many beautiful examples of

retouching, and are well worthy of the attention of the intending

retoucher.

On the Continent of Eurooo there are many most escellent systems

of retouching. Indeed, generally speaking, they are nearer the
perfection of this art than they are either in thia country or \o
America. Although widely different methods may be use<f in thb
same town, or even the same studio, by various operators, all seem to
get the desired artistic effect to a uniform degree of perfection. I can
only account for this by the fact that almost every retoucher on the
Continent has had a more or less sound art education. To this they
add their natural artistic feelings which instinctively guide them all to
that point of excellence that the less cultured or commercial retoucher
can never hope to arrive. On the (-'ontinent excellence is the object
one places before them, reasonable time being allowed for the produc-
tion of first-class work ; here I regret to say such is not the caae.

Here it is a question as regards the result, " Does it pay ? " There
the sole trouble is, "Is it good and artistic?" This will easily

account for the difference between the work produced here and
abroad. There are men here daily producing ordinary work that, if

placed on the same footing as their Continental co«/r<re«, would be
found capable of producing results second to none. Here we are

commercial or nothing. In many cases it is a question more of " How
many heads has he done to-day ? " than " Wnat splendid work this

man is producing !
" By this I do not wish to infer that we cannot

hold our own, or that all we do is wrong and everything done on the
Continent is perfection. On the contrary, for we will find on
examination that large numbers of Continental negatives are mani-
festly much overworked and the likeness almost, if not absolutely
altogether, taken away. But even these, as a rule, please the ignorant
public (I hope they will forgive me), and so the majority of the
photographers continue their production. I most sincerely wish the
public would be less easily gulled by injudicious flattery, as much
better works would be the result in thousands of cases where really

bad ones now pass muster.

It seems a rather disputed point as to whom the honour of intro-

ducing the art of retouching into this country should be awarded. I
believe Ilerr Molir, of l''rankfort-on-the-Maine, however, may fairly

be allowed to take the credit. He certainly took the monetai-y
blessings attached to it, if that should prove anything. It is un-
doubted that a few worked it secretly before his advent, and a very
good thing they made of it. Those who thus practised it guarded
their secret as a miser would his gold. They kept it from the rest of

the profession, who, in their blissful ignorance, wondered at the ex-

cellent results produced by their more fortunate, 1 won't eay more
enlightened, rivals.

If I mistake not, Mr. AVilliams, of Ilegent-street, in those days
caused not a little sensation by the marvellous results he then produced.

For the first time ladies with badly freckled faces got a presentable

portrait. The result was all flocked to his studio to be taken. How
time changes all things ! The best works turned out by Mr. Williams
in those days would stand but a poor chance to-day beside the works
of any of our leading firms.

In those days the now old-fashioned plates were in general use,

and, of course, were not retouched under the same conditions as the
negatives of to-day. Then we had to retouch on the collodion film,

either before or after varnishing. In the case under notice colour

played as active a part as the pencil. The latter being the better agent

has naturally completely distanced its rival. I believe Mr. Williams
used colour first, and ultimately used the pencil as well in retouching

his negatives. However, he began with using a neutral colour and
sometimes a blue to make up the necessary density to do away with
the defects in his negatives and so produce those results which
brought him in vogue. As I am on this subject I may as well say a

few words upon the system of retouching upon the old collodion plates

which came into general use shortly after Horr Mohr began to tcaca

it publicly.

The film of the old wet plate, unlike that of its tough, dry successor,

was delicate, and would not bear the touch of a pencil. I will not

dwell upon its treatment with colour. To impart to the film a
necessary power of resistance, and also a tooth to take the plumbago
of the pencil, a medium had to be employed. The most common
method was to dip each plate in a weak solution of gum, which, when
dry, would not only impart a firmness to the film but also a tooth

which would greatly facilitate our work. Great care had to bo

taken not to breathe on the film, as so doing would soften it, and the

pencil touching it would cut through. Assuming that the plate is all

right for working, we had to treat the negative as laid down for the

dry plates, but could not work, of course, with the same boldness or

firmness of touch. The pencils used were generally soft, and the

touch light. Indeed, the tooth on these old-fashioned negatives gave
touch as freely as would drawing-paper. Sometimes, if the least

moisture happened to have been absorbed by the film, the negat Ive would

come to grief in the varnishing. Indeed, this fact gave rise to the
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halit in this country of generally working after varnishing, instead

of lefore. In Paris I never saw a negative retouched after varnishing,
but here I have had to retouch more than nine out of ten on the
varnished film. We used to get a fine surface for working upon on
the varnish by the application of a medium made up of eighty grains

of gum, dissolved in one ounce of benzole. When thoroughly
dissolved and filtered, this solution had to be applied to the part
needing treatment with a piece of cotton-wool. It dried quickly,
and by rubbing it gently with the ball of the finger a perfect surface

for working on was procured. If the work did not prove satisfactory,

it could be removed by the application of a little benzole, and tlie

work begun over again. Another medium, to be used similarly, was
spirits of turpentine, three ounces, and cuttle-fish, one ounce.
Another—turpentine, one ounce

;
gum dammar, ten grains ; and

Canada balsam, five grains. Another was made by dissolving ten
grains of clear resin in one ounce of benzole : allow to settle for a
day or two before using. I worked without any medium for years,
however, on Hubbard's varnish, with the greatest ease and success.
It is not necessary, however, to worry much over these matters, as
they belong to the long past. Still they all have an interest to an
intending retoucher. Redmond Barkett,

^

PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAITURE.*
Allow me to say a few words as to the treatment of the different
features of the face.

When the forehead is high and broad, no particular attention need
bo paid to the view taken of it, but should it recede too much, and a
side or three-quarter view of the face be wanted, let the outline
blend with the background. The same treatment should be resorted
to where there is an undue fulness of the upper part—of course in
children this is common, and is no defect, but when occurring in the
adult is better to be modified.

Very often one brow droops a little, or the eyelid may have the
same tendency, in which case I find the best plan to avoid exaggerating
this inequafity is to turn the figure to that side and the head towards
the camera, keeping the droop in the shadow, ^'ariety in noses is

endless
;
make the lens look down at the short, and up at the long,

or ratlier place them in these relations to the lens. If the outhne be
ungraceful, modify it by more front view. A really good or beautiful
nose will be valued by its possessor, and its beauty will be best
exhibited by a slight turn of the head ; a broad nose is improved by
the same treatment and a somewhat sharp li^ht.

The full eye, when light, is difficult to manage, and, if all other
conditions are suitable, should be turned away from the light ; in
fact the greater portion of the face should be in shadow. When 'the
eye, on the contrary, is dark, avoid reflections which show with
marked effect on the eyeball. A sunken eye is generally turned
towards the light, but I prefer it turned away, and the light diffused
with a medium, such as tissue-paper, close to the head.
With reference to the mouth, the chief want felt in photographs is

lightness and transparency of shadow, caused by the non-actinic
colour of the lips, as where they are brightest, and therefore most
beautiful, the photograph gives the reverse effect. A good deal can
be done on the negative to rectify this.

No man will succeed to any great extent as a portraitist who does
not exercise a constant and intelligent observation on all that affects
his sitters. Details that to a careless or unobservant mind min-ht
seem too insignificant to pay any attention to, may yet be of tlie
greatest importance. The things which go to make a plea.'-in"- por-
trait in any one instance may be in themselves little matters enough :

the turn of the head, one incli this way or that, the raising or lowering
of the eyes ever so little, notliing in fact is too small to^notice. Let
the eye of the operator acquire the habit of taking in his wliole sitter.How different is the expression of a lady or gentleman when at their
own table, or in the midst of friends on any social occasion. How
vastly different from what we see them when about to take the cap
off the lens. An active consciousness enters in and deprives the pic-
ture of 1 atural grace and beauty, as well as freedom of expression;
the liands very often suffer, lo,«ing entirely their natural dispositionWhen you are thoroughly acquainted with your subject you cannot
be deceived by this conscious expression, and you can remind vour
wtteis that^they are not looking like themselves. Now, how can this
bo said or done when ten minutes previously you did not know such
n face was in existence ? This is the only reason I can give for somany random and missing shots in phofogi-aphic portraiture. Know-
ledge of the subject I say is more or less a necessity when the highest
results are aimed at. But you may say, How is this knowledge to be
Obtained ? Are photograjihers to spend a week or a fortnight at their

• Concluded from page 105.

clients' houses previous to photographing them? Such is impractic-

able, and certainly in the case of small-sized photographs, photo-

grapher and sitters in the majority of instances must be strangers,

but my remarks point more to lai^er photographs direct from life.

I consider it riskv, I don't say impossible, because it depends on the

subject, to take a" large direct picture of a person ushered into your

presence and out again in the space of twenty minutes. On a first

visit a carte might be taken, and on a second visit a cabinet, then the

large one when you have gained the necessary acquaintance with your

sitter's expression. It is a wonderful art, and because it is so greater

wonders are expected to come out of it. The stream of its rapid

advance is not confined to one channel, but it continually overflows

and seeks with eager haste to fields and pastures new.
William Cbooke.

ON PRINTING LANTERN PICTURES BY ARTIFICIAL
LIGHT ON BROMIDE PLATES FROM NEGATIVES OF
VARIOUS SIZES.

[A Communication to the Birmingbam Photographic Society.]

Theue can be no question that there is no plan that is so simple for

producing transparencies as contact printing, but in this, as in other

photographic matters, one method of work will not answer all needs.

Reproduction in the camera, using daylight to illuminate the nega-

tive, enables the operator to reduca or enlarge in every direction ; but

the lantern is a winter instrument, and comes in for demand and use

during the short days, when even the professional photographer h is

not enough light to get through his orders. How can the amateur got

the needed daylight if photography be only the pursuit in spare

time ? Besides, there are days in our larg3 towns when wliat day-

light there is is so yellow from smoke or fog as to have little actinic

power. These considerations and needs have led me to experiment

and test what can be done with artificial light, an;l I think I have

made the way clear for actual work without further experiment. I

have not been able by any arrangement of reflected light to get power
enough to print negatives of the ordinary density, and have only suc-

ceeded by causing the light to be equally dispersed over the negative

by a lens, as used in the optical lantern, but thearrangeinents required

are somewhat different to tliat of tlie enlarging lantern.

The following is the plan by which I have succeedei best in the

production of transparencies.

B is a lamp with a circuLir wick, which burns petroleum and givr
a good body of light. is a frame for liolding the negative, on tin

opposite side of which is a double convex lens facing the light. D i<

the camera and lens. All these must be placed in a line, so that the
best part of the light, the centre of the condenser, and the lens, are of

equal height.

The metliod of working is as follows : The lamp B is placed at such
a distance from the condenser that the rays come to a focus and enter
the lens, the negative is then placed in the frame, the focus obtained,
and the size of reduction adjusted by moving tlie camera nearer or
further from the condenser and negative. In doing this no attention
need be paid to the light properly covering the field, as tliat cannot be
adjusted while the negative is in its place. When the size and focus
are obtained, remove the negative, and carefully move the lamp till it

illuminates the ground-glass equally all over, by a disc of light free

from colour. The negative can then bo replaced, and no further ad-
justment will be needed for any further reproduction of the same size.

There is one point that requires attention. The lens used in tlie

camera should be a doublet of about six inch focus (in reproducing

8J X Oi or smaller sizes), and the stop used must not be a very small
one, not less th.an a half-inch diameter ; if a smaller stop is used, an even
disc of light is not obtained, but ample definition is obtainable with
the sized stop mentioned.
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In the niranpement described, a single Ions is used for the condenser,

not because it is better thnn a double one oa is general for such pur-

poses, but because it is quite sufficient for tlio puiiiose. Of cour«o a

Inrjre condenser isboth expensive and cumbersome ; there is, tlierefore,

no advantage in using a combination if a single lens will answer.

In reproducing lantern pictures from half-plate negatives, the time

l-equirea cm mj' lantern plates is from two to four minutes, using six

inch condenser. For | negative, from two to six minutes with a nine

inch condenser. In working in this way. it is easy to be developing

one picture while exposing another. The condenser must be of such

a sizt- that it will cover the plate from corner to corner. The best part

of an 8J X fiA negative will be covered by a nine inch condenser, and

a (H X 4J by' a six inch condenser.

AVith this arrangement it will be easy to reproduce from half or

\ negatives or any intermediate sizes quite independent of daylight.

A. PUNPHWEY.

COLLODIO-CHLOKIDE PRINTING.
[Abstract of Paper reiul before the London and Provincial Pliotographic Association.]

In demonstrating this process to you I claim no special merit, but
•wish to bear testimony to the simplicity of the operations of coating

the paper with the emulsion, toning, fixing, and washing the posi-

tives, and the beauty of the results attained, as well as increased

permanency over albumen prints, as far as my own small experience

and few experiments will permit. I wish to raise an exhaustive

discussion on its merits, as I am persuaded that sufficient justice has

not been done in the case. I believe, moreover, that the working
conditions of tlie process have been altered of late in such a manner
ae lo fully entitle it to the greatest consideration. I shall endeavour
to answer the following questions:—1. Is it a process of greater

permanency than that in general use ? 2. Will it be possible to

achieve artistic and pleasing results without expenditure of excep-

tional skill and great additional labour ? .'J. The question that possibly

may be rai.-:ed with regard to outlay. This is not a momentous one
if it is found pos-iblo to answer the first two satisfactory.

Before I go into the question in detail, I must submit that the

process, as brought before our notice some years back, was not such

as to recommend itself readily to the practical worker. Troubles
arose from the peeling of the delicate collodion film, curling of the

prints in their moist state, and various other complications, including

uncertainties in the toning operations, which made it justly appear a

difficult process; but now, tlianks to Dr. Liesegang, none of these

troubles and uncertainties remain. That it is a very fine process

facts show. I employ the process now in the case of customers who
do not mind paying a little extra and can appreciate it.

Now with regard to the first question, permanency, I would suggest

that if we subjected prints to such a severe test as they are never
likel}' to receive—naniel}-, exposing them in a show-case facing the

8un outride of the house during one summer and a succeeding severe

winter, and then nail them to a wall of a room where several gas
burners are for a few months, and they stood this test, we may
venture to call them very much more permanent than albumen
prints. I have done this with the favourable result mentioned.
Numerous eminent and respectable German firms will testify the
same fact, I believe, and Captain Abney says: "In the year 1809 1

printed all my negatives by the process. The prints had a beautiful
olack-brown tone, and some have been exposed to sun and gaslight
ever since that period; others are mounted in a scrap-book; and
others are loose in a portfolio. Out of the lot not one has altered in

colour or purity of the whites. This is what I should have expected
theoretically, for there is nothing to cause fading. The organic salt

of silver, which has been altered by the light, is not a complex body,
but one of definite composition, since it was the citrate of silver

which was employed. On fixing the part not reduced, it dissolved
out freely, and there is notliing to hold it back in tlie film, since it

consists of collodion, which is essentially porous." The Court photo-
grapher, W. Oronenberg, has used nothing else for one and a half
years. He says that he has a large quantity of the best albumenised
paper left for which he has no use. Of course there are emulsions
sold at such low figures m are inconsistent with the good article. It

i? owing to this fact that many photographers try the process and
reject it as not superior to others. Some fail in consequence of their
own wisdom, getting hold of or accepting any published formulae
from unknown writers, perhaps not even following the instructions
clo.seIy.

From these and other instances, as well as my own experiments, I

venture to maintain that members subjecting well-manipulated
collodio-chloride prints, from Dr. Liesegang's or other good emul-
sions, to . before-mentioned tests, they will not detect the slightest

change. Furthermore, to prove that they are much more permanent
than albumen prints, I shall immerse tne two simultaneoiuly in a
solution of cyanide of pota.«sium, not with a view to demonstrate that
this solvent has no action, but solely to show that when the albumen
print is entirely destroyed the collodio-chloride print is scarcely

attacked. From the foregoing I do not think it unreasonable to

conclude that the question has been answered satisfactorily.

We will now practically examine the second question, whether
we shall be able to obtain artistic and pleasing results without
employment of exceptional skill and additional labour. I here sub-
mit a number of prints in order that you may examine the depth to

which they must be exposed in the printing frame. The time re-

quired scarcely equals and certainly does not exceed that of the

albumen process. A not very unimportant advantage over albumen
prints is the fact that coUodio-chloride-paper prints do not expand,

and you will note in the demonstration to follow that the great

obstacle, curling of the prints in the water, has been entirely removed.

With reference to softness and delicacy of the prints, I may mention
that by varying the proportions of the chloride employed it is pos-sible

and advisable to modify the character of the print, and I believe that

Dr. Liesegang supplies separate solutions for the purpose.

Since writing the above, I am very glad to subjoin that having

prevailed upon Dr. Liesegang, that gentleman has been kind enough
to give me the formula he employs for making the emulsions. It is

as follows :—Dissolve 8 grammes (4 drachms 3 grains) nitrate of

silver in 5 c.c. (1 drachm 2o minims) hot distilled water : pour this

into 200 c.c. (7 ounces 18 minims) alcohol 'tiO-'i; add 12 grammes
(3 drachms Si grains) pyroxyline. After the lapse of half an hour pour

to it 2oO c.c. (8 ounces 6 drachms 2.'5 minims) ether; shake well. In

another bottle dissolve 1 gramme (loyj grains) chloride of lithium

and 1 gramme (loiV grains) tartaric acid in oO c.c. (1 ounce 6 drachma
.5 minims) alcohol. This second solution is poured into the first,

agitatin" the combination well. For vigorous negatives take a little

more chloride, as a softer print results from it.

I have made an emulsion by this formula last night in the space of

ten minutes, not counting a half hour's interval, and coated a sheet of

paper, and obtained some very excellent prints to-day without filter-

ing. I have brought some of the baryta-surfaced paper with me, and
shall be pleased to give a sample to members who wish to experi-

ment. I should advise to coat half a sheet at a time or less at first. It

is best to coat in a cool room, transferring the sensitised paper to a

warmer one, but not to dry by heat. [The speaker here coated a

sheet of paper with the collodion emulsion.]

To tone the prints I use Obernetter's toning formula, which can

also be used with the gelatino-chloride prints. It is composed of the

following :—No. 1. In So parts of water dissolve o drachms of sulpho-

cyanide of ammonium. No. 2. In lo drachms of water dissolve 15

grains chloride of gold. Into 100 parts of No. 1 pour 10 parts of

No. 2, NOT vice versa. In my own practice I dilute this with an

equal quantity of water. As you will observe, their appearance in

the toning and following solutions are by no means prepossessing,

which as you all know is the case with many things that conceal

beauty in some shape or another. J. Hubebt.

ALBUMEN PAPER.

Thhough twenty years of practical experience with albumen paper

have come in contact with nearly nil the ailments connected with its

working, and most of this time have looked for some new formula to

make better tones, more brilliant whites, and half tones. Year by

year I am more convinced that gold, silver, and other material, go but

little toward making fine work, but we may profit by the old woman's

experience, who said of her prood cooking that she seasoned everything

with a good deal of good judgment.

Many have made inquiries as to the manner of washing, toning, and

fixing albumen prints, but it is so very simple that it seems unneces-

sary to explain the process. It appears to me that one of the great

causes of failure is a desire on the part of many beginners to try to

work complicated formula;, thinking the more ingredients they get

the better their work will be. In the first place, the tone of a photo-

graph is made in the negative, and whatever the quality of it is so

the tone of your print will be. Some say if you use a little of this

and more of the other you will got certain tones. 1 do not believe it.

Take a first-class negative and any of the well-known brands of

albumen paper, float one minute in a bath containing from forty to

sixty grains of nitrate of silver to the ounce of water, according to

the temperature. This is the best formula known to me. Then wash

your prints in two or three changes of water, just long enough so that

the gold will not precipitate the chloride pf silver on the print. Then
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immerse in water with a small amount of salt, and you are ready for

toning. Before commencing to wash your prints make a gold solution

as foUows :—One grain chloride of gold to eight ounces of water neu-

tralised with any alkali. I use carbonate of soda to make it rather

alkali, adding about one teaspoonful of common salt, and you cau pro-

duce any tone from a rich brown to the finest purple-black.

On the other hand, take a poor negative and use all the means

known to the photographer and I have yet to see a first-class tone.

AU tins is supposed to be done when the silver bath is fresh, but

»fter continued use it soon becomes disordered, and this is where the

trouble begins. It may become weak, and then the prints come out

mealj', and sometimes tlie paper has a mottled appearance. The way
to overcome both these difficulties is to add more silver. After

several times strengthening it becomes filled with albumen, and this

forms a compound with the nitrate that is apt to soften the albumen,

and it slips from the paper when being handled. The only remedy I

have found for this is to boil the solution down, fuse, and add new
silver, when it will be again ready for use. After fusing a few times,

the bath is liable to become alkali and dissolve the albumen from the

paper. The addition of enough nitric acid to bring it to a neutral

point is all that is needed to make it right for using again.

Care should be taken not to get the bath too strong, as it is liable

to give a sunken appearance, showing a mottled look like that pro-

duced by a weak one. My experience has taught me to avoid extremes

in all things connected with albumen paper—that is, not to have the

bath either too weak or too strong, and, by so doing, produce the most
brilliant prints. Likewise avoid all kind of dodges recommended for

making better prints, as every ingredient added to the mixture soon

forms a compound of which you cannot tell the nature.

—Photoi/raphic Times. ' 11. McMichael.

SILVER FEINTING ON ALBUMENISED PAPER.
[A Communication to the Photoftrapbio Society of Pliilailelpliia.]

I BELIEVE myself justified in making the assertion that photographic

printing has not essentially changed during the last twenty years. If

this be true, it might seem to be an easy matter to deduce such principles

from the practice of the best operators as would lead to the laying down
of fixed rules from which no departure could be made, save at the almost
certain penalty of failure in one or another of its forms.

Practical experience in photographic printing, however, as well as a
knowledge of the practice of others, would rather teach us that success in

this direction is hardly to be obtained by reducing, or attempting to

reduce, the matter to scientiflo principles, but that empiricism (if I may
use the word) is both easier and safer. I doubt whether there is a single

operation in the whole routine of silver printing that has not been fought
over by the advocates of different manners of working, the result being
finally left undecided.

Remembering that prints are really a secondary product of photo-
graphic manipulation, I think that tlie reason of this clashing of

opinion, to which I have just alluded, may be found in the character of

the negatives used, in the paper, and in the whole practical routine or
handling. As full consideration of these tliree factors would be im-
practicable here, let me generalise my remarks rather than attempt to
give rules for working.
As far as we can gather from our knowledge of early practice in silver

printing, it seems pretty clear that the line effect in the print was formerly
sought for by using a strongly salted paper, floated on a correspondingly
strong silver bath, and used without fuming with ammonia. The nega-
tives were also probably much more intense, or had greater contrast
between light and shade. The paper itself was thicker. Inasmuch as it

was an expensive matter to work silver baths of from eighty to one
hundred grains per ounce, the quantity of soluble chloride in the paper
was reduced together with the strength of the silver bath. It had been
definitely ascertained that over and above the quantity of nitrate of
tilver necessary to convert the chloride, a certain excess of silver was
indispensably necessary.

As is so often to be remarked when changes take place in scientific
practice at large, the pendulum swung so far in the other direction that
baths of even twenty to thirty grains per ounce were advised, as well as the
addition of other soluble nitrates which were claimed to supply, in part at
least, the place of the silver salt. Such ideas are now forgotten, as they
well deserve to be. The strength of the bath for ordinary work might be
taken at, say, fifty grains per ounce, reducing to forty in hot weather, and
perhaps increasing to seventy in cold weather or weak light. I must again
beg you toremember that I am here making noattempt at a regular formula.
The failures, arising from disproportionate strength of bath to paper,

would be more noticeable in the case of an unduly weak solution. The
paper would print slowly, and lose much of its strength and brilliancy in
toning and fixing, while the only troubles to be anticipated from too
strong a bath would be an increased tendency to discolour (particularly
in warm weather), and perhaps to the formation of what are technically
known as " tear-drops."

The characteristics of a perfect negative for printuig would be difficult

to define closely, even if we had the negatives before us, and, of course, still

more so in words. Laying aside all technical imperfections, we can say

that the perfect negative is the one that will give a complete scale of tone

(or Ught and shade) in the print, varying from black to white.

Where prints of the finest quality are desired, it is of every importance

that they be printed in a light whose actinic power will suit the negative

and the paper.

The well-known rule of printing strong negatives in a, strong light and
weak negatives in a weak one, should always be borne in mind. I have

found it better to subdue the great strength of the sun's light by pasting

layers of white tissue-paper over the printing frame, in the case of weak
negatives, rather than to leave the frame open and print in diffused

light. By following this plan, I have often obtained vigorous prints

from negatives thin enough to give very effective solar enlargements on
albumenised paper. Of coiurse, this is a tedious operation, and I do not

by any means advise that negatives should be made so thin as to require

this treatment. But, as any landscape photographer who has had ex-

perie nee with the inconstancy of Dame Nature and chemicals will know,

the negative does not always turn out just as we might wish. I have

also been led to believe that the strength of the light in which the print

is made has an influence upon the tone of the print ; and let me here

remind you of the great law in photography, that a weak light acting for

a lengthened time upon photographic tissues gives very different results

from a strong one acting for a short time.

The strength of the silver bath I have already spoken of, but let me
refer to it again, merely to say that I believe fully in the principle of

usmg weak baths for weak negatives and strong baths for strong ones.

All that can be said about fuming can be summed up when we say that

the paper should be ahsohttely Ury (heat being used if required) before

being subjected to the ammonia, and that the latter should always be aa

strong as possible. Ten minutes in strong ammonia ought to be enough.

It would perhaps be difficult to answer the question why so much stress

has always been laid upon the formula by which the toning bath is made,

and it is easy to see how a beginner, taking up the literature of the sub-

ject, is involved in great perplexity among the numerous recipes given.

The amount of free silver left in the print after the preliminary wash
will have a direct influence upon the whole process of toning. The
theory was laid down by Hardwich, that no print containing free silver

could be successfully toned in alkaline chloride of gold, but it is doubtful

whether this is strictly true. When we consider that nitrate of silver has

not only a peculiar aflinity for gelatine and albumen, and is removed \vith

difficulty from either of these organic substances, it is questionable

whether prints supposed to be washed free from silver are so in reality.

To get rid of the last traces, we should probably have to soak the print

for a long time in a solution of some chloride or other haloid, and it

would then be found that the pale brick-red colour so obtained would not

tone up to the brilliant, vigorous black or purple. The treatment by the

lime bath would seem to help us in sustaining this theory, for excellent

results are to be had by simply immersing the print in the toning solution

without any preliminary washing whatever. The free chlorine in the

lime bath immediately acts on the free silver to a greater or less extent,

after which the toning proceeds uniformly even, in spite of the heavy

deposit of chloride of silver that forms on the face of the print. To the

question, "How much shall the print be washed?" I do not believe that

a positive answer can be given. Presupposing good water supply, and
ample room in the tanks (a most important thing), it might be said that

from ten or fifteen to twenty-five minutes would be about right; the print,

of course, not being allowed to stick together in masses. I have seen

excellent results obtained by merely soaking the prints a few moments in

water which was changed once, and followed by a wash of one ounce of

No. 8 acetic acid to every gallon of water ; after they had slightly

reddened the acid was poured off, and the dish filled up again with plain

water. The toning bath was gold with acetate of soda, kept for about

twenty-four hours before using.

In the ordinary alkaline toning bath, the presence of too much free

silver in the prints will manifest itself by unequal action on the print,

mealiness, and cUagonal red lines. It is a safeguard to have a saturated

solution of common salt close at hand, so that a little may be added to

the bath if the washing has been insufficient. In such cases, the bath

will generally be cloudy from chloride of silver after the prints have been
toned. An important practical point is that there should be while light

enough to enable the change of colour to be distinctly seen. Subdued
daylight is best, but gas at night may also be used. I have always judged of

the tone by reflected light, that is, by the face of the print ; not by lookiu;,'

through the print, as some very successful operators are in the habit of

doing. The prints must be well rinsed after toning, and of course it

is necessary not to expose them to light more than is absolutely required.

I was much surprised a short time since to learn that it was a common
practice not to throw away the hypo fixing bath, but to keep it over from
day to day. I mention this only to condemn it ; for, although fine re-

sults may be made, the tones are probadly due to a sulphuretting action

fatal to the i^ermanence of the print, as well as the risk of imperfect fixa-

tion, owing to the bath becoming weaker by use, and losing its solvent

properties. I would urge not only that the solution be strong, but that a

liberal quantity be made up fresh for each day's use, and that the prints

be kept constantly moving, so as to ensure thorough action. It economy
must be rigidly observed, it would be better to let the bath after use simply
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Btnnd in the diali until stronRtliened enough by evaporation to fix

uegativoH. Commercial liyposulphito o( soda I have never scon show
an ociil reaction.

Tlio same general ideas as regards washing of prints before toning
might hold good in the washing after fixation. That is to say, I believe
that too much stress has been laid upon prolonged washing. Rapid
change of water, and constant moving of tlie prints, with every now and
then draining off the water completely, ought to finish the process in

from two to five hours, according to circumstances. The best safeguards
against blisters are to see that the paper is not too very dry before silver-

ing, and to pass the prints from the hypo into a strong solution of
common salt. The dish containing them may be set under the tap,

and the solution slowly diluted by allowing a small stream to flow in,

the washing being afterwards carried out as usual.

Let mo now roughly outline a routine of printing which I have myself
followed successfully. The room used for the purpose should have a
southern exposure. The paper, of course, may be Hoated anywhere, and
the silver bath may be fifty grains to the ounce. My favourite formula
contains half an ounce of aqua ammonia to every quart of solution, the
brown oxide of silver being taken up again with n few drops of strong
solution of nitrate of ammonia. Tliis leaves the bath strongly alkaline,

and enough nitric acid should then be added to nearly, but not quite,

neutralise it. If a few drops of saturated solution of alum and about ten
per cent, of alcohol be added, they will increase the coagulating power
of the bath. The paper may be floated the night before in cool weather

;

and if anything occurs to prevent it from being used on the following
day, it should be laid under pressure between sheets of white blotting-
paper, previously soaked in a saturated solution of bicarbonate of soda
and driq^l. The paper thus protected will keep good for many days, and,
I believe, would give results superior to the ready sensitised paper now
10 much in vogue. Fuming should not be done until just before print-

. ing. The negatives may be sorted over, placing the strong ones and the
weak ones together, and ha^^ng tissue paper, cut to the proper size, ready
to paste on the frames, as before alluded to. The various dodges for
double printing need not detain us here ; but if it be attempted, skill and
care will be required. A sufficient quantity of chloride of gold solution,
one grain to the drachm of water (stock solution), is measured out, allow-
ing, say, one grain to the sheet. This is carefully neutralised, either
with bicarbonate of soda or borax, and allowed to stand while the
prints are passed through several changes of water. I have generally
used the toning bath at the strength of one grain to five ounces of
water, taking care to have the solution lukewarm in winter weather.
The bath when ready should be nearly free from the yellow colour of
the gold. If the prints tone unevenly, add a pinch of common salt
to every ten ounces of bath. The fixing bath may contain an ounce
of hypo to six of water in summer, or four in winter, and should be made
up with warm water, to compensate for the refrigeration caused by the
dissolving of the hypo. The prints may be left in from ten to fifteen
minutes.

I would again insist upon having the dishes and washing tanks large
enough to accommodate the prints with ease. The paper .should be
silvered in whole sheets, and very clTeotive dishes for the purpose may
be made of wood, protected by paraffine, a hot iron being used to
melt it and drive it well into the pores of the wood. Washing tanks
might be made in the same way, but porcelain only should be used for
toning and fixing. If the water bo full of finely-divided mud, it will be
necessary to drain the prints well after removal from the wash water, and
dabble them about in a gallon or two of well-filtered water, such, in fact,
8B is used at table. Ellebslie Wallace.

^

LIMELIGHT MATTERS.
Mn. Lewis Wright, in his remarks under the above heading, says he
should like to know from some one who has practically tried tlio patent
automatic gas regulator for compressed cylinders, if they answer when
the taps of jets are turned off. As I have used these valves on oxyhydrogen,
triple, and biunial lanterns, and on single lanterns with the oxyether
light, it will be interesting to your readers as well as himself to know
that they do act perfectly, in fact, a gas cylinder with an automatic
valve attached is practically the same as an average weighted gasbag.
The light, however, obtained from the cylinder and a mixed gas jet, is

far in advance of that obtained from an eight or ten feet gas bag with three
or four fifty-six pound weights on. Mr. Wright questioned my figures as
regards price of pressure board, and says he was able to get a large size
one made for ISs. Gd. The material of a first-class double pressure
board with prop (ironwork and wood) cost about £1, and it takes two
days to make it properly, so he must have been exceptionally favoured,
or lucky, in finding a carpenter to work so cheaply, or if made at a venture,
which probably it was, the carpenter had nothing to be thankful for for
the order. If prices are quoted, I think it is only fair that they should be
commercial, and not what an odd article can be found for. I think Mr.
Wright will call to mind that the price of prisms he mentions in his valuable
book on Light is certainly not commercial if a fair quality is supplied.
The price of the gas when supplied in cyUnders is no doubt somewhat

prohibitory, but this I have good reason for believing will soon be remedied

;

for at my (and probably other exhibitors) suggestion the compressor of
oxygen will act on my oft-repeated advice and shortly supply ordinary

customers through any optician at Od. per cubic foot, in quantitiea of not
ess than twentyfivc feet. When it is considered that the new iteol
bottles are of less bulk and much lighter weight to hold this quantity
than the iron ones that hold fifteen feet, and that the gas docs not
deteriorate by keeping, it follows that there is no wagte if judiciously
used, and so an element of economy over the bags is introduced • for it is
seldom that one or two feet of gas is not left in the bag after an entertain-
ment. The automatic valves can be set to any pressure by modifyina
the spring that presses on the indiarubber bellows, but they are gcncraUy
set to twelve inches water pressure, and the Archimedean screw and valve
work so perfectly that the increase when stopcocks are turned off is nor
more than three inches at the outside, in fact the tubes cannot swell to
blow-off, and the difference in pressure due to friction and everything is
imperceptible. As a proof of the satisfactory working of the automatic
regulators, it may be stated that a customer of Mr. J. H. Steward's had a
pair down on trial, and thoroughly tested them in connection with a
biunial lantern, and also in comparison with valves made on the
principle of steam-engine valves, with lever and weight, and was so
pleased with the simplicity of the action and ease of working that ho
decided to keep them, and use them in preference to the others or bags.

U. B. Bakeb.

ART IN AMERICA.
PnoPEssoR Hkrkomeb, A.R.A., Slado Trofessor of Fine Art at Oxford
when lecturing at Toynbee Hall recently, gave some account of
America as seen by an artist's eyes. America has Ixjgun her art
career with architecture, and, in Professor Herkomer's opinion, this
was quite right, architecture being the beginning of all art. Art, however,
in the sense of painting has not yet much hold in America, according to
the Professor.

•' I don't mean," he said, " the possession of pictures. In America they
make plenty of money, and if a man fails ho can begin again, and does
not lose prestige. Art in America is not strong at (iresent. The best
work done lately in all the art schools of Europe has been done by
American students. At the same time, no painter in America, or very
few of them, are happy in America. It will take a long time for art to
become a real thing there. It needs infancy; architecture and even
sculpture can be taken there, and will grow ; but art, in the sense I am
talking of, must grow from the beginning. Painters who go there find
that art transplanted dies out, or if any keep it alive, in some sort, they
have to come perpetually to Europe to nourish it. One reason for this is
the want of sympathy between the American patron and the artist. Before
the war had run its course, some American landscape painters, who had
studied in Europe, painted huge landscapes of the Rooky Mountains and
other picturesque parts of America, and they had to paint with the brush
in one hand and a revolver in the other. They worked the oracle, and sold
these pictures for large sums—£5000 and even £10,000 each. But when
Americans began to travel, and found that only £500 or £1000 was paid
for big pictures here, and when the railway enabled them to see the Rocky
Mountains comfortably, they felt that they had been cheated by these
artists. They did not know ; they had not time for knowing ; so they
said, ' We will wait, and not trust any artist but who has an European
diploma.' A feeling of that sort is hereditary ; I believe a person is born
witli the suspicions of his forefathers. Dealers have done a great deal
of damage to America ; so it comes that nine out of ten painters in America
cannot get their living without teaching."
About a year ago Professor Herkomer went over there again, and stayed

five months, engaged in portrait painting. He never worked for a more
appreciative people. He was struck by their power of reading character.
It was not respectable to read character here, but it was all the mode there.
He painted a trader, now worth a million sterling, formerly a seller of
apples in the street, and this man said to him, " You must get my eyes ;

I trade on them." He painted Jay Gould, and reading character was one
secret of that man's success. Professor Herkomer attributed the enter-
prise, the activity, the go-a-headedness of the Americans largely to their
climate, dry and electric as it was.
Remarking upon the character of American society, he described it as

being as refined as in England, without snobbery. America was going to
do the greatest in most things, in art amongst the number. " We have,"
he said, " an American painter who has brought a strange style into our
Academy. By a remarkable accident his picture was hung in a con-
spicuous place. It was like a fresh breeze coming into the Academy.
Some were frightened at it, but most of us welcomed it." The lecturer
gave some account of his experiences of portrait painting in the United
States, and in conclusion spoke of the reverence of Americana for Eng-
land, and of the desirability of our learning from them how they learned
from us.

A CAMBRIDGE ELECTRIC LIGHT STUDIO.
We have received from Mr. Valentine Blanchard, jun., Cambridge, the
following account of the electric light installation in his studio. As the
candle power seems so extraordinary for the motive power, may there not
be a mistake by a nilit ?

" The entrance to the establishment is fitted up with an arc lamp, which
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gives a light of about lO.OOO-oandle power, and which brilliantly lights the

entrance and thoroughfare for a considerable distance. The reception

and dressing rooms are lighted with Swan-Edison incandescent lamps,

each of thirty -two -candle power, which give a cheerful and pleasing

appearance, and show off the numerous specimens of photography to

advantage. The studio is also fitted up with four incandescent lamps of

the same candle power, which are used for posing, focussing, &c.

" The large arc lamp for the studio, which gives a light equal to from

30,000 to 40,000 candles, is fitted with a reflector about three feet six

inches in diameter, and by a simply contrivance a soft light is diffused

upon the sitter, the direct rays of light from the ai-c being shielded. The
darli room is fitted with a Swan-Edison incandescent lamp of eighteen-

candle power, screened with ruby fabric, giving an uniform and comfort-

able light for development. The dynamo is worked by one of Crossley's

well-known gas engines, fitted with an electric light governor. Mr.

Blanchard finds that six-horse power is suflicient to work all the lamps

at one time. By the use of opaque blinds to cover glass of studio, the

electric light can be used any time during the day."

CONTINENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
[Translations and Abridgments.]

German Amateur and Professional Photographers.

Dr. Vogel says that a professional photographer has recently written

to him about the iuci-easing number of amateurs, and asking if he can

do anything to clieck the augmentation, because it is doing injury to

trade ; the writer suggested that photographic chemicals and other

articles should be sold to amateurs at a higher price. IJr. Vogel replied

that he was accustomed to these complaints, and that if they increased,

the fact was due to the progress made by amateurs. He spoke of the

great advances amateurs had made in photography, and cited by way of

example the names of Daguerre, Talbot, Niepce, Archer, Bennett, Wortley,

and others. Musical amateurs do no harm to the musical profession, but

rather the reverse. Amateurs are not responsible if they exercise an ad-

verse influence upon the business of professional photographers, for that

would merely indicate that the latter have not attained the highest

photographic skill; the true remedy is to turn out better work. The
photographer who is also an artist does not fear the amateur, he knows
the limits of the power of most of them ; they lack skill and taste in

posing models, they commonly make errors in the mode of lighting, and
they cannot do skilled retouching. The strength of the amateur, there-

fore, lies chiefly in dealing with landscapes and architectural subjects,

consequently here his competition is felt by the professional, and as a

matter of fact the person who complained to Dr. Vogel is a landscape

photographer.

Some time ago a Munich architect gave an order which included the

photographing of several monuments in Berlin ; tliese photographs were
executed by a portrait photographer, but gave no satisfaction to the

architect. This came to the knowledge of an amateur who could do such

work well, and he received an engagement to take all the required photo-

graphs. Dr. Vogel recommends professional photographers to study

their work to its roots, to read everything published about photography,

and to obtain full knowledge of everything relating to the advance of the

art. A professional who had not done these things once heard an ama-
teur talking about photography with the salts of platinum, and
exclaimed, "What! Print with platinum! That is not possible or I

should have known it
!"

—

I'hotographiachc Nolizcn.

Outuochromatic Plates for Landscape Work.

Dr. Vogel has repeated the experiments made by Obernetter in the

photographing of landscapes upon orthochromatic plates, and found the
advance upon the results given by ordinary plates to be surprising.

When the ordinary negative is examined by itself, all appears to be
pei'fcct ; all is sharp and every leaf can be seen. But when this is com-
pared with the orthochromatic negative the differences are perceptible.

In the latter each tree can be distinguished from its neighbour, con-
sequently there is remarkable relief in the image; the green of the acacia

can be perfectly distinguished from the green of the willow, and that of

the poplar from that of the oak, where upon the ordinary plate all appears
uniformly grey. Unhappily, Obernetter's plates prepared with bromide
of silver, azaline, and erythrosine will not keep many days, and his
efforts to make them keep have not been attended with good results ; the
exposure is three times and sometimes four times as long as with
ordinary plates.

—

Photographische Mittheilunijen.

The PHOTOGRAPHico-SciESTirio Exniumos at Berlin.

In the above Exhibition held at the Academy of Arts of Berlin, were
magnificent photographs of the sun by Dr. Lolise, of Potsdam, and Dr.
Janssen, of Paris ; a photograph of the nebula in the Pleiades discovered
by pliotography

;
photographs of the planets by Henry, of Paris ; stellar

spectra by Pickering, of Boston ; and, above all, the great solar spectrum of

Kowlands, having a total length of thirty-six feet, taken by concave
diffraction gratings and extending almost to the sodium line D. The
landscapes include among others some remarkable views of America, and
of the Yellowstone Park on sheets of fifty centimetres, also some photo-

graphs by Obernetter demonstrating completely the superiority of

orthochromatic plates. As for instantaneous views, those of Anschiitz

are the most striking. There are also photographs of flashes of lightning

by Kaiser and by Jacobsen, likewise a photograph of the aurora borealis

of Tromholt ; there are also the balloon photographs of the Chevalier von
Seld, and the moonlight and twilight pictures by Dr. Vogel
Photopraphische ilittheUungen.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 2555.—" Iniprovemeuts in Photographic Shutters." W. D. Richmond.-^
Dated February 18, 1887.

No. 2634.—"An Improved Photographer's Lantern." F. Bishop.— Z>aterf

Ftbrua.ry 19, 1887.

No. 2662.—"Improved Photogi-aphic Film Paper." L. Warnekke and
SlLVEBHOUSE.

—

Dated Fehnmnj 21, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
iMrnovED Form of Devblopixq Bath, especially for Large

Photographic Prints.

No. 3061. Benjamin Howarth Thwaite, F.C.S., 37, Victoria-street,

Liveqiool.—J/«reA 4, 1886.

My improvement consists in the metliod of forming and constructing developing

baths, especially for large photographic prints, such as copies from engineering

drawings.
I make my developing bath in the form of a rectangular receptacle sulliciently

deep to hold prints lowered in vertically and end-ways. To make the bath

portable I provide wheels on which it can run, I make the lower end or bottom
of the bath rather wider than the top, the width I usually adopt is five inches

at the bottom of tlie bath and four inches at the top ; by this an-angement I

prevent the i^riuts from becoming attached to the sides.

On each .side of the bath, close to the top edges, I provide drying rods,

attached to the bath by small brackets ; under these drying rods I provide

drip troughs into which the moisture runs or drops from the prints when tliey

are hung on the drying rods.

I provide draw-olf corks to both the drip troughs and the bath.

For ferro-])russiate prints I construct the bath of a framework of wood, lined

internally with sheet zinc.

I strongly brace tlie woodwork together in any ordinary manner, but I

usually use hoop iron straps.

For prints in whicli tliere is required an acid developing solution, I line the

inside of the bath witli any aciil - resisting material, sucli as guttapercha,

vulcanite -enamel, or porcelain; if the bath is formed of sheet iron I may
enamel it, or I may form the bath entirely of porcelain or earthenware.

In order to assist or facilitate the lowering of the prints into the developing
solution, I provide simple clips sudi as the ordinary letter clips ; these I

attach to the lower end of the print before lowering it into the solution. For
acid solutions I form the clips of vnlavnite.

I provide strips of wood, pieces of glass, vulcanite, or wire on which to hang
prints when in developing solution.

I may provide a loose cover for covering the upper end of the bath to protect

the developing solution.

The advantages of my invention are, that the liath occupies far less space
than the present form, and for fcrro-prussiate prints the water can be used for

weeks witliout requiring any renewal ; as all the salts fall to the bottom of the
bath the supernatant water is kept qnite clear.

Two or three or more baths can be placed in close proximity when more
than one developing solution is required, the whole group occupying very little

floor space.

The developing process is much more rapidly effected than with the ordinary
flat-bottomed bath.

The claims are :—1. The arrangement of a developing bath, substantially as

herein shown and described, for large photographic i)rints. 2. The use of one
or more devclojiing b.iths placed side by side, substantially as herein shown
and described. 3. The combination of said bath with printuig frame, sab-
.stantially as herein shown and described.

Improvements in oh Relating to Photographic Camubas and Sudes ob
Appurtenances thereto.

No. 4179. Joseph David Williams, Station-road, Greenfield, Holywell,
Flint.—^l/arc/t 25, 1886.

This invention has for its object an improvement in the cameras and appur-
tenances at present in use, so as to enable the operator to focus and expose
witliout withdrawing any part of the slidu proper from the camera, thus
obvi.ating one very Iruitful source of fogging.

The frame forming the end of the camera has a curved contour, where it

rests on the camera bottom so as the more easily to be adjusted. A slide in

this frame is formed in two parts, a ground-glass for focussing, .and a recess in
which is placed a slide or holder caiTying the sensitive plate or ]iaper.

A .shutter slides laterally in grooves in the sensitive plate slide or holder.

It has an attachment at back, which engages with a cross bar or slide. The
sensitive jdate slide is preferably formed double with two sliding shutter.^, one
on each side. The slide with its shutter (or shutters if a double plate carrier)

is fixed iu the recess in the frame, and jirevented from falling out by movable
catches. A stop is provided to prevent the shutter or any part eiicro,acliing on
the focussing glass. A spring or other stop locks the slide in position. The
slide carries the focus.sing glass, and the sensitive plate holder is supported in

the frame between two feathers, and the entire frame is held in position iu the
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camera by means of an onlinary ^liiling brackot. A pin on the frame ftt» into

a slot in the bracket. A lioor at the hack of the camera provides for taking

out tlie sensitive plate slide holder, with its shutter or shutters. This consists

of a box with shutter for a lid and an opaque back to hold a single plate, or

two compartments with an o|iaqne dividing plate between and two sliding

shutters. An opaque dividing-piece is hinged between two frames. Two
shutters or their equivalent are required for this, one at each side. These are

held to it by spring clips or other mechanism, allowing the shutter to slide.

The speciticatioii is illustrated.

As IMTUOVED Process of MANUFAcruRiNa Isochromatic Emulsion
Plates Highly Sensitivb to Liuht.

No. 15,532. Dr. Heh.mann Wilhklm Vooel. 124, Kurfiirsten-strasse, Berlin.

—.Vorember 29, 188t5.

Mr invention relates to an improved process of manufacturing isochromatic

gelatine and emulsion and gelatine plates for photogiaphic purposes, ami to

chemical jireparations requisite for such said process.

In the year 1873, I made the discovery that chloride and bromiile of silver,

which are only sensitive to violet, indigo, and tlie blue light of tlui spectrum,

can !» made sensitive to green, yellow, and reii rays by mixing the above-

mentioned salts with bodies which absorb the latter rays.

If, for instiince, chloride or bromide of silver is mixed with aniline red,

which alxsorbs yellow rays, the chloride or broiiiide will become sensitive to

yellow rays ; or if chloride or bromiile of silver is mi.ted with aniline green,

which absorbs red rays, the same will be made sensitive to red rays.

i denominated these bodies, which sensitise silver salt in the aforesaid

manner, optical .sensitisers, and 1 and others after me have discovered a lai'ge

number of such optical sensitizers amongst the dyes, and in this manner tlie

so-calleil isochromatic gelatine plates, coloured witli an optical sensitiser such

as cvanine, chinoline red, eo,sine, erythrosine, are now articles of commerce.

All tliese isochromatic gelatine' plates are generally less sensitive than

ordinary plates and require a yellow glass plate interposed between the lens

ami the sensitive plate for dimiuishing the power of the blue light.

By this interposition of a yellow plate the time of exijosure was lengthened,

and if the surface of the plate was not cjuite even, the sharpness of the photo-

graph WAS lost, so that these isochromatic plates are used on a small scale

only for the reproluction of pictures or paintings, but not for portrait or

landscape photography.
Now I have succeeded in making isochromatic gelatine plates, the sensitive-

ness of wliich is twice as great as that of the ordinary gelatine plates, and
which do not require any yellow plate or screen.

This discovery is based

—

1. On the application of the eosides of silver, that is, the chemical combina-

tions of eosiue dyes with silver. Tliese eosiue dyes or derivatives of ftuoresoeine

are all acids, and combine with silver to salts.

2. On the addition of silver salts to other optical sensitisers, for increasing

their sensitising power.
As early as 1884, I observed this favourable iiitluence of the presence of

silver salts, and proved, for instance, tliat eoside of silver will give ten times

more sensitiveness for yellow light than ordinary eosine, but I have only now
succeeded in making plates without fog or film or spots, so that I can intro-

duce the process into practice, and I have proved that it is possible to produce

in this manner landscapes and portraits far superior to those taken witli ordi-

nary plates.

I have now invented the following methods for making highly sansitive

isochromatic jdates or sensitising solutions, so that any pliotographer or

amateur can prepare his own isochromatic plates.

In order to attain this object I proceed as follows :—
1. Ordinary gelatine plates are bathed in a solution of a soluble salt of silver

(1 : 1000), then in a solution of an eosine dye, or a mixture of eosine dyes, or a

mixture of an eosiue dye with other optical sensitisers, with or without liquor

of ammonia. The solution of the dye can also be used first and the silver

solution al'terw.irds, or an emulsion can be mixed with a soluble salt of silver

and the dye added to the mixture, or vice vcrsd, and with or without ammonia.
2. A silver eoside is formed by mixing a solution of an eosiue dye or a ndx-

ture of dilTerent eosiue dyes (for instance, ordinary eosine, blue-tinted cosine,

chrysoline, aureosine, i)hloxine, Bengal rose, or any otlier derivative of

fluorescine), with a soluble salt of silver, snch as sulphate, nitrate, acetate, or

fluoride of silver.

This eoside of silver can be collected as a precipitate, washed, and mixed
with the emulsion, or dissolved in diluted ammonia or diluted acetic acid, and
employed as a batli for soaking dry plates; but I prefer toadil liquid ammonia,
carlxmate of ammonia, or acetic acid, during the process of precipitation, so

that the suspemled precipitate is'dissolved, and to employ the same as sensi-

tising agent for fluid emulsions, or the said solution can be diluted with water

and used as a bath for dry plates. The quantity of this solution of eoside of

silver to be employed varies according to the quality and kind of emulsion

treated with the same, although the following formula will serve as a general

guide for those cnqiloying my sensitising solution :

—

Fifty cubic centimetres of a solution of an eosine dye (one part dye to one
thousand parts water or diluted alcohol), one cubic centimetre of a solution of

nitrate of silver (one part nitrate of silver to twenty parts of water), one to

two cubic centimetres of liquor ammonia.
Tliis solution is either mixed with the emulsion, that is, five to ten per cent.

is added to the emulsion, or the same is diluted with two hundred to live

hundred cubic centimetres water, and the gelatine plates immersed or soaked
in the same for about one minute and then dried.

3. I furthermore use other dye.s, known as optical sensitisers, which do not
chemically combine with silver, but the sensitiveness of which is much
improved by the presence of a soluble salt of silver, such, for instance, as

cyanine, chinoline red, coruleine, &c., and mix them with any soluble salt of

silver. I employ, for instance :

—

Fifty cubic centimetres chinoline red, or a mixture of chinoline red and
cyanine (solution 1 : 1000), one, five to three cubic centimetres nitrate of silver

(solution 1 : 20), fifteen cubic centimetres ammonia liquor.

This solution is employed iu the same manuer as the eoside of silver solution

described under 2.

I furthermore employ the solutions described under 2 and 3 in varying pro-
portion for improving the sensitiveness for any part of the chromatic Bjiectnim.

4. 1 likewise employ, in Itfce manner as mentmned under 1, 2, .3, the naltn of
lead which proiluco, when mixed with an eosine liye, eoside of le*"!, which
said salts can be enqdoyed alone or mixed with eoside of silver.

I furthermore employ the insoluble salts of silver, such M the chloride*
tartrates, citrates, &c. , dissolved in ammonia or acid.

I do not confine myself to any of the proportions of the mixtures u riren in

the foregoing specification, as the same can he varied according to reqn&ement,
without in any way departing from the nature of my invention.
Having now particularly iiescribed and ascertained the natare of my said

invention and in what manner the same is to be performed, 1 declare that
what 1 claim is :— 1. The application and employment of the chemii.al com-
binations of silver or lead, with an eosine dye or eosine dyes, for producinjr
highly-sensitive isochromatic emulsion or gelatine plates, substantially as ana
for the i>nrpoae set forth in tlie foregoing specification. 2. The application

and employment of dyes, known as o|)tical sensitisers, in combination with
the salts of silver, substantially as and for the |)urpose set forth in the fore-

going specification. 3. The application and employment of various dyes, as

mentioned in claims 1 and 2, in combination with soluble salts of silver, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth in the foregoing specification.

4. The manufacture of combinations or solutions of dyes and silver as strong
optical sensitisers for colouring gelatine emulsions, or a-s bath for gelatine

plates, substantially as and for the purpose set forth in the foregoing s|>eciflca-

tion. 5. The ap|ilication of silver salts not soluble in water, but in ammonia
or acid, substantially as and for the purpose set forth in the foregoing

specification.

Novelty in Photographic Apparatus.
Mr. J. R. Gotz, of 19, Buckingham-street, Strand, has just patented a new
form of portable camera which marks a departure in camera making. The
chief feature is tlie suppression of the slotted stay or fork common to all field

cameras. Tliis is replaced by a solid crank or stay flxeil as in his previous

patent to a pair of sliding pieces running at the sides of the baseboanl. By
this an-angement and a pair of
pinions which engage in a cir-

cular rack flanking the camera
at both sides, the central
swing is obtained and worked
by simple pressure with the
hand against the lower part
of the camera, producing a
circular movement of which
the upper pivot of the crank
is the centre. The other
arrangements, such as swing
of the front, the disc carrying

a sliding lens board by which
the lens can be put within
any point of the apex of the
practically square bellows,

and other points of nicety,

are all maintained in the new
patent.

The folding and setting up
of the camera are equally easy
of execution, and the facility of bringing the front and back together—practically
closed—on the centre of the baseboard without any extension of the latter are
points of value.

The accompanying illustration gives a fair idea of the general arrangements.
This patent is destinetl for whole-plate size and upwards, while the smaller

sizes are worked on the old patent descril>e<l by us a few months ago.

i^eettngd of SoctetiejEf*
- ^

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting.

March 1

„ 1

„ 1

„ 1

„ 1

„ 1

„ 1

„ 1

„ 1

„ 2
„ 2

,. 2
„ 3
„ 3
.. 3
.. 8
„ 3
„ 4
» *

Name ofsociety.

Bolton Clnb
Sheffield

Sutton
Paisley
North London
Holmfirth
GloBsop Dale
Coventry and Midland
Carlisle and County
Edinburjrh Photo. Society
North Staffordnhiro
Photographic Club
Bolton PhotoGrraphio Society ...

Dundee and Kast of Scotland ...

Qlaszow Photo. Association
Leeds
London and Provincial
Yorkshire Colle^
Halifax Photogrnphio Society...

Place of Kaetinf.

The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Majionic Hall, Surrey-street.
Society's Rooms, 18, High-street.

MyddeltonHall,Upper-8t.,Islington

Society's Rm8.,Norfolk.sq.,Gloc8op
Coventry Dispensary.

Hall, 20, George-street, Edinburgh.
Meohanica* Institute, Hanley.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, B.C.

Lamb's Hotel, Kefonn-st., Dundee.
Philo6ophicalSoc.Rms.,207,Bath-st.
Philosophical Hall, Leeds.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

M. Mauley's, Bamm Top.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday night, at a meeting of the above Society, held at 5a, Pall Mall

East, London, Mr. William England, Vice-President, occupied the chair.

Mr. J. B. Spl'Rge exhibited the essential portions of a mechanical device he

had made, partly in imitation of apparatus at South Kensington, to vary the

size of the openings of a rotating disc, for use with a differential photometer.
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Mr. W. K. Bi'RTON said he thought that there was an error in measuring by

«nch means, but he iliil not like to enter into the matter in the absence of

Captain Abney ; he thouglit that th» ratio was not tlie same in the case of

contact with a negative and in tlie case of a ilistaut negative, owing in the

latter instance to diffusion from the film.

Mr. W. H. Harbison exhibited a print from an orthochromatio photograph

taken bv M. D'Haouw, of Ghent University, upon an ordinary plate and without

a coloured screen, simply by waiting until nearly twilight, when the earth's

atmosphere had rednced the blue in the light to a greater extent in proportion

than the yellow. M. D'Haouw gavetwenty minutes' exposure. He had written

iijK>n the back of the photograpli the particulars relating to the taking thereof.

Mr. Si'URGii remarked that as light was reduced contrasts were increased.

Mr. Burton questioned tliat statement, for Mr. Spurge was assuming that

the exposure was not corresjiondingly increased ; if he were right the whole

theory of the action of stops of different sizes wiis wrong.

Mr. SrCBGE was making experiments on the point which were not yet

finished.

The question was a.sked, "What is tlie best method of washing away the

oxalate developer from bromide prints 'i

"

Mr. Burton added, he always put the developed prints at once into water

slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid.

Mr. W. Cobb had found the use of distilled instead of ordinary water to be

useful in avoiding lime deposits.

Mr. Arnold Si'ILLER believed that a saturated solution of alum with a

little acetic acid added would be good.

Mr. Burton was not aware of any objection to neutralising with weak
annnonia after a wash in weak acid.

Mr. Francis Cobb thought it to be necessary to do so rather than to put a

print charged with weak acid into this snlphate of soda.

Mr. A. Mackie believed tlie clearing of developed bromide prints to be the

same in principle as the clearing of platinotype prints ; the same method
should answer for both.

Mr. W. M. Ashman asked if pure whites could be obtained with anything
but ferrous oxalate.

Mr. Sl'ILLEH responded that hydroxylamine, as a developer, gave pure whites.

Mr. Burton said tliat pyrogallol, carbonate of pota.sli, and sulphite of soda
would give pure whites.

Mr. W. R Debenham exhibited a large negative full of markings of the

grain of the tissue paper against which the jilatc had been packed ; he thought
that the jiaper might have Ijccn damp, or have contained an impurity ; it was
the only negative he had taken in which that sitter liad not moved, and if any
tourist had taken abroad a Ijatch of such large commercial plates, the results

would have been seriously disappointing. The plate had perhaps been made
three or four months ago.

Mr. W. Cobb believed the paper to have been damp.
Mr. J. A. Harrison thought that there was no doubt upon that point, for

the expansion of the paper had been registered on the negative.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor said that a Pliiladelphia photographer packed large
plates close together with nothing between them.

Mr. Burton remarked that that was a good plan if they were so fixed as to
prevent any rubbing.

Mr. Mackie mentioned Mr. Dunmore's plan of so placing plates iu paii-s,

with gummed labels at the edges, to jirevent them from rubbing.
Mr. W. Cobb had found the grass-bleached paper used by silversmiths to

perfectly jirotect plates whicli he had taken to Home for use in that city.

The Chairman had found it capital paper for the purpose.
Mr. Fox Shew saiil that grass-bleached paper was of uneven thickness.
Mr. Mackie questioned whether, in Mr. Debenham's case, the plate had not

])een damp, and not tlie paper. He should like to know wliat was the best
intensifier which did not require the application of a second solution.

Mr. Debenham said that bichloride of mercury would do for slight intensifi-
cation, but care must be taken to stop the action before the whitening stage
was reached.

Mr. Taylor believed that sulphide of potassium would answer the purpose.
He had some films intensified with bichloride of mercury by Disderi about
twenty years ago, and they were still as good as ever.

Mr. Mackie said that Kenuett's plan of putting a little sulphate of iron in
the fixing batli was good.

Mr. SriLLER said that the action of the suljihate of iron w.as to reduce some
of the liyposulphite of silver in the bath and to throw the inctal down upon
the image.

Mr. W. Cobb .stated that by continuing the action of bichloride of mercury
too long the image was reduced.

Mr. Ashman remarked that one of the annuals stated that if washed nega-
tives were flooded with shellac dissolved in ah alkali and then dried they would
be well protected during printing. If this were so it was a valuable and im-
portant fact.

Mr. Mackie had tried it and found the negatives not to be proof afterwards
against the action of the silver on the printing paper.

Mr. Sfilleb .said that if ammonia were used to dissolve the shellac it would
afterwards go ofl' and leave a waterjiroof film.

Mr. Debenham stated that if Mr. Wellington's plan of preventing ortho-
chromatic [ilates from foreing would do for all pl.ates whatever it was a valu-
•I'l^tliioR- He soaked the plates in bromide and ammonia before developing.

Tlie Chairman announced that at the next technical meeting the subjects
would be bromide prints, and the obtaining of perfectly clear shadows iu
liemtives in difiicult cases.

The meeting then broke up.
*

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thursday, February 17, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. A. Haddon
presided.

A letter to Mr. Henderson from Mr. John Stuart, of Glasgow, was read,

enclosing mounts said to injure prints pasted upon them ; the dealer had taken
many of them back, but the manufacturer was "defiant," saying that they
were everything desirable.

Mr. A. L. Henderson had boiled pieces of tliese mounts in distilled water,

after which the water but slightly reddened litmus paper, so that there did not
appear to be much acid in them from sour paste iu the manufacture ; he had
tested the mounts in other ways, and obtained no adverse results. Of course
all the mounts supplied to Mr. Stuart may not have been alike ; he wished
that the Chairman would test some of the samjiles sent. He had also received

from a provincial photographer some prints with white spots upon them said

to be due to bronze powder upon the mounts, and two other photographers
who had examined them had come to the same conclusion ; he (Mr. Henderson)
could find no evidence of any action from the backs of these prints having
found its way to the fronts, and through a magnifying glass it looked as if

something had been splashed over the face of the prints.

Mr. A. Cowan thought that the paper was thin and had been rolled under
very heavy pressure, which had brought out spots where the paper was
thinnest.

Mr. W. M. Ashman said that the spots might have been caused by bronze,

but nothing pointed to that conclusion. Once mysterious spots appeared on
the prints of a Norwich i>liotograiiher, and were found to be due to hypo which
had filtered through the floor of the room above and crystallised on tlie ceiling

below, from which disturbance brought it down on the prints as fine dust.

The particular S])ots before the meeting might be due to hypo or to lime.

Mr. W. H. Prestwich, in a long exjierieuce, had never had sjjots on prints

due to mounts or to any other cause.

Mr. Henderson had once been asked to paste the prints on the printed side

of his mounts, as the purcha.ser did not want the prices to appear ; in time the
bronze printing did its work, and the price of the photograph became visible in

white upon its face.

Mr. J. Hubert then read a pajier on printing by coUodio-chloride [see page

119], prefacing it by a semi-humorous recitation iu rhyme, for which we liave

no space at jiresent. He followed tliis by giving a practical demonstration of

the various operations.

Mr. J. Traill Tay'loh, remarking on the great success with which the
demonstration had been given, ]iri)posed that all discussion on the subject

be adjourned till tliat day week, wliich was ,'\greed to.

1

I

CAMERA CLUB.
The Tliursday evening meeting, February 17, was a members' lantern-slide

evening, and some very [excellent and unusually interesting subjects were
shown.
About one hundred and forty .slides were exhibited, of which eighty were

by Mr. F. Duiisterville, a visitor at the Club. These made uji a series

illustrating scenes and manners in India, and comprised characteristic laudscajie

and architecture, interiors and exteriors of Hindoo temples and palaces, studies

of detail of the marvellous decorative work on the buililings, and groups and
single figures of the natives—hill people, high caste, trading caste, dancing and
nautcli girls. Notwithstanding the difiiculties, and even dangers, iiresented by
the woA in India, many of the .slides were technically perfect, and, in all, the
point of view or study has been most judiciou.sly selected. Altogether Mr.
Dunsterville must be congratulated on having a most interesting and valuable
collection of negatives and transparencies, one which might with advantage be
exhiliited again, and which ought to be seen by other societies.

Mes.srs. Barclay and Mason showed views of the Tliames up stream, and each
included in his exhibit of views one making a charming picture.

Mr. Sage sent a series of slides representing landscape at and around Bristol

and seascape at Lowestoft.
The exhibition concluded with a selection by Mr. Gale, including picturesque

country scenes with figures, also a Hue study of barges on the river at Black-
friars Bridge after a snowstorm, in which the result was most artistic, the
atmosphere being perfect. Anotlier river scene has been made a most striking
))icture by the introduction of a niagnifieent cloud efi'ect.

The subject for Tliureday, Maroli 3, will bo a full demonstration by the
Autotype Company of their carbon printing processes, as shown at tlieir well-
known demonstrations at Ealing Dean. Commence at eiglit p.m. sharp.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
The annual general meeting was held at 181, Aldersgatc-street, E.C., on Mon-
day evening, the 21st instant,—Mr. J. Traill Taylor in the chair.
The minutes of the last annual meeting were read and confirmed, and a

modification of Rule 3, recommended by the Committee, was adopteiL As
amended the rule stands as follows ;

—
''Qualification of Members.—Any jierson

connected with photography above the age of sixteen shall be eligilile for

membership on his or her own application, or on the nomiuation of a member,
subject to the approval of the Committee."
The following were elected members of the Association :—Messrs. H. D.

Atkinson, G. L. Aildenbrooke, J. J. Briginshaw, C. Bere, E. Cliiton, F. W. Cox,
S. Casbourue, F. P. C'embrano, W. Dalljyii, J. Davidson, N. Deves, E. Dunmore,
W. Few, J. Greathead, J. R. Gotz, H. W. Gorfiu, H. M. Hastings, T. Hadlow
F. Hollyer, A. L. Henderson, W. E. Halse, M. J. lligginton, A. J. Higgintou
B. Lemere, L. Medland, H. Moul, J. Nesbit, W. H. Prestwich, G. D. Plomer
W. D. Richmond, J. B. Spurge, R. Spun-, H. M. Smith, G. Scamell, J. Spillcr
J. M. Smith, W. S. Simpson, J. Traill Taylor, M. L. Troup, J. Urie, W. Willis,
R. E. Wilkinson, C. H. Watkins, A. L. Watkins, J. W. Zaehnsdorf.

TJie Secretary then submitted the report and balance sheet for the yeai
ending December 31, 18S6, which showed satisfactory progress. Donations to
the amount of £27 15s. 6d. had been received, and tlie annual benefit at the
Photographic Society of Great Britain Exhibition realised £12 12s. 4d. A
special lecture given by Mr. A. H. Burton, ofNew Zealand, jiroduced £1 17s. 9d.

;

and members' subscriptions, £15 2s. 6d. ; this, with £192 Os. 8<1. in hand at the
commeucement of the year, amounts to a total of £252 8s, 9d. The disburse-
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nicnts wore £24 7s. The report stated that, notwitlistaiKling the great reduc-

tion in tlic siilwrription, the large class for wliosc bcnclit the Society wns
fotinileil has not n-'sjionilcil to the extent nnticiiiated. Aiiplioations for assist-

ance from non-nieinbcra have been numerous, showing tliat the reduction of

Bubs'-ription has Iwen a step in the right direction. Tlie members recently

electe<i (over seventy since Septemlier last) principally Iwloug to a class un-

likely to reipiirc aid from the Association, which allords a striking proof of

general sympathy with the cause. The Committee solicit the hearty coopera-
tion of all classes of photographic assistants, and wish to bring prominently
under their notice the fact that the reduction of subscription necessitates

augmenting the numerical strength of the Association at least fourfold. A
Iioim; is expressed that the more fortunately situated professional and amateur
photograjdicrs who have hitherto withheld their patronage will now come
forward and iniiiart that impetus to the Association of which it stands in need.

The thanks of the members are due to the President and Council of the I'hoto-

grajdiic hSocioty of Great Britain for the special evening at their Exhibition ; to

the ))roprietors ol Thk Biutish .Journ.\l of Photoobai'HV, and the J'hoto-

graphic yews, and others, for their liberal donations; they are also due to

Mr. A. H. Burton for his aide lecture ; imd to the photographic journals for

their courtesy in publishing the proceedings of the Association.

The rcjwrt was formally adopted after a discussion in which several members
joined.

The election of officers for the ensuing year then took place :

—

President : J.

Traill Taylor.— Tnislees : Captain Abney and W. S. Biril.

—

Trensiiirr: J.

Stuart.

—

.\udiloi« : A. Mackie and J. S. Rolph.

—

Secretary: H. ftarland.

—

Committee : W. M. Ashman (Chairman), T. J. Collins (Deputy Chairman), W.
Berlford, F. H. Berry, T. Bolas, J. J. Brigiushaw, E. aifton, H. M. Hastings,

J. Hubert, F. Shea, H. M. Smith, J. Zaehusdorf.

A conjmunication was then read from Kev. A. Tooth, who said, " I shall be
glad to express my sympathy and interest in the Photographers' Benevolent
Association, We are very nmch indebted to the men who have worked so

successfully and have brought the art to such perfection, ami as an amateur I

am much indebted for the pleasure I have derived from their cnterpri.se. I

suppose it is the intention of your Association to assist photographers who have
fallen into distress. I am writing to say that I shall be very pleased to place a

vacancy in my Orph.anage at the disposal of your Committee for a boy from
eight to ten years of age for whom you may be anxious to i>rovide. The boy
would l)e edu(^ated under a master, and be clothed. It would be quite free of

expense to his friends. He should remain for one year, and at the end of the
year you shall be at liljerty to ask for an extension of time."
The proceedings terminated with a hearty vote of thanks to the President.

DERBY PHOTOORAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held on February 8 at Mr.
Sykes's Restaurant, 33, Victoria-street,—Mr. J. W. Price in the chair.

Ujion the question-box being opened it was found to contain a consiilerable

number of questions, the answering and discussion of which occupied the

greater part of the evening.
It was decide<l to have a lantern exhibition on Tuesday, February 15.

A special meeting was held on February 15 for an exhibition of lantern

slides, when a large uumlier were shown by Me.ssrs. C. Merry, J. W. Price, T.

Hills, J. Dean, T. Scotton, and H. B. Sykes, and a very instructive and plea-

sant evening was s]ient.

Mr. E. J. LovEJOY (Hon. Secretary) announced that there wouhl be a sup-
tdcmentary exhibition at an early date of some slides by Mr. Wellington, of

Loudon,

LEEDS PHOTOORAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary meeting of this Society was held on the 3rd instant,—Mr. T. W'
Thornton, Vice-President, in the chair.

Mr. Thomas Dawson read a paper on Th<: Art Side vf Vhntorjruphy.

Mr. Dawson bojan his paper by stating that photography could lie practised with
Very ditfercnt objects in view. Addressing his audience as pr.ictical photographers,
the purpose he had in view that night was to bring tjcfore them a few considerations
on tho iutlueuec ai-tistic knowledge and imaginative feeling could oxerciso upon their
practiee, and the reflex action it would produce. Though photography was undoubtedly
a mechanical art, no certainty of mechanical action in its employment could prevent
the ojjorator oxerciping his mind and will so as to modify the result. In that degree,
therefore, it was an inten>retativo art, and as an interpretative art was peculiarly
susceptible to the influence of imagination and of artistic skill. It was conceded at
once that, with regard to colour, photography ranked infinitely below the art of
IKvinting, but in another respect—ettect—its claims were exceedingly high. It was in
this latter qimlity, therefore, that the photographer could make manifest his mental
powers. By working in conformity with the limitations of his art, and under the
formative influence of his artistic spirit, he might hope to produce works con.spicuous
for imaginative conception. His choice of subject was all-important ; and his selective
iwwer in that respect was to bo cultivated. How 'i By the training of his artistic
faculties, and, above all, of his imaginatiou. It was by no means necessary for a
photographer to qualify for the Associatoship of the Hoyal Academy before being able
to produce a picture. The kingdom of art was ,a wide one, and its avenues of approach
were many. Books were to be found whose jjerusal woiUd set the photographer intent
upon self-culture in tho direction of art upon the right track. Among such were
Howard's Skctchei-^s Mamtal, Tyrwhitt's Handbook of Pictorial Art, Tristram Ellis's
Sketchiny/rom Nature, The Sketcher, by the Rev, J. Eagles, H. P. Robinson's two little

works, and the writings of Rnskin and Hamerton. Conjointly with the perusal of
such books as those the study of picture galleries and illustrated books, papers, and
magazines should be carried on. Turning to tho culture of imagination, Mr. Dawson
remarked he could not but be diffident in his remarks upon that topic, inasmuch as
upon no less authority than Lord Beaconslield's, he was a<ldrc8sing one of tho most
imaginative of audiences. That nobleman had claimeil for tho English that they are
the most imaginative people in the world, because thry are tho most variously imagi-
native. Be that as it might, their faculty could not fail to bo improved by culture

;

and to that end nothing was more conducive than the study of our poets, the bards of
I>assion and of mirtli, whose immortal pages furnished countless pictures of life and
romance. Responding to their stimulating associations, tho photographer would find
tho whole earth teeming with subjects. Tennyson, for instance, was a mine of sng-
([eatiou for landiscapo etudics. lUustratire quotatious from biia and other writers

wore introduced, and brieBv commented npon hjr the eowyi^t. With regard to th«
reflex action uiwn tho miml of tho pliotographic artistic student, it wm* contended
the practice of photography would eidtivato his artistic faooltiot, mod enftblo him
more readily to pereoivo latent pictures. Tho greater leope and power of a pbolo-
graphic lens over the hnmau eye (expanded one'i mental Iwrlion in like proportion.
The photographer gained a comprehensive graap over Uadwape Menery, and tboaifh
extensive views were often far from being the Mst, a power and nuuterj over them
wns not to he des]>ised. One became tho lictter able to appreciate the worin of nch
an artist as Turner, for instance, and no better landscape gnlde oonM lio fonnd. He
was especially of use in respect to one most attractive department of photoffraphv—
skyscapes. 1Vhen one thought of the grand visions of ethereAl splendour wnicb had
shone m the track of the heavens ever since the morning stars sang tot^ethcr for J07,
with what gratitude must one regard the art whose recording power would now and
in future prevent the utter loss 01 tho like to mankind I In the combination of skies
with lanclscaiies, there would be demands not only upon the t^-chuieal skill of the
photographer, but also upon his knowledge of natural effect, aud any efforts lie might
put forth iu that direction would Ik; amjily rewarded. Having mentioned the adnui-
tage of being able to command a variety of lenses in landscape worlc, Mr. Dawion
concludc<l by briefly referring to the many fine examples of Mr. H. P. Robinson's
skill to bo seen in the room, as excmpUfying some of his remarks, and being suggestive
in many other respects.

Tlie C'HAiiiMAN commented upon the suggestive character of the paper they
had just heard, and invited discussion upon its subject.

Mr. FbjlNK CfHZON was glad to have heard the imagination discoursed upon
in Leeds, aud more especially in connection with sucli an art as photograpliy.
He wished the memljera would go so far as to select a subject from Shakes-
jieare, and endeavour to body it forth in the spirit of the great dramatist,

tliougli in so doing it might be quite possible to have to go outside Leeds for a
Hamlet or .an Ophelia. It was not surprising Mr. Dawson had turned to

Tennyson for illustrations, because Tennyson's jioetry was literally photo-
graphic—a kind of mosaic patchwork. He was afraid the influence of photo-
grajihy on art was not wholly happy, because it seemed likely to make people

admire pictures which were simply mechanical. It would be a l)ad day for

art when Alma-Tadema was preferred to Raphael.
Dr. Jacobs concurred in the spirit of the paper which ha<l been read to

them that evening, and agreed with the author with respect to the convenience
and advantage of having various kinds of lenses at command. When travelling

in Switzcrlan<l last year he had lound the Iwnefit of taking four lenses with
him. The amateur had a great advantage over the professional photographer,

in being .able to invest his subjects with artistic attraction. Nothing had
struck him as more pitiable than the fate of the professional man, doomed to

photograph such miscr.able-looking sjiccimens of humanity a.s daily presented
themselves before him—generally incarnations of ugliness.

Mr. BoTHAMLEY thought the subject had been very ably treated. He ha<l

several of the works which had Ijcen recommended to them ; they might, how-
ever, indulge in too much reading, and it was desirable to get into practice as

soon as possible. He was reminded of the Frenchman's saying about photo-
graphy being to the scientist a science, to the arti.st an art, and to the com-
niercialist an industry. A concise chapter on art photography would be found
in Cajitain Ahney's work, published by Longmans ; the chapter was headed
" The Picture," ami was, lie understood, the joint production of Captain
Abney and Mr. H. P. Robinson ; but whatever art ta.ste they brought to their

work, they would find much remained to be done in development.
The collection of pictures kimlly lent by Mr. H. P. Robinson were much

admired by the memlwrs, being fine ex.amples of artistic photography and
illustrative of the introduction of figures into pictures.

Mr. Thornton, of Manchester, exhibited and explained Thornton's
" Jubilee " camera and stand.

The meeting closed with an exhibition of lantern slides specially selected by
Mr. Dawson for their artistic qualities.

Tlie next meetiii" of the Society will lie held in the Libniry of the Philo-

sophical Hall on Thursday evening next, M.'irch 3, at eight p.m., when a

paper will be read by Mr. S. A. Warburton, on Qelatino-lirmmde Minulaiuit

and Plate Makiiuj, with practical illustrations.

NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
An ordinary meeting of this Society was held on Wednesday evening, February

16, at the Greyhound Hotel, Duhvich,—Mr. Crossthwaite iu the chair.

After the usual business, which was curtailed as much as possible, a number
of lantern slides made by memlwrs of the Society were exhibited. The lantern

w.as lent and manipulated by Mr. Harold Senior (the Hon. Secretary). Slides

made by Messrs. Wolff, Crossthwaite, Ince, and Senior, were shown, most of

them being remarkably gooil. Mr. Wolff's slides were fine specimens of camera
reductions on the new chloro-broniide plates. Tho.se by Mr. Ince were worthy
of note as being examples of good transparencies produced ou Ilfonl bromide
plates.

The next meeting of this Society will take place on Wetlnesday, March 2.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held at the rooms, 36, GeorRe-
street, on Thursday, February 10, 1887,—Mr. Allan Oamett, Vice-Ptesideut,

in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and passed.

The Chairman announced that at the Council meeting it had Ijeen resolvefl

to resciiul the resolution passed at a previous Council meeting, "That th(
Society do not apply for s|)ace at the Royal J ubilce Exhibition, ' aud that, on
the motion of Mr. Oreatorcx, seconded by Mr. Atherton, it was resolved,

"That the Society ajiply for five hundred square feet of .space iu the PfaotO'

graphic Section of the Exhibition."
'Ihis statement met with the manifest approval of the members, and WM

sui)ported by Messrs. Heywooil, Brothers, tortl, Leader Williams, the Ch«iT'
man (Allan Gamett), Schofield, the Hon. Secretary, and others.

The Chairman said moat of the members who had already- applieil for space

as individual exhibitors hod conseuteil to withdraw their application and
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incorporate with the Society's exhibits. The Chairman nlso explained there

was no compulsion in the matter, for any member wlio felt so disposed conld

exhibit individually if so inclined.

The ballot was taken for Mr. Alan Beckett, who was duly elected a member
of the Society.

Mr. S. Herbert Fry, of Kingston-on-Thames, then read a most interesting

communication on Bromide Pajjer Printing^ describing the details from be-

ginning to end, both for contact printing and for enlarging purposes, the best

developers for certain subjects, &c. , with the reasons why ; and also touched
upon the many difficulties that were likely to occur and how to avoid and
correct them. Mr. Fry then proceeded to give a ])ractical demonstiation by
exposing a sheet of argentotype paper under a negative, using a printing frame
•made to move, so that six exposures from the one negative could be made on
the one slip of paper (which was abont twenty-four inches long) ; the time of

exposure was varied in order to demonstrate the difference between over,

correct, and under exposure. The development was conducted before the

member.s, and the result was highly satisfactory. Mr. Fry then passed round
for acceptance by the members some sample packets of argentotype paper, and
exhibited a large and fine collection of finished and framed jiictures ; and,

lastly, he introduced some lenses made by Messrs. J. & R. Beck with "Iris"
diaphragm.s. These, he said, had been made by Messrs. Beck for many years,

but they had not pushed the sale of them in this countiy until recently.

After the usual vote of thanks to Mr. Fry the meeting was adjourned at a

late hour.

At the next meeting, March 10, 1887, tliere will be an exhibition of members'
work for the selection of a presentation picture to be given to each member,
the picture to be enlarged to about 24 x 18 and printed in either autotype or

platinotype.

GLASGOW AND WEST OP SCOTLAND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The usual monthly meeting of this Association was held on the 15th instant.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved, and Messrs.

Edward Rodger and D. McCorkindale, M.D., were elected members.
The President, Mr. P. Falconer, gave an interesting demonstration of the

preparation and development of collodion dry plates by the Fothergill process

(Hannaford's modification). The plates are sensitised in the bath as for the

wet process, then thoroughly washed and flowed with a "preservative" of

albumen, silver nitrate, and ammonia, again washed, and finally dried. These
plates were originally developed with acid silver and i>yro, and were somewhat
slower than wet plates. Mr. Falconer has found that when prepared with
highly-bromised collodion they can be develojied with alkaline pyro, and the

very faint image thus produced may be intensified as required with aciil silver

and pyro. When thus treated the plates are about ten times the rapidity of

wet plates. Mr. Falconer used these plates twenty-six years ago, and both in

this country and in New Zealand found them reliable. Transparencies of

excellent colour were afterwards tlirown on the screen, showing the adaptability

of the plates for lantern work.
Some fine examples of printing on Eastman's bromide paper by M. Nadar, of

Paris, were handed round, and Tyler's patent metallic dark slide was exhibited.

A proposal to enlarge the premises of the Association was favourably enter-

tained, and the Council was empowered to take action in the matter.

A letter from the local Secretary of the coming Convention was laid before

the meeting, but the matter was held over for a mouth, when it will be more
evident how the Association can best assist.

KST Correspon'dejifs should newer viriU on hoth sides of the pape]',

THE DISCOVERY OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC USE OF EOSINE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I observe that in several letters in recent numberg of

The Bbitish Journal of Photography reference has been made to me
aa discoverer of the properties of eosine as a colour sensitiser for ortho-
chromatic plates. It may be as well, therefore, to state that I cannot
consider myself to have any claim in connection with the practical use
of eosine as a colour sensitiser in the preparation of so-called iso or
orthochromatic plates.

I believe I was the first to experiment in 1875 with the dye in this

direction, and to discover that bromo-iodised or bromised collodion plates
^wet or dry— stained with it were very much more sensitive to the
green and yellow rays of the solar spectrum than unstained plates. This
discovery naturally led me to experiment with the stained collodion
plates in photographing coloured objects and landscapes, hut I failed
to produce the desired results. Other important work prevented my
following up the research, either with collodion or gelatine plates, and
it was left for others to work out the discovery in these Sections and
turn it to really practical account.
From the information I have at hand, I believe the first to practically

apply eosine in collodion plates were the brothers Ducos du Hauron, and
in gelatine work Messrs. Attout Tailfer & Clayton, whose plates have
been in the market for some years, and successfully fulfil all require-
ments. These gentlemen are, I think, fairly entitled to all credit and
substantial benefit in the way of patents they can legally claim.—I am,
yours, &c., J. Watekhouse, Lieut.-Colcmel, B.S.C.

Survey of India Office, Calcutta, February 1, 1887.

OETHOCHEOMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.—ETHOXO LIGHT.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen-,—In your issue of January 28, page 51, 1 find the following

:

"The employment of eosine and chlorophyl, also colour screens, in

connection with photographing colours, was practised more than ten

years ago." Now this is literally true, but as such an unqualified state-

ment might appear to some to reflect upon my claims to original

discovery in this direction, permit me to state the following additional

facts: First. Chlorophyl was never used with wet collodion emulsion

plates and a yellow colour screen until I discovered that in that way it

was possible to photograph all colours in approximately the true propor-

tion of their brightness. Second. Previous to my discovery no photograph

was made, and it was not known that any photograph could be made, in

which all colours were reproduced in correct colour tone. Third. Chloro-

phyl and eosine were never used together (in the same sensitive film)

until I discovered and published the advantages of such a combination.

Also, on page 52, Mr. Brooks, speaking of that form of ether saturator

invented by myself, says: "These saturators . . .. I do not think suffi-

cient to last for an evening," &c. I am pleased to know that Mr. Brooks

can suggest no other objection to this invention, because it is a known

fact that a good many professional exhibitors in this country are using

it and giving exhibitions of two hours' duration, with a most brilliant

light, without experiencing any such difficulty. This light has been used

in illustrating most of the Franklin Institute lectures for several months

past, and a saturator one-third smaller than the smallest that is sold here

has been run two hours, producing a light fully equal to that previously

obtained with the mixed gases. Safety jets were not used, yet the flame

has never once " snapped" in the jet. It would appear that the imitation

saturators sold in England are not properly constructed. It seems to me
unfortunate that any one should be led to continue the use of the

dangerous Broughton saturator because they are deceived as to the

success of the only ether saturator that any dealer in this country dares

to recommend.—I am, yours, &c., Fred. E. Ives.

2609, Jessiqi-sireel, Philadelphia, February 11, 1887.

Gentlemen,—Refering to Messrs. Edwards' letter in your last issue, I

would point out that in my paper at the Conference I said, " I am quite

sure that I am not alone in thinking that had Messrs. Dixon not issued

their successful plates we would never have heard so much of the Tailfer

patent, nor would the gentleman have bought the English interest in it."

Now the only statement which the foregoing contains is in these words,

"I am quite sure I am not alone in thinking ;
" and if Messrs. Edwards

had been present they would have been thoroughly convinced of its truth

by the way in which it was received.

If, however, Messrs. B. J. Edwards & Co. want a statement, I can state,

with all truth, that up to the time of writing no transfer of the patent

has been recognised nor exists in the Patent Office.

They next object to my assertion as to the orthochromatic ei^ect of

their plates without a screen. Now, my assertion included all ortho-

chromatic plates, except collodio-bromide. I did not specially single out

Edwards's plates. And I have seen no reason why I should withdraw that

assertion.

My experiments were carefully carried out in order to find out the full

capabilities of orthochromatic plates with and without the coloured

screen.

In conclusion, I would say that most people find a difference between

practical results and mere results for advertisement.—I am, yours, &c.,

Wm. H. Hyslop.

WHAT CONSTITUTES DISTORTION IN PHOTOGRAPHS?
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— I could not help thinking, when at the last meeting of

the North London Photographic Society, that, although the subject must

be well known by experts, there is a good deal of misunderstanding as to

what constitutes distortion in a photograph. Some pictures are very

unpleasant and unsatisfactory when hung up on a wall and seen from a

considerable distance, but if looked at from the proper j'oint of sight,

every part assumes, as if by magic, its proper form and position, and all

distortion disappears—the reason being that there is only one point from

which a correctly drawn perspective view can be seen correctly ; and I

have seen on old engravings a cross about the middle of the picture with

a scroll stating that at so many inches perpendicularly above that mark
the proper view will be seen. The camera, with a proper lens, must give

true perspective, and the picture taken with it must be true if looked at

properly, namely, at the exact distance of the focal length of the lens.

Unfortunately, that is sometimes much less than is required by the eye,

and in many cases only people who are shortsighted, as myself, can see the

picture in anything like its true proportions. It would be a great advan-

tage to the apparent correctness of architectural photographs if they could

be taken with a lens of not less than twelve inches focal length, and even

then tliey should be looked at, for correct effect, with one eye directly

opposite the centre. Any indication of the true horizon shows the proper

height at which the eye should be placed,

I was struck the other day with the apparently much distorted appear-

ance of the Clock Tower in a published view «f th« Houses of Parliament
j
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bnt when I looked at it with my short-fooas eye, from a proper position,

tlie Tower assumed its proper form and was very beautiful.—I am, yonrs,
Ac, Oeobok H. Slioht.

410, East India Dock-road, Ftbruary 19, 1887.

ON PRINTING-IN CLOUDS IN PLATINOTtPE.
To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—In a recent issue of your Journal " Monitor " touches
upon the " printingin " of skies upon platinotype prints.

Now, while not intending to write oracularly upon the subject, I think
(pdfc " disinterested amateurs!") I may lay claim to know something
about the subject, seeing that I am commonly considered a fairly success-

ful platinotype printer. This being so, and as " Monitor " writes that

the subject " will bear ventilation," perhaps a few suggestions from me
may be acceptable to some of your readers.

It will serve to show that the difliculties to be encountered cannot be
very great if I say that my printing occupies perhaps as much as a week,
sometimes less, in the wliole year ; hence it cannot be said that my
"hand is kept in " by constant practice. I print very much less than
the majority of amateurs.
Another point I would mention is that while I have relied solely upon

judgment, as when exposing for a negative, Mr. Willis has a plan by
which lie hits off the exposures to a nicety; it is an " actinometer" method,
the details of which I do not quite remember. I shall, therefore, confine
myself to my very elementary method. But, in addition to correct ex-

posure, there is the question of so shaping and graduating the clouds
that the effect may be artistic.

To proceed:—I first provide a print "in the rough." With this I

select a sky from a series of cloud negatives. If I wish to make several

prints alike, while the print is held "against the light" in a suitable

position on the negative, small strips of gummed paper—perhaps two at
right angles— are fixed on the back of the negative to mark the points
where the hard edge of the rebate mark shows upon the rough print
(and as it will also show upon the undeveloped print). This hard edge is

visible on any print (it being the margin of the picture) when held be-

hind the cloud negative, the whole being viewed by transmitted hght.
Hence, any subsequent print can be readily fitted in the same position to

the fraction of an inch, as was the first print with which the selection

was made. I hope I am clear so far.

As regards printing frame, I would not use any ordinary ones except
those with glass fronts, and^of a size, perhaps, whole-plate or 10 x B for

half-plate prints. I have nothing special in this way, though in various
ways something good might be turned out.

Having fitted the undeveloped print in right position on the cloud
negative, both are carefully placed on the glass of the larger printing frame,
and the whole secured as usual, the rubber pad on no account being omitted.

A piece of brown paper doubled, or other opaque body— as a piece of

coloured felt—is placed over the face of the frame and the whole is carried
into the open air. Now come the questions how long to expose, and,
secondly, what parts are to receive the impact of light.

To dispose of the first question a little previous knowledge is required
of the printing qualities of the negative, or of others somewhat like it in

intensity or in density. This faculty of judging is quickly cultivated, as
is that of making exposure of plates in the camera ; but, of course, various
actinometer methods may be employed by those not possessed of suffi-

ciently close observation.

Having decided this point, the frame is conveniently placed, the rough
print in front beyond the frame, and the watch by the side. It may serve

as a weight to prevent the print being blown away. The opaque material
is then drawn off the sky portion, and as the sky-line is generally by no
means a straight line, a cloth, which may be opaque or not as preferred,

is then roughly adjusted to cover the landscape and parts of trees, &c.,

to the sky-line. Sometimes a piece of brown paper, roughly torn to

shape, may turn out useful in addition to the cloth ; indeed, I prefer not
to depend entirely upon the cloth.

Well, the adjustment to the lines of the rough landscape is made as
well as the eye suggests, and to this end the wliite gummed paper strips

before mentioned will also be found useful. And now it is a little

f

difficult to say what should be done. One thing is certain, use your
' brains and artistic faculties ; but, of com'se, this applies equally to silver

,
printing. And I may add, bring any amount of intelligence to bear, but,

I in a sense, do iiut he too careful. Absolutely accurate adjustments are
worse than useless, even if possible. In any case the cloth must be
rearranged in various forms during the printing, and the watch is an aid

to doing tliis judiciously—so much to this part and so much to that part;
by this means, also, the artistic quality of the sky negative may be
practically enhanced.

It is well to provide a few small weights to hold the masks and cloth in

position, but the cloth should rarely bo held down close to the glass

(unless the glass is very thick) by such means ; on the contrary the cloth
should be in folds, presenting a rounded edge.
When the exposure is judged sufficient, nothing as a rule remains but

to develope it ; only storm clouds are visible to the average eye, so that
clouds which are visible are usually over printed—at least for a hot bath
of potassic oxalate.

I find printing as easy as I did that with albumenisgd silver paper.

Some of the prints in exhibitions are the only onu attempted of the

subject.

It remains to bo said that as the sky-line of an undeveloped print !»

commonly visible, the adjustment to the cloud negative may be mac'e

without having recourse to the " rough " print, and if the sky-line ghou'd

not be visible, then the lines of the rebate marks are useful guides, ar d
in some instances I have found that little holes, pierced by one of t) e

legs of a pair of compasses in the margin of the print irhere the aky-lioe

"runs out" on both sides, useful for purposes of adjustment. The points

at which to pierce these are discovered by setting the compasses againit

the sides of the landscape negative or of a print from it, the lower leg

being placed on the "rebate line," and the upper, of course, where tbe

skyline runs out. These little holes form luminous points by transmittc d
light. I say this forms a plan by which printing-in skies in platinotype

is as easy as other photographic operations. I know that many do net

print in skies, simply because they have never tried to do so. There is

generally nothing wonderful, nor " hankey-pankey," in the methods i f

practical men, but they just try.

If your readers should take an interest in the subject, I may be able to

give some details of Mr. Willis's plan ; but I make no promise in that

connection.

It is advisable that the cloud negatives be very clean and not veiy

dense. To obtain the right kind use about three or four grains of pyio
and one minim of ammonia and do not be in a hurry. If sulpho-pyrr-

gallol be used the negatives are much like wet-plate ones, and those who
print in clouds are aware how the latter facilitate the operation.

If conveniences exist it is an excellent plan to make the cloud negati^es

on larger plates than have been used for the landscapes. The operation

will be found rather easier, and a stock of negatives will certainly provic'e

for a larger number of pictures. Seeing, however, that clouds are often

required at one side of a picture, the other side being occupied by more
or less solid objects, it follows that the print may project on one side

beyond the limits of the cloud negative. It will generally be found a
sufficient and satisfactory plan to " sun down " the projecting part (if

there are lights through the trees) after the clouds have been printed.

There is one little dodge I sometimes bring into use in development.
It is well known—or ought to be well known—to workers in platinotype

that it is the deepest parts of the print which suffer most, in a technical

sense, from curtailed development ; it therefore follows that such parts as

clouds will not suffer much in qtiality, but only in depth, by earlier removal
from the oxalate bath than that of the rest of the print. Sometimes,

therefore, I lay the cloud side, or corner, down last and then pick it up
first; or if I do not raise the part entirely I "take a peep" at it. But
do not let me be misunderstood ; I do not hold with " taking peeps " ct

the sliadow part of prints, because the result is a "cool" development,

and I hope my readers are fully conversant with the various ways in

which " cool development " spoils the " blacks" and introduces defects of

various kinds.

On the subject of hot and cool baths I may have occasion to write latf r

on, if the Editors think the subject of interest. In the meantime, readers

cannot do better, as a rule, than to work with baths not lower than 140°

Falir. for "A" paper, and not lower than 155° Fahr. for "B " and " C "

papers.

On the subject of the alleged accelerating effect of common salt on a

dry plate, I think it is possible that the formation of magnesium hydrate

may have to do with it. Several years ago I found that sulphate of tnay-

nesitim, used in the alkaline (ammonia) developer, resulted in somewhat
similar manner to calcium hydrate—a very black image. This I doubted

not resulted from formation of magnesic hydrate. But, of course, that

can only apply to the ammonia and not to the iron developer.—I am,
yours, &o., Hebbebi B. Bebiceley.

February 5, 1887.
«

THE OXYHYDROGEN JET.

To tlie Editobs.

Gentlemen,—I hope that Mr. Wright does not imagine that I claim

any connection with, or credit for, any part of the fine oxyhydrogen jet I

lately got from Messrs. Newton. So far as the illumination or lime

turning arrangement is concerned, I had nothing to do witli the angle nor
the shape of the nozzle and the nipple, nor with the mixing chamber.

Having myself made experiments upon the angle of impact (in course

of which experiments I broke one nipple and frightened another), I saw
at once the advantage of the nozzle shown to me by Mr. Newton, and
bought the jet. I am well aware, and Mr. Newton frankly stated, that

Mr. Wright had been instrumental in fixing the angle, calibre, and shape

of the nozzle ; my instructions to Mr. Newton were to adapt my "cut-off
"

arrangement to a jet such as he showed me. I am pleased and flattered

by Mr. Wright's approval of the only part of the jet that I have any
claim for suggesting.

The quick pitch of the lime pin is due, I am told, to Mr. Place, ol

Birmingham, and a great advantage I find it.

Mr. Wright is probably correct when he says that the straighter jet

nozzle will " pit " the lime with great pressure, bnt I fancy the pit will

be in a different direction as regards its axis, and less dangerous for the

condenser. I must say that as yet, with my usual pressure of org

hundredweight on seven {«et bags, I have not found a lime " pitted "
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worn away it has been undoubtedly, but not into a " pit " with steep sides,

like a " pit " made by a jet impinging more " straight on."

Be Mr. Berkeley.—Eegarding Mr. H. B. Berkeley's laconic comment on

my letter of ancient date, I can only say that when I start a paper factory,

or when the Esk comes down in a flood of ink, I may try to reply at full

length to his pleasantries. One moral I draw from his letter, that is, that

I must take from Mr. Berkeley a course oi lessons in negative making.—

I

am, yours, *c., Andrew Pkinole.

Craigdcugh, Fehntary 21, 1887.

FOG VERSUS ACCELEEATOE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—" Monitor " has quite misunderstood my motive in

sending the two plates to the London and Brovinoial Photographic Asso-

ciation. I was not advancing any new theory, merely anxious to cor-

roborate a fact that plates are affected by the paper used to separate the

films in packing ; my experience was that instead of producing fog the

paper I used had an accelerating effect. This I tliink was most con-

clusively proved, as tlie jiaper was not nearly as largo as the plate, and

where the paper was in contact there was a most distinct effect. The

object of the second plate was merely to sliow that the plates before

repacking were perfect.

Wliere paper is used for separating the films the whole of the plate is

covered, and no marks are observed on the finished negative. Wliilst on

this subject I may as well repeat what I stated in my American notes.

I had my stock of plates packed witli 2">P'':>' Joseph, which I used m
repacking, and I had not an instance of a defect although twelve months

elapsed from the making and developing of the plates, which were often

used under very varying conditions of heat, damp, and intense cold.—

I am, yours, &c., F. York.

February 18, 1887. •

A SUGGESTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlbmkn,—Of course there is no reason why some moans may not

ultimately be found by which the keeping qualities of " Ortho " or " lao-

chromatio " plates may be greatly improved. Under present conditions

it is impossible that their sale, and consequently use, can be very

extensive. .

'

Why does not Mr. Edwards supply the necessary solutions made up in

bottles, sufficient, say, to bathe one dozen plates ? If he only sold so

much solution on condition that so many dozen plates were taken as well,

he would lose nothing and speedily increase the number of his customers.

—I am, yours, &c., H. A. Lewis.

Binsted, Arundel, Fehruary 17, 1887.

'4

a^ttstoers to atorresponTrenW.

pHOToonAriis Hegistered :—
William Usherwood, 32, High-street, Dorking,—" Derby JJticc," 1886.

Alfred Rogers, Mount Pleasant, Bacup.

—

PhotOfjraph o/Bacup HandhcU P}n]icrR.

Alfred Seaman, Corporation-street, Chesterfield.

—

Eight Photoqraphs of " The CerC'

mony of Beading the Chnrter of Incorporation of the Borough of Ilkeston,"

Ax Amateur (Weybridgc).—See answer given last week.

C. Stephens.—We shall be glad to see you when you are next in London.

Rock.—Paint your rocks with burnt umber mixed with turpentine and linseed

oil, using the former in excess.

H. J. S.—Apply to tlic manufacturers of machinery for making paper-liaiigings.

Tlicy will iirobably supply wliat you require.

Z. Y. X.—The bottle was in splinters when received, and the contents doubt-

less distributed among tlie letters in tlie mail bag.

I. J. S. C.—You will find plenty of fonnulte in the Almanacs lor the laat few
years. Any of these will serve your purpose if you give the emulsion a
generous cooking.

A. Fhkeman inquires ; "What would you recommend me to use as sizing to

prepare silver prints for taking oil colours?"—Give it a thin coatuig of

gelatme and gum arabic.

Gheenhorne.—1. /j means that tlie aperture in the diaphragm is one-twelfth

the focus of the lens. 2. If the lantern lenses arc portrait combinations,

tliey may be employed in photogr.aphy just as they are ; but, if suigle, then
must a diaphragm be adapted for them. Send us a drawing.

Hy. E. White (whom we welcome back to photography) de.sirea information
concerning Mr. Coventry's machine for coating plates, ))artly descri))ed iu

last Almanac, where it can be obtained, and whether it is practically a
success. We invite a reply from such of our readers as are iu a position to

answer.
E. DoDOE.—The plan of "restoring" photographs referred to is that of

treating them with a dilute solution of bichloricle of mercury. The effect of
this i.s- that the yellowness of the print is removed; but it must be under-
stood that none of the detail which has disappeared will be restored hy this

treatment.
P. O. Mallen says an illustrated paper has copied one of his photographs—

a

copyright one—without asking his permission or acknowledging him as the
photographer. He asks if he has any remedy.—If the photograi>li pirateil is

a copyright one our con-csjioudent certainly has a remedy under tlie Copy
right Act, and he should take proceedings at once.

Bromide.—Tlie precipitation was no doubt caused by the emulsion not being

sufficiently shaken between the additions of the silver solution. Emulsify

with a .slight excess of silver. You cannot do better than follow the direc-

tions given by Mr. Wellington a few weeks ago. The emulsion by his

formula is specially suited for the productiou of lanteni transparencies of

the tone you desire.

E. C. Y. complains that in his attempts at staunotype printing he cannot get

the gelatine relief to develope, although, he says, the water used in some

instances was nearly boiling. He asks the cause.—The cause is that the

gelatine has become insoluble, either from an unsuitable kind of gelatine for

the purpose being employed or from its being dried too slowly. Probably

the insolubility is due to the latter cause.

C. Nash has some engravings to copy of large size, and asks whicli is the better

plan—to take small negatives with a portrait lens and tlien enlai-ge them, or

to take tliem tlie full size with a long focus rapid symmetrical he has, adding

that the former plan would be the more convenient, as the work has to be

done away from home.—By far the better plan will be to take the negatives

the full size direct with the symmetrical lens.

Lnx s.ays: "Will you kindly say in next issue in reply to queries: 1. Is

Alpha paper a film of bromide or chloride of silver, or a combination !—

2. Wliy should it require a gold toning bath when bromide prints do not ?—

3 Why should a longer exposure and weaker developer produce the red

tones, when a short exposure and strong developer yield bhack tones, as iu

bromide films ?"—In reply : 1. The iornuila is a trade secret.—2. To obtain

the warm tone, toning with gold is necessary. If black tones .are preferred,

bromide paper should be used in preference. —3. It is a fact that it does so,

and with that we must be content.

W. C. B. writes ; "Will you kindly enlighten me a little as to the following

•small woiTy : is there iiny recognised rule as to tlie exhibition, in outside

show-cases, of portraits taken in the ordiiuary course of business ? Some

people object to what they term being 'stuck up' in a show case ;
but a

photoo-rapher cannot be expected to be always changing his siiccimens

merely to suit wliims and fancies."—The only recognised rule amongst

respectable photographers is never to exhibit any sitter's portrait, taken in

the ordinary course of business, without first obtaining pemiission. It is

as unwise as it is impolitic ever to do such a thing.

J CocKBORN writes : "In photo-micrograpliy, using a camera, liow can I tell
'

the exact iimplification ? Given that the magnifying power of objective and

ocular is known, and also the distance from ocular to focussing screen of

camera. I am engaged in photographing bacilli, ami wish to be able to

calculate the number of diameters of enlargement, without using either stage

or eye-piece micrometers. I hope to send shortly, for your inspection, some
' plioto-niicrof;raphs uf the structure of the eye, which I have done by the

method I use, and which you printed about two years ago."—We have

among our readers several photo-micrographic experts from whom we should

be glad to hear hi reference to this matter.

Hallam writes as follows : "I have some Daguerreotypes of departed friends

which have faded, and I have been told that they can be restored ;
will you

kindly tell me how ? If they cannot be restored, please say the best plan

for an amateur to copy them."—Faded, or rather tarnished, DagueiTcotypes

are clciined in the following manner :—Take the picture out of its fi'ame or

case and carefully remove the paper by which the edges were secured, then

immerse it m a solution of cyanide of potassium—ten grains to the ounce

—

until the tarnish has disappeared : then remove and copiously wash under

the tap, and tinally rinse with distilled w.ater. The plate must then be dried

over a spirit lamp, taking care that tlie heat is applied first at the corner

opposite the one from which the water was drained, and then gradually

downward over the plate. Unless tliis precaution be taken wavy marks will

be produced in the drying.

Photographic Club, Anderton's Hotel, i'^leet-street, K.C.—The subject for

discussion at the next meetmg of this Club, Wednesday, March 2, 1887, will

be on Cameras.

North London Photoobaphio Assocution.-The next meeting vrill be

held in Mvddelton Hall, Upper-street, on Tuesday next, March I, at eight

p.m., wheii the adjourned discussion on lenses will bo resumed, followed by

a lantern exhibition. All are invited.

From Dr. Liesegang we have received a sample packet of his Aristotype

paper which we have tried with comidete success. The paper is prepared

with a collodio-chloride of silver emulsion, and the toning is effected by the

sulpho-cyanide bath.

We are sorry to learn of the .sudden death of Mr. Charles Han'is, which

took place at his residence near Manchester on Sunday last. He was a member

of the Manchester and Olossop Dale Photographic Societies, and during

his travels abroad had made a large collection of jihotogrnphs.

Colours vor Transparencies.—Wo have received from Messrs. Reeves &
Sons, London, a very compact box containing a complete outfit for colouring

lantern trans])ar'encies. It contains twelve tubes of ]iigments, with brushes,

and everything that is required in transiiarency painting. It is sold at a very

cheap rate. ==^=^=^=;=^=
CONT
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FIXING CRAYON PRINTS.

When pliotographs are finisliod by crayons or chalk they are

very liable to become damaged or destroyed by the slightest

abraiiion from contact with any other print with which they

may be placed in contact, or even by the paper which has

been placed over them by way of protection.

Now that the prodnctiou of enlargements is carried on to

a greater extent than formerly, photographers may not only

bo held excused, but are to be commended, for striving to

improve their work, or at any rate to remove any imper-

fections by tlic judicious application of chalk or crayons. It

is surprising what improvements maybe eftected by a few

minutes' work with a charcoal pencil, a crayon stump, and

a nicely pointed ink eraser.

It does not require a very high degree of skill, provided

one is imbued with taste, to apply not onl}- black chalks

but also coloured crayons to an enlargement, if one does not

at first aim too highly. We know, however, from the coitc-

spondence we receive on the subject, that many of our readers

are possessed of artistic skill quite sufficient to prevent them
from making any serious mistake as regards the art aspect

of the matter.

Crayons or pastels are so easily procurable at such very

moderate prices, that we would recommend a complete set of the

ditferent colours being kept by all who do enlarging, either as

amateurs or professionals. The bases of the better sort are

formed, inter alia, of finely ground clialk, pipeclay, phister

of Paris, oxide of bismuth, kaolin, and magnesia, and the

colours are composed of an almost infinite variety of earths

and metallic salts, such as those of copper, iron, cobalt, and
others.

Photographs taken with a special view to being finished in

crayons should not be on albumenised paper, but on a surface

on which there is a tooth. Tiie paper now employed for en-

larging by the bromide process lends itself admirably to being

worked on by crayons, and no preparation is required to make
the pigments bite. This, at any rate, is our experience. It

would be rather out of place here to describe the various

methods that may be resorted to in order to blend one colour

with another by the agency of the leather or paper stump,

wliich stumps are articles of commerce, but we may observe

tliat it must be done with judgment, in order that the tints be
not rendered flat or opaque.

But assuming that the picture has been finished, we now
come to the practical inquiry as to how the pigments, whether
black or polychrome, are to be fixed.

Tiiere arc numerous varnishes or solutions which, if flowed

over the surface, would undoubtedly fix the pigments, but

would make them flow into each other, producing a veritable

smudge and cause the picture to lose all its eflfect. What has
to be aimed at is the application of some means by which each

individual touch will retain its identity without, so to speak,

obtruding itself on the domains of its neighbour.

This is best done by layiijg the finished print face down and
sponging its back with a fixing liquid prepared by the following

means :—Place in five ounces of rather weak acetic acid an
ounce and a half of gelatine, and, after allowing a few minutes

to soak, add a quart of hot water. Place this on the hob and
allow to remain there until perfect solution of the gelatine has

taken place, which will soon bo effected by occasional stirring.

When it has become cold it will be sufficiently fluid to admit
of being filtered, which may be done through a piece of cambric,

and then add an equal bulk of spirits of wine. After shaking

well up the solution is complete.

This when applied to the back of the print speedily

penetrates the paper, and entangles, so to speak, the atoms

composing the pigment. This is rendered apparent by the

colours acquiring a peculiar moist shining appearance. The
picture is now allowed to dry, when the crayons will be found

to be perfectly fixed. As there may be a slight lowering of

some of the pigments it may be necessary to go over the

picture again when dry, merely touching a point here or

there.

The method above described is one which is adopted by

most artists, but some prefer fixing their colours by immersing

the prints in water saturated with alum, in which has been

dissolved gelatine or isinglass in the proportion of an ounce of

the gelatine to a pint of water, to which is afterwards added

six times its bulk of spirits of wine. Methylated spirits

answer quite well. This solution should be made slightly

warm previous to immersing the prints.

Another solution used by artists consists in dissolving half

an ounce of gelatine in three pints of water, and after being

heated to the boiling point, dissolving therein half an ounce

of white soap. Allow to boil for fifteen minutes and then

add a quarter of an ounce of powdered alum. When nearly

cold filter through muslin, and when quite cold add half a

pint of spirits of wine.

ON BUSINESS MATTERS.

How is it that so many old-established portrait photographers,

at the present time, are complaining of the lack of business,

while others, compamtively newly established, are apparently

in a flourishing condition 1 A commercial man remarked to us

the other day that profitable portrait businesses appeared to be
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divided into two classes—the very high priced and the very

low priced. Those establishments with medium prices—say,

ten shillings per dozen for cartes, for example—were, he said,

those which are now snffering most from depression of trade.

Many of those who are now lamenting over the exceedingly

low jirices they now obtain for their productions have in many
instances, we venture to say, only themselves to blame. Here

is a case in point that will serve to illustrate several others

which have come under our observation. In a medium-size

provinciiil town was a well-established photographer, whom we
shall designate Mr. A. His establishment was situated in the

principal street. He produced excellent work, obtained high

prices, and had the leading business in the town and sur-

rounding district, which, by the way, included a large number
of the nobility. Tliere were other photographers in the town,

but they were in minor streets, tlioir prices were low, and their

work inferior. Hence Mr. A. had the whole of the better class

of business in his hands, without opposition, for many years.

Eventually another artist, of not less ability, opened a studio

in the same street, and fitted up his establishment somewhat
expensively and with great taste. He also exhibited pictures

of a larger size, and of a more artistic character, than had hitherto

been produced in the neighbourhood. His prices were fixed

but a triilc below those of Mr. A. By business tact, coupled
with the production of work in keeping with the appearance of

his place, he soon secured a good trade, althougli, photo-

graphically, his work was in no way superior to the other man's.

Mr. A., on finding his trade being transferred to the new comer,

came to the conclusion that the slightly lower prices were the

cause, and forthwith, most unwisely, reduced his charges to

considerably below those of his competitor.

That the reason for the loss of trade was not due to the
lower price was easy to see by a visit to the two establishments.

la the new one everything was bright and fresh and in good
taste. The furniture and fittings of the reception and dressing

rooms were of tlie most modern type. The specimens were all

recently taken, the sitters being attired in the latest fashion

of the period. The studio and its appointments were in

keeping with the rest of the premises, everything being clean
and tidy, whereas, in the old establishment, all the furniture
was conspicuously the worse for wear, and the carpets were
faded and partly threadbare. In the studio the backgroimds
and accessories were the same that had done duty for many
years and were quite out of date, while the curtains, like the
carpet, had become faded and dirty-looking. In a word, the
whole place had a dingy and forlorn appearance. Under these
conditions it was not surprising that the reduction iu the prices
made no material improvement in the trade, as the original

high-class business was never recovered. This particular
business has changed hands several times and fresh photo-
graphers have set up in the town, yet Mr. B. is the leading man
and still maintains his original prices. But, it must be men-
tioned, he is continually renewing his specimens as they become
out of date, changing his backgrounds and accessories as well
us replacing everything as it becomes shabby.
On mentioning this particular instance to a commercial

traveller for one of the large wholesale houses, he assured us
that, within his experience, he could cite scores of cases where
old businesses had been lost and prices ruined in a similar
manner, adding that it is a very common thing, when a photo-
grapher finds his trade going to another, to reduce his piices,
instead of endeavouring to improve the character of his work or
modernising his establishment so as to keep pace with the

times. When one photographer reduces his prices, others too

often follow suit, and this leads to still further j-odiictions,

which ends in the ruinously low price, for really good work, so

frequently met with in many country towns.

What has been said with reference to photograpliy in pro-

vincial towns applies equally as well to the Metropolis. We
have in our mind many old-established studios in London where

the same tiling has prevailed, and good businesses have been

lost, and prices brought down, through lack of business tact

and not advancing with the times. There is, we think, no

question that in those establishments where the highest prices

are obtained that the public are induced to pay them, in a great

measure, through the appearance of the place itself The
reception and retiring rooms of these establishments are

elegantly furnished, the appointments being of the most

expensive character, while the specimens exhibited are always

of modern production, so that the latest fashion in costume is

secured, and this is an important point with lady sitters. The
studios are also in keeping with the rest of the place, being

furnished with accessories and backgrounds of the highest

artistic order and most modern type. The whole place, in

fact, by its appearance, inspires confidence that orders will be

executed in keeping with the surromidiiigs.

In some West-end houses we could mention, with old and
well-known names attached to them, we find just tiie reverse.

The carpets of the rooms are threadbare, the curtains faded,

and the furniture devoid of polish. The coloured and finished

specimens are the same that were there a dozen years or m<ire

ago, and are, of com*se, in all manner of old-fashioned costumes.

There may be a few modern ones, but they appear to be lost

amongst the larger number of ancient ones. The studios are,

for the most part, crowded with accessories long since out of

date and, consequently, f|uite unusable in modern pictures,

while the blinds and draperies are either stained or faded. In-

fact, the place has a depressing eft'ect upon sitters, and is apt to

lead them to surmise that their portraits will partake of the

antiquated appearance of the establishment generally. Con-
sequently the extent of the orders given are often far more
limited than they would liave been in an establishment such as

that to which we have previously alluded.

Much more might be written on this topic, but sufficient has

been said to indicate why some businesses have declined while

others are prosperous.

Last week, when refoning to negatives whose corners were crnclied, wo
described an old laboratory expedient fur leading a cr.ack in any
desired direction, a method wliicli is often very usefid for c. nverting

broken vessels of one kind into useful utensils of another description.

Thu.«, we have seen a cracked " Winchester quart " cut into two, so

that the lower part became a useful jar, wliile the upper, the neck

part, was utilised as a funnel. It will sometimes be found in diriding

glass in this way tliat the crack will decline to move, and the opera-

tion seem at a standstill ; if, however, a drop of water be placed on
the spot, or even it bo touched with a finger moistened by the tongue,
the consequent quick reduction of temperature will usually start the
crack afresh.

Thebe are occasions when it is wished to divide an uninjured gla« I

vessel into two parts, and a very neat way of doing this has recently
been published. Our readers are doubtless famihar with the older
metluid by a piece of twine dipped in alcohol and set on fire after
being tied round the selected spot, immediate affusion with cold water
sufficing to cause the separation. Again, too, heating by the friction

of a piece of cord kept in the desired place by two other wrappings I

of cord separated .so as to form an annular space will, with cold water I
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Again applied, cause the glass to crnck at the required line of fieparatioD.

Both of these plans, and many similar ones, are of very problematical

utility in most cases ; but the one wo allude to seems to po8s»\ssan the

I
elements of practicability. As described in the Chemical Society's

I

Journal, it runs: " A scratch is made with a file, at both sides of this

pads of wot blotting-paper are wrapped round the object, leaving a

space of a few millim(!tri>s between them. The Hanie of a Hunsen or

J

gas blowpipe is applied to this space, when the crack ynW bo carried

round from the scratch midway between the two pads.""

EvKHY one knows how dillicult it is to cause a label to adhere with

any tenacity to metal ; hence a reliable recipe for a paste or glue alike

useful for metal, glass, or wood, will be useful to our readers. The
following formula was given at a meeting of the American Pharma-
ceutical Association as being useful for the production of a paste

answering all these requirements :—Ouui tragacantb, one ounce ; gum
acacia, four ounces; water, one pint. Dissolve, strain, and add.

Thymol, fourteen grains, susjiended in glycerine, four ounces ; finally

add water to make two pints. Mr. Eliel, who gave this formula, says

of the mixture, that " it will keep sweet indefinitely, the thymol pre-

venting fermentation; it will separate on standing, hut a single shake

will mix it sufficiently for use."

In laboratories and dark rooms liable to fluctuations of temperature,

one of the greatest annoyances connected with .stock Ijottles is the

fiability of the labels to become loosened or detachel through the

continued action of moisture, deposited especially by a humid atmo-

sphere following a cold day ; so that, whenever a bottle ^\ ith a label so

loosened i.*, in the interests of cleanliness, subjected to au occasional

polishing with the towel, it will often be found labcUess. But all

photographers have at hand every necessary for securing the label

and adding to its appearance. It will quite sulllce to brush over the

Vibel, when once attached, .<ome of the usual mounting material of the

inblialuuint— be it paste, gum, or glue— and tlie-n, when it is

ilioroughly dry, to give the label a coat or two of jihotographic

varnish, or a single coat of shellac cement if that be available. The

label then i.< proof against everything likely to come into contact with

it, and may, without injury, be washe<l under the tap as often as is

nece.«sary. It oilers a striking contrast to the usual dirty grey of the

label of an often-used stock bottle.

The ."hellac cement above mentioned should be kept in every photo-

grapher's establishment, no matter of how modest dimensions. As a

waterproof cement it is admirable, and will repair small objects with

I'leater certain)}' than ordinary glue, while, when thin enough to

ive as a varnish, it is invaluable for an immense variety of purposes

from dark .slides and printing frames downwards.

Tins cement is by the experts usually considered to be best made by
\ dissolving the shellac in wood naphtha rather than alcohol, but our

) own exjierience has been that one solvent was as good as the other,

i . and, nowadays, methylated spirit may he far more ea.sily purchased

t than wood naphtha.

At the Royal Society's meeting, on January 2", Mr. B. J. Bnrch

descriljed a singular arrangement of lenses for what he termed a " Per-

' spective microscope '' that he had devised, ^^'hile endeavouring to

k
j

devi.«e means whereby the various planes of an object should he visible

< under the microscope without the adjustment of focus to each, he dis-

• covered that " when two lenses are .separated by a distance equal to

the sum of their focal lengths the optical conditions are such that the

"iiagnitude of the image bears a constant ratio to that of the object no
itter where, upon the optic axis, it is situated— the ratio being the

cal lengths of the two len.ses ; that a given displacement of the

i'ject causes a displacement of the image in the same direction, but
in the square of the ratio. Further, that a picture drawn with the

camera lucida under these conditions has the perspective of an object

magnified in the square of the ratio when it is brought within the

proiicr distance of the eye. The field of view of the perspective

microscope in small, but maybe increased by using more than two
lenses; but the writer believed that with glaflseo of wide angle,

specially constructed, a high power with sufficiently large field might
bo obtained." The possibility of constructing an optical arrangement
that should give the same size image no matter how far away tho
object was is too remarkable to pass without notice; wo need not

gay, except for possible photo-micrographic work, it could have no real

field of usefulness in photography.

BICIIKOMATED GELATINE EMULSION PAPER.
It is a little over two years since I first described in these columns a
method formalring transparencies m- reproducing negatives ba.«ed upon
the employment of gelatino-bromide or chloride paper, treated with
pntas.sium bichromate and used after the manner of carbon tissue.

Little practical utility has, however, resulted from the process, in all

probability because, as I pointed out at the time, the presence of

ordinary or chrome alum in most of the commercial samples of paper

caused thom to become spontaneously insoluble after contact with the

chromium salt.

I have personally frequently availed myself of the advantages of

this method for special objects, preparing my own paper for the pur-

pose, an operation, as I previously pointed out, much simpler and

easier than is the case with glass plates, if only a suitable paper be

obtained at the outset. Quite recently, however, I have met with a

commercial sample of gelatino-chloride paper (Obernetter's) which

answers admirably, all the requirements having a perfectly soluble

layer of sensitive material of gfood body, and only requiring immertion

in a two to five per cent, solution of pota.ssium bichromate and sub-

sequent drying to fit it for use. Here, then, is a chance for those who
cannot or do not care to prepare this tissue or emulsion to try its

value for the various purposes to which it is adapted.

So far from Ijeing merely an ex^terimental curiosity as was fng-

gested by one correspondent, or a "roundabout way of performing

inferior work " as another was good enough to say, it produces better

results in some departments than can be obtained in any other

manner. Take, for instance, the reproduction of negatives, especially

in such oases as nece.ssitate soine modification of the character of the

original. Here there is of course the double operation of making first

a transparency, and from that again the duplicate negative; and each

operation of course affords the double facilities which the development

of the biehromated gelatine film offere in the first place, and sub-

sequently the reduction of the haloid retained in the insoluble image.

Add to this that where extraordinary density is required, as for photo-

mechanical processes, the doubly developed image is still further

amenable to intensification both by staining the gelatine as well as by
piling on more silver by the ordinary methods of silver intensification,

it results that with a film very mucli thinner than one is accustomed

to in ordinary carbon tissue, images of great force can be obtained,

though where tho utmost density is required, with a minimum of

trouble, it is better to commence with a film possessing some substance.

For some descriptions of transparencies the process is often useful,

and a very great variety of tones may be obtained of pleasing character

to .suit different .subjects either on opal or plain glass, though this

application does nut offer the same practical utility as the preceding,

since it is only possible to utihse it for contact printing from negatives

of the same size as the desired positive. For lantern slides from

specially taken negatives— that is from negatives which require no
reduction— it gives very tine results, resembling Woodbury slides in

transparency of the shadows, while the colour can be varied to almost

any^xtent.

The toning of the metallic image according to the haloid employed

and the method by which it may have been reduced, can be effected

either by the ordinary gold or other substitution method, or by stain-

ing the gelatine film, which not only holds the image but is present in

precisely the same varying thicknesses as the quantities of metal form-

inir the different gradations. Thus a cold silver image may be

rendered of a warmer and more pleasing tint by staining the gelatinu

red or purple, or a foxy red or brown may be modified by contrary

treatment, or the bright red image produced by the long expMuro
and suitable development of a piu% chloride film may be preferably

toned with gold or platinum.
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It muat be borne in mind that the picture formed by th« exposure

and subsequent development in hot water consists of varying thick-

nesses of a mixture of gelatine and chloride or bromide of silver in

the same proportions througliout, and that the highest lights, if the

exposure and development have been correctly performed, consist of

bare glass, carrying neither silver to reduce nor gelatine to stain.

From which it follows, that however far the reducing process or the

staining may be carried, there can he no degradation of those lights

;

that the only care necessary in the former is to see that it is carried

far enough, and in the latter, or the toning, that the operation is arrested

when the right colour is obtained.

For purposes of experiment I have treated the prints produced by
this method after the manner of single transfer carbon prints ; that

is, I have transferred them after exposure to paper for the first develop-

ment, but the result is not satisfactory, as the subsequent operations

stain the support. But they may be developed on glass and finally

retransferred to double transfer paper, when effects greatly resembling

Alpha prints can be obtained if a cliloride paper be used.

In using the Obernetter paper a full exposure should be given in

the printing frame in order to get an image as rich in silver as the com-
paratively thin layer will permit ; but I have occasionally experienced

difficiUty in stripping the original paper away in the liot water develop-

ment, especially with " hard " negatives when the exposure has been

prolonged. This I have attributed to tlie fact of the sensitive emul-

sion being spread upon paper prepared with an insoluble layer of gela-

tine, which if the whole thickness of emulsion he rendered insoluble

by light adheres permanently to it and prevents the paper coming
away.

The exposure will be generally much shorter than an ordinary

carbon print, on account of the light colour of the sensitive layer,

which permits the light to penetrate more rapidly and deeply. One
other method I have tried with tolerable success places the paper more
under the conditions of ordinary pigment tissue, and practically pre-

vents the light penetrating to a sufficient depth to cement the image
to the paper. This consists in exposing the emulsion paper to light

before treating with bichromate in order to blacken it uniformly, and
if possible throughout its whole thickness. It is then, when sensitised,

practically bichromated tissue, pigmented with reduced silver of the

same tint as that presented by an unfixed gelatino-chloride print

produced in the ordinary manner, and when developed the image
simply requires toning, ^without any fixing to complete it.

In employing the commercial paper 1 find it better to employ a

rather weak bichromate bath, as this enables the comparatively tliin

film of emulsion to present a stronger contrast tlian would be the case

if a sensitising solution of ordinary strength were employed. About
two and a half per cent. I prefer, and I make the solution as follows.

Take-
Bichromate of potash ^ ounce.

Ammonia 9 s.

"Water 10 ounces.

Dissolve the bichromate and then add sufficient ammonia to remove
the deep orange colour of the solution, taking care not to render it

alkaline. Then add

—

Chloride of sodium 1 drachm.

Dissolve, filter, and the solution when cold is ready for use.

The chloride of sodium is added witli a view of converting the free

silver in the paper ; if tliis be not done, tlie paper when sensitised

will be of a bright red colour from the formation of silver chromate,
the effect of which in the subsequent operations, beyond lengthening
the exposure, I am unable to speak to, not liaving tried. The paper
is immersed, or floated face downwards on the solution until it lies

perfectly flat, after which it is drawn over a glass rod to remove the
superfluous solution from both sides, or, better still, squeegeed on to
glass for the same purpose and then hung up to dry, which it will do
very rapidly. It should not be dried in a room where gas is kept
burnmg for any length of time, and it is needless to say that the same
precautions as would be taken with Blbumenised paper to protect it

from light, or even greater, must be observed with this.

I omitted to say that the practice adopted by some carbon printers
of sensitising by floating the back of the paper on the solution will
not answer in this process, or at least with this particular sample of

paper, as the insoluble substratum causes the bichromate to penetrate

imperfectly and unequally.

When perfectly dry, the paper is ready for the printing frame. In

cutting it to size, it is advisable to use scissors or a sharp knife, in

order to leave clean edges, which will/greatly reduce the chance of

the picture leaving the glass during development. It is also abso-

lutely necessaryj'as in carbon printing, to employ a " safe edge," that

is, a mask of opaque paper ; or when the negative is to bo printed full

size, an edging of black varnish is applied to it, in order that a narrow

strip round the edges of the tissue shall be protected from the action

of light. If this be neglected, if indeed the smallest portion of the

edge of the print be hardened by the action of light, it is certain to

leave the glass during development. 11. Y. E, Cotkswobtu,
{To be continued.)

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF COAL-TAR COLOURS.
As a good deal of interest is now being displayed in the action of

various dyes on gelatine dry plates, it is desirable that the conditions

of the solution and application of these pigments should be thoroughly
understood. 1 believe that dyes have an important future before

them in connection with photography, not oulj' as a means of

making properly graduated negatives of coloured subjects, but also

as a medium for producing coloured prints from those negati\es.

If we try to dissolve the dyes, we find remarkable ditferences in

their behaviour. Some, such as aniline blue, orange, and black, also

most cosines, dissolve in cold water, but not in alcohol ; others, as

roseine, aurine, nuigenta, and crimson, dissolve readily in alcohol but
not in cold water ; while there are some which are only slightly

soluble in either, such as certain yellow and brown pigments.

There is one solvent, however, which dissolves all these dyes, and
that is boiling water. When the solution cools, the dye is preci-

pitated as a fine powder, if it is a spirit-soluble specimen.

Some of the dyes, if dissolved in boiling water and tben allowed to

cool, are not precipitated, but remain in suspension in the liquid

;

they are still transparent, but usually have not the brilhance of tint

they possess in the heated state. They are in the condition of

ordinary artists' water colours, which do not form perfect solutions,

for if left at rest for some time the colour settles to the bottom and
leaves the liquid clear. The blue-green dye behaves in this manner
in cold water, but is perfectly soluble in alcohol, in which it exhibits

its full brilliance of tint. Tlie cosines also do not always form a
perfect solution in cold water, and if a gelatine plate is immersed in a
cold solution of this, it will not really dye the plate, but will settle on
the film in the same way as ordinary Prussian blue. The colour is

thus applied in the form of a powder or paste, which however fine

and impalpable in its composition, is not likely to have tlie same
result that a true stain would produce. This is the reason why weak
ammonia is sometimes employed in conjunction with dyes in order to

effect a more complete solution, and thus obtain tlie effect that would
be obtained by adding the colour to the emulsion at boihng water
heat.

Hence we find that to produce a perfect stain or d3'e on a gelatine
plate, or any other susceptible material, it is necessary to have a
perfect solution, and not a mere holding in suspension of tlie dya
in the fluid. If gelatine plates would stand dipping in boiling hot
water, as a Unen cloth might he treated, it would be a simple matter
enougli to dye plates properly; but as their constitution is not
sulficiently hardy to stand such a procedure, it is necessary to adopt
other means of staining, of which the ammonia method is one. The
latter system, however, suffers from the drawback of requiring proper
dark boxes for the plates to dry in, which usually takes a long time.
If a suitable dye could be applied to an ordinary plate in the same
manner and with the same ease as a film of collodion or varnish, and
the gelatine was really dyed with the tint, I imagine the use of

stained plates would become far more general than at present.

There are certain substances that are not capable of being dyed.
Thus, for instance, I am not aw-aro that gum arabic or gum tragacanth
can be dyed. Tliese gums may bo dissolved in cold water and
mixed with a solution of aniline blue, for example, but this results

only in a mechanical mixture. The blue dye would also remain
transparent when dry if no gum was mixed with it. If a solution

of gum arabic is added to a magenta dye at boiling water heat
and kept at that heat until dry, it will be found that the colour
has become opaque, just as it would if no gum were present ; in other
words, no union has taken place between the two substances, and
the gum is not dyed.
Now let us ti-y gelatine ia the same way ; the result is totally I
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difforont. The g^latino dissolves in tlio hot water and comhines
witli the dye, whicli may he any one of tho coal-tar colours, and
when apain cool and dry, the gelatine will bo dyed A brilliant tint,

which cannot be wiU'ho<l out by cold water.

Hence pelatine is an excellent nie<iium for applying dyes to the

surface of glass plates so as to prwluce the effect of stained glass.

The gelatine and the dye being first dissolved separately in hot water,

and then nii.\ed together while still hot, will form a mixture that

can be spread on any surface as easily as undyed gelatine. It can

bo applied witli a brush, if the plate and the mixture are both

warm ; and photograjiliic lantern slides, or window trnnspareneos,

tinted with such colours, may Ixi relied upon to be perfectly trans-

parent, and as durable in tlieir tints as the ordinary water colours

used by artists. The dyed gelatine when thus used as painting

material will far surpass the ordinary methods of colouring, toth

in richness of tint and absolute transparency.

Another way of preparing dye, namely, with ox-gall and glycerine,

as transparent colours, was latelv published by me. This possesses

the advantage of having "dabbing" capabilities, and also of being

workable at ordinary temperatures; the tints so produced iire not

quite so brilliant in some cases, and being more liable to attract

I

moisture, require protecting with mastic varnish, which is unnecessary
with gelatine.

riain collodion is an excellent vehicle for coating flat surfaces

I
with dyes. These are first dissolved in a little alcohol, or in the

case of eosine, aniline blue, and orange, in a few drops of water,
and the solution added to the collodion. This tinted collodion may
1>" used to coat glass jjlates, which will then be indistinguishable

appearance from stained glass. The collodion is really stained

r dyed ; the colour is so " fast " tliat neither cold nor hot, nor even
hoiling water, will remove the stnin. Gelatine plates may be coated
with such a film in the dark room ; in this case, the gelatine is

not itself stained, as the dye keeps to the collodion.

We may now turn to shellac as a medium for conveying a dye
tint to a flat surface. It is much inferior to either gelatine or

collodion for tliis purpose, as the colour loses all brilliance and
becomes semi-opaque. For instance, if roseine is added to negative

vnrnish, and a plate is coated with the mixture, the colour is at

I

first a bright crimson, which rapidly turns darker as the alcohol

i evaporates, until it is of a dark violet tint, very different to the
former. It is not easy to combine aniline, orange, and blue—which
are insoluble in spirits—with a shellac solution, as the necessary
addition of a little water causes a precipitate in the varnish.

Glycerine possesses the property of combining with most dyes, so as

I to hold them in solution without any precipitation of the pigment
i taking place. It is necessary to dissolve tho dye in alcohol or

I
water before adding it to the glycerine.

\ A solution of eosine and amhne blue or orange may be made in

I alcohol by previously dissolving the dye in a few drops of water and
then adding it to the spirit. The solution in the case of eosine is then
strongly fluorescent ; and in the ca.«e of aniline orange, which is

' luble in cold water, the alcoholic mixture is also fluorescent, though
' a less extent than eosine. If fluorescence in dyes denotes any

special fitness for preparing colour-sensitive plates, then aniline yellow
r orange (the colour is between these two) is suitable for such a pur-
pose. If such a dye is thus added to a mixture of water and spirits

ni the proportion of about one to s^ix, a gelatine dry plate may bo
coated with the mixture by pouring, as with ordinary varnish, and
will receive a uniform film, and if the plate, bi'fore coating, is heated
t" about 200* and then coated with the solution, the surplus portion

; wliich is quickly poured (iff, the result will be that the alcohol will

i -t evaporate, leavmg a thin liquid film of the dye in water on the
; plate. This water is of course instantly absorbed by the gelatine,

III the heated surface of tho latter is at the same time di/ed by the
pigment. The quantity of water left on the plate is so small that the
tilm is dry in a very short time and ready for use. To secure a
perfectly uniform stain it is perhaps advisable to use a weak solution

"f tho dyo and to repeat the dyeing process two or three times, heating
the plate between each application, and using a different corner each
time to flow off the surplus fluid by.

V hght-tight tin \x)x may bo used to enclose the plate during the
Uing, winch can easily bo done over a gas burner.
It seems to me that such a means of applying a dye insoluble in

I'lhol is equivalent to the use of weak ammonia with the colour,

1 the time nece.s.sary for the drying of the plate in the latter system
>aved. The dye is mainly confined to the surface of the film, w hich
"luld be an advantage, as tending to pi-oduco greater vigour and

(iluck in the negative. It is only in the high lights that the deposit
'f reduced silver reaches the back of the film ; the half tones are con-
tined to the surface. Albebt Wm. Scott,

PORTABLE DARK TENTS.
"Why should spirit levels be loose?" was recently asked in tho
Joi'iiNAi,. Why, indeed. I lately saw a l^i x 12 camera mado by
the fini/en of tho craft for outdoor ust? in tho Peninsula. The biue-
Iward had a couple of oblong levels lot in thus—

| , an arrange-
ment, I should imagine, of immense service in plumbing tho camera,
Tho idea is, of course, far from novel, the single level in the base-
board being, comparatively speaking, as old as the hills ; novertheloM,
I think it is of sufficient utility to deserve the notice of tboM
sticklers who are constantly on the alert for time-saving fads. Leveln
suitable for tho purpose being so cheap, tho wonder is that they are
not in greater use. Oddly enough, nearly every instructor and in-

struction-book vaguely counsels the tyro to "judge" when tho camera
is properly adjusted. This is simply scamping a highly important
department of the procedure preliminary to exposure. "Judging"
should be avoided when certainty of correctness may be ensured so
easily and cheaply. Aprop'n of time-savers, it seems incomprehensible
that to the so-called " I'atent" cameras only two very excellent but
simple methods of husbanding time and trouble should bo applied
and not to the ordinary or " garden"' variety—costing, as they do, less

to engineer than the older and less useful methods. I refer to the
small stretches of grooving (I have seen a " catch" fixed for the same
purpose, but catches on the camera are best tabooed) that permit of

the double back being fitted to its place, without the necessity of
sliding, and also to a similar idea applied to the lens front. True,
these are old dodges ; but tho pity is that they are not more widely
taken advantage of, for their value to-<lay is greater than ever it was.
His dark back and front affixed to his camera in this manner, the
peripatetic tourist laughs at warpings, swellings, dry and moist
vagaries of mahogany, and tho endless other "cussednesses" to which
his erratic apparatus is ordinarily susceptible. Who has not endured
the agony evoked by the double back that would not slide in the

camera without ruining the focus of tho picture, or the eccentricitiea

of his sliding front when in a similar mood ? which brings me to a
suggestion concerning the use of alternative lenses.

1 presume the difficulty experienced in rapidly substituting one lena

for another has been felt by all landscapists at one time or another

;

but I hold that a "turntable" as a commercial success is an im-
possibility. It would be a very fine notion if everybody used exactly

the same lenses as their neighbours—but they don't and won't. Now
in modern view lenses the range of size i« not very great. Remem-
bering that the chief makers readily gave in their adhesion to the
adoption of a common system of diaphragms, might not an attempt
be made to induce them, in the instances, say, of their symmetrical
and rectiUnear series—which up to 12 x 10 are quite portable—to fit

to them flanges of uniform diameter which would admit of instant

union with the front flange, bayonet-joint fashion, or otherwise? This
idea though necessarily crude, will not, I hope, be deemed altogether

Utopian. Assuredly the present manner of fixing tho lens to the

camera front and tho awkward fact that mostly a fresh lens demands
a fresh front are miserable survivals worthy alone of limbo.

If, in the foregoing reflections I have rashly trodden ground which
the accomplished apostle of the camera of the future has made all hi«

own, I trust that this slight contribution to the literature of his ideal

—

an ideal, I'm afraid, some distance oft realisation—will not be despised.

Truly, remembering his '84 and subsequent advocacies, one is tempted
to envy Mr. Harrison his perennial enthusiasm ; although whilst

applauding his devotion to a pet dogma one cannot help thinking that

under his tutelage the camera of the future— like the music of that

persecuted period -would be something fearful and wonderful to con-

template. Micrometrical adjustments, et /iw, are luxuries; hixuries

are the quarry of epicures; and epicures wei-e once defined by a

mudlark as " Coves wot's alius eatin' !" I5ut to my subject proper.

I'robably in all the press and hurry of the many reforms engendered by
the successful introduction of the popular negative process now in vogue,

few of the implements without which at one time no photogranhic kit

could be considered complete have undergone less alteration than the

portable dark tent. Once upon a time tho amateur tourist was a veritable

rara avit ; only professional landscapists systematically stumped the

country, a dark tent in some shape or form, and very often on wheels,

being an indispensable item of their baggage. This demand led to

the introduction of the dark tent as at present known to tis ; in reality

it is lineally descended from tho poor and battered movables one some-

times encounters at Ilanipstead and elsewhere. Dark tents and
dry plates, somehow or another, seem to havo little affinity. About
the former I cannot help thinking there still lingers an indescribable

collodionic aroma. They belong to other days ; they come of a

period which wanted levelling up to the exalted sensitiveness boasted

by modern films, when lightness and compactness of form were not

deiiderata, when space was less valuable, and ten pounds iu weight of
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less account than as many ounces are now. The four or five varieties

of the tent now in commerce bear a stronfr family Ukeness to each

other, and to their ancestors wlio clwelt among us a score of

years since. Dry films, which have revolutionised the camera and

many other things, such as lamps and stands, seem to have had no

chastening effect upon these obstinate old tents, which fact should be

noted down as a curiosity in its way. "Why is it ? I wonder that

the inventor's brain, which has been so busy in many other and far

less important paths, has entirely ignored the poor dark tent, which,

if a necessity of photographic practice twenty years ago, is equally, if

not more, an object of paramount importance under existing conditions.

This is suit'ly a point deserving of our attention, for there is most
certainly a held open to some of our inventors if they will condescend

to transfer their prolific ideas from the arid deserts in which they are

at presint roaming to the more fertile plains indicated.

A portable piece of apparatus, call it a tent or what you will, that

may be carried about from place to place with the same ease as a

camera, and in which any number of plates may be developed, is

essential to the practice of modern photography. Development in the

field and away from home has no more been obviated by dry films

than a plurality of slides has been rendered unnecessary by the intro-

duction of a paper support. Devehipment just after exposure would
be vastly more popular if the means were at hand; the reason that

there is sucli a wide predilection in favour of postponing development
until one's return from the country or abroad, is that no serious

attempt has Ix-eii made to provide tourists with an efficacious develop-

ing media- for the portable dark tent certainly is not. Few country

houses and fewer hotels possess or are likely to possess dark rooms—

a

recent attempt to induce hotel proprietors in tliis country to attach

them to their premises Jiaving proved abortive, as it was bound to —
whilst the studio of the local photographer is only available in the

minority of cases. Tentative development, en route, is a great boon,

but it is rarely possible, especially on board ship, or in foreign hotels

and strange places generally. Hence, there is ample scope for the

introduction of a really good developing tent. The inference that the
present tent of commerce is not a good one will be readily drawai, and
it therefore behoves me to endeavour to account for its comparative
unpopularity, and its paucity of numbers amongst outdoor workers.
1 can do so in a couple of sentences. This so-called dark tent is not
portable at all. It is cumbrous, unmanageable, and generally archaic;

it is twice as hea\y as it should be; it is not ventilated; it is too dear
— in fact, this same dark tent was built for wet-plate work, and dry-
plate workers have a right to demand a new edition of it brought
down to date. Let us hope it is in the press. To resume ; A whole-
plate tent and stand weigh (without case) something like twenty-seven
pounds ; a 10 x 8, thirty pounds ; a 12 x 10, thirty-three pounds. The
whole-plate is useless; it is too small—one literally has not room to
move properly. The 10x8 and 12x10 admit of the elbows being
placed at an akimbo angle, but their several weights (the tents, not
the elbows) are appalling. Makston Moobb.

{To be continued.)

THE OFF SEASON.
Winteh ! the Very name has a depressing iiiHuenco on photographers,
and its actuahties— widespread trouble and inconvenience. For-
tunately, as years pass on, new proce.*ses are discovered—films so
sensitive to light that the dull and dreary period is robbed of half its

horrors ; in another decade ordinary studio work may preferably be
done by gaslight, who can say ? Formerly, with the dark weather
came enforced idleness, sitters were few and far between, and
negatives left a great deal to bo desired. Icy cold was the usual
temperature of solutions, bottles, plates, and fingers, and an hour or
two each morning was devoted to a general warm up, with cracked
bottles and glassware generally to be reckoned amongst the casualties
of the week. With the landscape man the whole paraphernalia of
his occupation was relegated to out-of-the-way shelves and corner.?,
there to lie perdu until the longer days and brighter light of spring
once again fanned the dormant spark "of his enthusiasm and he was
tempted to overhaul, repair, and put into working order all that
might be required for a summer campaign.
The greatest winter trouble now is snow filling up and blocking out

the little light there is. V\ith the flat or wide-angle roof "most
trouble of all is e.xperienced, both in breakage and blocking, and after
a heavy fall of snow a long time is occupied in clearing it away.
Jligh-pitched roofs are superior in everyway; a good heat in the
studio will melt the underlying portion and permit the snow to slip
off by iU own weijrht, an advantage not to be lightly estimated in
glass roof construction. Another matter in this connection is havin"

ea.sy access to the outside of the roof for painting, repairs, &c. Many
otherwise unexceptional gla.ss rooms are deficient in tliis respect,

and the worry and inconvenience caused thereby is considerable. In

cleaning the glass from the yellow smoky deposit that obstructs os

much valuable light, it is most readily done with a rubber moistened

with methylated spirit; water will often fail to thoroughly remove

it. The light iu winter being so much weaker than at other periods of

the year, it liehoves us to get rid of all possible obstructions. The

probabiUty of under exposure from this reason is supplemented by

lowness of temperature indicates the use of solutions artificially

heated. There are few plates that will not stand a temperature of

erf to 70° without injury. Developers and fixing baths should not,

therefore, be lielow this temperature, more especially the hyposulphite

bath ; the washing water also should not be less than G0°. The effect

of low temperature upon different solutions has been recently and

ably written upon in this Jouhnal, in which the author pointed out

the" variations of the strength of saturated solutions altering with the

temperature, a very important fact, and should always be kept

in mind.

It will be, therefore, seen that a variety of causes may operate at

one and the same time to interfere with the production of the photo-

graphic image in cold, gloomy weather, that are altogether absent

under more genial circumstances. Printing operations are also much
interfered with ; but the principal danger to be apprehended is im-

perfect fixation of the proof unless the matter of temperature is

strictly observed, as a very cold solution of hypo is almost inert.

AVarm water should be used all through the toning, fixing, and

washing operations; and if possible the whole of the workrooms
shouhl be properly and comfortably warmed. So much, then, for

conditions of successful working, about which a little reiteration is

not only allowable hut necessary.

A great deal of the trouble of winter photogi'aphy lias been

abolished since gelatino-bromide plates came into general favour.

They are always ready for immediate use, and by their extra sensi-

tivene.ss available for working in such light that was under the old

di.spensation useless ; but I am inclined to think that neither rapidity

of plates or time of exposure are equivalent to a good light, or make
up for it in any way other than a sort of compromise. It is true if

we can see an object we can photograph it, and, even in a veiy bad

light, get detail, but compare such a piiotograph with one of the same
thing taken in a good lignt and mark the difference : quality will be

wanting, and a certain amount of flatness will prevail that is fatal to

fine effect. I think it may lie .set down as a rule that no subject

having different planes where light and shadow are necessary for

effect can be rendered as well in a bad light as a good one, even if all

the requisite detail is secured. The que»tion may be asked. What is

a bad light ? and answered by saying light is bad when small in

quantity, of a bad colour and wanting in transparency, and what
there is of it falling in a wrong direction. Want of transparency in a
bad fight is its worst fault, and to this we may attribute its attending

effect. The fact of it being small in quantity induces one to use as

much of it as possible, and this again induces the danger of it falling

in a wrong direction. So we may consider unless the object to be

copied is on one plane, as a drawing, for instance, no exposure will

obtain a result equivalent to one taken in a good light. AVinter work
of the best quality in the studio is limited in its scope when dependent

on oi-dinary daylight. Artificial light may, however, supply its place

for many purposes with advantage, especially in copying by contact,

making lantern slides, photo-micrography, and reproducing negatives.

The uniformity of such artificial fight is so great an advantage that

work of this description is preferably done by itboth winter and summer.
Landscape photography in winter is practically a dead letter, with

one exception, and that is for snow and frost effects, and, as if to

make up for its deficiencies, these effects are exqui.«itely beautiful,

more so than almost any other kind of picture, but, like anything

else exceptionally desirable, the trouble in securing them is proportion-

ately difticult. The physical difficulties of tramping for miles up to the

knees in snow, weighted with camera and traps, is no mean one.

Happy they wlio reside in the midst of their hunting-gi-ounds without

having a tiresome journey before they- begin work. These are excep-

tionally fortunate, as the finest hoar-frost effects last so short a time

that half an liour may be all the difference between success and disap-

pointment. The few opportunities offered to residents in large towns
prevents any great amount of practice in this direction, and there are

no doubt thousands of photographers who have never attempted it.

The beautiful pictures that occasionally grace the walls of our

exhibitions show the pos.^ibilities of winter work, and are, in fact, a

revelation ; and dry plates also make it comparatively easy. Pre-

!

cautions that will conduce to success are : Firstly, exposure, which I

must be somewhat short, say two seconds, as compared with three
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without snow ; secondly, plates that will work without hlurring

;

and, thirdly, a developer that will give g-ood cuutrnat. One siu'cessful

worlier in this direction nd\ ot-ates the use of very wenk and alow
developers ; but whatever method of workirijj; is adopted, the

resulting ni'gatives must not he very dense, and must he clear in the

shadows. Over density produces a chalky effect, and in printinji; by
the time any detail is obtained in the light portion that in the

-hadowsis hopelessly hiiried. Thin negatives are therefore indicated.

SiK)w is at its best directly it has fallen. It soon loses its light,

feathery character, and by partially melting and settling down
becomes nu)re opaque and solid, and a photograph of it is more
chalky in effect.

To the casual observer tiie snow eeems lighter in tint than the
sky ; this is not the case, unless under special atmospheric conditions,

such as a yellow cloud iu front, antl the aun at the side or back of

the observer. Snow having no luminosity iu itself can but reflect part

of the light it receives, and so nuist neces.sarily be darker than the

sky, from which tiie illumination is derived; in the majority of

instances diffused light is all he has to work by. If, however, he
is so fortunate as to get with good snow blue sky and bright sun-

shine, the more prominent surfaces of the snow will reflect light

suHiciently .strong to equal that of the sky on the photographic plate,

and po.ssibly with orthochromatic plates be rendered lighter than the

sky, but iu a general way, with ordinary plates, the sky will come
out lighter than the snow. The great difference iu the respective

luminosity of sky and snow, to the advantage of the latter, as usually

rendered in paintings, is iirtistic licence, and not according to nature.

There is no denying the impression conveyed is more realistic, and
heing so, is quite jiistitiable.

Ireneral landscape work in winter is always unsatisfactory ; there

is a bare desolatenes..? about such views that does away with mudi of

their charm. The absence of ground foliage is one of the greatest

drawbacks to picturesque effect ; the edges of rivers and broolis are

smooth and monotonous; in rocky scenery the vegetation, what
there is of it, hangs limp and withered. It is by attempting such
work that the great value of foliage iu picture making is thoroughly
appreciated. The .seaside is perhaps little changed as anywhere, but
the cold winds and general discomfort are serious checks to enthu-
siasm. Now and then a good picture or special effect— tkating

scene, for instance, may be secured ; but, take it all together, general
landscape work iu winter is better left alone, the game is scarcely

worth the candle.

Snow scenes made up in the studio are more popular in Canada
than England, and many very excellent imitations are turned out.

Owing to the dryness of the atmosphere, salt i.s a favourite means of

representing fallen snow on the ground and surroundings, but would
in this country be unsuitable. I have found coarse oatmeal answer
Tery well and give a good snowy effect on draperies and easily

shaken off afterwards. The effect of falling and drifting snow is

obtained by sprinkling the surface of the negative with Chinese
white made iuto a suitable consistency with water and distributed by-

aid of a tooth-brush charged with it drawn across a comb, or a spray
<liffusion may be used. To give the effect of drifting, a soft camel's-

liair brush is drawn lightly across /"ruHi thu loicer to the upjier part
before the white has dried ; this, on the information of Mr. Edwards,
is the method adopted by Xotman, of Montreal, a gentleman whose
work in this direction is well known. In addition to this a few
flakes maj' be specially piuuted in with a brush, and others also

removed from the face where they interfere with the effect or injure

the likeness. Bad weather of the off season may be utilised for

experiments and repairs, and to a photographer of an ingenious turn
'if mind affords a leisure to work out pet ideas tliat in the bright
.summer weather may be put to the test of utility.

Edwaiu) Dunmobe.

TORTRAITURE.
'^A Cumnimiication to the Camera Clnb.]

ri[E most dilllcult branch of photography is portraiture ; and not
iiily is it the most difficult to learn, but it is also tlie most difficult

lo treat well in words, for the correct delineation of the human
form being the highest branch iu all the arts, it therefore requires
the most skill.

ti
If the beginner have not already a knowledge of the art, nor an

' acfjuaintance, .soinewliat familiar, with the works of painters of note,
he will find his own work the easier— it is needless to say better—by
studying the celebrated figure-pieces and portraits in the National and
other galleries, especially tliose of the Old Masters, Sir Joshua
Reynolds and Thomas Gainsborough. Among the first, Murillo"s
Upanish Buy may be studied for tho lighting of a face almost wholly

in half tone, and the management of tho hiprh light on tlie shoulder
and cheek. The child in the same painter's U<Ay tamiljf is a beautiful

example of the action of ft figure; the lighting in it may also be
noticed for tho method with which all the surrormdings are made to

teiul to tho principal figure. \'an Ostade's I'urtrait of a Hoy i;

another picture full of lessons in portraiture. Of the two latter

masters, I'vrtraits of Trvo Ocntlenten, by Sir Joshua, teaches the
arrangement of two figures in tho one picture, neither attracting
more attention than the other, at the same time it l^eing complete as
a whole. Portrait of Himself, by the same, should be observed for
the high hght. In Oainsborough',s I'ari'ti Clerl;, the carrying on of
the light to the hand and top of the book show the value of balance
in light and shade, while the shadows of the face should be specially

noted. For tho management of background in reference to figure,

George Romney's I'arson's Dani/hter can teach us much, by obser^-ing

that it is darkest at the base of the picture, becoming lighter towards
tlie centre, and darki'r again at the top, thus giving the feeling of

atmosphere. Sir Jolm Opie's picture, Mary H'ij/stoiwraff, is a tine

lesson in tlie turn of a head. And lastly, for figures and landscape
combined, T/ie Vayrants, by Walker, should not be overlooked, as

this picture in itself may be said to teach everything. Iu the land-

.scape the light and shade and lines all tend to the highest light iu

tho distance, while in the figures, the movement and repose, grouping,
and the effects of outdoor lighting on the faces, should be observed;
while, finiilly, lines of drapery may be learnt and understood in the
standing xvoman's figure. Also, it should not be omitted to notice the

yellow tints of the farthest middle distance placed immediately
against the distant blue, that makes the spectator feel the stretch of

country lying between, though out of sight—photography may be
made to render this effect quite correctly, aa blue, the colour for

distance, photographs light ; while yellow, according to its admixture
with other colours, is rendered darker.

These are only a very few of the works that may be studied ; but,

to the xvriter's mind, they are those most full of teaching, and are

specified in the hope that what has been said will guide the beginner
to what he ou^ht to study, and to what he should see In each. He
will find by close observation how nearly allied in their work are the

colours themselves and the shades that represent them ; but to render

them truthfully in a photograph great skill is required in the know-
ledge of their work and action on the silver salts.

In looking at all good portraits, it will be observed that everything

is made subservient to the figure; not only that, but tending to it

;

and in the figure itself all the lights are subordinate to the light on
the face, which is the principal object. Ilence in the studio the

background should be selected very carefully. It is a good plan, if

the room be given entirely to work of this and kindred natures, to

have the walls papered with some patternless paper of a light-reflecting

colour ; pale blue-grey is about the Ijest, as it will reflect sufhciently

to brighten the side of the figure axvay from the centre of light ; at

the same time it will not give a white result with long exposures.

Otliers of different tints, or partly shaded, may be used, being kept
rolled tight to prevent creases when not in use ; but these can be

dispen-ed with if the photographer learn to shade the permanent one

by using screens in various positions, causing them to throw soft

shadows, that will darken it ui the proper place without intercepting

any of the rays falling on the figure from the centre of light—which
sho'ild have curtains of some gauzy material for drawing over when
necessary.

Now, to make a good portrait—by that I do uot mean merely a

representation of the sitter's features, but a picture representing

individuality—many things are necessary which must be carefully

observed and thought about. This can best be explained by reference

to the illustrations, practice . afterwards giving rapidity to the

process.

[The paper here referred to an interesting series of examples sent

by Mostyn Clarke as illustrations of the points he wished to emphasise,

and concluded as follows] :

—

Before proceeding to the question of exposures, a few words may
be said on tho subject of tlie proportions of the boundary-lines of

pictures, xvliich are, in some cases, the actual frame. It will be

enough to suggest the two following facts, resulting from obaervatior,

leaving you to reason and apply them for yourselves.

Tlie length and breadth of the frame must be relatively pro-

portionate to the length and breadth of the figure shown.

The distance between the top of the frame and the highest point

of the head will be found to decrease, and that between the side of

the frame and face (on the outlooking side) to increase proportionately

as the length of the frame inci-eases over the breadth, and rice versa.

By the word " frame " in the above is meant the boundary-line of

the picture itself, and not the outer frame.
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The o:5po8ure8 necessary for portraits taken in a studio such as that

described cannot he otherwise than protracted ;
therefore it is well to

choose sucli positions as will be the least trying to the sitter's powers

of remaining at rest.

The reason, as before stated, for this great length of exposure is,

that without it we should have no broad sweeps of light and shade,

but rather patchv results. For the exposures of portraits out of

doors a shorter time is required ; about five to ten seconds, according

to the state of the light and the time of day, the light being strongest

from about eleven until two o'clock, and considerably weaker after

three o'slock in summer. A good idea of its varying strength can Ije

obtained by the beginner experimenting with sensitised paper at

various hours. As to the stops to be used for portraits in the studio,

a medium {{, or Z^) has been found to give the most satisfactory

results, as this size does not protract the exposure, while it keeps the

high lights under control. For outdoor portraits the rules are the

same as those for landscape. J. F. Mosn-N Clahke.

THE LANTERN ARRANGEMENTS FOR MR. PRINGLE'S
DUNDEE LECTURE.

Mb. a. Prinole delivered a lecture in Dundee on February 10 before an

audience numbering 2000 persons assembled in our largest public hall,

and as the arrangements were on a scale a little out of the usual, and

for the guidance of others placed in a similar position, I have thought

that a few notes in the Journal might not be out of place.

The arrangements were carried out by a small local committee

sppointcd by the Dundee and East of Scotland Photographic Associa-

tion, in consultation with Mr. Pringle. As the result of a former

experience, it was admitted by most of the members present that a

fifteen feet, or even a twenty-feet screen, was simply nowhere in the hall

to be used by Mr. Pringle, which measured one hundred and twenty feet

from wall to wall. A screen which in a smaller hall was quite large

appeared in this hall like an illuminated saucer. It was simply swamped

by the great space around. It was decided to make a sheet of the proper

size for the hall, that is to say, of such a size that when looked at from

two-thirds of the hall's length back the picture would appear of natural

proportion. After some " big thinks," thirty feet was decided on as the

size of the slieet, which was manufactured of a good cotton, six feet

wide, the seams running the whole length of the sheet in one direction.

Brass rings about one inch diameter were securely fastened at one yard

apart all round.

The next question was the illumination of this immense stretch of

sheet. An ordinary blow-through jet was of course useless, and a mixed

jet almost as bad. There was in contemplation the manufacture of a

compound jet to play on a lime cylinder two to three inches in diameter,

but after a further " big think " it was cast aside and the electric light

thought of, notwithstanding the division of opinion lately expressed with

reference to the electric light at the South London Society's rooms.

This decision of the Committee leaked out, and amongst the other

members there was a good deal of head wagging and " Take care

!

beware ! " sort of thing. " Mr. Pringle must not be made a fool of, you
know," said one. "If you use that blue, spluttering, fizzing abomina-
tion, we will have a regular fiasco," said a second. While a third sug-

gested that in any case a limelight lantern should be held in readiness.

The question of lime versus electric light was settled in the minds of

the Committee somewhat in the following way :—To illuminate this

sheet properly by limelight, whatever the actual arrangement employed,
would require from twenty to twenty-five feet of oxygen per hour at

least, and this quantity, if burnt in the particular lantern proposed to be
used (one having tour-inch condensers) would mean so much heat at the

condensers as to make it highly injudicious to risk it, or, as we say in

our local vernacular, it would be "fell risky.'' A six or eight-inch

condenser might have been substituted for the four-inch, but after all,

and "taking one consideration with another," the limelight presented
considerable although, perhaps, by no means insurmountable difliculties.

On the other hand, when it was considered that two members of the
Association were practical electricians, that our ex-President offered a
dynamo, and that the hall was advantageously situated as regards power,
it will be seen that there was strong inducement to use the " blue and
spluttering " illuminant. On putting the two electricians under oath,
and duly impressing them with a sense of the great responsibiUty resting
on the Committee, it was given as their unprejudiced opinion that were
the electric light properly manipulated it would neither fizzle or splutter,

or be in the least blue. The Committee cast the die on the side of
electricity. What was the result ?

On a night of rehearsal previous to lecture, when the whole apparatus
was tried, the disc appeared not so bright as might have been expected,
and the light hissed and roared in a most ominous manner. Moreover,
something went wrong with the dynamo, and altogether things were not
quite so satisfactory as might be wished. But the electricians said that
everything would be right in their department, and if everything else
was right there would be no failure. It was at once decided to wash the
screen over with sized Paris white to increase the light on the disc, and

this was done in the following manner :—The rings along the top of the

sheet were hung on nails driven into the bar which was to support the

sheet on the night of lecture. This bar was capable of being drawn up

a little at a time by block and tackle. Three men, each with a pail of

the wash and an ordinary fiat brush with sliort handle, set to work and
finished in two and a quarter hours, drawing up the sheet as they finished

a length horizontally. The washing was begun at eleven p.m., at a time

when the hall was very warm after a crowded concert, and next morning

at eleven it was not yet quite dry, but very nearly so. Let it be noted

that to have the highest effect whitewash must be quite dry. As a guide

to others in similar matters, a period of fifteen hours after the work is

finished is not too much to allow for the drying of a sheet of this size,

and providing a safe margin. When the sheet was dry the surface was
all that could be desired—a dead white and very opaque. The sheet

was guyed, stretched tight, and draped with an ample supply of red

cloth, presented to the Association by our ex-President. The lens

employed was a portrait objective of nine-inch focus, which gave crisp

definition to the edge.

The arrangements were completed by the formation of a lantern room,

through a hole in the wall of which the nose of the lens projected, the

fitting up of an electric bell between the lecturer's table and the lantern

room, and the adjustment of an instantaneous slide-shifting apparatus.

I may be allowed to remark, as a piece of advice, that unless the electric

current is to be obtained from a permanent installation, the greatest

care should be taken that everything in connection with the machinery
department be as perfect as possible. The dynamo should be very

firmly fixed, and the driving belt should be an old one, or at least one

that has been very perfectly stretched. The bearings of the machine
should be provided with continuous lubricators, and the brushes care-

fully adjusted. Inattention to any one of the smallest of such details is

quite enough to bring an exhibition to a premature end, but with ordinary

and patient care there is almost a perfect certainty of success. On the

night of the lecture everything, down to the smallest particular, wrought

very well. The light was very steady and very silent, so much so that

in the lantern room a whisper spoken by one of the operators was dis-

tinctly heard.
And now a word as to the employment of the electric light for opticnl

lantern purposes. Objection has been taken to the colour of the light, it

I mistake not, by Mr. Smith and others. On the face of it, this appears

to me to be very absurd. When daylight is admitted to be " blue," and
not of the correct colour for viewing objects and pictures, then the elec-

tric light may run some chance of condemnation, but as long as daylight

forms the natural standard, the electric, as being perhaps nearest it of

all artificial lights, cannot in the nature of things be held to give an

unnatural tint. The tint may be unusual and quite different from an
oil lantern—that is another matter. The absolute brightness of the disc

is a matter of size of disc The South London Society's disc, I under-

stand, was eighteen feet. This may have caused too much glare ; in

other words, a picture too bright to be comfortably looked at, although I

hardly think this could have been the case. Our Dundee disc, if the

above figure be correct, was two and three-quarter times the London one

in superficial area, and we can say that for the illumination of such a

disc the electric light, in the opinion of every one present competent to

judge, is everything that could be desired.

These few remarks are confined to the actual lantern arrangements.

It would be most ungracious were I not to add that Mr. Pringle's lecture

was very highly appreciated by the Photographic Association and by the

people of Dundee, and that he has left an impression which will not

easily be effaced. G. D. Macdocoald

ON THE COMPOSITION OF THE PICTORIAL.
[Abstract of an Address given at the Pbotofrraphic Clnb.]

The composition of that which is calculated to be made pictorial depends

very much on the taste, aptitude, and culture, of the mind who desires

to pursue it. It takes much time and application to those who are well

read on the subject of art to put this into practice, for without a fine

sense naturally of that which is picturesque there arises much diflSculty

in the selection of subject. However, when that is present it is gratifying

to state that with a knowledge of leading principles, and the methods of

employing them, the difficulties very soon disappear. The photographer

has many advantages over the draughtsman, because when once he knows

the proper standpoint to view the subject, nature, reflected by the camera,

greatly assists him in the arrangement, whereas the draughtsman has

to gather it all by his own mind and put it up besides. Certainly he

has advantages again over the photographer that he can reject at his

pleasure that which does not suit his arrangement, but, on the whole,

it is much easier to compose by the assistance of the camera than it is

without it. Never forget that the first essential is a feeling after the

picturesque and what is really beautiful in nature, then comes the

desirability of the art, by which one is able to select, separate, arrange,

and present, that which is most valuable, beautiful, and impressive.

It is to a knowledge of this, then, that I ask your especial attention

to-nigbt.

Two years ago I spoke on this subject at the South London Photo-

graphic Society, I had not then many prepared illustrations, neither
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feel that double printing is unnecessary. Certainly it is very tempting

for composition purposes, that by choice cloud effects you can introduce

lines that have a beneficial effect in composing with the landscape, yet

all this is a part of the same cobbhng which I complain of, and infinitely

better would it be were you to bide your time and catch favourable

clouds as they appear in "conjunction with the landscape. Should you

be pushed for time, and no clouds present when the plate was exposed,

then, wlien the subject is printed, tone in, and graduate a sky by the

influence of Uglit over the surface, which would represent and give the

feehng of a pure sky. It is to be feared that much of the indulgences

in extraneous appliances is the result of doing the work by the easiest

methods, irrespective of truth and taste. If there be difficulties in any

department, let us tight with them, and not resort to spurious methods

because they happen to be easier or more convenient. •

I have always regarded photographic art and its requirements as being

more allied to dramatic art than to that of fine art. For the construction

of a scene, having several figures in it, see how carefully the arrange-

ment of them have been made by actors, each individual, each group of

figures, varying in position and action, and this every night reproduced

because the subject has been fully felt and understood. I do hope the

day is not far distant when stage effects may be photographed. Indeed,

it would be worth the effort if rehearsals were made in the open air, under

sunlight, and during the course of action instantaneous impressions

taken ; it would not only be valuable and serviceable for actors, but for

all interested in dramatical and pictorial art.

In conclusion, let me earnestly urge upon all desirous of entering on

this study, either from external nature or the human figure, to begin by

making simple efforts on the principle of these forte points which I have

illustrated. Have the camera focussing glass divided into odd numbers
— say five or seven— and very soon you will be able to discover their

value and suitableness to any subject. I humbly trust the critiques I

have made on the pictures brought before you may have been suggestive

and profitable, and that nothing which I have said, either on the pictures

or otherwise, may have been the least offensive to any of the originators.

NoEMAN Macbeth, U.S.A.

iSepartmciit for Jnexperifucrt l^ljotograpljers.—

—

SILVER PEINTING.
The above title is very comprehensive, inasmuch as there are quite a

variety of methods by which silver printing may be performed. That to

which we shall confine ourselves in the present article is silver printing

on albumenised paper,

Albumenised paper is simply a fine quality of paper, one side of

which is heavily sized with albumen in which lias been beaten up a

certain proportion of a chloride, such as that of ammonium. The object

of the albumen is mainly to keep the picture on the sivrface, thereby

ensuring brilliance, for without it the photograph would be produced in

the body of the paper and have a sunken, lack-lustre appearance. The
object in adding the cliloride is to cause the formation of chloride of

silver, which is very sensitive to light, more especially when in contact

with organic matter such as albumen.

As albumenised paper is now so readily and cheaply procured in com-
merce, and is prepared of so great excellence, it is not expedient that

private consumers attempt its preparation. It is rendered sensitive by
floating it for two to three minutes upon a solution of nitrate of silver

in water. There is always a certain best strength of this solution, but

unless one knew definitely the proportion of salt that has been mixed
with the albumen, its determination is left very much a matter of doubt.

For example, some albumenisers salt their paper so lightly that a silver

bath containing thirty grains of nitrate of silver to the ounce of water

suBices ; but in the absence of definite instructions it will be found
advisable to employ a solution rather exceeding, but not under, fifty grains

in strength.

Having poured a sufficient quantity of such solution into a flat porcelain

or glass bath, take up the sheet of paper by opposite corners, so as to

form it into a curve, and place it neatly down on the solution, so as to

prevent any air bubbles forming on the coated surface, or any of the silver

solution to flow over its back. This must be done in a feebly hghted
room, one by preference into which the light is admitted.through yellow
paper. Gas or candle light does not exercise any bad influence. In
course of its duration on the solution the paper should be raised up by
one corner by means of a pair of horn forceps, and examined to see if

it is all uniformly wetted. In about three minutes it must be raised up
and drawn over the edge of the dish in order to get rid of the superfluous
silver solutitjn, and then suspended to dry. Tliis may be done either by
wooden spring clips (American clothes clips), or by laying it, back down,
over a stout cord stretched across the room. Pieces of blotting-paper

should be placed underneath so as to absorb the drippings, and these

should afterwards be placed away so as to have the silver recovered from

them.

When quite dry, the paper is ready for cutting up and being printed

upon.

Let the printing be carried much farther than it is desirable it should

appear eventually, as by the toning and fixing operations the print be-

comes somewhat reduced. After the printing has been done, place the

prints, one by one, in a dish of water, each being allowed to become quite

wet before the next is added. This removes most of the free nitrate

of silver, which is considerable. The first washings ought, therefore,

to be preserved, as the whole of the silver can be recovered, which

materially diminishes the cost of outlay. Tlie washing water ought to be

changed two or three times, but it is scarcely necessary to keep any but

the first washings.

The prints are now transferred, one by one, to the gold toning bath.

The acetate toning bath is that which will be found most generally

useful, because after it has been made it retains its good working qualities

for a long time, whereas some others will not keep good over one day.

The acetate bath derives its name from the chloride of gold being placed

in solution along with acetate of soda, and it is better that the bath be

allowed to stand at least one day after its preparation before being used

for the first time. A reliable formula is—

Acetate of soda 30 grains.

Chloride of gold 1 grain.

Water 8 ounces.

After the prints are immersed in this, tl ey will slowly pass from a

rather unpleasant red tone to a violet, and afterwards a cold blue colour.

As soon as they are seen to pass from the purple to the blue tone, remove

them and transfer them, without washing, to the fixing bath, which con-

sists of four ounces of hyposulphite of soda to a pint of water. In this

bath tbey maybe allowed to remain .even or eiglit minutes. Both in the

toning and fixing baths precaution must be taken tliat the free action

be favoured by keeping the prints in motion, and not permitting two of

them to stick together, as this will cause ineqmlity of the toning action.

After remaining for the time mentioned in the fixing bath, lift up the

prints and examine each one by transmitted light, when a peculiar traus-

lucence will indicate whether the chloride has been quite dissolved out or

not. Should such transluceucc not appear at first, retmn them to the

hyposulphite solution for one or two minutes longer. It is inattention

to the prints^at this stage that is the main cause of their fading in after

years.

Next place the prints in water, very frequently changed, until the

hyposulphite of soda is thoroughly removed from the interstices of the

paper. Some printers are so expert as to be able to ascertain this by the

apphcation of the tongue to the print, for if the soda be still present there

will be a peculiar sahne taste. It is well to wash them considerably

beyond this stage so as to make sure. Next spread out the prints upon

clean blotting-paper and remove the excess of water, afterwards hanging

them up or laying them out upon a clean towel till dry.

We shall resume our remarks on this subject next week.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 2736.—"Improved Meaus for Attacliiiig or Detucliing the Tripod.s .

Support.s of Pliotograjjluc Cameras." H. Boluen.—Jhited February 22, 18M

No. 2737.—" Iiiiprovemeuts in Camera Stands or Supports and in Meivns Im

Attacliiug Cameras thereto." U. Bolden.— />«<erf February 22, 1887.

No. 2748.—" Imi)rovemeiits in Photographic Camera Stands." Commnni
cited by E. Calix-Tonssaint. M. 0. Hi'ND, trading as Saul & Co.—JJatoJ
February 22, 1887.

No. 2803.—"An Improved Back for Photograjih and Mirror Frames.

W. D. Wilkinson and F. ¥invu:B.—/)ulcd Fcbri'o.ry 23, 1887.

No. 2891.—"Improvements in Photographic Albums." C. LUNN.—iiatei
February 24, 1887.

No. 3096.—" lniprovement.s in Photographic Cameras." J. E. Bbows.—
Bated February 28, 1887.— —

Is tobacco smoking in the d.irk room injurious to the progie^s of the de-

veloping of jilatcs ? a.sks the /'/intijyr"p/iic Tillies. One of the anssvers given

to this question asserts that cusl-s are on reconl, when negatives which had

been developed witliout the presence of tobacco smoke had neither suffered any

injuries, nor liad they been iinjiroved. It is not reasonable to believe, how-

ever, that tobacco smoke will exercise no inrtuence niion sensitive substances.

The magic photogiaphs inserted in cigar holders are developed by smoking
We are well aware of the nature of tliesc photographic toys, but cannot dis-

pute the fact of their develupmciit. Smokiug in the dark room must have

some eBect ; and as there is the cliance that it is injurious, besides increasing,

the risk of a fire would it not be bstter to dispense with it here ?
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
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„ 11 1 Ireland
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5*, Pull Mall Bant.
Coll. "f Pbysiral Srience,NewGutle.
Masonic Hall, Coo|mr-Rt.,Manch8tr.
Svke^"^ Uestaurant, 33, Vlctoria-st.
The Studio, Cbancery-lane, Bolton.
Anderton'sHott'l, Fleet-street,E.O.
Free Public Librai-y, Hamilton-st.
Grammar School.
4, Clarence-street.
Mechanics* Hall.
;W, ( ti'orge-street.

Ma'^ou's Hall, Basingrhall-Btreet.
Royal College of Science, Dublin.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On TlmrMlay night, Feliruary 21, at tlie oriliiiary weekly meeting of the al)Ove
A.ssoeiation, heM at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, Lomlou, Mr. F. W. Cox
presiiled.

Ml. H. M. H,\STIN'cs hiul taken home a piece of one of the white Dioiint.s

siioken of l\v Mr. Henderson at the previous meeting as having been tested hy
hjni. He (Mr. Hastings) had taken oil' the three outermost layers of the card,

then diplted it in litmus ; it went a deep red colour, being distinctly aciil. He
exhibited the reddened card to the meeting.

Mr. A. L. HKNDEn.soN remarked that he had stated that all the mounts
might not Iw alike.

Mr. A. H.VUDON said that Mr. Hemlerson by boiling pieces of the mount in

water might have boiled out a volatile acid.

Mr. K C. CdNKAD thought any acid in jiaper to be likely to be sulphuric
acid, as that was generally used in the manufacture.
The adjourueil discu.ssion upon Mr. Hubert's paper upon coUodio-chloride

pi'inting then took place.

Mr. J. HiBF.HT exhibited various lantern slides he had prepared by the
collodio chloride transfer process ; he had found it, he said, necessary to print
rather deejily to produce them. He also exhibited a variety of collodio-chloride
l>riut,s ui>on opal glass and paper.

Mr. J. Tn.MLL Tavloii, in making a few )emarks on the paper read by Mr.
Hulitrt at the previous meeting, and on some of the statements maile by that
gentleman in couise of his demonstration, first alluded to a claim maile on
liehalf of the printing jiaper then exhibited, that, unlike albumenised paper, it

did not expand when placed in water. In onler to test this, he (Mr. Taylor)
hail taken the identical sheet of paper handed to liiin by Mr. Hubert, and
having cut from it a slip of the precise length of nineteen and three-quarter
inches, had placed it iu water for half an hour, when, upon again measuring it,

it was found to have expanded to twenty inches and one-eighth. This fact he
considered fatal to the claim made by Mr. Hubert, that the paper in question
Vr'as quite free from the expansion by which albumenised paper was known to
lie characterised, as iu this respect Ix)th were alike. Again, Mr. Hul>ert
appeared to be jiervailed by the idea that in bringing before them collodio-
cfdoride paper he was showing them something new, whereas it was well
known to most of them present, having been originally intro<luced by M. A.
Gaudin in ISBl, and reintroduced by Mr. Wharton Simpson in IStii, alxjut
which time it had been brought prominently before the world, more particu-
larly through the I'liotogiaphic Society early in 1865, where formuhc hail been
given and specimens exhibited. Many experimentalists had at that time con-
tributed their quota to the perfecting of the process, among which the sulpho-
cyanide toning bath, advocated at last meeting by Mr. Hubert, had been pub-
lished by the Tate Mr. Henry Cooper over twenty-two years ago. One of the
most important inii)ro\'ements made upon the original formula enianateil from
Mr. W. T. Bovey, who .at that time (186."i) was an assistant in the employ of
their brother member, Mr. Prestwich

; it consisted in the a<UUtion of an
organic acid—citric acid by preference—by which this system of printing
liecanie applicable direct to [lorcelain or ojial plates. Perhajis the most daring
iiuprover of collodio-cliloride was W. Terry, of America, who added the ful-

minating compounds of silver to the emulsion with an alleged marked advan-
tage. The arldition of a few drops of the supernatant solution of strong
ainmonionitrate of silver or oxide of silver rlissolved in nitrate of ammonia, to
which alcohol was then added and heated to the boiling point, to even a bad
emulsion of collodio-chloride had by Terry been found to impart wonderful
properties of fine colour and brilliance. Still others had rung the changes upon
the various chlorides which were more or less soluble in alcohol. Among these
were those of cadmium, calcium, cobalt, lithiunj, magnesium, and zinc, which
were all readily soluble in that menstruum, those of ammonia, barium, soilium,
and strontium being soluble in an inferior degree. As Mr. Hubert appeared to
attach. imporUiiice to the novelty as well as the utility of multi))lying negatives
through tlie agency of collodio-chloride, he was rather sorry to have to dis-

illusionise him also on this point. In 1869 )iaper prepared with collodio-
chloride for this express purpose was a regular article of commerce in
Ix>ndon, and in Thk BniTisii .Jiuhx.xi. Photckmi.M'HIC Al.manac for 1870
would be found an article on multiplying negatives, by the speaker, in which
were given directions for reproilucing a negative in substantially the same
language as that employed by Mr. Hubert last week ; and the late Mr. Baden
Pritch.ard had brought this application of the emulsion before the Photo-
graphic Society, although, for some reason unknown to the speaker, he soon
afterwards discontinued its use, as did .Mr. Jabez Hughes, who had mode
extensive preparations for working it. The whites were doubtless free from
the oreanic salt of silver which would be found in those of albumenised prints
when Mr. Spillcr's suggestion of removing it by ammonia was neglected, but

in other respects collodio-chloride printa were u liab^ to decay m albamen
printn.

Mr. Henderson thought it cnrlou.i that a rollodioniswl paper hhonld have
expanded to the extent mentioned by Mr. Taylor without curling.

Mr. TAVr.ou had spoken of the baryta- surfaced paper before the collodion
emulsion hail been put on it ; the pa|ier did not expaml equally in nil direc-
tions ; the other way it expandeil al)Out one eighth of nn inch.

Mr. HiMiEHT rcm.arked that his prints did not curl in the l«ths to any
marked extent when he worked tlie process at the previous meeting.

Mr. Hkndkhson felt certain that collodion prints contained traces of organic
salts of silver in the whites ; in 1865 he ha<l sealed some colloilio chloride printt
against glass with Canada balsam, ami the beautiful purple tones had <lisa|>-

peared iu course of time. Collodion was a goixl preservative of pictures, pro-
vided that care were taken to choose a sanqile witliont an acid reaction, and it

was especially good when mixed with varnish. Simpson's formula was good in

the selection of non-deliquescent salts.

Mr. Hadoon wished to know how long the emulsion would keep and how
long the paper wonid keep with projier care, al.so whether it would give the
same range of tones from led to tilue as with albumenised jiaper. Why not
jirint direct ui>on an opal plate by the collodio-chloride process?

Mr. TAvr,OK said that when Henry Cooper introduced sulphocyanide toning
in 1865, he dwelt specially upon the fact that the progress of the toning action
iu the print must lie viewed by transmitted light.

Mr. J. J. Bbiuinshaw thonght the sulphocyanide toning bath to Ije a very
strong one.

Mr. Hi'BEiiT said that it was made from Obernetter's fominla, and not that
of Dr. Liesegang.

Mr. Mkdi.anu asked whether Dr. Liesegang had coated glass plates for con-
tact printing.

The Chaiuman asked if the high gloss conid be removed from the prints
without injuring them.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington Ijelieved the process to be hanlly snitablo for

lantern slides, because they could not be printed by artificial light, and even
by daylight could only 1« produced by contact printing.

Mr. A. Cowan said that a flexible film gave good contact with the negative,
and that « as an advant,Tge of the transfer process.

Mr. Hi'BERT tunied out about one hundred and twenty prints a day, and
had a quick eye for unequal expansion of papers ; he had not noticeil it with
Dr. Liesegangs. That the paper expandeil before it was coated with collodion
was no proof that it did so afterwanls. No, the process was not jierfect when
it was first brought out, and jicrhaps it miglit lie foUoweil up now. Dr. Liese-
gang used a trebly-gummed pai)er lor transfer |>urposes.

Mr. Cowan said that gum or some similar substance had Iwen used liefore.

Mr. Hi'BERT remarked that if gelatine had been nsed instead of gum it woukl
uot have been suitable.

Mr. W. M. A.SH.MAN said that Mr. Bruce, of Dunse, Scotland, hail worked
the process steadily for twenty years, and was doing so now, he liclieved.

Mr. Cowan stated that the carbon process could be worked with equal ease.

Mr. Hl'BKKT objected that then the progress of the printing could not be
watdied.

Mr. AsHStAN was aware that Mr. Baden Pritchard gave up the coUoiUo-
diloride process because carbon transparencies were more easily made.

Mr. Hubert believed that amateurs would find it easier than the carbon
jirocess. In working the latter experience was necessary ; besides, collodio-
chloride emulsion would kee]) a considerable time, and be always at hand to
turn out a print when w.iutcd.

Mr. G. Glanville had tried the process, but found that the beautiful tones
passed away after a few years, and then tlie prints looked worse thau those
upon albumenised paper ; moreover, the obtaining of fine tones cannot always
be depended upon ; sometimes the prints came out of a greenish colour.

Mr. HiBERT had met no such difficulties in toning. In testing for penna-
iiency, when the albumen print had entirely vanished in the solution the
collodio-chloride print had not been visibly attacked by the cyanide of potas-
sium, and he did not see why the protection of the imago should be ascribed to
the porous collodion.

Mr. Taylor said that the collodion resisted permeation. The really fatal

thing was the internal elements of decay in the print itself.

Mr. Hi'BERT responded that Captain Abney had collodio-chloride prints
which had been kept under a variety of conditions since 1869, and were still as
good as ever ; uot one of them had altered in colour or in the purity of the
whites. Persons had failed with the process, but then .some operators were not
as good as othei's. Collodio-chloride prints hail been exposed outside his house
uniler similar conditions to albumenised prints which had been properly toned,
fixed, and washed, and the latter prints had in the course of a winter and
summer exhibited beginnings of decay, but the collodio-chloride prints had not
done so.

Mr. Taylor hail seen certain albumenised prints exposeil in a New 'York

show-case in 1879 which were in the same gooil condition when he saw them
again a few months ago, and New York had a more trying climate thau
Hackney.

Mr. Hl'BKRT responded that New 'Vork was dry and Hackney was damp,
and damp was a great enemy to photographs. Chloride of strontium was
sparingly .soluble, and chloride ol^ lithium was very solnble in collodion.

Moreover, liccause of its very low combining number, lithium would carnr a
great deal more chlorine than an equal weight of most other metals. Dr.
Liesegang saiil that the reason why his jiajicr did not curl was, that he coated

it while it was tightly stretched upon a frame, and then he dried it quickly.

He (Mr. Huljcrt) ha(l tried a few experimcuts, and found that the use of two
drachms of glycerine to the pint of emulsion greatly reduced the curling pro-

pensities.' He thought that he could tell how orxliuary paper was prepared to

take emulsion, but would not do so that evening. He hail printeil direct on
glass by the process, but then the progress of the printing could not be watched
so easily, unless a special printing frame were used He stated that any range
of tone can be obUuned with the sulphocyanide bath ; the acetate bath does
not work so well,- and requires deeper printing. He believed that be should
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always keen '^"^ collodio-chloride process more or less in use, ami that by it

he could depenil upon turning out a hundred successive proofs without a failure.

A vote of thanks was unanimously accorded to Mr. Hubert
Tlie question was asked, "Should not photographers protect themselves

against firms working enlargements for the profession, and exhibiting same as

their own work and as photographers to the public, thereby obtaining business
by selected works of those who supjiort them, at prices far below those of pro-
fessional photographers?"

Mr. Ashman .said, "Boycott them."
Mr. Cowan thought that no firm acted as stated.
Mr. Glaxvillk knew that it had been done, and such firms had the pick of

the work of the very best photograjihers.
Mr. Henderson considered that such action would be a betrayal of

confidence.

Mr. ASH.MAN believed that the system had long existed.
Mr. Glanville recommended that work should be withdrawn from such

photographers.
Mr. Conrad .said that the enlargements were the own work of the photo-

graphers in question.

Mr. Cowan remarked that Mr. Haddon had said nothing, but he knew what
Mr. Haddon was thinking. Mr. Haddon was thinking that photographers
who had enlargements done for them by others often exhibited them and
charged for them as their own work, and probaldy the picture had been
worked up to something far better than the original negative would naturally
give. The argument cut both ways. Mr. Haddon thought that photograpjiers
should make their own enlargements.
The proceedings then closed.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual fortnightly meeting was held in the Technical School, Bridge-street,
on Tliursday, February 24,—Vice-President J. W. Harrison, F.G.S., in the
chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read and confirmed, Messrs.
Hoskins and Lecson were duly elected members.

In answer to a question, Mr. A. PiMrHHEY said four-inch condensers were
the best size to use in lantern work ; and as to the question, " What is the
exact position to place the diaphragm in the lens?" Mr. E. C. Middleton
said experience should decide. Mr. B. Karlkkre recommended the perusal
of Dallnieyer's book on lenses, which gave precise particulars on the subject.
The Lantern Committee gave their report on the results of the prize

comjietition.

The next business was the development trials. Four plates each of Ilford
ordinary and rapid were exposed in Wamcrke's sensitoraeter, and developed
with pyro and ammonia, oxalate, an American developer, and Beach, by
Messrs. Delicate, Nock, Middleton, and Pickard, the results as to speed of
developing being respectively Beach, pyro, American, oxalate. The rapi<lity
of the plates shown by the numbers of the sensitometer showed nearly as higli
on the ordinary as on the rapid ; in fact, one .seemed as good as the other.
On showing the plates in the lantern, those developed by Beach and pyro were

. denser in tone, and those by oxalate and the American developer rather better
balanced gradations.

After some discussion, and an exhibition of a number of lantern slides
brought by members present, the meeting was concluded.

Tlie next meeting is on March 10, when the American slides lent by the
Camera Club will !« exhibited.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting %vas held in the College of Science, Newcastle, on
Thursday, the 10th ultimo,—I'rofessor Herschel in the chair.

Alter the usual routine busines.s, Mr. J. Pike, the Hon. Secretary, read
some notes on Oiihnchromalic J'hoiographt/, and showed some specimens of
work. At a recent meeting, during the discussion on orthochroniatism, Mr.
Pike suggested collodion as a solvent for the dye used, eosine, or erythrosine,
&C. He had since made what he called orthoclironiatic collodion, with which
an ordinary gelatine |ilate was coated, dried, exposed in the camera, and
developed in the usual way. They have answered very well, and the plate
was rendered more sensitive to gaslight. To get the best orthoclironiatic effect
it was necessary to use yellow glass behind the lens. Tlie gelatine plates Ufed
in conjunction with the collodion were the Ilford, and Mr. Pike .said he could
confirm Mr. Leon's statement as to the rapidity of these plates even compared
with those prepared and tested by ga.slight.

A di.scussion followed, Mes.srs. Herschel, Gibson, Sawyer, Downey, and
others taking part.

The next meeting will be held at the Literal-)- and Philosophical Society's
Institute, the occasion being the lantern slide competition.

CAMERA CLUB
The meeting on Thursday evening, February 24, gathered to hear and discuss
a paper sent by Mr. J. .F. Mostyn Clarke, entitled Art and I'hotnnraphy—
Portrnils. In the absence of the autlior, the paper w.is read by Mr. W. A.
Greene. Mr. D. P. Rogers occupied the chair.

Previous to the paper of the evening being read, Mr. W. K. Burton, by the
desire of some of the members, brouglit vp tin- following subject :—He said it
was known th.at a nio.st unwarrantable attack had been made in one of the
photographic j>a\>ent (The Amateur Photographer) upon Mr. J. Traill Taylor in
connection with the address he had ilelivered at the Camera Club Conference,
borne indignation ha<l been felt at the reflections ca.st upon Mr. Taylor per-
sonally, and in regard to the paper he had read. In consequence, a letter h.-id
been written and signed by such members of the Committee as were available

at the time. This was sent to the pajier in question, but was refused insertion,

and it was now considered desirable for several reasons that it should be read
at one of these meetings of members. Mr. Burton then read the letter, which
ran as follows :

—

Camera Club, 21, Bedford-street, W.C., Febrvary 15, 1887.

Fir,—We, the undersipned members of Committee of the Camera Clnb, request
the insertion o( this letter in your next issue to protest in the strongL'st terms apainst
what we consider the unwarrantable attack made upon Mr. J. Traill Taylor in the
account of theproceodinga of the Camera Club Conference, contained in your last

number. Mr. T.aylor was specially asked by the Committee to read a paper at the
Confer«nce, and, far from thinkinj? that the Camera Club was "slighted" by the
paper be did read, we consider that he broupbt before the meeting, in a thoroughly
practical manner, matters of real importance to amateur photoj^rapherB, the solution
of the difficulty of enlargiuj? with ordinary coal gas, and without expensive apparatus.
There was nothing that could be likened to the maimer of a manufacturer's repre-
sentative iu the way in which Mr. Taylor brought forward the subject.—We are. Sir,

yours truly (signed), Georok Davison, W. K. Burton, W. H. Htslop, A. R,
Deesske, E. Ferkeko, John B. CAurBELi., H. J. GiyrORD, Wasbuet Grikne,
J. France Collins, D. P. Rodsers.

The meeting having heard the letter, agreed in the advisability of including

it in the reports of the proceedings.*

On a call from the Chairman for olijects of interest, Mr. Gifl'ord cxhiluted a

new three-fold stand, and Mr. W. K. Burton showed some interesting examples
of revcrsiil of image sent to him by Mr. Lewis, of Hove, Brigliton. By ex-

posing an ordinary dry plate for a few seconds to diffused daylight under a

negative, and then developing in the usual pyro developer, a negative nearly as

good as the original was obtained.

Mr. A. R. Dhes-skr stated that by long exposure he had produced, with a
dry plate, a positive from a positive without development, but doubts were
entertained as to the accuracy of this statement.

Mr. Rodgers showed three interesting ])Iiotographs done by Mr. Blanchard
from twenty to thirty years previous. One, a silver print, having shown
signs of fading, had been treated with mercuric chloride, and had stoo<l un-
changed ever since. Another was mounted on card with a lithographic tint,

the character of this surface being, ]>erhaps, accountalile for the perfect

preservation of the photograph, which had undergone trying treatment and
exposure to damp. The third was a carbon print, also in a perfect state of

preservation.

Mr. \V. AsBURY Gueknk then read the paper on Portraiture, sent by Mr.
Mostyn Clarke [see page 135], calling attention at commencing to the following
additional introductory remarks sent by the author :

—

I am very conscious, in attacking and endeavouring to treat with brevity and sim-
plicity so vast a subject as art—even in its relations to photography—how inadequate
the work done must be ; but my object is not to accomplish the work myself, so much
as to enlist the thought and study of others. I allude to the introducing among
photographers higher knowledge and standards in art than at present exist. Photo-
graphy is the means—or might be the means—of making art possible in many a home
where greater works, even in black and white, are now an impossibility. The existing
state of things—perhaps I ought to .^^ay, as J see it—is anything but satisfactory.

Why does one turn away in despair from the majority of photographic windows, and
from a large proportiou of the pictures iu our exhibitions ? Because of a violation of
the laws, often the earliest and simplest, resulting from a want of true feeling iu art
in some, and more frequently through imperfect study. The want of artistic excel-

lence in pictures, it is fair to say, is often due largely to the nature of the papers
upon which th»y are printed ; for example, how much real feeling can be given to
albumen prints—a most unsympathetic medium from au art point of view ? Then
platinotype, possessing most qualities wanting in albumen, is in the hands of all, save
a few, sadly wanting iu wiirmth of tone. Ag.aiu, looking to the quarters where excel-

lence is, we find it with lueu whose work is not given to the public, except in a very
few instances ; thus failing to touch the source of existing evil. 'To be personal; I
have attempted to begin the alteration of this state of things in two w.ays ; oue, by
the formulation of art elements; the other by technical improvements iu the jirinting

of results. Of the former the paper to-night is a part, and I venture to hope that the
work I have endeavoured to begin will be serionsly continued by others, and will be
taken up by some of those amongst us who are far more competent to comiilete the
task than I myself am to commeuce it.

In discussion, Mr. S. B. Webber thought a reflector was of great importance,
but it was possible to have too much of a good thing. It was not jdeasant,

after using a looking-glass or a reflector, to fiiul a portrait of yourself and
camera included in tlie particular picture you were taking.

Mr. W. ToMi.ixsoN had read it suggested in some art journal that photo-
graphers would find success easier in groups than in single jiortraits, ijecau.sc

some .at least came out well, and were satisfied.

Mr. F. G. Si'IKRS had taken his own portrait by setting the camera before he
went to lied at night, so that he was being taken before he awoke. The feeling

that the pliotograjihic eye was upon him prevented him sleeping, and at seven
he rose and put the cap on, exposing again later on. He expected to come out
twins, but the photograph was not bad, only a little corpse-like.

Mr. G. Davison criticised the ex.amplcs .scut by Mr. <'larke .as to composi-
tion and expression, and asked Mr. Burton what were tlie difliculties in the
way of obtaining jdaiii non-albumenised sensitised papers.

Mr. Burton .said tlie plain sensitised papers could not well be preserved,
but must be used freshly made. They were also dilHcuIt of prcp.iration. He
thought the ammonio-nitrate process the only suitable one. He considered
that Mr. Mostyn Clarke's paper was a very valuable one, and that his jiortrait

examples showed much skill.

Mr. A. Deed suggested a special exhibition, no retouching to be porinitted.

Mr. E. Feriikro believed portraiture not worth anything without retouching,
because of defects, sucli as freckles, kc, Ijcing intensified in jihotography.

* In order that our readers may understand this matter, wc may explain that some
one connected with the contemporary named, ajipareutly ignorant of the fact that an
enlargement could be made by means of commou gas. wrote in it a silly paragraph of
a somewhat iicrsonal nature. As au erroneous opinion was entertained by a few
that the journal in question was in some way or other the organ of the Camera Clnb,
or, at .any rate, en rapport with it, the Club lost no time in repudiating a connection
which, if it ever existed, cert.ai»Iy has no existence now, and of which the lewiing
members liavo expressed .a feeling of shame, bearing in mind, ,as they do, the avowal
of the iiromoters of the coutemporary that '' no dry soientific details " of photography
would ever find a place in its pages. The Camera Club now has its ou-n organ, issued
monthly to its members, and it, together with the Club itself, has our best wishes for
its continued prosperity.

—

Kds.
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Mr. Baiiclat Imd heard it aflirmed that tf the yUte wer« exposed throagh
tliu gims Wck these di'fecls were overcome.

Mr. J. J. KoBKiiTS had not been satisfted witli his results at portraiture ou
ortliooliroiiiatic idates by artificial light.

Mr. RouiiEBs tlioiight albunicHiscd papers .suitable for portraiture and the

gloss a distinct advantage for small sizes. He would glaze these highly— treat

tliem as gems—to get all the light possible into the ilctails. ' Lighting was a

very great point in portraiture, and he hail found the best reflector to be a large

white ennlboard placed as near as possible to the sitter without being in tlie

field of vision of tiio lens. With a looliing-glass as retlector he had got a double
set of shadows. Referring to Mr. Barclay's remarks, he would observe that

taking tlie isjrtrait through the Iwick of the plate would give a reversed picture

in the iiriut. The two siilcs of the face were never alike, and the nose never in

the niiildlc of the face. He had lieeu very well pleased with the behaviour of

orthochrouiatic plates in taking portraits by gaslight.

Mr. H. J. GiFKORD referred to the necessity of having the suiToundings
suitable to the subject if it were intended that the portrait or figure stuiiy

should also be a pi<'tnre.

On March Kt Mr. Nonnan Maclwth, R.S.A., will deliver a lecture ou The
Comjxmtion qf the Pictorial, with lantern illustrations.

BOLTON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

On Weilnesday evening last week, the fifth annual soiree of the Bolton Photo-
graphic Society was nehl in the Baths Assembly Room, Bridgeman-strcet,
when the attendance of memlwrs and their friends numbered about four

hundred. The walls were hung with photographs taken by members of the
Society.

Tlie Prksidknt announced that the prizes had been awarded as under :—
No, 1 Coniiietition, "Photographs taken during the .season," 1, Mr. E. N.
Ashworth, Turton, Xnnci'tjian Carinle ; % Mr. ('. K. Dalton, Old School^

W'inwkk. No. '2 Competition, "Photographs taken at any outdoor meeting
of the Society in the past season." I, Mr. C K. Dalton, lioat House, Wursley ;

2, Mr. William Laithwaite, Whalley AUiei/. No. 3 Competition, "Trans-
parencies," 1, Mr. Jabez Boothroyd ; 2, Mr. W. Laithwaite.

Mr. B. H. Abbatt, the Secretary, read tlie annual report, which regretted

that the Council could not congratulate the members on an increase of the
Society, but its finances were still .satisfactory. During the summer months
o|»en meetings had been held at several places, and the operations of the
Society had Ijeeu very successful.

Over a hundred views were then thrown upon the screen by Mr. J. H. Leach,
while Mr. R. Mehckh describe<l the pictures.

The proceedings were enlivened with music by the members.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The monthly meeting of this Association was held on Thursday, February 24,

at the Royal Institution,—The President, Mr. George H. Rutter, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. James Lahy was unanimously elected a memlwr of the As.sociation.

The Secuet,\ky read a letter from Mi.ss Calder, Hon. Secretary of the Re-
creative Evening Classes Association, asking the assistance of members of the
Association in making a series of lantern slides from photographs or drawings
illustrative of the reign of Queen Victoria, with special reference to the Jubilee
year.

Mr. Lange showed a very fine enlargement in gelatino-bromide of two dogs.

Mr. Atkins exhibited a print which eighteen months .igo had been fixed in

liy|io in the usual way and then merely rinsed in water and dried without any
washing. The print was in apparently as good condition as it ever had been,

showing no appearance of fading through leaving the hypo in.

Tlie Secretary exhibited a nunilwr of whole-plate negatives on Eastman films

taken during his visit to Norway last August ; also some attempts at colloty|ie

taken on an autocopyist by fioating the gelatine sheet on jiota.ssic bichromate
solution, printing when dry under a negative, and, after soaking in water,

printing witli an ink roller.

Mr. Lan'oe also showed and explained the use of the "gelatine skins" for

Ea.stman's "stripping films," and Dr. Kenyou showed a negative mounted ou
the gelatine film.

Mr. J. E. Thornton, of Manchester, then exhibited his patent Jubilee
camera, tripod, and roller slide.

Mr. (iEOKiiE H. Rl'TTEn then read a paper on Oddsand-Ends. He referred
first to tlie various makes of films, exhibiting si>eciniens of Stebbing's,
Wanierke's, and Puinidirey's improved films ; he also slioweil the carriers of
Messrs. Wamerke, Pumplirey, and Morgan & Kidil. He next mentioned the
desiral>i!ity of Ijciiig iirovideil with several convenient pieces of minor apparatus
on a tour, instancing a comp.o.ss, view meter (of which he showed sjieciniens of
Harvey Barton's and one ou the principle of a monocle opera glass, also a com-
bined focu.s.scr and view meter), and bayonet joint fitting to the lens. He then
gave an account of some experiments to ascertain the value or otherwise of
various baths jireparatory to development. He exposed Eastman paper films
upon the Atkins's aensitonieter, which consists of gradually increasing thick-
nesses of tissue-paper mounted on a large sheet of glass, .so that it can be
placed in a window ; the small stoji of the lens was usetl, and five seconds was
the exjKisure. Four exjiosures were made as rapidly as jiossible, and then
each jilate was cut into two, making eight jiieces, and were divided into two
lots, one to be developed with ferrous oxalate and the other with jiyro. The
first of each lot was dipped for one minute in a fifteen-per-cent. solution of
common table salt, the second one minute in a half-iJcr-cent. solution of hypo,
the third in half an ounce of the American standanl alkali .solution in three
ounces of water, and the fourth received no preparation. They were then
developed for five minutes, fixed, and washed, and the results exhibited to the

meeting. Mr. Ratter then referred to Herr GUdicke'g article in the Photo
graphische MitthfAlunijrn on a preliminary both of »ery weak hypo. His con-
clusions were that the sensitiveness of the plates is not increaKed but the time
of development shortened, which result seems to be confirmed by Mr. Kutter'i
exnerimeuts.

Mr. W. A. Watts read A Few Words on Orthmhromatie Pholooraphy. He
saiil lie had no intention of producing a pajier, as his exiierimenta nad not keen
sufficient nor successful enough to warrant his doing so ; but when he found
the meeting was to be disappointed, through illness, of a promised paper, he
thought a short account of Ins attempts might fill the gap. He had met so far

with very little success, due, firstly, to endeavouring to work witliout a yellow
screen, and, later, to the want of Keeping i>owers in the sample of commercial
plates he was trying. Tliis was said to lie a fault in all the coniniercial plates,

but Mr. B. J. Eilwards had stateil his plates would keep for twelve months.
He next tried dipping some plates in a bath of eosine and drying, ami found
that with the yellow screen the exjwsure was incr«ase<l about twelve times

:

and although there was no very decide<l orthochrouiatic effect, the negative and
print therefrom compared with those obtained with a plain plate seemed to

nave gained immensefy in vigour and contrast. He next referred to the pro-
cesses puldished by Messrs. Hyslop and Wellington for dipjiing in a bath con-
taining erythrosine and silver, and expresseil the fear lest these processes should
be held to interfere with Me.'.srs. Tailfer & Clayton's patent. He advised
members desirous of experimenting to try Ives's chlorophyl proces.s, of which
he gave some particulars.

Mr. A. W. Beek moved a resolution, which was carried, that the varioua

photograi>hic journals received by the kindness of the several e<Iitor8 be placed
m a protecting case and laid on the table at each meeting.

HALIFAX PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.

The monthly meeting was held on tlie 24th ultimo in the Mechanics' Hall,

—

The President, Mr. Councillor Smith, in the chair.

Two new members were elected and another nominated.
There was a large attendance of members, and a very instructive evening was

spent discussing the claims of platinotyiie, the Eastman bromide ]iaper, and
carbon, to be permanent processes. The matter being of great interest, it was
decided to take a whole evenhig for the separate discussion of each process,

Mr. George Hepworth to give a paper and demonstration of The Platiw<type

Process on March 24 ; Mr. B. Rowley, The Eastman 1'rneeji.i, on April 21
;

and Mr. W. Clement Williams, The Carbon Process, on May 26.

After some expression of opinion in reference to the u.se of a preliminaiy

bath of weak hypo to development of under-ex])Osed plates, it was thought
to be of little or no practical utility, and although prominence was being

given to the subject in some <piarters just now as something new, it might be

classed as a rediscovery of an old method.
There were some sample negatives from ortliochromatic plates laid Iwfore the

Club alongside with similar subjects taken on ordinary plates. The chief

advantage seemed to be in the rendering of the lilue and violet, and very little

gain, "if any," in yellows and browns, the test being a graduated and num-
Ixjred range of colours supplied by a Berlin wool pattern card.

t3r CorreeponienU should never vrite on hoth tiiee of the paper,

AMATEURS AS ARTISTS.—LENSES.

To tlie Editoks.

Gentlemex,—I was much amused, and much more puzzled, on reading

some remarks by Dr. Jacobs during a discussion at the Photographic
Society of Leeds. He said, " The amateur has great advantage over the

professional man in being able to invest his subject with artistic attrac-

tions." I think there are some professional photographers who have some
knowledge of art. If not, perhaps Dr. Jacobs will kindly name a few
amateurs to whom they could apply for lessons. I am sure there are

some very clever amateurs, but by far the largest number have very little

knowledge of how to make an artistic picture. He also says he " pities

the fate of the professional, doomed to photograph tlio miserable speci-

mens of humanity—the incarnation of ugliness." I am sure the profes-

sional must feel grateful to him for his sympathy, and will no doubt

appreciate it highly ; but I fail to see in what way he has such a fearfal

doom. Perhaps Dr. Jacobs will kindly explain. I am always anxious to

gain information.

The other remarks of the Doctor with regard to the value of having
several lenses on his Swiss toar are much more sensible. May I inform

him that on my annual visit to that country I take abont twenty

lenses for the various sizes of negatives? For stereoscopic pictures I

use three pairs of single landscape, two pairs of rectilinear, and one pair

of rapid rectilinear. For cabinets and 9x7 negatives I find it necessary

to take four single, two rectilinear, and three rapid rectilinear lenses. Of
course all these vary in focus from three inches to twenty. One remark I

may add, and that is when straight lines ore not in the views, I always

use single landscape lenses.—I am, yours, Ac, W. Enoulmp.
St, Jamet't-squart, Notling Hill, W.
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EE.T.OUCHING.
To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—All employed as retouchers will agree with Mr. R.

Barrett's remarks in last week's number of this Jotjenal, about the

question, "How many heads has he done to-day?" and with your per-

mission 1 should like to draw attention to another point concerning
emjiloycs and employed relative to retouchers. You wil) generally see

in advertisements the phrases, '

' Wanted, a retoucher ; none but competent
men need apply. Only those that can do best work," &a.
But are they willing to pay for competent men and best work ? The

wages usually paid are two pounds per week. Is this a sufficient

remuneration for an artist (who in most instances is really the chief

means of making the business pay) ? He is expected to make every
defect in the negative right, and is compelled to sit all the weary hours of

the day trying to get on with the bulk of the work, and wondering how
long his eyesight will last, to enable him to keep on with this tedious
work. Would it not be only fair to pay competent men and for best
work double the amount now given, and to state the salary in the
advertisement?—I am, yours, &c,, OvEr.-wEiiiY.

lAverpool, March 1, ItitiT.

T. E. WILLIAMS AND BETOUCHING.
Tj the Editors.

Gentiemkn,—In the method of retouching by Mr. E. Barrett, page 117 of
The British Journal or Photoqkaphy, he certainly makes a great mistake
in stating that Mr. Williams retouched his negatives, and this brought
him into vogue before other photographers began.
On the contrary, Daguerreotypes secured him royal patronage before he

began collodion work. I distinctly remember the time when ladies of
tiile daily tloeked to his residence in Southwark to be photographed.
This was before he built his West-end studio, and when he carried on his
work of Daguerreotype slide making in an extemporised conservatory. I
pointed out some time since to another correspondent that his success
was in the lighting of his subjects, reHecting screens and blinds being
freely used.— I am, yours, *c., H. .J. Goiifin.

A DAEK EOOM LAMP.
To the Editobs.

GENrLEMEx,—I have for some months past been using a lamp which I
designed for use in the dark room, and as I have found it very useful
when travelling I have much pleasure in bringing it under the notice of
your renders.

It consi.sts of a lower portion about six inches in diameter and one inch
in depth, the top, which is somewhat smaller than the bottom (so as to
be contained in it when the lamp is closed), is connected with the bottom
of the lamp by a spiral spring, one end of the spring being fastened to the
top the other to the bottom portion of the lamp, and is surrounded on its
outer snrtace with transparent material. I have found three thicknesses
of yellow tissue-paper do very well.

When in use, and the spring expanded, the lamp, which is circular in
shape, is twelve inches high and six in diameter. To close the lamp
pressure is made on the top, the spring compressed, and the top is by this
means brought inte contact with the bottom, and is held in this position
by some small fastenings. It then occupies a space of about two inches in
depth and can be easily carried in a bag or portmanteau. I have
arranged with Ifessrs. Wratten & Wainwright for tlie manufacture of this
lamp, and it can be seen at 38, Great Queen-street, W C—I am vours *c

February 28, 1887. Amatei'r.
"

LIMELIGHT MATTERS.
To the EniTons.

Gkntlemen,—A few words in reply to Mr. G. E. Baker. I am glad to
learn that the price of gas in bottles is to be reduced, and presume the
house gas will be reduced in proportion to fouipence, as its cost is almostml against twopence per foot for making the oxygen. If so, that will
bring the cost of twenty feet of mixed gas down to 8s. 4d., and will
reduce the discrepancy, but a gieat deal will still remain. He doesnot really answer my question about the regulator, however What Iasked was not if it worked "perfectly'' in any general sense, but this
specific point

:
I I put it on a lantern and turn the jet entirely off, does

lrL,?fn
°' «""

PJ-f
ent any extra pressure passing it, or do^s it thengradua .V pass and blow off the pipe or burst it (unless strong and wellBccured)? I have seen several in my time, but all necessitated turning offat the valve if the jet was quiie turned out, and what I wanted to knowwas, whether or not this regulator did the same.

I was not so di8coui;teous as to question Mr. Baker's figures in anyway, except in the modified sense that an operator need not ZceTsanZspend so much on bag plant as was tabulated. If you u^ottuT &c^

you mn.it buy everything ; there is no choice. But many a lecturer has
made his own boards. I said nothing at all about boards " first-class,

with prop," etc., but merely upon the much simpler plan I described,

and which I have proved to be most tlioroughl}' efficient ; indeed, I much
prefer solid boards to those made with bands, as they use more of the gas
and get more pressure at the finish. I am a little surprised at what
almost seems his imputation that I got some poor carpenter to make the

set "at a venture," itc, especially considering what follows, and must ask
leave to state the facts. My own boards were originall.y a pair of Dingle

ones from Darker's. When I adopted mixed gases, I added the third

hoard and legs myself. Later on, changing for larger bags, I employed
the " carpenter " referred to, to alter and enlarge these same boards, legs,

&c. , which he did, and I simply paid him what he asked for this job when
done. He is not a mere journeyman, though he started as such ; but
beginning with one, has now two shops and a thriving business aa

decorator, repairer, and upholsterer, and ought to know what he is about.

After his enlargement was done and paid for, and with the boards actually

before us, I asked what another pair made right out would be, for a
friend, and he replied, " Somewhere from sixteen to eighteen shillings."

That is all I know about it. But in any case, I am somewhat surprised

that Mr. Baker should venture upou such a supposition without any
possible knowledge of the circumstances.
And still more am I surprised at what follows. " I think Mr. Wright

will call to mind that the price of prisms he mentions in his valuable
work on Lif/ht is certainly not commercial if a fair quality is supplied."

Here, again, I state the facts. Wanting a prism rather suddenly, years
ago, I went into the shop of Messrs. Newton, in Fleet-street, then as an
utter stranger and chance customer. I went there simply because on my
sole former visit for a tin of limes I had seen a shelf full of prisms in a

glass case. I purchased two different ones at the retail prices marked
thereon, one of which was as described, and at that time there were at

least half a dozen similar in the case at the same price. It was the first

and only shop I entered for the purpose, and what I wrote some months
after was, that such a prism " could be bought " for the price I had paid,

4s. Cd. But " quality," says Mr. Baker. Well, w+iat I published reads,

"Of course such a prism is not optically faced, but only polished like

lustres ; but it is good enough for most screen work." And so it is. As
I do not know Mr. Baker, and never had a word with him as far as I

know, I was astonished at his apparent assumption that I know of some-
thing to the contrary of this. On inquiry, I learn (for the first time) that

he is the representative of Mr. J. H. Steward, and upon that X do re-

member that Mr. Darker has called upon me, stating that Mr. Baker's
firm were unable to procure such prisms as I had described at the price.

I took a little trouble over the matter then, on account of Mr. Darker,

and ascertained that the supply I had seen were now exhausted, and there

was a difficulty in exactly replacing them ; but I found Messrs. Newton
could still supply a long prism at 8s. Od. (which, by two cuts, would
furnish three), very slightly less in face, but of t,eltir quality and better

polished ; they also supply a slightly smaller prism, fairly polished, for

5s. What I wrote, therefore, still holds good. Prisms of this sort are,

of course, not supposed to go through several optical hands, but if wanted,
should be ordered direct of dense Hint from the Hint " lustie " makers, iu

a small quantity at a time. That is my personal experience which Mr.
Baker says I shall "call to mind;" but I do not think it justifies his

inference at all. And how I am to know what a prism of a certain com-
mon and cheap sort, described as such, " can be bought " for, further

than by what it costs me haphazard, in one of the best shops in the city,

I fail to see. Had the price been double, I should have paid it just the

same. It is no part of my business to run down prices ; and although
more than one person in the optical trade has been kind enough to place

me practically upon "trade" terms, in return for various little matters
in which they are good enough to consider I have at times assisted them,
as it is a pleasure where possible to assist any one, I have never on any
occasion quoted nuch "prices" to any one else, but have always taken
care to ascertain what the usual retail price would be.

Coming back to the main question, one statement of Mr. Baker's I do
very much question, that to the effect that the light from bottles is " far

in advance " of that from b.ig3. It has often been made since Mr. S.

Highley first made it, but I have often seen bottles used and never seen
it verified. With one qualification, perhaps : if some old-fashioned jeta

are used, " bunged up " with useless pucking, great pressure may produce
a better light. But with our modern jets, possessing large chamtiers and
a clear passage, I have yet to see their light with bags surpassed from
bottles. I am, however, not only willing, but very desirous, to be con-

vinced, since, as the Editors know, I have very solid reasons for wanting
to get on polariscope, and especially microscopic work, the very utmost
light a lime can give ; and if Mr. Baker will let me know in advance of

any occasion on which he is about to do his very best, if I possibly can
I will bo there to learn a lesson, and will own up that his light is better

than mine, should it be so, as unreservedly as 1 now take leave to doubt
it. My own experience and belief is, that more than a certain pressure

makes a jet roar and does not give more light, and that very often the

fourth half-hundredweight gives no advantage until nearly the end.—I am,
yours, itc, Lewis Wrioht.

P.S.—Since the above was written and posted, I have called again on
Messrs. Newton, and find I misunderstood the price of their smaller prism.
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This is rcnlly 8R. Cd. and not 5s., tho last being the price of right-angled
prisms bs rei|niic(1 for another experiment I describe. They further now
say, that if there is any preferential demnnd for tho larger size I describe

at 4;:. ThI., or iiny decent order for it friiin any one, it can be supplied to

Bell retail without any ditVicuUy, of better quality than I bought and wrote
about. I also tind that their ordinary retail price for largo double
prcBsuro boards, made cither solid or " skeleton, " as good as it is possible
to make ih^m for any practical purpose, is very far indeed under four
guineas. Mr. Baker's may possibly have more work or material in them

;

bnt I was remarking on nereananj ontlay only. I did not even remember
his name, but only his figures, ami had not the least idea that he had any
bu.iiness interest in thoni. L. W.
March 1, 1887.

AUT0CHR0MA.T1C COLI-ODIO-OELATINE PLATES.—
A SUGGESTION.

Tn the Editors.

Gknti.ksien,—There appears to be a difficulty about u.sing eoainc on
gelatine plates on account of patent rights. Used in collodion there are

no patent rights to contend with. I therefore venture to suggest that

eosine be incorporated with the collodion emulsion in suitable propor-
tions, and then, to gain greater sensitiveness, pour on a rapid gelatine

emulsion as a preservative ; let it rest on for a few seconds, and then
drain off. In .lune, 188.5, the question of increasing the rapidity of

coUodion-emulsion plates by means of a preservative of gelatine emulsion
was brought into notice in TuK Br.iTisii Jour.NAi. of PnoxoaiuPHV by
Mr. Ernest (iraham and myself, and I shall be glad to see other experi-

menters take this process in hand with the addition of eosine.— I am,
yours, etc., G. V. J. PomiN.

Slreatham, February 23, 1887.

P.S.—The plates after washing can be dipped in the eosine solution
before treating with the gelatine emulsion.

STRIPPING FILMS.
To the Editobs.

Genti.icmf.n,—An article in the issue of the Journal of the 4th instant
contains a statement so utterly at variance with my own experience, as
well as that of numerous friends using the Eastman stripping films, that
1 am constrained to take exception thereto and to state the facts as I

have fouml them, for the benefit of any who may feel inclined to use
those lilnis.

The article, in speaking of " the old method of transferring the film,"

says, "After the negative is developed, fixed, and washed, it is, while still

wet, squeegeed down upon a glass plate which has previously been coated
with a thin solution of indiarubber and dried." Thus far good, but the
following is ill direct variance with my experience, extending over the
past year, and a very considerable number of exposures and developments :

•' The negative is then allowed to dry, and it is imperative that it be-
comes perfectly dry, otherwise the next operation—the stripping of the
paper backing—will fail."

Now all of my not inconsiderable experience points to the exact opposite
of this. I have invariably found that if the negative be allowed to dry
thnrniiiihli/, it will not strip. The soluble layer of gelatine becomes
insoluble, and the paper backing utterly refuses to part from the film.

This is the case whenever pjro (levelopment has been employed. With
ferrous oxalate no such resnit need be feared, and the negative can be
slrii)ped whenever desired. A marked case confirming this statement
occurred to me this very evening. A week or two since I developed from
ex))isiires from a roll of films made in October last. They developed
most beautifully, and were duly washed and sipieegeed upon rubber-
co.ited glass plates. In less than fifteen minutes afterwards, one of these
plates was placed in a tray of hot water, and almost at once the paper
backing left the film of its own accord and Hoated on the surface of the
water. Tlie plate, with the lilm attached, was transferred to a tray of

cold water, a thin skin of gelatine floated over it. the whole removed from
the water, gently squeegeed, and placed in a rack to dry. Tho following
morning the film was easily stripped from the plate, and a negative of
surpassing beauty and perfection was the result.

liut wliat as to the other three? The hour being late and rest

desirable, I left them in the rack to become thoroiiiihly dry, intending to
at least attempt to strip them at some future time. This I attempted to
do to-night, failing most lamentably. The paper backing utterly refused
to part from the film, leaving the glass only in company with the latter,

to the utter ruin of all three negatives. This has never occurred when I

have stripped the films before the latter were quite dr}', and I may add
that this is also the experience of the manufacturers at Kochester.—I am,
Jour.», *c., W. H. Waimsley.

iX- f.iiiiiey-place, l'hiladeli>hia, February 18, 1887.

Photocrai'HIC Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,
Mm. Ii 'I, will be on Old I)iii Plate Processes.

lExctange Colutnm

•,* Xo charge is made /or insertinrf Ecchanf/est of Appnratut in thin column:
hut iwne wifl be inserted unless Oie article wanted is ilejinitely slated. Those
who specify their requirements as " anything usqfut** mil there/ore underslantl

ihf. reason of their non-appearance.

Wanted, bAcksrottnda, bnmisber, or etadio aoco«M>rics, in etchanjr* for now trmdl*
Bcwiiif; macbino, coflt £8 10s.—Address, Photoobapbkb, 45. Gheater-Btroot, Wrexbam.

Want»>(l, good fnrrotypo specimon piotnred, qnAt-tor-plato or larf^er ; crcbanfre, nitrmte
of Kilvor, Fowing macbino, banjo, Ac—Address, COMrsCTlOMiB, 9, Market.«far«., t,

Exeter.

Abnoy'H bonk on Emolsions and other pbotoprraphic literature ; cxcbango ninffla lent
or pood infttnntanoousi shutter.— Addrc??, Couch, 6, Berkeley^street, Piccadilly,
London.

Will ozuUuugo a musical box, eiffht airs and three visible heW^ (new), fora8)x6|
Swift's i-niiid paragon lens or other noted maker's.—Address, W. B., 16, Ronemonnt,
Dong-la.a, Isle of Man.

Will exchange a fifty to fifty-sis-incb tricycle, latest ntyle, for a Dallme^er's rapid
rectiline.ir lenp, si/o from 12x10 to 1.1 li!, slidinpr tnbe or rack and pinion.—Ad-
droFs, JOH.N Baxter, 47, Metbley-road, Castloford, Yorksbiro.

15x12 landscape camera wanted in exchan^re for carved oak table (cost £7), f^af heatiuff
stove, balu.'iti-ade, g^nis-s mat, bm^kfiroundw, Ac, or exchantfi^ for 15x12 gronp lens
by a good maker.—Address, J. Hom.oway, laS, Anerky-road, S.K.

Weston'ri champion bumi.tber, patent six-inch roller, and battery of nine gem leni^eit,

ill exchange for wide-angle rectilinear leiw, whole-plate, by good maker.—.Address,

F. Johnson, Photographer, G3, Straad-strcet, Donglas, Isle of Man.

Will give tricycle, or Monle's Photogen, nr one of Wrench's new patent " Mctamor-
phiper"l:\iitcmt', or patent air brush, for a bi- or tri-nnial lantern (first-clau), or
modem portable tourbt's wholc-platc camera and lens, complete. Difference ad-
justed.— Address, Vincent Hatch, Unddersfield.

sangtoers to aronesponTient)*.

Notice.— Bach Conmpondcnl w ruitxifed to enclose hit name and address, althongli not

neeessarilif for pnlUeation. Communications may, utien thou^jM de!,it-ahle, appear under

a NOM HE PLOMF (i.H hittierlo, oi; by prefei-ence, under three letters of the alphabet. Such

siijnatuns as " Constant Iteader," " Subscriber," Ac., should be avouied. Correspondents

not confoi'ming to this rule xcill therefore understand tlie reason for the omission of their

com muntcaf ton?.

R. Steele.—We are not quite sure, bnt we believe the gentleman uses a por-

trait lens of long focus.

V. C. Yeui.ett.—Tlie address of the Willesdeii Paper Company is Willesden,

Middlesex, lliey will forward you a price-list on a])plication.

Beoinner asks :
" Is there any means of getting rid of the scratches, Ac, that

invariably come upon the faces of the sheets of ebonite used for drying paper

negatives?"—There is no way that we know of removing scratches except by
the resurfacing of the el)onite. With care in using scratches will not tie

foriiii'd.

A. WEl.iJi writes : "Coiil.l you enlighten nie as to how the image is pro<lnee<l

on the stone and stock for printing in printers' ink ! also if there is any book
]iulj!islieil on the same!"—Our corresijoudent .should obtain Mr. Wilkinson's

Iwok on Photo-mechanical Processes. It may be olitaiued through any of

the stock dealers.

Gbeenhokne.—The double combination can, as you are aware, be useil for

liortraitnre ; but the back lens, as shown in your drawing, is niisjilaced—

that is, reversed. The front lens can he ntili.sed for landscape work bv
s rviiig it iu place of the back, or placing a stop, not exceeding one-filteenth

of its focal length, one and a quarter inch in front.

J. S. N. says: "1 have, unfortunately, in bringing my negatives down here

spilt a lot of glycerine over some of them ; could you tell nie o( any means

to get this out of the film again '"—The glycerine may be removed by

copious washing. If the films show a teudency to bli.ster, the glyceriue can

be got rid of by washing it out with methylated alcohol.

K HiLi. writes ; "Will you kindly give me a little more of your valuable in-

formation ? I have a Ross' rapid symmetrical lens, and I find it impossible

to take views ami interiors in confined situations. Can I make it do so? if

not, will you kindly advise what lens to get for that purpo.se ?"—Our corres-

]>onilent had iK-tter procure a portable symmetrical lens of a mnch shorter

locus, so that a wider angle will be eiiil>raced.

J. E. Cower \vrites ; "I have some silver which is useless to me in tb»

imtallic state, and I shall be obligeil if you will tell me— 1. If I can convert

it into nitrate pure enough for emulsion purposes ?—2. If I should proceeil

iu the s.ame way as in makiug gohl chloride, using, of course, nitric aci.l

only?"-]. Yes.— 2. Dis.solvc the metal in dilute nitric acid—one jwrt acid

to two of water—and then crystallise as in making chloride of gold.

G. R. E. asks: "Can yon inform me, through your 'Answers to Corres-

iioiideiits,' where the laryta-surfaccd paper for coUodio-chloridc printing, as

recommended by Mr. J. Hubert iu last week's British Journal ok Photo-

oR.vi'HV, can be obtained? 1 have exijcriiuented considerably with this

proccess but always failed to get a suitable pajwr."—In reply : A suitable

paper for the process is supplied by Mr. E. Licsegang, of Dusseldorf.
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Obtho (Wylde Green) says :
" I notice in some of the reports of photograpliic

meetings' members say liow many dozen different kinds of eosiiies and

erytlirosines tliere are to be had, and that only a very limited number will

do for ortliochromatic plates. Can you give an address where beginners can

get the above dyes so that tliey may be depended upon ?"—Messrs. Hopkin
k Williams, Cross-street, Hattou Garden, supply a suitable eosine and
erythrosine.

A. Lkvv (University Club) asks : "Would you kindly tell me if a special lens

and very special knowledge are wanted for photogi'aphing oil and water

colour pictures, engravings, sketches, &c. 'I Also, if a special lens is wanted
for jilatinotype work ! "—In rejily : No .special knowledge or appliances are

requisite. In the case of coloured pictures, however, better effects will be

obtained by employing ortliochromatic plates. No special lens is required

in platiuotype work.

No Name.—1. By distilled water is meant water obtained by the condensa-

tion of steam. 2. If the albumen be well whipped up with a little ammonia,
and then allowed to subside, it may be used for spotting purposes. 3. The
reason why the iirints show a " milky haziness " when removed from the

toning bath is that the silver was not washed out before its immersion.

4. The same developer is used as for ordinary. The difference, if any, in

the exposure required in the two makes of plates can be ascertained by
experiment.

Half-plate writes as follows :
" Will you inform me through your ' Answers

to Correspondents ' which is the best kind of tricycle, or the make which
photographers mostly go in for? I intend to use a half-plate camera, and I

thought you would perhaps know which would be the easiest and most suit-

able, or the make generally adopted by photographers."—It is very much a
matter of tiiste, and different photographers have different opinions on the

matter. Any good machine to wliich the ajiparatus can be conveniently
attached will answer.

Bromide asks : "Will you kindly tell me the cause of small black specks
which completely cover the enclosed two lantern slides? They are from
collodio-bromide emulsion of my own make. I have got these ndnute specks
in making the last two or three batches of emulsion ; but I have had them
before, but could never account for tlient. You will notice them much
better with a focussing glass held up to the light."—Tlio sjiots appear to be
coarse particles of bromide. No doubt a more careful filtration of the emul-
sion will get rid of them.

Ned-Kub writes as follows : "In making neutral oxalate of potash with car-

bonate of potash and oxalic acid, I inadvertently poured two or three
drachms of sulphuric acid into the solution instead of two or three drops.
Will this exert a bad influence on the enlargements (bromide) I intend to
develope?"—Our correspondent does not .say to how much oxalate solution
he has added the sulphuric acid. A comparatively large amount of acid
may be added without doing much harm except making the developing
action very slow. A single trial by the development of a print will settle

the question.

Rev. W. D. writes: "In your 'Answers to Correspondents,' will you please
tell me how I can get a white porcelain dipjiing bath chemically clean ? I

have used it once or twice for the hypo bath (indeed, it was bought for that
purpose), but I am now anxious to use it for a silver bath. I do not like to
risk a silver bath until I feel certain it is free from hypo. How can it best
be eliminated?"—The best plan will be to fill the vessel with dilute nitric
acid—one part acid to fifteen or twenty of water—and then allow it to stand
for a day or .so. If the glaze be good, as the bath has only been used once
or twice, simply well washing with water should suffice.

A Puzzled One writes :
" 1. For .some time I have had a difficulty in getting

my prints to tone, i.e., they are painfully slow in toning. After reading
this year's Almanac I concluded my chloride of gold was at fault, and seeing
an article by Mr. T. Forrest on making one's own, I tried the .same, fol-
lowing ovit his instructions implicitly ; still my toning bath is not improved.
I use acetate of soda—about forty grains to one grain of gold.—2. Should the
toning bath be distinctly alkaline? I use ready-sensitised paper."— In
reply ; 1. We strongly suspect, under the circumstances, that the paper
must be at fault. Better try another sample.—2. Neutral or slightly, only,
alkaline.

E. Dudley says :
" Will you please answer the following questions in your

'Answers to Correspondents?'—1. 1 had some of England's intensifier made
up the other day according to the directions in this year's Almanac, and on
putting a plate into it found that it diil not intensify at all in spite of
leaving it in for about thirty hours. Can you account for this ?—2. I had
also Beach's developer made up. This also would not work, but think this
was ]>erhaps due to the pyro solution being wrong. I added one ounce
suli>ho-pyrogallol (Platiuotype Company's). I think this cannot be enough.
Please tell me if it is so, and whether it would prevent the iniaoe from
appearing at aU. Can I remedy it now ? "—In reply : 1. Probably [our
correspondent omitted to treat the plate with the ammonia after the mercuric
solution.—2. Better make up a fresh solution.

Sulphur writes
: "Can you kindly inform us the cause of the spots on the

enclosed print? We have been troubled with similar ones lately on several
prints out of a batch. We have tried every means to cure same—different
batches of hypo, different brands of paper—but to no purpose, as a certain
]>ortion of the prints is sure to get them ; sometimes when we take them out
of the washing trough, other times after they are mounted or being enamelled.
We also discarded the zinc trough, we wa.«hed in and used porcelain dishes and
pans instead, and still they come. The only cause we can assign for tliem is
that it must be sulphur in the albumeu of the paper or else some injurious
matter in the water of this town. If it was the latter, why should only some
be so! We would be glad of your opinion on the subject."—The spots are
clearly due to sulphur, arising, probably, from air bubbles adhering to the
surface when they are immersed in the fixing bath ; or, may be when they
art removed from the hypo into the first washing water.

'

Ortho writes; "1. Some time ago I sensitised some paper according to a
formula given in the Journal a few months ago, a second bath being used
of citric acid, gum arable, &c. After using the acid bath a few times it

becomes discoloured as the silver bath does. Is there any way of clearing

it?— 2. I have a French lens which does not seem quite satisfactory

somehow. If I were to send it to you would you examine it, and say if it

could be improved by any means ?—3. If all the waste solutions containing
silver, such as hypo baths, pyro baths, old toning baths, &c., are put
together, will zinc deposit all the silver, an<l how long does it take before
all the silver is deposited?"— 1. When the citric acid bath becomes dis-

coloured, fresh should be made. It is not expensive.—2. Send the lens

here.—3. Zinc will reduce the metals contained in the solutions. The time
required for their reduction will depend upon the temperature. The higher
it is the sooner will the action be completed. There is no silver to be reduced
in the old pyro developer for dry plates.

Der Amateur Photograph is the title of a serial issued by Ed. Liesegang of

Diisseldorf, the first monthly number of which we have received. It contains
several articles of a class intended specially for amateurs. It is printed in

German.

Photographers' Benevolent A.ssoci.vtion.—Mr. Hubert writes to say

that, as he would like to introduce a me.asure of reform in the working of this

Association, he requests those in favour of such alleged reform to meet him at

181, Aldersgatestreet, E.C., on the evening of the 24th instant.

The fine photographic and scientific collection of Mr. Edward Viles is

advertised for sale on this day week. Mr. Viles having given up country life

in favour of London, finds his whole time so absorbed with his literary work
that he has resolved to distribute his entire collection of photographic

appliances.

Photographic Society or Great Britain.—The next ordinary meeting

of this Society will be held on Tuesday next, March 8, at eight p.m., at the

Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall Eiist, when the discussion will be taken on tlic paper

read by Mr. J. B. Spurge at the last meeting, and a paper will be read by Mr.

H. P. Robinson on Exhibiting and Exhibitions.

A happy suggestion was made by Mr. Eilgar Clifton at the North London
Photographic Society on Tuesday evening. It had reference to the temporary
shutting off the light from the screen on which photogra]ihic transparencies

were being projected by the lantern, to jn'event the act of substituting one pic-

ture for another from being seen. The suggestion is to employ an ordinary

pneumatic single or double-flap shutter, the pneumatie ball being placed

between two small bellows-shaped boards, and in such a position on the floor

as to be easily pressed by the foot of the lantern operator during the moment
when a fresh slide is being pushed forward in the carrier.

Underwood's Cameras.—Mr. J. Solomon, 22, Red Lion-square, has afforded

us an opportunity of carefully examining the most recent designs of the

Underwood Camera, for which this firm is the London agent. It is a camera

that is both easily and quickly set up, and which will stand much tear and

wear. There are certain mechanical features in its construction which tend to

lightness and rigidity, and to facility in working. The manufacturers are E.

& T. Underwood, Binningham, and some of its features are patented.

In the Photograph and Record Department, in charge of Sergeant Thomas
H. Adams, are preserved about 60,000 jiortraits of between 6000 and 7000

criminals. Many of them have been received from other cities, and are not

included in the Rogues' Gallery, which contains the busts of the " best

people " arrested in New York. When a professional is [ihotographed, fifty

copies of the negative are taken, and tlie "pedigi'ee" of the person printed on

the back of each copy. One copy is then despatched to each precinct, where

the pedigree is entered on the Record Book, and the jncture placed in the

Rogues' Gallery, as at headquarters. The remainder are retained for the use

of officers, and for exchange with the police authorities of other cities.

Gallery and Record Book are the patented inventions of Sergeant Adams.

Portraits of deceased crindnals are removed from their infamous companion-

ship, as are those of the four per cent., more or less, of living ones who turn

from their evil ways wheu young, and by years of well-doing entitle themselves

to this favour, which is granted at their own request, seconded by that of

reputable business men. Should they relapse, their portraits are returned to

the case.

—

Harper's New Monthly Magazine.
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ORTHOCHROMATIC PLATES BY SOAKING.
SicH considembly divergent opinions liave been expressed

li,v different experimentalists Avith regard to not only the effect

]inxluced by soaking plates in solutions of eosine or erythrosine,

I'ut also as to the keeping qualities of plates so treated, that

in the course of our own experiments wo have given some
attention to an attcmjjt to find where the discrepancies lie.

As a result, we are inclined to name as the cause the metliod

adopted in soaking the plates ; and though we cannot go so far

as to say that this constitutes the sole cause, we have proved
by actual trial that it is possible by treating portions of the

Siuue plate in a different manner with the same solution to

protluce entirely different results.

It is not our intention here to speak of any particular

solution or formula, but simply of the mechanical application

of aiuj of the solutions recommended for the purpose, w hether
the treatment consists of a single or a double operation.
Om- remarks, tlierefore, may be taken as referring to all.

In the first place, let us suppose a plate plunged direct

into the optical sensitising solution ; the firet and most im-

portant point to see to is that the film bo thoroughly and
uniformly imbued with the solution. This depends of course
upon the length of time the solution is allowed to act, and the

latter, again, varies with the character of tlie film treated.

Thus a film consisting of soft gelatine will absorb the solution

more rapidly, and perhaps, also, more uniformly, than one in

which a iiarder gelatine has been omploj'ed or chrome alum
has been added. Some films, too, show a persistent "gi-easiness"

upon wetting, especially where no ammonia is used in the

lution, and may be soaked for a long time before the liquid

. aus in anything like an even manner from the surface.

Until this occurs it is scarcely possible to hope for uni-

formity of action, and if the soaking be prolonged in either

the colouring solution or that of silver nitrate sufficiently

long to produce that effect, then it is probable that the

photographic or orthochromatic properties of the plate may
be injuriously affected. We would recommend, then, that
the plate be first soaked in distilled water until the film is

thorougidy softened, and tlie water runs evenly over the
surface without streaks or grease-like markings. When the
latter occur, a broad camel-hair brush passed over the surface
will prove an assistance, or, better still, a pad of picked cotton
wool tlioroiighly wetted may be applied with some force until

tlic water takes " kindly " to the whole surface. In some
' cases, especially when the film is composed of a particularly

hard gelatine, or tlie plate has been long prepared, it may be
Ivisable or necessary to render the water very faintly alkaline

*»»th ammonia, or where the latter is objectionable a small

quantity of glycerine may be added. In cither of these cases,

however, a final rinse in plain distilled water should be applied

before immersing the plate in the colouring or colour-

sensitising solutions.

The film after this treatment is in a condition to absorb

whatever subsequent solutions are applied to it more uniformly,

though less rapidly, just as a plate soaked in water before

development developes more slowly, though with greater

regularity. It will also permit the superfluous liquid to drain

away more evenly without standing in beads or drops ; though
in order to promote absolute uniformity we prefer to pass a
very soft, pure black rubber squeegee once over the surface of

the plate, and so remove all superfluous solution. The camel-

hair brush or pad of cotton wool are objectionable for this

purpose, as they are apt to leave the solution in streaks.

Another advantage of the preliminary soaking, and perhaps
the greater, is that any soluble matter that may exist in the

film through imperfect washing of the emulsion is by this

means eliminated, and so cross actions are prevented. Slight

traces of soluble bromides or nitrates in a film plunged directly

into the colouring solution would no doubt exercise some
influence of one kind or another; but, whether beneficial or

otherwise, it is better removed, as likely to lead to uncertainty

in using different batches of plates. Another substance likely

to be found in some films is chrome alum, and this, too, would
be advantageously removed without destroying the effect for

which it was originally added to the emulsion. In fact the

preliminary soaking in distilled water seems calculated to

give us a cleaner and purer basis to start upon.

In conclusion, we reiterate that it is more than probable

that many of the discrepancies in the results that have been

reported from soaked plates are traceable solely to the method
in which the soaking has been performed, as we can ourselves

vouch that very different effects are frequently given with the

same plate when the preliminary soaking is omitted.

MAnvELLOrs things have been effected by micro-photography, but

there is a limit to the degree of diminution attainable, this arising

from the silver of which the image ia formed being deposited in coarse

granidated particles, that is, coarse from a microicopist's point of view.

Whore exceedingly fine writing or drawing for microscopic examina-
tion is required then must the services of the diamond point be bad
recourse to. These remarks are apropos of our having met, the other

day, the venerable Mr. W. Webb, one of the earliest members of the

rhotographic Society, but better known in connection with his

marvellous skill in producing microscopic writing. A slide which he

liad just executed, and which he favoured us with, contains the Lord's

Prayer written so small as to require an eighth of an inch power on
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the microscope to see It. Tlie best ^ay to convey an idea of tlie

dimensions of the writing is to say that if a square inch were written

over with letters the same size, the whole of the Bible and half a

Bible more could be contained therein in quite legible form, this being

equivalent to five millions of letters. Photographic reduction could

not of course, approach this, even within almost immeasurable

distance. Mr. Webb designates this latest effort of his as a Jubilee

slide. ^_^_^^_^___

It appears to be a popidav fallacy with a certain number of photo-

graphers, that portraits enlarged from small negatives are, of necessity,

free from distortion. Many imagine that a portrait which is first

taken on a small scale, and subsequently enlarged, must always be less

distorted than if the picture were taken direct. This however does

no necessarily follow, for under some conditions the direct picture

may be the less distorted of the two. For example, if the original

negative be taken with a short focus lens placed very close to the

sitter, which is frequently the case in taking small portraits, a certain

degree of distortion is introduced. This, though not conspicuous to

the casual. observer while on the small scale, often becomes painfully

60 when the picture is amplified. Here is one of the reasons why en-

largements sometimes fail to please the sitters and their friends, though

the small original was considered satisfactory, while they may be un-

able to point out a definite reason for dissatisfaction.

In taking a large portrait direct, if a long focus lens be employed so

that the "camera can be placed a great distance from the sitter, there

will be little or no distortion. The great mistake in taking large direct

heads, as we have frequently pointed out, is that of using lenses of far

too short a focus. In the old wet collodion days, lenses of large

angular aperture were almost imperative, but it is not so now.

Gelatine plates when employed with lenses of long focus and com-

paratively small aperture, require far less exposure than used to be

necessary when the collodion process was worked even under its most

favourable conditions. Large heads can now be taken direct without

difiiculty, and, to all intents and purposes free from distortion, pro-

vided a lens be used of sufliciently long focus to permit of the camera

being planted at a considerable distance from the sitter.

Anent the article last week On Business Matters, a correspondent

in the country writes, denying that the same " seedy state of things"

which he says reigns supreme in most London studios exists to the

same extent in country ones. This we can confirm, for we know that,

as a rule, the higher class of studios in provincial towns, particularly

in seaside places and holiday resorts, are far better cared for than are

tliose of a corresponding status in the Metropolis. If the whole of the

discarded properties and backgrounds which are totally unusable,

owing to their- being out of date or too dilapidated, which are now

crowded up in corners in many studios were eliminated, and only those

in actual use retained, the room would really look better furnished,

and also present a more modern appearance generally. Here is a hint

for the coming season, to all whom it may concern.

however, it has opened, as February closed, with a succession of

fo<'<'y days such as few remember to have seen before at this season.

Tlie foi's have not been confined to the Metropolis alone, but have been

pretty "geuei'al throughout the kingdom. On several occasions they

have been accompanied by sharp frosts, which have produced somr

excellent hoar-frost effects, and some admirable photographs of them

have been secured. Occasionally at this season some charming fro.n

pictures may be obtained, but they must be taken pretty early m tlio

morninn', because, when the sun breaks through, its heat quickly

causes the sparkling crystals to disappear; hence the artist who wishe-'

to secure this class of picture must be on the alert at this time ot

the year.

Notwithstanding the advantage of the electric light to those who

possess it, in bad weather it is not always the photographic panacea tlmt

many are led to believe. In dull weather, or when there is no natural

light whatever, the electric light is satisfactory enough. But when a

dense fog pervades the studio it is found, in practice, that brilliant

negatives cannot be obtained unless, indeed, the camera be brought

very close to the sitter. This entails the employment of a short focus

lens with its concomitant evils, which the most skilful retouching fails

to remedy. Obtaining satisfactory negatives through twenty feet or

so of a genuine "pea-soup" London fog—however many thousand

candle-power the electric light may be—is not an easy thing to ac-

comphsh, as all know who have made the experiment.

What has been said with reference to the studio and other depart-

ments of many establishments, applies with equal force to the outside

specimen frames. If half the pictures exhibited in some show-cases

were removed, the remainder would prove attractive. A few faded or

yellow portraits in antiquated costumes, interspersed amongst others

which are fresli and in modern attire, are quite sufficient to leaven

the whole batch. At the entrance to what, a few years back, used

to be considered one of the leading West-end establishments, are to

be seen some specimens which were produced probably .some fifteen

or more years ago by its late proprietor. The photographs are yellow

and fading, and ai-e in the old-fashioned passe-partouts. The only

merit these pictures ever possessed was, that they were somewhat
large for the period at which they were taken. These photographs

appear to quite overpower some really good work of smaller dimensions

of n modern type wluch is in close proximity.

Mauch is not usually looked upon as an unpropitious month for

photography, so far, at least, as fogs are concerned. This year.

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.

" The negatives turned out nowadays are not worth calling negatives

at all." Such is the dictum of a professional platinotype printer, and

I could not help calling it to mind a short time since, as I looked at a

wet-plate portrait negative taken many years ago by a first-rate pro-

fessional. There is something about the look of a good wet-plate

negative that altogether puts gelatine in the shade ; but for printing
'

results I am bound to say the statement I have quoted is not only too
j

sweeping, but is far from the mark. My own opinion, that the work
|

of the best gelatine men is equal to that of the best collodion men,
\

while if we go to inferior workers in both classes, the gelatine work
j

will be, out and out, the better. I know one amateur of eminence i

who, though he had worked collodion processes for years, never turned

out a presentable picture, except in his own estimation, until he took
[

to gelatine; another, who had exhibited (/ood collodion work un-

successfully on many occasions, but took a prize the first time he ex-

liibited gelatine.

But Mr. F. M. Edwards, when he made the statement, was

speaking in connection with the platinotype process, which, he says,

requires''good negatives, those by the wet-collodion process being the

best. L^ndoubtedly the process requires, in order to produce the

finest results, not only a "good" negative, but a good negative of a

certain class—dense, and with plenty of gradation from almost!

absolute opacity to clear glass—Just the type of negative that was;

more frequently found iu the wet-collodion days than now. But I
j

deny that it is impossible to produce such with gelatine, or that it is
j

more difficult in competent hands. Perhaps the reason such negatives'

are not more common nowadays is that tastes have changed in such

matters.

With regard to the discussion that has been going on as to the per-

manency or otherwise of collodio-chloride prints, I think as muchi

may be said as in connection with ordinary albumen pictures.^ One,i

like the other, may be permanent—that, is reasonably so—or it may

not, according to circumstances. A year or two after the first publi-'

cation of the process I saw some positives on opal in the studio of an,

artist of repute that had been produced in this manner, and which in|

the short time since their production aud under favourable circum-i

stances for keeping had faded from their pristine purple tone to ai

sickly brown, highly suggestive of sulphuration. On the other hand,;

a few months ago I came across, in the portfolio of a friend, some)

coUodio-cldoride prints on paper, which, from their tone and thej

purity of the fights, might have been executed yesterday, tliough, myl

friend informed me, they were at least fifteen years old ; and a couplt

that had been hanging for several years on the -walls of his study
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appeared in nowise different. It is possible the opnl glass might have
exercised a l)aiioful inrtucnco in the one case, but tlie other seems to

nie to prove that coUodio-chloride prints need not necessarily fade.

But there is anotlier possible reason for tiio difTerenco, though it is

witli somethinfj like fear and tremliling that I mention it at the

present time, since the practice is coming into vogue again. I allude

to the employment of the sulpho-cyanido toning bath, wliich was in

great favour for collodio-chlorido pictures in the early days, and is

now in equal repute for gelatinochloride. About the same time, too,

the sulpho-cyanidos weiij recommended as substitutes for hypo as

iixing agents, and I remember somebody spoke of them as " the fixing

agent that will not fix.'' Perhaps the sulplio-cyanide iixing bath
might have l«en the delinquent.

The ( 'ellerier mechanical colouring process received a good adver-

tisement in rather gushing language in a report of the Hirkenhead
Association'sorao time ago; but although the advertisement tells us

what it will do up to a certain point, it saya not one word as to how
it differs from a score—nay, at least, a hundred—of similar methods,

patented and unpatented, that have seen the light during tlie past few
yi'ars. The poikelograpli, crystoleura, oleotint, and any number of

others have, in turn, " glimmered lilce a meteor '' and then—" gone."
In reading through the weekly reports of the meetings throughout

the countn,', one cannot help being struck witli the vast change that

is going on in favour of practical and useful demonstrations. Time
was when tlie monthly meeting of a Society formed a convenient
opportiuiity for professionals to meet and talk business matters, and
amateurs to compare notes anl results ; and if any one read a paper
on " A Trip to the Land of Goshen with the Camera," it pleased the
author no doubt, and was accepted by the company assembled as a
matter of course—a part of the day's business, in sliort. I don't object
to the " Where-to-go-with-tlie-Camera " style of lecture if it is illus-

trated by means of the lantern, and the lecturer is not too diffuse in

his descriptions of the scenes displayed ; but, I think, even lantern
entertainments are better unaccompanied by any formal " lecture ;

"

the name of the view and any information, historical or interesting,

that can be conveyed in a few words, without delaying the entertain-
ment, are, to my mind, quite sufficient. As a proof of how photo-
graphy has advanced the lantern in favour, I notice tliat out of nine
meetings reported in one week, no fewer than six were " lantern "

meetings.

Under the hea-l of practical demonstrations we may fairly class

any actual exiiibition of the working of a process, whether new or old

;

and these are, I fancy, what are most wanted nowadays by the vast
number of new recruits in the photographic army. Though there are
miuunerable hand-books and guides to the science, few, if any, go
sufEcieutly into minute detail to bring matters within the comprehen-

; 'u of the complete tyro ; besides which " an ounce of practice is worth
pound of theory; " and in the course of half an hour's demonstra-

tion a novice may pick up more than ho could in a year's reading.
As a contrast to this style of filling part of an evening's meeting, I

may briefly refer to a paper on an art subject read before one of the
>ldeat societies in the kingdom, by one who has hitherto figured as a
"•mist. Such feats of word-playing as "the monochromatic studies

"i mens and lens" maybe ingenious, and perhaps interesting to the
immediate friends of the author, but to parody a well-known saying,
" C'e nest pas la phutoyraphie."

Before leaving the question of practical demonstrations, I would
point out an instance where such would be an advantage. .\t the
last technical meeting of the Photographic Society another long dis-

cussinn took place on the subject of orthocliroraa'tic photography, in

the Course of which it transpired that while some found orthochromatic
plat.vs (if the greatest use, others could derive no benefit from them.
'>ii' section found tho yellow screen absolutely necessary to success,

! hers invariably worked without it. Then again, though some who
i>d successfully prepared and used orthochromatic plates found they
"'"ill not keep, one, at least, of the speakers averred that they would
I" v 1-^ well as others. Patent rights were then touched on. But it is,

ie, impossible to enter on a practical demonstration on such a

„ : except in a court of law. Still I would suggest that the con-
llicting parties in the technical part of the question should appoint a
night to " have it out," or try and convince one another, though I am
afraid that some of them, though forced by the circumstances of tho

occasion to " comply against their wills," would " remain of tho Mma
opinion still." But that would not matter much so long as the looker*-

on had the dust wiped from their eyes.

By the way, alluding to Mr. Debenham's remarks as to the German
metiiod of examining applications tx>fore gi-anting a patent, how is it

that, though Messrs. Tailfer & Clayton were refused protection for

their invention on the ground tliat it was not new, a patent was
subsequently granted to a German for what appears to be substantially

the same thing P Monitob.

OX THINGS IX GENERAL.
I AM rather surprised at a certain important statement made by Pro-
fessor Stebbing having been allowed to pass without comment, seeing

that it appears to enable us to view the eosino patent in an entirely

new liglit. He informs us that in 1877 he prepared gelatino-bromide

plates with emulsion that had been dyed with eosine, ho preparing the

plates, and M. Bucos du Ilauron sujiplying tho dye. The centre upon
which the whole subject turns is the publicity of this treatment. If it

was publicly known in 1677 or 1878 that eosino was used in combi-
nation with gelatino-bromide emulsion, I think it may bo taken as a
fact that the Tailfer k Clayton patent, dated several years subse-

quently, is not worth the paper it is written upon, unless there be in

it a special claim for a combination of ammonia and eosine used with
the gelatino-bromide.

Mr. Albert W. Scott's hints upon the use of coal-tar colours are
decidedly useful, and collodion, as he justly states, is infinitely superior

to varnish for producing a coloured film upon glass. This explanation
he offers of the change of colour in a varnished film may be supple-

mented bj' the statement that, as varnish is often made of the coarsest

samples of methylated spirit, the impurities in that spirit may be the
cause of a change of colour from red to violet, as it is a fact well
known that aldehyde—a frequent accompaniment of such spirits

—

rapidly changes magenta into an excellent blue, and thus a .strong

magenta solution, partially altered, would appear violet in colour.
Further, with regard to the dyeing action upon gum arable, so far is it

from being the case that such gum is not dyed by coal-tar colours,

that I may say gum solutions of the dyes are not infrequently made
by adding spirituous solutions to strong acacia mucilage, and well

stirring the whole ; tlie colour leaves tho spirit and attaches itself to

the gum, from which it is not separated by dilution witli water.

Mr. Scott is a practical man, and bis lantern articles abound with
useful hints. I should be very glad if ho could tell me where to

obtain tlie stout white drawing paper, six feet square, that bo .'peaks

of, as four feet nine inches is the utmost width I have ever been able

to meet with, and I have tried many places. A six feet sheet of paper
would be very useful to me for certain purposes.

I see in a recent number of this Jorn.VAL an account of the

photographing of a bullet after being fired from a rifle, its velocity at

the time being about a (juarter of a mile in a second. There is no
doubt that even m these days of dry plates and drop shutters this is a
marvellous feat, compared with which the photographing of the
"Flying Dutchman" at express speed is mere child's play. But

—

"history repeats itself"— I should like to ask whether something quite

as wonderful was not done nearly three decades ago wlien dry plates

were not ? Was not a bombshell in flight taken by means of a
Skaifcs I'istvlyraph, as the remarkable little instrument was caco-

phonously called 'f

Again may I say, " History repeats itself." Some considerable interest

has recently been created by the introduction of an " iris diaphragm "

to photogr.iphic lenses. I do not know how long such a diaphragm has

Ijeen used as a microscopic adjunct, but I have a most distinct recol-

lection of seeing a photographic lens fitted with a diaphragm of
similar, or equivalent, construction close on a quarter of a century ago,

so that it is scarcely just to speak of it as a " recent " introduction.

I noted, as did Mr. England, tho droll utterance of Dr. Jacobs at

the Leeds Society meeting. Of course, as regards the necessarily brief

abstracts of the many Society meetings recorded in these columns, it is

easy to understand howdifficult itmust be to give a correct/jM-m of each
speaker's words; but it is not easy to imagine what else Dr. Jucobt

could have said at all like the words attributed to him,* than which
• See Dr. Jacobs's letter of cxi)lanation in another pnje.

—

Eds.
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words nothing could be more absurd, " The amateur had a great advan-

tage over the professional photographer, in being able to invest his sub-

jects with artistic attraction." Whatever his ability to impart such

increased attraction may be, ho is too modes^t to make a point of

frequently exhibiting it in his works, and I must say that the logic

that deprives a man of his powers of artistic expression the moment

he becomes a professional is of a very halting character. It is also

news to me that the professional has daily presented to him a series of

" miserable-looking specimens of humanity, generally incarnations of

ugliness."

If ever a need for the enactment of a particular clause that appeared

in one of the abortive copyright bills, to the effect that no picture

should be exliibited without the exhibitee's permission, was proved, it

was in the letter to the Editors by a correspondent, " W. C. B.," re-

plied to in the last number for February. This fellow actually asks

for advice from the Editors how to proceed when " people object to

what they term being ' stuck up ' in a, show case," for, he says, " a

photographer cannot be expected to be always changing his specimens

merely to suit whims and fancies." These are the men who are a

disgrace to the profession. " ^\'hims and fancies," forsooth ! I think

the above initials must be wrongly given—C. A. 1). would be nearer

the mark. It is difficult to keep one's patience; I wonder how the

Editors manage to keep theirs. However, of course, if they said all

they thought there would soon be an end to the ' Answers to Cor-

respondents " column, for which I should be sorry, as it is a constant

source of interest and amusement to me, as also are certain portions of

the advertisement pages. The latest cutting from the latter that has

gone in my cabinet of curiosities is an advertisement that runs —
" 4.5 Warnerke.—An emulsion maker, who can with certainty pro-

duce plates of the heat quality giving above number, will be dis-

engaged," &c. Such a man has no right to be disengaged, he is too

valuable to lose. My "W'arnerke is only marked up to 25, as are those

of most of my friends, and to think that io can be obtained raises a
feeling of the inteusest wonder as to how it is done.

What a capital lecture was that recently delivered by Mr. J. Traill

Taylor at the Society of Arts ! There are few who cannot learn
something from it; and his description of the various modes of
finding the focus of a lens is a capital summary. But, as a matter of

fact, who, out of the thousands possessed of a camera and lens, ever
is wise enough to ascertain for himself the focus of his lens or lenses ?

Very, very few, 1 am certain. Yet the process is very simple. For
the average photographer who cares little for optics and will not
go to the least trouble for finding the foci of his lenses, I am inclined

to think the method given in Tuk Biutisii Journal of Photo-
(iiiAPHY a few years ago is the simplest and easiest yet given. (.)n9

had to hang up a two-foot rule and observe tlio size of its image when
the camera was at a certain distance away. Tliis size marked on
paper with a pencil was compared with a series of lines given in con-
nection with the article, and the focus was read off at once out of the
table given with these lines. Here was no trouble worth speakinn- of.

All that was necessary was to have the Jouenal at hand.

FiiKE Lance.

BICIIROMATED GELATINE EMULSION PAPER.
BEFonn proceeding to a description of the developing operation I

should like to interpolate a few remarks which further experience with
the Obernetter paper have led to.

In my previous article I spoke of the occasional adherence of the
print to its original support if too long exposed in the printing frame.
This danger, I find, is far greater than I at first found, especially when
chloride of sodium is added to the sensiti.'iing solution, as the colour of
the sensitive surface is then so light that the solar influence penetrates
too readily through the wliole depth of the comparatively thin layer
of emulsion

; and in tlie case of a negative combining delicate half
tones with strong sliadows, it is difficult to secure the former without
rendering the latter adherent. In this case, though portions of the
image may developo successfully, the film will he torn on strippin"'
away the paper. With thin negatives offering little contrast, and
using a very weak sensitising bath—not more than one and a half per
cent.—the development is easy, provided the printing bo performed in
a weak light, and its progress carefully watched, which is easily done

on the pale yellow surface. When the half tones of the picture are

just visible it is done.

I also mentioned that I had not tried the effect of sensitising

without the addition of salt, but I have now done so, and lind it an

improvement, inasmuch as while it lengthens the exposure, as I liad

expected it would, it naturally lessens the danger of printing through

to the insoluble substratum. In tliis case, however, the bright scarlet

colour of t!ie sensitive paper quite masks the faint brown image

produced on the plain yellow surface, and consequently renders the

timing of the^exposure a matter of guess-work, unless an actinometer

is used. So great is the difference between the two forms of paper,

or, rather, of sensitising, that a sheet, one half of which was dipped

for an instant into the sensitising bath containing cldoride, after

immersion in plain bichromate in order to discharge the red colour,

developf'd successfully, so far as the scarlet portion was concerned,

though the other half tore away with the paper, the parti-coloured

sheet having been exposed as a single print.

The method I mentioned casually as giving promising results, that

in which the emulsion paper is blackened by exposure to hght before

bichromatising, appears to me now to bo the best of the three ; the

very much darker colour of the layer of gelatine retards the pene-

tration of the light, with very much increasing the exposure as com-

pared with the scarlet form ; while, in addition to that, the combined

action of the light and free silver upon the gelatineitself colour the

latter, and so add greatly to the face of the image produced. The

body of gelatine is quite sufficient, but it is so weak in silver as com-

pared with a negative emulsion, that after development, when the

silver haloid alone forms the imago, it is absolutely necessary to resort

to heavy intensification in order to secure sufficient force even for

opal work. But the preUminary exposure to light not only darkens a

portion of the haloid, leaving the rest in fifii, but it also stains the

gelatine itself, without in any way rendering it insoluble, and so pro-

duces an image of ample sti cngth for opals or for transparent positives,

to be transferred to paper or backed up with any white material.

It may be noticed that the image produced by this last method, if

dried when tlie glass picture comes away from the hot-water bath,

presents, when placed in contact with a sheet of white paper, pre-

cisely the appearance and, it may be presumed, the composition of an

untoned and unfixed print made upon Obernetter paper in the ordinary

manner, minus, of course, the unconverted haloid. Its colour is a

bright red, verging between those peculiar photographic nuances

described from their character as " brick," and '• cherry red," tending,

however, more in the latter direction. Here, then, is a chance of

making opal positives of the true " photographic purple " tone

by simple gold toning, and without the slightest suspicion of any

lurking sulphine compounds to cast a doubt on tlieir permanency, for

no hypo is used in the process. True chromium .«alts are said to have

a clinging love for gelatine paper, and especially opal, but I do not

think tliat would seriously affect the permanency of even the tone,

and not at all the picture itself. All the carbon prints, I fancy, that

I ever saw, which have shown changes of colour under the influence

of time, were early single transfer prints, executed perhaps before the

danger of lurking chromium salts was suspected.

But to proceed to development. Let the requisite glass supports

be prepared before commencing to manipulate the prints. If opal,

in the c.ise of "matt surface" it will only require carefully cleaning,

though a thin layer of hardened gelatiue will be no detriment. If
j

the opal be smooth, i.e. polished, the substratum is absolutely neces-
!

sary. If the prints are to be retransferred from plain glass to paper

the former must be prepared witli I'rench chalk and coated with '

collodion, after which it is washed free of tlie ether and alcohol and
j

loft in cold water until wanted. If to remain permanently upon the

glass, as in the case of a lantern slide, the French chalk is omitted anl

a coating of collodion, or gelatine and chrome alum, applied alone.

In connection with lantern sUdes a few words may be said witli

regard to the preparation, both of the tissue and the mounting glasses,

in order to secure neatness and to have the picture in a proper position

on its final support. Let the pieces of tissue be cut very accurately,

and considerably smaller than the regulation size of lantern slidf.

Supposing the opening in the finished sUde to bo two and ihrei

-

quarter inches, whether square or circular let the actual mount ii::

mask (or one identical with it) be employed as the " safe edge." Let
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tlie pieces of tissue be cut accurately to threo inches square, and let a

siuiiliir-sized opening l)e ruled sj-minetrically about the aperture in

the safe edge. This will leave ft protected margin of one-eighth of an
inch all round the picture, wliilo there will be a similar difference

between tliat and tlio glass to allow for expansion of the paper when
wettetl. This is of great importance, as if the paper extend over the

edge of the glass the picture is sure to come away in development.

For the rest, iti plaeiug tlie tissue in the printing frame it is only

necessary to place tlie safe edge correctly upon the negative, the tissue

uiwn tliat, its edges coinciding with the ruled lines; and finally, before

squeogoeing the tissue on to its glass support to see that it is exactly

in tlie centre, and, in fact, as carefully placed as if you were
mounting a print. This being done, tiie finished picture will be
straight and central.

The first operation in development is to immerse the exposed tissue

in cold water until perfectly limp, or nearly so. "With ordinary

carbon tissue, in consequence of its considerable tliickness, this re-

quires some little time, but witli our present paper a few seconds

tuiBce. If too short a time be allowed it will not be flat on tlie gla.*is;

if too long, it will not adliere through the subsequent operations. Tlie

best plan is to just immerse the glass support, and then, plunging in

the tissue, bring one edge into proper jxssition, a little within the cor-

responding edge of the glass plate. As soon as the paper seems about
to lose its tendency to curl, or a little before, draw the glass out of the

water with the paper in contact, and, if there are no creases or folds,

lay it down on a smooth table, cover it with a sheet of bibulous paper,

and that again with a piece of American or waterproof cloth, and
pass the the squeegee over it several times, gently at first and after-

wards with more force, finally placing it under pressure. If several

prints are to be developed they may be placed successively in a pile,

with a sheet of blotting-paper intervening ; or if only one or two, a

-crew printing frame may be used.

Allow the prints to remain under pressure for at least a quarter of

an liour, then plivce them in a dish of cold water for a few minutes.

This is more necessary than with ordinary carbon tissue, as, owing to

the short immersion before squeegeeing and the non-permeability of

the Ohernetter bacliing, there is not sufficient water contained in the

sensitive film to cause it to dissolve readily and evenly if at once
immersed into warm water.

After soaking in cold water for five minutes they may be transferred
to water at about 100^ Fahr., from which they are taken one by one
into much hotter. It is impo.-sible to name the best temperature, but
I find with this paper it must be high, as, owing to the reasons I have
already given, the paper and glass do not readily separate at a low
temperature. Three or four minutes in the hot bath may elapse be-

fore the paper begins to show signs of moving, but it should not be
hurried. Wlien the gelatine appears to be melting at the edges, try

gently with the fingers if the paper will slide upon the glass, but do
not be rough, ^^llen this stage is reached raise one corner of the

paper, and, still under the surface of the hot water, slowly but steadily

peel it off. Then lay the gla.ss in another dish of cooler water and
proceed with another.

Tlie development is by no means finished, perhaps scarcely com-
menced, for the image will in all probability at this point be perfectly

invisible, hidden by a hopeless-looking smear. It is desirable, how-
ever to allow the gelatine to soften thoroughly in cold or tepid water
before proceeding further, and the whole of the print to be developed

may be brought to this stage before going ou to the next. No harm
-done by leaving them to soak, but the subsequent operations arc

-leatly facilitated.

N\ hen the whole of the prints have been stripped, the first one is

taken and again immersed in hotter water, say at about 120° l''ahr,,

and moved about that the softened gelatine may be removed from
it.s surface. Gradually the high lights of the picture will be seen

as clean glass, and when all appears clear and bright a rinse

under the cold-water tap will finish the operation, and so with
the rest.

If on attempting to strip off the paper, supposing the soaking in

cold, tepid, and warm water to have been sufficiently performed, the

film ."should tear, it is evidence of over exposure. Frequently the sky
f a landscape will remain adherent to the glass, while the rest of

the picture goes away with the paper. If the paper strips without

difEculty, and the subsequent treatment leaves liftle or nolbing on
the glass, under exposure is the fault.

If the developed image is to remain on the glass on which it is,

nothing remains except the toning, of which, however, in |connpction

with these thin films, I am not in a position to speak in this article.

IJefore proceeding to that part of the subject, I wish next week to

refer to the method of making an emulsion and coating paper, which
removes all the trouble arising from the insoluble substratum of the

Obornetter paper. I hope then to bo able to deal with the toning

and finisiiing.

I have devoted more time and space to this subject than at first I

intended, but in my renewed experiments I have discovered in the

process possibilities I had not previously suspected, and that must
therefore be my excuse. H. Y. E. Coteswobtii.

PORTABLE D.-VRK TENT.S.*

WiTiroUT placing on record any chimerical suggestions for an entirely

now form of tent, let us try and see if we cannot improve upon the old

one, at any rate, so far as the present occasion serves, to the extent of

its carcase. I am confident that a thoughtful commercial attempt to

remedy the defects I have pointed out would meet with success, for

there is no doubt that if a really serviceable developing tent were in-

troduced it would sell like wildfire. It has been the one thing wanting
for several seasons past. To begin with, I have little or no fault to

find with the outside dimensions of the present tent ; writing from
memory, a 10 x 8 is about 28 inches by 21 by 7—nothing out of the

way. The shape is in its favour—which is more than can be said of

other types, such as the umbrella, the music-book pattern, and so on.

For the wooden bodj', however, I would substitute something else

;

wood is not a vital necessity, it is heavy and untrustworthy. I think

a well-made mail canvas would do . It is largely used for camera cases,

is strong, and if not absolutely light-tight might easily be made so by
being given an inner lining of ruby fabric. It will stand a tremendous
amount of wear. I have seen camera cases which have been all over

India and Europe, braving a thousand vicissitudes and returning quite

uninjured. If it were employed for the body of the tent it would do

away with a power of weight, and, what is more, as it is of such an
eminently serviceable nature, would obviate the employment of costly

brass-bound mahogany for tropical climates, and indeed of a travelhng

cover which, with wooden bodies, is a shie qua non. Then, as to the

stand. This is, as most people are aware, an imposing affair ; it is

twice the size and weight necessary, although I am bound to admit it

has to support a lot, and is both rigid and strong. Hut under our re-

formed tent it need not bo so big, and strength can be obtained with

less work. I would make the head into which this tiipod fits a per-

manent part of the base of the tent. The major portion of the front

elevation of the tent ought to be monopolised by the window—the

little strip of glass which makers give us at present being ridiculously

inadequate, especially if the outside light be dull. There ought to

be no difficulty on this head, for, of course, when the tent was closed

the glass would, as now, be shielded from breakage by a movable

panel or door.

One of the principal cau-ses of the unpopularity of the present dark

tent is that although it is fairly easy to set up it requires considerable

ingenuity in order to close it again. A vast cloud of twill, supported by

a framework of iron rods, seems necessary to ensure immunity from

the actinic rays. One would think that t wo thicknesses of some suitable

material could be used ; apparently, however, this is not the case, for

three and sometimes four thiclaiesses are considered necessary. This

covering seems to be too voluminous—and as a matter of fact it is, for

manipulative purposes. I should think a fairly stiff canvas lined with

ruby fabric and bellowsed, so that it can be easily folded and unfolded

when packing and unpacking, would be more satisfactory than the

present arrangement. As it is, when packing up the tent a neat fold is

almost impossible at the hands of an ordinary male brute, feminine

assistance never being- at hand when it is wanted. An inverted conical

bellows—so that the lower part could be easily secured to the body

—

would be a great blessing, and is highly practicable. Naturally

there would be no absolute necessity for hellowsing the covering

that formed the roof and sides although, properly done, it would

be an advantage.

So much for the carcase of our model tent. I should say that the

weight of one constructed upon my suggestions would not be an ounce

more than seventeen pounds, and would come very near to something

like real portabilitv. The employment of such a material as mail

canvas—or something similar—as a substitute for wood is highly

• Concluded from page 134.
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desirable. Intending purchasers of the present form of dark tents are

invariably floored by their weight, their general stuffiness, and that

indescribable ponderousuess always, in my mind, associated nith them.

It is no uncommon thing for a cultivated amateur to exclaim, "I could

make a better one myself." Tliat is just the very thing that is wanted,

and if somebody would only attempt it, and publish the result of his

labours, much might come of the attempt. " Oil, but we are quite in

the hands of the shopkeepers! " cry some. >4(( cojifrafVc, Messieurs,

they are in yours. The coming season looms in sight ; I believe that

if a developing tent modelled upon the imperfect suggestions I have
thrown out were placed on the market it would find a swift sale, par-

ticidarly if its internal arrangements were correspondingly improved.
This, by the way, reminds me that I have not, as yet, touched upon
that branch of the subject, which must perforce stand over for a future

opportunity, when, perhaps, we will " step inside."

Mahston Moore.

METHODS OF RETOUCHING.
III.

My own experience of retouching began in Paris very many more
j-ears ago than I care to set down on paper, still I do not wish to lay

down my own system, or systems, as infallible, or the ones fittest for

imitation. 1 therefore wish to be as general as possible, and give for

instruction the methods producing results which I consider the most
correct as well as artistic. For this purpose, t herefore, I wish to make
a few remarks upon the methods of retouching in Germany, France,
and the Continent generally.

I will take Germany first, as the methods most practised there are

bold and decidedly artistic. I'lven when they fail as neffative refouchinf/,

which to be really good must preserve likeness, they possess a certain

independent merit of their own, owing to their decided and skilful

treatment. A good German retoucher treats a head, say, the ordinary
vignette cabinet size, just as he would a crayon drawing of similar
dimensions. This, needless to say, is a bold treatment for a negative,
and one likely to efface the leading markings in a finely lighted nega-
tive. Still, I have seen some very beautiful results produced, but the
retoucher must be very skilful, or he will have to pay for the beauty
of effect by the comparative loss of resemblance.
He generally begins by carefully filling up all the transparent spots

or lines, as in the methods already described. He does this, however,
in a slightly different manner to those I refer to, inasmuch as he uses
the point of the pencil much more, lightly dotting or spotting until he
removes all the markings—such as blotches, freckles, and optical
exaggerations—until tlie face presents, comparatively, a smooth and
even surface, free from any traces of such blemishes.
He now starts on the modelling of the face, which he .iccomplishes

by means of cross hatching as a foundation, placuig a line or touch
here and there as his eye may catch a defective or unfinis'ied portion
of the face showing a want of gradation.
The next points treated are the Mgh %/(/», which he at once puts in

their respective places,and then gradually softens into the half tones and
shadows, until the negative assumes that appearance of rotundity and
delicacy of modulation so grateful to the eye of a retoucher. To
produce this effect is the tole object he has in view at starting, and its

consummation not only affords him pleasure, but is a kind of reward
for his pains and skill.

As a retoucher following this school becomes more and more
experienced, so his touclies or strokes of the pencil will become bolder
and bolder, under which latter treatment a negative will possess much
greater artistic value, inasmuch as it will bo free<l from that me-
chanical stiffness so generally observable in a beginner's work. As is
natural to suppose, broad and bold cross hatching, even in skilful
hands, will not always secure a finished picture, so our retoucher of
the German school begins to fill in any defects which may appear
between the lines or cross hatches. In tliis way not only a bold and
dashing effect is gained, but also a very taking picture will result.
Notwithstanding all that can be said 'in favour of this method, it
Blway.s will have its glaring disadvantag-es as regards portraiture
generally. For what is termed jmblicatim pictures, it is undoubtedlv
good, as a brilliant result is certain to be obtained, and the loss of
hkeness is scarcely a disadvantage. In pictures of this class the
resemblance is a matter of very secondary consideration. The pubhc
will not buy an ?«//// portrait, especially when it is of some one they
do not personally know; but they do buy a "pretty picture," and
make tliemsclves believe it is also a correct likeness. Whetlier the
public be right or wrong in this regard I will not dare to offer an
opinion. I will only say with the old showman, " Tliey pays their
pjoney and they has their choice."
The method practised most generally by the French has at least

one very great advantage over their German rivals, inasmuch as the

likeness is much less likely to be lost, this, too, although there is

but a trifling difference in the handling. Indeed, in most of these

methods, the commencement is nearlj' the same, th.at is to say, the

retoucher begins by leveUing up or spotting out all the defects on the

negative until it becomes even throughout, and tlien worked until it

presents a sutlicieutly soft appearance. When they have worked a

negative to this stage (having levelled the face and removed all the

inequalities) the majority of good French retouchers effect the

necessary modelling by making very tine, long, downward strokes,

somewhat curved. This treatment will not produce the effect of thiit

stipple which would be the most suitable, but it will make the face

So treated very smooth and soft.

This method, too, is not so vigorous as the German, but, as you
may easily see on consideration, tlie likeness is less likely to be lost.

I must say I prefer it to the other, because a somewhat similar result

can be gained without losing what to me seems the most essential

quality of a portrait—the likeness. It is also quite as acceptable in

fancy work, or what may be styled "piMication trork,' as its

rival.

Before the " dry " plates became generally in use, the old-fashioned

collodion plates required the help of a medium in order to give a

tooth to the film. Generally the negatives were treated with a
solution of gum, or a mixture of gum and dextrine, dissolved in warm
water. This washed over the film of a negative would give it a

surface as readily worked upon witli a pencil as a sheet of drawing
paper. Like everything else in life it has its disadvantages, tlie worst

being the liability of the film to split when varnishing. This mis-

fortune is of course accounted for by the absorption of moisture by the

gum and dextrine. The Germans, in order to avoid this trouble,

mostly retouched on the vnrnis/i, using a medium such as already

described to obtain the n3ces3ary tooth for working. So much for

old style.

In the modern " dry plate "' this danger of the films splitting is alto-

gether obviated, and each artist can follow out his especial style to his

heart's content. We have only to use a medium, of which there are

numbers in the market, to give the necessary surface for taking the

pencil, and then dash away in pursuit of the desired result. Wc have
unfortunately at times to put up with a very great trouble, notwith-

standing all our advancement. There are various kinds of mediums
which, although giving a splendid tooth for working on, fail to retain

the work placed upon it during the process of varnishing. Necessarily

this entails double work upon tlie retoucher and is nothing short of a

misfortune to the poor, hard worked, and (I don't hesitate to say it)

generally underpaid retoucher who works " on piece."

The coming off of the work during varnishing may result from a

number of causes. If the film he slightly damp, the plate not pro-

perly heated, or the varnish not of a proper consistency, all will result

in worry and ti\iuble for the retoucher. Still, like all who worship,

however humbly, at the shrine of art, we must take "the rough with

the smooth." I may here tell all intending retouchers that they will

find much more of the former than the latter as they struggle along.

They will also find some dilliculty in finding a medium that will make
it more toothsome, and even varnishing will not make it smooth.

There are some very fine specimens of work come from Russia, not-

ably St. Petersburg and Moscow. I cannot positively say how they

have been retouched, but judging from the subjects before me I feel

inclined to say the German school, but in a modified form, predomi-

nates. Vienna, too, sends us some fine specimens of the photographic

art. The retouching in my opinion, although very fine and pretty,

bears the stamp of being over laboured. As I said before, excessive

work or too bold and dashing a style, may be all very well for

fancy pictures, but they are simply absurd when employed in

portraiture. I would not dwell so much on this point only my object

has been in these "papers" to treat retouching almost solely in its

connection with portraiture; and good portraiture without likeness ia

to me an impossibihty.

Taking a look all around, I think America has sent us as fine speci-

mens of photography and retouching as any country in the world. In

the firat-class American photographs, as compared with similar

works produced on the Continent, I think there mW be less fault to be
found. They do not look so over worked and hard. I'2ven in cases

where we, as experts, know they have been so treated, it will not be

observable to the eye of the ordinary observer. The climate of lingland

generally is not over favourable to the production of really excellent

photography. Still there are times when it is favourable, and the

results gained on such occasions will, I am confident, hold their own
beside tlie best produced in any other country in the world.

A few remarks on the treatment of so-called "Rembrandt'' pictures

may not be amiss just here, as I think it will nearly complete OUI
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study of retouchinj? and its methods as strictly applicablo to por-
trniturc. In many cases this kind of picture will bo found soniowlint

more dinicnlt to manage tliau the generality of ordinaiily lighted

ones. Many times photographers attempting this stylo of lighting

either make the light upon the profile too strong or the shadow too
intense. To the retouciier one fault is as troublesome as the other.

Negatives which would yield very decent re.sulta are often spoiled by
after intensification, and thereby effacing all the details in the light

side of the face.

There is no light in nature however strong but has detail and
modulation, and so also should it have in a negative, llembrandts
are mostly profile, so we would start work at tfie edge of the liglit

upon the forehead, and soften it into surrounding parts until the
temporal arch is reached ; in this case the drawing of tlie arch should
be preserved by the placing of a light to show its formation, but
always keeping same in harmony with the prevailing shadows and
half tones. Great attention should be paid not to efface the model-
ling, but ratlier to preserve the relative importance of each detail.

There is no indication of t lie malar bone and the palpebral muscles
which should be lost. I do not mean unduly accentuated, but
sufficiently relieved so that they will show well when printed to that
density necessary to show off this style of picture to the greatest
advantage. There never can be a good llembrandt picture which will

not print with clear, brilliant shadows.
The light on the nose must be carefully worked, and the drawing

of the same rectified if necessary, also the corner of the eve, and the
ofttiincs deep shadow formed by the orbitar arch. In under expo.«ed

negatives the retoucher will have a deal of trouble treating these

latter points. The lights on the cheek bone (giving formation to

the face), the lips, and chin, are all points which demand careful

attention. Where the negatives are defective owing to under ex-
posure, the work necessary, both before and after varnishiiig, can be
supplemented by matt varnishing and stumping on the revtrseside.

This latter must only be resorted to after the ordinary work has been
carried as far as possible.

Should there be little or no variety in the tone of the background,
a pleasing effect may be produced by indicating a light close to the
figure or face on one side (generally the one remotest from the light)

and somewhat more distant from it on the other. Before attempting
. this, examine any portrait, so lighted, painted by a good artist, and
found your own work on the same principle.

Kedmond Barbett.
I

LANTERN ARRANGEMENTS AT DUNDEE.
In connection with Mr. G. D. Macdougald's remarks on the splendid

success that followed the efforts of the Dundee Photographic Association
to utilise the electric light for lantern work, I may perhaps bo allowed
to say a few words. I was at once an interested and a disinterested

party. As Mr. York's .slides from my negatives were the ones used,

and as I was the lecturer, I may safely be said to have had an interest

in the affair ; but as I am not a member of the Dundee Association, and
had no hand in the lantern business on the occasion in question, I

may claim to have had no prejudice for or against the system of illu-

muiation. But this I will say, that not only were my previous doubts
as to tiio electric light for the lantern completely disjielled, but in all

probability I shall for many a year to come look upon the arrange-
ments of that evening as my beau ideal of what such an entertainment
on a larger scale ought to be. I have of late years acquired some
slight experience of the routine of limelight lantern work and lecturing,

and I do not believe that any reader of this Joubnai. will put down to

egotistic motives my action in commemorating to a certain extent the
events of February 10 in the Kinnaird Hall of " Bonnie Dundee."

I was most politely, but unnecessarily, consulted before the meeting
as to the light for the lantern and as to the size of the screen. When
I heard of a thirty-feet disc I was, I admit, adverse to the idea. My
"advci-sity" was only .slightly modified when I heard that the screen

|. was to be whitewashed ; it was modified to the extent of about twenty

f or twenty-five per cent.; for at a guess, andjjudging at hazard, I cal-

< Ciliated the waste of light by absorption of an ordinary gcreen to be

[ about twenty per cent. I was not able to form any opinion as to

1 whether a screen of such a size would be either necessary or advisable,

( tor I did not know the size nor the shape of the hall. I thought,
and I still think, that a twenty-five feet screen is largo enough for
Hist balls, and, if anything, a shade too large for the best slides and
nielight. But I am now convinced that the thirty feet screen was
it a bit too large for the hall, and not a bit beyond the power of

lie light that was used on the occasion. "While I was on the plat-

torm I could form no opinion as to the sharpness of the detail, the
quahty of the illumination, nor the proportions of tho screen, all that

I could verify was tho remarkable steadiness of the light. But after
tho opera was over the electricans kindly " turned on " a slide, while I

viewed the effect from the body of the "hall, and I could nf)t hut own
that for brilliance and just proportion nothing Ixsttcr could have
been desired. The screen was tastefully draped with red cloth, and
was altogether a paragon of screens.

I had several times before seen the electric light aned n» tlie radiant
for optical lanterns, and if I doubled tho wisdom of a thirty-feet
screen I still more questioned tho advisability of using tho electric light.

I never before saw it anything like steady, and I never before liked
the colour produced by it shining through any slide : in fact, I bad
mentally condemned the electric light for the optical lantern ; or, to put
it at the mildest, I could only " damn it with faint praise." I do not
know what particular form of lamp was used at Dundee, nor did I see

the machinery which was across the street, but I am able to attest the

steadiness and good colour of the light. It is a pity Mr. Alacdougald
has not told us more about the lamp; perhaps ho may be induced to
do so still. The light was so brilliant that even with coloured glasses

I could not examine it— (to say the exact truth, nobody would have
been much the wiser if I had been able to examine it).

One thing mu.st not be omitted in this connection. The heat of the
lantern was astonishing. The slides required to be made quite hot on
a gas stove before insertion in the lantern, otherwise a smash would
have been inevitable, and the vicinity of the lantern would be a good
preparation for Carpentaria.

No signalling was heard between myself and the lantemists, for

right under my nose was an electric "push," which acted on a bell in

tho lantern room, the bell being muffled so as to be inaudible to all but
the operator. The scenes were changed as if by the mere exercise of

my volition, or as if I had trained them to come on spontaneously in

their proper places.

Altogether, I shall not in a hurry forget Dundee ; and perhaps I may
be allowed to add a few words to what I have written, by w.iy of

making a few remarks on what I saw during my memorable and
delightful visit to that city. I shall avoid remarks that I might bo
tempted to make regarding the social kindness I received, and I will

endeavour to confine myself to what will interest my readers.

I saw and used the studio of an amateur, a studio which, for con-

venience and elegance, is not surpassed by any studio I ever saw.

When I say that 1-5 x 12 portrait cameras, with stands and lenses to

match, were rife in the studio, and when I add that I found Seavey
backgrounds on Morgan's supports, it will be understood that all the

necessaries for good work were available, the brains and taste being

presupposed. I admit it was a new and delicious sensation to me to

fire off a 12x8 plate, under expose it, and still escape without an
anathema. I did it, however, several times, and the owner of the

plates—if he did not hke it, at least pretended not to object. And I

actually discovered a person—not an old maid—who really did not like

being photographed. It was worth while to go to Dundee for that

alone! The owner of this studio .and I spent some time testing

various lenses, and I found among other things that I po.ssessed a

fifteen-inch single lens, that gave me straight architectural lines to

within an inch of the edges of a 12x8 plate. If there is any dis-

tortion it is not visible to my eyes. I believe there is much misunder.

standing about the capabilities of "single" lenses; every day I am
coming nearer and nearer to the use of single lenses alone, even for

subjects supposed not to be amenable to any but rectilinears.

I also visited the establishment of Mr. N'alentine, the widely known
photographer, chiefly of landscape. This gentleman claims to have

the largest establishment of the kind in the world, and he is at present

making a great addition to it. The boss of this show may safely lean

all his weight on his staff, but he seems to prefer to lean chiefly on
himself. lie developes himself all tlie negatives sent in bv all the

operators he has travelling about, and as these amount to thousands

vearly he ought to know something about development. I noticed

that he used in his dark room a ruby globe open at the top, tho room

being all painted red, so that I found at least one man of like opinion

with myself as to the best colour for a dark room. The .system of

saving residues of silver appeared to me very complete, and I saw in

use enormous print washers a la Sturrock, only " far more so." Mr.

Valentine prints to a large extent and with great success in platino-

type, and a gentleman of the .staff, who 1 think was called Frank, very

frankly showed me how he did it. The whole detail of printing was
being carried on on a scale to mo positively alarming, and I left the

place in a very thoughtfid frame. I saw a very great many yanog

ladies—all unmasked and untouched, some round, some oval, some
cushion-shaped, but all, I am sure, quite square ; to any one I might

(on the 14th) have said, "Thou shalt be my Valentine."

A very good tone prevailed over the whole establishment, oveiy one

seemed to be fixed and permanent ; IIj 9 would have fled in despair
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and in fact tbe -whole arrangements showed the most careful develop-

ment. Though the estahlishment is beintj enlarged it would be very

ditticult to reproduce it even with a very heavy layer of gold. Mr.

\'alentine affects negatives of a very plucky nature ; he says that he

con.siders albumen prints from such negatives to be more lasting than

those from more delicate cliches, and I agree with him down to the

ground. Plucky prints seem to take on more gold, which appeal's to

me the best .safeguard for permanence in albumen printing. Mr.

Valentine had all his negatives—considerably over seven in number

—

arranged in racks or grooves, and so numlwred that the printers can,

without racking their memory in the press of business, pick out any

required negative at a moment's notice. Each negative requiring a

cloud printed in had it« particular cloud negative, and a certain num-
ber of young ladies—not " Celestials "—were employed in the " sky

line " alone. These young ladies were plainly visible above the

horizon, and may be said to have reached the highest point or zenith of

the profession. Some (of the ladies) had a fine sharp outline, while

others were beautifully vignetted away. I have, however, said

enough on this subject, and must now dissolve into another. Mr.
Valentine turns out an enormous number of slides : for this work he

finds winter the season best suited ; during frost he makes his slides,

and the thaw is appropriate for hia process, which is the wet one.

Andrew PitiNGLEi

FORMULA FOR DEVELOPERS : HOW SHOULD
THEY READ?

[A Commuulcatiou to the Society of Amateur Fhotoi^raphei's of New York.]

1 THINK that the questions we have for discussion to-night are both
apt and timely, especially so when we see how flooded the literature

of our urt-scienoe is with the constantly increasing armies of developers.
The tyro is early told by the many writers " to choose out a good

developer and stick to it." Sound and good advice, surely. But how
is he to pick it out?

It is like taking a young man into a machine-shop and saying to him,
here are all the materials required, and all the tools necessary to work
with, now go to work and build a locomotive. Does he know the
difference between a wrench and a jack screw ? So it is with the be-
ginner; scores of formuL-e for developers are before him, but what
does he know of the properties of the different ingredients ? The py ro,

what is it for, and how does it act upon the emulsion or the plate to
bring out the latent image ? The carbonates of soda and potash ?

He sees that some use one, some the other, and some both. Is he told
their action and the requLsite amount necessary to produce that action,
and what is the sulphite of soda added for to the above, sometimes in
" A " and sometimes in " 15 ? " He is told that citric acid and its salts
and the bromides are restrainers. Restrainers of what? lie sees
that the bromides are recommended for over-exposed and under-e.x-
posed plates ; but why ? And so on. Even the fixing bath is a
perplexity to the beginner.
But even when he has mastered, to a considerable extent, the

properties of the different articles comprising the developing bath, his
troubles are not at an end. The great array of unscientific, incon-
gruous, bulky, wasteful, and happy-go-luckv developers (and a careful
survey of the different pubhslied formuliu will soon show that each of
the above classes have one or more in its ranks) stare him in the face.
Prom which is he to choose ? If he is determined to know himself,
nnl not take the word of anotlier, he beirins by mixing up one
developer after another according to the formula given in eaeli case,
and tnes tliem in turn, in search of a good developer and the one that
will give him tlie best reward for his work; but he soon finds the
shelves of his daik room full of bottles and his pocket-book empty.
Or suppose that a fair young lady amateur, not having the knowledi'e,
time, or facilities to prosecute the above experiments, chooses, by tlie
advice of a friend, a certain developer, which must bo made up strictly
in accordance with the formula. Intending to take a trip for a short
stay in the country where she hopes to make some shots at choice bits
of woodland and lawn, she has the developer made up for her at the
nearest drug store, never dreaming of the result in bulk. Now "A "

caUs for sixty ounces, " B " forty-six ounces, and an equal quantity of
hypo solution is required. To start slie must sling her camera in its
case over one shoulder, tuck the tripod under her arm, seize two one-
gallon demijohns in one hand, a demijohn of the same size and one or
two hand-bags in the other. Her dismay at this bulk can easilv be
seen. The impediment " of this outfit would soon tire out the most
entliusiastic of amateurs.
llow much better it would be, especially to the amateur, if all the

formula; were given so many grains to the ounce of water. It would
take but a glance to convince him whether it was a .scientific one or
not, whether the proportions of its ingredients were correct and

capable of producing the best and desired results. What a saving of

time and money it would result in ; saving in solution of many of the

salts used, and especially sulphite of soda, which rapidly deteriorates

and becomes useless, or nearly so. Why then make them in that way ?

Why not let the formula read

:

Carbonate of soda So many graii s.

Sulphite of soda „ »
Pyro „ „
Water 1 ounce.

Carbonate of potash or soda So many grains.

Water 1 ounce.

And then multiply each ingredient by ten or its multiple, and you

will have a developer of sufficient quantity and sufficiently fresh to

meet all demands ; and then, if the plate makers would paste on the

cover of their boxes their formula for the developer reduced to grains

to the ounce, it would be of great advantage and economy to any one

trying one or two plates. The developer could be made up before

opening the bo.xes.

A careful analysis of eighteen published formulae shows a great

diversity in the amounts of the ingredients, and

Tbe largest amount of pyro used to the ounce of water. . 10 grains.

„ „ sulphite of soda „ » • • 80 „

„ „ carbonate of soda „ » 40 „

„ „ „ of potash,, „ .. ^Irt „

The smallest amount ofjpyro used to „ „ .. li „

„ „ sulphite of soda „ >, • •
'' »

„ „ carbonate of soda „ „ .. H >;

„ „ „ of potnsh „ „ . .
'-) „

In many of the formula; the amount of sulphite of soda was largely

in excess to the quantity generally conceded to be required in propor-

tion to the pyro—four of sulphite of soda to one pyro. But in one

we have sulphite of soda, fifty grains
;
pyro, six grains. Another

formula says his alkali is weak, forty grains to the ounce of water !

The use of saturated solutions in making up the developer .should, I

think, be discarded, for the reason that they are uncertain, the changes

of temperature and evaporation rapidly affecting them ; and tiien the

mi.-ting of two or more saturated solutions oftentimes produce the deposi-

tion of more or less of one or both of tlie salts, but never in equal

proportions.

I think also that the use of either the dry or granulated salts is also

objectionable, especially the carbonates —carbonic acid is not the most

stable element. In the crystal you have a fixed and determinate

quantity, and they should therefore always be called for.

I have not referred to the part of the question whether the ounce

should always be regarded as composed of 480 grains, for if the

method of writing the formula in so many grains to the ounce of

water be adopted, there is no further trouble to be appreliended as to

whether the ounce is 4.'!" or 480 grains. But should the term be

used ? I think that the quantity in grains should be given (in 4.'{7J

grains or 480 grains). This is rendered necessary from tlie fact that

most of tlie articles used are sold by avoirdupois weight, 4.'i7J grains.

Another good plan would be, in directions for making up the formula

if the grain system is not adopted, to say : Water, to make so many
ounces. One .sliould recollect in reading the English formula; that there

is a difference of four ounces more in the pint used by them.
John' II. Janeway.

^

FILM PHOTOGRAPHY.
[A Cominnnieation to the Brietol and West of England Amateur Photographic

Association. ]

In The Bmtish Joithnal PnoTOGnArmc Almaxap for the current

year will be found a contribution of mine on Strippinr/ Films; but since

it was written the process in question has been so improved that I gladly

take this opportunity of bringing it before your notice, and at^ the

same time of supplementing my paper in the Almanac. The Last-

man Company were kind enough to let me have for trial some of the

first of these films which came over from the States, and I worked

them last summer with complete satisfaction and success—so much so

that I have no hesitation in recommending the process as one that

will produce negatives in all ways equal to glass, and in some respects

superior.

If I may not be considered out of place in going over the same

ground twice, I may describe the stripping film (" American Film

the Eastman Company call it) as a film of insoluble gelatine emulsion

attached to a sheet of paper (which serves as a temporary support) by
a thick layer of soluble gelatine. In appearance it resembles the

ordinary negative paper, and its treatment is the same as regards

exposure and development ; in fact, if the negative is consid red not
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worth stripping it can bo squoefi^ecd to gla.ss and printed from in the

regular yvny. I'resuming the emulsion-coated paper to have been
pTposeil in the roller sVuie (and lliia is the only yvny to work tiliiia

properly), it is cut into the rij(lit lengths and Ihon developed. I may
iu'iv remark that the emulsion is very rapid, clean, and free from fog,

giving a brilliant imago with any amount of density that may bo
ref|uirod.

As to development, the Eastman Company, in their original

instructions (they have not yet issued the new directions) lay especial

stress on tlie fact tliat soda developer must be used, as there is a risk

of the pyrogaUic acid, wliea mixed with ammonia, attacking the

gelatine substratum and rendering it insoluble. Although this may be
right in theory, it is not so in practice, and I have always used

ammonic-pvro development in preference, as giving negatives of better

printing colour.

The following is the formula :

—

A. Sulplio-pyrogallol.

( Potassium bromide 120 grains.

B. i Ammonia (880) C drachnii",

( Water (distilled) „

To develope —take water, 2 ounces; A, 20 minims; and B, 2 minims,
commencing with lialt the quantity of B.

After development wash the negative well and fix in tolerably

clean hypo; this will, as a rule, do away witli the necessity of using

the acid and alum clearing solution later on. The negatives only

require a few minutes' washing and are ready for tlio first of tlie

stripping manipulations, namely, squeeyeein;/ to the cdllodionised r/lass.

Take a clean glass plate a quarter of an incli larger all round than the

negative, dust it over with French chalk, rub clean witli a cloth, and
then coat with plain collodion. I am informed that enamel collodion

diluted with two ounces of ether and one ounce of alcohol to the pint

is the correct thing, but I turned out an old bottle of autotype
transfer collodion, wliich answers perfectly. Let your collodion set

wrtl, and wasli the plate thoroughly until the greasy lines liave

disappeared, then put your negative face downwards into the dish,

bring it out clinging to the coUodionised plate, and squeegee in the

usual way, of course, putting a sheet of American cloth between
the negative and the squeegee, and not using the latter too vigorously.

Now lav the plate on a table, negative upwards, place two thicknesses

of blotting-paper over it, and then put upon the top of it a board with
almost ten to fourteen pounds weight on it. Take negative No. 2,

squeegee it to a collodion-coated plate as before, and place it on the

top of No. 1 with two more sheets of blotting-paper, and so on until

you have a pile of about a dozen negatives under the board. This is

an operation that does not take long, as a dozen plates can be coated
and the negatives squeegeed on within an hour, and by this time they
are ready for the first stripping, which may talio place any time
within fifteen minutes to two liours (or more) after the squeegeeing.

T/ie stn'/)j>int/ nff the i>aper support is next proceeded with as
follows:—Turn your pile of plates upside down, and place No. I in a
iKircelain dish, pour over it water at 100' to 120' Fafir. (not hotter).

In about two minutes the paper will blister up and become loose at

the edges, then you can lift it up bodily at one corner, and gently
draw it off the negative film, which will remain firmly attached to the
glass ; then, with a little more warm water, wash off any of the
gelatine substratiiin that may be still sticking to the film. With
ordinary care failure is impossible ; but it is well not to use water at

too high a temperature, or to attempt tlie stripping too soon after

s<|iieegeeing, or failure may result in either case. Stripping from the

colKxlionised plate contrasts wonderfully with the original method,
which required great care and delicacy of manipulation, for vou can
go ahead now without the slightest risk of spoiling your negative. No
pouring boiling water over the film or rubbing it with the finger

(prenerally into a hole) to get off the paper which would stick in some
obstinate place, and what is equally important, no waiting for the

negative to dr^' between the squeegeeing and the stripping, but you
can develope, strip, intensify (if necessary), and attach the gelatine skin,

all one after another without delay. As regards intensifying, you can

ere of the density of the image so well in developing that it should

seklom necessarj', but when it is required, silver or mercury
intensification can be applied at this stage. Should clearing be
thought desirable, acid and alum can be \iaeA,hVii not previniM to the

striji/ihi;/, since ahim in any form would probably render the gelatine

substratum insoluble.

To fiijueef/ee the " Skin " to the Film.—^Vi'hea the process was first

introduced in America a warm solution of gelatine was poured over
the film after the paper had been stripped off, and the plate was then
set on a level shelf to dry ; Ijut as this involve<l a lot of trouble in the

drying—which took longer than a gidatine plate does to dry in its

preparation—the Eastman Company substituted what tl»ey term a

" skin," which is squeegeed to tlie plate instead. The " akin " ia com-
posed of gelatine, to which is added glycerine to render it flexible, and
must bo cut in pieces rather smaller than the negative, as it expands
considerably when wetted. It should Ije soaked m water containing
a little glycerine (glycerine, one ounce; water, twenty to twenty-five
ounces), for if placed in water alone the glycerine in the skin
dialyses out, and the film becomes horny on drying. If, on the other
hand, too much glycerine is used the film will take a long time to dry,
and bo difiicult to strip from the glass. The solution is licst used
fresh for each lot of films, or difficulties will occur in the drying.
After the " skin " is soaked until quite limp it is squeegeed on to the
film—bright side outwards—taking care to avoid air bubbles ; it is

then set to dry, the time occupied in drying depending very much on
the warmth of the room and the state of the atmosphere. I Iiave
repeated at length, from the article in the Ai.ma\ac already referred
to, these details bearing on the treatment of the gelatine " skin," since
I consider them important for the successful working of the process.
As to the drying of the plates, this occupies about the same time as
the ordinary gelatine negatives on glass. I usually carry ray films
into tlie kitchen at night, and find them dry next morning. " When
perfectly dry the film should be coated with collodion, and in a short
time can be cut round the edges with a sharp knife, and stripped
without difficulty from the glass. The object of this last coating of
collodion is to prevent the film being affected by damp, and in this
respect these latter negatives are superior to those made by the old
method, which were liable in time to become sUghtly spotty, or to
get stained by contact with the sensitised paper in printing, if the
paper was not absolutely dry.
Owing to the recent improvements in the process it will be found :

First, that the stripping off the paper support is now a most easy and
certain operation, on account of the drying of tlie film after
squeegeeing to the plato being dispensed with ; and, secondly, that
the whole of the manipulations will occuoy no more time than is

required for the washing and drying of a gelatine negative.
Several films should be treated in succession ; and of course a

certain amount of method is necessary in working a process of this
nature, but nothing beyond ordinary care is requisite to make it

a success. Personally, I have found it in every way successful, and
consider the negatives made by it will compare favourably with those
made on glass, and bo superior as regards halation—in fact, I look to
film photography for a distinct advance in the future in both land-
scape and interior work.

lor tourist work, some films are simply invaluable ; and who has
not felt the want of them when travelling abroad, with the difficulties

of the Custom House, the bulky luggage, and the risk of breakage.
But wo shall change all this, and with our roll holder and spools of
" strippers," set ofl in future to the " Continong " with the happy
assurance that wo have no plates to be smashed by the railway
officials, or to be opened at the Doiiane; and added to this, shall have
the satisfaction of knowing that at the end of a long day's toil we
shall bo freed from that most tiresome of occupations, the changing
and numbering of one's plates. Eastman and Walker, we shall bless

you then ! U. Manfield.

THE LANTERN MICROSCOPE.
[Abstract of a Communication to the Manchester Micr^j* copical Society.]

It is some eight or ten years since I felt dissatisfl-d with the results
which I was then able to obtain with tlie ordinary lantern arrange-
ments for projecting microscopic objects upon the screen, and Ix^gan
to make experiments with the aim of getting more successful illumina-
tion. The amount of light transmitted through the bi-lens lantern
condenser being in the inverse ratio of the S(iuare of the distance
between it and the luminaiit, I tried to shorten the ."space by the well-
known device, first introduced by the llev. W. T. Kingsley alwut 18.>5,

of adding a third lens to the other two, and thus shortening the
compound focus. But this I soon found was, without further
addition, of no use whatever, as the cone of rays at its apex was so
large, or the liglit passed through it at so great an angle, that it was
impossible to transmit it through both the object and the objective.

Thus the beam of light, however strong it might be at the focus of the
condenser, did not reach the screen, and therefore served no purpose
except that of boiling the object in the balsam used in mounting it.

I next placed another lens in the cone of rays a little beyond the
focus, and hope<l by this means to .so lessen its diameter as to make it

capable of transmission. This was a sort of sub-stage arrangement,
and was found to be a great improvement when the lens was of the
right focus for the obj»'ctive, and was situated at the right distanct?

from both it and the object. To be able to thus place it at the riglit

distance from both, meant having a sub-stage lens for all objectivcii
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diffeiing widely in power, the focus of each being such as the power

and construction of the others might require. Rack and pinion

movement was also found to be necessary, so that the rays might be

properly focused on either side of the object. The lenses used should

be large enough to take in the whole cone of the principal condenser,

and for the higher powers it is requisite to combine two or three of

them together. The highest as well as the lowest powers may thus

bo made useful for lantern projections. Mr. Kingsley stated in his

paper upon tliis subject at the time I have just named that he could

transmit as much light through the higher as throughany of the

lower powers, and gave diagrams of the arrangement which he made
use of.

So much for the past ; now we come to the present. The objectives

which I shall use this evening are 2", 1", and ,V'- The 2" requires

the sub-stage lens to be a little over 2" focus. If" diameter, plano-

convex. A similar kind of lens. If" focus, proves in my hands to be

a good all-round condenser for all powers from IJ" up ^\" objectives.

IJy liberal use of the rack and pinion and of the concave lens to be

presently described, this sub-stage lens gives the most brilliant results

throughout this wide range of powers. The J" objective, when it is

desirable to use it for pliotographic purposes, requires two lenses;

the back one to be 23" focus and If" diameter , and the front one 1\"

focus and 1" diameter, both plano-convex. This also makes a good
condenser for the ,*„" objective. jVll the lenses must have the curved
surfaces turned towards the lantern. The luminant goes to within

IJ" of the back lens of the principal condenser with the 2", and to

within 2" with the other two objectives. I have tried it closer than
this, by using a back lens of shorter focus without advantage, in fact,

considerably otherwise. If a flint concave lens is placed in the cone

of rays about one or two inches before the really active ones begin to

cross, the light is much improved. The concave which I u.se is about
C" focus and 1 J" diameter. It is so placed in tlie tube which carries

the other sub-stage lenses that its distance from the principal con-
denser can be alteri'd .<o as to modify the length of the cone of rays
to adapt the focus of the other lenses to the objective when they do
not exactly meet its requirements. The concave lens was, I believe,

hrst introduced into the lantern cone of rays by J. T. Taylor in 1860,
for the purpose of parallelising them, but I do not use it for any such
purpose in this lantern microscope. In my lantern polariscope I imi-
tate Taylor in the use of the concave, but here the purpose seiTed is

quite a different one. !My lantern condenser is o|" diameter, with a
plano-convex SA" diameter and 7" focus, mounted upon the back of
the tube which carries the other lenses.

In lantern microscope projection three things are essential. The
first is brilliant illumination, the second large amplification, and the
third clear display of detail. But brilliant ilhimination does not mean
a dazzling display of light upon a large white screen, showing a dark,
patchy outline of an object, without detail. Objects shown in this
way are far inferior to an enlarged woodcut. The light must be
made to enter the object so as to bring its structure out to the eye of
llie onlooker. But no amount of light will do this if its dimensions
Rre too small for the crystalline lens to form an image of it upon the
retina. With high-power objectives the light must, in the nature of
tiling.-^, be greatly, subdued. Still, a large image, moderately but
properly lighted, can be far better .seen than a small one many times
as bright. An object may in fact bo too bright to be seen, "if rays
of great angle are too powerfully converged upon it the image becoine.s
a.s bright as that part of the screen which represents nothing but bare
glass. It is in this case just like an over-exposed photograph, flat and
without contrast. The image may, therefore, be too bright for the
screen, just as it may be too black for it, and what we have to aim at
is that meaii which will show the detail in one without making the
other too glaring.

Having made our arrangements according to what is here advanced,
wo ought to be able to show the various minute organs of insects and
the details of vegetable and animal ti-'sue. I have shown very finely
the blowfly's tongue over sixteen feet long, and the male flea with its
outstpctched legs twelve feet long. Sections of spine of echinus may
be magnilied to seven or twelve feet diameter, and section of a rat's
tail eight feet diameter. Mites in cheese with such powers become
large as guinea pigs, and volvox globatoi- gracefully rolling over a
sixteen-feet screen are larger than tennis balls. The cornea of the
dylucm is a most wonderful object when shown eight to ten feet in
diameter.

AVhen I say that such things can be shown in such enormous sizes
voumust not suppo.se that the display will be like an outhne map,
black and skeleton-like in appearance upon a white ground. Instead
of that the small capillary bloodvessels in anatomical sections, the
various appendages of the feet of insects, the hairs of plants, the rinn-s
of insect trachea, the eyes of insects with the Ught gleamin" through

each facet of the cornea, with other equally minute details, can be

displayed to an audience with very great satisfaction. That you
must admit far surpasses anything ever acliieved by the old lantern

microscope, and wo boldly challenge any admirer of the old method
to show that lift is not now left as far behind by the new one as the

old stage-coach is left behind by the railway train.

I think I ought to say that iny lantern microscope has been made
by myself. All its details have been worlced out by myself. I have,

of course, utilised any old photographic lens mount, or old microscope

fittings which 1 could get to work up into my arrangement, so as to

save mechanical labour. It fits, as you will see, into the ordinary

lantern front. The alum trough goes into the place which holds the

slider when the lantern is used for ordinary pictures. The stage is

one of Dancer's old lantern microscope stages, but is modified so as to

hold and enable me to change the sub-stage condensers, which can be

done more easily and with less loss of time through mine than it can

be done through any other arrangement. Tho compactness of the

instrument is also somethhig worth considering.

Sinoe the foregoing pages were written I have fitted up a one-inch

objective which is very satisfactory. It transmits a large beam of

light, and gives a flat field of great size, the central and marginal

definition being fairly good at the same time. As a rule the best

ordinaiy objectives give no definition beyond a small circle in the

middle of the field.

NoTK.—This lantern microscope was exhibited at the Manchester
Microscopical soiree on the 29th January, 1887, attached to a photo-

graphic camera, the bellows body of which opened out to thirty-six

inches. With the ^„" objective, images were shown upon the screen

magnified eighty diameters, and were seen well defined, brilliantly

and equally lighted, without covering being placed over the camera,

notwithstanding the gaslights overhead and all round the room. Tho
field was noted for being as even as a sheet of writing-paper. When
the lantern door was opened much astonishment was expressed when
it was seen that all tliis illumination was obtained from a small

parafline lamp burning with a single half-inch wick. Thus the lantern

microscope in this form becomes as useful to tho niicro-photogi-apher

as it is to the lecturer or the science teacher. W. Leach.

©ur iBtiitorial €ai)le.

Instantaneous PiioTOGnAi'HY.
By c. w.

Bath ; Cliarles Seevs, 1, Argjlc-streot.

This is the maiden effort at photographic literature by a gentleman
whom we well know to be capable of writing with authority on tho sub-

ject on which he now treats, in what is little more tlian a pamphlet of

eighteen pages, but in which there is much that is useful. The
author favours the production of small negatives, and believes that the

near future of photography lies in the direction of " very carefully

taken, artistic sniall negatives, with the view to these being either

in part or in whole subsequently enlarged."

The term " instantaneous," as applied to photograpliy, he considera

to be on the whole sulBciently well defined as " any photographic

picture which, without blurring, clearly indicates objects in motion ;

"

and assuming this as an intelligible definition, the author considers

that the duration of an exposure must vary considerably, as the oliject

photogi-aphed is in more or less rapid motion. In one case the dura-

tion of an exposure of one-fifth or one-tenth of a second may be

permissible, whereas in another, one-hundredth part of a second will

be scarcely sufliciently brief.

The essentials in an instantaneous shutter are grouped together

under tho following headings:— (I), It must be capable of giving

a brief exposure. (2), It must be capable of giving a variable

exposure. (•'!), Its construction must be such tliat, during exposure, it

allows tho lens to act with its full power and inider its most favour-

able conditions. (4), Its construction and position must be such that

the plate is as evenly illuminated as possible, (o), It must not shake

the camera. (6), It must be as light and portable as is consistent

with good work. (7), It must permit of the use of suitable dia-

phragms. (8), Its construction must be such that it cannot in any
way derange the optical conditions of the combinations of the lens.

(0), It should be simple to work, not liable to get out of order, and
must of course be light-tight when closed. Each of these points is

treated of with a reasonable degree of fulness, and a practical

deduction is made therefrom. Certain manufactures come in for a
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share of favourable corament, with •which wo have nothing to do.

The Utile work is ably written.

IIinton's ilooK OF PuoToonAPriic L.vdei.s.

As implied l)y the name, this book (istsued by Ilinton & Co., t\8,

licdford-strcet, Slmnd, W.C.) is a collection of g^umined and per-
fonitfd labels of the most usofid chemicals and " mixtures" used in the
])rftctice of photography. They have been compiled and arranged by
the Kev. I'. C.Lambert, and we can testify to their great utility.

Many of the most ustful are in duplicate ; several contain numbers
and others are left blank. They Ix'long to that order of things of

which ^^e can truthfully say that no photographer should be without
them.

The a B C of PHOTOGnAPHY.
London : The Stcreoaoopic Company, Limitwl.

SixcE the first edition of tlio ABC of Pkotngraphy was issued,

now many years since, photography has indeed undergone a well-

marked process of evolution. The present edition (the twenty-second)
i.s an entire reconstruction of its predecessors. Besides chapters on
the development and general treatment of negatives and prints, it

treats on portraiture, retouching, the arrangement of the dark room,
lantern r.lides, enlarging, photo-micrograpliy, instantaneous photo-
graphy, and pa])er negatives. Issued primirily in tlu; interests of the

Stereoscopic Company, it is—necessarily, we Siippase—not ab-solutely

free from the taint of " shop," but it is a good, useful Lttle volume
for all that.

Guimston's I.NSTANTAjJEors Shuttkr.

This shutter fulfils the condition of having a reciprocating action
without the slightest jar during its motion. It is constructed of such
thin steel as (together with the sheath or frame in which it slides) to

be capable of lx;ing inserted in tho slit in a lens tube made for the
usual \\'aterhouse diaphragms. Tho lens mount is thus left quite
intact.

The exposure is effected by the rising up of the steel shutter, which
raising is effected by the rotation of an arm connected witli a spring,

a revolution of the arm causing the .shutter to rise and fall down with
a smooth, gliding motion, and free from all Jarring during th« entire

period of its motion, which may be either slow or imbued with ex-
treme rapidity at the option of the user. The duration of exposure is

regulated by very ingenious means; indeed, every part of this elegant
little shutter has been carefully thought out and skilfully made. Its

scope embraces everything, from the slow movement of an overloaded
steamlxiat struggling against tlie tide to an express train dashinjj past.

Wratten i^ W'ainwright, ."is. Great Queen-street, London, \V.C.,

are the manufacturers of this useful shutter, which can act either by
a touch of the finger upon the trigger, or preferably fjy a pneumatic
attacliment. Several improvements have been effected in it since it

was first introduced to the pubhc, that now before us embodying all

of them.

EECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 31.30.— " Iiiiprovenients in Pliotogi-apliy and I'liotograpliic Reproihutioii."
C'onununic.-iteil Ijy Allxrt Sicliel. Complete siiecificatiou. A. J. Boult.—
Dutcd March 1, 18S7.

No. 3178.—"An Improved Substitute for Glass for Pliotograpliic and other
Purposes, and Apjiaratus in connection with llie Manufacture tliereof." J. E.

TuoKNToN.— />«(((/ M(trrh -2, 1887.

No. 32.35.— " Inijirovements in Photograpli and similar Alluuns and Frames."
Complete specification. C. F. Fkanzkl.—i>«toi March 2, 1887.

No. 3270.—"An Improved Phototrapbic Camera Stand." J. Lasdeb.—
JJatrd March 3, 1887.

No. 3393.—"Improved Means for Eniililin,^ Unskilled Persons to Produce
Artistically Coloure.l Pictures." W. H. M\y.--/>nte<l March 5, 1887.

No. 3449.—"An Invention Ijy Wliich Pictures, Pliotogniphs, or Frames con-
lain in j; Works of Art or other M.-itcrials for Exliiliition can be Hung to tlie

Wall hy Ordinary Picture Pvods or Nails." H. Vw:—Dated March 7, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
I.MniOVE.MENTS IX PollTABLE PHOTOOB.VI'IIIC CA.MKRAS AND APPARATUS

KKL.\TlXa Thkhkto.
No. 2S76. WvNDiiAM IIakuv Payxe-(!ai.i.\vi;v, C'remome Works, Chelsea.

—

Fehniary 27, 1886.

SIy invention relates to portable photographic apjiaratus, known as "pocket
cameras," and is desigued to render the construction of the same saiSciently

compact to allow thom to be carried In a portable cane, and complete when In
ii.se, without loose detached ]>art» ; upecflic improvement* licing intnvlucol
into the chamber or dnim containing the seiinitivc plates, and in its attacliment
to the camera, and also in the construction of '• the shutter" ami in otlier
minor details.

My camera consists of the usual photographic camera lens and box, provideil
with a "shutter," by which instantaneous or any desired nrolongcti ex|>osiire
of the sensitive plate may !« readily elTecteil, with whicli ia combined a
duplicate canuTa and field ])late, .adjacent to the ])hotographic camera, by
whicli a du]ilicate field may be rendered visible to the eye of the op«Tator in
use, similar to that which is thrown upon the sensitive plate of Uie photo-
graphic camera.

Both lenses are siniultanconsly focussed by means of an ordinary tangent
liiiiiou and rack. This arrangement serves the double purpose of easy ailjiiat-

iiieiit to any required focus, which, ujion being found, is lixerl by means of a
set screw, whilst at tho same time, by the withdrawal of the lens-piece, the
e.vtenial dimensions of the camera are much reiliiced. A spring shutter is

fitted to the mouth of the lenses, so that when witlnlrawii, th« shutter close*
over them, and protects them from <lirt. Tlie eye-piece of tlie tield-fiudiug

camera is telescopic, and spring pressed, so thiit it may be pres.sed home,
when not in use, to reduce the c.ttenial dimensions, ami whicli flies ont to its

jirojicr position, when a detaining detent is released. Within the jihotographic
camera box is placed the " shutter," which is in the form of two hinged ilnorx

supported on parallel axes on one of each of their respective edges, and placed
at right angles to one another, conveniently vertically and horizontally, so
that when one of the shutters—say that in a vertical ]>lane— is rotated on its

axis, and thus exposes the jilate beliind it, the other .shutter—say that in the
horizontal ])lane above tlie verticil shutter— is actuated by a spring, .so as to
fall rapidly, and imincdiately thereafter closes the aperture.

To tlie axis at the lowest edge of tlie vertical shutter is fitted a milled thumb
nut, brought outside the box, and fitted around its axis with a spiral spring,
which serves to bring the shutter always to its iiornuil closed position in a
vertical plane. The axis of the upper horizontal plate is also provided witji a
spiral spring, tending to make it close into a downward vertical position. A
quadrant is altixed to this axis, bearing with its corner upon a grooved cam
upon the axis of the other shutter. When the camera is set for operation, the
lower shutter stands in a vertical plane, closing the aperture. The upper
shutter is then set by hand against the reaction of the spiral spring, so that it

stands horizontally with the quadrant on the axis of the upper shutter pressing
against the cam on the lower axis. Upon rotation of the lower axis either by
hand or automatically, as hereinafter st.ated, the sensitive plate is cxi>osed
until the cam allows the upper shutter to fall by the reaction of the spiral

spring, when the aperture is at once closed. It may lie noted that this com-
bined shutter cannot be left open by accident and thus spoil a plate. Tlie
aforesaid axis of the lower shutter can be rotated by a rack and pinion, or any
similar device which may be actuated more promptly by the mere pressure of
a lever or button.
For the storage and supply of the sensitised jilatcs, I attach to the side of

the camera a cylindriciil drum. The said drum is provided with a series of
grooves vertical to the bottom of the ilruiii, around the interior of the outer
wall of the box, and around the interior boss, through which a stud fixed to
the camera passes, by which the box is attached in place ujion the camera.
Tlie grooves above described are so arranged relatively to one another that
the sensitised plates are arranged jiartially tangentially to the inner boss, and
I thus accommodate a very considerable numVier of plates in the said liox.

The box is also provided with a series of indents in an external flange com-
spouding in number to that of the sheets of sensitised plates, with an ad<litiouaI

serration corresponding to one blank space left solid between the Ixiss and
periphery in the body of the drum. Tlie cover of the drum tow.inls the
camera is fixed relatively to the camera (the drum being free to revolve U|)on
its central axis) and is provided with a slot coiTespondiui^ in size to the edge
and in angle to the jiosition of the sensitised plates in the ilnim. This plate

or cover is also provided with a spring catch engaging in the aforesaid serrate<I

flange on the body of the drum, in onlcr that the position of the said dnini,

when rotated, may always be exactly determined, so that the divisions in the
drum are exactly opposite to the slot in the fixed plate. Tlie slot in this

slotted plate or cover is caused, when fitted to the camera, to correspond
exactly to a slot in the side of the camera box, such slot being normally
covered by a slotted sliding plate, which may lie withdrawn or moved so as to
cause all the slots to coincicle, by means of a spring handle outside the camera
box. Wlieii it is desired then to supply the sensitised plate to the camera, the
sliding phate is withdrawn or moved, so that the slot in the sliding jilate co-

incides with the slots in the druiu and the camera, and a sensitised plate eaii

then be delivered by gravity into the camera. When the photograph has Ik-cu

taken, the plate rain lie retunieil by tilting the negative plate into its own
compartment in the ilruni. Tlie drum is then rotated through an aic corre-

sponding to a division, so that the next sensitised plate coincides with the
position of tlic .slots ready for the next photograph.
The serrations on the external llaiige of the drum, corresponding to the

.sensitiseil plates, are all numbered, and one serration liears the wonts "drum
shut, " indicating that position in which the slot of the rotating cover is opi>osito

to the blank partition in the drum. A catch and pointer are provided, attixed

to the camera, to indicate the successive umnbers. Tliis catch prevents the

drum from being removed from the camera until the said ]>oiiiter is engaged in

that serration corresponding to the words "drum shut," in which jiosition the

drum cannot be turned any further (which avoids danger of double exposure of

any plate), and may be removed, entire and closed, from the bdly of the
camera, by the release of a nut A duplicate drum may then be attached with

a fresh supply, or the plates may be removed in a suitable manner, and a fresh

supply of sensiti.sed plates introduced.

It will thus be seen that as the dnim can only be removed from the camera
in the one position, namely, when the deliver)' slot is opjiosite and closed by
the blank metallic partition in the box. absolute seciu-ity is atTonled against

the admission of light to the sensitised plates before or after the photograph
has been taken.
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The whole form and external dimensions of ray complete camera are, by the

preceding coustructiou, within the exterior dimensions of the aforesaid sensi-

tised plate drum and witliout loose parts when in operation, so that the whole

apparatus may be conveniently carried in a portable cylindrical case of the

internal dimensions of the cylindrical sensitised plate drum.

iWe^tmgjS of Siocittit^*

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.

Date of HMtlng.

March 15

„ 15

,. 15

„ 16

,. 16

„ 16

„ 16

„ 16

.. 16

,. 17

Name ohSociety.

Glasgow &West of Scotland Am.
North London
Bolton Club
Bristol and W. of Eng. Amatenr
Bury K
Bdiubur(?h Photo. Club
Hyde
Manchester Club
Photogrraphin Club
London and Provincial

Place of Meeting.

180, West Resent- street, Glasgow.
MyddeltonHall,Upper-st., Islington
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Queen's Hotel, Clifton.

5, St. Andrew-square.
Mechanics' Hall, Hyde.

Anderton's Hotel, rleot-street,E.C.
Mason's Hall, BasinghaU-street.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday night, at a meeting of the above Hociety, held at 5a, Pall Mall
East, London, Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S., President, occupied the chair.

The Presidknt said that before the minutes were read he wished the report

of the Council, read at tlie previous meeting and since printed, to be adopted.
Mr. S. G. B. WoLLASTON moved that the report be adojited, with the excep-

tion of the clause about the satisfactory hanging of the pictures.

Mr. E. CuFTON said that he would second this, for the sake of putting the
matter to the vote.

Mr. T. Samuixs did not think the report to be accurate ; it said that there
were 675 jnctures at the exhil)ition and 198 exhibitors ; according to the
catalogue the number of exhibitors was 187 and there were 970 exhibits ; the
115 exhibits excluded from the report were those on the table, and consisted

of apparatus ; mucli more skill was necessary in the designing of good ajipa-

ratus than in taking pictures. He was against the adoption of the report in

its present form.

The CHAIR.MAN remarked that the report said that 675 frames wei'e hung.
Mr. T. S. Davis moved an amendment that the report be adopted without

alteration.

Mr. Frakcis Cobb seconded this, on the ground that no hanging committee
ever did or ever could obtain universal approval for its work.

This amendment was put to the vote and carried ; twenty-three voted for it

and eight against.

The President wished the meeting would express opinions, as requested in
the Treasurer's report, about printing the journal twice a year instead of
monthly, to reduce expense. He (the President) thought that a monthly issue
brought them into closer communication with their members.

Mr. F. I>X'K thought that the members had not much opportunity to discuss
their own aftiiirs ; there was a tendency to snuff them out. Every one regretted
that Captain Abney, who in the esteem of the Society stood second only to the
President, had resigned the Vice-Presidency ; he thought that some member of
the Council should explain the matter to the meeting.
The President said that if they referred to the I'hotogmphic News they

would see there a letter from Cajitain Abney giving his reasons for resigning.
He resigned because the names of nominators of iiersons to fill vacancies on
the Council were not to Ije pnblislied. A very full Council meeting decided
that this should be'tlie case. At the next meeting of tlie Council Captain
Abney was present, and said nothing when the minntes of the iirevious meet-
ing were read. He hoped he would witlulraw his resignation.

Captain W. de W. Abxev said tliat he resigned because tlie names of the
nominators were not added, and because his own nomination list of all the
members of the Society was not printed. He had principles he would stick to,
come what might, and he thought that the !.i.st Council was not constitutionallv
elected.

'

Tlie PRE.SIUEXT remarked that Captain Abney nominated all the members of
the Society in a jirinted list to fill six v.icancies. The custom had been that
any one nominated sliould be able to fill the ollice ; Captain Abney had nomi-
nated some wlio were dead, some who had failed to pay tlieir subscriptions
and some who were no longer members of the Society. It was utterly imi>os-
sible and impracticalile to have done as he desired.

Mr. WoLI,A.STOX moveil that tlie election be set aside as irregular.
The President refused to receive the motion, because the election liail

been jierfectly regular. New rules should be framed.
Mr. W. S. Bird said that the rules under discussion had been fnanied in

the most democratic manner ])Ossible some years .ago, at a time wlieii there was
said to lie too much power in the liands of the Council. He hoped that
Captain Abney wouhl reconsider his detennination.

Mr. Woi.i.isTON said that a friend of his had been nominated to serve
wi hout his con.sent having been obtained.
The Chairman remarked tliat sucli should not have been the case.
Mr. R. M. LaWES stated that he had been so nominated, and he thought

the last electioH to be illegal.

The Pre-sident tlieii pronounced the adjourned meeting to be closed.
Dr. W. F. DoNKiN, M. A., Hon. Secretary, then read the minutes of the last

meeting.
Mr. WoLLASTON moved, and Mr. \V. H. HvsLOl' seconded, that the minutes

ue not connrmed.

The President put the matter to the vote ; twenty-two voted for and live

against the confirmation ; the minntes were accordingly confirmed.
The President then announced the discussion of Mr. J. B. Spurge's paper,

read last month, to be tlie business before the meeting.

Mr. Si'URGE .said that he had a rotatory .slide rule, connected with the
problems in his paper, to bring before the meeting.
The President proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Spurge, and called uj)on

Mr. Bird to read Mr. Robinson's paper.

Mr. Bird then read a paper by Mr. H. P. Robinson on Exhibiting and
Exhibitors. The author said that the quality of the work on view at the
annual exhibitions of the Society was improving. Sometimes the same man
sent good and bad jiictures to one exhibition, showing tliat tlie good ones
were flukes ; sometimes a jiicture would lie hung above a door at one exhibi-

tion, and receive a medal at tlie next one ; sometimes the reverse of this

woiiM take place. At the last Exhibition were five large frames to show what
could be done with a particular maker's camera ; as a juror lie was not
jileased at having to examine all the little pictures in those frames, all sent as

an advertisement. Some of the foreign pictures were good but vulgarly
niounteil. An exhibition must first be made worth visiting by the public, and
the ]ileasing of the exhibitors should be the second consideration. He
thought that the names of the exhibitors should be known to tlie hangers,
and that a few pictures should be hung depending for their interest upon the
names of the producers : when a man constantly talks photography, writes
]iliotograpliy, and tests everything to destruction, it would be interesting to

see what kind of work he produces ; an impartial hanger, not knowing his

name, might reject his work. Persons not meiiibers of the Society shoulil pay
a little for the space their pictures occupy. When a veteran ]ihotographer
sends in work, he thought tliey might in some instances hang his ]iictures,

and be a little blind to their faults. Those wlio have not tlie liest places on
the walls should not attribute tlie fact to those much-abused persons, the
hangers, who had their difficulties.

Mr. W. E. DEBiiNHA.M supposed that the pictures taken with a particular

camera were some rather remarkable instantaneous views ; he did not see why
they should be put away from the other instantaneous views, and he thought
that the hangers had acted rightly. Some frames were said to be vulgar ; in a

matter of taste it was bad taste to call the selections of any one else '
' vulgar ;

"

it was an unnecessary insult. Many persons liked black frames, and he did
not see why they sliould be exchuled. He protested against the suggestion
that the hangers should show jiartiality.

Captain Abney said that various cajis were flying about, and one of them
fitted him, for he had once had a medal awarded for pictures wliich were
subseipiently not hung at all when sent to the Photogi-apliic Society of Great
Biitain. He sent in a protest to the Council about the bad work, of the hang-
men, anil the Council civilly said tli.at they were I'ery sorry that sucli merit
should have passed unnoticed ; at tlie same time they made him a member of

the hanging committee, of which appointment he was very proud. He appeared
to perform his duties, and a gentleman said, "What do you want?" Here-
plied, "I have come to hang pictures." Tlie gentleman told him to go away,
as he was not wanted, and added tliat the year before a fellow li.ad sent some
very good pictures, which were not hung, lie (Captain Abney) explained that
he was the man, and the other speaker stated that he was Mr. Robinson ; that
was their first introduction to each other.

Mr. T. S. Davis exjilained how the h.angers would sometimes liegin leisurely

with their work, guided perhaps by a man of aisthetic jiroclivitics, and after-

wards, when time was running short and space more limited, would be guided
in the rest of their work by a humble foot-rule.

Mr. WOLLASTON said that platmoty]ic prints might be marred by being hung
against a ghastly head upon pink paper ; could not platinotype prints be liuug
by themselves ? He was glad that the craze for bromide enlargements was
dying out ; he thought such enlargements not suitable for their walls.

Mr. Bird remarked that Mr. Robinson hail applied the word "vulgar" to
one kind of mount alone. The hanging was difficult, and must be done
rapidly ; he thouglit that Mr. Wollastoii would be an excellent hand upon the
hanging committee.

Mrs. Mary Pritchard, Sir David L. Salomons, Bart., and Mr. Geofl'rey W.
Millais, were elected members of the Society.

Tlie President announced that the ordinary meeting of the Society in Airil
would be held on the 19th of that month ; that is to say, upon the third insteatl

of the second Tuesday.
The meeting then broke up.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At a meeting of the above Association, held on Thui-sday, March 3, at the
Masons Hall Tavern, City, Loinlon, Mr. A. Mackie presided.
A question in the box asked: "As Boards of Arbitration have been formed to

settle disputes in relation to various trades .and in-ofessions, and are extensively
used to escape the unexampled cost and delays of Eiiglisli law, should this
Association inquire into the worlving and constitution of those lioards and
report tliereon for the benefit of ]iliotogra]ihers ?"

Mr. A. Cowan thought tliat inquiry should be made.
Mr. W. H. Harrison believed tli.-it the aiipoiiitiuent of such a board would

save jihotographers the expenditure of much money
; in the Times law reports

of that day w.as much about such boards, which now had an average of four
cases to settle daily ; in business agreements a clause was now often inserted
agreeing to refer dis|iutes to one of the boards; the bo.ard pledged the con-
tending p.arties not to go to law without its consent.

Mr. W. M. Ashman said that the question before the Association at the
jirevions meeting about enlargements might well be referred to such a lioard.
Tlie photographic societies of Great Britain should be consulted about ajipoint-
iiig official arbitrators.

I'lie Chairman remarked that jihotographers, .as a bodv, had no cohesion
whatever, and the society supposed to chiefly represent them, perhaps rcpre-

I
seuted them least.
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Mr. A. L. Hendkrson would like to hear opinions from iihotogrouliiTfi
al)Oiit tlio ai>[>ointiiuMit of siu'li a lioaril ; it was a viTy important sulyect.
The HiiN. Skiuktaiiv thought tlic subject ilescrveil to bo brought up at the

next Convention at Ula8(,'ow, when a representative of every photo^rupliic
society in the kingdom would l)e present.

°

Mr. Hahiuson saitl tliat the way to get such a proposition carried tlirough
wouhi 1)0 for one i)hotographcr to take tlie subject up and make the niiestion
his own, doing all the work and oonespomlence until he had the honour of
getting a Board of Arbitration established. As an amateur ho had no per-
sonal eoniniercial interest in the matter.
Another question was :

" Do jirints mounted on waterpi-oof mounts
cockle .' Wliy not mount proofs witli waterjvroof composition ?

The Chaib.man saiil that umloubtedly they cockleil.

Mr. J. Hlbeut had had a b.id experience with waterproof mounts
;
prints

could only \>e fixed upon them with gelatine.
Mr. Hkndekson had soaked ordinary mounts in from two to five per cent.

of paralliuo wax dissolved in benzine. Sometimes he applied this solution
after the mounting ; it soaked right tlirough the print.

Mr. Hl'BEiiT sometimes mounte<l and <lried jiriuts upon boards curved in
the opposite direction to that which they would have a tendency to as.snme
after drying.

Mr. Cowan saiil that good glue was better than inferior samples of gelatine
for mounting. AH the Ix-st i)rofession.al mounters, including Fox, used glue.
Another question was ; "Can wood-spirit be useil to precipitate gelatine '

"

Mr. Hahrison rem.arked that jmre woo<lspirit or methylic alcohol, free
from acetone, was rarely seen and very expensive. Ordinary .samples were
frequently far from pure. It boiled at a lower tcmj>erature than ethylic
alcohol, an<l had some useful peculiarities.

Mr. Hk.ndkiisox rcmarkeil that a commercial specimen before them wouhl
give spots if used for precipitation ; he, however, knew a New York photo-
grapher who invariably used wood-siiirit for precipating emulsion.

Mr. Ashman called att 'utiou to Mr. T. S. Norris's method of preserving
strong solutions of pyrogallol by keeping the upper part of the stock liottlu
lilleil with common g.as ; he had seen a solution which hail lieen kept
quite colourless by that method for two years at tlie City ami (iuilds Technical
College.

Mr. Cowan said that a weak solution could not be kei>t in good condition
by the method stated.

The meeting then broke up.
* •

CAMERA CLUB.
The subject arranged for the Thursday evening meeting of members on March
3 was a demonstration of their carljou process by the Autotype Company. Mr.
F. Machell Smith occupieil the chair. The attendance was excellent. Both
Mr. Sawyer and Mr. Bird were present and spared no pains to make the
ilemoustration thorough and interesting. Every necessary appliance hail lieen
brought to the (.!lub, and, in addition, a line selection of autotype pictures was
on view.

Mr. S.wvvER introduced the subject by a lecture giving the history of auto-
type, and then iiroceeded, with tlie assistance of Mr. H. J. Burton, to the
develojiment of the exposed tissue on single transfer, tenqiorary support, and
on coUodionised glass. Some very successful results were turned out, the rich
colour and tine ijuality of the pictures obtained by the process proving very
attractive.

After the demonstration Mr. J. E. Austin suggested that calcium-chloride
tubes might be used with advantage to preserve sensitised carbon tissue. He
did not quite understand how Mr. Sawyer proposed in some cases to obtain
sui)enor results by taking pictures through the glass side of the plate. He
thought the frequent air bubbles in the glass would spoil the negatives. He
would like to know whether it were possible to get rid of the glazed surface
from the carbon print after strijipiiig.

Mr. W. H. HvsLoi- asked wliat etl'ect gas fumes had upon the tissue.
Mr. V. C. Dolbleday had attempted to make lantern slides in carbon, but

had met with great ditticulties, and had not been successful. He would like to
know the simplest way of going to work.
Mr. G. Davison suggested pressing in contact with ground-glass to give a

matt surface to the stripped carbon jirint.

Mr. Maciiki.i. Smith thought grained zmc would be preferable.
Mr. Sawver said they had been exi)erimentiug in regard to g.iining a matt

surface. Tlie jirocesses named would no doubt secure the end in view. In
regard to Mr. Austin's innuiries, he thought that the tissue did not require the
calcium-chloride tube. It might possibly crack if kejit in that way. In
referring to the superior results obtainable in securing reversed negatives, he
iiiiaiit to convey that improved gi'adations were to be got by attention in the
iiit.imediate process of taking a transparency. The quality of the negative in
reg:iiJ to density could be improved. In reply to Mr. Hyslop, it was necessary
to dry the tissue free from gas fumes or it was rendered insoluble. Lanteru
slides were a weak point. If a negative were the least thin no result blight
enough was obtainable.
The proceedings terminated with a hearty vote of thanks to Messrs. Sawyer

and Bird and their assistants.
On Thursday, M.vcli 17, the subject is Collodio-Bromide Etmdaim, with

demonstration by Mr. H. J. Gilford.

MANCHESTER AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary monthly meeting of the above Society waa held on Tuesday
last, in the Masonic Hall, Cooper-street, Manchester, Mr. S. F. Flower in the
ehair.

The following were elected as members :—Messrs. Thomas Carter, Leslie
*-. Clift, Geo. Will. Cook, J. Guilford, Bernard S. Harlow, Arthur Holt, John

m""\.t
'"'"° *'o'*«^'<'>'' J- Partington, A. Pickston, and John Wem

Mr. W. RussBLL exhibited an improved changing bag, the novelty of which
consisted of a window of staineil parchment. This want, he said, was much
felt, and could not be had from the makers.

Mr. T. Stkventon gave a rhmoiutmlidn nf Carbon PiymfiU flerelvjniienl,
but |irevious to doing so he gave a slight outline of the early history of thin
jirocess, He then proccedeil to devclope the priijts.

CARDIFF AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the recent monthly meeting of this Society, the President in the chair,
Messrs. Frederick Heitzman and C. J. Emery were elected ordinary memliera.

Mr. Je-sse Wii.mams gave an interesting lecture on the Thtory of ttneluy-
metil [this will appear in a future number].
The Pkk.sii)ENT, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Williams for hlii

interesting lecture, alludetl to tne importance of becoming an fait as to tlie

action of iihotographic chemicals. He was afraid many of their memlwrii
worked by mere inatter of rote, and did not take the trouble to ascertain for
themselves "the why and the wherefore." He urged them to give more atten-
tion to minor details ; it was of great importance if they wi8he<l to liecome
successful photographers.

Mr. C. !•. GoocH seconded the vote of thanks.
The members were interested in the President's account of his recent visit to

London and the welcome afforded him by the Camera Club. Arrangements
.are pending for a visit from Mr. T. C. Hepworth. "The President iilso jiro-

mised a lecture for next month, illustrated by limelight.

The Hon. Secketabv read a communication from Mr. John Storrie, the
Curator of the Cardiff Museum, granting permission to the memljers to photo-
graph anything of interest, and proffering his kind assistance.

Acting upon a suggestion made by the Hon. Secretary, the Committee of
the Cardiff Free Library have courteously .added to their lending department
a valuable collection of photographic works.

BRISTOL AND WaST OF ENGLAND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The usual monthly meeting of the Association was held at the Queen's Hotel
on Wednesday, February 16,—Colonel Playfair, Vice-President, in the chair,
and tliere was a large attendance, a [lajier on J''ilm Photynipliy, by Mr.
Manfield, having been jireviously announced.
The Hon. Sechetabv (Mr. H. A. Hood Daniel) intimated that it would lie

desirable to pass the printed minutes of January and Febru.ary at the next
meeting, as the issue of the former had been much delayed by the yearly re-

arrangement of the advertisements.
Mr. E. Briglitman was called on by the Chairman to read Mr. Maufield's

paper, that gentleman being absent [see page lo2].

Mr. J. Phillips inquired as to time required for final washing of the
negatives.

Mr. Brightman stated that the time required was 'much less, as the water
got at the film from both sides at once.

Mr. BooRNE remarked that the Eastman people stated fifteen minutes as
being sufficient for that oiieration.

Rev. H. B. Habe inquired why the ammonia should attack the film.

Mr. Bbiuhtman replied that it was the combined action of the ammonia and
l>yro which was referred to as touijhcnlnij the film of gelatine too niucli.

Rev. H. B. Hare considered that if a film was likely to frill at all such was
less likely with ammonia than with soda.

Mr. Brightman said it w.as very noticeable how many were now writing and
complaining of the frilling of plates, but doubtless they were in most cases
using Beach's developer, a very potent producer of that trouble.

Rev. H. B. Hare had experimented with the Beach developer, but had not
succeeded so well as with ammoni.a.
The Chairman h.ad not succeeded with the Beach developer anything like so

well as with ammonia, his chief complaint Iwing that it stained the film so
much.

Rev. H. B. Hare considered that the chief objection to ammonia was its

considerable and rapid reduction in strength.
Mr. STEVEN.S advocated keeping it in a ten-per-cent. soIutioD, a very con-

venient mode for obviating the defect Mr. Hare mentioned.
Mr. Daniel said that he consiilered a ten-per-cent. solution somewhat awk-

ward, .say, in the ca.se of a solution desired to be made of seven to one. Ho
much preferred the mode of diluting ammonia immediately on its receipt with
equal bulk of wjiter and so labelling it. Any strength solution desired could
then be ni.atle.

Rev. H. B. Hare .saw a good mode recommended for keeping the stoppers of
Ijottles tight, namely, to place them upside down in a pan of water.
The Chairman proposeil a vote of thanks to Mr. Manfield for his very

interesting and instructive paper, ami could not helj) feeling that after .seeing

the very beautiful specimens exhibited the days of gla.ss were numbered.
The vote of thanks was passed uiiauiiuously and conlially to Mr. Manfield

for his instractive paper, which w.os listened to with much attention.
The Chairman proposed that, as the Association Room was ojwn to members

at any time during the day, the following papers should lie regularly taken and
ke|)t on the table :—The British Journal oe l'ni)TO<iBAi'Hv, I'hotiyraphic
News, Amateur Jlivloffrapher, and The Camem, which, having been duly
seconded, was carried, after which the meeting was adjourned to March Iti.

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the meeting held at Myddeltou Hall, Islington, N., on Tues<lav, March 1,

Mr. J. Traill Taylor, President, in the chair, Messrs. W. Ackland, W. BetlfotU,
E. Duumore, E. W. Foxlec, D. W. Hill, J. Martin, and G. W. Shatlbolt, mem-
bers of the former North London Society, were elected honorary members, and
Messrs. Harold Imray and H. H. Dimmock were elected as ortlinary members,
A letter was read li-oni Mr. Eric H. Johnson, of Putnam, Coun., U.S.A.,

offering to exchange prints with members of the Society.
A question from the box was read, asking the best method of making

oxygen.
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The President clescribeil the ordinary method of making oxygen from chlo-

rate of potash and manganese.

Mr. E. CoNBAD said that the addition of clUoride of sodium had been recom-

mended. .

Mr. E. Clifton drew attention to the fact that oxygen was now being com-

mercially produced hy the Brius Oxygen Company, by the barinm-oxide

jirocess, at a very cheap r.ate ; oxygen so prepared did not contain chlorine,

and therefore did not destroy the ga.s ba".s.

A question was then read, inquiring the cause of and remedy for collodion

emulsion which gives crapv lines on coating the plate.

Mr. A. Mackie suggested that either the solvents used were not of sufti-

cientl'y liigh specific gravity or tliat tlie pellicle had not been sufficiently dried

before redissolving. lie .added, tliat with some samples of pyroxyline this

fault was more likely to occur than with others.

Mr. L. Medland showed a new lens mount he had had constnicted for con-

verting his rapid symmetrical into a wide-angle lens. He also showed an

auxiliary focusser for use in instantaneous work.

In the adjourned discussion on Mr. Taylor's lecture, Mr. F. W. Cox asked

whether the composition of the glass used in tlie manufacture of lenses inllu-

enced their rapidity, focal lengtli and aperture being the same.

The President replied that, provided the glass was colourless, there would

be no ditterence.

A Member said that he had a portrait lens which gave a flare spot under

any circumstances, .and wished the President to give the reason.

The Presidkst tkought this hardly possible, and suggested that the lens be

brought to the next meeting for examination.

Mr. Mackie said that, considering the importance of the lens, it was

astonishing how ignorant photographers were of the simplest facts concerning

its properties and use, and suggested that a few axioms applicable to lenses in

general, whatever their construction might be, sliould be published in one of

the jdiotographic journals.

A large number of interesting slides was then shown by means of the optical

lantern.

The next meeting will be held on Tuesday, March 15, when Mr. Edgar
Clifton will deliver a lecture on Cameras, Ancient and Modem. Visitors are

luvitetL
-—

NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usu.al fortnightly meetuig of this Society wiis held at the Greyhound
Hotel, Dulwich, on Wednesday evening, March 2,— Mr. Wolff in the chair.

After tlie usual business h.ail been transacted, Mr. Walker gave a descrip-

tion of tlie Eastman stripi>ing films and their manipulation. The whole of the

proces.ses were shown practically liyMr. Jackson, the Company's demonstrator,

and were entirely successful. Mr. Walker showed a series of re]iroduced

negatives on the films made by Mr. A. Pringle, whicli were quite equal to any
on glass.

The next meeting will be on Wednesday evening, March 16, when a coinmu-
nication on bromide-paper will be made by Mr. A. Ryder.

t^ Conespondents should neoer vrite on both sides of the 'pa}ter.

Februaby Meetixo of the PiioToyRAPiiic Society of France.—Gelatixo-
Chlobide Proofs and Emulsions.—A New Stretciieb.—A Tripod
wiTU Articulate Centre.—Another Manufactciier of Dry Pl.^tes.—
Business Depbe.sbion.— Eastman's Paper and Tonino of Prints by
Pi*\TiNCM.—A New Shutter.—A Small Camera.— Portr.uture by
Electric Light.^Eeversible Films.—Silvering Glass Plates.

The Photographic Society of France lielJ their February meeting on
Friday evening last, the 4tli instant, M. Davanne iu tlie chair.

M. Tondeur .presented a collection of positives on glass, made by his
new gelatino-eliloride emulsion. He said lie was very happy to be able
to add that it was a Frencliiuan wlio was the first to present gelatine-
chloride emulsions to the French Society of Photography. Here a storm
of interpellations fell upon the unhappy author. MM. Franck, Guille-

minot, and Htebbing said that they had manufactured gelatino-eliloride

plates, and that proofs had been presented to the Society. M. Tondeur
took to the safe side by saying that if the results from gelatino-chloride
emulsions had been exhibited, no emulsions ready to he used had been
shown. M. Tondeur states that he has discovered a new and novel
method of making emulsions in full light, and that upon going into his
dark room rapidity is acquired instantaneously. These emulsions can be
kept for a length of time without decomposition. M. Tondeur had pro-
mised to endow the public with his secret, by divulging it to the French
Society of Photography, and it was even published upon their pro-
gramme ; but at the last moment this gentleman preferred to keep his
secret to himself, and disappoint the members who went to the seance on
purpose to learn another method.

M. David presented a stretcher for films composed of a brass frame,
as in those already known, such as Londe, Eastman Company, Ac. The
only thing new is that no Haps are required to turn down upon the film.
The film need not be larger than the size required, and is held by the
following expedient :—Round the edge of the brasswork frames M. David
had the idea to punch a line of lioles ; the rough surface of these holes act
like pins, prick into the film, and hold it firm. 'When the stretcher is put
into the dark frame, the door being closed pushes upon the stretcher and
flattens it down

;
this flattening makes it become larger, and causes the

film or paper to become stretched like a drum-head. For myself, I

cannot recommend stretchers wliich make holes in the sensitive surface.

The only inconvenience I see iu the folding-down ones is that the films

must be purchased of a larger size than required, thus making them a

little more expensive.

M. Horn presented a camera tripod with an articulated contrivance in

the centre, such as was presented to the Society in the month of De-
cember by M. Lebreton, and of which I gave a full account in one of my
letters to The British Journal of Photography. Since the value of

that addition by M. Lebreton has been established, other inventors claim

the honour of having invented it ; one among the rest claims the honour
for his old master, one of the first manufacturers of photographic

cameras, long ago dead and reposing from his labours. As it is, the

dodge is a good one ; and if it has been forgotten'and in disuse, it must
be brought before the photographic community again as a very useful

addition to the well-known tripod.

M. Offert, a new manufacturer of gelatino-hromide of silver plates,

presented specimen packets to the members in order to be experimented

upon.
Plates are at such a low price on the Continent, and makers so

numerous, aud business so bad, that plates of any brand and at whatever

price are equally disdained. The proprietor of one of tlie best houses in

Paris, on being asked to give work to an operator, replied that he had
been obliged to discharge hands, and that he could not find work for the

operator remaining. On being asked the 'cause of this dearth of cus-

tomers, he replied that although photography had made such rapid

strides in beauty and artistic taste during the last two years, it appears

that the public has become indifferent altogether to photography. For-

merly, said he, albums could be seen upon every parlour table ; now
coloured illustrated journals take their place. Amateurs torment their

friends to sit as models, photographers bother actresses and artists, as

well as prominent personages, to honour them with a sitting ; so at last,

if things go on in the same way, we shall be obliged to fee our customers

instead of their paying us. A Httle exaggeration can bo accounted for,

but this is not the only instance.

M. Cheneviire presented a collection of positives on Eastman's jiaper, as

well as some enlargements having a very agreeable tone, having been

passed through a bath of platinum. To M. Vidal is due the popularisation

of this method of toning, which he described as follows :—In order to

make positives printed upon Eastman's paper more durable, tliey can be

toned with platinum, the same as those printed upon albumenised paper

are toned with gold. After having developed the image in the ferrous-

oxalate bath, it is thoroughly washed in water acidulated by acetic acid,

and it is then immersed iu the following solution :

—

Water 2000 parts.

Bichloride of platinum 1 part.

Hydrochloric acid 25 parts.

The proof can be left in this hatli from twenty minutes to half an hour.

It is well to print the proofs a little deeper in shade, as they lose a little

of this vigour in the toning bath. If the operator is not sure of the

action of the platinum salt upon the proof, let him cut o2 a small piece

of the proof, aud immerse it in the following solution :

—

Water 1000 parts.

Bichloride of copper 120 ,,

If the image is covered with platinum, it will resist the action of this

bath, but if it has not been properly toned it will fade away completely.

The paper need not be thrown away, as the imago can be redeveloped by

plunging it into the ferrous-oxalate bath. Not only will it redevelope in

all beauty, but it will give a brighter and a better image than it did after

its first development. The action of the iilatinum toniug solution

ameliorates and modifies the tone or colour of the prints, wliich take a

fine bUiish-black colour. After having fixed and well washed the proofs,

they must be allowed to remain at least ten minutes in the following

solution :

—

Water 1000 parts.

Alum 50 ,,

M. Mareo-Mendoza presented a new shutter of his invention, with
which he declared he was able to make different exposm-es, from instan-

taneous to minutes. This instrument is made after the principle of

Watson's rapid shutter ; when one flap rises up another falls down, and
thus the obturation is obtained. M. Londe objected to this system, aa

being faulty in the extreme. He said tliat it was practically imiwssible

to avoid a shaking of the camera with a shutter which opens, and at the

moment when the image is half exposed lifts a catch, which liberates a

second flange to close the lens. The inventor, with great tact and
dexterity, turned the laugh on his side, by wisely saying that he did not

pretend to say that his shutter was superior to that of M. Londe, wliich

was a commercial article.

M. Fran^ais presented a small camera for instantaneous work, 2x2.
The camera is intended to be held in the hand during the operation.

The lens is of a fixed focus, therefore automatic ; an instantaneous

shutter is adapted. Above the working lens is another small lens, which
acts as a camera obscura. The image is reflected upon a ground-glass

inserted in the top of the camera, so that the position of the object can

be ascertained, aud its movements seen all the time. This ground-glass

is protected by a kind of covering lying flat when closed, but when opened
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forms a sort of tent or shade. M. Fraix^s has given it the name of

kin^>graph.

Professor Stcbbing presented some magnificent proofs obtained by a
new combination of tlie elcctiio light in tlic studio of M. Cliory (late

Walery), of Parin. The proofs were so to tlie taste of some of the
member!!, that notwitlistanding the expressed wishes of the President to
return tliem several were missing. The French Society would do well to
copy the English societies, in having a book in which to write the names
of nionil)€rs and visitors, and by whom introduced ; these petty larcenies
would not occur so frequently ; strangers being admitted up to the
present without any control. Readers of The Liiixisn Jouhnal of Photo-
GiiAPHv interested in electric lighting can read a short description of
M. Chary's method in one of my former oommunications.
M. Balagny presented some very fine specimens of his reversible films.

M. Bory sent in a ooramunication on the silvering of plato glass. It

being very late it was ordered to bo published in the Uulletin.

25, Rue dtt A^eimiru, I'arit. PiiOF. E. Stebbinq.
*

RETOUCHING.
To the EoiTons.

Gentlemen,—With the sentiments expressed in last week's Joubxal by
" Over-weary " I can heartily sympathise, having often felt that way myself.

Of course, employers naturally expect a maximum of work with a
minimum of pay, and that is responsible for a good deal of the wretched
retouching produced. When a man is expected to finish so many heads
a day, be they rough or smooth, he cannot have any time to Diink what is

best to bo done, but must simply put the polish on as rapidly as possible.
To stick at that polishing process day after day, and week after week, is al-

most maddening in its monotony. Such work (thongh often regarded as the
easiest) is dreadfully wearing, not only to the eyes but to the nerves and body
generally, and should certainly be better paid for than it frequently is.

I sliould like to ask Mr. Barrett what he considers a fair day's work ?

Doing the negatives well, and working, say, from nine a.m. to six p.m., with
an hour off—I am well aware that some negatives take twice as long as
others, but taking the rough with the smooth—how many carte-de-visite
vignette beads ought to be done in the time ?

On applying for a situation I have been told that unless I could do a
certain number of heads per diem I would not suit. Is that sort of thing
quite fair? Then, after literally slaving all the summer, as the winter
comes on you may be informed that the small amount of business doing
does not justify the retention of an expensive assistant, and, with many
regrets, out you go. That sort of thing is hardly an encouragement for
men to persevere in the profession.— I am, yours, &a., IIvdba.

To tlie Editors.
Gextleiiex,—In last week's issue of The British Jocrxal or PnoTo-

GBArnv tliere are two of your correspondents who have very kindly
mentioned my name, and to whom, with your indulgence, I wish to reply.
One, " Over-weary," h.as only added his testimony to the justice of some
of my remarks in a former issue of your Journal, and for which I beg to
thank him ; but the second, Mr. H. J. Gorliu, " calles me over thecouls"
because I said " that Mr. Williams," of Bcgent-street, " retouched his
negatives." Whenever I am wrong I am only too happy if any one will
kindly correct me. Personally, I have always regarded Mr. Williams as
a photographer second to none, and I cannot find anything in my article
to the contrary, but I hope Mr. Gorfin will forgive me if I stick to my
opinion regarding Mr. Williams r>;touching his negatives. As I said, I
miy be wrong, and if Mr. H. Croughton (an artist of the time in question,
and also one whom I regard as an authority on retouching) will con-
descend to tell me that I urn, I will be very happy to acknowledge my
error and make the amende hoi.omhle.—l am, yours, &c.,

Eedmoxd Babbett.

sulphuration OF platinotype prints.
To the Editors.

Gextlemex,—I do not wish to trouble you further in reference to this
controversy

; it is evident to me that, as of old, the people will be deceived,
and that they " love to have it so." Very well, let them. But I wish you
to place on record that in compliance to a reiiuest by me to Mr. Pringle
that ho would state publicly the grounds for his public statement (absolute)
in your pages (December 3, 188G), he has sent mo a private letter, in which
he says :

" You appear [sic) to find fault with my statement that the
'metal platinum lorms but a small proportion of platinotype print.'
Will you kindly weigh it, and then say what proportion of the total weight

l[ is due to the paper and what to metallic platinum?" Now, gentlemen
and readers—those who do read—I want you to turn to Mr. A. Pringle's
letter, published December 3, and then to form your opinions upon the
justice and honesty of the combating parties. It I were to write a " trilogy
of letters," I could not come up to—or go down to—the level of this remark-
able interpretation so long forthcoming. Again I say, read the letter from
Mr. Pringle, publislted December 3.—I am, yours, etc.,

Herbert B. Berkeley.
P.S.—-I should add that Mr. Pringle further states that he doubts the

composition of the image—especially since writing the " absolute state-
ment," but he does not give any reasons. There is an error in eighth line,
second paragraph, of my letter, February 18—for any read no.

LIMELIGHT MATTERS,
To the Editobs.

GEXTI.EMEX,—I shall bo glad if you will allow mo to say, in Answer to
Mr. Lewis Wright's letter of last week, that the automatic valves in ques-
tion do fulfil their title by acting perfectly when attached to the ordiminj
pressure gas cylinders, even when all the taps of jets, *e., are tamed off
and the regular valve is unscrewed and open. This I tried to express in
my remarks when I said " that a gas cylinder with an automatic valve
attached is practically the same as an average weighted gas bag." I shall
have much pleasure in showing those interested the automatic valves in
operation if they will call at -100, Strand, London, and, providing a few
hours notice is given, will have a triple or binnial lantern set up in the
dark room with identical optical systems and jets, so that the light from
the gas cylinders and gas bags could be compared. When using mixed
jets with the extra high-pressure gas cylinders recently introduced, it is

somewhat more difiicult to control the flow of gas and prevent it accumn-
lating when a tap is turned off as it would be in dissolving ; but when it

is considered that the pressure in the steel bottles is 1500 pounds to tho
square inch this is not to be wondered at, and notwithstanding the difE-
culties to encounter there is every chance that the inventor (Mr. R. Beard)
will succeed in overcoming this. As, however, an iron bottle or gas
cylinder twenty-eight inches long and five and a half inches diameter can
be filled with twenty cubic feet of gas at a pressure of about six hundred
pounds to the square inch, and as the valves act perfectly in checking the
flow at this pressure, there seems no necessity when required for dissolving
to have the extra quantity of gas pumped in the cylinders.—lam.yours.&c,
March 7, 1887. G. R. Baker.

•

EOSINE IN ISOCHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—We need trouble you with no reply to Mr. Hyslop's letter
in your number of February 25. His " statement " is, this time, quite
correct ; there has been no transfer of the patent, therefore he would be
hardly likely to find a record of the transaction. Nevertheless, it is a
fact that we are the sole licencees for the use of eosine in the gelatino-
bromide process for Great Britain and the Colonies.
With regard to Dr. Vogel's specification which has just been pnbhshed,

we have to inform your readers that the application has been opposed
and all proper steps taken to prevent an English patent being granted, on
the ground that it is a direct copy and infringement of Tailfer & Clayton's
patent, dated January 8, 1883, under which we hold our licence.

In reply to the suggestion of a correspondent, Mr. H. A. Lewis, that we
should supply the eosine preparation for the purpose of rendering
ordinary plates isochromatic by the bath process, we beg to explain that
we do not use or recommend this method, which is troublesome and com-
plicated, for the simple reason that plates so prepared will not keep,
whereas, by our method of making the emulsion itself isochromatic in the
first instance, the plates are not only of superior quality, but they also
have all the good keeping qualities of the best gelatino-bromide plates of
the ordinary kind.—We are, yours, dc, B. J. Edwards & Co.

Tlie Grove, Hackney, London, March 8, 1887.

A DISCLAIMER.
To the Editors.

Gextlemex,—I was as much surprised and puzzled as your corre-

spondent Mr. England, at seeing the curious remarks said to have been
made by me at a recent meeting of the Leeds Photographic Society. I

certainly did not say amateurs had a monopoly of artistic treatment of

their subjects, or any advantage whatever over the professional, except in

so lar as they may have a greater freedom of choice of subjects ; that is,

they can refrain from trying to make pictures of what is unpicturesqne.

With regard to the second statement fathered on me, what I did say
was, that, having had to pass some time in a certain not very high-class

establishment at one time, and noticing the general absence of beauty (to

use a mild term) in the class of persons who frequented it, I thought tho

professional photographer was to be pitied who was expected to invest

such rooms with artistic appearance. On this point I may mention that

yesterday I met a professional friend, who, after telling me he had had a
hearty laugh over my (supposed) observations, added, " But what you say
is quite true, and had I been present I should have spoken even more
strongly on the subject."—I am, yours, <fec., Ebsest H, Jacob, M.D.

12, Park-street, Leedt, March 8, 1887.

A SUGGESTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The system of piracy, as carried on now and for years

past, demands a remedy. Of course, the remedy is to have any portrait

registered, but in daily practice the time taken up in sending to the

office in London is an objection. The plan I offer is, thot it should be
possible to register a photograph in any town at the stamp office. It

would bring in a considerable revenue, as, doubtless, it would be taken

advantage of by all respectable photographers. H you think it worth
attention, please put it in your valuable Journal.—I am, yours, Ac,

Cheltenliam. An Artist.
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3Bicf)anQe arolumn.

« • No charge is made for inserting E:cchanges ofAppamtmxn this column

but none u-ill be inserted unless the article wanted is dejinitely slated Those

whospeci/y their requirements as "anything useful will Iherefme understand

the reason of their non-appearance.

Will exohan.'e half-plato Lereboiir portrait lens, with Watcrhouse diaphragms, for

iialf-pUto wide-angle rapid rectilinear lens.-Address, J. Goodman, New-street.

Farsley, near Leeds. ,,,,., j j i.,

Will cschause niiarter-platc mahosrany camera, one Bmgle dark slide and double com-
1

'ination portl-ait lens, for strong tripod stand suitable for 12 X 10 camera.-Address.

Teio, 123, SoutUgate, Gloucester.

Will eschant'o a Lawlov's portrait lens, with shding-body camera and one single slide,

for Lancaster's quai-tor-plate instantograph.—Address, W., 8, Westfield-terrace.

Will exchange a dark photographic earriapre on wheels, completely fitted up (cost £10).

Wanted, Inilf-plate long-focus folding camera, with three or more double backs.—

Addres.s, J. W. Smith, 71, Scatgato, Stamford, Lincolnshire.

Voxel's carte and gi-oup lens, two and a quarter inches diameter. Wanted, offers in

ferrotype stock.—Addi-ess, Mr. Ashley, 29, East-street, Stonehouse, Devou.

Wantetl to exchange, phantom shutter (hardly iise.l), .suitable for Ross" 5x4 rapid

rectilinear lens, for Watson's cyciLst's tripod and stand.—Address, E. Maeks, Koyal

Aquarium, Westminster, 8.W.

Wanted to exchange, gem camera, nine lenses, to take thirty-six pictnres on 7 x 5 plate

(cost eight guineas), for a good whole-plato rectilinear lens.—Address, A. Gates,

Photographer, Market-street, Aberdeen.

anstocrs to grorregpontietttg.

Notice —EmJi Co.-rapoiidciit is required to enclose Iiis novae anil aadrc-is, allhough no

neaxsarily for jmUication, Communications may, when thought dcsiraUo, ajijimr under

a NOM DE PLUME as hitherto, or, by preference, under three letters of the alphabet. Such

simaturcs as " Constant Keadcr," " SuhxrHxr," ic, .•iJiould be avoided. Corrnspondciils

rwt conforming to this ritie will there/ore understand the reason for the omission of their

comnianioations.

PHOTOOBArHS REGISTERED :

—

W. T). Valentine, Dundee.-Tuo group pliofograjihic vieics.

G. k H. Hall, 26, Westgate, Wakefield.-Photograph o/ testimonial to W. Aden Cacs.

Painter.—Unless we knew the focus of the front lens we couUl not answer.

But it will cover a whole plate at any rate.

Amol'RETTK.—Try another sample of paper having a less highly glazed surface,

or dry the prints between blotting-paper, so that they do not curl up in

drying.

A. Wilson.—With that dusting-on formula you ought to succeed. Probably

you do not allow the plate, after being exposed, to remain sufficiently long

iu a damp place.

HVPO.—1. Any strong tricycle will answer, but we cannot indicate a special

make.—2. Brown holland will answer.—3. Advertise for an artist. There

are many who would willingly undertake the work.

Rapid Paragon.— 1. Yes, there is a ditt'ereiice in the construction.—2 and 3.

The components of either of " Rapids " used as a single leus will be all that

yon require.—4. The bayonet joiut is the more convenient.

Hypo.—The spots are evidently due to sulphur. Probably air-bells have be-

come imprisoned between the jiriuts while in the fi.xing bath, or perhaps iu

the first washing water. The injury is quite as liablt to occur in the latter

as the fonuer.

S. S. S.— 1. To remove the stains try sulphuric acid (lUluted) and alum.

—

2. Have the background repainted. We are preparing an article on the

subject.—3. Either of the lenses will answer, but we would give preference

to the one having the shortest focus.

C. J. S. B.—Write to Messrs. England Brothers, Charles-street, Royal-crescent,

Notting Hill ; they, are the printers. Husnik's work on the collotype process

(in German) may also be of .service to you. It may be procured through
Messrs. Triibner tc Co., Ludgate-hill.

F Johnson a.sks: "Can you jilease to inform me, through the 'Answers to

Correspondents,' if there is any method of securing rich purple tones with
Cowan s chloride plates for transparencies '{ and if so, kindly give formula,

and oblige."—Perhaps Mr. Cowan will kindly supply the desired information.

Ldx.—Probably pure hydrogen, obtained by dissolving zinc in diluted sul-

phuric or hydrochloric acid, would serve the purpose. The special virtue in

employing dry pyrogallic acid in the way described lies in its being always
fresh. It is usually measured in a small scoop when lifted out, instead of

lieing weighed. The strength can always be nearly estimated.

J. Harris inquires : "Will you kindly give an arithmetical example to .show

how to divide the diameter of stop into the focal length of lens?"—We reply :

Having ascertained the focus of the lens—which is, say, ten inches—and the
diameter of the aperture iu diaphragm—which we .shall assume to be half
an inch—you have next to compute how many half inches there are in ten,

and then mark that particular stop as ^^.
H, H. Newman asks :

" Would yon kindly let me know, through the Jouenal,
where I cau get a good jiyrotechnic lanni for artificial lighting, also a mag-
nesium lamp for the same purpose?"—Those who employ jiyrotechnic com-
pounds usually have a lamp constructed acconiing to their special require-
ments. Mr. F. W. Hart, of Kingsland, and Messrs. Solomon, of Reil Lion-
square, Ixith supply magnesium lamps.

W. S. writes :
" Will you kindly inform me, throngh the Jouknal, the cau.se of

the film of the enclosed negative going as it has ? I ileveloped with the developer
given by Mr. Pringlc on page 90 of the Journal, with the exception that
instead of u.sing bisuljihite of potash I used suli>hurous acid and carbonate
of potash. The exposure was eight seconds with a wide-angle lens."—The
appearance of the film is <lue to incipient frilling, brought about, no doubt,
by the employment of an excess of potash. This our coiTcsjiondent can
prove for him.self by trying some of the same plates with a developer made
up according to tlie foruinla given by Mr. Mngle.

J H T ElLerbeck writes :
" In the report of the Liverpool Amateur Photo-

graphic Association, jnst issued, my name appears as an honorary member.

As this is open to misconstruction, I ask you to allow me to state that,

although repeatedly offered this, I liave most emphatically refused the

honoui-C), tiie .acceptance of which, ha.l it been of any u.se to nie, would have

been an acknowledgment of the legality and justice of t leir late decision.

J H J says: "I wi^li to enlarge from quarter and half-plate neptives to

about 12x10 on bromide paju.r by daylight. Would you kindly tell me

what kind of lens would be the best ! I liave a Ross' halfidate rapid sym-

metrical, and my camera racks out to sixteen inches. I have never done

aTy enlarging. "-The lens named will do qnite well, but m enlarging Irom

the half-plate negatives a stop will no doubt be required.

A ME.MBEI of the Bolton Photographic Society informs us that, 'VW^^.f
the report given in our Journal last week, the awards .at the annual so,,^e

were as follows :-No. 1, Photographs taken during the season : 1st, Mr.

E N Ashworth; 2iid, Mr. C. K. baltoii. No. 2, Photographs taken at

otitdoor meetings this season : 1st, Mr. C. K. Daltou ; 2nd, Mr. W. Laitli-

Se As reg.a?ds No. 3, that for Lantern Transparencies, there was prao-

KoKnix—Tt'will quite well suffice if the small camera be placed on a strip

of wood of twelve to eighteen inches long, with pieces ,at either end against

which the camera may be placed in sucees.siou to ensure paraUelisni. It is

only when a very near object is to be photographed that the bars are re-

q red to converge towards' it. Eye-pieces of the kind spoken of cost seven

Siigs and sixpence the pair, unmounted. If you fail to obtain them,

W^^D "asS'"' " Will vou kindly inform me if good methylated spirit will

knswer in the place it the large quantity of alcohol mentioned in Henderson s

cold precipitation process for making gelatine emulsion > I "lean the eight

ounces of alcohol with which the gelatine and silver are mixed, and which is

nearly all recovered."-Methylatcd spirit will answer the purpose quite well

Of course what is known as "methylated finish" will not do at all. Ihis

latter is often sold for the former by some oilmen.
.

A CONSTANT Reader (H.ammersmith) WTites thus: " Will you kindly inform

me, throngh your valuable Journal, whether a plate exposed say, fifteen

seconds on a day like last Saturday out of doors would take a long time to

develoi* and only produce a picture without contrast !
-As we do not

happen to know the quality of tlie light m our corrcspoudent s neighbour-

hood on the day named, or the lens employed, or any «t'^r particulars, vve

.are unable to give an opinion. We surmise, however, that the plate was

SrECTRUM^puts'the following query :
" How are the glasses in a lens fastened

together '"—In reply: Lenses are usually cemented together with Laiiaaa

balsam : occasion.ally castor oil has been used. The lenses may be cemented

as follows :—Make the glasses thoroughly warm, then place a drop ot t fie

balsam in the centre of one, by i.reference the
^"''f

'''-•''''I'l*?.'''? °"f '?
'*

concave; next press the other upon it so as to force out all the balsam

possible. After this the lens must be placed in a warm situation till the

balsam becomes hard.
i, , i*„„„t,>^

Washing Machine writes :
" Would you enlighten me, through your Answers

to Correspondents' column on the following :-I am making a print washing

machine with zinc ; would it do to leave the zinc bare or should it be coated

with something (tlie inner tray at lea.st)? if so, what would be most suit-

able ' "-In reply ; Many washing machines are used with the bare metal,

and when the zinc becomes coated with oxide it is .scarcely likely to injure

the prints, provided the major portion of the hypo is washed out I'"or to

their immeifsion. The safest plan will be to cover the zinc with one or two

coatings of Brunswick black. We ourselves never emjiloy metal vessels lor

washing silver prints, as we nuicli prefer jiorcelam or earthenware.
_

Fog writes : "Would you kindly, in your column 'Answers to Con-espondents,

tell me tlie cause of the indistinct appearance of the image on the enclosed

piece of Eastman's jiaper? It is enlarged from quarter-plate negative. J

need hardly say that it has neither been property washed or fixed, as it is tiie

third I have made with similar results. The image came up slowly and

refused to further develope. I have rigidly carried out iiistnictions in regard

to developer. I think it is not owing to fog from light m enlarging can era,

which is i room made eutirely dark excepting what passes through negative.

The paper was fixed on can'ier for holding it by means of ruby light. -
Supposing the paiier has not been exposed to extraneous light during its

raanipulatiou-and from the appearance of the print we have no reason to

suppose it has—there is very little doubt but that the exposure has been lar

too short. Try the effect of at least three times the exposure.

Photographio Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,

March 16, 1887, will be on Outduor Outfits.

The Scovill Manufacturing Company, New York, have favoured us with a

richly-bound library edition of their li,nes Annual, which we have no hesita-

tion in stating to be the most elegant volume connected with photography we

have ever seen emanating from the New World.
,

A FRIEND sends us a newspaper cutting containing a very full account ot iiio

annual soiree and exhibition of the Glosso]) Dale Photographic Society, mere

are some things in it which we will take occasion to utilise .shortly.
.
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BACKGROUNDS.
A QUESTION which at the present time appears to be exercising

the minds of many modern amateur photographers—if we may
judge by tlie number of inquiries on tlio subject we have re-

ceived of hitc—is, the best kind of background for portraiture

to iulopt in the coming season. Tlie background of a picture is

one of its most important features—a fact too often overlooked

by photographers, thougli not so by painters. In connection

with this subject, it is rehitcd of a celebrated artist that when
a lady, anxious for her son to become a pupil of his, sug-

u'osted that the lad might perliaps commence by painting

the backgrounds, the famous artist replied to the following

fleet :
—" Madam, if your son can paint my backgrounds he

ijuires no instruction from me, for I find the background the

most difficult part of the picture." However, it is not with the

iLsthctic part of the question wo are now going to deal, but the

practical.

Every photographer should possess at least one plain back-

gro\md, and with this, judiciously used, may be obtained far

more artistic effects, and a greater variety of them, than is

possible with the larger proportion of the scenic ones now in

use. It must not be assumed by the uninitiated that because

a^ background is a plain one it must necessarily appear of

a flat, even tone in tlie photograph— this would be a fallacy.

Those wlio are familiar with the portraits by the late Adam
Salomon are fully aware of what can be accomplished,

artistically, with plain backgrounds. The essentials of a plain

background are that it should be of a flat and even tiut. It

should be free from creases and streaks, and possess a dead, or

non-reflective, surface. Its colour, and the material of which

it is com])oscd, are of secondary importance, provided it has the

proper photographic value to render the tint or tone required

in the picture. The same background, it may be mentioned,

can bo made to appear either lighter or darker, according to

the amount of light that falls upon it. We shall now briefly

describe ditferent kinds of plain backgrounds whicli have been,

and now are, employed in portraiture.

The almost universal background of the amateur of old was
11 ordinary blanket. It answers, fairly well, provided it be
'Id and somewhat yellow in colour, otherwise it will prove too

light for general purposes. Woollen backgrounds, of various

tints, may be obtained at most photograpiiic warehouses.

These answer admiralily, and are ver^- convenient, as they can

be folded up without becoming creased, but they harbour dust

and are liable to be injured by moth.

A very useful background, particidarly for groups, may bo

formed by papering the end of the studio with plain paper, or

a wooden frame may be covered with canvas and that papered.

Plain paper, of almost any colour or shade, can be obtained

from the manufacturers of paj)er hangings under the name of

plain gi'ounds. This is paper merely coloured with the ground
colour before the pattern is printed. A background thus

made is uniform in tint and very durable. It is also inexpen-

sive. A piece of common brown paper forms a capital back-

ground, especially for vignettes, and is cheap. Suitable paper,

under the name ot carpet paper, about five feet wide and of any

length, is supplied, at a few pence per yard, at all carpet

warehouses.

One of the best backgrounds that a photographer can have,

so far as durability is concerned, is one in flatted oil colour.

If a background be simply painted with ordinary oil paint it

will prove too glossy, hence the gloss has to be destroyed.

There are different ways of accomplishing this. One plan

which wo have seen adopted is, to sift over some fine dry

sand after the paint has been applied. This is absorbed by
the wet paint, which then dries without gloss. Another way
is, when the paint has just become tacky, to dust over the

surface some flock—such as that used for wall papers—of the

same colour. This plan answers well. Tlie flock may be

obtained from the dealera in artificial florists' materials.

The most general method of obtaining a dead surface on oil

colour is by turpentine flatting, which is done as follows :

—

After the background has been coated with ordinary paint

and become dry, it is gone over again with some of the same

colour, but this time mixed with turpentine only. By this

means the glossy character of the paint is destroyed and the

surface loft dead. It requires some small amount of skill

to apply this coating without leaving the marks of the brush,

particularly in hot weather, owing to the volatility of the

turpentine. Hence, in flatting a background, it is usual for

one person to apply the colour while ixnother stipples over

the surface with a large badger-hair brush. Another method

of making an oil colour background is by what is known as

soap flatting. This is common oil paint mixed with a strong, hot

solution of soap. This when applied as oniinary paint dries

with a dull surface. It is somewhat troublesome to prepare,

but the novice is more likely to succeed with it than with the

turpentine flatting just described.

Distemper backgrounds are ca.sy to make, and are very

generally used. In this Aiac, the colouring matter is mixed

with size and water, ami applied with a common whitewjish

brush. These backgrounds arc quite as gootl a.s those iu oil,
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except that they are far less durable. If a distemper back-

ground becomes wetted—as by a leaky roof—a stain, which

of course will show in the picture, is produced. This cannot

be got rid of without applying a fresh coat of distemper.

Also tlie surface is easily injured by abrasion; a slight rub

with any hard substance will produce a mark. If a back-

ground be coated many times with distemper, the accumulated

colour is liable to crack, and, sometimes, to peel off. This

never happens with a flatted oil one.

There is a very simple method of producing backgrounds

which is well suited to the amateur, though it appears to be

little known or seldom used. It consists in applying colour

mixed with dextrine or similar material, as a dry powder to

wet canvas, and then working it in with a brush. Backgrounds

of this description are very durable, and are easily repaired

should they happen to get injured either by water or by

abrasion.

STAR PHOTOGRAPHY.
The Conference of Astronomers arranged for Easter nest for

the purpose of discussing plans for a concerted system of photo-

graphing the whole of the starry heavens, will arouse so much
attention, both among photographers and tlie public generally,

that some account of wliat has been done ali-eady in this field

of work will be interesting to the majority of our readers wo do
not doubt. We have on sundry occasions brought under our
readers' notice the various wondei-ful acliiovements of modern
photography in astronomical recording—representations of tlie

solar surface and spectrum, lunar, couiotary, eclipse, and transit

photogi-aphs—all have excited vast attention, and we have kept
our readers axi courant with their leading details. Now, how-
ever, we would address ourselves to star photography only.

The project at present before the astronomical world is,

briefly speaking, the division of the whole of the sky into a
certain number of sections, each observatory devoting itself to

one particular section, and, by degrees, obtaining a number of

negatives embracing in the aggregate the wliole of the allotted

apace. AVhat is required is concerted action, and it is hoped
that the Conference may devise a suitable plan for securing it.

As to the actual operation of photographing the stars, it is,

primarily, simple enough, tliough the detaih are laborious. It

is neither more nor less than treating the stars in the same
way as a landscape, and exposing the plate to the image for a
suitable length of time. The difficulty is twofold : first, a very
long exposure is needed to obtain stars of small "magnitude,"
as it is termed—that is to say, of small apparent illumination

—

secondly, the objects, unlike a landscape, are continually moving
away, or at least appearing to do ; hence in a long exposure
they are gone from the field of view long before the exposure is

over. Astronomers, however, have instrumental arrangements
worked by means of a clock so contrived as to turn a telescope
that it shall always follow the moving object, and the astro-
nomical camera is fixed to one of tliese arrano-ements. The
clock is set going, the exposure started, aud the plate follows
the object, but, unfortunately, not with perfect accuracy. By
means of a supplementary camera, or telescope, the observer
can watch how the clock performs its duty, and by means of ad-
justments under manual control cau render the following-motion
perfctly uniform—that is to say, if Ive remain on the qid vive.

When the exposure amounts to, say, three hours, our readers
may imagine the state of exhaustion an observer, with his eye

fixed upon one star the whole of the time, must arrive at before

the'conclusion of his vigil.

The actual form the camera assumes is as varied as the

optical means employed. This latter may be the ordinary-

astronomical telescope refractor, or a reflector, either with or

without a magnifying lens at the focus ; or, again, it may be

an objective specially constructed or adapted for the purpose.

Of the latter classes, by fiir the most celebrated instrument is the

objective of Messrs. Paul and Prosper Henry, now in use at the

Paris Observatory, where it was placed in May the year before

last. The photographic lens is 33 centimetres in diameter, and

343 metres focus {i.e. about
jjr))

f^^d it i** accompanied with a

finder of about the same focus, but smaller in diameter. This

photographic lens has a chemical focus which is accurately

determined, so often as once a month, by a simple prt>cc8s.

The focus is first roughly found by means of a piece of blue

glass, and then at measured snu\ll intervals on each side of

this focus a series of images of a star is taken upon a small

plate; the sharpest image shows the true focus, and the adjust-

ment is made in accordance.

Tliat such expensive optical appliances are, however, not actual

necessities is proved by tlio work done by the Liverpool Astro-

nomical Society, work, unfortunately, which has had to be

given up, for a time, at any rate, through want of funds. They

employed, and with conspicuous success, a camei-a and lens

made by ]\Ir. Howard (irubb, the lens being apparently a pho-

tographic ])ortrait objective, as its focus is under sixteen inches

and its diameter four and a half Tliis was mounted in tlie

usual manner with a driving clock.

With both the Paris and the Liverpool instruments gelatine

plates were, as we need scarcely say, employed. The Rev. Mr.

Espin has given to the public his mode of working. He states

that pyro development was tried, but soon given up in favour

of ferrous oxalate ; aud to ensure the best action the solutions

were made fresh for each evening. All the Liverpool negatives

were taken on commercial plates, Wratten it Wainwright's

"drop-shutter" plates being the brand employed.

At Paris the plates would appear to be made upon the

establishment, as, in Admiral Mouchez's report in the Annuaire

of the Bureau des liongitudes, reference is made to plates

of various kinds, the most ra[)id being such as would not keep

more than a day. These latter plates were, on that account,

not employed in the actual work of mapping. The Admiral

further states tliat there is a limit to the sensitiveness of the

plates it is desirable to use, for, whether owing to liglit reflected

from the lamps of Paris into the atmosphere, or from the rays

of the moon, there is a certain amount of glare or dift'used

light which has an action upon the plates, and fogs them.

A priori, it might have been thought the duration of exposure

would have been diminished ^jari passu, and so obviated fog.

It will, no doubt, at once occur to our readers that some

plan would bo necessary to prevent small specks of dust or

imperfections of the film being mistaken for stars, and this

possibility has been felt and provided against, in a manner as

successful as it is ingenious. Tlic plan involves great labour,

but the end is worth the means. Upon each plate the map of

the stars is photographed three times over, by means of a

delicate mechanical adjustment the plate being slightly sliifted

between each exposure in such a way that the image of every

star is repeated so as to form a minute triangle. This triangle

is so small that to the naked eye it appears as a single spot

;

but under a magnifying glass the three points are each seen,

and thus error is rendered impossible. With regard to the
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exposures required, there is a striking discrepancy between tlio

Liverpool and tlie raris experiences wliich is scarcely accounted

for by tlio difl'urenco in the lenses. Thus, for stars ot the

fifth and siith magnitudes, Mr. Espiu gives one second and
thirty respectively ; while Admiral Mouchcz requires only onc-

fiftietli and one-twentieth of a second for the same magnitudes.
A\'o have, liowcver, now treated with as much fulness as our

space will allow the leading points of this most interesting

subject, and we now leave it, hoping to return to it at no
distant period with the object of showing how a little astrono-

mical photography can be undertaken with no further apparatus
than an ordinary portrait camera and lens.

COLOUR SENSITISING OR COLOURED SCREENS 1

We spoke last week of the pos.sibility of discrepant results

being obtained by difterent experimentalists with ortho-

chromatic plates owing to slight variations in their methods of

preparing or dij)ping the plates ; and it is now our intention to

say a few words upon some of the widely divergent opinions

that have been expressed with regard to the value not only of

homemade "colour-sensitive" plates, but also of the recognised
brands of commercial manufiicture.

^^'c fully recognise that most probably these latter may, and
no doubt do, vary materially from time to time, and tliat in

consequence more or less divergent results may be secured by
different operatoi-s ; but it is scarcely just on this account to

deny, as has been distinctly the case, the entire principle.

Some time ago it was publicly stated by one gentleman
that he believed orthochromatic photography to be a delusion

;

nevertholess, many others have convinced themselves, and
what is more to the jwint, have supported their convictions in

the most eloquent manner by actual results of a surprising

character. Others, again, assert that the correct rendering of

colour gradation is only a matter of exposure, and that

ordinary plates, if jiropcrly treated, with or without the inter-

vention of a coloured screen, will produce all the effects that arc

to be obtained by means of the so-called orthochromatic films.

AVe confess that wo were <at one time much of this opinion,

but we cannot help acknowledging that experience has entirely

clianged our views ; that, in fact, after commencing to experi-

ment with the purpose of demonstrating this aspect of the

question wc were forced to recant, and now stand, in spite of

the diversity of opinion and the numerous accounts of failures

we hear, firm believers in the principle and its value. Perlaps

the succeeding remarks on one or two points that have struck

us may help in some cases to elucidate the mysteries ot non-

success.

The causes of fiilurc, or supposed failure, may perhaps be

generally classed under two heads ; in the case of those who
have attempted to prepare their own plates, the idea that all

that is necessary is to cohmr the film, and with those who have
failed with commercial ])lates, the expectation of too much has

led to a want of recognition of what actually is gained. With-
out going into the theory of the process, it may be remarked
that from what has recently been published it appears absohitely

necessary that a silver compound must be formed with the

colour sensitiser, while there is abundant testimony that mere
colouring or staining the film is useless or worse. With regard

to failures with commercial plates, it is possible, perhaps, that

the makers are partly to blame in leading the public to expect

too much ; for when it is clearly stated that the plates may be

used without the yellow screen the tyro naturally jumps to

the conclusion that the highest results are thu.s obtainable, and,
finding such not to be tlie case, forthwith condemns the whole
process. On the other hand, wo do not agree with Mr. W. H.
Ifyslop, a successful amateur worker of orthochromatic plates,

when he says that there are no plates in the market that will

give an orthochromatic effect without a coloured screen. Our
own experience is to the contrary effect, though we are not
prepared to deny that there are plates in the market which
absolutely require the screen, a.? the following experiments will

show.

Two different brands of orthochromatic plates were pitted

one against the other under precisely similar circumstances,

together with .another sample of ordinary (or shall we say,

hetero-chromatic ?) make, as a comparison. The colour chart

employed comprised a variety of designs as well as colours, but
the two combinations we shall have most pointedly to refer to

consisted, one, of a bright but light yellow cross in a circle, the

ground between the arms being filled in in alternate quarters

in vermilion and bright, tolerably dark blue ; the other con-

sisted of a circle of the same yellow surrounded by a series of

concentric lines in blue, separated by white.

The exposure required by the ordinary plate in order to give

what wc are accustomed to consider a " good " photographic

result, was found to be five seconds. Exposures were then

made upon each of the three samples of plates of five, ten,

fifteen, and thiity seconds respectively, and each plate was
developed scpan t ;ly in a solution of the same composition

until the image appeared faintly at the back of the plate, where
that was possible. The two samples of colour-sensitive plates,

which wc will call A and B, though they gave a perfect image
with the shortest exposure, were evidently underdone, and it

was not luitil A had had ten seconds and B fifteen that they

could be considered fairly exposed. The ordinary plate with

five, ten, and fifteen, gave negatives that would have been

selected for quality in preference to all the rest ; with thirty

seconds it was overdone. As the result, so far as colour

rendering is concerned, did not vary in the respective sets of

plates in the slightest with the exposure, the only difference

being in density and contrast, the sets will be compared as

tingle plates presently.

Next we employed a coloured screen of orange-colowred silver

stained glass ; the colour was of considerable depth, but it was

the lightest wc had at hand. The plates A and B were then

exposed for thirty seconds, one minute, and five minutes ; the

ordinary plate for one, five, and ten minutes. One nrinute

sufficed for A and B, while five minutes gave a softer result

without any general change in the character of the image ; five

minutes proved scarcely sufficient for the ordinary plate, but
ton was all right.

Prints from these negatives are now before us, and we will

as briefly as possible describe the different resulta Taking the

ordinary plate first, we have the yellow cross rendered midway
between the blue and red, the latter being practically black and

the former not much removed from white. The blue-margined

circle is naturally rendered with a moderately dark body and

lighter edge. The B orthochromatic plate gives precisely the

same effects, differing not in the slightest degree in consequence

of its colour treatment when used without the screen. The A
jjlate ha-s, however, shown a marked modification, though it

does not go so far as the reversal of the renderings of blue and

yellow. In the ordinary plate the yellow cross stands out per-

fectly distinct upon a parti-coloured ground, but in this its out-

line is lost, the yellow and the blue being reuderetl so nearly
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alike that it requires close examination even of the negative to

find the outline. In the other diagram, too, the two colours

are reproduced with such nearly equal force that it is impossible

to separate them.

Turning to the second series of exposures through the

screen, the ordinary plate exhibits not the slightest variation

from what wo have already described in connection with the

first sets. We may dismiss it at once. B and C, however,

show an entirely different aspect. The first diagram represents

a very light cross on an evenly dark—nearly black—ground,

the blue and the red being perfectly indistinguishable even in

the negative. The yellow circle, with its border of blue, which

without the screen is shown as an evenly-coloured, rather dark

ball, now appears as a very light disc, with a well-defined and

much darker margin.

Another pattern in the chart consists of a series of alternate

blue and green stripes, which are rendered without the screen

upon both ordinary and orthochromatic plates, especially the

former—with the blue much the darker; but in the ortho-

chromatic plates, with the assistance of the screen, this result

is reversed, showing that it is not only the blues and yellows

that are affected, the green being reproduced in a much lighter

shade with the screen.

These experiments, and numerous others of a similar nature,

have convinced us, in the first place, that orthochromatic plates

may possess a power of their own even in wliito light, but that

it is gi'catly intensified by the use of the coloured screen
;

secondly, that plates may possess orthochromatic properties

when aided by the screen, though they are totally devoid of

them otherwise; and, thirdly, that the screen alone is of no

use whatever with plates that do not possess some tendency in

the direction of colour sensitiveness. We may qualify this by

stating our belief that some plates may possess such tendency

without having been specially prepared for colour purposes,

though it will be in a greatly inferior degree. We are led to

this view from an observation made in experimenting with the

Bcreon on a particular batch of plates, one of which, excessively

under exposed, showed distinctly in the negative the well-

marked cross on a clear, transparent ground. But even in

this case, with a longer exposure, that sign of orthochromatism

disappeared. These plates were of our own make, and con-

tained chloride, which seems to lend itself to colour-sensitising

purposes better tlian bromide.

We shall resume the subject next week, when we hope to

have something to say further with regard to the theoretical side

of the screen question.

Our readers everywhere, but more especially those in and around

London, will leara willi feelings akin to sorrow that a gentleman long

and favourably known to them, either by name or personally—we
allude to Mr. W. K. Burton— is about to leave this country for a pro-

tracted terra of years. Mr. Burton has accepted an important

position oifered to him by the Japanese Government, and on the first

of next month starts for his future home. He is to occupy the newly

created "chair" of Sanitary Engineer in the Imperial Institute of

Japan ; and we are certain that we speak the sentiments of every one

in wishing Professor Burton a prosperous career. He lias promised

that our readers will hoar from him occasionally. Before leaving he
will be entertained to dinner by a few friends. Those desirous of

joining the party will find particulars in our issue of next week, as the

details have not been scttleil at the time of our going to press.

tells us that the cause of the combined snow and fog was that London

was a kind of meeting-place of two streams of barometrical depres-

sion, the one coming from the east, the other from the west.

But, be the cause what it may, the darkness, at midday on Tuesday

somewhat exceeded that experienced at midnight ; it certainly was

so aronnd the Covent-garden district. It was not so much a genuine

fog, as the term is understood, as a modified fog enlianced by a

black pall overhead, wliich effectually debarred access of light from

above. Professional photographers in London are, during winter

and early spring, entitled to the commiseration of their brethren in

the provinces. But even fog will not be without its uses if it

prove an incentive to the more general introduction of the electric

or magnesium light.

The spontaneous discolouration of paper, always a subject of interest to

the photographer, attracts at the present time more than usual attention,

bound up as it is with questions of permanency. Many years ago it

was shown that the so-called "fading" (a curiously contradictory ex-

pression) of certain carbon prints was simply the discolouration of the

paper itself upon which they were printed, and every now and then

the same point crops up when " permanency " questions are under dis-

cussion. It has always been considered that the presence of wood pulp

in the composition of a paper is a material factor in the production of

this effect, and experts could, no doubt, when thus forewarned, form

a fairly accurate estimate as to the quality of any particular sample of

paper in this regard. Hitherto, a ready test, simple in application,

has not been described ; but in a well-known German technical peri-

odical Herr C. Wurster gives an account of a simple method of

testing paper for the presence of such deleterious matter. He states

that the yellow and brown colour acquired by some papers is due to

the action of active oxygen on the resin used in sizing the paper, or, in

some cases, upon the woody matter present in the paper ; but that the

presence, or even the percentage amount of woody matter can be

determined by means of a test paper made of a certain chemical.

Wlien the moistened paper is pressed between paper containing wood,

it acquires a deep red colour; ordinary sized paper merely turns it a

delicate rose colour. Our readers, in the course of the eosine dis-

cussions, have been rendered familiar with the more than sesqiu-

pedalian names of complicated carbon compounds, and this new test

paper has a name of equal lengthiness ; it is made by steeping in a

solution of dimethylparaphenylenediamine.

Tuesday la.st will long be remembered by residents in the Metropolis
as a day of fog of a unique and exceptional character. Meteorologists

We note that in the publishers announcements for spring, photo-

graphy promises to be well represented. Messrs. Sampson Low,

Marston, & Co., announce the Pioneers of the Alps, to be illustrated by

photogravure portraits from the original plates taken by Captain

Abney. Also Life and Nature Studies by a gentleman w'hose paper read

before a metropolitan photographic society
,
given in our pages some little

time ago, was read with such deep and absorbing interest by artistic

photographers—Mr. Hume Nisbet. Then, again, Mr. II. K. Lewis

will immediately issue Photoyraphy of Bacteria, illustrated witii

eighty-six photographs reproduced in autotype, by Dr. Edgar M.
Crookshank.

Ajn-opos of astronomical photography, we may draw attention to a

note presented on the twenty-eighth ultimo to the Paris Academy
of Sciences by 31. Bouquet de la Grye, whicli will give some faint

idea of the enormous amount of labour entailed after obtaining a

desired set of negatives. M. de la Grye's remarks are upon the

"Transit of Venus" results of Id8:J. Altogether one thousand and

nineteen plates were dealt with, and the calculations involved were

so lengthy as to cover no less than thirty-two thousand sheets of

paper

!

It is known that gas engineers are treading hard upon the heels of

electricians in devising more powerful and cheaper gas lights (there

is no doubt as to which is the more convenient process for photo-

graphers). Already there is to be seen in practical application in

London a method of producing a powerful light by means of the heat
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of a gns flnnie rendering incandescent an infusible body, and other

similar fvstcnis nro elsowliere in use ; but at present the preat draw-

back to tlii.'< method is tlie cost of the gas. Water pis can bo pn-
ducctt luuch more clieajdy, but at present it is not, as a nile, " laid on.'

I5ut an exporiraent is now in progress in Brussels which may have an

important influence upon the price of gas. M. Wybauw, the gas

engineer to the Municipality of that city, has advised the price of

gas for day consumption, i.e., for manufacturing purposes, to bo

reduced fifty per cent., and the plan has been in action long enough

for him to be able to write tliat " The siiccoss of the experiment

has been complete."' That with gas at a shilling or eighteeupcnce

per thou.sand feet there would soon be a practicable light for the

studio, there can be little doubt.

I

THE LEGITIMACY OF DOUBLE PRINTING.
After a careful perusal of the interesting lecture delivered by Mr.

Norman Macbetli,K.S.A.,beforethe members of the Photographic Club

—and a careful perusal it richly deserves by all who aim at artistic worlf

— one cannot but feel there is a bias and not in favour of photogi-aphy in

the assumption that photography is out of place if it attempts idealism.

Accoiding to the lecturer photography has a plain matter-of-fact course

to run, and it must not deviate from that track under any circum-

stances. This is scarcely fair to photograpliers, some of whom have

succeeded in imparting by their own skill and intuitive perception of

tlie beautiful, highly artistic and idealistic qualities to their pictures.

Did not Kejlander produce anything that might fairly claim to be

idealistic ? lias not II. P. Robinson, Adam liiston, and others com-

bined negatives so that the resulting print told its tale in a manner

not to be gainsaid ? And to my thinking a great deal better than

scores of pictures we see hung at our picture exhibitions, and which

claim to be exemplifications of fine art. Undoubtedly artistic

improvement is the quality photographers will have to cultivate, and

it is hard lines for them to bo told at the outset they are seeking after

a chimera, and the process they use is incapable of producing more

than mechanical work at its best. Why the lecturer should set his

face against a photographic picture being made of more than one

negative I am at a loss to understand, unless he is under the impres-

sion it cannot bo done without a great deal of hand work to hide the

junction of the different negatives. This, at any rate is not the case,

and a clever manipulator will be able to effect it without the slightest

indication of such joins. That figures can be introduced into land-

scapes without infringing the least canon of art has been done

repeatedly, and I do not think better instances of this can be pointed

out than the small figure subjects with natural backgrounds Mr.T.

Edge introduced many years ago. There was no touching up to hide

the joins, and no inlaid appearance when they were done. They were

perfectly natural, perfectly artistic, and perfect pictures in every sense

of the word, and could the lecturer have seen some of the best

examples I am inclined to think he would withdraw his opinion as

to the inartistic effect of printing from several negatives.

Again, with respect to printing in skies to landscapes where otherwise

tliero would Ije a blank space or a graduated tint utterly inappropriate for

some subjects. Graduated tints only suggest a perfectly free, cloudless

sky, and photographers aim at something more than only representing

nature in its softest mood.'?. Fancy a picture of a coast scene on a

rough day, w ho would think a calm and cloudless sky could by any

means accompany such a scene ? It would be altogether out of place

and an utter absurdity. Printing in clouds from a separate negative

is, to my thinking, ^chen properly done, a very artistic improvement,

and 1 fail to see why any exception should te taken to it. Skies

utterly inappropriate may be added, and frequently are, but that is no

argument against their use in a proper manner ; if they convey a

truthful impression painters can do no more. It b said that because

the landscape is affected by the shadows of the clouds that pass over

it, by putting clouds in that were non-existent at the time is contrary

to truth. Why this argument should be applied only to photographers

is difficult to say. I should like to know how often a painter puts

into his picture the sky that existed at the time he painted the land-

scape. The fact is that except in certain cases the shadows of the

clouds are a very unimportant factor in the matter ; in the first place

the cloud must be very dense, and, secondly, it must pass between the
sun and the landscape being photograplied. In a general way the
sun is either at the side or behind the photographer, and the shadows
cast from the clouds are barely perceptible. If they do fall on the
field of view the slight flattening effect produced is absorbed hy local

colour or configuration of the ground, and becomes quite inappreci-
able in the photograph. For clouds to visibly affect the photo-
graphic land.scape they must bo heavy, and the sun mu.st be behind
them and in front of the camera, and a wide open view must be the
kind taken. Then with a very rapid exposure cloud shadows will be
noticeable. Now, except for certain effects, such a position with the
sun in front of the camera is rarely ever chosen, as it is the very
worst kind of lighting for general subjects—opaque objects, such as

trees, houses, &c., are rendered with little or no detail and in a manner
silhouette against the sky, and the least mistiness in the atmosphere is

greatly exaggerated. The cast shadows of clouds are so very indefinite

and fleeting that few artists ever paint the same clouds that existed at
the time they painted the landscape or the same shadow they produced
—except, as I have already said, in special cases—and I am convinced
that no artist or photographer could by any possible means decide if

the clouds shown in the photographed picture existed at tlie time and
were simultaneously taken with the landscape, or if they were entirely

foreign to the subject. Of cour.se this is presuming such clouds were
artistically and skilfully managed. I have seen photographic pictures

with skies taken simultaneously with the subject that had the ap-

pearance of being afterwards added, much more than when they were
really so. It very rarely happens that the existing clouds compose
anything like as well as clouds afterwards added, and the fact of the

special suitabiUty of the sky at once hints at double printing. Painters

themselves generally suit the form of their clouds to their subjects,

or ought to do so, and would probably be astonished if they were
charged with not being true to nature because they did so. The fact

is a certain amount of license is not only permissible but necessary

in picture making, whether the means used are pigments or light itself.

Any one taking advantage of the means at their disposal (by two or

more negatives in the case of the photographer), so long as the results

harmonise, are quite, in my opinion, within the legitimate scope of the

art they employ. Edwabd Dunmobe.

MECHANICAL OiniCAL LANTERNS.
Lf.ctuiiehs are, no doubt, at times in great difficulty to find a suit-

able operator to work their optical lanterns and dissolving apparatus,

and anything that can be made known in furtherance of the simplifica-

tion of manipulation, or in the way of mechanical or automatic means
of projecting pictures on a screen, must be of value to lanternists. If

an audience is so fascinated by the subject matter and delivery of the

lecture, and pictures are only required to demonstrate ideas or certain

points in a lecture, a single optical lantern meets t he requirement of
the case, and with a little scheming a novice can be utilised to

satisfactorily " second " the lecturer by passing in and out of the

lantern the pictures to be produced ; but, as a rule, if the entertain-

ment is a pay one, something more for the money than ordinary
photographs or pictures is looked for, and dissolving or mechanical
effects have to be introduced to give variety.

Considerable ingenuity has been displayed in designing and con-

structing single and dissolving view lanterns and caniers to this end

;

and as some of them may have passed out of memory or not been
heard of, I will endeavour to briefly describe those I consider to have
merit and from which ideas may be borrowed or improved upon in

constructing apparatus to meet the individual requirements of the

lecturer.

In the front rank I think I must place a lantern which provides for

the mechanical changing of the pictures by means of a rotating cube,

holding in succession a series of photographs, fastened together by
tape and passing out of one box into another throufjh an open stage.

The cube being just the size of the glass on which the view is photo-

graphed or painted, and hollow, as it is turned it moves away the

picture last shown and brings the next one down, the ta^s allowing

the slides after use to fall flat into the empty box which is to receive

them.
As I write this a plan suggests itself to me that I think could b«

utilised for optical lanterns, requiring but little attention while in use.

It consists of an arrangement of wire holders for the slides, fastened

to endless bands and turned by handles as in a roroh-ing stereoscope.
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In this way, if tlie condenser of the lantern is rather larger and of

longer focus than usual, to counteract for the extra distance the photo-

graphs or pictures are away from it, a number can be shown in

succession by simply turning the handle, and if holders for twenty-
five are arranged for in height a double width would give tifty, and it

would only be necessary to shift the box sideways after each
twenty-five had been shown. Should more than fifty photographs
be required to illustrate the lecture another box could be inserted, or

it would be easy to arrange for sixty by making two rollers of thirty

each. Eitlier of the above plans have the merit of not requiring any
more attention after once the light is started than the simple turning
of a handle, and should the lecturer desire to be independent of any
extraneous assistance whatever lie could, without any considerable
difficulty, get a simple pedal arrangement attached to the axis of the
cube, or the handle of endless band, so that the foot, acting on a lever,

the revolution could be performed.
Most oil lamps after bfinir carefully adjusted require little attention

during an hour and a half entertainment, and with the limelight, if

the lecturer set all the taps carefully to get the best light and fixed
one of the four-way I^niversal dissolving taps (or to express it more
correctly, an on-aiid-off cock with bye-passes) between the jet and the
bottle or ball and hydrogen sup])ly, the light could be raised to its proper
and originally fixed brilliancy, by simply moving the lever of the dis-

solver. The limes, by means of clockwork, can be made to turn, and it

must be a dunce indeed tliat with lime forceps handy could not replace
a cracked or broken Ume with a new one, after lowering the lights to
the minimum to keep it alight, by moving the lever of tlie four-way
dissolver.

It is a matter of surprise to me that these four-way dissolvers are
not more used than tliey are for this purpose, as to my mind it is a
great advantage after cnce getting the best light (and having every-
thing ready) to be able to go away to the lecture table or elsewhere
about the room, and know that on returning or giving a signal the
impromptu assistant, with only five minutes previous tuition, can start
operations by moving tlie lever. The gas bottle with automatic gas
regulator attached furnishes a perfectly uniform flow of pressure after
once being set.

For showing mechanical and ordinary slides as they may occur in
the arrangement of the illustrations for the lecture, the laiitcrn with
double

_
stage known as the " Metamorphoser " is an excellently de-

signed instrument, and in its improved form capable of serving iuany
purposes of a public lecturer if the operator has a httle rehearsal anil
used ordinary common intelligence. The new Eclipse carrier designed
and patented by Mr. E. Beard and sold by tlie leading opticians,
makes the perfect centring of each slide certain and its change auto-
matic, the only thing the operator has to do is to see tliat the slides
are put in the carrier the right way up. It a bold label is put on the
corner of each, showing the right side and proper way up, it is not
likely a mistake can occur with a succession of pliotographs or
nictures i'.^ inches high (the length may be ;i.J-, .3J, or ;if , and will still
be centred).' When a mechanical slide has to* be shown the brass
lever that shifts the stages is depressed and moves up into position
the second stage in wliicli the mechanical slide is placed.

Tlie mechanical dissolving -liew apparatus I will describe in next
^'"''clo. G. li. Bakbb.

•ARTIST AND PIIGTOGRAPIIER."
How often I see this title (or, rather, tliese titles) in advertisements
and on the back of inounls. Yet what a libel this is on photography !

As the two words are separated by the conjunction it is left to bo
understood IhAt /i/iofvr/i-ap/ii/ is not ait, but only that a photographer
may also bean artist. If tliese advertisers mean "painter" bv
" artist," why don't they say so ?

This introduces a (luestion worthy of a few moments' considera-
tion :—" Is Photography an Art?" "l am perfectly aware that my
readers are getting their " chestnut-bells " ready. 1 am ready to
admit that the conundrum propounded above is'a veritable worm-
eaten "chestnut." But has the quettion ever been satisfactorily an-
swered ? I give below a few reasons wliy I answer " Yes" to the
afore-mentioned conundrum.

First, its latitude. Any science or portion of a science becoming an
art when one of its votaries can so weld it, by exerci.sing liis own
judgment, into different form, tliat ho can produce a better and more
nieasing work than another who works, not by individual effort but
by rule. '

wli V'^ "P"^"'""" '"« simiily to insert the slide, i..i.sli tlie runner right Iiomewithdraw the runner a,„l witi, it the sli.le last use.l, which he put« into a vaeantbox and then repeats operation by inserting another slide. The act of drawinc
frlli^' .

""^'-^^ "V""^ ''"'""P '"'""' '° antoinatically push tile new photo-graph into position and consequently into focus.
^

Secondly, its indefinite formulre. It must be an art when tl:e suc-
cessful working of much of its process is left entirely to the judgment
of the worker.

Thirdly, the dictionary definition. The meaning of " art " is gener-
ally given as "skill; cunning; rules under the inlluenc3 of practical
-'-" ' This last follows photograpliy line for hno. A. G. Fibld.skill.'

MR. MACBETH ON LEGITIMATE PHOTOGRAPHY.
It would be difficult, if indeed possible, to o^•el•estimate the ^•aluo of
Mr. Macbeth's utterances on the art side of photography ; we can
never have too much of such teaching. But I cannot quite follow
Mr. Macbeth in his dicta as to wliat is legitimate and what is

illegitimate in the art. Jlr. Macbeth expresses himself witli sucli ad-
mirable clearness that I, of course, understand precisely what he
means, and while I sympathise fully with his views, I cannot fully
agree witli his arguments nor his conclusions.

Mr. Macbeth clearly argues that we are bound to confine our atten-
tion and our operations to what is purely and solely photograiihic
action, the work of "simple reflection" as he puts" it. I am not
willing for a moment to deny that what is not light action is not
jihotography, that would be a flat contradiction of terms on my part.
But why should a photographer be confined to photography? Are we
bound by any law to confine ourselves to tlie effects "of " simple
reflection ? " In that case we must never trim our prints, nor mount
nor frame them. Yet trimming, mounting, and framing, are im-
portant points in the production of artistic work. The painter draws
as well as paints, yet I never heard painting called a bastard art.
The sculptor is to a certain extent also a plasterer, but a statue is not
an illegitimate production in common parlance. Why then should not
a photographer be also a drawer, or a combiner, or an etcher ? I
cannot see where the difference comes in.

Mr. Macbeth sees no harm in getting together, all at one time and
place, groups of figures with appropriate surroundings, but he will not
hear of portions of the whole being photographed separately, and
then combined by any means whatever. I grant the difficulty and
the usual failure, but I ask. Where the objection ? And why is a
painter to be allowed to do wliat is forbidden to the photographer ?
Are we to insist that a historical subject is to be painted actually in
presence of all the figures or models, and if not, why not? The "one
is as impossible to the painter as the other is to the photographer.

Mr. Macbeth objects to the double printing of clouds, and says it is
more legitimate to wait till a suitable cloud comes on the scene than
to select a suitable cloud from a box and print it in. Putting aside
the question of gettim/ the suitable cloud along with the view, and
overlooliing tlie somewhat nice point of phot.o(/rapIiiii(i it along with
the view, even with one of the old sky shades, I still cannot help
thinking that the double printing operation is every bit as artistic as
the other, and it is pretty certain to be more suecess"ful. Mr. Macbeth
carries his aversion to double printing to a great height when he
recommends as an alternative the ancient system of vignetting, or
graduating the sky on the print. Nor can I see any vital diffemice
Ijctween this vignetting and the vignetting of one negative into
anotlier, as in combination printing, « hich Mr. Macbeth deprecates,
riiey are equally light action and equally vignetting, only the com-
bination printing isfaute de mieu.r, while the sky gradating is faiite
de j)is.

And with regard to retoucliing. Wliat good reason can be stated
why we should be bound to leave portrait negatives with all their
facial^ colour defects not only reproduced but exaggerati'd ? Re-
touching is certainly not pure photography, but the virtnts of charity,
honesty, courage, are not pure photography either, and yet are not
forbidden to the photograplier. I remonstrate against tli"e idea that
pliotographers are to be forbidden all else besides photograpliy. I
thoroughly agree with Mr. Macbeth that retouching and combination
printing are frequently badly executed ; but that fact does not appear
to me to condemn the operations, but only the operator in each
particular case.

^

It is true that Mr. Macbeth does not pretend to urge any arguments
in favour of his proposition, he merely states that he objects to
certain thin™ as being non-photographic. For my part I can see no
reason for his proposition, and in certain phases Mr. INIacbeth's
reasoning seems to contradict itself, as 1 have already pointed out.

Is there a fear in some quarters that photography 'is encroaching, or
apt to encroach, on the sacred precincts of painting? That is the only
possible objection I can discover to combination printing and
modelling," and it is an objection entirely one sided and worthless

trom any point of View except one. I yield to no man in my venera-
tion for a really good painter, but 1 1 ave no ^reat respect for a poor
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oiii", and I consider a really good photographer a more admirable
pi-rson than a socoud-rato painter. And I have a suspicion that llie

public i.s pivlty much of my opinion in these latter days, wlien pluito-
(fraphic portraiti arc being produced and carried (by the methods
•Mr. Macrjeth objects to) to a pitch of beauty and excellence not until
lately dreamed of. I'hotograpliy will never probably afTect the
higher grades of painters, but it has seriously affected "and will still

more atVect llie less talented painters, uide.ss, of course, pliotograpliers
follow Mr. Macbetli's advice, and confine their attention to the
mechanics and chemistry and the almost impo.ssible combinations of
figures and furniture wliich Mr. Macbeth seems to lay down as the
htting ultima thule of our ivipirations.

I>e it iioted tliat I say notning here of exhibitions. A photographic
exhibition should bo an exhibition of photographs, not of drawings,
nor etchings, nor paintings.

Considering Mr. Macbeth's position, his experience, and his age, I
deliberated carefully before thus venturing to dissent so strongly from
liis tlicoiies. But dissent I do most emphatically, come what may.
If pliotograpliy could be brought to such a state that we could by
pure jihotograpliy produce the effects wo aim at, I should say, stick
to pure photography. But at present it cannot bo done, so 1 say,
use wjiat aids you can, no man has any riglit to forbid to you aids
permitted to others. I'hotography, as well as painting, must be done
so as to please.

"

Andhkw Piunqlh.
I'.S. —I hope no one will suppose I am here advocating wholesale

" retouching." 1 never tried to retoucli myself, nor do I ever get my
negatives retouched for my own use. " Modelling " at the best is a
makeshift ; but tliat does not condemn its use in toto. Better
" model " than send out horrors. A. P.

THERMO PHOTOGKAl'IIY,
I Air pleased to be able to give you the particulars of my experiments
in the production of thermographic impressions on the solarised
phosphorescent tablet, which prove the correctness of my first con-
clusions. The description which I append was communicated to the
Franklin Institute at tlie last meeting, and the experiments have been
repeated in the presence of Dr. "VVahl, Secretary of the Institute, who
can voucli fur the care witli which they were conducted.

I did not claim any discovery or advance in the production of
negatives of the ordinary camera impressions on the phosphorescent
tablet, but informed the members of the Institute that that was an
old and practically useless, though interesting, method. I did believe
I was the first to make any sort of a camera picture of an object by
the action of the heat rays, never having heard of Captain Abney's
lecture experiment which you mention. Even now I do not know
what his method is, or whether he obtained anything more than a
mere fugitive impression.

Referring to my reproduction of the limelight .spectrum impression,
it may be of interest to know that tlie spectrum apparatus was fitted
with glass lenses, and the plate holder was about fave feet away from
the incandescent lime. Tlie tablet was strangly solarised before
exposure to the spectrum. With rock salt lenses, the heat spectrum
would have appeared both longer and relatively stronger.

In regard to the " temporary exaltation and corresponding partial
exhaustion of phosphorescence" which I observed, I find that Dr.
Draper recognised this property of heat, he having stated, in 18ol,
that lieat does not destroy phosphorescence, but sett itfree. (Draper's
•Scientific Memoirs, pages lo.j-lGl.) Heat temporarily increases the
intensity of phosphorescence, because it acts to liberate the phos-
phorescent energ3'.

A word, also, in regard to the indistinctness of "phosphorescent
photographs.'' Sharp negatives cannot be obtained by contact,
liecause the coating of phosphorescent powder must be made so thick
that contact with the surface is far from being contact with tlie lower
part of the layer, which also becomes luminous. But the phos-
phorescence itself does not spread so much as has l>een supposed. On
suitably prepared tablets, camera impressions can be ootained that
appear (jiiite sharp, and reproduce in the camera much ahai-per than
by " contact." Fbed. E. Ives.

HEAT PHOTOGKAPHY.*
At the November meeting of this Institute, I described certain experi-

ments in photographing by the aid of the phosphorescent tablet, and
announced the discovery of a means of photographiuK obscure objects by

* This term may be objected to, but is employed becaiifc the result of the method
oescribcd ia a fixed photograph of a fBgitive thormojpaphio impr«s»ioB,—F. E. I.

the action of heat radiationa. Since then, I have made leveral csmerA
photographs of metallic objects by the action of obscnre boat rays, which
I placed the objects in a position to reflect. With a source of heat
produced with the consumption of coal gas, at the rate of only tliree feet
per hour, I obtained strong beat photographs of small metallic object*,
with camera oxpoauros of only ten seconds. IJut, although a moderate
amount of heat was sufficient to give such striking results, it proved to
be necessary, under ordinary conditions, to employ heat of a certain
quality or intensity, which can be obtained only when the source of heat
is also a source of light. My source of heat was the incandescent lime of
the oxyhydrogen light, placed in a dark box, one side of which was of
black glass ; the black glass transmits about thirty per cent, of the
intense heat rays, but no rays capabloof producing phosphorescence or
of affecting bromide of silver.

The object was focussed by the light rays, allowance being made for
difference of refrangibility of the heat rays; the light was then extin-
guished by the black glass, and a solarised phosphorescent tablet exposed
in the camera. As I explained in my preliminary communication, this
exposure produces a dark impression instead of the luminous impression
that would be produced by violet light, and the photograph of this im-
pression, made by contact printing on a photographic sensitive plate, is,

therefore, a positive, instead of a negative.

I attempted to substitute a hot iron for the incandescent lime as a
source of heat, and even to photograph the hot iron itself, bat withont
success. This might seem to indicate that the tablet is not sufliciently
sensitive to the feebler heat rays radiated by objects not heated to
incandescence; but a simple ex[)eriment demonstrates that such is not
the case. Contact with the hand for a single second will produce the
characteristic sudden exaltation and partial exhaustion of phosphorescence
in a tablet that has been kept at a sufliciently low temperature after
solarisation, and a simple calculation will show that enough heat ia

radiated from the hot iron to produce, in a little while, a strong im-
pression in a camera some feet away. The knowledge of this and of the
fact that rock salt lenses transmit, and metallic mirrors reflect, these
feebler heat rays, led me to hope that I might photograph obscure objects
without having to secure the special conditions that now appear to be
necessary. My failure with the hot iron proved to be due to absorption
of the heat rays by aqueous vapour in the air. Professor Tyndal found
by experiment that the aqueous vapour in the air of bis laboratory
absorbed seventy times as much heat as the air itself. My experiments
were conducted in very damp weather, and nearly all of the heat radiated
by the hot iron was evidently exliausted in warming the air, and was
carried away in air currents. Although I did not accomplish what I

hoped to in this direction, these experiments have made it evident that
in a perfectly dry atmosphere it would be possible to obtain photographs
of obscure objects by the action of heat rays of low intensity.

I have two illustrations of the method ; one is a heat photograph of a
German silver key check, the other a photograph of the impression pro-

duced on the solarised phosphorescent tablet by the limelight spectrum.
The key check photograph is quite small, but reasonably distinct. I

believe it is the first heat photograph of an object that has ever been
exhibited. The shadows of three pins are reproduced in the spectrum
photograph ; one was in the violet of the spectrum, another in the
yellow, and the third at the lower limit of the visible spectrum. This
photograph proves what I have already asserted—that in Balmain's paint
phosphorescence is produced chiefly by the violet rays, and the dark heat
rays below the visible spectrum act most powerfully to exhaust that
phosphorescence. Exposures on the solar spectrum gave substantially

the same result, but showed relatively more action by luminous beat,

and distinct but very feeble action in a portion of the ultra violet

si)ectrum—the latter action was utterly insignificant as compared with
the action of the same rays on bromide of silver.

In my preliminary communication I stated my belief that certain

results that one M. Charles Zenger recently claimed to have obtained by
the aid of Balmain's phosphorescent p.iint could not have been obtained
in the manner that be described. My later experiments confirm this

belief, and I would not again refer to Zenger'g communication had it

not been widely published, attracting much alt ntion. Balmain's paint

is but feebly sensitive to invisible chemical rays, glass lenses are practi-

cally opaque to all heat rays radiated by bodies not heated above 200'

Fabr., and even a moist atmosphere will not transmit the feebler heat

r,iys to any considerable distance. If Zenger obtained a photograph of a
midnight landscape in exactly the manner U; described, it nmst have
been by the action of light rays that would have produced a much
stronger and better photograph by acting directly upon the photographic

sensitive plate itself.

One other statement of M. Zenger'a calls for correction by mo.
Ho asserts that collodion-bromide emulsion plates stained with chloro-

phyl are sensitive to all parts of the solar spectrum " from ultra violet to

idtrarad." More than seven years ago I discovered and published the

fact that such plates are so remarkably sensitive to all colours as to be
capable, with the aid of a weak yellow light filter, of producing correct

colour tone photographs of all coloured objects ; but it is not true that

the sensitiveness extends to the ultra red rays : it stops abruptly at the

Fraunhofer line a in the red, as shown by spectram photographs that

have been made on such plates.
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HOW TO PRODUCE A NEGATIVE.
[A Communicatiou to tho Dorset Amateur PhotoiTfapliic Association.]

Thouoh a very elementary subject, it will not, I trust, be considered an
inappropriate one for the fust practical demonstration before a newly-
formed amateur photographic society, particularly since one of the objects
of the said society is to assist beghiners in the art.

I have more than once heard lately the regret expressed that the days
of the old wet plate for field work have passed. It was said that with a
wet plate you knew what you had before you left the spot ; with a dry
plate you might discover when a hundred miles away, and it was too
late to rectify an error, that your dvy plate was over or under exposed,
or that there was some defect in it. The use of the dry plate has its

drawbacks, but they are trifling compared with those associated with the
use of the wet plate process. Many years ago I worked the collodion
process in the field, and I still retain a vivid recollection of its troubles.
The wet plate photographer was encumbered with a cartload of material
and impedimenta, which had to be loaded and unloaded at each operation
—he had to work in the stuffiest of tents, generally in the most uncom-
fortable of attitudes, and in a temperature inside which in summer was
more than tropical. After going perhaps miles, he might discover that
a leak in his bath cover, or an accident to his collodion bottle, or an
oversight, had rendered his journey useless, and he had to return with-
out attempting a picture

; in many cases the accident was one which
could not have been foreseen. I remember an unfortunate accident of
this nature which befell me some twenty-five years ago in Ireland, near
Killaruey, where I was photogr.iphing. A room in the lodge of the
house where I was staying was assigned me for photographic purposes :

there I bestowed my goods and was happy. A convenient cupboard
received my solutions and chemicals, and preserved them from curious
and prying eyes and restless fingers

; but not altogether, for one day, on
going to the cupboard for the nitrate of silver solution for the bath, to
my consternation the bottle was half empty. How could I replenish the
bath nine miles from anywhere, and what should I do in the meantime ?
I feared the maid who looked after the room might have mistaken the
clear solution for the "craythur" and drank it. My fears were allayed
by hearing no allusion to the matter and seeing the girl in her usual
health

;
but the bath had gone, and the maid alone had access to the

room, and I could only suspect Bridget, who was accordingly sent for
and questioned as to what had become of the liquid, and charged with
having made away with it. This she indignantly denied. " Would she
be aflher a-going to the masther's cupboard ? It was not herself who
would be doing such a thing, at all at all!"

There was no help for it— the bath was gone, and there was no photo-
graphy to be done until fresh chemicals could be procured from England •

and the worst of it was the criminal could not be traced, and mi"ht next
empty the collodion bottle. Next day Bridget's face began to alsume a
darker hue in streaks and patches, which became black and blacker
Bridget was terribly alarmed when she saw her.^elf in the glass She
washed the stains with soap and water to no purpose; she scrubbed it
with the scrubbmg-brush, it still grew darker; pumice-stone and sand
were tried -they removed the skin but the patches became more and
more marked Bridget was superstitious-the marks must be the marks
of the "dull, and she flew to the holy water which the priest had
specially b essed for her; but even the holy water had no effect upon itWhat would become of her, with the marks of the beast so evidently
upon her? Bridget was then reminded of the cupboard and advised to
confess all she knew about it, and the truth came out. She was dusting
the room, and w.Ui a woman's curiosity had gone to the cupboard to
see what it contained

; the clear liquid in the bottle tempted her, shewould draw the cork, but as the cork was not easy to draw she appUedmore force-the cork yielded suddenly, so suddenly, that much of the
contents was spilled on the floor. Shocked at what she had done she
hastily put back the bottle, and with her duster wiped up the clear Hquidfrom he floor

;
the day was warm, she became hot with the exertion andwith the fear of detection, and she wiped her face with the duster I Itwas a fortnight at least before Bridget was restored to her normal con-

T°^t:^.f^tfll^r^'''' '" ""' ^"^"""^ ^-°' ^^^-^'^ -*
This httle story, which is strictly true and unvarnished, has its moral.The moral .s this :_There is something worse than iot beinrBure

be^n '»hl^°*" ^h"" t
l"'!"" °' r' "P°° y°« Pl'^te- ^"d that fs, notbeing able to attempt a photograph at all.

I trust there is no doubt about the pictures upon these plates, or ther°«iU be no demonstration of development this evening. It is not ^difficul m4ter in the summer, with a rehable plate and on a fine day tosecure twelve good views on twelve plates exposed consecutively, but
1°

this time of the year the case is different ; with the dull, uncer a n lishtof these short days, which varies almost every ten minutes one cannobe certain that the right exposure has been given. Let u t'; The plate
1?"' ?V'""'"?'?\^!=' ^"^ '^ " e°°^ ""^^'^ °f ^ chea/and rehab eplate. I have tried his plates by the side of some of the best in tiemarket, and I have found them equal in every respect to any I have

^le b?^;f ^s:s? L^ T<r:;z^^:^i^\isr^:^¥
inLa^s- ?etsr^

^- '^^ ^^^°'« «'^^' ^^!7:^j-^

The first step towards taking the photograph is the choice of the siihject.

There are plenty of men who can take a picture which is technically

perfect, but it requires the artistic taste and the artistic talent—which is

innate and not acquired— to compose a picture. The photographer here
is at a disadvantage as com])ared with the artist. The latter can leave

out or modify any object which is not in harmony with the main subject,

or which mars the repose or composition of the picture. The photo-
grapher must take all that comes into the field of his lens. Again, many
pictures which look well to the eye will not compose well when seen on
tho screen, and in other respects much experience and dodging may be
required to secure an artistic picture. Still, something may be learned
from books, and much for the education of a latent artistic taste ; but as
the subject is a wide one to enter into here, I may perhaps be allowed to

refer you to Mr. Itobinson's well-known books for many useful hints and
much valuable information on artistic photography.
Having chosen your subject, the next thing is to focus it. If your

subject is not a general one you would focus on the object of principal

interest. For instance, you are taking a view of an old ruin. Bemove
the stops from your lens, and rack in or out the movable part of your
camera until the principal details of the ruin in the centre of the picture

are as sharp as you can make them ; then stop down until the whole ruin
is as sharp as you require it. If your subject is a general one, focus upon
some object in the middle distance. A word may be said here about
lenses, and especially about cheap single lenses, which it is a fashion to

run down. Of course, if money is a matter of little consideration, and
you want the best all-round lens, there is nothing to beat a Dallmeyer's
rapid rectilinear, but that first-class artistic work can be readily produced
by cheap single lenses of the modern type is undoubted. I have here,

and I hand round for examination, some photographs ; they are not my
own work, and I can accordingly speak more freely in their praise than I

could otherwise have done. Two of them, you will observe, are figure

subjects ; another is an interior, with a figure sitting beneath an arcade
of arches in an Italian painter's studio ; the fourth is the interior of an
Italian kitchen—all of them subjects which are generally admitted to be
most trying for a single lens. They were taken by an American lady

with a cheap camera and a cheap single lens. What could be more
artistic than the groups? And observe the softness of the interior of the
Italian kitchen, with its shapely utensils lying about, and specially note
the straightness of the perpendicular and horizontal lines ; the lines,

even that trying one of the corner of the room on the edge of the plate,

are, so far as the eye can detect, perfectly rectilinear and perpendicular.

We have our subject focussed ; what exposure shall be given ? I have
met amateurs and professionals whose views on this point are a little

unsound. Sunlight, I have been told, is sunlight ; and if you are taking
a picture in brilliant sunlight at midday, whether in June or December,
the exposure should be the same. You, gentlemen, know better than
that, but you may not have considered the reason why this is not the
case, why the sunlight of June is so much more actinic than the sunlight

in December. I have here a diagram which will make it evident. 'The

meridian altitude of the sun
oil June 21 is 02° 30', and on
December 21 tlie altitude of

the sun is 15= 30'. C D E F
represents the surface of the

ground, A represents the sun-

light, which passes through a
cardboard screen with a hole

cut in it one foot square, and
set at right angles to the

source of light (the sun) on
the 21st of June, midday

—

the light forms a rectangle on the ground of which C D represents the
side. B represents the sunlight which passes through the same screen on
December 21 ; it covers a rectangle of which C E is tlie side. C E, you
will observe, is more than three times the length of C D, or, in other
words, the same amount of sunlight which falls upon the surface of
the earth on June 21 is distributed over three or four times the area oa
December 21, midday.*

^

How many seconds shall we give? Can yon count secomln accurately?
This is an important matter, for until you can do so it will not be pos-
sible for you to compare your exposures or the speed of your lenses with
others. You will find a piece of string useful for learning to count
seconds. Put a small bullet at the end, or your knife may be tied tem-
porarily

; tie a knot in the string about thirty-six inches from the weight,
hold the string by the knot—you have now a pendulum, which, whether
it swings slowly or fast, whether it swings through a greater or smaller
arc, will always swing seconds. Your string and weight will be useful
for another purpose, namely, to set your swing back perpendicular when
photographing architectural subjects. Set your camera to take in the
subject you desire, adjust the swing back by the weighted string held
beside it, and focus.
We have chosen the view, focussed and exposed it, the next thing ia

the development. What developer shall we use ? Ammonia and pyro,
ferrous oxalate, carbonate of potash, soda, or some combination with

! * ^^i! ^gi'aver has not given tlio angles accurately in the diagram, the length of tlw
uusB D and (J JS do not therefore Icar the proper relations to eaoh other.
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salphite of gotta, Biilphurous acid, citric acid, or one of the more recent
novelties ? Until the amatenr can produce good negatives with the old
Btock formula of jiyro and ammonia he should not attempt any other

;

the plates which will not stand the ammonia developer, and the amateur
who cannot use it, are neither of them of ranch account. When he has
become tolerably expert with the ammonia, he might try experiments
with other developers ; but I think ho will, in the end, go back to dry
pyro anil ammonia as being, on the whole, the best and most reliable for

general use.

The solution of pyro preserved by the addition of sulphite of soda and
similar chemicals is not altogether suited to the use of the amateur who
only takes photographs occasionally. I have found mueli dilliculty in
obtaining it pure. Much of the commercial sulphite appears to be con-
taminated with foreign substances, whicli affect its action, and if pure,
however carefully it is corked, it appears after a time to attract oxygen
from the air, which converts it into the sulphate which retards the
action of tlie developer, and it is open to question whether a similar
change does not take place in it when it is kejit for any length of time
in solution, so that its ])ropertics become altered. The addition of
sulphurous acid, as in lleach's formula, would, however, help to pre-
serve it.

I formerly had much faith in citric acid added to the developer in the
proportion of one-eighth to onefourth of a grain to each grain of pyro,
and for some purposes I still regard it as invaluable, but there is the
same dilliculty in obtaining it pure ; it is commonly adulterated with
more or less of tartaric acid, which ruins it for the purpose for which it

would be useful if pure. I now obtain pure citric acid from a good
chemist. When added to the developer in the proportion given above it

makes a slow but admirable developer for transparencies on ordinary
bromide plates. The deposit is slow, but exceedingly fine. A lantern
slide developed by means of it will be clean and of good colour, without
toning ; try it for this and for transparencies for enlargements. For the
latter purpose especially you will not be disappointed with it, though you
may prefer the ferrous oxalate. You must remember, however, that with
citric acid in the developer you will reiiuire much more ammonia.
But let us proceed with the development of the plate. We have in this

wide-mouthed bottle little packets of pyrogallic acid folded up in tissue-

paper, each packet twenty-four grains of dry pyro ; in this form the pyro
will keep almost indefinitely, though the wrappers may become dis-

coloured. One of these packets contains sufficient pyro to develope four
half-plates or a corresponding number of whole or quarter-plates. We
have two half-plates to develope. We open a packet and divide the
contents rouglily with a pocket knife in half ; the half we place in this
eight-ounce measure, and add water up to the four-ounce division. We
pour two ounces of the solution (which, you will remember, contains six
graius of pyro, three to the ounce) into this developing glass, and having
placed the plate in the tray, we pour the solution of pyro upon it thus.
You will observe there is a thread beneath the plate— the ends of it are
joined underneath the tray ; by means of this the plate can be raised for

examination very readily, and without soiling the fingers. Some persons
soak the plate in water before developing. I have never been able to
understand what advantage is gained by soaking the plate and tilling the
pores of the film with water, when it is as easy to fill them with the
solution of pyro, which will assist development and help to give vigour to

the negative. We will leave it in the solution of pyro for two minutes or
80, meanwhile we will drop into the developing glass three or four drops
from this stoppered bottle, which contains to each ounce of water

—

Bromide of ammonium 30 grains.

Liquid ammonia (-880) i ounce.

We pour back the solution of pyro from the tray into the developing
glass ; this mixes the bromide and ammonia thoroughly with the pyro
solution, which \vc now retmn again to the tray. We will now gently
rock the tray, that the development may proceed evenly and regularly. The
image is appearing, you will observe, in the high lights ; they are now well
marked. We will pour six or eight more drops from the stoppered bottle
into the developing glass, and proceed as before. The development is

complete. Notice the density of the high lights when viewed by trans-
mitted light, and compare mentally when you see the picture in its

finished state ; it will be a guide in future development. We will now
wash the plate under the tap, and place it in this tray, which contains a
saturated solution of alum. It may remain tliere whilst we develope the
second plate. That being done, we remove it from the alum, wash again,
ami place it in this solution of hypo, which has been used over and over
again. I prefer a glass dipping bath similar to those used for the nitrate

bath in the old collodion process, as the jjarticles of silver salts fall to the
bottom, and do not adhere to the films and cause spots, as they are apt
to do when the plate is placed in the tray film upwards.

Observe, the plate is clearing, the free silver salts not acted on by light

are being gradually dissolved out by the hypo. We must not, however,
trust to this old hypo bath. We will take the plate out and immerse it

for five minutes or so in this fresh solution of hypo, five ounces to the
pint. The negative is now finished. It remains only to wash it well
in several changes of water ; if we had water laid on it would be well to
leave it for a couple of hours under the running water. When thoroughly
drj- it will be varnished with enamel collodion or negative varnish ; but
the latter docs not aSord the same protection to the gelatine plate as it

does to the collodion negative. I will pass ronnd these nogativeH and
will send prints from them for Uie next circalation, yoa wiu then fonn
your own opinion about them, W. Mued Babkm.

ON SHUTTEB EXPOSUEES FOB OBJECTS IN MOTION.
In photographing a movmg object, the resulting picture will always bo
more or less blurred. All that can be accomplished is to reduce the blur
within such limits that the picture will appear sharp to persons viewing
it. This limit, it is obvious, varies with the requirements of each pic-
ture. For smaller pictures this limit may not exceed four one-
thousandths of an inch, when for larger pictures, to be viewed at a
distance, one-hundredth of an inch or more may be admissible.
To reduce the blur, two methods are usually employed—cither to

increase the distance at which the photograph is taken, or to increase the
speed of the shutter. The first method is limited by the size of the
picture required, the second method by the sensitiveness of the plate
used.
To obtain a desirable sharp picture, we liave to select the proper

distance at wliich to photograph the object, and adjust the proper time
of exposure (speed of shutter).

The following formula will show the relation that exists between
velocity of motion, distance, focal length of lens, time of exposure, and
admissible blur :—

If D = distance of object from optical centre of lens, in feet

;

M •= velocity of object, in miles (statute), per hour

;

F — velocity of object, in feet, per second
;

/ = equivalent focal length of lens, in inches

;

S = time of exposure, in seconds
;

I = limit of blur, in inches
;

Then, D =-
44

MS-h /
12

FS -I-
^.

30" I

In these equations, of which one is used when the velocity of the
object is given in miles per hour, the other for velocity in feet per second,
the term J^ may be omitted, as in comparison with the distance D it will

Ije found so small that it may be neglected, especially as the distance will

nearly always be estimated.

From the above formula we can derive others, in case we desire to find

the speed of shutter, the distance being given, or in case we desire to con-
struct a table for exposure, in which the ratio between distance and focal

length of lens is used as argument, namely:

—

40 Dl __ _\_ i ^J)l [_
" M/ 17.6 M "ly 12F"

MS 1^ FS

S =
30

D 44

30 I 12

1

r2'

A table is here given of distances in feet at which an object in motion
has to be photographed in order to obtain a sharp picture, the equivalent

focus of the lens being six inches, the rapidity of shutter j'jth of a second,

and the blur being limited to i ^'o ijths of an inch :
—

Velocity,
miles,

per hour.

Distance
in feet.

'

Velocity,
1 miles,

per hour.

1

Distance
in feet.

Velocity,
miles,

per honr.

Distance
in faet.

1 44 ' 11 484 10 440

2 88 12 528 20 880

3 132 13 572 30 1320

4 176 14 1 616 40 1760

5 220 15 < 660 oO 2200

6 264 16 704 60 2640

7 308 17 748 1 70 3080

8 306 18 792 80 3520

U 440

1

19 836
!

90
lOO

3960
4400

For lenses of /' focal length, multiply the value of D in the table

with y. For different value of I say /', multiply similarly with „^-

For different time of exposure, S', multiply the table value of D with

50 S'.

UsK or Above Table.

Having an out&t of above description, that is, a camera with a lens of 6-

inch E. F. , and a shutter of a speed of jV'h of a second (nearly all shutters

will have that speed), it is desired to take a ship sailing 13 miles an

hour. In the above table we find opposite velocity 13 miles per hour, the

distance of 572 feet, the nearest distance at which we can obtain a sharp

picture.

If we can find the velocity in^the above table the distance required wiU

be opposite that velocity.

Should the velocity not be found in the table, as for example a velocity

of 26 miles per hour, then we enter the table with 20 miles per honr,

which gives 880 feet. Next wo find velocity 6 miles pet hour, which
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gives 264 feet. Adding these two gives us for 26 miles 1144 feet as the

distance required.

But if our outfit should have a lens of equivalent focal length of CJ
inches instead of 6 inches, then in the above example we multiply 1144

ga 27
feet with -^= n7. which gives 1287 feet.

Suppose, again, your shutter should only have a speed of -^^^h of a

second, then we multiply 1144 with 50x Jj = 4. w'hich gives us the dis-

tance of 1430 feet with 6-inch lens, and with 6;i-inch lens we multiply

1287 with J, which gives us the required distance of 1609 feet nearly.

Should in this last case a blur of TSTrth of an inch be admissible, we
multiply 1609 with Tinnr-=-TiTr=A> which gives the distance of 644 feet

nearly.

In estimating velocities some very plain points must not be forgotten. If

we are on board of a steamer moving at the rate of 14 miles per hour, and
we wish to take a boat sailing at the rate of 12 miles an hour, when
passing abreast we have a velocity of 26 miles an hour for the object

;

should we overhaul a boat sailing at that rate we have only a velocity of

2 miles per hoar tor the object.

A railroad train running 40 miles an hour, if taken at a distance of

1760 feet, will not show a sharp picture for some parts, such as top of

the wheels, &c., as they move at a much faster rate, the top of the wheels
requiring 3520 feet distance to be sharp.

Similarly the feet of men and animals move faster than the body.
Again, moving objects taken at an angle which is not a right angle with

the line of its motion, will admit of a longer exposure without increase of

blur. The more this angle differs from a right angle, the more may the
exposure be prolonged. A. Heger.—Photoijraplric Times.

A CURIOUS PHENOMENON IN DEVELOPING.
Some time ago, while the Editors of ihe Bulletin were working together in
the dark room, and developing some rapid exposures, they noticed that on
removing the plate from the developer and after slight washing, that on
immersion in an alum solution the whole surface of the plate glowed with
a phosphorescent light. As the phenomenon was a little startling, the
effect was looked for and noted at the same period in the course of the
making of each negative. It was then suggested that it would be a good
ide^i to endeavour to ascertain the origin of the phenomenon. For this
purpose some developer was mixed with the alum solution in the dark,
but no phosphorescence was noted. The above operation was then re-
versed, and, after a number of experiments, it was found that when the
developer is suflBciently weak, on pouring into it some strong alum
solution, the phosphorescent light appears at the moment of mixing.
This was as far as we went wiih our experiments, intending to return to
the matter at some future date. But quite recently we see that others
have noted the same phenomenon and various theories have been sug-
gested to account for it.

At a recent meeting of the Societe Fran^aise de Photographic, M.
Perrot de Chaumeux, of Prissac, Department Indre, remarked that he
had noted a phosphorescent light which appeared upon the surface of
rapid plates on removal from the developer and immersion in a saturated
alum solution. In this case the development was with separate solutions
of pyrogallol and sodium carbonate according to the method of M. Audra,
the pyrogallol having nitric acid in it instead of sulphuric ; the plate
bemg placed in them in tlie order given above, first pyrogallol then sodium
carbonate. M. de Chaumeux states that the phosphorescence was not
only upon the immersed plate, but also in the adjacent solution. At the
pamo meeting, M. Pector said he had noted the same effect in usmg
Balagny's pellicles at llie moment of detaching from their supports, and
another meniler, M. Londe, stated that he had observed the same light on
developing the Balagny pellicles. M. Molteni said that phosphorescence
was also produced upon developing gelatino-broniidc plates in an acid
pyrogallol bath

;
while M. Stebbing said that cutting gelatino-bromide

plates with a diamond produced a like result. The general impression
appeared to be that the phenomenon is electrical.

Since the above observations were published, we note that English
photographers have observed the same i)hosphorescent light durin"
development. Among these observers we note Mr. .John Daniell, o1
Llanclly. This latter experimenter does not think the phenomenon an
ilectrical one, and we agree with him. Water and sahne solutions are
too good conductors of electricity to admit of luminous electric dischargesm them We believe that the effect is due to chemical action only, and
IS probably a combination of the pyrogallol with the alum. The fact thatwe produced the effect without using a plate in the developer, shows that
It IS an acticn due to chemical changes between the chemicals independent
of the plate or silver lialoids. The kind of developer used does not appeartomake much difference, M. de Chaumeux used soda, while we usedmixed soda and potash, and Mr. Daniell used potash as the alkali

1 he observations of MM. Pector and Stebbing are of an enth-eW different
character The separation of the Balagny film from its support, and the
cutting of the plate with a diamond are both capable of producing electrical

mlZT"^-^^' "' w •''"°r V'^' ""^ ^''''"'"K "f crystals of certainminerals produces electric phosphorescence at the moment of runtureand the separation of the Balagny films is another phase of the same'

action, while the cutting of the plate with a diamond is purely friction,
and we all know that produces electrical charges.
But no matter what the origin of this phosphorescent light, we think it

is important to prevent its appearance during development. There can be
no doubt that light of that character immediately upon the surface of the
plate will produce fog. The plate is in an extremely sensitive condition,
and any light not purely non-actinic would affect it. The method of pre-
vention is a very simple one, and is to wash the plate pretty thoroughly
before immersion in the alum bath. By this proceduie all risk of fogging
the plate from phosphorescent light is overcome.

If any of our readers have noted this phosphorescence during develop-
ment and can add anything to the observations we have mentioned above,
we shall be glad to hear from them, as the subject is undoubtedly a very
important one in photographic practice.—Anthoni/'s Phutorjraphic Bulletin.

REVIEW OF EXHIBITION OF LANTERN SLIDES BY AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHERS OF CINCINNATI.

The Ex-Cincinnati Camera Club, now the Photographic Section of the
Society of Natural History, gave on January 19 their fourth annual ex-
hibition of lantern slides at the Odeon, before a brilliant audience of
about fifteen hundred people, mostly friends of the members of the
Club.

The pictures were projected on a screen about twenty-four feet square,
by means of two oxyhydrogen lanterns.

Out of a membership of fifty-two, twenty-one members contributed
about two hundred slides, from which one hundred and twenty-five were
shown. A number of the amateurs being tourists, the geographical
variety was quite extensive, and while covering most of the United States,
also included glimpses of the Old World. By a judicious management on
the part of the Exhibition Committee, the slides were divided into dif-

ferent classes.

Only one entry in statuary is made. Mr. Bullock giving us a perfect
image of the Barthokli Statue.
Reviewing the Exhibition in a general way, it was a meritorious display

of lantern slides. Technically they compared favourably with slide's

exhibited by professionals, while the subjects were more original.
Perhaps the most interesting class of subjects was that of " Com-

positions," original or otherwise. It is natural that it should be so, since
a composition calls upon our artistic faculties for successful production.
Characteristic and ideal subjects will generally bo more appreciated.
Landscapes of which there must always be a large proportion could be
improved materially and become more interesting by the addition of
clouds, natural or artificial.

As we are striving to improve as we go, perhaps no one will object to
the suggestion. More clouds, more coloured slides, more original
compositions. L. M. Petitdidieh.

©ur iEtritorial ^Caftle.

Hart's Neav Negative Washing Tank.
Mii. F. AV. IIai!T, Kingsland-green, has brought out a negativa
washing trough of a useful tjpe. In the outer vessel there is an
inner one in which the plates are inserted in grooves set at an angle,

so as to keep the plates in a sloping position, faces downwards. The
water is admitted from the top and flows downwards through tho
plates under such circumstances that when the jets dash agninst the
upper ends of the backs of tlie plates, the water rebounds from
each back to tho face of the one in the adjoining groove and passes
downward in a species of zig-zag fashion, which removes the hypo-
sulphite very quickly and ctfectively from the film. The water is

withdrawn from the bottom under such circumstances as to ensure
the plates being always left well underneath the water even when the
supply is stopped. It is a well made and useful appliance.

Theke Weeks in Noefolk.
Loudon : Wym.an & Sons.

This little work, by J. F. Mostyn Clarke, with illustrations from
])ictiires by ildward H. I'ahey, R.I., gives a description of an
" outing" hy the author and a friend towards the close of last summer
on board of the yacht Hover. Tlie place selected was Norfolk, tlio

country of the " JSroads," many of which streams were visited. The
various adventures are mo.st pleasantly narrated, and engender a
feeling akin to envy of those who had it in their power to leave the
dust and heat of the city to enjoy yacht life uncfer circumstances so
pleasant as those e.xpeiieuced.

The work contains nunierous illustrations printed from Meijenbach
blocks obtained from original negatives by the author and from
drawings by Mr. Fahey. These afford a very good idea of the
Norfolk llroads. It of course " goes without saying " that a clever
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photographer like Mr. Clarke had his camera in active requisition

during tlie plea.«ant throe weeks of yacht life here described.

l'".\I,r.0WFIKI.I)'8 Nkw CATAI.OrirE.

Mil. .loNATiiAN Fai.i.owfiki.d, of .15 nud 'iO, Lower Mnrsli, and
'il, Oaklej-strect, Lamhelh, .S.K., has jii.st issued a Special Season's

Catalogue, a cojiy oi which lie has sent us. Il is a very coniprehen-

^ivo and compendious one and embraces overytliing tliat a photo-

grapher can possibly da'-ire. liOnses of all tlio recognised makers;

cameras and stands of every form and for both Ftudio and outdoor

work; shutters innumei'aWc; roll holders of various makes, and
negative paper for the same ; dark-room lanterns, burnishers,

niount4>, and diy plates in «lmo>t appalling variety—these and

many other things, including optical lanterns and their appliances, all

tind n place in the now catalogue of Air. Fallowfield.

Isochbomatic Plates.

\Vk have tried some isoehromatic plates sent to us by Mr. R. J.

Ednards. In order to test them effectively, we employed a card con-

taining a device in what arc, visually, strongly contrasting colours, a

verv dark blue cros-s on a bright lemon ground. These are so care-

fully balanced as to give with oi-dinary wet collodion scarcely a trace

of an image at all, and such we found to be the cnse. AS'ith the

isoehromatic plates the image was well marked, and this in a degree

e.xceptionally so when we interposed behind the lens a piece of glass

of a very delicate yellow colour, under which circumstances we
obtained a vigorous dark cross on a light ground. This attests the

value of isoehromatic plates.

JDcpartnunt for JnexperieurEtJ iUijotograpfjers.—
SILVER PRINTING ON PLAIN PAPER.

WniLK we quite admit that there is a great charm in a photographic

print having a surface as smooth and glossy as glass itself, yet equally bo

is there a peculiar charm in one totally devoid of all glaze.

Regarding the former, as we have prepared practical instructiona for

effecting the end in the most perfect manner, we shall say nothing cou-

ceming it here.

It will have been inferred from the previous article on this subject, that

Uvcr printing may be effected on plain paper quite as well as on that

which has been albumenised. Wo have seen many excellent photographs

made upon ordmary writing paper.

If any reader thinks of trying his hand at such practice, he must select

a smooth, hard-sized wove, not laid, sample of paper.

This is to be salted by sponging or brushing it over with a solution of

chloride of sodium (common salt), six grains to the ounce of water, and
then suspending it to dry. But a much richer effect is obtained by the

addition of three grains of gelatine, which imparts vigour to the print by
keeping it more on the surface without imparting a gUze like albumen.
Instead of brushing the solution over, it is much better to pour it into a

flat dish and allow the paper to float on it for a minute. When dry it

will remain good for a long time.

To sensitise the paper, float it for two minutes upon a bath of ammonio-
nitrate of silver, made by dissolving fifty grains of nitrate of silver in an
oance of water (or in a larger quantity, adopting the same proportion),

and then adding to it strong ammonia drop by drop. The effect of this

addition is to cause a Jirty-looking dark brown precipitate to be formed
in the previously clear liquid, and the ammonia must be slowly added
until indications appear that the liquid is beginning to become clear.

Now stop and shake or stir the solution to mix the ammonia with it,

wlien if not yet clear add more, but only by a single drop at a time,

(allowed by stirring or shaking after each drop. Cease adding ammonia
after the solution has become almost clear, for it is better that this stage

be not quite reached than that there be an excess of ammonia. If the

mark should have been overshot, a little more solution of nitrate of silver

must be added.

This solution, when filtered, forms an exciting solution for plain paper
which yields prints of great beauty of tone. It is not so well suited for

albumenised paper. But for plain salted paper, while the above-described

ammonio-nitrato of silver bath is undoubtedly the best, yet will a jilain

nitrate of silver solution also answer well, although, so far as oiu: experi-

ence goes, it will not give such rich, deep chocolate blacks as the other.

The paper having been dried is ready for exposure.
Concerning the toning and fixing, this may either be done in the way

OMcribed in a previous chapter on this subject, or, to save trouble, both
these oiierations may be merged into one. To this end the printing
-lionld be carried till the image is nearly veiled in obscurity, and the

pictures, after being rinsed in plain water, immeived in a bath prepared
according to the following directions : —

In four ounces of water dissolve one ounce of hyposnlphite of Mda,
fifty grains of snlphocyanide of ammonium, and thirty grains of phos-
phate of soda. After these have been dissolved, add to it two grains of

chloride of gold previously dissolved in a little (say, two or three
drachms) water.

The toning and fixing go on simultaneously, and the prints are allowed
to remain in this until they have acquired a very rich black tone, by
which time the effect of the over printing will have been obviated by a
corresponding reduction.

After removal from the toning and fixing bath, the prints must be well

washed.

The solution will remain good for a considerable period by strengthening

it occasionally with a few drops of gold solution and the addition of fresh

hyposulphite of soda solution. When it is considered to be quite used np
by long keeping or frequent use, it may be poured into a convenient

bottle of largo dimensions, or jar, in which other waste hyposulphite

solutions are kept, for by a simple chemical treatment hereafter to be
described, at least two-thirds of the silver employed in the sensitising of

the paper can bo recovered, thus reducing to a material extent the ex-

penses incurred in riding the photographic hobby.

Wliat has been hero said about the saving ol the waste hyposulphite of

soda from fixing prints, applies with equal force to that employed in the

fixing of negatives, whether on glass plates or paper.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 3530.— "Iniprovemeuts in tlie Manufacture of Sensitive Photographic
Films anJ in Apparatus therefor." Comniunicateil by G. Eastman. A. J.

BOVI.T.—Dated March 8, 1887.

No. 3652.—"The Keeping Count of the Number of Prints Printe<l and to
Print from l'hotogra])hic Negatives." N. S. Bbown.—Dated March 10, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
An iMiiiovKD Indicator and Lock fob the Shutters of Photoobaphic

Dark Backs ou Sudes.

No. 3325. Fhedkrick Hazeldine, Lant-street, Southwark.—J/«j<rA 9, 1886.

My invention relates to a combined indicator and lock for pliotograi>hic dark
slides or backs whereby the operator can ascertain at a glance whether the

shutter has, or has not, been drawn out, and whereby the shutter is absolutely
prevented from being accidentally drawn out a secoud time so as to give a
double exposure to the sams plate or film.

Tlie invention consists essentially of n detent or latch capable of being set

in such position as to permit of the shutter l)eing drawu oat once for the
purpose of exposing the plate or lilm in the camera, and adaptc<l to !»
automatically set in such other position on the pushing in of the sliutter after

exposing, that it will act as a stop to jirevent the shutter being drawn out a
second time.

One arrangement is as follows :—The detent is pivoted to the frame of the
dark slide or Ijack at one side of the shutter, and is adapteil to engage with a
notch in the edge of the latter. The detent is .acted on by a spring, and it

may be set in such jmsition as to offer no obstruction to the drawing out of the
shutter a lii-st time, but on the pushing in of the shutter after sucli first wilh-

draw.al, it will be caused to assume a ditfurent position and to engage in the

notch of the shuttar, so as to prevent the withdrawal of the shutter a .second

time. Thodetent maybe ]>ivotcd between the two limlw of a U-^bai*! s| rinj',

which alternately acts on the detent at opposite sidis, the other limb for the
time being acting as a stop, but the sprmg may 1)c otherwise arrangcil .so

as to accomidish the same end. For instance, a single spring may !« so

aiTanged as to act ou the detent in opposite directions from its two extreme
positions.

According to another arrangement the spring detent or latch is placed at

the end of the ilark slide or back, so as to engage with the inner end of the

shutter. In this case the detent is hooke<l and cng.iges with a stud, or its

equivalent, on the shutter. Tlie detent may lie set tor the withdrawal of the

shutter by Ijeing held Ixick out of engagement with the saiil stud l«y a shoulder

on the shutter. On the withdrawal of the latter the detent or latch falls into

such position an to engage with the stiul on the shutter being pu.slicd in, so as

to prevent the withdrawal of the sluitter a secoud time,

Tlie claims are :— 1. The combination with a jihotograpliie dark >li le or

back, of an autom.atic locking device, constructed and 0|)er.>tin(j snlwtautially

,a» herein dcscrilicd and shown in the drawings, so that when suital>Iy set it

will permit the withdrawal of the shutter of the dark l«ack once, and will, by
the act of pushing in the shutter after snch withdrawal, antomaticalty lock

the shutter in the closed irositiou substantially as sjiecilied. i The coiiibiua-

tion with a photographic dark Imek or .slide of the autom.atic locking device

and indicator substantially as jicrein described and illustrated in Figures 1 to

5 of the drawings, and consisting of a spring actuated detent or Liteh, and of

a notch or shoulder for cngagemeuts therewith, the detent Ix-ing arrangeil for

ojuration at the side of the shutter as s])ecilied. 3. The combination with a

)ihotographic dark back or slide of a spring-actuated hooked detent, and of a

lixed catch for engagement therewith, the detent being arranged for operation

at the end of the shutter as specified.
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A New ob Improved Adjustable Diaphragm fob Photographic Cameras.

No. 3879. William James Lancaster (trading as J. Lancaster & Son),

Colmore-rovv, Birniingliani.

—

March 19, 1886.

My invention relates to iihotograpliic lens diaphragms, employed in iilioto-

graphic operations, to determine and regnlate tlie amount of light that sliall be

admitted into a camera ; thus the time for exposure in photographic operations

depends upon tlie light upon an object about to be taken, and the size of the

aperture of tlie diaphragm used ^yith the lens.

Usually a series of various-sized diapliragms are employed, or rather a series

of diaphragms with various-sized holes. This is objectionable, inasmuch as

there is no means of varying the dilference between the size of one aperture

and the size of one above or below it, so as to give a mean difference.

By my invention the diaplrragni is made adjustable, so as to be able to

control the size of the aperture, according to the varying requirements and will

of the operator ; thus the aperture in the diaphragm is e.vpanded or enlarged in

such a manner that an iiiKnite variety of apertures can be readily obtained.

The diaphragms or series of plates which constitute the diaphragm, form a

part of the mount of the lens, thereby avoiding any loose diaphragms or parts

whatsoever ; and further, the aperture necessary for certain conditions of light can

be predetermined by an index finger, before the former ofwhich the latter travels.

The adjustable diapliragm is constrncted as follows ;

—

Witliin the inside, and crossing the lens tube, is a circular plate or disc with

a hole in its middle, of the full size which the aperture in the diaphragm can

acquire ; the diaphragm is a compound or segmental one, made up of a series

of thin plates overlapping each other, but so disposed or arranged with respect

to each other that their radial curved inside ends or parts enclose a circular or

nearly circular space or opening ; so that on the concaved or curved inside

edges of the ends of these plates being moved or made to approach each other,

a greater or less aperture or hole is thereby produced.

The parts constituting the diaphragm, and tlie manner in which the curved

or crescent inside edges of the plates are made to approach and recede from e.ach

other, is as follows:

—

Each plate of the series of plates consists of a plate concaved at one end to

the radius or about tlie radius of the larger-sized aperture which the plates

will make when fully ojiened out or expanded. This curved part forms the

inside end of the plate. The other or outside end is pivoted or hung excen-

trically upon the inside of tlie disc, with a hole in its middle as before

described. The said pivot forms a centre upon which the plate turns inwards

or outwards, in ajiproaching or receding from the centre of the lens tube ; and

situated below, and somewhat in a line with the said centre, is a stud or pin

,

upon the face on the side of the plate, which engages and works within one of

a series of radial tangential slots cut within a plate or disc with a hole in its

middle, which works or is moved in front of the series of plates by a protruding

arm or finger working through a slot cut in the outside tube of the lens.

Each of tlie said plates constituting the diaphragm are jiivoted, and have

studs like the one described, and each of the said studs of the series work
withiu the slots as described ; and further, each of the plates overlap each

other, so that the edges of the one extend over the edges of the other, so as to

form as it were a solid plate, but with an aperture that is able to be increased

or decreased in size at pleasure.

Upon the top, outside of the lens tube, and in front or surrounding the .slit

through which the finger works, is an index or graduated scale before which
the finger is moved, so that a person, by moving the finger in front of one

or other of the numbers or figures upon the scale, can have the size of aperture

recpiired. Thus the top scale may he 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, onwards, and bottom or

second line " speed "
1, '2, 3, 4, &c.

The moving of the index finger or ami through a quadrant of a circle for

closing, or for obtaining a smaller aperture, the studs on the plate of the series

of plates, which may be six, eight, or any other suitable number, are made to

travel down the tangential slots or slits, and each plate is at the same time
turned inwardly upon the pivots upon which they are hung, thereby causing

the curved inside ends to collectively approach each other and make a con-

tracted aperture. When a larger aperture is required the arm or finger is only
required to be tutiied in the reverse direction, Avheu the plates are collectively

made to slide over eacli other, and recede from the middle or axis of the lens,

by turning excentrically upon the pivot upon which they are hung, and by the

studs on tiieir sides travelling up the slits on the disc or plate wherein they are

formed being partially rotated.

A supijlementary disc, with a hole in its middle, comes in front of the plate

with the tangential or inclined slits, in order to preserve or protect the same
from injury or otherwise.

The claims are as follows :—1. A photographic lens diaphragm, or a dia-

phragm for photographic purposes, with, or provided with, an adjustable
a])erture or opening wliicli admits of a variable cxjiausion and contraction, and
which said diapliragm consi.sts of a series of thin plates (or two or more plates)

or the equivalents of plates, which respectively overlap or underlap each other,

preferably at their inner radiusly-curved gapped parts ; so that on the said
plates or their equivalents baing collectively moved to or away from a common
centre a varyiiig-sized circular, or nearly circular, or other .shaped aperture or
opening is thereby obtained. 2. An adjustable photographic lens diapliragm,
consisting of a series of ]>ivoted swinging plates which overlap or work one
upon another in such a manner that their inner concaved g.apj^ed parts are
made to enclose and form an aperture more or less circular, and which said
plates are operated, or opened out, or drawn together, for giving a greater or
less opening, by a plate (turned by a ring or finger) provided with, or having
cut therein, tangentally or other excentrically arranged slots or gaps wherein
pins or their equivalents carried by the said plates work, the parts being
arranged, combined, and operated in the manner and for the purpose herein
descrilied and set forth. 3. A photographic lens dia]iliragm with au adju.stable
aperture composed of a series of overlapping radially-di.siiosed plates with their
inner ends concaved or gapped, which on being radially drawn together or
openeil out produce varying-sized apertures, substantially as described. 4. Coni-
biuiug with a lens tube, an adjustable fixed diaphragm. Also providing com-
bined lens tubes and adjustable diaphragms with graduated scales or equivalents
thereof, for the purpose substantially as described and set forth.

mutim^ of Soctetiesl^

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

March 21 .. .. Notts Institute, 9, Shakespeare-street.

„ 21

22 5a, Pall Mall East.

22 Bolton Club The Studio, Chauccry-lane, Bolton.

23 Anaerton's Hotel, Flcet-street.E.C.

24
24 Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the ordinary weeldy meeting of the above Association, held at the Ma.sons

Hall Tavern, City, London, on Thursday, March 10, Mr. L. Medland presided.

Mr. A. L. Henderson asked of wluat "anti-calcaire," an advertised sub-

stance for removing lime from common water, was composed. Added to a

solution of gelatine it made it thin during the night and left a jirecipitate at

the bottom. The solution had a taste something like soda ; there appeared to

be lime in it, for some of the " aiiti-calcaire ' would not dissolve.

Mr. W. H. Harbison thought that it might bo hydrate of lime, which was

added by certain water companies to waters holding bicarbonate of lime in

solution, the whole of the lime being then precipitated as carbonate. Oxalate

of ammonia was capital stufl' to yirecipitate lime from water. In both these

cases a mere trace must be added to precipitate the lime in the water; there

should be no excess.

Another speaker said that it might lie "soda lime," which was much used in

analytical chemistry for the purpose.

The question was asked, " What is the best method of drying collodio-

bromiile emulsion after it is washed ?"

Mr. Henderson : The centrifugal separator.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington usect methylated spirit.

Mr. A. Mackie said that Mr. W. B. Bolton had published that methylated

spirit for the purpose injured the emulsion in most cases.

The Hon. Secretary had tried Mr. Bolton's formula as published in the

Almanac, and it did not work in his hands.

Mr. Atkinson dried the emulsion by the aid of a sand bath.

The Chairman dried it by squeezing it in a vice.

'Ilie Hon. Secretary had dried it eft'ectually with a lemon squeezer, liii-

jierfect drying was the chief cause of failure of those who first began to work
the process.

Another question was, " What is the best method of reducing over-dense

collodion transparencies ?"

Mr. Wellington recommended the fcrricyanide of potassium and thiosiil-

pliate of soda method.
Mr. Mackie a.sked if anyone had ever tried the ferric-oxalate method reconi-

meiided by Mr. W. Willis.

Mr. A. Haddon said that the ferric-oxalate must be followed by hypo.

Another question was, "What is the l)estwork ou photogi'aphic chemistry?"

Mr. Henderson : Hardwich's, edited by Mr. J. Traill Taylor.

Mr. J. Tr.vill Tavlor exhibited some photographs taken in Paris by the

electric light, as published in last week's Journal, and sent to him by
Professor Stebbing. No better photograjihs could be taken by daylight, and
what had been done by the electric light ought to be jiossible by the

magnesium light, which was much cheaper. A good way of getting rid of

the smoke of magnesium was to bum the metal in a close vessel furnished with

a long wire-lined tube of common calico, of large diameter, the further end of

the tube being made to pass out of the window. Grant and Solomon's mag-
nesium lamp would do to pay out the riband for burning.

Mr. Harrison said that the price of magnesium bore relation to the price of

sodium, so there would probably be another great fall in cost, for within the

last month or two Mr. Castner had found out how to make sodium at SJd.

a-pound, instead of about 4.s. a-pouud as heretofore ; the selling prices of the

sodium would, of course, be higher. Furnaces had been erected for the

manufacture.
Mr. Taylor stated that were there sufficient demand for it, magiicsium, as

made at present, could be sold at a shilling a-pound. Magnesium in powder

had Vjeeu Iniriied with success .at some of the atnversazlunes at one of the

meetings of the British Association ; the first night the light was offensively

cold ; tlie second night they added too much strontium to the powder, and the

light was offensively pink.

Mr. H.VRRisON said that powdered magnesium was cheaper th.an the riband i

in first cost, and could be burnt for photographic jnirposes to more advantage

than tlie other, and without danger of the light suddenly goiii" out.
_ 1

Mr. Henderson remarked that a Glasgow man had a good way of burning
|

magnesium in oxygen.
Mr. G. D. Ploiner exhibited Hart's hand apparatus for Ininiiug magnesium

|

riband.
.

.

An exhibition of lantern pictures followed ; Mr. Medland contributed I

zoological subjects and views of India and Yarmouth ; Mr. C. H. Cook, YJews I

taken in Sussex ; Mr. Wellington, general views, and views on the Banks oil

the Wye ; Mr. Tliomas Kerr, copies of comical engravings ; and Mr. Harrisonf

views taken in Switzerland.

Mr. J. G. Kitchener and Mr. Davenport Knight were elected members Ol]

the Association.

The meeting then broke up.
*

CAMERA CLUB.
On Tliursday, March 10, Jir. Norman Macbeth, R.S.A., lectured upon artistllj

composition. Mr. Adcock occupied the chair.

Previous to the reading of the lecture, Mr. H. J. Gifford exhibited a Newn
shutter which was made to fit into the diaphragm slot, was worked by cOB
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] Teased air, and gave exixuurea from wliat was claiiiicil as one one-humlredth
1 f a second to any dusircd length of time.

Mr. Alfred Deed lianded round some deeply interesting jiliotograplis of large

size, showing some elfects of the recent earthiiuake at Mentone,
Mr. M/VCnETH tlien [iroceeiled to give his address, Oh tlic Composition of the

Pictorial. The lecture was illustrateil by diagrams and pictures shown by the

oi>tical lantern, and it treateil chiefly of rules of guidance as to selecting the

most eft'ective boundaries for pictures and as to the arrangement of the prin-

iii)al objects so as to secure jrleasing balance and ell'ect. In regard to the

] rojiortious of pictures, Mr. Macl)etli stuteil that the smaller of the two dimen-
sions lieing fixed upon, the length should be obtained by taking the diagonal

of tlie square formed upon this smaller dimension. This surface should be

divideil np iuto sulxlivisions of uneven numbers. Leading objects and those

plnccil or composed to balance them must be on the intersections of these lines,

if a pictorial rejiresentatiou is to he secured. After giving the substance of tlie

lecture, which had already appeared more fully in the photographic papers,

Mr. Macbeth went seriatim tlirougli a selection of pictures thrown on the

screen, explaining how their boundaries had been fixed and objects placeil

Bcconling to these rules. The greatest stress was laid on the use of such rules

of guidance in deciding the limits of a pictorial composition when trimming
the photograph.
The Chaiuman, iu calling for discussion, expressed his satisfaction at having

acquired some new and iiseful knowledge from the lecture. He had come one

liundred and four miles chiefly to hear Mr. Norman Macbeth. He knew that

discrimination and courage were required in trimmiug photographic pictures to

their most pictorial proportions, and said that much more attention should be
devoted to this point by pliotographers. Many of Mr. Macbeth's remarks and
tliose indications of figures wliicli lie had painted in where required upon the

lantern pictures showed us a weak point in photography as compared with
jiainting, namely, the difliculty In regard to placing figures or objects, such as

cattle or ships, in just the place where there was a felt want. He had been
greatly gratified at seeing some of Mr. H. P. Robinson's fine work upon the

screen.

Mr. W. K. Burton said he felt the art side of photography somewhat out of

his domain. In regard to so-calleil instantaneous exposures, Mr. Macbeth had
stated or inferred something which was not quite correct when, as he under-
itooil him, he suggested tliat much error could not be made in shutter expo-
sures. There was just as great a difference in effect on the plate between one-
teiitli and one-twentieth ol a second in rapid exposures with large apertures as

l)etween ten and twenty .seconds in long timing.
Mes.srs. Davison and Kodgkr.s expressed some scepticism as to the value

and reasonableness of the system projiosed by the lecturer.

Mr. Woi.i_\STON .asked whether the old masters built up their compositions
liy recourse to a mathematical arrangement to fiml "forte" jioints.

Mr. H. H. 0'1'akheli, questioned whether the theory of forte points, like

other art rules, was not capable of being over refined, ami pointed out that in

one pictiu-e exhibited by the lecturer and divided by him into seven divisions
there was an object of interest in each ilivisiou. He thought that rules of art
could never be .said to be firmly b.i.sed unless capable of an explanation
grounded on the physiology of vision. The eye, for instance, had only a very
limited range of vision, ami was constantly travelling over the object viewed.
The/arte points might po.ssibly be explaiiieil as being situated on the extreme
edges of the area of distinct vision, and thus formiuga .series of steps leading
the eye .across the picture. So, again, if a curve were more pleasing to the eye
than a straight line, the reason probably was that the eye moved over a curve
with less muscular effort than along a straight line. Whatever might be
thought of these examples, it seemed clear that until some scientific Ijosis was
found all canons of art must be more or le.ss unsatisfactory.

Mr. Macbeth, in rejily to ciiticisms, stated that those pictures, thrown on
the screen without the lines on which the composition was arranged being
shown, had beeu felt as pleasing, Ijut they had Iwen treated in the same way as
those exhibiting the subilivisions. In seeking to construct a composition
pleasing in regard to balance and arrangement, he did not see what else besides
such a system there was to rely npon. He would eniiihasi.se it particularly in

regard to the fixing of the final boundaries of the picture in trimming. As to

Mr. O'Fan-ell's remarks in regard to the picture showing seven figures in a line

across the picture, each on afortr jjoiiit, he would say that he did not suggest
the plan as serving more than merely an indication in instantaneous work. It

would a-ssist in making the best possible arrangement of such a picture when
fixing the boundaries.
A hearty \ ote of thanks was accorded the lecturer for having opened up a

most interesting discussion and for having directed attention to the subject of
lU^istic composition in photographic work.
On Thursday, March 24, the subject is Alpha Paper, to be opened by Mr.

6. Davison.

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary meeting of the above was held on Thursday evening, March 10,

•t the Free Public liibrary,—Mr. J. A. Forrest (President) in the chair.

Messrs. James FuUerton and H. Wilkinson were elected members of the
Association.

Messrs. W. Watson & Sons' new detective camera was exhibited during the
evening, and excited interest on account of its novelty.
Some discussion was raised by Messrs. P. Lanoe and H. N. Atkins on the

Bierits of the improvement in glass being introduced by Mr, Abbe, of Jena,
under the auspices of the German government. It w.as prognosticated by them
that 1887 would bo a Jubilee year for photographirs, so great would be the
Improvements in lenses as regards optical properties and price, the latter " a
consummation most devoutly to be wished.
The chief attraction of the evening was a lantern exhibition illustrating .4

Tour thruuijh Holland, a number of splendiil slides, nearly all from instanta-
neous negatives, lieing kindly lent for the occasion by Mr. Berii.ard Conlon,
Mount Plea.sant, Liverpool, which depicted the to; ography and social life of
that Hat coHntry in a most vivid niauuer.

Mr. Wlu.KM S. LooBKAif, "native hero and to the manner bom," "per-
sonally conducted" the tour, and before the close of the evening had con.iider-

ably impressed his audience wilh the amount of historic and general infonnation
he was possessed of, for, as the Vk.'E-Phksident remarked, when proposing a

vote of thanks (which was accorde<l with more than onlinary conliality), he
felt as if he had just returned from travelling in Holland, and that, too, with
much pleasanter recollections than if he had recently crosseil the North Sea
and paiil the customary tribute to Neptune, a tax his marine majesty moat
zealously enforces, as those who have travelled HA Grimsby or Harwich will

painfully recollect. Amsterdam and Rotterdam of course affonled the lanect
number of views, but besides these jd.aces visits were paid to Dordrecht, Delft,

Scheveningen, Leydeu, Haarlem, Ackmar, Hoorn, Marken, La Uaye, Utrecht,

&c. Mr. A. W. Cornish manipulated the lantern.

Tlie annual dinner of the Association was held on the 5th instant at the
Grand Restaurant, Argyle-street, under the chairmanship of the President,

supported by Mr. Paul Lango .%s Vice.

After the usual loyal toasts the Chainnan said he rejoiced in the continued
success of the A.ssociation—an Association which hail his warmest affection

and excited his deepest interest ; an Association whose birthplace happened to

lie the very room they were then occupying, and where harmony and good
feeling prevailed so generally ; and an Association over which it gave him the
greatest delight to preside. He concluded with a fraternal greeting to all

followers of the "black art."

Messrs. Faltin and Lange entertained the party with some charming German
songs and choruses, while M. GiUoii ably represented La Belle France. Mr.
J. H. Day's fine rendering of a German song met with grest approval and
applause, as it desened. Mr. B. J. Sayce, one of the pioneers of photography,
and the photographic gold medallist of the Inventions Exhibition, a gentleman
of whom the Association is justly proud, gave a charming Scotch .song with
bagpipe chorus while the "Anvil Chorus," from Troratore, with penknife and
tumbler accompaniment, proved an attractive item.

Tlioughts of Mrs. Caudle sitting up at home acted as an all-powerful
" reducer," the meeting breaking up at a respectably early hour, all thoroughly
pleased with their evening's enjoyment

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The mombera of the Derby Photographic Society held their usual monthly
meeting at their rooms, 3.'I, Victoria-street, on Tue.sday, March 8, when Mr.
RicHAiiD Keksk exhililted and described over one hundred lanteni slides made
and lent by Mr. J. B. B. Wellington, of London, which were greatly admired
by the members present, of which there was a large number ; and a unanimous
vote of thanks was accordeil to Mr. Wellington for lending the slides, to Mr.

Keene for his description of them, and to Mr. Saxelby for the use of his

lantern.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual fortnightly meeting was held in the Council Chamber of the Midland
Institute ou the 10th instant. There was a crowded attendance of members
and friends, Vice-President W. J. Harrison, K.G.S., in the chair, and the

minutes of the last meeting were read and coutirmed.
Mr. J. Pumphrey was nominated for election.

The Chairman announced that tlie meeting would be made special for the
purpose of exhibiting the lantern slides sent from America, the tise of which
was given by the courtesy of the Camera Club of London.
The slides, numbering about two hundred, were then shown on the screen,

Mes.srs. Karleese and Place manipulating the lantern and .slides. Many of the
pictures were of great beauty and elicited much applause, the iustautaneons
views of moving steamboats, &c., ijjing exceptionally nieritorious.

Ou the completion of this series of views, Mr. Charles Pcmphrey moved a
vote of thanks to the Camera Club for the loan of the slides, and mentioned
the great use to amateurs of being able to see the ))roductions of other societies,

thus creating by criticisma sort of friendly rivalry to gain as far as possible

Xhe par excellence of photographic scenes and pictures.

Mr. A. Robinson seconded the motion, and it was passed nnanimoasly.
The remainder of the evening was devoted to the e.\liibition of a numlier of

slides made by the members themselves, and which forms the nucleus of the

collection being got togethi r by the Birmingham Society which it is intended

to lend to other Societies iu exchange for the loan of theirs for the puqiose of

exhibition at their different meetings.

At the conclusion the Chainnan announced the subject for the 24th instant,

namely, The Humorous Side of Photmjraphy, by Mr. J. W. Welfonl.

LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIErTY.

A reoui-ar meeting of the Society was held on the 9th instant in the Mayor's

Parlour, Old Town Hall,—the President, Mr. George Bankart, in the chair.

Tliere was a goo<l attendance. Two members were balloted for, and
unanimously elected.

The President then introduced Mr. Pilsbdrv, who gave his paper on
Composition in Phutography. Coming from such an eminent authority, the

remarks were received with ileep attention, and the various points touchol on

were at once recognised, and the lecture was such that every one pre.sent duly

appreciated the hints and information given by no sparing baud. Mr. Pilsbury

openeil by saying that while he could not sjieak to photographers as a idioto-

grapher, his knowledge of the science lieing quite uomiiual, yet he could speak

to them as one who could advise as to the liest means of obtaining truly

artistic and pictorial effect-s. Each point intnxluced was illustrated with an

example cither by photograph, drawing, or sketch on the blackboard, which

materially assisted the members in grasping the idea he wislieil to convey.
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The princiiml feature to lie avoided in landscape photography was the intro-

duction or repet ition of straight lines or geometric forms, winch could frequently

be avoided by changing the standpoint of the tripod, and the undnlatory fonn

of outline was to be sought rather than any other to enhance the pictorml value

of the pholograph. His remarks as to lighting a picture were such as to com-

pletely revolutionise the ideas of most of the members, and yet when brought

home "bv illustrations were incontrovertible. .. t
The attention of the membei's was maintained until a late hour withoiit any

symptoms of flagging hiterest, and at the close, on the motion of the President,

a hearty vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Pilsbury and earned with

acclamation.
•

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held on Friday, the 4th instant

(postponed),—the'President, Mr. T. S. Yeomans, in the cliair.

The minutes having been confirmed, discussion was invited as to flxnig the

excursions of the coming season. Finally it was determined that there should

be three whole-<lay excursion.s, namely, to Haddou Hall, York, and Dovedale,

on some Wednes'day or Thur.sday, as might be arranged by the Council

according to convenience.

The Competition subjects were then proposed, and from which .six were then

determined by vote as follows :—"Sunsliine and Shadow," "Ohl Building

within Ten Miles of Sheflield," " Country Life, " "Animal Life," " Street Scene

in SliefBehl," and "Workshop Interior."

Mr. C. F. Cooinbe was elected a member.
The Presidkst announced his intention of offering a prize for competition.

In order to give the smaller plates a chance, it was proposed to give a prize

for the best .series of three views taken on half-plates and under during the

s eason ; the original plate to be printed to its full dimensions, and not to be

c ut down from a larger size.

After arranging a few remaining details as to the forthcoming conrersaziune,

the meeting broke up.

A conversaziunevms held by the above Society on Wednesday evening in the

Masonic Hall, and was well attended. A Large number of views, chiefly the

work of the members, and embracing the various prize and competition pictures

of the past season, were exhibited on the walls of the Hall, and there were

also shown specimens of appliances, &c., used in connection with the art of

photograi)hy. The members' work wa-s, in many instances, of high merit and
fully equal to that of professionals.

Mr. E. H. Pearce lent H. P. Robinson's SiDiset and Dawn.
Photographic materials and api>liances were exhibited by Hebbert Brothers,

who had on view one of J. R. Gotz's newest pattern camera.s. C'abley & Preston

also showed an assortment of cameras, tripods, and dark-room requisites, and
Taylor Brothers one of their newest whole-plate cameras. Mr. J. Barber

showed his newly patented dissolver for the limelight, also a nicely got-up

".saturator" for "the etho.xo light. Mr. G. W. Atkins lent, amongst other

objects, a idioto-micrographic apparatus attached to las camera for enlarging

microscopic objects, also a microscope depicting the eye of a dragon-fly; in each

facet of which a portrait or other object was seen, showing thereby tliat each

facet contained its own len.s.

Mr. J. W. Charlesworth exposed and developed some photo-micrographs

with the aid of a ))ortable dark room, lent by Mr. G. Bromley, his microscope

being lighted by means of a small electric lamp.

Mr. Bromley had some fine stereoscopic prints, also a microscope sliowing

micro-photographs.
During the evening a large number of views, taken by the members, and

showing places of interest Jn Sheffield and neighbourhood and other places in

England, werethrown upon a large screen by Mr. C. Yeomans, Hon. Treasurer,

by means of his optical lanterns illuminated by incandescent electric light—

a

novelty to most of the audience. The lamps were worked liy thirty-two cells

of an improved mercurial b.attery of the single liquid class, and sliowed a good
ten-feet disc, being but little inferior to the blow-througli jet, against which,
however, it was not expected to compete.
Some very fine exanqiles of ])lioto-niicrography, by the Woodbury process,

comprising foraminifera and other shells, blow-fly's tongue, &c., were also

disiilayed: tlie.se being probably some of the finest results attained in this

direction.

Mr. J. A. Rodgers presided at the pianoforte, and gave selections of operatic
and other music at intervals.

BRADFORD AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The second exhibition of this Society is now open in the Bradford Art Gallery
and Museum. About two hundred pictures comjirise the exhibition, the work
of members of the Society. The subjects treated are as varied as are tlie

resources open to the student of the photographic art, whose artistic instincts

may lead him to plant his camera in the sylvan glatles or mossy dells of his

own country, or impel him to try his hand at Alpine scenery ; and considering
that this is only the second season of the Society, the exhibition is said to
l)e one of a most creditable character. As an adjunct to the collection
of paintings and objects of art now on view in the Art Gallery, the ex-
liiliition is an acceptable and .appropriate contribution. The exhibition
also takes the fonn of a competition, the coveted honour being the silver

medal awarded in e.ach class, a bronze medal being given as second
|)rize. Prizes are awanled for the three best pictures in each class. The
exhibits were judged by three professional artists, namely, Mr. W.
Eskett, York ; Mr. T. lUingworth, Halifax ; and Mr. J. Gunston, Bradford

;

when the following awards were made :—(MasH I., "Best landscape on full
plate and upwards;" first prize, H. Forsyth; the second prize was awarded
to D. G. Law. Cla-ssll., "Best landscape half-plate and under full-plate:"
first iirize, M. B. W.allace ; second prize, D. G. Law. Class IV., for " The
best instantaneous photograph :" first prize, W. S. Smith. Class V., for " The
.best interior

:

" first prize, G. L. Salt ; second prize, W. U. Scott. Class VI.

"Best architectural subject
:

" first prize, H. Forsyth. For the " Best portrait,"

and the "Best composition irieture," "Highly commendeil" was attached to

photographs by G. L. Salt and C. H. Smithson. Mr. J. E. Fawcett also

exkibits, "not for competition," an interesting group of photographs, repre-

senting natural objects, photographed with the microscope. We understand

that the exhibition will be open for a few weeks.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.

The Committee of this Association met at 181, Aldersgate-street, on the 7th

instant,—W. Bedford, Esq., in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Messrs. T. Bedding, Edwin Cocking, J. Crocker, J. Humphries, E. T. His-

cock, H. Keen, H. J. Klosz, E. G. Priddle, J. A. Rigby, F. A. De SauUes,

0. A. Smith, A. Spiller, T. Watson, L. Wolff, and E. Do Zuccato were elected

members of the Association.

The correspondence having been dealt with, the meeting discussed at con-

siderable length various methods, having in view the desirable object of ex-

tending the knowledge of and obtaining additional strength to the Association

numerically and financially, feeling sure that all cognisant with the aims of the

Association would appreciate and support the Committee in their efforts to

lielp the unfortunate.
. ™ i, , , ,

Having lieard with regret of the accident to the Rev. A. Tooth, who had

placed a vacancy in his Orphanage at the disposal of the Association, a vote of

sympathy was passed.

CARDIFF AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The March meeting of the above Society was held on the lltli instant,—Mr.

S. W. Allen, the President, in the chair.

The arrangement for Mr. T. C. Hepworth's lecture was confinned for the

23rd instant, and will take place at tlie Lesser Park Hall.

The Secretary was instructed to obtain an album, contributions for which

will be solicited from the members, and when filled presented to the tiardiff

Infirmary. If sufficient prints are received it is jiroposed to present albums to

other institutions of the town. The Hon. Secretary would be pleased to receive

contributions from friends at a distance.

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The monthly meeting of the Association was hehl on March 3, in the Rooms,

207, Bath-street,—Mr. Lang, F.C.S., in the chair.

Minutes of last meeting were read and confirmed. Mr. Thomas Nisbet wa.s

unanimously elected a member.
A quantity of apparatus sent by Mr. A. L. Henderson, London, was shown,

and caused great interest among the members. Among the things sent may

be mentioned the following :—Caiotvpe camera, emulsion distributor, spectacles

for dark room, iiictures with green fog showing oiitical result, pinhole camera

with pictures taken by same, specimen of isodiromatie photogi-aphy produced

by the inteiTention of yellow glass between the object without any stainmg of

the plate, photograph t.aken by gaslight of the dinner of the London and

Provincial Photographic Association, &c. After they had been viewed by tlie

members, and a good deal of discussion and questions asked regarding them,

the Chairman said the A.ssociation was greatly indebted to Mr. Henderson for

these interesting exhibits, he therefore proposed that a vote of thanks be

accorded Mr. Henderson, which was given.

Thereafter the Chairman called upon Mr. William Goodwin to say a few

worils about isochromatic pliotogra]iliy.

Mr. GoiiDWiN said that this was a subject he had lately given some attention

to, and Mr. Laiii; knowing that asked him to come to-night and give the

Association the benefit of his knowledge thereon. Some fourteen years ago

ehlorophyi and turmeric had been recommended for the purpose of making

plates more sensitive to certain r.ays of the spectrum, but very little had been

done in this direction untU a few years since, when some of the dyes procured

from coal tar had been used with'marked success for this purpose. Amongst

these were the cosines and the erythrosiues, about which so much had ap-

peared in the journals lately. In his experiments he coidd not say he had

made any discoveries ; he had contented himself by trying the various formula

which ha<l been published, and he had got the best results with that published

by Mr. Wellington. With this formula, liowever, he founil that instead of

soaking the plates in the carbonate of silver and erythrosine at the same time,

it was better to soak first in the carbonate of silver and afterwards in the

erythrosine, using the two separately. Mr. Goodwin proceeded by the aid of

the black board to show by means of curves the effect of various dyes when

useil in isochromatic photography, remarking anent the dyes that those only

that had a chemical action on the film of the prepared plate were of any use.

At the close of his remarks Mr. Goodwin passed round a series of photographs

of a bouquet of flowers taken on ordinary and isochromatic plates, whicn

showed the great advantage of the latter in coloured subjects.

A question" asked by a member at Mr. Goodwin was : Seeing the wonderful

result got by Mr. Henderson simply liy the use of a coloured screen, could the

same results shown in the photograidis of the flowers not be procured without

going to the trouble of staining the film?
, .

In answer, Mr. GoouwiN said fh.at he had begun experimenting in isocliro-

matic photography on a scale of colour he had made himself, and had got

some most extraordinaiy results, the yellow and the red photographing almost

white. He could not for some time understand this, until he had exaramett

the colours he had used in making the scale, and found that they were so much
made up of white to give them boily that they were useless for the purpose.

He thought that something of the same kind was the explanation of the photo-

grajih sent by Mr. Henderson, as the yellow glass when used with an ordinary

plate on a flower had no perceptible effect.
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After a gocnl deal more conversation, >[r. Bkli, proposed a vote of thanks to
Mr. Uooihvin for tlie intercHtiiig manner in wliicli ho had dealt with the sub-
ject of isocliroiimtic plioto^iipliy.

This vote was responded to, tlie nieinhcrs having fully appreciated Mr.
Goodwin's kinilne.ss in giving the Ansociation the Ijouefit of his knowledge in
this department.
The evening being by this time pretty far advnnceil, several matters of

Interest were ciirrii'd forward till next meeting, and the niemlwrs separat^'d.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

TitK flftli ordinary meeting of the .session was held on Wednesday evening,
March 2,—Tlie President in the cliair.

A communication from Mr. Andrew Pbinole, entitled A Jaunt in Spain,
was read, in wliich the writer deseribeil his experiences, photographic and
otherwise.

Mr. F. BRlor.MEN gave a demonstration of the exposure and development of

the Eastman bromide paper, using the formula recommended by the makers.
Tlie exjiosures were successfully made by magnesium light.

Mr. R. Bow, C.E., said that in his experience a sliort development tended to

greyness of tone, while a long and restrained treatment yiekled a reddish or
chocolate colour.

Mr. W. FoKiiAX tliought that the best results were to be ol)tained by com-
mencing the development with a weak solution, which permitted of complete
control and allowed a delilierate judgment of the progress of the image. He
got good black, but not brown tones, with Eastman paper.

Dr TiioMi'SON, when first experimenting witli the Alpha paper, two years
ago, had conceived that if the same means employed for toning gelatine emul-
sions on glass were employed for i)aper lilms like results should follow, and he
had found that to a great extent it was so. He thought that an exposure
exactly suited to the character and density of a negative was required in order
to secure the fullest detail possible and to apjiroacli the appearance of the silver

print.

Mr. .1. McKe.\n had not seen bromide pajier to be so suitable for small work,
and the probability was that its chief use lay in the making of enlargements.

Mr. Wilson said he had develojieil a good deal of Eastman paper, ami had
satisfied himself that a simpler formula than tliat publislictl was quite efhcient.

He made a saturated solution of iron and a similar one of oxalate, and to three

liarts of the former he added one of tlic latter, tlie mixture lieing of a wine
colour. This he fomul to act well, and he got purple-black tones. He sug-

gested that a portion of an evening might also be devoted to the making of

lantern transparencies.

Mr. Forgan exliihited some early examples of ctirles-de-insite taken by
Disderi, who might be called the inventor of tliis style of portrait. They were
in a remarkably good state of preservation.

The Secretary exhibited Mr. F. Houghton's "Acme" dark slide and changing
box. The slide division itself contains all the plates or films intended to be
used, and which may easily consist of twelve plates or twenty-four lilms, each
one being contained in a thin metal can'ier, wliich, after exposure, is jjuUed by
means of a small rod with a Hat hook into the attached changing bo.x, and the
operation repeated till all are exposed.

A silver print fixed entirely by liquor ammonia instead of hypo was laid

upon the table by Mr. Bow, who promised to .speak upon the subject at the
next ordinaiy meeting.

A number of large photogi'ajihs of the Grand Observatory now being erected

at Nice were exhibited by Professor C. Piazzi Smyth.

€orreslpontrettce.

i^ Correspondents should never vrite on hoih tides of the paper.

EXHIBITING AND EXHIBITORS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I regret that my health would not allow mc to be present

when my paper on Exhibiting and Exhibitors was read at the Photo-
graphic Society of Great Britain. Perhaps you will allow me to comment
on so much of the discussion as you report and needs reply.

Captain Abncy refers to an incident in ancient history—my first intro-

duction to him. It is so long ago now as to make us very old friends,

and perhaps to dim the accuracy of the memory of both of us ; but as it

affords an illustration confirming what I mention in the paper of the

awkwardness of too many cooks, perhaps I may be excused for giving my
impression of an incident which has otherwise only a personal interest.

On one occasion when I was helping to hang the pictures, I had
arranged the frames for one side of the room much to my satisfaction,

and went away for an hour. On my return I found a stranger, who had
not appeared before the work was half done, altering ray arrangements.
The stranger was Captain Abney, and I think I told him rather freely

that he was interfering with the part of tlie work I had undertaken.
From that moment commenced an imbroken friendship I have always
highly valued, and which is one of the many pleasures I owe to photo-
grapliy.

It is rather awkward to publish a discussion on a paper before the
paper is printed. In my case it gives Mr. Dehenliam an opportunity of

ingeniously suggesting that I endeavoured to insult a foreign exhibitor.

Foreign exhibitors know better than Mr. Dobenham doea that I alwaya
welcome their exhibits ; indeed, I should be very angrateful if I did not,
for they rcceivo mine with great cordiality. In the present instance I

speak, in the paper, of this foreign exhibitor's work in the very highest
terms, deploring only that the mounts, which the photographer proliably

never saw, were so vulgar in taste as to greatly damage the pictures as
well as tlic general effect of the exhibition.

Mr. Dcbenham objects to my saying that the mounts were vulgar in

taste on the ground that it teas a matter of taste. As my paper was
chiefly on matters of taste, I think I may be allowed to agree with every-
body of taste except Mr. Dcbenham, that the mounts were vulgar. I am
sorry to be compelled to agree with most people in disagreeing on thia
subject with Mr. Dcbenham.—I am, yours, <Src., H. P. ItoBiNSox.

Tunbridge Welts, March 12, 1887.

AN IMAGINED DANGER FROM AMMONIA.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Early last summer I took up photography as an amuse-
ment, using Trafalgar and Ilford dry plates, which require amongst other
chemicals for their developing ammonia. In the latter end of August I

was attacked with most violent ophthalmia, never having had it before
(although I must admit my eyelids have often been weak, especially in the
summer). I was at a loss to find the cause, and it was rather naturally
suggested to have been brought on by photography, probably from the
fumes arising from the ammonia during developing. As I only jnst

escaped from losing my eyesight I am very chary about taking to the
work again, bitterly as I regret having to give up such a fascinating study.

In the first place, however, I should like to know whether photography
really had anything to do with it, and in the next, provided it had, is

there no means of taking thorough precautions against the danger ?

Could I use another developer? or if that could not be done advan-
tageously, would the wearing of protecting spectacles be sufficient guard
for the eyes ?

I should be very interested to know if this affection is ever met with
among the profession, and what steps are taken in cases of attacks.—

I

am, yours, &c., E. Y. E.
Lower Sydenham, March 14, 1887.

[Although we have never lieard of ammonia acting in the manner
described, yet it is not impos.^ible it may have been the cause of tlio

ophthalmia in tliis ease. If so, then our correspondent may take com-
fort in knowing tluit the carbonates of potash or soda will render him
independent of ammonia.

—

Eps.]

BETOUCHING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In last week's Journal your correspondent "Hydra"
puts a question which, I must confess, is not an over-easy one to answer.
He says, " I should like to ask Mr. Barrett what he considers a fair day's
work. Doing the negatives well, and working, say, from nine a.m. to

six p.m., with an hour off?" I will try to give a satisfactory answer.
There are some photographers (and good ones, too) who would not

consider twenty-four hours a-day (Sundaj's included) to be at all too

much during the busy months, and so obviate the necessity of working
at all (at the photographer's expense) during the slack season. But
thank Providence— I Fpeak feelingly—these samples are few. J'or a good
retoucher, one who is quick and works hard while he is at it, personally,

I consider ten o'clock quite early enough to begin, and he should be able

to get finished by about half-past five p.m. Retouching has always come
rather easily to me, so I made up my mind on reading " Hydra's " letter

not to give ray individual opinion as an authoritative measurement of a

day's work, but conferring with a few fellow-workers on the matter, have
come to the conclusion that one dozen of mixed negatives—that is to say,

about three or four large heads (ordinary cabinet vignettes) and the rest

cabinet three-quarters and full-lengths—may be considered a fair day's

work, this supposing the negatives of a fair average quahty. It is

possible to get cabinet heads that two hours would be necessary to make
them presentable. I knew a first-rate retoucher (a Bussian) who con-

sidered six cabinet vignettes a good day's work. But really so much
depends upon the quality of the negatives that it is almost impossible to

give more than a suggestion as to what may be considered a fair day's

work in this branch.—I am, yours, Ac, Beomond Babbett.

PHOTOORArHTC Clcb.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, March 23, will Iw Outd-jor Ouljits.

PHOToaRAPiiic Society of Great Britain.—The nsnal monthly technical

meeting of this Soeietv will take place on Tuesday next, March ii, at eight

jj.m., at the Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East, when the subject of Bromide Prints

will bo brought forward for consideration.
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iBicfjansc (ffolutnn.

%* iVb charge is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this column;

hut none will be inserted unkss the article wanted is definitely stated. Those

who specify tJieir requirements as " anything ireful" loill therefore understand

the reason of their non-appearance.

Will exchange tolescope, manne fflass, and box of fairy bells, for a Rofy*' 8^x6^ port-

able symmetrical lens or wide-angle rectilinear, same size.—Address, J. H. Goeman,
Fore-street, Dnlvei-ton.

Gentleman's eighteen-carat g-old keyless Ensrlish lever, demi-hunter, three-ounce

cases, by first-class maker; exeliang:e for photosjraphic goods.—Addres-s, Photo-
grapher, 4, John-street, Bradford.

Half-plate mahopany bellows camera, swing back, repeating?: back, and extra back for

cabinets; also Marion's embossing press for cartes. Eschang-e for cabinet lens,

head-rests, good interior background, or useful accessories.—Address, Bartlett,
40, Dudley-street, Bilston, Staffordshire.

anstoers to (ttorresponUptttiS.

NOTICF.

—

THach Ccnespondent u required fo enclose Tiis name and address, altliough not

necessarily for puhlication. Communications marjt when ihought desirahle, appear under

a NOM DE PLUME (w hitherto, or, by preference, under three letters of the alphabet. Such

signatures as " Constant Header," " Suhsci-iher," £c., should he avoided. Correspondents

not conforming to this rule u:ill therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

communicafions.

A. M. F.—We woulil give jireference to the "rapid," which will nearly cover

the larger size.

G. G.—We have not tried No. 1 on your list, hut we can speak well of No. 2
from pei'sonal knowledge.

C. A. H.—Such a .studio as yoji sjieak of i.s preferred hy many. There is

certainly no objection to ground-glass.

K. A. CoBNEl.r..—Coignet's gohl medal gelatine is not suitable for making
gelatine reliefs for tiie Woodbury process.

T. Edok.—The work on platiiiotype is published by Messrs. Hairison & Sons,
59, Pall Mall, W. Tlie price is two shillings.

A.MOURETTE.—See reply in tlie last number. A solntion of protosulphate of
iron will precipitate any gold that may be in the solution.

0. P. H.—We gave our authority for the fonnula, but we have not tried it our-
selves. If you cannot get on with it try bookbinders' paste ; that will very
likely answer your purpose.

S. Wi'.isa.—1. We are not aequainted with either of the two productions men-
tioned, but li.ave no doubt that both are reliable.—2. Diluted ammonium
sulphide is the best reagent.

Lens.—Any lens liearing the name you mention is certain to be good ; but it

is a.ssumed to be genuine, and not a forgery. A "raiiid" lens of sixteen
inches focus or rather more will serve the ])urpose.

S. A. Wai.i.is.—We do not imagine that you will gain any advantage by
employing orthochromatic plates in photographing a tabby cat. If puss
were a tortoiseshell some advailtage might possibly accrue.

INQOIUKB (Hampstead).—The print enclosed is taken from an etched jilate—
probably produced by a modification of Fo.t Talbot's original jTocess. Such
plates are now being produced commercially umler various n.ames.

A. B. Z.—Most if not all of the scientific works publi.shed on the Continent
may be obtained through Messrs. IViibner & Co. Other foreign booksellers
will also procure Hiem if tliey are furnished with tlie titles and the names
anil addresses of the jiublishers.

G. Y. G. inquires where the English translation of tlie work by Car.tain Pizzi-
ghelli and Baron A. Hubl on the platinotype, allniled to in No. 1398 by Mr.
W. H. Harrison, can be got or by whom published.—The English edition of
the work in fpiestion is published by Messrs. Harrison & Sons, 59, Pall Mall.

Greenhorne.—In the reply to your previous query there was a printer's error.
If in place o[ sei-ml you will read screwed the answer will be plain euougli!
If it is not, and you will send us the lenses, we will help you further. Classes
such a.s you desire are liehl at the Polytechnic Institution under the direction
of Mr. Howard Farmer.

SCOTUS.—1. If light gains access to the lens otherwise than through the .aper-
ture in the shutter it will of course affect the plate.—2. There is nothing
against the shutter whatever if it works well,—3. Whether or not the
developer mentioned is the best that can be used for nndcr-e.xposed plates
depends very much upon the make of tlie plate.

H. J. GORKIN infonns us, in reply to Mr. Barrett, that Mr. G. Croughton
now m America, was never em|iloyed as a retoucher, or in any other capa-
^^y>]>y}\i'^^e T. R. Williams; but he s.iys "the manaiing partnerW. Mayland engaged him after Mr. Williams was practically ont of the
bnsiness, and this to my personal knowledge happened a considerable time
alter retouching came into general use."

Ji:bii.eb a.sks
:
"Can you assist me in a solution to the following little diffi-

culty f 1 amusing a double albiimenised paper with a very high surface

wl' !. ^l'"' ' '''"• ,' '^'""'°' 8*=' "'" *'"^'^'" f™'" ""= wasliings to precipitate'
Wlietlier I use a preliininary wash of alkali or plain water the result is thesame, and if you can suggest a way ont of the diiriculty 1 shall be very
pleased as the time has hardly arrive.l when I can afford to throw silveriio«n I he sink, riie paper is a ready-sensitised one."—If hydrochloric acid

^.fh,'i"n'' '" P''"^^ °f
l"" ".'? P'^"Pit«t<- ^vill usually subside very quicUy

minutes!
"

" """' ""^ "'*" '""' "'* '"'"''' vigorously for a few

B. P. writes: "Will you kindly inform me, through the medium of yonr
paper, as to what materials I should use, and mode of applying them to

linen, to form a plain distemper background?"— Distemper is inaile by
mixing di-y colour of the tint desired with water and common size, such as

that sold by the oilmen. It is ap]ilied with a large bnish, usually a white-

wash brush. Only sufficient size should be used to prevent the colour from
rubbing off when dry. The exact quantity can easily be ascertained by one
or two trials.

Storey says: "I have prepared a sensitising bath (silver) according to the
formula reconiinended Vjy Mr. V. Blanch.ard, in April, 1879. The paper works
very well, but I find tliat the bath is turning quite brown. Can you advise

me what to do with it? and do these baths usually turn yellow?"—Silver

Ijatlis employed for sensitising albumenised paper usually becomes dis-

coloured after a time. They can be decolourised by shaking them up with
a little kaolin, when they will become as new. The works mentioned are

not supplied by us. They may be procured through any of the dealers in

photograi^hic materials.

S.ii'PO s.ays : "I have been trying to make some cliloride of gold by Mr.
Forrest's formula. I dissolved a nine-carat gold pin, about forty grains, and
the result is a light green liquid. How can I get tlie colour out of it ? or is

it detrimental in toning?"—Mr. Forrest recommends the use of the current

coin, which is twenty-two-carat fine, consequently the small quantity of

alloy—two carats—<loes no harm. But our correspondent has used a metal
containing thirteen parts of alloy"i>robably copper and zinc. Possibly this

amount of ba.se metal will do no harm, but that can be ascertained Viy toning
some prints with it. As the amount of fine gold in the pin was but fifteen

grains to begin witli, it will not pay to devote the necessary time and trouble

to the purification of tlie .solution.

W. B. C.\ssiNGHAM writes : "Will you please to inform me, in yonr 'Answers
to Correspondents' column, if there is anything injurious in plain water for

washing prints (albumenised) before toning, or would there be any advantage
in using softened water (Maignen's anti-calcairo powder) as advertised ? I use
grooved troughs for my plates ; they hold about four pints of solution each.

I seldom have more than a dozen plates to do at a time. Is it necessary to

throw the solutions away after using once only ? Can they be kept for a
week or two until the next batch of jilates are ready, or is it best to make up
fresh each time ?"—It is not a good jdaii to use old fixing solutions. Hypo-
sulphite of soda and alum are clieaj) enough, so it is better to use them fresh

or not more than two or three days old. The stains on many negatives are

caused by the use of old and sulphurised fixing solutions.

W. H. Newton writes : "I shouhl esteem it a favour if you will inform me, in

this week's JOURNAL, the cause of the s])ots on the enclosed prints. They
are first to be seen after fixing ; could they therefore lie due to improper
immersion on first being put in the hypo bath? In some cases the prints

were dark and were left after fixing for the ordinary length of time in a very
we.ak solution of hypo all night, to reduce them. Those marked on the
backs with x were thus treated. Would small particles of verdigris from
coiToded taps be likely to cause them?"—The spots are due to sulpluiri.sa-

tion, in all probability through air-bubbles adhering to the prints when they
are first put into the fixing bath. We do not think they arise from particles

coming from tlie tap. It is certainly a very bad ]ilaii to leave prints soaking
in a dilution of hypo for a long time. The sooner our corresjioudent aban-
dons this system tlie better.

Floreat Ruguea says :
" Would you kindly iiifonu me, through your column

devoted to 'Answers to Correspondents,' 1. Whether a magic lantern with
five-inch condensers would lie sufficiently large to enlarge from 5x4 nega-
tives ?—2. Are any of the enlarging papers at jireseut in the m.arket capable
of receiving the tone and appearance of an ordinary silver paper?— 3. Is

there any method of removing from negatives without injuring the film the
]ilain collodion used as a substitute for varnish ?— 4. Why am I often

troubled with my v.amish drying with a matt groundgh-uss surface? This
obstructs the passage of the light and has forced me to discontinue using
varnish."—In rejily : 1. No. To enlarge from a 5x4 negative, if the whole
is to be evenly illuminated, a condenser of not less than six and a half inches

will be required.—2. Gelatino-broinide paper yields a colder tone than ordi-

nary albumenised paper.—3. The collodion may be dissolved off without
injury to the negative by immersing the plate in a mixture of equ.al parts of

ether and alcohol.—4. Probably the varni.sh has been ajiplied before the film

was thoroughly dry, or may he tlie plate was not made sufflcieutly warm
before its a]iplication. Either would account for the matt surface.

The catalogue of the Nottingham Photographic Exhibition is before us. It

contains a large and varied collection, eiuliracing a good ileal of what was
shown .at tiie last London Exhibition.

An old member of the Photographic Society informs us, apropos of what we
wrote last week concerning microsi'.opic writing, that in the Jurors' Report of

the International Exhibition of 1862 is a statement which on inferior authority
would scarcely be credited, namely that the name .and address of Mr. Mattliew
Marshall, Bank of England, has been written in the two-million-live-hundred-
thousandth of an inch. If so then the whole Bible and Testament might be
placed twenty-two times on the surface of a square inch.
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SODA AND POTASH DEVELOPERS.
There can be little doubt regarding the growing popu-
larity, especially among amateurs, of the addition of the

carbonates of the fixed alkalies in preference to caustic am-
monia to the pyi-ogallic developer, and in the course of the

many conversations wc have had with both araateui-s and pro-

fessionals, wo have found that the constant nature of the former

bodies, quite as much as the effects produced by their aid, has

led to the abandonment of ammonia by so many workers

—

experienced hands as well as tyros. That the use of ammonia
leads to grave uncertainty of practice has been irrefragably

demonstrated. From the moment when, of very doubtful

approacli to the typical -880 specific gravity, it is purchased from
the retailer, down to tlio time of being pluced in the dish of

developer, it is liable to continual fluctuations of strength, and
consequent apparent irregularity of action, while the carbonates

of soda or potiish once purchased and kept with ordinary care

are always supposed to be reliable.

Our present purpose is to show that tliere is in everyday
practice the possibility of considerable en-or and irregularity in

the use of these "constant" salts, a possibility brought about not

by a single cause alone, and that the amount of error could bo

Buch as might easily exceed the extremcst vagaries of ammonia.
At the outset, when we consider that these salts are,

practically, only coming, and not come, into use, there is every

opportunity for uncertainty from the actual names alone of

these substances. Let us take, first, carbonate of soda. In
America, which may be fairly termed the home of the soda and
potash developers, the soda employed is recommended uuder the

name of sal. soda. That is very good as far as it goes, for we
are all told that it means "carbonate of soda"—nothing could

be simpler. Let us look into the matter a little and investigate

this simplicity. A photographer has heard from friends, and
has seen in his journal, that carbonate of soda makes a splendid

developer instead of ammonia, and upon the first opportunity he,

determining to give it a good trial, sends his "boy" to the

nearest chemist or, possibly, to the stores, or even to a grocer,

for " an ounce of carbonate of soda." We undertake to say

that in nineteen cases out of twenty he will be served with a

vhite amorphous powder without a question being asked. He
dissolves it in water and makes up a developer according to the

fcnuula he has had given him, or will find in his Almanac. The
result will be very different indeed from what he would obtain

if he procured the crystals of carbonate of soda. The real

tmth is tliat the carbonate of soda in crystals is the material

intended to be used by the compounder of the formula ; but the

familiar wliite powder is so universally known under the name
of " carbonate of soda," nice technical distinctions being ignored

by the general public, that unless it is actually understood by
the experimenter that this confusion exists, the non-chemical

reader would as an actual matter of course use the wrong
material. Some would-be chemists glibly speak of sodium car-

bonate, and others again of sesquicarbonate or of bicarbonate,

the truth being that the former term is too general and the

latter older-fashioned and incorrect modes of speaking of what
we may term this domestic chemical. There are three sodium

carbonates, and to any one of the three is the term carbonate

justly applicable.

The salt intended to be used is simply a pure samj)lc of the

familiar washing soda (of which more anon). It should bo

purcliased at tlie chemists—preferably in the form of crystals

—and asked for under the name of pure carbonate of soda in

crystals. It is called by the technical chemists "neutral,"

or " disodic carbonate," and is found in commerce in the form

of clear crystals. It also is to be obtained from the drug-

gist as a dry white powder, the name under which they so

know it being " exsiccated carbonate of soda," here agiiin

being a fruitful source of uncertainty. Our own opinion is

that this latter is the name which should appear in formula).

There would bo little or no chance of confusion, and the

product would be, if pure, always imiform, a quality not to

be lightly disregarded when we point out that the crystals

recognised by the Pharmacopoeia contain sixty-three per cent, of

water of crystallisation, that is to say, ten molecules ; while

it is quite possible to cause the salt to crystallise also with

fifteen, nine, seven, and indeed with only a single molecule.

We thus see that, both popularly and chemically, carbonate of

soda, even if we limit the term to include the neutral car-

bonate only, is liable to extreme fluctuations of strength,

and that a soda developer may not have a fair trial unless

these conditions are itnderstood.

Many photographers (if we remember aright, this was the

case with the first publication of the formula;) employ simple

washing soda. We do not say it will not answer, but we do

say that, if employed, extreme irregularity may be expected,

for these crystals are very crude and impure, and may contain

sulphates and chlorides in large quantity. These may possibly

bo non-injurious ; but, if present in some and not in other

samples, unequal results must be anticipated, both on the

grounds of varying strength through the impurities and the

possible restraining or other action they may possess.

It will now be fully evident to our readers, that if con-

fusion is to be avoided and regularity bo secured, some

different and definite understanding must exist, or some other

designation be employed. Our own recommendation would

be that the "exsiccated carbonate of soda" of the Pharma-
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copocia should be the substance selected ; it is, perhaps, the

most likely body to be procured at the chemists, and might

be depended upon for evenness of composition and purity.

Turning now to the fellow carbonate, the carbonate of potash,

we may admit that this chemical being so much less in demand has

not a confusing popular name, and that if carbonate of potash

were asked for at the chemists and druggists there would be

little probability of confusion of terms as with soda. But we

must point out that the one particular salt intended has no

more right to the sole use of the term than has the soda com-

pound, for there are two carbonates of potash or potassic

carbonates (tlie latter being no more exact an appellation

than sodic carbonate). The carbonate to be used is the

normal or dipotassic carbonate, and is sometimes called sub-

carbonate of potash, also salts of tartar, and, more rarely, salts

of wormwood. It is far less used in medicine than the acid

potassium carbonate, or hydrogen and potassium carbonate,

which is prescribed by the physician, and sold by the chemist

as " bicarbonate " of potash.

But we must point out that this carbonate of potash is by

no means an article of unvarying purity, so that, though in a

less degree, our remarks upon soda crystals will apply to it.

From all points of view, the carbonate of potash seems likely

to become a greater favourite than that of soda.

AVe need not dwell furtlier upon the topic ; we trust we have

shown, not only the possibility of confusion and irregularity,

but also the need for a recognised exact nomenclature in

formulte for soda or potash developers.

COLOUR SENSITISING OR COLOURED SCREENS 1

Further experiments were made in which, instead of em-

ploying the coloured screen, the chart was illuminated by
means of light pivssed through media of various shades of

orange or yellow. The first of these trials, even when ortho-

chromatic plates were employed, were so utterly devoid of any
special colour effects that we were for some time at a loss to

account for the result ; we succeeded, however, at last in de-

veloping a theory, in explaining which we may be excused for

going somewhat minutely into the details of our arrangements.

TliC colour chart in all our experiments was affixed to a
screen placed at right angles with and close to a window, in a
large apartment lit by other windows, the nearest of which is

some fifteen feet away and so situated that no direct light from
it could fall upon tlie chart. The walls, however, of the room
being practically white, reflect a considerable amount of liglit

onto the object over and above that which falls directly upon it

from the window in close proximity. In the experiments with
coloured media, this window was covered over with coloured
tissues of various shades, from the so-called golden fabric to

deep orange or even red paper. With tlie first-named material

the colour was so light that to the eye little, if any, modification
of the chart was apparent, and scarcely any variation of ex-

posure was needful But witli the darker tints of orange and
red the visual character of the chart W!is entirely changed ; the
yellows were entirely lost, and at a short distance not even the
outline served to pick them out from the white ground. The
various sliades of orange appeared many degrees lighter—as
yellows, in fact—and bright vermilion alone seemed to retain its

original character amongst that class of tiats. The blues,
especially the brighter ones, much to our surprise, retained
almost their pristine appearance, but the greens were changed
slightly in the direction of blue,

With these visible changes of colour it seemed to us that

there was a very strong hope, even with ordinary plates, of

securing a marked modification in the rendering of at least the

yellows. Our surprise may therefore be imagined when we

found that when using the colour-sensitive plates the results

given were precisely those obtained without the screen and

with white light. The only effect of the coloured media was

to necessitate a longer exposure ; but, however much the

exposure might be varied, there was no difference in the

colour rendering. It is scarcely needful to say that with

ordinary plates the case was precisely similar, except that the

exposure was still further prolonged, though proportionately to

that required by the orthochromatic plates not so much as wo
should have anticipated.

After repeated attempts to alter the results, all of which

proved unsuccessful, we were naturally led to ponder the

matter. Orthochromatic results, we were aware, are alleged to

have been obtained not only in this manner but even with

reflected coloured light. Why then, in our trials, were the

results entirely negative ? After some consideration it occurred

to us that possibly the reflected white light falling upon the

colour chart from the walls of the apartment might have some

action iu vitiating the orthochromatic influence of the coloured

media. We therefore constructed a rough framework, by means
of which the colour chart was entirely enclosed within screens

of the same coloured material. The visual effect upon the

different shades and tints of colour varied in no respect from

that already described when the preponderance of illumination

fell in one direction only from the coloured window, but the

photograjjhic effect upon the sensitive films was widely altered.

With ordinary plates there was still not the faintest sign of

orthochromatic effect, but the exposure necessary when em-

ploying the same medium was very greatly increased as com-

pared with that requisite under the former conditions. With

the orthochromatic plates, however, while the exposure was but

comparatively slightly lengthened, the resulting image possessed

all the characteristics of those obtained when using the coloured

screen in front of, or behind, the lens, thus demonstrating

unmistakably the correctness of our suspicion with regard to

the action of the reflected white light.

But the importance of the observation is in connection with

its bearing upon the theory of the use of the coloured screen,

and enables us, we think, to explain why, without colour-

sensitised films, the screen proves practically useless, at any

rate with a chart composed of artificial colours.

As was suggested by Mr. A. L. Henderson some little time ago,

the proper way to test the orthochromatic value of films is to

photograph the spectrum. So far as the orthochromatic^)riwcy)/«

is concerned this is undoubtedly true, but it would be far from

an accurate guide to the practical application of orthochromatic

plates to the reproduction of pictures. In the spectrum we
have to deal with pure colours

;
pure, tliat is, not only in the

sense that they are simple and not compound colours made
from a mixture of other tints, but pure, also, inasmuch as they

are not diluted or modified by an admixture of white light.

Thus the blue of the spectrum is blue and not blue with an

addition of white, and consequently it behaves as blue. In

using a yellow screen for the purpose of photographing the

spectrum, we are really photographing the absorption spectrum

of tliat particular screen, and if it should cut off' the blue rays

entirely then even on an ordinary plate the blue will, being en-

tirely absent, be rendered as black, while the particular rays

which are freely passed by the screen, yellow for instance, will
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have tlicir active power proportionally exalted, and so be ren-

dered with a nearer approach to white.

But the case is entirely different when a colour chart or a

picture is photographed. Wc have then not only to deal with

the colour, qvit colour, but also with a more important item

—

the reflected white light. It has been stated, and no dpubt

correctly, that in jAotographing natural objects a far greater

proportion of the photographic action is performed by the white

reflected light than by the coloured objects themselves. In the

case of copying coloured pictures, the case might bo considered

to be different, and no doubt would be if the pigments employed
were pure spectrum colours, for setting aside the light in-

evitably reflected equally from the surface of the picture, we
should have to deal more directly with the colours themselves

than with reflections caused mainly by the forma of natural

objects.

That reflected white light is the more important factor in

photographic action, even with pure colours, is open to easy

demonstration. If the sun bo allowed to fall upon a prism and
the spectrum intercepted upon a sheet of white paper be photo-

graphed either with or without a yellow screen, we get no more
orthochromatic effect upon an ordinary plate than would be

obtained from an artificial colour chart ; though, if the same
spectrum be allowed to Mldirectly upon the film itself we have,

by the intervention of a coloured screen and without colour

sensitising, all the effect that can be obtained with both.

If we accept the fact then that the greater part of photo-

graphic action is due to reflected light irrespective of colour,

it is not diflicult to understand why with ordinary plates the

colour screen should, in the majority of instances, prove quite

ineffectual ; nor is it indeed difficult to see how, under some
circumstances, the reverse may be the case. The effect of

white light is so much more powerful than that proceeding

from the mere colour, that the latter is practically masked,
as shown in the first series of experiments recorded above.

Here, though under the action of the coloured rays, a modi-

fication of the chart visible to the eye occurred, still the

visually more feeble reflected white light quite overpowered
it; wlicn, however, the object was illuminated by coloured

light only, the respective action of the blues and yellows may
be considered as self-dependent, and the former being rela-

tively more actinic than the latter was able to hold its own in

spite of the unfavourable conditions of lighting.

It was remarked recently by Mr. W. E. Debonham, that a

film rendered more sensitive to yellow would be at the same
time rendered more sensitive generally, but especially to white

light. This is quite our o^yn view ; but taking the converae,

a film rendered less sensitive to blue rays by the inter-

lK)sitiou of a yellow screen will be rendered proportionately less

' nsitive to yellow as well. Therefore, in using a coloured

iroen, if any orthochromatic effect is to be gained, it can only

lie by chemically increasing the sensitiveness of the film to

' cllow rays in order that the retarding action of the screen

;:iy be counteracted.

We had a most favourable opportunity, a few weeks ago, of

testing the orthochromatic method ascribed to M. D'Haow.
Hie time was within half an hour of sunset in the latter part

t February, and the sun lay low on the horizon undimmed by
iiy cloud and of a deep red colour, surely conforming perfectly to

lie requirements of M. D'Haow's method, namely, comparative

lisence of blue or actinic rays. Three exposures were made of

•", GO, and 120 seconds, five seconds being the normal

> xposure required for an ordinary plate at midday. The result

was, in each case, but especially in the two shorter exposures,

that tiio yellows and oranges suffered rather than othorwiue in

the rendering.

It is seldom that photographers, at lea.st those dwelling in the neigh-

bouihood of tlio Metropolis, have bad within a few days of the vernal

equinox such an opportunity of photographinjj snow scenes as they

have tliia year. The heavy fall of last week furnished some excellent

subjects for tlio camera, but, unfortunately, many of the results ob-

tained which have come under our notice have been marred, and
in some cases completely ruined as pictures, through over exposure.

In some of the photographs in the brighter parts, which should have

been represented by sparkling lights, there was decided indications of a

reversed action. It should be borne in mind tliat, at the present time,

the light, although the sun may not be visible, is of a much more
actinic character than it was a few weeks back. The heat of the sun,

coupled with a cold atmosphere, has produced some curious effects on

the snow. In some places on one side of the road, where it has been

sheltered from the direct rays of the sun, may be seen a thick coating

of snow while the other is perfectly free. The same effects are seen

where the snow has been shaded by trees. Photographs taken under

these conditions are curious and interesting, though they may not be

considered artistic.

Apropos of snow pictures, how should the snow be portrayed ? In

a painting it is always represented as being much whiter than the sky.

In a photograph it is almost invariably rendered darker. Which is

right ? Visually, the snow usually looks much whiter than the sky,

however bright that may appear.

On several occasions, in our back volumes, we have directed attention

to the subject of ceramic photography, and pointed out the pecuniary

advantage that would probably accrue to those who would make a

feature of it in their ordinary business. We are not here alluding to

small work on enamelled copper, but to larger sizes on porcelain.

But so far as we are aware very little has been done in this direction

by the profession. However, the matter now appears to have been

taken up commercially, not by photographers, but by the dealers in

earthenware and china goods. In a china shop at the West End, the

other day, we saw some specimens of portraits burnt in on porcelain

plaques, together with the announcement that enlarged copies from

any photographers were supplied. The examples shown were ex-

ceedingly good, so far as the ceramic part of the process was concerned

—the tones were deep and rich, and the colour pleasing ; but the photo-

graphic portion of it was by no means satisfactory. The portraits had

been enlarged, probably three or four diameters, from paper prints, and

showed the grain to a painful extent. Even from paper prints, had

they been judiciously lighted in the copying and skilfully retouched,

much better results might have been obtained. Had the original

negatives been employed, which would have been the case had the

photographer executed the work, the results would be widely different.

Successful ceramic photography is as much dependent upon the photo-

graphers' work as upon the potters.

Those who are in search of subjects for instantaneous photography

should pay a visit to the different metropolitan markets during their

business hours. Those who have only visited the London markets

during the daytime have no conception of the animated and picturesque

scenes to be witnessed in the early morning. Covent Garden, Farring-

don, or Billingsgate Markets, present a widely different appearance at

midday to what they do at five or six o'clock in the morning. A
series of instantaneous photographs of such subjects would illustrate

phases of London which would be exceedingly novel to a vast majority

of the public. Of course, to secure these pictures, early rising, and a

good light, are essential. The period is now fast approaching when

the light will be sufficiently good to enable instantaneous effects to be

obtained at a very early hour. In spring and early summer the

atmosphere is usually clearer in London during the morning than it is

later on in the day.
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Now that the actinic quality of the light is so rapidly improving, those

who employ natural instead of artificial hght to develops by will do

well to examine their dark room windows. Tlie light coming through

a window may be so non-actinic that it will not affect the most sensi-

tive plate during the winter months and those of early spring, but not

so as the summer advances. Here is a ca.se in point. Foggy plates

were frequently met with of late in a certain establishment, whicli,

for some time, could not be accounted for, till at last the dark room

window was suspected. This, upon testing, was found to be the cause.

The window had been prepared, over two years ago, by covering a

square of pale yellow glass with several layers of tliin orange and red

paper which then answered admirably. AMien the paper was re-

moved the other day it was found that the action of light during the

two summera had caused the sheets next the glass to fade considerably.

The first one had most of its yellow discharged, and the second was

but little better. Before a batch of plates are condemned for fog at

this season of the year, it will be well, if daylight be used, to examine

the dark room windows. We have, before now, heard of instances

where yellow glass has changed colour through the continued action of

the sun's rays.

TnEBS when they are devoid of foliage are rarely objects of interest,

pictorially, to the photographer. Rut not'so to the arborist. From a

series of good photographs of trees, taken witliout their leaves, the

student in arboriculture may acquire more knowledge than by almost

any amount of reading. When trees are covered with foliage the

fantastic forms of the branches of some, and the peculiarity of the

bark of others, cannot, of course, be seen to advantage. This, there-

fore, is an excellent time to secure the photographs. The light is now
good, and it will be a month or more before the trees put on

their summer garments. In the Royal Gardens at Kew are to be

found almost all kinds of trees, and every facility for photogi-aphing

them will be given by the Comptroller. Application for tickets

should be made in writing, and addressed to him at the Gardens.

Dn. RoYSTON PiGOTT bears remarkable testimony as to the photo-

graphic power of microscopic objectives made with the new optical

gla.s8. Ho describes certain ruled gratings, made by Nobert, of such

extreme closeness of ruling that the latter despaired of ever being able

to see them in the microscope, and the exact number 'of certain of

which rulings he kept secret. Dr. Royston IMgott says that Colonel

Woodward sent him beautiful photographs of these bands, but the
counting of the lines was precarious and bad, owing to diffraction

lines being so plentiful. In old photographs of diatoms the same
defect greatly marred the beauty of the pictures. But lately Dr.
Van Ileurck has sent him photographs taken with several new lenses
and those produced by combinations of the new glasses were so finelv

executed that the counting of the lines can be at last accurately
prformed. In these photographs, even when examined with a one-
inch glass, " traces of diffraction are scarcely visible, and in many
regions (speaking now of photographs of Amphipleum pellucida)
altogether absent.'

It is well known that the rough-and-ready hydrometer method of
ascertaining the strength of silver baths is rejected by some of the
more scientific manufacturers of ready sensitised paper for tlie more
accurate plan of precipitation. We believe, liowever, that the Mohr
system of using chromate of potash as an indicator to give, by a per-
manent change of colour in the precipitate, tlie point when complete
decomposition has taken place is less generally adopted, though it is

employed by some. It is, perhaps, as well that its employment
should fall into desuetude, for, according to Mr. R. F. Carpenter
(writing in the Jonrnal of the Society of Chemical Industry), freshly
precipitated chromate of silver is dissolved in solutions of alkaline
nitrates. The writer considers there is here a complete explanation of
the fact pointed out by a previous writer that the precipitation of the
red chromate often takes place too late when nitrates, especially those
of the alkalies and alkaline earths, are present. As it is evident that
in well used silver baths there must always be present a large propor-
tion of these nitrates, the photographic bearing of the observation is
obTious,

PERMANENCE OF ARGENTIC BROMIDE PRINTS.
The question of permanence of prints is still before the public, though

it has turned into anotlier channel from that which it originally took,

and it now seems to be the turn of platinotype to be attacked vigor-

ously with the essence of rotten eggs.

Last October I had an article on this subject, of which this is a

continuation. We then started some experiments, wliich we have

brought to a conclusion, only, as usual, to suggest something else.

The preparation of the pruits which we experimented with will be

found in the issue of 1st October, 1880, and I do not think it will be

necessary to recapitulate here.

In an article of 8th October, Mr. I'ringle took exception to the fixing

of the prints. In regard to this we had taken the precaution of placing

about twenty-eight square inches of unexposed paper in the fixing bath,

passing them through all the subsequent operations to the finishing of

the prints ; this we treated in the same way we had before treated the

gelatine films scraped off glass, and got just the faintest trace of silver.

I hope this will satisfy Mr. I'ringle that the prints weref.ied.

The prints were then cut up into three parts, one of wliich was

put away, anotlier into a test-tube having a solution of the gas to

which it was to be subjected at the foot, and placed in a window
having a west exposui'e, and getting the full benefit of the afternoon

sun (when there was any), and the third was placed in a tube in the

same way, and placed in a drawer so as to keep it in the dark.

No. I. was subjected to chlorine water, and, as we supposed, en-

tirely disappeared in about twelve hours, having been converted into

chloride of silver, which was proved by tlie image returning again by

exposure to light to a certain extent.

No. II. was subjected to nitrous fumes, produced by acting on

copper with nitric acid, and went entirely in about two hours.

No. HI. was subjected to sulphuretted hydrogen, and on the third

day was obs3rved to Iiave got a very slight tinge of 3-ellow in the

whites, whicli was more marked in the one exposed to light. It also

seemed to be very slightly bleached. All the prints were under treat-

ment for twelve weeks, except Nos. I. and II., which were destroyed,

as above stated, at the end of that time. No. III., that part in the

liglit, was very slightly yellow, in the whites was faded slightlj', and

of a very mucli richer colour. That part in tlie dark was also yel-

lowed and slightly faded, but of not nearly so rich a colour as the

part in the light.

No. \\. was subjected to ammonia, and on the second day was

observed to have become slightly yellow, and also bleached, that part

in the light being only slightly bleached; and the part in the dark

markedly so. Wlien they were taken out after the twelve weeks they

were both much damaged ; the gelatine seemed to have been slightly

decomposed, and the whole thing was very tender. I may add that

the films Nos. HI. and IV., both in the window and the drawer,

periodically got knocked over and therefore the print was kept not

only in a continuously saturated atmosphere, but also in a continually

soaking condition. I'he result was that there was a certain amoniit

of difficulty in getting them out of the test-tubes, and they most de-

cidedly look like it.

I may mention that botli the sulphurated hydrogen and the am-

monia had been freshly prepared with every precaution, and the dis-

tilled water u.sed in analysis, and_wliich may be taken to contain little

or no impurities, such as iron, &c. I

No. V. was placed in sulphurous acid, and as there was none of i

known quality in the laboratory some was made, and the parts of tlii-

print sealed up in tubes filled with the gas as it came from the last

wash bottle, and therefore saturated with moisture. There seems t(>

Ije no change in this print after the twelve weeks ; if changed at all

it is, I think, very sUghtly bleached.

No VI. was acted on by coal gas, and it was placed in a tube which

was made a junction between two indiarubber tubes, which led the
|

gas to a Bunsen which was in constant use in the laboratory, and

therefore had a constant stream of gas passing over it, and which, at

the end of about the four months, was unchanged.

These are the facts, and readers may draw their own conclusions

from them. To me they appear very favourable to argentic bromide

paper. In all instances it behaved in the way I should have expected

it, except in its behaviour under ammonia.
The accepted theory of the developed image is that it is metallic
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j-ilver. In No. I. this is bjrne out by the silver when acted on by free

chlorine, which even plntinuin ctinnot staml, wns converted into the

clilorido, which is white, and whicli davlcens by exposure lo light.

Case No. II., nitrous fumes also converted the silver into the colour-

)i'.s.s nitrate; No. III., V., and VI., sulphide of silver lieing black, or

dark brown, I was not surpiised at the print taking a warmer tone.

The only case I am unable to explain is Xo. 1\., where the print

was acted on by ammonia, and the only way I can account for it is

that the ammonia decomposed the gelatine to a certain extent, so

altering the porous film with which the silver was surrounded that

the chiuige of colour was not due to a change of composition but to a

I

molecular change in the silver itself. The yellowing in the high

j
lights also leads me to think that I was correct in thinking that there

1
is in an emulsion besides the haloid of silver, there is also formed a

I

certain organic compound of silver and gelatine, which is insoluble in

, R .solution of thiosulphate of soda, and it is this compound which also

1 produces the yellowing when the prints are acted on by sulphurated

j
hydrogen.

Another ])oint with regard to the Eastman bromide paper which
surprised me the other day was its extreme insolubility. I wanted
Bome of the reduced silver for examination, and to get it exposed two
pieces j-plate size to light and developed and fixed in the usual way,
only omitting the alum bath. To get the film freed from the paper I

thought I would treat the sheet with boiling water. To my disgust

(at the time) I found it had not the desired effect, and I had to scrape

off the fdm with a spatula, and it was not until I liad boiled it about
a quarter of an hour that the scr.ipings seemed in any way to lose

their form. II. J. Giffohd.

ORTIIO-, ISO-CIIROMATIC.
The terms /so- and Hri/cy-ehromatic are rapidly becoming a part of

our language. "Would it not be worth while to stop for a moment
•d ask the question, Do they really mean what we generally sup-
>e they do ? I presume that by those words we mean the quality of

1vndering colours in the correct

—

i.e., proportional—order of luminosity.

Turning to my Greek Lexicon, I iind,—(1), Orthos (adjective),

;aight ; Latin, rectus, upright— metaphorically, right, safe, pros-

rous, upright, just ; as an adverb, rightly, correctly, really, truly.

I, Isos (adjective), equal to, like, level; (adverb), equally. (.'5),

iioma (n), surface of the body; (6), colour (especially of skin

—

i.e.,

niplexion)
;

(c), metaphorically, ornaments, embellishments
;
(d),

ilinical term in Greek mutic, a modification of the diatonic scale.

Turning now to my English Dictionaey, I find these words used

variously in composition,— e.//., (I), Orthodoxy, sound faith; ortho-

iphy, correct spelling ; orthopterous, straight-winged, &c. (2), Iso-

>iurnial, equal temperature; isomorphic, same form; iiochromatit;

harlvg the same colour.

N'ow with regard to chroma in composition, I do not find any
which come under the meanings of («) and (<) ; one under {d),

"amely, chromatic scale, a musical term; and under (b) we have
any, namel}-, achromic, free from colour; isochromic, see above;
lychromalic, many coloured, &c. From all of whicii I think we
ly safely draw the following conclusions, namely, (1), That oitho

and I'w neither in the Greek nor English use bear the meaning of

]iri,j)i)rtional or retafice; {:>), That choisa, when used iu this sense, is

Jistinctly colour, and not luminosity.

Tljerefore ('so- or ortho-chromatic Ao not mean proportional or correct

hmiinoslty.

Turning once more to my Greek Lexicon, I find kairos, due

ii'asure, right proportion; but with regard to luminosity, the idea

t>m9 to Ix; distributed amongst several word.s, e.g., jihaos, daylight;

"li/ici/ges, chuT bright light; and /rtHi7«v><M, brilliancy. I therefore

iiture to propose kairo-lamjtrotic as being something nearer the

leaning than artho- or ino-chromatic.

It may be said, Why have a new word when we all know what the

"Id terms are supposed to mean ? So far as i.sochromatic is concerned,
^vo find the Dictionary has already assigned it a meaning very far

moved from that which it is generally supposed to mean; and
legarding orthochromatie, it is simply misleading, and if left must be
the cause of confusion hereafter. Therefore I say by all means let us
try, sj far as wo can, to call things by their proper names.

I fully agree with the author (whose name I forget) who said,
" Words are the tools of thought, and the best tools will yield the

best work ; therefore call things properly and you will the more
easily thinJi correctly."

Wo have quite a sufBcient number of misnomers in our daily use to

free us from any anxiety lest the curiosities of that class will Miortly

become obsolete. FnED. C. Laubebt, M.A.

ACCESSORIES OF THE LANTERN.
Chaitf.b IV.—LiNKN Screens.

Linen screens are, for occasional exhibitions, the most convenient, as

they are ea.sily stretched and take up little space during travelling;

when soiled, thi^y are more easily cleaned than any other kind, as it is

only necessary to wash them. They do not reflect quite so much
light as a newly whitewashed surface, but the difference is not very
great if the linen is quite clean and well bleached.

When choosing material for a linen screen, that should be selected

that is the closest in the mesh and the most opaque. All light which
passes through the screen is not only wasted, but also tends to fog the

picture on the screen, being reflected from the wall behind the sheet.

For screens larger than ten feet square, it will be necessary to join

two widths together. In making a fifteen feet screen, a five-foot

width may be sewn to a ten-foot width ; the screen will then have a
seam right across it five feet from one edge. When this screen is

stretched for an exhibition, care should bo taken that this edge is put

at the bottom ; the horizontal seam will then be hidden to some
extent by the broken foregrounds of the pictures.

The effect of the joining is that of a white line across the disc

;

this is caused by the doubling of the linen, the light that passes

through the first thickness (and which would be lost in other parts of

the screen) being reflected back again from the second thickness, thus

giving enhanced light where the seam is. This white line shows very

prominently when it crosses a sky tint. It can be lessened by making
the fold«d part very narrow, or the hnen may be put simply edge to

edge, as in carpet stitch.

It is a bad plan to sew a strong web or tape round the edges of the

screen. The web often does not stretch as much as the linen, and then

it is necessary to apply great force to get the screen free from creases.

A screen should have the edges simply hemmed. At the corners a few
inches of webbing may be sewn on so as to form an eyelet or loop

—

this will prevent the screen tearing when being stretched ; also small
eyelet holes, strengthened with a little webbing, may be inserted in

the borders of the screen at intervals of two feet or so. I do not
admire a fringe of white tapes all round a screen ; they give an un-
tidy appearance, especially when a few of them are missing from their

places, they being very apt to be pulled off.

In order to avoid too frequent washing of the screen, one side

should be kept clean ; and as dirt must sometimes come in contact with

the screen, owing to dusty walls, curtains, &c., not to speak of laying

the screen on the platform boards, the dirt should always touch the

side of the sheet that does not face the audience. This is easily

managed by always folding the clean, or front side, inwards, after

every exhibition. When letting down a large screen, the lower part

should be drawn forwards to prevent the face of the screen touching

the floor; when re-erecting the screen, the inner side (as it has been

folded) should again face the lantern. By adopting this simple

system, a great saving in trouble and laundry bills will result. In

order to further protect the linen against dirt, it is a good plan to have

a strip of calico, four feet broad and as loyg as the screen is wide ; this

calico should be spread on the floor, and the linen laid upon it when
raising or lowering the screen. The calico is also useful to wrap the

screen in.

The stretching of a linen screen is usually done by ropes or cords,

with the aid of a wood frame of some kind. Some lecturers who
constantly travel with the lantern content themselves with ropes

alone, and do not carry any supporters. AN'ith the aid of ladders they

drive largo nails into the side walls, to the gieat detriment of the

plaster, and hang the screen on these by ropes. But sometimes they

come to a hall which has, perhaps, been newly decorated, and they

are forbidden to put any screw or nail into either the walls or the

ceiling, and sometimes even the floor is prohibited. As the person
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•who gives this information usually sits down and watches to see that

these rules are not broken, they are then in a quandary, ani have to

call in the aid of a carpenter to arrange some support for the screen.

Now, joiner's work is expensive. I once knew a master joiner com-

missioned to tix up a twenty-three feet screen in a larn:e hall ; the man
made a day's work of the joh for himself and two or three of his men,

and charged 30s. for it. lie did the work well, there was no denying,

but he got no more commissions of that kind. Those who had engaged

him contrived to stretch the screen themselves in future exhibitions.

Screen poles are, in my opinion, well worth the slight increase

they cause in the amount of luggage carried. With these, a screen

can be fixed up in any hall, without interfering with the walls

or ceiling, and, if necessary, a couple of half-hundredweights can be

made to do duty for screws in the floor. They save a good deal of

trouble in doing away with the use of borrowed ladders, which are

generally of a rickety and uncertain character, and either too short or

too long. Imagine a gentlemanly operator, unused to feats of balanc-

ing, mounting to the top step of a wobbling ladder and leaning his

person against the whitewashed wall to prevent himself falling over

backwards, which gradually gives him the look of a miller ; then he

has to ferret out some joint under the plaster to drive his nail into, and
after operating over a square yard of wall surface and detaching a

quantity of plaster which falls into his eyes, he comes to the con-

clusion that the wall is composed of one solid block of stone without

8 joint; so he descends, hot and perspiring, and finds several people

who have been watching him engaged in an heroic attempt to appear

unconscious of the mirth that is consuming them within. Experience

of this kind ruffles a man's temper, and renders him unfit, if he has to

lecture, to do so with any approach to affability.

Frames are sold at some opticians, which form a complete square

the size of the screen. They are well suited for small sizes, such as

ten feet and under, but for large screens of fifteen or eighteen feet, a

square frame would be too heavy and cumbersome. The horizontal

rod at the top of the screen requires very strong side pieces to bear

the weight; hence I think that top and bottom pieces should be
omitted, and only side pieces used. Tliese should be of course jointed.

They may consist of laths three inches wide and one and a quarter

inches thick, with bolt holes at intervals of si.\ inches apart the
whole length

; a pair of ten-feet laths like these can be bolted to any
height up to nineteen feet. Four of these will suffice for a fifteen or

eighteen feet screen. I prefer, however, to use shorter pieces, about
four and a half feet long and one and a half inches diameter, with
pieces of brass tubing fixed on ; these will join together like a tishinn-

rod. The top piece may be thinner than the others, and should have
a ring at the summit. Eight such rods will form two strong uprights,
capable of supporting an eighteen feet screen, which is large enough
for most halls. If necessary, the uprights can be further raised by
standing them on chairs ; if the hall is low, the height of the up-
rights can be diminished by omitting one of the rods from each.
These rods are much lighter and more portable than the laths. When
travelling they may be strapped together as a small bundle.
In answer to inquiries as to where white paper of considerable width,

suitable for small screens, can be obtained, I may s.ay that Messrs.
Winsor & Newton, of London, supply cheap " cartoon " paper, sixtv
inches wide, at Is. the yard. A similar puper of the same width and
price, called " wide cartridge," is sold by Messrs. GooduU & Suddick,
stationers, Leeds. A six-foot screen may be made by joining a stiip

thirteen inches wide on the bottom of the five-foot width, as a join in
paper does not show so prominently as in linen. These paper screens
aie n( t very durable, and many will prefer to use a hand-made drawing-
paper five feet five inches aad six feet six inches wide, which is sold
at 4d. per square foot by the Leeds firm. This paper is mounted on
brown holland, and is of course much less likely to tear than the
cheaper kind. Albert Wm. Scott.

ON THE USE OF THE STEREOSCOPE AND ITS
SCIENTIFIC APPLICATION.

1.

The accession of so much new blood to the photographic ranks ought,
one would think, to give a fresh impetus to the Use of this beautfful,
but now almost obsolete, instrument, for there must be large numbers

now whose acquaintance with it is extremely slight, and to whom a

study of its powers would be as a new revelation. With this hope,

and the idea that an occasional paper may keep the thing green and

act as a stimulus to some reader who may favour me with his attention,

and because I wish to suggest a new sphere for its use, I venture to

return to this old crotchet of mine and pen the few following remarks.

It is now generally recognised that the principal cause of the rapid

decline of the instrument, in the estimation of the public, arose from

the deluge of rubbish in the shape of articles called stereoscopes and

slides wliieh flooded the market. This badness of qn.ility, combined

with an absence of the slight cultivation necessary on the part of

purchasers for fully appreciating the beauties of binocular vision,

caused the reactit)a, which has resulted in the articles in question

becoming old curiosities instead of contributing to the amusements

and pleasures of home as during a somewhat short period in the past

generation. If amateurs would but take the matter up in a hearty

manner the question of lack of cultivation need scarcely arise, for each

would be likely to make sure that his slides were viewed in suitable

instruments to the best advantage, and take care to impress his friends

in respect of how and what to observe. I should be sorry to see the

matter goue into for purposes of commercial speculation, for I have

an impression that the instrument even when good is a trifle beyond

the general public, and therefore if it became again common it would

only be as a sort of fashion to be followed by mere imitators, which

would pass away and leave the feeling usual to things of so fleeting a

nature.

Some years ago I had exceptional facilities for ascertaining what
power people were possessed of, and of judging by their remarks and

conversation what they expected to see and what they really saw.

The firm who employed nie had a large stand located in a prominent

postion in the Crystal Palace for a number of years. This was con-

structed to carry twenty-four stereoscopes fitted with whole achromatic

lenses of about one and three-quarter inches in diameter and six

inches focus, of Uallmeyer's best make. The instruments and slides

were arranged as perfectly as it was possible at that time to make
them, and as everything for exhibition purposes must be fixed and

unalterable, the details of focus, width between centres of lenses, and

corresponding width between the centres of each half composing a

stereoscopic slide, were calculated for nominal sight. Each instrument

was what a popular one should bo. Its value as an attraction more

than equalled anything in the building, for peep-holes will cause any

one, rich or poor, small or great, philosopher or fool, to gravitate to

such mysterious places, eager to know what is en the other side, so

there was no lack of subjects for study. Besides the stand, there was
a stall with an assortment of instruments consisting of good, bad, and
indifferent specimens of the combined arts of the optician, cabinet-

maker, and tinman, the work of the first-named in many instances

ceasing, I suspect, after he had parcelled up the lenses in dozens or by
the gross to be'sent to members of the latter handicrafts to select and
fit up into the finished article. The collection here fairly represented .

that of a London stock house, and afforded opportunities for judging

of the effect of a bad instrument on an intelligent person.

Of the observers, a large proportion might be at once dismissed,

because they could see better with one eye the expedients adopted to

ensure to them the full enjoyment ; for their supposed advantage of

single vision were sometimes amusing, covering the eye with the hand,

the corner of a shawl or pocket-handkerchief, beiug quite as frequent

as .-squinting, which did not appear as common as might have been

expected. Many proclaimed the visit to be their first acquaintance

with this kind of thing by peering into the second eye-piece, and
expressing .some dissatisfaction because it was the same. This obtuse-

ness, I believe, was not due to any instrumental defect or of sight, but

purely to want of power to see anything more of the third dimension

of an object than was apparent from its light and shade, no other

illusion being looked for ; the mind probably failed to perceive this,

and would require a remedy, a little cultivation by such means as

would be found in dissimilar pictures of simple geometrical figures, in

which the simple idea of solidity would be produced without other

complications, being more suitable. Many others saw double, a sort

of after-dining-out vision. This undoubtedly pointed to unsuitability

of instrument slides, the lenses or pictures being mounted too wide
apart for such persons to make the two halves of the slide coalesce
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without considerftble strain and discomfort. A few of this class may
swell the ranks of the one eye observers, but otliers of more intelM-

jrenee would probably consider it an inherent defect of the stereoscope,

and have nothinjf further to do with it. Anotiier class, smaller in

number, found it necessary (o wipe up the lenses or (o rub their eyes.

They could not see the pictures clearly, probably because the lenses

were not quite suited to their somewhat abnormal vision. As wo used

the interior of the stand as a room, one was able to note the remarks

I

of the sijj-htseers, and these bore out the conclusions drawn from observa-

tions made outside, namely, that a very large percentage of the visitors

were not quite comfortable, or had the power to appreciate what was

I

before them. If -with tlie good stereoscopes of tlie stand so many
failed to see aright, one may feel assured matters were not improved
at the stall adjoining. Here the things were made to sell, and ware
got up more pretentiously. Elegant brasswork, open tops of splendid

designs, choice veneers, and French polish, were the most prominent
qurtHties, and very tasteful and pleasing some were in respect of

exterior. Had tlieir optical arrangements only been equal to this

external get-up, there would have been less to find fault with, but it

was just in this most important detail that so many failed.

In going tlirough a consignment I have frequently found consider-
ably more than half of the instruments possessed of some defect in

this respect, especially in the class having prismatic lenses in small
eye-pieces. It was not at all uncommon to find these mounted with
their tliick edges together, or obliquely to one another, which would
be a fatal defect to any one not understanding the principles of the
thing, it being quite impossible to see anything but double in them.
The commoner forms, with large unachromatised prismatic lenses, were
far preferable and more fit for popular use than the more expecsivo

sorts. With the better class of English make (he case was different.

They were not turned out in shoals like the foreign ones and other
common kinds, but were fitted up intelligently and well. Had their

price been less, they might have saved the reputation of the stereoscope

and prevented it from being cast aside.

In respect to the slides, I do not believe they were much to blame,
their prevailing faults being but minor ones, and such as would scarcely

add to tlie difficulty of perceiving stereoscopic effect without strain or

discomfort if viewed in a good instrument. Tlie principal were those

of mounting the pictures too far apart, and of cutting both halves alike,

instead of showing more subject in each half at the edges which come
together in the centre than the corresponding edges of eacli at the
outside. When they are both cut alike, the rather unpleasant appear-

ance of the picture showing in front of the mount becomes visible.

Cutting them unsymmetrically prevents this, and does not curtail the

size of picture, and if a distance of two and three-quarter or two and
seven-eiglith inclies be fixed upon as the amount of separation between
two corresponding points in the foreground of eitlier half of the slide,

and both pictures be mounted truly parallel to one another, there will

be no cause to blame the slide if double vision result.

The difficulties of getting negatives for the purpose under the present

circumstances of easy photography being but slight compered with
those of tlie old collodion days, the amateur has a fine field before him.

Subjects are now possible that could only be dreamt of then, and I

feel persuaded that any gentleman who devotes himself to this branch

of pliotograrphy, and prints his negatives as transparencies, will derive

more pleasure from it than if he were to confine himself to paper

work, unless this were of large size ; and as the printing processes are

so numerous, and capable of producing a great variety of effects, it is

possible to represent nature in nearly all its aspects. The rendering of

texture, surface, and lustre, as we see it, can only be done by binocular

pictures, a single one being nowhere in comparison. Let anyone who
questions this statement make a stereoscopic photograph of a glass of

•water, or a piece of plate, print a transparency, and study it in and
out of the stereoscope. He will need no further argument, but will

admit that sheen and lustre, as represented by single specimens of

paper work, are dull and spiritless to a degree he never imagined. The
negatives produced for the one purpose would be quite as serviceable

either for lantern work or enlargement, so his practice could be diver-

sified with either of these at will.

As the plea for the use of tlie stereoscope as a scientific instrument

will make this article too long, it will perhaps bo better to break off

here and leave its discussion to another paper. John IlAnxiEn,

THE EDUCATION OF THE CHILDREN OF
PHOTOdUAI'IIEKS.

That a public controversy should ever have arisen dealing with the
relative positions of amateur and professional photographers, acema
to me much to be deplored

;
Ijofore it began we were all jogging along

pleasantly together, and questions tending to promote difforenceo had
better have been left untouched, .\mateur and professional photo-
graphers are living facts, neither can aboliih the other, nor should
have any desire so to do ; such a feat being impracticable, it was un-
fortunate for all of us to see the unnecessary introduction of a new
discord, tending to create a division of forces where all should pull
together. Bitter and unjustifiable words were uttered by exceptional
individuals on both sides of the controversy, and each side seemed to
think it had some inherent superiority over the other, but was unable
to give evidence thereof. Suppose a man to be an amateur photo-
grapher, and nothing else, giving time to the subject only now and
then, he ought to be sorry if his idle pastime does injury to any pro-
fessional photographer leading a more noble and honourable life, that
is to say, industriously doing steady work for the world day by day,
and having a moral right to existence because he regularly gives
to society an equivalent therefor in duties performed. A man who
goes down to his grave after a life during wliich he has received ten
or a hundred more benefits from the world than he has given to the
world in return is a sorry spectacle ; it would have been better for

human kind had he never been born. What right has he to consider
himself the equal of one who does his duty in life, and whose existence
is a benefit to the community? In examining this question from an-
other point of view, let us take the case of an exceptional photo-
grapher witli no soul above that of the love of the most contemptible
of vices—the love of making money ; I mean a man who makes no
new researches nor any attempt at self-cultivation, but who lives the
life of a vegetable, following the dull routine of the trade he was
taught in his youth, and getting angry when the work of some
amateur in his neighbourhood interferes a little with the flow of
pollard into his trough. All the practical advantages are on the side of

the professional photographer ; he is at the work from one year's end
to another, yet if an amateur can step in and beat him upon his own
ground by a more refined taste and a greater love of science, such a
professional deserves to suffer, assuming amateurs to injure commer*
cial photographers as proved by a broad view of the tacts rather than by
a few isolated examples. The popularity of music and singing, and the
great number of amateurs connected therewith, do not seem to

injure professionals ; the amateurs widen and keep alive the interest

in the subject. The same may be said in relation to professional and
amateur artists with the brush. It is a difficult question, no doubt,
but I have carefully watched the influence upon the profession at
large of the action of some of my personal friends as amateur photo-
graphers ; in the course of two years they spent about one hundred
pounds in dabbling in the subject^had their likenesses taken by
several leading professionals to see how they arranged sitters, and so

on, then grew tired of the pastime and dropped it. Had they not
turned amateur photogi'aphers they probably would not have spent
five pounds among photographers and photographic dealers in the
same time.

As Dr. Vogel says, only those photographers who are unable to do
work of sufficiently high quality are likely to be injured by the
amateur. One class of such inefficient photographers I think deserves

sympathy ; there may be a man who loves his work, and improves it

and himself as much as he can, yet is unable to compete in quality of

work with the amateur when the latter chances to have a more cul-

tured taste and a higher education. Education is, at the present

day, what a spear is to a savage ; it is a weapon of offence and de-

fence in the fight for ascendency in life, and, just as among' savages,

conquerora disarm captive populations, so, in more civilised com-
munities, do educated persons who live for selfish purposes desire to

keep the many ignorant to use them for their own ends. In a work-
shop the best-informed man inevitably gets an ascendency over his

companions in labour, and so is it with larger communities ; the best

educated nation in the world will become the most powerful nation

in the world, assuming all other conditions to be equal. Hence I say
that it is hard upon a professional photographer, who has tried to im-
prove himself to the best of his ability, if he is accidentally commer-
cially injured by the work of an amateur who had started under more
favourable conditions in life, and the best plan for the photographer ia

to take care that his own children shall start better armed than he
himself was in the social battle. It is better to give the children a
first-rate education than any amount of money. There is no more
painful object in creation than the son of a man who has had but

one object in life—that of making wealth by exacting all he can

from bis neighbours. The son has some of the unpleasant hereditary
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cliaracterlstics ; he is above the necessity of making himself an in-

dustrious shopkeeper like his father; he thinks that his money will

carry him into refined society iu wliich such a snob woukl be unbear-

able^ and is astonished to tind tliat cultured people with no wealth at

all cannot help holding him in contempt; he will not associate with

his own kind, so no course is open to him but to jog along steadily to

the Devil ; we have all seen him on the journey.

The best thing then that a father can do for his children is to

give them a good education, including one or more of the fine arts,

and to start them in life with a store of mental resources of which no
earthly power can deprive them. Here comes the most practical ])art

of my sermon. Great IJritain is notorious on the Continent as being,

with Spain, one of the most uneducated countries in Europe. Educa-
tion here is the privilege of the very few, and almost absent among
the many. A great outcry is made against the expense of the trilling

beginnings of education forthcoming in Board schools; what would
such objectors say about Switzerland, in which country one-third of

the whol'j national revenue is spent upon education? In our own
country the expenditure is but five per cent, of the total national re-

venue. The fact is, that upon an average a much better education

than in iMigland can be obtained nearly everywhere upon the Conti-

nent, and at perhaps half the cost, so I would recommend photo-
graphers to send their children abroad to get that education which they
cannot obtain at home, unless at comparatively very expensive rates

;

this plan is extensively adopted by persons of limited means in Eng-
lish society.

Once, in mooting ideas like these to a photographer, he responded,
'•' Well, where do you advise me to send my son, not too far from
London, and where the people S]jeak French ? " There are plenty of

first-rate schools in I'aris and Brussels, more or less used by the
English, but tliere are parents who prefer quieter localities. Boulogne-
sur-Mer, so very close to England, is not a desirable place ; it is half

Anglicised, and one might almost as well settle in Brighton. Calais

is flat and uninteresting, but at Guines, a few miles out, near the
Field of the Cloth of Gold, are some schools much patronised by the
English. Altogether, I think Ghent about the best place near
London to which to send boys and girls to ho educated ; sometimes
English families settle there for a few years with no other object than
that of enabling their children to get a iirst-rate education at small
expense when compared with English charges.

Ghent prides itself upon its educational position, and claims that its

free schools " have a lOuropean reputation." They were founded as
early as 1S2S, at which time three of them were established, but in
IS.'i" their number was increased to eight, in consequence of the
intelligence and generosity of the Burgomaster, M. Joseph Van
Crombrugghe, one of t'le most far-sighted men in Europe in his day,
and whose name is now venerated in Ghent. At the present time
there are a great number of schools of all classes in Ghent, and the
city is richly dotted with the fine public buildings devoted to
scholastic pui-poses, including .some for giving thoroughly practical
education in the arts and .sciences. The Municipality of Ghent now
expends upon its public schools about £40,000 a-year, scarcely any of
which goes to pay rent, since, on the Continent, very much to the
welfare of its inhabitants, scarcely a public building of any value can
he found erected upon another man's land ; liouses and the laud they
stand upon are usually sold together, and I was told in Client that
probably the whole of the cotton and other factories in the city are
built upon what we call freehold land ; any fabricator who did other-
wise might be looked upon by his friends as a lunatic. Ghent is

quickly and comfortably i cached from London or the north of Eno--
1 md viii Ilarwicli and Antwerp ; in fact, the comfort and the moderat'e
rates for dining and passage on board the Great Eistern Itailwav
Company's steamers aie beginning to be recognised by the frequenters
of the more expensive and exclusive routes to the Continent. The
steamers pass the terminus of the little local Hue from Antwerp to
Ghent, half a raih: before tliey land the passengers at about ten o'clock
in the morning in the former city, so the visitor has but to go a httle
way back abmg the quay, where the railway steamboat conveys him
to the other side of the Scheldt, and in an hour or two he is in "Ghent
the chief seat of the cotton .spinning industry of Belgium. He might
go by one of the large State railways from Antwerp, but that route
IS a long way round.
My idea is that the photographer of to-day should train up his

children to be able to better compete than himself with the amateur
in photography or in any other profession, by sending them abroad to
receive an education they cannot obtain on equally moderate terms
and with equal fulness at home. The large numbers of young men
and women leaving Continental universities and technical and"other
schools to do their work in the world, can, of course, compete with
the English with success, and deserve so to do, because they have

gained the power by their own industry and by the enlightenment of

the governments under which they live. Hence orthochromatic photo-
graph}' conies from abroad, and the photographing of the pictures in

tlie National Gallery and Windsor Castle falls into the hands of

a foreign firm; also, photo- mechanical printing has attained a
perfection unknown here, as proved by the specimens exhibited lo the
Photographic Society of Great Britain by Mr. Wainerke. As regards
technical education, I would recommend that the children of plioto-

graphers be taught the art of painting and the sciences of chemi.;try

and optics : art education should take precedence, because the photo-
grapher who has it not is but an intellectual mechanic, and can never
occupy the highest positions in the profession hereafter, for the cultured

section of society is beginning to clearly distinguish between those
photographers who are artists and those who are not such. The young
photographer, armed for the battle of life as herein suggested, should
irradiate his educational acquirements with the fire of genius, and be
abh' to seize each occasion as it presents itself ; for instance, when
Captain Abney acted upon his magnificent idea of nominating a

variety of corpses to serve on the Council of the I'hotographio

Society of Great Britain, the young fledgeling of a photographer
should have arranged his models with pro])hetic instinct, and given us

an ideal photograph of the Council of the future, with a jolly old

corpse in the chair, keeping order by hammering the table with a
thigh bone. No .sensitive soid should feel grievi^d at my u=e of thr

word "jolly," although some inartistic person has begun to murder
the good old song

—

" For he's u jolly good fellow,"

by altering it to as sung at the Glaisher testimonial dinner

—

" For lie's a liearty good fellow,"

thereby taking real heartiness out of the expression, and mutilating
time-honoured tradition. Tlienuitilator must have been a sentimental
hairdresser or head footman, who knew where to draw the line in

points of refinement, or he may have been the publisher who received
from a celebrated liteiar^v man the following couplet in a book for

children

—

'•There was an oM woman as ugly as sin.

Who lived upon lucifer-niatches and gin."

The publisher struck out these lines as unsuited for his highly-refined

taste and customers, and, without permission, substituted something of

his own, utterly vapid and uninteresting. He was no doubt astoni>hed
when the Athena-um new.spaper fell upon him hotly for his imperti-
nent vulvar refinement. "\V. II. Harhlson.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE FIELD.
[A Communication to the Photof^rapliic Society of Cliieago.]

As our Society includes both professional and amateur photographers,
and as there ia a general idea that the professional takes hut little in-

terest in landscape work, a paper on photography in the field may be, by
some of you, considered a mistake, as applying only to one section of the
Society.

It will be readily admitted that there are few trades or professions that

are more exhausting, both mentally and physically, than that of a fully

employed portrait photographer, and no one needs more tlian he an
occasional period of relaxation and recreation or change of employment.
Now it will be evident that if that necessary change of occupation can he
in nny way made conducive to tlie improvement of the photographer's
ability as an .artist, his period of relaxation will be a double gain. I

have, in my time, tried many methods of making "liaijpy holiday,'' and
in company with almost all classes and conditions of men, including
many hard-wrought professional photographers, and believe that the
pleasures and advantages of all the others put together do not equal
those derived from the judicious practice of photography in the field, or

landscape pliotography.

Mr. Enoch Eoot, in a recent number of the I'lnladclphia Photoiimpher,
says :

" The constant routine of the studio is not favourable to art

progress," a statement that I think a little too strong, but I heartily

endorse the recommendation which he founds on it. " 'i'liercfore Itt the
gallery artist shake off, from time to time, the daily cares, and go forth
to outdoor nature with his camera, and enjoy the pleasures of an amateur
in the true sense of that much misused term. From such an excursion
the participant will return refreshed in mind and inspired by nature's
charms to an incentive for the production of better work, in the no less

artistic but less fascinating field of portraiture.''

Landscape photography, then, ought to be equally interesting to the
professional and the amateur, and as the processes and appliances by
which it is carried on have reached a degree of perfection not even
dreamed of little more than a dozen years ago, there is hardly any excuse
to be made for the man who makes a photograph hut not a picture.

To those who have but recently joined the ranks, a slight sketch of

what photography in the field implied a quarter of a century ago may
not be without interest, and as a personal reminiscence of one of the
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periodical (generally weekly) trips of the Edinburgh Photographic Society
may bo taken as a type of the average of such outings, I give it as it

presents itself to my mind at the present time.

It was a Saturday raorning, early in the eixties, and about the time the
corn was in the ear. I don't, of course, mean maize, to which that name
seems to be universally applied on this side, but oats, which the great
Dr. Johnson characterised as " in Scotland food for men, and in England
food for horses," an observation wliich elicited, doubtless from some ob-
serving Scotchman, tlie reply :

" And where will you find such men, and
where such horses? " I reached the railway station with a cab load, con-
fcisting of the following items : -a 11 k 9 brass-bound camera, weigliing
twenty-one pounds, and meant to last for all time : it is now over thirty
years old, and is, or was two years ago, as good as ever. A water-tight
glass bath, in wooden case, holding over ninety ounces of solution, and
weighing twelve pounds ; a plate box with a dozen 11 x '.) plates, weighing
almost as many pounds; a box 24 ^ 18 x 12 inches, into which were packed
lenses, chemicals, and all the hundred and one articles necessary for a
hard day's work, and weighing something like twenty-eight pounds. The
advent of folding tripods had not come, at least folding tripods that were
rigid enough for such large cameras, and so I had perforce to encumber
myself with one that, when closed, looked like an alpinestock, over five

feet in length and nmch thicker than my wrist. It weighed about five

jiounds. Lastly, there was the tent. Of those I have had various forms
and kinds ; my favourite was known as " Sm.irt's," a beautiful arrange-
ment of angled spars, covered with heavy black cloth, that made a most
convenient dark room, about 10 x 40 inches, and C! feet high, with
ample table accommodation ; the whole packed into a Icathor ease, like a
long roll ol bacon, and weighed over forty pounds. I was soon joined by
a dozen or so of others, similarly equipped, although in some cases with
heavier loads, •vnd in due time we started for our destination, Arniston,
some twelve or fifteen miles from the city. With a load of about 120
pounds, even although shared by an unlucky friend who had been im-
1 ressed into the service, and, of course, promised copies of all the pictures
that should turn out well, we did not care to walk far, and, of course,
where the tents were set up, there or thereabout the whole work of the
day had to bo done.

Now, if you will bear in mind that after a suitable spot had been
selected, tent pitched, water supply Eccurcd, and everything ready for

work, the real anxiety of the day began. The bath was in good working
order last night, but how will it be to-day ? Baths were often the most
obstinate and contrary creatures in existence, and seemed to take especial
delight in taking the sulks just when they ought to have been on their
best behaviour ; while collodion, as if recognising the fact of its im-
portance, was as contumacious as an Irish pig, and uncertain as—well, as
Chicago weather. The production of a sensitive surface with material so

uncertain in its action was, certainly, not conducive to tliat frame of

mind so necessary in the communing with nature, to wile her into putting
herself into her most artistic aspect ; and as the surface, once jwepared,
had to be used within a few minutes thereafter, tliere was no time to wait
for the disappearance of a scowl caused by a passing cloud, and she had
to be taken as she was rather than as she ought to have been.

By-and-by, thanks to Tapcnout. Hill Norris, Fothergill, Major Eussell,
and many otliers, who showed us how to prepare a dry plate that would
be always ready when wanted, our labours were lightened, and the
possibilities frr gocd and comfortable work vastly extended ; but the long
exposures, that varied from fifteen minutes to almost any length of time,
including, on one occasion, from a Saturday afterncou to a Jlonday
morning, in the case of an interior of the old Anticpiarian Museum of

Edinburgh, rendered such pictures as arc now most frequently produced
and most generally admired, simply impossible.

If we contrast those days with the times in which our lines are cast, we
will be able to realise how great is the gulf that is between them, and
while congratulating ourselves on our more favoured position, will, I

hope, not forget that to whom much is given of them much will be re-

quired. Under the older and less favoured circumstances, to aim at

technical perfection was about all that could bo expected of us, and we
need haidly be ashamed to confess that when our photographs were
picturesquely beautiful, as well as technically perfect, it was more owing
to chance than good guidance.
Now, however, with apparatus of the most perfect construction, and

plates or paper films as reliable as a sundial on a summer day, and both
as light and of as little bulk as a preacher's valise on a Saturday to
Monday vifit, we are expected to reproduce nature, not exactly as she is,

but as she ought to be ; to, in fact, produce such pictures as shall for ever
shut the mouths of those who deny to photography the right to rank as a
fine art. But this cannot be done without systematic work, involving
much careful forethought. In the first place, the very simplicity of the
operations and perfection of appUances militates against the high standard
that ought to be oiined at. In consequence of the convenience of double
plate holders, or the even more convenient roll holder, the landscape
photographer is tempted to take with him to the field a number of plates
or films far in excess of what it is possible to convert into really artistic

negatives during the few hours that are available of even the longest day
for gocd work ; and as plates and films are now so cheap, he is tempted
to make exposures on subjects and under conditions that yield negatives
that are hardly worth the trouble of development, and that are rarely

subjected to the ordeal of printing. Half a dozen negatives that are both

technically and artistically ^tisfactory, are surely better than half a
gross of such as are too frequently taken, simply becanse we dislike to

bring home dean plates ; but the good old couplet,

"He that fights and nnis away will live to fight another day,"

ought to be kept in mind, and as both films and plates will keep, a new
golden rule should be formulated and rigidly enforced : Sever make an ej--

pomire unless under conditions that offer a J'liir probability of producing a
salixfactorii jiicture.

How are those conditions to be secured'? Simply enough; never take
your camera to unknown ground. Just as six perfect pictures are better

than tix dozen mere photographs, so arc, as a rule, six negatives that
liave been prospected for on one day, and exposed on another, better
than the same number that have been selected and exposed at the same
time. Jly ideal of a photographic outing is one that shoU occupy two
days. On the first, the camera is left at the hotel or place of residence,

and with a compass, a strong knife, a pretty long walking-stick with a
crook at the end, and a supply of twine, I go over the ground in search of

the picturesque. The ability to recognise material that has the making
of a picture varies vostly in different individuals, but rapidly improves by
cultivation. When a suitable subject is recognised, it should be examined
from all possible points, with the view of selecting that from which the
principal lines fall just where they should, and where the foreground will

be satisfactory without interfering with the proper position of the horizon.
Intervening branches may be cut down, or turned out of the way and tied

up it necessary ; and even scrub and brush may be created and made to

wonderfully improve the composition by sticking branches into places
where they seem to be required. Lastly, the all important point of

shadows must be considered. The artist must decide as to where they
will be most eft'ective, and ascertain by the compass at what hour they
will be there, and so be able to return on the following day and make the

exposure without further trouble.

It is true that the true artist is a law unto himself, and no really hi^Ii-

class work is ever done by those who tie themselves down to hard-and-
fast lines ; but there are a few leading principles which even the greatest

artist rarely if ever neglects, and the recollection of which will greatly

help the inexperienced to secure at least tolerable results.

I have brought a few specimens of various classes of pictures, and if

our friends at the lantern will light up and pass them through, we shall

see the advantages and disadvantages of attending to, or neglecting those
first principles.

Our first jjicture, as you see, is not a picture, but a sheet of clear glass

with two lines crossing in the centre, and dividing the plate into four

equal parte. Now the weak parts of a picture are those covered by the
lines, and the weakest is just where they cross. Nothing of importance
in a picture should be placed on those lines, and especially on the weakest
part—where they cross. The strong points, that is the points on which
the principal objects should fall, are below the horizontal line, and about
one-third the distance to the right or left of the perpendicular line, and
the points next in strength are corresponding places above the horizontal
line.

The next picture is intended to illustrate the necessity of giving atten-

tion to the horizontal line. That line naturally is always on a level with

the eye of the beholder, no matter at what elevation he may place

himself, and in a picture, under ordinary circumstances, should be

arranged so as to lie about one-third from the bottom, or where that is

impossible, then about one-third from the top—never, under any circum-

stance, in the centre, or place of the horizontal line in our first illustra-

tion. Here we have a fairly well composed picture, in which the lines

are properly balanced, and" the bridge with the fishermen, which is the

principal object of interest, just on one of the strong points. The
horizon is, however, so much too high as to convey the idea that the

river runs up a tolerably steep hill, instead of through a comparatively

fiat gorge in the landscape.

The next is a single yacht in full sail, technically a very fine photo-

graph, but utterly absurd from the position of the horizon, and the

consequent large foreground. Tha water is really represented as an in-

clined plane. If we now, by this card, cut off the foreground, we at once
bring the yacht into its proper position, and by apparently lowering the

horizon, the water at once appears as a level surface. This, our next
picture, is a similar seascape, with a single yacht, also in full sail, but in

this case the camera has been level ; the horizon is exactly one-third

from the bottom of the picture, and the composition is just as it ought
to be.

Our next picture is copied from an engraving after a celebrated artist.

The object is the old mill and cluster of houses in the strong point at the

left of the centre line. The small clump of brush and stunted tree on
the extreme left, miy to some seem unimportant, but their value will be

apparent if we cut them off by a slip of cardboard. You see the com-
position is now lopsided, and there is a feeling of instability in the trees

on the right. Even the way in which the small tree is bent is important

as repeating, but in an opposite direction, the lie of the larger mass on
the opposite side, giving thereby a faint but sufiicient indication of the

favourite pyramidal form. Of course the artist of the brush and canvas

has many advantages over his brother of the camera; but when tlic latter

overcomes those drawbacks, and produces pictures in spite of them, he is

surely entitled to all the more credit.
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The rest of the pictures are intended as examples of both good and bad
CDmpositioa, but I shall not detain you by a lengthened description of

each. Every picture should have a motive or principal object, and all

the leading lines and lights and shades should be so arranged as to lead

the eye to it. As a general rule, only one principal high light is ad-

missible, and the shadows, or the heavier of them, should lead the eye

out of the picture. It is also a matter of much importance that the

picture, or that part of it which is visible, should be sufficiently far from
complete to suggest much more than is actually seen.

But I fear I have already occupied too much of your time, and shall

conclude with the advice which has been repeatedly given, as an aid to

seeuting pictorial effect. It is to select a title for each picture before

finally deciding on its composition, and I know from experience that

where there is a good title to work up to, the pleasure will be greater

and the work easier. John Niool, Ph.D.

DABK EOOM ILLUMINATIOX.
In a recent number of the Bulletin, the subject of dark room Illumination
was discussed. From some experiments made by the writer, he inferred

that an erroneous statement was made, at the January meeting of the
Photographic Society of Chicago, in relation to the Koohe glass for dark
rooms.

I believe all agree that a gelatine emulsion plate is least sensitive to

the red rays. Hence any coloured medium which, when examined with
a si:)ectroscope, transmits other than red rays is unsafe; and as between
two fabrics, transmitting an equal amount ot light, the one which absorbs
or intercepts everything except the red of the spectrum is greatly to be
preferred. It has frequently been stated by both English and American
writers, that because the eye is most sensitive to yellow, it is the kind of

light to use for the dark room, the inference being that we see just as well
with only a fraction of the red light necessary for the same purpose.
Now, unless the relative actinic effect of the two kinds of light on an
emulsion plate is taken into account, the argument is of no value what-
ever. Some months since I attempted to determine the relative sensitive-

ness of emulsion plates to yellow and red light, and for this purpose chose
the cloth known respectively as cherry and golden medium. As the cloth
was similar in texture, and differing only in colour, I presumed the same
amount of light would pass through each, although for the purpose of the
experiment this condition is not essential.

The soiu'ce of light was a sperm candle, placed either in a lantern or
outside my dark room window. Tlie seeing qualities for the two kinds of
material was ascertained by examining a negative by looking through it,

and also by reading printed matter. For these i)articular specimens of
cloth the ratio, determined from a number of experiments, was as one to
four and a half in favour of the yellow. Erauenbofer found the maximum
luminous intensity in the yellow about ten times as great as at the C Hue.
Comparing the luminosity of the whole aro.i covered by the red and
yellow respectively, the resulting ratio would perhaps be reduced to one-
half the maximum. In other words, using yellow light we can see with
about one-fifth the amount of red light required for the same purpose.
A Cramer lightning plate was exposed in my sensitometer at one foot

distance with the following results :

—

Golden medium, equivalent exposure one second; cherry medium,
equivalent exposure twenty-eight seconds. In other words, the plate was
twenty-eight times more sensitive to the yellow light than to the red.
Combining the two results, so that the ability to see should be the same
for both red and yellqw, the final ratio is one to six in favour of the red as
a protection to the plate.

In the same experiments, deep red glass was also tried with the same
plate, giving an equivalent exposure of one hundred and eiglity-seveu
seconds. The time then required to fog, using a sperm candle at one foot
distance, was for the three media respectively, as follows :

Golden medium 1 second.
Cherry medium 28 seconds.
Deep red glass 187

_
The deep red glass which I use, when examined with a spectroscope,

virtually cuts off all except the rod. The cherry medium, on the contrary,
lets through a large portion of the yellow and green, while the goldeiimedmm extends the spectrum still further.
The Eoche glass lets through most of the yellow and green—in fact the

spectrum is almost identical with that given by the cherry medium.
A good deal of the ordinary red glass used by photngraphers gives a

spectrum similar to the cherry medium, and is of course unsafe. A speci-
men of this kind of red glass, however, when compared with the Iloche
was found to transmit more than twelve times as much light as the
latter. Hence the apparent protection Mr. Iloche and others have ob
tamed is due simply to a reduction of the hght and not to any peculiar
non-actmic properties possessed by the glass.
Having made a very large number of experiments with various kinds of

glass, cloth, etc., I would recommend the deep red glass mentioned abovebuch glass 18 upwards of one hundred and fifty times more effective with
8 given light than the yellow cloth, and is the best medium for dark room
Illumination of which I have any knowledge. Pnor G W Houqh

T-Anthoni/'i Photographic Bulletin.

EECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 3922.—"Improvements in Instantaneous Shutters." J. R. GOTZ.

—

Dated
Marek 1.5, 1887.

No. 3998.— '

forPL___„ , ,.._._._
No. 417S.—"An Improved Construction of Rot.iry Album suitable for

Photographs, Memoranda, and the like." Complete specificatiou. T. W.
Nagington aud W. H. Wabing.—Dated March 19, 1887.

trek 1.5, 1887.

So. 3998.— "All Improved Apparatus for the Application of Electric Light
Photographic Purjioses." F. J. Chary.—Dated March 16, 1887.

Mo. 417S.—"An Improved Construction of Rot.iry Album suitable for

PATENTS COMPLETED.
An Impiio%t!D Method op Producing Printing Surfaces by PHOTOoRArHT.

No. 5205. Edward William Foxlee, 22, Goldsmith-road, Acton, W.,
Middlesex.—,lp!-i7 14, 1886.

My invention relates to that method of prodnciug pliotogi-aphically engraved

plates for intaglio printing, known as the " Waterliouso Process." This pro-

cess is described in THE British Journal of Photography, and in the

I'hntorjraphic News for November 26th, 1880. Briefly, it consists in pro-

dueiug a photographic image in gelatine on a silvered copperplate after the

manner of carbon printing. Then, while the gelatine is still wet, it is dusted

over with powdered gla.ss, sand, emery, or other gritty material, which has

])reviously been treated with wax, stearine, or other similar substance. After

the gelatine is dry, the gritty particles, which have imbedded themselves in it,

are removed by brushing or other meelianical means. The grained im.age thus

obtaiued is then treated with plumbago and an electrotype made from it

This electrotype fonn.s the priuthig plate from which impressions .are obtained

in the copperplate pres.s. In practice it is found very dillicult to remove the

gritty matter without injuring the delicacy and sharpness of grain it has jiro-

duced, and it is the crispness of this grain that gives the ink-holding jiroperty

to the finished plate. Further, if any of the gritty particles remain in the

gelatine, they destroy the evenness of tlie gi-aiu and interfere with the deposi-

tion of the copper in the electrotyping operation.

My invention consists of substituting for the powdered glass, sand, emery,

or similar materials, which have to be removed mechanically, powdered resins,

resinous gums, asplialtum, and analogous substances, which are insoluble in

water but soluble in suitable menstrums, such as alcohol, ether, benzol,

naphtha, turpentine, mineral oils, &c., according to the resiiis or resinous

gums employed. In my improved method the grain-producing material is

removed from the gelatine film by solution in.stead of by mechanical means, so

that ri«k of injury to the grain by abrasion is avoidcel.

My invention is carrieil out as follows :—An image in pigmented gelatine,

from a photographic negative, is developed upon a copperplate, cither silvere(i

or otherwise, by the usual process of carbon printUig. After the print .so

obtained has dried, 1 sift over it a resin or resinous gum in a more or less fine

state of division, according to the grain required, and then allow it to dry.

Tlie gelatine image may next be rendered insoluble by immersing it in a

solution of .alum, sulphate of alumina, or their analogues, and again drietl, or

the gelatine may be made insoluble by treating it, while still wet, and before

applying the graiii-lbrming material, with one of the alkaline bichromates, and,

after drying, ex]iosing it to the action of light. When the gelatine has been
made insoluble the plate is inmiersed in a solvent nf the resin or resinous gum
employed. Thus, if sanil.arac be used, then I prefer alcohol as a solvent ; if

dammar or bitumen, benzol, aud other resins or resinous gums, according to

their solvents. After the resin has been dissolved the plate is further rinsed

with the solvent and dried. The gelatine is then coated with plumbago and
electrotyped in the ordinary manner.
Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said

invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that

what I claim is :—The use of resins, resinous gums, bitumen, and similar sub-

stances, which are insoluble in water, for producing a gi'ain on the gelatine

image, and afterwards removing them by solution, substantially as described,

in place of the sand or other gritty matter hitherto used, aud which has to be

removed mechanically.

Improvements in the Use of Partial Ball and Socket Joints for the
Adjustment of Photographio Cameras on their Legs or Stands.

No. 56S6. Charles Pumphrev, Regent Works, Herbert-road, Small Heath,
Birmingham,

—

April 24, 1886.

One form is that of a hollow cup with rim or Hauge which is attached to the

camera ; the outside of the cup rests in ,a ring on the top of the stand. A
circular pl.ate inside the cup is the head of a screw, which by means of a nut
secures it lirndy in any position.

Another form is that a nearly complete sphere, is made p.art of the top of the

stand, and this is graspeel by means of one or two screws between two partial

sockets, one of whie'i iieeel be only n.arrow, the other must be extended so as

to be attached to the camera, and if that attachment is at au angle of about
forty-five degrees the adjustment from horizontal to perpendicular is easy.

What I claim is :—1. The plau of using a hollow cup of the form of part of

a hollow sphere, and gi-asping it between the inner aud outer surfaces. 2. The
use of such forms of annular or jiartial sockets as 1 have described or drawn
to grasp a sphere which is attached to either a camera or in any position to the

head of the staud.

An Improve.ment in Photographio Cameras.
No. 6013. Vero Charles Driffield, Mount Pleasant, Appleton, Widnes,

Lancashire.

—

May 4, 1886.

My invention is applicable to such photographic cameras (generally known a.i

detective cameras) as consist of two distinct but connected cameras fitted with
lenses of equal focal length, and which I shall hereinafter call duplex chimeras.

Oue of these cameras is used for focussing the m.ige, and the other for the
exposure of the sensitive plate.
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My imiirovomeiit consists in tlie ftiiplicntiou to the focussing camera of a
mirror set at a stiitalile angle, or of a reflecting jirisni whereliy the image may
be seen from atiove. The minor or prism may be placcil behind the nsnal
vertical focussing screen, or a horizontal focussing screen may be employed if

the mirror or prism is placed below the focussing siTeen.
By this im|>rovemcnt I enable the ojicrator (ii-st to support the camera

steadily against his boily during exjiosure of the plalo. and at the same time to
see perfectly the object ho is about to photogra|ih, and secondly to secure
])icturca without attmcting the attention of bystanders or of individuals who
may he photographeil.
What I claim is :—The application to duplex cameras of a idane reflector or

minor for the purpose of rendering the image visible through an aperture in
the upper side of the camera, substantially as hereinbefore described.

Improvements in PnoToonAPHic Caubikrs and Appabatus helatino
THERETO.

No. 16,605. Henry Coppin, 39, Wood-street, London.—/Jcccwiier 17, 1886.

This invention has for its object to render photographic apparatus more port-
able and convenient than hitlierto by reducing the bulk and weight thereof,
and also to afford increased facilities for taking a series of views by providing
I ready means for using any number of plates with only a single back, thus
combining efficiency, economy, and convenience.
To carry out my invention I make the frame of the camera back single, with

a slot in the top through which to insert the carrier and plates, instead of
double or book-like, or as a single frame wherein the can-ier and plates are
inserted on each side ; and I furnish its two sides on their inner eilges with
grooved guides ami grooves. Tliese grooves are continued roun<l the inner
edge of the bottom of the frame, and serve to carry the ordinary hinged sliding
panels, used for admitting or exchuling the liglit, to oi from the plates. A
suitable opening is formed in the top of the frame through which to insert the
carrier into the grooved guides.

Such carrier consists of a single frame of any suitable size and of sufficient
thicknes.s to take two plates instead of one only as heretofore. It is provided
with the ordinary cross wires and buttons, which serve to secure the plates in
position when jilaced therein.

By this improved con.struction of camera back any uundjer of plates may be
used with only a single back, while, owing to this and also to the carrier
taking two plates instead of one only, numerous plates can be readily carried
by the operator, thus greatly increasing its facilities for taking a series of
views.

Another advantage of my invention is that the operator can readily change
the plates in daylight by placing the top of the back in a light-tight bag fitted
with an elastic noose or its equivalent, which serves to confine the mouth of
the bag tightly round the frame of the back, and carefully inserting the carrier
and plates therein or withdrawing them therefrom as required.

It is obviovs, therefore, that owing to a single back being sufficient for any
number of plates, and also to the convenience afforded by my improved double
carrier in conjunction with the light-tight bag, the weight and bulk of the
apparatus is considerably reduced, and increased convenience and economy are
obtained.

My invention is readily applicable to existing camera backs, and to camera
backs so made, by screwing or otherwise fa-steniug the two frames together so
as to form a single frame, and fitting the same with grooved guides so as to
carry my improyeil double carriers in the manner Iiereinbefore described.

I make no claim either to the grooves, hinged sliding panels, cross wires, or
buttons hereinbefore mentioned, save in combination with the other parts of
my improved camera back and carrier, as similar devices have been employed
for like purposes in the camera backs and carriers hitherto in use.

^
What I claim is :— 1. Making a camera back with a single frame, substan-

tially as hereinbefore described and shown. 2. Proviiling such frame with
grooved guides, substantially as hereinbefore described and shown. 3. Making
the carrier for photogra])hic plates with a single frame and otherwise, as
hereinbefore described and shown. 4. The improved cou.stniction of jihoto-
graphic camera back and carrier, substantially as In-reinljefore describe<l and
shown. 5. The use in conjunction with such iniprovcd camera back ami
carrier of a light-tight bag furnished with an elastic noose or its equivalent for
changing the carrier and plates, substantially in tlie manner hereinbefore
described. 6. The application of my invention to existing camera backs, and
to camera l)acks so made, by converting the two frames into a single frame and
otherwise, substantially as hereinbefore described.

Improvements in Photograph Bdrnisherb.
No. 789. Warren IIichi.man Boles, Syracuse, county of Onondago,

New York, V.H.—Janmri/ 18, 1S87.

This invention relates to machines for burnishing or polishing articles or
materials of various kinds, but more especially photographs, and described
with speeiiil reference to this class of machines my invention has for its object
to economise the first cost of manufacture

;
gain time in heating the burnishing

tool, and save cost and labour in heating ; make a duralile and easily adju.sted
macliine, and one having readily removable parts, avoid collection of soot, and
generally to remove objectionable features I meet with in such machines as
have come under my notice in a long practical experience in the use and sale
Of this class of goods.
The invention consists in a tubular or flue buniishing tool, heated by a

kerosene or other cheap burning fluid lamp, or by gas ; nutans for adjusting
and removing such tool ; means for ascertaining, and thereby regulating its

temperature
; means for readily applying and removing the heater ; and also a

tubular ventilated feed roll.

The frame may consist of two ujiright castings, connected and braced by a
table, detachably bolted thereto. The upjier ends of these uprights are pro-
vided with housings for the journals of the feed roll, and this feed roll I make
hollow so as to ventilate it and thus prevent condensation of vapours thereon,
thus avoiding spoiling the picture or rusting the jiolishing tool.
The surface of this feed roll may be roughened or milled by means of a

nurling tool in a lathe, to give it the necessary bite or friction upon th«

Picture to advance it remilarly and uniformly over the bnn)i»hlng tool. A
hand crank may b« attached to the feed roll to rotate it. Tlie buniishing tool
is located lieneath the feed roll, and <wisists of a tubular casting, having the
polished, and if desired, nickel-plateil surface, the i)rojectiiig arin.s at each end
which have tappeil seats which rest upon pivot or fulcrum acrewa, arranged in
screw-threaded lugs on the uprif^dits.

These screws, by vertical ailjustment in the lug«, admit of the raining or
lowering of the buniishing tool with respect to the feed roll, and mid tcrewn
may be set in such adjustment Ijy the lock-nuts. Tlie arms are connected by
a rod to luoveiit their warping out of alignment with the screws.
On the opjiosite side of the burnishing tool a central ann projects ont OTer

the table, and is provided with a temjier screw whereby the re<|uisite preuure
may be given to the picture, saiil screw bearing or .seating on the table to this
end, and its rotation in the arm serving to move the burnishing tool as a lever
upon its pivot screws. This construction enables me to gain complete and
instant control of the jiressure upon the pictures.

Obviously by lowering the ann on its screw, the tool may be readily removed
from the machine for repair, or cleaning, or replacement Damage to and loss
of pictures are of quite frequent occurrence in Burnishers now commonly nsed
owing to the lack of provision for a-scertaining and regulating the heat In my
invention the burnishing tool is made hollow an<l open from end to end, holfi
being maile in the ui)rights in alignnient with the tool so as to obtain a through
and through passage. An opening is made in the lower part of the tool, atiotit
midway of its length, and this opening li.as at one side a stationary fender and
at the other a hinged fender or hood, and in this opening and Ijetwo.n the.se
fenders is received the chimney of an ordinary coal oil or other burning fluid lamp

Tlie hinged fender permits the ready insertion iind removal of the lamp or
heater. Tlie buniishing tool being hollow and ojwn from end to end a natural
draught will be had through it, and combustion will be stimulated and the rapid
heating of the tool ensured. A thennometer is applied to the burnisher in
order to enable the operator to ascertain and regulate the temperature of the
burnisher. The wick of the lamp will be raised and lowered to increase or
diminish the volume of flame and heat according to the indications of the
thermometer. Some of the advantages of my invention are as follows :

1. There is never any possible danger of the picture being siH)iled by tire
smoke coining in contact with the face of the same, as the smoke emerges
within the flue, and is carried off at the ends of the same by the draught

2. The accumulation of soot under the burnishing tool Ls avoided by the
draught through the Hue, which carries oft' all the smoke, and thus saves the
necessity of using the fuel to heat the soot over and over again, as Ls the case
with all buniishers having no draught.

3. The tension is even and invariable, absolutely positive and alike on both
ends, and gained by leverage from one point, and hence there is no possibility
of the iiicture running crooked or being twisted.

4. The heat can be graduated at command, by simplv raising or lowering
the wick of the lamp, and can be accurately guaged by the thermometer, con-
sequently the chance of blistering or discolouring by getting the bumishina
tool too hot is avoided.

5. My macliine will burnish the cards equally as well on the edges as in the
centre, as the heat is uniformly distributed by the draughts create<l by the
Hues under the burnishing tool drawing the heat uniformly from end to end of
the tool.

6. The burnishing tool can be cooled much more rapidly than any other, as
it is only a hollow tube of metal, instead of a solid block of iron ; hence, if it
is necessary to remove the burnishing tool to remove a scratch from the face of
same, it can be readily done without danger of burning.

7. The tliermometer attached to the side of the Hue will tell precisely what
degree of heat the burnishing tool has attaine<l ; consequently, one 'is not
compelled to remain in doubt, and thus saves the neca.ssity of defacing two or
three pictures before a.scertaiuing whether the burnishing tool is in proper
condition for work.

8. There is no possibility of any moisture forming or condensing on the feed
roll or imlishing tool during the process of heating, because the feed roll is

made hollow its whole length, thereby creating an air chamber through the
centre of the same from end to end ; this positively avoids the serious danger of
sjioiliiig the polishing tool or pictures by contact with such moisture.

Prior to my invention, it has been customary to roughen the surface of feed
or pressure rollers by longitudinally serrating them by draw-tiling, but this is

an expensive operation.

I accomplish this roughening in a better and far more expeditious manner by
the use of a nurliug tool in a lathe.

The invention herein is applicable to mangles and calendering machines.
What I claim is :—1. In a burnisher, a tubular bumishiug or polishing tool,

open from end to end, and having an opening to receive the chimney of the
heating lain]), and a hinged femler or hood to permit ingress an(l egress of the
lamp combined with such lamp, substantially as described. 2. In a burnisher,
a tubular burnishiii" or polishing tool, open from end to end, and having au
opening to receive the chimney of the heating lamp, and a hinged fender or
hood to permit ingress and egress of the lamp, and a stationary fonder co-
operating with the hinged fender to enclose the upper end or outlet of the lamp
chimney combined with such lamp, substantially as described. 3. In a burnisher,
a burnishing tool jirovided with fulcral anus, ami adjustable pivot or liilcrum
screws on which said arms rest, and an interiiie<liate tem])er screw, sul)stantially
as ilescribeil. 4. In a burnisher, the burnishing or polishing tool, and a heater
therefor, combined with a temperature-indicating device, such as a thermometer,
substantially as describeil. 5. In a burnisher, the tubular feed roll, open from
enil to end to ventilate the same, conibine<l with a burnishing tool and means
to heat the latter, substantially as describeil. 6. The feed roll of a bnrnishiiig
machiuo, the acting or feeding surface of which is nurled, as distinguisbe)! fh>m
draw-filed, substantially as described.

The premises of Messrs. Batiste & Son, photographers, 616, OzfcrJ-«tre«t,
Loudon, have been destroyeil by fire.
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Mntim^ of SoctettejS*
*—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

Mn,ich28 Bolton Club The Studio, Chaucery-Iane, Bolton.

Burnley and District
! ,™ ^ i i. „ r.

',' 30 PhotoRmpliic Club ,
Anderton sllotel, Fleet-street, B.I

.

31 LiveriJool Amateur Royal lustitutinu, Colquilt-sticet.

„ 31 Oldham The Lyceum, Oldham.

" 31 '.'..'."'...' London ami Provinciai ,

Mason's Hall, Basinsrhall-street.

April 1 1 Halifax Photographic Society.,.: M. Mauley's, Banim Top.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Last Tu(^saay iiiglit, at a meeting of the above Society, held at 5a, Pall Mall

Easit, Loiulon, Mr. William England, Vice-Pre,sident, occujiied the cliair.

The Chaiujian said that he had .just received a note from Mr. J. Traill

Taylor, stating, ou belialf of a eomniittee, that as Mr. W. K. Burton was aljout

to leave tliis country, it is intended to give him a farewell dinner on Wodnes-

ilay, Mareli 30, at seven p.m., in tlie Holboru Restaurant ; tickets 4s. 6d. each.

Those intending to be present .should give their names to eitlier Mr. Taylor,

2, York-street, Covent Garden, London, or to Mr. T. Bolas, .'i, Furnival-street,

Ilolborn, London, in order tliat adequate arrangements ndght lie made. All

were invited to attend. He (the Chairman) thought that many of those tlien

present and many others not present would be glad to give a farewell enter-

tainment to Mr. Burton, who was a useful member of the Society and a genial

companion ; he hoped that a large number would be present to .show their

hearty ai)preciatiou of luni.

Mr. J. Thaii.l Taylou adiled that it was imperative tliat all who intended

to l)e present at the dinner should let either Mr. Bolas or Idmself know by
midday next Tuesday.

Mr. J. R. Gotz exhibited an improved camera, as desciibed recently in these

pages.

Mr. R. L. KiDD exhibited two bromide prints upon opal glass, which he

believeil to be the first which hail been publicly exhibited, and in that very

room, in the year 1880 ; he believeil that they were the first which had been

produced comniei-cially. They had been since much exposed to the sun, so

that the exposed part of their plush backing, which he exhibited, had changed

colour considerably, yet the adjacent whites of the opalotyjies were as pure as

ever. He also exhibited old and large bromide ]ii'ints on pajier, which he said

had not altered in colour more than plain jiaper would have been likely to have

done under the same conditions ; one of the prints wa.s a likeness of the late

Sir G. B. Airy, Astronomer Royal.

Mr. W. Bedford asked if a w.irm tone could be given to the prints.

Mr. KiDD replied that it could by mercury treatment followed by ammonia,
but then they possibly might be lialile to fade. In finishing an enlargement

much might be done to make it look less cold ; his firm used pure Indian ink

in the deep shadows and cooled it down with cobalt blue towards the lights.

Mr. Bedford exhibited a bronude jirint which he had exposed to direct day-

light since October 18, 1886, with opaque letters placed upon it ; the light had
h.ad some slight effect in printing in the letters, but not more, he said, than

had plain pajier been substituted for the bromide print.

Mr. H. J. BCBTON exhibited a print taken by Mr. McMahon, of Aberdeen,
about the begiuning of 1886, and which since had so faded as to be worthless

except where protected at the edges by the frame ; he said that every care had
been taken in its production.

Mr. Ince had had similar fading, and had traced it to imperfect washing out
of the acetic acid used for clearing.

Mr. Herbert Fry exhibited bromide prints ; some of them were menu cards
copied from drawings ; he also exhibited applications of the process to thick
and rough drawing iiapers.

Mr. J. Jackson, a representative of the Eastman Company, exhibited bro-

mide prints, including some excellent ones printed in Paris from wet-plate
negatives. He also exliibited some views of his own, taken in Cassiobnry Park,
near Watford, upon Eastman's strijiping films, in relation to whicli films he
promised to hereafter give a demonstration to the Society.

Mr. T. Sebastian Davis thought that the films would be good for cloud
negatives.

Dr. W. F. DoNKiN called attention to Tlie Inilian Jimnud uf Pliotiujropliy

for January, 1887, edited by Professor Sheppard, of 64, Dhurruratollah-sti'eet,

Calcutta, in which Mr. C. R. Newton had written about prints upon the
Eastman pa])er. He squeegeed them down upon oiled glass, and varnished
them with gold size dissolved in benzole, after which they were not injured in

the i)i-inting. He (Dr. Donkin) thought that in time stripping films would
abolisli paper for negatives.

The Chairman thought that the gold size would not give suflicieut protec-
tion in printing long numbers. The objection to stripped films was that they
could not be varnished.

Mr. KiUD had found horny collodion to protect gelatine negatives better
than did varnish.

The CHAIR.MAN had not found it so.

Mr. A. Si'iLLEU thought that much depended upon the kind of collodion
used.

Dr. Donkin liad found Obenietter's paper to compare favourably with
albumenised ]iaper in the results.

Mr. W. E. Debknham stated that some persons comjilained of the coldness
of brondde prints who iilso spoke of the delicacy of platinum prints, so they
seemed to be a little inconsistent.

Mr. F. T. Beeson said that in enlarging uiion bromide paper it was diflicnlt
to get a good picture unless tlic right time of exposure had been hit upon.
Could any one tell how to avoid this by modifying the develoiunent ?

Mr. Si'iLLEK replied that a good jirint coidd not be obtained if the operator
were clumsy over exposure. A good print could be obtained upon bromide

paper from an indifferent negative. Such was not the case with platinum

paper.

Mr. C. F. Pbitcbard said that a platinum print had more detail in the shadows.

Mr. Dkbenham thought that that was just where platinum prints were found

w.anting
;
pictures dense in the high lights were specially suited to platinum

printing.

The Chairm.\n remarked that it is difficult to get good bromide prints from

a hard negative. He then exhibited two prints from the same negative, one

upon bromide and the other upon platinotype paper ; the latter was the best.

Mr. Davis said that one or two isolated examples proved nothing. Mr.

Keene's negatives were taken specially for the platinotype process.

Mr. Friese Greene had found bromide prints to be pennanent during the

five or six years he had been turning them ont ; he found that the ]niblic

ai>preciated'thera, and tiie bromide prints had improved liis trade wonderfully.

Mr. KiDD said that his experience was that cultured people liked the black

tones better than the ordinary photographic colours.

Mr. W. R. Robinson asked if anyone present had h.ad experience in toning

bromide prints with jilatinum.

Mr. Bolas said tli.at those who inteml to come to Mr. Burton's dinner can

pay when they are present at it, but the Committee w.ant to know by Tuesday

next how many are coming.

'I'lie meeting then broke up.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Thursday night, March 17, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above

Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. W. H. Prest-

wich presided.

Mr. H. M. Hastings said that he !uid ma«Ie a veiy rough analysis of "anti-

calcaire," and it seemed to be '• soda-lime ;" it contained some carbonate, for it

effervesced with acids.

Mr. A. L. Henderson remarked that it was a reducer, for he had developed

l>hotogTa]ihs with it.

Sir. J. B. B. Wellington exhibited platinotype prints of snow scenes ; the

negatives were taken upon Hampstead Heath during the fall of snow, witli

five seconds' exposure.

Mr. L. Medland also exhibited jirints of snow scenes.

Mr. J. J. Briginshaw exhibited prints upon platinotype paper which had
been kept for two years before exposure ; the pajier had been kept in its

chloride of calci\im tul>e in a jiermanently warm and dry cupboard all the

time ; the temperature of the cupboard was about 70° Fahr. The prints were

Hat and dim.
The Chairman remarked that Mr. Willis himself only estimated the life of

pl.atinotype paper at two months.
Mr. H. A. Bridhe had found it to become useless in about six or seven

mouths ; his samples usually kept good for about that time iu the chloride of

calcium tube.

Mr. A. Mackie said that ready-sensitised silver ]>aper usually improved a

little at first liy keeping.

A question iu the box a.sked : "A customer demands that the negatives of

some portraits that were taken and paid for in tlie usual way some time since

should now be given up to him without farther jiayment ; can he have any legal

claim to tlieiu .'"

Mr. Bridge said that he had uo claim whatever ; the photographer contracted

to deliver, say, a dozen cartes ; it was nothing to the purchaser how the plioto-

grapher produced them ; he might ha\e turned them out with a coffee mill if

he liked.

Mr. Henderson asked if an action woidd lie against a person for selling a

photograph for a Christmas card without the consent of the sitter.

Mr. A. Cowan thought that it would.
Mr. Henderson added that at all events it would be a breach of trust ou tlie

p,art of the photographer.
Mr. J. R. Gotz found that orthochromatic plates produced by bathing had

their rapidity thereby increased ; with such plates a yellow screen must gener-

ally be usediu daylight, or in any light very rich in blue rays. Obernetter

had iiroduced some jilates which could be used in daylight without a screen,

and could lie kejit without alteration for at least six mouths ; he had not yet

received any of them.
Mr. J, Traill Taylor said that, to the loss of the As.sociatiou and of British

photographei's, although to his own gain, Mr. W. K. Burton was about to leave

England for Japan, as Professor of Saiiitiiry Engineering in the Imperial Insti-

tute of that country. It was a good government appointment. He would sail

on that auspicious day, the first of April. Seeing that Mr. or, as he would now
designate liini, Professor Burton had long been a valued member of their

Association, he (Mr. Taylor) felt that he was only doing right to make this

announcement, in order to afford them an oiqiortunity of expressing their

sentiments on such an occasion.

The Chairman stated that the Association would gi'eatly feel his loss.

Mr. W. M. AsHJiAN, as Vice-Chairmau, said that all the other photographic

societies would also miss him.
Professor \V. K. BfRTON responded that the remarks which had been made

were exceedingly kind, and he must say very seriously, that although all his

friends said that it was a good appointment, he felt thoroughly miseriible and
wretched about going away, chietly because he had to leave all the friends he

had made in photograjihic circles. The gi'eatest jileasure he had hail since he

came to London years ago had been in meeting congenial sjiirits iu photo-

grajihic societies, and he had attenileil more of the meetings of that particular

Association tliau he had of any other. He regretted to have to leave them for

a few years, and when away he should often think of their kindness to him.

Mr. "Henderson proposed, and Mr. Cowan seconded, that J'rofcssor Burton

should be elected an honorary member of the Association during the terra of

his absence.

This was can-ied with acclamation.

Mr. Cook thought that the Association should possess the portrait of Mr.

Burton.
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Mr. Tatlok tlioiiglit so too, nnd wonld nmUTtako to present one to encli
nienilKT. He stated that in I'onsequence of the interest which liail been
e.xhibiteJ liy photogrniihers at n recent pul)li(' saU' in a Iwok liy Higelow he
hml broiiglit it to exliihit to the nieniliers tliat evening. 'I'he work"was Artistic
I'hologniphij, and }low to Attain il, by U G. Bigelow. He then snggcsted
a discussion on tlie question wliy cyaniile of potassium was not more used for
fixing gehitine i>lalcs.

Mr. Ili:Ni)j:ns(ix mixed a little of it with his thiosulphate of soda solution
when the latter tixid pictures slowly.
The t'HAiR.M.\N had used it extensively for fixing gelatine negatives.
Mr. AsHM.vN said that bromide of silver would fix more rapidly in thio-

sulphate of soda than in eyaniile of potassium, but that if the emulsion con-
tained imlide the conditions ujight be altered.
The Hon. Skcketarv asked for a formula for preparinga fine-division plate

which would do for photo-microscopic purposes.
Mr. IlKXDER.soN thought that bromide of zinc might do to make an emulsion

for the purpose ; it threw down bromide of silver in so fine a form that it might
be washed out of the emulsion ; it ought to he a slow plate for the purpose
mentioned.

Mr. Mackie asked if glycerine had any solvent action upon chrome-alnnied
gelatine.

Profes.sor Burton remarkeil that a statement h.id been made that in the case
of a stripjiing film attached to jiaper liy soluble gelatine it was said that when
the latter became insoluble the film coidd be got oir liy adding a little glycerine
to the warm washing water. It seemed to be highly iiiiprobable, and he shouM
like to know if it were true. Acids or alkalies wouM help to get olT the film
after some of its chrome alum had dialysed into the soluble substratum

; he
n.sually added a little citric or acetic acid to the warm water.

Mr. Ciil.ES thought that much depended upon the gelatine whether the film
would or woulil not come readily on a glass plate.

Mr. Mackie saiil that Mr. S. (i. B. Wolhaston had made the statement about
glycerine.

Mr. ASH.MAN suggested that Mr. Wollaston should be invited to demonstrate
the matter experimentally before the Association.
This was agreed to, and the meeting broke uj).
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CAMERA CLUB.
On Tliursday, March 17. Mr. H. J. Gikkobd gave a demonsti-ation and expla-
nation of his method of making collodio-broniide emulsion and coatin" of
lantern jilates tlierewith. Mr. H. H. O'K.irrell occupieil the cliair.

Previous to tlie address tlie (.'iiair.man drew attention to the projecteil
excursion of members and friends, arranged for April Iti, to tlie Hayes and
West Wickhani district, and

Mr. Davison made some remarks ujjon an interesting set of prints which
were mounted ui)on one of the Club screens. These were jirints from negatives
of fireworks and illuminations at a Calcutta Jubilee celebration, taken by
Major Waterhouse upon jilates that he had treated orthochroniatically, and
were .specially interesting coming from snch a source.

Mr. GiFi-ouD went through his demonstration, and explained upon the black-
board how he .iiTived at his formula. An adjournmeut was then made to the
dark room, and some plates were coated and others previously prepared
exposed and developed.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. J. Kjnc said that to obtain clear gla.ss
he had at times tliought that a somewhat rapid development should be given.
If kept long under development or with any iorciug the plate wa.s clouded.
This, lie thouglit, was staining. He had noticed that some gave clear glass,
others from the same batch, under exactly the .same treatment, showed stain.s,
and if jiroceeded with further gave dichroic fog.

In answer to a question whether paper could be coated with collodio-bromide
emulsion, Messrs. GiKFOiiD and KiNO gave affirmative replies.
The discussion was continued by Slessrs. Atkinson, Davison, and Gale,

and in conclusion the Chairman remarked upon the interest this suljject
should have. It was hardly to be expected that ciillodion jilates were eoii'iing
in again, but still it was said that Mr. J. B. B. Wellington had lately made
some very rajiid ortliocliromatic collodio-bromide plates, and it was possible
that we might return to the old collodion film, which certainly hatl some
advantages over gelatino-broinide.
On Thursday, March 31, an exceptionally interesting lantern slide exhibition

has been arranged. Slides will be shown "or sent by Messrs. F. Dunsterville,
C. B. Wright, Frith, and Gale. Dr. .lohn.sou will exhibit some microscopical
slides with a new arrangement, and Mr. Frank Howard will exhibit slides and
ni.ake some remarks specially in regard to printing-in of cloud.s. The exhibition
will commence at eight p.m.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Lantebn Section.

The usual monthly meeting of this Section was held at 36, Geoi-ge-street, on
February 23, 1887,—Mr. John Schofleld in the chair.
The Hon. Secretary of the Lantern Section, Mr. W. Watts, said he ex-

pected a number of exhibits for the evening, but wa'. disapiiointed, as many
had not turned up. He was )ileased to say some Iwantiful slides had been
received from Mr. George Smith (the S<:ioptic/)u Company) and a large parcel
of well-executed coloured slides from Messrs. Wilkinson, of Sunderland.
The Chairman said the first business was a discussion upon the comi)arative

results of gas in high-pressure Iwttles and gas in bags, if the members had
hail an opj)ortunity of judging from the use of both at the last meeting of the
Section. Personally he was not at all satisfied with the performance of gas
bottles as used at the last meeting. The light from them was certainly very
intense, and jirobably necessary when you had large discs and great length of
room to contend with, but which yon did not meet with in ordinary lantern
work, bnt in a moderate room he believed them to 1)e useless, It was, he

thought, quite nossible to have too much light, for licvond a certain power it
was wasted. Ho found that if in ordinary ilaylight we could get a diw of teu
feet with a " blow-through" jet thirty feet ofl' which was just visible, that wan
sufficient for most purjioses, and if you got a light more intense than that you
would get somelhiiig that was not natural and which woidd expose the ilefcct*
of the slides; on the other hand, eas bags would give all that was re<niirea
from forty to sixty feet with mixed jets. 'Hie objection to bags was that they
were too bulky, but they were, in his opinion, the best arrangement wc have «t
present.

Mr. W. I. CllADWiCK said the question was. Were the Ijottlcs a snccen at the
last meeting ? He thought not. He said whether we use gas from bottle* or
bags, if it came out at the same pressure the light would be the same. Higher
pressures with suitable limes an<l jets gave a more powerful light, and he
admitted the light was at tlie last meeting brighter when the lx)ttles were used
than when the bags were substituted, but the bags had not fair jilay. When
Mr. Jones (who worked the lanterns) started he h.-ul ninety atmospheres of
pressure in the bottles, and the reducing valves were set to allow the gas to
issue at a high working jiressure, and the gas, which cost 25s., ami 5s. carriage
to Manchester (being at the rate of 8d. per foot for oxygen, and 6d. for hydro-
gen), was used in an hour and a quarter ; this, he said, was used sooner than it
otherwise would have been by reason of Mr. Jones having both lantenis lighted
uji at one time aud dissolving by an arrangement in front of the objectives

;

but why did he not n.se the dissolving tap? Mr. Jones said, in reply to this
question, tliat the high pressure was " too great a strain on the dissolving tap."
Now, turning to the bags, Mr. Jones had only three fifty-six-pound weighta
on his double jiressure Iwards, using the largest size bags, and this he thought
was not enough for a sixteen-feet iiicture, or, at all events, to show in com-
parison with bottles working at a much higher pressure ; personally, he fre-
quently used as many as five fifty-six-pound weights on liis own bags, which
had been in use live or six years. Then, again, everybody knows the hard
limes are not so suitable for lov." jires-uires, and in Mr. Jones's ca.se he had
special hard limes for the bottles, but he likewise used these e.vlra h.ard limes
when the bags were being used ; that, again, was unfair to the bags. Under
these circumstances, he said, the so-called test was no test at all. He w.as quite
in favour of any .arrangement which would be more jiortablo ami convenient
than g.is bags, and gave a description of some of the methoils he had seen in use
in America, and thought for amateurs the arrangement of Mr. George lYouse, of
Montreal, was very good, namely, filling a cylinder of about three feet cubic
capacity by means of water pressure, which was in Manchester from sixty to
seventy iiouuds in m.iny jilaces. He also described an arrangement used by
many Ainerican.s, where the retort was also a holder, and the gas generated in
a strong retort of about a cubic foot capacity to a given pressure ; he had seen
a most successful exhiliition conducled by this arrangement, namely, using the
gas straight from this retort aud hnliler combined.

Mr. J. G. JONf»s said the reason why he did not dissolve at the back wa.s
that Mr. Cliadwick sent him a mess.ige from the jilatform to the etiect that he
should like the slides to be got through quicker, as there were a great many to
.show, and he (.Mr. Jones) simply left the two lights on to facilitate matters.
He started witli twenty-one feet of oxygen and nineteen of hydrogen, all of
which he should not have used had he had time to arrange his lights. Why he
had gone in for bottles, was size of disc, distance, and jiortability. With the
bottles you got'greater pressure than with the bags. He considered it unsafe
to use more than three lifty-sixes on bags, as you never knew the state of l)ags.

Five fifty-sixes was an excess of pressure for any size bags.
Several members said they frequently used as many as five.

Mr. Leader Williams said he agreed with Mr. Chadwiek that five fifty-
sixes might be used with comparative safety on large Imgs, but, on the other
hand, w;vs bound to say he had never seen "anything extra in the light when
more than three were used ; aud, in reply to Mr. Cliadwick, s.iid he referre*! to
blow-through jets taking the hydrogen from the main.
Mr. Chadwick said that he thought five fifty-six-pound weights were suffi-

cient for general use; then why did we go in for these excessive pressures?
Simply for ]iortability sake, and that was more than balanced by the extra
cost. Referring to the respective cost of gas in bottles and bags, he said at the
present time eight feet of oxygen at 8d. per foot would be 5s. 4il., ten feet of
hydrogen at 6d. would be 5s., with 5s. carriage to Manchester, made a total of
las. 4d., against which we could jiroduce the .same quantity at home for 2.s.

As far as economy w.is concerned, both with respect to the ga-s and the plant,
anil the maintenance of it, the bags litid the .advantage considerably.
Mr. Mellor liad had some years' experience both in the use of cylinders and

biigs. Supposing the bags were suitably weighted, he could distinguish no
difltrence on the screen. Tlie only fear he had about using oxygen was that
you were unable to see what wxs the state of the inside of flie cjdinder. The
only advantage bottles had over bags w.as portability. He thought the question
to be discussed was how many inches' displacement of water is the proper
pressure for certain sizes of discs.

The Chairman thought aliout six inches' water pressure for the onlinary
exhibition room, but if you want to use blow-through jets four inches of water
pressure was plenty.
Mr. Chadwick said bags and pressure Ixjards were not a very goo<l me-

chanical contrivance, the pressure w.as ever varying according to the position
of the iiressuie board on the bags. He had received a letter from a member
asking him to state whether pumice stone, gauze, Ac, were nece-ssary in the
mixing chamber, to which ho might say that he never used anything of the
sort.

Mr. FiRNlVAL contended that if you wanted extra pressure for long dis-

tances you eould get it with more .safety from the bottles than the bags.

Mr. Williams advised amateurs who wished to show their pictures to advan-
tage not to use above an eiglit-feet disc. A large disc weakened the jiictnTv,

while a medium-sized one made it richer and fuller.

Referring to the durability of gas bags, Mr. Chadwick said his present bags,
which were in good order, had been in continual use every season for five or six
years.

Sir. Orel said he had nse<l his bags many times every year, and he had only
had two bags in twenty years.
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Several other members spoke to the same effect.

Mr. Cliadwick then proceeded to .show some slides sent by Mr. Smith, of the

Sciopticon Company {Hedrjerom Sliulies), using a single lantern and Beard's

new "self-centering eclipse earner. " The effect was very good, and most mem-
bers were delighted with the effect. Phillips's carrier was also shown.

The ordinary meeting of this Society was held on March 10, 1887, at 36,

George-street,—The President, Mr. A. Coventry, in tlie chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and passed, and the ballot

taken for Mes-srs. Robert Peel and W. Tomlinson, both being elected members.
The entire evening was occupied in inspecting a collection of members'

pictures and selecting a presentation print to be given to each member of the

Society whose subscription was not in arrears. The exhibition was not a very
Large one, and many members did not compete for the presentation picture.

Eigiity-two pictures were, however, submitted to the judgment of the mend>ers,

the selection being by ballot, and finally Mr, Cliadwick's Vie\i3 of Conway was
declared the winner.

•

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

At the meeting hehl at Myddelton Hall, Islington, N., on Tuesday, March 15,

—Mr. J. Traill Taylor, President, in the chair,

Mr. F. W. Hart, a member of the former North London Society, was elected

an honorary member.
A question from the box was read, asking whetlier a mixture sold as fifteen

grains of chloride of gold and sodium, seven and a half grains being pure chlo-

ride of gold, was the same preparation as that usually labelled fifteen grains of

chloride of gold, seven and a half grains being pure metal.

Mr. F. W. Hart said tliat such tubes should contain seven and a half grains

of metallic gold, but that sometimes fifteen grains of the mixed chlorides con-

tained eight or eight and a half grains, while if weighed in a moist atmospliere
enough water would be absorbed to reduce the amount of metal to seven
grains.

Mr. L. Medland a.sked the experience of members in photographing snow
scenes.

The Chairman said that to get the best effects a full exposure was necessary

;

a small stop should be used and the exposure prolonged .so that detail in the
s'ladows was fully developed before the snow-covered portions became too
dense.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. B. Clifton to read his paper on Cameras,
Ancient and Modern [this will appear in a future number].
The paper, which was illustrated by blackboard diagrams, having been read,

The Chairman said tliat among the cameras of a former period there was one
of which no notice liad been taken in the very comprehensive ])aper just read

;

he referred to the panoramic camera of Sntton, and which was of a typical
character. As some of them doubtless were aware, the picture was received on
a long cylindrical plate, every jjortiou of which was in focus. He then described
by what means he (the speaker) adapted the camera for using a long strip of
sensitised paper, which, being pressed against the cylindrical glass, was kept
in proper shape. To the dark .slide he liad adapted a roller at each end on
which to wind and unwind the paper. He ha<l also employed with it an ordi-
nary lens instea<l of the spherical lens of Sutton. Concerning double dark
slides, he .spoke approvingly of a system much employed in America, althougli
of English inception ; this slide permitted two plates to be inserted in a groove
at the end, the plates then being kept in position by a wooden or other opaque
slide going between them, anil by which all light was debarred access to tlie

plates. Other desirable features in American cameras and slides were alluded
to, more especially the manner in which the wooden square carrying the lens
was stepped into a recess in the camera front instead of being slidden, and the
complete withdrawal of the sliutter from the dark slide while making an expo-
sure. He endorsed all that had been said about Mr. McKellen, of Manchester,
of one of whose latest productions—a 10 x 8—he was i>roud to be the owner, as
in it was embodied all.those features he considered necessary or desirable in a
camera, especially for outdoor work. He could not conclude without a word
of recognition of the ingenuity of Mr. C. G. H. Kinnear, of Edinburgh, who
was the originator of the type of camera with the conical bellows and sliding
baseboard.

Mr. Medland said that he had been nsing Show's adapter with his camera,
and had found it very useful.

Mr. F. W. Cox asked if tliere was any advantage in having a side swing
fitted to the front as well as the back of a camera.

Mr. Cluton thought not ; in fact the siile swing was seldom required at all,

and called for much judgment on the part of tlie operator when it was used.
Mr. Hart .said that Mr. Clifton had described an universal plate holder for

the dark slide. He had many years ago made such a contrivance to take plates
from 30 x 24 downwanls of any .shape or size. Mr. Clifton had mentioned Mr.
Harrison's name in connection with his little metal camera, but had not touched
on his share in perfecting the pantoscopic camera patented by Mr. Johnson.

Mr. Fuller exhibited an Ashford's camera stand capable of supporting a
12x10 camera.

Mr. H,\rt exhibited and fully explained a very perfect whole-plate camera
with a jointed ba.seboard giving a range of focus from three to forty-four inches •

only so mnch of the baseboard as was in use need be attached to the body. It
could be Hserl for cojiying general studio and landscape work, and iiossessed
every possible adjustment.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Clifton was carried by acclamation.
The next meeting will be a technical one and will be held on Tuesday

April 5.

NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
O.v Wednesday evening, March 16, this Society held its fortniglitly meeting at
the Greyhound Hotel, Dulwich,—Mr. Bromley Smith occupying the chair.

Mr. Rydeii read a communication on Bromide Paper, previous to which
sonic i-ery fine prints on the Eastman paper by M. Nadar, of Paris were
exhibited, and were greatly admired. Mr. Ryder described M. Nadar's formula

used in the production of these prints. Mr. Ryder advocated the following

modification of the formula published for use with the Eastman paper,
namely, the oxalate to be increased to nine parts to each part of iron, and tho
bromide to be reduced to half the quantity stated.

Mr. H. Senier (Hon. Secretary) gave a description of a series of experi-
ments he had recently made with a view to obtaining a variety of tones in

bromide prints and enlargements. Mr. Senier first converts the silver of a
bromide picture into chloride by bleaching in chlorine water, after which he
redevelopes with ferrons oxalate or pyro ; a variety of shades of red and brown
can be then easily obtained by tlie use of bromide of potassiiim in the developer
in gi'eatly increased quantities, as much as twenty grains per ounce being used
for warm red tones. A notable fact in connection with this process is that the
redevelopment must be conducted in actinic light, otherwise no redevelopment
is possible. Bromide prints which have been spoiled by over exposure can be
made into good prints by this metliod, as the redevelopment can be stopped at

any stage, a fact which is important when working lai-ge slieets of jiaper.

Another method for producing jdeasing tones in bromide prints was suggested
by Mr. Senier. The ]irint is immersed in chlorine water and partially lileached

until a thin layer of chloride of silver is formed ; this is ea.sily recognised by a
milky appearance being seen on tlie surface of the picture. The print is then
washed and exposed in a strong light until the chloride of silver is reduced to

a warm tint. Specimen prints illustrating each of these experiments were
exhibited.

Mr. Wolff submitted for inspection some chronographs for timing photo-
graphic exposures. They are the manufacture of Messrs. Lizard & Son, and
will be much appreciated by photographers.

Tlie next meeting will be held on Wednesday, March 30, when Mr. J.

Thomson, author of China and i(s People, has kindly consented to deliver a
lecture on Travels in China with the Camera.

THE EIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—A point of great importance to photographers has just

been raised by a customer whose wife's portrait I took ten years ago.

The lady has recently died, and her husband now demands that I should
give lip the negatives to him without any payment. He demands this in

the most imperious manner, saying that I am withholding his property, to

which I have no legal claim whatever. Of course I refuse to do so. At
the time they were taken twelve cabinets were supplied, for which 253.

was paid in the usual manner, without a word passing in allusion to the
negatives.

As it is usually taken for granted that a photographer's negatives form
an important item in his assets, this is a question of serious importance
to the whole profession, and I write to ask your advice on the subject.

Tlie claim appears to me to be wholly unjust, and indeed preposterous.

As the gentleman threatens to take prompt proceedings in a court of law
to secure their delivery and enforce his point, it would be interesting to

hear a high authority on the subject before entering upon the defence.—

I

am, yours, &c., Ahthuh Deeenham.
Boyal Photographic Studio, 28, Union-street, Syde, I. W, , March 21, 1887.

ORTHOCHEOMATIC PHOTOGEAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In reply to a suggestion made by one of your corres-
pondents a few weeks back I am now enabled to state that Dr. Vogel's
azaline will very shortly be a commercial article in this country.

It will, it is intended, be sold in small bottles as tincture, and will no
doubt he found a useful addition in the photographic dark room, for

plates stained with it will keep from two to three months.—I am,
yours, etc., J. E. Goiz.

19, Buckingham-street, Strand, W.C., March 23, 1887.

STRIPPING FILMS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Owing to tlie very short time the Eastman stripping
films have been before the general public there remains considerable un-
certainty about them, and therefore the results of twelve months' ex-
perience may be of some value to those who are considering the ad-
visabiUty of taking to roll holder and films.

One of the supposed drawbacks to the films was the fear that in course
of time the insoluble coating would affect the soluble substratum and
prevent stripping, and this fear on the part of the makers delayed the
issue of the films for nearly twelve months.
Exactly twelve months ago I received five spools of strippers (10 x 8),

and the ease of carriage caused them to be subjected to many hundred
miles' travel, for wherever I went they went in the hope of something
photograjihic turning up.

Last August found me in Devonshire, and there I exposed the last of
my five spools ; on developing there were one or two negatives which I

thought not worth keeping, and they were about to be consigned to my
waste basket when the thought struck me that I might keep them for six

months and then try to strip them to test the truth of the statement
that films would not strip after being developed and dried, and I have
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now the great satisfaction ot saying that on Saturday last, six months
after development and drying, I stripped them without the least dilBculty,

the paper backing coming ofl as freely as those freshly dovelopod.

This I think is most important information for the tourist photographer

who may from time to time desire to tf st his exposures, and yet afraid to

do so lest he lose a good picture through not stripping at once. He can
now with all confidence developo whcu he likes, and stiip when he
comes home.—I am, yours, Ac., Wii. II. HvsLOP.

City Liberal Club, n'atbrook, E.G., March 23, 1887.
»

DOUBLE PRINTING AND RETOUCmNO.
Tti the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I notice in the issue of last week's Jol-hn.u,, the 18th,

that two of my friends, Mr. Dunmore and Mr. Pringle, have made kindly

remarks regarding the subject which I took up at the Photographic Club

and also the Camera Club lately. My remarks then, regarding double

printing and also retouching, were merely by the way. Of course I an-

ticipated they might probably provoke discussion, as my views on these

points are very decided. I am very sorry to appear to be clipping the

wings of any department taken up by a few clever men connected with

the photographic profession, who have shown considerable knowledge and
feeUng in the treatment of a subject.

I still hold the value and importance of a pure photographic production

derived from without, as that which claims the very highest respect as a

work of art because it is unaided. I admit that there may be as much
knowledge required for building up a composite negative, and there may
be as much necessarily of the individuality of the composer's mind in so

doing it as there is in taking it directly from an arranged tableaux or a

carefully chosen spot of a landscape ; but from what I have seen yet of

built-up composite pictures they are never to be compared to the natural-

ness of work well under management, composed from actors capable of

entering with all their soul into the feeling of the subject.

In my address I sought to define the province of photography, and
assigned as a reason for the resemblance of photography to dramatic art,

just in this respect, that the best method for producing pictorial effects

were synonymous with stage arrangements for dramatic expression.

However, this is only my opinion, and I shall abide by it till I see some-
thing equal to the desirable results which I strongly advocate and
recommend in its pursuit.

There is much in favour of what both Mr. Dunmore and Mr. Pringle

maintains in regard to double printing for skies, but I still— if at all

possible—like to see the difficulties in i^hotography struggled with, and
not yielding to easier methods when direct or simultaneous negatives

composed of land and sky cannot bs conveniently taken.

For the same reason I advocate doing away with that unworthy method
of stippling or hatching on the surface of a face (for it is not art) often

consigned to a few girls, who very few of them can draw a bit ; all that is

valuable in character and history swept away for the sake of some fancied

superiority of a style long eifete in painting. In the Jouknai. of

March 11 there is an article entitled Methods of Retouching, in which
the writer strongly recommending " a bold and dashmg effect, a very

taking picture will result." He says, " Notwithstanding all that can be

Bftid in favour of this method, it always will have its glaring disadvantages

as regards portraiture generally. For what is termed publication pictures

it is undoubtedly good, as a brilliant result is certain to be obtained, and
the loss of likeness is scarcely a disadvantage. In pictures of this class

the resemblance is a matter of very secondary consideration. The public

will not buy an uyhj portrait, especially when it is of some one they do

not personally know ; but they will buy a ' pretty picture,' and make
themselves believe it is also a correct likeness. Whether the public be

nght or wrong in tliis regard I will not dare to offer an opinion," says the

writer. " I will only sny with the old showman, ' They pays their money
and they has their choice.' " Such is an extract on this subject, which
clearly shows how secondary a consideration is the matter of truth and
conscientious working when it won't take and bring in the £ s. d. Tliis

lies at the foundation of unhappily too much of the procedure in photo-

graphic art called retouching.

Mr. Pringle, while speakmg on retouching, asks what good reason can

be stated why we should be bound to leave portrait negatives with all

their facial colour defects not only reproduced but exaggerated. I stated

in my address that authenticity was a much valued quality or attribute in

photography, and if lines or freckles unduly presented themselves it was
only the result of under exposure ; by giving plenty of exposure these are

no more visible in the negative than they are in the subject, perhaps not

BO much. It is the presence of these that renders the face very human
and very realistic. These are my arguments which I submitted in favour of

the proposition of doing away with retouching.

Mr. Pringle may keep himself quite easy about disturbing " the sacred

precincts of painting." It won't be either combination printing or re-

touching that will revolutionise fine art. Mr. Pringle exempts all such
work as he has been advocating from exhibitions, and says, " A photo-

graphic exhibition should be an exhibition of photographs, not of

drawings, nor etchings, nor paintings." Is this not an acknowledg-
ment that he considers all such labour on a negative as alien to pure

photography? Nouman Macheth, Pk.S.A.

P.S.—I beg to say that this is the last observations which I shall make
on this part of my late lecture.

EXHIBITORS AND EXHIBITIONS.
To the EwToiiS.

Gkvti.kmev,—Mr. H. P. Robinson in your last i«aue nay* that the

publication of the discussion on his paper before the paper iticcif is

printed, gives me an opportunity of ingeniously gnggesliug that he en-

deavoured to insult a foreign exhibitor.

Mr. Robinson's suggestion that I have taken some anfair advantage
is entirely unjustifiable. It is not the delay in the printing of his paper,

nor is it the earlier publication of your summary of the pajwr and report

of the discussion, that "gives mo the opportunity for suggesting" that

Mr. Robinson had endeavoured to insult a foreign exhibitor. Mr.
Robinson stigmatised the framing of this exhibitor's work as "vulgar."

The work itself was so good that it earned a well-deserved medal, aud I

submit now, as I did on the reading of the paper, that an artist who pro-

duced such fine work should be credited with some taste, and that if his

taste in the matter of framing is not in accordance with our own, it is

in decidedly bad taste to call it vulgar. It is an old observation of mine
that a too great readiness to apply the word vulgar, is, in itself, a very

olTensive vulgarity.

The opportunity for making a suggestion or comment upon a paper is

afforded by the reading of the paper, and the invitation of the President

for members to discuss it. The ]iublication of the discussion before the

paper is printed, does, however, afford Mr. Robinson an opportunity for

bringing forward in your columns a discussion, whilst he has the advan-

tage of being able to refer to the paper itself, aud the other side can only

trust to memory. I believe that my remembrance of the paper is pretty

accurate, but in case I should make a slip in some minor detail this must
be my excuse.

Mr. Itobinson credits me with " ingeniously " suggestuig that he en-

deavoured to insult a foreign exhibitor. Now, as he called that exhibitor's

framing vulgar, and in his letter repeats that it was so vulgar as to

damage the general effect of the exhibition, it seems to me to require

no ingenuity, but a simple statement of fact, to say that such opprobrium

is an insult.

Mr. Robinson further says that he welcomes the work of foreign

exhibitors, for they receive his "with great cordiality." It is no doubt

gratifying to be able to announce the cordiality with which one's work is

received abroad as well as at home, but it this is a reason why Mr.

Robinson should not insult a foreign exhibitor, it cannot be accepted as

a reason that he did not it the fact remains that he did.

Mr. Robinson next assumes that " everybody of taste except Mr.

Debenham " agrees with him that the mounts in question were vulgar.

I have not yet expressed any opinion on the subject, but a gentleman, a

writer very well known aud respected in photographic circles, whoso

business it has been to criticise many exhibitions, gave me his opinion

that " unique " and not " vulgar " was the proper term.

There were several other points in Mr. Robinson's paper from which

I dissent, but I think the one which requires tlie strongest protest is his

suggestion that the judges, or hanging committee, should show partiality,

and favour the work of old exhibitors and those already well known. I do

not say that those who have already received medals should be considered

as out of competition, but surely of the two propositions the latter would

have been the more graceful from the recipient of so many honours as Mr.

Robinson has been.— I am, yours, Ac, \V. E. Debenb.im.

A NE)r LANTERN SLIDE CARRIER.
To the EnnoBS.

Gentlemen,—I have just noticed an article with the above heading in

one of the photograpliio annuals, and should like to bear testimony to

the excellence of slide carriers made on the plan advocated by Mr.

Hepworth therein. The idea, however, can scarcely be called 7icir. On
the 7th of l''ebruar>-, 1884, at a meeting of the late South London Photo-

graphic Society held at the Society of Arts, I read a paper on n'ilUsden

I'liper and its f/st's and among other suggestions I recommended it as a

good material from which, in conjunction with thin wood, excellent light

lantern slide carriers could be made, handing round two I had made that

afternoon, one e-raclly as described by Mr. Hepworth in his article, and

another in which a piece of the wood at one end could be slipped out

from between the " paper " to allow the slides to be changed as often as

might be required. I may add that I have a number (with this improve-

ment) in my possession at the present time, which were made by my
friend, Mr. IJrooks, soon after my paper was read ; and although they

have travelled with us some hundreds of miles on our lecture tours, the

are as good now as when first made.—I am, yours, &c., ¥. A. Bbxuge.

East Lodge, DaUlon-laiu, March 21, 1887.

A WANT IN THE COLONIES.

To the Editoks.

Gentlemen,—Can you inform me if any of the numerous photographic

dealers will supply a good gelatine emulsion that would stand expor-

tation, say three months' keeping? Possibly a very leruitire emulsion

would not keep, but a good, useful ailiclo might surely be in.-iuufacturcd

fit for exportation. Amateurs and professionals at home, with dryplata

makers in every town, and prices varying from ts. to 12s. per dozen for

whole-plates, u,ay not caie to take the trouble to make then: own plates,
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but when the cost aiid risk of transit is considered, and the fact that

ahnost every photographer out in the Colonies lias dozens of spoiled

negatives, the glasses of which are at present useless, is also remembered,

you will not be surprised that some of us would like to make our own

plates, if we could get a little help in getting emulsion ready made. At

all events I throw out the hint for some enterprising manufacturer to

take up.—I am, yours, etc., A. L.

Napier, New Zealand, January 2G, 1887.

P.8.—Your Journal and Almanac are invaluable. If you were six

thousand miles nearer, you would have plenty of correspondence from

the Antipodeans, who arc doing well with the camera. Your numerous

societies, whore you benefit by each other's experience and see their expe-

riments, must be grand helps i Here if anything goes wron^, it is a case of

worry until it goes right, and the photographic stores do not always treat us

well. Discoloured pyro, spotty paper, etc., play the very devil with our work

!

PHOTOGEAPHIC ART IN CANADA.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I think you will be pleased to hear that art photographs

are now becoming most pojiular on this side of the Atlantic, to the exclusion

of those foreign chromo and other meretricious daubs which have for so

long a time disgraced our picture windows and middle-class homes. We
have one Company alone who has issued a catalogue of 210 pages of

matter, exhibiting for sale upwards of 100,000 art copies. This catalogue

is divided into three paits :— 1. Reproductions of original paintings,

frescoes, and designs by the Old Masters; 2, Sculpture, architectural

subjects, and miscellaneous views ; 3, Reproductions of engravings,

drawings, etchings, and modern paintings. Thus, at least, 10,000 original

subjects are before us. In Canada, owing to the cheapness and choice of

fancy wcods and tlie plentitude of water-turning power, picture frames

are jiroduced very much elicaper than in any other part of the globe
;

and I quite expect to see art photographs superseding every other orna-

mental attraction in the tasteful decoration of our homes. If I can give

you or your readers any other information I shall be happy to do so.—

I

am, yours, &c. Alex. S. Macr^U';.

127, Wellimjloii-street, Toronto, Canada, March 2, 1887.

angtoers to Corrcgponlient^.

-Portrait oflndj tritli tioii'.

PHOTOfjRAPH.s Registered :

—

John Owen, Newtown, Kortli Walcs.-

W. Emps.u-l.—Try Piper & C'arter.

M.—We have not yet completed trials of the bath.

James Gray.—We feel interesteil in your experiments.

O. H.—Lacquer can Ije obtained from any dealer in vaniislies.

W. D.—Tlie address of Messrs. Fritli & Son is Reigatc, Surrey.

LrMixous.—Varnisli will not impair the efficiency of liimiiiniis paiut.

L. H. M.—So far a.s we can learn, there are no ollicial photographers employeil
in dockyards or prisons.

Richard Blake.—J. R. Gotz, 19, Buckingham-street, W.C.. is the agent for
that special make of ferro-prnssiate jiaper.

Jas. Edwards.—We have not yet had an opportunity of submitting your
comnunucation to the author of the article in question, Init will endeavour
to do so.

S. Graves.—The design for a studio as shown on sketch No. 2 will be the best
for general purposes. No. 1 is better adapted for copying pictures than for
portraiture.

F.D.—We are afraid that Indi.i, while interesting, would prove rather imprac-
ticable as a country to include in a Where to do trith the Camera series.
Thanks, however.

G. Patterson.—It is clearly a case of dishonesty and sharp practice. With
regard to the question of combustibles, the police have power to act under
the Explosives Act.

I'OG.—We attribute your failure to the intensely hornv character of tlje fihu.
The addition of a trace of glycerine, or even Scotch ale, to the emulsion will
doubtless remedy the evil.

E.D.—1. We do not know.—2. Twelve dozen plates will suflice.—.3. For cathe-
drals surrounded by buildings get a lens that will include eighty degrees on the
base line.— 4. Under .some circumstances density is obtained by increasing
the proportion of pyrogallol.

"

Borneo.—]. Stains may be taken out of engravings by the use of ozone bleach,
aa described by Mr. Brooks at page 244 of our volume for 1882. Tlie strcngtli
recommended is one to ten, although it may lie employed of double that
strength.— 2. Magnesium will be preferable to limelight.

Paco.—1 and 2. Give the plate a substratum composed of sixty grains of
gelatme dissolved in ten ounces of water, to which three grains of chrome
alum, previously dissolved in a little water, is added.-3. Clean the opals
with pumice powder and water with friction.— 4. Filter the emulsion
through chamois skin.

H. C. M.—Two strands of magnesium will give double the light of one. Plain
opal or porcelain will make an effective reflector. A common white dinner
ptate, or even a sheet of white cardboard, will answer the purpose eiiuallv
weft, riie finest deposit can be obtained when using pyrogallic acid withwet collodion

; but the finest deposit of all is that obt^ned with the albumen

R. 0.—Both the orthographic and the triplet lenses may be considereil obsolete,
seeing that they are not now made. Tliey are exceedingly good lenses, but
have been superseded by those of more modern construction. Tlicy both
gave exceedingly fine definition, but the former was not free from marginal
distortion. The triplet is still used by many for copying, and it answers its

purpose well.

ViOLETTE writes :
" I have attempted to colour jihotographs after enainelling,

and, as you see by enclosed sjiecimen. I have been unsuccessful. Having
prepared the glass, I put on the photograph, as in ordinary enamelling
(Parisian style) ; I poured some olive oil on the back, which at once made
the transparency ; tlien I coloured it with oil colour, which will not <lry ; I

mixed the colours witli linseed oil ami a little gold size ; then I tried the
crystoleum mediums, but still find it will not dry. Will you kindly tell mu
how I could make the photogra])h transparent and at the same time make
the colours dry?"— Instead of u.siiig olive oil, employ C.vnada balsam
thinned with benzole.

Schoolmaster ])uts tlie following queries :
'-1. What is the usual method of

washiug prints in order to free them from hypo ? Will nine or ten half-hour
changes followed by a night's soaking and a subsequent change ensure their
permanence ?— 2. Ifow can you determine whether a bromide print is fixed

or not ?—3. Will the quick printing paper, as ativertised by several firms,

give results similar to the ordinary sensitised paper t and is it permanent ?

Can sain]>le sheets bo obtained .<"—In reply : 1. 'J'he usual phau is to submit
the prints to running rather than a ]iroloiiged soaking in stagnant water.
If tlie jirints be treated with very freipient changes of water for two or three
hours they may be more perfectly freed from the hypo than by a day's con-
tinuous soaking.—2. If the prints be kept moving about in a fixing bath of
the usuiil strength for fifteen or twenty minute*, provided tlie solution be
fresh, it will lie sudicieiit.— 3. Y'es, if it be skilfully used. Sample sheets

are supiilied by most makers.

J. N. Tulloch, M.B.—The nearer the apperture approximates to that of the
human eye—or, to be still more accurate, to a mathematical point—the more
correct will be the portrait. If you have access to the writings of Sir D.avid

Brewster, in or about 1861, you will find that he enters very fully into this

subject ; but mathematical accuracy has to give way to exj ediency, and
a lens must have some dimensions, wliich in those days for large heads were
very large. Such large lenses were his hUe noire. But we refer you to what
he said. Practically, the smaller the lens employed the better. You have
knowledge enough of optics to understand readily that tlie stop or rliaphragm
forms really the effective aperture of the lens, and the accuracy of the pro-
jection is in the ratio of its diminution, and this, irrespective of whether the
lens be a large coniiiound one or a single one. The mere fact of a large lens,

such as you describe, being able to see round a corner as it were, proves that

it will not delineate a large head ]properly. If demonstration be required,

stop the front wholly except a small aperture on, say, the right-hand side,

and take a picture ; repeat the experiment with an aperture on the opposite
side of the lens, and on comparing the two pictures they will be fountl to be
dissimilar, and cannot be superimposeil to produce a perfect picture. Tliey
would reipiire a stcreosco]ie for their examination, when they will appear in

stereoscopic relief. We here refer to a leading article on binocular cameras
in the Joi'rnal for January 21 of the current ye,ar, which applies to the
ease in jioint. To sum up, a compound lens to jiroiluce a large head
sunilar to one attained with a single lens, must be worked under the same
conditions as reganls the stoji.

Photographic: Cli'B.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,

March 30, will lie Lantern Matters. Tliis is a lantern night. Visitors are

invited.

London and Provincial PHnTO(;iiAPHK' Association.—On Thursday, the

31st instant, Mr. S. G. Buchanan WoUaston will give a demonstration on
Film Plwi'jjra^hy.

Marble Portrait of Mr. Glaisher.—This portrait having been now com-
pleted, Mr. Toft, the sculptor, 12, Trafalgar Ktudios, Mauresa-road, King's-

road, Chelsea, invites all photograjdiers and their friends to call and see it aud
others on Sunday next between three and six o'clock.

Mr. AlbI'RT p. Baker informs us that his firm (the London and County
Photograjihic Company), has obtaineil the exclusive right of photography of

every description at the forthcoming Jubilee Exhibition in Manchester, ami
also at tlie Industrial Exhibition, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Mr. W. K. Burton, C.E., being about to leave this country, it is intended

to entertain him at dinner on Wednesday evening next, the 30tti instant, at

the Holborn Restaurant. The chair will be taken at seven o'clock precisely.

The tickets will be 4s. Cd. each. All are invited. It is imperative that those

intending to be present sliould signify the same before midday on Tuesday
(the day previous) to either Mr. T. Bolas, 5, Furnival-strect, Holborn, or to

Mr. J. Traill Taylor, 2, York-street, Covent Garden, W.C.

%• Illu.strated Supplement.—With this numbtr we give a portrait of Mr
W. K. Burton. It is a very characteristic likeness of this gentleman, and is

from a negative taken in a private room by Mr. Andrew Pringle.
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FLATTED OIL BACKGROUNDS.
It will be rcnicnibcrcil that in tlie iirticle ou backgrounds a

fortnight ago wc mentioned that those prepared in' what is

termed flatted oil colour are amongst the licst, botli us regards

durability and efficiency, a photographer, whether professional

or amateur, could possess. At the request of several corres-

pondents we here give such practical details as will enable any
one to prepare his own, for it must be acknowledged by all

that the photographer who is able to produce his own
backgrounds is in a far better position than is he who is

dependent upon the local decorator. Assuming that tlie work
hixs to be commenced de novo, wc shall begin with the Aibric

itself.

The most suitable material is that known as unbleached
sheeting. It is strong, cheap, and it may be procured at the

upholsterers in various widths up to about three yards, and of

any desired length. The sheeting obtained, it must be strained

on a stoiit wooden frame, or it may be nailed on to the wall,

but the frame is by far the best. "The next thing is to give it

one or two coats of common size of tlie oilshops. The object

of this is to render the fabric less absorbent, because if the

paint were to be applied to the unprepared canvas it would be
soaked up to such an extent that two or three times the

quantity would be necessary to obtain a perfectly even coating.

The size as i)nrchased will require dilution with water before

use, and it must be applied tolerably hot. About one part of

size, according to its quality, to two or three parts of water is

a good proportion. Two coats of thin size is preferable to one

of thick. The canvas having been si«ed, it is now ready for the

paint.

Paint of different colours, ready for use, is now sold by most
oilmen. For backgrounds grey J3 generally preferred ; this

may be made by mixing some white and black paint together.

It is always better to add the black to the white than to

proceed in the reverse direction, iis the effect of the mixture is

then the better under control. A small quantity of black over-

powers a large body of white, while the white has a far less

influence on the black. It is a good plan to mix a small pro-

portion of red—either Venetian or Indian—with the colour, as

this gives the background a warm and less sombre appearance

than it would have with the black and white alone. Oilmen
will, if required, supply the paint ready mixed ; but, on the

whole, it is bettor for the operator to mix it for himself, because

he can then make sure of obtaining the exact tint he desires,

and this is not always the ciuse when the colour is prepared to

order.

The paint must bo laid on, evenly, with a large brush—one

that has been well worn by use is the best. A new bmsh

should be avoided, as it is liable to leave the work streaky.

Two coats of the paint will be suflicient, jirovided the fabric

was thoroughly sized in the first instance. If with two coata

any unevenness is a])parent., a third must be .applied, as it m
essential tliat the surface be uniform before the after operation

of flatting is commenced. An even surface being obtained, the

next operation is the flatting, bj- which the glossiness of the

paint is to be destroyed. The usual i)lau adopted by painters

and decorators is to mix some colour, of the same tint as the

groundwork, with turpentine alone, and tliis, when applied to

the surface, is immediately stippled over with a large badger-hair

brush, two persons being engaged in the operation. In skilled

hands this method answers admirably, but in the event of the

tint, on drying, not jiroving the right one, it is necessaiy to

paint the background afresh, as two coatings of this flatting

cannot be applied in succession.

Hero is a method of flatting, looked upon by many as a trade

secret, which is well suited for the preparation of photographic

backgi-ounds, inasmuch as several successive coatings, of

diflcrcnt tints even, can be ajiplicd without repainting. This

flatting is prepared as follows. White lead and lampblack,

with or without the additi.on of red or other colour, arc mixed

together with turpentine, to the consistence of thin ordinary

paint. So far this flatting mixtuj-e corresponds w ith the former

one, except that it is made somewhat thicker, but the essential

diflerence is that one-tiiird by measure of japanners' gold size

is afterwards added. The black and red colour ma^- be obtnined

ground in oil like the white lead, but we prefer to use the

eoloui-s diy, so as to avoid the introduction of oil which tends

to produce glossiness. The mixture must be sti-ained through

coarse musiin before use. The advantjvgo of this preparation over

that previously described is that it docs not dry so quickly,

while the gold size, unless luldcd to excess, gives no gloss. It

may here be explained that if one portion of the work dries

before the adjacent portions are laid on the junction is sure to

show in the form of brush marks when the background is

finished. Hence in flatting it is customary to work with the

doors and windows closed, so as to avoid draughts, which would i

accelerate the evaporation of the turpentine.

The flatting prepar.ation is laid on as evenly as possible with

a large painting brush, such as that employed for the paiut.

It is then stippled over with a dry one. This stippling consists

in gently dabbing the surface with tho points only of the brush,

so as to destroy the marls, if any, left iu applying the a)lour,

as the operator is scarcely likely to possess a costly badger-

hair brush ; a painter's ordinary " duster," or, indeed, any other

brush may be used insteatl. Ou one occasion we remember
using—and successfully, too—a common hearth brush for the
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purpose. It is somewhat important that the brush used be

composed of bristles, and not the fibre which is often sub-

stituted in the commoner kinds of brushes, because with these

the fibres are prone to mat together with the colour and so

produce patchiness. In stippling it is important that only the

tips of the bristles touch the surface, and these should be kept

as dry as possible by wiping or rubbing on a piece of old cloth.

With a little practice, owing to the comparative slowness

with which this flatting mixture dries, one person may execute

the whole of the work. But until this experience is acquired it

is better for two to be engaged in the operation—one to lay on

the colour and the other to do the stippling.

A PROPOSAL FOR A SENSITOMETER.

Never was the want more strongly felt than at the present

time of a sensitometer giving greater accuracy of result and

possessing a wider range of applicability than those in present

use. Several important points in connection with ortho-

chromatic photography seem to hinge mainly on the question

of relative exposure, but there exists at the present time, so far

as we are aware, no ready means of accurately making such a

computation.

The Wamerke instrument, useful as it is for certain purposes,

is entirely and hopelessly out of the question ; for, inde-

pendently of its readings being to some extent arbitraiy and
open to doubt, the results it gives with white and coloured

light i-espectively are quite at variance with one another,

owing to the character of the rays absorbed and given off by
the luminous tablet. Spurge's sensitometer, or one on that

principle, is, however, correct in principle and well adapted for

the comparison of light, or screens, or colours of any descrip-

tion ; but it is, unfortunately, not in general use, and is not
easily constructed by an inexperienced hand.

We have ourselves experienced this diificulty in connection
with the measurement of the comparative colour sensitiveness

of different plates, and in the course of our attempts to over-

come it a plan has suggested itself which, if not capable of
yielding the accuracy derivable from Spurge's instrument, is

much simpler and easier to construct, while it can be rendered
sufficiently correct to be really useful. What we require is an
instrument enabling us not only to compare the sensitiveness

of two or more plates to light of one particular kind and to

state the result in absolute terms, but also to compare the sen-

sitiveness of the same or diflforent plates to rays of different

colours. Thus, we will suppose we wish to compare an ordinai-y

with an orthochromatic plate in every possible manner : we
have to test, 1st, their individual sensitiveness to ordinary light;

2nd, their individual sensitiveness to yellow (or other coloured)

light; 3rd, the difference in their respective sensitiveness to
ordinary and coloured light. In order to satisfy ourselves on
these points, we should be in a position to make a statement
something like the following, ordinary and orthochromatic plates

being spoken of respectively as A and B :—1st, To ordinary
light, A twice .as sensitive as B ; 2nd, using a colour screen, B
twenty times as sensitive as A ; 3rd, A one hundred times and
B three times, say, more sensitive to ordinary light than to
the light passed through a colour screen.

Until such dciia can be arrived at with tolerably strict

accuracy, it is hopeless to expect to place orthochromatic
photography on a truly scientifio basis, or to remove tlie many
doubts that now exist as to its value and its application. But

the means do not exist for the purpose, hence the suggestions

we have to make, which are based upon actual experiments

with a roughly constructed instrument such as we shall

describe.

The principle we have utilised is that originally put forward

by Mr. Alexander Cowan some years <ago, when the question of

sonsitometers first arose, consisting of a sort of dark slide,

fitted with a drop-shutter front carrying apertures of different

sizes to represent different tints or degrees of rapidity. The

claims in fiwour of this .arrangement were tliat by arranging

the dimensions of the apertures so that they bore a certain

relation to one another, a plate, or plates, might be exposed to

any kind of light—candle, gas, or dfiylight—and the duration

of exposure necessary to produce an impression calculated in

absolute terms, and thus plates of different kinds, or lights of

different colours, compared with the greatest accuracy.

The objections raised to the proposal were, that in the rougli

model first exhibited to illustrate it, no allow.ancc was made

for the constiintly accelerating .speed of the drop, .and that,

consequently, the lengtlis of the apertures bearing a definite

relation to one another, the direct comparison of their expo-

sures was impossible. This fault is, of course, easily remedi-

able, as it is a simple matter to calculate the dimensions of

a series of apertures giving exposures strictly proportionate

to each other, if (for there is an if) the element of friction

could be entirely eliminated. Wliether Mr. Cowan, or any

other experimentalist, proceeded any further with tins idea we

ai'e not aw.are, but such is the principle upon which we

propose to work.

In constructing such an instrument the points we laid down

were the following :—A tot.al effective drop, that is, the longest

exposure given of definite length to be divisible into tenths

and hundredths. In order to avoid the trouble and incon-

venience of culculating, measuring, and piercing a large

number of separate .apertures, a single three-sided aperture

to be used, one side forming a curve representing the gradually

accelerating speed of the drop. To overcome the resistance of

friction as far as possible, the shutter to be of considerable

weight ; and, finally, in order to give the instrument as wide

a range as possible, tlie aperture to be of fair dimensions.

These ideas were earned out in the form of an instrument

which, though comp.aratively useless for the immedi.ate pur-

pose in view, as we shall point out, served to indicate where

and in what manner the principle can be improved for

practical use. A description of the instrument actually con-

structed will enable us to point to its errors and show how

these can be modified.

In the first place, an ordinary printing frame was taken, and

the front portion cut away in sncli a manner as to permit a

" drop " of wood or metal to slide freely almost in contact with

the glass or negative when in position, suitable guides being

attached to retain the drop in place. With the construction

of the " drop," to be presently described, the " structural .alter-

ations " were completed. In the inside of tlie frame, however,

in the ordinary place of the negative a sheet of thin ebonite

was fitted, h.aving a slit cat along its centre in a direction at

right angles to the fall of the shutter.

The most important part of the instrument had now to be

considered— namely, the drop, with its various dimensions.

The first point to ha settled w.as the extreme limit of exposure,

and this we decided, for the convenience of experiment, siiould

be one -tenth of a second. It was clearly desirable that the

shutter should get well into motion before the exposure com-
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mcucod ; n drop of two inches before the aperture opened was
thorcforo allowed for. These duta being fixed upon, we wore
able to calculate the dinioiisions and shafjo of tlio oxposin"

apiTtiire. The shutter was constructed of ouc-eighth-inch

mahogany, with a heavy piece of inch stufl' at either end to

ive it weight, and had a sliding motion of a little over fifteen

inches. This permitted the drop to be used in either direction,

the exposure coninioucing in each case after a fall of two inches,

of which more anon.

In cutting the aperture the following was the mode of pro-

ceeding : A base line was drawn across the shutter two inches
from the slit in the ebonite screen, when the shutter was
pushed to one end of the slide. The length of the base line

is arbitrary, and may be made to suit any size of plate, but
whatever its length it must be accurately divided into tenths.
I pon one end of the base line a perpendicular is erected repre-

senting the length of drop required to give an exposure of one-
tenth of a second on the maximum, the other end of the line

being zero. If the speed of the drop were uniform, all that
would be needful would be to connect these two points by
means of a straight line forming a right-angled triangle, but this
right line takes the form of a curve in order to provide for the
gn^dual acceleration. The cui*ve is formed thus : Divide the
base line accurately into tenths and upon each division erect a
perpendicular, the whole forming a series of ten parallel lines.

Commencing next from zero, point off with the compasses the dis-

tance the shutter is computed to fall, in each one-hundredth of
a second, from one to ten, joining these points to form the
curve. The following arc the figures for a ctn-ve representing
a maximum exposure of one-tenth of a second under the condi-
tion given, namely, exposui'e to commence when the shutter
has dropped two inches. The figures are in decimals of an
inch, commeachig with the pei-peudicular nest beyond zero :

•400 1-33 2-40 3-65 5-00

•850 1-85 3-00 4-33 5 80

Such an instrument will give a graduated tint starting from
the i)oint of longest exposure, and to read off the duration of

the exjjosure it is only necessary to measiu-e the length of tJie

visible impression. Thus, in the instrument we have described,

the length of the baseline is 4J inches, that is, one hundred one
twenty-fourths of an inch. With a strip of ebonite of that

length divided into tenths, and one of the latter again sub-

divided into tenths, we are enabled to measure off the length

of a " tint," each subdivision of one twenty-fourth of an inch

representing an exposure of the one -thousandth part of a
second.

We should, perhaps, modify the last statement by saying
"uliouhl represent j" but, owing to the interference of friction
and other causes, which wc shall describe next week, in this

oiso it is not so. However, as we shall show, there is nothing
to prevent a tolerably accurate instrument being constructed
on these lines.

Tub Burton Farewell Dinner held on Wednesday evening was a great
success. Mr. AV. II. Walker presided. About fifty gentlemen were
present, .some of whom came a distance of 4(XJ miles to show their

esteem for the (nwst of the evening. A very liandsome chronograph,
cased in oxidised steel and gold, together with a gold chain, was pre-
sented to Mr. Burton in the name of a few friends. We shall give a
ftiHer report of the proceedings next week.

the same as if an author were to employ a printer to produce Iiim

a determined number of printed impressions from his manoscript, and
were then to claim the types by which they were printed. The
demand made i.s preposterous in the absence of a special anaag.-ment
to purchase the negative.

Thb intimation concerning the forthcoming Photographic Convention
given by Mr.Briginshaw in our Correspondence columns is one to which
we direct the special attention of photographic societies, and more
particularly of their secretaries. There are many matters, apart from
the technical details of photography, ivhich concern the whole body
of the fraternity, that miglit be discussed with great advantage by
delegates from the various s.icieties, and an opportimity like this ought
to be taken fidl advantage of.

A QCESTION raised a week ago by Mr. Arthur Debenham, of Ryde,
concerning the sitter's right to possess the negative, is practically

Photography had quite a field-day at the last racetmg of the Itoyal

Microscopical Society. Many photographs of objects of particular

interest, photographs showing the power of lenses made with the new
optical glass, and others, again, illustrating the capabilities of ortho-

chromatic plates, were exhibited.

So much has been said about the new glass, and Zeiss's objectives

(with eye-pieces to correspond) made from it, all to the detriment of

English manufacturers, that it will bo satisfactory to put before our

readers the e.r ca/Aerfra opinion of one of the greatest living authorities,

the Eev. Dr. Dallinger, President of the Royal Microscopical Society.

They may be reminded that the new series of lenses consists of newly

devised objectives, and special eye-pieces to be used with them. Dr.

Dallinger, by means of constantly testing the power of certain of his

own objectives, knew exactly what they were capable of performing

in a certain direction. Wlien he examined the new Zeiss objectives as

against those of his own, he was not able to discern any real advan-

tage that the former possessed when each was used with the new eye-

pieces, though the Zeiss glass with its own eye-piece was in some
points superior to the English gla.os with the ordinary eye-piece. Since

that first trial EngUsh opticians have set to work upon the devising

and constructing of new forms of objectives and eye-pieces with the

Abbe glass, and the reverend gentleman's verdict upon them is as

follows: "I am bound to say that the apochromatics from Jena did

not impress me by this test (described) as having accuracy of technical

execution equal to the object glasses (English) with which they were

compared." At the same time, he was most hopefully and powerfully

impressed with the potentiality of the system represented by the

apochromatic lens he first examined. What the future may have in

store for us in connection with lenses for photographic requirements

specially cannot yet be stated, but tliat the new glass will be

employed by English manufacturers, and employed to advantage,

cannot be doubted.

It is a little surprising that the simple vacuum pumps made on
the principle of the Gifford's injector, and so many different forms of

which are used in chemical laboratories, are not more frequently

employed for photographic purposes—exhausting air from drying

chambers, increasing rapidity of filtration, and so on. Any amateur
can make one for himself, all the power that is required being a

small head of water, and the simple necessary apparatus only includes

a little glass and indiarubber tubing worked in a manner needing

very little experience. Our attention is drawn to this form of

laboratory apparatus by the account given the other day in La
Nature of a new arrangement of the kind made and sold by a

Parisian manufacturer. The instrument previously made consisted

of two tubes with coned ends, surrounded by a larger outer tube

of greater diameter. The cones are directed to one another but do

not quite touch ; the outer tube is connected to the chamber it

is required to exhaust. The apparatus is attached to a water supply

tap, and the supply turned on; the liquid passes out of one coned

aperture into the other, and then finds its exit at the end of this

lower tube, and in so doing draws the air from the outer tube with

it till a high degree of exhaustion is attained. In the new apparatus

the cones are joined, and one, or two, apertures made at the line of

junction which serve to withdraw the air from the exhausting pipe.
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The rocommendation to iise melted ice or snow when a sample of

pure water is required is so girt about with the respect due to old age

and authority that much trouble will be experienced before the possible

fallacy of the method can be demonstrated. A very excellent ex-

ample, however, of the way in which organic matter (its mainly ob-

jectionable accompaniment in delicate photographic experiments) m-'y

be retained by frozen water was not very long ago shown in the

United States in the city of Syracuse, the City Board of which town

actually forbade the sale of ice cut from Onondaga Lake for any pur-

pose which would bring it into contact with food, so much organic

matter being imprisoned in the ice as to have occasioned numerous

attacks of a dangerous disease.

The arrangements in connection with the forthcoming Manchester

Jubilee Exhibition are gradually being matured, and the Secretary

lias written that "the photographic sub-section are devoting a por-

tion of their space to a history of the rise and progress of the photo-

graphic art, and are anxious to hear of specimens or apparatus bearing

upon this department of the subject. They will be obliged by pos-

sessors of any such objects communicating with them at the offices,

Albert-chambers, Albert-square, Manchester."

DRYING PLATES BY WATER POWER.
Nothing in the ordinary run of photographic operations has ever

bothered me so much as the drying of plates coated with gelatine

emulsion. I have spent much money in drying presses ; have fitted up

closets and rooms ; have used packing boxes, patent boxes, desiccating

chemicals, Bunsen burners, egg boilers, bad language, and even roasting-

jacks, in my attempts to dry plates evenly and at a suitable speed, but

never until I tried water power have I got anywhere near the object I

aimed at. My experiments and efforts have covered a space of several

years ; the subject has never been entirely absent from my mind, yet

it was only lately that I achievsd the object I have so long aspired to.

I have examined the drying arrangements of many amateurs and pro-

fessionals ; have repeated them on a smaller scale at home ; I have

consulted many authorities, read many books and letters. I have been

recommended to put my plates in alcohol, to swirl them through the

air, and even to freeze them. All these (bar the freezing) I have tried,

but never yet got what I wanted in perfection. But I feel that I have

not lived and laboured in vain, for now I can dry plates as I think

plates ought to be dried.

I believe that tliere is much misapprehension abroad as to how plates

ouglit to be dried in order to secure to tliem the highest qualities.

Most people in this country seek to gain tlie point by a current of air.

So far, well. But, as a rule, this current is set up by heating the

lower strata of air, and so causing un upward current of h<it air. I do
not think that heat in any shape is good for gelatine emulsion during

the drying process, and heated air carries more moisture than cold air,

so that heated air would not appear even to bo thoroughly conducive

to drying.

Another method that has come under my notice seems to be prac-

ticable only on a small scale ; at least, I have not heard of it in any
larger establishment. It consists of inducing a current above the plates

by heating tlie air of the higher strata in a Hue or some such arrange-
ment. I doubt whether the current among the plates is so great with
this arrangement, but, at all events, whatever air is set in motion is

cool air, and therefore I am inclined to prefer this latter arrangement
where it is found practicable. But though I have tried both these

systems in various forms, in boxes small and cupboards large, I never
yet could depend on my plates drying in any particular time, and
sometimes my plates never dried at all.

Among other frolics, I one time made a great cupboard, fitted it

witli racks, carried a three-inch pipe right up through the roof of the
house, and there fitted on a "swagger " cowl ; at the lower part of the
press I fitted "wormed" pipes, through which I sent a current of

strongly heated air, which permeated the pipes, and then came out
again " into tlie empty vast and wandering air." In spite of all this,

and in spite of Shakespeare, I never knew how long my plates would
take to dry in the finest weather; in damp weather I knew very well
that they would never dry at all. This is merely a specimen of the
trouble I took and the money I spent. I tried many other plans. Of
course, some of my arrangements dried plates, but they did not do so
as I wanted, that is to say, evenly, without heat, and in a given
time.

It is pretty well understood that there is a right way and a wrong

way of drying gelatine emulsion. The plates may be dried too quickly

;

in some countries to my knowledge plate makers require to protect

the drying operations by sprinkling the floors with vi-ater. In

Amsrica, in certain seasons, this is quite common. At Craigcleugh it

is very uncommon indeed. I have known plates remain damp in the

cupboard I have described for weeks ! Plates may take too long to

dry, and a plate that has taken over, say, twenty-four hours to dry

is pretty sure to be unevenly dried, and quite certain to be of very

little use for anything. Such is my experience, and I have never

known an exception to this ride. As I never dried a plate under

about eight hours I cannot say what defects very rapid drying pro-

duces, but those who know tell me that six hours is the minimum

time that ought to be allowed, and I can say from my own obser-

vation that eighteen or twenty hours is about the longest time

allowable if the plates are to be thoroughly good. On the whole, I

imagine that from eight to twelve hours may be put down as a

suitable time for the operation. I should think it very probable that

so long as the atmosphere around the plates be kept quite cool the

plates would take no harm, however quickly they might be dried, but

this, on my part, is mere surmise, a style of argument I deal in as

little as possible.
. .

My last and my successful experiment consisted in the production

of a strong and steady current of cold air. The air is quite cold

enough at present for my purpose, but were the weather very warm I

would certainly, and I could easily, cool it. 1 will show my first

attempt in this direction, because it contains the germ of a good idea,

though I found it too small in scale to fulfil all I require. There are

two pumps known as the " Bunsen " and the " Fischer." Both pro-

duce currenti by what I mav call " suction." The Bunsen requires a

long fall for the water supjply down from the pump ;
the Fischer

requires a long fall to the pump, or (what amounts to the same) a

considerable pressure of water at the pump, as from a_ mam by

gravitation. I figure the Fisclier pump to show the principle on

which it works, but the one I had was far too small to produce such

a current as I required for a good sized box. At A is affixed a tube

leading to the ordinary tap, which is turned on till the water rushes

out wuth some force at B. C leads to a pressure gauge showm,-

the column of liquid supported; this 1 simply closed up, !

did not require any such information. A strong suction is produced

at D in the direction of the arrow, of course. It is evident that it n

tube be carried from D to the top or bottom of a box open at top and

bottom a current more or less strong will be produced through the

box. But the pump I have is only a small affair, and I found the

current produced quite inferior to what I required. Still the result,

when I used a very small box and very few plates, was so satis-

factory that I determined to go into a larger line of the dry-plating

business.

I thought that something in the shape of a fan might help me,

especially as previously my most successful feats of drying had be«P

accomplished in a large room, the plates being caused to rotate on r"
rack by a common clockwork roasting-jack. (This was fairly succea^
ful, and I was fairly happy until I got fairly roasted myself f*
" annexing" the jack from the culinary department. But I assure n»J

readers I did not mean to steal it 1) My water supply here is practo

cally unlimited, so I resolved to use some of it to drive my litui

fan. There is in Langholm a congenial spirit of the plumbing per

suasion, and we put our heads together (one very thickly coated aar^

curly, the other slightly different) and made a water wheel a^d"^
blower. Here is a drawing of the outside of it, it •xplaius itseH
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A nC is a box of tin eontniningf an overshot wlied of eight or nine
" scoops," nut bucifets. The water comes in from tlio main D in a
very tLin jet (tlirougli the nipple of an oil tin) but with considerable
force, and strikes the scoops at a suitable anple, so that the driving
wheel revolves seventy to eighty times per minute, according to force
put on the water. K F is the driving wheel, and is simply a bicycle

\\

wheel sixteen inches in diameter. G is the wheel tli.it drives the fan
inside the box, and the part where the belt goes round maybe adjusted
at two inches or one and a lialf inch diameter nt will. ( I forget the
technical name for this extremity of the axle.) Thus it will be .seen the
fan revolves at a considerable rate. The belt, a cotton one, is made very
slack, just tight enougli to cause the fan to rotate. A screw at X
)inches the wheel and the fan to a baseboard at tlie desired distance.
iV is the waste pipe by which the water goes into a ci.stern below. II

is a rubber tube two and a half inche.s internal diameter, and goes into
the bottom of the drying box, which is au " Knglaiid " pattern, but has
its top bored with three-eighth-inch holes with bent tubes stuck in, to
let out air but keep out light. The plates are racked in the box in

a common drying rack, and the air blows up among them. I have
dried plates right over the air hole in about live hours, and twelve
hours suffice to dry as many as I can get into the box two inches
spart.

The wheel and fan cost me about £2, but I suspect they would cost
a good deal more if ordered in a casual way. The plumber and I

picked up parts, such as the bicycle wheel, just as they came in
our way, and he charged me only "cost price" for his time. I feel

pretty certain that a current of cold air is the best means for drying
plates, and some reader may have the same difficulty as I once had
and the same water supply as I now have. At one time I dreaded
plate coating, I don't object to it at all now.

Andbew PalNGLE.

EXHIBITING AND EXHIBITIONS.
[A Communication to the Photographic Society of Great Britain.]

1 THINK all will agi'ee with me that the chief event of the year to

our Society is the Exhibition, and that it is the duty of every member
to make it as perfect as possible, so that those who are interested and
want to know what is new in the science, and true in the art of photo-
graphy, may come here every October and judge for themselves.
The outside public learns from our exhibitions the progress one of the
three wonders of the nineteenth century is making; and the plioto-

-apher, whether professional or amateur, acquires a knowledge of
. Iiat his brethren are doing, and perhaps picks up new ideas, fresher

inspiration, and intensified enthusiasm.
The time is now coming when wise photographers who look ahead

should begin to think of what they shall do for the autumn shows,
although I fear that too many are content to send a selection from
flie work done during the summer—work done without any special
Terence to exhibitions. In selecting your pictures, it is perhaps

needless to tell you to send of your best, but it is not given to every
man to kuow what is his best. The good and the bad, like the often-

Jiuoted sublime and ridiculous, are sometimes so nearly related that it

is difficult to class them scjiarately. It is our occupation to pursue
shadows, and photographers, especially when judging their own
works, seem inclined to " listen with credulity to the whispers of
fancy, and pursue with eagerness the phantoms of hope." The qualitv
I'f a large part of the work now contributed is much higher than it

was ten or oven five years ago; so that anything sent to future ex-
hibitions must Ix) soracthing more than g(M>d ordinary pliotography, if

it is expected to claim more than a passing glance from the visitors.

It is a great mistake to send too many pictures—it is giving points
again.st yourself. By doing so you run serious risk of brt-aking the
eleventh commandment, and being found out. I have often «e«m and
admired two or tliroe good pictures, but that admiration has ilwindled
down to something like diagnst when I have come to a lot of inferior
work by the same hand, plainly suggesting that the gowl picturei
were flukes, or happy accidents, and that I lie photographer couhl not
distinguish good work from bad. It is quite astonishing to me how
.so mucli bad work, even now, finds its way to exhibitions. I'hoto-
graphers who would soon see tli(^ mote in the eye of another man's
photograph cannot .see that there is anytliing the matter with their
own. It is human nature, I suppose, to fancy that our own geese are
swans, and it naturally follows that

" Like Katerfello, with his hair on end
At his own wonders,"

we feel sure the public will be delighted with our apprentice eflf.irts,

which to us look so like the work of a master.

There were many things .sent to the last exhiliiion—I saw them
amongst the rejected, and, I may add, also on the walls — whicli
showed a very imperfect knowledge of what ought to be offered for
exhibition. Yet I must confess that curious inconsistencies some-
times occur. The stone that the mason has refu.sed has been know n
to Ijecome the corner-stone of the building. I once saw a picture
placed very high over a door, evidently taken at random from among
the rejected to fill a space, which afterwards took a medal at another
exhibition. I have also seen the reverse of this. I have known a
picture which took medals in several of the most important com-
petitions entirely rejected by the judges at a village exhibition.

It is very ditlicult to put any limit to the number of picture* to h^
.sent by each exhibitor. I don't mean in the interests of the exhibi-
tion so much as of the exhibitor himself. It is possible to get weary
even of great excellence. I take au illustration from the hvst exhibi-
tion. There were five large frames sent to show what could be done
by a particular maker's camera, and which, therefore, should have
been placed among the processes. Each frame contained a large
number of small pictures, many of them quite exquisite little gems,
all of them good, but so numerous that the eye tired. I was one of
the judges, and, therefore, sworn by our inexorable President to

study every picture, and I did not feel kindly to the hangers for ad-
mitting so many of these advertisements, beautiful tliough they were,
yet the hangers had not hung all of the frames of the same kind sent
in by this one exhibitor.

On the frames the exhibition depends for its general effect only
second to the pictures they enclose. The harmonious effect of our last

exhibition was seriously marred by the inappropriateness of many of
tlie frames, and more especially by those of two conspicuous exhibitors,

to which I do not think there would be any impropriety in alluding.

There were some foreign pictures, so fine in themselves that they well
deserved the place of honour they got, but they were shown in mounts
so glaring and vulgar that they seemed almost to defy the hangers to
accept them. Opposite to these foreign productions—also honourably
placed in a centre, which the pictures well deserved—were some magni-
ficent Yachting Scenes, in a frame that made an eyesore to that side

of the room. These prints were mounted in cushion-shaped rims, set

in red flock paper—a most disastrous combination. Metal rims always
look cheap and common, and are onlv tit for the si.xpenny positives

done by our nomadic brethren on the beach ; the cushion is the most
inartistic of all forms; and nothing could be more damaging to the
colour of a silver print than red flock ; it is even one degree worse
than aniline-dyed plush. Both sets of pictures reached the perfection

of their kind, and it was vexing to see artists who could do such good
work do themselves so much injustice by their way of showing it.

It is very difiiciUt to give any definite directions about framing.
Taste is so wide that it will not be dictated to ; but there are some
things so positively injurious to the general effect that they should be
vetoed. The only thing at present objected to in the prospectus for

the exhibition issued by the Council is the Oxford frame. To this

might be added .all oval frames, black frames, white frames (wo had
some white frames in the last exhibition), and all glaring and violent

coloured mounts ; the flocks are especially detestable, and there are

some cold, blue-grey mounts, much affected by some exhibitors, which
are utterly destructive of harmony. I should be sorry to object to

novelty in framing, but I would strongly object to dangerous
eccentricity.

It is easy to object, not so easy to suggest; but I will try. In an
ideally perfect exhibition all the pictures would be framed in gold, or

something that would look sufficiently like it. This is the rule at the
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Royal Academy, and at nearly all the principal Exhibitions of Paints

ings; no card mounts of any kind are allowed inside frames, unless

they are gilt. We cannot be so strict here ; but we may ask our ex-

hibitors to strive for something like conformity. English gilt frames

are no doubt the best when cost is no object ; but for purposes of

exhibition, I am willing to admit that the German moulding, which
has so much improved of late years, is good enougli. I would abo

admit to Photographic Exhibitions light oak or other wood frames, or

these frames partially gilt, so as to harmonise with the gilt frames ; but

I would abolish anything that would make a blot on the walls. I should

also like to see the mats, or mounts, inside the frames gilt, or of some
delicate warm tint. Crude white does mischief; so does cold grey.

There is no necessity for these mounts to be so wide as they some-

times are made. It is not fair to take up the space in an exhibition

where space is limited by a display of plani paper.

The above remarks on framing are said on behalf of the exliibition;

it will be only just to say a word to the exhibitors on their own
behalf. It is useless to deny that considerable damage was done to

frames Inst year which ought not to have been done, and it is hoped
that the cause lias, to some extent, been discovered, and that it will

not occur again ; but exhibitors must not expect to have their frames
back from an exhibition in all their pristine freshness. A good deal

of damage is done at every exhibition, from [the Koyal Academy
downwards. It has been calculated, I do not know with what truth,

that the frames that go into the Academy each year come out again

with about 2000/. of their value taken off them. A few years ago I

sent an oil painting in a new frame to a Provincial Exhibition of

Paintings. It was returned to me before the opening of the exhibition,

because they had so damaged the frame and scratched the picture that
it was not fit to exhibit. My advice, therefore, is,—Don't go to too

much expense in framing your pictures, but let them be framed
decently, and so that they will agree with others.

The back of your frames should demand as much attention as the
front. You should be very careful that no nails project. When they
arrive it is impossible to avoid stacking the frames together, and if

nails project it is as much their nature to scratch as it is that of

an angry cat, and damage must happen.
Never send two pictures of the same subject, unless the second

picture illustrates a process, and is intended to be hung in the
process corner. Nobody wants to see two pictures which differ only
in size. However much you may appreciate your pictures you need not
send a lot of them. 1 mention this because I have seen as many i

three prints of the same subject hanging in this room at the same time,
and in this particidar instance they did not vary even i;i size.

And now I am going to say a few woids on that very tender
subject—hanging.

The first duty of those who provide an exliibition to which
the public are admitted is that it should lie sufficiently worth seeing
to repay the latter for the trouble and expense of going to see it. To
do tliis, what is worth seeing must be hung in the place where it can
be best seen, and the whole show must have a good general effect. The
second thought—not the first—must be for the exhibitors, and how to do
them justice, if possible, and to do as little injustice as can be helped.
That there must be some mistakes is inevitable, and always will be
untU this becomes a perfect world, when perhaps photography itself
will be superseded by something better. Not only must fla"Tant
injustice be avoided, but too strict justice also. A producor^of a
muddy, out-of-focus, slate-coloured enlargement, could scarcely but
feel, when he sees his picture on the line, that he has not only been
well hung—but gibbeted.

The difficulties in arranging the pictures increase year by year ns
new processes are added to our stock. There was a time when the
only considerations that arose were, which were the best pictures, and
how were they to be fitted together. No reerard had to be paid to
their colour, as they were all printed alike. Hangers now have to be
always on the look-out that prints of different kinds do not get so near
together as to murder each other. I have seen a vulgar, large, black-
and-white head, printed on pink albumenised paper, utterry'destrov
a gi-oup of most delicately beautiful platinotype prints ; and what could
be worse to the general effect of a room, as well as to their immediate
surroundings, than the cold, faded, slaty grey of bromide prints
especiaUy when of large size? It is getting increasingly difficult to'
know what to do with such pictures, short of rejecting them altogether
or spoiling the exhibition. It is possible that in time these prints may
be improved in colour, then these remarks wiU not apply.

I think that hangers and judges insist, sometimes, too miieh on anony-
mity, and perhaps I may odd impartiality, although it requires all my
temerity to say this. To begin with, it is impossible to keep up more
than the pretence of the anonymous. An expert does not fail to reco"'-
niae the work of well-known exhibitors, and it is scarcely fair that the

others should nqt be known also. It is absolutely necessary, if ouv

exhibitions are to be representative, that the names of the exhibitors

should be known to the hangers. There can be little doubt that an

exhibition depends, apart from its business management, on its general

effect and the beauty of tlie pictures exhibited, but there should be

room found for a few pictures which have nothing pictorial nor any
novelty of invention to recommend them, and their interest should

depend solely on the name of the producer. I will give an instance.

When any man writes or talks a good deal which appears to be very
sensible about photography ; when he apparently spends a good part of

his life in trying every plate and developer that is recommended, with

a series of his own modifications to each of them; when he t«sts every-

thing that he uses even to destruction, and is wildly anxious that his

work should be permanent and never die—then it is interesting to see

that man's work, that we may be witness to what use he puts his

knowledge. In such a case, which is quite supposititious, it is not the

beauty of the work which should be considered, but the interest

is founded on what sort of work that man produces. An absolutely

impartial and just hanger would perhaps turn these interesting works
out. But an impartial man is a mere machine.

Here is another case for partiality which I commend. The works
of members, always providing they are good enough and not excessive

in number, should be preferred to the exhibits of those who only

occasionally make use of the Society's exhibition at the cost of a few
shillings. Of course, there must be exceptions to this rule, as to all

rules. It may happen that an outsider sends in a supremely fine

work—then all ideas of rights of the members should be thrown to

the winds, and the fine work should have the best place.

Yet another instance of commendable partiality. If an old exhibitor

(one who has done much for photography and photographers) sent in

presentable work, I confess tliat I should not oid}' consider the work
before me, but I should certainly think of the benefits that man had
conferred on the art; and if it could be done without injustice to

others I should " be to his faults a little blind," and give his work a

rather better place than perhaps it intrinsically deserved. This is

another reason for knowing who's who.
Every year there are some complaints about the hanging, and it

would be astonishing if in a society of nearly five hundred members a

few grumblers could not be found ; and sometimes, if we could only

forget that no hangers are perfect, they have just cause. But the

members have it in their own hands. I have not the authority of the

Council for saying so, but I have no doubt that that body would
welcome any member of the Society, who has any aptitude for the

office, who would volunteer his help in the selection and hanging

—

and in sharing the blame. I mention blame only because there is

never any real praise for hangers, however well they may do their

work.
I hear it has been suggested that a real cure for all difficulties would

be found in a committee of twenty-five to manage the selection and
hanging. This appears to me to be a youthful suggestion, born of

inexperience. Two Kings of Brentford might be well enough, but I

cannot imagine twenty-five of them smelling at the same rose. It

would be as easy to ask for five-and-twenty volunteers as to call

spirits from the vasty deep, and as effective. It should be quite

understood that the duties of those who undertake to arrange the
.

exhibition do not consist in walking in and out of the room two or

three times a-day, and finding fault, and interfering with the real

workers. Five minutes of inexperienced advice is scarcely of any real

assistance to those who have done the work for years. What is

wanted in a hanger is one who can afford to give six or eight hours a-

day for several days, and at the end to lengthen his days by stealing

a few hours from the night.

To conclude, I should wish to impress on you three things :—To
produce every year a few pictures especially for exhibition. To send

only a few of your choicast works. To frame them reasonably, so

that they may do no mischief to their neighbours or themselves.

Finally, when you find you have not got the best place on the

walls, attribute the misfortune to fate, your luck, even want of quality

in the pictures—anything rather than to the want of consideration or

neglect of those hard-working and much-abused members, the

hangers ; and if you should find yourself rejected altogether, comfort

yourself by thinking that it was all for the best.

H. P. Robinson.

CAltfERAS, ANCIENT AND MODERN.
[A Communication to tlie North London Photograpliio Society.]

I.v commencing this paper, a reference to the simple camera obscura,

invented by Baptiste Porta in IGoO, may .seem of little interest, but
it demands some attention inasmuch as its pictures were admired and
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wondered at for nearly 200 years before any successful attempt was
made to fix tliein. History, certftiiily in the case of cameras, repeats

itself, for when tiio camera obscura was cmployi^l for sketching, the

inveiiiion of tho image was found to be inconvenient, and a plane

mirror was fixed at an anglo of -lo" to rectify tliis. Tliis arrangement
has been over and over again invented for the use of pliotographers,

pirhaps on an average once n-year.

Amongst photographic cameras the simple box form is tho first to

( laim our notice, and it is certainly worthy of more attention,

1 specially from those who make or adapt their own apparatus, thon is

usually accorded to it. For much outdoor work it is all that can bo
desired ; it is perfectly rigid, requires no putting together, and for

small sizes is qiuto as portable as any of the more pretentious modern
articles. The camera itself being a plain strong box, answers ad-
mirably as a packing case to hold the entire kit, lens, dark slides, and
cloth, it can be readily turned on its side for vertical pictures, and I

can say from experience, that for seaside work in windy weather it is

the handiest of instruments. A slight departure from its primitive
simplicity in tho shape of a rising front makes it almost perfect.

Now for its defects. It can only be used with one lens, and this

must have either a rack and pinion or sliding adjustment, and it does
not look so scientilic as a complicated patent double-acting, reversing

frame, swing-back camera, so that people who don't know anything
about photography won't think so much of you when you take it out.

Still the fact remains that a simple cardboard box covered with
leather and fitted with a nine-inch portable symmetrical lens, is in

daily use for outdoor work by one of our most ingenious professional

photogi-aphers, one who has, moreover, invented more than one camera
po.«seS3ing novel and useful points.

The photograpliic art was not, however, very old when its disciples

found out that the plain box camera was not capable of such adjust-
ments as woidd render it available for universal use. In the first

place, onlj' one or at most two lenses of different focal length could
be used, and a means of greater range of focus was required for

portraits at various distances, not to speak of copying and enlarging.

An iuner sliding body was therefore introduced, enabling the body
to be extended to al)out oni> and three-quarter times its original length,

and this form has survived to the present day.
This type of camera, though convement enough for indoor use, soon

proved too clumsy and heavy for the landscape artist, and between the
years 18-30 to 18-38, quite a host of portable and folding cameras ap-
peared on the scene.

As most of these are now quite obsolete, I will leave the inquirer
after them to seek them at the shops of second-hand dealers and
pawnbrokers, and speak of the only two which can be said to have
survived till now. The simplest of all portable cameras is one having
a flexible bag for a body with suitable frames at back and front to

carry the lens and dark slide. This possesses all the advantages of

the simple box with the added one of lightness and portability. Tlie

"well-known Scenograph, which has received the commendation of so

'Ustinguished a pliotographer as Captain Abney, may be taken as a
- »vi example of this class.

The other and more important type of portable camera is that now
universally known as tlie bellows body. This at once attained the

precedence over all other forms, and has iield it up to the present.

On and about it everythinif that photographic ingenuity could do has
been done, with the result that such perfect adaptability and pre-

cision has been attained, that the modern camera can almost lay claim
to be akin with tlie telescope and microscope, as a geniune scientific

instrument, scientific in its construction as well as in its object.

Before proceeding to discuss the details of the modern camera, a
glance at the many cameras produced during the long reign of wet
collodion may prove of some interest. Then the double dark slide

was a rarity, and immerous plans were devised for preparing and
developing the plate in tho Iield ; for tho diy plates of those days,
though sometimes satisfactory, were seldom trusted by the operator,

who wished to make sure of getting printable negatives. Mr. Scott
Archer, the inventor of the collodion process, introduced the earlie.st

of the.se, and he was speedily followed by a host of others. Some of

these were fearful and wonderful in their design. One actually con-

tUDed material for three dozen half- plates, including .spirit lamp.
Tarnish, and oven powder colours for tinting the finished pictures. A
full-sized tripod made its appearance on turning a knob, and the

whole apparatus could be " carried by a lady without attracting
attention.

A practical apparatus of this nature was introduced by Dubroni,
of Paris, and was for many yeai-s sold in London. It consisted of a
water-tight chamber with the lens in front, and a suitable receptacle

for the plate at the back. The plate was collodionised and placed in

position, the lens closed, and the silver bath injected into the camera

itself, and allowed to flow over the plate. When a sufficient period
hod elapsed tho bath was poured ofT and the plate exposed. An iron

developer was next squirted into the camera, and was replaced by
changes of clean water ; when development was complete the plate wa«
removed and fixed in a separate dish. Tho inventor did not recom-
mend putting hypo in tho camera.

Tho same idea was improved upon by Professor P. Smyth on his

journey to the I'yramids. There he used a small metal camera with
small ebouil(' baths with glass sides as dark slides. The plate was
collodionised, placed in the bath, and exposed and developed when
convenient in the ordinary way. These instruments, although useful
for some scientific purposes, failed to find much favour with photo-
graphers in general, portable tents being mostly preferred, and wo
will now pass on to a class of cameras once common but now almost
extinct, those de.signed for stereoscopic work. Opticians still advertise

pairs of lenses, but how often is a pair seen in use. In the face of the
admirable and suggestive paper which our President has written in

this year's lliiiiisn Joubnal Photoobaphic Almanac, it may
seem superfluous, nay, almost presumptuous, to sav anything of them";

but when the subject of cameras is to be dealt with, binocular cameras
must not be left out, and even tho less generally known single stereo

camera with which the name of Latimer Clark has been for so many
years connected deserves a word. With this camera a ba.seboard at

least double the width of the body or more is used, and the camera
slidden from end to end exposing half the plate at the time. This
method possesses the great advantage of being capable of giving
positives on glass or paper which do not require to be transposed, as

m the case of tho ordinary binocular stereo camera. The movable
central partition used when an ordinary camera is employed for

stereoscopic pictures can also be usefully employed in taking single

pictures of smaller dimensions. Thus, it may be used for bisecting

the plate horizontally as well as vertically, thus giving the power of

making panoramic views, while with the stereo division in its normal
position two dissimilar views may be taken on the same plate, while
the addition of cardboard or tin shields enables an almost indefinite

number of subjects to be taken on one plate. Of course it is under-
stood that a revolving or horizontal sliding front is fitted to the
camera.
The bellows bodied camera in its modern form comes next, and it

will be best to at once decide what must bo regarded as desiderata in

what may bo termed a general purpose camera. Firstly, and ob-
viously, it must be perfectly light-tight, and some of the cheaper
makes do not meet this condition. Secondly, it must be rigid.

Thirdly, it must possess considerable power of moving the lens to any
part of the front board. And, fourthly, it should possess a range of

focus from half to two and a half times, the longest side of the plate

intended to be used thus permitting the use of wide angle and long
focus lenses.

Some one will now probably ask, Why is the swing back not
reckoned as an essential to this ? I can simply reply that one of

our most experienced outdoor workers makes all his pictures, including

many architectural subjects, without ever using a swing back, and no
convergence of the lines can be detected. Nevertheless, most workers
will find the swing back a very useful addition.

A short description of types of outdoor cameras now principally

used may be of some service, and it vnll be convenient to divide them
into classes.

Tho first we will call the ordinary bellows body camera, a pattern
which has, until the last few years, been the favourite for landscape
work. In this form of camera the length to which it can be extended
is limited, by the fact that the baseboard is single and that it has to

be folded up against the focussing screen, thus giving the height of

the camera plus the depth of the rigid part of the body as the greate&t

range of focus attainable. Many excellent cameras of this type are

now in use and can be rendered available for long focus lenses by the
addition of an extension front. Every improvement has been added
to this type of camera, but it is now being rapidly .superseded by the

more modern or long focus camera. The pattern most generally

approved is identified with the name of Mr. George Hare, and many
of the instruments subsequently issued bear a striking family likeness

to it. In this camera a great length is obtained by making a second
baseboard travel over the original one, by means of a rack and pinion,

the back being hinged on to the fixed baseboard while the front can
be clamped on to any part of the moving one. These bolts, or clamps,
also provide an excellent side swing to the front, as the arrangement
of the back does not allow it to be placed there. This form of

camera has one slight defect ; the back swings from the bottom edges

not from the centre, the theoretically correct position. This necessi-

tates refocussing after the view is arranged on the ground-glass, not

a serious trouble, but one to be avoided if possible.
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The beautiful cameras of Mr. McKellen, of Manchester, are built

on mucli the same lines, but with several useful modifications.

Amoni'st these may be named a revolvins front with the lens placed

excontrically, so that half or quarter-plates may be taken with the

help of metal shields, a circular tripod top revolvins in the baseboard

and a swing front, so that no matter in what position the camera is

placed the axis of the lens can be placed opposite the top or bottom

edge of the plate. This arrangement is also useful when using \vide

angle lenses. ,.,,,, i_ j
Another form of long focus camera is that in whicli tlie baseboard

instead of having its halves sliding over each other has them arranged

as in the old form, one folding over the focussing screen and tlie other

over the lens, a hole being cut for the lens to peep through. This

arrangement is very useful for wide angle lenses as there is then no

baseboard to cut off tlie foreground, a defect to whicli some of the

long focus cameras are liable. Cameras of this type have been intro-

duced by Mr. George Smith and Mr. B. J. Edwards.

Besides the foregoing tj^pical cameras, and leaving out the universal

or studio form, there have been many cameras introduced for special

purposes, all of wliicli it would be impossible to speak of now, but the

detective camera demands a little attention. Here the object has

been to make the apparatus look as unlike a camera as possible—a book,

a brown paper parcel, or a small portmanteau being examples of outer

covers. With most of these the ordiii;U'y dark slide is used, but in

some the plates are supplied from a small clianging box as in Clarion's

Academy camera, or automatically, as in Mr. J. A. Harrison's

metallic camera, or the vest camera, wliich only requires the operator

to wear a soup-plate like arrangement under his vest with a lens

peering througli his button hole.

So far, only the camera itself has been dealt willi, but dark slides

and changing boxes must now be glanced at. In tlio earliest camera

these were entirely wanting; the camera itself had to be carried into

the dark room, the sensitised plate or paper fixed in position, and the

whole apparatus replaced on marks which had been made at the time

of focussing. The inconvenience of tliis was soon felt, and we find

that Daguerre employed a dark slide opening with hinged doors

down the centre. Almost immediately this was superseded by the

ordinary single dark slide, which has remained in use almost unaltered

to the present time. A few modifications in the shape of draining

troughs for wet plates, and various plate carriers capable of adjust-

ment, being nearly all there is to chronicle, altliough a shutter some-
what on the principle of an iron shop blind ought not to be passed

over. The double dark slide is of almost equal antiquity with the

single one, and has survived from the calotype diiys with but little

modification, the principal improvement being the introduction of

shutters which could be entirely withdrawn from the slide, the
aperture being closed by a spring flap lined with velvet. A cheaper
form of double slide has a solid frame, and the plates have to be
inserted from t!ie front.

With changing boxes there has been far greater variety. In the
earliest forms the plate was shifted into the camera itself, an arrange-
ment only suitable for small cameras. The ordinary dark slide

naturally came into use with the changing box, and the best type
now in use does not differ very much from those made by Ottewill
many years ago. • The great defect of changing boxes is tlie liability

there is of plates jamming in process of cliauging, and few of our
modem dry plates are sufficiently true to size to entirely avoid the
chance of this happening.

It is, perhaps, hardly allowable to class the roller slide or roll

holder witli changing boxes, although it certainly belongs to the
family, and it will be liardly necessary to describe the modern
types, as the.se have been so fully de.scrihed and illustrated

recently, but it may be well to give the liistory as far as we
know it of this piece of apparatus. In tlie April number of
the Journal of the rhotoyraphic Society for 18.50, INIr. A. J.
Melhuish described a roller slide whicli he had just then invented.
It consisted of a rather thick dark slide, carrying two spools or
rollers, from one of which the sensitive paper was wound off to
the other as required ; a small yellow window in the back allowed
the operator to see wlion a fresh length was in position ; a plate of
glass in front, and a board pressed against the back of tlie paper
with springs, ensured flatness of the sensitive paper, and completed
the arrangement. Tliis idea seems to have been little noticed,
probablj; owing to the fact that for many years paper negatives
were quite out of fashion, and it was not till a considerable time
afterwards that Mr. Warnerke introduced an improved roller slide,
which he designed for use with paper temporarily coated with
collodio-bromide emulsion. This slide pos.sessed some very good
points, amongst them the revolving .shutter, and an ingenious measurino-
apparatus which denoted by ringing a tiny electric bell when a fresB

surface was in position. Mr. Warnerka's slide stood the test of

practical work, and has now, I believe, been adapted to the new
gelatine negative papers. Finally the Eastman-Walker slide lias

come prominently into notice, and seems to have quite fulfilled the

promises of its inventors and the expectations of those who have

purchased it. Since the introduction of this slide a host of others

have appeared, but none seems to differ enough to be mentioned

in this paper, which can deal only with types of apparatus.

Edgah Clifton.

ALPHA PAPER.
[A Communication to the Camera Club.]

The question has been asked, and by a photographer, too, " What in

the world is Alpha paper? Is it a curl-paper or a young ladies'

journal ?" It is neither of these, nor must it be confused in any way

with the ingenious clothes-wringer and other articles of commerce

blessed with the same arrogant title. It might be explained to some

that this title gives no clue to its composition. The name is intended

to be understood as that of a photographic printing paper which

claims to be registered A 1, or as easy to work as A B C.

It is a rapid printing paper for obtaining positives by artificial light,

and is subjected to much the same treatment in development asthe

argentic bromide papers. But it appears to have important points

of difference from these, and, as in working, it shows such remarkable

resemblances in behaviour to some of tli« well-known characteristics

of the ordinary albumenised silver prints, it is generally described as

a chloro-bromide paper. Others may be able to throw some hght

on this point. . , •, ,

Its first introduction was in 1884, and in some quartere it was hailed

as a boon and a blessing to photographers. In one of the pliotographic

papers it is remarked, "The inauguration of this process may be

regarded as being almost as great an era in the hi.story of photo-

graphy as the introduction of dry plates."

These expectations were not, however, realised, and no further

mention of the new material is to be found in the same journal for

some years. At that time difficulties in working must have presented

them.selves, or the popular fancy had not yet been educated to admire

photograjihs in black and white or monochromatic prints in warm

colours other than those with a glazed surface. As illustrating the

poor favour which it met with at first, many amateurs are still found

havino' in their possession the unused remains of small packets which

they purchased in the early days. Latterly, through improvements

in manufacture possibly, it has come to the fore again, and for some

time there has been a growing revival of interest in it. This meeting

of rival enthusiasts is one of the signs of the change. Whether

Alpha paper merits the brilliant future anticipated for it in the

journalistic allusion already quoted or not, there is a very general

opinion held that, on account of colour obtainable, latitude in ex-

posure, sensitiveness to artificial light, and marvellous cheapness, it

deserves to be better known and more widely used than at present

is the case. i ^i. j-

Those who have had experience m the treatment of the ordinary

bromide papers will require very few directions or warnings in regard

to the use of Alpha paper. An exposure somewhat more protracted

is required than with bromide papers ; the same cleanliness in the

manipulations must be observed; iron development, or, if very careful

clearinn- is attended to, alkaline development may be employed.

Next, an immediate application of acid and alum clearing solution,

followed by washing, and, if thought necessary, toning in a gold

or gold and platinum bath, then the usual fixation, varied in length

of time in certain cases, according to the colour, warm or cold,

required; and, finally, a thorough washing in several changes of

In regard to developers, the formula given with the paper works

exceedingly weU, but as oxalate of potash and sulphate of iron are

generaUy kept in saturated solutions, directions should be given simply

to make the required formula from these stock solutions instead of

putting each operator to the trouble of making the necessary calcula-

tions for himself. For the sake of any who have their oxalate and

iron in saturated solutions and may wish to be spared the trouble of

mixing a special developer, the following directions may be given :—

i

Saturated solution oxalate of potash 2 ounces.

A ten per cent, solution of bromide of

ammonium 00 to 180 drops.

Water a ounce.

( Saturated solution sulphate of iron i ounce.

2. \ Citric acid 1" grains.

Water. ,.,,., H ounces,
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For dcvelopm«nt, take equal pnrts of oacli ; the iron must he added to

the oxalnto. If larger (jimntities nre roqiiirod, of eoursii miiltiple.s of

the ubovc must be taken. The bromide must bo varied to suit circum-
ktancea. The citric acid can be )nit in by guesswork.

This developer is weak and well re-strained, and the object of this

is to make more certain of producing a warm colour in dovelojiment,

and thus to avoid the somewhat unpleasani greenish colour apparently
given by some negatives under a short exposure and stronger
development.
A clearing solution may bo made by taking from ten to twelve

ounces saturated solution of alum, adding ten ounces water and a quarter

ounce of citric acid.

After washing, a toning bath, if one be required, may be us4>d.

That recommended in the directions with the paper, any acetate bath,

or a biparbi)nate, are found to work equally well, but more chloride of

gold will be found to be required than in toning ordinary silver paper.

But in many cases toning can be dispensed with.

The fixing bath should be hypo one to four, used fresh. If much
stronj,er than this blisters appear. The toning and hypo baths are
used mixed by some workers. The results .ore much the same.
Very good prints again have been obtained by the use of pyro-

potash, pyro-so<la, and pyro-ammonia developeis somewhat weaker
than as used for plates, and with a large quantity of sulphite of sotla

or citric acid. With these developers clearing solution should not be
.stinted. Stains which five or ten minutes in the ac'd and alum fail

to remove will sometimes disappear if the print is left in for a much
greater length of time, and the picture feems in no way to suffer.

Others may have tried hydrokinone and other forms of develop-
ment. Their experience will be interesting.

But by far the most important feature about Alpha paper, and the
most interesting subject to treat of, is the variation obtainable in

regard to colour. \N'arm colours are to be secured by using other
well-known printing papers. Platinotype of a special kind gives a
beautiful brown tint. Bromide paper by special treatment will give

a colour approaching sepia, and nothing can exceed in range and varia-

tion the colours which autotj'pe yields; but it is a distant gain to be
able to secure a similar result upon a paper which can be printed by
artificial light, and which can be obtained at a cost below that of

oixlinary silver pajier.

The power to vary the colour of a print from any particular nega-
tive is lield to be of great service. Without going the length of

asserting, as has been suggested, that the cold, grey colour should be
kept for cold or wintry scenes, and that prints in warm monochrome
should be used for summer sunny scenes, still there can be little doubt
that much can be done by a judicious suiting of colour to subject.

There are certain fine enlargements of sea and .shore waves done in

shades of green—well known to most photographers. This treatment
is felt as yielding a not unpleasant effect. To apply the same to por-

traiture would, perhaps, hardly give the same satisfaction.

There has been a rush for black and white in late years, and we
have even been told that the warm colours of ordinary silver paper
are held to be most objectionable by artists and men of cultivated

taste. If not too assertive, the simple answer is to say that this

is a mistake which a wider experience, better judgment, or closer

observation— in fact, a more cultivated taste itself—would have
obviated. No doubt, the glaze of silver prints is felt to be fatal

to artistic quality, and there is also a widely-spread feeling of

approval, and a newly discovered feeling of delight in the public mind
at having its portraits so like engi-avings ; but, as regards colours,

a glance at any gallery of etchings and engravings will indicate the

feelings amongst artists, and afford illustrations of lovely pictorial

effects enhanced by a rendering in warm monochrome.
Practically, in the treatment of Alpha paper, it may be briefly

formulated that a short exposure with normal or strong development
will yield grey prints, or, more frequently, prints of an un.satisfactory

greenish shade ; whilst long timing (we will, in spite of objectors, call

it " over exposure ") will give, with restrained development, prints in

warmer colours.

I'pon the negative used much of the colour or the particular shade
of red, brown, or purple, depends, just as in a silver print. Some
will give a pinkish purple, others a mahogany red, and some negatives

are much more disposed to yield the warm colours than others. It is

difficult to arrive at any certainty that the iLse of different kinds

of light—daylight, magnesium, or gas—has any distinctive effects

upon colour. ?for is it seen that there is any decided or regular

modification by the employment of an alkaline developer in place

of iron.

It is by variations in the length of exposure and strengthening or

xveakening development that the great range between cold grey or

bronze green and red or brown is obtained. The changes which can

be effected by treatment in the toning and hypo bnthaieem to depend
very greatly upon the colour of the print as it leaves the d<;velop«T.

Those showing the objectionable greenish colour are, in my exp«!rience,

the most diflicult to deal with. Uy very strong toning and long
fixation some of this can be removed, but it changtis to a rather cohl,

bluish colour. A print developed to a red or brown gives no trouble.

It can be fixed direct without gold toning, and will retain ita warmth,
or, if toned and then fixed, it will give any colour from the original

tint through to grey.

There is, in my opinion, but one thing to do, and that ia to give
rather long exposures, and weaken the development. The latitude is

very great, but experience with different negatives must teach the best

length of time to give. It greatly over exposed, the red colour in the
print is obtained at a sacrifice of brilliancj-; but by a judicious u.se of

bromide and dilution much can be done to avoid green, and to secure

warmth without flatness.

The hypo bath is an important agent in producing changes of

colour, as well as in brightening up the pictures. Its action does not,

however, seem to be regular. Sometimes, by prolonged fixation, it

will appear to remove the green colour from a print which has not
been toned ; at others, even an all night sitting will have no effect at

all. To take the print from tlie hypo, treat it in the acid bath, and
then return it to the hypo, has been found to change the green to a
brown, but whether this would always happen I am unable to eav.

Other treatments have been tried. Intensification with mercuric
cliloride and sulphite of soda effectually removes green from an
untoned print, and changes it to a very pleasant brown ; but, un-
fortunately, grave doubts are entertained as to the permanency of such
pictures.

All these different treatments are exemplified in the prints lianded

round. Most are simply intended to show the general quality of

results to be obtained by the use of Alpha paper ; some, as will bo
seen from the notes appended, are illustrative of the effects produced
by the use of different developers, by varying the exposure, altering

the light, and the other experiments already referred t^j. In the
preparation of some of tho.se experimental prints Mr. Seyton Scott
has given very kind assistance.

In conclusion, Alpha paper is certainly worthy of trial and di.s-

cus.sion. In addition to its own special advantages in regard to

colour and cost, it is sure to commend itself to amateurs on account of

its suitability for printing at evening, and f<u- enlarging work.
There ought to be no lack of discussion upon such a subject. It is

known that some here have been devotedly engaged in experimenting
upon the paper, that they have made important discoveries, and have
been nursing until now secrets in regard to it.

In treating of this matter an unlimited number of questions are
opened up, some of practical working for Alpha-philes, and others
involving subtle points for the speculative and the scientific. Our
confirmed materialists will rush in with .some horribly convincing
physiological explanation as to exactly how and why works of art

give us pleasure, or excite what is called our imagination, and wo
shall learn from our rising and scientific young men why a difference

in colour or other quality in our negatives, or the light or heat they
are printed in, yields such variations in the resulting impressions;
why long exposure and restrained development set up such clianges in

the constitution of the image as to impart the appearance of redness

to it ; why and how fixing gives an additional sulphur toning ; and
the interesting why and wherefore in regard to many other points

which those of us who fancy we have a call to art are very much
in the babit of " never minding." G. Davison.

NINE YEABS A TENT PHOTOGRAPHER.
Ojjce upon a time I looked into a photographer's garret and there saw at
least half a bushel of uncalled-for photograplis. There were babes and
children, young men and their girls, old men and women. How many
hard and weary hours of posing, developing, printing, toning, and
mounting, a photographer alone can tell.

These pictures tell me that that photographer was too good of heart, so
he let the vulgar crowd—and here they were stowed away in a box—take
advantage of him. It made me mad to think of it, and I proiKJse to tell

the craft how I have kept even with such people.
In the first place I required part payment when the negative was taken,

but sometimes it happened that they would be in in half an hour, or they
had no small change, or something or other would happen. Well, all

photographers know that the photographs on which no deposit was paid
are the ones about which trouble arises. Whenever I had pictures un-
called for in a reasonable time I put them in my show-cases, turning
them upside down. Upon being displayed thus, people would say, " Well I

well
! what's the matter with huu ? deadhead 1 guess ; " and one would
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Bay, " His piotnrea are not called for yet." It almost always had the de-

sired effect, and they either called or sent for their pictures.

I tented nine years alone, having neither partner nor hired man.
Nearly live years were spent in Arizona, and I often wondered that I was
not held up and robbed. Once I lost a garment. I had travelled two
long days by waggon over the dusty alkali plains and was camped on the

San Francisco Eiver at a copper mining camp at Clifton. Half of the

men you fSaw carried "guns" (immense pistols) around their waists. I

saw a man shoot through the rim of a drunk's hat to see how close he
could come to his head without hitting him. Times were rough then.

The nights in Arizona in summer are generally lovely ; so warm that

you are comfortable in your shirt sleeves to sleep on the top of a house or

on your cot out of doors. One night, being quite tired out, I took off my
pants and left them just inside the tent under tlie skylight, wliich was
open. Tlie moon shone clear and bright. I slept on my blanket on the

operating carpet, with my ijistol under my head. There was a big dance
in town that niglit, and I presume some rascal opened the side door, it

being only tied with a string, and stole my pants. They did not contain

much money, for I always hid my cash in the ground, but my watch,

keys, etc. Fortunately I found a pair of overalls in the morning, so that

I did not have to go out like a Yuma buck. I put my pistol up on the

dark room shelf afterwards, and never had occasion to use it.

I was once camped in a little town on the Gila, Arizona. There was
but one American young lady in the place, and of course all llie boys were
in love with her. I took five dozen cabinets of that young lady, for which
the boys paid. There were dark-eyed senoritas, but they could not shine

alongside the American girl.

Then I moved to a Mormon town, where I was treated very kindly, and
well patronised ; but it seemed heartless, cruel, hard, to see one of the

leachng men come one day with a wife and half a dozen children, and
next day bring in anotlier wife with anotlier lot of children to be photo-

graphed. The passage of Scripture " increase and multiply " is the one
they seem most to practise. Seems to me if they would pursue quality,

instead of quantity, it would be better for humanity. Not that the

Mormon children are dull ; they seem like the world's children every-

where, bright and happy. The community I visited lived upon the

German plan, in a community, and had their farming land at a distance.

I boafded while there with a leading man who came across the plains

with Brigham Young. He had two wives ; they often came in my tent

together. I asked them closely about their belief in polygamy. They
seemed to think it was the only right way, and got along well together,

living at either end of the same house—which was divided by a partition

—as nicely as two church mice. But the first wife, the most refined of

the two, wore upon her face in repose a sad, heart-broken look, in which
my long practised photographic eye read, " there's a story untold."

I thank men for telegraphs and telephones, for railroads and news-
papers, for in them I see the glimmer of the good time coming when
ereeds shall perish from oS the earth, and knowledge and truth shall be
sought everywhere. E. A. Boxixe, Los Angeles.

^Anthony's Photographic Bulletin.

PHOTOGRAPHING AT NIAGARA FALLS. •

[A Coinmunicatiou to the Photo!?r.apMc Society of Philadelphia.]

Since the opening of the State Reservation, and the consequent demolition
of the unsightly mills and buildings that formerly marred the beauty and
grandeur of the pl^ce, many views, hitherto inaccessible, have been
opened up. Primitive simplicity, unaided by art, is now one of the great
featmes of Niagara, and one thoroughly appreciated by the lovers of the
picturesque ; another feature of the Reservation being the almost entire

freedom from " fees," and the annoying solicitations of hackraen and
guides.

Those familiar with the geography of the Niagara River are aware that
the falls face the north and the north-east, consequently a large pro-
portion of the views must, of necessity, be made against the light. 'This

fact, of itself, renders the photographing of the swiftly-rushing waters an
unusually difficult task. The best time of the year is undoubtedly in the
month of June, when the early foliage is at its prime, and before the
excursion season has fairly opened. I speak from experience on this
point, having suffered from the annoyance of unwelcome " figure com-
positions " suddenly presenting themselves in the field of view.
At that season, the sun being in its most northerly position, the light

upon the falls is at its best. Ordinarily, a bright sun is best adapted for
general work, although it must be remembered that, in views of the
rapids, especially from the American side, an overcast day will give much
the softest results. This, I may say, is true of any view in which there
are harsh contrasts.

Two great enemies of the photographer at Niagara are wind and spray.
While the former holds sway it is useless to attempt any work. The
latter is by no means a constant quantity, and successful views of the
falls proper can only be made when it is at its minimum. Attempts to
render what appear to be fine spray effects result only in hopeless fog.
My experience has been that it is far preferable for the casual visitor,
having but a limited time at his disposal, to eschew the difficult subjects,
tmless under the most favonrable ciroumBtances, and confine operations

to views readily attainable, and such " bits " of picturesque scenery as

may strike his fancy.

Photographing the falls from below is attended with so much risk and
discomfort that even the most ardent amateur may be excused from
making the attempt ; especially is this the case when the results obtained,

even under the most favourable circumstances, are not commensurate
with the time and labour expended. I have been informed by some of

the resident photographers that, during the year, there are indeed very

few days on which really good pictures of the falls from below can be
made. It is useless to attempt photography at Niagara without an ex-

posing shutter capable of giving exposures from one-tenth to one-hun-

dredth of a second, my own experience being that witli very rapid plates

the best results were obtained by using as large an aperture as was con-

sistent with fair marginal definition, and as rapid an exposure as any
shutter would produce. I am convinced that a larger amount of detail in

obtained in this way tlian where a slower exposure is made with a smaller

stop. The extreme darkness of the foliage about the falls is such as to ren-

der the developing of very much detail almost an impossibility, especially

so when contrasted with the brightly illuminated water. Plates showing

a decided tendency to " softness" will, therefore, give better results. In

order to proceed systematically, the photographer should commence in

Prospect Park as early in tlie morning as possible, and gradually work
around over Goat and Luna Islands, finishing with the Sister Islands

about noon.
Views from the Canadian side are best made in the afternoon. I may

remark here that neither the American nor Canadian customs oflicers

stationed at the new suspension bridge make any objections to photographic

apparatus, unless, however, the enthusiastic operator is sacrilegiously

inclined and desires to profane the Dominion Sabbatli, then the " blue-

nose" official will doubtless interfere. The virtuous Canadians evidently

draw the line at photographing on Sunday. On clear days, when the

falls are comparatively free from spray, some very fine effects are to be

had from a point near where formerly stood Table Rock. From a point

on Clark's Island, about three-quarters of a mile above the Horseshoe

Falls, a fine view of the Canadian rapids can be made. Late in the

afternoon, when the shadows fall obliquely, the effect of the turbulent

water is superb. For views of this character it will be necessary to in-

crease the speed of tlie shutter considerably, otherwise the swiftly-moving

water in the foreground will be so much blurred as to spoil the general

harmony of the result.

To one fond of engineering subjects, the cantilever bridge of the

Michigan Central Railway will prove both pleasing and interesting, the

best point from which to make it being what is known as the " Old Maid
of the Mist " landing, about lialf a mile above, and reached by a good

road down the bluff. The walk along the bluff' below the town of

Niagara Falls, after passing the mills, is picturesque in the extreme, and
affords some excellent subjects. I did not attempt any photographs of

the Whirlpool Rapids, and, therefore, cannot say when and how tlie best

views are to be made. From casual examination, however, I should say

that the Canadian side, after about one o'clock in the afternoon, would

offer the most advantages. Having thus, in a general way, given some
idea of the photographic work to be made about the falls, I must say

that, in a field so rich and varied, it is impossible to establish auy given

route or class of subjects ; let the results proclaim at once the individu-

ality of the artist.

The government breakwater, at the mouth of Buffalo Creek, offers

favourable opportunities for instantaneous views of the lake marine. To
those who may be interested in technical points, I will say that the

pictures exhibited were all made with a Ross' rapid symmetrical lens of

seven and a half inch focus, using an aperture of ./^. The shutter used

was one of my own construction. Cn.\RLEs R. Panco.vst. •

THE HUMOROUS SIDE OP PHOTOGRAPHY.
[A Communication to the Birmingham Photogiuphic Society.]

Some few words are needed to-night by way of introduction, though I

promise you they shall be short. Some lectures you know are instruc-

tive, others amusing, and there are those of a hybrid character which
combine instruction with amusement; the latter have a "fine old

crusted " tone about them, but I promise you tliat mine will fulfil all the

requirements of that phrase, at all events you may take it from me that

I have made no efforts but to amuse you. Possibly, there may be found
some instruction lurking here and there, which you may be able to find

out.

Some time back, when, as a member of the Lantern Committee, I

came here prepared to do my share, several members asked me if " my
paper " was ready. I replied in the negative, as I had only some lantern

slides to show, but promised the paper, which I now shall read to you,

with illustrations.

Y'ou may ask me why I deem amusement a suitable subject for a paper

before this august and sedate Society. Well, I have an object. The
affairs of a scientific society like ours may be conducted in too melan-
choly a tone, too humdrum, in fact. I do not say that we suffer on that

score, but I do say a little humour, a few pleasantries thrown into our

meetings from time to time, will draw members closer together, and dissi-
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pate that awfully cold state of reaorvo that many of our membera Buffer
from. One or two of the meetings have remintlod me somewhat of a
" Burial Chib " met to bewail the loss of a member, and to vote, an
oliecrfnlly as the mournful subject will allow, the worldly gold for his
decent interment. Mind you, I am only giving you my own opinion,
and I'll take all the credit for it, but don't want any blame. True,
all our meeting.'! are not like this, for we have several unconscious
humorists in our midst. Take, for example, the one who spoke of the
dread he entertained of the difficulty of preparing a paper to read before
the members. " 13ut, bless you!" he added, after he had the paper
fini.'dicd, he found " there was nothing in it." Tliere was no vote taken
on the (]uestion. And then don't forget the exciting episodes of demon-
stration when a member says something like this, " You see it developea
very quickly," and then finds something has gone wrong, and it's not
developing at all. But I agree with Artcmus Ward when he says, " I
think, don't yon know, an occasional joke improves a comic paper ;

" so
even if we have humorists among us, there is still room for an occasional
joke.

Then there are the outdoor excursions. What about that grand piece
of apparatus yclept " Ye Society's Changing Bag," which fogged so
many plates at Dovedale ? and the incident where a member dropped a
lot of exposed plates into the river ? Isn't that humour ? Not exactly
dry humour, though, although some people recommend soaking the
plates before development. As regards the excursions and where to go,
one has to Pickard (pick hard) among those on the list for a IloUiday, it

would be SkarleeaeUj possible to be better arranged; it is a Delicate
question, but still I must not Jlirkett (burke it). The expenses might bo
kept down by going to some place where drinks might be obtained at the
I'umphrey (pump free) of cost, though many would not care a Button
about that; still on a broiling day with a fairish Ileaton (heat on), it

doesn't do to bo too Cox-y about tlie matter. Then there is the old
villager who tells you " Harry's son (Harrison) will carry your luggage,
and I'll show you the way as Iliff (I live) close by." Give him a three-
penny bit, and tell him not to Leiois (lose) it.

I intend to-night to speak on the humorous side of photography in
three heads—two sub-heads and a line in small capitals. There are
incidents with the camera in the field, at home, and lantern work. The
majority of my points I shall be able to illustrate by tlie aid of the lantern.

Those amateurs who have knocked abont the county-side as I have,
both as an amateur and professionally, must have come across many
things the remembrance of which even now produces a grin. The various
pictures I show you to-night are not given as first-class examples, nor do
I deeiu them anything but commonplace, everyday occurrences, but
they will serve to illustrate the purpose of my paper, which is to show, in
spite of all the attendant difficulties, the failures, and hard work, even
with successful efforts, amateur photography gives more fun and unex-
pected amusements than any other of the recreations adopted by the
average man. Take, for instance, at the side of a stream, with bridges
few and far between. You want to be on the other side, and cannot
get there without two or three miles walk. It is no use to sit down
and sing, " Oh, what must it be to be there I " I'll show you how
it was done by our worthy Secretary—by meant of a cottager's ladder and
crawling across ! You don't see Mr. Karleese, but there is an umbrella

;

and most great men are known by their appurtenances—one by an eye-
glass, another by a collar, and so on, even down to our Secretary with his
umbrella. In your rambles have you ever come across the county yokel
" Who'll smash the whole blooming consam if you don't take his picter."
Here he is

; according to the official and authorised version of the inter-
view, he would have done it, too ! Then here is " A Horse Slaughterer's "

business-card.

It is not my intention to pursue any plan of campaign to-night, but,
like the busy bee, to wander from flower to flower, and collar all the
pictures I can. This is not the original text, but it " kinder fits in well."
The seaside affords splendid chances for humorous pictures, as far as
the sands go. At Rhyl last year, in two and a lialf days Mr. Taylor and
self secured some fifty pictmes, not having a roller slide, and having to
change in the pantry amongst the beef, mutton, dripping, and black-
beetles

; still we were satisfied with the results, and you will see by the
pictures. Under Difficulties, Group of Donkeys, Paddling, Sea Urchin,
On the Sands, A Penny a Swing, Real Jam, Buried Beauties, that we let
nothing hinder us.

People will get in the way sometimes. Once at Hexham four men
persisted in getting in my way. They wanted to be taken in the picture,
they said. I advised them to go on the bridge, as they would be better
taken in there. Now where that cross is on the bridge the four heads are
there—mere black dots. I don't expect you can see them, but I consider
they were taken in.

^
Possibly some of our membera are cyclists : hero are ft few pictures.

Nap on Tr/ic«?»—observe the joyous expression of the man with nap
hand; Beat that if you can, a grand idea, a magnificent conception,
spoilt by a large boot, the card on the ground, being the interesting
point, all spoilt by a boot No. 13 size. Tlie Odd Man out. The Stocks,
The Sleeping Beauty, The Smoker's only Match, The Cow and Quick's
tlie Word, Gossip, &c. At Kcnilworth, the other day, we had a circus
performance

; then, again, I was trying to get some scenes of amateur
theatricals. The day was dull, and the stage dark and gloomy ; however,

with tlirco minutes' exposure, I secured some sort of result. Whilst
taking it one lady got up and walked off the stago ; the military gentle-
man next her asked if it made any matter. " Oh, no! tell her to como
back again." A little time after the same lady, looking at the photo-
graph, said she seemed hazy, and I replied, "I was afraid she liad
moved."
Now I como to photography at home. Here ia Bachiround, nothing

but real old English " tubs " and buckets ; Teep lite ttill, the baby photo-
grapher ; Impudence, Parcels Post, The Doll Faynily, Ac.
And now we come to the lantern as a humorist. There is very often

much impromptu fun at a lantern show, owing to slides being put in
upside down. That is quite a common occurrence ; and when thtf slides
of different members are put through—various sizes and shapes and re-
mounted, with no directions how they are to be put in—fine fun is caused
for every one but the operator, who hears on all sides the shout, " It's

the wrong way round." I show you some twenty illustrations of what
may be termed tricks with the lantern ; but they are very effective for
home entertainment, and the subject is capable of wide extension. This
will conclude my remarks on this point—the lantern as a linmorist,
and will finish my paper by exhibiting the remainder of the slides I have
selected for the Humorous Side of Photography, J. W. WKi.roBu.

THB THEORY OP DEVELOPMENT.
[A Comnmnication to the Cariliff Amateur Photojirrapliia Society.]

By development of a plate, one understands the continuation and inten.sifi-

cation of an action commenced by light. When a plate is exposed in a
camera the bromide and other salts of silver are so acted upon by light as
to set up an incipient state of decomposition, that is, the light seems to
weaken the affinity between the bromide and the silver. I have mentioned
only bromide, but the same remarks apply also to tlje chloride and iodide,

so that when the developer is poured on the plate the separation of the
two elements (silver and bromine) in the parts which have been exposed
to light is effected long before the rest of the plate. It must not be for-

gotten that the whole of the plate is similarly affected by the developer,

whether it has been exposed to light or not, and that it is only the
difference in time between the blackening of the exposed and unexposed
parts that makes development at all a possibility. This is a point that
many amateurs would do well to bear in mind.
By a developer we mean any chemical or chemicals which have the

power to reduce silver salts. These are known to chemists as reducing
agents, and they are so called because all developers or reducing agents
have one great property in common. They have all a great affinity for

oxygen, and it is this property which enables them to reduce silver salts,

and thus develope the picture. All the pyro developers in common use
(for dry plates) may be considered on four legs, or to be composed of four

principal parts, namely :—1. The reducing agent ; 2. The corrective

;

I. The alkali ; 4. The preservative ; all rendered active by being dissolved
in the diluent water. I have a few words to say about each of these
parts and will try to answer intelligently the following questions :— 1. What
is the use of the reducing agent ? 2. What is the use of the retarding or

checking agent ? 3. Wliat is the use of the alkali ? 4. What is the use
of the preservative ? 5. What is the use of the diluent water ?

1. The reducing agent has the power to separate the silver from the
bromine, chlorine, and iodine, or whatever other element or elements it

may be combined with. This it does by combining with the oxygen of

the water contained in the developer, thus Uberating hydrogen which
combines with the bromine, iodine, dc, and leaves metallic silver in the
form of a black powder. 'This black powder is the high light of the
picture. The substances generally used as developers are pyrogallic acid,

hydrokinone, and oxalate of uon, although many other substancea could
be used. A very interesting experiment is to add a little of each substance
to a solution of nitrate of silver in water, and observe the different

effects.

2. The retarding or checking agent. For this purpose some bromide
is used, generally the bromide of potash, ammonia, or soda. This acts

by forming a loose compound with the silver salts, which is mnch less

susceptible to the action of developing (or reducing) agents than the

silver salts are alone. The bromide, therefore, protects the silver salts

from the developer, and thus checks the progress of development.

3. The alkali is a necessary constituent of all pyro developers. The
alkalies used are usually ammonia or the carbonates of potash and soda,

I should think that the carbonate of ammonia, or the hydrates of potash
or soda, would also serve for this purpose. If you try to develope a plate

without adding ammonia, potash, or soda, you will find that it will be a
failure. Suppose you put a solution of pyro, made acid with citric or

nitric acid, on a plate, you will find that no action takes place, at least

not for a long time. If you now add a little ammonia, potash, or soda,

you will find that the development commences at once, and the more
ammonia, potash, or soda you add, the quicker the development will take

place. Chemists express these facts by stating that pyrogallic acid is

active in an alkaline medium.
The ferrous-oxalate developer is, however, different. If yon add an

alkali to that, you will make a mess of it. That is active in an acid
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mediam. You know that the ferrous-oxalate developer is composed of

proto-snlphate of iron (ferrous sulphate) and oxalate of potash. Ferrous

sulphate alone might be used, but it is not nearly so energetic as the

oxalate of iron, which is formed by double decomposition between the

oxalate of potash and sulphate of iron. If you take two solutions of

nitrate of silver, and add to one of them a solution of ferrous sulphate,

and to the other tlie usual ferrous-oxalate developer, you will see that

tlie sul])hate of iron takes longer to blacken the silver (that is, to

precipitate the silver) than the ferrous-oxalate developer.'

4. The jireservative. All the developers are very unstable compounds,
because they are so susceptible to oxidation. When they are dissolved

in water they require something to protect them. In the case of pyro-

gallic acid, citric or nitric acid is used. I have said before that pyro is

most active in alkaline solution. The acid is therefore added to

counteract the oxidising tendency.

The ferrous-oxalate developer is usually protected by floating castor

oil, or refined paraffine oil on the surface of it, and drawing off the

solution with a tap or syphon. Hypophosphorous acid or liypophosphite

of soda may be added (about one or two drachms to a pint), and wiU also

keep the developer.

5. The water used. It is always the safest plan to use distilled water

;

but as a matter of fact I have never heard of failures through using good
clean tap water.

Having endeavoured to answer the questions I set myself, I think it

would be a great step in advance if photographers would try and mix
their developers and select their chemicals in a more intelligent manner
—not to follow the books so closely, but to ascertain why this, that, and
the other chemicals are used, and in what manner they act, and to

regulate their mixing accordingly ; in fact, the thing to be anived at is to

see scientifically with one eye and artistically with the other.

JlSSl AViWilAMS.

ON A METHOD OF MOUNTING ALBUMEN PKINTS ON ANY
KIND OF PAPER.

The impossibility of mounting albumen prints on note paper or printers'

paper with the ordinary materials, is perfectly understood by all photo-
graphers. Books cannot be illustrated by albumen prints without the
employment of cardboard, nor can the amateur paste his production in a
letter without encountering an amount of crumpling and cockling which
destroys alike the appearance of letter and photograph. An attempt has
been made to obviate this difficiUty by the use of gelatine dissolved in

the smallest possible quantity of water, but the formula of Mr. Ci. W.
Simpson did not in my hands yield satisfactory results. After making
one or two experiments in other directions, the object being to avoid the
use of water altogether, I found that a thick solution of bleached shellac
in alcohol answered every requirement for any kind of paper likely to be
used, as well as for cardboard, the mounted prints being perfectly flat and
firmly attached. My general practice is to roll up the damp prints, as
they come from the washing trays, in little bundles with the albumen face
outwards, and allow them to dry spontaneously; eacli bundle is rolled in a
sheet of note or foolscap paper. When the prints are dry they are
flattened and placed in a book or portfolio, and are then ready to be
trimmed. After this operation the thick shellac is applied and they are
mounted in the .usual way, the only precaution being that the shellac
must not be allowed to get on the face of the print, as tliere is no means
of removing it ; for if alcohol be applied, it penetrates the paper and
dilutes the varnish, which then makes its appearance on the face of the
print in spots. The prints are kept under moderate pressure till dry.
The varnish allows a certain amount of adjustment on the mount, quite
enough leeway for one accustomed to such operations.
The prints by this means are very firmly attached to the paper ; there

i» no possibility of any injurious reaction taking place between the var-
nish and the albumen film, for they never come in contact ; the print is
protected at its back by the most durable varnish with which we are
acquainted, and it lies flat. At present I know of only one drawback to
the process proposed ; if it is desired to remove a print from its mount,
of course alcohol must be employed instead of water.

Prints mounted on note paper, printers' paper, and cardboard accom-
pany this communication.
[The specimens sent by Professor Bood are remarkably good, and free

from curl and cockling.—Eds. of Anthony's Bulletin.]
—Anthony's Bulletin. PBor, 0. N. Boon.

Beparfnuttt for Jupxperienccti l^ftotonvapijers.

WHAT IS THE USE OP A DUPHRAGM IN A LENS?
The diaphragm, often designated the stop, is an opaque plate having in
it an aperture of smaller dimensions than the lens. Its function con-
sists in debarring the transmission of all light except what passes
through it, and by its position it can compel one or another portion of
the lens to be instrumental in forming the image in the camera. The
best part of the lens is, therefore, by its agency brought into use.

The diaphragm is employed for a twofold purijose : it flattens the field

by rendering the margin of the picture sharp at the same time tliat the

centre is in good focus, and it gives depth of definition by rendering

objects reasonably sharp, whether such objects are situated near to the

camera or at a great distance. These advantages are obtained at the

expense of illumination. The smaller the diaphragm is, tlie greater will

be the depth or penetration obtained.

To illustrate these uses : let tlie camera be directed towards a wall,

row of houses, or a landscape, and focus the centre without making use

of a diaphragm, or, if any, the largest one belonging to the lens.

Examine the image on the ground-glass by a magnifier, and it will be

found that the sharpness by which the centre is characterised is confined

to a more or less Umited area beyond which indistinctness prevails.

Now insert diaphragms in succession each smaller than the other, and
the area of sharpness increases until it embraces the whole of the plate.

The use of the diaphragm in conferring depth or penetration may be

shown by arranging a group in front of the camera in such a manner as

that some shall be nearer than others. Focus the nearest figure sharply,

and in most cases it will be found that all the others situated behind this

one will be indistinct and out of focus. By proceeding as before

directed, that is, inserting one diaphragm after another in succession,

eventually one will be found which will bring the nearest and most
distant figure into sharpness simultaneously. This applies equally to

landscapes as to figures, and indicates the method by which distant hills

and objects in the foreground are rendered equally sliarp.

We do not here imply that it is always advisable, or in good taste, to

make tlie distance extremely sharp, for, on the contrary, it is frequently

desirable that it should be subordinate to the leading theme in the com-
position so far as regards sharpness.

In a single achromatic lens the stop must be placed next to the flat or

concave side, and, with one exception, to the outside of the lens. This

exception is in tlie case of the lens being of an extremely deep meniscus
form, when it is often better that the convex surface shall be directed to-

wards tlie subject. A practical outcome of this will be found in the case

of a wide angle compound, from which it is desired to remove ene of the

lenses in order to obtain a longer focus, when the back lens may be re-

moved, leaving the front lens alone iu its place. But a single trial will

determine whether this is the better position with any given combination.

In a rapid combination the position for the diaphragm is about mid-

way between the lenses
;
yet it is sometimes attended witli advantage that

its position be shifted a little nearer to the front. We may here observe

that according to the position of the diaphragm in such lenses, so will be

the flatness of the field on the one hand and the production of or freedom

from linear distortion on the other. With portrait combinations the

flattest field is obtained when the diaphragm is near the front lens.

In single landscape lenses it is well to have the diaphragm at the

maximum distance from the lens—this ensures flatness ; but it is also

well to have the power of bringing it close to the lens in order to mini-

mise distortion when taking architectural subjects.

The shape of the aperture should invariably be circular.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 4586.—"A New or Improved Holdei for Photographic Plates.'

^HiTE.—Dated March 28, 1887.

E. H.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
A New on Improved Process for Piieparing the Negatives Required for
Reproducinq Photoobaphs in Copperplate, Lithoqiuphic, or Printino
Presses.

No. 5596. Lorentz Albert Groth, K.G.V., 30, Finsbury-pavement,
London, KC—April 22, 1886.

Heretofore it lias been impossible to reproduce photographs in printing

machines because of their smooth surfaces. The object of this invention is to

give them a suitable iiregular .surface liy means of specially prepiired negatives.

In our Patent, No. 5595, dated same date, for reproducing pliotograjihs iu

copperplate, lithographic, or jirintiiig presses, I have already described one
method of preparing the negatives, namely, by rubbing i>owdered oxide of zinc

or oxide of bisniutli over the surface of specially prepared pigment paper.

They can, however, be prepared iu difl'ereut ways all leading to tlie same
result, of wliicli the following is one :—
On a level surface painted black or white is fastened by moans of glue,

graius of wheat, rye, lentils, beans, rice, bailey, sand, or any sucldike mate-
rial, from which plate a very reduced photograjih is takeu whicli represents a

more or less irregular surface called a "corn surface," by means of whicli a
negative is obtained.
With tliis corn negative in conjunction with the half tone a com negntive is

obtained from whicli tlie blocks or plates are prepared,
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Instead of using llio surface covered with grain, &c., a design by hand or
witli till' giiillocliir nmcliinc may he used.

Tlie siiiiie result may l>c olitained from a copper or glass plate ground or
rouglitil l>y a saiidtilast niaoliiiie, inl<ed as for copperplate printing, from which
a few good copies may Ix' taken on vegetable or prepared pajier, ami from
which a negative can be tal<en by means of which corn negatives from half tone
originals can be produceil.

Having now particularly descrilied and ascertained the nature of my said

invention, and in what manner the same ia to be perfomicil, I declare that what
I claim is :—A new method of iin'paring the negatives required for rei>roducing
photojjraphs in copperjilatc, fithograpliic, or printing |iresses, consisting iu

fastening on a smooth level surface grains of wheat, rye, lentils, beans, rice,

liarley, sand, or other suitable material, or a ilesign suitable for the imrpose,
anil from which plate a photograpli on a very reduceil scale is taken having a
corn surface, by means of which, in conjunction with half tone originals, corn
negatives can be produced, substantially as hereinbefore described.

A NkW UK iMl'KOVED PbOCKSS KOK PBKPARINO THE NboATITBS ReCjUIRKD KOH
UkPHODUWNO PHOTOOBArHS IN OOPPKBPLATK, LlTHOORAPHIC, OB PRINTDia
PUKSSKS.

No. 5654. LoBEJfTZ Aliikbt Giiotii, K.O.V., 30, Finsbury-pavement,
Loudon, V^C.—Ajrril ii, 1886.

This invention is a modificjition of those already tiled by ns on the 22nd day of

April, 1886, Nos. f>595 and 5.")!>6, the object of which is to prepare the necessary
negatives for reproducing photograjihs in coppeiplate, lithographic, or jirinting

presses.

llie o|)eration is as follows :

—

A plate or cylinder of copper or steel coated with asphalt or other thin

])lastic snl>stance, in conjunction with a com or irregular surfaced negative (as

(lescrilxiil in my fonner applications), is exposed to the light and developed in

the usual way, and then etche<l by perchloride of iron acid or by means of

electricity.

An uucoloured transfer paper prepared with chalk is thtn strongly pressed

against the plate or cylinder, so that the raised parts are perfectly impressed
into the transfer paper.
By means of a negative pressed .against this transfer paper and exposed to

the light a copy with a com or irregular surface is produced as described in our
P.iteut, .laOS, which, after being touched uji (if necessary) with lithographic
chalk, can be transferred direct to the stone or zinc, or a negative may be taken
which can be used as a medium for making the plates in the usual way.

Having now ]»articularly described and ascertained the nature of my saiil

invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that what
I claim is :—The ]n-eparation of negatives for rcproilucing photographs in

copperplate, lithographic, or printing presses, consisting in preparing plates or
cylinders with jieculiar corn or irregular surfaces on which an uucoloured
transfer paper ]irei)ared with chalk is pressed, the impressed copy of which in

conjunction with any negative serves for ]>roducing a positive with a com or
irregular surface, by means of which the plates can be produced as described in

our fonner Patents, Nos. 5595 and 5596, of 1886.

Improvements in Photogbaphic Cameras.

No. 7121. (iEOROK LowDON, Kcforni-strect, Dundee.

—

May 27, 1886.

Thls improvement relates to cameras which are intended to bo carried in the

hand, and is particularly suite<l for instantaneous j)lmtography.

The camera is made so that when closed it resembles a book. In the back
of the camera, which is made of wood and franie<l up, I tix the lens so that it

is quite concealed from view, and dispense with the ])rojections and fittings

generally used, and in the back 1 fix a traversing shutter for the instantaneous
working of the lens.

Inside the book or camera 1 attach a flexible liody of dark cloth, indiarubljer,

or other suitable material, at the narrow end to the frame suiTounding the lens,

and at the wide end to the external boards, thus allowing the covers of the
1-iook to o]>en sufhciently to receive the slides containing tiie prepared plates.

This book camera is held open by means of a hinged diaphragm, which when
expande<l rests on the two ends of the parts representing the ends of the book.
Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said

invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that
what I claim is :—1. The improved construction of hand photographic cameras
by making them in the 8hai)e or form of a book, substantially as hereinbefore

mentioned, described, and represented in the drawings annexed. 2. The im-
prove<l application of roller-slide apparatus to photographic cameras of the
character hereinbefore described and represented in the drawings annexed.
3. The imjiroved general arrangement, construction, and application or repre-

sentation of a book for photograjihic cameras for hand or detective use, sub-

stantially a.s hereinbefore described and represented in the drawings annexed.

Was there no Coptright ?—At the High Court of Justice, Chancery
Division, Mr. Turner, on behalf of the plaintiff (Mr. Paine, Aylesbury),

moved, ex parte, for an interim in^junction to restrain the defendants from

multiplying copies of, or offering for sale copies of, a photograph of Manor
House, the residence of Baron Rothschild, at Waddesdon, Bucklngham.shirc,

in which the Prince of Wales is seen coming out of the building. The plaintiff

carries on business as a jdiotographer at Aylesbury, and the photograph in

question was taken by him, he being under an undertaking not to publish the

same without the consent of Baron Rothschild. The defendant Stephens is

also a photoCTapher, carrying on business at Aylesbury under the style of the

American Pliotographic Comjiany, and Armstrong, the other defendant, like-

wise carries on a similar business at Aylesbury. The defendants having

obtained a copy of the photograph in question, were said to be now offering

copies for sale at sixpence each. Mr. Justice Kay, upon the plaintiff giving

the usual undertaking in damages, granted an injunction over Friday week.

fiHtttim^ of l&oc(et(e<s*
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CAMERA CLUB.
At the meeting held on the 24th ultimo, the Chairman (Mr. W. Aslibury

Greene) refened to the early departure of Mr. W. K. Burton for Japan, and
the meeting very cordially supported an expression of hope that a successful

future lay before him.
Tlie Chaiuman also drew attention to some silver prints sent by a country

member, Mr. R. H. Bow. These had been fixed by ammonia.
Mr. H. H. O'Farrell exhibited an ingenious lantern camera in which a ba.se-

Iroard and rackwork were dispensed with, the front being worked out npon
hinged rods.

Mr. G. Davison then read a paper on jl Ipha Paper [see page 200].

Mr. A. R. Dresser said that some prints which he had intensified with

mercury and sulphite of soda h,vl not faded after an exjiosure to direct sunlight

for several days. He had used Alpha paper since 1884, and preferred to tone

with hypo, gold, and platinum in one solution. He ha<l uaeil all sorts of

developers, with results which he proceeded to show to the meeting. Mr.

Dresser also showed a useful frame for the purpo.se of printing-in clouds on
bromide and platinum papers, particularly in the difficult circumstances when
an oval or other shaped m.isk was being used.

Mr. J. E. Austin tneu followed, especially in regard to enlarging upon Alpha
paper. Some very striking framed enlargements he had recently done were
exhibited, the sizes ranging as high as two feet by one and a half foot. He
said that enlarging htid become his hobby-horse, and he found Alpha p-aper the

most suitable of any for his purpose. Silver, platinum, and carbon requireil a
solar camera for tliis work. A half-plate or under was the most suitable size

to enlarge from ; the smaller lenses gave much greater depth and crispness.

Tlie negative shoulil Ire full of detail. Harshness was fatal to success. The
greater the enlargement required, the greater the necessity for a flat negative,

because for marginal definition a smaller stop was required ; hence there wa.s a

loss of light. He used an 8 x 5 rapid symmetrical, working a j^, and founii it

best to focus for the part half way between the centre of the plate and edge.

On a very poor, Hat negative, smaller stops will improve matters. In cutting

such large-sized pieces from a roll of Alpha paper, he laid it upon glass and
used a guide. Treated this way, it was not so liable to .tear in subsequent

ojienitions. For very large work, to make a safe edge to lift it by, he wetted

a margin and turned it over, the gelatine securing this double thickness. The
paper expands in the solution ; twenty-four inches will expand to twenty-five.

As development proceeds rapidly, it is necessary to lift these large prints just

before they appear to Iw developed. He found iron the best developer, as

giving purer whites. Pyro and potash were to lie used with advantage for

chalky negatives. In developing large work a wide soft brush was u.seful to

keep the print flat. He found it necessary to allow the acid bath to get at

Iwtfi sides of the paper, or markings showed when dry. He found a great

variety of tones result from intensification, according as sulphite of soda,

carbonate of soda, carbonate of pot.%sh, or bisulphite of potash were used after

the mercuric chloride. A very much overdeveloped print could be improved

by treating with a very weak sohition of bichloride of mercury.

Mr. Douglas P. Rodgers considered the paper extremely useful, enabling

printing in almost any desired tone by artificial light. A good print could bo

obtained from any negative, thin or dense. There was the one drawback that

the exposure had to be learned anew for each negative. Alpha paper gave, in

his hands, Ijettcr detail and half tones than the bromide papers. Mr. Rodders

here showed a number of examples, ranging in tone from a black to a bright

red, and gave several formula; to the action of which he a.scribed these colours.

The same tones were obtainable in enlargements by the lantern, nsing the

limelight, the exposure valuing from twenty seconds to three minutes. He
agreed that the print always passed through a red stage in developing, but if

it had only received a comparatively brief ex|>osure, all the detail would not

l)e out until the deeper shadows had a.ssumed the black colours ; so that if the

development of such a print were arrested at the red stage, only half a picture

would result. On the oHicr hand, given a full exposure, and it was I><Msible,

by the use of a suitable developer, to produce black or red tones at will. He
had used the mercurial intensiticr to obtain warai tones two months ago, and

had not found his pictures fade. Provide<l they were permanent, he con-

sidered this a very useful modification of the working, as the process could be

performed in full daylight, and the exact colour judged—a thing quite im-

possible in the yellow light of the developing room. He did not find an acid

cleaning bath necessary, the aciditv of the develoi>er l)eing sufficient to prevent

any staining of the print. The toning and fixing with gold iu the hypo he U»d
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found rather uncertain in action. Sometimes it toned and sometimes not,

without any apparent reason.

Mr. Lyonkl Clark entered into a very interesting discussion of the causes

of red and green images in development, and touched upon other points of

scientific interest.

Mr. H. J. GiKFOnD dwelt upon the permanence of bromide prints.

Mr. Davison .said there might have been some error in his intensification

experiments, as the treated prints had darkened so easily. He did not think

that the colours obtained by Mr. Rodeers were traceable to tlic peculiarities of

his developers, to which he ascribed them, but simply to the fact that those

developers were strongly restrained ami the prints fully exposed. He thought

some of Mr. Austin's enlargements great triumphs, but many of his remarks

on enlarging seemed to be open to criticism.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual fortnightly meeting of the above was held at the Technical Schools,

Bridge-street, on Thursday, the 24th ultimo,—Vice-President W. J. Han-ison,

r.G.S., in the chair. There was a good attendance.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read and couflrmed, Mr. Jonah
Pumphrey was elected a member, and Messrs. Birkett and Townshend were

nominated for election.

After some discussion it was proposed and seconded that the excursion on
April 9 should be to Bridgnorth, Mr. Welford consenting to be leader for the

day.
Amongst the exhibits a number of photographs and slides of scenes taken

during the Queen's visit to Birmingham were shown by Messrs. Delicate,

Pickard, Pumphrey, and Tylar, which were very interesting.

Air. Welford then gave his paper on The Humorous Side of Pliotography

[see page 202].

At the conclusion of tlie paper, which was very amusing and entertaining,

the Vice-Pbesident, after thanking the lecturer, announced that the subject

of the next paper, on Ajiril 14, would be Enlarrjetiients, by Mr. E. H. Jaques.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA.

A STATED meeting of the Society was held on Wednesday evening, March 2,—
The President, Mr. Frederic Gratf, in the chair.

The paper for the evening, written by Mr. Cli.arles R. Pancoast, was read, in

his aksence, by Mr. John G. Bullock, the subject being Photographing at

Niagara Falls [see page 202J, illustrated by about twenty-five lantern slides

taken from negatives made by Mr. Pancoast.

ilr. Frederick E. Ives gave a short address on the subject of Photographing
hu the Aid of the Phosphorescent Tablet. He said. Photography by the aid of

the phosphorescent tablet is not a new discoveiy, having been known since

1880. It is not even a practically useful method, and is interesting only from
a scientific jioint of view. My own experiments with the method Iiaviug

resulted in the discovery of certain facts not previously known, I have been
persuaded to show the results and make some remarks concerning them. The
fcicts already well known are that Balmain's phosphorescent paint, which
jirobably consists chiefly of sulphide of calcium, in a suitable vehicle becomes
luminous when exposed to light, and the light emitted acts powerfully on
photographic sensitive plates ; also that heat releases phosphorescent energy.

Solarised phosphorescent tablets have been used as a source of light for contact
)irinting in the dark room, and negatives have been made by exposing the
tablet in a camera and then making a contact exposure on a photographic
sensitive plate in the dark room. Such a photograph I now show. It has a
somewhat granular appearance, due to the coarseness of the i>article of sulphide
of calcium, ami although the lines are partly sharji they ap]>ear surrounded by
a sort of halo. Tlie Editors of The British Journal of PiiOTOGRArHY, in a
recent editorial, advanced the theory that this effect was due to a spreading of

the phosphorescence, aud that it would be impossible to obtain a .sharji camera
photograph by the aid of the phosphorescent tablet. My belief is that the
jihosphorescence does not spread, and that the effect is due merely to the fact

that the luminosity of tlie jihosphorescent coating extends to considerable
depth, and the light from the lower part of the layer acts diffusely, because it

is radiated from a jioint at some distance from the surface of the jihotographic

sensitive plate. To test this I exposed a tablet in the sunlight until fully solarised,

tlu'n removed it to the dark room and placed it in cont.act with another tablet

under pre.ssui"e. It was impossible to discover any connuunication of phos-
jihorescence by contact, and if any occurs it is insigniftcant. I also observed
that jirints and camera imjiressions on my tablets ajipear perfectly sharp to tlie

eye, and found that they could be reproduced sharply by photogi'a]ihing in the
camera. I therefore conclude that it is possible to luake .sliaii) camera photo-
graphs by the aid of the phosphorescent tablet, but that the method lias no
value, because it is always easier and better to make photogi-aphs in the usual
way. It has been suggested th.it the tablet might oiler some advantage in the
reproduction of coloured objects. It is true that the colour sensitiveness is not
the same as that of silver bromide, but the difference had been fouud to be
altogether in favour of the silver bromide. The second known fact that I men-
tioned is that heat releases (exhausts) phosphorescence. It does not appear to
have occurred to any one that this might be made a means of producing camera
pictures by the action of the heat until I discovered that the obscure heat rays
of the limelight spectrum produced a strong impression on a solarised phos-
phorescent tablet. I succeeded iu producing heat pictures of objects under
certain conditions, which are described in a communication to the Franklin
Institute, and published in the Institute Journal for this month.

Mr. Ives showed on the screen several photographs, among wliich was one
showing some buildings made by the use of a phosphorescent tablet iu the
camera, and another in which a metallic object had been photographed by the
action of reflected heat rays on the tablet in the camera.

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The ordinary meeting of the Society was held on the third ultimo,—Mr. T. W.
Thornton, Vice-President, in the chair.

Tlie Chairman then called upon Mr. Warburtou to read his paper on
Gelatino-Bromide Emulsion and Plate Making.

In the cour.'ie of his remarks Mr. Warburton said, It seems to me a pity

that there are not more iu a Society like this who are their own plate makers,
and I sincerely hope that their nuiiibers'will increase ; it is for this reason that

I have ventured to string together a few remarks on tiie sulijcct. There is far

more pleasure to be derived from iihotography when one knows that tlie

finished picture is all his own work, and not exposed aud developed by one
person on a plate made by a second, and printed on jjaper prepared Ijy a third.

I should advise beginners to always make the .same quantity of emulsion, say,

twenty ounces, which is a convenient quantity, and not too bulky to wasli

thoroughly. Your flasks, beakers, and jars can be adajited for this quantity,

and, when done with, should be thoroughly cleansed and put away till wanted
again. Before actually making a batcli of emulsion it will perliaps be as well

to say a few words on the apparatus, &c., necessary. If a room can be set

apart for the operation, at least until the emulsion is made and tlie plates are

dry, so much the better. Let the room be made quite dark aud then lighted

only by artificial light, which need not be used very sparingly, provided it is

of the right sort. As to the apparatus, a few flasks and beakers, or, what is

almost better, two or three thin jam pots, a gas stove and tin pan, to serve as a

water bath, a funnel or two, a few pieces of fine linen .and chamois leather,

complete the apparatus necessary for emulsifying and boiling. For washing, a

piece of canvas, a hair sieve, a large basin of water, and a silver spoon, are

necessary. For coating, the only addition.al things required are a pneumatic

plate holder, a levelled slab of slate or glass, and a ladle to measure the emul-

sion poured on each plate ; a thermometer will also .at times be useful. I will

now suppose tluat ten ounces of emulsion are required—only a small quantity,

but sufficient for my illustration this evening. We shall require first the silver

solution, .OS follows :

—

Nitrate of silver 100 grains.

Distilled water 1 ounce.

This we place in a small fla.sk.

The next solution required is the bromised gelatine, containing

—

Ammonium bromide 60 grains.

Potassium iodide 4 ,,

Nelson's gel.atine 15 ,

,

Distilled water Bounces.
Hydrochloric acid, Vi ... Sufficient to make distinctly acid, say,

about 3 or 4 drops.

Before emulsifying, this solution must be warmed, and .also the silver .solution
;

place both flasks in the water bath until they nearly reach tlic boiling point,

and then, by means of a glass funnel passed through a cork fitting into the ring

of a retort stand, and a^bit of glass tube attached to the fimiiel by means of a

piece of pure rubber tube, you add the silver solntiou to the bromised gelatine,

swirling the flask round whilst the silver solution is running in. The silver

solution niu through, tlie emnlsion is placed in the water batli to boil. If the

boiling is continued from twenty minutes to half an hour you will liavc a ]ilate

of fair rapidity, .and one that will give you a vigorous negative ;
liy using less

acid in the bromised gelatine and extending the time of boiling you will obtain

plates of greater rapiditj'. Whilst the emulsion is boiling the bulk of the

gelatine should be placed in a jam jiot to soak.

Nelson's No. 1 gelatine 80 grain.s.

Coignet's gelatine 100 „

Wfiter 2 ounces.

After the emulsion has boiled the required time take it ont of the pan and

allow it to cool for a while ; when cooled to about 150° .add it to the gelatine

which has been scaking, this will soon dissolve, when the pot should be jdaced

in cold water to hasten the cooling .and cause the emulsion to set. After

setting, the emulsion is scraped out of the pot with a silver spoon or a strip of

glass, and squeezed through the canvas on to the hair sieve, plated iu a largo

bowl of cold water ; change the water once or twice, .and leave the shredded

emulsion to steep for twelve hours, changing the water a few times during that

time, after which allow the emidsion to dram some time so as to get rid of iis

mnch water as iiossible ; it may then be remelted at a temperature of about

100° to 120°, and, after the atldition of half an ounce of methylated alcohol, it

is ready for coating the plates. If it docs not measure ten ounces make up to

that quantity with water. If the plates are old or spoilt negatives they sliould

be placed in a hot .and strong solution of soda until the films come off, then

thoroughly rinsed in cohl water, rubbed with a cloth dipped in tripoli powder,

rinsed again, and dried on a cloth free from fluff; previous to washing the

sharp edges of the glass should be taken ofi' by drawing the edge of one glass

over the edge of another, and thus two plates are done at the same time. With
regard to a substratum on the glass, this is not always recommended, but it

will be found best to use one, as frilling is less liable to occur. The best to

use consists of white of one egg, water, sixteen ounces. When the substratum

is dry the plates may be coated with emulsion, but liefore coating it will be

necessary to filter through chamois leather. This is best done by tying the

leather across one end of an Arg.and lamp chimney, the emnlsion is then jioured

in the chimney, and if slow iu running through the lips may be closeil round

the open end when, if pressure is brought to bear on the emulsion by blowing,

it will easily filter through. The best way to coat the plates is to place them
on the pneumatic holder and, by means of a Ladle holding the proper quantity

of emulsion, pour it on the pl.ate ; a glass rod may then be used to cause tVe

emulsion to flow into the comers of the plate, when it may be set on the

levelled slab to set ; it should then be taken to the drying box, if one is used,

but the plates will dry perfectly if they are left leaned against a number of

bottles placed on a table ; in this way I have dried many scores of plates. Im

conclusion, I would say to those who have a desire to prepare their own plates,

" Do not attempt it unless you feel that you have a love for the work and a

desire to see your pictures as much as possible yow own work ; do not attempt
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it nifrely for the »Rko of ecouoniy, and do not be discouraged by A failuro or
two, and success will certainly follow."

In till" discussion which followed, the CllAinMAN said that lie quite agreed
with the remarks which had fallen from Mr. Warburton with respect to tho
jilensurc that was to bo derived from enuil.sion a]iil plate making; indeed,
every amateur slioidd, in his opinion, make his own plates, if he really wislieil

lih |>icturcs to be considered his own work. With rcsjiect to the practical part
• •( emulsion makine, he (tho C'liairmau) differeil somewhat in the manner in
hich he prepared his ciunlsinn to that which had been e.\|ilained to tlieiii ; ill

fii-st juace, he always added his silver nitrate in crystals to the bromised
^' latiiie, .stirring until they were dis.solved ; ho diil not boil longer than ten
minutes, in which time ho could get sullicicnt rapidity ; this, however, might
depend to some extent upon the gelatine and the more or less acid state of tho
emvilsion. Ho did not use a suKstratum, and he had never found one
neces^5alv.

Mr. FoRDS.\nTH said he always used a substratum ; he l)clieve<l it was tho
best preventative against frilling ; he had also found that much of the glass in

use for negatives was in itself not level, and thus caused unequal thickness of

films.

Mr. Kddwru. said ho believed the simplest and, in his opinion, most efficient

mode of adding the silver salt was in the shaj>c of crystals, tlie bromised gela-

tine being contained in a hock bottle, which was then sliaken until the crystals

were dissolved ; it was then placed in the hot water to boil ; he had found a
bock bottle to boar the boiling without breaking, and its non-actinic colour
was a safeguard iigainst stray light. With respect to drying, he preferred a
drying l)ox through which a current of air could be sent lieatcd to alwut 70'

or 7^' Fahr.
Mr. lUss said when he commenced to make emulsion he was led to believe

that it was necessary to chum the emulsion up whilst the silver solution was
being added, and for this purpose he had made a nii.ting apparatus with jiggers

and whisks, which he had since found quite unnecessary. All amateurs should
prepare their own plates

;
given a finished picture, he believed seventy-live per

cent, of the credit should go to the makers of the plate and paper on which it

was i>riiited ; of course this must be understood to apply only to the technical
qualities of the picture, as artistic qualities might exist in a high degree with-
out technical excellence, and vice versd.

The next meeting of the Society will be held on Wedne-sday evening, April 6,

at the Cnind Restaurant, Boar-lane, Leeds, at seven p.m., when the President
(Colonel Harding) wiU deliver a Presidential address.

Cott^^)}onir^nce.

tS" Correspondatts alumld nmer write on loth sides of the paper.

rnOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—At the commenceiaent of the present year a circular on
the subject of the tortlicoming Photographic Convention was sent to the

Secretaries of all the Photographic Societies whose addresses had been
published. A paragraph in the circular ran as follows :

—

" With a view of makiu^r the Convention thoroughly representative, I shall be glad
i( yonr President, or one of yonr members nomimited for the purnose, will represent
your Society at the Committee Meeting, to be held daring tho week of Convention."

The intention has been to endeavour to put the Convention upon a firm

footing for increased usefulness beyond the " outward and visible sign " of

an enjoyable holiday, combined with instructive knowledge derived from
the evening meetings. The object is, first to make the Convention in

every respect thoroughly representative.

It must be obvious that a body of this kind, commanding the entire

confidence of the professional and amateur alike, would be in a position to

effect considerable good. There are many questions not partaking of a legal

nature, materially affecting the interests of the photographic fraternity,

that could with advantage be discussed by, and arbitrated upon by such a
body, even if the meetings were held only during the week of Convention.
It is unnecessary here to summarise the good and useful work that might
be done beyond what I have merely hinted at. I am more immediately
concerned now in urging those Secretaries who have not already done so

to send me at an early date the name of the gentleman chosen by the
members of their Societies to represent them at Glasgow in July next.

—

I am, yours, etc., J. J. BiuorasnAW,
Alh:rt-road, Waltlmmstow.

A NEW LANTEEN SLIDE CAERIEB.

To the Editors.

i Gentlembn,—It was with some little surprise that I road Mr. Bridge's
letter in your last issue, in which he asserts that the carrier described by
me in one of the annuals is not original, having been suggested and used
by him and his colleague, Mr. W. Brooks, since the year 1884. I find,

by reference to my note-book, that my first carriers of this description

were made in April, 1883. Some mouths after (bat date I showed them

to Mr. W. Brooks, who mnch admired them, and ctated b!« Intention of
trying them for his own work. With this circumstance in my mind, I
wrote last Friday to Mr. Brooks, Bending him Mr. Bridge's letter and in-
viting his comments upon it. 'To-day lie writes as (oUonii :

—

" As far as my memory serves me, you showed me your carrier at the
South London Lantern Meeting, which always took place on the first

Thursday in January, I think it was in 1884, and I at once made about
one hundred. I was not aware that Mr. Bridge moclo any before that
date."

I may add that the first carriers were made of Willea<len paper, and that
each carrier was provided with an opening (closed by a piece of wood) for
tho admission of the slide, A3 described by Mr. Bridge. I quite acquit
that gentleman of anything more serious than a laj/HUn memoria, and feel

glad that the little contrivance reached the hands of one who appreciates
the convenience which it affords.—I am, yours, &c., T. C. Hepwobth.

4.5, St. Augustine's-road, Comden-square, jV.U'., March 28, 1887.

" THE RIGHT TO THE NEGATrVE."

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Under the circumstances mentioned by your corre-
spondent, Mr. Debenham, in your last issue, the individual referred
to can have no more claim to the negatives than to the camera and
lens with which they were taken. If I were threatened in a similar
manner, I should at once come to the conclusion that a person who had
made a ridiculous demand would certainly order no more copies, and
settle the question of " right to the negatives " by dropping tliem into
a copper containing boihng water, in which a packet or two of Manby's
cleansing crystal had been dissolved.—I am, yours, <tc.,

F. k. Bridge.
East Lodge, DaUton-lane, London, March 29, 1887.

DOUBLE PRINTING AND RETOUCHING.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Permit me to express my sincere thanks to Mr.
Macbeth for his remarks regarding double printing and retouching, and I
do hope that a great many photographers will agree with his views and
consider negative retouching as it is done nowadays only as a means to

please the customers in general.

I am afraid so-called composition photographs, as well as hatched up
negatives, resemble too much tliose groups and portraits seen at a cabinet
of waxworks to be compared with the painters' or sculptors' art, and
photography can only approach the latter by good lighting and posing
the object and by obtaining a negative which will give a satisfactory

print without any stippling, &c.—I am, yours, d-c, Oveb-wkaby.
Liverpool, March 29, 1887.

"THE BRITISH JOURNAL OF PHOTOGRAPHY," No. 1403.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—1403 is last week's. It contains a portrait of Mr. W. K.
Burton, which is so excellent that every jjcrson concerned in producing it

may be fully congratulated.

It contains also a paragraph calling attention to the admirable subjects

for the camera to be got by early visits to several markets. This is

common-sense, and therefore good advice.

It contains also a recommendation that two days should be employed
away from home in taking six exposures; the first day iu fixing their

locality, and by a compass deciding upon what time of the day to visit

them. This is by an American gentleman to American photographers,

and I feel I have nothing to do with it. Were it addressed by any one to

London amateurs, I guess I should quiz it. Londoners, Gentlemen,
have a site that gives more scope for subject than any place in th? world.

I belong to a coterie that contemplates weekly excursions for exposure

making. I fancied my compatriots looked at mo cynically if not pity-

ingly when I said, " If they decided on Limehouse, Wapping, Greenwich,

or the river generally, I would join them ; but if they contemplated

glades, with beech-trees, and rustic houses, twenty miles from town, they

mnst excuse me."
I some time since decided npon spending a week in town in May, with

the sole object of trying some of its thousands of fine studies, on quick

plates, with a good lens, and an exceedingly rapid shutter. With this

object in view, I thank you most heartily for the mention of early

morning markets. If I cannot get a dozen good subjects on a fine

morning before breakfast I am a dnfler.—I am, yotirs, See.,

WlLLUM Asoocc
Melton Mowbray, March 28, 1887.
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iBictanQC ©oltimn.

*,* Ko charge is made jor inserting Exchanges of Apparaltis in this column:

but none xoill he inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those

u-ho specify their requirements as "anything useful " will therefore understand

the reason of their non-appearance.

Studio chair with changing backs wanted iii exchange for a buniiaher.—Address,

Photographer, Chardstock, Dorset.

A burnisher, nine-inch bar, in exchange for a 8ix6J single lens by good maker, or

magic lantern.—Address, H. Holman, Banff, N.B.

I will exchange a complete sot of limelight apparatus for a whole-plato portrait lens.

—Address, H. Brooke, Studio, Shepton Mallet, Somerset.

Ross' No. 3 quick-acting C.-D.-V. lens, exchange for No. 6 or 7 Ross' portable Bym-
metriciil.—Address, C. H. L., Forest-cottage, Three Bridges, Sussex.

Gem camera, twelve lenses ; Victoria camera, our lenses ; and Ros.s' 5x4 inatantancoua

doublet. Wanted, Dallmoyer's 3d patent.—Address, American Studio, Mold.

Quarter-plate instantograph camera, three double backs and tripod. Wanted, good
mechAoical or coloured lantern Blides.—Address, Proctbb, Hotspur-street, Tyne-
month.

will exchange 12x10 tourist camem, with 12x10 rapid rectilinear Ions, for a portable

studio, complete.—Address,Wallace Ford, 9, Hurtley-street, Burnley-lane, Burnley,
Lancashire.

Wanted, wholc-platn rapid doublet or offers (lenses), for twenty-eight painted and six

rack astronomical lantern slides.^Addrcps, Couch, 6, Berkeloy-.street, Piccadilly,

London, W.

Voigtlander lens, for 18x16, would exchange for two second-hand Seavey back-
grounds, seascape and interior preferred.—^Address, C. E., Kemp & Co., Infirmary-
fctreet, Edinbut^h.

Wanted, a good half-plate rolling press or burnisher in exchange for magic lantern for

oil or limelight, six-inch condensers.—Address, W. B. Gassinoham, 9, St, Peter' s-

strect, Tunbridge Wells.

Will cxchanprc twelve-inch square loather-lwllows camera, by Rouch, latest improve-
ments, single and double dark slides. Wanted, c.ibinot leatber-bellows camera by
good maker.— Address, The Studio, Silver-street, Warminster,

Will exchange a Voigtlander's whole-plate lens and a balE-platc camera, with three

double dark slides, for 12 x 10 Boss* rapid synimotiical or a Dallmeycr's i*apid recti-

linear.—Address, E. Greuson, Imperial Studio, Bedford-street, Halifax.

I will exchange The British Journal of Photographt, from 1879 up to present
date, for half or whole-plate view lens, lialf-plato camera for outdoor use, or lialf'

plate rolling press and cameo press.—Address, G. Mastiebs, 17, Elcot-arcnue,
Commercial-road, Peckham, London, 8.

anstoers to CorrcspoiiUenW.

NOTICB.—Eaoli CorrcsjionJcnl 15 rc^/uired fo enclose /ris name and aAdfe»St oUhovijh not
necesmrihj for inihlicalian. Commimicah'ona iiiay, ichcn (hoi'gJit d«trabie, appear under
a NOM DE PLCME as hitherto, or, (;y ]>re/creHce, iindn- three letters of ttie alphaljet. Sue?;

fi'jnatures as " Constant Reader," " SitbscribCT-," Jtc, shotdd he avoided. Corrcsi)ondents

not conforminf) to this rule tciil therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

communications.

PHOTOGRArHS REGISTERED :—
James Waddington, 131, Montajucstreet, BlackUirn, Lancashire.—rour mrlraits

of Sev. R. P. Ashe, B.A.

f>. A., O. WiLLiAMSON, G. B. J.—See article in the present number.

T. H. M.— Nothing is better than a tliin solution of gelatine u.seil in the
manner that has so frequently been given in the JoURN.M,.

II. I. (Ackworth, Pontefract).—The best work on the subject is Hanlwioh's
Photographic Chemistry, ijublished by Messrs. Churchill, New Burlington-
street, W.

' ''

J. H. M.—-The procedure is just the same. The immersion in the acid need
be very short. Only a very slight washing is required, and then the negative
may be quickly dried, so that no injury need be incurred if care be exercised.

Micno.—With a quarter-inch objective the light you have been trying with is

(luite insullicient. As you appear to be a novice in photo-microgi-aphy, you
had better begin with a low power, say, one or two inches, and use neither
eyepiece or supplementary lenses.

E. Sthood.—Tlie excessive coldness in tone of the gelatino-bromide print is
due to its being under exposed and forced in the development. If the expo-
sure had been one-third longer the tone would have been nnich warmer. The
care you take in the fixing and washing will no doubt secure permanency.

F. I. L. a.sks: "Will you kindly inform me, through the medium of your
paper, how the blacking for the inside of dark slides .should be made'"
Lampblack, or, preferably, what is kn»wn as drop black, mixed with equalmrU of onlmary negative vami.sh and methylated spirit forms one of the
best materials that can be employed.

Ini?.—1. Any of the commercial shutters will answer the purpose. That indi-
cated by your iriend is a very good one.—2. An iris diaphragm is a series of
flat plates working on pivots which can all be brought simultaneously to a
centre so as to open or close the apertiu^.—3. The WoUaston shutter is
described on page 486 of our volume for 1886.

M. Le Toubseux writes : "I should esteem it a favour if you would kindly
give me tlic address of a finn, through the medium of your columns, where I

could procure gelatinised paper suitable for making transfers for photo-litho-
gi'aphs."—Paper specially prepared for photo-lithographic transfers is sup-
plied by Mr. R Liesegang, Dtisseldorf, Germany.

A. C. Warner.—You will have to pay a duty of about forty per cent, on your
photogi'aphio apparatus when you take it into America. If you can succeed
ill convincing tlie officials that it is only for your o\vn use it will be admitted
free of duty, but if the apparatus l>c new we fear you will not be successful
in this. With old-looking or shabby appliances you might succeed.

Wm. Sutclikfe says : "I am in po.ssession of a lens which has marked on the
flange 'Steinheil, Aplanat. 23 Lin.' Would you kindly let me know, through
your 'Answers to Correspondents' column, about this lens, and also what
'23 Lin.'mcans? I fancy it refers to its focus, of which I am ignorant.—This
means the diameter of the lens. A "lin" is practically the one-twelfth of
an inch, consequently twenty-three lins is, roughly, about one-and-three-
quartcr-inch.

H. C. M.—We could only ascertain the candle power of the ribbon enclosed by
photometrical experiment. Of course the power of the light must depend
upon how the magnesium is burnt. If the ribbon be pointed downward the
combustion would be more rajiid, consequently the light will be more bril-

liant and burn for a .shorter time than if it were directed ujnvard. Whatever
may liave been stated at a public meeting, the wet collodion process is a slow
one compared with the gelatine. As a rule, lantern slides by the wet collo-

dion jirocess are better than those made on gelatine unless the plates are

siiccially prepared for the pui-pose. A large proportion of the commercial
slides are made by the wet collodion process.

W. E. Gray says :
" I propose going with a party of friends for a few days to

Paris at Easter. I thought of taking one of my cameras with me, and should
feel greatly obliged if you could help me in the following matters in your
'Answers to CoiTespondents ' column:—Is any iiermission necessary from
the jiolice or other Parisian authorities to photograph either landscapes,

instantaneous views, or buildings, in or about Paris '! Wouhl tlie Custom
House authorities offer any difticnlty provided camera and slides were shown
them, or would they want to open boxes of i>lates ? Would it be advisable

to laljcl jilate boxes with French labels stating contents?"—Permission is

required to take photogi'aphs of the jniblic buildings in and about Paris. If

our correspondent is not familiar with Paris and its regulations as regards

jihotographing there, he had better put himself in communication with the
French Legation here, ex]i!ainiiig what he wishes to do. In this way he may
save himself what might otlicrwise be a considerable amount of trouble. If

tlie contt-'uts of the boxes be politely explained to the Customs ofhcials no
dilKculty will be expericnceil. Labels explaining the contents both in French
and English should be allixed to the boxes containing the plates.

PHOTOGRArHlc CLUa—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, April 6, will be Portable Tents and Plate Changing Contrivo" •

The Bank Holiday outmg will be at Radlett. lYains from Moorgate-streel

St. Pancra.s.

Mr. J. Traiu. Taylor, of The British Joi'RMAL ok Photograi-H':

announced to reada paper on Lenses before the members of the Balloon Sn^

at the Royal Aquarium on Friday, April '29. The chair will be taken by M'

A. L. Henderson. Photographers are invited to be jiresent and take part in

the discussion.

A MEETING of those interested in the well-being of the Pliotographers' L
volent A.s,sociation, convened by Mr. J. Hubert, was held on Thursday,

week, Mr. William Bedford presiding. After hearing from Mr. Hub-

:

statement regarding an alleged grievance of a personal nature, and a jun;

of the expediency -of having an honorary instead of a paid Secretary, a nun i ';

expressive of entire confidence in the Committee of Management was prop'-d

and carried by a large majority.

On Thursday, March 24, the Loudon and Provincial Photographic Assoc!

held a smoking concert, in place of the usual scientilic meeting, at the Rb'

Hall Tavern, City, London, under the presiilency of Mr. J. J. Brigiii: i

Upwards of two hundred persons were present. Among the singer-

musicians were Messrs. H. T. Starnes, E. Mills, A. Glover, R. Keeves, F.

Jones, George Leipold, P. Hembrow, W. H. Ware, F. G. Read, J. Kitcln

H. G. Prim, J. Andrews, and L. Carozzi.

At the weekly meeting of the Balloon Society, held in the Royal Aquaiiuij

on Friday last, the following resolution was proposed by Mr. W. II. Le FevT€i

C.E., President of the Society, seconded by Sir John Bennett, supportnl '

Mr. A. L. Henderson, and carried unanimously :
—"That this meeting 01

Balloon Society of Great Britain most cordially wishes Mr. W. K. Burton, <

one of its early members, health, prosperity, ami safe return, on the 00 :i

of his appointment as Engineer of the Imperial Institute of Tokio, Japan.
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THE PRESENT STATE OF THE STRIPPING FILM.
It is problematical whether at the termination of Mr. Wollaston's

demonstration of stripping films at the meeting of the London
and Provincial Photographic Association on Thnrsday, last

week, tlicro was one among the representative body of his

hearers who did not go away imbued with the determination to

give the process a trial when opportunity arose. " Easy as
fulling oft" a log," is a fovourite Transatlantic standard of com-
parison

; and this adequately represents the facility with whicli

a seemingly difficult, if not mysterious, method of working was
demonstrated in actual practice.

A sheet of jjapcr which has been subjected for one or more
seconds to an exposure in the camera— the precise time being
quite unknown to the manipulator—is developed into a vigorous

negative ; the paper support is removed, and the negative is

now found attached to a plate of glass ; anon, the glass is re-

moved in turn and the negative is found to be attached to a
pliant and transjiarent support of flexible gelatine, capable of

being rolled up for transmission by post if required—all these

effected without a hitch, and by rapidly successive stages, indi-

cate the state at whicli the stripping of films has now arrived.

Surely the aspirations of those who desire the extreme of sim-

plicity conjoined with the extreme in portability can scarcely

farther go.

The i)aper prepared expressly for being subjected to the
stripping-off treatment, possesses unmistakably a great advantage
over ordinary negative paper, inasmuch as the negative may
ither be left in adhesion to the original paper snjjport (the

limit of the ordinary jjaper) or it may be transferred to a glass

jilate, or, finally, be placed in adhesion to a strong pliable sheet
of gelatine. These advantages are so great that we may well

express an unbelief as to any other negative paper being de-

manded in the future, especially as its preparation cannot be
supposed to involve nuich if any additional expense, for it

merely resolves itself into giving tlie paper a coat of size com-
iwsed of j)lain soluble gelatine previous to applying the gelatine

emulsion in which the negative itself is made. The negative,

tlierefore, rests not upon the direct surface of the paj)er, but
upon a substratum which is soluble in wann water and which
forms an intermediary layer between the negative film and the
paper support.

Of the precise constitution of this substratum we are not
definitely informed, but there seems no doubt that a soluble
gelatiuo possesses for thin jnirpose qualities which render it

Bjwcially valuable, because of its being unaflfected by solutions
or water at the ordinary temperature, while, when it is desired

that the negative be stripped, a brief immersion in warm water

easily permits of the paper support being loosened from the

negative film. Owing to this soluble substratum, if the negative

is to be left on its paper support nothing is lost, while if it is

desirable it should be removed everything is gained.

Let us suppose then that the negative has been developed,

fixed, and washed, the next operation consists in removing it

from the paper and transferring it to glass. While the negative

is still wet it is laid face down upon a plate of glass prepared
in the following manner :—After an application of powdered
French chalk, which, after having been rubbed all over the

surface is dusted off, the plate is coated with ordinary plain

collodion, in which, by preference, one or two drops of castor

oil per ounce have been dissolved in order to impart toughncs.

After this has set the plate is placed in a dish of water and
rinsed until the removal of the alcohol and ether is shown by
the surface being free from a certain apparent greasincss.

When this stage has been reached, the negative is "sq\ieegecd "

upon the plate, and the superfluous moisture is removed by
blotting-paper. After a brief interval, but without giving it

time to dry, the plate, with its adherent paper negative, is

placed in warm water, whicli has the effect of dissolving the

gelatine substratum, and permitting the paper to be stripped

off, leaving the negative itself attached to the collodion film

upon the glass.

But the collodion is in only slight adhesion to the glass, for

it will be remembered that the surfiice of the latter received

treatment with French chalk, or steatite, which imparts a

certain degree of unctuosity to the glass.

The permanent support of the negative is a sheet of flexible

gelatine, flexibility being imparted presumably by the addition

of glycerine to the gelatine previous to its being formed into a

sheet. When such a sheet is wetted and is rubbed in intimate

contact with the negative film upon the glass, a close adhesion

is engendered between the two, and after a little time, if the

sheet of gelatine be stripped from the glass, it will be found

that it has brought away with it the film, these two being ever

afterwards united together.

The process, as we have just described it, may, perhaps,

seem complex, and not unattended with risk, but, as a matter

of fact, it is not only very simple throughout but also quite

safe. To lose or destroy a negative in course of adopting the

stripping oj)eraiion is a thing practically unknown.

The method of stripping a negative film as we have described

it has been, as a whole, patented by the Eastman Company,

but no one will begrudge them their proprietary righta in the
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patent if they will only ensure an adequate supply of the

material being aooessiblo to that section of the public who

object to carrying a load of glass plates about with them when

gu a joiiruey either for pleasure or business,

SOME POINTS OF PRACTICE IN THE USE OF
ALKALINE DEVELOPERS.

We lately devoted some space to the consideration of the

alleged uniformity of result to be obtained when using the

fixed alkalies instead of ammonia with alkaline pyrogallol, and

we think we showed the great danger there existed that a

possible certainty and uniformity might become a probable

uncertainty and in-egularity from, firstly, confusion of nomencla-

ture, and, secondly, impurity of the alkaline salt chosen. Before

going further into our subject, we may emphasise and supple-

ment our observations referred to by pointing out that the

particular carbonate which appeared to us likely to obtain the

ultimate preference—the carbonate of potash—is, furthfir, liable

to considerable variations of power owing to its deliquescent

nature. Salts of tartar, the most common name for this car-

bonate, absorbs moisture from the atmosphere most rapidly

and greedily; a portion of it left in a paper parcel, for example,

would in a day or two run into a liquid, and, naturally, there

would be all stages of moistures between absolute dryness and

a saturated liquid, which would lead to as great irregularity

as would be likely to occur with ammonia.

Hence we are led to the precautionary indication that both

liquid ammonia and carbonate of potash should be carefully

kept in well-stoppered bottles to avoid giving to, or taking from,

the atmosphere. In this connection we may give a useful hint.

The stoppered bottles containing strongly alkaline substances

are, if left at rest for a while, very liable to become so fixed as

to resist every effort at removal. But this mishap may be

avoided by slightly smearing the stopper with vaseline, which
will prevent the solvent action of any small particle imprisoned
between stopper and neck. This little wrinkle is as useful as

it is simple.

We do not know that in the results obtained by the various
developers, and combinations of developers, ringing the changes
on soda, potash, and ammonia, that any large proportion of
workers claim for the fixed alkalies any superiority as to the
quality of the negative produced by their aid. The chief point
dwelt upon has been the volatility of the ammonia, and the
consequent uncertainty as to its strength at any particular
moment. Seeing that this liability to uncertainty of strength
may be greatly mitigated by diluting tlie ammonia before
tiking it into tiie dark-room stock, we cannot but think that
more has been made of this point tlian is necessary. It is as
nothing compared with the quality of the image. But this is a
subject that need not occupy us now; we may refer our readers
to the indications of a long and laborious series of experiments
made by us some time ago, and recorded in these pages.

So far we have dwelt upon the vagaries of the constituents
of tlie alkaline developer before they are mixed together ; still

more pronounced, according to the advocates of soda and
potash, do they appear when thus brought into use. A plate
put into a soda or potash developer is exposed to a solution
of uniform strength, they say, whether it take five minutes or
an hour to develope, while with an ammonia developer it is
impossible to say what amount there is present after the lapse
of a few minutes. Taking the standpoint that we do of the

desirability of the utmost possible uniformity in the chemicals

made use of, we admit this is a fair point to make; all the

same, it must be said that the tendency of ammonia to escape

from dilute solutions is very much weaker than with saturated

solutions containing many hundred times their own volume of

gas, and we must not lose sight of the possible absorption of

carbonic acid gas by soda, itc. We may say that wo have a

series of experiments in view to ascertain the rate and extent to

which weak aqueous solutions of ammonia part with the dis-

solved gas to the atmosphere at various temperatures.

AVe are naturally led from this branch of our subject to a

consideration of the keeping powers of mixed developers stored

ready for use in well stoppered bottles. These are used by
many, and well spoken of; but a singular incident occurred in

our own practice the other day, that has caused us to initiate

an investigation, not yet concluded, in regard to it. We were
developing a set of test exposures, and when repeating similar

experiments of a fortnight previously, some mixed developers

(soda and potash separately) failed to produce the same results.

True, the stock of solutions was reduced in quantity, and

scarcely did more than cover the bottom of the large bottles

that contained them, and thus might have absorbed carbonic

acid from the air, and so reduced tlieir developing powera. Be
the cause what it may—and we have not yet discovered it—the

fact remains that in this particular instance the solution

appeared to work differently a fortnight after it was mixed.

Still we must say we have no grounds for anticipating that the

explanation will be that ready-mixed developers do change.

The question of perhaps greatest interest to amateurs who

are in the habit of developing large numbers of negatives at a

time, is the length of time wliich the same trayful of solution

will continue to act. Wo put the matter to a severe test last

week (the temperature of our dark room was about 50° Fahr.).

Undertaking some experiments involving a large number of

developments, we arranged a series of trays with developers of

gradually increasing strength, and passed each plate through

each solution, beginning with the weakest (two gi-ains pyro,

eight grains sulphite, one minim of ammonia, half a grain

bromide). Our developments lasted close upon two hours, and

for the whole of that time the solutions were in constant use,

and were only kept up to their original bulk, as the plates

passing through absorbed the solution, by adding normal

developer to them.

We were not testing the actual developing power of a par-

ticular solution, so that in our observation in this respect rigid

exactitude was not attempted. We may say that, practically,

though upwards of a dozen plates were passed through the one

solution, its developing power at the close of almost two hours'

continuous work seemed very slightly impaired, the quality of

the image produced not at all.

The development of a plate cannot be brought to the level of

an exact science, for a " personal equation " must always inter-

vene ; still, the more facts that can be gathered to throw light

upon the process the nearer shall we reach the goal of exacti-

tude and reasonable certainty.

A PROPOSAL FOR A SENSITOMETER.
The first defect in the instrument described last week, as

actually constructed, is that for ordinary gelatine plates the

exjjosure it gives is far too long. The maximum exposure given

is, as stated, one-tenth of a second, the minimum, the one-

thousandth. The latter would be brief enough for a camera
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exposure, to be sure, but it must bo remembered that in the

sensitomotor the exposure is made to direct light, a very

different tiling. Still, it might be imagined that if the period

of exposure were really cut down to that figure, it would meet

tho recpiiroiucnts of oven our most sensitive plates if duo pre-

cautions were used to limit the quantity without interfering

with the quality of tlie light employed.

But, as it turned out, such was not the case, and it may be

at once stated that the theoretical measurements of time

expected from the instrument were by no means worked up

to, owing mainly to faulty construction. For instance, a

plate giving 20 on the Warncrke sensitomcter WJvs exposed in

the " drop " instrumeut at a distance of ten feet from the open

door of tlio dark room, looking into another not over well lit

apartment, and with no direct light from tlie windows entering

or falling upon the seusitometer. The result was a rendering

of the full length of tho exposure slot, which after all, perhaps,

would not liavo greatly surprised us had it not been that there

was not the faintest sign of gradation in the tint, the limit of

shortest exposure being as fully impressed as the longest.

Recourse was then had to a feebler illumination, but still day-

light, and the sliding shutter of the dark room window was
utilised for the purpose. Several exposures were made with

the shutter drawn out to varying distances, allowing a narrow

slit or strip of white light to enter the room ; but, even when
tliis a])ertiu'e was cut down to twenty inches by half an inch,

and the exposure made at a distance of fourteen feet, tho

result was practically the same—a nearly even tint the full

length of the exposure slot.

A little consideration suggested an explanation of the want
of gradation. As we liad been using the instrument, tho base

of the triangular opening in the exposing drop was lowermost,

consequently the shortest divisions of tho total exposure were

made and finished first, or, in other words, when the shutter

was gaining momentum as it gradually overcame its natural vis

inertia: Consequently, the shortest divisions of tho scale, or

those wliich ougiit to liave represented a few thousands of a

second, were subject to far greater error from friction and
other causes than the longer ones, and as a matter of fact the

gradation of the scale was very nearly neutralised. Upon
making an exposure with the instrument reversed, that is to

say, witli the drop in such a position that the apex of the

triangular opening commenced the exposure and the finer tints

were made last, the difference was most marked ; for, though

the tint still extended the full length of the exposure slot, it

was not, as previously, devoid of gradation, but, on the con-

trary, showed a gradually decreasing intensity of tint at one end
of tho scale. In this position, however, the instrument, if

otherwise perfect, would be valueless in point of accuracy until

the shape of the ajierture was altered.

At the same time that the exposure was found to be too

long for daylight, it proved to be altogether inadequate for

artificial light, an exposure made at a distance of three feet

from a small parafhne lamp failing entirely to produce any im-

\ pression. Upon repeating the exposure at a distance of one

fix)t a very faint image of a portion of the slit was obtained.

When the front of the sensitomcter was covered with a sheet of

,' deep orange glass and exposed in feeble sunshine, the impres-

in produced extended tho full length of the slit ; but when

qjosed, as before, in the dark room, the coloured glass was

efficiently powerful to arrest nearly the whole of the active

rays.

From what has been said it will appear, then, that not

only is the instrument inaccurate in use from faults of con-

struction, but it is also too limited in range for general

pui-poscs, giving too long an exposure under some conditions

and not suflfieiently long under others. But, in addition to

these, there is one other circumstance that militates against

the correctness of tho readings, namely, the ditfusion of the

light along the exposing slit during the opening and closing of

the shutter. As suggestions for overcoming these difficulties

we offer the following :

—

In order to minimise the effect of friction in arresting the

free fall of the shutter, we would propose to considerably

lengthen the latter, say, to three or four feet, allowing the

greater portion of this to fall before the actual exposure com-

mences. Thus, by the time tlie light commences to act upon
the plate, the falling shutter will have acquired such a degree of

momentum as to render it practically free from the interference

of friction, provided, of course, that the apparatus is well and

carefully constructed. Further than this, owing to the fact

that the shutter will, after falling, say, three feet, drop through

a greater space in a given time than when the exposure com-

mences, as in the instrument constructed by us, after a fall of

only two inches, it follows that with a given size of aperture

a much wider range of exposure can bo obtained, though, of

course, the shape of tho opening would have to bo recal-

culated.

It is, however, questionable whether in the case of an

opening at the upper end of a drop of the dimensions just

named, the trouble of calculating the curve is necessary, or

whether the nicety of theoretical accuracy is not neutralised by

the mechanical faults of the instrument. A simple triangnlar

opening, having for its longest side tho distance the shutter is

calculated to drop in a given time, would appear to us to be

sufficiently near to accuracy to serve every purpose, the margin

of error being well within that likely to occur from other causes,

as, for instance, in development. With such an opening it

would be a matter of the greatest ease to vary the size of tho

aperture at will, in order to suit light of different value or

plates of different sensitiveness.

With regard to the alteration of the dimensions of the aper-

ture, it should bo borne in mind that as the readings are taken

in terms of actual time no confusion or uncertainty need

arise in adopting this course, provided the maximum exposure

given by each aperture be calculated to bear a definite relation

to each of the others. Thus, apertures giving maximum
exposures of '01, -05, and -1 of a second may be divided on the

same Ixise line, and will bear the same definite relation to one

another throughout. Thus, with the same drop, it may be

rendered possible to deal witli cither day or artificial light.

In order to pi-event the error arising from diffusion of tho

light in the direction of the exposing slit, we would insert be-

tween the drop and the sensitive film a perforated plate, fonn-

ing a series of separate chambers, as in the Spurge actinometcr.

But, unlike the latter instrument, it would be unnecessary that

the perforations be made of any definite sizes in order to admit

varying quantities of light; all that would be needful would bo

to place a number of minute perforations at regular distances

apart, the drop graduating the proportion of light admitted

into each chamber so formed, and limiting its action to that

particular portion of the sensitive film enclosed. The " tint
"

given by such an arrangement would, of course, instead of

being continuous, consist of a series of isolated dots or fine

lines, and these might easily be so arranged as to be self-cx-
^

planatory in taking the readings.
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Nothing has yet been said with regard to a standard of light,

but the instrument wiis not originally intended as a standard,

but merely for comparative purposes. If, however, a standard

be desired of moderate reliability, probably nothing would prove

more convenient than the reflected light of magnesium burnt at

a given distance from a white screen of definite dimensions. Or

it might be burnt at a fixed distance behind a translucent screen

of small area, and the exposures made direct. The light given

by burning magnesium sufficiently resembles that of the sun to

render it a tolerably reliable guide for purposes of comparison,

and it would certainly be under greater control so far as uni-

formity is concerned. It would also bo easily applicable in

connection with coloured screens, and for the direct comparison

of white and coloured light.

We hope at a later date to be able to report upon the results

obtained with an instrument wo are having constructed on the

lines now indicated ; meanwhile, it is possible that improve-

ments may suggest themselves to some of our readers interested

;

if so, we shall be glad to hear of them.

A LAWSiTiT, and one which is likely to prove of considerable import-

ance to the photographic profession, in reference to copyright and the

protection of their works from piracy, is now pending in the

Chancery Division of the High Court of Justice. As we announced
last weelf, Mr. G. S. Paine, of Aylesbury, had obtained an interim in-

junction restraining another photographer and stationer in the same
town—the former from reproducing, and the latter from selling copies

of one of his photographs. On Friday last, an application was made
to Mr. Justice Kay to extend the injunction until after the trial of

the action. This the learned judge granted. This case will he
watched with interest by more than those immediately interested.

Photography might advantageously be utilised by the Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. If some of the inspectors

were supplied with a small camera, rapid lens, and instantaneous

shutter, they could often secure a small negative whicli might
subsequently, and quickly, be enlarged on to bromide paper and pro-
duced in Court as evidence. A photograph of an overburdened and
jaded horse, in the act of being cruelly ill-treated by its driver, would
do more to secure a conviction for the offence than the exhibition of

the animal after a night's rest and perhaps careful attention, an
empty vehicle, and almost any amount of sworn evidence on the
following day. How frequently, in the suburbs of London, is to be
witnessed five or six great " hidking fellows " of the costermonger
class, seated in a small vehicle behind a lialf-fed, diminutive "Jerusalem,"
while one of the number is unmercifully belabouring it with a heavy
cudgel. In such a case as this an instantaneous photograph of the
scene, if submitted to the magistrate, would, there is little doubt,
frequently aid in the administration of justice to the delinquents.
Several of the local Hon. Secretaries of this useful Society, we are

given to understand, are expert amateur photographers, therefore

they might well utilise their favourite art as an aid in the cause they
so humanely espouse.

In connection with photography furthering the ends of justice, here is

a suggestion by an ingenious friend, who, it is scarcely necessary
to mention, is an enthusiast in photography. Much comment, as
all are aware, has recently been made on the fact that policemen on
duty in country districts, as was that courageous fellow at Fincliley,
are not provided with revolvers for their own protection. Our friend
suggests, if the constables are not to be entrusted with these weapons,
that they should at least be armed with syringes, or bulbs, charged
with a solution of nitrate of silver. He says if that plucky fellow
who has been so cruelly mutilated, could have discharged some silver
solution on the faces of his assailants, the morning light would soon
have developed them into conspicuous objects, and that no doubt ere
this the miscreants would be under arrest, A man with a face

resembling those seen in some of the advertisements for Pears's soap,

could not fail to attract considerable attention, and, if the suggested

plan were adopted, excite suspicion. A nitrate of silver stain on the

face, as all who have tried it are aware, is not easily removed by
cyanide of potassium without injury to the skin, so that the remedy
might prove worse than the disease. The idea of our friend for securing

identity, though ingenious, is scarcely new, as we have heard of a

photographer who always kept two or three small flasks of silver

bath in his bedroom, ready to dash in the face of any nocturnal

visitors he might encounter who had entered his premises sur-

reptitiously in search of plunder.

The preparation described last week for flatting backgrounds in oil

colour is one of the best that can be employed for painting studio

accessories. Balustrades, rockwork, and other movable properties

painted with this material, will not show marks of handling or slight

abrasions to anything like the same extent as they would with the

ordmary turpentine flatting, or the distemper, so generally used. The
surface may also, with care, be washed without causing injury.

It does seem somewhat anomalous, now that the more artistic section

of photographers, in unison with the improved taste of the public, are

aiming to make their productions, both as regards colour and style of

mounting, resemble engravings as much as possible, that engravers and
lithographers appear to be striving to make their work look as much
like photographs as they can. Prints from typographic bloclcs and
lithographs are now being largely produced in the recognised photo-

graphic brown colour, and the general " get up " of them is intended

to convey the idea that they are veritable photographs. However,

photographic artists may congratulate themselves that this class of

work is chiefly confined to prints issued with some of the cheaper

publications, and those used for advertising purposes.

Wk have frequently directed attention to the more or less generally

neglected state of photographic show-cases. The particular point we
are now going to speak upon can scarcely, however, be called neglect,

though it is so in one sense. We allude to the amount of moisture

which is often imprisoned in, and which cannot escape from, the

frame. The other day, on passing through Regent-street while the

sun was shining, we noticed that in the majority of the frames

exhibited, and indeed in some of the shop windows, the pictures could

not be seen, owing to the condensation of moisture on the glass-

Of course, when the glass became heated by the sun's rays, the water

would again be vapourised and then condense on the pictures and

mounts. Under these conditions the photographs are continually

exposed in a humid atmosphere to a strong light. This is reckoned

one of the most trying ordeals to which either silver prints or any

other form of photograph can well be subjected. Hence, there need

be little wonder that prints exposed to these conditions often show-

signs of premature decay. When a show-case is fitted up, if it is to

be hermetically sealed, and it should be, care ought to be taken that!

the mounts and pictures, as well as the backboard, are made perfectly

dry. To prevent ingress of moisture, the glass should be secured in

the frame with putty, and the backboard painted with one or two

coats of oil colour, Brunswick black, or other impervious material.

When this is not done, it is better to have one or two small apertures

in the top and the bottom of the case, so that it may be ventilated

;

then the moisture, as it becomes vapourised, can escape. In this case,

a free current of air will probably exert a less baneful influence on the

pictures than a continual humid atmosphere.

Mn. BousriBLD, who recently brought orthochromatic photography

before the Koyal Microscopical Society, said he had employed these

plates with growing satisfaction for some time. The objects roprer

sented were crystals of salicine displayed by polarised light, and the

colours were purposely chosen to test as severely as possible—and •

more exacting test could not be chosen—the capacity of the platea

used. He found all to fail at the red end of the spectrum.

Tin. Chookshank's exhibit was intended to show the teaching value

of photo-micrographs, and consisted of enlargements on bromide paper
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from negatives takon with the microscope, the objects being tlie

flagelliitiHl protozoa in the blood. The amplification was soTcntccn

hundred and fifty diameters, yet markings and histological details of

great fineness were clearly portrayed.

Thr photographs taken by the aid of the new apochromatic lenses

showed tlie results of the combined action of both new objective and
eye-piece. The actual photographs on view were not considered of

very great excellence, hut as exhibiting the power of the optical com-
binations were looked upon as most satisfactory.

It is expected that, socially, tlie Manchester meeting of the British

Association will be one of the most brilliant ever held. A very largo

Mim has already been subscribed, and liberal arrangements are being

made for excursions and other entertainments. Sir Henry Uoscoe, it

will be remembered, is the President.

«

BICIIROMATED GELATINE EMULSION PAPER.
Fon the benefit of those who desire to try this method of printing

with tissue or paper free from the difficulties wliich attend the com-
mercial papers not specially prepared for the purpose, I will give the

latest formula I have employed for the emulsion, premising that it is

reduced to such a degree of simplicity and requires so little precaution
in the matter of hght during preparation, as compared with rapid
emulsion for plate work, that any one can prepare it in an ordinary
room and with full gasliglit.

The requirements are a tolerably thick and perfectly soluble film of

gelatine holding incorporated with it a minimum of silver salt, though,

of course, the proportion of the latter will vary with the purpose to

which the tissue is to be put. For positives on opal, or for trans-

parencies, the quantity must be very small, hut for the reproduction
of negatives, especially for line work, a larger proportion may he used.

The quality of the gelatine is of the utmost importance, and those

samples which are held in the highest estimation for ordinary emulsion

purposes are the ones to be carefully avoided for this. The so-called

"hard " gelatines, in the preparation of which alum in some form or other

is employed, are quite unsuitable, owing to the fact that the mere
contact with potassium bichromate serves to render them more or less

insoluble without exposure to light. In some cases the insolubility is

complete, while in others, though only partial, the development re-

quires the use of such hot water that all the finer gradations of the

picture are lost. Nelson's "No. 1 Photopraphic" is an admirable brand
for this and similar purposes, or a cheaper kind of the same makers
known as " No. I Flake " is equally good if carefully filtered to free it

from mechanical impurities.

In order to simplify, as far as possible, the manipulations necessary

in making the emulsion, I have adopted Moncklioven's system of first

converting tlie silver nitrate into carbonate, and then, after washing

the precipitate to free it from soluble salts, incorporating it with the

gelatine, afterwards converting it into chloride or bromide. This

gives, without the trouble of washing the emulsion itself—always a

tedious operation —a preparation free from the usual decomposition

salts, though, when the emulsion is to be applied to paper, this is of

less importance than is the case with glass, since the paper absorbs

the salts and prevents, in a great measure, their surface crystallisation.

The formula stands as follows :

—

Nelson's No. 1 gelatine COO grains.

Nitrate of silver 70 „
Chloride of ammonium 20 „
Bichromate of potash 1.50 to 200 „
Carbonate of soda 9 s.

Water to make 10 ounces.

First dissolve sixty grains of the nitrate of silver in a small quantity of

Water, and throw it down by means of about an equal weight of car-

bonate of soda, also dissolved in water. Allow the precipitate to settle,

and decant the supernatant fluid once or twice, and finally drain closely.

Let the gelatine be swelled thoroughly in cold water, and when the

carbonate of silver is waslied add to it a small proportion of the

gelatine— say, one-fourth or one-sixth; apply heat, and when dis-

solved make up the quantity of emulsion to six ounces. Next add
the chloride of ammonium, and stir well until dissolved, and at this

stage, or later, the remaining ten grains of silver nitrate cm be added
and also stirred until dissolved. Place the whole in a warm place for

an hour or so, or immer.'?e for a shorter time in a saucepan of very hot

or boiling water ; finally, add the remainder of the gelatine and the

bichromate of potash, and make up the total quantity of emolsion to

ten ounces.

The resulting preparation will be of a deep red colour, owing to tlie

presence of chromato of silver, which serves to render the tissue more
opaque to light. It will bo noticed that I do not employ hydrochloric

acid to convert the carbonate of silver as would be done in Monck-
lioven's method ; I thus avoid the inconvenient effervescence caused

by the acid, and the carbonate of ammonia formed is afterwards de-

composed more gently by the bichromate of potash. The emulsion, as

will be seen, is very strong in gelatine, containing sixty grains to each

ounce. This enables a good stout film to be applied to paper by
simply floating, and the layer sets and dries rapidly, owing to the

comparatively small proportion of water it contains.

Almost any sort of moderately smooth paper will answer the

purpose for this process, as it only acts as a temporary support. It

must, however, be a paper which, from its sizing, expands readily and
evenly under the influence of moisture. Some papers partially sized

with resin prove very refractory in this respect, refusing to lie flat

when coated with warm emulsion, even though thoroughly wetted

previously. Such must, of course, be avoided. Common wove note

paper answers very well, as also does pretty good quality printing

paper ; the latter from its porosity separating from the picture on
development with great ease. As an instance of the little care

necessary in the selection of the paper, I have produced a print from

a piece of tissue made on printed newspaper.

Uoat the paper by floating for a minute on the emulsion, then

adroitly draw off the sheet, and quickly lay it on its back on a level

piece of blotting-paper until set, then hang up to dry.

H. Y. E. COTESWOBTH.

ON THE L'SE OF THE STEREOSCOPE AND IT3

SCIENTIFIC APPLICATION.
IL

Is applying the stereoscope td purposes of scientific investigation, i£

will be necessary for the observer to possess a good instrument df

suitable pattern, to cultivate his powers of perceiving, by its meansj

the effect of solidity or third dimension of space as presented on the

union of its two plane but dissimilar pictures, and to thoroughly

understand the principle of the physiology of vision whereby the idea

of solidity is produced in the mind.

In making choice of an instrument for normal vision with eyes of

equal power, it would be well to select one of the lenticular form

fitted with eye-pieces containing achromatised, prismatic, or whole

lenses of about five inches focus, and mechanical contrivances fci

focussing and separating them to enable the sight to be exactly suited

to the slightly varying circumstance aiising in practice. For eyes of

unequal power, or possessing other peculiarities not fatal to successful

binocular vision, the mechanical features of the instrument might be

similar if the powers of the optician, to suit the special requirements

of the case were not limited thereby. It need scarcely be added that

every advantage should be taken for optical skill to promote success,

and make matters comfortable to the observer. It may be necessary

to make modifications in the design of the instrument to admit of the

examination of slides of unusual shape; but as these can only be

settled when the necessity arises, it would be out of place to venture

upon giving details here.

To cultivate the sight to ensure its possessing the requisite keenness

and delicacy for noting the small variations in the amount of ."epara-

tion of parts of the same objects in the two halves of a binocular

slide, and of seeing these alterations as differences of distance or as

solidity, some simple drawing should be made like those that were

supplied as slides when the stereoscope was first invented, and which

usually illustrate articles on the subject. They consist principally of

un.tiyrametrical geometric figures produced in pairs which, on being
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viewed in various positions in respect of each otlier, as both placed

the same way, or with their left or right sides to the centre, present

the appearance of plane, raised, or hollow objects. Mere lines if not

truly parallel are good exercises. These appear to extend from the

observer into space cither from the top or bottom of the slide, as their

amount of ."separation is least at the one point or the other. The eyes,

in travelling up such a pair of lines, and uniting them into a single

one, must alter the convergence of their optic axes at every instant,

exactly in the same way as when solid natural objects are viewed, the

mind in both cases interpreting the changes of convergence as

variations of distance. It will be gathered from these remarks, that

any lines or points that may happen to be slightly displaced in respect

of others will call upon the eyes to make this effort, and produce the

coiTesponding idea in the mind that is to locate them in another plane

in space nearer or farther, or their displacement makes them less or

more widely separated.

Among the scientific uses of the stereoscope may be mentioned the

well-known one of detecting forgeries of notes or cheques, because it

is utterly impossible to copy or touch up a plate by hand sufficiently

accurate to pass this test. It may be done well enough to deceive the

unassisted eye. Let, however, the spurious and genuine notes be

examined together, in the stereoscope, and their total unlikeness will

be at once apparent, for their lines and figures instead of appearing in

one plane will undulate to and from the observer in a ridiculous

manner and immediately proclaim their origin. It would require a

delicate and powerful micrometer tj prove a difference that may be

immediately made manifest in the stereoscope.

Some years ago the instrument furnished a very beautiful ocular

proof of the spherical shape of the moon in 5Ir. De la Rue's photo-

grnphs of that orb taken at different periods of her libration. In

those arranged as binocular pictures which I had the pleasure of

handling, the periods of libration seemed to have been shghty too far

apart, the consequence being that the moon appeared more like half

of an elliptical body viewed endwise instead of as a hemisphere.

Another attempt (I believe it was so intended, for there was nothing

to warn a visitor that it was not) to prove an astronomical fact was
exhibited at the South Kensington "Loan Collection of Scientific

Apparatus" among the photographs of a then recent total solar

eclipse. In this case the slide was supposed to show the image of the

dark body of the moon some distance in front of that of the sun, the
effect having been produced by taking the pair of pliotographs com-
posing the slide with a short interval of time between. 'I'he re-

presentation conveyed what happens to be fact, but the way in which
it was produced was totally false and unscientific, proving nothino-.

The same illusion would have arisen had the sun and moon been mere
discs shding over one another in actual contact. To my thinking it

was quite out of place in a scientific collection even as a curiosity,

imless it were accompanied b)' an explanation.

One of the new (at any rate new to me) uses of the instrument I

wish to suggest is in connection with photographic star mapping and
the detection of motion or change of place of any individual star in

lespect of its fellows, by the comparison of two photographs of the
same quarter of the sky taken at two different periods, the interval of

time being long or short as the necessities of the case and practice
may suggest. When two such photographs are viewed in the stereo-

scope all objects which had been what we usually call " fixed " would
appear in one plane, while any that had moved during the interval
between the dates of the photographs be they planets, planetoids, or
comets, would stand out, as it were, in another. The plan, it appears
to me, would be of nmch value if only as a rough-and-ready method
of picking up objects possessed of their own proper motion for verifica-

tion and study with the circles in the usual manner. It would also be
.some safeguard against reckoning defects as celestial objects if

successive exposures were not made. The pair of maps would have
to be examined in two ways upright, or let us say in the position they
were taken for the detection of motion in right ascension, and then
each turned round a quarter in the same direction to make evident
any movement in declination.

As an aid to spectroscopic research, it is probable that the stereo-
scope might prove very valuable and reveal many new facts in making
the comparison of spectra under various physical influences much
more easy and certain than at present. A binocular spectroscope

would serve better for purposes of direct observation, but of course

would be of no use for dealing with photographic records and no

better than a single one for producing them. I am not aware

whether such an instrument has been made, and as it does not appear

to me that the difficulties of constructing one are insuperable, I men-

tion it in conjunction with binocular slides and stereoscope, because I

feel sure there is a field for both. Here is an instance in which either

method would be of use. One of the problems connected with the

spectrum of the sun is to settle which of its lines are due to the

absorption of its own gaseous envelope and which may be set down to

the contents of our atmosphere. To separate these two series M.
Cornu suggests a plan whereby he takes advantage of the effect on

the lines of the sun's revolution on its axis. As the lines (due to the

absorption of his gas) on the spectrum of the advancing limit of the

sun are for a well-known reason displaced towards one end of it and
those of the same kind in that of the receding limb towards tlie other,

while those produced by atmospheric absorption are not affected

by tlie sun's motion hut remain stationary, the spectra of these

two portions when viewed alternately, but in rapid succession, will

exhibit the lines in two series, one set appearing to flicker or

tremble the other not. If two photographs of the solar spectrum

were taken under these conditions and subjected to the stereoscopic

test, the lines produced by the causes in question would be separated

into two distinct planes of distance, capable of being leisurely studied

and compared with the spectra of bodies produced by the electric arc

or other suitable means. The photographs might be made in sections

of any length, because it is easy to modify the stereoscope to admit of

their being passed under review parallel to one another, the one for

the off eye being started and k'pt two inches or so in advance of the

other. I fancy I have described a stereoscope in these columns for

panoramic slides that would be admirably suited to long photographs

of the above kind.

I hope I have given a sufiicient reason why the stereoscope should

not be consigned to oblivion, but that as a scientific instrument for

use by intelligent men it has a future before it nobler and more
lasting than its day as a mere caprice of fashion.

John IIahmer.

ACCESSORIES OF THE LANTEliN.
Chapter V.

—

Screens in Large Halls, &c.

In the preceding chapter (page 182) was described a set of eight

screen poles, each four and a half feet long and one and a halt inches

in diameter, fitting together in fishing-rod fashion, so as to form two
uprights capable of supporting a fifteen or eighteen-feet screen. The
two upper rods of each upright may he of light wood, such as deal,

but the lower rods, having more strain put on them when in use, are

best made of a tough wood—oak, for instance. If thej' are made a

quarter or half an inch larger in diameter deal may be used for all

the rods.

Similar sets of uprights for screens of ten or twelve feet square

may be cheaply made by using the common broom-handles, which are

sold ready painted at about fourpence apiece. It is an easy matter to

fix on the end of each a tin or brass tube five inches long, so that they

will join together like a fishing rod. The rods or handles being about

four feet long, three joined together will make a twelve-feet upright,

and two of these uprights raised on chairs, if necessary, will support

a small screen. They are not suitable for a fifteen-feet screen, as

they bend to an alarming extent if more than three rods are joined

together.

The way these uprights are used is as follows :—A rope or cord

being procured about twenty yards long, the upper corners of the

sheet are tied to the middle of the rope wth tape or twine in such a

manner that the stretching of the rope will fully stretch the top

border of the screen ; the sheet may be also tied to the rope at one or

two places between the two corners, or, what is perhaps better, the

rope may have been previously threaded through a couple of the

eyelet holes. The upper border of the screen being thus attached <o

the rope, the next proceeding is to tie the cord to tlie summit of each

upright, in which an iron screw-ring has been fixed, a distance being

allowed between tlie poles and the corners of the screen of about three

inches. The uprights, with the screen attached, are now raised to
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the vertical position and separated the required distance, the two ends
of the lonj^ rope are then drawn dingonally rijclit and left respectively

and Rttaclu'd to screw-eyes inserted in the floor at a few feet from
the screen. This stretches the iip]ier part of the sheet nicely ; the

lower corners miiy ho drawn taut l)y means of cords attachtKl to two
extra screw-eyes in the floor. Tlie screen, heiiiR now stretched at

each corner, sliould be nearly free from cren.se8 ; two or three extra

cords tied to the eyelet holes where required wiU render it quite flat

and oven.

In large towns there are usually one or more halls of such size that

ordinary screens erected in thenj appear quite lost in the immensity

of space. A twenty-five feet screen is not too large for a hall one

hundred and fifty feet long and sixty in height and widtli. AVhen a

hall of this calibre has to be dealt with there are, as a rule, special

facilities for rigging up a largo sheet; this is very fortunate, as it

does away witli the need of largo and cumbersome screen poles, which,

being too heavy for small screens, would be rarely used. The facilities

referred to are the holes that are left in the lofty ceiling for ventila-

tion and other purposes. Through two of these holes situated over

the spot where the screen is to be, ropes may bo let down to the floor

;

the operator below then fixes on the end of each a small pulley block

through which a long rope is rove; the pulley is then hoisted up to

the height of about thirty-five feet above the floor and the ropo is

made fast above. The cords which liave been rove througli the

puUej-s are then attached to the upper corners of tlie large screen,

which may then be lioisted up by the pulley rope.-? and stretched taut

in the same manner as when the wood upriglits were used. In this

way a large screen may be easily stretclicd by two persons in half an
hour.

It will be observed that somebody has to climb up to the space

between the ceiling of the hall and the external roof; this pei-son is

generally tlie hall porter, who does not at all like the ascending

business. At a certain hall the porter said it was " worse than pur-

gatory." lie did not state how he obtained the special knowledge
whicli enabled liim to make the comparison, but a half-crown induced

him to go through the ordeal. Excusing himself for a few moments,
he presently appeared in a suit which was not his best, and tlien went
aloft and fixed the ropes. After half an hour's work he descended,

having apparently been luxuriating in a bath of soot, which rendered

it needful for him to go home to readjust his toilet.

Lecturers nowadays so frequently employ the lantern to illustrate

tlieir discourses and to increase public interest therein, that in " lecture

sessions," consisting of entertainments on a dozen different evenings,

it is not uncommon for nearly half of them to be lantern lectures.

There is consequently a tendency to make special provision for erecting

screens in halls where they are often required, and, as this can be

done at very small cost and trouble, it would be well if every hall

were so fitted. All that is required is a small pulley permanently

fixed at a suitable lieight on each side of the room ; the best place in

halls of moderate width is on the upper edge of the cornice. In wide
halls, in which the screen can be placed close to the wall behind the

platform, the pulleys may be fixed on this wall. The distance the

pulleys are apart should be about equal to their height above the floor,

and will depend upon the size of the hall ; twenty feet would suffice

for a hall sixty feet long requiring a fifteen-feet screen. The pulleys
should each have a rope rove througli long enough for the two ends
to reach nearly to the floor. A small weight may be permanently
tied to the end of each cord, so that if a rope end is accidentally

drawn np out of reach the weight will bring it down again. When
a screen has to be stretched, one end of eacli ropo is tied to the top
comers of the sheet, which is then hauled up by drawing on the oppo-
site ends of the ropes. This method is perhaps as expeditious and
convenient as can to devised ; a sheet of any ordinary dimensions may
be fixed up in this way in a few minutes.
ANhen a lanternist arrives at a hall with his apparatus he usually

begins operations by fixing up the screen; when this is accomplished
he turas to his biunial and has to find out th« right place to put it so

that the image will nearly cover the screen. If he guesses, the chances
are that he is a few feet too near or distant, and when the hall keeper
has surrounded the apparatus with long, heavy forms it is not a very
easy matter to niter the position afterwards. Hence it is a good plan
to measure off the distance of the lantern from the screen with a long

tape measure, having previously ascertained the required length ; but

a more convenient and equally effective plan, which does not require

one to remember the exact number of feet needed for each size of

disc, is to use a distance meter. This can bo made in the simplest

way by means of a piece of wood ten or twelve inches long and three-

quarters of an inch square ; to the centre of this tie firmly the end of

a cord or narrow tape a yard long. The final adjustment is made
during an exhibition of the lantern on a disc of the usual dimensions.

A slide with an ordinary circular mat being inserted in the lantern

and its image thrown on the screen, the operator takes his stand close

by the front lenses of the lantern, then holding the tape just under

one eye and touching the skin with one hand, and holding the stick

in the other hand in a horizontal position and parallel with the screen,

he looks towards the disc with one eye closed, moving the stick be-

tween his open eye and the screen until it visually just covers the

diameter of the disc; the space between the stick and the eye of

the observer, probably about two feet, is then noted by means of

the tape, which is knotted at that distance. Our simple distance

meter is now ready for use in the next exhibition. The screen, which

need not be of the same size as the one used in the adjustment, being

duly stretched, the operator stands in the middle of the hall, and

holding the knot in the tape in contact with the f^kin just under the

eye he prefers to keep open, he holds the stick as before between his

eye and the screen at such a distance that the tape is made taut, he

will then notice how much of the width of the screen is covered by
the stick ; this being the diameter of the disc that would be shown at

that distance, he will at once see if it is correct, if not he has only to

advance or retire till he finds the right place to put the lantern.

This distance meter will suffice for any ordinary size disc with the

particular focus lenses which were in use during its adjustment ; if

another set of lenses is used it will be necessary to readjust it, and to

make an extra mark or knot in the tape for use with these lenses.

Albkbt Wm. Scott,

PORTABLE DARK TENTS.
TnEKE is very little doubt that the " box " form of tent, such as is now
in general use, is the best that could be devised. Rival forms are few
and by no means formidable competitors from the point of view of

general utihty. The " umbrella (both for changing and develop
ment) is obviously open to many grave objections which it would
perhaps be invidious to enumerate, while the changing box that com-
pels the operator to handle his plates per a pair of armholes, and
watch his movements through a pane of ruby glass, possesses what,
to the writer, appears a fatal defect in interposing a barrier between
the visual orb and its objective. In transferring an exposed plate

from the dark slide to a light-tight receptacle pending development,
only a very shght amount of skill would be necessary ; but in taking
an unexposed plate from its original package and putting it into the
slide, considerable uncertainty would exist in the average mind as to

whether it had been turned right side out or not. This is surely

a big nail in the coffin of the " armhole " changing box, for the
presence of the least qualm in connection with such an important
matter destroys at once whatever other useful characteristics the

well intentioned piece of apparatus may possess.

Accepting then the box type of developing tent as the standard,

and on the whole the most desirable for the purpose, one's remarks
will necessarily be held as refening exclusively to it when dealing

with the subject indicated by the title at the head of this article.

Throughout the trade the words dark tent are taken to imply a
similar concrete meaning. This points to the view that a concensus

of experts are agreed upon the principle that what is, is best, in regard

to the dark tent. Exception cannot readily be taken to this ; it is only
upon matters of detail that a fair quarrel can be picked with the

makers. Some very peculiar notions as to the amount of space

essential to the operations of development are in vogue amongst
them. I have before maintained that anj-thing under a 10 x 8 tent is

practically useless. One made to this size permits elbow movement
within a space two feet four inches by one foot seven inches ; little

enough in all conscience. One maker, however, thinks this a prodigal

waste, for he offers us a tent which,though blessed with most exemplary
qualities in the way of what reads like phenomenal portability and light-

nes8,is utterlyspoilt by the paucity of movement it allows ; for I submit
that a working space of eighteen inches by twelve is totally inade-

quate. True the flexible adjunct is said to increwe that space to

tliirty-three and forty-eight inches respectively, but be it remarked,
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only when extented on a table. Such a tent, however serviceable

in a room, would be of little use in the open air, or on the deck of a

ship, or, indeed, in any outdoor situation. My ideal tent is one that

could be laid under contribution either in or out of doors impartially.

Elbow-room and plenty of it is always necessary when developing.

So, too, is water. The n'lethod of providin<j a reservoir of this in-

dispensable Uuid is usually crude, and never satisfactory. A small

tank, with a hole in the bottom, is placed on the top of the tent when
open, over another hole, and the supply is obtained and regulated by a

piece of rubber tubing and our old friend the American water-clip.

1 could never understand why this tank—flatter, of course, but of in-

creased area—should not be iixed inside the tent. It might be sup-

plied as now from the outside, and controlled inside by a small tap—

a

neater and handier arrangement than the tube and clip from all points

of sight. I understand that some such improvisation has been

adopted by one maker. In regard to shelf accommodation, our tent

is, as a rule, rather too generously treated. This is the age of con-

centrated developers and percentage solutions, and all that is needed

for the bottles is a small ledge with a thin wire rail to hold them in

their places. Space might thereby be economised and weight avoided.

Turning to the sink, little more than sufficient outlet for six ounces of

liquid is needed, whilst it seems to me that the Hexible tray might be

dispensed with altogether, and a double frame, made to size, which,

when clamped, makes the plate to be developed form its own bottom,

substituted for it.

The question of ventilation in this connection is what Mr. Swiveller

would term " a staggerer," for, at every turn, we are confronted by our

old enemy, or friend, light. In my opinion, the current should come
neither from the top, where, so far as I can discover, no attempt has,

as yet, been made to improvise a method of ventilation, nor from the

base, where, in one case, a small aiTangement upon the fan principle

has been tried with equivocal success, but from the sides, which at

present, in most tents, are flexible. As before stated, the twill com-
posing them is generally triplicated; if this were judiciously perforated

at the opposite extremities of both sides of the tent, I think it would
be found that some relief had been obtained from the intolerable

stuffiness so much complained of now. More, if carefully done there

need be no fear on the score of light. I believe this, or a similar

dodge, has lately been adopted by one or two amateur workers.
Mr. John Morlej' recently prophesied the imminence of a quiet time

in literature : I am bold enough to apply the vaticinal effort of the
ex- Chief Secretary to photography, and to predict a sort of compara-
tive dolcefar niente throughout its domain for some time to come. It

would be well, I think, if under such conditions a little of the feverish

craving for chops and changes, which has characterised both sections

of the craft during recent years, were turned in the direction of such
neglected items—" without which no outfit is considered complete "—as
the portable dark tent and other things of no pertinence to the present
occasion. Cameras made for use with the wet process are no longer
seriously thought of in connection with its dry successors, nor should
portable developing tents originated under the first set of circum-
stances be any longer admissible under the second ; the two cases are
exactly parallel. The directions in wliich it is essential that the eye of
the improver must turn, are—admitting that the form of the present tent
is to be retained—^that of a decrease of w^eight, readier susceptibility to
external manipulation and internal convenience, and adaptability to
modern needs. As I have before pointed out, substitutes for wood and
twill are obtained easily enough, whilst if but a fraction of the
ingenuity that is at present lavished upon far less important things
were diverted to the emendation of the mere details of our tent,
something really useful would, I am convinced, result. The matter is

simply one of a little enterprise ; the rest is all plain sailing and
excellent profits. MAnsroN Moobk.

^

SPECIMENS OF WOPvK.
Ever since photography became a recognised art or profession, it

has gradually become a growing custom for employers, when adver-
tising for assistants, to insert a clause in their advertisement requesting
the applicant to forward samples or specimens of his own work, whether
in operating, printing, or retouching; and the question of the wisdom
or otiierwise of this system, though ever and again, and that at very
short intervals, cropping up in the correspondence columns of this
and kindred journals, has never yet, to my knowledge, been either
fully ventilated or discussed. Operators who have complied with the
request, and forwarded specimens of their work to an advertiser, have
often complained of the delay that has occurred prior to their return
and in many cases the complaint has gone farther, it has, in fact
been allej^ed that when returned tliey have beju in such a state as to
be practically unfit to show again ; and sometimes I have heard

operators, printers, and retouchers bitterly inveigh against the speci-

men system, because they had sent the only samples of their work

that they possessed, which had never been returned at all, thus

leaving them in a position utterly uuable to comply with a similar

request from another, and probably more honourable, source. Of

course I am perfectly aware of the fact that no photographer of any

standing, or with true feeling for his fellows, would wilfully detain

for an hour more than necessary the specimens submitted to him by
any applicant for work at his establishment. But pressure of other

business matters, far more important to him, may, in many cases,

cause the return of specimens of work to be overlooked or delayed

for a time, or they may be kept back in case some other applicant

who is being first attended to might not prove all that is required

;

and in either case the result is the same, the owner and producer of

the detained samples has to allow some other vacancy to be filled,

because, without his specimens, he does not care to apply for the berth.

One of the first and most important questions that occurs to me,

and having a full and direct bearing on the whole question as to the

wisdom of the system of sending specimens or asking for them, is how
and when are employes to obtain the same? When a photographic

assistant, be he operator, retoucher, printer, or all-round hand, is in

what appears for the time being to be a perfectly comfortable and

permanent berth, he is not apt to let thoughts of a possible and

probable dark to-morrow, when he shall be added to the already far too

numerous list of the unemployed, in any way disturb his present feeling

of equanimityand satisfaction ; and even if he were, he would not, under

the circumstances of the case, feel himself justified in asking his em-
ployer to allow him to have specimens of his work, indeed the very fact

of asking for anything of the kind would be calculated to raise thoughts

in the mind oi even a moderatelj' suspicious mortal (and photo-

graphers, be they employers or employed, are still but human) as to

whether his assistant was not, after all, dissatisfied with his position

and on the look out for another berth. Then, again, when a rupture

has actually occurred, and the assistant is either under orders to leave

or has himself given notice, even if he obtain permission to have for

himself a few specimens, either by purchase or as a gift, it is not

always an easy matter to obtain prints of the special subjects he

wishes for, or even to remember the subjects themselves which would
be the most suitable for the purpose he requires. Then there are

emploj'ers, even in our own beloved profession, who are not all they

might be as men, and who would flatly refuse to allow the operator

or other assistant to have any specimens at all, in which case he must

either stoop to dishonesty (perhaps, in this case a rather harsh term)

and obtain them without asking, or he must state his case truly when
applying for another situation, which would in many instances

prejudice his chance of being the selected applicant; or a third course

is open to him, lie can obtain, by purchase, specimens of work, which
he may be quite capable of equalhng, or even excelling, but which
are, nevertheless, no more specimens of his omi work than if they were
far superior to anything he might himself be able to produce. He
may carefully select these, sending only such tamples as may in every

respect resemble his own work, as to lighting, posing, and general

character, but still we cannot get away from the fact that he is

literally and positively 7iot the producer. Such a man would possibly

fail to see anything dishonest or wrong in what he had done, he

would probably bring to his assistance such casuistry as the fol-

lowing : " Specimens are asked of work that I can produce, and the

specimens I am sending are such that I can equal, or even excel, at

any time, therefore I am acting in a perfectly honorable manner."

Argument of this sort notwithstanding, the fact remains, the plain,

unvarnished fact, that those specimens are not his own work.
Passing by, for a time, the qnestion of the difficulty or ease of

obtaining genuine specimens of one's own honi'ifide work, we come
to the question of the wisdom or advisability of submitting such

specimens once they are obtained. There is no doubt whatever that

there do exist certain dishonest individuals who make a practice of

filling their show-cases with photographs not their own, and that to

obtain these they do not scruple to stoop to very low means.
Though if so designed, they can purchase any number of photo-

graphs that would answer their purpose, they often yirefer to insert

an advertisement for an assistant and require to see specimens ; such

specimens once sent are never seen again by the sender unless he
happens to personally visit the advertiser with a view to obtaining

their restitution, and then he probably discovers them being utilised

as specimens of this man's own work. True, no decent photographer
would act in such a dirty manner; but how, I would ask, is an
assistant in want of a berth to know who and what an adverti-er may
be, more especially if he gives an address at a distance, or to initials,

or an assumed name, or pseudonym at a false address ? He has lost

his specimens, and he cannot obtain more. What is he to do ?
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So much, ftt present, for the assistants' side of the mnttor ; now for

the I'lnployors. Wlint security or proof has lie thut the spot iniens

submitted to liiin are the genuine work of the applienut ? He has
only the hare word of that applieant liiniself, who may be a purely

honnrablo man, who would not deij^n to stoop to dishonesty, or ho

may he the very contrary. He is at any rate an entire stranger, and
the would he employer is therefore utterly unable to judge of his

bondjiiles. Such being the case, who shiill say that the system of

requesting and submitting specimens is in any way a wise one ? For
my own part I can look upon it in no other light than as a mere
farce, one of those particles of red-tapeism that cling to most business

transactions, and which requires only a vigorous onslaught and a
free and impartial discussion to cut it away bodily and to render it a
thing of the past.

It may be asked, if wo do away with the specimen system, how
are employers to judge whether the style or quality of an applicant's

work are likely to be suitable for them? and this query may, I

think, be readily answered. Why not make it a rule to adopt as a
system, as in other professions and business, a term of probation or

trial. I do not think that an assistant would, as a rule, object to

go to a situation for a month's trial to see if ho suited the em-
ployer, and the berth suited him ; in fact, I believe it is even now
the custom in some hou-ses to do this, although specimens of work
may have been first submitted, and I would contend that it would
bo much better for it to be done generally, as a substitute for the
submittal of specimens. Taken shortly, the matter comes to this,

an assistant is engaged after specimens of his work have been seen,
and if he is not suitable, he does not evon tlien stay, as a rule,

more than a month, and he then considers himself aggrieved, as after

his specimens having been approved, he hiinself is not ; owing to the
fact that a few selected specimens, however good, of any man's
work, never can give a criterion as to his ordinary work either

83 to general quality or method of production. The specimens
may be really first class as obtained in one studio, but on
transference to another their producer may he utterly unable to

produce anything to equal them, or his method of work may be
found to clash severely with the method approved by his "new
employer. In such a case as this, it is the employer who considers
himself tlie aggrieved person.

The month's trial would, to a great extent, obviate this kind of
thing. The employer would, before engaging for that month, have
heard from his new assistant's former employer what he con-
sidered his work to be, and he would further have, possibly, found
out what was the general quality of the work issued from that studio
which would undoubtedly be far more satisfactory than the submittal
of any number or any quality of specimens, about the bond fides of

which there might he some lingering doubt, possibly quite undeserved.
The general quality of the woi-k issued by an applicant's former

employer, when no has held the situation for any space of time, would
be to my mind, and possibly to that of most people, by far the best
criterion by which to judge his abilities. That work might not
perhaps be exactly in the style or even of the quality which I shoidd
require, but still it would be sure to display certain cliaracteristics

which would show, to my mind, whether the applicant was likely to

prove a suitable assistant to me. Personally, such being the case, I

should engage him, and after the first month I should be able to see
whether or no I had been mistaken. I say after the first month
advisedly, as I do not consider an assistant can always fall into the
working of any one particular studio in a day or a week, and if a
little time is required better give that little time than change again
and have to give it after all to some one else.

In short my whole argument is this, that the present system of
sending specimens of work by photographic assistants is an utterly

unsound one, and founded on perfectly erroneous bases.

C. Bbangwin Babnes.

BULPIIURATION OP PRINTS.
1 DO not propose to enter into the discussion as to the relative

permanence of platinotype and silver bromide prints so much as to

call attention to some points which, if overlooked, might be the causa
of valuable processes being condemned in the future.

Tlie first point that strikes me is that, if we are not careful, after
Mr. Gifford's interesting experiments his tests upon the Eastman
paper will get to be taken as representative of the permanence of any
printing process in which the imago is formed, or, rather, supposed to
be formed, by tlie development of silver bromide. I say supposed,
because wo must remember that the way the Kastman paper is

prepared is a trade secret, and there aro several other papeis in the
market, each having distinct characteristics peculiar to itself,

Any one wlio has experimented at all in the preparation of silver

bromide paper, I tliink, will agree with mo that silver bromide alone
will not give all the results which can be obtained with the papers
sup|)lied by the various makers. Therefore it outflit to be a point
clearly understood by photographers that because the Eaatman paper
came so satisfactorily out of the severe tests it was put to in the bands
of Mr. I'ringle and "Mr. Gifford, it does not follow that all bromide
paners will stand the same tests or would be equally permanent.

The degree of permanency of any print depends upon the least
stable of the constituents of which it is formed, and it is of little use
arguing on the basis that in the one case we have metallic silver only
and in the other nothing but pure platinum, if all the time the images
on the bromide paper consists of silver ;^/u« other unknown substances
added to obtain a more pleasing colour, or if the platinum forma
some chemical combination with the sizing of the paper to cause the
deterioration of the print. One of the subjects in the late discussion
was whether the paper itself is not part of the print, and I think that
Mr. I'ringle was quite right in speaking of it as such. In a photograph
the depth of tone of the paper must bo nearly as important as the
deposit upon it.

However indestructible the substance on the paper forming the
imago may be, if any|chemical compound has been formed in the
paper support, which in time is the cause of destroying the purity of
the colour of that paper, we speak of the print as having faded
because the darkening of the whites and half tones have made the
deep shadows appear by contrast less dense. I take it, that in
speaking of a permanent photogi'aph we mean that the range of tone
between the purest white and densest black have been preserved to
the same extent as when the photograph was first produced.

I can hardly gather from the sentence iu Mr. Berkeley's article,
" Let the statement go forth that some or many suppose that reduced
silver prints will prove more lasting than the albumenised ones,''

whether that gentleman means to contend that the many are wrong.
If in any of the gelatiuo-bromide papers in the market there is any

organic compound of silver added to the silver bromide to alter the
colour of the image, then I should be afraid of them fading, but if

they only consisted of silver bromide I do not think after development
that we need fear the sulpluiration of the metallic silver in ordinary
atmospheres. Sulphide of silver is supposed to be about as permanent
a silver compound as any.
Of course in albumenised paper we have an organic silver com-

pound which rapidly fades under the sulphuretted hydrogen test, and
m the case of the old development printing processes the papers were
floated on a nitrate of silver bath, and in consequence we would still

have organic silver compounds ; but even then it was found that the
developed prints as a rule stood better than the printed out ones.
But now I cannot see where an organic combination with silver can

take place when an emulsion is made with an excess of soluble bromide.
For that to be possible the silver must have a greater affinity for the
organic matter than for the bromine, which would be present in excess
of equivalent quantities.

I may say that I have been engaged lately in a series of experiments
to endeavour to obtain, if possible, some idea of the probable permanence
of the various printing processes of the present day, and more especially
to see how much the fading under the various tests was due to the
discolouration of the paper, and how much due to the destruction or
change of the image upon it.

In common with most amateurs I always use permanent sensitised
paper now, and I felt rather anxious as to the comparative permanence
of those prints to prints on fresh sensitised paper.
The next aeries of experiments was to find the difference between

some of the bromide papers in the market and bromide papers of my
own preparation, the constituents of which I knew to be only washed
silver bromide and gelatine in different proportions.
The last series was to discover the power that these various prints

woiJd have of withstanding the destructive tests to which they were
put when compared with platinotype prints, the unfailing permanence
of which we have always neen taiigbt to consider an article of faith.

I must leave to a future communication the result of these experi-
ments, but I wish to say that I undertook them solely for my own
information, and that I have not the faintest possible interest either
commercially or by prejudice with any process.

HfiRBBnT S. Stabnbs.

BEVELOPMEXT OF DRY G1X.\TINE PLATES IX HOT
CLIMATES.

The following account of the system I generally follow in devebjinff
dry gelatine plates during the hot weather in Calcutta may be of
interest to many readers or the Almanac living in tr ipical climates,
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though it is only applicable to places -where a supply of ice is

obtainable.

In the first place, 1 do all my development, when possible, in the

early morniny, wlien the air is coolest. I have a supply of ice read}',

and put half of it into the washing water in the developing room,

reserving the remainder for the final washing. The plates are first

wetted in a tray containing iced water, and meantime the stock

developer is diluted witli iced water and the plate developed. It is

then well washed with the iced water, and placed in the alum bath, as

usual, then again washed with iced water and fi.xed. After fixing,

they are well washed for an hour or two with con.stant changes of iced

water, pieces of ice being also placed in the washing box, and are

then dried off as quickly as possible. Under ordinary circumstances

good plates stand this treatment very well, and do not reticulate.

When the temperature is much above 00°, only plates made with the

harder descriptions of gelatine should be used.

LlEUr.-COLONEL J. WATEnHOr.SK, B.S.C.,

Assistant Surveyor-General of India.

RETOUCHING AS APPLIED TO COPIES AND
ENLARGEMENTS.

The difficulties presented to the retoucher, when working up nega-

tives taken from some very old and faded photographs, are indeed

considerable, and in most cases demand very considerable skill to

succeed in producing a satisfactory result. Negatives taken the same
size as the original will be found quite bad enough, but still more so

are those enlarged from, say, the ordinary photographic carte-de-visite.

They will have a very coarse quality and present a bad and granular
effect almost invariably, which defects are naturally due to the texture

of the paper in the original.

In retouching such a negative the first thing to be done is to decide
what effect we are desirous to produce. If only to make the copy
passable a slight amount of work may suffice ; but, on the other hand,
if we desire to make the best possible result, we will have a long and
very wearying work before us. In such a case general effect rather
than extreme fineness of touching should be our aim. I say this

because a retoucher with taste can produce a soft effect which will

yield a good printing texture with comparatively a small amount of

work, whereas should he tiy to thoroughly get rid of the grain of the
paper a very long and complicated work lies Ijefore him. Besides,
the result will, even then, be anything but commensurate with the
amount of skilful labour expended upon it. To aid in getting tliis

soft effect the retoucher should keep his eye as far as convenient from
the negative while working it, as he will thus lose the offensive
character of the grain more readily.

If it be possible to have the original as a guide while working by
all means have it._ It will be a great help when putting in the lights,
and aid us in avoiding the danger of exaggerating them. Of course
any exaggeration in this regard would tend to give the appearance
of hardness, whereas all our efforts should be given to the production
of softness. Having made up our minds as to the treatment of the
texture of the paper, we, of course, would then proceed to the general
retouching of the face, which would be carried out in a similar manner
to that of one taken direct from life.

The reproductions made from the old Daguerreotypes will be very
much less exacting and troublesome, for the mere reason that the
negatives in these cases will be quite free from all texture, owing to
the quality of the polished silver plates. All Daguerreotypes show a
bright surface to the light, and will, therefore, lend themselves to the
process of reproduction much more satisfactorily than would an old
and faded silver print. Indeed, it will be found that nothing beyond
the ordinary modelling and general softening wiU be required. I
have seen many ncfjatives taken from such pictures give a much
better residt than the original. As I say, the face will be all right,
but often the figure will not stand out "from the background, fhis
defect will not be so visible in the reproduced negative, as there will
be much more contrast than in the DagueiTeotype.

There are many difficulties in the way of copies of oil paintings.
I have had one rery notable case some years ago. It was a life-
size portrait of a lady wanted copying. Quite a dozen negatives,
varying from quarter to whole-plate sizes, were taken, but all seemed
most horrible. For some time no one could see the reason for the
markings in the negatives. The painting was a very smooth work,
most finely and carefully done, highly glazed, and showing a good
surface for photographic purposes. Indeed, really good negatives
were taken, but the face was very badly seamed with dark marking's
running across it from right to left. At last it was found that the

varnish had turned yellow in parts and hence all our trouble. This

we thought could be easily altered by asking permission to remove
the varnish and have it done afresh, but this proposal did not meet
with the approval of the owners of the picture, who said if it could

not be photographed without touching the original they would not

have it done at all. There was nothing, therefore, but to have the

negatives most carefully worked up. This was done, and the pictures

turned out succes-sfiUly. In such cases care must be taken to preserve

the likeness and not interfere with the drawing. Tliis is no easy

matter where so much has to be taken away.
The difficulties in the way of copying oil portraits, or indeed any

other class of pictures, are not so numerous or troublesome as they

were some years ago. Mr. Dixon has sliown us some wonderful
results with his orthochromatic plates, and negatives taken by his

process will not require anything like the amount of work demanded
by a negative taken in the ordinary way. These plates do not

altogether do away with the retoucher's work, but they more than cut

his labour in two.
In many cases it will fall to the retoucher's lot to alter the back-

ground of a portrait—if it be too dark, to lighten it, and if on the

contrary it be light and should be required darkened, we must be

prepared to do it. In a case where it is too dark and we desire to

lighten it, the simplest way is to coat the back of the negative with
either a wliite or yellow varnish, give it a few moments to evaporate,

and before it becomes quite dry run a line all round the figure with

a penknife, and then remove the varnish from the figure, only

leaving it on the background. This will cause the background to

print mucli lighter. In taking away the varnish it will always bo

better to leave a little line behind the figure than to take away too

much. Should it be only one side that requires lightening, use the

ordinary matt varnish, and then take a stump charged witli plumbago
and work on the part or parts requiring to be lightened. This done

be sure to soften tlie edges well by rubbing with the finger or a clean

•stump, as faihng to do this we may leave a defined marking which
would completely mar our picture.

If, on the contrary, we nave got a very light background, and a

dark one may be desired, or some offensive piece of furniture may
require removing, we must proceed in a very different way. In such

a case put the negative in the retouching desk, then witli a veiy sharp

and pointed laiife cut away carefully round the figure. In this way, if

desired, we may completely cut away the entire background, or leave

us such portions as will enable us, with tlie brush and pencil, to put in

any fresh background and accessories that may seem most appropriate.

Great care must be taken should the face be profile, as the least false

touch would ruin the picture. In such an operation the arm should

be firmly fixed, so as to avoid the chances of shpping and perhaps

taking a piece out of the face of the picture. The knife, too, should

be extremely sharp, and if used by a steady hand the gelatine film can

be cut down and still never come to bare glass. Many retouchers use

a needle fastened in a piece of wood to scrape away the background

surrounding the figure and face ; but, personally, I have always used

the knife, and it has always rewarded my confidence in its powers.

If the artist be skilful, a negative can be so treated, and a background
put in with the pencil and brush that will look quite as though it

were the original one. With the gelatine films of to-day it is much
easier to avoid a hard outline round the figure than in the old collodion

plates long ago. Indeed, the former lend themselves completely to the

use of the knife. It is a matter of no moment to cut down the offen-

sive lights that might show on the negative of a lady dressed in black

velvet or plush. 1 refer to the unfortunate wrinkles and light that

often show about the bust of a lady, and which may be the result of

bad posing or carelessness.

There is another manner of stopping out a backgi-ound, and that is

by masking it. But this has many disadvantages, not only in the

difficulty of doing it properly upon the negative, but also in producing

prints fairly alike afterwards. However, by a judicious use of these

hints, a great deal may be done to make a picture, if not absolutely so,

at least passable, that otherwise would be simply impossible.

In all reproductions or enlargements the prevailing fault is flatness

and what may be termed want of light and shade. ]'>en in Ufe-size

portraits the judicious use of the stump may produce a light upon a

face that will make a success of tlie picture. These lights are not so

very necessary where the copies are printed in carbon as they arc

in plain silver printing. In the former they can be all rubbed out in

the jrrint and brilliancy thus secured, but the silver print would be

quite flat, and notliing would possibly alter it.

Having said so much about the manner of obtaining liyhts in a copy
or enlargement, I must say a few words about what is of quite equal

importance, that is, the deepening of shadow. JIany times in copies

and enlargements the shadows are very weak and devoid of all quality
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from a printing point. This, however, can be materiaUv altered.

The lines nnd iiiRrKings, too, in jieoplo advanced in years, the tc.vture

of the fiicc, kc, are fur too harshly marked in the enlarged negative.
All tli('.--e, liowovor, can bo much softened, and almost taken away, by
printing through tracing paper over the negative, and so interposing

a certain thickness of tracing paper between the negative and the
sensitised paper.

When doing a negative like this, say a 24 x 18 size, 1 always strain
tracing paper on the reverse side of the negative. It will serve a
double purpose, inasmuch as it not only softens the printing, but is a
iirst-rate medium for working upon with either stump or pencil to

strengthen the high lights. I can also by its means deepen the shadows
of drapery, or other objects that may require treatment.
To do this 1 make up a bottle of varnish made of one drachm of

Canada balsam and one ounce of benzole. I dip my brush in this and
pick out the shadows I wish to strengthen upon the tracing paper. The
Canada balsam making the paper considerably more transparent in the
places touched by it, the light acts more q\iickly, and necessarily ends in

greater depth of shadow being procured upon the print. The distance
the paper is from the film thoroughly softens the edges that might
otherwise exist. In this way, with care and skill, a good picture may
be obtained of a copy or enlargement from a most unfavourable
negative. Rbdmond Babhett.

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.
PnoPESSoB Hough's Expehiments on Dbveloping-Room

Illumination.

Thr recently published experiments by rrofessor Hough, of Chicago,
on the relative visual and photographic intensities of red and yellow
lights, are in the right direction, what is required being the reduction
of the various elements of the problem to figures, leaving nothing
to the imagination ; I wish, however, that he had used the pure
colours of the spectrum, and not the colours of commercial products
liable to vary with every specimen. He employed the cloths known
as "golden medium" and "cherry medium," "with a sperm candle
behiud each, then tested the fogging power of tlie light, but he does
not carefully describe the conditions of his experiments. Assuming
him to have used but one or two thicknesses of these cloths, he was
in reality employing a proportion of white light for development. Let
a piece of the yellow bookbinders' cloth known as "golden medium"
be held between the e3e and the sun, it will be seen to be full of small
holes freelv transmitting white light

;
put it under the microscope

and transmit sunlight through it, dozens of holes will become visible

for every single hole seen by the naked eye, and the patchy nature of
the colour will become manifest. Three thicknesses of the cloth are
necessary to get anything like a surface even in translucency and
colour, but then a stronger light than a sperm candle is desirable ; so
in the absence of information to the contrary, my assumption is tliat

Professor Hough was not testing yellow light, but a mixture of white
and yellow. As a practically efKcient screen, I recommend three or
four thicknesses of dry tissue-paper of a briglit sunflower yellow
colour, placed between two sheets of common glass, and made to
form a lantern window not loss than a foot square ; behind this, at a
distance of nine or twelve inches, have a stcarino candle flame; the
best hard stearine is cheap and does not gutter. Professor Hough
act.s upon Fraunhiifer's measurements of the luminous intensity of
various parts of the spectrum, but his measurements are antiquated;
there are others of later date and more exactitude, made also with the
diffraction spectrum, in which spectrum the colours are spread out in
proportion to their wave lengths, and are not squeezed together at
the red end.

What is oi-dinarily termed a " safe light," is not necessarily the
best for developing ; there is more comfort in developing with an un-
safe light + brains, that is to say, with a practical knowledge of
how enormously the fogging power of a ]i''ht diminishes with increase
of distance and under varied conditions. It is easy to develope with a
candle down in one corner of a moderately large room, and to apply
the developer at the farther corner, with" your back turned to the
candle, but directiy that candle is covered by the flimsiest of yellow
screens, the safety of such "development by distance" is considerably
increased, liy a still farther application of the principle, I like a
yellow lamp of large luminous uniform surface, the light from which
IS practically unsafe in developing operations at six inches distance

;

there is then plenty of light in the room, safe to work by, but not
near the lamp at particular times and angles of development. The
more sensitive the plate the farther from the light should it be when
it is taken from its slide and put into the dish, but to do this a good
light is not necessary. After it is in the dish, and the developer is

over it, it has become at once lesa sensitive to fogging influences from

at lea.st three causes : firstly, because of the immediate action of the
developer upon the surface of the film ; secondly, because the plate

cannot bo tilted to a great angle to the light and receives vastly less

of the luminous intensity per square inch; and, thirdly, because some
of the incident light is reflectwl from the surface of the developer,
and never reaches the plate at all. Under such conditions the plate
may perhaps at once be brought within the six-inch unsafe distance
without fogging; this but furnishes an instance of the frequently
misleading nature of the testing of the safety of lights bv means
of plates in a dry state held at right angles to the lumiooiu
radiations.

Another point of incompleteness in the experiments by I'rofessor

Hough is that he employed but one brand of plates in his experi-
ments, and those were of tlie " lightning " description. Very rapid
plates have been publicly stated to be more seasitive to yellow rays
than those which are slower, and except for special purposes I think
that few experienced photographers care much for lightning plates.

A variety of plates should have been used in the experiments.
In London a proper yellow light is now extensively used for

development, and going back to red light is talked about as one mis-
fortune likely to result from the increased employment of orthochro-
matic plates. I suspect that the most comfortable way of developing
the latter may possibly be by brains rather than by what is asually called

a " safe light.' By the study of the effects of light at certain angles
and distances I expect that yellow light may hold its ground, or that a
compromise may be effected by utilising the orange rays. Those
orthochromatic plates which are not much sensitive to the red rays,

consequently are not particularly orthochromatic, will most favour the
use of red light in development.
Some persons in London were having their eyeaght injured by

working in rul)y light, and the trouble was removed when they took
to yellow. I can quite understand a bad yellow light being worse
than a good red one when tested, and surmise that Professor Hough
took yellow screens full of minute holes transmitting white light, and
compared such yellow screens with red glass.

Optical Novelties.
A few days ago Loi-d Rayleigh exhibited a curious experiment at

the Koyal Institution. He said that our sensation of colour is three-
fold except in the case of colour-blind persons, whose vision is two-
fold ; to normal eyesight all colours whatever can be produced by
suitable mixtures of the red, green, and violet of the spectrum. He
then proceeded to make yellow by mixing green and red. He pro-
jected a spectrum upon the screen by means of the electric lamp,
then interposed in the path of the rays a glass trough which cut
off all the rays more refrangible than the green, leaving only the
red, green, and yellow. He next took another trough filled with
alkaline solution of litmus, which, when used by itself, was seen

to completely obliterate the orange and yellow rays. W'hen the
two troughs were used together, only pure red and green rays
passed through them. He mixed these rays, and a full yellow, in-

clining to orange, was the result. Doubts have often been expressed
whether mixed red and green rays will make yellow, and Lord
Kayleigh told those present that when they reached home, and
were told that red and green ^^•ill not make yellow, not to believe the
statement.

Quite recently, also, some novel experiments were brought under
the notice of the Physical Society by Mr. C. V. Boys. Ho made
some glass filaments finer than those of spun glass, by heating the
glass more, and drawing it out at higher velocity than by the glass-

spinner's wheel. Straw arrows, some five inches long, shot from a

cross-bow, were made to draw out the glass, which was first heated
by a small oxyhydrogen flame. A filament forty or fifty feet long
was made at each shot. By this method he drew also threads of

farnet, quartz, ruby, and other materials. The fine quartz filaments

ad the full strength of steel, their breaking strain being about fifty

tons to the square inch, and some of them were so fine that they
could not be seen under the microscope except as diffraction bands.

He built up a diffraction grating by fixing short lengths of ghiss

filaments side by side upon a piece of glass at the rate of two liundred

and fifty to one-tenth of an inch. AV. H. Habeison.

WHERE 1 WENT WITH THE CAMEKA.
To HXRWIOII, THEltCE TO BoTTBBSAX.

No. I.

Whtte-Melville, in his Hotmby Iloute, says, " Photography, {orsootfa.

is no invention of tliis nor any other century. It came with mankind
frcsti and perfect upon earth. W'hen Adam left the garden and knew he
should see it no more, he took with him into the dreary waste ol the

outer world an impression of his paradise that bad not faded when bis
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eyes were dim and his years had numbered nine hundred one score and

ten. Eve, too, carried another in her aching bosom, thougli she could

scarcely see it through her tears. Their children one and all possess the

art and its appliances." I fear it is going a little too far back to credit

Adam with a permanent picture of the Garden of Eden. It reminds one

of that story which turns up every now and then of the murderer whose

villamous features were found faithfully portrayed in the eye of his dead

victim, and by this mysterious evidence was tracked, taken, condemned,

and executed.

As I sat reading these first impressions and photographic operations

by Whyte-Melville's method, I pictured to myself how Adam would have

looked clad in his verdant garb moving about, posing, and taking groups

of all the animals wherewith the garden was so plentifully supplied;

then looking down at my traps as the train sped on I thought, " It's a

long time ago; things are different now; we don't take pictures on

sensitive hearts. We use gelatine plates, and our method is much
more troublesome." And yet there is something to be said for Whyte-
Melville's process, for no matter liow many negatives we make upon a

journey, pictures upon pictures that we cannot so take will be impressed

upon the tablets of our memory, that we may perhaps give word sketches

of, but never print from plate. A psychological photography, for which

no patent can be had.

On my way to Harwich for Eotterdam, to make the journey easier I

dropped in upon a friend and stayed for a day at his jdace. I took

several groups. I took himself, his wife, and his house, and packing

them carefully, brought them away with me. When there I heard a

good story about this house my friend inhabited which is worth telling.

After the labours of the day were over, as my friend and I were sitting

in the dining-room enjoying a smoke, my attention was attracted to a
really fine enlargement hanging over the chimney-piece. " A good
picture that," I remarked, pointing to it.

When my friend with a smile replied, " Yes, and it has been a good
picture to me more ways than one."

" How? ' I inquired.

"Well, strange to say," he began, "it's in connection with this very

house, and that long before I had any idea of being its proprietor.

There was au artist residing here at the time I speak of, and he was
the sort of man that got into debt with everybody, and would pay
nobody."

" What do you mean ? Was he hard up, or what ?"

"I do not know why he should have been hard up. He had lots of

work to do, and it paid well ; but no one that he was indebted to could
get money out of him. I did not know of this peculiarity in his character,

and as luck would have it I unwittingly lent him a good round sum.
After waiting some time I tried to get ray money, but in vain, so I

resolved to give the matter into the hands of a bailiff. I called upon one
with this intention. When he knew what I wanted he said, 'It ain't

any good, sir. I can't do it. I've been a-trying to get into that man's
place for months, and can't no way.'
'"How is that?' I asked.

"'He's too dead fly, that's what he is,' replied the officer with a
knowing leer. ' Why, the gas company could not get their account no
way, and they thought to get the best of him anyhow. So they wrote
him that on a certain day they would break open his door and take away
their meter, and by this means would get into the house, and take
possession for their account.'

"
' And how did he get over that ?

' I asked.

"'Oh, easy enough^' he replied. 'When we went to take away the
meter it was waiting for us on the front doorsteps.'

"
' We must get over liim somehow,' I said, with determination. ' I'm

not going to lose r^y money.'
"

' Look ye here, sir, it's just wasting money. I have now an account
o' Slasher & Co.'s for forty pounds odd. I've been a-prowling around
that place for months, and it ain't no good. He's too dead fly, I tell ye.
You never find him a opening of that door ; he puts up the window and
speaks to you there, but you don't get no nearer.'

;" We'll have a try, at any rate,' I remarked, as I left the baffled
oflicer. ' I'll see you again shortly.'

" So I came home, thought the matter over, and after arranging
a plan in my own mind, took down that very picture and carefully
sewed it up in green baize. After that I had my friend the bailiff to do
himself up as much as possible like a dealer in pictures. I then had my
picture taken down to the railway station and put mto the left luggage
office. I knew that my artistic friend had correspondents and friends in
Beading, and I had in my possession a visiting card of a personal friend
of my own who resided near there. When the train from Beading
came into the station I had the officer ready with a friend on the job to
take the picture out of the left luggage office, hire a cab, and drive to the
artist's house. Arriving there, the cabman was sent up to the house
with the card. The window was thrown up, and the wary one called
out, ' Well, my man, what do you want?'
'"Two gents, sir, here with a picture,' said the cabman, touching

his hat. Tlie cabman was perfectly innocent, you know, and he handed
the card in good faith as he said, ' They want you to come down for it,

sir.'

'"Where do they come from?' asked the painter, suspiciously."
' Station, sir. Beading train just in.'

"'Well, go and fetch it up,' said the artist, not moving from the

window.
"' Won't let me, sir. I asked to. Said it was too valuable.'
" The cabman's manner evidently gave confidence to the cautious one,

for he ventured to open the door, and come down the garden to the cab.

He asked a few questions, which seemed to satisfy him.
"

' This picture,' said the officer, ' is of considerable value, and it must
be very carefully handled. It has to be cleaned and restored, and we
have been recommended to you as a gentleman who will do the work
satisfactorily if you would undertake it ; but it's no use our lifting it out

unless you see your way to do it.'

" This seeming carelessness allayed his suspicions. After a little

reflection he said, ' Weh, bring it up to the house.'
" Carefully the cabman and the officer carried it up, and entered

the door.
"' Put it down in the hall,' said the artist, as he stood behind them

ready to shut the door as they went out.
" Laying down the picture, the bailiff turned to the cabman and said,

' There's your fare ; send up that otlier fellow here.' Then taking off his

hat and wig, and turning to the arlist with a leer, he said, ' It hasn't

been an easy game, governor, but there is no blooming error, I'm on the

right side of the door at last.'
"

' Sold, by heavens !
' exclaimed the artist, livid with rage.

" You see you dare not break into the house," continued my friend,

"but when once in you can hold possession till you get your money;
and you know in this case the bailiff could open the door to all and
sundry that might call for accounts. So he was obliged to be got rid of.

The two accounts were paid in full within an hour."
" That was smart," I said, as I again looked up at the picture with the

history.

Next day I reached Harwich, and at night took boat for Eotterdam.

It was very dark. When we started nothing could be seen but here and
there a few flickering lights that reflected and moved in the water like

wavelets of gems. On churned the steamer through the mirk, and as I

stood leaning over the bulwarks smoking the pipe of peace and peering

out into that black gulf of seeming nothingness, I thought, " This night

—all night—every night all the year round, thousands and thousands of

human beings are moving on the bosom of the mighty waters, coming
and going, going and coming ; weaving the stories of lives, warp or woof

are they ;
protecting the interests of countries, plotting the downfall of

empires, building histories ; each one with his motive, pleasure or profit,

bringing in his trail love and joy or hate and misery, heavy hearts and
light. The hopeful and the hopeless all over the world are moving on
the ceaseless waters—this night—all night—every night for ever and
ever." To weave another thread into the pattern of the story of my life,

I went away down to bed.

When I got up m the morning, I found we were steaming up the River

Maas. The morning was cold, grey, and misty, and the first look out

upon the borders of this new country was novel in the extreme. The
low lying table-land flat and uninteresting ; the little clusters of houses

built in every conceivable style, form, and colour ; the knotted, grotesque

willows, and scraggy vegetation, all impressed me with the idea that the

place had been laid out after the plan of the imported toy-box—a whole-

farm-for-oue-shilling, sort of thing. By-and-by the sun came out and
brightened up the scene, all the picturesque effects flashing out in a
moment, lighting up the little houses, the little trees, the little canals,

the little bridges, and by that one magical touch of sunshine a charm was
lent to the scene, rendering it quaint, curious, and interesting. We now
slow to let the Custom House officers come on board, and the luggage is

brought together for their inspection. I had some doubts about my
photographic plates, so I went on to the upper deck and stood looking

over the rail at their progress, till they were nearly done. One of the

officers looking up at me then asked if I had no luggage. Oh, yes, I had
luggage, and I brought it. I explained about the plates which they

handled su-piciously, only for a moment, and then pressed them care-

fully. The only thing that seemed to bother them much was my tripod

stand— it was a new pattern with a good many screws, and I had it fixed

in the middle of my bundle of rugs, the two ends protruded exposing all

these screws. They stood wondering what sort of a machine it could be,

and evidently making up their miuds that it was something infernal,

until I explained their doubts away, and then they were happy, and so

was I. I cannot pass here without tendering a word of thanks and
praise to the Customs officials all over the journey, for, on an explana-

tion, they did everything in their power to protect both plates and
negatives, and I never had a moment's trouble or uneasiness.

Oh, the delicious leisure with which these Hollanders do anything and
everything. After the hurry and worry of life at home it is perfectly

charming. The boat gets alongside the quay ; by-and-by they begin to

think that we would be the better of a gangway put across so that

we might be able to get ashore, and so they set about it. From a
windlass they unwound a chain with a hook on the end, which is put into

an iron loop fixed in the gangway ; in trying to lift the gangway, out

comes the hook, and away swings the chain right across the deck within

an ace of breaking three or four heads, and actually knocking down three

or four boxes. Witli a broad smile, a long " Yah !
" and a slow, decided

footfall, the Dutchman goes on his ws.y r joicing, catching up the

swinging chain, readjusting the hook, ana after ten minutes of slowly
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winding, the gangway is safely placed across a gap of three feet. Then,
witliKoino promptitude, I thought that I would let them see how we did

it, and tried to hurry up the Blow ones with my luggage. Getting into the
'bus, I ordered the driver to make all haste for the city ; but really it

wasn't much good, the driver mistook noise for speed, and he kept yelling

to the horses all the way, but they knew bettor, and would not be

hurried, but trotted on in their eftsy-going way, taking no notice of the

driver whatever, Makk Oute.

THE HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
Os Friday evening a lecture upon the history of photography was
delivered in the Lecture Hall, Tower-street, Ipswich, by Mr. William
Vick, in aid of the funds of the children's wing of the East Suffolk

Hospital.

Mr. Vick spoke of the invaluable service photography rendered to all

sorts of people ; nothing came amiss to it, from the most gorgeous
eastern temple to the last new thing in bonnets, and nothing in all

the records of science had in forty years obtained such world-wide
appreciation. The germ of photography—the dark room—was discovered
by Porta in the second half of the sixteenth century. His camera
obscura was a room into which the only light admitted came through a
small hole in the shutter. The effect of light upon certain chemicals was
accidentally discovered by an alchemist, who one day threw some sea salt

into some nitrate of silver and thus formed chloride of silver, which had
the quality of turning black when exposed to the light. Mr. Vick showed
how chloride of silver was formed by pouring some salt into some nitrate

of silver. If that was taken into daylight it would become black.

Professor Charles made the first use of this with the dark room. In
giving lessons to his class he exhibited some startling experiments. By
means of a strong solar ray he threw the profile of a member of his class

npon a piece of white paper covered with chloride of silver, which took
the impression in white upon a black ground, to the amazement of those
present. But the impression was not permanent, and the effort to obtain
something which could fix it occupied the minds of many scientists,

amongst them James Watt, of steam engine notoriety. In 18i!6 M.
Daguerre, the inventor of the diorama, and M. Niepce, each of whom had
made experiments in that direction, entered into partnership and worked
in common to fix the image afforded by the camera. Niepce discovered
the use of mercury and iodine of silver, but died before the work was
finished, and Daguerre was left to carry it on. Daguerre worked on, and
eventually, with Isidore Niepce, the son of his former partner, formed
a company and brought out the Daguerreotype process. This they trans-

ferred to the Government, Daguerre receiving a pension of £6000 and
Isidore Niepce one of £1000 in return. Mr. Vick showed the working
of the Daguerreotype apparatus, which he had with him. To have liis

portrait taken by the process a man had to sit for a quarter of an hour or
twenty minutes. He did not know what people would say it asked to sit

BO long now. It often happened that inventors, having once invented a

thing, could develope it no further and died poor, while others who came
after and improved the invention reaped the fruits of their labour and
died rich. Daguerre gave the world the first rudiments of photography,
but his genius could take him no further, and he had to leave it to others
to develope the art. Collodion, as a coating to receive the impression,
which was discovered by Mr. Scott Archer, revolutionised photography
and was in use for about thirty years, but now it had been displaced 1 y
gelatine. Many other things were sensitive to the effects of light in this

way, and even a deal board was capable of receiving an impression.
Whatever might be said against photographers it would not be denied
that they took a deep interest in then- work. One of their most frequent
sources of complaint was that sitters would not allow them to do their

best to turn out an artistic portrait but would impose absurd restrictions,

which they would never think of doing if they were going to have their

portrait painted by a celebrated R.A. Several amusing instances of

this were shown in views upon the screen ; of the lady with the snub
nose who wished to be taken in profile because the portrait of some
pretty young lady friend taken in that way was " so satisfactory

;

"

of another lady, with eyes all akimbo, who insisted upon being taken
full face " as if she was looking at you ;

" of the gentleman with a pair

of legs rather bent and not at all elegant, who would be taken standing ;

and one with a particularly long pair, who would be taken sitting.

Very much had to be done by tact and equanimity of temper. Only the
other day a man complained to him that one side of his face was taken
darker than the other, whereas " he was not born so." To argue with a
man like that upon the question of light and shade would be like casting
pearls before swine. Several anecdotes of the comic side of the art were also

narrated, and a copy of Du Maurier's picture in Punch of the photographing
of the firstborn was shown upon the screen. If they wanted to try the
patience of a photographer let them bring the mother, grandmother, aunt,
father, grandfather, uncle, and a few others, and set them all to amuse the
baby whose portrait was to be taken. During the siege of Paris, 1870-71 , the
pigeon post was very largely used. The messages were reduced by photo-
graphy and fixed inside a quill, which was fastened to a feather of

the tail of the pigeon. When the bird reached its destination, the
message was taken into a darkened loom, and with the aid of the oxy-

hydrogen microscope thrown in magnified Bizo apon a white nheet npon
the wall, while the reporters sat at a Stable and copied it. It was posmble
for one pigeon to carry about 3,000,000 letters of the alphal)et in that

way, and more than 100,(XX) despatches were sent into Paris during
the siege. Photographs could bo taken upon wood, and also npon silk

and textile fabrics, so that if they wished to mark a handkerchief so

that they should know it again, they could have their photograph put

in the corner. In conclusion, Mr. Vick gave a practical demonstration

of the rapidity with which a permanent photograph coald be developed.

He developed a negative in the nsual way, and passed it to the gentleman

in charge of the lantern, and the portrait of Jim Frost, the well-known
Ipswich crag vendor, was thrown upon the screen, the whole process

having lasted only a very few minutes. He also took a number of

prints upon piecci of textile fabric. He was warmly applauded at the

conclusion of his lecture.

SNOWSCAPES.
Like the man who could not see the town for the houses, the photographer

who waits for leafy June before he begins to take landscape views will

not be able to see the country for the foliage. When heavy shade trees

overshadow all picturesqueness, we sigh in vain for light, since we know,
alas ! how imperfectly our sunbeam pencils sketch in the dark. Hence
these days of early spring tempt us to leave lantern slide making and
transparency work, that we may discover what a wonderful light refiecting

medium is the white snow. Maybe it has already begun to melt in

patches, yet surely there is enough left for our 4x5 and 8 x 10 pictures.

Wo imagined winter had laid nature bare, but instead we find he has
covered her with ermine fit for earls, and hung every twig with pearls and
diamonds. This is a magic world ; one hour the fields are as solidly

white as the whitest coated dry plate, the next as wet as the wettest plate

of old process days. Here a view of melting snow gives us a Niagara in

miniature, and again ten feet of ice glisten in our camera like a a mile-

wide river in a skating carnival.

If only for scientific experiment, it is interesting to note what swiftness

of plate and shutter snowscapes require, the maximum of light being as

great as at mid-ocean. Again, artistic amateurs will be delighted to find

twenty objects, such as cowshed aud wood pile, made beautiful as picture

material when covered with snow ; and since fashion has made certain

old-time sports famous, any one who wishes to turn an honest penny into

needed acid or plates can do nothing better than to photograph a toboggan
party. Or to choose simpler material, let him shoot at our street gamins
as they race down hill on their long " bobs." Better yet, since work makes
hay of life, will be the realistic view he can take of the same lads dragging

their heavy sled up the steep slide for a second dash. Sometimes gallantry

will have led them to give some little sister a ride up hill ; more often

some work-shirking boy—destined to get free passes on the railroads by-

and-by—will be seen lying face downward on the high board siat, and in

either case the additional figure will give an interesting feature to the

picture.

Children grouped about a rudely made snow fort make good subjects

for the home artist, who simply wishes a suggestive portrait of Charlie or

Tom ; a single figure rolling up a big snowball ; a plough making its slow
way through shining drifts; an unbroken wintry road; a crusted lane;

virylas on maple boughs against a background of dark evergreen trees

;

all give delightful bits as new to photography as midsummer landscapes

are old.

To outing lovers, iceboat racing, groups of skaters and trotters are

pleasing, but less observed scenes, such as the breaking up of our frozen

river in early April, make more original pictures. A 4 x 5 view of one
huge ice-boulder crashing up against another ; a black pool between them;
a curve of snow-crusted pebbly beach beneath, blue sky above, has all the

feeling of the Rhone glacier about it ; yet only fishermen spreading their

shad nets note these common everyday sights.

Snowscapes are specially attractive when finished on rough bromide
paper, where soft blackness and whiteness lends itself to the chance-like

sketch. It is against the printed rules, yet a certain Christmas-card

sparkle and glitter, inartistic but realistic, is obtained by adding a few
additional drops of iron to the developing solution.

For all this outdoor work avoid taking cold, as well as views, by choosing

a day when the mercury is above 40' ; there are plenty ahead of us before

the grass grows green. Wrap up warmly; the focussing cloth maybe
worn as a black cloud around the cars, and as far as possible make all

preparations before leaving home. Also remember the advice given to

tourists last summer. Before setting out with tripod or detective bag
choose your view, make your appointment with the sun and keep it. It

may be said, for the less hardy among ua, that many beautiful scenes can
be taken from one's own window—views which are sometimes prononced
" too dreadfully dreary and lonesome " by those who, haWng eyes, yet

see not, but which are very charming to the artistic amateur.

Avoiding, then, those zero days when the most higldy advertised slide]

will not pull for frozen fingers, let us choose a mild thawing noonday
before the April sun has wastad the snow quite away, and secure pictures

of ice-palaces, glaciers, and toboggan slides, the very sight of which shall

cool us when we frill and blister next August. Adelaivs Skecl.
—Antlioitij'a iiulietin.
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FAREWELL DINNER TO MR. W. K. BURTON.

On Wednesday night, March 30, a farewell dinner was given at the Holborn

Restaurant, London, to Mr. W. K. Burton, C.E., as a token of the esteem

in which he is held by his friends, and as a farewell meeting before his

departure to Japan, where he will occupy the post of Professor of Sanitary

Em'ineering in the Imperial Institute at Tokio. Mr. W. H. Walker, of

the Eastman Film Company, presided. The company numbered about

After the usual loyal toasts, the Chairman said, as an American, he

once had never expected to meet Mr. Burton, who was well known to him

by his writings, but of late he had numbered him among his few personal

friends ; he was both surprised and pleased at the great honour of having

to occupy the chair that evening. No writer upon photographic subjects

had greater influence over photographic readers than Mr. Burton. He

then proposed the toast of the " Army, Navy, and Reserve Forces "

Mr. A. B. Brown, of Edinburgh, responded for the Navy, and Mr. A.

Pringle for the Army, which he said he had entered as a drummer and re-

tired from as a trumpeter. The army with which he was now connected

was the noble army of iihotographers.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor read letters from Mr. W. S. Bird, Mr. O larrell,

Mr. Howard Farmer, Mr. S. McLellan, Mr. Cocking, and others, who

from illness or other causes were unable to be present.

The Chairman then, in the name of a few friends, presented to Mr.

Burton a chronograph and gold chain, as a small memento of the esteem

in which he was held, and to show how they appreciated his abilities and

his kindly and genial nature ; he hoped that every tick he heard from

that chronograph would symboUse to him a pulsation from the heart of

every one present that night.
, . ,

Mr. Burton responded that the Chairman had spoken of him beyond

hie deserts ; what had been done that evening had more than pleased

him, for it had affected him to see so many present who had come out of

good feeling, and all of whom he recognised as good and true friends of

his own ; he saw present fellow-schoolboys, fellow-apprentices, fellow-

workmen, and his former master, Mr. A. B. Brown, whose presence that

evening he considered a great honour. In addition he saw present a

great number whose friendship he had made through photography, the

subject which was nearest to his heart, for he had loved it more than any

other pursuit. He heartily thanked every one present, also those who had

been unable to attend. In a few days he had to begin a journey of about

12,000 miles to a far country ; he should remember those he had left

beiiind, and bear with him the magniticent present which had come upon

him quite as a surprise when he accidentally heard of it for the first time

that morning. He knew that those who were absent had good reasons

for not attending, and he should remember all his friends until he was

able to return to this country once more.

Dr. Thomson said that he was the oldest friend of Mr. Burton piesent

that evening ; he knew him when he was in petticoats, twenty-five years

ago. He was the son of a very distinguished fatlier, who occupied a high

position in the literary world, and held an important official position in

Scotland.

Mr. Taylor said that Mr. Burton had descended from good old photo-

graphic stock ; he was the grandson of the late Professor Cosmo lunes of

Edinburgh, who had been an indefatigable worker of the paper processes

a quarter of a century ago.

The Chairman proposed " The London and Provincial Photographic

Association," to which Messrs. Ashman and Prestwich responded.

To the toast of "Professional Photographers" Mr. A. L. Henderson
responded.
The Chairman proposed "Landscape Photographers," coupled with

the name of Mr. Bedford, who, in responding, said tliat his friend Burton
would be very much missed indeed in the pliotographic societies ; in

London he had held a thoroughly independent position in photography.

Mr. Taylor proposed " The Photographic Convention of the United

Kingdom."
Mr. J. J. Bringinshaw returned thanks, saying that the Derby bantling

had grown into a very healthy condition, and he hoped to see a large

party at Glasgow next autumn.
The Chairman proposed " The London Photographic Club," coupled

with the name of Mr. Foxlee, who briefly responded.

Tlie toast of " The North London Photographic Society" was coupled
with the name of Mr. A. Maokie, who remarked that it was the youngest of

the photograpliic societies, but it did not interfere with the work of any
of the others, as it treated photography from an elementary point of

view, and proposed to give elementary lectures to amateurs and be-

ginners.

In response to the toast of " The Camera Club," Mr. H. J. Gifford said

the Club had sprung up, he might say, almost wholly from the influence

of Mr. Burton.

Mr. Taylor then proposed " The Photographic Society of Great Britain,"

coupled with the names of Mr. W. England and Mr. W. E. Debenham.
Mr. William England, Vice-President, hoped that Mr. Burton would

have a prosperous journey ; they all would be glad to see him on his

return.

Mr. W. E. Debenham said that it was the oldest Society and had
done good work in its time ; he believed that all societies had their waves
of greater and less usefulness, and he hoped that the Society would have

great usefulness in the future. There was a melancholy tinge in that

meeting, as they were about to lose their friend Burton, and his coming
back was a long time off. His distinctive character as a writer in the
photograpliic journals was that lie did not make experiments and keep
them to himself, but he gave away good experiments combined with
literary skill. He hoped he would continue to experiment when in

Japan.
Mr. A. B. Brown proposed the health of the two photographic

journalists, Messrs. Taylor and Bolas, both of whom briefly acknow-
ledged the toast.

Mr. C. Heinrich Trinks proposed a vote of thanks to the Chairman,
who was a foreigner as well as himself. His experience was that Mr.
Burton's work was well known on the Continent, and that he was appre-

ciated there as a thorough and earnest worker.

The Chairman returned thanks.

Mr. B. J. Edwards asked the company to wish Mr. Burton a safe and
pleasant voyage out and home, after which the company separated at a
late hour.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 4718.—"An Improved Photographic Camera." C. Cusworth.—/3atei
March 30, 1887.

No. 4725.—" Improvements in Focussing Arraugemeuts for Photographio
Camera.s." T. N. An.MSTRONu and G. MASCis.—Datcd March 30, 1887.

No. 4804.— " Iiiiprovemeuts in Slide Carriers for Autoiuatically Centering

and Quickly Changing Slides in Magic Lanterns." Complete specification.

—

W. J. Coles.—Jhded March 31, 1887.

No. 4808.—"Regulating and Fixing the Horizontal or Vertical Swing of

Photographic Cameras." C, Sasds and J, J. UwTEB.—Dated March 31,

1887.

Mtttim^ of SoctetteiS*

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Ueeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

April 12 Newcastle-on-Tyne&N.Counties
Manchester Amateur
Derby

„ 12 . . Masonic Hall, Cooper-Ht. .Manehstr,
„ 12 Sykes's Restaurant, Si, Victoria-st.

„ 12

„ 13 Photosrapliic Club
Birkenhead„ 14 Free Public Librai'y, Hamilton-st.

„ 14
„ 14 Cheltenham

Halifax Photographic Club
Manchester Photo. Society

London and Provincial

4, Clarence-sti'et't,

„ 14 Mechanics' Hall.

„ 14 36, George-street.

„ u

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Thursday night, March 31, at the onlinary weekly meeting of the above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, Loudon, Mr. A. Pringle

presided.

Mr. S. G. B. WOLLASTON said that lie had seen in print a inisrepre.sentation

of a remark of his as to the solvent action of glycerine on gelatine ; lie had
never said tliat it would dis.soIve clironie-alunied gelatine or that it had a sol-

vent action at all ; be liad merely stated tliat when certain gelatine films were
obstinate in coming otf their supjiorts the addition of a little glycerine would
make their seiJar.ation a comparatively easy matter. Film pliotography liail of

necessity advantages of its own ; it liad been to hini, as a jieriitatctic man, an
incalculable boon to l)e able to take a few spools and no developer witli liim

when travelling, and to obtain witli certainty twenty perfect negatives out of

every twenty-fonr exposures. In tlie jiacket before tlieni lie had si.tty paper
negatives, all oiled, yet the packet weighed less than ten .and a quarter ounces,

and its bulk wiis small. Financially films would hold tlieir own against glass,

and if desirable they could afterwards be transferred to glass, as lie sometimes
did, for it would not do to put flexible negatives into tlie hands of young
assistants, damage being the certain result. Owing to the enterprise of the

Eastman Company, M. 'i'hibaut, Mr. Pumphrey, ami otliers, film photograjihy

had become jiossible, but to bini practically the list had been reduced to the

first two. The density of im.ages upon Thibant's films could not be judged by
transmitted light ; truly the films might be inteiisifie<l, but intensified nega-

tives were never perfect ; therefore he found himself reduced to the Eastnuin

strii>i)ing film. Those who took up film pliotograjihy would have to unlearn

mucli that they had learned previously in developing images upon gla.ss ; with

films he thought that it was almost ini)>erative to give u]i ammonia develop-

ment ; ferrous oxalate worked with them extremely well, but the use of one of

the fixed alkalies was better still, tlie development then being more under
control. Towards the close of development he would sometimes add a little

ammonia to give cris]iness, if necessary. E.astman's films might be used as

ordinary negatives by those who did not care to take up the process in its

entirety. He exhibited an 8 x 5 negative upon an Eastman film, then treated

a glass plate with French chalk, followed by a coating of tou"h, plain collodion

thinned down, and to which a minute proportion of castor oil had been added
;

to this prepared plate he intended subsequently to transfer the film. The
speed of the films was tweuty-two, »u<l in a few ca.se3 twenty-five, by the
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Warnerko aonsltomcter. Onliiiarily lio ilevelopeil three, «ix, or nine at once in

kit;'' ili«lli«, Ilia develoiier consisteil of

—

Solution A.
Pure iioilic siilpliito :.. 6 ounces,

Piiitllleil water 40 „
P\'rogallol 1 ounce.

citric aoUl \ „
Solution B.

Puro soilic carlionate i ounces.

Ordinary water fO „
Solution /or Vae.

r, o , ii A 4 1 Mnxinuiin, flvo drops ten per
One ounce Solution A, two ounces I

^^,>,,^i„„
Vl

^^
water, and one ounce Solution B

J j^tassium to the ounce.

Tlie developed liliiis Iiad to be squeegeed down upon the prepared and
waslieil ,i;hiss ]ilatc already dtsiribeil, aud the paper would strip off, especially

wlii'U that operation was facilitated by the presence of a little glycerine in the

water. The speaker ilevidoped in a bright yellow light, which he said that he

had found not to fog the ini.iges. Ho .said that he was careful not to expose

the develojied negative to white light until it had been washed for some
minutes, otlierwise it ac<iuired a yellowish colour and printed slowly.

Mr. A. H.vDDON remarked that the only ditticulty alx)ut the process seemetl

to 1)6 the obtaining of the paper. When did the Eastman Company intend to

send more over?
Mr. W. K. Debexham said that the distortion of photographs due to the

unequal expansion of the ))aper when wet, and afterwards drying the film

npon a rigid surface, niaile the process before them imperfect for portraiture,

though it might do for landscapes.

Mr. W. H. Prk.stwich asked if parchmentised paper conld l« u.sed.

Mr. W, M. Ashman asked it any one had tried solution of gold size for

varnishing fiexilile lilnis,

Mr. A. L. Hkndehsox thought that Mr. Ashman had made a very wise

BUffsestion.

Mr. H. A. Bridoe said that gold size dissolved in turpentine made a per-

fectly waterproof varnish.

Mr. Debexh.vm did not think that intensified negatives were always of an
inferior character.

Mr. Woi.i.ASTON wished to cpialify his remark on that subjecl by sub-
stituting the word "seldom" for "always."
A vote of thanks wa.s then given to Mr. WoUastou with acclamation.

Mr. Woi.i.ASTON responded that it was a pleasure to demonstrate liefore an
anilitory like that, who could appreciate the points. It was not the same with

a conii>any of amateurs and ladies, which caused tlie speaker to tinish witli a

kind of sinking of the heart. He should go away with a very kindly recollec-

tion of his reception by the As,sociation.

Mr. Hendku.si)n exhibited and described a detective camera brought over by
an American amateur, and made, ho believed, by the Scovill Company, of

New York.
Tlie Hon. Secretary said that it mnoh resembled one exhibited by Mr.

Watson.
The proceedings then closed,

*

CAMERA CLUB.
The lantern slide exhibition (the la.st of the .session) at the Camera Club on
March ."51 was the most varied that has yet been given. There was a crowded
attendance.

Mr. C. B. Wright sent three sets of slides—views in Norway, pictures in

North Devon, and photographs of ruins on the Riviera after the late earth-

quake. The Englisli series included some very picturesque efl'ects, particularly

A Mistjt \yiliter Min'ninij.

Mr. F. Dunsterville sent a further instalment of .slides of Indian subjects,

mainly sliowing various cla.sses of natives. The.se excited very great interest.

Mr." Frith exhibited a very varied selection, including views of Greek and
Egy|)tiaii ruined temples and pictures of home scenery.

Air. W. Brooks showed and explaiiie<l the peculiarities of some interesting

work done five-and-twenty years previously, anil

Mr. FnAXK Howahd made a few remarks on the jirinting-in of clouds in

lanteni slides, illustrating his descrijition by the exhibition of some combina-
tion transparencies done by Mr. Breeze many years ago and by a selection of

his own work.
Mr. George Smith showed a few very fine Woodbury slides of microscopical

sulijeots and gener.al work, aud Mr." Gale exhibited studies of i)ictm'e»que

English laudsca|ie with figures.

Or. G. Lindsay Johnson explained a new microscopical attachment for the

lantern.

The subject for Tliursday, April 14, is A Demonstration in Flioto-Micro-

<]r»i>hii, by Mr. T. Cliarters'White.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The moiitlily meeting of tliis Association was held on Thursilay, the 31st

iiltlnio, at the Royal Institution,—The President, Mr. George H. Rutter, in

the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed.

The following gentlemen were unanimously elected members of the Associa-

tion :-Captain L. Cliing, R.N. ; Messrs. W. J. D.avey, G. W. Guy, and H. R.
Marsden.
The Secretauy acknowledged the gift to the library by a member of two

conies of The liiimsH Joiknal Photographk: Almanac and three of the
I'Imtnijiiqiliii- yeirs i'enr-liook to coiiii)lete the library sets; also the photo-
graphic journals from the respective editors.

I'roofs of tlie iiresentation prints for 1886 were exhibited, being 15 x 12
enlargements, executed in carbon by the Autotype Company, of A Chfthirc
iMue, by Mr. A, W. Beer, au(l l>vorirai/ at Tablii/ Hall, by Mr, J. H. Day.

Mr. Ororob E. Beli,, of the Air Brush Mannfacturing Company, Rockfonl,
Illinois, exhibited the action of the air bnish, and in the presence of the
meeting executed in live minutes a large heail reaeinbling fine crayon work.
The facility with which he worked and his dexterity were much oilinired. He
afterwards explained the construction of the instrument, which is very
ingenious.

The competition for the lantern-slide prize was then proceeded with. There
were five competitors, who had sent three slides each, which were ijrojectcil on
the screen by means of the Society's limelight lantern, the judges being Messn.
Atkins, Boothroyd, and Sayce. The result of the comi>etition was that the
set licariiig the motto "Black Diamond" were ailjudged to be first, and thone
with the motto " Gone " second. It was ascertained on opening the envelope*
that Mr. A. W. Cornish was first, thus gaining the silver medal, and Mr. A. W.
Beer second. The judges also highly commended a slide by Mr. Riley.
The two hundred American slides sent by the kindness of the Camera Cinb

were then exhibited, and excited a great deal of interest, from the novelty, in

many ca.scs, of the scenery depicted and the general excellence of the slides.

Some sliiles were afterwards exhiluted, the work of Messrs. Grillon aud
Kaltin ; and after passing hearty votes of thanks to Mr. Bell and the Camera
Club, the meeting terminated at a late hour.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

A ruBlJC meeting of the above was held in the lecture theatre of the Literary
and Philosophical Society's Institute, Newcastle, on the 11th ultimo,—Mr.
James Downey in the chair.

Certain business connected with the exhibition came up for discussion. Mr.
Tho.mas M. Laws (who acted for tlie evening in place of Mr. Pike, the Hon.
Secretary, unavoidably absent) luoposed, and Mr. Lydell Sawyer secondeil,
" That a label not exceeding three inches by one and a half inches, containing
the title of picture and name of exhibitor, be allowed on the front of each
exhibit, also that the Hon. Secretary write to each exhibitor notifying above."
Carried unanimously.
The .slides .sent in for competition were then shown on the screen and the

Chairman announced Messrs. Gibson and Auty as winners of the first and
second medals.
There was a large attendance.

The next meeting will be held in the College of Science on Tuesday, the 12th
iiistaut, when Mr. Jackson, of the Kastman Dry Plate and Film Company, will

give a demonstration of the Eastman stripping film.s.

HALIFAX PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The monthly meeting of the above Club was held in the Mechanics' Hall on
Thursday evening, Alarch 24,—The President, Mr. Councillor Smith, in the

chair.

After the formal business of reading the minntes and balloting for new
meniliers liad been taken, Mr. Geoige Hepworth read a jiaper and gave a

demonstration in connection with the platiuotyjie process. There was a large

attenilance, and the subject proveil to be one of sjiecial interest, and a some-
what exhaustive discu.ssion took place upon the question of the permanency or

otherwise of pictures produced by this process, and the opinion was given

unanimously that if the instructions issued by the Platinotype Company were
carried out as they ought to lie, there was not the .slightest doubt the results

would |)rove to be absolutely permanent, the paper itself being the most
perishable element in all probaliility.

A very fine show of pictures was placed in the room, a collection being sent

by the Company and by members of the Club.

Tylar's metal slides, and Hinton's photographic labels, were shown and
favourably commented upon.

Correjjpontrence.

"A NEW L.\NTE11N SLIDE. C/UIRIEB."

To the Editohs.

Gentlemen,— Mr, Hepworth's letter in your last impression is ap-

parently another proof (if such were needed) that two persons engaged in

similar pursuits, and sullering similar inconveniences, occasionally hit

upon similar means for remedying them. The idea was certainly original

with me in February, 1884, and Mr, Hepworth having made some carriers

on the same plan in 1883 does not in any way affect this fact. In my
previous letter I said the idea was not new, and Mr. Hepworth's letter

confirms this. The magnanimity conveyed in the last part of that com-

munication (with reference to the " lapsus menwria' ) is very refreshing;

only as I could not possibly have forgotten what I never knew, it scarcely

applies to—Yonrs, i&c. F. A. Bbuxie.

April i, 1887. •

PHOSPHORESCENCE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—On pages 722, 739, and 753 of your valuable paper (voL

xxxiii), are some communications relative to phosphorescence pheno-

mena observed in the dark room. I have this day, for the first time,

noticed the light, and it was so astonishingly brilliant that the subject

seems to me well worthy of investigation. My present communication is

merely to state the conditions of the experiment.

I was developing two 5x8 plates in an 8 y. 10 ebonite tray, and on
transferring one of them to a largo porcelain tray, containing at least a

half gallon of water, in which a single 8 x 10 plate Irom the alum bath
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had been soaked, the whole Buriace of the plate was instantly covered

with a lambent light, which disappeared as the plate passed beneath the

surface. A Japanese gentleman happened to be with me at the time, and

as I transferred the second plate in the same way, he also clearly saw the

phosphorescence. As that was my last plate the experiment could not

be repeated.

My developer was pyrogallol with potassio carbonate and sodic sulphite,

but without bromide. The water in the large tray contained only the

small quantity of alum that was carried in the inlm of the 8 x 10 plate.

The alum solution from which that plate was taken was strongly acid

with oxalic acid.

The plates were made at Passavant's Dry Plate Factory, San
Francisco, Oal., U.S.A., and I may incidentally remark that there are no

better plates to be found.—I am, yours, <Sro., E. Hitchcock.

Osaka, Japan, Fchniary 12, 1887.

THE OWNERSHIP OF THE NEGATIVE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Perhaps you will kindly allow me one word on the

question of the ownership of the negative, raised by the letter of Mr.

Debenham, of Eyde. I have been a photographer since 1854, and all

these years I have never seen the question fairly put and fairly discussed.

Photograpliers discuss it from their own point of view; they please

themselves. But their view of the question is a most selfish one.

Printers' types and photographers' negatives are not alike.

The negative, I consider, belongs to neither photographer nor sitter,

but in the interests of both it ought to be destroyed. Photographers, be

they ever so eminent and ever so successful, have received ample pay for

their work ; they have had their own charge, and onght to rest satisfied

with it. Granted the plate belongs to the operator (which it really does

not, for he has charged for it), the image upon it does not. He has only

arranged in a pleasing form, and fixed that which belonged to and was
placed upon it by the sitter. The value of the image and the value of a

plate ought not to be compared. Why should a photographer arrogate

to himself to be the custodian of treasures so highly prized by his

clients? Are not negatives sometimes sold? and by whom? See adver-

tisements in journals,—I am, yours, &a., Faih Pl.«.

angtoers to <ttotre0ponTJCttt0.

Noncr.

—

Each Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address, although rwt

necessa^-^ly for imhlicatixjn. Communications may, ic/icn thought desirable, ajipear under
a sou rE PLCME as hitherto, or, by preference, under three letters of t}w alphabet. Suoh
signatures as " Constant Reader," " Sidjscriber," ic, should he avoided. Correspondents

not «n/oniiin5 to this rule will thertfore understand the reason for the omission of their

communications,

Grimsby.—We cannot name any brass turner who would make such a mount,
althougli we are aware of some who have got such work done.

M. P.—Your best plan will be to make your wants known through the medium
of our advertisement colunnis. This will no doubt secure what you require.

Lindsay Johnson.—Tbe description of the glass mentioned lias not ai)peared
in tliis Joi'BNAL, but we believe it was publislied in the Enylish Mechanic
about two months ago, more or less.

Home Ruler.—Either of the doublet Ien.ses mentioned may be employed as a
single landscape lens by removing the front combination. The focus will be
about double that of the lenses when used intiict.

H. Walkden.—Ap])arently you require detailed instructions in mounting on
glass

; therefore we refer yon to Mr. Armstrong's article entitled Optical
Vuntuct, on page 118 of our Almanao of last year.

S. S. S.—For taking houses close to the camera employ a wide-angle lens with
a small stop. The same lens employeil with the largest diaphragm may be
used with a drop shutter in a bright day and on well-lighted subjects.

Greenhorn.—If the front lens be placed in the back cell with its flat side
towards the front, and a diai>liragm with a quarter of an inch aperture be
]ilaced at not less than two inches in front, the detinition is certain to be good.

A. G. C—Although unable to say what brand of paper the print is upon, yet
will it be quite easy to obtain as stout a sample from any of the large houses.
Almost any kind of toning bath will yield a similar colour, moie especially
if ammonia ftmiing be adopted.

Abbott writes : "Will you kindly answer, through your 'Answers to Corres-
pondents' column how I can test soda carbonate crystals for purity ?" The
only [dan is by volumetric analysis. If Abbott is not prolicient in chemistry
he had better procure the salt from some reliable source

; he can then rely
upon its purity.

Oeuce asks if there is any means of finding out whether a photograph has been
registered or not within a few years. "One I wish to inquire about is a
portrait of a gentleman (name is known, also the photographer's name"
Yes, it can be ascertained by searching the records at Stationers' Hall. 'This
must be done personally.

A. J. Jones, of Moss side, WTites, denoimcing the accuracy of the report of the
Manchcskr Society's Uuitern Section so far as regards the utterances attri-
huted to h"n.self. Instead of saying that he " did ,wt use the dissolving tap
iHicause the high pressure was too great a strain on the dissolving tap!" he
overs that he stated just the contrary. ° ^'

A. Brown says : "As my studio is lighted from the east and the sun is getting
troublesome, 1 should like to try the method of softening the light recom-
mended l>y Mr. T. Protheroe on page 139 of this year's Almanac, but have
been unable to procure the kind of paper ; I shall be much obliged if you
can tell me where I can get it."—The paper recommended can be obtained

from most wholesale stationers who make fancy papers a speciality. Per-

haps Mr. Protheroe will kindly favour our correspondent with the address of

the house from whom he obtains that he employs.

S. Holmes.—The developer you employ is strong in an almost ridiculous

degree. Instead of usuig a saturaled solution of protosuljihate of iron, try

a developer composed as follows :—Protosulphiite of iron, a quarter of an
ounce ; acetic acid, one ounce ; .ilcoliol, half an ounce ; water, eight ounces.

After all the details are out, with as much vigour as can be obtained, an
increased degree of density may be given by washing off the developer and
applying :—Pyrogallic acid, four grains ; citric acid, three grains ; water,

two ounces ; to which are added, at time of using, two or three drops per
ounce of a fifteen-grain solution of nitrate of silver.

Grimsby, referring to Mr. Harrison's article on the Education of Photo-
graphers' Children, and on Cliiine.'s, near Calais, as a favourite place for

English parents to send their children, says :
" As a photographic assistant

of twelve years' standing—who has received a foreign education, part of

which was received at Guines—I wish to warn parents against sending their

children there, as of the several schools in that town, not one is of any good.

The instruction imparted at these establishments is a mere " farce," utterly

worthless, as 1 soon found out, and had myself removed to a Government
" LycSe"— where, if one stops a number of years, a sound education is

imparted."

Loto writes : "I should be glad to know if anything can be done to save a
negative with which I have had an accident. I dried it by means of alcohol,

and, feeling convinced it was thoroughly dry, I put it in the printing frame,

and on going to look how it was getting on I found the paper had stuck to

the film so firmly that not even by washing for hours could I get it off, the
result being the negative is one mass of little brown spots, precisely like

a ra.sh, whiidi no treatment I know of has done any good. The negative
being a gooil portrait, I am anxious to save it. Can anything be done ?"^
From our correspondent's letter we fear the negative is irretrievably ruined.

Perhaps, however, the spottiness can be removed with a dilute solution of

cyanide of i)otassiuin. This is the best remedy we can suggest.

G. Foktescue says : "A photogi'aphcr here has taken a jiortrait of onr minister,

and is selling copies, but, as they arc not marked copyright, I have copied
one and am selling the prints. He is threatening to take ju'oceedings against

me, and I have written to him asking when he made the jiortrait co]>yright,

and why the portrait is not marked as copyright on the mount, &c. , and he
declines to answer, still threatening proceediiig.s. Can he take any?"

—

Certainly he can if the portrait is copyright. The owner of a copyright is

not bound to answer any questions on the subject except in a court of law.

Anyone who pirates a picture iloes it at his own risk and must take the con-

sequences of his act. If the picture be copyright our correspondent should
feel thankful to his neighbour for givuig him notice to desist from the piracy

instead of taking immediate proceedings.

Pyro writes as follows : "Some time am I took the negative of a friend who
gave me permission to sell co2iies of his portrait. Of course when he gave
me this permission he expected that those who bought them would put the
l^ortraits to their legitimate use, by placing them in their albums, &c. One
day a man came in .and bought one, but instead of putting it to this use ho
has had a transp.irency made for the lantern, and he now uses the trans-

jiarency for the purpose of tlirowing ridicule upon my friend. As I did not
take out a copyright of the portrait I cannot prevent the man from having it

copied, but can my friend make him desist from exhibiting his portrait. He
objects to the exhibition, and has written me asking if the law would not
compel the exhibitor to withdra^v it on his writing to him and demanding
its withdrawal. If so, and he does not withdraw it, what course should my
friend pursue to compel him to cea.se this exhibition?"—So far as we can
see, the only remedy is by injunction from the Court of Chancery. We are

not sure that one would be granted, but no doubt it would if the aggrieved

party could show that it held him up to ridicule or caused him annoyance.
A respectable solicitor should be consulted.

Photographic Society of Great Britain.—The ordinary meeting of this

Society for April will not take place on the usual second Tuesday, but on the
third Tuesday, April 19.

North London Photographic Society.—Excursion on Easter Monday to

Maidenhead. The train leaves I'luldington at six uiuiutes past ten a. in.

Meinl)ers will meet on the departure i>latforni.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,
April 13, 1887, will be The J>erelopme.nt of Drop-Shutter Exposures. The
Bank Holiday outing will be at Radlett, from Moorgate-street and St. Pancras,
returning from Barnet.
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GELATINE PLATES FOR COPYING LINE SUBJECTS.
Oftentimks tlio photograjilier is called upon, j)erhaps at short

notice, to copy a doc\iment or plan which is wanted as evidence
in the law courts, and in connection with which no time mnst
1)0 wasted. Ill these days of the almost universal employ-
ment of gelatine plates, he probably finds liimself somewhat at

a loss how to proceed in order to obtain a moderately fair re-

presentation of the original, for though for such purposes a
great amount of artistic and technical excellence is scarcely

required in tlio reproduction, still, with the general run of
rapid gelatine plates and development modified within usual
bounds, it is difficult to jjroduce anything which will satisfy the

photograi)lier that he is doing justice to his client.

We know several professional photographers in whose way
occasional commissions of this and kindred sorts fall, who
keep a silver bath and collodion always at hand for such occa-

sions, but we all know that a bath only used at rare intervals

or by fits and starts is very liable to be found to bo out of

order just when required. The carefully prepared operator is

thus as likely to find himself as really unprepared .is he who
gives no thought to that class of work. To doctor the old bath
or to make a special new one are remedies which scarcely com-
mend themselves to a man in a hurrv, and he is tlierefore

almost driven to do his best with the other means at hand

—

gelatine plates.

Of course it is quite possible to prepare gelatine plates for

the special purpose which will give results in black and white

quite equal to wet collodion, and whicii may be used for the

most difficult of tasks of the sort, namely, the production of

negatives for " process " work. But such plates are less likely

to be found in the ordinary studio than collodion and bath.

Besides which, we are not aware that any of the plate manu-
facturers at present turn their attention to plates of this

description, and few professional photographers, or even photo-

etchers, are likely to lay themselves out for their preparation,

preferring to resort to the old bath.

• This latter is, we believe, almost if not universally employed
for all " process " work, and yet the importance of being able
to use gelatine plates is to the photo-etcher almost inestimable.

How often has a negative to be made at a time of day, at a
seascn of the year, or under weather conditions, when even the
best wet plate is almost useless, though gelatine with its greater
rapidity would do what is required if only the necessary density
could be obtained. Even the comparatively slow plates

specially ]>repared for density would prove immeasurably
superior to wet plates if they were but at hand, but if tho

ordinary " rapid " or " instantaneous " films could be utilised,

the benefit would be still greater. A method of development

which provides this desideratum must therefore be of value.

The ordinary methods of treating a rapid gelatine film when
more than usual density or contrast are required are scarcely

applicable, except to a limited extent, for our present purpose.

Increasing the strength of tlio pyro solution produces the de-

sired ofi'oct with most plates when ordinary half tone subjects,

whether portrait or landscape, are in question ; but the effect

is not pronounced enough to be of much value where the

extremes of clear glass and absolute opacity are required.

Increasing the proportion of restraincr with or without a

modification of tlie exposure will have a decided influence in

increasing density, as well as contrast for half tone subjects
;

but in the reproduction of fine line work, it not only loses its

effect in that direction if pushed beyond a certain point, but tho

transparent lines of tho negative are filled up by the lateral

spread of tho dcvolopmont. Bromide of potassium (or other

soluble bromides) employed as rostrainer retards development

in a surprising degree up to a certain point, especially when

employed in large proportion ; but a time comes when, no

matter what the strength of tho resti'ainer, it appears to

entirely lose its influence, and the less exposed, or even unex-

posed, portions of the film become amenable to the reducing

action of the developer, and are in technical langu.age "fogged."

This limits the application of bromide to the purpose under

notice, though with the usual chisses of subjects in eases of

over exposure, or when more than ordinary contrast is re-

quired, the practice is a safe one.

Casting about recently for some means of acquiring density

with a batch of extremely rapid plates, which proved quite use-

less from the extreme thinness of image, we resolved to try

the effect of gallic acid as restraincr in the manner recon:-

mendod some two years ov more ago (vol. xxxi., page 501). It

was found that gallic acid, when used in conjunction with alkali,

not only possessed no developing power, but when added to

alkaline pyro behaved as a most powerful restraincr, far more

powerful than bromide in retarding development, but without

the same effect on exposure. The experiment was made with

a fair amount of, though not with absolute, success, so far as the

particular sample of plates were concerned; but receiving about

the same time an inquiry on the subject of density iu line

negatives our attention was diverted in that direction, and the

following is the result of our experiments.

We may premise that plates of several different makes were

used, and the modified treatment produced results that varied
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directly with the normal characteristics of the individual

plates. Thus plates which naturally gave density with toler-

able ease were affected to a greater extent than those whose

tendency laid in the direction of delicate images. Thus

Eouch's and Edwards's plates proved more amenable to the gallic

acid treatment than Wratten's " drop' slmtter " and Paget's,

though both the latter gave results quite suitable for ordinary

line work, though not dense enough perhaps for photo-etching

or lithographic work.

In the first experiments the ordinary developer recommended

with each plate was employed, only substituting for plain

water a one-grain solution of gallic acid. The difference here

was chiefly confined to a very considerable prolongation of the

time of development, without anything like an adequate acces-

sion of density, though certainly there was a difference in that

respect, and more especially in the clearness and crispness of

the transpai'ont lines.

The changes wore rung upon many modifications of this

treatment ; tlie proportions of pyro, bromide, and ammonia,

were varied, as well as the strength of the gallic acid. The

exposures were also considerably lengthened ; but though all

these modifications produced a corresponding influence upon

the result, still the prolongation of the time of development was

the most notewortliy feature, and out of all proportion to the

benefits derived from the treatment.

AVe next tried soaking the plate previous to development in

solution of gallic acid, and this proved a decided advantage.

A three-grain solution of gallic acid was made and filtered, and
into this the plate was plunged for half a minute \ipon re-

moval from the dark slide. One minute and two minutes were
first tried, but the shorter period of thirty seconds proved

sufficient. Upon removal from the gallic acid bath the plate

was immersed, without washing, in the developing solution.

This was composed at first according to the instructions issued

by each maker, but eventually we found that under the

circumstances these formula) were by no means the most
suitable, what was required being a solution strong in alkali

and well restrained.

Accordiugly wc settled ujjon a universal formula for all plates,

containing in each ounce of developer three grains of pyro, throe

minims of ammonia, and five minims of a sixty-grain solution of

bromide of potassium. In this solution the plate remains for a
very considerable time before any appearance of development is

discernible, probably three or four minutes, after which the
image appears very gradually and with beautifid clearness. If
there should bo any roluotanoe on the part of the lines in the
darker portions of the engraving to come out, we added more
ammonia, and as soon as the details in such portions were
strongly impressed the quantity of bromide was doubled. These
details were adhered to with the exception that the gallic acid
solution was reduced to two grains to the ounce, and the results
were such as to fully satisfy ns in most cases. With some
plates, however, it was found necessary to force the quantity of
ammonia so greatly that, though no signs of surface fog were
visible before fixing, green fog was apparent to an alarming
extent after that operation had been performed. The density
even with the feeblest plates was all that was required for
ordinary line work ; but with those which easily run to density
under ordinary circumstances absolute opacity was readily
obtainable, but the operation was a slow one, lasting at least
twenty minutes.

With a view of avoiding green fog, and also in the liope of
hastening the acquisition of strength, we resolved to try the

substitution of potassium carbonate for the ammonia, since, as

is well known, the carbonates do not produce green fog, while

by increasing the strength of the solution density is promoted,

and, moreover, they can be employed without bromide, and

consequently tlie development is shortened. The results more

than bore out our anticipations. Not only was the time of

development reduced to one-third, but a still greater degree of

density was most easily attained, and the finished negatives

were entirely free from green fog,

Tlie following developer wc found to answer with all kinds of

plates, except such as possess a tendency to " frill," and we are

sorry to say that such a tendency developed itself in two brands

of plates we had not hitherto suspected, and wliioh, with the

potash developer, proved perfectly incurable :

—

Potassium carbonate 360 grains.

Sodium sulphite 360 „

Water 6 ovnicos.

To each ounce of developer two drachms of this solution,

together with thirty or forty minims of the ordinary ten per

cent, solution of pyro (and suli)hite), were added. The mode of

development we found to answer best was to soak the jilate

first of all in the gallic acid solution for thirty seconds, and then

to transfer it direct to the developer, where in another half

minute or so the image commences to appear. Watch care-

fully, and when the details in tlic darkest parts of the engraving

acquire tolerable strength, add fivcmiuimsof a sixty-grain bromide

solution aud go on until sutlicicut density is acquired. Should

matters hang fire at all, a fev/ drops of the ordinary dilute

ammonia solution may bo added to freshen up the developer,

but this will rarely be needed if the exposure has boon correct.

On the latter point a word may be said. Tliough the use of

gallic acid docs not necessarily lengthen the exposure required,

we find it better to give more than is ahsoluiely necessary.

Tims, if five seconds be sufficient to produce a perfect imago

under ordinary circumstances, give ten, or even fifteen. The

result will be quicker development, less necessity for forcing,

and hence loss chance of fog, stain, or filling up of the lines.

Six times the normal exposure has not produced any signs of

the plate being over done ; indeed, it seems next to impossible

to produce such a result when the gallic acid is employed in

this manner,
^

DISTEMPER BACKGROUNDS.
Lv a previous article we gave practical details for producing

plain backgrounds in flatted oil colour. We shall here descril)e

the motliod of preparing them in distemper. Ordinary dis-

temper backgrounds, it may be explained, are easier of prepa-

ration by the novice than are those in oil colour, while they

answer the purpose equally as well. They have, however, the

disadvantage of not being so durable, though this, to some

extent, is compensated for by the ease with which they can bo

recoated in case of injury.

Premising that the backgrouud is to be a new one, and that

the work has to be commenced ah initio, the first thing to do

is to strain some canvas, or sheeting, on to a frame or wall as

described a fortnight ago for oil colour, the same kind of fabric

being employed. Next it is coated with size, as then directed,

when it will be ready for the distemper.

The distemper is prepared as follows. Dry colours, as sup-

plied by the oilmen, are mixed with warm water to about the

consistence of thick cream. Tlie colours selected must, of course,

depend upon the tint desired. A grey is made by mixing
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common whiting with lampblack—an addition of Venetian red

will give the grey a wanner and more agrooablo tono. Burnt

unibor and wbitiug, with or without the addition of black, also

nmkos a pleasing colour for a background. But the particular

colour adopted is, in all cases, very much a matter of taste on

the part of the operator. When the coloui-s, whatever they

may be, are intimately mixed and rendered free from lumps,

a quantity of common size—procurable at the oilshops— is

added, and the whole well stirred together. It is scarcely

necessary to say that the size must be melted before it is

added. The object of using hot water in mi.xing the coloura

is to prevent the size from gelatinising on its addition.

With regard to the quantity of size and the amount of

colour to be used, no definite proportions can be given, as all

will depend upon the pigment selected, some being much

heavier, in proportion to their colouring power, than others

;

also upon the fact that diftbrent samples of size vary much in

their strcugtk One or two experiments will determine this

point. There is, however, great latitude in the matter. The

effect of too little size is that the colour will nib off when dry

;

and of too much, that the work will dry with a gloss. Some

criterion as to the proper proportion is this : when the mixture

is cold it should form a thin treraidous jelly. After the right

proportion of size has been added and thoroughly incorporated,

the whole must be strained through coarse muslin or fine

canvas. It is then allowed to become perfectly cold— pre-

pared one day it will be ready for use the next.

The great point in connection with the use of distemper

colour is to employ it cold and in a jellied condition, because

if it be used warm it is very difficult to obtain an even sur-

face free from brush markings. Sometimes a small quantity of

treacle is added to the mixture. The object of this is to pre-

vent the coating, when dry, from becoming brittle, and eventu-

ally peeling off or cracking should the backgrimnd require to

be rolled up. It also somewliat retards the colour from

drying, which is often an advantage when it is applied during

hot weather. If this addition is made the old-fashioned

" green treacle," or molasses, sliould be employed, and not

what is known as golden syrup, which is quite a different

thing. When the distemper mixture is firmly set it is well

stirred up with a stick, so as in some measure to break up the

jelly. It is then ready for use.

The colour is applied to the canvas with a common white-

wash brush. It is laid on somewhat thickly—the small lumps
of jellied colour being broken up with the brush as it is applied.

It is not necessary that the distemper be laid on so evenly as

it is in the case with oil colour, for so long as no actual lumps
remain it will suffice. A distemjjer background may look ex-

ceedingly unpromising when it is partially dry, but yet prove

perfectly even when quite so. The chief thing with distemper

—as with flatted oil— is to avoid one portion of the work
becoming dry, or partially dry, before the next is covered. Un-
less this be accomplished the ovcrlapijing brush marks will

invariably be apparent in the finished background.

One point in connection with the avoidance of brush markings

is that the ground should be rendered impervious in the first

instance, otherwise, when the colour is applied, much of the

moisture it contains will be immodiatel}' absorbed by the fabric

itself, thus leaving the surface of the colour in a semi-dry

condition.

In the foregoing directions we have assumed that a new
backgi-ound was being dealt with, but it will often happen that

an old one has to be treated. In this case there is no material

diffcrenco in the modus operandi. The old background must be
sized the same as a new one in order to render it non-
absorbent. If it has already received many coatingu of dis-

temper there will, necessarily, be a considerable accumulatioa
of colour on the fabric. This excessive thickness of pigment will

always have a tendency to crack in very hot weather, arising

from the contraction of the old gelatine present. This tendency
may, to a great extent, bo counteracted by introducing some
substance which will prevent the colour from becoming abnor-

mally dry. Treacle will fulfil this condition ; therefore, to the

size used for the sizing prior to recoating, a small quantity

should be added. The mixture of size aud treacle being

absorbed by the accumulated pigment will confer upon the film

a certain degree of flexibility as well as elasticity. Care must,

of course, be taken that an excess of treacle is not employed,

which would prevent the colour from drying at all.

A PEELiMiNAiiy account, by Dr. Aithur Schuster, of the photo-
graphic results achieved by his division of the observing party during
the eclipse of last August, has been read before the Koyal Society,

and contains matter as interesting to the photographer as it is valu-
able to the astronomer. Unfortunately the weather, as has already
been said, was by no means favourable, so that all the original plana
for attacking the eclipse phenomena had to be modified at the last

moment. Tlie lengtli of the exposures, for instance, had all been
arranged beforehand ; but the weather was so uncertain that they had
to be instantaneously estimated at the exact moment of " un-
capping " in each case. One consequence is a little uncertainty as to

the actual duration of the exposure, Dr. Sclmster's belief being that
they were from fifteen to twenty seconds. The definition he obtained
in the negatives was not entirely satisfactory; and after a most
careful examination of the different adjustments he came to the con-
clusion that it did not lie in the photographic process, but " if wo are

to obtain better photographs^of the corona, we can only hope to do so

by means of a better mechanical arrangement for moving the camera."
We learn from this preliminary account that a paper negative was
attempted, but that it showed only very little detail, although the

glass negatives gave definition equal to the I'^gyptian eclipse pictures,

lie had threi; cameras at work, one for direct photograplis anl the

others for spectroscopic observations. One of the sets of plates had
been specially prepared by Captain Abney to be sensitive to green

radiations.

Some time ago we brought under our readers' notice a description of

Professor Langley's bolometer, an instrument strongly senstive to the
invisible radiations of the infra-red even when of great feebleness;

but at the same meeting that the above-mentioned paper was read,

Mr. C. Vernon Boys described an instrument he had devised which
was far more sensitive than even the marvellous bolometer. So sensi-

tive is it to radiations of slight intensity that, even in an imperfect

form, the " radio-micrometer," as it was called, was capable of giving

indications when subjected to the radiations emitted fron\ a halfpenny

when illuminated by a candle at a distance of eleven hundred and sixty-

eight feet ! The inventor stated that it eoidd easily be shown that the

instrument would be sen.«itive to a change of temperature of the one-

h\mdred-thousandth of a degree of heat.

Ak instructive experiment was shown before the Berlin Physical

Society by Dr. Vogel, with the idea of disproving in an effective

manner the exploded, but still popularly held, theory, that a mixture

of blue and yellow lights gives a green colour. The experiment may
be here detailed, as it h:is a most instructive bearing on cei-taiu notions

about dark roooi windows, held even yet by som'^ workers. lUany

photographers still believe that if one thickness of glass of a certai.i

colour will not suffice to arrest the fogging tendency, a second sheet

in front of the first is found to do it. They entirely disregard the

fact that the eye alone is not for one moment to be trusted to g<\ns(e
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the quality of any colour for photographic purposes, as a residuum of

strongly actinic light may yet pass through a medium tliat appears of

the purest orange or rod, and that tliat residuum will pass, but

slightly diminished, through a similar sheet. Dr. A'ogel's experiment

brings this fact home in a \ery conclusive manner. He filters the

liglit, first, through a layer of a solution of " acid yellow " (picric acid,

probably), the issuing beam Ijeing then of a bright yellow. When
he allowed this light to pas^ through n phial containing an ammoniacal

solution of copper (a vivid blue in colour) a bright green appearance was

produced ; but when a phial of similar blue appearance, but different

chemical nature (aniline blue), was placed in the path of the yellow

rays, the difference was most striking ; instead of green a fiery red

colour was seen.

A KNOWLKDGE of the Constitution of colour is a necessity for all

photographers who look upon photography from its scientific side, and

the principles elucidated by the above experiment might be indicated

in many other ways. There was recently described in Nature a very

neat wav of mixing colours by superposition by means of the optical

lantern, one light and lantern only being required. The ordinary

objective was replaced by a frame containing a lens cut in two,

the halves being made to slide to and fro. Each half acted as a lens,

so that when placed together the image of the light, as seen through

a small circular diaphragm, was projected as one disc on the screen,

but by sliding the lenses in contrary directions, discs overlapping one

another to any extent might be obtained. To mix colours all that

was necessary was to place coloured films, or troughs of coloured

liquids, behind each half of the lens, and upon the screen they would

be respectively s'paratij and mixed to any required extent. Wo
commend this simple plan to the notice of photographic lantern

exhibitors.

Ju.sT at present the possibilities of the great Lick telescope are

greatly occupying tlie minds of scientific observers in America, and,

naar the S3ene of its operations, an acrimonious newspaper war is

being fought upon th 3 question. Mr. Proctor has been pointing out

that, hitherto, big telescopes hive, almost universally, been a prac-

tical failure, so far, that is to &xy, as regards what might be reason-

ably expected from them ; hence he would appear to infer that the

new instrument is also likely to be classed among the useless tubes,

and he has raised rather a storm at San Francisco. After all, there

are no grounds for asserting that because one big telescope fails

another will also, so that we still hope to hear of some marvellous
photographs being obtained Ijy tliis monster instrument.

Orn readers may remember that Mr. Howard Giubb had, for use

with the telescope, designed an improvement upon the ordinary

observing chair, which may be more properly termed a ladder, but
that his design was stated to l)e too late. We learn, however, from
Professor lloklen's pap.sr in the Atlaiitio Munth'y, that the plan is to

be adopted. An ob-i-'rving chair for this mighty instrument would
need to be of any height from five to thirty-five feet, but Mr. Gnibb,
instead of allowing the observer to be put to the trouble of what would
practically be like ascending the stairs of a Ipfty house each time he
went to observe, uses a chair of ordinary dimensions, and enables the
observer to reach the eye end of the instrument by raisino' or lowering
the whole Hoor of the dome at once. This moving floor is to cost
fourteen thousand two hundred and fifty dollars — nearly tliree

thousand pounds.

THE OXYIIYDUOGEX ZIRCOXIA LIGHT.
O.VE or two readers of tli9 JounMAL may possibly remember that a
year or more ago I was very anxious to avail myself of, and to obtain
for the use of others, the alleged advantages of the Zirconia light.
According to what had been written about it, we were in this wav
not only to avoid pitting of the lime, but the rarer earth was also
considerably tlie " most luminous." I am sorry to have to report only
a failure so far, and that of a kind which practically puts an end to
my own expectations of any good result. It is with a last hope of
eliciting any U-tter results from others, that I now briefly state my
experience,

During the last twelve months I have seen several statements in

various papers that Zirconia was "frequently" used instead of lime;

but every effcn-t on my part to find one such operator, who was

actually using this earth, has proved fruitless. Equally fruitless have

been my endeavours to procure one of M. Tessie du Motay's Zirconia

pencils, siich as were sold years ago, and exhibited once at the Koyal

Institution by Mr. Ladd. The successors in business of that gentle-

man are unable to assist me, and I cannot get such a thing anywhere.

If any reader possesses, and can lend me, one of those pencils for a

brief trial, I shall feel particularly obliged to him.

I have myself tested experimentally three different samples of

Zirconia ;
and as my sole hope of ultimate success lies in the fact that

each one of the three behaved in a different and distinct manner, and

therefore that the removal of the presumed impurities might improve

the results more than I expect, I describe them.

1. The first was a sample considered "pure " by Messrs. Hopkin &
Williams, kindly compressed for me, and for his own trial, by Mr.

Chadwick ; but this sample was so impure as to be useless after about

a quarter of an hour. It coloured the flame intensely yellow, and

the prism at once showed this to be due to a considerable portion of

soda. Otherwise, the incandescence itself was pretty white (as

distinct from what is mentioned presently), and tlie soda might in

time probably have been volatilised out of the cylinders. A far

worse fault was the large ((uantity of silica in the sample, which

quickly fused into a thick yetluw glaze, in which large cracks imme-

diately appeared. After that the light was far too poor for any

purpose, and was not good at the best. I may say that all the

samples were tried on the flat ends of cylinders about three-eighths of

an inch in diameter, giving a bright disc of that size.

•2. Tlie next sample or samples were prepared (largely by blowpipe

process) by a gentleman who does not wish his name mentioned at

present, but who has taken great interest in this matter. There was

not much soda in his samples, and it rapidly disappeared under the

jet. The sample also stood tlie jet much longer and better. But

considerable silica (the great difliculty in preparation) remained, and

through dark glasses could be seen to seethe and fuse under the heat,

rising into waves and ridges. After this the light diminished very

greatly, and great cracks appeared in the face of the cylinder. Thero

began now, moreover, to appear a peculiar reddish glow about the

light, utterly different from the sodium llame, and quite pronounced;

and the peculiar properties of Zirconia were now very conspicuous,

especially as regards its extraordinary »io«-co)irfuc/HW/ character. With

a powerful jet playing on this small surface, the incandescent portion

only extended about one-tenth of an inch back from the face, and

was bounded by a nearly sharp line. Moreover, the bright surface

barely extended to the edge of the smvU disc, and the brightest

portion in the centre was only three-sixtejntlis of an inch in diameter.

A furlhercurinis phenomenon was, that the cylinder rapidly b.-gan

to crack all round at the boundary of the bright incandescent portion,

and this cr.^ck gradually penetrated the cylinder till the slice thus

separated fell away from the face. This seems to show a sudden and

unequal shrinkage, which I fear will be a great difliculty in using

Zirconia. This light, at its bjst, was considerably inferior to that

from an ordinary lime with the same jet.

;i. The third sample was obtained by Mr. II. G. Madan, of Eton

College, from Ilerr Schucliardt, of Uiiiditz, and was stated to be pre-

pared " especially " for the oxyhydrogeii light. It is sold at the rate

of eighteen shillings for ten grammes, of which about half is needed

for one small cylinder. This powder shrank enorjuously when heated,

showing that the oxide was very largely hydrated, and that the water

was driven off when the cylinder was ignited. Otherwise the sam-

ple appeared the purest of tlie three, was very dry after ignition, and

the cylinder was much more friable or fragile after compression. (The

preceding samples were both as hard as marble after delivery from the

die.) On heating in the jet, however, the plug seemed to hake quite

hard. It behaved quite differently from either of the others, being

evidently far more free from silica. After half an hour there was

nothing on the face beyond a ^-el•y slight and even glaze—no mass of

glazed silica, as in the others, and the surface remained flat and sound.'

But the red glow was far more marked than in either of the two

former, and I am most anxious to discover whether it is characteristic

of piu'e Zirconia itself, or is due to some impuritv which might bo:
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elimiiwtod. Also flio circular crack round the cylinder wds formed
far nioro rapidly than on the otliers, and tlio layer on tlic face dropped
otT after no more than half an liour. I mucli rep-et that tlli^ eopa-

r.itod hiyer was not inserted in a loop of platinum wire, and Iicated by
itself, as such a lliin disc jnipht possibly not craclc again,

Hut tlie ligfht was, again, far inferior to that of a lime. >Ir. Madan
tested the plug again, after being crushed and remade up, at Kton, and
compared the lights photometrically in the usual way. With the

same jet, the light from the en<l of thu Zirconia cylinder was to that of

nn " ICxcelsior '' quarry lime in tlie proportion of 1 : 2'S8. This is a
very startling difference, and the opinion of all who have had to do
with these experiments, is very decidedly to the effect that the vaunted
Zirconia light is what Americans call " a fraud.'

Some qualilications may, however, be made. The surface made
incandescent upon a lime cylinder is obviously much larger than that
of a disc three-eigliths of an inch in diameter; in fact, probably the
proportion is not very different from tliat of tlie illumination as given
above—hence the specific brilliancy of surface may be about tlie same,
or a little more. It may be asked, Wliy, then, not use more surface of

Zirconia ? As regards any single jet, the answer is, that owing to

the extraordinary non-conduction of heat before alluded to, such
larger surface cannot be illuminated. The gentleman whose name is

not mentioned is about to try the experiment, liowever, of using upon
a larger disc the flame from two or three nozzles, and I await tlie

result with interest. Tliis will, however, even if successful, lose one
of the best properties of the Zirconia liglit. The small bright disc
gives a parallel or other beam from the lantern, for optical work,
about as " sharp " as from tlie electric arc. So great is this advantage
for some purposes, tliat if I could only obtain cylinders that would
"stand, 'free from silica, and which did not crack off, I would be
thankful for them even with the less light: with tlie microscope, for
instance, the liglit condensed on a slide for a ono-eiglitli immersion
lens would bo nearly as gi-eat, and the definition better. It is chiefly

on this account that I ask for any information any one can afford on
the subject of Zirconia.

It may naturally be asked. How does it happen that our experience,
as here narrated, differs so radically from that stated by others as re-

gards the " superiority " of this light ? My own opinion is, that the
American and Continental experimenters simply have not known
what a good limeVujht is. Professor Linnoinann's new jet, which has

;
been recently described, h.os the very useful property of condensing
the heat into a very small point—very valuable for spectrum purposes

;

''ut otherwise it is only a blow-through, and when he remarks on tlie

imsteadiness'' of the light from other forms, he shows at once that he
iias not worked with the right thing. Several Continental jets have
ciirae into my hands at different times, not one of which would give a

- iod light in the opinion of any ordinary English lecturer, and the
\ inericans, also, are fond of jets with extremely small apertures, judging
im some I have seen. Itis noticeable that with an ordinary and fairly

, u)d hlow-throu(jh jet the Zirconia compares with the lime much more
favourably

; it seems to give a much greater proportion of light when
so heated than the lime does, as if it became sooner " saturated "— if the

expression may bo employed. That is the onl3' explanation I can

I
suggest.

However, I am most anxious still for any further information any
one can give. I am particularly desirous to know, as to details,

(1), Whether the peculiar red glow is characteristic of Zirconia itself,

or of some impurity. (2), Whether there is any source whence it can
be procured commercially, thoroughly dehydrated and freed from
lilica. I know Dr. Draper's process, but have not time or means to

think of preparing a sample myself, nor am I anything of a chemist.
And, (:5), whether any ono has had experience of a sample which does
Hit crack off in the way described, or found success in using a thin
dice in the way suggested, but which we have not tried as yet.

I Lewi.s W'hioiit.
" P-S.

—

Arc Light.—I should be very much obliged if Mr. McDougald
would state particulars of the arc liglit used at Dundee, as described
hy him, namely, the lamp employed and the current used, stated in volts

and amperes. His electrical friends would give him these details,

f'lr which others would thank him as well as myself. At the same
time I am not so sure as ho seems to be that the oxyhydrogen light

would have utterly failed on a thirty-feet disc, especially if there

really is any superiority in it when bottles are used. I fancy the old
Polytechnic screen wa.s not much, if any, t'hort of that. I know no
thirty-feet screen in London now, or ono or two of nn might ratlier

like to have a shot at it, just out of curiosity, to see what couid bo
done. I am not sure but a one-tenth of an inch nozzle and ten feet of

oxygen per hour might do decent work. My interest in that point is,

however, purely speculative. I fully n;;rce in the superiority for all

practical purposes of the arc for large screens, and have present

practical reasons for asking for his details. L, W,

A SHOUT mSTOKY OF PHOTOGKArilY IX COLOURS.
TiiKRK is probably only one thing which it is safe to predict about
the problem of obtnining permanent photographs which shall repre-

sent objects in their natural colours, and that is that tlie discover)', if

it is over made, will not be the result of an accident, Tlie question

must bo studied and the conditions mastered before the attempt can bo
made with even the least chance of success. The following account

is given with the hope of drawing attention to the progress which
has already been made, whence it will l)e seen that, with regard to

naturally coloured pictures, we are now precisely in the position

occupied by Davy and Wedgwood with respect to ordinary photo-

graphs at the commencement of the present century. Davy could

obtain copies of objects upon paper coated with silver chloride (iJ^Oi),

but he could not fix them. Similarly it has been possible for many
years, certainly since 1848, to obtain naturally coloured photographs;

but no certain means have j'et been discovered by which they can be

rendered permanent. The colours fade away when the pictures are

exposed to light, or when they are treated with the ordinary " fixing

agents" of the photographer. When will the Niepcc, the Talbot, or

the Daguerre arise who will do for colours what these "fathers of

photography" did for pictures in black and white ?

Seebeck's Experiment, 1810.— Early in the present century an

observation was made which favours the views of those who believe

in the possibility of reproducing, photographically, the natural colours

of bodies. In 1810 Dr. Seebcck, of .lena, was engaged in repeating

certain experiments, first made by liitter in 1801, upon the existence

of the ultra-violet rays. For this purpose Seebeck passed a beam of

white light through a prism, and received the spectrum, or band of

coloured light so produced, upon a sensitive surface of chloride of

silver. Upon this substance he was afterwards surprised to see

distinct traces of colour. Describing the experiment in the Farhtn-

lehre of Giiethe, Seebeck writes :
—

" When a spectrum produced by a

properly constructed prism is thrown upon moist chloride of silver

paper, if the printing be continued for from fifteen to twenty minutes,

whilst a constant position for the spectrum is maintained by any

means, I observe the following:—In the violet light the chloride be-

comes a reddish brown (sometimes more violet, sometimes more blue),

and this coloration extends well beyond the limit of the violet. In

the blue part of the spectrum the chloride takes a clear blue tint,

which fades away, becoming lighter iu the green. In the yellow I

usually found the chloiide unaltered ; sometimes, however, it had a

light yellow tint. In tlie red, and beyond the red, it took a rose or

lilac tint. This image of the spectrum shows beyond the red, and

beyond the violet, a region more or less light and uncoloured."

Ob»ervatiijns of Jlerschel, Daguerre, and Talbot.—In 18."!tt Sir John

Ilerschel also noticed the colours produced upon sensitive surfaces by

the action of coloured light., lie found that "the spectrum im-

pressed upon a paper spread with the chloride of silver is often

beautifully tinted, giving, when the sunshine has been favourable,

a range of colours very nearly corresponding with the natural hues

of the prismatic spectrum. The mean red ray leaves a red impression,

which passes into gi-een over the space occupied by the yellow rays.

Beyond this a leaden blue is discovered."

Daguerre noticed that a red house gave a i-rddish image on hi*

iodised silver plates in the camera, and at an equally early date

Fox Talbot observed that the red portions of a coloured print were

copied of a red colour on paper prepared with chloride ol silver.

]Innt obtains Phifographs Coloured by Light.—IWlv;eon 1840 and

1843 liobcrt Hunt tried many experiments on the production of

coloured images by light. J!y dipping paper first into nitrate o(
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silver, and then into sodium fluoride, lie obtained a thin coating of

silver fluoride. AVhen this paper was exposed to the spectrum " the

action commenced at the centre of the yellow ray, and rapidly pro-

ceeded upwards, arriving at its maximum in the blue ray. To the

end of the indigo the action was pretty uniform ; it then appeared to

be very suddenly checked, and a brown tint was produced under the

violet rays, all action ceasing a few lines beyond the luminou*

spectrum. The colours of this spectrum are not a little remarkable.

I have now before nie a spectrum impressed two months since, and
the colours are still beautifully clear and distinct. The paper is

slightly browned by diiiused light, upon which appears the following

order of colours :—A yellow hue distinctly marks the space occupied

by the yellow ray, and a green band the space of the green ; through
the blue and indigo region the colour is an intense blue, and over the
violet a ruddy brown." Although this description is not very clear,

it seems to point to two modes of treatment of the sensitised paper.

Tlie colours were only obtained in the second case, when the paper
had been insolated in- exposed to light for a short time before the

spectrum was allowed to fall upon it.

Other results obtained by Hunt are recorded as follows*:—"A
paper prepared by washing with barium chloride and nitrate of silver,

allowed to darken whilst wet to a chocolate colour, was placed under
a frame containing a red, a yellow, a green, and a blue glass. After
a week's exposure to diffused light it became red under the red glass,

a dirty yellow under the yellow glass, a dark green under the green,

and a light olive under the blue."

In another experiment, tried in 184.3, with paper prepared with
bromide of silver and gallic acid, " the camera embraced a picture of

a clear blue sky, stucco-fronted houses, and a green field. The paper

was unavoidably exposed for a longer period than was intended

—

about fifteen minutes. A very beautiful picture was impressed,

which, when held between the eye and the light, exhibited a curious

order of colours. Tlie sky was of a ci'inison hue, the houses of a slaty

blue, and the green fields of a brick red tint." Hunt adds, " Surely
these results appear to encourage the hope that we may eventually

arrive at a process by which external nature may be made to impress

its images on prepared surfaces in all the beauty of their native

coloration." AV. Jbiiome Hahiiison, F.G.S.

(To be continued.)

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
Mb. AnTUrii Debenua-m lias raised a nice point (or has had it

raised for him by a client) in an inquiry as to whom a negative

belonged to. It is, however, not to be settled in the jejune manner

of one correspondent who replies to his letter. It would be a very

simple matter to clean a negative with a hammer if a doubt as to its

ownership were raised ; but in the event of the sitter " going to law,"

and the ownership being decided to be vested in the other side, the

owner of the hammer would be in an awkward position. As to the

moral aspect of the question, there can be little possibility of conflict

of opinion; but its legal bearings might present much difficulty.

To the best of my recollection, the question has been raised on more
occasions than one in years gone by—twenty or thirty years ago—but
I do not remember a case having been brought into court. In those

days there might be some excuse for the sitters claiming the " plate,''

wlien the artistic qualities of most photographs were at such a very
low ebb that there was some justification for the analogy then

suggested—" twenty-five address cards, including plate, for half a

crown." But at the present time when men of great artistic power
produce photographic portraits, and much skilled artistic labour, in

the sliape of retouching, is bestowed upon a negative, it would be the
height of injustice to claim the negative from the photographer.
Still, it i.*, after all, a point of law upon which a layman could not

give any opinion of value. My view as to the result of an appeal to

law is that all would depend upon the skill of the lawyers emploved
to get up the case. If there were a readier means of obtaining copy-
right, say, for example, as suggested by "Artist " in a recent number
of this JovnNAi., much of the dilficultles of such matters would dis-

appear, though it is obvious that to make every picture copyright

* Jletearches on Light, 1844, page 2"7,

that a photographer takes would be entirely out of the question,

A rather amusing lawsuit connected with this branch of the question

was tried the other day. A very Great Personage was standing at

the front door of a gentleman's house, and the house and the Great

Personage were photographed. The owmer of the house asked for and

obtained an injunction to restrain the photograph being published by

some one into whose hands it had got. I should very much like to

see a copy of the " little bill " that will have to be paid !

The hanging at the last exhibition of the Parent Society seems to

have excited an amount of acrimony and discussion greatly In excess

of anything of the sort I remember. The post of "hanger" is a most
unfortunate one to be thrust into, for, as one of the contributors to

the recent controversy says, it is impossible for him to please every

one. I consider it absolutely Impossible for an}' one to know the real

difficulties of the ta^lc wlio has not had actual experience in the

matter, and unless he is an entliiisiast no one will ever care to repeat

such an experience. I was quite recently connected with an exhibi-

tion of paintings in which an irascible gentleman, who lent some
eight or nine pictures of great value, absolutelj-, emphatically, and
rudely declined to ."dlow liis pictures to remain for an extension of

time that had been arranged for, simply and solely because of an

insult to one of his pictures; it was couched in a low key of colour,

and the exigencies of space had necessitated a rather brilliant painting,

received at the last moment, being placed in immediate juxtaposition

with this particular one of his paintings! The point is just such a

one as was referred to by Mr. Wollastou at the meeting of the

Photographic Society of Great Britain.

I was amused by Mr. Pringle's account of his visit to Mr. Valentine's

immense establishment, which is evidently a place once seen to be

remembered, and Mr. Pringle evidently made the best use of his eyes

while going over the place. Referring to his remark that he found at

least one man of like opinion as himself as to the best colour of a

dark room—said colour being red—I may say that I can give another

instance. Some half dozen j-ears ago I remember being in the dark

room of a well-known professional whoso dark room walls were dis-

tempered with a bright red colour.

Tliere was a most instructive discussion at tlie last reported meeting

of the lantern section of the Manchester I'hotographic Society in

whicli the question of bottles versus bags was well weighed and

considered. There can be no doubt that retort-raado oxygen is

cheaper than the bottled article, though the difference is less than

appears at first sight, seeing that most calculations leave out the item

of cost of skilled labour when the former is discussed. But the con-

venience of compressed oxygen is so very great, that it is often worth
the extra cost. With regard to the pressure regulator to ensure the

issuing gas always leaving at the same pressure, I would like to remind

the readers of The Buitish Jouii^'al of PHoxoGnAPHY that Mr,

Lewis Wright, in that most valuable work of hia

—

Light—describes

a regulator that may bo purchased for a few shillings which

acts in a manner equal to the most expensive, provided that the

pressure does not fall below a certain previously arranged degree,

in the case of bottles this, of course, would only occur when they

were becoming almost exhausted. It appears to me that the great

bugbear of most people in this matter is the dilficulty of ascertaining

the amount of gas present. There should not really bo any practical

difficulty, for a simple glass gauge might be attached by means of a

screw which would enable tlie contents to be estimated to a nicety.

A still simpler plan would he to weigh the cylinders at the beginning

of an entertainment—a little calculation would easily show how much

gas had been used up. Heavy as is a gas cylinder, the loss of an

ounce would be easily noted, and a single foot of gas weighs not far

from an ounce and a quarter.

The possibility of paper support for emulsion preventing halation

still seems to have many believers ; indeed, I do not remember any

what might be termed authoritative statement, one way or the other,

having been published, though I liave come across Instances where

what is represented to bo halation has been manifested on pnper

negatives. One is inclined to say " Why, practically, shoidd not luila-,

tlon or .something like it, be produced on paper ?" IVper is almost, if'

not quite, as translucent, thickness for thickness, as a gelatine eniul-i

sion film, and giautod that ,an image in the shape of a strongly

illuminated spot be tluv^'u upon a piece of paper 1 see no reason whyI'v^'ll
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siilKcicnt light slioulj not be dispersed in a lateral direction to cnalJo

a developable effect to bo produced. Can any one give a reply to this

query, based upon practice ? Fbbb Lance.

PACKING AND HANGING PHOTOGRAPHS FOR
FXIIIIJITION.

Since last year's exhibitions throughout the country a great deal has
boon said of the hanging and packing of the photogravhs sent, and
possibly a little more on this inexhaustible subject might not be out
of place, with the object of trying to find a better means of procedure
flian that we are accustomed to.

Papers recently written are full of pointed, valuable hints to

exhibitors, and the recitals of exasperating fractures, notwithstanding
fair precautions, are well worth further thought before the regulations

for tiie coining season's exhibitions are drawn up.

The actual hanging of the pictures entails an amount of serious

work on tliose members who have rashly allowed tlieir names to be
on the hanging committee. Hours lengthened into days in some
cases are spent in tlio task. An eye for beauty ! an eye for sym-
metry ! for harmony, for effect, for honest judgment and impartiality

!

are these kept in view while selecting the committee? I believe

they are, yet in nine cases out of ten, when the actual work has to

bo faced, these attributes have to be ruthlessly Icept down. Tlie

pictures may be hung and reining, striving after the best possible

positions, imt Ijefore much headway has been made the hanging
bfccoraes pretty miicli a question of fit, and to the tired workers
possibly beliind time ami with the Secretary following up with
numbered labels, forwarding tho cataloguing, it requires a very
glaring error in harmony to induce them to revise a portion of

their work.
Tho pictures are not so easily coaxed into their riglit places, and

the necessity at times of having to remove several before being able

to readjust a delinquent is not pleasant, Sucli commands as " Let
it alone or you'll liavo tlio whole lot down directly," become frequent,

and tho tlioiight suggests itself. Is tliere no easier method than tlio

present? The amount of inanunl labour should be reduced to its

lowest possible limit, a means of building up tlie pictures and of

readily transferring from one wall to another miglit be devised, and
those who are responsible for the general harmony and eilect would
have more scope for displaying their artistic taste.

I commend to the notice of your readers the plan pursued by the
owner of a choice collection of oil paintings lately on view in tho

Academy of Arts, xCewcastle. No doubt it may be familiar and in

vogue at many similar e.xhibitions of paintings, but it has not, so far

as I am aware, been adopted for photographs. It may or may not
lie considered the right mode for such, but that it is, when uniformly
carried out, no detriment to the artistic value of the exhibits is fully

shown in a photograph taken of a portion of the collection alluded

to, which disposes in a very practical fashion of many of the difficul-

ties of packing, lianging, and repacking. For tho convenience of

carriage, and subsequently of hnnginsr, each framed painting is

screwed into a neat, closely fitting case. This effectually preserves
the picture during transit from place to place. From these cases

the pictures are not removed, the lid only being taken off, and it is

here that the utility of the an-angement is seen, for in a remarkably
rapid manner the paintings are hung by simply placing tlie first

scries right round the base of hanging space and by building the

remainder upwards, one case thus acting as a shelf or support for

the other. It can easily be understood how firmly and quickly these
can be made secure. By this method it is a very simple matter to

try the various possible positions of pictures ; they can be shifted so

readily and an effect pleasing to the eyes of the hangers obtained
without a surplus of enei'getic work or tedious waiting.
From a view of the collection above alluded to, it was evident that

all sizes of pictures were as readily adaptable to each other as by any
other method of hanging, and as pleasingly diversified. It may be
thought by some that the cases would mar the beauties of the
exhibits, and attract the eye to tho disadvantage of photographs, but
in practice I think it would not be found so, as when all are placed
merely the edges of the ca.sc3 are visible, and these could be painted a
dark, unobtrusive colour, and would act just sufficiently as a dis-

tinctive line between exhibits, and prove, in many instances, a setting
to the framed photographs. If such a cour.«e as here advocated were
to become general, if a rule were made tiiat all exhibits were to be
forwarded fitted closely into a case of an approved description to be
used as described above, how much simplified would be the manage-
ment of our exhibitions. The amount of space, for instance, could
be fore-calculated to a nicety, and provision made in the shape of

temporary screens to supply extra hanging space if convenient, and
wiieii known to a certainty they would be re<iiiired.

.\uother important result would bti tho lessening of breakage. I
cannot see how, except by downright, almost wilful, carelessneiw, any
picture could get damaged. There would bo no unpacking in tho
ordinary sense of the term, for the photftTaph would remain in the
citse. The lid only would be unscrewed and fixed on behind, and
readj when wanted at the close of the exhibition. It in often in
getting tho frame out of its packing box that fractures occur, and
valuable exhibits either patclied up to their disadvantage or put aside
as irremediable. In many in.-fances, too, the exhibition room is not
available for unpacking, some other part of the building, or neighbour-
hood, is used, to the further risk of damage in transit of the unpro-
tected frames. These and many other liabilities of fracture that need
not lie enumerated would bo avoided.

The trouble, and often expense, of storage of empty cases would
also be a thing of the past, as there would be no empty coses to
store. An exhibitor would gain renewed confidence if the plan
suggested were adopted, as not a few have sworn off exhibiting in
consequence of annoying scratches and fractures. T. M. L.vws.

FIXING SILVER CHLOKIDE PRINTS BY MEANS OP
SOLUTION OF AMMONIA.

[A Commnnication to the Edinburgh PliotograpWc Socict/,^

To the usual mode of fixing photographic prints by means of hypo-
sulphite of soda there are two leading objections : the first is the thorough
after washing required, necessitating the expenditure of much time and
water to get rid of the liyposulpliito of soda and silver ; the second is the
doubt that overshadows the process as to the permanency of tho prints
even after all this trouble. To eliminate this second objection, various
oxidising agents liave been proposed, such as the jieroxide of hydrogen,
chlorine, &c., to destroy the last traces of the hyposulphites; but these
are, I believe, seldom employed. At any rate, the first objection is so
formidable as to make it desirable to escape from it.

Several substitutes for the hyposulphite of soda as fixing agents liavo
been advocated. The sulphocyauides were extensively used in 18G7 by
M. Civiale, and again, in 1874, by M. Cavol; andinTiiK Bbitish Joi:u.nai,

PnoTooB.U'Hic ALMAN.ic for this year, the use of sulphite of soda is advised
and described by Captain Abney.
Although the solvent powers of solution of ammonia have been known

since the infancy of chemistry, I am not aware of any serious attempt
having been made to use it as a practicable means of fixing tho paper
prints. Sir. Hume has obligingly directed my attention to Professor
Hunt's I'lwtoflraplvj, and I find in the edition of 1851 the author
says, " The chloride of silver being soluble in solution of ammonia and
some of its salts, they have been recommended for fixing photographs.
The ammonia, however, attacks the oxide, which forms the darkened
parts so rapidly that there is great risk of its destroying the picture,
or, at least, of impairing it considerably. It matters not whether the
liquid ammonia or its carbonate be used, but it must be a very diluted
solution. The only photographs on which I have used it with any
success are those prepared with phosphate of silver, and to these it

imparts a red tinge, which is fatal to their use for transfers." In the
edition of IS.";?, I understand, ho adds the following remark, " Still

ammonia affords a ready means of partially fixing a photograph, and
thus preserving it until a more convenient period for giving it per-
manence."
These statements were not encouraging, and I fancy may have had

much infiuence in staying further trials. As my experiments with
ammonia fixing have, so far as yet tested, had very satisfactory results,

I can only account for its non-employment to some prejudice, and to

the very unsatisfactory appearance of prints treated by ammonia when
these are not toned at all, or only moderately so, with chloride of gold.

I find when the gold toning is pushed far enough—that is when the
picture has, in a considerable degree, been converted from a silver into

a gold one—that the appearance after fixing in ammonia, whether a
weak or a strong solution be used, is in most cases pleasing.

There is no difiBculty in removing the uneombined chloride of silver

from the print— this seems to be very soon eliminated—but a more pro-

longed treatment with the ammonia is required to get rid of the organic
compounds, or compound of silver, resulting from the presence originally

of tho two salts, chloride and nitrate of silver, and the two organic
substances, paper and albumen. If left in to any considerable amount,
this leads to ruddy orange stains, or feebler general tinting produced when
the print is exposed to sunlight. When, however, a little only is retained

in the print, that may assume a nice cream colour, very suitable for some
subjects, and it remains for time to determine whether any objectionable

after changes may arise from its presence.

I am myself so hopeful of tlie good behaviour of prints fixed by
ammonia, that I have in the meantime laid hyposulphite aside, and
may be able to report at some future date the effects of snlijeeting some
of these to the evil inSueucj of a damp cellar, or other adverse
conditions.
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I liave experimented on the solubility of chloride of silver in ammonia
—somewhat roughly, I admit—and have arrived at a much higher rate

of solubility than given in the only quantitative statement I hare met
with. I find that two per cent, sohition of ammonia dissolves more than
four grains per ounce, or a weight of ciiloride of silver equal to fifty ]>ei

cent, of the NH3 present, and that seven per cent, ammonia dissolves

about twenty grains per offlice, or equal to two-thirds of the NH., present.

I may note, as a curious circuiustance, tliat, althougli allvaline chlorides

are solvents of Ag CI, yet when we add salt, or sal-ammoniac, to a solution

of ammonia nearly saturated with Ag CI, the latter is copiously thrown
down.

Adi^aular/i'!.—The advantages that may be claimed for the ammonia
over the hyposulphite method of fixing prints are :—(1), Shortness of the
time consumed between the toning batli and the finishing of the print

(I here show a specimen which from tlie time of removing it from the

toning bath until laying it down on the mount occupied less than eight
minutes)

; (2), Freedom of tlie print from any sulphur compounds, and
consequent promise of permanency

; (3), Great saving of water required
for the washings

; (1), Preservation of the fainter shadings, which become
bleached to a great extent under treatment witli the hyposulphite

;

(.)), Tlic cost may be less, if the ammonia and dissolved chloride of silver

and other silver compounds be recovered by i)artial distillation and treat-

ment with hydrochloric acid
;

(G), Tlie paler shadings in the picture
retain a warmer tint than in the hypo fixed prints. Tliis, in many
cases, will be thought by some an advantage, as in portraits and sunny
landscapes.

Against the ammonia method of fixing it may be admitted:—(1), That
a longer and more thorough treatment with the gold toning bath is advis-
able (Captain Abney, it appears, finds the same to be the case wlien
sulphite of soda is the fixing agent)

; (2), That the pink or otlier tinted
papers have the colour more or less destroyed ; but it a white paper be
used, any desirable tint can be given after fixing

; (3), That greater care
must be taken tliat the sensitive paper is not exposed to much adventi-
tious light ; any slight shade of colour it may so ac(iuire is not bleached
out by the ammonia, as in the case of the hyposulphite fixing. For the
same reason, the whites given by weak negatives will not be rendered so
pure.

And now I may offer some remarks on the mode of using the ammonia.
First, as to the strength ; almost any strength may bo used. On card
No. 29 is given a print on a pink- tinted paper ; this, after being thoroughly
gold toned, was cut in two. The one lialt was fixed in ten per cent,
ammonia, or the " solution of ammonia " of the British Fharmacopii-'ia,
having a specific gravity of 0-95'J—a much better standard for photo-
graphcrs than any of the stronger solutions. The other half of the print
was fixed in quarter per cent, solution, or fully forty times weaker, yet
little difference can be seen in the results so far as the fixing is con-
cerned, only the stronger solution has more thoroughly destroyed the
pink stain that the paper originally had. Strip one, on card No. 19,
shows an attempt to fix an untoned print by means of a solution so
weak as one-sixteenth of a per cent. It is really fi.xcd, so far as the
chloride of silver Is concerned, but a little of some organic compound of
silver has been left, and the sunshine has changed this to a buff or deep
cream colour.

.-l-s to the Time neqiiired.—\fhen only one bath is used, this seems to vary
just inversely as the strength of the solution, and the downward limit
seems to be five minutes for a two per cent, bath, ten minutes for one
per cent., and so on, or time^ten minutes divided by the number ex-
pressing the percentage strength. This, when only one print is put into
a considerable quantity of liquid, and frequently agitated ; but a longer
time is necessary to secure freedom from cream tint of the whites and can
do no harm. However, I prefer using several baths, and this really
shortens the tune required, at least when we begin with a strou'^ bath
and finish with a weak one.
When the silver and much of the ammonia are to be recovered, it may

be a good plan to use two pairs of baths, the first and second baths bein"
tile stronger, say one or two per cent., and the third and fourth batlis
filled with weak solution, say of half or quarter per cent. The first bath
should, after treating a few prints, be put aside for distillation, the second
taking Its place while a fresh second is supplied. When the third bath is
judged to become impure, the liquid is to be thrown away, and the foiurth
pnt in Its place and a fresh fourth provided. The accumulated liquid
from tlie first baths may bo distilled into cold water, producin" a weak
solution for the second pair of baths, and when most of the ammonia
has been distilled off, hydrochloric acid is to be added to the remaining
liquid, lo throw down the silver or otherwise, three or four baths of thesame strength may be used, all being marched upwards to the position of
the lirst, and the whole eventually subjected to the still in a way that will
produce a solution of the proper strength. Ou this plan very little waste
will occur W hen not pressed for time, and the contents of all the baths
are to be thrown away, I would recommend using a one per cent solution
for the first bath, and not less than five minutes immersion, this to be
followed by baths of quarter per cent, solution.

.l* to the Final U'aMmj.—U the last bath bo weak and not very impure
there seems to be no necessity for after washing at all Nevertheless 1
prefer giving the prints a final wash in water, and in the case of using
pmk.tinted paper it may be noted that a wash with weak acetic acid
levives to some extent the colour. But it wUl be best to use white paper

An to the Cost.—Since the price of ten per cent, solution of ammonia
will be from 2d. to 3d. per pint, that of one per cent, may be stated at one

farthing per pint.

Before concluding, 1 may mention that some of the ready-sensitised

papers are not very suitable for the ammonia treatment, as they become
pimply or tacky, so that blotting-paper cannot well be used to dry the

prints. Other papers are quite free from this objectionable feature.

Should the revival of ammonia as a fixing agent meet with favour, much
bettor results than I have shown will no doubt soon bo produced. I

especially look for improvement to spring from modifications of the

toning bath. Kobert H. Bow, C.E., F.E.S.E.

WHERE TO GO WITH THE CAMEBA.

BnionTON a:«d its Nbigheouehood.

It appears to me a curious fact that so few of our London brethren in the

art really know anyth,ing of the vicinity of Brighton. If one hints at

taking a holiday there we are instantly met with the query, " What is tlic

use of going? There are no negatives to be got at Brighton." It is to

these sceptics I should like to say a few words, and also do my best to

give some hints for the benefit of those photographers who may by choice

or chance visit our principal south coast watering-place.

In Brighton itself I must admit that the photographer who goes in for

landscape views, old cottages, and rural bits generally, will certainly find a
difficulty in obtaining subjects, as he will also do in most of our large towns.

To the gentleman, however, who works with the detective camera, and
whose chief aim is to secure studies of human nature, the beach and
parade, especially during the excur.sion season, will aiTord him plenty of

occupation. Some fine views of heavy seas are also to be had when there

is a high tide with a strong south-westerly wind blowing.

Landscape views, as I have already pointed out, are not to be obtained

in Biighton, but there are many in the vicinity if you know where to look

for them, and a short railway journey will put you in the midst of some
of the loveliest scenery in Sussex. To take a most popular place with

artists, namely, Lindfield, the best way to get there is by train to Hay-
wards Heath Station, where you are about a mile from the village. It is

not a very interesting road, however, photographically, and, hence, a good

plan is to travel by the omnibus, which meets most of the trains and
which will put you down close to the church. In this locality you will

find plenty of material for views, and a trip across the fields by an old

ruined manor house at East Maskells, to Horstead Keynes, will repay you,

and your stock of unused plates will rapidly diminish.

Excursions to the west of Brighton may also be made with advantage

into the neiglibourhoods of Bramber, Steyning, and Honfield, where

numerous little bits— old thatclied cottages, ivy - covered churches,

water, &c.—may be found. To turn again eastwards into Glynde and its

neighbourhood, on the line to Newliaven, will bring you across some rural

and primitive scenes, while several quaint old cottages are also to be met
with. To those who like long walks I should recommend a very invigo-

rating one, which may be taken over the Downs, through the villages of

Ovingdean, liottingdean, Telscomb, Southease, and I'iddinghoe, to New-
haven, wliere they can catch a return train to Brighton. I would strongly

advise them, liowever, unless they are members of tlie Blue Kibbon Army,
to take a supply of their favourite beverage with them, as in two of the

villages above mentioned there is no accommodation whatever for the

thirsty traveller. At one of them I had to call at four cottages before I

could obtain even a glass of water. Another walk from Brighton is along

the coast to Shoreham, taking the south side of the Basin running from

Portslade to Southwick, where views of shipping, Ac., may be obtained.

The first part of tlie journey, however, is uninteresting, and it is well to

get a lift either by omnibus or tram to Aldrington, where you can avail

yourself of the ferry, and pass over to the south side of the harbour and
proceed with your walk.

To enter into any detail as to the actual surroundings of the places I

have mentioned would take too long a time, and therefore I have con-

fined myself to pointing out some of the spots where views may be liad

with very little trouble. Many of them would repay a two or three days'

visit, but putting up in a village wlien tlie elements may be against your

working is not very enjoyable, and therefore I prefer to take as my centre

a place with a little life in it, making daily excursions when the weather

permits ; and it is to those who hold similar views that I venture to sug-

gest that they may go further and fare worse, photographically, than they

will do in the neighbourhood of dear old, but much maligned, Brighton.

H. M. H.t.iTiNOS.

NATURE AND IMITATION IN ART.

Ox the occasion of prizes being distributed at the Croydon School of Art>

Mr. Val Prinsep addressed the students. In the course of his remarks
he said :

" I would impress upon your mind the fact that all arts arc

really alike. They are to give jileasure to the world, and the artist has

to impress what he feels in his heart, whether it be that he impresses

that feeling and impresses that art in the language of literature or of

painting, of music or of sculpture, or any of the other arts. We artists,

with our usual presumption, have seized upon the name of artists, but wo
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arc no more orlists than the pocf, tlio sculptor, or the musician. You
liore, ill this School of Art, arc bcBinninB the InnKuago of the art of
painting. You are doinf? good and excellent work of your kind, a.s good
work as nmny other sehoolH I have seen in Manchester and the big i)laces

I have visited; but though there is an enormous ((uantity of laborious and
artistic work done in these schools, although you have shown con-
siderable manipulative skill, let me point out to you that you are at the
very beginning of art, that you are learning the A li C of the profession.
You all know—most of us know to our cost—that when a person begins
to learn an instrument, he has to spend much time in playing scales and
exercises and other wearisome matters, and after having obtained certain
facilities with his fingers, his friends may also, sometimes, know that ho
is unable to interpret any of the great works of the past masters, much
less to compose himself. He becomes a mere playing machine, a kind of

mechanical box, which may excite wonder, but cannot give any joy to the
world. Now the aim and object of all arts is to give joy in this world,
which would otherwise be dull indeed, and such a man's labours will

indeed be thrown away if he can only show us manipulative skill without
any art or thought. I do beg and pray of you \b consider what it would
be if you only became mere drawing mechanical machines. Now you
will ask me how you can avoid doing so. In the first place I would beg
of you to study drawing, for drawing is the granmiar of the art. You
must learn to draw, not only correctly, but with elegance, and to be able
to express your feelings and thoughts in a manner that other people can
appreciate, and which will give them joy. Now there are a great many
books written nowadays which when a person reads he finds the style is

bad, the sentences long and wearisome. The author has not found out
the proper method of expressing himself. We, therefore, take that book
and put it back on the shelf, or send it back to the circulating library,

and say we .will have no more of it. However great that author's
thoughts may be, if he cannot exprers them so as to give us pleasure, of
what use are they to us. But recollect this, that a picture, or a work of
art, is always ett evidencf before us. It cannot be put on the shelf at all,

and if it is to be appreciated and looked up to and be good in itself, it

must have written on its face something that will give us pleasure on
first sight and something that will repay us for looking at it again. For
if you have it in a room you get to love it in all its parts, and if it is bad
it is very bad indeed, not only for the picture, but for those that look at
it. Now there are some amongst my own fraternity, and men of
eminence, too. who think that the art training of the" schools is not
necessary. There are several instances of some of our very best artists
who have not had that art training at all. I think this opinion is wrong.
If they had an art training in their earlier years, if they had spent two
or three years of their life in learning the elements of their profession,
they would have begun earlier to do those masterpieces which we so
much admire in their later time. As it is, you will find they were
floundering about and learning their profession when they ought to have
been masters of it before they began. I do not think myself that know-
ledge stamps out genius, or that professional skill necessarily does away
with all invention and originality. There are some critics, too, who tell

us artists that we are too fond of dwelling on the mechanical or technical
parts of our profession, and that we therefore are not good judges of
works of art. There again I naturally think they are wrong. A
beautiful picture appeals to the artist, not only as it does to one who is

not used to the art, but it says something to him a great deal beyond
that. Always view with suspicion your own work as though it were the
work of an enemy, and try and pick out the faults. Do not imitate, for
those who imitate must always be behind. You will find in the coun^e of
time, when you gain experience, that there are many men who have
attained considerable reputation and success, whose works are dexterous
in the extreme, but whose works are really echoes of what has gone
before. It is easy enough to account for their success. We all know
that it is much simpler to understand a three volume novel than a great
poem. One requires an effort, the other is nothing more than amusing,
and has generally no backbone whatever. And it is so with art. Critics
will always praise those things which are not dillicult to understand, and
it will be a long while before the original man can persuade them that
what he does is really good. But the original man has no need to be
additionally proud when he finds he has attained success. I have been
impressing upon you the necessity of being original. There are dangers
again that beset even the original man, for it may be that he will drift
into eccentricity. Now that is a great danger to my mind, for eccentricity
is not genius, though it is very often taken for it. The great geniuses are
never eccentric. The other danger is the danger of vulgarity. It arises
from pretentiousness. It comes from a desire to display yourself in your
work, so that people looking at it are apt to exclaim, ' What a clever
fellow that is

!

' Now a man who shows himself in his works to that
extent is not a great artist, and never will be a great artist. The great
artist shows a great mastery, no doubt, but there is always a feeling of
reserve of force in everything he docs. To do a work you must do it

from yourself. You must not think of yourself when you are doing your
work, but of the work you arc doing. Earnestly and laboriously you
may work at it, but do not let self intrude to any extent. Now there are
characteristics in every age that mark at once the art of that age. In
the last age we know there was a kind of pseudo-plasticism, when men
wrote their epitaphs in Latin, Uke I)r. Johnson wrote Goldsmith's, and
refused to allow English to enter into the precincts of Westminster Abbey,

and when that great painter, Sir Joshua Reynold*, wag apt to clothe hii
ladies in dresses which he chose to think classical, but were nothing of
the kind. That age has passed by, and the aim and object of everybody
now is to bo natural, nature being the great iospirer of the modern arts

at the end of this century. Now nature, no doubt, is full of poetry.

Nature is never vulgar, and nature is all around us. If you look at that
great cartoon of Ilaphael's of the lleauti/ul (late, you will see there a low,

horrid, dirty, and depraved man. But he is not vulgnr, for KaphacI has
stamped him with his genius, and placing him there as a contrast to hii
other beautiful figures, that low and dirty figure becomes the centre of
the picture. That is the way to treat nature. You have it all around
you. You have the sky above, with its clouds and its thunder, and it*

rain and sunshine, and its beautiful moonlight. You have the field*,

greener than the greenest emerald, the trees with their infinite variety of
tone and formation, and the hedges, full of an amount of design which
would supply twenty such schools as this. Y'ou will find forms repeated
in the branches of the brambles and thorns where every leaf varies from
its neighbour just so much as to make up a true harmony among them.
We have the little flowers twinkling in the grass in all varieties of colour
and form. All these you ought to study and form your style upon.
The gift of imitation is not art, otherwise the Chinese artist, who imitate*
even to deception, would be a greater artist than Baphael himself. But
in all these works of nature yon must put yourself and your own in-

dividuality out of sight as you do in your drawings and everything else

you put your hand to. Y'ou must render it and not imitate it, and when
you have done tliat, and when you have studied in the way I have
described, you may then attain to that proficiency that yon may under-
stand the great language of the masters of the past, and a great picture
of Titian or Kaphael will give you pleasure."

THE STEREOSCOPIC PICTURE.
Wnv has this, the most satisfactory of the pictures made by photography,
been so long neglected, if not altogether forgotten ? There was a time
when it was about the only stylo of photograph sold in the shops. There
was a day when such houses as Appleton & Co. thought enough of it to

operate an establishment where such pictures were made, and there was
sale enough for such a house to have a department exclusively devoted to

their handling. What reason can any one give for their having fallen out
of the fashion ? To me there is about the same reason that exists for

the strange and senseless change in fashions. One year it is a hat with
a narrow, flat brim, the next one with a broad brim, and a roll in it at

that. It must have been some such good course of reasoning as this that
obliterated the stereoscopic picture, and we who made them were all

fools enough to follow the fashion in this, as in hats and pantaloons.
There was a time when the amateur made this picture, no matter what
other size he made ; this was the only picture that was recognised by the
exchange clubs. I do not wonder that those now in our ranks, who have
joined since the advent of the dry plate, do not make this charming
picture. Of it they know not. I do not wonder why it is that we, the
old hands at the bellows, should have so thoroughly forgotten our eirly

love. For one, I'm back. Now that I am, I wonder more than before

why I have neglected this picture so long. The older hands remember
well how many pretty bits we had to pass by because we could not give

tlic needed time for exposure, foaiing that our wet plate would crystallise.

No such trouble now. We know, as well, how many lovely bits we had to

pass because it was too long a run from our tent, or was but a single view;
this does not trouble us now, for we can make onr pictures as we move
along. To those who know nothing of this style of photograph, I beg
simply to say that it is suited to all those dark secluded beauty spots that
are useless in the single picture ; it gives the most minute detail and the

best idea of distance, and is in many ways the most interesting picture

the amateur can make. Who of the old ones seconds my motion to

revive them ? Who will join me? I have a presentiment that I will not
stand alone in the coming photographic season.
—Photographic Timet. Chables Waoek Hcli..

WHERE 1 WENT WITH THE CAMERA.
No. II.—EoiTERDAM.

I n.u) been in Rotterdam once, some years before, but on that occasion I

was not impressed by its beanty. One reason might have been, that
when going out to peregrinate over the place I got lost, and had con-
siderable difliculty in finding my way back to the hotel, not being able to

speak the language making the matter ten times worse. So that from
time to time when I have heard that Rotterdam was an interesting and
beautiful place, grave doubts have lingered in my mind regarding the
grounds on which it could be so described. However, these doubts floated

away like a mist as I drove from the ([uay to the hotel. Beautiful trees,

handsome villas, and ([uaint, interesting streets—picture after picture
crowded on my view as we sped along, leaving me surprised and pleased,

and the nightmare Rotterdam of my previous visit was gone for ever. I

put up at the I'ays-Bas Hotel, a very comfortable boose, and as the ad-

vertisements say, "attendance good, charges moderate." J arrived on a
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Sunday morning. After brealcfast, I started to try one of the light cigars

of the country, as I sat down at the coffee-room ^7indow to have a look

at the living and moving diorama passing and repassing in the street.

For Sunday is a holiday, and the street is thronged with more pleasnre-

seekers than churchgoers, and the incessant hum and noise keeping time

and tune to the constant " clang o' the wooden shoon," the clank, clank,

of which played upon the ear continually.

Tlie first thing that struck my fancy as heing most grotesque and
peculiar was the head-gear of the women, and as I looked at them one
after another as they moved to and fro I had a quiet laugh all to myself,

they looked so funny. Mostly all of them bad muslin caps, beautiful in

their cleanliness and purity of white—in some cases they had broad band
strings thrown over the shoulders and hanging down the back, whilst

immediately above each ear gold wired screws projected in front beginning

about two and a half inches diameter at the start, and twisting out to a

point at each side of the head ; others wore fancy plates of polished metal
and ornaments on the brow, fastened by metal bands round the head

;

and for variety, old ladies especially, had an ordinary poke bonnet sur-

mounting all this finery. To the ignorant foreigner it was as good as a

play.

Asking the method of their madness, I was informed that each of tlie

varied styles of liead-dress denoted the district or country to which the

wearer belonged, so that they were really jewelled sign indicators of

locality. When inquiring for information regarding the habits of the

people, I noted many quaint and peculiar customs, for instance, I was
told that in some localities, when a baby is born, a pincushion is tied to

the handle of the door of the house where the little stranger has arrived,

this by way of announcing the fact, and the colour of the pincushion
designates whether it is a boy or a girl. Another custom, when any one is

ill in a house, a small placard is fixed to the handle of the door, stating

the condition of the patient, thus saving noise and ringing of the bell to

inquire. Both of these habits seemed to me strange, but sensible.

I went to visit the Great Church, or Groote Kerk as it is called.

Visitors are directed to this church as one of the sights of Rotterdam, but
it seemed to me that, outside and inside, size was the only quality that it

possessed, for a church more barren of architectural pretensions I never
saw. Ser\'ice going on , I had to wait half an hour before gaining admission.
The first strange thing that met the visitor's gaze on antering was, all

the men sitting with their hats on during service. Draughts might have
had something to do with the origin of this fashion—for the church was
cold and draughty—but to the stranger from other shores there seemed a
lack of reverence in wearing this head- gear, considering the place and
the service. Of course, they will think nothing of it : it's the custom of

the country. The walls and side recesses of the church were filled

with statues, monuments, and tablets, sacred to the memory of many heroes
who had lived and died for their country's good. These names were
manifold, and to me unpronounceable.

Next morning I started to photograph. To prevent the recurrence of
losing myself I engaged a guide—David Abas by name, and a very worthy
fellow. Should you wish a guide at any time when in Hotterdam, you
will find him at the Pays-Bas Hotel, and I have no doubt but that he
would be of great service to you. Being thoroughly well acquainted with
the town, I got him to take me all over the place. The views that pleased
and suited me I photographed, and those that were unlikely I left and
went on.

From the crowds that gathered when I was putting up the camera
previous to exposure—which was never more than three minutes at any
time—one could at once see that photography out-of-doors was a rare
thing in these parts, unless they did it professionally very early in the
morning. My guide told me that he had never at any time seen a
photographer in the street, and I can tell you it took him all his time to
keep the crowd back. Oh, yes, we have crowds at home, but nothing like
this. I did get the better of them sometimes. A good position could be
had,^ it might be at the corner of a canal bridge where they could not
possibly get in front, then the matter was easy; but the crowds gathered
BO quickly that the way across the bridge would be blocked in three or
four minutes. A Punch's Opera could not have created a greater stir.

It always seems to me that the uninitiated have got it into their heads
that we really are some kind of show fraternity.

I was charmed with Rotterdam, and more especially the thickly
populated parts of it, where the canals and water-ways hold their own.
It was all so new and strange. The quaint old buildings, towering up
four or five storeys high, all smudged, and bedaubed, and painted, by
storm and sunshine and old Father Time ; old houses with wood patch-
work and projections, leaning over the canals as if aweary of standing
straight, or as if age was making them stoop a little, rendering them
topply and unsafe to the view ; while below, the long, flat-bottomed boats
moving leisurely up and down, or lying sleepily by the water side—these
boats, in many oases, being the floating homes of the possessors. Many
of them are painted green, and red, and yellow, broad patches of colour
standing out from the dull muddy water, brightening the scene ; whilst
the foot passengers, the horses, and dogs, and carts,"coming and going
along the narrow sideways, all combining to form a striking picture. At
such a time, and in such a scene, comes the oft-repeated exclamation,
" Oh, that I could photograph the natural colours."

In the vicinity of the Groote Kerk are a lot of very narrow, intersecting
streets, quite filled with old, curious, artistic studies, a wealth of work for

the painter, places where the aged buildings lean forward so much to-

wards the toi5 that the houses on one side seem to be having a chat wit'a

their neighbours over the way. All these houses are built on piles, which
gives them this toppling tendency. The guide told me that they were
perfectly safe, in fact, had stood in this precarious condition for many,
many years. That was right enough I thought, but I for one would not
like to live in them.
The more fashionable parts of the city are quite as interesting in their

way, but more modern. The merchant princes' houses down by the parks
are, in many cases, palatial in their magnificence. The park has within
itself plenty of subjects and good pictures for many days' work. The
Zoological Gardens is also a feature of considerable interest. Two or

three weeks could be spent in and around Rotterdam without subjects

palling upon the tourist photographer, and he would still leave plenty for

the next comer.
Before leaving Rotterdam I thought that I would like to purchase some

pyrogallic acid and ammonia and a couple of trays, so that when I had a

little leisure I might develope a jilatc or two, as I had never before worked
the lens I was then using, and I wanted to see how the negatives were
going to turn out. So I got the guide to take me to one or two photo-

graphers' places, but they were using ferrous oxalate, and they had not

trays to suit, and preferring the pyro and ammonia developer I asked the

guide to take me to some photographic stores. For three hours I

wandered round and round to opticians, apothecaries, and electrical

apparatus warehouses, and not a living soul seemed to keep or know about
photogi-aphic apparatus or photographic chemicals ; they were all bought
in Amsterdam was the usual refrain. I was shown all kinds of sul)-

stances for pyrogallic acid, not the least strange amongst these being

powdered French chalk. At last I managed to get the chemicals, and
resolved to tise kitchen plates for trays when the opportunity arrived.

Moral, always carry a small supply of necessary things with you, they

don't take up much room and are sure to come in handy.
M.uut OUTE.

AUTOBIOGEAPHY OF C. E. MULCYON.
It may seem a very strange thing to some people that a humble individual

like myself should venture before a reading public with an account of my-
self and a history, even though it be a short one, of the adventures that

have befallen myself and some other members of my family. But bio-

graphy and even autobiography have sometimes proved so beneficial to

the pubhc that I am led by my interest in the general welfare of my many
relations to lay aside for the time being my usual modesty, and to enter

into certain private details concerning my life that otherwise my retiring

disposition would have constrained mo to hold as secrets in my own
bosom, or at least to withhold from the general ken as unimportant and

trivial.

I am one of a family of four, being the third of that number born to niy

parents. My father was universally acknowledged to be a man of sterling

worth, holding an important place in the Mint, and at certain times ho

dabbled in medicine. He was called Jlr. Silver Nitrate, but his more
intimate friends were in the habit of calling him Ag NO.,. My father came
of a good stock, and he was so pure of morals that he was sometimes

jestingly called " Recrystallised." Though his respectability was unim-

peachable he could at times be very caustic, yet he never, if properly

treated, displayed any acidity of temper. My mother. Mistress Bromide
Potassium, was a lady of an amiable temperament approaching at times

to drowsiness, yet in spite of her less enterjirising nature her lineaments

appear in all our family in excess of the more marked features of our

father. My mother had a very small affection for alcoholic liquors, which

was greatly to her credit ; my father, though never addicted to intemper-

ance, would melt considerably under the influence of a glass of hot spirits.

A maiden aunt lived with the family and undoubtedly gave a tint to all of

us, though she was of very small size in comparison with the rest of the

family. She was a sister of my mother, and went by the name of Miss

lo. Potassium, or more familiarly " K I."

Our nurse was a very important person in our little family. She bore

us all in her warm soft arms from our very birth. We always called her
" Jelly," which was our familiar abbreviation of Gelatine. In her earlier

years she was, as all have heard, slim and threadlike, but just before we
were born she had got a severe drenching in a pool of water, and thereafter

she had swelled very much and become quite dropsical. The slightest

heat caused her to dissolve, but she was at such times all the more willing

and able to carry us, and prevent over-hasty collisions between my father

and mother. Of our ancestors before our father and mother I have but

little record ; the family Bible, however, informs me that my grandfather

was an amateur photographer living in the South of Scotland,
_
whose

chief pleasure and occupation, so far as we are concerned, was noting the

actions, and keeping carefully the records, of the various members of the

family.

It is now time for me to give some history of my brothers, and I will

begin with a short sketch of my eldest brother's character and history.

There was very little diiferenco in our ages, for my eldest brother was
born on the 18th of March, 1887, while I, the third of the family, first

saw the light on the 2'2nd day of the same month. Wo were very like

each other in personal appearance wliilo we were in om- infancy, the only
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(liffcrcnco being tliat I took more after my father than my eldest brother.

Jocular chemists used to say my brother had ten per cent, of extra like-

ness to my mother, while I had only ahout eight per cent. In other

respects until wo went out into the world there was a very strong family

likeness between us. My brotlier was intended, as I was, for the Lantern
profession, and his character was of so staid a nature, and his mind so

very clear, that he soon distinguished himself in that line, though he
might almost be called an indolent man. My eldest brother was brought
up iu a much cooler climate than I was, he never felt any heat greater

than about 200' Fahr., and that only for a few minutes. He only got one
thorough washing in liis youth, and that was in a teapot into which my
grandfather in a rage squeezed him through a horrid cylinder with silver

wire gauze at one end. But ho was always a very clean boy, so that the

two hours' washing he got must have been a very effectual one. Grand-
father, enraged still more at the backwardness and slowness of my poor
brother, again put him in a very hot bath, quite boiling this time, and
left him there for several minutes. But my brother must have been
destined always to be slow, for he did not improve in this matter, but still

retained his admirable lucidity of expression, and grandfather at last

came to see his good points and kept him in a very honourable place,

until my brother dial a peaceful and n.itural death, having fulfilled his

mission on this earth witli credit to himself and satisfaction to all his

kindred. This brother was called Andrew, or more shortly "A.," after

his grandfather, as is tlie usual custom in the land of our birth.

The next brother, " B.," or Bob, was of larger build than his elder

brother, but in education and appearance during their youth no difference

could be discerned between the two. B. was just twice the bulk of A. It

is true that Nurse Jelly through an accident got too near a fire with my
poor mother Bromide iu her arms, and my mother being at that time in

an interesting state and very near giving birth to my brother, this mishap
may have affected my brother in his after life. Anyhow, nurse and
mother got boiled for a minute before grandfather reached the spot to save
them. And, further, grandfatlier, thinking to make B. a livelier boy than
A., boiled father and mother and nurse all together for five minutes. B.'s

life was altogether a sad and an unfortunate one, for he caught scarlet

fever, which grandfather first discovered when B. was sent out into the
world on his own account. Grandfather being a man of rather a hasty
temper, poor B. was at once buried in an urn containing a poison deadly
to us.

Before I enter in detail into my own history, I will say a few words of

the only member of our family yet born younger than myself. This, my
younger brother, was baptized Duncan, and he was from the first very
like my brother A. The scarlet fever contracted by poor B. caused my
grandfather to give my mother a dose of acid shortly before D.'s birth,

and I must own that Duncan has been an honour to our family ; though
not very brilliant in his talents, he had, like A. , a thoroughly clear way
of expressing himself, and he still lives, held in high respect for his

qualities of sterling though not startling worth.

In bulk and in character I was very like my poor brother Bob, and up
to a certain point my history is very much parallel to Bob's. There was
a little more of my father in me than in Bob, but no one could ever detect

any marked difference between us until the great event of my life. It

happened in this wise. Both Bob and I had been treated to a little

spirits, in order that we might not remain too long wet and so catch a
chill after a long bath we had had ; in fact, we had both been broken up
and washed in a runuing stream for over two hours. Whether it was
that our mother had suffered from alkalinity, or whether our grand-
father's " blend " was adulterated, I cannot say ; but certain it is that I

caught scarlet fever just as Bob did, and had an attack equally severe.

Grandfather was very angry that I, too, should have caught this disease,

and would have killed and buried me beside Bob had it not suddenly
occurred to him that there was in London, a village in the south of

England, a great and famous doctor, called Henderson. Whether it was
that this Doctor Henderson had been so very often in a fever himself as

to be inoculated and impervious to such exanthematous diseases my aged
parent did not know, but he know that this doctor was really a famous
and an able physician and not a quack, nor a vendor of secret pills and
ointments, and he resolved to send me for a course of treatment by this

gieat savant. So to Doctor Henderson I went. His treatment was very
rough, no doubt, but there was such an amount of exhilarating change and
healthy exercise in it that I did not so much object to the cure as some
might conceive. The Doctor took me into a little room, where I saw an
instrument of torture far more awful to look upon than anything I ever
saw in my grandfather's house, or even at a dentist's. He put me into a
very nice shiny silver apartment and began to turn a wheel quickly.

I thought certainly my last hour was now come, for I rushed round the
little room at a fearful rate. Still, all the time I was rushing about I felt

that the fever was leaving me, and when the doctor had ceased his exer-

tions I felt very thin and worn out, but quite clear in the mind. The
doctor had with great thoughtfulness sent for my old nurse. Jelly ; into

her anus he once more put me, and in this state I went back refreshed,

vigorous, and cuied, to my doting grandparent. Ho at once tested

my strength of body and mind, and found me now so much improved,
and so much more intelligent and quick, that ho saw I should be thrown
away, if indeed not too enterprising and hasty, for the lantern profession,

and so ho sent me out as a Landscape Photogiapher, a calling which I

now follow to my own and my progenitor's satisfaction.

I can never sufficiently cxprcsa my gratitude to Doctor Hendemon, o(
London, for the wonderful cure he worked on me ; and I can heartily
recommend any of my friends or relations who have caught the awfnl
disease, which so nearly destroyc<l me, to apply to the Doctor at once.
Grandfather says he would at once, if he could command the means, boy
from the Doctor his wonderful cure, but, failing this, ho means to try
to make for himself a " merry-go-round," which, if it will not cnre scarlet
fever or jaundice, will at least amuse the children with the imalleit
possible loss of fingers. Coutus E. Mclctom.

©epavtnunt for 5nea:peiienccti i31)otosrapi)ers.—

—

THE ENAMELLING OF PRINTS.
While there is a charm in a fine photograph taken on plain paper haying
a matt surface, there is also a peculiar charm in one of precisely the reverse
character, that is, one in which the surface is not only smooth, but
glassy, the grain of the paper being obliterated. When a small oval
portrait is "ijlaccd" it is a matter of extreme difficulty to distinguish
between it and a similar portrait which has been vitrified or bamt in
upon an enamel plaque.

But not alone is enamelling applicable to portraiture ; landscapes also
have a wonderful degree of lustre imparted to them when subjected to

the glace process.

In enamelling prints the first requisite is a plate of glass. This must
possess a fiat and well-polished surface and be quite free from scratches

or other imperfections. The necessity for this will be apparent when we
say that the most minute defect on the surface of the glass will be after-

wards visible, more or less plainly, on the print when finished. Plate-

glass should be preferred to any other. The plate having been obtained
it must next be made quite clean, a final polish being given with a wash
leather. A number of plates ought to be prepared at a time, and after

being cleaned each in succession is stored away in a grooved plate box.
It is difficult to lay down any rule for determining the size of the

plates, but it will conduce to ease in working if the dimensions be such as
to permit of from six to twelve small pictures being laid down at a time.
For half-plate size, four pictures will be a suitable number to place on
one plate, two prints of whole-plate size sufficing. But this is a matter
for the individual convenience of the operator, who, if he chooses, may
employ plates no larger than the pictures.

Next, take a small quantity of powdered French chalk and tie it up in a
piece of muslin, so as to form a ball the size of a walnut or an egg. This
is applied to every portion of the surface of the plate with a fair amount of

friction, beginning at the centre, and taking particular care that no por-
tion is omitted. Inattention to this will cause the picture to adhere to

the glass at a subsequent stage instead of stripping clean from off it.

Having dusted off the superfluous French chalk, coat the plate with
plain collodion. Some of the finest enamels we have seen were made
with collodion consisting of four grains of pyroxyline and four drop?
of castor oil dissolved in half an ounce each of methylated alcohol

and ether. But almost any good plain collodion will serve the purpose,
provided a little castor oil is added to impart toughness. The plates

thus coUodionised, after being allowed to stand for half an hour, receive

a coating of gelatine which has been prepared by pouring upon it a quan-

tity of cold water just sufficient to cover it.

After standingfor a few hours to permit of the water being absorbed,

the vessel containing the swollen gelatine is placed in a larger one con-

taining] hot 'water. This immediately effects the liquefaction of the

gelatine, which is then filtered through muslin into any convenient bottle

having a wide mouth. This bottle should previously be made warm by
immersion in hot water, or otherwise, to prevent any fracture which might
occur through filtering warm gelatine into a cold bottle.

The gelatins thus prepared is applied both to the coUodionised plate

and also to the print. In the former case, a little is poured on the centre

and spread by guiding it over the surface by a slip of stiff paper or a glass

rod, after which the plate is left in a horizontal position until the gelatine

sets, when it is reared up on end and allowed to become dry. As the

plates when thus treated keep well, enough may be prepared at a time to

serve for a whole season.

When required for use, lay one of them face up on a flat table, and
having some warm gelatine (from the same stock bottle) poured out into

a dish, immerse in it the prints, and then lift them'out one by one, and
lay them, face down, upon the glass, arranging them side by side, so as to

economise space. When they have all been placed down, raise the glass,

and looking through it examine each print carefully to see if no air bubbles

intervene. 'Wherever one is seen, press the paper with a squeegee or the

point of the finger and nin it out to the margin of the print. We ire-
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quently secure the perfect adhesion of the print by passing a wet sponge

over the bacls.

The glass plate with the adhering prints is next reared up in a current

of air to dry, and the drying should be of a thorough nature. According

to the state of the atmo3j)here the drying will take from twelve to twenty-

four hours. We need scarcely say that by having recourse to a warm (not

hot) current of dry air this time may be very greatly reduced.

When dry, strip the pictures from off the glass, and it will be found that

they have a surface rivalling that of the glass to which tliey were attached :

this surface consists of collodion, to which they are firmly secured by

the intermediate layer of gelatine.

The presence of the castor oil in the collodion so tougliens the film as

to prevent it from easily getting scratched or otherwise damaged.

As we have described it the process may seem a little troublesome, hut

it is not so in reality, as those who give it a trial will speedily discover.

It may be simplified in some measure by transferring the plate, after

being coUodionised, to a dish of water, and then, having previously

sponged the surface of the print witli gelatine, laying it down upon the

wet coUodionised surface, and allowing it to dry as before ; but the result-

ing print is not so brilliant as when finished by the method we have
described.

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
Impbovemexts in Cameras.

No. 5450. William Middlemiss, Alice-.street, BrSicUori].—April 20, 1SS6.

The first part of my invention lias relation to the camera front, and its object

is to enable tlie front to be readily fixed in position and to lie folded into tlie

camera bottom.
The camera front, to wbieli tlie liellows is attached, is made to slide between

the stiles of a forked frame as usual. To the sides of this forked frame are
attaeheil with set serews two brass strutts, and the ends of these two lirass

strutts are pivoted to the frame which travels in the camera bottom. At the
bottom ends of the sides of this forked frame two jiins are fixed, and these pins
are made to go into two hollow places at the front end of tlie frame in the
camera bottom. When the pins are placed in these hollow jilaces two brass
turnbnttons or catches are made to turn over them to prevent their lifting out

;

thus it will lie seen the forked frame may be swung backward and forwaixl and
fixed in position by means of the two strutts.

When it is reiiuired to fold uji the front, the bottom end of the forked frame
is released, glided on the camera bottom to tlie back end, and the combination
of forked frame, .strutts, and camera front, laid down in camera bottom with
its face downwards.
The second part of my invention relates to the camera back, and its object is

to enable the camera back to be readily moved from one end of the camera
bottom to the other.

The camera back is pivoted between two brass plates ; to these two brass
plates are also jiivoted tlie bottom ends of the two strutts which keep the
camera back in position. These two brass ]dates are made to slide against the
sides of the camera bottom from one end to the other. To the sides of tlie

camera bottom are fixed two brass jilates having slots made down the centre of
them, and behind these plates are made to slide two bolts or set screws.
By means of these two bolts the brass plates to which camera body and

strutts are pivoted may be fixed at any part of the camera bottom.

A New or Imi'ROved Process kok REi'iiODicixa Photooraphs in Copper-
plate, LiTHOoRAi'Hic, OR Printing Presses.

No. 5595. LORENTZ Albert Giioth, K.G, V., 3(), Finsbury-pavenient
London, E.C.—Aj>ril 22, 1886.

The object of this invention is to re]iroduce jihotographs in copperjilate,
hthogi-apliic, or printing presses in a better and cheaper manner than hereto-
fore by means of tlie common photogi-aphic press.

In order to obtain such a result the photogi-ajihs to be reproduced must be
provided with a surface in relief, as with the ordinary smooth surface such
reproduction is impossible.

For this purpose a specially prepared gypsum mass, as also a specially
prepared pigment paper, is recpiired, from the latter of which a negative is
taken, and which can then be used as a medium for producing an iiTegular
surface of crooked lines and figures from the half tones.

Tlie gypsum mass is composed of one to six per cent, ch.alk and fifty ]icr
cent, water to each one lumdred parts gypsum, the latter, together with the
chalk, being finely powdered and well worked with tlie water to obtain an
liomogeneous mass, which is then pressed into plat&s of suitable size, having a
polished surface when dry.
The pigment paper is prepared as follows :—
Common black pigment paper is placed in a bath composed of four per cent,

bichromate of potash to one hundred per cent, water for from one to five
minutes, as re(iuire<I, and then dried in a temperature of 60° to 70° Celsius
Tlie paper is then exposed to the daylight for from ten minutes to two hours!
according to the strength of the light, and then placed in cold water for about
an hour, .and then in another bath composed of about six per cent, iivro'-allic
acid to one hundred per cent, alcohol for about ten minutes, when it is placed
in a frame or on a plate and dried.
As soon as coni]iletely dry it is covered with powdered oxide of zinc or

oxide of bismutli, wfiicli is rubbed in with the pahr. of the laud, thus pressing
it into the deep parts, and leaving the upper parts or Imea of the li<Tiies free
the surplus powder being removed. ,., .......

Tlie pigment paper thus prepared is placed in front of the camera, and a
negative produced in the usual way.

This negative is removed from the glass and placed between the negative of
the photograph to be reiiroduced ami a pigment paper which has been pre-
pared with a strong solution of gelatine, containing only a small quantity of
pigment, and then copied as usual, tliereby producing a positive on the jiig-

ment paper witli the same in-egular surface as that on tiie negative whidiis
necessary to print from.
The printing block is prepared as follows :—
The gypsum jilate is placed under water, and upon it the positive also under

water, ami tlieii tlie plate with the positive is removed from the water, and the
liositive pressed against the plate by an indiarubber roller or squeezer to
remove any air that may be oetween, the positive closely adliering to the
plate. It is then pressed slightly in a ]>ress, and then "placed in a bath
composed of water and ten per cent, sulpho-cyanure ammonium or rhodon
ammonium, which will dissolve those jiarts which are not or only p.artially

deveIo])ed.

When removed from this bath and washed in cold water, it is placed in a
liath composed of five per cent, chrome alum in water for about five minutes,
then removed and washed and immersed in a bath of concentrated alcohol and
dried, and then imiu'essed into a plastic mass composed of bone dust, albumen,
blood, and silicate of soda, the proportions depending on the liardness required.
Any other plastic substance may be used, such as celluloid, cyanoid, &c., liy

means of an hydraulic press or other suitable means, steam being introduced
during the operation, as is usual in filter presses. When cold it is removed
from the press.

The claim is :—A new method of reproducing photographs, consisting in the
production of a peculiar negative in ctuuiection with a black pigment paper,

which, after having been exposed to the liglit, is covered and rubbed in with
oxide of zinc, or oxide of bismuth, to transform the half tones into irregular

surfaces suitable for reproduction in any jirintiiig press ; copying the said

negative on pigment ])aper and transfen-iug it to a specially prepared gypsum
plate, which is then impressed into a plastic mass composed of bone dust,

albumen, blood, and silicate of soda, or any other suitable plastic substance,

and then forms the delinite printing block, substantially as liereinbLd'orii

describeil.

Photdcraphic Ca.mera Less Shi'tteh.

No. l-2,'250. James Swii-T, 81, Tottenham Court-road, London, W.—
Sejitciiljer 27, 1886.

An improved instantaneous and time jiliotographic camera lens shutter, which
consists of two jiarallel slides working in same grooves and plane, made of any
suitable material, the edges of which meet and slightly overlap each otlier in

the centre of the aperture of the camera lens with which it is used. When in

action the lower segment is forced downwards by a sjiring, while the upper
part of the shutter is thrown in the opposite direction also by a spring, thus
leaving the entire ajierture of the lens ex]iosed to the action of the light. The
same portion of the shutter when forced up by the spring returns by recoil and
closes the aperture. The return of this part closing the aperture can be made,
at the will of the operator, from a fraction of a second to any number of
minutes. I further claim in my invention the method of detaining the upper
segment of the shutter foi time exposure before allowing it to close over the
aperture of the lens ; this is effected by a loose hinged piece, which is made to

shift into position when required, so that the upper jiortion of the automatic
piston arrangement for discharging the sliutter when put into action conies in

contact with the aforesaid hinged piece, wliich forces a tension spring on the
upper segment of the sliutter and holds it in jiosition until tlie ]ineumatic
pump is relieved by the pressure of tlie hand, when the piston rod descends
and releases the tension on the segment of the shutter, thus allowing it to fall

over the aperture of the lens. I further claim that the two segments of the
.shutter can when discharged be made to travel over the ajirrture of the lens

with only a partial ojiening between tliem. This contrivance is necessary for

very rapid exposures in bright atmosphere.

What 1 claim is, the aiiplication of tlie sliding shutters meeting over the aper-

ture of the lens, only one returning to slmt off the light after exposure has
been made, and also the up]ier segment of the shutter can be retained in posi-

tion for any length of time, at tlie will of the operator, after opening the
shutter before it is allowed to descend to shut ofl' light. I further claim the
mechanical arrangement of holding the upper segment of the shutter until

required to drop.

iile^tfns^ of SoctetteiS,
—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Sfune of Soeiot;.

April 10 Glasgow& West of Scotland Am.
„ 10...

J

North London
,, 10 ' Great Britain
„ 19 Bolton Club
,, 20 Bristol and W. of Eag. Amateur
„ 20 Bnry
„ 20 Hyde
„ 20 Manchester Clnb
„ 20 Ediiiburfih Photo. Club
„ 20 Photo,t:riiphi« Club
,, 21 Loudau and Provincial

Place of Meetill IT.

180, Wost Reg-ent-street, Gla«gow.
MyddcltonHall.Upppr-st.jIsliugton
5a, Pall Mall East.
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Queeu'ti Hotel, Clifton.

Mechanics* Hall, Hjdc.

5, St. Andrew-squaro.
Andcrtou's Hotel, FlL;ot-.^troct,K.C.

Mason's Hall, Basiughall-street.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thursday iiiglit, Ajiril 7, at the ordinary weclily meeting of the above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, *Loudon, Mr. Alexander
Cowan presided.
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Mr. A. L. Hk-XDRRsn^f exliibitcii two ))liotographs taken ))y him liy artificial
liglit at tlio Royal A(|iiariuin, WestrniiiHtcr, nproscnting the ordifstra and
stage wiiile a i>erroiniance was going on ; tlio ciiiiiera was plnnteil upon tlic
opposite gallfly, and tliu time of exposure was one second with a i iloulilo
lens The clei-tric light, the limelight, and gas, took part in the illnmination
at that i>articular part of tlie performance, lie did not know why the orchestra
came out in good focus in hotli jiiitures and the actors on tlie stage in a slightly
hazy condition

; it was not the fault of tlio focussing, nor did anything of the
kinit apjieir with tlie .same lens in dayliglit ; woul.l the artilicial "light make a
ditfeieiice in the working of the lens/

Mr. A. Haddon thought the ellect to be due to unequal refraction by the
warm ciiiTents of air rising from the footlights between the orchestra and the
stage.

Mr. IjKXDKiisox responded that that seemed to he the trne explanation.
Mr. F. W. Cox cthibited an albumenised print wliicli had lieen "knocking

about" for a quarter of a century, yet w.as nearly as good as when first printed :

it had been produced by Mr. W. Kngland.
A question in the bo.\ a.sked whether a patent could be sustained for stripping

films. " °

Mr. IlENDEn.soN asked what was the difference between Eftstman's stripping
films and the "diaphanous paper" once in the market.

Mr. A. Mackie responded tli.at the stripping film of diaphanous paper was
upon albumen and not npoii gelatine.

Mr. IlKixiucii Thinks remarkeil that in many mechanical processes gelatine
hail long been used to strip from jiaper.

TIio c:iLUK.M.vN thought tliat the question could not be answered before
knowing the claims in the patent

Mr. Mackie a.sked what was the nia-ximum of chrome alum which could he
addeil to gelatine.

The Chairman replied that he iliil not think that more tlian half a grain of
chrome alum could be aided to eadi twenty giaiii.s of gelatine if the latter had
to be renieltcd, but much would depeml upon the kind of gelatine. Before it

had set, and if remelting were not in'euded, it would liear a large inoportion of
clirome alum.

Mr. Haudon said that if the gelatiue were not intended for photographic
puipo.ses lie thought that the prc,seiu;c of some acetic acid would enable more
clirome alum to be added ; in adding it the gelatine .should lie dissolved in the
nunimum of water and the chrome alum in the ma.\imum.

Mr. llENDEUSON s;iid that once Mr. \V. Cobb had calleil his attention to the
fact that he could produce phosphorescence in his emulsion jar by rubbing it
with a glass rod when there was no emulsion in it ; the light might have been
due to electricity. The friction of a plate against a vulcanite tray will some-
times cau.se light and photographic fog.

Mr. Trixks had once hail some e.vnosed strijjping (ilms which prcmatni'ely
began to strip themselves automatically, and wherever they ilid so they gave olf
phosphorescent light and fogged.

.Mr. Haddon said that if a warm, dry film of gelatine were rapidly stripped
from glass it was so electrical that it would stick against a wall.
Mr. MACKrE stated that Eder had sugge.sted that the light sometimes seen in

photographic operations might occasionally be of tlie ii.iture of that emitted by
arsenic when crystallising from its solution in hydrocliloric acid.
A question in the box a.sked if any good practical method were known of

making oxygen and hvdrogeii near the optical lantern .iiid using them as fast
as they were produced.

Various speakers suggested Chadwick's geucratoi, also a plan said to have
been tried in America.
The Chaikmax remarked that no one present seemed to have had experiencem the matter.

Mr. Thixks and Jlr. IIexdehsox made some remarks to the effect that the
results given by asensifometer with a luminous tablet formed but an imperfect
and sometimes misleading guide to the speed of the s:ime plates in the camera,
the kind of light not being the same in Imth cases.
Another question asked if the range of gradation of albumenised paper could

be varied at will by its mode of preparation.
Mr. Hexdekson said that if paper were to be partially fumed with ammonia

in those parts where the densest jiortioua of the negative hail to be printed it
would be more .sensitive there.

Mr. Mackie remarked tliat toning altered the gnwlation ; it attacked the half
tones more than the shailows.

Mr. J. J. B!u<iiN.SHAW stated that the longer pai)er had been sensitised the
less range of tone it had.

Mr. S. G. B. Wollaston was elected a member of the Association, and the
proceedings closed.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
The Committee of this Association met on Wednesday, the Otli instant.

Tlie minutes of the previous meeting having been ciinlirmed, Messrs. W. Budd,
J. Blakcy, — Cobb, A. C. Clement, L. England, T. E. Freshwater, H. J. (Jifford,
F. Haiiibly, W. H. Hysloji, F. Iiice, U Kidd, J. D. O'Connor, C. Pearce, A. C.
Rees, J. A. Randall, H. Scott, W. Strickland, C. H. Triuks, — Tompsett,
8. G. B. \Volla.stxm, C. A. Watkins, and Miss M. Conlden, were elected mem-
bers of the Association.
The correspondence having lieen dealt with, Mr. Bedfokd made a suggestion

that honorary members should have the right of nominating deserving cases of
noii-iueiiibers for the consideration of the Association. After some discussion
on the subject, it was decided that a .special Committee meeting be held to fully
discuss the matter.

A question was asked as to the comiiosition ofsiilphopyrogallol.
Mr. F. W. Cox replied that Mr. Berkeley's original formiiU was one ounce of

pyrogallic acid, four ounces of siilj.liite of soda, nine ounces of water, aei<liHe<l
with a little citric acid.

Mr. A. Maokik b«lieve<l that the Platinoty|)e Company's solution was acidi-
fie<l with sulphurous acid. He found in practice that two minces of sulphito
of soda to one ounce of pyrogallic acid was sullicient

Mr. E. Clikton had been experiiiieiiting with nietabisiilphite of potash In
place of the sulphite of soda. He found that it preserved the developer from
ojridation admirably, but that a considerably larger quantity of the alkali
was required, as it contained free acid.

Mr. h. MeiUand showed .some photographs of snow scenes, also some instan-
taneous views of the Ijoat race ; he also exhibiteil a light and portable tripol
stand made by Home k Thornthwaite.
A (luestion was asked whether any memlier had had experience with the

mercurial intensifier, using sulphite of soda solntion instead of ammonia.
It was the experience of several members that sulphite of soda did not give

as much increase of density a-s ammonia.
The I'HEsiDENT then gave a concise and interesting account of the latest

improvements in stripping films.

It was announced that the next meeting wonM be held on Tue.sday, the 19th
instant, and would be a lantern meeting. Visitors are invited.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held in the Masonic Hall
oil Tuesday, the 5th instant,—Mr. W. B. Hatfield, Vice-President, in the
chair.

An excursion to York was fixed for Wednesday, the 4th proximo.
Messrs. F. Crawshay, J. Hunt, B. .J. Taylor, "K Beck, and F. Mottershaw,

were elected members.
The question-liox was opened and contained two questions. "What is the

best way to kecj) plates after exiiosurcV" elicited a discussion in which the
plan of packing them tiglitly in a mass lilm to film and glass to gla.ss without
auything between seemed to find the most favour. The other question was,
"Wh.at is the best developer for a beginner, and what the best way of jiro-
ceedingr' Nothing definite arose out of this beyond advice that a beginner
.should adhere to the directions given, modifying them only as to the amount
of water (diluting for over exposure), and after gaining experience he could
make furtiier alterations.

The Secretary was .asked if he had receiveil a circular respecting the Gla-sgow
Convention, and his attention was called to a letter in the Jocrxal and Anra
ujion the subject. It was decided that the Council report upon the matter.

Ur. Bartolome lent a revolving stereoscojie containing a collection of lieauti-
ful glass transparencie-s—many by Breeze, which was exhibited at the recent
cunvcrfiazwne.

Mr. Bro.mi,i:v also exhibited a stereoscojie and many slides, both glass and
paper. He stjited, in answer to questions, that many of these were made from
several negatives

; as, for instance, in a moonlight effect the landscape portions
must \>e placed closer together, centre to centre, than the clouds, and these
latter nearer .again than the moon behind them, in order to secure the steno-
scopic appe.avance.

Mr. Sharmaii brought an enlargement showing the recent excavations at the
"Sphinx" from one of his own negatives.
The meeting then adjourned.

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the meeting held on Tuesday, the 5th instant, at Myddelton Hall, laling-
ton, N., .Mr. J. Traill Taylor, I'resident, in the chair, arrangements were made
lor an outing on Easter Monday at Maiden^iead.

Messrs. T. Bird, A. Liildle, and A. Wybrant, were proposed for membership.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The sixth oi-dinary meeting of the current session was held in George-street on
April 6,—Mr. Charies Fraser in the chair.
The iiiiiiiites of the last meeting were read and approved. Nine candidates

for admission as ordinary members were elected, and several nominations were
made for election in .M.iy.

Mr. Robert II. Uow.'C.E., read a pajier on Fiximj Silcer Chlm!,le Prints
hi/ Means iif Solution of Amtmmiu [see page 231], and illustrateil his remarks
by a large number of silver prints made in the course of his experiments.
A discussion followed, in which Mr. H. Brebner, Mr. Fraser, and others, took

part. A vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Bow, who shortly replied on one
or two points.

_
The Chaiuman intimated that, in deference to an unwritten law of the

Society, Mr. Forgan had placed his resignation of the Presidency in the
hands of the Council. He w.xs about to enter into trade in connection with
photograjihy, and, as the members were aware, this ha.1 hitherto l«eu regarded
as a disquiUificatiou for the oflice ; but it h.ad been .arranged that Mr. Forgnii
should retain his jiosition till a suitable suece.s.sor had been ap|>ointe.l.
A discussion took place upon dilficnlties occasionally met with in toning

silver prints, in which a considerable nuiiitier of the members engagcil.
Mr. PiLLAXS said he had on the whole been dissatisfied with readv-.sensitised

paper. He frequently found a decided difference between the toiie procured
from the corners and that from the centre of the sheet As an amateur he had
gone over to gelatiuo-bromide paper.

Mr. Bkebxer had known re.ady-sensitised paper to be as capable of yiehling
goo<l tones as any other, but it did not usually tone so easily as that which
professionals prepared daily. There was a tone coming into licmaiid having a
tinge of crimson in it which w.as not always 8ncce.s.sfully got He found warmer
tones more easily had when .salt was not used, and he believetl toning should
be conilncted in some degree of daylight

Mr. AvTox said, with a new bath and no salt nsed, a warm tone was got
which was distinguishable quite from a slightly toned print If a good
previous washing is not given, the hypo fixes out some of the tone along with
the chloride.

Mr. Bibbs thought it well to thoroughly wash between toning and fixing.
Plenty of water after toning was better tliaa a short iaunersiou in salt solution.
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Two questions were proposed for discussion at next meeting, namely, a good

test for endurance in silver i^rints, and a good means of intensification.

The new iris diaphragm as applied to lenses, and a curious old bath camera

for wet plates, were exhibited by Mr. J. M. TurnbuU.

Newman's iiatent shutter was exhibited and explamed by Mr. J. bTEELE.

A large platinotype print of a group of distinguished professionals and

amateurs, taken at Derby during last year's Convention, was laid upon the

table, and for which Mr. Wardale had kindly presented an oak frame. It is to

be hnng in the Council room.
. ,-,

Mr. A. iNdi.is also presented a large parcel of stereoscopic slides ol an

interesting description.

DUNDEE AND EAST OF SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The monthly meeting of this Association was held in Lamb's Hotel, Dundee,

on Thursday evening, the 7tli instant,—Mr. Macdougald, Vice-President, in

the chair.

A series of lantern slides illustrating the new Tay Bridge was exhibited by

Mr. F. C. Caftin, C.E., Resident Assistant Engineer. The slides were from

negatives taken by Mr. Cillin during the construction of the viaduct, and

illustrated in a very vivid manner the vast difference iu apparent stability

betwixt the old .and new bridges. As each slide was tlirowii on the screen

Mr. Callin described tlie process it illustrated, and a great deal of information

was given as to the construction.

A number of slides were then exhibited by Messr.s. Ireland, Mathewson, and
Baird.

The first outdoor meeting of the season was arr.anged to take ]dace on

May 25, the round proposed being by rail to Blairgowrie, then drive to Perth

vi4 Marlee, Chung, Meikleour, Kiuclavea, and Scone.

CottejEfpotttrence.

t^ Concfpondents sJiould never write on hotU sides of the payer,

April Meetixo of the Photogr.^phic Society of France.— Gift to the
Society cf .\ Maonificext Aluum.—Death of M. Hommelaire.—Pre-

bextation of a Netv Apparatus for Exact Focussino at .any Distance.

—A Novel Dark Slide f.^ii Films.—M. Faisre ox Suteh's Lexses.—
A Novel Mode to Ascertain the Focus of Lenses.— A New and
Eneruetic Developer.— Gelatixo- chloride op Silver Emulsion.—
An Exact System of Measurixo the Rapidity of Odturatobs (Rapid

Shutters).

The Photographic Society of France held their monthly meeting on
Friday evening, the 1st instant, M. Bardy iu the chair.

M. Lomercier offered a magnificent album of views taken by him in

Algiers and Tunis. The Society accepted witli thanks this liberal offer.

The death of M. Rommelaire was reported ; the Chairman expressed

the grief felt by the Society for the loss of one who had done so much
lor the progress of phot'igraphy.

M. Jeanmnire presented a new kind of finder, or, as ho calls it, an
apparatus for focussing immediately at any distance. The apparatus is

fixed on the top of the camera, and resembles the mouth of a crocodile.

13y a system of leverage, as soon as the operator touches the screw of the

lens, in order to focus, if the front of the lens go outward the mouth of

the crocodile opens, and the distance between the teeth of the npper and
the lower jaw gives the distance. Supposing that the instantaneous
picture of a steamboat be required, the boat being two hundred yards
distant, the operator can focus his lens for that distance without the aid

of a focussing glass, by knowing how far open the jaws of the apparatus
ought to be open for that distance. The next service which tiiese jaws
render, and which, perhaps, although coming in second rank, is the most
useful, is that the distance of an ordinary sized man from the camera
can be judged at once. When the jaws are full open, it the head and the
feet of the man come exactly between two of the teeth of the apparatus
he may be said to be ten yards distant, if his image be so small as to
come between the two fjrst teeth he is two hundred yards from the
camera, and so on iu mathematical proportion.
M. A. Blazy presented a new form of dark slide for films, which I

consider very ingenious. I will endeavour to describe it fully if, per-
adventure, it may be of service to any of the readers of The British
Journal of Photooraphy. The dark slide is made in the same fashion
as the ordinary single shde, only a little thicker, so as to leave room for
fifty or sixty films. On the back or the side opposite to the exposing
shutter is a box the whole width of the shutter, but not so long. Through
the centre of this box is a drum or axle, upon which can be wound many
films. To this revolving drum is attached a crank handle, placed on the
exterior of the box. Now what follows is novel. The film maker con-
ceived the idea of making use of his packing paper to keep the light from
his films and to serve in the exposure. We must now suppose the sUde
to be for GJ x 4J films. He takes a piece or strip of black paper tour and
three-quarter inches wide, but several yards long if necessary. This
paper is folded in lengths of six and a half inches. In each of the folds
of the paper a sensitive film is introduced and gummed or pasted. When
all the folds are closed very little room is taken up. The block is put
into the dark frame, and the beginning of the black paper is pulled
down

; a film is then visible. This is placed upon the glass of the dark

slide, and the end of the black paper is wound round or fixed to the

drum. The back of the dark slide is now closed and a screw is wound

up, which moves forward the back board and pushes the film against

the glass. The proper exposure is given, then the screw is loosened,

the crank handle is turned, the paper bearing the film is wound round

the drum until the second film is in front of the glass, the screw 13

again wound up, all is again ready for exposure, and so on until all the

films have been exposed. A little criticism was not wanting as to the

advisability of putting sensitive gelatino-bromide of silver preparations

between paper— not only putting them between, but pressing them one

against the other. The author said, that if chemically pure paper bo

employed no chance of accident could occur. Time will prove the value

of this statement.

M. Fabre exhibited some Suter lenses, and gave a short history of

photographic optics. The readers of The British Journ.al of Photo-

grvphy are so well up in this subject by the pen as well by the lectures

of the Editor, Mr. Traill Taylor, that it would be superfluous to give this

lecture in full.

M. de la Baume Pluvinel, a gentleman attached to some observatory,

I am inclined to believe, gave a method he had discovered of measuring

the focus of i^hotographic lenses. He finds that the most convenient

method is to photograph the constellation of the Great Bear, and by

measuring the angles given the focus of any lens could easily be ascer-

tained. Many interesting negatives of this and other constellations were

shown. M. de la Baume Pluvinel regretted that no blackboard was at

hand, so that he could show us how these calculations are niad.\

Decidedly, if we are obliged to study astronomy to know the focus of

a lens, we may be obliged, sooner or later, to seek its manufacturer in

the moon.
, . -a

M. Lumiere drew the attention of the Society to the hydrosulphides as

developers. It appears that their developing energy is something won-

derful. It has often been said, that however rapid may be the exposure,

sooner or later a developer would be discovered with which all details can

be biought out. According to the negatives shown us, this desidcmtum

has been attained. Instantaneous stereoscopic images on one side,

developed by the ferrous oxalate or by the pyro, showed feeble images,

whereas on the other side (with the same exposure) all details were out

and a vigorous negative could bo seen.
, ,

,

M. Tondeur exhibited lantern slides obtained by his gelati no-chloride

preparations. ... ,

M. Londe gave a lecture on his method of measuring the rapidity of

instantaneous shutters. He employs a diapason or tuning fork, with

electrical apparatus to obtain the vibrations. On the tuning fork a quill

pen is attached. This marks the vibrations during the exposure upon a

glass plate blackened by means of a smoking lamp. This glass plate

falls at a given rapidity, which makes an undulated lino more or less

open, according to the number of vibrations per second, or the rapidity

of the tall of the blackened gla.ss. M. Londe, as near as I could glean,

fixes to the top of the tuning fork a square in metal, having a small hole

in the centre ; upon this hole is brought to play a very powerful light.

Now if a sensitive glass plate be placed behind this hole and exposed a

point would be the result in tlio negative, but if the glass plate were

allowed to fall a line would result. If, on the other hand, the diapason

were made to vibrate the line v^-ould be undulated. As the number of

vibrations of the tuning fork is well known, it is very easy to calculate

the length of time that the light passing through the dark shutter had

acted upon the sensitive plate. If the exposure had been rapid the nn-

dulations would be very few, so that by measuring these undulations tlie

exact rapidity can be ascertained. Projections from the magic lantern

of undulations obtained by different shutters showed the value of the

apparatus of M. Londe. _^^ I'eof. E. Sieudino.

WAXED PAPER MEDIUM FOR STUDIOS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Acting on your suggc'.ion in last week's " Answers to

Correspondents," for the information of Mr. A. Brown, and others, who

have found a difficulty in obtaining the right sort of paper for softening

the light in their studios, I beg to state I had the paper made for me by

Messrs. C. J. Jeffries, Wholesale Stationers, Bristol, price 8s. per ream.

Those of our fraternity who are troubled with the direct rays of the

sun will find it a great boon, or to those who are obliged to submit to the

nuisance of high buildings cutting off a portion of their light, the use of

the paper will be found to diffuse and equalise the light. As a proof of

rapidity, I took several fully exposed negatives in one second exposure

each with a Wray's rapid rectilinear this morning.—I am, yours, Ac,

•do and 36, Wiiic-strett, Bristol, April 9, 1887. T, Puoiheroe.

THE RIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.
'I'o the Editors.

Gentlemen,—! do not profess to be a " high authority," or even " an

authority," but with your kind indulgence send you what to me seems

the proper way of looking at this question.

With deference to you , Gentlemen , and your correspondents, I do not think

the claim mentioned b Mr. A. Dcbenliam is either " unjust," '

' ridiculous,"
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or " preposterous." The essence of the dispute is, Did the 25a. named
inohidc the total cost of the production of the negative ? Answering this

question fairly and honestly covers the whole mutter in dispute. If the

'25a. included—as I think the charge generally made for photo(;iaph8 does

include—the cost of the production of the negative, clearly the negative,

in law and ecjuity, is llio property of the purchaser, no matter what
hitherto has been the custom in the photographic profession as to re-

taining the negatiye.

I would respectfully suggest, (ientlemen, that the analogy you make in

your editorial of the 1st instant is no analogy at all. Putting composite
photographyon one side, a portrait negative can only be used for the printing
of the portraits of one person. Types may bo, and are, used for the
printing of many things. The true and correct analogy is in what the
author has to pay for the " setting" or " composition " of the types.

Types are " plant," and although it may be commonly supposed to bo
correct, I sliould Uke to see by what process of reasoning or law negatives^
the production of which has been paid for by customers—can be legiti-

mately considered as " assets."

Is not this matter of right to the negatives on all fours with the case

of Vere Foster r. Marcus Ward it Co., decided in the Irish courts a year

or two ago ? It was then decided that Foster, having paid for the pro-

duction of certain drawings, which were on lithographic stones, was entitled

to the possession of the stones with the drawings on, on tendering the

market value of the stones, i.e., so much per pound weight. I think so.

Hero is a parallel instance from the printing trade. A client may
requist an engraver and printer to design and engrave a business card,

from wiiich, say, one hundred cards are printed. As this plate may be
used for such client only, of course he is charged with tlie cost of

designing and engraving in addition to the cost of cards and printing.

Now, although it is quite a common custom /or the printer to retain

possession of the copperplate, the printer would never dream of refusing

to deliver up the plate to the client wlien requested to do so, and still loss

would he venture to reckon the said plate as an asset in his estate.

Thcie is no hardship here, neither can there be in delivering up a
ncg:ilive for the production of which a photographer has been duly paid.

Mr. F. A. Bridge's method of meeting the difficulty raised might be
cfTectiv e in disposing of tlie negatives as negatives, but does not touch
the uu tter of the " right to the negatives."—I am, yours, Ac,

a«, I roini-strcct, Manchater, Ajjril i, 1887, G. A. IUtikay.

COLONIAL GRIEVANCES.

Tu tlie Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your insertion in The Biutisii .Journaf, of PnoxoGRAPUv
of the accompanying "resolution" will much oMige. Many of our
members feel much hurt at the iraplicationa contained in the article,

and the matter was thoroughly discussed at tlie meeting named, when
much spirit was shown amongst those present (a large meeting), and the

accompanying resolution was unanimously adopted. I shall therefore

feel grateful if you will find space for it in the earliest issue after receipt.

—I am, yours, Ac, Cii.vs. M. Ai.i.en, Hon. Sec. Q.F.S.
Diocesan Registry, George-street, Brisbane, Fehrmtry 28, 1887.

At a General Meeting of the Queensland Photographic Society, held at

the School of Arts, Brisbane, on the 19th of February, 1887, the following

resolution was unanimously adopted, and the Secretary instructed to send
a copy thereof to the Editors of Tni: Bkitish Journal of PuoiooBAPHr,
with the request that they would kindly publish the same :

—

liesulutiim.—" Tliiit this Ho ;iety, having re.id and discussed the article which
appeared in The British Journal ok PHOToaiiAPiiv dated the 31st December,
18S6, ovtr the signature ' Monitor,' desires to formally exjiress its disapproval

of the strictures tlien/iu contained, and to protest against the implied uiirensoii-

alilent'ss of the orders sent home by members for goods, and the general tone of

the sai<l article, as uuwarraute<l, uucalled-for, aud haviu" a tendency to mislead
your general reaUei-s, who are unacquainted with the Colonies,"

To the Ewtors.

Gentlemex,—Being the party referred to in the Queensland Photo-
graphic Society's report, wliose order had been so unsatisfactorily treated

by a London dealer, and the mention of which " Monitor" runs foul of

in his " Echoes " in your Journal of 31st December last, I heartily thank
you for your footnote to his effusion, as I fully appreciate the disadvan-

tage at which I am placed in replying to the article.

"Monitor" gives rein to his imagination and is righteously indignant
at the mere thouglit of such a charge being made against London dealers,

for all of whom he entertains so high an opinion that it would be im-
possible for any of them to so sin through sheer carelessness or intentional

neglect, and travels from Dan to Beersheba to find instances of foolish

orders being sent them by parties who seem to think that it is but " a
hop, skip, and jump " from one part of London to another.

On examination it might be found that the writer knows London as
well as, if not better, than " Monitor," and when he learns the particulars

of the case referred to he might tell us whether it was " sheer carelessness,"

intentional neglect," or it a stronger term would not be applicable to it.

The order for the goods, with the money, was sent on October 2.3, 18fl.5.

The mail usually takes rather less than six weeks between thi.) and
London. Acknowledgment of receipt of the money is dated January 80,
18H(), and apology made for the delay, stating that the apparatus was then
ready for packing and that the whole would bo sent hy next steamer.
Nothing furtlier was heard of it by May 9, when I wrote, if any difBcnIty
in supplying the odd things, such as a few printing frames and the like,

which any dealer would be 8uppose<l to have in stock and intended to
make up the even money, to send off the apparatus advised on January 30,
as being then ready withont them. No notice was taken of this, so I

wrote on August 27 threatening legal proceedings through a friend if

goods not promptly despatched or money refunded, at the same time
advising my change of address. On November 19 the bill of lading and
invoice were sent with the case to my old address, seven hundred and fifty

miles from here, and on November 20 the dealer says, " I now send
duplicate bill of lading and have the great mortification to find that the
case was by my fault sent to Mackay instead of Brisbane. How to
explain all the long series of mishaps and delays have occurred to me I

hardly know, except I have been out of ray senses, which is probably true,

for I have had worries enough to cause it." This is all very well, but un-
fortunately my experience with this firm is not singular, as frienda when
they heard of the order sent said—" I did not know it as well as they or
I certainly would not have entrusted them with it." I received the ease
on January 10, 1887, within a week of fifteen montlis from the date of
the order!

When any one writes to the papers it is but natural to expect that he
knows something, Jiowever little, of the subject on which he discourses
but when " Monitor " refers to the faciUties we have in Brisbane for

getting apparatus, or the general run of photographic material, it is quite
evident he is grievously ignorant of how we are situated in this respect,
unless he intended his remarks, as Artemus Ward would have said, " for
sarkasni." The selection here is miserable in the extreme, and the
prices almost proliibitive. It is not the saving of simply a few shillings,

as anything we can get here is from fifty to one hundred and fifty per
cent, dearer than in the old country. The treatment, however, our
orders have already received does not encourage us to go into photography
as we should like. Seven months since money was sent to the author
(no publisher named) for a copy of a new work advertised in your Jouhn.il.
Nothing has been heard of it since, although enough sent to amply cover
cost of book aud postage. Money was also sent hy another member of
our Society for material for a well-known process, and the parcel asked
to be sent by either of two routes. After considerable delay the invoice
arrived about six or seven months ago, but neither shipping receipt nor
other advice abaut it. Of this, too, nothing further has been heard.
Another member had a large order sent home, and in due course received
an array of paper and films which had never been seen here before.

What they are or how to use them there is not the slightest information
outside or inside the packages. If such cases have occurred amongst
my own small circle, what must have happened to the fraternity in

general scattered over the whole world ? Yet the whine goes up con-
tinually about Colonials sending to the [Continent and America for
merchandise because they are promptly and often better served. Let
" Monitor" induce some of the dealers he knows so intimately to culti-

vate this unoccupied field at least by square dealing, and I do not think
there will be any cause for regrets ; but at the same time kindly ask him
not to ruu away with the notion that it is but " a hop, skip, and jump "

between Brisbane and the capitals of the other Australian colonies.—

I

am, yours, Ac, D. 8.

Moreton-streel, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia, February 24, 1887.

[We sympatliise with our Colonial brethren in the treatment they
have received from certain dealers, and publish their letters in the

liope that it will lead to a prompt reform. We cannot hut feel sorry
that tlie large and honourable body of London dealers should liave to

suffer through the unwisdom (to put it mildly) of one or two of their

number.

—

Eds.]

ENAMELLED IRON llEFLECTOBS.

To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—At the last Technical Meeting of the late South London
Photographic Society, a very excellent white enamelled iron reflector of

the usual shape was exhibited by the " Permanent Enamel Company,''
Plaiatow.

The reflecting power of this pure white surface appeared so great that
I determined try a few experiments with it, the result being that for most
pui-poscs I found it infinitely superior to the usual silvered surface,

whether on copper or glass. This led me to suggest to the Company the
desirability of their making plain sheets of white enamelled iron, which
could be used for many photographic purposes. An experimental sheet
of about eighteen inches square was ordered, and this has equalled, if not
surpassed, my most sanguine expectations.
Whether as a simple reflector in the studio—an outside reflector for

equalising the light over a negative or transparency to be copied—or
merely in place of the sheet of cardboard or looking-glass in the re-

touching desk, I have found it by far the best reflecting surface I have
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tried. Atmosphere has no effect upon it, and a da;i!p sponge will at all

times make it equal to new.

I understand such sheets could be made of almost any reasonable size

at a cost of about '2s. 6d, to 3s. per square foot, and if two or three sizes

could be decided upon as likely to be of most general use, and kept iu

stock at our photographic warehouses, they would doubtless find a ready

sale.—I am, yours, Ac, F. A, Beidge.

#* ^Vo charge is made for insertivg Exchatiges of A}'j:araius in this column:
hut none will be inserted unless the article wanted is defnitely stated. Those
who specify their requirements as " anything •useful" will therefore understand
the reason of their non-appearance.

Will exchange a fifty-two inch bicycle (medium) for a rectiliuear Isdb.—Address, H.
Eason, Hip-h-street, ChippiDK Norton.

Wanted, roUinor machine ; will frive value iu ten-inch bnrnigher and bat-kgroimd,
exterior.—Address, J. Haioh Greenwood, Brigbouse.

Wanted, whole-plate camera iu exchange for fifty-two-inch bicycle, by Stanley,
Coventry.—Address, H. Ridlinton, East Gate Studio, Warwick.

'

Wanted to exchange, a 12x10 portable lens, by Perkon, Son, & Rayment, for a 12x10
rapid rectilinear, by any good maker.—Addi-ess, Edward A. Rice, 50, Warner-road,
Camberwell.

Wanted, fancy studio screen iu exchange for seven-aud-a-half-feet by sis-aud-a-half-
fc?t backgrounds, interior and exterior.— Address, 0. Carter, Photographer, 19,
Commercirt!-road, Bournemouth.

anstoets to CorresponTjentiS.

Notice.—Eac7i Con'eepondent is required to enclose his name and address^ although not
necessarily for }^uhlicaiion. Communications may, when thoufjht det,irable, ai^pcar under
a MOM BE PLUME as hitherto, or, 61/ preference, under three h'tters of the alphabet. Such
si<jnatures as " Constant Reader," " Suhscritier," fc. should he avoided. Corresitondents
not conforming to this rule itiU therefore understand the reason for the omission 0/ their
communications.

P. MuLLER.—The supply of tlie material has been discoiitimicil.

J. W. (Scarborough).—Tlie lens is n " caution." Is it possible that it can he
genuine ?

A. G. C.—Of course the paper must be fumed before it is printed. The paper
miLst be dry before it is fumed.

T. B.—The greeu colour indicates the presence of copper as an impurity.
Weaker acid may be used if it be pur^'.

A. B. C—See reply to " Inquirer." You have no right whatever to pirate any
onpyiight |>hotograi>li whetlier for sale or otiierwise.

A. R. F. E.—Tlie spot is the well-known flare or gliost spot. It can be avoided
by altering the relation between one of tlie lenses and the stop.

A.^W. Ranken.—Tliere will, jiractically, be no difference between the two.
Tlie term "fifty times "or any other nnniber of times simply means any tiling
or nothing

; the sensitonieter number is wliat you must be guided by.
J. WniTriKLD writes :

" Is it not desirable to make known that in using meta-
bisuljiliite of potash, as reconinjen<Ieil by Mr. Tringle, half a drachm of '880
rimiiionia is neutralised and made non-eflective by eacli ilraolim of tlie salt
employed ? If tliis is not calculated for, the method won't be entirely
'rational' after alh"

W. T. B.iKKKH.—1. Separate the tube in the middle, lay aside the posterior
portion, and insert in its place the front half, by which the front lens will
assume a reverse position. Then emiiloy a stop, for which there is doubtless
a receptacle.—2. The alum solution may be yirepared as yon have been
doing.- 3. Earthenware dishes are the best that can be employed for the
bichromate of potasli solution. Tin is, however, often used for the jiurpose.

Inquirer will he glad of answers to following questions : "Am I infrinchi"
tlie law by photographing for myself (copies not for sale) a copynght
engraving lent by a friend, without any payment whatever? Also', how
long do cojiyrights last?"—If our correspondent cojiies any eopyrifht work
he renders liimself liable to the penalties for the piracy. The copyrTght in a
photograph, according to the existing Act, endures for the lifetime of the
author and for seven yeai-s after his death.

Ji'BAU.—The cause of your failure in taking large heads with the front lens of
.1 ijortrait combination is evidently due to your attempting to use one of too
short a focus, hence it had to be approached very dose to the sitter. Of
course the single lens has to he stopped down considerably iu order to secure
good delinition, consequently it will be nnich slower in action tlian tlie com-
bination m Its entirety. The diagrams you refer to have so frequentlv
appeared in our back volumes and Almanacs tliat it would he a waste of
space to be continually repeating them.

B1.UKNOSE writes : " Wishing to introduce a club portrait into my business, to
be uniformly a bust portrait, vignette-the size I have not decided on, butwdl be 16 X 20 or 18 x 22-1 am undecided which would be the best to iutro-
mice, bromide enlargements or photo-crayons. 1 am acquainted with tlie
Iirst, but Imve never seen any pictures made by the second (plioto-crayon)
I.roces.s. Would you kiuiily inform me which would he the best for thepurpose—that is, which process would make the nicest-looking enlarL'ementIrom an ordinary negative '! By kindly answering the above through your
An.swers to Correspondents' column you will greatly ohIige."—In reply

tr.^ „f°.'!' ," 1""=H',''*'"' i"
>"'"' ''""'" '"" doubtless prove the more .satisfac-

S. Wai.thew says: "I have recently Ijeen sensitising my own paper for

]irinting, and fiml I get much better tones ou it than on the ready sensitised

1 have hitlierto been jiurchasiug. f use a fifty-grain bath, but find that the
papei- will not lie Hat on tlie solution. As soon as it is placed on the solution
it begins to curl uji, leaving the edges bare for a time. Can this lie remedied,
or must I obtain a <liffereut paper '! because it seems to me that the edges

—

from the fact tliat they are for a shorter time iu contact with the solution—
will be less sensitive than the otlier jiortions."—If our corresiiondeiit will, as

soon as the paper begins to curl from the solution, gently breathe on the
back it will quickly regain its origin.al jiosition. Another plan is to keep the
pa]>er in a slightly damp place for an hour or two before sensitising. Tlie

former plan is, however, to he preferred.

C. Stephenson.—Our correspoiiclent has lately been seriously troubled with
spots upon his ]jrints, although lie strictly adheres to the routine he for-

merly employed wlien this trouble did not appear. He encloses a print, and
asks a suggestion as to the cause.— In reply : Had the print been mounted
we might have surmised, from tlie appearance of the spots, that bronze
powder might have been a factor in the case, but this evidently will not
apply iu the present in.stance, seeing that tlie prints are unmounted. They
probably arise from sulphur, lime, or other deleterious substance in the
water. Spots of this character seem to have been very prevalent of late.

With a view to elucidate the matter, we will feel obliged if some of our
correspoudents troubled in this way will furnish us with detaUs of the

circumstances under which they appear.
Vignette writes :

" In your 'Answers to Correspondents' could you give me a

little information about the inclosed carbon print ? I am often troubled
with little smears, like inclttsfd. round the eilges of the vignetting. It is

very rarely I get any of the marks on full lengths—only now and then on a
very bright light in a face. Also at times I have a great difficulty in getting

the vignettes soft at the edges. If you could give me a little of your advice

you will greatly oblige."—The markings coiiqilaiued of may be due to one of

two causes, or the two combined. One is tliat the tissue, either before or

after sensitising, may have been touched with a moist or gi'easy finger ; the

other that the tissue was in a too soluble condition when it was used, lieiice

its surface during the development of the picture was in an exceeilingly

tender condition, and therefore very liable to abrasion with the slightest

touch. With tissue in this condition a very slight contact with any dele-

terious sulistauce—jierspiration from the hngers, for example—will enhance
the e\'il. Tile remedy is to kee]i the «ensitised tissue longer before taking

it into use. With regard to the vignetting, it is much more diflicult to

obtain a soft gradation in carlion tliaii with silver. We consider tlie example
forwarded an unusually good one for double transfer, even when developed

on coUoilioii,

Photographic Club.—Tlie subject for discussion at the next meeting,

April 20, 18S7, will be Development.

North London Photographic Society.—The next meeting will take place

on Tuesday, the 19tli instant, at MyiMclton Hall, Upper-street, Islington, and
will he a lantern evening. Visitors are invited.

Photographic Society of Great Britain.—The next ordinary meeting of

this Society will take place on Tuesday next, April 19, at eiglit p.m., at the

Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East, when a jiaper will be read by Ml-. James Cadett,

On Mr. DuUiiirijer's Proposed Alteration of the Staiularils for Lenses of the

Photoi/raphic Society if O'rettt Jlritatn.

Can.vdian Prices.—Tlie Pliotogi'ajdiers of Canada assembled in Convention
in the city of Toronto August 17, 18, and I'.l, 1880, liaving taken into con-

sideration the present depressed condition of the jihotographic business

tlirouiihout the country, desire to call tlie attention of the public to the
following facts ;—That the ruinously low prices now prevailing lead to the

following results :—1st. Lowering the artistic standard of the work. 2nd. Tlie

almost necessary use of cheap materials and accessories. 3rd. The enqdoyment
of inferior assistance. 4th. The prevention of sufficient time and care being
given to the details in the workroom. All of which tends to reduce the perma-
nence, and conse(iuently the real value, of jihotographs to our patrons.

—

Printed h'j I rder of the J'hotor/rrqihic Association of Canada.—E. PooLE,
S^eretari/.

A Warning to Amateur Printers—and others.—For the information of

photographers, .several of whom are amateur ))rinters, if only to the limited
extent of i)rinting the names an<l titles of their pictures on the mounts, we
quote the following, sent by Messrs. Elworthy k Co. to the Cuventnj
/Standard:—"As tliere are many persons, in the county of Warwick and
elsewhere, who use printimj ji^esses, we beg to inform you that any person
keeping or using a printing press, or types for printing, or a maker or .seller of

types or printing presses, not having given notice and obtained the certificate

required, and to be produced when reijuired, is amenable to the 39 Geo. III.,

c. 79, thereby incurring tlie penalty of £20, or imprisonment not exceeding
six months nor less than three. There is no exception in the Act in favour of

amateur printers. Moreover, all those jiersons who use machines or instruments
—whatever called—where ti/pes are a part of the madiinery, by which an im-
pression is made, act in contravention of the Act, unless they comply with the
essentials of that Act by giving notice and obtaining the certilicate required."
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AQUEOUS VARNISH FOR GELATINE NEGATIVES.
The question of varnishing gelatine negatives is one tliat has
exercised the minds of photograpliers since a very early period
in the employment of dry plates, and we question whether it

will not continne to bo a source of trouble for a long time
to come, or imtil some entirely new preparation makes its

appearance.

Naturally in applying a vamish to a negative film one
expects it to be a protection, else why resort to the trouble

of an additional operation. Yet, strange to say, some varnishes
that have been employed for the purpose have proved rather
destructive than protective ; so much so, indeed, that many
jihotograplicrs we know ])i-efer to print from their negatives
without varnishing. Collodion and gelatine films differ very
widely in their requirements with regard to protection as well

as in the conditions to be observed. Thus, collodion, from its

t'\tremely tender nature, absolutely requires a protection of

strong, tough varnish to prevent its being scratched, while

;elatine, on the other hand, is robust enough in itself to resist

! he ordinary wear and tear of use. But gelatine, from its

strong affinity for moisture, combined with its organic character,

requires jirotection from damp as well as from contact with
chemicals, and it is here that the difficulty arises.

In the case of collodion, which is not subject to injury or

any considerable expansion from damp, it is a simple matter to

npply a layer of tough, resinous matter which answers fairly

well the purpose of guarding its tender surface ; but that layer,

though hard, is neither elastic nor is it impervious to moisture,
two conditions that are ]>re-cminontly required either singly or

together in a perfect varnish for gelatine films. Consequently,
when such a varnish is api)lied to gelatine it is, in the first

i>Iace, no protection against damp, which penetrates through
lie 5^/«*t-protccting layer, and is absorbed by the gelatine

i'cncath. Then the non-elastic nature of the varnish com-
mences to operate as an absolute injury to the negative, for as

the underlying gelatine film swells under the action of the

moisture it has absorbed—and this, as all very well know, it

will do to a very considerable extent and in a very short time

—

the non-elivstic covering of resins is cracked and rent in all

directions, rendering the negative, if not pcruianently useless,

in all cases at least temporarily so, until the varnish is removed
and replaced.

The want of damp-resisting qualities also renders such resinous

varnishes useless as protection against chemical staining, a

langer to which negatives which are much printed from are

peculiarly liable from constant contact with silvered paper
possibly slightly damp. This, as is well known, gradually but
surely devolopes spots and stains of a reddish browu coloui',

which entirely ruin the negative, and which are extremely

difficult, and in too many cases impossible, of removal.

Another point of difference between collodion and gelatine is

found in the fact that while the porous film of the former

readily absorbs the alcoholic solution of gum resin employed as

vamish, the horny and impervious gelatine film entirely refuses

it. Consequently, while in the one instance the varnish is incor-

porated with, and forms part of the film, the one helping the

other and adding to the protective power, in the case of

gelatine the two layers remain isolated, and, except for surfiice

contact, independent of one another. Each then retains its

individual properties unmodified, as in the previous instance,

by the mutual support given by one to the other, and as a

result the gelatine preserves its affinity for moisture and its

capability of expansion, and the varnish its natural brittleness.

Collodion, long since recommended and used as a substitute

for, or an accessory to, ordinar}- varnish, is free from at least

one of the faults of the latter, and has, therefore, secured a

large share of favour. It is true it is not impervious to

moisture, and, consequently, cannot act as a waterproof protec-

tion to the gelatine film ; but it is at least sufficiently elastic to

" give " to the swelling of the gelatine if the latter should

become damp. In fact, by its expansion and contraction with

the underlying film it is employed to protect, it obviates the

difficulties experienced from the cracking of the more brittle

varnish. Moreover, it is not unlikely that by suitable additions

—as, for instance, of caster oil—it can be m:ule far more

impervious to damp than resinous varnishes ; at any rate, it is

foinid ju-actically to be superior as a water resistant.

But, like resin varnishes, collodion lies completely upon the

surface of the negative film, the gelatine refusing entirely to

absorb it, and its protectK'c influence against scratching and

other rough usage depends therefore upon its own natural

toughness, and not upon any binding together and consolidating

of tiie particles forming the image or film, as in the c;»se of

collodion. What we want is something that will be absorbed

into the gelatine film and when once diy become insoluble in

water, and so, by isolating the particles of gelatine, render it non-

absorptive and inexpansible, This demleratum is probably lui-

attainable, at least in its strict entirety, but we may perhaps

partly secure the desired result. A natural way out of the

difficulty that will suggest itself is to render the film insoluble

by chemical action, biit unfortunately, as is well known, though

it is perfectly easy to " insolubilise " gelatine in the manner

referred to, the treatment does not prevent its absorbing water

and consequently expanding more or less.

A suggestion that has been ma<le more than once in the way
of a remedy for this state of aSuirs consists iu the employmeut
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of an alkaline aqueous solution of shellac, though, so far as we

know, it has not obtained very general adoption, if it be followed

at all. Shellac, either bleached or unbleached, dissolves with

great readiness in solution of borax or the alkaline carbonates,

and when tlie solution tluis formed is evaporated to dryness the

residue is said, though not with perfect truth, to be insolnble.

At any rate, it is sufficiently so to make a useful " waterproof"

protective varnish for many purposes when the alkali is not an

objection.

Wc have recently been e.vperimenting with solutions of

this character applied to gelatine negatives, and we are inclined

to believe that, though perhaps not forming a practically perfect

pi'otection such as we have indicated, they are likely to be

used witli advantage. The aqueous lac varnish is, as may
readily be supposed, not so durable by a long way as the

alcoholic, especially when applied to glass or other impervious

siibstances ; but our experience with it is that, when applied to

paper or other surfaces ca]mble of absorbing it, it forms a much
tougher protection than the alcoholic solution when maintained

on tlie surface. Thus, a gelatine negative, varnished with

aqueous solution of bleached lac, presents a harder and less

easily scratched surface than one protected by an alcoholic

varnish of unbleached lac, the latter being itself natinully

harder in the unbleached state. In the one case the lac is

absorbed into the film of gelatine, in the other it is not, and

though the first— the lac-impregnated film— is not water-

proofed, or rendered non-absorptive, it is, within certain

bounds, dependent upon the strength of the varnish, capable

of swelling and contracting under the influence of moisture

without cracking in the manner an alcoholic varnished film

will do.

The solution wc have found to answer best, after trying

various combinations and strengths, is composed as follows :

—

Bleached lac 2 ounces.

Borax ^ ounce.

Carbonate of soda 1 drachm.

Clyceriue 30 minims to 1 „

Water 20 fluid ounces.

Dissolve the boras and carbonate of soda in ten ounces of hot

water, and throw in the lac broken into small pieces
;
place

the containing vessel upon a clear fire, or over a gas stove, and
stir until the lac is dissolved.

When dissolved, allow it to cool partially, and filter through

filter-paper, after whicli the glycerine is a Uled and the bulk

made uj) to twenty ounces. Though now apparently perfectly

clear, if it be sot aside for a few days a sediment will be thrown
down, when it may be again filtered, and then comes oflf beauti-

fully bright and of a light amber colour.

To use this varnish the negative is finished, washed, and
dried in the ordinary manner ; it is then carefully dusted and
cither immersed in the varnish in a dish or the varnish is

poured on to it and allowed to soak in for about a minute,
after which the plate is closely drained. Under the action of

the varnish the gelatine swells and absorbs the dissolved

shellac, whicli, penetrating the film, renders a thick surface-

layer unnecessary ; indeed, it is preferable to drain as closely

as possible. In two or three minutes the moisture will have
been completely absorbed, and the surface of the negative

takes a smooth, glassy appearance, showing the image in very
slight relief. In the course of half an hour, at ordinarv tcm-
peratiuxs, the varnish will have dried to a perfectly smootli

and beautifully even surface resembling glass itself, and pre-

senting extreme hardness to the touch. If a thicker solution

be employed than the one given the result is not so satis-

factory.

If the film so varnished be [ilunged into water, it will swell

just as if unvarnished, but if set aside to dry spontaneously it

will do so with perfect iniiformity and without any of the

cracking so well known in connection with an alcoholic varnish.

If heat be employed, or if the solution be stronger than that

given, cracking will most probably occur.

Though this appears to form an extremely tough and

promising protection, wc are unable to speak as to its actual

durability as yet. A second coating, however, of thin alcoholic

lac varnish, or of collodion, would, however, seem to offer an

additional amount of permanency if the alkaline lac should

show any tendency to deterioration.

I'J

PHOTOGRAPHS OF .AIACHINERY.

The facility with which gelatine plates have enabled this class

of work to be produced has tended to obscure the question of

high excellence of results, wliich we take it should be the aim

of every worker. The result is that though difficult subjects

have been secured—subjects heretofore impossible of achieve

ment—the general average of such photographs, at any ra

of those which have come under our notice—and they havi

been by no means few— is no advance upon the wet plate worl

of twenty years ago, and in many instances there is a distinc

retrogression to be noted. This is as unfortunate ivs, in on

opinion, unnecessary, and it is worth while to elucidate tb

causes, in doing which we may suggest a remedy.

In many large machine shops a photographer forms part

the permanent staff; and he, if any one, should be able,

reason of the facilities he possesses, to make the best pictures

the kind it is possible to produce. But the majority of phot

graphs of machinery are made by those who have had littl

experience of the work. The readiness of production is famili;

nowadays to every one, and, consequently, the photographer

is sent in for every little piece of woi-k the maker takes

interest in or wishes to have copies of, though a dozen yean

ago it would never have occurred to him to have for h

purpose anything but a woodcut from a drawing executed

tlie drawing office. In other words, this kind of work was

fewer hands, mainly those who made a speciality of it, an

had gained experience of its requirements. One of the moi

successful men at photdgraphing machinery that wo ever hear

of was a photographer in the north, who often actually nnu

his negatives without either dark room or tent. He used ti

go to some dark corner of the place, and by one means

another so screen his plate that he never was troubled wit

fog, and he obtained most beautiful pictures.

The fact, however, remains that dry plates will be the plal

of the future, hence it is now futile discussing questions

wet collodion, and the mode of obtaining the best results fr

the former is all that need occupy us at present. It must

observed at the outset that the plates best suited for portrait

are not those to be selected for use with machinery. In

earlier days of gelatine plates a slow kind was off'ered by moi

of the manufacturers, though we do not often now see thei

in the lists. Failing such kinds, every photographer must ui

his judgment, and the direction to look is for a plate that h;

a groat thickness of film, and in which the image shows as littl

as possible at the back after development. This care is tt

always necessary, but the operator who has had more than oi

or tw o single experiences of such photographing, knows by p;

id(
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fill experience that occasions will happen when some particular

niachiiio lie has to take a negative of in backed hy a window, or

even a brigiitly illuminated whitewashed wall. When this is

the case his negative will be almost useless unless he have the

right kind of plate ; for there will be a local fogginess—bo it

called " halation," or what one will—that will spread for from

lialf an iiieli to an inch or more on all objects in the vicinity of

the window, an effect that will be intensified by the long

exposure usually entailed by the commonly experienced dim
illumination of the machine in the only place in which it can

be taken.

Coating the back of the plates beforehand by a collodion

containing aurine and eosine will very materially assist in

reducing the amount of this speading of the light ; indeed,

for the work tliis coating should be given to every plate ; but

with an unsuitable film the best results will not even tiicn be

possible.

It not unfrequently happens that a wliitewashed wall forms

the only backgi-ound, and it introduces difficulties not easy to

surmount. Whether owing to a general diffused illuinination

reflected from the back of the plate, or from the whiter surface

of bromide plates being more actinic, and, when ilhuninated

with a large space of white, reflecting from some of the lens

surfaces suthcient liglit to cause general fog, or from other

occult causes, we will not now attempt to determine, but it

will bo found that a picture free from fog will under the con-

ditions be rarely produced. The best mode of avoiding tlio

evil is to screen the lens on all sides with a ])iece of black

velvet so disposed as to cut off from the fiekl of view every

portion of the white surface which will not be included in the

negative. Where it is intended afterwards to paint out the

background entirely, as is so often done in this class of work

with the idea of making the machine stand out better, it will

be advantageous to bring up the velvet within close pro.\iniity

to the outlines of tiie machine, as shown by tlie image on the

gi-ound-glass. A little extra trouble will be thus entailed, but

the enhanced beauty of the result will justify the slight ea-

penditure of labour. It is surprising how many otherwise

good negatives are evidently spoiled through this simple

cause— a wide expanse of white background.

Passing now to the practical details of manipulation and

exposure, we may say that a gentleman who has had much
experience in the kind of photography we are discussing in-

formed us that a camera witli a folding tailboard would be

practically useless to him. " You so often," he said, " find

yourself crushed up into a corner in order to get any distance

at all between camera and machine, that the space wasted by
an unoccupied tailboard would often be sufficient to prevent

my getting a picture of any sort. But, besides that, one only

wants to try once to find out the impossibility of getting all

parts of a machine in con'cct focus if there is a quarter of a

yard of tailboard under one's chin, and a machine before the

lens looking about as bright as a piece of coal in a cellar, a-s is so

often the ciisc with these things. You must have a camera
witli the ground-glass utterly unimpeded, and do your focussing

from the front, as with the best forms of studio camera. Further,
if you have a rack and pinion focusser instead of an endless

screw, considerable gain in ease of working will be secured."

These remarks seemed to us so pertinent and practical that

we have not hesitated to give them in full. Tlie relation of

the same gentleman's exi)ericnce also of camera stands will be
very useful, as it is evident that the selection of one of suitable

form is a matter of great importance. He strongly advises the

use of indiarubbcr caps to the ends of the legs, a« it often

happens that the only standpoint is upon a lieap of iron, upon
which the pointed iron shoes of tlie tripod will not bite. A
stand of Kennett patteni, or a modification such as Roiich's, is a
sine qud non from the power of obtaining v.iriation8 of elevation

without extreme spreading of tlie legs, which would often bo

impossible, and from the facility of adjusting to awkward
standing places afforded by the power possessed by this form

of shortening a leg when needed.

As we have in this brief essay left untouched questions of

development and so forth, and the after treatment of negatives,

we will not now dismiss our subject entirely, but will hope to

return to it at some time in the near future.

Heu Majesty has been pleased to issue ft new Commission to inquire

into the recent changes which have taken place in the relative values

of the precious metals. It will, we are told, devolve upon the

members to specially inquire whether the changes of value are due to

the depreciation of silver, to the appreciation of gold, or to the two
combined. We wonder if the large consumption of .silver in photo-

graphy will he takeu into consideration by the Commission, as it now
amounts to very manj' tons annually throughout the world. It should

he borne in mind tliat by far thu larger proportion of the silver used in

photography is actually cousumod, and finally lost as " silver," which

is not so with any other purpose to which the metal is applied.

Whatever may be the report ot the Commission, consumers of the

nitrate will bu very unlikely to regret the depreciation in the value

of silver. Dry plate makers, and those who manufacture the ready-

sensitised papers, we are sure will not.

The following seems outrageous, but our information comes from a

reliable source. A well-known amateur, on a recent visit to De.il, went

to the pier with hLs apparatus, and tendered the usual toll. lie was then

informed that if he took his camera with him the toll -was ten

shillings andsi.ijience, but after the first visit subsequent charges would

only be three shillings and sixpence. As no notice of any special toll

to photographers was to be found at the gates, an explanation was
demanded. The explanation was to the following effect. The local

photogi'aphers had represented to tlie authorities that amateurs, by
photographing from the pier, were causing injury to their business

—

hence the impost. The amateur was furthermore informed that an

operator from one of the large publishing houses had, a week or two

before, paid the sum mentioned for the privilege of planting his

camera on the pier. lie also learnt that, a short time back, an

amateur who was unaware of this nowhere-else-to-be- found regu-

lation passed on to the pier with a small apparatus, unnoticed hy the

toll taker, and had taken two or three pictures, when he was actually

compelled hy a local photographer, aided, we believe, by one of the

pier officials, to draw the shutters of his slides and expose the plates

to liglit, because he objected to pay the half-guinea charge. Wo
know many amateur photographers, of not very extraordinary

physi<pi,e either, who would not have submitted to this outrage with-

out a vigorous protest. If this kind of trade unionism pervades the

district generally, there is small reason for wonder that Deal is

so comparatively little visited as a plea.sure resort.

From the earliest period of photography it has been a disputed point

as to whether the light is, or is not, much less actinic in its

character when the wind blows from an easterly than from any other

direction. Be this as it may, photographers have for a long time past

had ample opportunity of judging the effect, if any, that it has upon

the exposure. It is seldom that wo experience such a prevalence of east

winds, and for so long a time, as we have of late. However, a shght

variation in the actiuic power of the light is far less noticeable now
than it was when collodion, either wet or dry, used to be employed.

About this season of the year the light usually reaches its maximum
in actinism. Every experienced photographer knows quite well that
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the briefest exposures are obtained after a sharp April shower has

passed over. Not only is a shorter exposure secured, but, in the opinion

of many, a sharper, erisper, and a more brilliant picture is obtained.

Beginners in landscape photography are apt to be misled, as to future

work, by the light under the existing conditions. An apparently

fully-timed negative may now be taken with a very short exposure,

owing to the trees being devoid of foliage and the branches and twigs

standing in bold relief against a bright sky as a background. But,

later on, when the trees are covered with leaves, the light, though to

all appearance as bright or even brighter, will be less actinic ; then

similar exposures will prove totally insufScient to obtain good negatives.

Evidently a great deal of misconception exists as to the meaning of

copyright. Several inquiries have reached us of late asking if it bo

against the law to copy pictures which are copyright, provided the

copies are not sold. Of the moral side of the question few, we
imagine, will have an}' doubt whatever. The legal side is made per-

fectly clear by the Act, which is specially framed to give protection

against piracy in p.ny form, and for any purpose. Clause 1 stipulates

that the owner of the copyright "shall have the sole and exclusive

right of copying, engraving, reproducing, and multiplying .such

painting or drawing and the design thereof, or such photograph and

the negative thereof, by any means and of any size," &c. In Clause G

occurs the following :
—" If any other person, not being the proprietor

for the time being of copyright in any painting, drawing, or photo-

graph, shall, without the consent of such proprietor, repeat, copy,

colonrably imitate, or otherwise multiply for sale, hire, exhibition, or

distribution, or cause or procure to be repeated," Sec. And further

on, that " such person, for every such offence, shall forfeit to the pro-

prietor of the copyright for the time being a sum not exceeding ten

pounds
; and all such repetitions, copies, and imitations made without

such consent aforesaid, and all negatives of photographs made for the
purpose of obtaining such copies, shall be forfeited to the proprietor

of the copyright." These quotations will answer several queries

which have recently been put, more fully than we could do in the

columns devoted to answers to correspondents. It may bo mentioned
that the copyright in any picture lasts during the lifetime of the

author of the work and for seven vears after his death.

Last year we directed attention to the fact that the French Govern-
ment would not permit photographs or sketches to be made in the
vicinity of any of their fortifications, and that any one infrino-in"-

this law, though ignorantly, might subject liimself to inconvenience.
It now appears that our War Office has followed the example set by
their Frencii neighbours, and issued orders to all officers in command
of troops, and especially where there are fortifications or earthworks,
that under no circumstances are persons to be allowed to make
sketches or take photographs of military structures without exp: e?s
permission. It will be desirable for photographic tourists to take note
of this, as it may prevent them from being subjected to considerable
annoyance.

COLONI.'VL GRIEVANCKS.
I AM extremely sorry that the members of the Queensland Photo-
graphic Society should have deemed it necessary to call me to task by
spBcial resolution for certain remarks of mine which are alleged to im-
ply "unreasonableness of orders sent home by members (sic) for
goods." Beyond the fact that the complaint wliich formed the text of
those remarks was made at a meeting of that Society, its members
were as far from my thoughts when I wrote as those of any other
Colonial body, and the "instances of foohsh orders," which I am
stated to have travelled " from Dan to Beersheba to find," resolve
themselves into one from Canada, and another which I described as
from a "foreign "—actually a Continental—firm.

I did certainly go so far as to suggest tliat there might be some
satisfactory explanation of the delay which had occurred in the exe-
cution of the one order of which a member of the Queensland Society
luvd complained, and this, in fairness to the large body of English
dealers who were impugned, I still maintain I was perfectly justified
in doing, knowing nothing of the case one way or another when I
wrote and little more now, and making no charge against any indi-

vidual in the matter. The members of the Queensland Photographic
Society would have done well before they permitted themselves in

their indignant haste to pass a special resolution for mj benefit, if

they had reflected that they are not the solo representatives of foreign

and Colonial photography—my remarks, if they had read them as

careful!)/ as they appear to have energetically discussed them, referred

to both—and they would tlien have saved themselves, I venture to

think, from the somewhat ridiculous position of having fitted on a

cap that was never intended for them.
The state of the case appears to be just this. A member of the

Queensland Society has been unfortunate in one of his dealings with

a home firm, and straightway a general charge is made—in the official

report of the Society, mind—against English dealers generally, that if

it were not for the slipshod way in whicli they treated Colonial orders

the members of that particular Society would be in possession of more
complete apparatus of home manufacture. If the homo manufacturers

and dealers in a body had protested, I should not have been surprised,

and I might have assumed there was some amount of truth in the

charge; but as one and all treated it with silence, I can only suppose

that, as a body, they felt the imputation lay lightly on them and, no

doubt, ejaculated mentally in Shakespearian language, " Let the galled

jade wince, our withers are uuwrung !

" But when an independent

voice is raised in defence of a body which, though it may include a

black sheep or two, is mainly composed of strictly honourable business

men, the framers of the original charge voluntarily take to themselves

the )'o/« of "galled jade" and wince somewhat unneces^aril}'. For

this I repeat I am sorry.

With regard to the letter of " D. S.," who acknowledges liimself

the autlior of the complaint, and of whom, by the way, " Monitor
"

does not " run foul," I need only refer to it to point out that a little

more careful reading of my " Echoes " would have saved the trouble

of writing it. I am not foolish enough to imagine that intelligent

Colonials are sufficiently ignorant of England and its chief cities, to be
led away by any such covert allusion to the vastness of London as that

contained in the suggestion that it is more than a mere " hop, skip,

and a jump" from one part of it to another. As a matter of fact it is,

but I did not say so ; I said from one eud of England to the other. I

can quite conceive that a dweller in any of the vast Australian

colonies may, taldng into consideration the limited area of Great

Britain and the almost perfect means of communication, look upon it

as a very simple matter to obtain, at a day or so's notice, anything
that may be required, and with that idea in my mind I wrote of the

hop, skip, and jump. " Paris, c'est la France," is a well-known
proverb, but I am not aware that even the veriest of " Cockneys

"

would venture a similar claim for London, though " U. S.'s " better

knowledge of the place than my own appeal's to have brought him to

that frame of mind. However, independent of whether " I). S.'' or

myself knows his way about London best, I repeat that, in my
opinion, it is very unlikely (nut " impossible " as he has it) that any of

our respectable dealers would lay himself open to such charges as those

brought.

One other little inaccuracy I would point out in " I). S.'s" reading

of my " Echoes." He says I refer to the facilities in Brisbane for

" getting apparatus, or the general run of pliologniphic material," iS.c.

If he will look again, I think he will find that I said it is impossible

to expect such facilities in connection with " apparatus and goods of

special make." So far as concerns " odd things, such as a few printiu"'

frames and the like," I should, however, have thought, not knowing
anything about it, of course, but only judging from the advertisements

of Australian dealers that appear annually in the Almanac, that they
could be obtained in Brisbane ; or that, at any rate, it would be as

cheap and more convenient to get them from Sydney or Melbourne,
though the distances may exceed the proverbial hop, skip, and jump,
than from England.

And now for a final word of advice to " 1). S.," and others Uke him,
who suffer from this difficulty of obtaining wliat they require at their

own doors except at prohibitive prices. They will serve tlu'ir own
interests better than I could possibly do by attempting to induce, as
" D. S." suggests, some of the dealers I know to practically lay them-
selves out to serve their occasional Colonial customers in pre-

ference to their regular home ones. My suggestion is that "I). S."

and his friends should ahow a desire to encourage and promote native
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enterprise, and so make it worth the while of Colonial dealers to keep

good stocks of at any rate the " general run of pliotographic materials."

If such a desire became evident, the selection of goods would soon

cease to bo " miserable in the extreme '' and prices to be " proliil)itive,"

for the dealer, if he did not manufacture, would Im able to buy on

better terms, and surely tlio freight on large quantities of goods would

bo cheaper tlmn on small parcels for individual use. The same argu-

ment holds good with regard to apparatus, though undoubtedly it will

take longer to establish the native manufacture ; but if the demand

arose, I have little doubt but the supply would be there. So long,

iowever, as " odd things " as well as special things are ordered from

abroad, it is impossible for the native dealer to keep a respectable

stock, and for what he does keep he is bound to charge a price that

will recompense him for loss of interest on capital locked up in goods

that never sell.

In conclusion, may I express a hope that the members of the Queens-

land Photographic Society will give the same amount cf attention at

an early meeting to these lines as they did to my previous remarks,

and I will ask them to believe tliat neither previously nor now has it

been my wish to aim a single shaft at any individual or any Society.

Except that it is a reply called forth by the Society's resolution, this

article might have been written for any other body of photographers.

MONITOH.

DE.-VTII OF J. n. OBERNETTEU.
WiTU grief do we record tho sudden and quite unexpected death of

J. Ti. Obernetter, of Munich, at the early ago of forty-seven.

Ilerr Obornetter's name has been for quite a munbor of yearj before

the pliotographic world as a skilled experimentalist of a very practical

turn of mind. Ilis more recent efforts were devoted to the prepara-

tion of dry plates, on a commercial basis, which sliould combine ortho-

chromatic with good keeping properties, and in tliis he had attained

quite a gratifying amount of success. lie had also completed a method

of photo-engraving, of which we have within the past two months
seen numerous fine examples.

While wo write this we ai'o unaware whether the secret dies with
the inventor or if he has communicated it to others who were con-

nected with his business. He leaves a widow and famil}', who have
our deep sympathies in the loss they, as well as the public, have

sustained,

THE RIGHT TO A NEGATIVE.
It is well Mr. G. A. Rattray does not profess to be a "high autho-

rity," or even a simple •'authority," or our faith in autliorities generally

might be weakened. His knowledge of tho printer's business appears

to be about on a par with iiis acquaintance with photographic practice,

althougli he discourses so blithely on the subject of types.

" Types are plant," and " types may be, and are, used for the print-

ing of many things," says our no-authority, and, therefore, they do not

belong to " the author," who only pays for " the ' setting ' or ' com-
po.sition' of the types." But, on the other liand, " a portrait negative

can only be used for the printing of the portraits of one person," and

hence your correspondent assumes that it must belong to that one

person— the sitter—and not to the photographer.

But the glass upon which a negative is taken can be cleaned, and
the silver which composes the image can be recov(!r(d, and both can

be reutilised for the production of other portrait negatives, err/o, by
Mr. Rattray's own argument, fJiei/ do not belong to the sitter. Then
again, if " the autlior," as we are told, pays for tlie " setting " and
" composition " of the types only, so the photographer's customer pays

for the analogous operations of cleaning, coating, sensitising, exposing,

developing, fixing, washing, drying, and varnishinj the plate, the

"setting and composing of the types," in fact, from which the prints

are subsequently produced. And since it is permissible on tho part of

the printer to distribute his typos for tho purpose of future use, why
should the photographer be debarred from cleaning the glass and re-

covering the silver used in tho production of the plate or " types" for

which the sitter, like tiie author, has not paid ?

I purposely confine myself to the photographer's right to destroy

the negative as a negative, for clearly ho has no more riglit to employ

it for his own purposes than has the printer to uso his formes of type.

Th(! negative, I maintain, as representing so much glass and recover-

able pilver, as distinctly belongs to tho photographer as Mr. Rattray
admits tlie types do to the printer. He says, however, that " clearly

the negative, in law and equity, is tho property of the j-nrchaser
;

"

certftinly where there is a purciiaser, but by his own arguments I

have shown that the sitter, as ho supposes, is not the purchaser.

Now, let us suppose that tliu author gives an order for the printing

of, say, one thousand copies of his work, for which he is quoted a
price ; and, further, let us suppose that the printer has sufficient faith

in tlie coming success of the effort to stereotype it on the chance of

being called upon to print future editions. Does Mr. Rattray argu*

that those plates, because they can only be used for printing that par-

ticular work, belong to the author? Or does he take tho view that,

as tlie metal can be remelted and again employed to produce other

stereotypes, it becomes " plant," and as such belongs to tho printer f

I'nder the latter circumstances printer and photographer are precisely

upon all fours.

The two "parallel'' instances quoted bj' your correspondent are

singularly remarkable for their want of parallelism or for the marked
manner in which they diverge from the lines he has laid down. In
the case of Vere Foster v. Marcus Ward & Co., an additional con-

sideration in the shape of the market value of the lithogi-aphic stones

is mentioned, but in the case stated by Mr. Arthur Debenham this

additional consideration is not only not offered but distinctly refused

;

while, so far as Mr. Rattray's argument is concerned, the offer of

payment for the stones is tacit acknowledgment that the first payment
does not include the right to the negative.

In the other instance, as is well known, it is the custom of the trade

to make a charge for " one hundred cards and plate." Unless that be

tho special contract, I can inform Mr. Rattray from actual experience

that he can nut compel the engraver to deliver up the plate. After

many years experience of photography and photographers, I have jet

to meet with one of tlie latter whose everyday contract professes to

be to supply " a dozen cabinets and negative " for whatever his charge

may be.

Special contracts are undoubtedly entered into both by photo-

graphers and printers. The printi^, for instance, will make a charge

in the form of interest on the value of the type if the latter is kept

standing, and similarly if the work be stereotyped ; or in the latter

case the plates may be purchased outright by the author. So, also,

with the photographer ; but any special an-angement of that de-

scription is quite distinct from tlie ordinary contract, Mr. Rattray

notwithstanding.

I am quite unaware what that gentleman's calling may be, scarcely,

I .should imagine, either photographer or printer ; he will, perhaps,

give me the tit quoijue if I advise him to emulate a certain individual

and " stick to his last," for I must subscribe myself,

" Not a Portbait PHOTOonAriiER,"

A SHORT HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN COLOURS.*
Becijuei-el's Experiments in Colour Photography.f—Perhaps the most

successful reproductions of colour by means of photography which

have ever been made were obtained by the French physicist, Edmond
Becquerel, in 1848. Taking a silver plate, such as is used in

Daguerreotype, he obtained a thin and very uniform coating of

chloride of silver upon its surface. This he sometimes effected by
soaking it in chlorine water until the silver assumed a rose tint, or by
dipping it into solutions of cupric or ferric chloride. By preference,

however, Becquerel placed tlie silver plate in a solution of hydro-

chloric acid, and attached to it a wire from the positive pole of a

voltaic battery, the wire from the negative pole being fastened to a

plate of platinum which also dipped into the acid solution. By this

means the hydrochloric acid was decomposed, and the chlorine being

drawn, by electrical attraction, to the silver plate combined with it

chemically, forming a surface of silver chloride of great purity. As
the combination of silver and chlorine took place, the layer of silver

chloride gradually increased in thickness, and as it did so its colour

* Concluded from p. 230.

t See Comptta liendus, 1848 and 1854 ; also Annal de C'himie, 1849.
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changed to grey, yellow, violet, and blue, and, continuing' the action,

these colours appeared a second time. When the second violet tint

had been obtained, the silver plate was withdrawn from the solution,

washed, and dried, and gently heated until the surface assumed a rosy

hue. When the spectrum of sunlight or of the electric arc was

received upon a plate so prepared, an exposure of a few minutes was

sufficient to impress the diverse colours. Coloured images of brightly

dressed dolls were also obtained.

Failure in Fi.vinij Coloured Images.—After Becquerel had obtained

guch favourable results, it may be asked, How is it that further pro-

gress has not been made, and why are not coloured photographs

more frequently produced ? The answer is that no certain means has

hitherto been found of fixing the coloured images secured ; they

can only be examined in a faint light, and must be kept locked up in

drawers and excluded from the day. They last longer when protected

from the air, for oxygen has a detrimental effect upon the colours.

Becquerel, however, appt\ars to have succeeded in rendering more or

less permanent mme, at any rate, of his " hehoohromes." One which

he presented to Brewster was lent by the latter to J. Traill Taylor,

who exposed it to hright sunshine without injury to the colours.*

Experiments hy the Younger Niepce.—Niepce de St. Victor re-

peated Becquerel's experiments ; but he found it tetter to form the

chloride of silver by immersing the silver plate in a solution of

chloride of hme.t He also reduced the time of exposure by coating

the clilorinised surface with a solution of cliloride of lead in dextrine.

Niepce believed that a relation existed between the colours impressed

and the source from which the chloride was obtained, and iu 18.57 he

published the results of some experiments on the connection between

the colours imparted to flame by certain metallic chlorides, and the

colours impressed on silver plates prepared from the same chlorides.

Subsequent investigations have not, however, confirmed this theory.

Niepce sent specimens of his work to the Exhibition of 1802, con-

sisting of about a dozen reproductions of piints of figures with
parti-coloured draperies. Each tint in the pictures exhibited was
a faithful reproduction of the original, including yellows, blues, reds,

greens, &c., all very vivid. Some of the tints faded at once when
these pictures were examined by daylight, but others remained for

some hours.

Poiteiin obtains Coloured Copies on Sensitive Paper.—In 1808| A.
I'oitevin examined and extended the results obtained by Herschel
ard Hunt. Taking paper sensitised in the usual way with silver

chloride, he washed it and exposed the sensitive surface to light for

a short period. The insolated paper was then dipped into a solution
containing bichromate of potash and copper sulpliate, and fijially

dried. When such paper was exposed to light beneath a transparent
coloured picture—as a painting on glass—the colours of the picture
were reproduced upon the p.aper. Poitevin states that the colours so
obtained could be fLwd by means of sulphuric acid.

Another French .experimenter, St. Florent, in 1874, de8cribed§ a
method of obtaining similar results iu a rather different manner.
Paper is soaked, first in silver nitrate and then in a mixture of
uranium nitrate and zinc chloride rendered acid with hydrochloric
acid. Tiie paper is dried and exposed to light until the surface is

slightly darkened ; it is then floated on a solution of mercuric nitrate
again dried, and is then ready for exposure to tlie coloured light
whose impression it is desired to secure.

Coloured Copies obtained with Paper—Abneg's Researches.—With
reference to coloured images obtained upon paper, Captain Abney
remark.-,

II

" It must not be forgotten that pure salts of silver are not
beiuj dial; witii as a rule. .\n organic salt of silver is usually
mixed vuth chloride of silver paper, this salt being due to the sizing
of ihj paper, whicli towards the red end of the spectrum is usually
more seusilive tlian the cliloride. If a piece of ordinary chloride of
silver paper is exposed to the spectrum till an impression is made, it

will usually be found that the blue colour of the darkened chloride is

mixed with that due to the coloration of the darkened organic com-
pound of silver in the violet region, whereas in the blue and green

* Thk British Jodrmal of Puotooh.vpiiy, December 29, 1SC5.
t Series of papera in C'ompCes Jtendus, 1S51 to 1863.

J Comples Jiendus, 1868, vol. Ixi., page 11.

§ In tlie Bulletin de la Sjciete Fraiiraise de I'kuloyraphie.
II Enci/cloptedia ISritannica, vol. xviii. (iiiutli edition), pnge 335.

this organic compound is alone affected, and is of a different colour

from that of the darkened mixed chloride and organic compound.

This naturally gives an impression that the different rays yield

different tints, whereas this result is simply owing to the different

range of sensitiveness of the bodies."

But the coloured images obtained upon Daguerreotype plates by

the method of Becquerel are truly due to the distinct effects of

different rays of light, for in tliat case there is no organis compound
present to interfere with the results.

Acting on a suggestion made iu Becember, 1805, by the then Paris

correspondent of The Beitish .JouiiNAi. of Photography, B. J.

Fowler (formerly of Leeds), several trials were made by English ex-

perimentalists, and in p.irticular by J. Traill Tajlor and G. Wharton

Simpson, in the course of the following year to utilise collodio-chloride

of silver films in obtaining coloured images. The colours obtained were

not so ^ivid as tliose secured by Becquerel upon Baguerreotype plates,

but they were visible by transmitted as well as by reflected light.

Pretended Discoveries of Photography in Colours.—A year seldom

or never passes without the announcement in some newspaper or

other that " photography in colours is at last an accomplished fact
! ''

In some cases the "discovery" merely relates to a modification of

the well-known mechanical process by which—several negatives being

employed—the picture is printed piecemeal, each portion receiving a

daub of a separate colour.

Other reputed "di.^coveries" are du3 to the fact that by faulty

manipulation colours of some kind or other are not unfrequeutly

obtained upon collodion— .is in Hunt's example—or even on gelatine

plates; or they may be the result of a splitting of the film, giving

the "colours of thin plates." Some novice noting these, to him,

marvellous appearances, writes in haste to the papers that he has

secured the long-wished-for result—a result, however, which he finds

liimself unable to reproduce.

Still other cases are deliberate frauds. Thus in 1851 an .'Vraorican

preacher named Hill obtained almost general credence for his state-

ment that ho could produce photographs " glowing with all the

colours of nature!" Naturally so wonderful a process was to be

called Hillotype. The Rev. Mr. Hill obtained a considerable sum
of money by inducing photographers generally to subscribe—payment

in advance, of course—for a bonk which should contain all the details

of this startling discovery. After many delays the promised book

appeared, but what was the disappointment of the subscribers to find

it a mere twopenny pamphlet containing the outlines of the Baguer-

reotype process, with complications and additions just sufficient to

render the obtaining of any picture at all a very improbable matter

!

Origin of the Colours obtained upon Salts of Silver.—Tiie most

recent researches upon photography in colours are those of Captain

Abney.* He states that the colours obtained by Becquerel and

others upon Baguerreotype plates are due to the oxidation of tlie

silver compounds employed. When the sensitive plates are exposed

in the presence of some oxidising agent, as by dipping them into

peroxide of hydrogen before or during exposure, the colours are

produced more speedily.

The same investigator points out that there are several known

molecular combinations of bromide of silver, which can readily be

distinguished from each other by the fact that they absorb different

rays of light.

Thus we are acquainted with :

—

(1.) A modification of silver bromide which transmits and reflects

orange light. This form of the silver bromide molecule exists in paper

which has been .sensitised with silver bromide on plates coated with a

eollodio-bromide film, and on collodion bath plates. This molecule will

clearly be chielly aft'ected by the blue rays, since it absorbs the blue

end of the spectrum, aud work is done only by those rays wliich are

ateorbed.

(2.) Another form of the silver bromide molecule appi'ars of a

bluish green tint by transmitted light. This modification absorbs the

light of the red end of the spectrum, and even the invisible or " dark

heat " rays which lie beyond the red. By taking advantage of this

property. Captain Abney was enabled to obtain photographs of the

* Proceedings of the I'ogal Societg, l.?79, vol. x.xix., p.ige I'.'O ; vol. xx.xiii.

p.age 164.
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region called the " ultra red," which proved its extension over a length

exccedinj; thnt of thewhole of the spectrum ordinarily visible.

{•'!.) Silver bromide contained in emulsions wliiili Imve l)een boiled,

or treatetl with ammonia, appears of a grey tint by transmitted lif^ht.

Hy an exposure of two minutes to the band of coloured light,

obtained by passing a beam of white light througli a spectroscope,

Abney obtained coloured pictures of the solar spectrum upon silver

(nagueneolypc) pliites and upon collodion films. I lo considered the

coloura obtained to be duo to the mixture, upon the same plate, of

the first two modifications of the silver bromide molecule described

above, the first absorbing the light of the blue and the second that of

tiie red end of the spectrum.

Hut still the original problem confronts and bailies us. No means

are known of giving permanence to the size or form of these colour-

producing molecules ; indeed, the molecules themselves are decomposed,

or radically altered, by the ordinary " fixing " agesits employed by the

photographer.

Under the influence of white light the coloured molecules of silver

bromide also change; they are decomposed and the colours disappear.

And after all, the colours which wo have as yet been able to obtain,

but not to fix, by means of photography, aro but faint and dim, poor

reflections of tlie brilliant tints of nature.

In this work of obtaining naturally coloured photographs there is

clearly a fine field for experiment and research. IIow many photo-

graphers liave attempted even to confirm the results obtained by
Becqverel, Niepce, and Abney? Anl yet what an interesting ar.d

import.int task this would be. The references given in this paper

will en.ible any one who has access to a good library, such as our

leading photographic societies ought each to possess, to ascertain the

details of working. It is my intention to attempt something in this

direction during the coming "sun season," and I should be pleased to

co-operate with other chemists and phy.sicists interested iu the

problem, in which case the whole ground miglit perhaps be gone over.

W. Jehomk IIaiuuson, F.G.S.

ACCESSOIUES OF TUE LANTERN.
CiiAPTKK VI.

—

The LEcxunKn's Rkadino Desk.

The di.stanee meter, described on page 21o, \rhich is used for ascer-

taining the right place to fix the lantern so that the image on the

screen shall be of the desired dimensions, does not pretend to mathe-

matical correctness. There is a very small difference between its

indications and the theoretical positions, a difference not greater than

might le produced by the over stretching of a long tape measure.

The error is so trifling tliat it is quite unnecessary to make any
allowance or correction for it in ordinary lantern exhibitions, as we
are not obliged to have our pictures of any special size. As an

example, we will stippose the distance meter is used for a lantern

fitted with front lenses of seven inches equivalent focus, the adjust-

ment being made on a twelve feet disc. If the meter U now used to

find the correct position of the lantern for a ten feet disc the distance

so found will be one inch too short; and if the lantern was accurately

placed according to the meter to give a picture five, six, or eight feet

in diameter, tlic image would be one and a quarter inches smaller

than that calculated for. With discs larger than twelve feet the error

Would Ix! a surplus one ; in the case of a twenty feet disc the image

would be one and a half inches too large. Such dilTerences aro too

small to be readily detected in practice, and our simple distance meter

may safely be regarded as a perfectly reliable accessory.

The illuminated reading desk is indispensable to most amateur
laniern lecturers, and is of great service to professional speakers. The
latter class often know tlieir lectures so well by frequent repetition,

that they are able to dispense entirely with written notes, and they

find tliat such speaking is more effective than tho reading of

m:muscript. There are, however, occasions when a reference to

statistics, names of places, and the like, becomes necessary, and then

the desk is found useful, although not needed during the whole of the

discourse.

Turning to amateur or occasional speakers, we find reading to be

the rule rather than the exception. I'rinted lectures on a variety of

subjects are obtainable from the opticians, and these are in consider-

able demand, being almost invariably wanted when a set of slides U
hired or purcliased. As few people aro bom elocutioniiits, or have
devoted special study to the art of reading aloud, the delivery of these
printed lectures is usually productive of drowsiness among the audience,

especially if tho reader has not previously periued his piece, and is too

nervous to understand it, when ho is reading it before an assembly.

To Ije successful as a lecturer, it is necessary for the speaker to have
a thorough mental grasp and comprehension of his subject, and to

feel a strong personal interest in it, in order to arouse similar interest

and comprehension in his audience. If he reads a joke and fails to

see tlio point of it himself it is nine chances out of ten that the

audience will also miss it. If he reads through a printed lecture, and
at the end is unable to remember what he has been saying, he may be

very sure that most of his listeners will go home in similar blissful

ignorance. Amateur lecturers are often effective, but it is only when
they are speaking from their own previously acquired knowledge of

the subject which is described in their own words. If their language
is not so choice and their style is not so dignified as the printed

matter, their discourse is for more intelligible and interesting to the
listener.

Those who are in the habit of hiring slides, and getting the descrip-

tive information from the pamphlets supplied with them, will generally

succeed best by making themselves familiar with the main features

of the lecture, and writing brief notes of the names of persons, places,

and statistics. Then let them rely upon their own command of

language to describe the views, referring to tho notes for such detaiU

as are not easily retained in the memory.
The position usually occupied by the lantern lecturer is at the side

of the picture, just out of reach of the cone of rays thrown by ihs

lantein. lie is himself in semi-obs-curity, though he can see his

audience by the light reflected from tlie sheet if the di-:c is properly

illuminated. If he wislies to be seen, in order to better illustrate

his meaning by gesture or expression, he stands in front of the screen,

and instantly loses sight of everything save the dazzling bull's-eye of

the lantern. The audience can see him but he cannot see them. lie

should place liims( If in front of the picture at a part wiiere there are

no small details. If the audience saw his features dec(U'ated with a
lamp-post on tho one cheek, and a donkey's head on the otl:er, or

some similar objects included in the picture then being exhibited,

they would not be able to appreciate the finer shades of expression so

well as if his face was unadorned in this way.

The most original idea in connection with the lecturer's position

that I lave met with is to US3 a magnified I'unch and Judy stand,

with an inclined plate-glass mirror therein. The mirror is perforated

in the centre with a hole sufTiciently largo to admit of the head

of the performer being passed through as far as the neck. The
appearance is then that of tho " floating cherub " illusion, a living head

without a body suspended in space. I have never seen a lecturer

deprived of his body in this manner, but I have no doubt such an

apparatus would be very useful to a speaker w-ho had more confidence

in the beauty of his headpiece viewed by itself than in the appearance

of his Lodily framework as a whole.

A reading desk should be of simple construction, so that it can be

put up in a very short time. It should be light, and should pack into

a smail compass for convenience of travelling. The illuminant,

whether candle or lamp, .should rot drop grea.se or oil, and should

not re<iiiire any special care and attention. The light should fall

only on the desk, no ray escaping in any other direction. Tho
covering of the light should be small, so as not to hide tho speaker

and intercept his voice, and there should bo means of signalling to

the operator at the lantern both by the bell and bv tho flash of red

light.

Tlie detk may be a thin mahogany board, ten inches long and
eight wide. A strip of wood is fixed on one edge to prevent the

book slipping off when the board is held in the inclined position.

The board should have some appliance to raise it ten or twelve inches

above the table it is placed upon. This can be done by means of

four laths, which aro jointed to make a couple of X's. These are fitted

upon the principle of the fol.ing camp s'.ool, with fnur legs and
canvas seat, sold by artists' dealers. The top of our miniature cam]i

stool is made sloping instead of bein.; horizontal, s<i tl at the desk

boarJ, being hinged to the raised part of the canvas" seat," will rest
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securely thereon at a proper angle for the reader. To pack this

apparatus the jointed legs of the X's are hrought together into a line

with each other; tliey will then fold flat on the desk, and the whole

can 1)0 easily put in the lantern or slide box. A strip of cretonne,

or ornamental cloth, may be buttoned on three sides of the desk to

conceal the stand from the view of the audience, and to impart a

more showy appearance.

Another way of supporting the desk is to dispense with the table,

and to mount the board on tlie top of a short pole or broomstick.

The lower end of tlie pole is fitted with a projecting screw, which is

inserted in the floor boards ; the pole is jointed in the middle, on the

fishing rod principle, for convenience of packing, and the foot is fitted

with a tin cone, with a base three inches in diameter to lessen the

strain on the screw. This stand is a little shaky, and after it is

fixed up anywhere it is a troublesome matter to alter its position

;

and as every hall is provided with a small table for the platform,

the table reading desk is, on the whole, preferable to the pole stand.

A tourist's folding tripod is sometimes employed as a stand for

the desk ; it answers fairly well, being of a proper height for reading.

It does not look quite so dignified as the more substantial table, and

if the lecturer happens to get excited with his discourse, and accident-

ally touches the desk witli his waving arm, it may be knocked off the

platform, and sent on a visit to the audience ; or if in the obscurity

lie catches his foot on one of the invisible tripod legs, the whole

concern may descend swiftly to the floor (as I have seen). And if

by this accident something breaks, and the lamp cannot immediately

he relit, the lecturer may bo reduced to reading his piece by the light

of a dripping tallow candle held in his left hand, while he brandi.'ihes

the pointer in his right (as I have also seen). Under such circum-

stances the dignity and equanimity of the lecturer are jeopardised, ard
unless the tripod legs are screwed to the floor the plan cannot be

strongly recommended. Aldert W.m. Scott.

XOTES FROM AMERICA.
The ExmiiiTiON op PiiOTOGnAPHS.— The first annual exhibition

of photographs, comprising the work of the I'hotographic Society of
Philadelpliia, the JJoston Camera Club, the Society of Amateur
Photographers of New York, and many other American and foreign
amateur and professional photographers, was auspiciously opened on
the evening of March '2C> by a well attended " private view ''

to
members, exhibitors, and " the Press." The exhibition remained open
day and evening until Apiil '2, with lantern slide exhibitions on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday evenings. Tliere were about eleven
hundred prints exhibited in nearly four hundred frames by over
ninety exhibitors. I'Jngland was creditably represented by ten exhi-
litoi-s; Boston, by seventeen ; Philadelphia, by nineteen : New York,
by thirty-eight; Austria and Prussia, by one each; wliile the
remaining photographs were sent from various parts of the United
States. Several ladies had the distinction of exhibiting some of the
best work that was shown. The exhibition v.a'i varied by prints of
many processes. Platinotypes, bromide, and carbon priiits; cyano-
types and the usual silver prints were well lepresented. Besides one
hundred and twenty-three lantern slides, there; were twelve trans-
parencies, which added much to the interest of the exhibition. Tlie
exhibition was in every way a complete success, and reflects much
credit upon the Committee of Arrangements. One feature which
showed especially considerable enterprise on tlie part of the mauao-ers
was the catalogue giving names and numbers of prints, and the par-
ticulars concerning development and printing. This will prove a
valuable souvenir of the exhibition. All the prints were framed, and
for the most nart carefully ; and they were arranged so as to form
more or less sharply defined panels on the walls, which gave a pleasiniT
effect to the exhibition as a whole.

"

The Stewaut Collection.—It was pleasant to notice the promi-
nent part which photogi-aphy played in a recent notable sale of art
treasures. Tlio famous Stewart collection of paintings—which was
lately sold at auction in this country, and wliich ex'cited so much
interest here, outside of art circles even, that I doubt not manv
readers of tlie Journal have heard of the sale on their side of the
water ere this—was tlie subject of an illustrated catalogue de luxe,
limited to 500 copies, containing photogravure reproductions by Mr.
Ernest Edward's beautiful process of the more notable of tlie.se
pictures. Some of the photogravures were made from negatives by
Mr. W. Kurtz, of this city, which he exposed on the painti'Jigs under
his electric lights; others were from negatives oo orthochromatic

plates, and these showed very fine gradation of the colour shades.

The catalogue is itself an art treasure, worthy of the famous paintings

therein reproduced and of photography.

yeK York, W. J. Lincoln Adams.

THE PRESERVATION OF ASTRONOMICAL
PHOTOGRAPHS.

In the future, photography will be so intimately connected with

astronomical research, that "the permanence of the records produced

by the graphical utilisation of luminous rays becomes a question of

vital moment, the more particularly because in not a few cases the

chief value of the photographs should consist in their giving the power

of comparison with photographs of the same celestial objects taken

some centuries later.

The platinum photographic process, which is probably the most

permanent of all those upon p.iper, is inadmissible in astronomy for

all purposes in which questions of exact measurement are concerned,

because of the irregularities of the surface of the material and the

variations in the size of the sheet with changing hygroscopic con-

ditions. Moreover, in the act of printing from any negative, even

upon the most perfect film below it, there is always some risk of the

introduction of small dimensional errors, hence attention must be

chiefly concentrated upon methods of making tlie original negatives,

taken direct from the stars themselves, as nearly as possible im-

perishable.

A present-day negative upon a gelatine film, when coated with a

good varnish, and afterwards stored under the test conditions for

preservation, is known to possess a considerable degree of permanency,

especially if three points have received attention, namely :—(!), That

the thiosulphate of soda has been thoroughly washed out of the film
;

('2), that in the latter part of the manipulations the film has been

subjected to the hardening influence of an alum bath
; (3), that it was

thoroughly dry at the time of varnishing. Tlie perishability of

coalings of varnish is, however, a matter of common experience in

everj-day life, and upon carefully stored negatives coated with

superior varnishes, the same deteriorating influences must produce in a

long time the same effects which they do in other cases in a short

time. No resinous varnish seems to be damp proof. A rough-and-

ready way to test the water-resisting powers of different varnishes is

simply to coat useless negatives with them and to place them under

water; in more or less time star-like markings make their appear-

ance. In relation to durability, other conditions have also to be taken

into consideration, such, for instance, as the tendency of some
varnishes to ctack and even split off with age, as with amber.

These facts suggest the idea that either varnish must not be used

or that if used it must itself be protected, which principles lead us up

to one of the earliest methods employed for the preservation of

astronomical photographs. More than twenty years ago, when Mr.

Warren De la Rue was taking photographs of the moon at his obsei'-

vatory at Cranford, he showed me how he rendered them to some extent

durable by cementing a piece of glass over each negative with Canada

balsam. The photographs were taken upon circular pieces of patent

plate-glass, two and three-quarterinchesindiameter; thesmallercircular

pieces of glass subsequently cemented upon these were two and a quarter

inches in diameter. A flat plate of brass was first adjusted in a truly

horizontal position by means of a circular spirit level, then it was heated,

with the negative upon it, by means of small gas flames underneath
;

the second and smaller plate of glass, also warmed, was next laid face

downwards upon the photograph, but touched it only at one part of

its circumference, because a strip of paper was placed beneath the

opposite part of the upper disc. A few drops of Canada balsam were

then allowed to fall upon the lower plate where the upper one touched

it, opposite the strip of paper; the warm balsam then by capillary

attraction slowly travelled between the two plates, and when it had
two-thirds occupied the space between them, the slip of paper was
removed, the balsam continued to travel, and in about fifteen minutes

from tlie commencement of the operation the union of the two glasses

by balsam was complete. The object of applying the balsam in this

way was to get rid of air-biibbles. For the same reason, the

"feeding " of the superimposed glasses must begin only at one spot ; if

it be attempted to quicken operations by means of two starting points,

there is danger of the two slow waves travelling between the glasses

taking such a form as to enclose a bubble of air.

John Queckett, in his Pracfical Treatise on the Microscope, 1852,

states that Canada balsam is not good for the cementation of micro-

scopic slides, because after the lapse of a few years it becomes brittle,

and then the slightest jar or bending will cause the glasses to split

apart, He recommends marine glue as a better material for the
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purpose. When the duration of the material for centuries i« in

question, tlio use of a substance so rich in iiuliarubber seems to be
undesirable, for caoutchouc is acted upon botli by air and liglit.

Sometimes arborescent appearances form between cemented photo-
propliio lenses, due probably to tlie Canada balsam used as the cement
havin}; been artificially, or naturally, diluted with too much volatile

oil. Mr. .John IJrowiiing once told me tliat these arborescent markings
depend upon the sample of Canada balsam used, and that if he obtains

such a sample he throws it away ; he states that old specimens of

the balsam are most free from the defect, and that for cementing
lenses lie always selects as old a sample as possible.

In the years 1807-08, 1 had been considering the various points

mentioned in this communication, and at the suggestion of an acquaint-

ance began by getting rid of most of the volatile oil in Canada balsam
by keeping it at a warm temperature for a long time. The next point

was to remove its tendency to brittleness by the addition of a small

proportion of castor oil, which varnish makers know to bo about the

best material for "toughening" varnishos, that is to say, for pre-

venting their cracking. Thus a heavj- and stable oil is substituted for

the natural volatile oil in Canada balsam. Castor oil occupies a

position half-way between the drying and non-drying oils; a thin film

of it left exposed for an excessively long time to air will at last dry
into a skin. Photographs when printed as transparencies upon glass

yield fine di^tail-*, which they lo.se when printed upon paper, so I wrote
to two photographers who possessed negative portraits of Professors

Faraday and Tyndall, and purchased unvarnislied collodion positives

f)rinted therefrom as transparencies upon patent plate-glass. With
leat I cemented with Canada balsam and ca^tor oil a piece of patent
plate-glass over the portrait films, which have since been preserved

like flies in amber, and probably are the most complete and permanent
portraits of those philosophers now in existence. A few days ago,

after the lapse of nineteen years, I examined those transparencies

;

there was no perceptible change in them, indeed, none was to be ex-

pected, because many carefully kept varnished, ordinary cjllodion

negatives will show no change after the lapse of a quarter of a century.

The most interesting point was, however, that in my transparencies

where the cement had been from the first squeezed out at tlie edges of

the plates, consequently was there freely exposed to atmospheric in-

fluences, it is now not britth^ but somewhat flexible and soft.

The point to be attained in the protection of astronomical photo-
graphs is, I think, to make them as imperishable in their glass and
hydrocarbon coverings as the now extinct tropical hymenoptera,
diptera, and other insects, which in prehistoiic ages were imprisoned
and preserved in the drops of gum falling from the amber trees upon
the shores of the Baltic. The solution of the problem will pi'obably be
found in the use of a stable resin, such, perhaps, as amber itself,

toughened with castor oil, or, perhaps, with a non-drying oil. The
knowledge of the amount of permanence of any present-da_y astro-

nomical photographs must necessarily be hypothetical in its nature,

and he would reiuler good service to science who would cement
together a sufticient quantity of glasses by carefully recorded sub-
stances and methods, and put them under the care of some permanent
scientific in.stitution, which he should authorise to examine and report
upon one batch out of the collection at tlie end of every century.
Sleanwhile, the .safest plan will be to take several negatives of the
same stellar objects at the same time, and trust to astronomers of the
future, when .symptoms of decay occur in some of the photographs, to

take accurate copies of the remainder. W. II. 1Iauhi.so.\.

MECII.\NICAL OPTICAL LANTERNS.
II.

Di8S0i.viNa Tiew apparatus, although generally associated with two
or more lanterns forming a pair or a triple lantern, with precisely

similar optical systems, also include those single optical lanterns that
have mechanical means for di^solving and changing the slides. In
this class are lanterns fitted with Rudge's or Edwards's dissolving

carrier, or Rudge's quick-changing shutter carrier, Davenport^
vertical curtain screen and carrier, and the Presto dissolving

carrier.

In the first two the photographs or pictures are placed in a frame
sliding horizontally in a carrier fixed in the lantern, which is moved
backward and forward by turning a handle acting on a cam and rack-
work, or by bands and pulleys, and allows of any number being shown
in turn, the same handle acting on levers and arras, to which are
attached fans or discs in front of the objective lens (or on the shutters

immediately over thephotograph) which gradually covers up the slide

last projected on the screen, then changea it and uncovers the ne.\t.

With Mr, Daveniwrt's curtain carrier, as fitted to the Sodetr of

Art.s' electric lantern, provision is mode for the insertion of the slides

underneath the stage, and tiiereforc the lantern must have d3 project-

ing footboard as usually fitted, and if of the ordinary size lx»dy jt must
be raised about eight inches in order that a long frame may pus
vertically through the stage. Ry an ingeniously contrived wide
moving in the frame, each photograph or view after being temporarily
dropped in a wooden holder can be pushed up into position and held
there by a simple spring stop. The act of pushing the holder up
carries with it a metal screen, cut out to such a shape as 'shall as

nearly as possible correspond with side curtains, gradually widening
from bottom to top, and finally becoming the width of the picture.

As everything is reversed on the screen, it has the effect to the

audience of a black curtain coming down and shutting out the

picture until it is quite obscured. When this takes place the next
photograph is in position in the lantern, and the previous one has
been pushed up higher, so that it can be withdrawn from the top of

the lantern stage. The act of drawing down the slider brings down
the metal curtain (up on the screen), and a new slide holder can
then be inserted. Although an excellent arrangement, no doubt, for

moderately lighted single lanterns, I question it being the best form
of blind or changing arrangement for an electric light lantern ; for

where the light is so intense on the screen, the very great change from
total darkness to abnormal brilliancy is too much for the greater

number of eyesights to bear comfortably, and in my opinion

calculated to create a severe strain on tiie eye by the constantly

recurring changes necessitating such a rapid contraction and expansion

of the iris or diaphragm of the eye. I certainly can speak for myself
when at the exhibition given at the South London Photograpliic

Society's meeting, the pictures following each other in rapid succes-

sion on account of the number to be shown and the small amount of

description necessary to each, my eyes quite ached before half the

slides had been gone through. As I am accustomed to look at strong

lights, and my eyes are fairly trained by testing optical instruments

and experimental work to stand average strain, I think it is fair to

assume that others must have found it trying. Probably the reason

why .some consider that the Society of Arts' lantern gives too intense

a light, is due to the great contrasts alluded to ; but if dissolved by
means of grey or ground glasses, talc or coloured glasses, a softening

effect would have been produced on the eyesight not possible with a

metal or opaque curtain shaped screen.

The Presto dissolving carriers are modifications of Rudge's and
Edwards's.
With these mechanical changing and dissolving carriers the

operator has only to be careful to put the photograph in the right way
up and proper side to light, and repeat the operation of either turning a
handle or sliding the frame after inserting a fresh photograph, and then
taking out the last one shown.

I know of no way in which "effects" can be shown perfectly by
an unskilled operator, for they require a great amount of centering

and adjusting as a preliminary, and very careful insertion into the

lanterns at the time of exhibition ; but much has been done by putting

special adjustments to the better class of dissolving view lanterns

recently made, to render it possible after once setting the pictures and
effects accurately in their frames, and registering them to the lantern,

to place the slides in either stage at any distance from the screen and
be sure of the effect appearing in exactly the right position on the set

picture, supposing the lantern stages are adjusted at that position so

that the standard set of slides or registering crosses are made to coin-

cide before starting the entertainment. As long, however, as effects

are not wanted, a perfect mechanical dissolving lantern is possible, for

Mr. Duncan designed and had constructed for himself a very unique

piece of apparatus, that by means of two pedals worked by the feet

was capable of changing the slide in either lantern and raising or

lowering the lights at will so as to produce the orthodox dissolving by
limelight. It was so cleverly conceived that I cannot but think a

description of it will be interesting.

The lantern proper consisted of one of J. II. Steward's Bridg-

man triple lanterns, made specially strong, and slightly different

to usual, namely, in three parts one above the other and the cut sec-

tions hinged so as to incline bodily to get superposition on screen, and
not as usual by the front alone— the open part of body when inclined

being covered by an ornamental moulding. To the bottom and middle

lantern was attached the machinery for moving the slides or photo-

graphs through the lantern stage and apparatus for mechanically

disifolving the pictures. On each side of the body are fixed two pairs

of steel rectangular bars set with their edges upwards like a diainond,

and on these travel a partitioned box something like the ordinary

racked box to contain lantern slides, or a plate box, without one of

its sides, and each held thirty-six ^ x a^ photographs, therefore if all
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wore full it could contain one hundred and forty-four slides; as, how-

ever, the boxes on one side of Lintevn must he empty there are

available at starting seventy-two slides. These boxes are connected

together by stays and guides, and a plunger on the one side acts

against the edges" of the slides in the full box, and, on being actuated

by the levers and pedals to whieli tliey are attaclied, moves the slide

forward its own length (three and a quarter inclies). Tlie result of this

is that the slide set in the stage, so as to show on the screen when the

lantern is uncovered, is moved forward, and the dummy that helps to

fill up the intervening space between the lantern body and the empty
rack box is pushed into the first vacant groove. The reverse stroke of

the pedal moves the groove boxes forward on the bar, a distance equal

to the amount the photographs are separated, and a connecting lever

lowers the light in one lantern and raises it in the other, and produces

by so doing the dissolving effect. In this apparatus the top lantern was
fitted witli an ordinary stage for effects, and witli a curtain shutter

for rolling up effects; but, practically, the designer relied on the

mechanical arrangement for sliowing the pliotographs and views,

simply working tlio pedals witli liis feet wliile reading the lecture or

giving a description. If a larger number than seventy-two photo-
graphs were required, other racked boxes could be inserted in place of

those used up. G. R. Bakeb.

WHEEE I WENT WITH THE CAMEE.\.

No. III.—To Aexheim Axn Velp.

On leaving Rotterdam I took train for Arnheim, and as we jogged along
—for even an "express" is a very leisurely affair here—I came to the
conclusion that Holland was a country of a pattern peculiarly its own.
Its scenes, its people, and its habits, all original and belonging to itself—
a monopoly—and not resembling any other country I had over seen or read
about. Its landscapes lack hill and dale, yet they are picturesque in the
extreme. Its people are slow, and kind, and obliguig ; never in a hurry, yet
always moving on ; with quaint manners and peculiar dress, which has that
fascination for the stranger belonging to all things new.

There was water everywhere. As we pass through the country every
little advance brings to view canals running down through the fields,
repeating themselves at intervals regularly as lines in a copybook, and
on the patches of land between were built the farmhouses, in many cases
sheltered by trees, which I found grew more luxuriantly as we proceeded
further into the interior of the country. Along tlie sides of the railway
line were broad ditches or canals cut, which must be very seldom used, for
a green weed covers the surface of the water completely, and the only time
the water is seen is when wo come across a part where some voyager has
had to travel through it, thus leaving the track of his boat visibly marked.
On the patches of land there were gates fitted up on each, and at the g.ites
on every patch were the cows congregated, patiently waiting, for it was
milking-time, and they knew it.

The husbandman and his wife could be seen in the distance trudging
along in their leisurely way to milk the cows, carrying a pail at either side
hung from a bar placed across the shoulders, aud"otliers who bad already
arrived were busy milking. " This land is so damp and watery," exclaimed
a friend, "that the very cows have to wear waterproofs." And tliat is so.
I he cows m Holland wear waterproofs. And another feature about them
that strikes the stranger, tliey are all black and white. Amongst hundreds
of cattle only two or three brown or red would be seen.
As we get along the trees improve in size and foliage. Willows, the

most BtQuted and unpicturesque of all, grow in great quantities ; but this
13, 1 suppose, for a commercial purpose, the twigs being largely used for
wickerwork and basket making.

o o j

Arnheim was a fine old town when the Rhine that flows past it was a
few liundred.s of years younger, and for centuries it held its own against
encroachment

;
but the walls and the moats have passed away and " a

change has come oyer the spirit of its dream." lu the course of twenty
years it has doubled its inhabitants, and it has now the credit of being a
pretty, elegant, and wealthy city. Most parts of it strike one as modern,
and m the march of the newer fashion the beauty and interest of bygone
djiys 13 being quietly brushed out into the nothingness of the past,
altliougli away down by the landing-stage on the Rhine one could sliU
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"" the terrace bu.lt round the spire the wind waslowing wildly-stiU I managed to get one picture

; but wlien focussing for

the second one over blew my camera, which I caught just in the nick of

time, but as I was in the act, right out of my hand was the focussing

cloth blown over the houses and far away. I felt that I had experienced

enough rough usage for one day, so I packed up my traps and descended
to the level of ordinary mortals.

The walk from Arnheim to Velp, a distance of some four English miles,

is very brilliant and full of interest ; the trees in this part of the country

are profuse and the foliage most luxuriant—a new feature of the country
this for me. Beautiful avenues extend for miles and miles all around
this district ; beech, oak, chestnut, and linden, are all found here in pro-

fusion. Villas and mansion-houses of every varied style of architecture

adorn the Velp highway, all looking in the sunshine bright and nev>-, as if

just painted that morning. Not one of them but would furnish a charming
study, as each and all peer out from their nests of foliage which surround
them, no matter how near the road they stand, with their airy, llowery

terraces and cool verandahs bursting with blossoms dancing in the snn,

whilst rustic tables, chairs, and lounges, are strewn about the lawns and
grounds, all telling the story of that good time when the " pile " is made,
and the world's toil is over.

About two miles down the Velp road to the right, I came upon a largo

and beautiful house standing on an eminence and surrounded by its own
grounds, which embraced many acres. I entered the gate and made my
way up to this imposing edifice, wdiicliv.-as all decked with flags. I found
that it was called Planten-en-Voyultuin, and one could stay there as long

as he liked—to pay, for it was a hotel combined with pleasure grounds.
For a day's enjoyment a better place could not bo found. It is the resort

—on Sundays especially—of the " upper ten " of Arnheim. Bands of

music are then provided, and hundreds from the city gather in these

grounds, which have been appointed and arranged with every induce-

ment and care for the visitor's pleasure and enjoyment. There are hot-

houses with all kinds of exotic plants ; birds and fowds on view, of every

kind from every country ; water fountains playing in the summer, and
lakes lying ready waiting for John Frost to touch them with his wintery
wand to make them ready for the skaters. Fancy dress balls are got up
for the youngsters, and concerts for the oldsters, with other appropriate
pleasures turning up all the year round. A'erily, they know how to enjoy
themselves.

On the other side of the way and nearer Velp, I reached a place of

considerable interest, Bronheck, a country seat that was, in 1H51, bought
by King William III,, and presented to the country to be used as a home
for the soldiers who had served in India. The coriidors are hung with
arms, and spoils from afar decorate the walls. The inmates of this

healthy and beautiful home keep all the grounds in order themselves.

They have laid aside the sword and taken to the pruning hook, the

glory of war is forgotten in the rearing of roses. And like Goodale'a
" career"

—

" ' What does he do ?
' He prunes his roses

Near A rnheim, at a villa there
;

'Ne.ith soft JloUatul skies he closes

The book of life ; without a care,

He smiles and takes his ease.
it * 4t # *

An ardent boy—he dreamed of Honour
And Fame—his heart was set upon her !

* « * * «

' What has he done ?
' He prunes his roses

And quite content, the book he closes."

I hear the tinkling of the tram hell, and so must move along. On
reaching Velp I found a village embedded in foliage, out of which I got

a few good photographic studies. This place was jiassing rich in

restaurants, with heaps of tables and chairs scattered all over the jilace

outside, as it they were going to have a sale of second-hand furniture.

From Velp I journeyed on to the village of Rheden. M.\rk Oute.

iDepavtnunt for fupxpevienrcti ^Dljotograpfjcrs.—

—

SKIES AND CLOUDS.
If one examines a fine landscape having a plain white sky, devoid of

either gradation or a semblance of clouds, and then turns to a duplicate

print in which there is a sky covered in whole or part with clouds of

beautiful form, the dillerenoo between these two in point of artistic merit

will be immediately appreciable.

Photographers who prepare their pictures for exliibitions are so well

aware of this, that in most cases they bestow great pains ujion their

skies, some of them overdoing it to the extent of reversing what ought

to be the correct position of things and making the landscape subordinate

to the sky, wdiile others are guilty of the bad taste of printing in one set

of clouds on every picture. We have seen in one of our public London
Exhibitions a row of landscapes by a photographer of repute, all of them
beautiful, but each iiossessing the same individual sky as its fellow.

Tills is not seemly.

One cannot always get a fine sky when he or she arrives at a particular

place and finds the scene liglited up t^ir photograpldn^ as it " to order."
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Things terrestrial must claim immediate attention, and the sky bo left out

in the cold.

We shall assume that a landscape negative has eventually been secured

in which every artistic and technical condition has been fuHilled. Hut

the sky ; it is a plain dark grey, and detracts from tlio effect. What is

to bo done ?

It the horizon of the sabject be of such a nature as to render it easy to

stop out the sky altogether, this might be done. China ink and a finely

pointed camel's hair pencil provide the means. It is not necessary that

much more than a mere outline to the horizon bo thus applied, because

the mass of the sky may be blocked out by coveriug it on the back of the

negative with opaque paper pasted on the glass, or by black varnish

applied by broad sweeps of tlio brush. A very good way is to make a

print from the negative, cut out the sky portion with a knife or scissors,

allow it to continue to darken in the light, and aflix this to the nega-

tive as a mask.

The result of all this is that we have obtained a well-printed landscape

having an unmeaning plain wliite sky. A simple way of imparting an

even graduated tone to the sky consists in laying the print face up on

any rigid board—a cover of a book will answer—then placing upon it a

plate of glass so as to keep it flat, and placing over all a slieet of

card or brown paper. Now step out into a good light and expose the

sky to light by slowly pulling down the brown paper cover from the

top of the picture to the horizon line. If this be done steadily a beauti-

fully graduated sky will result, one in which the top is darkest, as it

usually is in Nature, lightening by imperceptible degrees until the horizon

is reached, which is left nearly wliite. This makes a very useful and

even pretty sky.

If the photographer be very skilful with the brush we could recommend

him, instead of blocking out the sky, to paint on it such clouds as the

nature of the subject might demand. A safer way is to have a series of

cloud negatives, which may be taken at leisure aud retained in stock.

Tliese negatives may eitlier be made on glass or paper.

It will conduce greatly to the beauty of wsky if, while it is being

printed in from a cloud negative, the method of grading already described

be employed.

Clouds can be readily made on the back of a negative by pasting over

it a sheet of thin tissue-paper, and working on it with a soft plumbago

pencil or a crayon stump. Some even go the length of grinding the

back of the negative with emery and water in order to ensure a tooth for

the pencil touches. Ground-glass varnish will answer the same purpose,

provided it be hard enough to st.ind the friction of t'.ie pencil.

A way we have often adopted with advant ige is to make a sky negative

on a collodion plate, strip the film off, and att.ich it to the landscape

negative.

If the photographer is so happily situated as to secure a good sky

in the landscapa negative this is, of course, best of all ; but it often

happens that such cannot be done, and hence the necessity of £uch ex-

pedients as the subso ]uent priuting-in of clouds.

IIECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 5-308.—" ImproveniBnts in Giving Rigiility to Flexible Photographic
Films." S. H. hiY.—lJaled April 12, 1S87.

No. 5488.—" Improvenicuts in Ilolilers, Clips, or Ea.iel for Piiotogr.\phs,
Minors, riiotogi-aiih Fr-inics, Cards, nud other Articlts." II. VVhitkield.—
jMilal April 15, 1SS7.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OP GREAT BRITAIN.
UfT Tuesday night, at the orJinary weekly meeting of the aljove Society,
held at l>\, I'all Mall East, Loudon, Mr. James GSaisher, F.R.S., Presideut,
oceupiid the cliair.

Mr. J. Cadett read a oaper upon Standard Mapkragitu for Lente$. In which
he sniil tlmt in the standard fixed by the i^ociety the focal length divided hy
four had been chosen as the unit from which to start, Imt that quite recently

Mr. Dulhneyer lioil suggeHtc<l tlmt a better unit might bo adoptctl. According
to Mr, Dalluieyer's jdan, tan would be the divisor of the squares of tlie deuoiiii-

nators instead of sixteen in calculating t)ie relative exposures ; with nmall
a]>erlures this would give least trouble in calculation, but with larec a|«rture.i

there wouM not be much to choose between the two systeins ; by hiji nyHtem it

was merely necessary to insert a decimal point, whereas by the Hoeiety's system
it was necessary to ilo a sum in division. As the Society wantcil all other
photographic associations to accept its standanl, he thought it to lie Ijcttef to

use a decimal svsteni of notation, especially as it was more likely then to bo
acceptable on the Continent. There was only one case in which ilivision by
the square root of ten, that is to say, by 3'1B2, would be necessary, and that
was his answer to Mr. Delienham's objection on this point.

Mr. W. E. Debkniimi premised that a stamlard that has the authority of the
Society's recommendation, and that has been adopted in consequence, shoiihl

not be altered, except for weighty reasons or manifest su|)eriority in the one
jiroposed to take its place. There tjcing three distinct cases in which the use
of the standards may be compared, it would be well to see which case was of
the most importance as requiring ease and simplicity of calculation, and com-
pare the accepted .and proposed standards with respect to each case. The case
of first iiniiortauce was that of the use in the studio or field of lenses or stops
which have l)cen previously marked with a number in relation to the standanl.
This is of first importance because of constant occurrence, whereas the marking
should be done by the optician or photograjiher liimself at home, and once for

all. In this case, the only ilifference favours the accepted standard, the pro-
posed standard reciuiriiig numbers about half as large i^ain as those at i)resent

in use. Tliis practical advantage of the present standard, he said, had been
admitted by Mr. Dallmeyer, who, however, considers it but a small one.
Nevertheless, the only objection of any weight that has l)een made against the
Society's standaril is that the numbers are, when using small apertures, already
high.

' The second case for consideration was that of forming a set of apertures
of sizes to bear simple numbers in relation to the standiird in use. To do
this, it became necessary to first obtain a dimension representing the standanl
aperture, and then divide this ajierture as required for the smaller open-
ings. The Society's standard ajierture is obtained by <lividiiig the focal

length by four ; with the proposed stamlard the division is the root of ten,

or 3102, &c. It was obvious that in this case of obtaining the sizes for

standardised diaphragms the present stand.anl was far more couvenient
than the proposed one. The third case was that of comparing .aper-

tures that have uot been cut to any standard, and numbering tliem in

accordance with the standanl. This was a case wliich might be exjiectcd

to become more and more rare, and eventually die out, as diaphragms are
cut to l)ear a .simple relation to the standard in use. Indeed, it was worth
while, on account of simplicity of calculation, to have diaphragms recut where
need lie, so as to enjoy that simplicity. When uTegular ojieniiigs have to lie

compared there are two methods of cloing it. The methoil considered the
simplest .and easiest in most cases for those who are not o|)ticians or mathema-
ticians is the graphic method, and for this method a unit has to be obtaiucil,

as fiefore, by dividing the focal length by four for the Society uuit, or 3'162,

kc, for tlie jiroposed one. If, however, the aritlimetical method Iw ailopteil,

the focal length must, for either standanl, bo divided by the .aperture, and,
with unregulated opening, both divisor and dividend wUl prolrably include
several decimals. The <pioticut must then be squared, and wliere the number
is higli all this is such a lengthy operation that subsequent division by teu or
sixteen is comparatively trilling; and, iu concluding, he (Mr. I)el)ciiham) sub-

mitted tliat any advantage presented l)y the proposeil standanl was far out-
weighed by its disadvautiiges in the other cases referred to.

Mr. J. 11. GoTZ believed the prescut system to answer well, because it

lironght to tlie eye of every photographer a simple reading of the relative

exposures, and he hoped the Society would adhere to its present standard,

which was doing good general service. He, or rather the lirm which he
represented, had Ijeen the first to carry out its standards right through, and
before long people would not a<;ceiit auy lens except upon those stamlanls ; the
lenses of other makei-s were sometimes sent to him to have the diaphragms cut

to the standards of the Society. More lenses are imixirted, made, aud uswl iu

this country than anywhere on the Continent, and jierhaps than in the whole
worlrl jiut together, so the Society lu^eil uot trouble about the decimal system

;

the simple jilan of giving eich nearest exposure twice that of the one l^elore

answered Well
Mr. T. Boi.aS said that Mr. Gotz's remarks woidd apply as well to any other

system as to that of the standanls of the Society, but the main point was to

get a standanl wliich should he most accei)table to the world at large, which
world consisted cliiefly cf foreigners. The Society might do well to invite

opinious upon the subject from all the leading Continental societies, opticians,

and users of lenses.

Mr. S. G. li. \VoLi..\sTON remarkeil that the standanl had been adopted bnt
a short time, yet a lai-ge number of foreign opticians were alrea<ly making
len.ses in acconlance therewith and sending them to this conntrj- ; jwrhajis

those foreign makers would not adopt a fresh standanl. Many lenses pa.sscd

through his hands in the course of the year to test and report uiion, and there

was a jirevalent ilcsirc that they should' agi'ee with the present standanl. He
thought that no material alterations should lie made at present.

Mr. (). L. ADDKNnmxiKE said that by Mr. Uallmcyer's plan the smaller stops

of laiulscaiie lenses would run into very high iiumljers, and then the user could

not get nieiitidly at their relative values so e.usily as at present iu the Held.

Mr. W. IfKUnmu slated that the Committee of the Society which frametl

the standanl wished it to be adopted in its entirety ; had that lieen done by
the leading opticians he did uot think that any necessity would havu been felt

for revision. The fact that the system hail been largely a<lopte<l shouM weigh

with the Society before making any changes.

Mr. UaLUIEVKH said that Mr. IJebeiihain had objected to the height of his

numbers of cumparisou, but when the numbers became small in relation to the

rapidity of the Icuscs, the difference became trifling. When, however, num-
bers of three figures were reached iu the field, the stated difficulty could be
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overcome by shifting the ilecimal point one figure higher up. Mr. Debanham's
objection to the construction of the stops -vvouhl apply only in one instance.

It was to be regi'etteil that tlie decimal staiularJ liad not been adopted before
;

it was simple, and the real point at issue was only as to a question of pre-

cedent. He suggested that if it were granted that there were advantages in

his system, a Committee might be formeil to consider it, and to see if opticians

were willing to cairy it out. If a Committee were to investigate, it might find

that his plan could be simplified. His father had been unable to attend the

meetings of the previous Committee becau.se of ill-health.

Mr. Debenham argued that Mr. Dallmeyer's simplifications were more
api>arent than real.

Mr. Cadett stated that both systems required the square root to be ex-

tracted, after which Mr. Dallmeyer's system became the easier. Such ques-

tions should be considered on their merits, and a particular plan not adliered

to merely because it was old.

The President remarked that the Committee which had recommended the

present standards consisted of Messrs. Warnerke, Abney, Davis, Darwin,
Dallmeyer, Bedford, Brownrigg, England, Cowan, Stuart, Heaviside, and
Wortley. Of these Mr. Heavisicle and the late Mr. Dallmeyer had not attended
any of the meetings. The Society was grateful for any fresh information on
the subject, and the question was wliether the Committee should be reappointed.

At the meeting of the Society next Tuesday night the subject would be
Slrippinr/ Films.

Colonel R. Maiden and Mr. John R, Gotz were elected members of the
Society, and the proceedings closed.

•

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
Os Tliursday night, April 14, at a meeting of the above Association, held at
the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. W. E. Debenham presided.

Mr. J. TiiAiLL Taylor said, in relation to a question put at the previous
meeting, that an American professor had showed him his a]iparatus for nuxking
o.xygen near the optical lantern as fast as the jet of tlie latter nsed it up ; tlie

apparatus worked well, and at a future time he woidd give a description of
it to the Association.

Mr. A. L. Hendehson exhibited instantaneous photographs he had taken of
the demonstration in Hyde Park on Easter Monday against the Irish Coercion
Bdl ; he used a stand about ten feet high and reached the camera by means of
a step ladder.

The Chairman remarked that, as no halation appeared in the prints where
the contrasts were strong, he i)resnmed that Mr. Henderson had used plates
thickly coated with emulsion, and prob.ably not conmiercial jilates.

Mr. H. M. Smith exhibited a photograph which had come out tolerably well,
although by accident he had placed the wrong side of the plate in the focal
plane.

Mr. L. Medland exhibited some views of Maidenhead.
A question in tlie box asked what was the best lens for a detective camera.
Mr. Taylor said that for a dark day and where extreme rapidity was

required a small jjortrait lens without a stoj) Wiis tlie best ; tlie next most
r.ipiil was a doublet worked at about { or -,4, and of as short a focus as
possible, to obviate the necessity for focussing." A lens of about five or six
inches focal length would be found to be about tlie best for a detective camera,
although lenses of shorter focus had some special advantiiges. Single lenses
would .also answer, but, he thought, scarcely so well as combination lenses. A
Petzval lens on a small scale, as made for stereoscopic purposes, was excessively
rapi<l. In answer to a question, Mr. Taylor added that lie thouglit the len
place for a stop when it was desired to avoid flare witli portrait combinations
was close to the front lens.

Mr. W. M. Ashman- remarked that tlie best pictures taken in detective
cameras which he had seen were taken by means of portrait lenses stopped
down to oue-half.

Mr. Henderson had hunted about in Paris to find a suitable make of lenses
for a detective camera in which Mr. W. Cobb had an interest, and found a very
neat little portrait lens which well answered tlie purpose.

Mr. Taylor stated that a correspondent had asked him what was the cause
of spots on a print which he enclosed. Once a dry plate maker traced spots to
dust from the indiarubber tube used as a water pipe ; might not spots on prints
arise sometimes from the same cause ?

Mr. W. II. Harrison said that indiarubber tubes were once made largely of
French chalk, but that whiting is now substituted because it is cheaper

Mr. A. Cowan opined that the whiting might be adulterated before the new
start was made.

Mr. Ashman believed the spots in the print before them to be in the paper
Itself

;
there were at least twenty causes of qwt-s, aud the action of cold weatherupon albumen was one of them.

Mr. Taylor said that dust falling from a powdery deposit on a gas iet had
teen known to cause .spots ; he thought that sulphur w.is one of the
ingredients.

«!*''
F' ,? '^^'"f^

''?''l that if phenol were ever used for the coagulation of
films of albumen, formic acid might possibly be evolved .at places by decom-
]iosition and exercise a reducing action.

'

under a"l ™ty tree'''''"""*
''""' ^^ '^^'"""""8 ">« 'mages in the printing frame
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Mr. flENUEiisON lielieved that the mixing of a light flocculent picment with
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Mr. Taylor returning to the subject of detective cameras said that such

b^^^S^K'fixhi^'rsT'
light ones were more liable to treTilor! wh^h cJJue reduced by fixing a stone to the camera ; on the same principle a marksman

could shoot best with a heavy rifle. He had tried experiments on these points
on the pier at Gravesend with a 5 x 8 camera, with wliicli he took shoulder
shots, and obtained negatives wliich would bear enlarging to three or four
diameters ; he used wide-angle lenses, probably of /, or ^j. He was prac-

tising level shooting, and founil that he could get the horizon just where he
wanted it, and tliat he could get any particular part of a passing ship at will

in tlie centre of the plate ; he intended to try 10 x 8 film photography in the
same way. His shutter was of Americau make, and consisted of a rotating
wheel with a hole in it.

Mr. J. J. Bkiginshaw said that Mr. Lancaster made a shutter upon that
principle.

Another question was, " What are the indications by which a paper negative
is known to be tlioroughly fixed ?"

Mr. Brioinshaw could not see when paper negatives were projierly fixed, so
he left them in the hypo an unusually long time.

Mr. A. Haddon stateil that in Iiis exiierience it was as easy as with pl.ates to
tell when paper films were fixed, liut the examination had to be made by trans-
mitted light.

The Curator exhibited some ready-sensitised paper handed to him by the
Association in December last to keep ; it was advertised to keep well for nine
months, and to be better than other commercial papers. It had discoloured to
a great extent and was absolutely useless.

Mr. Henderson said that five or ten grains of citric acid added to e.ach

ounce of crystallised nitrate of silver would, wlien dissolved and nsed for sensi-

tising, cause the jiaper to keep as well as most in the marlcet ; the error of most
experimentalists was that they used too much citric acid.

Mr. Taylor remarked that Mr. C'aivy Lea had )jublislied that tartaric acid
answered perfectly for the purpose. Paper simply floated on distilled water to

remove excess after sensitising wouhl keep its colour for a few days, and slionhl

be printed in a frame with a pad at the b.ack which had been fumeil in

ammonia.
Mr. ASH.MAN said that there were re.ady-sensitised papers in the market in a

perfectly neutral state ; he should like Mr. Henderson to tell them how papers
could be preserved by the use of neutral salts.

The proceedings then closed.
•

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
A SPECIAL Committee meetiug was helil at 181, Alilersgate-street on the ISth
instant for the purjiose of considering proposed alteration of rules.

Rule 4.—After "Donors of one guinea aud upwards shall be entitled to vote
at general and special geut^Kil meetings, also at tlie election of pensioners,"
add the wonls, "and shall further have the privilege of reeommeuding for the
consideration of tlie Committee cases of non-members such as are defined as
urgent iu Rule 13," namely, " Urgent cases are limited to such as arose from
death, sudden illness, fire, or otlier unavoidable calamities ; also when the
ajiplicant has been out of employment for a length of time aud requires aid to
take a situation."

Rule 10. Committee.—To read, "Tliey shall have powers at their discretion
to grant temporary assistance to applicants or cases recommended by donors
under Rule 4."

Mr. W. Bedford, in moving these amendments, said he thought that donors
should have this privilege extended to them, many of whom, having cases of
distress brought under their notice, would prefer that the responsibility of
dealing with them should be borne by an organized Benevolent Association,
which would be in a better position to investigate the circumstances aud to
ensure the proper distrilnition of their contributions, and that by the altera-
tion of rules empowering the Committee to act in such cases much good work
would be done.

Mr. A. Mackie, in seconding the motion, said he believed the alteration
would result iu increased donations, and therefore greater facilities would \f
afforded for carrying out the objects of the Association.

After considerable discussion tlie meeting unanimously adopted the pro
position.

The special general meeting to confirm these alterations was fixed for
Thursday, May 5, at h.alf-past seven p.m.
At tlie ordinary Committee meeting Mes.srs. White, W. H. Dreaper, and

G. S. Martin were elected members.
The Secretary read a letter from the London Stereoscopic Comjiany, in

which they stated their intention of liolding tlieir third annual exhibition in

October next, which would be in aid of tlie Association, guaranteeing the
benefit should not be less than twenty guineas, also making other proposals
favourable to the Association.

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary meeting of the above was held on Thursday evening, April 14,

at tlie Free Public Library,—Mr. J. A. Forrest (President) iu the chair.

Messrs. A. W. Taylor, Frank N. Eaton, and J. K. Smith, were elected .as

members.
The President soon had the members thoroughly en rapjioH, by the

amusing narration of an adventure which befel an old gentleman a few days
previously idiotognaphing some shipping on the Mersey ; he had unwittingly
fixed u]) his camera immediately in front of the electric cannon wliich sup-
plies Liverpool with Greenwich time at one o'clock. While standing with
his head under the cloth diligently focussing, Bang ! went the gun, the old
gentleman and camera making an ignominious exit over the dock wall into the
river, and being still more ignoniiniously fished out on the end of a boathook,
his first and last experience, he says, with the "wet jirocess. " Mr. Forrest
.also showed a frame of panoramic views embracing tlie twenty acres on
Bidston Hill, which it is hoped will lie jire,sented as a Jubilee offering by
the Corporation to the public. The photograjihs were monnted in a long
cut out card, the thin division between each not materially interfering with
their continuity as a whole.

Mr. Paul Lance exhibited some s]iecimens of the new form of stripped
filnuj just brought out by Messrs. Eastman. The negative being put on to
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ft Cdllodioiiiscil plato of kIoks, tlio pajior is strimioil away by tlio ordinary
imlhod, and to the lllni remaining m sqneogccd one of tlie gelatine sheetn
in-eparcd for the piirpoRe. The whole, when dry and removed from the
gla«s, forms an extremely thin and transparent negative. A number of prints
were shown and received rather favourable criticism, as did the advantage in
l)oing alile to attach the stripped tilnis to ft ligliter niedinm thftn class. Mr.
Lange stated that ho had founil grent care necessftry in attaching the gelatine
sheets, owin^; to their liability to cookie and warp.
The American air brnsli excited much interest on account of its novelty. It

was ably demonstrated by Mr. ('.. E. Bbm, the agent here for the American
t'omiiany. By its aid in some five minutes he proclucod ft life-sized drawing of
a girl's hoftd, which illustrftted the lieantiful gradations and depth of tone it is
capable of rendering. A portfolio of finished drawings by him were very fine.
To illustrate its usefulness in lironiide and similar work Mr. Lange showed two
jilatiuotypo enlargements of a head, the one finished with the air Imisli being
immea,suralily superior to the other. Ho said it had Iweii found most useful in
producing sky effects in paper negatives.
A nuiiiber of .siiecimens of phototype printing were passed rouinl by the

Presiiient and much ailmired, this process is a moditication of the Ililiotyjie,
the stone being u.sed as in lithography, any colour being obtainable. The result.s
showed great definition and .sharpness, and closely resembled the finest steel
engravings.

Mr. John- nAnciiKAVEi*, F.1!,H.S., gave the memljei-s the benefit of liis re-
searches in antiiiuarian lore bv au amusing and descriptive account of places of
historic anil pictorial interest tlirougliout Cheshire, witli a view to the Association
fonning excursions to these si)ots during the summer, and so having a permanent
reconl of their existence before they fall a victim to the tender mercies of the
jerry builder.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Hargreaves brought the evening to a close.

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The u.?ual monthly meeting of the above Society was held on Tuesday evenin"
April 12, at Sykes s Restaurant, 33, Victoria-street,—Mr. Richard Keeue in tlTe
chair.

The sulijcct of outdoor meetings for the summer months was discussed and
It was decided to hold the first at Dale Abbey on May 7. Mr. R. Kceiie will
conduct the party and read a paper there on the history of the place.
The Hon. Seci!et.\bv reail a recommendation from the Council to Institute

a comiiotitiou at tlie outdoor excursions, and it was decideil that the best
picture (to be declared by vote of members) taken at these outdoor meetingsw printcil by the Society, and a copy presented to each member, and those
receiving tlie second and third highest number of votes to be awarded a certifi-
cate, the whole to be exhibited at the annual conversaxinne.

M"; J- C- Mkrby then gave a jiractical demonstratian on JTow to Reduce in
the Camera by Solar Light from iMrge Negatives for Transpareneies fur the
Lantern, which was greatly appreciated by the members present, and he was
accorded a hearty vote of thanks.
By the desire of the moml)ers, Mr. Richard Keene will represent the Society

at the meeting of the Photographic Convention, to be held at Glasgow in July
next.

CHELTENHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY,
p'^'oonthly meeting was held on April I J, when a demonstration was given
''y Mr. .T<1VNKR of the use of tlie magnesium light in portraiture.
The a])paratus, of Mr. Joyiier's own devising, consisted of a lantern con-

structed as follows :—A wooden box, having at top and back glass rellectors,
and in front a sloping pane of ground-glass, was suspended from the ceiling. On
the floor of the box was a horizontal gas jet, connected by rubber tubing with
tlie gas supply. Just in front of the nipple was a small wire ring which held
the lower end of the doubled m.agnesium ribbon, its upper end being attached
to a hook vertically over the ring. The gas flame during the focu.ssiug wa.s kept
just alight, and when turned up ignited the magnesium wire. To supplement
the illumination two other lengths of wire were burneil in front of tin reflector
Iihoced at the side and a little in front of the sitter.
The duration of the light was about six seconds, and a very fairly-exposed

group of eight members was obtained with a rapid symmetrical lens, full
ajierture. An excellent single portrait was taken in one .second with the lens
stoiiped down.
The demonstration showed clearly the great advantage that may be derived

froiii this light, without any expensive apparatus or complicated details.
The <iiiestioii of the first excursion was settled iu favour of Tinteni, in May.
The Secretary exhibited an actinometer sent by Messrs. Green & Fuidge, of

Stratfordon-Avon, and two others by Mr. Stanley, of London Bridge.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Joyiier brought the meeting to a close.

LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
A iiEui:i..\B meeting of the above Society was held in the Mayor's Parlour, Old
Town Hall, on the 13th instant,—Mr. George Bankart (President) in the chair.
The (piostion ol the a]iproachiiig outdoor meetings wa.s introduced and the

inenilwrs reiiiicsted to give the matter their attention l^efore the next meeting.
Mr. H. R. Blackwell was then called to the chair, and the Phesidknt (Mr.

Geoive Bankart) read his paper on The Itijimnce of Little Things in Photo-

P"'!'"!/- He ojiened by saying that numerous failures might Ije traced to
inattention to small matters, which he instanced by the fact that dust on the
plates was a fruitful source of trouble, and recommended that the transparent
r|K)ts pro<liiced by it on the jdates should be spotted out with a suitable medium
livforc v.iniishing. Referring to ex]iosure, he said that any hardand-fa-st rule
ciuld not be Laid down. One maxim he impressed on his hearers, always to
expose for the shadows and let the lights take care of themselves. Devclop-
nieiit he considered secondary to exjiosure, a.s great range was permi.ssible in
this process, while in all he .idvocatcd extreme cleanliness, dirty trays Ijciiig a
prolific source of trouble. E.xactitude iu weighing and uica.sureiiicut was

strictly cnjoino<l, and the mle of thumb in apiKirtioning ammonia, pyro, and
other cheniicnls, was much to be deprecated, lletonchiiig he con»idere<l iiuite
logiliiiiatc and very useful, as by its aiil breadth was secured without flatneu

;
in the case of high lights iMMiig too ileiidcd and deinoustrative he recoiimieiided
scraping the film with a sharp )ienkiiifc and light touch to rwlnce them. Ho
also a<lvised, in Iaiidscai>e photography particularly, to avoid front light. He
closed a clear and instructive aildress with a few useful hiiitu as to iirintlDg
and other inntters connected with the art, and a vote of thanks wan (riven with
acclamation.

A discussion on the several j)oints alluded to in the fiaper then took place
among the members, their various exiicriences in the matters intro<luce<l beinjc
very useful.

The meeting was then adioumed until May U, when Mr. Tucker will give
his paper on Lantern Slides bi/ lirdnctiim, with practical illustrations, awl
from the exjiericnco he has had and the excellent work which has been pro-
duced from that quarter a very useful paper is anticipated.

•

CARDIFF AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The monthly meeting of the above Society wa.s held on the IStli ini)tant,—Mr.
S. W. Allen in the chair.

The election of the following gentlemen as ordinary members was coiifinned

:

—Messrs. A. E. Evans, Powis, G. U. Wills.
The Society are indebted to Mr. D. Josti for a nromiseil lecture on tlie 27tli

instant on Retouching, concluding with remarks on Rembrandt and Dore
pictures.

The Society's weekly excursions for May have Iwen arranged as follows ;

May 7, Aber Valley; 14, Reforest; 21, Llandaff; 28, Cardifl' Castle. Tlic
latter will lie subject to permission.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Lantees Section.

The usual monthly meeting of the Society was held at 36, George-street on
Weiliiesday evening, March 23, at half-past seven.

Mr. John Schokield (in the chair) said he ba<l great pleasure in introducing
Mr. Leach, who had made a life study of microscopy, and who intended to
show his lanteni microscope in operation that evening.

Mr. William Lkach .said it gave him very great plea-sure to see so many
scientific gentlemen around him, and he was sure the lanteni and niicroscojie
had receiveil their careful attention. He had devoted nearly twenty years of
his life to the microscope, and in trying to improve that important accessory of
the lantern. His knowledge was limited in the limelight details, ami he would
be obliged for any hints or instructions the members would give him, and in
return he would tell them all in his power alwut magnihcation and the
appliances to use. Mr. Greatorex therefore took charge of the limelight, and
Mr. Leach described his iiniiroveineiits, and handed round a )>rinte<l descrip-
tion of the details, &c. He then exhibited a number of the most suitable
objects for the screen, most of which were mounted by himself and friends, and
in all cases excited a degree of admiration.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Leach followed, after which the meeting terminated.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual fortnightly meeting wa.s held in the Technical Schools, Bridge-
street, Birmingliam, on the 14tli instant,—Vice-President, Mr. W. J. Harri.son,

F.G.S., in the chair. There was a good attendance.
Messrs. G. Birkett and A. Towushend were elected as meinliers, and

Mr. Robinson was nominated for election.

Mr. J. H. Pkkaud read the rejiort of the excursion to Bridgnorth.

Well, gentlemen, althongh our Chairman calls for the leader's report of our
excursion ou Good Friday, we really had no leader, onr Mr. Welford Wng called
away on busincFS, so that the leadership was nil. As the time was too short to
appoint another to take h^s place, and each member who went was practically his
own loader, I have just dotted down a few notes 1 made at the time, which may bo
interesting to those who went and those who were left behind.
Tho start was made in glorious weather from Snow-hill Station with a contingent

of twenty-nine members, all told— our Mr. Uill kindly taking np the position of r«ar
guard— and arrivinir at Bridffnorth at thirty-live minates past ten. This is a fine old
town, man^ parts (hiting as far back as Kinx Alfred's daughter, Elfreda, who is stated
to have built tho Castle. The ancient name of the town was Bmgea ; it is bnilt
on tho banks of tho Severn, which divides the Upper from the Lower Town. After
ascendinjf the hill from the station most of tho members commenced taking the Town
Hall and Market-place— a very interesting relic of old buildinin^. Nearly all of them
seemed anxious to have this pietui-e, for every possible straight and auffolar pictaro
was attempted. The old " Swan Ion " next cnga^red our attention, with its swinffin^

signboard (there seems to be no fine for ol)structintf the streets, as here). Prooeeain^
on through the churchyard—the chun'li could not Ik) taken owinir to tho snrronndings
not giving room to get a picture, even with a wide-anplo lens—then down a series of
steps and slides, you might term them ; for what with low, narrow steps and sltppeiy

biuo bricks, many members had a fine ojiportunity for fancy drop-shutter work. We
then reached tho path by the rivor, passing alonif which nnmoroua pretty bits and
views were obtained, notably tho Hiph lloi'ks or "Tor, and Flood-jrates, Ac. Crossing
by tho ferry-boat, and then along the Appleby rojid, we cnme to the Cemetery.

_
Thia

is one of tho most picturesque spots ono could imagine for the nurpoM (a kind of

Swiss valley). Some of us ascende<l the path to tho top of tho High Rooks, finding

a splendid view therefrom. Descending, and following the road to tho bridge con-

necting the Lower and Upper Town, the diiferent apparatus were soon set to work
again. This gives a very good picture, with river and bridge as foreground, and the
houses on the other side rising in tiers np the rock. Stopped by St. Stephen's

Chimjh, &c., myself, with tho help of Messrs. Jaqucs, Taylor, «c., and a ferry-boat,

gained a very good effect. On crossing the bridge we fonnd an old timber hooso, said

to have been Bishop Percy's residence—tho date ou it is 1320 ; but in this pictnra, as
in most of tho street views, we were cnimpe<l by the narrowness of tho streets and
hills : in fait, as Venice is built on the sea, so Briilgiiorth may be said to be bnilt on
hills and iteps. There is one passage with a qusntity of steps cut thmugh the solid

rock from the Upper Town to the bridge ; the fonoer n sixty feet above too rivor and
bridge. We then sdjonmed for lunch, anil afterwanU proceeded to the Castle Bock,
on which stands St. Stephen's Church and tho remains of the Castle. This has been
twice besieged—once by Henry IL, and again by the Parliamentary forces during ths
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civU war in the reign of Charles I. During the aiege the Governoi- burnt the town to

prevent the assailants approaching under cover of the houses. It was eventually

t ikon and domolishcd, all but the tower. To destro.v it undermining was resorted to,

but the strength of the m.TSonry and depth of the fonudatiou only served to incline

it some seventeen degrees out of the perpendicular, in which position it now remains.

Many of the meml>ers took this in different positions. On passing round the Rock
by the splendid PromcTiade Walk, very good bird's-eye views wore found of the Lower
Towu, Bridge, and Eiver, which could bo seen winding its way through the surrounding

country. Wo then reached the main street of the High Town, where sundry bits of

views were had, such as the High Town Gate, which was once fortified, and finishing

up with a group outside our hotel ; and also a fine .subject for a lantern slide, " King
• George of Uridgnorth," entitled " King Lear ; or. Uneasy lies the Head which wears

a Crown "—our friend, Mr. F. C. Taylor, kindly consenting to be crowned on the

spot. Our repast was now ready for its by the host, Mr. Ensor, which was admirably
served, and gained cause for recommendation to friends passing that way.
Reaching the st.ation in time, Messrs. HoUiday, Lewis, Iliffe, and myself, alter-

nately had a shot at the whole party standing, sitting, and squatting on the opposite

platform. I don't know how they got on, but think tliat my old friends—Dallraeyer,

Ilford, and Be^ich— have helped me to win. Our tr.ain appearing, we entered the

carriage and came back to Bii-mingham, all well satisfied with our inaugural trip

of 18S7.
The number of pictures taken was 180 :—Ilford plate, 89 ; Fry's plate, 9 ; Wratlen's, 2

;

Verel, 10 ; Banart, 11 ; Eastman film, 53 ; Morgan & Kidd film, 6.

A uumber of exhibits were .shown by Messrs. Leesou, Harrison, Karleese,

Jaqu&s, and Pickard, of Briilgnoi'tli, Warwick, and other places, and taken
during the Ea.ster liolidays. Mr. Harrison also exldbited some very good photo-

grai)h.s on china plaques made liy Sani)ison, Bridgewood, & Son, Longton.
Mr. E. H. Jaqi'e.s then gave his paper on InsUmtoMcous Pictures and A2>pli-

ances. In tlie course of his remarks he said :

—

I find when showing or exhibiting photographs that the greatest attention was
CAlle<l to instantaneous pictures—the great viriety of subjects and naturalisation of

effects lent a greater charm to the ordinary land or seascape, such as sea-wave.?,

clouds, or ships, crowds of people and other living objects, and lately have turned
my attention to this class of work. I w'ill now proceed to show you how I got the
prize pictures and the apparatus, &c., by which those and all my rapid negatives are
done.

The lecturer commenced with the shutters, showing a large variety, beginning
with the original drop-shutter down to the most modern one.s of the present day,
but said he preferred, and always u.sed, the one made by Place. Tliis, to his

idea, gave very good exposure, both for foreground and sky, and almost any
speed can be got with it. Passing on lie came to tlie view finder, or rather
spot finder, to enable one to see, say, for example, when on board one steamer
to be sure of having another steamship on your plate even while the ves.scls

ai-e both tossing on tlie waves :

—

Having gathered from our Mr. Porter's lecture some little time back some valuable
hints as to composition and the strong (fnrtc) points of a picture, I made a light
wire frame and fastened across four black threads, forming a corresponding design of
these points. This I pla<!e on the front of the camera, and at tlie back, over the focus-
sing glass, I place a piece of flat brass, which, witli hole in centre, foi ms the eye-piece.
Now, having focussed for a certain distance, I insert the slide and open same, then
holding the camera by the hand (resting it on the logs to steady it) , I look through
the cyc-pieee at the frame with the crossed threads, and the moment the object
required conies across the points wanted, loose the shutter with the pneumatic release,
and the result is always correct.

He next si>oke of liaving had lii.s best successes witli Paget and Ilford rapid
plates, and recommended slow development, and gave the developer he uses.

A.
Cai'bonate of pota.sh 8 ounces.
Oxalate of potash
Water J....]'J."'.'.'.'.'.'.'.Z 30 "
Sulphuric acid 3 ^rops.

B.
Sul]ihate of iron ! ounces
Water .'

[Z."'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 10 „
'

Use one part of B to four parts of A.

.
To accelerate or complete the development, use drops as much as needful of

Bromide of ammonium 1 drachm.
Ammonia

!!!!!][!!! 1
Hyposulphite of .soda 10 grammes.

He also rccomnienaed the Paget developer. The lecture w°as interspersed
•witli numerous practical hints and illustrations, and was listened to with great

a ttention and benefit.

A loug discussion followed, in which Mr. Jaques gave great lielp, and the
meeting ended by the Chaiujian announcing tlie subject of tlie next piper bv
Mr. t.Birkett, I'riiUiiijbi/ Arlijicial Lit/lit.

ij
-

^
GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The usual monthly meeting of this Society was Iield on April 7 in the Philo-
sophical Society » rooms, 207, BaHi-street,-Mr. William Lang, iun., F.C.S.,
occupied the chair. &> J

>
>

Alter the preliminary Imsiness had been disposed of the following gentlemen
were elected members :—Arcliibald Watson, Peter Anderson, Adolf Schub.e,
Thomas Taylor, and R. B. M. Stewart.

'

lliereafter the nomiuation of ottice-bearcrs for next session took place.
Mr. G B,.:,.L .showed some prints which were verv mucli mottled, ami ex-

plained that up to tlie time of coming out of tlie fixing bath thev appeared all
right, but alter that the surface became quite soft, and got rubbed ort'in the
Kibsequeiit washing. He asked if any of the members could assign a cause
lor this, or it any one had been troubled in the same way? The generalommoii was that the silver bath was weak, and so caused the mottlinl com-

mw™ fi
'• ^'='

'

•i"^-'^"'-. stat'^'l tl'ot witli the same bath prints that had

wnifif. f> if""'
treatment were not injured in the least, and his opinion

H,b,t i,f •,
""'""'"""''^ ''"'"'' *"' "' **""• "' 1""1 '"-ouglit them with him,

,Z.i,^
would cause some di.scussion, luit seeing tliere was so much on the

at tills s','" ;**'''' '"
i"'"-??''',

'' ^°"^'l '* ''<'"''' "> ''"ow t''" ""'tt'^'- to drop
"t this stage and jiroceed with the other business.

Ihe PiiKSiDOT thereupon vacated the chair for the i.urnose of readini: his

ZwrandV^'un^^^^i "'"^
f"<;* ^«'«"-«"«» [this wifl appearin a f^tu^:numoeri, and Mr. Une acted as interim chairman.

Tlie paper in question proved of most exceptionable interest, tlie books men-
tioned therein being handed round for the inspection of the members.

At the close of the paper, Mr. UiilK said Mr. Lang liad given quite a history

of the illustrating of books with silver prints from the time of Talbot down to

the jn-esent day. The specimens of Talbot's were standing well while those liy

our own townsmen showed that Glasgow was not lagging liehind. He liojied Mr.

Lang would, early next session, bring forward the paper he hail promised on

Books lUmlratcd In/ Other Printimj Processes, which would be of as great

interest as the one they had listened to. He trusted the members would now
consider the meeting open, and that they would take advantage by making
any remarks or asking any questions they wished on the paper.

Mr. Bi:ll said that the valuable collection of books shown by Mr. Lang
to-night must have cost him considerable trouble and expense in gathering,

and he thought Mr. Lang was to be envied as the possessor of such a fine

series of illustrated books. It was a pity, however, to see so many of the

pictures fading.

Mr. Ahmstrong thought the bulk of the prints were not very far gone, con-

sidering the age of many of them, but he noticed in the later publislied books
the fading was most marked.

Mr. Stewart mentioned that one of the Ettrick Shepherd's poems had .some

beautiful illustrations by the London Stereoscopic Company, and he thought
the views by Frith were in the best state of preservation of any. In connec-

tion with Frith, he might state he had brought an album with some of his

Eastern pictures, and the members might see it at the close of the meeting.

Mr. BnowN thought the illustrations were in a better state of preservation

than many pictures done only twehe months ago ; he thought this was due to

the long toning they had received, depositing a quantity of gold on the surface

.of the ]U'ints.

Mr. UiUK then moved a vote of thaiiks to Mr. Lang for his excellent paper,

which was heartily responded to.

Mr. Lang liaving resumed the chair, a number of specimens of isochromatic
]ihotogi'aphy from Mr. B. J. Edwards, London, were passed round, and
elicited the praise of all present for their wonderful rendering of colours. One
especially, an oleograph, was considered conclusive evidence of the advantage
of isochromatic jilates when used instead of ordinary plates for copying
paiiitiug.s. This picture was of a most non-actinic colour, being composed
almost entirely of different shades of yellow, but yet with the use of these
plates had rendered an exceedingly good photogi'apli. When all had seen and
admired these specimens, a vote of thanks was given to Mr. Edwards for so

kindly sending them for inspection by the members.
Mr. Lang showed a number of early calotype negatives and prints from same,

which were said to be Talbot's, and after the members had examined these and
also the album brought by Mr. Stewart the meeting separated. It was to be

regretted, considering the interesting nature of the meeting, that there was not a
larger attendance.

*

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF INDIA.
A OENKRAi, meeting of the members of the Society was lieM on the 9th ultimo
in the reading-room of the Dalhousie Institute at fifteen minutes past nine p.m.
There was a good attendance of members.

Mr. John S. Gladstone, one of the Joint Secretarie.s, opened the meeting by
giving a short resume of the working of the Society since its birth. He said

that the Society was started in March, 1886, that Committee meetings had been
held from time to time, and that the present was the fourth general meeting.
At some of the earlier Committee meetings the question of holding a public ex-

hibition in Calcutta during the cold season of 1886 had been discussed, but it

was eventually decided to defer it until the end of the current year, and instead

to invite members to send specimens of their work for private exhibition. A
circular was accordingly issued to tliis effect. In response, about eighty pic-

tures had been submitted which were now on view in the room. 'The Com-
mittee considered that these iihotographs were certainly a credit to the
exhibitors. With regard to the I'uture, an enlarging lantern of the newest
design had been indented for from England, and would, no doubt, prove of

great use to members. Mr. Glailstone then called upon his colleague, Mr. A.
Flemming, to inform the meeting of the financial position of the Society.

Mr. Flem.'uinu said the Society at i)resBnt numberedabout sixty-five mcmlwrs,
and financially might be considered to be in a prosperous condition. He was glai 1

to observe that the number of members was increasing steadily. He regretted

that considerable delay had occurred in putting the Society on a working
footing. He was glad, however, to report that all difliculties had now been
overcome, and there was every reason to hope that the success of the Society

had been assured.

Sir Benjamin Simpson, M.D., who had kindly responded to an imitation
to address the meeting, then gave some vei-y practical and pithy advice on the

best means of devclojiing some of tlie objects for which the Society had been
inaugurated. The proposal to secure a central and convenient place for

members to meet, he thought, might be best arranged in communication with
Colonel Waterhouse. The old Bengal Photogi'aphic Society used to meet in

the rooms of the Asiatic Society, and he suggested that Colonel Waterhouse,
who was also President of that Society, niiglit be asked to use his interest to

procure for the Photographic Society of India the jirivilege of meeting in the
Asiatic Society's rooms. With regard to the jiroposed annual exhibition of

photogi'aphs, he was afraid that the attractions of the cold weather season
would render the exhibition in Calcutta hardly so successful as one in Simla.

But, on the other hand, the space at the rooms of the Simla Society of Fine Arts
was too limited to warrant Iiim lucoinmending the Photographic Society to

seek to hold their annual exhibition there, so, on the whole, he thought if the
Society made the exhibition a very interesting and varied one, by being liberal

in their pri/.e.s, Calcutta in the cold season would be the best jilace to hold it.

There were, however, many members living on the other side of India who
would be debarred from judging the progress of photography if these exhibi-

tions were restricted to Calcutta, and on this account he would suggest that

the best of the collection, including the prize jihotographs, should be sent

every year forexhiliition to Simla. "The young Society, he thought, should be

careful to attract uiembors by avoidance of anything tending to localise the
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ncope nf its iiscriilne.i!!. It wa.s iiidUpeniublc to siiccefui tliftt itK influenccn

slioiiM l>c felt tliroiiRhout Indin. It profciised to lieln all who c«rcd to cnitiark

on llic fiisciiiatiiig study of iiliotogrnjiliy, (iiid ho hiid no lioulit that thu Coni-

niitti'C would bear this in mind. A groat deal wiw to lie done by corres-

iiondence, csjiccially in the cxihango of good idiotograiihs ami apparatus
Iwtwcon nionilHjrs. He thought tliat an opportunity xhouhl lie sought to

foster the publication of whatever was interesting and prolitable, connected
not only with tho Society itself, but with photograjihy in India generally.

The proposal to send each member a copy of the pliotogra])h selected by thu
Committeo, as the best specimen submitted to the private exhibition, was an
excellent beginning of the real work now being done by thu Hociety. He
looked forwani to tho time when the Pliotographic Society of India would
have more than fulfilled the objects for which it had been inaugurated.

After a pleasant evening the meeting separated, having lirst proposed a vote

of thanks to Sir Benjamin Simpson for his advice.

Cone^s^JonUfnce.

THE EIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.
To the Editor.s.

Gentlesien,—With reference to Mr. Itattray's letter on this subject

in your last issue, I do not see that the instanco he gives re.specting the

cn^jraving of a copperplate to order, bears upon the subject at all. When
a client gives an order for a copperplate to be engraved for a business

card, or any other purjiose, he does so with a full knowledge that the

plate will be his own property; he is told the cost of tho plate and the

cost of tho cards, or what not, but with photograjihcrs this is not so.

When a client comes into the photographic studio and inquires the price

per dozen of cartes-dc-visile, or cabinets, as the case may he, ho is quoted
for wliat he asks, namely, the pictures and not the negative. Of course,

when a photographer fixes his i)rices he includes the cost of the negative
in his working expenses, as he does all other expenses incurred in the

execution of the work, but I fail to see tliat lie forfeits his right to the

negative for that reason. It has simply been /j/s means of producing the

work ordered. Upon the same principle one might give an artist an order

to paint a picture and then demand his brushes, as having been the means
of proilucing the work ; and I presume an artist, when quoting a price for

work, has to take into consideration the cost of his materials, the same
as a photographer or any other business man.—I am, yours, &c.,

73, Grorc-xtrect, Derby, April 18, 1887. E. J. Lovejoy.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With regard to the question of the ownership of the

negative, I remember some time back a case was tried regarding the

ownership of a negative of a building, the invoice having been made out,

—

To taking negative and — copies £
It was held on the face of the invoice that the amount charged included

the negative and it was ordered to be given up.

With regard to the ordinary practice, as the price list is for so many
copies, as soon as the copies are delivered and paid for the contract is

completed ; no reference having been made to the negative in the con-
tract it would appear the client cannot claim it.

In Paris a case has recently been heard in which Count D'Agoult
brought a suit against M. Adam Salomon, and claimed the negatives of

several members of his family, and judgment was given that a photo-
grapher cannot exhibit nor sell tlie portrait of his customers without their

consent, but it has also decided, on the other hand, that the negatives
belong to the photographer, and cannot bo claimed by the sitters.

I regret just at the moment I cannot recall the names ot the parties

interested in the first instanco quoted, but will have another search
through my papers, and if I can find the case will let you know at once.

—

I am, yours, A-c, G. S.

4

META-BISULPHITE OF POTASH.
To the EmxoBS.

GnxTLEMEX,—I must thttnk your correspondent, Mr. J. Whitfield,

whose letter I see ciuoted in your "Answers to Correspondents," for

reminding me that I ought to have mentioned in my paper on national

Development that the use of meta-bisulpliite ot potash entails an extra

amount of alkali in development. I was not aware before I read the said

quotation of the exact proportion of alkali neutralised by the acid, for I

never .actually tested it.

Ha\iHg made further experiments of late, I find that even half the

quantity of the potash salt will preserve the pyro, that is to say, half on
ounce of tlie bisulphite will keep one ounce of pyro in ten per cent,

solution quite clear for a long lime ; I have not yet got beyond two
months. Possibly even less of the potash salt will serve the purpose
practically. But in all eases Mr. Whitfield's warning must be kept in

mind, namely, that extra alkali is required. If the sulphite of soda, or
what is called " suliiho-pyrogallol," be over acidified the result will bo

the same. The reason is obvious and iJentical in the two cases.

My chief reason for preferring the potash to the soda solution is that

the former is more easily, speedily, and certainly prepared. The sodio

sulphite is used in larger quantity, is not easily dissolved, and require!
careful neutralisation with acid, while tho other is simply dissolrcfl with
complete ease and needs no further treatment. In u.se the one seems to
be as goml as the other.— I am, yours, &e., Anmikw I'iunoli:.
Langholm, April 16, 1887.

A FOKTHCOMING AMATEUK EXHIBITION.
To the EuiToiiM.

Gektlemen,—Will you allow us, through tho medium of your columns,
to acquaint those of your readers who may be amateur photographer*,
that it is the intention of this Company to hold its third Annual Inter-
national Photographic Exhibition some time during the autumn monthii,
particulars of which can bo obtained on inquiry? We purpose giving
away in prizes the sum of £')0 (in cash), together with a number ofgold,
silver, and bronze medals ; we have decided to make an entrance fee of
23. 6d., which sum, together with all donations collected from the boxes,
will be handed over by us in full to the Treasurer of the Photographers'
Benevolent Association. Last year some hundreds of amateurs competed,
and as we this year have every reason to anticipate an eqoal or even
greater success, we should be enabled to hand to the Association a fair

sum.—We are, yours, &c.,

The Steueoscoi'IC and PfloxooBAi'mc Compasy, Liuiteu,
54, Cheapside, London, E.C., April 19, 1887.

COLONIAL GRIEVANCES, Ac.
I'o the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I was very glad to see that a Colonial Photographic
Society took up the question of the trouble one experiences in obtaining
from England supplies of photograpliic material.

In 1881 I wrote two or three letters from Madras to a journal on the
same subject, and for a year or two after that time I continued to expe-
rience similar delay, but since 1883, I am thankful to say, I have dealt
with a firm who invariably owns receipt of letters and remittances by
return of post and sends out the goods within two weeks of receipt of

order ; another firm has also sent me out supplies of most excellent
sensitised paper with tlie strictest regularity.

"Monitor" implies tliat ordinary chemicals are as readily obtainable
in any of the big cities in the Colonies as in London. This is not the
case, for I have frequently tried to obtain such ordinary chemicals as
" sulphite of soda," " chloride of platinum," " bromide of zine," " chrome
alum," Ac, but failed so far as Madras and Bombay are concerned.

In your Journal of the 8th instant, there appears a communication
from Colonel Waterhouse, giving details of arrangements for developing
gelatine plates in hot climates. For many years in Madras I used
similar precautions, but early in 1880 I found I could develope my plates

withovt the use of ice at any staye, by merely adding to each two ounces
of developer thirty to sixty minims of chrome alum saturated solution.

With this addition I developed one dozen plates, one morning last

August, in Madras, when the temperature of my dark room must have
been considerably over 100°, and not a sign of blister or frill was to be

seen. The plates were Edwards's special instantaneous.—I am, yours,

Arc, Mai>ras.

9, Campbell-terrace, Southsea, April 20, 1887.

PHOTOGBAPHIC EXHIBITION IN AUSTRALLV

:

AN INVITATION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Will you kindly allow me space to infoi m members of the

many English Photographic Societies, that the Annual Exhibition of the

Victorian Amateur Photographic Association will be held in Melbourne
in the beginning of July next ?

I am authorised to invite contributions from British Photographic
Societies, the Committee guaranteeing the utmost care of all exhibits,

either returning the same, or, if so desired, will exchange print for print

for Australian pictures. Book and Parcels' Posts to the Australian

Colonies now render transition inexpensive, easy, and with careful pack-

ing, quite safe.

I trust this opportunity of extending the right hand of photo-

graphic fellowship will not be allowed to pass without result, and that

it may prove but the introduction to future courteous interchanges

between the Societies of the Mother Country and those of the Colonies.

All communications and consignments (which must leave by tho last

May mail at latest) should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. H.

Harvey, 83, Gore-street, Fitzroy, Melbourne, Australia. I shall be most
happy to supply any further information.—I am, yours, <tc.,

Edward W. Plrton, Custodian, Amateur Photographic

59, Rochester-road, Camdenroad, \.)V. Aisociation, Victoria.

Perkin, Snn, & Ravubnt wish us to call attention to a slight printers' error

in their lieginners Guide to I'hntoi/ruphi/. In the Tables of Weights,

Measures, ftc, on page 63, twenty minims are given as Iwing efjnivalent to

one fluid ilrachm ; this, of course, should read sixty minims equal to one fluid

drachm.
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iangtocrs to arorresponTiEntjJ.

PHOTOGBArHS Registkred :—

J. L. Denny, Daventry.— Tii-n jKirlraits of Mrs. Scil\ih Harrit.

B. Dnckmanton, Gainsborough.—roiir i)or(i-ai(!i(i/ Dr. Bagshair.

James Brown, Dundee.— 'i'uo yortmita of Rev. 1). Macrae.

a. W. TrVUson & Co., Aberdeen.— Ficra of Boaalyn CTiajie!, tc.

M. WHiTiNa—Receive<I.

Kkceived.—J. D. Cooper. In our next.

W. A. Bbice.—A private letter is being sent.

T. M.—The negative seems to he too tliiu. Give .sliortcr expcsure and developc

longer.

Thos.*K. Fatrlkss.—Tlie moonliglit effect is obtaiueJ liy the agency of dyes,

such as Judson's.

RiiCElVED.—We have received sanijiles of printing paper from several dealers

or makers. Among others two samples of exceedingly quick printing paper

from Marion & Co., on which we shall report next week.

A Subscriber.—The marks jiroceed from the silver not being uniform all over

the paper. Some of the sensitising solution has a])])arently flowed over the

paper a second in the form of streaks, or it may be across the back of the

paper.

Russell Steele.—Either the A, B, or C lenses will answer. The B will be

the more rapid in action, the A next, and the C the slowest. The last lens

named in your list is less suitable than either of the other three for standing

figures.

Tybo.—Yours is a decided case of halation. Tlie way to avoid it is to employ
plates with a thicker coating of emulsion, or to "tack " the jilates by coating

them with sienna mixed with water containing just sufficient dextrine to

jirevent the colour from rubbing off when dry.

Received.—Three steel portraits of Her Majesty the Queen, representing her

at the the ages respectively of eight, eighteen, and (presumably) twenty-eight,

liave been receiveil from the publisliers, Charles & Co., Salisbury-court, Fleet-

street. These will find favour with many persons.

W. W. H.—The suliscription for the Journal posted weekly to Germany for

a half year is 8s. 8d. The prints indicate taste in selecting the point of

view, but the foliage in the picture of the house is much too dark. Tlie

trout-stream is pictorially and technically excellent.

L. BouHQUiN.—You do not say what the clothes are stained with. Different

stains require different treatment. If the garments are very light in colour

it is possible that they will have to be dyed of a darker shade, as chemical
stains cannot always be removed without injury to the fabric.

F. B.— 1. You will not require a license for your stamp unless it bears a crest.

—2. If you have paid for a die to be engraved it should become your
property. Perhaps you are, however, only charged a .small sum for writing
on the stone.—3. To obtain more gloss, use the gum water stronger. Messrs.
Newman & Co., Soho-square, publLsh a work on colouring.

Square.^\Ve have referred to the article alluded to. It would take up a great
deal of space to go fidly into the matter, and it would not be of interest to

our readers. The subject is only interesting to a very few who follow a
particular branch of photography as a business, and they are well informed
on the point already. Perhaps one or other of them will give you instruction
for a consideration.

LoLO.—Tlie spots or markings are due to want of care in the fixing. Tlie
prints have been allowed to stick together while in the fixing bath, and so
set up a snliihurettiiig action, hence the yellow markings. The backs of the
prints show evidence of having been carelessly handled with fingers contami-
nated with hyposulphite of soda. Greater care in the manipulations will
avoid such markings in future.

G. Frost.—Very much will depend upon the aspect of the windows. One
thickness of ruby and one of orange will probably be sufficient. But if it

face the south another thickness of ruby may be required. The lenses named
will answer, though tliey will of course be much slower tlian a portrait com-
bination. The only houses we know for picture frames are those whose
advertisements ajqiear in the business pages of the Journal and Almanacs.

KuHN Bros.—We are not aware of any method by which the pajier can be
nia(le as sensitive as you require except by gelatino-bromide emulsion. To
avoid the gloss, the gelatine must be reduced to a minimum. Some of the
jiaper prejiared by the Eastman Company has very little gloss indeed, ami is

much used for finished work. If it were Dossible to obtain less gloss than
this ]>aper possesses the image would, no cloubt, have a "sunkeu-iu" and flat

ajipearance.

C. Rowland writes: "Would you kindly explain the following in the next
issue of your Journal ? A friend of mine took tno interiors a little while
ago of a chapel in the neiglibourhood ; he developed one the same evening

;

it vt'as much over exposed, and, to use his own words, ' the imace was on the
plate ftf/wc placing it ill the developer." I thought he must be mistaken.
A few days after he came into my room with liis plate box in liis hand, and,
not caring to develope the other of the two plates liecause it had had a longer
exposure than the first, took it out to throw away, when, looking at it,^he
called me, and on the plate I distinctly saw the window of the chapel with
the ga.s fittings which were between the window and camera. As we looked
at it it gradually faded away, and in less tlian three minutes was gone. If
you can elucidate this (to me) mystery you will much oblige."—When a
plate or part of a ]ilate (in this case the window) is very much over exjiosed,
it is not an unusual thing for the image to be faintly visil>lc before develop-
ment. The cause of its disapi)earance was that the action of the light on the
lilm darkened it and so buried the faint image.

Parchment.—1. For a license to lu-int ap]ily to the Office of Inland Kevenue.
—2. We cannot offer any suggestion relative to the parchment.

Ferrotype.—1. Tlie silver may bo precipitated as a chloride by adding solu-

tion of chloride of sodium.—2. An ordinary camera as described will answer
for ferrotypes.—3. Such a studio as described will serve for taking groups.

—

4. Trask's Practiml Ferroti/pes is an Auierican manual, which may be ob-

tained from or through Atkinson, of Liverpool.— 5. The quickest way by
which to produce prints is that described in an article in Almanac for

cun-eut year entitled JIow an Order was quickly Executed. [See page 229.]

C. M. B. asks : "Will the formula you give in the leading article of the last

number of the Journal for developing gelatine plates used for copying line

subjects, together with preliminaiy soaking in a two-grain solution of gallic

acid, suit equally a batch of plates which have been exposed to about double
the correct time ? If not, what course do you recommend me to ]iursue <

The subjects are landscajie and architectural."—The plan recommended will

possibly answer quite well. If tlie plates have a tendency to frill with the

potash developer then the aniiiioiiia may be substituted. If the ]>lates are

very much over exposed a still larger i)roportion of bromide must be used.

F. S. asks : "Can you help me out of the undermentioned difficulty? 1 have

some copying to do, and Iliave tried by wet process, but the fogging by the

carriers spoils everything. They have silver wire corners ; one is new ami the

other is old, but both give the same residt."—Tlie trouble complained of is

no doubt wliat is known as " oyster-sliell markings." One of the principal

causes of this evil is due to the collodion being of a horny and repellent

character. The best plan for our correspondent to pursue will be to add
some old and porous collodion to 'Jiat he is now using, drain the jilates very

closely before jilacing them in tlie slides, and to see that they rest on strips

of blotting-paper so as not to touch the woodwork of the carriers at all.

D. G. Thomson, M.D., writing from the t'amera Club, states a case apropos of

some remarks made by "Free Lance" in tlie Journal for March 11. He
says : "A lady went to Mr. Blank's studio in a suburb about this time last

year and sat for cabinet portraits in several positions. Six were ordered and
paid for, proofs were sent in due course, and so many copies ordered of each.

Unknown to and without the iiermission of the sitter, a large direct negative

was taken at the same time—I forget the size ; I should think IB x 12—and
a letter sent subsequently to the effect that Mr. had at the same time

taken a large photograph, and submitting a print of it for sale at three

guineas. Although ailmired as a picture by tlie laily and her friends, it was
refused. Again without the jiermission or knowledge of the lady, it was

sent to a certain photographic exhibition, and was awarded a medal for

portraiture. The lady's friends wrote to Mr. remonstrating with him
for taking this liberty, and received an unsatisfactory and evasive answer,

with a refusal even to make the amende hnnorahle of sending the lady a cojiy

of the picture. This shouhl be exposed, namely, the dodge of taking a

number of negatives, keeping the best one back, and submitting it later for

sale, it having already been ]iaid for as a sitting. He has furthermore

annoyed the lady ever since by prominently exhibiting tliis portrait in his

shop. No disagreeables would have arisen had Mr. liad the ordinary

civility and courtesy to ask permission first. Mr. cannot construe

the fact that on the lady calling at his studio one day he informed her that

her portrait was in the exhibition, and that he foisted two admission tickets

on her acceptance, into permission asked and granted. Will you kindly

inform me if by any means I can recover a copy of the sitting, which, as one

of the rest, was duly paid for, and also if I can cause Mr. to cease

exhibiting the lady's portrait in his shop?"—In the foregoing we have for

obvious reasons suppressed the name of the photographer, liis residence, and
the exhibition. We are sorry to have to say that this practice is not

altogether unknown even with firms of recognised respectaliility. There is

no cienying that it is highly reprehensible, and cannot be too strongly con-

demned. 'Concerning the legal aspect of the case, we invite expressions of

opinion.

Camera Ci.ud.—The subject for Thursday, April 28, is A I'.'itiloi/rciiihic

Tour to the f<jiaHi'sh Main, with lantern illastration.s, by Mr. Lyonel Clark.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,

April 27, 1887, will be Lantern Matters. Tliis is a lantern night. Visitors

are invited.

Photographic Society of Great Britain.—The next technical meeting of

this Society will take place on Tuesday next, April 26, at the' Gallery, 5a,

Pall Mall East, wlieii the subject of St'rijipinrj Films (with demonstrations)

will be brought forward.

Photographing the State Apart.mrnts at Windsor.—During the past

week Mr. William Brooks has been actively employed in taking negatives of

the State Ajiartments, and so far as he has yet gone he has, we learn, been
very successful. Mr. Brooks anticipates that they will make a fine lantern
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RECORDING TIME AUDIBLY.
It is confessedly troublesome to impress the eye into the marking

of brief periods of time, especially vphen that organ should bo

otherwise engaged. Those who have astronomical observations

on hand require the oar as well as the" eye to be on the alert.

It was probably some such feeling as this that prompted Mr.

Lyouel Clark to devise an audible time marker of the simplest

construction, yet most exact nature, which ho exhibited last

week at the Camera Club. It was only a pendulum and very

little more ; but that little was everything. Started into

action by a push of the finger, a well-suspended pendulum,

having a ball or bob of moderate weight, will go on oscillating

for a long period, until brought to a stop by the operation of

the law of gravity and the atmospheric resistance.

Mr. Clark's invention— if invention we may designate it

—

consists in supporting a half-seconds pendulum on a tabic stand,

on which stand projects, at a right angle to the motion of the

pendulum and a little below the pendulum ball, a slip of steel

or other hard sonorous metal, which when touched by any

passing body shall emit a sound partaking of the nature of a

ring, or at any rate a well-developed clink.

Suspended to the lower end of the pendulum rod is a bit of

string of, say, an inch in length, which sustains a bit of any

hard metal. Alas ! that we have to record it, but on this

occasion it was only a brace button, which will answer quite

well. This goes flipflap against the interposing strip of metal

and records its transit quite audibly.

To beat seconds there must be a distance of forty inches (less

a portion of an inch) between the point of suspension and the

centre of the pendulum ball, which gives ten inches as the

length of a pendulum rod that is required to indicate half

Iscconds ; and, as we have said, if the ball be of sufficient weight,

ivhen once it is started by a vigorous push it will continue

ribrating for a long time, recording half seconds audibly with

Pthe greatest regularity. It is immaterial whether the oscilla-

Hions of the penduhun be great or small, so long as the sus-

pended button strikes against the projecting bar, for the

vibrations are isochron.al, the long and short ones being per-

formed in equal time.

The .appliance here described, simple though it be, will,

we believe, conduce much to the comfort of those who are

conducting experiments which involve time exposures in the

laboratory, and Mr. Clark deserves thanks for bringing it

forward.

THE INTENSIFICATION OF GELATINE NEGATIVI-X
Since we wrote a fortnight ago on the subject of (lehttine

Plnlrx for Copying Liiu HtdijecM, we have had several proofs

that a satisfactory method of utilising rapid plates for tho

purpose is much needed; and though Mr. Bolas, in his dis-

course on photo-mechanical printing methods before tho Camera
Club on Thursday evening last week, made no allusion to the

production of tho negative, there is no gainsaying tho fact

that the operation presents difficulties to many.

So far as general practice is concerned, it is not found, as

we stated in our article a fortnight since, that ordinary rapid

gelatine plates lend themselves with any particular readiness

to tho purposes of black and white, or, indeed, other reproduc-

tions where extreme density is required, as for photo-mechanical

purposes. The reason of this is chiefly that the modem plate

is made for rapidity and softness of gradation rather than

for vigour and contrast, and that without some special mode
of treatment, such as th.at given in the article to which wo
refer, it is undoubtedly inferior to wet collodion. There are,

it is true, many methods of intensification, but all, or most
of them, appear to possess some objectionable features wliich

render their emjjloj-ment unpopular.

Our own [jredilection has always been, as we have frequently

st.ated in these columns, in favour of what is known as " silver

intensification," that is, the employment of an acidiKcd solution

of pyrogallol to which a small quantity of silver nitrate is

added. The results obtained by this method are, we think,

beyond all doubt superior to those obtained by any other, and

its only fault, if fault it really be, lies in the care which is

necessary in order to avoid staining the negative. This stain

is as easily preventable .as any other kind of stain, and when

the negative has been successfully intensified, the imago, as

wo have proved by the test of seven or eight years, is reason-

ably, if not absolutely permanent, a distinct contrast to many
other modes of intensification, which, it they do not lead to

immediate discolouration, lay tho seeds for subsequent and

not very distant decay.

Consequently, on our predisposition in favour of silver inten-

sification, wo hailed with delight a novel method for which

most favourable claims ai-e made in the report of the Photo-

gi-aphic Society of Philadelphia in anotlwr column, and lost

no time in putting the process to a careful tost, but with,

we regret to say, an almost total want of success. In fact,

wo cannot help thinking that the plan as detailed in the

report has got unfortunately muddled, for a more extra-

ordinary want of agreement between results i)roinised and

obtained it would be difficult to find, while the conditions

laid down are equally surprising.

In principle the method involves the substitution of gallic

acid for pyro, and this is the feature which sjiecially attractctl

us, though it is by no means new, M. Jiistr/emlKski having
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some years ago published a process specially adapted to gelatine

plates in which gallic acid, acetic acid, and silver were em-

ployed, the silver solution being acidified previous to its

mixture with the reducing agent. But in the method which

comes to us from Philadelphia a diftcrcnt course is adopted,

the negative itself being submitted to a preliminary acid bath

previous to the application of the gallo-nitrate solution, which

is used unrestrained. Now, as a consequence, the intensificr

depends entirely upon the quantity of acid absorbed by the

negative film for any restraining influence to prevent abnormal

reduction. The solutions of silver and gallic acid, if mixed

before application to the plate, become instantly discoloured

and muddy, a condition which increases as the operation

proceeds, and consequently tends greatly to staining the

negative.

Further than this, the preliminary acid bath so far from

reducing the chances of staining by contact of silver with

unremoved hypo, actually increases the probability, since any

hypo remaining on the film would be resolved into dangerous

sulphur compounds more to be avoided tlian the hypo itself.

There is, moreover, apparently some discrepancy in the re-

spective quantities of the different acids mentioned in con-

nection with the preliminary bath, for ten minims of even the

strongest nitric acid can scarcely be accepted as a fair

equivalent for one ounce of citric acid ; nor can the latter, a

definite crystalline substance, be compared weight for weight
with such a variable and uncertain liquid as " acetic acid."

But perhaps tlie most serious objection to the preliminary
bath consists in its other constituent—the chrome alum. The
immersion of the plate in a solution of chrome alum of the
strength of one ounce to the pint, or upwards of twenty grains

to the ounce, exercises such a hardening effect upon the film

that all chemical or intensifying action is practically arrested,

and the only effect of even a most prolonged immersion is to
stain the image, and so give it a fictitious appearance of greater
density. The fixing ojicration, too, is so seriously prolonged
from the same cause that despite the combined hardening
effects of the chrome alum and the gallic acid, frilling can
scarcely be prevented.

Even greater anomalies exist in the intensifying solution
itself. Stock solution A we are told is composed of 120 grains
of gallic acid dissolved in one ounce of alcohol, or, roughly, one
part in four, and one drachm of this solution is to be used to
each ounce of intensificr. But in the first place we do not find
it possible to dissolve anything like the quantity named, and
even when the alcohol is allowed to take up as much as it will
a portion of it is precipitated when water is added. If the
strength of solution were correctly stated then the dose of
gallic acid—fifteen grains to each ounce of intensificr—is an
unmistakably "stiff" one and one that will scarcely recommend
this method on the score of economy. Add to this that the
proportion of alcohol in the intensificr is so large—one drachm
to the ounce—that the film partially rejects it, a circumstance
that acts as a further an-est to chemical action as well as
tending to inequality of action, for the solution rims off the
plate in the same "greasy " manner that the silver bath does
from a freshly dipped collodion plate.

Then, lastly, as we have pointed out, neither the gallic acid
nor the silver solution contains any restraining acid, conse-
quently, instantly they are mixed the silver commences to suffer
reduction. The discolouration that ensues is not of the
character that occurs when nitric, acetic, or citric acid is

present and when the solution, though it darkens, remains per-

fectly clear for a considerable time. On the contrary, the result

is a filthy mixture of a dirty black colour, that from the firat

leaves a dense sediment adhering to both developing dish and

plate, and which is in itself sufficient to ruin any negative how-

ever good.

As the result of our experiments it will not surprise our

readers, then, if we say that the method as giveu has proved an

entire failure, though, be it said, we do not imply that gallic

acid properly applied cannot bo employed for the purpose, and

perhaps with certain advantages over pyro. But the preliminary

bath as at present recommended, and the absence of restrainer

in the intensifying solution, entirely destroy any possible

advantages derivable from the Philadelphia formula.

As an example of the working of that formula we may quote

an actual experiment. A plate was cut in half and one portion

treated witli six successive portions of freshly mixed gallic acid

and silver solutions during a i)eriod extending over nearly

three hours, the solution being replaced when it seemed im-

possible for it to discolour any more. The final result was

simply an alteration of the general colour of the negative

arising from the staining of the film, and when printed from

the two halves of the negative showed precisely the same

amount of contrast, though the "intensified" portion took three

times as long to print.

We may shortly return to the subject of gallic acid intensifi-

cation, but at present we can scarcely recommend the adoption

of the plan referred to.

BACKGROUNDS BY THE "POWDER PROCESS."

Ix recent articles we have given the practical details for pre-

paring backgrounds by two different methods, namely, in flatted

oil and in distemper colour. AVe now propose to describe a

third plan, which, for want of a better name, we shall designate

the "powder" or "dusting-on" method—terms not altogether

unknown in photography—inasmuch as the colour is applied to

the canvas in a dry and powdery condition.

The principle of the method is this. The pigment, as a

powder, is mixed with an adhesive material, also in the dry state,

and then applied to a moist fabric and well incorporated with it.

Hence, when finished, the colour becomes fixed. By this system

a background may be produced which is equally as efficacious as

by either of the previously described methods, while, at the same

time, the plan possesses this advantage over them, namely, that

graduated tints may be obtained without difficulty. It may be

mentioned that backgrounds made by this process are not quite

so durable as those in oil colours, but they are equal in durability

to those in distemper, if, indeed, they are not much superior.

The powder process has the further advantage over the flatted

oil or other methods, that, in case of injury, the background

can easily and quickly be repaired, very frequently without a

fresh application of pigment.

Furthermore, the manipulations are so simple that the novice

is scarcely likely to fail, even with his first attempt, which can

hardly be said with reference to either distemper or flatting.

This process, though a very old one, does not appear to be very

generally known. It was introduced first, we believe, by ^Mr.

A. H. Wall more than a quarter of a century ago, and it has

since then been vended, for a substantial fee, as a " secret pro-

cess." Here is tlie method of procedure.

A piece of unbleached sheeting, such as that generally used

for backgrounds, is strained on a wooden frame in the usual

manner. Next the colour is prepared. The particular pigments
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employed will, of course, depend upon the tasto of the operator.

Colours such us those uEod for distemper will answer quite

well. Common whiting, lampblack, umhcr, Vonetiuu rod, are

all good pigments for tiic purpose. Whatever colours are used

it is essential that they Vmj reduced to a state of fine powder,

and then blended to the tint desired. When the right tint is

obtained, a small quantity of dextrine is added and intimately

niixcil. The proportion of dextrine to bo added cannot be

definitely stated—for the same reason that the exact quantity

of size required for distemper could not bo given in a former

article—so much is dependent upon the pigments employed.

One or two experiments on a small scale will determine the

matter, paiiicularly as a wide margin is .allowable. If too little

dextrine be added the colour will rub off when the background

is finished. An excess, however, within very wide limits, will

bo of little moment ; therefore, it is better to en- on the side of

using too much than too little.

It is a good plan to prepare a large quantity of colour at a

time, as it will keep indefinitely if preserved in a dry place.

The advantage of doing this is, that if at any time a lighter or

darker background be desired, all that is necessary will be

to take some of the stock colour and add to it either some white

or black according to the shade required. The colour is

applied as follows :—

•

The frame, with the strained canvas upon it, is laid flat upon
the floor. The fabric is then evenly wetted with water, not

merely damped, be it understood, but made thoroughly wet.

The best plan of accomplishing this is to sprinkle it well with
water from the fine rose of a garden watering pot. After the

wetting, it is advisable to rear up the background for a time
in order that the moisture may evenly diffuse itself in the
fabric and also allow the excess of water, if any, to drain out.

Next, the background is returned to its horizontal position, and
the dry colour sifted over it from a fine sieve. When the

surface is coated with a tolerably even layer of the pigment, it

must be vigorously l)rushed into the canvas with a stiff brush,

using a circular motion. The most convenient brush to em-
ploy for the purpose is an ordinary clothes brush with a

handle. The great point to be attended to in this operation

is to work the colour well into the canvas. The colour

should be in the body of the fiibrics, and not merely on the

surface. When the colour has been well worked in, and the

surface appears fairly even all over, the background is reared

up and allowed to dry. It will then be finished. If by
chance, when the background is dry, it appears uneven, the

inequality arises from too little pigment being applied in

the first instance. In this event the background must be

rewetted, more colour sifted over, and the brushing-in re-

peated.

If a background with a graduated tint be desired, it is

more easily produced by the powder process than by any other,

all that is necessary in this case being to take some of the

stock colour and make an addition to it of some more black, or

white, according to requirement, then, by sifting on the

different shades on such portions of the background as are

required to be lighter or darker, and afterwards blending

them ill the brushing, the most perfect gradations may be

secured. In all cases, in shading more j)articidarly, it is

essential that the brushing is done in a circular direction.

If a background, produced by this method, happens to get

injured, say by abrasion or from water coming though the

roof of the studio, the damage can be easily repaired. This

is done as follows ;—The background is placed on the floor

and evenly wetted as in the first instance. Then, after resting

for a short time so that the colour and dextrine may become
thoroughly moistened, the surface is gone over vigorously with

the brush. After this treatment the background is reared up
and allowed to dry, when it will be found restored to its

original condition. In repairing an old background in this

manner, the precaution should bo taken that the whole of

the adherent dust, if any, is removed before the water ie

applied.

We are pleased to put on record a brief note we have received from
Mr. M. Carey Lea, who, writing from Aslihoume, Pennsylvania,

U..S..\., s.ays :
—" Your correspondent, 'E. Y. E.,' who suffered from

ophthalmia and ' nearly lost his eyesight,' should, if he returns to the

practice of photography, be extremely careful of the sort of light he
works by. This is far more likely to be the explanation than use of

ammonia. Also should be cai-eful about suddenly leaving the dark

room and passing into a strong light. Two thicknesses of bright and

deep yellow-green glass would suit for him, using gas behind them,

not daylight."

SoiiK considerable portion of tli(> correspondence columns of our con-

tempor.iry the EnijUsh Mechanic were recently devoted t« the old

question of the removal of silver stains from the hands. It is veiy

singular that tlie one way of all others which succeeds the best should

not be universally known, but it is yet true that the simple method of

treating the stain, whether upon the hands or upon linen, with a solution

of iodine, followed by a further treatment with solution cf cyanide or

of " hypo," even now is by no means commonly practised. It is true

the hypo solution acts slowly, and that cyanide is objected to by

manv, but strong ammonia solution applied to the iodine- treated spot

will almost instantly get rid of the brown stain, leaving in its place a

slight greyish white, which would not be noticed ; but it will not

remove the silver stain a'* one writer states. Iodine, dissolved in

water by the aid of iodide of potassium, is far cheaper and much
better than " tincture of iodine."

TiiK old developing solutions, when used with silver solution, were

tlie most fruitful causes of silver stains, but these were of a very

different character from those brought about by contact with simple

strong solutions of silver, such as that used for the printing bath, for

instance. Once dried upon the hands these are by no means quickly

removed.

Still, nowadays, silver stains arj so rare that they may be looked

upon almost as things of the past ; but, as every practical photo-

grapher is aware, pyro without sdvar bringj staiuj of a very dis-

agreeably persistent nature. They are, however, quickly rem jved by

moistening the hands with a dilute solution of almost any acid

—

hydrochloric, nitric, oxalic, citric, &c. It must be observed, though,

that after cleansing the hands in this manner they must ba very freely

washed in water, preferably hot, for if this precaution be not taken

the stains wlU reappear under the use of so.ip and water.

Thk long talked of Congress of Astronoiuors has bacome a realit;-,

and the opening ceremony was a great succms. The Congr>."8s, as

our readers are aware, his b33a ciUod together by the French

Government to arrange a system for obtaining a photographic map
of t'.ie heavens, and the plan has hiaa greeted in the most enthusiastic

manner by all eminent astronomers. The French Minister of Foreign

Affairs addressed the gentleman present at tlie opsning ceremony,

and spoke most strongly upon tlu importance of the subject. " You
are," he said, " with a fruitful and cortUal understanding about to

arrange for the execution of a map of the sky whose e.xactitude will

exceed not only everything hitherto achieved, but also everything one

dared even to have dreamed of before the present day."

TnM Congress soon set to work. Admiral Mouchez, Director of the

Paris Observatory, being elected Honorary Pre--ident, and Professor
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0. von Struve, Acting President. A series of resolutions was passed,

the first and last of wliich only we need quote. Tliese were (1), " The

proirress realised in astronomical photography renders it absolutely

necessary that the astronomers of the present century should under-

talje a conjoint photographic record of the heavens." (3 b), " To fix

upon the best means to utilise at the present time the various data

lurnished by pliotographic processes."

WiTU rej-ard to processes of pbotogr ipby for this purpose, Admiral

Mnuchez in his late report gave some interesting data as to his

experience with quick plates, and at the last meeting of tlie Royal

Astronomical Society Mr. Gill, in liis brief account of stellar worli

done at the Cape, made a very important announcement upon the

subject. He had been using an English made plate of recognised

great rapidity, but had been informed by Captain Abney that they

could be replaced by plates of his invention which work eight times

as rapidly. This is

as great a gain upon

the ordinary rapid-

ity of dry plates as

were dry plates

upon wet collodion;

it is therefore to be

hoped that the new
plates may be avail-

able for general
work.

portion to a straw arrow, which was then quickly shot out from a

crossbow, leaving a trail of the delicate fibres behind.

La Nature last

week had a sei-ies

of four excellent

wood engi'avings

from photographs

of the moon taken

by tlio Brothers
Ilenrv, and if they

in any way resemble

tlie (iriginal pliolo-

griipbs lliey are a

great advance upon
previous work of

the sort. Quick

gelitine plates were

uied, and, although

tlie moon photo-

graph was of such

i-Uo that if the

whole surface were

repre.scn tud I he n>ap

would be almost

threu-rjuarters of a

yard across, the exposure given only reached a dozen seconds. The
negative was taken with the aid of an eye-piece, as it was considered
preferable to enlarge at the first operation rather than to first take a
negative with the object glass alone and then enlarge it.

A NFW method of preparing gratings for light analysis was suggested
by Mr. C. V. 13oys at a recent meeting of the Physical Society. He
found that some fine threads of spun glass and other substances he
hid made would, when placed side by side in the threads of fine

screws, a-it like a diffraction grating and give banded spectra of white
light. Mr. Boys's experimental results in the production of these
fibres were most remarkable : he did not confine himself to glass, but
tried melting and drawing out into these fine filaments quartz,
sapphire, ruby, garnet, felspar, &c. With glass he was able to obtain
fibres of less than the ten-thousandth of an inch thick

; with quartz
the marvolloua fineness of less than the one-hundred-tliousandth of
an inch was attained, and these latter fibres were what he used for
the diffraction grating. He obtained this exceedingly fine texture in
his threads, not by the quick spinning of a wheel, but by meltin" the
substances with an oxyliydrogen blowpipe, and then attachiuf' a

PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRIES.

The Photographic Facioby of Mbssbs. Maeion & Co.

Situated in Chase Side, in the outskirts of the pretty northern

suburban village of Southgate, is the new factory erected by Messrs.

Marion & Co., of Soho-square, London, in which to carry on their

various departments of a somewhat ramified business, so far as such

departments embrace the preparation of sensitive plates, paper, and

the many things which are cognate to these. The factory, although

in full working operation and giving employment to numerous hands,

can scarcely yet be said to have reached its ultimate state of com-

pletion, as at the time of our visit there were indications of its scope

being in course of

still further ex-

tension.

The location is a

very delightful one,

overlooking a rich

valley which sepa-

rates Chase Side

from Winchmore
Hill, a tract of

country now be-

coming closely

studded over with

the villas of London

men of business,

who, cooped up in

their oIKces during

the day, find the

hygienic counter-

action in the pure

airof these northern

.-Inpes.

A\'hen we fay

that the Marion

factory has been

designed by Mr.

Alexander Cowan,

who is the resident

manager, our rea-

ders will readily

comprehend that

it is just as perfectly

adapted for its pe-

culiar requirements

as it is possible for

such a place to be. Everything had been so carefully thought out and

planned, every end having its means so well adapted for it, that when

the administrative services of architect and builder had been com-

pleted there was not found anything of which the wish could have

been expressed that it had been otherwise.

On the occasion of a visit to this elegant factory one day last week,

after entering the grounds we were first ushered into Mr. Cowan's

sanctum, which partakes in some degree of library, laboratory, and

plate-testing room—a species of tria juncta in uno place—which, by

the way, consists of more than one room. As might be anticipated,

we have here, almost by the wave of an imaginary wizard's wand,

either full daylight, total darkness, or a flood of non-actinic light, at

option. There are drawers in wliich plates, either singly or in the open

box, may be temporarily stored away for consecutive testing by lights

in convenient proximity, yet which when closed are actuated by auto-

matic lid closers, by which the contents are safe even .should the

drawer be opened in strong light. In close proximity is the testing

light, consisting of a gas flame in a recess with a reflecting shield so

arranged as to prevent any liglit being transmitted by the yellow

papier window in front save what is reflected from the back of the

recess. Stabilitv of illumination is thus ensured combined with

i
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perfect safety. But when an exposure ia to be made the front screen

is witliilrawn and the reflectinfi mask so rotated n» to allow the direct

(raslight to stroniii into tlie apartment. The utility of this was demon-
strated ill actual practice in course of our visit while some plates were
biing tested.

The plates are coated by hand. The operators sit at the end of

tables on which, by systems of endless bands, each plate when coated
and laid down is quietly removed out of sight in front. Subsequent
investigution showed that this table is about forty-live feet in length,
and that by the time each plate emerges from a species of tunnel at

the far end the emulsion has set and the plate is in a position to

be transferred to a framed rack which, when loaded, is conveyed into

the drying rooms above. At the time of our visit arrangements
were in progress to increase the output of the plates by adding
more coating tables to those mentioned. ^Vs there is ample space at

command there need be no limit to the coating capabilities of the
establishment.

I'rocceding to the room above, in which the plates are dried and in

which, owing to the darkness, we had to grope our way by feeling

rather than by seeing, we were made aware of the iidiriirable system
adopted for securing an ascending current of filtered air. This is done
by a series of bent porcelain pipes let in through the wall at short

intervals apart. The current admitted by these, after being filtered to

ensure the absence of all dust, ascends through the drying racks and
passes out at the top of the roof through apertures securely trapped to

prevent the ingress of light.

The motive force is derived from a two-horse power gas engine, which,
in addition to supplying all the power otherwises required in connection
with the manufacture of plates, also drives tiie dynamo, situated in
close contiguity, which furnishes the electricity for the lighting. The
electric lighting system is supplemented by a storage battery, which
proves the " friend in need " on any occasion when the engine has
ceased running for the iiigiit. This storage bitteiy will act for eight
hours after tlie stoppage of the engine.

We inquired as to the means employed for packing the sensitive

plates, and were shown large rolls of tissue-paper which were under-
going a species of baking to ensure the last traces of moisture being
thoroughly eliminated.

The coppers (of which there are three) in which the emulsion is

made are formed of porcelain. They are of large dimensions, and are
set in galvanised jackets, the mechanical arrangements being such as
to enable a steady heat being maintained at any desirable temperature.
One part of the factory is relegated to the preparation of albumenised

and ready sensitised paper. This is lighted through yellow windows,
which permits everything to be plainly seen without subjecting the

paper to any harm. The paper is sensitised sheet by sheet, and is then
directly transferred to the preservative solution, on which it is floated

for a definite period, and thereafter suspended by clips on racks until

dry, when each is subjected to a calendering operation, previous to

being sent to the packing room in which they are put up for the
market.

In another room we witnessed the operation of duplicating negatives,

both indirect and reversed position, according to the method of printing
to which they were to be applied. Carbon printing, both on paper
and on opals, was here also being carried on, on quite a manufacturing
scale, for, as our readers are doubtless well aware, Marion & Co. supply
prints as well as the materials by which photographs are made. A
Jubilee portrait of the Queen was the subject that was engrossing
the attention of all hands when we were there, and it was being
printed in a variety of sizes and by a variety of processes, both on
opal and paper.

The factory, taken either as a whole or in detail, is singularly
complete and well adapted for the various operations that are carried

on. System, order, and method prevail throughout.
We give a view of the premises on previous page.

VARIATIONS IN " STRIPPERS."
I riKD no difficulty in cordially endorsing what I see in the first

article of The Bniiisu Jorii.VAr, of l'noTorinAPny of April 8
regarding " the stripping film," and it was to my great regret that I
had to slip away from the chair (where I only landed by an over-

sight (if my own) at the London and Provincial Photographic Amoci*-
tion meeting, when Mr. Wollattoii was demonstrating, in his able
and happy way, the processes employed in producing a stripping film
negative. But during even the too short time 1 was present at the
said meeting I managed to swallow and partly digest two things:
first, a beef-steak, which is of no con.sequence now; second, the fact
that great minds do not often run in exactly similar grooves. The
leading article referred to corroborates the latter conclusion, and
the two combined—Mr. Wollaston's demonstration and the leading
article—cause me to write a few notes I have made during my now
fairly extensive practice with the stripping films made by the
Eastman Company. I am not going to write a bellicose article,

for I agree with all that is found in the "leader," and Mr. Wollaston
is in this particular line far too big a man for a little fellow like me
to flout.

It has at times come to my knowledge that when a process has
been in its infancy, rules too hard and fast have frequently deterred
people from trying that process, the reason being either want of
convenience, or time, or pluck, on the part of the would-be beginner, or
else the stubbornness that has characterised our race ever since the
days of that Biblical gentleman who was quite willing to bathe
in any river except the particular spa recommended to him. My
endeavour shall be to give such Naamans a choice of watering-places,
and they can go in with their clothes on if they like, for one of ths
points of this process is that you do not need to " strip " unless you
like. If, on developing o negative, you do not altogether fancy it,

there is no necessity to proceed any furtlier with it; it will make,
jierhaps, an ordinary paper negative, oiled or unoiled, as wished. Or
the negative, preferably unoiled, may be dried and a print taken
from it so that the qualities may be judged, and this is a greater
advantage than some may think. Though 1 have, as I hinted above,
considerable exjierience in strijjping films, I cannot always be certain

what sort of result I have got until I take a proof, and as collodion

and "skins" are not to be hadr/ratk,! can recommend this precaution
to beginners when at all in doubt as to whether they have got a
medal negative or a fit subject for the fire. The negative must not
be alurainated, but well washed and dried. If a satisfactory print be
tlio result, the negative must be thoroughly wetted once more, and
can then be squeegeed and stripped as if we had never doubted its

excellence.

Mr. Wollaston was pretty emphatic in his preference for soda
development over ammonia. I have developed with soda, potnsh,

the two mixed, ferrous oxalate, ammonia, hydrokinone and potash,

and other developers, and I greatly prefer ammonia and pyro to all the

others. This is an old story. I have always preferred ammonia to

other developers. I'robably the variation lies in the man and not in

the chemicals. I mention this not in contradiction to Mr. Wollaston,
but to show that at all events it is a matter on which there are two
opinions. If the films could only be developed to perfection with one
developer, tliat would be a stone to heave at the process. Mr.
Wollaston has produced splendid negatives with his soda, so have I

with ammonia. Mr. Wollaston loves his soda, while " ray heart is

true to Poll," that is, ammonia. My only reason at present for my
preference is a general one. Not long ago I had a particular reason,

namely, that I had on idea that ammonia was less likely to cause
insolubility of the substratum than soda when mixed with the tanning
pyrogallol. Briefly, then, I may affirm that any developer which
works well with gelatino-bromide plates will work equally well with
these films.

I now pass on to other alternatives open to us in the stripping pro-

cesses. The plate that is to carry the film after development and
before stripping may be variously treated. The commonest and
simplest and speediest method is to talc and collodionise the plate.

But at certain times—for reasons I have not yet exactly run to ground
—the film at a later stage has left the plate before I was quite ready
for it. This is an important point sometimes, as for instance when
the film, minus the paper, is intended to remain a long time or for

ever on its glass support. In this case the plate should not be rubbed
with talc, but coated with a thin solution of pure indiarubljer in

benzole, also pure, and then coated with collodion. A compromise
which I always make now is to edge the plate with rubber solution

after the talc and before the collodion. This was suggested to me by
my friend Mr. Jackson, of the Eastman Company, and 1 find it most
valuable. The film never springs prematurely, though when required

it always rises to the occasion. The collodion 1 have always used is

Mawson's enamel, but it is better to thin it with ether and alcohol

(four ounces of the solvents in equal parts to one pint of the plain

collodion). I see it sometimes recommended to add a small quantity

of castor oil ; I have had enough of that very valuable medicine, whicn
may make collodion " tough," but has rather a different effect on me I
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Anyliow, I have never used " ol. ric." in combination with collodion.

This " talcing" and coating of glass plates might at times be incon-

venient, but 1 find that the plates when coated with collodion, (f they

are well washed as soon as thorouglily set, may be dried oH and stored

aw.iy till required. I confess I was doubtful of this system until I

tried it on a negative of no value which had itself been thoroughly

dried. I made both the film negative and the coUodonised plate

thoroughly wet, squeegeed them together, and had no trouble what-
ever in stripping off the paper in water at the same temperature as I

use for tlie ordinary routine of stripping work. But, (1), the solvents

must be entirely washed out of the collodion as soon as it sets
; (2), tlie

paper film must be completely wetted before squeegeeing, and if any
part of it had ever been dry it must all have been equally dry. Tiie

possibility of coiiting a lot of plates at a time and lieeping them till

required is v.aluable for the many who can only get chance moments
for their photographic work. I do not recommend the system ; I only

state its feasibility.

I am sometimes asked it there is any advantage in having the water
for stripping very hot, say up to 200'. I do not think there is any
advantage in such hot water, nor have I ever found any harm to arise

from it. So long as the water is hot enough to separates the paper in

about two minutes I am quite happy. One of the drawbacks to tlie old

process, before the collodion was introduced into the " new," as I call

it, was that the water required to be very hot indeed, sometimes
unbearably so. Nowadays my water is not usually over 120° Fahr.

After the paper either floats off or has been carefully removed, the

film ought to be nibbed all over under the tap witli either a broad
camel-hair brush or tlie pads of tlie fingers. I prefer the latter, for if

there is any grit or foreign matter on the film I feel it and beware, or

remove it accordingly. But it is important to rub it somehow, in

order to clear away stained pieces of the substratum. The alum and
acid bath wliicli follows this washing produces one of the most
delightful changes with wliich I am acquainted. The plate goes in a

leper and comes out an Adonis. Pears 's soap and Madame Kachel are

fools compared with the alum (saturated) and II CI (one ounce to about
one gallon of alum solution).

Now I come to another variation in practice permissible with this

proces.?. The " skin," which as the leading article says is " composed
of gelatine and glycerine," poured out upou a ground-glass surface,

set, dried, and .stripped, has two sides, one matt, the other .'^mooth and
shiny. If the matt surface is squeegeed next the film its mattness
disappears ; therefore, when my negative is hard I put the matt surface
next the film. If my negative is thin 1 do the contrary, I leave the
matt outside, and it acts like grouiid-gla?!. And the finished negative
can be made hird or horny, or limp and flexible, according to tlie

amount of glycerine put in the water in which tlie skin is soaked.
The glycerine in the skin will dialyse out if the soaking water has no
glycerine in it ; this, of course, will result in a horny negative film.

And per contra, a largo quantity of glycerine in the water, especially
in hot weather, will cause the stripped film to be limp. Here ajfain
we have a power of choice in the character of our finished film.

The .'^kin need not be attaclied to the film at all until it is desired.
The film may be dried on its glass support, may be printed from, or
worked upon, or copied before the skin is attached to it. This I have
repeatedly done. But before putting on the skin the film must, as
before, be thoroughly wetted, else mischief will occur. This is

another feasible but not advisable proceeding. There is no fear of
failure if proper care be taken to wet both film and skin, but I have
known cases where proper precautions have not been taken, " hinc ilia;

lacryma."

After the skin and the film are quite dry, we have another series of
alternatives. AVe may cut round the negative and strip it at once,
or we may seal it hermetically between layers of collodion by coating
the skin with collodion, allowing to dry, and then stripping. This I
do witli all my good negatives. I hear that professional gentlemen
are afraid of negatives in this state, but were I of the number of pro-
fessionals I should prefer these negatives sealed from dust and damp,
unbreakable, not bulky, light, and beautiful, to any sort of glass plates.
However, " Every man to his own gout."
The skin may be varnished with an ordinary negative varnish if

•wished. But if heat is required for the varnish then the plate
originally must have either a coat or an edging of indiarubher, as the
heat will cause the film to spriii;^ almost to a certainty. But while I
have been writing this I have stripped a film collodionised on one side
and varnished on the other, and on former occasions I liave, with cold
crystal varnish, coated both sides of films. This latter operation,
however, requires some dexterity, as the film, when loose, is apt to
rise and curl on the application of the variiisli even if cold. I should
like to know of something more durable, less heavy and bulky, less
destructible, in fact, more satisfactory than one of these films.

It is true that the Eastman Company hold patents covering the
manufacture of these films. It is just as well that some firm should
command the manufacture, for the pieparation of the films is a matti'r

of very great difficulty, and requires very accurate machinery. And
the very fact of such care Ix-ing necessary makes our work all the

more easy and certain when we do get the tissue, which getting of

the tissue is perhaps the most difficult part of the process at present.

I heard, not long ago, that 1 was a partner in the Eastman Com-
pany (!); I only wish I were, for I should either get a sufficient

supply of strippers sent out, or else fire casual rounds out of a six-

shooter, expense no object. Andbew Phinglb.

A DEMONSTRATION IN PIIOTO-MICUOGUAPIIY.
[k Communication to the Camera Club.]

VVnp.N invited to give a sliort communication before this Club, I

felt that tliere was little that I could communicate which would
prove serviceable to its members, and I was, therefore, reluctant

on that account to accept the invitation; but, if what I have been
eniibled under many ditficulties to accomplish, may lead others to

take up a most fascinating branch of the photographic art, my
appearance before you will not be attended by any regret ou my
part, and may be the means of adding to the enjoyment of others.

Having devoted myself for a great many years to microscopical

pursuits, I have always felt the desirability of being able to keep
reliable records of the various pathological and other biological

tis.'sues, when their characteristics seemed worthy of preservation.

Drawing these by the camera lucida, altliough quite possible and
preferred by many histologists, seemed to me to entail such an
amount of labour where there was much minute detail to bo included,

that I have always felt that could the aid of photography be enlisted

there would be not only a great saving of labour and time, but
the reliability of a photograpli would be unquestioned and unques-
tionable. With tliis view, I .'<et myself to construct the roughly made
apparatus you .^ee before you. First it was very simple, merely a

box placed on its side and carrying my lamp, my object stage, and a

microscopic objective, which acting the part of the lens in a lantern

projected an image of the object on to a diT plate ; but as I worked it I

found it wanted various reiinements and modifications, so it has been
undergoing a process of gi'adual evolution, and various parts added as

necessity demanded better adapt.ations. I now believe that as far as

the principles of its construction go, it is as efficient as nn\ apparatus

for the purpose of photo-micrography need be. Its advantages are,

first, its comparative clieapness— it might be con.structed by any one

with tlie aid of a carpenter ; secondly, it can give any sized photo-

graph, from a lantern size to a 31 x 48 plate—I content myself

with any plate up to a 7s x 5 ; thirdly, it gives a field of view
limited only by the size of the plate without the constricted circle

produced by the microscope tube ; fourtlily, beyond its capabilities

as a photo-niicrographic camera, it can be used as a projection

microscope, a magnified image being easily thrown and clearly seen

oil a four-feet screen. I need not take up tlie time of the meeting by
any description of the apparatus, as it is before you, and you can see

for yourselves, and detailed descriptions of it have appeared in the

photographic journals ;* its metliod of employment I shall have the

pleasure of showing you furtlier on. I may only say that two
useful additions have been made to it since the last description was
published. The sliding b.iseboard, carrying the printing frame, and,

which in using, holds the sensitive plate, is stopped every half

foot bv a bolt which passes into its side and keeps it fixed, an object

of a known diameter, say, one-sixteenth of an inch, is projected on

to the plate at each division—the measure of its magnified image
gives the number of diameters it is amplified. This must bo done

for every objective employed, and a table constructed for reference.

Such a table for the objectives I use is now before you.

There are difficulties attendant on the practice of the art, not

arising from this apparatus, but from the nature of the subjects

submitted to its action—I mean the character of tlie preparations to

be photographed, and, perhaps, by pointing these out some remedy
may be found through the aid of those who prepare objects. I

presume there would be no objection to retaining .';nch mounted
subjects as are now prepai'ed to view with a binocular microscope,

where depth or thickness rather adds to than takes frum the utility

of a preparation, but where it is desired to obtain a photograph, the

greatest thinness of a section compatible witli keeping the structure

together should be sought after; this in conjunction with u suitable

stain would enable a good photograph full of detail to he obtained.

* The details of construction will bo found ou page 1-19 of Thk BllITISH

JOUKSAL PnoTOUBAl'HIC AUIAXAC for 1SS7.
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The staining sliould be of an uniform tint, not stained with a selective

stain, for hmvover interesting it ranj' be to the histologist to see the

nuclei of a tissue brought out, it does not improve the appearance of

a photograpli to see it dotttxl all over -with these spots ; moreover,

they mask the true histological detail, whicli is the more important
element. The colours most favourable towards the attainment of a
good result are worthy of consideration. Red staining by carmine is

very suitable if not selective or too deep; a pale stain from a diluted

solution of Rismarck brown gives a satisfactory photograph ; eosine

stained preparations work fairly well, as do iodine green; but a pale

blue or lavender makes the exposure so rapid that at present I liave

not succeeded well with preparations stained with them.

Rut whatever the colour of the preparation, it is absolutely neces-

sary that it should be thin and mounted perfectiv flat all over, or a
decent looking photograph cannot bo obtained. The proper time of

exposure can only be ascertained from experiment. The light em-
ployed should be as uniform in quality and quantity as possible, and
that from a paralliiie lamp with a half-inch wick is ample if the

edge of the wick is Just slightly turned away from the object. The
light may be intensitied and made more actinic by putting a piece of

caniphor, the size of an ordinary walnut, into the reservoir containing
tilt' parallino ; this whitens the light and a jierceptible difference is

made in the exposure by its omission. Treating of the light brings

me to the mention of the latest addition to my " bantling, ' as some
one rudely called it. I found the light so superabundant that all the

details of my preparations were flooded, therefore I devised an
addition by which I can graduate the light to suit the details of

the subject. I accompli,*h this by a tube fixed to the back of the

object carrier, and in which a short piece of tube carrying a stop is

moved backwards or forwards till the exact amount of light is

obtained, and the effect of which I will show you presently. I hope
I have said enough in this short communication to introduce the
" bantling," and I will now proceed to show how I use it. My
album of photo-micrographs on the table will, I flatter myself,

sufficiently testify to the efficiency of the apparatus.

I have not brought any very difficult subjects to photograph, as

I merely wished to show you the modus opeiatidi, and difficult subjects

take a long time to illuminate properly, but I have brought the tongue
of the blowfly—a very fair test, a section of Psamma arenaria, and a
section of Echinus spine, all of which give very satisfactory results,

especially with a one-inch objective. T. Ciiartebs White.

PlIOTOGKAPIIY AND BOOK ILLUSTRATION.
[A Commnnication to the Glapgow Photogrnpliic Associjition.]

DounTLF.SN, when you saw that I was going to give a paper on
I'hofiiyraphj and Ilimk Illustration this evening, you woidd tliinli me
a very rash individual indeed who would attempt in one single paper
to go over all the ground that is implied in the title, " Photography
and Book Illustration." No one can have a keener appreciation than
myself of what is required to do justice to the subject chosen. I

intend, however, to bring before you this evening only what has been
done in one particular direction. I refer to the part the silver print

has played in the illustrating of books. I say " has played " advisedly,

for it is clear to demonstration, tested as it has been by actual

experience, that the silver print, as far as book illustration is con-

cerned, can have no future before it. Photography can and does still

lend its helping hand, but in another way. It will be quite beyond
my province this evening to trace what may be called its development
in this direction. Nothing could be more interesting or more enticing

than to show how collotype or lichtdruck printing was introduced to

supersede the beautiful but evanescent sun-printed image, to refer to

the photo-mechanical processes of Woodbury, to speak of photo-
engraving processes, or to discourse on the possibilities opened up by
the employment of the comparatively recent sensitive papers, the

bromide and tin; Alpha. In addition, we would have to consider the
processes brought forward by various experimenters having for their

object the production of a photographic block that can bo used for pur-
poses of illustration along with the letterpress, one printing operation

suffichig for >K)th. Clearly the consideration of all these expedients
would entail much more time than is accorded at a single meeting.
At some future time, provided it would interest the members, and
other material not coming forward, I would be very glad indeed to

take up this important and somewhat extended subject at the point
where we will leave off to-night, treating the various branches of it

in tlie order in which they appeared, and illustrating this or that

particular process by actual specimens of the finished production, much
in the same way as I purpose treating to-night this matter of the
silver print and its relation to the illustrating of books.

I am not aware -whether the particular phase of book collecting that

is being brought under your notice this evening has to any extent been
carried out by other book collectors. Interested in books and, as you
are aware, interested in photography, what more natural than that a

sort of bias should be displayed in getting together a collection bearing
somewhat on the history of book illustration so far as it has been
assisted by means of photography. Talbot, judging from acme of his

remarks to be found in his introduction to 'Ihe Pencil of Nature,
evidently thought that there was to to a great future for the sun-
printed image in the way of illustrating books. Talbot was a man
who evidently had the courage of his opinions, and as the result he
published the two books. Sun Pictures tn Scotland and Tfie Pencil of
Nature. As you recently had an opportunity of seeing my copy of

the former work, I need not enter into detail regarding it. It, how-
ever, lies on the table for the inspection of any one interested. I have
not yet been able to secure a copy of The Pencil of Nature, but I do
not despair. I hope yet, some way or somehow, to become the happy
possessor of the volume in question. "\Ve may take it, then, that the

two works in question were the first in this or any other country to be
sent forth to the world enriched with veritable photographs.

In 1846 the Art Union Journal published, as a supplement, a speci-

men of Talbot's calotype. These prints weie produced from various

negatives, so that we should find (were it at all likely the opportunity

presented itself) that on comparing the different issues a considerable

variety existed in the prints published. I have endeavoured to get a

look at some of these early productions, but not a single public library

in Glasgow possesses a copy of the Art Journal for the year 1840. My
object in thus hunting up the matter, so to speak, will be apparent
when I come to speak of the paper negatives, said to be 'lalbot's,

which have been brought in to-night for purposes of exhibition. I

was, and am, naturally anxious to identify the negatives, so that if I

came across a print corresponding to any one of the negatives the

assumption that all the negatives are Talbot's would be a reasonable

one. This Talbotype which you see here, and which I have been in-

formed represents a street view in the town of Erome, is in a volume
of the Art Journal which belongs to our worthy memter, Mr. Andrew
Mactear, and we have to thank him for letting us have a look at this

picture with its forty-one years of existence. I may mention that I

saw recently another of these Art Journal Talbotypes. A Glasgow
gentleman who possesses a complete set was good enough to let me
have the volume for 184G ; and the picture in his boolt for that year

also represented a street scene, but it was very much smaller in size

(about a quarter-plate) than Mr. Mactear's one. In addition to these

I have been fortunate enough to secure this single number of the Art
Journal containing the supplement. For a year or two back I had
been on the outlook for either the volume or the number, and this very

week I have succeeded in getting what I have been waiting for. The
picture in the number now brought under your notice is totally

different from those already indiaited to you—it represents a scene on
board some vessel. It is most unfortunate that we have no means of

knowing what the original subject was.
I have been informed that in an early number of the Glatgoio

Mechanics' Magazine there is to be found one of these Talbotypes, also

issued in supplemental form, but this I have never seen.

Tlie first scientific journal in this country to be illustrated by means
of the silver print was the Quarterly Journal of Mia-oscopical Science.

The print which you see here was published in 18o.3, and appeared in

the April number of the Journal for that year. Although somewhat
faded it is still in good preservation. Ihe negative was taken by
Mr. Delves to illustrate a paper by Mr. Shadbolt, a former I'Mitor of

Thk British JornNAi, of Photogbavhy, and the subjects repre-

sented are the spiracles and trachese of silkworm and proboscis

of fly.

Let me now call your attention to this small volume here, known
technically as a 12mo. It is an edition of Virgil's complete works.

Our interest in it lies in the fact that the work has been profusely

illustrated with small silver prints. These we find forming head-

pieces to the various books of tiie ..Eneid, kc. Judging from the ap-

pearance of the prints I would be induced to say that they had been

sulphur toned in the first instance. The pictures themselves are from
studies of the antique. I understand that the publishers of this

volume, Firiniu-Didot of Paris, aho published an edition of Iloiace's

works illustrated in the same way as the Virgil now before you.

These volumes were, at their date of issue, somewhat high priced. I

regret I have not the Horace to show you, nor have I seen it. The
date of publication of the Virgil is 18o8.

The large volume here should have a special interest to the mem-
bers of the Glasgow I'hotographic Association. It is a work pub-

lished by CoUins of this town, and is entitled Palestine in 1860. The
letterpress is by the late Rev. Dr. Buchanan, and the views shown.
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twenty--four in mimlier, were taken by a quondam member of lliis

Association, Mr. John Cramb. Tlie prints are all in excellent pre-

servation, testifying to the original good character of the work pro-

duced. I have not much information regarding the negatives from
wliich these prints have been produced further tlian that they were

taken on plates prepared by the alhumen process.

Mr. Cranib contributed a series of articles to The Biutisu Joubnal
OF PHororiKAriiY detailing his experiences while sojourning in tlie

Holy Land. The articles in question commenced in the number of

the JonnNAL for December 1, 1860, and were continued at intervals

during the various months of 1861. To the past generation of photo-

graphers Frith's photographs were well known. 1 have here a copy
of a work embellished with Frith's handiwork, and it, like Cramb's,

presents to us the leading characteristics of the Fatherland of the

Jews. The publication of this book, which has for its title, Sinai and
Palestine, is also due to the enterprise of a Glasgow firm, namely,

"VVm. Mackenzie. The photographs were taken in the year 18.57, thirty

years ago, so that in point of time they are three years older than

thuse of Cramb's. Judgiiig from their appearance 1 would say the

prints produced by Frith had been more heavily toned with gold than
Cramb's pictures liad been, and the preservation which has attended

them is without doubt due to this circumstance. The photographs

are thirty-seven in number, and, apart from the interest of the places

shown, are in themselves highly artistic.

Passing from these, let me call your attention to this volume, which
should have an especial interest to us. To tlie members of any
Glasgow Society the name of Hugh Macdouald possesses a certain

charm. I presume that there is no one here unacquainted with this

author's Humbles Mound Glasyoic, and Uaiis at the Coast ; should,

however, there be such an one, and he a Glasgow man, let him hasten

to remove the reproach by procuring the works in question, and I am
Bare he will not be disappointed when he comes to peruse their

contents. I was quite unaware, till recently, that editions of Mac-
douald's works had been published with photographs of the places

referred to, and I regret 1 am as yet only able to show one of the

works, namel)'. Days at the Coast. The book was issued by Andrew
Diithie, of Gordon-street. Throughout the book will be found twelve
photographs, the work of Mr. T. Annan. There is no date of publica-

tion attached, but I am in a position to fix the date as about the year
1868. This work here, entitled The Old College, being the Glasgow
University album for 180il, next claim.s our attention. You will iind

therein two photographs, one of the old entrance to the College

when it had its home in the High-street, the other giving a representa-

tion of the present edifice as it appeared in the year 1860, surrounded
with scaffolding, and, as you will see, before the main central

tower had begun to show itself. This print is, undoubtedly, a silver

production ; I am not so sure of the other one. I leave it to some of

the members to say whether or not it is, as I think it is, a Woodbury-
type. In connection with this matter of the illustrating of books by
means of the silver print, there is one firm in Glasgow that has done
a good deal in this way— I refer to Messrs. Annan—and through their

kindness I am enabled to bring before you several volumes which as

yet do not form pirt of my own collection. Messrs. Maclehose,
teveral years ago (1870) published a work entitled Old Country
ILiuses of the Old Glasgow Gentry, and this is the book in question.

The first edition differs from the second in tliis, and that is what
concerns us most, that tlie photographs were all silver prints in the
former, and in the latter recourse was had to carbon. It is a book
that has gone up very much in price—published originally at five

guineas, the price now asked by the publisliers is ten guineas.
Messrs. Annan have also reproduced in book form the works of

Sir George Harvey and Sir Henry Raeburn.
Here are the works referred to.

Many of our members may remember a loan collection of pictures
that was held in the Corporation Galleries in 1860. An interesting
memento of the more prominent pictures then exhibited will be found
in the thick volume lying on the table ; it is the catalogue of the
complete collection interspersed throughout with silver prints.
~ Here is yet anotlier hook to which the Messrs. Annan have con-
tributed the illustrations, entitled, A History of the County of Bute.
The work is by Mr. John Eaton lieid ; a son, 1 understand, of Senex
Muriay was the publisher, and we find tliroughout the work nine
jihotographs of the principal places of interest on the island. The
date of publication is IbO-l. Curiously enough, I have just been
informed by Me.ssrs. Annan that so recently as 1885 they prepared
silver prints to illustrate a book published by I'aterson of lidinburgh,
Castles and Mansions ofAyrshire, and prints to the number of seventy
are to be found in this work. I think this must be a case of the
exception proving the rule when we stated that the silver print had
no future before it in the way of book illustration, Very many other

works have been illustrated by Annan, but, as they have been done by
carbon, we pass them over on this occasion. It is but fair to state,

with reference to the illustrations in the last-named work, that it was
solely at the publishers' desire the silver prints were inserted. Messrs.

Annan would have preferred either carbon or photogravure.

Wilson's Thotoyraphs of Scotch Scenery are known to all of us.

Could more appropriate illustrations be found for a work such as

Scott's Lady of the Lalie? This edition of Scott's famous poem con-

tains eleven photographs by Wilson of the more picturesque spots

now made famous by the master-hand of our great Wizard of

the North. The edition we are considering was published by
Messrs. A. & G. Black, of Edinburgh, in 1869. It is bound in

a somewhat unusual manner; the boards are either of wood or

papier machc, I am not sure which, and the whole has been

covered with, I think, a coloured paper representative of tartan, and
which has received a coat or two of varnisli. In addition two photo-

graphs have been laid down on the covers, one representing Sir

Walter himself, the other his monument in Princes-street, Edinburgh

;

these also have received their protecting covering of varnish. The
freshness of these two outside jiictin-es is remarkable when compared
with the prints in the body of tlio v.-oik ; in fact they show less

symptoms of decay, and that notwithstanding the fact that they have

been exposed to light and friction for a period of close on twenty years.

This book on Staffa and lona, published by A. Marion, Son, it Co.,

London, in 1867, contains twelve photographs all emanating from tlie

studio of George Wilson, Aberdeen,
In this work, entitled The Great Works of Raphael, and published

by Bell &. Daldy, London, in 1867, there will be found twenty silver

prints. It is to be noted that the negatives in the first instance have

been taken not from the original oil paintings by liaphael, but from
what have been regarded as the best engravings of these masterpieces.

In this other volume, also published by Bell & Daldy, the same course

has been followed, the engravings of the artist's works have been

photographed and not the actual pictures themselves. Of course we
are dealing with a period wheii the isocbromatic plate was unthou{(ht

of, or, perhaps, if not unthought of, at all events it was not un fait

accompli. The artist's works herein represented are those of Sir Edwin
Landseer and tlie book contains sixteen photographs of his early

works. The year of publication is 1869.

Here is another edition of The Lady of the Lake, one pubUshed by
A. W. Bennett, London, in 186'!. A companion volume published by
Bennett will engage our attention a little further on. The photo-

graphs illustrating the book are fourteen in number, and with the

exception of the frontispiece, by Wilson, of Aberdeen, are all by
T. Ogle. Many of the views are very fine, having been taken from
points of view not generally selected. Bennett seems to have been a

publisher who believed in employing photography as a means of

rendering his books attractive. Tliis work, A Walkiny Tour in

Brittany, by I. M. Jephsoii, was sold along with a set of photographs

(stereoscopic views) illustrative of places visited, and there is em-
bodied in the work a series of photographic notes by Lovell Reeve, I

presume the naturalist of that name. I have not these views, but

there is as froutispiece a photographic representation of a street view
of some town in Brittany; date of publications, 1866.

Here is a volume published in 1862. It is an edition of William

and Mary llowitt's Ruined Abbeys and Castles of Great Britain,

having throughout the work a series of some twenty-seven photo-

graphs of a somewhat small size. The prints have had spaces loft

for them in the letterpress, and have been affixed, I presume, after the

binding of the book had been completed. The photographs are all

in very excellent preservation ; they are by various contributors,

Bedford, Sedgtield, Wilson, Fenton, and others. The publisher of

this edition is A. W. Bennett, London. I would beg to call your

attention to the condition of two photographs that have been put on

the outside covers of the book, much in the same way as those outside

pictures already referred to in the edition of Scott's Lady of the Lake,

only with this difference, there evidently has been no protecting

varnish. While those on the outside of Scott's volume have suffered

little or no change, those on the jiresent volume are almost wholly

obliterated. There would appear, therefore, to be something in the

use of a varnish after all to protect a photograph. Take, for instance,

the case of those photographs that are laid down on the wooden
articles that come from Mauehline ; they stand for years and no signs

of fading will be appreciable.

A recently published volume, with silver prints for illustrations, is

the one which 1 have here, and which hails from America; its title,

A Trip to Ale.rico, and the author, H. C. Becher. As the date of

issue was 1880, we would scarcely expect to find symptoms of degra-

dation already. It contnins six photographs, and the publishers are

Willing & Williamson, of Toronto.
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This, gentlemen, completes the list of the books illustrated by means
of tlie silver print whicli I have brought here for your inspection this
evening. While I cannot claim that the collection I Imve so far got
together represents anytliing like the actual number of books that have
fioni time to time been issued with photographic illustrations, still I
have managed to secure a few tilings that perhaps may be well
rcckonetl unique. It will be readily understood that books of the
class I liave beeu this evening considering are only obtainable now
and then, at auction sales or second-hand book shops. A good deal
of tiine is therefore required for the necessary hunting up of the
material, and, after all, very often the thing sought for is not obtained.

William Land, jun., F.C.S.

SULPIIURATIGN OF PRINTS.
Pkhmanem Sknsitisei) Paper.

T() judo:e from wliat one sees in our iournals of late, one would
thinli that the days of albumenised paper are over, and that the only
question remaining to be decided is, VVhicli of the new processes that
are in turn being lauded up to the skies is to be the printing process
of the future ?

I know many of my photographic friends do not contider me to be
conservative in my photographic ideas a^ a rule, but somehow I
cannot help tliinking that our old friend albumenised paper will live
to see daylight through our negatives for many a year yet, even
though many negatives may be poor, thin, yellow ones wliich do not
give him a fair cliance to show what even he is capable of in regard
to permanence.

I would advise an amateur who thinks any child can do the printing,
and who puts his printing frames out until tiie liigh lights on the paper
are just beginning to tint, and then tliinks all has been done that can
be, to use the modern processes, as the results will last longer.
But it is the experienced printer and amateurs with artistic taste

who soon find out how impossible it is to get equal results witli these
Wind processes that they can with the old printing out ones. I have
.iust been looking through a number of prints done by one of the
most experienced workers in England in one of these "development
processes, and I feel convinced that there is liardly one of those prints
in which he would not have deepened a shadow or slightly tinted a
too obtrusive liigh light, could he only have seen and had the power
of doing just sufficient and no more.

Platinotype, for instance, does capitally for representation of bas-
reliefs and such like, and even for portraits when there is an experi-
enced operator who knows )iow to build up a picture round the
figure with the aid of suitablcs background and accessories. 15ut with
landscape work we very, very seldom come across a negative perfect
in its balance of liglit and shade, and wliich does not require a little
dodging to make a picture of it.

Let me be understood. If I came across one of these very rare
specimens of a negative, I would most certainly print it in one of the
more permanent p'-ocesses: but from the negatives which I, for one,
produce, in nine-tenths of them there would be some point which
would be an eyesore every time I looked at it, so until we obtain
a printin;/ out process of more permanence, I intend to keep to our
old friend albumenised paper for general work.

These are the reasons for my experiments to endeavour to discover
the probable comparative permanence of ready sensitised paper with
that freslily sensitised. For my tests I obtained a few prints on
freshly sensitised paper from a gentleman who is acknowledged to be
an authority on everlhing connected with silver printing. I might
add that they were printed on Tropp's albumenised paper.
The permanent sensitised paper prints I produced myself on a paper

in the market which is as good as any I have tried. Furtlier, I was
aware of a few particulars as to its production ; that is, I knew that
chloride of ammonium was the salt and citric acid tlie preservative
used. I first obtained from the maker of my sensitised paper a sheet
of the paper Ijcfore it was albumenised, beca"use I wanted to find out,
as it was a very pure white, whether it contained any sulphides (such
as ultramarine, sometimes used to disguise a slight yellow tint) wjiich
might have a bearing m the result. I tried the acetate of lead
test, and could find no trace of any sulpliide. I then selected my
prints on tlie permanent sensitised paper, toned to as nearly as possible
the same colour, and printed to the same depth, as the prints on fresh
sensitised paper I intended to test them against. I also added a
number of other prints, printed from thin and dense negatives and
toned to different tints. Also pieces of albuiuciiised paper (both fresh
and permanent sensitised) which had not been exposed to daylight,
DUt which had been passed through the toning and fixing baths with
the prints; [antl, lastly, I added a piece of the plain paper before
albumenising.

My first test was to see how these prints, kc, would stand agninst
a jirolonged exposure to a sulphuretting atmospiiere. I did not
consider it would be iiardly fair to test the action of a solution of
sulphuretted hydrogen upon them, as the conditions would not be
i-imilar to prints exposed to an ordinary atmosphere contaminated
with only minute traces of the gas.

I therefore took a large glass bottle, to the cork of which I sus-
pended a piece of sponge full of water, the prints, kc, were put in,
and the cork sealed, through which passed a glass tube from a bottle
containing sulphide of iron and dilute sulphuric acid.
At the end of a week I examined the prints, which showed the

following results.

The paper which had not been albumenised was unchanged in
colour, showing there could be no discolouration due to anything in the
paper. The sensitised papers of both kinds not exposed to daylight,
but which had been passed through the toning and fixing baths and
thoroughly washed, had yellowed considerably, and as near as I can
see, equally, showing that albumenised papers which have had free
nitrate of silver in them are acted upon irrespective of the action of
sulphuretted hydrogen upon the silver image reduced by light. The
importance of this point will be seen better when I come to the
question of the bromide papers.

In the comparative prints of equal tone and depth of printing, the
half tones and shadows were faded nearly equally, some of the fresh
albumenised paper prints, if anything, getting the" best of it.

I was rather struck with one point, however, and that was that in
both cases prints toned to a purple tone seemed to have yellowed
more in the lights and half tones than the prints of rather warmer
colour, which almost seems to show that, beyond a certain point
in toning, the gold produces an injurious act'ion upon the prints.
Indeed, I was surprised to see how well prints from good bright
negatives stood when only toned to a very warm tone, or even of
a so called foxy tone, compared with prints of a purplish black
colour.

The appearance of the whole of the prints pointed to one important
fact, and that was that the character of the negative is of far greater
importance as regards permanence than the colour given by the
toning to the print ; and I am very much afraid that prints from
average negatives producetl on the rapid dry plates at the present
time will stand a poor chance of permanence when compared to prints
from the old wet plate negatives with their clear glass and dense
image.

Even the shadows in the prints from fairly bright negatives, which
seemed to the eye to be as dark as in the prints from the more dense
negatives, the sulphuretted hydrogen soon showed the difference, as
far as the destruction of the image was concerned.
As for the prints from the thin negatives, they were destroyed to

such an extent that I would seriously advise all photographers who
print on albumenised paper, in every case where it is possible, to
eschew the rapid plates giving these thin images ; indeed, with some
makes of even slow plates in the market it seems almost impossible
to get a dense image with anything approaching clear glass on the
same negative.

The density of an image does not depend upon the amount of silver
in the film, but on the way the emulsion is prepared. The densest
and best negatives I have ever produced have been with only six
grains of silver nitrate to an ounce of emulsion, and the thinnest
with over twenty grains, so that if one cannot get dense negatives
on property exposed plates with a certain brand of plates I feel con-
vinced that the fault is in their manufacture. Of course I am not
now referring to thin negatives due to errors in development.

Hebbem S. Stabnes.

CONTINENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
Dilating ob Shbinking Gelatine Films.

M. Lecoiiney has experimented upon stripping gelatine emulsion
films, and enlarging or diminishing them to a required size ; he used
commercial plates, which do not all give the same results. The
plates of M. Bernaert after being developed with ferrous oxalate, and
again wetted with the developer, will part with their films when the
plates are held at an angle and the films pushed with the finger, but
if they lie at all washed first this is not p<issible. "When well ex-
panded after the separation, they can be alumed and fixed in the
ordinary way. With the plates of M. Liimi^re, also those of M.
Bacard, other means must be adopted. After their removal from the
iron bath they shoidd either not be washed or be but vei-y slightly
washed, for it is necessary that a little iron salt should remain in the
film

;
then they must be dried in the dark. Once dry, it is but neces-

sary to plunge the plates of M. LumiSre into water, and the films
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will come off of themselves. With the plates of M. Bacard it is neces-

sary to make gentle use of the finger after the -wasliinfr. As in this

case tlio film sometimes folds over itself, it is good to cover it in

advance with some neutral powder which will prevent adherence of
the folded parts.

It is possible, as is well known, to deal witli all makes of plates hy
means of a strong bath of alum to which citric acid has been added,
but the operation is rendered much more easy if the film be allowed
to dry before using the alum bath. "When the separated films are
much dilated, they become so thin that it is difficult to manipulate
them. M. Lecorney overcomes this difficulty Ijy covering them with
a solution of plain gelatine, after which tliey are dried, then sub-
mitted to the treatment already described. The acid batli dilates

the film ; it can be shrunk with an alkaline bath, and thus it is easy
to get any desired dimensions.

Lastly, M. Lecorney calls attention to a curious fact. It is known
that sulphocyanide of potassium dissolves gelatine freely, so he thought
th.at the addition of a little of the .sulphocyanide to water, acidulated
with sulphuric acid, would favour the expansion of the film, but to his

great surprise he^ found tliat it produced the contrary effect—the
image contracted iii s.idi a fashion that it was reduced to but a third
of its original dimensions. Simple washing undid the action of the
sulphocyanide. Here then is a new field for experiment.

—

Bulletin de
la iivcicte Fran(;aise de Photographie.

Silvering Glass.*

M. II. Bory states that the glass to be silvered should bo carefully
cleaned, then levelled horizontally in a situation in which it is kept
heated to a temperature of from 2;>* C. to ."iO" C. If tlio temperature
is lower the metal will {precipitate but slowly, the deposit will be
incomplete, and the silvering bad.

Solution A.
Distilled water 1 litre.

Koehelle salt (tartrate of potash and soda) 10 grammes.

Put the Rochelle salt in a porcelain evaporating basin with about
250 c.c. of tlie water, and add to it about 0-5 gramme of nitrate of
silver. Heat it to nearly boiling point, by which time all should
be dissolved. Add the rest of the water, pour the whole into a
beaker, and filter.

Solution B.
Fu.?ed nitrate of silver 5 grammes.
Pure ammonia ,'! „
Distilled water 1 litre.

Add the nitrate of silver to the ammonia, stirring until alrao.st

complete solution has been effected, then add the water and filter.

At the moment when required for use, mix sufficient of equal parts of
the two solutions by pouring them backwards and forwards from two
vessels, after \vhicli pour a little of tlie mixture upon the glass, and
distribute it evenly over its surface by means of a piece oif chamois
leather. Immediately afterwards pour on th(' rest of the mixture so
that it shall well cover the glass without spilling over its sides.

After the lapse of thirty or forty minutes at the most, the silver is

precipitated in the metallic state and adheres firmly to the glass ; the
liquid is then poured off, the deposited surface is gently sponged,
rinsed with a little water, the glass placed on end to drain, and when it

is dry the back is painted over with varnish or other preservative coating.
To avoid spots and an uneven coating it is indispensable to use

absolutely pure distilled water. The argentiferous wast« solutions
shoidd be saved and the silver in them recovered. When a thicker
silvered surface is desired the foregoing operation can be repeated
upon tlio same piece of glass. The vessels used in these operations
should always be washed with distilled VfAter.—Bidletin de la Societc
Frun^aise.

The Death of Leoxce Rommelaehe.
Sad news reached us a few days ago of the premature death of

M. Leonce Rommelaere, Director of the Industrial Scliool of Brussels,
and first General Secretary of the Belgian I'liotographic Association.
Letters making known this much-to-be-regretted loss to photographic
science have been addressed to all the savnns of photography and to
the photographic I'ress by the thoughtfulness and in the name of the
Belgian Photographic Association, which bears testimony to the great
skill and devotion of our lamented brother. We feel" strongly the
regrets which inspire our colleagues in Belgium at the death of so
distinguished a man, who was of an age which should have enabled
him liad he lived to render numerous other good services to our
science.

—

Le Moni/eur de la rhotoyraphie

.

* This is much tlie same jirocfss !is that duscribiHl in these pages .iboiit tweiitv
years ago l.y Mr. Carey Lea, Ijut M. Bory gives in addition minute details for
avoiding uneven deposit and .spots, which are the chief difliculties in silyering
gla.sa.—Tli^VKSL^iTOK.

' WHERE I WENT WITH THE CAMERA.
No. IV.—RnEiiEN AKi) ScnEnrENHOFF.

On the road to Rheden the avenues of beech-trees that stretch along
the highway for miles and miles are delightfully imposing. Trees
planted close together, straight as arrows, tall as spires, majestic as the
pillars of a temple, grow up on either side of the carriage-way as far as the
eye can reach ; then a footpath on either side with another row of trees

running along the outside of each of these, make four rows of trees in all.

To reserve the footpaths for pedestrians only, trees arc planted at

intervals in the centre of the walking-way, so that neither horse nor
vehicle of any kind can get along.

A great boon to the traveller these limitless arches of green must be—
a slielter in stormy weather from the violence of the wind and the rain,

a cool shade in the summer from the heat and glare of the burning sun.
When walking through these avenues I came across many knots of

children sweeping up the debris on the ground around the trees and
filling bags with it. On investigating the matter, I found that it was the

beech nuts that had dropped from the trees they were sweeping up. The
little people were out making their harvest, for they took the bags when
full and sold them to traders, who paid them so much a bag for them.
When in this district I stayed at Sclierpenhoff, a family mansion-house

on the borders of the Ysel ; it was built in IGO'.t, and time has not traced

a furrow on its front. It lies embedded in the midst of interesting

scenery close to a river, surrounded by trees, and inhabited by most
genial and loving friends. I said, here let me strike my tent and rest

awhile ; which 1 did. I reached Sclieriieuhoft after dark ; out of the

night and the shadow of the trees my conveyance drew up at the hall

door, which, standing open, threw a cheery light across the path, the

lamps within playing upon smiling faces that beamed the welcome that

merry voices in full chorus greeted me with as I entered. Ueyond, the

dining-room door stood open and inviting, table spread with snowy cloth

and all things ready. A cheering sight for a hungry guest.

I was rather partial to the general tare in Holland. JIany of the

dishes were ijuite new to me, and highly enjoyable. I lilced the times at

which the meals were ser\'ed. In some i^arts I believe these vary, but

where I visited we got in the morning coffee and some light eating. The
black bread one has heard so much about was served at this meal in thin

wafer slices, daintily cut, and placed upon the white bread and butter, a

sort of luxurj' rather than common food, talked of as to be looked upon
with suspicion. We breakfasted from half-past twelve to one o'clock,

solid meals served much as a good lunch would be at home. Dinner
at six o'clock. Everything is served in separate courses. Between the

soups, meats, and entrees, vegetables were served as separate courses,

tastefully cooked, seasoned, and sauced, and very delicious many of them
were—endive, cabbage, celery, Ac. I also like the leisure and quiet

comfort with which everything was done. After fruit you enjoy your
cigar, wliilst the lady of the house has a brazier introduced. This is like

a metal pail, filled with hot embers, on which a bright, steaming little

kettle goes on singing its song {Watts's hymn I suppose you would call it).

From this apparatus, which is placed by the hostess's side, tea is made
and served out as long as you like to sit and diink it, that same time
in many cases beiug pretty considerable, as we sat and talked and played
cards and drank tea. The ladies turned to their fancy work, and their

jokes were cracked, gossip talked, and little plans arranged, all under the

influence of tea.

I was at Scherpenhoff taken in charge by two young ladies, aged
respectively thirteen and fifteen, who trotted me all over the place and
made me photograph anything and everything we came across. Then I

had to develope a plate or two to show them how it was done and what
tbey were like. Next a print or two were demanded. You know what
despots children are, and how insatiable is their thirst for knowledge.
To show how the negatives would turn out in the way of printing, I had
to go back to Arnheim to beg a piece of sensitised paper from a photo-
grapher there. Then, having no toning solution, I fixed them in hypo
and washed them. Only people living away from the busy haunts of

men can have any idea of how those girls treasured the yellow looking

impressions I made ; they seemed to look upon them as art treasures.

Nina and Nellie were my little friends' names. Nellie wanted the mule
done, and Nina would bring the retriever; Nellie would propose the

fowls, and Nina would pose the pug, Ac. So we had a lively time of it

for a day or two, I can tell you.

The old house and its surroundings were picturesque and interesting,

and I got some good pictures of them. It looked the ghost-story sort of

place, quiet and secluded. None of the villagers would come near it

after dark. They had seen something, of course ; very likely the man
going to the stable with a lighted lantern at midnight, or a rellection

thrown upon the trees from a stained-glass window, or some other such
weird spectacle. No matter, they had seen it, and they would not come
near the place at night.

I visited and photographed most of the castles in the immediate
neighbourhood. Eveiy man's house is his castle here. Of special note
was the Castle of Rosendall, the grounds of which were very beautiful,

but I found the mansion-house itself more peculiar than pretty. New
gables joined to a keep hundreds of years old, all rising out of the water
(with wliich it was surrounded), was barren of pictorial effect from any
point of view. But the Count van Palland, the proprietor, certainly
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makes up in his gronnds for the lack of beauty in his house, for they

were a perfectly chaiming combination of wood, rivulet, and lake, and
the Count is not above Riving tlio visitor to his domain a little pleasure,

or pnin, as the case might be. He has a swinging bridge litted across a

small stream, that if you venture on you must rash across from the one

end to the other, for if jou hesitate in the least you are lost, that is to

say, you will fall on your nose in the middle of it. I saw them do it

—

"both ways." I did not try it myself. If I had broken my nose it

would have been awkward. In another i)iut of tlie grounds, where the

view of the castle is supposed to be finest, there is concealed a pipe and
tap. Tlie initiated, whilst you are absorbed by the view, turn on the

tap, when a thousand hidden jets in the ground all around send forth a

volume of water whicli is somewhat astoiiisliing and very wetting. It

depends on tlie humour one is in whether it be pleasant or not. But
they didn't have me.
Middachten was another castle I visited. It belongs to the Bcntinck

family. It also is surrounded by water, but it is a very old house and
more picturesiiuc, a better subject for photography than Rosendall. The
miles on miles of beech avenues that surround it on all sides is in itself a

wonder well worth going a long way to see.

I spent a day in tlie village of Rheden amongst the white-haired, clog-

footed, ponderous moving children, who can smile and laugh and tumble
about withal, but their very playfulness seeming the business of effort.

Under those pates of bleached, tufty hair, and behind those soft, sleepy-

looking blue eyes, where lie hid the embers of future manhood and
womanhood, who can say what fires of daring and doing may not be

smouldering? For has not this little country of about one hundred miles

long by fifty wide produced in its time genius, heroism, and courage, out

of all proportion to its size, with its Ecmbrandt and Hobbema, its Van
Tromp and De Euyter? And what has been may come again. But
siurely their progress must be a solid, slow walk to success if movement
means anything. They could never rush to glory.

All around this district the great and placid amusement of the peasant
on the Sunday was fishing. Over the land could be seen the tillers of tlie

soil— with their long fishing-rods across tlieir shoulders)—making for

some quiet pool by which to spend their leisure hours, the still silence

being only broken by the distant tinkling of the Sabbath bell calling the

more devout to church, but causing no expression of regret to Hit across

the pleasuro-seekers' face.

One could not but be amused by the style of the direction posts on the
roadsides ; they do not give the distance in miles as we do, but the in-

structions are conveyed in time, thus :—Staig, half hour ; Velp, two hours
;

and so on. I believe that an hour represents three miles. The carts,

drawn by dogs, are also a special feature of the country, all sorts and
conditions of dogs working steadily for their daily bread. You find them
trotting along harnessed to carts of every kind. It brought to mind vividly

Charles Dickens's description of the dogs that kept men ; for the dogs here
seem, pretty well, to keep a lot of fellows.

My girl friends had got a little cart made for their pug dog, just to give

him some idea of what the poor working dog had to endure, I suppose.
I photographed him all harnessed ready to trot away ; he did not look
well pleased. As I was exposing, I remembered the story of the man who
was taken up for stealing the carrier's cart, who, when on his defence,

swore that that cart had been in their family ever since it had been a
small wheelbarrow ; and I thought pug's was a very small wheelbarrow,
that would never grow to be a useful cart.

The windmill is one of the special features of the Holland landscape.
They come into view in all sorts of places likely and unlikely, and the
land is so flat that they can be seen at great distances reflected against
the sky.

I could not be satisfied without a photograph of a windmill, but found
that the nearest available one to where I stayed was six miles away ; no
matter, I must have it. So my friends, Nellie and Nina, procured for me
a neat little cart, and a fat little pony (thick little pony they called it),

and thus equipped we crossed the Ysel ferry and, like Don Quixote, rode
on to have a tilt at the mill. But I did better than the Don. History con-
veys the impression that he got awfully riled, whilst I returned home
with pleasing impressions. M.\iiK Cute.

®ur iSlritorial Caile.

Photography of Bactkiua.
By Ediiab M. CbooKshamk, M.B., Ac.

London : H. K. Lewis, Gower-street.

Without desiring to produce a series of feats in photo-micrography,
the author expresses his aim as an anxiety to encourage the attempt
to make photography subservient to bacteriology.

After an introductory chapter, in which credit is duly given to
some of those who hove made investigations in plioto-micrograpliy,
tlie author describes the apparatus employed in his own researche;?.

lie advises tlie beginner to commence with a low power and such an
object as the blowlly's tongue, then passing onwards until he reaches
tubercle bacilli with a one-twenty-tifth oil immersion objective and
the limelight.

While ho has tried pyrogallio development himself with great

success, yet does the author speak in high terms of the iron developer,

which lie says "has the advantage of simplicity and cleanliness."

After a complete treatise on photographic manipulation as applied to

photo-micrograiiliy, a largo number (eighty-six) of illustrations

beautifully printed in autotype are given.

This work will necessarily encourage many to apply photography

to all their microscopical work, as well as to that department to

which it is specially directed. It is well got up.

Mabion's Bromide Pai'ER.

Messrs. Marion & Co., of Soho-square, have sent specimens of

bromised paper intended for being printed by ordinary gaslight under

a negative. Wlien making trial of it, we did not at first realise how
exceedingly .sensitive it was, hence we gave it an exceedingly generous

expousure. But as five seconds proved too long, we eventually re-

duced the time of exposure to one second, the source of light being a

gas-flnme of average power, and with this we got excellent prints

every time.

The developer employed was not strictly that which had been re-

commended but was some which we had mixed for another purpose,

but it an.swered so well that we have no desire to use any other. It

consists of one part of a saturated solution of ferric sulphate to five of

potassic oxalate to which six drops per ounce of a twenty-grain solu-

tion of citric acid had been added. This gave pure whites and vigorous

blacks of a good colour.

The ability to print by gaslight adds greatly to one's enjoyment of

photography.
Anti-Coercion Qboui's.

By A. L. HENDEnsos.

It is generally known that the afternoon of Easter Monday was
devoted to a series of political meetings in Hyde Park. Mr. A. L.

Henderson took advantage of these gatherings to erect his camera on
an exceedingly tall stand and take groups of those more prominently

engaged in these anti-" coercion" demonstrations. The result is a

series of skilfully executed cabinet groups, in which the figures are

necessarily small but very distinct.

REGENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 5772.— "Improved Photographic Mounting Cards." L. Wolkk.—iJated

April 20, 18S7.

No. 5797. — " Portable Pliotograpliic Camera for Long and Short Focus
Lenses." W. J. HmTH.—Uated April 21, 1887.

No. 5798.—"All Improved ftocess of Moulding the Impressions of Blocks,
Electrotypes, or Ziucographs, for Stereotype Plates." J. Capkani.—iMted
April 21, 1887.

No. 5812.—" All Improved Pliotogiaph or Picture Holder." W. D. WlLKDf-
soN and F. Fowi.eh.—Datal Ajiril 21, 1887.

No. 5843.—"Improvements in Pliotograpliic Cameras." H. H. Cdsyng-
HAUE.—Dated April 21, 1887.

No. 5902.— "liiiprovemeuts in Photographic Lenses." T. R, Daluieyer.
— Dated April 21, 1887.

No. 5903.— "Inqiroveineiits in what are known as Instantaneous Photo-
graphic Shutters." T. It. Dall.meyeii and F. Bealchami'.—Dated Aitril 22,

1887.

No. 5923.—" Controlling the Action of Instantaneous Photographic Shutters
with Detent S]iriiig." G. S. Martin.—/>rttei April 23, 1887.

No. 5966.—" liiquoveiiients in Albums for Pliotogr.iphs." Complete specifi-

cation. H. A. M. DiTTJLUt.—i^dteii April 23, 1887.

No. 6032.— "Improvements iu Apparatus for Preserving and Changing
Sensitive Pl.ites used in Producing Photographic Pictures." Coiumunicated
by Messrs. Koppe & Moll. E. Edwabds.—Dated April 25, 1887.

PATENT LAPSED.
No. 124.—"Reproducing on Metal Engravings by Photography." L. U.
Vmuvn.—Dated 1882.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
Improvements in Apparatls fou HoLDiN(i and £^\uibitinu Views and

THE UKK IN Maoic Lanterns.

No. 6431. John Thomas Key, Maclioii Bank, Sheffield.—Jfwy 13, 1886.

My invention li.is reference to an improved nietho<l of holding photographic
views and the like, mounted as magic lantcni slides, and for automatically
jilacing the saiil views or like objects in the correct positiou before the lens

with regularity ami precision.

In carrying out my invention, I mount any desired number of photographs,
painted subjects or similar " slides " in a circle, preferably by cutting out a
series of suitably shaped apertures in a disc of canll>oard, jmpier niachc, or

otlier material, and cither permanently fi.xin" the subjects therein, or making
them reniov.ible, so that they can be changed when necessary.

The disc is provided with a centre hole, so that it can be secureil upon the
end of a spindle jirojectiiig from a case containing suitable mechanism, which,

when wouiiil up, will cause the said projecting spindle to revolve and carry

with it the disc.
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Tlie mechanism or clockwork may be of any construction so that it is suit-
able for the purpose named, and it must be so contrived that its speed of
travel may be varied at pleasure, and be instantly stopped and started whenever
desired.

The case containing the mechanism may be permanently attached to the
lantern or to separate therefrom, and its position may also be varied.

P'or example, the said case may be fixed in a position above the lens slide in
front of the chimney, and so that when the disc is fixed upon the end of the
projecting spindle the lowest subject shall be exactly in position with the lens
of the lantern. On starting the mechanism, the disc revolves, and the various
subjects or slides are successively brought before the lens ; if desired, the
motion may be intermittent like the seconds finger of a clock, having a rapid
movement while changing the subject, and then resting or stationary for a
time, or it may be slow and continuous.
The claims are :— 1. The combination with a "magic lantern" of a circular

mounting frame for holding any kind of views, paintings, or other objects
suitable for "lantern slides," and caused to revolve by an arrangement of
mechanism, either continuously or intermittently, and substantiallv as herein-
before described and as illustrated. 2. For the purpose of showing photo-
grai)hic copies, paintings, or other subjects by the aid of a suitable lantern ; a
revolving frame or disc having the said subjects mounted thereon, and caused
to revolve when desired by means of suitable mechanism, substantially as
hereinbefore described and as illustrated.

Improvements in Frames for Holding Photographic and'other
Pictures.

No. 6590. Richard Mander, Branston-street, Birmingham.—J/ny 17, 1886.
My invention relates to frames or holders for photographic or other pictures,
and particularly of the kind known as screen frames, in which two or more
enclosing frames are connected together, so as to hold a series of pictures bitli
back and front, or front alone, and which said combination of frames are
arranged to fold up or turn one upon another, screen or book-like ; and the
principle object of my invention is the jointing and general constniction of
such frames as hereinafter described.

In carrying out my invention I proceed as follows, and I will describe my
invention in connection with a double screen, or a photographic screen in
which two frames are jointed to a common middle support or pillar.
The middle pillar support consists of a piece of tubing of the exact height of

the frame to be made, with its ends screwed or provided with screwed plugs,
whicli extend a little beyond the emls ; and upon the opposite sides of the
said jiillar hollow lieadings or knuckles extend to within a short distance of the
ends, and witliin these hollow headings the joint pin or wire upon which the
frames turn is secured.
The ends or outsides of each frame are constructed exactly the same as the

middle pillar or support, with the exception that the knuckle beading is only
upon the inside edge, instead of upon tlie two edges as descriljed.
The tops and bottoms of the frame are made of troughed drawn metal of a

V section, with a hollow beading or rib upon its outside edge, and these top
and bottom ]>arts I call the carrier ends, from the fact that they embrace and
secure the photographs and glasses within the sides of the frame. These
carrier toiw and bottoms have return ends of the same cross section as the
other part

;
these return ends are of a length equal to the distance between the

ends ol the jtiUar and sides, and the ends of the headings carried by them, so
that when tlie carrier or bracing ends are placed in position, the holes in the
headings of the return parts pass over or on to the joint pins or wires extending
from the ends of the pillar and side headings ; that is, the bejdings of the
pillar and sides become coincident with the headings of the return ends of the
tops and bottoms before named ; so that the hollow headings of both parts con-
stitute the knuckles or joint centres upon which the two flajis or frames turn
Tlie carrier or bracing ends are bound and kept to tlie other parts constituting
the frames by screw caps or screw terminals, taking upon tlie ends of the tubes
forming the middle pillar and side.s. The bases of the said caps or terminals
are made broad, so as to slightly overlap the tops of the frames.

Instead of having simple headings upon the sides of the tubes forming the
middle and ends of the frame, enclosing sides of the ci-oss section of the topmay be employed instead. In this case the inside edges of the frame are made
continuous or uniform in character.
The middle pillar with its two side headings, the sides with the single hollow

beading, and the bracing ends or tops and bottoms, with their hollow beading"
are respectively made in one piece, by the process of drawing through or by
rolling, or the knuckles may be attached, if necessary, separately, by soldering

By constructing photographic screens as de.scribed, the frames are made up
of segments or parts, which, when put together, are hinged upon a middle stile
or support.

Instead of a twofold screen, a three, four, or any other desired number, may
be made 111 the same way, by providing the inside uprights with double headings
or knuckles to form the joints upon which the adjacent frames turn upon as
lomt centres, for folding up or opening out.
To introduce a photogi-aphic or other picture remove the terminal caps from

cither the tops or bottoms of the uprights, then remove or draw the enclosing
ton or bottom from off the jjins or wires forming the centres upon which the
sides turn

; when this has been done slide the iiicture or photogr.iph between
tlie uprights, with its forward end resting within the trough of the embr.acing
end not removed, then place the other end in position and secure it down bv
the terminal caps •'

Although I have described my invention in connection with a double frame
or screen, yet my said invention is equally applicable to the niakiuK un of
single frames. ° '

An Improved Apparatus to be Used in Connection with a Magic
Lantern for Advertising and other Purposes.

No. 6642. Mary Wallace Uttinq, Woodlands, Anfield, Liverpool —
May 18, 1886.

^

An apparatus to be attached to a magic lantern for the purpose of moving by
means of springs and clockwork machinery a circular disc, and to be placed in

such a position that one of the segments of the disc may be in the focus of the
lantern. This disc to be divided into segments, each segment to contain an
object intended to be shown by the lantern. The movement of tlie disc to lie

regulated by the clockwork machinery so as to bring each object into the focus
of the lantern at regular intervals. The apparatus to be of .-iucli power tliat it

may be capable of sustaining action for a number of hours. The uses of the
aliove are intended specially for the purposes of advertisement.
The claim is :—The application of any mechanical power or combination for

the purpose of automatically changing the objects to be shown by a magic
lantern.

Improvements in Photographic Shutters.
No. 7156. Arthur Samuel Newman, 87, Evershot-road, Finsbury Park,

Middlesex.—J/ffy 27, 1886.

My invention relates to improvements in the means and apparatus employed
for opening and closing iihotograpliic shutters, and iu regulating the time of
exposure of the photographic ]ilate or surface on which the image is cast.

According to my improvements, the time of exposure can be variedjrem the
fraction of a second to a few seconds, or for any time, according to the will of
the operator.

For this purpose in carrying out my invention the shutter (which may be of
the ordinary kind used for rapid work) is connected to a loosely fitting piston
moving up and down in a metal cylinder, into which the air enters, and the
time of exposure is governed by the rate at which the air is forced out and
re-enters the cylinder. This is eff'ected by means of a series of perforations of
graduated size in the top of the cylinder, over which a cover revolves so as to
cover or to expose the whole or only a part of such perforations. The larger
the extent of the perforations exposed the more rapid is the action of the
shutter and the shorter the exposure.
A slot or aperture of graduated size may be cut in the top of the cylinder in

place of a series of holes.

The actuating nieclianism consists of a convolute wire spring or watch spring
which is wound up by an axis or stud on the frame of the shutter, one end of
the spring being attached to the rotating stud and the other to the fixed plate
or frame. A bar is fixed on the end of the rotating stud, one end of the bar
being connected by a link or rod to the piston, and by which it is moved up
and down in the cylinder when the stud is turned. Wheu the stud is turned
half a revolution, a projection on the end of the arm engages with a catch on
the letting-ofl' lever, and retains the shutter wide open for focussing, another
half revolution acting to close the sliutter again, the sjiring at the same time
being wound up and retained by a projection on tlie other end of the bar,
engaging with the same lever catch as before.

Wlien it is desired to give an open exposure, all or nearly all of the apertures
are closed ; the shutter is raised, and retained by the catcli untU released at
the will of the operator.

It will thus be seen that the time of exjiosure can be regulated to any period
required, and repeated any number of times or at any interval, and can be set

again after other periods of exposure have been used, the resulting .speed being
always the same, with the same setting.

Tlie sliutter may be arranged to act in the diaphragm slot without alteration
to lens in any way.

Mtttim^ of aoct>ttejS*

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Heetlug.

May 2.. Notts Institute, Shakespcare-Btreet.
„ 2.,

» 3.. ' North Loudon MyddeltonHaU,TJpper.3t.,Isliiig-tou
Society's Rm8.,Norfolk-sq.,Glos8op.. 3..

,. 3.. ' Holmfirth
M 3.. Sutton Society's Rooms, 18, High-street.

Masonic Hall, Surrey-street.
Coventry Dispensary.
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Hall, 20, George-street, Edinburgh.
Mechanics' Institute, Hanley.
Anderton'sHotel.Fleet-street.E.C.

Lamb's Hotel, Reform-st., Dundee.
Philosophical Hall, Leeds.
Mason's Hall, Baeinghall-street.

>. 3.. Sheffield

» 3..

.. 3.. Bolton Club

.. 4..

,> 4..

' Edinlmrgh Photo. Societj
1 North Staffordshire

» 4..

» 5..

„ 5..

» 5..

Boltou Photographic Society ...

Dundee and East of Scotland ...

,. 5..

„ 6..

II 6 M. Mauley's, Barum Top.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OP GREAT BRITAIN.
The technical meeting of this Society held on Tuesday evening was presided
over by Mr. W. England.
Mr. H. Trueman Wood exhibited a portable electric lamp of three-candle

power. It was originally intended as a railway reading lamp, but had since
had a red glass fitted in front so as to adapt it for the dark room. It was made
by Mr. Pitkin, and operated by a small storage battery fitted with an adjust-
able resistance. When charged it would run for seven or eight hours without
diminution of light. The principle feature of the battery was that perforated
plates of vulcanite were used to separate the battery plates.

The Chairman exhibited a box with levelling screws which he had fitted to
the top of his tricycle. In it was contained a quarter-plate camera which could
be ojierated on in the streets without attracting attention. A number of nega-
tives taken by its agency were exliihited. These consisted of instantaneous
street views.

Mr. Thomas Samuels exhibited a detective camera which assumed the form
of a brown-paper parcel. He promised a description of it at the next meeting.

Mr. John Jackson (from the Eastman Company) then gave a demonstration
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of the wliole process of stripiung tilms. It differed in no essential respect from
the (lescriiitioK given by us tliree weeks ago [see page 209]. In one minor
point, liowever, tiiere was a difference, and one wliicti conduced to tlie better

working of tlie process. It will be remembered tliat we descrilwd the prepara-

tion of tlie glass on wliicli the collodion was spread as liaving been effected by
the rubbing over of the surface with powdered Frencli chalk. But Mr. Jackson
finds that the end desiderated is better attained by giving the glass a coating of

a substratum composed of indianibber dissolved in benzole in the proportion of

one grain to tlie ounce.

Mr. Jackson's demonstration was highly successfnl.

In reply to a question as to the length of time that might be allowed to elapse

between the develo])iiig of a negative on the paper anil stripping the film,

Mr. W. H. HvsLor said tliat, as recorded by him in the two weekly jounials

a few weeks ago, an interval of twelve months at least was permissible.

Mr. Wood spoke of the facility with which he had managed the stripping of

films at the first attempt.
Mr. William Cobb having made an inquiry as to whether Mr. Jackson ever

experienced any difiioulty in jirinting by the cockling of the film negatives,

elicited from tliat ^ciitlcnian a rem;irk that he had not.

Mr. Spikus had recently taken four dozen negatives which he had stripped.

Speaking of certain white marks wliieh he had sometimes seen, he was told by
the Chainiian that in all probability it was oxalate of lime, which would dis-

appear on applying an acidulated wash.
The jiossibility of tlie jiapcr sujijiort expanding while wet, and thus distort-

ing tlie jiicture, was raised by Mr. W. E. Debknham, but nothing new was
elicited on this topic.

A jilate holder, tiie invention of Miss White, was exhibited by Mr. T. Solas.

Tlie uc.\t technical meeting will be held on the 24tli proximo.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Thursday night, April 21, at the onlinary weekly meeting of the above
A.ssociation, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, Loudon, Mr. Herbert
Btariies presided.

Mr. E. Clifton had well washed a print but not toned it ; then he kept it a
long time until it was yellow all over ; he next toned half of it in a borax bath,
ami it came out all right ; he exhibited the two halves to show how the yellow
ill tile whites had toiu-d out in one of them.

Mr. A. L Hkndkhsox remarked that the best half of the pr'nt would have
been better had it been upon freshly prepared pai)er and toned without delay.

Mr. Ci.UTON suiil that lie did not deny that.

Mr. HENDEiiSON stated that the acetate toning bath had an advantage over
all tile others in that it tended to give a less mealy print. He exhibited a print
of a horsa-race in which the running horses came out quite sharp, and all the
mo'.iouless parts of the scene were blurred ; the picture had not been taken by
bin self.

Mr. W. H. Prestwich said that the camera must have moved during expo-
sure in relative prop: rtion to the motion of the horses.

Mr. Henderson remarked that that was also his explanation.
Mr. W. M. Asn.MAN said that the effect had once been ascribed to movement

of the swing back.
Mr. Henderson replied that examination of the print did not bear out that

view.

Mr. F. W. Cox exhibited |>Iatiiiuni prints taken upon paper five months old,

also some otiier platinum prints developed with a twenty-percent, cold solu-

tion of washing soda ; the time of development was about ten seconds. The
prints were good ones, bnt not, he thonght, superior to those developed in the
usual way.
The Chairman said that the time of development should give a power of

checking density.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington stated that Hubl's book mentions the use of car-
bonate of soda, says that it has inferior developing powers, and that it throws
down a precipitate upon the paper.

The Chairman remarked that there was no precipitate upon Mr. Cox's
prints.

Mr. Cox added that the pictures before them had been printed in the first

instance very much deeiier than usual.

Mr. Wellington exhibited some platinotype prints.

Mr. T. Kerr exhibited some sepia-coloured also some black prints in
}>latinum.

Mr. Wellington exhibited orthochromatic results upon a gelatiuo- bromide
plate dipped in cyanine.

The Chairman exhibited some lantern slides mounted by means of lengths
of the paper slijis used in the Morse telegrapli printing instruments ; he re-

marked that such strips could Ije obtained of enormous length, evenly cut. He
also exhibited an old-fashioned carpenter's plane for cutting wooden grooving,
and some good results which had been obtained by its use.

Mr. A. Haddon asked if any one had tried ammonia for fixing albumenised
prints.

The Chairman thought that Hardwich had, in 1853, jiroposed its use.

Mr. J. B. Si'LRGE, ill reply to a question, said that tlie dilticulty in the way
of introducing his sensitometer to tlie public on a large scale was the necessity
for the previous construction of a set of Whitwortli true gauges for boring the
holes ; to make them singly without such gauges would be too expensive for
the purchaser. The sensitometer once m.^de needed no special care ; it was
always in good order, and it had such a range that sometimes when the smallest
ajierture just gave an indication there was a reversal of the image on the largest,
giving clear glass.

Mr. Wellington had recently seen Profes.sor Dewar excite a luminous tablet
at the Royal Institution and extinguish its light by dipping it in cold water

;

then by breathing on it he brought out the phosphorescence again.
Mr. Si'iMuiE said that with imre bromide of silver he had found the ratio tf

action equal between daylight and ga.slight.

Messrs. A. Watkins and Harry J. White were elected merobcn of the
Association.

Next Tliursday Mr. Spurp will read a paper upon Variationa q/ Developing
Aclion as Tested by Spunje a SensUomeier.

CAMERA CLUB.

On Tliursday, April 21, an address was delivered by Mr. T. BoLAg on Photo-

graphic Processes for Book Illustration, and a most interesting lecture was
made doubly useful by the exhibition of a series of blocks and prints in illus-

tration of the subject.

Mr. Lyonel Clark occupied the chair, and, previous to calling upon the

lecturer, ilrew attention to a simple instrument for timing exposures.

Mr. BoLAS then entered upon a description of the processes suitable for

printing with type, and treated of methods in regard to lithographic and zinc

work, solid photographs, and the means of obtaining granularity. Pretsch's

work of twenty-seven years ago he considered had hardly been surpassed.

Dallastint was called a secret method, and would, considering its merits,

probably have been much more widely used could it have been fully pushed.

Blocks and prints of Woodburytype, Dallastint, Messrs. Bullock Brothers'

work, Ives's process, and collotype, were handed round.

Mr. Geddes, ill a most interesting speech, pointed out how amateurs might

make blocks from their own negatives, and referred to the great pleasure sure

to attend such work. He gave a descriptive account of the collotype process

and exhibited jirints from blocks prepared from Eastman's stripping films,

which he strongly recommended as being usable from Iwth sides.

Mr. BoL.\s remarked that it was a necessary thing to be careful to obtain

reversed negatives, and he drew attention to an illustration in an American

journal as a fearful example, where the subject was a figure writing with the

left liaiid and tlie picture was furthermore defective for several other reasons.

It was named Welaiminij an Intrader, and showed what the Americans could

put up with.

Mr. Traill Taylor did not know what they could put up with in America

but he would like to show some specimens of collotype work iloiie there which

he would venture to say were equal, if not superior, to anything done in this

country. He had seen it done, and the working was of the simplest description.

A smooth and not ground-glass surface was employed. [The prints exhibited

were of very fine finish, and, having a burnished surface, could hardly be

distinguished from direct photographs.] Mr. Taylor then descrilicd a printing

process suitable for amateurs, a copper cast being finally obtained.

Mr. W. E. Di;uENHAM said that when in Munich, Albert was using only plain

glass.

The Chairman said that the addresses of Messrs. Bolas and Geddes had
opened up quite a new field for amateur photographers, and doubtless many
pivfient never considered it possible for amateurs to produce printing blocks

without going in for a most exiieusive outfit. He should like to have heard of

one or two other jirocesses, examples of which he had come across in the

journals, such as that of Fox Talbot and a French (Joubert's) method, a carbon

process.

Mr. BoLAS described Talbot's process, in which a copperplate is etched by
percliloride of iron through a film of bichromated gelatine. The French method
(Joubert's) was a collotype process. Goupil's was similar to Woodbury's, and
a roughened gelatine was used.

After some remarks from Mr. Greatheed the proceedings terminated with

a vote of thanks to the lecturer and Mr. Geddes.

The next Club excursions will be to Gomshall, Wooton, and Abinger, on
May 14, ami to Westerham on June 4, both Saturdays.

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

At the meeting held on Tuesday, April 10, at Myddelton Hall, Islington, N.,

Mr. L. Medland in the chair, Messrs. J. Bird, A. Liddle, and A. Wybrant,

were elected members of the Society.

A large number of views taken by members at the Easter Monday outing at

Maidenhead was exhibited.

Mr. F. W. Cox showed some platinotype prints for the development of which

he had used a cold solution of common" washing soda instead of the oxalate of

potass usually employed.
Mr. George Smith exhibited a quarter-plate camera with a series of len.ses of

varving focus especially suitable (or making lantern-slide negatives.

A large number of slides was then exhibited by means of the optical lantem.

The Chairman announced that at the next meeting of the Society, on May 3,

Mr. Alexander Mackie would lecture on The A B Co/ Photographic Emulaions.

Visitors are invited to attend.

MANCHESTER AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIEri\

The monthly meeting of the above Society was held on the 19th instant,—The
President, the Rev. H. J. Palmer, in the chair.

The following gentlemen were electeil members :—Messrs. W. Bolton,

Beswick ; T. Moricy Brooke, Withiugton ; C. F. Budenbcrg, Whalley Range

;

J. M. Frankish, Ardwick ; A. Hamilton, M.D., Ashtoii-under-Lyiie; Walter
Noar, Lower Broughton ; and James Shaw, Great Ancoats-street, Manchester.

Mr. J. G. JONE.S reail a paper on Gas Bags versus Gas Bottles, describing

the advantages, and comparing the first cost and also the cost per hour of each

system of lantern illumination.

After the discussion by the members of queries taken from the question box,

Mr. J. E. Thornton exhibited his patent roller slide, and also exhibitetl a

small iletective camera.
Mr. Lachi.an M'Lachlan, by request, exhibited a negative and prints of

his large photographic group. The Mogul Familg at WifiOsor, and gave some
details of the work in taking the same. The members were given au oppor-
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tunlty for inspecting the large negative, wliich was a remarkably fine one, ami

capable of yieliling prints four feet four inches by two feet two inches.

Mr. E. Briggs showed a. series of lantern sliiles, using the lantern recently

presentei.1 to the Society.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting was held in the College of Science, Newcastle-on Tyne,

on the 12th instant,—Professor Herschel in the chair, when
Mr. John- Jackson, oftlie Eastman Dry Plate and Film Company, gave a

demonstration of the Comijauy's new stripping films. All the various opera-

tions were successfully carried through and followed with close interest by a

numerous attendance of members and friends. The specimen negatives and

prints were much admired.
The usual vote of thanks was proposed by the Chairman.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA.

A MEETING of the Society was held April 6, 1887,—The President, Mr. Frederic

Graff, in the chair.

A question in the box asked, "Is there any method of toning positives on

glass?"
It was stated iu reply that lantern slides were frequently toned in solutions

of sulphuret of jiolassium, bichloride of palladium, and bichloride of platinum.

Mr. Walmsley suggested slightly uuder printing the slides, Ijleacliing with

bichloride of mercury, aud then toning with sulphite of soda. As the latter

acts as an intensifier, it is necessary to print light, or the slide will be too

dense.

Mr. Bartlett directed attention to an intensifier for gelatine plates wdiich

he had received from Mr. John G. Cassebaum. It jiossessed marked advantages

over mercury, being gi'adual in its action, perfectly under control, and affording

any degree of intensity required, without interfering with the in-inting qu.alities

of the negative. It is necessary to submit the negative to be strengthened to a

preliminary bath to make it slightly aciiL This bath consists of—
Nitric acid 10 drops.

Chrome alum 1 ounce.

Water 20 ounces.

Citric or acetic acid may be substituted for the nitric in the proportion of

one ounce to twenty of water.

Stock solutions are made as follows :

—

A.
Gallic acid 120 grains.

Alcohol 1 ounce.

B.
Silver nitrate 30 grains.

Water 1 ounce.

One drachm of each of the above solutions is added to each ounce of water.

The plate is put in an ordinary developing dish and the solution poured over

and gently rocked to and fro. The negative will gradually come up and may
be carried to any degree of intensity. Mr. Bartlett also mentioned the investi-

gations of Dr. Loh.se on the modifications of the alkaline developers for bro-

mide of silver plates, as published in the I'hotoijraphischc Correspomlenz.

Dr. Lohse, in his trial of the various alkaline earths in connection witli i)yro-

giiUic acid, found tluit borax (bi-borate of soda), contrary to his expectations,

proved perfectly inert, producing not the slightest action upon the latent

image. He further found that even the addition of soda or ammonia jjroduced

no action, while the borax remained present the )plate lay perfectly white in the

dish. It was only after washing out the borax from the film that the action

began iiud was completed. The borax does not neutralise the action of the

light, but prevents the reducing .action of alkaline pyro developer. He accord-

ingly suggests that this salt ndght be of advantage as a ret,wder in the

developer. Mr. Bartlett, .acting upon the suggestion, added one drop of satu-

rated solution of borax to tlie oiince of developer, and found that the addition

acted as a clearer of the negative without any appreciable retardation of the
development.
Mr. John G. Bullock showed a chart which had been brought to the

meeting by a visitor, which was a valuable aid to those who were called upon
to photograph buildings or other subjects requiring to be taken from some
speciiil point, to obtain the best effect with a certain sized plate or with any
special lens. A base line was ruled across the bottom of the chart and a per-

pendicular line <lown the centre. From the point of intersection the angles

radiated, and were ruled off on either side of the perpendicular line, every five

degrees being shown, red and black alternately, making it easier to trail them
up. Perpendicular lines were ruled on either side of the centre at distances
corresponding to length of all plates used. The centnal vertical Hue was
graduated in inches .and centimetres. Horizontal lines were laid off of a
length corresponding to the longest plate each lens would cover, and at a
distance from the base line corresi)onding to the equivalent focus of the lens.

The angle line, intersecting lens line, aud plate line, wo\ild give the angle
included and the particular size of plate, and any number of lens foci could be
laid down, and the angle of any lens or size of plate could be seen at a glance.

The chart shown was 22 x 26, but angles of lenses of longer focus could be reail

by taking li.alf the focus and half the length of plate. Mr. Bullock also men-
tioned a peculiar circumstance in connection with a copying lens recently
imported by Mr. Partridge, a member of the Society. It was found that from
some cause, at first unaccountable, every plate exposed with the lens was
slightly fogged. New baths .and developers of all kimls were tried, and camera
and dark room were carefully examined for cracks where light nught leak in.

A critical examination of the lens revealed the fact that owing to the angle at
which the inner end of the lens's mount wiis bevelled its extreme inner edge
was struck by some of the rays of light after passing through the lens, and they

were reflected in the sh.ape of diffused light upon the [date, thus causing the
fog. The ilifliculty was entirely overcome by use of a cardboard diaphragm so
placed as to cut off these rays l>eforc they reached the reflecting edge of the
mount.

8^ Co)T68pondeii(g s?iouM never vsrite on hoth sides 0/ the paper.

GELATINE PLATES FOR COPYING LINE WORK.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to your article in tbe Journal of the 15th instant
on this subject, I venture to make a suggestion, namely, print on Eastman
paper instead of silver. A moderately dense negative, such as can easily be
obtained on gelatine plates with ordinary development, will give absolutely
black and white prints if worked with artificial light such as gas. More-
over, the colour and surface closely approaches the original. I have a
pencil drawing so copied that few persons could detect that it was a
photograph at all. Of course Eastman paper is dearer than albnmenised,
but the result for line work is so infinitely better, and the fact of its

being capable of being used at night greatly mitigates this disadvantage,

to say nothing of the rapidity with which a number can be printed. If

there is no changing of negatives, once the exposure is hit off a dozen
can be readily done in an hour (washing, of course, excluded). I enclose

one or two specimens, which kindly return at your convenience.—I am,
yours, etc.. Greenwood Pim.

P.S.—Last autumn I copied a large series of parchment deeds, iu many
of which much density was difficult to obtain, but on the Eastman paper,

in most cases, obtained good results. G. P.

META-BISULPHITE OF POTASH.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Allow me to add my testimony to Mr. Pringle's as to the

excellent keeping qualities of pyro solution with meta- bisulphite of potash.

I have used, by chance, exactly the solution he suggests, namely, ten per

cent, pyro and five per cent, meta-bisulphite, for about a year, and have
kept it at least six months without the least apparent change. Instead,

however, of a mere ten per cent, bromide solution as a restrainer, I have
used for a long time past one containing ten per cent, bromide of potas-

sium and an equal quantity of citric acid, which may be preserved from
mould for an indefinite time by the addition of a small lumi) of camphor.
(I may remark that camphor is equally effective in preserving gum muci-

lage.)

For developing most makes of rapid plates, I find that twenty drops of

pyro, five drops of restrainer, and ten drops of twenty-five per cent,

ammonia to the ounce, forms a very good standard developer. For
underexposure the ammonia may, with many, makes of plate, be doubled,

while for over exposure I always keep a spare cup at hand, with, say,

fifteen drops of restrainer in it, and if the image comes out too soon or

the details follow the sky too rapidly, I pour the developer into it, and
back on the plate, when development is almost instantly checked, and
when started again with five to tan drops more ammonia will give as

much density and contrast as is required. If insufficient detail appears,

a less restrained developer may again be resorted to.

I do not know what " latitude of exposure " is admissible with this

mode of development, but it is certainly much greater than with any
reasonable quantity of plain bromide. As an experiment, I once exjjosed

two Paget XXX plates under a negative, one four times as long as the

other; the shortest was quite fully exposed, while the longer developed

into a plucky transparency so clear in the lights as to bo used successfully

in the lantern, and this does not at all represent the limit of what may be

obtained.—I am, yours, Ac, Henry B. Procter.

Tyiiaitoulli, April 21, 1887.

P.S.—I think that where the drop bottle is used the strength of the

pyro solution might be doubled with advantage.

AN AUTOMATIC PRINT WASHING WHEEL.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In The British Journal of Photoorapiit of January 7,

1887, iu a leading article on the washing of bromide prints, much stress

is laid on the importance of direct washing with water from a rose, as by
this means the hypo is more thoroughly eliminated than by much soaking,

even in running water.

Actuated by the above, I have Iiad an automatic print washing wheel

made by the local tinman, and I find that it works well. I therefore

venture to send you a description of it, as I believe it will prove useful to

amateurs, and as I hope that the principle is capable by extension of

being utilised on a large scale. The iirineiple is that of the overshot

water-wheel. Fixed round the circumference of a light wheel is a series
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of tin plates, each turned np at one border into a trough. The prints are

fastened on these plates and are washed by water from a rose ; this water,

by tilling the troughs in succession, turns the wheel.

To enter into details, I had better describe a wheel which I have had
made for washing twelve cabinet prints at a time. It is two feet in dia-

meter and tliree inches wide. Bound its circumference it carries twelve

tin plates with their troughs. The plates overlap the wheel by two inches

on each side. Their side edges are turned up a quarter of an inch to keep

the water on them. Holes are bored through the plates in positions cor-

responding to tlie corners of different sized prints, and the prints are

retained in position by means of ordinary pins passed through these holes

into pieces of cork at the back.

The rose is a Hat one, seven inches wide and tapering to a supply tube

three-quarters of an incli in diameter. At its lower end, where it is seven

inches wide and one inch thick, it has a single row of small holes three-

eighths of an inch apart. This rose allows enough water to wa.'^h the

prints. It does not waste the water supply, as it uses about nine gallons in

one and a half hours, and it suffices to turn the wheel. In fact, it is

necessary for the lower segment of the wheel to work in a trough, with a

depth of water varying according to circumstances. The water in the

trough acts as a break in preventing the too rapid revolution of the wheel,

and it further washes the prints.—I am, yours, etc.,

S. L. DoBiE, Surgeon-ilajor, ith Madras Cavalry.

Kamptee, India, March 30, 1887.

P.S.—In practice it will be found that the prints, on thick or thin

paper, adhere, when wet, to a smooth surface so firmly that they need no
pinning on to the wheel.

THE LATE J. B. OBEBNETTER.
To the Editobs.

Gentixmen,—The following are some details of Obernetter's career

which have just come to my hands; they might be interesting to your
readers.

J. B. Obemetter was born on May 31, 1840. He studied chemistry at

Leipzig in 1858 under Professor Erdmann, and subsequently at Heidelberg

under Bunsen, and finally at Munich under Professors H. Pettenkoffer,

Liebig, and Kaiser, all more or less great authorities. Upon Liebig's

recommendation he devoted himself to photography, and entered the

atelier of Albert, where he made his first two inventions, enlargements
on developing paper and a process of photography on porcelain. Estab-

lishing himself in 1803, Obernetter soon produced the well-known collodio-

chloride jjaper a few years later. Upon the suggestion of Albert, his

former employer, Obemetter worked out his process of phototype
" Lichtdruok," which was afterwards bought by Albert and further per-

fected by both. Obernetter further simplified and perfected it by his

dusting-on process with graphite, for which ho obtained the gold medal at

the Vienna Universal Exhibition. Upon the suggestion of Dr. Maddox
for a gelatine instead of a collodion emulsion (1880), Obernetter worked
out and soon produced a gelatine emulsion, which still enjoys an un-
equalled reputation. His gelatine emulsion paper, produced some time
later, has als) gained a great reputation already, and is only surpassed
as an invention by his yet more important work, the production of an
orthochromatio plate for landscape work applicable without the yellow

screen.

Last, not least, is to be mentioned his invention of a process of photo-
copper printing by direct transfer of the image from the negative to the

copperplate—a process for which we may anticipate a great future yet.

He died on the 13th instant from syncope of the heart, after a few days
indisposition.

We may well lament the loss of a man who has done so much for our
art and from whom, had ho Uved, much more might yet have been
expected.—I am, yours, ttc., J. R. Goiz.

19, liuckinyham-street, Strand, April 23, 1887.

COLONIAL AND HOME GRIEVANCES.
2'o the Editors.

Gentlemen-,—As our Colonial brethren are airing their woes, will you
permit me to give a statement of the treatment some of the home cus-

tomers of Loudon stock-houses obtain ? A month or so back I bought
from a firm a 10 x S universal studio camera, warranted perfect and
complete, to take two cartes-de-vieite on a half-plate, two cabinets on a
whole-plate, single whole-plate and 10x8. " Monitor" will please note
that this was a make of camera of which large numbers have been sold,

and was sold as new and of the most modern and improved pattern to a
professional photographer, and without complaint on seller's part of any
unreasonableness on the part of the purchaser. Well, I got the makers
to cut the fronts for a 2b and a 10 x 8 lens respectively, and when the
camera came to hand I set to work and placed the2n on its front; but on
trying the 10x8 flange, found the opening in the camera front far too
small for the flange—this in a camera specially made for a 10 x 8 portrait
lens, i.e., one of 4| diameter!
On seeing the makers they were very sorry, they knew the front was too

small, and had determined not to have any more like it, and if in any

way they could possibly fix the lens on, short of making a new front to

the camera, they would be pleased to do it.

After a lot of scheming I made a makeshift, and fitted the lens upon the
camera. I then proceeded to take a group of children, and, having focussed,

tried to throw up the screen and insert the dark slide, but the handle of the
focussing screw stood upright and prevented the screen from moving. I

shifted the front of the camera a short distance on the off chance that when
the group was again focnssed the handle of the focussing screw might be
downward ; by chance it was so, and the pictare taken. The camera was
then examined, and two hours wasted while the screen was removed and a
gap made in the frame of it sufficiently large to permit it to clear the

handle in all positions. On examining the shifting screens at the back,

they were found to be made for Malvern, promenade, and boudoir,

instead of carten-de-viaite and cabinets, as the carriers in dark slide were.

The next thing was, that when two cartes-de-visite were taken on a
half-plate one picture was always out of focus, and a close examination of

carriers showed that the halt-plate one had been planed away in the rebate

at one end to the thickness of stout paper !

In addition to the stupid weakness of the carriers, they have about half

an inch of side play, and any one who knows the large amount of light in

the modern dark room will see the advantage of this when squeezing two
cabinets upon a whole-plate. When the camera is racked out to take a
large head the bellows go flat, being about three folds too short, and when
you are taking a smaller size the camera front has such slack side guides
that it is possible to get it half an inch out of parallel with the back un-
less you take a rule and measure it.

But why make a fuss about such a trifle as that ? one is not always
copying ! And if the carriers are only one-eighth thick where strength

was needed, you have good half-inch timber in the back screens where a
piece of thin zinc would have been suftieient.

I have enclosed a piece of the half-plate carrier for the inspection of

the Editors, and shall be pleased to show the camera to any gentleman
who will honour me with a call. J. l3. Cooi'ER.

Montague Studio, Kingston, S.)V.
——

^

THE RIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have watched tlie correspondence in your columns on
the right to the negative, and the many absurd reasons put forth by
people who ought to know better why the negative can be demanded by
the client. No negative is ordered or paid for, but a number of photo-

graphs, one or many, as the case may be, which are paid for, and there

is an end of the matter. Of course it you bring the intricacies of the law
to bear on the subject there is no end to it.

I should not hesitate, if in Mr. Debenham's position, to let the party

have his negative, and charge him 20s. per year for warehousing and care

of negative (or more) ; that might settle the matter. Certainly no court

of law would refuse so modest a demand. Query, Why should photo-

graphers be supposed to use negatives at all ? Are we obliged to say how
we produce our work ? I am not a high authority, but I think this is to

the point.—I am, yours, &o., Fkedekick Barber.

1, Orchard-street, Church-street, Sheffield, April 23, 1837.

To tlie Editors.

Gen-tlemen,—There has been a considerable amount of writing on the

subject of who is the owner of the negative. I have read it carefully,

hoping that some abler pen than mine would point out where, in my
opinion, the gist of the matter lies, but none have yet done so. It is this

—Is it, or is it not, the practice to charge more for the first supply of

prints than for subsequent orders? If so—and I think it is—is not the

extra charge for taking the negative ? And, if so, how can the photo-

grapher claim as his that for which he has been paid ?—I am, yours, &c.,

J. E. G.

PHOTOGRAPHING ON DEAL PIER.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I can fully confirm your statement about the restrictions

at Deal Pier.

Some years ago there was a large fleet of vessels anchored in the

Downs off Deal. I was at that time visiting there, and having my camera
and tent with me was anxious to obtain photographs of the fleet from the

pier head. The toll-keeper, however, refused me access, and I then

sought out the Manager of the Company, Mr. LaiiUaw, who, notwith-

standing my informing him I was only photographing for my recreation

and amusement, refused to sanction my going on the pier with my
camera, informing me a local photographer had the sole right.

This degrading the right to photograph at any point of interest to a

money question is one of the things that tends to give photography such

an elevated status that it has occupied lately, and to develope those

feelings of cordiality between the amateur and professional which used to

exist.

I have often sat and sketched on Deal Pier, but the nice distinction

between a sketching block and a camera is apparently now reduced to a

question of money payment.— I am, yours, Ac, Frank How.vrd.

Wallingford, Berk-i, April, 1887.
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iBxci)anp arolumn.

%• ^'o charge is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this column:

*but none mil be inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those

who specify their requirements as "anything useful " will therefore understand

the reason of their non-appearance.

Wanted, camera in exchange for portrait lens by Slater.—Address, J. Collinqe,

Photographer, Nelson, Lancashire.

A diffraction grating in exchange for flrst-class 12x10 or 10x8 lens for architectural

pnrpoEcs.—Address, G. W. Valentine, 156, High-street, Southampton.

Will exchange a mnsical album, playing two tunes, for two double dark slides (Lan-

caster's quarter-plate instantograph).—Address, GowES, Vicarage-road, Teddington.

Rock burnisher, a six-inch roll, and a twelve-inch roll, in exchange for portable

camera, not less than 7ix5. Difference adjusted.—Address, Q. W., Photographer,

Grange-over-Sands.

Keqnired, a whole-plate camera suitable for outdoor work In exchange for a nine-

carat double gold chain with tassel appendage.— Address, Edwabd J. Huohes,

Graigne, Co. Kilkenny.

Wanted to exchange, Grimston's whole-plate pneumatic shutter (fits into slot of Eoss'

rapid symmetrical lens) for Gneri7's flap shutter, same size.-Address, F. Hoaee,
Coxwell-court, Cirencester.

Wanted, good half-plate lens, cither Ross' or Ballmeycr's rapid doublets preferred,

for Meagher's 5x4 tourist camera with three doubles, 4c.—Address, F. W. Tread-

way, 26, Trinder-road, Crouch-hill, N.

I will exchange a 5x4 camera, with two double dark slides and one single slide, for

a half-plate cairera with three double dark slides. Difference in cash.—Address,

Wm. Maeshall, 13, Eipon-street, Moor Park, Preston.

Wanted, a 12 X 10 tourist camera, with two or three double dark slides, in exchange

for a whole-plate camera by Dallmcyer, with three double and one single dark

slides, and a 8!x61 rapid doublet lens.—Address, W. Bond, Photogi-apher, Bank-

place, Norwich.

anstoers to (fforreBponUrnts.

Notice.—Eacli Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address^ although not

necessanly for puhlicaiion. Communications man, ^'hen thought dc&irable, appear Mnd«r

a NOM DE PLUME OS hiDterto, or, by preference, under three letters of the alphabet. Such

signatures as " Constant Reader," " Su6scnbei-," Sx., should he avoided. Corrcsjxtndents

not conforming to this rule iciil Iherefort understand the reason for the omiKion of their

communications.

Col. Gubbins.—All the four gentlemen mentioned are amateur photographers.

ESLAFonDE.—We have already invited photographers to send ns specimens of

spotted prints, and the details of the circumstances under which they appear.

J. BnowN (Pontefract).—It is not advisable to use zinc for the purjiose unless

the metal is well protected with Brnuswick black or other impervious

vaniish.

E. L.—Out of the lense.q yon name B will be the best for cabinet pictures ; A
is too short a focus for taking good cabinet portraits. It would have to be

approached too close to the sitter.

S. J.—The oval rims and glasses for photographs mounted in optical contact

with the gla.ss are supplied by Messrs. Marion & Co., Soho-square, and by
most other dealers ill photographic requisites.

Kktouc'Heh.—Tlie only plan we can suggest is that you ailvertise for negatives

such as you require. Perliaps one of your pliotographic frienils may lend
you a few, and that would answer yonr purpose.

AnTHUR Maycock.—With enamelled photographs the spotting must be done
before the print is treated with the gelatine, and not after the picture is

finislied. We know of no preparation for .sjiottiug enamelled prints after
they are mounted.

T. T. L.—Without seeing the negatives or knowing more of your method of
working it is impossible to give the reason wljy all the skies in your pictures
print dark. Possibly the skies were dark when the negatives were taken, or,

it may be, that they are much over exposed.

T. A. Elworthy.—From tlie fact that the prints have changed so rapidly it is

clear evidence that they were imperfectly fixed. Five minutes immersion in
.solution of hyposulphite of soda, one ounce to the pint of water, is far too
short. You had better go back to your old method of fixing if you desire
your pictures to Ije permanent.

T.)S1NG Bath.—The pink colour in tlie toning bath is due to a reduction of
gold from some cause or other—probably by some foreign substance intro-
duced eitlier with the prints or on the fingers. It is i)ossibIe that tlie dis-
colouration may be due to the action of light. A toning liath when out of
use should not be exposed to a strong light, as that will tend to reduce the
gold.

Cape Towy.—Your lens is an orthographic of somewhat long focus. You can
ascertain the length by approximately focussing the sun, and then measuring
from the point to the front surfaces of the anterior lens. If you employ the
lens for ])ortraiture you will require a very long camera, and the sitter will
have to be placed at a long distance from it. These lenses give exceedingly
fine definition, and are veiy useful instruments.

"

Stuakt L. Leonard writes :
" In The British Jouknal of PHOTOfiRAPHT of

last week, in the report of the proceedings of the London and mvincial

Photogi-aphic Association, mention is made of a neat little portrait lens very

suitable for a detective camera ; could you tell me wliere such a lens is to be

procured, as it is just the thing I want?"—The lens alluded to is one of the

Petzval form, and is known as the instantaneous stereoscopic lens It may

be obtained of either Messrs. Koss or Dallmeyer. Some other firms also

supply a similar lens.

C B Vandci.f.ur says :
" I should feel much obliged if you would inform me,

in your 'Answers to Correspondents,' how to get rid of a stain on a negative

which was produced while intensifying in the following manner :—After

bleaching with a solution of bichloride of mercury I omitted to wash the

negative thoroughly, and on pouring on the ammonia solution it became

badly stained."—Stains of this description can seldom be removed, bome-

times a solution of cyanide of potassium will help matters. Possibly some

of our readers can help our correspondent.

D Bennie a.sks :
" Would you kindly answer me on the following through the

Journal ' I have got two carte-de-risUe cards handed m to me to try and copy

them : they are very old and much faded. Is there any means by whidi

they could be revived a little ?"-lf the prints be removed from the mounts

and immersed in a dilute solution of the bichloride ot mercury any yellow-

ness in the prints will be removc.l, but no detail winch has faded out will be

restored. Yellow and uiipronusing looking prints frequent y copy very

much better than they at first sight might be expected to do. Our cor-

respondent should make a trial witli the pictures as they are before resorting

to other treatment.

C P writes as follows : " Having decided to go in for enlarging by artificial

light, I intend to buy a nine-inch condenser (double), and I have an enlarging

box 1 Will you kindly answer me what is the best light that will give an

uniform white strong light (not the electric or limelight), and at the same

time giving a sharp image ?-2. Will an Argand gas burner answer better than

either ordinary oil lamp or gas ?—•!. WouM the nine-inch condenser answer

well for enlarging from either quarter or half plate, as I ani in the habit of

enlarging from the h.alf-nlates '< I li.ive always enlarged by day ight, but I

found that the light is alVays nnrcliable and changing. —lu reply : 1- Any

of the best forms of parattine lamiw will answer, so will magnesium. It is a

good plan to place a diaphragm with a moderate size op.nmg between tie

light and the condenser. -2. An Argand gus burner wi 1 give a very good light

for the purpose, particularly if the diaphragm be employed.-3. A nine-inch

condenser is a very suitable size to use for liall-i>lates As a rule, better

results will Ije obtained with daylight than with artitici.al,un ess the source

of light be a lioint, as in the case with the electric or the limelight A little

judgment will enable tlie variation.- in the light to be compensated lor.

Photooraphic Clitb.—Tlie suliject for discussion at tlie next meeting of

this Clul), May 4, 1887, wdl be Vii I'hut^i'jmphmg Aiuiimh.

Mr. Harold Bakkr (late H. W. Cox), Birmingham, send.s us two excellent

cabinet portraits of Mr. W. Jerome Harrison, for which we thank him.

London and Provincial Photographic Association.-On Tliui-sday next

the subject for discussion will be The Variations of Devdojnng Action as

Tested by Spurge's Sensitometti:

Sportsman's Exhibition.—At tlie present time there is open in "Olympia"

a Sportman's Exhibition of a very attractive nature. Here are to be lound

everything in which photographic amateurs are known to delight, including

fishing, shooting, and boating appliances, tricycles and bicycles, together with,

of course, photograi.hio instruments. It is under the man.agement of Mr.

Harry Ktheringtbn, to whose energy tlie exhibition owes its success.

A somewhat clever feat was accomplished on Monday evening. At the

close of the performance in the St. James's Theatre the actore arranged them-

selves on the stage, and were photogi-aphed by Mr. W. H Hyslop from tlie

front of tlie dress circle. The only light employed was that from the sun-

burner in the roof supplemented by that from the footlights. The exposure

given was the unusu.'illy rapi<l one of six seconds, witli a lens having an ajicr.

ture of {. The plates were orthocliromatic.

Photogr\pher.s' Benevolent .\s.soci.ation, 181, Aldersgate-street, E.C.

—

A special general meeting will be held on Thursday, May 5, at half-past seven

p m., to confirm or otherwise amendment of rules made by special committee.

Rule 4, last clause to read, " Donors of one guinea and upwards shall bo

entitled to vote at general and special meetings, also at the election ot

pensioners, and shall further have tlie privilege of recommending for the con-

sideration of the committee cases of non-members such as are deline.l as

urgent in rule 13." Rule 10, line 15, after "apidicants" insert or oa.sc3

recommended by donors under rule 4."—H. Hahland, Secretary.
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF MACHINERY.
In our recent observations upon this subject we left for further

treatment sundry questions of importance which could not be

sufficiently dealt with in the compass of a single article, and

we now return to their further consideration. We take it for

granted that no one would essay this kind of work without a

complete set of lenses of various foci, all of which in turn

will bo found to bo needed, seeing tliat any object may be

embraced, from the smallest to the largest, from a donkey
pump to a locomotive, and from that to the cmij) d'leU of a large

machine shop, and from standpoints of all degrees of proxi-

mity and of distance, of convenience and inconvenience. With
regard to the latter, we may say that the operator for one

firm we know of, before he sets out with his camera, always

dons a special suit of clothes to which he attaches little value

—somewhat after the fashion of those provided for visitors to

a coal mine.

We liave already given tlie opinion of one contributor in

regard to the kind of camera to use, or, rather, to avoid, that is

to say the one with a free tailboard ; and there is the further

advice to give, tliat the camera be provided with double awing

back. It is needed from opposing points of view—to assist in

focussing and to avoid perspective representation. When the

object is under extremely poor illumination, as will often

happen, it will be necessary, even with dry plates, to work
with a maximum aperture, and then from the cramped posi-

tions and close quarters so often inevitable, it will be found

that a well-focussed image cannot be obtained without

"stopping down." Here the swing back is of marvellous use-

fulness ; a slight deviation of the side swing will bring up into

complete sliarpncss a most unpromising imago. ]5ut it must
ever be rememl)cred that when the swing is employed for this

j)urposc any perspective representation of lines will always be

intensified. There will be cases where this will not matter

and wliere everything must be sacrificed to the mere obtaining

of a sharp image of any sort, but where there is sufficient light

the swing back should never be used to facilitate focussing.

Looking at the use of the swing back from the other point of

view, it will be found invaluable when a picture is needed in

which no perspective representation of lines is permissible,

where something more of the nature of a geometrical

"elevation " is required. Those not accustomed to this refine-

ment of machine requirements may be reminded that whether
the front face of the machine be presented at an angle to the
axis of the lens in a vertical or horizontal azimuth, all that is

needed is to make the ground-glass of the camera parallel to

that face. The parallel lines of the machine then will be truly

depicted as such on the plate. As this condition is just the

opposite of that needed to bring the retiring portions of the

object into focus, it is evident that a small diaphragm will be

absolutely essential if all parts of the machine are to be

crisply depicted.

It is now no longer a secret, as it once was, how the beauti-

fully smooth and even appearance of the surface of the machine

given in some of the early photographs of this class was brought

about. If this is considered essential—and that it is, or should

be, is clearly shown by two photographs with smooth and with

rough surfaces now before us—the machine has to be specially

prepared. It must be jjhotographed before the final coat of

paint is given to it, and be specially prepared by painting in

slate colour, in "flatting," as it is termed^^that is to say,

the paint almost cntirelj' diluted with turpentine, little more

oil beyond that contained in the paste colour being used.

Quoting again from the photographer before named, whose

experience in this kind of work we know to be most extensive,

he informs us that the workmen who are put to this painting

need constant looking after lest they put too much oil in their

paint pots, the consequence being that bright patches appear here

and there, and quite spoil the effect, there being no comparison

between two photographs, one from a machine with a well

flatted, and the other from an imperfectly dull, surface.

In developing the negative the photographer's efforts must

always be devoted to obtaining negatives as free from fog as is

possible, that great enemy to clearness of shadows, a smoky
atmospliere, being naturally very prevalent in shops where large

numbers of workmen are constantly engaged, and where

furnaces and furnace chimneys too often load the atmosphere

with fine particles that are fatal to transparent shadows. In

such instances it will be useless to attempt working if the sun's

beams psiss between camera and object, and another time of

day must be chosen when this effect does not obtain. Kven

when this contingency can bo avoided it will bo found always

desirable in development to use a minimum of ammonia and

an unusual proportion of bromide. In fact in many cases it

will be best to arrest the development at an early stage, and,

instead of pushing it to full intensity of image, to obtain the

needful depth by after intensification by means of mercury

followed by ammonia. If hydrosulphuret of ammonia solution

be employed there need be no fear of the negative fading when
proper washing has been given between the various operations.

We have seen largo numbers of negatives so intensified years

ago which have never given way, though when ordinary

ammonia solution is employed there appears less certainty of

permanence.

It will be found that many manufacturers require white

backgrounds, and these of course can only be obtained by
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painting out, which sometimes is a most laborious operation

from the intricacies of the outlines presented by some machines.

It will be well in such cases for the photographer to have two

prices, one for machines with the workshop background, and

the other for those with white ground. Paper—i.e. an un-

toned silver print— should be adopted as much as possible for

stopping out, to avoid labour and loss of time, and where paint

is needed for the finer det lils, Indiiin ink must be eschewed—

it is too apt to split and raise the varnish. Some photographers

use ordinary black varnish for the purpose, while others employ

water colour (not moist colours) containing as small a quantity

of gum as possible. One gentleman, who makes a speciality

of machine photography, informs us that he always employs

" Gihon's opaque."

We believe that we have now touched upon all the points of

importance in connection with this useful kind of photography

that would not at first occur to those unaccustomed to it, and

we trust that our hints may be found useful to those who have

any thoughts of attempting a branch of photography which is

both lucrative and likely to be in increasing demand.

Wk are pleased to learn, both from private sources and al.so from

a letter in another page from tlie genial ex-President of tlio Society

of New York Amateurs, Mr. F. C. Beacli, that Mr. W. K. Burton,

while en route for Japan, has heen well received by the amateur

section of the New York photographers. It was, of course, only

politeness to the nationality of his entertainers that prompted Rlr.

Burton to institute a comparison between the alleged readiness dis-

played by the American photographer in imparting information

freely to the public, and the dark contrast afforded by the alleged re-

luctance of the English photographer in divulging information, such

comparison being seemingly to the disadvantage of the latter. The

fact is that Americans have never heen slow in stating how much

they were indebted to the British for information openly given.

The example set by Mr. W. H. Ilyslop (with whom, by the way, we
omitted to associate Mr. Lyonel Clark) of photographing the actors on

the stage of the theatre by the ordinary lights employed, lias been

followed in a most successful manner by another member of the

Camera Club. Mr. John F. Koberts has very skilfully laid siege to

the Criterion Theatre, and has captured David Garrick, or, more

correctly, the actors while taking their part in that drama. Every-

thing is as well done as if the photography had been done by daylight

in a studio. We shall next be having the courts of law, and (who
knows!) even the church itself, and their inmates, falling victims to

the all-conquering photographer.

It is tolerably well known that faded paper photographs may be
" restored " by treating them with a solution of the bichloride of

mercury. Although the prints are said to he restored, the term is

really a misnomer, for no detail which has actually disappeared is

recovered by the treatment ; it is only the yellowness of the print

which is removed, and this causes it to look bright and fi-esh, and, in

a measure, restored. At the same time that the yellowness of the

image is destroyed its former tone is changed, and rendered much
warmer than it was originally. It will be interesting to learn whether
pxtures, after they have been renovated by the bicliloride of mercury,

undergo a further change, or if they can be considered permanent.

This, of course, is a difficult question to answer, but we may mention

that we have in our possession a number of prints which were experi-

meiited upon twenty-two years ago, and not one of tliem appears to

have changed since. The mercurial method of renovating faded
photographs was introduced about thirty years back, and it would be,

as we have just intimated, desirable to know how far prints, after the
bichloride treatment, will resist the action of time, and whether they
may be designated " permanent." If some of the earliest examples of this

system of renovating were forthcoming, they would prove instructive,

At the Astronomical Congress in Paris it has been decided to map the

entire heavens by means of photography, and gelatine plates will be

used for the purpose. We have seen many commercial dry plates which

would yield a good display of the celestial bodies, in the shape of stars,

comets, and the like, without being exposed to the sky at all. The

question has often been put by the uninitiated as to how the tiny

images impressed by the stars are to be distinguished from accidental

spots in the bromide film. In most cases this would indeed be difficult

if only one negative were taken ; but the observations are never con-

fined "to a single plate, as several are always exposed. Tlien, by com-

parison, the images of the stars are easily distinguished from accidental

blemishes in the film.

NoTWiTHSTANDiNO that WO have before directed attention to the fact,

many photographers, who are constantly sending negatives through

the post, do not appear to be aware that the Post Office now take a

certain degree of responsibihty in case of loss or injury to goods for-

warded by Parcels Post. The liability is limited in amount to twenty

shillings. But any parcel can be further insured up to the value of

ten pounds for a very trifling sum. For a fee of a penny compen-

sation to the amount of five pounds will be ensured, and for twopence

to the extent of ten pounds.

To secure compensation for damage from the Post Office, the

parcel must be distinctly marked with the words, " Fragile—With

Care." Parcels or letters so labelled, it may be as well to mention,

may be somewhat longer in transit, because the Ofiice reserves to

itself the right to select the route by which they shall travel. Siich

parcels, we understand, are not received by, or delivered from, trains

while they are in motion, as is the case with the ordinary mail bags.

Many negatives transmitted through the post are worth to their

owners more than tiie maximum sum mentioned, but it may be some-

what doubtful if the authorities would willingly pay this amount, in

the case of the breakage of a negative, unless ample proof were forth-

coming of its absolute worth. lu a case tried some years ago wliore a

railway company were sued for compensation for a number of valuable

negatives that were broken, their value was assessed by the Court at

the cost of the glass, and a trifle in addition for the chemicals upon it.

TuK Echo, a few evenings since, while commenting on the fact that the

attitude assumed by artists towards photography has materially

changed during the past twenty years, says, " The portrait painter, it

is whispered, makes constant use of it to catch fleeting expressions on

the sitter's face, and the landscape artist carries a camera with him on

his sketching expeditions into the country." Has this not always been,

more or less, the practice from the very earliest days of photography ?

Possibly, at that period, the painters did not, as many do now,

do their own photography, but they nevertheless had it done for

them. We can point to pictures executed thirty years or more ago—

and which are now in our National collection—that were, to a large

extent, painted from photographs. At one time a painter would con-

sider it infra dig to openly recognise photography at all. But now

the case is altered, and the majority of the leading artists frankly

admit that photography is very valuable. A few, it is true, qualify

the admission by adding for "some purposes."

Anknt the subject of backgrounds by the powder process as

described last week. It may be mentioned that this method is

particularly well adapted for the production of landscape or other

artistic backgrounds. When these are re^juired, some of the stock

colour (.see previous article) should be taken and different proportions

of black or white mixed with it as occasion may require. Then the

colour is moistened with water and moulded into lumps or sticks, and

dried. In the dry state the sticks are used as chalks or crayons to

draw or sketch on the background the design required. The sharp

lines made by the crayons are afterwards softened off, by rubbing

them over with the brush, or, in some cases, with a pledget of loose

felt or flannel, followed by the brush. The sketch may be made on

the background, either while it is wet or after it has become dry. In

the latter case, however, the canvas must be wetted afterwards in

order to fix the colour and prevent its eventually rubbing off. The

wetting, in this instance, must be done from the back of the caavaa

and not from the front.
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THE RIVAL PHOTOGRAPHERS.
To all who have very pronounced ideas as to what constitutes the art

of photography, tlie following may not he altogether uninteresting.

It is only hy the interchange of ideas and the ventilating of

experiences that a sound judgment can be formed as to the merits

or demerits of any branch of art or other subject that may be open to

discussion. The one, in connection of course with portraiture, that

these few lines mav seem to favour, has alwaj's been, but more
especially of late, n kind of bi'te noire alike to the photographer and
the independent artist. Notwithstanding, however, the object of

their mutual revilings, if not absolute contempt, lives—I cannot say,

flourishes. More than half the arguments used against him are created

and carefully reared up by the revilers tliemselves. They have only

themselves to blame, too, for the shortcomings which would never

have existed had it not been for the weakness—I will not say cupidity

—of tlioso wlio should naturally order the situation.

In an important and wealtliy town, not quite ten thousand miles

from every place, there were two more or less prominent photo-

graphers. One was a man not only skilled as a manipulator in

photography, but also endowed with a very great amount of artistic

genius; indeed, he had been in repute as an artist (may I s&y properly

go called?) long before ho ever mvested in a camera and lens, and
dived deeply into the mysteries of the dark art (I beg pardon), photo-

grapliy.

Having done so, however, he went ahead conscientiously, as he
considered, and laid down a theory which no one can very well upset,

namely, that a photograph is a photograph, and that naturally the

placing of any of the qualifying words, perfect, good, or artistic,

before same would not in the least alter the conditions. There is one
thing very certain, that, if being thoroiiyh constituted virtue, we
might look upon him as the most virtuous photographer of our days.

His rival was not what we might call, strictly, an artist, but he
was a very sound, practical photographer, and although he could not
paiut a likeness, was a very good judge of one when it was placed

before him. He possessed an aptitude for posing gracefully—indeed,

if we may be a little liberal to him, we may consider him an artist

without the artistic training which might have enabled him to assert

himself without the aid of his camera. In his ideas he was liberal

to a degree ; there was nothing new he would refuse a trial to, and
honestly give it a fair chance of gaining favour in his eyes. Shrewd
to a degree, he knew at a glance what a customer wanted, and went
the best way to produce it. This will be enough to give us an idea

of the two gentlemen whose dissimilar sentiments as photographers
form the bases of these few lines.

It was a lovely morning in early spring, one that brings gladness to

the photographic heart, one that prompts the multitude to exclaim,
" What a glorious day ! I'll have my photograph taken." And off

they go. On such a morning some time ago a poor wretched soul,

evidently not too well treated by Dame Fortune, came trudging down
the street in which our rival friends had their studios. He was on
the side of the artist photographer, not the pliotographor artist. At
tight of the two show-cases on right and left of him his eye seemed
to brighten, and ho pulled himself upright, and, getting closer to the
show-case, took a look, and thought to himself, " There is a chance
here for wje." He was a poor, wretched retoucher, and must really

have had the sympathies of every one—that is, every one who was not
a photoyraplier.

Pulling himself together, he walked upstairs and asked to see

Mr. A., and was told by the lady in attendance that he was engaged
at tlie moment, but if he would wait, &c. ' If he would wait !"

it was a case of " would a duck swim ? " So while he was waiting,
he took a good look round. The studio was beautifully appointed,
but somehow it did not look as if the entire business of the town
was done thei-e. There were some very excellent phuioyraphs around
the room, but he marvelled in his benighted innocence that there
was not one of them retouched. While he was wrapt in thought
(evidently tearing his bewildered brain to know why this was thus),

no doubt some moments must have passed unobserved. Suddenly a
fixjtstep was heard in the adjoining apartment which rudely brought
him from " tiie land of dreams " to the stern reahty of a photo-
grapher's studio, and a retoucher out of work.

It was no longer a question of " Why Ls there no retouching done
here ? " but " Will I get a crib ?

"

No sooner had ho propounded to himself the latter question, than
Mr. A. walked slowly, and with no small degree of majesty, into the
waitinij room. Somebody's blood had to froeze, and Mr. A.'s wouldn't.
Nevertheless, advancing to our frozen fri.'ud, he most politely in-
quired, " May I ask why I have the pleasure of this visit, and whom I
must thank for it ?

"

There was nothing for it but a bold front. It was the old battle-

cry of thousands before him, " Victory or—no dinner
!

" So summon-
ing up all the courage he had about him at the moment, he replie<l,

" I was pa.ssiug through the town looking for work, and thought,

seeinff the specimens outside, that there might be an opening for me in

your studio."
" Are you a photographer ?" was Mr. A.'s only reply.
" No, I am sorry to say I ara not."
" An artist, then—in oils or water colour ?

"

" I do not paint, but
"

" Not a pliotographer ! ! ! Not an artist ! ! !

"

I have only a small dictionary beside me, and I am imable by it to

find words adequate to paint tlie amazement, no, bewilderment, of
Mr. A., at the idea of my friend thinking there was room for such as

himself. After a pause (evidently Mr. A. had failed to divine the
reason why his visitor came beneath his roof) lie very coldy asked,
" Since you are neither able to photograph or paint, may I ask in

what capacity you fancied I might require your services ? What are

you?"
At last the crucial moment had arrived, further disguise was

useless, the dreadful truth must out. So with what courage remained
(and, by-the-by, it was precious little) he confessed, " I am a re-

touclier !

"

It is a lasting pity that there were not at least ten thousand people
within eyeshot to see the smile that radiated over the countenance of

Mr. A. at this damning declaration. You must not think it was one
of bitter contempt—no, he would not be so cruel—it was one rather

of supreme pity. I want every one to thoroughly understand that,

although he would not, on any account, give him half-a-crown for re-

touching a large head, he would not be so mean as to deny him the

pity due, by right, to a retoucher.

The shock was indeed mutual, and both were slow to recover from
it, but Mr. A., reviving more quickly, resumed the conversation.

" Young man ! Look around my studio. Do you see a single

photograph there which has been sullied by the plumbago of a re-

toucher's pencil point ?
"

The poor devil looked around, but did not see one that had been re-

touched. All the same, thougli, he saw lots that would have been
better if they had been.

" No," he replied, " there is not one that has been retouched."
" I should think not, indeed ! Photography is an art, and far above

the paltry help a retoucher would fain bestow upon it. Pliotography
is truth and truth, the least interfered with, is best. I am very
sorry, but really I cannot avail myself of your services. Good
morning !

"

Turning on his heel ho went over to one of his larger photographs
on an easel and fell hopelessly into an ecstasy over one of his own
specimens. There was nothing left for the retoucher now but to ^rei

out as gracefully as he could, so wishing a polite " good morning " to

the artistic pliotographer, he departed on his weary way, and, no
doubt, througli lack of appreciation, felt somewhat of a prejudice.

Although I naturally take a great interest in him, I will not follow

him just now, but rather pick him up later, as I know where he went
on leaving. I also wish to take up my quarters at Mr. A's studio at

least for a little while.

The lady who first received the departed visitor returned almost
immediately he had left, with some work to be examined by the

proprietor. While looking over it, he said, " Really, Miss S., I am
astonished at the numbers of misguided men who spend their time
spoiling the perfect products of the photographer. Thank heaven !

I have never fallen into such errors like so many of my neighbours.

What can photographers be thinking of to employ such men':"

What can the public be tliiuking of to prefer the retouched pictures to

the pure and simple photograph ?
"

He handed her the work back and she went her way. Judging
from the manner of her going, I fancy she had heard remarks of a

similar nature before. Having finished his contemplation of the

plain photograph, he went to his easel upon which he had an unfin-

ished portrait in oil. But before ho was many moments ot work an
elderly country gentleman and his daughter came in and wanted to be

photographed. They were simple folk, and were somewhat over-

awed by Mr. A.'s very imposing manner.
" You wish to be photographed ?

"

" Yes," said the father," I and my daughter. I am not so very

particular about myself, but I want a good picture of my little

darling. I think I would like a large head of her as well."
" Certainly, she has very finely marked features and should make a

very pretty picture.''

"\es,'' rejoined the proud father; "she is lookel upin as the

beauty of our parts. Now, Mr. Photographer, above all I want a
likeness; none of your fashionable beauties for me, but her simple
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self. She is quite beautiful enough, although I say it, perhaps, as

shouldn't."
" I am an artist, sir," said Mr. A., " and the trickeries which ruin

so many pictures have no place in my establishment. Truth is what

I aim at. Photography pure and simple cannot err."

" That's good."
" Will you kindly step into the dressing room, and I will send

for you in a moment. Your daughter can arrange her hair. She

will look best with her hat off."

Father and daughter go to arrange the necessary touch-up, before

the dreaded ordeal of being shot by the camera, and Mr. A. to see

after his assistant and get the plates in readiness.

It was quite refreshing to hear this old gentleman talk. Of

photogi-aphy he natuarlly knew nothing, so we need not pay much
attention to his remarks. He was a fine old fellow, however, the

picture of health. His hair was almost white, his forehead very

fair, and the lower portion of the face the picture of health. He had

a rather strong complexion—deep and ruddy. His daughter was a

most striking girl. Lovely auburn locks, to be slightly compli-

mentary ; a skin as fair as snow, but as is often the case, very badly

freckled.

In fine, I must say they were two subjects that would give " fits " to a

retoucher, and would try his patience and skill very considerably to

do them justice. A pang of doubt might even cross the mind of the

photogi'apher who employed him as to the result. This, however,

to an artist of the calibre of Mr. A., was child's play. His lens could

not fail to reproduce nature as it was. There would be no risk of

losing the like-iess by any reckless laying on of the "retoucher's

plumbago." No ; it would be pure art—photographic art ! as we
will see when the proofs come home in the course of the next week.

Redmond Babebtt.
(To he continued.)

CARD-MOUNTED FLEXIBLE GLASS FILMS.
[A Communication to tlio Biniiinf^liam Photographic Society.]

On a previous occasion I had the pleasure of drawing the attention of

our members to my flexible glass films, and I then pointed out the

importance which, from the earliest practice of the photographic art,

had been placed on the medium carrying the negative as affecting the

results.

A matter of not less importance in these days of haste and im-
patience is the production of a negative which will print quickly and
be equally suitable for the production of either paper or glass posi-

tives, or for enlargements ; these conditions are more perfectly ob-

tained on my flexible glass films than on any semi-transparent medium.
The drawback to the use of these films has been that they were

not quite ready for use, also that they were much more costly than
glass. I now send the films out quite ready for use by attaching them
to cards strong enough to hold tlie film in the camera flat and true.

When it is desired to develope the latent picture the film is drawn
from the card and placed in tlie developing dish, and treated in all

respects as if it were a plate. Recent improvements have made the
supporting medium free from any tendency to curl or twist in the
developing or fixing processes.

Plain Mounted Film.—Here is one of the card-mounted films. I
will release it from the card, and, had it been exposed in a suitable
light, it would now be ready for development. The only other point
requiring attention in the working of these films is the method of
drying, which has always been the weak point with films. The plan
which I now give has l>een well proved, and is in all respects satisfac-

tory, and produces a negative as flat and true as a glass plate.
It consists simply in pasting the negative upon a stiff cardboard to

dry ; the card allows the paste to dry from the back. The film itself

being impervious to moisture cannot be dried on a glass plate. The
varnish is applied when the film is dry and before it is removed from
the card.

Directionsfor Brying.—When the negative is washed it is placed
face downwards, all moisture is removed from the back, and it is then
placed on a piece of thick cardboard which has been evenly but not
thickly brushed over with paste, and the negative well rubbed down
to exclude bubbles ; this may be done either with the hand, or a piece
of paper may bo laid upon it and rubbed. It is then allowed to dry,
which will take ten or twelve hours. The paste used is made by
mixing one ounce of flour with six ounces of water until perfectly
smooth, then boil it and use when cold.

Varnishinji.—This is an important point and should not be omitted,
£8 it prevents the film curling by the gelatine surface absorbine
moisture.

^

When the surface of the film is quite dry, apply the special varnish

(cold) with a soft brush ; it will dry in two or three hours. The
brush should be kept soft by being placed in spirits of wine when not

in use.

I have here several negatives and pictures printed on the fihnSjSome

of which are at present attached to the drying cards and have been

varnished and are ready for hfting ; having done so, I shall then have

showed the process from beginning to end, A. Pumphbey.

TREES AND LEAVES.
There is, perhaps, nothing that has more influence on the effect of the

landscape than trees. Trees from the earliest periods have figured

largely in pictorial compositions. The conventional tree, like a
Chinese pagoda or a bunch of shavings on a pole, has gradually

given way to more truthful representations, until by photography wa
liave the most minute rendering of ever}' bud and leaf, branch

and tendril, this realistic picturing admitting no doubt of the kind

and species of the tree, whether the familiar ash or the lordly cedar.

In drawing and painting, trees are now rendered with fidelity to

nature in the arrangement of the branches, massing cf the leaves,

and general effect, the impression conveyed being truthful and
satisfying. It remains, however, for photography, in addition to and
without impairing these qualities, to add that of infinite detail, such

that no human hand could give, and without in the least destroying

artistic effect, or the massing of the lights and shadows.

Trees by themselves, alone, will often make very beautiful and
effective pictures, either in winter, with their bare and interlaced

boughs sparkling with hoar-frost, or in summer, with their full robes

of greenery, through which the sunlight flickers, changing their sober

greens to emerald and gold. W^hat variety and contrasts are con-

tinually offered to our artistic observation by masses of foliage, from the

gloomy pine wood on a lowering day, to the sparkling lights on the

silver beech on a summer afternoon. Trees have always been, and in

all probability always will be, somewhat of a difficulty to the photo-

grapher. Many an otherwise good picture has been ruined by the

movement of the leaves and branches, and I may safely say they have

not always been looked upon as blessings, even in disguise. Oftentimes

this blurred effect may, not unfairly, he attributed to want either of skill

or patience on the part of the photographer. Trees are generally looked

upon as mere accessories to the landscape, just thrown in for the sake

of effect, without any further consideration. Now, I fancy, if we
sometimes reversed matters and considered the trees, throwing in the

landscape for effect, we should do wisely, and secure many a beautiful

picture we now pass by.

The subject of trees has scarcely yet been treated exhaustively by
photography, although many a treatise has been published to aid the

draughtsman and the painter with sketches of the foliage and ramifi-

cations of (he branches, which could be infinitely better done by photo-

graphy, which would, in affording aid to others, demonstrate its own
pictorial efficiency. In photographing trees and foliage it is impor-

tant that the light falls in a suitable manner, and that light and dark

portions are nicely contrasted; a branch strongly illuminated and

clearly defined, relieved against the darker or receding portions, will

at once proclaim the kind of tree it is, acting, as it \yere, as a key to

the mass of surrounding foliage, and at the same time enhance its

pictorial effect by preventing that spottiness which so often mars

subjects of this kind. Unless a tree particularly lends itself to

photography by its form or surroundings, the best effect is obtained

witiiout direct sunshine, this being reflected from the shiny surface of

the leaves in much too strong a manner for pleasant effect, causing

spots of light that require considerable care and attention to harmonise.

The brighter the sunshine the longer the exposure in most cases, the

reason for which is easily understood, as under such conditions the

gliadows become more non-actinic, not only by stronger contrast but

by the additional aid of the colour of the light transmitted through the

substance of the leaves, which is, in a great measure, absent in diffused

light. The contrasts being reduced by the weaker illumination, a shorter

exposure may be given. Foliage, perhaps more than anything, is

reduced in actinism, if I may so express it, by a bad yello\y light, so

that it is much more difficult to get a proper exposure of it than of

other objects under similar conditions. This opinion, is, however,

subject to certain qualifications, as the kind and position of the tree

has' considerable influence. I should say that a tree in a bad fight

would require at least twice as long exposure as a building under the

same circumstances, to obtain a proper amount of detail in the

shadows and a good quality of negative.

I am somewhat doubtful if local colour, mi the case of trees, has

much effect on the results. There is no doubt that local colour on
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other things lins considertiblo photograpliic effect, foi by compftring

Ehotoo;raph;< of red .sandstone and limestone it is readily noticed;

ut with fidiiige, each leaf presenting a different angle to the light,

the reflection t)verpowers local colour. In proof of this, talto a

photograpli of an ordinary beech or other green tree and compare
it with one of a copper beech, whose leaves are deep maroon reil,

of a very non-actinic colour. The same exposure in good diffused

light will give e<iuftl detail in each, so that it would be impoasible to

say from the photograph the colour of the foliage varied. The
principal reason that foliage requires a somewhat longer exposure than
other objects is, I take it, because of the abruptness of the lights and
shadows, especially in those trees with shiny foliage, such as ivy and
holly, which a long exposure harmonises. If pliotograpliing in a wood
or thickly embowered lane, tlie conditions are similar to photographing

an interior, and the exposure will bo mucli the same; the same pre-

cautions must be taken to prevent blurring and halation as when the

light comes through the windows of a building and is included in the

picture—in some cases the contrasts are even more trying.

Of all trees with which I am photographically acquainted, the yew
is least amenable to treatment. If such a tree occui-s in a well-lighted,

open landscape it will be rendered as a blot, with little or no detail,

so little light is reflected from it. Some kinds of pines are difRcult

to render for the exactly opposite reason, tufts of hght- coloured
leaves standing upright reflect the light so that the effect of blurring

is given ; but, fortunately, neither one kind or the other very often

occur in general landscape work.
The tree of all others that lends itself to the requirements of photo-

graphy is the plane : the size and disposition of its leaves are very
effective. The sycamore is of a very similar character. Both trees

are frequently associated with buildings, nistic fences, the odds-and-

ends of agricultural requirements. The elm and ash both enter largely

into the composition of an English landscape, the elm being a very
effective mid-distance tree, more varied in outline than most others

;

but for a near view the smallness and roughness of the leaves produces

a somewhat indistinct and spotty effect. The branches are themselves

picturesquely arranged and grow low down on the trunk.

The willow is a most effective foreground tree and flourishes in

moist situations; it is usually seen by the side of rivers and water-
courses, and frequently in a state of picturesque decay, the split and
hollow trunks having a character entirely their own, lending themselves

well to the requirements of tlie photographer. If we examine the cattle

pieces of Lee and Cooper, and many other painters, we shall find the

willow forms a very important feature in tlieir pictures, it more than
any other tree indicates the character of the ground on which it luxu-
riates. Meadows and streams are usually associated with it, and as

is frequently the case, the soil having been washed away from its roots,

the tree, or part of it, hangs over the water and is reflected in it,

suggesting to the photographer the probability of an effective picture.

The chief drawback is the tremulousness of the leaves and the fre-

quency of their movements, chiefly owing to their habitat, for on the
banks of streams currents of air are almost always in motion. The
black alder is another of those trees to be found on river banks, and is

also one of the most picturesque, growing to a good size in favourable
localities, although it will dwindle to a mere bush on the uplands.

The foliage is rather dark in colour, but fairly rigid, regaining its

original position soon after the breeze has passed, an estimable quality

photographically speaking. The branches are picturesquely arranged
and are eminently suitable for tree studies. Tlie Oak is perhaps one
of the most picturesque trees of all, either with or without foliage,

and seldom fails to compose well. The rigid charater of the branches
and short leaf-stalks are less influenced by wind than most trees, and
for these reasons recommends itself to the photographer. It is a very
widely distributed species, and varies greatly in dimensions according
to its habitat, from that of a mere shrub to one of the largest forest

trees. Bracken and herds of deer are frequently associated with it, as,

like the Beech, it affords a welcome protection from sun and storm. The
Beech is one of the trees, and almost the only one, that photographers
have frequently made pictures of on its own account, and most are

familiar with photographs of those of Burnham, both in and out of leaf,

and very pleasing subjects they afford. The Elder tree, or as it is more
frequently seen not more important than a bush in size, is still effec-

tive and useful photographic greenery, the foliage being distinct and
characteristic; out when in flower it becomes too spotty to be very
much use, the large patches of aggregated blossoms of a cream colour
looking much too uniform for pictorial effect. This tree is mostly
found near to dwellings or in the hedgerows of cottage gardens, and
is very suitable in the composition of rustic bits.

From trees we now turn out attention to foreground plants, upon
whicli so much of the beauty of this portion of the picture depends,
and which, in many cases, will metamorphose an uninteresting into an

artistic picture. The Dock family contribute largely to this, and, take

them altogetlier, are perhaps the most useful of this class of plants.

The large, broad, bold foUago supplies good light and shade effects;

the shape of the leaves and their arrangement leave little to be

desired. The Hemlock and Foxglove in their season are most artistic

and useful ; the white umbellate inflorescence of the Hemlock often is

of infinite use, its light, deeply-cut leaves standing out well from the

surrounding vegetation, and may almost be said to be the making of

some roadside studies. The coltsfoot is good for a light foreground,

the rough, largo leaves reflecting a considerable amount of light.

Regarding climbing plants, the common nasturtium is perliaps best of

all in cottage scenery; trained over the fence or up the plastered walls

it is of a most decorative and picturesque character. The clematis is

also a useful plant, trained, as it often is, over the trellised porches, and
srrowing in wild luxuriance forms excellent subject for pictura

making. Foreground plants are not photographed nearly so often as

they ought to be, for their own sakes, although a well chosen subject

of this kind is very fascinating. The material may be commonplace
and simple, but the skilful photographic rendering of them is

exceedingly beautifid, and commends itself to those possessed of

artistic feeling, offering opportunities of picture making often neg-

lected. The points to be remembered are that the best effects are

obtained in strong diffused light, and should be rendered on a tolerably

large scale. An undoubted advantage is, such subjects are plentiful,

most hedgerows supplying the necessary material.

As to ferns, they recommend themselves ; a good study of them,

with a few rocks or boulders, compose a picture artistic and satis-

factory, with a minimum of trouble. All subjects of this kind are

better taken with a long-focus single lens, and from a near point of

view.

There are many other trees and plants not alluded to in this

article that materially assist the photographer to make pictures, but

those indicated are the principal ones to which ho may specially turn

his attention with a fair chance of satisfying himself and affording

pleasure to others. Edwaud Dcnmobb.
>

UNEMPLOYED PHOTOGRAPHERS.
The prevalence of unemployed photographers is largely Connected

with the subject I recently considered in these pages, of the amount
of average education of the dwellers in these islands and the relative

superiority of average education in the more civilised nations of Con*
tinental Europe. A passing remark was made by me that some
schools, much patronised by the English, are established in Guines,

not far from Calais, but I said nothing as to their quality, because I

knew nothing upon that point. An anonymous correspondent has

since publicly stated that he was sent to one of these schools when a

boy, and that the education given therein was worthless, but that in

French Government schools a good education can bo had. This shows
the necessity for having nothing to do with foreign private schools

without careful inquiry beforehand. Within our memory, the state

of education in England was once such that the man who had failed

as a footman, railway porter, and dust-cart man, as a last resource

took to educating British youths, after which he lived, more or leas,

upon the fat of the land. There U nothing to prevent such a man
picldng up a little French and starting an English boarding school

upon the other side of the Channel. There are good private schools

abroad ; some are scattered in remote French agricultural districts,

and are patronised by English families who know exactly what they

are doing. The difference in the cost of hving between England and
France enables the proprietors of the schools to board and educate

children at a cost not much above that of their mere keep in England,

and the scholars have the advantage of learning French in the

country in which it is spoken. Still, the safest plan for those who
know no such schools is to take care to select one the efficiency of

which is guaranteed by the imperial or local public authorities. As
already stated, I thinli about the best place very near England in

which to select some such school is Ghent, The Straits of Dover
were first crossed in a balloon on the 7th of January, 1785, by Jean-

Pierre Blanchard and by John Jeffries, an American. The latter was
the son of the David Jeffries, Treasurer of the city of Boston ; he was
educated at Harvard University, and obtained his doctor's degree in

Scotland at the University of Aberdeen. They crossed the Channel

at a low elevation, and came down in an open glade in the Forest of

Guines. The feat caused immense excitement, and the spot at which
they alighted was marked by a column in their honour. This o
monument had been gradually much defaced, according to the na-
tives, by French cows and by English schoolboys from Guines; it wa
accordingly restored two years ago, and a week later I not only met
English schoolboys in the' forest, but found the newly restored menu-
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meut inscribed in pencil with such names as Smith, Brown, and
Robinson.

Coining now to the subject of unemployed photographers, a good

education in early life is one of the safeguards against want of

employment; but England, as compared with some great foreign

nations, being an uneducated country, we must unfortunately talie

the facts as we find them. Most of the unemployed persons I have

met in life have been in that condition entirely through their own
fault, and have in no instance been willing to admit that such is the

case. Many of them have been too ignorant or too lazy to learn a

skilled trade or profession, and unskilled labour naturally goes begging

all the days of its life. The whole tendency of the times is to lower

the demand for unskilled labourers ; such persons should either make
themselves skilled workmen or emigrate, to do any rough work they

can get on farms on the outskii-ts of civilisation. The world is a

great market ; the man who wants employment should carry into

that market some skilled labour which the world wants to buy ; if

he lazily enters it with imskilled labour, he has nobody to blame but
himself when he linds no purchasers. Hence parents should not
make ordinary clerks of their children, or put them into a trade in

which they are mere counter-workers, selling to one industrious

person what another skilled labourer has made ; such unskilled shop-
assistants can be replaced by almost any one in twenty-four hours,

but a skilled worker is not usually so easy to replace. An intelligent

tkilled artisan who works with tools usually has a life much more
free from care than a city clerk, and is in a more independent
position.

A young man who intends to improve himself in some direction

as hereinbefore suggested, should not consult his companions as to the
wisdom of his intention ; for he then appeals but to the average
intellect, which always seeks to drag down any aspiring mind to its

own level, and to throw cold water upon new ideas and exceptional
individual exertion. In cultured society this is not so much the case.

Average photography is not now such a skilled industry as it was
in the old wet-plate days ; the advent of dry plates has made it much
too easy, and has brought into the field also a flood of amateurs.
First-rate photography is a skilled industry, and its followers are
comparatively few ; they are good artists, quite independently of

photography; they possess tecnnical knowledge as well, and are
experienced in the ordinary routine work of tlie profession. Mere
average photographers have not now very brilliant prospects, though
there may be exceptional cases; the average assistants of average
photographers are in a still worse phght, and when out of employ-
ment may not always find it easy to get into it again. Yet do they
blame themselves for this? Not a bit of it. Frequently neither
master nor man makes any attempt to practically educate himself
in the higher stages of photography, yet he blames the world because
it will not pay for half-skilled labour, of which it already has too
much. Why should it buy what it does not want ?

Six months' want of an engagement ought to be a blessing to a
photographer's assistant who properly uses his time. lie should
spend several hours a-day in learning drawing, painting, and the
accepted canons of art, more especially as resrards posing and group-
ing; at the end of that time he should be skilled enough I o cany out
Mr. Nisbet's plan, of sketching with a bit of charcoal in a few minutes
a background to suit the appearance and occupation of any particular
sitter. Then let him apply for employment, and he will at once find
the advantage he has gained over some le.ss skilled competitor. As
time goes on he should make himself an artistic retoucher as dis-
tinguished from a mechanical retoucher; he should teach himself
optics, and the mathematics and principles of construction of lenses,
and be able to test and express in accurate figures the working powers
and characteristics of any lens placed in his hands. Ilavimr mastered
these useful branches of his subject, at the simple expense of givin"
the time and buying a few second-hand books, he will find himself
tuch a different individual, quite apart from anv changes in his com-
mercial position, as to have acquired a thirst for knowledge ; he will
take up other branches of self-education, and explore for himself " fresh
iields and pastures new." Much the same advice may be given to his
employer, who, with his income going down and his rent going up
neople usually in this exceptional country not being their own land-
lords—has the poorhouse or emigration looming in the distance. In
London, for instance, leases of business premises are gettin" shorter
and shorter, and tradesmen are even gradually being turned^iuto but
yearly tenants, laden with enormous premiums and increases in rent •

80 the time seems to be approaching when nothing whatever of the
fruits of their labom- will go to themselves: not that they get much
now—the chief Continental nations are too intelligent and well
educated to permit any such system, and they are well aware of the
different position of the English populace. Civil and other paid ser-

vants of the nation setting up in trade add to the acute nature of the

home position, so that sooner or later a collapse of some kind is, by
natural law, inevitable.

A man out of employment who does not utihse his time in making
himself a skilled workman, is not alone doing no good to himself but
is doing injury to others ; he is in a reprehensibly false moral and
religious condition, because he is living upon the industry of other

people, and adding to their burdens, for he has to be kept either by his

friends or by the parish. In Belgium such paupers are placed in

establishments under the rule of the military, and are forced to learn

a skilled trade. Some of them dislike making themselves skilful

workmen so much that it is found necessary to put soldiers over them
to make them work. In the end they are turned loose with much
less excuse for living upon the industrious than they had when they
were taken in hand by a wise government. W. H. Habuison.

THE ASTEONOMICAL CONFERENCE AT PARIS.

The astronomers who met together on the IGth ultimo at the invitation of

the Paris Academy of Science have, after sittings extending over eight

days, agreed upon a plan to be generally adopted by the various observa-

tories which will join in the work of making a photographic chart of the

heavens, with an accord that promises well for the complete success of

this most valuable work.

The first meeting took place on Saturday, the 16th of April. The pro-

ceedings began by an introductory address by M. Bertrand, Secretary of

the Academy of Science. M. Flourens, the 5linister for Foreign Affairs,

then gave an address welcoming the astronomers in the name of the

French liepublic. This address was responded to by M. Struve on be-

half of the astronomers. The conference then proceeded to elect officers,

choosing as President Admiral Mouchez, the Director of the Paris Obser-

vatory ; as Acting President of the Conference, M. Struve ; as Vice-Presi-

dents, MM. Auwers, Christie, and Faye; as Secretaries, MM. Tisserand

and Bakhuyzen, assisted by MM. Duner and Trepied. The Conference
then took into consideration the main questions, and agreed upon them
after some discussion, those main questions being briefly— 1. The need of

a photographic chart of the heavens ; 2. The use of instruments alike in

all their essential parts ; 3. The extent of the work generally.

A committee was then formed to consider the kind of instrument to be

employed. After considerable discussion this was decided to be an in-

strument identical with that already employed by the Brothers Henry in

Paris, the magnitude of stars to be taken on the photographs being fixed

at what is now known as the fourteenth magnitude.
After the report of this committee to the general conference, two sec-

tions—the astronomical and the astrophotographic—were formed to con-

sider the minor questions under each head. Those sections presented their

reports to the general conference on Saturday, the 23rd. They were, with
some little modifications, adopted, and the conference met on Monday,
the 25th, to appoint a permanent committee to direct the work while in

progress. Tiie committee named by the conference for this purpose con-

sists of all the directors of the observatories taking part in the work, with
a certain number of members not necessarily actually engaged in this

work.
The conference nominated Janssen and Common as a committee to

consider the application of photography to other celestial bodies not in-

cluded in the scheme of a photographic chart. The exact text of the

various resolutions is not yet printed, but the result of the deliberations

of the conference may thus be summarised : A photographic chart of the

heavens is at once to be undertaken by the various observatories which
will join in the work, with instruments practically identical with that

made by the Brothers Henry, but of course not necessarily made by them.
The limit of the magnitude to be obtained on the plates, which are to be
in duplicate, is to be that known as the fourteenth. In addition to those

plates, which will require an exposure of about twenty minutes, another
series of plates will be taken, with a very short exposure, in order to

obtain the brighter stars with smaller discs, so as to make the exact

measurement of those stars more easy. The methods of work are to be

as nearly as possible the same. The minor questions, such as the extent

of field to be photographed, the processes to be employed in making, de-

veloping, and preserving the plates, and all other questions of practical

importance, are to be decided by the permanent committee already named.
The result of the conference is tlierefore a practical scheme for doing

this work, and in deciding thus to follow only the results that have been
proved by the Brothers Henry to be thoroughly practicable they have put
the matter on a very secure footing, and have left nothing doubtful as to

the actual possibility of doing the work well and, if a sufficient number of

observatories join, in a very few years.

Difticulties will be met with, as they always are in such undertakings,
but the conference in thus keeping clear of all experimental or unproved
plans has done much to make those difiiculties as small as possible

Six observatories, four of them French, have already joined, and Chili,

through its Ambassador at Paris, has declared its intention of joining;

there are thus already seven observatories which will at once, when the

instruments are ready, begin the work. Many of the astronomers who
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attended the conference stated that, while they were unable to say defi-

nitely tliat tlieir Governments would join, liad little doubt that they would
do so ; so that now it may be considered as finally settled that we shall

soon liavc a photographic chart o( the heavens, tlie value of which it is

quite needless to speak of. The arrangements made for the work of tlie

conference were most complete, and reflect great credit on Admiral
^^onchez and the French astronomers. The proceedings tliroughout the

whole of the eight days during which the conference sat were marked by
an amount of good feeling that is not always found in scientific gatherings.

Thougli many of the questions were discussed with great vigour, tlie voting,

when the matter was voted upon, was in nearly every case unanimous,
—The 'Times.

WHERE I \VENT WITH THE GAJIEEA.

No. V.—NlJMEOBN.

NiJMEGEN was the next place of interest that I visited. This town bears
upon its front the impress of antiquity. Here Charlemagne lived in 800,

and at tlie Valkhof the remains of an old heathen chapel stands, said to

have been built in 79'.). On the little hill where this chapel is situated a
charming view of the river and town is obtained, but from a photographic
point of view I found it useless, the subjects being too distant to give any-
thing like effective pictures, and the foreground filled with foliage from
the tops of the trees that grow on the hillside. The tips of stray branches
of these would come in front of the lens, and yet they were growing at

too great a distance to be got rid of, thus spoiling the effect of any little

bits I might have managed to get. I followed the next best course, and
descending to the level, took a picture of the hill and ruins from the
riverside.

Coming out of a narrow street upon the market-place, I was at once
thrown into the noise, and bustle, and life of the town. The centre of

the market-square was filled with stalls, each loaded with fruits and
flowers, the attendants wearing costumes of many hues, and bedecked
with ornaraeuts peculiar to that part of Holland from which each came,
the houses on the four sides towering up six or seven storeys high, with
fronts all painted and decorated. Colour, colour, colour everywhere

;

colour from the fruit, colour from the flowers, colour from the stall-

keepers' dresses, broad patches of colour all over the house fronts filled

the eye, and produced a picture brilliantly dazzling in the sunshine. I
took a photograph here, but it was not very successful, for the crowds
came about in hundreds before the camera was an instant up. Seeing
my " fix," a young lady came out of a shop close by and told me that if I

waited half an hour most of the people would be away to their work
again. I bad unfortunately come upon them during their dinner-hour.
I thanked the young lady for her kindness, but when I got back the
market was over, the sun was down, the opportunity was lost.

Going into the centre of the market-square now all was quiet, and
looking up and around, I felt as if I were standing in the middle of a
huge packing box with ornamental sides. There was a stage-property-
profile effect about the whole arrangement that many of the streets and
houses here had impressed me with. Of a far more solid type was the
next place of interest I visited. Up from the market-place a short dis-

tance, in its venerable quietude, I came upon the Stad Huis, or Hotel de
Ville. It had stood there stolidly holding its own, seemingly unchanged,
for hundreds of years, looking down on the ever-changing groups in the
living passing show that moves on continually, giving place to new men
and new things, each in their turn being blotted out and forgotten.

This house with a history holds within its walls relics of every kind,
gathered tn^pHier out of the past, each with a story all its own, forming
a chain of eventful records linked together, completing a history that can
be traced back to the borders of antiquity.

Inside this house the same old man repeats that same old story day
after day, until one morning he too will have passed away, when another
will take up the burden of the oft-told tale, and run it during his little

time, when he also will leave it to another, the house only remaining
seemingly unchanged.
The collection of curiosities in this Stad Huis was the most unique

and antique of any I had the pleasure of seeing during my journey.
There were tapestries, old coins, banners, trade flags and badges, old
armour, paintings, municipal decorations and gifts, instruments of
torture ; and, by the way, regarding these instruments of torture, one
remarkable feature in connection with them was that in all cases they
had been used for punishing women only—unruly or unfaithful wives.
In those days the men must have been very, vcr3' good, for there was not
one appUance on view that had been used in bringing back the erring
men to the right road ; hence the supposition is that they never left it.

" Oh, for the good old days !"

The collection of old silver curiosities in this place was wonderful, even
for a town in a country famed for its abundance of marvels in silver. In
illustration of how much such collections are valued and guarded, I
heard a good story on my way. I will give it you here. The young
gentleman who told me the following story was a Jew, and one of the
principal actors in the comedy, so he gave it in telling all the little touches
that made it a very enjoyable tale :

" I'es, sir," he said, " talking about that old silver, they put such a
value upon it that money can't buy it. I remember once when I tried to

negotiate a sale. We were in that trade yon aee, and a gentleman called

on my father one day to get bis a-ssistanco in buying some old pieces of

silver that he had seen and coveted. This silver was held in safe custody

by the burghers in a small out-of-the-way town that shall be nameless.
' Will you come and help me to buy it ?

' tlie gentleman asked.
" ' 1 fear you will not be able to procure it,' my father replied.

" ' Never mind,' said the would-be buyer, impatiently, ' let us make an
attempt at any rate. I want you to go with me and negotiate.'

" ' I am far too busy just now,' my father said, with a smile and a shake
of his head ;

' it would be quite impossible for me to go, but I'll tell you,'

he said, turning to me—I was then a lad of about eighteen years of age

—

' little Jules there will go with you.' When he saw doubt expressed in the

gentleman's face, he continued, ' And, believe me, he will do the business

for you quite as well as I could.'

" ' All right,' said the gentleman, still looking incredulous ; but he
patted me on the back, and said, ' Be ready to start with me to-morrow.'

" ' Very well,' I replied, and on the morrow we travelled to an out-of-

the-way little town about a hundred miles away from my home.
" After the silver had been carefully examined by our client, he pro-

posed to me to buy privately, if possible, some special lots that for pattern

suited sets that he already possessed.
" I called upon the man in authority and placed my proposals before

him, but I was very quickly snuffed out. ' No, no, sir ; we could not sell

the silver,' was the reply given in a high and mighty tone. ' It is the

town's property, and dare not be touched.'
" ' But it is only a few pieces we want, they never would be missed.'
" ' No matter, if it were but one piece it could not be sold.'

" ' We will give you any price you like to name for it,' I insisted.

" ' No price would tempt us; it's the town's property, and we cannot
sell.'

" So I returned to my employer and told him of my defeat.
" We knew that as a corporation they were hard up, but we did not see

how we were to make any headway ; however, we arranged to stay all

night and see if I could resolve on any plan for the next day. We had an
early visit from the custodian of the silver in the morning, and after the

usual greetings he came to business at once by saying, ' I think that I see

my way to get my brothers in office to part with that silver.'

" ' How ?
' exclaimed my employer eagerly.

" 'Well, you see, we are in want of a fever hospital for the district ; if

you offer to build it I will arrange that the silver is handed over to you
as a small return for your kindness.'

'"But what would be the cost of building an hospital?' asked the
would-be purchaser, dubiously.

" ' It would take some six or seven thousand pounds,' replied onr visitor,

cheerfully, as if that was a sum of no moment.
" 'Oh, that's arrant nonsense!' replied my client with a sneer, and,

turning on his heel, closed the conversation by saying, ' We will think
no more about it, sir.'

" Our negotiations were a failure, and we left the place by the midday
train.

" I had quite forgotten all about this visit for some years, when it was
brought to my memory by being again called to the same town on business.

This time it was to value some paintings and other articles of vertu in

the interest of the German Government, this place in the interior having
come under the jurisdiction of the Emperor.

" As I was descending from the train I caught sight of a Mr. Isaacs at

the station, and he being in my own line of business I wondered what he
could want there, when all at once I hit it, and said to myself, ' It's that

old silver.'

" So up I goes to my friend, and without any preliminary I said, ' Look
here, Isaacs, I know what you are about here. You're after that old

silver. But mark what I say, you will never finger a little piece of it

unless you agree to go shares with me, for I had a deal of trouble and no
profit over the same thing some years ago, as you know.' I ventured to

assert that he knew it, for I was sure if he was on for that silver the
buyer was the same man. Isaacs only laughed and showed his teeth, but
would give me no promise to share with me.

" I knew that my wealthy client sometimes employed Isaacs, so I set to

tracing up their whereabouts in the town, and found that they were both
staying at the same hotel. Having obtained this information I quickly
set about doing my own work for the Government, which did not take
me long, and then set to to trace out that transaction of Isaacs'. And would
you believe it, sir, the negotiations were just about closed, and the sum
that was to be paid for that silver was forty thousand pounds. Oh, I
was wild ! Just fancy such a slip ! But I determined to put a spoke in

Isaacs' wheel at any rate. Without delay I telegraphed to Berlin that the
corporation here were disposing of some valuables belonging to the town
collection worth forty thousand pounds, and that the matter should be
looked into at once. And there was a considerable commotion in the

town that afternoon, I can tell you. Of course I kept in the background,
and was never seen. But I had the pleasure of seeing Isaacs and my
former client leaving the place next day,:carefully , though secretly, watched
by Government officials, who had told them that their immediate de-

parture would be considered necessary. And that was what Isaacs got
by being too sharp, and playing down upon me so.

" The Gorman Government bought up the silver and gave the full value
for it, so my friend will never have the chance of buying it now until they
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are Belling off the German Empire, which won't be in our day, I

fancy."

In the smoke-room of the hotel I heard this story, and it was told with

all the air and sincerity of trutli.

Two or three very pleasant days' work will be found for the camera in

Nijmegen. After exhausting the streets, many of which are very pic-

turesque, prominent points, such as the Belvedere, Kronenburger Park,
Valkhot, A'c., will bo found worthy of attention. I got some good pano-
ramic effects of the town from the other side of the river, and charming
pictorial effects are to be had on the river itself all day long. Next I went
on to Berlin. M.uik Oute.

AMKEICAN COERESPONDENCE.—W. E. BURTON IN NEW YORK.

It may be of interest to many of his friends at home to learn of

Mr. Burton's safe arrival here on the 16th, and of his efforts at sight-

seeing. He has met with a very warm reception by both amateur
and professional photographers, who are not only pleased but surprised

to find in him a man of a youthful and vigorous appearance, quite

practical and American in his manner. He spent an evening at our New
York Society club rooms, and was agreebly surprised at the large size of

the premises and the various kinds of expensive apparatus kept there for

the use of members. It was all on a larger and more business-like scale

than he had anticipated. He was entertained with a short exhibition of

lantern slides, and found several of them were of a superior quality.

On Thursday evening, the 21st, prior to his departure for San
Francisco, upon the invitation of our new and genial President, Dexter
H. Walker, a few members of the Society and their friends, together

with the officers, entertained Mr. Burton to an informal dinner at the

St. Dennis Hotel, comer of Eleventh-street and Broadway. Every one
was in the best of spirits, and as a result the evening passed very
pleasantly and profitably to all concerned. Unfortunately President
Walker was unable to preside because of a sudden illness, and Dr. John
H. Janeway, our ex-Vice -President, was prevented from attending in

consequence of a previous engagement elsewhere. Vice-President George
A. AUerton presided, and Recording Secretary Daniel P. Read assisted at

the opposite end of tlie table. Among the others present were W. I.

Lincoln Adams, of the Photographic Times, Arthur H. Elliott, ol Antliotnfx
liidleliii, George H. Ripley, William M. Frisbie, Thomas T. Eckert,
jun., and myself.

Several toasts were offered. Mr. Allerton and Mr. Read both heartily

welcomed Mr. Burton, extending to him the good wishes of the Society.

Mr. Ripley spoke of having been first interested in photography through
a small item written by Mr. Burton published in the Photofiniphic Times.
He commended Mr. Burton's writings, was always interested in reailing

what he had to say, and invariably evolved from them some fact of
practical value. Mr. Beach alluded also to the interest he had always
had in whatever Mr. Burton wrote about, and it was the common-sense,
useful character of what he said, applicable to the understanding of those
looking at photography from a practical standpoint, that undoubtedly
made his articles so interesting. He remarked that Mr. Burton was a
member of the London Camera Club, so closely affiliated to our New
York Society, and on that account he wished him a very hearty welcome,
assuring him that he would have the best wishes of the Society in his
journey across the continent, and to the final end of his trip to Japan,
He was going from a highly civilised to a comparatively uncivilised nation,
where he would no doubt exert an influence for good.

A toast of the "Photographic Press" was then responded to by Dr.
EUiott and Mr. W. I. Lincoln Adams. Dr. Elliott entertained the same
opinion of Mr. Burton's writings as the previous speaker ; he wrote in
such a way that they always liked to read it, but it was a greater pleasure
to see the man and make his acquaintance.

Mr. Adams remarked that he, perhaps, had seen more of Mr. Burton
than any of the others, and found in him a very genial gentleman, quite
unexpectedly American in his ideas and manner. Having become per-
sonally acquainted with the author of so many articles on photographic
subjects he should read liis future writings witli much greater interest.
He wished him a pleasant journey, and he knew that all present hoped his
undertaking would be successful.

Mr. Burton, in replymg, could only give his sincere thanks to all for
the very cordial and generous manner in which he had been treated.
Everywhere he went he found American photographers very wUlinn to
assist him and give information

; in this respect he thought they differed
somewhat from the English photographer, who, as a rule, was quite jealous
of what he knew, and endeavoured to create the impression that his
knowledge was superior to any one else's. Because of this feeling he was
afraid an American photographer going to England would be coolly
received. He was sorry to have to confess it, but believed it would pro-
bably be the case in view of his agreeable reception here. He was struck
with the small number of societies and clubs in New York. They are so
plentiful in London as to enable one to attend a photographic meeting
nearly every night in the week. There was in London in a majority of
clubs a remarkable assimilation between the amateur and professional
photographer, as well as of dealers and manufacturers of photographic
materials. All were placed on an equal footing and never stopped to
inquire what was the nature ol their business or standing. The Camera

Club, in which he was interested, was the largest, and was intended only
for amateur photographers. They had a dark room for the use of

members, but all the other portions of the premises were devoted to club

purposes, having convenient chairs, loiniges, A-c, where one could have a
pleasant chat, smoke, &c. The London and Provincial Pliotographic Asso-
ciation, he thought, was the most progressive and American in its ideas;

they frequently had lively discussions and jolly times. The I'arent Society,

he said, was quite stiff and formal ; a paper was read, a few remarks
made, and the meeting adjourned. While professionally he was a sanitary

engineer, yet he had a peculiar fondness for photograpliy, and ho could
only say about himself that he loved to write about it, and was glad to

learn his articles were appreciated here. He desired to specially thank
the firm who hail so kindly interested themselves in his behalf while

here, and closed with expressions of goodwill to all present.

It was unanimously resolved that he be proposed as an honorary
member of the New York Society at its next meeting.

The entertainment closed at a late hoar. It will no doabt form a
pleasant remembrance to Mr. Burton when he reaches the sunny climes

of Japan. All wished him God-speed and a safe journey.

New York, April 23, 1887. F. C. Beach.

COATING PAPER WITH EMULSION.
It stands written in a very valuable hand-book of photography in my
possession, that the difficulties connected with emulsion work on paper
are so many that the amateur would do well not to attempt it. Ever
since reading that sentence 1 have been longing to prove its falseness,

but until lately have never been in a position to do so, owing to want of a

room in which to carry on my experiments undisturbed by the powers
that rule my modest establishment.

That there are difficulties in the process I freely admit, but I also know
from experience that they can be overcome by any careful, cleanly mani-
pulator ; and I gladly give my experience for the benefit of all brother

amateurs who may care to profit by it, assuring them that if they will

follow my directions carefully and intelligently, they will have no difficulty

in turning out finislied prints of their own make, from beginning to end,

which will meet tlie demands of the most exacting, and at a fraction of

the cost of the commercial article.

The Emclsion.

No. 1.

Gelatine (soft) 4-2i grains.

Bromide of potassium 26 ,,

Water (distilled) 1 ounce.

No. 2.

Nitrate of silver 32J grains.

Water (distilled) 1 ounce.

Dissolve the bromide first, then add the gelatine, and dissolve by gentle

heat (95° to 100° Fain:.) ; bring the silver solution to the same tempera-

ture, and add in a small stream to the gelatine solution, stirring vigorously,

of course, in non-actinic light. Keep the mixed emulsion at a temperatuie

of 105° Fahr. for half an hour or an hour, according to the degree of

sensitiveness required, previously adding one drop of nitric acid to every

five ounces of emulsion. Allow it to set, squeeze through working canvas

and wash for two hours in running water. In my own jiractice, I manage
the washing easily enough by breaking the emulsion up into an eartlien

jar filled with cold water, and placed in my dai-k room sink. A tall lamp
chimney, standing in the jar immediately under the tap, conducts the

fresh water to the bottom of the jar, and keeps the finely divided emulsion
in constant motion ; a piece of muslin, laid over the top of tlie jar to

prevent any of the emulsion ranning out, completes this simple, inexpen-

sive, but efficient washing apparatus.

The washing completed, you are ready to melt and filter the emulsion
preparatory to coating the paper. When melted, and before filtering, .it

is well to add of glycerine and alcohol each about one-tenth of the whole
bulk of the emulsion, the glycerine preventing troublesome cockling of

the pajer as it dries, and the alcohol preventing air-bubbles and hastening

the drying. This addition made and the emulsion filtered, you arc ready

to coat your paper, which may be coated just as it comes from the stosk

dealer, plain Saxe or Rives, or, better still, given a substratum of in-

soluble gelatine, made as follows :

—

Gelatine 1§ grains.

Water 1 ounce.

Dissolve and filter ; then add eleven drops of a 1 : 50 filtered chrome
alum solution. The paper is to be Hoated for half a minute on this solution,

avoiding air-bubbles, and then hung np to dry in a room free from dust.

The purpose of this substratum is to secure additional brilliancy in the

finished prints by keeping the emulsion isolated from the surface of the

paper. If you are floating the whole sheet, now is the proper time to cut

it to the size you wish to coat, but for anything less than 6i x 8i I would
recommend cutting in double or quadruple sizes, 8 x 10 for 5 x 8 and 4x5
prints, as the paper is easily out down after the emulsion is dry.

COATINO.

Apparatus.—A stone, marble, or glass slab large enough to hold at least

half a dozen glasses of the size paper you are coating, and most accurately
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levelled ; a dozen or mora pieces ol glass of the same size as yonr paper

;

a porcelain or agateware tray of the same size ; a ruby lamp ; a deep
tray of a size to hold your jug of cmnlsion and the smaller tray ; a spirit

or kerosene lamp enclosed in a box suitably ventilated and protected
against the ogress of white light from the lamp inside (this is easily

secured by punching holes around the top and bottom of a tin box of

suitable size and covering it with another somewhat larger in every
way, but without a top) ; and a goodly supply of spring clothes pins,

to bo had of any hardware merchant for twenty cents a dozen. The
above is a complete inventory of my own outfit. Having then provided
yourself with tlieso articles—with the addition of a squeegee mullled with
a piece of soft flannel, an article which you can easily make by procuring
a piece of small black rubber tubing of the proper length, and placmg it

in the centre of a strip of llanncl of equal length and about two inches
wide

;
you then fold the flannel over on itself, thus enclosing the rubber

tube, and fasten the whole between two narrow, thin striiis of wood,
drawing the rubber up close to the wood—you are ready for coating. For
this purpose, you must secure the temporary use of some small room in

which the paper can be coated, hung up, and left to dry. This room
must meet three requirements; it nuist be dry, free from dust, and capable
of being made absolutely light-tight during the drying of the paper. I am
fortunate enough to have undisputedcontrol of a small attic which serves

adniirablj'. Into this room, provided with a table large enough to hold
your marble slab, on which the slab is carefully levelled, you carry all

the articles mentioned above. The spirit or oil lamp is placed in its box
on which stands the large tray previously filled with water at 100' Fahr.,

and containing the jar of emulsion and the small tray filled with warm
distilled water. The ruby lamp stands on a table in front of you, the
glasses well cleaned and warmed to blood heat, and the paper, with the
side to be coated uppermost, are placed on the table at your right ; within
convenient reach of your right hand stands the tray of warm water, and
the levelled slab is within easy reach on your left. Turn the ruby lamp
down as low as is consistent with the power of vision. Now immerse a
sheet of the paper in the water in the small tray, leaving it there for a
minute or two ; then place it accurately on one of the glass plates, and
sweep off all superfluous water with the squeegee, at the same time
removing all wrinkles and air-bells, and place in an upright position to

dry slightly while you prepare a second plate in the same manner. Now
balance the first plate on the tips of the fingers and thumb of the left

hand, and jwur on a suflicient quantity of the emulsion, about one drachm
for every ten square inches of paper. I use a silver soup ladle holding
just enough to cover a whole-plate. Gently tilt plate from you until the
further end is completely covered; then, as gently, tilt it towards you until

the emulsion completely covers the paper ; then carefully place it on the
levelled slab to set. Continue this operation until the slab is covered,
when the paper first coated will probably have become sufficiently set to
be stripped from the glass and hung up by clothes pins to dry, which in
my room requires from six to ten hours.

As to the exposure and development of this paper, no special directions
are needed. The proper exposiure with the light and negatives used will
be learned by a few experiments. The developer is the usual oxalate and
iron mixture, both solutions being kept slightly acid.

Negative paper is prepared in the same way, substituting a more rapid
emulsion for the slow one given above.

It may be worth noting that very good matt surface prints can be made
by coating ordinary drawing-paper of light or medium weight with this
emulsion, but for contact printing from small negatives the results are
rather coarse. Eev. W. H. Eurbank.—I'lwlographlc Times.

ARCHITECTUKAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
The photographing of architectural subjects in general has been rightly
classed among the easier departments of our art. Given a fine building
standing in a favourable position for light, and tlie distance at which the
camera must be placed, and it will be a simple matter to treat it photo-
graphically. It will be seen, however, that, in speaking thus, we leave
ourselves a large loophole to creep out of ; for if we take the experience
of operators who have worked in other lands, where architecture is a
chief feature of the average street view, we will find that the work is

often beset with trials and difliculties, and, on second thought, we can
iepjall cases in this country where the subject has presented itself in any-
thirij$ but a favourable manner to the camera.

This Ijiads us to the consideration of the first point in architectural
photogr'aphy-^^amely, the approach to the building. We believe that
the great raajonty of subjects of this kind are best taken from the street,
because the spectaw.vis supposed to look at the building from this posi-
tion. But to speak pri:;tically, it will often be impossible to carry this
out, owing to crowds of people and vehicles, or to the fact of there being
insufficient space around the building. This cramped-in and short
approach to public edifices is even worse for the camera than for the eye
of a critical observer, inasmuch as the photographer will be driven to the
use of wide-angle lenses, and find his perspective lines sadly forced and
unnatural. In cities and towns where the streets run at right angles,
and the architectural subjects are built up close to the pavement line, it

Vfill often be quite impossible to obtain a view of the whole of even one

of the facades. Sometimes an end, with a side seen in perspective along
one of the streets, may be photographed ; but the qacstion may well be
asked, whether the results will be worth anything. Even for the common
purposes of business advertisement, such prints will not be useful, jnst

because the perspective, even if mathematically correct, will be false to

the eye, thus making the view hardly recognisable. Any one dcsirong

of photographing the new Post Office in I'hiladclphia would bo met by a
difficulty of this kind, while some of the handsome churches on North
Uroad-street, having more space in front of and aroand them, 'wonld be
easily taken.

Wliether the building is to be considered as forming a, part of a street

view or not will depend on the taste of the operator, and the general
character of the view. Street views, as a class, will be more interesting

if made instantaneously, so as to show the travel, and thus give life and
animation to the picture. But when a large plate is to be used for some
edifice that will arrest the attention at once, and keep it fixed, we believe

that so far from any gain to the picture, there would be positive loss if

many figures were introduced ; and, again, an instantaneous exposure
would be very apt, indeed, to leave patches of crude, black shadow with-

out detail. An exposure long enough to leave no doubled outlines frora

people, waggons, etc., but only a slight streakiness over those parts of the
foregiound where the street was seen, would be preferable in almost
every case.

Assuming that there is space enough about the building to enable the
operator to take any position he pleases, the question now meets us,

whether the camera should be placed near or at a distance—a wide-
angle lens, of course, being necessary in the former case. If the camera
be set far away, and a loug-focus lens be used, the picture will have a
very natural and realistic appearance, and at times may even be tame,
like an architect's plan. A closer position, with a wide-angle lens, while
(as we have already hinted) not being so truthful perhaps, might give a
more pleasing result. Thus, there will be ample opportunity for the
operator to show his good taste.

Full sunlight proceeding sufficiently from one side or the other to
throw shadows from the prominent or jutting portions, will almost in-

variably be the most pleasing. It has been well said that shadow is the
"glory of the picture," and it also serves to "explain the lights." It is

just this light that can but seldom be had on those portions of a building
facing the north ; so that if an overcast day be waited for, in order to be
able to direct the camera southwards, the details will often be finely

rendered, but the picture, as a whole, will be apt to look tame and flat, if

compared with those made in 'sunlight. A partial remedy for this will be
to make the negative rather denser than usual, so as to give a vigorous
print with strong contrasts. It would be well, before determining upon
the work, to see the building soon after sunrise, or just before sunset,

particularly in the early summer months, as there will often be a weak,
though beautiful, side sunlight on the northern front, for a brief time,
early and late in the day.

The outfit for architectural photography will be mnch the same as for

landscape. A swing back will always be required, and if the camera is

not square, but has to be reversed on the tripoil for upright views, a
double swing must be adapted, so that high church spires, &c., may be
included without tilting the camera and distorting the perpendiculars.
When the swing back is used, care must be given to the focussing ; as it

will be necessary to raise the lens panel, the centre of the defining powef
of the lens will, of course, be thrown down towards the foreground,
leaving the tops of spires or towers in bad focus. The actual centre or
the plate, or even a higher point, should then be chosen to focus upon,
and a small stop be inserted to equalise the definition. The lenses used
should always be rectilinear, smgle view lenses being seldom or never
suited for this kind of work. The camera, also, should be carefully

levelled in both directions, and mounted on a good, steady tripod.

All of our remaks, of course, apply to exteriors only. Interiors will be
foimd to offer difficulties of another kind, which we cannot treat of here.—American Journal of PJiotoyraphy. Ellerslie Wallace.

BALLOON EXPERIENCES OF A TIMID PHOTOGRAPHER.
As tlii^ season is now approaching for the ascent of balloon.?, and
mucli attention is drawn at the present time to the subject of celestial

photcgraphy, we have reprinted for the benefit of our readers the fol-

lowing grapliic and interesting record of a photographer's " experi-

ences '' from our valued contemporary, The Century

:

—
My First Ascexsion.

Although I had always wished (as who has not?) to taste the pleas^ires

of a balloon ascension, yet, when in July, 1885, Mr. A. E. Moore confidel
to me that he was having a large balloon built, and asked my opinion
concerning the possibility of photographing from it, notliing was further

from my thouglits than that I should ever realise my aspirations.

Later Mr. Moore consulted me about the construction of some parts,

but still I had no suspicion that I was destined to be his companion in

two ascensions.

The first ascension with the new balloon was made from Winsted on
July 2<J ; and on his return from what was to him an eventful trip,

Mr. Moore proposed that I should go with him, and attempt the feat oI
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photographing from the balloon. This direct proposal nearly threw me
into a fever ; but I wished to go, and had a good degree of theoretical

confidence in the success of the venture. After a serious consideration of

the matter, I decided to accept the offer, and after this decision, which I

felt to be final, went about with the emotions of a criminal whose sentence

is deferred ; for the day of the ascension had not been fixed. As, how-

ever, we expected to ascend soon, it became necessary to make all the

photographic preparations at once ; and I wrote my orders for apparatus

and materials in such a condition of nervous apprehension that, to this

day, I wonder that they were understood.

At length Mr. Moore came to me " with a piece of bad news," as he put

it. There was to be an ascension on the 2nd of September! Upon
receiving the announcement, my heart stopped for two beats, and then

went on to make up for lost time.

Feeling now that I had but a week to live, my preparations and ex-

periments were continued with great care. If a balloon was mentioned in

my presence, my heart would give a fearful throb, and I could feel myself

grow pale ; if I glanced up at a cloud floating high overhead, the thought

would instantly come, " Perhaps I may go higher than that cloud !
" and

I would at once grow sick and faint with the dizzying fear.

I detail the " jiremonitory symptoms " with such minuteness, in order

to show that no one who ever thinks of making an ascension can possibly

dread the experience more than I did, and to give the reader some faint

idea of the revulsion of feeling which took place when the ascension was

made, and I at last found myself where I had feared to be—higher than

the clouds

!

On awaking in the morning of September 2, I was somewhat comfort-

ed to find that a strong wind was blowing from the north-west ; but on

visiting the ground from which the ascension was to take place, I was

shocked to discover that preparations for the inflation were already begun.

I heard a gentleman say to the aeronaut, " Isn't it too windy for you to

go ? " and listened eagerly for his answer, which was a confirmation of my
worst fears :

" Oh, no ; we wouldn't go if there was not wind enough to

take us away from Winsted."
After partly inflating the balloon, it was decided, notwithstanding this

courageous declaration, to wait awhile, and let the wind moderate if it

would. At noon the wind was still strong, and to my great relief it was
thought best to wait until two p.m. Two o'clock arriving found the wind
apparently as fresh as ever, and after a consultation another postponement
was made to four o'clock. Then, if the wind continued as strong as ever,

Professor Brooks was to go alone.

During the day some of my kind friends advised me not to go ; others

offered to bet that I wouldn't ; and some one started a story that I had
backed out. These latter persons receive a large share of gratitude, as

they helped materially to strengthen my resolution.

A large part of my fear was lest when once up, and too far away for

retreat, my fears might serve to unfit me for the business tor which alone

I was to be taken from the earth.

As fom' o'clock approached, the inflation was resumed, and I noticed

with an increase of alarm that the violence of the wind was much abated ;

but, after all, there was a chance that only one could go up, as the gas,

which had been standing ki the balloon since morning, had lost much of

its buoyancy.
At last the great balloon was filled, and rounded out to its enormous

proportions above the heads of the crowd. It is necessary for the pass-
engers to take their places before the basket is attached to the netting.

Moore took his place, and I was told to get my apparatus and get in

;

camera and plate boxes were brought from their place of storage, and I

made my way back through the crowd gathered around the balloon, con-
scious of being very white, and moving very carefully to avoid trembling.
Even to the last moment the vague hope, which was half a fear, re-

mained that the buoyancy of the gas might not be sufiicient to carry both
the aeronaut and myself. The car contained, besides its two passengers
and a rather bulky amount of photographic apparatus, a large coil of rope
attached to the anchor, and two bags of sand for ballast, with a frame in-

tended to hold my camera perpendicularly over an opening which had
been left in the bottom of the car for the purpose of taking views directly
beneath us, and a bag containing three pigeons. Havmg taken our places
in the car, the hoop was raised above our heads, and the cords from
the balloon netting were connected with pegs attached to the hoop, which
in its turn is permanently fastened to the car by cords. Those who were
holding the cords from the balloon were directed to let it up, while a few
men took hold of the car, to test the lifting power of the machine. In
this final moment of uncertainty my breath came short, and it was hard
to resist a wild impulse to separate the cords, which seemed to me like
prison bars, and make my escape through the crowd.

It was quickly ascertained that the balloon bad sufficient lifting power,
the word was given to let go, and with a gasp I caught one deep breath,
as though in preparation for a plunge into water, as with a dizzying whirl
the car swung to its position under the great gas bag, and we were off

!

I had looked forward with indescribable fears to the time when I should
feel myself torn from the earth and lifted rapidly into the sky ; but now
that the time was come, how unlike was the reality to my anticipations !

Instead of seeming to be carried rapidly upward, we felt as though
standing at ease upon a secure support, while the crowd from the midst
of which we had just started sank (juickly below us, and was soon out of
sight and bearing. Many things combine to make this my first ascension

more impressive and more vividly remembered than any other, though
they should be counted by the hundred. On the occasion of my first

ascension my emotions before starting formed a strong contrast with the
experiences directly following, which did not occur in so great a degree
again, as before my second ascension the distressing fears previously ex-

perienced were almost wholly absent. To complete the inflation of the
balloon, and attend to the smaller details in the arrangement of the
various apparatus, all of which are important when we consider that our
lives are to hang literally by a thread, consume much time ; so that our
ascension was not begun before five p.m., when the sun had set behind
the hills and the chill of gathering darkness was felt.

We were soon lifted from the gloom of deepening twilight into the full

glow of light and warmth from the sun, which, as we were carried up,
presented the singular effect of a sudden sunrise in the west. Tliis

change in our physical condition was paralleled, in my own case at least,

by an equal change in my feelings ; as we rose from darkness to light my
spirits rose from a sickening fear to a wonderful sense of relief from
danger. At last, turning my attention from the town we had left, and
looking around I was amazed at the wonderful widening of the horizon.
From the point of our departure tlie view was shut in on all sides by the
near hiUs ; at the next glance the Highlands and Catskills of the Hudson
were in sight, while the view to the east was without limit, the eye
ranging at will over stretches of hill and valley, as one might look out
over the ocean.
Any person who makes a balloon ascension is sure to hear from hia

friends one question, many times repeated, "How did it feel?" After
an earnest attempt to answer tliis question, I have been driven to the
conclusion that the sensations of an ascension take the form of a tremen-
dous mental impression, instead of producing any noticeable physical
manifestations. In my own experience the paralysing fear felt at starting

was entirely lost before we had risen one hundred feet, being followed by
the emotions of surprise and wonder, growing into a strong feeling of

awe and joy, which continued through the whole time we remained in the
air. All fear and dread were lost so suddenly that before we had been
ten minutes from the earth I found myself wondering at the change, and
trying to recall my former feelings for comparison with those of the
present. As the balloon rises gradually, the many sounds of earth,

striking the ear at first with confusing variety and force, grow quickly

faint and distant. Soon only the loudest sound reaches us, and at last

we attain an altitude which no earthly sound can reach. The only
physical sensations noticed by me at any time are the ringing in the ears

caused by the unbalanced pressure behind the tympanum, which may be
relieved by swallowing, only to return again as the balloon is rising or

falling; and, at the greater heights, a curious feeling of lightness and
inclination to breathe fuller and more frequently in the rarefied air.

After our departure from the earth, and my recovery from the first

impression of surprise, the rustling of the doves, our unwilling com-
panions, attracted our attention. One of them was quickly set free, and,

after circling about the car a few times, decided on the proper course,

and soon disappeared in the direction of Winsted. It was at about this

time that our attention was attracted to the peculiar appearance of Long
Lake near Winsted. From the altitude at which we were sailing, the

whole surface of the lake was in sight far below, giving us an excellent

idea of the comparative size of its three bays and of the ontlme of its

very ii-regular shores. The rays from the sun, still high in the west,

were reflected directly to us from the surface of Third Bay, causing so

bright a spot upon the rippling water that it could only be glanced at for

an instant ; nor was the camera's eye less dazzled than ours, for a spot

of white appears upon the picture of this scene, a photographic record of

the phenomenon. The race track east of the lake, so far below that the

buildings were hardly visible, was apparently of about the circumference

of a one-cent piece, and perfectly elliptical in shape.

Another dove was now thrown out, its actions giving us sufficient

proof, were all other means lacking, of the increasing rarity of the air, as

it exhibited much hesitation at leaving us. At first its wings beat the

air rapidly for a short flight ; then it returned to the balloon, perching
upon the hoop near our heads ; seeming at last to gather courage for its

plunge, it spread its wings, and, describing a series of ever-widening

circles, was soon out of sight far beneath us. Now as never before could

I realize the great variety of lake scenery in Litclifield county. One
hundred bodies of water are indicated upon a map of this county, and it

seemed to us that a large proportion of them were in sight at once,

either sparkling brightly, as they reflected the setting sun, or lying, dark

and cool, in the shadow of the hills.

While passing ducctly over Shepherd's Pond, in New Hartford, Mr.
Moore referred to the statements made by former aeronauts as to the

ease with which the bottom of lakes and rivers might be seen ; it was
apparent to us that such statements should be made with caution, or

some explanation should accompany them. There would seem to be
only one position from which, under the proper conditions, it is possible

to see objects at a considerable depth under water : the observer must be

at not too great an angle with the vertical, and the water must be (juite

smooth. It is also necessary that the sun should be low down, so that

there shall be no direct reflection of light from the surface of the water

;

and though in the case of a sliallow pond the whole of the bottom might
be seen, yet, when the body of water is of much depth, the bottom is

only visible near the shore, except when the water is quite clear and the
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bottom hns a light hue, reflecting the light which has reached it through
the water.

Having at lengtli gained an altitude of over six thousand feet, it was
decided to part witli our last dove, which was accordingly dropped from
tlie bag in which it had been confined. Tlio singular actions and evident

fear of the creature excited at once our interest and pity. Three times,

after as many attempted flights, the doTO returned to perch on the hoop
attached to the car, breathing rapidly, and evidently exhausted by the
violence of its efforts to sustain itself in the rarefied air. At last, as we
persisted in driving it away, it made another attempt at flight, which
proving ineffectual, it was seen to turn and plunge directly downward
with a velocity which soon carried it beyond our sight.

As we continue rising, the scene becomes every moment more im-
pressive in its grandeur ; the earth, with its network of streams and roads
spread out below us, resembles a marvellously perfect map, with every
variety of colour and shading. The silence is absolute, unless broken by
our own actions ; and the experience of being carried along without
effort or consciousness of motion, over this wonderful picture, can never
be forgotten. While sailing through this desert of silence, the least sound
proceeding from the balloon or its occupants is startling in effect ; the blood
is plainly heard as it pulses through the brain ; while in moments of

extra excitement the beating of the heart sounds so loud as almost to

constitute an interruption to our thoughts. The sound caused by a
slight shifting of the gas bag inside the netting occasions frequent starts

of alarm ; and the cracking of the willows of which the car is woven
causes an involuntary grasp at the hoop or ropes. The sensation pro-
duced by a little gust of wind, often felt upon the face while the balloon
is passing from one air current to another, is weird and unearthly, and
has caused me to glance in the direction from which it came, with the
idea that I felt the breath of some invisible being.
At last our barometer indicated an altitude of 7200 feet, after which

we began to descend slowly. From this height we enjoyed a magnificently
extended view over an area much larger tiian the State of Connecticut.
To the north. Mount Tom and other mountains of Massachusetts were in
sight, as small points above the dead level of the horizon ; to the east,

beyond the Connecticut river, no prominent objects arrested the atten-
tion, but the landscape gradually rose up to the horizon, at the level,

apparently, of the eye, showing many miles of country bej'ond the river
;

to the south lay Long Island, beyond the narrow line of light which we
knew to be the Sound ; while in the west, after ranging over the hills

and valleys of Litchfield county, the eye rested upon the Catskills and the
mountains forming the Highlands of the Hudson.
The map-like effect of the landscape is very striking. The course of

streams, with the different railroads and highways, may be traced for

many miles, dividing the country into irregular plots, which are again
subdivided by the farms. I was pleased to see the large area of forest
which still remains, notwithstanding the great amount cut for lumber
and the land annually cleared by the iron manufacturers.
As our highest point had been reached, after wliich the balloon began

to descend, we were compelled to resort to our ballast in order to remain
longer at a considerable altitude. The frame mentioned as having been
intended to hold my camera was first thrown out, as it was found to be
unnecessary in our work ; we watched it as it fell, whirling round and
round until nearly out of sight.

The sunset scene was one of the most beautiful I have ever witnessed.
From clear, dark blue overhead, the sky gradually shaded down into
deep red in the west ; and in this glorious setting of colour the sun,
seeming slightly flattened, as when seen sinking at sea, blazed out a deep
orange colour.

Suddenly our attention was caught by the blowing of a number of
whistles

; we were again within hearing distance of the earth. My first

thought was, "We are getting a salute;" but we soon found that the
whistling was from the factories in the many towns below us. In our
position the sound of whistles from many places could reach us at once,
as all were blown at the time for stopping work. At this time the trains
on several railroads were in sight, and we could hear their rumbling
faintly, while a surprisingly long time elapsed between our sight of a
puff of steam from a locomotive and the hearing of the whistle. The
balloon continued to descend, and soon we could distinguish human
voices

; some remarks were exchanged with the inhabitants of the farm-
houses we were passing.

An interesting phenomenon observed by us, and to which I have seen
no reference by other aijronants, is the distinctness of the echo retunied
from the earth. When within easy shouting distance quite long sen-
tences are returned with startling clearness ; many times I was deceived
into thinking that those below were mocking us by a repetition of our
questions.

The order to pack the instruments caused me a feeling of deep regret
that my voyage should end so (piickly. Having left the ground with the
greatest reluctance, I was about equally unwilling to return to it. As
the balloon descended, we were rapidly nearing a hill, the western side of
which was a precipice two or three hundred feet high, while its flat top
was thickly wooded. Well knowing the inconvenience of a landing in
the woods, Mr. Moore at once threw out the last of our ballast in the
hope of clearing the trees ; but the balloon sunk rapidly, and soon we
could hear the nistling of the wind through the tree tops, and then the
chirping of crickets. One or two sand bags were Bacrificed, and Mr.

Moore iwas stooping to remove his shoes, when I saw that we should
clear the woods, and wo turned to see where the balloon would land.

Not until then did we see that the land beyond the trees was on a lower
level ; in fact, that the east face of the hill was higher and more abrupt
than the west. Our balloon cleared the trees by only a few feet, and we
were then directly over the precipice. All consciousness of support from
the balloon was for a moment lost ; wo seemed to be falling, and I wa»
aware of gasping for breath as we sank over the edge. This impression
was of short duration, yet I learned in that moment how it feels to fall

from a great height.

Our confldence restored, we glanced back at the grey, lichen-coverei
rocks, and then down to the* pasture towards which we were gently
sinking ; we narrowly escaped the top of a large tree, and descended to
the ground so slowly that we might have gathered leaves from the tree

in passing. We struck the ground so lightly that I hardly felt the
shock, and then, standing in the car while the gas was escaping, I could
feel the relaxation following a period of intense excitement. Soon the
sound of hurrying feet was heard, and quickly a party gathered about ns,

all eager to help and ask questions. Joen (i. DouoHiy.

{To he continued.)

EXPRESSION IN POETEAITS.
Stotuaiid said, " There is nothing more difficult than to paint people doing
nothing." This is the daily, hourly task of the photographer, and yet
he rarely seems impressed with the importance of the undertaking. In
a brief forenoon, he will give you a dozen or twenty very glaring counter-

feit presentments of the human face divine, and without the slightest

compunction of conscience, nay, with a profound feeling of the sublimity

of the occasion, write beneath his card, in beautiful scroll, "Artistic

Photographer."
Did you ever stop to think that it is not sharpness or brilliancy or

excellence of finish, or even softness of lighting and beauty of pose,

which entitle you to this assumed title. You may have all these quali-

ties in your work, and yet, if you have not expression, they profit yon
nothing for entering the kingdom of art. How shall we attain to it ?

you ask. Our subjects are unpoetic, lack individuality, lack expression.

How shall we call forth this quality from commonplace people ? We
answer, this Stothard, whom we have mentioned, had the same sort of

people to deal with, or he would not have given utterance to the words he
did. All his work is direct from nature, not idealised. Hogarth had
even more difficult subjects to deal with than you have. In Stothard's

picture of the procession of " Charity Girls," he was obliged, according
to the terms of the contract, to make portraits of the foremost figures,

therefore to show their faces and their individuality
; yet he has over-

come the difficulty with wonderful skill, and the work is really one of the
most original and interesting pictures he ever painted.

One sometimes fears that the principles applicable to painting are a
little too high for the range of photography. Maybe they are sometimes,
but the attempt to reach the high mark is healthful exercis'', and the

results, though they fall short, will, nevertheless, be better than if we
aim not at all.

But it is not our intention to worry you with any rules of art, or to ask
you to apply them to secure beauty of expression, because we do not
think all the art rides in the world will give you the faculty. We desire

only to call your attention to a feature in the human face, which is, aa

the Bible puts it, a very " unruly member." Need we say—the mouth.
Beware how you try to control it. Leave it rather to its own sweet will.

Every photographer has his own way of managing his sitter, but his way
is generally to make the subjects as uncomfortable as possible. They
have come to know this, and are generally so accommodating that they b^
to get in the uneasy frame of mind the minute they enter his studio.

Their mouths becoming the silent utterers of their state of mind.
Of what help are the reassuring words, spoken with solemn accent:

"Assume an agreeable expression"—"Try to look pleasant." This
pleasant aspect becomes but a sort of mongrel smile. Most men are

fortunate in the possession of a beard and moustache, which hide the

photographically acquired, or congenitally inherited, defects, therefore

their portraits are generally more agreeable in expression than the por-

traits of women. The mouth plays the most essential part in the ex-

pression. The eyes which seem to smile or look sad, in reaUty do nothing

of the kind. The mouth is the key to interpret their feeling. The
muscles which move the lips tell whether the eyes are joyous or sorrowful.

We all have seen those drawings in Bell's Anatomy which are so

arranged that the lower half of the face can be covered with a slip, in

which the mouth is a sad or laughing one, while the upper part remains
the same. By this simple device we may transform a sad and saintly

Madonna into a smiling nymph, in which the eyes twinkle with roguish

delight. This beautiful play of the muscles of the month is so delicate

that it at once responds to the sympathetic action of the mental condition,

betrays the disposition, and so mirrors, if uncontrolled either by the will

or other exciting cause, the true character of the person. Hence, the

action, if natural, is involuntary, and any endeavour to govern it by the

will shows at once upon the face, and we have tliat look of determination

—that "screwing up to the sticking point" expression—which is generally
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called the photograpliie look. Expression centres in the mouth. It is

the feature for the photographer to exercise his skill upon. We are not

going to give any instructions how to conquer it, hecause we do not know
how. The action of the photographer's will would be as bad as the

operation of the owner's.

The only thing which seems proper to do is to take away restraint of

any kind, to relieve the model from the impression that he is the chief

factor in the transaction. If some photographer would have the sense to

consign his jiosition chairs and his inquisitorial head-rest to the lumber
room, there to feed oblivion with their decay, and make his operating

room, not his reception room, look something like an artist's studio, it is

possible the expression of his models might improve. We have seen

very happy expressions in photographs, and on inquiring, found that they

^were taken without head-rests and without ceremony. The models were

left to their own free-will, or rather they were not told when the operation

began or ended.
Our plates are so very sensitive that we need no longer summon the

attention of the sitter, or announce, with majestic mien, " Tlie exposure

is now about to begin." If a head is properly illuminated, less time will

be required with a moderate light than when unevenly lit in a strong

light, because a violent lighting gives the high lights the allopathic dose

and the shadows the homoeopathic.
Finally, expression is very difficult to secure ; but so is everything else

which is worth anything. With all thy gettings, get expression.—American Journal of Photography. John Bartleti.

MAKING OEDINARY PLATES ORTHOCHEOMATIC BY BATHING
WITH ERYTHROSINE.

When orthochromatic methods first commanded the serious attention of

practical photographers by the admirable and surprising results which
were produced, there were two methods of preparation then in vogue

:

sensitising the emulsion for colour values by mixing with it a certain dye
previous to coating the plate, and bathing the already coated emulsion
plate with a colour-sensitive solution.

For the reason we have given, the latter method is the only one which
has been very widely adopted in this country, and it continues to grow
in favour and practical application in America, as well aa abroad, while
the former method is but little used.

Repeated and prolonged experiments with the various colour sensitisers

have resulted in proving to our satisfaction that for the practical photo-
grapher, be he professsional or amateur, erythrosine is the most eiiective,

while it is the simplest of application. It is, moreover, so sensitive to

yellow rays that with it photographing by artificial light, as gas or
petroleum, becomes an easy matter.
Any photographer may make his own orthochromatic plates, and any

good plate may be successfully rendered orthochromatic, by simply
bathing it with the erythrosine solution. AVlien orthochromatic plates
are used for reproductions or landscape work, it is advisable to colour
sensitise plates of only moderate rapidity. The formula; are as
follows :

—

Peeliminaby Bath.
Aqua ammonia 1 drachm.
Water 7 ounces.

Colour Bath.
Erythrosine IJ drachms.
Aqua ammonia 2 ,,

Water (distilled) 5J ounces.

And the directions are simple.
Immerse a plate of medium sensitiveness in the preliminary bath and

allow it to remain therein for three minutes. After removal, drain well,
and, without washing, plunge the plate in the colouring bath, rocking it

gently to secure uniform contact with the solution. The plate should not
remain in the colour bath longer than seventy-five seconds, as a long
continued exposure to the colour solution will depress the general
sensitiveness, without increasing that for colours. If a large number of
plates are prepared with the same solution, it is advisable to add, after
the eighth or tenth plate, about ten or twenty drops of erythrosine. The
coloured plates must be well drained, reared upon blotting-paper, and
dried in the ordinary drying closet.

Coloured plates may be exposed while still wet, and the general sensi-
tiveness is somewhat increased thereby. If, however, the object to be
photographed requires a very long exposure, it is better to use a dried
plate.

Developing erythrosine plates offers no serious difficulties, but it must
be remembered that the plates being so sensitive to colour, especially
yellow, the process must be carried on either in the shadow of a subdued
ruby lantern, or a light obscured by several thicknesses of brown tissue-
paper.

With the interposition of the yellow screen, which is absolutsly
necessary for the copying of objects in which blue and violet pre-
dominates, the time of exposure must be increased from three to six
times that of an ordinary plate.
For portraiture, a more sensitive plate may be employed, but the

amount of ammonia in both baths must he reduced fifty per cent.

Unless there is an abundance of blue or violet drapery the yellow screen

may be dispensed with in making portraits.
—Photographic Times.

licparfmettt for Inexperienccti l^ftotograp'berst.

THE FOCUS OF LENSES : BACK FOCUS—EQUIVALENT
FOCUS—CONJUGATE FOCUS.

The above terms are not only puzzling to inexperienced photographers,

but are sometimes troublesome to those who have practised the art suffi-

ciently long to he enabled to take good pictures.

Broadly speaking, the focus of a lens is that place at which rays trans-

mitted through it are made to converge to a point. But this explanation

does not cover all the ground.

The term hack focus is an entirely misleading and unscientific one, and

is useful for only one purpose, namely, to afford camera makers an idea

aa to what lens will suit a certain extension of camera ; but as apphed to

any of the combinations in use it is absolutely meaningless as regards

their focus. It is merely a mechanical term signifying that when any

object is in focus on the ground-glass of the camera, this glass screen will

be so many inches from the inner end of the lens mount. In one instance

only does the back focus convey a correct idea of the real focus. This is

when the objective is a single landscape one of plano-convex form, and in

such a case the focus is the distance between the back or convex surface

and the ground-glass.

It would serve a much more useful purpose if opticians, instead of

speaking of their lenses having such or such a back focus (which, as we
have stated, means nothing), would give the distance between the face of

the fiange and the ground-glass, and speak of it as the " flange focus."

This, although optically absurd, would at least possess the merit of

affording a ready means whether any lens in particular would be adapted

for use with any definite camera.

Equivalent focus implies a certain something to which it is equivalent.

It is so termed from an image formed by it equalling in dimensions that

made by a single lens, such as a spectacle glass. Now, let an image be

formed on the ground-glass by means of such a glass, and the size of the

image—which may be a house, or a portion of a house, or even a couple

of trees situated apart from each otlier—is a factor in ascertaining the

focus of any combination of lenses. No matter if the back focus of the

combination be, say, five inches, and the distance between the ground-

glass and the simple lens, which gives an image on the ground-glass the

same size as the other, be six or seven inches, the equivalent focus of

the combination is precisely that, nothing more or less, of the simple

spectacle glass which gives an image the same size as that obtained by

the compound lens.

In most lenses of the so-called rapid class the " equivalent" focus is

the distance (approximately) between the place where the stops are

inserted and the ground-glass, and this place is (approximately) the

optical centre of the combination. An intelligent reader will, from the

foregoing, deduce the meaning of the word " equivalent," and will know
that it simply means the focus of a single lens, which forms an image

the same size as one of a compound nature.

Having explained so much, we now come to the question of ascer-

taining by other means the equivalent focus of any combination. Seeing

that this series of articles is intended for the inexperienced photographer,

we desire to make it as simple as possible, and shall avoid describing

complex methods.

Place the camera in a window, and point it to a well-lighted scene at a

distance. Focus the object, and note that there is a tree, a cliiraney, or

a church spire at one side, the right of the ground-glass, and an equally

well-mai'ked object on the opposite side, the left. With a pair of com-

passes measure the distance apart of such objects, or with a pencil mark
their i^osition on the ground-glass. Now remove the lenses from the

tube by unscrewing them, and insert a very small stop : a bit of card

with a hole punctured in it by a thick pin will suffice. It matters not at

what part of the lens mount this punctured card is inserted ; indeed, it

will serve the purpose equally well if the lens mount is removed alto-

gether, and the card is placed over the flange in the camera front. Now,
with a large focussing cloth thrown over the camera and the liead, slide

the ground-glass in or out until the feeble image formed by the pinhole
corresponds in dimensions with the markings on the ground-glass pre-

viously made when the lens was in its place. Measure carefully the

distance between the card and the ground-glass, and such distance is the
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equivalent foons ot the lens that was employed in making this experi-

ment.

Thoro arc other and rather more complex methods by which the

equivalent focus may be ascertained, but, as tliey liave been described

only lately in those pages, we refer the reader to our issue of February 11,

1887, page 84, where that will be found given with a reasonable degree

of fulness.

The subject of conjugate focus will be treated of in our next.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 6076.— "Iiuprovemeut in Photographic Cameras." Complete specification.

W. Clark.—Dated April 26, 1887.

No. 6082.—" A New or Improved Camera Obscura for Use in Taking Views
and the like." S. Ancuews and F. E. Akdbbws.—i>aterf Aitril 26, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
An Improved Adjustable Photogbaphio Camera Stand.

No. 6936. John Bkowx, Edenderry House, Shaws Bridge, Belfast.

—

Miiy 24, 1886.

A srHKRK of wood or other suitable material fi.xed to the bottom of the camera
has fitted on it three cupped or hollowed metal pieces, lield against it with
moderate pressure by springs, ruljber bands, or botli combined. Each cup has
two i)ins pointing inwards on which the camera legs fit in the usual way, one
side of tlio divided upper part of each leg fitting ou the i)in of one cup, and the
other side of tlie leg ou that of the ueiglibouring cup. In two of the legs the
divided upper parts are held together by catches or hooks, so as to keep
the cups on which they fit from separating beyond a certain distance, or this

office may be performed by the springs above mentioned.
The diviiled upper part of the tliird leg has a hook with tightening screw, or

else an excentrically slotted hook or other contrivance, for the purpose of
drawing the two parts 'and the cups on which they fit together, and thus
binding the whole rigidly together and fixing the camera firmly in whatever
direction it has been pointed.

The claim is : The combination of the spherical ball, with a projecting piece
or pieces for the purpose of attaching the camera or other apparatus, and the
sectional cups or sockets, attachable to the legs and capable of being contracted
to clasp the ball as shown and described.

Mtttim^ of SoctetieiS*

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Data of MAAttng. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

Uav 10 5a, Pall Mall East.
„ 10 Newcastle-on-Tyne& N.Counties

Manchester Amateur ...

Coll. of Physical Science,Newcastle.
Masonic Hall, Cooper-st. .Manchstr.
Sykes's Restaurant, 33, Victoria-st.
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.

M 10

„ 10

» 10 Bolton Club
M 11

t. 12

...".......

.",'".'".

Free Public Library, Hamilton-st.
» 12

» 13

.. 12

.. 12

Halifax Photographic Club
Manchester Photo. Society

Mechanics' Hall.
36, George-street.

„ 13 Ireland Royal College of Science, Dublin.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thursday night, April 28, at a meeting of the above Association, held at
the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. A. Haddon presided.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington e.xhibiteil three sensitometer tablets, one belonging to
himself and two to Mr. Cowan ; wlien all three were e.vcited by the magnesium
light they gave visibly different amounts of phosphorescence, and gave different
indications upon gelatino-ljroniide plates.

Mr. A. L. Henderson exhibited an advertised ilevice for fixing a focussing
cloth m windy weather ; it w.as a bit of wire bent so as to have a hook at eacli

end ; he said that a protected shawl pin, a.s used by ladies, was better for the
purpose and one-twelfth the price. He then produced a letter from Mr. J. D.
Williams, of Holywell, s.iying that he was not yet ready to exhibit his new
dark slide to the Association.

Mr. H. M. Hastinos .saiil that he had exposed platinum paper for one minute
to daylight to fog it before printing, and that on developing with carbonate of
potash solution cold, to which a mere trace of hyiwchlorite of potash had been
.added, it developed a clean picture ; other jiortions of the same jirint otherwise
developed were thoroughly fogged. Another piece of iilalinum paper exposed
in the open air near datirp blotting jiapcr for twenty-four hours was likewise
developed in the same way without fog. The amount of hypochlorite added
was in projiortiou to the depth of the printing ; in the case of fogged paper the
printing had to be very deep. He thought that this information might be use-
ful to those who had old platinotype paper which they beljevetl to be fit only
to throw awav.

Mr. F. W. Cox remarked that had an ordinary short exposure been given in
all probability the use of hypochlorite would merely have bleached the paper.

Mr. F. M. Edwards exhibited several albumeni.sc<l prints spoilt by si)ot» of
different descriptions and asked the causes of the said spot«.
The Chairman thought that the spots on one of the prints might have been

caused by particles of soot settling thereupon, and soot Iwing usually charged
with a little sulphuric aci<l, stdphate of sdver spots might have been formed
upon the picture. When the spots on that print were examined under high
magnifying power they seemed to have been pro<lueed by something which had
fallen upon the paper.

Mr. Henderson, after operatmg upon the same spots with a penknife,
expressed the opinion that they were due to metallic dust which had fallen
upon the albumenised paper before the albumen had been dried.

Mr. Heinrich Thinks knew of a Continental photographer who had to copy
an old engraving spotted by being worm-eaten ; he covered its back with thin
tissue-paper, filled up the holes with a liquid mixture of paper pulp and gela-
tine, and when the latter wa.s dry continued the lines of the engraving over the
spots by means of a pen charged with Indian ink.

Mr. L. Medland exhibited prints from negatives taken with drop-shutter
exposures.

A question in the box asked how many brands of orthochromatic plates were
in the market and what was their relative colour sensitiveness.

Mr. Wellington replied that E<lwards's and Oberuetter's plates were in the
market, and that neither of them were sensitive to the red rays. Plates dipi>ed
in cyanine blue were sensitive to the red and worked splendidly. He had
found something else which worked nearly as well, but which he would not
name.

Mr. Edwards remarked that if any one wanted to get rid of halation in

photographing interiors, he could recommend plates of ground or opal glass
coated with emulsion instead of coated plain glass.

Jilr. Wellington had found orthochromatic plates to give little halation.
A question in the box asked if common white starch were practically as good

as arrowroot as a substratum in paper printing processes.
Tlie ('HAIR.MAN .stateil that common starch contained many impurities.
Mr. W. M. Ashman .said that under the microscope the grains of Bermuda

arrowroot were seen to be of tolerably even size, and he had found it to work
better than common starch as a substratum.

Mr. Henderson would like to know if any objection existed to using as a
substratum paraiiiue wax in such weak solution in benzole that it would not
make the paper quite non-absorbent of aqueous liquids. Some such plan
might be useful in making stripping films.

The meeting then resolved itself into a committee for the business purposes
of the Association,

CAMERA CLUB.
At the meeting of this Club on Thursday last week, Mr. J. Traill Taylor in the
chair, Mr. Lyonel Clark, who had been to Venezuela on bui-iiiess, and had
taken with him a camera, gave an exceedingly interesting lecture on his
jourueyings. He illustrated the same by a large collection of lantern trans-
parencies which he had made from the negatives obtained ou that occa-sion,

which included some taken at certain places he had called at in the West Indian
Islands.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The monthly meeting of this Society was held ou Tuesday, the 3rd ittstant, at
the Masonic Hall,—Mr. G. W. Atkins in the chair.
Owing to an iuformality, the minutes could not be confirmed. The excur-

sion to York for the following day was postponed ou account of the unsettlwl
state of the weather. Mr. Joseph Hague was elected a member.
The Chairman then rose to put the following resolution :—" That this

meeting of the Sheftield Photogiaphic Society desires to express its sincere
sympathy with the President and Hon. Treasurer upon the loss which they
and their families have sustained by the death of their father, the late Mr
John Yeomans, Town Clerk of Sheffield, which position he h.ad filled for the
long period of twenty-nine years, with credit to himself and to the advantage
of the borough generally."

Mr. Platts seconded the above in a few well-chosen words, and it was
carried unanimously.
The questiou box was found to contain the following: "What is the l>est

artificial light to use in making photo-micrographs by the wet process .'" In
answer it was stated that good work had been (tone with a parafiuie lamp with
some objects, it being merely a question of exposure, which varied with each
object ; indeed, .some were not capable of giving a satisfactory impression upon
the wet plate ou account of their uou-actinic colour. The magnesium light was
considei-ed .available if kept strictly in the focus of the condenser.
A discussion upon detective cameras ensued, during which Mr. Barl)er

explained the construction of two nmcli in use in the United States. As to
the lens niost applicable, one of the "rapid" cla.ss was reconmiended where
the light was good, but in such a town as Sheffield one of the sm.all stereo-
scopic portrait lenses would be better, stopped down .as fmmd necessary.

Mr. BiiOMLKY explained the working of the due-ratio drop shutter, which
was favourably commented upon.

Ilie meeting then adjoiuiietl.
.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of this Association was held on Thursiiay, the 28lh
ultimo, at the Royal Institiition,—The President, Mr. George II. Rutter, in
the chair.

Tlie nunutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.
The following gentlemen were unanimously elected memlwrs of the Associa-

tion ;—Messrs. Richard P. Preston, Thomas Comber, J. P., William A. Caldwell
and Edward Swinden,
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The Secretary called attention to the presentation prints for last year,

which were on the table, ami announced that they would be distributed at Mr.
Beer's office to all members applying for them who have duly paid their last

year's subscription.

Mr. J. A. Forrest called attention to the serious alteration in colour of the

great public buildings in our large manufacturing towns and the increasing

difficulty of i)liotographing them, giving instances of public buildings which
are now impossible to photograph. He exhibited some paper negatives repro-

duceil from old prints in his possession, from which negatives he could readily

multiply prints ; also some beautiful prints of the Mancliester Town Hall, both
interior and exterior, by Mr. Pollitt, of the Manchester Photographic Society,

and advised amateur photographers to secure photographs of all such buildings

whilst it was still possible.

Mr. John Harcreaves, F.R.H.S., gave a very interesting description of the

objects of antiquarian and photographic interest in the Hundred of Wirral

—

the peninsula between the Mersey and the Dee—instancing Birkenliead, Bidston,

New Brighton, Wallasea ; Leasowe Castle, containing an old mantelpiece which
was originally in the Star Chamber ; Irly Old Hall, a black and white building,

wliich he pronounced to be the most picturesque building in the Hundred
;

Thurstaston ; Bebington, with its church, one of tlie most interesting eccle-

siastical buildings in the district ; Hootou and Poole Halls ; Stanton Abbey, of

which there are a few remains, but which the monks left and migrated to

Whalley Abbey ; and many other places of historic and artistic interest. He
mentioned, in conclusion, that his paper would shortly be published in an
accessible form, and might serve as a guide to those visiting the Hundred of
Wirral.

A cordial vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Hargi'eaves for his interesting

paper, and his kindness in visiting the Association to communicate information.
Mr. J. E. Thornton exhibited his shutter, which was not reaily to show at

his previous visit. Tlie shutter is similar to the well-known " Kershaw," but
has an attachment by whicli it opens upon pressure of the pueuniatic ball, and
remains open as long as tlie pressure continues, thus providing for "time" a-s

well as "instantaneous" exposures.
Mr. B. L. Sayce exhibited specimens of fine dry-plate processes from 1861

to 1865, namely, 1, Bromo-iodised collodion with gelatine preservative; 2, The
Fothergill process with albumen preservative ; 3, The tannin and honey process

;

4, Bromiseil collodion, sensitised in a sixty-gi-ain nitrate bath, and coated with
a solution of tannin, gallic .acid, and grape sugar (by this the sensitiveness of
wet collodion was obtainable in 1863 on dry plates) ; 5, Examides of negatives
and their prints by the coUodio-bronude or lirst practical emulsion process for
negatives, introduced in September 1864. Mr. S.ayce also called attention to
the comparative indestructibility of negatives by the old favourite process, the
collodio-albumen, and showed a print recently made from an unvarnished
negative twenty -six years old, which had been stored for fifteen years in a damp
outhouse, quite unprotected from the moist exhalations of its surroundings.

Mr. J. H. Day, the leader of the first excursion of tlie Association this year,
on Ea.ster Monday, to Gawsworth and Marton, read a full report of the trip,
abstract of which is as follows :—Tlie first excursion of the Association took
place, so far as weather was concerned, under most brilliant auspices, for a
more deliciously bright, genial, sunny Easter Bank Holiday could not have
been desired than was experienced by the little party of eight who started
for the comparatively unknown and out-of-theworld region round about
Macclesfield, with the oliject of opening tlie photographic ball of this stirring
Jubilee year, 1887. The party travelled rid Cheshire lines to Manchester,
thence to London Road, and by train to Macclesfield, where a wagonette took
them first to Pail Farm, thence to Siddington Church, then to Marton for the
Chapel and Marton Hall, where several good i>ictures were obtained ; thence to
the old hall of the Fyttons, then back to Macclesfield. The day was a very
successful one, no fewer than sixty-four plates or lilms being exposed.
Mr. Pavl Lange read a brief report of the second excursion to Hooton and

Toole Walls, from an analysis of wliich it appeared that nine members took
part, that the lenses employed were two by Boss, three by Wray, one each by
Swift, Newton, and Steiiilieil, and that forty-seven exposures were made, of
which thirty-nine were on glass and eight on Eastman paper, thirty-oue of the
gla.ss plates used being Ilford and eight Derwent,

Views obtained during these excursions were exhibited by Messrs Day
sayce, Lange, Beer, and Riley.
The proceedings closed with votes of thanks to the readers of the papers.

CARDIFF AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The members of the above Society on the 27tli ultimo were indebted to Mr. D
Josti for an instructive and interesting lecture on Helouching.
The lecturer, who was introduced by the President, said :—Retouching, like

other subjects, lias an liistory, although the record does not extend very far
back, and in its career has li.ad to contend with varied opinions as to its utility
from an art point of view

; it has, however, held its place and become an im-
portant branch of photography. As a matter of fact, trading photographers
cannot get along witliout it. Scientific photographers were its most determined
enemies, and strongly objected to the original work of the camera being tain-
peretl with

; there were many reasons pro and con, and I have frecmently
received strong censure for defending this help to artistic photooraphy The
strongest argument against retouching is that the human eye cannot reach
what the eye of the camera can, and that onr hand is unable to help the pre-
cision of the lens. We must give in to this to a certain extent, but I maintain
retouching is a valuable auxiliary. When retoucliing first took root there
sprang into existence a multitude of individuals of very little artistic know-
ledge, but who embraced a clean and easy metliod of obtaining a livin" and
thus heavily liandicapped the scientific retoucher. To aid me in making my
lecture as complete as po.ssible I endeavoured to consult some works on the
subject, Ijut not finding auything satisfactory I must rely upon my own prac-

i'^L'p'rr'f; '°
^l'"

^""^
.'^r'^

,'"> ''™""''' ••""^ ' possessed a little studio
in tne Khetic Alps, and astonished the mountameers with Daguerreotype nor-
traits. We reccfived intelligence of the new and incomprehensible iuveiition o.

taking a negative. My brother immediately departed for Germany, secured
the secret, returned, and catered for the new style of portrait. We were
delighted witli the process but somewliat disheartened on the appearance of

several transparent spots, which of course spoilt our prints. Here comes my
first experience of retoucliing ; the spots were made opaque by ink and then
printed fairly well. Winter came, trade was bad, I therefore migrated to Italy

and joined the firm of Messrs. Bianconi, Milan, where I was struck with the
splendid quality of the work turned out. I interested myself in the modus
02)erandi, and found the effect produced by retouclung the negative with
carmine, and this could only be effected by certain artists ; they not only
improved the faces but added backgrounds, all backgrounds being plain in

those days. I became an expert in this kind of work, and hearing it was
unknown in Germany, departed to Berlin. My specimens procured me instant

eiiiidoyment with tlie then leading photographer, G. Schower. Here I first

found jieiicil retouching performed by a French artist ; we exchanged ideas,

and much to my advantage. The autumn came, and my carmine retouching
failed to give satisfaction, the prints became spotty. Tlie cause could not be
discovereil, and I was compelled to fall back on the pencil. I wrote to Italy

for fresh materials, but with no better result, and eventually discovered my
method would not work in a damji cliiuate. On my arrival in England I found
pencil retouching nnivei'sally practised, and in many cases with very pleasing

results. I cannot state who invented pencil retonching, but several Frenchmen
claim the merit. Mr. Josti then gave some practical illustrations of the treat-

ment of a head, together with some examples of fancy retouching, and concluded
his address with remarks on Rembrandt and Dore pictures.

Au unanimous vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Josti.

NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual fortnightly meeting of this Society was held at the Greyhound Hotel
on Wednesday evening, April 27,—.Mr. Brown in the chair.

Storinq Negatives.

Mr. WoLKF explained a new method of storing negatives which has three

distinct advantages over the old system of grooved boxes, namely, saving of

space, this method requiring but one-tliird the room necessary for the orthodox
boxes ; secondly, a particular negative can be quickly found from amongst a

large number ; tliirdly, the cost is less tliaii half the price of gi-ooved boxes.

The method consists simply in separating the negatives with sheets of paper
cut to tlic ex.act size of the negatives, the four corners of each sheet having
small triangular pieces of card glued on them to prevent the negatives pressing

against each other ; eacli dozen negatives with these iatervening leaves are

])Iaeed in a stout card box with hingeil lid and falling front. On the back of

each box is a label with spaces for number of box .and names of twelve

negatives.
E.NLAHOING ON BROMIDE PaPEE.

Mr. Wolff next .showed a curved support for bromide paper in m.aking

enliirgements. By means of this easel tlie Vjromide paper is made to take a

curved form for the inirpose of ol)tainiiig gooil definition at the ends of the

pajter witliout the use of small sto]is, the oliject being to reduce the time neces-

sary for making the exposure. By the use of this curvature the exposure can

be reduced to one-fourth or one-eighth of the time required with a small or

medium stop. A developer consisting of pyro, potasli, and ammonia, w.as

described by Mr. Wolff, who showed specimen negatives and ]ioiiited out its

adv.ant.ages. In the use of it he first aipplies the bromide .and pyro * to the

exposed plate, next the carbonate of ]>otasli, and lastly the ammoni.a. Nega-
tives thus developed have the cleauness iiiid detail usually obtained with jpotash

combineil with tlie vigour given by ammoni.a. The chances of fogging during

long development is greatly reduced by tliis metliod. Mr. Wolff sliowed some
Eastman-Walker stripping films developed by this method wliich were excel-

lent, and he particularly recommended workers using these films to try his

method of development.
On Wednesday, May 11, there will be a lantern exhibition of members'

slides.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual fortnightly meeting was lield in the Technical Scliools, Briilge-street,

on the 28th ultimo,—Mr. W. J. Harrison in the chair. Forty-nine members
present.

nie minutes of the last meeting having been duly read and confirmed, Messrs.

A. Constantine .and A. W. Robinson were elected members of the Society.

A large number of photographs were exhibited by Messrs. Harold Baker,
A. Bouchill, Dutton (stripping films), Harrison, Karleeae, Pickard, and Thomas
Taylor.

"The excursion on May 7 was arranged for Lichfield, Mr. A. Pluuphrey to be
leader.

Mr. Nock then gave his paper on Retouching, remai'king that too much
retonching frequently spoilt the picture. In many cases, even of professional
work, the finished print was nothing like the person taken. For his own part,

he preferred only retouching enougli to relieve the shadows and soften tlie high
lights. In cases such as freckles and people who were apt to show a contracted
scowl there must be retouching ; then fiat jdctures, by a simil.ar method, can
be made to look rounder in the features, &c. He then threw an enlarged pic-

ture (by means of the lantern) of a li.ad negative on to a tissue-paper screen,

and proceeded to work it up by crayons, and showed how retouching should
and should not be done Some half dozen examples were very effectively

altered, and the lecturer concluded by ofl'ering his practical advice at any time
to the members.

Mr. Pumphrey then read a paper on Card-Mounted Flexible Glass Films
[see page 276].

• For pyro the Platlnotypc Company's preparation is naed.
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All animated discussion followed on both papers, and the meeting terminated
with the annonncement of the paper for next meeting, Reminiscences of Photo-
ffrapky, by Mr. W. Osborn.

GLOUCESTER PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
Photoohiphio Section.

The annual exhibition and soirle was held at the School of Science on Tuesday,
Ajiril 26, a large muster of meniljers and friends being present, including some
members of the Cheltenham Society.

The photographs on view numl)ered about three hundred and twenty, com-
prising views in Norfolk and Suflblk, by the President, G. Embrey, F, C.S. ; in

Norway, by J. W. Barnett ; in Cornwall, by J. M. CoUett ; in North Wales,
by F. H. Kurr ; in Mid Wales, by F. J. Hambly ; in Derbyshire, by W. J.

Jenkins ; South Coast, by S. F. Morse ; and many others of local interest.

Tliese were shown in the Museum, together with enlargements lent by Messrs.

S. Fry k Co. ; roller slide, film neg.atives, and bromiile prints, from the East-
man Company ; and apparatus by many other firms.

The lantern slides, one hundred and twenty in number, were shown in the
Lecture Room at two periods of the evening by the limelight.

The President of the Philosophical Society, Rev. E. G. Penny, in moving a
vote of thanks to the Section for the evening's entertainment, congratulated
the members on the excellence of their work.

GERMAN PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.
On March 23, at 62, East Fourtli-street, the above Society held their annual
meeting, at wliich the election of officers took place. The following gentlemen
were elected unanimously:

—

President: G. Mildenberger.

—

Vice-Presitlent

:

C. Buehler.

—

Recording Secretary: 3. Esselborn.

—

C'orrespoyuiitw Secretary :

G. Weinig.

—

Financial Secretary: L. Schill.

—

Treasurer: G. K Pellnitz.

—

Archivers : L. Burkhardt, G. Bilgenroth.

—

Trustees: Charles F. Kutsclier, L.

Nagel, and A. Baumgarten,

Corresjwndenfs ihould newt vmtt on hoih sides of the pa-pet.

THE EIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.
To the Editoks.

Gentlemen,—Had your correspondent, " Not a Portrait Photographer,"
confined himself to a fair statement of what I had written, I should not
have troubled writing to yon again, but, with your permission, I cannot
allow him the license he has taken without demur, and would preface
what I have now to say with the remark that when one correspondent,
in order to make a point and prove what he may consider his argument,
descends to the meanness of garbling another writer's statement, the
cause he advocates must surely be a weak one.
Where have I said anything so ridiculous as " because types are plant,'

and types may be and are used for the printing of many things, tlierefore

they do not belong to the author;" or, " because a portrait negative can
only be used for the printing of the portraits of one person, therefore it

must belong to that one person

—

i.e., the sitter?" What I have said,

and tlie meaning I have sought to convey is, that because authors are
not usually charged with the cost of the types as types, but only for the
"composition" or "setting" of them, therefore they are not entitled to
their possession, and because it is the usual custom of photographers to
charge the cost of the production of the negative in the charge made for
finished prints, therefore the negative is undoubtedly the property of the
person who has paid tor its production.

Is it not a fact— I assert it is such, hut am open to correction— that
photographers charge in their first price for prints the cost of the glass and
all the chemicals and subsequent operations necessary for the production
of the negative? If they do, what are the grounds upon which their
claim is m.ide to property in the negative ? It seems to me, to use a
vulgar phrase, they seek to have both " the cake and the halfpenny."

I admit all "Not a Portrait Photographer" says with regard to the
possibility of "cleaning the glass upon which a negative has been taken,
and that the silver thereon can be recovered and utilised in the pro-
duction of other negatives ;" but what I would ask is. Is it a commercial
practice amongst portrait or any other photographers to do so ? If it is

not—I say it is not a commercial custom to do so, but again am open to
correction— the sophistry of the argument of "Not a Portrait Photo-
grapher " is at once apparent.
As to the supposititious case your correspondent puts of a "printer

having sufficient faith in the coming success of a literary efiort to warrant
him in stereotyping a work on the chance of being called upon to print
a future edition, and because those stereotypes can only be used for the
printing of that particular work that therefore they belong to the author,"
really, the abandoned imbecility ofsuch aproposition doeanot merit serious
consideration.

I am sorry " Not a Portrait Photographer " does not see the application
of the ruling in Foster v. Ward, and gets mixed in his reference. The
offer of payment for the stones is not by any means a tacit acknowledg-
ment that the first payment does not include the right to the drawings
(not negative). It is exactly the reverse. It is an assertion that the

drawings are not the property of the printers, and that the drawings

being of much greater intrinsic value than the stones npon which they

have been produced, the stones are equitably the property of the owner

of the drawings on tender being made of the value of the stones in their

clean condition.

The bearing of this ruling upon the pretensions of photographers may
be seen in its full force when it is had in remembrance that a " litter

"

is charged for the glass in the price paid for the prints.

As to custom in the printing trade respecting copperplates, my ex-

perience is just the opposite of " Not a Portrait Pliotographer."

The impertinence of the "advice," and the " superior person " tone of

the first and last paragraphs of " Not a Portrait Photographer," is not

commendable, and does not by any means assist his argument ; how-
ever, in saying that, he will allow me to further say that I am at one with

him in admiration of the meaning and practice of " Ne sutor ultra

crepidam."—I am, yours, &c., G. A. Rattbay.

28, Brown-street, Manchester.

To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—I am certainly not surprised at the silence of photo-

graphers generally when their claims to the ownership of portrait

negatives is questioned, a claim which few would dare to uphold. That

few who have written in your columns have not advanced one reason to

substantiate their claim.

Mr. Barber admits that he is not a high authority, in which I assturedly

agree with him, and his admission gives me some hopes for his future

career.

Mr. Rattray's letter I read with pleasure. Authority or no authority,

he placed the question in a fair and honest light. Mr. Rattray deserved

better treatment than was given him by the writer who signed himself
" Not a Portrait Photographer." Sneer is not argument, and had that

writer remembered the old adage, " Example is better than precept," he

would not have written the last paragraph of his letter, and in reference

to which I would ask. Have the public, no matter what trade or

profession they may be, no right to question an unjust claim made upon
them ? It is by their money portrait photographers live.

I do not say hand over the perfect negative to the client ; I advocate

its destruction. Let the portrait on the glass, which is not the photo-

grapher's, bo destroyed, and the question of the ownership of the glass

and silver film will then not be disputed. The contract would in this

way be fairly and agreeably completed, the photographer paid for his

work and his client supplied with the number of copies ordered.

The destruction of the negative would, in my opinion, add to the

interest of the photographs. Lack of knowledge of the nature of the

negative alone has allowed the custom for the photographer to retain the

negative ever to exist.—I am, yours, iSrc, J. F.

Falconan-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, April 30, 1887.

DEAL PIER.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The reason assigned by the Piermaster of Deal Pier to

myself varied somewhat to that of your correspondent, as stated in your

issue of April 22, that " The local photographers had represented to the

authorities that amateurs, by photographing from the pier, were causing

injury to their business—hence the impost," and cannot be correct,

because at the period, now some three or four years ago, I was photo-

graphing for one of the local photographers (Mr. Berryman), and then

there were but three in Deal. I offered the Piermaster the business card

of Mr. Berryman and he most distinctly told me that Mr. -, another

photographer, paid the authorities a fee, or else hured from them the

right to take photographs from the pier, but that for half a sovereign

I could go on one whole day. But at the same time it is most singular that

a London publishing firm should only last week have paid, and I was
also regaled with the story of the amateur's dark slides being opened

and the plates spoiled by exposure to light.

It is, therefore, very evident that these two stock tales do duty very

often, like the guide's story or yarn at old romantic places like Holyrood,

Melrose, &c.

While there is life there is hope ; and so at Deal, for right away from

the pier to Walmer Castle (where the first Duke of Wellington lived the

latter part of his life and where he died) are to be found any number ol

charming sea and shore studies.

I regret to say both Deal and Walmer Castles are disappointing from

an artistic point of view. At Walmer the old doorway (portculhs), draw-

bridge, with the moat, and half-round tower partially covered with ivy,

make a ))ieture well worth the walk from Deal.

For 1 )i> pictures and cloud negatives, there arc many quiet spots after

passing the Barracks, and, as the high road runs along the seashore, or

parallel with it, a visitor might stay on the sands all day and hardly any
one pass in front of the camera. Mr. H. P. Robinson has,'! know, made
some of his most successful seascapes from along this piece of shore ; in

fact, the whole place is an haven of rest, a dolce far niente. " Deal is so

comparatively little visited as a pleasure resort," British Journal or
PiioTodRAPiiY, No. 1407.—I am, yours, *c., Archer Clarke.

8, Suffolk-place, tVandsworth, S.IK.
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COLONIAL AND HOME GRIEVANCES.
To the Editoks.

Gentlemen,—The letter by Mr. Cooper is interesting and useful ; one
must agree he has been badly treated. But why did he not return the

camera as a fraud, and if not paid his money back or supplied with a
perfect article, see what effect a County Court judge would have in the

matter ?

I think it is a capital plan to use (if so allowed) your valuable Journal
to expose deceptions. I have noticed the useful C. T. C. Gazette has
done good service to cyclists in a like manner.—I am, yours, &c.,

ireci(-i';jri Studio, Alton. Geobge Fbost.

iEictanp (ffolumn.

%* No charge is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this column;
hit none n^ill he inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those
who specify their requirements as *' anything useful " will ther^ore understand
the reason of their non-appearance.

I will give a frood orguinette for a view Ions.—Address, W. Sadndkrs, Dicklehurg-h,
Scole, Norfolk.

Exchange, a Hosb' 12 x 10 view lens for a rapid rectilinear, same size.—Address, Dixon ,

Photographer, Colne.

Two good Lancaptor view len.'ses of twelve-inch focns for one of nine-inch focns bj a
good maker.—Addrcps, S., 555, Battcrpea Park-road, S.W.

Wanted, a large roll press or grass mat and good backgi-onnd, for useful half-plate

lens. Difference in cash.—Address, G. Frost, Alton, Hants.

Large C.-D.-V. portniit lens, by Vogel, with Waterhouse diaphragms, will exchange
for landscape or group lens.—Address, Mr. Ashley, Photographer, 29, Kast-street,
Hobart-street, Plymouth.

Will exchange a cabinet rolling press and silver Engli.«h lever watch, value £5, for
tricycle, with ball bearings, which would can"y ^jhotographic outfit.— Address,
D. Kennedy, Photographer, luvergordon, N.B.

Will exchange half-plate hot rolling press, centre pressure, also changing bag to fit on
tripod, chemicals, porcelain dippei-s, and a half-plate sliding-body camera with
double dark slide ; wanting, 12 x 10 bcllow« camera with screw adjustment.—Address,
Greates, Photographer, Lutterworth.

Oamera, 12x10, bellows body, twenty-fonr-inch focuB, two dark slides for wet plates
9x7, one quite new, to take two cabinets and two C.-D.-V.'s; also one dark slide
(quite new} for 9x7 double cabinet and two C.-D.-V.'s; abo one 12x10 slide with
carriers dowTi to quarter-plate, in good condition. Will exchange for a Dallmeyor's
5j> lent!.—Address, Doidge & Co., 170, Union-street, Plymouth.

aittstoers to ©orregponKentiS.

NoncE.

—

lEacJi Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address, alihouijli rwt
neccssanly for jtuUicaiion. Communications may, vhen thought de&irahle, appear under
a NOM DE PLDME OS hiUicHo, 0)', by prej'ereiice, under thixc Idlcvs of the aljihabct. Such
Bignatures as " Constant Reader," " Subscriber," &c., should he avoided. Correspondents
not confonning to this rule will ttier^ore understand the reason for the omission of their
communications.

Photographs Registered :—
W. E. Dalton, South-street, Moor, BbotHeld,—Photograph of a wreath of Jimrers,

including the words, " Tite Queen's Jubilee."

Jolm Oweu, Newton, Montgomeryshire.— I'li'O photographs of the house in which the
first Sunday School was field.

Thoma? Ball, 7, Comhcrton-hill, Kidderminster.—PhotojrnHd of group of ladies in
fancy costume.

T. A. Moryson, Dumlries.— rico j}ho!ograp)is o/o girl with gloves.

Mechanic—You are mistaken ; collotype printing by macliiue is being prac-
tised in this country.

A. B. R.—You will tincl an article on the subject in the hist edition of Hard-
wich's I'lwtographic ChemiMry.

C. J. DoBBS.—Tlie negative sent is very good, being sharp and clean, and well
adapted to the puriJ0.se required.

Medium.—Tlie only work on the subject is that by tlie late Mr. Joseph Wake,
but it has long since been out of print. It is quite possible that you might
obtain a copy by means of an advertisement.

C. C—Wliite-hard varnisli diluted with metliylated .spirit makes a fairly good
varnish for negatives, but brown-hard i.s much better, so far as durability is
concerned, but it is somewhat darker in colour.

W. W.—Under the circumstances we .should advise you to make yonr back-
ground by the " powder process " instead of in flatted oil colour. Unblcaclied
sheeting can be obtained at most of the linen dr.apers.

T. Cdan.—From the behaviour of the i>late it is dear there was somethiu"
wrong in the development, but what it is impossilile for us to say. If the
solutions had been the same as mentioned a widely different result should
have been obtained.

C.F.Hewett.—Get a plano-convex lens of about ten feet focus and twelve
inches m dianicter. Tlie focus of the lens must determine tlie height of the
dome.

,
Let the mirror exceed in size the diameter of the lens, and be half as

long again as its width.
G. Y. G.-—The transjiarcncies are interesting, but as you do not say how they

are i.roduced we cannot express any opinion as to their novelty. Silver
pictures toned with platimmi are common enough, but perhaps yours are not
produced by this method.

''^^'
.V"'"*^/**'""^!

^"""°' .""y ^y '*'"'?'y looking at the mounting boards

^.nr 'IV-
«'°ta"»,""ytl'ing that islikely to act injuriously on the photo-

fhe&t w^UmXthl^oryo
"'"""' '' '^'"""='' '"^'^"" ^"^ "™^^*'^^'

Septimus.—Tlie most prolific cause of the washing away of the delicate tints

of a carbon print during development is that of the tissue being in a too
soluble condition. This may be avoided by keeping the tissue several

days before using, or to dry it more slowly after it is sensitised. Either of
these plans tends to induce insolubility.

Professional.—A rapid symmetrical lens will do very well indeed for taking
large heads, but it will be somewhat slow for taking portraits of children.

For this purpose a lens of the portrait form is far preferable. We cannot
undertake to express an opinion on the cheap kiuds of lenses ; their merits
often vary with each individual in.strument.

Fair Play is a Jewel.—This coirespondeiit complains that a certain Com-
pany shows favouritism in supjilyiiig their customers. He says that some
persons can obtain a supply of iiuaterial with promptitude, while others are

kept waiting, or are " left out in the cold." We do not see that^we can assist

our correspondent further than by sending his communication to the firm
concerned, and this we have done.

Nemo says: " Will you kindly tell me the best bath and developer for easy
manipulation in taking positives upon glass?"—Silver bath;—Nitrate of
silver, thirty grains to the ounce of water, rendered slightly acid with nitric

acid. Developer :—Water, one ami a half pints
;
protosulphate of iron, one

ounce ;
glacial acetic acid, one and a quarter ounces ; nitric acid, half a

drachm ; alcohol, sufficient to cause the solution to flow over the plate
easily.

W. M. L. writes as follows: " I have just built a room for the double purpose
of pl.ate making for our own requirements, and also, in tlie busy part of the
year, a waiting room. I have lined it with match-boarding, v.arnished,

wliicli of coui'se is shiny and rcHe<'ts light to a certain extent. We have
glazed it with a perfectly non-actinic light for plates, but find they fog.

Would the still slight reflection, although the light admitted is all right,

affect the jilates?"—In rcjily : If tlie light admitted by the windows be
perfectly non-actinic, the retlections from the walls of the room will do no
harm to the plates. Bnt in all probability the glass is not so. It must be
borne in mind that a light may be .^o non-aetinic as not to fog a plate exposed
to it for a short time only, as during the develo}>iiient, but the case would
bo widely different if the exposure was several hours, as when the jilates are

being dried. During this perioil all light wliatever should be excluded.

W. B. Cassingham says: "I have pnrch.ased a quantity of sensitised ])aper

from a certain iinu ; on opening it 1 found it to have a most dis.agivable smell.

Not having had \<!i.\ier perfuwcd before, I would like to have your oi)inioii of

it in your 'Answers to Correspondents' columns; is it likely to interfere

with the permanence of the prints ? 1 have also a ipiantity of toning solution

that 1 mixed up about six months ago (acetate of soda bath) ; I always keep
a cardboard cover over the bottle, but it has gone very dark—almost black

when viewed in the bottle, whicli holds four pints ; is this right or should it

remain clear V—Opinions appear to differ as to whether pajier with an offen-

sive smell yields more fugitive i>rints than that prepared with fresh allniinen.

The general idea seems to be that there is practically no difference. With
regard to the toning bath, the discoloration is due to a reduction of some of

the gold—a very likely thing to occur after so long keeping. A fresh addi-

tion of gold and filtration will no doubt set it all right.

Don GniLLER>ro writes: "Would you kindly give me, in your 'Answers to

Correspondents,' a formula for sensitising the blue ferro-prussiate i>aper used
for making prints and moonlight eU'ei'ls, and also state wliat is the best ]iaper

to use?"—In reply : Any fine quality of wove pajier will answer. The Saxe
or Rives photographic papers are as good as any that can be employed.
With reg.ard to the formula for the sensitising solution, full details for the

preparation and employment of the paper will lie found on jiage 831 of our

last volume. The .seusitising bath is as follows :—One ounce of reil prussiate

of potash is dissolved in eight ounces of water, and one ounce of ammonia
citrate of iron in two and a half ounces of water ; when required for use

the two solutions are mixed in tiie iiroportiou of one part of the iron solution

to two of the potash. We cannot undertake the business mentioned in the

latter portion of your communication; some of the stock dealers will no

doubt can-y out your in.structions in the matter. We advise you to put your-

self in cominuHication with one or otlier of them.

North London Photoqbaphic Society.—Tliere will be au excursion on
S.aturday, the 7tli instant, to Chingford. The train leaves Liverpool-street

Station (Great Eastern Railway) at three minutes past three p.m.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, May 11, 1887, will be 0» tMiiura Stani/.i. Outing at Twickenham
on Saturday aftenioon. Meet at Twickenham Railway Station as near to half-

jiast two as possible.

Photographic Society of Great Britain.—The next ordinary meeting of

this Society will be held on Tuesday next. May 10, at the Gallery, 5a, Pall

Mall East, when a paper by Mr. J. B. Spurge will be read, being the second

part of his pajier read at the February meeting. __^
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STELLAR AND STELLAR SPECTRA PHOTOGRAPHS.
IThe .JiiI)iloc year of Her Majesty will be epoch marking in more

mses than one : the spring of eighteen hundred and eighty-

vcn will ever stand prominent in the annals of astronomy as

ie period when the initiative of a completed, wide-reaching

cheme of mapping tlie whole heavenly vaults was first taken.

Che great congress of astronomers collected together at the

ench metropolis met with the determination to work at the

rge idea till a thoroughly practical plan was evolved, and
bey have succeeded, as will be seen in the particulars which
we shall presently detail.

It is to bo understood that a number of observatories under-

take to join hands in taking negatives of various portions of the

eky— each its allotted portion— till none remains unphoto-

^i'a[)iied. Tlie results will all bo tabulated, arranged, and
iieasurcd so as to form a complete map, including every star

up to a certain magnitude. Tliat magnitude as now arranged

is the fourteenth. This is a vast undertaking ; but the labour

being spread among many observatories, according to a pre-

concerted scheme, there will be no great stress felt by any of

the workei-s. It is not yet decided whether ten observatories

f the United States can accept tlie conditions of the Conference.

We must here draw attention to a series of observations, on
parallel lines, on what can only be called a gigantic scale,

whicii are being carried on by a single observatory in the

States—we allude to the pliotographs of spectra of stars now
being produced at Harvard (>)lloge as a memorial of the late

Dr. Henry Draper. As at present arranged, the scheme em-
braces no less a project than the obtaining and cataloguing of
photographs of the spectra of every " star north of — 24° of

tlie sixth magnitude and brighter, a more extensive catalogue
-f stars brighter tlian the eighth magnitude, and a detailed

tudy of the spectra of bright stars." It is hoped that ulti-

mately a Southern station will also be selected, so as to embrace
all visible stare up to the dimension named.
The points most interesting to the photographer will

iiituraliy be the lenses and the processes—the plates. The
I 'iris Conference has already decided upon the former, as also

ui)on the principles governing the selection of tiie latter. For
tliis star mapping refractors only are to be employed, and, after

I considerable amount of discussion, it was decided that the
;ipcrture of the object glass shall be -33 metre, and the focal

h'ugth about 3-13 metres ; this, our readers will observe, is

L about /j. As to plates, it is decided that they should be

I
prepared according to an identical formula to be subsequently
letermined, and that a "permanent control of these plates

from a point of view of their relative sensibility to the different

radiations shall be instituted." So far as this information

carries us, it appears to us to be an unfortunate decision.

Any one who knows anything about plate making will be

able to form some idea of the probability of plates prepared

respectively in St. Poteraburg, Paris, or the Cape of Good
Hope, being in the slightest degree uniform according to the

standard. We should have imagined a far better plan would

have been to make the plates at one centre and despatch them
to the various stations as required. The ten thousand plates

spoken of would be taken in hand by any dry plate manu-
facturer (they would be a mere bagatelle), and iniiformity

guaranteed. The extent of field is to bo at least one degree

from the centre. There is also to be a supplemental catalogue

with shorter exposures, " to assnre a greater precision in the

micrometrical measurement of the fundamental stars." The

great usefulness of this idea will bo readily perceived by the

experienced photographer when he notes that while stars

of the first magnitude only require an exposure of the two-

hundredth part of a second, those of the fourteenth need

thirteen minutes ; so that the former would be exposed one

hundred and fifty-six thousand times too long when tlie plate

was exposed so as to obtain stars of the above minimum
magnitudes as decided upori by the Committee. We think that

they were wise in not including still fainter stare, as the

sixteenth magnitude, according to the same aiithority

—

Admiral Mouchez—would need one hour and twenty minutes'

exposure.

It is evident that to carry out all these plans a large number

of new instruments will be required, seeing that object glasses

of one particular diameter and focus only are to be made use

of. "The estimated cost for each observatory, including in-

struments, extra assistants, plates, measurements, <fec., is about

four thousand pounds."

Turning now, again, to the Draper Memorial photographs,

which, it will be borne in mind, are, for the northern hemi-

sphere at any rate, to bo produced at a single observatory, wo
find from the Report just issued, that the same rigid formality

as to the lenses used is neither necessary nor useful. The first

instrument used by Dr. Draper, in 1882, was simply a Voigt

lander portrait lens of two inches diameter ; this was followed

by one of eight inches, and Albertype engravings from the nega-

tives are given in the plate accompanying the Report. Five

minutes' exposure in each case was given, no clockwork being

used to follow the star as in telescopic work generally. Pro-

vided the exposure is not too protracted the value of this ia
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readily seen ; the spectrum of so near an approacli to a point

as a stellar image is would naturally be merely a succession of

bright and dark dots, but by allowing the image to move at

light angles to this line of dots it becomes widened out into a

ribbon as it were. In the later photographs a subsidiary

arrangement to this intent is brought into play. For these

spectra Dr. Draper's own eleven-iuch photographic lens has

been used, as also a fifteen-inch telescopic objective belonging

to Harvard, and, finally, Mrs. Draper has decided to send also

the twenty-eight-iuch reflector and its mounting, this being the

instrument with \\hich his celebrated picture of the moon was

taken. 'Ihe first two instruments have been hard at work

evei-y night for several months past, and it is now intended

that at least three telescopes shall be used diiring the whole

niglit till the work is interrupted by daylight.

Fraunhofer's original method of producing the spectrum has

been reverted to ; it consists simply in placing a prism (or

prisms) before the lens. Four prisms of fifteen degrees arc

employed at Harvard, each being bound with brass, and fitting

like a drawer into a brass cubical box, so that one prism or the

whole battery at will can be placed into action. Three prisms

have a face of eleven inches, one being a little smaller, and the

whole box weighs upwards of a hundred pounds.

The images of the spectrum are obtained at first upon a

small scale, afterwards magnified, the utmost power of the light

in obtaining an original image being thus utilised, every radia-

tion, even the feeblest, impressing itself upon the plate.

The sensitiveness of the plates has been a difficulty with the

Harvard authorities. They, wisely we think, tested a series of

commercial plates, and decided upon a certain brand, and
afterwards, finding a still quicker mode, they now use the
latter. The lleport states that " apparatus for testing plates,

which is believed to be much more accurate than that ordin-

arily employed, is in course of preparation. It is expected that

a very precise determination will be made of the rapidity of
the plates employed." Should this expectation be realised,

photographers may perhaps be gainers.

We have now said enough to show our readers that photo-
graphy, as applied to astronomical science, has, by leaps and
bounds, arrived at a position which, as we stated, will make
the Jubilee year an epoch in the science, and our readers will

join in our wish that the utmost success may attend these
parallel undertakings in both hemispheres.

FIGURES IN LANDSCAPES.
" Why is it," inquired an artist at one of our photographic
exhibitions, "that good, clever photographers will persist in

spoiling their landscapes by the introduction of figures in-

artistieally posed ]

"

There was some good reason for tlie protest conveyed in this

question. Several landscapes having in other respects more
artistic and technical merit than are to be often seen, certainly
did possess the peculiarity complained of. We all know full

well that a landscape is not unfrequently greatly improved by
such figures ; they impart a degree of life and character to a
scene which without them might be cold and inanimate. But
how few there arc who seem to bo capable of posing them
arii;ht. Some photographs in the exhibition alluded to came
as near to perfection as can well-uigli be desired, but hud their
beauty clouded by obtrusive meaniugloss figures, introduced in
the wrong place and looking in the wrong direction— more
frequently towards the camera than anywliere else.

Technical photography is more easily acquired than a correct

idea of art canons, and there is ajjt to be an abnormal straining

after perfection in the former to the disregard of the latter. On
attaining such perfection it is, perhaps, not unnatural that the

])hotographer sliould seek todisplay his proficiency by submitting

his works to public criticism at one or other of the numerous
exhibitions now so readily accessible to the aspirant But the

public, too, are becoming alive to the fact that technical photo-

graphy is not now the difticult thing it once was, and they are

beginning to look in a photograph for other merits than those

which are allied to the mere mechanics of the art-science.

1 1 is by no means difficult to educate oneself in the composi-

tion of a landscape study to such an extent as shall leave no

cause of animadveraion for the most hypercritical of observers,

and well would it be if the photographer who has acquired this

degree of skill would abstain from proceeding further, as regards

his public displays, until he had advanced further in his art

education aud mastered some of those canons of art and taste

which bear vipon the introduction of figure subjects which shall

be in such rapport with the surrounding scenery as to be part

and parcel of it. If it be not so, then may—nay, viU—the whole

effect of the picture be marred, like as in an otherwise perfect

and complete orchestra one ill tuned instrument acts detri-

mentally. But where they are properly introduced, figures are

not only interesting in themselves but impart interest to a

landscape. We do not here allude to subjects in which the

figures form the chief theme, the landscape being merely

subordinate thereto, but to pictures in which the landscape

itself forms the nwtif and the figures the subordinates in-

troduced to give sparkle and point where requisite.

This is so well expressed by Ilobinson in his Pictorial Effect

in Photography that we cannot do better than give a quotation

from this master in composition :

—

" Refore placing figures in a landscape, the artist should first make!

up liis mind wlietlier the composition requires the introduction of any

subject to add to its completeness. If he does, do not let anything in-

duce liim to talie the view without the figure, because he will be doing

something that he can see could be done better witli the a:?slstance of

a little moie trouble; above all, be should avoid incongruity, and

ne\er, for tlie sake of pleasing a friend by putting him in the picture,

introduce an clement of discord. The figures should look so right

where they are placed that we should have no suspicion that it would

be possible to place tliem anywhere else. . . . The figures and the land-

scape should never be quite equal in interest or pictorial value. The

one should be subordinate to the other. The pictures should consist

of figures with a landscape background (if they arc represented in tlie

ope;i air), or of a landscape in which figures are introduced merely for

tl'.e sake of impressing a point or adding life to the more important

scene."

It is almost tautological to add to the foregoing the following

fur the special benefit of those whose love for the technics of

photogra])hy has permitted them to allow their art instincts to

remain as \'et in abeyance. Let figures, where introduced to

enhance the value of a landscajie, occujiy the least important

and weakest part of the subject as regards its interest ; let them

be placed on different levels if possible and in various and con-

trasting positions, and let them be subordinate to and aid the

general sentiment of the landscape.

It seems impossible to many photographers to take a view

embracing a country stile without placing it in the centre of

the picture, aud the obtrusive figure of the " friend" posed as if

he or she were about to get over it.

Equally impossible does it seem to some to take a view of ;i

river without giving an offensive prominence to the inevital lo
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fisheiTnan, rod in hand. We have, however, known a p;ood and

Buggostivo i)ictnro liaving been produced by the fisher being

asked to retire beyond the grasp of tlio lens, leaving the rod

and basket on the bunk to represent him.

GALLIC ACID AS AN INTENSIFIEIl.

Resuming our experiments with gallic acid as an iutensifier of

gelatine negatives, we forsook entirely the comparatively use-

less formula to which we alluded in our previous article a

fortnight ago. We first of all made up solutions according to

the formula published by Jastrzembski some yeara ago, which

will be found in our Almanac, but which for the sake of con-

venience we repeat here. The solutions consist of

—

No. 1.

Gallic acid 1 part.

Alcohol 10 parts.

No. 2.

Nitrate of silver 1 part.

Water 1 G parts.

Acetic acid \ to J part.

For use, the gallic acid solution is diluted with about four

times its volume of water, and a few drops of No. 2 then added.

This, it w ill be found upon calculation, forms a pretty strong

solution of gallic acid as actually employed—nearly ten grains

to the ounce in fact, a quantity of the acid it would be entirely

impossible to detain in solution but for the alcohol. On the

other hand, the proportion of restraining acid in No. 2 is

remarkably small, being from seven and a half to fifteen

minims of acetic acid to thirty grains of silver nitrate iu

eixch ounce of solution. The larger quantity of acetic acid if

employed in conjunction with pyro would scarcely efifectively

prevent abnormal reduction, especially in a prolonged intensifi-

cation ; but with gallic acid, even though the latter be

employed in strong dose, there appears little tendency to fog.

The ixction of this intensifier proceeds slowly, but regularly,

the colour of the deposit being browner than when pyro is

employed and its printing value groatei'. Tlie final result is,

in fact, most satisfactory, but the time occupied in the process

is painfully and unpleasantly long even in comparison with

pjTo and silver intensificatioa of gelatine plates, which is

notoriously more prolonged than in the case of collodion.

With such a liberal proportion of gallic acid to the ounce of

solution one would at least imagine there would be greater

energy, and we were at first at a loss to account for the

extreme slowness of action, until it struck us that possiblj' the

presence of a large proportion of alcohol (a total of twenty

per cent.) might have something to do with the result. As
our readers are well aware, alcohol has a powerful hardening

action upon gelatine, especially in the moist state, and not

only refuses to allow itself to be absorbed into the gelatine,

but prevents the absorption of water, and when strong actually

extracts the latter.

A feasible explanation of the slowness was found in the

possibility that the combined hardening effects of the gallic

acid and alcohol, together with the counteraction of the alcohol

against the absorption of the solution by the film, was the

real cause of the retarded intensification. Another trouble-

some eflect of the alcohol is to be found iu its tendency to

cause uneven action, owing to the "greasy" manner in which
the solution flows over the film when the latter has been

previously damped, or when the negative is wivshcd after the

intensification is complete. For these i-casons, therefore, W6
determined to try the effect of an aqueous intensifier.

In this case it is impossible to employ a solution of anything

like the same strength as that of Jastrzembski, for, as is well

known to old paper or albumen process workers, gallic acid is

only soluble to the extent of about three grains to the ounce of

cold water, though much more so as the temperature rises.

Wo suspected, however, that this strength might prove quite as

effective as the higher quantity when the check action of the

alcohol and the stronger hardening effect of the ten-grain

solution were removed, and in this, as will be seen subsequently,

we were not far wrong. If, however, a stronger solution be re-

quired without the introduction of alcohol, the addition of a

little glycerine will increase the solubility of the gallic acid

though not to the same extent as alcohol. The glycerine has

also another beneficial action, inasmuch as it increases instead

of diminishing the penetrating power of the solution, and so

goes fiir to help the intensifying process ; and, lastly, as we

shall show in our description of the method of manipulation, by

increasing the fluent properties of the solution it enables the

operation to be performed without the aid of a dish, an advan-

tage the importance of which will be pointed out.

The solutions we employed were as follows ;—

•

No. 1.

Gallic acid 20 grains.

Glycerine 1 ounce.

Water 5 ounces.

No. 2.

Sdver nitrate 120 grains.

Citric acid 30 „

Nitric acid 30 minims.

Water 4 ounces.

Dissolve the gallic acid in the water, hot, add the glycerine,

and when quite cold filter. The glycerine we employed is a

cheap foreign sample, costing something like tenpence a pound

retail, absolute purity being aj^pai-ently a matter of no moment.

For various reasons we prefer citric acid to acetic acid, one of

the chief being that it is a more stable substance and of uniform

strength. The nitric acid we invariably use with silver intensi-

fication on account of its special action in keeping the inten-

sifying solution clear aud preventing deposit. In case of a

preference for acidifying the gallic acid solution—a practice

which some prefer since it enables the operator, by applying it

to the plate before adding the silver, to neutralise any traces of

alkali left from the developer—the following modified formula

may be employed, the solutions being

—

No. 1.

Gallic acid 20 grains.

Citricacid 2 to 3 „

Glycerine 1 ounce.

AVater 5 ounces.

No. 2.

Silver nitrate 120 grains.

Nitric acid 30 minims.

Water '. 4 ounces.

If it be desired to use acetic acid instead of the citric, the

former may be substituted in the proportion of about fifteen

minims of the " glacial " acid for each half grain of citric acid
;

or, say, two ounces in the first formula, and from one drachm to

a drachm and a half in the second.

As we have already hinted, upon testing this modification,

although only one-third the strength of Jasti-zcmbski's, it
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proved to be not only as powerful in action, but more rapid.

Though, perhaps, not so quick in its effects as pyro under

similar circumstances, the difference is not great, certainly not

sufficiently so to forbid the substitution of gallic acid should it

prove to possess other advantages, which we think it does.

One of these is a greater freedom from tendency to stain the

film after prolonged application, as pjTO frequently does,

though it must be borne in mind that the stain so produced,

if not partially duo to unremoved hypo, is more readily got

rid of by alum and hydrochloric acid than that which results

from alkaline pyro. Another apparent advantage consists in

the better colour usually obtained with gallic acid, and the

greater density obtained. When pyro is emploj'ed, for some

reason or other the negative will occasionally refuse to gain

density, however long the application may be continued, or in

spite of the quantity of silver added. This we have never

noticed in connection with gallic acid, for, though the action

may in some cases be exceptionally slow, the effect, if gradual,

is always certain. As in the case of pyro intensilication, the

density invariably increases on drying the negative, a fact

which should always be held in view.

Allusion has l)ecn made to the desirability of dispensing

with the use of a dish in intensifying, and this the presence of

the glycerine, by causing the solution to flow readily over the

usually somewhat repellent gelatine surface, enables us to do.

The gain is in the direction of economy, as a couple of drachms

of solution will answer for a half-plate, when with the dish as

many ounces would be required, meaning the expenditure of

eight times the quantity of material, besides which the back of

the plate does not require freeing afterwards from the deposited

silver.

In using it, from three to five minims of solution No. 2 are

added to each drachm of No. 1, poured on to the film, and kept

in motion until the necessary strength is obtained, after which

the plate is well washed, then soaked for a few minutes in a

strong solution of common salt or iodide of potassium to remove

any traces of free silver, and finally again washed before drying.

At the last meeting of the Quekett Microscopical Club, a paper

upon a new photo-micrographic camera was read by Mr. E. M.
Nelson, which was of a rather notable cliaracter, seeing that lie claimed
for his invention that it was "not a makeshift which is only capable
of doing fairly good work, hut it is proved by practical experience

to be equal to the liighest class of work;" and this, too, notwith-
standing the fact that " the whole of the apparatus, namely, camera,
microscope, lamp, is produced at a cost less than is usually paid for a
camera alone." As far as we can gatlier, the chief point of novelty
about the new arrangement is the employment of the Zeiss projection

eye-piece in lieu of the ordinary eye-piece. The camera itself is

simple and neat, and adds one more excellent form to the list of ex-

isting useful patterns familiar to workers in this direction. It consists

of two cardboard tubes, one sliding into the other, and the junction

protected by a velvet flap ; the wider tube is attached to an uprio-ht

b )ard with an aperture, behind which are placed grooves to receive

ground-glass or dark slide, metal slides being recommended. This
upright board is attached to a baseboard which holds the microscope
(to be placed liorizontally) and the lamp. The fine adjustment is

worked by a string passing first over a long rod placed at the side of
the baseboard, then over the head of the adjustment screw, and,
finally, over a pulley on the other side of the board.

form, it is highly probable that photo-micrographic work in future

will not be produced by the objective alone. For those whose space is

luuited there is great convenience in its use, from the distance between

ground-glass and object being restricted to such narrow limits.

It is thus seen that a neat and simple arrangement, which any one
can make for himself, is here indicated. The advantage of usin" an
eye-piece is undoubted in the direction of convenience; and if this
new *ye-^iece prove to possess decided advantages over the ordinary

"We have had considerable experience in this kind of photography,

and the conclusion we came to at an early date was that the chief

secret of success lay in the ilhimination of the object to he photo-

graphed. In microscopic work generally the same remark may be

made, and we) unhesitatingly say that no one is likely to succeed in

photo-micrography in various direction?, unless he have some experience

with the requirements, and the possible varieties, of microscopic

illumination. We observed that at a recent meeting of the Royal

Microscopical Society, one of the Fellows exhibited some photo-

micrographs as the result of an alteration of the illumination, in the

direction of cutting off superfluous light by means of a .sliding

diaphragm. With regard to this, we must say that in all projections,

whether lantern or microscopic, the nearer the illurainant is reduced

to a point (a form of expression exchangeable with " cutting off

superfluous light ") the more delicate and sharp does the definition

become.

Wh referred lately to the iudetiniteness of popular nomenclature in

the case of the carbonates of soda, and also to the possibility of

change taking place in the substance itself, and in a recent number of

the Comptes liendus of the Paris Academy of Science allusion is made

to a singular property of one of the many forms of this substance.

The author of the observation, M. Paul de Mondesir, has observed

that sodium carbonate if combined with a single equivalent of water

absorbs carbonic acid extremely slowly, if at all, at ordinary tempe-

ratures, wdiile if it be mixed with a small quantity of bicarbonate the

reaction sets in at once, and with an energy proportionate to the

quantity of the bicarbonate present. It is evident that this mono-

hydrated salt would be a mo-it useful one for the photographer, as

there would bo little liability to fluctuations of strengtli, although if it

were used it would be necessary to remember that an allowance would

need to be made in the formulro employed for the increased strength

of the new in proportion to the more usual forms of the salt,

Wf, believe that owing to tlie uncertainty we allude to, the number
of photographers using the " bicarbonate "

—

i.e., the hydrogen sodium

carbonate—for developing is by no means few. It is, of course, im-

possible to tell wdiat proportion, if any, of neutral carbonate, wliich

would facilitate the development, is contained in their samples ; but

it is not difficult to ascertain wliether any of the latter bo present or

not. It a little rosolic acid be added to a concentrated solution of the

bicarbonate, no change will be perceived even after the lapse of a

quarter of an hour; but if from one to four parts in a hundred of

neutral carbonate be present a rose tint is quickly produced; when a

still larger quantity is present the colour becomes more of a purple.

THE NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE PIIOTOGRAPIIIO
EXniBITION.

In the Jubilee Exhibition which was opened in Newcastle-on-Tyno, on
Wednesday, tliero is a very imposing and attractive Fine Art Section,

and a really excellent Photographic .Section. In this latter there are

sixty-four exhibitors (of whom twenty-four are amateurs), the total

number of frames being a little over tin-ee hundred. Although
situated so far north, yet do our Scottish brethren seem to have lield

aloof, there being, so far as wo can perceive, only three exhibitors from
the Northern Kingdom. The pictures, whether landscape, portrait, or

genre, are all of a high class. The gentlemen selected to act as judges
of the awards included as one of their number a local professional

artist of recognised ability, Mr. II. II. Emmerson, President of the

Bewick Club.

To one wdio has visited other photographic exhibitions of a pa.st

period, many of the photographs will be familiar as old acquaintances,
but there are also many which we have not met with before, and
which appear here for the first time.

Among the exhibitors of portraits are Ancrum & Son, Bruce,
W. Winter, Werner & Son, Mendelssohn, Lafayette, Byrne, Bruton,-
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Parrv, Spencer, Cliaffin, P. H. Emerson, Hinnrley, IIopp, Thompson
& M Leisli—names tlio most of wliich are associated with high art
excellence.

In landscape -work the collection is very ric'h. J. P. Gibson's
stories, An Autumn Evening on the South Tync (140), and others by
tlw game artist are above average. M. Auty, too, shows good worlc.
J. I'ike has a line display, including well executed views of old
buildings in Newcastle. The exhibits of Harry ToUey arrest atten-
tion; several of them have been taken in the attractive dells of
Derbyshire. The subjects in the landscape department are of as
varied a type as can be desired, for we find Norwegian and Welsh
mountain scenery (by EUerbeck), Norfollc scenery (by Emerson),
hanging in happy proximity to Jesmond Towers, Derwentwater,
Cornish, Yorkshire, Surrey, and other county scenery. P. M. Laws
& Son exhibit a frame of well executed ceramic enamels, the only
specimen of photo-mechanical work in the Exhibition, a careful piece
of photo-lithogi-aphy being contributed by the same firm. One sees,

with much pleasure, the technically perfect views of Spanish in-

teriors by A. Pringle. W. H. Gediles & Son have effective snow
scenes.

There are none among the local photographers who -will not be
gratified at being afforded an opportunity of examining the Davm,
and Sunset of II. P. Kobinson, the Water Hats of F. M. Sutcliffe,
West's Yachts, and other photographs of celebrity of which they
have read or heard.

The display by local photographers is most creditable, and is such
as to sho\v that they need not fear competition by outsiders. In
regard to either artistic or technical qualities, Newcastle and the sur-
rounding country produce photographers of which the whole fraternity
may be justly proud.
The following are the medal awards :—

JUDGBS' AWABDS.
Class I. Series of six portraits.—J. Lafayette, Dublin, gold medal

;

II. S. Mendelssohn, London, silver medal; Werner & Son, Dublin,
f^pecial mention.

Class II. Series of six landscapes.—H. Tolley, Nottingham, gold
medal; Paul Lange, Liverpool, silver medal; J. P. Gibson, Ilexhani,
special bronze medal ; E. M. Sutcliffe, Whitby, .special mention.

Class III. Single landscape or mariue.—H. li. Procter, Tynemouth,
silver medal (landscape); J. Pike, Newcastle, special bronze medal
(marine).

Class IV. Figure.—F. M. Sutcliffe, Whitby, silver medal.
Class y. Genre.—v. M. SutcUffo, Whitby, silver medal ; A. Diston,

Leven, Fife, special mention ; A. Donald, Dundee, special mention,
Class VI. Ceramics.—P. M. Laws & Son, Newcastle, silver medal.

j
Class VII. Enlargements.—M. Auty, Tynemouth, silver medal

;

I J. 11. T. lOllerbeck, Liverpool, bronze medal.
Class VIII. Instantaneous.—II. Symonds, silver medal ; E. W.

Ilabone, M.D., London, bronze medal.
Class IX. Architectural.—J. Pike, Newcastle, silver medal.
Class X. Interiors.—W. Parry, South Shields, silver medal.
Class XI. Photo-mechanical.—P. M. Laws & Son, silver modal.
Class XII. Amateur.—P. Lange, Liverpool.
On the suggestion of the Jurors a special bronze medal was awarded

to Mr. Adam Diston by the Council for his picture. The Smithy.

THE ABC OF PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS.
[A Commnnication to the North London Photographic Society]

Having chosen as the title upon whicli to base my remarks " The ABC
of Pliotographic Emulsions," I do not need at the outset to explain
tliat my object is not so much to demonstrate to you any process of

practical emulsion making as to explain the general principles which
•are common to every process, and give a general outline of manipida-
tions necessary for their production.

^
Let us fft-st decide upon what we mean by a photographic emulsion.

Every schoolboy knows that the word eraulsiun is derived from the
participle of the Latin verb emulyere, "to milk out ;" and the dictionary
aefinition of it will be found to run thus :

" Any milk-like mixture
prepared by uniting oil and water by means of another substance,
saccharine or mucilaginous." It is obvious, however, that this defini-
tion will not apply to an emulsion in a photographic sense. In this
sense a more correct definition would be: "A viscous fliuid holding
in suspension a substance in a fine state of division."
As an example, let us suppose that a quantity of a suhstance in

fine powder—common whiting for instance— be stirred into a glass
of water. At first we should have a mixture having all the appeai--
ance of an emulsion, but in a short time the particles of chalk would

subside, leaving the water clear. If, however, instead of water, a
solution of gum or gelatine were used, the chalk would be held In
suspension for a considerable time. This would be, from a photo-
graphic point of view, an emulsion, though of course it would not bo
a sensitive emulsion.

Sensitive emulsions usually consist of bromide, iodide, or chloride of
silver, or a mixture of them, suspended in a solution of gelatine or in
collodion. The.se three haloid salts of silver have many eharacteriatics
in common, and are usually produced by the admixture of a solution
of one of the soluble bromides, iodides, or chlorides, such as those of
ammonium or potassium, and a solution of nitrate of silver.

As an example, I will take a solution of bromide of potassium and
add to it a solution of nitrate of silver. That a chemical change has
taken place is at once evident. The insulubln. bromide of silver will
quickly find its way to the bottom of the vessel, leaving the other
resultants of the double decomposition in solution. [The lecturer here
explained the equation,

Ka Br + Ag NO3 = Ag Br + Ka NO3.]

For most purposes it is necessary that the soluble nitrate should be
removed. In the present case this may be effected by simply washing
the silver bromide in a few changes of water. If after this treatment
we add the silver bromide to a solution of gelatine, we have a gelatino-
bromide emulsion.

An emulsion made exactly in the way I have demonstrated would
not be found to be a satisfactoi-y one, for reasons which I shall

explain hereafter ; but there are several practical processes in which
the silver bromide is obtained as a precipitate, washed, and emul-
sified. These are known as precipitation processes.

It is one of the laws of chemical combination that the same com-
pound invariably contains the same constituents and in the same
proportions. The same compound, however, may exist in forms
physically very widely different ; Derbyshire spar, marble, and chalk,

for instance, are all carbonate of lime, but in different molecular
conditions. In the same way the silver haloids may exist in different

molecular forms, the particular form in which they appear being
governed in the first place by the conditions under which they are

produced, the original state, however, being amenable to alteration

by after treatment in a variety of ways. It is to this fact we owe
the power of producing emulsions which differ in sensitiveness and in

other important particulars.

In the last experiment the silver bromide was formed very rapidly

and in very coarse particles. It has, however, been generally agreed
that, although certain desirable qualities in an emulsion are only
present when the silver haloid is in apparently coarse particles, this

condition must be the result of after treatment, and that the silver

haloid must, in the first place, be produced in a finely divided state.

One of the factors in producing this fine division is the rapidity with
which the particles are formed, and a little consideration will make it

evident that the viscosity of the fluid in which they are formed will

exercise a powerful influence in this direction. There are, besides,

other factors, all of which it is of the utmost importance to take into

consideration in practical work, such as the presence, during the

formation of the haloid, of an excess of the silver salt or of the

bromide salt, the acidity or alkalinity of the solutions, the temperature

at which the mixture is made, and the method of mixing the various

constituents.

As an experiment I will now proceed to make a small quantity of

emulsion by the following formula :

—

Bromide of potassium 15 grains (14 + 1),

Nitrate of silver 20 „
Gelatine 20 „

to one ounce of emulsion.

It is not, however, to be understood that this fornnila, or that the

method I am about to adopt in this exjeriment, is to be recommended
for practical work. It is, m fact, one of the earliest published, dating

from long before dry plates of the sensitiveness of those of to-day

existed, except in the visions of enthusiasts.

We have here twenty grains of nitrate of silver. To convert the

silver of this into bromide will require fourteen grains of bromide of

potassium ; there is, therefore, an excess of one giain of bromide of

potassium. I may here mention that collodion emulsions may bo

made in which there is an excess of silver nitrate, but this is not

practicable with gelatine, as a chemical combination is entered into

between the silver and the gelatine producing fog.

Following the course usually pursued, having soaked the gelatine in

cold water, I dissolve it and the potassium bromide in a portion of

the water, using the remaining portion to dissolve the silver nitrate.

The silver solution is now to be added to the gelatine and bromide

solution in small quantities at a time, tlioroughly shaking or stirring
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after each addition. This and all subsequent operations should, of

course, be performed in the dark I'oom.

We have now silver bromide in a line state of division suspended

in a solution of gelatine. We have also the other product of the

double decomposition, nitrate of potass, and the slight excess of bromide

of potassium. If finished in its present state this emulsion would bo

found to be very slow, not more sensitive than an ordinary wet plate,

but by further treatment its sensitiveness can be marvellously in-

creased. We will, however, leave the question of sensitiveness for

the time, and complete tliis emulsion. In the previous experiment

we got rid of tlie sui)er(luous nitrate salt by the very simple method

of washing the bromide of silver in several changes of water. We
have now entirely different conditions to deal with. The silver

bromide, instead of falling to the bottom of tlie vessel, is held in

suspension. However, by taking advantage of that curious property

of the solid colloidal bodies of allowing crystalloids, -\\hen in solution,

to pass through them, that is to say, by the process known as dialysis,

we have an almost equall}' simple means of attaining the same end.

All that i-< necessary is to allow the ennilsiou to set, and then to .soak

it for a sufficient time in water. As a matter of convenience and a

saving of time, it is usual to separate the set emulsion into fine

threads, or divide it into small particles. Another method, which
is extremely useful under some circumstances, is ba.sed upon the

affinit}' of alcohol for water. Tlie fluid emulsion is poured into a
qiuintity of methylated spirits, wliich abstracts from it the water,

together with the soluble salts, the gelatine and bromide of silver

being precipitated. In this case, of course, as the emulsion is left

practically without water, a sufficient quantity' must be added before

remelting.

The emulsion being washed, is renielted and filtered. It is then
ready for coating plates. After remelting, additions are sometimes
made, such as a small quantity of alcohol, wliich causes the emulsion
to flow more freely, antiseptics to enable it to be kept without
decomposing, or chrome alum to prevent any tendency to frilling

;

but these are matters of detail which do not come within our present
province.

We have now to take into consideration some of the conditions

which govern the sensitiveness of emulsions, and here we are entering
a region where conjectures are more plentiful than established facts.

It is still a matter of controversy whether under any circumstances
there is a chemical combination between the gelatine and the silver,

or whether the gelatine acts simply mechanically in holding the silver

haloid in suspension. We need not, however, enter into this matter
here. AVe know that sensitiveness is dependent—to a very great
extent, indeed, if not wholly dependent—upon the molecular condition
of the silver. We know that this molecular condition mav be altered
or modified by various methods of treatment, and we also' know that
the extent to which the condition of the molecules can be modified is

dependent upon their condition at formation. In the emulsion I have
made the molecules of silver bromide are arranged in very fine
particles. This we can determine by the colour of the light trans-
mitted through a film of it being ruby or orange. AVe can, however,
in several ways obtain a rearrangement of these molecules into particles
of larger size, and it will be found within certain limitations that
as the. size of the particles is increased the sensitiveness of the
emulsion is also increa>ed. Every variation may be traced by observ-
ing the colour of the light transmitted through a film of the emulsion,
it appearing ruby, orange, purple, blue, or grev, as the particles
increase in size. The colour by reflected light beiiig affected to some,
but far le.ss, extent. [The lecturer demonstrated this change in colour
by passing round plates coated with emulsion at tlie various stages.]
The earliest method of treating a gelatine emulsion to increase its

sensitiveness was that published in 1878 by Mr. C. Bennett. Ilavin"
made an emulsion in a manner similar to that just .shown Mr. Bennet't
kept it fluid and warm for .'everal days by means of a water bath at a
temperature of 90° Fahr. He found that the !!ensitiveness increased
under this treatment for about seven days, when the maximum was
reached. This process, by which Mr. Bennett produced plates far
exceeding in rapidity any that had previously been produced, was, how-
ever, a very tedious one, and we are indebted to Mr. W. B. Bolton
for having, shortly afterwards, published a method by whicli similar
results are obtained in a much more direct manner. Mr. Bolton made
his emulsion with a portion only of the gelatine, and boiled it, the
bulk of the gelatine being subscquendy added. He thus obtained
within an hour at the most, the same lesiilt that with Mr. Bennett's
method required several days. Tiiere was also in this process the
advantage that the greater portion of the gelatine had been subjected
to tlie least possible destructive influence; for there is no doubt that
either keeping gelatine in a licjuid state or raising it to a hi"h tem-
perature will result in a portion of it becoming decomposed and the

setting power of the whole becoming impaired, thus inducing frilling

in plates prepared from it.

The next important step was the discovery by Br. Monckhoven
that, by the addition of ammonia to the emulsion, the modification of

the silver haloid was accomplished without the prolonged digestion

requisite in Mr. Bennett's process, or the high temperature in that of

Mr. Bolton. I)r. Kdor subsequently published a process based upon

this action of ammonia, in which the silver nitrate is converted into

nmmonio-nitrate of silver before adding it to tlie otlier constituents of

the emulsion. This is accomplished by the addition of strong am-

monia, drop by drop, to the solution of nitrate of silver, until the

brown precipitate first formed is redissolved. Emulsion made by this

process is fairly sensitive without further treatment, and a greatly

increased scnsitiventss is obtained by a short digestion at a compara-

tively low temperature.

Siicli is a brief outline of the principal processes in gelatine emul-

sion making, from which modern practice differs only in matters^ of

detail. It must not, however, be supposed that in emulsion making

matters of detail are unimportant. So many requirements are to be

provided for, and so many difficulties to be overcome, that it is only

by strict attention to "evei-y detail that success is likely to be

attained ; and it must be borne in mind that in gelatine we are

dealing with a substance of such unstable nature, that changes occur

in it from the moment it is made into solution until it is again dried,

and that heat, acids, and alkalies are all active agents in altering both

its chemical and mechanical properties.

In collodion emulsions we have conditions which are in some

respects the same as in gelatine emulsions though differing materially

in others.

Collodion is a solution of pyroxyline in a mixture of ether and

alcohol. Pyroxyline is prepared from cellulose, cotton wool being

generally used, "heated with nitric and sulphuric acids, by which

treatment the cellulose becomes chemically altered, though not much
changed in appearance. It is insoluble in water, and the most suit-

able kinds f(U' emulsions are insoluble in ether or alcohol but soluble

in a mixture of the two, and it is important to note that the amount

of water contained in the solvents has considerable influence on the

properties of tlie resultant collodion,'more especially as to its mechanical

behaviour. It is probable that no chemical combination ever takes

place tetween pyroxyline, ether, or alcohol, and any of the other

substances employed in the formation of an emulsion, except that

some samples of pyroxyline may contain other organic matter as an

impurity, and which may form an organic silver compound. The

function of collodion may therefore more distinctly be laid down to

he a mechanical one than in the case of gelatine.

Like gelatine, pyroxyline is not an uniform substance, and collodion

made from different samples may differ widely in physical properties,

the strength of the acids employed in its production, and the tempera-

ture during its manufacture greatly influencing the result. As the

process of making it is attended by considerable risk" and is very un- !

certain, even in experienced hands, it is not recommended that any

attempt be made at its home preparation, but that it be purchased;

and as the great secret of succeeding in collodion emulsion work

appears to be in using a suitable sample of pyroxyline—for with some

samples no amount of care seems to ensure success, while with others

it seems equally impossible to fail—it is well, when a suitable kind is

met with, to lay in a stock for future use.'

Collodion emulsions may be divided, broadly, into two classes,

washed and unwashed. These differ substantially in the fact that in

the one case the emulsion is applied to the plates before the soluble

salts produced in the emulsification are removed, they being removed

by washing the coated plate itself, and in the other case the emulsion

being freed from them in a similar manner to that employed m
gelatine emulsions, the setting of the emulsion for this purpose

being brought .ibout by the evaporation of the solvents of the collodion.

While treating of gelatine emulsion some stress was laid upon the

importance of the formation of the silver haloid in a fine state of

division. With collodion emulsion this is still more important. With
gelatine, however, there is, as has been shown, a considerable power

of modifying the condition of the silver; with collodion this power is

confined within very narrow limits. Gelatine and collodion emulsions

differ from one another essentially in the fact that in the one the

fiuid medium is water, in which the silver haloids are to some extent

soluble, and iu the other the fluid is ether and alcohol, in neither of

which are the silver haloids soluble. It is true that iu some castas

water is also present, but this must necessarily be a small portion of

the whole or the pyroxyline would not remain in complete solution.

Taking the existing conditions into consideration, it will not be dini-

cult to conceive that a far more complete contact can exist between the

particles or perhaps the molecules of gelatine and those of the silver'

J
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haloid than cnn exist between those of collodion and the silver haloid,

mid 113 it is probable that one cmiso at least of sensitiveness in a
gelatine enmlsinn is due to this intimate connection Ixitween the silver

and gelatine brought about by the solution and redeposition of some
portion of the silver, the fact tliat collodion emulsion cannot be made
as rapid as gelatine may possibly tluis be accnimted for. There is,

however, in applyin"; this theory to collodion, tlie fact to bo taken into

consideration that those who have succeeded in making the most rapid
collodion emulsions have generally insisted on the importance of

nsing bromides which are soluble in alcohol, and dissolving the silver

nitrate also in alcohol, thus avoiding altogether tlie presence of water.
The conditions are also different in re.spect that in rapid collodion

emulsions an excess of silver nitrate is usually used.

As an example of a collodion emulsion I will take the formula of

Mr. John Xesbit, by which an emulsion is produced in the simplest

possil)le way, having no pretensions to rapidity, even as a collodion

emulsion, but suitable for any pm-pose for which rapidity is not re-

quired, such as making lantern transparencies.

Formula.
Tyroxyline GO grains.

Ether 2i ounces.

Methylated alcohol 2^ „

Bromide of ammonium . . 63 grains (JiS and o excess).

Water about 100 minims.
Methylated alcohol 1 ounce.

Nitrate of silver 100 grains.

^N'ater 60 minims.
Nitric acid 1 drop.

The bromising solution should be first added to the plain collodion

and then the silver solution introduced a little at a time, shaking
between each addition.

In this state the emulsion should be set aside for twelve to twenty-
four hours to ripen, at the end of which time it is to be poured out
into a di.sli and the solvents of the collodion allowed to evaporate
until it is sulKciently set to handle. The pellicle is then washed in a
similar way to that employed in the case of gelatine, until the soluble

I

salts are removed. When this has been accomplished the pellicle

should be squeezed in a piece of calico to get rid of as much water as

i
possible, and then dried, either spontaneously or by gentle heat, an
alternative method being to soak tlie pellicle for some hours in strong
methylated alcohol changed a few times. For use, the quantity of

pellicle obtained by using these quantities of material should be dis-

f-olved in about eight ounces of a mixture of equal parts of good
methylated alcohol and ether 7'2o.

In this emulsion there are five grains of bromide in excess of the
combinin<j: equivalent, and there is also a comparatividy large quantity
of water introduced, which would not be permissible if the emulsion
were to be used as an unwashed emulsion, but as it is afterwards re-

moved it is of no consequence.
I will now bring my paper to a conclusion. I have, perhaps, not

even touched upon many points which might claim to be included in

the A B C, but it is not easy to define the exact boundaries of the
subject. A large number of those before me will have fcnmd nothing to

add to their previcnis Imowledge, but I trust there are also some to

Avhom much that I have said is new, and that they will have learnt
something at least of the general principles involved in photographic
emulsions. ' ALEXA>DEn M.vckie.

COXTINEXTAL I'lIOTOGUAPIIY.
[Traiulatlone and Abridjmeuts.]

Visit of Messus. Edeh and Steinheil to Paris.

^'raphers did their best to organize means to make their visit a
pleasant one, a highly representative committee of all branches of the
art-scienco having been formed to bid them welcome. At a dinner
they were informed that their labours were well appi-eciated in

France, and during their visit leading photographers like Messrs.
(^uinsac, Lemercier, Boussod, Valadon & Co., Nadar, and Liebert, gave
them full faciUtie.s for the examination of their establishments. The
•Salpetriere was visited by Dr. Eder, in company with M. Weiss,
director of the Observatory at Vienna. Dr. Cliarcot received them,
and the photographic works of M. Londe particularly arrested their

attention. They expressed their regret that Austria had not a photo-
graphic laboratory of the same kind annexed to an analagous hospital.
They examined a multitude of photographs of interesting pathological

cases which amply demonstrated the useful nature of the proofs,

taken often under such circumstances of movement that instantaneous

exposures alone could he employed to accurately record the facts, and
to afterwards afford facilities for studying interesting symptoms.

—

Le
Moniteur de la VhotiMjvapMe.

PlIOTOCillAPlIY AT THE ASTnON'OMICAL CoNORESS.

Among eminent photographers present at this Congress were Messrs.

Janssen and I'rosper Henry, of France ; Common, of England ; Lohse,
of Germany ; [lasselberg, of Russia ; Gill, of Ca])etown

; and Bunet,
of Sweden. The Congress appointed a permanent committee to go
into points of detail, but the dimensions and focal length of the

objective to be used in each case have been settled : the diameter will

be thirty-three centimetres and the focus three metres forty. Ordi-

nary dry plates will be employed, not necessarily of any particular

brand, and a suggestion made by Dr. Eder, and others, that other
photographs should be taken also upon other plates, has been referred

to the permanent committee. M. llasselberg produced prints proving

that views taken of the same portions of the heavens by an ortho-

chromatic plate and by an ordinary plate presented essential

differences. The purely photographic side of the questions considered

was dealt with almost alone by Dr. I'kler. M. Paul Nadar photo-

graphed a group of all the members of the Congress, and an hour after

the exposures were made prooi's were circulated in the hall of the

Congress, to the astonishment of the astronomers. The prints were
upon Eastman's positive paper. It is believed that the work decided

by this Congi-ess will not begin in less than two years from this time,

and that it will take fifteen years to complete.

—

Le Moniteur de la

Photographie.

Photoqiiaphy at the Universal Exhibitiok at Paeib.

At the Universal Exhibition in Paris in 1889, photography,
Class XII., will be allotted twice the space it had at the Paris Exhi-
bition of 1878 ; then it had 4-'!o square metres ; in 18S1) it will have
00:2 square metres; the position will have a northern aspect, and
portions of it can easily be utilised for the exhibition of trans-

parencies. A special section relating to the history of photography
will provide facilities for the display of historical documents, and
without any expense to the exhibitor. All applications for space

should be addressed to the General Director : such applications in

the first instance involve no charge and no obligatiim ; it suffices to

express a desire to exhibit, and to state what space is wanted for the

purpose.

—

Le Moniteur de la Plwioyruphie.

Miscellaneous Items.

It is often difficult to make pappr adhere to metals. M. Eliel

gives the following formula for a mixture which can be used for

metal, glass, or wood :—gum tragacanth, ."iO grammes : acacia gum,
120 grammes; water, oOO c.c. Dissolve, filter, and add 2^ gi'ammes of

thymol suspended in 120 c.c. of glycerine ; then add enough water to

make up the bulk to 1 litre. This bath will keep a long time.

—

Mevue I'hot.or/raphique

.

At its meeting on March 8 the Syndical Chamber drew up the

proposed rules in relation to photography at the Paris Universal

Exhibition of 1880. The proposals have to be submitted to the

approval of the administration.

—

Iteiiie Phoioi/raphique.

M. Gawalowski publishes a simple means of preventing salts from
crystallising on the sides of the upper parts of filters ; he impregnates

the desired parts of the sides of filters with paraffine, wax, or any
suitable fatty body.

—

Bulletin de la Society Fran^aise.

To restore negatives which have been intensified with mercury and
afterwards turned yellow, remo\e the varnish by means of alcohol,

put the plate in water for a short time, then in the open air, because

of the bad smell, apply sulphide of ammonium. The negative will

assume its original appearance, tlien wash it in a gi-eat quantity of

water.

—

Deutsche Photoyraphen-Zeitm^y.

THE RIVAL PHOTOGRAPHERS.*
For about half an hour Mr. A. kept the old gentleman and his pretty

daughter in the studio, and no doubt secured as good negatives as any
photographer could from such subjects. The old gentleman was evi-

dently well-to-do, and one not to be permitted to leave a photogriiphic

studio too suddenly. It is a very peculiar feature in photography

—

although not altogetherconflned to that profesiou—that the operator

more especially if he be the proprietor or holds his place on salary and
commi-ssion, seldom fails to find out the monetary condition of his

sitter. I may also say that not a small amount of the consideration—
I won't say flattery—that he receives at the hands of the photo-

grapher may be placed to the credit of his banking account.

" t'outinueil from p.igo 27(5.
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It may seem almost incredible, buti can vouch for the fact, that you

can find photographers who, should one of their customers unex-

pectedly pull out a cheque-book to pay their account, will insist on

taking them all over the place, and explaining the various merits of

every specimen in their sliow rooms. I need hardly say here that no

such customer should be allowed to live another month without at

least one family portrait in oils, to liand down to posterity the image
of one so deserving of undying memory in the annals of their family.

I have seen many a glorious, although bloodless, struggle carried on

under these conditions. On the one side, the higli-minded photo-

grapher, full of sympathy, depicting the inevitable sorrow of all tliat

must be most dear to his customer at not having a lasting portrait of

" Dear Uncle Benjamin I " And I must say I agree with him, not-

withstanding that I benefit occasionally by his eloquence. On the

other hand, I have seen the victim—I mean the worthy patron of art,

photographic art—several times during the struggle put his liand to

his pocket and take it away again. I have often thought, in tlie

solitude of my chamber, whether it was to get his pocket-handkerchief

to wipe away the evidence of his emotion, or to recompense the

fervour of the photographer by pulling out his cheque-book, and
acknowledging his defeat.

Evidently Mr. A. had formed the idea that the old gentleman and
his daughter were worthy of no mean amount of attention, for

having waved them (if I may be permitted the expression) back into

the dressing room to resume tlieir belongings, he bravely, but deter-

minately, awaited their reappearance. He had not long to wait ; a

couple of moments, and they were (so they thought at least) ready to

depart,
" I suppose we had better pay now ? " said the old gentleman.
'' It is the usual custom to pay at time of sitting ; but in such a

c ase as yours tliere is no absolute necessity."
" Oh, business is business ! As it is your rule, I do not wish to be

an exception."
" Since you insist," resignedly.

Of course Mr. A. was very grieved that such a decision should have
been arrived at ; but, like a sensible man, would not let his feelings
get the better of him. However, he made his mind up that he would
be revenged, and determined to follow this positive cash customer, if

necessary, down every step of the stairs, and even finish the struggle
on the doormat, ratlier than lie should leave his st^udio without de-
ciding to bestow an oil-painting upon his longing relatives.

" Now, my dear, I think we had better go. Mr. A.'s time must be
very valuable, and we have already occupied too much of it."
" Not at all," breaks in Mr. A. " From the observations j'ou made,

I am convinced you are possessed of considerable knowledge in artistic
matters. You expressed the desire to have a true likenes, none of
those distorted and untruthful pictures produced by tampering with a
pm'e and simple art."

" I have always argued, if I have a likeness, it must be like me.
One my friends can recognise at a glance."

" Such an one as photography in its own truthfuhiess can produce ? "

" Precisely."

The old gentleman really thought he began to know something
about it, and, indeed, began to give his opinions very freely on
pictures of his friends that had been so altered in some way or other,
he knew not how, that he could not without very great trouble tell
who they were. In showing him round the show room Mr. A. drew
his attention to some truly excellent pictures, ones in which he might
fell justly proud. Unfortunately, we forget at times that we only
make specimens of successful subjects, and not the ordinary run of
sitters. If Mr. A. would make his mind up to fill his cases with
the portraits of the first twenty-five sitters that entered liis studio, I
fear he would have had a very different set of pictures to set before
the eyes of his customers.
"These pictures, you may observe, possess all the softness and

character of life. I have set my face entirely against the trickeries
and humbug introduced by so many photographers of the present
day, and flatly refuse to accept their pernicious help. If truth is
what we want, the plain photograph must be truth. Defects, if they
were not there in nature, could not be produced by the lens and
thrown on to the plate. I positively grieve when 1 see a good, a
really superior photograph, ruined by the uncultured and reckless
pencil pushing of that parasite of photography—the retoucher "

The old gentleman looked fairly bewildered at the vehemence
witli which he assailed something of which he Itnew nothing As for
myself, I was still more bewildered than he was, when I saw tliat
Mr. A

.
reaUy believed in all that he was saving. There is no one

more ready than I am to acknowledge the "ruin caused to a ffood
negative by bad or injudicious retouching; but I will stoutlv maintain
that, by clever and capable retouching, even the best negative (por-

trait) can be improved. It is not the amount of worli in such a case

that would maKe the difference, but the judgment shown in placing

what little might be requisite to .secure perfection.

I am willing to prove wliat I state bj' taking the best poi-frait

negative, even of a subject in every way favourable to photographic

exigencies, and I will guarantee to improve it by retoucuing. As to

wliether I do much or litt/e, that is mt/ business; but I will impmve it.

If the production of a really ffoorl photoyraph be the greatest point

of excellence attainable in photography, I at once say—Eschew re-

touching most certainly. But if the production of a pleasing and
successful portrait be the liighest attainable object, I hold the matter

is quite different. I will even go further. I will leave out the

necessity of a portrait being plcasinc/, and, of course, thereby suc-

cessful, and merely ask for a true portrait ; and this, I say, photo-

graphy will not produce with certainty unaided. It is in such cases,

and they are many, that retouching is essential. Many are the cases,

too, in which "pencil pushing" is absolutely indispensable. Of course,

I speak of skilled reiouching.

If the photographers who have such a contemptuous opinion of

retouching would not employ unskilled labour (because it is clieap),

they would not have so many grievances against a branch of photo-
graphy that not one per cent, of their number dare ignore in their

everyday business. I regret to have to say it, but the general tone

of retoucliiug is going down, and that only owing to the number of

inefficient people who can obtain worlf from even good photographers

at a very low price. It is the loio price that does it, and the photo-

graphers shift the blame off their own shoulders to those of the poor
retoucher. There are really yood men leaving this brancli of photo-

graphy every season, as the price has descended to such a degree that

they can no longer make a respectable living at it.

While I have been saying a word or two in favour of the poor
retoucher, Mr. A. has been hammering away at him, and to some
effect, but in a less complimentary manner.

" Well, I must say I see a great deal of reason in what you say, and
hope you will turn out such pictures of myself and daugliter as will give

us every satisfaction, and be recognisable by our friends at a glance."
" Believe me, no pains will be spared. Excuse me half a moment."
Saying this he went to a speaking tube, and asked his assistant if

he had developed the negatives, and if they were good. He received

an answer in the affirmative. They were good in every way, so

returning to our frends he said, "I have just asked my assistant

how the negatives liave turned out, and lie says they are all right. I

can therefore promise you that you will be satisfied. I will let you
have the proofs in about a week from now."

" Do, please, I am anxious to liave them soon."
" Can I not induce you to decide upon a life-size portrait in oils ?

"

" I certainly feel dispo.sed tliat way, but will not decide to-day."
" Your daughter woiUd make a most charming picture."

"You think so? Well, to tell the tnvh, Ifeel more disposed to

have a pictcre done of her tlian of myself."

"Why not have both?" insinuated Mr. A., as if he had been a

business man all his life.

" Well, if I do that I would have to have her mother done too.

No, I think if I have any done it will be my child's."

"Shall I book it?"

Tliey were not yet on the doormat, but the old gentleman was
gradually failing in strength of mind. However, as he got towards

the threshold he rallied, and with a supreme effort said, " You have

been very land to us and taken a lot of trouble. I really want a

portrait of my daughter, and I tell you what I will do. You may
book her portrait, but I won't give more than twenty-five guineas. I

only make one condition."
" I accept your offer. And the condition ?

"

" That the photograplis in the first instance give us satisfaction, as

it will be from one of them the portrait will be painted."

"Tlien I will book your order without hesitation, as I cannot

possibly fail. All that photography can do to make your pictures

perfect wUl be done. In a week from to-day you will have the

proofs. You will onlj' have to let me know which you prefer, and
the portrait will be begun at once. I will just take the necessary

notes regarding colouring. The dress will be according to your own
fancy."

Mr. A. here proceeded in the usual way to make notes regarding the

colouring, and having completed same, thanked our friend (I say our

friend advisedly, because any one patronising us is a, friend), escorted

him to the inevitable doormat, and, with a final word of thanks,

wished him " Good day."

Getting back he booked order, saw after plates, which were satis-

factory, told his assistant to have them printed earliest possible

moment, and have proofs sent home.
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" Don't you think, sir, aa there is a painting order hanging to it,

you had better hnvo them retouched P"
" Ketouched ! ! !

"

" Yps, sir. They are vei-y frecl<led, especially the lady's iine."

" Yoii always bother me about retoiicliinii;, and I always tell you I

will not have it. It is not photography. If you develope them pro-

perly, and secure a proper density, the freckles will not sliow unduly.
I'liotoiiraphy, iu its infinite resources, has provided for all these little

difficulties, and by its aid must 1 make the pictures successful. But
never, never, my boy, by the aid of a retoucher."

There was nothing further to do, then, than develope, intensify,

dry, varnish, ju'int, tone, mount, roll, spot, and send homo the proofs.

I'roofs of what could be done by photography rcithotit the aid of

retouching. Kkdmond BAUiticrT.

(To he concluded in our next.)

niOTO-TIIERMOGllAPI!Y.

We have received the following communication, together with two
pictures on glass, from Mr. George Mason, of Glasgow :

—

" I send you on to-night a transparency of one of the most wonderful
things in the way of impressions I have ever seen. This picture, as you
see it, is photograplied from a piece of glass that covered an eteliing on
which it must have imprinted itself from the etching behind. However,
the etching and the glass in frame were never in contact, as there was an
overmount between.

" The etching has been in the frame for some years, and has been hang-
ing in a strong light. Messrs. Lawrie & Son, the fine art dealers here.

Bold the etching, and on removing it from the frame found the front

glass had a faint impression of the picture on it, which we have photo-
graphed to send to you ; from the transparency enclosed you will see the

result. Of course the exposures turn out positives, the glass being
negative in impression. The frame was three feet seven inches by three

feet. The picture was one foot eleven inches, and one foot three inches
the subject The I'ied Piper of Hamelin. A mount fitted between the

picture and the glass.

" Now this glass would be about a sixteenth of an inch away from
the etching and in front of it. Have you any idea how'the impression
could be taken up ? It must have been thrown back from the picture to

the surface of the glass again. It is such a curious thing and probably
new to you, that you might be able to make some use of it."

Having carefully examined these truly interesting photographs, wo
shall endeavour to give a few words of explanation concerning the
phenomena.

There is a principle in physics first investigated by M. Ludwig
Moser, who in 1842 announced the following fact :—"If a surface has
been touched in any particular parts by any body, it acquires the

property of precipitating all vapours which adhere to it, or which
combine chemically with it on these spots, differently to what it

does on the other untouched parts." This was the form in which
the law was first announced, but further investigation showed that

contact was not necessary, mere juxtaposition sufhcing. Emanations
were found to be given off from one body to another, in virtue of

which vapours were condensed on certain parts in preference to

others. Moser designated the phenomena as having been produced
by " invisible light,' but Hunt adopted the more philosophical term
tnermographj', and made numerous and valuable investigations in

this department of physical science, which he published in the
Phitusophiral Magazine of the period, and elsewhere. Having found
that a blackened paper gave more forcible radiations than a white
one, he tried the copying of printed matter, and eventually succeeded
in doing so, developing the linage by various agencies. The specimens
received from Jlr. Mason possess an exceptional degree of interest, and
are by far the best examples we have seen. That their existence is

attributable to thermography, however unhappily it may be named
as applicable to this case, we have no doubt. It will afford us
pleasure to exhibit them to any who are interested in this still little

understood department of physics.

THE FASCINATIONS OF rilOTOGRAPIIY.
[A Cominanioation to tho North Statfordshiro Amateur Photographic Association.]

PuoTOonAPHY as an intellectual pursuit is .so full of pleasurable

fascination, that few, if any, who have once commenced its practice
care to relinquish it again. 'J'he delicate chemical manipulations and
the wonderfid effects evolved by their means, hold us enthralled, as it

w-ere, from the time of developing our first negative—and how beautifid

we thought it !—to the time when we make our o^vn emulsion for the

plates, or soar to the higher branches of this beautiful art-science.

Apart from this, it is a pursuit which can be followed by the tired

man of business, or tho man of leisure, and even the fairer sex may par-

take of its pleasures, as the rudiments are soon learnt and the chemical

operations few and easy.

Sets of apparatus can now be bought for fifty shillings, or even

less, so that it is v^-ithin the reach of nearly all. To all, however,

who can afford to do so, I would advise the purchase of a really good
set, of a size not less than half-plate, and fitted with rcctiUnear lens

and six double dry slides.

Thus equipped, one has only to wait for King Sol, and throwing

care to tho winds, may sally forth in search of good "shots'' or

"bits" for his camera. Hero we come across an e.xquisite bit of

woodland scenery, such as is seldom seen except in England—it is

quite an idyllic fairy glen, at one end of which a cascade of sunlight

ghnted water is rushing and tumbling down the rocks into the rippling

stream below. Everything is opportune for our success in taking a

view of this "gem" of nature, and with our extra rapid plates and

drop .shutter we secure that which would take a painter weeks of

application to achieve, and even then it would not be rendered in

sucli truthful detail, as to do so, the beautiful, yet transient, effects

of light and shade on the glistening water must be limned in-

stantaneously.

Gr, again, it may be that wo are one of a merry picnic party,

taking place, we will say, in the vicinity of the old moss-covered

ruins of some interesting castle. What is likely to give us more
pleasure in years to come than a photograph of the place and people

present on the occasion P flow many pleasing memories a glimpse

of it recalls ! These are only a few of the outdoor fascinations of

photography, but others meet us at every turn. When after

"giinding" hard in the oflice, factory, or shop, we take our usual

annual holiday, what additional zest it adds to it when wo are able

to bring home with us mementoes in the shape of views of the places

or things of interest whicli may be in the neighbourhood in which we
are staying. Instead of sitting in our "apartments" smoking or

reading, or " doing " the promenade in a listless fashion, we have an
incentive to get out in the fresh air in search of pastures new for our

camera; and while gaining health and dispelling ennui therebj-, tho

higher faculties of our mind are agreeably brought into play in

choosing the most artistic point of view, judging the actinic power
of the prevailing light, and requisite time of exposure.

To the cyclist photography lends an additional charm, as in his

ramblings many and oft will some enchanting picture present itself

to his view, which can be readily transferred to his dry plate, and
developed at his leisure.

To the manufacturer the camera offers a ready and accurate means
of taking photogi-aphs of his patterns or wares, while to the naturalist

or antiquarian its aid is invaluable. The naturalist is able to secure

instantaneous representations of any part of the body while in motion,

and the antiquarian to obtain correct pictures of ancient monuments
or buildings, which, in the ordinary course of mundane affairs, must
either fall a victim to the ravages of time or the spirit of Vandalism.

W. E. Leck.
(To be continued.)

WHEEE I WENT WITH THE CAMERA.
No. VI.

—

Berlin.

Fno5t Arnheim I booked right through to Berlin, a weary jonmey of
some twelve hours or more. The refreshment arrangements on tho
various lines, however, are conducted in such an able manner that they
tend to alleviate considerably the tediousness of such a long railway
journey. Our railway companies at home might take a lesson from the
way a dinner is served up on these lines. You are asked at Oberhausen
if you wish to dine ; if your answer is in the aflirmative the guard sticks

a little ticket on tho side window of your compartment, a ticket for each
person if more than one. When you come to the next stoppage a neat
little tray is handed iu to you ; from the little tickets the waiters know at

once where to deliver these. The tray is so constructed that it rests

upon your knees without inconveniencing any other passenger. The
neat arrangement of this tray was a perfect picture. A small metal
basin with soup, two electroplate covered dishes with different kinds of

meat, another compartment with stewed fruits, a triangle of silvered wire
in the centre into which is fixed the bread, pepper, salt, table napkin, &c.,

all combining to make the handiest of dining tables and pleasantest of

dinners. At the next stoppage the trays are removed, and the money
collected—in this case, two and sixpence. Coffee, ,milk, beer, and fruit,

are offered for sale up and down the platform at almost every station on
the line, so that one has every chance of being comfortable from a
gastronomic point of view.

One has not the opportunity of getting more than a very hazy idea of
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the sun-ounding country, looking at it from the -ffindow of a railway train

as it speeds along. On this journey I was impressed with a general tone

of flatness all over, relieved now and then by a picturesque little bit, but on
the whole uninteresting; very likely it would improve on a closer acquaint-

ance. Wliat was more perceptible to me was the gradual alteration of

feature, form, and little touches of manner, observable in the changing
nationalities, represented by the platform loungers, as we stayed at the

various stations on the way.
IScrlin is a noble city—a city of princes and palaces ; a city of beautiful

buildings and magnificient streets, of gorgeous monuments and graceful

statues, of expansive parks, blooming gardens, and charming pleasure

grounds ; a city of splendour everywhere. Most of the pictures I got

when in this city, however, were taken from windows, as there is a very
general feeling abroad against photographing in the sireets. I asked
some friends why this was so ; the only reason I could get from them
was, that you were likely to create a crowd in the street, and the

authorities would not have that. This might have been a feeling more
than a fact, but all the time I was there I did not see any attempt to

Ijhotograph openly anywhere. As there was no chance of being interfered

with when making exposures from private standpoints, the pictures I got
were made from these.

^yhen in Berlin I visited an exhibition of modern paintings, colossal

in dimensions, and the quality of work exhibited fine beyond des-

cription. This Exhibition Palace was bBilt as a centenary celebration in

commemoration of Frederick tlje Great. Pictures by the greatest modern
masters, collected from all parts of the world, were here exhibited.

There were thirty rooms filled with them. It would have taken a couple
of days to walk round and take even a cursory glance at the various
classes of work exhibited, and to have made a careful examination of all

the pictures it would have taken weeks. There was some talk about
having the building retained as a permanent Fine Art Gallery, and if it

still stands it is well worth seeing, the dome above the entrance-way
alone being a perfect masterpiece of artistic decoration.

As a rule, all the people here dine out; what we call the comforts of a
house are not indulged in. They leave their dwelling-houses and fill up
their leisure time in the restaurant, the cafe, the concert-room, or the
theatre. After they have made their round of pleasure, home they go to

sleep. About two o'clock in the afternoon the restaurants are at their
busiest and gayest ; the many tables crowded with ladies and gentlemen,
forming little social gatherings, enjoying themselves to the full of their
bent. The " Four Seasons " and the " Dressel " were the best appointed
restaurants I visited when in Berlin. The Germans have many dishes
peculiarly their own, which are first-rate, and they will go on with course
after course for a couple of hours, if you will let them supply and are
open to pay. Between ten and twelve o'clock at night the cafes are
crowded with visitors of all classes eager to take the last little pleasure out
of the day.

To judge from the number and quality of the portraits of the Eoyal
Family to be seen hanging in all places of entertainment, from the
first-class restaurant to the commonest cafe, the Berliners must be the
most loyal people on the face of the earth. The King, the Crown Prince,
and also Prince Bismarck—life-sized pictures of them on every wall,
beautifully finished oil paintings, and fitted into gilt frames that alone
must have cost many pounds apiece. How fond they must he of their
rulers

!

I went to the theatre. It was not tedious, for the whole performance
did not take more than two hours and a half. We went m about seven
and came out about half-past nine o'clock. I saw a ballet that had been
running for some time—a great success—"Amour" I think they called
it. The plot was very extraordinary—it began with Adam and Eve in the
Garden of Eden, and wound up with some of the latest Prussian victories.
The performance was short compared with what we get at home, but
the bouse was crammed, and the audience seemed perfectly .satisfied.

\yhen in Berlin I visited the mount manufactory of Carl Ernst & Co.,
which is one of the largest factories of photographic mounts, as a special
business, in Europe. The manufactory consists of a building five storeys
high, the square of it being in proportion to its height. On enteriu"
the office of the works the first thing that meets the eye of the visitor is
the following notice, framed and hung up on the wall opposite the door-
way:—

" Say what you want,
Short and decided

;

Leave off all superfluous phrases
;Who needlessly uses flieui wastes our time.

He steals from us—and
' Thou Shalt not .steal.'

"

This means business.
The partners of the firm treated me with the most extreme courtesy and

kindness, and placed their time pretty much at my disposal. They
showed me over all the works, and explained with considerable detail the
various points of interest in the making of mounts—beginning at the
plain boards and going right on to the finished article in all it°3 forms.
Jvvery flat teemed with hands all busy at some portion of the work. On
the first floor they were making ferrotype envelopes ; after the printing of
these they are cut out, one by one, by a large machine that takes twohands to work. The amount of labour necessary to produce a thousand
01 these positive picture holders which are sold in the open market at

twelve shillings for that quantity seems incredible. They are first

printed, then each one is cut out singly by the machine, after that
mounted with the pink p.aper backing that forms the picture slip, then
packed, boxed, and sent into the market to be sold at that small sum.
As we ascend we come to the department where they are making cut-

out mounts, with gilt bevel edges round the openi'ig ovcrmounts for

photographs. The next is the printing department, where all the litho-

graphic work is done by steam power. The carte and cabinet mounts
are printed in sheet, and afterwards cut to the size. The ordinary mounts
used by photographers—and generally jjrinted on both sides—are all cut

by hand, girls sitting all round punching these mounts out of the
printed sheets one at a time, and producing hundreds of thousands per
day. They have not been able to get a machine to do this kind of work
yet, but a girl will cut out seven or eight thousand cartes, or five

thousand cabinets, a-day ; so that it can be easily understood that with a
lot of young hands employed a considerable quantity of work could be got
through.

The bevelled edged mounts are cut by machinery. The boards are cut
into strips first, then the size of card is got by passing the strips through
the machine crossways, the knives being arranged to cut them exactly

to the proper size.

The bevelling and gilding of these mounts are hand done. Some fifty

of them are tiken and clamped between two boards placed on a stand, and
the workman then scrapes or pianos the edge to the bevel required, when
they are handed to the gilder to finish. These mounts are usually

stamped with the photographer's name and address afterwards, in gold

leaf, and singly. In the lithographic department where the designs were
made up, it was very interesting to see how they pieced together little bits

of transfers taken from dillerent existing designs, the combination
forming quite a new pattern with only thij photograjiher's name and
address original in the whole composition, by this method saving all the

time of drawing and rewriting the whole design anew.
On going over works like this devoted to the production of one class

of goods only used in the photographic trade, one cannot but marvel at

the growth of the art-science as a business, and ask. If so many hands are

employed here, how many hundreds of thousands, scattered over the

world, must he employed in the various branches necessary to photographic
picture making as an industry ? Mark Oute.

BALLOON EXPEEIENCES OF A TIMID PHOTOGllAPHEll.'*

Mv Second Asce.ssion.

As we were compelled to wait until five p.m. before beginning our

ascension on September 2, I had very little confidence of success in my
attempt at photographing ; and the results obtained proved that there

was reason for my apprehensions. At that time of year the light is very

weak, so that the taking of instantaneous views is difficult, even under
the most favourable conditions. When we remember that in addition to

this the light also grows rapidly weaker as the sun approaches the west,

it is easy to understand that the conditions were very unfavourable to

balloon iihotography.
When the result was known, Mr. Moore offered to make another

ascension solely for the purpose of photographing. As my first ascension

had quite overcome my fears, and had left me with an earnest desire to

again experience the pleasures of an aiirial voyage, I gladly agreed. My
first ascension enabled me fully to understand what I liad suspected

before, that it was a much more difficult matter to get instantaneous

views from a balloon than from some more secure support. After much
time spent in altering apparatus, constructing some new parts, and in

further experiments, it was decided to make an ascension on October l(i,

if the weather should be favourable.

The day was all that we could wish , with the exception of considerable

haze in the atmosphere ; the wind was very gentle, blowing from the

south-west, and high in air we could see by the motion of the clouds that

there was an upper current, also moving slowly, toward the south-cast.

As the inflation progressed, and it was evident that we might soon be off,

I found it impossible to ignore a rapid increase of nervousness at the

prospect. Tliose who have made many ascensions assure me that this

dread felt at the moment of starting is rarely outgrown by any amount
of experience. We went up much more slowly than before, and were for

some time within hearing distance of our friends. This was because our
ascensional force was more nearly balanced by the greater weight of sand
carried.

We were soon over the hills east of Wiusted, and before turning from
it exposed one plate on a part of the town on which the illumination

seemed particularly favourable, and which fortunately proves to be one
of our best views. This photograph, taken just as we attained an
altitude of 3050 feet, although not so perfectly sharp as some of the

others, is nevertheless one of our best, owing to its fine gradation of

light and shade, and to the superior delicacy of chemical etfect in tho

negative. The portion of Winsted included in the view is at the northern
end of the borough, and at the lowest point within its limits reached by
the stream which supplies power to the factories closely set along its

banks. Part of our main street passes through the centre of the view,

Concluded from page 283.

\
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and some other streets arc includcct, mostly occupied by dwellings.

Within the limits of the picture arc three of the many factories whose
business forms the chief support of tlie place. Many o* the garden plots

near dwelling houses are plainly shown ; also the woods on a steep hill-

side at the f' rt'ier side of the view. The shadow froi.i a passing cloud

darkens one co ucr of the picture, blotting out all dclinition in that part,

and showing how useless it would be to try such work without a good light.

As some may be interested in the details of our photograpliic e<piip-

mcnt, I will give a description of it. Wo used 5x8 plates, which size

see T s best suited to our purpose, as it allows a considerable extent of

co.-ntry to be included in the view, while the apparatus need not be

unduly bulky o- heavy. The camera was quite light, as all the apparatus
used in a balloon nnist be, bnt not so fragile as to sacrifice rigidity in

keeping the distance at which the plate is set from the lens, as this is of

even more imi)ortance than lightness. The plates used, which must be
of the utmost sensitiveness, were contained in the necessary number of

dry plate holders, which in turn were cai'ried in two boxes made to pack
them securely. In any future ascensions these boxes will be provided
with locks, as we have learned to our cost that nothing will so excite the

curiosity of the average hotel porter as a photographic apparatus left in

his care. The object of packing our plate holders in boxes was twofold :

first, the i)lates were better protected from light and more convenient to

carry, as in ordinary «ork ; second, as we knew that the landing is not
always as orderly as could bo wished, we hoped, by keeping hold of our
holders at such a time, to save our exposed plates, at least, from injury.

A "finder" was attached to one side of the camera, to enable the

operator to sec just what would be included in the view at the moment of

exposure. This instrument is like a smaller camera, except that no
provision is made for focussing, and the ground-glass is permanently
fixed at the proper distance from the lens. The gi-ound-glass of the
finder was of the same proportion as the larger plates on which the views
were secured, and had lines drawn from either side, crossing at right

angles in the centre. The finder is attached to the camera in such a
position that any object appearing on its screen will be sure to occupy
the same position on the dry plate.

The lens used was of the rectilinear kind, especially made for groups
and instantaneous work. The instantaneous shutter, used to cut off the
light and give the plates their very brief exposure, was fastened in front

of the lens, and was of the kind called an eclipse, but was considerably
changed by me before our second attempt. The springs which caused
the sudden motion, and admitted light to the camera for an instant,

exerted a force of eleven pounds when the shutter was set for action, and
were, of course, adjusted to give a quick rather than a forcible motion.
My manner of operating while in the balloon, when we had determined

on " taking " any place we might be approaching, was, after deciding on
the correct focus, first to "set" the shutter, then insert the plate holder
and draw the slide ; the camera was then taken in the left hand, with
the rubber bulb of the "pneumatic release" of the shutter in the right.

Then we must wait until the revolution of the balloon had brought the
desired place opposite the camera, when it was pointed so that the view
was in correct position on the screen of the finder, the rubber bulb was
pressed, and the exposure was made ; the slide was then inserted in the
plate holder, the holder removed and boxed, and we were ready for

another subject. At the same time Mr. Moore recorded the exposure for

me, taking down the number of the plate holder, the subject, and the
altitude as shown by the barometer. The record was a very necessary
guide in developing the plates, and it was kept by Mr. Moore, because in

our flight objects of interest were presented in rapid succession, and
much time was saved by this division of labour ; as it was, the camera
was hardly out of my hands during the whole time of our ascension.
The revolution of the balloon referred to is a very curious phenomenon

which was a source of much inconvenience ; a free balloon revolves almost
constantly, and with varying rapidity. The direction of its motion was in

both instances of my observation " with the sun ;
" that is, the side of the

balloon and car towards the south turned towards the west and its

northern side towards the east.* Many times, just as I was about to ex-

pose a plate, one of the cords from car to hoop would come in the way
and force me to wait for another open space.
The balloon continued to rise after we had secured the view of Winsted,

and the wind can-ied us towards the north-east, when, at an altitude of

.H7oO feet, we were nearly south of Eiverton, of which we caught a good
view.

We continued rising, and soon Moore told me to look np ; on doing so,

I found the balloon was on the point of disappearing in a bank of cloud,

which shut out the blue sky for some distance on each side of us. Under
this bank of cloud, which appeared level and dark grey in colour, the light

was much reduced, and the chill felt at its near approach produced a feel-

ing ot depression.

The balloon entered the clond, being gradually cut off from our sight as
the mist thickened : at length the cords passing up from our car seemed
to melt away into the mist, leaving us " without a visible means of sup-
port." Soon we were in the midst of the cloud, and could feel the damp-
ness ; it seemed like moving through a thick fog.

• A higrh scientific aiitliorit y .says that tho revolution of .1 iLolloon ono way or tbo
other is purely accidental, and depends on tlio nnlmlancing of the resistance of tho
balloon in the air on its different sides; the term siiJn Iwinif used in reference to the
vertical drawn through tho centre of gravity.—Euitoe 0/ The Century,

As we emerged from the upper surface of the clond, a moat wonderfnl
picture was presented to us. In the south a line of the same stratum of

cloud we had just left stretched across the sky. This line was at such a
distance that we could see both the upper and under sides at once, the
dark lower side forming a fine contrast with the upper, glowing in the
sunlight.

The sun's rays, streaming across the edge of the clouds, projected a
series of long beams of light and shadow to the earth, as is sometimes
seen at sunset. In tho distance the eye caught a reflection of light from
liantam Lake at Lichfield and from Lake Waramaug farther west, while
the many lakes of Winchester and New Hartford seemed directly beneath
us. Our barometer told us that the clouds which formed so beautiful an
object, and of which we secured a fine picture, were floating at a height of

.5500 feet from the earth.

While sailing above a large extent of clond, one's sense of isolation

from the world is oppressive. My view from above the clouds was no
disappointment. The appearance of the clouds, seen from above, lias

been compared by some to the ocean, and by others to an expanse of

sno V. It is all and more than this, for the continual change, clouds
b-eaking up to form other masses, surging and rolling, with their

wonderfully silent, steady, slow motion, impressed me with a deep sense
of grandeur and awe.
While passing over a large detached cloud, it was our good fortune

to observe a phenomenon rarely seen by man. We had been watching
the shadow of the balloon as it slid along the ground, or as it was
occasionally projected on an intervening cloud, beiiig then sun-ounded
by a brilliant circular rainljow. We were nrueh sui'prised on passing
over such a cloud to see the shadow as before, but with the addition of

another balloon

!

The second balloon-shadow was directly opposite the first or upright
one, and inverted, so that one shadow of our car served both, while there
were two perfect shadows of passengers, netting, and gas bag ; the rain-

bow which inclosed the whole was at ^his time of erceptional brilliancy.

We are entirely at a loss in attempting any explanation of the double
balloon shadow; it is certain that we saw it, an object of wonderful
brilliancy and distinctness, for about thirty seconds, wnile we passed over
one large cloud ; then it was gore, and we hardly hope to see it again.

In connection with this picture we met with a most vexatious piece of
misfortune. I made an exposure on that shadow as we were passing
quickly over it, and naturally wished most earnestly that I might develope
the image successfully, but fate was against us ; for in Hartford some
one out of curiosity to see the picture, opened the plate holder, exposing
the plate to gaslight, and the invisible spirit of my most valuable negative
was gone beyond recall. As the subject was of so much intere :t scientifi-

cally as well as for its rarity, we had a drawing prepared from which our
illustration is taken, and which is a correct representaaon of the pheno-
menon as we saw it.

After gaining a considerable altitude the gas, • hich does not at first

entirely fill the balloon, expands by the diminished outside pi-essure of

the rarefied air and quite fills the envelope ; then the neck of the balloon
hangs wide open, giving a fine view of the interior, which seems as
though filled with air; for the gas is usually quite transparent. This
view, the cords of the netting plainly outlined thro.igh the cloth, gave us
a keen sense of the frailty of our support ; there really seemed to be
nothing to keep the whole affair from falling down upon us.
While passing over a brook iu a rough piece of country, we decided to

try the effect of a view directly down through the hole in the bottom of
the car, which was left for that i^urpose ; we had found it of little use,
for the reason that the balloon so seldom passes directly over the most
interesting objects. The hole had been left open, and was at first a
source of considerable annoyance, as it took us a long while to overcome
the impression that, as one or two towns might be seen through it, we
were in danger of falling through ourselves.'

The picture obtained by looking directly down through this hole is one
of the best for conveying an idea of the height from which it was taken

—

over six thousand feet. It should be examined from a considerable dis-
tance, and the effect of height will be better produced it the obocrver will
look directly (loirii upon it. Three waggon roads are included in the
extent of the view, with several dwelling-houses and bams, some cultivated
fields, and considerable pasture land and forest. The shadows cast by
the trees, and by the irregularities in the land, give the picture some
resemblance to the telescopic views of the moon. The bed of Cherry
Brook may be seen in the view, lying diagonally across the picture, and
between two roads. Later two views were taken near Simsbury.

At one time, when near the upper surface of the cloud, and at a height
of 5700 feet, my attention was called to an immense cloud which we were
rapidly approaching. I would state here that while the clouds were
moving east, the current of air above the clouds was going in the same
direction, but much faster, so that the large cloud mentioned seemed to be
coming rapidly towards us. The camera was quickly made ready, and
when the cloud was about one hundred feet from us, I fired ; the next
moment the car swung through the top of the cloud, and a wave of cold
air, like a blast from an ice-house, passed over us. During the few
moments from our first notice of the cloud to our plunge into it, we gave

* I atiked Mr. Moore why he lifted his foot so high in crossing from one side of the
car to the other. He said, " But look down there, and yon'U see I'm stepping ovei
two towns."
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it our undivided attention ; in ita swift and silent approach, with the
huge mass slowly unfolding, and fleecy particles tearing off in the wind,
with the outer surface white in the sunlight, and with clefts in the mass
dark as night, it seemed as though about to swallow us up for ever.

We passed over the mountains north of Talcott Mountain, and enjoyed
the same prospect which is spread before those who climb the tower, but
our view must have been much more extensive in its grandeur. Tlie

tower, always a prominent object to travellers upon the roads in the
Farmingtou Valley, we had difficulty in finding, as it is of a neutral
colour, and from our position above was not at all conspicuous.
When directly over the mountain we looked down at the forest and

roads beneath us, endeavouring to discover some sign of human occupa-
tion or activity. To all appearance the country might never have been
visited by man ; the forest was thick, except when broken by some bare
ledge or precipice, and, almost upon the highest part, a lake nestled
among the trees, which grew quite to the water's edge. This little lake,

almost circular in form, closely surrounded by the unbroken forest, the
surface without a ripple, and its waters lying dark and apparently
unfathomable, presented a picture of silence and solitude which held our
attention while it remained in sight.

The mountains crossed in this delightfully easy manner, we were over
he town of Bloomfield ; and an exposure was mnde on what seemed to
us a fine type of the better class of New England homestead, which, with
its large fields, trim fences, and ample buildings, was directly below us.
This view, taken at the height of one mile, is wonderfully distinct, when
we consider the distance of the objects from the camera, the conditions
necessary to the taking of an instantaneous picture, and our veiy
unsteady support. The stone and rail fences, bounding the fields of all

sizes and shapes, are shown with great sharpness. The pasture,
meadow, and cultivated land are plainly indicated ; also the curiously
regular arrangement of the crops. The trim and regular appearance of
the orchards is well contrasted with the variety and freedom of growth in
the woodland; and the photograi^hie effect of the autumnal colours is

indicated by the foliage of a group of white birches near the centre of the
view, as contrasted with the dark, unchanged green of the orchards.
Our view towards Hartford at this time was very interesting, though

the smoky atmosphere in that direction was a great obstacle to photo-
graphing. The Capitol reflected the sunlight from its dome, and many
of the prominent buildings of the city could be distinguished. A line of
clouds hung over the country south of Hartford, cutting off the light,
and producing the singular effect of a view under a shelf or table. The
Connecticut River was in sight for many miles above Hartford, until the
thickening haze cut off the light far to the south. We were astonished
at the number of abrupt turns in the river between the city and Wethers-
field.

As we were so nearly there, and sailing in exactly the right direction,
we were anxious to remain in the upper air current, and land in
Hartford

; in order to do so, we threw out all our remaining ballast ; the
balloon still descended, and soon we saw that our hope must be abandoned,
as the lower current began to take us away from the city and in the
direction of Windsor.
When we had secured a view of Windsor and the junction of the

Farmington and Connecticut rivers, Mr. Moore decided to land before
going farther from the railroads ; and, opening the valve to let the gas
escape, we descended rapidly.

The point selected for our landing was an open field near a large tract
of woods ; but such calculations are very liable to failure, owing to the
difficulty of estimating distance and rate of motion of the balloon, and it

was soon evident that the wind would take us over the woods before we
could reach the ground. As we had already thrown out all the ballast,
and did not wish to sacrifice the photographic apparatus, we could only
let things take their course ; but we wished for a few pounds of sand, by
the loss of which we might have cleared the woods and found a better
landing-place.

The balloon sunk rapidly, and soon, as before, we heard the sound of
the wind in the trees ; we looked anxiously to see where we should strike,
but were not long left in doubt as we passed quickly down beside a large
chestnut-tree, and the netting of the balloon, which curves far out on
each side caught in the upper branches, when our fall was suddenly
chocked. At first the weight of the balloon and load, descending with
such force, bent the top of the tree far over ; then, as our momentum
was gradually checked, there was a recoil which lifted us again aboat
fifteen feet, where we hung, planning how wo should get the balloon
.1

•^Yg gg^jj j^^^ climb out, for then the balloon, relieved of our

11

down.
weight, would rise and leave us ; hut, after much hauling and jerkins,
the netting was detached from the tree, and we were on the ground again!
Even then we were but little better off, as no one appeared to help us'
and if one left the car the other would surely go up again.

'

Considerable gas was allowed to escape, and then, while I held fast to
a bush, Mr. Moore climbed out and secured our anchor-rope to a tree •

then I made my escape, and, leaving the balloon pulling at its moorings'
we started to find help. After walking nearly a mile we met two men
and a little boy, who asked if we " had seen anything of a balloon around
there."

The balloon had fallen near a road cut through the woods, and we
determined to get it to the road if possible. To do this, we persuaded the
poy to get into the basket, in order to overcome part of the buoyancy

and let the balloon up the length of the anchor-rope. Wo were then
able to work the rope through the trees, and so led the balloon out to the
road. But when we tried to tow it along to the clearing we quickly
found it impossible, and the balloon was hauled down and ripped to let

the gas escape, as the trees were too near together to admit of the usual
practice.

A man was found to carry the balloon to the railroad and us to
Hartford ; and during the ride there I busied myself trying to recall

the experiences of the ascension. As on the former occasion, I observed
a singular loss of memory. Immediately after the excitement of landing
it was hardly possible to recall a single incident of the ascension. I

seemed to have just awakened from a wonderful dream, and the startling

experiences so recently passed through appeared to have left only the
famtest traces upon the mind. It was not until I had retired for the
night, and wordd have slept, that memory revived, and I was treated (un-
willingly) to a complete review of every incident connected with our trip.

I am told that this has often been the experience ot the soldier after

passing through the dangers and excitements of the battlefield.

John U. Douohiy.

KEOENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 6249.—"An Im]iroved Metallic St.iinl or Frame for Holding Views,
1'lioto.s, Advertising 'I'ablets, and any such like Articles." J. A. Richards.—
JJaM April 29, 1887.

No. 0331.—" Improvemeuts in Ajipanatus for Holding and Exposing Sensi-
tised Films, or Paper, or other Flexible Substance in Photographic Cameras."
—C. D. livKnyciHB.—Dated April 30, 1SS7.

No. 63.53.—"An Imjiroved Apiilianoe for Use in Tre.iting and Washing
Photographic Prints and Plates. Tlie Hon. W. GniMSTON.

—

Dated April 30,
1887.

No. 6613.—"An Improved Detective Camera for Artists." S. W. RoucH.
—iJaled May 5, 1887.

No. 6673.—"Improvements in Photographic Instruments." Communicated
by J. R. Connon. Complete si)ecificalion. A. J. Bovht.—Dated May 6, 18S7.

No. 6791.— "Iniiirovcments in the Method of Monnting .ind M.anipulating
Backgrounds for Photographic Operations, and in Apparatus therefor." C.
BitUNNEH.—i>ated May It, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
IMPHOVEMEXTS IN Pf-ATES AND THU UKE FOR PhOTOORAPHIC PcRPOSES.

No. 5793. Jean Baptiste Joseph Jouuxoud, Lyon, France.

—

ApriH%, 1886.

This invention relates to the application of celluloid, xylonite, and the like to
photography by using celluloid, xylonite, or the like jdatcs for negatives and
positives, as also by replacing the ground-gla.'is in the camera by translucent
plates of celluloid, xylonite, or the like.

Glass, paper, cardboard, metal, and other materials used in photography up
to the present for negatives and positives present serious ineouveniences. Glass
is breakable, heavy, and cumbersome, faults particularly serious for travelling
and for the country. Paper, cardboard, and metal [dates possess an opacity
which renders the watching of the dcveloimient exceedingly dilhcult, and pre-
vents the ojierator from precisely assuring himself of the reduction of the silver

film by the cyanides and hyposulphites.
To obtain at once the necessary rigidity, lightness, and resistance to breakage

and warping by the action of the water bath and reagents, as well as the
necess,ary transparency or tran.slucency, I employ thin plates of celluloid,

xylonite, or the lUce.

Having now particularly described and .ascertained the nature of the said
invention, and in what manner the s.ame is to Ije performed, I ileclare that what
I claim is :—1. The employment of plates of celluloid, xylonite, or equiviilcnt

cellnlose-product as the support or foundation for negative or positive photo-
graphic im,ages or productions. 2. The employment of plates of celluloid,

xylonite, or equivalent cellulose-product for the focussing plates of photo-
graphic cameras.

Mttiiwq,^ of SoctetteiS*

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK,

Date of Meeting. Name of Society.

May 17 Glaajrow&West of Scotland Am.
17 North London

Bolton Club
Bi-istol and W. of Eng. Amateur
Bury
Hyde
Manchester Club
Edinburo:h Photo. Club

18
]
Photographio Club

19 ' London and Provincial

,

Place of Meeting.

180, West Regent-street, Glasgow.
MyddeltonHall,Upper-st., Islington
The Stxidio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Queen's Hotel, Clifton.

Mechanics' Hall, Hyde,

5, St. Andrew-square.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street,E.C.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street,

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday night, at a meeting of the ahove Society, held at 5a, Pall Mall
East, London, Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.8., President, occupied the chair.
The Hon. Secretary read a letter from Mr, G. M. Whipple, of Kew Obser-

vatory, saying that atja forthcoming meeting of the Royid Meteorological
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Society the exhibition of some pliotoeraphic printi of flashes of lightning would

have a special interest, and lie shouhl be glad of tlie loan of any such prints

from the nieniliers of the Society wlio had taken them.

Tlie PiiEsiDKNT ?ai(l tluit neitlier Mr. Spurge nor liis paper for that evening

had arrived, and tliat a sub-coniniittou liad suggested for discussion the question,

What was the most practical inetliod of olttaining pliotographs not less tlian

12 X 9 inches in dimensions ?

Mr. J. Tn.Mi.i. T,\Yi.i)n said that the best plan was to take a negative and to

print from it upon albumenised paper. What idea was underlying a question

so obscurely jihrased ?

Mr. T. Sehastian Davis responded that the camera.s of amateurs rarely took

plates larger tlian 7 x 5 or 8 x 5, an<l a picture of such small dimensions quite

lost its elTect wlien put on view in a iniblic exhibition ; a larger camera in the

field wouhl have to be carried by a Hercules. What was the best way of

enlarging to not less than 12 x 9 ? Direct enlargements on gelatino-bromide

paper usually liad a heavy effect, so what was tlie best practical method of

obtaining the desired size ? He had found it best to take tlie largest practicable

negative in tlie firet instance, because with it any minor blemi.shes were less

apparent in the finished work.
Mr. Taylor stated that .some of the best photographers, like Mr. W. Bedfonl,

for instance, produced large pictures of admitted excellence. Altliougli a good

jilan obviously was to take a small negative and enlarge it afterwards, yet

would it be desir.able to inquire whether Mr. Bedford would not prefer t.aking

his large negatives direct, than to enlarge from those of smaller dimensions.

Mr. W. Bkdfobd h.ad never made any secret of tiie process he used ; he pre-

ferred negatives of the required size taken direct in tlie camera, for there was a

great loss of effect in enlarging, because when enlarging is done by producing

an intermediate transparency, altliough the defects of the method can be modi-

fied to a certain extent, lie thought that they were always apparent. He had
had but small experience in enlarging direct upon paper, but he did not see

why very good pictures could not be taken direct upon platinum and other

slow papers by means of tlie solar camera. Once he made an enlarged trans-

parency, printed a negative from it upon paper, tlien waxed the latter, wliicli

process w.as devised by Mr. Blanchard. He thought it well never to enlarge

beyond tlie standard size of a sheet of albumenised paper, because then colour

was much missed.

Mr. Valentine Blanch.vrd had devised the process just mentioned about

twelve years ago, and even Mr. H. P. Robinson did not know that some of the

results were enlargements until his closer attention was called to the prints.

Mr. Dixon's prints of animals had been taken by the same process. The
printing must be very deep before waxing, and as it is easy to turn out a

hundred or more paper negatives in this way, it facilitates the production of

prints in long numbers. Mr. Dixon used for the purpose a specially prepared

autotyjie paper, and he intensified with permanganate of potash. The trans-

parency should be as solid as jiossible, developed deeply like a negative till all

the details were well rendered. This mode of procedure was absolutely

necessary.

Dr. W. F. DONKIN remarked that smaller pictures than those named in the

question had gained medals at the exhibitions.

Mr. Davi.s thonglit that they would have been better if enlarged.

Mr. Debenham remembered many good small pictures at exhibitions.

Mr. Sa.muels said that small ]iictures sent to the exhibitions received due
attention from the judges. Take, for instance, Iinprovinri tlie ifiulcrstanding,

also NeiJdi/'s Xew Shoes. The little direct picture of the latter attracted more
public attention than the enlargement thereof.

Jlr. EDciAit Clifton remarkeil that gelatino-bromide paper ofiered a ready

mode of obtaining the transparency for Blanchard's process.

Mr. W. England hail seen good results direct on bromide paper.

Mr. Davis stated that desirability of size depended much upon the subject

;

mountainous scenery did not look so well in small jirints.

Mr. Friese Grken asked whether the Society could not establish weekly
classes for the errand-l)oys and assistants of pliotographers, the members
taking their turn to instruct the learners.

Mr. Ayhes suggested that they should be taught the extraction of the

square root.

Mr. W. M. Ash.man thought that there was something in Mr. Green's

suggestion, although it had been a little crudely put. One of their Vice-

Presidents, Mr. John Spiller, had recently given lectures lo a class of students

in the City, and such able teaching as his was very valuable indeed, for he

brought up proces.ses long forgotten. Mr. Spiller sliould lie consulted on the

subject.

The Phesident tliought that while the Society was but in lodgings, its new
efforts in any direction must be very limited. Several jiersons liiul offered to

give £20 for taking permanent premises. He had put liis own name down for

£50, and if a sufficient number of persons would put their names down for

£100 lie would increase his subscriiition to £100.
Mr. Cautland said that lie would contribute £10.
The President asked what was the best method of intensifying?

Mr. Debkniloi tliought it strange that the nietliod which he had found
better than any other was still so little used. He ajiplied iodide of mercury
to the film, well washed it, and then applied a solution of Schlippe's salt.

His oldest negatives intensified by that method had been taken seven years

ago, and were still unchanged. The negative must be perfectly fixed by
sulliciently long immersion in the hypo, and the wasliiugs between the various

stages must be thorough. If bichloride be used instead of iodide of mercury,
it must be acidifie<l with a little hydrochloric acid.

Mr. W. Cobb thought it a complicated method, since there had been of late

no difticulty in getting plates to give negatives of sufficient density. When,
however, the negative wanted a little "picking up," he applied a very weak
solution of bichloride of mercury, say, ten or twenty drops of concentrated
solution diluted with twenty ounces of water.

Mr. England could corroljorato what Mr. Cobb had said, but ho applied
ammonia after the mercury.

Mr. Ashman said that Mr. England bleached the image first with mercury,
then applied the ammonia.

Mr. Cobb took care not to reach the bleached stage, The weak mercurial

solution had no visible effect at the time of application, but the added Intensity

became evident in the drying. If the action of the mercury were too prolonged,

the intensity of the image would be reduced.

Mr. Baum knew nothing better than mercury followed by ammonia, and had

never known a negative so intensified to fade.

Mr. Debenham had found Mr. Cobb's plan to answer only when the negative

wanted but "a little picking up." The popular verdict as to Mr. Baum's

method was that such negatives were not permanent ; moreover, the metho<l

seemed to be limited to but one degiee of intensification, which might or might

not be the one required.

Mr. C. W. Hastings was elected a member of the Society.

The President said that at the next ordinary meeting of the Society Mr. E.

Crookshank wouM read a paper ujion The Cue of Phutor/raphij in Mlrrosenpic

Research. Tlie latest date for receiving pictures for the next exhibition of the

Society would be September 21 ; the soiree would be held on October 1,

The meeting then broke up.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOOIA'HON.

On Thursday night. May 5, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above

Association, held at the Masnus Hall Tavern, City, Loudon, Mr. A. L.

Henderson presiiled. There was a large attendance.

Mr. F. W. Cox asked whetlier a wooden sink lined with lead would be a

good one for ordinary pliotographic purposes.

Mr. W. E. Debenham responded that such sinks were almost universally

employed.
Mr. A. CowAN stated that there was nothing better than a plain wooden

sink with a wooden gridiron on the bottom, all coated when very (iry with

melteil parafline wax.
Mr. J. B. B. Wellington exhibited some orthochromatic prints of yellow

flowers.

Mr. W. M. Ashman, in the absence of Mr. Spurge, produced prints the out-

come of experiments done by Mr. Spurge with liis sensitometer.

Mr. Debenhaji thought that any one but the producer would have difficulty

in explaining the meaning of the aforesaid prints.

Mr. W. Bedford remarked that they illustrated the effects produced by
variations of the proportions of the compouents of the ordinary pyro-bromide-

ammonia developer, and that Mr. Simrgc jiref'en-ed platinum paper to albu-

menised paper for olitaiuing true gradation in printing.

Mr. Debenham thought that the temperature of development might have

affected the results.

The Chairman regretted that Mr. Spurge was not present

Mr. F. A. Bridge exhibited photograjihs of the pantomime of lihie'ieard,

taken in about twenty seconds by him at tlie Standard Theatre in 1879 ; some
lovely fairies rose up "when tliey should not have done, so were blurred.

Mr. Cowan thought that they were over exposed.

The Chairman exhibited an actinomcter made by Messrs. Taylor, of

Leicester, which seemed to \vm to be a well-made and well-thought-out in-

strument, although he had not yet tried it practically. To describe it would

necessitate the use of diagrams.

Mr. Debenham said that it would only test the visual power of the light,

but with that information the experienced photographer could form some idea

of its actinic power.
Mr. E. Clifton remarked that by it the strength of any desired portion of

the im.age could be ascertained, and that was an advantage.

The Chairman exhibited an actinometer, made by himself, having .somewhat

the ajipearance of a cliromotrope ; it consisted of a ring of holes glazed with

various thicknesses of yellow-stained gelatine and of a movable ring of holes

similarly glazed ; the one ring moved over the other when a handle w.as turned.

In use he adjusted a pair of superimiiosed holes to that thickne.ss of gelatine

layers which' just prevented him from seeing the sitter when he looked tlirough

them.
Mr. Clifton tliought that blue layers would have been better, and would

have given some idea of the actinic power of the light.

Mr. Wellington wished to know the best way to intensify coUodio-bromide

negatives without the use of silver ; he had fouml that any over treatment with

mercury gave them a nasty colour.

Mr. A. Mackie asked if he had tried the intensifier of the Platinotype Com-
pany, which gave splendid coffee-coloured negatives ; he believed that it con-

tained idatinum and mercury.
Mr. W. M. Ashman suggested intensification with silver and fixing m cyamde

of potassium instead of hypo.

Mr. A. IIaddon said that a conespondent who had asked The British

Journal of Photoouai-hy the best way to restore a negative stained from the

mercury not having been thoroughly wiushed out, ha«l been informed in reply

that such stains could seMom be removed, but that the application of cyanide

of potassium could be tried. He thought that to be a wrong method, and that

weak hydrochloric acid would have the desired effect, with a subsequent wash-

ing, and, finally, an application of ammonia.
Mr. Wki.lington thought the chief cause of stained gelatine negatives to be

imperfect fixation.

Mr. Mackie was of the same oiiinion.

Mr. II. M. Hastings had had some platinotyne paper given to him which

had been kept for six months and w.is believed by its owner to Vie perfectly

useless, luit he hail nevertheless succeeded in getting an unfoggeil print upon it

by the use of a hypochlorite, in the manner he had described at the previous

meeting of the As.sociation.

The meeting then broke np.

CAMERA CLUB.

On Thursday,* April 28, members ami friends gathered to hear Mr. LyoncI

Clark read an account of his recent trip to the Spanish Main. Mr. J. fraill

Taylor occupied the chair.

• Sapplementary in part to ptorions notice
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A most interesting lecture was delivered, and the address was illustrated by

lantern slides made from negatives taken Ijy Mr. Clark on the .journey.

Previous to the lecture, and in response to the invitation of the Chairman,

Mr. Clark showed a new washing and drying rack for nej;atives, the invention

of Mr, Blackmore, in which the negatives are slipped into grooves and im-

mersed in a pail or ]ian of water ; wlien sufficiently washed the rack can be

hung up and tlie negatives dried. On removing the plates the rack fohls up
and can be hung up out of the way. It is especially convenient for travelling.

Mr. G. Davison showed an excellent negative on the new Froedman film,

taken the previous dav at Burnhani Beeches. This film is manufactured by

the Woodbury Ti.ssue "Company. It is treated like an ordinary negative, no

stripping or special manipulation being required.

Mr. Ferrero showed some interesting experiments on the rapidity of

shutters, made by jihotographing a white spot on a bicycle wheel revolving at

a fixed rate. Funiell's shutter gave, at 0, onc-forty-sixth of a second ; at

shortest pcssilile exposure, one-sixty-ninth ; set at one-quarter of a second, it

gave one-seventeenth. Lancaster's Instantograph gave one-thirty-fonrtli of a

second. The "Mary Ann" varied from one-tentii to onc-twenty-seventh of

a second, according to elastics used. Drop shutter gave one-twelfth of a

second without elastic baud, and one-twenty-seventh with. Prints were

handed round.
Mr. Clark showed some travelling bottles manufactured by Messrs. Hinton &

Co. The glass bottle is protected by a metal case opening with a bayonet

joint ; a spring in the top keeps the tottle in idace.

Some slides of the group taken at the recent excurnion to Hayes by Mes.srs.

Dresser and Barclay were shown, and also a very interesting sliile of a negative

taken by Messrs. Lyonel Clark and W. H. Hyslop at the St. James's Theatre.

The negative was on a plate isochromatised by Mr. Hysloji. The exposure was
ten seconds, with tlie ordinal y gaslight of the theatre, no limelight even being
used, and the details were well shown on the slide.

The Secret.\ky drew attention to the Club excursion to Gomshall, aiTanged
for Saturday, May 14.

At the meeting held on May 5 the first set of lantern slides sent by the

American societies in exchange with the Camera Club was again exhibiteil

])rcvious to distribution. A good company assembled, and the exhibition gave
very great jileasure. Mr. W. A. Greene occupied the chair, and, at his invita-

tion, the Hon. Sf.chetary drew the attention of those jiresent to some very
tine photograjilis of theatrical scenes at the Criterion, taken by Mr, J, F,

Eobcrts. These photographs were taken by the ordinary light of the theatre

in April last, and show some of the best and most finished work of the kiml
ever done.

Some slides trade by Mr. Roberts from his negatives, and also others showing
groups by Mr. Barclay, taken at tlie Bundiam Beeches Club excursion, were
put through the lantern. The American slides were then shown. The collec-

tion includes a very great variety of interesting subjects, amongst the best of
which were tow boats on the Ohio and other river scenes. Some very pictur-

esipie bits by Mr. Slettinius attracted much attention, as did also several

humorous subjects with children and pictures of winter scenes and yachts
racing.

The 1887 International Exch.ange is in course of arrangement, and it is

hoped that equal success will attend it.

NOllTH LONDON PHOTOOP.APHIC SOCIETY.

At the meeting held on Tuesday, May 3, 1887, at Myddelton Hall, Islington, N.,
Mr. J. Humphries, F.S.A., Vice-President, in the chair, Messrs. B. B, Fuller
and G. Mengcl were elected members of the Society, and Messrs. — Cusworth,
J. G. Hilton, and E. Purton, were proposed for membership.

Mr. A. Mackie, Vice-President of the Society, then delivered a lecture on
The A Ji C of Photographic Emulsions [see page 293].
Mr. F. W. Cox inquired whether collodion emulsion plates were quick

enough for negative work.
The lecturer rejilied that plates from emulsion made by the method he had

demonstrated would make good negatives, but were very slow indeed. A much
quicker emulsion might be made with an excess of silver, but tlien greater care
was necessary in the manipulation.
The Chaihman inquired how collodion emulsion could be made to give an

image of a warm tone.

The lecturer re])lied that the colour of the image was to a great extent
dependent upon the exposure given, a long exposure and restrained developer
giving a warm tone.

Mr, J, Tbaiu, Taylor, President, said that in the early days of gelatine
Mr, Burgess maile emulsions of great sensitiveness ; he did not disclose his
process, but his metliod was probably similar to that of Mr. Bennett. Mr.
Kennett also made very sensitive ]ilates, but had extreme difHculty in inducing
his patrons, who were accustomed to collodion, to give sufliciently short expo-
sures. Mr. Kennett sold his emulsion in the form of dry pellicle, Mr. Taylor
believed that if it could be obtained in this fonn now it would be of great con-
venience to photographers in the colonies and elsewhere.

Mr. W. M. Ashman said that this was his first \isit to the Society. He con-
gratulated the members on having heard an able lecture, in wlii'eh all the
ground connected with emulsion making had been covered. He thought the
meeting would like to hear .something about the methods employed in coating
gelatine plates, °

The lecturer .said that his lecture professed to treat of emulsions only and
not of the method of using them. However, it was necessary when jilates'were
to be coated to prepare a level surface, say of glass or slate, upon which to lav
the plate until the emulsion set. The emulsion was flowed over the plate in a
somewhat similar way to coating plates with collodion.

Mr. E. Ci.ii.-TON said, with reference to the keeping qualities of collodion
emulsion, he hod purchased a Ijottle of Mes.srs, Wratten & Wainwright about
seven years ago

; two years ago, that is, five years after it was made he had
prepared plates from it which he exposed and develoi.ed, producing perfect
result-s. He hail stUl some left, which he .shortly intended to test again.

In reply to Mr. Taylor, the lecturer said that he had, in the eaily days of
gelatine emulsion, used camphor to prevent the emulsion from decomposition
when it was requireil to be kept. Thymol, however, was now more frequently
used, and acted perfectly elliciently.

The lecturer, having been asked by tlie Chairman for a general reply to the
remarks of the members, said that he had endeavoured to reply to questions
as they had been asked. His intention in giving the lecture had been to say
sufticient on tlie subject to enalile any one to take any published nietliod of
making an emulsion and to understand not only the instructions but the theory
upon which they were based.

The proceedings terminated with a hearty vote of thanks to the lecturer,

Saturday afternoon outing, on May 14, to Hendoii, Train, forty-one minutes
past two from Moorgate-street, Next meeting on Tuesday, May 17. Demon-
stration by Mr, Walker, of the Eastman Company, Visitors are invited.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary monthly meeting was held at the Mechanics' Institute, Hanley,
ou May 4, under the presidency of Mr. C. Alfieri, President of the Association,

A list of eight excursions for the season 1SS7 was drawn uj*, and their ap-
proximate dates .amanged, the places selected being Buxton and Miller's Dale
for May. Afterwards Dovedale, Haddon and A.<ford, Trentham, Keele, More-
ton, Tutbury, and Lichfield, due notice of which will be given to members by
the Hon. Secretary.

Messrs. Drummond and G. Wright were elected members of the As.sociation.

The o]iinioii of memliers having ] reviously been obtained by circular, it was
decided that the annual subscription lie in future reduced to 5s.

The PiiESiDKNT exhibited a beautiful 12x10 silver print of a ruined abbey in

Denbighshire, the negative of which he hail himself seen iVIr. Francis Bedford
take thirty yeai-s ago. Tlie print was one of the firet taken from the negative,

and was almost as good as when tirst jiroduced.

Mr. Leck was then called upon by the President to read his paper upon the
FiKcinatiiiits of Photoijrajihy [see page 2971.

This was listened to with great attention, and a vote of thanks pa.s.sed to Mr,
Leck for liLs interesting and instructive lecture.

HALIFAX PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The monthly meeting of the above Club was held on Thursday evening, in the
Mechanics' Hall,—Mr. E. A. Caw in the chair.

A paper on The Jiromide Paper Process was read by Mr. B. Rowley. He
thought it jiossessed special advantages for producing pictures from negatives,

which from their thinness or over density could not be utilised similarly by
any other process. Time would be required to test the permanency or other-

wise of results. If it was possible to eliminate the last trace of hypo, there did

not seem to be any reason why a bromide pa]ier i>icture sliouhl not be as

]ierniaiient as any other kind. Speaking of the different kinds of iiajier in the

market, he had well tried the Eastman, Morgan & Kidd's, and Fry's makes,
and had no hesitation in saying he could do good work with any of them, and
that he considered them equal in quality.

The Secretary was instnicted to write to some of the Photographic Societies

in the neighbourhood with a view to arrange joint excursions during the summer
months.

DUNDEE AND EAST OF SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting for election of ollice-bearers for the next session was held
in Lamb's Hotel last Thursday, when the following were unanimously
elected:

—

Jlnu. President: Dr. Carnelley, University College.— President:

Mr. G. D. Macdougald, Y.l.C— Vice-Presidents : Dr. TuUoch and Mr. John
Robertson.

—

Council : Messrs. Gediles, Fra.scr, Kerr, Mathewsou, J. R. Wilson,
G. A. Maclaren, Martin, Hill, ami Owen.

—

Treasurer: Mr. V. C. Baird.—
Secretar;/ : Mr. James Rattray. Mr. .James C. Cox was unanimously chosen
as the delegate of the Society to the Photographic Convention to be held in

Glasgow in July,

t^ Corre.«2)Olldenfs should neve-r ^erite on both sides of the jiajici*,

M. Chakdon on Eastman's Papeu.—Eniargbments dy Nadae.—A New
Anti-photooenic Film for Windows and Lanterns.—How to Obtain
Good Enlargements with even an Ordinary Neoathe.—A Roll
Holder or Dark Slide for Filjis.—A Pocket Camera.—A New Dodge
IN Enamelling Photograpbic Pr.oors.

—

Presentation of Cameras and
Film Holders.—A Pocket Camera with a very Novel Appaiutus for
Changing Plates,

The Photographic Society of France held their monthly meeting on
Friday evening last, the Gth instant, M, Bardy iu the chair.

M. Chardon m.ade a communication ou the value of Eastman's paper
for amateurs and others,

M. Nadar exhibited some very fiiio enlargements on Eastman's paper,

one of which was about two yards high. These enlargements were greatly

admired by all present.

M, Scola exhibited some glass plates having an orange-red tint, which,
he stated, were very suitable in replacing the very expensive ruby glass

in dark-room windows, lanterns, itc. He informed us that he obtained
that tint by coating the ordinary white glass with a solution of gelatine
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in which a little silver nitrate had been dissolved. This is the formula
he gave,

—

Water 100 parts.

Gelatine 5 „

Silver nitrate lto5 „

It can be seen tliat more or less silver is used according to the consity of

the colour reciuired. In my judgment the best results were obtained by

M. Scola when he used four parts of silver nitrate. When the plates or

sheets of glass are coaled witli the solution tliey are left to dry in the

dark ; when thoroughly desiccated, they are placed in full light for ten

or fifteen minutes. Tliey then become of the yellow-ruby tint required.

The plates are then plunged into a solution of liyposulphite of soda.

When washed and dried they are ready for use.

M. Scola informed us that the plates when coated (as soon as the

emulsion be set) can be exposed to light, and the same results as to

colour be obtained ; but the plates, when exposed wet, gain a very dis-

agreeable retlcctiug property, which is not a gain, bnt rather a loss, to

the purity of the colour obtained, and for which the short exposure

required to obtain a corresponding tint does not offer a compensation.

It has been found more advantageous to allow the plates to dry in the

dark than to expose them when wet.

These expiTiments of M. Scola are very interesting, and deserve to be

repeated. They may, I think, give us a clue which may lead to the

discovery of the cause of the formation of the red fog, which we heard so

much about in the advent of gelatino-bromide of silver preparations. I

would most willingly have conducted a series of experiments having this

object in view, but, alas ! ray establishment in Paris has been destroyed

by fire, and I have not a room in which I can develope a negative at the

resent moment.
M. Kadar exhibited a very fine enlargement on Eastman's paper of the

members of the Astronomical Conference. The enlargement is three

feet by two, and was obtained from a half-plate negative. The enlarge-

ment, in fact, was far superior to the original negative. This gave rise

to a discussion, and a communication by a member. How to Ohtcdn

Ctxiil KiiUirijement-i nitit more than Ordinartj Svijatives. The author

said :
" I reproduce the faulty negative in the camera on one of the old-

fashioned collodion dry plates. Major Eussell's tannin process is the best.

Gelatino-bromide of silver plates must be discarded," he said.

In developing the clichi'. one is surprised to discover details come out

of which the original negative seems wholly devoid. Naturally, a skiileJ

operator alone can produce a first-class positive in every way satisfactory

for the object in view—the enlargement. A negative was shown round

accompanied by a positive obtained under these conditions. A proof

from the same negative was then shown, and a proof from a negative

obtained from the positive was handed round. The difference in the

two was extraordinary. In the first, confusion ; in the second, detail

—

in fact, a high-class negative. The enlargement was then shown, and
was worthy of an exhibition.

M. Mario Carquero presented his perfected roll holder or dark slide for

negative paper, which for simplicity and lightness leaves all others

behind. The spool bearing the sensitised paper is movable, and can

carry twelve yards of film, and when this is used up the spool can be

taken out and replaced by anotlier spool in full light, which is a great

advantage to the amateur on a tour. After each exposure the paper is

pricked across its whole width Uke postage stamps. For travelling the

spool can be taken out ; then the mahogany frame folds up and lies

perfectly flat. This roll holder was greatly admired, and the maker was

complimented in that he had combined simplicity with strength, and at

a very low sum (203.), which would incite other amateurs to dabble in

photography. A great number of landscapes were exhibited to prove the

value of the apparatus.

M. Mendoza exhibited a pocket camera. This apparatus differs but

little from the numerous pocket apparatirses now in the market. A seeker

is adapted to the apparatus, consisting of a kind of reversed telescope

with a ground-glass, on wliich is portrayed the object to be photographed.

M. Vidal informed the Society that he had thought of a dodge by which
in enamelling photographic proofs an artistic border or frame with the

name of the photograph or any other inscription could be had at the

same time and without any difliculty. Every one knows the engraved

glass panes in the centre of whicli carbon proofs are placed, intended to

be hung at the window so that the proof can be seen by transparent light.

The engraved and ornamented border of the glass makes a whole agreeable

to the eye. M. Vidal takes one of these engraved glass plates, the centre

of which is of the size of the print to be enamelled—naturally the centre

is of plain glass, the ornamentation the same, all the rest of the plate is

of ground-glass. This engraved plate is talced, and the photographic

proof, obtained by the gelatino-chloride of silver process, is laid and
squeegeed upon its surface ; when dry the print will leave its support, and
tlie paper will be beautifully glazed upon tlie print as well as upon the

design—the latter will stand out upon a matt ground. Naturally proofs

will be more expensive, as the proofs are printed with a largo margin,

whicli margin must be hid from light during the operation of printing.

The ordinary albumenised proofs can be enamelled as well, by operating

in the same fashion as those who enamel in the so-called " Parisian

style "—eollodionising the plate in the first instance and then making the

proof adhere to the collodion by gelatine. Many changes can be rung

apon this idea ; the engraving alone may be matt— this woald give the

whole of the paper brilliant with the exception of the design, which could

be matt. In fact, it is not necessary to go to the expense, now I think o(

it, to print the proof with a large margin—a sheet of coloured paper can

be enamelled and the print placed in its centre, which would have a very

pretty effect.

M. Sfackenstein presented a camera of his make, together with a film

carrier ; this consists of thin zinc of a quarter of an incli larger tlian the

size of film required. This cjuarter of an inch is turned over and makes
a frame. The film is inserted, and then a piece of ebonite is pushed
down behind it, which stretches the film. It can now be inserted into

any dark slide with the same ease as an ordinary dry plate.

M. Hanau exhibited a very small camera, which he has named " L'Omni-
graphe." This pocket camera differs from many others in the market in

that a new system of changing plates is adopted. The system is very

ingenious. The camera contains twelve plates : as soon as No. 1 is

exposed a drawer is pulled out holding the eleven remaining plates ; No. 1

now falls down (I forgot to say that the camera must, during the changing

of plates, be laid horizontally, the lens pointing upwards) ; the drawer is

now pushed in and the second plate is ready to be exposed, and so on

until the whole twelve are exposed. This invention will do away with

the old-fashioned changing box, as the author says it cannot get out

of repair nor clogged up in any way. Amateurs will be glad to know that

films can be used with this apparatus as well as dry plates.

59, Hue lies liatujitolles, Pari-<. Pbof. E. Steiidixo.

THE RIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.

To the Editoes.

Gentlemen,—Mr. G. A. Ksttray in his last letter asks, "Is it net a fact

. . . that photographers charge in their first price lor prints, the cost of the

glass, and all the cliemicals and subsequent operations for the production

of the negative?" (I presume Mr. G. A. It. by " subsequent operations "

means lighting, and posing, and retouching.)

Let us take a case in point. B. is photographed and pays twenty-five

shillings for a dozen cabinets. Twelve months after he again orders

another dozen from same ne;,'ative, but only pays this time twenty-one

shillings. Does Mr. G. A. K. assert that the four shillings pays for plate

and " subsequent operations ? " It may be the money value of the plate,

but certainly is not an equivalent for the skill and time of the operator

and retoucher.—I am, yours, &c., OPEnATor.

Nuttiiiijham, May 9, 1BS7.

To the. Editobs.

Gentlemen,—Does it not seem highly curious that after about forty

years of " use and wont,'' a discussion should arise about the ownership

of photographic negatives ?

My photo-protessional career began at the middle of the centur}', and
although my entries for sittings numbered for many long years far above

a thousand yearly, and my sitters included the titled nobility as well as

the better class of working people, not one of them ever claimed the

negative as their own.

It did occasionally happen that a sitter on leaving for foreign parts

took a fancy to the negative I had taken of him or her, and asked its

price ; and on every occasion, when an agreement was come to, I received

my own price for the negative iu question.

This even hajipened with more than one well-known person, and I may
name Miss Hosmer, the celebrated American sculptor, who, after getting

as many photographs printed as supplied her friends iu this country,

bought from me the negative I had taken of her that she might get what
number of prints she wanted taken from it in Rome.

This practise I thought general, and one of Use .vsd Wont.

iSicijanse (ffolumn.

»,* A'o charge is made for insertm/j Exchanges of Apparatus in this column:

but none will be inserted unless tlie article wanted is definitely stated. Those

who specify their requirements as '

' anything useful " will therqfore understand

the reason of their non-appearance.

Wanted, landscapo Ions (wholo-platc) iu exchange for good studio fiimitore.—AddrefB,

A. IJ., tiStf, Holloway-rood.

WiH cscliang* mnsieal box for good 9x7 view Ions.—Address, J. E. Oatei, Photo
graphor, Wadebndge, Cornwall.

Will exchange an interior and exterior back.crroand iu good condition for other back-

grounds.—Address, Allan, SJ, Fore-street, Hexham, Northumberland.

Will cichauga a case (ISxSOJ) of stuffed birds for a studio stand, bellows-bodicd

camei-a, or backgronnds.—Address, H. H. Uill, East-street, Bridport, Dorset.

I will exchange quarter-plate mahogany studio camera complete, with light metal

tiipod, for qiiartor-plate lens.—Address, H. Wheatlki, 17, Manchester-road, Hop-
wood, ileywood.

Will eicbange 15x12 camera and two slides for whole-plate and double slides witli

latest improvuments.—Address, Geo. Shebman, Pier Studio, Regent and NcUwn-
roads, Great Yarmouth.

I will exchange two volumes of the Magazine of Art (unbound) for 1885 and I^ for

qimrtcr-plato bcUows-body camera and double dark slide.—Address, JoHa Chal.
MEKs, -tJ, Campbell-street, Hamilton.
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Wanted, Gucitj's flap shutter, to fit Ross' 5x4 rapid symmetrical; exchange, a book
of twenty-four drawing-s of the human figure, by Julien, of Paris, size 12x10.

—

Address,'G. Maybank,'7, Ridg-e-street, Southwark Park-road, S.E.

Will exchange studio camera, half-pliito carrier, also quarter-plate camera and lens,

and mahogany tripod stand, and pair of stereoscopic lenses. Wanted, head-rest,

backgrounds, and accessories.—Address, W. Htett, Suffolk Studio, Cheltenham.

Wanted, half-plate camera lens, &c. (' International" preferred), in exchange for

three-draw telescope, about thirty-six inches long, one-and-a-quarter-inch object

glass, and tripod. Difference in cash. —Address, Wm. Hainsworth, Upper Wortley,
Leeds,

I will exchange Cadett's shutter for any size lens, quarter-plate Rouch bellowe
camera with four dark slides and lens for same, also pair of stereoscopic lenses.

Wanted, head-rest, studio camera stand, whole-plate outdoor camera with three or

more double dark slides, and 12x10 wide-angle rectilinear lens.—Address, S, P. L.

Phillips, Photographer, Oxford House, East Croydon.

I will exchange two fine marine oil paintings, size of canvas 32x18 inches, in massive
gilt frames (Sun rise at Sea, by Nott ; 0# Cape Race, Nevfoundhmd, by Haynes), for

Ross' No. 3 portrait, or similar lens by any good maker. Also 9x7 single slide and
focussing screen to match, by Meagher, for cab'net rolling px'ess.—Address, W. P.,

Eolmwood, Richmond Park-road, Kingston-on-Thames.

Enstoets to ©orrcsponUent?.

Notice.—Each Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address, although not

necessarily for ^ublicatvyn. Communications may, when thought desirable, appear under

a NOM DE PLUME 05 hitherto, or, by prefermce, under three letters of the alphabet. Such
signatures as " Constant Reader," " Subscriber," Jtc, should be avoided. Cor}-e.'q>ond£nts

not conforming to this rule will therefore un^rstand the reason for the omission of their

communications.

J. Gkat.—The examples .sent are very good indeed.

Allan.—We prefer acidulating with sulphuric acid.

J. W. Phillips.—Varnish witli Canada balsam and benzole.

Enxarger.—Employ a slieet of ground-glass witliout any condensers.

J. S. Nettlefold.—The address of the Willesden Paper Company is Willes-

den, Mid<llesex.

W. W. C—Clearly your letter miscarried, as we have received no previous
communication from yon.

F. H. Burr.—The particulars could not have reached lis up to tlie middle of

November, else would they have been published.

F. G. S.—Although the ortliograpliic will serve as an "all-round" lens, yet we
would give the preference to one of the "rapid" series.

Camsell.—1. A nearly plain one, such as described in an article in a recent
number. 2. A plain one, slightly shaded on tlie lower portion.

H. P. Peters.—As it is a simple rule of three problem, a leus of twice the
focus of any other will give an image twice the linear dimensions.

G. Y. G.—Under the conditions by which they were produced the trans-
parencies are very piomising. We should certainly advise you to continue
your experiments to a successfnl issue. So far as you liave gone the experi-
ments are very interesting.

C. Richards.—Are you sure that the spots proceed froni dust ? It is not usual
to take all the precautious you appear to have done in filtering the air before
it enters the drying box. Your room must indeed lie a dusty one if six or
eight thicknesses of line gauze do not remedy tlie evil. We strongly sus-
pect the spots proceed from causes other than dust.

P. D. B.—There ought to he no difficulty in changing such small plates as
(piarter size on board a steamsliip. Failing to obtain a suitable corner at
night, a changing bag miglit be employed. As we are not familiar with tliat
jiarticular coast, we cannot express an opinion as to tlie quality of light
there. The development of two or three trial plates will settle the question.

Spotting Colour.—Thymol or salicylic acid added to the albumen will prevent
it from decomposition for a considerable time, so will a lump of camphor
kept in the bottle. The colours mentioned will be very suitable if mixed
judiciously. Perhaps, however, instead of the Indian red a madder lake
would be preferable, as it would enable the colour of the photograph to be
better matched.

A. F. M. says: "On page 269 of the Almanac I see a recipe for making a
gelatine emulsion for opals, &c., without development. I should like to try
it, but I do not see liow the jiriuting is to be managed, as of course one can-
not turn back a sheet of glass as one does the paper to see how the printing
j.rogresses. Will you be so kind as to let me know, in the ' Answers to
Correspondents,' liow it is to be managed ? "—Begisteriug pressure frames are
sold which enables the picture to be examined during the priutiu" and
rcplacediiu exactly its original position. As an extemporary arrangement
an ordinary printing frame may be u.sed. In this case the negative is firinlv
ftxed, say with gum paper, in one comer of the frame, then the opal plate is
placed accurately on the negative and pressed Hrmly in the angle of the
frame

;
it can then be examined and afterwards returned to its original place

^

il tlic precaution be taken to place it accurately iu the angle again?
Cahhon says: "I made a solution of gelatine and chrome alum for fixine

carbon prints on opal or ivory ; after using I placed it in a bottle until
further required, and now liud it has set so hard that I cannot melt it a"ain
even by p acnig the bottle in boiling water. Will you kindly say, iuliext

1
issue of the Journal if it is necessary to make fresh solution ibr every
batcli of prints, or is there any way of making this usable ? The foUowine
IS the fonnula used :—A five-per-cent. solution of Nelson's No 1 Eelatine •

add to every ten ounces of above one ounce of a twelve-gi-ain solution ofchrome alum "-With this proportion of chrome alum the° solution should
I

be made only at the time it is required, because after it has once set itbecomes insoluble. The best plan is to keep the solutions rf gelatine and
;

chrome alum separate and mix them as required. If a sn.a 1 q lantUv of
I

thymol carbolic acid, or other antiseptic, be added to the gdatine sol .tin
It may be kept free from decomposition for a long period

solution,

Willy Edelstein writes as follows:—"About three mouths ago I worked a
negative of Miss Gilchrist for Messrs. on approval. I was to call and
hear their decision, and did so twice. They .still could not decide, and
promised to come to me. I did not hear from them, so I wrote and asked
them kindly to favour me with a reply as jiromised, but had none. I left

London, and returned only last week for a few days, and saw the very
photograpli I retouched published in several different places. So I wrote to
the gentlemen, and said that I was glad to see my work exhibited, and
should still like to know the reason for their not answering and not paying
me for the work as promised. Then they sent 4s,, and said the reason they
did not write was because they did not consider my work satisfactory
enough. Now, do you think Messrs. would c-xhibit a photograph that
was not retouched good enough ? Of course, I returned the 4s., and told the
gentlemen that I could not possibly accept the pay for unsatisfactory work,
as they considered it ; but they have not acknowledged tlie receipt of it as
yet."—If our correspondent's statement be correct, it is surprising that a
West-End firm with the reputation of the one named should act in tliis manner.

Nemo writes :
" I am much obliged for your answer to me in your last issue

concerning a positive bath and developer. I have made both carefully
according to your directions, but fail to get anything like a clear picture.

The bath I have tested with blue litmus paper, which it turns pink (the
amount of nitric acid being two drops to eight-ounce bath), ami was care-

fully filtered. In developing, the picture appears in a few seconds, and
before any detail appears in the shadows I wash well and fix (cyanide of
potassium, quarter of an ounce ; water, ten ounces). As the picture is being
cleared by the cyanide solution numerous streaks and comets make their
appearance, otherwise the pictures would be all right. I cannot put these
streaks, &c., down to the collodion, as I was working with a fresh bottle at
the time. I may add that these streaks do not appear to be refuse solution
flowing down the plate from the wire corners of the carrier, as more often
than not the corners are clear while the centre is nothing but a mass of
streaks and comets. To the developer I added one ounce and a half of alco-
hol (methylated). Is this about right, or should I have used (d>solute alcohol?
If so, about what quantity would you think sufficient? I should be much
obliged for any information that would Iielp me to get over this little diffi-

culty."—The comets, like the streaks, may proceed from different causes.

The former may be due to floating particles in the collodion. After iodising
this should be allowed to settle for a day or two and then carefully decanted
before use. The comets may also arise from particles in the developing
solution. In this case filtration is the remedy. The streaks are most pro-
bably due to the plates being removed from the silver bath too soon. Methy-
lated spirit will do quite well for the developer, provided it be free from
gums. If any gum be present it will very likely cau.se trouble.

Received.—Transactions of Leeds Photographic Society; J. W. Blase; F.

Barber, and others.—In our next.

We have also received a sample bottle of Holmes's photographic ozone, a
well known and highly appreciated agent for reducing the density of gelatine

negatives.

Mr. William Tyler has favoured us with an opportunity of examining
his metal dark .slides. Although rather heavier than wooden slides, they are
quite light-tight and ought to be very durable.

Photograi'Hic Club.—The subject for discussion at this Club, May 18, 1887,
will be The Produclion of Lantern Slides from Large Ncijatires. Saturday
afternoon outing at Highgate. Meet at Archway Tavern near two o'clock.

Trade Catalogue.s.—Within the past few days we have received several

trade catalogues, including those of Mawson & Swan, W. Wray, the London
Stereoscopic Company, Lancaster & Sons, and others. Tliese we shall notice
next week.

Messrs. Horne, Thornthwaite, & Wood have shown us a model of a shutter
they are about to bring out. It acts on a principle similar to the Grimstone,
of which we gave a full description a short time ago, only the motion is given
both up and down by rubber bands instead of by an adjustable metal spring.

Mr. C. a. Ferneley, Eeigate, sends us examples of his photographic practice

in and around Beigate during winter, the grouud being covered with snow.
Mr. Ferneley designates them iiielanoi/rajjhs, from their colour. Although
small they are good, and ai'e printed on bromide paper, which lends itself

well to winter scenery.

We have received a copy of the Ifandhook and Guide issued in connection
with the Cyclists' Touring Club, which is compiled and published annually by
Ernest R. Shipton, Secretary and Editor of the Monthly Gazelle (140, Fleet-

street, E.C.). We are glad to perceive that about three hundred and fifty of
the hotels under contract with the Club have been induced to set aside a dark
room for the use of such members as are photographers.

Correction.—In our notice of Mr. Roberts's nocturnal photographs of 7>«ri(Z

Garrick we sjioke of his having followed the example set by Mr. Ilyslop.
"But," writes Mr. Roberts, "the 'example' is the other way round. My
pictures were first taken on March fl, and were exhibited at the Camera Club
on Thur.sday, April 14. (Why no mention is made of them in the 'Club
Proceedings' under the rejiort of that evening's meeting I do not know.)
May I therefore ask that you will do me the favour to insert this correction ?

"
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PHOTOGRAPHING FLOWERS.
rjiOTOGRAPiiixG flowera and other small, inanimate objects, is

becoming more and more a favourite pastime amongst amateurs,
who, taking the cue, no doubt, from the numerous professionals

who utilise such subjects for Christmas and birthday cards, find

in them an endless variety of studies and a good deal of pleasant

anuisemeut, which, moreover, do not encroach very greatly

upon either time or purse as an extensive landscape practice is

apt to do. For those who elect to set up a speciality of this

description nowadays, every facility is aftbrded by the n.odcrn

gelatine process, which is far more than can be said of the wet
collodion plates of a former era; and when such a line of

practice is well and properly worked, and really first class

results produced, it is quite as likely to attract the notice of

the judges at the various exhibitions as arc the conventional

landscape, portrait, and architectural subjects which the great

majority of photogi-aphers aft'ect. Witness the numerous medals
which have gone to flower and similar subjects at Pall Mall and
elsewhere during the past few years.

From the numerous inquiries we are constantly receiving, we
are made aware tliat great and serious difficulties exist, at least,

I
( in some quarters, in connection with the carrying out of this

kind of work. Some few of these may be, no doubt, real, but
^^ e cannot help thinking that by far the greater portion are

purely imaginary, and arise from deliberate neglect of the most
elementary rules of common -sense on the part of those who
make them. At any rate, work which was really difficult in

years gone by is simple iu the extreme with gelatine plates.

Some years ago we were consulted by an amateur friend, who
was more deeply versed in entomology and conchology than in

the mysteries of the camera, on the subject of photographing a
large number of butterflies, moths, and shells. Our friend was
fiimself the jjosscssor of extensive collections of these various

pbjccts, and had, in addition, secured permission to photograph
the objects in such classes in a large museum on the ordinary

'"students'" days; and his idea was to publish a sort of

c Mtalogue of English and foreign butterflies, moths, and shells,

illustrated by means of photography. Upon the probable value
"f such illustrations we need not at present dwell, suffice it to

Lv, that after a very brief experience of the best that photo-
:;raphy could do in rendering into monochrome the brilliant

hues of tropical lejndoptera and the delicate pinks and yellows
nd browns of the concha, our friend determined to relinquish

'
lie task as hopeless, if not Quixotic.

MucJi of the colour difficulty then experienced has been over-
come by gelatine plates even before the advent of orthochro-
iiiatic films

; but, quite independent of the incorrect i-eudering

ofyellows and blues, the extremely long exposures required, even

under the most favourable circumstances of light with some of

the subjects, when wet plates were used—the most rapid by far

then available—promised to render the task an almost inter-

minable one.

But, in addition to what wc may term the chemical and chro-

matic difficulties, there were others experienced in lighting the

objects, and also in securing proper perspective ; or, what it

really amounted to, in obtaining iindistorted reproductions of the

originals. Besides these, there arose the difficulty of securing

sharpness of the whole object unless an extremely minute stop

were used. Those last troubles were purely optical, and were

owing to the fact that our friend's only lens was a portrait com-

bination of short focus—in fact, a quarter-plate lens of four and
a half or five inches focus. With such a lens, to attempt to re-

produce in many cases almost, or fully, natural size an object

in high relief, such as a heavy-bodied moth, was to apply it to

an altogether wrong purpose, and it is scarcely to be wondered

at that distortion and want of sharpness were the inevitable

results. Then, again, with regard to the lighting, the shadows

cast by the wings and bodies of the insects, and by the con-

volutions of the shells, were so heavy as to altogether destroy

the form of the objects in their reproductions ; and it was only

when a box was " rigged up " to represent a small studio, giving

as nearly as possible all front light except what was reflected

equally from the four sides, that the obnoxious shadows were

got rid of. But this, once more, added greatly to the time of

exposure.

This, we must repeat, occurred with wet collodion, the sensi-

tiveness of which to extremely feeble radiations is greatly

inferior to that of gelatine. With modern plates under
similar conditions we do not think the same difficulty would
be experienced, for though the shadows would be cast, they

would be rendered in a manner so subservient to the main
object that their presence in the picture would cease to be

objectionable.

From butterflies and shells to flowers appears at first sight

a wide step, but it is not really so in this case, the facts and

circumstances being in a measure identical. Colours as vivid

and as varied, shades and nuances every whit as delicate, are to

be found amongst our British flowers as amongst the most
gorgeous of tropical insects ; and we are met with this additioutvl

difficulty, that no matter how pale or delicate the blossom, it is

invariably surrounded or accompanied by foliage of a more or less

sombre green. There lies, iu fact, the chief colour difficulty

of the present day. Thanks to the introduction of ortho-

chromatic plates, the due rendering of the blues, greens, and

yellows is made comparatively easy; but the simultaneous

reproduction in all their delicate gradations of the leaves and
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blossoms of such flowers as camellias, gloxinias, and many of the

orchids, forms the rock upon which most beginners in flower pho-

tography split. The common hawthorn, as well as such blossoms

as those of apple, peach, and pear, are less difiicult on account

of the comparative lightness of the young foliage that accom-

panies them
;

yet to many they form almost insurmountable

obstacles, though really perfectly easy if properly handled.

The optical difficulties of flower photography are also similar

to, though perhaps greater than, those already alluded to. As

in the previous case, the object is subject to but little reduction

in the process of reproduction, and presents au even wider

range of planes in proportion to the focal distance of the lens.

Consequently, the difficulties of perspective and of securing an

even focus are, if possible, greater in the case of flowers. We
are not of that class who, on the ground that the eye only sees

one object at a time sharply, hold that if the principal object

in a picture be in focus, the artistic effect is enhanced by
surrounding objects being more or less blurred. Such an

argument may form a good excuse for a defective lens, or for

want of care in arranging or focussing the subject, but it is

illogical. True, the eye can only define sharply over an ex-

tremely limited area at one time, but it can direct itself, or be

directed, to any part of a scene or picture which it is desired

to examine closely ; but in the case of a lens defining over so

limited an area that only one object in the picture is sharp,

the eye and the sense are confined to that one object, and

imagination must, in a great measure, fill in the rest. Better,

One would think, to emphasise the central object in some more
legitimate manner, and leave the eye to do its duty in its

own way.

Whatever may be the opinion on this question in connection

With general subjects—portraits for instance—we think there

can be little doubt that the result of such treatment of a

flower subject would be oS'onsive in the extreme, and the
endeavour of tho operator should therefore be to secure the

best general definition possible. Wc do not mean to imply
that every leaf and spray, every curve and marking, must be

equally sliarp, but that there should be no sufficient falling off"

in definition to give a blurred and indefinite appearance to the

picture. This result can only be satisfactorily attained by
employing a lens of long focus, as in so doing the difference

between the planes of the object is rendered comparatively less,

and the lens therefore requires less "stopping down," while at

the same time a more natural replica of the object is secured

owing to the absence of distortion or exaggerated perspective.

The difference, as compared with the use of a lens of short

focus with a small stop, is much the same as examining the

object at a natui-al and comfortable distance and straining the
eye to view it at extremely close quarters. Mr. Henry Stevens,
whose large flower studies have been admired at various ex-

hibitions during the past four or five years, owes much of his

success to the employment of a lens of long focus.

We do not profess to lay down any rule on this point, but
for our own practice we employ for a half-plate—a cabinet-

sized picture—a lens of fifteen inches focus. If we resort to
figures some idea may perhaps be formed of the difference

likely to be produced by this lens and, say, one of six inches
focal length. Suppose we wish to photograph a vase of flowers

measuring twelve inches in height, and desire that it shall

occupy four inches in the picture, or a reduction to one-third.

With the fifteen-inch lens the camera, or rather the lens will

have to be five feet distant from the object, and the total

distance between the object and the plate will be nearly seven

feet. With the six-inch lens, however, the distance from the

object will be two feet only, and the total separation of the

object and plate thirty-two inches. If a vase of flowers be

examined with one eye closed at these two distances, the

difference in the pictorial results will be at once recognised,

and this takes no count of the improved optical conditions that

prevail in the use of the longer focussed lens.

The next question is that of lighting, a much easier task

nowadays, as we have hinted, than formerly. We have made
comparative tests in the open air, under glass, and in an

ordinary room, using the same object as well as the same lens

and degree of reduction, and must emphatically give the

preference to the last, when proper precautions are taken.

The open air is for certain reasons out of the question for

successful results, even if a vast flood of top light were desirable,

for the weather is rarely such in our country that a spray of

delicate flowers would remain undisturbed by air currents for

a sufficiently long time to impress the plate satisfactorily. It

is quite true that under the circumstances extremely short,

even " instantaneous " exposures, may be given, but, as we
shall show in treating of exposure and development, such con-

ditions are not desirable.

Neither out of doors nor under a glass roof are altogether

pleasing results produced owing to the amount of top light,

which gives to the object an aspect under which it is unfamiliar

to us, unless, indeed, we are accustomed to seeing vases or

grouped sprays of blossoms in the conservatory. For single

plants in pots or grouped under conditions in which they are

likely to be seen under glass, the glazed roof may be used; but

even under those circumstances we think better results are

secured from a side and front light, with no more top than is

gained from the height of the side light.

To gain this result the camera and object should be arranged

in a line parallel with the window, the object being set back so

that the light falls lapon it from the window in an oblique

direction. The further it -is set back from the window in the

direction of the axis of the lens the more will the illumination

partake of the character of front light and the less necessity

will there be for the employment of reflectors. The further

the distance is increased in a direction at right angles from the

window the less will be the contrast between the light aud

sliadow side, the position being otherwise unaltered.

It may be observed that when the flowers are arranged in

vases or vessels possessing highly reflecting surfiices it is desir-

able to remove the object as far as possible from the window,

in order to reduce the patch of reflected light which will inevit-

ably appear. This, if not too large, adds a finish to the

picture, but if glaringly prominent it becomes offensive. If

the containing vessel be of such a shape or nature that the

window sashes or bars are reflected, these must be hidden by

hanging tissue-paper over the window.

A large sheet of white cardboard should be at hand to act as

a reflector to light the shadow side of the picture and to pick

out the details in the interstices of the foliage. If a simple

stand to hold the reflector at any angle be provided, so much
the better ; but it can bo very well manipulated by hand, and

in some cases where it is necessary to keep it in motion this is

preferable. For some purposes, for instance, lighting up the

shadows of heavy foliage, a small hand mirror is useful if direct

sunlight can be caught by it ; or if carefully used and manipu-

lated so as to cast as little shadow on the background as

possible, a short length of magnesium wire may be burnt as an

auxiliary light.
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The subject of exposure and development, together with a

consideration of tlie emi)loymeut of orthochroniatic plates, must
be left until next weelc.

AN AMEllICAN DETECTIVE CAMERA.
Havinu recently received from the United States one of the
most perfectly designed and executed detective cameras we
have yet seen, we believe that a brief account of its construction
will prove of interest.

Premising tliat it emanates from the Scovill Manufacturing
Company, of New York, which is a voucher for excellence

throughout, we observe that its general appearance when
carried in the hand is that of an elegant case or cabinet richly

covered with black morocco leather. Its dimensions are

10 X 8 X G inches. Such is its appearance as a whole that it

may be carried about in the hand in the streets, or in the
railway carriage, without e.xciting the slightest suspicion or

even attention.

On oj)euing the lid it is seen that this unsuspecting-looking
cabinet contains a 5 x 4 camera, with a set of three double
dark slides, and that the lens is covered by a rotating ebonite
shutter ])ropelled by a steel spring, the tension of which is

regulated by a lever operated from the bottom of the case.

Indeed, the whole operative system as regards the placing of
the shutter on whole or half cock, the discliargiug of the same
by touching a button, the regulation of the rapidity of action,

and the alteration of the focus (the normal adjustment of

which is set for distant objects), is worked from below the

outer case, and under such facile circumstances as not to

necessitate the operator looking down when a shot is about to

be made. A touch of the finger on the end of a lever cocks
the lens shutter, by a similar touch it is discharged, no action
of the hands which would excite notice being observed.

There are two finders : one on* the top of the box for use
when the plate is placed vertically, the other on the side for

employment in the horizontal position. Kacli of these finders

is comi)osed of a lens, a diagonally placed mirror, and a tiny
ground-glass, the ground-glass being brought nearly flush with
the case and neatly covered with a sunk flaj) of leather, which,
when rai.sed, reveals on the ground-glass an imago of the
subject to which the camera is directed, which corresponds
with that which would be flashed upon the sensitive plate by
its own special lens were the trigger touched at that moment.
The lens, proper, is one of nearly six inches focus, and its

normal position as regards tlie plate is such as to have every
object, from extreme distance to those at a certain distance from
the standpoint, sharply defined. But the back of the camera is

provided with an adjustment, actuated by a lever—one of a
focussing class of levers introduced by the Scovill Company
several years ago—and by which a considerable movement of its

end effects only a small movement of the camera back, being,
in short, a species of "fine ndjustmcnt." Its use may be
briefly described in this way : When;the lever is pushed as far

as it will go in one direction, every object from extreme distance
to beyond say, thirty feet, will be sharp. But if the object to
be taken be within this latter distance, such as when a scene
on the middle of a street is to be taken from the side

pavement, one of two things will be necessary, either that a
smaller stop .sliall be inserted into the lens so as to increase its

depth of defining, or penetration, or then that the end of the
adjusting lever shall be moved slightly towards the back of the
camera, the precise distance being accurately determined by

certain marks or scratches made upon a' plate on the bottom,
graduated to suit any required distance. In this way objects

situated within a few feet of the lens may be brought into

perfectly sharp focus, even without the necessity being ex-

perienced of introducing a stop or diaphragm to give depth of

definition.

When an instantaneous " shot " is be taken at any object,

the cabinet, which is being carried in the hand, is raised, and

almost simultaneous with this movement, or prior to it by pre-

ference, the sliding safety cap of the lens is removed after

" cocking " the exposer, the finder flap is lifted (all these opera-

tions being cft'ected in two or three seconds), the finger placed

on the exposing button, and the eye directed towards the

finder. The object being seen in the centre of the finder, the

button is pres.sed (which is accompanied by a faint click), and
all is over. The dark slide is reversed for tlie next picture, the

shutter is withdrawn, the lid closed, and the possessor of this

tale-telling instrument moves imsuspiciously among his fellows

ready for whatever next presents itself.

A ground-glass, with a peep hole behind, permits of the

instrument being employed in the usual way when taking

views, groups, or portraits other than those which fall in its

way as a detective. To this end facilities are afibrded for

erecting it upon a stand.

The range in degrees of rapidity of action is very consider-

able. We have, when working the camera as a " detective " at

its slowest, secured in the most perfect maimer highly in-

teresting scenes associated with the great fniit market in the

vicinity of the office of this Journal, all sharp and good;

while we have also secured cabs rushing past in full speed to

catch a departing train, or to deposit its living freight in time

for the matinee at the Drury Lane Theatre nearly opposite,

sombre although the atmosphere usually is in this portion of

our great Metropolis.

Detective cameras although having their uses pretty fully

developed in the United Stiites—in New York in particular

—

have as yet had but a limited existence in this country, and all

that we have seen have been of American inception, but wo
feel certain that before long they will be much more extensively

employed. Their various applications, while too numerous to

mention, will commend themselves to the reader.

THE STORAGE OF NEGATIVES.

The best and most convenient method of storing negatives has

always been one of opinion amongst photographers. To the

amateur, who has only a hundred or two of negatives which he

wishes to preserve, the case presents but little difficulty. A
few grooved pine-wood boxes, each capable of holding fifty

negatives, kept in a dry room, will fulfil all requirements. In

these the negatives w^ill be protected from the atmosphere, and
if they and the boxes be numbered, anj' particular negative

can easily be found when required. But with the professional

photographer, who, perhaps, numbers his negatives by tens

—

or possibly by hundreds—of thousands, the problem is not so

readily solved, and he who undertakes, as some do, to retain

the negatives indefinitely, often finds his stock little less than

a " white elephant."

The principal conditions to bo fulfilled when a large number
of negatives have to be stored are these. The negatives should

be so arranged that any individual one can be referred to

without difticulty. They must occupy as little space as

possible, and, above all, they must be well protected from
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dust—which might result in scratches, moisture, and from

atmospheric influences. For, notwithstanding that the nega-

tives may be protected with varnish, moisture, as experience

has proved, has more or less influence \ipon their stability if

they be long exposed to its action. It is frequently said that

gelatine are not so permanent as collodion negatives, hence

they require greater care for their preservation. This, how-

ever, requires a certain degree of qualification. In collodion

negatives the film is thin, and the image is very generally

fixed with cyanide of potassium, which is much easier of

removal than is the hyposulphite of soda. But even when
hypo is employed with collodion a far less amount of washing

is necessary for its removal than is the case with gelatine.

But given the negatives, collodion and gelatine, with the hypo-

sulphite thoroughly eliminated from each, there is no reason

why the one should not be as permanent as the other, par-

ticularly if the gelatine one be treated with alum to render

the film insoluble, provided, of course, no sulpliuretting action

has taken place in the fixing. However, it is not with the

question of permanency that we are going to deal, but the most
convenient and efRcicnt method of storing the negatives.

For efficiency, nothing is much better than the grooved plate

boxes. But when largo numbers have to be dealt with, this

system becomes expensive ; and if, as is usually the case, the

boxes are stacked one upon the other, it often entails consider-

able trouble to obtain any desired negative. Furthermore,

when the plates have been badly cut, there is a diflSculty in

getting them in and out of the grooves. Grooved shelves,

which at one time were largely used for storing the plates, are

now seldom employed. Indeed, this is about the worst system
that can possibly be adopted, inasmuch as the negatives are

always exposed to the atmosphere, and any moisture it may
contain, as well as to dust. Moreover, if the glass be badly cut,

the same difiiculty is met with as with the grooved boxes.

Even if the plates are truly cut the weight of the glass in the
upper shelves, pressing on the lower ones, often renders the
negatives in them immovable.

Some photographers preserve their negatives by putting
them up in parcels of twenty or so, with a piece of paper
between each, and tying them round with string. This plan
takes up but little space, and the negatives are well protected,
but it is inconvenient when any particular one is wanted to
obtain it, because a parcel has to be untied, the whole of the
contents exposed, and then retied, the same operation having
to be gone through when the negative is returned to its place.
This trouble often leads to the package being left open,
frequently for days, until the negative is done with, and this
sometimes results in damage to the rest.

Many artists put each negative in a separate envelope, or
into a paper bag, and store them in pigeon-hole shelves. This
plan possesses many advantages ; in fact, it is one of the best
and most convenient tliat can be adopted. Each of tlie nc'i-atives

is then well protected from dust, and when arranged in stacks,
or piles, it is only the outside, or the topmost, one that has its

envelope exposed to the atmosphere at all, except at the edges.
Any individual negative can readily be obtained when required,
and as easily returned to its place when finislied with.

Here is a system we have seen in use for many years in some
establishments. Each negative is neatly wrapped in a piece of
glazed brown paper and numbered. The paper employed is tlie
old-fashioned glazed brown of English manufacture, and not the
material that is now often sold under the same name, of foreign
make, which is of a far more porous character. The negatives,

in their paper covering, are stacked on shelves resting against

the wall. The shelves have thin strips of wood fastened on the

edges to prevent the plates from slipping off, and at intervals

of half an inch, beyond the width of the negatives, are fixed

narrow pieces of lath, to keep the different stacks apart from

each other. A shelf of nine inches wide will hold about five

dozen negatives in each stack.

There is a waterproof paper, resembling thin ti-acing paper,

now in the market, apparently prepared with paraffiue. It is

employed by some manufacturers to pack dry plates in, and,

extensively, by cheesemongers for parcelling butter and cheese.

This paper, from its being waterproof, affords a safe protection

to negatives from damp, and being thin occupies far less space

than any other kind—particularly the glazed brown referred to.

It is easily written upon, either with ink or a coloured pencil.

Not the least advantage possessed by this paper is that, by

reason of its translucency, tlie image can be distinctly seen

without the trouble of having to open it. If the negatives be

parcelled in this paper instead of the brown, a hundred can be

stacked on a shelf of the width above given.

It is needless to say that the apartment in which the

negatives—however well they may otherwise be protected—are

stored, should be quite free from damp, and, by preference, it

should be an inner room. If, however, this is not obtainable,

an air space should always be left between the shelves and the

outside wall. In no case should the negatives be allowed to rest

against the outer wall of a house.

CoNSIwtKABLE interest attaches to certain recent exact cxperimeuts in

regard to the atomic weight of gold, a question to which for years

past some uncertainty has ckiiig-, owing to the exceeding instability

of the various compounds of this metal. But by means of a com-
pound of gold potassium and bromine Professor Thorpe and Mr. A. P.

Laurie have boon able to arrive at great certainty and exactitude in

their calculations. The old atomic weight for gold was 107. Some
later authorities (followed by us in our Almanac) have given 106, and

now the above-named experimenters give us 107'2S, if we take oxygen

as 10 ; or if the now commonly accepted Stass value IS'OO be taken,

that of gold becomes/accordiiig to Messrs. Thorpe and Laurie, IOC'85. I

In our contemporary, the Chemical News, a complete series of the

various specifications of the various patents in connection with the

Auer von Welsbach incandescent gas light is given, and from tliem

we learn that, contrary to the common idea, pure zirconiimi is not,

even in tha first patent, claimed as the sole material for placing in the

flame to be rendered luminous. Ilerr Walsbach employs the oxides

of both lantliauuin and yttrium along witli the zirconium oxide, and
gives the best proportions to use, and also a proportion for the mixture
of zirconia and lanthanum, without any yttrium. In his next patent

he claims the use of thorinum, and states tliat when used alone t!ie

hood is rigid, although the admixture of one part with two of mag-
nesia is flexible when incandescent, lie further gives details of the

mode of giving various colours to the lights by means of varying the

proportions in wliich these rare earths are mixed together. Tliese

being mostly iu the range of non-actinic colours are of little interest

to photography, and we therefore do not quote them, but in regard to

a light of great brilliancy and whiteness, such as the inventor states

to be produced by the use of a gauze composed of a mixture of the

first three-named metals, there can be no doubt that it should be of
the greatest value in portraiture if capable of production on a large
scale. Electric lighting is of course imsurpassable, but it is entirely

beyond the range of most photographers
; an installation, however, of

incandescent gas-burners giving a good actinic light might give plioto-

grapliic effect of value quite incommensurable with the modesty of its

claims.
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Those lundscapo nrtists who desire to obtain early spring effects

should lose no time in socurin;? them. The continued cold weather

has caused a lato sprin;? and kept the leaves back, but the few wai-m

days wo have had of lato has brought them forward, almost with a

rusli, and on some trees already they are showing signs of beginning

to darken towards their summer tints. Judging from present aspects,

what is known as spring foliage is likely to be of short duration this

year. Just now some charming effects in landscape photography may
bo obtained which cannot be taken at any other period of tlie year.

It often happens that it is impossible to obtain a good picture of

many old country churches or buildings, owing to their being obscured

by trees wlien the foUage is on, and if they be taken when the
branches are bare the photograph always possesses a barren and
wintry aspect. Such subjects can, however, be successfully taken

before the foliage has acquired such proportions as to hide the struc-

ture, consequently the pictures so taken will, of course, possess a far

more pleasing appearance than if the trees were devoid of foliage.

In the Patent Museum, South Kensington, is to be[8een]some interesting

examples of early photographj' ; they consist of some five or six duzen

whole-plate portraits of scientific celebrities taken thirty or more years

ago by the, then, firm of Jlaull & Polyblank—the first house, we believe,

to publish celebrities. Although a very large proportion of the proto-

types have long since been gathered to their fathers, the portraits still

endure, and are in various states of preservation. Some appear to have

undergone but little or no change, while othsrs have become painfully

yellow in the lights and half tints. But, notwithstanding this, the

detail, even in the worst of them, is still there. A curious thing in

connection with these pictures is that the ink, with which the names
of the illustrious sitters are inscribed on the mounts, has, in many
cases, proved less pormanent than the photographs, it having changed
to a pale, sickly yellow. It is to be regretted that these valuable por-

traits are not copied, and printed in a permanent process before they

undergo further change. Every practical photographer is fully aware
that photographs which have simply become yellow, as these have,
copy much better than their appearance would lead many to imagine,
and if orlhochromatic plates were used, excellent reproductions, we
are sure, could be obtained. It would, indeed, be a pity that these

valuable portraits should be lost to the nation.

Many would probably like to know how these photographs, which
have endured so long, were produced, inasmuch as they were made
at a time anterior to the introduction of the present method of alka-

line toning. This we have ascertained from a reliable source. In the
first place, the negative! were m.ide with simply iodised, not bromo-
iodLsed, collodion, and sensitised in a nearly neutral bath. Thej' were
developed with a solution of pyrogallic acid, restrained with acetic

acid, and not with the iron developer now employed with wet collodion.

The negatives, it may be mentioned, were made much more vigorous

than is customary now. Tlie prints are on albuinenised paper, strongly

salted—that is, according to present ideas—and sensitised on a corres-

pondingly strong silver bath. The albumen used at that period was
always diluted with water, consequently the surface of the prints is

much less glossy than those on modern albumenised paper. For toning,

the old compound toning and fixing bath—in which sulphur, no doubt,
played an important part in the colouration—was used, while the
washing was far less peifect than is usual at the present time. Not-
witlistanding this, these pictures, taken as a series, are in a far better

state of preservation than are many which have been produced only
during the past five or six years.

A NOTEWORTHY feature in connection witli the above portraits is

that they are all mounted on mounts embellished with bronze powder,
and they appear to have suffered no injury therefrom. There are two
gilt lines surrounding the portraits, and the name and address of the

firm are also printed in the same material. In some instances it is

difficult to see whether the imprint is in black ink or bronze, so

much has it become discoloured. Clearly there is, or was, bronze
powder and bronze powder, some of which has a fatally injurious

action on photographs while others appear to bo inert.

It would be interesting to know the number of cameras brought into

use, by amateurs and professionals, on Saturday last, on the occasion

of the Queen's visit to the East-Kiid of London. At some points as

many as half a dozen were to be seen at one time. It is rarely that

such a favourable opportunity occurs for photographing a royal pro-

cession as that. The route was an unusually long one, and the light

exceptionally good at the time. Some of the results obtained are

really marvellous examples of instantaneous photography.

One of our daily contemporaries estimates the cost of the dresses

worn by the ladles at Her Majesty's Drawing Room last week at

something between sixty and seventy thousand pounds. It is not

only the dressmakers and the milliners who profit by Drawing Rooms,
as photographers come in for a large share of extra business on these

occa'^ions. As a rule, a very large proportion of the fair debutanteit

have their portraits taken in their Court dresses. Although a Draw-
ing Room is always noted as a red letter day in the annals of West-
End photographers, those held this year, we are informed, have

brought them more business than formerly, this being attributed to

the fact that it is "Jubilee year" and so many desiring to secure

a memento of their introduction into society on that auspicioua

occasion.

COLOURED PHOTOGRAPHS.
Responding to a request made by Mr. J. E. Mayall that we should

witness a " private exhibition of my new process for producing highly

finished coloured photogTaphs without the aid of an artist," we went.

We are quite aware that some members of the general non-technical

press have, in their ignorance of photography, designated this as

something akin to the solution of the problem of taking photographs

in their natural colours. But the colours, by whatever means they

are prepared, or by whatever means they are applied (for the modus
operandi, although patented, has not yet been divulged), have regard

to the print itself rather than to the negative. This may be deduced
from the title of the patent, "Printing and Colouring on specially

prepared Porcelain or Paper; Silicon, itc, applied to secure Perma-
nence ; " and also from the following extract of a circular which was
placed in our hands when visiting Air. Mayall's studio, and which our

readers are quite as able to interpret as we are :

—

" The progress which has of late years been made in the methods of

photograpliy, and in the excellence of the work turned out, has
undoubtedly been very great, and the photographer's calling has been
transformed into a veritablj fine art. Yet there is one thing missing
to make the photograph really life-like and perfect, nauiely, a
successful and thoroughly artistic process of colouring the same. The
systems at present adopted are all purely mechanical and unscientific

;

and although many ingenious minds have of late devoted a great deal

of study and time to the discovery of some improved process, thesj

endeavours have until recently proved unsuccessful, and the defective

method of mechanical colouring by means of the brush is still

generally practised. It was reserved to a past master in the art of

photography, who, at the same time, is an adept in chemistry, to

solve the problem. Organic chemistry in its newest form is so little

understood that it required a competent analyst, well up in the
new methods of application both by the microscope and spectroscope,

like Mr. J. E. Mayall, the eminent and world-renowned phottigrapher

of 1G4, New Bond-street, to achieve success where so many had
failed. Mr. Mayall, in fact, treated the matter on an entirely new
basis. Starting with definite and well-matured scientific principles,

Mr. Mayall has been able to lay a foundation of pure chemistry in

every portion of the process, building up a complete process by the

lawsof atlinity that renders the subsequent production permanent and
indestructible. The new method of producing coloiu'ed photographs
invented by Mr. Mayall is perfect and brilliant in every particular.

The coloured photographs thus produced, in fact, resemble high works
of art, surp.issing them even in the higher quality of vitality, each
work representing a living presence of the original. To these

excellent features must be added the great advantage that climatic

influences have no effect upon the work. The importancj of Mr.
Mayall's discovery can hardly be exaggerated. When once the

splendid results of the new process will have become known, there

will, no doubt, be a general demand for coloured photographs on
Mayall's system. It is, therefore, no exaggeration to say that the

invention will cause a veritable revolution in photography."

Our readers may inquire, " What appearance do these prints
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possess?
' We reply, that they very much resemWe prints coloured

by the well Iniown "crystoleiiiii," "Greeinn/' or "Efryptian " methods,

only that there is no glass to which they are attached. I'erhaps a

tetter idea may be given of tlieir appearance by saying they look as if

a proof on albuiuenised paper had been washed over with a liquid

pigment, sticli as a transparent coal-tar dye, that the " washing" had

been performed by a broad bruali or very small sponge while the surface

was wet, tliat the finer touches had been put in by a brush (although

one of the gentlemen interested in this invention i-ays that a bruxh is

not employed), and tliat when thus treated tlie whole is protected by

a coating of either collodion or something else, which forms a thin film

over the surface.

Now, as we have said, we are in entire ignorance of what this

revolutionary process really is (and it is quite possible tliat our sur-

mises are altogether wrong), but at any rate, from what we have said,

our readers will be enabled to form some idea of what the coloured

photographs look like.

We are told by those who assume to know, that the pigments

employed are permanent, and that a process of liquefying silex, long

ago discovered by Mr. jMayall, lias sometliing to do with it, and

further, that immersion in sulpliuric acid will not destroy these

col(5urc'. This, we think, will remove the " new departure " from

anv suspicion of the aniline, or more correctly, coal-tar pigments

having a place in the invention, which we are glad of, these having a

verv shady reputation for remaining immaculate for any length of

time under a bright light. From atmospheric influences they can be

readily protected.

We are sorry that Mr. JIayall, wben inviting the press to see liis

specimens and learn all about the process, did not consider himself at

liberty to afEoi'd any information as to the nature of his invention.

It was surmised by one gentleman who saw the specimens, that it

was a modified crystoleum process, the pigments being applied behind

a pelicular positive made by one of the more permanent processes,

and then backed up by paper. Tliis may or may not be the case; we
have no real idea as to how it is done, but shall learu all about it

when the specification is published.

THE LATE "MAJOR" RUSSELL.
With sincere sorrow do we learn of the death of Colonel Russell, so

well known to photographers of a foriper period as Major Russell.

The sad event took place on Monday last, the IGth instant.

I'hotograpliers are more deeply indebted to Colonel Russell than
many of them are aware, (^uite apart from tlie able and skilful

intestigations ho made in connection with the tannin process and in

preservative processes in general, and of the action of l)romide of

silver, he has made photographers Ids debtors forever by giving them
the alkaline developer and making them acquainted with the influence

of bromide in the developer. He was a pro'irtc contributor to pho-
tographic literature in former times, but duiing the last fourteen or

fifteen years had resumed the more congenial life of a country gen-

tleman of independent means on his estate of Stiibbers, Essex.

lie was born in 1820, and was a scion of a family settled in Essex

for over two hundred years. His family name of UranfiU— a name
we are pleased to say not unknown in the photographic literature of

the present time—was changed to that of Russell in obedience to the

provisions of a will of the last of a neighbouring and nearly related

branch of the Kussell family.

He made many discoveries in photography, into which field ho

entered in 18.56. It was in 1802 that he first published, in these pages,

what has been termed " a matured and practical method of alkaline

development,'' based on phenomena observed by Mr. Borda, of America,

connected with the exposure of tannin plates to the vapour of ammonia.

His latest contribution to photographic literature is to be found in

our Almanac for the current year, in which, at the special request

of the Editor, he wrote a brief and succinct account of his discovery

of the restraining (.ction of bromide in the allialiiie developer.

The portrait we give of Colonel Russell was engraved from a pho-

tograph taken of him by the late O. G. Rejlander.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
T/ic liiyht to the Negative question has, as I anticipated, procluce.l

a plentiful crop of letters, exhibiting every shade of opinion and

dogmatism ; it has really been quite interesting reading. But, as I

said before, it can bo examined from two standpoints—the legal and

the moral—and if these two liad been kept separate, or, which would

have been far better, the legal aspect left untouched, the opinions

expressed would have had more value. What possible use is there

in a layman gi^ing his views as to the probable legal ruling in a ca.se

as to which even in its moral aspect such opposing views are held?

The latter position can, it appears to me, be best .shown by putting a

query, " If the question as to the ownership of the negative were to

be raised frequently between photographer and client, and had to be

solved, wliat would be the probable charge for the negative the pho-

tographer would make ? Would he not in some cases name a price

that should be prohibitive, and in others make none at all?" No
photographer of high standing and reputation, I ventui-e to say, would

part with his negatives. The copyright of a photograpli is vested by

Act of Parliament in the producer if he go through certain form-

alities. That seems to me tiie most conclusive point as to the

morality of the matter.

Unfortunately the Copyright Act at present in force contains no

.stipulations as to publication of portraits against the sitter's will, and

only the common law can be invoked in the endeavour to prevent such

an abuse of the possession of a negative as is described by l)r. Tliomson

iu the correspondence columns (.\pril 22). Photographers who are

gentlemen will scarcely be able to read the account he gives without

blushing for shame of their confii-res. Theie are, however, too unfor-

tunatelv, a large number of maia-ais sujets in the ranks of the pi'ofes-

.sion, though it is daily taking a higher position.

Tlie battle of the diaphragms is again being fought with a vigour

almost approaching to rancour—all, it seems to me, very uselesslj'.

It may be that the recently proposed unit may have theoretical,

even practical, advantages, but what is the use of a standard being

adopted at all, if, although the selection occupied considerable time

and the careful thought of men of experience, it is to be upset in a

few years in favour of one assumedly slightly better, to be in its turn,

I presume, again set aside for a still more nearly perfect ideal? The
truth lies in a nutshell ; we have a standard which is adopted here

and on the Continent ; it works well, and is easily understood. Why
should it be upset to make room for a more cumbersome one, whose
only recommendation would be tliat it was easier to cut out fresh

diapliragms by it, or to reckon the value of the few old unsystematic
ones still in existence ? The leiisi's sent out in recent years are mostly

fitted with systematic diaphragms on the uniform standard, and it is

J
'
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quite certain that nny possessed by photographers before the ostablish-

nuMit of a standard tliat are still untabulated would remain so even

though the shade of Euclid should revisit the earth to describe a

perfect standard. Speaking for myself, I prefer the exposure ratio to

be expressed by the smallest possible number ; and when I am out

photographing I find myself comparing time of exposure by numbers

which are simply multiples of a unit, which I give to the full aperture

of one of my battery of (slow) lenses. Thus I have a case containing

a number of lenses, the full aperture of each of which is /j. I don't

call that No. 10, and a stop of /^ No. 250; I simply call the full

aperture " 1," and then I know that the 4\ being one-fo\irth the

diameter is sixteen times as slow, and I mentally term it No. 16.

With three or four cameras at work at once on different subjects, as

I had on a recent occasion, the value of simplicity is very severely felt

;

and this I say, though I am considered rather an expert at quick

mental calculations.

Leaving now all these disputed points, it is a pleasure to turn to

calmer subjects, and such I find in Mr. W. II. Harrison's cogent

remarks upon the preservation of astronomical photographs. It

would indeed be a catastrophe if, after the vast collection of star

plates that it is now decided upon making had been brought together,

they should deteriorate before being utilised. It w ill be interesting

to note whether, in the published proceedings of the Congress, any

account will be found of precautions taken in this direction. (By-the-

by as, according to the published accounts of the Congress, " the

estimated cost for encli observatory, including instruments, extra

ttssutantu, plates, measurements, kc, is about four thousand pounds,"

I am curious to know what is done with used-up assistants : are they

added to the residues F) At the same time I am hound to say I think

Mr. Harrison's views are far too sanguine in another direction, when,
coupled with the exceedingly good advice that, the photograplier out

of work should tr.iin himself in drawing and painting, he assumes

that six months' practice with pencil and brush, combined with

theoretical study of art, would give him a facility of touch that

would enable him to " sketch with a bit of charcoal in a few minutes

a background to suit the appearance and occupation of any particular

sitter." Tlie power of draughtsmanship is, fortunately for the artists,

not so readily acquired as to make a man of much value after only

six months' practice. All the same, the principle of the advice is,

unquestionably, both sound and valuable.

In the same number of the Jouiinal I see some very false advice

given. A writer, Mr. John Bartlett (quoted from an American
source) states inferentially that the eyes take no part in the expression

of a face, and he refers to Bell's Anatomi/ of Expression as an
authority. I should also like him to name the page in that work
wliere tlie face he describes is to be seen. Any one with expeiience

in portraiture knows that much of the failure to plea.so that is

experienced lies in the imperfect rendering of the expression of the

eyes—by "eyes," of course, being meant the whole of the orbit.

Most members of the fair sex when being photographed open their

eyes unus\uilly wide—I suppose to make tliem look large— and the

result is the expression is ruined: for the muscular changes thus pro-

duced are the exact opposite of those needed for a smiling expression

or a near approach to it. A smiling mouth and amazed or terrified

(eyes are in nature incongruous, and to artistic perceptions horrible.

_
Mr. Pringle, as usu;il with what he takes in hand, gives us some

capital advice, this time upon developers; but what does he mean
when he says sodic sulphite requires careful neutralisation with acid?

Unless a crude commercial quality be employed, tlie photographer

may add four ounces to an ounce of pyro, yet utterly disregard its

presence so far as its developing action on the plate is concerned.

Sulphite alone added to "pyro" solution, I know, will develope a
negative, but it will take an hour or two, and will not affect the plate

80 much as a variation of five per cent., more or less, in the quantity
of ammonia ordinarily employed. Fiike Lance.

ACCESSORIES OF THE LANTERN.
Chapteii VII.—The Fittings of the Reading Desk.

Wp. may now pa«s under review some of the plans that are adopted
for the illumination of the lecturer's desk. The amount of light re-

quired for such a limited surface is very small, the light of one candle

being sufficient. As white paper is an excellent reflector, and throwa
back a large proportion of the incident light, it is evident that if too
strong a light were cast on the lecturer's manuscript durinsr a lantern
exhibition there would be an appreciable fogging of the ima^^e on th»
screen, which would be highly injurious in the case of changing
" effects," views of statuary, and similar subjects. Hence the maxi-
mum light permissible in a desk lamp may be stated as being that of
four candles ; the weaker the light is, so long aa there is enough to

read by, the better does it answer our purpose.

The railway carriage reading lamp is used by many persons—it may
be obtained of ironmongers at a cost of about six or eight shillings

;

the light is that of a short paraflSne candle, which is inserted in a tube
fitted with a spiral spring to force up the candle as fast as it bums.
The flame Ls surrounded on three sides by a bright metal casing, the

fourth side of which has a hinged reflecting flap. The casing

does not confine the light completely, as a large portion escapes

from the openings on each side of the flap ; this can be prevented
by soldering pieces of metal on the reflector so as to cover these

openings. The tube being very short, only a four-inch candle can be
inserted; there is thus great danger of the light going out before an
exhibition is over, and unless the candle is of a hard composition and
of a certain diameter it is very liable to be forced through the collar in

a softened state by the pressure of the spiral spring, and the heat of

the lantern acting on the exposed portion speedily melts it. The
result is that the bright casing is filled with soot on the upper part

and grease on the lower, the light goes out a few minutes after being
lit, and the lamp cannot be put in action again without a thorough
cleaning. On the whole, the railway carriage lamp, though no doubt
excellent for its own particidar vocation, is not well adapted for our
reading desk.

Another article, obtainable from the ironmongers, is the bull's-eye,

or dark lantern, the price of which is about half-a-crowu. The light

is that of a small lamp burningcolza oil. The arrangements for shutting

in the light are of an excellent character, the chief alterations the

lantern requires being the removal of the condensing lens and the

fixing of a tin flap in its place, so contrived as to shut in all light ex-

cept that proceeding in a downward direction. The lamp should also

have a small brass cap to screw over the wick tube, to prevent the oil

escaping when travelling. The lantern will then give an excellent

light for the desk. The revolving inner shutter, which makes the

lantern a " dark '' one, is useful, as by its means every ray of light can

be cut off when effects are being exhibited.

Many persons find oil lamps dirty and troublesome to deal with—if

the oil is thick, as it often is in cold weather, it is difficult to get the

wick properly lighted, and unles.s the top of the lamp is kept quite

clean there may be an unpleasant smell from the heated oil—hence a

parafline candle is often preferred to a lamp as being cleaner and giving

less trouble in use. There is in the market a cone-shaped reflector

made to rest by its own weight on the top of a composition candle ; as

the candle burns the cover descends, so tliat the flame is always

central. The cover is silver-plated within, and green japanned with-

out, and is said at about six shillings. They are not well adapted for

a reading desk, though frequently used for the purpose, as the light is

insufficiently confined ; they are also liable to get out of order by the

air passages being choked up with grease.

Turning now to lamps specially designed for the lecturer's desk, we
find that both candles and oil lamps are used. Of the two .systems,

the former is to be preferred if tlie lantern is made so that paraffine

candles, of eight to the pound, may be inserted without the necessity

of cutting them into halves. A plan that can be recommended is an

arrangement similar to the railway carriage lamp; the candle is en-

closed in a brass tube, on the upper end of which is screwed a brass

collar, or ring, against which the candle is forced by the pressure of a

spiral spring. The case surrounding the candle flame may be made on

the model of the bull's-eye lantern, with the lens replaced by a reflector

hinged at its upper edge. A bit of silvered glass may be fixed

inside the reflector, at such an angle that the light will shine on

the upper part of the desk. An important point is the attachment

of the lantern to the candle tube ; this must be arranged so that a

current of cold air may surround the tube at the upper end, in order

to prevent the candle being softened by the heat of the lantern. The

upper end of the caudle tube should be encircled by a tube two inches
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ng and three-eighths of an inch larger than the inner tube, so as to

leave an annular space through which air can freely 'pass. The

lantern is attached to this outer tuhe.

Our lantern being now completed, we have next to fix it to the desk.

This may be done by means of a small brass plate, which is soldered

to the candle tube about four inches from the lower end, and is fastened

by a thumbscrew to the middle of the raised part of the board. This

will bring the candle flame to a height of about six inches above the

desk, which will then be evenly lighted.

Se tion of reading desk and lanttm.

We have now to add to our desk some appliance for signalling to

the operator at the lantern. The method that seems to find most
favour is the flash of red light, which is obtained very simply—by
making a small hole in the lamp cover, so that the operator can see

the candle flame. This hole may be half an inch in diameter, and is

glazed with a bit of rod glass. Outside the lamp there is a strip of

sheet metal joined at one end ; when the lecturer requires a change of

view, he lifts up this strip witli his finger, and allows the red light to

shine forth for a moment, then, releasing the lever, it drops by its own
weight and covers up the hole again. As this signal is a noiseless one,
it does not interrupt the speaker in his discourse. The operator has,

however, to keep on the watch for the hght; if his attention is

diverted by a lime falling to pieces, or a gas bag slipping out of place,
the red light is unnoticed by him, and some other signal is then neces-
sary. There m;xy be fixed underneath the desk board a small bell
gong, with a very light clapper attached to a weak spring

; this is ad-
justed to give a faint "ting" just loud enough to be heard by the
operator. The bell and flash of light together form a very efficient
signalling apparatus.

There are, however, other and better means of communication
between^ the lecturer and operator. In places where the optical
lantern is a permanent fixture, an electric bell may be used. In
the old London Polytechnic the lecturer had only to press a button
and the change of view instantly followed

; tlio bell was in the lantern
room and liad its gong replaced by a wooden disc, which was struck
by the vibrating clapper—the noise thus made was inaudible to the
audience.

Electric bells, however, are not desirable additions to a travelling
outfit; the ordinary limelight apparatus is quite complicated enough,
without having to lay down wires and put batteries in order. The
system of signalling by me:ins of " cues" does not require any appli-
ancas whatever, aud is well adapted to impromptu speaking ; it is,
however, a system that requires a little practice to enable the full
benefit to be realised. The plan is simply to indicate, or hint, by a
few words in the discourse that a fresh view is required. I do not
mean a call of " Now then, Mr. Jones, let us have the next picture,
please," but simple sentences or phrases, previously agreed upon such
as " Proceeding on our tour, we arrive at," .tc; or, " Our next view
wdl give you an idea of— ;

" or, " We now leave this district, and—."
If a portrait comes next the cue may be, " I shall now have the
pleasure of introducing-; " or, " I am sure you will recognise-."

_

By having half a dozen or more set phrases such as the above and
ringing the changes on them, the audience will not notice the sio-nals
and that bane of many lantern exhibitions—the periodical break fn the'
lecture, and the waiting for the operator to answer the monotonous
clang of the bell—will be eliminated.

When an instantaneous effect or change of view is required, as in

the representation on the screen of the firing of a Woolwich Infant,

the cue should be a syllable. If the lecturer intends to imitate the

report by means of a pistol, the words preceding the cue should be

said slowly and evenly, thu^s, "Tlie gun was^then

—

dis-charz/ed."

While the last syllable is being spoken, the operator throws on the

effect, and the speaker pulls the trigger—the two actions being

simultaneous. Albebi Wm. Scott.

SUNLIGHT.
A YKAn. or two ago, when Professor Laugley brought that delicate

instrument for measuring solar and other radiations, his celebrat ed
bolometer, to the Royal Institution, and gave a description there of
the work he bad done with it, some surprise was felt that he did not
exhibit the instrument at work, or do much more in the waj' of

describing it than to call attention to a sectional drawing of the
bolometer upon the wall. Ho made the mistake of under estimating

the intellectual capacity of the auditory before him, and delivered a
lecture more of an entertaining than a scientific nature. A few
weeks ago, however, Professor A. W. liiicker, the successor of Dr.
Gutlirie at the Science and Art Department, South Kensington, gave
a series of lectures at the Royal Institution upon Molecular Foreei.

Those lectures attracted an unusual amount of attention, because of

the little known, except to spocialists, scientific paths into which
he led the listeners, and bt\'ause of the way in which, with thorough
Icnowledge of his subject, he laid bare the discoveries niaile in

relation thereto down to the hitest date. In one of those lectures

Professor Rucker produced the bolometer, and stated that Professor

Langley had tried to dissuade him from exhibiting it at work in

public, because of the delicacy of the conditions required; indeed,

Professor Langley had never tried himself to publicly exhibit it at

work. Tlie bolometer consists of a richly diaphragmed tube to clieck

air currents, at the bottom of which tube are two groups of exces'^ively

thin iron or platinum wires. One of these sets of wires is screened

from the action of the radiation under measurement. Professor

Riicker, by the aid of a Wheatstone's bridge and a current of about
one-tenth of an Ampere, measured the h«at of a portion of the

spectrum, obtaining, by means of a refiecting galvanometer, a sharp

deflection several yards long of the spot of light upon the screen.

Professor Langley, to cheelv prolonged vibrations of the light needles

of his galvanometers, has hit upon the ingenious device of obtaining

air resistance by means of the wings of dragonflies instead of wings
made of aluminium.
More recently. Captain .\bney delivered a lecture at the Royal

Institution, in tlie course of whicli he stated that Professor Langley
a year previously had informed tliem that the sun would look blue if

they could gaze upon it outside the atmosphere of the earth. Captain
Abney added, with reason, that the sun under such conditions probably
would not look so blue as I'rofessor Langley expected, as excessively

large additions of blue must be made to alter the appearance of

strong white light. Accepting Professor Langley's own calculations,

,
there would not be enough Ijlueness to produce the anticipated

effect. At the top of the liiffel, where the denser portions of the

earth's atmosphere are below the observer, the sun does not look

much bluer than when viewed from the lowlands.
In the course of this lecture Captain Abney gave the following

figures as to the relative thicknesses of the earth's atmosphere through
which tlie rays of the sun liave to pass before they reacli the earth,

as the sun increases its distances from the zenith. The thickness at

tlie zenith being called " one," at fifty degrees from the zenith there

is not much diflrerence, and the thickness of atmosphere there may
be represented by I'o; at i^ixty degrees it is I'O ; at seventy, -"9

;

at eighty, •^'5
; at eighty-five, 10-2

; and when the sun is in tlie horizon

the relative thickness of atnio^phcre through which the rays pass is

So-/). I think tlie knowledi;e of these figures to be of photographic

interest, because the more atmosphere the sun's light has to traverse,

the more are the actinic rays suppressed in proportion to the others

by the floating dirt in the air ; this is why street gaslights look redder

in a fog the more distant they are from the observer, as I liave often

pointed out in these pages. The figures also help to explain why as

the afternoon wanes the light becomes weak for photographic purposes,

while not much diminished in brilliancy to the eye; the difference

in chemical intensity was still more marked in the old wet-plate days,

for as plates increase in rajildity they usually increase somewhat ia

their orthochroinatic efficiency.

In the present communication I am merely recoiling the work of

others,and will conclude with extracts from my latest Royal Institution

notes made but a few days ago, when Professor Dewar gave the
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foUoniiig information in the course of his present series of lectures

of The Vhemittry of Organic Life.

Solar Radiation.
Dojfro«9 Centlgrrade.

Top of Mont Blanc (Soret) 1802
Limit of atmosphere 20'50
I.imdiglit 0-40

The solar rjidiation is equal to fifty times that of lime at 2()00°C.

The absolute radiation of solar sm-face (Violle) is 115,000 units of

heat.

Light radiation, solar 72,000 candles.

„ „ electric arc 3140 „

„ ,, limelight 120 „

Relative Light and Heat Radiation.
Light. Heat.

Sun oO per cent 70 per cent.

Electric arc 10 „ 90 „

In relation to the storing up of the energy of solar heat and light,

by the leaves of plants liberating oxygen from the carbonic acid in

tlie air, and storing up the carbon as on3 of the components of the

starch cells, Pi-ofessor Dewar said that man and his works does not

give off suflicieut carbonic acid to sustain all the vegetable life on the

globe, and that most of the carbonic acid used by plants comes not

from animals but from sea water, for that water is rich in bicar-

bonates which give off carbonic acid gas in proportion to the amount
of pressure of that gas in the atmosphere. In illustration of tlie ease

with whicli some bicarbonates are decomposed, he put some crystals

of bicarbonate of potash at the bottom of some water in a test-tube;

then ho by means of the air-pump began to exhaust the air in the

upper part of the tube ; the more he took off the air pressure the

faster did the crystals give off carbonic acid gas, which at last came
off so freely that the water in the tube appeared to be boiling, lie

gave the following particulars as to the first work done by sunlight

in the loaves of plants :

—

FonMATION AND DECOMPOSITION OF CELLULOSE.
Carbonic acid. W.ator. Starch coUuIose. Oxygen.

6 CO, + 511,0 = CjllioOj + 0„.

One square metre of leaf surface produces 105 grammes of starch

per hour, and absorljs in the process 4'6S units of heat. The total

energy in the same time from solar radiation on the same area

amounts to 022 units. The ratio of potential to available energy is 1

to 1 ;>2. If the luminous portion of the spectrum bo alone con-

sidered, the ratio is 1 to 03 :
—

Cellnlose. Water. Marsh gas. Carbonic acid.

0, 11,0 0, + 11,0 = 3CII4 + 3 00,.

Profe.*sor Dewar considered it to be remarkable that enough carbon

is obtained from the trace of carbonic acid gas present in the atmo-
sphere to buikl up the vegetation of the cartli, but in some instances

low pressure favours chemical action, and tliat may have something
to do with the matt:^r. In illustration of t!ie principle, he took a glass

flask coated inside with a film of pUosphonis ; this was non-luminous
in the dark until he lowered tlic pressure of the air in the flask by
means of the air-pump ; the phosphorus then began to emit light.

W. H. IIakbison.

THE FASCIN'ATIOX.g OF PIlOTOGlt.VPlIY.*

We will now turn to the fascination offered by what may be
termed " ho:ne portraiture.'* Here it is again very great, as nothing
is more natural than tliat we should wish to preserve mementoes of

tliose near and dear to us—" to secure the shadow ere the substance
fade," as the poet says. How often do parents wish they had a

portrait of the little one who has been taken away fi'om them, or a
child yearn for that of a dearly loved parent. The practice of Iiome
portraiture need not involve any expen.-ive outlay in the way of a
studio, &c., unless desired, as by the judicious u-io of a white screen

(a .sheet thrown over a clothes-horse will answer) and reflectors (such

OS a swing mirror) excellent portraits may be obtained in an ordinary
room. Moreover, home portraiture enables us to gain a better know-
ledge of the laws of light and shale and the actinic power of the light,

by which the relative exposures for the various rapidities of plates

may be learned.

To those who can adopt or adapt a studio, a wide field of pleasurable

results is open, as by its use character sketches or studies may be
arranged and photographed in every conceivable style. Wo are also

better able to regulate the light to our requirements, as it is evident

* Conclu'lcd from p.age 297.

that to obtain a portrutin the Rembrandt style the shadows will hare
to fall differently than for that of a full face. Again, suppose we ore

pliotographing a character group, entitled, we will say, " The Smug-
glers," the light will have to fall so as to throw long, deep shadows
into the impromptu cave we have made from virgin cork, old stones,

&c. To any one handy with hammer and saw a small studio need
offer no very great obstacles in the way of its erection, and is a
constant source of pleasure when done.

To tho.se who have passed the rudimentary stage of photography,
I would advise the study and practice of enlarging, either by day or

artificial light, as by this means some of our choice " bits " may be
made into beautiful works of art, the argentic bromide paper if

properly developed giving that dull, matt appearance which is so

much admired. After this comes platinotype and carbon printing,

and for those engaged in the staple trade of this district, namely,
pottery manufactory, I can conceive of nothing more likely to be of

advantage and yield good results than the making of photographic
enamels.

Photography has a gi-eat future before it. Already artists are

using the camera as an aid to the brush, while its services to the

military and scientific engineer are manifold. As a means of

recording passing events we have only to look at the recent visit of

the Queen to Birmingham, or of the unveiling of the statue of Mr.
Campbell at Stoke. In this latter instance not only was an instan-

taneous picture of the ceremony taken, but had it not been for a few
old photographs of the deceased gentleman, the sculptor would have
had to depend entirely on a verbal description for his conception of

the statue.

In furtherance of the ends of justice, photography plays a most
important part, many a criminal having been identified by his portrait,

and now that detective cameras are made the size and shape of a watch,
or in such a form that they may be worn beneath the vest, this is all

the more readily obtainable, as the person is not aware of being taken.

In the literary world, photo-lithography has established itself as a
most valuable adjunct to book illustrating. And, in short, the v.alue

of a knowledge of photography is so great that 1 tiiink we have only

to wait a few more years before seeing its principles and practice

taught in our schools, not only as an art-science by itself, but as

tending to inculcate an artistic conception, and to give a correct idea

of the laws of light and shade.

In concluding with a few practical hints to beginners, I must a k
the indulgence of the older hands for the benefit of those who are

not alreadj' acquainted Avith thoin. In practicing portraiture it is as

well to remember that a light blue or white dress by coming out
white in the finished print detracts from the beauty of the fac'o and
makes it appear darker. Also that the roseate hu? of the healthy
cheek always comes out darker than it appears to the naked eye.

B3' the same rule, too, blue eyes are diliicult to take unless well

screened from the direct light, so that they may get less exposure.

On the contrary, dark eyes, or those well sunk into the orbits, require

plenty of light. Very few people's noses are quite straight (don't look

at each other, gentlemen), therefore, find which w.iy the nose is bent
—if to tlie right the sitter should look to the left, and vice versa. If

the sitter has a long nose, a portrait nearly full face will be better

than a profile ; if it is retrousse, or, in plain English, " turned up,"

get the camera higher than the sitter's head and tilt it downwards
slightly, or the same effect may be obtained, as regards the nose only,

by the sitter leaning the head slightly downwards. It is not every
one's fortune to have a "rose-bud" of a mouth, but as it is a most
expressive part of the face, endeavour to so form the lips that they
will have the expression desired. Above all things avoid a meaning-
less smile.

In taking views, endeavour to have the principal object in the
middle distance, and remember that a prettier picture is oftener

formed by placing the camera at an angle of view instead of square

to the front. Practice thoroughly with one stop and lens first, and
when you have mastered the working details of this do so with tho

other stops in succession. In developing extra rapid or sensitive

plates, have an extra loose piece of ruby glass to place in front of

that in tlie lamp, and remove as development proceeds. With the
cheap plates in the market, do not be afraid of using too much pyro

—

in most of the formulas given double the quantity may be used with
safety, and this without tho resulting prints being harsh or chalky.

When choosing mounts select those which will harmonise with the

colour of your prints—many otherwise good prints lose much of

their beauty by the inharmonious contrast in the colour of the

mounts.
Finally, endeavour to give your pictures the impress of character

—even .as the works of the great painters bear upon the face of them
the evidences of the master hand that has wrought (hem. Be not
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satisfied -with mediocre work, but let your motto be " Excelsior," and
I am sure then you will nevev regret having been fascinated with

photography. " W. E. Lf.bk.

LEEDS PHOTOGEAPHIC SOCIETY'S CONVEESAZIONE.
The first conversazione in connection witli the Leeds Photographic

Society was lield in the Fine Art Gallery at the Municipal Buildings.

Coffee was served at half-past seven o'clock, and the members of the Leeds
Private Orchestral Society played a number of selections. A large

number of visitors attended, for whose further entertainment, after an
address by the President (Colonel T. W. Harding), there was an exhibition

of lantern slides prepared from the works of members of the Society, and
a display of photographs, chiefly from the same source. The Leeds
Photographic Society, concerning whose history something was said

duiing the evening, now numbers about seventy-five members. The
number of works exhibited in two rooms placed at the disposal of the

Society for the purpose by the Corporation is 575, these being mainly
contributed by the amateur members of the institution. With regard to

the exhibition as a whole it may without hesitation be pronounced ex-

ceedingly creditable, particularly for a first attempt. A hurried glance

around the rooms reveals the fact that the amateurs have by no means
confined their attention to one branch of the art they delight in, but
have laid themselves out to acquire skill in it in every direction. The
bulk of the worts have their originals in beauty spots of natural scenery,

and the operators whose tastes lie in this direction have found their own
county marvellously rich in "subjects." Other amateurs, and these a
goodly company, liave brought the camera to bear for the purpose chiefly

of producing architectural illustrations. To such as these the remains of

Kirkstall have charms whicli are simply inexhaustible, and other historic

ruins like Fountains, have with less frequency but equally good effect,

come in for attention. The marine views form a highly interesting
collection of photographs, and display some strikingly good work. One
small room is occupied by photographs taken by one of the professional
members, Mr. J. W. Ramsden. These are chiefly enlarged permanent
portraits of well-known local persons, but in addition there are exhibited
two photo-medallions, both curious and interesting. In producing these
a photograph is first taken, and then by means of a bichromated gelatine

a mould is made, from which a cast can be taken in wax or other suitable
material. The President deserves well of the Society and of outsiders for

the loan of a series of instantaneous photographs, which are remarkable
in several ways. These works are of German origin, being taken by Herr
Auschiitz, of Lissa, and are analyses of the movements of men, horses, &c.
Each series comprises something like a dozen photographs, taken at
almost imperceptible intervals. Thus, such actions as those of a man
throwing a lieavy stone, a stork settling upon a nest, and a horse taking
a fence, are illustrated at almost every second of their duration, and with
an amount of distinctness and detail really surprising. Colonel Harding's
collection also includes a number of interesting photographs of Eastern
•scenes. If for nothing else a frame of some half-dozen Daguerreotypes
would be useful in order to compare with photography in the present day,
but Mr. S. A. Warburton (Hon. Secretary of the Society) exhibits such a
frame here which has another element of interest, inasmuch as it contains
photographs of several former Mayors of Leeds who flourished nearly half
a century ago. Another set of pictures of importance for purposes of
comparison consists of some silver prints from negatives taken by the old
process some thirty year ago, and acqun-ed by the Society by gift from the
late Mr. W. Sykes Ward. There is also a fine combination silver print by
Mr. A. Fordsmith, entitled Fortune Telling, printed from no fewer than
six negatives.

In the course of the evening the President gave all the friends assembled
a hearty welcome, and trusted that they might consider that the exhibi-
tion repaid them for the toil of ascending to the lofty regions which did
duty, more or less unsuccessfully, as the Art Gallery of the borough. He
hoped that within twelve months they would possess a Fine Art Gallery
in every respect worthy of the town, and very much more accessible than
that in which they were assembled. Meanwhile they were grateful to the
Town Council for placing at their service those rooms, such as they were,
and they would show their gratitude by allowing the exhibition to remain
open to the public for about a fortnight free of charge. The Society was
not a new one. It w-as founded in the early days of photography. There
was a tradition, and he believed it was a reliable one, that it existed in
1850, a very few years after the brilliant discoveries of Daguerre and
Talbot made photography practicable. Mr. Teesdale, one of the Vice-
Presidents

; Mr. J. W. Hamsden, a large contributor to the exhibition

;

and Sir Percival Radcliffe, were original members, and still retained
their connection with the Society. He did not mean, however, that the
Society had been in continual operation ; for years it was in a condition
of suspended animation, but now it was a successful and useful institu-
tion. This exhibition would probably be accepted as a sign of vigorous
life. The members were principally amateurs, and it was chiefly amateurs'
work that hung on the walls. That work had been well done, and in
some cases not only did the photographs show considerable technical
skill, but very great artistic treatment. Having referred to the instan-
taneous photographs, forming, as it were, analyses of rapid motions, and
to the lantern slides, he thanked the company for the interest they had

shown in a Society which was doing a modest but useful work in the

cause of art, and which might well claim support if only because round
one common centre of interest it brought together men filling very

different positions in life.

SAVED BY A NEGATIVE.
There is not much romance in the life of a photographer, yet I ean
vouch for one romantic episode during my connection with that pro-

fession.

In the year 1803, I had a lucrative practice in the populous city of

Liverpool, and in addition to an extensive studio connection I practised

outdoor photography very largely. This outdoor work formed my re-

laxation from the monotony of the studio and dark room, although I

must allow that the change from one description of this work to another
was often startling in the extreme and sometimes even terrible.

For instance, one day I would be enjoying the fresh country air and
the beauties of nature, while photographing some lordly mansion and
park ; the next, under orders from the Dale-street Detective Office, I

would be obtaining a ghastly negative of some unknown victim of foul

play, such as the corpse of the unfortunate man, found one morning
behind a pile of timber at the Canada Dock, his throat cut from ear to

ear. Any one who has had such work to undertake, will allow that the

word " terrible " is the only one to use in describing the operation. One
day I would be engaged at work on some lovely landscape, all the sur-

roundings charming to the eye and soothing to the mind ; the next, at

the Princess Dock Dead House, securing the features of the suicide or

the last victim by drowning in the Mersey. One day enjoying the sea

breeze while photographing some noble vessel ; the next, at the bedside

of "somebody's darling," securing a last memento of the loved one ere

the grave claimed its own. The latter was to me a most trying ordeal,

as not only had I to face the dead, but also the distracted and grief-

stricken relatives, whose anguish in some cases was pitiful in the

extreme.

One memorable day in 1864, I was called upon at the studio by a
gentleman whose mournful look and sombre attire at once told me his

errand, and, as I anticipated, he required my services at a deathbed. In

a few words he told me that a photograph was required of his only child,

a little girl four years of age, who had just been called away to that

" bourne from which no traveller returns." The gentleman, a Mr.
Aubrey, was a Liverpool merchant, living in Abercromby-square. I

sympathised with him in his trouble, for he appeared heart-broken at

the loss he had sustained, and his strong, powerful frame seemed con-

vulsed with agony as he told me how his wife and himself had made
their only child their idol. He told me of its beauty, of its little winning

ways, of the dark cloud arising when the little one was taken suddenly ill,

of its unexpected flight from this world, and with bursting heart, he

related how the dear one fell mto her last slumber, calmly and gently,

with the closing day. With the few words of comfort I was able to

impart, he left me, on the understanding that I would be at his residence

next morning.
On the following day, having packed the camera, stand, dark tent, and

other requirements in a cab, I drove to Mr. Aubrey's house. Abercromby-

square lies just outside the busy city, and contains the houses occupied

by the ('Hte of this great part. Fine, noble mansions form the four sides

of the square, while the centre is laid out as a miniature park, forming a

pleasant recreation ground for tlie inhabitants. I soon found Mr.

Aubrey's house, which was really superb in its decorations. An air of

luxury and refinement filled the rooms, and they contained all that

wealth could lavish on them. Mr. Aubrey introduced mo to his wife,

whose fair features, now clouded by her great sorrow, brought strongly to

my mind the fact that Death, the great leveller, brings anguish to rich

and poor alike—none are exempt. Both Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey accom-

panied me to the death chamber, and there, in her last sleep, lay their

only darling. He had called lier beautiful, and this was no fatherly

•xaggeration. I wondered not at their great sorrow, to miss for ever the

light of such an angelic face, to be obliged to consign such beauty to the

tomb, seemed hard and cruel. In all my experience of portraiture (and I

have photographed hundreds of children) I never came across such a

wealth of beauty, and / nerer saw micJi colour in the face of a corpse.

Left to myself, I proceeded to fix up my dark tent for the preparation

of the plate and development. I must here, with the reader's consent,

draw attention to the fact that twenty years ago the sensitive gelatine

dry plate was not in existence. At tliat time the plate had to be prepared

on the spot, used while wet from the silver bath, and developed imme-
diately, which rendered a dark tent needful in every case. At present,

thanks to the giant strides the " black art " has made, the plate can be

taken ready prepared, is infinitely quicker than the old process, and can

be developed at any time. Had the latter been in existence at the time

of which I write, in all probability my " life's romance " would n«ver had
seen the light.

Again taking up the thread of my narrative, I will proceed to relate my
further actions on this eventful day. After fixing up the dark tent, I

mixed the developers and placed the camera on its stand, facing the bed.

I then proceeded to place the body in the position best suited for securing

the features, raising it slightly so as to obtain a good light on the face.
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lietiu-niDg to the caiiiera, I tociissod tlie features Blmiply on tlie Rround-
ylass scicen.ftml then havinR prepared tho plate ami placed it on the dark
slide, 1 slipped it into the camera.

I must here point out that it was my invariahlc cn-itom to obtain two
separate photographs on one plate, in case one turned out a failure. This
was easily accomplished by having the dark slide so constructed that

one-half only of the plate was first exposed, then by pushing a portion of

the slide sideways, the other half was next exposed, thus obtaining two
distinct photographs of the same object on one plate. Having given the
necessary exposure to each half of the plate, I returned to the dark tent

and proceeded to devolope. Dashing the developer over the plate, I

watched the two images slowly emerging, and I saw at once that the

features on the first half were coming out much sharper and clearer than
those of the other ; but my astonishment was great indeed when the

development'having been finished, I found on careful examination that

while the features or one half were perfectly and sharply defined, those
of the other half were blurred in a most extraordinary manner, the face

being quite indistinct and out of focus. Like a flash it struck me that

the body must have moved while the second exposure was being made,
and another glance at the spoiled negative showed me that it was not a
side movement of the face but a forward one, towanU the camera, that

had caused the blurring. In a moment I realised the astounding fact

that tlie head must have been raised, and that life, however little, still

existed.

Not a moment was to be lost, so quickly dashing the negative into the
fixing solution, I left the tent and rang the bell. On a servant appearing,
I ordered some hot water, and while waiting for this, I emptied the water
out of my portable cistern, used for washing plates, and by the time this

was done the servant reappeared with the hot water, which I quickly
poured into the cistern. Telling the servant to proceed at once for a
doctor, I placed the cistern to the feet of the child, and soon had the
satisfaction of finding that the warm blood was coursing through the
veins. Not long after the doctor arrived, and I briefly related to him the
occurrences of the last few minutes. He grasped the situation at once,

and thanks to his rare medical skill, I soon had the satisfaction of seeing
the now restored child breathing once more, and with every hope of

defeating death, on this occasion at least.

I will not enter into the medical aspect of the case, further than to state

that the cliild's supposed death was, in the opinion of the faculty, a
trance of the rarest description, seldom found out of Spain or Italy, and
that my disturbing the body, combined with the strong odour of ammonia
used in the developer, had broken the trance, and that, too, at precisely

the proper moment. I shuddered to think of this narrow escape from
premature burial, and I was overjoyed that I had been the indirect means
of saving the little one's life, and bringing happiness to the sorrowful
home. J. L. H.—Hare Bits.

["A little learning is a dans^erous thing.'' The writer of the fore-

goinn-, who cannct po.ssibly have any practical knowledge of wet plate

photography, imagines that ammonia is an ingredient in the wet
collodion developei-. The youngest apprentice could have informed
him to the contrary. The story, otherwise, is good, and we may add
that, of course, the girl grew up and married the photographer who
brought her to life by the pungent odours of the " ammonia " in his

ferrous sulphate developer.—Ei>s.]

©ut JEtritorial Cnftle.

Till'. I'mxrii'i.E.s and Piiactke of Photoobaphy, Wkt and Dny.
By Jabez IlLOHEg.

TiiK fourteenth edition of this popular manual, revised and edited by
J. Werge, has just been issued. It is refreshing to find that Mr.
Wergf ha.s left a considerable portion of Mr. Hughes' original matter
intact, for a moi-e intelligent writer than Mr. Hughes never lived,

and this renders the manual valuable, especially when superadded to

Mr. Hughes' writings arc those practical directions given by Mr.
Werge, and by which tlie manual is brought up to the requirements
of the present time.

Wbay's Catalogue of PHOToanAi'jiTc Lenses.

FnoM thii catalogue we perceive that Mr. \\'ray (Xortli Hill, High-
gate, X.) makes his rapid rectilinears with tlie nearly uniform aper-
ture of {, with the exception of the smallest of that .series, to which

he gives the large opening represented by r^A, which should render

this special instrument, the "back" focus of which is five and a
quarter inches, specially valuable for instantaneous effects secured by
drop-shutter or detective cameras. Mr. Wray has also still further
developed his sy.stein of wide and narrow landscapes, of which it may
be remembered we made favourable mention in our previous volume
in connection with the abnormally large aperture at which they work.

CATALonrK OP Appabatts Sold nv thk London Stkheoscopic
Company.

What with lenses, plates, and specialities of various makers, shutters,

cameras, changing appliances, lanterns, and the other requisites in

photography, not to speak of "sets "of apparatus, seemingly nicely

put up in well-litled bo.ves (we judge so by the engravings), it would
indeed be singular if one experienced any difficulty in becoming the

owner of all that could be desired for practising the art after a

perusal of this handsome catalogue.

BnEAKiN« Wavks.
By J. A. HoORE.

Tins is one of the finest photographs of waves that we have seen.

The negative, which, we understand, was taken in the neighbourhood

of Scarborough, seems not alone fine in itself, but the artist has

adopted the expedient of printing it in pigments of such a colour as

vividly to aid the imagination in realising that it is the sea itself upon

which we are gazing, and not a mere photograph.

Jiepartment for Inexperiencetr i,9!)otograpi)er0.

LENSES : CONJUGATE FOCI.

Not even the most inexperienced photographer can have examined the

image on the ground-glass of the camera without observing that when a

distant object is in sharp focus a near one is not so, and rice rcrsii; or

if there be a small party in a garden, and one is seated at a distance of

six feet, and another at ten times such distance, that a sharp focus of

either of them is obtained at the expense of the other. Why is this ?

If a camera be diiectod to an individual seated in front, the lens will

form a miniature reversed image of such individual in the air. This

image will not be seen unless the rays of light were intercepted at the

focus by some diaphanous body, such as a small column of smoke, in the

midst of which the figure would be seen in apparent solidity of a certain

kind. If, instead of smoke, the image was received upon a sheet of

ground-glass, it would be obvious that where this glass intersected any

special portion of the image in air such part only would be seen depicted

in the highest degree of sharpness.

What we are seeking here to establish is that there is a relation between

the varying distances from the lens of objects in front of it and the corre-

sponding parts of the image behind the lens. This relation is a conjugate

one, and is known as conjugate focus. There are, therefore, two con-

jugates—the object in front of the lens, or anterior conju;iale, and the

point behind, in which the rays from such object cross, in which the

ground-glass must be placed in order to see the image sharply, or the

posterior conjugate. In proportion as the object in front is brought closer

to the lens, so does the posterior conjugate, or, briefly, the focus, recede

from it or become lengthened, so that in this relation a lens has no defi-

nitely fixed position of focus at all— this being dependent entirely upon

the distance away of the anterior conjugate, or object that is being focussed.

A knowledge of the subject of conjugate foci is useful under many cir-

cumstances, more especially in copying. And in this connection we may
say that if a picture is to be copied its own size, the anterior and posterior

foci will be similar, and that each of these will be equal to the solar or

eiiuivalcnt focus of the lens doubled. Thus, for example, if a lens of

ten inches is to be employed, that is, one which would produce a focus of

a distant object at ten inches, by bringing the object—which in this case

is the picture that is to be copied—sufficiently near to form on the

ground-glass an image the size of the original, it will be found that thi^

condition of equality of dimensions can only be secured when the object

is twice the equivivlent focus in front of the lens, and the ground-glass

precisely the same distance behind it. Hence, to make a copy of a

picture with a lens of ten inches focus, the distance between the focal

centre of the lens and the ground-glass must be twenty inches, the

picture beiug at a like distance in front. A copying camera to reproduce

a transparency from a negative would, therefore, for such a lens, require

to be forty inches in length.

It would only trouble the inexperienced reader were we at this stage to

inform him of the rules by which conjugate foci are calculated, so we

abstain from giving any of them at present.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 7035.—"An Improved Magiiesiuiu Light for Photograiiliic Purposes."

Complete specification. J. Gaedicke and A. iliKTBK—lMitcii Ma\j 13, 1887.
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No. 7121.—"Improvements in the Methoil of Focussing the Object Glasses

of Cameras and in Apparatus tlierefor." Communicated by L. M. Berthon.

G. J)o\vsKG.—Dated May 16, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
An Improved Construction of Rotary Album suitable for Photographs,

Memoranda, and the like.

No. 4178. Thomas Willia.m Nagington, Stone-street, and William Hugh
Waring, 214, Wolvcrharapton-street, Dudley, Worcestershire.—JlffficcA 19,

1887.

This invention relates to a certain improved construction of rotary album
.suitable for pliotograplis, memoranda, and tlie like, and has for its object to

manufacture sucli an article in a neat and convenient form and of any desired

size, but we prefer to malie it in miniature so that it may be carried in the

pocket. The album is constructed in two parts, being preferably a pair of

circular or polygonal plates of metal, wood, millboard, or other suitalde

material, pivoted together at the centre, and each capable of revolution ; in

one, but preferably in both jilatcs, an aperture of suitable size for displaying

a pliotograpli, making memoranda, or other purposes, is formed.

The pliotograplis or writing spaces are placed eipiidistant from each other on
the internal faces of the plates, so that by monng the outer plate right or left

around the centre, when two apertures are formed two different photograplis or
fresh spaces for notes may be discovereil, one at eitlier side.

Tlie claim is : Tlie hereinbefore-described construction of rotary album, con-

sisting of a pair of plates pivoted to.gether and adapted on rotation to discover
photographs, writing spaces, or the like.

MtttirtQ^ of Soctettejsf*

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Iileeting. Name of Society. Place of Meetiiigr.

May 23
„ 24

Blackburn
5a, Pall Mall East.

„ 21 Bolton Club The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Andei-ton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.C.
Royal Institution, Colqiiilt-street.

„ 25
26 Liveriiool Amateur

Olilham» 23

„ 23 Mason's Hall, Basiughall-street.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thursday, May 12, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above Asso-
ciation, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, Loudon, Mr. A. Mackie
presided.

Mr. J. Tuaill Taylor gave an account of the position of photography at the
Newcastle Exliibition.

Tlie Chaiilman called attention to a statement in tlie liaibj Xetvs that in
Donegal there is only one photographer to 200,000 inhabitants, and that the
district is a poor one.

Mr. Taylor said that lie and aiiotlier menilier of their Association who had
been to Antrim some years ago hail seen no photogi'apher there at all.

Mr. A. L. Hkndkhson st.ated that a few years ago there was not one at Bray,
a fashionable watering-place near Dublin.

Mr. F. W. Cox had been e.\perinienting in developing old platinum pajier
with wasliing soda, which he thouglit gave as good if not better pictures than
tlie hot oxalate bath ; there was no advantage in using cold oxalate of potash

;

he had tried his experiments on a ]iiece of the paper Itcirt in a desk for eight
months. He also took a piece of platinotype paper two months old, held it in
tlie steam of boiling water, then dipped it in cold water, and dried it at the
fire before he placed it in the printing frame, after which he obtained a fair
print upon it.

Air. C. Heinrich Tbinks had recently seen Mr. Henderson jihotographing
the stage at the Royal Aiiuarium by artificial light, under trying circumstances,
and with about three and a half seconds' exposures, getting fair results.

Mr. Henderson believed the exposures to liave been about seven seconds.
He exhibited a new centrifugal separator for aniateurs, one turn of the handle
of which would give sixty revolutions to the basket.
The Hon. Secretary remarked that, there being no such thing as "depth

of focus," he should like to know the proper phi'ase to express what was
meant.

Mr. Taylor replied " depth of definition." He had suggested at an American
Convention that one of the most perfect lenses possible would be one in which
the elements should be separable at the will of the operator ; it might be
monntcd in a kind of telescopic tube.
The Chairman said that photographers ought to have more power of

a Itering their lenses. Mr. Furnell h.ad once published a method of flattening
the field of any particular landscape lens at will.

A (juestion was a.sked whether in any instance reflectors had an advantage
over refractors for any photographic work other than astronomical.

Mr. Taylor responded that they in no case gave an advantage,
The meeting then broke up.

>

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
A special general meeting of the Association was held on the 5tli instant to
consider the proposed alteration of following rules :—Rule 4. Donors of one
guinea and upwards shall be entitled to vote at general and special meetings,
also at the election of pensioners, and shall further have the privilege "of
recommending for the consideration of the Committee cases of non-members
such as are defined as urgent in Rule 13. Rule 15 was altered to give the
Committee power to act in such caee.s. Urgent ca.ses are such as arise from

death, sudden illness, fire, or other unavoidable calamities ; also when ap-
plicant has been out of employment for a length of time and requires aid to

take a situation.

Mr. Bedford, in moving the resolution, said he thought this was a step in

the right direction ; donors would doubtless prefer that cases coming under
their nolice should be dealt with by an organized society, and would increase

their interest in the Association ; this would in no way interfere with the
rights of members, but would give donors an oiijiortunity of seeing that good
work was being performed with their contributions to the funds. The Com-
mittee would still exercise its right to judge of each case upon its merits.

Mr. A. Mackie seconded the proposition, which, after some discussion, was
carried unanimously.
A committee meeting was then held. After the minutes of the previou.s

meeting had been read and conlirmed, Messrs. W. F. Benham, F. II. Carter,

T. Sebastian Davis, and T. Newman were elected members.
A new handbill, briefly descriliing the objects of the Association, being now

ready for circul.ation, the Committee desired to a.sk any feeling an interest in

the work of benevolence to apply to the Secretary for a supply of the saino,

and aid them in theirwork by circulating them, and thereby bringing the Asso-
ciation under the notice of those wlio may not already know of its existence. The
subscription being only two shillings and sixpence per annum every assistant

should become a member.

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary meeting of the above w.as held in the Free Public Library on
Thursday evening, the 12th instant,—Mr. J. A. Forrest (President) in tho

chair.

Messrs. Thomas Comber, J. P., W. W. Rowley, Stewart Downs, and George
Latimer, were elected as members.
Thornton's new patent camera was explained by the inventor. A tripod and

shutter were also exhibited, tlie latter a modification of the Kershaw, but
capable of giving time as well as exceedingly rapid exjiosures.

Pumphrey's card-mounted Hexible glass films were exhibited in their various

stages of the process, and the mmdis operandi of working explaiued by the

Secretary (Mr. G. A. Camithers). A number of various-sized negatives and
prints therefrom met with much )iraise, and were pronounced fully equal to

work done on ordinary plates, being free from granularity and in weight almost

as light as paper.

Mr. Paul Lange showed an interesting series of platinotype views illustrating

boat drill on board one of the C'unard Atlantic mail steamers whilst lying in

the Mersey. This drill takes place on each vessel the day previous to sailing,

and is well worth seeing; it only lasts five minutes, but during that time

twelve excellent negatives were secured, paper and roller slide being of course

used.

Mr. Lange stated that he had made .arrangements for a steamer which wonld
be placed at the service of the members of the Liverpool and Birkenhead

Societies at an early date for a day's cruise on the Mersey. The trip will be

free to all who wish to participate, but each person going must come provided

with camera and plates. June IS was suggested as a likely day, that being tho

occasion of the Royal Mersey Yacht Club Regatta.

The Prksidi:nt informed the members that an invitation had been received

from Alderman Saniuelson, of Liverjiool, inviting them to his residence at

Trefriw. It was felt that advantage should be taken of this kind ofi'er by a

visit there during an early holiday, Trefriw being one of the mo.st picturesque

spots in North Wales, and not iiiaiijiropri.ately named the Wel.sh Garden of

Eden, with numberless jiretty Jenny Jones".s to pose as Mother Eve.*

An excursion to Chester on the 7th instant was productive of some fine

pictures, principally about the old abbey and on the Dee, Mr. Lange doing

good work with his detective camera and producing many charming and quaint

street views.

Mr. F. N. Eaton, a newly-elected member, exhibited a half-plate camera of

his own construction and design, with all the latest iniprovemeuts, which, for

an amateur, was an excellent piece of cabinet work.

MANCHESTER AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The monthly meeting of the above Society was held at the Masonic Hall,

Cooper-street, on Tuesday, May 10,—Vice-President, Mr. W. Stanley, in the
chair.

The following ladies and gentlemen were elected members :—Mrs. A. Flower,
Mrs. F. Furnivel, Mrs. J. Jones, Jliss L. Furnivel, Mr. W. J. Bowden, Mr. H.
E. Bythell, Mr. C. A. Davies, Mr. II. Duncan, Mr. E. Ilinmers, Mr. W. B.

Kenyon, Mr. C. R. Lindsay, Mr, J. H. Taylor, Mr. J. Taylor, Mr. W. H.
Tetlow, and Mr. Peter Woods.
A list of rambles for the season, arranged by the Council, w.as brought

before the members, and the arrangements made by the leaders for this month's
rambles annonnced. The list of places is as follows ;—Worsley, S)ieke Hall,

Millers Dale, Lymm, York, Chester, Adilerley, Sliiiwsbur\', llealey Dell,

Dovedale, Rostherne, Middlewood, Haddou Hall, Biddulph (irange, Ingletoii,

Hardcastle Crags, and Dunham Park.

The Secretary read a short p:i]>er on Tlie Society's Rumbles, mentioning the

usefulness of these rambles as a source of iihotographic experience, and asking
each and eveiy member to study tlie list of rambles, and to try to make tlie

rambles successful by personal atti-ndance.

The Librarian .announced further gifts of books to the library.

At the conversazione held after the meeting, Messr.i S. F. Flower, ^\.

Greenwood, and J. R. Rose exliiljited photographs of the triumphal arches
erected during the Royal visit, and instantaneous jihotograjihs of the Royal
party. Mr. J. H. Rigby exhibited a scries of enlargements on Eastman's
paper, 2-3x17 enlarged from fiill-plate negatives. The Secretary exhibited
miscellaneous views ; and Mr. W. Berry showed four prints from the one
negative, each print being by a separate process, namely, one silver print, one

• What ! lu Eve's costume ?—Eds,
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carbon print, one on Obernetter's clUoriile paper, and one on Eastman's bromide
papiT.

On Satunlay the first outdoor ramble of the Society took place nnder the
gniilancc of Mr. O. H. B. Wliocler, to Worslcy, whence the party proceeded to

Drywood Hall, a line sample of tlie magpie style, rcniarkalile for its line

overliauging porch. A good view of the front of the hall is easily taken from
the lawu or tenuis ground, and here the cameras to I'.ie nnnibor of thirty-live

were soon at work. From here the party proceeded to the VVarke Dam, where
the niembei's were allowed to use the private walks and lirives. From the Dam
tlio party went through the village of Worsley, wliere several views of the
Court-house, &c., were taken. Tlie day wa.s line, about iifty members and
friends joined in the ramble, thirty-five cameras were used, and one hundred
and ninety-four plates and films exposed.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The monthly meeting of this Society was held April 14, 1887,—The President,
Jlr. A. Coventry, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read ami confinned.
The Hon. Skchktakv, in compliance with a note handed to the President,

reail the rule relating to visitors, which stated that the same visitor could not
be admitted more than twice in one session ; but this rule did not apply to the
popular meetings of the Lantern Section.

iVIr. Abkl Hevwood, jun., then read a paper, subject, Oilds-and-Emls, and
illustrated his communication by m.any stereoscopic pictures.

Mr. J. S. Poi,i.iTT then read ajiaper, subject. On Stereoscopic Wurk [this will

appear in a future number], and lie also illu.strated his remarks by stereoscopic
pictures ami apparatus for making the same.
A discussion followed, and Mr. S. Okell described the method adopted by

De la Kue in making his stereoscopic views of the Moon.
This was followed by a paper from the Hon. Secretart (Mr. W. I. Cliadwick),

subjects, Scarcily of Communicatimis by ike Members, and the Reason Why ;

On Outdoor Meetings; Presentation Prints; Professional and Amateur
Photoyraj'/iic Societies; Encumagcmenl to Young Members and JJeginners
in Photography ; Grievances; Speak Out. He said as his coniiuunication
was only intended for the members of the Society he did not think it desirable
to publish it.

The above raised an animated discussion, in which Messrs. Mellor, Pollitt,

and McKellen joined.

Mr. A. Bhothkrs said he started as an amateur in photography many years
ago with a cigar-box camera, &c. ; he worked U]) and up tmtil he became a
jirofessional, and was now an amateur again ; and tliat during the whole course
of his professional career he had always been most willing to impart all the
knowledge lie possessed to members of'this Society except his secret jirocesses,

and that the jihotographic world was indebted to him for many " valuable
ideas," amongst others, vignetting by tissue paper.
The Hon. Secretary said his object had been attained ; he thought the

members required rousing up a bit at times.
Mr. Alan Uarnctt exhibited some prints and negatives on Eastman pajjcr and

the same subjects on glass.

The opinion of the meeting was, if the paper negatives were not so good as
glass they were not far behind.

The last monthly meeting of the present session was held at 36, George-
street, May 12, 1SS7,—The President, Mr. A. Coventry, in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. William Russell wa.s elected a member.
The President said he had great jdeasuro to call upon Mr. George Smith

(Sciopticon Company, London), who had come from London by special invi-
tation to talk to them on lenses and landscape photography.

Mr. Smith commenced his remarks Ijy a description of his long-focus camera,
ami explauied the princijde of the area system as devised by him to the masking
of pliotogi\ii>hic lenses and diajihragms in order to ensure accurate exposure.
The camera was for 4} x 'i\ plates, with a range of focus of over twelve inches,
and was provided with a set of five lenses, all working with one mount, in which
they interchanged at either end by a bayonet catch, thus making five single
lenses and four rectilinears, together nine different foci. The lecturer pro-
tested against the abuse of wide-angle lenses, adding that he himself never
employed one of less than four-inch focus for a three-inch picture (lantern
slide), and showed a photograph of horses ploughing, taken by a professional
for sale, which was a most ludicrous example of the strained perspective of a
wide-angle lens. He also showed, among numerous examples of the work
done with this camera and lenses, some which, though charming "studies,"
were unsuitable for publication as views of tie places they were supposed to
represent.

The simplicity of manipulation of the apparatus and its thorough rigidity
at all ranges was fully appreciated by the members, while the specimens of
work done with it testified to its efiicieucy. The total weight of the conijilete

kit, including camera, four double dark .slides, lenses, case, and stand, was
said to be under .seven pounds.

Mr. Smith then gave Ids views on the development of gelatino-bromide plates,
instantaneous photography, &c.
A long discussion ensmd, and various opinions were given.
Mr. 11. IIarside said lie used probably more pyrogallic acid than any

member present, and for a long time it had been his jiractice to fill up the
l>yro bottle with water alone. It did discolour, but he never found any
injurious efleet from the discolouration. He used pyro and ammonia with
bromide, and his negatives were nearly all ftdly developed in a quarter of a
minute, certainly half a minute wa-s the maximum time in his own work. If,

however, he was develoidug a negative of which he had no idea of the exposure,
he would take a little longer—say, perhaps, a few minutes.

Mr. Pollitt, in proiMsing a vote of thanks to Mr. Smith, .siiid, with regard
to developing, every photographer of experience had his own ideas, but with
regard to what Mr. Smith had said about lenses, he was sure we had all heard

a most interesting lecture, and the area system of Mr. Smith's was so far in

advance of many of our members that he felt sure it deserved their careful

consideration.

Mr. McKellen seconded the vote of thanks to Mr. Sraitli in very compli-
mentary tenns, and thus an instructive and entertaining evening was brongbt
to a close.

»

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The memljers of this Society held their first outdoor excnraion of the fteason

on Saturday, May 7, when they assembled to the number of sixteen outside the
General Post Cilice at half-past one l>.ni,, and were conveyed by break to Dale
Abbey, the route taken being (by the kind permission of Sir Henry Wilmot and
W. Dniry-Lowe, Esq.), through Chaddesden and Locko Parks. The weather was
fine till just before reaching the Abljey, when it suddenly changed and com-
menced to rain. However, the party decided to make the best of it, and
accordingly a large number of plates were exposed on the Cliurch and Guest
House, the Hermitage, and the east window of the Abbey, which is alx)ut the
only portion remaining intact of this once fine old structure. At about five

o'clock the sky cleared again, ami the sun shining brightly caused those who
had exposed tlieir jdates to wish tliey had waited. However, those of tlie

more fortunate ones who had still some left made good use of the weather. At
half-past five the party ailjoumed to the Guest House, where tea had Ijccn

provided, and after a group had been taken they returned to Derby. At the
Church Mr. R. Keene read an interesting description of the jilace, for which he
was accorded a hearty vote of thanks.

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Thk ordinarj' meeting of the Society was Iield on We<lnesday evening, Ajtril 6,

at the Grand Restaurant, Boar-lane, L(;eds,—Colonel Harding, the President,
in tlie chair.

Upon this occasion the members met together, at the invitation of Colonel
Harding, and partook of an excellent tea. After tea a vote of thanks to the
President for his hosintality was proposed by Dr. Jacob, seconded by the Rev,
A. Standiuoi^, and heartily carried.

Tlie President then delivered his Presidential address as follows :

—

I have tliouglit perhaps it might be useful on this occasion to consider how far this
beautifid invention of snn pictures has been useful to mankind, how far it is likely to
be an important factor in the great educational work of the future. And, in the tirst

placo, let me deal with a secondary branch of the subject, and, as an amateur atldres-
sinf? a Society of AiUHanic photographers, say a few words on the advantages of
cultivating a knowledge of this art as occupation for the leisure hours.
Among the subjects which a man may take up for his recreation few offer so healthy

a pursuit or so vaiied an interest as tbo one which we are now considering. The
development of amateur photogi-aphy within the last few year^ has boon remarkable,
and I hox)e that the approaching exhibition which we are to hold in Leeds will reveal
what excellent results in various directions can be obtained by inert! amateurs.
The invention of rapid and reliable dry plates, the facility and the cheapness with

which the necessary apparatus and materials can now be obtained, the ease with which
modern light cameras can be carried on excursions, tho simplicity and comparative
cleanliness of mi>dern processes, have removed the ban-iers which in the earlier days
limited to a very few the practice of what was then not inaptly termed the Black Art.
Without much expense of time or money, without the exercise of exceptional Ekill,

most of us can attain, if not to a high degree of excellence in our productions, at least
to such a level as enables us to add quite a new interest to our family life, and to open
a new field for cultivating a love of the beautiful.

In tho interest of those who are bt^ginning work, I should like to point ont how use-
ful it is to keep prints in chronological order in all)ums. Of course not every negative
is worth representing, and even the atfectionate regard of every amateur for his own
work cannot save some negatives fi-om well-deserved destmction ; but a print from
every at all tolerable negative should he presei-ved, not in the inextricable confusion
of a drawer full of curled-up prints, but by pasting it as soon as possible in tho album,
with a note of the date and any technical remarks as to exposure and condition of
light as may appear desirable. Now, if the amateur is industrious in photographinff
himself, his wiie, his childj-en, his friends, his various surroundings, and especially it

he ti-avel much, these albums will become valuable volumes of pictorial biography and
family history, full of delightful, if also sometimes of painfnl, interest, as children
grow up to matm-ity, and loved faces pass away, recalling many scenes and circum-
stances which otherwise would be forgotten. Many a picture which at the time we
thought little of, because it was a poor photogi'aph, will be found after a few years to
have quite other than technical interest. You will be surprised to find with what
varied emotions yon will look through some early volume, perhaps long laid by, in
which, as you tnm over its pages, you will see again the young wife and the baby, the
children with the long-forgotten toys, or the oiico familiar friends strolling in tho
garden, or the simple an-angements of that first dwelling in which we remember
having been so happy, or the jolly gi-oups gathered together on that now distant
birthday, or the simple porti-ait of some dear old man, not clad in the state garments
and severe respectability of the professional picture, but just as we knew and loved
him, sitting in tho old arm-chair, with the well-worn dressing gown, and tho spec-
tacles, and the sliiipors, and the pipe, and the faithful dog not far away. For depicting
and preserving sucli scenes as these the amateur will find his reward rather than in
ambitious attempts to rival professional portraiture on a largo scale and under con-
ditions which are usually at great disaidvantage compared with those of a studio.
Indeed, tho beginner will do well to exercise some caution in photogi-aphing hia
acquaintances. One incidental result may follow his attempts : he will probably
attain to a better knowledge of the innate vanity of mankind, and realise the danger
of lotting our frirmds see themselves a-; others see them. Tho first condition of success
for the professional is a knowledge of the art of successful flattery.

Landscapes, of course, offer a wide field for the amateur. Tho camera is useful in
giving an inducement for health-giving rambles, and teaches him to delight not only
in the sublime jiHireets of nature bnt in the sweet nooks where ehe hides away her
modest beauties, whose simi)le loveliness will often be found tho most suitable for
photogi-aphic representation. And I think that our appreciation of the beauty of
nature is assi^tea even by the deep disappointment which we often feel over onr
photographic results, a disappointment which enables us to realise how subtle is the
intlueuce of colour, and how, under certain conditions of atmosphere and light, even a
commonplace landscape may become as it were transfigured witn beauty, like the face
of certain so-called pLiin persons under the influpnee of noble emotions.
Passing on, gentlemen, to the main question, it is well to boar in mind that photo*

graphy, in its more practical form, is comparatively a new invention. It is only in
recent years that its results have been largely felt, but what h.is been already aooom*
plished will show us how important a part this invention is likely to plav in the future
education of mankind. The most noteworthy movement of the last nnndrod yearfl

has been that towards equalising tho condition of men, towards enabling all men, as
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far as practicable, to have au equal cliauce in the battle of life, by the removal of

privileo-e, by equality before the law, and still more by briuf^nug knowledge within the

reach of all ; for, as Professor Stuart lately reminded us, the Qreat Leveller is Educa-

tion. Kow, gentlemen, what are the chief avenups of knowledge ? Are they not four ?

Personal experience, convcrsatiou, books, and the pictorial arts ; the last three beinrr

the means by which we arc enabled to benefit by the accumulated experience oi those

who have preceded us, and the constantly growing experience of our contemporaries.

It is in connection with what I may call pictorial education that photography plays,

and will increasingly play, an important part. We are taught by pictures before wc
ai-e taught by books, and pictures appeal more simply and more directly to the mmd
than do books. We all recognise this in the education of children, but wo do not

perhaps feufficiently appreciate how much we all lenrn, almost unconsciously, from

pictures, and all the more readily that the primary object of most pictxires is not so

much to teach as to please.

We are already so far accustomed to the resultf? of photography as not to realise at

first sight how much we owe to it or how badly we sliould fare without it. Look at

our book illustrations, and illustrated papers, and magazines. You will frequently

find, even when the engraving i.s not acknowledged to be '* from a photograph," that

a photogi-aph, nevertheless, has been the basis upon which the engraver has worked.

Indeed, photogi'aphy may be said to have rendered possible a large class of illustrated

books and papers. Jvst as the invention of printing has enabled us to appropriate

readily the knowledge of oihers, so the invention of i)hotography has enabled us to

see through other eyes than our own. To the modem traveller the camera is a sort

of third eye, upon the retina of which he is able to receive permanent impressions

which he can sfore for our use as much as his own. Before the days of jihotographj it

was rare for the travelltr to be able to give a pictorial representation of the scenes

which he witnessed, because, with the spirit of adventure which carried him on his

difficult way, there was not often allied the skill to produce an interesting and useful

sketch ; or, possessing the skill, he had not the necessary time and opportunity.

Tlmnks to the camera, however, we now all have within our reach an infinite number
of picture:?, giving us the most varied and valuable infoi-mation as to the comitries

and people of the world; pictures possessing the scicutitic value of Bccuracy with a

marvellous extent and delicacy of detail. For instance, at the recent Colonial Exhibi-

tion few objects were at once so interesting or so useful as the large and, for the most

part, admirable collection of photogi-aphs in each department, which enabled us, by
their faithful record, to realise in regard to each of our distant colonies the outward

aspect of nature, the scenery of their mountains, and lakes, and rivers, and forests

;

the appearance of their towns, the aspect of their streets and monuments, the archi-

tecture of their pubhc buildings, the degree of refinement or comfort of houses and
fm-niture, the costumes and features of their people, with their modes of conveyance,

their occupations, and amusements; their engineering work and art manufactures;

the varieties of domestic and wild animals, or the luxuriance of the vegetation in the

midst of which they dwell. And especially remarkable is the service of photography

in architectural representation ; for, in a moment, and at trifling cost, cnn be produced

an architectural picture wonderful in its exax3titude and infinite detail, reproducing

not only what the traveller has seen, but much more than he could possibly have
noticed, in, for instance, the wondrously complex beauty of a Cologne Cathedral or

the profuse ornamentation of an Indian temple. So familiar, indeed, has photography
made us with the great monuments of the world that the intelligent lingerer at home
often knows more about them than the average tmveller, and he is sometimes led to

doubt whether he has not actually visited scenes which he knows so well. So thfre

are many arm-chair travellers and fireside explorers, and, thanks to photography, the

"untravelled traveller" may share in the breadth of view and the cosmopolitan
knowledge of those who have the privilege of visiting other climes and distant peoples.

Nor can we doubt that the multiplication of examples and details of the architectural

beauties of strange lands has contributed to the widespread improvement of the public

taste and aroused a new interest in the history of the people whose works of genius

have won our admiration or wonder.
But the perfect fidelity of photographic representation could not fail to be useful in

other directions, and, accordingly, we find it extensively used in commerce, where it

provides remarkable facilities in prosecuting certain branches of trade. The next best

thing to seeing a machine or a piece of furniture which we wish to buy is to see its

photograph, on the truth of which we know we can rely. You are doubtless familiar

with the value of photography in the large variety of trades connected with art manu-
factures and in the various branches of civil and mechanical engineering. In great
works, such as the constraction of ships and bridges, it not only furnishes us with
accurate pictures of the completed strxicture, but enables permanent and correct
records to be kept of various stages of progress, or exhibits temporary or accidental
conditions, the knowledge of which is of gi-eat interest to the engineer. The api)lica-

tions of this art to commerce are rapidly extending, and one hears of it in unexpected
direction?, as, for instance, in the provision trade, where I find that certain American
houses send out photographs from actual samples to show the different cuts in which
they are prepared to supply bacon.

Passing on to deal very briefly with the application of photography to science, I

may remind you that the camera has only to a very limited extent been as yet useful

as an instrumeut of scientific research, although I believe it is destined in the future
to do valuable service even in this direction. It differs in that respect from the
microEcope and the telescope, by whose discoveries " creation widens in man's view."
We look out upon the vista of the infinitely gi"eat and the infinitely little, and realise

that the work of the Creator is as admirable in the one direction as the other. The
camera is less a discoverer than a spreader of knowledge ; and just as it lets us see
through the eyes of the wanderer in distant lands, so it enables us to look through
those of the biologist at his microscopic studies or those of the astronomer as in the
solitude of his observatory he gazes into the starry night. You all know how exten-
sively photographs taken through the microscope are used in the illustration of
scientific handbooks, and how by enlargement through the lantern on a screen they
prove a useful factor in scientific and popular education. On the other hand, tele-

scopic photographs are now common in connection with pictures of the moon's sui face
and transit or eclipse observations, and they have proved useful in determining
doubtful points in relation to solar physics, while accurate and highly detailed star
maps have been produced on photographic plates so sensitive as to record the existence
of distant stars and nebuUe the faint light from which fails to make any impression on
the human eye.

Among the most interesting and promising scientific applications of photography
may be mentioned Mr. Galton's researches into averages of physiognomy, and I
should like to call the attention of members to some very curious and interesting
composite portraits produced on the lines of Mr. Galton's suggestions, but on a new
aystem, by Mr. John T. Stoddard, of which examjjles will be found in the Marc'i
number of the Ccntitnj. You will find there a true family portrait, a composite
photojniiph which embodies in one typical face those of a father, mother, five sons,
and one daughter. Mr. Stoddard also gives tlu-ee composite portraits, the result and
types of three school classes of young ladies, and, finally, what he caJJs a co-composite,
in which those three composite portraits are merged into one, representing sixty-nine
persons. These singular and even beautiful results are obtained by the successive
exposui-e upon one photographic plate of a number of subjects, all of one size and in
one position, full-face, three-qu irters, or profile. All the faces are focussed so that
the eyes and month correspond exactly to two horizontal lines and the nose to a
vertical line upon a focussing glass, with the result that all the faces are, so far as
their leading features are concerned, exactly superposed. The aggregate of the expo-
sures equals the exposure which would be required under the same conditions of light
t> produce a full impression of any one subject, so that if the composite portrait is
t.iken from twenty suhjects the exposure of each sul)ject i.s very shoit, equal to one-

twentieth onl,y of the normal exposure. The pictures so produced ai*o not blurred, as
one might at first suppose, although they have a peculiar character of then* own and
a certain haziness of outline which add.s ratlier than detracts from their beauty.
Turning to medicine and surgery, we find that they, too, are under obligations to

the camera. Photogi-aphy is luucb used in psychological mudicine in depicting the
physiognomy in different foiins of insanity. It is employed by publishers in the
delineation of diseased or injured conditions, while the lecturer on pathology is abli
by photo-microscopic slides enlarged upon a screen to demonstrate to a class of
students the points of difference between sections from healthy and from diseased
stnictures. Now, gentlemen, let us step across from the medical' school to the police
office. Here, too, the camera has become indisppusable, and photographic albums ai'o

always at hand which have a verv special interest for the detective police, since phot>-
gi-aphy has become one of the safeguards of society against crime.
Where there is so much of accompUshed fact to dwell upuu it is rash, within the

limits of a short address, to venture to refer to future po.isibilities ; but is it not quite
conceivable that instantaneous photography, which has made so much progi-ess of late
years, may yet prove a powerful weapon in the service of the police, and open a new
chapter in the history of criminal evidence? If you look at im-tantaneons photo-
gj-aphs of street scenes, or processioEs. or crowds, you will not fail to be struck by
some unexpected features or to notice the evidential value which these pictures afford
of the relative positions, the attitudes, the obvious intentions, of the many jiersons
which they represent. In an inst;intaneous view which I took of an artillery detach-
ment at work one luckless individual is for ever convicted of having at the moment
been occupied in surrei>titiously blowing his nose ; while in another, of waves breaking
ou a rocky shore, I afti-rwards discovered an interesting couple, whom at the time I
had not noticed, sitting very close to each other on a ledge far above, confident in
their own happiness and the supi)oscd absence of oljservatiou.
In Germany recently I was shown a new form of detective camera, rotary in action,

and very fiat in shape, for convenient suspen^^ion by a ribbon from the neck, so as to
be concealed quite conveniently under the coat, with the small lens projecting throngh
a button-hole. The apparatus once charged is cipabte of producing six instantaneous
views in rapid succession by the simple pulling of a string. Whether this instrument
will be so far perfected as to lead to our police being armed with photographic revol-
vers remains to be seen.

Among the best results in instantaneous photogi-aphy with which I am acquainted
are those which have been attained by a German 'photographer, Mr. Ottomar
AuschUtz, who has devoted himself to this branch of work, and whose pictures are of
singular interest and merit. His enlarged views of the laying of the foundation stone
of the new German Parliament House, and of the inaguration of the Niederwald
Monument l)y the Emperor of Germany, are suggestive of the historical interest
which must needs attach to work of this kind; and his collection of instant meous
photographs from recent autumn manceuvres, taken by direction of the War Dei art-
ment, have aroused much interest in Germany. He has published a large variety of
admirable examples of moving animals, and particularly of flying birds ; but his most
original and valuable contributions have been the serial photographs bv which he has
illustrated the analysis of muscular action, as, for instance, in the movements of a
naked man taking a long jump, or throwing a stone, or of horses galloping, or leaping
over obstacles. Others before him had obtained residts very suggestive and interesting,
illustrating the motion of animals, but they were characterised by an almost complete
absence of detail, and were in fact little more than outlines or silhouettes. Those of
Aufchiitz, on the other hand, notwithstanding excessively rapid exposures, are not
only sharp but full of detail, and they have the scientifai; advantage of showing a
consecutive series of views, following in succession at equal and very .short intervals
of time, so as, for example, to give a complete analysis of the movements of a horse
in leaping over a hurdle, or of those of a bird in one flaii of its wings during the act of
flying. The difficulties to be encoimtered vrill be to some extent realised when you
consider that the time required for the complete movements jnst referred to are
about three-fourths of a second for that of the horse, and one-eighth of a second for
that of the bird, and that the series of combined cameras must be capable of giving
up to twenty-four successive pictures per second, at equal intervals of time. The
series of ten views of a leaping horse, which I submit for your inspection to-night,
have been taken with exposure of one-one-thousandth of a second, at equal intervals of
time of one-sixteenth of a second. It is characteristic of the readiness with which the
German Government encourages all educational works that it ]ihs assisted the photo-
grai)her to the extent of over i-1000 in the production of his corajjlex and ingenious
ajjparatus, and has instructed him to prepare for the military riding schools series
exhibiting the analysis of the movements of horses at their various jiaces.

Gentlemen, I am anxious not to weary you with the general and, I fear, veiy im-
perfect review which I have nndertaken to bring to your notice in this :uhiress, and
therefore I will now only add a few words on a subject worthy of a more detailed
consideration—the position of photography in relation to the arts. Let us consider
it under the two asi>ects. First, as regards the original production of photography,
and, second, in reference to photographic reproduction of tine art works.
We cannot claim for original photo.inaphy that it can express the higher forms of

art, for its very nature binds it too closely to objective as distimt from .subjective
expression. To many of the applications which we have hitherto eonsiderc 1, this
characteristic was precisely what gave a value to photographic iiictures. Then, tho
intention was to obtain accurate and reliable representations, as free as possible from
the subjective modifications or exaggerations which the imagination or prejudice of
the observer might import into his picture. Whon, however {as in tine art work), t'ao

intention is to give pleasure by picturing the beautiful, the pure objectivity or realism
of the photograph places it at a disadvantage. Original photography can show va
indeed what the eye of the artist sees in nature, but it cannot express his lofty ideal,

it cannot become a vehicle for the play of his fancy, or the inspiration of liis genius ;

it belongs strictly to the realistic school. Nevertheless, the artistic photographer ia

able, by selecting for delineation such scenes or objects or conditions as harmonise
with his own ideals, and by applying liis knowledge of combination prmting, to pro-
duce works of great beauty, which, in a certain reflex sense, bear the stamp ol hii own
mind.
Any one who has compared views which diffi^reut persons have brought fr im given

districts, or even views by different litr^ons of the same object, must become conscious
of the difference between the mere ]>hotograi>her and the photographic artitt.

Therefore is it, that although original photography cannot express the highest forms
of art, we owe to it a multitude of most Ijcautiful pictures, which, quiti; beyond their
value as mere realistic representations, and sometimes even in spite of it, pr>=sess for ns
a tnie artistic interest. We must note further that photography, like the ai ts of en-
graving and etching, is limited for its expression to monochrome ; nor does the pre. ont
condition of our knowlet^ge warrant any prospect of our being able to pin the gloiy
of colour, which we are able to bring as far as, but no further, than the focussing
glass of our cameras.

But, notwithstanding these disadvantages, notwithstanding its boudag.^ to realism
and its inability to render the charm and variety of colour, photography has enriched
us with a new source of delight in an endless diversity of pictures, where we miy look
now on the awful gi'andeur of the Alpine peaks clad in their mantle of eternal smiw,
or on the mountains mirrored in the placid waters of the lake, and now on the mi.!ht/
plunge of the cataract, on the broad ship-laden river, or the babbling stream, thai

"Gurgling k!.-;?ed his pcbVilrd shore."

Beautiful as are the views over lard and sen and sky, the studies of trees and aninuvl",
which [the camera has] given us, its greatest service has been in the dire.ti u of

portraitiu'c.

The great portrait painters are few, and even these are eingularly uneq i:d, aud

tt
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therefore boforo the days oftlic camerft good portraits wore rare indeed. For one
gmnd work by a Vt'lasquez, a Rombnindt, a Vandyke, a IteyiioldB, «ra Gainsborouffb,

we have thousands of mere daubs, whogo wooden oxpresston bears a moro or less

clumsy resemblance to tboir orig-inals. Of the outwanl aspect of some of the most
intorcstiufr fii^ures of even niotlern history we can form but a vaprne idea. Our fore-

father? cultivated, indeed with some success, the art of miniature painting, and im-
mediately before the advent of DaguerreotjTW there were skilful artists in blick
silhouettes, wbieh stiU enable us to see dindy tlie profiloa at least of our great-grand-

fathiM's and jfreat-.-^randinulberp. But the brilliant iuventions of Niepce and Dagucrre,
and their puceossors, have onalilod u» to take, as it were, a short cut to the represen-

tations of the human face, which is at onco the most interestinif object in nature and
at the same time the mo>;t subtle and difHcult to portray in any other way.
Of course there are bad photo,!?raphi(! portmits. Most portraits of any kind are

bad ! But where great tecliuical skill hn:* been allied to true artistic feolinff, photo-
graphy has endowed the modern world with superb portraits, in which haply we see

ourselves in the early days of simplicity aud innocence, or recall with deep interest the
features of thosj whom we have loved and lost, or in which we may draw near iu a
sort of intimate personal knowledge to ail that the world knows of greatness, of

goodness, of beauty, or of intellect.

We are warranted therefore in ascribing to photographv, iu regard to its original

productions, an honourable place among the fine arts, aud we may now proceed to

consider very briefly the great educational service which photography is rendering iu

connection with the bumble but most xiseful sphere of tine art reproductions. In this

direction there has been a won 'crful development in recent years, a development duo
in part to improvements in silver printing, and to the beauty and permanence of the
results obtained by the carbon, platinotypo, aud other processes, and in part to the
discovery of methods by which photography may be translated, so to speak, into

printing in pigments or permanent inks, while recently photo-engraving has opened
a wide lield of valuable possibilities.

I have already referred 1o the service of photography iu architootnral representa-
tions. Sculpture, too, which, like architecture, relies for iU effect upon beauty of

form rather than charm of colour, is specially suited for the monochromatic ren-

dering to which photography is limited. But among fine art reproductions it is in

connection with copies of paintings aud drawings that photography has met with its

widest application.
Photographic copies of noteworthy modem pictures are av^iilable in Germany and

France to a greater extent than in this country. By arrangement with the painters
or the owners of pictures, photographs are published of all the moro important works
of the annual and permanent exhibitions, and thus tlio modern artist appeals to a
widely extended public, and thousands are able to gather something of the charm or
the lesson of a great woik of art which they may never have the opportunity of

seeing.

Not all pictures are capable of successful photographic represeutaHon ; but the im-
provement of processes has given us admirable copies of a large range of works of

art, inctudiug the mastei-piecc? of the old aud modern schools, aud in such size as to
be available for exhibition in public art galleries, whore a selection of the productions
of Messrs. Brauu, of Domaeh, or the Autotype Company, or the Berlin Photographic
Company, or the Messrs. Goupil, and others, cannot fail to Vie of great value in the
promotion of art culture. Copies of most of the best works in our own National
Gallery, and iu the gi*cat Continental collections, can now be had in excellent execu-
tion and at small cost ; and these reproductions deserve to be more largely used than
they arc as prizes in schools, or for home decoration, when they are far preferable to
inferior paintings of greatly larger cost. In these productions we have not, as in en-
graving or etcliing, the painter's work translated by another mind and hand, but
copies of wonderful fidelity, in which the original may be said to have copied itself,

and in which all that is characteristic is reproduced. For copies of works in mono-
chrome, such as chalks or sepias, they may be printed in the exact colours of the
original, reproducing the very texture of the paper, aud with tuch perfection as to be
only distinguishable from originals by the careful examination of experts.

Photo-engraving has, I believe, a great future before it, and dealing as it does with
modern pictures, has the advantage of the co-operation of the artists themselves in the
publication of their works. This beautiful art will, I think, to a great extent, super-
sede the old method of engraving and etching, although these will still be required to
complete and give vigour to the photo-engraved plates. The variety of colour in

which impressions may l>e taken by photo-lithography and photo-engraving, removes
the reproach of monotony which has hitherto attached to collections of photo-
graphs, and any one who has seen the recent coloured productions of Messrs. Goupil
& Co., of Paris, will have realised that a new charm has been added to photo-
graphic printing, and that new prospects of progress and usefulness ai'c being
developed. Indeed, when we remember that it is little more than forty years since
Daguerreotype aud Talbotype first became known, we cannot but wonder at the
development and at the varied application of photography.
To the complete organiz ition of the modem world, any new invention or discoveiy,

any practical advance of knowledge, becomes rapidly absorbed into the universal
system. On the other hand, it is remarkable how we seem sometimes to linger a long
while on the thresholds of great discoveries. Some cux'ious fact is recorded by the
scientific observer, but lies dormant aud unfruitfid of useful consequences until
possibly long after a comparatively small advance permits of practical application and
unexpected developments.
We may look with respect, therefore, on abstract Ecientific research, although

particular features of it may not at the moment appear to belong to what we consider
useful knowledge.

Before the beginning of this century the action of light upon salts of silver had
been observed, and the curious but evanescent sun pictures which Davy and Wedgwood
had obtained, remained among the unapplied curiosities of science. Two generations
passed away before the processes of Haguorre and Talbot, together with the discovery
of hyposulphite of soda, and its action in dissolving silver salts, showed how suu pictures
could be fixed and photography become practical. Even then the first steps were slow.
Daguerre mentions that although landscapes required an exposure of seven to eight
hours, he believed that single monuments, when strongly H-ihted by the sun, might be
taken with an exposure of three hours only. The early portraits required an exposure
of from three to ten minutes, while now negatives may be developed which have beeu
exposed only one-one-thousandth part of a second ! In our hasty survey we have seen
how, once fairly launched, photography has grown to be a most valuable agent in the
hands of man, how it has rendered vast services in the spread of knowledge, how it has
aasisted distant people to understand or know each other, how it has proved a great
educational factor, given facilities to commerce, become a help to science, and a hand-
maid of art ; how, too, it has provided us with one of those new som-cea of pleasure
and interest, which go to compensate us for the life of keen competition and restless
activity iu the midst of which we moderaB are called upon to work.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
Thk last niecting of the session of the above Society was held on Friday la.st,

the 13th instant, in the Royal College of Science, Dublin,—Mr. J. V. Robinson
in the chair.

Mr. Louis Meldon exhibited and explained a new form of washing trough
for prints or plates as used in the Observatory at Stonyhurst. The trough was
divided into two compartments and rocked on a horizontal axis, so that the
supply tap was either over one or other of them. When one compartment was

full, the apparatus was so balanced that it tipped over, allowing the compart-
ment just filled to empty, and placing the other one under the tap to be filled

;

and when the latter became full the .same thinjc occurred, w) thiit the compart-
ments went on filling and emptying altoruately.

A sum of money was voted by tiio Society for the expenses of the Triennial

Pliotographic Kxhilutiou whicli i.s to be held in the rooms of the R^yal Hiber-
nian Academy during tlie month of November next, and which, from the great

interest taken in photography, aud the increa-seil number of workers diiriDg

the last three years, should surpass its predecessor both in the namlwr and
(piality of its exhibits.

^ .

i^ Corresponist^ should tuver write on both sides of the paper.

THE BIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Does a sitter sit for a negative and tvfelvecarten-de-vigite,

or twelve cartci alone ? If he stipulates for the negative, then he most
in law hold receipt for one negative and twelve cartes-de-visite.

If a party requires from me a negative of himself I charge, one negative,

Is. ; one carte, is. A negative is not a portrait to deliver to a customer,
and it must be stipulated if a purchase is arranged that the negative is

of certain value. None but an idiot would demand the negative when
not stipulated for. If I order my house painted at £4 los., and then
say I require paint-brushes, pieces of pumice stone, and all tools left

after the job is done, I must, forsooth, be charged : To painting house,
£4 15s. ; to brushes, &o., used for doing the same, .5s. 6d. ; total,

£5 Os. Gd.

Now let us for one moment presume I order from Messrs. Marion 5000
cartes-de-visite, £2 10s. The receipt is for 5000. Can I demand the

engraved plate? Certainly not, the agreement being for 5000 cartes

at £2 lOs. But Messrs. Marion hold the plate. Why do they do that?
For the simple reason they would be pleased to supply more cards. But
providing they invoice 5000 cartes, £2 10s. ; the engraved plate, 10s.

;

total £3 ; then it is obvious I have paid for cards and the plate, and
I can demand the same.

If a sitter be entitled to the negative, he is also equally entitled to

your camera and lens, the latter being quite as essential to take the
picture as the negative is in the hands of the printer. And, moreover,
to make the whole thing more unmistakably clear, as I pay you three-

pence per week for your valued JornxAi., and the press you used being
essential to your turning the paper out to me at that price, may I not
respectfully ask you to send me on the press you use per luggage to Edge
Hill?—I am, yours, dc, Blase.

Lii^erjiool.

N.B.—By-the-by, this reminds me of a swell calling here one day
and asking in swellish terms whether I could take a negative of him.
I replied, "Oh, certainly ;" took him at his word, gave him a receipt

—

" Mr. Anderson, to one negative. Is. Paid." When he called I duly
handed him his negative. He looked at it all ways, and asked what
the deuce was that, he was no nigger. Did I call that a portrait? I

said, " Certainly not. You sat only for a negative and paid for the same.
I did it, and here it is." After a little tall swearing I informed him that
when parties sat for a negative they were handed what they had paid for,

but if they sat for a carte, or cartes, it was specified on the receipt.

Photographers do not give receipts for negatives and cartes. B.

To the Editohs.

Gentlemen,—"J. F." need not be surprised at the sUence of photo-
graphers on the subject he writes upon.

Photographers should know how to conduct their business best.

The public go to them on their own terms ; if those terms do not suit,

they are at liberty to stay away. During more than twenty-five years'
practice as a photographer I have never once had the negative demanded
of me as a right. I have been requested to sell it, but often have I been
desired to take great care of it. "J. F." does not seem to know that
repeat orders form a large part of a photographer's income, and very
often a negative years old yields an order for enlargement of from £5 to

£20. That occurs frequently. "J. F.'s" suggestion to destroy the film

would not do at all. A really good photograph is rarely secured a second
time, and for that reason alone it should be preserved. Photographers
know all about this, and go to great expense in fitting up rooms on
purpose for the care of negativas, which means a good sum of money
ijearitj in rent, some of our large firms requiring a building for this

purpose alone. I give these few particulars, of which " J. F." seems to be
quite ignorant or quietly ignores. I do not use argument, it is not neces-

sary. I repeat, we do not charge for negatives, not even for the films

(which is not his), and I think we shall still be allowed to conduct our
business in our own way. We have nothing to do with either engraver's

plates, lithographer's stones, or type pie.—I am, yours, ic,
1, Orchard-street, Sheffield, May 9, 1887. Fbkdkrick Bisbe.

To tlie Editoes.
Gentlesien,—Permit me to express my opinion with regard to " The

Bight to the Negative." First, then, my opinion is that the negative
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belongs by right of custom to the photographer. In proof of this state-

ment it will be found that when any dispute arises in business matters

in regard to unwritten laws, if taken into court, judgment will be given

in accordance with the CHstora in vogue in that particular business.

I am not aware of any law entitling the " sitter " to the negative, and
it is quite notorious that the custom among photographers has been, and
is, to claim the negative.

Although an extra charge is made for taking the negative, I fail to see

how it should become the property of the "sitter," who only pays for the

skill, labour, plate, chemicals, camera, lens, studio, Ac. Query: Should
the whole concern belong to any one who pays for the production of a
photograph 1 Hardly!

Also some of your correspondents advise the destruction of the nega-
tive. But who is to be the destroyer? The ownership must be decided

first.—I am, yours, Ac, N. S. B.

Kirkcaldy, May 16, 1887.

PHOTOGRAPHEBS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—May I trespass upon your kindness to insert this notice.

The Committee are desirous of extending the knowledge of the existence

and objects of the Association, and to further that aim have issued the

enclosed handbill. I shall be pleased lo forward a supply to any photo-
grapher, photographic dealer, or others willing to assist in the circulation

of the same, who will, by this action, render material assistance in

obtaining the requisite publicity.

With the subscription only 2s. 6d. per annum, every assistant should
become a member of the Association.—I am, yours, &c.,

Offices: 181, Ahlersgate-street, E.G., May 16, 1887. H. Haeland.

THEATRICAL PHOTOGRAPHS.
To the Editoes.

Gentlemen,—I confess I am somewhat surprised that Mr. J. F. Roberts
took the trouble in last week's Journal to say that I followed lii-f example
in taldng theatrical photographs ; but having done so, I am quite sure he
will gratify me by taking a very httle more trouble and answering the
following plain questions :

—

1. Who proposed and proved to him that such photographs could easily

be taken with orthochromatic plates, and persuaded him to see Wyndham
on the subject? 2. Who went with him and took negatives of the stage,

without figures, in order that future exposures should be correct ?

3. Who gave him the formula; for orthochromatising his plates, and
explained how it was done ? 4. Who was it that, after all arrangements
had been made for the joint photographing of David Garrick, wrote a
letter, received on the morning of the day of performance, saying that
Mr. Hyslop could not be admitted, as it was merely a private matter, and
Mr.Wyndham objected to being photographed by any one but Mr. Roberts ?

There is just one point more in Mr. Roberts's correction I would like to
notice, and that is his grievance against the Camera Club because some
one did not call attention to his pictures. I am not aware whether any
mention was made or was not made of the pictures, but I think that Mr.
Roberts might (at least in the first instance) have brought liis grievance
before the Club, through the proper channels, before airing his wrongs in
a public print.—I am, yours, cSro., Wsi. H. Htslop.
Camera Club, May 17, 1887.

iBicijange (ffoluntrt.—•

—

Will exchange a Victoria camera and four lenses for interior badtCTOunds.—AddrefS,
G. Speinsthobpi;, 18, Tacket-street, Ipswich.

Will exchange a Lerebour's single lens, fonrteen-inch focns, for a whole-plate zinc
negative washing trough.—Address, R. Davies, 5, iSnnningfields-crescent, Hendon.

A nearly new copying press, size about 12x10, in exchivnge for a Marion's large
developing lamp.—Address, A. Woodward, 12, Alfred-street, Blackpool, Lanciishire.

I will exchange a fifty -two-inch Coventry tricycle, suitable for carrying photographie
apparatus, for Ross' Universal or symmetrical whole-plate lens, or good accessories —
Address, W. Platle, Bishop's Stortford.

I will exchange th« following for 12x10 studio camera with two slides :—Quarter-
plate Lancaster pocket camera, one double slide and lens, 5x4 Ross' view ditto, five
Victoria portrait lenses fitted to plate, and cabinet burnisher.—Address, Utles
Gakber, 298, Holloway-road, K.

anstoers to ©orresponircntsf.

PHOTOGRArHS REGISTERED :

—

J. H. Mann, Sandall, near Doncaster.—Interior viacs ofBoUan Castle
John Owen, Newtown, North Wales.—Porfraite o/Hie late Mr. Ceirwg Suglws.

E. BoNSFlELD.—Received. In our next.
F. W. B.—It is a printer's error. It should be ferrous sulijbate, not ferric

sulpliate.

R. C. Stokes.—The surface of the sUver vase may be dulled by the weU-known
expedient of placing a piece of ice ia it. So it also may by dabbing it over
with a piece of glazier's putty.

C. C. C.—The pictures iu question arc by the collotype process. They are
about the best examples of collotype we have seen for a long time. 'They
are returned by post, as desired.

0. X.—You have continued the heat too long. As .soon as the solution
becomes concentrated set it aside to cool ; crystals will then form. The
silver had better be crystallised before use.

E. J. W. will feel obliged if Mr. E. H. Jaque.s, who read a paper before th
Birmingham Pliotographic Society, will read the formula given on page 254
and say if tlie porjiortions there given .are correct.

Cairo.—Print the pictures on alhumenised paper and tone to a cold colour
then dye them a pale greenish bhie with Judson's dyes very much diluted.

Tlie numbers may be written witli a ]ien charged with liquid Chinese white.

A. W. Middleton.—The chief faults in all tlie negatives sent is under exposure
Some of the phates require quite tliree times what they received. With this

information we advise you to try tlie subjects once more. Good pictures of
similar subjects are being constantly taken.

Same. Wills wi.«hes to know how lie can blacken a camera stand which he
has constructed of pine. The wood can be blackened by painting it with a
mixture of brown-hard vami.sh diluted with about an equal jiart of methylated
spirit, to which some lampblack lias lieeu .added.

H. R. W. writes : "I have an old but good qu.arter-plate portrait combination
lens ; would you kindly tell me if it requires any alteration to make it

snitaiile for enlarging, and if so, what .•"'—Tlie lens require no alteration, and
if it be a good one will answer quite well. Of course the posterior gla.ss

must be placed next the negative to be enlarged.

Tyro says ;
" I have seen that in your Journal you recommend shellac

vaiuisli for wooden wa.shing trays. 1 wisli to make a large tray, 16 x 14 x 8,

and wi.^h to preserve the wood ami make watcrtiglit, so as to wash jiriuts in

it. Will you kindly inform me if sliellac varnish is best for above, and how
to make the vami.sh ? "—Shellac will do quite well, but the first coating

should be with a dilnte solution, so as to allow of its being absorbed by the
wood. The after coatings may be thicker. The shellac solution is made
by dissolving tlie lac in methylated sjiirit. Brunswick black also makes a

good waterproof coating for wooden vessels, and is preferred by many to

sliellac.

Greenhorn'K writes :
" How is it, tliat when I focus my single lens with a

large stop (say three-quarters of an inL'li) I can fill a 7 x 7^ focussing screen

with tlie view, but after putting in tlie (|uarter of an inch stop to make it

sli.arp, I can't fill a Oi x 4.j plate to the edge, but get a circular picture. I am
taking a ratlier dark Interior, and I can't get a sharp picture unless I put in

tlie quarter of an inch stop, but tliat reduces the picture. How can I alter

tliis, as I want to take the whole of the interior ? My lenses are only about
six-inch focus, and the church is about ninety to one hundred feet loug."^
Our coiTesjiondent's trouble arises from the stop being placed too far from
the lens. If tlie stoji be placed nearer none of the view will be cut off.

S. Tallow asks :
" Would you kindly inform me in your Journal what is the

cause of my silver bath becoming crowded witli crystals like short hairs,

rendering filtration necessary nearly every day. I have looked up Abuey's
work on the subject, and the only thing I see like the defect is over iodising,

which he says causes these crj'stals or granules ; but I have made up a new
bath and put no iodide in it, and the same tiling occurs after a week's

use."—The needle-like crystals are caused by the bath becoming super-

saturated with iodide of silver. All baths are liable to this, even after

continual use. Tlie remedy is to add an equal quautity of water to the

bath, which will precijiitate most of the iodide, lilter, and then make uji to

tlie original strength with nitrate of silver. Very little reliable information

has been published on the production of blocks in half tones.

North London Photographic Society.—Tliere will be an excursion on
Saturday, May 21, to Waltham. The train leaves Liverpool-street (Great

Eastern Railway) at forty-three minutes jiast two p.m.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of this

Club, May 25, 1887, will be on I'hotiirjruphiiig Interiors. Saturday outing at

Winchmore Hill. Meeting at Railway Station as near two o'clock as possible.

Photographic Society of Great BuiTiUN.—The usual monthly technical

meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next. May 24, at eiglit p.m.,

at the G.allery, 5a, Pall Mall East, when a demonstration will be given of

Platinotype J'rinling.

Effect of Tobacco on the Sight.—On the occasion of a lecture on lenses

and cognate tojucs by Mr. Traill Taylor at the Balloon Society, Royal
Aquarium, on Friday last week, it was stated that astigmatism, or the

inability to see vertical and horizontal lines with equal distinctness, could be

temporarily induced by tobacco, the eye resuming its normal functions ia

about an hour after the pipe was laid aside. Ur. Lindsay Johnson afterwards

con'oborated the st,atement as to the elfect of tobacco on the sight by giving an
instance of colour blindness having lieen produced by its agency. In course

of his lecture Mr. Taylor gave some statistics relative to the enormous heating

power of the suu's rays when concentrated by lenses or rettected by miiTors.

By the former, such refractory metals as platinum could be melted in a few
seconds ; while, by the latter, it would not be difficult to ignite any wooden
atnicture at a distance of half a mile or more.
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VIGNETTING FACILITIES.

Numerous are the devices which have been created in the

brain of the ingenious photographer in order to adapt his

vignetting mask to the negative while in the printing frame,

and not a few patents have been obtained for mechanical

appliances to facilitate this end. Of these, some have been

80 elaborate as to render their possession a matter involving

an expenditure which might in some slight measure hamper
the financial resources of the young photographic aspirant.

Without detracting from the special merits of the various

vignetting arrangements which have existed or do exist at

present, we are in a position to describe one which possesses

merits peculiarly its own, being simple, cheap, and very readily

adapted to the negative. It owes its existence to Mr. Lyonel

Clark, C.E.

Every one is aware of the system of vignetting by placing

in front of the negative a piece of cardboard having in it a

suitable aperture. Mr. Clark's improvement upon this is one
which very little reflection will show to bo of great importance.

It consists in substituting for the cardboard a sheet of thin lead

;

that which Mr. Clark left with us is what is known as " four-

ounce" lead, and is therefore exceedingly thin and, consequently,

cheap. It is manufactured mainly for the purpose of lining damp
walls upon which paper is intended afterwards to be hung.

Having obtained a piece of this lead somewhat larger than
the printing frame (this is important), cut out the oval or

other desired form of opening, a pair of light scissoi-s sufficing

for this purpose, for it cuts quite as easily as the thinnest

paper, if not somewhat easier. Laying this opening down
upon the figure in the negative that is to be vignetted, and
having adjusted it carefully, the margins of the sheet lead are
then bent over the edges of the printing frame, by which the
mask is permanently retained in position. Owing to the ex-

treme pliancy of the lead it may be lifted up from the negative
to any desired extent, so as to give the maximum of softness

to the margins of the portrait, or, if desired, it may bo raised

irregularly, so as to produce any effect as regards softness of

outline demanded by artistic recpiirements.

Unlike a paper or card mask, this is unaffected by rain or

the weather, and when done with the margins are raised and
the sheet of lead is ready to be fitted on any other portrait.

For large portraits it may be desirable to employ a somewhat
thicker sheet than that mentioned.

It is evident that by preparing and keeping in stock a few
sheets of the class here described, with apertures of different

forms or dimensions, the photographer will possess a vignetting
armoury which will serve him in good stead and be always
ready for use under all circumstances.

Small although this invention may at first sight seem to be,

yet is it one which is capable of greatly facilitating the produc-

tion of vignettes.

4

PHOTOCHLOKIDE OF SILVER.

Were it asked, Who of all those connected with photographic

science has, by original research, careful experiment, and lucid

description, done most to advance our art in what we may term

its practical science "i it is probable that the answer would be

M. Carey Lea, of Philadelphia. Those who have access to our

volume for 1875, and who will turn to the issue for May 28,

will find there such a record, albeit an imperfect one, of the

contributions of this eminent savant and confrere to chemistry,

photo-chemistry, and practical photography, as wiU prove

almost astounding, and yet at that period his work was still

going on. Compelled by a tedious course of ill-health to dis-

continue his regular communications to Tue British Journal

OF Photographt, of which he was for many years the honoured

American correspondent, he has of late been engaged in an

investigation in the subchloride and " photochloride " of silver,

in a large measure, in connection witli heliochromy.

Although for the last two or three years the photographic

world has heard but little of Carey Lea, yet when we study the

paper which appears in our columns containing the result, or

rather a part of the result, of his work during this time, wo
shall see that it was such as to call for his undivided attention.

Mr. Lea believes that he has been able to prepare by chemical

means the material forming the famous "latent" image; and

he has confirmed his results by a great number of experiments.

It appears to consist of a sort of molecular combination between

chloride of silver (Ag CI) and subchloride of silver (Agu CI)—the

amount of the latter substance varying from an extremely

small proportion up to eight or nine per cent.

It is difficult, or impossible, to explain according to chemical

theories the nature of this combination between the cldoride

and the subchloride, but it is evidently of a remarkable and

surprisingly stable nature, for reagents, such as strong nitric

acid, which would attack either of these bodies separately, has

no effect upon them when in combination. For this compound
or double chloride Mr. Lea proposes the name of the " photo-

chloride," a term which is not, we fear, in accordance with the

rules of chemical nomenclature, but which has the advantage

of avoiding any theory as to the exact composition of the

substance.

By forming or spreading this "photochloride" upon the

surface of paper, &,c., Mr. Lea has been able to obtain coloured

copies of the spectrum, and of paintings on glass, &c. ; and we
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agree witli him that this photochloridc which lie has been the

first to identify, to isolate, and to prepare in qnantity, is the

same as that with which Becqnerel, Poitevin, and others

obtained the promising results in heliochromy recently

described by Jerome Harrison in our pages.

In a continuation of his paper next month Mr. Lea promises

to deal with the manner in which the latent image is produced

by the action of light.

We hail with delight Mr. Lea's reappearance in this connection.

PHOTOGRAPHING FLOWERS.

Before leaving the subject of lighting, it may be well to point

out that a very great deal may be done to improve the eft'ect

by arranging the position of the object with regard to the

window or source of light so as to best suit the character of

the subject. Thus, if a spray or branch have a natural in-

clination in a certain direction, the heavier shadow will be cast

on that side to which it leans, and it will be proper to so adjust

the light that that side be not thrown into too great darkness.

Or, again, if the subject be furnished with bushy foliage, with

promincnitly projecting branches or sjfrays, the hollows or de-

pressions will, if lighted wholly from the side, be rendered as

black, unsightly patches, whatever length of exposure may
be given. In such cases the best course to adopt is to light

more or less from the front by bringing the camera nearer to

the window and removing the object farther away, but more

in the direction of a right line from the centre of the light.

In this manner, and in many other cases, much trouble and
disappointment is saved, for when the lighting is not managed
to advantage the difficulties always present in exposure and
development are greatly enhanced.

Turning to exposure, the one golden rule must be to ex-

pose long cnougli. Let the mind be completely freed from all

ideas of quick exposures and forced development, for such a

course is absolutely and utterly impossible. The natural

characteristics of the class of subjects are alone sufficient to

contra-indicate short exposures even \uider the most favoiu'able

circumstances, for whatever may be the colour of the blossom,

the green of the leaves, no matter what its tint, must have its

due share of light. If the blossom be white or any delicate

liglit colour, i>hotographically speaking, instead of the exposure

being shortened the very reverse is the case, for the very con-

trast between tlie flowers and foliage necessitates a "full" ex-

posure in order to counteract any tendency to harshness.

Yellow and red flowers, especially if dark in tint, sutFer pro-

portionately less by curtailment of the time of exposure ; but
though the result, pictorially, may be better than in the ease

of the lighter tints, the correctness of the colour rendering

must inevitably suffer. Besides this, the conditions of lighting

under which we recommend the work to be done are such as

require a liberal allowance of time in exposure in order to pro-

duce artistic effects without harshness or heaviness.

But the question will be asked, " What constitutes a full ex-

posure ? " to which we can only reply that everything depends
upon circumstances. The plate, the subject, the light, the

studio, in fact, every single item in the process demands its

share of recognition as aff'octing the all-important exposure.

But a very few experiments in a new studio will give a good
idea of what is requisite under normal circumstances, aud any
variations in plates, or light, or sidyect, can then be easily

calculated and allowed for. As a rough idea, we may mention

that at a distance of three or four feet from a window about

four feet by three feet in dimensions, and facing south, but

without the sun on it, we are in the habit of giving from

three to fifteen minutes, according to the subject, the lens

being stopped down to about Z^. These lengthy exposures are

made to suit a special development, as will be explained later, for

mider the same conditions of lighting and employing a normal

developer, ten seconds with most subjects will suffice to pro-

duce what would be a good negative if it were a reproduction

of any other object. But in order to obtain the detail in the

abnormally deep shadows that is requisite to an artistic render-

ing of the snliject, it is absolutely necessary to expose solely for

those shadows, leaving the better lighted portions to be dealt

with by a modified development.

Even these exposures are not abnormally long for the class

of work, for wo know that one master in the art of flower pho-

tography, to whom we referred in our previous article, used to

be in the habit of giving as long as half or three-quarters of an
hour, and that under a glass roof, though it is tnie the lens

emjiloyed was a slow one, stoj)ped down to its utmost limit.

These lengthy exposures are at times slightly inconvenient,

from causes which lie with the flowers themselves rather than

in the operation of photographing them. For example, the

delicate sprays and pendulous blossoms of some flowers are so

nicely balanced that the slightest movement suffices to set

them in motion and so destroy definition. It may be supposed

that a slight movement in the course of a lengthy exposure

would scarcely aftect the general definition, on the ground that

the leaves and blossoms would resume their original positions

when the motion was past. This they no doubt do to a certain

extent, just as foliage in a landscape does in the quiet intervals

of a gusty day ; but it must be remembered that cut flowers

offer the disadvantage, that by a slight shake they may be

altered in their relative positions with regard to one anotlier—
the group may, in fact, be slightly rearranged. And again, in

the course of half an hour, especially in hot weather, a cut

spray is liable to droop, at least in a slight degree, not sufficient,

jierhaps, to jiresent any palpable dilferencc to the eye, though it

may seriously affect the sharpness of tlie photograph. A ftir

less common ditficulty has been experienced with flowers which

possess the curious property of opening or closing their petals

under certain conditions of light ; and it can be readily

imagined that a blossom which, fully open when the exposure

commences, gradually closes during the impression of the

image, or vice versd, stands but a poor chance of being satis-

factorily rendered. Still these troubles, in a measui'c uupre-

ventable, may be reduced to a minimum if proper precautious

are taken.

The dcveloi)inent is perhaps the most important jiart of the

proceedings, though by no means difficult if the principles on

which it is " fitted," so to say, to the exposure, bo mastered.

We have spoken of giving exposures extending to fifteen

minutes where a few seconds would suffice to make a photO'

graph with ordinary development ; to apply the same treat-

ment to a film which had received the longer exposure could

have but one inevitable result, a thin, veiled image, entirely

useless for printing purposes, if indeed it were not entirely losi

in fog—a result, in fact, commonly described by the ten

" burnt up." To remedy this a liberal dose of restrainin

bromide is the first and most natural resource, but this intro-

duces another difficulty ; while it restrains the energy of tho

development aud controls the formation of the half tones, this

action is exerted most jiowerfully upon the more feebly iin-

iig?
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])rcs8od portions of the film, and the final result is little, if any,

l)ottcr (liaii before. For, up to a certain jmint, while tlic half

tones and finest tletails are struggling against tho check, the

iiigh liglits— tho delicate blossoms—are acquiring density, and

by tho time the shadow details are produced, will have entirely

lost all traces of gradation.

We have, then, to adopt means by which the " piling on " of

density in the high lights is arrested during the time requisite

for the gradual production of detail, and this is done by so con-

.stituting the developer as first applied that It is incapable of

giving a dense image. To secure this end we greatly reduce

the quantity of pyro employed ; instead of the usual sti'ongth of

three grains to the ounce, let it bo reduced to one grain, or

oven half a grain. The effect of this will be that though the

rapidity of the appearance of the high lights is in no way
checked, they advance to a certain strength, at which they

stop, however long the application may bo continued, while at

tiie same time the half tones and details are making steaily if

slow progress, and the outcome is a thin, flat, apparently useless

image. But though so evidently lacking in contrast, the iilm

retains in its better exposed portions a reserve of energy, or a

capability for density, that upon washing and re-treating with

a solution calculated to give density it at once acquires vigour,

tlie high lights coming up to printing strength in a very short

time, if not immediately ; indeed, so rapid is this intensifying

action that this portion of the process must be considered the

most delicate and " ticklish " of the whole. Either alkaline,

pyro, or silver intensification may be adopted, but we prefer the

latter on account of its slower and more regular action, though

it is true greater precautions arc required in removing tho

hypo, for this must be performed after fixing. If alkaline

jiyro l)e used a sti'ong addition of gallic acid may be used with

advantage.

The exact details of the manipulation must of course depend

upon actual circumstances, for no strict ride can bo laid down
;

but if these lines be followed, success will not be difficult of

attainment, and the quality of residt will be superior to any

that can be obtained by quicker development. The use of

orthochromatic plates will form the subject of a separate article.

Drmonstbation by aid of the lantern is now a regular feature in the

Public Schools of the district of Prescott, Ontario, bavinp; been recently

introduced by the Itev. Mr. IJluir, the Inspector of Public Schools

1 there. This offer on the part of tlie Inspector is being gladly received

rand co-operated with by tho teacliers, trustees, and parents throughout
' these parts.

ISoME little time ago a method of making oxj'gcn without a retort

was published, and after going the rounds of the scientific papers was
little heard of again. As, however, we have recently seen the plan

resuscitated, it may bo as well to observe that it is entirely in-

f
applicable where economy is at nil to be considered, as the following

calculations will readily show. Two pints of oxygenated water, an

ounce of permanganate of potassium, and a pound of sulphuric acid,

are mixed in the specified manner, and the product is five gallons of

oxygen. These ingredients well bought could not bo had for much
less tlian three shillings, so that we may put down the gas as costing

about sevenpence a gallon. We are so accustomed to estimating

oxygen by feet rather than gallons that the unthinking might not
note the difference ; but when it is remembered that six and a quarter
gallons go to make a cubic foot, and that thus an ordinary size gas
bag would cost a guinea to fill, we think that few of our renders

would exhibit their photographs Ijy the aid of the optical lantern if

such an expenditure as this wore necessary.

In a recent number of the Comptes Rendut, M. E. Duckux narrates

some interesting experiments upon the relative powers of heat and of

solar radiations to bring about certain chemical changes. A large

number of organic compounds containing carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygon were subjected to the action of heat and of solar radiation in

tlio presence of air, nitrate of silver, chloride of gold, chloride of

platinum, permanganate of potash, and other oxidising agents, with
tho result tliat all reactions of the nature of combination that can be
brought about by tho action of heat can be likewise brought about by
solar radiation. The converse, however, docs not hold good, for it

was found that several decompositions that the sun's rays were
instrumental in producing could not be established by heat alone. It

was found that when permanganate of potash was used it acted in

many cases in tho dark, tho idtimato products being identical with

those obtained by sunlight.

The use of the electric light in photograpliic portraiture being no

longer confined to a single studio, it may bo well to bring before our

readers some account of a paper read by M. d'Arsonval at a recent

meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences, upon the subject of fatal

accidents through the accidental interposition of the body in an

electric current. Our readers may remember that tho gentleman who
had charge of the electric light in tho first studio in this country

where tliis mode of illumination was employed adopted tho invariable

plan of keeping one hand in his pocket when adjusting tho carbons,

so as to avoid all possibility of receiving a shock by the incautioui

handling of both points at once. There are, of course, other times and

occasions where danger lurks, and, though fortunately there aro m
records of death tlirough electricity in photographic operations, it

will be well to be prepared for any contretemps that may thus occur.

Passing by the theoretical part of M. d' Arsonval's paper, we arrive at

his summing up, wherein he states that, in accidents under the con-

ditions usually realised, the current kills by reflex action ;
" and," he

snys, " I have succeeded in the majority of cases in restoring to life

animals that have received shocks by subjecting them t<5 artificial

respiration. The practical conclusion to be drawn from this noto is

that it is necessary in electrical works to be able to practice at a

moment's notice artificial respiration upon any one who has received a

shock." In relation to these remarks, M. Brown-Soguard describes a

method that has been successfully employed by the College do France

in bringing back arrested respiration, which he states to be far

superior to that employed by Faure and others. " It consists simply

in the application of a faradie current to the sides of the larynx on

the sldn, which is moistened or superficially excited AVe have

found in comparative experiments, which remove all doubt, that, of

all parts of the body, that which, being galvauised, has the greatest

power in restoring respiration is the one we have mentioned."

In pliotogi'apliy and the arts generally, the much-valued albumen of

eggs lias, for the sake of economy, often to give way, wholly or in

part, to albumen from other sources, and there is a widespread idea

that some of the nauseous-smelling albumcnised paper from a foreign

source met with in commerce is innocent of the most remote con-

nection with feathers. But it has been reserved for tlie electricians

to utilise still another form of (so-called) animal albumen. AVe read

that a French Company employs on a large scale a method of electro-

plating organic bodies, such ns flowers and insects, by the aid of an

albumenous liquid obtained from snails or slugs, the mode of pre-

paring which wo detail for the lieiiefit of those of our readers who

may wish to try its capabilities in photographic operations. " Snail

paper" would be a novel vaiiulion ujxm the well-worn title, " albu-

mcnised paper." "A quantity of snails or slugs is first washed in

ordinary water to free them from calcareous or earthy matter. They

are then placed in a vessel containing distilled water, and are hero

left a sufficient time to give off slowly their albumenous matter. The

albumen thus obtained is now filtered, and boiled for about an hour.''

It is to be observed that as no coagulation is anticipated at this stage

of this process, the sulatance must bo very difisiniilar to that ordinarily

known undiT the name of albumen. Perhaps gelatine woidd he a

more suitable term to employ : wo then might have •' sniul plates."
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We have kept our readers an courant with all matters relating to the

Paris Congress on star charting hy the aid of photography, and we
have now to chronicle the close of the Congress. All working details

are arranged, and various committees appointed for different phases

of the routine, and the working out of the plans decided upon. One
suh-committee was appointed to occupy itself with " the apphcations

of photogi-aphy to astronomy other than the construction of the map,
showing the importance of all these applications and flie relations

which it is important to estahlish hetween these different kinds of

work." Mr. Common and M. Janssen were appointed to carry out this

portion of the plan.

ExpEiiiMKNTAL Work of various kinds in connection with the deci-

sions of the Congress was divided into ten classes, those only of which

that will interest our readers heing Nos. o and on the list. The
former, entrusted to the observatories of Algiers, Mendon, and Pots-

dam, consists in a " Study of the deformations of films." The last

hut one (0), and perhaps most important in the list, is, " The study of

formula; for the preparation of plates in accordance with the general

rules laid down by the Conference." One of our countrymen is again
put to this important labour, the name of Captain Abney being linked

with that of Professor Eder.

PAPER NEGATIVES IN ORDINARY SLIDES.
That we have reached finality in regard to the mechanical arrange-

ments for the exposure of paper or film negatives, no one will, I think,

yet claim, though certainly it must be confessed that a vast amount of

care, attention, and undoubted mechanical skill have been lavished

upon the task. The roll holders or roller slides leave apparently little

to be desired or expected so far as their fitness for the purpose in-

tended is concerned, and film carriers are so numerous and ingenious
in their construction that it seems well nigh impossible to suggest a
new form.

Yet, despite the mechanical perfection of the modern roll holder, it

cannot be denied that a certain amount of prejudice exists against it;

it is almost as if it were too perfect a piece of mechanism, or only
short of absolute perfection in its failure to work automatically in-
stead of requiring, as it does, a considerable amount of methodical
care in its use. I have had two or three days " out " in company witli
possessors of roller slides of various makes, and these happy beings,
though mightily proud of their meclianical toys, seemed to pass the
time in a constant fever of anxiety as to wliether they had strictly
performed that which tliey ought to have performed, and left undone
that which they are told not to do. First, it is a question whether
the machine has been wound up to three " clicks " or four, then there
is a doubt as to whether it has been set since the last exposure or not,
and it is scarcely to be wondered at that, in the bother of deciding
these important matters, count is lost of the number of actual ex-
posures made. The last trouble may of course happen with double
slides, or, better still, with a changing box, but there is then less

excuse for it, as the operator then has no distracting mechanism to
draw his attention from his legitimate business.

_

Then, as regards the film carriers, all those that I have seen are
either unnecessarily bulky or heavy, or unwarrantably expensive for
the work they are expected to do, and leave much to be desired in the
direction of an entirely new form of slide for film work. But even
this I know would not satisfy everybody, however perfect it might
be, for there is a strong tendency to cling to old associations and
existing apparatus. Many men— myself, I confess, amongst the
number—are unwilling to go to the expense of new slides while the
old ones can be utilised, or to have existing apparatus altered to suit
a new "fad," which may prove to be but a passing one, and such,
failing a really efiicient " carrier " at a moderate price, are likely to
adhere to tlie use of glass, or else cast about, as I did myself, for a
home-made substitute.

The problem is to utilise the ordinary double slides without in any
way interfering with their employment for glass, if necessary. The
film carriers already in the market are devised on this principle, hut, as
I have remarked, they are either too clumsy or too expensive. The neat
and efficient Eastman carriers are very good for American slides, but
they are too thick for the Ughter class of English portable backs, and

probably to make them any thinner would be to destroy their efficiency.

The same thickness of wood as at present employed would answer

equally well for a double carrier, i. e., for carrying two films instead of

one, if it were provided with a double metal flange, but it would then

necessitate a slide made specially to suit its thickness, or the slabs of

wood would have to be planed down to the dimensions of each

individual slide, a rather inconvenient arrangement for English

photographers.

The first idea that suggests itself is naturally the old one of exposing

through a sheet of glass laid in the slide, and against which the paper

or film is pressed ; but this has several disadvantages, cliief of which

is the necessity for allowing for the thickness of the glass in focussing.

My own experience with this method, working as I did paper and

glass at the same; time, is that when one of the paper slides wont in

to' the camera, I managed to recollect it was paper after the exposure

was made without alteration of focus ; but as I was working 12 x 10

with an eighteen inch focus lens, the result was not entirely ruinous.

However, the first day's experiment led me to vary the process by

placing the paper in front of the glass, laying it carefully down in the

rebate of the slide, and placing the glass upon it to press it and keep it

in position. So far it was moderately though not perfectly easy, for a

12 X 10 sheet of gelatinised paper is not quite as tractable as a rigid

piece of glass, wood, or metal, under the circumstances ; but when it

came to dosing the slide, I felt Inclined to exclaim, " Ilic labor, hoc

opus est
!
" for then indeed the trouble commenced. Whether the

paper created any greater tendency on the part of the glasses to leave

the rebates I cannot say, but it Is certain they did every time I tried

to close the slide, and of two sheets that I did eventually succeed in

" fixing " one got torn by the sliding shutter, a corner having managed

to escape from the rebate on tlie under side. For smaller sized negatives,

however, this plan answers fairly well as a makeshift ; I have used it

for papers Tj x 5 without trouble.

But in using the ordinary glass slide for paper or films a very great

amount of space is wasted and useless material carried if only two

negatives are placed in eacli, and it occurred to me long since that

for travelling purposes the slides might be used for storage as well

as for exposing purposes if a suitable carrier, much thinner than those

usually employed, could be devised. During the winter months I

have endeavoured to develope the idea and think I have succeeded

fairly well, though it is true the system has not yet been put to the

test of actual practice on a journey.

The plan as originally conceived was to construct a number of

inner frames, or carriers of cardboard, each to hold two films or

papers separated by some non-actinic medium, and to be of such

thickness that two, three, or more would just fill the space In the

slide usually occupied by the two glass plates and intervening metallic

shutter. In this manner each slide would carry. In addition to two
surfaces ready for exposure in the ordinary manner, a reserve of

films which only require their positions In the slide changing in the

bedroom of the hotel at night, to bring two fresh exposures into

position.

I constructed a number of double mats of cardboard, glued together

along three edges, the fourth being left open to receive the two sheets

of gelatino-bromide paper with an intervening leaf of opaque paper.

But the process of making was troublesome, the carriers were fragile

and easily damaged, very dilllcult to keep flat, necessitated the use of

paper smaller tlian the glass plates for which the slide was constructed,

and, finally, required an alteration of the focus to compensate for the

thickness of the cardboard. It then struck me to cause the papers to

adhere to a single sheet of cardboard, but the difficulty was to find a

suitable adliesive. I tried first of all diachylon, as suggested I think

by Professor Stebblng, but I am sorry 1 cannot congratulate him on

having led me to victory ; the paper adhered but slightly when it

ought to have done, and peeled away in a very reluctant manner

when required, and the traces of the adhesive left on the back caught

and harboured dirt to an extent that would have utterly ruined any

negative. Next I tried gumming or gluing the edges of the sensitive

paper to the card, but this necessitated the cutting of the exposed

sheet, leaving a narrow strip adherent to the card support, and so

increasing the thickness of the latter with each exposure, as I found

it quite spoiled it to remove the strip by damping. However, the

idea seemed an improvement, so I next cast about for a support
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that would stand the diimping-off of the edges of the exposed sheets.

This I finind in very thin sheet ehonite, which I obtained without
much diniculty, about tlie thickness of a visiting card, or perhaps a

little thicker, flexible, and triinshieent,oreven transparent to a strong

light. This last rai.sed a doubt in my mind as to tlie safety of the

ebonite as a division between the two exposures, so I had to make a

further s 'arch and at last hit upon ordinary ferrotype plates, which
are even thinner than the ebonite, cheaper, and, what is of more im-
portance, quite opaque.

I do not know whether all ferrotj^ plates are the same thickness,

but they can bo obtained up to fourteen inches by ten inches in size

at about six or seven shillings a dozen. Mine I ordered cut to the

size I wanted, and I find that imder pressure about a hundred of

them go to the inch. With two thin negative papers attached I can

comfortably get a dozen—that is two dozen exposures—into the

ordinary double slide ; so that with the usual equipment of three

double slides, six dozen plates, or rather films, can bo taken on a torn'

in the same space as as many single glass plates. There is no liability

to damage from contact with impure packing paper nor from scratching,

as the sensitive films are pressed gently but firmly in contact with
one another, and if ordinary care be taken in handling them when
the slide is opened they are as safe as if in grooved boxes. There is

sufficient "bend" or "spring"' in the plates to make the block somewhat
elastic, so that it " gives" to the pressure of the rebate of the slide, and

80 the two outer exposures are kept accurately pressed into correct focal

position. When two exposures have been made it is only necessaiy to

remove one, carrier to the opposite end of the block, and this will bring

two fresh surfaces into use ; if this be done methodicall}', say, from the

odd to the even numbered side of the slide or vice versa, no difficulty

can occur about wrong exposures. C. Becketi Lloyd,
{To be continued.)

ACCESSORIES OF THE LANTERN,
Chapteb VIII.—The Mixed Gas Jet.

Theue still exists among makers of mixed gas jets much misappre-

hension of the principles that have to be adhered to, in order to obtain

the best results. Many jets in the market which are made on the

mixed gas principle—in that both the gases, oxygen and coal gas, have
to be put under lieavy pressure in separate gas bags—are so defective

that they yield a light of less power than an ordinary blow-through

jet. Some that have been tested could not be made to give a better

light than h'A) candles, and few of the better class jets are more
powerfid than -300 candles, even with a high gas pressure.

A good open, or blow-through, jet gives a light of 200 candles; and
a properly made mixed gas jet, burning coal gas as the hydro-carbon,

should be capable of giving any power of light between 200 and GOO
candles, according to the gas pressure.

If pure hydrogen was used instead of coal gas, the available aperture

I if the jet nozzle would be lessened, and the best light that could be

had would probably not then exceed .300 candles. It is found that

the aperture from which the gases issue cannot be enlarged beyond a

certain size, as either a roaring noise is produced or the flame of the

burning gases passes back into the mixing chamber and the light

" goes out." Hence coal gas is far superior to pure hydrogen for lime-

light purposes, as it admits of a larger aperture being employed, and
this causes a corresponding increase in the illuminating power of

the jet.

It is interesting to compare modern jets with the apparatus used in

1830, when the limelight was first applied by Lieutenant Drummond,
the inventor, to lighthouses. A book on science, published over fifty

years ago, gives a woodcut and description of the original apparatus,

•r "lamp," as it was called, the appearance of which was as un-
like the jets now made as it well could be. The lime was not a

( ylinder, but was of the shape of a small marble, three-eighths of an
inch in diameter. This ball was perforated and strung on a vertical

I'latiuum wire. There were two long nozzles, like jewellers' blow-
I'ipes, proceeding froju a mixing reservoir for the gases ; the points of
tliesi.' nozzles were turned toward each other, and the lime ball was
placed between the two points. There were thus two flames acting

on opposite sides of the little ball, which would consequently throw

off light in all directions. The power of this double limelight is stated

as being only equal to 122 wax candles, and yet the gas pressure wag
that of " about one atmosphere !" The little ball was mmie to revolve

by clockwork, which also allowed it to slip down the platinum wire

after being in u.se forty minutes, another ball falling into position

between the two blowpipes at the same time. I'uro hydrogen wa*
used, the quantity of the gases burnt per hour being four cubic

feet of hydrogen and two of oxygen. All lanternists will feel

grateful for Lieutenant Drummond's invention ; but for hLs ingenuity

we might now be compelled to choose between an oil lamp and the

arc light for the optical lantern.

Those who used the limelight in its primitive form adopted very
small apertures in the blowpipes, through which the gas was forced at

an extreme pressure. The mixed gas jet was, in consequence, styled

the " high pressure " jet, a title which is not so applicable now, as we
can get an excellent light with a low pressure, such as that produced

by a half-hundredweight, on a gas bag of eight cubic feet capacity.

Owing to the force with which the gas issued from the jet, and also in

part to the faulty construction of the nozzles, it was found that brass

nipples sometimes become corroded and rotten by the action of the

great heat if the limelight was kept in use for a long period. In

order to avoid this wearing away of the nozzles, the custom was in-

troduced of tipping them with platinum
; and although it is a fact

that jets made on modern principles—having large apertures, and
working with alow gas pressure—are nota whit better for having the

more expensive platinum tipped nipples, but are really worse off than

if they had brass ones, yet the makers still adhere to the old custom,

and the catalogues of opticians always mention, as a special virtue,

that their best jets are tipped with platinum.

The reason why platinum tips are not advisable with the large

apertures, is that it creates a discontinuity of the metal near the ex-

tremity of the nipples, which in a short time detracts from the smooth-

ness of the internal surface. The result is that a small eddy in the

issuing gas is caused, accompanied by a roaring noise, and the nipplj

is gradually destroyed by the corrosion of the brass at the point where
it joins the platinum.

If platinum must be employed, the entire nipple should be made of

that metal ; such a nipple, one inch long and a quarter of an inch

diameter at the larger end, would be very expensive compared with
brass, but it would be practically everlasting. Platinum being a very
poor conductor of heat, a nipple of this metal is not heated to the same
extent as a brass one, hence a somewhat larger aperture can be em-
ployed ; this advantage, however, is only to be obtained by having the
platinum about one inch long. Brass nipples answer every purpose,

as they will remain serviceable for a hundred exhibitions at least.

The internal construction of the nipples is a point of great im-
portance. The bore is made by drilling the nipple through one-third

of its length so as to leave a hole one-eighth of an inch diameter ; the

remaining portion is then perforated with a smaller drill. There is thus

left a shoulder in the bore, which interferes with the flow of the gas

and tends to create a roaring noise when the jet is in action. This

shoulder should be removed by inserting a specially made rimer, and
the bore rendered as near like a cone as possible, and with a perfectly

smooth surface. The same system of cutting away projections should

be followed at the place where the nipple is screwed to the nozzle

leading from the mixing chamber.

The real secret of getting a powerful noiseless light with mixed gas

jets is simply to have the current of gas, issuing from the nipple, per-

fectly smooth and free from eddies. A simple way of testing a jet is

to blow air through it with moderate force ; if there is a hissing noise

at the nipple, the jet will hiss when used for the limeUght ; if it is

noiseless when tested with the breath, it will probably be noiseless in

the lantern. The size of the orifice of the nipple should bo one-

sixteenth of an inch in diameter for discs of fifteen feet ; when discs

of about twenty feet are desired, the aperture may be increased to one-

twelfth of an inch. If the bore is made larger than one-twelfth, it

will bo only workable with a high gas pressure; with a low pressure

the flame would " pass back."

The external shape of the nipple may be a cone, the apex of which

should not exceed one-eighth of an inch in diameter. There is a happy

medium to be adopted in the thickness of the metal surrounding the

bore—it should not be as thin as paper, as then it would not last long i
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on the other haud, if there is too much metal round the orifice, the

Ijn-ht issuing from the lime wUl he obstructed to some extent, and by

the undue heating of the nipple the flame may travel back to the

mixing chamber, A brass nipple of large aperture will work well in

this respect if its diameter, at a point half an inch from the apex, is

made three-sixteenths of an inch, and the shape is a cone tapering to

one-eighth of an inch at tlie orifice.

The nipple should be put at an angle of 4o' with the lime pin. This

angle will be found to give the brightest light. The lime pin need not

be upright ; it is preferable for it to make an angle of 20° with tlic

vei tical, so that the light will be thrown downwards to a slight extent,

and there will be then no possibility of the nipple causing a shadow on

the screen during a lantern exhibition. Albeet Wm. Scott.

ON STEREOSCOPIC WORK.
[A Commimioation to tlio Manoheator Pliotograpliic Society.]

In bringing before the Manchester Photographic Society on this

occasion th'o subject of stereoscopic work, it may be that I shall lay

myself open to a suspicion of plagiarism, since within the last few
months papers on the same suhject have been given at various other

Societies in different parts of the country, and these have been also

further supplemented by direct communications to the photographic
journals.

Having, however, had it in my mind since the commencement
of the present session to prepare such a paper in readiness for a

favourable opportunity of communicating its contents here, I have
purposely abstained from reading up current matters on the subject,

60 that I should thereby bo more likely to pursue an independent line

of thought.

It has been matter for surprise to many people who are conversant
with the history of the stereoscope, that an instrument of such
scientific value, which, when used in conjunction with suitable

photographs, is cajmblo of imparting both instruction and real

pleasure, should have enjoyed a lease of only some twelve or fifteen

years popularity, and then began to decline so rapidly iu public
interest that in less than thirty years from its introduction to the
scientific world in a practical shape it should have fallen almost
completely into disuse. AVhether it was that the exceptional favour
with which the instrument was received when its capabilities became
known gave rise, as is usually the case in such circumstances of
sudden popularity, to inferior productions of the " cheap and nasty "

type, or -wliether it was that the vile rubbish in the shape of stereo-
sct)pic slides, rapidly drifting into the region of the indecent, with
which the market soon became flooded, and which largely contri-
buted to the passing of Lord Campbell's Act for the suppression of
vice, is not for me to say, but the fact remains that just as quickly as
tlio stereoscope had risen into popularity only a few short years
previously, so quickly did it begin to decline in favour, and in a very
little while, as if sutfering from the effects of evil companionship, i't

seemed to be tacitly regarded as an instrument of barely average
respectability.

As regards the optical principles on which the construction of the
Btoreoscope is based it is not so much ray present intention to deal,
that part of the subject having been ably treated by several of the
contributors of papers already alluded to, as well as by a series of
chapters in The Bhitish Jouhnal PiioroGnAi'mc Amianac for
the present year by Mr. J. Traill Taylor, whose thorough grasp of the
most abstruse problems in optical science is all but universally
admitted. My object is rather to point out the utility of the stereo-
scope as a means of giving a more accurate idea of the natural form
proportion, and relative distances of the parts in a photographic picture
taken specially for binocular inspection than can possibly be formed
by looking at the same picture when taken microscopically, or by
means of one lens only, and in that view of the matter to point out
the educational value of the stereogram to artists who have not many
opportunities of making their drawings direct from nature.

Moreover, I tliink it will bo admitted that an attempt to revive
a taste for stereoscopic work is not inopportune in this Society
at the present moment, seeing that I am now addressing what may
bo said to he practically an entirely new generation of photographers,
amongst whom the stereoscope and its powers are, to a considerable
extent, very little known, altliougb the means of producing suitable
work for tlie purpose are now, by reason of the present exalted
rapidity of gelatino-bromido plates, vastly superior to what they were
a dozen or so years ago.

It is tvue there liave not been wanting of late years occasional

though it must be admitted tardy, indications of a revival in stereo-

scopic work, which have lead some sanguine people to express the

opinion that before many more years elapse this almost forgotten

branch of photographic art will be again to the fore, and in greater

force and beauty than ever. Personally I see no reason why this

desideratum should not come about quickly ; on the contrary, thei-e

is every reason that it should.

I hardly need point out that the principle of the stereoscope consists

in the union of two pictures dissimilar from each other in so far as

that they are photographed from two slightly different standpoints,

the difference between those standpoints being about equal to the

average distance between the two human eyes, and thus a third picture

is formed in the stereoscope by the superposition of one image on the

other
I
the resulting combination being conveyed to the brain gives

the same idea of soUdity and relief as that derived from the actual

sight of natural objects. The principle is readily illustrated by tlio

simple expedient of photographing, by means of a binocular camera, a

ball, on one side of which a black cross has been made. In the

example shown you will perceive that the cross is perfectly rendered in

the view taken by the left-hand lens, whilst the riglit-hand lens, being a

different point of sight, does not depict so much of the cross on that

side as to give a completely detached image of it.

The principle of binocular vision was known to Euclid, and dilated

upon by him in his treatise on optics more than two thousand years ago.

The subject wag also further treated upon some centuries later by the

celebrated Greek physician, Galen, and still more recently by Raptista

Porta, Leonardo-da-Vinci, Agnilonius, aud others ; but the idea of

uniting the two dissimilar pictui-is as seen by the right and left eyes

by means of an instrument, uflerwai-ds to be called the stereoscope,

first occurred to Mr. Wheat-tone in or about the year 1838, when he

contributed a paper on tlie physiology of vision to the IJritish

Association, then beiug held at Newcastle, and exhibited an instru-

ment which subsequently became known as Wheatstone's reflecting

stereoscope.

I have hero a sketch, or diagram, of this instrument ; but the

stereoscope did not become popular until it appeared in a greatly

improved and more portable form from the hands of Sir David

Brewster, about the year 1852, at which period Archer's collodion

process bad just been made public property, and it was a process

supremely adapted to the production of stereoscopic work. About
this period, also, Mr. Dancer, an optician, then of great repute in tliis

city as a scientific pioneer, introduced the binocular form of camera,

by means of which, with its twin lenses, the operator was able to take

the two pictures with one ex]K>sure, thus obtaining an uniformity of

light and an identity of conditions which could not be satisfactorily

secured where two separate exposures had to be made, as in the case

of the Latimer Clarke principle, where the camera was mounted on

an arrangement of parallel levers of the nature of the pantagraph and

the two exposures made separately.

The use of stereoscopic photographs for book illustration suggested

itself, more tlian thirty years ago, to Professor Smyth, when he tried

the experiment in his woric on Astronomical Observations at the I'eak

of Tencriffe, in order, as ho tells us in his preface, to keep a salutary

check on the pencil, or long bow, of the traveller. Photography was,

however, at that time too much in its infancy to bring out tlie true

value of such a method of book illustration, although the work was

extremely well received at tlie time, and fully bore out the wisdom of

the exix>riment. If, however, with the improved means we now
possess of dealing successfully witli life and rapid motion, I venture to

think tliat such a plan of ilhistrjition, especi.ally in the case of standard

works on science, would be both wise and profitable.

Tt has been objected as against stereoscopic pictures that tliey

fail to give a true idea of the incidents of life and motion as .-oen in

nature, and that there is a certain rigidity about them which, as I

understand the spirit of tho objection, is somewhat analogous to

a human being in a state of catalepsy—where you have tlie form and

semblance of life, but at tlie same time you have the stillness and

fixity of death. I admit that tliere was considerable force in the

objection at tlie time it was made, when long exposures were a

necesssity, but the criticism does not now hold good with tho means

wo have within our roach of securing instantaneously tho fleeting and

ever varying effect of nature.

Again, the superiority of a stereoscopic over a monoscopic picture

is attested by the fact tJiat the latter can easily be made to mis-

represent a subject, whilst in the former case such treatment is

practically impossible.

I remember once being concerned as a witness in an arbitration

case, where tho plaintitif's counsel, after stating his case, pointed

triumphantly to somo photographs which had been taken to establish

the justice of his case, with the remark that the sun could not lie ;,
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whereupon tlio oppoeino' counsel, who seomod to know a thiiij^ or two,

or thoiirjht lie did, on tlieso raiitlera, proceeded to oxphiin in teclinical

langunge that by doin;^ so and so, una ouiittinjf to do sometlung else,

the sun could bo uiiide to lie, ivnd li(! most vilely.

Further, wo all remember that not very long sinco Mr. Ileywood
showed on tlio screen, at one of the lanlern meetings, how an innocent

negative was cau-sed to tell a deliberate he, by representing a small

jutting rock of only a, few cubic feet dimensions as a frowning
jirecipice of mountainous magnitude.

I am not greatly surprised at the fact that most artists of eminence

rather eschew the method of copying their works direct from photo-
graphs (of course, I am now speaking of pictures taken by one lens

only, and not stereoscopic pictures), especially in the case of landscaix)

paiuting, although both Mr. AValker, of the Owens College, and Mr.
Madfi.v Jirown have expressed to me their higli appreciation of the

help which photography gives to tlio artist in matters of detail, such

as the form and anatomy of all varieties of trees, rippling water, sedgy
foregrounds, and the like ; but as regards the picture, as a whole, no
artist who has a proper conception of his work will trust to a mono-
scopic photograph as his sole guide wlien he has tlu! opportunity of

seeing with his two eyes the real .scene as depicted by mitiire herself.

I do not set myself up as nn artist, either in practice or judgment,

but amongst the very few accomplislimonts acquired in early life

I learned to draw a little, and the pursuit is still a very enjoyable

pastime when I have lei.^ure to practice it.

I have hero a copy of a drawing made by me a few months ago; it

was scaled out as carefully as possible by the help of a simple view
meter of a kind often used by artists, namely, a rectangular opening,

of the same proportions as the boundary lines of the picture, cut in a
piece of cardboard, and held at such a distance from the eyes that no
more than the desired angle would be included, otherwise the work
was entirely freehand, and for the time being the camera was
abandoned. When the picture was completed, but not before, 1 took

a photograjih of the scene from the e.xact spot I had painted it from,

using a lens to include the same angle of view.

1 will say nothing of the two pictures thus produced, except that

there is a marked difference between them ; aiul, further, though at tho

risk of being thought egotistical, I think all will admit who know tho

spot that the drawing, though containing many imperfections, is more
suggestive of tho reality than is the photograph.

In tho ca.'e of stereoscopic work, how'ever, tho photogi'aph would
not bo similarly misleading, there would bo no making the molehill

into the incuntain, nor vice venci. Everything falls into its right

place, and a correct idea is given of the relative size and distance of

every object that goes to make up the picture. There must, of

course, be no tampering, even with the binocular camera, in the shape
of tilting, swinging, or other unorthodox devices, in order to reach

tho top of a tall tree or spire, that is, if the truth of nature is to bo
faithfully recorded.

Since reading the above paper it was suggested to me that I ought
to have said something about the mounting of stereoscopic pictures in

order to make my communication more complete. 1 had, perhaps
wronglv, thought the matter was of too simple a nature to refer to,

but a.s 1 can supjdy tho deficiency in a very few word.'', I will proceed
to do so.

In the first place, I may point out the well known fact that all

photographic lenses give the image on the plate in an inverted condi-

tion; consequently, in tho case of a binocular negative, the image

I
taken by the right-hand lens is seen on the left-hand side when the

I
plate is turned round so as to see tho picture in its proper non-

I inverted state ; on this account, in mounting the prints, it is necessary

I to transpose tho two halves by mounting the right-hand picture on
the left-hand side of the mount, and the left-hand one on the right-

hand side.

Tho transposition would, however, not be necessary if the stereo-

scopic picture were made, as it is sometimes done, by means of a

quarter-plate lens and the camera moved laterally between the two
exposures, because in that case there are two separate negatives, and
each of them can be righted independently of the other. Then as

regards the trimming of the prints, this must be done with great care,

so that when the slide is finished tho corresponding middle distance

objects in each of the two pictures are, as nearly as possible, 2-7o

inches apart, which amount may be taken as a safe average distance
between two human eyes. Care must also be taken that the bottom
edge of the picture cuts tho objects off in one case exactly as in tho other.

In trimming the print-", some people prefer leaving more subject
on the outside margin, or the right and left side, so as to make the
photographs look larger when mounted ; but otherwise there is no
advantage in doing so, as the overlapping portions are, of course, not
stereoscopic,

For my own private collection of stereoscopic glides, I do not car<s

to include paper ones at all, glass being so much »uperior oa regards

giving fineness of detail and gem^ral delicacy that no paper prints can
approach them. The camera 1 use for making ray glass trans-

parencies, and whicli I have brought hero for in.spection, is simply an
extended form of tiie ordinary binocular, having a partitioned front

extendi' 11 of two dark chambers so that no light can get to tho lenses

except that passing through the negative, which is placed in a carrier

at the flint, uiiil the whole pointed to a northern sky. Tho trans-

position is made automatic by putting the negative in the carrier witli

tho film side outwards.

I have already extended my remarks to far too great a length,

seeing that there is other business before tho meeting. I have done
so, however, purely from a desire to give an impetus, it may be n

feeble one, to the revival of this once popular, though now neglected,

branch of photographic art. J. S. I'olj.itt.

HALATIONS IN NEGATIVES.
Chapter I.

ALTHOUon the subject of halation in negatives has frequently been
brought under the notice of photographers, yet it has not received
that amount of attention which its importance demands.

Photographic halation may be briefly defined as an encroachment
of tho high lights on adjacent shadows. Tho defect in its most
aggravated form may be said to date from the time of the introduc-
tion of photography on glass, but no attempt at giving a rational

explanation of the plienoiiK^on seems to have been made until some
years after Archer had ini.roduced the iodised collodion process, when
photographers, who had to delineate objects containing very abrupt
contrasts of light and shade entailing a long exposure, were dLsmayed
to find that the high lights had encroached on the deep shadows and
interfered with the sharp definition of minute details. Especially
was the evil noticeable in photographing interiors—-cathedrals for

instance, where a window formed a portion of the picture to be taken.

In such cases the sash bars and mouldings, instead of being sharply
defined, were all but obliterated in one blaze of illumination. Various
conjectures were, from time to time, thrown out as to the cause of

this peculiar phenomenon, but it remained for Mr. Marlow to discover
the true cause, and he, in the year 16G1, contributed a paper on the
subject to the I'hotographic Society of London. In this interesting

communication Marlow ascribed the phenomenon to the passage of

the strong beams of light, first through the film of iodised collodion

and then through the glass, from tho posterior surface of which they
were reflected back into the film at points different from those by
which they penetrated it. As a necessary consequence portions of

the sensitive medium were actinically affected by radiations which
did not come direct from the lens. A diagram accompanying Mr.
Marlow's communication rendered his explanation easily compre-
hended. ^Vlthough tho demonstration was complete, still photo-
graphers seemed to treat the matter with great apathy and took n

)

steps to apply an efficient remedy.
Some years afterwards when Major Ilussell, ignorant of what

Marlow had done, introduced his dry process with bromised collodion

and alkaline development, ho not only proved Mai low-'s theory to bo
the correct one but devised a very efiicient remedy, or rather preven-
tive, which consisted in destroying tho reflecting power of the glass

surface by backing the plate with a coating of a non-actinic pigment,
such as sepia, &c. The pigment was easily washed off after exposure
and previous to development.

It may here be mentioned that bromised films are much more liable

to these back reflections of injurious light than are films which consist

mainly of silver iodide, inasmuch as liglit in passing through this

latter medium must necessarily bo reflected back of a less actinic

character than when it has to pass through tho whiter and, therefore,

more actinic bromide.
But besides preventing optical halation or, as Ilnssell termed it,

blurrimj, the backing of the glass plate with non-nctinic pigment in

optical contact with the surface confers otlier advantag-'s, inasmuch
as transmitted light is thereby absorbed while tho sensitiveness to

weak radiations which do not pass through tlie film remains tho same.
Moreover, solarisation of the high lights does not set in so soon as

would otherwise be the case, and details in them, such as clouds in

the sky, will bear much longer exposure without being obHteratod.

Nevertheless, wo must not expect that the most perfect kind of

backing will altogether prevent optical halation in cases of strongly

contra.sted lights and shades and protracted exposures, inasmuch as

every know-n body, however non-actinic its colour and non-reflecting

its surface may bo, will eventually when strongly illuminated, reflect
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sufficient light to give a picture in the camera. Yet there can be no
question hut that by means of a light absorbing backing, the capabi-

lity of faithfully rendering violent contrasts of light and shade is

greatly extended, so that we are thus able to give a much longev

exposure for details in the deep shadows before the actinic rays from
the high lights can effect any injury by reflection.

It has been proposed to stain the iilm with some non-actinic dye so

as to prevent injurious light from passing through and being reflected

from the back surface. Such a plan would certainly prevent optical

halation, but then it has the great drawback of preventing light from
penetrating the film and therefore cannot be recommended. When
we bear in mind the fact that the image, in an alkaline developed

Ulm, is entirely derived from the silver bromide within it, it will

readily be seen that the high lights must necessarily be destitute of

vigour because light has not been able to penetrate the film suffi-

ciently deep to render the bromide thei-ein amenable to development.
Having thus briefly glanced at the cause of, and remedy for, optical

halation, I propose in another chapter to append a few observations

on another class of defects to which bromised Alms are necessarily

liable. Gbobge Dawson, M.A., Ph.D.

THE RIVAL PHOTOGRAPHERS.'
Having stayed so long in Mr. A.'s studio, and treasured up all his

remarks and sentiments as regards the photographic art, I tnink we
can safely leave him and visit his rival on tlie opposite side of the

street. If you are at all inquisitive, I feel sure you would like to

know also what has become of the poor wretch who had such a warm
time of it while trying for a " crib ' in Mr. A.'s service. Well, I will

tell you all about him.
This poor fellow had had a very bad time of it ; business had been

very uncertain with him, and he was fairly down in his luck. Any
one with a spark of sympathy can fancy his feelings when leaving the
studio where he knew he could do good, but where he morally got
" the kick out." AVhen at the door he took a last look at the show-
case and, notwithstanding that it was such poor revenge, he expe-
rienced a feeling of satisfaction, for he well knew that such work
would before long make Mr. A. smart for the disappointment lie had
had that morning.
Looking up he saw another photographer right opposite, and, while

crossing, slowly wondered within himself what his luck would be
there. Indeed, t!ie question suggested itself if any one required a
retoucher at all in these parts, lie had a look at the show-cases and
saw some very excellent specimens. Tlioroughly good as photographs,
and (oh, joy !) they were all retouched, and very well done into the
bargain. He felt his only chance here could be that Mr. Z., through
press of business, might require extra help. Hoping for the best ho
went upstairs and inquired for Mr. Z. lie was occupied at the
moment, but would be able to see him in a few moments.
While awaiting the arrival of Mr. Z. he had a look around the show

room. The photographs, unlike those of Mr. A.'s, were nil retoiwhed.
At a glance, too, he saw that he was in a house where really first-class
work was being turned out. There was a general air of business
about the place that gave him hope. Several sitters were waiting,
and others were looking about, evidently wanting something and
seeking for something to decide them in their choice. It struck our
friend that this was the house doing the business, although he was
told at starting that all the good work of the place was done by
Mr. A. and Mr. Z. Truth to tell, they were the two leading photo-
graphers both for position and connection, as well as for excellence of
productions. For bo it well understood, Mr. A. was as good a plioto-
grapher as could be found, and so, too, was Mr. Z., the onlv real
difference being, the latter was more businesslike and consulted the
feelings and opinions of his patrons, whereas his rival tried to teach
his customers that what he considered best really was so. I need not
say which gained the advantage.
You will be, no doubt, astonished when I tell you that the object

of all this difference of opinion was the retoucher's art. The one
would not have it at any price, while the other considered that, in
judicious hands, it was most powerful in producing successful, if wo
must not 'say perfect, photographic portraiture.

Before ho completed the round of the show room a smart business-
like man came over to him, and he felt he was in the presence of the
proprietor.

" Mr. Z., I presume ? " ventured our friend.
" The same. What can I do for you ?"

"tl^'L*
'^^'''^^'^^''" suggested our friend, and ho anxiously hoped

for the beat.

' Concluded from page 297.

" And want work ? Good !

" He was a shrewd man, quick to
understand, and kindly to deal with. " I will not ask you if you have
any specimens—I don t believe in that system. Have you been to any
other photographer in this town ?

"

" I have only arrived this morning, so coidd not make many calls.

I have been, however, to Mr. A.'s studio over the way.."

"Ah, yes! I don't suppose, though, that you got any work from
there."

" He has not one retouched subject in hia show rooms."
" No ! He'd do more work, however, if he had. It is a great pity

to see any one so positive in their opinions as to absolutely refuse a
fortune. He is a splendid photographer, I do not know a better

;

but as for retouching, he won't hear of it. Of course you can see I
have all my negatives retouched. I have a competent aitist, and pay
him a good price, and his work is most satisfactory. I do not patronise
' the cheap and nasty.' I want what is really good, and am contented
to pay a fair price for it. Do you wish for pieceivork, or would you
engage for the season?"

" 1 would prefer for the season."
" Well, the fact is I have an opening at this very moment. Indeed,

had you not called, I would have inserted an advertisement in
next week's Biiitish Journal ok PiioroonAPuy. I have had an
artist for the last three years, but his sight has become very weak. I
recommended him to take a rest and have good advice, lest his eyes
should become too feeble to continue at such trying work. I have
given him three weeks' holiday, and if you like' to take his place
during his absence I have no doubt we can arrange. If we suit each
other at the end of that time the season here will have begun, and
there will be ample work for you for at least five mouths."

" I will be very pleased." Indeed, our friend was very glad to get
fixed up, and more especially in a place where the proprietor took so
active an interest in the working of his business as Mr. Z. seemed to.
" May I ask what style of work you prefer ?

"

" I have no particular style to which I pin my faith. I consider
each negative requires a special treatment, and a retoucher should use
such means as he thinks best to enable it to yield a successful print.
I do not wish my negatives to be over laboured. All ray negatives
have the utmost care bestowed upon their production, and I look upon
retouching as a necessary help towards securing a pleasing and suc-
cessful portrait."

"I am glad to hear you say so, as personally, although I have
looked upon my line of work as absolutely essential to successful
portraiture, I have always considered it a help, and as such should
join the operator in producing a negative to yield the desired result."

"Certainly. I object strongly to the ^wc/iMirfprance of retouching,
or to its becoming obtrusively visible. Above all, I want judgment
and discretion used in the treatment of my negatives. Of course I

mean this generally. There are exceptionable cases, I know, where
customers require the most absurd alterations, but even these can bo
done with such judgment as not to ruin the general effect of the
picture. I will show you a few negatives done as I prefer them, and
you can tell me if your style will produce similar."

This was a sound, practical manner of treating the case. But,
again, this was a photographer who thoroughly kno!o what he wanted.
He knew to what degree retouching could "help him in producing
successful pictures, and to that extent he employed it. He did not,

however, because he had his retoucher to fall back upon, relax his

efforts to produce perfect negatives. On the contrary, he made every
endeavour to make the retoucher's labours as light as possible by
providing him witli the best of negatives to work upon. In my own
experience I have had many negatives that I scarcely knew what to

do with them, they were so good. There was so little to do, and I

knew if the photographer did not see a lot of work he would grumble
at the price paid.

These cases were very embarrassing at times. I felt almost obliged
to put a lot of work on to justify my price, as otherwise, judging by
past experience, my customer would not bo pleased. But where to

put the required work was the trouble, as more than a small amount
would tend to injure the negative instead of bettering it. The pre-

vailing idea with the generality of photographers is that they pay for
labour, not jtidyment and artisticJeeling. To this fact may be traced
many of the defects in the general run of the retouching of the
present day.

Mr. Z., having loft our friend for a few moments, returned with
half a dozen negatives, just to show him what he thought upon the
subject.

" Now, you see some of these negatives have very little work upon
them, but there is enough to gi^t the desired result in the print."

" Perfectly so. To work them any more would be to do them more
harm than good."
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" Now that is tho class of work I want you to do for mo. I want
judyment, not dash away, to be tho system ui)oii wliich wo work."

In a few woi-Js he stated liis trrms, which proved fuir and satis-

factory to hoth sides. Our friend accepted, and there and tlien

stnrt(!d on his duties. At this moment a customer arrived, and
Mr. Z. went to attend upon him.
"What can I do for you?"
" I want to bo pliotograpbod. Are you the best photographer in

tliis town?"
This was rather an odd question, and somewhat puzzled Mr. Z. It

was not often ho felt knocked out of time, hut this question and tho

abruptness with which it was put very nearly did it.

" Well," said Mr. Z., " I would not like to flatter myself that I am
the best photographer hero, but I can guarantee that I will produce a
successful portrait for you."

" You all say that, but your results fall very short of your promises.

I may, perhaps, be a very diflicult subject, but I have no objection to

pay for extra trouble so long as I get a good picture. I have had
some pictures done at Mr. A. s studio opposite, and he promised me a
really truthful likeness. I never saw such frights in my life. One
would tliink I hadn't washed my face for months."

" Yet Mr. A. is ajirst-rate photographer."
" Well, if that's your opinion I'm off."

Mr. Z. saw at a glance where the trouble lay. The customer had
freckles, &c., on his face, all of which could have been easily re-

touched away, but Mr. A. never sullied his pure art by a touch from
a retoucher's pencil. Of course it was bad taste of this gentleman to

dispute the correctness of the photograph. Still, bad taste or not, he
would not have another batch simuar, and was going when Mr. Z.

stopped him, Kedmond Baubexx.

ODDS-AKD-ENDS.
[A Oommonioation to tho Manchester Photographic Society.]

It was my great good fortune to be very intimately acquainted for

many j"ears, and until the time of his death, with a gentleman who a

long-time ago, I tliink it was early in the forties, acted as Clerk of tlie

Works for Mr. Brunei during the building of the first tubular bridge

the great engineer erected, the one at Chepstow, and ray friend was
probably tho first man to use photography as a means of reporting

progress of work.
During the time the construction was going on, a young man, one

of Brunei's gentlemen apprentices, was sent down, armed with a

letter of advice and instruction by Brunei of most admirable character.

From this letter I am able to give an extract that photographers as

well as engineers may take a lesson from :

—

"You will take," he said, "particular care to enter nothing hut fads
in your journal, and with this you must learn to understand what is

meant by a fact. If you yourself measure anything, or see anything,

you may state the result as a fact within your own knowledge, taking

great care to be accurate in your measurements, and to make sure of

what you think you see. If you are told anything by another person,

or if the measurement is made by another person, however accurate or

credible he may be, and even more competent than yourself to ascertain

the fact, you can only state as a fact that you wore told so and so, or

that such a measurement was made by such a iicrson. What you do not
give in your own journal, therefore, as a fact of your own observation,

you must always give only as said to bo, and, if possible, give your
authority.

" Next in value to accuracy of statement is extent of observation. It

is of great importance to observe and record everything. For instance,

the time occupied in drilling holes under every variety of circumstances,
such as the dimensions of the plates, size of holes, liquid used, whether
the plate be held firmly and perfectly steady or not, temperature, &c."

I think it would scarcely be possible to find better instruction to

lay before the photographer, who is always face to face with extra-

ordinary and ever varying phenomena, than is contained in this

advice to a young engineer, and I should in any communications I

may ever make to this Society wish to bo as particular as to a fact

as Sir. Brunei advised his pupil to be, and also that I should not bo
afraid to record everythhuj, even though my observation may have
been mads and recorded before. On such a basis have I gone in

this little paper on odds-and-ends. I have recorded trivial obser-
vations, and no doubt everything I have seen has been observed by
most photographers before. So it must be ; but as a teacher may
often learn .somethinjjf in instructing an ignorant child, so may the
most learned of us be instructed by those less experienced and of far

less knowledge than our-selves.

Some of the work I have done during the past summer has been
for the stereoscope, and though Mr, Pollitt haa to give us a paper to-

night on stereoscopic photography, I daro say what I have to record

will not clash in any great measure with what so experienced and so

excellent a photographer will have to tell us.

My "stereographs" (if the word which it was attempted to

naturalise about twenty-five years ago is still intelligible) have been

taken in three ways : first, with an ordinary stereoscopic camera and
twin lenses of about four and a half inch focus ; secondly, with a
quarter-plate camera, the pictures being taken upright, and the

lateral movement being given by tho logs of the tripod being moved
in a given direction one aft4;r tho other ; and, thirdly, witii tlie same
camera used with a special triangle, in which is cut a straight slot

about four inches long, the views being tiiken with the camera first

held at one end of the slot and then at tho other. So far as I can see

the results of all three methods are the same in the stereoscope, and
it is immaterial whether the camera be moved four or fourteen inches,

except that in the latter case, I think, but have not had examples

enough to be sure, the stereoscopic focus is lengthened. There is

another difference, that of .size, the two quarter-plate pictures giving

an admirable size of view for the stereoscope, and one much superior

to a pair of three and a quarter inch square pictures.

I have also taken stereographs by three different plans : first on glass,

second on paper, third with one picture on glass and one on paper.

The latter course was adopted in Norway for the sake of lessening tho

weight of my luggage, and becau.se, however successful paper might

bo, I must have one glass picture of each view for the sake of obtaining

a transparency from it. Of the two pictures on glass, taken with tho

twin lenses, nothing need be said except that though, of course,

developed together, they never develope alike ; one always commences

a little before the other, and goes on a little faster. Probably this

arises from the fact that the film is not quite of uniform thickness.

Of views on paper I have a few examples which probably would be

passed, even by most photographers, without observation, but in which

grain is very obvious when the view is critically examined ; but it is

a curious fact tliat detail in a photograph is .shown with a distinctness

in the .stereoscope wliich even " tho fierce light that beats upon the

screen " (to jumble Lord Tenny,son) and the enlargement of the magic

lantern does not discover. This is shown in a view of the village of

Buerbroe on tho Ilardanzer Fjord. In the stereoscope the village is

plainly to bo seen in the distance, between the two great masses of

rock, but the lantern fails to roveal the houses in anything like the

same distinctness.

Of the third plan, paper and glass, I have several examples, and very

fair ones, the grain having almost, though not entirely, disappeared.

The pictures, however, are very unequal in the amount of detail shown,

glass taking the palm in a very marked degree. The two pictures,

however, when united in tlie instrument are almost as satisf.actory as

two glass ones would be. This assertion brings me to recoi-d anq,ther

"fact," namely, that two Very unequal pictures in the matter of

printing or toning unite in the stereoscope with perfect effect. Of
this I liave one or two examples where a very light picture is mounted
with a very dark one, but quite a satisfactory stereograph has resulted,

nay, in some cases, I am inclined to think rather a better one than

two fully and equally printed ones would have made.

There is one serious disadvantage in taking views for the stereoscope

with only one lens, and that is, that the light and shade may vary

considerably between tho first and second, or if figures are in the

picture, they will certaitdy move between the two. I have two or

three examples of this where pictures, otherwise good, have been to

some extent spoiled by the movement of figures, and one, that of the

Buerbroe Glacier, where the stream issuing from the icy cave bothers

the observer by refusing to focus properly.

Since writing the above, a friend of very long experience in stereo-

scopic work tells me that if the camera is moved more than two and

a half or three inches, figures and other objects in tho foreground are

much dwarfed in appearance when seen in the stereoscope, and he

points out to me that one of my pictures, where I remember the

movement to have been about eight inches, is an illustration of this

;

it is also an illustration of another fault, mentioned before, for Mr.

Muth, who SiVt as my figure, moved his position considerably betv. oen

the two exposures.

By all means, then, let twin lenses be used if the best pictures are

to result.

I should like to see a half size csmera, or perhaps 7i x 5, which
could be used in the following ways:— I. As a camera to take the

full size views (half-plate or 7^ x 5 as the case might be); 2. In

which another front carrying two lenses might be put, and a division

between them for stereoscopic purposes.

It is generally known, but not universally, I think, that it is

possible to see storeoscopically without a stereoscope. To do this it

IS necessary that each eye should be directed to only one of the two
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pictures, and the two should combine in the brain just as the two
•objects on the two retina) are combined in ordinary vision. It is not

easy to do this at first, but a little practice will enable any one to

acquire the stereoscopic faculty if lie think it worth acquiring.

Let the stereograph be brought very near the eyes (it is advisable

to select as markedly .stereofcopic a subject as possible), and two
indistinct pictures will be seen by each eye. Then move the stereo-

graph slowly away from the eyes, and by-and-by, when it is about

eighteen inches distant, after trying again and again, it will bo

observed that the four pictures have become three, but they are still

out of focus. Tlien, by moving the view a little furtlier from the

eyes, focus will be obtained, and the centre picture will be as stereo-

scopic as though special lenses had been used. The only "fact" to

record in this is, that the focus is lengthened at the moment that the

stereoscopic effect is obtained. Tlie other two pictures which are in

view, one on each tide of tlie stereoscopic one, must of course be
disregarded, or they may be cut off by holding a card against the nose.

Having acquired this stereoscopic faculty, and finding that it could

bo exercised at considerable distance from tlie stereo slide, it struck

me that if one could have the two pictures thrown on the lantern

screen a very grand picture would be observed when the two were
united in stereoscopic fashion. I therefore got Mr. Pollitt to make
me a single lantern transparency, on which were both the right and
the left eye pictures, and these two I projected on the screen, of

course, side by side. The transparency is markedly stereoscopic when
" squinted " at, if I may use tliat incorrect expression ; but after

many trials I decided that the projected picture, for a reason I cannot
explain, was not so. There is considerable difficulty in observing tho
projected slide at all, for if you stand at either side of the lantern the
perspective \iew of the screen gives two pictures differing in si/e, and
which, tl-.erefore, will not coalesce ; and even when you station yourself
on the line of the lens, that is, directly above or below it, it is

difficult to make the two pictures superimpose one another, and when at

last you find tlie knack of doing it, stereoscopic effect is wanting.
My impression is that wlsether you are above the lantern or below it

(and you must be one or the other to get on the same line) the
perapective diiliculty comes in to spoil tlie effect ; and if this is so, the
centre of the lantern itself is the only point from which the view could
be properly seen, and we cannot very well get there seeing that wo
are not salamanders.

So much for stereographs. Abel Heywood, jUiV.

(To he, continued.)

CONTINENTAL PIIOTOG 11APH Y.

# [Translations and Abridgments.]

The Vebsailles Piiotoquapiiic Society.
A FEW years ago a photographic society was establislied at Versailles,

tho scat of government of the French nation. M. Uutilleux is the
President of the Society, which puhlishes reports of its proceedings in
the only photographic journal in the world printed by litliogi'aphy

;

tho title of its journal is the Bulletin de la Socictc Versaillnise de Pho-
tographie, and it is printed by Messrs. Cerf et Fils, 69, Rue Duplessis,
in that city. The Secretary to tlie Society is M. K. Gast, 11, Itue St.
Victoire, ^'elsai^es. The number before us contains an article by tho
President about black prints, with the papers of the Compagnie de
I'Autocopi^te. In their piocess the image is printed upon parchment
paper co\ered with bichromated gelatine. "\\'lien the portions of the
imago not acted upon by light are dissolved off, the sheet is dried, then
wetted again and placed on tho press ; it is next inked in tho ordinary
way with a roller, and copies are printed off. Special papers are made
by the Company for the work. After the paper is sensitised witli bi-
chromate of potash it is placed to dry upon a sheet of glass dusted
with French chalk. The same number of tho journal contains an
article on Eastman's paper for enlarging purposes; it also contains a
memoir upon Jialagny's films, and a paper upon the reproduction of
ciiOT'avings by photography. Tho last page of the Bulletin has the
lithogi'aphtd signatures of tho President, and of tho Treasurer,
M. Gavin.

The Utilisation op Pinuole PiroTOoiiArHS.
An article by JI. G. liuckort in L'Amateur Photoyraphe speaks of

tho photographs taken by means of a pinhole instead of lens, exhibited
before tho Photographic Society of France in 1800, and remarks that
the system^ may be useful for some special purposes, such for instance
ns that of including an angle of view greater than any lens will give.
M. Fribourg has made experiments and satisfied himself that" the
images given by pinhole cameras are geometrically true. Captain
Colson, of the engineers, thinks that pinhole cameras can bo utilised in
typography

;
exact geometrical projections in perspective taken -svith

two cameras from different points of view afford a means of accurately

measuring heights and distances. The paper is illustrated with a

photo-lithograph of tho Cathedral of Notre Dame, of much better

quality than those usually exhibited as specimens of work done with
pinhole cameras.

Ice Lenses.
Tho London correspondent of Le Moni'feur de la Photngraphte

writes to that journal that in the middle of tho winter which has
just elapsed a student made a lens of ice, with which he lit the pipes

of some of tho skaters on the Serpentine hy means of the solar rays,

an experiment, ho says, which was first perfoiTued in the I'olar

regions by Dr. Scoresby, to the great astonishment of the sailors, for

they could not understand why the ice did not freeze tho beams of

the sun. We may retnark that Professor Tyndall at times would set

tire, at the Iloj-al Institution, to a little heap of gunpowder with rays

from the electric arc concentrated upon the powder by means of a
lens of ice. Ilis explanation was that, although ice absorbs rays of

certain wavelengths, and is gradual!}' melted thereby, other waves it

does not absorb, and these latter produce the heating effect at tlio

focus of the lens. It is wholly a question of tho relative motions of

the molecules of frozen water and the motions of the waves of light

;

when there is discord between tlie two, the discordant waves pass

through the ice without absorption.

ON BED AND PURPLE CHLORIDE, BROMIDE, AND IODIDE OF
SILVER ; ON HELIOCHKOMY, AND ON THE LATENT PHOTO-
GKAPHIC IMAGE.

I.

In this series of papers it will be my object to show : (1.) That chlorine,

bromine, and iodine are capable of forming compounds with silver

exhibiting varied and beautiful colouration, peach-blossoni, rose, purple,

and black. That these compounds (except under the influence o£ light)

possess great stability : that tlicy may bo obtained by purely chemical

means, and in tho entire absence of light. (2.) That of these substances

the red chloride shows a tendency to the reproduction of colours. It

seems not imijrobable tliat tho material of tho infinitesimally thin films

obtained by Becquerel, Niepco de St. Victor, Poitevin, and others in their

experiments on heliochromy may be the red chloride. (.3.) That these

substances, formed by jjurely chemical means, couslitute the actual

material of the latent or invisible photographic image, which material

may now be obtained in the laboratory without the aid of light and in

any desired quantity. They also form part of the visible product result-

ing from the action of light on the silver haloids.

For more than a generation past the nature of the latent pliotograi)hic

image, that which forms the basis of development, has been in dispute.

Two theories have been maintained. According to tho one, the first

effect produced by light is simply a physical change, predisposing the

elements of the silver haloid to dissociation, so that when a reducing

agent is applied the molecules so affected yield more quickly to its

influence. According to the otlier theory, the invisible image is formed

of a subsalt (subcbloride, &c.). Observations which I published many
years ago led me strongly to the first-mentioned of these theories. But
of late years, results have been obtained not easily reconcilable with it.

On tlic other Iiand, the theory that the latent image is formed of sub-

salt is opposed to striking facts. Silver subcbloride, for example, is an
unstable substance, quickly destroyed hy dilute nitric acid. But I have

formed a latent image on silver chloride, and after exposing it for five

minutes to the action of strong nitric acid (s.g. 1'30) have developed

the image without difficulty ; the same with silver bromide. Evidently

these images, which so strongly resisted ttie action of undiluted acid,

could not be formed of simple subcbloride and subbromide of silver,

substances quicklj- destroyed by it.

In the desire to find a satisfactory expl.anation of the nature of the

image based on adeiiuate chemical proof, I have devoted nearly three

years of laboratory work to this and to closely allied subjects. I am led

to the conclusion that neither of the older views is correct. A truer

theory seems to be dcducible from the result of some exiieriments which
I published in 1885, to the effect that the silver haloids were capable

of uniting with certain other substances, much in the same way that

alumina forms lakes. When a silver haloid was precipitated in the

presence of certain colouring matters they combined with it, and though
soluble in water, they could not bo subsequently washed out. They had
formed a somewhat stable compound, although tho proportion of colour-

ing matter was very small in comparison with the haloid ; evidently

much too small to represent a stoichiometrical composition. Now I

find that a silver haloid may in the same way unite with a certain

proportion of its own subsalt, which, by this union, quite loses its

cliaraotcristic instability and forms a compound of groat permanence.
Another explanation is possible ; tho subsalt may combine with tho

normal salt, not in the manner above described, but in stoichiometrical

proportion, and this compound n:ay be diffused through ordinary silver

haloid. I have not been able to find any reaction decisive betweou
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tliese cxplanationa,* bnt the general behaviour of the Bnbstanco Beems
rf.ther to indicate the first named explanation as the trno one. When
tlio red chloride, for example, has been boiled with dilute nitric acid

for a few moments to eliminate any uncombined subchloride, the pro-

pt rtion of subchloride left has never exceeded oiRlit or nine per cent, in

o\er thirty specimens analysed. If wc took this to represent a com-
pmnd in equivalent proportions, we should have to suppose the union
of at least twenty equivalents of Ag CI with one of Ag^Cl, which is im-

probable. If wc sujipose that these coloured substances containing from
less than one-half per cent, np to eight or nine per cent, of Ag^Cl consist

of a compound of one equivalent of subchloride united to a small number
of equivalents of normal chloride, mixed mechanically with a large

quantity of normal chloride, then it would be improbable that specimens

could not be obtained containing a larger proportion of this compound
and consequently of Ag.jCl, but, as already said, specimens containing

moie than nine per cent, after thorough treatment with nitric acid to

remove the uncombined subchloride I have never obtained
;

generally

the amount is less.

Even when silver chloride, bromide, or iodide contains as little as

one-half of one per cent, of subsalt combined, its properties are greatly

changed. It has a strong colouration, and its behaviour to light is

altered. Even a much less quantity, one inappreciable to analysis, is

capable of affecting both the colour and the behaviour to light. It is

one of these latter forms of this substance that constitutes the actual

material of the latent photographic image. Adequate proof of this will be

given in the second part of this paper.

Bed Silver Chloride.

Of the three haloids, the chlorine salt is the most interesting, because

of its relations to heliochromy ; it is also the most stable of the three

compounds, and exhibits, perhaps, a finer variety of colouration, though
the bromide and iodide are also obtainable of very beautiful tints. The
chloride shows all the warm shades from white to black through the

following gradations: white, pale flesh colour, pale pink, rose colour,

copptr colour, red-purp!e, dark chocolate, black.

Tlitse compounds are obtained in an endless variety of ways : by
chlorising metallic silver ; by acting on normal chloride with reducing

agents ; by partly reducing silver oxide or silver carbonate by heat and
treating with H CI ; by forming suboxide or a subsalt of silver and treat-

ing with H CI, followed by nitric acid ; by acting on subchloride with
nitric acid or an alkaline hyijochlorite, &c. ; by attacking almost any
soluble salt of silver with ferrous, manganous, or cliromous oxide, etc.,

followed by H CI ; by reducing silver citrate by hydrogen and treating it

with H 01 ; by treating a soluble silver salt or almost any silver solution

with potash or soda, and almost any reducing agent, cane sugar, milk
sugar, glucose, dextrine, aldehyde, alcohol, etc., and supersaturating with

H CI ; there is no organic easily oxidisable substance that I have tried

that li.".s failed to give this reaction. Also almost any salt of silver

exposed to light, treated with H CI and then with hot strong nitric acid,

yields it. Almost any of these classes represents a long range of re-

actions, each susceptible of endless variation. In fact, the more the

matter is studied, the more extended the range of reactions is found
to bo that give rise to the formation of this substance. To show how
slight an influence will lead to the production of red chloride instead

of white ; if freshly precipitated argentic oxide is mixed for a few
moments with starch or tragacanth paste, and is then treated with H 01,

the result is, not white, but jiink, silver chloride. Even raw starch

flour mixed with silver oxide will, in a few moments, cause it to give

a pale flesh coloured chloride with H 01. Boiled starch or tragacanth
paste does this more quickly and acts more strongly, even in the cold,

and still more if heat is applied.

Although red is probably the most characteristic colour of this sub-

stance, so that I have spoken of it above as red chloride, nevertheless

this hardly seems a proper name for a substance that is often pnrplc,
chocolate, or black, sometimes brown or even ocbrcous, sometimes
lavender or bluish, and is probably capable of assuming every colour

of the spectrum. To call it argento-iirgcntic chloride would infer a
stoichiometrical composition that, as already mentioned, seems very un-
certain, too much so to serve as the basis of the name. Therefore, and
as these substances have been hitherto seen only in the impure form
in which they are produced by the continued action of light on the
normal salts, it might be convenient to call them photosalts, photo-
chloride, photobromide, and photoiodide instead of red or coloured
chloride, iSc, and thus to avoid the inexactness of applying the term
red chloride to a substance exhibiting many other colours.

Pliotochloride by Action oj Alkaline IUji>nchlorite$.—Black or purple-

black chloride is easily obtamed by the action of an alkaline hypochlorite
on finely divided silver, such as obtained by reduction in the wet way.
Commercial sodium hypochlorite may be used to act on it. It is to be
poured over the silver, and after standing a few minutes, is to be re-

placed with fresh. After an hour or two this is again to be replaced with
a new portion, which is to be allowed to act half an hour to insure the
total conversion of the silver. The product varies somewhat in colour,

is sometimes black, oftener puqile-black. If the treatment with hypo-

• SUvor chlorido may Im) dissolved out by hot solutions of sodium or ammonium
chloride, but the subcUlorido is at the 6amQ time decomposed, Sec bcyoud under
head of " Ueactions,"

chlorite has been thorough, strong cold nitric acid of 1"36 B.g. extracts

from it no silver. This reaction with nitric acid is important, a* it

shows that not only metallio silver was not present, but that the product

contained absolutely no uncombined subchloride. For if any were

present it would instantly be decomposed by the acid, in which one-linlf

of its silver would dissolve. The action, therefore, appears to take place

in this way. First subchloride is formed, part of this is further chlorised

into normal chloride which at once combines with other subchloride,

thus taking it out of the further immediate action of the hypochlorite,

and this goes on until an equilibrium is reached, and neither metallic

silver nor uncombined subchloride is left, as is proved by the action of

nitric acid. Alkaline hyiJochloritc, as will presently be shown, attacks

uncombined subchloride very rapidly, the combined very slowly, by

many days' contact the quantity of combined subchloride is gradually

reduced.

Prolonged treatment with hot strong nitric acid destroys all the

varieties of photochloride. The time needed varies a good deal. A
specimen of that obtained with hypochlorite required twenty-five hours'

heating with acid of 1-36 in a water bath at 212° Fahr. to bring it to the

condition of white normal chloride. Considering that cold dilute nitric

acid instantly destroys freshly precipitated argentous chloride in the free

state, this long resistance to strong acid at the temperature of boiling

water must be considered most remarkable.

When the red or photochloride is formed with the aid of a ferrous salt

or ferrous oxide, I prefer to boil the product with dilute H 01 to get rid of

the last traces of iron, after a preliminary treatment with hot dilute

nitric acid has removed silver and uncombined subchloride. The photo-

chloride will sometimes even resist boiling aqua regia for a time.

Frotected from light, photochloride is perfectly stable. Specimens

obtained eighteen months ago appear to be quite unchanged.

When treated with ammonia, it is far more slowly attacked than the

normal. The ammonia dissolves the normal chloride only. The union

between the two must therefore be broken up, and this takes place slowly.

The first action of the ammonia is to change the red or purple colour to

greenish black and then to slowly dissolve out silver clilovido. Hours

are required even with a large excess of ammonia. Whilst this is going

on, if the ammonia is poured off and replaced with nitric acid, the

original colour reappears. If the action is continued sufficiently long,

silver only remains and dissolves readily in nitric acid. A little short of

this, treatment with nitric acid leaves a black residue of dark chloride

mixed witli metallic silver. The dark chloride being insoluble in any

acid, has led to sonie strange mistakes in a similar reaction which occurs

in treating with ammonia silver chloride that has been exposed to the

light. Even a theory has been had recourse to of a " passive condition
"

of" silver. This passive silver is simply black chloride.

A specimen of purple-black chloride was treated with warm strong

aqua regia until wliitcned by conversion of the subchloride to normal.

By this treatment 2-5C3 grammes of photochloride gained nine milli-

grammes, indicating the presence of two and a half per cent, of sub-

chloride, or more exactly

Subchloride S-JO

Normal chloride 97"51

This is not to be taken in any sense as representing a constant

composition. The proportion of subchloride varies between certain

limits, not only according to the meth».l of preparation used but

independently of it. Another specimen of black chloride form&l with

hypochlorite gave figures that indicated a content of loss than half of

one per cent, of subchloride.

PhotuchloriiU Inj Reduction of Normal Chloride.—This is an excellent

means of obtaining red chloride. The white chloride is to be dissolved

in ammonia and ferrous sulphate added, producing an intensely black

precipitate. After standing a minute, the mixture is to be treated with

dilute sulphuric acid until it shows a strong acid reaction.

The precipitate is to bo first well washed by deeantation, then boiled

first with dilute nitric, then after washing with dilute hydrochloric acid,

which must, of course, be thoroughly washed out.

The product obtained in this way is often of singular beauty. It

might easily be taken for metallic copper. Sometimes it is as rich and

bright in colour as the copper obtained by electric deposition. Every one

knows the richness and brilliancy of that form of copper, and I have seen

it fully equalled by this silver salt.

The beauty of the colour depends always on the thorough removal of

any metallic silver that may be present, and still more on getting rid of

every trace of iron. The boiling with dilute hydrochloric acid should be

continued until, after thorough washing, a fresh treatment extracts

no more and the acid remains colourless in presence of alkaline

sulphocyanide.

Instead of an ammoniacal solution of silver chloride, wo may make a

solution of any other silver salt in ammonia and reduce it in the manner

just described with ferrous sulphate. But in this case hydrochloric acid

must be used instead of sulphuric after the reduction. This single re-

action includes an almost endless variety of methods. The acid with

which the silver was originally combined seems to be not without

influence on the result ; in some cases, for example, with arseuiate and

molybdate, the action of coloured light on the red chloride seems to be
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somewhat modified. Silver phosphate en account of the ease with which

it suffers reduction is very well adapted for tliis treatment.

Flmtncldoride by Partial llcduction of Oxide by Heat, and Treatment

with H CI.—This method has the advaiitaRe of avoiding all admixture of

foreign substances, the last traces of which are very hard to get rid of,

and seem to exert an effect on the colour disproportionate to their

quantity. Accordingly the photochloride obtained in this way is very

beautiful, the shades are from pink to copper red, and a tint resembling

burnt carmine.
Heat may be applied to the oxide in either of two ways, long continued

heat at 212° Fahr., or near it ; or the change may be effected by roasting.

When slow heat is to be applied care must be taken that the oxide

does not carbonate itself, which it easily does superficially ; this is an

objection because the carbonate, under these circumstances, yields white

chloride with which the other becomes mixed. The air of a drying oven

heated by a gas burner is especially bad in this respect. I have seen a

surface of oxide form a coat of yellow carbonate in a few hours in this

way. (Most oxide that has been kept some time will effervesce briskly

with an acid.) The method is uncertain, sometimes giving strongly

coloured products and sometimes pale pink.

The oxide may be roasted in a shallow, flat-bottomed porcelain basin.

With a very moderate heat it changes from brown to black. When this

is thoroughly accomplished and before grey reduction sets in, the oxide

is to be treated witli H CI. If this be done iu the basin itself after

cooling and without disturbing the position of the ox'de, a curious

variety of tints will be noticeable, depending upon slight differences in

the beat affecting different portions. M. Cakey Lea.

(To be continued.)

HOW TO PREPARE FOE GOING OUT WITH THE CAMERA.
Where to go with the camera, with a fair prospect of finding suitable

subjects to photograph, is a question more often asked than answered.

This is especially the case when the time is limited to an afternoon, or at

most a day. Each year seems to curtail the number of places, the ever-

extending operations of the builder destroying, bit by bit, the picturesque

surroundings of this overgrown London. The season for camera outings

is now coming on, and a reliable list of places to go to would be an un-
mistakable boon. I say reliable advisedly, for the extraordinary ideas

Bome people have of the requirements of photographers are most mis-
leading and disappointing. I have been told by an enthusiastic lover of

nature, that such and such a place was simply magnificent, no fear of

lack of subject, take plenty of plates and go and see for yourself. I've

been confiding, and have been to see for myself, and I've taken plenty of

plates ; moreover, I've brought them home agaiu unused.
There are, however, few places that something cannot be squeezed out

of in the way of a picture, but when one expects to find a plethora and
discovers barrenness it is not conducive to happiness, especially if the
journey has been long. The question is, How can we get plenty of reliable

information ? I would suggest as one way out of the difficulty, that any
landscape photographer or painter conversant with photography who is

desirous of benefiting his brethren, should send in the names of localities

within easy reach of London, with an accompanying description in plain
language of the sort of subjects to be found in them, to the Honorary
Secretary of the Photoyraphic Club, Andertun's Hotel, Fleet-street, who,
from such information, would be enabled to compile a useful and reliable
directory for reference, not only for the members of the Club but for any
friends who may honour the Club as visitors.

If access was obtainable to a carefully written Ust of places with a terse
description of the material there to be found, one coulcl decide at once if such
a locality would meet his requirements, and be prepared for the kind of work
that lay before him, and select the sort of jilates that would be best
adapted for it. If those interested in the matter would fill up a form
similar to this sketched below and forward it, it would be a great step
towards such a desirable consummation.

Place
or

Locality.
Description.

Meaus
of

Access.

Nearest
lljiilway

Station.
Hotel. Other Informa-

tion,

With regard to the " description," it should be remarked if it is archi-
tectural or landscape. If architectural, whether cottages, old buildings,
ruins, or ecclesiastical structures. If landscape, whether water, trees,
open landscape, or studies. " Other information " would include the dis-
tance apart of interesting bits and the amount of walking or riding that
would be necessary, and the facility with which vehicles can be procured.
General information of this sort is invaluable to those who go to sucli
places for the first time, and would add vastly to the comfort of those who
go on a photographic outing of limited duration. The chief point is to

have such information perfectly reliable ; and to be so, the giver must
be thoroughly acquainted with the requirements of photography. It must

not be for a moment imagined that the information is exi)ected to fix on

what a man is to photograph or pass by (for every photographer worthy

the name will select his views according to his own ideas, and not servilely

imitate another), but merely indicate such places where, to the informant's

ideas, picturesque subjects are to be found. Edward Donmore.

IMPORTANT INVESTIGATIONS IN THE SALTS OF SILVER.

As will be seen from a leading article, and also from the first portion of a

communication from Mr. M. Carey Lea, which will be found in another

column, this gentleman has entered upon a most important field of

investigation. A concise synopsis of his discoveries is given in the last

number of Nature, as follows:—

•

"In the May number of the American Journal of Science will be found

a paper by Mr. Carey Lea, of Philadelphia, in which are described a

remarkable series of salts of silver, which the author is attempting to

make use of in obtaining photographs of objects in their natural colours.

It is first shown, by an exhaustive series of experiments, that when light

acts upon ordinary silver chloride, Ag CI, in presence of hydrochloric

acid, the darkening is due to the formation of a small quantity of sub-

chloride, Ag., CI, which enters into combination with the unaltered silver

chloride to form a reddish compound of a nature similar to that of a

' lake.' This red chloride of silver is termed photochloride, and is found

to be, unlike subchloride, unattackcd by cold strong nitric acid. After

a certain amount of this substance is formed, the action of light

appears to cease—a phenomenon which has been frequently noted by

other observers. Successful efforts were then made to prepare photo-

chlorides, bromides, and iodides of tliis nature, and a full description

of the very numerous methods and analyses is given in the memoir.

The startling fact was discovered that all varieties of tints from one

end of the spectrum to the other could be obtained under suitable

conditions. Normally, the photochloride of silver is red, even one-half

per cent, giving to ordinary silver chloride a strong colouration ;
but on

exposure to diffused sunlight it quickly changes to purple. On addition

of mercuric silver cliloride it becomes grey, potassium bromide changes it

to a permanent lilac, potassium iodide to a bluish tint, while a mixture of

potassium chlorate and hydrochloric acid causes it to pass through pink

and flesh colour to white. Heat, on the contrary, causes it to retake its

red colouration, and on exposure to various parts of the spectrum it

affects lovely shades of the most varied hues. The important observation

was made that, in presence of small quantities of lead or zinc chloride,

white light (which darkens the pure photochloride) bleaches it, thus pro-

ducing white in those portions of the image which ought to be white
;
and

it was also found that the addition of a little sodium salicylate enhances

the sensitiveness threefold. The experiments are being continued, and

appear likely to lead to important results in chromo-photography."

WHITENING GELATINE FERROTYPES WITH BICHLORIDE OF
MERCURY.

TuE effects of applying a bichloride of mercury solution to photographic

silver deposits are well known to all practical photographers, as mercuric

chloride has in various forms and for various purposes for a long time

been employed iu photographic laboratories. With it we have made

"magic" photographs, have bleached out prints for engraving purposes,

have reduced negatives, chlorinated the deposit previous to redevelopment,

and have given to collodion positives those beautiful whites, in the more

developed parts, which were so greatly admired by the public.

The long-wished-for solution of the problem of making gelatine positive

or ferrotype plates had hardly been accomplished, when we find one of

Germany's renowned emulsionists proposing improvements on the rather

unsatisfactory tones of the pictures, made upon them, by whitening the

deposit with a solution of mercury. Gelatine ferrotvpes seem to have be-

come very popular in Germany, and with the demand for them naturally

arose the desire to improve their appearance. Dr. Sohleussner tells us that

this may be done with a weak solution of the bichloride of mercury. The

method of working is similar to other operations of this kind ;
in fact,

there is nothing to be done to the plate, except to leave it in the solution

until the picture assumes the desired white appearance.

The peculiar bleaching effect of bichloride of mercury upon a collodion

positive was first observed by Scott Archer, and dates back as far as 1850,

at which time these pictures were first introduced in Great Britain, and

before any attempts with collodion had been made in America. He
recommended the use of a saturated solution of the bichloride in hydro-

chloric acid, one part of the solution being diluted with six parts of water.

After the picture was fixed and well washed, this solution was applied.

The positive image was first darkened, but it speedily began to whiten,

and a delicate, beautiful, wliite picture was brought out. The method

described by Archer may be applied to gelatine ferrotypes, although it is

advisable to reduce the strength of the solution considerably, using, per-

haps, instead of six parts of water, suggested by Archer, as much aa

twelve parts. As one of the first conditions for a good gelatine ferrotype

plate is an extremely thin film of an emulsion, rich in silver, with a
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strongly adhesive gelatine, the reaction takes place quickly and is com-
pleteil with a solution in the proportion 1 : 100 in about two minutes.
Before the mercurial solution is applied, the plate must be perfectly

freed from hyposulphite of soda, an operation which, on account of the

thin film, rcciuircs also but little time.

The fine appearance of the pictures, the absence of difficulties when
making them, the rapidity of exposure, all warrant a general adoption
of the process in a certain photographic sphere, and there is nothing
seriously to be considered doubtful except their permanency.

Since we have become familiar with the working of gelatine films, the
application of mercurial salts has been more or less condemned, justly,

perhaps, in some cases, but in others without tlic least reasonable founda-

tion. Negatives intensified with the salts of mercury have stood a

test of several years ; why may not a whitened positive, if properly made,
be equally permanent ?

When mercuric chloride is brought into contact with metallic silver,

the latter is converted into chloride at the sacrifice of some chlorine of

the mercuric salt, reducing it to mercurous chloride (calomel), making,
in all probability, the substance of the white film a mixture of the two
chlorides.

Silver chloride, as we all know, is sensitive to light, and so is calomel,

especially when exposed at an elevated temperature under the influence

of a moist atmosphere. Hence we must infer that the white deposit

cannot be permanent, and that it is liable to change colour in a very

short time. In the case of "alabastrine" collodion positives, it was not
always found to do so ;

glass positives whitened with mercury, made
thirty years ago, have retained tlieir whiteness to the present day as

well as a Daguerreotype ; while others again, and a greater number, have
changed.
To explain these singular facts we must consider the mode of preparing

the solution of mercuric chloride. Many operators were, in the early

days, in the habit of using instead of hydrochloric acid as a solvent for

the mercuric salt a solution of chloride of ammonium, by which stability

of the whitened deposit was established. If, in course of the operation,

ammonia was set free, which was by no means unlikely, mercuro-
ammonium-chloride, or white precipitate would necessarily result. This
precipitate is almost perfectly white; it is much whiter than calomel,

which is rather of a yellowish tint, is not aflected by light to any
marked degree, and will stand rather a high temperature before it de-

composes.
The permanency of photographic pictures can be judged of only after

a lapse of time, and a mercurialised gelatine positive, with all its original

brilliant whiteness, must be subjected to the same test with all other

photographs. Whether a ferrotype possesses the same merits and has
the same value as a silver print, or whether permanency is for these a

conditio sine qua mm, or otherwise, we will not attempt to decide.

Mercuric chloride gives beautiful effects to gelatine ferrotypes, and, if

carefully made, these ferrotyjies will retain their beauty for a reasonable

time. Let us not decry their beauties because there is a doubt of their

psnnanence, but enjoy them rather while they remain.—Photographic Times.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
Nos. 7372 and 7374.— " Irnprovements in the Manufacture or Production of

Blocks or Plates for rriutiii;; from." C. KlIc and L. CoLLARDOtt.—JJated
May 20, 1887.

No. 7390.—" Iinproveraeuts in Magic Lanterns and Apparatus connected
therewith." A. Schanschieff.—Dated May 20, 1887.

No. 7464.—"A Pliantom Photographic Camera which Dispenses with the
Necessity of Using a Base Board for the Support of the Front Board and other
Parts of a Camera." T. Prescott.—i>ate(i May 23, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
Improvements in Changing Boxes for Photographic Cameras.

No. 8329. Arthur Samcei. Newman, 87, Evershot-road, Finshury Park,
Middlesex.

—

June 24, 1886.

This invention has for its object to provide a means whereby the plates or
"films" used in a camera can be readily changed without having to close or
remove the changing box, and is more simple and effective than changing boxes
as hitherto constructed.

For this purpose I construct the changing box, holding any suitable number
of plates, with two slits or apertures at the top of the box, one at the liack and
the other at the front. Over these slits a hood or covering is mounted of sufli-

cient size to freely contain a plate, this liood or covering being formed of any
flexible light-tight material (or it may be a bellows), and is securely fixed on
the box.

The plates or "films" are arranged in the box all facing the front, and in

order to remove a plate on which a photograph lias been taken and bring
another plate into focus without removing tlie changing Ijox or closing the
shutter thereof, a cranked lever is provided (one end of which is outside of the
box), and the other end connected to a wire or rod reaching .icross the box, and
caused to travel (by the operator moving the lever) in a parallel direction near
the front of the box, exactly iu the jiLice where the front plate is situated, and,
rising beneath it, causes the plate to Ije raised into the dark hood or covering,
and enables the ojierator to grasp it, and draw it quite out, and insert it again
thro\i^h the back slit or aperture behind the other plates (a spring mounted

upon the hack of the box keeps all the plates pressed forward), a freih plate
being thus presented ready for use and m exactly the same focus, the film of
each succeeding plate lieing in the identiciil position occupied by the last
previous one.

In order to effect this object, I mount the plates in metal carriers, which hold
them i>artly along the foot and each side at the top, where the metal carrier is

turned over or appears in front ; corresponding grooves or recesses are provided
in tlie inside of the front of the box, so that the front plate or "film" will
always become the bearing surface, which will lie against a ))earing specially
provided in the box, which latter liearing is recessed or holloweil out behind so
as to allow for the edge of the metal carrier where different tl]iekne.s.ses of
plates or "films" are used.

Instead of the cranke<l lever and rod before referred to, other means can he
adapted for raising the plate in tlie first instance, such as by means of rack-
work, an endless baml, a lever and screw, or other suitable means.
The whole apparatus forms a changing box of the same sized sectional area

as the camera to which it is fitted.

This changing box will also work equally well on its side.

Mtttinq,^ of Soct>ti>iS*

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOK NEXT WEEK.
DaU of MeeUng. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

May 31 Bolton Club The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Hall, 20, Geortfe-strL-et, Ediuburgh.
Mechanics' Institute, Hanley.

Edinburph Photo. Society
„ 1

„ 1

„ 2 Philosophical Hall, Leeds.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.„ 2

„ 3
„ 3 Halifax Photographic Society... M. Manley's, Bamm Top.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday night, at a meeting of the above Society, held at 5a, Pall Mall
East, London, Mr. William England, Vice-President, occupied the chair.

Mr. T. Samuels exhibited a small camera with twelve plates which could be
changed by means of a little closed hag at the back, which bag the hands of
the 0]ierator did not enter ; the plates were four and a qu.arter inches square
and placed in metal sheaths. He also exhibited a half-plate camera made on
the same principle, with improvements ; likewise a quarter-plate camera. The
cameras had no rising or falling fronts.

Mr. FiiiESE Greene suggested that the addition of an indicator, to denote the
number of plates exposed, would be useful.

Mr. T. Sehastian Davis said that there was a somewhat similar camera in
the market in which tlie view could be seen at the time of making an exposure,
and that was an advantage.
The Chairman remarked that it was a camera which could be used in a

street without attracting jiublic attention.
Sir D. Salomons, Bart., said that for most distances small lenses gave nearly

all the view in focus, but that if some objects were exceptionally near the lens
the proper adjustment could easily lie made by means of a simple calculation.
Mr. F. W. Edwards then gave a demonstration of the platinum process,

similar to one recently described in these pages.
Mr. Davis said that at exhibitions platinotyne and silver prints were found

to advantageously set off each other when placeil side by side.

The Chaik.wan exhibited some platinotype prints of excellent quality, por-
traits included, upon reputed silk, taken by his son Louis.

Mr. Mendelssolin said that it was actually a fine cambric, resembling silk,

nd that Chinese silk would be the best for the process.
The proceedings then closed.

.

THE LONDON ANDl PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCLA.TION.
On Thursilay night, May 19, at a meeting of the above Association, held at
the Maaniis liall Tavern, City, London, Mr. H. M. Smith presided.

Mr. Herbert Starnes exhibited a tin holder for use when developing collodio-
broinide lantern slides to avoid soiling the fingers ; it was a kind of little shovel
with corners turned up to prevent the plate slipping off.

The Hon. Secretary produced some of his results in the taking of paper
negatives ; he felt sure that paper negative processes would make headway,
because of the saving of weight in the Held ; the only drawback was the neces-
sity for making the negatives translucent by oiling or otherwise.
The Chairman thought that jiersons with roller slides would be tempted to

go in for quantity rather than quality.
Mr. W. M. Ashman said that paper negatives offered great facilities for

development. When Mr. Bolas returned from Rome with a long striji of
negatives he induced Mr. Cobb to walk off with one end of the strip and pull it

across the room as the paper came out of the developing ilish, and after pulling
the strip thus three times through the developer the string of pictures was
fiuislied so far as development was concerned.
Mr. F. W. Cox asked if the results were not flatter with paper negatives

than with the best results upon glass. He had never seen a paper negative
which gave good stereoscopic effect in a resulting print.

Mr. Ashman read a letter from Mr. Spurge apologising for absence from a
recent meeting ; he had obtained an apiiointnieut as chemical .assistant to Mr.
Campbell Brown, of lUuiversity College, Liverpool, and on the night of the
meeting had been eiig.aged until a late hour with Mr. Van der Weyde over
electric lighting matters.

Mr. W. E. Debenham called attention to newspaper reports that Mr. W. K.
Burton had stated publicly in New York that English photographers were less

willing to impart infonnation than those in America ; he did not believe that
Mr. Burton ever said anything of the kind.
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Mr. W. 11. Harrison said that tliere ww a paragraph in Mr. Bnrtou's latest

l)Ook expressing an altogether differont opinion to that attributed to him in

New York.
Mr. C. ITniNHKH Trinks read an extract from an article by Mr. I3nrton in

the New York I'lMtuijr'iphic Times expres.sing opinions at variance with those

attriljuted to him in the reports under notice.

The Cii.MRMAN thought tluit Mr. Beacli had made some mistake when
reporting Mr. Burton's utterances.

Mr. AsHJiAN did not believe that Mr. Burton had said anytliing of the kind

attriljuted to him.

Mr. H. Mdul asked what was the liest class of negative for collotype work.

Mr. Dehenham re])lied tliat the one which would give the best silver print

would do best for collotype work.
Mr. A. L. Henderson had received a circular from the printers to the New-

ca.stlc Exhibition saying that the exiiibits there were to be illustrated by a

photo-mechanical process ; tliey had enclosed liim a very good specimen of

such worlc. Had any one seen Mr. Hyslop's photogi'aphs of the performance
at tlie Criterion Theatre ?

•

Mr. Thinks had seen tliem ; some of'fliem he considered to be very good
indeed, the others were a little blurred.

Mr. MouL remarked that tlie said Criterion jihotograplis had been done liy

Mr. Ttoberts upon Cadolt's plate.s.

Mr. A.«HJIAN sai<l that Mr. Hyslop had photographed the performances at

the St. James's Tlieatre.

The Chairman asked if any one had tried to photograph the Queen during
her drive througli the City ; lie liad tried in Chea))siiie, but ho failed because
she went by at such high s))eed. He photogi-aphed tlie crowd all right, also

pieces of paper blowing about in the air as the procession swept past.

Mr. A. Cowan said that it was the business of a procession to process.

Mr. Henderson had on the same day tried to ]iliotograpli her at Mile End,
but she drove past at the rate, he estimated, of nine miles an hour. He used a
lens made by Suter.

Mr. Cowan thought that the lens did not suit lier.

Tlie Association resolved to hold an outdoor meeting on Whit Monday, May
30, at Chiddingstone, near renshiirst, Kent, for whicli a train by the South
Eastern Railway leaves London Bridge at thirty-five minutes past nine a.m.
The meeting then broke up.

•

NOKTH LONDON PITOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the meeting held on Tuesday, the 17th instant, at Myddelton Hall, Isling-

ton, N., Mr. J. Traill Taylor, President, in the chair, Messrs. C. Cuswortli,

J. G. Hilton, and E. Purton, were electeil members of tlie Society.

Mr. Coi'riN exliibited ami explained tlie working of his patent "one back,"
which was examined with interest.

Mr. C. Cuswortli showed a half-plate camera of his own construction.
Mr. A. Mackie exhibited some transparencies on plates coated with the

collodion emulsion he had made at the lecture at the ]irevious meeting.
Mr. W. H. Walker (of the Eastman Company) delivered a lecture explana-

tory of tlie juincipks and working of the E.astnian-Walker stripping film. In
course of this he described a discovery that had been made by which the
expansion of paper when wet was in a large measure obviated. He also
described the various operations incident to the manufacture of tlie films. He
was ably aided by Mr. John Jackson, who very skilfully demonstrated the
process from the development of a negative to the liiial stripping, specimens of
the work at various stages being haniled round.

In reply to Mr. L. Medland, Mr. Walker said that the films registei-ed 22
by Warnerke's sensitometer.

The thanks of the meeting were voted to Messrs. Walker and Jackson.
Excursions were arranged for Saturday, May 28, to Richmond, and for Whit

Monday, May 30, to Cliiddingstone. (London Bridge Station, thirty-five
mhiutes ]>ast nine train. Book to Penshurst.)
Next meeting, on Tuesday, June 7, will be a technical meeting. Visitors

a;'e invited.

NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual fortniglitly meeting of this Society was held at the Greyhound Hotel
on May 11,—Mr. Crostliwaito in the chair.

Some fine platinotype pictures by Mr. Payne Jennings were iiassed round
and elicited admir.ation, the artistic merit of these productions being of the
highest standard.

After the usual business an exhibition of lantern slides was made, several
membei-s contributing specimens of their work. Mr. Smith, of Great Portland-
street, brought a fine selection of slides made by the Woodbury process. Some
ex<|ui.site collodion transparencies kindly lent by Mr. Gale were also exhibited.

Mr. S.MITU explained the principles and working of a special camera designed
by him for the production of lantern pictures.
The usual votes of tlianks brought the proceedings to a close.

BURY PHOTOGRAPHIC AND ARTS CLUB.
TuE ordinary monthly meeting of the above Club was held on Wednesdav
eveniiig. May 18, in the Temperance Hall, Hcury-street, Bury,—The President
(Mr. i. W. Livsey) in the chair.
The minutes of the jirevious meeting having Ijceii read, were confirmed.A discussion then arose as to wliere the places for the outdoor meetings for

the ensuing year should be held. It was finally decided that the Coniicil
should choose the localities from the following jilaccs named by tlio member.s
at this meeting :—namely, Kirkstall Abbey, Foiintaiiis Abbey, Ilardcastle
Craigs, Tabley Park, Speke Hall, Lyme Hall, and Malliam.

Tlie Secretary (Mr. C. H. Openshaw) then produced a pneumatic drop
shutter, designed by himself ami Mr. H. JI. Drarden, ami made by Mr S
llepworth, ulso some jOiotographs of trains exj.osed by the same, which were
much admired, there bting not the slightest sign of movement, tliough the
trains were going at full speed. The sliiitter itself was also much admired both
lor the simplicity and speed with which it worked.

The President then produced a photograph (silver jirint) of Nuttall Hall,
near Ramsbottom, the residence of J. G. Lawson, Esq., which h.ad nearly faded
out. He said the photograjih had been thoroughly washed and mounted with
a reliable mountant ; it had also been kept in a dry place. He invited the
members to open a discussion as to the cause of tlie fadiug, which ended in the
general opinion lieing tli.at the mount on which t)ie photograph had been placed
contained .some impurity.

The meeting then terminated.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OP IRELAND.
Owing to an oversight in the report of tlie meeting of tlie al)ove Society which
ajipeared last week, mention was omitted of a camera and new pattern stand
which was e.xhibite<l by Mr. J. V. Robinson.
The camera is similar to his weUliiiown patent camera, but has an addition

of a strut or arm from baseboard to back of camera, this arm being so con-
structed as to allow of double swing while at the same time rendering the
camera perfectly rigid. Considerable interest was shown in the examination of
this contriv.ance.

The camera stand is a folding or [lortable jiattern, consisting of three joints,

the lower a folding and the middle a sliding joint. Tlic point of novelty is the
method of claniimig this middle or sliding joint by a hinged wedge, which is

very quickly brought into action or released. It aiipe.are<l to lie the opinion of

the meeting that this is a good and elVective construction of camera stand.

COLOURED PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Like other advances towards a great discovery, the "new
departure in coloured photography" lately made by Mr. J. E. Mayall, of

IGl, New Bond-street, has given a new impulse to the question of " Photo-
graphy in natural colours." His discovery, whatever its nature, it based
on chemical action, is great, because it would be the first successful at-

tempt, 60 far as we know, at producing chemically a photograph in

various colours. The new process of Mr. Mayall, then, bids well to bo
popular, and we heartily wish him a profitable as well as a scientific

success.

Without pretending to understand the nature of Mr. Mayall's discovery,
we do not think he gives it out as the looked-for process of photography
in natural colours, but we think that if the progress of photography keeps
pace with tlic advance it has made within the last twenty years, the
time is not far distant when some sucli discovery may be made.

Hitherto, we may say we have been working in the dark, since the
productions of pliotography are made with shades ; at no remote date,

probably, wo may be speaking of liglits and colours instead of lights and
shades.

At this rudimentary stage of our knowledge on the subject, however,
it may not be out of place to indulge in some hypothetical remarks as to

the probable nature of a process likely to fulfil our expectations of the
eagerly looked-for discovery, in as much as conjectures are the prelimi-
naries of all theories which are to be proved by practice or acquired by
empirical researches, and as such conjectures, corrected by vying critics

and additional opinions, eventually ripen into the desired result, however
indirectly it may come.

It appears to us, therefore, that the ultimate success of photography
in natural colours shall consist in the production of a negative in colours
complementary to those of the object represented, the natural colours of

which shall be reproduced on tlie print or positive ; as, for example,
a blue eye would appear on the negative of an orange colour, the car-

nations would appear green, yellow would appear purple, &c. i'o give a
practical example of this idea; if we t.ikc a piece of red glass and look
through it at a red-brown colour, the latter will appear of a drab or greyish
drab colour, that is, of such a colour as, if mixed up with the same colour
as that of the glass, would reproduce the actual brown colour under
observation. In fact, the red colour of the glass thus appears subtracted
from the sum of colours composing the brown, and, in like manner,
each tint of tlie coloured negative would subtract its own colour from
white light, or, to use the expression of iiliysioists, would absorb the
rays of its own colour and intercept them, but transmit the rays com-
plementary to it.

Until the nature of the impressed photographic image before develop-
ment be better understood, it will probably be dillicult to arrive at a
practical solution of the problem. In our opinion, the agency by which
the invisible image is produced is not chemical in its nature ; the
rival theory, that it is due to a disturbance of the molecules of tha
iodide of silver, is probably not more correct. Our own idea, which
we think is a now one on that subject, is that a peculiar physical
disturbance, which we may call vibration, is produced in the waves of

light under the existing favourable circumstances, by some complex
phenomena taking place in the sudden transmission of the rays of light

through several suitable media, which ai-e the air, the sensitive film, and
the plate ; during which course the rays undergo several refractions and
rellections, which disturb the relation of the waves of light under circum-
etanccs favourable to the development of actinic force, which receives an
uneven distribution over the plate, determined by the retlection of the
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rays of light trom the object or image to bo roprosented. Actinic force

would then be produced in a manner ftnalogous to what takes plftce in

the mechanical development of electricity in amber by friction or by
the mere contact of two platea of different mctala. The actinic foroo

wonld then be in a Btite of tension or inhibition, in the manner of stored-

up oloctiicity, ready to develojic chemical action under favourable circum-

stances, as electricity would do. In fact, actinism is a force similar to

electricity and both are no doubt interconvertible, such also as heat,

motion, and other forces. Moreover, invisible images have been produced
by electricity, and further investigation will probably reveal that they
may be produced likewise by the agency of other forces, such as heat,

friction, magnetism, Ac.

It is difhcuH to predict which, of the spectroscope or of the discovery

of some reagent, will play the most important part in the process, but

there is here a wide field open to experimenters in the various appli-

cations of the spectroscope during the production of the invisible image
and also during the after development.

There exist also chemicals which, under the influence of some reagents,

undergo a very remarkable change in colour ; and some go through a

succession of colours which, no doubt, in a more advanced stage of our
knowledge, shall be taken arlvantage of in photography in natural colours.

The following is an example of such change: If a small piece ol

strychnia is dissolved in a drop of strong suiplir.ric aoid on a piece of

white ix)rcelain or of glass, anJ close to it a little finely powdered dioxide

(black oxide) of manganese is mixed with a finiilar quantity of sulphuric

acid, then the two brought together, a beautiful play of colours takes

place—lirst a rich purple-blue appears, which gradually cliangcs into

crimson and then into reddish pink. The same effect may be produced
if bichromate, or permanganate, or ferricyanido of potassium are used
instead of the dioxide of manganese. The same result can be obtained
also if, instead of the latter reagents, peroxide of lead is used dissolved in

strong suli)hnric acid mixed with one-fourth of its bulk of strong nitric acid.

In closin;^ tliis letter, wo wish to mention that we have not tlie least idea

of having pointed out the means of arriving at a solution of the intricate

problem in question ; but our intention is merely to bring our opinion
into contact with that of otliers, in order to improve our knowledge by
mutual criticism, which is the rectifying process of all embryonic theories.

Tlie expciience of different men, and likewise their knowledge of any
art, vary from the different jjoints of view which every individual takes of

it. One acquires more cxpciicnco in the practical part, another in the
scientific or theoretical, and each of these in different diiections. The
union of all sucli individu.al experience constitutes the greatest possible

knowledge.—We are, yours, Ac, Oeffelei.n & Co.

1, Jlcnicri-street, Oxford-street, London, May 23, 1887.

[Our corrofponJents do not appear to perfectly realisa what
the nature of Mr. Jlayall's "invention" really U. It has nothing
whatever to do with tlie obtaining of pliotograplis in natural colours

in the camera, but with a method of apphing' colouis to photographic
print.s by which they will have a more natural appearance than if

they were allowed to remain uncoloured. Thr3 only question be-

tween the Mayall method of colouring and any others, such as the
crystoleum, of which we have published the details, direct and
modified, tinie-i innumerable, will Ix! which is likely to produce the best

eflfect, and on which side will the balance pivpon lerate. Mr. Mayall
or his friends cliira that by his metliod the colours can be applied in

a couple uf minutes or so; but this may bj an error, seeing that a
portrait, fof whic'i we sat on the 17th inst;uit, has not yet been com-
pleted up to the time of our going to press.

—

Eds.]
•

rHOTO-MICROGEArilY.
To the Editohs.

Gentlemen,—As I am the Fellow of the lloyal Microscopical Sjcicty
alluded to in your last number as having exhibited photo-micrographs
which had been obtained by means of a sliding diaphragm, perhaps you
will kindly allow me sullicicnt space to explain more in detail the means
by which I obtained them. After three years' experiments in various
directions in endeavouring to get satisfactory photographs, I at last came
to the conclusion that with the objectives I commonly use, varying from
one-and-a-half inch to one-eighth, I got a great deal more light from ray
parafBne lamp than I could possibly need. Stops in the objectives, be-
sides being contrary to the principles and intentions of the accomplished
opticians who made them, introduced so many en'ors by their proper
performance being interfeiol with that I gave that up; but still I had
the difficulty of too much light, the details of my preparations being
drowned in t!ie flood of it. I therefore got over this difficulty by adding
to the back of my object carrier a tube having a slot in one side and a
sliding diai>liragm, which I could thus move backwards or forwards till I

could bring out and focus the details of my subject, limiting the amount
of the light by taking only so much of the cone of rays sufficient for tliis

purpose. Since then my results have been more satisfactory in every
way, while the just performance of the objectives was left intact.

I firmly believe the knowledge of this method of operating will bo of
advantage to those wlio have recently taken up thia most interesting
branch of photography.—I am, vours, Ac., T. Cu.\iitbbs Whitk.

aa, Belf/rave-road, S.W., Mai/'25, 1887.

AN ANSWER TO " FREE LANCE."
To the EniTons.

Oentlbmen,—Your errant correspondent "Free Lance " wants to know
what I mean when I say that "sodio sulphite requires carcfnl nentralisa-

tion with acid." Well, as usual, I mean what I say—namely, that sodic

sulphite, when used as a pyro preservative, requires careful neutralisation

with acid. I am not aware that I mentioned or alluded to the action of

the soda salt as affecting the development of the plate. If " Free
Lance " thinks that the aoid is not reiinired, let him add four oances of

sodic snipbite in solution to an ounce of pyro, without the acid, and then
let him tell us how the snlphitc works as a " preserver " of pyro.

I have to-day added one hundred and sixty grains of sulphite in solution

to forty grains of pyro without neutralising the former, and the mixture is

already darker in colour than it ought to ho after six months. My
sulphite is of the best quality, as I believe ; it cost the top price and
came from a good house.

I never had the pleasure of meeting the late Colonel Russell, whose
death you mentioned in your last issue, but his name has long been
known to me as one of the most honoured in photography, and I hope it

may not be taken for presumption on my part that I venture to express

my sincere regret for the death of such a man. His modesty seems to

have been as great as his ability.—I am, yours, &c.,

Craigdextgh, Langholm, N.l!., May 21, 1887. Andeew Pbinole.

THE EIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.
I'o the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The writers on this subject in your Jouhnal have not con-
fined themselves to the question, " To whom does the portrait negative
belong?" What reasons can photographers advance to justify their claim
to the ownership of it? No writer yet has advanced one reason to justify
that claim. Custom, when questioned, is no reason.

I am sorry to read that Mr. Basbo, of Sheflield, has, after twenty-five
years' experience, to confess tliat he cm rarely secure a really good
negative a second time. His inability to do this ia certainly a fairly good
reason for his opposition to the destruction of his good negatives when
secured, but is no reason that those nog itives should bo claimed by him
as his. To claim the cake an 1 the halfpenny is morally had.

Mr. Basbe writes, " I do not use argument—it is not necessary." Per-
mit me to add, it is so unpleasant.

Mr. Basbo seems to hive overlooked, when writing, that he w.as
addressing himself to photograpliors, and not to the general public.

. .
Photographers do, as a rule, know how to conduct their own business,

and, as a rule, they endeavour to pleise t'.io public, from whom they
receive their daily bread.

As a photographer since IS-jl, I again repeat that a photographer his
no right to the ownership of a portrait negative, that he has not one
reason to advance to justify liis claim to it, and, more, that the destruc-
tion of the portrait ought to be imperative if requested by a client, and
on an unwilling photographer should be enforced by law.
The destruction of the negative would be no loss to the photographer,

but in the end would prove to bo to him a monetary gain.—I am, yours, Ac,
Newcastk-iipon-Tyne, May 23. J. F.

To tlie Editoes.

Gentlemen,—The question of the proprietorship of the portrait negative
has been discussed at some length in your Jouknal, but all your corres-

pondents appear to have missed the point.

The glass and the film is no doubt the property of the photographer,
the same as the camera lens and other appliances which enable him to
produce the photograph, and custom has given him the right to keep it,

but the i:npre-:.<ion on the film is undoubtedly the property of the sitter,

not because he has paid for it, but because the photographer has no right

to print and sell copies without his permission. The sitter has also the
right to order the destruction of the impression on the film, and no
respectable photographer would object to comply with this request, know-
ing that no more copies would be required after such a request had been
made.—I am, yours, &c., J. DcrxoN.

Bath, May 23, 1887.

To the Editors.
Gentlemen,—As my first letter to you on this important subject has

called forth several expressions of opinion, it may be interesting to

yourselves and to your readers to know how the contention has ended.
I am pleased to tell you that it is in a manner eminently satisfactory

to the profession, as my customer has practically admitted the justice of

my demand by sending a cheque to my Solicitor for the amount claimed
by me as the price of the negatives, namely, one guinea each, with Is. 6d.
for packing and postage.—I am, yours, Ac, Abtoitb Debkniiam.

28, Union-street, liyde, Isle of Wight.

PHOTO-THERMOGRAI>HY.
To the Editors.

Gkntleiiex,—In connection with the very interesting article on this

subject in your issue of May 13, permit rao to call yonr attention to
the following:—" If a sheet of paper on which a key has hi en laid bo
exposed for gome minntes to the sunshine and then instantaneously
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viewed in the dart, the key being removed, a fading spectre of the key

will be visible. Let this paper be put aside for many months where

nothing can disturb it, and then in darkness be laid on a plate of hot

metal, the spectre of the key will again reappear."

I, some time since, extracted the above from a work called NaUire's

Secrets, published by Houlston & Wright, 18G3, intending, if time per-

mitted, to verify the statement by experiment ; but pressm'e of business

has prevented. I, therefore, send it to you, thinking that some one may
like to test the matter who has more leisure than—I am, yours, &c.,

J. Mahtin.

Printing and Enlarging Works, i. Park-villas, New Southgate, N,
*

THEATBICAL PHOTOGRAPHS.
To the Editoes.

Gentlemen,—In reply to Mr. Hyslop's letter in your last week's issue

I regret that any remarks of mine should have been construed into a

grievance against this Club. I have no grievance whatever against the

Club and no wrongs to air. Without troubling you with categorical

replies to his questions, I am quite willing to admit that the formula

which he gave me at an early stage of my experiments was of material

use to me, although the plates I finally used were not prepared by that

formula.
What I intended to assert, and do assert still, is that the idea of

photographing the theatrical scenes by means of orthochromatio plates

was entertained by me and put in the way of being carried out long pre-

vious to my acquaintance with Mr. Hyslop, and also that my pictures

were actually taken some weeks earlier than his. Thus I in no sense
" followed his example." I am prepared to prove this to Mr. Hyslop's

satisfaction if he thinks it necessary to dispute it, and to show him
certain letters on the subject which are in my possession, but which 1 do
not think it necessary to put into print.

With ajiologies for troubling you at such length—I am, yours, &c.,

John F. Eoeerts.
Caviera Club, 21, Bedford-street, W.C, May 25, 1887.

iBictantje OTolumn.

\* No charge is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this cobann;
hut none loill he inserted unless the article %vanted is definitely stated. Those
who ^ecify their requirements as " anything useful " tt?ill therefore understand
the reason of their non-appearance.

Will exclianpre limeligM jets and pair of five-incli double condensers in brass cell for
single view lenses.—Address, C. Rowlahd, 39, Cecil-street, Carlielo.

Will exchange a Dallmejer lens, 1b (long), and half-plate view lens, by Mayno, of
Dublin, for good half-plate camera with double slides and stand.— Address, J.
Davidson, 79, George-street, Edinburgh.

Wanted, half-plate portable camera and lens, slides, and tripod, in exchange for
whole-plate burnisher, three volumes of the Jodbnal (188-t, 1885, and 1886), ten
Almanacs, and other things.—Address, M. Grant, 419, Kiugsland-road, E.

Will exchange 10x8 portable camera, with one single or one double dark slide, for
half-plate or 7x5 camera, with three or more double slides, by good maker; also
interior background, good condition, for another ditto,—Address, Whitehouse,
Dolgelly, North Wales.

Last sis years' British Journal of Photography, half-plate repeating-back
camera, half-plate portrait lens, half-plate view lens by Marion, strong tripod
stand, copying camera, 11x9. Wanted, a 12x10 view lens and a whole-plate
camera.— Address, W. B., 32, Stoke-road, Guildford.

Will exchange mahogany studio camera, eight inches square, with or without half-
plate lens, also quarter-plate sliding-bod^ camera, lens, and mahogany tripod, studio
stand, and pair of single stereoscopic view lenses, for posing chair, balustrade, or
other accessories for studio.—Address, W, Htett, Photographer, Cheltenham.

ansitoers to ©otTespontrent?.
*—

Photoobaphs Registered :—
J. Wliitn, Salford.—PfiolojropJiic group of Vrince aiid Princess of Wales at Peel Parli,

Salford.

J. Edpe, Sbretford-romT, Manchester.— Phofogrophic group oi Prince and Princess of
Wales at Peel Park, Halford.

Messrs. Fowls & May, Birmingham.—Pine portraits of Uademoitelle D'Alcourt.

OxoN.—There is no photogr-iphic directory published.

R. C.—The matter is very simple. H.-ive no further dealings with the firm.

F. B. Sy,mes.—A microscopic objective for your purpose should be slightly
under corrected.

0. B.—1. The person you name is a charlatin and the scheme a swiudle.

—

2. It was in Chicago.
Katheuink C—There is no such agency. Your only plan will he to advertise

in the foreign pliotograjihic journals.

W. C. H.—Bitumen suitable for the purpose may be obtained at any operative
chemists or at most drysalters and dealers in varnishes ami polishes.

G. B. Robertson.—A five-inch head is quite large enough for the sheet of
paper you employed, the assertion of your artist customer notwithstanding.

BoAZ.—Tlie washing apparatus mentioned is very ingenious. If you have a
simpler arrangement which answers the .same purpose it is of course an
improvement.

AW. S.—1. So far as we are aware, such an apparatus has not been used
before or been patented.—2. We tbuik it would be quite worth whUe to
patent your invention.

D. McP.—A printing bath of a less strength than foriy grains ta the ounce
shonld not be usecl for the ordinary run of negatives. For general purposes
a stronger one is desirable.

Iso,—We never recommend any p.articular maker's plates. Orthochromatic
plates will answer for general purposes as well as the ortUuary ones. Consult
our advertisement columns.

ToMPO.—Stop out all the figures not required in the copy with Chinese white,
then wash it off when the negative is taken. The bath need not be moved
during the time the paper is being Hoated.

C. L.—1. In keeping a stock solution of chloride of gold, it is better not to add
anything at all to the water if the chloride be acid ; if not, a drop or two of
hydrochloric acid should be added.—2. The quantity of bromide added at a
time will depend upon the extent of the over exposure. If the plate be very
much over exposed the bromide may be used much more liberally than if

only slightly so.—3. It is simply a question of actinism.

W. R. WlLCOCKsON asks : " Will you kindly give me a formula for a reducer
for over-developed negatives, not chloride of lime ?"—One of the best methods
of reducing over-dense negatives is to immerse them in a solution of hypo-
sulphite of soda—one ounce to the pint of water—to which a few drops of a
solution of the red prussiate of potash have been added. The actual strength
of the solution is not very material, but the weaker it is the more of course
it is under control.

Perplexed.—So far as we can judge, the spots do not arise from the paper
but from something in the sensitising or drying. In the example sent the
spots apjiear to be due to some minute particles of reducing matter coming
in contact with the paper as it dries. Flo.ating particles of pyrogallic acid in
the atmosphere would produce a similar ettect. We advise you to discard
blotting-i)aper .altogether, and, instead of drying by meaus of a Bunsen
burner, dry the paper before the fire or allow it to dry spontaneously.

W. B. Cassinoha.m asks: "Is it necess.ary to thoroughly wash a negative
before jnitting it into the alum batli from the hypo? I have seen some
operators take the negative from tlie fixing bath, hold it under a rose jet for

about thirty seconds, then place it into the alum. Is this washing sufficient,

or does it require a thorough w.ash ? By answering the above in your
'Answers to Correspondents' column you will greatly oblige."-—The washing
alluded to is far too short. When a negative contains hyposulphite and it is

immersed in a solutiou of alum, a clecomjiosition is set up with a liberation

of sulphur and sulphurous acid, neither of which are likely to conduce to
permanency.

W. H. Stewart writes: "I have a Daguerreotype to photogi-apli, cabinet
size ; it is not sjioilt, but is brighter in some parts tliau others, and rather
hard to place in such a position as to get the positive view of tlie image.
Could you i)lease inform me how such a jiicture is to be photographed ? I

wish, if possible, to take it by the gelatino-bromide ]>rocess."— If the
D.aguerreotyiie is not tfirnislied it becomes simply a matter of illumiu.ation.

The picture should be .arranged in the position before the camera in which it

can be most distinctly seen ; then .ill retlectious must be stopi)ed ofi' and the
light so an'anged that it comes principally from one source. In arranging
the Daguerreotype it should be jilaced so that the light falls in the contrary
direction as the ]ilate was polished. By this means the faint lines or minute
scratches will be reduced to a minimum. It is impossible to give more defi-

nite instructions, as so much depends upon circumstances.

Received.—^iHiateurs' First Handbook. By J. H. T. Ellerbeck.

We are reluctantly compelled to hold over some Reviews, Notices, Articles,

and Correspondence.

London and Provincial PnoTOGRAPHio Association.—Outdoor meeting
on Monday, the 30tli instant, at Cliiddingstone. Train froniLondou Bridge to

Penshurst Station at thirty-five minutes past nine.

Photographic Club.—Tlie subject for discussion at the next meeting,

June 1, 1887, will be Relumhimj and iMmble Printing. The Bank Holiday
outing at Leatherhead, leaving by the forty-three minutes p.ast ten train from
Victoria, and the thirty-five minutes past ten train from London Bridge.

North London Photographic Society.—Excursions.—May 28. To Rich-

mond. Members will meet in the booking ollice at Richmond Station at fifteen

minutes past three p.m.—May 30. To Cliiddingstone. Tlie train leaves London
Bridge (South Eastern Railway) at thirty-five minutes past nine a,m. Book to

Pensliurst.

Camera Club.—Thursday, June 9, at nine p.m., Mr. T. M. Brownrigg will

give an exhibition of lantern slides m.ade from negatives taken during his recent

travels on the Contiueut. The ilhistrations will include landscape, interiors,

and statuary. The next Club excursions for members and friends are, on

S.aturday, June 4, to Brastead and Westerham ; and on Saturday, June 25, to

M.arlow and neighbouring points upon the Thames.
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HINTS ON THE USE OF COAL GAS.
We are often surprised to note the slight extent to which the

powers of coal gas arc utilised in the work of the photographer,

and the answers we have received to our inquiries as to the cause

of this neglect to render available the capabilities of a most
useful servant, have suggested the thought that a few hints on
the matter may be of real service. Happily tliere are, nowa-
days, in the ranks of i)hotographers many men who have
nothing to learn as to the use of laboratory appliances, but
they form only a minority among a large body of intelligent

workers, comprising many who are possessed of taste and cul-

ture, but who have had little technical training of even an
elementary description, and to such will our remarks be more
particularly applicable.

The letters which periodically appear in the London dailies

as to the rapacity, not to say chicanery, of the gas companies,

and which a couple of years ago created, by their number and
violence, quite a fever among gas consumers, attest the ignor-

ance of the average Briton upon this most simple matter of

taking the reading of a gas meter. And it is this ignorance as

to how to ascertain the consumption of gas in a given time
which gives point to the main objection we have heard alleged

against the use of a gas burner for beating or boiling purposes.

"They are so expensive," we are told; nothing the makers
state as to the maximum consumption has any effect, and the

statement is recklessly proffered that all burners " waste such

a quantity of gas." As a matter of fact, there are many heat-

ing burners obtainable which would not burn threcpennyworth
of giis if they were employed for twelve hours at a time without

cessation in their action. The reading of a meter is most simple.

Usually, three faces like those of a watch are visible on the

front of the meter, the figures nmning, unlike those of a watch,

from 1 to 10, and also, it will be observed, counting alteinately

fiom right to left and left to right. Observing the figures the

linger or pointer has last left, these figures are put down, one

after another, that on the left face being first ; then two
ciphers are added. The next time the meter is " read " this

process is again gone through. The first lot of figures sub-

tracted from the last tells the actual number of feet used ; the

rest needs no explanation. It may be observed that no smaller

quantities than hundreds of feet are thus given ; but it will be

quite easy to mentally divide the spaces between the figures on
the last face into five parts, and so estimate the quantity down
to twenties of feet.

Perhaps, however, the main objection we have heard proffered

has, after all, been that gas burners for boiling produce such

a disagreeable smelling and vitiated atmosphere that the

establishment is best without them. To a certain extent

these objections are well founded, but to a certain extent only.

Let us first of all point out to our readers that the ordinary thin

rubber tubing fitted with helical wire lining that is usually

employed should be entirely discarded, for it is quite pervious

to coal gas, and as long as it is in use, and, indeed, for a long

time afterwards, emits a most nauseous odour. The tube to bo

employed for connecting the portable burner to the gas pipes

should at the least be of the " extra thick " rubber tube now so

commonly sold; it allows very little gas to pass through, even

when continuously employed. There is, however, a kind of tube

made and sold by Mr. Fletcher which is absolutely impervious

to gas, and wherever the smell of gas is a great drawback it

should be employed ; it can only be obtained in short leugtlis,

but where required these may be joined by pieces of glass

tubing. There is, however, a little thought of source of escape

whicli is yet perhaps the most fruitful of all—it consists in the

presence of a certain amount of unbunit gas left in the tube

after turning off the supply ; this portion of gas gradually

escapes and pollutes the atmosphere. A chemist of our

acquaintance always disconnects the rubber, and applying a

light to the burners blows through the pipe. The breath

caiTies forward the unused gas, which then gets burnt and thus

no escape is produced. We have recently seen a most ingenious

mode of getting rid of this surplus gas. Instead of the rubber

being fitted on a plain brass nozzle it is attached to the lower

arm of a T-P'cce (the arms being placed vertically) which takes

the i)lace of the nozzle ; the upper part of the T •» fitted with

a tap and an ordinary fishtail or other gas burner, which is

)isually kept closed. Wlien it is desired to put away the burner

after use this subsidiary tap is turned and the bimicr liglited

while the heating burner is still alight. The tap nearest the main

is then turned off; the gas ceases to burn at heating burner, but

a small light will be seen at the illuminating (upper) burner and

will continue until all the gas in the tube has, by reason of its

lower specific gravity, escaped through the upper burner. We
can commend this as a most useful and practical suggestion.

Then, again, there is—still referring to alleged objections—

the cost of employing a fitter to adapt some arrangement for

attaching a burner. Now this really need be no difficulty.

Mr. Fletcher clearly explains in his various lists a method of

attaching a simple little tap for the purpose, a method that a

child almost might use. He even makes still another form of

tap, which is attached to any ordinary gas bracket. The

arm of the bracket is unscrewed, the new tap is screwed on to

the female screw of the existing bracket connection, and then

the arm is again screwed on. We have then a simple arrange-

ment ahyays at hand without calling in any plumber, and

which can be used or not aa occasion may require.
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There is still the observation to make, that valuable as are the

mixed air and gas smokeless burners now to be found in almost

every house in the country where gas is used, it is to be re-

membered that the admixture of air with the gas is only for

the purpose of preventing smoke when a vessel of any soi't is

placed with a gas flame playing over it, for contrary to the

usual opinion, the heat from a certain amount of gas is just

the same whether it is burnt under ordinary conditions at the

familiar illuminating fishtail or other burner, or is first mixed
with air before burning. As a matter of foct the illuminating

burner when used as a boiling burner would nearly always

give a coating of soot to the vessels, owing to the combustion

being rendered imperfect through the incomplete and inefiicient

supply of air to the outer parts of the flame.

Where it is desired to carry the gas some distance from the

nozzle to which the indiarubber tubing is attached, economy
may be studied by using long glass tubes, joined by short

lengths of rubber, the glass being far lower priced length for

length than the rubber.

We have said nothing about the furnaces, reverberating or

otherwise, for reduction of residues, enamel making, etc. These
at some future time may be treated in an article by themselves.

Suflice it to say that we have now shown the usefulness and
economy of easily available gas appliances, and have shown also

how the unpleasant odour so much objected to may be avoided

without diificulty.

SMALL ENLARGEMENTS VERSUS DIRECT
NEGATIVES.

Ever since the first introduction of photography with negatives

the subject of the production of large pictures from small

originals has been one which has furnished a prolific source of

discussion, and, from the attention it has always received, it

might, possibly, have been considered as settled. Evidently
this is not the case, seeing that it is still of sufficient im-

portance to have formed the topic for discussion at the last

ordinary meeting of so important a body as the Photographic
Society of Great Britain.

The discussion, in this instance, was not so much as to the
best plan of producing pictures of large size, but those of only
modest dimensions—twelve inches by nine being specially

mentioned. In passing it may be mentioned that these pro-
portions are far better for landscapes tlian the long recognised
ones of twelve by ten. If a professional photographer has to
execute work of this size he would, there is little doubt, take
the pictures direct. But any one who has liad experience in

the field with a twelve by ten—or nine—outfit is fully aware
that it is a " pleasure" not to be indulged in often without an
assistant, unless the artist be endowed with extraordinary
physique and excc[)tional powers of endurance. It is for this

reason that so few amateurs aflfect direct pictures of this
size.

As the subject was first introduced at the meeting refen-ed
to, it was somewhat ambiguous, but it soon resolved itself into
the question as to the best method for the amateur to produce,
from his favourite seven and a half by five plates, pictures not
less than that mentioned, and various plans were suggested.
Usually, in discussions of this character, it has been assumed
that the original negative is much smaller than that indicated
on this occasion, and this somewhat modifies the conditions
80 far as the ultimate result is concerned. In most former
discussions, when this subject has been under consideration

from an amateur's point of view, negatives of about the quarter-

plate size, or such as those taken with the so-called pocket or

detective cameras, have been alluded to, but in this instance

those of double that siz3 were in question.

An enlargement to twelve inches by nine from a negative

seven and a half by five is an amplification of a trifle over one

and a half diameters, whereas one from a quarter-plate means
three diameters—a very wide difierence. Of course, with the

latter degree of amplification, all spots or defects are magnified

three times, but in other]cases they are but half this. Again,

any lack of sharpness in the original is rendered doubly as

conspicuous in the one case as it is in the other. But this is

not all, as we shall presently show ; for even when the amount
of enlargement is the same, the size of the original negative is

still an important factor in the case. The enlargement from

a quarter-plate to a half-plate is about equivalent to one from

a negative seven and a half by five to twelve by nine—namely,

one and a half diameters. But all things being equal, the larger

picture will possess a far more satisfactory appearance. In

the first place the smaller size picture will always be looked

at from a much nearer point of view, and will, therefore, bo

more closely criticised than the larger, so that minor imper-

fections will become the more conspicuous. The finer details,

in most instances, will ap[>car much coarser in the small picture

than in the larger one. This arises from the granularity of

the image, owing to the particles of the bromide of silver being

too coarse in themselves to render the finest details in their

true proportion.

If we consider for a moment how exceedingly minute some
of the lines and points seen in nature are—say the hairs in

a man's beard for example—we]^can form some conception of

how extremely fine and delicate they must be in the negative

for them to be in correct proportion. All know how very

large the particles of bromide of silver are in some dry plates,

particularly in those of the most sensitive kind. Now it is

clear that the coarser the particles are, and the smaller the

image is, the less correctly will the finest details be ren-

dered. The atoms of bromide of silver in the film of a

seven and a half by five plate arc, of course, the same size as

they are in that of a quarter-plate, but the size of the image

on the former will be nearly double. Consequently, if the

molecules of bromide be too coarse to render the finest details

correctly, or in their true proportion, in the smaller image,

they need not, necessarily, be so in the larger ; and, even if

they should be, then the error will be reduced to one-half in

the larger negative of what it is in the small one. And, as

a consequence, when the two negatives are enlarged the same
number of times, whatever they may bo, the result from the

lai-ger one will be the more satisfactory of the two.

Much of the "woolliness" often seen in portraits which are

enlarged from small negatives is due to the molecules of

reduced silver, in the original, not being sufficiently fine to

render the most delicate portions of the picture correctly.

Although this woolliness is more conspicuously seen in the

enlargement of a portrait it nevertheless exists just to the

same extent in one of a landscape, though it is not so distinctly

recognised as such. From this it will be seen that when
small negatives arc taken with a view to their subsequent
enlargement and the best results are desired, the plates should

bo prepared with an emulsion in which the bromide of silver

exists in the finest possible state of division, even if this quality

entails the sacrifice of a certain amount of rapidity.

In the foregoing wo have pointed out some of the reasons
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why better enlargements can be made from negatives of mode-

rate size tlian from the small ones, so frequently advocated for

amateur piirposes.

Arnnpos of our nrticlo in last week's issue describing a method of

vignetting l)j' a masli of thin sheet lead, we have roceived from Messrs.

(ieorge Mason & Co., Glasgow, a sample of metallic vignetting masks
wliich have for some time been manufactured and sold by this firm.

While tliose of Messrs. Mnson & Co. are highly effective, they differ

from Mr. I^yonel Clark's to this extent, that they are composed of

thin zinc, with serrated edges to the aperture, which also turns back

nil round, while the speciality of Mr. Clark's lies in their being formed
of verj' pliant lead, which are retained in position by being lapped

over the sides of the frame.

Do dry plates keep so well now as they used to do ? This is a

question put the other day. Some time after gelatine plates became

general it was assumed by many tliat they would keep almost in-

definitely, and cases were quoted where they had remained good for

a considerable period and under decidedly adverse conditions. Ex-
perience has, however, proved that several brands of commercial

plates very quickly deteriorate, and sliow the well known iridescence

round the margin when the negative is developed. This defect is

usually attributed to sulphuration, but how produced is very much
a matter of opinion, as all the theories hitherto promulgated are

open to question. May not the gelatine itself, in some instances, be an
important factor in the case .' Many of the finer kinds of foreign

gelatine sold in thin sheets—such as those used by some dry plate

makers—owe their whiteness to their being bleached ^^^th sulphurous

acid. Some samples of these gelatines that we have met with in

commerce have possessed a very strong and unmistakable odour of

burning sulphur. Such gelatines, it is scarcely necessary to say, are

certainly undesirable to employ in the manufacture of dry plates

;

yet we have seen them used and excellent plates result, but we had
no opportunity of judging of their keeping properties. Keeping
qualities in dry plates are important, and are well worthy of con-

sideration with maiuifacturers, although this is a subject which
appears to receive but little attention at present.

A NU.MBKII of letters liave appeared in our daily contemporaries on

the subject of Mr. Mayall's method of colouring photographs. Some
of the letters have been amusing enough if only on account of their

ambiguousness. Evidently some of the correspondents have assumed,
like the writers of the leading articles on the subject, that the

pictures (?) are actually produced photographically in the natural

colours instead of being coloured by hand. But Mr. Mayall has

made no such claim, nor could he do so. In the matter of coloured

photographs there are " two Iticlimonds in the field." There is

another scheme really claiming to produce " photography in natural

ciih:)urs" being exploited just now. Of this second venture we may
have something to say next week.

I.v the Science Department at South Kensington are some examples of

early photography which are interesting as regards permanencj'. They
are transparencies on glass by the collodion process enlarged from
small negatives of •the moon and the eclipse of tlie sun of July 18,

1860, taken by Mr. Warren De la Rue. Some of them appear to be

unaltered, while others liave become much discoloured. We are

unaware whether they were toned or not, but some look very much
as if tliey had been treated with mercury. In most cases where they

have liecome discoloured, the discolouration appears to have been

:\used from moisture being imprisoned between tlie glasses and acting

1 the image. Tliis interesting collection at the present time looks

in a very neglected condition, and as if the pictures, probably, would
not have changed to the same extent had greater care been be-

stowed upcin them. Tliis is to be regretted, as very early pliotographs

by the different processes are now becoming rare, and they will

always be valuable for reference, particularly when permanency is in

question.

A siioHT time back we commented on the faded condition of many
out of a series of portraits in the Patent Museum, and the desirability

of having them copied before tlie deterioration proceeded further.

Faded and fading photographs are not confined to tlie I'atent Museum
alone, as they pervade the different departments at Soutli Kensington
generally. This is soraewliat to be wondered at, seeing that some
well-known photograpliors are connected witli the establishment. At
the time some of the photographs were produced there was no really

permanent method of printing known. But now there is no reason

why these pictures should not be copied and printed b; a permanent

process—carbon or platinotype, for example. Intaglio plates by the

etching process are now produced commercially at a low rate, and it

would not be costly to have the photographs reproduced by this

means. In this case the image would be in printing ink, and the

plates might he retained for the production of impressions whenever
required for other museums or exhibitions. Surely if the photo-

graphs are of suflicient interest to have a place in any of the de-

partments, they are valuable enough to he properly maintained

instead of being, as they are, little better than a reproach to photo-

graphy. So much money is annually granted for the South Kensington

establishments that a little extra for so useful a purpose ought
certainly not ho begrudged.

Amongst the photographs in tlie different departments at South

Kensington, those shown in the Indian section seem, on the whole,

to show the greatest signs of stability of any of the silver prints.

Whether this is in any way due to the vigorous character of the

negatives from which they were printed or not, it is of course im-

possible to say, but there is ample evidence in the prints that they

were made from much stronger negatives than are in vogue at the

present time. The character of the light in India is such that it con-

duces to vigour in the negative, especially when the wet collodion

process was employed.

ON THE PRESERVATION OF FERROUS SULPHATE
IN SOLUTION.

One of the chief drawbacks to the use of the ferrous-oxalate developer

is the difficulty of keeping it in its best and most active condition,

This difficulty has only been removed a stage further back since the

introduction of the method of preparing it by separate solutions of

ferrous sulphate and o.xalate of potash mixed when required for use,

the ferrous sulphate being as prone to change as the mixture of the

two solutions. In The British .Iouhnal Photogbapihc Almanac
for the present year, two or three suggestive articles may be found
bearing on this subject.

One recommends keeping the solution of ferrous sulphate saturated

with carbonic acid gas. This, however, is not easy unless the arrange-

ment adopted allows the gas to be accumulated under pressure as in a
gazogene, as otherwise it is dillieult to extract the solution for use

without admitting atmospheric air, whicli quickly leads to oxida-

tion, besides which there is some uncertainty and trouble as to

obtaining the ferroui sulphate itself in a state of pristine purity.

If this is attempted by washing the crystals, it is uncertain where to

stop, and impossible to weigh the wet crystals, and even if weighed in

solution by the specific gravity method there is complexity and room
for error.

A more excellent way is therefore desirable, and this is found to

perfection by resorting to a method used by analytical chemists for

reducing the persalts of iron to the protosalts, and that is by the in-

troduction into the solution of ferrous sulphate of small fragments of

metallic zinc along with some acid—citric acid will suffice. For the

purpose in view, commercial sheet zinc answers perfectly well, and its

impurities have the advantage of setting up that galvanic action which

is necessary for its rapid action. The anal^-st, who requires to use the

pure metal, hag to employ platinum to set up this action.

Any one who tries the experiment of inserting a few strips of zinc

into a yellow solution of iron salt will be charmetl with the rapidity

and perfection of the result obtained after standing a few hours.

Hydrogen gas is liberated and must be allowed to escape if an
ordinary bottle is used, or it may burst.

The writer by this means most effectually deoxidised a very yelioT^
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and foul looking solution obtained b)' dissolving a pound of green

vitriol. Paraffine oil, to the depth of three-quarters of an inch, was
placed also in the bottle, through which the gas escaped. The solution

is now a brilliant green. To remove it for use readily, a syplion is

formed of glass tube bent into an inverted (J shape ; one leg is passed

through a cork in the neck of the bottle, the other is supplemented

by a piece of indiarubber tube provided with a clip ; another short

tube passes through tlie cork and is lightly covered (not closed) with

a cap of indiarubljer tube to provide for the admission of air whilst

excluding dust. The syphon being once started, stands full; when
not in use the clip with the indiarubber being raised is supported

between the glass tube and the bottle, and this allows of the bottle

being removed to a shelf or table without risk of breaking the

syphon.

Some solution of ferrous sulphate pre-

pared with carbonic acid gas, which had
become a little yellow through accidental

introduction of air, was quickly revived by
the introduction of a minute fragment of

zinc.

The quantity of zinc used up in deoxi-

dising the solution of green vitriol was
hardly more than one inch square of sheet

zinc. More was placed in, but when the

action Wiis found to bo complete the

solution, including the parafRne oil, was
decanted into another bottle without any
trouble.

The adoption of this simple process

enables one to bo always supplied with /i'\

the means for ferrous oxalate develop-
ment, and thus one of the drawbacks to its use at once vanishes.

Prepared with ingredients thus purified the developer will be found
exceedingly powerful, and of great value where stripping films are in

use or where negatives are being prepared for enlargement, as the
great translucency of negatives developed by ferrous oxalate saves much
time during the process of enlargement, and as to the stripping films,

allows of the stripping process to be deferred to any length of time
with the certainty of success. The property which metallic zinc has
of reducing persalts of iron to protosalts suggests the possibility of
employing it for keeping in active condition a ready mixed solution of
ferrous oxalate or even of restoring witli promptitude and efficiency
the solution, after it has been already used for development. In chemis-
try, above all, it U never safe to prophesy unless you know, and until
trial is made one cannot bo sure; but should tliis suggestion prove
feasible an immense economy will bo effected in saving the large
amount of oxalate of potash hitherto wasted.

_

lAIetallic iron used to be employed for tlie purpose under con-
sideration, and it may be that its inefficiency was owing to the
nbaenco of any provision for the second metal necessary to set up
galvanic action, the metallic iron employed being far purer than
ordinary zinc.

In using zinc to reduce ferric oxalate to ferrous oxalate as in the used
developer, there will not be that easily observed change in colour which
helps so materially one's proceedings in the case of ferrous sulphate.
But if the solution of ferrous oxalate be kept in a gazogene such as
used for homo-made soda water, the hydrogen generated by the
zinc can be made to ensure the absence of air and suffice to expel the
liquid on pressing the tap. If necessary, this may be supplemented
by introducing a few crystals of bicarbonate of potash and citric
iicid. ^ . ^,

G. A. Kenyon, M.B.

I'.S.—Since writing the foregoing I have utilised that modification
of the gazogene used for retailing soda water under the name of
" Syphon." One of tliese is obtainable for a couple of shillings at any
chemist's. Half a pound of sulphate of iron dissolved in thirty-two
ounces of water was introduced, then some strips of zinc about three-
quarters of a square inch, then 120 grains of bicarbonate of potash
and 1.50 grains of citric acid, both in crystals. The screw-top was
Uicn kisuie.y affixed. Tliis gives a solution half the strenn-th of the
i-astman formula, so reduced to facilitate measurino-, with the re-
quired amount of free acid.

PAPER NEGATIVES IN ORDINARY SLIDES.*

But the gumming business still exercised ray mind, and the trouble

of cutting off the exposure and removing the fragments from the

carrier ; but a better method would not suggest itself until one day I

saw a clerk "graphing" some circulars on one of the slabs of moist
gelatine used for the purposes of clieap reproduction. Here was the

very thing I wanted
; something that will stick, not too much, but

just enough. Tlie only question was, IIow long will it retain its

adiiesive power and still exhibit the obliging readiness to part company
with its prisoner ? I may say that I have satisfied myself on that

score over a period of several weeks, pieces of paper which have been

adherent to the ferrotype plate during that time coming away with
the greatest ease.

The gelatine mixture I make as follows :

—

Gelatine (or fine glue) 1 ounce.

Golden syrup 5 to 1 „

Glycerine 4 ounces.

Water 7 „

Soak the gelatine until thoroughly swelled in the water, and, having
liquefied by heat, stir in and thoroughly incorporate the glycerine and
molasses. The latter gives a stickiness and "grip," which, with some
samples of gelatine, especially of the "hard" class, the glycerine seems

to partly counteract. The softer non-alumed gelatines answer best, or

a good sample of glue may be used.

And now for tlie method of using this. I need hardly say that the

prospect of leaving a sensitive golatino-bromide paper film in contact

witli a moist surface, such as that the mixture gives, for perhaps a
week or two, did not strike me as very promising, so I departed from
the " chromograph " method of bringing tlie whole surface of the

paper inte contact witli tlie gelatine, and contented mj'self with

causing it to adhere only at the edges. The following is the plan I

adopt. The melted gelatine is poured out into a flat, shallow dish

(the lid of a fin biscuit box answers well) to the depth of an eighth

of an inch, and this is placed on a stove to keep it liquid. The metal

carriers are then dipped into this, each edge successively being allowed

to set before the plate is turned so as to prevent the gelatine " running."

In this manner a neat, clean edging of the adhesive is quickly applied,

and the carriers are then reared up on a clean place until wanted for

use.

To apply the films, upon a sheet of clean paper lay one of them
sensitive side downwards, upon this accurately superpose the carrier,

and upon that again another negative paper, this time sensitive side

uppermost, covering the whole with another sheet of clean paper, and
passing a squeegee three or four times over the whole. The two films

will then be found in perfect adhesion. If the carriers have been
" edged '' some time and bi'come surface dry, instead of the squeegee a

wa7-m iron may be used to smooth down the papers ; this, bj' slightly

melting the gelatine, will cause adhesion.

To remove the films after exposure, it is only necessary to insert the

point of a penknife between the papers and its support and to gently

separate them, pulling at the raised corner, taking care not to tear the

paper. If they will not part—a contingency that has not arisen with

me—the whole, carrier and films, may be soaked in water until the

gelatine has sufficiently softened ; they will then be easily removed for

development.

By adopting this plan any one who is the possessor of, say, a 75 x 5

camera and three double backs, may at a cost of about seven or eight,

shillings for a dozen ferrotj-pe plates, 14x10, equip himself to start on-

a tour with six dozen sensitive films and with nothing in the shape of

photographic impedimenta to carry beyond his ordinary camera case

and stand. C. Beckett Lloyd.

NOTES ON SOME AMERICAN STUDIOS.
American portraiture is so well Icnown in England, or, for the matter
of that, I suppose, all the world over, that a few words on a couple
of New York studios or " galleries" which I recently had the pleasure

of visiting may not be uninteresting to ICnglish readers. It wa8
|

through the kindness of the editor of the Phofoffrajthic Times that I

had the opportunity of visiting these, of which kindness, were it not

n purely personal matter, I should like to say much.
• Concluded from page 325.
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The name of Mora is so well known in Britain that it was with
pleasure I liaiied tlio opportunity of calling on the great man. Mora
18 a much younffer man than I expectod to see, considorinjjf that I was
familiar with his work, oven north of the Tweed, I think quite fifteen

years ago. llo has not the appearance of being over forty. lie

received me witli great cordiality, and was kind enough to let me see

the whole of his establishment, which is of quite historic interest,

havinj' been the first Daguerreotype gallery in America. It was
(ipeiied in the year 1841 by J. Gurney, who did a very large business
ill Uaguen-eotypes from that time till the glass positive superseded the
iilJer form of sun painting. The magnitude of his operations may bo
imagined from the fact that he was in the habit of turning out portraits

lis large as 17x11 inches, and that ho found it worth his while to

have a steam engine to work the wheels on which he polished the
plates. These particulars I had from Mr. Gurney himself, whom I

afterwards had the pleasure of meeting^.

As might be imafjined, a studio which has been in use for over
forty-five years has little of the varnish of newness about it. Indeed,
Mora appears to be by no means desirous of show. The gallery is, 1

imngme, not very different from what it had originally been, and one
was impressed with the generally unassuming appearance of a place

so well known. The studio itself is sufficiently large, without being
by any means colossal. It faces, I think, to the north, and, whilst I

was in it, at any rate, work was carried on with a great deal of light,

one reflector only being used to light up the shadow side of the face.

This is divided horizontally, each half being on hinges, .so that it can
be caused to take any of the following forms, or various others, ac-

cording as it may be desired to cast the light upwards or downwards,
or horizontally.

Mora's method of poang is quite different from that of any other
photographer I have seen working. lie studies the face for a few
moments, first one side and then the other, and appears at once to

make a mental note of what sort of picture he will make. He places

a chair in position, and immediately that the sitter is in it, goes right

up to liim and adjusts his head, &e., not appearing to need to look
wliat the effect will be from tlie camera, but knowing by instinct—or

rather, I suppose, it really is by great skill and long practice—what
the effect seen from tlie camera will be. He adjusts the reflector,

fixes a mark for the sitter to look at, and leaves all the rest to his

operator.

Mora still prefers to use wet plates rather than dry whenever he
can, wherein I believe he stands alone amongst New York photo-
graphers. I could not get him to give me a very definite answer as

to why he prefers it. lie would not commit himself to any opinion
that he got better results, and, indeed, beyond saying that he could
with a wet plate see at once what his result was, he would give no
reason.

I had the honour of sitting to Mora. lie made in all six exposures
—or, to speak more strictly, he posed me for six exposures—two on
each of Ins wet plates, and two on a dry plate. I noted that the ex-
posures on the wet plates were from twenty to thirty seconds, whilst
those on the dry plate were only about three seconds. With the wet
plate, the lens—a Dallmeyer portrait lens, 3d, I think—was used
nearly full aperture ; with the dry plate, a stop about one-third the
diameter of that used with tlie wet plate was inserted. Now it

follows, from this, that whatever may be the average ratio of the
rapidity of wet and dry plates, the particular diy plate used on this

occasion was at least eighty times as sensitive as the particular wet
plate.

1 saw all the plates developed, the wet plates in the usual way
coming up very rapidly, and requiring no intensification or redevelop-
ment. The dry plate developed with a slowness and caution very
different from what is customary in the dark rooms of studios in

England. I think quite twenty minutes were occupied in bringing it

up
; but I was told that, as a rule, development went on more rapidly.

Undoubtedly, the result was a negative of magnificent quality.

I may mention that Mora—or, rather, his asj:8tant, because, as 1

have said. Mora himself confines his attention to po.sing merely

—

works dry plates by artificial liglit filtered through "Dobenham's"
medium, in which he strongly believe-'.

It is well known that American photographers do much more work
than English in largo portiaits taken direct, and Mora is no exception
to tlie rule. I saw huge piles of negatives from which prints might
bo made on wliole sheets of paper. Of course, for these dry plates

are used, and little seems to bo thought of negatives about 24 x 18
inches in size.

I saw, at the Scovill Manufacturing Company, a camera which had
been made for some enterprising individual who intended to go in for
direct portraits on plates 'Mx2-i—a goodly size, surely. Enlarging
appears to be comparatively unpopular with American photographers,
aud certainly the impression made on me by the large direct (^ortraits

that I have recently seen is, that there is something in them which
enlarging will not give.

The price that Mora charges is, I understand, fourteen dollars (sar
£2 18s.) for a dozen cabinets; ten dollars (say £2 2s.) for half do2#n;
and I imagine that he has no difficulty in getting the price.

Tlie ne.xt studio that I saw was one of a very different c. aracter from
that just described. It is the gallery of C. 1). Fredericlts. Tliis is an
establishment for turning out large quantities of work at compaia-
tively low prices. Not that there was anything of the " cheap and
nasty " about the work sent out by Fredericks ; on the contrary, it

would rank in England as excellent portraiture. The general aspect
of this place is the very opposite to that of Mora's. Hero everything
is magnificent to a degree. The reception room, which < cjupii s the
whole of the ground floor is really quite a picture gallery, ;ind is a
place where an hour or so might very comfortably be spent.

Again, I was allowed to see whatever I wished through the wholo
establishment. Upstairs there are two studios where dry plates only
are used, and where, at times, Fredericks told me as many as 2.jO

sittings a day are got through. The printing part of the establish-

ment is on the roof, and it is not unusual, I was told, to turn out
as many as loOO prints in a day, the smallest size being cabinets, for

I should mention that the carte appears to have entirely disappeared
in America, or in New York, at any rate. The prices charged are

five doUars (say £1 Is.) per dozen cabinets, but I understand that a
great deal of " club " business is done. In this a certain number—

I

think a minimum of six—form a club, and get a very substantial

reduction in prices ; in fact, from five dollars to three, the latter prico

(lis. Cd.) being one which would be considered very low for even
tolerable work in England.

In both the establishments that I have been writing of I saw the
printing department, concerning which let me first of all say, that the
light in New York is of such a character that it is not necessary, as

it is generally considered to be in London, to have a separate printing
estabhslunent at some distance out of town. Jlach photographer does
his own printing at the top part of his own house.

The favourite albumenised paper in both Mora's and Fredericks's

house is of German manufacture, evidently, by the smell of it, from
the same source as a very favourite brand of paper in England. The
paper after sensitising is hung up by American clips at two corners,

right over a row of Bunsen burners, the heat of which serves to

dry it, the products of combustion of which appear to bo in no way
feared. When dry the paper goes to the fuming box, which is

simply a rectangular box or cupboard in which the paper may be
hung vertically, and on the bottom of which may rest a dish of

liquid ammonia.
Fuming is, as is well known, universal, and all but universal in

America, and I must say that the impression produced on me by the

results I saw was that it is wise to use it. Taken all round, there

was a greater richness in the prints than I have been accustomed to

see at homo, and this certainly not due to the paper used—for that in

the instances I have been referring to was of a well-known European
brand—but due, I feel sure, to the fuming, and to that only. A deep
purple or almost black tone is the one most affected. I saw little or

nothing of the warm browns now so popular in England.

A few very good platinotj'pe prints of large size and excellent

quality I saw ; but this printing process appears not by any means to

have reached the popularity that it has " on the other side," nor has

the gelatino-bromide process—but this latter follows naturally from
the fact already stated, that enlarging is much less made use of.

Gelatine dry plates—both bromide and chloride, I believe—aro
specially prepared for lantern slide and general positive purposes, but,

so far as I have seen, only the black tone is affected. I do not know
whether because, as in the case of prints on albumenised paper, the

brown and reddish colours are not cared for, or because difficulty is

found in getting these colours.
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On the whole I think the Americans well sustain their reputation

for supremacy in the matter of portrait work, certainly at any rate

where large sizes are concerned. W. K. Bubton,

ODDS-AND-ENDS."

A MBMOBANDUM now as to development, hut one I would not

venture to state as a " fact." Most photographers are, I think, in

the habit of finishing off development, when sufficient density is all

hut obtained, by adding another drop or two of alkali, in order to get

"pluck," as it is called. My impression is that this finishing touch is

best given by a different alkali from the one that development has
been carried on with, thus—an ammonia developed plate I would
finish off with carbonate of soda or potash, and soda I would finish

with ammonia. This may be a superstition, but for a long time
I have fancied the plan to produce the best printing negatives.

I have sometimes, when a plate has been half developed with
ammonia, washed it under the tap and finished in a new solution of

pyro and pota.sh, or soda. Indeed, so that you keep development in

hand, that is, do not let it go on too fust, it seems to me you may
play as many pranks as you like without running any great risk of

ruining your negative. When Mr. WoUaston, who gave us the
demonstration last session of the Eastman paper process, explained his

developer, those of you who heard Idm will remember that he, too,

though advising the use of the soda developer, recommended ammonia
as a tini.sher.

Intensification.—The common plan is first bichloride of mercury,
then, after washing well, weak ammonia—but I find sulphite of soda
miicli pleasanter than the latter. First soak the negative for a few
minutes (though this is not absolutely necessary) in water. Put into
saturated solution of bichloride for a very short time till it just
begins to bleach, wash for a second or two (that is an important
saving in time), then put in a bath.

Saturated solution sulphite of soda 1 drachm (fresh mixed).
Water 2 ounces.

The negative quickly darkens, but will not over do itself, and when
finished is of fine steel blue colour, like a ferrous oxalate negative, the
clear glass not being in tlie least clouded. If still too thin, repeat
the whole process, as often as you like. I have done it three times,
and finished with a negative that no one would suspect to be an
intensified one.

One unfavourable day in the spring, having obtained permission, I
visited Belle Vue Gardens and met with many failures. One portrait
that I attempted to talic was that of the polar bear, an animal always
in distressingly active perambulation. I got a shot at him as he was
passing along the nearest part of his circular racing path, and on
coming to develope could get nothing at all out of it. Still I carried
Jt to the end, but wlien the hypo had cleared it, I found nothinc' but
red fog and the very faintest trace of an image, which no one in the
world would liave .supposed to be a bear. I put it aside, and next
morning intending to wash the film off put it under a tap of very hot
water, and was surpiL-ed to find that the' image became very much
clearer, so before the film gave way 1 .^topped the hot washing and
put It away again. \\ lien it was dry red fog still enveloped it, so I
put It in bichloride of mercury, which, of course, only had the effect
of whitening it

;
then in sulphite of soda, which almost cleared the

fog away, leaving a negative wliich if neither useful nor ornamental
was still in great contrast with the original state, and a great advance
upon It. Query: If underexposed plates, after being protected byalum were plunged into hot water for a second or so, would develop-ment be affected ?

'^

It is sometimes a httle dimcult, even with such injunctions as Mr
Brunei s in one s memory to distinguish a fact. Here is an instance:-

tioubled by friling though I had never met with it before to any

McKellen advised me to use a solution of Epsom " salts before

TZZ^Tf^ ^"'.'^"ri' T'^ ^ i'^^'"^
*'"'* «°^"-^«- I also usedsulphite of soda in the developer, which I do not commonly use, and

unon it
^t'P°"; P"'''='"'««^

"i

"«^^ '^<""«. ^ith a well-known name
^vut 1 ^n?\T\'^''°^^ ^""'' ""y """^-^ """de at the time.

1 Jate 1. i ut plate for five minutes in .solution (ready saturated^ ofEpsom salts. Washed well under tap. Put it in pyro so tkm twograins to ounce, with half drachm saturated solution sulpldte of sodaust made up. Left plate in this for five minutes, and on uncoverin,'It was surpnsed to find t almost fully develonp,) W o^ '
*=

rather over exposed. Washed it under t^anlXVh i^T^
* Concluded from p.age 330.

bromide solution ; finished development by putting it back into the
pyro.

Plate 3. Same treatment, but Epsom salts much diluted. Result
same.

Plate 3. Added half drachm ten per cent solution of washing soda
to the pyro. Result : film frilled completely off.

Altogether I developed five plates, varying the proportions of the
developer, and with the exception of the one mentioned with which
I used soda, all developed out without an alkali.

How was this to be explained ? I had the Epsom salts analysed
and found pure. I blew up Mr. McKellen for recommending such
stuff, but tliis did not explain whore the alkali came from. Then I

suspected, as I ought to have done before, the sodium sulphite, had it

analysed, and the " fact " was made clear ; it was strongly alkaline,

and if, in combination with the pyro, had developed the plates.

I feel that I have given quite sufiicient odds-and-ends for one
evening, but as paper negatives are occupying a good deal of attention
at present, wiU give a developing formula of a friend who formerly
resided in Manchester, Mr. T. G. Whaite, now of Edinburgh. He
advises pyro and ammonia instead of pyro and soda, and gives the
following formula :

—

A.
Pyro, made up with sulphite of soda of the usual strength.

B.
Ammonia (-SSO) G drachms.
Bromide of potassium 2 „
Water „

Take of pyro, solution A 1 ounce,

„ B 2 drops,
and increase the quantity of the latter as required up to twelve drops.

This, it will be observed, is quite the ordinary " Wratten " developer,
except that a larger quantity of bromide is used.

Mr. Whaite sends me a few platinotype prints from paper negatives
taken in the summer and developed by the above. These prints

speak for themselves, and are some of them as good in every way as
they could be. They speak most eloquently not only for the method
of development, but for the paper which Mr. Whaite has used, and
with great enthusiasm recommends.
One might go on in this way all night, but I think I have made

good my title, and have produced a little batch of odds-and-ends
which I thank you for so quietly listening to.

Abel Hkywood, jun.

HALATIONS IN NEGATIVES.
ClIAPTEE II.

The second class of defects in bromised films, developed with alkaline
pyro or ferrous oxalate solutions, m.iv also be denominated a species
of halation, but the effects produced must be traced to other causes
tlian reflections from the bneli surface of the glass. Supposing that
we are photograpiiing fine white lines on a dead black ground, that
we give a long exposure, and continue the development till the
reduction of silver has reached the bottom of the film, it will be seen
that the line is broader at the bottom than at the top. Or, again,
per contra, if the lines to be represented are black on a while ground,
it will be found that, by the same treatment in exposure and develop-
ment, the lines will not bo represented by clear glass as thej' ought
to be, but will appear to be gradually shaded off from the white
edges. Now it appears to me that this peculiar effect can be readily
explained by the following process of reasoning based on well-known
phenomena.

In the first instance, namely, a white line on a dark ground, the
refracted white rays impinge on the surface of the film, say, in perfect
focus, hut in passing through it they are dift'used laterally, so that
they act chemically on all the sensitive particles with which they
come in contact. The consequence is that, if the film be a thick one,
a transverse section of the developed white line would appear
broader at the base than at the top or surface of the film—in fact,

pyramidal.
In the second instance, namely, a black line on white ground, the

conditions are reversed, so that the light from the white surface,

when the negative is developed, almost obliterates the lino by ex-
cessive diffusion.

I have heard an attempt made to explain these phenomena by
catalysis, or contact action ; but I do not think we need call in the
aid of a very mysterious force to enable us to explain what, I think,
may be made quite clear by the simple diffusion of light through a
translucent medium.
While on this subject, I may as well place on record a method,
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devised by the late Major Russell, whereby nn alkaline -developed

bromide nef^ativn could bo converted info a positive transparency.

I liavo not tried gtdatine plates, but the plan succeeds admirably witli

films prepared by collodio-bromido. When the picture has been
di'velopeci fo the greatest intensity of which it is capable, but not

fixed, dissolve away the image bv means of dilute nitric acid. If

the acid bo too strong it will attack tlie unaltered bromide ; therefore,

the best way to proceed is to begin with a little well-diluted acid, and
to pour on and off tho plato, gradually adding strong acid until the

imago is completely dissolved away and tlie film whitened. On
liolding the plato up to the light the picture shows as a transparency,

the gradations being represented by different thiclvnesses of bromide of

silver. If tlie collodionised film be now tlioroughly washed, to

icmovo tlie nitric acid and nitrate of silver, then flooded witli tannin

solution, exposed to diiyliglit for a second or two, and again developed
witli alkaline pyro, a good and vigorous positive will be the result.

Tliis experiment of Russell's is more interesting and curious than
useful, because very few would feel disposed to spoil a good negative

for the sake of a single positive. Qeokoe Dawson, M.A., Ph.D.

CONTINENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
[Translations antl Abridgments.]

PUOTOOnAlMIING QuARUY ExrLOSION.S.
MoNSiEirn G. Balaony writes that on April 21 last, at eleven

o'clock, about twenty-si.x persons armed witli cameras, and talking

photograpliiu " sliop " surrounded the ticket ofllco of tlie Argenteuil

railway en route for Volambert; they had been invited by M. vVlbert

Loiide and 5IM. Lacauchie and Nitard, the directors of the Volam-
bert gypsum quarries, to visit the latter to see what they could do in

the way of photographing quarry explosions. M. Poyet, one of the

artists of La yature, had drawn up a card of invitation, full of

humour and spirit, which M. Londere multiplied by photography.
Each visitor was requested to bring his apparatus and six dry plates.

The visitors alighted at Argenteuil, where they took hmcheon, en-

livened with Argenteuil claret, almost the only wine in France the

production of which has, so far, been respected by the phylloxera.

Among fho3'3 pre.?ent were MM. Gaston and Albert Tissandier,

M. Poyet, M. Mar&hal, editor of La Kature, M. G. Ducom, M.
RuUand, M. Darnis, M. Pabre, M. Geoffrey, M. SauviS, M. Londe, M.
Dessoudeix, M. de la Brctonniere, M. Mermet, M. Hubert, M. Petit,

MM. Arbey Brothers, M. Verdier, M. ^fenai-d, M. de I'auniat, M.
Wallon, and Dr. Itanque.

At two o'clock precisely the whole party found themselves before

the mass to be removed by the explosion, and beneath a burning sun
took up their positions where they would, without placing themselves
too near tlie mines. Two explosions had been arranged, and many
photographers arranged themselves in a line before the first point in-

dicated ; several others bravely separated themselves from the group
to take the profile instead of the face of the explosion. The artists in

black thus dispersed with tlieir three legs upon the white soil had a

picturesque effect.

When all was ready, three successive regulation whistles were
given, as the signal for firing the mines. A series of detonations
followed, and in seveial seconds was a formidable outburst, which
projected to about fifty metres in the air ma-sses of rock, accompanied
by stones and lumps of chalk of all sizes. No note was taken of how
many exposures were made during this first explosion, but for the
purpo.ses of the present narrative more attention was paid to the
•econd explo-ion, the photographing of which was the main object of

the expedilion. The block was an important one, and had to be re-

moved all in one mass.

In general it is not easy to prevent the direct rays of the sun
penetrating the dark slides, and on the present occasion the rays
shone directly into tlie lines of the opening of the slide .shutters, which
was an objectionable feature, especially when the great sensitiveness

of the plates is ccuisidcred.

The photographers took up a new position ; three blows of the
whistle were sounded, followed by a number of subterranean detona-
tions breaking up the galleries. The block, no longer held by the base,

was dislodged in two portions, and was projected upon the ground in

the middle of indescribable noise and smoke. M. Balagny took a

negative which well renders the explo.sion and gives at the same time
the strategical positions of the i)hotograpliers. lie also, by desire
of the gentlemen present, took two instantaneous groups upon 27 x 83
flexible films.

At five o'clock all were on their way back to Paris, agreeing that a
charming day had been spent, and that a society for photographic
excursions for amateurs and professionals ought to" be formed. AVith

a few additional remarks M. Balagny's article closes, without wiy'itiff

more as to tho nature of the negatives obtained.

—

Le Maniteur de la

I'hotographie.

The IlyDBOSULPHUBOus Acid Dkvjslopeb of Messbs. A. k L.
Ll'MIERR.

Notices of the hydrosulphurous acid developer recently uted in

France have already appeared in the English photographic press, but
in a recent number of Lc Moniteur de la IViotograjihie, Auguste and
Louis Lumiero give somewhat extended details. They express their

belief that even the shortest action of light produces a latent image
upon a photographic plate, so that the thing to be done is to bring

the said image into view ; the reason why at present certain plates

appear to bo under exposed is, that a sufficiently strong developer to

bring out the ima^e is not applied. M. Maignan, pharmaceutist to

the llron A.sylum, had suggested to them the trial of hydrosulphurous

acid for the purpose, which they then found upon tiial to be very

efficacious. Hyarosulphurous acid until recently has never been
isolated in a state of purity, and only a few years ago M. Schutzen-
berger discovered that it was probably obtained during the action of

aqueous sulphurous acid upon zinc. The solution takes a yellow
colour all at once, due to the formation of hydrosidphurous acid, then
it quickly loses its colour because of the decomposition of the latter,

hyposulphite of zinc being formed, accompanied by a deposit of

sulphur.

The fugitive nature of hydrosulphurous acid, accelerated also by
contact with the air, renders the employment of it as a developer

difficult, and makes it necessary to effect the development in the

midst of th.e reaction; this condition is indispensable because the

products of oxidation evolved during the complete reaction have the

property of desti'oying the latent image. The best results have been
obtained by using a saturated solution of sulphurous acid, and
throwing into it the smallest possible quantity of zinc. Unhappily
the nausea provoked by breathing the poisonous gas, tho heating of

the liquid, and the production of a veil of sulphide of silver due to

the liberation of free sulphur, are considerable obstacles to the

employment of this mode of development. It is likewi.se true that

results obtained with it have surpassed those obtained with developers

previously known, and give incontestable proof, say the authors, of

the power of this new agent of photographic reduction.

The Action of Light on Salicylic Acid.

Dr. Phipson remarks that it has been stated that aqueous solutions

of salicj'lic acid, such as are often employed in medicine and as a dis-

infecting agent, are altered by exposure to the solar rays in such a

manner that any bottle containing a weak solution of the acid, and
which is placed where solar fight falls upon it several hours a day,

loses all its acidity sooner or later, so that one or two drops of per-

chloride of iron then no longer produce in the solution their character-

istic reaction. He himself has found that a solution of salicylate of

lime, made with pump water, and exposed to light, is equally decom-
posed in a short time, and that at the end of several weeks the bottle

contains a great quantity of white and brown filaments, consisting of

algSB and bacteria.

—

Le Munitenr de la I'liutoyraphie.

Clkahi.n'o Solution.

When a negative is slightly veiled, perhaps because of the use of

ordinary water for developing and other purposes, the plate should be

thoroughly washed, and then dipped into the following solution for a

few instants only :

—

Water 100 parts.

Ferrous oxalate 2 „
Alum 8 „

The negative will be cleared up in an admirable manner, and the

whites left transparent.

—

rhotoyra^Mschis Archiv,

PHOTOGRAPHING BY GASLIGHT.
[A Communication to the Photographic Society of Philadelphia.]

Thkbe is nothing novel, nothing strange in the fact that certain salts

of silver are sensitive to the moderate amount of actinic force con-

tained in the flame of ordinary illuminating gas. Quite early in the

reign of collodion some excellent work was accomplished by the use

of such illumination in photographing interiors and dark places, but
the difficulties attending the operation, the length of time required for

exposure, and the consequent danger of the drying of the plate, did

not contribute much to tlie popularity of the process. In fact, it was
used only in extreme cases ; frequently, merely to show the possibilities

of the method.
With the advent of tho extremely sensitive bromide of silver geUtine
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dry plate, one might suppose it would have advanced in favour ; but

the superiority in power, convenience of application, and cheapness of

the electric light, considerably depressed the general interest for it as

an artificial source of illumination.

I'ortraits have been successfully made by gaslight, and even appa-

ratus devised to utilise to tlie best advantage the force of the flame,

but I think it may be safely said that at present no gallery in the

world employs it.

Our object is not to show the superiority of gaslight over the other

artificial illuminators, though we do think, had it been allowed in the

struggle for existence to appropriate more of scientific and general

interest, it would have differentiated much further, inasmuch as it

possesses certain inherent good qualities which its more favoured

rivals cannot claim.

We merely wish to call attention to its great value in photographing

interiors. Indeed, in this province of the art it possesses advantages

over daylight in softness of the general effect.

In our experiments we did not use any apparatus whatever, not

even reflectors, employing merely the light of the ordinary burners

protected by ground-glass globes.

The source of light was not intense—five bat-wing burners of a

chandelier suspended from the centre of the room, 15 x .30 feet, the

camera being placed at either extremity, and hence necessarily di-

rected towards the light, but low enough to prevent the flames

appearing on the ground-glass. A Ross' rapid symmetrical lens, six-

inch focus, was used, and exposures given from ten to twenty minutes.

The results will be shown at the close of the meeting by means of

slides in the lantern. We imagine no one would he able to distinguish

them from good interiors taken by dayhght.
We have photographed the same room wlien illuminated by diffused

sunlight, but have not obtained results as uniform in lighting. Day-
light gave more violent contrasts, the darker p<n'tions of the room
lacking much in detail, while the higlily illuminated parts were too

intense. It is especially on account of the evenness and general dis-

tribution of the light that we prefer gas to ordinary daylight.

Its advantages over burning magnesium wire are even greater. Our
experiments with this pure white illuminator gave very harsh con-
trasts in light and sliade, although we sought to modulate its action

by tissue screens, and by distributing the illumination as much as
possible. We did not try the electric light.

The exposures of ten minutes with gas lacked somewhat in detail,

showing under time ; but those of twenty minutes, as you will see,

are pretty rich in detail even in the deep shadows, 'the plate we
employed was, of course, the highest sensitometer number we could
secure—some of Cramer's recent extremely sensitive brands. With
the twenty minutes' exposures we developed with pyro and potash
—of the ordinary stock solutions :

—

Pyro 2 drachms,
Potash 1 drachm.
Water 2 ounces,

which sufficed to brin^r up all the detail, and to give good density
without any extra addition of accelerator, which, we think, demon-
strates the truth that an evenly-lighted subject really requires less

time with a moderate light than one violently illuminated with a
strong light.

While making these gaslight photographs, we were induced to try
the action of the yellow gaslight in rendering the colours with
orthocliromatic plates.

Uarbutt 15 plates and Seed plates were first placed in a preliminary
bath, consisting of

Ammonia ji drachms.
Water (distilled) 7

"

and allowed to remain for a minute or two. They were then trans-
ferred to the orthochromatio bath, made according to the formula
given in a package of Flandreau's orthochromalic" solution, kindly
sent by the iscovill Manufacturing Company :

—

Water fji ounces.
Krylhrosine ]| drachms.
Ammonia 2̂

It

Here they were roclied for a little over a minute, taken out, drained,
and diied in an oidinary drying closet.

They were exposed upon objects of blue, yellow, red, and green
colours without the interposition of the yeHow screen, makiu" use of
the light of a oal oil lamp witli a reflector placed near the" objects,
in addition to the light of tlie gas flames. The time of exposure with
the 1) plates was fifteen minutes; with the Seed, two minutes. The
ordinary developer of potiish and pyro was used. I was troubled
much with fog, especially with the Seed plates, whose sensitiveness
was probably affected by the ammonia employed, but the restrlts ob-

tained in the rendering of the yellow and orange were surprising. I
have a couple of prints, one from the fogged Seed plate, two from
the clear Carbutt plates, which show this remarkable action. The
oranges in the basket were very orange in colour, while the flowers

were hyacinths of the palest blue, almost white—nevertheless, the
deep so-called adactinic colour of the fruit is rendered as a high light,

as in nature, only a few degrees below the flowers.

In the other picture, the long-necked vase is of a bright chrome
yellow colour—which ordinarily is translated dark, the vasa immedi-
ately behind it is ultramarine blue, the large urn light green, while the
recumbent vase U vermilion. This last has scarcely taken better

than with an ordinary plate.

The erythrosine, therefore, would seem to depress the action of the
blue, and to render the yellow, orange, and green in their true re-

latiotis, but not the reds.

Probably it would make an excellent plate for the yellowish greens
of spring foliage.

I made some attempts at portraiture with ordinary plates by gas-
light, and I show them merely to call the attention to the possibilities

of modelling with light and shade.

I found, by using a small hand reflector of cardboard and a shader,
one might, if possessed of the skill, model in an artistic manner the
head, by directing the light and shade to any desired part. Of course
means could bo devised to shorten the time of exposure to less than a
minute, and by keeping the reflector and shader in gentle motion, any
required degree of light and shade could be secured, and much softness

given to the image.

One recommendation lias photography by guslight. It is inde-
pendent of time and season and state of weather.
We could not help noticing how strange it was for us to be taking

pictures in a warm, cosy room, while without the wind and the rain

were striving for mastery. Joun Bautlext.

THE FOCUS OF LENSES.
[A Commiiiiication to the Cimera Club.]

A QUESTION is asked in last month's Proceedings as to the best way
of ascertaining the focal length of a doublet lens. I think it will be
of greater u.se to our members to give a short resume and critique on
the various methods that ha\e been proposed at various times for

ascertaining the focus, rather than giving any particular cut-and-
dried formula. Let us suppose that we are photographing any sub-

ject—say, a candle : this candle, called the object, is a spot of light

emitting rays in every direction; of these, a certain quantity, in shape
a cone, tall on the surface of the lens, which possesses the property of

seizing them, and re-forming on tlie ground-glass a representation of

the candle, called the imaye. We have then two definite points, the
candle, or object, on one side of the lens, and the representation on
the ground-glass, or image, on the other side. Now, these two points

are called the conjugate foci of the lens, and the distances from the

optical centre of the lens to these foci are called the conjugate focal

lengths.

Now, we know that if an object, in our case a candle, is near to the

lens, the camera has to be raclied out considerably ; if we bring the
object nearer, we have still more to increase the distance between the
lens and the image; if, on the contrary, the object be removed further

away, the distance is shortened, until at last we find that, arrived at

a certain distance, no further sliortening is necessary, for the candle,

and every object beyond it, is sharply represented. 'The reason of this

is that the angle of the cone of rays coming from the object and
falling on the lens lias become so exceedingly small, that tlie rays

are virtually parallel ; and, although the position of the conjugate

focus on the object side may be moved further and further off from
the lens up to infinity, that of the conjugate focus on the image side

does not alter. Tliis immovable focus is then called the principal

focus of the lens, which we can define as the focus of parallel rays,

and the distance from this point to the optical centre of the lens is

the focal length of the lens.

The principal forus is also sometimes called the solar focus, because
the sun is so tar off that its rays are parallel, and the point where its

image is formed is the solar fcjeus of the lens. The measurement of

this distance would, of course, give us our focal length in a very easy
manner, but, unfortunately, it is a matter of considerable labour to

find the optical centre of a lens, as it depends upon tlie radii of the

curvature of the lens. For a plano-convex lens, however, tliis point

lies on the curved surface, and the focal length can be easily found
by measuring the distance between the curved side of the lens and
the image of the sun.

When speaking of lenses formed of two or more combinations, the

focus is spoktu of as the equivalent focus. This only means the solar
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focus of tilt! combination of lenses. It is called equivalent focus, because

a siiiL'le lens of such a focus would produce results equivalent to the

' mtiou of lenses,

[To he continued.)
conibuiation of lenses, LVONKI, Clahk.

ON RED AND PURPLE CHLORIDE, BIIOMIDE, AND IODIDE OF
SILVER; ON HELIOCHliOMY, AND ON THE LATENT PHOTO-
GRAPHIC IMAGE.*

Silver Ciirhonate may be roasted in the same way as silver oxide, and

yields a similar product. By heat its colour changes from yellow to

black ; it is probable that the carbonic acid is driven off at a lower

temperature than that at which oxide is reduced to silver, and that with

it escapes part of the oxygen. The residue is converted by H CI into

deep red chloride.

Action of Varioui Metallic Oxides on Silver Oxide.—It we precipitate

ferrous oxide with potash and add to this silver oxide, or what amounts

to the same thing, if we add to ferrous sulphate potash in excess and

pour over this silver nitrate solution, the silver oxide separated by the

potash is partly reduced by the ferrous oxide, and when treated with H CI

forms red chloride, the intensity of the colour of which depends within

certain limits on the amount of reduction of the silver oxide.

Similarly if we treat solution of manganous sulphate with excess of

potash and then add silver solution, we get an analogous reaction, except

that it is much weaker and heat is necessary.

With chromous oxide the action is still weaker, but evident. With
cobaltous oxide it is scarcely perceptible without heat and long continued

action.

Action of Ferric Chloride on Metallic Silver.—It has been long known
that silver was blackened by ferric chloride, and this action has been pro-

posed in the textbooks as a means of obtaining subchloride, for which

it is quite unsuited.

Ferric chloride acts on silver much as sodium hypoclilorite does, but

less rapidly. With hypochlorite the action is complete in a few hours or

often in an hour or less ; with ferric chloride one or two days are required

before the product ceases to yield silver to hot dilute nitric acid. In both

cases the action appears to be alike in this : that no subchloride is finally

left uncombined with normal chloride.

The product is an intensely dark purple-black, when the action takes

place in the cold. With heat continued for many hours, ferric chloride

can be made to attack the purple salt and gradually convert it into Ag CI.

With a strong solution in large excess kept at or near 212' Fahr. for sixty

hours the colour was gradually reduced to pink and finally to a dingy

pinkish grey. Pure wliite cannot be obtained, as it can by aqua regia.

In order to observe more exactly the course of the action, a strong

solution of ferric chloride was allowed to act on reduced silver in fine

powder for four minutes, and then a fresh portion (always in largo

excess) for the same time. Analysis showed that at this stage of tlic

action the material contained :

—

Ag (determined) 7G07
CI (by difference) 23-93

lOO-OO

If we suppose that all the silver was combined with chlorine, the con-

stitution of the substance would be :

—

AgCl 92-49

AgjCl 7-51

100-00

Eut this was probably not the case; there was almost certainly free silver

present and consequently a less proportion of subchloride. Another
specimen, treated repeatedly with hot acid until every trace of tree silver

was removed, was found to contain 1-52 per cent, of subchloride, colour

purple. Another similarly treated contained 7 -3 per cent, subchloride.

Action of Citric Acid on Silver Subchloride.—When freshly precipitated

and stdl moist subchloride of silver is treated with nitric acid, a sharp

effervescence accompanied with a disengagement of red fumes, sets in

;

presently the strong red colouration of the photochloride appears and the

action ceases. Tliis production of the red and not the white chloride in

the decomposition of Ag^ CI is precisely what might have been expected,

for when Ag CI is formed in the presence of Ag., CI more or less combina-

tion always takes place.

The action is interesting in this respect : the Ag CI first formed is at

the moment of formation in presence of all the yet undecomposed portion

of Ag., CI, and whatever part it combines with is removed from the action

of the acid. It would therefore seem probable that this method would
be one of those that yielded a product having the largest proportion of

AgjCl, but analysis showed that difterent specimens were extremely

variable—of those analysed, one contained 8-G2 per cent, of Ag„ CI, another

C-5G, and a third 1 -90. All that analysis can do with such substances is to

fix tlio limits within which they vary. The quantity of subchloride left

after treatment with nitric acid depends partly on the strength of the

* Concluded from page 33-2,

acid and the time for which it is allowed to act, but also to some extent

on vaiialions in the resistance of the substance itself. These spccimeng

were of shades between rose and purple.

The colour of any particular specimen is always lightened in shade by

abstracting Ag.j CI from it by continued boiling with nitric acid, Unt as

between different specimens, especially when formed by different reactions,

it by no means follows that the darkest in colour contains the most

subchloride.

Argentous chloride when treated with sodium hypochlorite yields a

arple form of photochloride, A specimen so treated contained 2-57 perpurple

Action of Cupric Chloride on Silver.—When metallio silver is submitted

to the action of either cupric chloride or, what gives the same result, a

mixture of copper sulphate and ammonium chloride, an action takes place

very similar to that of ferric chloride, but more energetic, and the resulting

red chloride is apt to be lighter in shade, though in this respect it varies

very much. As in the case of ferric chloride this action of cupric chloride

on silver is given in some textbooks as a means of obtaining argentous

chloride, for which purpose it as little suited as the iron salt.

As a mode of obtaining red chloride it is not to be recommended. It

is troublesome to get the copper completely removed. A specimen

analysed was found to consist of white chloride with 6-28 per cent, of

subchloride.

Acti<in of Protoclilorides on Silver Solutions.—Cvprous Chloride.—When
very dilute solution of silver nitrate is poured over cuprous chloride, a

bulky black powder results, which by boiling with dilute nitric acid turns

red, the acid extracting little or no silver.

Fen-ous Chloride.—Vihen silver nitrate is dissolved in a slight excess

of ammonia, and tlris solution is poured into a strong one of ferrous

chloride, there results a precipitate which is sometimes greyish, sometimes

olive black. By washing with dilute sulphuric acid, this product becomes

brownish purple, and brightens by boiling with dilute nitric acid. It was

found to contain 4-26 per cent, of subchloride.

Photochloride by Action of Ilydroyen.-WheB hydrogen is passed over

argentic citrate at 212° Fahr., as in Wohler's process, there results a

black or dark brown powder consisting of argentous citrate, metallic sUver,

and perhaps other substances. When this is treated with hydrochloric

acid and subsequently with nitric, the resulting product is photochloride,

the characteristic colour of which sometimes appears as soon as the H CI

is added. But more frequently the material after the action of H CI has

precisely the appearance of silver reduced in the wet way, and the red

colour appears only after treatment with nitric acid. Even cold dilute

acid (by some hours' contact) will isolate the red chloride ; boiling acid

does so at once.

Colour, beautiful purple. A specimen analysed was found to consist

of normal chloride combined with 8-11 per cent, of subchloride.

Photochloride hij Action of Potash u-ith Oxidimble Organic Substancei.—

There is no better method of obtaining photochloride than by acting on

a salt of silver with potash and certain organic substances. Milk sugar,

dextrine, and aldehyde, give particularly good results. Milk sugar acts

rapidly, dextrine slowly. Other substances with which, combined with

potash, I have obtained chloride, are :—Gum, tannin, gallotannic acid,

manna, glycerine, alcohol, carbolic acid, &c. The number might, doubt-

less, be indefinitely multiplied. After the action has reached a proper

stage, which with milk sugar is apt to be in less than a minute, and with

dextrine may take half an hour, H CI is added, whereupon the precipitate

changes in appearance, but does not exhibit its characteristic colour until

after boiling with nitric acid ; the best result is obtained when the pre-

cipitate, after addition of H CI, has a rich chestnut brown shade,' which

by nitric acid changes to shades of purple and burnt carmine, when milk

sugar, dextrine, or aldehyde has been the reducing agent. When the salt

of silver employed has been the chloride, of course treatment with H CI

is superfluous.

A specimen, obtained by acting on silver nitrate with potash and
dextrine, was found to contain 2-20 per cent, of subchloride. Another,

obtained with silver nitrate, potash, and milk sugar, contained only 0-34

per cent. As in former instances, these determinations are useful only

in indicating the extreme variability of these substances and their

approximate limits of composition.

Other lieactions Leading to the Formation of Photochloride.—A few more
instances are here added, indicating the variety of ways in which this

product may be obtained.

The following is an interesting reaction :— If a solution of ferrous

sulphate is made strongly acid with H CI and solution of silver nitrate

added, the silver is thrown down as white chloride. But it to the silver

solution is first added a little ammonia, enough to redissolve the oxide,

but much less than enough to neutralise the acid added to the iron

solution, then on pouring the silver solution into the iron the silver falls

as red chloride. So obtained, it has at first a dull purple or shade, but

by purification, as before described, a good product is obtained. This

method, however, scarcely fends to the production of the splendid copper

red shades of colour that are got by acting on silver chloride dissolved

in ammonia with ferrous sulphate, and then adding dilute sulphuric acid.

The shade of colour shown by any particular specimen is always of

* A specimen in this stage, and before treatment with nitric acid, was found to

contain J2'68 per cent, of silver, showing it to b« a imxtnr« o( metallio silver with
cbloride and snbcbloride.
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interest, because, as before mentioned, it modifies the effect exerted upon

it by tlie spectrum.

Potassio-ferrotis Oxalate.—Tlie now well known " oxalate developer,"

which I described in this Journal some years ago, throws down from

silver nitrate a,black powder ; this precipitate treated with H CI scarcely

alters in appearance, but washed and boiled with dilute nitric acid

changes to a deep purple.

Pyrogallol is capable of leading to the formation of photochloride.

When ammoniacal solution of silver nitrate is poured into solution of

pyrogallol in water made strongly acid with H CI, in such proportion

that the mixed solutions remain strongly acid, there falls a greyish pro-

duct, which by washing and treatment with hot dilute nitric acid becomss
bright pink.

Ferrous Oxide differs essentially in its action on silver solutions from
ferrous sulphate. A silver nitrate solution added to one of ferrous sul-

phate precipitates grey metallic silver. But if potash or soda is first

added to the ferrous solution, and then silver nitrate, followed by H CI,

the red chloride is formed abundantly. This reaction is similar to that

already described, in which an ammoniacal solution of a silver is added to

one of ferrous sulphate.

To the same class of reactions belongs the following: Silver carbonate
with excess of sodium carbonate is thrown into solution of ferric sulphate,

and after standing a few minutes H CI in excess is added. The silver is

converted into red chloride.

It seemed possible that silver itself might be made the means of

reducing its chloride. The experiment was made in this way : Freshly
precipitated and still moist chloride was intimately mixed with metallic
silver in fine powder and a little water. This was heated till the water
boiled and nitric acid was added. After the action was over the chloride

had assumed a deep pink colour. A similar result is obtained without
the aid of heat, but the resulting colour is much paler.

Analogous to this is the following : When a cake of fused silver chloride
in a crucible is reduced with dilute sulphuric acid and zinc, if the
reduction is intenupted when not quite finished, and the metallic silver

is dissolved out with hot nitric acid, the residue of silver chloride will be
found to be pink.

When H CI is brought into contact with Ag together with an oxidising
agent, such as a bichromate or permanganate, it gives rise to formation
of coloured chloride. These I have not specially examined, but there
can be little doubt that they are identical in nature with the foregoing.
Bo, too, when silver in contact with mixed potassium chloride and chlorate
is cautiously treated with dilute sulphuric acid.

The reactions above described will servo to show under what a vast
variety of conditions the photosalts are formed. Most of the methods
here described represent each a whole class of reactions, all resulting in
the same general way, and these classes might doubtless be largely added
to. Almost any silver solution brought into contact with almost any
reducing agent, and then treated with H CI, gives rise to the formation of
photochloride. Almost any chlorising influence brought to bear on
metallic silver has the same result, or when silver is brought into
contact with almost any oxidising agent and H CI. It may be said
without exaggeration that the number of reactions that lead to the forma-
tion of photochloride is much larger than that of those leading to
production of normal chloride.

lieactiom of I'hutuchlori(le.—F,x\)Osed to ordinary diffuse light all the
bright shades of silver photochloride quickly change to purple and purple-
black. The darker shades are more slowly influenced.

Mercuric chloride gradually changes it to a dirty white.
Mercuric nitrate dissolves it easily and completely, but apparently with

decomposition, as it can only be recovered as white chloride.
Potassic chloride seems to be without effect.

Potassic bromide soon converts it to a dull lilac, which at the end of
twelve hours showed no further change.

In contact with potassic iodide the colour instantly changes to blue-
grey

;
this change is produced by a quantity of iodide too small to dis-

solve even a trace of silver; the filtrate is not darkened by ammonium
sulphide. With a larger quantity silver is dissolved abundantly. By
acting with renewed iodide solution, the substance continually darkens
and diminishes until only a few black points, barely visible, are left.

Treated with dilute solution of potassium chlorate and H CI, the red
substance gradually passes to pink, to flesh colour, and, finally, to pure
white. '^

_
The action of heat on the photochloride is very curious • its tendency

IS generally toward redness. Specimens appearing quite black are ren-
dered distinctly purple or chocolate by heating to 212° Fahr. in a drying
oven. Often when the substance first separates by addition of H CI
1' o,?,^® ?m1^ ' u'"^

^''^y '''" °^^'^ ^ changed to pink by simply heating
to 21j . (Ibis happens when a grey form is produced

; if the greyness is
due_ to admixed metallic silver, it is only removed by boiUnc with
nitric acid.)

"^ °

The somewhat surprising change of colour which is often seen when
tJie crude substance is boiled with nitric acid (sometimes from dull dark
grey to crimson) is due to three concurrent actions: that of the' mere

subchloride^*^°'°'"^
°' ** ^'^^*''' """^ "'^ l)i-eaking up of uncombined

It is not possible to dissolve out the normal chloride by a solvent hkeammonium chloride from the photochlorides, leaving the subchloride

behind. When red chloride is boUed with successive portions of strong

solution of ammonium chloride in large excess, the material gradually

diminishes until, if the operation is continued long enough, there

remains a imall residue of a warm grey colour, which consists of metallic

silver, and dissolves without residue m nitric silver.

If sodic chloride is substituted for ammonium chloride, the lame result

follows, except that the operation is greatly more tedious. If persevered

in until the hot solution no longer removes traces of silver chloride, the

residue consists of nothing but metallic silver.

Action of Light on Normal Silver Chloride.—When silver chloride

precipitated with excess of H CI is exposed to light, it becomes with time

very dark. Cold, strong nitric acid 1'36 e.g. extracts a trace only of

silver.

The principal action of light on Ag CI (precipitated in presence of excess

H CI) consists in the formation of a small quantity of subchloride, which
enters into combination with the white chloride not acted upon, forming
the photochloride, and thus is able to withstand the action of strong

nitric acid. At the same time a trace is formed, either of metallic silver

or of uncombined subcliloride, it is impossible to say wliich. After a
certain very moderate quantity of photochloride is formed, the action of

light seems to cease. The cessation has been noted by many observers,

perhaps most exactly by Dr. Spencer Newbury.
The nature of the product formed by the continued action of light on

silver chloride seems to support the conclusion that the subchloride is

combined with the whole of the normal chloride after the manner of

lakes rather than in equivalent proportions. If the latter were the case,

it seems probable that the continued action of light would extend to much
greater decomposition than it is found to do.

The action of light in the formation of the so-called latent image will

be examined in the second part of this paper.

PlIOTOBKOMIDE AND PhOTOIOUIDE.

It has been already mentioned that bromine and iodine form with

silver combinations in all respects analogous to those of chlorine. A more
particular account of the bromine and iodine compounds must wait for

the next succeeding number of this Journal ; here it can only bo

mentioned that these substances are formed much in the same way as

the chlorine compound. They are less stable than it, and consequently

the number of reactions that lead to their production is somewhat more
limited. Each, however, is formed in a great variety of ways, and with

the same ease as the chloride. In colour they are for the most part

indistinguisable from it, but exhibit different reactions.

Relations of Phoiochlobide to Heliociieomy.

The photochloride was examined both with the spectrum and under

coloured glass. The rose-coloured form of photochloride was that which

gave the best effect. In the violet of the spectrum it assumed a pure

violet colour, in the blue it acquired a slate blue, in green and yellow a
bleaching influence was shown, in the red it remained unchanged. The
maximum effect was about the line F, with another maximum at the end

of the visible violet, less marked than the one at F.

Under coloured glass the colours obtained were brighter ; under two

thicknesses of dark ruby glass the red became brighter and richer.

Under blue glass some specimens gave a fair blue, others merely grey.

Under cobalt a deep blue was easily obtained, and under manganese
violet, a fine violet, very distinct in shade from the cobalt. Green pro-

duced but little effect—yellow was sometimes faintly reproduced but

rarely. But the yellow glass of commerce, even the dark yellow, lets

through portions of nearly the whole spectrum, as can readily bo seen by

testing it with the spectroscope.

The dark purple forms of chloride do not give as good results as the

rose and coppery shades. These last have many points of resemblance

with the material of Becquerel's films, resemblance of colour, probably of

composition, as far as we can judge of the constitution of those films from

their origin—they were far too attenuated to admit of analysis, and re-

semblance in the curious way in which their colour is affected by heat, so

that the conclusion seems inevitable, that they are at least closely related.

There is certainly here a great and most interesting field for experi-

ment ; hardly any two specimens of photochloride give exactly the same
results with coloured light, and this suggests great possibilities. There

is the very great advantage in this method over any previous, that the

material is easily obtained in any desired quantity, and in a condition

most favourable for experiment.

The action of light on photochloride can be a good deal affected by

placing other substances in contact with it. Any substance capable of

giving up chlorine seems to influence the action somewhat ; ferric chloride

often acts favourably, also stannic and cupric chlorides.

Evidently an important point in all heliochroniic processes is that as

white light must be represented by white in the image, it is an essential

condition that white light must exert a bleaching action on the sensitive

substance employed. lied chloride does not bleach but darkens in white

light, but the proiJcrty of bleaching, to a very considerable extent, may
be conferred on it by certain other chlorides, and particularly by lead

chloride and zinc chloride. This I look upon as very important.

Another matter of interest is exaltation of sensitiveness, and this I find

is accomplished in quite a remarkable way by sodium salicylate, the

presence of which at least trebles the action of light on these BUbstanceB.

And probably on others.
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I am persuaded tliat in the reactions which have been here described

lies the future of lioliochromy, and that in some form or other this

beautiful red chloride is destined to lead eventually to the reproduction

of natural colours. M. Cabey Lea.
—Tlie American Journal of Science,

WHERE I WENT WITH THE CAMERA.
No. VII.

—

Cologne and Brussels.

Leaving Berlin I came on to Cologne. After the cathedral, the bridge of

boats, and one or two other stray subjects, I did not find much photo-

graphic work here. The streets generally are narrow and winding, and
most of the houses are not well built.

The cathedral as a fine subject is known all over the world, both for its

extent and its beauty. The time it has taken to build is also a very

general part of the conversation when talking of this charming Gothic

edifice. It was begun about 1250, and is not yet finished. It is shrewdly

suspected that those interested are in no hurry to have the work com-
pleted, for it must be a considerable revenue to the church showing it oil

as it is, and demanding fees for everything to help to finish the good work.

A franc to see the relics, a franc to go up the towers, a franc for this

and a franc for that all over the place. It means a lot of money, for it is

a good show and is always well attended. I did the mounting of the

tower, but the day was hazy and uupropitious.

The Hotel du Nord, at which I stayed here, was certainly the best ap-

pointed and best all round house of any hotel on my route. I got one or

two very good negatives from my bedroom windows.

It is stated that there are over thirty manufacturers of the genuine

Eau de Cologne established in this city. That manufacture must be a
pretty oj)en secret.

One of the prettiest sights I saw in Cologne was the market-place

in the morning, filled with busy hfe and bright, shifting colours. The
square looked like a scintillating gem in a dark setting. I got a picture

of the scene—a very pleasant memory.
I next came to Brussels, which is a very beautiful city, and, from a

photograpliic point of view, one that would do your heart good to see.

Streets, squares, promenades, and handsome buildings in abundance and
to choose from. I found quite a number of studies in the market-place,

in which is situated the Hotel de Ville or Town Hall, a very old but hand-

some building forming one side of the square. This hall is rich in relics

and curiosities, and is open to visitors at a charge of half a franc. One
thing that is pointed out particularly to the visitor here is the painting

of a female on the roof of one of the state rooms. She has a trumpet to

her mouth, and no matter where you turn, or what part of the room you
go to, the figure seems to turn also, and the trumpet is always towards you.

The effect is rather startling, the whole body seeming to alter in position

as you walk round.
The tower of this hall is 360 feet high, and one of the grandest pano-

ramas imaginable is obtained from the top. I got some good general

views from this tower. Away up in this place, far above the noise of the

seething city, a boy sat waiting to take the tickets from visitors when
they came up. I suggested to him that his must be a very solitary life

up there ; but he had got quite used to it, and sat there reading hour after

hour, perfectly satisfied with the monotonous occupation. On the Sunday
morning I saw a novel sight in the market-place. This was a bird-

market. Birds of all kinds in cages being bartered and sold—thousands on
thousands of birds holding high concert as the sellers did a busy trade.

This market is allowed a certain number of hours on the Sunday morning;

when the time is up it is cleared. ^Vhen the hour comes for closing it

seems as if a magic wand had been passed across it, for presto! change!

and the square is empty almost in a minute.
On this same Sunday I visited the Church of St. Gudulo. When

listening to the service there you may guess my surprise when a man
came up to me and tended me his business card and asked me if I would

be good enough to go and see the lace factory, that it was only a short

distance from the church and well worth seeing. This is pushing busi-

ness and no mistake, thought I. It was almost as bad as the Yankee who
offered to supply a congregation with hymn-books free if they would allow

him to put his "hat" advertisement on the fly-leaf.

The I'alace of Justice in this city stands out as an edifice unique and

alone, both as regards position and magnificence. In the midst of hundreds

of splendid and beautiful buildings this palace towers above them all.

When in this city I visited the Wiertz Picture Gallery. It is not much
talked about, but, knowing something of the life of the artist, and the

eccentric form of his genius as displayed in his works, which for size,

conception, and execution are most wonderful, I had a great desire to see it.

Wiertz seems but to have had one concentrated passion all through his

life—from his earliest boyhood up, and that was to attain glory, to gain a

fame that would live for centuries. His father used to delight to dwell

upon this theme, and the boy hearing it descanted on and magnified from

every point of view, it became a second nature to him, and renown became
the object of his Ufe. When other children were only thinking of toys,

Wiertz was covering his copybooks with crayon drawings, or carving out

all sorts of grotesque figures with his pocket-knife. On one occasion he
carved a frog so true to nature that at first sight it seemed a living thing.

The chief of police when visiting his father was shown this frog, and it

astonished him so much that he talked about it everywhere. This trivial

incident decided his fate, for this story of the frog coming to the ears of

M. Paul Maibe, a gentleman much interested in art subjects, visited the

child and was charmed with him. He took him to his house, and after-

wards sent him to school ; he also gave him lessons in drawing. At the

age of fourteen he was Ecnt to be taught sculpture, drawing, carving, and

engraving. At Antwerp he studied under Ilerreyns and Van Bree. In

1821, when he was but fifteen years of age, King William gave him a

pension of 140 florins, rising to 300 florins a-year. This good service also

was due to the kind representation of M. Paul Maibe. On this income,

averaging 200 florins a-year, he managed to live, and, following the coun-

sels of his father, he allowed himself no relaxation, but worked steadily

and unceasingly on to the one point—to bo a great painter. At the age

of twenty, when recommending a pathway in life to young painters, he

said, "In a time when mechanism is preferred to expression, you must

have the courage to imitate the great Poussin, to paint for posterity, and

struggling against the bad taste of the time know how to remain poor in

order to know how to become great," adopting this stoical idea for himself.

Some time after he wrote a friend, " To paint pictures for glory, and por-

traits for pot-boilers, is the occupation of my life."

In 1828 he competed for the prize of Rome, and in 1832 he was crowned.

Now he could visit Italy ; now he could study the great masters ; now he

could plan a work for himself. He wished to measure himself with Rubens

or Michael Angelo. For his subject he went to Homer's Iliad—ai this

time he lived in the country of Homer, and revelled in his works—the

outcome of which was his first great work, a picture thirty feet broad by

twenty feet high, entitled I'atrodm—the Greeks and Trojans. In six

months it was finished and exhibited in Rome. Old Thurwaldsen, when
viewing the picture, exclaimed, " This young artist is a giant." This pic-

ture astonished the art world. The journals wrote him up, and the Art

Society of Antwerp offered Wiertz a banquet ; but the glow of this first

dawn of glory was not broad enough for him, he had not yet reached the

height he wished to attain. So he resolved to send his large picture to

Paris. But, alas ! at this time misfortune seemed to follow him. The
picture only missed being seized by the Custom House officers, then it

got storm stayed, and reached Paris too late to be in time for that year's

exhibition. He got it in the following year, 1839, and it was placed in

the Salon of Honoiu- ; but it was hung so high, and in such a bad light,

that the subject could not be made out by any one. This failure made

him begui to despair ; for a little he seemed to doubt his genius, but only

for a little, for shortly after this we find him at Brussels looking round

for some place large enough to hold the size of canvas he wanted to paint.

He was unsuccessful in his search for a long time. At last he came upon

an old, empty mill that he turned into a studio. In this place he painted

that picture which placed him in the first rank of the artists of his coun-

try—27if Triumph of Christ. The size of this picture was forty feet by

twenty-five feet. The grandeur of the conception, and the style and treat-

ment of the subject, were considered entirely new. He lived to paint. The
necessaries of life only did he allow himself ; idleness was unknown to

him. He painted portraits to live, he painted pictures for iK)sterity. In

1850 he had seven large pictures. The Minister of the Interior offered to

build him a studio large enough to hang these, and space for his future

works on condition that these seven pictures would be the property of the

State, and that future works would be bought as arranged. He agreed.

A building vast in size was completed and the pictures placed in it. Now
had he attained what he had so long desired, and in his new studio he

settled down to realise the dream of his life—the glory of a name. Shortly

after this he invented a new medium for painting—a kind of flat or matt

oil paint. Picturei painted by it could be seen in any light, as it hal

neither glaze nor reflection. He published the details, and other artists

have made pictures by the process with marked success.

In the midst of mighty unfinished projects, and with a seeming glorions

future before him, Wiertz passed away. He was only a few days ill. At

first the doctors did not anticipate anything serious ; but he grew gradu-

ally worse, and died on June 18, 1805, being fifty-nine years of age.

His last deposition was written by himself, and was very concise, thus :—
" I nominate my friend, Charles Potvin, my sole legatee."

But his friend knew exactly what he wanted done, and he faithfully at-

tended to it. He was to offer the collection of pictures to the Government

on the conditions that the collection was never to bo broken up nor sold,

but to be kept in its entirety as the Wiertz Gallery, and if they accepted

his conditions he committed himself to the good faith of his country.

The terms were accepted, and the gallery is now one of the national

institutions, and we, the visitors, are the posterity Wiertz dreamed of.

If in this city, do not miss seeing this collection of pictures.

Mask Cute.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.

The local Committee held a meeting at Glasgow on May 26. Mr. John

Stuart, Chairman of Committee, presided. Final arrangements were

made for the Convention meeting on July 4.

It was arranged to hold evening meetings from Monday to Friday

inclusive, with the exception of Thursday night, which will be left free.

Six excursions were agreed upon, giving a choice of two on Tuesday and

two on Wednesday, leaving one for Thursday and one for Fridoy.
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The details of these meetings and excursions will be given in a pro-

gi-arame of the week's proceedings. This programme will be in the

hands of members of the Convention some time before the meeting.

Attention is directed to the circular issued by the Exhibition Com-

mittee.

The importance and success of the Exhibition is already assured by

the number of requests for space sent in by professional and amateur

members of the Convention, and every member who possesses anything

whatever of interest to the craft should take this excellent opportunity

of exhibiting.

The following is the circular alluded to :

—

' I'noTOOiiAPHic Convention of the United Kinodom.

"At Glasyow, week commencing July i, 1887.

" EXHIBITION.

" The Exhibition Committee issue the following information to intending

exhibitors :

—

" 1.—Tlie Exhibition sliaH form part of the Convention meeting ; is not

competitive or public in its character, and is intended for members and
their friends only.

" 2.—The Exhibition is intended to include every class of photographic

work and apparatus, and exliibits are requested from any member,
whether professional, amateur, manufacturer, or dealer. Members are

solicited to show anything whatever of special interest, whether old or

new.
" 3.—Exhibitors must be members of the Convention.
"4.—The Committee will be ready to receive exhibits on 14th June, and

not later than 24th June.
" 5.—All packages to be addressed ' Photo. Convention, Institute of the

Fine Arts, 175, Sauchiehall-street, Glasgow.'
" 6.—All forwarding charges to be prepaid by the sender.
" 7.—Exhibitors are requested, on forwarding goods, to advise the Local

Secretary, and to enclose address label for return.
" 8.—Exhibitors are requested to attach to all exhibits a card, describing

process, cv-c, and giving name of exhibitor. These cards to appear in a
prominent position, as it is not intended to prepare a catalogue.

" y.—For the convenience of exhibitors at a distance from Glasgow,
the Committee will repack and forward goods after the meeting.

" 10.—Local exhibitors are requested to remove their exliibits within
three days after the close of the Convention.

"11.—The Committee will take every reasonable care of exhibits, but
they cannot undertake any responsibility for loss or damage.

" James Davie, Hon. Local Secretaj-ij,

" 36, Darnleij-street, PoUohs'hields, Glasgow."

©ur iStiitovial Caile.—

—

Guide to thk Sciknce of PHOTO-jiicnooHAPHY.
By E. C. BODSFIELD.

Loudon ; Kent, Paternoster-row ; .and Sliarlaud, Thavics Inn,

In this brochure, which contains si.\ty-nine parses, Mr. Bousfield very
skilfully and ably goes into the practical details of photo-microscopy,
treating all departments fully without being prolix. For the ordinary
run of work he thinks that as to tlie source of light there is nothino-
at all equal to a good paraffine lamp with a flat-flame burner
although tlie more intense illuminauts are not ignored.
Accompanying the pamplilet we have received some photo-micro-

graphs of Amjj/iipleura peUucida over four inches in length, which
show that Mr. ]5ousfield flies at high game. These, he rnforms us,
were taken by the new apochromatic objectives, with, of course, their
accompanying eye-pieces.

Thk Amateuk's FinsT Handbook in Piiotoqbaphy.
By J. H. T. Ellebbeck.

London: HamUton, Adams, & Co. Liverpool: D. H. Cnssons & Co. Mancliestcr:
Ileywood.

The present is a new and enlarged edition of Mr. Ellerbecks manual.We liave read it through carefully, and have nothing but praise to
bestow upon the pamphlet as a useful and carefully written guide to
those who want a reliable first handbook.

How TO BE A Successful Photogbapheh.
By W. J. Lancaster.

Birmingham : J. Lancai-ter & Son.

In tlie fewest words compatible with lucidity in directions Mr.
Lancaster, after giving a description of the various classes of
apparatus desirable or necessary (profusely illustrated), takes the
student by the hand, as it were, and having conducted him to the
dark room proceeds to make up the various solutions required in
order to produce a negative. He then touches upon the subject of
portraiture, both in the garden and in the house, and having shown
his pupil how to take and develope them, and to guard against the

pitfalls which lie in the way of the beginner, gradually leads him on
to instantaneous work, in connection with which the tricycle and
bicycle are impressed into his service. The production of magic
lantern pictures and transparencies also finds a place in his manual.

Various Catalogues.
Mawson k Swan, Newcastle, and 33, Solio-square, London.

The first of a series of catalogues emanating from this firm which
we take up is that appertaining to Chemical Apparatus and Chemicals.

It is a somewhat ponderous one of 1-32 pages, copiously illustrated

from beginning to end. Although many of our readers only know
this eminent firm in connection with photogi'aphic appliances, yet will

a perusal of this goodly catalogue quickly apprise them that they are

not only dealers in and manufacturers of chemical instruments and
chemicals of all sorts, but are so on a most extensive scale. A perusal

of this noble catalogue is truly fraught with suggestion.

The next in the list of Mawson & Swan's catalogues is that of

Electric, Mayiietic, and Physical Apparatus. Like the former this is

a compendium in itself, the subjects being those appertainuig to

electricity and its cognates. It is en state with the other, and is paged
to bind up along with it and those which are to be forthcoming
subsequently.

Microscopes and Microscopic Apparatus form the theme of another

part of this serie.«, and in this, in addition to microscope stands and
objectives, we have appliances for collecting, mounting, and storing

objects, together with the cabinets in which those are to be ultimately

kept for ready reference.

©fpartmcnt for Jnpxpniencftr IDtotogrnpijers.

THE USE OF A SWING B.VGK TO THE CAMERA.
Theiie are three uses which may be made of a swing back, and these we
shall treat in turn.

To explain its apphcation to architecture, let us suppose that a photo-

grapher plants his camera in front of a large building. On looking on the

ground-glass, he finds that though the building is square, and otherwise

unobjectionable, its upper portion has not been admitted on the ground-

glass at all. He naturally will raise the lens as far as the sliding front

of the camera will admit of its being done, but this proving insufficient

to get in all the upper portion of the building properly, only one course

remains, namely, to point the camera upwards till the desired end has

been attained. By this means the whole of the edifice is now got on the

plate. But it will be found that, as a consequence of this tilting up of the

camera, the sides of the building, which previous to the tilting were

vertical, are now seen to be converging like a V inverted. In short, the

building is distorted, the defect being designated as the Distortion of

Convergence.

How is this to be remedied ? We reply—By allowing the camera to

remain undisturbed, but by means of the swinging back bringing the

ground-glass in a strictly vertical position, so that, in fact, it is once

more brought into parallelism with the vertical plane of the building. All

distortion has now disappeared.

A convenient way by which the back can be rendered vertical, after the

camera has once been placed, is to have a bit of thread with a small

weight at the end, which when hung at the edge of the ground-glass acts

as a plummet, and permits of the back being brought into correct position

with speed and accuracy.

But seeing tlie plate is now standing obliquely to the axis of the lens,

the upper part being nearer the lens than the lower portion, it follows

that both top and bottom cannot be equally sharp in focus at the same
time. This is most readily noticed when a large aperture is applied;

but by inserting a small diaphragm the discrepancy is obviated, and all

parts are practically made alike sharp. This distortion of convergence is

more likely to be noticeable when lenses of wide angle are employed, and,

therefore, when using such instruments exceptional care is necessary.

The swing back is also useful, and frequently necessary, in pure land

scape work. All good landscapes should, if at all possible, have some
salient objects in the foreground, which may consist of shrubs, flowers,

stones, grass, weeds, or any of the innumerable objects to be found in

nature.

When the view is focussed, and everything harmoniously arranged on
the ground-glass, it will be found tliat the foreground objects, which if

well selected should impart such a charm to a picture, are hazy from
being more or less out of focus.

This arises from their vicinity to the lens, contrasted with the greater

distance at which the other features of the landscape are situated, and by

the law of conjugate foci, of which we spoke in the antecedent chapter
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of this scries of articles, botli cannot bo equally slmrp on a plane at right

angles to the axis of the lens. Therefore, in order that the foreground

objects sliall be brought into perfect sharpness without interfering with
that of the distance, it is requisite that the ground-glass shall bo swung
back, in quite the opposite direction to that which was necessary in the
case of architecture. Tlie top of the ground-glass, on which the shrubs
in the foreground are delineated, is now further from the lens than the

bottom, the result being that both the foreground and the distance are

alike sharp.

It is true that by employing an exceedingly small diaphragm the same
end would be attained, but to do so the aperture would be unnecessarily

reduced, which would be fatal to quick exposures.

The longer tlie focus of the lens that is employed in landscape work
the more necessary that a swinging provision is made for securing the

utmost sharpness of the foreground.

A third use of a swing back is when a portrait lens of largo dimensions
is employed in the production of a portrait of a sitting figure, especially

when the camera is at no great distance from the sitter. The hands, if

resting on the knees, together with the knees themselves, are under such
circumstances not quite so sharply defined as the face, necessitating

a slight swinging of the back to bring them into equality as regards
sharpness.

Incidentally we may remark that when copying an architectural

picture that has been distorted by the convergence of the perpendiculars,

these may be rendered (juite rectilinear in the copy by swinging the back,

and thus introducing enough distortion of an opposite character to

counterbalance that of tlio distorted photograph which is being copied.

The result, as we have hinted, is iierfect rcctilinearity in the copy thus
obtained from a distorted original. '

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 7549.— " Iniproveiiicnt in Jli'tallic Eisel or Staml for Photographs, Cards,
and other like Articles." J. De.\kin.—Dated M((;j 25, 1887.

No. 7737. — "An Improved Method and Apparatus for Photographic
Printing." J. U.vrhington.—Dated May 27, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
Improvements in Fk.\me3 for Displavino Photographs, Advertisements,

and thk like.

No. 1.3,783. William Mokkatt, MillfteUl-terrace, Hexham, Northumberland,
and Walter Scott, Wanlockhead, Lanarkshire.

—

October 27, 1886.

The improved frame under our invention is designed for displaying in rotation
a series of photographic views or jiortraits, advertisements, and the like, and it

consists of an ordinary ]iortahle jiicture frame or stand supported in an inclined
l>osition Ijy a hinged or otlier bracket, and having suspended within it a box
containing the series of photographs or other announcements, said box being
capable of rotation upon a horizontal axis, and wlieu in its normal position of
rest replacing tlie " jiicture," wliicli is ordinarily held stationary in the frame.
Tlie upper and under sides of the box have each two or more openings formed
in them, through whicli openings the views to be displayed are seen and the
views themselves are fitted in " slides " or shifting frames, which are placed in
the box in two tiers, one tier loosely filling tlie box to the extent of lialf its

length and the second tier jarti.illy lilling the remaining half lengtli or division
of tlie box, a space eipial to tlie dejitli of one of the sides being left by using an
odd number of slides, so that the slide whicli for the time being is ujipemiost
may he shifted from one end of the box to the other. The slides or shifting
fnames each contain two views or announcements placed back to back, so that
in wliatever position and order the slides may lie placed in tlie box there are
two views displayed at one side of the box and another two on the opposite
side. In order to disjilay in rotation the different views or announcements
contained in the slides, the liox is rotated intermittently by the use of a hand
crank or otherwise, and it is broaght to rest with one side in the same [ilane as
the front of tlie supjicrtiiig frame or stand by means of Hattened discs, ratchets,
or similar devices formed on a si>iiidle, by which the box is suspended from
bearing brackets on the back of the frame. On each movement of the box
through half a revolution, the slide which is at the lower end of the box, and is

on the top of the highest tier when the box assumes a horizontal position, is

shifted or fulls liy its own weight to the opposite end as the box is turned over,
and wliile hy this movement it covers one of the views previously disiil.ayed it

uncovers a slide containing a fresh view. When the box is again turneil a like
shifting of one ."lide from one tier to the otlier takes place, and by continuous
turning of the box the whole of the views are in rotation shown at the front of
the frame.

The London Stereoscopic Company purpose holding their Tliird Annual
Intcni.ational Amateur Photographic Exhibition in October next, when a sum
of £50 iu cash and a number of gold, silver, and bronze medals will Im^ offered
as prizes. The whole of the entrance fees will be given in full to the Photo-
graphers' Bcne\oleiit Association. All particulars relating to the Exhibition
can be obtained hy application to the Company's .Secretary, 108 and 110,
Kcgent-street, London, W.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOK NEXT WEEK.
DaUoI UceUng.

6

8

9
»

Namfl of Society.

Notts
OoTentrjr and Midland ..

North London
Qlossop Dale
Holmflrth .,

Sutton
,

Shoffiold
,

Bolton Club
Photographic Clnb
Birkenhead
Bradford Amateur

,

Loadon and Prorinoial

.

PIac«o<MMUa|.

Inititnte, 8bake«pean4tnet.
CoTcntry Dispeiuarjr.
MyddeltonHall,Upper-Bt. ,Inlin|^on
Societj ' B llms. ,Norfolk-sq, .Glossop

Society's Booms, 18, High-street.
Maaonio Hall, Surrey- street.
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Andorton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.C.
Froo Public Library, Hamilton-st.
Grammar School.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-stroct.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At a meeting of the above Association, held at the Ma.sons Hall Tavern, City,
London, on Thursday night, May 26, Mr. Herbert Staraes presided.

Mr. ¥. W. Cox exhibited prints upon Fry's bromide paper ; he said that
they differed in type from those upon Eastman's paper.

Mr. A. M.vcKiE remarked that Kastman's paper was best for thin negatives.
Mr. W. H. Prestwicli exhibited some views taken by Professor Stebbiug, of

Paris.

Mr. L. Medland exhibited a shutter invented by Newman, which he con-
sidered to be about the most perfect obtainable ; it was one which gave the
power of regulating the length of the exposures.
Two members exhibited some not very successful views of the Derby.
Mr. C. Heinrich Trinks exhibited a Beck's lens with iris diaphragm.
Mr. J. J. Bbiginshaw asked the nature of halation and how it could be

cured.

Mr. Cox responded that for the most part it is an optical effect.

Mr. W. M. Ashman stated that Mr. F. W. Edward.s h.ad said tliat it could be
cured by coating the gi-ound side of ground-glass with the sensitive emulsion.

Mr. W. E. Deuknham was surprised to hear that statement, because the
indices of refraction of gelatine and of ground-glass are so nearly alike.

Mr. A. Cowan remarked that halation is most prominent in under-exposetl
pictures forced in development, all other conditions being equal.

Tlie Chairman asked if any one present knew anything about an alleged
discovery by Mr. Mjiyall of a process for pliotogi-aphing in natural colours.
The Hon. Six'hetary thought that Mr. Woodbury had once professed to do

something of the kind.

Mr. Ukbenham : Never. Hitherto Frenchmen only have introduced coloured
photographs as pliotographs in natural colours.

Mr. Cowan thought, from what he could gather from newspaper reports,
that coloured photographs would be the proper name for Mr. Mayall's new
productions.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington read from Nature a paragraiih about what he
called '

' real " experiments on photography in natural colours by Mr. Carey
Lea. That paragraph was printed in these pages last week.

Mr. W. H. Harrison said that in early days photography in natural colours
had been brought to a fair degree of perfection by Niepce de St, Victor,
Beequerel, and others. At the tirst International Exliibition in Hyde Park
about 1.S51, were some photogi-ajilis of the spectrum taken by Niepce upon
silver plates, and which were exhibited in subdued light. Mr. Warren De la
Rue purchased one, and about tifteen years later exhibited it to him (Mr.
Harrison) at Cranford. It was kept in a leather case, and was only opened
occasionally in sulidued light for tlie inspection of the curiou.s, the difficulty
being to thoroughly fix this class of photographs. A few mouths ago, when
Mr. De la line w.a.s at Hamburg, he, in the course of some correspondence,
asked him as to the condition of Niepce's photograph of the spectrum, and wa.s
informed that it is still in as good condition <as ever. It is a very fair jihoto-
giaph of the colours of the spectrum, taken upon a silver plate chlorised by
nie.ans of an electrical current while the plate was immersed in a bath con-
taining various chlorides. If Nii'pce were allowed to dress a doll in whet
colours he pleased he could somewhat faithfully reproduce its colours iu the
camera image. Metallic objects came out with metallic lustre by this jiroccss

;

thus gold would look like metallic gold iu the photograph, and not merely a
yellow colour. Mr. Traill Taylor had informed hiin that Niepce fixe<l such
photographs to a greater extent than many persons iratigined.

Mr. Trinks remarked that Niipee had found dextrine useful when producing
photographs in natural colours.

Mr. MuDLAND asked if any one had seen a remarkable photograph by Van
der Weyde at the American Exhibition of Mary Anderson, which stood out in
such relief that many persons believed it to be a statue.

Mr. Wellington stated that it was in a semi-dark room, spectators were not
allowed to go near it, and were considerably limited in the selection of their
jinint of view ; it was inspected direct, and not through any optical device. A
friend of his still believed it to be a statue.

Mr. Cox suggested that an opera-glass would be useful in the inspection
thereof.

Mr. Thinks asked what was the greatest spee<l of shutter most generally
useful for practical purposes.

Mr. Debenham with a lens at ^ apertui-e had given one-thirty-flfth of a
second exjiosure from beginning to en I of the opening of the shutter, equal to
one-seventieth of a second of tlie full aperture of the shutter. These measure-
ments had been made for him hy his f lend Mr. Haddon.

Mr. Thinks remarkeil that it"was impossible for the human eye to detect
any movement more rapid than one-si.\tieth part of a second.

Mr. Debknham said that a Hash of lightning jiassed in inQuitoIy less thjm
one-sixtieth of a second, yet could be seen by the eye.

Mr. Wellington added that the eye could detect both the beglnuiag and
the end of the flash.
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Mr. Harrison was doubtful whether tlie shape of the flash did not convey

the idea of the beginning and the end, rather than the actual motion.

Mr. A. L. Hendkr-son had calculated, but was not .sure, tliat when at a

Derby race the liorses were moving at the rate of sixty-five feet per second, the

e-tposure he gave to take them as sharply as in the result could not have been

more than one-two-liundred-and-fiftieth of a second.

Mr. Debenham said tliat, accepting that estimate, if one-sixtieth of a second

exposure had been given the horses would have mo\-ed slightly more than one

foot, and that would have destroyed definition ; tlie eye being fixed on tlie

horses, and not on the background, might not notice the motion made iu one-

sixtietli of a second.

Mr. Thinks, accepting Mr. Henderson's figures as to the length of the course

and the time of the race, found by calcidation that tlie .speed of the horses was
49'59 feet exactly per second.

A question in the box asked if dextrine were good for mounting prints.

Mr. Hendkiison replied that it was not.

Mr. Cowan stated tliat it was too liygroscopic.

Mr. Ashman possessed prints mounted twenty years ago witli dextrine and
still as good as ever.

Tlie meeting then resolved itself into a committee for tlie business affairs of

the Association.

NOETH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the meeting of this Society, held at the Greyhound Hotel, Dulwich, on
Wednesday evening. May 25, Mr. A. Rider iu the chair, Mr. Marsh read a

paper on A iimteur Plate Making.
Mr. Marsh went through the performance of the details of making an

imaginary emulsion, using only a few ordinary honsehoM utensils for tlie work.
The various stages of the process were accomjianied with lucid directions and
exiilanations. Mr. Marsh stated that a good emulsion can be made at an
approximate cost of one penny ]ier ounce, which quantity will coat six quarter-

plates or one 10x8. Mr. Mar.sh also described tlie making of an emulsion by
the aninionio-nitrate method, by which the trouble of washing is avoided. This
process is so simple and cleanly that it may be i>erfornied in a sitting room.
Some negatives were handed round which contained about a grain of silver in

the film of each.

A cordial vote of thanks was given to Mr. Marsh for his highly interesting

and instructive demonstration.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of this Association was held on Thursday, the 26th
ultimo, at the Royal Institution,—The President, Mr. George H. Rutter, in

the chair.

Tlie minutes of the preceding meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. Charles A. Colman was unanimously elected a meiiiber of the Association.
The Secretary acknowledged the receipt from Mr. Cussons of a copy of the

new edition of Mr. Ellerbeck's Handbook on Photography, also the photo-
graphic journals from the respective editors, and circulars of Puinphrey's gla.ss-

mounted films.

It was unanimously resolved that the recommendation of the Council, "That
the Association do not think it expedient this year to join in tlie associated
soiree an'angements," be adopted. A resolution was then moved and carried
that the Association shall make arrangements for an exhibition and soir(c of
its own, and a committee consisting ofMessrs. H. N. Atkins, Beer, Crowe, Lange,
Mayne, Rutter, and Sayce, was appointed to draft a scheme for that purpose.

In the absence of Mr. Evans, Mr. Rutter read a report of tlie excursion to
Chester on May 7, from which it appeared that twelve members and two friends
took part, that one hundred and nine exposures were made, fifty-nine on plates,
forty-two on paper, and eight on Puinphrey's films.

Mr. Rutter also, in Mr. Beer's absence, reported that on Mtiy 18 a full day
excui-sion took place to Sandbach and Moreton. Eleven members were present,
and one hundred and twenty jdates were exposed. They went to S.andViach,
tlieuce to Moreton Old Hall, a very fine old timbered house, worth a whole day
spent upon it, anil returiieil to Sandbach. Dr. Kenyon exhibited a number of
very fine enlargements on Eastman bromide paper from quarter-plate negatives
taken on Eastman's strijiping films during this excursion.

Mr. Eari' read a short account of the excursion to Worsley and Wardley
Halls on Saturday, May 21, when they photograplied Drywood Hall, the old
landing place on the canal, Worsley Court House, Churcli, and Old and New
Worsley Hall, only six members taking part iu the trip.

Tlie discussion ou Detective Cameras was then opened by Mr. Paul Lange
who exhibited and explained one of his own construction, in the shape of an
Innocent-looking brown paper parcel, containing quarter-plate camera, Ross'
rapid symmetrical lens, Eastman's roller slide, with Roger's indicator and
Kershaw shutter, thus forming a very complete instrument ; also some speci-
mens of very fine work done by its aid.

Mr. Driifield, ofWidnes, showedhis modification ofMarion's Academy camera,
consi.stiiig of the addition of a focussing mirror. The camera works plates two
inches square, and some fine enlargements were shown from these plates.

Messrs. Swinden, Kerrj', and Comber, also exhibited detective cameras show-
ing slight variations, but generally on the princijile of the brown paper parcel

Dr. Kenyon, and Messrs. Sayce, Tomkinson, Kerry, and Drifheld, exhibited
a considerable number of prints and other work.

Mr. Mayne exhibited Anderson's metal developing dish with attachment for
lifting the plate out of solution

; also Sliew's folding rack for drying negatives
which shuts up into a very portable form.

a b >

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Driftiehl for coming over from Widnes
to show his camera, and to the other exhibitors.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA.
At the meeting of the Society held on the 4th ultimo, Vice-President Bullock iu
the ch.air, Mr. Browne iinnounced the death of Mr. James E. McClecs, an old
Philadeliihia photogi-apher, who was one of the pioneers iu the art iii Phila-

delphia, and was well and most favourably known to the older members. Mr.
Ellis and Mr. Bell also added tributes of respect to his memory, alluding to
the freedom of access to his laboratory formerly enjoyed by amateurs, and the
hel]) he was always ready to give at a time when every new discovery was
jealou.sly guarded by most professional photographers.
The papers of the evening were by Mr. Roseiigarten, on Photographic

Chemicals and their Technology, and by Mr. Bartlett, on Photographing by
Gaslight [see p.age 34-3].

Mr. Trask showed a series of seventeen cabinet photographs of prominent
Philadelphia clergymen, also three comirosite photographs made from the
series.

Mr. Vau.k, alluding to statements which had been made that the so-called
photographs of liglitniug flashes are in reality only pictures of the illniiiinated
edges of clouds, showed a series of pictures he had made of sparks from an
electrical machine. From one to twenty sparks were included in each nega-
tive, and their form was so precisely similar to those of liglitniug Sashes that
tlicre could bo no question that liglitniug pictures were what they claimed
to be.

Mr. Walnisley showed one of Horsman's Eclijise outfits, which were sold for
tsvo dollar.?, including all apparatus and chemicals necessary to proiUice photo-
graphs. He also showed some blue prints made upon postal cards which were
prei^ared and sold ready sensitised for the purpose.

£^ Corrc^iondents sliouXd never write (m both sides of the paper.

CAEEY LEA.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The concluding sentence of your short article headed
Photocliloride of Sili'er must, I think, be heartily echoed by the older
readers of The Bhitish Journal of PiioToonApuY. It was with mixed
feelings of delight and regret that I this morning saw your announcement
of Mr. Lea's valued communication in the current issue of the Journ.il—
delight, that its pages are again enriched with an intensely interesting
record of his able investigations ; regret, that ill-health has been the cause
of his long silence.

Can I not venture to say that Mr. Lea may count upon the hearty
sympathy and sincere good wishes of many like myself, who, though they
know him not personally, remember liis past service to our art-science ?

for he is one of that honourable company of original investigators which
has a direct claim upon our gratitude and esteem.
That it may please God to quite restore Mr. Lea's health and strength

and give to him " length of days" for further usefulness, is the sincere
prayer of—Yours, etc., W, Hanson.

71, Great George-street, Leeds, May 27, 1887.

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGEAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—As the above specially interesting branch of photography
seems to be again " creeping to the front," I wish to call attention to a
fact I do not recollect having seen stated, namely, that a distinctly stereo-

scopic effect can be obtained from two prints from the same negative.

Properly mounted for tlie purpose, the result, while of course not equal to

that obtained by prints from the two negatives, is a decided improvement
on the single print.—I am, yours, &c., Joseph H. Woodworth.
Sydney Lodge, 89, Jiooterstoion-avenue, Dublin, May 30, 1887.

[If properly mounted, a stfreoscopic effect -will be obtained as

between the mount and the picture, but not as regards tlie relation of
one part of the picture to another. But we have in our possession
more than one " stereoscopic " picture bearinf^ tlie name" of a maker of

repute in another part of the ivorld, which are unmistaitably pro-
duced from only a single negative

; but there being no well marked
object in the immediate foreground to serve as a foil to the distance,

the trick is rarely discovered.

—

Eds.]

UNRELIABLE MEASURES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Allow mc to point out a source of error, and somotimca
complete failure, which is not generally suspected. Some weeks ago I

broke the foot oil my last sixty-minim measure, used for measuring con-
centrated solutions for developing, and at once bought another supply.
Since the new measure came into use my negatives have been poor and
thin, and have taken longer to develope. Of course I did as we are all

inclined to do, attributed the fault to the only source of all our failures

—

the plate maker, but a few days ago something prompted me to compare
the old graduated measure with the new, with astonishing results. I

found that sixty minims, according to the new measure, only filled up lo
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forty-live in tlic old one ; I had, tlierefore, been using my developer nearly

one-third weaker than usual.

Uoth sizes of mcaaurea were bought from the same firm, who ought to

have tested these frauds, and liave saved themselves from supplying photo-

graphers with pitfalls which even experienced operators would scarcely

suspect. If wo cannot trust our weights and measures where are we ?

No wonder that different experimenters get different results from the same
formula if they are liable to this enormous variation in their measures.

And one cannot help suspecting that the same principle may run through
everything, and that we cannot hope to even get two supplies of the same
article alike.

Witli this I send one of the measures that you may test it with a
correct one, if there is such a thing.—I am, yours, &c., H. P. 11.

[On testing the measure sent by our esteemed correspondent, we find,

on testing it by one of our own, "that it is inaccurate to the e.xtent of

nearly twenty-five par cent. This is truly reprehensible.

—

Eds.]

PATENTED INV'ENTIONS.—A DETECTIVE CAMERA.
To the Emtoks.

Gestlemkn,—By parcels post I send you the remains of a detective

camera, the back of which seems to be identical in principle with that

described in your last issue as patented by Mr. A. 8. Newman. Like it,

my back is a box with a spring at the back forcing the plate forward to

the front, and provided with a cover with two slits, through one of

which the plate when exiwsed is forced up into a light-tight bag, whence
it is passed down through the second by the hand outside the bag to take

its place at the back of the box behind the other plates. The plates

were contained in carriers of ferrotype plate. The only difference even

of detail seems to be that while Mr. Newman provides a special mechanism
to raise the plates on withdrawing the sliding shutter, in my camera an
unexposed plate is pushed by the spring into its place, and on closing

the slide after exposure is forced by it up into the bag.

This camera was made in the spring of 1885, and was first used out of

of doors on the Whit Monday of that year, and of course was shown to

many of my friends. That it was quite a practical success you will see

by prints I enclose from negatives, one of which was taken on the Whit
Monday in question and the other a few days after, and I have always

hitended to reconstruct it in a more workmanlike manner. Perhaps you
will kindly verify this description and return the camera, to defray the

postage of which stamps are enclosed.—I am, yours, &c.,

IIotKinir-street, TyiieiiwtUh. Henry E. Pbocteb.

[All quite right as per above description ; but the making and using

of the instrument, and even the showing of it to fiiends, may possibly

not bo con,^idered publication in the sense of overturning a patent.

Why, when an invention is made, cannot ingenious photographers

send an account of their inventions to the journals, for such publication

as icill be recognised in a court of law?

—

Eds.]

MR. NELSON'S PHOTO-MICROGRAPHIC APPARATUS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Perhaps you will allow me, as one who has had some ex-

perience in photo-micrography, to make one or two remarks as to this

matter.

In the first place, it may be taken for granted, I think, that the chief

thing to aim at is to get a correct and perfect adjustment of the image on
the camera screen. Many devices have been adopted for this pur])Ose,

but they chiefly resolve themselves into that of rotating the fine adjust-

ment button by means of a long rod, to which the button is connected by
a cord, or thread ; Dr. Maddox waxes the thread—a very good jilan, which
gives it grip. When using high-power lenses from J inch upwards a

variation in the adjustment of the ir.'jj of an inch, and even much less, is

distinctly perceptible to the eye. Granting that the lens used is a good
one, giving a sharp and finely defined image, and that the illumination is

everything that could be wished, and the arrangements perfect, I would
ask, What is it all worth if the whole are put wrong by the use of a slide

incapable of working to register ? I have seen several of the new metal
shdes, in fact I have three of them before me while I write, and there are

none of them I should ever think of using, or dare to use, in a photo-micro-
graphic camera. They may do well enough for a landscape where the lens

has a considerable depth of focus, but in a photo-micrographic camera
where there is none, it simply destroys and puts to naught the whole of the

previous delicate arrangements. They are not flat in the slides, and I

doubt much it they can be made so ; and yet Mr. Nelson used slides of

this sort. It cannot be too strongly insisted on that there must be the
most perfect register between the image on the screen and the exposed
face of the slide. If it were possible to remove the screen from the Irame
and substitute the sensitive plate for it, photomicrography would be made
a umch simpler affair than it now is.

There is another point which requires the most careful attention.

namely, the utmost possible rigidity of that portion of the camera into

which the dark slide goes. One maker of repute constructs a very nice

apparatus for photomicrography, but the whole thing, although well and
firmly constructed otherwise, is spoilt by the use of a camera which racks

out behind, and that portion has no support on the baseboard of the

apparatus. Delicate focussing arrangements are of no avail unless the

back portion of the camera is perfectly rinid.

I have been tempted to make these remarks by a notice of Mr.
Nelson's arrangements in yours of May 13, which I have just seen, in

which it is stated that the "advantage of using an eye-piece is un-

doubted in the direction of convenience." And so it is. The camera is

shorter, the whole apparatus is more compact, and much more under

control in the manipulation, and the field of view given by the object

glass is flatter. But there are disadvantages which more than counter-

balance these. One is the diminished light, rendering very much longer

exposures necessary ; another, and the chief of all, is that so clearly

pointed out by Professor Abbe in his paper in the February number of the

Jtoyal Microtcopical Society's Jounuil, namely, the use of an eyepiece has

the effect of separating more widely the chemieal and visual foci of the

objective. It is so difficult to get a good micrographic objective in which
these are combined, or nearly so, that no one ought to do anything to still

further widen the breach. I have never used an eye-piece for photo-

micrography. I felt that the eye-piece did harm, why I did not know.
Now we know, and know that we should eschew eye-pieces.

Photo-micrography is now coming rapidly to the front, both for the

purijose of book illustration and in the examination of diseased specimens

of pathological tissues, and anything which tends in the least degree to

render the apparatus more convenient in the use cannot but be of value,

and cannot be made too widely known. Even your own valued con-

tributor, Mr. Pringle, has been bitten, and is, I hear, pursuing the subject.

I do not make the above remarks in any captious, fault-finding spirit.

I only want to add my mite to help on the good work to which so many
able men are devoting time and energy, without, in some casep, knowing
the why and wherefore of certain things about the art.—I am, yours, &c.,

Pbocella,

STORING NEGATIVES.

To t!ie EniTOBs.

Gentlemen,—On reading an article in the Jocbnal of a week back on
the subject of storing negatives, I thought a method I have employed for

mine, and which I find very successful, might perhaps be of use to some
of your readers, especially the amateurs.

I made a plain wooden box, twenty-seven inches long, nine inches high,

by seven inches wide, of which the inside measurement is 8 x G x 26.

Then, by placing each negative in a separate envelope, the box will hold

comfortably 200 half-plate negatives placed in on end. The lid of the

box should be about two inches deep inside, so that when the box is open

the negatives stand above the level of the box, as this greatly facilitates

taking them out. A further convenience is to divide the box into ten

compartments, by means of thin pieces of wood, which prevents too many
negatives from leaning against each other. All my envelopes are num-
bered, and as each compartment holds just twenty any one number can

be selected without disturbing a single other negative. When the box is

full it can easily be stacked away, as it takes up very little room, and
can be shifted from place to place with ease.

Any amateur can make his own box, or can have it made for a small

sum. Of course, it must be fairly strong, owing to tlie weight of the

glass ; half-inch deal will, however, be found quite strong enough.

The dimensions I have given you are so arranged as to leave a decent

margin, as it is easier to move the negatives if they are not packed

tightly. It may be that this idea has been suggested before, but if not,

and you think it might be of service to some of your readers, kindly

insert it in your pages. I should be very glad to give you any further

information on the subject, if necessary. Should you decide to insert

this, do not hesitate to condense it, if you tliink you can simplify it, as I

have no doubt the space in your JooENAii is fully occupied.—I am,
yours, etc., John Gladstone.

Keltoii, JCdi/baston, Birmingham, May 29, 1887.

THE RIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.

To tlie Editobs.

Gentlemen,—Once more, and only once, I ask your kindly indulgence.

Successful extortion cannot be eminently satisfactory to any honourable

profession. To say it is so would be a slander, against which I, for one,

would strongly protest.

One thing to be learned from the letters on this subject which have

appeared in your Journal is, that minds thoroughly warped with the

interests of self to the exclusion of the claims of others are incapable of

judging what is morally right and what is morally wrong.

The healthy and honest utterances of Mr. Dutton, of Bath, in your last

issue, I take, from experience among them, as the representative atterano3

of the great body of photographers.
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Mr. Dutton's letter, and the letter which follows, may some day prove

to contain the data from which the question at issue will be finally settled.

—I am, yours, &<;., J. F.

NcxccasUe-iipon-Tync, May 28, 1887.

To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—We are now getting on with Sitter vermis Negative. Mr.

Dutton considers throughout this trial " all your correspondents appear

to have missed the point." It's now thought the greedy photographer,

having purchased his plates, may he fully entitled to own the glass,

gelatine, and silver contained thereon. But "the point" stops at the

"impression," and this is the private and absolute property of the sitter.

Good. Supposing he or she desires to exercise the right to take away
the said "impression," will Mr. J. Dutton say how it's to be done,

keeping in mind the film and glass belong to the photographer ?— I am,
yours, lie, T. Coax.

*»* No charge is made for i7iscrtin{f Exchanges of Apparatus in this column;

hut none ivill he inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those

who S2}ccifi/ their requirements as "anything useful" will therefore understand

the reason of their non-appearance.

Rose' 12x10 single view lens in exchange for an Optimus or other rapid rectilinear
qiiarter-plate.—Address, Dixon, Photographer, Coine.

Will exchange photogi*apher's cart for halt-plate portrait lens or photogi"aphic
sundries.—Address, A. Taylor, Photographer, 77, Forc-strcet, Ipswich.

Wanted, camera and lens, printing frames, and posing chair. Will give good exchange
in backgrounds.—Add re Es, J. Dean, Brook House, Clough, Golcar, Huddersfield.

Wanted, a good enlarging lantern or night-light in exchange for photographic dark
carriage in splendid cdndition. Photograph sent.— Address, J. Walker, 48,
Wellington-street, Woolwich.

I -will exchange 10x8 studio camera, having swing Ijack with three motions, equal to
new, and Voigtlander's No. 7 portrait lens, for a 3b Dallmeyer's or Ross' lens, or
1-5x12 outdoor camera and lens by any good maker.—Address, Melville, 105a,
Market-street, Manchester.

Wanted, 12x10 very light camera, twenty-six inches extension, rising front, swing
back; also twenty-four-inch ^ or -/^ single landscape lens, and ten-inch wide-angle
symmetrical. Exchange for quarter-plate camera, six slides, leather case, Sciopti-
con lantern, three-and-a-half-iiich coudcn.ser8 and lens, 12 x 10 glass bath and ebonite
clipper, ninotoen-inch porcehiiu print washer, 12x10 new strong triimd.and Cadctfs
two-guinea shutter, working inside camera.—Address, Paco, 10, Cambridgc-gai'dens,
Richmond, Suirey.

Enstocrs to ffiorrfsponUcnW.

VoTlce.—Hack Con-esimident is required to enclose 1m name ar\d address, althovnh not
necesFarily for puhUcation. Communications may, v:lwn ttoiigU desirable, appear under
a HOM DE PlCME OS hitherto, or, liy preference, under three letters of the alphabet. Such
sitjnatures as " Constant Header," " Subscriber," ia,, should be ouoidcd. Con-cs;)ondent«
not conforming fo this rule mil therefore understand the reason /or tlie omission of their
communications.

PHOTOGRArHS REGISTERED :

—

John Stuart, 120, Bncbauan-street, Glasgow.—Tieo i>hotographs of Rev. J. McGreyor.

D. D.—We shall make inquiry and let you know (if possible) next week.

^'.•'^•T^f'Sntives that have been inten.sified after fixing should not again be
treated witli tlic fixuig liatli.

*

^"
^r^'';'*'.

»-''''<'rt?>n tlie focus of the lens, then determine the relations
cxistnig lietween tlie aperture in the stop and the focus ; lastly, square tliese
relations and compare with each other.

W. L. (Bridgwater).-We doubt not that th* article advertised quite bears
ont what you say, but we like to see and test such things before admittingany certilicate as to their merits. You labour also under the disadvantage ofwitnholding your name.

''CTa';o,T'l?r,v''f^'i
"Hf"'S a permit from tlie Board of Works to plioto-

grapl, m Koyal parks and gardens, can you kindly inform me if this permitmclu.les Kew Gardens, Richmond, Greenwich, Bushy, Windsor and otlierimrks outside the metropolitan arear'-Our^orresTondent wil only beallowed to photograpli in tlie places speciBcd on tlie permit.

^^'^J •'"'i"*^?
•

!7l',
l'>"''*''''''ng a flrst-class photograpliic business, on whatprinciple should the valuation of the good-will be made, and what is theusual method of estimating the value of the negatives ? 1 you cm Id a swe?above in your Journ.m I should be obliged. "-We are unable to a m^r tWs

C/feroTln^inl.""^
'•'" *''' ^['"Sed if any readers conversant with e

,
iranster ol busmessea wdl give the information.

Lex.—No description of roll holders other than in our publication of specifica-
tions of Pateuts has appeared in the Journal.

GEORaius " would be glad of an answer to the following queries : He intends
sensitising his own paper. He will sensitise perhaps once a-montli. Will
tlie bath keep uninjured if not used ? He will jdace it in the sunlight to
purify it. Does this exhaust the silver ? "—In reply : The silver solution will
keep quite good for an unlimited perioil. The only matter that is thrown
down by sunlight is an organic compound that it is desirous to get rid of.

A tablespoonful of kaolin kept in the solution will answer better.

Inquirer writes :
" 1. Can you tell me if crayons suitable for doing back-

grounds, as recommended by you a short time back, can be bought ? If so,
wlicre ? If not, do you know any one who would undertake to make them ?—2. Can you recomniend any ]iarticiilar detective camera up to half plate?"
—In reply : 1. The crayons cannot be bought, but colours suitable for
making them can be obtained from any oilman. This, mixed with a little

water and dextrine, and moulded into .shape and afterwards dried, is all that
is requisite.—2. From what we hear, it is likely that quite a number of
iletective camer.as will be in the market very soon.

E. B. sends queries as follows :
" 1. If a person is limited to one pair of stereo-

scopic lenses, what would ha the most useful length of focus for them ?—2. If
the lenses are placed opposite the centre of each half ofan 8x5 plate, can they
be used in that j)ositioii for an ordinary stereoscoiiic plate, that is, 6^ x 3.^ !^
3. Is the single combination of a rapid symmetrical lens as efficient for land-
scape work as a single landscape lens of the same focal length 'I

"

—We reply :

1. About five or six inches.— 2. Yes, certainly. See our articles on this
subject iu the Al.manac.—3. A portion of a componud of the rapid typo
makes an admirable single laiulscajie lens, but it is necessary that such an
adaptation be made as to have the stop placed at a somewhat greater distance
from the lens thau when it is employed as an elementary part of a compound
objective.

Edina writes : "I have had great bother witli my silver baths, new as well as
old, for the last mouth, with a white-like scum or fog whicli when rubbed
with finger or jiicce of cotton wool rubs up white. The baths work one or
two plates at intervals all right, liut then go wrong again. Have tried all

usu.il remedies without success. I may also mention that dark room forms
camera

; have also had samples of silver from more than one firm. Do you
think fnmes of gas and other chemicals alfeet plates when in holder exposing

!

I may also mention I use same collodion ami developi'rs as I have used for
years. If you can assist ine out of my diHiculty and favour with an answer
in your next issue you will greatly oblige."—If our correspondent is quite
certain that the fogging does not arise from light, tlieu must the cause be
organic matter in the silver bath. Aild a few drops of a weak solution of
bicarbonate of soda—enough to render the bath sliglitly milky, ex]iose in the
sun for several hours, acidulate with nitric acid, lilter, and employ a collo-

dion that is of a slieiry colour, and the fogginess will be a thing of the past

;

but no gaseous fumes must be allowed to have access to the jilatcs while
being exiiose<l. A few drops of tincture of iodine added to the coUotUon will

frequently ensure cleanness of the image.

North London Photooraphic Society.—On Saturday, June 4, there will
be an excursion to Loughton. The train leaves Liverpool-street (Great Eastern
Railway) at thirty-five minutes past two p.m.

Howrr is in Paris. —The following is an extract from a note received
from Mr. Pritheroe, of Bristol :—"1 have just returned from Paris, and write
to thank you for so kindly sending me an' introduction to lYofessor Stebbing.
My friend Mr. G. Scamell accompanied me over, and I lost no time in sending
your note to Mr. Stebbing, who wrote me making an ajipointmeut, anil I spent
a most pleasant and profitable day in his company. He took us to see several
llrst-rate studios—the most interesting being M. Nadar's, who received us with
a hearty welcome and showed us around his Hue establishment. Amongst other
things he showed us some good work on Eastman stripping films—some he had
just taken of the fire at the Opera Comique. The weather was most unfavour-
able for outdoor work, but what we saw was very good under the circumstances.
M. Nadar told us he never got any failures with the stripping process, and
seemed to be greatly pleased with it. His reception room is a most elaborate
place, aud his sitters arc conducted to his studio on top of the house by means
of a lift. I noticed several good features at this place which I shall endeavour
to benefit by. Mr. Stebbing could not have been more attentive aud kind to an
old Irieud than he was to us, aud I shall always remember our pleasant day
together. I was very sorry to see his nice little i}late factory in ruins, ami
although fully insured he has a troublesome lawsuit pending with the insur-
ance company, which I wish him well out of."
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THE LATEST THING IN PHOTOGRAPHY IN
"NATURAL COLOURS."

The old adage says that " It never rains but it ponrs." Scarcely

has the Mayall process of (alleged) photography in natural

colours had time to cool down by the discovery that it is not a

process of photographing in "natural colours," than, as we
hinted last week, another Richmond enters the field, this time

the Cellerier Syndicate, Limited.

Although the title this Syndicate adopted at first
—" Photo-

graphy in Natural Colours"—was misleading, and therefore

reprehensible, yet when we pointed out to them the real meaning
of the phrase as long understood by scientific photographers,

they at once disavowed any intention of desiring that the

public should be deceived by any misleading term, and have
lost no time in amending their title to the more accurate

one of Photograplw in Oolouri, to which no objection arises.

Responding to an invitation to see specimens of the Cellerier-

Parkes process and to witness the method of producing them,
we called at their gallery in Pall Mall, where wo saw several

examples of the work, but did not witness the operation of

producing them, for which purpose we were told we should

have to visit their works in Sidcup, Kent, where the pictures

are made. The appearance of these prints is in some cases

rather pretty, bearing a resemblance to good work executed by
the time-honoured and times-without-number-patented crysto-

leum process. One of the specimens having been dissected

revealed the fact that it consisted merely of a transparency on
glass, having a white paper backing, upon which had been

painted washes of water colours which, when tlie transparency

was superimposed, showed through and thus imparted apparent

colour to the picture, the drawing, lights, and shadows of which
were obtained in the course of ordinary photography. How,
on the strength of such a process, the " invention " has been
acquired, as we are told, by a party of influential British

capitalists—the Cellerier Syndicate, Limited—wo are unable
to say, but it speaks well for the organising ability of some
one.

We were, some months ago, shown a prospectus, when the

shares were being issued, in which it was stated as an induce-

ment for intending applicants tliat a largo amount by way of
returns would ensue from the royalties or licences paid by pro-

fessional photographers all throughout the country, who, to

save themselves from the successful competition of others,

would bo compelled to become licensees of the company ; and
our friends naturally will look to us for information as to how
or to what extent they will incur danger to themselves by

either colouring a transparency from behind or backing a plain

transparency with paper having on it washes of colour.

The first (or among the first) to apply a coloured paper

backing to gelatine transparencies, which in those days were

made by the Woodbury process, was R. H. Ashton, who, in

Marcli, 1866—now over twenty-one years ago—obtained a patent

for an invention entitled " Improvements in pictures obtained

upon paper, glass, porcelain, or other surfaces with transparent

or semi-transparent materials." In this the backing paper was

printed upon in flat tints by chromo-lithography, or " by any

other known process." We fool rather an interest in the

Ashton process, because wo have still in our possession speci-

mens of his backing papers (which he called chromotypes), and

also because such chromotypes have, as we think, a not \inim-

portant bearing upon the invention patented by M. Cellerier.

Anyway, those of our readers—and they are not few—who
have entered the field of photography within the last two

decades will be glad to know what was done in this direction

anterior to their time.

The Ashton process, the originator of which was in business

alliance at the time with the late Walter B. Woodbury, con-

sisted in backing a transparency with white paper, on which

was depicted cither by hand or (for large quantities of prints)

by chromo-lithography, such a backing in colours as served to

show behind the transparent photograph, and thus impart ap-

parent colour to it. Much of Ashton's specification is devoted

to the most convenient methods of obtaining correct registra-

tion when superimposing the print upon the chromotypio

backing, but this is of no consequence for us just at present.

What we are seeking to show is that the principle of backing

transparencies with paper washed with colours had been long

ago recognised. To establish this more clearly, we make a

quotation from the specification :
" I have above particularly

alluded to obtaining prints on paper ; when they are to be on

glass, porcelain, or other hard substance, angle pieces may be

adopted ; the position of these angle pieces are transferred to

the surface which effects the colour printing," &c. Again,

" The two printings may bo combined by transferring a print

obtained in gelatine to the chromotype, in order to effect which

the following metliod may bo adopted." Here follow details.

" After which the paper may be stripped, leaving the gelatine

print superimposed on the chromotype." If the gelatine print

bo on glass, the registration is adjusted to the chromotype by

hand. " I have hitherto supposed that the coloured picture
"

(the backing) " is produced by printing ; but the same effect

may be produced by filling in the required tints by hand, and
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this method would of course be adopted when a few copies

only were required."

Now it appears to us that the Ashton invention, of which

we have here given only an outline, presents features of marked

similarity to the new Ccllericr process. Be this as it may, our

readers will, from the foregoing, judge to what extent they

may go without infringing any patent, the one in question

having lapsed many years ago.

Towards the end of the same year, 1866, the papers literally

gushed over an alleged new process of photography in colours

which was going to revolutionise the art. This is the way in

which it was heralded by one of our daily papers :—" The

honour of producing on paper the exact colouring which the

human form throws on the camera has been reserved for M.

Chambay, whose process 1 have carefully investigated, and am
able to declare that he succeeds in producing a portrait which

gives all the exquisitely varied tints of flesh, together with a

transparency in tiie shades never before attained. This is a

great chemical triumph." But it was quickly revealed that

this revolutionary process, this " chemical triumph " consisted

in superimposing a very transparent coloured picture over an

opaque one more strongly tinted with brilliant colours. And
after an inspection of some of the Chambay pictures we wrote

at the time that the colours were not obtained, as alleged, by

chemical means but were put on by the brush, and we added

that the processes for producing such effects had, on several

occasions, boon published in the Journal. And this was in

December, 1866.

We have no desire to say anything here concerning the

Cellerier patent, or its validity, as we shall take an early

opportunity of reprinting it in its entirety; but so far as we
were permitted to see the result of the process (and we speak

only of what we saw) their invention appears to have been in

a large measure forestalled by those to whom we have referred,

not to speak of the system so successfully adopted by the late

Oliver Sarony in connection with his large portrait trans-

parencies, which were backed with papers containing hatchings

executed by lithography and also by tinted sheets.

EXPOSURE.
What may be considered a correctly timed negative t This is

a question impossible to answer, inasmuch as there is no real

standard for comparison, and even if there were a great diversity

of opinion would still exist amongst different operators. Sup-
posing a batch of negatives of average quality were submitted
to half a dozen photographers, various opinions would be ex-

pressed as to which out of the number had received the most
correct exposure. If this diversity of opinion exists with
reference to negatives when they are finished, what must be
said with regard to the exposure in the first instance ?

Every experienced photographer knows quite well there is

such a latitude allowable that it is possible to produce fairly

good, if not indeed very good, negatives when there has been a
great departure from what may be termed the normal exposure,
supposing such a thing to exist. This, as every one knows, is

accomplished simply by modifying the development. This
brings us to the point for present consideration. Given two
photographers working on the same subject, with the same
plates, and under precisely identical conditions, it will often
happen that the one will habitually give a much longer exposure
than the other, and yet each will obtain in the end ecjually

good negatives. This is owing to the development being con-

ducted by the two men under different conditions—the normal

developer employed by A. being in fact what B. would consider

only suitable for what he would term under exposed plates,

while that used by B. is just such as A. would think fit only for

what ho would designate over exposed ones. In a word, B.

would look upon A.'s negative as being under exposed and forced

in the development, while, on the contrary, A. would consider

B.'s over exposed and restrained in the development. But, as

we have said before, both operators may obtain, to all intents

and purposes, equally as good printing negatives.

This diversity of opinion as regards the proper exposure has

not arisen entirely since the introduction of dry plates, as it

existed, though, perhaps, to a minor extent, in the days of wet

collodion. It then often occurred that what one artist would

consider a correctly timed negative another would pronounce

over, or perhaps under, exposed. Some operators, as a rule,

gave a much longer exposure than others and considered it

absolutely necessary for the best results. With the maximum
of exposure the details of the picture quickly appeared when
the iron developer was applied. The plate was then intensified

with pyro and silver to the requisite density. When, on the

contrary, the minimum of exposure was given, the iron solution

was more relied upon to bring out the image, with the residt

that it came out more slowly, and by the time the uegativo

was fully developed little, if any, after intensification was

necessary.

Here, again, equally as good printing negatives, apparently,

were secured under, in some cases, widely different standards

of exposure. The two classes of negatives obtained mider

these conditions we have heard familiarly described as "light

negatives " and " chemical negatives," according as the power

of the light of the developer—if we might use the term—had

preponderated.

Now, however much opinions may differ amongst experienced

artists as to the theoretically correct exposure, there is no

question whatever that a very large proportion of amateurs'

negatives are decidedly much under timed and more or less

forced in the development. Of course wo are not alluding to

the work of the well skilled amongst amateurs, but more

particularly to those of somewhat limited experience.

Generally, when looking through a collection of prints from

amateurs' negatives, one can scarcely fail to be impressed with

the general lack of detail in the deepest shadows, these being

too frequently represented as little better than black masses.

Particularly is this the case with foliage. In most cases an

examination of the negatives will show that the detail may be

all there, but of a very feeble character. Consequently, by the

time the lights are printed through, the shadows have become

completely buried and lost. The real test of the quality of a

negative, it should be borne in mind, is not what can be

actually seen on looking through it, but what it will yield when

printed from.

It was one of the maxims in the collodion process, " Expose

for the shadows and leave the lights to take care of them-

selves." This maxim should also be applied to dry plates. If

it were, it would be found that many amateurs' negatives

should have had twice, and, in some instances, as much as

three times the exposure they received. Had this been the

case, the shadows would have been full of detail, and the

whole picture harmonious instead of being heavy and patchy.

Knowing full well this general tendency towards under ex-

posure with amateurs, we introduce the subject once more in
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order that they may steer clear of the reproach which applies

to so many of their productions. The novice ought to bear in

mind that a good negative should possess no clear glass what-
ever, save in the extreme points of the deepest shadows, and
even these may often bo slightly veiled with advantage.

A FEW years back, when more interest was bestowed on the electric

lig-ht in its commercial aspects than is beinp; done at present, the late

Sir William Siemens, at the conclusion of a course of lectures at the
Society of Arts on the dynamo, its construction and capabilities, in

proposing a vote of thanks to tiie lecturer remarked somewhat to the
following effect :—He wished the public would attend such lectures

as those just delivered, and learn something about the subject dealt
with, instead of rushing' off to the Stock Exchange with their money.
This was sound and genuine advice, and applies equally as well to

other speculations as to those on electric lighting.

We learn of a very singular paper having been read at a recent meeting
of the Canadian Institute bj' Dr. Rosebrugh on Photography of the
Interior of the Liviiuj E;/e. The feat was performed as follows :—

A

glass transparency was illuminated by the sun, and reflected into the
eye by a piece of plate glass placed at an angle of forty-five degrees
to the rays passing through tlie transparency. The image thrown
on the retina was viewed through this glass from a point situated in the
axis of the eye, and a small camera and lens there placed, which gave
an image of tlie picture on the retina, and it is stated that photographs
taken with about five seconds exposure by this means were exhibited
at the meeting. Of course the pupil of the eye had first to be
dilated by artificial means before making this very remarkable
experiment, and it is obvious that, even with a five seconds' exposure
only, the submitting of the eye to the strong ilhimination described
ami the keeping it motionless for the time required, must have necessi-

tated a considerable amount of painful endurance and steadiness of

Gun contemporary, the Emjluh Mechanic, recently printed a letter

from a correspondent asking the meaning of the expression, "a ten per
cent, solution," a form of words whose liability to misunderstanding
we have before alluded to in these pages. It is, however, quite
evident that, whatever practical skill and theoretical knowledge many
amateurs and others are possessed of, the knowledge of the application

of elementary science to tables of weights and measures is by no
means general ; for on reading the replies to this particular query we
note that, though six correspondents have rushed to the rescue", one
only—and he dismisses the subject in a few lines—has managed to
escape blunders of a most egregious description. The subject is by no
means an unimportant one, and we will, therefore, make a few
practical observations upon it very shortly.

Wk have on former occasions referred to the manufacture of sundry
articles useful to photographers from paper, and we now learn that
the production of paper bottles is become an important industry in
Chicago. For photographei-s who are travelling about, such vessels
would be of the greatest use, and we should imagine that they will
ere long become part of the usual stock of the dealers. These bottles
are coated internally with a protective varnish, which is stated to be
capable of resisting both acids and spirits. The bottles are con-
structed by first making a tube by rolling upon a mandrel sheets of
paper cemented upon one side, which tube is tlieu cut into suitable
lengths, and fitted with wooden or paper bottoms cemented in their
place, and also, when required, with the paper necks, which likewise
are cemented to the tube. All that is then necessary is to varnish the
interior with a suitable material, which protects it in the efficient
manner described,

Wk have on a previous occasion referred to the photographuig of a
bullet during flight, a feat whose counterpart was performed a quarter
of a century ago by Mr. Skaife, who, as some of our readers may
yemember, took a negative of a shell after leaving the cannon's mouth.

This later feat, however, possesses points of special interest. It doe»
not need explaining that the rapidity of tlie flight of a projectile is

nowadays far beyond that obtained at the period we speak of, though,
again, this difference is more than discounted by the sensitiveness of
dry plates as against wet collodion. Tlio projectile in the present
case was fired from a Werendlor gun, its velocity being thirteen

hundred feet per second. The negative gives an image not oidy of-

the projectile itself, but also of the layer of air enveloping it, which ia

seen to be of a liyperbolic form.

The marvels of modem photographic representations are by no
means exhausted by the above recorded examples. Mr. Baker, the
architect of that wonderful piece of engineering skill now so near
completion—the Firth of Forth Bridge, gave a most interesting

account of the work and its progress in a lecture delivered at the
Royal Institution last month. During the course of his lecture he
stated tliat photographs had been taken of the interiors of the hu"^
caissons, which, diving-bell wise, wore used to work from at the
bottom of the water. These caissons were entered through an air-

lock, and the pressure of air was often as high as thirty-five pounds
to the inch. The photographs, however, were defective from a
singular cause: every one wlio has experimented with an air-pump
has noticed the haze produced when the pressure of air is first

reduced, and a similar effect was produced in tliese caissons. Every
now and then the compressed air would find its way out of the huge
chamber, at the edge, and then a haze w.as formed resembling the
air-pump mist, which naturally affected the integrity of the shadows
of the photograph. This it would be the more likely to do, seeing-

that the glare from lamps of an aggregate power of six thousand-
candles would heigliten the effect. Mr. Baker says exposures of
fifteen minutes were sometimes given, but " the results were not so
good as could be wished, the eyes especially coming out in a glaring,
spectral fashion." With exposures of a quarter of an hour, and the
barometer standing at about seventy inches, it could scarcely be
expected that niceties of expression could bo secured.

It is little probable that light modificalion for dark room purposes
will ever be brought about by other means than the familiar one of
filtration by means of coloured screens of translucent material—glass,
pa]X}r, or woven fabric. It is, however, when delicate experiments
are in question, well to remember that no one screen used is absolute
in its liglit separating power, as some of the more r 'frangible rays
will pass through almost every substance in popu'ar use for the pur-
pose. It is useful, therefore, to have in our power still otlier means for

producing monochromatic light, and these would seem to be available
in a method recently described in a foreign journal. The expedient
is simple. A salt whicli is luiown to impart a certain desired colour
to flame is put into a hydrogen generating apparatus at the same timo
as the zinc, and the gas required to feed tlie flame is then passed

through this flask on its way to the burner. It must b,> said of tiiis

method that gas so passed should be hydrogen, for if ordinary coal
gas were used we should anticipate the actinic rays usually given out
from its flame to be simply masked and not intercepted or destroyed,

IIARDWICII ON TIIE OPTICAL LANTERN.
I THANK you for the bundle of Journals you sent mo containing

articles on lantern matters. I have read them witli much pleasure,

and with your permission should like to make a few remarks.

First, as regards Mr. Brooks's paper on the oxyetlier or " ethoxo "

light. I am one of those who tliink that Mr. W. Broughton, of

Manchester, has been badly treated. lie gave us a simple and reliable

proceas, and has received but a scant measure of pnvise. They say

that the oxyether i-i not safe in tlie hands of inexperienced persons

who decline to follow instructions; but may not the same be said of

the oxyhydrogen ? and yet this process is much used.

Mr. Brooks speaks of the ether throwing down a white deposit on
standing. This, I think, must be due to the materials used in soldering

the tank, as I have never observed anything of the kind in my ovni

experience. The methylated ether I employ is supplied to mo as a
favour by Messrs. Mawson & Swan, of Newcastle-on-Tyno, and is, 1
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fancy, the same they use for their collodion. It is so light that a

1000 grain s.g. bottle of it weighs not more than 710 grains at CO*

Fahr., and I use it over and over again by filling up to the original

bulk -with fresh ether. It would be no advantage to use cheap and

inferior ether of 750 or more, as greater attention would have to be

given to the taps, from the constantly decreasing volatility of the

fluid.

During the past season T have used the oxyether limelight almost

exclusively, with tlio modified form of tank and safety jet described

in your JonnNAL about a year since. No difiiculties of any kind have

occurred, with the exception of an occasional hissing or roaring noise

when the bag is heavily weighted.

Any one who has not heard this unpleasant noise may produce it,

at will, in the following way. Begin by selecting a nipple which ex-

perience has proved to work silently at high pressure, and remove

lime dust or any other kind of roughness by polishing the interior of

the bore with a needle of a suitable size, scratched transversely by

rotating it on emery powder between the finger and thumb, as

advised by Mr. Lewis Wright. Then get all into working order, and

whilst the flame is playing quietly against the face of the lime, with

the two gases in the right proportions, pineh the shut piece of rubber

tubing which conveys the oxygen from the tank to the jet until the

channel is almost obliterated ; the flame will rise to a great height in

the lantern, but there will be no noise. Now release the oxygen tube

and pinch the etlier vapour tube in the same way ; the flame will

then become small and blue, and there will be a loud roaring or

hissing, which can be heard at the further end of the lecture room.

Even when you remove your finger and both gases are flowing again

in the cori-ect proportions, the roaring will continue, but if you lift

the lime cylinder off the pin and take it quite away it will cease.

Evidently, therefore, the lime has something to do with the hissing,

and so has an excess of oxygen in the flame. High pressure must also

be taken into account, and this is the reason why the roaring often

happens at the beginning of the lecture, because the sides of the bag
are then tight, and every pound of additional weight tells. Also

because the air has not been entirely expelled from the tubes, for 1

find that oxygen contaminated with atmospheric air is more noisy

than pure oxygen.

To prevent the hissing, load the bag at first with not more than
two half-hundredweights, and if it is a largo bag, eight feet or more,

put on another fifty-six pounds at the end of twenty minutes or

half an hour, always taking care to see that the edges of the flame are

red from excess of ether. If the noise should begin in spite of this

precaution, turn off the tap until it ceases, and then gradually turn

it on again to the right point. When the bag is half empty, we may
put on a fourth flfty-six pounds ; but I find no advantage myself from
doing so, provided the granule chamber be kept in working order by
an occasional pricking out of the wire gauze with a needle and filling

up with fresh pumico.

No "snaps" or "passing back" must be permitted, or the wire
gauze will soon be choked up, and heavier weight be required on tlie

bag. Extinguish the llame at the end of the lecture by turning off

the II tap slowly and allowing the to blow it out. In the case of

dissolving lanterns keep the bye-pass rather high, and if snapping still

occurs file the II groove in the plug of the dissolver o little longer and
deeper than the groove.

I have now said enough on the precautions to be taken for securing
a noiseless flame ; only one more needs to be mentioned. Notice the
distance of the lime cylinder from the jet, as the hissing is worse when
it is too near. Supposing the nozzle to be bent at an angle of 45', a
quarter of an inch will be a suitable distance, measured in the direction

of tlie flame. But as the limes I use are all exactly of one size, I find

it answers very well to measure half an inch from the orifice of the
jet straight across to the lime pin, and the flame will then be exactly
a quarter inch long before it strikes the cylinder. You may see when
it is right by the appearance of the lime itself after use ; it should be
worn away into a shallow cavity of an oval shape, and if it is drilled

with a nimber_of circular holes side by side the cylinder was too
near.

Mr. Brooks is quite right in saying that the two short lengths of
rubber tubing which connect the tank with the jet should not be
allowed to get out of condition. This, in fact, is the principal element

of danger in the process, and I once heard of a case of that kind which

nearly led to a disaster. A bottle of compressed gas was turned on

rather suddenly, when the rubber ripped up from end to end, and a

flame shot out a yard long. Even supposing the tube to stand, it

might easily be forced off from its connection with the jet, and a

stream of ether, more or less explosive from admixture with oxygen in

uncertain quantity, be lighted from the nearest flame. I am glad to

be assui'ed by Mr. Baker that with the " automatic gas regulator

"

nothing of this kind could happen ; but I think it would be an improve-

ment if Mr. R. Beard, the inventor of the valve, could make it equi-

valent to six inches of water pressure, when desired, instead of twelve

inches. Meantime, we must secure ourselves by tying the rubber

carefully to the jet, and choosing a strong kind, in which the diameter

of the two sides together is as great as that of the bore (half inch

tubing, with sides of one eighth inch thick and a quarter inch bore).

Zirconia Light.—This paper, by Mr. Lewis Wright, interested me
extremely, and strengthened the conviction I had previously formed

that the brightness of the limelight disc on the screen depends on the

area of ignition as well as on the intensity. It seems that Zirconia

is not a good conductor, and that the incandescence does not spread.

I have noticed in the limes of different makers that some give a lai^er

area of ignition than others, and more light ; also a difference in the

colour of the illuminated disc, which is yellowish with one lime

cyUnder and pure white with another. The oxyether flame is larger

than that of oxyhydrogen, and hence, although its heating power is

less, the ultimate result, as regards brightness of dis::, is nearly the

same. We can see at once by looking at the lime cylinder that a much

larger surface is incandescent when ether is used in place of coal gas.

The above remarks do not apply to the limelight used with the

microscope. The radiant ought, I presume, in that case to approach

more nearly to a point.

Dissolving View Apparatus.—I can never regret having purchased a

biunial lantern, because 1 have learnt much by it that I could not

have known in any other way. Nevertheless, I find that, as years go

on, I use it less frequently than I once did. My people seem abund-

antly satisfied with a single lantern, provided it is a good one, and the

lecturer, when left without an assistant, has less upon his mind. I

agree wiUi Mr. A. W. Scott that the pictures are not intended to

supersede the lecture, but to illustrate it, and therefore the less of

reading from a book, and the more of a simple and natural talking to

the audience in your own words, the better.

A friend came to me not long since prepared to spend sixty pounds

upon a triple lantern, but I advised him not to do so at that time.

It would, I thought, be better for him to perfect himself in the first

instance with a single lantern, and then to consider what should be

his next step. It often happens with these double and triple lanterns

that the condensers are not exactly of the same size, nor the grooves

in the slide carriers of equal depth. Hence an amount of adjusting

and centering is required most puzzling to a beginner. The manage-

ment of the limelight is also more difficult than iu the case of a single

lantern.

Manufacture of 0.tygen.—A student fresh from the chemical labo-

ratory has been accustomed to make small quantities of oxygen gas in

a glass retort, and has been taught that the presence of oxide of

manganese facilitates the escape of the from heated chlorate of

potash. He therefore naturally concludes that the more he uses of

this black powder the quicker will be the flow of the gas. In preparing

large quantities of oxygen, however, for the limelight, he finds that a

sixth or an eighth of manganese enables him to fill his bag more

quickly and at a lower temperature than when he adds one-half.

There is, no doubt, some danger of a " rush," and therefore the tubes

must be kept well open from end to end. I myself work in this way

because time is an object, and the iron retorts last longer when they

are never allowed to get red hot, but I think Mr. Lewis Wright's

advice is better for beginners, namely, to proceed cautiously at first, and

to use the maximum quantity of black oxide. I am surprised, how-

ever, to hear him say that he finds the powdered chlorate to yield less

oxygen tlian the crystals. With me it is quite the other way, and by

looking at his figures I see that I get more gas per pound than he

does. Perhaps the powdered chlorate he uses has been kept for a

time, and has undergone some decomposition in consequence.

I do not recommend an impure sample of chlorate. If retail dealers
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would once try the chlorate of potash manufactured wholesale by
Messi's. Kuntz & Co., of the Sutton Alkali Works, St. Ilolon's, Lan-
cashire, tlu'y would, I think, Ijo astonished to find that so good an
article could bo made by one crystallisation, and at a moderate price.

For purifying the gas I employ two common zinc washers of the

usual size (o x 4 J), with a pint of solution of " washing soda " in each.

The entrance tube of the second is closed at the end, and then drilled

with half a dozen or more holes one-sixteenth of an inch diameter,

like what is called a " rose burner." This prevents water from being

driven into the pipes however fast the gas may come over, and the

boles do not become clicked, as tlie black powder is deposited in the

first washer. Note, however, that rain tcater should not bo used for

dissolving the soda, as it often contains organic matter and causes

frothing of the liquid.

I have not as yet had an opportunity of trying the addition of
" salt " to the oxygen mixture, but hope shortly to do so.

T.'FaEDKnicK IIahdwicii.

GELATINE DIKECT POSITIVES.
Having undertaken, with a friend, to open a photographic studio in

a bazaar for a charity, tlie question arose how to take a gross or so of

quartor-plate portraits in the course of an afternoon, and as far as

possible to hand them, finished and framed in trays with mats and
preservers, to the sitters before leaving in the evening.

A direct positive process of some kind or other was at once decided
upon as the only one sufficiently ready, and tlie following was the
procedure adopted.

The plates (a cheap, thin make of instantaneous gelatino-bromide

I

dry plate was selected) received a very short exposure (but not with
a drop shutter). They were developed with ferrous oxalate, the
development being stopped as soon as the detail was all out, but
while the image was still bright on the surface and the shadows still

unclouded. The alum bath and hypo bath were then used as usual,

and after a moderate washing the image was bleached with iodine
dissolved in solution of potassium iodide (colour of golden sherry).

A dilute solution of ammonia after rinsing, or perhaps soaking in

water, whitens the image and clears the film from excess of iodine.

The plates were then dried and varnished with clear negative varnish,
and backed in the frames with black velveteen.

It is essential that the development be stopped long liefore the

density suitable for a negative has been attained, otherwise the
shadows would not be clear and show the backing well through.
For the same reason the exposure should not be sufficient to cloud the
shadows in the least.

The iodine solution should not be too strong, otherwise a consider-

able excess will penetrate into the film, and a prolonged soaking in

water or ammonia solution be required, which may injure the result.

The plates may be varnished with black varnish, but unless they
Ijo much more strongly developed they will be too dark in colour.
The process may appear too obvious to be worth mentioning, but I

liave failed to find any convenient process for the utilisation [of

(Tflatine plates for direct positives in a textbook or periodical. We
id not sufficient confidence in the permanence of an image bleached

vith bichloride of mercury to risk its employment, though the free-
dom of the yellowish, creamy colour of the silver iodide gives it at
first a more pleasing effect, and Obernetter's process for direct positive
images was too complicated, and did not fully succeed in our hands.
The process above described can hardly be surpassed in simplicity,

and thougli, like all direct positive processes, it does not admit of ready
multiplication, it possesses other advantages. For a framed landscape
it affords rather a pleasing effect, and there may be cases where an
amateur may require only one or two copies for framing, wliich may
more easily be obtained directly in the camera than otherwise.
I have not tested it to ascertain whether with shorter exposure

than is required for a negative the same details might be secured. If
this be so, this, or some other direct positive process, might of value
for astronomical subjects.

It should be noted that the iodine solution should be saturated witli
iodine, there should be no free potassium iodide, otherwise the strength
of the imago will bo impaired. Kosse.
Athetumm Club, Fall Mall, S. W., June 8, 1887.

TILE FOOUS OF LENSES.*

In catalogues one also meets with the term "back focus." This

term is of no value whatever, and only represents the distance from

the back of the lens to tlie focus. It is entirely unscientific, and

could be neglected without loss to anybody.

The following explains a method often given for obtaining the focua

of a combination. We stated above that as the distance between the

lens and the object increased, the distance between the lens and the

image decreased, and vice verad. This is always so, and changinjj the

lens only changes the actual distances, which still remain proportional

to each other. If, then, we could get an equation embodying these

two distances, from object to the lens, which we will call A, and from
the lens to the image, which we will call B, as known, for we can

measure them, and the focal length F, as unknown, we could

determine this latter. Now this equation is

—

- - - = - (1)

Now if A, the focal distance between the lens and the object, be of

an infinite length, and A = 8 ; ^ = 0, and then 5 = f , that is, the

conjugate focus equals the principal focus, W^e reasoned this fact

out in the beginning of this paper.

Equation (1) can be written

^-F(2)
and this, or some such form, is given in many books as a good method
of obtaining the focal length.

What it practically comes to is, you place a candle or other object

at some distance, which you guess to be more than twice the focal

length of the lens ; then focus it on the glass, measure the distance

from the object to the centre of the lens, which can be taken as the

diaphragm slot, and the distance from the slot to the ground-glass

;

then the product of these two distances, divided by their sum, gives

the focal length.

For instance, we find the first distance to be 33", and the second

33 X 10 330
10; the

33 + 10
7" '7, the focal length of the lens.

But we have been obliged to assume that the diaphram slot is the

optical centre of the combination. This is undoubtedly true in most
lenses of the rectilinear type, but in triplet or portrait lenses, without
central diaphragms, we must seek a fresh equation.

We remarked above that when you brought the object near to the lens

the image receded from the lens. Now, if you continue such a move-
ment, you must come to a position where A = B, or the two conjugate
focal lengths are equal and equidistant from the lens.

In such a case equation (2) becomes

t
= F(3)

that is half the distance from the lens to the image or object, or one-

quarter the total distance between the object and the image gives the

focal length. Practically you shift the camera and alter the focus

till you get the image of the game linear dimensions as the object, for

it is a property of lenses that when their focal lengths are equal, the

images they form are also equal. This method is very largely used,

and has been repeatedly advocated. It possesses but one fault,

equation (1), on which it is based, does not take into account the

thickness of the lenses themselves, and in cases of short focus lenses,

where the thickness is naturally considerable in respect to their focal

length, the error may become appreciable. W^e must, therefore, seek

some other method free from this fault.

Now, the result of any lens or series of lenses is, after all, only to

alter the angle that the object subtends. This is equivalent to saying
that it alters the size, and this size is directly proportional to the

focal length. Now, then, if we have a lens of a known focal length

F, and we focus some object on the screen, and measure its size Q on
the screen, then, with our unknown lens X in the same position, focus

the same object on the screen and measure it, P
then Q : P = F : X (4).

In practice, if with our known lens of C" focus, the image Q
measures 3", and with our unknown lens the image P = 4", then

X = 6"X5 = 8"

And this is correct if the objects are distant enough to be considered

as parallel rays.

But everybody doesn't posse.«is a lens of accurate known focus,

and to meet such a case Mr. Traill Taylor lately proposed an ex-

tremely simple and correct method. You focus again two distant

objects, and mark on the ground-glass their distance apart. Then

* Concluded from page 345.
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remove the lens and replace it by a piece of cardboard with a pin-

hole in it. As you all know, you will get a view of the scene on the

pround-frlass, and you shift the ground-glass in and out till the two
distant objects are represented the same distance apart as they were

with the lens ; now the distance from the ground-glass to the pin-

hole is the focal length of the lens.

I have used the same system myself, only with modified details.

I used a view meter, like those sold by Sands & Hunter. I measure,

like Mr. Traill Taylor, the distance apart of any two objects as

represented on the ground-glass by the unknown lens. Say this is

3". Now, examine the object in the view meter, and slide the front

frame in and out till the two objects just fill the field, measure the

distance from the frame to the eye ; the size of the front frame you
know, say it ia 2", and the distance you measure and find to be 9".

2" : 3 = 9 : a: the focus required.

..a.=l^'

This system is identical with that of Mr. Taylor, but avoids the

pinhole and the .slight difficulty there is in seeing any but bright

objects, and were the view meter provided with sliding sides, so as to

be able to make the front frame equal to the distance between the

points taken on the ground-glass, you would only have to measure
the distance from the eye to the front frame to obtain at once the

focal length. Lyonel Clark.

HALATIONS IN NEGATIVES.
Chaptbe III.

It has occurred to me that I have not been sufficiently explicit in

my previous remarks respecting the hacking of bromised dry plates

for the prevention of optical halation. After many experimental
trials by testing the plates with unnecessarily long exposures on
subjects containing strong and abrupt contrasts of light and shade, 1

adopted the following somewhat indefinite formula for a backing
pigment, which fulfilled all my expectations as a preventive of this

kind of halation, and at the same time was easily removed from the
back of the glass plate previous to development.
Take equal parts of burnt umber (reddish brown pigment) and

dextrin (British gum), and intimately mix these with water into a
thickisli paste — about the consistence of treacle. This mixture is

applied to the back of the dry sensitive plates with a broad camel's-
hair brush. When the pigment has dried they are ready for packing
up or for exposure.

If dextrin, or some similar substance, be not mixed with the
pigmint, some of the parti-les of the latter are apt to be abraded and
deposited on the surface of the sensitive film, where, unless removed
previous to exposure, they will certainly give rise to pinholes in the
negative. This gummy backing, moreover, is much more easily
.removed from the glass, previous to development, than would be the
case if a simply aqueous mixture were used. Before proceeding to
development, a few gentle rubs with a wet cloth or sponge will clear
the glass sufficiently well to enable the operator to watch progress by
transmitted light and arrest development at the proper time. The
late Major Kussell was in the habit of employing a broad chisel for
scraping off the hard aqueous pigment, until latterly I suggested to
him the advantages of mixing the colour with dextrin.
A method adopted by Dr. Hill Norris of finishing his commercial

dry plates, was to paste on the back of the glass a piece of thin black
paper. This prevented halation to some extent but, as the paper was
not in true optical contact, was by no means equal to the plan devised
by liussell.

As to the second kind of halation arising from the diffusion of
refncted light when passing through the bromised film, I cannot sug-
gest any certain remedy, nor do I think it possible to devise one
which would not, if effective for that purpose, entail as great, if not a
greater, evil. Staining the film it.-elf, as has been suggested, with a
dye impervious to actinic radiations, and one which is washed out
in the coiirte of development or subsequent operations, would
certainly prevent .'uch lateral and injurious diffusion, but, as has
already been point(d out in Chapter I., the remedy would most
piobably prove worse than the disease. The only available mode
of procedure that I can see whereby this kind of halation {diffuso-
halatiim*) can be greatly reduced, or, at least, ameliorated, is
by having a minimum of gelatine and a maximum of bromide in
the sensitive pellicle. In cases where small negatives have to
be gieatly enlarged — to life-size, for instance— this plan would
undouljtedly pro\e beneficial, as a den.'e negative is not needed, and
tht.-e are oist the class of licturesin wluL-h this species of halation

* I have venture 1 to coin this uncouth compouiul word for present use in the
j-opc of some one suggesting an equally expressive but more euphonious term.

renders itself particularly conspicuous. In direct photographs it is

not very noticeable, unless sharp outlines are inspected with a magni-
fying glass. George Dawson, M.A., Ph.D.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS AND PAPER MAKERS.
I.

Forty-five years have elapsed since Fox Talbot brought out the

first effective photographic process upon paper, to bo quickly followed

by the complaints of experimentalists as to the difficulty of obtaining

any uniformly trustworthy paper in the market ; and as the various

paper processes multiplied, so also did the complaints. Herschel,

Becquerel, and Hunt, devoted their powers to the examination and
testing of various descriptions of papers ; nor were they long in dis-

covering that the sizing of the papers had an important and usually

beneficial influence, that the most difficult defect to overcome was the

presence of minute iron and brass particles, or of specks of metallic

oxides in the papers, and tliat traces of the thiosulphate of soda used

to eliminate cldorine .after the bleaching of the paper pidp bad like-

wise an injurious effect. They furthermore found out that old papers

worked much better than those freshly made, and that unequal

absorption of aqueous liquids by a paper was objectionable. The
earliest method of examining a new sample of paper was simply to

place a sheet of it in water, to tako it out after a minute or two, and
to hold it between the eye and the light ; this at once makes visible,

by areas of relative transparency and opacity, to what extent the

sheet absorbs water unevenly. To get rid of iron and other metallic

spots, a favourite plan was to carefully sponge sheets on both sides

with pure water, then to place them in a dish of water with enough
nitric acid added to make it slightly sour to the taste; in this weak
acid solution it was left for several hours, then was washed for one

hour in gently running water. In 1852, Mr. William Crookes pub-

lished in Notes and Queries his method of eliminating iron or brass

spots by soaking the paper for two hours in iodide of potassium, one

ounce; water, one pint; and enough free iodine to give the solution a
sherry colour. In those early times they did not do much in the way
of mitigating their difficulties, by coating their papers with special

substrata to make them less pervious to aqueous liquids and to keep
the photographic image well on the surface, although the waxect
paper processes tended to take this direction.

Another factor had to be considered in those early times about
!

ordinary commercial papers. These sometimes contain foreign matters

known as " fillings,'' which add nothing to the strength or durability

of the papers, but increase their w'eight with or without certain

advantages. China clay or kaolin is a favourite substance for tin'

purpose, and it aids in producing a fine surface. Kaolin is nut

always cliemically injurious, but the commoner varieties are liable to

contain oxides of iron and other metals, which are bad in that respect.

Necessitj' exists for the abolition of " fillings " in photographic papers,

even when not chemically objectionable, because now we have pro-

cesses which produce pictures more imperishable than any paper upon

which thoy can be printed, so that the amount of permanency of the

proofs for historical purposes rests in reality with the paper manu-
facturer. Cotton fabrics loaded with kaolin have been turned out in

Manchester to such an extent as to have largely destroyed the British

trade in cotton goods with certain barbarian and Jiastern coimtries, to

the great advantage of foreign competitors, and that which renders

articles of clothing less durable cannot increase the quality of papers.

A photographer who finds " fillings " in his paper has a right to go to

the manufacturer and to .say, " Your supply contains foreign matters

which should be absent," as the dry-plate maker remarked to the

water-rate collector when he discovered that he had stewed a frog in

his emulsion.

From the first dawn of photography down to the present moment,
,

so far as the manufacture of English papers is concerned, little or no .

improvement has been made, and any paper turned out at English

mills is used, if at all, with innate misgivings by photographers. The

effect of this is that thousands of pounds a-year are sent out of this

country for the purchase of foreign papers for photogi'aphic purposes,

made chiefly by two Continental firms, who long ago began to exert

themselves to meet a public want. For some time the English

makers of gelatine ignored the requirements of photographers after

the gelatino-bromide dry plates came into vogue, and only when tli

discovered that photographic plate makers were buying gelatine fr^

the Continent \iy the ton did they enter into the competition, but tc '

late to more than partially divert the trade already established. Tin'

weight of paper consumed in photography must be infinitely greati i'

than that of gelatine, and the recent great influx of amateurs, I'.v

reason of the easiness of the new negative processes, must have given
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an additional impetus to the consumption. If any means exist of
ascertaining: nnd (rivinp a louffli idea of tlie weight of pliotographic
papers consumed annually in tliis countrj-, it would bo of interest to
any English niaiuifacturor who had an idea to trying to meet some of
tlio demand, so that any information the readers of these pages can
give tipon this point would te of value. A few months ago one of tlie

oldest and most noted photographers in this country, Mr. William
England, remarked, while presiding over a meeting of the Photo-
graphic Society of (Jreat Britain, that it was a remarkable thing that
80 much capital has to be sent regularly out of the country for foreign
papers, and jjrobably every English photographer is of the same opinion.
My interest in this subject was awakened by the fact that I

was practically working out some now iron processes, also some now
platinum processes both with and without the conjunction of iron
salts, and was impeded in getting good results, in a pictorial sense, by
the eccentricity of the effects given by different samples of English
papers, and it is hard that scientific research should be retarded by
such simple mechanical and commercial obstructions. I bought, at
first, a quire of one of the good foreign photographic papers, and
found it useless for my purpote, because it was too thin, so that after
being soaked in a liquid it would break with its own weight when
pinned up to dry. On comparing its retail price with those of some
lirst-rate English vellum-wove papers made from good cotton cellu-
lose, I found that the foreign paper was from four to six times the
price for equal wtiglits ; for be it remembered that papers are bought
and sold by weight, unless in very small quantities. Instead of
getting a thicker foreign paper, I resolved to turn aside from the
research in hand to learn something about the manufacture of papers,
to find out to what extent the prevalent objections to English papers
are well-founded, to what extent the objections are merely supersti-
tions becau,se of lack of investigation, and to what extent some
defects in home papers can be remedied without difficulty. As the
inquiries have gone on, the subject has increassd in interest, until at
last I do not regret having had to investigate this matter, for the
experience gained will always be of use. Just as in engineering it is

required that the student shall first go through the drudgery of the
workshop, that he may afterwards be the better qualified'to perform
the higher duties of an engineer, so in photography nothing is lost in
the long run by acquiring knowledge about varieties of paper and
their methods of manufacture, into which subjects I intend to plunge
in the present series of articles. W. II. IIahkison.

PYROGALLIC ACID AND ITS USES IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
[A Communication to the Edinbnrgli Photographic Society.]

The first point that strikes me is the misnomer " pyrogallic acid," for
what we know as pyrogallic acid is not an acid, but'an alcohol. Some
time ago, reading a short article on development in one of the Year-
books, I was amused to find how the writer strongly insisted on the
acid nature of pyro. He was trying to prove that all our develop-
ment was really acid development— that no matter how much allcali

wo used; we also had to use an excess of acid before it would act, the
acid being either citric, sulphurous, or (save the mark !) pyrogallic.

Without stopping to consider the rather novel views on develop-
ment enunciated by this writer, I must say that it is a reducf.io ad
abmrdum proof, seeing that the argument is really based on pyro being
a body, and having the properties of an acid, whilst in reality it is of
no such nature. Pyrogallol, as it should be more correctly termed,
belongs to the same group of organic compounds as carbolic acid—also
mLsnamed, by-the-by. They are both alcohols derived from benzine
or benzole.

CsHg. C,H.OH. C.HjSOH. C,H, 2 0II,
Benzine. Carbolic Acid. PyrogalliolAoicl. Hydrokinono.

Scientific chemists are fond of spculating as to the arrangements of
atoms composing the group, and in the benzine series we have every
reason to suppose atoms are arranged and
connected one with another in such a 1 i
way that each earlier atom has the same ^
relation to the other. The graphic method
adopted to show this is this:— p
ISow it is possible, assuming our theories

to be correct, to prophesy how many bodies
can be produced having the same formulae,
and the<e prophecies stand more chance of C C
being fulfilled than those of a sporting

| |

prophet on the Derby.
These theories have been proved to be correct, and many new bodies

have been discovered in consequence, which might otherwiae have

y^

I \
)C—

escaped notice. Such bodies are described in chemical language as

isomeric. Theoretically, as regards pyrogallol, we find there should

be really three bodies having the formula C„ II„ Ji OH. All these

three bodies have been isolated, and in appearance closely reaemble

one another. I think here is a field for experiment and research

opened up. How could these bodies act as developers!'

I have broken tlie ice a little myself, but not with any satisfactory

results as yet; cliiefiy because, owing to JliUing, like many others at

this season, my dark room is not, I am afraid, quite light-tight as

yet, and as my experiments ended, not in smoke, but in fog, 1 am at

a loss whether to attribute it to developer, light, or a combination of

either—combined, of course, with the uncertainty of working always

connected with new developers.

As regards the names of these others, the pyro, pyrogallol, phloro-

glucinol, hydroxyquinol, I may say they all act as developers; that

IS, they are reducing agents.

During the time 1 have practised photography, pyrogallic acid has

undergone two transformations—one in form, the other in price. As
a schoolboy I amused myself and tortured my friends with photo-

graphy, and I well remember having to save out of two weeks' pocket-

money whenever I wanted to indulge in pyro. If I remember aright,

I paid sixpence for about thirty grains. After leaving school I gave
up the art, for 1 neither had time nor could I carry the enormous
amount of paraphernalia about with mo when a student. A few
years ago, however, I could not refrain from returning to the old

love, and commenced by reading up the elements of modern dry-plate

photography. 1 must admit that when I found my old bugbear pyro

was the favourite developer, I thought of the expense, but soon dis-

covered that what I formerly bought by tlie grain, I could now
purchase by tlie ounce without any considerable fortune to back up
the expenditure. I enjoyed the luxury of purchasing a whole ounce

of pyro, and then found that along with a transformation of price

there was one in form. What I purchased as a boy was more com-
pact and less feathery than what we are now familiar with. Formerly
I knew it was made by heating gallic acid (hence, in fact, the name)
until it lost carbolic acid. Considering the price at which it is now
sold, I cannot believe that it is made in this way in the present day.

I have made some inquiries as to the German method by which pyro

is made, but cannot procure any definite or reliable information ; the

process seems to be very mucli a secret. There are a number of ways
of making it artificially, but only one, to my mind, would account for

the cheapne.ss of tlie present-day article. As thus

—

Cg II3 Oil CI KSO3 + 2 KOIi = C5 Hj 3 OH + K CI + Kj SO3.

Whether this is the method adopted I cannot say, but of one thing I

am certain, that it is not made from gallic acid.

All bodies allied to carbolic acid—or the phenols, as they are

termed—have the power of absorbing oxygen to varying extents.

Phenol turns red on exposure to air
;
pyro turns brown. In chemical

language, they are reducing agents, some more powerful than others.

Now, what we call development consists in reducing the salts of

silver to the metallic state after they have undergone some change by
light ; what that change is I do not think any of us can saj'. The
latent image is at present an unexplained mystery. That the change
is wholly chemical I do not believe. Be that as it may, a reducing

agent applied to an exposed plate has the power of reducing to the

metallic state those portions of the silver salt which have received the

actinic rays. Used by itself it acts with great slowness, but in

presence of an alkali, which absorbs the halogen set free, the action is

rapid.

In the chemical laboratory, we use pyro to absorb oxygen in gas

analysis, always in alkaline solution.

As you nil know, the question of which alkali to use is a .somewhat

vexed one. Chemically speaking, I cannot see that it matters which
alkali is taken ; the final result is much the same, although the one

developer may produce that result quicker than another.

We are all apt to overlook the fact that a process that succeeds

with one man will not do with another. I should say, let each one
use the alkali wiiich suits him best, and with which he gets the best

results.

As to the unhealthiness of ammonia I am doubtful. The small

quantity given off during development I cannot bring myself to

believe is hurtful, notwithstanding all that is said to the contrary. I

am acquainted with chemical works in which ammonia fumes are con-

stantly present, and in which the workmen are healthy enough. In
my own laboratory I have frequently had more ammonia flying about
than ever 1 had in my dark room.
My experience in the matter may not be of much value, but I have

tried all the three alkalies, and can develope equally well with eitlier.

Soda alone, however, with me gives a red tone, wiiich is rathei mi»-

leading when judging of printing value.
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One thing I never do—that is, keep pyro in solution. To my
chemical mind it is impossible to keep it in solution for many seconds

without change taking place. When the brown colour is developed

after absorbing oxygen a number of complex bodies are present,

including acetic acid, carbolic acid, &c. Both of these bodies act as

restrainera, besides destroying a large quantity of alkali. In fact, the

sulphurous acid is the most powerful restrainer I know of. I have

saved over exposed plates with a solution of sodium sulphite saturated

witli sulphurous acid gas, wlien I do not think I could have done any-

thing with bromide. But sulphurous acid is as unstable a body as

pyro. It tends to become sulphuric, or the sulphite to sulphate, and

after that stage the solution is useless. I always use pyro dry, and
notliing will ever make me change except the introduction of an

hitherto unknown preservative. For professional photographers using

large quantities of pyro it may not matter so much, but to my fellow

amateurs I advise that they should avoid solutions of pyro.

Now a word or two as to the other compounds alluded to in the

earlier part of my paper. Phloroglucinol : 1 procured a small quantity

from a benzine compound, and attempted to use it as a developer.

It began to dovelope' a picture without any alkali, but almost im-
mediately fog appeared. You could not use ammonia with this body
without it undergoing change, but the new substance produced will

act as a developer. In my only experiment fog was produced at

once ; this proves that it has the power, and I have no doubt careful

experiment would show us a method by which it might be used.

Hydroxyquinol, the other body referred to, I have not had time to

make, but I should say that it was even more powerful than either of

the other two forms.

Now, I will ask you to observe one thing, namely, the close relation-

ship between these bodies :

—

Benziue.
C,H,OII
Carbolic Acid.

Cj Hi 2 OH=Hydrokinone or Quinol.

C, H, 2 OH Catechol,

found in the autumn leaves of the Virginia creeper.

CoIIj, 3 0H PyrogaUol.
Cg IIj, 3 OH Phloroglucinol.

Cg Hj, 3 OH Hydroxyquinol.

T. W, Dhinkwateb.

SULPHURATION OF PEINTS.
Gelatine Emulsion Papers.

My next series of experiments were with developed prints on various
papers coated with gelatine and a silver haloid, against albumenised
paper and platinum prints. As the deterioration of albumenised paper
prints in the earlier stages is far more due to the yellowing of the
whites than to the fading of the images, it was necessary to see if this
yellowing would take place when the paper was coated with an emul-
sion not containing any free silver ; at the same time, if there were aiiy
yellowing it would be necessary to find out if it were due to some-
thing in the paper itself or to a discolouration of the emulsion film on
its f-urface. I may say that I have already commenced a series of
experiments in somewhat the same direction as that mentioned in a
leaderette in a recent issue of the Joubnal.

I am trying to discover if there be anytliing else than bichloride of
mercury (a salt for several reasons I would like to do without if pos-
sible) which will remove the yellow colour in the high lights of a
faded albumenised print. If there is, to see how prints so treated
(as well as some prints treated with bichloride of mercury) will after-
wards stand agamst an atmosphere of sulphuretted hydrogen ; and
then try to find if, by treating freshly prepared albumenised'prints in
the same way with bichloride of mercury, &c., whether the latter will,
by destroying the producing agent of tliis yellowing of the prints,
prevent any such fading action taking place. Printing out gives us
such enormous facilities for producing the most satisfactory work, that
any amount of trouble might be given to solve these problems.
We know that the papers of many old engravings exposed to light

and air have yellowed considerably, and if photographic prints did not
yellow any sooner or worse than tliose, practically we might rest per-
fectly satisfied; but, unfortunately, we are as yet far from that
standard.

For my experiments I took about twenty different samples of
papers. It may not be waste of space if I state what they were, bo-
cause any of your readers wlio think of making tlieir own bromide
papers might like to know what papers can be used whicli will stand
a prolonged exposure to sulphuretted hydrogen without changing

The following were, as far as I could see, perfectly imchanged after

a week's exposure in a (humid) atmosphere of sulphuretted hydrogen :

—

Whatman's hand-made drawing papers ; Waterlow's machine-made
drawing papers in various sizes from 17 x I33 to 40 x 27 ; Water-
low's Turkey MUl drawing papers in the same sizes ; Eives's photo-
graphic paper ; Waterlow's continuous drawing cartridge, fifty-four

inches wide ; Whatman's double elephant and imperial drawing
cartridge ; Waterlow's machine-made cartridge, twenty-six inches

by twenty-one inches to forty-four inclies by twenty-nine inches.

One of my great objections to many of the bromide and platinum
prints I have seen is the chalky whites of the paper, and that is why
I tested the cartridge papers. The colour of these is quite different

to the yellow tint of faded albumenised paper or platinum prints,

and I know many photographic people who would be very pleased if

they could purchase bromide papers of a warmer tint than those now
sold.

After settling the question of the paper, the next stage was to find

if there were likely to be any discolouration in the whites of the

prints due to invisible chemical combinations formed before or during

development, &c., which would only show itself after prolonged ex-

posure to the light and air. This subject is quite distinct from any
fading or change of colour of the silver forming the image. To test

tills I coated pieces of the above-mentioned papers with gelatino-

silver-bromide emulsions (with various proportions of gelatine and
silver), and without exposing them to light passed them through the

developing and fixing baths, and washed them well. I also took

masked portions of prints on " Alpha," " Argentotype," " Eastman,"
and platinum papers, either produced by the firms manufacturing the

papers themselves, or by their acknowledged representatives, some
masked portions of albumenised paper prints, some Alonckhoven's

double enamelled transfer paper used for carbon printing, and a steel

engraving from the Art Journal.

These were all subjected for nine days to sulphuretted hydrogen in

a glass bottle, in the centre of which was a sponge full of water to

produce a humid atmosphere. The albumenised papers, of course,

had yellowed considerably, the platinum ones were nearly as bad,

the enamelled transfer paper had also yellowed slightly, but the

Alpha, Argentotype, Eastman, and my own bromide papers were
apparently unchanged, as well as the engraving. So we see that

as far as the whites in our photographic prints are concerned,

coating the papers with emulsion instead of floating them on a

nitrate of silver bath is a great step in advance as regards the

permanence of their purity, even when oiganic salts of silver are in

the emulsion.

And now for the permanence of the images on these various papers,

prints upon each being subjected to the same test. The albumenised

paper prints had, of course, faded terribly, those printed from the

densest negatives standing much the best. The images on the Alpha
paper had faded to a yellow colour, but did not appear so bad as the

albumenised paper prints, because the whites had kept pure. The
lightest tints were lost. The Argentotype prints had lost a little in

densitj', and had changed from a dense black to a much warmer and

not at all an unpleasing colour ; indeed, for many subjects it would
be an improvement on the original cold black. The half tones were

not injured, and the whites were apparently unchanged. The images

of the platinum prints were of course unchanged, but the prints had

deteriorated a good deal in appearance through the yellowing of the

surface of the paper. This can be removed by chlorine water, and I

intend to try by putting a fresh prepared platinum print into chlorine

water whether the latter will destroy the producing cause and pre-

vent any future yellowing of the print by sulphuretted hydrogen. If

it will, it will only be necessary to pass the prints through chlorine

water, and wash them before mounting.

My own bromide prints gave various results, I believe due to the

different proportions of iron and oxalate of potash used in the develop-

ment ; but it will be necessary to carry out a fresh series of experiments

to solve this question. Some of them were as nearly as possible iden-

tical with the Argentotype prints, others had changed to a sepia

colour, but in none of them had the lightest tints been destroyed, and

the whites were very pure.

Undoubtedly, in my hands the Eastman prints stood the best of

them all, taking into consideration the purity of the whites and the

density and colour of the blacks and half tones. Indeed, the same
sulphuration test which practically destroyed the albumenised paper

prints, and had changed the others as I have mentioned, bad im-

proved the Eastman prints, because it had gi\en a slightly richer and

warmer tone to the blacks without the slightest reduction of their

density.

Were they not produced by a blind process requiring development,

I would consider tliat the Eastman Company had solved the problem
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of photographic printing. If wo could only get the same results by
printing out, it would be good-bye to all others, at least as far as I am
concerned, Hkbdbkt S. Stabhes.

DALE ABBEY.

[A Commnnioation to tho Dorby Photograplilo Society.]

FiPTT years ago, Richard Hewitt, tho poet, a native of the neighbouring

village of Heauor, wrote some verses entitled The Hermit of Dale, in

which he says :

—

" Deepdale ! lovely in thy land

With pasturing herd and Hock

;

And lovely is thy Hermitage,

Cut in the solid rock.

" A cheerful place of healthful life

—

A spot of Nature's love
;

With greenest grass up to the door.

And crowned with trees above.

" With that one arch before thee set

—

Thtit one old Abbey window fair

;

The only wreck of the rich Fane
Tliat restless time would spare."

And there is little change here to this day. Dale Abbey lies buried

amongst the woods and fields in a secluded valley, far away from the

" madding crowd ;
" and though the Great Northern Railway has made

it more accessible than heretofore, there is a qnaintness about it speaking

of the past, and realising the idea of an old English village enjoying the

calm and tranquility of bygone years. It is true that the grey old guest-

house disappeared nearly four years ago to make room for the present

building—a change to be deplored by every lover of the beautiful, es-

pecially as it might have been carefully repaired, and its old form and

features retained. You will see by these photographs—some of them
taken only just one day before the work of destruction commenced—what

a charming old place it was. The field where stands the old Abbey
window has been excavated, and the foundations of the walls, pillars, etc.,

exposed to view, increasing our knowledge of the building, and bringing

to light many matters with which we were not previously acquainted.

The old yew-trees, coeval with the sacred edifice near which they stood,

have gradually disappeared, and not a vestige of them now remains. I

have brought photographs of these subjects, taken before and after the

diggings. The churchyard was formerly hedged round on the north and
west sides, and the brook connecting the old fishponds was crossed by a

little ford and a plank footbridge, instead of the arched bridge as now.

For nearly half a century have I made constant pilgrimages to Dale Abbey,

and these are the principal changes I note. The old-world place remains

much as it was when the poet wrote

—

" Here, as to all the world unknown,
A sage seclusion dost thou keep

;

And here Antiquity enjoys

A deep and mossy sleep."

This seclusion was somewhat rudely, though reverently, disturbed on the

9th of September, 1878, by some of the members of the Derbyshire

Arehffiological Society, when the excavations commenced, and were again

renewed on the 2nd of July in the following year. The results of our

labours—for I was one of the disturbers—you will see on the site, and

those who take interest in archa)oIogical matters may find an account of

onr diggings in Vols I. and II. of the Society's Journal.

The Abbey of the Blessed Virgin Mary at Dale was founded about 1160,

by Serlo de Grendon, Lord of Bradley, as a Monastery of Austin Canons,

who were afterwards replaced by Prtemonstratensians. Indeed, there

were many changes which I have not time to tell of. Some of the canons,

being idle and addicted to the pleasures of the chase, were turned out by
the King ; others could not live there in poverty, after hunting the deer

was stopped, so returned to their former homes. Towards the close of the

twelfth century, however, some members of the De Grendon family en-

dowed the monastery, and placed it in charge of nine canons from New-
house, in Lincolnshire ; and from this time, under eighteen successive

abbots, the place prospered and increased in wealth and lands, and at the

dissolution of monastries, in 1539, it had sixteen canons with a yearly

revenue of £144 48., equal to about £3000 at the present time. The
original structure has almost entirely disappeared, and the remains you
now see are parts of a magnificent building begun about the year 1200,

with later additions extending over nearly two centuries. We shall not

have time for a detailed description, for I must say a few words about

the Hermitage on the hillside yonder; suffice it, tliat the Abbey of Dale
was once a noble building of great extent and beauty, as you may judge

from the disclosed foundations, the grand old window-arch, and other

remnants still standing in situ—as parts of the kitchen and the gate-

house.

One of the canons of the Abbey has left ns a most interesting chronicle,

the original of which is in the British Museum. A good translation of it

will be found in Glover's History of Derbyelmv . This canon, Thomas de

Uusca, divides bis chronicle into thirteen chapters, each beginning with

one of the letters of his name, forming a sort of acrostic. Chapter HI.,
" Concerning tho Baker who became a Hermit ; tho First Inliabitant of

Deepdale," gives an aocount of the origin of the Hermitage, as related to

him by " a noblo matron, the Lady Matilda do Salicosa-Mara," one of the

founders of tho monastery. I wish there was time to give this legend in

Iiis own words. It relates that a baker of Derby, Cornelius by name, and
living in tho parish of St. Mary, " a religious man, fearing the Lord, and
much intent upon alms and good works," fell asleep " on a certain day in

autumn " at the hour of noon, when the Blessed Virgin Mary appeared

unto him in a vision, and bade him, if he were disposed to become a
perfect man, to leave all his worldly possessions behind him, and go to

Deepdale, there to servo her and her Son in solitude. He was miracu-

lously directed to the place, to which ho was previously an entire stranger,

by a maiden, whoso mother ho overheard directing her to drive some
calves there. He found it a cold, marshy, and desolate place, and hero

"he served God day and night, in hunger and thirst, in cold and medi-

tation."
" Here in the hollow oak he made

His dwelling night and day.

Whilst he with unrelenting hanls
The hard rock cut away.

"

I need not describe the Harmitage, for you haye seen it, and got some
good views of it too, I hope. The country round about is much changed
since the Derby baker came here, but the Hermitage is very little altered,

though a stockinger did once make it his home. The surrounding trees

are of comparatively recent growth, but here and there you will find a
lioary trunk, the last lingering relics of the primeval woods. In the dim
old days of which I have been speaking, the valley of Deepdale was a
wild and lonely spot in the midst of a great forest extending from Derby
almost to Nottingham—well stocked, we may imagine, with deer and
other wild animals. However that may be, "a certain potent lord, of tho

name of Radalphus, the son of Geremund, and lord of the moiety of

lands of Ookebrook and Alvaston," returning from Normandy, took it

into his head to have a little sport in these woods, and whilst hunting,

was attracted by the smoke of the poor hermit's fire curling up through

the trees, and wished to know who dared, without license, make a
" mansion " in his forest. But on seeing the wretched Cornelius, clothed

in rags and skins, he was "smitten at the heart," and granted him the

place, together with the tithe of the mill at Borrowasli, for his sustenance.

Here he battled bravely with the devil, who envied this good man his

peaceful and religious life. Cornelius also suffered greatly from the want
of water, and discovered a spring in the deeper valley, close by which he
built an oratory in honour of God and the Blessed Virgin, where "he wore
away the sufferings of his life, laudably, in the service of God." Tho well

is still to be seen at the bottom of the orchard, to the north-east of the

church, and is still known as tho Hermit's Well. Another legend in tho

same chronicle relates how the site of the Abbey was fixed upon through

the vision of " one Uthlagus, a very famous man," who was sleeping and
dreaming on Lyndersyke, the hill you see to tho west of the Abbey, when
he beheld a golden cross standing in that spot where the foundation was
afterwards laid.

There is a tradition extant amongst tho inhabitants of Dale, that so

long as tho Abbey arch stands they are exempted from payment of

tithe. Another, that treasure of great value lies buried in the Abbey
fields, though we came not across it in our diggings

;
graves there were

in plenty,* and archaeological treasures not a few, but no treasure-trove

!

The last and most popular legend I shall give you, is that telling of how
tho King granted to the Abbot of Dale as much land as he could encircle

in one day with a plough drawn by deer caught in the forest, as shown
in one of the windows in Morley Church, removed from Dale. This
window, however, represents the well-known story of St. llobert of

Knaresborough, and once adorned the refectory of Diile Abbey.
The quaint old church here, one of the very smallest in England, boasts

of great antiquity, and is on the site of the oratory built by the hermit, if,

indeed, some parts of it are not of the original structure ; and small

though it be, you have seen that it has a nave, chancel, side aisle, screen,

and gallery—the latter of comparatively recent construction, and reached

by steps on the outside of the building. The pulpit in the comer is

certainly not of tlio " Perpendicular " order, the communion-(a6(« is

unique, and the bishop's chair quite a Brobdingnagian feature in this

Lilliputian church. The font, after various vicissitudes, has settled at

last in the east end of the aisle. I remember the time when it did duty
as a flower-pot in the vicar's garden at Stanton ; then it was brought here

and placed in the north-west corner of the churchyard, close by the gate ;

and, finally, came to rest in its present position. The carving on two of

its sides of the Virgin and Child, and the Crucifixion, is of good design

and execution. This font belonged to tho Abbey. The guest-house next
door once seemed to form part and parcel of this sacred edifice, as you
may see in these old photographs, and the writer of All About Derbyshire

says, " I defy you to decide where tho church ends and the house begins."

There no such difficulty now. In tho old house you might have seen a
blocked-up doorway, once opening into the church. It was closed because

* " I hare hoard it said by a man of veracity, worthy of belief, that more than foar
hundred warriors lie buried in that place, setting aside others of the nobility and
gentry, and a prodigious nombw of common people."—OtronicU of Thvnuu ic Jnuwa,
VIII., 6.
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the singers and others sometimes got tipsy. For you must know it was a

public-house at the beginning of this century called the " Blue Bell." I

have seen the signboard.

And now I must close my rambling recollections by telling you that

relics of the Abbey exist at Eadbourne, Chaddesden, and Morley churches.

In the latter are the interesting series of stained glass windows I have

before named. Morley and Breadsall would make another good after-

noon's work for us, as some pretty bits could be got at either place, though

the latter has suffered much from an artist's point of view smce the rail-

way station perched itself there. I do not go so far as Euskin in my dis-

taste for railways—for do they not carry us easily and cheaply to places

we should never have dreamt of seeing without their aid ?—but I would
recommend you to hasten with your cameras to any historical or lovely

spot when it is threatened with a railway station for its near neighbour,

for as surely as it is built, so surely will hordes of trippers devastate the

neighbourhood, and ugly houses rise around to deform the landscape.

Just one more piece of advice and I am done. Photograph any and every

old church or other ancient building you may come across before the

"restorers" fall upon it and take away its beauty. Long may it be before

the rude old church of Dale is " restored " and revived, or destroyed as

the adjoining house has been

!

Eichabd Keene.

LITHOGEAPHY IN HALF TONE.
Husband's Patyeotini.

This process is specially adapted for the reproduction of subjects in half

tone, such as architectural drawings in monochrome, or subjects from
nature, and it is mexpensive. Its advantages over other methods of

half-tone photo-lithography are, that a transfer can be taken in graasy

ink, for transfer to stone or zinc, direct from any negative, however large,

without the aid of a medium, the grain or reticulation being obtained

simply by a chemical change. The transfer paper being in direct contact

with the negative, the resulting prints are sharper than by those pro-

cesses where interposed media are used ; whilst the same negative will

answer cither for a silver print, platinotyjje, or a transfer for zinc or stone.

The advantage of being able to use a non-reversed negative is very

gi'eat now that gelatine plates have so largely superseded those made
with collodion.

The method of manipulation is as follows :—Any good surfaced paper
is floated on a bath composed of

—

Gelatine {Nelson's flake) 8 ounces.
Glycerine li „
Chloride of sodium (common salt) 2 „
Water 50 „

Great care should he taken that the solution is not overheated, and that
the paper is coated without bubbles. It is then dried in a temperature of
60° Fahr. The paper will take about ten hours to dry, and in this state

will keep for years. When required for use, it should be sensitised by
floatmg, or immersing, in a bath of

—

Bichromate of potash 1 ounce.
Chloride of sodium I „
Ferricyanide of potassium 100 grains.

Water 30 ounces.

This need not be done in the dark room, as the solution is not sensitive

to light.

The paper, after sensitising, is dried in a temperature of 70°, and in a
dark room. When dry, it is exposed under any half-tone negative, in
the ordinary printing frame. It is preferable to print in sunlight, and,
for negatives of medium density, an exposure of three minutes is re-

quired
; but the exposure will vary according to the density of the

negative. The correct time of exposure can best be judged by looking at

the print in the frame. When the image appears on the transfer paper
of a dark fawn colour on a yellow ground the transfer is sufficiently

printed. It is put into a bath of cold water for about ten minutes, until
the soluble gelatine has taken up its full quantity of water ; then taken
out, placed on a flat piece of stone, glass, or zinc plate, and the surface
dried with blotting-paper.

The action of the light has been to render the parts to which it has
penetrated through the negative partly insoluble, and at the same time
granulated. A hard tranfcr ink is now used, composed of

—

White virgin wax J ounce.
Stearine j ,,

Common resLn J ,,

These are melted together in a crucible over a small gas jet, and to them
are added four ounces of chalk printing ink, and the mixture.reduced to
the consistency of cream with spirits of turpentine. A soft sponge is

saturated with this mixture, and rubbed gently over the exposed paper
(in this stage the nature of the grain can be best seen). An ordinary
letterpress roller, charged with a Httle ink from the inking slab, is then
passed over the transfer, causing the ink to adhere funily to the parts
affected by the light, and removing it from the parts unacted upon. It
will be found that with practice, rolling slowly and carefully as a letter-

' press printer would his forme, the ink will be removed by the roller
according to the action that has taken place by light, leaving the shadows

fully charged with ink, and the high lights almost clear, the result being
a grained transfer in greasy ink. The transfer is next put into a weak
bath of tannin and bichromate of potash for a few minutes, and when
taken out the surplus solution should be carefully dried off between clean
sheets of blotting-paper. The transfer is hung up to dry, and, when
thoroughly dry, the whole of the still sensitive surface should be exposed
to light for about two minutes. A weak solution of oxalic acid should be
used for damping the transfer (about 1 in 100), and this should be applied

to the back of the transfer with a soft sponge. After it has been damped
about four times, it should be carefully put between clean sheets of

blotting-paper, and the surjilus moisture removed. A cold polished
stone is then set in the press, and after everything is ready the transfer is

placed on the stone and pulled through twice. The stone or scraper is

then reversed, and the transfer is again twice pulled through. A
moderate pressure and a hard backing sheet should be used, care being
taken not to increase the pressure after the first pull through. The
transfer is taken from the stone without damping, when it will be found
that the ink has left the paper clean. Gum up the stone in the usual

way, but if possible let the transfer remain a few hours before rolling

up. Do not wash it out with turpentine, and use middle varnish to thin

down the ink.

It should have been mentioned that varying degrees of fineness of

grain can be given to the transfer by adding a little more ferricyanide of

potassium in the sensitising solution, and drying the transfer paper at a

higher temperature, or by heating the paper a little before exposure, or

by adding a little liot water to the cold-water bath, afier the transfer

has been fully exposed ; the liigher the temperature of the water the

coarser the grain will be. The finer grain is best suited to nega-

tives from nature, when a considerable amount of detail has to be

shown.
The coarse grain is best for subjects in monochrome, or large negatives

from nature, of architecture, Ac, where the detail is not so small. Even
from the finer grain several hundred copies can he pulled, as many as

12U0 having been pulled from a single transfer, and this one would
have produced a great many more if required.—Pliotograpliic Journal.

WHEBE I WENT WITH THE CAMERA.
No. VIII.

—

Antwekp.

Mt next stay was at Antwerp, and the last on the journey. It is a sea

port of considerable importance. Away down by the harbour, with its

miles of shipping and intersecting canals, there is a breezy, open, free air,

that smells of tar, and ropes, and ships—the very atmosphere suggesting

the sea. In this district, down by the quays, very interesting studies in

maiine subjects arc to be had on every hand. The city itself is rich in

historical associations, fine streets, notable churches, and valuable

paintings. In some of the old, out-of-the-way streets I found good
pictures— Catholic shrines in basrelief and faded colourings, quaint,

old, and decayed places where devotees used to kneel and pray now
passed by unheedingly ; that which in former days was aiiproached with

love and reverence, now left rotting over cellar doors.

St. Paul's of Calvary is a church that contains within its grounds some
original features for the camera. The story oi the Crucifixion is rendered

in rough sculpture built up in the grounds of this church, with rocks for

hills and figures life-size ; under the Hill of Calvary, in a cave, is placed

the body of Christ lying in the sepulchre. With the exception of this

latter, which is in considerable darkness, all the other scenes depicted

are out in the open and can be easily jihotographed. The cathedral of

Antwerp is known all over the world for its magnificence as a building,

and for the wealth of paintings covering its walls. It is in rather a con-

fined situation for making effective pictures.

From the spire of this cathedral Quintin Matsys is said to have fallen

and been killed—falling close to the iron ornamental fountain that he
himself had made, and which now stands in the square. He is said to

have been up repairing the spire ; but I fancy that this must be a fable,

for he never seems to have done blacksmith work after he became an

Eirtist. It is said that it was the power of love that made him leave the

anvil for the brush, and his success was so complete that ho gained the

lady and, as an artist, world-wide fame.

Points of interest, such as the Museum, the Rubens' pictures, Eubens'

house, the Stadthouse, &c., cannot be well overlooked by any visitor ; but

there is a small museum at Antwerp that I would like specially to draw
attention to, if ever you visit this city. It is called the " Plautin

Museum." In these days of photo-mechanical printing and engraving by

all the various processes—to all wlio take an interest in such departments

—this museum will be found a special attraction ; not that the printing

or processes here have anything to do with photography, but as one of

the handmaidens of the past, showing what had been done in those

early days in engraving and printing, the collection will be found wonder-

fully interesting.

First copies of books, designs, illuminated alphabets, engraving.":,

copperplates, woodcuts, original manuscripts, and autographs, dating

back to the fifteenth centuiy, and all gathered together in the house that

was Piantin's home. It seems like a fairy tale. Upstairs and downstairs,

flat after flat, as his stores of treasures grew upon him he still added
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parts to his honso, and hero, in the nineteenth ccntnry, yon will find the

rooms he lived in just as he inhabited them in the Bixteentli. The bed-

room—and the bed still there—the kitchen, and the tools ho used to work
with, the library and the books ho used to read. And the marvel is, that

how, in the midst of such a checkered life, Christopher Plautin was
enabled to build this monument for himself, which will last as long as his

country and its people.

Christojiher I'iantin may be said never to have had any money but
what he liimself made. When quite a lad his fatlicr left him at Paris to

get his education, and seeming to forget all about him left him for good.

As the school fees were never forthcoming, and the boy was thrown
on his own resources, he was compelled to leave school, and got a
situation as assistant to Robert Mace, a printer of some note, at Caen,
Normandy. Here ho resided for some years, and here seems to have been
born that intense love for books. However, he laid it aside for a time,

for, coming to Paris, he started a business to emboss leather, and gild

and illuminate it, for bookbinding and kindred works. He came to

Antwe/p in 1549, and made it the city of his adoption, continuing here for

a time this business of leather dressing, bookbinding, and jewel-case

making, and gained a very high reputation for gilding and enamelling
on leather.

At this time an accident occurred that changed the current of his life.

One night, in the darkness, Plantin was taking lioine a small jewel case

whicli had been specially ordered by Gabriel de Cayns, Secretary to

Philip II. ; so particular was it that Plantin had been desired to bring it

himself. On the way he was set upon by several men masked and armed,
and left on the ground wounded and nearly dead. The masked party had
been waiting in ambush to attack an enemy expected to pass that way,
and Plantin being mistaken for their victim was cut down. No sooner
did the perpetrators of the deed see their mistake than they fled. He was
BO ill after this encounter that he was unable to resume his business, and
falling back upon his knowledge of printing began that as his trade for

the future. He was not long at this new employment, however, before he
was accused of ^jublishing heterodox works, and for safety he fled to

Paris, where, one of a company, he for some years carried on a printing
business. Heterodoxy here also seemed to make living unsafe, and he
renounced the company and chose an orthodox pathway for the future,

returning to Antwerp. In loC7 he published a Bible according to the au-
thorised version of the Council of Trent, and by the Pope's authority he
was privileged to sell it ; but trade being unsatisfactory he left Antwerp
again, and did not return till 1585, when he stayed for good.
The King gave him very extensive orders, which he would have been

better without, for he never paid anything for them, neither to Christopher
Plantin nor his successors. The King also awarded Plantin a pension,
but it never was forthcoming. The money to pay it was to be obtained
from the confiscated estates of the Prince of Ghent, but the estates were
given back, and hence the source from which the pension was to flow
being dried up he never got it.

And still, amidst all these vicissitudes, he managed to build up this
collection, so wonderful in its completeness, in this house where he lived
and died, and which the family, generation after generation, have cared
for and kept on till 187G, when it was bought and became one of the
institutions of the country. Do not miss going to see it. It will be a day
well spent.

I got on board the boat at Antwerp, and being early put op my camera
and made a few exposures. I then packed up ray traps and laid them
away. In the cool of the summer evening, sitting on the deck as we sailed

homeward, I was looking over the pages of my diary of the past few weeks
before I closed the journal, and the variety of people one meets struck me
as strange as the variety of places. I find noted :

—

" In the carriage in which I am comfortably seated there is rather an
eccentric young (?) lady. She talks loud and lets everybody know her
business. She is bound for the Hague. She insists on filling up the
window as she talks on. The old man outside, who looks like a battered
ruin, is her father. She pulls a cigarette case out of her pocket and in-

sists upon his taking one ; she next furnishes a match box and lights it

for hiin. ' And now, pa,' sajs the giddy soul, ' my book will be published
in a fortnight ; the first issue is thirty thousand copies, and, remember,
pa, when I come back it will be out, and won't wc have such a day at

IJrighton.' Again and again the old man was assured of that till the
train started.

"In the comer of the carriage sat a ponderous daughter of Israel,

whose only travelling gear seemed to be a little handbag. Some Jewish
people saw her away, and she talked witli every questionable character on
the journey. In the boat she preferred the steerage to the cabin, and
talked and chatted with every servant on the route. She was evidently
doing business, but whether in diamonds or rabbits' skins one could not
guess.

" The young lady with the spectacles is going to Qermany to work as
English governess— ' and in return they are going to finish her,' she
says.
" On the train over here 1 met the Christmas-card man, who had

travelled with his wares as far as St. Petersburg, and who was now on
his way home to Berlin.

"I saw a little Frenchman who had travelled all the way from Moscow,
and in that second-class carriage ; he had been three days and three

nights without stoppage, and as ho was going on to Paris ho had another

twelve hours to travel. Ho had gone this joamey sixteen times already,

and lie was not yet twenty-four years of age.

" The cheery priest from Ireland with his dull pupil I met doing the

journey to Home. The English nobleman in disguise 1 met—ho who sits

reading what he would have you believe were State despatches, and haw,

haws, all round, filling up the carriage with what the Irishman calls pro-

miscuous ostentation."

It is getting dark, I close the book. Mask Ootx.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 8132.—" Improvemeuts in Photographic Apparatus. " Communicated by
M. Carqucro. E. De Pass.—Dated June 6, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
Lmpeo^'emekts in Vignette Papers kor Photoorathy.

No. 9155. Geoboe Joseph Sershall, 371, Ixxlge-road, Hockley, Birmingliaa'.

Juli/ 14, 1886.

This invention consists of a new and useful method of making vignette papers
for pliotography, as hereinafter ilescribed. By my method the paper is printed

by Utliograpuy, or other suitable means, on both sides ; one siile witli rod ink

and the otlier .side with yellow ink ; the gradation of tint from the solid colour

to its faintest edge being obtained by means of stipple, spottlo chalk, or other-

wise ; or, instead of red and yellow inks, any other two suitable colours may
be used ; or the paper may be printed, as before named, oh one side only in

any uon-actinic colour for the same purpose. After the iiriuting is completed
it must be tlioroughly dried, and then the paper must be rendered tran.sparent

by varnishing one or both sides, or any other suitable means, and when the
varnish becomes hardened the paper is ready for use ; or, if preferred, the
paper may be rendered transparent before being printed on.

Having now particularly described and .ascertained the nature of my said

invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that
wli.it I claim is :—Producing vignette papers by printing by any suitable

metliod uon-actinic colour on to one side or on to both sides of paper already
transparent, or to be rendered transparent in the required parts after printing

as herein described.

ilteettngd of SoctetCejES*

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

DateofHeeUng.

June 14,

„ 14

„ 14,

„ 14

„ 15,

„ 15.

„ 15.

„ 15.

» 15.

„ 15.

„ 16.

Name o( Society.

Great Britain
Derby
Maacheeter Amateur
Bolton Clab
Bristol and W. of Eng. Amateur
Bury
Hyde
Manchester Club
Eiliubnrjjh Photo. Club
Photographic Club
London and Provincial

Place of Meeting.

6a, Pall Mall East.
Sykea's Restaurant, 33, Victoria-st.
Masonic Hall, Cooper-st.,Blancl]5tr.

The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Qucen'« Hotel, Clifton.

Mechanics' Hall, Hyde.

5, St. Andrew-square.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-8treet,E.C.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCLATION.
On Tlunsday night, June 2nil, at the ordin.ary weekly meeting of the above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, Loudon, Mr. J. Traill

Taylor presided.

Tlie CHAIR.MAN rem.wked that the Cellerler Syndicate hail iuvited the in-

spection of their process that day in relation to what they called photography
in natural colours ; he and Mr. T. BoLas were among the members of the pre.<!s

who consequently attended. The specimens exliibited were merely coloured
photographs, ami upon being told that the description of the photographs
publicly made was nusleading, they roplietl that if so it was unintenlionjil on
tlieir part, and they would alter the title of the Company. He fourd that to
see the worldug of the process he would have to leave London for Sidcup, and
that being inconvenient he had not gone there. He asked tliem in what tlieir

metliod ditlcreil from Ashton's process, and they replied that they could cement
the pictures ; he replied that that had been done before. They said, "Well,
these are in carbon," ami he replied, "So are the Woodburytypes."

Mr. A. L. Henderson said that the Autotype Company had once turned out
carbou photographs backed by coloured jxipter mineral ; they had nmch the
appearance of old oil paintings. LronV idal hael exhibited some beautiful photo-
graphs taken by one of this class of processes at the last International Exhibi-
tion in Paris.

The Chairman added that V'idal had applied the same principle to some
beautifully executed portraits, and that a detailed account of his process had
been published in I'he Popular Science Review. One difference between
MayaU's and Cellerier's process was, that Mayall had not Boated a company
yet. Mayall had not sent him yet the photograph for which lie sat ; pernaps
no colours could be found to suit his features.

Mr. L. Meuland read the following extract from The Family Doctor,

No. v., Vol. I., April 4, 1S85:

—

" Photographic Printing «>» Colours.—Paint
by haud, with transparent colours, an ordinary negative. 1. .Take a piece of
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ordinary sensitised paper and wash it to remove any free silver nitrate.

2. Place the washed paper in a solution of protochloride of tin, and expose to

weak light until the silver chloride is reduced to subchloride and the paper

assumes a uniform grey colour. 3. Float the paper on a mixed solution of

chromate of potash and sulphate of copper, and dry in the dark. The paper

is now sensitive to all the colours of the spectrum, and by printing upon it

with a coloured negative the colours of the negative will be reproduced. After

printing, wash with cold water and dry."

The Chairman remarked that the statements just read were true ; it was
Beofpierel's process, but scarcely explicitly enough stated. If it could be

quickened sufficiently for the camera it would be one of the steps in the

direction of photography in natural colours. The best thing done yet was by
Carey Lea, who, with subchloride of silver, had certainly obtained colours.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington exhibited some of the red chloride of silver spoken

of by Mr. Carey Lea. He .said that it was sensitive to light, that it consisted

of chloride and subchloride combined, aud that it was not soluble in nitric

acid, but would dissolve both in ammonia and hypo. He exhibited a piece of

pajier coated with it, with a print of Wamerke's sensitoraeter screen thereupon.

Mr. Henderson thought that the image had really been produced, as usual,

in chloride present, and not in the subchloride.

The Chairman said that Becquerel, with red chloride of silver upon
Daguerreotype plates, had obtained photographs in natural colours.

Mr. Hkndkrson moved a resolution to the etl'ect that that Association con-

sidered the title of Cellerier's process to be misleading, that the iirocess was
not novel, and that this should be notified to the public.

Mr. A. Mackie seconded the motion, which was then passed.

A question in the box asked what was the action of the infinitesimal propor-

tion of chloride of lime, one grain to a quart, recommended for toning prints.

Mr. Henderson thought that such a small proportion would have no effect

at all.

Mr. York had been trying it, and could not find that any effect was pro-

duced,
Mr, Henderson supposed that a trace of chloride of lime might help to keep

tlic whites clear.

The qiie.stion Was asked Why citric acid tended to preserve sensitive albu-

meniscd paper.

Mr. W. H. Harrison believed because most acids resisted deoxidising

influences in photographic processes. Ferric salts had a tendency to be de-

oxidised directly by light and other influences. The haloid salts decomposing
under light and other influences tended to deoxidise water, and the oxygen
tlien attacked any organic matter present.

Mr. W. M. Ashman objected that ready sensitised paper printed as fast as

other paper.

Mr. Harrison thought that in any such cases the relative power of light was
so strong that the resisting power of the acid was not noticed.

Mr. J. J. Briginshaw found that steeping prints in a very weak solution of
washing soda greatly facilitated toning.

Mr. Mackie believed that there was gum in most of the ready sensitised

papers. Mr. W. K. Burton had found gum and citric acid formed one of tlie

best mixtures for preserving sensitive papers.
Mr. Henderson believed that anything of the nature of a varnish tended to

have tliat effect. If a ready sensitised paper were prepared on tiie principles
he had publicly laid down for his " argentic stain " some time ago, it would be
likely to have excellent keeping qualities.

Mr. Herrert Starnes had prepared some plates according to Mr. Hender-
son's published formula, and they went bro^vu at the edges.
Mr. Briginshaw had some which had been prepared with it, and had kept

perfectly.

Mr. James Ernest Brown, of Melbourne, upon being invited to speak, said
that he liad not been long in England, but so far had seen nothing above good
Australian photographic work, except that in Melbourne no one was yet
turning out burnt-in enamels or producing photo-lithographs ; not much, also,

was doing in carbon printing. The Australian opal pictures were mostly produced
by the old silver wet process ; he thought that in ti.-ne carbon would be sub-
stituted. Melbourne was the largest city by far in Australia and the chief
photographers in it were Messrs. Johnstone, O'Shanessy, & Co. , Limited, and
Monsieur Grouzelle. Photographic societies had been started tliere, but they
had died out because of small quarrels and bickerings ; he believed that there
was now no photographic society in Victoria. Prices werehiglier in Melbourne
than in London, but the high duty on photographic goods made higlier prices
necessary. Cartes in Melbourne were turned out from 7s. to nearly £1 per
dozen, and cabinets at from 10s. 6d. to £1 per dozen ; for larger pictures there
were no standard prices. In Victoria people demanded paper pictures with a
gelatinous or other glaze, which he thought to be very bad taste. About lialf

the photographers in Melbourne stuck to the wet plate process. They had
one manufacturer of dry plates, and his plates were excellent in quality.

Tlie Chairman thouglit from the specimens exhibited to the meeting by
Mr. Brown of his own work that Australians had uotliing to learn from
London in the way of artistic portraiture. Once he had received a very good
specimen of a vitrified enamel from Australia, but had forgotten wliether it
came from a professional photographer.

Mr. Ashman then introduced Mr. C. Wood, of Stanford, Kent, to the
meeting.

Messrs. Medland, Smith, and others, then exhibited ])hotograpli5 they had
taken during the recent excursion of some members of the Association to
Chidilingstone, Kent.
The Hon. Secretary remarked that the train on the South Eastern

Railway took three hours to get there.
Mr. Medland could not understand why halation appeared in one of his

plates.

Mr. Henderson responded that the tendency of the times was for plates to
get more and more thinly coated with emulsion.

Mr. \yellington exhibited platinum prints of views taken at Leatherhead.
Mr. Starnes exhibited tlie results of some experiments he had made as to

the comparativo pormaueacy of prints. Ho had cut a piece off each print and

placed it for nine days in a closed bottle containing sulphuretted hydrogen
gas and a wet sponge. The platinotype prints yellowed. Fry's bromide
prints stood pretty well, and the Eastman prints best of all. In all the

bromide pictures he had so tested, aud there were many prepared in different

ways, the whites had kept clean. He fancied that the Eastman paper
contained some platinum.
Mr. Harrison thought that in the instance before them due care had not

been taken to get all the iron salts out of the platinum paper by sufficient

temperature or length of immersion in the hydrochloric acid baths.

The Chairman had found some paper for development printing, issued by
Marion & Co. , to be extraordinarily sensitive.

Mr. Ashman wished tliat Mr. Starnes would try the influence of sulphuretted

hydrogen upon blue iron prints.

Tlie Chairman said that there were hopes that special railway facilities from
London would be given to attend the Convention in Glasgow early in July.

The Hon. Secretary said that sevcr.al invitations had been received from
different towns, inviting the Convention to hold its meeting ia them next year.

The meeting then broke up.
»

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The monthly meeting of the above was held at the Technical Schools, Bridge-

street, on May 26,—Mr. W. J. Harrison, F.G.S., in the chair. There was a

good attendance.

The minutes of the host meeting h.aving been duly read, Messrs. A. Atkins,

Jarvis, and G. Barton, were nominated for election as members.
Tlie report of the excursion to Lichfield was read by Mr. A. Pumphket. In

it was mentioned that one hundred anil seventy-seven pictures were obtained,

amongst them being some of Eastman's stripping films and also Pumphrey's
flexible films. A very enjoyable day was spent, there being plenty to be taken

by the camera ; in fact, a number of the members went over for a second time,

not having secured all they wished on the previous visit.

A large number of prints were shown by Messrs. Harrison, Hendren, Harold

Baker, B. Karleese, Dutton, Pettitt, Tliomas Taylor, Thomason, and J. H.
Pickard, some of tlie views and interiors of the cathedral being very fine.

Mr. W. OsBORN then read his jiaper on Reminiscences of Pholorjrajjhy,

giving his experiences as an amateur photograplier for the last twenty-five

years, having gone through most of the processes from the Daguerreotype and
calotype up to the present dry plates. He described the same, and gave a

most valuable and instructive lecture to his listeners, finishing with a bio-

graphical account of the old pioneers of jihotography in Birmingham, foremost

of wliom stood the Society's President, Dr. Hill Norris, the original inventor

of the dry plate processes.

Mr. PuMPHREY read a paper On a Multiplex Dark Slide for Card-Mounted
Films [this will appear in a future numt)cr].

Mr. Welford then exhibited a number of cameras and shutters, and other

apparatus, lent to him by various firms, notably amongst which were a detec-

tive camera by Newton & Co., Liverpool, and Newman's automatic shutter.

He also showed street views and crowds he had taken the same day with the

detective camera, which were remarkably good.

The meeting terminated with the Chairman announcing the excursion on

May 30 to Millers Dale, Derbyshire ; also the paper for June 23, Printing by

Artificial Lights, by Mr. F. Birkett.

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The members of this Society, to the number of twenty, paid a visit to Staunton

Harold and Calke Abbey on Saturday last, liy the kind pennission of the Right

Hon. the Earl Ferrers and Sir V. H. Crewe, Bart, under the leadership of Mr.

J. W. Price. Tlie journey was made by brake, starting from the General Post

Office shortly after two p.m., the weather being all that could be desired. On
arrival at Staunton Harold the party took negatives of all the most interesting

spots about this beautiful estate, and then proceeded to the "Saracen's Arm.s,

where they were met by Mr. Leadbctter and Mr. Chapman (the respected

stewards of Earl Ferrers and Sir V. H. Crewe), who entertained them at a most

sumptuous and excellent tea, to which the members did amjde justice, and a

hearty vote of thanks was accorded to tliese two gentlemen for their kindness

in providing such an unexpected treat. After tea a large group was taken on

a 15 X 12 plate by Mr. Roberts (one of the members), also by Mr. Price and Mr.

Keene. The journey to Calke Abbey was then continued, where some more

plates were exposed, and the party returned to Derliy at about a quarter to

ten, having thorouglily enjoyed a most successful excursion.

HALIFAX PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The monthly meeting of the above Club was held in the Mechanics' Hall on the

26tli ultimo,—Mr. B. Rowley in the cliair.

Mr. W. Clement Williams gave a lecture and demonstration on the carlxm

process. The great simplicity and beauty of the process received the full

admiration of all present, and many decideil to adopt it at once. The general

impression had been tliat the carbon process was a difficult and tedious one,

but, as demonstrated on this occasion, the expression of opinion pointed to the

opposite conclusion.

A very hearty vote of thanks was passed to the Lecturer, and also to the

Autotype Company for the very great treat they had afforded the Club in

sending for exhibition a large number of beautiful carbon pictures ; as the

President aptly remarked, quite a fine-art gallery.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The eighth ordinary meeting of the current session was held in the Profassion.al

Hall, George-street, on June 1, at eight o'clock, the President occupying the

chair.
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Mr. George Stewart was clecteJ as an ordinary member.
Dr. Thomas W. Brinkwatkii read a paper on I'yrogallie Acid and its Uses

in Photograph!/ [see page 369], which was highly appreciated, and was tho

subject of (iiscussion.

Mr. J. M. TuiiNDULL said he preferred to keep pyro in solution for develop-

ment, because it was more convenient. It doubtless oxidi-sed a little, but with

the aiUUtion of sulphite of soda and sulphurous acid, and when kept well

stoppered, it remained perfectly good for a long time. Ho had seen excellent

negatives developed with it, even after the solution was twelve months old.

Sir. Ja.mf.8 Jameson entirely agreed with Dr. Drinkwater in using dry pyro.

A solution began to change from the moment it was made up, whereas when
used drj- it could be depended u]ion to produce precisely the same results in

each case and at any interval of time.

Mr. A. A. INQUS found the Ilford Company's formula work well in his

practice.

Mr. James Cbighton developed with two stock solutions.

Dr. Drinkwater replied to some remarks made in reference to the manu-
facture of pyro, an<l reiterated his preference for keeping it in a dry state. He
recommended a means of measuring it for use contrived by Mr. Jameson some
years ago, namely, a graduated glass tube in which a sliding i)encil-shaped

piece of wood is adju.sted. The tube is simply dipped into the dry chemical
and takes np exactly whatever quantity is desired.

The Secretary intimated that a strong desire had been expressed for one or

more outdoor meetings on the Queen's Jubilee holiday, the 17th instant, and
that Dunfermline, Dollar Glen, lioslin, and St Andrews, were places which
had l)een thought of as suitable to visit. Members desirous of using the holi-

day in the manner proposed should meet in the Council room on Tuesday
evening^s, the 7th and 14th instant, to make arrangements or otherwise signify

their wish to join a i)arty, the results of the dajf^s work to be shown at the
annual display in November.

Mr. TuRNBL'LL then proceeded to give a description of the process by which
stripping film negatives were obtained, and exhibited to the members a number
of films, and his manner of detaching tiiem from tlieir paper and glass supports.

Mr. W. Bashford referred to the stripped eburneum films of twenty years
ago, and how long a good idea sometimes had to wait before its merits were
generally recognised and turned to practical account.

Mr. James McGl.vshan remarked that care was needed in drying the film
before removal, so as to secure the stage at which stripping was easy.

Mr. J. Wartlale exhibited a new shutter release, which consisted in a small
brass ball \mng propelled pneumatically in a short tube and caused to strike
the trigger of the shutter, any shock being manifested after the exposure was
made.

Grimstone's patent shutter for working between the lenses was exhibited by
Mr. Jameson, who spoke highly of its merits as a portable and ingenious piece
of apparatus.

The ordinary meetings are suspended during July, August, and September.

t^ CorY*t^nd.enU should never iBriie on both tid^ ^ ikt pajMr.

THE PHOTOGEAPHIC SOCIETY AND MEDALS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have heard a rumour that the Council of the Photo-

graphic Society of Great Britain has under consideration the desirability

of withdrawing the medals which have done so much to make the exhibi-

tion a success. Their decision is only postponed, I hear, that the feeling

of the members of the Society may be obtained. How they intend to get

the information I have no means of knowing, but, as a contribution to

the subject, I have taken the trouble to make some inquiries, and send

you a dozen of the replies I have received.

No. 1 writes :—" Quite a fatal mistake. Few of the leading photo-

graphers have anything to gain by exhibiting except honour. They will not

care to go to tho trouble and expense of preparing pictures for exhibition

if they have nothing to hope for. There are already too many exhibitions

to make anybody but the youngest amateurs eager to send to any par-

ticular one."

No. 2 says :
—" You will have to send your Seoretary'into the highways

and byways to fetch in the lame, the halt, and the blind, for the guests

accustomed to honour won't appear."

No. 3. " We live in degenerate days. Emulation used to help a man
to do his best. Perhaps, however, all really do their best, but don't want
others to take the reward of doing better. Rank Socialism I

"

No. 4. " Another robbery of the country members. The chance of

the medals was all they had for their subscriptions, except the Journal,

with three weeks' old news."

No. 0, who I expected would strongly object to the withdrawal, unex-
pectedly says :—" I don't care; it will suit me. It has been my modest
ambition to have the largest collection of medals in the world, and I have got
it. This, of course, will continue if others have no chance of levelling up."
No. 6. " Don't give up medals, but rule a certain number of regular

medal takers out of competition, so as to give tho second line a chance."
This man belonged to what may be called tho second line, and wanted

to get to the top of the tree by cutting away the upper branches, and
making a fictitious summit. I suggested that the tree should bo cut

down to the stump to give that a chance, but he wouldn't see it. This

correspondent also recommends that all the best pictures should be skied

BO as to give the general exhibits a chance. He also says something

about removing the Queen, the Lords and the Commons, bat politics are

not to our purpose.

No. 7 airs his classics :—" Metiri ae quemque luo modulo ae pede verum
est. Some people know themselves, and can never hope to win a medal,

and object to have this pointed out."

No. 8. " Medals ought to encourage photographers, but if they are

given as at our late exhibition—two each to the Hon. Treasurer and Hon.
Secretary for very inferior work, and, in two cases, without competition—

I

should vote for their abolition. It will take years of good management
to restore confidence in oiu: Society."

No. 9. " Jledals have made me a better photographer than I should

have been. I have not won many, but the efiort to win has been ol

incalculable service."

No. 10. " There was a time when the honour of exhibiting was
enough, but that is passed, and pictures done for the honour of the art

will cease to be produced if not encouraged by the hope of medals or

similar rewards showing the approbation of fellow photographers of good

work. But not, however, with diplomas for medals, as at Edinburgh last

year. That was too ingenious a method of substituting paper for gold

and silver."

No. 11. " Suicide ! Leave out a dozen or twenty of the pictures

usually medalled, and your exhibition would be no more worth a visit

than those in Bond-street. Who cares to go over a tliousand ordinary

photographs with nothing to break the monotony?"

No. 12. " The suppression of medals would save me a lot of useless

expense. I should never exhibit."—I am, yours, &c..

An Exhibiiob,

PHOTOGEAPHING LIGHTNING.
I'o the Editors.

Gentlemen,—May I beg to call your attention to the enclosed cironlar

wliich the Council of the Koyal Meteorological Society have just issued to

all the Photographic Societies and Clubs of Great Britain, in case you
should think it worthy of some notice in your editorial columns.
The Council believe that photography may settle several points con-

nected with the discharge of lightning, about which physicists differ very
much, and hope that they may be able to enlist workers in this field

of research.

The Council have also inserted advertisements in the leading photo-
graphic journals, so as to leave no stone unturned in their endeavours to

obtain the information they want.—I am, yours, &c,,

William Marriott, Assistant Secretary.

" I'he Council of the Royal Meteorological Society are desirous of obtain-

ing Photographs of Flashes of Lightning, as they believe that a great deal of
research on this subject can only be pursued by means of tho Camera.

" The Council would esteem it a great favour if you, or the Institution which
you represent, could give them any assistance in this matter, either— 1. By
sending them copies of any Photographs of Flashes of Lightning that may
have been already taken ; 2. By endeavouring to procure them yourself, or
to interest others in the work.

" It may be well perhaps to mention that the Photography of Lightning does
not present any particular difficulties. If a rapid jiLite ami an ordinary rapid
doublet with full aperture bo left uncovered at niijlit during a Thunderstorm
for a short time, Kl.ashes of Lightning will, after development, be found in

some cases to have impressed themselves upon tho plate. Tlie only difficulty

is the uncertainty whether any particular Hash will happen to have been in the
held of view.

" The Council hope that now the Thunderstorm season is approaching, many
Photographers may be found willing to take up this interesting branch of
their art.

PRESEEVATION OF FEREOUS SULPHATE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I notice in the current number of the Journal a paper
by Mr. Kenyon detailing an elaborate system for the preservation of

ferrous sulphate solution. Is all this precaution necessary ? I think not.

At one time, under the impression that a solution of this salt rapidly

deteriorated, I adopted all manner of precautions, but found them trouble-

some, especially with rubber tubing and pinchcock, for I found my tubing

became covered with crystals of ferrous sulphate however tight the cock

appeared to pinch. I find no difficulty in getting the solution to keep
almost any length of time provided it is well corked. I always use the

granulated sulphate of the Pharmacopa-ia and do not make up any large

quantity at a time. A small one sullices, as I am in the habit of using

my developing (mixed) solution over and over again. After using I bottle

it up, add a minute quantity of citric acid, and expose to sunlight, after

the manner recommended by Mr, Hepworth in lus little book on photo
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graphy, and to me it appears an old solution works even better than a

fresli one ; I may be wrong, but this my impression.

I enclose for your inspection a print on Fry's paper developed with a

solution mixed upwards of a fortnight ago. I developed another one on

Eastman's paper with the same solution directly after, with equal results.

—I am, yours, &c., J. G. BniDEN, M.E.C.S.

Castle-place, Lewes, June C, 1887.

[The enclosed print is very brilliant, and the blacks are singularly

beautiful.—Eds.]

NEW PATENTED INVENTIONS WHICH AEE NOT NEW

:

CAMEEA BACKS.
To the Editors.

Gkntlbsien,—In the issue of the 27th May of The British Joubnal

OP Photography, you insert a notice of a changing back xmtented by

Mr. A. S. Newman.
In his description of it he says :

—" For this purpose I construct the

changing box, holding any suitable number of plates, with two slits or

apertures at the top of the box, one at the back and the other at the front.

Over these slits a hood or covering is mounted of sufficient size to freely

contain a plate, this hood or covering being formed of any flexible light-

tight material (or it may be a bellows), and is securely fixed on the

box," (fee.

He then goes on to show how the exposed plate is to be raised through

the front slot, and transferred to the back of the other plates by passing

it through the back slot, and he describes a cranked lever and other

means for raising the plate in the first instance.

To-day's Journal brings Mr. Procter on the scene as a claimant of the

idea, and I see by his letter that he used a changing arrangement very

similar in the spring of 1885, and I note your remark at the foot of his

letter to the effect that ingenious photographers would do well to send an
account of their inventions to the journals.

I was the ingenious photoi/raplur who invented the method of changing
plates, and I did publish an account of my invention in The British
Journal Photographic Almanac, with a diagram, which any one
may see by referring to the 188.5 Almanac, page 140, imdcr the title,

A Nev) Departure in Dark Slides. The account of my invention was
sent to you in November, 1881, but it was invented, and I can prove it,

in both siinile and double forms two years previously.

Mr. Newman's patent refers to a single back, but in my contribution

I described a double back. It was, however, perfectly plain that the
arrangement applied to both single and double backs, and, indeed, it was
applied in the single form (with a inxed bag) first, like the ordinary
single wet plate slide, but thicker. Seeing, however, that there would be
less changing required by the double method (as by it a dozen plates or

films can be changed in only five operations, the plates being in pairs
back to back), I described that method in the Almanac. There were
only two kinds of slides existing, the single and the double, at tha time
I was writing, and my title, A Neio Departure in Dark Slides, included
both.

A member of the Club and of the Photographic Society of Great Britain,
Mr. J. A. Harrison, knew of my invention long before it was published.
As to the two methods of changing, single or double, there are advan-

tages in each. I think the double the most convenient. The plates in
metal carriers take up less room by being two in a carrier, back to back,
with a piece of thin black card between them, whereas in the single
arrangement each plate needs a carrier and partition, making a difference
in weight and bulk.

Having published my invention in the Alm.ujac, I claim precedence
over both Mr. Ntwmau and Mr. Procter, and without attributing 7nala
fides to either of them, it is singular that their inventions should croi) up
BO soon after publication of mine.—I am, yours, &e.,

G. V. J. PoiEiif.
2, Eardley-villas, Eardley-road, Streatham, S.JV., June 3, 1887.

PHOTO-MICEOGEAPHIC APPAEATUS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Eeplying to "Procella's" letter on this subject in your
last issue, I may say that in taking up this most absorbingly interesting
branch of photography the necessity of perfect registration between the
focussing screen and the sensitive film was at once apparent. To obtain
this I use a single dark shde, having a carrier into which a loose focussing
screen is fitted. The screen, after focussing, is replaced by the sensitive
plate, which, occupying exactly the same plane, ensures perfect register.

Photo-micrography is now beginning to receive that attention to wliich
its usefulness and importance well entitles it, and I quite agree with your
correspondent that matters of detail, although small in themselves, can-
not be too widely ventilated for the benefit of those who make photo-
micrography one of their studies.—I am, yours, Ac,

Walthamttoio, J. j. Briokshaw.

To the Editors.
Gentlejien,—I should like, with your permission, to make a remark

on one point raised in t}»e letter of
.' 'Prpcella " in your last issue. He

finds fault with the metal slides advocated by Mr. Nelson for use. in
photo-micrograjihy, on account of the want of mathematical coincidence
between the position of the sensitive film and that of the focussing
screen, upon the absolute necessity of which he lays the greatest stress.

Having given considerable attention to this very point, I venture to dis-

agree entirely with the conclusions of "Procella."
The conditions involved in photo-micrography are exactly the reverse

of those existing in photography—the former deals with a picture pro-
duced by divergent rays, the latter with one produced by convergent
rays ; in fact, photo-micrography is exactly like enlarging, and every one
who has worked at the latter knows that in enlarging to any great
extent a difference of position such as would be fatal to success in direct

photography becomes inappreciable.

I have no hesitation in saying that with a distance of four feet between
the eye-piece and the screen, a variation in position of half an inch of

the plate would scarcely be perceptible in the negative, except by altera-

tion of size.

With reference to the use of the eye-piece, " Procella " overlooks the
fact that the corrections of objectives are made with a view to their being
used in combination with eye-pieces, so that many objectives will not do
their best without them; personally, 1 find that the convenience in

working afforded by their use far outweighs any theoretical objeotiona

such as those advanced by "Procella."—I am, yours, etc.,

363, Old Kent-road, S.E., June G, 1887. Edwaed C. Bouspieu).

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Since you published, more than two yesu-s ago, my method
of making photo-micrographs, I have been making numerous experiments
in order to improve the results. In " Piocella's " letter in your edition of

the 3rd instant, I notice that he has never used an eye-piece for photo-

micrography. It is probably a matter of opinion whether the eye-piece

should be used or not, excellent negatives being produced by both methods.
For my own work, wliich is chieliy patliological, anatomical spemimeus,
and bacteria, I invariably use the eye-piece ; and though for experiment

I have frequently taken the same object without eye-piece, I do not hesi-

tate in saying that in my hands the negative taken with the eye-piece is

far superior to the other. I may have been more fortunate than some in

my choice of oculars and objectives, but I have only once had to discard

an objective for non-correction of visual and chemical foci.

In case it might be of use, I subjoin a complete list of the lenses I use

for microscope photography :

—

Eye-pieces.—Zeiss' Nos. 1, 2, 3, and the new series, No. 18, 10 mm.
Objectives.—Wray's 3 in. Zeiss' a*, A., DD. , and one of the new glass

apochromatics marked lO'O mm., apert. 030. Leitz, liomogeneous
immersion j\.

I have tried Zeiss' new projection eye-piece, but can find no advantage

in using it. His apochromatic series are perfect, and give a great " depth
of focus." I have experimented on isochromatic plates, and think they

will be useful, especially for double stained bacteria, though not necessary

when vesuvin is used as a stain.—I am, yours, &o., J. Cockbuen,
Greycrook, St. lioswells, N.B,, June 5, 1887.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Eeferring to " Procella's" letter in your last issue, may I

say that my experience differs somewhat from that of your correspondent?

Accurate focussing is undoubtedly essential, but its attainment depends

much more upon the distance observed between the object and the lens

than the distance between the lens and the focussing screen or the sensi-

tive plate, upna which the image is projected in the same manner as upon
the screen of an optical lantern, the object itself being but a few inches

from the lens, while the image is projected to a distance of many feet,

and a considerable latitude in the position of the screen, after focussing,

is allowable both in the case of tUo lantern and in that of the photo-

microscope.
" Procella " might " dare " to try the metal slides in the photomicro-

graphic camera and be a gainer by the experience, as I became after

daring against advice to try microscopic lenses not specially corrected for

photography, and warranted not to work " true to focus," but they worked
true to focus nevertheless. If, however, "Procella" insists that the

focussing screen and the sensitive plate shall register accurately, then tha

metal slides (which I assume to be those of Tylar's make) are admirably

suited for the purpose, as they separate into two parts, either of which

can be used as a frame for the focussing screen, which may be held in

position by two small spring clips, and after focussing the object it is not

only possible but easy " to remove the screen from the frame and substi-

tute the sensitive plate for it." I have been familiar with the working of

these slides for a year or more, and now use no other kind.—I am,
yours, &c., John Edmonds, President of the Birmingluim

Hockley, Birmingham, Microscopista' and Naturalists' Union,

V.'VLUATION OF GOOD-WILL.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I note your suggestions on this matter. I should think

these bargains are generally made as you would buy a horse, by t). rough
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estimate, but if a proper nystcmatic valuation is to bo made, I would advise

that an experienced photographer be asked to report (1), Upon the charac-

ter of tlie locality and the surrounding population
; (2), The suitability

of the premises to the business; (3), To value the apparatus, or movable
plant, and which could bo sold by auction when done with

; (1), The
number and nuality of the negatives ; (5), To give his opinion as to the

probable yearly return to be got from (o) the business
; (6), the stock of

negatives.

Having by those statistics and evidence arrived at the probable annual

Srofit for a given term, I would say, Wliat is the present value of an
loome of £— for — years at 10 per cent., which is to cover redemption

of capital ?

As an amateur, I have no idea of the value of snoh profits, but in the

case of mines, where the risk is great, it is usual to take fourteen per

cent, to redeem capital and fair interest, in the length of time the lease

or supply of minerals permits.

To the above sum may be added the present value of the auction price

to be realised by the plant at the end of the term, but this would be a

very small sum. These present values may be either calculated or got

from tables, and any present capital required beyond the mere price

necessary to conduct the business should be deducted.

May I add a word on the proprietorship of the negative ? When a dozen
portraits of any size arc ordered, the sitter is seldom, I believe, able to

prove that there was a negative. By general knowledge he may be aware
that he cannot be photographed without one, but he never sees it, unless

l(y special goodwill of the operator, and if he gets his dozen cabinets that

» all he asked for, and aU that was promised him, or that he can prove is

in existence.—I am, yours, Ac., A. L. Sieavenson.
Durluim, June C, 1887.

COAL GAS AND FUMING PRINTING PAPER.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— Let me supplement your remarks on the use of coal gas.

You mention that there are three dials visible. There is, however,
another above these which is useful, not only to indicate leakage but
also to measure the quantity of gas consumed per hour by any burner.
On the smaller meters, such as are usually found in moderate sized

houses, the hand moves once round for each foot that passes through (or

for each two or three feet in larger meters as marked on the dial). It is

thus easy by watching it for only ten minutes or so (each foot being divided
into quarters) to calculate how much gas is being consumed per hour.
I have tested all my stoves and burners in this way.
There is another matter to which you have scarcely alluded. This is

the great excess of pressure, beyond what is desirable for economical con-
sumption, which is generally given by the companies. For most purposes
a pressure of less than one inch of water is ample, but three or four inches
is nothing unusual, and in such a case the waste of gas is considerable.
It may be remedied in two ways, either by small regulators on each
burner, or one large one on the main just outside the meter. I use the
latter, but as it is occasionally useful to have the full pressure for furnace
work and other purposes, there is a bye-pass with tap, which allows the
gas to pass, when required, without going through the regulator. N.B.
^There are many so-called regulating burners which are humbugs.
In the same number your correspondent, W. K. Burton, mentions that

the Americans dry their albumenised paper after silvering over a row of
Bunsen burners without any ill effect. I can confirm this. It has been
my practice for many years when only a few sheets are required. If

there are many to do, I prefer drying over hot water pipes, but it would be
too much time and trouble to heat the furnace (it is a gas furnace for the
sake of cleanhness and simplicity) for only a dozen sheets or so. On
only one occasion have I met with an accident, when the whole batch
was sulphurated. [Editor—Query sulphurised.] I complained at the
works, and they admitted that there was something out of order on that
day.

Mr. Burton also remarks on the universal practice in America of
fuming the paper. I have tried this over and over again as it has
periodically cropped up in the journals, and my verdict is that it is an
advantage with some samples of pajier. I have had a ream now and
then that would not work satisfactorily without fuming, and was all
right with it, but with the paper I am in the habit of using, which is pre-
pared to ray special order, with from eight to twelve grains chloride of
ammonium to the ounce—a much larger quantity I thmk than is used for
commercial papers—fuming is no advantage whatever. The prints
certainly look richer on taking them out of the frames, but there is no
difference in the finished result.

My experience is entirely witli Saxe paper and landscape work, It is
possible that with other paper and for portraits there may bo a difference.

—

I am, yours, Ac, Eussell Sedqfikld.
Norbiton, June 3, 1887.

DEVELOPMENT OP GELATINE PLATES WITH HOT WATEB.
To the Editobs.

GEinxEirEjj,-In the paper on Odds-and-cnds, by Mr. Heywood, in
your last JoLiisAL, he asks the question, " How a plate would be aflectedm development by hot water ?

"

I have during the winter used hot water for developing, and found it

excellent both for ordinary negatives and transparencies on lantern
plates. I consider I get a better tone (warmer) by the hot water.

I think if Mr. Heywood had used hot water in tlie development of the.
plates exposed in Norway they would not have frilled. In my experience
hot water prevents frilling, and makes development much quicker. In
instantaneous work it would be a great advantage, as the plate would
dovelopa sooner, and there would bo less danger of fogging.—I am,
ours, &c., Edwabx) Woodwakd, .

Upton, Macclesfield, June 4, 1887.

THE BIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.
To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—I am a lady amateur. I have had my portrait taken
many times by professional photographers, but about the negative
retained by them I gave no heed—indeed, the subject never entered my
mind.
The correspondence, however, on this subject which has appeared in

your columns has forced upon me the serious importance of the question,
and I now ask myself, What right have photographers to retain the
negatives of persons whom they have jihotographed, and for which they
have been handsomely paid ?

Criminals in our gaols are photographed and the negatives of them
are kept, registered, labelled, and stored. Have ladies and gentlemen to
be subjected to such criminal bondage, even against their will, by men
whom they have employed and whom they have paid well for their work,
by men of whom they know nothing further than their professional
name? Have ladies and gentlemen, I again ask, to be subjected to such
criminal treatment ? to have their portrait negatives retained, registered,

labelled, and stored for the profit of any man ? Have ladies and gentle-.

men, to be freed from this criminal bondage, to pay blackmail?
I blush to think that any photographer who values his manhood

would dare to uphold so monstrous a system.
This question is of sufficient importance for the daily press, and a good

subject for our young men's debating societies.

The letters in your columns from the upholders of this wicked system
are suicidal, and furnish the best possible evidence against it, and are
levers for its correction.—I am, yours, &c., Millie.

Newcastle-v])oii-Tyne, June 1, 1887.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Allow me to point out to " J. F., Newcastle-on-Tyne,"
that one man charges, and gets, for his first dozen of cartes four and six-

pence, while another, presumably more gifted, charges, and gets, a
guinea for his first dozen of same size photographs ; so is it the negative
image or the artistic and other abilities of the photographer that makes
the difference in price ?

Further, cannot able photographers, like other able artists or doctors,
make their own terms with the public without being stigmatised as "J. F.,
Newcastle-on-Tyne" has done in the second paragraph of his extra-
ordinary letter? .

" J. F." might cogitate to some advantage over the " pound of flesh
"

T. Coan dangles before Mr. J. Duttou !—I am, yours, &o.,
Edinburgh. Use and Wont.

To the Editors.

GENTiiEMEN,—Mr. T. Coau, in his letter which appeared in your
Journal of the 3rd instant, asked me, in reference to the proprietaryship
of the impression on the film of the negative, " Supposing he or she
desires to exercise the right to take away the said impression, how is it

to be done?" Well, to use a vulgar expression in answer to a stupid
question, "It cannot be did." But I said nothing about the right of the
sitter to take it away ; on the contrary, I said that custom had given the
photographer the riglit to keep it.

Mr. T. Coan appears to think there can be no proprietaryship in
anything that cannot be handled ; in this, however, he is much mis-
taken. For example, the holder of the copyright of a book may put the
MS. in his pocket, with a legal deed that secures the copyright to him

;

but the most valuable part of the property consists in the exclusive right
of its production and sale—this ho cannot put into his pocket. And
again, when the book is set up in type to be printed it does not become
the property of the printer, although the type used is his own ; it still

remains the property of the original owner, who, on the other hand, has
no right to the type or the setting up without purchasing it. The
analogy between this and the photographic negative is obvious and needs
no comment.

Mr. Coan also mentions the " greedy photographer." Is it not rather
the greedy amateur, who, not having the skill to make good portraits of

his friends, wants the photographer to give up the negatives to enable
him to print from them.

Perhaps, however, I should not take his letter seriously, as on reading
it again I am inclined to think be only meant to make what Artemus
Ward calls a " goak."—I am, yours, &o., J. Duxton,

JJatli, June 6, 1887.
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To tM Editors.

Gentlemto,—It ia very interesting to your readers to know that your

correspondent, " J. F. ," of Newcastle-on-Tyne, considers that successful

extortion cannot be eminently satisfactory to the profession. Why,

however, does he draw the line at successful extortion ? What has

success or failure to do with it ? " J. F." has left out of his letter what

must certainly have been in his mind, namely, the familiar words, " God,

I thank Thee that I am not as other men are, extortioners, unjust,'' &c.

Leaving this, however, and returning to " use and wont," which I think

must govern the question, I would remark that I am not a professional

photographer, but remember more than twenty years ago buying of a

professional photographer his negatives of a near relative of mine then

lately deceased, and considered then, as I do still, that the transaction

was a fair one, and that I was not the victim of " successful extortion."

—

I am, yours, &c., W. H. J.

To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—Having perused with considerable interest the corres-

pondence in your valuable Journal on the above subject, may I be allowed

to sohcit your opinion upon a question very much akin to what has been

already treated in your columns ? The circumstances of my case are as

follows : 1 took a likeness of a certain person prominently connected with

a popular movement, and presented it gratuitously to the party. Shortly

afterwards, to my great astonishment, I saw a reprint of this identical

photograph on the front page of a periodical issued by the fraternity,

without my permission nor acknowledgment of authorship. Now, I am
desirous to ascertain whether I have any power to make a claim for this

glaring infringement of a right and pecuniary loss thus incurred, which

should have been reserved by me and for me, or should at least be duly

acknowledged as a copy from my production.—1 am, yours, Ac,
Carnarvon, June 1, 1887. Joseph Kinsley.

lEictanQe iffolumn.

\* No charge is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this column;

hut none will he inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those

who specify their requirevients as ' * anything us^ul " will th&refore understand

the reason of their non-appearance.

Handsome black Newfoundland dog, -will exchange for whole-plato wide-anglo
rectilinear lens by good maker.—Address, J. H. GRibman, Dulverton.

Wanted, a wide-angle donblet lens, half-plate, in exchange for short-focus rapid
C.-D.-V, portrait lens by Shepherd.— Address, Mr. E. B. Hodgsok, St. Paul's
Vicarage, HalUwell, Bolton.

Wanted, in exchange for five backgrounds in good condition, a half-plate view camera
with three double slides. Photographs sent. Or exchange in backgrounds.—Address,
T. S. Davis, 4, Siirer-street, Halifax.

ansbjcrs to ©orresponUcttW.

UoTiCB.—Each CvfreepmidjenA ia required to enclose his name and address, aUhovgh not
necessarily for publication. Communications jnay, when thought desirable, a^ear under
a NOM DE PLUME as hitherto, or, hy preference, under three letters of the alphabet. Such
tinnalures at " Coiutant Reader," " Subscriber," ic, should he avoided. Con-cipondents

not conforming to this rule will therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

communications^

Photographs Registered :

—

Baorge Watmongh Webster, 5, Evorsley-park, LiTorpooI-road, Chestor.-
0/ £aton ifoll.

-Eight views

SiMMONDS.—Apply to Mr. Gotz, 19, Buckingham-street, Strand.

J. E. Holmes.—Messrs. Marion & Co. supply the brass rims for mounting
photographs ; so does Mr. J. Fallowfteld.

Posing.—There is no work published on the subject. Your best plan will be
to study tlie best work by our leading photograpliers.

Alonzo.—Brown-hard varnish is preferable to white-hard as a protective of
negatives. The quantity of spirit added in either case is about the same.

Z. A.—For rapidity of action nothing surpasses the portrait combination ; but,
in proportion to its focal length, its covering powers are somewhat circum-
scribed as compared with other forms of lenses.

F. Freeman.—There is no photograpliic directory published. Kelly's Chemists'
and Druggists' Directory contains the names of most professional photo-
graphers. This is the nearest ai)proach to a directory of pliotograpliers.

Lei.—So many roll holders and analogous contrivances have from time to
time since tlie earliest days of photography been described. If you refer to
the annual lists of patents published m the Almanacs from year to year vou
will find what has been patented, ' j

W. A. C.—The markings on the plates are due to the manufacture and not to tha
development. Tlio markings are known by many as "snail marks," and
there is no method of getting rid of them when they exist. Sometimes, how.
ever, tliey do not show so strongly iu the finished negative as their appear-

ance on the plate would lead one to imagiue.

D. McGregor.—There are several methods of making opal enlargements. Tlie

simplest method is to make them direct on gelatiuo-bromide plates, such as

are supplied commercially for the purpose. The makers supply a formula for

the development. Opal enlargements are also made by the carbon process

and by the powder process ; sometimes, though rarely now, they are made
on wet collodion.

E. D. writes :
" The other day after I had toned and fixed a lot of prints I put

them in a large batli to soak for tlie niglit ; iu the morning, on looking at

them, I found that nearly all of them had blistered more or less. As tliis is

ray first experience of blistering, I am writing to ask you to be good euougli

to tell me the cause and remedy. "—From what our correspondent says, we
imagine that the blisters were not appiirent overnight. If they were not they
must have been caused by the long soalcing. Usually blisters make their

appearance either in the fixing bath or in the first washing waters. The
remedy in our correspondent's case would be to effect the washing in a

shorter period.

J. K. B. says : " I should be glad if you will answer me the following queries

in respect to the working of a burnisher :—1. Ought the prints, after mount-
ing, to be perfectly dry before passing through the burnisher ?—2. If they
must be dry, is it necessary to put any soap or other lubricant on tlie faces of

the prints ?—3. Ought the pressure to be lieavy—say as heavy as when using

an ordinary rolling press ?—4. To about what temperature ouglit the tool to

be heated ?—5. How many times ought the print to be passed tlirough the

burnisher?"—In reply; I. The prints should lie perfectly dry before bur-

nishing.—2. The prmts should be lubricated.—3. About the same.—4. Tlie

"tool" should l)e made tolerably liot, but not sufficiently so to scorch the

prints.—5. Until the requisite polish is obtained. This will depend to soma
extent upon the pressure applied.

H. W. Phillips writes :
" I. Will you kiudly give me, in your ' Answers to

Correspondents,' a formula for making and method of using the boracic acid

toning bath?—2. And can you relieve me of a difficulty I have with my
negative varnish ? I liave made some with methylated spirit and white-hard

spirit varnish, but no matter how much I dry the negatives after varnishing

they are always tacky. If you can give me a remedy for this I shall feel

deeply obliged."—1. By "tlie boracic acid toning bath" we presume our

correspondent means tlie borax toning bath ; if so, tlie proportions are from
half a drachm to forty grains of borax to each grain of gold in about eight

ounces of water. —2. Evidently an unsuit-ible sample of white-hard varnish

has been used. If the white-hard varnish were of the ordinary kind no difli-

culty would be experienced, and it would dry perfectly hard on the negatives.

Our correspondent should get a sample from another source and try .again.

A. S. asks : "I. Will you kindly tell me what objection, if any, there is to using

paper negatives for portrait work ? Would there be distortion ?—2. Also if

you will answer the following :—I have commenced saving wastes ; I mix
everything together—fixings, paper, and gold baths when they go bad. I use

salt, but the water is still very black, caused principally by the discoloura-

tion by fixing plates in the hypo. Will chloride of zinc do to tlirow down
the metals ?"—In reply : 1. There will be very little distortion provided the

paper negatives are not attached to a ridged surface whilst they are wet.

The Eastman Company are now supplying a paper for negatives in which

this trouble is reduced to a minimum.— 2. If all the baths have been mixed

together either salt or cliloride of zinc is useless as a precipitant ; sulphide of

potassium (liver of sulphur) must be employed. It is better to keep the dif-

ferent wastes separate and treat them separately—precipitating the gold from

the toning baths with sulphate of irou, the silver from the washing waters

with salt, and that from the fl.'ciug baths with sulphide of potassium.

North London Photoobaphic Sooiett.—On Saturday, June II, there will

be an excursion to Chislehurst. The train leaves Canuon-street at tweuty-fiva

minutes past two p.m.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,

June 15, 1887, will be on Backgrounds. Saturday outing at Gravesend. Train

from Fenohurch-street at eight minutes past two.

Photographic Society op Great Britain.—The last ordinary meeting of

the present session of this Society will be held on Tuesday next, June 14, at

eight p.m., at the Gallery, 6a, Pall Mall East, when a paper On J'huto-

micrography and its Value in Biological liesearch will be read by Mr. Edgar

W. Crookshank.
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PERCENTAGE SOLUTIONS AND WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.

Last week we promised to make a few observations on the

subject of the mixing of percentage solutions, a topic with

which questions of weights and measures are inextricably inter-

woven. Our attention was drawn to the subject by a number
of letters in our contemporary, the English Mechanic, in reply

to a querist who asked the meaning of the expression a "ten
per cent, solution;" he liad been told to take a "ten per cent,

solution of chrome alum," and he asked, " Does this mean 10

ounces alum in 100 ounces of water, or 10 drachms in 100
drachms, or 10 grains in 100 grains'!" The same question,

in other forms, is doubtlessly being constantly put by other

experimenters
; repeatedly have we ourselves been called upon

for an explanation. As we stated last week this querist was
replied to by no fewer than six correspondents, which number
included the names of at least one well-known authority, yet

with one exception all made such erroneous statements in their

replies as will form an excellent text whereon to expound this

most simple, yet evidently confusing matter.

The first reply is vague ; the second says, " A ten per cent,

Bolntion is one to ten." Wrong. The third is also vague at the

outset and soon gets hopelessly wrong and at sea—" 10 grains

alum in 1 ounce water means 10 grains in 480 !
" The fourth

is all wrong ; he says, " If you take 10 parts water to 1 part

chromic alum by weight," &c. He fails to comprehend the

point. Number five says, " There is nothing vague about a ten

per cent, solution of chrome alum. It means 10 parts of alum in

100 parts of water." This is evidently wrong, though the

latter part of tlie letter shows a glimmering of the truth.

Finallj', the last letter states that in "photographic formuUe
apothecaries' weight is always implied unless otherwise speci-

fied," a statement which is clearly erroneous, while still more
glaringly so is it to say, as the writer does, that 10 drachms
in 100 drachms is the same as 10 ounces in 100 ounces.

In trying to arrive at order out of tliis chaos of explanation,

evidently typical of the state of mind of a large number of

people, let us first explain what a ten per cent, solution does
mean. It cannot be termed a strictly scientific expression

;

but by common usage it means, when applied to a solid dis-

solved in a liquid, a solution containing one-tenth of its weight
of the particular solid. When applied to a mixture of two
liquids it is usually understood to mean a liquid which con-

tains a tenth of its volume of the specified liquid.

Thus a quarter of an ounce of a ten per cent, solution of

chrome alum would mean a liquid wliicli contained the tenth
part of one hundred and nine and three-eighths grains of chrome
alum. A pint of a ten per cent, solution of alcohol in water

would mean a solution containing two "fluid ounces" of
alcohol.

Now the confusion of terms makes its appearance at this

stage. Photographic formulfe, except for a few nice calcula-

tions, such, for example, as those needed in emulsion making
and a few other directions, do not call for very exact measure-

ments, as is instanced by the only recently forsaken "drop and
pinch " formuko for development ; hence a somewhat slipshod

mode of description is liable to bs adopted. In practice no great

harm perhaps is done, but the moment that exactitude of terms

is asked for it is seen by our quotations how difficult it is to

obtain it.

We have no purpose at this stage to enter into a discussion

of the large question of the advantages and disadvantages of

decimal versus other systems of weights and measures ; we
must take the British system as we find it, and endeavour to

explain its apparent .\nomalies, though, once understood, they

are simple and easy of application.

The unit of our system is the grain ; upon it all other di-

mensions are founded. Thus there are four hundred and
thirty-seven and a half of these grains to make the ounce of

commerce, which only have photographers anything to do with.

The troy ounce containing four hundred and eighty grains only

refers to the precious metals and precious stones. Nitrate of

silver is sold by the commercial (technically called avoirdupois)

ounce. From this ounce we get the pound weight, which is

equal to si.\teen ounces. Confusion begins to grow interestingly

intricate here. Every one knows there is a troy pound and au
avoirdupois pound, each having its own number of ounces, also

varying in weight as described ; but if the grains figures only

were remembered no difficulty need arise. The troy pound has

five thousand seven hundred and sixty gi'ains, the avoirdupois

pound seven thousand grains—all grains it is underetood being

alike, whatever denomination they are connected with.

Perhaps if this were the only difficulty the true figures would

soon be committed to memory, but, unfortunately, the capacity-

measures tend in the opposite direction. The imperial gallon

is a measure of a space which, when completely filled with

water, would hold exactly ten pounds weight, or one hundred

and sixty ounces. The one hundred and sixtieth part of a

gallon, therefore, is a "fluid ounce;" but as a fluid ounce

of water is equal to a weighed ounce, the first half of the word

is usually droi)ped, a course which often leads to misconception

when fluids heavier or lighter than water are in question. But

the most unfortunate confusion of all consists in the divisions of

the ounce. We have recalled the respective weights of the troy

and the avoirdupois ounce, and here it may be mentioned that

the ounce formerly used by apothecaries and by the chemist
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and dniggist, contained the same number of grains as the troy

ounce—four Iiundred and eighty ; hence, whenever the division

of the fluid ounce into four hundred and eighty minims was

called to mind, the majority of those refemng to these divisions

jumped to the conclusion that the minim and the grain were

identical. This, however, it will be plainly seen they are not,

for a minim of water is the four hundred and eightieth part of

an ounce containing, not four hundred and eighty grains, but

four hundred and thirty-seven and a half grains. Our readers who

are not quite familiar with this point would do well to think it

well over ; they arc not likely to forget it again. An ounce

weight and an ounce measure of water (at suitable temperature

and atmospheric pressure) are identical, and either contains four

hundred and eighty minims or four hundred and thirty-seven

and a half grains of water.

Let us in conclusion go back to the percentage question. If

an ounce of chrome alum be dissolved in a small quantity of

water, and, next, the solution made up in bulk to measure half

a pint, that is, ten "fluid ounces," then every fluid ounce will

contain a tenth of an ounce weight of clirome alum, but a fluid

drachm will not contain a tenth of a drachm of alum ; for if

the latter term be employed at all (it was omitted over twenty

years ago in the British Pharmacopoeia) it means the eighth

part of the apothecaries' ounce of four hundred and eiglity

grains. But this term should be entirely discarded and thus

one form of confusion be avoided. We cannot but thinlv the

retention in our legal weights and measures of terms of similar

name but different signification most unfortunate. It is the true

cause of all this confusion.

PHOTOGRAPHING FLOWERS.
There remains little to be said beyond what has already

appeared in previous articles on the general behaviour of

orthochromatic plates in connection with their employment
for flower subjects. Naturally witli a class of objects ex-

hibiting colour effects and combinations of the utmost variety

and brilliance, those plates might be expected to prove them-
selves of the greatest utility, but it must be confessed that

the actual results obtained are at first somewhat disappointing.

We say at first, because though working in the ordinary

manner, that is, without the coloured screen, we fail to

secure those startling effects of colour reversal claimed by
many; still, on more careful examination of the comparative
results produced upon orthochromatic and ordinary plates

respectively, there is a distinct advantage on the side of the
former, more especially with flowers of the particular colours
affected by the orthochromatic treatment.

A very large proportion of the more ordinary and popular
flowers are of these particular colours, purple, blue, yellow, and
orange, in their various shades and combinations, and mingled
with white and green

; blossoms of these colours are not only
better rendered photographically, but there is also, even
without the coloured screen, a nearer approach to the accurate
expression of their colour values to the eye. But the large
variety of colours comprised under the various shades of red,
scarlet, crimson, pink, etc., are, if anything, suff'erers from the
employment of orthochromatic plates, for while the sensitive-
ness of the film has been left intact, or perhaps even lowered
for those colours and for white, the yellows and greens have
had their active value considerably increased. Thus flowers of
red tints are found to suffer, especially the lighter ones in
comparison witli blue and yellow blossoms if such be in juxta-

position ; but what is of greater importance, they suffer in a

still greater degree in the comparison with their own foliage,

which is rendered proportionately much lighter. To take a

familiar example, we will instance a bright scarlet geranium,

which will be found to be rendered many shades darker in

comparison with its foliage when taken upon an orthochromatic

plate than when an ordinary gelatine-bromide or a wet plate is

employed.

Many of the exquisitely varied blooms of show pelargoniums

form extremely difficult subjects to render photographically,

owing to tlie strong colour contrasts of their markings as

distinguished from the contrast to the eye. Take, for instance,

any of those species combining white and delicate pink with

markings of deep carmine merging into dark velvety claret or

maroon. To the eye the lighter tints are perfectly distinct in

spite of their delicacy, as are also the darker ones from the

sheer contrast of their colour brilliancy ; but in the camera the

first are rendered as almost imbrokeu white, the others a

uniform black, or the closest approach to it, and the general

result is a most unsatisfactory contrast between nearly pure

black and white. With ordinary plates, especially with wet col-

lodion, much may be done by modifying exposure and develop-

ment to remedy this state of affairs, but when orthochromatic

films are employed such treatment serves but to erajihasise the

peciiliar effects resulting from the plates themselves.

But as has been said, orthochromatic plates have unmistakably'

some advantages if their use bo judiciously applied. For in-

stance, if we take simple yellow flowers such as the ranunculus,

dandelion, daffodil, narcissus, marigold, or sunflower, the mere

heightening of the sensitiveness to yellow brings about a bettor

rendering of the subject independently of any "orthochromatic"'

effect, simply because the blossom—as well as the foliage—

•

receives a better exposure. We had a striking example of this

a few days .ago in photographing a laburnum tree in full

blossom. 'J'he result upon an ordinary plate was such that

no one inspecting the picture would have imagined the tree

was in flower, foliage and bloom being of one uniform depth

of tint. Upon trying an orthochromatic plate, however, the

blossom was readily distinguishable without giving any effect

of " snowiness " to the tree. When we turn to flowers in

which yellow is contrasted with white, blue, or purple, the

effects are still more marked, and here the advantage is reaped

of whatever orthochromatic eflfect is to be secured without the

coloured screen. Take, as an example, the common field daisj-,

with its pure white or crimson ti]jped petals and yellow centre.

Few would recognise it from its photograph on an ordinary

plate, its dark centre giving it more the aspect of a dwarf sun-

flower. But the power of the orthochromatic plate suffices to

soften the contrast, and, by bringing up the yellow, to give a

more natural aspect to the rendering.

But it is of course when yellow is contrasted with blue or

purple that the most marked difference accrues from the use of

the colour prepared films, though even then it is only in cases

of very violent chromatic contrast that a specially palpable dis-

tinction is apparent, such as would be recognised at a casual

glance, and such as would be produced with the aid of the

yellow screen. Tlie pale blue of the forget-me-not contrasted

with its delicate yellow " eye," forms an instance in which it is

difficult to distinguish th»'results of ordinary and orthochro-

matic plates ; but if we turn to the Large class of pansies, in

which rich golden yellows enter into combination with deep

velvety purples, almost reaching black, we find that the stained

plates give a decidedly more favourable rendering.
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Blue, in conjunction with wliite, forms another combination

in dealing with which orthochroniatic plates prove nscfiil, and
no more striking example could be selected than the pretty

convolvTilus of the old fashioned garden.

Of flowers of these descriptions and colours there are a very
largo number of favourites both in the garden and the hot-

house, and though we have confined ourselves to the more
popular ones in our remarks, still the amateur who has the
contents of a conservatory at his disposal as subjects for the
camem will find innumerable instances where orthochromatic
plates employed without the screen will help him, if they do
not give the full degree of sxiccess he would desire. If the
coloured screen with its disadvantages be adopted the results

may in cases be better, but on the whole we do not consider
the "game worth the candle."

Occasionally combinations including red tints are found to

be benefited by using orthochromatic plates. For instance, we
recently met with a flower of the marguerite class, having
crimson or carmine petals and golden yellow centre. With
ordinary plates the coloui-s were rendered of perfectly uniform
tint, but upon applying an orthochromatic plate the difference

was very distinct, the centre being considerably the lighter.

Whether it was the heightening of the sensitiveness to yellow,
or tlie lowering of the red, that produced the result we cannot
say, but m<ist probably the latter. Another example shown to

lis by a friend last year consisted of a group of Rhodunthe
macvlnta in which deep rose, yellow, and crimson, enter into

combination. The orthochromatic rendering was decidedly the

better of the two, the colours being more clearly defined, and
this in spite of the fact that the rose and crimson arc in juxta-

position.

Sufficient has l)ecn said to show to those who wish to make
flower photography a hobbj-, that while we would recommend
them to use orthochromatic plates for some subjects, we should

not advise them to rely upon them in all instances, nor do we
desire them to expect too much from such use. If the operator

employ them judiciously and rest content with what assistance

they are capable of rendering, ho will not in the long run have
cause to complain.

In a note to the PhntograpMsche Mittheilunyen, E. Vogel, jun., states

as the result of experiments made by bim tliat he finds when isoehrc-
matic platfts have been prepared by immersing ordinary plates in a
batli of azalin they lose their .sensitiveness to some extent, but by
subsetpiently immersing them in a two per cent, .solution of ammonia
their sensitiveness is quite restored.

When in Manchester the other day, we learned that Mr. John
Eastham, who was one of tlie early pioneers in photography in Man-
chester, is sufToring from the distressing malady wliich goes by the
name of apha.'-ia. This most melancholy condition is characterised by
an inability to employ suitable words for the expression of thought,
80 that though tiie faculty of speech remains, it fails to communicate
the ideas of the affected person. Tlie attack is often sudden, and
frequently arises from embolism of the cerebral vessels. As Mr.
Eastliam is in very reduced circumstances, it is to be hoped that friends
who knew him in his better days may bo found willing to interest
themselves on his belialf. Mr. Eastham is now living in Bradshaw-
street, Higher Broughton.

Tub long continued action of moisture ig generally looked upon as
being most destructive to photographs. Tliat it does have a de-
teriorating influence, under certain conditions, no one will deny.
Under some circumstances, however, it would appear to bo inert, if

we may judge from some examples shown by Mr. Fred. Ilollyer
at the meeting of the Photographic Cluh last week. . These pictures 1

—silver prints—had been kept damp for no less than five years, and
appeared none the worse for the transaction. We learn that the
prints were placed in blotting-paper to dry, but the parcel got mis-
laid, and was not found till quite recently—five years afterwards.

It was then discovered in a damp portion of a dark room under a
pile of other things, which had not been disturbed for years. When
found the blotting-paper was moist, covered with mould, and smelt
offensively. It could not be handled for rottenness. The prints

were also mouldy on the backs, but the image was uninjured. After
drying, -and tlie mould being wiped off, the prints seemed none the

worse for being retained under such adverse conditions, except that

the back of the paper was permanently stained by the mould. Mr,
lloUyer drew the particular attention of the members to the fact

that, during the time the prints were in the blotting book, they were
protected from the action of the atmosphere. This, he considered,

had a far more peniicious action on photographs than moisture pure
and simple.

Many professional photographers, both in London and in the pro-

vinces, are complaining loudly of the unfounded reports which liavo

appeared in the non-scientific press, to the effect that a proceas of

photographing in colours has been discovered is causing them con-

siderable annoyance in their businesses. Clients, they say, refuse to

believe that the report is incorrect because so much prominence has

been given to it by some of the daily papers, and they refrain from
having their portraits taken for the present unless they can be done
by the newly discovered process. One would almost have imagined
that the discovery of a method of taking photographs in natural

colours had been heralded so often that, like the "cry of wolf,'' it

would have no importance attached to it. Such does not appear to

be the case. I'erhaps, however, the association of a well-known
photographer's name with it has had something to do with the

credulity on the present occasion ; usually it is some obscure foreign

scientist who lias made the " important discovery." Mr. Mayall has

made no claim to " photography in natural colours," though it lias

been made for him by certain London papers, and reiterated in

many provincial ones. In most instances the report remains un-

corrected.

The inconsistencies of some of the newspapers on the subject of the

so-called colour photography have been most amusing. For example,

the Daily Telei/raph, a short time back, in a leading article on Mr.
Mayall's (?) discovery, after speculating as to what will be the attitude

of such men as Sir Frederick Leighton, Sir James Linton, Mr. James
Whistler, and tlio societies they preside over, and making some re-

marks anent fast and fugitive pigments, adds, " If the naturally

coloured portraits of which the perfected execution has been proclaimed

will really ' wash '—that is to say, if their permanency can be proved

by time—it is clear that ere long little short of a revolution must be

expected, not only in portrait painting but in many other important

branches of art.'' A few days later, when commenting on the

Cellerier Syndicate's productions, our contemporary says: "It is

needless in these days, when a scientific primer can be bought for one

shilling, to point out the boastful absurdity and inherent nonsense of

any pretensions to photograph colours directly. To do so would be

to attempt to rival the exploits of those wise old gentlemen of Laputa

whom Lemuel Gulliver discovered engaged in the process of extracting

sunbeams from cucumbers." It is to be regretted that the editor did

not invest a shilling before writing the tiret article, as it would, to an

extent, have prevented the public from being mislead, and saved

many photographers some little annoyance. However, there is an

amusing side to the question, and this the latter have enjoyed.

The taste for matt surface pictures is undoubtedly on the increa.«e'

and will doubtless continue so, particularly if photographers give

it encouragement. Most of the matt surface prints now produced are

either by the platinotype or the gelatine process. One seldom nowa-

days meets with a print on wliat used to be known as " salted paper,"

and we question if many modern printers would know how to produce

one. Whenever a matt surface print is now required, the usual

practice is to sensitise a piece of ordinary albumenised paper on the

back and to print on that. This is a clumsy expedient, and the
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result obtained is far from satisfactory, as the image always has a

flat and sunlcen-in appearance, very different from the plain prints of

former times. Moreover, the picture is on the web side of the paper,

which always gives it an unpleasant appearance. Plain salted paper

used to he an article of commerce, and was kept by every stock

dealer, but now we question if it can be obtained ready prepared.

Perhaps plain salted paper would meet with a sale if it were

forthcoming,

A COBEESPONDENT Writes that M. Lambert, when over here some

years ago demonstrating his processes, showed some, if not all, of his

licensees a method of colouring carbon prints from the back similar to

that recently described as a patented process. We believe he did, but the

same thing was done by others long prior to the introduction of the

Lambertype processes, and analogous methods of finishing carbon

prints have been introduced since.

THE MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.

I.

Tbue to their instincts, the Manchester men seem to have got up

their Jubilee Exhibition on a scale worthy of themselves and their

great city. They appear to have been pervaded by a spirit similar to

that by which they were actuated in 1857, when their smoky city was

elevated into the position of being the most spoken-of place in the

world. For it was then that Cottonopolis had reared an art palace and

had gathered within its walls the art treasures of Europe. Where

else could be seen under one roof, as we saw it in the J une of the year

mentioned, twenty-eight pieces of Haphael, thirty-five Murillo's,

thirty Titian's, with an even greater plethora of the works of Rubens,

Vandyck, Rembrandt, Teniers, Tintoretto, Leonardo de Vinci,

Michael Angelo, and numerous otlier masters of the foreign school?

When added to these were the innumerable home artists of former

and contemporary times, including Reynolds, Hogarth, Gainsborough,

Romnie, Opie, West, Wilkie, Etty, Landseer, Leslie, Maclise, Faed,

Gordon, Danby, and hosts of others who were represented by those

works which are so familiar in the history of art, one is inchned to

wonder not only at the boldness of the conception by which " cotton

spinners and weavers " should aspire to making a collection such as

was never before achieved, but at the astonishing success by which
their efforts were crowned.

The spirit which animated these merchant princes thirty years ago

evidently pervaded their successors, who have gathered together in

nearly the same place and under more than one roof, large though
they be, treasures of another class, yet which transcend in their

influences on mankind that of the former period. Manchester is, and
has good cause to be, proud of its Jubilee Exhibition.

But we started with an intention to speak of the Photographic
Section of this singularly large and attractive exhibition. And first

we would observe that it is noteworthy in this respect that it is

" large and fine," notwithstanding the absence of the bait of medals,
which proves so attractive and alluring to many. Of course there
are some whose contributions are seldom far off from an exhibition
when allured by the temptation of a possible medal award, but who
in one like the present seem to prefer remaining absent. When will
the time come when photographers, hke painters, will exhibit their
works solely for the love of the art and the honour that redounds to
themselves, unmixed by the less worthy consideration of reward in
the form of medals ?

The Exhibition is very rich in what appertains to the history of
photography. There i.-i & facsimile of the earliest known sun picture,
or heliotype, by Thomas Wedgwood, about 1791-3, kindly lent by
B. J. Sayce. There are several Daguerreotypes of Daguerre, Faraday,
Goddard, and others, taken in 1841 and the subsequent few years,
together with Talbotype negatives and prints from them by various
of the early ai'tists, among them being the famous Edinburgh calo-
typist, L). 0. Hill, who flourished in tuat capacity in 1843. There is

a portrait of Sir John Ilerschel, which must possess great interest for
all who are acquainted with the scientific labours of that eminent
man in the earliest days of photography ; and, almost better still,

tUwe is exhibited in one of the show-sjasea his famous letter to Mr.

Brothers, of Manchester, in which he described his discovery of the

fixing powers of hyposulphite. This letter, we think, possesses so

great a degree of value as a historical document that we here

reproduce it :

—

" Colingtoood, October 29, 1864.

" Sir,—I think I may very fairly claim the discovery of the hyposulphites

as fixing agents, as I believe I was the first to call the attention of chemists
to that class of salts and their peculiar habitudes, especially in relation to

the insoluble salts of silver.

" lu my paper On the Hyposulphurous Acid and its Compounds, which
bears date Jan. 8, 1819, and which appeared in Brewster and Jamieson's
Edinb. Phil. Journal, 1819, occur these words :

—

' One of the most singular characters of the hyposulphites is the property
their solutions possess of dissolving muriate of silver and retaining it in con-

siderable quantities iu permanent solution.' (p. 11.)
' Hyposulphite of Potash,—It dissolves muriate of silver, even when very

dilute, with great readiness.' (p. 19.)
' IIi/2)osulphite of Sod I.—* * * Muriate of silver ne'wly precipitated

dissolves in this salt when in a somewhat concentrated solution in large

quantity, and almost as leadily as sugar in water.' (p. 19.)
' HyposiUjjhite of Slrontia.—* * * Like the rest of the hyposulphites,

it readily dissolves muriate of silver, and .alcohol precipitates it as a sweet
syrup.' (p. 21.)

'Hyposulphite of Silver.—Muriate of silver newly precipitated is soluble in

all liquid hyposulphites, and, as before observed, in that of soda with gi'eat

eiise and in large quantities. This solution is not accomplished without
mutual decomposition, as its intense sweetness proves—a sweetness surpassing

that of honey, and diffusing itself over the whole mouth and fauces, without
any disagreeable or metallic flavour.' (p 27.)

" In a second paper on the same subject, which appeared in the same
journal, vol. 1, p. 396 et seq., it is shown {inter alia) that the affinity of

this acid for silver is such that oxide of silver readily decomposes hypo-
sulphite of soda and likewise the soda in a caustic state, ' the only in-

stance, I believe, yet known of the direct displacement of a fixed alkali

via humidd by a metallic oxide.' (p. 397.)

' Hyposulphile of Ammonia and Silver.—Its sweetness is unmixed with any
other flavour, aud so intense as to cause a pain in the thro.at. * * One grain

oiimiunicates a perceptible sweetness to 30,000 grains of water.' (p. 399.)

" In a third communication, dated November, 1819— ' The habitudes of

this acid with the oxide of mercury are not less singular than its relation

to that of silver.' ' The red oxide is readily dissolved by * * * hyposul-

phite of soda, while the alkali is set at liberty in a caustic state,' &c., &a.
" The very remarkable facts above described, I have reason to believe,

attracted a good deal of attention at the time, and thenceforward the

ready solubility of silver salts, usually regarded as insoluble by the hypo-
sulphites, was familiar to every chemist. It would not, therefore, be

surprising if Daguerre tried it to fi.c his plates (i.e. to wash off the iodide

coating) ; but I have been informed, though I cannot cite a printed

authority for it, that at first he fixed with ammonia, or with a strong

solution of common salt.

" For my own part, the use of the hyposulphites was to myself the

readiest and most obvious means of procedure, and presented itself at

once. My earliest experiments were made in January, 1339, and in my
notebook I find :

—

'Exp. 1012.—1839, Jan. 29. Kxperiments tried within the last few days'

since hearing of Daguerre's secret, aud also that Fox Talbot has got sometliiug

of the same kind.' [Here follow some trials of the rehative sensitiveness of

the nitrate, carbonate, acetate, and muriate of silver. I should observe that .at

that time I did not even know what kind of pictures Daguerre had produced.
This process was not revealed till August, 1839.J

' Exp. 1013.—DagueiTe's process : attempt to imitate. Requisites—1st,

very susceptible paper ; 2nd, very perfect camera ; 3rd, means of arresting

further action. Tried hyposulphite of soda to arrest the action of light by
wasliing aw.ay all the chloride of silver or other silvering s<alt ; succeeds per-

fectly. Papers half acted on, half guarded from the light by covering with
pasteboard, were withdrawn from sunshine, sponged over with hyposulphite,

then washed in pure water, dried, and again exposed. Tlie darkened half

remained dark, the white half white, after any exposure, as if they had been
painted witli sepia.'

' Jan. 30, 1839.—Formed image of telescope with the aplanatic lens * *

and placed iu focus paper with carbonate of silver. An image wiis formed in

white on a sepia-coloured ground * * which bore washing with hyposul-

phite of soda, and was then no longer alterable by light. Thus Daguerre's

problem is so far solved,' &c., &c.
' Exp. 1014.

—

Jan. 30, Tried transfer of print and copperplate engraved

letters,' &c., &c,

" The publication of Daguerre's process (according to Dr. Monckhoven,
for I cannot at present refer to the original document) took place on the

19th August, 183'J. My early experiments were printed in the notices of

the proceedings of the Eoyal Society of March 14, 1839, in which occurs

this passage iu the abstract of a paper read to the Society :

—

'Confining his attention in the present notice to the employment of chloride

of silver, the author inquires into the method by which the blackened traces

can be preserved, which may be effected, he observes, by the application of

any liquid capable of dissolving aud washing ott' the unchanged chloride,

but leaving the reduced oxide of silver untouched. These conditions are best

fulflUed by the liquid hyposulphites.'
' Twenty-three specimens of photographs made by Sh J. HerscUel accom-
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puny his paper-ona a sketch of his telescope at Slongh, fixed from its image

malcus.'
" This is the ImaRe above mentioned as having been taken on Jan. 80,

1839, and was, I believe, the first picture ever fixed for an optical image

ever taken in this country—at least I have heard of none earlier.

"At the time of making these experiments, as already mentioned, 1

had no knowledge of M. Dagncrre's process further than the mention of

the existence of a proces> (a secret one) in a note from Admiral (then

Captain) Beaufort some time about Jan. 23, 1839. Of course I used

vaver not silver, and it was not a suggestion, but a regular and uniform

practice, to use the hyposulphite; I never used anything elsc.-I am,

Bir, your obedient servant, " J- F. W. Herschel.

Occupying a prominent position in one of the cases are examples

of LdonVidftl's photochromes, or photographs printed in coloured

pigments, wliich will be examined with all the greater interest that

attempts are being made at the present time to introduce coloured

photographs the pigments upon which are applied, altogether unlike

Vidal's polychromes, by the more or less skilled hand of a colounst.

These polychromes are very bright and possess perfect gradation.

Let it be understood that this is not a method of applying colour to

an already existing photograph in monochrome, but of printing it in

colours ab initio. The specimens now in Manchester form a portion

of some whicli were brought before the notice of the British Associa-

tion at their Bradford meeting in 1873, where an account of their

mode of production was given by the present owner of them. The

process was originally ba-^ed upon the carbon or pigment printing

process, but resembled in principle chrorao-lithography.
_

Eveiy

different tint shown in the picture implied a separate print, the

colouring matter of which was set off or transferred to t!ie sheet ujon

which the finished picture was finally impressed. As maiy negatives

had to be emploved as there were colours to bo printed.

This was tro'iblesome, but out of it was evolved a much simpler

and better system, namely, one in which collotyplc printing formed

the means of' production. The negatives are prepared as mentioned,

that is, there must be as many negatives as there are colours to be

produced, and from each negative must be stopped out every part

that does not represent one special colour.

Suppose that the subject is a rose tree clad with foliage, and

adorned with red flowers. The negatives are obtained by superposi-

tion from one original; all but the flowers, the trunk, and the

leaves are then respectively stopped out in the separate negatives.

Three printing "formes" or surfaces are now prepared, one for each

of these nagatives ; the printing surface being of course gelatine, as

adopted in the collotype process. The leaves are first printed, being

inked with green, these will appear in all the beautiful delicacy

and with all the structural detail visible in the original tree. When
the requisite number—hundreds or thousands -of impressions has

been printed, the printing surface is removed (one press only is now

supposed to be employed), and a second " forme," representing the

flowers, is inserted in the bed of the press. This is inked with a

transparent red lithographic ink the colour of the flower, and the

partially printed proofs are sent through the press a second time, care

being taken to keep correct register. A third time the operation is

repeated, so as to introduce the brown colour of the trunk and branches.

If necessary, colours may be made to overlap.

What is here adduced as a means of printing flowers applies

equally to that of landscapes, portraits, and indeed to everything

that can be represented by photography.

We close the present article by saying that great praise is due to

Mr. Brothers and his colleagues of the Manchester Photographic

Society for the abiUty they have displayed in getting together such an

excellent exhibition of photographs, both ancient and modem, a

description of which we shall resume next week.

THE POTASH DEVELOPER.
The season and the weather are with us now to remind photographers

that ammonia is a nuisance, either as a developing agent or in any

other capacity, and most operators will agree, at least while the

present temperature lasts, that it should be banished the dark room

altogether. It is not only that its escaping fumes are noxious to

health, and that its extreme volatility renders it a very uncertain

developer, but it is likely under extreme circumstances to prove really

dangerous, a fact of which I was disagreeably reminded a day or two

since when, in moving a bottle of ammonia that had not been opened

for some time, the stopper flew out and I was deluged with the con-

tents, liquid as well as vapour, which narrowly escaped my eyes. The

bottle had been closed in cool—more than probably, in very cold—

weather, and after the recent sudden rise of temperature waa ready

to go off like a bombshell at any moment.

Then, again, the troubles that arise to the health from constant

contact with ammonia vapour in a close space are at any time bad

enough, but with the temperature at eighty odd and a flood of hot-

looking red light coming into the room without any adequate

counterbalancing supply of air to temper it, it is no wonder that

the additional irritant effect of ammonia vapour on the system should

produce headache, lassitude, and loss of appetite, to say nothing of the

nasal catarrh it brings on at any time when the system is saturated

with it.

From the purely photographic point of view', these objections may
be regarded as merely sentimental ; accidents to limb or health form

no part of an openitor's contract, he has to develope negatives. But

the same volatility that causes the ammonia to distribute itself

so lavishly about the place also causes it to escape from its solutions.

If " H. P. II." has reason to complain of the developing uncertainties

arising from incorrectly graduated measures as described in his recent

letter, I think he, or any one else, would find he suffered infinitely

more in the same direction during such weather as the present if the

ammonia developer be used without maldng a fresh solution every

few minutes.

For these and other reasons I have long discarded ammonia for all

but experimental purposes, finding the carbonates of potash and soda

far more reliable, free from smell, cheaper, and what is of the greatest

imp jrtance, giving at least as good results as ammonia. Such, at

least, I claim for potash, but I must confe.« to an absolute dislike to

carbonate of soda, on account of the horrible yellow colour it imparts

to the gelatine film—not to the image, but to the gelatine which holds

it. It is a curious fact that, notAvithstanding very many of those who

constantly use carbonate of soda declare they are not troubled with

the yellow stain, it always appears with me, notwithstanding the use

of sulphite of soda, and quite irrespective of the make of plates.

If by quick development and the free use of sulphite an uncoloured

negative should result, the stain invariably appe irs on washing ;
in

fact, it seems to be a case on a par with that of the Irishman who

asserted that the water of his native village "washed the dhirt

into yez."

On the other hand, it is alleged against carbonate of potash that it

causes frilhng where frilling would not otherwise appear ; but my
experience does not go to that length. I will admit that if a plate

be weak—that is, will just bear ordinary treatment, but no liberties

in the shape of forcing—potash will search out its weakness; but

with the general run of commercial plates I do not think any difliculty

need be experienced. If a plate frills with potash, it will not be

found ditficidt to make it frill with ammonia, or even ferrous oxalate.

But the remedy is easy, and if the plan be regularly adopted the

difficulty need never appear. It is simply to use a strong solution of

common salt between development and fixing aa recommended some

time ago in the Jouhnal.

I am not going to recommend any new formula, for the very good

reason that I do not believe in them. A formula for developing is

all very well as something to which to stick a man's name as a handle,

but if the owner of the " handle " would also invent a formula for

the production of images that require strictly uniform treatment, he

would better deserve the distinction attaching to him, and would, at

the same time, save himself an immensity of trouble in continually

altering his formula, as appears to be the practice of such gentlemen

with every fresh packet of plates they open.

If ten per cent, solutions of pyro and bromide and a more concen-

trated solution of alkali be kept, the operator is prepared to " tnckle
''

any plate that ever left its maker's hands with the capacity of making

a picture in it. I do not say those solutions would enable him to do

much or anything with a square of glass and some spoilt emulsion,

but if the plate has the capability of making a negative at all, they

will, properly handled, bring as much—in quality, I mean—out

of it OS tlie maker's owq "extra special" formula. IU»t i^ t|)o
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only formula I recognise—solutions of known strength. Ten per

cent, is a convenient strength for the two named, but the alkali is

better stronger, so long as it is known that a definite quantity is

contained in each drachm.

Before speaking of the strength of solution I employ, I should like

to say a word or two regarding the kind of material employed. It is

insisted bj' the author of at least one potash formula that the " pure
"

article must be used. The recommendation is very good in as far as

it offers a better chance—without, however, ensuring—that a definite

article is obtained and a solution of uniform strength. But it is not

at all necessary, as the " commercial " article at eightpence per

pound sold as "commercial purified," or "salts of tartar," is quite as

good if only properly used. The only treatment it requires is to have

it thoroughly dried before weighing, as it is extremely deliquescent,

and being a cheap substance is not kept with any particular care in

most retail shops. The pure article possesses the same characteristics,

but owing to the greater care used in its storage is not likely to go so

far wrong as the cheaper ; still, it is always desirable to apply the

drying treatment to it also. This is easily done by spreading it on

a plate or dish, and leaving it for a sufficient time in a moderately hot
oven.

If, however, the operator should hanker after purity he can have it

at a cheap rate by adopting the following plan. Instead of buying
"salts of tartar " let him ask for bicarbonate of potash, which can be ob-

tained at any chemists or oil shop in the kingdom, and costs the same as

the salts of tartar, namely, eightpence the pound—at least, it should

at any respectable shop, though some chemists would perhaps charge

eightpence an ounce for it it the purchaser looked as if he had as

much money about him.

If the operator is chemist enough to perform the operation he
should next " ignite " the bicarbonate ; but presuming that he is not,

let him transfer it to one of the common "block tin" baking dishes

and place it in a good hot oven. This drives oft the extra atom of

carbonic acid, together with an atom of water, and leaves pure
anhydrous carbonate of potash. The operation is complete when
Bteam ceases to rise from the salt when stirred. Let it be weighed as
Boon as cool,

_
And now with regard to the strength of the solution. The solu-

bility of the pure carbonate is very great, about an equal weight of
water sufficing to dissolve it at ordinary temperatures, but so strong a
solution would be inconvenient to use. I'lates differ very greatly as
regards the quantity of the salt they will stand or require, some
developing well with as much as twenty grains to the ounce, others
requiring only five. Twenty grains to the drachm of solution, or one
hundred and sixty to the ounce, will therefore form a convenient
strength, one drachm sufficing tor one, two, or four ounces of developer
as the plate may require.

For general everyday work, when a large stock of solution is made
and kept ready for use, it is of course not necessary that the quanti-
ties should be weighed out exactly to a grain as in experimental work,
a grain more or less in the ounce of developer being of absolutely no
moment. ^Ve can, therefore, proceed, in quantity, in a more con-
venient manner than by weighing out exactly so many hundred grains,
even if we have the weights at hand. Thus, a pound avoirdupois
consists of 7000 grains, and forty tluid ounces of solution containing
100 grains to each ounce will require G400 grains. If, then, we
allow for a considerable quantity of moisture in the pound of salts of
tartar as it comes from the oilshop, we may make it into fortv ounces
of solution, and be pretty certain that it will not be far off the
strength of twenty grains to the drachm. If we are a little more
particular, and dry the carbonate before dissolving, fifteen ounces to
the quart will be very slightly over the mark.

It the bicarbonate be used it must be remembered that one pound
of the acid salt represents but eleven ounces of the neutral carbonate,
five ounces, all but a very minute fraction, being driven off in the
shape of water and carbonic acid gas. If, then, one pound of
bicarbonate be converted into carbonate as described, and dissolved
to make thirty ounces of solution, each ounce will contain within one-
twelfth of a grain over the required quantity.

I feel certain it would bo to the interest of large estabUshmenls to
make such stock solutions in quantities sutBcient to last fur some
weeks. The materials are cheap enough and the quantity of solution

actually used is very small, so that in the concentrated state not much
storage room would be required. The gain in uniformity of work
from always using the same solution would soon be felt, for I scarcely

think any photographic laboratories are likely to vary between tbei

extremes of temperature sufficiently to alter the specific gravity of th

solution to such an extent as to alter its developing power.
(

II. y. E. COTKSWORTH.

ON THINGS m GENERAL,
DrniNG the early part of the year I was asked the question, "Wlieii

shall we hear of photography in colours being invented?" " In all

probability in a few months' time," I replied ;
" as, for the last quart • r

of a century it has been regularly discovered every two or tlnve

years, and it is now about time it was invented again." My prophecy

came true sooner than I anticipated, and all honest photographers

must feel almost ashamed of their profession to see the impudent way
in which the public are being gulled by a few astute advertisers,

who are now exploiting this ever green field of innocents. One would

have thought that the experience of a few years ago would have

served for almost two generations. My readers cannot fail to re-

member the inventor wlio managed to net .some considerable sums

of monej' from a credulous public which applied for shares in a com-

pany launched for working a photograpliy-in-natural-colours plan.

Then, as now, the daily papers, by their gorgeouslj- worded articles,

unsuspectingly lent their aid to the deception, and again is the same
sorry game being played.

All these pseudo photography-in-colour processes come at a most '

inopportune time for the progress of true science, for we have once
|

more among us, one miglit almost say, -that talented worker in the I

theory of photography, Jlr. Carey Lea, and I hail with enthusiasm '

the familiar and respected name, joining with Mr. Hanson, of Lord?.

wlio wrote a week or two ago, in offering my sympathy in the painful

cause of his long absence and in all good wishes for the future. Sucli

workers in the cause of science are few and far between—we cannot

afford to lose them ; and every one will acclaim Mr. Carey Idea's

return, especially accompanied, as he is, with such loads of good

things in the shape of investigations in this most interesting field, tbe

true photography in colours.

We seem likely to have a plethora of changing boxes for a wliilf,

and I join with the Editors in their suggestion to a correspomleiit

who sends a bo.x of his own resembling a recently patented instru-

ment of the kind, that, whenever a really efficient improvement is

devised, that a description should be publislied in these pages. Tlnii'

would bo then no doubt about priority of publication, a very potent.

yet disputable, factor in patent matters. But why changing boxes at

all ? A set of neat dark slides don't weigh mucli more, and av

infinitely preferable. There are one or two really good chanLiiiiir

boxes in the market, but defend me from the majoritj- of tli-

I know of a photographer who possessed one such affair who ^v

with a chosen few to tlie Isle of Man, on pliotographic plea?!

bent. They all set to work upon a lovely view, but our trienu

the box appeared rather dilatory. Tlie rest of the party ex])'

their plates and prepared to retire. The changing box owner, li

ever, was fixed : his plate would go neither in nor out. He coa

it, tried first gentleness then force, used strong language, all f"

purpose. At last our friend took that changing box, threw it in tii'

air and let it drop, thud ! lie jumped upon it, kicked it, and, as fai

as he knows, its remains lie whitening upon that Manx hill yet. II'

is now a happy man ; he owns no changing box, and never intends

'

Photographic journeying reminds me of the suggestion ot

Dunmore to send- a list of suitable places with their capabilities l

tacihties succinctly and shortly stated. There can be no doubt sue!'

a list would be useful, and the suggestion will tend to rehabihtate tbi|
-

old recommendation—I forget whose—that the " Where-to-go-with' i

the-Camera" series ot this Joubnal should be reprinted in boolj

form. I doubt whether it would pay ; but if only the Editors wouk
classify, condense, abstract, and otherwise rjduce in bulk, and rejj

publish— after the style ilr. Dunmore suggests—this series, the thinjf

would be started on a firsl-rate basis, and many ardent and skilfii

photographers wlio have either no time to contribute so fully as hul

hitherto been done to the series or are deficient in coufideuce tl
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write a brief article, would feel no hesitation at adding his quota in

Mr. Dunmore's style. Mr. Editors, will you not take tho liint and

start such a list forthwith ? it would be invaluable, and ultimately

might be reprinted with some probability of there being no loss through

tho transaction.

Technical printing is always a difficult matter to get done success-

fully and correctly, though I must congratulate the publishers of this

periodical upon tho successful way in which such printing is carried

out in these pages. I wonder who is responsible for tho benzole dia-

gram on page •"MO. It is neatly set up, though it is rather wanting
in symmetry. But I want to know what has become of the 11 atoms

:

it is a new kind of benzole that exists without hydrogen ! The writer

of the article e.xperiences a difficulty in imagining how " pyrogallic ''
is

made at the price, and is sure it cannot be made from gallic acid;

but where is the need of isolating the acid from the galls ? I'rocesses

have been published long ago for making " pyro " direct from tho

galls by sublimation, I remember making some in that manner
nearly thirty years ago, and 1 am quite sure the process was quite as

useful as Dr. Ivenyon's method for preserving or storing solution of

sulphate of iron. I think if he will keep his solution in a stoppered

bottle, the stopper of which has been well greased with vaseline or

other such compound, he will be able to keep his sulphate unchanged

for a long period of time. His method is, no doubt, a successful one,

but is too cumbrous ; besides, he would find that the portion of solu-

tion in tho tube in the neighbourhood of the pinchcock would be

found o.\idised after it had been left unused for a fortnight. At the

very least, he should have recommended that some portion should be

allowed to run to waste before taking a supply for mixing into a

developer, if absolute freedom from oxidation be—as I should doubt
-of such prime importance.

StlU attracted by chemical matters, I would say, How is it that

the hydrosulphurous acid method of development is introduced as a

novelty by the French experimenters named in the account given in

this Journal for June 3? I have not my files of Jourxals at hand
to refer to, but I am sure that this method of developing was treated

at length in an editorial given, I should say, at least a dozen years

ago. " There is nothing new under the sun," apparently.

A writer over the signature of " Procella " goes out of his way to

fall foul of metal slides for use in photo-micrography. Most caco-

phonous word that this is, I wish some one would invent a better

!

1 cannot at all follow him in his complaint, for any one with much
experience in such matters knows that where the objective without
eye-piece is used, any loss of sharpness through tho difference of a

small fraction of an inch in the relative position of plate or focussing

screen is absolutely unrecognisable when high powers are used.

1 will conclude by giving my experience as to the keeping power of

dry plates, with regard to which a recent con-espondent wrote. I

have some of a particular brand, which, to my thinking, are the best I

ever employed, that are only about eighteen months old, yet are

completely useless for about an inch and a half of margin round the

whole of the plate; but, at the same time, I have other brands,

purchased at a prior date, that appear to be as good now as on the

day I first received them, the two sorts being stored in immediate
juxtaposition. Fbek Lance.

ACCESSORIES OF THE LANTERN.
Chapter IX.—Tur Mixed Gas Jkt (continued).

llAvlNa decided upon the shape and aperture of the nipple (see last

chapter), we have now to design the mixing chamber of the jet, for

it must not be 8\ipposed that any method of conducting the gases to

the nipple will suffice. There is no difficulty about the commingling
of oxygen and coal gas ; if they travel in company through a pipe
three inches long and a quarter inch bore they will be as well mixed
as is necessary to produce the best light. What wo have to strive

after is to supply the nipple with the two gases mixed together, and
proceeding up tlie supply tube to the nipple in a condition of entire

freedom from eddius and cross currents. If the gases reach tho nipple

with an eddy and a whirl there will be a loud roaring or hissing

noise with a small aperture, and the light will go out altogether with
a large one, owing to the llame "passing back."

When I mention small apertures, I refer to tho siao of boi-e

generally lulopted for commercial jets, which in often not laiger than
one-twenty-fourth part of an inch in diameter; by a large aperture,

I mean a bore of about one-thirteenth of an inch, which will consume
three times as much gas as tho former, and gixe three times aa mucli
light with the same gas pressure.

Tho chief advantage of the largo apertures for screens of moderate
size is the great reduction of the weights that have to be put on the

pressure boards; a half-hundredweight will give as good a light with
the large bore as three hundredweights with the small one, the two
nipples being then about equal in the quantity of gas consumed.

If the mixed gas jet makes a noise while in action, and the nipplo

is not in fault, the noise can usually be stopped by inserting cotton

wool in the pipe between tho nipple and the mixing chamber in

small quantity, so as not to sensibly lessen the amount of gas con-

sumed. Tlie action of the wool is simply to break up the miniature

cross currents of the gases, and so produce the smooth flow necessary

for a noiseless light. Such a cure is, of course, only a temporary
one ; it is far better to alte|r tho metal work of the jet, or supply a new
mixing chamber.

About a year ago I described in these pages the jet nozzle, shown
in Fig. 1, which is a full size section. This pattern is the best I

know of at present if great power of light is required; with an

aperture of about one-twelfth of an inch, and a high gas pressure, a

light of^8(X) candles can be had with it. It is made of brass in three

Fig. !• Fig. 2.

Sections of jets drawn full size.

Fi?.3.

parts. A is the nipple, a cone two inches long, and half an inch

external diameter at the base, tapering to one-eighth of an inch at

the point. The internal bore is also a cone, five-sixteenths of an inch

diameter at the base, and one-fifteenth (or up to one-twelfth) at the

orifice. B is the mixing chamber, shaped internally as an inverted

cone, with a diameter of five-sixteenths of an inch at tho top,

and three-sixteenths of an inch at the bottom. At the lower

end of B is inserted a brass plug, perforated with three or more

parallel holes made as large as the size of the plug will admit. C is

a small brass block, into which are screwed the pipes that convey the

oxygen and coal gas respectively.

This nozzle is rather a long one, and might prove inconvenient

in some lanterns ; in such cases a nipple made like Fig. 2 may be

used—this is a very effective and useful pattern, and will give a silent

light of 000 candles. The upper piece D is nearly like A in Fig. 1

;

it screws on to E, in which is a brass plug one-fourth or five-

sixteenths of an inch diameter, and one-fourth of an inch long.

This plug is perforated with seven parallel holes, one being in the

centre, and the other six arranged round it in a circle ; these holes

may be one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter. The piece E is screwed

into a block similar to C, Fig. 1. If this pattern. Fig. '2, is still too

long, the nozzle 1) may be shortened, but I do not recommend this
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unless absolutely necessary, as a smaller aperture would have to be

used.

These two jet nozzles are very different to the pattern generally

adopted by opticians, and to change the latter style to those shown

in Fig. 1 or Fig. 2 would probably be rather expensive, necessitating

iin entirely new front piece or mixing chamber. Those who would

like to increase the power of their jets without interfering with the

brafswork can do so by unscrewing the small nipple, with its platinum

tip, and screwing in its place a brass nipple made like Fig. 3, which
is twice as long as the ordinary nipple. Fig. S is made of a piece

of brass wire, one-fourth of an inch in diameter, and about one and a

half inches long. One end of it is tapped to tit the screw of the

nozzle of the jet; the other end is made somewhat cone-shaped, so

OS to be one-iighth of an inch wide at the point. A hole, one-

fourteenth of an inch in diameter, is then carefully drilled from end
to end; this hole must have a smooth internal surface, and be of

the same small diameter throughout. ThiSnipple possesses in itself

the property of destroying eddies in the gas, which, owing to the

small size of the bore iu comparison with its length, will have spent

their force before reaching the orifice. It will therefore act well on
any jot, and may even be screwed direct into a block like 0, Fig. 1,

though it is better to allow the gases to mix in a short curved tube
before reaching the nipple, as is customary in commercial jeta.

Fig. 3 is not quite so powerful as Figs. 1 and 2, but it will give a
silent light of 400 candles, and with a higher pressure of gas a still

better light, possibly accompanied by a little noise. The three
patterns of jet nozzles here described are the outcome of a series of
experiments 1 tiied with the view of improving the power of the
mixed gas jet, by which I wa^ at first unable to get a better light than
200 candles—a most unsatisfactory illumination when screens of over
twenty feet had to be used.

Ii must be distinctly understood that the various candle-powers
stated above can only be obtained with coal gas. Pure hydrogen
cannot be used with these large apertures, as the light instantly

goes out through tho flame passing baclt. Nor are the.se jets suitable

for use with the ether tauks made to ri'place coal gas. The tiame
will burn, it is true, if there is a good pressure on the oxygen bag, and
the light then is very brilliant. The three jets illustrated' are perfectly
filent when used wiih coal gas, yet with the etlier tanks they make "a

powerful roaring noise, riuite insupportable in a lecture exhibition. If

a mixed gas jet is required to burn hydrogen or ether vapour, it must
have a small aperture about one-twentieth of an inch diameter—

a

fiUnt light of about 300 candles is then obtainable. Fortunately, few
persoiH us.> anything but coal gas ; ether tanks are unsafe unless llev.

Hard" ieli's ingenious pumice chambers are used to prevent explosions.
A powerful limelight will do more to increase the success of an

exhibition on a large scale than superior quality in the slides can
accomplish. I have noticed that a set of ordinary tinted photo-
graphs, worth, at the most, three shillings each, wheu shown by a

light of 700 candles on an eighteen feet screen, produces a far

better impression with an average audience than will tlio most
elaborate and expensive slides, costing, perhaps, twenty shillings each,
if the litter are shown with the ordinary commercial jets.

^

I have heard people who were not lanternists remark that the
pictures in the first case were far superior in quality to the more
expensive ones, although when the two sets of slides were shown
by the same light the verdict was, of course, reversed.

Albebt VVm. Scott.

ON A MULTIPLEX DARK SLIDE FOR CARD-MOUNTED
FILMS.

[A Commnnication to tlie Birmingham Pliotographio Society.]

At our last meeting I read a short paper on my Card-mounted
Fienhle Olass Films, and Ishoidd like to supplement'it by a descrip-
tion of a slide which is much belter suited for them than the ordinary
single or double dark slide, as I eon>idrr tliat to have a perfect film is
of little use u less you have also some contrivance which allows of the
operator lakin^r a ! vantage of reduced weight of hlms to carry a greater
number than he could plates.

I hink th<! ii'ain object to be achieved bv the use of films is to niak'
ft luil daji's woik pos>ible, if ofportunit^r offers. I thialj nothing can

be more tantalising than to work with a limited number of plates or

films.

The slide I wish to describe to you is a modification of what I have

used for plates, but in consequence of the films being mounted on an
opaque and light material, it is only luilf the trouble and half the

work as compared with glass plates. I did not mention this in the

paper at our last, as I had not proved the article in actual use, and
romancing does not do instead of work and trial. I have had some
years' practice at films in one shape or the other, and am free to say

that before this last development of films I always preferred working
with plates, not liking my own medicine. With the trials I have made
the last month, 1 conclude [ shall not go back to plates for any out-

door purpose. 1.

The slide, as you see, is about the thickness of two double dark

slides. It will hold thirty card-mounted films; these are placed in

the slide with the sensitive sides all facing the front, and do not

require anything between the sensitive surface of one film and the

back of the next film. "When an exposure has be^n made, all that is

needed is to remove the exposed film from the front of the slide to the

back. This is such a simple process that it can be done by feeling in

the dark bag. As soon as the exposed film is removed, the one under-

neath is ready for exposure.

The proper order to proceed is to pass the slide into the dark bag
with the sensitive side of the films uppermost, to unbolt the slide,

take the exposed film from the top of the box, lay it in the bag, fasten

the bolt, turn the slide over, and insert the exposed film, and repeating

this until a distinctive feeling card has come to the surface, which
will show that all have been exposed. It is easy- to change a tilm

the whole-plate size in thirty seconds. My son says he can change

the \ size in ten .seconds. Last Saturday, at Kenilworth, I made
twenty-six exposures in rather less than two hours. There are here

a number of negatives and prints taken from the films for your
inspection, which are taken in the slide I am describing. 1 will give

the weight of several sizes of .slides fully charged with thirty films :

—

\ size, 17 ounces; A size, 28 ounces; { size, 44 ounces. The shde can

be adapted to any camera. A. Pumpheey.

CONTINENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
[TranBlatioiis and Abridjfments.]

1NTEN.SIFYING NEGATIVES.

M. RiCHABD, of Dampierre, writes to the Photographic Society of]

France that a negative is reduced by being plunged into a solution

of red prussiate of potash, and is equally reduced by a solution of

perclilorido of iron, but that if it be first plunged into perchloride of

iron, then into red jirussiate of potash, it assumes a bluish green

colour all over, and becomes vigorous almost beyond limit, according

to the strength of the solutions and the number of times it is trans-

ferred from the one to the other. If the two baths be mixed the

effect takes place at once, and further immersions have no additional

effect. It is necessary to well wash the surface of the negative

between the immersions in each of the two baths. The green tint

passes easily to bright blue by a little wasliiug with a feeble

solution of ammonia. It remains to be ascertained whether the

colours unfavourable to printing can be discharged by any method
without at the same time wtakeniug the negative

;
possibly in some

cases the blue tint may prove to be of advantage.

—

Bidktin de la

Societe Fran(;aise de I'hotuijiaphk

.

The De.\th of M. Lkmebcieh.

Le MoniUw de la Thotogrupliie announces with regret the death of

M. Lemercier, whose name has long been connected with photo-

graphy. He purchased the patents of Poitevin and of Albert, of

Munich, and iu his workshops the first important works by photo-

mechanical processes in France were printed.

An Aniline Black Piiinting PnocEss.

Ilerr Endemann writes that the paper intended for use in this

process should be well sized with an aqueous solution of gelatine in

the proportion of one to fifty. The sensitising solution consists of:

—

Chloride of sodium 48 grammes.
Bichromate of potash 48 „
Vanadiate of soda gr. 10.

Distilled water 900 c.c.

Another solution is made of :

—

Sulphuric acid 00 c.c.

Water 480 „

When this is cold it is added to the first solution; the paper is

lloated upon the mixture, and then allowed to dry iu a dark place.
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The paper when dry, or while slightly damp, is tiien exposed
under a i)riiitiii(? frame for about seven minutes to the action of

light, after nliich it is kept in tlie diirlf until it is desired to develope
the image. It is then exposed for one minute to a mixture of the
vapours of water and anihne, next it is placed in an atmosphere of

vapour of water kept at ii temwrature of from 24° C. to 30" C. The
image is thus developed in black lines upon a green ground. To
remove the green colour it .<utlices to soali the paper in a one to six

solution of ninnuinia ; the print has then to be dried and pressed.

—

rholoyraphiaclies Aixhiv.

In'cbkasino thk Sknsitivkxf.ss of CoLLonio-BnoMiDE 1'latk.s.

A plate is coated with washed collodio-bromide emulsion, in which
the haloid salts are bromide of zinc and chloride of cadmium in the

proportion of four to one. After coating with the emiUsion, the

plate is washed in water, then flooded with the following solution :

—

lieer o(X) c.c.

Water MO „
Egg albumen '2') „
Ammonia -'iO „

The plate is again washed, and then dipped in the following
solution ;

—

I'yrogallol 1 gramme.
Beer oOO c.c.

The plate, when diy, is much more sensitive than one prepared by
the ordinary wet collodion process.

—

Pholoijrapkischts Arcliiv.

New ExPKiUMENTS on the Bitumen Proces.s.

The bitumen process is well known, but Professor ITusnik has
pubUshed .some new details about it. lie says that pulverised Syrian
asphalte should be dissolved in double its weight of German essence

of turpentine, and figituted every half hour for two days, until a thick

.syrup is obtained. French or Austrian essences do not give the same
results. By experiment the operator finds out what quantity of

sulphuric ether should be employed to dissolve the useful portion of

the asphalte. To do this the syrupy liquor is mixed with .some of the
ether, shaken up with it, and then allowed to rest in a covered vessel;

the supernatant solution is then poured off, and more ether shaken
up with the sediment and similarly poured off, until additional ether

will dissolve scarcely any more. This point can be ascertained by
allowing a little of the later ethereal solutions to evapnrate. These
ethereal solutions should be mixed together, the ether nearly all

distilled off, and the thick residua spread out upon zine plates until it

is almost completely dry; the drying will occupy three days, or

perhaps four. All these manipulations should be performed by day-
light, and not near a candle fiame or fire.

The purilind asphalte should then be di-solved in chloroform, or in

benzine which has been completely freed from water, otherwise the
solution will not cover the plate cvenlv. In three or four minutes
this solution will give a dry film of asphalte. With the benzine mix
one per cent, of Venice turpentine, add the asphalte, and shake until

it is dissolved. It is then diluted to sueh an extent that a film of it

dried upon zinc has a golden yellow colour. The bottle to hold the

solution should be made slightly warm, after having been washed
with water and well dried by first washing with alcohol and after-

wards with ether. Its mouth is elo.sed with a cork.

To use the solution, a well polished plate of zinc or copper is coated
with it by the aid of a brush, and the plate is then placed upon a
truly horizoTital whirling-table, in such a way that by rotation a
perfectly even film is obtained.

The time of exp.osure under the negative is from five to thirteen
minutes for sunlight, and from three-quarters of an hour to four hours
for printing in the shade. Unfortunately the zinc plate must be very
thick for etcliing purposes, and very vigorous negatives are necessary.
The most important point is the development of the image, which
must be done in a flat dish and by simple washing, for the application
of a brush would injure the image. The narts acted upon by light

should appear in three or four minutes. The turpentine is then
jwured off^, and the plate washed under a current of water. The
plate is next placed in an acid bath, strength one to twenty, drained,
dried, varnished, inked, then retouched and engraved in the ordinary
way.

—

L'Amateur Photoyraphe.

CENTENNIAL INTERNATIOX.a EXHIBITION, MELBOUENE,
AUSIKALIA.

TiiKBE is to be a great Exhibition in Melbourne next year. Photographs
do not rank as Works of Art, but are relegated to the second group under
Education and Instruction : Apparatus and Processes of the Liberal Arts,

as follows :

—

Class I. : Oil Painting;*.—Poiotingg on oaovas, on panel, and on oth«r
grounds.

Class II. : Various Paintiufls, Drawingi, t£e.—Miniatnres, water-colour
paintings, pastels, and drawings of every kind; paintings on enamel,
earthenware, and porcelain ; desijjns in glass and clay ; cartoons (or
stained glass windows and frescoes, &c.
Packages forwarded from countries and colonies represented at the

Exhibition should be addretsed, " To the Commissioner for .Centennial
International Exhibition, 1888, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia," and the
following information must he written on the outside of each package :—
(1), The country from which the package comes. (2), Name or firm of
exhibitor, (a). Address of the exhibitor. (4), Group and cIms to which
exhibits belong. (5), Total number of packages sent by same exhibitor.
(G), Serial number of that particular package. Each package must con-
tain a list of contents. Packages containing goods intended for the
Exhibition must likewise have painted on them, as a distinctive mark, the
following letters and figures withm a triangle, thus—" C. I. E. M. 1888."
Packages from foreign countries must also be marked with the colonrg
and devices of their national Hag. Foreign Commissioners are particularly
requested to send to the Executive Commissioners, Melbourne, as soon
as possible, a specification of the packages forwarded, with their distin-
guishing marks.

Exhibits will be admitted free of duty for the purpose of exhibition.
Customs entries, transportation, receiving, unpacking, and arranging the
products for exhibition must be undertaken by the exhibitor at his own
expense. No charge will be made for carriage of goods intended for

exhibition over the railway lines. Arrangements will be made by which
all goods intended fur exhibition can be carted from the wharves, or the
several railway stations, to the Exhibition grounds at a fixed scale of
charges.

ADVANTAGES OF ENLAKGING FKOM SMALL NEGATIVES.
At a meeting of the Camera Club of Syracuse, N.Y., held on March 18,
18b7, a paper was read by Dr. F. W. Marlow on some of the advantages
for the landscape pbotogiapber of using a small camera with short-focus
lens, and enlarging from the negative tlius obtained. It was pointed out
that there is only one point from which a photograph can be coirectly

seen, that point being situated at the focal distance of the lens in front of
the centre of the picture. Under this condition only do objects in the
picture occupy the same angle with regard to the eye that they do in
nature.

The results of looking at photojiraphs from any other than the con-ect
point of view, such as the dwarfing of distant bills, and the magnifying
of objects in the foreground, such as hands and feet, were then referred
to. It was stated that photographs are very seldom done the justice of
being looked at from the proper point of view, in proof of which it was
instanced that few amateur photographers could tell the exact focal length
of their own lenses, and that photographs of landscapes, buildings, etc.,

were almost invariably sold without any note as to the focal length of the
lens with which they were taken. Photographs should have a note on
the mount, indicating the proper point of view.

People with ordinary sight find it inconvenient or wearisome to look at
photographs at a shorter distance than twelve inches, a greater distance
even being generally preferred. (Tlie use of a convex lens or the existence
of near-sightedness permits a photograph to be brought to any required
distance.)

For this reason a direct photograph ought not to be made with a lens
of less than twelve inches focus, considerably longer focus even being
preferable.

A long-focus lens involves a large and heavy camera, lar;ge plates, &c.
(unless the photographer be satisfied with including a very narrow angle
in his picture), making the outfit too heavy and cumbersome to be
carried far.

Short-focus lenses, then, produce pictures which cannot be looked at with
ease from the proper point of view ; long-focus lenses involve too cum-
bersome an apparatus. The way out of the dilficulty is to use a small
camera and sliort-focus lens for making the negative, and to enlarge so
that the picture may be put at a convenient distance from the eye and still

occupy the same angle that it does in nature.

Besides the obvious advantages of lightness, small space, incxpcnsive-

ness, (Sic. ; there are two other greater but less obvious advantages :—First,

much greater definition can be obtained in the near foreground by this

method than by taking the photograph direct with a long-focns lens. For
instance, with a lens of twenty inches focal length, the distance being in

focus, the nearest point which can be said to have sharp definition on the

focussing plate is 25'5 metres in front of the lens. With a lens of four

inches focal length, everything up to a distance of 1-1 metres is sharply

defined. This definition can be reproduced in the enlargement. This is an
enormous difference in favour of enlargments from negatives taken with

short-focus lenses. The second advantage which, so far as is known to

the writer, has not been previously described, is that a single landscape

lens can be used for all subjects, even those containing straight lines,

both for the negative and for the enlai'gement, the distortion produced
in the negative being corrected in the enlargement.
On the general principle that a r^y of light in passing botwoea two
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points a and i lies in the same path whether its direction be from a to b

or from b to a, whatever refracting media it passes through, it seems fair

to suppose tliat if the direction of the rays of light in the camera were

reversed, and the negative be made the source of light, that rays of light

coming from the curved lines, &c., would after emergence from the lens

reassume their original paths, and no distortion would be observable in

fha image so formed. There would be an exact reproduction of nature.

To investigate matters a little more closely ; the distortion which ac-

companies the use of the single landscape lens is due to the use of the

diaphragm, the kind and degree of the distortion varying with the re-

lation of the diaphragm to, and its distance from, the lens. When the

diaphragm is in front of the lens, the distortion produced is " barrel-

shaped," straight lines becoming curved, with their convexity outwards.

When the diaphragm is behind the lens, the convexity of the curve is

inwards.

The /Hr(/icr aira;/ from the lens the diaphragm is placed, the greater

is the distortion. The method ordinarily employed to correct this dis-

tortion is to place a lens both in front o/and behind the diaphragm.
The same correction is virtually made by using a diaphragm in front of

the lens when making the negative, and behind it when making the en-

largement. In the fii'st process there is a tendeucy to the curvature of

straight lines inwards, and in the second to the curvature of straight Unes
outwards ; the one counteracts the other and leaves the lines finally

straight.

This is probably only absolutely true when the subject is enlarged to

its natural size ; in smaller enlargements, some of the same kind of

curvature seen in the negative may be expected to remain in the enlarge-

ment, but even this may be got rid of by increasing the distance between
the diaphragm and the lens during the enlarging process.

Direct photographs and enlargements were shown, demonstrating the
correction of distortion to the satisfaction of all members present.

THE ANNUAL VISITATION OF THE EOYAL OBSERVATOEY.
From the Eeport of the Astronomer-Eoyal to the Board of Visitors, read
at the annual visitation of the Eoyal Observatory, we learn that above
the extended portion of the upper computing room a dome 18 feet

in diameter is to be erected, in which it is proposed to mount a Cooke
6-inch equatorial, a photo-heliograph tube being attached to the same
mounting. The combined instrument will command a complete view of
the sun throughout the day—an important consideration, as the work of
the present photo-heliograph is seriously interfered with by trees and the
Lassell dome. The new instrument will be available for occultations,
phenomena of Jupiter's satellites, and other occasional observations.

Various additions have been made to the Lassell equatorial with a view
to making it available for astronomical photography and for general
use. A delicate slow motion in E.A. (with differential wheels) and a firm
N.P.p. clamping arm with fine motion in N.P.D. have been applied, the
steadiness and general usefulness of the telescope being greatly increased
by these additions. The Corbett GJ-inch refractor has been mounted
below the tube of the reUector and parallel to it to serve as a directing
telescope in taking photographs, and also for observation of occasional
phenomena. A camera to take circular plates 8| inches in diameter
(givmg a field 1° 58' in diameter) has been mounted at the principal focus
of the Lassell mhror, and some trial photographs of the moon, Procyon,
Eegulus, 7 Leonis, and Pricsepe, have been taken.
The ponstruction of the new 28-inch refractor has been delayed by

difficulty in obtaining the discs of glass. Messrs. Chance are engaged in
removmg a bunch of line veins from the flint glass disc, and have every
hope of bemg able very shortly to report the disc practically perfect ; and
M. ieils successor has successfully moulded a crown disc from which
he believes that he has removed all defects.
The south-east and Sheepshanks equatorials are in good order. Some

trouble has been experienced with the water supply for the driving clock
of the former instrument, and an alteration in the arrangements for
maintaining the pressure has been made at the Kent Waterworks, since
which the working has been found quite satisfactory.
The Cooke 6-mch equatorial is being mounted in the south ground for

trial as to the practicabihty of using curved plates for stellar photography
and other questions which have been raised at the Paris Conference on
Astronomical Photography.
K pliotographic corrector, consisting of a concave erown and convx

flint lens (in contact), placed about 30 inches within the focus, has been
applied to the telescope of the south-east equatorial to correct the chro-
matic aberration of the object glass for the photographic rays without
alteration of the focal length. A Dallmeyer doublet (formerly used in
the photo-hehograph) has been employed to enlarge the primary image
about 7J times, so as to give on the photographic plate an image on
a scale of about 0'45 inch to one minute of arc, or 15 inches to the
BUn s diameter. A number of trial photographs of Castor, y Virginis
Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn, have been obtained. The photographs of
the double stars appear to be susceptible of very accurate measurement
and several of the photographs of Jupiter show the four satelhtes, the
belts, and the red spot. A photograph of y Virginis, showing the com-
ponents widely separated, has also been taken at the primary focus the
PaUmeyer enlarging doublet having been removed. It is intended also

to use the photographic corrector with the Dallmeyer doublet to obtain
photographs on a large scale of sunspots, craters on the moon, and other
objects of small angular dimensions. The field of view with the photo-
graphic corrector is necessarily very restricted.

For the year 1S86, Greenwich jihotographs are available on 199 days,

and photograi^hs from India and Mauritius filling up the gaps in the
series on 161 days, making a total of 363 days out of the 365 on which
photographs have been measured, the record being thus practically com-
plete for 1886.

As regards the photographic reductions :—The Greenwich photographs
have been measured in duplicate as far as 1887, April 28, and the

measures have been completely reduced so as to exhibit heliograpliio

longitudes and latitudes of spots and areas of spots and facula). The
photographs from India and Mauritius have been received from the Solar
Physics Committee as far as March 10 and February 20 respetively, and
these have all been measured, and the measures completely reduced.

The Eeport concludes with the following general remarks :
—" As the

result of an International Congress on Astronomical Photography held
at Paris in April on the invitation of the French Academy of Sciences, at

which fifty-six representative astronomers from all parts of the world
were present, a scheme has been aijproved for the formation of a photo-
graphic map of the heavens by the concerted action of a number of

observatories in both hemispheres. This scheme provides for two series

of photographs, the one intended to contain all stars down to the
fourteenth magnitude inclusive, and the other, taken with short ex-

posure, specially designed to give accurate positions of brighter stars

down to the eleventh magnitude, so that it may be possible to form an
extensive catalogue of reference stars for the first series, and thus to

give the moans of accurately determining the position of any star on the
photographic map down to the fourteenth magnitude. The instrumenta ;

with which this work is to be jointly carried out are to be photographio ;

refractors of 0'33m. (13 inches) aperture and 3'13in. (11 feet 3 inches),

focal length, and the directors of ten observatories have already announced
,

that they are prepared to take part in the enterprise."

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 8281.— " Registeriiig'tlie Exposures of Sensitised Films as used in Roll

j

Holders for Photogi-aphy. W. KoGiiRS.

—

Dated June 9, 1887.

No. 8374.—"Holding Photographic Films and Changing the Same, and for I

Holding Dry Plates." G. V. J. Poimn.—lMtted June 10, 1887.

No. 8472.—"Improvements in Photographic Dark Slides. W. Miuiile.miss.
\

—Dated Jane 13, 1887.

No. 8493.—"Improvements in Protectors, Cases, or Wrappers IbriCards,.
Pliotograplis, Books, Samples, Patterns, and the like, during Transmission 1

through the Post." G. A. iiEMi^.—J)ated June 13, 1887.

PATENTS LAPSED.
No. 1007.—" Photographic Cameras." J. H. Habe and .inotlier.

—

Dated 1883.

No. 1061.—"Sensitising Photographic Paper." Communicated by West
'

W. R. IjAKK.—Dated 1883.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
Improvements is the Manner of Aitlvinc; Gelatine as a Substitutk kobJ
Papkk or Glass in the MANnFACTUiu: of Dry Plates for Photographic'
PuRrnsKs.

No. 9460. Joseph Brown, 3, Stan ley-terrace, Norbiton, Kingston-on-Thauies,
j

Surrey.—yi;?i^ 21, 1886.

This invention has for its object improvements in the use of transparent gela«J
tine as a substitute for glass or paper for the support of the sensitive gelatiiiouaj
films used for photograpliic purposes. [

My mode of proceeding is as follows : I take a sheet of paper, which I coat
with a layer of gelatine. Tliis, when dry, I coat with anotlier layer of wax or
grease. On this surface I proceed to jilace a sheet of insensitive transparent
gelatine by means of a vacmun. This sheet of gelatine it has snfliciently dried on
its support J proceed to coat with a layer of any of the usu.il sensitive plioto-

graphic enuiisi ^ns. Tliis is left to dry, and then cnt up to any required size. This
prep.ared gelatine attached to its paper support is now ready to receive the
photographic image. I now proceed to devclope the image liy any of the well-
known metliods. After tlie image is developed, I proceed to [ilace the photo-
gra]iliic image facJi downwards on a sheet of glass or other prepared surface ;

when sullificntly d-y, 1 take away the paper support and leave tlie coated
gelatine to dry completely ; when dry, I lift up the sheet of gelatine which
carries with it the p'.otographic image, and which is now ready to be printed
from by any of the usual methods.
Having now particul.arly described and ascertained the nature of my said in-

vention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare tliat what
I claim is :—The process herein mentioned of applying gelatine as a substitut j

for glass or paper in the manufacture of dry plates for photographic purposes
in the manner and by the means and for the purposes herein set forth.

An Lmi'rovkd Photographic Camera Stand.
No. 3270. James Lauder, 43, Blessington-street, Dublin.—J/orrcA 3, 1887.

The object of this invention is to enable the jjhotographer to take photograjilis
of any oliject even as low as the gi'ound, whil.st, by an instautaueous movemeut,
au object cau be taken at a great height.
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The sini]ilkity of construction of tlic stauil together with its facility and
rapidity ot niauii>ulation render it of considerable importance, being far
superior to any contrivance at present adopted, as mucli time and labour in
rccniireil to wind up tlio nmoliines at present in vogue.
The camera stand, the suliject of the present invention, consists of a vertical

framework composed of four uprights or standards of gun-barrel or some
suitable tubing, licM togetlier by frames of tljc same material top and bottom,
each of the standards is provided at the lower extremity with a caster or roller
on which the stand runs.
The table or board on which the camera rests is a suspended one, being hung

from its corners by wuiglited cords or chains, the weights running up and down
inside the hollow upriglits of the frame, whilst the cords or chains pass over
sheaves or juilleys mounted at the angles of junction of the framing of the
stand, or tliey may be placed in any convenient i)Ositioii, and if desirable a less
number botli of cords, cliaius and pulleys may be used.
The movable and sliilingly a<lju.stable table or board consists of an upper

frame of wood or otiier suitable substance, to which tlie camera is attached, in
conjunction witli a second frame situated or placed beneath the first or upper
one, and sliding in grooves arranged for tlic jnirpose on tlie upper frame.

Tlie outer angles of each frame are eurvcil to suit tlie shape of the four up-
rights, between, and uii and down whicli tliis suspended table travels.

Each of tlie curved corners are padded with indiarub1)er to ensure contact,
and give it a hold on the uprights wlieii in position.

Tlie two frames are Icciit distended and in contact with the four supports
by aid of imli.irubber or other springs. The object of this arrangement is to
retain tlie table rigidly in any position in wliich it may be placed.

Tlie table is released from its rigid position by giijipiug in the hand and
drawing togetlier two haudles, one mounted on each frame, or by some
arrangement jiroduciiig a like result ; this movement counteracts the ellects
of the sjirings, and tlie table being reduced in size by this nieaus admits of
its being raised or lowered to any angle or position that may be required.

itleetmgjs of aoctetteiS*
-

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOK NEXT WEEK.

DtleofUeetliig. Name of Society. Place ol Meeting.

June 80 Notts Institute, 9, Sliakespeare-street.
„ 20 Blackburn
„ 21 Gliusgoiv & West of Scotland Am.

Bolton Ulub
180, Wcst'Bcgent-street, Glasgow.
The Studio, Cliaucery-laue, Bolton.
Andoi-ton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.G.
Mason's Hall, Basiughall-strect.

„ 21

„ 22
„ 23

PHOTOGKAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday night, at a meeting of the above Society, held at 5a, Pall Mall
East, London, Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S., President, occupied the chair.

Hir Coutts Lindsay, Bart., Mr. Octavius Smith, and the Hon. Reginald
Dudley Brougham, were elected members of the Society.
Mr. Edgar W. Cbook.shank read a p.iper upon I'hnto-Micrography and its

Value in Biolor/ical Research, ill which lie set forth the results of two years'
work on minute organisms. He described various forms of apparatus previously
used in such work, and said that photograplis of small organisms were of more
value than drawings, because they were free from any unconscious bias on the
])ait of the observer, whose drawings might satisfy himself, but did not always
give satisfaction to the sceptical. This was the reason why Kocli availed him-
self of photography, and in 1877 published a series of photographs of dried ami
stained bacteria ; the jlagelUc ot Spirilla were photographed by him after the
object had been stained brown ; those objects which admitted only of being
stained blue or red were photographed upon eosined collodion, but the expo-
sures were long and the results indistinct. In 1881 Koch published a new
series of jihotographs, some of which were excellent, especially those in which
the object hail been stained brown. In 1885 Hauser, of Erlanger, produced
photograidis of b.acteria, showing an advance on all that !iad becu done before

;

they were of practical value. His specimens had been stained brown and
mounted with Canada balsam, a method which cannot be applied in all cases.

Dr. Van Ermengen showed a way out of previous dilliculties ; he first provecl
tlie ilistinct value of orthochromatic plates in such work by producing photo-
graphs of C'umina Bacilli which had been stained red. In 1881 Clayton &
Tailfer issued orthochromatic plates commercially in Paris ; he (Mr. Crook-
shauk) used their plates in photo-micrograiihic work, and employed appa-
ratus made for him by .Messrs. Swift & Son. The apparatus consisted of a
oxyhydrogeu lantern, with a three-inch condenser, consisting of two plano-
convex lenses ; the light next passed through an Abbe condenser, which con-
centrated it upon the object, which was held upon the wide stage of a Zeiss's

stand ; the said stand was firmly held to tlie luselxiard by clamps. The parts
of the apparatus just described, including the microscope, could be turned
round at right angles and away from the camera, so that the observer could
])rcperly centre the light and the parts of the apparatus, and get any desired
part of the object into the field of view with comlort ; this done the arrange-
ment was turned back, and the camera ]iushed ny to it, so that a tube in front
of it made a light-tight joint with the eyci>iece of the microscope. The whole
apparatus could be turned up on its stand aud used in a vertical position, or
to reduce vibration to a minimum it conW be taken off its stand and clamped
to the wall of the room. The camera was of such length that when focussing
he could reach the fine adjustment screw of the micro.scoiJC with his hand. He
often worked with the homogeneous immersion powers of Zei,<s and of Powell
& Leland. Abbe's condenser was good for optical jiurposes, but, because it

was fixed, he usually substituted another for it in photographic work. He
fouml that in working with the exceptionally high powers used in photo-
graphing bacteria, that his e-xposuies with the o.\yhydrogeu light were usually

two or three seconds, but with u poraHine light from two minutm to half an
hour ; he was well satisfied with the action of the oxyhydrogen limeligbt.

""

exposures were made by means of a shutter inside the camera. Wneu
the onetwontylilth oil immersion objective, a low )H>wer was sirewed '

microscoiw first, and a bright little sjiot of liicht funiioil on tl;

llame ; the apparatus was then so adjusted that the small
accurately centred; the high power was then put in; some ntue nni.- mm
then consumed In selecting the test part of the object to photograph, and

I

much time wa.s spent in focussing properly ujiou the grouodgloju. He here
exhibited a photograph of anthrax, tne cause of the wool-sortert' diaaane,
magnified 700 diameters, and an enlargement thereof ui>on Eaatman'a paper
4000 times the diameter of the object. As an illuntratiou of the practical
value of plioto-micrography, he .said that Dr. Lewis, of India, had photograiibetl
some organisms in the blood of bats, and the |)rints hail chielly enablefi the
organisms to be identi lied with some found in the common brown rat of this
country. Photomicrographs had also settled scientific disjiutes. Koch dig-
covered that cousumiitiou is due to a little organism wliich has a beaded
appearance like a rosary chain, and Koch stated that the little briglit apola
between the beads were the spores of this organism. He (Mr. Crookshank)
had long hesitated to accej)! that view ; he thought that they were dealing
with a delicate rod with protojilasmic contents which hail coagulated in the
mounting, and so produced beads; he denied that the interviUs between the
little beiids were spores ; he exhibited a photograph of the organism of 700
diameters, also a print enlarged to 7(XK) diameters, and said that had any
spores been present, those photograjihs would have ma<le the fact obvious. He
then exhibited a photograph of ihe jtagellum of Spirillum ; theobject had been
stained with gentian dye.

Dr. LiND.sAy Johnsun found that his own condensers gave two cones of light
of different foci, aud that that interfered with good pliotograidiic work. How
did Mr. Crookshank avoid that ?

Mr. CiioOKSHANK used Swift's lantern condensers, and took care that the
light from them filled the aperture of the Abbe's or other condenser of the
microscope.

Mr. W. E. Debenham said that a camera with swing back, with the bocli
idaced very much upon the swing while taking a photc^rapli, gave a read]
means of telling the difference between the chemical and visual locos of an;
objective.

Mr. J. A. Hakrison stated that with a plate placed at an an^le in the i>anta'
scopic camera, and a .series of iIlu^ges at fixed distances taken thereon throogl
the slit, the difference between the chemical and visual foci of an objective wai
readily determined.

,

Mr. CuooKSHANK thought that there was no plan so good as having tiu
objective perfect, especially as they had to pay a long price for it, aud to avoW
mechanical corrections, especially in using the high powers of wliich he hac
si)oken, to which the ordinary powers used in photo-micrography presented
mere child's play in photographic work.
The President remarked that the photographing of bacteria was an achiere.

nient with which they were all plea-sed. He added that the hast day for th<
receipt of pictures for the Exhibition w.as September 21, and that the tTirft

would be held on October 1. The judges were Messrs. W. Cobb, England,
Donkin, HoUyer, Mendelssohn, and Davison. The jury for apparatus i

sisted of Messr.s. BoIa.s, Addenbrooke, Cadett, and Trueman Wooil.
Dr. Donkin remarked that he had taken the liberty of inviting Herr P,

Sclilossmau to exhibit numerous prints of the instantaneous photographs o:

animals taken by Ottomar Anschiitz, of Lissa, who hail receiveil grants in aid

of Ills work from the Prussian government.
A great number of the photographs were then exhibited, and included thoi<

of the Hying stork, to which our special correspondent in Belgium invited
attention last autumn.
The proceedings then closed.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATXOK.
On Tliursday night, June 9, at the ordinaiy weekly meeting of the abov<^
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. L. Medlaitd
presided.

The Chairman exhibited five negatives taken at Loughton.
The Hon. Skcretaby stated that he had received a letter from Mr. Dunmore^

of the Pliotogriiphic Club, asking if the members of the Association would join
it and other photographic societies in a photographic excursion to Watford
Jubilee Day, June 21.

Tlie Hon. Secretary announced that the Lord Provost of Glasgow wooU
open the Photographic Convention to be held in that city early in July.

Mr. W. H. Habbison asked whether all varieties of dextrine had the hygrO'
scopic nature stated at the last meeting by Mr. Cow^an. Dextrine was niaale ii

many different ways, and Mr. Charles Blackburn, of Didsbury, had exerted
himself to get several commercial samples sent to hun from nutuufactnrBlB
most of the samples were of a light brownish yellow colour, and conti
traces of acid which calico printers prefer to be present The makers had
him, also, a .special .s]»ecimen, labelled, "Low temperature dextrine," quit*
white and free from acid. No commercial samples of dextrine were chemical]]
pure

;
pure dextrine, with all foreign matters separated by alcoholic treatment,

being expensive and difficult to make, and, as yet, of no si>ecial use.

Mr. A. Cowan responded that, so far as his experience went, all varieties of
dextrine were more or less hygroscopic The yellower varieties hail the stronger
adhesive proi>crties.

Mr. K C'LitTON said that the old red postage stamps were backed witl^

dextrine.

Mr. A. L. Hendebson remarked that ixwtage stamps are now l>acke<l with
mixture of gelatine and dextrine. The dextrine is put in to promote tiuieki

drying.
.Mr. T. Bkkrv stated that about fifteen years ago a firm with which he wi

connected mounted all their prints with dextrine, and the prints are now in ii

good condition as ever
;
yeUow dextrine was used, dis.sulved iu cold water. II

was an advantage to be able to use a void solution.
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Mr. F. W. Cox asketl if gum tragacanth could be used for mounting prints.

Mr. Hendekson replied that it was difficult stuff to lay on. A prize of fifty

guineas was once offered by some society for a good mountant, and the mau
who won it had recommended a mixture of gum tragacauth and gum arable

;

tlie latter made the former more easy to use.

Jlr. W. M. Ashman said that month-glue was a mixtnre of dextrine, gelatme

und sugar, and when dissolved in water did well for mounting prints.

Jlr. Clifton said that the London Paste Company were issuing some

excellent stuff, quite common in America, and used largely by printers
;

it

will keep any length of time, and can be diluted as desired. It is alleged to

contain nothing which will injure photograph.s.

Jlr.W. H. Prestwich asked the best way to mount prints in a book without

liroducing cockling.

Mr. Cowan did not know how to do it without mounting the prints first,

and making the leaves into a book afterwards.

Mr. Clifton said that very thick gum should be poured on to the back of

tlie print, then distributed wi'tli the back of a knife, and the print then quickly

I

tressed down upon the page before the paper had time to expand.

Mr. Cox wished to know how to restore an Eastman's print which had
Ytdlowed.

Mr. A. Prinole thought that it would be difficult. Eastman's paper had

a distinct cream colour of its own. He found that it was necessary to leave

tiie prints long in the fixing bath ; he never left them in it less than twenty

iiiiimtes, and often left them in it for an hour.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington asked what would give a browu and aged look to

]irints.

Mr. Clifton replied that there wa.s nothing better than coffee.

Mr. Berry said that permanganate of potasli was good
Mr. Phingle had seen a platinum print of beautiful tone produced lately by

.Mr. H. P. Robiusou.
Mr. Clifton stated that there is a regular trade known as "worm-eaters ;"

the men eat holes into wood with a fine drill, to give it an antique look ;
the

I ailier ])lan was to fire snudl shot into it.

The Chairman called attention to a description of an American camera
which would take twenty-four plates without dark slides, and bring them up
for exposure automatically when required ; it only cost, lens and all, £3 15s.

for the 3;J x 4j size.

Mr. Clifton remarked that practically it was Starnes's camera, but with a
l:iud of revolving stereoscopic slide arrangement added.

.Mr. Prestwich said that the meeting would be glad to hear that a member
ijf that Association, Mr. Jarman, had just invented and put to work an excel-

lent machine for driving tramcars by electricity.

The meeting then broke up.
*

CAMERA CLUB.
At a meeting on Thursday, June 9, Mr. W. H. Hyslop in the chair, an exhibi-

tion was given by Mr. T."M. Browurigg of a set of lantern slides made from
negatives taken during a recent tour in Switzerland and Italy.

Previous to the slides being shown the Hon. Secretary drew attention to
some pictures (to be seen on the Club walls) lent by Mr. Bolas, one a collotype

I
'rint in a great variety of colours, and the others photographs by Mr. F. C.
Beach of the "Celtic," showing the effects upon that vessel of her recent
'oUisiou with the "Britannic."

Mr. Browurigg's transparencies included some fine photographs of interioi-s

and statuary taken under difficulties in the galleries at Rome ami Florence,
also pictures taken at Capri, Alpine scenery, and a humorous set in caricature
of scenes from Jiomeo and Juliet. The gem of the collection was a picture
1 cpre-seutiug sunset over a broad expanse of water.
The proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to Mr. Browurigg.
On Thursday, Juue 23, at nine o'clock, another exhibition of lantern slides

^\ill be given. Slides will be contributed by Messrs. J. Gale, J. B. B. Welling-
ton, 'T. M. Browurigg, C. B. Wright, and other members and friends.
The next Club excursion, to Marlow and neighbouring points upon the river,

i- fixed for Saturday, June 25.
*

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
The Committee of this Association held a meeting on the 9th instant.
The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed, Messrs.

U. Kuntzen, C. I. Cowie, F. J. Goode, W. Ingle, R. W. Goodden, T. Charters
Wliite, W. H. Walker, J. Jackson, H. E. Davis, J. Martin, G. Aspinal, E.
Hooker, A. J. Wallace, J. G. Bryan, C. J. Parker, W. Ward, J. R. Jones,
•I. H. Ge.'niau, and A. Gaudy, were elected members of the Association.
An application for assistance was then dealt with, and the sum of £6 granted

the applicant.

The Secretary reported that Mr. J. Chester Jervis, winner of the £3 3s.
jirize, and Mr. Alfred Green, winner of the £1 Is. prize, given by the Amateur
/'hoioi/iv.fj/iei; had made (louations to the Association of those amounts.
.Messrs. Perken, Son, & Rayment, and "S. B." had also contributed £1 Is.
each to the funds.

Employers williug to assist the Committee in their work are desired to write
to the Secretary for a supply of handbills for distribution amongst their

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the meeting held at Myddelton Hall, I.slington, N., on Tuesday, June 7,
Mr. J. Traill Taylor, President, in the chair, Messrs. J. T. Blomfield, H. Coppin,
.\. P. Higgins, J. Jackson, and W. H. Walker, were elected members of the
Hociety.

A large number of views and groups taken at the excursions to Chiddingstone
and Epjiing Forest were exhibited.
The President showed and explained the working of an American detective

c.imera made by the ScoviU Manufacturing Company of New York, having a
very quick-acting lens made expressly for it by Wray, of London. Tius

camera wa.s passed round among the members ; its various actions were
examined with much interest and gave rise to many inquiries. He also ex-

hibited the Grimston shutter and another.

Mr. L. Medlaud showed a shutter which could be regulated to give exposures

from one-fiftieth of a second.

In a short discussion upon the development of gelatino-bromide papers, it

was stated that the secret of producing velvety black shadows in the pictures

lay in the use of old ferrous oxalate developer. After use the developer should
be placed in a bottle and exposed to sunlight, a little citric acid being added
before again using.

Mr. A. Mackie said that he had been frequently congratulated recently by
non-photographic friends on the success now achieved of photography in

natural colours. He had had to explain that we are, in that direction, very

little in advance of the photographers of thirty years ago. The President

would perhaps tell them something about the colouring processes of which
they have heard so much lately.

Mr. Taylor then gave a detailed account of the Cellerier process of colouring
photographs, so far as could be ascertniued by him from an inspection of such

as had been submitted to him for that purpose. It was, he said, merely a
process of applying colours at the back of a transparent print, such as most of

them had long been acquainted with.

In consequence of the third Tuesday of this month being the Jubilee day,

the next meeting will be held on Fri<lay, the 17th instant, when Mr. E.

Duumore will deliver a lecture on Photiyraphy I'asl and Present. Visitors

are invited.

NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual fortnightly meeting of this Society was held at the Greyhound
Hotel, Dnhvich, on Wednesday, June S,~Mr. F. B. Harding in the chair.

After the usual business, Mr. C. Eskell read a pajjcr on Collotype Printing.

He described the use of the principal apparatus neces.sary, and explained his

method of making coUotypic prints. Mr. Eskell gave simple formute for sub-

stratum and sensitive coatings for the ground-glass plate, ami stateil that tliere

need be no difficulty in any amateur working the process at a moderate cost

;

the whole of his outfit was obtained at a cost of about £3. Some very good
examples of collotype printing executeil by Mr. Eskell were passed round.

At the next meeting of this Society, on Wednesday, June 22, at eight o'clock,

members are invited to bring their photographic outfits ready for fielil work,

for the purpose of comparing the merits and demerits of the various parts of

their apparatus. Matters relating to field work generally will also be discussed.

Non-members are also invited to attend this meeting, bringing their apparatus

with tlienL

LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The first excursion for the present session took place on the 9th instant, when

sixteen members and friends proceeded by train to Coventry. Here the party

were met by a break, and after a most enjoyable drive through beautiful

country along one of the most famed, picturesque lanes iu the country, the

party arrived at Stoneleigh Abbey, the seat of Lord Leigh, an ancient and

historical building. The party subsequently adjourned to the " Queen and

Ca.stle " Hotel, where lunch was provided. They then proceeded to Warwick
Castle, where they were reinforced by several additions to their party. After

about two hours spent iu and about tlie Castle and grounds the apparatus were

packed and the party drove to Kenilworth Station, where they embarked for

home. In the aggregate sixty-seven plates were exposed, ranging in size from

quarter-plate to 12 x 10, resulting in an excellent average of successful pictures.

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary monthly meeting of the above was held in the Free Public

Library ou 'Tluirsday evening, the 9th instaut,—The President, Air. J. A.

Forrest, in the chair.

Mr. A. Pemberton was elected a member of the Association.

A circidar was read from the Secretary of the Royal Meteorological Society,

London, relative to i^hotographing lightning Hashes. None of the members

had ever attempted tliis sort of work, but, tlie matter exciting some interest, it

was felt that it should be tried the first opportunity. The photography of

lightning does not present any.particul.ar difficulties. If a rai)id plate and an

ordinary rapid doublet with full aperture be left uncovered at night during a

thunderstorm for a short time. Hashes of lightning will, after development, be

found in some cases to have impressed themselves upon the plate. The only

difficulty is the uncertainty whether any particular Hash will happen to have

been iu the field of view ; this, however, can easily be obviated by using a

suitable meter.

A number of specimens of ceramic photography from the potteries of Messrs.

Sampson Bridgwood & Son, Longton, Staffordshire, were exhibited by the

Secretary, and much admired, especially so several which had been hand

coloured. The firm print from members' own negatives, and their price is not

excessive, considering the difficulty and indestructibility of the work.

After some conversation ou the approaching Conference and the desirability

of having a representative from the Association there, it was, on the resolution

of Mr. P. Lanoe, seconded by Mr. H. Lipton, and agreed to, that the President

be the one selected for the honour, tlic Association disbursing a part of his

expenses.

A number of lenses of various sizes and price from the establishment of

Messrs. Newton, Liverpool, were exhibited by Mr. W. P. Riley.

Mr. F. N. Eaton had an exhibit, interesting to those photographers who
study ways and means, of a number of developing trays m-ide by himself from

ordinary brown paper, put whilst wet ou a wooden block of the recjuired shai>e,

and then when dry painted and varnished ; their cost is almost nU, and to the

tourist disliking travelling impedimenta they would be invaluable owing to

their almost feather weight.
.

The chief attraction of the evening was a lantern exlubitioa, cntitwd
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OUmpnts of Picturesque Italy, by Mr. O. E. Thompson. To carry this out the
winilows had been blocked up with browu paper to keep out the siiu, which
was tli-u sliiniug in full vigour. This was Mr. Thompson's second visit to
Italy with the camera, and resulted in a nuinlier of new places being brought
before the Association that had not been seen before. Some three hundred
views iu all were taken, and the exhibition consisted of about half of these, and
included Naples, Vesuvius, Capri, Amalfi, Venice, Milan, Pisa, &o. Many of
them were of e.vceptional beauty and showed very high art in their conception.
Mr. Thompson used (juarter-plates throughout, which experience had taught
him WHS the proper size<l camera for a lengthened tour. His .slides being all

printed by contact, they showed every variety of colour—black to rich sienna
brown, as most suited to each particular view ; the latter tint, it was explained,
being obtained by using the developer cum grano satis—Cowan's formula with
.1 pinch of salt added. The lecturer enlivened the tour by an amusing and
descriptive account of his travels in search of the picturesque, which was not
the least enjoyable part of the evening's proceedings.

A very hearty vote of thanks to him and Mr. F. Evans for bringing and
manipulating his laatenis brought the evening to a close at a late hour.

Cotre)S|iontj^nc^

47 CormponienU slumXi never write on both aides of (h« pap«r.

JcNE Meeting of the Photoobaphic Society of France. — On the Non-
BDCCES3 op the diffekent Concodks. — A Prize of 1000 Francs
Offered by M. Davanne.—Enamelling Plati.num Proofs.—Death op
AN Old and Esteemed Member.— An Invite prom the English Con-
vention.—A New Lens.— Two New Aplanatio Lenses by M. Martin.

The Photographic Society of France held their monthly meeting on
Friday evening last, tlie 3rd instant, M. Peligot in the chair.

The Secretary informed the members that he was sorry to say that no
one had come forward to dispute the prize of 2000 francs offered by " Le
Ministre de I'lnstruction Publique" for a progress in photographic lenses.

The Committee proposed that the time should be prorogued until

December, 1887.

The concours Gaillard, consisting of a prize of 500 francs for the best

system of a film replacing glass, is under the same conditions—cannot
find a laureate.

M. Bardy informed the Society that M. Davanne bad offered a prize of

1000 francs to any one who can discover a sensitive surface for negatives
so as to replace the gelatino-bromide of silver.

This concours is to be international.

M. Davanne, who is one of the old school, is grieved to see that at the
present day no such beautiful, transparent negatives can be seen as in

the old time of collodion and the silver bath ; he therefore proposes this

prize to incite the photographic genius of the numerous amateurs, as well
as the profession, to discover a medium by which negatives can be obtained
equal (or better, if possible) to the late collodion process. He asks : (1),

Simplicity of preparation
; (2), Sensibility of surface not unequal to the

rapidity of the gelatino-bromide of silver process
; (3), Solidity and firm-

ness of surface.

These are the principal items that I was able to glean. No doubt the
concours will be published ere long ; I will then inform the readers of The
British Journal of Photography. These notes will keep them on the
alert, if peradventure some of them will try a struggle for fame in the
scientific tournament which will take place.

A communication was sent in as to a manner to enamel platinum proofs.

The author says it is necessary, first of all, to eliminate all the iron
salt which may remain iu the fibres of the paper by means of a feeble

solution of hydrochloric acid, then wasli thoroughly. The print when
dry is immersed in a feeble solution of gelatine until it is completely im-
pregnated ; it can now be enamelled by any of the known processes, and
will have a far better appearance than if tliis preliminary immersion was
not accomplished.
The Society received the sad news of the death of M. Bayard, one of

the founders of the Photographic Society of France. M. Cliardon gave
the members biographical notes of the services which this eminent
eollegue bad done for the advancement of photographic knowledge.
The Secretary informed the Society that be had received a letter from

Mr. Heinrich Trinks, of the Photographic Convention to be held at Glasgow,
inviting a deputation from the Photographic Society of France. The
President and the bureau named Professor Stebbing to represent them at

the Convention ; he thanked the President and the members for the great
honour which bad been proposed—at any other moment, said he, be
would have gladly acquiesced, but the well-known fact of the catastrophe
which had lately befallen him, together with the lawsuits pending against
the Insurance Companies, would be an excuse for his declining. Other
members were requested, but their ignorance of the English language, or
the short time allowed, compelled them to retire.

M. Balbreck presented a landscape lens, consisting of three glasses
cemented together ; it appears that with this lens a larger diaphragm can
be used than with the well-known single actinic view lens. M. Balagny
spoke highly of it, and exhibited a negative (la x 8) which he obCaiaed by
its aid.

M. Adolpho Martin, the well-known lavant, presented twonewleiucfl t

the Society, the curves of which had been calculated by hiuueU—m lat
had been made under his supervision. No doubt the Committee win
make a report up^oa them. 1'bo/, E. Utkbbmo.

oS), Hue <i«< Batignolles, Faris, June 5, 1887.

PRETENDED PHOTOGBAPHY IN NATUBAL COLOUBS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The unfounded nature of the pretensions of the Cellerir r

Syndicate to " Photography iu Natural Colours" having been cxpoied,
it might seem unnecessary to discuss the matter further bat for the »ng.
gestion that their productions might be entitled to be called " Photo-
graphs in Colours," and that such a name would not be misleading.
In reply to this suggestion L submit, first, that photographs coloured by
the Celierier or any similar process of liand painting are twt " plioto-
grapbs iu colours," and, second, that the expression photograph iu coloara
is, and always has been, understood by the public to mean that the
colours have been produced by photography and not by the painter;
third, that therefore to call the Celierier or any simiUir productions
"photographs in colours" is just as much a misstatement and just aa
much calculated to mislead the public as the title they put forward,
" Photography in Natural Colours."

1. In the Celierier process the photograph is on ordinary autotype or
carbon transparency. The application of the colours is a separata
process, depending upon the judgment of the painter in selecting the
colours and his skill in applying them to the places where he desires to
produce his effects. The result is a coloured photograph, and no more a
photograph in colours than a band painted Utbograph is a chromo-
lithograph.

2. I suppose that there are few photographers of any lengthened
experience to whom the remark has not been occasionally "addressed by
one of the public, "I suppose the next thing will bo that you will be
able to take photographs iu colours.' Whatever the reply may have
been, the idea existing iu the minds of both speaker and photographer
has been that photographs in colours means pictures in which the mono-
chrome of actual photography shall be substituted by a coloured image,
not that a monochrome image is to be coloured by a painter, and this
idea is a perfectly just one.

It happened some time ago (perhaps a year and a half or two years since)
that a gentleman of my acquaintance, who bad been connected with
public companies, called upon me to ask my opinion respecting a process
in which be thought of interesting himself, and which had been intro-
duced to him as a i^rocess of taking photographs in natural colours.
He obtained and sent me the specification (Cellerier's), and at our next
interview 1 gave bim my opinion, which is, and was, that to introduce
such a process as photography iu colours would be quite as unjustifiable
as to supply cotton under the name of silk, or brass as gold. My friend,
of course, replied that he would have nothing to do with such an affair.

The process has, however, found investors or supporters who have not
scrupled to bring it out with the misrepresentation that has justly been
condemned in the photographic press.
" It must be true, it's in the papers," is an old saying which represents

the feeling engendered iu the public mind by statements, some quite
recent, in journals claiming to be leading organs of pubhc opinion, as to
the new era said to be now instituted in photography by the discovery of
processes for producing photographs in natural colours. It is not easy
to convince the public of the fact that these slaiemonts, however they
may conduce to the pecuniary interest of certain people, have not a vestige
of truth in them. To the honour of the Standard among leading news-
papers, it may be said that it is not amenable to the influences which
can procure the insertion of paragraphs of the nature referred to. Will
not the proprietary of other leading newspapers see the desirability of
sifting such matters so far as their own columns arc concerned, and of
taking means to prevent for the future their influence being used for
the purpose of disseminating misrepresentation for the benefit of
commercial speculators ?—1 am, yours, d-c, W. E. Debenbam.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your article last week on " Photography in Natural
Colours " you point out that the title is " misleading and therefore repre-

hensible," and you suggest that there is no objection to the title of

"photographs in colours." I really think if the public is likely to be mis-
lead by the former, it will be equally so by the latter. The only title

that would not be misleading surely is "process for colouring photo-
graphs."—I am, yours, dc, A. COWAS.

l'lmtograi>hic Club, June 15, 1887.

To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—Again wo are brought face to face with the alleged fact

that photography or photographs in colours is unfait accompli. It would
be interesting ii some statistician would inform as the different periods
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at which this is thrust upon the too credulous British public. As photo-

graphy prosressea so does the number o£ the so-called processes for tlie

production of photographs in natural colours—in fact, in a far greater

ratio. It is a growing shame that these Companies, and others, are

allowed to advertise the fact that they are now able to produce 2>hoto-

i/raplis in natural colours. I mention the word photograph as you appear

to think that it is not so misleading as " photography." I really cannot

see the diiiference ; the one is as misleading as the other. A photograph

I understand to mean the image, no matter what may support the image
;

and photographs in colours would infer that the image itself was produced

chemically in colours from the object copied ; and it is this which the

present processes before the public are meant to convey, but in reality is

not so. Not only do the general public suffer, but I have reason to beUeve

that professional photographers are suffering from the results of this so-

called colour photography, which is spreading far and wide. Sitters are

waiting to see and hear more about this new discovery before having their

portraits taken in the ordinary way. I imagine this to be the cause why
many photographers with whom I have come in contact have had so few

sitters as compared with formerly.—I am, yours, &o.,

J. B. B. Wellington.

38, Fellows-road, South Hampstead, N.W., June 16, 1887.

[From a reperusal of what we wrote last week and the correspond-

ence arising therefrom, we perceive that the reconstructed title of the

Syndicate, " Photographs in Colour," is not sufficiently definite. We
held it for the moment as being synonymous with ColouredphotograpJis,

which term not being capable of ambiguity we now substitute for

that previously given, so far as concerns our own expression of

opinion.

—

Eds.1

MEDALS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The letter of "An Exhibitor" is an interesting contri-

bution. I believe medals might be dispensed with at exhibitions if

detailed criticism of pictures in the journals could be guaranteed. A
number of persons would rather be noticed unfavourably (but kindly)
than not noticed at all.

"An Exhibitor's" eightli correspondent, however, makes some
remarks evidently referring to (he Newcastle Society, and as the Hon.
Secretary thereof, I would like to notice liis final sentence, that about
good management and confidence. His remarks, vague and unsatis-
factory regarding my own work, I can pass over, merely noting that all

my awards have been obtained in open, and, in most cases, keen compe-
tition. I should not personally value a " walk over," but I can sympathise
with a disappointed exhibitor, having often enough experienced similar
sensations. I imagine this eighth correspondent, who talks of "our
Society," must be a member of the Council ; if so, he lacks sincerity, or
he would have turned up at our last meeting, when he might have done
great service. Societies are managed by their Councils, elected annually
by the members. If a member wishes to nominate certain officers, he
can do so b;/ letter to the Secretary, if he does not like to do so in open
meeting. I think a change every year would be very desirable, but it is

extremely difficult to get this carried out. I have now and then met
with members like No. 8, and have endeavoured, sometimes with success,
to get him on the Council in order to gi\e him a chance ; but when the
opportunity has occurred, when some new departure has been desirable,
the member has been conspicuous by his absence.
In conclusion, your readers may bear this in mind, that " Societies

are very much what the members like to make them."—1 am, yours, &c.,
IG, New Bridge-street, NeweaHtle-on-Tyne, June 12. J. Pike.

'

CAMEEA BACKS AND OTHEE MATTERS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I must apologise to Mr. Poirin for my oversight as to
his camera back, which 1 had quite forgotten, though it is, as he says,
in the 1885 Almanac, and I must have seen it when I made the camera
which I sent for your inspection, whether I drew the idea from it, or, as
1 believe, had previously hit upon it myself. In any case, by universal
custom, priority is decided by publication, and he must have the credit
of having effectually barred any valid patent for a back with a closed
bag. I should, perhaps, point out in the same connection, that the plan
of pushing out the plates by tlie action of the sliding shutter had also
been previously applied by Mr. Samuels to a repeating back with two
compartments, so all I could in any case claim is the combination of
the two ideas, which in my experience makes a very useful form of back
with the special advantage that it cannot expose the same plate twice.
May I venture to .add to your practical remarks on the use of gas in a

recent issue, the suggestion that for all connections which do not
require frequent moving, common " compo " gas pipe is both a cheap and
convenient material, and may be easily joined with short lengths of
indiarubber as you suggest for glass ?

With reference to the inaccurate measures mentioned by a recent cor-
respondent, a pharmaceutical friend has pointed out that all measures
used in dispensmg must be examined and marked by a Government

inspector, and are thus guaranteed approximately accurate. I have such
a two ounce measure before me as I write, from the York Glass Works, and
marked V.R. Y.K. It is tall and slender, and the first two drachms are

divided into minims, which is very convenient for mixing concen-
trated developers. Tlie price is about Is. Gd.

Mr. Drinkwater's excellent paper on jiyrogallol published in your last,

was one of a sort of which we have only too few, and his suggestion as
to the source of modern pyro was specially interesting. I should like,

however, to understand exactly what he meant by calling sulphurous
acid a restraiuer. Of course excess of free sulphurous acid or acid sulphite

in the pyro developer is not only a restrainer, but, like every other
acid, completely stops development. But free acid and sulphites can-
not exist in presence of free ammonia, .and neutral suli^hites, whether of

potash, soda, or ammonia, are not known to have any restraining action.

No doubt, theoretically, some change is constantly taking place in dis-

solved pyro, but I have not found either practical deterioration or re-

straining action from solutions preserved many months with acid potash
sulphite, so long as the requisite quantity of ammonia was used to

neutralise the free acid, while for convenience and accuracy of measure-
ment the solution has greatly the advantage over dry pyro.—I am,
yours, &a., Henky E. Piiocier.

Tynemouth, June 13, 1887.
*

SMALL PLATES IN LARGE SLIDES.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It is just possible you may think my experience worth
publishing in the following matter :—I had been much troubled by the
difficulty of always getting half-plates to fit into carriers for use in a
whole-plate camera. I cut two spoiled negatives to the exact size re-

quired to fill up a whole-plate dark slide with a half-plate, put the two in

together, and by means of the sliding front, shift the lens in focussing so

as to cover quite sharply the part of the slide where the plate is, and
find the plan works admirably.—I am, yours, &e., E. C. MacLeod.

Bolney Vicarage, Hayward'e Heath, June 8, 1867.

DETERMINING THE TRUE FOCUS OF LENSES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Will you permit me to call attention to two errors in

Mr. Lyonel Clark's paper on The Focus of Lens;/, as given in your issue
of the 10th instant?

Equation (1) should be

—

1 1 1

B* A.' e

and in the second line of the following paragraph " A = 8 " should read
A = CD.

I need make no apology, I think, to Mr. Clark for pointing out these
errors as they are evidently merely clerical, and as such would not need
correcting except for the sake of those of your readers who have not much
confidence in their own knowledge of optics.

There is another method—also recently given by Mr. Traill Taylor—for

finding the focus of a lens which Mr. Clark does not recount, and which
I have found preferable to, because simpler than, the pinhole method.
It is as follows :—With a pencil draw on the focussing screen two vertical

lines ; these may be placed anywhere, but should, for the sake of

accuracy of the determination, especially in the case of long-focus lenses,

be as far apart as possible without getting too close to the sides of the
screen. Then, placing the camera on a board or a piece of paper laid on
a table, focus some distant object — a flagstaff, chimney, or vertical

corner of a building is convenient—on one of these lines and draw a line

along one edge of the baseboard on the paper beneath it. Now swivel

the camera till the same object is focussed on the other vertical line on
the screen, and draw another line along the same edge of the baseboard.
If now, with these two lines as sides, an isosceles triangle be completed,
having its base equal to the distance between the two vertical lines on the
screen, the length from the vertex of this triangle to the middle of its

base is the true focus of the lens.

This method requires but one object—and it is not always easy to find

two suitable objects which can be got into the field of view with any lens

—

there are no awkward measurements to be made in the camera, such as
from pinhole to screen, the small amount of geometrical construction
requisite is conducted with the convenience of an improvised drawing
board, and no additional apparatus has to be fitted to tlie camera, so that
it is, I think, in practice the simplest of any yet given, and withal it is

theoretically correct.

Good things bear repetition, so, although it is not long since this

method was fully explained by Mr. Taylor I have ventured to recall it

while, by reason of Mr. Clark's paper, the subject is fresh in our minds.
Mr. Clark's view meter moditication of the pinhole ^method is not, I

feaj', calculated to give very accurate results, as I have always found it

very difficult to measure with any degree of certainty the distance of any
object from the eye.—I am, yours, Ac, Z. H, Kinodon.

Old CImrlton, Kent, June 15, 1887,
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NEWTON'S RINGS.

To the Editoes.

Gentlemen,—C(in you or any of yonr readers inform me if the Newton's
Rings, which are formed between tlie gloss of the printing fiamo and
that of the negative, are capable of leaving an impression on the
prepared paper in tlie frame?
The colours produced by transmission beinp; so mucli fainter than those

byreHection, Ishould not have expected it; however, Ihavetrequently found
niarlcings in the sky corresponding in position to rings seen by reflection.

— I am, yours, &c., M. D.
Jhislol, June 9, 1887.

[Newton's rings do give a photographic impression, ag we have proved
many times,—Ens.]

THE BIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.
To Hie Editors.

Gentlesien,—Photographers do not claim the negative as a right, nor
do they allow that right to be claimed by the sitters. It has been the
custom for pliotographers to preserve and retain the portrait negative,
not for their own benefit only but for the benefit of their clients also,

from whom an expressed wish that it be no longer retained would receive
immediate attention.

I am an amateur of the old wet date, and this has been my experience
of my professional friends, with some of whom I have been long intimate.
They are good, generous men—men of strict honour.
Among professors of the art I find, however, that there are some who

advance tliis foolish claim. To them I would saj-—Give the reasons for

yonr claim in the numbered form 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., and by this means
gilence your opponents, or give them work to confute the statements
advanced for the claim.

One correspondent writes, "That the sitter orders one dozen cabinet
portraits with which he is supplied." " These were all he wanted and
all he was promised ;" an excellent reason for the operator's claim to the
negative. Allow me to add that for these dozen of copies the photo-
grapher w.is i)aid 2-58. ; this sum was all he asked for, and he was promised
no more.
What now about the negative? The glass and the film are undoubtedly

the photographer'.'^, and the impressed portrait on the film belongs as
nndoubtedly to the sitter—a joint partnership. A very simple arrange-
ment or understanding between photographer and sitter would settle the
matter, but without an arrangement or understanding honesty does
not give the claim to the photographer.
The remarks of A. L. Steavenson, of Durham, I have noted. In

him my fellow citizen has found another illustration of the truth of

his statement that some minds are incapable of judging moral right
and moral wrong.
"Use and Wont" has upset me—the word Edinburgh has caused a

disagreeable moisture in the corneis of my eyes.—I am, yours, &c..
The Engineering Works, South-street, Newcoitle-on-Tyne, M.\c.

June 13, 1887.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I am not a professional photsgrapher, and don't expect
to be, but I am certainly of opinion that unless a sitter agrees to buy the
negative as a separate article, the photographer has a right to keep it, so

long as he does not trespass on his client's lights by issuing copies from
it without permission. Surely no one having a correct knowledge of the
skill and labour entailed in the production of a good portrait negative
can argue that it is amply paid for out of the profit on a dozen or so of
' f'pies, even though a little extra cliarge is made for the first lot. An
. iult customer has almost invariably at least two negatives taken, and
i^ for children and babies—well, the average experience is too harrowing
to relate. I have frequently walked into studios, when the artist has
been engaged on a lively young specimen, and patiently waited in the
iiteroom listening to the ridiculous cooing, whistling, horse -^driving

ounds, and urgent appeals from the operator to his sitter (or rather
ioker) to "watch for dickie-bird coming," until my mind has wandered
a certain placard exhibited by a German photographer for the enlighten-

;iient of his English visitors, "Babies instantly executed here;" and I

have thought what a blessing it would be if the creature could be executed
for a few seconds to give the exasperated operator a chance of uncapping
his lens without spoiling half a dozen of his "baby plates," to say
nothing of his time, which, of course, is no object, though it would be to

a mechanic at so much per hour.
Then came the retouching, printing, and sending of proofs, booking,

*c., all of which are mere trifles compared with the handsome profit on
the finished prints.

Apart from this, I fail to see the public grievance caused by the reten-
tion of the negative. I can see plainly that the surrender of it is likely
to be prejudicial to the photographer, and in many cases even to the
skitter. I have known several instancea where it has been bought and

willingly paid tor, but a few years, or even onlv a few monthii aft«r, it baa
turned up so scratched, broken or otherwise ihrnaged, on the deceaM of
the person represented, that the only decent copy obtainable ban been a
somewhat costly one worked np in colours, whereas the photographer
would have taken more care of it. As regards the other point, there is
no doubt the photographer relies to some extent on repeat orderH; other-
wise it would bo open to any one to get half a dozen or a dozen printi,
demand the negative, send it to a professional printer, and get any
quantity of, say, unmounted cabinet prints at about Id. each, and mount
them at home. This would be very nice for a bazaar committee, for in-
stance, who wished to make money by selling portraits of a pet local
celebrity, and of coarse quite fair to tho painstaking professional who
supplied the clichi'.

What shall ho do in the case of a group? Every member of that
group has a perfect right to his own part of the negative. Of conrse it

would have to be nicely cut up with a diamond, and woe betide him if in
cutting out a front row he encroaches upon the rights of a back-row
member, I am afraid some of the heads would get legs and arms that
did not belong'to them, while others would be mere Fatimas, or " bodylesa
beauties."

Next time I have any lithographing done, I shall demand the stone

;

it wUl only weigh thirty or forty pounds, and the lithographer has no
right to keep any impression that refers only to myself. Anyway, if I
cannot lug the stone away, I wUl have the transfer, as it is paid for in
the price.—I am, yours, Ac, A. A. PE-utso.v.

Leeds, June 10, 1887.

To tlie Editors.

Gentlemen,—The lady amateur, " Millie's" pathetic appeal against her
negative (not herself) being "labelled, registered, and stored to crimmal
bondage " (poor negative !), will in itself almost turn the stony hearts of
the profession to her way of thinking. Future orders for one dozen
cartes will bo accompanied by the negative, which in ninety-nine cases tho
client would rather not have, preferring it being carefully and tenderly
cared for by the photographer, knowing in years to come, when memories
become valuable, they can with certain have a further supply.

"Millie" having asked herself why the negative should be retained,
" for which they liave been handsomely paid ' (not always), could with
advantage further ask herself, Was the order for pictures only, or pictures
and negative ? Did she ever see a photographer's price list mention any-
thing other than "curles-derixite and cabinets " at so much per dozen ?

I consider the negative as much the property of the photographer as his
lens that threw the image. "Millie" further considers and suggests a
Parliamentary Debating Society shall fight tho battle. Should they
decide amongst themselves by a large majority on division against the
photographic artist then "after copies" business is doomed. We shall

have an army of gentlemen willing to print for practice and a small con-
sideration. People will walk about with their negatives as many do with
their own last in search of the cheapest printer or bootmaker.
Why "Millie" should designate sitters as "Indies" and " gentUmen,''

photographers, "man" and "men," "of nothing further known than
their professional names," &c., is best known to herself. To such
" men" she should not again sit. Far better buy her own plates and get

a " gentleman " amateur to make negatives for her. How nice this wonld
be.—I am, yours, *c., T. Coan.

50, Cumming-street, Pentonville, N.

iEicijange CTolumn.

*,* Xo charge is nuide for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this colwmn;

but none mil be inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those

who specify Uteir requirements as "anything usrful " will therrfore understand

the reason of their rum-appearance.

Ucqnircd, a singlo-view lens by good maker, for plate 10x8, In cxchann for cabinet
btirnishor, nearly new.—Addres», A. Ferrabi, Photographer, Wood-street, High
Baruet.

Will cxchanpre carved walnut iihow case, eost over £20, for portable 12x 10 camero and
double dark slides, and tripod itand for same.—Address, Camfbell, 4, MultrnkTc-
road, Sutton, Surrey.

Will exchange a good eleren-inoh bar bnmisher (new and nerar been nsad] for a good
rectilinear lens. Difference adjnated.— Address, Obas. Wh. Atplktaed, Photo-
graphic Engineer, Maperton-road, Bradford.

I will exchange a tine gilt show frame (takes twelve carte* and fix cabinets) , with pro-

tecting outer frame, in good condition, for comet, l>anjo, mandoline, cither, or old
double-bass.—Addresa, KATHurr, Aldermaaton, Egtuun.

Wanted, quarter or half wet plate repeating b-ock camera, also Victoria camera and
lenses. Exchange, plain cloth baokgronnd. outdoor ditto, 18 x 10 single lena, leotern,

&c.—Address, Photookaphic Cohpant, King-Street, Weymouth.

A Ross" qnarter-plate portrait lens, Vogcl's wide-angle 12x10, Dallmeyer*! 2*. and
whole-plate French lens. Any of tho above In exchange for a wet-plate camerato
take two quarter-plates on half-plate in tiro mores, wito two dark uidos.—AddlUM,
J. Salt, 14, New Arcade, Bimderland,
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Wiintecl, a 12x10 bellows camera, lens, and stand, qnarter or half-plate Lancaster's
Intemationnl or other liirht set, also a g:ood •"atric lantern. OfEe»-ed, astronomical
telescope, gold witch, stereoscopic camera and Iftnses.and other photographio goods
in excli^nge.—Address, A. BucirsALr,, 7, Bcllevne, Clifton, Bristol.

anstoets to Corresipontrentis.

Notice.—Each Con'espondent is required to enclose his name and address, althortgh not

necessarily for puhlication. Communications may, vrhen thought desirable, afipcar wilder

a NOM DE PLUME OS hitherto, or, by preference, under three letters of the alphabet. Such

signatures as " Constant Reader," " Subscriber," d-c., should be avoided. Correspondents

not conforming to this rule u'iU therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

communications.

Photographs Beoisteeed :

—

John Stuart, 120, Buchanan-street, Glasgow.

—

Tu-o photographs of Rev. J. McGregor.

A. B.—To preserve the gelatine add a little alcohol or thymol.

A. Hopkins and J. Parkinson.—Inadmissible. See conditions.

A. T. D. Berrington.—If you ever come to Lomlon we shall have pleasure in

showing you the camera.

G. S. T.—It is possible with an orthochromatic plate to photograph the beacon
.fire. The exposure must depend upon the aperture of the leus employed.

Hale Plate, No. 2.—No hope of making a really good negative of your over
exposed one. Make a transparency from it, and from tliat make another and
more intense negative.

S. S. S.—1. A shock after exposure is completed will not affect the sharpness.
—2. Yon may call your studio the Royal, but you must not use the royal
arms.—3. Send the lens and we will exaudne it.

K. C. MacLeod.— ]. If the solution has become yellow it is useless, but the
zinc treatment will restore it to working order if apjilied as recommended by
tlie writer of tlic article.— 2. The plan i.s not applicable to pyrogallic
develojicr.

B. 0.—Saxe paper may be obtained of any of the dealers in photographic
materials. If they do not keep it in stock they will procure it for you. They
will quote you a price. I'nless we knew tlio purpose for wliich it is to
be used it is impossible to say if it will require any preparation before
coating.

W. F. Timperley.—If you act as yonr own patent agent the cost of the pro-
visional ju-otection for nine months will be one pound. Upon a further
payment of three pounds within the nine months yon will secure a patent
for four years. One patent will secure all the parts of the invention.
Registration is useless.

A.—The paper should be sensitised on a plain solution of nitrate of silver.

The strength niu.st depend upon the amount of chlori<lc with whicli tlie

albumen is salted. Unless we knew this Ave could not say tlie strength
required. Your best plan will be to sensitise three sheets, one on a forty,
one on a fifty, and the third on a sixty-grain batli, and see which produces
the best results when printed.

Tom writes as follows : "Say I have an object sixteen feet by less in width to
f>hotograph on—well, say a whole-plate, using a lens thirteen inches equiva-
ent locus, is there a rule to tell me the number of feet distance required
between the lens and the object? If tliere is, kindly explain."— If our
correspondent will refer to tlie Table of Enlargement and Reduction given in
the Almanac he will obtain what he requires.

Inquirer writes :
" I have had the misfortune to leave several printing frames

out of doors in a drenching rain ; the consiqnence is the wet got to the nega-
tives and has produced silver stains, althougli the negatives were varnished

;

they are now quite worthless. Can yon tali me what to do with them, for
they are valuable, and I do not want to lose them if possible ?"—-We fear the
case is hopeless. If a weak solution of cyanide of potassium will not remove
the stains the negatives may be considered as permanently ruined.

G. F. Adcock says; "I wish to enlarge with eight-inch condenser from half-
plate to 10 X 8, that is, to get an enlarged negative on a dry plate to print
from. Can you give me any idea of the exposure necessary, also the develop-
ment 1 My lantern is one of three wicks."—Without knowing the actinic
power of the light or the sensitiveness of the jilates it is impos.^ible to give
any idea of the exposure required. The best jilaii will be to make one or two
trial exposures on small plates of the same sensibilitv. The ordinary
develojicr used for negatives will do quite well.

W. T. Z. writes: "Will you kindly give me, in your 'Answers to Corres-
pondents,' a formula for getting cold grey tones on ready-sensitised paper?
riie paper I have been using is 's seusitiseil paper, and I can get notliing
but brown tones witli it, which I very mucli object to. The bath I have been
using has been the lime bath or acetate.' —As a rule, the ready-sensitised
papers are not well adapted for cold grey tones. Tlie best plan of obtaining
them will be for our correspondent to sensitise the paper for himself using a
moderately strong bath for the purpose ; then, with the lime bath or the
carbonate of soda bath, no difficulty will be experienced in securing cold

W. E. Methven says : "I see in this week's Journal a reply to 'W, A. C
with reference to snail marks on gelatine plates. You say there is no way to •

get rid of these when they exist, as they are due to the manufacture. Of
this I am aware. I have made batcli after batch of plates and cannot get rid

of these markings, which are always more or less strongly shown. They are

particularly obnoxious in portraiture with a plain background. Can you tell

me to what these snad marks are due ? I have tried everything in reason in

the way of filtration. Is it due to any particular make of gelatine ? I have
spoken to several plate makers, prol'essional and am.ateur ; some did not even
know of their existence, others suggested different expedients as remedy,
but all to no purpose. Can you enlighten me through your 'Answers to
Correspondents?'"—Some samples of gelatine are more prone to these
markings than others. We advise our correspondent to try a sample from
another source than that from which he has drawn his previous supplies.

Fixation says : "I should like to kuow the cause of spots on enclosed jirints.

They have been, to my way of thinking, most carefully manipulated, the
following being the process :—After exposure they were washed in five or six

changes of water, in the first two of which they did not remain more than a
minute or two, and they were whirled round and round tlie dish all the
time, the total time for all these washings being about thirty minutes.
After this they were toned, some in the carbonate bath and some in the
tung.state bath, accurately prepared from the standard formula. When
toned (and it was at this point that most of the spots were first discernible)

they were again washed for a few minutes in two or three changes of water,

and then fixed in hypo, four ounces to the pint of water, just enough liquid

ammonia being added to be easily snielled, that is, to make the solution smell

of it. The amount of the latter might be in excess of that quantity usually
recommended, but there was not more than half a te.ospoonful to the pint, if

that much. In the fixing bath they were kept for fifteen minutes, the dish

being rocked from side to sidit all the time, and the greatest care taken that

no two sliould stick together. Upon their removal from this bath they were
washed for twenty-four hours in several changes of water ; for the first

quarter of an hour they were kejit in constaut motion, and were not allowed

to .stick together at all. I hiive never noticed this defect when using the

acetate bath nor before I purchased the sample of gold chloride I am now
using, and wliich is the best, or, rather, the dearest. An answer in the

Journal will greatly oblige."—The spots have all the appearance of being

caused by au--bubblcs sticking to them while in tlie fixing bath, but if they

make their apjiearance before they are fixed it is clear this is not the cause
;

therefore the only suggestion we can make is that the spots arise from air-

bells while in the toning bath. We donot think the chloride of gold is at

fault.

North London Photographic Society.—On Tuesday, June 21, this Society

will take jiart in the London Photographic Societies' Jubilee Excursion to

Watford. Train : Euston, thirty-five minutes past ten ; Willesden, fifty-four

minutes past ten.

Received.—Pictures from Life in Field and Fen, liy P. H. Emerson,

B.A., M.B., will be noticed next week. Also received Price Lists of the

various manufactures of Morgan & Kidd ; Catalogues of James Swift & Son,

and of Joseph Levi & Co., opticians.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,

June 22, 1887, will be Aids to E.epij.mre. Saturday outing at Waltham. Train

from Liverjioolstreet at fifteen minutes past two. [June 21, amalgamated

Club and Society outing at Watford. Train from Enston at ten minutes

past ten.

From M. Paul Nadar, of Paris, we have received an interesting photograph

of the ruins of the Opera Comicpie, which was taken immediately^ after the

confiaTatiou. The picture is one of two hundred which Mr. Nadar has

obtaiiR'd in a few hour.s with the ingenious Eastman-Walker roll holder, using

their films.

North Surrey.—At the next meeting of the North Surrey Photograpliic

Society special novelties are to be introduced. Members and non-members

are invited to bring their photographic outfits ready for field work, for the

purpose of comparing and discussing the merits and denieritsof their apparatus.

The meeting will be held at the Greyhound Hotel, Dulwich, ou Wednesday,

June 22, at eight p.m.

%* Owing to pressure on our columns we have been compelled to hold

over severaf articles, including an account of Richmond's Instantaneous

Shutter.
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COLLODION VEBSUS GELATINE.
At the meeting of t6e Photographic Society of France, as will be
seen from our French correspondent's communication last week,
M. Davanne has offered a prize of a thousand francs to any one
who will devise a method of producing " sensitive surfaces " to
replace gelatino-bromide of silver and which will at the same
time yield results equal to collodion with the silver bath.
Full details of the conditions are not yet published, but the
principal ones are understood to be—" first, simplicity of pre-

paration ; second, sensibility of surface not unequal to the
rapidity of the gelatino-bromide process ; third, solidity of sur-
face." M. Davanne laments to see that at the present time no
such beautiful, clear, transparent negatives are being taken as
used to be produced by tlie wet collodion process. Hence
his liberal offer of a prize for another and bettor process.

Is it a fact, however, that the gelatino-bromide process does
not yield, or is not capable of yielding, results quite equal to
collodion? Some we know will answer emphatically "No !" while
others will as positively say "Yes!" That there is a wide
difference in the appearance of the negatives by the two pro-
cesses cannot be denied, but the real test of the quality of any
negative is the excellence of the print it will yield. Cannot as
good impressions be obtained from gelatino-bromide negatives
as from collodion 1 If not, it is clear that photography has
degenerated, to some extent at least, since the general employ-
ment of dry plates in place of wet; certainly, in the opinion
of the giver of the prize, it has in France. We know many
photographers of the old school in this country who, like M.
Davanne, still sigh for the rich, brilliant negatives of old, with
their clear siiadows and vigorous lights, which, they say, cannot
be obtained witli dry plates. On the other hand, we are
aware that a large majority of modern artists, whose experience
witii the wet process is but limited, or who, perhaps, never
worked it at all, declare that far better negatives are now being
made with dry plates tlian were possible witii wet. Therefore it

is clear that negatives by the two processes should be judged
by a different standard. And why should they not?
At one time it was not unusual to see in advertisements that

certain makes of plates would render negatives equal to wet
collodion

; one rarely sees such announcements now. It is quite
within the bounds of possibility, if the collodion process were
only now being introduced as a new one, that the claim might
be made for it that it would produce as good results as gelatine.
Be that as it may, it is clear that the two processes should not
be compared from the same standpoint.
A good collodion negative, when placed upon white paper, has

perfectly clear glass for the deepest shadows, with the lights

more or less intense according to the density of the image,

whereas the shadows in the usual run of gelatine negatives
when similarly tested are seen to be, to a certain extent, veiled.

What, it may be here mentioned, might be considered clear

shadows in a gelatine image would be looked upon as fogged in

a collodion one. That veiled shadows were produced with bath
plates, and perfectly clear ones are obtainable with dry ones,

cannot be denied, but in either case it was, and is, the excep-

tion and not the iiile.

It is said that gelatine negatives—we are now referring to

portraiture—require far more retouching than did collodion,

before they can be placed in the hands of the printer. Hence
they become more costly. Much greater importance, as most
know, is now attached to retouching than formerly, but it is a
question whether this arises ^o much from the inferiority of the

negatives themselves as from.' the higher finish demanded by
the sitters. However, there can be little doubt that more time
is now expended upon working up gelatine negatives than waa
bestowed upon those made with collodion.

Whatever may be the opinion amongst the most conservative

of professional jjhotographers, we find, as a matter of fact, that

they, as a rule, have abandoned collodion for botii portrait

and landscape work. Are we to assume that they have done
this simply on account of the convenience of working and the

exalted sensitiveness of the plates, knowing all the time that

the quality of their work would prove inferior in the end 1

We think not. Our leading artists, whether in portraits or land-

scapes, produce as good printing negatives on gelatine as they
did on collodion, while a large majority of those who only

produced mediocre results with wet plates are now doing far

better work with dry—a circumstance scarcely to be wondered
at. With amateui-s, too, the same holds good. The veterans in

collodion have all adopted gelatine, and are securing equally as

good results by the change with a fiir greater variety of them.

The gelatino-bromide and the wet collodion processes each

have their strong and their weak points, as every one is fully

aware, and if any new process can be devised which will com-
bine all the good qualities of each—while eliminating the bad

ones—a great advance in photography will be secured. There-

fore M. Davanne is to bs commended for his liberality ju

offering a prize for what many photographers, not only in

France but everywhere else, have long been sighing for,

namely, a dry process which will yield negatives with gelatine

rapidity and collodion qualities. Let us hope that such a

process will in the end be forthcoming.

Cycling is now so much a part of outdoor photographic work that

the velocipedist almost deserves a coraer for himself. The tricycle i*

naturally the favourite, though we have seen not ft few pair-wbeel»
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evidently equipped for action photographic; but, whichever is

selected, the one great question to the amateur who, for dark room

purposes, has, perhaps, robbed his premises of the only spare comer

the powers that be would consent to, is, " Where is the cycle to be

put ? " We are pleased to find that with a knowledge of the shifts to

which the owners of the wheeled horse are so often put, a well-known

firm has devised a portable house or shed ready for instant erection in

any place provided that a bare wall and a vacant space a few feet

square be available.

The Conversazione of the Royal Society, held on the 8th instant,

was a great success, and amongst not the least attractive of the ex-

hibits, those belonging to the department of photography must
undoubtedly be placed. Captain Abney's mode of illustrating the

production of sunset colours by atmospheric absorption, though not

exactly photographic, is yet interesting to photographers from the

fact of the familiar " hypo " being the main agent in the experiment.

A solution of this salt is made, sulphuric acid added, and a strong

light sent through tlie liquid. A gradual precipitation of sulphur

takes place, and according to the size of the particles so is the light of

the emergent beam modified. The size of these particles is such as to

scatter the rays from the blue end of the spectrum from the light

received by the vessel, and to permit mainly the red ones only to pass

through.

The usual " Visitation " at Greenwich took place a little while ago,

and as will be perceived from our report of the visitation in our
issue for last week, a largo share of the interest attaching to the

report just issued centres upon matters photographic.

Last year ought to be looked upon as above the average from a

photographic standpoint, at any rate judging by the amount of

bright sunsliine; for we learn that the indications of Campbell's

recorder gave a number of hours above the average of the last nine

years, the sun having been brightly shining during twelve hundred
and twenty-eight hours, which gave a ratio of twenty-seven hours'

sunlight for every hundred hours the sun was above the horizon.

The question of measurements above adverted to is one of very great

importance, and it was discussed with some amount of heat at the
last meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society. Professor Pritchard
read a paper on the parallax of a certain star, as measured from
photographs, three hundred and thirty photogrophs having been
taken, and thirty thousand measurements made from the star images
upon them. Mr. Ranyard took exception to the possibility of such
exactitude being obtained from photographs, although ho withdrew a
previous description he had previously given of a magnified star image
as like a heap of shingle. The opinion of the meeting seemed to be
in favour of the accuracy of the measurements that could be made
from photographic images.

At the same meetmg, photographs of the solar corona"taken during
an eclipse formed the subject of an interesting discussion, and they
were utilised in an argument against a certain theory in connection
with the corona, some of the later eclipse photographs being stated to
combat Professor Hastings's theory that the corona may be accounted
for as a diffraction phenomenon.

Iv the bief study of the alkabne carbonates which we wrote a few
weeks age, we naturally omitted many points interestmg from a
chemical era photographic standpoint, but amongst the impurities to
be found with the sodium salt we may mention that, according to
Herr E. Mylius, " hj-po " is sometimes met with, an impurity which
we need scarcely point out might lead to some confusion io developing
operations.

In a recent issue of Comptes Sendus there are a number of in-
teresting analytical remarks upon the bahaviour of the sulphites
which were the means of assisting in devising an easy method of
qualitative analysis. Thus, sulphite of soda solution is strongly
alkaline to litmus paper, yet upon adding to it barium chloride, which

does not change the colour of litmus, the liquid is seen to be perfectly

neutral to test paper, sulphite of barytes and chloride of the alkali

being produced. If an allc.aline bisulphite be treated with the above
chloride the sulphite of the alkali is again produced, and the remainder
of the sulphurous acid is set free in the solution. " Hence," says th»

writer, M, A. Villiers, " it results that if we treat with chloride of

barium a mixture of an alkaline sulphite and bisulpliite, a mixture
which is distinctly alkaline to test paper even when the proportion of

neutral sulphite is small, the solution becomes acid after the addition

of the chloride of barium. - - -

Now, although the price of sulphite of soda is above that of hypo, it

is still a fact that a proportion of the former, larger or smaller

according to circumstances, may be found in the latter salt. The
above very interesting reactions show how the presence of this foreign

salt may bo shown. If the mixture of salts bo alkaline it is to be
treated with hydrocliloric acid imUl no change is shown upon litmus,

and then precipitated with the barium salt. The liquid will become
acid and contaiu sulphurous acid.

THE APPROACHING CONVENTION.
I^OM what we learn, the Glasgow Convention, which opens its

week's stance on the 4th of July, is destined to be highly successful.

On the evening of the day mentioned, the proceedings wiU be opened
by the Lord Provost of Glasgow. From the subjoined list it will

)je seen that excursions have been arranged with great skill, and that

these embrace the choice artistic and historical parts of Scotland,

at fares surprisingly low. Roughly speaking, the days are to be

devoted to sight-seeing, and the evenings to the scientific and literary

department of the Convention. Hotels, postal, and telegraphic com-
munications Iiave all been arranged by tlie energetic Local Committee.

Those desirous of details other tliau we here subjoin should apply to

Mr. J. J. Briginshaw, 128, Southwark-street, London, S.E.

SYNOPSIS OF THE WEEK'S PEOCEEDINGS.
Monday, July 4.

Convenadone at 7.SO o'clock.

The proceedings will be opened by the Hon. the^.Lord Provost of

Glasgow.

Tuesday, July 5,

Excursion to the Falls of Clyde, in charge of Mr. Geo. Bell.

Excuraon to tlie Trossachs, iu charge of Mr. T. N. Armstrong.
Evening meeting at 7.30 o'clock.

W]5DNESDAY, JuLY 0.

Excursion to Loch Lomond and Loch Long, in charge of Mr. John
Stuart,

Excursion to the Yacht Regatta at Largs (by special steamer), in

charge of Mr. George Mason.
Evening meeting at 7,30 o'clock.

TnuBSD.vY, July 7.

Excursion to Tarbert, Loch Fyne, by steamer " Columba," iu charge
of Mr. Wm. Lang, jun,

A group of the members will be photographed at Tarbert by Mr.
John Stuart.

No evening meeting.

Fbiday, July 8.

Excursion to Edinburgh, On arrival at Edmburgh the p.arty will bo

taken in chai'ge by the following Edinburgh friends :—Mr. James
Orighton, Mr. William Crooke, and Mr. J. M. TiirnbuU.

Evening meeting at 7.30 o'clock.

Satubday, July 9,

A photograph wUl be taken of a group of the members at 10 o'clodc,

in Kelvingrovo Park, West End,
Meeting of the Committee at II.SO in the Convention Rooms,

DETAILS OP EXCURSIONS.
Tuesday, Jdi,y 5.

I,

—

To the Falls of Clyde, via Ilaviilton {in charge of Mr. George Bell).

—By train, leaving Central Station 7.55, to Hamilton ; theneo by
coach, driving about thirteen miles, to the Falls. Iteturniug fi'om

Hamilton at 5.20 ; arriving back in Glasgow at six o'clock. Fare, for the

trip, aboot 58. or 6s. Priying frofu Hamilton, the party passes through
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the district called the " Orchard of Scotland." The main points of

interest on the drive are Cambusnetlian House, Garrion Bridge, Dalserf

Village and House, Mauldalio Castle, Milton Lockhart, Kuina of Craig-

nethui Castle, the TilliotuiUem of Old Mortality. The Falls are three

in number—Stonebycrs, Cora, and lionnington; these will fully and
ploaaurably occupy the day, ))rcsentinK many fine views to the camera.
2.— To till- rcossdo/w, rii'i Ahcrfoulf {in cliargc of Mr. T. N. Armstrong).

—By train, leaving Quccn-strect Station, at 8.10, to Aberfoyle; thence

by coach, driving about five miles, to Trossachs and Loch Katrine.

Returning from Aberfoyle at 3.15; arriving back in (ilasgow at 5.30.

Ectum fare to Aberfoyle, 48. 6d.; coach extra. The party will have
several hours to spend among the magnificent scenery at the Trossachs

and tioch Katrine. Those who do not wish to go to the Trossachs may
walk from Aberfoyle to Loch Ard, the Boencry of which is very fine.

Boats may be hired on the Loch, or tlie excursionists may walk round
the Loch side. The whole distance roimd the Loch is twelve or thirteen

miles. Most of the stirring incidents in Scott's Itob Hoy and }V<W(^rley

are represented as having occurred at Aberfoyle and Loch Ard side : as

Bailie Nicol Jarvie's encounter with the Highland gillie, tlie tree where
he was suspended in raid-air, Ac. If the party should divide nt Aberfoyle,

some for the Trossachs and some for Lo<i Ard, they will reunite at Aber-

foyle for return to Glasgow.

Wednesdat, Jom 6.

1.

—

To Loch Lomond and Loch Long (in charge of Mr, John Stuart).—
By train, leaving Queen-street Station at eight a.m. , to Balloch Pier on
Loch Lomond, rctuming from Arrooher by Loch Long at 2.30, arriving

back in Glasgow by Craigendoran to Queen • ptreet Station at seven

o'clock. Fare, for the trip, about 7s. The railway to Balloch passes

Dumbarton Bock and Castle. The steamer from Balloch sails up Loch
Lomond, through the magnificent straits of Balmaha to Luss and Tarbet.

Those wlio wish may leave the steamer at Luss, and walk by the Loch
Bhore to Target, a distance of seven miles. From Tarbet, on Loch
Lomond, the party will walk or drive a mile and a half to Arrocher, on
Loch Long. This is a fine road, through a lovely and spacious glen.

From the Tarbet end of this glen, there is a fine view of "Ben Lomond,"
and from the Arroclier end the best view of the " Cobbler." The scenery

on these two lochs is as grand as any in the world, being a continuous

panorama of wooded hUl, grassy slope, mountain peak, and precipice.

Coming back, the steamer passes through the delightful shore scenery of

the Firth of Clyde.
2.

—

Excursion by Special Steamer to witnest Yacht Regatta at Largs {in

cltarge of Mr. George Mason).—By train leaving St. Enoch Station at 8.10

to Prince's Pier, Greenock, embarking there in steamer, and sailing to

Largs, returning same way, from Prince's Pier at five o'clock, arriving

back in Glasgow at 5.50. Fare for the trip, according to number of

party, 7s. to 10s. The conductor of the party will fix time and place for

going ashore to dine.

TacBsnAY, July 7.

Excursion by Steamer " Columha " to Tarbert, Loch Fyne (in charge

of Mr. William Lang, jun.)—Steamer leaves Glasgow Bridge at seven

o'clock, or parties may take the train leaving St. Enoch Station at eight

(or Greenock, and join the steamer at Prince's Pier. The steamer goes

by Kirn, Dunoon, Innellan, Bothesay, and Kyles of Bute, to Tarbert,

letoming at 1.20, and arriving back in Glasgow with steamer at

seven, or by train from Greenock at six o'clock. This excursion is pretty

much a whole day's sail—from Glasgow to Tarbert and back, about one

hundred and sixty miles—on a favourite and swift saloon steamer, viewing

the charming scenery of the Clyde, and spending two hours at the de-

lightfully interesting fishing village of Tarbert. Fares for the trips, 6s.

;

or including breakfast, dinner, ami tea, 12a. Tliis being the only excur-

sion to-day, it has been suggested that a suitable opportunity might be

found at Tarbert for photographing a gioup of the members ; arrange-

ments for tliis purpose have been made with Mr. John Stuart, who mil
take a photograph of the group on landing at Tarbert,

FbIDAY, JtJLY 8.

Excuniitn to Edinburgh, leaving Queen-street Station at 8.45, returning

from Edinburgh at five, and arriving back in Glasgow at 6.15. Betmn
fare, 4s.

Offices of the Convention.— London : 128, Southwark-strcet, S.E.

;

Glasgow: The Institute of the Fine Arts, 175, Sauoliiehall-street.

Railway Stations.— Caledonian Hallway, Central Station, Gordon-

street ; Glasgow and South-Woatem EaUway, St. Enooh-stjuaro ; NOTtli

British, Queen-street. All within five minutes' walk of the Convention

Booms.
The Exhibition will he held within the Institute of the Fine Arts,

175, SanohiehaO-street, and wUl bo open daily.

Public Works and Factories.—ShoTild any of the members wish to visit

Public Works or Factories, this can be arranged for by giving notice to

the Local Secretary.

A list of members attending the Convention will be posted on the Notice

Board in the Oflice and Meeting Rooms. To fucihtato the preparation of

this list members are requested, on their arrival in Glasgow, to enter

their names and where staying on the list at the Secretary's Office. It is

hoped that many of the members will find it Qgnycaient to bQ ftSWK-

panled by their lady friends to the opening meeting and to a'l tbo
excursions.

List or Hotels.

Si. Eiwch Station Hotel.—Single boJrouui and attend.ince, 2a. Cd. to
Is. ; doable ditto, 3s. Gd. to Os. ; breakfast, 2s. to 3a.

Central Station Hotel.—Single bedroom and attendance, 2a. W. to Hi, •

double ditto, 5s. to 78. ; breakfast, 28. to 33.

Tlie Hath Hotel, M>2, Bath-street.—Single bedroom and attcndanoe, 4s.;
double ditto, 7s. to 83. ; breakfast. Is. 6d. to 33.

I'hiip's Cockhum Hotel, 141, llath-itreet.—Bedroom and attendance
2s. Ca. to 38. 6d. ; breakfast, Is. GJ. to 2b. Gd.

Alexaiulra Hotel, 148, Bath-streH.—Single bedroom and attendance,
23. 6d. to 33. ; double ditto, 3s. to 4a. ; breakfast. Is. 6d. to 2s. GJ.

Cranston's Waverley Temperance Hotel, nn, Sauchieliall-ttreel.—Single
bedroom, one person, Is. 6d. ; two persona, 23. ; double ditto, two peraoos,
2s. Od. ; more than two persons. Is. each ; booti and service, each person,
Is, ; breakfast, Is. 3d. to 2a.

Tlie two Slation Hotela are five minutes' walk of Convention Booms,
all the others are close by the Booits.

THE MANCIIESTEli EXHIBITION.
II.

We have alluded to Dag:uerreotypes as being present in the Exhibi-

tion. In connection with these there are several engravings possessing

so much merit as to have elicited from a competent judge a doubt as

to whether anything superior had been produced in modern times

oven by the most approved photo-engraving process. We may here

observe, for the benefit of any reader who may be unacquainted with

what was done in former times, that soon after Daguerre's process

had been perfected, a great desire was felt to multiply tliem, for each

picture by that process was unique and incapable of being reproduced

save by copying with the camera. Strenuous efiorts w^ere made to

get them etched under such a condition of surface as to hold ink, and
ingenious almost beyond measure were the methods tried and adopted.

Through the labours of scientists abroad and at home, including

the present Justice, Sir W. Grove, F.U.S., noted in those days as one

of our foremost electrician.s, the problem was solved, and the Daguer-

reotype plate by being made the anode in an electrical circuit was

engraved. The specimens now exhibited in Manchester are, as we
have said, exquisitely fine, and their value is enhanced by the know-

ledge that they were at the time they were issued (about 184:5)

co.Timercial productions. Whether they were engraved by the pro-

cess of Grove or of Fizeau is unknown.

Those desirous of seeing the earliest work executed by the coUodio-

broraido emulsion process cannot help being greatly interested in

some prints by B. J. Sayce, of Liverpool, lent by that gentleman.

Magnesium light portraits taken by A. Brothers in 18C4 ; the first

microscopic photographs taken by J. B. Dancer; glass positives taken

in 18.51 ; old photo-engravings by Placet ; examples of early com-

bination printing by Brothers in 1862 ; with wax paper negatives by

Talbot and others ; even burnt-in ceramics of an early period ; these

and many other invaluable records of a fast passing epoch in photo-

graphic history are all to be found in this rich collection.

When his Koyal Highness the Prince of Wales was passing through

the photogiaphic department, his eye caught an old photograph which

had boon taken of the Queen and her cortege during the Art Treasures

Exhibition in 18-57. He was greatly interested in it, and requested

to have a copy of the picture if it were possible. This Mr. Brothers

promised should be supplied, a second one from the original negativj

being still in his possession. But wo shall in tliis Exhibition for a

time leave tho " Ancient" and descend to the " Modern," and Place

aux Dames.
Lady Itoscoe seems to have in her the making of a high class

photograplier, and because of this we will point out certain defects

in her technically excellent exhibits. In every one we saw the figures

are Lirgo and pronounced, as they should be in carrying out her idea

of illubtrating photographically the A'orth Limcaahire Induttrie*.

But the defect is this, these figures are one and all ungracefully

posed, most, if not all, of them staring into the camera, before which

they are striking attitudes as if imbued with the idea that they were

being photographed and that it behoved them to gaze steadily into

the lens. If Lady lloscoe would once more go over the same ground

ivnd take these industrials by a snap shot when they were unaware
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of her intention, a mucU better series of pictures would be the result,

and her ladyship would nseend from being a mere photographer to the

higher position of a real photographic artist.

Mrs. Main has three frames of views. Those taken in the Engan-

dine have a lower tone than is desirable for public exhibition.

This applies also to her three views from the Nadelhorn; but we

know the reason. She has unwisely placed the prints in optical

contact with the glass by which they are covered, and this causes a

serious degradation of the tone, whicli is not objectionable when

pictures are being examined by a good light at a parlour table, but

not so when suspended on the walls of a public exhibition. This

lady's frame of frost-covered trees are better in this respect.

Mrs. A. Green shows a frame of portraits, concerning which it is

enough here to say that they fairly maintain their own amid a

number of fine photographs.

Not so large iu dimensions as numerically, the Autotype Company
are extensive exhibitors. Whether it arises from the hanging or

from the selection of the subjects exhibited, we have not previously

been so much impressed with the real merits of their works, which,

undoubtedly, add greatly to the importance of the Manchester

display.

ECHOES FROM TPIE SOCIETIES.

My " Echoes " have been so long silent that I find some difficulty in

ttg.iin rousing them and in picking up the dropped thread of my weekly

notes. I shall therefore have to glance brieliy at the most important

matters that have appeared before the Societies since my last, and

bring myself as rapidly as possible " up to date."

First, I notice the proposed alteration of the Photographic Society's

Standard of Diaphragms, which was brought before the Society, but

which is now, I hope, a thing of the past. I had nearly written my
own private protest against the proposed change at the time, but

forbore, partly because the Parent Society is not over ready to take

advice from outside sources, e.-pecially when good and sensible as

mine must undoubtedly have been, but chietiy because 1 had suffi-

cient faith in, at any rate, the " rank and tile " of the Society to be-

lieve that they—the voting strength—had sense enough to prevent

them stultifying themselves by undoing their own work when scarcely

yet given to the world, and that at the mere suggestion of an
individual.

We need not wade through the extensive and learned arguments
delivered in print and at the meeting of the Society as to which is

the more convenient number to manipulate, four or the square root

of ten, or consider which looks most elegant as a unit, - or ,=-'
4 VlO

because I do not suppose one photographer in a thousand would ever
take the trouble to juggle with either in an attempt at calculation,

and I question whether one in a hundred would know how to proceed
if he were compelled to do so in order to save his life. So far as the
unit of the standard ia concerned it is, to the million, a matter of the
supremest indifference ; the optician marks the stops according to the
U. S. value, the photographer does the rest by table ; in fact, the
biuis of the standard is practically nothing, any number will work
theoretically as the unit of a standard, but the most useful unit will
not ensure the standard being recognised. Yet, forsooth ! when the
representative photographic society of Great Britain, after much
labour, proposes such a standard, and by reason of its supposed repre-
sentative character manages to get that standard largely adopted and
recognised both at home and abroad, they are quietly asked, and by
some of their own members, too, to abdicate their position as repre-
sentative, to acknowledge the ignorance and incapacity of the
committee appointed to consider the question of this and other
standards, and generally to set themselves up to the ridicule of the
photographic world. If the discussion of the matter had been
confined to the columns of the photographic journals no notice need
have been taken, but the matter is allowed to occupy the whole of an
evening of the Society's time. This prompts me to ask whether, con-
sidering that papers to be read are supposed to be submitted to the
Council for approval, and that the subjects, at any rate, tnust be
communicated to somebody if they are to be announced on the circular
calling the meeting, considering this and also the way in which that

particular paper affected the Society, I wonder whether it would have

been " pas.sed " If sent in or announced by any one not a member of

Council ?

A little matter was mentioned at a past meeting of the London and

Provincial Photographic Association which is not so reaUy surprising

as at first sight appears. A member stated that he had accidentally

exposed the wrong side of a plate, but that it had subsequently "come

out tolerably well ;" I presume the meaning is that it proved to bo

tolerably sharp. It very often happens that such treatment would

actually improve a negative, for there is a strong tendency to ignore

the foreground in focussing ; the distance or middle distance is made
perfectly sharp, and the poor foreground left to itself. Now the effect

of reversing the plate in the slide would be to remove the plane of

greatest sharpness from the distance to the foreground, where it ought

to be it the foreground is carefully and artistically selected; and though

the distance may not be so sharp as it was made on the ground-

glass, it is quite as sharp as it appears to the eye, while the general

" crisping " of the foreground objects, which the eye does see sharply,

altogether improves the picture.

Of course if the foreground is already in sharp focus such will not

be the case, but the picture will probably be ruined unless a small

Btop is used. Still, the difference that the thickness of a glass plate

makes in the definition of the image is far less than would be supposed.

I have a negative taken under similar circumstances to those referred

to, comprising a wide runge of view—water, foliage, and distant hills,

with a figure perhaps thirty feet from the camera. The distant

objects exhibit no apjiarent want of definition, while the figure will

bear enlarging, and this was taken with a lens of only six inches

focus.

On the same page of the Jouhnal there appear the reports of the

Derby and of the Leicester and Leicestershire Societies, at each of

whicli papers were mentioned on the same subject. But a very

comical lesson is read by a comparison of the titles chosen by the

respective authors. Mr. Merry tells Hoto to Reduce in the Camera by

Solar Light from Large Negatives for Transparencies for the Lantern;

Mr. Tucker was announced to speak on Lantern Slides by Reduction,

If brevity be " the soul of wit," Mr. Tucker possesses that soul, but

otherwise Mr. Merry must " take the cake."

Some time ago I spoke about the carelessness that exists on the

part of those supplying the reports of Societies. A very flagrant case

crops up in the report of a meeting of the Birmingham Photographic

Society, where Mr. E. H. Jaques, in the course of his paper on

Instantaneous Pictures and Appliances, gives a formula for accelerating

development in which drachms and grammes are delightfully mixed

up together, and a very important item in the composition of the solu-

tion (the water) is omitted altogether. As the formula stands, one

drachm, or sixty grains, of bromide of ammonium, and ten grammes, or

one hundred and fifty-four grains, of hyposulphiteof soda—together,two

hundred and fourteen grains of soUd matter—are to be dissolved in

one drachm of ammonia.

The word " grammes " may be, and probably is, a slip for grains,

but that being so, the reader is left in doubt as to whether any water

is to be used in the formula or the ammoniacal solution of bromide

and hypo is to be used " neat." The only object there can be in

publishing a formula is that it may be of use to the greatest number

possible, and I hold that in order to secure that end it is the bounden

duty of individuals reading papers, as well as of secretaries or others

supplying reports, to see that tlie "copy" sent to the press leaves their

hands in a complete and accurate condition.

Who will say that albumen prints must necessarily fade after

reading that the President of the North Staffordshire Amateur Photo-

graphic Associaton, Mr. C. Alfieri, himself one of the veterans of

photography, exhibited a silver print by Francis Bedford, thirty years

old, which was stated to be " almost " as good as when first printed ?

The "almost," I imagine, covers deterioration from dirt and wear

rather than from fading ; at any rate, if a print wUl remain even

" almost " as good as new at thirty years of age, there is good hope

of a longer existence.

That was smart work of Mr. Paul Lange's, if performed with a

single camera, as reported at the Birkenhead Photographic Association,

even though the necessity for changing the dark slides was obviated

by the use of a roller elide, Twelve exposures during the brief five
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minutes occupied in the boat drill on board a Cunard Atlantic mail

8toamer must have kept the opcrdtor " moving."

Mr. A. Brothers must surely bo a humorist "of the deepest dye,"

or else the reporter of the Manchester Photographic Society has been

mailing him joke at his own expense. He is stated to have said that

during the whole course of his professional career he had always been

most willing to impart all the knowledge he possessed to members of

this Society except his sea-et processes. Mr. Brothers has done much
in and for photography, but a reversal of the proceeding would have

been something better worth boasting of. Had the worthy gentleman

freely imparted to the Society all his "secret procea'es " and refrained

from wasting their time by talking of what everybody already knew,

be would have registered a claim to originality that no one would have

denied, not even Monitob.
^

PHOTOGRAPHY ON COLOURS.
It Is now several years since any article from ray pen appeared in any of

tlie photographic journals of this or any other country. I have, however,

in this interval, done a considerable amount of work of more or less

interest to photographers, and I propose accordingly for a time to

take my old place as a contributor to The Bhitisu Joubnal of

rilOTOOBAPnY, and unburden myself of what I think may interest its

readers. This is a resolution I had formed before seeing the issue of

the 10th of June. On the substance of an editorial article in that

number, The Latest Thing in Photography in " Natural Colours" I

propose to offer some observations now, and proceed ne\t week to

commence a short series of articles on a " new principle in physical

instruments of quantitative measurement" applicable to a vnrlely of

objects. But to my present purpose. 1 object to the phr.i9e, " Photo-

graphy in colours,'" or " Photographs m colours," as applied to the

pictures of the " Cellerier Syndicate, Limited," as they are seemingly

photographs on colours, which, accordingly, they should be called. It

is mentioned in the article I have alluded to, that " the first (or among
the first) to apply a coloured paper backing to gelatine transparencies,

which in those days were made by the Woodbury process, was It. II.

Ashton, who, in March, ISCG—now over twenty-one years ago

—

obtained a patent'' for a process of the' kind. I happened to be asso-

ciated with Mr. Woodbury and Mr. Ashton at the time. This was
not, however, by any means the first instance of pliotography on

colours. I remember well both Mr. Woodbury and I were amazed at

Mr. Ashton's obtaining a patent for " his " proces.s, and we required it

explaining to us before either of us could see wherein the vaUdity of

the patent lay. The validity of the patent, if it were valid, lay in

the circumstance that Woodburytype pictures arc not photographs at

all, but press copies in a semi-transparent ink from pictures in relief

obtained more or less directly by the agency of photography. I have

not seen a copy of the specification of the Cellerier process (I presume
that it is patented), but the probability is that the novelty consists in the

use of develojied gclatiue transparencies in combination with a coloured

backing. If so, the patent (if any) will probably Ix; valid unless it can

bo shown that the " colouring behind dodge " has been publicly applied

to developed gelatine transparencies before, and on this point 1 am
uninformed.

Tho patent laws, though much amended lately, are much in want
of further amendment still. The " colouring behind dodge," which I

myself practised four-and-twenty years ago, is a capital idea whoever
invented it, but having become public property so long ago as that, it

is absurd that Mr. Ashton, or anybody else, should be able to repatent

it merely on tho strength of using a gelatine transparency, which is

not actually a photograph, although beyond all doubt a photograph to

all intents and purposes; and it is still more absurd that after this

process, too, has become public property, a valid patent should be

obtainable for the superposition of an actual photograph on a coloured

background merely because that actual photograph is printed by tho

latest of processes—development on gelatine. Yet I fear this will bo

found to be tho case. D. Winstanlky.
«

E. EDWARDS'S PlIGTO-MECIIANICAL WORKS,
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

At the date of writing it is about a week after tho time when I had
the pleasuro of paying a visit to tho above-mentioned works, which

are, I believe, the largest, the oldest, and the most important of the

kind in America. If the interest taken by English readers in the

subject of photo-mechanical printing is at all eaual to ray own, they
will not be sorry to read a short description of M wards'* works.

The processes worked are collotype, photo-lithogriiphT in line, and
photogravure. Edwards does not produce type blocks, a« he is

determined to keep the printing of whatever he produces in his own
hands—a thing, of course, injpo^sible where type blocks are concerned,

as the great use of them lies in the fact that they may be put np
alongside of tjrpe. I take tho collotype process first—or, as Mr.
Edwards prefers to call it, " the gelatine pnnting process," certainly

as good a name as collotype, unless, perhaps, it leads to confusion with

other processes, such as tne ordinary carbon process and the Wood-
burytype. By the way, Woodburvtype, so far as I could gather, is

not worked at all in America, and has never been worked with any
great degree of success. In the works at Brooklyn the old process in

which tho bichromated gelatine is supported on copper platt^s is used.

The effect of the copper is to cause a close adhesion of the film to tho

support, an effect brought about when gla&s is used by ginng a

certain exposure through the glass. Mr. Edwards prefers copper

because it is not so breakable as glass, and because he considers tho

exposure of the film through the latter to be a factor of uncertainty.

The copper plates are coated with a plain solution of gelatine and

bichromate by hand, and are rapidly dried in an oven. They are then

exposed under the negative, a few minutes to bright sunshine being

sufficient, the exposure being regulated by the aid of an actinometer.

The plate is now washed in water till all trace of bichromate has

been washed out of it, and is dried, when it is ready for the pros;.

This sounds very simple, and the operations look very simple, but

great exjierience'is, in reality, necessary to get results with certainty.

As regards printing, there are the usual hand pres3€.», and, be«des

these, two power machines, which appear to work admirably. It is

possible, by pushing greatly, to get 5000 impressions a-day from each

machine, each impression being from four plates, so that actually

20,000 pictures a-day can be got from each machine, or 40,000 from

the two might be turned out. I understand,^ however, that the

ordinary turn-out is about a quarter ef this. The plates are etched

with a simple mixture of glycerine and water, after which a number

of prints may be made without re-damping the surface. It is not un-

usual to pull •'KXW copies from one plate, a number which appears

enormous. Edwards, however, explained that plates last much better

under the power machine than under the hand press, a thing to hear

which certainly astonished me greatly.

The work done is of the most varied nature, everything that (an bo

done by collotype being done there. Enormous quantities of the little

photographs of theatrical and other beauties which are given away on

packets of cigarettes were notable, as also the large productions of the

same nature used as window a<lvertisements, &c. The orders for tho

small ones are sometimes for several millions at a time. That such

miniature pictures can be priHluced closely resembling silver prints

shows how fine a texture of image it is possible to get in collotype.

These pictures are printed in a number from one plate. li<i<>k illustra-

tions of every kind, too, were being produced, and of largo work

imitation silver prints for advertising purposes— good .-vs examples of

collotype, but not in my opinion admirable from any other pomt of

view. The thing most notable and interesting to mo, however, was a

series of reproductions of recent photo<;rrtphs by Muybridge. All

readers will remember well bis photographs of the horse in motion, .<tc.

These, wonderful as they were, were defective, inasmuch as they

showed no modelling—were, in fact, mere silhouettes. Flioy were

taken on wet plates ; although when they were firt^t piibltihed, at just

about the time when gelatine drv plates were Ixscoming popular, there

was a general misconception "that they came as "iie of the early

examples of the wonders that could be wrought by tho aid of the now

dry plates.
, v i • i i

In the new series the modelling is as good as could be UesircU, ana

the subjects are particularly interesting. There are animals of various

kinds—a series showing most accurately a complete cycle of the flying

of a bird, for example-but the majority of the subjects are human.

They chow almost every kind of motion conceivable. Walking,

running, jumping, ascending and descending stairs, tummg soiiier-

saults, bowling, batting, throwing and putting wei?hts, &e. &c. i.!

figures are male and female, nude and clotluHl. Wherever possiblo,

two series have been taken to show the same cycle of moUoa-. one

nude, the other clothed, so that tho positions taken by the clothing

may bo accuratclv observed. .\». however, a number of the photo-

graphs represent ditlerent phases of dressimr and undressing, this can-

not be carried out in all cases. Some of tho photographs -especially

those of children -are. as pictures, quite beautiful. I do not know

whether thcee new eflforts of Muvbridgc's gomus have yot reach«d
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England, but it is to be hoped they soon will, as I can conceive of few
things likely to be more useful to artists and others.

Of the photo-lithographic work I think notliing particular is to be

said, as it is, so far as I know, worked as it is all the world over. The
negatives are made on wet plates, and seemed to me much thinner

than 1 should have thought necessary. The image is printed on a

piece of sensitised transfer paper, which is then inked up all over.

The ink is then washed off, so far as possible, adhering, of com-se, only

to the lines where the gelatine, &c., has been rendered insoluble by
the action of light. The ink is then transferred to the stone, and the

various processes of gumming, rolling up, etching, printing, &c., are

conducted in the usual manner, power machines being, for the most
part, used.

The photogravure plates are produced by the Klic process—that is

to say, a plate of copper is covered with bitumen in the form of fine

powder, so as to produce a grain. The plate is then coated with a

sensitised gelatine film, which is exposed under a transparent positive,

and afterwards the plate is etched with any fluid which will attack

copper, but not gelatine. The result is that the etching goes on less

where the gelatine has been rendered insoluble by light than where it

has not, a grained intaglio plate being the final result.

Edwards did not show mo the actual powdering and etching of the
plate, but he told me that the powdering was performed by throwing
up a certain quantity of finely powdered bitumen, and catching a
certain quantity of it on the plate as it fell. The plates as they came
from the etching I saw ; tliey were bold intaglios requiring scarcely

any hand work. The hand work, indeed, was, .so far as I could tell,

by comparing untouched and touched plates, confined to working a
little in the very deepest shadows, and burnishing up small touches of
high light so as to give sparkle. The plates were printed from at a
greater rate than I thought possible, probably because of the boldness
of the etching. A plate is inked all over, the greater part of the ink
is removed by a cloth, and then tlio flat of the hand, first covered
with a little powdered chalk, is quickly passed over the face of the
plate, removing the last trace of ink from the highest light, and
becoming apparently without what I may call discriminating rubbing,
just the desirable quantity of ink on each spot of the plate. I mean
that there appeared to be no necessity to pick inli out of special parts
of the plates,_or to " dodge " in the inking. The plate is then pressed
imder an ordinary copper-plate printing press, and the proof came out
finished.

A word as to the results. Mr. Edwards does not worJc the very
large sizes that one sees coming from the Continent; but up to a
fairly large size produces certainly as fine photogravure work as I

have f.een anywhere. I have spoken of the etching being bold, but it

must not be supposed that ihe results are other than delicate. They
are, indeed, delicate in the extreme. Tlie arrangement of subject,
kc, is also generally very artistic. The Meissenhach method of
obtaining a grain is used for the photograv>u-e as well as the Klic,
but the re.suUs are, in my opinion, at any rat;-, much inferior. A
very beautiful result is got by printing from the copper plates on
Japanese paper. The texture of this is delicate in the extreme, and
tliis paper is particularly well suited to receive the image. These
prints on Japanese paper are mounted with spots of paste a"t the four
corners on a white mount, with a curious and very interesting result.
If the mountbe held quite flat, so that the Japanese paper is"scarcely
in contact with it, the image appears verj' soft and delicate. By
bending the mount but a very little backwards the paper is brought
into close contact with it, and the image instantly stands out bold
and clear.

I must not omit, whilst speaking of Edwards's works, to mention a
series of pliotograplis which particularly took my attention. They
were a series of theatrical groups done by artificial light on the
stage. We have had a good many attempts to produce such picturesm England, and the results have certainly been " interesting," but
when that is said, about all that can be said of them has been said.
When I saw the groups I refer to, showing the actual action in
Shakespearuin plays, I remarked, " Ah ! but these are from
pamtings.' It is a sad comment on, at any rate, some branches of
photography, that whenever wo see a particularly good result we
incline to think it is from a painting. But so it is. It was lono-, in
this particular case, before I could persuade myself that the gToup's in
question were not from paintings, so perfect were the posing, the
apparent action, the grouping, the lighting, and the general arrange-
ment, the scenic background actually giving the idea of distance. I
was told that the exposures were only two to three seconds, the
lighfiug being by I am afraid to say how manv arc electric lio-hts—

I

tliink a hundred. Mr. Edwards expresses his intention of atteinpting
if he has more work of the kind to do, to got what he wants with
drop-shutter exposures.

Mr. Edwards gave me the following interesting statistics as to the

number of impressions that can be pulled from plates, the rate, &c. :

—

" The number of prints that can be taken from one gelatine plate on
the hand press varies widely with the printer, the negative, the
subject, the paper, and the weather. With a good printer, a favour-

able subject, in cool weather, 200O and 3000 copies are not unusual.

On the other hand, some plates will only last for 60 copies. The average
number does not exceed 250 copies. By machine printing the same
conditions hold, but the number of copies is larger ; 10,000 from a
plate have been printed, but the averge number is from 800 to 1000.

The average number of impressions a -hand-press printer will make
per day, taken small and large, does not exceed 150 ; by the machine,
does not exceed 1000. The number of photogravures (here we come
into the region of certainties, more nearly) that can be pulled from
one plate without re-steeling is 3000 ; with re-steeling, from 8000 to

10,000. The average number of impressions puUed per day, say, of a
subject about 9 x 7 on paper 11 x 14, is 200 to 800."

W. K. BUKTOU.

PHOTOGRAPHY PAST AND PRESENT.
[A Communication to tlie North Loudon Pliotogrsipliio Society.]

The Society whose name has been revived in this flourishing

association of professional and amateur skill, was the first photo-
graphic society to which I ever belonged, and as now I have been so

courteously elected an honorary member of it, I feel much plea.sure

in contributing my mite in the form of a p:iper, in wliich I shall

endeavour to call your special attention to that phase of photography
that is perhaps more talked about than practised, although I think it

is perhaps the only one in which we may anticipate continuous

improvement.
An opinion I have hell for many years past, and see no reason to

change, is that the artistic side of photography will eventually

dominate every other. Manipulatory excellence has a limit, but
artistic excellence has none. "We should therefore spare no pains in

the improvement of this important quality, and we may rest assured

that any care and trouble will amply repay us in much better work.
The late South London Pliotographic Society adopted a plan sug-

gested by myself, with the idea of improving our work in this direc-

tion, by instituting a series of artistic competitions, which, somehow
or other, did not meet with the energetic support of the members I

had hoped to see—may be, the moribund condition of that Society

had something to do with it. Perhaps, if a similar plan was revived

in this Society, with its redundant energy, the results might be
different ; anyway, I throw out the hint for what it is worth.
The conditions under which photography now and a quarter of a

century ago was worked are so changed they seem to be almost
different arts. It is no waste of time if we occasionally devote a
little to the discussion of old plans and processes that in their day
(scarcely yet pas5ed) have done so much for human progress and con-

tributed so greatly to the happiness and welfare of mankind. There is

doubtless hidden in past and discarded methods of working germs that

will from time to time blossom forth into useful and valuable ideas, and
in some new guise challenge attention, and perhaps bring fame and
fortune to those sufficiently far-seeing to appreciate their value.

Photograpliy has perhaps afforded more pleasure and effected mOre
good to all classes of society than any other art during the present

century, a period abounding in good things and unprecedented in the

development of all arts and sciences. At the present time the

simplest operation or the most elaborate and scientific investigation

receives help and aid from photography, and its usefulness seems ever

on the increase. So much has been said and written about it that to

say anything new is well nigh impossible, and, whatever it may be,

it is little else than a rechauffe of old matter gossiped over times and
oft.

Photography to its disciples of the present day is mere child's play
in comparison with the old wet collodion process. To go out photo-

graphing for pleasure then was a serious undertaking, so .serious that
few save the more adventurous and enthusiastic ever ventured. This
was the programme for a day's pleasure in the old days. In the first

place a list of requirements liad to be gone carefully through—even
now this plan has considerable advantages—and the different articles

checked off as they were set aside. Now, what were the articles ?

Firstly came a tent of some kind, with its fittings, bottles, dishes,

measures, cups, buckets, and jugs; a long list of chemicals in bottles

and parcels, ready-made developer and fixing solutions, plate boxes,

draining boxes, racks, brushes, plates and plate holder, collodion, with
a great many other odds-and-ends, and last, but most important, that

tantalising, worrying provoker of bad language, the nitrate bath. It

was almost as customary for a photographer in the old days to ask
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Ilia friend Iiow his bath was working as to inquire after his health.
The accidents and complivinls to which this single important neces-
sary to worlc was subject was something aliiniiing; it would, after the
most fair promises, Ix^come alllicted \vith pinholes, fog, streaks, or
markings of innumerablo liinds, all objectionable and damaging to
the results. Vou might begin a day's worlt witli everything favour-
able, then suddenly tlie bath might go wrong and unworkable just
when tliore was every necessity for things to be working at tlieir l>est

—some e.specially favourable conditions of light, or some special
group difficult to get together. A reserve batli was usually taken,
but this added to the weight of the out (it, and time was lost in
^ttiiig ready this substitution. Making the silver bath right in the
first instance was a matter of chemical legerdemain, and keeping it so
afterwards a never ending source of anjtiety till it was finally boiled
down or put to the residues. Then, supposing the bath was right,
there was the collodion, which might be too thick or too thin, or not
clear, or crapy, or something objectionable. Again, supposing this to
be as it should be, the plates had to be coated, perhaps on a windy
day in a dusty localitj', no easy task without matter getting into the
wrong; place, causing defects ; or the surface of the glass might be
defective and show stains and markings on the finished negative. All
these difficulties being surmounted, and the plate carefully prepared,
exposure right, and development perfect, the film might take to
floating off the glass, and ending its career in the draiU; Should it

escape all these pitfalls, it had to be stored in the draining box,
brought home to be dried and finished ; these latter stages being
rather less troublesome than its modern successor, the gelatine dry
plate, save that it was infinitely more tender and liable to injury.
When, howevci, it w-aa successfully finished, the result was simply
perfection, and up to date remains a standard for all other negative
processes.

It will be readily understood from this slight sketch that outdoor
photography was really a serious undertaking, and that much de-
liberation and thought were required before adopting it as a hobby
and recreation. With all its faults, one has a lingering respect for a
servant that has done such good duty, and prepared the way by
sound and solid instruction for the process which has almost, if not
entirely, superseded it. The advantages of a thorough knowledge of
wet plate work reduces the manipulations connected with dry plates
to a mere bagatelle. The mechanical difficulties, and they were not
a few, are almost wholly done away witli, unless the photographer
makes his own emulsion and coats his own plates, and one in-

estimableadvantage is gained, he is independent of time. With wet
collodion it was absolutely necessary to use the plates within a short
time of their preparation, for after a few minutes they began to lose

sensitiveness. About half to three-quarters of an hour was the time
allowed for the longest exposure. Not much was gained by increasing
it. The more rapidly they could be used after exciting the better
was tlie result. Many plans were used to preserve their sensitiveness
and prevent irregular drying. Wet blotting-paper at the back of
the plate, a sheet of glass placed over in front of the film, strips of
blotting-paper for the plate to rest on, sponging out the interior

of the camera or keeping a piece of damp cloth inside it, the use
of deliquescent salts in collodion, glycerine in the silver batli, or
a short washing of the sensitised plate in distilled water after

exciting with a redip in the bath before development: these
and numerous other plans more or less useful were resorted
to to beat time. If we add to all this the mess, slop, and
stains usually accompanyinar the preparation of a few negatives,
the shyness with which photography was looked upon is easily

accounted for and not difficult to understand, and the horror with
wliich the housekeeping authorities viewed amateur photographic
experiments is far from obscure. An objectionable process, not
always carried on by unobjectionable people, was not altogether the
sort of thing to recommend itself as a hobby. Its professors, many
of them very estimable men, were looked on with slight favour,
photography as a business not being the best recommendation to

society. There were some few devotees of the art who courageously
strove to raise its social status, but it was uphill work, and it was
not until gelatine dry plates became established in public favour that
the turning-point was reached, and the hitherto patrons of the photo-
grapher became photographers themselves, extending the right hand
of good fellowship to those previously looked upon with shyness and
misgiving. Since then photography" has rapidly advanced in favour,
and from being looked upon as a refuge for the destitute and a resort
for the needy and disreputable, has become the sport of kings. This,
the handmaid of science, is now recognised, appreciated, and beloved
by all classes of society, and at the present time no accomplishment is

in greater favour than photographv. From my experience (and I

have no doubt I echo the feelings of many) its pursuit only gives one

a greater liking for it, and has a growing and incieasing hold on one's
affections if fairly successful results are achieycd, and after more
than a quarter of a century's practice there is as much pleasure felt
in seeing the beautiful, delicate imago grow under the developer as
ever there was.
Modern photography, especially in the field, is free from nearly all

the troubles and annoyances of wet plate work. There is, in fact, no
more, perhaps even less, than that attached to water-colour sketching.
Under such conditions all the photographer's artistic nature ought to
be fully exercised, the art side of photography occupying his entire
attention. Making a negative, so far as the necessary field work goes,
is no trouble. Anybody can do it, but (and there is a good deal in a
" but " sometimes) there is in making a picture. I look on it that
as soon as proficiency is gained in the necessary manipulations, and
they are but few, the whole thoughts of the photograplier siiould be
concentrated on the artistic rendering of anything he may attempt to
portray. A plate should never be exposed unless there is a fair
probability of a picture resulting in the subject cho.'en. That very
common plan of dubbing a failure a study because it is scarcely
worth calling a photograph, and certainly is not a picture, is to be
deprecated. Sooner bring home your apparatus unused than that
the plates should have been exposed indiscriminately on any building
or subject that happened to present itself, for, bear in mind, (me
thoroughly good and artistic neyatise is of more value and will afford
more gratification than any number of indifferent ones. The beauty
of a good negative grows under frequent inspection, and the faulty
one gets more and more disappointing. (It must be understood I

refer especially to the capabilities of the negative for producing a
good print—its ultimate use—and not merely to the negative itself.)

It is not always the prettiest negative that gives the best prints.

However, a thoroughly nice-looking negative does not often dis-

appoint one. Let any amateur ask himself what is his percentage of

medium and indifferent negatives out of a day's work, and how many
artistic and tine compositions, such that some possible and easily-

made alteration at the time they were taken would not improve,
could be chosen out of a year's work. I am afraid the result would
be unsatisfactory.

The low percentage of good work is in some degree due to the
anxiety to fire off plate after plate at anything without considering
if the object is worth the plate. If all who take up photography as

an amusement tried to make jnctures instead of only sharp negatives,

we should soon see an improvement in the work. It certainly

requires education of the faculty of seeing even to see a picture.

Many will go through a most picturesque neighbourhood and never
see anything at all, whilst otliers will in a far worse locality see a
picture at every turn. This training of the eyesight may in a great
degree be self accomplished by the careful study of the works of

artists of repute, and at the same time making a mental analysis of

them by endeavouring to ascertain the why and the wherefore of the
position of the various objects, the arrangement of the light and
shade ; for in all good pictures there is nothing put without a purpose,

and nothing can be taken away without in some degree damaging the

results. Again, every square inch in some pictures is a picture in

itself, so well has the composition been thought out and harmonised
in one glorious whole. It may be said thai photographers are the
creatures of circumstances, and cannot use such discretion in com-
position as the painter. This is true in a degree, but they have
compensating advantages in their command of rendering detail and
the power of accuratel}' registering evanescent effects, which are far

in advance of any possible hand work. There are undoubtedly
subjects that photography fails adequately to represent, also an
unlimited number that can be properly rendered, and where painting

and photography are on more of an equality as truthful recorders of

nature.

One kind of subject we have all been educated to falsely appreciate,

and that is the magnification and undue prominence of distant objects.

Artistic license says it gives a better and more artistic effect 'to

magnify the distance than to represent it accurately. Is this really

so, or is it a matter of persistent error that familiarity has made jis

regard as truth ? There is no doubt that we generally look upon
mountains and distant objects in photography as dwarfed simply

because we have been used to see tuem painted on a scale perhaps

more than twice as large as they ought to be. Unless the lenses we
use are of exceptionally long focus, distant objects do not come up to

our expectations as to size, and even then there is an impression that

they do not look as important as they ought. This effect is possibly

owing to the aerial perspective in the negative being exafi^rated and
the distances printing much lighter a tint than they should, and
be::oming techniaiUy known as hurried ; but, whatever the cause,

photography at the present time fails to give entire satisfaction on
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this particular point. We have, however, plenty of subjects that do

give entire satisfaction, and the photographer shows his skill in

selecting the most suitable. Here, then, we see the vast superiority

of modern dry plates over wet collodion. Thousands of subjects

were closed books to the wet plate man that offer most tempting and

novel effects quite within the range of the gelatino-bromide iilm. In

going for an outing, he starts without the worry of having to take a

laboratory with hiin and that awful bath, but, provided with a kit

that can be put in his pocket or flung over his shoulder, is prepared

for all emergencies and is independent of extra aid, his motive power
is self-contained, to be exercised at discretion. This independence is

in itself a wonderful aid to picture making, and in the wet plate days
several attempts were made to provide apparatus that would permit

it, for instance, Uubroni's and Edwards s graphogene, neither of

which were pleasant to work with, although by chance you might get

a tolerable result with either.

The modern photographer has much to be thankful for, and only
lie knows how much who has struggled with processes in the early

daj's. I sometimes marvel how such good work could be done under
such conditions, and a shudder passes through one to think of having
to return to the old plans. However, to bring this prosy paper to a

close, I would impress on all who indulge in the pleasures of photo-
graphy that they should pay special attention to the artistic rendering
of everything upon which they bring their cameras to bear. No matter
how simple and unpretending, it will, if invested with real artistic

qualities, be bound to please, when the most ambitious flight without
this quality will be unsatisfactory and disappointing.

Edwabd Dunmoee.

THE DERBY EXHIBITION.
The Summer Exhibition of Photographs at the Derby Corporation
Art Gallery was opened on Monday last.

On the previous Saturday the judges, Mr. W. England, Vice-Presi-
dent of the Photographic .Society of Great Britain, and Mr. H. J.

AVhitluck, of Birmingliam, having examined the exhibits, made their

awards as follows :

—

For the Best Phutograph in any Class.—Gold Medal—J. Lafayette,
Dublin.

Pbofessionai. WonK.—1. For Landscape or Seascape, or series

of.—Silver Medal^G. West & Son, Southsea. Bronze Medal—II.

Symonds, Portsmouth. Certificate—T. A. Green, Grasmere. 2. For
Portrait, or series oj.—Silver Medal —W. J. Byrne, Richmond. Bronze
Medal—McLiesh, Darlington. Certificate—W. W. AVinter, Derby.
8. For Arc/iilecture, Interior and Exterior, or series of.—Silver Medal
—Richaixl Keene, Derby. Bronze Medal—Not awarded. Certifi-

cate—J. W. Price, Derby. 4. For Genre or Figure Pictures.—Silver
Medal—P. Whaley, Lincoln. Bronze Medal—Syd. Sawyer, New-
castle-on-Tyne. Certificate—R. H. Lord, Market-street, Cambridge,
Amateur Wohk.^1. For Landscape or Seascape, or seiies of.

—
Silver Medal (given by the Amateur P/iotograpfier)—Frank Cooper,
Derby. Bronze Medals—J. A\'. Robinson, Gateshead, and II. B.
Berkeley, liondon. Certificate— Herbert Strutt, Makeney, Derby.
2. LW Portrait, or series o/.—Silver Medal—Not awarded. Bronze
Medal—Edwin AV'. Alabone, London. Certificate—E. W. Alabone,
London. ;?. For Architecture, hiterior and E.vterior, or series of.—
Silver Medal—Not awarded. Bronze Medal—Not awarded. Certi-
ficate—James C. Grinling, Barton-under-Needwood. 4. For Genre
or Figure Pictures, or series o/.—Silver Medal—James Crighton,
Edinburgh. Bronze Medal—John F. Koberts, Camera Club, London.
Certificates—Edwin W. Alabone, London, and AV. Clement AVilliams,
Halifax.

Special Certificatefor F.rcellence of Tf^ork.—Kme Photo-microeraplis
by W. H. Pratt and T. AV. Cave, Nottingham.
Mr. Keene s Medal to Member of Dhhy Photoqraphic Society —

AV. AV. AVinter, Derby.
> J !> y

The collection by local photographers is varied, and is generally of
excellent quality. W. AVinter shows a number of excellent children's
and other portraits, and a genre picture. The llymeater and his Victim.

R. Keene exliibits a variety of tluwe interior views in platinotypo
f()r which he lias acquired a well-deserved reputation, togetlier with a
series of fine views of Osmaston Manor ; -nhile AV. Davies contributes
views of tic charming scenery of Derbyshire; T. Scotton a picture.
Shoeing, direct from life, the Entrance to Milter's Dale and other land-
scapes taken in the Jjake district and elsewhere, together with his
large and excellent group of the members of the first Photographic
Convention.
E. J.Lovcjoy has \iews of Yi

lat vicinity, with ct

tctucj and a fernery.

- -
-' A'armouth Quay and fishing-boats in

that vicinity, with ethers. J. VV. Piice shows several snow and frost

The foregoing are local professionals ; the amateurs of the Midland
town who exhibit include H. Andree, who contributes Norfolk Broads,

Brook Sceiies, in platinotypo ; Frank Cooper, who shows a view of

Old Derby, and others, hut whose views at AVeston-on-Trent arc

worthy of special notice. AV. G. Ilaslam has photographs of machinery

and other views; H. E. Merry, twelve Derbyshire views; C. L.

Schwind, six views of Ferriby Brook, a study of hoar-frost, and other

scenes ; and C. E. T. Terry, who, in addition to landscapes, also ex-

hibits portraits. These comprise the Derby contingent of the ex-

hibitors. But we must omit mention of others till next week.

The success of the Exhibition is not a little owing to the efforts

made by Mr. AV. Crowther, the Curator.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS AND PAPER MAKERS.
II.

TuK ordinary papers in the market for commercial purposes may be

divided into two great clas.«es, namely, those which are resin sized

and are largely used for book and iiewsp.aper printing, and those

which are sized with gelatine, which is the case with most of the

English writing papers. To the latter cla.ss of papers attention will

now be given.

Perhaps the clearest way of dealing witli the subject will be to

give the formulaj by whicli recognised photographic paper is some-

times sized, and afterwards to compare such paper with tnat sized for

writing purposes in the ordinary manner at English mills. Captain

Pizzighelli and Baron A. Ilubl have published that their plain paper

for the platinotypo process is free from the ultramarine sometimes

used to give blueness to paper, and which turns yellow in any process

in which it comes into contact with free hydrochloric acid. The
paper they use has a felt-like surface showing no grain, and it is

made for them by Messrs. Gustav Roder & Co., of 10, Wallfischgasse,

A'ienna ; it bears the name of " ivory vellum paper " and may be ob-

tained either hot pressed or unglazed. At the mills it is half sized

with resin size, so has at the outset a partial power of resisting the

absorption of aqueous liquids. AVriting papers which have to be

finally sized with gelatine are commonly half resin sized in the first

instance. On receipt of the paper from the mills they put the final

size upon it themselves, by first allowing ten grammes of gelatine to

swell for half an hour in bOO c.c. of water ; the surplus water is then

poured off and heated to about 00°C., after which it is added to the

soaked gelatine; when the latter is dissolved, three grammes of alum

and 200 c.c. of alcohol are added. Such a solution, they say, does not

set if kept in a warm room, heated to not less than 18° 0. They theu

filter it through clean canvas into a tray, and dip the sheets gradually

one by one into the solution, then carefully remove air bubbles by

means of a hair brush, and afterwards allow each sheet to remain

well immersed for two or three minutes in the liquid; it is then

drawn out with a rapid and continuous motion, and by means of clii)s

is hung up to dry in a place warm enough to allow the surplus

gelatine to drip off, and not to collect in a ridge at the lower end of

the sheet. This coating may be accomplished rapidly, and if the

drying is quick in winter near a stove, or in summer exposed to an

Austrian sun, the second coating of gelatine, which is always given,

may be applied in about twenty minutes after the iirst. In the

drying ^vhich follows, that edge which was previously lowermost is

now clipped so that it shall be at the top, so that the finished sheet

may be the more evenly coated over its entire surface. The strength

of the sizing solution is sometimes varied to suit the different powers

of absorption occasionally exhibited by various samples of paper.

At the outset I may state that 1 have sized various samples of good

English vellum wove papers in the manner above stated, and for iron

and platinum processes have so far found them to work without spot

or blemish, and on first dipping them into the sizing bath I found out

the cause of one class of photographic failures which has .sometimes

been erroneously ascribed to chemical impurities. In the bath,

blotches appeared due to unequal absorption of the liquid, and I saw

that those blotches were of the same geiuiral shape as faults in prints

wliich Mr. Barker once publicly exhibited as due to impurities in

English made papers. Long immcrsinn in the sizing bath did not

cause the blotches to disappear; there were o\idently portions of tho

paper which the colloidal solution would not fully penetrate. When
the same sheets were subsequently used for photographic purposes,

the same irregular spots of unequal absorption of liquids became

visible in evei-y batli in which they were immersed ; they were in-

visible in the paper when dry, and invisible in the finished photo-

graphs, which had evidently been saved from destruction by the

gelatinous substratum which had been applied. This raises tho ques-

tion whether with good and careful sizing many an ordinary paper
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may not do for photograpbic purposes, and whether the absolute
purity and cyoiiness of the paper itself are of quite the importance
usually imngined.

Possibly my success in this matter was duo to my care in using
only the best and purest nintermls, a plan wliich should always bo
adopted in experiments intended to clear up scientific points. The
pelatine used was not of ordinary character, but the hardest to be ob-
tained, namely, " Coignet's Gold Label Gelatine," which sets at such
a high temperature that, unlike Captain Pizzighelli's bath, it would
not keep liquid in a warm room, but its temperature had to bo con-
stantly Kept up by a hot water bath. Hence the word "gelatine" as
used by I'izzighelli and llubl is somewhat too indefinite for practical
purposes.

As to the differences in gelatine, the influence of which in sizing
papers must evidently be experimentally ascertained. Dr. I'Mer says
that one test of the (luality of a gelatine is the amount of ash it yields
when incinerated ; this vaiiea fiom one-half per cent, in good samples
to five i>er cent, in tliosj which are inferior, and to ten per cent, if

adulterated with alum. Captain Ahney, in his l'lwtoyr(ii>liij with
limuUiuns (London : I'iper & Carter, lSd;J), .s;iys that good gelatine
should absorb from five to ten times its weii;ht of water, and ho gives
the following table:

—

Name of G«latiue. ^j^"''-
,

Water alworhod

Coignet's gold label 1 nearly . . 7 drachms.

„ special 1 „
"

. . 7 „
Nelson's No. 1 photographic .... 2 „ . . •5w „

„ opaque 2 „ . . 8 „
., amber 1 „ . . 4 „

Ordinary French (not branded) 2 „ . . C „
Swinburne's No. 2 patent isin-

^gl,ass 1 „ ..5| „
Cox s gelatine in packets 1 „ . . 4f „
Russian isinglass 1 „ . . 23 „
Gelatine supplied through Mr.
Henderson 2 „ . . 8 „

The Swiss gelatine supplied

through Houghton 2 „ . . .^ „

As rejjards the influence of temperature upon the foluhility of

various brands, Abney says that Nelson's No. 1 gelatine, in warm
weather, will dissolve at the temperature of the room in which it is

soaked; the other extreme is Coignet's gold label, which will not
melt imder a temperature of about 1 10° Fahr. In their setting powers
these two gelatines arc the most oppo.'^ite, for at a temperature of

about 7-')° Fahr. Nelson's will scarcely set at all, whereas Coignet's

will set in a short time.

_
One decidedly good result I obtained by the use of a gelatine of

high melting point was, that there was little or no tendency to drip
when the sheets were taken out of the bath ; the sizing set at once at

the lower temperature of the air, only two or three drops of the solu-

tion falling from large sheets.

In my next, I'izzigholli and Ilubl's formulre will be further criti-

ci.^d, and problems connected with the manufacture of the papers
themselres will be considered. W. II. H^iiiiisoN.

EDINBURGH PIlOTOGRAriHC SOCIETY.
A riKMONSTUATioN' of stripping films was given before the IMinburgh
I'hotographic Society at their lat^t meeting by Mr. J. JI. Turnbull,
who explained the working of stripping film negatives, and, in the

course of his remark-i, gave a demonstration of the removal of both
collodion and gelatine films from their paper and glass supports. He
said the paper negative was a revival of a very old idea in connection
with photographv-, and the latest form of argentic picture making was
in reality, to a great extent, a return to a good old style, the details of

which, ho said, are, nowadays, only to Ix; found in the records of the

history of our art, or in the memories of a comparatively few of our
veteran associates. Talbot, whose name for many yeara distinguished

a proces.s, was an eminent pioneer in this field of photography. Our
townsman, 1). (). Hill, produced pictures of this cla.''»,and his negatives
were not much behind what we have now. Some of his work, both
negative and positive, is to be found in the Society's album, and is

characterised by breiidtli and artistic feeling.

Ijcon VN'arnerke brought out his transfer collodion films about twelve
years ago, and a good display of them was made at the Society's Ex-
hibition in 1870. His process was to build up on paper a film com-
posed of alternate coatings of rubber and collodion, which, after

development—the picture itself being on coUodio-bromide emulsion

—

was laid down on gla-ns. Subsequently it was danipnl on the Wk
with benzine, and ftripped. Ho extensively advertised tliest- films at

one-third of a penny p«T wjuaro inch. A feature in connection with
them was their employment in the making of combination negatives
when sky and other elTccta were desired, sometimes two, and oven
three, negatives being printed togctiier. In tins way also a stylo of
portrait was introduced, the bust Ijeing printed as if iii an oval framt.
These films wore slow compareil with what wi' are accimtomed to now.
Morgan & Kidd were the first to introduce commercially paper

coated with gelatine emulsion, since which time great advances have
been made in preparation and practice in relation to it. When the
negative is left unst ripped from the paper, a certain disadvantage
arises, from a degree of grain showing in the finished print, especially

in soft sky portions, and when delicate half tones largely predominate.
The printing also is slower than with glass negatives owing to this nature
of the support. These, and other drawbacks, no doubt suggested and
hastened the adoption of the stripping film, which is only new in the
sense of its composition and treatment. I may say that I stripped a
number of large negatives for our late President, Mr. Lessels, a few
years ago, which were intended for collotype printing. I coated the
plates first with a thin solution i>f rubbi'r,1«;fore the emulsion was put
on. The negatives, on thin plates, were then first coated witli

collodion, followed with a stripping varnish. They came off quite

successfully and easily, and the plate I now strip before you has been
treated in the manner I have described. I draw a sharp knife all

round the picture about a quarter of an inch from the edge, and by
lifting a corner it conies offWithout any trouble, as you see.

Strippers, as tliey have been termed, have only been in the market
for a few weeks as yet. They are composed of a thin tilm of soluble

gelatine on the paper .support, over which the harder emul-ion ii

laid, and which will f-t.iad cjn-iidurable heat without disiolving.

When it is decided to strip a negative, I proceed in this way, whii-li

I think to be a decided improvement upon that given by the Eastman
Company, because it is more simple and more expeditious, and at the

same time giving equally perfect results. I found on experiment
that there was no need to let the negative dry before stripping.

After exposure and development, lay the picture down on glass which
has been previously coated with cither thin rubber or collodion—

I

prefer collodion. This should be done in a flat dish of water. When
both are in contact, lift out and s (ueegee down. After two or thrc<'

minutes, put the plate into hot water, and the pai>or will begin at

once to show signs of coming off. Pull it gently away with the

fingers, and you will find the n.^gative now left upon the colbdionised

glass. A soluble gelatine will be found upon it which is easily re-

moved. Now, while the plate is still wet, lay down the skin upon it

which is to act as the final support of the noMtive ; or, what comes to

the same thing, coat it with stripping varnish, and set up to dry. I

foiuid the formula given with the films took a very long time to

accomplish this—some six hours, and often more—and the cause

seemed to me to be an excess of glycerine ; I therefore have altered

it considerably. I take

—

Coignet's gelatine 8 ounces.

Glycerine J ounce.

Carbolic acid 1 \ „
Water .'>0 ounces.

Methylated spirit 20 „

The gelatine is soaked in the thirty ounces of waU'r, and, when soft,

melted, the other ingredients being then added. This varnish will

be found to dry rapidly, and renders the use of " skins " unnecessary.

Mr. Turnbull exhibited a negative prepared in this way, and stripiKxl

it by the aid of a knife as in the former case. He remarked that

development and striiiping, when a few negatives are in (piestion, may
go on continuously till all are finished, the one becoming rt>ady as the

other is stripped. The lightness and portability of these films, either

for carri'ing in the field or transport otherwise, were remarked upon,

and the' advantages they offered in cases where reversed pictures were
required. Mr. Turnbull also alluded to a handy means of levelling

plates while coating, which be had published in the journals about 1874.

It was to make use of Nettlefold's scnnvs for picture frames by fixing

them in a board at points forming a triangle, raising or lowering them
as required till a perfect level is obtained. The plate being warmed,
coating is then made easy and regular.

The roller slide, and the various improvements effreted upon its

introduction about thirty years ago, was briefly gone into, ICastman,

Lejeune & I'erken, Morgan & Kidd, Warnerke, and McKellen's

apparatus being severally referred to, as also the tiasuea of Woodbury,
Vergara, Pumphrey, &c.

A vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Tumbul for his interesting

and timely demonstration and remarks.
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PERCENTAGE SOLUTIONS—WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
As a siippleinent to your article ia last week's Jouhnal, on Per-

centage Solu'ions and Weights and Measures, I have drawn up the

enclosed comparativo table of English weights and measures, which
will, I think, be found interesting and useful, as showing at a glance

the relations, as well as the inconsistencies, of our barbarous S3'stem.

The two columns headed "Parts"—one taking the minim the other

the grain as the unit part—will enable any one to translate into parts

of either kind anj' of the units of measure or weight otherwise in-

commensurable. These columns also show the ratios between the

various units. Thus the pound avoirdupois is to the pound troy as

7C80 is to 0319'543, or as 7000 to 5700 ; while the proportions of the

three units bearing the n.-.me of drachm are as G.5'829, GO, and SO. It

will be seen that avoirdupois weight and fluid measure are closely

connected. To make them identical in form would need merely the

change of one of the drachms (which are as 2 to 1), the adoption of

the American pint of IG fluid ounces, and the use of a minim weight
in place of the grain. The relations between measure and weight
apply, of course, only to pure water at the standard temperature and
pressure, and would be affected by the specific gravity of any other
fluid or solution.

COMPARATIVE TABLE of MEASURES and WEIGHTS OP WATER.
1 minim of water weighs 9114583 grain.

1 grain „ mea-sures 1 •09714285 minims.

Purts Fluid Avoirdupois Ap'tli'caries' Troy
Weight.

Parts
(minimB). Measure. Weight. Weight. (grains).

76800 Gallon 10 Pounds 70000

9600
8

Pint
10

8750
7680 1 Pound 7000
6319-543

20 1

Pound Pound 5760
16 12 12

526-629
1

Ounce Ounce 480

480 Ounce Ounce 8 437-5

65-829 8
l'6

Drachm
20

60

60 Drachm
1 1

54-688
30 Drachm s 27-344
26-.311

1
Pennyweiglit 24

21-943 60 Scruple
20

1

24
20

1-097 (Gr-jm) Grain Grain 1
1 Minim -911

II. G. MOBEHLY.

ON Mli. DALLMEYEE'S PROPOSED ALTERATION OF THE
STANDARDS FOR LENSES OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN.

[A Comiuunication to the Photographic Eociety of Gro.Tt Britain.]

It must not be expected that I have anything new to briuR before the
meeting to-night, as the subject of my paper has been pretty vigorously
discnssed during the last month in the Photo;irapMc Neu-s. I think,
however, that it is of sufficient importance to receive the serious con-
sideration of this Society. The name of Dallmeyer will command atten-
tion to any snggeslion concerning that important part of photographic
apparatus, the lens, and I need scarcely, therefore, say that we ought to
give every attention to anything coming from one of such large experience
asMr. Dallmeyer. I had the honour to be one of the Committee ap-
pomted by the Council of this Society to consider and report upon the
best means of attaining uniformity in the construction of apertures, in
the diaphragms of lenses, flanges, and camera screv/s. I naturally,
therefore, feel great interest in anything hearing on this matter.
The credit of getting a Committee together to arrange standards for

photographic lenses is, I believe, due to the efforts of Mr. Warnerke. If

my memory serves me rightly, be originally proposed | as the unit for

our standard apertures ; but wo found that numbers representing the
relative exposures for small apertures became inconveniently high,

and, ia conscfiuence, ^ was chosen. Moreover, if I remember rightly,

the impression was general that - represented the approximate full

aperture of the ordinary Petzval portrait lens. At any rate, I myself
was under that impression ; and lenses of this description being in very

general use, we thought i would bo a very good unit to start from.

No doubt it is so, but the question now arises, Can wo have a better

unit ? We are told by a very high authority that we can, and therefore,

without prejudice, with a desire for progress, and with that element of

conservatism to preserve that which is good, we ought to logically con-

sider the question. ,

Mr. Dallmeyer wishes us to change our standard from
J

to ,i^. To

those few who do not quite grasp the difference, I might say that, sup-

posing the present standard aperture required sixteen seconds' exposure,

Mr. Dallmeyer's standard would require ten seconds, and would be thus
a considerably quicker lens.

Mr. Dallmeyer's reason tor the suggested alteration is that the standard

numbers would then become a factor of the squares of the denominators
of the fraction expressing intensity—in fact, identical, except in the

position of the decimal point. Moreover, the system would be a decimal

one. There may be a few who would like this more clearly explained.

I will, therefore, at the risk of being tedious and rather simple, try to

explain what is meant as clearly as possible.

fThe jiresent standard aperture is Mr. Dallmeyer's proposed

,l,or.X,
VlO 3-162'

Now, of course, when we want to compare the relative exposures of

various apertures, we know that they are proportional to the squares of

the denominators of the fractions representing the respective intensities.

For example, to compare -, the Photographic Society's standard, with

•Z, the full aperture of the rapid rectilinear, we square the denominators,
8

which become respectively 16 and 64. Now, if we let the 16 represent

unitj', we must divide the 04 by the 16, to express the relative exposure

of the 2 in the terms of that unit ; 16 becomes our divisor, and, as it

/ f f
goes 4 times, we say that ^- requires 4 times the exposure of --

;
'- is,

o 4 8
therefore. No. 4 in terms of the standard.

Now, with Mr. Dallmeyer's standard, as soon as we want to express

any fraction of intensity in terms of his standard, 10 becomes our divisor,

because we start with .^. To square the ^10 simply means 10,
VlO .

and 10 is, of course, a much more simple divisor than 16. Comparing -

f
**

with ,
—

, we square the 8 as before, and then divide the result 04 by
^/lO

10, which almost every one knows simply means putting a decimal point

f
in, and we get 6"4 as representing "„ in terms of Mr. Dallmeyer's standard.

8
Inversely, if we want to know the fraction of intensity represented by
apertures ah-eady expressed in terms of the unit, we must multiply such

apertures by the unit divisor, and then the square root of this result will

give the denominator of such fraction ; thus, taking No. 4 P. S. :—
Denominator of intensity fraction = «yiO x 4 = 8 .

•
. Intensity of

f
fraction = '-.

8
Taking Dallmeyer's standard-

Denominator = iJlOxij-i = S .-. Intensity fraction = -.

8

Bo far I have taken an inten.sity fraction favourable to the Photographic
Society's standard, as it makes a complete number, and one would say that,

for trouble of calculations, there is not much to choose ; but when we come
to small apertures, I think it will be generally admitted that Mr. Dall-

meyer's standard gives less trouble, because as soon as we pet the square
of the denominator the standard terms are visible at once, without further

f
trouble. For instance, let us take -^ (the fourth stop of a 12 x 10 Dall-

meyer rapid rectilinear).

Squaring, we have 070, and to get the terms of the Dallmeyer unit we
have simply to point off the 6, giving 07-6 as the standard relative ex-

posure. With the P. S. standard, we must divide by 16, and then we get

42-23, the same relative exposure in terms of the P. S. standard.
Now, having explained the nature of the P. S. standard and Mr.

Dallmej'er's proposed standard, let us try and see what advantages
and disadvantages pertain to both respectively. But, tirst of all, let me
say a word as to tlie claims of both with regard to being a standard of

unity, representing the intensity of the ordinary quick-acting studio

lenses. There has been a rather warm discussion on this point for both
standards ; why, I do not know, for I do not see that it matters at all

whicli is right. For instance, of what use is it to tell a landscape photo-

grapher who is using '- to -^ -
o 40

that in a studio (we cannot define the

lighting aspect, surroundings, whether the glass of the studio is diity

or clean, and a host of other things affecting exposure) ^ requires one

second ? Is there any man here raih enough that could venture to name
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Iho landscape exposure from the data of studio lenses ? And the very

studio photographer himself—what cares he whether his lens is 7, or

•

, etc., SO long as he knows the comparative exposures required by
8*162

the diaphragms belonging to his lens? It docs not matter what the
standards may exactly be, so long as we have a standard to enable various
lenses to bo used with a tolerable amount of certainty under similar con-
ditions, and I am rather surprised that so much should have been made
of this point. Besides, considering the enormous number of lenses of

the " B " i>ortrait series sent out by the firm of Dallmeyer, the intensity

At any rate, I think this point mayof about „ must be pretty general.

fairly be dismissed from the argument.
We will now sum up the advantages and disadvantages of Mr. Dall-

meyer's standard.
Advantiuics.—1. The relative exposures, as shown hy the squares of

the denominators of the intensity fraction, are with a glance converted
into the standard terms.

2 The system is a decimal one, and as long as the base of notation
universally remains 10, it is more systematic to adopt a decimal system,
where it can be done with advantage.

Dimdvantges.—1. The numbers run higher, in representing small
apertures, tlian P. S. standards, in the proportion of 16 to 10.

At first sight I was inclined to include as a disadvantage the point
raised by Mr. Dobenham, that, to obtain the diameter of an aperture
representing unity on the Dallmeyer standard, the focal length must bo
divided by the awkward figure 3"1G2, &c. I think I can presently show
that this objection does not hold good. The advantage of the P. S.

standard over Dallmeyer's standard is, that the numbers representing
the relative exposures in terms of the standard are lower.

2. The numbers representing respective exposures have to be divided
by IC, and this cannot always be done at a glance.

Now, looking at both standards fairly, I must say that I think Mr.
Dallmeyer's standard certainly oilers an advantage over the present one.

I think, therefore, we ought to adopt it. The pith of its advantage lies

in the division by 10 instead of IC. It saves just half the trouble, as in

any ca3e we must square the denominators. There the trouble ends with
Mr. Dallmeyer's standard, for we cannot count division by 10 as anything ;

but with the other we have 16 to divide by—not very serious, but still

there it is.

Besides, though it is well known that many scientific men deplore the
f .let that the universal notation is based on 10 ;

yet, while that fact re-

mains, I think we ought to base our calculations on as much a decimal
system as possible. Now we come to the disadvantage of the higher
numbers in Dallmeyer's system. I think, after consideration, that this

disadvantage is not equal to the advantage ; in fact, the diilerence is not
great enough to have any practical effect. I will now say a word on the
objection raised by Mr. Debenhara. I think he has forgotten that there

is only one case where division by ^To is necessary. It is, as he points

out, when an aperture is required representing the unit value itself. In
no other case does the division by 3'162, Ac., really occur. Besides, how
rarely in these days of rapid plates we meet with a lens that would permit
an apertme of the unit value, even supposing that we cared to do the
optician's work and make our own unit diaphragm. Surely it does not
need argument to say that the general and ea>;y comparison of relative

" exposures is the point we wish to obtain, and not the making of one
diaphragm of the unit value. I say one diaphragm, for in no other case
does 3 102 become the devisor. We must bear in mind that any lens under
the rapidity of the unit stop would not permit a unit stop to be made for

it; besides, it is doing the work of the lens manufacturer to make
diaphragms, and does not come under the general comparison of lenses.
Once we leave unity, both systems are pretty well equally troublesome,
supposing we want to make a diaphragm for No. 2 in each standard

respsetively. For P. S. standard we have J 16 x 2 = 5 65, <S:c. Intensity

fraction -•—
, &c. For Dallmeyer's standard we have J 10x2^4-47, lio.

Intensity fraction -;--, <6c. There does not seem much to choose here.

In the P. S. standard we shall get whole numbers, in making diaphragms
for relative exposures represented in terms of the standard by 1,4, 16,

61, &o., as the result, extracting the square root; but as calculations
are so rarely made by the photographer in this respect, it is not worth
consideration.

There is anothsr point which must not be forgotten by those who wish
to make their own diaphragms ; it is that in double combination lenses
the diameter of the diaphragm is not the measure of the actual pencil of

light transmitted by the lens, and therefore it requires an optician's
knowledge to make diaphragms accurately to a given intensity.

Diaphragm making is not common amongst photographers, nor will it

ever be so while we can leave this matter to those who best understand it.

I think I have shown that for diaphragm making there is really notliing
to choose between both standards. Should any one not think so I shall

be very pleased to refer to this point during discussion. On the whole,
then, I am myself in favour of altering the standard, but I hope that

others more experienced than myself will discuss the matter thoroughly.

It is, of course, to the opticians wo mast look for the (ftetAeii sdvan-
tagcs to bo derived from a standard unit for relative exposure. If they
would only co-operate we ought to have all the numbers in tcrmii of the

unit without a single decimal figure to mar the simplicity. I am not

optician enough to say if tliis could be done absolutely, but practically I

think it might bo so. Wa had good evidence, from experienced men on
the lato Committee, that for all practical pnrposcg diaphrogmg giving a
relative exposure of twice the next largest aperture wore Roffidently eloM.

It follows from thia that if we start from a standard nnit the only inten-

sities that ought to exist at all would be represented in terms of the

standard by 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and so on ; and lenses having a full aperture of

less rapidity than the standard should have then: full apertures rei>re-

sented by one of the series just mentioned. Were oil lenses so made,

they would all be comparable with each other at a glonce. By simply

dividing any of the standard terms into each other—the smaller into the

greater—we should at once, in definite and simple figures, see the com-

parative exposures required.

In conclusion, I trust that this matter will receive attention from this

Society and be discussed on all its points. 3uai Qu>*-n.

RICHMOND'S SHUTTER.
Tbebe are some very ingenious movements in this shutter, whioh woa

exhibited and examined with a good deal of interest at the last meeting of

the North London Photographic Society. As we promised on that occasion

tliat a detailed account of its parts would appear in this Jodhsal, we now

fulfil the promise. Premising that it is very portable ond tight, we sub-

join a cut with explanations.

.A=

Frc.5..

1 BTKf

H
iy
wk

1 1
L", f F ^K

Fig. 1, front view after an exposure. To set it ready f.r rapid use take the

elastic band A, lap it round one of the spurs B, C, D, and hook it over the pin

E, as shown iu Fig. 2. Pressiira of the finger upon the end O of the sjiring cat«h

F G will permit the band A to pull down the pin B, which raises the shutter

H, .IS seen in Fig. 3. The band A then slips off the spur B, and acting then

upon the spur J, instantaneously closos the flap, as shown iu Fie. 1. 'The

rajiidity may be increased by putting more tension «i>on the baudA by lapping

it round the pin K instead of E, and stUl further so by hppiug it once, or more,

round both pins. The amount of ojiening will lie made greater by putting the

band A over C or D instead of over B, and by so doing the duration ofuill opening

will bear a larger ratio to the whole expcsure, ami the pictnre will \>t more
equtiUy illuminated. If the baud A bo lapped over the spurs Handn twice or

more, a llutteriug motion will be imparted to the flap H, with a corresponding

increase in the length of exposure.

By setting the "detent K to keep open the spring catch F G, as shown in

Fig. 4, the flap may be operated with considemble rapidity by twirling the

milled liea.l between the thumb ami finger. While thus set, the shutter may
be opened from behind the camera, if a cord be attache<l to the projecting eye

N, in which case a very light counterbalance weight at the other end of the conl

will enable the oiicrator to put it out of his hand during exposure. If, while

the detent is iu this position, the band A be pa.sscd under the rocker, over the

spur C or D, and then looped over the pin L, it will lie temporarily out of use,

as shown hi Fif. 5. The flap H can now be used by turning the milled head

and any exposure can be given. Focussing can bo done witli the shutter so

arranged, more especially at such times as it is not intended to take an

instantaneous picture.

hi tlie absence of an iudianibber spring a small piece of sewmg cotton, tliread,

or silk, may be passed over tlie spurs iu the same manner as described for the

elastic. The inst.intaneous exposure may then Iw made either by pulliiig the

end of the thre.id downward, or attaching somethiug to it as a light weight, the

falling of which, when the spring catch is depressed at G, will open and doee H
witli great rapiditv.

r. w '

o
Both imrts of the elastic bandmust be put over the spars, as shown at B, t ig. 3.
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PHOTOGRAPHING COLOURED OBJECTS ON PLATES
BATHED WITH EUYTHKOSINE.

[A Communication to the Pbotograpbio Section of the American Institute.

I FEAn that many of tlio members here present will not be satisfied

•with what I am about to show them tliis evening, for I do not come
to exhibit reproductions of very beautiful works of art, like the paint-

ings of Meissonier or Bougereau, printed from retouched negatives by
laborious mechanical tnethods; neither am I prepared to show you
photographs of spectrum colours. As a substitute for the sun spectrum

we (meaning many practical photographers) have made our experiments

with colour sensitive films upon artificial spectra, and noted our results

in comparison with those of our eminent instructors in Germany and
Austria.

Artificial spectra, or rather combinations of pigment colours resem-

bling the colours of the spectrum, are somewhat dillicult to contend with,

as various colouring matter gives very varying results. Of several

attempts made I will mention pastel colours, which show too light on
the plate in every way, while those of silk or satin ribbons arc inde-

cisive, leading to many errors when judging of true colour values.

Oil paint is generally too dark; aquarelle better. Of all the arti-

ficial sceptra made, that of E. Bierstadt, constructed of coloured
matt paper, is probably tlie best.

Anxious to keep pace with the progress made everywhere, and
being convinced that colonr sensitive methods must be eventually
icsorted to in sky-light and reproduction room, my aim has been to

experiment with briglitly coloured objects as .seen in the everyday
walks of Ufe, and I have photographed chromo-litliogiaphs and the
like, selecting such as showed very brilliant and .iharply contrasting
colours. ]5efore I take tlie liberty of laying a few of my results

before you, I deem it nece-sary to say something of my mode of
working. What has been done in colour sensitive processes since 1882
is generallv well understood. Of the 144 different sensitisers which
Dr. Eder has experimented with, only a few have been retained as
being effective, among them the eosine group and the chinolins are
perhaps the best.

_
When Clayton and Tailfer published their process of dyeing emul-

sions with eosine, they said that the same effect might be obtained by
staining a ready coated plate instead of incorporating the dye with the
emulsion before coating. Other I'Airopean experimenters denied this,

and asserted, until quite recently, that a stained or colour bathed
plate could never give the same results as a coloured emulsion. Eor
my own part I had no other means at command than to bathe plates.
A few attempts to colour emulsion failed totally, and other experi-
menters, I am sorry to say, did not do much better, so that, as we
•were to consider the enormously costly imported azalin and eosine
plates, there was nothing left us but to go on in the other way. As
the suggestions made by A. Tailfer proved successful, I continued to
work in the -vvay propo.«ed, and I do not think that of my many expe-
riments I can rememtjer half a dozen made on emulsion coloured plates.
We cannot deny that bathing plates with the aid of ammonia is prac-
tical enough for all purposes. "We can prepare any number of them,
large or small, at a moment's notice, the operation taking but little
time and recjuiring no extra skill, and we can expose the plate wet
or dry. Stained plates keep much longer than even their advocates
give them credit for, and I will show you a picture from a plate
exposed thirty-fivo days after being sensitised for colour. I think
that will do.

Of dye stuffs used v\'o will see the effects of eo.-ine, eiy tlirosine, pure
and when mixed with cyanin, and also those of azalin, or, more cor-
rectly speaking, if we wish to express the compound natnre of the
colour, chinolin red plus chinolin blue. ICosine has not ifiven the
generally good results claimed for it. Cyanin or chinoliii,'the most
red sensitive substance known, is extremely diilicult to work with, andh^ been applied as an addendum only to other matter, while for total
effects, or -when a variety of many colours are represented in one
object, none gives better results than the ervthrosine. With it we re-
produce yellow in all shades quite correct, equally so green and orange,
and tthile the action of blue and violet is retarded by the colour
screen, we have red only that does not always respond pfoperlv. Not
all reds copy alike. Minium I found to be the most difficult, and'oxide of
mercury next to it. Iodide of mercury and vermilion show much
better. Carmine, lake, madder, not being imre reds, copy easy ac-
cordingly. > fj J

For general work the interposing screen cannot be dispensed with,
be that a cell containing a coloured liquid or a coloured glass. I gener-
ally use a white, plane, parallel glass, coated with a colTodion
coloured with a tincture of Bengal curcuma, to which I add a little
eosine to make it more of an orange tint. Sometimes I put a drop of
cyamu solution to it to give it a greenish cast. When to use screens of
different colour or shades of colour, practice will soon tell.

When the colour screen is used the time of exposue must be ex-
tended. Comparing it with that of an ordinary plate, we can say the

proportion is from one to three or four ; seldom greater than this.

A great difficulty occurs when judging colour brightness, and I

can assure you that out of a dozen people not three will see colour

alike. To some a blue appears darker, or a red lighter ; to others it

seems impossible to see yellow carrectly. Thus I nave found why so

many different views on colour sensitive results can exist.

Erythrosine, giving the best general results, has become an article of

trade. It is prepared in such convenient and compact form that it is

available to a practitioner as well as tyro, and as long as the formula
accompanying the dj'e is followed, there can be no doubt of brilliant

success. Charles Ehbmann'.

®ur ictiitorial EaW.

PlCTVKF.S FliOM LlVK IN ElELD AND l''j!N.

Dy P. n. Kmersoh.
London : George Bell"& Sons, York-street, Covent Garden.

Wk have here a goodly portfolio containing twenty photogravures

from negatives by Mr. Emerson, who dedicates the work to the

memory of " Nicophore " Niepce, a misprint, doubtless, for Nicdphore.

The author, in the introduction, gives as the first principle of all

art a faithful adherence to nature. Wherever the artist has been

true to nafniv, art has been good; wherever the artist has neglected

natnre, and followed his imagination, there has resulted bad art.

Nature, then, should be the artist's standard. In meeting .some

objectiims and prejudices urged against photography because, inter

alia, it has been called a mechanical process, he says, " Much has been

written against it by incompetent photographers, who, at the same
time,'never rose beyond mediocrity in the branches of the art they

professed. One of these has stated that its results are false in local

colour. This may have been true when he wrote, but since the intro-

duction of orthochromatic plates, and the process of photo-engraving,

the accusation is no longer just. By photography the relative values

can now be rendered quite correctly. Another charge brought against

it was falseness of perspective, or drawing, we presume they mean.

This any good photograph will promptly refute ; no other evidence is

required. The idea of the falseness of perspective arose from the fact

that some photographers, by an ignorant use of the lens, produced
distortion; and we can only say that the critic who advanced such a
theory, if a photographer himself, must have been a very incom-

petent one, and his opinion of matters photographic therefore worth-

less. We know of no objections having been brought against photo-

graphy as a means of artistic expression by any practical artist of

genius, or even repute ; and for the opinion of mediocre artists wc
care little."

The plates comprising the Piiiures in the portfolio are photo-

gravures by various firms—A. & (J. Dawson, Boussod, Valadon .t Co.,

Walker & Boutall, and the Autotype Company. Wo infer from

the author's remarlis that they are untonchctl, or almost so. In some

of them tliere is e\ idence that they would have been improved by

judicious touches of the sciaper m- burnisher, to bring into mure

prominence details wliich are iiiddeii, and impart brilliancy and .spailde

to the high lights. Even the i^oulette might have been occasionally

brought into plav witli effect, such as in the face of the SlwUebat

Cafcher.

The little picture, A Misly Murnhig in the North Sea, which is

of half-plate dimensions, is ainting the most beautiful, certainly the

most technically perfect of the series. It is sharp and crisp, yet soft,

full of detail, and in perfect gr.-idation, and is in strong contrast to

certain others in which these qualities have received minor considera-

tion.

Sunrise at Sea is also a fine pirtiirc. A Suffolk Dike, pcrhajw the

best of the series, is suggestive in its quality of Mr. lOmerson's last

published photogray lire, (iatheriiuj ll'ater-Li/iei, and is free from a

certain defect which is noticeable iu some others, namely, the sinking

of detail of important portions and ignoring any approximation to

sharpness in the distance, faults yvhich are doubtless due to the

engraver, and in one or two instances to the lens.

The picture in which these negative characteristics appear most
strongly is The Grafter, the face of the man being lost, which wc
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feel certain would not have been the case had the engraver bestowed

a little pains upon " cleaning " that and other portions of the picture.

But, taken as a whole, the lecturesfrom Life constitute a fine collec-

tion of life scenes, which are both interesting and instructiye.

RECENT PATENTS,

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. S577.—"A Carrier for HoUliug Photographic Films or Faperti during

Exposure. " W. U Sabjkant.—i>ate< June 16, 1887.

No. 8711.—"Improvements in Apparatus for Regulating E.^posures in the

Use of Photographic Shutters." T. R. Dallmsykb and F. BbaCCHamp.—
Dated June 16, 1887.

PATENT LAPSED.
No. 1229.—"Photographic Cart Pictures." A. H. Dawes.—Z>ofed 1883.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
LvPnOVKMEOTS IN IN'STANTANKOCS PHOTOGRArHIC CAMERA SHUTTERS.

No. 9522. WiLLl.vM James Lancaster, Colmore-row, Binningham.

—

July 23, 1886.

My invention relates to instantaneous photographic camera shutters for effect-

ing wh-at is generally known as instantaneous exposure, whereby light is

allowed only to p.iss momentarily through the lens or exposure aperture ; and
my said invention consists essentially in employing an eccentric shaped shutter

hung or pivoted above the exposure aperture, and before which aperture the

said shutter is flirted or partially rotated from right to left by means of, or

through the influence of, a volute spring secured at one end to a turning axis

and at the other end to the shutter or to an enclosing casing carried by the

shutter.

The spring is kept in a varying degree of tension by a ratchet wheel and
pawL

In carrying out my invention, the frame of the shutter is preferably made in

two parts, or of two plates, somewhat ot the shape of a fantail or the segment
of a circle ; and on tlie outside or upper plate the shutter works, and which
shuter is jiivoted above the exposure aperture, situated at the lower or widened-
out part of the frame.

A suitable catch holds the shutter in position until exposure is necessary,

ond a stop or stops limit the shutter's motion when it is flirted or rotated.

Around the pivot pin or axis upon which the shutter is hung is a volute or

coiled spring, secured at one end to the axis and at the other end to an
enclosing case carried by and upon the front face of the shutter.

The shutter's velocity is determined by closing the coils of the spring more
or less upon each other, and so increasing or decreasing the tension according

to the velocity or speed which the shutter is required to be flirted in front of

the exposure aperture.

The spring is kept at any determinate tension after winding or coiling by a

lever pawl and spring, the former engaging with tlie teeth of a ratchet wheel.

Instead of em|,loyiug a volute or riband spring as described, a rubber band
or a flat spring (tlie latter acting upon a pin) may be employed.
To work the shutter, lirst adjust the spring to the speed required or to the

length of time tliat tlie shutter shall be made to take in passing oyer the expo-

sure aperture, tlie shutter is tlien turned into its nornuil position and held

there by a spring lever catch, which on being released therefrom is momentarily
flirted from in front of the exposure aperture and back again, making the

exposure longer for the foreground or lower part of the picture than for the

sky, which is an advantage in luudscape photograidiy.
The claims are :— 1. An excentrically hung or pivoted instantaneous photo-

graphic camera shutter, or shutter plate, whicli when partially rotated, or

turned, uncovers and recovers the exposure aperture, progressively from
bottom to top, and vice versA : thus giving to the bottom of the said aperture,

or to the foreground or ground work of the picture, a longer exposure than the
other or upper part, substantially as described and illustrated. 2. In automatic
holdiiig anil releasing catch-lever mechanism, consisting of a spring arm, ear,

or snug on the said arm, and rest (carried by the shutter frame) in combination
with the short arm of the shutter, substantially as described and set forth.

3. Operating, turning, or partially rotating sliutters, or shutter plates, by a

volute or evolved spring, secured at its inner end to a movable axis (or its

equivalent), and at its outer end to the shutter, or an enclosing case carried by
the shutter ; and which said spring is wound up, and secured at the desired

tension lor giving the requisite or time exposure by a screwed turn, ratchet

wheel, stop, lever pawl, and spring. The parts being arranged, combined, and
acting in the ways, and for the purpose, substantially as described and set

forth. 4, Arresting without shock the motion of camera shutters by means of

a flat or coiled spring, against which an arm on the camera shutter strikes or

impresses, substantially as set forth. 5. The improvements in the construction

of instantaneous photographic camera shutters, and the arrangement and com-
bination of the jiarts of the said shutters, as hereinbefore described and set

forth in the several figures of the drawing.

iMrROVKMKNTS IN THE PRODUCTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC IMPRESSIONS.

No. 5080. John Jabez Edwin Mayall, Southwick, Sussex.

—

April 5, 1S87.

This invention has for its object the production of permanent ))hotographio

impressions, whether coloured or uncoloured, on any suitable material.

Acconling to this invention, I tirst take a negative, preferably by electric light,

but it may also be taken by sunlight, in tlie ordinary way ; I then print a

jiositive on paper, porcelain, or other suitable material, prepared as follows ;—
For paper I soak it iu a weak solution of gelatine and lactate of iron, in

about the following proportions, namely :—Two groiiu of fish glue or binsloH
to one sixteeuth of a grain of lactate of iron, In one oonce of water, th« wnole
being boiled and aubsequently filtered. The paper, after having been iinmeiw<l
for alxiut three minutes in the above solution, is dried and luoothtd; thla nuy
be done by placing it between blotting-paper anil submitting it to a alight
pressure. I next float the paper thus prepared for about two miontea on a
bath composed as follows, namely :—To about one ounce of albumen (prefer-
ably taken from fresh eggs), four grains of chloride of so<lium, half a grain of
bromide of potassium, two minims of glacial acetic aciil, and one drop ofa con-
centrated solution of some derivative of silex or of hydrocarbon, of which
1 have found s.alicylic acid, prepared according to my invention, and for which
I inteml to apply for lettem jiatent, to bo very suitable ; the whole must bo
beaten up into a frothy mass and allowed to settle for aliout twelve hours. Any
tints may he given to this mass by adding the desired colour solved in a
saturated alcoholic solution, in the proportions of alxmt one minim of alcoholic

solution to about four ounces of the albumen solution above described, and one
rainini of meconin or its derivatives ; the whole is then beaten up and allowed
to settle.

After floating the paper it is then dried by slow heat, and ironed on the back
to make it perfectly dry and smooth. I then prepare a bath of nitrate of silver

and nitrate of soda and free ammonia, in the proportions of about one ounce of

water to forty grains of nitrate of silver, ten grains of nitrate of soda, and three

minims of free ammonia ; and when pliability of the paper is desirable, I add
to the bath five drops of glycerine per onnce of bath solution.

The paper is then floated face downwards on this bath for alx>ut two minutes,

and then dried in a dark room, after which it is fumigated in an atmosphere
of ammonia for from three to five minutes, and is then ready for printing upon
in the ordinary way. The prints, alter fixing, must be soaked in a weak
solution of sulphuric acid, to expel any trace of the hyposulphite of soda and
well washed. The printed impression in a moist state in then mounted face

uppermost on a piece of glass or skeleton frame, and, when dried, the desired

colours, prepared, .as hereafter described, are then dabbed on by suitable means,

and slightly stumped. The dabber which I find suitable for this purpose is a
pad of fine cotton wool pushed through a glass tube so as to protnide there-

from, and cut squ.are and even at the end. This cotton wool must either be

renewed for each colour or a separate dabber made as above kept for each

colour.

Alter the colours have been applied the paper is rendered impervious to

moisture by having applied to its back and front some such substance as white

wax or parafline or camphor, the print being sufliciently warmed for the purpose

of the api>lication of the wax. The colours must be stronger than are required

for the final elfect.

The picture is then sprayed over or subjected to an atmosphere charged with

a weak alcoholic solution of salicylic acid, or some derivative of silex or hydro-

carbon, paratfine, or ol' any preparation of fluorine solved in alcohol to set the

colour, and then it is subjected to the action of finely powdered soluble glass
;

this 1 propose to eft'ect as follows, namely :—By placing a powdered silicon in

a suitably closed chamber, provided with shelves and fitted with bellows, so as

to blow the silicon powder into a cloud. Tlie coloured picture is then put on

one of the shelves to catch the fine dust of the silicon for a very few seconds,

after which it is taken out of the chamber. The picture (face downwards) is

then laid on a plate of glass coated in the following manner. After having

rubbed the glass with a dabber of any suiUible material (for whicli I use a ball

of cotton wool covered with leather), charged with powdered silicon, I coat it

with collodion, to which is added one drop per ounce of salicylic acid, and
when dry I recoat it with gelatine and salicylic acid in about the proportions

of one drop of acid to one ounce of gelatine, and again dry the plate. The
surface of the print must now be moistened with some hydrocarbon, such as

jiaratline or kerosene in solution, to which is added a few drops of salicylic

acid in the proportions of about two drops of salicylic acid to the onnce of

hydrocarbon, and when sufficiently moist the picture is well pressed down
upou the gelatine surface and allowed to dry in a warm atmosphere, after

which it is stripjied from the glass, and when mounted on card, porcelain, or

other desired material, produces a iiermanent and finely coloured photographic

picture.

If it is desired to have a brilliant picture, it is necessary that the entire

process above described should be conducted without any delay or intermission

in the v.arious jiortions of the jirocess, and in an atmosphere of increasing

temperature, as if in the process the print is allowed to l>ecomc chilled, a dull

appearance is the result, which dull appearance may, however, be sometimes

preferred. ....
For printing on porcelain and suchlike materials I coat the material with

coUodio-chloride of silver or carbon tissue on the albumen solution alwve

describeil, the subsequent treatment being the same as that alreaily describcl

for paper. ...
For the production of uncoloured photographs, the process is sunihtr to that

above described, omitting the colours.

The colours I employ are ordinary colours in a dry state ground up with

phenic acid and silicate of potash, or kerosene and silicate of potash in alcohol

in about the following proportions, namely, one ounce of dry colour to sixty

grains of phenic acid and twenty minims of silicate of iwtash, or sixty grains

of kerosine to twenty minims of silicate of potash. In the aljove manipulation

care must be taken to exclude all organic matters other than what are above

described. .

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said

invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that

wh.at I claim is :—The production of photographic impressions, whether

coloured or not, substantially as set forth.

Photooraphic Socibtt OP Great BniTAni.—Tho usn.al monthly technical

meeting will take place on Tuesday next, J une 28, at eight p. ni. , at the Oaliety,

6a, Pall Mall E,ast, when the subject will be Camera .Stiiiids and OulfiU; also

a negative on "Balagny's" flexible film will be developeil.
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Mntim^ of SoctetteiS*

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

DateolUeeUng.

June 28
„ 28

" S» 30
„ 80
.. SO

July 1

ji 1

Name o! Society.

Great Britain (Toohnioal)

Bolton Club
Photographic Club
liiverpool Amatour
Oldham
London and Provincial
Yorkshire Collogo
Halifax Photographic Society

Place of Meeting.

5a, Pall Mall Eaat.

The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Anderton's Hotel, Flect-street.E.O,

Eoyal Institution, Colquilt-street.

The Lyceum, Oldham.
Mason's Hall, BasinghaJl-street.

M. Mauley's, Baxom Top.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC A.SSOCIATION.

On Thursday, June 16, at tlio ordinary weekly meeting of the above Asso-

ciation, liekl at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. W. H. Prestwich

presided.

Mr. A. L. Hendebson exhibited lantern slides representing instantaneous

views of horseraces brouglit to him by Mr. S. E. Barr, of Messrs. Porter &
Coates, Phil.ideli)hia

_;
he remarked that they were among the finest ho had

seen. He also exliibited some of his ovm views of the Jubilee Yacht Race at

Southend, taken from the deck of the "Norham Castle."

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington exhil)ite(l platinotype prints of views taken at

Chislehurst.

Mr. J. E. Brown then said, The first formula I wish to bring before your notice

is perhaps tlie most simple and, to my mmd, the most effective one I have used

for retouching on dry plate films. I could never see the necessity of using ten

or a dozen chemicals if two would do and give results .as good. Formula :—Take
powdered gum dammar, one ounce ; best white turpentine, quantum suff. ; this

is applied v.'itli a piece of rag or sponge. When the film ajjpears very horny or

bright I rub it with a little dry cuttlefish just before applying the medium.
For a long time I advocated and used the following medium for retouching :

—

Take Venetian turpentine, six drachms ; common resin, four drachms ; mastic

varnish, two drachms ; spirits of turps (rectified), two ounces ; benzine, abont
half a drachm ; camphor, fifteen grains ; make up to the consistency of nega-

tive viimish by an .idditiou of white turpentine. Now I luave given up this

formula in favour of the first one, which is more simple to work and does not
interfere v;ith the progress of the pencil by tackiness. The next recipe I wish
to bring before your notice is one for m.iking hard negative varnish :—Dissolve
h.ilf an ounce of orange shellac and h.olf a drachm of camphor in about a pint

of methylated spirit ; when dissolved add about a tablespoonful of pumice-
stone (powderecl)—some people recommend ashes ; shake well and let settle

over night, in the morning it will filter beautifully clear ; if too thick, add
spirits of wine. For intensifying I have alwiiys found the following safe and
practical ;—A. Bichloride of mercury, one ounce ; chloride of ammonia, one
ounce ;

potassic iodide, one ounce ; dissolve the mercury .and ammonia salts in

ten ounces of water, putting them both in together, .and add suflicient of the
strong iodide of potash solution ; sh.ake well, and make up to twenty ounces
with water. B. Silver nitrate, half an ounce

;
potassium cyanide, suflicient to

dissolve out the first precipitate ; now make up this bulk to twenty ounces
with water. This solution should not be used at full strength wlien little

density is required but dihited to h.alf. The fixed and well-washed negatives
shoiild be placed in a dish containing the A solution and gently kept in
motion for a few seconds ; examine from time to time until it appears quite
dense, take out .and well wash again until the film is an even yellow all over,
then place in a dish containing the B solution, and let remain until the film
becomes a beautiful olive-brown, then lift oiit .and set .aside to dry. Another
formula vei-y much used in Melbourne is a saturated solution of bichloride of
mercury and iodide of potash ; the negative is whitened in this, wa-shed, placed
in a satur.ated .solution of sulphite of soda, but do not allow the negative to
remain sufficiently long to reduce.

Mr. Henderson liked Monckhoven's intensitter, consisting of iodide of
mercury followed by silver.

Mr. A. Cowan said that that was Monckhoven's formuha.
Mr. W. M. Ashman exliiliitcd a negative intensified with iodide of mercury,

followed by sulpliite of sod.a.

Mr. J. J. Bbiginshaw said thiit the railway companies north of London had
combined not to give reduced fares to public associations.

Mr. Wellington stated that the Photographic Convention at Glasgow could
be reached by boat and train from London ti'iJ Leith, first-class faro there and
back 19s.

The proceedings then closed.
« " '

CAMERA CLUB.
On Thursday evening, Juno 18, a short paper, entitled T?Um, Staining and
Halaiion, was read by Mr. Lyonel Clark. Mr. F. Machell Smith occupied the
chair.

Previous to the address, Mr. J. F. Roberts exliibited a compact detective
camera introduced by Messrs. W.atson & Sons, in which the phates were dropped
into their place from tlie double holders in wliich they were stored. Tlie focus
could be .adjusted by means of a movement of the handle by which the .appa-
ratus was conveniently carried. A rapid rotary moving shutter was fitted to
give the exposure.

Mr. W. A. Greene showed some experiments in printing-out positive images
by longcxposure on Eastman negative paper, and

Mr. D. P. RoDGKBS drew attention to some strong paper envelopes just
intro<luced, which were made to sizes for storing different negatives iu, and
were prepared outside for the entry of particulars.
Mr. CI.ABK then gave Iiis lecture, and in discussion
Mr. RoDOEHS said the slowing effect of litmus in staining might not be of

great importa,nce, seeing the rapidity of plates as now made, but

Mr. Clark st.ated that it would appear to have the effect of reducing them
all to a standard v.apidity not many time.'? faster than wet plates.

iSIr. J. Traill Taylor explained a method (by piatou and cylinder) by which
ho had obtained a clear turmeric .solution. He had observed that in looking

out into the light from Fingal's Cave the phi nomenou of the interference of

light or halation appeared .at some of the openings and not at others, where,

presimiably, the atmosphere was clear of dust or vapour. In referring to the

bacldng of phates, he described a simple but pretty erperiment, showing hala-

tion to be obviated by a substance being brought into optical contact with the

glass. ...
Mr. H. H. O'Fabbeix asked why tinctures were not used in isochromatising

Mr. Hyslop stated that the colour did not seem to enter the film so well

or homogeneously ; some of the dyes would not dissolve in alcohol and some in

water, but required half-and-half. He had found some difficulty mth cyanine

as mth alcohol ; it gave a small deposit. He found the fuchsino he had used

slowed the plates, and it was a substance it was extremely difficult to get rid

of from the films it was used in.

Mr. A. PniNGLE said in the e.orly ihays of gelatino-bromide plates the use of

a bacldng was nearly alw.ays .adopted, but when iodide was introduced there

was less necessity for such treatment. His experience was in .agreement with

Mr. Hyslop's th.at iodide plates treated with isochromatising solutions were as

good as bromide pLates treated similarly. He luad not, however, found his

samples of fnchsine have any slowing effect upon the plates treated with it,

though there was some difficulty iu dissolving it.

Mr. Clabk had developed some isocbromatic plates with oxalate, and they

retained their red non-actinic colour tliroughout. He thought that the most
important point was the use of tinctures in these processes, so as to secure

rapid drying. Possibly the difRcidties met with in regard to making aleoliol

take up the colour were to be overcome. It took up the colour more slowly,

.and he thought that by a very long digestion in a warm room the object would
be obtained.

Tlie i^roceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to Mr. Clark for his

Club excursion for members and friends to Mnrlow on Saturday, June 25.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The ordinary monthly meeting was hold on Tuesday, the 7th instant,—The
President, Mr. T. S. Yeomans, iu the ihiiir.

After routine business, finid .arrangements were made for the Society's exeur-

:

siou on the following Tluirsday, after which a paper was read by Dr. Morton
on Lenses, with speci.al reference as to which is, the best lens for an amateur to

possess.

A <liscussion afterwards followed, the general verdict being that a rectilinear

was the most preferable typo of lens.

A vote of thanks w.os given the lecturer for his paper.

Tlie excursion, the first of the year, took place on the 9th instant to H.addon

Hall. Owing perhaps to the President's kindness in otfering a special prize for

the most original and .artistic picture taken on this excumon, a good mu.ster of

members and fiiends was made. The interiors of this old mansion claimed

much attention, for some members elected to expose their plates on interiors

only, as the wind by this, time was high, and exterior work, even without

foliage, was extremely difficult. Twelve cameras were at work, and in all one

huni£-ed and thirty phites and films were exposed during the day, this being

an average of nearly eleven per camera.

MANCHESTER AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
The monthly meeting of this Society was held on Tuesday, the 14th instant, at

the M.asomo HaU, Cooper-street,—Tlie President, the Rev. H. J. Palmer, in

the chair.

The following were elected members :—Miss E. J. Stanley, Messrs. Thomas
Hall, John Lay, .and T. W. Markham.
The Council presented a report with regard to the desirability of starting a

quarterly magazine or record of the proceedings of the Society, to act as the

official ore,an of the Society, and recommended the formation of a guarantee

fund for the purpose, and requested members willing to subscribe to such a
magazine to give iu their names to the lion. Secretar)'.

The severjJ leaders of the outdoor meetmgs or rambles gave a report of the

success of the rambles that have taken place, and particulars of the ones

arranged for during tliis month, namely, to York, Chester, and Alderley.

Mr. George H. B. Wheeleb read a paper on The Improvanent and Re-
tauchimj of Landscape Negatives. Mr. Wheeler began by speaking of the

great number of negatives that from divers causes, preventable and otherwise,

do not print .as we wish, and are therefore cast on one side and form a skeleton

in the cupboard, to which we often tuiu with vex,atiou of spirit. Thesehe
advised the members to bring out and either end or mend them.

_
P.assing

briefly the commoner faults of thinness of the imago and over density, with

their causes and rem.edies, Mr. Wheeler proceeded to describe the methoda
employed to improve negatives untouched, and improved prints from which
pasted to one mount were handed round for the inspection of the members.
The prints showed how over dense portions had by local reduction with

chloride of lime been made to print, how by retouching and strengthening the

foreground the picture was artistically improved, and how by marking at the

back mth veget.able parchment (sold for jam-pot covers) worked upon with

pencil and stmup a negative having c.vtrenie light and shade can be improved.

Mr. Wheeler exhibited a home-made retouching desk of very siniiile con-

struction, and, in his remnrks on retouching, said that a desk was essential to

.comfort and good work, that the Paragrn Retouching Medium was the best he
had tried, and that HB and B pencils .are the best to use for landscape
negatives.

t Mr. S. D. McKellen exhibited and described his patent camera with its

' newest improvements, including his new focussing screen protector, which does
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away with tlio use of a focussing clolli. Tliis protector cnn he (Itteil to any
camern, nn<l w.i« miK'li ailmiml. Mr. SfcKslIen also oxliihitoil his ]>ateiit

'
Ii:.. ' rami MiKflluii ami Mulli's auxiliary view meter anil focusser.

\'
'

-.(one held after tlie meeting tlie tallies were literally covered
with

I ;. . „:.., .0, the result of the Easter and Whitsuntide holidays and the
Soi'iety's rambles. Prints were exhiljited by Messrs. Kildes, J. (J. .Tones O
Wliecler, J. Davenport, C. Daw.wn, W. Berry, J. A. Fumivel, Gtiilfonl, Smith!
Hutchinson, and Whitham.

47 Corrmporuitntt tlunild nmer mriU m both tides of thi paper.

A New and Novel OBinBATon.—A Pocket Camera on the Opera Hat
PnisciPLE. — A Detkctive CAjreiu by M. Dablot. — M. Babdy on M.
Soola'3 Pbevious Communication. — Cameras Witnoni Lenses.
Toning Platindm Proofs. — M. Balaony on Eeveesible Films. — A
CONCOCRS AMONO TUE MEMBERS.

M. BE LA Bacmb Plonivel preeeiilcd a new obturator, or instantaneous
fhuttor, upon a principle wliicb, I think, has not been seen before, at least
in France. I imagine that if it be found good in practice many advan-
tages can be obtained that are impossible with otliers now in the market.
Firstly, extraordinary rapidity ; secondly, little or no change in the dia-
phratqn box of the lens ; thiidly, a larger opening than any other obturator
of eijual size; fom-thly, a great economy in manufacture. These are
the principal advantages I could see in tliis new idea, that is, if practice
will show that it has not a disadvantage which will neutralise all the value
ol the idea.

Any ono can make one for himself. Let him take the large diaphragm
of his lens and fit in it another piece of brass exactly of the same thick-
ness. Across the centre of this disc is placed a knitting needle, which is
soldered firmly to it ; a little thin brass bearing is put on the lower part
and another on the top of the hole in the diaphragm in order to fasten the
knitting needle, which now forma an axis to the diaphragm. We have
now a sort of valve not unlike that of a waterworks company. By turning
the top of the axis the disc opens or shuts the hole at will. Now for the
disadvantage. When the hole is full open, the axis and the thickness of
the diso 13 always there, and if it does nothing else it hides a certain
number of rays, and in congeciuence dims the light. This line of obstruc-
tion, if I may call it so, being in the middle of the lens, is not reproduced
on the ground-glass, and therefore its inventor says " it is of no con-
sequence." This remains to be proved. The constructor had attached a
kind of racket work to the top of the axis, by which means it can be set
for working

; it is started off by means of a pnuematic ball, and has
certainly a pretty appearance. Many proofs were shown of moving objects
taken with this new obturator, and altogether they were as good as the
generality of such pictures.
The same gentleman presented a pocket camera, the new feature being

that It is very light, the bellows being of silk, held together with the steel
springs of an opera hat, and opens and closes in the same manner as
that necessary object of wearing apparel. It might cause some annoy-
ance to its owner in these peaceful times of dynamite, &c., as it opens
with a certain amount of noise.

M. Darlot, the highly-esteemed optician, presented a detective camera
most elaborately got ui)—in appearance, a gentleman's leather dressing-
case. The lens is only uncovered at the proper moment by touching a
spring, and the dark slides being in the interior no fear of fog from light
need be feared. A sort of camera obsoura is placed on or in the top of the
box, so that the object to be photographed can be followed and seized at
the proper moment

; this is done by pullmg one of the feet. The instan-
taneous shutter is thus set at liberty. As it is automatic, no adjustment
as^regards focus is required. Altogether, a very pleasing and complete
apparatus for a tour.
M. Bardy criticised the last communication of M. Scola, and told the

members to beware how they placed their confidence in that colouration
for their dark rooms. He had examined a piece of glass coloured by the
svBtem of M. Scola by the spectroscope, and found its absorbent power of
the rays of the spectrum to be far inferior to that of the yellow glass which
can be found on the market ;

" Except," said he, laughingly, " it be left a
certain time to Ught, when it becomes as transparent as a piece of
viumished sheet-iron, such as is used for the ferrotype, which it resembles.
The silver nitrate," said he, "changes daily until it becomes as opaque
as the piece here before you, which, by-the-by, was left by M. Scola."

Is It not that M. Bardy got hold of a piece of glass coated with gelatine
and sUver nitrate which had not been put into hyposulphite of soda as
soon as the proper oolom-ation had been attained? As preconceived by
M. Scola, this continuation of the action of light might then be accounted

Some proofs were shown obtained in a camera without a lens, which
were very good—exposure varying from fifteen seconds to three minutes.HI remember right, our mutual friend Henderson exhibited some proofs
obtained by him to the London and Provincial Photographic Association,
stating the size of the hole with which he worked, &c. 1 bear upon this
point as several amateurs hero are enraptured with their success, and are
bringmg it « la mode as they say its advantages are numerous, necessarily

under certain conditions. Firstly, no ezpenso tor the pmoluHa of a
valuable ens

;
secondly, no fear of its breakage, M weU aa that of the

ground-glass, the latter being wholly discarded, as every object is in focus
at the same time

; thirdly, a larger angle can be embraced than by the
generality of lenses (90'), which permits photographs of objeota to bo
obtained which formerly we hardly hoped for—snch as the unace of a
church in full situated in a narrow street, the interiors of monnmonts
Ac, which can now bo obtained by this means, thanks to the rapidity of
the gclatino-bromido of silver process ; fourthly, which is not it« leart
advantage, no deformation—everything is mathematically correct, thns
rendering enlargements possible.

M. Vidal drew the attention of his pnpils to the fact that positives
obtained upon Eastman's paper oonld t)0 rendered more permanent and
more agreeable to the eye by toning them in a solution of bichloride of
platinum.

Water 2000part8,
Bichloride of platinum „ 1 j,art.
Hydrochloric aoid ^

"
25 parts.

W. Vogel, jnn., has experimented, and proposes to plunge the proofs
from fifteen to twenty minutes in the following solation:

—

^ater . 1000 ports.
Ohloro-platmate of potassium 1 part.
Hydrochloric aoid 10 parts.

The proofs are then well washed and placed in a solation of bichloride
of copper—fifteen per cent ; they are then washed in a solution of
alum slightly acidulated with hydrochloric acid. When washed they are
ready to be mounted.

I must add that M. Vidal obtained better results with the single
bichloride of platinum than with the oomposed salt as recommended by
Herr Togel.

M. Nadar is enchanted with the formula as given by II. Vidal, which is
easy in practice and economic in the long run. I had the pleasure to visit
the sanctum of M. Nadar the other day in company with two EngUsU
photographers, Mr. Protheroe, of Bristol, and Mr. Scamell, of London.
M. Nadar showed us some magnificent work obtained upon Eastman's
positive paper toned by Tidal's platinum bath.
M. Balagny presented some very fine fatty-ink pictures, which he had

obtained from his film negatives. This gentleman made a very long
dissertation, the substance of which, as far as I could glean, may be
summed np as follows :—Method to render a stripping film suitable for
fatty-ink printing—Take a sheet of glass, talc it well, then plunge a sheet of
gelatine (such as are easily found in the market) into a tray of water, let it
expand for a few minutes, then gather it up upon the talced glass plate and
with a squeegee make it adhere to the glass plate. Now take the paper
negative, damp it, and lay the image upon the gelatine—the squeegee can be
used to obtain a perfect contact. As soon as the whole be dry the paper will
peel off the image and the image will leave the gloss. We have now
obtained a supple film from which can bo printed off albnmenised
proofs, or a contact impression upon bichromated gelatine for fatty-ink
impressions.

M. Fabre gave his opinion upon the measuring of the rapidity of rapid
shutters.

The Chaurman informed the members that it had been decided that a
concours of photograiihic proofs should take place among tlie members,
and that different medals should bo awarded. Pbof. K. SxEBBI^iO,

59, Hue del Batigiwllet, Paris, June 5, 1887.

*

PHOTOGBAPHIC CONVENTION OP THE UNITED KINGDOM.
To tlie Editobs,

Gentlemen,—Allow me through your oolnmns to announce that do-
tailed programmes of excm'sions and local arrangements of the proceed-
ings at Glasgow for the week oommenoing July 4 ate now ready, and will
be forwarded on opplioation.
The excursions include visits to the Falls of CHyde, the Trossachs, Loch

Lomond, Loch Long, Yacht Begatta at Ijargs, Loch Fyne, and Edinbiurgh.
I have pleasure also in announomg that tlio Hon. the Lord Provost of

Glasgow has kindly consented to open the proceedings on the evening of
the 4th proximo.—I am, yours, Ac, J. J. Brioinsuaw, Uon. Sei:.

128, Hmithwark-itreet.

SENSITISING OF AZALIN PLATES.
To the EnrroBS.

Gentlemen,—^Allow me to correct a misunderstanding of yonra with
regard to the sensitising of azalin plates with ammonia by E. Vogel,
jun., of Berlin.

It is not the restoring of the sensitiveness of hath plates that Vogel has
tried ; his experiments were made with the object of iiKr<\isi;iij the semi-
iiveness of emulsion stained plates which are, as is well known, much
slower than bath plates, but more regular and more reliable. Tiieso
emulsion stained plates have their sensitiveness increased by immersion
in a two per cent, solution of ammonia, and are rendered thereby four tD
five times more sensitive.
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This result, Vogel expects, would also be obtained on otlier hinds of

orthochromatio plates.—I am, yours, &c., J. B. Goiz.

19, BucUngham-street, Strand, London, June 20, 1887.

CREAM TINT ON TAPEIl.

To the Editoes.

Gentlemen,— EcfcrrinR to your report of the proceedings of the

London and Provincial Photographic Association on the 9th instant, I

beg to explain that my remark as to a cream colour on Eastman bromide

prints was confined to a few samples. I said I had found aoine Eastman
paper to give a creamy tint. As a matter of tact, one packet of a dozen

sheets only showed the tint.

I do not know how the tint got there (it puzzled me at the time and
puzzles me still), but I should like to see more of it, for it struck me as

very pleasing.—I am, yours, &c., Andrew Pkingle.

Camera Cluh, June 17, 1887.
*

THE RIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Since Mr. T. Coan, of 50, Cumming-street, Pentonville, N.,

has done me the honour to notice my letter which appeared in your issue

of the 10th, and as he comes forward as the champion to defend and
maintain the photographers' right to tlie portrait negative irrespective of
the will of the sitter, perhaps you will allow me to ask of him the favour
of answers to the questions my letter contains, and also to give me,
consecutively numbered, the reasons he has to justify his claim to that

right. These done, I shall, it he wishes, with your permission, discuss

the question at issue with him. The ground I take is that so ably stated

by your correspondents, "J. F.," Mr. Dutton, and " Mac."
One more remark. I am an economist, and never indulge in anything

tiU 1 am sure I can aHford it. I,;^^'|^no advice, but I hope, with reference

to wit, or an attempt at wit, JJJ^ps '(re3 ^i^' ^^^ ^^'^ l^'"' *8 suggestive.

—

I am, yours, &c., '

•-., • makt Millie.
Newcastle-on-1'yne, June 18, 1887.-~ntiiie.

MEDAL AWARDS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. Pike's note in your issue tor June 17 points so
directly to me, that I hasten to assure that gentleman that I am not
" No. 8." Now, however, that I am writing, I may state that I greatly
endorse the sentiment of "No. 8." in "Exhibitor's" letter.

I think there are many reasons to consider exhibitions and medal
awarding unsatisfactory, not the least being the possibility of " wire-
pulling," and other work done " behind the scenes " wliich, with however
much " gusto " it may be denied, yet, in many cases, only too palpably
exists, and rains down medals on management rather than merit. It is

open to question, too, if judges are always capable of judging. From my
experience, I know not. I take it, that given technical excellence, the art
qualities of a photographer are of greatly the first consideration in
approving its merit, and yet nineteen out of every twenty photographers
are as innocent of real art knowledge as a new-born babe ; they can
appreciate ^;iO(oa»-a;j/(ic art well enough, doubtless — a production often,
alas ! far divergent from the actual picturesque ; its accomplishment is

their aim and its achievement brings with it a soothing contentment,
quite undisturbed by any excelsior-like qualms as to the " great unex-
plored beyond."

Then, who shall speak that judges are always above the petty wails so
insuperable from frail humanity ? I have thought that painters should
judge photographs, welcome and nurture its infant art-life for its own art
sake, and so lead its votaries into a better knowledge of what to strive
for ; but I had not counted that an unworthy jealousy would cause them,
with their broad, unlimited plains, to grudge the tiny pasturage of the
puny photographer, to ungenerously deny their scanty heritage, and
trample it down to the lower level of bare photoynqMc merit.

Doubtless, judges are much hampered by the present foolish system of
assigning so many awards to portraits, so many to landscapes, and an
odd one sometimes thrown in, by the way, tor what is really the most
meritorious, most difficult, and most possible of artistic achievements
embraced in the term genre pictures. Here the parent society shows a
very excellent example in sensibly giving the judges a carte blanche, no
limitation to class, but only to bestow awards where, in their opinion,
sufficient merit justified it.

In tliis, at least, one wrong is removed, and, all things considered, I
think the Photographic Society of Great Britain might rest content that
they have adopted the most perfect plan without experimenting or doing
away with awards which, I fear, would smack too much of racing without
a goal—I am, yours, &c., Lyp. S.iwyer.

0, Novaine-road, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

iBxctange OToIumn.
WUl cxohango an interior and exterior hnckground, eijfht feet square, for similar sizes

8onTey"8 preferred. With cash adjustment.—Address, M, Actt, 20, Front-street
Tynemouth. '

sanstoerg to CorreaponUentsf.

Notice.—Each Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address, altlimigh not
necessarily for pttbUcation. Communications may, when thought desiralAe, appear under
a NOM DE PLUME OS Mtherto, or, by preference, under three letters of the alphabet. Such
signatures as " (instant Header," ** Subsci'iber," ^x., should be avoided. Correspondents
not conforming to this rula will therefore understand the reason for ttie omission of their
communications.

Desmond Hill.—The formula appears perfectly correct.

W. J. Brown.—Four Imndred and eighty grains to the ounce.

A. Freyer Evans.—We shall bo. pleased to Iicar the results of your furthej
experiments.

E. J. Hughes.—1 and 2. Write to the maker of the plates in question ; he will

suii])ly tlie desired information. 3. Yellow glass wliich is suitable for a dark
lantern, will be much too uon-actinic for a colour screen in orthochromatio
photography.

Samuel Hollingsworth asks tor a recipe for tannin jilates, which shall be as

rapid, or more so, than wet collodion.—Let him use a bromised collodion,

eight or ten grains of a bromide salt (say ammonium) in each ounce of collo-

dion ; excite in a sixty-grain bath, wash and coat with a solution of tannin
filtecn grains to the ounce of water, developiag with the usual alkaline
developer,

A. S. C.—A good artificial instantaneous light, of great actinic power, is made
by mixing together four parts of chlorate of potash, two parts sulphide of
antimony, one part of sulphur, and one part of magnesium filings. The
ingredients must be reduced to a fine powder before they are mixed together,

and the mixing should then be done with a bone spatula on a sheet of paper.

If they were to be rubbed together in a mortar a violent explosion might
result.

J. B.^Tlie reason of the delicate tones in the carbon prints washing away
during the development is no doubt due to the tissue being in a too soluble

condition. Remedy : keep it longer before usiug. It is possible that the
trouble may arise from the water employed for mounting the exposed tissue

or the glass was not suflieiently cold for the purpose. Its temperature
should never exceed 60° Fahr. If it be warmer than this, the temperature
should he reduced by the addition of a lump of ice.

Henry W. Bennett writes: "I should esteem it a great favour if you could
give me a reply to the following in your 'Answers to Correspondents.' I

have a lens of the rapid rectilinear type of the following dimensions

:

Equivalent focus, eight and three-quarter inches ; diameter of lenses, one and
a quarter inches ; focus of front conibinatiou, nineteen and a half hielies

;

focus of back combination, fourteen and a half inches ; distance between
lenses, one and a half inches. 1. Can you tell me from these data what the

distance between the lenses should be so that it may work well as a wide
angle lens ! I intend having a sliort mount made, so as to use it as such
when necessary, to include a wider angle than usual.—2. Wlieu using the
single combinations of doublet lenses alone for landscjpes I find it impossible
to get good definition unless a very small diaphragm is used ; in the lens in

question about j^ for the front and /^ for the hack. Is this due to the lenses

being so suiall in diameter in proportion to their focus (one and a quarter inches
diameter, nineteen and a half inches and fourteen and a half inches focus

respectively) ?—4). If not, could it be improved by the alteration of the posi-

tion of the stop when using single lenses alone .'—4. When using tlie single

lenses alone would it be better to have a new mount made in wliich the posi-

tion of the diaphragm were modified?— 5. If so, what would be its best

position, or how could I determine it ?—6. Couhl you tell me of a good work
on this subject, not too expensive : English, French, or German V"

—

To the foregoing we give a general reply. The distance at which lenses

should be mounted apart depends entirely upon their curvature and not
alone on their foci ; hence the impossibility of our giving the length for a

mount to adapt it for wide angles. But let it be undei'stood that when
using any given size plate no alteration of the mount would enable any wider
angle to be iiiclmleil on that plate, although it would give a larger circle of

illumination and thus permit of the eniployment of a larger plate. To use

a single conibinatiou of a doublet successfully, the diai)liragm must be
removed from the lens to an extent equalling nearly douljle that required

when employed in combination. It will not be necessary to have another
mount made if this be borne in mind. Precisely the best position can only
be determined by experiment. The best work on photographic optics

—indeed, the only one—is that of Moiickhoven, published in 186C ; Init this

was prior to the gener.al introduction of lenses of the type you are employing,
If you bring the lens to our office we shall be better able to advise,

Received.—Hintou & Co.'s Photographic Price List.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of
this Club, June 29, will be on Aids to Keposure. Saturday outing at Lea
Bridge. Trains nearest two o'clock from Liverpool-street.
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BACKING PLATES TO PREVENT HALATION.
We are very glad to find some attention being given to a

siil)ject wiiic'Ii, tiiougli one of prime importance, has neverthe-

less met witlj but scant attention at the hands of the general

body of photographers—we allude to the prevention of " hala-

tion." We need not hark back to the days of the dry plates of

old when halation and its remedy—backing the plates with

some coloured body—was perfectly well known ; the effect has

been chronic ever since, though brought into greater or less

prominence according to circumstances and to the particular

kind of plate which happened to receive popular favour.

Suffice it to say, it is a familiar enough effect, long ago shown
to be caused, in the main, by reflection at the back of the plate

of a certain proportion of that portion of the light that formed
the image, but was not entirely absorbed by tlie film. This
light would not pass through the film in the unbroken ray it

arrived there, but would be scattered in all directions, and,

hence, reflected in part, when it arrived at the back surface of

the glass, as a halo or cloud roughly following the shape or

contours of the illuminated patch of film.

The cause of this reflection cannot be more succinctly de-

scribed than in the words of Mr. Glazebrook, in his work,

Physical Optics. He says, "When a wave of light in one
medium is incident on the surface of a second and different

medium, part of the light is reflected back into the first

medium, part is refracted into the second, each according

to definite laws."

In the case we are considering the two media are glass

and air. The problem is generally considered to be how-

to get rid of this second medium from between the back of
the glass and some substance to be there placed which will not
reflect light. When this effect is achieved the particular
substance is then 'said to be in optical contact, and is com-
monly termed a " backing."

Before entering more fully into the practical aspects of this

subject, we take the opportunity of drawing attention to a mis-
apprehension that pervades the common way of looking at this

matter, and which is apt to lead to disappointment when the
work of negative making with the aid of backing is undertaken.
For the entire prevention of the reflection of light upon the
film we require a plate of glass with perfectly plane surfaces

—the film side and the uncoated side—and, likewise, a sub-
Btanco which is a perfect non-reflector. The surface of the
glass of the average dry plate is very far removed from the
perfection of planitude, and wc are not acciuainted with any
substance which absorbs every ray of the spectrum.

It therefore follows that, though our plates bo provided with
a properly applied backing, we cannot in the nature of things

expect that no reflections will come to our film, and that we

shall be able to entirely avoid halation, as, to some degree,

whatever jiigmcnt wo place at the back of our plate, and how-

ever we plan to have it in optical contact, some reflection

must occur.

There cannot be a doubt that the film itself acts as a light

diffiiser within its own texture, the extent to which this

difflision takes place laterally not having, within our know-

ledge, formed a subject of investigation. It is extremely

probable that its effect is of the very slightest when compared

with the reflection at the back of the glass ; still, it is a factor

in the total amount of light in wrong place. A more important

factor it appears to us is the light scattered by irregularities of

the surfaces of the film, and of the glass whicli forms its bed.

If photographs could be with usefulness taken on black glass,

these latter defects would be the only ones to interfere with

perfect freedom from blur^ as, whatever light passed some little

depth into the glass, it would be entirely absorbed, and the

opportunity of reflection would not occur, except, to a slight

extent, at the plane of juncture of film and glass, and here, it

is scarcely necessary to observe, it would be absolutely

innocuous, if indeed it were not a help.

If, taking a hypothetical case, we could fuse into the glass

itself a number of particles of some black body, the effect would

be the same as the pigment in optical contact. Again, if the

glass were of such a colour as only to allow rays of no actinic

power to pass through, no halation would occur, as, though

reflection at the back would take place just as usual, it would

be reflection of non-hurtful rays. Also if it were possible to

obtain a "flashed" glass—that is, a colourless glass with a

coloured skin, so to speak—the flashing to be such as would

only allow non-actinic rays to pass, we ought to expect absence

of halation, and we could then get a practically usable nega-

tive by dissolving away the flashing by hydrofluoric acid after

the negative was produced. Such a plan, however, for every-

day photography is entirely out of the question ; but we have

a method available, not included in the first scheme of pigment

backing we have already spoken of, which we may now

describe.

It consists in the substitution for this supposititious " flashing"

of a skin of another kind, the details of whicli were worked out

by Captain Abney some years ago. He applied to the back of

a glass, and in optical contact with it, a coloured skin which

only allowed harmless rays to pass through.

The method of doing this was simply to coat the back of the

dry plate with a collodion coloured in such a manner as to

carry out the alwve idea. His plan was to dissolve auriiie and

loseine in ordinary plain collodion, and then to pour the
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coloured liquid on to the plate and allow to dry. The method

is both simple and useful ; but, bearing in miud the principles

governing the reflection of light as described in the first part of

tliis article, we find the light wave in one medium (the glass)

to bo incident on the surface of a second (the collodion), and so

must expect part of the light to be reflected back " according

to definite laws." But those definite laws show that if the

second medium possess certain qualities, it acts practically as

though the two media were a homogeneous whole, and the

second then would not be a " diff'erent " medium. The action

exercised upon light passing through transparent bodies is

estimated in the term " index of refraction," and when two

bodies whose indices of refraction are identical are in optical

contact, they (in the main, thougli there are subsidiary dis-

crepancies not necessary here to describe) act as though one

homogeneous medium. Almost the whole question, therefore,

of collodion coating centres upon the index of refraction of the

collodion itself. We have no data at hand from which wc can

ascertain this index, but we should believe it to be very little

different from that of glass.

In this survey it will be seen that a choice is offered of many
ways of backing a plate to avoid halation ; but, as theoretical

modes of treating a practical question must always be put to

the test of practice, we are able to say that we have been

making a large series of experiments as to the best, simplest,

and most practical way or ways of performing this ojjeration,

and wc shall be pleased to give our readers the benefit of our

experience and the conclusions we have arrived at in a forth-

coming number.

REDUCING NEGATIVES BY MEANS OF CHLORIDE
OF LIME.

At the last meeting of the Photographic Society of Philadelphia,

Mr. Fassitt is reported to have moralised on the iniquity of

publishing " such impracticable recipes " as that given in an

article in our last Almanac by Mr. H. Hall for a simple process

for the reduction of negatives.

In justice to ourselves, no less than to Mr. Hall, we would
point out, however, that the recipe is not at all impracticable,

but that the failure of Mr. Fiissitt is due to liis non-acquaintance

with the fact that in England, at least, a liquid chloride of lime,

or a concentrated solution of tlie crude salt wliich passes under
that name, is an article of commerce. It is quite possible that

such a preparation may be unknown in America ; but even if

sucli be tlie case, one woxild have thought that upon reading
Mr. Hall's instructions, Mr. Fassitt might have suspected that

chloride of lime in the liquid form was intended, for the direc-

tions are to " dilute ordinary chloride of lime with half its bulk
of water."

In the fii-st place, the mixture of a solid substance with water
is not " dilution," but " solution ;" and in tlie second, the pro-

cess that entailed the trouble of accurately estimating the
"bulk" of a given quantity of powdered chloride of lime of

commerce would scarcely be described from a photographic
point of view as a " simple " one. Had it been intended that

the crude hypochlorite of lime or " bleaching powder " was to

be employed, it would have been directed to mix it with a

certain proportion of its " weight " of water, if a definite quantity

or volume was not mentioned, for the term " bulk " is seldom
or never used chemically in connection with solids, Tlie pre-

paration alluded to in the Almanac article is a strong solution

of an alkaline hypochlorite, similar in character to Labarraque's
solution, Eau do Javelle, and Holmes's Ozone Bleach, but dif

fering from them in that its base is lime instead of potash or

soda.

We make this explanation in order to clear Mr. Hall and

ourselves from the unjust charge of causing harm by the pub-

lication of impracticiible recipes. If Mr. Fassitt himself had

applied some little thought to the published formula, he would

have been saved the trouble of publishing his condemnation of

his own reading of it.

The Queen's Jubilee has come and post; the fiies in commemoration
with the event have all been favoured with the proverbial " Queen's

weather." Perhaps at no previous period have so many outdoor

subjects been portrayed by photography in a single week ns on this

occasion. Not only in the great metropohs, but in every provincial

town, village, and hamlet there have been rejoicings, mementoes of

which have been portrayed by photography, every one of which will

be of interest, particularly as time wears on. Had photography been

in existence at the time of the last Royal Jubilee, pictures of the

procession and other events would now be interesting curiosities as

well as commercially valuable. Although the weather was all that

could be wished for in London, and caqieras of nil sizes and shapes,

as well as every conceivable form of instantaneous shutters, were

brought into requisition, a considerable number of pictures of the

royal procession are marred by the flags, bannerettes, and other

decorations of the different thoroughfares hiding a large portion of

the pageant from view. At very few available points could the

whole cavalcade be seen at once, and where it could it was, in the

distance, often too indistinct to show in a photograph. This was owing

to the haze which prevailed, arising from the dust raised by the vehicles

from the sand with which the roads were strewn. Excellent negatives

of the local Jubilee /e<e« have, we learn, been secured in most, if not in

all, of the provinciid towns and villages.

TiiK Jubilee may well be reckoned a red letter event amongst

photographers, stationers, and printsellers. Those who were fortu-

nate enough to possess negatives of Her Majesty have been busy in

supplying impressions therefrom in almost every conceivable style

and size. Engraved jwrtraits of the Queen at the time of her

coronation, or engravings of the ceremony itself, which a year or

two back would oidy have realised a few shillings, if they found

purchasers at all, have recently sold for as many pounds. A large

proportion of the portraits sold by the stationers are mechanical

prints—Woodburyt3rpes or collotypes—many of them printed abroad.

Large orders for collotypes of the Queen we know were some months

back sent to Germany for execution. When will England be able to

compete with Germany in collotype printing ?

Hkhr is a good story of Jubilee week. Time, after Her Majesty

had left London; scene, a quiet West-end street; dramatis persona;,

an Amateur Photographer (who had gone to some expense in decora-

tions) in conversation with friend at next door. Enter to them

Itinerant Photographer with quarter-plate "box" camera, bent on

photographing the decorations. /. P. " If you please, gentlemen,

could you tell me the name of the party that lives next door •'

"

Friend (winking at A. 1'.). "I don't think you need go there; an

amateur photographer lives in the house." I. P. " Oh ! those are the

parties we are most successful with ; they likes to have our work aa

samples what to aim at. Oh ! yes ; the amateur is not above takin' »

lesson." Friend. " Well, the gentlemin's name is Jones." /, P.

" Thank you, sir." N.B.—Application was duly made, and after the

door had been peremptorily slammed in Itinerant's face, A. P. (sadly),

" I'd like to wring that fellow's neck !

"

BlCHnoMATE OF I'OTAgH has now become an important salt in con-

nection with photography, and on several occasions we have alluded

to its pernicious action on the skin and its poisonous properties

generally, but like most persons we were not aware that it was

explosive. According to the Standard the lamentable catastrophe at

Manchester last week was caused by an explosion of bichromate of

potash. Other papers have given different substances as the cause of
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the disaster, and Messrs. Roberts, Dftle, & Co., on whose premises

the explosion occurred, state that no explosive materials are made

or kept on their premises. Whatever may have been tiio cause of

the mischief, o\ir non-chemical readers who use the .salt need not bo

alarmed, as bichromate of potash has no explosive properties whatever.

Many of our readers will remember that some seven years or so ago

a "Colour Photographic Company " commenced business in a handsome

establishment at Knightsbridge, and under very auspicious circum-

stances, many of the shareholders being influential personages amongst

the " upper ten." After about twelve or eighteen months the a£fair

collapsed, as such affairs hitherto have done. When the Company
first started, some of the daily papers, as many have done recently,

stated that a process had been discovered, and was being worked by

the Company, whereby photographs could be taken in natural colours.

The directors of the Company, to their credit, at once wrote con-

tradicting the statement, and denying that it was made either with

their sanction or knowledge. Such a correction as that would not

be out of place now—lute as it is—with reference to announcements

which have recently appeared in several of our daily contemporaries.

Gkkat dissatisfaction is being e.xpressed with regard to the new coins

just issued. Whatever may be opinions as to the design, there is no

denying that the portrait is very unlike any of the published photo-

graphs of Iler Majesty. For wliat reason the portraits on the coins

should not be likenesses it is difficult to conceive. It is to be hoped

that in the next issue, if there is to be one, that the portrait will be

taken from one of the latest photographs.

An excellent style of mounting and framing gelatino-bromide enlarge-

ments is to mount the pictures on linen, in the same manner as

engravings are mounted. The linen, sufficiently large to allow of a

margin of about three inches round the picture, is strained on a

stretcher. It is then covered with fine white paper, and on this the

picture, after being neatly trimmed, is mounted. We recently saw a

pair of liighly finished enlargements on matt surface bromide paper

framed in this mamier, and they possessed a far more artistic and

refined appearance than they would have done had they been in the

usual cut-out cardboard mounts. They more resembled good engrav-

ings than ordinary photographs.

A.NKNT the leader Collodion versus Oelatine last week, it may be

mentioned that the wet collodion process still holds its own for many
purposes, I'hoto-lithographers and photo-etchers employ it almost

exclusively ; so do most persons working photo-mechanical processes,

on account of the vigour of the image, and the clearness in the

•badows obtainable. Equal qualities in these respects may, however,
be secured with gelatine plates, but they must be made specially for

the purpose. Such plates will necessarily be very slow as compared
with ordinary ones, although they will be much quicker than wet
collodion. Excessive rapidity, so much sought after by most artists,

is one of the reasons why dry plates are so little employed for the

above purposes—clearness of shadows, as a rule, being incompatible

with extreme sensitiveness. It might be worth the consideration of

dry plate makers, as to whether it would not answer their purpose,

commercially, to supply plates specially made for copying—slow

ones—say, two or three times, only, as sensitive as wet collodion.

I'lates of this kind could easily be made, and if they were developed

with ferrous oxalate, tliey should yield shadows quite as bright and

clear as those obtained on collodion. A few years back photographers

would have gone into ecstaciet over dry plates, for ordinary work,

which were but two or three times as rapid as wet ; surely they

will now be content with plates of similar rapidity for copying

purposes, provided they could with them obtain as sati-'factory results

as yriih collodion. 4

THE PHOTOGUAFHERS' CONVENTION IN GLASGOW.
As stated last week, the Convention, which opens its week's stance

on the 4th of July, is destined to be highly successful.

On the evening of the day mentioned, the proceedings will be opened
by the Lord Provost of Glasgow. From the subjoined list it will

be seen that excursions have been arranged with great skill, and that

these embrace the choice artistic and historical parts of Scotland,

at fares surprisingly low. Roughly sjHiaking, the days are to be

devoted to sight-seeing, and the evenings to the scientific and literary

department of the Convention. Hotels, postal, and telegrapliic com-

munications, have all been arranged by the energetic Local Committee.

Those desirous of details other than we here subjoin should apply to

Mr. J. J. Briginshaw, 128, Southwark-street, London, S.E.

SYNOPSIS OF THE WEEK'S PROCEEDINGS.
Monday, Jui-t 4.

Conversazione at 7.30 o'clock.

The proceedings will be opened by the Hon. the Lord Provost of

Glasgow.

TcKSDAY, July 5.

Excursion to the Falls of Clyde, in charge of Mr, Geo. Tfell.

Excursion to the Trossachs, in charge of Mr. T. N, Armstrong.

Evening meeting at 7..'iO o'clock.

Wkdnksday, July 6.

Excursion to Loch Lomond and Loch Long, In charge of Mir. John
Stuart.

Excursion to the Yacht Regatta at Largs (by special steamer), in

charge of Mr. George Mason.
Evening meeting at 7.30 o'clock.

Thubsday, July 7,

Excursion to Tarbert, Loch Fyne, by steamer " Columba," in cliargt

of Mr. Wm. Lang, jun.

A group of the members will be photographed at Tarbert by Mr.
John Stuart,

No evening meeting,

FniDAY, July 8,

Excursion to Edinburgh. On arrival at Edinburgh the party will be

taken in charge by the following Edinburgh friends :—Mr. James
Crighton, Mr. AVilliam Crooke, and Mr. J. M. Tumbull.

Evening meeting at 7.'M o'clock.

Satueday, July 0.

A photograph will be taken of a group of the members at 10 o'clock,

in Kelvingrove Park, West End.

Meeting of the Committee at 11,30 in the Convention Rooms.

DETAILS OF EXCURSIONS,
Tuesday, Jdly 5,

1.—To the Falls of Clyde, via Hamilton {in charge of Mr. George Bell).

—By train, leaving Central Station at 7.55, to Hamilton ; thence by

coach, driving about thirteen miles, to the Falls. Returning from

Hamilton at 5.20 ; arriving back in Glasgow at six o'clock. Fare, for the

trip, about 5s. or 6s. Driving from Hamilton, the party passes through

the district called the " Orchard of Scotland." The main points of

interest on the drive are Cambusnethan House, Garrion Bridge, Dalserl

Village and House, Mauldslie Castle, Milton Lockhart, Ruins of Craig-

nethan Castle, the TUlietudlem of Old Mortality. The Falls are three

in number—Stonebyers, Cora, and Bonnington ; these will fully and

pleasurably occupy the day, presenting many fine views to the camera.

2.—To tlie Trossachs, via Aberfoyle (in cliArge of Mr. T. N. Armstrong).

—By train, leaving Queen-street Station, at 8.10, to Aberfoyle; thence

by coach, driving about five miles, to Trossachs and Loch Katrine.

Returning from Aberfoyle at 3.45; arriving back in Glasgow at 5.30.

Return fare to Aberfoyle, 43. Od.; coach extra. The party will have

several hours to spend among the magnificent scenery at the Trossachs

and Loch Katrine. Those who do not wish to go to the Trossachs may
walk from Aberfoyle to Loch Ard, the scenery of which is very fine.

Boats may be hired on the Loch, or the excursionists may walk round

the Loch side. The whole distance round the Loch is twelve or thirteen

miles. Most of the stirring incidents in Scott's Hob Roy and W'averley

are represented as having occurred at Aberfoyle and Loch Ard side :
as

Bailie Nicol Jarvie's encounter with the Highland gillie, the tree where

he was suspended in mid-aur, &c. If the party should divide at Aberfoyle,

some for the Trossachs and some for Loch Ard, they wUl reunite at Aber-

foyle for return to Glasgow.

Wbdnbsdav, JciY 6.

1 To Loch Lomond and Loch Long [in charge of Mr. John Stuart).^

By train, leaving Queen-street Station at eight a.m., to Balloch Pier on

Loch Lomond, returning from Arrocher by Loch Long at 2.30, arnving

back in Glasgow by Craigendoran to Queen street Station at seven

o'clock. Fare, for the trip, abont 78. The railway to Balloch passes

Dumbarton Bock and Castle. The steamer from Balloch sails up lioch

Lomond, through the magnificent straits of Balmaha to Luss and Tarhet.

Those wUo wish may leave the steamer at Luss, and walk by the Loch
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shore to Tarbet, a distance of seven miles. From Tarbet, on Loch
Lomond, the party will walk or drive a mile and a half to Arrocher, on

Loch Long. This is a fine road, through a lovely and spacious glen.

From the Tarbet end of this glen, there is a fine view of "Ben Lomond,"
and from tlie Arrocher end the best view of the " Cobbler." The scenery

on these two lochs is as grand as any in the world, being a continuous

panorama of wooded hill, grassy slope, mountain peak, and precipice.

Coming back, the steamer passes through the delightful shore scenery of

the Firth of Clyde.

2.

—

Excursion by Special Steamer to toitness Yacht Regatta at Largs (in

charge of Mr. George Mason).—By train leaving St. Enoch Station at 8.10

to Prince's Pier, Greenock, embarking there in steamer, and sailing to

Largs, returning same way, from Prince's Pier at five o'clock, arriving

back in Glasgow at 5.50. Fare for the trip, according to number of

party, 7s. to 10s. The conductor of the party will fix time and place for

going ashore to dine.

Thursday, July 7.

Excunion by Steamer "Coliimha" to Tarbert, Loch Fyne [in charge

of Mr, William Lang, jun.)—Steamer leaves Glasgow Bridge at seven

o'clock, or parties may take the train leaving St. Enoch Station at eight

for Greenock, and join the steamer at Prince's Pier. The steamer goes

by Kirn, Dunoon, Innellan, Bothesay, and Kyles of Bute, to Tarbert,

returning at 1.20, and arriving back in Glasgow with steamer at

seven, or by train from Greenock at six o'clock. This excursion is pretty

much a whole day's sail—from Glasgow to Tarbert and back, about one
hundred and sixty miles—on a favourite and swift saloon steamer, viewing
the charming scenery of the Clyde, and spending two hours at the de-

lightfully interesting fishing village of Tarbert. Fares for the trips, Gs.
;

or including breakfast, dinner, and tea, 123. This being the only excur-

sion to-day, it has been suggested that a suitable opportunity might be
found at Tarbert for photographing a group of the members ; arrange-

ments for this purpose have been made with Mr. John Stuart, who will

take a photograph of the group on landing at Tarbert,

Fbibay, July 8.

Excursion to Edinburgh, leaving Queen-street Station at 8.45, returning
from Edinburgh at five, and arriving back in Glasgow at 6. 15. Eetum
fare, 4s.

Offices of the Convention.— London: 128, Southwark-street, S.E. ;

Glasgow: The Institute of the Fine Arts, 175, Sauchiehall-street.

Railway S(a(('OT!s.— Caledonian Eailway, Central Station, Gordon-
Street ; Glasgow and South-Western Eailway, St. Enoch-square ; North
British, Queen-street. All within five minutes' walk of the Convention
Booms.
The Exhibition will be held within the Institute of the Fine Arts,

175, Sauchiehall-street, and will be open daily.

Public Works and Factories.—Should any of the members wish to visit

Public Works or Factories, this can be arranged for by giving notice to
the Local Secretary.

A list of members attending the Convention will be posted on the Notice
Board in the Office and Meeting Booms. To facilitate the preparation of
this list members are requested, on their arrival in Glasgow, to enter
their names and where staying on the list at the Secretary's Oflice. It is
hoped that many of the members will find it convenient to be accom-
panied by their lady friends to the opening meeting and to all the
excursions.

List of Hotels.

St. Enoch Station Hotel.—Single bedroom and attendance, 2s. 6d. to
48. ; double ditto, 33. 6d. to Gs. ; breakfast, 2s. to 3s.

Central Station Hotel.—Single bedroom and attendance, 2s. Cd. to Ss.
;

double ditto, 53. to 7s. ; breakfast, 23. to 3s.

The Bath Hotel, 152, Bath-street.—Single bedroom and attendance, 4s.;
double ditto, 78. to 83. ; breakfast. Is. 6d. to 3s.

Philp's Cockburn Hotel, 141, Bath-street.—Beitoom and attendance,
2g. 6d. to 3s. 6d. ; breakfast. Is. 6d. to 28. Gd.

Alexandra Hotel, 148, Bath-street.— Sinp;\e bedroom and attendance,
28. 6d. to 33. ; double ditto, 33. to 48. ; breakfast. Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d.

Cranston's Waverley Temperate Hotel, 172, Sauchiehall-street.—Single
bedroom, one person. Is. 6d. ; two persons, 2s. ; double ditto, two persons,
2s. 6d.

;
more than two persons. Is. each ; boots and service, each person'

Is. ; breakfast. Is. 3d. to 2s.
'

The two Station Hotels are five minutes' walk of Convention Booms,
all (be others are close by the Booms.

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.
ButiiNQ the past few years, indeed, since the very first introduction
of the process, platinotype has been steadily gaining in popular favour,
not so much on account of the permanency of its results as by reason
of their purely artistic quality. But like every other process, more
or less, it undoubtedly requires a i)articular cliaracter of negative to
give the best possible results ; this condition being complied with, and
the subject Wmg one which the matt surface and rich black tone suit.

a fine platinotype will no doubt compare favourably w ith any style

of picture in monochrome tliat exists. But a platinotype from an
unsuitable or inferior negative is one of the sorriest of objects and
appears to decided disadvantage wlien placed side by side with an
inferior silver print. What, tlien, does Mr. T. Sebastian Davis mean
by saying, as he did before the Photographic Society, that platinotype

and silver prints were found to advantageously set each other off

when placed side by side at exhibitions ?

As a member of the Council and of the Hanging Committee of the

Parent Society for many years, Mr. Davis may be supposed to know
something of exhibitions and of the ideas which guide the officials in

placing tlie works on the walls
; but if it be a leading principle that

'

the contrast of styles of printing conduces to the natural advantage of

the pictures contrasted, it is a wonder, to say the least, that the

Koj-al Academicians have not hitherto]^discovered the fact and acted

on it by mixing up indiscriminately oil and water colours, drawings

in black and white, and arcliitectural plans. For instance, how the

late !Mr. Street's drawings of tlie New Law Courts, say, and one of

Alma-Tadema's classical studies would liave"set one another off'' if

placed side by side ! And what a magnificent "foil" one of Perugini's

exquisitely humorous studies would make for one of Du Maurier's

originals for a cut in Punch.' Then the idea might be stretched

further by the admission of photographs; and the work of Mendels-

sohn, Lafayette, Bedford, England, and others, placed in contrast

with that of Millais, Ouless, B. W. Leader, Keeley, Halleswell, and
I'eter Graham. Oli, come the happy day

!

As a matter of personal recollection, 1 have at the present moment
in my mind's eye an exhibition of some five or six years ago, in which

were a couple of series of prints from the same negatives in silver and

platinotype respectively. I had seen and admired privately, though

separately, prints in both styles, but when they were hung, or rather

framed, side by side, the mutual " setting off " was so manifestly to

the disadvantage of both that the exhibitor could not fail to be, as

he actually was, ashamed of his experiment. And this, be it noted,

was with good specimens of eacli style. Possibly if an inferior silver

print have as its foil a still worse platinotype, or vice versa, the former

may be the gainer, but that can scarcely be called "setting one

another off."

There seems to be a misapplication of terms or a confusion of ideas

in the suggestion of Mr. F. W. Cox at a meeting of the London and

Provincial Photographic Association, where lie is reported to have

inquired whether the results from paper negatives were not "flatter"

than those from glass, proceeding to remark that he had never seen a

paper negative that gave " good stereoscopic effect." There does not

seem to me to be much connection between flatness in the sense

implied in the question and the flatness which signifies absence of

relief.

The members of the Association appear to have been exercised in

their minds at the same meeting on the subject of a supposed libel

upon English photographers, perpetrated by Mr. W. K. Burton in

New York. The truth or otherwise of the alleged statement that

English photographers were more chary of imparting information than

Americans is scarcely worth discussing. The question is, "SN'hat did

the accused say ? My theory for the defence is this. We have a

dinner, a guest, and the inevitable speech ; dinner good, hosts enthu-

siastic, guest postprandially happy and wishful to be complimentary,

speech delivered with the careless effusiveness usual to such occasions.

On the other hand, hosts doing honour to the embodiment of a name

well known, drink in eagerly what falls from the fount of wisdom,

only too glad if it be complimentary to themselves or their great

nation. Can it be wondered at—human nature being what it is^
that crumbs of comfort should increase, that the minute seed should

swell, and burst, and grow, and produce the fruit so unlike its early

promise P We have all heard the story of the " three black crows,"

and therefore,jtntlemen of the jury, I appeal to you to return your

unanimous verdict for the defendant.

The ways of modern " meetingdom " are essentially unlike those of

the past, and the poor old "Parent" is the only relic that I am
acquainted with that connects us with a dead barbarism. We are

not now tied to the dry and musty technical details of our art-science

as we used to be, but a feeling of friendliness and sociability pervades

the atmosphere ; and even at those meetings where the soothing pipe
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and clieoriiig plass aro not en riffle, it is quite permissiblo to smile

"<rood evt'iiinn'" across the room to a distant friend, or oven on
specially festive occasions to venture upon a joke, if there be a bond

J!(ie oponing for it.

The renders of The British Joi'KNAi, of Piiotoobaphy aro

acquninti^d with Mr. A. Co-wan as a thoroughly practical man in all

he undertakes; those who are in the habit of attending London
photographic meetings know him also as tlie possessor of a fund of

humour, upon which he is ready to draw at a moment's notice when
required. l?ut it is really cruel to report his sallies in the incomplete

manner adopted by the prosaic reporter of the London and Provincial

Photographic Association. Kobbed of the suggestive inflection of

voice, and perhaps the slight droop uf one eyelid, the accompanying

volley of laugh and chaff, a reported joke falls flat indeed, even when
made the most of. " The business of a procession is to process," Mr.

Cowan is reported to have said ; but I for one do not believe he said

anything of the sort, for he knows as well as anybody else that its

duty is to jiroceed, while every one must have recently experienced the

fact that the general result is to make itself a nidsance. The reporter

is more successful in his second attempt, when, in reply to Mr.

Henderson's statement that he had failed in his attempt'to photograph

Her Majesty with a Suter lens, Mr. Cowan surmised that " the lens

did not suit her."

As an example of a truly fruitless discussion, I cannot help referring

to a recent meeting of the Bury Photographic and Arts Club; not

that the subject was a useless or unsuitable one to bring before the

society, but simply because of the unsatisfactory character of the

data. A print which had faded nearly out was alleged to have
" been thoroughly washed and mounted with a reliable mountant,"

and, moreover, to have been " kept in a dry place." It would, under

the circumstances, have been difficult to find any other cause for the

result, and therefore the mount was made the scapegoat. But the

questions arise in. What is " thorough washing ? " What is a " reliable

mountant ^ " and. What is a " dry place 'i
" and, further. Who

guarantees the conditions in this particular instance ? I am reminded

of the examination question, " What would be the result if an

irresistible force were brought to bear on an immovable object ?
"

Mr. Marsh's demonstration of emulsion making before the North
Surrey I'hotographic Society was, no doubt, most interesting, especially

as only "a few ordinary household utensils" were brought to bear

on an " imaginary emulsion." Emulsion making is the easiest thing

in the world in imagination or theory—so for that matter is rifle

shooting. But to make an emulsion that will work when made, or to

put on a " highest possible " at 800 yards, is far more difficult in

actual practice than when working on an " imaginary " emulsion or a
" dummy " target. But the game is not finished when the emulsion
is made. The plates have to be coated, levelled,' and dried, and this

part of the process requires quite as much care—of another kind,

perhaps—as the emulsion making, and will prove to be far more
troublesome and inconvenient to the large majority of amateurs.

By-the-by, what does Mr. Marsh mean by describing " the making
of an emulsion by the ammonio-nitrate method, by which the trouble

of tcashiny is avoided?" The itaUcs are mine. Is this another
instance of incorrect reporting? What, again, was the size of the

negatives exhibited, containing only " about a grain of silver in the

film of each .'' " And does this refer to the fixed or unfixed image ?

If the former, how does Mr. Marsh compute the quantity of silver 't

Here is an idea from Philadelphia. Postal cards are sold ready

sensitised for the production of ferro-prussiate or " blue " prints.

Such cards might prove useful for advertising purposes in this country

for disseminating designs in a cheap manner. Nothing is allowed to

bo attached or pasted to a post card, but there is no law to prevent a

photograph being printed instead of stuck on to the card.

MoNiTon.

THE MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.

III.

An argentic enlargement. Portrait of a Lady, by S. Fry & Co., looks

like a line engraving. No greater praise could be bestowed upon it

;

but this is a ciiaracteristic of a large number of photographs in this

E.xhibition.

Why doe.s Robert Faulkner designate so many of his work* u
" portraits on red opal ?" This is incorrect : they are on white ojmI,

although the material of the pictures is red pigment. If this latitude

in nomenclature be permi.ssible, why not 8p<;ak of red paper or bUck
opal P But " a rose by any other name will smell as sweet,'' and the

considerable number of Faulkner's exhibits sustain his reputation.

Abel Lewis, L. Berry, and William Crooke, are extensive exhibitors

of work mainly of a high class; but a portrait by the last-mentioned

in "red opal" is not equal to his platinotypes, which are much abore

the average. .7. II. IIogg,in addition to .some giwd platinotypes, goes

in also for red portraits in Faulkner's style. Wonderfully good is a
bromide enlargement of a girl and dog, by J. Ingham, although ia

this and in quite a number of cases by other artists we are left in

doubt as to whether the enlargement was made by the exhibitor or

not.

W. J. Byne contributes a collection of portraits taken in hU best

style. The well-known names of Vernon Heath and William Bedford
are among the exhibitors, their works consisting of landscapes, those

of Mr. Bedford being scenes in North Wales.

We have here an opportunity of comparing the ceramic enamels of

Count Ostrorog (Walery) and A.L. Henderson and ascertaining their

relative merits, as their exhibits are hanging side by side. L'ntil we
saw it on W^alery's frame, we were unaware that he %vorked by a

patent process. If it is one that has been patented in this country,

we have quite overlooked it, nor have we yet been able to find it in

our Patent OHice archives.

Hanging in the portion of the Exhibition among the outsiders, are

some works by local artists, among whom are Warwick Brookes, who
has a large collection of portraits of admirable quality, and A.

Brothers, whose picture, Reaiynation, is a very fine carbon photograph.

Quite imposing in their grand repose are the enlarged photographs

of some of the wild animals in the London Zoological Gardens by

Dixon & Son ; and imposing, too, is a fine bromide enlargement of the

west front of Rouen Cathedral by Rev. H. J. Palmer, who, however,

exhibits several other works of equal merit.

We are glad to perceive on the walls, and effectively displayed,

Mayland's grand picture. There is Sorrow on the Sea. We find also a

number of highly attractive landscapes and other scenes by Matthew

Whiting, with a frame of interiors by Bedford Lemere. The con-

tributions of the members of the Manchester Societies, as might be

expected, are both numerous and of excellent quality in the main.

But our space at present necessitates deferring a notice of them till

next week. _
COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.

We are now in an age when hopeful minds and even speculative

companies are straining every nerve to discover an easy method of

arriving at a coloured photograph. Those artists who have for years

given their best services to help the photographer in this branch, how-

ever, may peacefully carry on their pursuits unworried by the blatant

cries of a few interested people, who declare they have mastered the

secrets of nature so far as to be able to produce a photograph in

natural colours. There have been many such wild reports sent abroad,

but whenever any one wanted a photograph coloured the photographer

has always had to call in the aid of an artist for the purpose. He

found photography, pure and simple, incompetent to help him through

his trouble.

It is now more than a himdred years ago since photography showed

first signs of life. I believe it was about 1777 that the first germ of

photography was discovered by Scheele. I have not the least doubt, too,

that he then never thought that photography would hold the position

it has to-day. It was fully fifty years after this date that this same

germ, in the hands of Talbot, Daguerre, and Nicpce, gave signs of life.

Under their careful and skilful treatment photography proper may be

said to have made its dibut. The advancing strides of photography

since those days have been not only rapid but amazing, until tp-day it

assumes the position almost of a distinct art. Photography might not

inaptly be compared to a mighty tree with numerous and healthy

outspreading branches. It is to one of these branches that our

attention is being directed.

Notwithstanding the supposed existence of " photography in natural
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colours," I will venture upon saying that up to tlie present, at least,

photography lias only furnished us with the image of an object with

its light and shade, but without its natural colouring. There is little

doubt, too, in the minds of men who out/ht to know, that this state of

affairs Ls very likely to last for a considerable time in the future.

"Whether any method or system will ever be discovered by which the

natural and distinctive colours of the various objects will be reproduced

6^ chemical means solely, may be safely left for the dim future to

determine. Up to the present time painting has had to supply this

effect.

Form must necessarily be the basis of all art, but in many cases

colour is almost as necessary if a true portrait be the object in view.

There is no class of painting which exercises the mind of an intelligent

artist more than does portraiture. There are very few now (but there

are 9,few even now) who believe in the unerring trutlifulness of a

photograph to reproduce nature as nature really is. As I say, there

are a few who still hold the opinion that a really ffood photograph is

one of, if r ot absolutely, ih€ greatest triumphs of art. The believers

in this theory should not read further, but to those who do not believe

in it the following may prove interesting, and perliaps instructive.

It will be well to constantly keep in view that we are strictly treating

upon ])ortraiture, as, of course, many of the conditions laid down
would not equally apply to other branches of photography. To produce

a portrait with any degree of truthfulness or artistic merit, it must be

natural, but it does not follow that everything that is natural will

necessarily be a 2>oi-trait. Nature in att her aspects is not beautiful,

but in maldng a portrait of her we should select such as will show her

to the best advantage. We have all, no doubt, seen the instantaneous

photographs of horses, showing them in the most absurd positions,

devoid of all grace and beauty ; surely if we wore to paint a portrait of

one we would not select such a position, notwithstanding that it was
natural. No, we always select one where the animal looks to most
advantage and shows its many points of beauty. As it would be with

horses or animals generally, so it is with the human kind. There is a
goodly amount of the ugly about us. We are naturally very beautiful,

I will agree, but we could, if we tried, find some \ig\y points it we
cared to bring them into prominence. Even if, in the reckless wish
to be above all things natural, we were to select our ugliest and worst
aspects, it would not add to the value of the picture as a portrait, but
would considerably mar its claims to be considered a successful repro-
duction of nature.

Man, as an artist's model, is an ever-shifting subject, presenting an
endless variery of ever-changing aspects of light and shade, most of

which no artist could select for a portrait, and yet they are all most
natural. To paint a successful portrait means much more than to

simply secure on paper or canvas the copy of what is natural. Other
elements have to be considered. Intellect and beauty must receive

due attention at the artists' hands. Why is one operator more
successful in the studio than another ? Simply because he is endowed
to a greater extent t'lan his fellows with the power of securing o-race

and beauty in posing his subjects. It is undoubtedly natural that a
person should wink, frown, or grin, or even occasionally loll or
stretch himself, but who, with any judgment, would dream of selecting
such actions as the leading characteristics of a portrait ? These points
apply not only to tlie artist about to paint a portrait, but also to the
photographer about to take a sitter.

The aim of every true artist or artistic photographer is, therefore,

to portray nature under such conditions and aspects as may best
secure the Intellectual character of the model, and invest same with
a necessary amount of pleasing pictorial effect. In this the painter
has a decided and very marked advantage over the photograplier, and
that advantage is colour. The eye of the observer can be led av^ay
from some defective or offensive spot by tlie influence and disposition
of colour in a painting, while the photographer is hampered by havmo-
only one colour, if I may so call it, at his disposal.

The task before a painter or photographer desirous to obtain a
successful portrait is anything but easy, and it speaks volumes for
many operators the rapidity with which they despatch a sitter, and
yet secure a characteristic and pleasing portrait. This fact will be
more easily appreciated when it is remembered that Sir Thomas
Lawrence and Sir Joshua lieynolds have repeatedly had as many as
fifty sittings for a portrait. Now, if this be the case with two of our

most eminent painters, how must it be with the lesser lights. All

this, too, in order to secure an expressive position or look best calcu-

lated to depict in the painting the character and disposition of the

sitter. There is no one, I presume, who can think that all these

sittings could be necessary for producing simply acciu'ate drawings of

models. Nowadays a great deal of this bother and worry to artist

and model alike is obviated. Here photography helps us very con-

siderably indeed. In less than an hour a number of plates can be

exposed and afterwards developed, one of which will sm'ely supply

all our requirements, thus avoiding loss of time to all concerned, and

in many cases serious expense to the sitter.

In the question of e.rpression the painter has again the advantage.

He may secure it in the course of an animated conversation, being

able to allow the sitter every liberty. Thus he will catch the intel-

lectual expression, which will give life to tlie picture and be the

essence of the portrait. On the photographer's side is that death blow

to expression, " Be still, please— I am going to expose !" The "look

pleasant " so often expressed has seldom, if ever, a response on the

part of the sitter. There is so much method about everything that

the model is more likely than not to assume an expression quite

foreign to him and so detract from the chances of his picture (no

matter how good a photograph it may be) ever being a good and
successful portrait.

The photographer who does not care to study the artistic bearings

of portraiture is more likely to produce what may, not inaptly, be

styled a map of the face. This, however, may be very far from being i

a portrait in the true sense. Ketouching may or may not improve

the state of affairs, depending upon the artistic training of the

retoucher to whom the negatives may be given.

A happy accident, even in the hands of the most ignorant, I have

known to achieve tlie most successful results; but, as I say, it was pure

accident, and a similar result would never again be arrived at except by

a recurrence of the accident. For this a photographer must not hope,

and imless he studies and cultivates his artistic knowledge be can

never hope to produce uniformly successful results. A photographer

always finds it a great sorrow to give up his pet notion, that to succeed

be has only to depict nature, reserving to liimself the firm belief that

a really good photograph is necessarily a faithful reproduction of the

same as she is seen by the eye.

This, however, is a fallacy. In many cases the very best pro-

ductions of the camera and lens, unaided by art, is anything but a

truthful transcript of nature. The very principles of photography,

chemical and optical, unite in rendering this inevitable. The photo-

genic action of the various colours, some possessing it to an extreme

extent while others have it scarcely at all, from a chemical point,

while the undue enlarging and diminishing of advancing and retiring

objects, from a mechanical, combine to remove photography further

from being a truthful reproducer of nature than many believe

painting to be. Art will soften the pecidiarities, if offensive, while

photography very often will exaggerate them. The incipient wrinkle

or insignificant scar, which in nature is scarcely observable owing to

the brilliancy of the complexion, or the delicate freckle, which to the

eye is lost in the general tint of the skin, form no defective points in

the artist's portrait; but submit them to the Cyclopean eye of the

camera, and you will have tliein brought out in all offeusiveness in

the black and white of the photographer's photograph. Red or

golden tresses, too, might just as well be black as the raven's wing

for all photography cares. Give such a subject a blue eye, and where

will be the balance and truth to nature of the photograph ? In such

cases is it that a photographer finds colour his only friend, and Hies

to him for help.

It is a principle in art, as regards portraiture, that all importance

should be given to tlie head, the rest of the picture being quite subor-

dinate. This, too, is true to nature, for how often will you see

people and remember their faces, yet be quite unable to tell how they

were dressed. Photography, however, knows not these delicate

distinctions, every button, fold, and even the very texture of the

material, is brought out with amazing distinctness. All this, in most

cases, detracts very considerably from the prominence of the head,

and often even reduces it to a mere detail.

In thus referring to the unavoidable defects in photography, I do

not wish to depreciate photography, only to point out the advantages
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in its artistic upplicntion. Let the pliotoffrnplier, like the colourist,

study the worlis of the ffre«t masters in pnintinjr; wiiat the latter

gains in knowledge of colour the fonner will more than equal as

rejfards position, disposition of drapery, liplit and shade. I'rotraiture

produced under the best conditions of photography, guided by art,

will not only be worthy of the best efforts of the colourist, but may
eTcn rival the best miniatures when skilfully finished.

RkDMO.ND liABRBTT.
{To be continued.)

FINISriINO PHOTOGRAPHS.
Fkw will dispute that much of the beauty of the photograph depends

on the manner in which it i« finished. Finishing is hero intended to

be an inclusive terra, applying to any and every means by which
improvements can be effected in either negative or prints. The finest

negative may be easily ruined by injudicious doctoring, or the most
beautiful print rendered commonplace by the way it is either

trimmed or mounted ; so much depends on the final processes to which
either one or the other is subjected. In the following remarks it is

intended to glance at the various plans that have lioon adopted to

improve our work, and, given a good negative, to get the best possible

results from it. In the first place, the most careful attention must
be given to the negative, whetlier portrait or landscape. To permit

of a proper judgment it is absolutely necessary to take an impression

before any alteration whatever is made prior to varnishing. In doing

this, great care must l>e taken tiiat both negative and paper are

thoroughly dry, or a piece of talc may be interposed between the two
if the weather happens to be moist, damp, and cold, or in all pro-

bability tlie film will become spotted with silver and much damaged,
if not altogether ruined.

As good an impression as possible having been obtained, it is easy

to determine what alteration can and may be made in the negative
before it is put out for reguhir printing. In all probability some
parts will be better for shading lay the application of tracing paper
or coloured varnish to the back of the negative in those places that

print too dark. Some portions also will require reducing, either by
rubbing down with spirit or scraping. Specks of white, or even un-
important small white objects, when thej- occur in a mass of shadow
or darljer portion of the negative, are better removed altogether by
picking out with a needle or sharp knife point, such white specks

Ijeing very detrimental to the masses of shadows, and far better

removed from the negative at this stage than afterwards by colour on
each print. Inequalities in the film may be now in a great measure
remedied by the application of blacklead with a stump or finger's

end over the too darkly printing portions. If the negatives are some-
what deficient in pluck the blacklead pencil will, by accentuating

tlie high lights on buildings and prominent object-s, wonderfully

brighten it up, apparently increasing the scale of tone and depth of

the shadows ; in some cases a little water co'our, judiciously applied,

will be better than lead pencil, having rather more power of covering,

but it must be used with discretion, too much being more objection-

able than none at all, a white mark on a photograph being generally

more conspicuous than a dark one.

The negative having been improved as much as possible by these

means, it is better varnished, not only to protect the film but to

prevent the improvements rubbing off; a line may be ruled round
the negative with black varnish as a guide to laying on the paper in

printing, and the name and number attached. The negative is now
ready for the printer. The first few proofs should be examined to

ascertain if the alterations made are right, and modifications made if

required. Afterwards the finishing will be confined to the print

itself, and the first thing to do is to deride on the shape—square, oval,

or whatever may be thought to suit the subject best, tlie shape very
much injiuenciny the pictorial effect. To get at this it is advisable to

have a number of masks of different forms to lay over a print, which
is the best help to forming a judgment. One being selected, it must
be shghtly attached by gum at the comer to the negative to prevent
shifting in printing.

The print on its removal from the press will have, or ought to

have, a pure white margin, which is better slightly tinted down by
coveting the subject and exposing the margia a short time to

diffused light. Clouds, if required, must now be added ; the print i«
then ready for toning and fixing.

With regard to vignetting, a favourite and decidedly artistic method
of treating the print, there are several styles of doing it. The most
usual is merely softening off the edges of the subject into the margin,
and may be with a long graduation or more abrupt one. The abrupt
style is very popular at the present time, and consists of nothing more
than softening the edge of the masked prints to the extent of an eighth
of an inch or so, a sort of intermediate style between the sharp edg»
and vignette proper; by this means a larger picture is secured than if

the print has wide, graduated edges, but the delicate beauty of a good
vignette is quite lost. This style is principally used for land-^cape.

Another, and effective, method of vignetting is by sharply masking
the upper portion and one side of the picture and softening off the rest

—a plan now largely used in artistically illustrating books, and the
effect is extremely pleasing; no better guide could be found than
a careful examination of these engravings. Unfortunately, most land-
scapes require taking with special reference to this method of vignetting;

an ordinary landscape, no matter how excellent for ordinary printing,

will probably lack the framing, as it were, of branches and foliage that
form so striking and effective a finish to the vignettes. The only
available plan is to photograph a series of marginal foregrounds

suitable, and combine them with the landscape by double printing

—

no very difficult task to any photographer of artistic instincts. To
give a hint to those who have not tried the combination of double

printing and vignetting, the course to be pursued is as follows :—Mask
the landscape negative with the desired shape on the two or three

sides, and vignette the unshielded side or sides in the ordinary way, the

mask being slightly attached to the paper and removed with it. The
negative of the marginal foreground, previously prepared by stopping

out all the subject not required witii black varnish, is held up to the

light, the landscape, already printed and with mask attached, is

adjusted upon it, carefully placed in the printing frame, and this again
vignetted in the usual way. If it has all been properly managed the

result is very charming. It need scarcely be said that artistic judg-

ment must bo brought to bear, and the result as a success or failure

will entirely depend on the worker. This method of vignetting has

not yet been much used, and opens up a field for picture making more
novel than most, and, at the same time, is a good test of the photo-

grapher's artistic ability.

For ordinary vignetting, a toothed opening of a suitable shape cut

in a sheet of blackened card or zinc and laid at a little distance over

the printing frame, is about as good a plan as any. The vignetting

glass abominations consisting of flashed orange glass, with the colour

ground off to shape in the middle, do occasionally produce fair results,

but generally give an egg-shaped or smooth-edged vignette anything

but artistic. AU vignetting should be either done in diffused light or

under frames covered with white paper or ground-glass and printed

in sunshine. For large pictures, a frame of card or wood laid over the

printing frame, under the edges of which cotton wool has been tucked,

is a favourite plan with some and excellent results are obtainable.

Portraits can be finished in several styles quite unsuitable for land-

scape. The vignetting may be effected in the same manner as for

landscapes, or they may be vignetted into black backgrounds (a

Russian plan that found some favour a few years ago), or they may
be shaded, whilst the margin is tinted deep as the middle tints in the

picture. Another plan is to print the portrait in an oval, then mask
it and put a suitable landscape very faintly on the margin ; a diaper

pattern may be substituted for the landscape if preferred, but what-

ever it is tlie impression must be very light. Printing natural back-

grounds to portraits is, I think, a specially artistic plan of treating

photographs. A very few precautions are necessary to success. In

the first place, the background must bo rather light, shaded darker

towards the bottom. The foreground must be regularly built up with

rocks and plants, and which will, of course, be taken with the sitter.

A print having been taken in the ordinary way, no masking being

required, the light portions of the print are painted over thickly with

gamboge and allowed to dry, when they are laid on siutable landscapes

and printed. The colouring matter washes off without leaving any

mark, and the shading of the background causes the whole to

harmonise. The results, when properly done, are simply perfection.

Most small work is highly glazed either by burnishing or enamelling.
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The effect in appearance is similar, but enamelled prints are much

more permanent, if more trouble to make. An enamelled print may

be rendered matt by rolling it through a press in contact with a finely

grained surface. Whatever the pattern or grain on the plate it is

reproduced on the enamel. Masks rendering the margins dull, or

impressing a pattern without touching the portrait, is rather an

effective method of finish. Embossing, in conjunction with this, has

a good effect. For larger pictures, either portrait or landscape,

cementing them to colourless glass with gelatine is a favourite method,

as it certainly improves the looks of the photograph very greatly,

but it is imperative to use only colourless glass, or a sickly greenish

look is imparted, spoiling everything. The manner of mounting and

the colour of the mounts have much influence on the photograph,

also the decorations thereon frequently displayed. It is a moot

question, from an artistic point of view, if the surroundings of a

picture shoiJd be otherwise than quite plain. Many prefer a mount
without even a simple line, the whole being treated as severely as

possible, with the idea that anything that attracts attention in the

slightest degree is detrimental to the picture. On a point where so

many eminent authorities agree to differ, it may be fairly^left to],the

photographer to use his own discretion. My own opinion is, that so

long as the ornamentation is subdued and retiring, I see no objection

to it in moderation. A plain line has the effect of binding the picture

together
;
preferably it should be rather light in colour, certainly not

black, and in many cases a marked improvement is the result. In

pictures, for instance, where patches of light and shade end abruptly

at the margin, with no connecting subject, a plainly mounted photo-

graph looks bare and unfinished, a line round sets it right. The

distance of the line from the print and the colour of it have con-

siderable influence. Most photographs look best if a brown line is

ruled about half or three-quarters of an inch from the subject.

Of all methods of mounting landscapes or large portraits, I give

the preference to India paper laid down on white board, with a rather

deep plate-mark, half an inch or so of the India paper showing at the

margin of the print. This plan has a refined and finished appearance,

and is suitable for all kinds of photographs. There are many other

ways of finishing to which I have not alluded, inclusive of framing,

which, to judge by the extraordinary and bizarre specimens we have

of late years seen at our picture exhibitions, would indicate a very

wide field for experiment. A safe rule for om- guidance in this de-

partment is, that whatever the frame may be, let it be plain and
good. Edwahd Dunmoke.

HOW TO PREPARE GELATINE " POSITIVE " DRY
PLATES.

Only about nine years have elapsed since gelatine dry plates displaced
wet collodion for negatives, and great hopes were entertained, not only
that gelatine would outlive collodion for negatives, but that the primi-
tive dia-positive and ferrotype might be achieved by the modern dry
plate process. And now it is admitted by competent authority that this

anticipation has been realised, and with your permission I will briefly
detail the course of experiments taken to achieve their successful
preparation.

Some two years ago I had occasion to devote some time to laboratory
chemical practice, and seeing some experiments made with hydrogen-
peroxide on silver nitrate, I was induced to apply this agent to silver
bromide, with the expectation of getting a white deposit on a gelatine
plate, and to my satisfaction my anticipation wsis realised.
But of course much modification was needed to qualify the film for

a proportionate deposit according to the varied intensity of the light.
The simple apphcation of the IL Oj either to the emulsion or "de-
veloper aid not suffice to bring about'this desired effect.

From the appearance presented in the film, it occurred to me that
the energy was too intense, though in the right direction, and I found
that by diluting the hydrogen-peroxide with water, or allowino- tlie
bottle to stand uncorked, so that it lost part of its oxygen the desired
effect of relative deposit according to degree of intensity of lio-ht was
effected. Much, however, had to bo done to bring the process witliin
the range of everyday practice, and it is only after a space of two
years' intermittent experiment that a commercial value has been
given to the gelatine glass positive and ferrotype.

For the sake of brevity we may dispense with detailing the original
work for their preparation attempted two years ago, ami proceed to
give an account of the course taken to improve the uniformity of

PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRIES,
McKellen's Camera Factory.

That Manchester has exercised a powerful influence on the en-

gineering of the world, especially as regards precision of measuring
appliances, is well known and fully recognised by every mechanic;
and that it is exei-cising a potent influence on the cameras, more
especially those of the portable class of landscape instruments, is

now being equally well known to photographers.
The latest addition to the editorial collection of cameras of this

class, and one which is greatly prized on account of its compactness,
lightness, rigidity, and excellent fitting and finish throughout, being

one which emanated from a maker whom we, rightly or wrongly,
regard as the founder of the modern Manchester school of cameras,

Mr. S. 1). McKollen, we took advantage of a hurried visit to the

great Cotton Metropolis Jubilee Exhibition to pay an equally hurried

visit to the McKellen camera factory.

Having graduated in a watchmaking school— perhaps of all

the white filra and increased rapidity in development. The great
difficu'.ty to be overcome was this uncertainty of whiteness, coupled
with too much time occupied in development ; the degi'ee of whiteness
depended essentially on the quantity of pj'ro used, and the less pyro
used the longer development was required to get the result, whicli was
much whiter than if more pyro were used. Without attending to
this, nothing but a dull, leaden grey colour could be obtained, and
this in a great degree prevented their commercial use, as was evidenced
by the unsuccessful attempt to introduce tliem in America. Stimu-
lated by seeing the agitation for them in America I thought it worth
while attempting to improve them. The methods employed are,

perhaps, worth recording here. Knowing as already stated that H„ 0, fl

alone would not suffice to give uniform whiteness without occupying I

too much time in development, it was necessary to find a means to

accelerate development and preserve the tendency in the film to give

a better white, find I found the yellow tint predominant to be due in

a great measure to lack of chemical energy and prolonged development.
Anticipating that it was the film that needed humouring to suit the

developer, I applied sodic sulphite in an infinitesimal quantity to the

emulsion after washing, and in considerable quantity to the ammonia
developer, also some hydrogen carbonate of sodium ; these ingredients

gave the desired effect. Many experiments, however, were tried

before the effectual one was arrived at.

A considerable variety of the fixed alkalies having been tried, the

weaker ones showing best the direction most hopeful of attaining the
object in view, this is perhaps contrary to saying that more intense

chemical action was needed to get better whiteness. My reason for

supposing this is supported by experiments made with different

strengths of developers, also different degrees of emulsittcation. It

was found that weak ammonia solution gave a greenish white when
emiJsitication was carried to the ma.ximum, and if sodic sulphite car-

bonate or bicarbonate were used nothing but a bright green could be

got. Probably the colour is not attributable to intensity of chemical
energy, but rather to the tendency of the different reducing agents to

give a different isomeric character to the reduced molecule, which no
doubt determines the colour. This must be taken as an amendment
or limitation to the principle enunciated above, that the desired result

was due to the intensity of chemical energy.

Whatever tlieory one maj* invent for a groove to practise in, ample
scope should be allowed for error, because often preconceived notions

are altered by a mere detail. For example, we see that practice shows
tliat a sti'ong developer was not the giver of the best white, but rather

the mixed effects of ammonia and the weaker fixed alkalies combined
with a modified emulsion. However, we see from this that the result

has been arrived at not by rule of thumb but by noting the chemical
actions of different reducing agents tending to give a white film. And
in conclusion of this paper, intending to convey an idea of tlie methods
pursued in finding the new departure, it may be worth .adding that at

last I have found that one of the ingredients can be dispensed with,

and with the adv.antage of giving a uniformly better white ; in fact,

if the developer bo properly regulated only a very slight change from
an ordinary emulsion is needed. And in continuation of this paper I

propose to give the formula and methods of preparation and manipu-
lation. The tintype and dia-positive business is at present but little

practised, but let us hope that at no remote date an agitation for this

now minor adjunct in photography may crop up. Were such a time

coming, a demand for dry ferro or glass positive dry plates must
ensue. Therefore an excuse for occupying your valuable space by
such a minor contribution may be acceptable, on the ground that the

recording of such experience may be of service to those it may concern

at a future time. Joseph Gbay.
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mechanical institutes that which evokes the mechanical and inventive

faculty more highly than any others—small thanks to Mr. McKellen that

he is not only ingfiiious in conception but is able to carry his conccp-

tious into practical execution, what wo are glad of, however, is this,

that being a pliotographer he has allowed the black art to inlluence

his inventive and constructive faculties to an extent which renders

photograpliers the gainers. \\'ith perhaps pardonable pride he can
point to the fact that the only medal ever awarded hitherto by
the I'hotographic Society of Great Hritain for cameras was given to

hira, and we supiwse lie must feel it as a co.'npliment that others in

this line of business are imitating him as closely as the patent laws
will jiermit.

There is no need for us here to descant on the characteristics of the

McKellen camera, as these are already well known to our readers,

either by description in these pages or by practical acquaintance with
the article itself. What we purpose speaking about is the place, at

we witnessed it in operation, where the McKellen cameras and other
apparatus are made.

The factory is situated in a street within a mile or so of the

office or sale room in Spring-gardens, near the centre of Manchester,
if the huge city can be said to have any centre. It is composed of

two buildings connected with each other liy means of a gangway,
which passes over a lumber yard beneath, tlie large entrance gate to

wliicli bears tlie name and purpose of the factory within in terms so

large and emblazoned that he " who runs may read." In the timber
store department we saw many samples of choice mahogany so

thoroughly dry, so far as we could judge, that one may have con-
ceived them to have done duty as bedsteads or other domestic
appliances since the times of Queen Elizabeth. Drying racks are

also erected on the ground floor in proximity to a gas engine which
drives the machinery of the factory.

One room is devoted to the manufacture of dark slides and roller

slides; another to the cameras themselves. We were shown thin

morocco skins specially prepared for bellows bodies, these being for an
outside covering of the more substantial opaque textile fabric which
forms a substratum for this important part of the camera. In the

McKellen camera and legs there are, exclusive of the ordinary wood
screws, over one hundred pieces of brass, all made for their special

purpose, and each one of which has to be fitted by hand. There must,
therefore, always be a large amount of handwork in the camera.

Jlr. McKellen, however, has in u.-e a number of ingenious wood-
working machines and cutters, all of his own designing, driven by a

fine four-horse Otto gas engine; and witli a view to a more rapid

execution of his orders, wliicli up to the present time have far exceeded
the capacit}- of the works to keep pace witli, he has made arrange-

ments for further extension of the labour-saving principle. And
amonfjst the most recent of the machines for that purpose we saw
in operation elsewhere a planing machine—wliich is about to be
transferred to the factory— which planes wood of every degree of

thickness and witli a degree of precision and smoothness so perfect as

to leave the surface in a state requiring but little to fit it for the

French polishers. A sandpapering machine, on the American prin-

ciple, is also to be added to the factory appliances as a labour saver.

There are about thirty-five skilled workmen employed altogether,

including workers in both brass and wood.
In his city oflice warehouse, Mr. McKellen has fitted up a very neat

and commodious dark room, where clients and others may change or

devolop«! plates, or do any of the thousand and one things that a dark
room is very useful for ; and we are authorised to say that any photo-
grapher, whether a chent of the firm or not, may make use of it at any
time without charge.

rilOTO-MICROGRAI'IIS AND MICRO-PHOTOGRAl'nS.
Some time back Dr. R. L. Maddox asked mo to hunt up the origin

of the word " riiotD-micrograph," and as I have succeeded in running
it to earth I think it may be as well to place it on record.

In The Phutugraplter (a manuscript photographic journal), con-
ducted by J. Traill Taylor, printed in the then named Liverpool and
Manchester PAotof/raphic Journal (now TuE BRirisu Journal of
PHOTOGnAPiiv) for August 1.5, 18-38, pages 203 and 414, also in

Sutton's Photographiv Xotes, vol. iii., 18.58, pages 205, 208.
Page 20.5, J. T. Taylor writes :—" By the way, will Mr. Shadbolt

(who is an authority in microscopy) or any one else kindly suggest a
suitable name for such magnified pictures ? ' Micro-photograph won't
CO, because that name has been given to the reduced pictures."

t Page 208, George Shadbolt replies:^'' The word micro-photograph
originated, I believe, with myself, and is applied, I think, correctly to

very small photor/raphs , not to photographs of small objects, which
would more correctly be 'photo-microjrraphsj' but probably a con-

venient word for thia class of subjects, as well as for enlarged copie*
generally, would be mega-photograph."
The word " photo-micrography" is certainly a good test for a public

speaker, and 1 have vivid recollections of struggles with it on my
own and other persona btdialf. I think, howevt-r, with Dr. Maddox,
that custom has established it too Hrmly to permit of its replacement
by something more harmonious and easy flowing. I should like,

however, to call attention to Mr. Sbadbolt's exceflent word " mega-
photograph ; " it seems to me that this would be much better tlSin

the term " enlargement," W. Jbkomk IIaubison.

WHERE TO GO WITH THE CAMBBA
A Tiny Toor.

A 74 X 5 CAMERA ; a 9 X 7 Steinheil lens ; three double backs garrisoned
with instantaneous plates ; a focussing cloth ; a tripod head ; a camera
screw. These comfortably filled a stout canvas case, which was famished
with a sufficient length of strap to admit of the whole being slung round
the shoulders and shifted from side to side as occasion or convenience
required. The stand was of the customary pattern, and portable enough to

be grasped by the right hand a la alpenstock, whilst the left firmly but
affectionately held the peaceful calumet which ever and anon emitted
nicotian incense that played about the sardonic features of the bold and
adventurous wight who, accoutred as per above description, might have
been seen one bright morning in early autumn wending his solitary way
along a beautiful road that led in the direction of . But, to descend
from Fenimore-Cooperisms, I may premise that having resolved upon a
day's photography, I had selected the home district for my peregrina-

tions, persuaded that a contemplation of nature as she might be seen out
of the beaten track would prove mentally as interesting and photographi-
cally as satisfactory as if I had elected to subject her to the smallest stop

of all my three eyes at the seaside, or up the river, or at any one other of

the more or less distant places which are overrun by lovers of the
picturesque, mainly, I suppose, because they arc distant. So I had
declared for the metropolitan county.

I have always held that Middlesex, like her eastern neighbonr, is a
badly maligned shire. In spite of bullet-headed jerry builders and
soulless railway contractors, you may, within eight or ten miles of the

Landseer lions, encounter Dame Nature under aspects as secluded, as

emotional, as absorbing, as she is to be found in any other part of the

kiugdom. The opinion of Charles Dickens— himself an enthusiastic

lover of outdoor beauty—upon the grandeur of the view from the Hamp-
stead flagstaff, though often quoted is never gainsaid. This same staff

is but three hundred yards or so beyond the limits of a two shilling cab
fare, and Palmer's Green Station on the Great Northern Railway is barely

six miles from King's Cross, and yet, when I had turned my back upon
the unpretentious little edifice and swung round to the left, thus gaining

the main Enfield road, I might, if I had not been perfectly well conscious

of the contrary, have imagined myself ten times six miles away from " the

madding crowd's ignoble strife, ' so thoroughly peaceful and rustic was
the scene. Pondering thus, as the American novelist already named
might have phrased it, I was reminded of a picture I had seen in Thb
British Journal or Photooraphv, I think, some two or three years ago.

It was a process reproduction from a negative by, if I recoUect aright,

Mr. Dunmore, and represented Ward's Farm, which abuts on Millficld-

lane, Highgate—a spot beloved of Coleridge and many of his illustrious

contemporaries. I can well imagine that a print from the negative would

have been a charming picture ; and yet Millfield-lane is actually inside

the radius ! Londoners are blind to the natural beauties within rifle shot

of their front doors. " Absurd !
" they say, " who ever heard of a photo-

graph of Millfield-lane ? You never see it in the shop windows ; nobody

buys it." True, with such a name nobody would. Mr. Dunmore made
a mistake in nomenclature ; he should have called his picture,

"Ambleside," or "Rydal Mount," or "Lmwdfbon, North Wales,"

and the result, if less satisfactory to him, would have vastly more in-

pressed the common herd. But I digress.

Resisting at this early stage the temptation to uncap upon a pretty

little thatched cottage, which is a familiar landmark at this part of the

road, I sped on, and veering to the left at the first finger-post, quitted the

charming highway for a lane hardly less sweet. Half a mile's plodding

brings one to Winchmore Hill, which, though sadly marred by the bricks

and-mortar Van(Ul, is still in parts amusingly primitive, and boasts its

green, and duckpond, and Friends' Meeting House. There is a footpath

through Winchmore Hill Wood, which is private property, and liberally

planted with awful boards bearing divers legends in small type with the

words " Notice " and " Law " of a higher fount. In this vicinity---for

obvious reasons I suppress the exact spot—there is a cottage of which I

was bent upon securing a negative. Tradition, in the guise of a lore-laden

friend, had assured me that this same structure boasted an antiquity

measured by centuries, and that in the gruesome days when Dissenters

were subject to persecution at the hands of their dear brethren of the

Establishment, recourse was had to the seclusion of this cottage for the

holding of the forbidden services. If the tale is true, the selection did

our Dissenting ancestors great credit, for in those times no better secret
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meeting place could have been chosen—hidden away as it was and is from

all the great highways in a small forest, intersected by only a footpath.

Arrived at the cottage, I unpacked and proceeded to take aim, when the

door opened and the lady of the house appeared. Did she mind me
taking her cottage ? Oh, no, not at all ! But, wondrous to relate, she did

not evince the smallest anxiety to be in it. Something unusual, I mused,

perhaps she's been in it many times already ? I didn't inquire, for she

had disappeared ;
probably, you will say, she was sighting you through the

window—more likely she was peeling the potatoes. However, having

repacked, I went on my way. The cottage is a one storey erection, with

a tinge of the ecclesiastical in its architecture, and pretty to look upon,

being almost hidden by ivy and creepers. For this latter reason, I

suppose, the negative turned out disappointing—there being no sharp

lines save in the diamond-paned windows and chimney-pot. It would

have made a better water-colour sketch than a photograph.

Emerging from the wood I turned to the right, along a charming lane

called after friend Eeynard. A few yards brought me to a cattle pound.

A stone's throw farther on, I came to another standstill, and exposed a
plate upon a thoroughly pleasing bit, to wit, a row of ancient cottages

standing well back from the road, supported on the right by a group of

sombre trees and on the left by a Lilhputian alehouse. A butcher boy
watched my operations with stolid interest. In order to get liim out of

the very mouth of my lens, I sweetly asked him if he would like to be in

it. "No," quoth the blue-bloused one, " it 'ud cost too much." I vow
that I bore no resemblance to the gentleman one occasionally hears of in

the police-court, who charges you so much for taking a negative of your
house, and unfortunately forgets to send you the prints. The knight of

the marrow-bones and cleaver declining to be in it, I not unnaturally

suggested he should be out of it, a piece of advice which he took in bad
part. However, it served my purpose, for he shuffled away from my
camera before a specially selected glance of scorn with which I favoured

him, and I made my exposure amid a running fire of uncomplimentary
criticisms upon my person and paraphernalia.

Once upon a time I used to believe that the saddle of a bicycle afforded

the finest vantage spot one could have wherefrom to appreciate and study
scenery. As a photographer, I must qualify that belief now. The
cyclist sees and admires only the outlines of a picturesque landscape—it

is reserved to the pedestrian to pick out the details, the contrasts, the

proportions, and all the varied " filling in " of the picture. If, upon this

September morning I had been astride two or three wheels, instead of

afoot, it is highly probable that I should have missed the sight of a serenely

beautiful bit of still life. Across a low fence I looked upon a smooth
expanse of comely park-land well studded with mighty oaks, watered by a
miniature lake, and dotted with groups of young deer. Truly a perfect

pastoral, and worthy of any of the great grass counties from Nottingham
to Surrey. The south-west wind was at my back as I jogged past the

park. Was it only fancy—that deep booming sound, or was it the real

roar, mellowed down by distance, of Big Ben, seven miles away according
to the flight of the crow, that soughed up this leafy lane to remind me
that the glories upon which I gazed were well within the beat of the
Metropolitan police ? Verily, I repeat, Middlesex is a maligned shire.

Quitting the precincts of the park, I made a slight detour London-
wards, and ambled through the old-world village of Southgate. There is

much that is interesting about this still untouched pre-Victorian spot,

untouched, that is, by the hand of the improvement commissioner or
smug parochial innovator. Just where the road broadens into the green
and is bounded by pretty, old-fashioned, red-roofed houses, a fleeting

glimpse of English village life may still be bad ; stray geese and cattle

dot the grass, itinerant hawkers en route for Hertfordshire cross the
scene. The one or two tradesmen pursue their occupations in the
lethargic and leisurely fashion peculiar to the provinces ; there is an all-

pervading drowsiness in the air ; a couple of agricultural looking way-
farers are sitting outside the hostelry, pots in hand; whilst here comes an
impossible spectacle in town—a walking funeral—and London is only at
the bottom of that hill.

Turning my back upon dear Old Southgate I made for Colney Hatch
i>iVi the lane of that name. The Dukes of Buckingham formerly had a
house here, and Leigh Hunt used to live on the opposite side of the road.
The autumn foliage was a mass of gorgeousness, and a noisy colony of
rooks that inhabit a lofty clump of trees hard by were in fine vocal form.
The Chapel Cricket Fields here have given many a famous wielder of the
willow to the county— notably the Walkers, who practically claim the
neighbourhood as their native heath ; and the Heaines to Kent. Half-
way down the lane a fine view is obtained, Barnetwards, across a truly
typical valley. At the foot of the hill is a mild imitation of a waterfall,
whilst in spring the cuckoo haunts the spot— as well he may, for the
Walker demesne on the other side of the fence might make a Job envious.

At New Southgate one almost feels as if he had suddenly stepped from
the country into town at a stride. I hurried past the asylum with aU
haste, and after a parting glimpse of the Alexandra Palace was not sorry
to turn into Friern Barnet-lane and leave civilisation behind me once
more. And here I may remark upon the high favour which this division
of the county seems to enjoy amongst some of the great trade houses.
At Old Southgate I saw a name not altogether to be disassociated from a
western square ; at the very entrance gates of New Southgate, looking
across a few meadows, I descried on the top of a littU hill a pile of
buildings obviously dedicated to the worship of the art, and somewhat sug-

gestive of Regent-street and Cheapside. Again, liappening to glance towards

my left, my eye fell upon the words "Trade Printer," over a doorway;

whilst, later in the day, in the town of horse fairs, I happened across the

works of another firm whose name recalls Baker-street, together with many
other evidences of the fact that the "northern heights "are a desurable

location for photographic printing, as well as manufacturing purposes.

Friern Barnet-lane is a delicious sunival, recalling in many respects

some of those delightful nooks on the Middlesex side of Burnham Beeches.

There is a little church here upon which I exposed a plate. Not having

a guidebook handy, and being unlearned in architectural styles, I am
unable to say to what order the church belongs, but should call it early

nineteenth century. The church is surrounded by a belt of trees and a

well-kept churchyard. The immortal Stoke Pogean elegy immediately

occured to me, as also the unpleasant piece of prose that the south-wester

had not belied its auguries, and that it was raining heavily. It is aston-

ishing how many good negatives are secured under adverse circumstances.

I'm sure I have run across " some of the finest in the world," which hav«

been taken "in pouring rain, sir." I confess to entertaining a certain

amount of doubt on the point as to how far rain would interfere with a

quickly exposed plate, but of its utter powerlessness to interfere with one

lengthily exposed I obtained excellent evidence on this occasion, for I gave

the church ten seconds with the smallest stop, and secured a perfectly

clear, sharj', and brilliant negative, more suggestive of sunshine than

showers. After this I resumed my journey, crossed the great North

road at Whetstone, turned down a narrow lane, and after a mile or so of

uphill and collar work, found myself in the village of Totteridge, which

is as rural as Southgate, only more so. It being past midday, and my
kit beginning to assert its weight, the " detachment " halted and billeted

itself for a couple of hours at—not to put too fine a point upon it—one of

those places of public entertainment which Mr. Hardcastle's guests in

,S/ie Stoops to Conquer imagined that worthy old gentleman's house

to be.
. .

Totteridge Church has a square wooden tower—rather a curiosity for

the district, I should say—and as it is a quaint little edifice, prettily

situated and embosomed in a well wooded spot, I uncapped upon it, and

after development had no reason to be ashamed of the negative. The
next stage of this adventurous tour was Barnet. The fair was on at the

time, but things were rather depressed, not to say moist, except in the

horse field. Politely but firmly refusing to take any of the swing and

shooting gallery syrens, either for better or worse or photographically, I

penetrated the howling mob, emerged safely, and strode up the hill to the

town. Barnet is—but no, perish the idea ! this is not a guidebook. I

halted at Hadley Corner, and exposed a plate upon a doubtless very in-

teresting subject, only I didn't exactly know what it was, and there was

no one handy to tell me. Here it is ; In the background are houses and

a turnpike gate ; foliage and fences right and left ; in the middle of tht

picture the stump of a tree guarded from injury by iron railings. I had

an idea that this was more or less associated with the king-maker, and

the obelisk that marks the spot where the great baron fell ; but it wai

only an idea, for nobody seemed to know, and as I have before remarked

(or meant to remark) these notes are not based upon guidebook gleanings.

Hadley Woods were but the toss of a pebble away. I spent a delightful

two hours in the shadow of their silent glades, and as I had only on*

plate left much cogitation was necessary before I could prevail upon

myself to expose it. When I did at length uncap, it was upon what I

conceived to be an idyllic stretch of woodland. Doubtless I was right ; it

was a delightful picture—if I had secured it. Unfortunately, I subse-

quently discovered that I had vastly under exposed the plate, and then

I remembered it was late in the afternoon when I had taken the cap off,

that the sun was low in the heavens, that it had been raining, and that

a mist was rising—and, in short, that I had fallen into the old, old error

of misjudging and ignoring conditions. Six miles of diversified, some-

times wild, always beautiful, country, brought me to Palmer's Green

Station again, just as the stars were glimmering through the sky ; tired,

of course—as who would not have been ?—but delighted with my minia-

ture outing ; more than ever in love with the sylvan sweetness and rural

repose that still remains in Middlesex, and so full of admiration for the

never palling beauties of nature—her perennial charms and undying

glories—as to be seriously inclined to drop into poetry in the manner of

Silas Wegg—or Mr. Cobb. Mabbiok Moom.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' APPRENTICES IN SWITZERLAND.

At a recent General Meeting of the Photographic Society of Switzerland,

held at Olten, the President delivered the following address :

—

" At the first meeting of our Society, held on August 1, 1886, you invited

the managers to consider the question of apprenticeship, and to report

thereon to the General Assembly in the spring of 1887. The managers

have acted upon this invitation, and each of them has collected informa-

tion as to the conditions of apprenticeship in various establishments.

At the meeting of the managers of February 28, 1887, at which M. Pricam

and M. Gysi unfortunately had not the power to take part because of ill-

health, the information gathered was compared, and it was ascertained

that the conditions could not be worse in any profession. In the matter of

the duration of the apprenticeships the times fixed are completely arbitrary,

BO it is evident that good establishments often cannot take on aa assist-
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anU young mon who after their apprenticeship present thcmgeWes an
accomplialiod photographers, or at all events they cannot pay them the

salary which they ask. We know of one case in which a photographer
was created in the short space of two months in consequence of paying a
thousand francs as the premium for apprenticeship, and in other cases

the time has not been longer than one year or a year and a half ; appren-
ticeships of more than two years' duration are very rare. If we think of

the experience necessary to learn the three branches of photography

—

camera work, printing, and retouching, with all the operations in the

dark room^beforo an apprentice can become accomplished in these

different branches, it will readily be seen that the periods mentioned are

too short to turn out good photographic workmen. We do not know why
photographers should not occupy as much time in learning their business

as persons who enter all the other professions. According to statisticj

collected by the Industrial Society of Switzerland in the year 1886,

printers, lithographers, mechanics, goldsmiths, and bijoutiers, usually

pass through an apprenticeship of three and a half or four years.
" There is another important point to which we wish to draw the atten-

tion of our members. In fixing so arbitrarily, as at present, the duration

of photographic apprenticeship wo are discrediting our own profession,

we are degrading it in the eyes of the public, and placing it upon the

lowest level.

" The managers have, therefore, to suggest regulations for apprentice-

ship similar to those which exist already or are on the way to be intro-

duced into other professions, and they think that the adoption of the

regulations will be a means of putting an end to the present system,
and to raise the level of photographic apprenticeships. The project has
been discussed by the managers, and in submitting it to you as the
principal subject to be considered at our meeting to-day, we have the

honour to recommend you to give it your sanction.

" BULES OP ArPBENIICESHIP FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE SwiSS SOCIETY
OF PnOTOGR-iPHERS.

" 1. The young man who wishes to be apprenticed shall produce certifi-

cates that he has studied at a secondary school, or equivalent place of

instiuction, or at all events that he has been eight years at school.
" 2. As a general rule, no young man shall be accepted as apprentice if

he bo under fifteen years of age. Exceptions, however, may be made in

favour of young men specially gifted, who may then be taken on one
year earlier.

" 3. Each apprentice must have four weeks' preliminary trial to see

whether he is suited for the profession, and whether the profession is

suited for him. During this time he may be rejected or may himself
renounce the apprenticeship, and in these oases no indemnity can be
claimed on either side.

" -t. If at the expiration of the time of trial the two parties are satisfied,

they shall make a contract of apprenticeship.
" 5. The apprenticeship shall not be for less than three years.
" 6. The master must initiate liis apprentice into all the work carried

on in his establishment, and teach him everything fairly, and see that the
apprentice changes his branch of work at times appropriate to the
circumstances.

" 7. The master must also so arrange matters that the apprentice can
instruct himself out of working hours, above all in matters of chemistry,
physics, drawing, and eventually in that of modelling, at least so far as
local circumstances permit.

" 8. The master must take care of the health of his apprentice, and not
injure his bodily development by working him beyond his strength.

" y. At the end of his apprenticeship the apprentice shall submit to a
practical examination by a member of the Society ajjpointed for the
purpose. Before being examined he must present a certificate that the
time of his apprenticeship has expired.

" 10. If the result of the examination is satisfactory, the apprentice shall
receive a certificate of efficiency; if unsatisfactory, it shall be refused.
(The Society will establish special rules in relation to this examination.)

" 11. Members of the Society are forbidden to have more than two
apprentices at the same time.

" All the members of the Swiss Society of Photographers shall pledge
themselves to observe and apply these rules, after they nave been passed
by the Society.

" They shall pledge themselves also not to take on any workman who is

not in possession of a certificate of efficiency, at least if he cannot justify
himself by the fact of having served his apprenticeship before these rules
came into force.

" Finally, the members shall engage not to receive any apprentice who
shall have been employed by another photographer and left him repre-
hcnsibly without serious reason, before the conclusion of his apprentice-
ship.

"Deliberated and unanimously adopted by the Society, at its second
General Assembly, at Olten, April 25, 1887."

SILVER SUBOXIDE.
In the number of the Ilerichle recently issued (May 2.S) is a communi-
cation from Dr. Otto von der Pfordten, in which he considers "that he
has proved with certainty the existence of compounds of suboxide of

silver." Having confessed that Wohler's original method with citric aoid
is out of the <iue8tion, he gives two methods of preparation which arc in
some respects new.

In one of these he adds sodium hydrate solntion to nentrsl tartrate ol
soda containuig some nitrate of silver and obtains a black powder, " which
is at all events the suboxide of silver in combination with an organic acid,
probably tartaric," and at the same time there is " probably formed a
mixture of organic acids." The powder cannot be filtered ; it is decom-
posed by almost every reagent, and it is purified {tic) by washing it by
dccantation with a solution of sodium sulphate ! This tartrate, by the
action of caustic alkalies, yields the suboxide which is stable in presence
of caustic potash, but, singularly enough, is decomposed by pure water.

Notwithstanding tho extreme difficulty, indeed the impossibility, o(
washing such oxides free from alkalies by dccantation, and the importance
that in this ease every trace of organic matter should be removed, no
mention is made of any special precautions in this direction.

In spite of the high degree of probability that metallic silver is contained
in the product, and that oxygen is mechanically retained, no criterion
(beyond assertion) is given of the homogeneous character of the suboxide.
The interest of the paper centres on an accurate analysis, which to be

satisfactory must—for manifest reasons—bo made on tolerably large
quantities of substance ; and yet no details whatever are given of such
an analysis, except that a certain volume of a very dilute solution of
permanganate of potash was used for the titration. And even if these
matters were quite satisfactory the problem is a much more complicated
one, for we have in the case in question one or all of the following sub-
stances :

—

(1) Extremely finely-divided silver

;

(2) Oxide of silver
;

(3) Suboxide of silver.

Each of these retains oxygen, moisture, and alkalies with very great
tenacity, and of the behaviour of such physical associations with reagents
very little is known. Unless, indeed, it is possible to prepare, as Wohler
attempted to do, a pure salt of the suboxide, of definite composition, the
problem is almost incapable of a satisfactory solution. Of course the
communication is only given as a preliminary one, but the composition
of the suboxide (and any remarks in this note apply equally to the sub-
sulphide) is definitely stated, no lack of details of minor importance are
given, and the behaviour with various reagents.

My object is not to criticise tlie paper, which is indeed more open lo
criticism in parts not touched upon, but only to point out that the con-
clusions dra^Yn are not warranted by the evidence.

G. H. Bailey, D.Sc, Ph.D., The Omn* College.—Chemical Neuis.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 9068.—"Improvements relating to Magic Lanterns." G. CaRette.—
Oaled June 25, 1887.

No. 9096.—"Improvements in Shutters of Lenses for Taking Instantaneous
Photographs." C. KtiiaBT.—Dated June 27, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
Improvements fn or Connected with Photographic Cameras.

No. 9645. Thomas Samuels, Monken HaiUey, Middlesex.—^trfy 26, 18S6.

My iuveutiou relates first to improvements in appiiratus (such as that for

which former Letters Patent were granted to me, dated Felwuary 15, 1883,

No. SIS) for holding a stock of dry plates or films, and exj)Osing them in

succession iu the photographic camera. This apimratns consists of two l)oxe»

or compartments juxtaposed and communicating, and providc<l with a dark
shutter acting also as a means of propelling the plates or films in succession

from one box to the other.

My present improvements have for their object, first, to provide a means (in

addition to, or in lieu of, that descrilied in the spedfication of my former
Letters Patent) whereby the canting of the sheathed plates or films in the

receivin" box or compartment may be effected. For this purpose I provide,

on the baselward opposite the receiving box or compartment, a means of

forcing hackwanls or canting the plates or films to make room for the incoming

plate or film. Such means may consist of springs, or of lever .irms on a rock

shaft, or of a combination of the two, the s.ime being so situated as to act on
the sheath or holder, and not upon the plate or film, for the purpose of canting

it, and so as not to obstruct the passage from one box or compartment to the

other.

My improvements have, secondly, for then- object, to adapt the apparatus to

be applied to cameras to which the apparatus described in my a'oresaid specifi-

cation could not be conveniently adapted ; also to avoid any projection of the

dark shutter beyond the end of the apparatus when drawn back for exiKwiire

of a plate, and to avoid the necessity for providing against the leakage of li^ht

into the apparatus on drawing out the said .shutter ; also to enable the capacity

of that fonn of the apparatus which consUsts of a single box divide<l into two

compartments to be doubled without increasing its dimensions, whereby it is

adapted for tourist as well as for studio use.

The improvements consist in placing the exposing ai)erture opposite the

receiving compartment, so that the plates or Uhus will lie brought by the

shutter to the exposing position iustead of being moved thereby out of ex-

posing position, as iu the former case. To enable this to be done, and to
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wake the shutter wholly contained within the apparatus, I use a shntter of

thin sheet metal, which is actuated by a sliding rod connected to its Iront or

outer face at a point near its leading edge, the rod passing through the exposing

aperture, and through a suitable guide outside or along the front face ot the

apparatus without projecting beyond tlie end thereof.
, ..

The propelling part of this shutter is situated at the rear edge of its inner

face, the sheathed plate or film resting, whilst being propelled, against the

shutter, and being left by it opposite the exposing aperture on the withdrawal

of the shutter, spring detents being provided, if necessary, to prevent the plate

bein" carried back with the shutter. To permit this shutter to work easily,

springs are provided, against which the plates, pushed forwards towards the

sluitter, rest, so as to relieve the shutter of ))art of the pressure during its

motion. On the .shutter reacliing the end of its motion, these springs are

pushed aside, and the front plate allowed to come forward into position against

the shutter to be propelled thereby. The old form of shutter may, however,

be adopted, with the addition of the sheet metal portion herein described.

The canting of the plates in the receiving compartment, in order to allow

another plate to come in front of them, is effected either by the levers and

rock shaft above referred to, operated by hand, or by similar levers actuatia

automatically by the shutter itself, the actuating parts of the shutter ami the

levers being so formed and arranged as to be inoperative during the motion of

the shutter in one direction.
, , ^ -., j

In order to enable both compartments to be filled with plates or films, and

so double the capacity of the apparatus, I provide a second passage between

the compartments at the back, ami also a means of propelling the plates from

cue compartment to the other in the opposite direction to that in which they

are moved at the front, so that the plates will be caused to perform a complete

cycle of motion.
Such means may consist of a sliding catch actuated from the outside ot the

back cover of tlie apparatus, and engaging at the inside with tlie sheath of the

rearmost plate or film for the purpose of moving it from one compartment to

the rear of the plates in tlie other compartment. This sliding catcli may be

worked alternately with the shutter, or it may be connected therewitli, so that

tlie two will work together. The combined working may be eft'ected eitlier

directly by hand or through a mechanical movement, such as a transverse shaft

gearing at front and back by rack, slotted cams, levers, or other motion with

the two iJarts to be operated.

Tlie springs by which the plates are pressed forwards in both compartments

are necessarily modified to adapt them to the altered circumstances, and they

are so placed, and act on tlie jilates in such manner, as to produce the least

pressure against the sliding shutter compatible with holding the plates in their

proper position.

My invention lia.s, thirdly, for its object to dispense with the division of the

apparatus into two compartments, the whole of the plates being placed in a

troughdike compartment in front of one another and transferred successively

from one end of tlie series to the otiier as they are exposed. This is effected by

the use, in combination with a shutter constructed and operated as above

described, of a flexible bagdike chamber enclosing the top of the troughdike

compartment above referred to, through which flexible chamber the jilates are

transferred from one end of tlie series to the other.

The invention has further for its object to dispense with the usnal rack and
pinion or screw motion used for focussing, and consists in a lever adapted to

engage with the focussing slide (which carries the movable part of the camera)

at difl'erent points thereof, the angular motion of said lever producing a recti-

linear motion of the slide, the lever working on a movable centre, or other

means being provided of allowing for the difference between the two motions.

The claims are as follows :—1. The emidoyment in a photogi'aphic changing

back of the kind described in the specification of my former patent or of the

kind herein described, of a rock shaft and levers (either with or without

springs) arranged and ojierated as described, for the purpose of canting the

plates, as specified. 2. The employment in a photographic changing back of

tlie kind described in my former patent of springs applied as described for the

purpose of canting the plates antomatically, as described. 3. Tlie employ-

ment in a photogi'aphic changing back of the kind herein described of levers

actuated by projections on the shutter, and applied so as to act on and cant

the plates, the action of the levers being dependent on the motion of the

sluitter, as specified. 4. In a photographic changing back, consisting of two
juxtaposed compartments as herein described, a shutter working wholly within

the apparatus, and actuated by a handle or bar connected to the front of the
shutter, and pa.ssing through the exposure aperture, and sliding along the

front of the changing back, substantiaUy as specified. 5. A sliding shutter for

a photographic changing back of the kind described, working wholly within
the two compartments of the back, and consisting of a thin metal plate provided
with a projection on the rear face in such position as to carry the sheathed
plate or film from one compartment to the other, whilst the same is resting

against the shutter in the manner described. 6. In a photographic changing
back of the kind described, the combination with a shutter provided with a
projection on its rear face for propelling' the sheathed plate or film wliilst the
same is resting against the .sluitter, as described ; of springs acting in con-
junction with the said projection for preventing the next succeeding plate or
film ailvancing until the shutter has been moved back into position to receive

it, the springs being moved buck ont of the way by the shutter, substantially
as described. 7. In a photographic changing back of the kind described, the
combination with a shutter, acting also as a carrier, for propelling the sheathed
plate or film whilst the same is resting against it, as described ; of spring
detents, applied as shown and described, to prevent the shutter, on its with-
drawal, drawing Ijack with it tlie plate or film which it lias just propelled.
8. \ pliotogi-apluc changing Ijack constructed and operating as herein specified,

and comprising a box divided into two compartments communicating at back
and front as described, and both filled with slieathed plates or films, a shutter
acting also as a carrier for i)roiielling the sheathed plates or films successively
from the front of the one compartment to the front of the other as described

;

plate-canting levers arranged and operating as described ; a drag hook or catch
carried by a .slide working in the liack cover as described, for moving the rear-

most plate or film from the one compartment to the other in the opposite

direction to that in which the foremost one is moved by the shutter, and

springs attached to the back cover, and pressing the plates or films forwards in

both compartments, all combined for operation substantially as shown in the

drawings. P. Tlie combination with a changing back, consisting of a lx)x

divided into two juxtaposed compartments communicating at front and back,

as described ; of a drag hook or catch projecting into the one compartment,

and attached to a sliding bar fitted to work in a groove in the interior of the

part of the back cover opposite the one compartment, and in the exterior of

tlie part opposite to the other compartment, so that tlie catch and the means of

operating it are not opposite the same compartment, and there is no slot

directly through the cover, as described. 10. A pliotogi-aphic cliangiiig back,

consisting in the combination with a trough-like compartment containing a

series of plates placed in front of one another of a flexible or bag-like chamber

communicating with the said compartment, and of a means of lifting the fore-

most plate partly or wholly out of the compartment into the bag, so as to

enable it to be seized from outside the bag and transferred from the one end of

the series in the comiiartmeut to the other, as described, whether sucli means

be a shutter acting also as a lifter, as described, or a simple lifter only, sub-

stantially as specified. 11. The improved motion for operating the focussing

slide, consisting of a lever pivoted to the baseboard and engaging with the said

slide as described or vice vend, the varying angle of the lever relatively to the

slide being allowed for in one of the ways specified.

Improved Auranqements for Coating Glass or other Surfaces used as a

SUI'I'ORT FOR PHOTOGBAI'HIC EMULSIONS.

No. 9886. James William Thomas Cadett, 84, Grove-lane, CainberweU,

London.—July 31, 1886.

My invention is intended for coating glass or other surfaces, used as a supjwrt

for photographic emulsions, with such photographic emulsions, where such

coating is done on travelling or moving surfaces in one direction. My inven-

tion is p.articularly applicable to the tables or setting surfaces now in use

where a cord or cords, or chain or chains, or band or bands, or other moving

surfaces or arrangements, carry the glass or other surfaces to be coated in one

direction while being coated.

My invention has for its principal objects : Firstly, the even spreading of the

photograiihic eniulsious on the surfaces to be coated, after the photographic

emulsion is laid down, not necessarily evenly to begin with, on the surfaces to be

coated ; and, secondly, means for ensuring a proper and unfailing delivery of

photographic emulsions to the surfaces to be coated.

In combination with the above-mentioned tables or carrying arrangements

for the surfaces to be coated, I use a rod or rods, or surface or surfaces, or tube

or tubes, arranged so as to rest across tlie surfaces to be coated without touching

such surfaces to be coated, excepting at such points or places as may be neces-

sary to support sucli rod or rods, or surface or surfaces, or tube or tubes.

Tlie rod or rods, or surface or surfaces, or tube or tubes, is or are arranged

at such a suitable distance from the surfaces to be coated, tliat when photo-

graphic emulsions are put on the surfaces to be coated, and are carried by the

above-mentioned tables or carrying arraneements under the rod or rods, or

surface or surfaces, or tube or tubes, the photographic emulsion is spread by

capillary attraction across the surfaces to be coated, and thus a practically even

film obtained.

For putting down a suitable and proper amount of photographic emulsion

on the surfaces to be coated I piefer to use an open chamber with a series of

plugs or valves, such plugs or valves when in use being kept in action by

suitalile power so as to intermittently and continually open and close, and

thus lay down a suitable quantity of photographic emulsion, such above-men-

tioned chamber witli plugs or valves being filled to a suitable extent with

photographic emulsion, and such chamber being placed iu suitable position

over the surfaces to be coated. Arrangements can be made to keep such

chamlier warm by fire, hot water, or hot air or gases, and the above-mentioned

rod or rods, or surface or surfaces, or tube or tubes can also be kept wann by

hot water, or hot air, or gases passing preferably through it or them.

The claims are ;--l. The use of a rod or rods, surface or surfaces, or tube or

tubes, substantially as described, arranged so as to rest across the surfaces to

be coated as described, in conjunction with arrangements for moving or

carrying the surfaces to be quoteil. 2. The use of plugs or vah'cs for inter-

mittently opening and closing, substantially as described. 3. The nse of the

said rod or rods, surface or surfaces, or tube or tubes, as mentioned in claim 1,

ill conjunction with the plugs or valves for intermittently oiieiiiiig and closing,

substantially as described,

Improved Photographic Camera.

No. 4718. Charles Cusworth, 16, Ellington-street, Islington.

—

Man/i 30, 1887.

The objects of my invention are ;

—

Ist. To facilitate the erection and closing down of that part of a photographic

camera known as the Front.

2ud. To expedite focussing.

3rd. To enable the front to be fixed at any angle to the baseboard ;
and

4th. To facilitate the fixing of the rising front at any required distance from

the focussing screen.

I carry out the first of the said objects by attaching the bellows of the

camera to the front, and allowing the front to slide up and down a slotted

frame provided for its support.

The second of my objects is carried ont by attaching the front to its supjKirt-

ing frame, wdiich in its turn is attached to sliding pieces, and allowing the

supporting frame to slida backwards and forwards in a carrying frame, which

has a rack and pinion movement attached to its underside, thus giving, by

means of the rack and pinion action, a to-and-fro movement to the front.

The thir.l object is of a twofold nature, and is carried out by (rt), centering

the suiiporting frame into the sliding pieces, thus allowing the supporting

frame to rotate ; (4), attaching to the sliding pieces, and at a distance from the

centre, a slotted strip by means of a pin ; the said slotted strip extending up-
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wards past the side of the supporting tr&me. A milled headed screw is

attaclied to the side of the supporting frame and slides in the slotteil strip.
By means of this milled headed screw and slotted strip the front may be held
firmly in any desired position.

The fourth of my objects is carried out by attaching to the side of the sliding
piece a Mock on the underside of which is an inclined plane. The fulcrum of
a lover is also attached to the side of the sliding piece, and on 'the side of this
lever is another inclined i>lane.

IMPROVKME.NTS IN I'HOTOOBAPHIC CAMERAS.
No. 6076. Walter Clark, New York, United States.—.IpnY 26, 1887.

The object of my invention is to improve and render more certain the action
of the devices which pi-odiice the instantaneous effect in photographic cameras,
and also to improve the devices for focussing.
My invention consists of a camera bo.\-, preferably of the kind hsving the

lens and its tubes within the box, provided with a hinged lid, which, when
lifted, carries with it a ground-glass focussing plate which is maintained in a-
horizontal position by a certain arrangement of links, and is always at the
same distance from the mirror upon which the incident rays are received that
the said mirror is from the surface of the sensitive jilate. Tlie ground-glass
plate is also provided with a hood so arranged as to fold within the box when
the lid is lowered.
My invention further consists in placing witliin the camera box, a drum

revolving upon a vertical axis uniler the action of an adjustable coiled spriiif,
controlled by a friction wheel, open for a portion of its cylindrical surface, aifd
provided in the closed portion with a window for the admission of the light
rays when the window passes the aperture of the lens.

My invention further consists of certain details of construction of the
various i>arts to render their action more certain and efficient, and to ensure
the entire exclusion of light from the dark chamber. These minor features
will be more fully hereinafter set forth.
[The remainder of the specification could not be understood without repro-

ducing the engravings.]
The claims are :—1. A photographic camera provided with an inner lid, to

which IS pivoted a revolving drum containing the focussing mirror ; .said inner
hd being retained in place by a projection on the plate holder, substantially as
uescnbed and for the purposes specified. 2. A photographic camera provided
with a revolving drum mounted on a vertical axis and placed inmiediately
behind the lens ; said drum carrying the focussing mirror aud provided with a
window to admit the passage of liglit at the proper time through the lens to
the .sensitive plate, as herein described and shown. 3. In a jiliotographic
camera the hinged lid and ground-glass plate pivoted thereto and raised and
supported by links

; the parts being so arranged and adjusted that when
raised the plate is always the same distance from the focussing mirror, as herein
described and shown.
An I.MPROVED AI'PUANCE FOR USE IN TREATING AND WASHDia PHOTO-

GRAPHIC Prints and Plates.
No. 6353. Tlie Hon. William Grimston, Gorhambury, St. Albans,

Herts.—April 30, 1887.
My invention has for its object to provide a simple appliance,' by which the
treating and washing of photographic prints and i)latBS may be effected very
clhcieutly and rapidly.
According to my invention, I provide a tray or receptacle, of any suitable

shape, but made of perforated or reticulated material, such, for example, as
pcrtorateil sheets of galvanized iron, or woven wirework, or papier mache, or
earthenware with a number of perforations therethrough.

Into tliis receptacle the prints or plates to be treateil or washed are placed,
and in such treatment or w.ishiiig the water or liquid is caused to pass tlirough
amongst the prints aud out from the receptacle ; for example, the receptacle
may be placed m any common biith, and be withdrawn at intervals, so as to
cause the water or liquid to run out from the receptacle, and carry with it the
matter wliich has been removed from the prints or plates, or by which the
prints or plates have Ijeen treated, or the receptacle may, for washing purposes,
be placed in a stream of water. My invention is especially adapted for large
photographic prints on paper, as the receptacle can be taken with the prints
ill It from biith to bath from beginning to end without handling, thus obviating
the chance of tearing the paper.
Having now particularly described aud ascertained the nature of my said in-

vention, and m what manner the same is to be performed, I declare tliat what
J claim i.s:—For and in treating or washing photographic prints and plates, a
perforated or reticulated receptacle, through whicli water or liquids can be
caused to pass without the necessity for handling the prints or plates, sub-
stantially as hereinbefore described ° *-
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Date of He«tlli(.

July 4,

I. 8.

Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

Institute, Shakespeiu^-street.
Coventry Dispensary.
MjddeltonHiLll, Uppor-st. ,I&liDgtoil
Society's Ems.,Norfulk.sq.,Glo&8op

Notts
Coventry and Midland
North London
GIossop Dale
Holmflrth
Sntton I Society's Rooms, 18, High-street.
Sheffield Miisonio Hall, Surrey-street.
Bolton Club I The Studio, Chancery-Iane, Bolton

r
I

^orth Staffordshire ,1 Mechanics' Institute, Hanley.
5 Photographic Club

|
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.C,

' London and Provincuil Mason's Hall, Basiugball-street.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
UsT Tuesday night, at a meeting of the almve Society, held at 5a, Pall Mall
XMt, London, Mr. WUliam England, Vice-President, occupied the chair.

Tlie ChairmaS introduced to the meeting Mr. Winslow Upton, Proftnor of
Astronomy, Drown University, Providence, U.S.A.

Mr. (i. L ADDKNBn(X)KE exhibited a camera >t«nd made by Meian. BmkU k
Hunter, which he said was the best he hail ever seen ; he then ezpUinad it*
principles of construction. He also exhibite<l a touriiit'i camera by the i-bt
makers, likewi.sc a bamlxx) stand devised by hinutelf.

Mr. SCAMELI, asked if he knew the time required to unpack the itand and
get it into use.

Mr. Addenbrookb replied that he did not
Dr. Johnson exhibited a twill bag linc<l with indiambber, to keep dnirt,

damjp, aud light from slides. He had been trying in Holland a dark slide
devised bv Mr. Brown, of Clerkenwcll, and had found it to lie without fault,
and that he could change the plates more rapidly than with an onliuary slide

;

it had also improvements in its springs, bringing the plates to absolutely per-
fect register.

Mr. W. F. DoNKiN exhibited the camera with which of late years he had
taken his Aljiine views. In taking panoramic views, a class of pictures for
which he cared little, he saw no use in a plumb line under the optical centi« of
the lens unless for objects abnormally close to the camera ; with onlinary land-
scapes one view might be taken a few yards from its neighlxiur ; he had done
it often. The apparatus shouhl always be carried knapsack fashion on the
b.ack, weight then being much less felt, but .straps across the breast should \ie

avoided ; the straps over the shoulders should be broad. It was quicker to
have a case for the stand, because tlien the legs could lie pushed in anyhow,
and there were no straps to buckle. His whole arrangement, with an East-
man's slide and the legs included, weighed fifteen pounds, for 7J x 5 negatives.
A level was very necessary in mountainous countries, especially when setting
up the camera on uneven ground, where the eye is often grievously <Ueeive<l

;

his level consisted of a plumb line in shape of a i)iece of wire three or four
inches long suspended alongside part of the woodwork of the camera. He
thought Dr. Johnson's indiarubljer cases to be good. Abuey's plan of painting
interior edges of the slide with glycerine to keep out dust was excellent.
Mr. T. Sebastian Davis demonstrated his method of wrapping an india-

rubber cloth round each of his camera slides, and so using it as to, all through
the exposures and operations, keeping it from the direct fight from the sky.
The Chairman kept each of his sliiles in a cardboard case.
Mr. W. E Debenhau asked whether Mr. Donkin's plomb wire did not

swing in the wind.
Mr. DoNKiN replied that it did so sometimes, but the wind wag then easily

kept oft' sufticiently by the haml.
Mr. T. BoLAS put a question in reply to which all but one sneaker said

that circular spirit levels were very liable to get out of order quickly when in
daily use.

Mr. Davis exhibited his camera made of blackened deal, which was also its
own packing case. It was, he said, simple and efficient, and necessarily
perfectly rigid.

The Chairman exhibited his travelling tent, in vhiuh he could develope
12 X 10 negatives, and which weighed five pounds.

Mr. SA.MUKLS said that a tent was handy to use as a packing covering for
apparatus.

Mr. Fox Shkw exhibited some of the Balagny films, which, he said, had
been popular now for two years in Paris, but did not seem to be much known
ill this country. They exhibited no structure at all, did not expand or curl up
in the developing solutions, required no greasy or other after-treatment, and
were treated just like glass plates, excejit that they must be aUimed alter
developing, and must be quickly dried by means of methylated sjpirit with a
little glycerine added.

Mr. E. CocKiNU announced that the meeting to consider the proposed new
ndes of the Society woiUd be held oil the third Tuesday in July.
The proceedings then closed.

•

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIA'nON.
At a meeting of the above Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City,
Loiidou, on I'hursday, Jime 23, Mr. W. E. Debenham presided

Mr. J. Traill Taylor said that he had received from Mr. Mayall his long-
promised photograph in natural colours ; he would exhibit it and let it speSc
for itself.

Mr. Taylor's likeness was then handed round, and it evoked some expressions
not complimentary to the artist or the process.
The Chairman thought that something should be done by the photographic

societies to make a stand against pretensions to take photographs in uatnial
colours, because photographers .-is a body suffered by such public pretensions.

Mr. J. J. Brioinshaw said that the ignorance of daily newspapers about
scientific subjects had much influence over the public in the matter.

Mr. Taylor had tjeen looking at the Jubilee illuminations, and thought that
lantern slides might be made to represent them by printing a dark positive on
glass and afterwards pricking holes in the film where the lamps were, to repre-
sent the lights.

Mr. Atkinson exhibited a group of some members of the amalgamated
photographic organizations, taken on the occasion of their visit to Watford
ou Jubilee Day. The meeting then broke up.

CAMERA CLUB.
On Tlinrsday, June 23, a varied exhibition of lantern slides was given. Several
visitors very kindly accepted invitations to favour members with a view of
their work, amongst these being Messrs. J. B. B. Wellington, B. J. Wilkinson,
W. England, and .Major Nott.
The members exhibiting were Messrs. Gale, C. B. Wright, Brownrigg,

Lyonel Clark, Ferrero, Dresser, Howlett, and Davison.
Two series were shown by Mr. Wright, one including some very fine views

in Norway, and the other representing work in North Devon.
Mr. Gale and Mr. Welliugtou both exhibited some very fine slides, cluelljr

landscape aud country scenes with figures.
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Mr. Wilkinson sent by request half a dozen slides wlueli were bracketed

with a similar number by Mr. Burton Barber to receive the highest award at

the last annual competition of the Amateur Photographic Field Clnb.

Mr. W. England exhibited slides from negatives taken in Shew's fixed focus

detective camera. Tlie transparencies were full of detail and marvellously

sharp throughout.
Slides made from some of Major Nott's fine negatives of animals taken in

the Zoological Gardens were shown, as also some similar work by Mr. 'Dresser.

During the evening some very handsomely got-up lenses called "Star"
lensfcs, just introduced here under the agency of Messrs. Hinton & Co., were
handed round and critically examined. Attention wa.s also drawn to photo-

gi'aphs of the Jubilee procession, taken by Messrs. D. P. Rodgers and Lyonel
Clark.

Club excursions for members and friends have been arranged for Saturday,
July 9, to Eynsford and Lullington ; Wednesday, July 13, to Rochester ; and
Saturday, July 23, to Pangbouruc for Streatley and Goring.

NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual fortniglitly meeting of this Society was held at the Greyhound
Hotel, Dulwich, on Wednesday evening, June 22,—Mr. Eskell in the chair.

JMr. James was elected a member.
According to arrangement, members brought with them their complete

outfits for work in the field

The more important features of the different kits were explained, which led

to an interesting discussion.

The next meeting will be held on July 6.

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

At the meeting held at Myddeltou Hall, Islington, N., on Friday, June 17,

Mr. J. Traill Taylor, President, in tlie chair, Messrs. G. McCourt and F. T.

Parsons were elected members of the Society.

Mr. A. Pringle gave an account of the preparations that the Local Com-
mittee in Glasgow of the Photographic Convention of the United Kingdom had
made for the reception and entertainment of the members attending the meeting
in July.

Mr. E. Du.N'MORE then delivered a lecture on Photogropliy Past and Present

[see page 390].

Mr. A. PniNGLE said that Mr. Duninore had referred to a class of photo-

graphers who cared little for the artistic qualities of the pictures they produced
so long as they were technically good as photographs. There was, however, a

class among amateurs who studied the artistic side and neglected the technical,

and seemed to think if the composition of a picture was good that the quality

of the negative was of little importance. He agreed with Mr. Dunmore on the
importance of art in connection witli their work, but at the same time thought
too much stress could not be laid on the importauce of thoroughly mastering
the difficulties of development. No picture was ever the worse for the negative

being technically perfect, and he thought that it should be the aim of every

idiotographer to produce work ])erfect technically as well as artistically. He
lad recently been devoting much time to photo-micrograjihy, in which work
the technical branches of photography were all important.

Mr. J. Nesbit thoroughly appreciated the remarks Mr. Dunmore had made
witfi reference to the difficulties that photographers had had to contend against

in the wet process days. He commenced photography in 1853, and had not
only practised the wet process but several of the dry processes. He did not
feel so satisfied with the work he had recently produced as with that of times
gone by, as he felt that he had not kept pace with the opportunities now afforded
for attaining perfection.

Mr. A. Mackie said that, while he quite agreed with Mr. Dunmore on the
importance of the art side of photography, he also agreed with Mr. Priugle's
views as to the importance of a thorough grasp of the tecliuics. He thought
that amateurs often failed, especially in their attempts at portraiture, from
their inabUity to kee]i their minds free from matters appertaining to the dark
room at times when tlie whole attention should be given to the subject of the
picture and its lighting and composition. Amateurs, too, were too often
slaves to some particular form of developer, and made their exposures to suit

that developer. This he thought a wrong method of proceeding, as there was
no developer that would equally suit every plate or every subject. The
developer should be modified according to circumstances. He could not
impress too strongly the importance of remeniberiug that the lens only pro-
duced the picture as it appeared, and tliat therefore, until the jilate was
exposed, the undivided attention should be given to matters pertaining to the
picture as a picture, leaving development for after consideration.

Mr. E. Cliiton thouglit that we were too fond of triniraing our prints to
regrdation shapes and sizes without reference to their suitability to the subject.
Frequently a channing picture nnght be produced by taking a small portion
from a plate which was unsatisfactory a.s a wliole.

Mr. J. Jackson spoke of his experiences with Avet plates and also with dry
plates made by himself by the earlier bath methods, using tea, coffee, beer,
Jkc, as preservatives. He fully appreciated all that Mr. Dunmore had said as
to the difficulties and inconveniences of wet [dates.

Mr. W. F. Co.x said that the technical part of photography could be mastered
iiy a little serious study. He thought that the art difliculty could only be met
by a course of study in an art school.

Mr. PuRTON said that, in the Colonies, the silver bath was still used in many
Btudios for portraiture, and in all for copying. Very excellent dry plates were
now being made in Australia, but they seemed especially suitable for portraits
and did not give the vigorous image wanted for landscapes. He considered
that the Colonists held their own in portraiture but not in landscape work, but
this was probably because the scenery was comparatively uninteresting.

Mr. Healey said he was probably the oldest photographer present. He
commenced in 1847, and had first worked Daguerreotypes. He had also useil
the wet pre -ss, and had taken instantaneous portraits by it. Hill Norris's
were the firs, dry plates he used, but later on he had made collodion emulsiou.

For some years he ceased to jiractise photography, but the conveniences of
gelatine had induced him to take up again his old hobby.

Mr. J. Oakley spoke of the improvement in the picture to be obtained in

some cases by taking a low point of view. He thought that many amateurs
failed to do their best by attempting too many plates. He tliought they should
do less work, but it should be more carefully considered.

The proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to Mr. Dunmore.
Next meetiug, on Tuesday, July 5, a technical meeting.

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The members of this Society held an excursion to Cromford aud Matlock on
Saturday afternoon last, when some excellent negatives were obtained, the
weather being favourable and the attendance a good one.

The excursion next Saturday will be to Miller's Dale for Cressbrook Dale.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The monthly meeting of the above Society was held in tlie Technical Schools,

Bridge-street, on the 23rd instant,—Mr. W. J. Harrison, F.G.S., in the chair.

Tliere was a good attendance.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed, and Messrs. A. A.
Atkins, S. Baxter, C. J. Jarvis, and R. L. Wareham, were elected members.
The following, gentlemen were noiuinated for election;—Messrs. F. Barnett,

H. R. Wakefield, G. Wiseman, E. Shiltou, and C. W. Tierii.

A comniunication was handed iu from the Meteorological Society, askiug for

photograplis of lightning from members who had taken or would take some
when opportunity occurred.

Mr. J. H. PiCKARD read record of excursion to Miller'.s Dale :

—

With a continsrent of twelve members and ladies, we started on Wliit Monday morning
by Midland Kailway at nine a.m. After a quick run, we arrived at Miller's Dale Sta-

tion. The first thing to do was to make tracks for the "Anglers' Rest" Hotel to
arrange for our evening repast. Commencing with taking views of the picturesiue
village and winding river, we then pi-ocecdcd along the road, above which nuia the
lofty railway viaduct, finding miiny points of interest, especially at the miU and bridge,

and came to the pass through the Miller's Dale, a short distance bringing us quickly
into its beauties. It opens somewhat similar to Dovcdalc, a sort of torrent walk giving
capital studies for the camera of trees .and stream effects. The Dale at the distance of

about a mile widens out, with high hills on the one side, the stream or River Wye
winding iu and out, giving many tempting bits of scenery. We then proceeded to
some natural stflps iu the rocks leading to a tine rocky dell or gorge, which presented
a beautiful effect when viewed through the ground-gbiss, rather difficult to take,

owing to the diversity of light and depth oE shfulow. Turning to the left, and climbing

up and down the rocks, slippery w ith moss, &c., making our way slightly perilous,

many of us having awkward slips, we came siuldenly upon a grand scene, without
doubt the finest of its kind our cameras have been pointed at. *' The celebrated Cheo
'Tor," the numberless cascades on the winding river nmiiiug through the chasm be-

tween the gigantic rocks, covered in many places with climbing verdure almost to the

top. Tliese rocks are of a horseshoe shape, the deep chasm no doubt having been
formed by volcanic action or a mighty rush of water in remote ages ago ; in some
parts the grandeur is almost appafling. It was iu this gorge that our facetious Mr.
Cox was infatuated enough to take up his dwciling iu a smjiU, nan-ow cave to have his

physiognomy photographed ; when it was done he coolly said, "Give the pictxire a
name." Echo answered, " "The Cheetah of Chee Tor." The pathway along this gorge
is rather dangerous, and iu wet weather is impassable owing to the water rising above
the narrow pathway under the cavern-like openings under the side of the rocks, in

many cases only stepping-stones uuder dropping weffs, the surface-water percolating

through the rocks. One might stay here and tjike pictures by the score, each turn
giving you fre.sh beauties. Crossiug the stream by a trellis bridge, .and under a won-
derful railway bridge thrown across the chasm from the mouth of one tunnel to

another. CThe cliasm and bridges reminded one of the " Devil's Bridge," at Aberyst-

with.) We could not get a picture of tliese bndges owing to the foli.age being blown
about so by wind, wliich rushes throutjh the opening, and the light preventing us

using the shutter. With regret, we followed in single tile (the ladies preferring to

stay where they were till our return) along the pathway, and, descending by a long

length of steps, crossed the stream again, reaching the valley along which the path
runs towards Buxton, Some good views were obtained here, but time not allowing us

to go farther, we rejoined our companions and retraced our way, photographing
whatever points we had missed in the morning. On reaching the railway bridge at

the village, parsing shots wore had at the express train, also a fine flock of geese. The
concluding picture was taken by our rear guard, Mr. Iliff, namely, a group, to help

to swell oiu" book of excursionists; aud, after a capital tea, &c., wo reached the station

in good time, and arrived in New-street Station about forty minutes past ten p.m., all

well pleased and with great intentions to go over the same ground some other time
again. The number of pictures taken was one hundred and seven.

The Chairman gave notice of the Glasgow Convention on July 4 next.

A number of exhibits of photographs taken at the last excursion by Messrs,

Birkett, J. H. Pickard, aud Humphries, and some very fine instantaneous ones

of the new steamers plying to the Isle of Man by Mr. E. H. Jaques, wliich were

much adniired.

Mr. F. Birkett then gave his paper on Prinling hy Arlijicial LiuUt. He
mainly drew the members' attention to Alpha paper printing, and, In the

course of his remarks, said :—
It is an advantage to amateurs on some occasions to be enabled to print from their

negatives at night or during the winter months. There arc two kinds of papers one
can use—the bromide and the chloride. The bromide is pretty Well known in the

shape of Eastman's, Morgan & Kidd's, P'ry's, Marion's, and others ; but with all

these the black and white tones only can be obtained. Many people say this looks

cold ; they like something w.armer, or more like the tone of the silver prints on
albumenised paper. By using the chloride you can get almost any tone yon wish.

Still, preferring myself the ordinary silver print, I use as a substitute the Alpha
paper. I used Morgan & Kidd's contact paper till they discontinued making it. 'The

negative should be a good one, not too thin. On bromide paper a thin negative will

give a good print, but with the chloride a pluck.y negative, as with silver prints,

gives the best results. The light through one thickness of golden fabric is quite

subdued enough to work by ; in f.act, I have used the gaslight, turning down just

enough to see what I was doing, of course keeping my dishes well covered up as much
as possible. Exposure comes next. It is hero you mnst decide what tone you want
the resulting prints to be. For a warm tone give a long exposure and short develop-

ment; for a black tone a short exposure and long development. A long exposuro

means two minutes, twelve inches from an ordinary gaslight, a dense negative

requiring much more. The developer is the one given by the makers of the paper,

namely, a weak iron one. Wet the prints in clean water, and place in developer (not

too many at once). The picture comes out quickly
;
you will see how far to go.

They wiU alter but little intone in the subsequent solutions, &c. Wash at once iu a
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nolntkm of citric noid mftdo rei7 w«ftk, or it will ft^tch the piotnre off ; well wmIi.
Tone in acetate tnninf? linth with chloride of lime. You cannot see mnch change in

the colour ; for myself I leave them four or fire minuten. Fix in the ordinary w»y ; bat
here tbey must W carefully watchci as they turn a nasty yellow, then brown. The
moment they reach the colour you rc<iniro well wash in soTeral waters. ATI the
waters and solutions must be cold. The face of the print can be glossed or polished
by drying on ebonite or glass, cleanefl with French chalk.

Tlie paper was accompanied with practical illustrations, and proved very
interesting.

The Chairman a.«ked memlxsrs to come forw'ard with papers for the remain-
ing hiilf .session, some few Iwing rcfiuired to till up the programme, and the
meeting conclu(le<l.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OP PHILADELPHIA.
A STATED meeting of the Society was held Wednesday evening, June 1, with
the President, Mr. Frederick Graff, in the chair.

The Committee on Presentiition Pictures for 1.S87 reported that they had
selected On a Virginia Turnpike, liy Mr. John G. Bullock, and The Klephanta
Cniyt, India, by Mr. Charles R. P.incoast.

The pai>er for the evening was re.id by Mr. Charlk-S Truscott, the subject

being Sume Phntographic Jlertsies [this will appear in a future number]. Tlie

reading of the paper was followed by an interesting cliscu.ssion of various jwint.s

touched on by the writer.

Mr. COATF..S preferred to use plates slow enough to give .sevend seconds'

exposure, as with extremely rapid plates cap exposures could not well be given

for such times as one, one anil a half, or one and three-quarter seconds.

Mr. Zkckwkr suggested the plan of couutin" as rapi<lly as the numbers
could be pronounced from one to five, which would be found to take al)0ut one
second. If, then, one and three-lifths of a second are required for the expo-
sure, by counting thus rapidly one to five and then one to three the fraction of

the second would be <letermined with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes.

It lieing suggesteil that the time could be prolonged by use of a small stop,

Mr. Truscott made the objection that this was likely to cause diffraction of

the niys of light, and consequent fogging of the plate. He stated that the
shutter he u.sed was accurately graded for short time work from one-two-huu-
dred-and-fiftieth to two-thirds of a second.

In reply to a question by Dr. Wallace, Mr. Truscott stated that in wet plate

iihotography with short time exposures, such as portraits of babies, he, he
nad frequently heated the developer to about 100" Falir. before applying to the
plate. For developing short exposures on gelatine plates, he used carljonate

of soda, one part to four of waXer, varying the solution from one-fourth to full

strength. He found different brands of plates to vary greatly in the time
necessary for development. As to the most desirable position for a shutter, he
considered back of the lens the best for avoiding fog, and in the middle of the
lens the best for economising space.

Mr. FA.s.'iiTT called attention to an article on i>age M4 of The British
Journal Photographic Almanac for 1887, on .1 Cheap, Simple, and Effec-

tive Reihieerfor Oelaline ye</a/iren. The directions called for diluting "ortli-

nary chloride of lime with half its bulk of water," and then immersing the
negative in the mixture about twenty second.s. Mr. Fa.ssitt found on trying
the plan that the quantities sjiecified produced merely a thick paste, and not a
solution in which tlie plate could be well "immersed." Its action wa.s to quickly
and entirely remove every vestige of the film from the plate. As to its effective-

ness there could be no iloubt, but its use for any other purpose than cleaning
gla.ss conld hardly be advised. The publication of such impracticable recipes

was calculated to do much harm, as they are frequently copied into one journal
after another without tri.al or investigation by the publishers, continuing their

misleading career indefinitely.

A<lJoumed.

tf Cmrmftnienit ihould iuii«r urile on iwt'i sidra o/ Cie paper.

JUBILEE.
To tite Editors.

OESTLKJtEV,—Jubilee Day, the alst of June, 1887, was twin sister to
the first day of Her Most Gracious Majesty's reign in 1837, both unex-
ceptional model days in unclouded sunshine, and the first in the world's
history of a Queen's Jubilee. The newspapers have been full of the
episodes of the Victorian age, but none has realised it more beautifully
than Liverpool, in grouping together life-size marble busts of Her Majesty
and her family amidst floral decoration in one of the large halls of the
Walker Art Gallery. It is the arrangement of Mr. Charles Dyall, the
Curator, whose talents in this peculiar display of art is well known. It

has been photographed by Messrs. Brown, Barnes, * Bell, of this city,

and makes a very fine tom-enir of this most interesting event.
It was not until 183!) that the art-science of Photography was dis-

covered ; the pencil of light w^as led captive to delineate everything that
is lovely in nature, and has become the handmaid of Art, Science, Com-
merce, and Manufacture. In its short life it has given lustre and happi-
ness to every cottage, as well as every palace, throughout the world. It

has even startled us by its boundless revelations of star worlds, that even
the telescope has failed to discover. It has given employment to millions
all over the world, and opened the floodgates of art treasures hoarded for

centuries to the great masses of aS peoples in every land. Thus the
seed has been sown that will fructify in ages to come.

I feel compelled to drop the metaphor to return to a record of photo-
graphy on the Jubilee Day. Alderman Samuelson, who now resides at

Trelriw, North W^ales, invited the photographic societies of this city and
Birkenhead. Twenty in number accepted, and a more enjoyable day was

never spent among the beautiful scenery of that charming neighbonrluwd

;

165 plates were exposed, a selection ol which arc to be preient«d to Mr.
Samuelson as a souvenir of the happy Jubilee, which ended in a moet
hearty singing of the National Anthem.

James Alex. Forrest,
President of Birkenhead PItotograpMc Soeittu,

Liverpool, June 29, 1887.
»

HER JU.JESTY'S JUBILEE—PHOTOOEAPHERS' OFFERING.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—May I offer the following suggestion ? In every town in
the kingdom, and almost every village, some loyal demonstration has
been made in honour of our Queen. It has also happened that in nearly
every instance the local photographer has secured views of the decora-
tions, processions, triumphal arches, dinner tables, &c. Now these
photographs, if collected, would convey more real information than
twenty newspaper reports. If you were to solicit from every photographer
one or two of his views taken on Jubilee Day (he would be sure to send
his best), each mount would bear his name and address, and this might
be supplemented by any remarks in pencil at the btick. These views
could be classified, and either be put in an album or casket and pre-

sented to Her Majesty the Queen. Tliis would form a pretty and grateful

offering from a large and widely spread body of gentlemen who represent
commercial photography to one of its most liberal patrons—the Queen.
Leaving the suggestion in your hands—I am, yours, Ac.,

42, Northbrook-street, Neicburi/, Berks. Thomas B. Hows.

OUR FATHERS : WHERE ARE THEY f

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Being engaged on a large historical work, a portion of
which includes the portraits of the most prominent Victorian celebrities,

I have been endeavouring, in order to give a place to the wonderful in-

vention and development of photography, to procure portraits of three of
the following : Fox Talbot, Mungo Ponton, Woodbury, Herbert Hunt,
and Hugh Diamond ; but up to the present I have not succeeded in even
finding the slightest trace, and, further, in making inquiries at many
London and provincial photographers and dealers, a look of conscious
innocence illuminated their countenances, and a smile of incredulity
overspread their faces on the name of Mungo Ponton being mentioned.
" Who was he ?" they asked, with a " No you don't " sort of expression,
evidently regarding the question as an attempt—to use a rather vulgar
expression—to take a rise out of them. That Mungo Ponton's name is

apparently unknown, even to photographers, is, perhaps, not to be
wondered at, as he was so remotely connected with photography. But
still, one would have thought that a remembrance of him who discovered
the principle upon which is founded the whole of the art of pigment print-

ting, collotype, and kindred processes, would have lingered in the minds of

those who practise photography, but lack, apparently, a true interest in

the history of their art. With regard to the other portraits, it is scarcely

credible that none are on sale anywhere, nor any information obtain-

able. In making inquiries I have been passed, battledoor-and-shuttle-

cock fashion, from one to the other, and am at last compelled to appeal
to the readers of the The British Journal of Photourai'iiy, who I trust

will be able to afford me some information as to where I can procure them.
Trusting to be kindly favoured with their valuable assistance — I am,
yours, A'C, Pro Charles Mison, G. W. B.

Tlie Studio, George-ttreet, Hull, June 18, 1887.

MEDAL AWARDS.
'To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— Mr. Lydell Sawyer must not be too hasty, there are

two other gentlemen who claim to wear the same head-gear. I con-

gratulate Mr. Sawyer upon being one of the first to put his signature

below his insinuations ; the insinuations themselves, however, arc not

of much account. It is possible, and very probable, that the gentlemen
of whom he writes have as keen a sense of honour as himself.

I notice that Mr. Sawyer does not venture to repudiate my remarks
about those members of the photographic body who pose as reformers in

public, but who, when in positions where their support and influence

would be valuable, are not to be relied on.

The Parent Society's system is (I agree with Mr. Sawyer) a very good

one ; but I believe that all its exhibitions are followed by growls and
grumblings, showing that no matter how perfect the system some one is

found to be dissatisfied. Our Society adopted what I think was a veiy

good rule, and an " element of safety," namely, that no " name was to

be permitted on the/re«« of exhibit." This, however, was rescinded at

a small meeting held in March, Mr. Sawyer himself seconding the pro-

position to that effect. Mr. Sawyer also took part in the nomination of

Judges.

I don't remember that he raised any objections, or expressed any

doubts as to the fitness of the gentlemen nominated.— I am, yours,

Ac, J- 1*IKK.

16, A'cie hridgettrut, Neweatlle, June 38, 1887.
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"SECEET PEOCESSES."
To the Editors.

GsNTLEMEN,— I should have been glad if " Monitor" had passed over

the blunder he refers to. What I really said at the meeting of the

Manchester Society was that I had always freely given information, the

only exception being my process for printing on canvas. This I repeat

—I said it without boasting, and it was in reply to remarks which were

disparaging to professional photographers. Bad reporting I am not

responsible for. I saw the blunder in the Journal, but did not think it

worth the trouble of correction.—I am, yours, Ac, A. Brotheks.

Manchester, June 25, 1887.

•

Wanted, gem or Victoria lenses in oxchaiii?e for colonred lantern slides.—Address, E.,

8, Cypnis-villas, Garforth.

Wanted, half-plate lens in exchange for pood backgronnd by Marion or show cases.—

Addres-s, A. J3., 65(3, HoUoway-road, N.
Dark box on whe els for exchange. Wanted, stndio stand or head-rests,—Address, W.

10, Medcalfe-place, Pentonville-road, London.
Will exchange Marion and Seavey backgrounds, &c., for a good light 12x10 camera
and slides, or anything useful.—Address, F. Whalet, Lincoln.

For exchange, two sets of gem lenses, twelve on plate, and nine ditto. Wanted, good
quai ter-plate or cabinet lens by known maker.—Address, W. Lee, Photographer,
Llandudno.

I will exchange limelight apparatus, four good sets of slides, popular subjects, for

accesEories, posingjchair, or whole-plate camera. —Address, T. H. Price, Dursley,

Gloucestershire.
Will exchange one of Fallowfield's oscillating cabinet burnishers, new, cost 30s., for

interior ba<;kground or rustic accessories.—Address, J. V, Valestine, 18, Bank-
street, Teignmouth.

I will exchange an enlarging apparatus, seven-inch compound condenser, for a really,

good whole-plate camera and three slides for outdoor work.—Address, W. Dakin,
i. High-street, Sheffield.

angtoers to Corregpontrenw.

Photographs Registered :

—

G. Watmougli Webster, 33, Bridge-street-row, Chester.—Porli-a't of "Gamecock"
and Jockey.

E. M. Campbell, Campbeltown.— Tftree photographs of obelisk monument to the

memonj of J. F. Campbell.
James Thomson, 21, High Park-street, Liverpool.

—

Photograph of the s.s. " Citif of
Home."

James Bellman, Victoria-road, Whitehaven.—Group of " The Whitehaven screen girW
deputation to the Home Secretary."

D. Bordley, Newport-road, Stafford.

—

Photograph of W. H. Peach, Esq., Hay or of
Staj^'ord.

H. T. Austin, Clifton-vi]la, Knowle Park, Bristol.—Group of Clergy of Holy Naticiiy;
Portrait of lie o. G. Dunlop.

J. A. Billinger, Sidmonth, Devon.

—

Three views ofjahilee procession in Sidmotith.

An Exchanger.—It you or other correspondents desiring exchanges are so

careless as not to write your names and addresses correctly, that is your
affair, not ours.

S. W. A. asks which process will yield the best copy of a Daguerreotype :

gelatine or collodion ?—The one is as good as the other ; it is simply a
question of .skill.

A Twelve-yeabs'-old Correspondent.—See Monckhoven's Treatise on Optics.
Failing that, try A Treatise on Optics, published by R. & W. Chambers.
See also Brewster's Optics.

J. Courtier.—The probable cause of the veiled appearance of the negatives,
after intensifying by the bichloride of mercury and ammonia method, is that
the plate was insufliciently washed between the operations.

Salted Plain Paper.—W. R. Ridgway & Co., Ealing, London, say that with
reference to our article on this subject, they have been supplying the same
for some time. We refer those of our readers interested to them.

Collotype.—We have not received the paper referred to. You will find
formula! and method of preparing the plates in the last edition of Hardwich's
I'hjtogruphic Che:mistry. It would take up too much space to give it in
this column.

W. Wood.—1. The proportion of .sulphite of soda has nothing to do with the
fjuantity of water but of the pyrogallic acid. To each ounce of pyrogallic
from four to six ounces of the sulphite are usually added. —2. Either will
answer.— 3. No.

C. A.—Your best plan will be to write and complain to the one who supplied
the goods to you. It is no use your communicathig direct to the manu-
facturer, eveu if you know who he is, as yoii have had no transactions with
him—you are not his customer.

E. B.—It is impossible for us to indicate the cause of the spots. They look,
however, very much as if they were caused by minute bubbles of an-
adhering to tlie surface of the paper while it was in the fixing bath. But
we should be sorry to say th.at they are really due to thLs. Is the water you
are u.sing highly charged with lime ?

A.—Tliose who manufacture the ready sensitised paper do not publish the
formula! they employ, but look upon it as a " trade secret." Various formulse
have from time to time been published, but, so far as our experience goes,
none of them will give results, as regards toning and keeping qualities, equal
to the best papers met with in commerce.

A. Parker.—From this correspondent we have received a couple of prints on
opal glass, and he wishes to know the reason they are of stich a cold tone,
while those supplied by professional enlargers are much warmer.—The reason
of the coldness of tone is due to the pictures being under exposed and too
much forced in the development. The remedy is obvious.

W. B. CaSSINGHam writes : "Are dry plates thickly coated better tlian thin

ones ? if so, what are the advantages of thickly coated ones ? An answer will

oblige."—Plates rich in bromide of silver are better than those which are but

thinly coated, as they give a more "plucky" picture and are freer from

halation. Beyond a certain point, however, no advantage is gained by an
extra thick coating.

Leonob Stbiner writes: "I have been trying to colour some photographs for

enamelling, using oil colours with a little turps, but to my great disappoint-

ment, when they have been enamelled, enamel and colour both peel oil'.

Will you therefore tell me what I should do to prevent it ? "—Perhaps some
of our readers who have had experience in this direction will supply the

desired information.

T. Evans sends us some specimens of enlargements on gelatino-bromide paper
which he has made, and asks tlie cause of their weak .and fogged appearance,

as he has kept strictly to the formula issued by the Eastman Company.^
The cause of failure arises from over exposure. In his ne.xt essay our cor-

respondent should try half the time pre^ously given, with the same negatives.

If witli this exposure he does not obtain sufficient vigour he must try still

less.

Ellen.—The thinness of the negative is due to its being very much over
exposed. About a fourth the time, or even less, than that you gave would
liave been sufficient. Your best plan will be to take the subject again ; ne.xt

to that we should advise you to make a transparency, and from th.at make a

fresh negative, exaggerating the contrasts in each operation. The negative

is too much over exjiosed to make anything good of it by any method of

intensification.

S. S.—^We have not tried the material mentioned, so cannot give an opinion as

to its merits. Tlie common gilt frames are not prepared with bronze powder,
so that there is no fear that any will become detached and eventually injure

the photographs. If the "washing " is simply the water in which the prints

are washed prior to toning, common salt will precipitate, he silver as a
chloride. But if they contain hyposulphite of soda, sulphide of pot.assium

(liver of sulphur) must be employed.

H. B. H. says ; "1. I have a tub which I got from a grocer (i.e. a salt butter
tub), which I wish to use for w.ashing negatives. 1 find I cannot get rid of
the salt which the butter has left in the wood. Will it injure tlie negatives
if the washing water contains a trace of the said salt ? 2. Can photographs
be taken in tlie streets of London without fear of one being moved on by the
man in blue ?—3. I have a plate box which has been varnished inside with
spirit varnish ; is it injurious to dry plates ? It smells strong of tlie var-

nish."—1. The salt can all be removed by long soaking in water. A minute
trace of tlie salt such as would remain after this treatment will do no harm.—
2. Unless an obstruction to the traffic is caused, the police will not inter-

fere.—3. If the box be left open in the sun for a time the smell of the spirit

will fly off.

T. B. Latchmore writes as follows ;
" Observing in the Standard yesterday

(June 23) an account of a disastrous fire which broke out at Messrs. Dale &
Co.'s chemical works, and which was attributed to an explosion of a quantity
of bicliromate of potash, I must s.iy that I was not at all aware tliat the
chemical in question was of such a dangerous nature as to be liable to

explode .and cause so much damage to life and property. Is there not some
error in the printing'! If not, we photographers must be careful as to the
quantity and storing of liichromate of potash."—In reply : Tlie daily papers
appear to have got considerably " mixed " over this affair. Some have
attributed the catastrophe to one thing and some to another. At present

the cause is a mystery, which will probably be solved at the inque.st. One
thing is certain, namely, that bicliromate of potash is not an explosive salt,

although some of the potash salts are, the picrate for example.

Received.—" More Light ;" Price List of Cameras, Lenses, and Apparatus,

by George Houghton & Son.

North London Photographic Society.—There will be an excursion to

Sliepjierton on Saturday, July 2. The train leaves Waterloo at thirty-five

minutes 2iast two p.m.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, July G, 1887, will be on Actiiwmeters. Saturday outing at Shep-

perton. Train from Waterloo at thirty-five minutes past two.

London Stereoscopic Company's Exhibition.—Tlie Secretary of this

Company desires us to notify the fact that Captain Abney is to be one of the

judges at tlieir forthcoming exhibition. He says further that tiie Company
will be ghad to send to applicants tlie rules and regulations concerning this

competition.

On Friday, June 24, Barnet was favoured by a visit from a very charming
specimen of Royalty in the person of the Princess Feodora, the eldest of the

Queen's great-grjindchildren, the young Princess making a short stay at

Hadley Hurst, the residence of Wilbrahara T.aylor, where the planting of a

tree took place, and some excellent pliotographs were taken of this charming
little Princess by Alfred Alonz Ferrari, of the Art Studio, High Biirnet.
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TONING GELATINO-CHLORIDE PRINTS
WITH SEL D'OR.

SojiE recent experiments in toning witli tlio preparation

formerly sold under the name of sd d'or, are strongly sugges-

ti^•e of the existence of a greater difference between the images

produced upon gelatino-chloride and albumen papers respec-

tively than we are in the liabit of suspecting.

As is well known to all who have employed gelatino-chloride

paper, a special toning bath is necessary, or, at least, it is

requisite to compound a solution differing entirely, both in

strength and composition, from that employed for albumenised

paper. The ordinary alkaline bath in everyday use produces

not the slightest toning oflect upon the new paper, unless it be

left for such a prolonged period that the lights become hope-

lessly discoloured. It is only when the proportion of gold is

vastly increased—one grain of the salt to two or two and a

half ounces of water—that toning proceeds with anything like

celerity ; but the best results are not gained until a consider-

able quantity of a soluble sulphocyanidc—-and, in some cases,

ft trace of our old enemy, "hypo"—are added to the bath. In

fact, gelatino-chloride paper appears to work better under
conditions approaching those of sulphur toning.

Such being the case, it is scarcely surprising that when, a

few days ago, we fell across a small capsuled, stoppered bottle

oi sel d'or, the idea should strike us to try it upon the new
paper. Despite its gi-eat antiquity— the preparation was of

the well-known Fordos & Gelis brand, and must have been a

quarter of a century old— the salt appeared to be in perfectly

good condition. It was made up into a toning bath by dis-

solving the contents of the bottle (one gramme) in thirty

ounces of water, and rendering the solution faintly acid with

hydrochloric acid. In adopting these proportions, we may
add we worked entirely from memory.

Several prints upon gelatino-chloride paper, as well as two or

three upon ordinary ready-sensitised albumen paper for com-
parison, were thoroughly washed and treated with chloride of

sodium, in order to remove every trace of free silver. Upon
immersion in the sel d'or bath, the gelatino-chloride prints

commenced to change colour in two or three minutes, and
then, proceeding rapidly, were fully toned to a rich purple-

black in about five or six minutes. The albumen prints,

however, refused to tone at all, and even after sixteen hours

immersion had not changed colour in the slightest degree.

We wore quite unprepared for the latter result, though by
no means surprised at the difference of behaviour between the

two kinds of paper, for in previoiw-'experiments we have fre-

quently found not only that an alkaline bath which will colour

an albumen print rapidly will produce uo effect whatever on a

gelatine picture, but that a solution which is strong enough in

gold to act energetically upon gelatine will have little or no
action on the other. In fact, acidity or the absence of alkalinity

of the bath appears to favour toning in the case of gelatine

paper, and the reverse in the case of albumen.

But to return to our toned prints. These, after removal
from the ha,t\i of sel d'or were placed to soak in clean water.

Bo it noted here that there was no chance of free silver being

present at any stage to account for the result wo are about to

record. To obviate the possibility of the formation of hypo-

sulphite of silver by the action of the fel d'or, the prints were
treated as we have stated, with salt, in order to convert any
free silver, and fresh water was employed at eveiy stage.

When the prints left the toning bath, their appearance was

in every way satisfactory, the tone possessing that velvety

purple character so well known in coimection with gelatino-

chloride at this stage, while the lights wore perfectly bright

and pure. On turning them over, however, after a few minutes'

soaking, we were horrified to find them, without exception,

changed to a deep, dirty yellow, highly suggestive of sulphura-

tion in its worst form, and of just such a degree and character

as might be anticipated if a print containing free silver were

placed direct into the hypo bath without previous washing.

The albumen prints, it may bo hero stated, were entirely

unaffected in this manner, the whites remaining as pure after

several hours' immersion, and also after washing, as at first,

the toning bath, in f^vct, apparently exercising not the slightest

action of any sort.

Cogitating on the matter, wo remembered that the addition

of hydrochloric acid was made to the bath in former days for the

express purpose of avoiding a similar yellow stain, but we could

not recollect the exact proportions. Wo had employed just

sufficient to turn the scale of neutrality, and this probably was

not sufficient. Upon turning up an old formula we found that

our proportions of gold salt and of water were correct, but that

one drachm of pure hydrochloric acid should have been used

instead of, probably, one minim.

The correction was made, and a fresh batch of prints were

toned, being subjected to the same precautionary treatment as

previously to guard against free silver. The toning proceeded

as satisfactorily in every way, and the final result was precisely

similar to that already described— hopeless discolouration,

commencing in one or two instances in this batch of prints in

the toning bath itself. The yellow colour, moreover, was found

to deepen considerably when tlie prints went into the fixing

bath of fresh hypo.

In the second or more acid bath albumenised paper prints

wei-e equally unaffected both as regards toning and sulphura-
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tion, and it is this marked difference in behaviour which

causes us to question whether there may not be a greater

difference iu the constitution of the gelatino-chloride film, as

compared with albumen, than we have hitherto supposed. The

yellow stain is quite invisible from the hack of the print, and is,

indeed, found to be confined simply to the gelatine itself, since,

if the latter be dissolved off with warm water, the paper is left

perfectly white.

A possible explanation suggests itself to us, namely, that the

contact of free silver with the gelatine, in making the emulsion,

forms an organic compound which is acted upon—sulphurised,

in fact—by the sel d'or. If this be so, it is a strong im-

peachment against gelatine as the basis of printing surfaces

—

at least, where it is necessary to employ free silver, as for papers

for " printing-out." We have not yet submitted the prints to

any tests, but shall shortly do so.

THE EIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE.

The letter of Mr. Arthur Debenham, which appeared in our

columns some time since, has given rise to a large amount of

correspondence with reference to the sitter's alleged right to

the negative. Some of the writers have expressed a very

decided opinion, because a higher charge is made for the first

supply of portraits than for subsequent copies, that, conse-

quently, the negative is the property of the sitter. Others, on

the contrary, consider, according to the usage of business, it

belongs to the photographer. Many of the arguments

adduced, and analogies quoted, have scarcely been to the

point, as they have had no bearing on photography or the

established custom of photographers. It is tolerably well

known in Courts of Law, that in any disputed point a well-

recognised rule or custom in any particular trade or business

transactions is looked upon as being nearly, if not quite,

equivalent to law itself.

It is a very common circumstance, whenever the question as

to the proprietorship of the negative is under discussion, to

quote the case of an engraved plate. In the case of works of

art the simile certainly does not apply to photography at all,

inasmuch as the engraver's is a sepai'ate business, and so is the

printer's. The former engraves the plate, but does not supply

impressions therefrom. In the case of address or business

cards it is somewhat different, but here a definite charge is

made for engraving the plate ; or sometimes the agreement is for

a card plate and so many cards for a certain sum. In any
case the custom of the trade is that the plate for which a
specific charge has been made is the property of the customer.

But when a similar order is executed from type, the "forme"
does not become his property, although a proportionately much
higher charge, to cover the cost of setting up, is made for

fifty than for five hundred or a thousand impressions. It has
been argued, because the forme can be broken up, and the
type used for other purposes, and the plate is useless except to
the customer, that the latter should be his property and the
former not. To meet this, opponents have argued that the
engraving can be removed and the copper re-engraved. Also
that the negative can be cleaned oft', and the glass and silver

utilised, like the type, for another purpose. This is simply
special pleading, and has no legal value whatever.

Let us now turn to the business part of the question, and
see what has always been the custom of the trade as regards
negatives taken in the ordinary course, and also what has
legally been decided with reference to their ownership. Going

back to the Talbotype days, when one or two portraits were

about as many as were ever ordered at a time, the negative

always remained the property of the photographer.

In the days of the collodion process we find the negative

recognised as belonging to the photographer. In the very

early period of that era it was usual to have on the printed

receipt for payment for sittings an announcement something

like the following ;—The negative will be retained for twelve

months—or other time—during which period copies can be had

for so much, usually half price. Here is tacit understanding

that the sitter had no title to the negative. One firm we have

in our mind just now, who had several establishments in

London as well as in the provinces some thirty years or

so ago, used to have a paragraph in their prospectus statinfi

that the negative would be kept for a certain number of months,

during which time duplicates could be obtained at such and

such a sum, or the negative might be purchased for half the

price charged for the first portrait. Here again is a distinct un-

derstanding that the negative belonged to the artist, and could

only become the property of the sitter by purchase.

Later on, when the cartede-visite came into vogue, and

portraits were ordered by the dozen instead of singly, we find the

custom then was not to destroy the negative at the end of a given

period, but to keep it indefinitely; hence the intimation on

the backs of the mounts, "The negative of this portrait is

preserved, and copies may bo obtained at any time by quoting

the number." How could cojiies be supplied if the negative

were not the property of the photographer ? Here is another

proof of the recognition that tlie right to the negative belongs

to the photographer. Mr. Silvy, when he retired from business

in this country, advertised in the daily papers that any of the

negatives he liad taken could be purchased by the sitters for a

certain sum, and that any photographer could print therefrom.

As a matter of fact, the sitter bargains and pays only for

portraits, and not for portraits and the negative from whicli

they are made ; and the custom of tlie trade is, and always has

been, that he is in no w.ay entitled to it except by special

agreement.

Evidently the title of photographers to the negative is

recognised by the framers of the later projected copyright

bills, who, by the way, are not supposed to be particularly

favourably inclined towards the craft. One of the clauses

stipulates, that when a portrait is taken for a valuable con-

sideration the photographer must not use the negative for any

purpose of his own, or make copies therefrom, except to the

order of the sitter. Here, by implication, the negative is

admitted to belong to the photographer.

Having considered the question from the " custom of trade,"

or unwritten law, point of view, let us now turn to what has

already been legally derided on the point. In 1880, Mr.

Dixon, of Albany-street, sued a pianoforte-maker in the County

Court for the sum of four pounds for two proofs and the nega-

tive itself of a pianoforte he had photographed. The claim

was resisted on the ground that the negative should not lie

charged for. The Judge, however, was of a difterent opinion,

and said that " the defence set up could not be maintained, for

the negative of a picture was tlie most valuable property in it,

as by it the defendant could have copies printed by another

photographer elsewhere." Judgment was accordingly entered

for the plaintiff for the full amount claimed. Clearly, in this case

the negative belonged to the photographer by right, otherwise

he could not have recovered its value.

Here is another case in which the right to a portrait nega-
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tive was contested, and the decision leaves no doubt on

the point. The case was tried in the Bloomsbury County
Court in 187G, and will bo found reported on page 359 of our

Tolumo for that year. Briefly tlio case was this : Tlio plaintiff, a

photographer, sued the defendant for thirty shilliujis, the price

of a dozen cabinet portraits of his wife, wliich had been duly

nipplied and approved of. Here is the defence and judgment.
" The defendant did not deny the order beini» given, nor that the

charge made was a reasonable one, hut declined payment on the g;round

that the order liad not bopn completed, inasmuch as the price cliarged

included the purchase of the negative, from which, as he was going to

India, he might get additional copies printed if he required : moreover,

the defendant said he strongly objected to leaving the negative in the

possession of the plaintiff, as lie iiad no wish to see his wife's portrait

exhibited amongst the plaintiff's specimens, whicli photogr.ipliers were
in the habit of doing when they took an attractive picture. The
defendant's wife was called, who corroborated her husband's state-

ment. The plaintitf, being recalled, stated that the purchase nf the

negative was never mentioned, and that it was always customarj' to keep

negative unless some special arrangement was come to for its delivery

to tiie sitter. Tiie Judge considered that no respectable photographers
would exhibit their clients' portraits without permission bsmg ob-
tained, and, as the present defendant had not proved the purchase of

tiio negative, judgment would be in favour of the plaintiff for the

full amount claimed, with coats of two witnesses.''

Although the above are only County Court judgments, they
stand as a precept until they are overruled by a reverse decision

in one of the superior courts.

Respecting the Photographic Convention, a writer in the Scottish

Xews remarks :—" Unostentatiously enough, but with all heartiness

and cordiality, the Photographic Convention was opened last night in

Glasgow. In its own way, the Convention—the second of its kind

—

is of considerable importance. From all parts of the country, some
two hundred practical photographers have come together to discuss

subjects in connection with the art of photography— an art whose
progress can only be compared to that of the appliances of steam for

practical pui'poses, or that of the mysteries of electricity. Hnlf a
century ago photography was in a very crude and primitive condition,

but it has advanced with the times, and now it ranks next in beauty
and importance to the divine art of painting itself. A Convention
such as that which opened its proceedings last night in Glasgow is

not hkely to pass away without good results where there is .such a

combination and diversity of talent and ingenuity. Besides, it is well
that there should be a recognition of the kinship betwixt those that

are k'm. The Convention in Glasgow will also have this advantage
to strangers : its proceedings and the incidental excursions into the pic-

turesque classic districts with which the country abounds, will give
them a glimpse of certain beauties of nature hitherto, perhaps, unknown
to them, and which theii- art will enable them to perpetuate."

JClfxtbic lighting is, perhaps, about the last thing in the mind of the

average photographer at this period of the year ; but as there are some
establishments where it is de ru/eur all tiie year round, we need not

forbear from echoing the wail of several owners of studios, which has
been very common for the last few weeks. " We are simply baked,
sirs; if we could only get electricity at a reasonable figure we would
shut up our studio and take portraits in a cellar." And, of a truth,

the " electrical photographer " has a very strong pull against his day-
light brethren of the camera in the matter of weather. In summer
there need be no more heat than in an ordinary drawing-room, in

winter the effect of a foggy atmosphere is greatly minimised, while
all the year round he always has a sufficiency of illumination, what-
ever the meteorological conditions that may prevail.

Apropos of electricity, a very singular danger may he noted. We
hav« heard of serious accidents to tlie person through electricity, and
its possible danger to biuldiugs has long been recognised; but tiiat

there was danger in an incandefcent lamp wa» a thouglit that would
have occurred to few. The well-known electrician, Mr. W. H. Preeee,

however, calls attention to such a danger, and describeti the actual
occurrence (an account of which ho liad received from a oorrwpondent)
of an accident caused by the bursting of a 60 c.p. lamp the moment it

was connected up for the first time, the glass breaking in his face and
filling his eyes with gla's dust. Mr. Preeee offers as an explanatiuo

that there was a slight air leakage in the glam, and a oonsequeiit forma-

tion of an exjilosive compound with the residuum of hydrocarbon gat
used in exhausting.

It might have been anticipated that the failure of the radiometer to

effect a practical service in photography was complete and final, but
our contemporary, La Nature, which often devotes a considerable

portion of its space to matters photographic, has lately resuscitated

and republished a paper by M. Olivier presented to the Academy two
years ago on the subject of measuring the chemical action of radia-

tions. The plan consists, in brief, of surroimding a radiometer witli

screens permitting only the chemical raj-a to pass, placing the inatru-

ment so screened in front of the camera, and counting the revolutioiu

made during a correct exposure. M. Olivier states that a similar

number of revolutions on any other occasion will, whatever the light,

indicate an equivalent exposure, provided the same kind of plate be

u.sed. lie quite ignores the possibility, not to say the probability, of

the light from the sky facing the radiometer being very different from
thut facing the object photographed. The editor of La Nature fuither

points out that the time when the sun is near the zenith is most suit-

able for employing this modified instrument. He the value of these

objections what it may, we read, nevertheless, that a special radio-

meter for photographic use is made by Air. Leguy, and that since

the publication of M. Olivier's method upwards of three hundred
photographers have adopted it for measuring exposures.

It is often .said that the time is long gone by when a pure white sky

was considered a most desirable and excellent achievement in a photo-

graphic landscape ; but in tlie introduction of clouds there is yet

much room for improvement, and the employment of dry plates, which

so often permit of the production of clouds and landscape at one

exposure, is by no means an unalloyed benefit. It rarely happens

that the printing value of sky aud landscape on one negative is equal,

and the con.sequence is the production of a sky which, though a vast

improvement upon pure white, is still a long way from nature. The

use of special negatives for printiiig-in skie:) should not be permitted

to fall into desuetude, and we would strongly advi.-e every photo-

graper to become possessed of a few " practical " clouds. There need

be the less fear of their representing facts falsely, whatever distance

apart the cloud and the landscape negatives may have been originally

obtained, seeing that, in papers recently read before the English and

Scottish Meteorological Societies by the Hon. R. Abercromby, the

forms of clouds are shown to be identical in all parts of the world.

Of the many treatises upon the subject of Light, technically or

popularly treated, now before the public, one of the most attractive

of the latter class is the series of Burnett Lectures upon Light by

I'rofessor Stokes, the last of which has been given, and is recently

published in book form by Me.ssrs. Macmillan. It treats of many

topics interesting to the scientific photographer in a ino.st pleasantly

instructive manner. The subject of the photo-chemical theory of the

action of light upon the eye, including an excellent, it brief, descrip-

tion of the visual-purple theory, may be particularly noticed ;
and,

indeed, the whole lecture (III.) in which these subjects are treated

is well worthy of perusal by all photographers.

Wf. have more than once, when alluding to thermometrical observa-

tions, called attention to the liability to incorrect readings through the

use of imperfectly graduated instruments, or such as had undergone

some change, or possibly, molecular alteration. In many photographic

operations a difference of a degree or two is of little moment ;
but

when important processes are described tlie otherwise u-eful data are

apt to be of little value if temperature obser^-ations are recorded, and

the instrument employed; has not been compared with wme standard
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thermometer. Let us take, for example, the manufacture of pyroxyline

—a difference of two or three degrees in the temperature of the mixed

acids is capable of materially altering the properties of the resulting

product ; and many similar cases could be instanced. Of the extent

to which thermometers may mislead, when in the hands even of

professed observers, an extraordinary instance has recently been given

by the newly appointed Government Meteorologist of Queensland,

Mr. Clement L. Wragge. In making a round of inspection, tliis

officer discovered at Cookstown—a station of the first class—a spirit

thermometer which, owing to the volatilisation of [the spirit, liad the

enormous error of fifteen degrees! It may liere be noted tliat, as

many self-registering minimum thermometers are alcoholic and placed

in a liorizontal position, it is always necessary to observe, when taking

a reading, whether there be any spirit in the upper part of the tube,

which is very commonly found to be the case.

We tliink our readers will be surprised to learn that "Cameras
without lenses are becoming quite, common in France, especially

among amateurs and tourists." It goes without saying that it is an
advantage to the photographer that there is " no outlay for a lens

and no fear of breaking it or the ground-glass, which is discarded as

well." But that, " independently of those considerations, photographs
of objects can be readily obtained which few lenses would take in,"

that "they can, moreover, be taken more accurately," will, we
imagine, intensify the feeling of surprise which any of our readers

will experience who saw the above statements in the English Mechanic
for the 1st of July,

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE
UNITED [QNGDOM.

Those who hazarded the opinion, or indulged in the hope, that the
Glasgow meeting of the Photographic National Convention was to

prove a success, have certainly not been disappointed. The local

enthusiasm is unbounded ; the energy displayed unprecedented in the,

as yet, brief history of photography. The pictorial display on the
walls of the Institute of the Fine Arts are unmistakably more
attractive than anything we have yet seen on those of the Gallery in
Pall Mall during the Exhibition of the Photographic Society of Great
Britain, while as to the Apparatus Department of the Convention,
we venture to state that, both as regards quantity and quahty, the
Glasgow exhibit stands altogether unrivalled. From north, south,
east, and west, the members are, at the time of our writing, pouring
in, among them being several ladies. The number of papers con-
tributed up till Monday midday reached the goodly number of
eighteen, and still more are expected.

In these Art Galleries where the meetings are held, are comprised
everything that could conduce either to comfort in the public
meetings or the display of pictures and apparatus, together with
suites of rooms specially devoted to ladies, smoking room for gentle-
men, and writing rooms for those who have occasion to make use of
them. So far as we have seen up to the despatching of this article,
London is well represented

; Birmingham, Derby, Manchester, Dundee,
Wick, Kirkwall, Belfast, Dublin, are also all represented. Glasgow
and its suburbs, as might be expected, are in strong force. The
adjoining city of Edinburgh does not yet appear to have been per-
vaded by the enthusiasm which otherwise universally prevails to the
extent anticipated, which is to bo regretted, because that quiescent
city of law and learning musters among its citizens several good men.
We have, however, recognised at least two members of the Society
present.

On Monday evening, at six o'clock, there was a meeting of the
General Council, at which the details of the Convention proceedings
were arranged. At eight o'clock the proceedings were formaUy
opened.

A few minutes before eight the hall was filled with a large number
of ladies and gentlemen, and the chair was taken by Bailie
Crawford, who expressed regret that the Lord Provost, Sir James
King, who was to have inaugurated the proceedings, could not
attend. He, along with Lady King, ,vas in London, assisting at the
important function of laying the foundation stone of the Imperial

Institute, a function from which he could not absent himself, being a
member of the organizing committee. His lordship, however, had
written to him, charging him to welcome the members of the Con-
vention to Glasgow in the name of the citizens, and in his own, and
to hope that the important meeting which they were holding here
would be a very pleasant and a very profitable one, and that at the

end of it they would have no reason to regret having chosen Glasgow
as the place in which to hold their second Convention. (Applause.)

He understood that the Convention was composed of amateurs and
professionals—those who were engaged in photography, and those

who had an interest in it—throughout the United Kingdom, and
that their object in meeting was to exchange notes, relate expe-

riences, and discuss the later and more difficult points in connection

with that most progressive of all arts and industries—photography.

Looking at the programme, and seeing that it consisted mostly of

excursions to some of the most delightful places in the West of

Scotland, he began to wonder where they did their business. How-
ever, although it might seem that a considerable portion of their time

would be spent, during the week, in what might be called pleasure,

he, for one, was of the opinion that that particular part of the pro-

ceedings would not be the least valuable to the members. Indeed, he

thought the moving about of members amongst each other, taking

opportunities for exchanging ideas, for private talk, for comparing

experiences, and for getting thoroughly acquainted with each other,

would perhaps ultimately be the most beneficial part of the whole

proceedings. (Applause.) Photography was not altogether lost sight

of in Glasgow. He did not know how it might compare with other

places in this respect, but to judge from the amount of rivalry

—

friendly rivalry, he hoped—which he saw around him among photo-

graphers, and the interest taken in it by amateurs, he imagined that

Glasgow was entitled to hold a very fair position in the photographic

world. (Hear, hear.) He was glad to see that the Convention had

been able to organize a most interesting, instructive, and complete

exhibition. In the International Exhibition of 1888 at Glasgow, the

Fine Art Committee had decided to have a separate section, but in

connection with the Fine Art Department, for photography alone

—

(applause)—and in that section they proposed to deal with photo-

graphy from its purely artistic point of view, not touching at all on

the various methods of production, on the apparatus, or on the

chemicals used. As Mr. Lang was the convener of that Committee-

a man fuU of energy and resource—and as he would be assisted by a
number of other gentlemen in Glasgow who were thoroughly qualified,

and who no doubt would receive the co-operation of others through-

out the United Kingdom, he looked forward to the Exhibition being

a triumph for the photographic art. (Applause.)

Mr. J. Traill Taylor, Chairman of the Council, remarked that how
wisely and how well the Convention had acted in selecting Glasgow
for their meeting this year, was amply demonstrated by the success

which had attended it. He then announced that up to the present he

had received notice of eighteen papers on technical subjects which

were to be submitted to the Convention. They were on very varied

subjects, ranging from experimenting to copyright, and from home
portraiture to the latest methods of taking portraits in natural colours,

real or pretended. (Laughter.)

On the motion of Mr. Lang, seconded by Mr. Briginshaw, a hearty

vote of thanks was awarded to Bailie Crawford for his conduct in the

chair. The Chairman acknowledged the compliment, and afterwards

declared the Convention opened for business.

The room was then darkened, and a variety of views were exhibited

by means of the lantern, Mr. Pringle describing them in his usual'

racy manner. The views consisted chiefly of the parts of the country'

to be visited by the members of the Convention. There were a

number of excellent views on the Clyde, with shipping, by Mr,

Armstrong, and a number from the Trossachs by the same gentleman

and by Mr. Watson. Some beautiful microscopic slides and scenery,

taken by Mr. Pringle and also by Mr. Wellington mostly during last

year's Convention, were likewise exhibited. The whole exhibition—

a most interesting one throughout—concluded with a display of

microscopic objects taken by polarised light by Mr. Briginshaw.

Before the proceedings were terminated, the arrival of the evening

trains from the South brought a considerable accession to the numerical

strength of the Convention, among the late arrivals being Professor
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llcrscliel, F.E.S., President of the Newcastle-on-Tyre Photographic

Association.

On Tuesday there were two excursions, one to the Falls of

Clydo, under tlie conductorship of Air. George I?ell, the other to the

Trossachs and Loch Katrine, Air. T. N. Armstrong acting as conductor.

A large party went to tlie former place, where, notwithstanding a

severe tliunderstorui which was experienced, numerous negatives were

taken. Hut tlie locality which proved to possess most attraction for the

majority of the Convention was the Trossachs and the adjoining Loch
Katrine. But as our Special Correspondent was making notes of the

various incidents which occurred on this department of the excursion,

he will douhtless have something to say concerning it in another

number ; suffice it for the present to say that the rugged pass of the

Trossachs was never before invaded by such an army of "camera men"
as on Tuesday.

The ladies of the party having been left at the boathouse at the

head of the loch, the dark and, in a former period, deathly and dan-

gerous defile was re-entered. By the thoughtful care of our guide

numerous tit-bits of glorious scenery never dreamt of by the ordinary

tourist were pointed out, and at certain places something like fifty or

sixty cameras of every conceivable form and dimensions were to be

seen directed towards mountain, torrents, waterfalls, ravines, and rocky

defiles, never before laid under such artistic contribution. Nature was
at her very best for the photographic capture of such scenery. A little

later the invaders had taken possession of the upper end of the sinuous

Loch Katrine, and artistic toll was levied to a fearful extent on its

mountainous and lovely banks.

In the evening there was assembled a large audience to hear

the reading of papers. Tliis meeting was presided over by Mr.

John Stuart, who had only that morning arrived from a visit to

Norway. ^Vs President of the Glasgow Photographic Society he,

in the name of the local photographers, endorsed the welcome that

on the previous evening had been extended to the visitors by Bailie

Crawford, acting for the Lord Provost. They had all tried their

best to make things comfortable and pleasant for iheir visitors. How
far they had succeeded it was not for him to say. The following

papers were then read :

—

FINDERS AND FOCUSSEES.

By Ltonil Clark, C.E,

Coru) one have known Daguerre'a thoughts whilst he was sitting with
whitewashed face before his camera, patiently waiting for the sluggish

plate to delineate his features, we should doubtless have found that he
was building aerial castles where exposure was reduced to a minimum,
and, indeed, we know how hard he and his successor, Dr. Victor, worked
in the direction of improving the rapidity of their sensitive plates. In
fact, ever since the discovery of photography, experimenters have been
striving to improve in this direction, and there are few commercial
brands of plates now made but that are too rapid on open subjects

for hand exposure, and some form of shutter is a sine qua non with all

photographers. But remembering the old adage, although it is an easy

thing to get shutters and plates for the most instantaneous kind of work,

it is not quite so easy to catch your object. By the time you have
focussed and got your back in, slide removed, and shutter set, your
subject may be a long way off. In the case of a passing express, the
4-5 problem of Euclid for the tyro amateur, it is easy enough, you can
do all that beforehand and await the arrival of the fiery Pegasus, but all

animate or moving objects do not run on rails, but have to be followed
and taken at any moment. Even at the Zoo, where the denizens are

decidedly limited as to recreation ground, it is a constant enough fact to

find, after the plate is developed, that the animal is not in focus, or else

his tail or head are wanting. In the case of ships and yachts, how often

do we see a good picture spoilt owing to the want of a few feet more
bowsprit or the peak of the topsail. Of course, with any of the ordinary
finders, this should not happen, and as yachts are virtually all taken at

about the same distance, the focus does not come in as a factor, for a
fixed focus and a small stop brings everything sharp. But in the case
of animals, where, perhaps, a portrait lens with small depth of focus must
be used, and where the subject is well within the focal variation of the
lens, this plan does not work.
Some cameras are marked for foci of varying distances, but this is

open to many objections. Yon have first to train yourself to properly
jndge the distance, and then you have to rapidly change the eye from
the finder to the marks and back again, and it is more by good luck than
by skill that you get a successful picture. Meu like Mr. Dixon, who

make a speciality of animals, have boldly gone in for double camerati

and double lenses, and this plan is without doubt the most effective;

but it is expensive and extremely cumbersome, and quite prohibits its

general use, for no one could moke a point of carrying about two cameras
because he might get some instantaneous work. Home time back I tried

using a telescope, and marked of[ the focal lengths to correspond with

similar marks on the baseboard of my camera, but soon dropped it, as I

found it very inconvenient and required two persons to use it properly.

Later on I utilised for the same purpose that scientific toy called tbo

walking-stick telescope. This, as many of you doubtless know, consists

of an objective which is clipped on to the walking stick, and can be slid

up and down on it, and a plano-concave eye-piece, also fastened on to the

stick, thus forming a Galilean or opera-glass style of telescope, and is

really of more or less practical use. I screwed an objective of the same

focal length as my lens on to the front of my camera, on the back or

sliding portion I fixed an ordinary focussing glass with a piece of ground-

glass cemented on ; subsequently I discarded the ground-glass and sub-

stituted a small wire to focus on. This apparatus was adjusted to the

camera, and, of course, the two objectives being of the same focal length,

when the top one was in focus, the bottom one, that is, the camera

proper, was also in focus, and this held good for every position of the

object. There was, I believe, nothing new in this. Mr. TraiU Taylor

described such a focusser at the Conference last year, and Mr. McKellen

also made a similar one, and, moreover, I believe it has been described

at a much earlier date. The drawback I found was that it only gave you

a very small portion of the subject, and you were obliged to have a finder

at the same time, and the changing from one to the other I found by no

means easy to manage.
Last summer I was rigging up a camera specially to take some puppies

and kittens, and had intended rigging up a second camera on top of the first.

On working out the designs, I at once saw that by far the simplest and

easiest method was to utilise the ground-glass of the camera proper, since

it could not be required at the time of exposure. I simply turned up the

screen then till it stood vertically above the top of the camera, and in a

plane of course parallel to the plane of its usual position. On the front

of the camera I raised up an extra front above the existing one, and fitted

into it a lens of the same focal length as my objective ; this lens was in a

sliding tube. I now had the framework of a second camera on top of my
first one, and throwing a focussing cloth over the whole, I got an image

on my upturned focussing screen. To adjust this, I first focussed very

accurately the bottom camera, the screen for this purpose being of course

turned down on some object. I then, without shifting the camera, turned

the screen up, and clamped it there with some brass pieces, and then slid

the tube of the upper lens in and out till I got the same object sharply

focussed on the screen in its upper position. Now the two cameras, or

rather camera and finder, coincide, and of course as I rack out the one

the other follows ; and the foci of the two lenses being equal, whenever an

object is sharp on the turned up screen I know tliat it is also sharp on

the plate with double back below. There is no need to be x)articular as

to the lens used for the finder—even a spectacle lens will do ; but this is

objectionable where your lens proper is of a longish focal length, as the

spectacle glass is totally uncorrected for spherical aberration, and gives a

more or less sharp image over a great depth of focus ; a single landscape

lens, but with the stops removed to give as much hght as possible, is

undoubtedly the best, except you go to the expense of having twin lenses.

Althougli the focussing cloth does extremely well as a makeshift, yet

in the case of wind something more is required. I have a sort of card-

board body, that folds like one of OttewiU's old collapsing cameras. This

is made in the form of a truncated pyramid, it slips with an elastic band

over the tube of the finder lens, and so gives the play required, the other

end comes over the focussing screen and projects like a box a little way

beyond it, and gives the necessary shade to it, so as to allow the image

to be seen. Many other ways of covering in the finder will doubtless

present themselves to you—a body like a Chinese lantern would do, or

even an old bellows, though somewhat more bulky ; for you must re-

member that it is not at all necessary to keep out all light, indeed it is

surprising how much you can see with nothing between the eye and the

ground-glass.
_ .

As to the manner of retaining the screen in its upright position or of

fixing on the false front, it is impossible to give any strict directions,

cameras differ so in construction, but it requires but a small amount of

ingenuity to devise some method. I may add that I have for my small

camera a focussing eye-piece which is kept pressed up against the ground-

glass, being held in position by a spring ; this leaves me botli hands free

to hold the camera and focus, Ac, and at the same time permits me of

getting, if necessary, a most absolute focus. I have found this little

arrangement of focusser and finder, which I described and showed at a

meeting of the Camera Club last October, of the very greatest use and

benefit. I always carry it about with me, for it at least has the merit of

neither adding anything to the bulk or weight of your kit, although at the

same time you have all the advantages of a double camera.

Mr. S. D. McKellen said that anterior to Mr. Clark's having sub-

mitted this method of focussing to the Camera Club, he, the speaker,

had obtained a patent for a system of focussing in -which was em-

braced that now described.
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CONCEENING STEEEOSCOPIC TICTUEES.

By W. M. Ashman.

The renewed interest evinced of late in methods of procuring stereo-

Bcopio rotundity in photographic presentments, appears to the writer

likely to prove of sucli beneficial importance to professional workers and
dealers in the material used, that reference to the subject will not, I feel

sure, be altogether out of place among the topics ranged for profitable

discussion at the Convention meetings.
That photographers who depend for sustenance upon their financial

successes in the practice of the art have suffered severely from the
general depression—and possibly other causes—is now an ojjeu secret,

and if the signs of recovery are not entirely wanting they are at any
rate a trifle obscure and undecided in their character. The best, or an
effective, method of circumventing the machinations of the enemy whose
identity is so difficult to trace, is the problem which a good sprinkling of

the population (photographic) would like to solve.

Doubtless the section of photographers whose interests have been un-
intentionally imported into these jottings will be supported by abler
exponents than myself. I therefore refrain from further remarks in
that direction, and pursue the theme which possesses the possibilities of

a successful future.

Perhaps some members of the Convention now present have had a
large experience in the commercial production of stereoscopic photo-
graphs, especially as far back as in the fifties and early part of the
sixties, and these gentlemen might possibly add the valuable hints gained
in their practical acquaintance with the work to the volume of infor-
mation disclosed by our good friend Taylor in the last Bbixish Jouenal
PHOTOGiuriiic Almaxac, then we may see the stereoscope in every
household long before the nineties are reached. Of this I feel confident,
that if such auditions are not made to the knowledge already so freely
distributed, then it must be assumed that there is nothing further to be
said about ihe matter.
There is one point which has impressed itself upon the writer rather

strongly in connection with the subject of making stereoscopic slides,
which, under suitable circumstances, might very probably prove of ex-
ceptional value as a commercial speculation, and that is the photographic
representation of family and other groups in natural positions. Success-
fully achieved, such a style of presenting portraits would certainly be
appreciated, and, in all probability, supplant the flat-looking, very-much-
thrown-together-and-heaped-up mass of inanimate form sometimes desig-
nated a family group likeness. Whether such a dire catastrophe would
indeed follow a perfect, or approximately perfect, stereo, little matters
now, my intention being to direct notice towards a means of interesting
the general public in order that the fraternity may derive some definite
advantage.

Believing firmly in the prospect of a demand for group photographs
such as those indicated, I should like to trespass on your patience a step
further and intimate the kind of instrument which I think suited for
carrying out the suggestion. The ordinary portrait combination ranging
between four and a half and six inches focus will be found as practicable
as any. Although it would be inadvisable to use such a lens at full aper-
ture, the employment of a small diaphragm is not only unnecessary but
positively objectionable if one desires to secure soft, Ijarmonious, well
rounded impressions. Then, again, if complete success is to be attained
in this class of work, anything short of a commodious and well lit studio
cannot be relied upon. Properties, many and varied, have to be requi-
sitioned, and the means of properly illuminating the same ought to be
under perfect control.

With regard to pairs of lenses for securing two images from different
points of view at the same time, I must say that I have never met with
two instruments absolutely accurate when paired, there is always some-
thing wrong about one of them either in focal length or brilliancy of
image. This may not be the general experience, however.
With the routine of ordinary manipulation I will not occupy your time,

bnt pass to one other form of slide which can be made exceedingly
interesting. That to which I desire to draw attention is the subject of
interiors of dwellings, churches, and also exteriors generally, such as
street views. Many of these, when illuminated and deeply printed to
convey the idea of night, afford much amusement. As most of those
present know perfectly well, these effects are produced by colouring the
back of the print sunilar to the method of colouring crystoleum. The
print IS backed up with a suitably coloured ground, and where Ughts are
required, such as caudle or gas flames, holes corresponding with the
position are punctured with a needle point. Slides of this description are
examined by transmitted hght hke orOinary transparencies.

Sufficient has been brought under notice to raise an opinion on the
poBsibihty of progress in the direction indicated, and should these
hurried and disjointed sentences fail in their object, to the lack of careful
preparation must their failure be ascribed.

Mr. Faulkner did not find in ordinary paired stereoscopic lenses
any such difference as affected the identity of the two pictures. It
was wonderful how great might be the "dissimilarity of the lenses
without a difference being discoverable in the unity of the stereo-
Bcopic picture.

The Chairman said that there would be no difficulty experienced ui

getting the work properly e.xecuted ; the real difficulty lay in getting

the public to appreciate and order stereoscopic portraits.

A Member : It should be the province of the photographer to cul-

tivate the public taste and bend it in this direction.

INTENSIFICATION.
By W. B. Bolton.

I HiiAMi an amateur remark a short time ago, " I never intensify,'' and
I felt inclined to retort, " Perhaps it would be better if you did ;

" but as
I thought lie might recognise the trtith of the reply, and I did not wish
to hurt his feelings, I refrained. It is all very well and very pleasant

,

no doubt, to be able to dispense with the operation of intensification, but
who, that values his reputation for uniformly good work, will undertake
to do without it altogether ? It is absolutely necessary at times, even
under the best of arrangements, and the most careful working, and he
who says, " 1 never intensify," is either a perfect manipulator—which I

don't believe—or a careless one who takes little true pride in his work,
which is more likely.

But intensification has got into sad repute in connection with gelatine
plates, owing to the liability of the intensified image to change, lade, or
become denser with time and exposure to light. This applies equally to

all forms of intensification, though mercury, in some of its forms, has
secured the worst reputation ; still, I have little hesitation in expressing
the opinion that the instability is not due to the method of intensification,

but to the want of care in preparing the film to receive it. I have
negatives which were intensified seven and eight years ago, by one of the
most distrusted of mercurial methods, that are as good to-day as when
newly done ; I have others, again, or the remains of them, that exhibit

every form of defect that can come from mercurial change.
Silver intensification on the other hand, though the practically

universal method employed witli collodion plates has gaiued little favour
with gelatino-bromide workers, on account of the liability to stains and
discolouration of the film during the operation itself ; while it has even
been alleged that a gelatine film which has once been touched by a solution

containing a soluble silver salt is doomed to discolouration sooner or later.

With regard to the liability to stains, I have frequently endeavoured to

show that it is far easier to prepare the gelatine film for silver, than for

mercurial intensification, but the difference is that a degree of careless-

ness that suffices in the case of silver to produce immediate change will

bo more tardy, though no less sure in its effects when mercury is em-
ployed. The change produced in the one case is, in fact, instant and
complete ; in the other, deterred, gradual and incapable of check. With
silver, and only moderate care, the change or stain may be but slight

;

with mercury, under similar circumstances, the utter ruin of the negative
is only a matter of time.

As concerning; the alleged after deterioration of silver - intensified

negatives, I can only say that I have some that were treated in tliat

manner in the summer of 1880, and which, up to the present time, have
exhibited not the faintest sign of any sort of change ; and I will say

further in connection with them, that if there be any virtue in the oft-

vaunted " wet plate character," they possess it in far greater degree than

others treated in a different manner, or not intensified at all.

Silver intensification is, and always has been, my favourite, where
permanency of result is re(iuired (if a negative be only required for tem-

porary purposes, it is not worth the trouble), but recently I have modified
my method of using it. Previously I have adhered to the formula fre-

quently given in the Jouknal and Almanac, in which solutions of plain

pyro, and of silver acidified with citric and nitric acids, are used ; but

latterly I prefer to employ a solution of pyro, citric acid, and glycerine,

with a separate solution of silver acified only with nitric acid. The ad-

vantages of this method arc, that the solutions will keep indefinitely, or

practically so, and that the glycerine causes the intensifier to flow readily

over the film, enabling the operator to use a very small quantity, pouring
on and off the plate, and thus economising silver, as well as saving the

trouble of freeing the back of the negative from the dense deposit of

silver that occurs when a dish is used.

I make the following stock solutions :

—

A.

Pyrogallic acid 10 grains.

Citric acid 2 ,,

Glycerine 1 ounce.

Water 1 ,,

B.
Nitrate of silver GO grains.

Nitric acid 30 minims.
Water 1 ounce.

Tor use dilute one part of A with two parts of water and pour on to

the plate, leading it to the edges with the finger or a camel-hair brush, if

it refuse to flow alone. One drachm of pyro solution mixed with two
drachms of water suffice for a half-plate. When the solution runs
smoothly over the whole surface return it to the developing glass, into

which half a dozen drops of B liave been placed, and again apply the
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mixtnre to the film, keeping it in motion all the time. The density

comes rather elowly, and it should bo borne in mind that it increases

greatly on drying the negative, so that allowance must be made for that.

The only preliminary preparation the negative reiiuires after fixing is

a thoiouijh washing, but this may be supplemented by a minute or two's

soaking in alum and hydrochloric acid as a final precaution. Kemoval
of the hypo by means of eliminators, instead of by washing, is worse
than useless ; besides which, such substances as the hypochlorites,

hydroxyl, or oven alum when long applied, destroy the power of intensifica-

tion. The negative is, therefore, better if simply washed. Should a slight

yellow stain appear' after prolonged treatment, it is easily removed after

the operation is complete by a short re-immersion in the alum and hydro-

chloric acid, provided it is only silver stain and not hypo. The final

dip in alum and hydrochloric should always be given in order to destroy

any free silver that may remain.
Intensification is more rapid before fainf, than after; but unfortunately,

with gelatine plates, it is most difficult to judge accurately of the density.

It may often happen, however, that when a very thin image has to be

treated, the appUcation of the intensifier, before fixing, will prove

advantageous.

Mr. A. li. Henderson thought that the application of hydrochloric

acid and alum would cause a formation of chloride of silver in the film,

and they all knew how such chloride would heluive under the action of

light. A dip into liyposulphite of soda would, ho considered, act

lietter. As an intensifier, mercury, followed hy cyanide of silver, was
holieved to be the best. Hut photographere now preferred to err on

I he side of over developing, and afterwards reduce the negative, where
necessary, by Farmer's method of immersing in a bath of red prussiate

of potash and hyposulphite of soda.

Mr. J. M. TurnbuU said that there was a form of intensifier recom-

mended by Wratten & Wainwright which bore a great sunilarity to

that ju.st described in Mr. Uolton's paper, with the exception of the

addition of glycerine. luteusiflcation had been much resorted to in

former times ; but now the negatives were usually developed to full

intensity at once. Subchloride of mercury, or calomel, when^dissolved

in iodide of potassium, made a very simple and excellent intensifier.

After some observations by Mr. J. B. B. 'Wellington,

The Chairman could not speak with approval of the system advo-

cated by Mr. Henderson : in his own hands, at any rate, the action of

Mr. Farmer's reducing mixture had a tendency to render the negatives

hard by unduly weakening the shadows.

THE PHOTOGEAPHIC USES OF NITEITE OF POTASSIUM.
By H. H. O'Fabbell.

Mil. W. A. Obeene recently exhibited at the Camera Club a specimen of

a print which he had taken on bromide paper that had been treated with
nitrite of potassium. This is the same paper that is issued with the com-
mercial actinometers, and the possibility of using it for printing out has
doubtless supgested itself to many, though I have not seen any specimens
other than those exhibited by Mr. Greene. I have lately been making
some exjieriments on the use of nitrite of potassium both in the paper and
in the develoi)er, and having been called on at very short notice to con-

tribute a paper for the Convention, I think a short description of the
results may not be uninteresting to those who are working, or would wish
to work, in the same direction, though from the limited time at my dis-

posal, as well as from other causes beyond my control, the experiments
are far from complete.
The method I adopted was to make up a ten per cent, solution of nitrite

and soak the paper thoroughly, leaving it immersed for ten minutes or a
(juarter of an hour, and then allow it to dry slowly. The paper thus
treated behaved in the ordinary way that the actinometer papers bshaved,
toning to a greyish blue, which deepened afterwards into indigo. By
placing the paper between the leaves of a book and drawing out a portion
every five seconds, I found that in strong sunlight the paper attained its

maximum density in twenty-five seconds, and that beyond that period no
perceptible change occurred.
A portion of the paper, however, which I treated somewhat differently,

behaved in a different way. Instead of turning a greyish blue, the paper
began with a delicate pink, deepening to a litmus red, and afterwards a
brown, before taking on the ordinary blue and indigo tones. Having by
me a negative of an individual with brown hair, I conceived the idea of

taking a print, with the happy result that by arresting the operation at
the stage when the flesh tints had acquired sufficient depth, the hair had
toned down to the brown stage, and the coat to indigo.

I conceive some use may perhaps be made of these results not in colour
photography but in the more limited area of colour portraiture. A
paper which gives flesh tints, browns, and indigo blacks, possesses a
suflicient range for the portraying of persons other than the ancient
Britons who stained their botUea with woad, or the late Mr. Tittlebat
Titmouse, whose hair at one period of his existence assumed a pea-green
eolour.

At present, howerer, there is a difflculty to be overcoma which U the
same that has hitherto proved a stumbling block to all colour photo-
grapliy—the difficulty of fixing the prints by means that will leave intact,
and at the same time render stable, the tints obtained. Hyposulphite ol
soda destroys the colours at once, bringing back the blues to the original
pink, and ultimately changing them to a very unpleasant yellowish brown.
Hypo being therefore out of the question, I next thought of solphit*

of soda, which has been recommended by Captain Abney as a ttxiilg

agent for albumenised prints. To my great satisfaction, I found that
the sulphite had no effect upon the colours, and after leaving the
prints for about half an hour I concluded they were fixed. So, indeed,
they were in the sense that the free bromide had been removed and the
image rendered permanent, but the pinks and browns still remained
fugitive and ultimately deepened in strong light to a blue tint.

I have not yet tried other fixing agents, but hope to do so shortly. At
present, however, I see no prospect of being able to render the pink or
brown tints permanent.

Nitrite of potassium used in small quantities in the developer (about
twenty to fifty minims to the ounce of a ten per cent, solution) appeara
to have a considerable accelerating influence. I exhibit specimens o(
prints which have had the same exposure and were developed with the
same developer with and without the addition of nitrite of potassium.

I have also tried the effect of soaking plates in the nitrite solution and
exposing in the camera. I obtained on a dull day a faint image of the
high lights in five mmutes and a badly defined picture with thirty-five

minutes' cxposiure. The image was, however, capable of intensification

or development by a very weak solution of ferrous oxalate—about one
part of iron to twelve of oxalate. The result, however, faded considerably
in the fixing bath— hyposulphite— but appeared to be capable after

fixing of intensification with the ordinary ferrous oxalate developer.

I am afraid this paper is necessarily imperfect and sketchy, but I shall

be glad if it leads more experienced experimenters than myself to

investigate the phenomena. Two cautions are necessary in using this

very hygroscopic salt with plates—to immerse the plate in alum before

developing in order to avoid frilling, and to use the nitrite solution

fresh.

EXPERIMENTING.
By H. J. GirFOBD.

In looking over the papers of the present day, what strikes me is the
vast number of photographers we have experimenting, and how few of

them know really how to experiment. They give some of their results,

but not all ; and even those results are not of any use, owing to some
point having been forgotten.

I think it might be useful to some if I pointed out some things which
ought to be noted. First, the note-book with the notes of the experi-

ments ought to be kept in such a way that if it was handed to any one
else he could perform the experiments over again, and get the same
results.

The chemicals used ought to be of the purest obtainable ; the maker's
name and date of obtaining noted, and if possible tested for impurities,

as the results obtained may be due to reactions of the impurities instead

of the salt. The distilled water also ought to be carefully tested for iron,

&c., which it often contains, the first and last portion passing the still

being discarded.

Thermometers ought to be in use constantly, and where gases come
into consideration the reading of the barometer also. In boiling solutions

the process ought to be described in this way:—Temp. 62", in twelve

minutes, 212° ; boiled half an hour, bulk reduced 120 c.c. ; cooled to 62'

in one and a half hours ; barometer at beginning of operation, 30 ' 213 ;

at end, 30 209.

PHOTOGBAPHY FEOM ONE POINT OF VIEW.
By Ebwabd Dunmobk.

It is usually the case when allusion is made to photography to speak of

it in its dual name as an art-science. Now, for the purposes of this paper,

we will ignore the science definition, retaining only the art, thus looking

on the scientific side of the matter very much in the same way as a painter

or engraver looks on his colours and appliauces. I am somewhat doubt-

ful if, by thus invariably linking together of art and science in name, we
have not produced a bad effect on photography as an art. Whether or no
it has had considerable influence in keeping its artistic (lualities sup-

pressed I am not prepared to say. At any rate, photographs are, and al-

ways have been, looked upon by many as merely mechanical productions,

incapable of expressing a thought, suitable only for producing Uterally

just the matter-of-fact subjects that may be presented to the lens. This
is, in my opinion, undoubtedly an erroneous idea. That the photographer

has, if he be clever in his profession, the power of imbuing his work with

his own individuaUty in a very marked manner, there is not the slightest

doubt. Who could fail to see the man in the works of Eejlander, Kobin-

son, Hubbard, Diston, and others? This fact is aloue sufficient to prove

that a camera and lens, skilfully used, is something more than a mere
mechanical copying machine. We see by actual work that ^icfur< making
by photography is not only possible, but has been actually accomplished.

I speak here in the past tense, by reason of having in my mind the pho-
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tographs that impressed mc most as i)icturcs, and which, I have no

doubt, many here will associate with the names of the artists I have enu-

merated. Photography is not easy, by any means, to work as a picture

making process. The ease with which an image is obtained is illusory,

pictures and images not being synonymous or interchangeable terms. It

reminds one of learning the German language, which at first sight has

many of the words looking so very English that we jump to the conclu-

sion its acquirement is very easy, and not until we have dipped into it we
find out our mistake, and that the apparent ease is but delusive. The
gay and airy manner with which we thought of mastering it is soon dissi-

pated, instead of which we are involved in a struggle with words that is

a formidable and unexpected task to the greater portion of those who
make the attempt. It is so very much more easy to blame the process

when we fail in our attempt at picture making than to use it. It is no
reason because there are undoubted difficulties in the way that we should

fall back on that very poor excuse for not making good pictures. Cer-

tainly not. It has been satisfactorily proved that pictures in every sense

of the term can be made by it, and by patience and perseverance the diffi-

culties must be overcome; the more of them the greater the victory. The
well-worn aphorism that "the bad workman blames his tools " is espe-

cially applicable to photographers and photography. We know the tools

ai'e generally good, and it is our own fault if we do not make good use of

them. I sometimes think they may be too good ; and when we see such

a display of French polish and ornamental brass work, and the very,

very small results, it makes one think perhaps if there were less thought

for the apparatus and more for the picture it would not be a bad thing.

It is very difficult to satisfactorily define " art," so general is the appli-

cation of the word in season and out of season. If a tradesman gets par-

ticularly ugly patterns in goods they are dubbed " art " productions. The
elasticity of the term meets all requirements, from a picture to a funeral.

So much, then , for the application of the term " art," upon which I will not

further enlarge. Then we get " fine art," even a more debatable term than
the other, but not quite so universal in its application. It is, however,
decidedly more provocative of wordy conflicts. As to the precise meaning
of the term opinions differ ; our purpose will be served if we define it as any-

thing beautiful of a more decorative than useful nature, under which head
a good artistic photograph may be fairly classed. A photographic picture,

then, is an application of the process of photography to represent nature in

conformance with the rules that masters in the art of painting and
draughtsmanship have laid down as applicable to their particular branches,
especially in composition and ehiarc-oscuro. For the present, at any rate,

laws relating to the treatment of colour do not particularly concern us,

except when colour takes the place of light and shade, and has to be con-

sidered in that connection.

Artistic photographic p/cjures may be classed under three heads : land
or seascapes, genre, and still life. Photographs may all be fairly included
under one or other of these headings. The landscape into which figures

are introduced, if the figures should be so composed as to tell some tale

by which the interest will be fairly divided between figure and landscape,
havj given rise to a vai'icty of opinion as under which head such pictures
should be classed. A compromise has been made by denominating them
as " landscape with figures," a style which Birket Foster's water-colours
have so admirably exemplified. In these productions we have action and
interest in the arrangement of the figures, yet without destroying that of

the landscape, which, by its freshness and suitability, claims almost equal
attention. In the composition of pictures of this kind, to which undoubt-
edly photography lends itself, the proportionate size of the figure to the
landscape entirely decides the class to which it shall belong if figures are
introduced in the foregrounds and treated in an important manner. We
should scarcely call that picture a landscape, but if placed in or beyond the
middle distance they become subsidiary to the landscape, and the picture
may be fairly called a landscape with figures, or the figures may be
dropped in the title altogether. There are few, if any, landscapes the in-
rerest in which is not increased by the addition of figures. Particular
attention should, therefore, be given to their position and arrangement,
for awkwardly posed figures in the wrong place will ruin any landscape,
however beautiful. The foreground in all landscapes should receive very
careful attention, for upon this part of the picture much of the general
effect of the work depends, it being close to the eye and uj^on a larger
scale than the rest at once challenges attention. Its arrangement and
detail should therefore be most carefully looked to. Many hold, I cannot
help thinking, very erroneous ideas as to what constitutes a picture, a
" good photograph" being considered synonymous with a "good picture,"
when, to my idea, they are as far apart as the two poles. However, this
is not a suitable opportunity to enter into a long argument as to what
constitutes a picture, suffice it to give a few examples of what do not

;

e.g., a photograph of beautiful clouds, although pleasant to look upon,
scarcely constitutes a picture in itself, but add the merest strip of landscape
that has pictorial interest and it at once becomes one. A picture must be a
combination of several things, each of interest in itself, otherwise it re-
mains a mere photograph ; it may be an excellent representation of the
object, but without any claims to pictorial honour. This is a rock on
which many get stranded, having the idea that a good photograph of any
particular object, no matter what it is, is of necessity a good picture. The
sooner this idea is exploded the better for everybody.
Ihe more skilful the eomposition and the better the judgment shown

in lighting, the more a work of art a photograph becomes. In these two

directions photographers should especially try to improve themselves.

Their appliances may be more difficult to work with than those of the

painter to obtain results of an equivalent pictorial value, but difficulty

should scarcely be an excuse for indifferent work. I would therefore

urge the study of art in its various phases by all who have a desire to

produce more than mere photographs ; it will not be time thrown away.

Can any one suppose any accomplished painter made grand pictures as

soon as he knew how to manipulate his colours ? and yet many photo-

graphers expect to do so directly they have acquired sufficient skill to

make a negative. The idea is absurd ;
years of study and practice and

many disappointments must necessarily be experienced before a clever

and finished work can be exhibited for public criticism. Why, then,

should the photographer be an exception to the rule, and why should one

who has really greater diftioultiea to contend with imagine he can make a

picture (except by accidents, wliich in all probability can never be

repeated) than a man who by laborious study has learnt, after many
failures, to properly handle brushes and colour? The conceit engendered

by the ability to make a mere representation of a subject without the most

rudimentary knowledge of draughtsmanship encourages the performer to

entertain a false estimate of his own skill, a result undoubtedly pre-

judicial to real progress. True artists will always be in the minority
;

it

is only here and there a man or woman without, perhaps, any decided

manipulatory skill will come to the front by reason of their artistic

ability. A more slovenly manipulator or more artistic photographer

never lived than 0. G. Rejlander. No matter how messy and defective

his work from a chemical point of view, the picture was there ; and, had

he lived to enjoy the advantages of photographers of the present day, in

all probability good manipulation would have been added to his super-

lative artistic treatment of subjects to which he turned his attention.

With the wet plate of his day a man essentially an artist was woefully

cramped and handicapped, for to make a complete success you were com-

pelled to think of the plate. When the whole attention should be centred

o?i the subject, this division of interest was a great drawback. Nobody

knew it better than Eejlander. Now, however, we can devote our whole

attention to the subject, and in the click of a shutter secure any beautiful

effect, if we only know Iww to look far it and to see it when it presents

itself. We must see a picture before we can photograph it ;
if we do not,

it is pure accident, and can never in human probability be repeated.

This is a reason why a man's skill should not be estimated on the

strength of his producing one superlatively good work, for the veriest

duffer is sometimes lucky in this respect, and such having received an

overwhelming avalanche of commendation is a spoilt photographer for

the rest of his days. The ability to see pictures varies with everybody,

and to this we owe the great variety of treatment the same subject will

receive at the hands of different photographers. Some are artists

intuitively, some by education, and some not artists at all, either

intuitively or by education, and never will be. Yet all expect to make

pictures. We know they cannot, but it is little use saying so. The few

go on and succeed, but the ruck never get beyond mediocrity. As soon

as any one is satisfied with his work it is all up with progress ;
his ideal

standard of perfection is a very low one, soon reached and never

exceeded.

In these days of education and opportunity photographers should be

amongst the first to take advantage of our art schools, and not rest in

snug contentment, fancying they are independent of anything of the

kind because the schools are specially devised for instruction in drawing

and painting. The means used may differ, but the aim is picture

making, and rules which govern one process will rightly inlluence

another. The knowledge of art is one of the things to which there is no

royal road, and it is only by practice, perseverance, and painstaking, that

we can hope to see photography raised to that position that it will bo no

misnomer to call a fine art. Absolute perfection in things mundane is

not to be expected, but our endeavour should be to get as near to it as

possible. As a proof of how long photographers will be content to run

in a groove until startled out of it, we have only to go back to the time

of Adam Salomon ; his exhibits were so excellent and so different from

anything English photographers had conceived possible. Like a revela-

tion, it could be scarcely credited that by the aid of the well known silver

bath and collodion such rich masses of light and shadow could be pro-

duced, but they did. Then there was the pose and composition of the

pictures ; nobody had conceived portraits arranged with such simple

grace and so brilliantly lighted without hardness could be made by photo-

graphy—but they were. The only difference was the process was directed

by a master's hand, that was all. From the time his pictures were

exhibited English photographers began to see the tools they wcrked with

were capable of much more than they had suspected, and a vast improve-

ment in portraiture and artistic management of the picture immediately

took place.
i-i i »

With landscape work there is no such thorough revolution likely to

take place, for as good pictures were taken years ago as now o/ the

subjects to which photographers xocre then restricted. The most charming

effects of light and shade were reluctantly passed ; the prompt exposure

at the right moment was well nigh impossible, for by the time the wet

plate was ready the effect was gone. Photographers were in consequence

limited to evenly lighted views. The uniformity accruing from this causfl
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gave rise to the deprccinting term " photographic " when applie<l to other
pictures. Now, however, the rapid dry plates have placed the long
wanted power of being ready at a moment's notice in the photographer's
hands, and any effect, no matter how transient, may be secured. The
abuse of such power by exposing on anything that comes must be
avoided, and there is no doubt that when the novelty wears off it will be.

We now have a grand chance of making real pictnres, such that we
scarcely did more than dream of formerly ; wo have, therefore, a right

to expect a corresponding improvement in our work.

Mr. J. J. Uriginshaw then read the following statement, which he

had received on behalf of the Photographers' Benevolent Associ-

ation, copies of which were distributed among the members of the

Oouvention :

—

" We, the undersigned, have been deputed by the Committee of the
Photographers' Benevolent Association to bring under the notice of the
Photographic Convention of the United Kingdom, at their meeting at
Glasgow, a statement setting forth certain claims the Institiition has
upon the fraternity.

" The Benevolent Fund was inaugurated in 1873 with the sole object of
helping indigent and infirm members of the craft who were found to be
deserving of substantial sympathy, such cases as those arising from
sickness, death, or prolonged lack of employment, being considered to be
eligible. From the commencement of the Society's labours up to the
present boiui-jide applicants whose contributions entitled them to benefit
have been as liberally dealt with as the funds at the disposal of the
Committee for the time being justified, or was deemed adequate. The
Society has thereby greatly lightened the tax imposed on individuals who
might otherwise have been called upon to dispense private benevolence
under circumstances sometimes the reverse of agreeable.
" Much remains to be done in order to carry out the intentions of the

promoters, especially in the direction of the education of orphans and
giving annual pensions to the aged. For these special objects, as well as
assisting in the general scheme, the Committee appeal, through the
members of the Convention, to all interested in photography, whether
actively engaged therein or not, to aid them^in their endeavour to build
up an institution worthy of the present status of our profession. The
first step towards attaining this much-desired end is to strengthen the
hands of those already engaged in the work by each and all entering
heartily into the spirit of doing good unto others. An annual subscrip-
tion of 2s. 6d. constitutes membership, and this sum is so insignificant

that no one could with any semblance of truth be found to say that such
contribution was beyond his means. In case there be any misconception,
it may be at once stated that the funds have not accumulated to their

present state with such small payments, but from the generous donations
cheerfully given by amateurs and the more wealthy members of the
profession.

" Donors of one guinea per annum are entitled to the privilege of re-

commending deserving cases of non-members for the consideration of the
Committee in addition to possessing equal rights in controlling the
management of the Society with ordinary members. The Association is

registered under the Friendly Societies' Acts, and it may further be
stated that a thoroughly representative Committee of twelve members of
the Association, jointly with the following gentlemen, guide the fortunes
of the Institution.
" President : J. Traill T&yloT.—Trustees : Capt. W. de W. Abney and

Walter S. Bird.—Treasurer ; John Stuart, 112, New Bond-street, W.—
Central Secretary : H. Harland, 83, Hawksley-road, Stoke Newington, N.—Committee Rooms : 181, Aldersgate-street, London, E.G.

" Signed on behalf of the Committee—W. M. AsnaxK. Edoab Clifton."

Mr. Taylor, by whom the papers of the absent members had been
read, announced that at the Wednesday evening meeting the chair

would be taken by Professor A. S. Ilerschel, and that after the read-

ing of several papers, a second lantern entertainment would be
given, during which would be shown a choice collection of selenite

and other slides by polarised light, Mr. Briginshaw otBciating as

demonstrator.

On Wednesday morning a numerous party went on an e.xcursion to

Lo(h Lomond and Loch Long, under charge of Mr. John Stuart,

and an equally numerous contingent went by special steamer, under
charge of Mr, George Mason, to witness the yacht regatta at Larga.

The Exhibition Department of the Convention is singularly fine

;

but we must defer all notice of it till next week.

CONVENTION JOTTINGS.—

L

[By our Special Correspondent.)

Wk started from London by the Midland for Glasgow on Friday
night, July 1. The Convention meetings beginning on Monday
morning following, we wanted to have a look round on the Saturday

and make a note of the preparations provioui to the bustle 'trbicb we
expected in tho beginning of the week.

An item in a select party, we got comfortably laid out in a com-
partment, and arranged ourselves so as to obtain the greatest amount
of comfort out of limited space, and we packed pretty well. It was
too hot for anything but lounging; even when a good joke was per-

petrated it was an effort to laugh, and wo really had to think a laugh,
if you could conceive such a thing. We all, as usual, did a sleep now
and then, and each starting up in turn would ouert that he had not
slept at all, and for a minute or two would look round—so very wide
awake—then tho eyelids would gently drop and the nose would make
an audible indication that the protestor was away again. At a very
early hour in the morning B exclainiod, " Oh, look at the beautiful

fireworks ! " (he had been evidently dreaming about tho Jubilee), but
he was mistaken, it was nothing so short-lived or expensive

—
'twas

but the rising of the sun, and he sat and gazed at it, highly delighted.
" Tlie beautiful in nature goes on all the time," he said, evidently

thinking of writing a poem. "The slumbering world moves along
unconsciously, and the glorious pictures in the heavens unroll them-
selves one by one, passing by unheeded, uncared for."

" Yes, B , and if you hadn't been on the night shift, you would
have been one of the slumbering world too," said P , as he rolled

himself over on his seat. lie was not in a mood for sightseeing.

I remembered once on this journey when crossing at Settle having a

beautiful panorama of hill and dale, so charming that it has lived with

me ever since, and eagerly I waited for this. But nature was not in the

mood, or I was too sleepy ; the outline of the hills were veiled, or my
eyes would not keep open. There was something wrong somewhere,
and I gave it up, drooping off into unconsciou8ne.s.s.

As we reached the commercial capital of Scotland, we found a

gentle rain falling that was very refreshing—a mist, I think, it is

termed in these northern latitudes. As they have been baked hard
with the continued intense heat here as much as we have been in the

south, this moisture was welcomed all round. We arrived at the
" Waverley Hotel," and freshening ourselves up outwardly and in-

wardly, we prepared for a day's enjoyment. We began the day's

proceedings by visiting the Institute of the Fine Arts, where the

meetings, and exhibitions, and lecture entertainments are to be held,

and Glasgow deserves great credit for the very handsome way that

everything for the convenience and comfort of intending visitors to

the city has been arranged and fitted up. In fact, it is in itd method
of arrangement a " British Association " on a small scale.

In the one building there are ladies' and gentlemen's rooms, writing

rooms, smoking room, secretary's room, exhibition and entertainment

rooms, and all done up with great taste, combined with attention to

the perfect comfort of the visitors.

The exhibition of pictures alone would bo worth coming a long

way to see, and Mr. Robert Tiirnbull,who is the chairman of tho exhi-

bition committee, deserves bolh thanks and praise from the Convention

for tho very able manner that ho has performed his part of a very

arduous task, for when we visited the rooms on Saturday everything

was done,and well done ; and when it is said that all this work under

his management was begun and completed within two days, the visitor

has but to look round and see the " something attempted, something

done " to earn the meed of praise.

After inspecting the rooms, and shaking hands with a few old

friends, we started out to S3e the city from the top of a car (this is

the proper way to see a city), under the conductoi-ship of Mr. George

Mason, who took us over about fifteen or twenty miles of streets

—

north, south, east, and west. We viewed the palaces of the merchant

princes, and looked into the hovels of tho lapsed masses. We in-

spected the beautiful parks.aiid the Greens where the toilers have a

chance of breathing the fresh air in their leisure moments. And last,

though not least, we came upon that venerable edifice, Glasgow

Cathedral, where the story of the genius of our forefathers is told in

silent stone, on which we but look to read that there were giants in

the land in those early days. The stained-glass windows in this

edifice are supposed, for number and beauty, to be almost unrivalled

in any one building. These windows are modem, and in many cases

are the gifts of wealthy donors. Behind the Cathedral is the Necro-

polis, charmingly situated on a hill which rises ridge on ridge. As

we stood looking at it, " We must have a picture of that !" waB the
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evclamation of aU. We -ot home to ouv hotel, and after a good

dinner ?ot into the smoke room, and ^vlure a fe^y of us are met

too^ther we indulged in matters photographic, of which more anon.

Sunday was a very quiet d*y in Glasgow, and there were no chances

of o-ettin- outside of the city, both the steamboat and railway traftc

beinsr entirely suspended. Several members somehow contrived to

arrive in the morning, and when "Joe,'' ot the '• VVaverley, announced

that dinner was on the table, no fewer than thirty-two lad.es and

gentlemen were found ranged around the well-spread board, presided

over by the Chairman of the Convention's Coimcil, and supported

light and left by the Secretary and other brethren.
_

Of the genial gossip which took place over the fraternisation in the

smoking room nothing need here be said, as it U easy enough to con-

ceive of it.

On Monday the yacht-.shooting miuiia seemed to be strong on some

of us, and a party headed by Ilyslop and I'ringle went down the

Clyde, bent on capturing the graceful "white-wings;" while Keene

(fa"ther and son), Jerome Harrison, and a party whose predilections

were archaiological, paid their devoirs to the Cathedral, leaving

Wellington, Smith, and a considerable party—who, having come north

rid steamer, had arrived in the best of spirits that morning—to ply

detective cameras in the busy thoroughfares and along the Broomielaw.

CONTINENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
[Translations and Abridgments.]

Thk l-LonENCK Photographic Exhidition.

At the present I'liotographic Exhibition in Florence, the jurors,

who have all been elected by the exhibitors, are Professor Luigi

BorUiietto, Guiseppe Alinari, Anselmo Anglinelli, M. Nadar, Pro-

fessor Cesarii Zocchi, the Chevalier Emilio Treves, the Chevalier

Ulisse Grauchi, the Marquis O. Gozzoui, the Chevalier F. Alman,

Count Lodovico do Courteu, Professor M. Gordigiam, Captain

Pizzighelli, I'rofessor Leon Vidal, Carlo Brogi, A. Corsi (engineer).

Professor 1'. Stefaiielli, Giovanni Berti, and Professor F. Andreotti.

The first meeting of tlie jurors was on tlie 10th of this mouth, and

M. Leon Vidal left Paris to be j)resent thereat to perform his duties,

and to gather materials for publishing in France a full description of

the Exhibition.—Ze Monitcur fie la PhotoyrajMe.

Pinhole Camkhas.

At present efforts are being made in France to develope niuhole

cameras so as to yield the highest results they will give. Messrs.

Dehors & Deslandres have invented a camera furnished with a variety

of pinholes of accurately measured dimensions, and constructed for

taking both ordinary and stereoscopic views. By means of a rotating

disc, any particular pinhole can be brought into play. With pinhole

cameras tlie widest possible angle is included, the images are entirely

free from distortion, and are always in focus, whatever the distance

of the ground-glass from the pinhole.

—

Junvnal ck rIndustrie

rhotoyraphiqiie.

Photogbai'hy i.\ I'uAnnv.

A few months ago but a single photographic journal in France,

that of Versailles, was printed by lithography; a second has entered

the field, namely, the Bidlefin of the I'hotogi'aphic Society of the

North of l'"rance, published at Uoiiai. It bears the signatures of the

J'resident, Monsieur G. Maugir, and of the Secretary, the Abbe Vandy.

At a meeting of this Society, held on the 18th March, Lieutenant

Sirvin exhibited a panoramic camera of his invention for taking photo-

graphs upon paper. At its meeting un the I'Jnd April, M. Groult

exhibited a stereoscopic camera with a magazine of plates, which

could be brought into position as required for exposure. He also

exhibited specimens of good work done with the instrument.

This Society has written a very important letter to the I'resident

of the Commisgion d'Organisation for tlie arrondissement of Douai re-

questing the organization of an International (.'ongress of Photo-

graphers on the occasion of the International l",xliibition in I'aris

in 1880.

The lithographed journal of the Photographic Society of the North
of F'rance contains also an illustrati(jn executed by photographic

means. Its second number contains a representation of the ancient

gateway of the Chateau of FerttJ-Milon, reproduced by M. Berthand,

of Paris, by phototypy. The negative was taken by M. Edmond
Bayard.
The writing in this lithographed journal is too small; it is trying

to the eyes of readers, but very well executed.

Thk " Bulletin Bklgk."

Tlie Bulletin de I'Associafi'jn BeUje de Photor/raphie, published at

37, Rue Souveraine, Brussels, has always been a journal of first-rate

quality, but this year additional improvements have been introduced,

until as a monthly photograpliic journal it is without a rival. Its

May number contauis a frontispiece by the Woodburytype process,

executed by Braun & Co., of Dornacli. It consists of a copy of the

picture which carried off the gold medal at the Belgian Photographic

Exhibition, representing the interior of a blacksmith's shop ; the

original photograph was the work of M. Georges 'Wilmotte. The

official report of the General Secretary says that the reputation of the

Bulletin is increasing in foreign countries, and that its circulation

abroad is increasing hkewise.

Obthochbomatic Photoobaphy i.N Bei.uu M.

At a recent meeting of the Brussels Section of the Belgian Photo-

graphic Association, M. Goruzet gave the results of his experiments

with orthochroinatic plates, and said that the best had l)een obtained

by him upon those made by Mr. ICdwards, of London ; the plates were

also quite as rapid as the ordinary ones he had in daily use. He
thought orthochromatic plates to be a great advance; in photography,

tliat they gave more truthful results than otlier plates, and diminislied

the work of the retoucher. M. de Blochouse was of the same opinion.

M. Uutot raised tlie question whether a deep blue would not be the

best light in whicli to develope orthochromatic plates, since that colour

seemed to have little effect upon them. The President, Siguor O.

Canipo, called attention to a brown kind of paper, now coming into

use in (iermany, .siid to permit the passage of a good light for

developing, and one not fatiguing to the eye.

TUK DkATH of AlGlSTB Flobbnvillb.

The report of the Secretary-General of the Association Beige

announces the death of Auguste" Florenville, who assisted at the birtii

of photography, and who passed away recently at Liege after a sliort

illness. Flore'nville, after reading about the discoveries of Baguerre

in the annals of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, immediately went

in search of the inventor, and they tried various experiments together,

the results of which were recently publicly exhibited. With apparatus

furnished bv Dagnerre, Florenvflle returned to Liege, ami carried on

experiments in photography with the Baron de Wittert. One of their

first satisfactory results was a portrait now in the possession of M.

Laoreiix, with the following words upon it
:—" /SV/j/c/ziic/- l.Si'J—iUr

seven minutes at two o'clock in the afternoon." Florenville never

ceased to study photography in his leisure hours, and among those

who learnt under him was the present President-in-Chief of the

Belgian Photographic Association, Dr. Candeze. I'or a great many

years Florenville was a member of the Council of the Association.

The same report has a notice of the death of Leonce Ronimelaere,

the founder of the Belgian Photographic Association, and the Director

of the Industrial School at Brussels, whose lamented decease has

already been published in these pages.

M1SCELLANE0U.S Items.

An "Excursion Society of Photograpliic Amateurs" lias been

started in Paris, under tlie presidency of M. Gaston Tissandier,

director of La Nature.

It is proposed to found a now society, under the name of ' The

Parisian I'hotograpliic Association," and the proposal seems to be

creating a little friction.

The London correspondent- of Le Monitcur says that when he read

in the Times that Mr. Mayall had discovered a method of uroducing

photographs in natural colours, it gave him a little electric shock.

The Journal de I'Industrie P/iotoyrajMi/ue, says that in America

some journals have furnished their reporters with detective cameras,

with which they take instantaneous views of events of interest, and

send off transparent proofs to the editors. Each proof is then placed

in a lantern, the image is projected upon a paper screen, upon which

a draughtsman at once begins to work with ink and brush. The

result is reduced by photography, engraved or otherwise, made into a

printing block, aiiH then is worked off upon the machine with the

te.\t of the journal,

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. JllSi).—"luiproved I^cess for rroduuiiig firained lluUef and IntagH'i

Cliches from Photographs." J. Bartos and U. KiiBS.— /hi (ed June '28, 1887.

No. 9220.—"An Improved Adjiista1)lL' Stand for Holding Glasses to Exhibit

Pliotograplis, Cards of every LVscription, ami all Artitlcs of like Nature."

J. A. BiCUMiDS.—llaUd June iU, 1Nj7.
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No. 0304.—"An Efficient Photographic Instantaneous Shntter." W. K.
KKnuLAKK—JMcd June 30, 1887.

No. 9341.—" Improvtments in Combined C'liaiiging Boxes unil Daik Sliilen
lor l'liotogra|iliic l'urpose.s, and in Portal)le Dark Clianilicni for uso therewith."
A. I'lMl'HHKV.- Dated July \,\9!il.

No. 9347.—" An Improved Lens." .1. \f\i.iiH.—l>atal July 1, 1887.
No. 9402.—"A Combined Folding Metal Wa,shing, Draining, and Drying

linik for I'hotographic Use." W. 'VtX.wi.—Dated Jidy 2, 1887.

I'ATENTH LAPSED.
No. 1216.— •' Microsco])lo Photographs." Communicated by Molcra and
another. \V. R. h\KV..—J)(iled 1880.

No. 1217.—" Faoilitating the Reading of Microscopic Photographs." Com-
niunicnte<l by Molera and another. W. 11. Lakk.—Atterf 1880.

ilteetfngiEJ of SoctettejES.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Dst«ofIfMUll«.

July 12

"
13

.. 13

„ U
>. U

,

.. 14 .

Mamfl o( Society. Place of Meeting.

Manchester Amateur
,

Masonic Hall, Cooper-st..Manchstr.
Derby

'

SykfR's Ilcstniirnnt, SJ, Victori»-st.
Bolton Clnb The Studio, Chancery-lano, liolton.

Photofimphio Club Andcrtou's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.C.
Birkenhead Free Public Library, Hamilton-st.
Bradford Amateur (Iramuiiir School.
London and Provincial Mason's Halt, BaslnghaU-street.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thui-sday night, June 30, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above
As,soc.iation, lield at the Ma.sons Hall Tavern, Citv, Loudon, Mr. A. Mackie
prenided.

Tlie Annual Genend Meeting of the Association was adjourned for a month.
Mr. \V. M. .\sH.MAX suggested that the occasional ni.arking8 round the edges

of gelatine jilatcs niiglit I)e discu,ssed.
Mr. ,1. J. liHiGiNsHAW ,s,-iid tliat they were usually ascribed to the action of

sulphurous matters in tlic atmos]iliere.

Mr. W. E. Debenh,\m believed tliat to be the true explanation, and that the
only remedy was to enclose the ]>lales in hermetically sealed packages.
The CHAra.M.\N stated that tlie markings could sometimes be abolished

altogether by soaking the plate in the ammonia and bromide before ajiplying
tlie pyrogallo).

.Mr. Debe.nha.m .added that they couhl often be removed altogetlicr alter the
liual washing of the negative by then rubbing them with the tinger uiuler
nmning water.
The Hon. SSecretsiiy asked bow it is possible to tell when paper negatives

are fixed.

Mr. R. L. KiDU responded that the unhxed portioiuj are more opaque than
the others.

The Hox. 8i:cRETARy .-.aid that the streugth of his fixing Imth w.os four
ounces of Iiypo to the pint of water.
Mr. KiDD rejilied tliat that was not strong enough for plates ; it would do

for albunienised prints.

Mr, A. CciWAN had never found a lialf-saturated solution too strong for
jilates.

Mr. KiDD remarked that when a ]ilate is ])reviously full of moisture it will
often be long in fixing, .and it niiiy then be advisalile to give an intermediate
treatment with alum to contract tlie film ; it will then lix re.adily.

Mr. Debe.nham hail found that there wa.s an enormous difl'erence hi the time
of fixing of difl'erent brands of commercial plates.

Mr. KiDD stated that the fixing solution slioidd be six or eight ounces of
hypo to the pintof water. As a rule, the more sensitive the plate, the longer
it is in fixing. The best way to render paper negatives transp.arent was to
smear vaseline over them, and then lea\c them in a Wiirm place for twelve
houi-s. The best way to store them was to put a batch of them Ijetween two
plates of glass, llic vaseline does not penetrate the gelatine film on the face
of the paper, so does not come off upon the ]irint.

Mr. Ashman iisked whether any one knew anything aljout the Wale lens,
which Mr. H. P. Robinson descrilxxl in the I'hotonmphic Times of New York
as alxjut the Ijest.

Mr. \V. H. PnESTWicH thought that it was made in Pwih and sold in
America.

Mr. DedenhaJI wondered whether it were like some of the Steinheil leiLses

made in Paris, and sold in Kngland by some of the snniller professed makers.
Mr. KiDD spoke of the advantiige of using lenses of long focus for instan-

taneous views of ya-hts uiuler sail.

Mr. F. \V. Cox asked how it was that when a plate was forced in develop-
ment there w.as a tendency to develops markings of the paper in which the
plate had been packed.

Mr. T. Solas said that if an ordinary exposure were given upon a subject
with no specially strong high lights in it, and the same jilate were afterwards
exposed upon another view and with ten times the ordinary exposure, jirobably
not a truce of the first picture would appear on development.

.Mr. .\SHMAX said that the jniblic are now frequently ];oslpoliing having
tiieir likenesses taken, and are waiting the ailvent of photographs in natural
colours in conse<iuence of what they have read in the daily newspapers.
Some general conversation then took place alx)ut the morality of statements

made in some of the .advertisements in photograpliic uewspaiiers, in which
various persons stated their goods for sale to be superior to all other goods of
the same kind.
nie meeting then broke up.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOORAfTlIC AS80CTATI0N.
The monthly meeting of this Asuoelation wa» held on Tlinrsdiiy, the 30th
ultimo, at the Royal Iiutitution,--Tlie lYeiideut, Mr. George H. Rntter, In
the chair.

The ndnuteg of the preceding meeting were read and conflmie<l.
Mr. Vcro Drilliehl was nnanimonsly elected a menilwr of the Aasociation.
'Hie Hkchetakv ilistributed the circidars of the Kxhibition of the Royal

Photographic Society of Ireland; he also read a letter from Ihe HecrsUnr of
the Royal Meteorological Society, asking for photographs of lightning hthw.
and calling the attention of amateur iihotograpbers generally to the anbjcct

Mr. R. I'HOWK remarked that he lielievcd he hail taken the fimt negative in
exi.stence of a lightning flash, and would )« pleased to let the Meteorological
Society sec it. lie reiommended, from his exjiericnce. not a rapiil rectilinear
with full aperture, as advised by the Secretary of the Meteorological Sodety,
but a single lens with aperture not excelling (^,, on the ground that th""

lightning fl.Tsli is quite actinic enough to impre.-s itself with the smaller aper-
ture, whereas with the large aperture the plate would be generally fogscd by
the amount of diffu.sed liglit present whilst wailing for flashes to occur.

Mr. Ri ttek exhibiteil, on Iwhalf of Messis. Lauge .and Maync, some tine

prints in platinotype, also three prints, for comparison, of same negative, one
lilatinoty|>c and two Oljcnietter's l>aper, one of which ha<l lieen s(|neeKeed on
glass, the other on groun<lghvss, so as to compare tlie elTei ts of enamelled and
matt surface. Mr. Riitter also exhibiteil and explain! d a (iotz half-plate
camera aud Morgan & Kidd's roller slide with Rogers's indicator and attach-
ment for employing Esistnian rolls. These were examined with considerable
interest.

Dr. Keiiyon exhibited a numlx'r of very fine 12 < 10 enlargements on Eastman
gelathio bromide paper from quarter-plates and Eastman strijiping fllnis, some
of which weiv taken on the Rossett excnrsion.

Mr. W. A. Watts read a paper entitled XoUa of n Yi»U to Ike Antnlgpe
Works.
Some discussion arose alwut the ditficnlty of estimating ex|)Osure in carbon

printing, some members thinking the reader of the paper ha<l not attached
sufficient importance to the difficulty.

Mr. W. 11. KiKKBV remarked that with a little practice the difficulty dis-
appeare<l altogether.

Mr. KuiTKK reail report of the Bewdley excnrsion, for which to few gave in
their names that it was changed at the last moment to Shrewsbury and Church
Strctton. Eight members went, but the weather was unfavoural'le.

Dr. Ki:xvoN reail report of the Rossett excursion, from which it api>earcd
that eight members took part and that seventy plates were exposcl.

Dr. Kenyon aud Mr. B. .1. Sayce exhibited some resnlts.

Mr. A. W. Beer reported on tlie Bolton Old Halls excnrsion. visiting Turton
Tower, the Hall in the Woods, and Sniithells. Five niemlM-rs were prenent,
the day being lovely, and from fifty to sixty nfEative.s were obtained.

Mr. Rutteb reported tli.at the Broxton and Canlei, H.alls excursion took
place on .lune 25 in cliarming weather, five members and two friends taking
part in the excursion. The party were met in a most hearty manner at Carden
Hall by Mr. and .Mrs. Lcclie. Carden Hall is a very line old mac]ie b,all with
a large amount of carving on the front. Upon inquiry, it was found at the
end of the ilay that fifty-nine exposures had been made, both plates and paper
being used, the former being llford, Rouch's, Thomas's, Edwards's, and Derwent,
whilst the jiaper was Eastman's ordinary and stripping films.

It was announced that, owing to circumstances, the excursion arranged for
.luly 16 to Irby and Tliurstaston liad been given up, and there would be sub-
stituted for it one to Speke Hall, leaving Lime-street at fifty minutes past one,
those wishing to take part to communicate with Mi. C. P. Houghton, 18, Seel-

street.

The adjourned cliscussion on Paper versus filass was thi n ojiencd by Mr.
B. .1. Savce, who claimed for paper films the advantage on several grounds.
He said he had worked on glass many years, but hail recently adopted ]>aper,

and was (|uitc .satisfied with the results, in jiroof of « liich he .show«l a number
of prints from negatives Ixith on gka-ss and )>aper, in many cases of the same
subject, and in no case was there any inferiority on the side of I'uper, whilst
in some it was distinctly superior. He claimed for paper the advantage

—

1st, In weight. 2nd, Facility for changing and therefore for securing a con-
siderable niimlier of negatives in .in excureion—the only dilliculty wa.s the
numlH-r of routine ojierations to Ije perfonneil, but that could be overcome by
systematic arrangement— lie enqiloyed himself a noteljook containing space for

initi.als when wound off. 3rd, Development—he found great latitude, more no

than gliuss ; there was some liability to sjiots, which were quite avoidcrl by tkc
use of plenty of water before development. 4th, Rapidity greater than glass.

Titli, Freedom from h<alation, in illustration of which he showed two priiiUs,

one from pajicr and the other from glass, of the interior of linvsfonl Cnuivh,
in which the pai>er negative was quite free from halation.

Mr. Ckuwe, on the side of glass, stated that he admitted for paper the
one great merit of portability, but with regard to freedom from halation he
did not think the film or nature of the material had anything to do witli

it ; the cause of halation was over exjiosure, in support of which view he
showed several negatives on glass of subjects likely to produce halation, bat
which were quite free from that fault, one in {"articular of a gla-ss roof with
iron supports. He also maintained that the same amount of minute detail

could not lie obtained on paiwr as on glass, and sliowc<l several negatives con-

taining a lai^e amount of minute detail, which he did not believe could he
matched on paper.

Dr. Kknvox attributed the freedom from halation shoim by paper to the
rapidity of development by which it was characterisol.

Sir. Lewis comi>lained iif the want of Hatness in the Eastman carriers,

Mr. KiHKBV was in favour of pa|a>r ; he found it more rapid than glasg. !!•

advaiice<l the theory that the reiuson |>aj>er is quicker than glass is becan.sr w
the latter the I>article8 of the emulsion are in a state of strain, whereas in

paper it is not so.

Prints and work were exhibited by Dr. Kenyon and Messrs. Sayce, Tomkin-
son, Ryley, Crowe, Lange, and Mayue, aud, after an iutetesting discussion, tb«
jueetiug closed at a late hour.
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President Dexter H. Walker in the chair.

The following questions were asked by Mr. ROOSEVELT :—1st. Is not the

time of exposure by far the greatest diificulty in the mechanical part of photo-

graphy, and can any a.ssistance be given the aniateiir in determining what it

ought to be? 2nd. How do under exposure and over exposure respectively

show themselves in the process of development and in the negative when
developed ? 3rd. After developing a plate with a potash developer as far as

it will go can it not be then further developed with a fresh soda or ammonia
developer, or vice versd ?

Mr. Hpauldino, to whom these queries had been submitted, read as follows :

—

Ist. Correct timing of exjiosures is certainly a difficult matter. In view of the

many variable elements that enter into the calculation there is in the nature of

the case no help for the photographer except in experience and close observa-

tion. The difficulty is, however, less in proportion to the amateur's .skill in

developing. 2nd. If the developer be freshly made, and of the same tem-

perature, the very short time elapsing before the appearance of the image

fadicates over exposure. This test, however, I have never found to be of any

practical value. We may better judge by the colour, that is, degrees of in-

tensity of the high lights when they first appear. If the high lights have only

a very pale black before the rest of the image appears, the plate is over exposed,

and needs immediately bromide and more pyro. In other words, we can judge

by the rate of development, provided the developer be uniformly fresh and the

temperature the same. 3rd. As seen in the reaction, Cg Hg O3 4- Ha =
Ce He Oj + Hj and 2 Ag Era + H, = 2 H Brj + Aga, the oxidation of the pyro

is attended by a constant production of hydrobromic acid, and any acid retards

the further oxidation of the pyro, and should therefore be neutralised by some
alkali. One alkali will neutralise the acid as well as another. After pota.sh,

for instance, has done its work, it would be useless to add soda or ammonia,

since there is no more acid for them to neutralise. The above reactions are

written separately, but are in reality simultaneous. Tlie pyro will cease to

take up oxygen and liberate hydrogen when the hydrogen can get no more
Tbromine ; that is, when all the bromine that has been loosened, so to speak, by
the sunlight has been exhausted. If more alkali be then added it will only

soften the film and fog the plate. I should add that in the development of our

dry plates hydriodic as well as hydrobromic acid is produced. All this is, of

course, apriori. I have not experimented in that direction.

The Chairman said : This meeting is called to deal more especially with
general discussion relating to plates and their development, and of course we
want to hear from everybody in the room all they have to say on the subject.

In order to start the discussion, I will read a paper, which may be of some
Interest to you, which was ^vritten by Lieutenant C. L. Bruns, of the United
States Navy, who is now present, and who requested me to read it. The paper
Is entitled, A Paper on the Proper Time for the Exposure of Dry Plates, and
afterwards I propose to read a paper, hurriedly written by myself, relative to

experiments made in the .same direction. I hope you will not consider it

egotism on my part to read what I have ^VTitten, nor is the method of timing
suggested altogether new, but I assure you it was WTitten with the intention

of calling out argument, in which all are invited to participate freely. It is a
question of the most vital importance to us all.

Can a close approximation of the time of proper exposures be determined scien-

tifically? The object of this paper is to give briefly a history of some personal
experience in this direction. I would ipremise that tlie practice of photography is

based entirely on variable.s, which is particnlarly unfortunate with the amateur,
whose work is only occasional and with subjects constantly ehar.pring. He therefore
learns nothing definitely by his previous work ; his experience is of but little service

to him, as he is constantly confronted with variables. To reduce the variables has
prompted me to experiment upon the actinic effect of light. I have tried several
plans, and finally adopted a very crude sonsitometer, which, however, has served me
very well. The sensitometer referred to is albumen paper freshly prepared for each
day's work. Tliis involves but little trouble or time. A strip cut from a sheet of
albumen paper, say one inch by six, put in a jar containing the sensitising solution
(nitrate of silver of some fixed strength) for an indefinite time, is drained and dried,
and not to be fumed. Place the sensitised slip of paper between two flat pieces of
wood bound together with i-ubber bands

;
pull the paper out to protrude, say, one-half

inch. Expose this to the sun until it has blackened all it will, .and call it actinised.
How puU out one-half inch more, expose it to the sun, and note the time. I find it

convenient to stand back to the sun, or facing north, and place the paper on the
ground at a distance of four feet from the point where I stand, and maintain this as a
constant, and then wait until the newly exposed paper reaches the colour of the first,

or is actinised, noting this time, which interval I will say is one minute. Suppose,
now, I desire to take a copy of a picture in my room. I have here an ordinary plate
bolder so arranged that any portion of the sensitive plate may be shielded, while the
rest may bo exposed. In the dark room I shield all but the lower fourth part of the
plate, I then expose it in the camera, say ten seconds, and take the plate to dark room,
raise the shield, exposing this time two-fourths, or one-half of the plate. Returning
to the camera, I expose ten seconds, thus giving twenty seconds to the first fourth,
ten seconds to the second fonrth, proceed the same with the third fourth, exposing ten
seconds, then the fourth fourth, or the whole plate, exposing a few minutes with cap
on, or it need not be exposed in camera at all. In the former, on developing, if t'ie

camera leaks it will show on the fourth fourth ; in the latter, then the dark room lets
In actinic lipht. Now the first fourth being exposed three times, each of ten seconds,
or thirty seconds, second fourth twenty seconds, the third fourth ten seconds, the
plate being developed will show which section was most favourably exposed. Assume
this section to be the second fourth, or twenty seconds. We now arrive at the eon-
clngion that when a piece of sensitive paper takes one minute to actinise, then say
(Mr. E.'s) plate, registering sensitometer sixteen, requires twenty seconds for a proper
exposure. On some subsequent occasion I desire to make a copy of a similar subject.
Expose a paper the time to actinise is two minutes. I know that with (R.'s) plate,
registering sensitometer sixteen, when the paper actinises in one minute it should be
exposed twenty seconds, nnd from the following proportion the proper exposure of
the plate of subsequent day is determined, namely: one minute to actinise is to two
minutes to actinise, aa twenty seconds (the trial exposure) is to the proper exposxu*e,
or forty seconds, which is the time to properly expose on the subsequent day. There-
fore all that is necessary on the subsequent day is to focus and expose foi-^ seconds,
and we have a properly exposed plate. For outside work, using slow plates, follow
the same procedure, but expose three plates. For economy use small plates. Make
exposotes of sensitive paper before and after the plates were exposed, to be certain the
conditions did not change. Obtain the time to actinise the paper, and the time of the
best of these plates. This gives a positive condition for that plate, and that character
of subject. On a fnttire occasion, by exposing a sensitive paper, the actinic condition
pt the light and the time o< exposure is obtained by the law of direct proportion.

That is, the time of exiwsure of sensitive paper to a certain actinic effect on the trial

plate is to the time of a subsequent exposure of paper to an actinic effect, as the time
of proper exposure given by the trial plate is to four, or the proper time to expose the
plate on a subsequent occasion, the character of subject lieing considered similar.

The character of subject may be determined to suit the individual taste ; for instance,

a marine view, cloud.s, foliage, bright sunlighted scene, or scene entirely in shade. If

trial exposures are made for each, and carefully noted, there should be no difficulty,

by reference, to obtain the time of correct exposures. For rapid work I place great

reliance on the proper selection of the shutter spring. Its action should be tmiform.
It does not matter so much how fast it is, but that its tension should be constant.

Fix the spring permanently. A rubber band is bad ; it is deceptive, and subject to

wide changes and irregularities. Graduate the time by the diaphragm, and not by
varying the tension of the spring. In the trial expcsures use, say, one-eighth, one-

fourth, one-half inch stops. The areas of these are to each other as the squares of

their respective diameters, and are respectively oue-sixty-fourth, one-sixteenth, and
one-fourth of an inch. The amount of light that passes through stops is directly

proportional to their areas, hence the ono-eighth-inch stop is four times faster than
the one-fourth-inch, and sixteen times faster than the one-half-inch stop. Now, pro-

ceed with the plates. Intebiobs.—Expose the sensitive paper in the room on the

wall directly in front of the lens. Make a trial exposure as explained under copying.

Let the exposures be, say, half-hour apart, or what the experimenter may conclude

as best. Note the time it takes the sensitive paper to actinise and the time of the

exposure as given by the trial plate, and then by the rule suggested you can obtain the

time for proper exposures in any other interior. In conclusion, I would recommend
you to make a copy on the shielded system as applied in this plate holder, and you
will be more than pleased to note the effect of the developer and the results. You
will also see how much longer the zone of proper exposure is than you believed. You
can tell what the actinic difference is, whether your windows are open or shut in the

studio, and the range of time of any particular plate by which a proper picture may
be secured.

Since Lieutenant Bruns's paper was written I have been experimenting

further, and I have formulated the following as the result :—

To reach the maximum exposure any plate will stand has been one of the difficnltiei

in the way of all photographers. When you h.ave put your plate in the holder, the

first question presenting itself is, "What stop shall I use?" Next, " How long an
exposure shall I give this plate ? " If you are in doubt you a.sk your learned and
experienced friend near by, and he puts his finger alongside his nose, looks wise,

examines the sky as if he were in search of a comet, and then coolly suggests ;
" Well

I guess " (and it is all guess) "I'd give her, say, ten seconds." Now your own idea

hud been two minutes' exposure. If you ask four different persons, all of equal skill,

they will "guess" at a variance of from fifty to one hundred per cent. Now how
ridiculous this appears to bo, and is. Here is a science based upon exact chemical

hvws, and yet we are constantly guessing. How to overcome that part of the guessing

which relates to the expo.^nre of a given plate has been the subject of inquiry and
experiment by Lieutenant Bruns and myself, with the object of presenting the results

for your infoi-mation and discussion. Experiments made yesterday by us demonstrated

that to actinise sensitised paper required oiu' hundred aud seven seconds. A Carbutt

B plate (sixteen sensitometer) exposed in parts for two, four, and six seconds, on
development gave best results and clear detail on that portion which was exposed for

four seconds. Thus we had the two constants or non-variables for that kind of plate,

they being one hundred and seven for the paper, and four for the plates. Now these

results are to be utilised as the basis of all calcidations for exposure of such plates, and

the process of arriving at the correct time for exposure on some other day, when tho

light may be different, will be as follows:—Say next week, on a dull day, I wish to

make a correct exposure of a similar plate. To do this I first expose a piece of the

sensitised paper as explained. Say it takes five minutes to thoroughly actinise it, which

is eqiuil to three hundred seconds. Now I have learned that this day it required three

hundred seconds to do what on another day requires only one hundred and seven

seconds. I therefore make the figures to ascertiiin the required exposure to be given,

to wit, as one hundred and seven is to four (these being the constants) so is three

hundred to the required exposure, and the answer is thirteen seconds. So that

yesterday I woidd give four seconds' exposure, and next day, ,as per example, thirteen

seconds. With such experience as we have had, we feel satisfied this method is

approximately coirect. And I am certain, as experiment has proved, that the larger

the constants the greater is the margin for correct exposure of the pUte when takmg
a picture. That is, if the constants are ten times gi-eater than those given, say one

thousand aud seventy seconds and forty seconds, the chances of correct exposure are

increased in that ratio. An experiment made to-d.ay with a new lens and camera

showed th.at it only required ninety seconds to actinise the sensitised paper, and that

a Carbutt B plate exposed seven seconds with the smallest stop (being only three-

thirty-seconds of an inch in diameter) gave tho best negative. The two figures being

used as new constants, a further experiment was made by exposingthe sensitised paper

in the shadow of our working room. After exposure of eighteen minutes and forty-

two seconds, the paper showed partial actinisation. As time was pressing (at four

o'clock p.m.), a piece of pajier was taken into the sunlight and was allowed to actinise

up to an apparent simihir extent, which required twenty seconds. At the same time a

fresh piece of paper required two minutes in sunlight to become fully actinised. It

will therefore be noted that the piece of paper exposed m the room, which had

been paitially actinised, if taken into the sunlight would have reached actinisation m
two minutes, or one hundred and twenty seconds. And as it required two minutes to

fully actinise, it had been exposed to within sixteen aud two-thirds per cent, of com-

plete actinisation. Multiplying this partiid actinisation of the paper (say 16-67)

by six, we show that it would require about one hundred and twelve minutes, or

six thousand seven hundred and thirty-two seconds, to actinise in the shadow of

the room. Again using these figures, wc show that as ninety seconds required to

actinise in full sunlight is to six thousand seven hundred and thirty-two seconds,

so is the time of proper exposure determined this morning, say seven seconds, to

the time of proper exposure this afternoon in the shadow, which is eight minutes

aud forty-four seconds. To summarise these figures, wo may say that the simple

sensitiser adopted—that is, the silvered p:iper—will give a very near proxinmte of tha

proper time for exposure of any given jihite when taken in connection with thij

standard time of actinisation, which we call a constant, aud the exposure of the plato

mentioned, as in the shadow of the room, was done without any other than thia

simple means. There need not be any doubt .as to the use of the stops ;
one single stop

will do for all exposures, when once this constant is obtained with any one of the

series. So far as we are able to judge at this time, we prefer using the puihole stop,

which has given tho results mentioned above. If any man ask, " Well, what of all

this P
" we can answer that it is an approximate method of arriving at the proper time

for exposure of a given make of plates, and that too without any " guessing." In pre-

senting this for your consideration we are not unaware that others hiive experimented

in the same direction, nor that the emulsions on plato and sensitised paper are

chemically different, but we are anxious to broach the whole subject for your oonsider.

ation, hoping it may lead to investigation and some useful result.

Mr. Frisbie : You mean by adopting the idea suggested in your paper you

can get the exact time to expose your plates ?

The President : Yes, any time of day. This paper which 1 have just read

involved an immense amount of figuring, and I do not conceive that there is

any possible way by which this could be put in any other shape than it is.

Lieutenant Bruns and myself read it over, and it is as brief as it can be stated.
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To arrive at those figures was a matter of consiilerable trouble. Vou liave no
idea of the amount of labour involvcil in the work. You don't have to expose
a plate every day. You go out and take a jiii turo to-day for instance, and
hnd that a clear brilliant sunlight actiniscs paper iu a giveu time. Yo\i may
take tliat time as the ba.sis for several days' work.

Mr. Atkinson : Suppose there is no sunlight.

The President : Then you do not expose the paper.

Mr. Atkinson : Then you cannot tell anything about it. I merely say that
because for four years I used that very test in printing carbon prints. 1 had a
small negative with a printing frame marked from number one to number
twelve, and there was a slip of sensitised i>aper placed in that, and there have
been times when I got fair negatives, but I consider it very unreliable.

The Prksident : In reganl to the constant (by which I mean the non-
variable figure) upon which all this is based, the sensitised paper is exposed
when the sun slimes and you get a figure, which, as I say, lasts you all the
year rouniL It is immaterial whether the sun never shines again. You liave

got nothing to do with tliat. You do not have to ascertain a new constant,

yo\i use tile .same one. But you expose a piece of sensitised paper to tlie

light, whatever that light may be, and tliat gives you the second hgure in your
problem by which you arrive at tlie third.

Mr. Atkinson :" If you are testing broniiilo with bromide of silver, or
chloride with chloride of silver, that would be a different thing, but you are
testing one thing with another here.

Mr. Ripley : What do you say alx)ut the g.islight ? I can take a i>icture by
gaslight. Dry plates are made with bromide of silver, and the condition of
this is in an entirely difl'erent state in the gelatine plate than in the albumen
lilm, and is ailVcted difi'erently by the light and by difterent kinds of light,

and I say that I can get a good picture in half the time by gaslight. You
cannot blacken the albumen paper by gaslight.

Mr. Newton: It would undoubtedly be a valuable acquisition to photo-
graphers, whether professional or amateur, if you could come into the posses-
sion of some infallible guide in reference to timing any particular plate. The
experiments named I tried quite a number ot years ago in a little different

way. I made a little round metal cylinder about tliree inclies in diameter. It
shut together, allowing for the roll of albumen paper a half an inch wide to
come out of a little thin slot ; and, instead of depending on the light to colour
the paper, I painted tlie colour, pulled the paper out of the slot, and painted
the colour wliicli albumen paper would come to in a given time, and my experi-
ments with the albumen paper showed me satisfactorily that it was not
reliable, especially in different coloured lights. You take an orange coloured
light, and it will act upon tlie chloride of silver about as quick as a wliite light.

That is, any professional ]iIiotographer who is printing on a day when the sky
is clear and has a yellow light, will print his prints as quick as he would if it

was a white light, and the action of that light on the bromide of silver would
require at least double the time ; and again, when it begins to be late in the
day, say five o'clock this time of the year, it is not a very difficult thing to
m.^ke an instantaneous picture, but it will take a pretty long time to make a
print on a piece of chloride of silver paper. Then, again, there will be a little

variation in your paper unless you try it every day, and your standard would
be likely to vary the sensitiveness of your chloride of silver paper. It is not
generally known, I suppose, that some acids are an accelerator and increase

the sensitiveness of the chloride of silver. But I have made experiments in

that direction, and I took what we call plain paper (starched or ordinary plain
paper) and sensitised it. I once had occasion to make a picture that took all

oay to print it under a leaf. I wanted to get the anatomy of a leaf, and it was
a dark green, and I had to expose that sensitised paper all day, and the next
day I sensitised some pajier, and after the wet had got off the surface of it I laid

it, back down, on a five grain solution of citric acid. Now that increased the
sensitiveness of it at least six times, and I could make the same print in two
hours that it took me all day Ijefore to make. And whether the ordinary
albumen paper is fumed would make a great difference in the action of the
light upon it. In the exposure of a plate my rule is to over expose always,
that is for a normal developer, and then I commence very weak, very low
down. I make up my developer of the ordinary strength, and I take a little

of it and put it in water and commence very weak, and I always have it a sure
thing if I have got the right exposure. I have a couple of negatives—I would
have brought them along if I had thought of it. One of them was exi)osed
two seconds and the other twenty seconds, and any one looking at them and
examining them would say that the two seconds' one was the one that was
longest exposed, simply by tlie w.ay that they were developed. One of them
was exactly .^s good a negative as the other. There is a great deal to be said
on developing negatives, and I am not sure that everybody will ever come to
making one as good a negative as another. There are constitutional impedi-
ments in the way. You cannot educate some people so that they know a good
negative when they see it, and they never will succeed except by chance in

making a good negative. Now it is one thing to observe and another thing to
perceive. I had a bookkeeper once in my employ who could not tell blue
from green, or red from yellow, or anything of that kind, though he wiis an
excellent draughtsman and a fine muvician. His ear was all right, but he
could not discern the difference between colours. I might say that the colour
of that book, for instance, is green and the other side of it is blue, and I would
turn it over for instance, and ask him wliich is which, and he could not tell

me. He would say that there was some difi'erence, but which would be the
green and which would be the blue and which would be the yellow he could
not tell. You could not educate that person ; and a person that is undertaking
to develope a negative after the plate has been exposed has got to have the
faculty of perceiving as well as of observing. That is quite essential. Of
course a person can by perseverance educate himself and overcome a great
many of tlicse dilficulties. Now I had a gentleman that used to come to my
house—a scientific gentleman, too, he was—quite a number of yeare ago when
I was making collodion emulsion, and I gave him the formula and he made it,

and he came to my house two or three times a week and begged me to do it

Iiecausc he could not make a negative that was good for anything. It wa.s all

fogged. He saiil that he had followed my directions exactly, and as I had
given them to him ; nevertheless, he said, the plate would be fogged. He

wonld take his emulsion and make a negative, and would come tiaek the next
day and bring me some of his results ; they were utter failum. But h« wai
indomitable. He stuck to it for six months, and he Uually overcame all thoee
oljstacles, and can make as good a negative to-day as anybody. Now, another
person would do that same thing after trying three times. There is a oifforance
between people. One man has a good deal of a job on band when he mdcr-
takes to make a negative, and that work to another man would be a venr light
job. The same as cue person is a good mathematician, and it don't boHjer
nim at all to solve a problem, while another is a good chemist, and another i<

a good musician. Vou cannot make a chemist out of a musician, or a muaician
out of a chemist ; and it is just the way with an artist Vou cannot make an
artist out of everybody, ami a person, in order to be able to make a good pic-
ture, has got to be an artist as well as a chemist, i

Mr. Sl',\lLUiNO : I think Mr. Uipley and Mr. Newton have come practicallr
to about the .same conclusion, and it seems to be a very reasonable one, though
I have not experimented on it. If I hail a weight of .300 pounds to move across
this room, and I had another weight of 3000 pounds to move across this room ;

supposing I could move the 300-pound weight across the room in five minutes,
how long wouM it take me to move the 3000-pound weight across the room!
Why, I could not move it at all, and it seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that this

question of the sunlight has about something of that sort of thing to do in this
case. It has been said that a great many of our plates contained both the
iodide and bromide. It may be the sunlight when removed to a certain degree,
as it is on d.irk days, for instance, cannot do work at all. If we believe the
philosophers who tell us about the atomic theory of matter, these molecules
are made up of certain atoms, and the sunlight has got something to do with
the atoms of that molecule. There are a great many people who believe in the
physical theory, and there are a great many people who Mlieve in the chemical
theory. But the sunlight has got something to do with the atoms of the
bromide or iodide ; it has got to produce a certain change in the atomic con-
dition of the molecule, and whether it can do that depends on the strength of
the sunlight and also on the weight of the atom that has got to be moved.
Now, Mr. President, it might Ixs that what you have suggested in your paper
is quite available within certain limits, but it would not be available under
other circumstances, and I do not believe, with all due deference, that it is

well to claim too much for it.

The Pke,sidknt : Well, of course, we made this test with a view to having
this matter brought np for discu.ssion here. We are not infallible, as you are

probably well aware ; but, acting on the theory which I have suggested, an '

after figuring elaborately and carefully, you see the conclusion which v

reached, and here is the negative made upon the basis of those figui'es ab*'

five o'clock this afternoou. We siiiiidy put the plate holder in its plu'

exposed it by the watch, and there is the negative.

Mr. Newton : In some instances some plates might be exposed twice as lo:

as others, and by manipulation, by which I mean the development, yon cann
tell which was exposed ten minutes and which was exposed five minutes, they
would be so much alike.

The President : I quite agree that much can be done in developing. As an
example of what you just said regarding development, by which I mean the
manipulation of the plate in the developer, to bring about a result that nobody
expected except the man who manipulates, I made a lantern slide for a person
who is here now, and there being seven persons present, and several of lai^
experieuce, I asked them to say how long exjiosure I should give the ]>late.

They looked out of the window, looked wise, and varied between ten seconds
and ninety seconds. We took the average of them, ami made it thirty-five

seconds. After exixwure of one plate for ten seconds and the other for thirty-

five seconds, I went in the dark room and developed both of them, and after

they were developed the most learned photographer among them all picked ont
the one that had been exposed the least and said it was exiiosed the longest. It

only shows you what the oinnions are worth as a rule. How was it done f

Why, in the development of the plate. I manipulated that plate ; I juggled
that plate, as you .say, into being tliat which it really was not, that is, giving it

strength and density ; that wliich would never have happened except for being
handled very carefully in the developer ; and the plate which had been exjKisea

the longest I handled very carefully, and kept back the development, and
did not hasten it. In other words, 1 juggled that too, and the result is I got
two excellent negatives.

Mr. Riplev : This question of over exposure and under exposure lias been
discussed quite lengthily and intelligently in the English papers for a year or
more back, and a writer said that there was a very great question as to whether
tlitre was in fact such a thing as over exposure and under exposure ; and I

want to say that the article was a very sensible one, and he came to the con-
clusion that over exposure aud under exposure depended altogether on the

developer that was used and upon the man that handled it. Take our modem
dry plates, both of the English and American manufacture, and there is a great

deal more latitude in them than we are inclined to think. We make an expo-

sure and throw our normal developer on it, and if it comes out right the

exposure is correct, but a great many of us take no pains at all to decide as to

whether it is going to be right or wrong, and if we think it is going to be wrong
we take the projier steps to save it. With intelligent aud careful workmanship
you Ciin expose two identical plates the extreme of short and over time and
still secure good negatives, and you cm not tell the difference lietween them,
and it is hard to gel a test that will tell what over aud under exposure is.

The President : What have you more definite to say about this method, or

theory, that has Ijeen proposed .' Have you got anything very strong to say

against it » if so let us hear it. What is your objection to it^ beyond what yt n
state ! In my opinion you have not hit the nail on the head at all, if you will

allow nie to say so.

Mr. KiPLBY : Why, we prove it is non-scientific, and we prove that it
'

useless.

Lieutenant Bruns : What is there, I ask, in photography that you know is

scientific ? Is there anything that is scientific in the art I

Mr. Ripley : There is a good dial in j.liotojtrapliy that is scientific, but it

has never been found out. Take the liest cheniLsts of the world aud no two of

them will give you the same reason for the same result Why collodion wn-
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sitiseil to-Jay to take a photograph will give you a certain result, ami that

(.ertain collodion kept a month will give you a totally different result in the

way of producing a picture, is something' that nobody can tell. We know it

does do it, but we cannot tell why. I may mention that as one instance.

Photography, a.s a science, is very largely tentative, and the relation of cause

and effect in it is very little understood. Tliere is lots of science in it but we
don't understand it.

Lieutenant Bruns : I agree that there is lots of science to be found in photo-

graphy. I had studied up the subject of photography, the theory of it, and the

chemistry of it, and I thought I knew something about photography, and I

thought all I would have to do would be to come around here and say, "Smith,

give me your developer," and that was all, and point to the camera and it was

done, anil I believed it was scientific, and if jihotograpliy is an art it is based on

the laws of science, and if it is based on the laws of science it is invariable and we
can find the laws. I could not find any laws, and I said to myself, " I cannot take

a picture until I know I will take a good picture. 1 do not know anything

about photography
;
practically nothing, absolutely nothing. There is noWly

in this Society but who can give me the most rudimentary instructions, but I

will know something about it. I am determined about that. I know if I take

the time I can make as good a picture as anylx)dy else, but I might spoil three or

four iMxes of plates in getting a picture ; but that does not make any difference,

I get the picture all the same. " And one of the principal reasons that has \irged

me to try to arrive at some conclusion in obtaining a jiroper exposure was this,

that if I should by guesswork go out and get a beautilul picture, and my friend

should come tome and say, "That is beautiful," I would say, "Yes, it is

beautiful," and he would say, " How I would like to have you come and take

my beautiful lawn, and make me another beautiful picture like that. " I would
have to say to him, " It is beautiful, but it is all guesswork, I do not know
how I did it, but I got it.

"

Mr. Williams ; The criticism that I make of this paper is, that I do not
know how to ajijily the princijile which you have brought out to any practical

outdoor work. I have no interest in copying black letters on white paper. The
subjects that I take with my camera are, we will say, like that print over there,

with the cows under the trees. Now one of those cows is a white one, and
some are da])pled, and the whito cow is fully exposed, ami the red cow is not
fully exposed. The difficulty in that picture, I suppose, is over ex|iosure. It

is generally so in all pictures. I would like to know how it is proposed to

apply that to a landscajie, or subject which has objects in the shadow and
objects in the sunlight. I would like to know how it is going to help the
artist or tlie photographer to judge what exposure is necessary to get the jiroper

gi'aduation of lights, and how to bring out the details and shadows successfully,

and in that way make an harmonious picture. In my practice, and I do not
ilaini to be proficient, the only way I can do that is in the develojier.

Mr. Nkwton : There is another objection that has been just alluded to. In
using that )iaper, if you have three or four different lenses (I generally take
live, six, eight, ten, twelve, and fourteen-inch focus), and I make a picture
with a six-inch lens, and I use another lens of twelve or thirteen focal length,
of course I have got to give a longer exposure to the same object, and .so

your test would not apply to both in a case of tliat kind. While you use
different focal lengths you increa.se the expos\ire by the focal length of the lens
you are using. 1 hardly ever, if I am going out to make a dozen [jictures,

make them all with the .same lens, and expose acconling to what I think right.
Now to illustrate. On Election Day I went upon the Bronx River, anil the
ordinary exposnre with a six-inch wide focal tulje was two seconds with the
smallest stop, and with the sun pretty well on my back ; and then I turned
around and made a picture down the river instead of up, and I gave seven or
eight seconds where the shadows were heavy ; and the last one I took, which
was directly against the sun (which was "shining against my tube unless I

shieliled it), I gave thirteen seconds, and while I was looking the other way
two seconds would have been plenty; and none of my pictures were over
exposed and none of them under exposed. I made good negatives of all of

t hem. The thirteen-second exposure was as good as the two-second exposure,
although one was a longer lens than the other. I will say just a word more
while I am talking in reference to the action of light upon the sensitive film,
and the theories that have been supposed to account for the phenomena in the
main, that actinism was a jiroperty of light resident in all waves of light.
That was not Bectinerel's theory. But latterly that has been adopted with the
exception of one chemist, who several years ago promulgated the theory that
actinism had nothing to do with it ; that it was jiurely mechanical. And" those
who recollect his theory, and the experiments that were maile, will recollect
that he proved to his own satisfaction the correctness of that theory ; they
were long, and extended, and very ingenious. He claimed that the force of the
light imjiinged on the sensitive film made the image, and that chemical actinism
had nothing to do with it. Now the other theory, that it is actinism and that
it is resident in the light. In regard to that, in some experiments we have
seen lately in some theatres, in reference to colouring the film, so as to jihoto-
graph coloured objects, where you transpose all of that, you introduce a red
screen under ceitain conditions, and you get more actinism on reds, an<l the
greens, and the yellows, than you do on the violet and blue. Now where are
you coming out ? Where are you going to land ? If that is so, the old theories
in reference to the actinism being mainly in the violet seems to be on a weak
foundation. Now light acts differently on different things ; that is, in reference
to mineral salts. You know, most of you, I suppose, that Professor Draper,
as long ago as from 184.3 to 1846, by a long series of experiments, showed that
the yellow light had more actinism in it than the violet one, which acted on
vegetable fluids, and right the other way when on mineral salts.

Mr. Atkinson : The whole question resolves itself into this : that you take
an over expose<l plate—a man with a thorough knowledge of the art, with
proper use of the developer, can accomplish something ; but with an under
exposed plate the picture is not there, and no amount of knowledge of develop-
ment will produce it.

The President : You can find a gentleman in this room that will dispute
that proposition ; he maintains that an under exposed plate can be made as
good as a plate that has been over exposed.

-Mr. Atkinwu ; That is dodging the question. If the plate has been under

exposed can it be made as good a negative as if it had been over

exposed ?

Dr. PiKKAHD then stated in substance that Mr. Ripley .'>aid earlier in the

evening that a plate can be exposed sixty seconds longer than it ought to be
exposed and then be made to produce a good picture.

Mr. Frisbie : Dr. Pift'ard hardly seems to arrive at the question. He
assumes there that a one second exposure would have been a normal exposure

sufficient to give you a good negative with well-judged developing, and the

sixty seconds exposure, which wouhl in sonie cases be an over exposure, that

you would get a good negative even at that great length of time. But the

question is. Can you get a good negative from an under exposed or a plate

that has been verj' slightly expo.sed to the action of the light ? I .should say

no, because the light has not had an opportunity to act upon the plate at all.

It has l)een virtually in the dark in some parts of it. In the high lights you
might lie able to get a well developed negative, but in the dark shadows you
get nothing, no matter what chemicals or strength of chemicals you use.

Lieutenant Bruns : I want to answer two questions in regard to the sensi-

tised paper. Of course, all my remarks are purely theoretical, as I have said

before, because I have no practical knowledge of ]>hotography. I never took

an outside picture in my life, ami I do not know how to develope ; but I

premise my statement that I have some knowledge, theoretically, of photo-

gra))hy. A gentleman here this evening has remarked something about taking

an outside exposure in which he includes distant as well as near objects. He
finds fault with the sensitive paper l>ecause it does not correct the condition

that is universally recognised, that distance, as a general rule, does naturally

over exjiose, and nearness under expose ; but that should not fall to the lot of

the poor sensitive paper. It is a condition tliat hajipens anyhow. It is a

condition that has got to be contended with in some other way. It has got

nothing to do with determining the time of exposure, and I believe Mr.

Newton made some pertment remarks in reference to the difference in the

focal length of lenses. It is true you could not determine a constant where

you would introduce a new condition under which that constant was deter-

mined. We determine a .series of constants with certain lenses, and, if neces-

sary, with a certain number of lenses ; but, if you wish to change it, your
constants are to be determined for each particular lens.

Mr. Ripley : A great deal has been said on this subject since the reading of

the two papers, and I have remarked that photography as a science is largely

tentative. The most that we know of a certainty in regard to photograjiliy,

and the action of the light on the chemicals has "been found out tentatively

—

that is, by experiment—so that when I called this methoil of determining the

time exposures as non-scientific, I mean that the action of light on chloride

and bromide and salts does not act in the same way. It depends on the con-

dition that that salt is in, and I call the method unscientific, and, judging of

your deductions from the same standpoint that we judge of wliat has been

found out in photography, and the rem.ark of Lieutenant Bruns that it is non-

scientific, inasmuch as he has confessed tliat it is pure theory, con'otorates my
own view. And the remarks that h.ive been made here in regard to the latitude

of exposure which we have in the practising of our calling, and manipulation

of the developer, and other means, ami tlie cases that have been here cited, all

show the latitude to be so tremeudous, that it clearly and distinctly and tenta-

tively shows the idea to be useless ami not worth the trouble tliat it entails to

put it into practice. I think that sums it up in rather a small nutshell.

The President : Notwithstanding all tliat the gentleman has .s.iid, and I

have great regard for his views, I cannot see why—if I have a brand of Rijdey

plates of sixteen .sensitometer, why, having tried one of them, and found by actual

exi>osure that it takes seven seconds to get a good negative in a light where

my jiajier sensitometer reijuires sixty seconds to actinise—why I have not got

a good guide to know how to expose the next plate when the light conditions

have changed with that same batch of plates.

Mr. Ripley : At that moment, on the same subject and all the conditions

being the same, except jwssibly the quality of the light, do you mean to take

into consideration those conditions i

The President : Yes, take into consideration that it is the same plate, biit

the light is changed. Now under tliose circumstances I use my sensitised

paper and determine the right exposure.

Mr. Ripley : I claim that the light will change so that it will not affect your

actinometer, when the plate will be affected. I have seen daylight so weak as

regards affecting your actinometer, that it would show nothing in a long time

when a bromide plate would be affected very quickly.

The President : You don't answer my question.

Mr. Ripley : Put your question exactly so that I can answer yes or no to it.

The President : Say, for instance, tliat one moment tlie sun is out and the

next moment the sun is obscured, and I want to take a good picture. I hold

my sensitometer out, and it takes that i)aper twice as long. Now what shall I

do when the sun is obscured five minutes after I have taken the first picture !

Won't my sensitometer be a fair guide for me !

Mr. Ripley ; No, sir ; it will not be a fair guide, because it will not give

you the indication. It will give you the direction which you may work in,

which direction may be or may not be reliable.

The President : Has anybody anything more to say about it ?

Mr. Williams : I would like to know how the ideas which you have
suggested in your pipers are to be practically applied. In timing a picture

there is no trouble in getting your high lights in the sunshine, but the shadow-

is the trouble. If you don't get detail in a shadow it will be a big black

blotch. How is it proposed to apply the actinometer to a case of that kind
and give us some help (

The President : The idea is put forth as an approximate metho<l of arriving

at a more proper exposure by knowing tlie force of the sunlight. This proposi-

tion is not ])erfect. We have experimented with it, and so far as we have

experimented it has worked successfully, and we knew if we brought it up
here for discussion that we would be knocked right and left, and we knew in

the end there would be a discussion upon the development of plates, that

would be interesting anyhow. Nobody can tell exactly to a second how much
exposure to give, and no instrument can be devised because of the varying

condition of the plates, and the surroundings are such that it would be impos-
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sible ; but we cniinot collective of any iipnrcr wny of arriving at a correct
ex|iosnn' tlian hyasceilaiiiiii!.' the cx|iosiirc by tbe power of llio light, and not
({ucss at it. A man in taking a [licture imtiirally looks up at the light he is

going to have, and ho nial:eH his exjiosure. The method suggested certainly
giveii him a kind of appioxiiuatc, and a very close one it appears to lis ; but
yon, gentlemen, iimst not expect too much from na. We cannot answer yon
jtcsitively in regard to the matter. We are, as I stated heretofore, hninble in
our iin-teiisions, and you must deal kindly, and do not nit down too hanl
upon n«.

Mr. Bk.\ch moved that the Committee on Dry Plates take this matter up
and report at a future meeting.
The motion was carried.

Mr. FnisniK : There is one question I would like to ask. 1 do not know
whether any one has ever investigated in that direction or not, and that is,

After a plate has l)eeu exjiosed and the light has affected it, whether it is

jwssible to apply any solution to that plate which would make it non-actinic,
and yet the jilate lie taken out in tlie broad daylight and with some developer
cause a ilejMsit of the oxide of silver

;

Mr. Nkwton : You can take an onlinarj- plate and let it lay in the light of
your studio a week and make a good negative on it.

Mr. Frisbik : What I refer to is this ; I take my plate and expose it to the
action of the light in the camera and then soak it in some solution which will
have the i)ropcrty of preventing any further action of light on that plate when
it is exposed to daylight again, and yet after that be able to bring out the
image by some developer.

Dr. PiFFAKD stated in substance that he had heard of such a thing ; that
Mr. Roche had shown liim some plates which Mr. Roche said were developed
in the daylight, and said that he could take a plate and make an exposure on
the plate, and would then take it in the dark room and do "sometliing" with
it—Mr. Roche didn't tell him what he did with it—and would then take it out
in the daylight and develope it.

Mr. Nkwtox said he would take a jilate that had been exposed to the liglit
for a week and put it in a solution of nitric aciil and broinide, and gave the
pro|)ortions, ami restore it to its normal condition and make as good a negative
on it as though it had not been exposed at all. There is no question about
that.

The meeting afterwards adjourne<l.

Corte<e{)iontrence.
iKT CornsfOmUnU shculd never vtriie on both sides of the paper.

July Meeting of the PHOTooR.vpmc Societt op France.—Valuable
Documents for the History of Photooraphy found in the Collec-
tion OF the L.ITE M. Bayard by M. Davanni: and presented to the
Society.

The Photographic Society of France held their monthly meeting on
Friday evening last, the Ist instant, M. Davanne in the chair.
That gentleman informed the members present that he liad just

returned from Nemours, where lie had been invited by the heirs-at-law
of our late member, Jf. Bayard, in order to seek if pcradventure among
tbe photographic objects and proofs in their possession some might be of
value to the Society in an historical point of view ; if so, the heirs-at-law
would he most happy to present such objects to the Photographic Society
of France. M. Davanne then opened a cardboard and exhibited the
contents.

1. A collection of photographic prints pasted on cardboard. These
proofs were exhibited to the public on the 24th of June, 1839, in the
"Salle des Commissaires-priseurs," and that for the profit of the victims
of the Uaudeloupe. These images were examined with the greatest
interest, they being over forty-eight years old. Time has laid its grasp
upon them

; they liave faded and turned yellow, but the images are yet
visible. By an article in the Moniteur of tbe 2ith of June, 1839, we can
learn that M. Bayard exhibited photographic proofs on paper one month
before Daguerre published and gave his process to the world. The cause
why the name of Bayard has not become a household word like that of
Daguerre is because M. Bayard was very timid and modest in the
extreme. Nevertheless, the process of Daguerre is, at the present day.
Bet aside, and paper proofs now predominate. 'Tis true that the same
system which he employed is not adopted ; but he certainly must have
the honour of having printed photographically the first paper proof.
His process will rank him among the inventors of photography, and his
name will be found beside those of Niepce, Daguene, and Talbot.
M. Davanne then exhibited the second lot, consisting of several

Dagaerrian plates of a large size, and very well preserved. M. Davanne
drew the attention of the members to the fact that such large plates were
now very rare indeed.

3. An instantaneous proof of the Place Vendome, representing the pro-
cession of the linnif iiriif. This was naturally obtained upon a collodion
film, as at that time the gelatino-broraide process was unknown. This
proof can well bear comparison with the generality of instantaneous
views made even at the present day ; on this account they created a
certain amount of surprise.

4. Two or three negatives of M. Bayard upon the " Siamoise" plan
—that is to say, tlie same person represented twice shaking his own
hand, painting his own image, fencing with his soiie, Ac.

5. Several i)roofs on paper obtained by his first process, which con.
Bisted in coating paper with silver chloride, then exposing it to the sun's

rays nntil it became ax black ar poMiible : the paper wu then flo«t«d
npon a solution of iodide of potassium, the paper tbiiB prepared wai
placed in the camera, the light acting npon it bleached it more or I«m ;

the result was an exact copy of the object to be reprodnoed.
A vote of thanks was given to the heir»-8t-law. Piior. E. STKBBnto.
59, Hue. (Jes Jiatignollei, Parii.

I'LATES FOB PHOTO-MECHANICAL WORK.
To the EniTOBR.

Gentlemen,—Referring to your leaderette in the last nnmber of tbe
Journal, "Collodion rermn Gelatine," and the snggestion contained
therein, we beg to say that we have for some time past made special
plates for photo-mechanical work, which yield negatives similar in
character to collodion negatives.

We have a steady sale for these specially prepared plates, and have
frequently received Hattering testimony from gentlemen who employ them
for photo-mechanical work. Herewith we send negatives for yonr
inspection.—We are, yours, *c., Mawson dc Swas.

Neiccastle-on-Tyne, July 4, 1887.

[The negatives received leave nothing to be desired.

—

Eds.]

OUR FATHERS WHO ARE IN THE SOUTH KENSINGTON
MUSEUM.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your correspondent, Charles Mason, appears to have
made inquiries concerning the Fathers of Photography everywhere but in

the right place. If he will take the trouble to go to the South Kensington
Museum, Science Department, West Galleries, he will see my collection

of " Our Fathers," including Daguerre, Rev. J. B. Reade, Fox Talbot,
Mungo Ponton, Sir .lohn Herschel, and Dr. Alfred S. Taylor, with a tablet

underneath each containing the dates of their births and deaths and a
brief lecord of what they did for photography.

Mr. Mayall, Bond-street, possesses a portrait of Daguerre; Messrs.
MauU & Fox, Piccadilly, a negative of Rev. J. B. Reade ; H. H. Hi
Cameron, Gothic House, Mortimer-street, W., of Sir John Herschel ; and
the Pliotorirnphic Neics published portraits of Daguerre, Fox Talbot, and
Mungo Ponton, a few years ago.

Portraits of Niepce, Robert Hunt, or Frederick Scott Archer, I never
was able to obtain, but think it is to be regretted that they are

not obtainable. The late Mr. Silvester possessed a portrait of Archer,

and once promised me a copy, but I never received it. There are

many other names among the early workers, also, whose portraits would
be very interesting at present and in the future if they could only be

had, and I think it would be worth while making such a collection and
placing them where tliey could be seen at any time by those interested in

photography. I handed my collection over to the Lords of the Committee
of Council on Education for that purpose, and I tbink it very desirable

for others to do likewise.—I am, yours, A'C, J. Weroe,
11a, BernerK-Ktrect, II'.

*

PHOTO-MICROGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—My attention has been called to a commnnication from
" Procella "in your issue of the 3rd instant, in which the writer, after very

earnestly insisting upon the necessity of an exact coincidence in the

registering of the focussing screen and sensitised plate in photo-micro-

graphy, goes on to say : " If it were possible to remove the screen from
the frame and substitute the sensitive plate for it, photo- micrography
would be made a much simpler affair than it now is."

From the fact that the same idea is advanced in "Procella's" article

in The British Journal Phoioobaphic Ai.manac for the present year,

it is evident he has not read any of iny communications on the subject

lieretofore publislied in The British Journal of Photography, and I

trust that I may therefore be pardoned if I repeat a portion of same
herein.

It is quite evident to all workers in this direction that no surface can

be placed upon a sheet of glass by grinding—of sufBcient fineness to serve

for accurate focussing—with even moderately high powers. In my search

some years since for a suitable medium for this purpose I found that an

ordinary gelatine plate, which had been exposed to a flash of white light,

developed to a slight smokiness without density, washed and fixed as

usual, and finally bleached with a solution of bichloride of mercury,

made so perfect a focussing screen for this purpose that nothing further

could be desired. I claim no originality in this application of a dry

plate, as my attention was called thereto by a writer (whose name I have

forgotten) in one of the English journals. But my method of using

it was original, and, I think, fulfils " Procella's " requiremente most

completely.

My camera is provided with the ordinary focussing screen of Bne

ground-glass, which is hinged so as to drop out of the way when the

plate holder or " dark slide " is to be attached to the box. This ground-

glass screen is only used for securing an even iUamination ol the field and

arranging the object in its desired position thereon. These preliminaries
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eflected, the usefulness of the ground-glass ceases, and it gives place to

the prepared gelatine plate, which is used as follows :

—

The plate holder is sinijle, with slide and back both entirely removable,

leaving only a framework, which is placed in position on the back of the

camera and secured by a spring catch. The bleached gelatine plate

is now put into the framework (film side toward the object), where it

occupies identically the same position as will be subsequently filled by the

sensitive plate. A focussing glass is applied to its back, when it will be

found that the most delicate adjustment can be made quite as readily

as with the ordinary table microscope. The proper focus secured, nothing

remains to be done save to remove the frame from the camera, to restore

the slide and back, and insert a sensitive plate in the dark room, when
the exposure can be made with an absolute certainty that focussing

screen and sensitive plate "register" exactly. Should "Procella" or

any other of your readers desire more precise information on this sub-

ject I shall be pleased to supply it to the best of my ability.

I also venture to correct an error into which "Procella" has fallen

in his article in The British Journal PHOTOCR-iPHic Almanac pre-

viously alluded to, in which he says that the photo-micrographio camera
of Bausch & Lomb is constructed to be used with an eye-piece. Having
owned one of these cameras for some years, and inspected several others,

I may say that they all were made to use without an eye-piece, and that

no possible provision for the attachment of the latter to any of them
had been made.—I am, yours, &c., W. H. Walmsley.
De Laiweij-jilace, Philadelphia, June 19, 1887.

EttstDcrs to ©ortegpottUenW.

Notice.—Each Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address, although not

necessarily for publication. Communicationsmay, when thought desirable, appear under

a NOM DE PLUME OS hitherto, or, by preference, under three letters of the alphabet. Such
sicjnaturcs as " Constant Reader," " Subscribe)',*' <C"C., should be avoided. Correspondents

not conforming to this rule will therefore understand tlie reason for th» omission of their

coinmunications.

%l. Wallis.—We have forwarded your letter on to Mr. Barrett.

M. B. (Herts).—So far as we are aware, no one keeps dry plates on patent

])late in stock. No doubt any maker would supjily them on that kind of

glass to order if required.

E. Shaw HAnrEH.—1 and 3. It is strictly again.st our rule to pass an opinion

on the merits of different makers' goods.—2. There is no patent for the dia-

jihragm. It is a very convenient form to employ.

J. Aliphant.—Photographs can be taken in the camera without a lens. All
that is necessary is to have a minute orifice in place of the lens. This system
of working lias no practical value, still it is a possibility.

S. W. H.—If the material with which the mounts are printed is really silver

the particles becoming detached will not injure the photograiihs. The only
way of ascertaining if it is silver is by a chemical analysis.

Newlyn.—The yellowness is due to imperfect fixation. If the bath wm the
strength you say, they must have had but a lirief immersion. We imagine
there must be some mistake with regard to the proportion of hyposulphite of
soda used.

B. Merry.—Before commencing to reimlish the cameras the dirt should be
carefully removed with soap and water. French polish ready for use is sup-
plied by most oilmen. It will be better for you to purchase it than to com-
pound it for yourself.

Operator M.—We scarcely understand your query. By "portraiture" do
you mean lighting and posuig the sitter ? If so Bigelow's A Ibum would
possibly answer your purpose. It is out of print, but you will doubtless be
able to obtain a copy by advertising.

J. A. N. says he expects an order to take some very large photographs shortly,
and asks if there is any one who lets large cameras and lenses out on hire.

—

No doubt some of the dealers in second-hand .apparatus will supjily what our
correspondent requires on loan. Let him try Messrs. Sands & Hunter or
Mr. Morloy.

C. G. Tl'kner has an old oil painting to copy which is very dirty, and asks
whether it will be safe to wash it with water.—The picture may be sponged with
clean water with safety. If water alone will not remove the dirt, a little

curd soap may be rubbed on the sponge. The soap must, of course, be
tliorouglily washed off before the painting is dried.

W. Shepard writes : "I am making a wooden portable studio, eighteen feet
six inches by eight feet by seven feet six inches high at eaves. Will you please
advise me in your next issue as to quantity and position of glass for same ?

—

Let our correspondent make four feet six at either end opaque and have all
the rest glass. Thanks lor the cutting. The idea is absurd enough.

KuRAL.—As no less than three brands of plates give fog in your hands we
suspect that the fault rests with you. Possibly your dark room light is not
suHicieutly non-actinic. See to your window if yon employ daylight. For
takuig groups of children indoors employ a jjortrait combination, so as to
secure rapid exposures. We imagine our readers would not care for an
article on the subject you mention.

Inquirer (Leeds) wishes to know how unmounted prints can be prevented
from curling u]i. He says those issued by some of tlio large jiublishing
houses have not this tendency to the same extent as his own have— If the
prints be rolUil with a very heavy pressure on a burnished steel plate they
will have but little tendency to curl afterwards. Squeegeeing tlie print while
wet on to a glass jilate and allowing it to dry will also remedy the evil. Of
course tlie glass must be rubbed over with French chalk to prevent the prmt
from adhering when diy.

A. E. Smith sends a print from a wood block on common paper, which has

been hanging in his studio for a couple of years, and calls our attention to

the discolouration of the paper. There is nothing at all unusual in this.

Most common paper made from wood fibre will show a marked change with
only two or three days' exposure to the sun's rays, parycularly if it be kept
in a moist atmosphere. The example sent has discoloured badly.

G. Monro complains that when he attempts to mount photographs with gela-

tine he cannot succeed, owing to the gelatine setting before he can coat the

print all over ; hence, when it is laid on to the mount it is not even, owing
to the lumpiness of the gelatine. Coignet's gold medal gelatine has been
employed.—The gelatine named is quite unsuitable for mounting prints, for

the reason that it sets so quickly. The best kind for mounting purposes is

one of a poorer quality, such as that known as soup gelatine. Messrs.

Nelson, Dale, & Co.'s " No. 2 Soluble" is a very good gelatine for mounting
photographs with. It is free from acid and does not gelatinise rapidly.

J. L. R.—1. Unless the spots can be seen before the plates are exposed, they
are no doubt produced by air-bells adhering to the film while being
developed.—2. The fogged appearance in the centre of tlie negative is

caused by flare spots in the lens. It may be cured by altering the position

of the stop.—3. A formula for the potash developer will be found on page
311 of the Almanac.—4. Yes, by adding a small quantity of tartaric acid,

and exposing the solution to sunlight. But, on the whole, it is better to use

the solution freshly mixed.—5. The green colour is due to the print being

under exposed. With a longer exposure, and a shorter development, the

colour would have been much improved. Tlianks for kind offer.

C. A. TiMMiNS asks: "Would you, in 'Answers to Correspondents,' give me
a few practical details how to obtain enlargements on platinotype paper? I

have two lenses, both Ross', one rapid cabinet lens and rapid symmetrical

8x5. I want to enharge from quarter-plate to 12 x 10."—In the first place,

an enlarged negative is necessary. This is obtained by making a trans-

narency from the original, and then from that making an enlarged negative.

I'rom this the platinum print is made in the ordinary manner. Either lens

will serve for the enlargement ; the shorter focus one will be the more con-

venient to employ. By the aid of the solar camera direct enlargements may
be made by the platinotype process. But we presume our correspondent is

not the possessor of one.

W. A. M. writes as follows : "Two years ago I hail a new studio built, and a

few days back a square of glass was accidentally broken, and I noticed that

the pieces had a decidedly yellow appearauce, which the glass did not have

when it was new. I have had anotlier pane taken out, and that is just the

same, as you will see by the enclosed pieces. Is it usual for glass to change

like this? and does it not make the e.xposiire longer when it does!"—It is

by no means uuusual for glass to change in colour by exposure to light,

though rarely to such an extent as this has done in so short a time, that is,

sujiposing it was colourless, or nearly so, when the studio was erected.

Some kinds of glass do not change at all, or very little indeed. Of course

when gla.ss becomes of such a non-actinic colour as this has the exposure is,

necessarily, somewhat prolonged.

E. A. C. will be much obliged by the Editors telling her, in "Answers to

Correspondents," the cause of the mildewed-looking spots in the luidtlle of

the enclosed silver print. They showed themselves as soon as dry, but are

the only ones out of a batch of fourteen prints. E. A. C. has noticed the

spots before, among many also, sometimes larger and more m.arked.

—

2. Will the Editors kindly say what can be added to starch when used as a

mouutaut to counteract any acid ? E. A. C. has used it successfully for long,

but cue lot of jirints mounted turned yellow as one sent She has been told

the st,arch must have been acid. Is this so ? The starch is made with boiling

water, but not allowed to boil.—1, The spots are due to sulphiiration in the

fixing bath. Either it is too weak or the prints have been allowed to stick

together while in the solution. The latter is the most probable cause.—

2. Good starch is scarcely likely to be acid. If it is it .should not be used

for mounting photographs. The Glenfield white starch may be relied upon.

The partial yellowness of the mounted print is not caused by the mountant,

but arises from the same cause as the spots in the unmounted one.

North London Photographic Society.—Tliere will be an excursion to

Winchmore Hill on the 9th instant. Train from Moorgate-street (Great

Northern Railway), twenty-six minutes past two p.m. to Winchmore Hill

Station.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, July 13, will be on E.ciemporisinij Apparatus in Case of a Break-

down when Away from Home. Saturday outing at Winchmore Hill. Train

from Moorgate-street at twenty-six minutes past two.

In England, at a town called Deal, there is a pier, and when any amateur

l)hotogra])lier ventures there with his camera he is compelled to pay two dollars

and a lialf for the privilege of taking negatives, because the local photographers

have rejiresented to the authorities that amateurs were causing an injury to

their trade. In the United States, at the head of Lake Michigiin, a licence is

now demanded by the authorities at the town of Mackinaw of fifty dollars.—

The Eye.
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THE BEST MODE OF BACKING PLATES.
We return to the consideration of the practical treatment of
this most important operation in modern pliotographic methods.
Some of oin- readers, no doubt, will foil to see that tho subject

merita the importance we attach to it; but wc unhesitatingly
state that there are few negatives taken Avith unbacked
plates that would not liave been tho bettor for tlie adoption
of the method, and that there are some sulyects whicii it

would be absurd to attempt without this aid to accurate
representation.

Let us first take into consideration our minor preliminary
assertion. Who witli practice in portraiture but has had an
experience of the difticulty of taking a good negative wliere

were violent contrasts of liglit and shade, or large masses of

white in the subject depicted. A gentleman in evening dress,

or even with a black coat and immaculate white cuffs, is a good
example. Every one who has done miicli portrait work is familiar

with tlie manner in whicli a beautiful grey fringe suirounds
this wliite linen in lieu of an almost perfectly jot black ; while

as to a lady in a white dress, especially if posed against a white,

or nearly wliite, background, it is a subject from which it is

next to impossible under ordinary circumstances and with an
average plate to obtain a negative free from "fog," this "fog"
being simply a univers.ally diffused haze from reflected light or

liglits. The whole cause of those disastrous results is explained

in our last article. Tlie light penetrates tlic film in a diffused

form, and is reflected at tiio Iiack of tlie glass of the plate ; i.e.

the place where two " different mediums "—glass and air

—

unite.

But these efteets are as nolliing compared witli tliose obtained

when the liighest lights of tlie picture are brilliantly illuminated,

while at the same time many large spaces receive but a dim
light, yet need sufficient exposure to render them visiljle. Such
cases, for exami)le, as would be found in photographing interiors

with windows on tlie fartliest side, as in a church, for instance,

or the glimpses of briglit clouds between and about the spreading
branches of a large tree. Any one who would attempt to obtain

on an average dry plate a good negative free from halation from
such subjects is certainly not a "past-master " in his craft.

Wc use tlie term " avei-age dry plate " .advisedly. Tliere

are dry plates and dry plates; some will give lialation with
almost every subject, though not invariably visible to the non-

observant, while others will give a very fair negative, notwith-
standing a stiff amount of contrast. But the two kinds of

plate are easily distinguished without any legerdemain. If

any one have a thickly coated rich-looking plate, with a nice

yellow-toned surface by reflected light, Jie will not have much
to trouble him in this direction imtil the circumstances be-

come exceptional ; if, on the contrary, ho employ a plate with

a thin tr.anslucent film, ho must expect fog upon his delicate

shadows and half tones, a lack of brilliancy in the general

effect. A tliin plate is not to a great extent the only cause of

these defects, bo it said ; nor can it bo asserted that there are

no counterb.alancing disadvantages when these evils are absent.

We have no intention at this moment to discuss the advantages

of thin plates ; all our space, and much more, is needed for

elucidating the particular subject we have selected.

When astronomical work is considered, the greatest diffi-

culties of all are encountered, and wo are strongly of opinion

that it is very easy indeed to produce " coronal " effects from

no other cause than reflection at the back of the plate.

M. Janssen soon became .aware of this fact, and he used a

backing of asphaltum to prevent the reflections. Long ago,

tho dry-plate maker, when collodio-albumen and its joys were

fading into the distance to wliicli it liad been relegated by the

superior claims of the then novel quick processes, daubed his

plates alternately witli anatto, lampblack, or burnt sienna rubbed

up with water. Still later did Captain Abney show us the beauty

of collodion containing dissolved aurine and roscine {i.e. magenta

of a sort), and the beauties were not imaginary.

In the practical photography of everyday life, who would

tliink of using a backing of black varnish to his plates ? It

would take a lifetime to remove it from a large batch of plates.

Then as to collodion. Let any one coat with tinted collodion

the backs of a few dozen plates, with their occasional patclies

of emulsion wasted upon tlie wrong side, and then, after

exposing, try to develope thorn, in a rapid manner, and he will

soon find the pecuniary cost and the practical nuisance in

comptirison with other methods. If he happen to be a sub-

tenant holding rooms over shop pi'cmises we only venture to

express the hope that he may not experience the pleasures of a

lawsuit for dam.ages to goods, owing to an overflow caused by
the stoppage of his exit pipes, by pieces of collodion washed oft'

the back of his plate during development.

If lie trust to the old expedient of applying a paint made by
the simple admixture with water of certain black or coloured

pigments to the back of his plate, and there allowed to dry,

his trustfulness will not by any means receive its full reward.

This is a statement easily verified. Let the experimenter

paint a piece of plain glass with lampblack on one side only.

He will observe it to exhibit a rich black by reflected light, the

cause being that the index of refraction of water being—in

comparison with that of air—so little removed from that of the

glass itself, most of the rays incident upon it pass into this

only slightly different medium, and are then absorbed by the

black particles ; and in thtM; condition a dr^ plate so treated
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would be in the best condition to exhibit freedom from halation

with difficult subjects.

Let half an hour elapse, however, or, to expedite the ex-

amination of the eifects from given causes, let the plate be

warmed to facilitate the expulsion of the moisture. An
extremely visible alteration will be observed : instead of the

rich black (we are examining, it will bo remembered, a plain

sheet of glass to facilitate eye observation) we shall notice a

cold bluish grey. The fact is, the water has evaporated, and

over the larger proportion of the surface is replaced by a
" different medium," air ; so that reflection at the back at

once reappears, modified only by the proportion (small, we may
be sure) of particles which are so attached to the glass, that

there is no film of air between them. For backing purposes

this small proportionate area of what, for want of a better

word, we may term optically cemented particles, is all that is

available. What that proportion is may be guessed at by any
one observing the reflected image, or rather images, of a very

bright object. While the pigment paste is wet there is only

one image to be seen ; when the water is evaporated entirely

there are two images visible ; and we have to say that under

no circumstances ought a backing to be accepted in practice

which, after the lapse of, say, a day, allows two reflected

images—one connected with the front and the other with the

back surface—to be easily distinguished. How to avoid this

duplicated image will form the topic of our concluding article

on this subject, which to us appears of vital moment where
high-class results are the object of attainment.

TiiE Convention of 1887 is now past, and takes its place in photo-

graphic history. Those who peruse the transactions of this body in

the present and last week's issue of this Journal will not fail to

arrive at the coneUisioii that, with a greater amount of enjoyment in

the form of excursions than it is the jiood fortune of most to condense
into one week, there was also a greater amount of real solid business

done than has ever been achieved during a similar period since photo-
grap'iy was ushered into existence. That the Glasgow meeting will

ever be equalled we can only hope, that it will he surpassed is ex-
tremely improbable. But the enterprising men of Birmino-ham at
which town the Convention of next year is to be held, will do all that
in their power lies to ensure success.

92* Fahr. in the shade. This temperature was registered one day last

week at Greenwich Observatory, and from 87° to 00° on several other
days. When this temperature is reached, and is maintained for some
time, a large amount of inconvenience and trouble is experienced by
photographers. The " shade temperature," as registered out of doors,
gives but a faint indica'ion of that which prevails in the studio
wht-re it has proved most trying alike to the sitter and the artist of
late. In some studios—those of the old-fashioned glasshouse type
the heat, on some days, has been almost insupportable. Only those
who have worked under existing' cotiditiuus of temperature in the old
collodion days, can f uliy appreciate the advantage and convenience of

dry plates in hot weather. Now there is no longer the constant fear
to distract the attention of the operator, that the plate will become
dry before it can be exposed and developed, or the old diead of that
old summer plague, " oyster-shell markings," to say nothing of the
depressing and exhausting fumes of ether and alcohol in an ill-

ventilated dark room. Imagine working wet collodion, for landscapes,
Mih weather, in a small, stifling tent, with the collodion almost, if

not quite, boiling as it was poured on the plate
;
yet it was done and

successfully, too. The modern photographer can form but a small
conception of what the wet plate worker had to endure when working
in an excessively elevated tempn-ature.

Thosk who only use dry plates have very little idea of the difliculties

which have to be encountered in their manufacture throughout

the hot summer months. During the past few weeks the consump-
tion of ice iu some of the larger establishments has, we are informed,
amounted to several tons—indeed, of late, it has formed a no in-

considerable item in the cost of the plates. Those employing the
Woodburytype, collotype, carbon, or any other process based upon
gelatine, have also sufEered the greatest inconvenience—a large pro-
portion of the work having to he done in the night, or the very early
hours of the morning. Fortunate are those who have access to a
good supply of spring water just now. Although the temperature of
the atmosphere may register 00° or more, it is rarely that spring water
exceeds 52" or 54°. Vessels immersed in this, when freshly drawn,
soon have their contents cooled down to a moderate temperature.

It is to he regretted that the manufacturers of cold air machines
do not see their way clear to supply a smaller machine than they do
at present. Such an apparatus, if it could be obtained, would find many
useful applications in photography where ice is now employed. The
smallest machine now in the market, costs, we are given to understand,
about one hundred and twenty pounds, and has to be driven by a two
horse-power engine. This size machine is far beyond the requirements
of photographers, as it is capable of freezing several tons of meat and
retaining it continuously in a frozen condition. If a smaller machine,
which might be driven by a small gas engine, could be had for a

moderate sum, few dry plate makers, we imagine, would he without
one. Apart from the economj' of a cold air machine, when once it is

instaUed it possesses another advantage. When ice is used for

cooling dry plates the moisture condenses on the top of the re-

frigerating chamber, and would drop on the plates unless special

precautions were taken. But, with the machine, the degree of cold

obtained is so intense that it is sufficient to convert the moisture into

ice, wliicli attaches itself to the walls of the cooling chamber. Some
dry plate makers, we know, are using the larger machines simply

because they could not procure smaller.

What proportion of the silver consumed in sensitising the paper

remains in the finished prints "-Various estimates have, from time to

time, being given. Some have put it down as low as one per cent,

only, while others have given it at five per cent., and higher. It is

manifestly impossible to form any thing hke a correct estimate to

suit all cases, as so much must depend upon circumstances. For
instance, if the paper be sensitised on a very strong bath, the amount of

silver in the finished image will not be proportionately so large as if

it had been sensitised on a very weak one. Again, the amount of

chloride with which the paper is salted is an important factor in

the case. So, also, is the negative from which the print is made. If

that be a strong one, it goes without saying the chloride reduced iu

the printing wiU be far greater than it it be a very feeble negative.

We refer to this matter here as some correspondents have recently

made inquiries on the subject.

An inquiry on a kindred topic to the above has just reached us. A
correspondent wishes to know the relative proportions of silver and

gold in the^imago of a paper photograph. This ii quite as difficult a

question to answer as that just referred to, because here again all mu.^t

be dependent upon conditions. A print which has been deeply toned,

of course, contains far more gold than if it were only lightly toned,

and proportionately less silver. A few years hack, Mr. WiUiaiu

Bedford showed, at the I'hotographic Club, an ingot of gold which he

had obtained from half a hundredweight of spoilt prints that had hem
toned and fixed. The ingot weighed one hundred and seventy-fi-\e

grains. In addition to the gold, four hundred and thirty-five grains

of silver were recovered. This showed that the image in ^Ir. Bedford's

pictures consisted, as nearly as possible, of two and a half parts of

silver to one of gold. It must be borne in mind that this gentleman

always tones his pictures to a rich purple tint. If the prints had only

been toned to a light reddish brown, then the proportion of gold would
have been less and that of the silver greater.

Adveese criticism on the new coinage is almost universal, though it

is chiefly confined to the effigy of the Queen. This is certainly

disappointing as a likeness, which we were led to expect Ijefore the
,,

coins were issued, and, v.hat is more, the portraits on the different I
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coins aro not idoulical. Tliey vary almost as much as those issued by

the different illustrated papers. The effigy, be it a good or a bad
likeness, should be the same on every coin. There is no reason why
the dies should not be produced by photo-mechanical means, which
would secure uniformity. From a negative a gelatine relief might ba

obtained and reproduced by electrotyping, then from the electrotype

dies could be produced by pressure under the new system.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

On Wednesday evening, as announced, the chair was taken by Pro-

fessor Herschel.

After a few announcements relative to the further business pro-

ceedings and excursions of the Convention, Mr. J. J. Briginshaw

delivered a brief lecture on the phenomena of polarised light, and the

room having been previously darkened, a great number and variety

of suitable subjects were projected on the screen by the lantern-

polariscope.

The Chairman followed with some remarks complimentary to the

lecturer, and spoke of the importance of photographers studying this,

as j'et, imperfectly understood branch of physics.

Thereafter a large collection of transparencies, including general

scenes, views taken during the excursion the day previous and that

same day by Mr. Armstrong and several others were shown on the

screen—the whole being much appi'eciated by the audience.

We may here observe that although the lecture hall was large and
closely seated, yet such was the number of tlios • present that not
only many were compelled to be content with standing-room as best

they could find it, but several late comers had to take up a position

outside the capacious door of the hall. Among the views were some
of the "crack" yachts, including the famous " Thistle," for which the

Clyde is so justly celebrated.

On Thursday evening, Mr. W. Lang, jun., presiding, the following

business was effected :—
Mr. J. Traill Taylor exhibited and described three detective

cameras, of which au account will be found elsewhere.

Mr. Jerome Harrison described the nature and uses of Pumphrey's
films, and showed a film holder for using with them.

The following papers were read ;

—

PEETENDED PHOTOGRAPHY IN NATURAL COLOURS.
By W. E. Debenium.

A SUBJECT ^Yhich occurs to me as being one with which the Photo-
graphers' Convention may properl)' deal is that of processes for colouring
photographs put forward as discoveries in photography. Everj' few years
such pretensions have been advanced, commonly in connection with
some old, abandoned, and repatented methods of applying paint ; but
recent occurrences demand, I think, that something more than passing
notice should be taken of such pretensions, and the publicity which the
proceedings of the Convention enjoy may, I think, properly be used to

help to inform the public of the truth in the matter. Not only do
photographers suffer in public esteem by their inability to produce
nature-coloured photographs, which, by means of bold advertisements
and untruthful paragraphs in some even of the leading newspapers, the
public have been led to suppose are now accomplished by So-and-so's
wonderful discovery ; but when the time comes for these false pretensions
to be exposed, the public, disgusted with having been taken in, is apt to

regard photography itself as being associated with unworthy proceedings.
1 was consulted some time since—probably from one to two years ago

— by a gentleman who had had some connection with public companies,
as to his taking an interest in a process which had been introduced
to him as one of photography in natural colours. He sent me the
specification, and when 1 next saw him I told liim what the pro-

cess was, and gave hira my opinion that to bring it out as proposed
would be grossly fraudulent. It did not occur to me that any one
possessing any knowledge of photography would suppose that it had any
value on its own merits, or that money could bo made by it in any other
way than by using it as an instrument of obtaining money by a false

pretence. Independent of any want of novelty, the conditions of the
process— backing up a transparency with a sheet of painted paper

—

appeared to me to hamper the artist to such an extent, from the diffi-

culty of judging of the effect which his work on a plain tracing would
produce when viewed through the transparency in optical contact with
It, and from the dilljculty iu preventing stretching of the tracing and
ensuring accuracy of register under the squeegee, that I considered that
he would be hopelessly handicapped compared with those who painted
photographs either in the usual way or behind the image, as in the

or;^6tolcum and Lambert processes. ludecd, I should not b« at all *ar-

prised to learn that the Cellerier Company have adopted the latter means
—painting direct uoon the back of the film—in place of tliat with which
they started.

After the exposure in the photographic papers of the flctitions chiracter
of the Cellerier claim to the title

—" Photography iu Natural Colours"

—

their representative wrote that " the Board gave instructions to with*
draw and discontinue any such heading to their processes (Cellerier and
Parkes), as they do not wish to adopt any name of a possibly misleading
or deceptive character." After this it is disappointing to any one who
expected the Board to act up to this profession, to find that the title

substituted for " Photography in Colours " is " Photo^praphs in Colours,"
which is very much " such a title," and is certainly misleading. To my
mind the only difference in the meaning of the expressions is, that one
describes a process, and the other tiie pictures produced by that process ;

but buth imply that the colours, equally with the drawing, are the work
of nature, aud not of the hand. On this point, however, as the question

has been raised, I should like the opinion of the Convention whether it

con6rm3 that which I hold, and which I have found to be tha*. of the

public, or not.

Another process which has been recently announced as photography in

colours is that of Mayall. In the Globe of May 17, in a paragraph
headed, " New Discovery in Photography," it is said that Mr. Mayall
"has discovered a means of photographing in colours." "The new
camera dues its work in colours almost instantaneously, and what rich

and delicate colouring it produces !" Now it transpires that Mayall's 'n

a hand-colouring process, and there certainly is no comparison between

the credit due to the originator of any colouring process ' assuming ii to

be original) and the honour to which such a discovery as that haraldel

in the Globe would have entitled its inventor. It is, therefore, to bo

regretted that in a letter of Mr. Mayall's which appeared in ihe Globe

a few days later he did not distinctly disclaim the pretentious put for-

ward in his behalf, but wrote in such a manner concerning wave lengths

— quite irrelevant in a painting process— as wo'ild induce many non-

scientilio people to believe the claim to be genuine.

The writer in the Globe may have been misled by Mr. Mayall's heading

:

" My New Process for producing highly-fiuished Coloured Fhoio^rapbs

without the aid of an Artist." A person who applies paint to a photo-

graph is certainly a painter, even if a bad one; and with regaid to

colouring photographs, the words painter and artist are useJ and under-

stood synonymously. If the words " without the aid of a painter " liad

been used in Mayall's heading there would have been a direct and

obvious misstatement, which some might prefer, as bolder, to the sng-

gestion implied by the words, " without the aid of an artist." Now,

although "artist" is, as has been said, understood with regard to photo-

graphic colouring to be synonymous with "painter," and so it may be

said that a photographic colourist must be an artist, even if a very bad

one, whilst he exercises the art of colouring photographs ;
yet hu may

do them so slightly or so badly that it may be argued that in one souse

he cannot bo called an artist. I have not seen Mr. Mayall's coloured

productions, but I understand that a gentleman attending your Con-

vention—Mr. J. Traill Taylor—has an example which is to be sbown,

and you may be able to judge whether the colourist is entit'ed, iu ttie

sense of ability, to be considered an artist or not.

What is to be said of the conduct of some of the leading r3w?papers

in such matters ? If a patch of granite without a grain of noble meial

in it is to be offered to the public as a rich auriferous deposit, the pipers

will not so far lend themselves to the transaction as to call it a great

discovery, and speak on their own authority of the purity and abundiace

of the gold there found. Why should they be so much less scrupu ms
when photographic matters are in question ? Whether there is the

smallest justification for the praises that have been lavished upou the

beauty of the results of any particular colouring process may be

judged by those who have seen tbem. There certainly is none for

statements that the colours are the work of nature; and it cannot be

supposed that writers who do not scruple to make such statements

will hesitate to add flattering descriptions as to beauty, especially as the

last-named iiuality may, after all. be said to exist only in opmion ;
and

a writer might even maintain that ho considered that to be beautiful

which in the eyes of most people would be considered vulgar, trashy,

dingy, false, or gaudy. Are the untrue statements that have appeared

due to false information derived from those likely to profit by them, or

are they due to the incapacity or venality of the writers? This is a

question which it appears to me the proprietors of the newspapers in

which such puffs have appeared should, for their own honour and

interest, investigate, and to which they should give some sort of reply,

at the same time that they insert a withdrawal of the puffs as pubUcly

as they have made them.
. v • j

It is certainly possible for a journal to guard itseU against bcmg mode

the instrument for propagating untruthful puffs in scientific or pseudo-

scientific matters. This is proved by the fact that they cannot, so far

as my observation goes, be got into the Standard. I don't suppose that

this journal is quite alone amongst leading newspapers in being cleftu-

handed in this respect. Perhaps it is iu the knowledge of some ol the

members of the Convention which leading papers have, and which lia^o

not, lent themselves to the misstatements referred to. II the present

discussion should induce gome of the offending or misled journals to
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make the amavle suggested, ami cause them to be more careful in the

future, it will not have been in vain.

METRICAL MEASUEEMENTS.
By TiioMAR Bepdinc.

I VENTORE to hope that if at this Convention, which at the moment of

writing bids fair to be attended by a preponderance of, I will not say pro-

fessional, but business photographers, some little time is devoted to the

consideration of a purely commercial matter, in which our non-practising

brethren are as intimately concerned as ourselves, the departure will not

be without its advantages, however slight. Harking back for precedents

and inspiration to the literature of the Derby meeting, one feels a strong

inclination to follow the beaten track instead of prospecting round on

one's own account, and it ij only the danger of clashing with somebody

else that has weighed with me in the choice of so comparatively an out-

of-the-way subject. But for these scruples, the exquisite vai-iety of the

debutant would infallibly have lured me into the fascinating mazes of

orthochromatism, or photography in colours, or the recent and con-

tinuous opposition to the employment of ammonia in the developer. As

it is, I must dissemble, and leave to some one like the President the

congenial task of pulverising the natural-colourists, the potentialities of

orthochromatism to Mr. Wellington or Mr. Edwards, and the philosophy

of development to its own particular guardian angel, Mr. Pringle. As
you will have inferred from the title of the paper, I intend going into

figures.

Now from figures, on the authority of the right honourable gentleman

the Member for Midlothian, you can get very respectable poetry, not

perhaps as musical as Kobbie's or as sonorous as Scott's, but still some-

thing rhythmical, if only blank verse. I shall not test the truth of this
;

I only refer to it in order to quiet those of you who are inclined to be

disagreeable because my subject threatens to be so dry. Most of you
have, at some time or another, " done " a British Association week, and
you must have noticed how sparsely attended has been, for examjile,

tire section in which Professor Cayley affably discoursed pure mathe-
matics, and how crowded that where Sir John Lubbock airily prattled

about ants and other interesting little people. I hope I shall not be

treated like poor Professor Cayley, for if you will wait to the end, you
will find that although I may not liave quite realised Mr. (iladstone's

enthusiastic belief, you will at least have had plenty of feet and metres,

which, as you know, are the very framework of all poetry.

To come to the point : I advocate the adoption of the millimetre

instead of the inch or its fraction as the unit of all photographic measure-
ments. Of course it sounds revolutionary, this sweeping condemnation
of the dear old linear inch, which probable arrived with Julius Ca'sar,

and equally, of cour.se, the cultivation of the millimetre in its stead must
be a dream ; but, gentlemen, all changes are revolutionary, and dreams
are the motive-power of progres?. The metrical system of measurements
is commonly called French, thus leading the unthinking to suppose that
it only flourishes in the land of its origin. Nothing of the sort. In
every capital from Madrid to Constantinople, from Christiania to Home,
photographic apparatus and plates are made to metrical scale. The
system, in fact, is European. The United Kingdom alone holds aloof
from it, and adheres to the antediluvian inch, just as it adheres to its

own indefensible currency and many other anachronisms that make
people of a progressive turn of mind very angry with her. But we shall
have to come to the millimetre some time, just as by stress of circum-
stances we shall be compelled to reform our coinage. Manufacturers are
the chief sufferers by the present state of things, b'or example, the
maker of dry plates, following the standard scale of sizes, gets his glass
cut to inches, halves, and quarters, and, when ordered, to eighths and
Bixteentl.B. He quotes for the chief foreign sizes in his price list, but he
only supplies them upon indent, for he has not the courage to stock
them. It is different with the French, Belgians, and Germans, some of
•whom, as you may see from the advertisements, make and stock all their
goods in English sizes. Somebody may possibly whisper, "What about
Continental tariffs ?" I reply that the superiority of most British goods
over foreign ones is so gr«at that, if they were made and stocked in
Continental sizes, and systematically pushed, nothing but cent, per cent.
ad valorem duties would shut them out. Even now, under the present
slovenly )x'(7ini€, the European sale of some of our products is great,
but it might bo a hundred times greater. Foreign dealers and photo-
graphers desirous of trying our specialities in metrical sizes iind that
they must wait days, weeks, until they are made—a diversion of which
they soon tire. Consequently they patronise native products at a gain of
time and a slight loss of quality. Again, suppose a photographer at
home wishes to try foreign papers or plates which do not happen to bo
made in English sizes ; his slides and frames will not take them unless
adapters and carriers are made, -which means a loss of time. From
these two illustrations you will see that iu consequence of the tenacity
with which we cling to the old order of things, commerce and the
individual are at an appreciable disadvantage compared with the rest of
Europe.
The permanent change from inches to millimetres would involve no

trouble at all to makers of glass, cameras, papers, cards, ebonite, porce-
Jftin, frames, *o. Some of them, of course, work to the latter scalo at

present, but, as I have shown, only intermittently ; it is a pity they

won't keep to tlie small unit altogether, for then we should get more
accurate measurements than we do now. In regard to dry plates, the

two sizes in most common use among us are 4J x 3:^, or cjrte-de-vifite,

and C.i X 4J, or cabinet. On the Continent the two sizes most widely

used are 90 mm. x 1^0 mm., and 130 mm. x 180 mm., which, when
reduced to inch measure, are respectively 4 J x 3i and 7 x 5J, about ; in

each case a trifle lai-ger than oiu' quarter and half plates. It would be a

.simple matter, assuming that we cut our plates by metrical scale, to

increase the area of the c(irtes-i!e-visite and cabinets to these sizes

(i-} x 3J and 7 x 5r)_and, in fact, the same in regard to all the others,

of which the 100 x 130, the 120 x 100, the 180 x 210, the -210 x 270, the

210 X 300, the 300 x 400, respectively approximate to our 5 x 4, double

quarters, '.) :; 7, 10 x 8, 12 x 10, and 15 x 12. Then our foreign clients

could have their requirements supplied at a moment's notice, the

photographer at home could try and test Continental novelties as easily

as he docs English ones, and the innocent abroad in want of a dozen

plates could drop into the Turkish or Spanish dealer's for them un-

troubled by any misgivings as to whether Englisli sizes were kept or

not. The loss to international trade through our obstinacy must be

vast; the inconvenience to professionals and non-professionals alike

enormous. The millimetre would remedy all that. I have an idea that

a reformed currency would help bring about a change. America has a

decimal coinage ; let her go a step further and take the metrical system

under h.er wing, and slie will be able to swamp the European markets

with photographic goods as easily as patent medicines. Some of us,

happily, employ the metiical system habitually—gunmakers, to wit, for

barrel bores ; accuracy iu photographic measurements is just as im-

portant. A badly cut plate is a common curse, so is an ill-fitting slide ;

botli faults, I believe, maybe traced to over-generous marginal allowances.

In suggesting the substitution of the millimetre for the inch and its

fraction, I am in effect advocating a total reformation of present sizes
;

but this sounds more iconoclastic than it really is. Take a metre

measure, place it alongside a two-foot rule, and compare the ten or twelve

jn-ineipal Continental sizes with their near equivalents in inches, and you

will see that it merely means in some cases a slight increase, in others a

small decrease, in our own sizes. The whole matter is innocent of

difficulty, and everybody would benefit by the change. The inch is

an inchular~I mean insular—prejudice. Some day, when Sir Edward
Watkin has tacked Dover on to Calais, and a tunnel connects Scotland

witli the Emerald Isle, we shall become to all nitcnts and purposes a bit

of I'Unope; tlwii the metiical system will be forced upon us. Wo are

much in the position of the late Mr. Mahomet : other nations won't

adopt our system, so we must adopt theirs if we wish to be in a line w'ith

them. By cutting our glass and papers and woodwork to niillinietrical

scale, we shall have adopted the only philosophical and international

system of measurement extant; ensure exactitude, which we rarely get

now ; save time and make money ; and facilitate a better intercourse

between antagonistic peoiiles who, as things look at this moment, are too

fond of snarling and quarrelling over much smaller things than even a

millimetre. Who knows but that the conversion of this country

generally to the metrical system may not be the means of smoothing

away the too easily provoked susceptibilities of the Gaul, the lluss, and

the Teuton, and of promoting lasting concord between ourselves and our

neighbours ? I make the Peace Society a Jubilee present of the idea.

I have designedly treated my subject in as light a vein as possible for

tsvo reasons : first, because it is possible that the majority of ray listeners

may be too tired to appreciate a strictly academical treatise ;
second,

because there is no earthly reason why even the heaviest and most dry-

as-dust topic should not be approached in an amiable frame of mind.

ELEMENTARY PHOTO-MICROGRAPHY.
By Aniikew Pr.iNiiLE.

CiBcusrsTANCES ovcr which I have unfortunately no control cause me to

prefix to my title the qualifying adjective " elementary." It may appear

to many present that iu addressing a meeting on this subject at all 1 lay

niyselt open to the charge of presumption, for I cannot deny the " sott

impeachment " that I am in photomicrography myself only a tyro, and,

iu colloquial phrase, a " duffer." But, gentlemen, I have often noticed,

and frecpiently stated, that more is to be learned from the failures of a

careful worker than from the brilliant successes of a natural genius,

and it seems certain that a man fresh from the difficulties attending

any jjursuit is more likely to remember the existence, the causes of,

and the cure for these troubles than the man who left them behind years

ago, just as it is probable that our sons who left school last year are

more conversant with the eccentricities and atrocities of the Greek

particle than wo are who have for years directed more immediate

attention to the eccentricities of the share market, and the atrocities of

the butcher and the tax-collector. Anyhow, the very briefness of my ex-

perience in i>lioto-micrography must serve as my excuse for addressing

you on a matter which may be child's play to many of you.

Of the utility of photo-micrography there can be little question, and

its utility is not by any means confined to the province of the great

achievements of " past masters " iu the art. 1 doubt even if the sphere

of yi-eatcH utility is to be found in the use of the very highest powers
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upon the minutest and most renondito objects. Moreover, however great
tlic experience and talent of the microscopist, his piuse must he as long

as his practice and as deep as his knowledge if he means to travel into

the highest realms of the science whose borders I mean to touch. He
this as it may, 1 have no present intention of travelling beyond the

country I know— that it is to say, tlic very first and simplest operations for

the pro<hiction of photo- micrographs.
I will begin by pointing out the subjects that suggest themselves to

my mind as presenting only slight dirticnlties, and yet fraught with vast

imporlaneo to humanity. I do not think I need point out to a body
of photographers -nor, indeed, to any body of reasoning beings— the

superiority of a pliotogiai)hio delineation of any object whose qualities

depend on its reality rather than on its ideality to any delineation that can
be made by hand, however deft, guided by eye, however acute. Even
the most perfect transcript that could be made with the aid of a camera
lucida must fall immensely short of a transcript by the unerring and
invariable action of light. The finest line that ever was drawn by
mortal man is a cable in comparison to the lines that may be produced
by photograpliy. Now, the very essence of micrographio delineation is

clearness and detail, and I submit to you that for clearness and lineness

of detail the photographic print must leave far behind all manual
dexterity.

AVhat, then, are the objects to which photo-micrography lends itself

with the most consi)icuous excellence ? Undoubtedly such objects as
depend for our knowledge of them on their histology, on their most
minute markings, on their varying appearances under various kinds and
directions of illumination—as, for example, under reflected, transmitted,
direct, oblique, and polarised lights. To scientists studying minute
organisms, or minute portions of organisms, the greatest diflicnlty and
yet the most essential point is to examine and get delineations of these
objects under varying conditions of lighting, and so to become acquainted
with the objects that one object can never be mistaken for another, nor
one condition for another. In the first place I will mention physiological
and pathological objects— in other words, portions of animal tissue in a
normal state, and in a state of disease or abnormality. From experience
I can state that many objects of this kind are not difficult to photograph
in such a manner that the delineations become of great interest and
value for those benefactors of our race— physiciaus and surgeons.
Again, there are many of the lower living organisms whose nature and
habits are obscure, though their dimensions are not very minute.
There are also vast tribes of diatoms and forameniferfe whose nature is

as interesting as their appearance is beautiful. The geological formations
of our earth form a branch of science of the last importance to man, and
the study of them with light direct or polarised is one of never-ending
interest and variety. The substances which afford nutrition to our
bodies and act as counter-agents to the waste going on constantly in our
life, are, for the most part, amenable to microscopic examination, and,
what is more to my purpose, to photographic delineation. Lastly, the
germs of disease, not only in the animal but in the lifeless organisms so
familiar to us, can be, and have been, and shall be, it we are spared,
examined, distinguished, and portrayed by microscopic and photographic
agency, till their natures, their habits, their transmission, their repro-

duction, their annihilation, if it please Providence, shall be matters
not of mystery contined to the farant, but understood by all the people.
This, gentlemen, is a noble ambition, and the path to its fulfilment is

not a dreary, nor a dark, nor a criminal one ; the path is illuminated
along its course by gleams of highest interest, by intense satisfaction, by
a knowledge that the pursuit is glorious and the end philanthropic.

The higher flights of photo-micrographic science are surely arduous,
beset With enormous diflicultics, but we must remember that, as wo pro-

gress, the difficulties vanish behind us, and what wc now look upon as
well-nigh impossible, will, in the future, appear pigmy impediments.
The very simple operations I propose to mention to this meeting appeared,
not so many years ago, to the mass of photographers, as matter of the
greatest uncertainty and difliculty, and only to be fully understood and
successfully worked by men who have spent much time in mastering the
details of microscopic science.

Having now, at perhaps superfluous length, delivered a sort of apology
for photo micrography, I will proceed to practical matters.
The first thing to decide is what kind of objects we mean to tackle,

or more particularly, what extent of amplification we mean to attain.

My earnest advice is to "ca' canny"'

—

Anglice, " drive slowly"—at first.

Certain failure will follow temerity in this respect. The object for a first

trial mnst be thin, lightly if at all stained ; be neither too opaque nor
too nearly colourless. The objective should not be a higher power than
one inch, while a two or three-inch glass would be preferable. The
microscope eye-piece must not be used, as it entails certain difficulties,

and in some cases absolute failure.

A word or two about the objective, which is, perhaps, the most impor-
tant part of the whole apparatus. Microscopic objectives made for ocular
examination of objects sometimes have their visual and chemical foci

not in exact corresi)ondcncc ; a lens of (his uncorrected kind is useless
for photogra]>hy. The fault may be remedied in several ways, but my
advice is to get a properly corrected lens at first. It may have been
De'il's luck attending me, but it so happened tliat the two-inch, the one-
inch, and the quattcr-inch with which I started were all faultless in this
respect.

As to llio light used. I prefer for simple work a paraffins lamp to
other radiants. My start was made with a small cheap lamp of this
kind, such as is usually sold with moderatepriccd microscopes ; my Ump
had only a wick of about a quarter of an inch w ide, but I recommend a wider
wick, say one inch, and that used with its edge turned nearly straight
towards the object. A multiphcity of wicks I consider a downright dis-
advantage ; the smaller the area of radiance, commonsurato with bright-
ness, the better. 1 believe an arc electric light to bo the best of all, but
it is not needed for any such simple work as I am treating of now. An
achromatic substagc condenser is another valuable aid for advanced
work, but for our present purpose an ordinary bull's-eye, called a "stand
condenser," is sufficient. This is placed near the light with its flatter

side towards the light.

My own first arrangement of camera, tube, object glass, and stage was
very convenient for work with low powers, where searching for the object
was a matter of ease. I will describe it in a few words and then pass
it, for I found it rather expensive, somewhat awkward at times, useless
for really higher-power work, and excelled for any work by an arrange-
ment which I shall afterwards explain, and one that finds favour with
the best workers both for ea.sy and difticult work. In my arrangement the
microscope tube, with coarse and fine focussing arrangements, screwed into
a cone fitted to the camera front, while the stage, with object clips and a
rotating diaphragm with apertures, were fixed to the end of the tube by
a bayonet joint. By this arrangement the diaphragm, object, objective,

and tube were all axially centered on the ground-glass centre. Bat
there was no fixed arrangement for centering and keeping central the
light and the condensers, and from that fact arose all my first troubles.

In our work one of the first necessities is absolute centralisation of the
whole of the apparatus : without this no good can bo done. It seems to
bo impossible to fix all the necessary parts centrally together without
involving great difficulty in the operation of finding the object, and the
best plan appears to be to divide the entire apparatus into two parts,

the components of each part being fixed centrally, and then by means
of a "stop" to ensure centralisation of the whole on the longitudinal
axis when the two larger divisions are brought together and aligned by
means of the stop. 'i?he best arrangement I have seen, and it is ap-
proved by good authorities, is one whereby the microscope tnbe, stage,

object, condenser, and light are all centered on one baseboard, while the
camera runs axially centered along a short slot on a second base. The
microscope base is pivoted on a centre, so as to swing laterally, for a
purpose which will soon be explained. The object is first staged and
found with the microscope in the usual way, tlie condenser and light

centered on the base, carrying micioscope, stage, condenser, and light, and
then the base carrying all these is swung round to the longitudinal axis

of the camera, being arrested there by the fixed stop aforesaid. The
camera is now pushed forward along the slot aforesaid, so that the end
of the microscope tube projects into the camera and a light-tight

junction is formed by means of black velvet or accurate fitting of the
parts.

I know quite well that few of you will understand this very miserable
description, and I have no means of offering you a drawing, but I propose
to ask our good friends the iirennaang to publish a drawing of the

apparatus as made by a well-known London firm, Messrs. .Tames Swift

& Son. I believe the design is due to a considerable extent to Dr.
Crookshank, who read at the Photographic Society in June last a paper
on 'I'lw I'liiitiujnipkij of Bacteria ; to describe that paper as " interesting

"

would be to " damn it with faint praise." Dr. Crookshank may consider

himself responsible tor an attack of temporary insanity, if not permanent
bankruptcy, on my part.

Wc must now devote a moment to the camera. It should be a good
strong camera, with a stretch as long as possible, for on the amount of

stretch depends, ciMerh paribus, the amount of amplification. No
swings-back of any kind are required ; they arc, in fact, better absent.

The conuuonest make of wooden camera will answer, provided it will

stretch and is strong and light tight. For simple work and small
amplification the ground - glass of the camera usually suflices for

focussing, but where very fine work is to bo done with high powers
the ground-glass is too coarse. I have nsed two siu'faces for focussing

in such cases, in each case placing the prepared plate in a wet-plate

slide, drawing the shutter, removing the back, and focussing on the

plate with its prepared side to the front. The first way of preparing a
plate for this purpose is to rule a few lines— not scratches— with a
diamond in squares on the face of the plate. This gives the very finest

surface for very high powers and difficult subjects. A plate intermediate

between this and ground-glass is prepared by just fogging a sensitive

gelatine plate, developing and fixing it, bleaching if necessary with

mercuric chloride. This plan I found in a book—the author's name,

I am sorry to say, I forget ; it is a capital dodge. In all cases a focnssing

eye-piece will be required. I use the ordinary focussing ocular used in

photography, but I am careful to have it itself carefully focnssed by
examination of a small speck on a window pane.

I think we arc now in a position to suppose ourselves about to make a

trial. It is well to arrange for a week's absence from the family cirole,

pay the household accounts, lay in a good supply of cooling drinks and a
few pounds of tobacco, pay an affectionate farewell to the babies and a
ditto embrace to the missus ; for the new-born photo-micrographer is

not much good to anybody till he has cut his first tooth. There is an
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irresistible and engrossing fascination in this work that cannot be

enciiped nor ever forgotten. When I began I did not for three weeks

get beyond a distance of about tifty yards from my dark room. I was

Buiiu n as with a pestilence; a grim mania for new objects to conquer

posstsaed me ; I revelled in the very names of tubercles, Graatiau

vesicles, malignant tuiuours, sloughing pbagediEwa, tapeworms, bugs,

fle^s, lice, an.i nauseating skin diseases. Tue horse parasite was of more
importance to me than the horse in the stable. My flowers suggested to

nio only the names of red spiders and aphides. Paring my nails became

a polariscopic operation. I would have stewed a mouse for a single

hair, stormed a bee-hive to get a sting, and I even excoriated myself for

a specimen of tinea versicolor.

This, however, is not business, though it is truth. Nothing but

common sense and experience can teach us to centre our object on the

ground-glass and to focus it. The apparatus I have described ought to

explain itself. It is necessary to know in the first place what points of

our object we require to bring out particularly. I made several photo-

graphs of various objects before I discovered what wore the parts that I

ought to emphasise. lu many cases I had actually to ask what the

important part was. If we try to photograph complete objects on any-

thing like a larger scale of amplification, we shall find optical difficulties

almost insurmountable at the very outset. Our lens will want " penetra-

tion" or " flatness of field," and ijractice alone will teach us what our

lenses will do and what tliey will not. '• Penetration " is the equivalent

of what we call "depth of focus;" "flatness of field" corresponds to

same extent with our " covering power." The best jjlan is to begin with

some very thin flat object of considerable area and fairly light colour,

and to find out to what extent we can enlarge it with a rather low-power

lens. We must find out once for all, to save trouble, the amount of our
various amplifications. Here is the way to do this. Put a stage

micrometer on the stage. The lines are drawn at distances of one-

hundredth aud one-thousandth of an inch apart on the micrometer.

Pocus the micromtter hues at the distance we intend to work at and
with the lens we intend to use. Then measure the interval from one
line to another on the ground-glass, and a simijle calculation will tell us

our amplification. If on the ground-glass tlie one-hundredth lines are

exactly one iuch apart, evidently the amplification is x 100, if quarter of

an inch the amplification is x 25, if three inches it is x 800. I made
measurements with all my lenses at all my distances, and wrote a list of

the results, so that now at a glance I know the extent of my multiplica-

tions.

I soon found that sometimes, though I got my objects fairly well repre-

sented in my prints, I got poor grey backgrounds. I therefore proceeded
to ^nd out by experiment the exposures necessary to give black negative

backgrounds when no object was on the stage. These results, too, I

tabulated, and they now form a list of minimum exposures for the various
lenses and distances. I found the whiter the light tlie better the back-
ground, so I recommend the addition of camphor to the paraffine in the
lamp. I hope soon to discard paralline entirely in favour of the oxy-
hy.lrogen light.

So far as I have found out by perusal of books on photo-micrography,
the writers for the most part have been very good microscopists but
rather shaky on photography, and so far as I have seen the producers of
jihoto-micrographs of magnificent microscopic qualities have not been
fully ahve to the necessities of a photo-micrographic negative. What
we want is not what we call in photograpliy a good negative. We
want for photo - micrographic work a negative that in pure photo-
graphy would be called " flat." In short, we should sacrifice every-
thing for sharp and full detail. Density in parts is no doubt very
pretty, and very artistic, and very agreeable to our notions, but it

IS out of place in a photo-micrograph. A photo-micrograph is a purely
scientiiio production, there is no fine - art about it, however much
people may quibble on the matter; and we must put aside all ideas
of balance, symmetry, pictorial composition, and chiaroscuro. What
we want is material, not ideal. I spoiled a good many negatives by
trying to make pretty pictures and good negatives according to usual
acceptation. I am very fond of Pictorial Effect in Phutographij both
to read and to practise, but we must ignore Mr. Kobiuson— forget
him we can't—in photo-micrography.

There are two classes of objects which we may have to photograph.
Class I., Dense, semi-opaque, highly coloured. These sometimes cannot
be pliotographed really well at all, but the line to follow is to use a rapid
plate, ample exposure, and perhaps a tinted light of, say, blue colour.
These should be highly developed with small percentage of pyro.
Class II., Colourless or very thin but not transparent objects. (There
\te many objects so clear that they cannot be photographed by direct
ighc at all. I hope to say more of these next year.) I'"or translucent, or

iliin, lightly coloured objects, we require a white light, shortish exposure,
and a slow plate giving contrast, which we may enhance by prolonged
development.

Gtutltmen, I liave succeeded, as you will admit, in speaking a very
gr(!at deal and saying very little indeed. I think I never saw an effort so
BUtcesslul in this line as my Convention paper. But I assure you I have
not uausgiessed willuily ; my mind was so full of my subject that, hke
a Louuon strei t on a big day, my utterance got blocked. Next year,
D.V. and W.P., I hope to addiess you on this subject in terms no less
enthusiastic, but much moie specific and useful.

GELATINE EMULSION.
By A. L. Hendeeson.

When I had the honour of reading a short paper at the Convention last
year I mentioned the fact, that by the addition of a small quantity of
nitrates and bromides to a finished emulsion much greater rapidity and
density could be obtained, and that doubtless further experiments would
reveal or explain many things that at present are still inexplicable. I
promised that I would at some future occasion detail other experiments.
I will now endeavour to redeem this promise.

I think I have stated that if an emulsion is set and remelted several
times greater speed and a finer quality is the result. My explanation
is this, that by the contraction of the gelatine and the subsequent re-

melting the bromide of silver is broken up and altered in crystalline form.
Now I know that it will be argued that, if emulsion is kept at a liquid
temperature the same result would follow. I have tried the experiment
of keeping half of a batch at about eighty per cent, for ten hours. Setting
and remelting the other half four times during the ten hours there was
a much greater increase of speed and density in the latter half. Another
year's work with the separator corroborates all my previous statements
concerning the value of the machine in emulsion making. The full

value of the ripening action by the addition of nitrates, etc., to the
finished emulsion, can only be gained by a complete elimination of the
emulsifying gelatine and biproducts. I do not say that the ripening
action will not take place in a washed emulsion, but there is an un-
certainty about it. The separator has shown me, that so long as the
temperature of emulsion is kept down there need be no danger of fog,

especially iu the presence of caustics
;

yet, with a large quantity of

carbonate of ammonia, an emulsion may be boiled for a considerable
time without any fog appearing.
One of my latest dodges is to make an emulsion with carbonate of

ammonia separate, add fresli gelatine, nit. potass, and bromide, and tlien,

to prevent decomposition of the gelatine, by addition of a small quantity
of chrome alum. I keep this emulsion liquid at a temperature of 98° to
110" for twenty-four hours ;

this increases the speed from, say, 16 to 22
onWarnerke's sensitometer. A further prolongation of heatwill generally
require a fresh addition of chrome alum, when a still higher reading will

be obtained ; and, what seems very strange, the camera reading will be
much higher than the sensitometer one. I have had two emulsions, both
giving 10 Warnerke with a rapid shutter ; and using a stop /,, I had a
fully exposed negative in the one case and the other only a faint indi-

cation of an exposure. There is a remarkable ripening action by the
addition of fresh gelatine, bromide, nitrate, and alum. The method of

breaking up of the bromide of silver was first published by Professor
Stebbing, and at the time I tried it I found that the effect was obtain-

able without the bromide, yet I failed to see any advantage. I will now,
as an experiment, show you, that by mixing nitrate of silver and bromide
of potassium in water, then washing the precipitates and adding a few
grains of gelatine and applying heat, that a remarkable breaking up of

the bromide of silver goes on. Of course, as the salts are so perfectly

removed an oxidation or alteration of the bromide is likely to ta'se

place when heat is applied : the addition of tlie nitrates, Ac, as aforesaid,

tends to prevent this. Some of the gentlemen here may not hive seen
the action of the centrifugal separator. Messrs. Watson, Laidlaw, tt Co.

have kindly placed one of their newest forms of machine at my service,

with which I will give you a demonstration.

HOME POBTEAITUEE.
By T. N. Akmsibono.

Whek requested to prepare and read a paper on Home Portraiture,
I had considerable doubts as to the desirability of selecting such a
subject. At first it occurred to me such could have but little, if any,
interest to the majority of our professional brethren. On the other hand,
seeing we were to have among us so many amateurs to whom a few
practical remarks on what 1 consider the best means of taking portraits

in an ordinary room might be of interest, I deferred to the wishes of

those entrusted with our arrangements, and have put together a few
remarks which I trust will be acceptable.

It seems to me by far the larger jiroportion of amateurs give but little

attention to home portraiture, nor is it ditficult to find the reason, for of

this a very general opinion exists that without the aid of a studio, with
its special advantages for lighting, i&c, an amateur cannot hope to pro-

duce results that will in any way compare with professional worl;. Now
I am not one of those wlio think thus. On the contrary, I maintain and
hope to be able to show you that there is no reason why an amateur iu

many instances should not be able to produce really first-rate specimens
of portraiture without the aid of a studio.

At the outset, let me say I consider the proper lighting of the sitter of

paramount importance, and here it is an amateur who for the first time
attempts to take a portrait in an ordinary room is likely to err. In his

eagerness to get as much light as possible, the blinds will be run up, the

windows scrupulously oleaned, and everything done to flood the sitter

with all available light. This using of too much light is one of the first

errors a beginner is sure to fall into. If, for instance, we place a sitter

Beat an ordinary window having a good open view, aud expose a plate,
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on developing same it will be found that the contiast from light to shade

is too great ; the side next the window will be found too light, the ofl

Bide too dark. What is the reason of this ? A beginner will very likely

imafiine and say, " Oh, it's no use trying, I have not enough light." Now,
in reality, such is not the case j it is not that there is an insufficiency of

light, but that it is not of the proper quahty, or, in other words, is not

Bufiiciently diflused.

Now, seeing that diffused light plays Buoh an important part in

portraiture, let us briefly consider what is meant by diffused light, and
then how best to obtain it.

There are two kinds of diffused IiRht, namely, artificial and natural.

The atmosphere being filled with lloating particles, all of which being

more or less opaque are continually reflecting and absorbing light, those

paitiolcs that are transparent are constantly refracting and absorbing light,

and this constant changing of the course of the rays until they are thrown
• into every conceivable direction is called natural diffusion. You will

readily perceive we have no power of controlling such. But it is not so

with artificial diffusion : in portraiture it is a most important factor, and
we must bring it to our aid to soften high lights, and break up too strong

shadows. But how are we to obtain it ? When any translucent screen

is made to intercept the direct rays of light, and the atoms of which the

screen is composed reflect or refract the rays so that those which come
through have lost then: general direction, some passing one way, some
another, are said to be diffused. This we call artificial diffusion.

To obtain such, procure a very thin muslin screen, which place between

the window and the sitter, out of range of the lens, in such a manner
that all the rays which fall on the face must pass tlirough the gauze.

This done, it we expose another plate on our sitter, we will find a very

material cliauge has taken place. Not only has the high lights, which
were too hard previously, been softened down, so to speak, but the nark

side of the face will appear to have been hghted up, thus reducing the

violent contrast which previously existed.

Having briefly referred to the necessity of breaking up a too concen-

trated hght, now let us consider the best means of employing a trans-

lucent screen so as to throw the light from a proper angle on our sitter.

In making choice of a room for the purpose of taking portraits, choose

the one with the tallest windows you can get ; the higher the window the

better it wiil enable you to get more top light. If you succeed in getting

a room with a high window, begin by blocking out with a brown curtain

tluree feet of the light at the bottom. This is easily done witli an ordinary

muslin blind rim on a stick, and which can be dyed by steeping it in a
decoction of coffee. Then, with another very thin white gauze blind,

screen off the light to the middle of the window, and tlieu bring into

operation yom' thin white gauze screen, which rests on the top of the

bottom sash, slanting inwards at an angle of about forty-five degi'ees.

Now place your sitter as low as possible, and content yourself with taking

a head and bust on a light background. This done, you will not only

have your light of the proper quality but from the best direction
;
your

liigh lights will not be too hard, nor your shadows too deep. Bear in

mind, liowcver, when lighting your sitter, that the shaded side of the face

is often very deceptive ; the sliadows must appear lighter to the eye when
posing than they wUl be in the resulting print. To enable you to light

up the shaded side of the face I know of no better or simpler reflector

than the homely clothes-horse, over which is thrown a white sheet. In
using a reflector, do not tluow the light from behind the cheek, but
rather throw the light on the front of the sliaded side, allowing the back
part of the head to be in the deepest shade.

Lost some of you may imagine that this screening of the light will

require unduly long exposure, let me here say that, working with an
ordinary cabinet portrait lens, my exposures rarely exceed six seconds
when using a rapid dry plate. But some of you may say. What about
facilities for various styles of lighting? In tliis we are not even tied

down. I have brought with me to-night for your inspection a few
examples of my home work, and if you examine them you will find

several different styles of lighting. It is wonderful what a variety can be
obtained with a little practice, working on the lines I have laid down.

I have sjxiken first of lighting because, in my opinion, it is the most
important of all the many manipulations required in portraitme. Get as

much light as you can, but be sure it is of the proper quality; then a
little practice wUl teach the intelligent beginner. It is wonderful how
soon he will find out how best to place and light his sitters, so as to

obtain proper gradations of high lights, middle tints, and deep shadows.
Your chemicals will never give you these if your lighting is wrong; and,
beyond everything, do not fall into a practice of under exposing. Great
care must be observed in this. The great point and beauty in portraiture

is softness ; it is got by properly lighting and fully exposing, and in no
other way.

Next in importance to lighting comes posing and expression, and here
the amateur is not handicapped, but in reality has advantages which his

professional brother has not. One advantage which he has, and which is

of great irapoi-tauee, is an intimate acquaintance with his sitters ; he will

most likely know his or her little soft points beforehand, and what little

chord to touch and preparation to make so as to put them in the best of

humours. I have seen a cup of tea handed to a lady just before sitting

work wonders in the way of making her comfortable. Be ever on the
watch for even such a trifle as this, and never lose an opportunity of

getting your sitter in a, natural vein. In jwsin^;, the amateur must

Btudy, however, and, above all, do not weary your sitter with mauling
them about first one way then another. Very likely the fint position
they will take when sitting down will have something natural aboat it.

Watch for such like a hawk, and if you see they are not going to (all into
a natural position, wean them off by drawing their attention to soma
little triviality, such as letting them walk about a bit, or luokmg at some-
thing pleasing or comical. You arc, or should not be tied down for time
hke many a professional ; the proper time to be quick in when you have
got a good pose and expression. Then be as quick as a D>e<lle in a
machine if you like. Expression is of the first importuuce in portraiture.
The best hints 1 ever obtained on posing and expression I derived from
what £. K. Hough wrote, and on this head I cannot du better than quote
his own words.

He says :
—"We will suppose the sitter to be the centre of a circle with

diverging lines, like the hub of a wlieel with its radiating spokes ; suppose
this wheel twenty feet in diameter, and the spokes one foot apart at the
peripheiy. The junction of these spokes with the rim wo will call points,
like a compass. Now let us place the sitter at the hub, looking straight
before him, body, face, and eyes, to the camera, ten feet away, at the outer
edge of the circle ; this we may call a position of neutrality—impassive,
inactive. Now, the body remaining in front, the head and eyes turning
to the left or riglit, if ever so little, there begins to be expressed activity,

thought, emotion, in which the eyes play an important part, and a part
that may be largely brought under control, else there were no nse
describing it. To illustrate—If the head be turned two points away from
the camera, the body remaining front, the eyes to express an easy,
animated, but not deeply interested, attention, should be turned nearly to
the third point. When the head turns from the body to the fourth point,
the eyes to correspond should turn nearly to the sixth, thus expressing
the same kind of easy, natural interest, but more active and more
interested ; and this corresponding divergence amounts nearly to a
definite ratio whether the turning be more or less, being as two to one.
Two of the head from the body to one of the eyes from the face, or, in
other words, in turning the eyes to an easy point, right or left, the head
must naturally turn about two- thirds the distance. This ratio of
divergence we will call normal, and we shall find it giving about the kind
of expression generally preferred in portraiture. Moreover, we shall see
that any deviation from this normal relation immediately begins to

express something different, often something not at all desired. For
instance, the body remaining front, with the face and eyes both turned
fuU upon the third or sixth point, or any intermediate point, there would
immediately begin to appear an absorbed, deeply interested gaze ex-
pressing anxiety, surprise, or other emotion, according to the rest of the
face and action ; while should the face remain fronting, with the body
directly toward the camera, when the eyes turned two or three points
away there would immediately appear an uneasy, insincere, jealous,

watching expression, not at all pleasant.

"Varying the illustrations by placing the body fronting the third point
away from the camera, while the face is turned to the first point, and the
eyes into the camera, you will have an easy, direct, sincere, manly atten-
tion, while if you place the head and body both pointing to point three,

when the eyes are full on the camera you will obtain at once shyness,
coquetry, suspicion,or other similar expressionsaccording tothe other facial

action ; then if you point the body on three, while the face and eyes b..th

turn full on the camera, there would begin to appear a bold, domineering,
look-you-out-of-countenance sort of expression, or other similar undesir-
able effects.

" The same principle holds good in looking upwards ; for instance, the
head slightly raised with the eyes about half as much more may express
spiritual contemplation, adoration, supplication, &c., according to the
accompaniments, while the face remaining level or slightly drooped with
the eyes still turned upward, looking, as they must, somewhat from under
the eyebrows, will express a cowardly shrinking, a sinister watching, or
suppressed anger, according to the other features."

These hints might be greatly elaborated, but the intelligent beginner
will place his camera before the sitter and multiply these illustrations to

any extent. The main thing to thoroughly understand is, that in every

modification and tarn of position these relations of the eyes to the face

will express something, and if not controlled to express what is desired

may give an expression quite uudesirable.

Having briefly glanced at lighting, posing, and expression, letme next say
sometliing aboutthe needful apparatus. A beginner will vury likely attempt
this class of work with liis ordinary landscape camera andsymmetricallens,
with the result that somehow or other they do not produce pictures that can
at all compare with professional work, and very likely they will throwit up in

disgust. Experience has taught me that home portraiture requires close

study and the employment of accessories which, in nine ciu-es out of

ten, an amateur does not pos ess. Furst, as to the camera. If you a.u

going to confine yourself to simple heads relieved on a white b.ick^jrou.id

like some of the examples I have brought witli me to-night, your orama j
landscape camera will suffice ; but if you aim at more preien>i u-. woiit,

then a studio camera with its stdo and top and bottom screws is a
necessity so as to get the sensitive plate on the same plane as tho

position of your sitter. Then, agiiin, the camera siano. Very few
amateurs arc possessed of other iiiau an ordinary tripud which i» no
use for indoor portraiture. A goal, steady, firm stand, capable of raising

aud lowering the camera rapidly is another necessity.
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Then as to the lens. I find a very prevalent opinion exists that any

sort of a lens will do. Some one has said, I forget who, that any hammer
will drive a nail, and any lens will take a picture ;

but no lens will do all

classes of work any more than one hammer will. In portraiture a good

portraiture combination is a sine qua noii.

Another matter whicli may seem of small importance to many is the

cap of the lens not fitting properly. When I say not fitting properly, I do

not mean too loosely on the hood, but just the right thing ; if too tightly

vibration is likely to ensue when removing it. Even such little matters as

these arc of importance. I know from exijerience how necessary it is to

guard against such, for when I acquired a high-priced portrait combina-

tion from one of our best English makers, the cap fitted so tightly that it

was impossible to remove it witliout shaking the camera, and many a

plate I spoiled through it. The sitter was blamed of course.

Head-rests I never use. I have one, but it is a nuisance. When'I get

a sitter who cannot keep steady for a few seconds, I adopt some pose

whereby a natural rest comes into play.

Get a good background by all means. I prefer what is called empire-

cloth stretched on a frame, one side light for vignetted heads, the other

side a dark slate colour, and on the top I have two rods nailed, which can

carry curtians at either side. I find these curtainsjvery handy, they can

be used or not at will.

Hitherto I have said nothing about developments ; this, at first, will

give a beginner some trouble. Tlic chief point is to obtain pciijicr density.

Your negatives must not be too thin nor yet too dense, but just the right

thing. It would never do to develope a white satin dress with as much
pyro as a dark glen. Exi^erience soon teaches a thoughtful operator. I

would strongly recommend beginners to stick to one brand of plates, and
let these be as rapid as possible, then practice will teach you how to mix
your developer so as to got jiroper printing vigour in your negatives. I

never intensify. Should you happen to over expose and so get your plate

too thin, I know of no better way of gaining density than that recom-
mended by the Paget Company—I mean their citrate of ammonia formula.
By its use, when all detail is out, development is stopijed, but the image
already formed is allowed to grow stronger.

And now I come to that mucli-maligued operation of retouching. I do
not care what may be the opinion of those opposed to tlie use of tlie

pencil, I fearlessly assert that retouching is the professional sheet-anchor
in this branch of photography, and I should like to see the studio that
could be conducted without its staff of retouchers. Until I took lessons
and became proficient iu retoucliing, I was quite cognisant, and so were
my friends, that my attempts at portraiture were miserable failures ; the
moment I understood how to retouch and model my negatives that mo-
ment I felt I had entered into a new sphere in photography, and then 1

saw for tlie first time I had mastered portraiture.

Not only do I advocate retouching, but I recommend tlie use of every
dodge under the sun to improve not only the negative, but also the
appearance of the sitter when going to be photographed. I remember
once being told by an amateur who had a very exalted idea of his own
art culture, on looking at one of my pictures— it was that of a lady friend
who had a very pretty face—after examining it and confessing it was very
nice but retouched to death, he thought.

" Do you think so," 1 replied.

^' Yes," he answered. " You retouch too much, Armstrong, I think."
Thereupon I went to my cupboard and produced the negative. " Show

me the retouching." He stood amazed, and confessed he would not have
believed it ! I told him ho had sometliiug to learn yet.

In this case I had taken the lilierty of freely using the puff and powder
pot, of doing up the eyes and eyebrows, even going so far as to paint the
lips quite in the professional-beauty style ; and who shall say my picture
was not like the original when she sat down? I often hear it argued that
retouching kills the likeness and spoils the texture of the picture ; all I
can say is, a good retoucher will do nothing of the kind, but, on the con-
trary, will remove those imperfections iu the negative which is necessary
to the yielding of a ple.asing and faithful likeness.

I am not here to-night to tell my amateur friends how to retouch, bat
merely to say that it is my humble but honest opinion to be an absolute
necesi ity it you care to turn out pictures which are to be acceptable to your
friends ani a credit to yourself. Not only do I advocate retouching, but
I go further, and say, adopt every means, such as the employment of
ground-glass varnish, mineral paper, etc, for the improvement of your
negatives and leave no stone unturned to produce results that are pleasin"
and life-like.

"

Lastly, as to finishing and mounting. Exercise your own taste in this
resjiect

;
if you have a leaning to and are fond of enamelled pictures,

enamel by all means. Very likely the most of your friends will say how
beautifully finished, while on the other hand you will occasionally meet
with some kind friend who will consider your labour in vain, likening
your enamel to his patent leather boots. Taste differs in this respect"
and perliaps it is well it is so. I prefer to mount my pictures in optical
contact with glass, and to enclose them in the good old cases which were
all the rage in the grand old collodion days. We seldom see these cases
now

; but I have brought a few of them with me to-night just for " auld
langsyne." Then, again, there are the metal rims; another very nice
way of finishing a picture. Tliese rims are not expensive, and if it is
desured to hang up a picture they are the very thing. To an amateur
they have then: advantages, for when jjresenting your friend with bis

picture, as a rale, he has not the cheek to ask for a dozen, as is often

the case when mounted on cards. Y'ou can with truth say I do not

mount on cards, but if you'want a dozen or so, here's the negative, get

a ijrofessional printer to print them.
The mounting of the prints iu optical contact is very easily done, if

gone about properly. In 1880 the Editor of The British Journal of

Phoiooraphv asked me to contribute something to his yearly Alhianac, and

I sent him a short article on Optical Contact, which you will find on

page 118 for that year. It you follow out the instructions I give you

will find it an easy matter to mount your prints in optical contact.

And now, ladies and gentlemen, I have finished my task. Much more
could be written about this fascinating branch of photography, but I have

already exceeded the time allowed. I have told you plainly what little I

know and what I believe to be necessary to success. If what I have

communicated should in the smallest degree be the means of assisting any

of my amateur friends to overcome their difficulties, I shall be satisfied,

while, on the other hand, if you deem me a bore, give me a back seat

at next Convention.

orthochromatic photography.
By C. H. BoTiiAMLEY, F.I.C., P.C.S.

(Abstract.)

TiiE subject of orthochromatic photography has latterly attracted con-

siderable attention, and has become of so much importance that it seemed

probable that a resume of the results which have so far been obtained

might not bo without interest to the Convention. It is well known
that ordinary photographic pictures have not true " values," that is,

do not represent the various coloured objects with their proper degrees

of relative brightness. Yellow, orange, and green objects, which are

bright to the eye, are almost black in a photograph ; whilst blue,

purple, and violet objects, which are comparatively dark to the eye,

are practically white in a photograph. The explanation lies in the

fact that ordinary photograpliic plates are very sensitive to blue and

violet rays, but are only very slightly affected by green, yellow, and

orange rays ; whilst the eye is most sensitive to yellow, orange, aud

green, and is only very slightly sensitive to blue, violet, and red. In

order to obtain pictures with true " values," it is therefore necessary to

alter the character of the plate in such a way that its sensitiveness to

blue and violet is very much diminished, whUst its sensitiveness to yellow,

orange, and green is very much increased.

In 1873, Vogel discovered that the addition of certain dyes to collodion

plates makes them very sensitive to orange, yellow, and green, and his

results were confirmed by other observers. In 1882-.S, Tailfer & Clayton

took out a patent in France and England for the application of cosine in

conjunction with an alkali to gelatine plates, the word eosine being used

inclusively. Ur. Eder, of Vienna, has investigated the effect of a very

large number of dyes on gelatine plates, the dyed plates being exposed to

the solar spectrum. He found that several dyes slightly diminished the

sensitiveness of the plates to blue and violet, whilst they increase the

sensitiveness to green, yellow, or orange, in a marked degree. Only com-

paratively few dyes, however, exeit any useful sensitising effect. Eosine

and its allies and cyanin were found to give the best results.

The author has repeated Eder's experiments with tlie eosine dyes and

cyanin, using the spectrum ot burning magnesium instead of the solar

spectrum.* His results confirm generally those of Eder, but he finds

that a much greater sensitiveness to yellow, A'C, can be conferred upon

the plates than was observed in any ot Eder's published experiments.

Plates treated with an aqueous solution of erythrosine or an ammoniacal

solution of rose Bengal are about half as sensitive again to tlie yellow as

to any other part of the spectrum, whilst plates treated with an

ammoniacal solution of erythrosine are about two and a half times as

sensitive to yellow as to any other spectral region.

There are two methods of adding the dye to the gelatino-bromide. In

one the dye is added to the melted emulsion, or to the solutions before

precipitating; in the other, the dried plates are steeped in an aqueous or

ammoniacal solution of the dye. There is, at present, a large pre-

ponderance of evidence in favour of the latter, or " bath " process, so far

as regards the rapidity and orthochromatic effect of the plates.

The particular dye to be used depends on the nature of the effect

desiied, since different dyes confer a maximum sensitiveness for different

rays. The following list may be useful :—Chrysaniline for green, eosine

for yellowish green, erythrosine or rose Bengal for yellow, cyanin for

orange and orange-red, coerulein S. for red. For general purposes

erytlirosine, which is closely related to eosine, is the best, since it confers

a maximum sensitiveness for yellow, together with considerable sensitive-

ness for orange and green, especially if used in ammoniacal solution. Of

the many varieties which are in the market the author recommends
either the "Erythrosine extra" of Meister, Lucius, & Bruning, or the

" Erythrosine 1 " of the Badische Anilin und Soda-Fabrik. The method

recommended for preparing tlie plates differs but slightly from that of

Mallmann and Scolik, or Eder. The plates employed should be of niedium

rapidity, since highly sensitive plates are so near the fogging point tliat

the treatment with ammonia and the dye is very liable to carry them past

this point. Paget Prize Plates XXX. or Wrattcn's Ordinary answer very

* For details see thu Joiurml of the Society of ClKunical Industnj, June, 1SS7,

pages 423-4;J3.
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well. The plates are carefully dusted with a camel-hair brush and are
then soaked for about two minutes in a one per cent, soluticn of
ammonia, chained for a few seconds, and then immersed for about two
minutes iu the following bath :

—
Erythrosino solution (1 : 1000) 1 part.
Ammonia (1 : 10) 1
Water .'..' s parts.

The dish is rocked now and again to promote nniform staininR, and the
plates are drained with their lower edges on blotting-paper and dried in
eomplete darknes.s. They will keep for several weeks, but the rapidity
falls off somewhat. Tlio above formula will serve for dyes other than
erythrosine. Stock solutions of the dyes (1 : 1000) are kept ready pre-
pared ; they are made with sufficient accuracy by dissolving five grains of
the dye in ten ounces of water.

All oixjrations connected with the preparation and development of the
plates should be conducted in as weak a light as possible. Yellow light
niay bo used if extreme care is taken to keep the plates covered up, but it

is better to use ruby light, such as is given by a candle behind one
thickness of ruby glass or paixir. Exposed plates are best developed
by means of alkaline pyro tolerably well restrained. All the other
operations arc conducted in the usual way.
Although the application of the dye increases the sensitiveness to

yellow, Ac., the sensitiveness to blue and violet remains much too great,
and in order to obtain correct gradations it is necessary to diminish the
intensity of the blue and violet rays by interposing a transparent yellow
screen between the object and the lens, or between the lens and the plate.
The depth of tint of the screen determines the proportion of blue and
violet which is cut off, and hence determines the relative prominence
given to yellow, orange, .tc. By properly selecting the depth of screen
to suit the subject and the result desired, the photographer is able to
exercise very considerable control over the character of his picture. The
best form of screen consists of a film of dyed collodion, gummed to the
diaphragms of the lens. A yellow dye, such as Manchester yellow, or
auranlia, is dissolved in enamel collodion to the required depth of tint,
and the collodion is poured on a carefully polished glass plate. When
dry the collodion is stripped from the plate and cut into pieces of suitable
size. A plate of yellow glass, or of ordinary glass coated with dyed
collodion or gelatine, may also be used, and is best cut in the form of a
circle and placed inside the hood of the lens—a position in which it docs
not interfere with the use of cap or shutter. It is essential that the faces
of the glass screen be as perfectly parallel as possible, in order that the
definition of the lens may not be interfered with.
Treatment with the ammoniacal dye solution increases the rapidity of

the plates about three times, but the yellow screen cuts off nearly all the
blue and violet, and hence the use of the screen increases the exposure
required to twice, thrice, or even ten times that of the undyed plates
without a screen, the time depending on the depth of tint of the screen.

In order to illustrate the character of the results obtainable, the author
exhibited several sets of photographs of various coloured objects taken (1),
on an ordinary plate without any screen

; (2), on a dyed plate without any
screen

;
(,S), on a dyed plate with a yellow screen. The time of exposure

was the same in all three cases, and since the plates exposed without a
screen were very much over exposed every chance was given for the
yellow, orange, Ac, to register themselves on the plates. Undyed plates
exposed for the same length of time behind a yellow screen gave no trace
of a developable image. Each plate was developed with a view to obtain
the best possible rendering of the yellows, greens, &c. The examples
shown included photographs of a scale of coloured paper, ehromo-litho-
graphs, flowers, pottery, and landscapes. The " values " of the pictures
taken on dyed plates with a yellow screen are very satisfactory and are
an immense improvement on those taken in the ordinary way. In the
case of the flowers and pottery the differences were very marked indeed.
When the dyed plates are exposed without any screen the rendering of
yellow, green, and orange is very much improved, but blue and violet are
far too light. It is only when the yellow screen is used that the values
become correct. Care is necessary, however, to avoid cutting off too
much of the blue and violet, and thus making the gradations incorrect in
the opposite direction. In landscapes the improvement was much greater
than was anticipated. It is most marked in the rendering of masses of
foliage and of the different shades of green. Moreover, the yellow screen
cuts off the greater part of the blue atmospheric haze and thus gives
clearer distances.

Many points of detail require further investigation, but it may safely be
said that orthotrliromatic methods place great additional powers in the
hands of the photographer and constitute a very great advance iu both
scientific and artistic photography.

CABEY LEA'S PHOTOCHLORIDE OF SILVEE.
By William La.\o, jcn.

Tbe alchemists of old had their philosophers' stone and elixir of life,Md many, indeed, were the attempts made by those early pioneers of
cliemical science to wrest from nature what they considered would be of
untold benefit to mankind. I take it, gentlemen, that if anything in our
art is, or can bu considered us analogous to the philosophers' stone of the
alchemist, we will find it in that branch of photography which has

received tho namo of heliochromy. PlioloBr.phy in natural oolonr«
would indeed bo a grand achievement, but tho question in, Arc we ony
nearer its accomplishment than we were in 1m(h, when Bec<iacrcl laid
before the French Academy of Science liis silver plate impnnled with
the colours of the spectrum. I think, gentlemen, the position of affairs
at tho moment is this, if silver chloride is to be tbe medium by which a
transcript of the colours as we see them in nature la to be arrived at we
should very soon now be able to say definit<-Iy whether the thing be a
possibility or not. As you are aware, there have been many workers in
this field. It will be sufficient to recall to you tho names of Niepco do
St. Victor and of I'oitcvin, of llcrschel, Hunt, and Abney. Bec<incrcr«
work we have already alluded to. One would have thought that by this
time all tho changes that were possible had been rung as far as produc-
tion of colour from silver chloride was concerned, but that such is not
the case is remarkably evident from the contribution to photographic
science that has lately been made by Carey Lea. In the .May number
of the American Journal of Science, the first of a series of papers made
its apjwarancc, having for its title, On Ited and Purple Chloride, Bromide
and Iodide o/ Silver; on Ucliochromy, and on the Latent Photographic
Image, and it is some of the facts brought forward by tho American ex-
perimentalist, not only in tho May, but also in the .Juno number of tbe
American Jourmd of Science, that we purpose laying before the members
of tho Convention this evening. Carey Lea's memou's are so full of
suggestive material that in a communication such as the present one or
two points can only bo touched upon. Those interested in the chemistry
of photography will recognise at once the importance of the researches
that have here been carried out. The whole contribution is remarkable
for its originality, ond it takes its place at once in the first rank of
the many classical researches which from tune to time have enriched
photographic science. Carey Lea's views regarding the latent image may
or may not be ultimately accepted by those competent to form an
opinion, but the fact remains that his experiments will form the starting
point for further investigations. It is no small matter for the experi-
mentalist to be able to produce in the laboratory and in quantity that
coloured form of silver chloride which hitherto has only been obtained,
and that in what might bo termed infinitesimal quantity, on the surface
of silver chloride by the agency of light. To the coloured substance thus
produced, Carey Lea has given the name of photochloride, and specimens
I beg herewith to put forward for your inspection. It is worthy of notice
that this photochloride can be obtained by a great number of methods.
For these we must refer those interested to the original paper. It will be
sufticient for the present to indicate that particular process by which the
specimens now before you have been obtained. Freshly precipitated
silver chloride after washing was dissolved in ammonia, and to this a
solution of ferrous sulphate was added, producing an intensely black
precipitate. Dilute sulphuric was afterwards added till a slightly acid
reaction was manifest. Thereafter the precipitate was well washed by
decantation and boiled with dilute nitric acid, washing was again
resorted to, and the product treated with hydrochloric acid dilute, boiled,
and finally washed. I show specimens of the substance both in the
moist and dry state. I have also prepared the corresponding photo-salts
obtained from the bromide and iodide of silver, thinking that they would
not be without interest, and here are the specimens of photoiotUde and
photobromide in question. Their mode of preparation is somewhat
similar to the method employed in the case of photochloride, but, here
again, we must refer members for particulars to the original communica-
tion reproduced in our own two leading photographic journals.
To come hack to the consideriition of the photochloride, the question

naturally arises, What is it? Its discoverer describes it as a combination
of silver chloride with its own subsalt, but one extraordinary thing
connected with it is that no two specimens, although to all intents and
purposes prepared in the same way, show the same percentage of sub-
chloride to that of the normal chloride. The amount of the former
substance, combined with the latter, seems to vary from half per cent.
to something like nine per cent. To quote Carey Lea's own words—
" Even when silver chloride, bromide, or iodide contains as little as one-
half of one per cent, of subsalt combined, its properties are greatly
changed. It has a strong colouration, and its behaviour to light is altered.
Even a much less quantity, one inappreciable to analysis, is capable ol
affecting both the colour and the behaviour to light."

It seems to me that much experimental work will have to be done
before a clue to these variations will be satisfactorily obtained. To
enumerate all the reactions of this phenomenal compound would simply
weai-y you

; one striking characteristic may perhaps be alluded to, and
that is its being able to resist for a considerable lengthened i)eriod the
action of boiling aqua rcgia. Referring to the colours assumed by tliia

protean substance, Carey Lea specifics that it "shows all the warm
shades from white to black through the following gradations : white, pale
flesh colour, pale pink, rose colour, copper colour, red -purple, dark
chocolate, black."
Another point that will require elucidation before the complete identity

of the chloride, coloured by the agency of light, and the photochloride
produced in the laboratory be established, and that is. Is oxygen present
in the latter substance ? Carey Lea says nothing in his memoir that
would indicate tlie presence of oxygen. Dr. Hodgkinson's experiments
demonstrate what other experimeutalists previously had inferred, that in
coloured chloride, produced by Ught, oxygon is invariably present. I feel
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Bure we will not have long to wait before an answer will be given to the

question here raised.

I think it would be doing Carey Lea great injustice were I not to allude

to a discovery he has made, and which is embodied in his memoir,
namely, that he is able so to affect a film containing a silver haloid by
application of a chemical reagent, that he can produce a result equivalent
to the latent image formed by the agency of light. The body which
gives this result in the most pronounced manner is sodium hypo-
phosphite. It virtually, according to Carey Lea, converts the haloid
into a photo-compound, producing no visible change, but when a
developing agent is applied the action is rendered manifest.
At the conclusion of the article which appeared in the May number of

the American journal already referred to, we find Carey Lea making use
of the following language :

—" I am i^ersuaded that in the reactions

which have been here described lies the future of heliochromy, and that

in some form or other this beautiful red chloride is destined to lead

eventually to the reproduction of natural colours.'' Now, gentlemen,
does this language seem too extravagant ? For my own part I do not

think so. The impossibilities of one age become the veriest possibilities

of the next. I do not think that even were we able to depict the colours

of nature on the photographic tablet that that accomplishment would
transcend in value the fact that we are able now in the merest fraction

of a second to record the most rapidly moving object that can be presented

to our cameras. At the commencement of my paper I drew, as it were,

a parallel between the alchemist of the past and the photographer of the
present, permit me to continue it, and should it ultimately be found that

a research, such as Carey Lea's, does not lead up to the philosophers'

stone of the photographer, does not render possible the reproduction of

the colours of nature, still the work he has done will be of lasting value
to those interested in the chemistry of the silver haloids. Brewster,
many years ago in his letters on Natural Magic, wrote as follows,

and I think that what he then said regarding alchemy will show that
what after all may turn out to be a dream is not without its beneficial

result :—" Though the philosophers' stone has not been found, chemistry
has derived rich accessions from its search ; though the general solvent
has not been obtained, yet the diamond and the gems have surrendered
to science their adamantine strength, and though the elixir of life has never
been distilled, yet other substances have soothed ' the ills that flesh is heir
to,' and prolonged in no slight degree the average term of our existence."

Friday's proceedings were rather brief, ou account of the dinner,

which was fixed for nine o'clock.

The papers read were :

—

MODERN FILM PHOTOGRAPHY.
By BUCH.\NAN WOLLASTON.

In introducing the subject of modern film photography to the notice of
the members of Convention, I do so with some difiidence, for I see many
gentlemen in the room—old masters of our art-science—to whom any
remarks of a poor " junior " in the profession like myself must appear
mere foolishness. To them I offer my apologies, in the hope that they
will, for the sake of those not yet having attained their majority, bear
with me a short space of time in my endeavours to educate the more
inexperienced of the brethren ; and if, perchance, I may lead some of the
" old birds " to a study of this most fascinating branch of the art, it will
of course be the more gratifying to me.

It will be my aim in this paper to avoid empiricism on the one hand,
as leadmg simply to photographic quackery, and, on the other hand, I do
not wish to pose as a dogmatist, because however much I may know—or
think I know—about gelatino-bromide films, there will be those coming
after me who are sure to know more, and the greater the number of
workers and experimenters the more chance of arriving at the nearest
approach to perfection allowed to us mortals to attain to.

I do not propose to tire you, gentlemen, with a history of film photo-
graphy from its first inception, for to the student it is a matter of but
little diflSculty to arrive at all necessary facts in connection therewith,
and I take it that most of us, more especially on such an occasion as this
great gathering, would feel inclined to" say, " Let us to business " or
" D n the theory !

"

It has been said that film negatives will never become popular with the
professional landscapist, but I submit that this is only partly true There
are those gentlemen who will not look into the merits of any new in-
vention—"It is too much trouble," say they, "andwedon't want anything
better than what we have got." Possibly they may have a nice dogcart
in which to convey their impedimenta, or a muscular operator who has
to bear the burden of the paraphernalia, while the "guv'nor" pockets the
results of his exertions. Others say their printer would spoil every
negative in no time, and so on.

''

There are, however, a large section of the photographic communitywhose pride is to do the best work, without assistance, or with as little asmay be, and it is to such men that the advantages of film photo-graphy specially appeal, as well as to the amateur
The advantages are briefly as follows :—l. Portability. 2. Freedom

KTni^n'vrf^f- ^J'^"^'^^^.°i I'H^tfn- 4. Ease of manipulation.
5. buitabilty for carbon printing, and the various photo-mechanical pro-ccBses involving a reversed imago.

<^n^un.ai pio

No. 1. PortabiUtymaybeelaboratedinto:-(a). Storage space : 250 film
negatives occupy a space, under slight pressure, of a little more than one
inch. A similar number of glass negatives, of average thickness, take up
about two feet four inches, (h), Weiglit : Two whole-plate glass negatives
taken at random from a box within six feet of me while I write, weigh
fourteen and three-quarter ounces, nearly, while two films of same size,

also taken at random from an envelope upon the table, weigh exactly
five and a half drachms, avoirdupois, or stated in grains Ci.32 apothecary,
as against 1.31-5 apothecary = 42-7 times as much, approximately.
Surely this is of great importance to those who place their printing
out, to the traveller, tourist, or outdoor operator.

No. 2. Freedom from breakage. What an immense number of valuable
negatives are smashed annually, either by " Slipping through my fingers,

sir," or in the pressure frames ! With films we enjoy complete immunity
from these dangers. Further, our negatives may be readily cut with
scissors or with a cutting glass to any desired size and shape, without
the risk inseparable from the use of the diamond even by skilled hands.

No. 3. Freedom from halation. This is, perhaps, one of the greatest
advantages possessed by films versus glass, and to those who are engaged
in the taking pictures of interiors will it specially commend itself. I

have already shown negatives before the Photographic Society of Great
Britain in which the delicate tracery of windows and the finest twigs of

trees are depicted with almost microscopical sharpness, and these under
very prolonged exposure. A slight blurring is noticeable in some iu-

stances, which I attribute entirely to diffused light in the camera, not to
halation proper.

No. 4. Ease of manipulation. It his been said to ms by many of my
pupils in photography be/ore commencing a set of lessons, " No, I don't
think I will go in for paper negatives (or film), it seems so difficult."

Now, I have made it my study to find out how this prevalent notion of

difficulty has arisen, and the result of my investigations lead me to the
conviction that in almost every instance either the gentlemen themselves,
or some amateur tyro whom they know, lias attempted paper or film

negatives, vainly imagining that tliey would behave exactly like glass dry
plates. To them I say: "Between film pliotograpUy and glass dry
plate photography there is almost as mucli difference as between dry
plate and wet collodion work, and you must unlearn a good deal of one
before you will succeed with the other." It is, then, quite wonderful
how the difficulty notion slowly but surely gives way before the charm of

developing a whole spool of twenty-four exposures in one, two, or three

batches, in little more solution than would suffice for three dry plates, and
before many days my pupils are led to make sucli remarks as the follow-

ing : " Why, the whole thing is as easy as toning a lot of prints ;
" or, " I

can't think why So-and-so made such a mess of his ne:.;aiives !
" Tliere

are, of course, those whose " fingers are all thumbs," or who lack common-
sense. 'I'ltey had better confine themselves to spoiling dry plate negatives

rather than bring discredit upon one of the most beautiful processes of

our times by their bungling.

The operation of squeegeeing upon ooUodionised glass, stripping by
means of hot water, attaching the permanent skin, dec, are so entirely

new to the average worker that tliey favour the idea of difficulty,

and when one or two negatives only have to be finished, the preparations

necessary may be somewhat out of proportion to the advantages, but in

making, say, one or two dozen negatives in a batch, the operations subse-

quent upon development become so methodical and mechanical, and are

performed with such regularity and precision, as to make one wonder
wherein lies the difficulty so often complained of.

No. 5. Suitability for processes involving a reversed image. Film
negatives being printable from either side, it is sufficiently obvious that

they are eminently well suited to the requirements of the photo-

mechanical printer, the carbon printer (by single transfer), and the

collotypibt ; and as there is but little difficulty in obtaining absolute

opacity in bright light with as perfect clearness of shadows as possible,

I fancy that engineers, topographers, and others, will ere long open their

eyes to this new power placed in their hands. How delightful to have a

film negative of large size (say 40 x 86), or a set of such negatives, stored

on wooden rollers, ready when required to be used for the reproduction,

by any process, of an unlimited number of copies of an original, either

right or reversed. Ye manufacturers of films look to this ! There are

many other advantages which have been mentioned from time to time
by various writers to the photographic papers, such as greater rapidity of

a given emulsion spread upon paper rather than glass ; cost, not for-

getting the non- requirement of extraneous assistance, decreased postage

and carriage, and non-breakage ; the possibility of taking a second
exposure of any subject, when at a distance from home and doubtful as

to exposure, etc., without running short of plates, thereby saving time,

temper, and trouble ; the absence of dust on finished pictures, when used

on spool in a roller slide ; the facility of changing spools where no dark
room is available, at the sacrifice of one or two exposures only, and so

forth.

I now pass on to the manipulation of the films, prefacing my remarks
by observing that, although excellent pictures have been, and are still,

and will be, produced on films cut to standard sizes hi ordinary dark
slides, and prepai^ed by many different methods of manufacture, some
very ingeniously held " taut" by mechanical holders, others kept flat by
means of an adhesive material, the real utility of, and the greatest

advantage ai'ising from, film photography can only bo truly appreciated
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by the possessor of a roller slide of some design, charged with a spool of
sensitive material of sufficient length for twenty.four, forty-eight, or
more exposures, to bo subsequently cut into the required sizes for

development.
Be the roller slide of what make it may, and the film, whether per-

manently attached to a paper backing for rendering translucent by oil,

vaseline, or varnish, after drying, or a "stripper," or any film capable
of being made in length, there are certain rules to be followed and certain
snares to be avoided which it will be my object to briefly notice.

The method of inserting the spools in whatever form of roller slide the
practitioner selects is a matter in which the inventor of that particular
slide is likely to bo the best instructor, but let me caution the beginner
to be careful not to finger the spool of paper more than necessary, and
to see that the first exposure is strained Jhit—i.e., without diagonal
creases, which I have known follow through a whole spool, and either
spoil or considerably mar every picture thereon.

In my own practice I have found films, cateria paribus, more rapid
than glass plates, but upon this point I have met with the most con-
flicting evidence, some experimenters positively asserting that they are
slow, others that they are much more rapid than any other form of
gelatino-bromide. Now, my impression is that with a given emulsion
rapidity is favoured by spreading it upon paper, for three reasons :

(1), That in drying emulsion upon paper no crushing of particles takes
place on the lower strata; (2), that no blurring of light into shadow
takes place ; and, (3), that the developer, attacking the light affected parts
on both sidef, brings about a more complete reduction of the haloids.
But a great secret lies in development, and I shall endeavour to show
you how this can be accomplished with success.

Two golden rules : Do not over expose. Push the development further
than seems necessary.

Without troubling you with experimental formula, I will give you at
once the developer I now use and swear by, but if any member will show
me a better I will abandon my pet at once upon conviction. My for-
mula stand thus :

—

No. 1.

Sodio sulphite, ^)«i'£ 8 ounces.
Hot distilled water 40 ,, (fluid).

Let cool to 60° Fahr. , and render just acid with citric. Test with
litmus. Pour on to 1 ounce (437J grains) pyro.

No. 2.

Sodio carbonate, ;)Mre 4 ounces.
Potassic ,, pure 1 ounce.
Distilled water 40 ounces (fluid).

Mix equal parts No. 1 and No. 2 for normal exposures.
Always have a ten per cent, solution of bromide at hand for emergen-

cies, and use if great opacity is desired, but as a rule no restrainer seems
necessary.

It is sometimes desirable to proceed with caution, and add a portion
only of the No. 2 solution at the outset, and when time is not of much
importance I prefer further to dilute the mixed developer with one-third
to one-half its bulk of water.
With the above developer and plenty of time—always given a reasonable

amount of brains, as Colonel Stuart Wortley once remarked—uniformly
excellent negatives can be produced with almost absolute certainty, and
upon any of the leading films now in the market ; but I must frankly
admit that I have seen negatives produced by one of our much-respected
members with an ammonia developer fully equal in quality and pluck to
the best by my method, but then it is the man, not the developer. In
my hands ammonia falls far short of the fixed alkaUes in uniformity of
results.

It is not within the scope of this paper to give detailed instruction in
finishing either paper or film negatives, nor is it my intention to recom-
mend any particular brand, or special roller slide, but I will tell any
member who wishes to know—quite privately of course—where lies my
love. And if my remarks may induce any gentleman to try filmography
and he gets into difficulties, let him write to me and I will try and help
him over the stile.

PICTUBE MAKING.
By D.ivn) Pbatt.

Much that is written on this subject is without value to the inqnuing
amateur, because, while it goes round about it, it seldom touches to give
practical guidance.
This comes from a general impression that a born artist onJij knows

what elements make a picture, and he who is not thus naturally gifted
will only make a picture by chance. It is true that artistic intuition is

the power in picture making, and he who is so gifted when viewing nature
selects by that inborn power what pleases himself and gives pleasure to
others. In other words, he is a poet, and when he gives expression he
strikes a chord wherever the poetic exists.

This h acci'pted ; but it is not generally admitted that there are also
laws in picture making that may be defined, and the disregard of which
makes a pleasurable picture impossible.
We are told that the old masters had a code of laws which got buried

wiUi them, but their works remain to prove the laws they recognised.

These laws existed before them, and do exitt noic, superior to oar con-
stituted appreciation of them.
These regulate picture making in each of its branches—landscape, m*

piece, figures in landscape, figures, coloar.

If the mention of a few of these laws will start inquiry this short p«per
will not be in vain. 1. The chief object away from the centre. 2. The
greatest light against the greatest dark, or the reverse. 8. One-third
light and two-thirds dark, or the reverse. 4. The odd set of chords,
three or five. 5. If three chords of light or shade be adopted, the one
should not be equal to the other. 6. The unequal line or carve of beauty
7. The odd number of figures. 8. One prominent harmony of coloar, or
contrast in light and shade.

Let these sulhce for the present purpose. A successful picture may be
made by the intuitive power iiltlioufih these laws have not been admow-
ledged, but we maintain fewer mistakes will bo made by a fall recognition
of them.
While chemical and mechanical manipulation is making great strides,

and we are seeing beautiful workmanship on every hand by the discovery
and recognition of laws regulating these sciences, it only becomes os to
formulate the laws of picture making by a careful study of them.

The Convention Dijjneb.

After the close of the last General Meeting, on Friday night, about
fifty of the members met at the " Bath " Hotel to partake of an excellent

diimer. After the removal of the cloth the following programme
was gone through :

—

Toast : The Queen, by John Stuart.

Song :
" Tom Bowling," by Andrew Pringle.

Toast : The Amateurs. Proposed by Jno. Henderson, of Perth, and
acknowledged by P. Falconer (President Glasgow Amateur Association).

Eecitation : " A Scotch Story," by Jas. Davie.
Toast: The Professionals. Proposedby J. Traill Taylor; acknowledged

by W. H. Prestwich, of London, John Fergus, of Largs, and — Moran, of

Glasgow.
Toast : The Convention. Proposed by W. Lang, jnn. ; acknowledged

by Jerome Harrison, of Birmingham.
Song : " Since we were Boys together," by T. N. Armstrong.
Becitation : " The Braw Hielan' Bagpipes," by J. Henderson.
Toast: Photographic Societies. Proposed by Jno. Stuart; acknow-

ledged by Prof. Herschel.

Song :
" Jack's come Home to-day," by Geo. Mason.

Song :
" The Drygate Brigg," by A. Bowman.

Becitation :
" The Bell and the Ivy," by S. D. McKellen.

Song :
" The Lowland Bonnet," by Andrew Pringle.

Becitation : Burns' poem " The Louse," by Jno. Urie.

Song: " The Braw, Braw CI. rk in the Offish," by — Beid.

Concluding with " God save the Queen," and "Anld Lang Syne," sung
hand-in-hand by the whole company in true Scottish fashion.

It would bo almost vain to hope to give any of our readers—except

those who were present-- an adequate idea of the good-fellowship

and joviality which prevailed. Suffice it to say that Mr. I'ringle's

" Bonnet " song (with illustrations) was alone worth a journey across

the Tweed to hear.

A Meeting of the Council was held in the " Waverley " Hotel on
Saturday morning, at eleven, J. Traill Taylor in the chair.

The following new members of the Council were elected :—Prof.

Herschel, Messrs. W. II. Walker (Eastman Company), Tate (Belfast),

Bothamley (Leeds), JIcDougal (Dundee), T. N. Armstrong (Glasgow),

and Dr. Ilill Norris, Councillor Lancaster, Messrs. J. Place, J. H.

Pickard, B. Karleese, Whitlock, John Collier, and Harold Baker

(Birmingham).

Letters were read from four photographic societies appointing, as

their representatives on the Council, the following gentlemen :—C. H.

Bothamley, F.C.S. (Leeds), R. Keene (Derby), J. C. Cox (Dundee),

and — Illingworth (HaUfax).

The following Sub-committee was appointed to draw up the rules

and regulations by which the Convention should be governed:—

Messrs. J. Stuart, W. H. Walker, W. Jerome Harrison, Audrew

Pringle, Smith, and Wollaston, together with the Chairman of Coun-

cil and Honorary Secretary as ex-officio members.

A vote of thanks wa.s given to Bailie Morrison for the loan of

various articles used in the Exhibition.

Votes of thanks were also passed to the Edlnbui^h Photographic

Society, to the Hon. Secretaries (Messrs. J. J. Briginshaw and Jas.

Davie), to the Chairman of the Council (J. Traill Taylor) and of the

Local Committee (John Stuart), and also to the leaders of excuision.",

aud the local Sub-Committees.
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These pleasant duties performed, the Convention was in imminent

danger of becoming wealthy, as one gentleman after another got up

to offer donations of five and ten guineas. It was decided, how-

ever, only to accept these in connection with the establishment of a

Guarantee Fund.

After the Council meeting several of the members inspected the

splendid studios, &c., of Mr. Turnbull, in Jamaica-street ;
while others

paid a parting visit to the quays, detective cameras in hand. But the

time to part soon came, and with hearty wishes for "our next merry

meeting at Birmingham" the party separated, some to the Highlands

and the Lochs, others to yachting, but the majority baclv to their

daily avocations, bearing with them pleasant memories of a week

charged full of pleasure and instruction.

The Exhibition Depahtment.

We here summarise the exliibits, which were very numerous :—

Houghton, London: Studio tent, portmanteau sink, negative and film

washing trough, dark-room developing siak.—Lancaster tC Son, Birming-

ham: Cameras, lenses, stands, itc— G. Mason id Co., Glasgow : Lamps,

cameras, jiapicr mache trays, studio stands, larpe American cameras, &c.

—Albion Albumenising Company, Glasgow: Studio camcraand studio stands

with compensating balance arrangement, portable cameras, 12 x 10, 10 x 8,

negative washing troughs, lamp, &c.—McGhie <t Bolton, Glasgow:

Cameras, stands, &c.—Place, Birmingham: Shutters, &c.— WoUaston

:

Shutters.—Jl/ori/soH, Dumfries : Patent show-case for photographs. —
Watson, Laidlaw, d- Co., Glasgow: Emulsion separating machines for

A. L. Henderson.— i'ocft <t- Son, London: Two frames of lantern slides.—

Undcrhill, Croydon: Lantern slides.- /•'. W. Vercl iC Co., Calhcart,

Glasgow : Two fine photographs done on their plates.—J. Uric, Glasgow :

Patent auto-printing machine and specimens done by it.—Pollard,

Graham, lO Co., Derby: Negatives and transparencies.—6'. Fry d: Co.,

Kingston-on-Thames: Bromide enlargements, d'c. — Jl/o/jn H di Kidd :

Bromide enlargements and film roll holders, &c.—Tylar, Birmingham

:

Metal slides.— Watson d Son, London: Cameras, stands, &c.—Shew,

London : Detective cameras, universal camera, clips for yachts, &c.

—

McKellcn, Manchester: Cameras, Ac.

—

Wpllaston: A stereoscopic shutter.

—Boss d: Co. : A case of lenses.

—

Sharland, T^ondon : A detective camera.

Taylor, London: Two American detective cameras, and a specimen of

Mayall's coloured photographs. — T. d R. Annan, Glasgow : Photo-

gravures, autotypes. Sir Noel Paton's Fairy Baid on large opal, machinery,

Ac—Jb/m Stuart, Glasgow : Autotype and bromide enlarged portraits,

machinery, Ac.

—

Turnbidl d Sons, Glasgow : Large show-cases of photo-

graphs.

—

Macnah, Glasgow : Very large assortment of photographs,

platinotype, bromide enlargements, silver prints, Ac.

—

Valentine, Dundee

:

Views, Ac.

—

Oliver, Glasgow : Transparencies.

—

Murray, Glasgow : Land-
scapes, portraits, Ac.

—

W. Snell Anderson, Glasgow : Landscapes, por-

traits, Ac.

—

Donald Done, Pollockshields : Views, Ac

—

Alex. McDonald,
Arran : Views, Ac.

—

W. M. Martin, Dundee : Views, Ac.

—

Mathewson,
Dundee : Views, Ac.

—

Brown, Paisley : Photographs.

—

R. Keene, Derby :

Platinotypes, Ac.

—

Win. Crook, Edinburgh : Enlargements, portraiture.

—R. T. Dodd, Glasgow: Portraits.— IF)U. //. Gleu, Derby : Photograph.—
Charles Reid, Wishauj : Studies of animals (specially good).—W. Bolden,

Derby : Derbyshire scenery in platinotype.

—

Bothamley, Leeds : Specimens
of orthochromatic photography.

—

T. McGown, Paisley : Carbon enlarge-

ments.

—

J. McDonald, Gare Loch : Landscapes —J. Rennie, Helensburgh

:

Landscapes, Ac.

—

Buchanan Wollaston, Chislchurst : Film negatives, Ac.—G. Mackenzie, Paishy : Carbon enlargements.—J. Milne, Arbroath:
Portraits.

—

J. G. Tunny, Edinburgh: Enamel miniatures, Ac.— Wm.
Lang, jun., Glasgow: Eight frames of photographs (various).

—

John
Parker, Glasgoio: Views.

—

Daniel Frazer, Gla-igou! : Views.

—

Cox, Dundee :

Figures and views, Ac.

—

Wm. Goodwin, Glasgow : Views, Ac Ralston d
Sons, Glasgoio: Carbon enlargements.

—

Alexander Bros. : Painted minia-
tures, Ac.

—

Hugh Reid, Glasgow : Views, Ac.

—

T. N. Armstrong, Glasgow :

Views, Ac—P. Falconer, Partick : Views, Ac—/. B. Willington: Views.—Ralph Elder : Views —Archibald Watson : Views.

—

Dr. Bell : Views.—
R. Dalglish: Photographs in 1859.

We now proceed to give a more detailed account of some of the

exhibits. ^__
One of the most interesting, from an educational point of view, was

a case of lenses by Koss & Co., London. It showed the history of

one of their rapid symmetricals from the raw material up to the
finished instrument. First, in this evolutionary process of mechanical
art there were the rough brass castings before they were touched by
the brass worlver ; and in harmony with these there were the crude
pieces of optical glass, as yet unseen by the lens grinder. As the
next stage, there were what Iiad once been .similar pieces of glass, but
now they had been rough ground into lenses, both convex and con-

cave. A third stage showed these lenses finished with an exquisite

polish, but not yet having the elementary parts cemented together
with balsam, Another portion of the exhibit was more interesting

still, for it was a lens complete in its mount, but bisected from end

to end by a thin saw, the section showing the whole configuration of

the lenses, brass worlj, diaphragm and flange, each in true relation to

the other. The last item in this collection was a completed lens ready

for being screwed on the camera.

C. WoUaston's diaphragmatic shutter is now pretty well known.

Its principle coiLsists in the opening and closing being effected directly

opposite the centre of the lens, witli an adjusting screw by which the

exposure can be so regulated as to be either very rapid or protracted

to any desired extent. A new departure, which was exliibited, con-

sists in having the levers, shutters, and other fittings in duplicate, so

as to be employed in stereoscopic photograph^', both shutters working

with absolute simultaneity, whether fast or slow.

A camera of the genus detective, although named the "Compactum,"

was exliibited by II. Sharland, London, the manufacturer. It is devised

by T. Samuels, who exhibited it, or one like it, at the Photographic

Society of Great ]?ritain only a couple of months since. It is un-

doubtedly tlie smallest detective camera-not a mere toy—that we
have yet seen, the dimensions being eight and three-quarter inches

long by four and a quarter by five inches in width and depth. Modeit

and unassuming in a|)pearance, it can be carried in a wrapper of

brown paper or be stuffed into the pocket of an overcoat, and yet it

contains a doz.en sensitive plates, each capable of being brought to the

front, one after the other, witli singular ease. The focussing arrange-

ment of the lens is what we would designate, without regard to the

niceties of nomenclature, a fixed adjustable one; that is, when a

movable lever is brought to a certain mark everything between tliirty

feet and infinity is sharp. Moving the lever to another mark, the

point of best focus is brought ten feet nearer, and so on till the object

to be photographed is only five or ten feet distance. When a "shot"

has been fired a button outside of the camera is run up in a groove

and the exposed plate in its sheath is immediately raised, so as to be

grasped by finger and thumb through a thin yet opaque protecting

bag and transferred to a receptacle behind the others, the next in

order assuming its place at the focal plane. When introduced com-

mercially this " Compactum " will prove a favourite.

The " Scovill American," another form of detective camera, was

also exhibited and received much commendation. As it is so recently

since we gave a full description of it we refer our readers to page 307

of our issue for May 20. At one of the excursions, that down the

Clyde to Tarbert, that same camera is known to have done some good

work in the hands of its owner, who was the exhibitor.

An ingenious chronometric shutter, which, being in its elementary

condition, was not considered as suited for the more public form of

exhibition, was shown us by its inventor, Mr. A. Johnston, of Wick.

It merits, however, special mention. Perhaps the term "chrono-

metric," which is of our own application here, scarcely conveys a

correct idea of its nature. Tliis, Iiowever, will be seen from the

following:—A common cheap watch movement, whicli can now be

purchased everywhere for one or two shilUngs, has fitted upon its

centre wheel or its " cannonjpinion " (tliat which carries the long or

minute hand) a disc of brass, having in it a deep notch. Pressing

against the periphery of this disc is the end of a lever, which when

the determined number of minutes have transpired falls into the

notch of the disc and releases the catch of the shutter, which gives the

exposure. One use of this system is to be found in connection with

captive balloons ; but it is applicable to anytliing in which a deter-

minate degree of time is to ela])sa between the setting of tlie shutter

and the instant of exposure. Our readers will not be slow in imagin-

ing many cases to which it might be applicable. Being at present in

our office it may be seen on application.

A detective camera by Messrs. E. & II. T. Anthony & Co., of

New York, claimed attention on account of its ornate appearance. It

is elegantly covered in alligator sldn. But as the manufacturers havo

kindly favoured us with illustrations of their Detective, we shall here

make use of them in order to convey a clear idea of the instrument.

In outward appearance and to the ordinary observer this camera

looks exactly like an alligator hand satchel that is carried by a
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shoulder strap at tho sulo of tlio pedestrian. Upon closer observation

one sees tliat it consists of iin artfully ooncealod detective camera, in

whicli all the various movements to secure a picture are situated upon
tho underside. For use the camera is held so that the base of the

satcliel rests against the body of the operator. By means of a brass

pull at tlio side the sluitter is set. A plate in tlie regular holder is

placed in position at the baclt of the camera, and the slide is drawn
ready for exposure. Tlie relea.so of a short catch exposes the front of

tiie shutter ready for action, and by raising a small leather-covered

lid the little camera obscura called tlie finder, on the (now) upper

side of (ho camera, shows the positicni that tlie object will occupy on

the plate. The slighte-st touch upc)n a small bra,s3 button releases the

shutter, and tlie exposure is made. Ileplacing tho slide in the plate

holder, reversing tlie holder, and setting the shutter again, leaves the

apparatus in readiness for another shot, when the plate-holder slide is

withdrawn as before.

By releasing a spring bolt on the under side of the case, the camera
proper can be removed from its cover. When removed from the

cover the camera can bo used either vertically or horizontally on a

tripod, by means of a tripod screw, which will be found in the front

compartment of the camera Ijeside the lens. The speed of the shutter

can be regulutt'd to suit the speed of tlie objects, moving with greater

or less velocity ; while, by simply releasing a catch, time exposures

can be made at the will of the operator.

The cut (Fig. 1) shows the camera when laid on its side, and the

Fig. 1.

under portion exposed to view. When placed on its bottom, and the

outer cover or satchel is raised, the appearance presented is as shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

The reference to tho various letters may be omitted liere, as the.se

mainly have to do with details of manipulation. But we may allude.

with a high defp-ee of commendation, to that marked in Fif(. I a* IT,

tho index finger of which represent*, when wt to any particular

figure, the distance at which everything is in best focus. }{, w«
need scarcely say, really represents tho axis of a large pinion which is

geared in a stationary rack. The finder differs from others that we
have seen, inasmuch as it is composed of a tiny camera, with a ground-

glass placed at a right angle to the axis of the lens, and the image is

observed by means of a mirror set at an angle of 4')* outside the

focussing screen. The duration of exposure can be regulated to a

great nicety. It accommodates one dozen of plates, and altogether

contains many points of great ingenuity. The exhibitor will also

show it at some of the London societies.

The camera, when detached from the satchel, presents the following

appearance : The dark slides, as will be seen, are accommodated in a

sepirate case forming part and parcel of the whole.

(2'o be continued-)

CONVENTION JOTTINGS.—IL
{By our Special Correspondent.)

The members of the Convention residing at the greatest distance

from I ho place of meeting came flocking into the city first. On
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, there was a continual stream of

cameras, tri|X)d.s, boxes, and knapsacks peculiar to the wanderin-^

portion of the art-science professors, the possessors of which could bo

seen jogging along carrying their traps, or seated in cabs with their

let/a, Sec, all spread out over tho top of the vehicle, as they made for

the various hotels.

On Monday a considerable quantity of work fell to the share of the

Exliibition Committee, owing to the exhibits in many cases being so

late in coming to hand. This is a thing that ought to be noted, and
avoided at future meetings. All exhibits should in common fairness

arrive some days before the opening of the exhibition, so as to allow

of justice being done to all. So great was the proas on this occasion

that another room had to be arranged and fitted for pictures and
apparatus, at which arrangement Mr. U. TurnbuU was again to the

front. To the credit of the late exhibitors themselves, liowever, it

must bo stated that they were both ready and willing to lend a hand,

and toiled their level best to help on the hanging and filling up of

their exhibit.a. All was in perfect oi-der to receive the visitors beftiro

tlie hour of meeting.

The walls of tho three halls were covered with pictures, and round
tlie doorways were draped Hag decorations, so that on entering the

whole suite of rooms were at once seen, and the general effect was
plea.sing to tho eye and had a decidedlv imposing effect. The crowd
of ladies and gentlemen streamed in till the place was filled.

At eight o'clock Bailie Crawford, as already narrated, t<»k the

chair, in place of Sir James King, who had arranged to open the

proceedings, but at the very last moment ho had unfortunately been
called away on business to London.
A very excellent Chairman Bailie Crawford made, judging by the

pleased, attentive, applauding audience that listened to his opening

address; after which Mr. J. Traill Taylor gave an outline of the

proceedings for the coming days, and stated that he had received

some eighteen papers, so that there was plenty of work on hand for

the evening meetnigs during the week of the Cfonvention.

At this conversazione a part of the time was taken up by the ever

popular lantern, presided over by the ever genial Mr. Andrew Pringle.

He is always good fun, and when during the entertainment the voices

out of the dark, which are always there, insist upon " knowing, you
know," like Miss IJartle, he tells them you know, like himself. And
he never needs to loaf around amongst his papers for his replies ; h«
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carries them always ready away in his head somewhere. You can

easily understand this part of the entertainment was a great success.

The first two excursions left Glasgow on Tuesday morning, and
they were hoth well attended. That under the conductorship of

Mr. George Bell, for the Falls of the Clyde, left the low-level station

at eight oclock a.m. for Hamilton, where they arrived after a railway

run of about thirty minutes.

Here they found brakes waiting on them—one hrake more than
they wanted, and that was a break in the weather that had come
round uninvited, and stayed with them pretty well all day. I was
not there, but Mr. BeU informed me that the rain came pouring down
so that the party agreed to leave out TilUetudlem Castle, and drive

on to Stonelufers—the first of the falls. This, he says, is not a good
fall from a photographic point of view. As for the visitor with
limited time, there is only one point at which a view can be made,
and at this point only one can take the picture at a time, so that if

there are many about they have to wait their turn. From this place

the party drove on to Lanark, arranged about dinner, and to ful up
the intervening time drove on to the falls of Cora and Bonnington,
and oh, didn't the elements revel here !—thunder, lightning, and
rain—the weather clerk was evidently serving up samples of all kinds
that were going to Mr. Bell to see which would suit his friends. It

is marvellous to find, however, how much enjoyment can be extracted
from a combined lot of light spirits, even supposing the weather was
dighthj heavy. The jokes that would not be suppressed passed along
as the party had themselves posted up against the shelving rocks, to
dodge the pelting showers that passed over their place of shelter. A
fisherman, who was fishing in the river, was rather put out at so
many tubes aiming and shooting at him, but when Jlr. Bell told him
that the party were photographers that had come from all parts of
the three countries, and that his portrait would be seen in their
pictures all over the world, he drew himself up, and looked mightily
pleased, and posed to do credit to his country. After an enjoyable
dinner at Lanark, some of the party returned to Hamilton, and others
took train direct to Glasgow, highly pleased with their trip, in spite
of the show of combined elements. This was the only trip that
experienced anything like adverse weather during the week.
The Abevfoyle and Trosachs trip took place on the same day as

the above. It was highly favoured from a meteorological point of
view. Save for one shower, the day was beautiful.
Here a word may not be out of place regarding the returning of the

cards which was sent to all members to fill up showing the trips they
intended going by. Out of all cards sent out only twenty-five pe'r
cent, were returned, and hence the conductors were left in a sorry
plight how to ai-range, as special railway carriages were wanted and
brakes had to be gathered together at the other end of the railway
journey, the party anticipated being much too large for the usual
conveyence accommodation on the route. Great credit is due to ]\Ir.

Armstrong for the masterly way he met the difficulties in connection
with this excursion, and the time and trouble expended in arranging
the same. Why, the probable number was quite a conundrum, and
he guessed it very neatly.

Arriving at Aberfoyle, the laud of the bold Rob Roy, and the scene
of the famous encounter of Bailie Xicol Jarvie with the wild High-
land gilhe (for particulars see Scott's Roh Roij), the party divided,
some going to Loch Ard, but by far the greater number embarking
in waggons for the Trosachs and Loch Katrine. As we commenced
the ascent of the mountainous slopes by the new private road made
by the enterprise of the Duke of Montrose, and while proceeding slowlv
to enable our thoughtful chaperon, Mr. Armstrong (who remained
at the inn until the last of the party had left) to overtake us, it
was a scene not soon to be forgotten, to witness the stopping of the
cavalcade by a bronzed daughter of these high altitudes, who de-
manded toll before she would permit us to penetrate farther into the
mountain fastnesses. At this juncture the plucky Secretary of the
North London Photographic Society leaping from the vehicle, ap-
proached the virago and shouted, " You drive on and I'll hold the
woman." Oh, for a detective camera at that moment ! But a word
from Mr. Armstrong, who then approached, quelled the impending
storm, a smile chased away the frown, and shaking her fi^^t good-
naturedly at her would-be assailant, the custodian of the wa^o-on
road wished us all a pleasant journey.

''°

'The charm of that run from Aberfoyle to Loch Katrine is unde-
scribable. The wild beauties of nature came into view picture after
picture, filhng the eye and the soul. Mountains, lochs, tourists, and
dales, ever changing, far as the eye could reach, and the broad
shifting patches of sunlight playing at hide and seek as they move on
from promontory to promontory, and we settled ourselves down to
enjoy to the full these charms of nature's choicest gifts.
As we were leaving the conveyances to walk round in search of

likely places for the best pictures, one of our party was accosted by
a beggar woman, to whom he gave some coppers. The gift being
beyond her anticipations, she was very profuse in her thanks, aud
exclaimed, " God bless you, sir ! may you and yours be in heaven this

night."

"Well!" he replied with a laugh, "I have no objections to the
place, you know, but please don't be so particular about the time."

" Will you take a drap ? " said one of our party to a Highland man
he saw sitting at the stream.

" Oh, yes, sir ; she'll tak' a drap. This water,'sir, can stand an awful
lot o' whusky—it's guid water," and pouring out most of the whisky
into the cup, he put very little water into it, and took it off at one
gulp, proving by demonstration that the water could stand a lot of
whisljy, then handed back the nearly empty flask with thanlis.

The busy scenes being enacted amid these mountain gorges re-

minded me of a somewhat similar experience of more than ten years
ago (see Koctes Washingtonia, in The Bbitish Journal of Photo-
GHAPHY, vol. xxiii., page 501), and finding my old friend "Mungo"
lolling under the shadow of a rock, we lighted our pipes and recalled

those days of yore, singing together his song of 18~C with immense
satisfaction, he adding to it a continuation he had just finished airropos

of the present Convention. I here give them botli, as impromptus of

brother " Mungo."

THE CAMEEA-MEN OF 1876.

O'eb brake and through dell, by wood, copse, and fell,

In cool glint, in burnie, and glen,
Where Scotch bell and fern dress boulder and cairn

—

Views worthy our Camera-men.
The Bun in the vale is gleaming, gleaming

;

Each hero keeps woilcing his cell

;

1, 'mongst the clover, lie dreaming, dreaming.
Enjoying myself full as well.

The sun sheds his rays o'er hUlii and o'er braes.

A glimpse ot McEdiu just then
I caught through the trees, as some object he sees

That is worthy the Camera-men.
The sun in the vale, A'C.

Wi' dry plates and wet, they hurry to get
Impressions of lake, hillock, and fen.

What's that glad sound in the air all around?
'Tis the song of the Camera-men.

The sun iu the vale, &o.

With silver trimmed sheen, nature dressed in bright green,
And the murmuring, gurgling glen.

Are gems of delight to the sons of the light

—

Rare studies for Camera-men.
The sun in the vale, &c.

And thus all the day—half work and half play

—

With a few minutes rest now aud then.
From the land of the Scot bright impressions were brought

That will live with our Camera-men.
The sun in the vale, Ac.

CONVENTION, 1887.

We had that last show a long while ago

—

In years it is numbered by ten—
When, on classic ground, the brothers moved round
To the march of the Camera-men.

The suu iu the vale, ttc.

The sun it has set on the days of the wet.
Familiar to all of us theu

;

Now, dry paper and glass move on through the pass
In this march of the Camera-men.

The sun in the vale, Ac.

We've no bath and no tent, when on pictures bent

—

An advantage of nov! over then—
Our portable kits lick the old ones to fits

Iu this march of the Camera-men.
The sun in the vale, Ac.

A week I'd enjoy, in this land of Eob Eoy,
And not feel content even then.

Were the feelings expressed by the brightest and best

—

The rollicking Camera-men.
The sun in the vale, Ao.

All around the loch, made famous by Scott's Lady of the Lake,
we enjoyed a good time picture making in the midst of scenes so

grand, profuse, and varied—scenery of its kind not to be surpassed in

the world. We would have over twenty cameras with us, and had
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the advantages of ft fair day with little or no wind, so that the

workers had every opportunity of procuring fine effects. Mr. Arm-
strong, who had been over this ground many times previously, tooli

' the visitors to tlie best places for pictures, and thus saved them no
end of trouble looking out for them themselves. Wlien we were
ready to start home again, a few of the company like sheep had gone
aatray, and coasiderable hunting over the place had to be done before

we got the lost ones gathered together. Over tlie hills we came at a

spanking rate, and were just in time to reach the station before the

train starting time.

In a iialf-sleepy state, as we were spinning along in the train, I

could hear the indefatigable Alexander propounding the following

conundrum :
—" If tlie aperture opening of the diaphragm was /j,

and the speed of the .«hiitter was one-hundredth part of a .second,

and the object to be taken was forty feet—no—say twenty feet from
the camera, what movement would take place during exposure if

the moving object was going at " They all took out paper and
pencil and started to work it out. I fell asleep, for

—

" Ta Hielan' hills are high, high, high !

Ta Hielan' lochs are long

;

An' oh, my frien's, ye'U all agree

Ta Hielan' whusky's strong."

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 9530.— "Improvements in Holdei-s for Sewing and Travelling Outfits,

Cigar and Photograph Holders, and Similar Articles." S. Hahn.—Dated
July 6, 1887.

No. 9693.—" An Imi)roved Photograph Frame or Holder." \V. D. Wit.kix-
sos and F. Fowler. —y^o^crf Ji'/i/ 11, 1887.

iHeettngd of SoctetteiEf*
»

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK,

Dato of UeeUng. Name of Society.

JulJ 19 ! Glas^w&West of Scotland Am.
„ 19 : 2^orUi London
„ 19

;
Bolton Club

„ 20
„ 20

Bristol and W. of Eng. Amateur
Bnry
Hydo
Manchester Club
Eiiinburuh Photo. Club

20 ' Photographic Clnb
21 London and Provincial

20
20 ...

Place of Meetiug.

180, West Regent-street, Glasgow.
MyddeltouHall, Upper-st. , Islington
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Queen's Hotel, Clifton.

Mechanics' Hall, Hyde.

5, St. Andrew-sqnare.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.G.
Mason's Hall, Bosingball-strcct.

THE LONlJOxX AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
Ox Thursday night, July 7, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, "London, Mr. F. W. Co.t

presided.

-Mr. John Warwick Wharton was elected a member of the Association.

A question in the bo.'C a.sked what conditions governed the obtaining of the

maximum of detail in the shadows of prints upon albumenised paper.

Mr. A. Cowan responded that it depended upon the negative and not upon
the printing.

The Chaibman thought printing in subdued light to be a favonring
condition.

Mr. W. M. Ashman said that with a very dense negative iull of contrast and
detail the pai)er should be prep.ired upon .-i we.ik silver bath, to avoi<l liroiizing

in the shadows ; if ready sensitised paper is used it sliould first be tloated upon
distilled water, to wasli off the silver to some extent. Once he had to print
from a negative of great importance, but full of the most violent contrasts ; it

was very dense, taking nearly a week in the printing frame ; he accordingly
Hoated his albumenised pai>er for ten minutes upon a silver bath, thirty-five

grains to the ounce, then he washed it by Uoating upon distilled water. After
exposure for about a week, and by the aid of a lens bringing out detail in the
densest parts by concentrating the light upon those portions, he succeeded in

printing all the detail contaiiud in the original negative. In using the lens it

IS necessary not to concentrate the sunlight too much or the negative may get
cracked with the heat.

Mr. W. H. Haurison remarked that the Photographic Society of Douai had
initiated steps which might lead to the organizing of an International Congi-ess

of Photographers in Paris at the time of the Exhibition there in 1889.

The Chairman thought that such a meeting in Paris would be hailed with
pleasure by English photograplars.

Mr. Ashman hoped the corres] onding members of the Association in Paris

would keep the Association jiromptly informed about all steps taken in the
matter.

The Chairman thought that the subject should be revived at a subsequent
meeting, when so many members of the Association were not absent at the
Glasgow Convention. He should like to know liow to remove silvei stains

from iH'gatives.

Mr. MouL said that mbbing them with alcohol would take them out when
they were juat beginning and were very slight.

Mr. Ashman stated that Mr. Robertson, of Dandn, had lalii that if an
organic salt of silver hod been formed, treating the nwatire with * aulubo-
cyanide followed by hypo wonld effect the removal; he (Mr. A»hnian) had
never met witli any photographer who had nuccee<le<l in no doing, but if tba
plan were workable it would he very valuable. He h»<l bwn oiked if gold filze

vaniish could not be applied with advantage to film negative*. Mr. Brblg*
had published that it answered perfectly, bucI rendered the lllms tnuuparent at
the same time.

The Chairman, in the course of a discussion about voaelioe and Toriett** of
Earalfine, said that he knew that paraffine oil wouhl promote the growth ot
air, for some hail been apilt over a cat of his ; at finit the hair come off wbers

the paraffine fell, leaving a bare skin, afterwards it grew again in thooe plocto,
but thicker than Iiefore. It had been said at the PuotOETaphic Clob that one
photographer used a cat as an actiiiometer, and judged the intensity of the
light by the size for the time being of the pupil of the cat's eye ; if the pnpil
were but little contracted it was not a goocl day for iihotography.

Mr. Moui. and Mr. Ashman said that .«oine of the most popular prints of
wild animals in the market had been ooi>ied from greatly enloiged negative!.

Mr. Harrison asked how Anschiitz produced the scenic snrronnaings and
backgrounds to his photographs of wihl animals.

Mr. Edgar Ci.ikton had been told that Anschiitz placed himself in a kiml
of a cage which was put into their dens, and that the Backgrounds and acces-
sories were fitted up in the dens.

The Chairman h.id been toM that Anschiitz had been trying without »uc(»w
for six months to obtain such pictures as lie required of the lions, and at lost
obtained a number of good photographs of them in the desired attitudes all

upon one day.
Jlr. Ashman, in reply to a question, said that the fault of isinglass as a sub-

stitute for a commoner gelatine in photography was that plates prepared with
it had a great tendency to frill whenever tliey came into contact with any
aqueous solution. In reply to another question, he said that he had found
that lactates often proved useful in sensitive surfaces for photographic
printing.

Mr. Harrison imagined that ferrous lactate might be useful for developing

;

it kept well both in crystals and in [wwder, and was soluble in water, which,
however, would only take up a few grains to the ounce,

Tlie meeting then broke up.

CAMERA CLUB.
The results of the first year's working of the above Club were before the
members at a meeting held on June 16. Tlie present prospects of the Club
are most encouraging, and the numl>er of members is rapidly increasing.

Owing to the Clul) havuig been started with comjjaratively few members (two
hundred), to the exceedingly heavy opening exiwii-ses, and to its having been
carried on for fifteen months on twelve months' subscription.s, a loss was
inouned on the working up to Decemlier, 1886 ; but with the present member-
ship, three hundred and forty, the financial position is most satisfactorj- and
promising, ami there is cverj' reason to expect that the Club will steadily

developo as a centre of attraction for the amateur photographic world.

NORTH LONDON.PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the meeting held on I'uesday, July 6, at Myddelton Hall, Islington, X.,

Mr. Alexander Mackie, Vice-President, in the chair, Mr. N. P. Fox was elected

a member of the Society.

The Chairman announced that, in the absence of the Hon. Secretarj-, who,
with the President and several other members of the Society, was attending
the meeting of the Photographic Convention at Glasgow, Mr. F. W. Cox had
kindly consented to ofhciate as Secretary.

A number of prints from negatives taken at the Jubilee outing at Watford
on June 21 were exhibited by Messrs. Liddle, Piesker, and Walker.

Mr. A. P. Higgins showed prints from negatives taken in Spain, among them
a very interesting instantaneous view of a bullfight at Mala^

Mr. N. P. Fox passed round views of the Jubilee decorations, taken at four

a.m. on June 22.

Mr. J. Jackson exhibited a stereo.scopic transjiarency on a coUodio-bromide
plate. In toning it with gold it had become stained in the sky of lx)th halves.

The effect produced was, however, very pleasing, the appearance being that of

a vivid sunset in natiu'al colours.

Mr. Wills passetl round a negative which showe<l a silver stain caused by
contact with albumenised paper while damp. He wished to know if the staili

could he removed.
The Chairman said it was an important question, as it was an accident to

which evcrj-one was liable. His experience was that the same remedy wOuld
not prove efiicacious in every case. When the stain was recent and had not
penetrated far into the film, rubbing the spot with a piece of rag moistened
with turpentine would sometimes remove it ; iu other cases he had found a
solution of cyanide of potassium useful.

Mr. Jackson objected to cyanide of potassium, as it reduced density too

much.
A MEMBER said it had been suggested that for this pnrpose the cyanide

should be dissolved in spirit instead of water.

Mr. Oaklet had found a strong hypo bath remove the stain without injuring

the negative.

Mr. E. Clivton had been successful mbbing with a rag moistened with
spirit.

Mr. HiooiNs having shown and explained the working of a Dnrnford's right-

about-turn shutter, an interesting iliscussion took place on the merits of and
objections to shutters of various tyjics.

The Chairman said that to be perfect a shutter should open and cloM in no
time, so that the full amount of light capable of p.v«siug through the lens

should act on the plate during the whole of the exposure. This was. however,

practically an impossibility excei>t in the case of a shutter working dose to the

plate.

Mr. Jacksox said he had tried many fonns of shatter bat preferred the
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.simple droi) form working close to the diaphragm. The shutter he used was of

metal and he regulated the exposure by means of a longer or shorter drop.

Mr. Churn found that in using Lancaster's rotary shutter tliere was a jar

which caused a blur.
, ,. m. r

Mr Cliftox thought the jar occun-ed in releasing the disc. The spring ot

the catch was generally too strong. If this were made to work easily and a

firm stand used he thought the trouble would not occur.

Mr. Cox having exhibited a platinum print in which clouds were printed

in, there was a discussion on printing-iu skies and combination printing

generally. ... , . ^ ..

Mr Clifton said that a method of combination printing which was particu-

larly useful for printing figures into landscapes or printing landscape back-

grounds to figures, had been originally adopted by Mr. Ed^e and subsequently

by Mr E. Dunmore with great success. In printing a background to a figure,

for instance, the whole of the negative except the figure was blocked out, a

print from this giving the figure on a white ground. The figure on the print

w;is then painted over with ordinary gamlx)ge water colour, which was allowed

to dry. When dry the print was adjusted to the required position behind the

landscape negative and jirinted in 'the usual way, those parts covered with

tlie gamboge, being protected from the light, not being acted upon. The print

was then fixed in the usual way, the gamboge being gently sponged off in the

first washing water. ,, „ , ,.

The proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to Mr. Cox for acting as

Secretary.

Next meeting, Tuesday, July 19. Subject to be announced. Outing on

Saturday, July 16, to Buckhurst Hill. Train from Liverpool-street at twenty-

six minutes past two.

CotuiSptintyence.

THE LATE CONVENTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Being one of the crowd who attended the Photographic

Convention of the United Kingdom, held in Glasgow last week, I wish,

through the medium of your paper, to express to our Northern hosts my
appreciation of their great kindness, shared in by all who were there to

partake of the hearty welcome and generous hospitality shown to us hy

our amateur and professional brethren of tilasgow and Edinburgh. The
arrangements made by the various local committees for the Convention,

and the members who attended were simply such as to comniaud our

umiualitied approval and imitation.

The great success of the second Convention is mainly due to the zeal

with wliich our Scottish brethren made and carried out the details. No
one knows, but those concerned, the work this implies. I trust the

success achieved by our Scotch friends will act as an incentive to the

English members, and rouse their enthusiasm, so as to make the next

Convention (to be held in Birmingham) even a greater success. I have

only to add that those members who were unable to attend missed a great

treat.—I am, yours, &c., W. H. Puestwich.

165, City-road, London, July 13.

NEW BULES OF THE PHOTOGEAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT
BRITAIN.

To the Epitoks.

Genti,e5ien,—Now that an effort has been made to accomplish real

progress in the business of the above Society, it may not be out of place

to mention that a draft of certain alterations, modifications, amendments,
and additions to tlie code of rules of the Photographic Society of Great
Britain as passed in 1871, liave been recently circulated by the order of

the Council, the said alterations having in view the more efliciont conduct
of the Society's affairs. Of course, when a governing body voluntarily

initiates much needed reforms without fear of the probable effect upon
themselves, the act is of a nature which deserves to be highly commended,
and I think all interested will admit that the revised laws are upon the
whole very welcome.
The special meeting called for Tuesday, 19th instant, tor the considera-

tion by members of the various provisions embodied in the draft, is too near
at hand to admit of previous controversy in your columns. May I there-

fore ask your indulgence in the matter of space to remark upon one or

two points which will give time for the members to consider before the
time of the meeting, if they have not already done so? Tlie present
month is, perhaps, the worst time of the year for securing a large attend-
ance of members, but the same jieriod was chosen before for a similar
purpose, with the result of an exceedingly small meeting.

In the new Rule V. it states, "The Council shall appoint two Honorary
Secretaries; the Hon. Sees, shall attend the meetings of the Society and
Council, and take minutes of the proceedings. They shall conduct the
correspondence of the Society, and one of them edit the journal, &c."
These gentlemen are to be appointed hy the Council from the members
of the Council, so that practically a Council of twenty will have to be
elected each year instead of eighteen. I should therefore suggest for

consideration the advisability, or otherwise, of acquiescing in that plan,
instead of the members nominating two Hon. Secretaries to fill these
important posts annually, as they are permitted to do in the case of
President, Treasurer, four Vice-Presidents, and eighteen Councillors.
Then in Rule X. it states, " Every member of the Society shall be at

liberty to nominate one member as President, two as Vice-Presidents, one

as Treasurer, and six as ordinary members of Council," thus limiting a

member's nomination to half the number elected of Vice-Presidents, and

one-third of the Councillors. He may nominate only ten in all, but

twenty- six have to be elected. Surely no gi-cat harm could happen if a

member actually nominated twenty-six men whom he believed to bo

capable and willing to do the work.

Another point is that of providing against continuity of office (other

than President), by making retiring members inehgible to again serve

within a year. As the rule now contemplated stands, all officers (other

than Hon. Secretaries not mentioned) retire annually, but are eligible for

re-election, therefore one of the three following conditions must happen

at every election. (1), A house list nomination of the enture officers much
the same as now constituted. (2), An exchange of official posts as here-

tofore the custom. (3), An enturely new Council, Ac. , unused to the work.

Neither condition seems desirable. I therefore submit that the old

system which required the retirement of a Councillor after three years'

service would, if coupled with ineligibility to fill any other office for one

year, be successful in breaking the link whereby it becomes possible for

any member to be once an officer always an officer, whether the Society's

best interests suffer in consequence or not,—I am, yours, Ac,
W. M. ASDMAN.

angtoers to ©orrespontientsf.—•

—

Photographs Uegisteked :

—

A. Rogora, Baoup.—Jubilee procession.

F. Hoaro, Cirouoestcr.—Tu)oplioioi(Aij)'<3 of Julihe procession.

S. S. Crewdsoii, Ulveston.—Pfcotograjih of Barrow's Monunmit ond tiack for JuUhc

fire on Had.

J. Oibson, Penzance.—Tico uieirs 0/ (lie Bishop J.iglitfiouse, Sc'My Islands,

H. A.—See an article on the subject on page 521 of our volume for last ye.ar.

J. a, We .are sorry we do not know the pre.seut addresses of the gentlemen

named.

One in a Fix.—Bring the lens to our office any forenoon ; we can then tell you

all about it.

W. iNOLis Rogers.—We shall lie pleased to have the promised article not 1 iter

than the middle of November.

M. H.—If the negatives are moderately weak, print in diffused light ; if exces-

sively strong, sunlight is to be prefeiTed.

J. T.—We re.gi'et our inability to indicate the principles by which Dr. Seott

was guided in the priqaration of liis Table of Exposures.

Trix.—Better put your query to the Elcctnc Uei-iew, which is an authority on

tlie construction ami power of the difl"erent b,atteries of the latest type.

U. Y. L. Immerse tlic opalotype in a five per cent, solution of alum for a few

niiiiutes, rinse and dry. This will prevent the film from forming the pustulea

when the w.ashes of colour are applied ; but avoid the matt varnish.

A Di'DLiN Am.\tei'r.—Huby glass is employed because it is more non-actinic

than the yellow formerly used. Gelatine plates are more sensitive than

collodion, hence the necessity for using a less actinic light in the dark

room.

Stephen Tallon.—1. If the glass lie perfectly waxed there should be no difli-

culty in removing the film.s.—2. Asphaltum dissolved in benzol. Use the

solution dilutees. Albunienisc the pa]ier with plain .albumen, and .sensitise

it hy fioating the back on a five per cunt, solution of bichromate of jiotash.

E. J. lluuHES.—It is imiiossiblc to say which of the two is the more rapid

iihite except by trial. If you write to the mtvker, however, he will suiqily

tlie information. If llie stopper is .so firmly set iis to resist the treatment to

which you liave subjected it, the best jilan will be to knock the neck ofi' the

bottle and transfer tlie contents to another. Before doing tliis you might

turu the bottle u|iside down and allow it to rest in that imsition for twenty-

four houi-s, and then rcju-at tlu^ treatment with heat. Sometimes, if tlie

bottle contains an alkali and the stopper gets lixeil by its action on the glass,

this may loosen it wlieu followed by heating.

North London rHoTocRAi'HK! Society.—Outing on Saturday, the ]6tli

instant, to Chigwell. 'J'raiii from Liverpool-street at thirty-five minutes past

two p.m. to Bui:khur.st Hill.

PiiOTOGRAi'Hic l.'LUD.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, July 20, 1887, will be on Tunimj. Saturday outing, Chislehui'st.

Tea at "iiuU's Head," Chislehurst. lYain from Cannon-street at twenty-five

minutes past two.
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OWNERSHIP OF NEGATIVES.
In <a leading article a fortnight since we dealt with the old and
often vexed question as to the right to the negative, taken in

the ordinary course of business, so far as relates to portrait

photography. There may, however, under certain circum-
stances, be instances when the " custom of trade " as regards
portraiture may be somewhat in doubt, or might possibly lead
to litigation unless specially guarded against. We allude more
particularly to such negatives as are taken, on commission, for

special purposes. In such cases, however, it is customary to

make some definite agreement or stipulation as to the disposal

of the negative at the time the order is given.

A photographer may be called upon to photograph a docu-
ment or deed for legal purposes, or, possibly, to copy a picture
for, say, photogravure, or other mechanical process not worked
by himself. In cases of this description, however, it is usual
to have a clear understanding as to who shall possess the
negative. When this is done, and it always should be, no
dispute is likely to arise. But when it is not, and the photo-
grapher stands upon his customary right to the negative, it

might give rise to litigation, and in the event of this, the
result may very much depend upon the mere wording of the
bill or invoice. Let us take an example.
A photographer is commissioned to photograph, say, a

mansion and supply a number of copies. He attends, takes
the negative, supplies the necessary number of duplicates,
and sends in his bill in something like the following terms :—
To photographing so many views of such and such a place, so
much

; and so many copies, so much. In this case, to whom
does the negative belong 1 By many it might be assumed, as
a definite charge is made for " photographing," that the negative
is the property of the customer, but the custom of trade says
diflferently — that it belongs to the photographer, notwith-
standing that he has made a definite charge for photo-

i
graphing, and this view has been sustained in a court of law,

j

as will be seen by reference to page 202 of our volume for

I

1884. The facts of the case were these :

—

I A photographer sued in the Swansea County Court the

I
defendant for the sum of five pounds eight shillings and

, sixpence. The claim was in connection with taking certain

I

photographs of a vessel with gi-oups of the officera on board,

;
the amount of the artist's bill being ten pounds eleven shillings

i
and sixpence made up of the following items : Five pounds
eight shillings and sixpence was charged for " photographing"
the vessel and groups, and five pounds three shillings for extra
copies supplied. The defendant paid the latter amount, but
declined to pay the remainder unless the negatives were given
up to him, hence the action. The defence was that as a charge

was made for executing the negatives they belonged to the

defendant. The judge, after hearing the facts of the case, said,

" If you order a photograph, unless you make special terms for

the purchase of the negative, the photographer is not entitled

to give it up." To this the advocate for the defendant replied,
" If he iisked a man to make something for him, and he after-

wards asked for copies and paid for them, they were his. If a
photographer charged him for taking a negative did it not
belong to himi" The judge said, "No; it is part of the
instruments used in the business. It is what a photographer
uses in his business to make photographs. Why should he
part with the instruments ofJiis trade t A negative may be a
secret in his trade, and he does not part with it unless there is

a special contract to that effect." In further argument the
advocate for the defence remarked, " Suppose I ask a man to

make an engine and he charges me for the patterns, do the

patterns belong to me or do they not ? If he charges me for

them they arc mine ; if he does not charge me for them of

course they are not mine."' The judge then said, "But here
he does not charge for the negative. He charges for his work
and for copies, and he makes an estimate accordingly. You
want photographs for your friends; it does not matter
to you how he makes or produces them. There might be
other means to produce what you want ; therefore what has
this to do with you. He charges you for the expense in pro-

ducing what you want. As I said before, he estimates the cost

of producing, but does not sell the material used in the pro-

duction. He wants it for other purposes." In the end the

verdict was for the photographer for the full amount claimed

with costs and advocate's fees. Leave to appeal was given, but

the judge added, " I think, however, it will be useless to

appeal." We believe the appeal was not persisted in ; conse-

quently this decision stands as a precept the same as the one

quoted a fortnight back with reference to portrait negatives.

Had the judge in this case not been so fully cognisant, as

he evidently was, of the usages of photographers, it is quite

possible that the ruling might have been different. Curiously

enough the arguments pro and cofi adduced in this case are

very similar to those brought forward in the recent discussion

on the subject of the right to the negative.

Photographers will, however, do well to be careful in the

Avording of their bills and invoices in cases like the one just

referred to, as upon this much may turn in case of litigation.

We have seen iuvoices made out somewhat as follows :—To
taking a negative of, say, a mansion and one proof, so much;
duplicates, so much. Sic. Now although taking a negative and
])hotographiug are synonymous terms amongst photographers,

they may not always be looked upon as such by laymen, or by
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a judge or jury. Here a definite cliarge has been made for

taking the negative and, may be, if the work lias been executed

at a distance from home, an additional charge is made for

travelling expenses. Now in face of such an invoice as this

the Court, not being fully informed of the custom amongst

photogra])liers, might, on tlio point of law, decide adversely to

the photographer. But if the invoice were in different phrase-

ology, worded, say, like this :—To a photograph of such or such

a subject, so much ; and so many copies so much in addition.

In this case, although the items charged are the same, the

wording of the claim is widely diflforent.

In making out their accounts photographers will do well to

avoid making a definite charge for " taking a negative," or

even "photographing," as that to the uninitiated implies a

certain degree of right to the negative, an idea that might bo

confirmed by a solicitor, if his opinion were invoked, strictly

from a legal point of view. As a matter of precaution, the

claim should always be made out for the finished work as it is

delivered, and not for its execution. We direct attention to

this phase of the question as it is always advisable to avoid

litigation when possible.

RicFEnEiNG to our rcmavL-8 a few weeks ago upon the use of coal

gas, it may bo remembered we described a metliod of getting rid of

the residual gas ieft in the indiaruhber tubing commonly employed
for attaching the Bunsen or other burners to the main supply pipes.

We may now call attention to another method which we have lately

seen in use for the same purpose. Amongst photographers generally,
whoso use of gas for heating is probably confined to the employment
of a single Bunsen, we must say we have rarely seen in use the very
simple tap of Mr. Fletcher's make described in our article

;
yet we

may again point out it is most simple in arrangement, and so easy to
use that a boy could with safety put it to work. All that is needed
in the shape of fitting is as follows :—First, turn oflt the gas at the
meter; then ascertain the posilion of the lead supply pipe, usually
embedded in the plaster coating of the widl of the room, pull it forwards
for a few inches of its length (which is readily done by chipping away
at the plaster), and cut a piece out about lialf an inch longer than
the metallic part of the Fletcher tap. This tap is supplied with a small
piece of rubber tubing slipped over each end, and the free ends of
these short tubes are slipped on to the two ends of the lead pipe left

after cutting the piece out, and the junction is complete. The tap is

sent out with also an attached plate bored with holes, for the purpose
of being attached by screws to any existing woodwork, or, failing that,
to a peg of wood driven into the wall.

Many people, however, are much afraid with meddling with gas in
any manner that suggests a possible advantage of calling in the in-
evitable man and a boy. For these Mr. Fletcher has devised still

another contrivance so simple that it could be attached by a blind
man

;
it can only be used where there is already a gas bracket fixed,

but what room is there nowadays without such fitting ? This bracket
tap is attached to the base of the bracket. Tlie exisUng bracket arm
is unscrewed from its socket, leaving attached to the wall only that
portion of the brasswork containing the tap. The Fletcher tap is

screwed into the hole from which the brass arm has just been
removed, and then into this added arrangement the arm is screwed.
The indiarubber tubing for the Bunsen, &c., can be attached in the
usual way, and the use of the old illuminating burner is not interfered
with in the slightest. This supplementary brasswork has two taps,
one to prevent the gas when turned on passing when not reqiured
into the illuminating arm, and a second to regulate or stop the supply
to the Bunsen. Now by this arrangement the tubes can be freed from
gas just as in the method described on a former occasion thus :

When it is required to put the heating burner out of use, let the
illuminating burner fii-st be bghted ; next turn oil the gas at the old tap
—that is, the one belonging to the bracket proper—the result will be
that although the gas is turned off, tlie upper burner will remain

alight for a minute or two, the sjnall flame being supplied by the gas
left in the rubber tube, which by reason of its lower gravity
escapes by the upper orifice. We have tested this plan ourselves, and
can assure our readers that it thoroughly answers. In establishments
where rubber tubing of some considerable length is employed, the gain
to the sweetness of the atmosphere is no inconsiderable boon.

TuE U.S9 of gas for all purposes of ligliting and illumination is daily
increasing, and marvellous already are some of the contrivances de-
vised for utilising these two phases of its power. We have not yet to
chronicle the abandonment of electricity for gas, though we are of
opinion that this is far from impossible. An impetus to the invention
of now forms; is given by the Prussian Society for the Promotion of
Industry, which has recently offered a gold medal and two hundred
and fifty pounds sterhng for the best work on light and bent radiation
of burning gases. The end of next year is fixed as the time hmit for

compet iters.

Those of our readers attending the British Association who are
interested in the opposite side of the question—the electric—will no
doubt be interested by the lecture of Professor Forbes, F.ll.S., who
gives as the subject of the Saturday popular lecture, Tlu: litectric
Light.

PiiOTOonAPHEns are indebted to Mr. Bothamley f(jr tlie very full
account of orthoclu'omatic methods given in his paper read befom tlie

Convention. It will be observed, apropos of the patent question, tluit

some of the colours he describes do not belong to the cosines at all.

First on his list is chrysaniline ; this does not belong to the cosines.

Erythrosine, of course, as we have before described, does so belong, as
also does rose Bengal, which is a soda salt of tetraioddiehlorfluoresceiu.

'We do not believe that the last word by a great deal has been said

upon orthocbromatic plates. They have a future before them.

We undei-stand that the number of foreign men of science who have
accepted invitations to attend the next meeting of the British Asso-
ciation is unusually large. The list embraces the names of men of the

higliest eminence in both hemispheres; almost every country in

Europe will be represented.

PnoFESsou R. 11. Thurstox lately presented to the Washington
meeting of mechanical engineers some memoranda on the production
of large photographs by the usual blue process from engineers'
drawings on tracing paper, and exhibited a print eight feet long and
more than a yard in width. The method adopted, due to I'rofessor

Cleaves, does not require the use of any plate glass, and there is no
practical difficulty in executing a drawing of almost any dimensions

—

ten feet by thirty feet, for instance. Professor Cleaves's apparatus
consists merely of a cylinder of a length exceeding that of the widest
drawing to be reproduced, and of a diameter such that the longest

tracing to be used can be wrapped around it with sufiicient space to

spare to give room for the clamps by whicli it is drawn into place

and held. The cylinder is smoothly covered with felt, and the

sensitive paper carefully wrapped about it, the tracing to be copied

being drawn over the whole and hold smoothly in its place by spring

clamps, which seize its ends. It is found to be easy to lay the tracing

smoothly over the surface, and to draw it into contact so perfectly that
the woric done by this method is even better and more certain than
that produced by the ordinary plate-glass apparatus, even with the
air cushion now so successfully used with it. It is stated, too, that
with a little care and practice it is absolutely easier to make these

prints in the manner described than when glass is employed.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

The following paper was unavoidably left over last week:—
COLOUBED CHLORIDE OF SILVER.

By W. H. Haebisok.
From time to time, in most civilised countries, and not always in th«
great gooseberry and sea-serpent season, the daily newspapers annonno*
to their readers the discovery at last of tlie means of taking photographs
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in natural colours ; in Buch cases investigation always proves that the

vendors of such pliotOKraplis uro takinR thom by known methods and
afterwards colouring tlicni by hand. These eonimorcial ventures have
nothing to do with true heliochromy, the first recorded experiment in

which was performed by Seebeck, of Jena, in 1810 ; the subject was in

later years Ktudied and brouRlit to a moderately ndvaneed state of per-

fection by l!ec<iuerel, I'oitevin, and .Saiut-Florent. Hir John Ilerschcl

observed Rome of the jjlienomena of photography in colours, but did not

follow them up, and Ni/'pcG de St. Victor—nephew of Nicephorc Niepce,

one of the fatliers of the photographic art-science—produced some of the

best jihotograplis in natural colours which have yet been seen ; for the

most part, liowever, he merely made use of Becquerel's discoveries, and
in this matter was shining chietly by reflected light, as I have recently

become aware while reading up the original memoirs in the history of

this subject. Silver plates for this class of work have given the

best pictorial heliochroiriic results, those on paper not being so true

to nature after the partial fixing of the proofs. A chief difficulty always

has been the fixing of those pictures ; some of them will resist the action

of daylight for a few weeks or months, but those who produced them
say that they will fade at last. They are products of scientific and not of

commercial interest.

Quite recently Mr. Carey Lea, of Philadelphia, who has been inde-

fatigable in original experimental photographic research, has succeeded

in producing red or violet chloride of silver in bulk, and it is possibly the

same substance upon which heliochromic results have been obtained by
early experimentalists ; hence, as the record came under my notice while

reading archaic documents for other purposes, I thought it might bo well

to translate and forward to the present Photographic Convention at

Glasgow what Becquerel thought of the coloured chloride of silver upon
which he obtained his photographs in natural colours.

In vol. xxii. of the .1 unaks de Vhimie et Physique, Paris, 1818, Becquerel
says :

—

" I think that the compound formed on the metallic silver under the action

of eblorine, is ,1 s]>ecial cidoride, perli:ips a violet subchloride, or a mixture of
white cldoriile and suljchloride."

In the Aimales de Cliimie et Physique, vol. xxv., 1819, he says :

—

" If freshly precipitated wliite chloride of silver is taken, well washed in

obscurity, tlien extended ui)0n gi'ound - glas.s or paper, and a portion of it

covered with an opaque screen, while the other part is exposed to u feeble

light, when the solar spectnun is afterwards thrown upon the surface, so th.it

half of it falls upon the expose<l, and the other half upon the unexposed part,

the action of the spectrum upon both can be observed sinnUtaneously. After
the lapse of a little time, and with dilfnsed light eliuiinated, under the blue
and violet rays both the ehlorised sections are alike coloured violet ; from the
reil ahiiust to the blue no ellect is produced upon the white chloride ui less

than about half an hour, while on the pre-exposed chloride the red rays give a
slight rose tint, and the green rays a green tint. If, instead of using well
washed chloride, photographic paper with free nitrate of silver is employed,
the effects are complicated, and the colours entirely iiLosked. The elVecfs of

soutinuation between the blue and red, which 1 described several years ago,

can then be observed. . , . Among the solutions which destroy tlie

colours of photochromatic images, and which dissolve and decompose chloride
and subchloride of silver, and precii)itate metallic silver, the most active is

liquid ammonia. When a coloured proof of the spectrum is washed with this,

the sptK-trum appears as a greyish band upon the brown ground of the plate.

But if this band is examined with attention while the film is still wet, it is

Been that the extremity which was red before the washing lias now a slight

green tint, whilst the previously violet extremity is now blue ; these tints are

complementary to the first ; when the plate dries the efl'ect disappeaiu
"

Mr. Carey Lea seems to me to have been making chloride of silver re-

duced in small part to a coloured mixture which curiously resists the
solvent action of nitric acid ; the heliochromic films are likewise par-
tially reduced, but by exposure to diffused light or prolonged heat
before they are used to photograph colours. When, however, one has
haloid salts decomposed to such an extent as to be coloured red or violet,

I do not yet see what that has to do with the nature of the latent image, in

which there is no evidence either to eyesight or to chemical tests that such
coloured salts have been formed. That an image should develope where a
sensitive plate has been marked with hypophosphite of soda, perhaps merely
means that the developer has a more intense action there, as from its com-
position one would expect hypophosphite of soda to he a developer; it is not
BO, however, at normal temperatures. That a weak solution of it should
have a retarding influence may be regarded as a curious unexplained fact.

Supposing that the method had been continued until the water used to

mark the film contained no hypophosphite of soda at all, and supposing
a developer were then applied to the film before it was absolutely dry,
would not with most plates the silver deposit upon the damp parts then
be lighter than upon the rest of the plate ? Mr. Carey Lea's utterances
about the red haloid salts do not seem to be yet finished, and these critical

comments are made chiefly with a desire for additional information. I

am very glad to see his contributions once more in photographic literature.

As in most original discoveries, at first it is impossible to see thefuturs
practical value of Mr. Carey Lea's interesting revelations, nor does tlie

true man of science care for future practical issues when laying bare to
the world a new truth about the phenomena of nature. In this instance
chemical methods of producing heliochromic cldoride of silver in bulk
seem to have been discovered, consequently if Mr. Carey Lea would tell

us how attempted pictures in natunU colours produced upon it compare

in point of accurate rendering of hues vith those obtained by Edmond
Becquerel, I'oitevin, and Saint-Florent, an interesting point would be
cleared up. The discoverer is able to select the 8am]>ic of red chlorida
which gives the best results, because of his antecedent experience ; the
reader who wishes to try for himself docs not know by which of the
numerous methods of i>reparing the new chloride he is likely to get the
Lest promise of good heliochromic results.

This coloured chloride will probably lielp to give a true theory of full

printing upon ordinary alburacnised paper, but where is its link of con-
nection with the nature of the latent image ? How do its properties
explain the experiments of Dr. Jansscn, of Paris, who obtained three or four
reversals of the invisible image successively upon the same tllm ? How
do its properties explain Mr. Carey Lea's own noted experiment of the
past, of the image upon pure iodide of silver dying out again and again
during a rest in darkness, and afterwards leaving the plate ready each
time for a fresh impression ? The two last questions I have several timei
put straight to the advocates of the chemical hypothesis of the latent

image, and have never been able to obtain a straight answer.

We hear much talk about suboxide and subchloride of silver, but no-
body has yet been able to produce a sample of either which chemists ai a
body will admit to be such. Dr. Hodgkinson docs not believe that hia

production is subchloride of silver, but a salt containing oxygen
; pos-

sibly it is the same chloride that Mr. Lea has manufactured.

There will perhaps be some difficulty in getting behind the dynamic
hypothesis of the latent image first launched upon the world by the late

Mr. Mungo Ponton and myself, which is that the invisible picture is due
to modifications of the relative motions of the atom of chlorine and the
atom of silver, so that at one portion of the new vibratory swing set np
by light their attractions are so weakened that the chlorine can bo seized

by the developer. This hypothesis readily accounts for the resensitising

in darkness of an exposed film of pure iodide of silver, and is the only
hypothesis which as yet has in any way been used to explain Dr. Janssen's

experiment. It also explains why some parts of the spectrum act more
than others upon sensitive salts.

On bromide of silver suspended in gelatine, the latent image may last

for months, or in some cases perhaps for years, but analogies of the same
nature may be found in the realm of physics.

Some samples of powdered fluor spar temporarily phosphoresce beau-

tifully upon a hot shovel in the diuk; put the same powder when codI a

second time upon the shovel, and it will not phosphoresce again unless

meanwhile it have been sufficiently exposed to light. Here we have the

results of luminous energy stored up by some means in powdered fluor

spar, without any evidence of the intervention of chemical decomposition.

Professor Dewar has stored up the phosphorescent energy of luminous paint

spread upon a glass plate, by keeping the plate at an excessively low tem-

perature for days or weeks ; on taking it from its frigid receptacle and
breathing upon it, once more it begins to shine in the dark until its

original normal amount of phosphorescent energy is exhausted. He has
facilities at the Itoyal Institution for producing the extremely low tempera-

ture necessary, as there are appliances en the premises by which even

oxygen can be liquefied by intense cold and pressm-e. An analogy upon
a large scale may now be given. Suppose the earth to bo an atom of

chlorine and the sun an atom of silver, and their present relations in the

matter of distance to be normal. At the present time the elliptical orbit

of the earth is so nearly circular, that if it were to be drawn to the reduced

scale of a yard in diameter upon the wall, it would be necessary to measure

it for the observer to make sure that it was not a true circle. Because

of the perturbations set up by the planets, it at times assumes a very

elliptical form, so as to give the earth a short, blazing summer and a very

long, cold winter ; indeed, this furnishes the foundation for the hypo-

thesis most popular with astronomers as to the cause of the glacial e|K)chs.

It takes many thousnnds of years for the orbit to change from its most

circular to its most elliptical form, and in the latter case, when the earth

is farthest from the sun, evidently its attraction by the sun is weakest,

and it is more liable than at any other time to be separated from the sun,

should any stronger attracting body come near enough. Here then, on

a large scale, we have something suggesting that upon a small scale

modifications set up by a disturbing force in the relative motions of two

adjacent particles of matter may possibly last for an exceedingly long

time. In intermoleoular motions there may sometimes be sniall tendency

wlien a change say, in merely the plane of atomic vibrations U set up, for

the particles to return quickly to their normal positions.

The established discoveries of modern science in relation to molecular

physics cannot be excluded from photography, and as atomic motions

invariably underlie and precede chemical changes, they must be taken

into account in any chemical, physical, or other bj-pothesisof theproduc-

tion of the latent image by light.

The ExHintTioN Depabtmknt.*

George Mason & Co.'s exhibits, -which were the most extensive in

the rooins, embraced many new and useful pieces of apparatus.

One article that gained general attention and approval was a beau-

tifully finished camera arranged to take plates 24 x 24 inches and

downwards, with appliances for drawing out and swinging, also for

* ContiDued from page 445,
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carrying' the various sizes of plates, that was really the perfection of

simplicity. This camera is specially constructed for studio work, and

draws to about six fest. In these days, when large direct pictures

are being' shown in every exhibition, and a demand for them seems

gradually growine, this camera will be hailed by all workers in tliis

field as a valuable introduction. Other improved forms of studio

cameras for smaller sizes of work were exliibited, and all were con-

structed for the best effects being pi-oduced by the simplest means.

We have before noted Mason & Co.'s new automatic stand, which

gained such praise at the Derby Convention. It was sliown at tliis

exhibition and fully appreciated.

The Mason & Co.'s " fixing " and " alum " grooved trouglis were
also on view. The value of these troughs is so widely known to the

profession now it is needless here to descant on their virtues. Eng-
land's print washer and washing macliine, that was familiar to the

trade some ten years ago, has been again introduced by this firm, and

we think wisely, for it is a good machine, and it will be found of

great value to amateurs, who have often but a few prints to wasli at

a time, as we see Mason & Co. have introduced quite small sizes to

suit their requirements. We saw in all the various sizes the zinc

vignettes we had occasion to notice some time ago. They are very

nicely finished, and in many cases must be preferable to glass.

Darlc-roora lanterns of every style and pattern conceivable were

shown by them, in cloth and in glass, for candle, oil, or gas—some-

thing to suit everybody. Tourists' cameras of every description—their

usual make and finish, with which the profession are quite familiar,

and which have always been in the front rank of photographic

manufacture. Holler slides (various forms) were sliown on their table.

In these days of developed prints we noted a special tray made of

papier mache—not the usual jointed corner tray, but one pressed out in

one piece ; we saw them there from the smallest size up to 34 x 27
inches. This, we think, has been a felt want for a long time, and
will be welcomed by many. Ebonite trays and glass developing trays

were also shown.

Some cut-out show mounts with hand-painted artistic patterns

were exhibited and much admired.

We also visited tlie Accessory and Furniture Warehouse belonging

to George Mason & Co., and situated iu Hope-street. Being crowded
out with stock in their own premises, 180 to 186, Sauchiehall-street,

they have opened this Hope-street warehouse for tlie showing of

accessories only. Such a varied collection of tables, chairs, stairways,

rocks, vases, rustic sets, stiles, tree stumps, backgrounds, grass mats,
cai-pets, curtains, &c., are not to be found in any photographic warehouse
within our knowledge, and require to be seen to be believed. The
newest, and best, and latest accessories are to be found within its walls.

We have but to repeat wluit we have said on a former occasion—it

is always a pleasure for us to wander through George Mason & Co.'s

warehouses, for they are ever to tlie front in securing novelties, and
something new is always cropping up at every turn,

CONVENTION JOTTINGS.—III.

{From our Special Correspondent.)

When the business of Tuesday was over it was a sight to see the
company of photographers from all parts congregated in Cranston's
" Waverley " smoking room, gathered into little knots, each party
thrashing out their own pet subject, formula, or process, in the best
of humours, and all going merry as a marriage bell.

On two former occasions has this same room been in much the
same crowded condition with professional photographers. The first

time was when Lambert came round selling and demonstrating his
carbon process, and the other was wlien the British Association held
their meeting in Glasgow. This Convention meeting, however, far
surpassed these, both for numbers and as a representative o-atherino-.

As I sat in tliis room, listening to the hum of many voices, the air
was filled with the tag end of speeches, in whicli roller slides, films,
plates, paper, and gelatine, got sadly jumbled up, whilst some of the
weary ones were snoozing away quite comfortably on the cushions
in the corners of the room, unconscious of the noise— sutficient unto
them had been the pleasures of the day, and they were making ready
for the morrow.

There were two trips on Wednesday, the 6th—one under the
conductorship of Mr. John Stuart, up Loch Lomond to Tarbet, at

this point crossing the hill to Loch Long, returning home by the

Clyde. This party had a very enjoyable day, the weather being all

that could be desired and the scenery very charming. One of the

members had a very innocent practical joke played upon him during
this trip. The mountain air being too strong for him, he fell asleep

on a seat on deck, when a wag of a photographer exposed a plate

upon him, and all unconsciously the sleeping one saw himself pro-

jected on the screen in the evening, much to his own astonishment

and the innocent mirth of his fellow travellers. The influx of the

camera men at the head of Loch Long caused a considerable stir at

the hotel, where dinner was prepared for them with all speed.

When the dining room was filled five of the party unaccommodated
retired to another room, where they enjoyed themselves right well

up to the sweets appearing, which were served in so small a quantity

that one facetious fellow took out a magnifying glass, and applying

it to the dish tried to enlarge the contents, whilst another handed
him a saltspoon to divide it, so that it might not be served out in too

large quantities. All returned home highly delighted with tlieir

day's outing.

The other trip was by the steamer " Vanguard," which had been
specially engaged and arranged for those photographers who desired

a day's instantaneous work— the Largs Regatta being the scene of

operations, and the ostensible business of the trip to follow the

graceful white wings and catch them on our plates as they speed

through the bright rippling waters. Luck favoured us, for amongst
the yachts to run were the "Thistle " and the " Irex "—the renown of the

former of these being now world-wide. You can understand tliat

such a chance as this to get pictures of her was hailed with great

glee by ail the company, amongst whom were many notable men.

This trip was under the conductorship of Mr. George Mason, and
Mr. T. N. Armstrong kindly undertook to manage the arrangements

for sailing, slowing, and stopping at the various points which would

give the friends the best chances for exposures— and this part of

the work was done to perfection. It may be stated, without fear of

contradiction, that all got their fill of yacht-taking during this trip,

for no less than .'il8 exposures were made, the results being yet

unknown.

After the races were over we had 'a little leisure, when groups of

the company where taken by Mr. A. Seaman, of Chesterfield, and

Mr. Russell, of Kirkwall.

Then an impromptu concert was held on deck, where a very happy
hour was spent by the collected visitors, when the following gentle-

men favoured the company with songs, &c. :—Mr. Pringle, Mr. Crooke,

Mr. Armstrong, Mr. Fry, Mr. Mason, Mr. Henderson, of Perth, Mr.

Browne, of Paisley, and others.

During the day Mr. Turner, of Gourack— an enthusiastic amateur,

who, like M'Pherson at the Flood, was cruising about in a boat of his

own— took two negatives of the " Vanguard" and her photographic

cargo.

At the evening meeting a telegram was received by cable from

Mr. Charles Gentile, of Cliicago, as representing the Photographers'

Association of America, wishing the United Kingdom Convention all

the success that could be desired, which was received with acclamation.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
Junk and Jubilee, July and Convention, are the catchwords of the

present and the past month, and equally fateful to photographers. I

liave been trying to calculate how many Jubilee negatives are likely
|

to have been taken on the famous day, but am lost in a maze. There I

are quite a number published ; but most of what I have seen are very I

mediocre sort of affairs altogether. One reads on the outside of the

boxes of plates one purchases " thirty," " forty," " sixty," " times the

I'apidity of wet," and on others, " special instantaneous," and so on ad

nauseam, yet the Jubilee results, with such asserted rapidity before

us, do not, taken as a whole, show anything very greatly exceeding
t

the results achieved on glass thirty years ago, or on silver plates

years before that. How can this be satisfactorily explained ? Very
few makers admit their ordinary plates to be less rapid than " thirty i
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times wet; " yet there are few professionals whose average exposures
nri! below, say, three seconds, and this with n thirty times plate

ould represent an averajje in former times of ninety seconds, which
absurd. Let us work the question tlie other way. I do not think

I can bo wrong in giving thirty seconds as a very high average of wet
plftte work in tiie days when were produced the negatives whose
abandoned beauties M. Davanne so deplores ; nor is three seconds, I

am sure, by any means an unfavourable estimate as regards tlie

rapidity of the dry plate of the period. That gives "ten times,"
rather than " thirty," or tlie apocryphal " sixty," that characterises so
many plate box labels at present. It has been asserted tliat for very
quick work gelatino-bromide does not exhibit so great an increase of
rapidity over collodion as it does with more ordinary exposures. I

will not pretend to offer a reply to such a question; but the fact

remains, as I started by saying, the Jubilee pictures of any merit that

have come under my notice do not exhibit traces of extremely rapid
exposures.

Do these pictures sell, I wonder ? or does the average photographer
take such subjects as a matter of course l)ecause they are curiosities and
part of the things he is supposed to take as a matter of course ?

It is no doubt exceedingly probable that photographic repre-

sentations of incidents connected with the present .Jubilee celebrations

will fetch a large price on the next Jubilee day; but the photographer
nf these times does not generally work for the benefit of posterity. T

have an idea, though, that whenever a crowd of people is photographed
successfully, nineteen out of twenty of those who are plainly recog-

nisable in that crowd are seized with an irresistible desire to possess

a copy. A pliotographer of my acquaintance who was smitten with
tlie general photographic fever is a disappointed man. He got an
excellent photograph of nn immense crowd, but he says no one will

buy—there is no expression in any of the figures; the truth being

that nothing but hats and sunshades are visible, and there really,

when one comes to think of it, is not a wealth of expression in

a hat.

Passing on to Convention matters, I have to say that if the Jubilee

did not prove to be of much beneiit to photographers, there are very

few who would not be benefited by a perusal of the papers read at

the Convention—papers by some of the best men of the day. What-
ever was gleaned by hearing them read, still more may be gained by
reading them quietly through, as one can do at one's own fireside,

thanks to The British Joubnai, of Photoghaphy.
Of course, among such a concourse of good things, there must be

here a target for a good-natured shot ; but I am speaking of the

papers as a whole, and I recommend all my readers who have not
olready done so, to give themselves a good time by a perusal of the
Convention utterances.

I notice a humorous paper on Metrical Measurements, the writer
of which follows a common lead in advocating the use of a decimal
system of weights and measurements. My opinion is that the chief

advantage of the decimal system is that it is likely to be universal, and
80 confusion will be avoided ; but that it is convenient for general
use I distinctly deny, and 1 believe it to be a fact that in the countries

' f its legal adoption it is bj' no means universally employed. By-the-
by, what does the writer mean by speaking of the time when, " to all

intents and purposes we shall become a bit of Europe ? " I thought
we were a part of Europe at the present moment.
The genial writer of the paper on Eleme-ntary Photo-micrography

can be followed in his remarks with pleasure, and the account of his

experiences in the work will doubtless be of value to any one seized
with the mania, and this is ever a very powerfully acting mania when
once it has taken full possei-sion. When he says the " finest line that was
ever drawn by mortal man is a cable in comparison to the lines that
may be produced by photography," he well illustrates the fairy-like

beauty of the results; but the word "drawn" must, of course, be
understood to mean drawn with a pencil.

In Ilnme Portraiture there are some capital remarks, and I would
draw especial attention to the paragraphs in quotation marks in regard
to the relative positions of body, head, and eye, in portraiture. A very
important, and little regarded, subject is there treated succinctly and
usefully. One commonly experienced difficulty is alluded to in a way
which will give the portrait photographer not conversant with the
canons of art a useful hint or two in discussing matters with his

sitters. I allude to the Tery commonly exprened derire that the
face should bo looking at you," that is to say, that the eyed nhonld

be turned to the spectator. No photographer would think of puttinjr
body, head, and eyes, directly facing the camera, and Mr. Hoiigh>
words explain the conditions under which onlv the required arrange-
ment may be carried out. With head and figure well liimed from
the camera and the eyes looking into the camera (" three-quarter face
please, and the eyes looking at you "), the effect will be objectionable •

but by keeping the body in the same position and bringing the head
nearly, but not quite, to full face, the eyes may look into the lena
with the most pleasing result. In the former case he says you have
an effect of " shyness, coquetry, or suspicion." The old muiiature
painter from whom years ago I gained many hints in portraiture, used
to call the effect a leer, and I think that exactly defines it.

The writer of Photograpltyfrom One Point of View, in one line suma
up the one distinguishing characteristic .separating the good from the
bad, tlie artistic worker from the mere workman. He savs we may
in a moment " secure any beautiful effect if we only hnow'hmc to look
for it, and see it whtn it presents itself" Ah, there's the rub!
What man can take a picture in the true sen.se of the won! if he does
not know one when he sees it.' He is a poor, contemptible fellow
who does not work up to a standard of some sort. A truly artistic
standard is not and cannot be erected in the mind of every one who
owns a camera lens. Let those whose culture is sufficient be thankful
that such is the case; were it otherwise, photography as a pro-
fession would soon be played out. Free Lance.

COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.'
Altuocgh the general idea before us is to treat of the many and
varioiis ways of applying colour to photographs, there is no reason
why, in discussing portraiture, the photographer should be considered
less that the colourist or amateur. Indeed, we should all try to
advance hand in hand, as in the end it is our united work that must
stand the test of criticism, as well as give satisfaction to our clients.

It may be said that while I jot down a few remarks on portraiture
generally, I am not strictly within my rights as defined by the title
of these papers

;
nevertheless, they may be found useful, inasmuch as

they will remind, if not instruct, as to the general principles which
should guide us in everyday studio practice.

In the production of cartes-de-visite, cabinet three-quarters and
full lengths, and, indeed, in all sizes where the figure is shown, there
is considerable tax upon the art knowledge of the photographer
before he will secure a successful picture. There is much more scope
in these phases of photography to exhibit the operator's skill and
knowledge as regards arrangement and composition than in any other.

By this I do not mean to convey, however, that there is little or no
knowledge required to pose a head and shoulders satisfactorily. On
the contrary, there is a very great deal of artistic knowledge and
feeling required to secure that turn of the head which will give it im-
portance as well as endow it with intellectual expression. I may say
I know several very successful photographers who make most excellent

pictures when engaged on subjects showing the entire figure ; they
show consummate skill in the lighting, also in the adjustment and
general arrangement of tlie draperies, yet when they take a head and
shoulders their pictures are ordinary to a degree. They are photo-
graphs simply, without that artistic touch and feeling which alone can
entitle them to be called portraits. It would not be fair to mention
names here, but there are two or three photographers in London upon
whose work (I mean as regards head and shouldere more especially)

I have always dwelt with great pleasure. The artistic feeling, pos-

sessed to no small degree by the operator, has been visibly secured
upon the faces of their subjects.

At the outset it may be just as well to consider what \i, and what
is not a picture. The mere reproduction of an object or the exact
delineation of a face, although granted it be a likeness, will most
certainly not constitute a picture. No, there is much more than thia
necessary. In order to produce a really good portrait, and at the same
time endow it with those qualities which alone can make it a pleasinff

picture, the subject being treated should be represented under such

* Continued from page 407.
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conditions as regards position, general arrangement, light and shade,

appropriateness of surroundings and accessories, &c., as will unfailingly

indicate character, endow it witli true intellectual expression, and yet

at the same time lend themselves to the general pictorial efifect.

The photographer must always labour under a very serious disad-

vantage, inasmuch as he can never, personally, have absolute control

over his models, either as regards their facial expressions or, to a great

extent, the varying effects of light and shade, which he would wish

to secure in his models, this notwitlistanding he may possess con-

siderable taste and general knowledge of art. However, much can be
done towards the production of a picture that will not only be such

but also be a good portrait. The operator can always, at least, select

his positions, to a very great extent control the general influences of

light and shade, and so secure the most pleasing and cliaracteristic

lines and features of liis models: by the judicious and thoughtful
selection of his accessories, and the artistic arrangement of same, ho
is enabled to do away with harsh lines that otherwise mi/ht exist

and so mar the beauty of liis work. Witb the liberal use of acces-
sories, too, which nowadays seem quite customary in photographic
portraiture, tone or colour can be given to portions of a picture wliere

same may be desirabhj; but care should be taken, all tlie same, that
all such aids should tend to produce artistic simplicity, general Iiarmony,
and a feeling of breadth in the finished picture.

In composing a picture, more especially when the figure is to be
shown full length, one of our most important considerations is the
selection of a position. Cliaracter, as well as general pictorial effect,

depend greatly upon the success of our choice in this matter. There
is, still further, another point to consider, even when tlie position of
the model is successfully fixed upon, and that is the position it shall
hold in tlie picture itself. This may not appear a very important
point at the firat glance, but a very little consideration will sliow that
it may be of vital importance. The figure should I may almost say
never be placed in the middle of the picture, that is to say, equidistant
from each side ; there is no positition more formal or destructive to
pictorial effect than such a one. As a general all round rule, it may
be accepted that more space sliould be in front of the figure than
behind it. Of course this disposition may be rendered unadvisable
owing to some peculiarity in the arrangement of the surroundings.
Tliis one's own artistic feeling will easily point out. If a lifelike

appearance should be secured for a figure in a picture, and tlie

semblance of motion almost visible, it is more i)leasant to feel that
the model is walking info the picture tlian retiring out of it. This is

one case wliere the sliglit advantage of space before the figure will
prove an advantage. Tlie same idea will be found applicable, but for
another reason, as regards tlie position of tlie figure being equidistant
from the top and bottom of the picture. I think the latter is more
important even tlian tlie former, and much more destructive of truth
and pictorial effect not properly considered.
By the distance from the top and bottom of a picture can we alone

fix an idea as to the height of the figure represented. Tlie nearer tlie
head is to the top of the picture, the taller the figure will appear to
be

;
the lower the head is, the shorter will be the appearance of the

subject. If you take, for example, an officer in the Life Guards, and
you want to give him the appearance of height (and there are many,
by-the-by, who require it), select your accessories such as pedestal,
&c., rather low (some have accessories expressly for the pui-pose), and
cut the picture so as to place the head near the top of the mount, and
your effect is at once gained. As I said before, full length first, then
three-quarter length figures, demand most attention from this point.
In larger portraits, especially head and shoulders, it is not so necessary
a consideration, but should, nevertheless, always receive our best
attention. Thus a bust, say, in profile or even three-quarter face,
should have more space before than behind, while a similar figure
presenting a full face may, without being in the least inartisti(r, be
placed ill a position equidistant from both sides.
The various positions in which tlie human figure may be placed

may almost be considered limitless, but every one should aim at
securing grace, ease, and character—a result seldom arrived at tlie first
time of asking. An operator wishing to secure these qualities in his
pictures should always Lave an object or purpose reflected in the
position he selects. This does not necessitate that the sitter or model
tuould be absolutely engaged in any particular action or occupation,

but that due attention be given that the expression of the conscious-

ness of being photographed, or that of complete vacancy, be not

depicted upon the features of the same.

In ladies' portraits it should be easy to give action or intention to

one's models—reading a letter, arranging flowers, gazing upon a

picture, &c., may all be adopted at the operator's will. In portraits

of gentlemen these occupations would not be so happy. However,

others are at our disposal, and even the very conventional " book in

one hand " may be adopted, but not necessarily in the conventional

manner, but with expression and purpose.

Some approve of entire repose ; I have nothing to say against the

same when it is what I may be allowed to call an " intellectual

repose." In this, however, there is a danger of producing the appear-

ance of v.acuity, which of course would mean ruin to a portrait both

as a likeness and as a picture. Straight lines and angular po.sit ions

should be carefully avoided in all cases ; there is much more of the

ugly than the'beautiful about them. There is a great deal of skill

required in this regard, and 1 have known some sitters who have

defied some of the very best operators to secure them in graceful

positions, but, thank Providence, they are not very numerous. The

human figure in a perfectly upright position is not at its 6e»Y, although

perhaps at its highest. It lacks grace in a man, and is absolutely

awkward and almost offensive in a lady. The figure may lean slightly

against any article of furniture, such as a high-backed cliair or screen,

or in any manner so as to induce a slight inclination, and thus secure

curved and flowing fines both for the figure and the drapery.

If the figure be standing, a more perfect feeling of ease and balance

is secured by making the weight of the body rest upon one foot rather

than upon both. It is very difficult indeed to secure ease, not to say

elegance, and at the same time rest the figure equally upon both feet.

.Vll action, or suggested action, that may be sought for in a model

must never be attained at the expense of ease and grace. In the sug-

gestion of an overstrained muscle or a dislocated limb the most skilful

artist will fail to depict a grace or secure a pictorial effect.

When'we come to a question of composition it will be well to keep

before us the axiom that the most perfect and beautiful effect to be

gained is simplicity. Over elaboration or complexity is most ob-

jectionable in portraiture at any time, but in photographic portraiturs

it is more strikingly so. It is most important tliat a ]iei'fect balance,

both as regards lines, and light, and shade, should be secured. In the

study of the works by Sir Joshua lieynolds, or any of our famous old

portrait painters, the student will be struck by the graceful tendency

of aU'llie lines as well as the simplicity and unpretentiousness of the

colouring. Yet what beauty ! Y'ou never find all the lines in a

picture running in one direction, the effect would bo harsh ; nor do you

find a picture badly balanced by having all the masses accumulated in

one corner of the picture, leaving the rest bare and unsightly. 'J'his ia

a more important consideration perhaps for the photographer even than

the painter, for the latter can, by the aid of colour, create a balance

where the "one tonodness ''
of the photograph would only accentuate

the faultiness of such a composition. Hedmond B.^uuktt.

(To be continued.)

ACOESSOKIES OF THE LANTERX.
CiiAi'TKii X.—Jkt Fittinos.

The usual shape of the lime is a cylinder, about an inch and a half

long and three-quarters of an inch in diameter. This cylinder is per-

forated by a hole one-eighth inch wide in the line of the axis, whicli

allows it to be supported upon a brass or iron pin placed in front of

the jet nozzle. The distance between the point of the nipple and tin'

surface of the lime may be an eighth of an inch with mixed gas jets,

the area of incandescence being a circle varying from a quarter to

five-eighths of an inch in diameter, according to the force of the gas

supply.

Jets of large aperture cause a pitting of the lime simila that

caused by small apertures : the pits or depressions are wider in the

former case, and it is sufficient—with a hard limo'and a moderate gas

pressure— to partly turn the lime by hand once in ten minutes. If

the lime remains stationary for a longer period than this, a deep de^

pression will be formed and the flame may be^altered iu direction ia
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guoh a wfty as to put tlio condensers in danger of being cracked by
the heat ; besides this, the light is not so good as wlien a fresh smfacu
of the lime is presented to tiie action of the burning gases.

The employment of clockwork to cause a slow revolution of the
lime is a very old contrivance, dating from tlie first introduction of

the limelight. Tlioro are special clockwork movements supplied by
opticiaas fur use in laiilorns, whicli not only cause the lime to re-

volve but also produce a motion in a vertical direction, so that tlie

flame acts on a spiral or corkscrew path round tlio lime. I have had
some experience with these movements, having applied a set of three
American clocks to a triple lantern. The clocks liad loud-ticking

watch escapements, and when all three -were at their appointed work—

•

turning the limes under tlie influence of strong mainsprings—the effect

was such as to induce those members of the audience who were nearest

to the instrument to glance at it in wonder, and remark that it seemed
to be alive, especially if a jet happened to ciiime in witli tlie music by
hissing or roaring a little, owing to a high pressure of gas.

The clocks were accessories that required oiling occasicmally besides

winding up, and the top one of the three, owing to the heat, was
apt to get out of sorts and required careful supervision. Doubtless
with a single lantern the stojiping of a clock would be noticed im-

mediately by the cessation of the ticking noise, but with a triple, the

resting of one seemed to induce the others to tick with increased

energy, and so the total sonorousness was the same as before. The
clocks had another fault—they failed to sound an alarm if a lime

happened to fall to pieces, the result being that a lime pin occasionally

was melted down to a very short stature. This compelled the operator,

in order to keep his mind at ease, to glance every five minutes at the

macliinery inside tlie lantern, and the notion eventually occurred to

liim that the clocks were false friends, as it would be just as easy for

him to turn the limes by hand once in ten minutes] as to keep the

necessary watch on the mechanism. So the clocks received notice to

quit ; they gave up their posts, and have never been recalled since.

There are two way^^ of turning the lime without opening the door
of the lantern ; one is to have a pair of small cogwheels, with bevelled

toothed edges, working at right angles to each otiier, the otiier method
is to connect the upright lime pin by a coil of wire with a horizontal pin

having a brass button at the end to turn it by. Each of these plans

answers its purpose well, provided the teeth of the cogwheels are

kept free from gi-it, and the coU of wire is not softened by the heat of

a jet in a lower position, as in a biunial. The up and down motion is

usually given by putting a screw thread on the lime pin, and a corres-

ponding thread on the small brass disc tliat supports the lime. Tliis

is a very defective method, as the lime dust gets into the threads of

the screw and causas the action to bo very stiff. It would be better
to have the up and down motion entirely distinct from the revolving
action; the former is not absolutely necessary, as if the flame strikes

the lime at the lower portion it is easy, by turning the lime upside
down on the pin, to ensure the upper portion being also acted upon.
Simplicity is a great virtue in lantern apparatus; on this account I

prefer to have no cogwheels and wire helices in a biunial, as (he
opening of a door does not send the flood of light into the room which
occurs witli a single lantern. The lime pin may be a brass wire one-
eighth inch thick and two and a half inches long, at the bottom of
this is fixed a disc one inch diameter, with a rough milled or
toothed edge, which enables it to be turned by a touch of the finger.

Another brass disc, half an inch wide, is soldered on the pin one inch
from the fop; the lime rests upon this disc. The pin is held loosely in

a brass tube one inch long and three-sixteenths inch bore; this tube
encircles the pin between the discs, and is itself supported by a curved
arm hard soldered to it, and clamped to the jet tubes.* This hme
support cannot well get out of order, and I can recommend it as simple
and efficient.

The tin trays which formerly were always employed to support the
jets are now less frequently made ; it is a much better way to have an
upright iron rod, three-eighths inch diameter, permanently fixed at the
back of the lantern, to which the jets are clamped by strong thumb-
screws. This rod should be firmly fixed at both ends in such a way
that no twisting motion is possible ; a bearing in the middle is unneces-
sary in a biunial, as it is an advantage, after an exhibition, to be able

* The lime iiiii lias :i little play in a vertie.iI direetion, and is retained at auy
height by a spring whieh pressc^i it against the sides of the eucii-cling tube.

to slacken the thumbscrews, and allow both jeta to slide down the r»>d

to the bottom of the lantern, leaving the inti^rior empty and available

for packing away slides. Sec. This can be done without having to pnll
the rubber tubes off the jets, if the former arc properly arranged.
With a mixed gas jet, it is immaterial which tap is used for oxygen;

it is well, however, to have a uniform system for use with all jets. On«
particular side,8uch as the right-hand one, should be devoted to oxygen,
and the other side, or the left-hand stopcocks, to coal gas. This will

prevent hesitation when a readjustment of the taps is necessary.

Some operators are inclined to give the preference to a single

lantern, rather than use a biunial. With such methods of changing
the pictures as are adopted in lanterns now procurable from opticians

by which an instantaneous change takes place without apparent

motion of the image on the screen, it is easy to understand thw
choice. A biunial is the best instrument for general lecture ex-

hibitions, as there are very few effects that cannot be shown by it,

A triple lantern is more ornamental, perhaps, than a double, but this

does not compensate for the extra weight, complexity, and expense;

the third lantern is often not used at all in exhibitions. The chief

fault of single lanterns has hitherto been their inability to show the

dioramic effects which require two pictures to coalesce and form one

view, and also) to change ordinary views in a pleasing manner. The
latter defect is now practically overcome, and by using special slides

it is quite possible to show most of the usual dioramic changes with a
single lantern, such as day and night effects with windows, &c.,

liglited up; swans swimming on the water, with bending necks, as in

the "mill" effect; the flash of forked lightning; the rainbow, and

certain others. The " rolling curtain " method of changing slides can

be as perfectly and easily accomplished with a single as with a double

lantern. There is a very effective way of showing statuary views by
first projecting on the screen a gorgeously decorated curtain, which

appears to roll up and disclose the white marble behind—this effect

lies within the domain of the single lantern, which I expect will be

the " lantern of the future " for general use. Albert Wm. Scorr.

NOTES ON rilOTOGRAPliy AT SAN FRANCISCO.
The thing amongst things photogi'aphic that I have seen here that

has interested me perbajis more than others, is a series of large

Daguerreotypes of very good quality showing the bay in 1861. These
Daguerreotypes hang in the rooms of the Amateur Photographic
Association of San Francisco, and are interesting because they illus-

trate a bit of history. In this year (1851) the "gold fever'' was at

its height. In all parts of tlie world people in all positions of life

were casting aside their employments, leaving their homes, their

friends, and all ties, and were rushing, like beings possessed, to the

newly-discovered gold fields. Ships arrived at San Francisco from
all quarters of the globe, and immediately they set anchor in the bay
men deserted. Not a sailor or hand on them bvit what caught the fatal

fever, and sped inland to the diggings. A man could not be hired

for twenty dollars a-day, and the ships had to be left to rot where
they first dropped anchor. The Daguerreotyjies referred to showed
the'hulks lying on the wafers in various stages of di.«integration. On
the hulk of one ship is painted up in large letters, ^ Store," the owner,

or his representatives, having evidently become resigned to the idea of

letting her rest where she was.

It appears that the part of the bay where the greatest crowd of

ships show in the old photograph has since been reclaimed—has been

filled in, that is, and has been built over. Recently, some rebuilding

was going on, and the excavations came right on to one of the old

hulks. They were never removed, but the earth was filled in aroimd

them : they were literally buried.

Rough times those of the gold fever must have been. I imagine

that but a small percentage of those who made so wildly for the

diggings ever came back again.

Talking of rough times reminds me that I hare seen, since I hvn
been in America, two photographs of " lynchings," or rather of the

hanging bodies of the victims after the lynchings were over.

Repulsive enough looking pictures they are. In one case the body is

seen hanging from a set of shear-legs, apparently erected for the

purpose of the execution ; in the other it hangs from the cross-bar of

a telegraph pole. In each case there is a crowd of men underneath

who have an expression of cheerful satisfaction—on account of their

own superior virtue, doubtless.

It was my impression that this sort of thing had died out, even u
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the extreme West ; but it appears it has by no means done so. I took

lip a local newspaper a few days ago, and saw in it that an attempt

was being made to seize two negroes out of one of the state prisons to

lynch them, and that if the attempt were continued " bloodshed would
certainly ensue." The object of the lynchings is not very evident, for

it appears always to be some criminal who would be hanged legally

in any case who is selected. The excuse is that it is done to prevent

a miscarriage of justice ; but it seems to me that more of the brutal

element, which is always ready to rise if it be not kept under, is in

the thing than anything else.

In the gallery of Taber, an eminent photographer here, 1 saw a

series of photographs taken from a balloon, which struck me as the

best thing of the kind that I had seen. I send prints of them, in

hopes that they may be considered good enough—some or all of

them—to be reproduced. The following is a brief account of the trip

given to me by E. H. Husher, who made the ascent and the exposures.

The ascent was made on the 15th April at 10.50 a.m., being

organized by the Daily Examiner newspaper. In the balloon were a

representative of that newspaper, a professional aeronaut. Professor

Van Tassell, and the photograplier already mentioned. The greatest

elevation reached was 2000 feet, and there appears to have been some
difficulty experienced in preventing the balloon from drifting out to sea.

The camera used was 10 x 8 size, and it was fixed on a swivel

arrangement over the edge of the car, which enabled it to be
directed at any angle with the perpendicular. Twelve plates of

American make were talcen, a No. 3 Euryscope lens was used—precise

focus not known to me, but long for a 10 x 8 plate— and the expo-
sures were made by the aid of a rapid double action shutter.

From the twelve plates six good negatives resulted. Husher noted
what has, I believe, been observed by all who have made attempt at

balloon photography, that there is great difficulty in getting contrast

in the negative. This is due probably to lack of any deep shadows
(the under sides of all objects being of course hid from view, and
every point seen being illuminated at least by the whole sky) and also

to somewhat of land mist.

On the fact of the difficulty in getting contrast, the Exami7ier
representative, in his account of the trip, enunciates some truly
wonderful theories as to colours and paintings, heading his remarks.
Important Dincovery— The Application of the Theory and Proof of
the Theory. Husher, however, noted that, altliough very "deep

shadows nowhere existed, the contrast of colour appeared particularly
vivid, and he anticipates that by the use of ortliochromatic plates,

which register a greater range of colour than ordinary, he will be able,
when he makes his second attempt, which will be soon, to get results
still better than he has. This appears likely, the wliole of a balloon
view corresponding somewhat to the distance in a landscape, which
distance, as is evident from the result of recent experiments, is better
rendered by orthochromatic than by ordinary plates.

Some difficulty was experienced in landing, Husher contriving to
get out of the balloon on the top of a tree with his plates unbroken,
with the natural result that the balloon, with its two other occupants,
bounded into the air again, and only landed for the second time at a
considerable distance. W. K. Burton.

HOW TO PREPARE GELATINE "POSITIVE" DRV
PLATES.

II.

RsCBNTtY it has been advocated that a film rich in silver salts is

necessary to give the best result on the modem positive. This is con-
trary to my experience. I have tried various proportions of salts, from
the maximum amount used for negative plates, downwards to about
ten grains per ounce, which undoubtedly gives the most uniform and
brilliant result. To support this conclusion, the following facts may
be adduced. The effect of reducing the salts in a negative plate, as is

well known, is to deprive it considerably of its detail-giving quality,
and this is the object necessarily desirable to a certain extent in tlie

so-called positive
; and it surely occurs to one that the action of light

through the camera is precisely the same for the positive as the
negative, namely, to reduce most where the light has been most intensely
reflected from the object. Now, if the positive plate were as sus-
ceptible to the weaker reflections as a negative plate, notliing but a
clouded, misty-looking result could be obtained; therefore I tliink it is

clear that a film poor in silver is the most favourable condition to give
the brilliancy essential to the glass positive or tintype, since we see
that abrupt crisp shadows and prominent lights are tlie rulin"- features
characterising a positive effect. The positive (figuratively f.<!0 called
is but a tliin, hard neirative, having an approximately white film. The
designation "positive" was given when the discovery of taking photo-
graphs on glass was made in the primitive days of photogi-aphy, owino-

to their showing as a positive when viewed by reflected light. It is not
for me to dispute the descriptive name; the excuse for briefly noting
this is to point out the true nature of the reduction on positives taken
through the camera, as it may save a little thought t(j those who take

up their preparation. Nine-tenths of my exposures for glass positives

and ferrotypes were made by contact against a transparency—this

mode is not advisable for experiment, although expeditious. Granting
that the minimum of silver affords the best condition for brilliancy in

the positive, it may be useful to dwell further on the care needed in

emulsification to prevent its giving the wrong colour when developed,
as briefly stated in last paper.

It is apparent that emulsification will go on more rapidly when a

small proportion of silver is used than if a larger be employed, and
especially when there is also less gelatine present than is usual for

negative plates ; the emulsion being more aqueous, convexion would
make a more rapid interchange in the particles, thereby accelerating

the emulsification, one hour perhaps sufficing to bring about the same
degree of homogeneity or fineness of division as four or five in the

case of an ordinary emulsion. With this in view, it is manifest that
any increase in temperature would further control the time of cooking,
high temperature producing the same effect in less time as longer

cooking at a low temperature.
The addition of sodic sulphite to the emulsion after washing had a

tendency to eliminate the j-ellow colour spoken of, giving a greenish

white in its place. This latter colour was preferable to the former,

but still necessary to be avoided. The means to the end was found to

be in the withdrawal of the sodic sulphite from the emulsion. (This
is the ingredient whoso presence had to be dispensed with, as spoken
of in last paper.)

Taking advantage of the similarity exhibited in the chemical action

between emulsification and development already stated, I found that

an increase in the quantity of sodic sulphite to the developer had the

property of hitting the colour between the yellow tint and the green,

which colour is a very favourable white.

It might be contemplated by some, that if one hour at 130° Fahr. be
the limit of cooking, that this time ought to give as great rapidity as

four or five hours would impart to a negative emulsion ; but it is

known to those experienced in plate making, as well as to those read
on the theory of cooking and percentages of salts therein, that there

is not the same surface of silver amenable to light and development;
besides, there are special ingredients applied to negative emulsion to

give sensitiveness that cannot be introduced in a positive emulsion

without destroying the white colour, and, moreover, if there is not as

much silver in the film as the gelatine is capable of suspending, it is

known how rapidly sensitiveness decreases.

It is clear from this experience that we must choose between two
evils, either to sacrifice brilliancy, and perhaps whitness, for rapidity,

or take brilliancy and whiteness at the sacrifice of half the rapidity

—say, five times wet collodion to be the greatest rapidity com-
patible with good quality, and this is just the rather unsatisfactory

stage to which it has been carried as regards rapidity, if it is looked

on as a great desideratum ; but supposing the greater part of tintype

and glass positive work to be done with Gem and Victoria lenses, the

exposure required outdoor is about half a second, in the studio about
four to six times that—a period, under favourable circumstances,

meaning the best actinic light essential for positive work. It is only

in a dull light, as in the case of the collodion positive, that the

sensitiveness apparently more than proportionally diminishes accord-

ing to the decrease in the light. It is well known that collodion

positives of the finest quality were only obtainabli' in the best light,

and precisely the same tendency is exhibited in the gelatine positive.

"Without further comment here, I give the latest modification of

formula, and you may think little of it, as it reads but little different

from an ordinary negative formula ; nevertheless, this should not

detract from its value, seeing that the end sought for is fulfilled.

Suffice it to say th.at, given the conditions of light, apparatus, &c.,

eleven plates out of every twelve can be produced of uniform good

quality, comparing favourably with the best collodion productions :

—

Silver nitrate -lOO grains.

Ammonium bromide 200 „
Gelatine 550 „
Distilled water 25 ounces.

Dissolve the silver in seven ounces water additional.

The usual methods of compounding are to be employed in thig

formula, any difference being iu the treatment after wasliing ; but to

make the instructions more intelligible, the methods practised are here

given. Soak the gelatine in the twenty-five ounces of water for five

or ten minutes, dissolve at a temperature not above 1.30° Fahr., add a

quarter of an ounce of absolute alcohol to the liquid bromised gelatine

immediately before adding the silver.
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The silver solution must bo added in small quantities, with shaking
on each addition. When compounded, return the bottle to tlie hot-

water batli, and note that tlio temperature in the emulsion does not
exceed IJiO" Fnhr. Now allow it to cook one lioiir at the said

temperature, after wliich pour it into a dish to set, then disintegrate

the set emulsion, and wasli in the usual way to remove the by-
products. After draining the water from it, return it to the hot-

water bath, and redissolve at a temperature of not more than 120'.

The treatment now following is supposed to take an important part
in giving the white tilm. Apply two drops hydrogen peroxide
diluted with one ounce distilled water, and be careful not to heat
above 100° until after the hydroxyl is added, and even then not
more than 120". This caution about the temperature in this operation

is of vital importance, because it is known that heat decomposes the

H„0o into water and oxygen II.p and 0, hence tlio importance of

low temperature at the moment of application. Once incorporated

in the emulsion, I expect the function of the hydroxyl is to give

up the atom of oxygen when in the nascent state to the silver salt,

thereby altering its character and rendering it more amenable for a

white deposit when developed.

So insignificant is the change from an ordinary emulsion, namely,
the reduction of the salts and addition of hydroxyl, that it looks

fit only for the credulous to accept ; nevertheless a moment's reflection

will remind us that .similar improvements in photography have been
characterised by apparently as simple modifications, and if the end is

fidfiUed, no matter how simple the means adopted. Of course the
white film is not to be attributed to the modified emulsion alone, the
constitution of the develoiier claiming half the credit of giving a white
reduction. >Iuch has been said lately about bleaching or whitening
the film after development. Any attempts in this direction have not
been very fertile in my hands. In fact I have not been able to get

mercury, salts, or iodine to improve them in tlie .slightest degree.
Such treatment is surely superfluous, seeing that a film as white as a
collodion positive can be got with simple alkaline pyrogallol.

As to the time occupied in manipulating them it can be even less

than for negatives, fifteen minutes being ample for exposure, develop-
ment, and drying. Tlie white of the collodion positive is different to

the gelatine production, the collodion showing a steel-white hue,
while the gelatine has a warmer white, more of a straw colour : the
latter has been appreciated quite as mucli as the steel-white of the
collodion by old hands. No new departure can be successfully
worked at first, not even by experts ; onsmust be reconciled to spoil

a few. Such failures serving to give a better knowledge of its character
to the observing mind often leads to better success in the end. Con-
sidering this, the operator must not give up till rewarded with
success, for tliey are just as simple as collodion positives, once the
details of manipulation are understood.
Up till now we have been speaking mostly of glass positives, and it

is needless to say that the same emulsion holds good for the ferrotype,
as also does the same treatment in development ; but it may be useful

to dwell a little on the manner of coating the ferrotype plate. It was on
account of the difficulty in coating the iron plate that I was compelled
to try the glass positive; however, the method employed for coating
the tintype may be accepted for what it is worth. Any of the
plate or paper coating machines might be ensily adapted for such a
purpose.

Perhaps a description will sufficiently convey the idea without a
sketch, and save considerable valuable space. Suppo.se two light wood
frames, like the frame of a slate, hinged at the side, one frame being
half chequed on the inside to allow a glass plate to rest therein, the
other frame having a ridge of indiarubber glued to its inner edge so
as to fit on top of glass plate round the edge where it rests on the
half chequed part of the frame. It will now be seen that if the ferro-

type plate be laid on to the glass plate, and the upper frame brought
down or closed on it, that the indiarubber will press the iron round the
edge and keep it flat on the glass till coated and set ; a small hole is cut
at level of the plate at one corner of the frame to allow the surplus
emulsion to be poured off. This was the best means tried to coat
them, but it was attended with much waste, due to their buckling
with the hot emulsion. But no doubt a means of coating economically
can be devised if a machine of the type used for coating paper do not
answer. The usual method of coating negative plates applies equally
well to tlie gla.ss positives. Perhaps a heap of ambiguity about the
theory of chemical action giving the white film has been advanced,
and it may be prudent to simply give the formula for development and
instruction how to use the same, without setting forth more such
hypotheses, although it may be granted that trying to account for the
reasons why may be of service to help further investigation. This is

the plea for such speculations.

To get the best result on a positive the lighting has to be somewhat

different from a negative. First note that you have a very intenaely
contrasted white light, in order to get clear glass in the shadows; the
time of exposure has already l)een specified. Development proceeds in
the usual manner, only jierhajw grt^ater precision has to bo obeervcd in
carrying it to the proper limit. The film being white make* datail
difficult to discern, although a very much brighter light can be uaed.
The developing formula, like the emulsion one, is but little different
from an ordinary pyro developer, and consists of the following formula
for development :

—

A.
Pyrogallic acid 10 grain*.
Water 10 ounces.

B.
Liquor ammonia, s.g. 'SSO 4| drachms.
Ammonium bromide 2 „
Sodic sulphite (pure) 2 „
Water 20 ounces.

In addition to the sodic sulphite, carbonate and bicarbonate of
sodium has been used in the developer as before mentioned, but recent
experience has shown it to be superfluous

;
quite as good a white is

got with the simple formula alone. The important object to be noted
is in the balance between the pyro and ammonia solution ; unless the
proportions are accurately weighed and measured as specified, and the
right quantities of A and B mixed together, the best white cannot be
got. It is therefore to be emphasised that the developer must be
regulated thus : Use for a quarter-plate four drachms of pyro solution
to six drachms ammonia solution. Mix immediately before using. The
image will appear in some time as a negative image. Continue
development till the deepest shadows only show white unreduced bro-
mide. If the light used be intensely white equal parts of A and B
will give an excellent white. Fix in a freshly made weak solution of
hypo soda ; a small quantity of sodic sulphite may be added to hypo
with beneficial effect, say one drachm in a pint of the hypo solution.
After fixing wash three minutes under the tap, then immerse in spirit
having a small percentage of tannic acid therein. Again rinse under
tap, after which dry in the oven used for collodion positives, the
tannic acid having fitted them for such treatment.

Let me hope that your readers will be unbiassed at such a lengtbv
contribution on this subject, and that it might be permissible on the
ground of its original nature, also that it may be of utility to our
photographic brethren. Joseph Gb.w.

PHOTOGKAPHIC EDUCATION.
The excellent endeavours made in many quarters to render the next
generation of photographers in some respects an improvement upon
the present do not, it seems to me, arou.se that amount of interest which
the undoubted importance of the subject demands. In fact, I am free
to say that few, if any, of what may be termed the outside photo-
graphic public have any inkling of the extent to which posterity is

being placed under an obligation ; and I am strongly of opinion that
lots of us who imagine ourselves to be well abreast of the times have
only very hazy ideas about the matter. In particular, I must confess
to being disappointed with a recent article on The Education of the

Children of Fhotographers. I was led by the sound of the title to

expect something of a profoundly instructive cast ; but discovered
that the writer simply hovered about his subject in a gay and dihonnaire
fashion which, although productive of bright and agreeable reading,

does not, in my view, assist the development of any serviceable ideas
in relation to the question, for after following his easy-flowing
sentences along their pleasant course, and smiling at the brilliant

display of fireworks with which they unaccountably concluded, the
only impressions remaining on my mind were that he has little or
no esteem for the facilities we possess for educating youths destined to

earn their bread as photographers, and that the fine old crusted fallacy

that the average middle-class educational curriculum of Continental
countries is preferable to our own dies a hard death. True, the cost

of education in France or Belgium is, or wa*, less than here at home,
and a foreign language is a useful weapon in these days of fierce

competition ; but having admitted so mucn, I am unab'.e to allow that

there is any professional advantage to the lad destined to uncap upon
fashionable beauties in Bond-street or Regent-stre«t, or greasy pro-

vincials in Euston-road, from a scholastic training under alien masters,

by alien methods, and possibly in purely aUen subjects.

Switzerland, the Germanic Federation, and the Low Countries, are

rightly famed for their technical seminaries and the fine craftsmen

they send out, but I search the records in vain for the smallest evidence

that photography in any of its branches is yet scheduled among the

subjects taught at these schools. That being the case {6t courA I am
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open to correction), I must demur to Mr. Harrison's advice in so far as

it relates to the acquirement of a pliotographic education abroad, for

the trifling reason that it is difficult, if not impossil)le, to get what is

probably nonexistent, or at least nonapparent. I counsel photo-

graphers to avail themselves of the opportunities we possess at home

for imparting- the necessary technical knowledge to their sons. To

show that we have the requisite facilities among us is partly my task

on the present occasion.

The sorry sights presented by some of the highly paid leader writers

of the Metropolitan daily papers as thev recently gushed over the

Cellerier-Mayall " discovery" must make all friends of enlightenment

long for the time wlien the dangerous gift of a little learning, which

those poor gentlemen seem at present to possess, shall have given

place to a shred or two of well-grounded knowledge. In the mean-

time some one might take pity upon them and send them a copy of

the expatriated Professor Burton's popular brochure, or one of

Abney's forthcoming primers (originally penned for small boys), a

diligent perusal of which, coupled with a little sober reflection, will

possibly avert the recurrence of the wild blunders to which
_
we are

unfortunately growing rather accustomed. In a few years' time the

present system—under which commentators upon abstruse matters in

technical journals understand what they are writing about, and' those

who handle similar subjects in the more widely circulated daily news-

papers do not— will probably be overhauled. I'jdifora will have

passed an examination in at least the elementary chemistry of photo-

graphy at their universities; or, mayhap, the leader writers will not

be handed tlie reins over roads with which they are unacquainted.

Unhappily tlie diffusion of quasi - scientific information proceeds

slowly. "Four years since there appeared in this JounxAl, an

editorial description of certain popular fallacies concerning the " New
Instantaneous" process; among many well-informed people these

same fallacies are still solemnly worshipped. A little photographic

education would be very useful to the higlily paid leader writer and

the well-informed person ; let us hope that by another four years they

will have received it.

But as to the future professional: I believe we must dismiss as

hardly feasible any plan for drumming photography into the un-

developed noddle of a schoolboy concurrently with the contents of

his atlas and Colenso, It is a subject, or rather an aggregation of

subjects, that from the mere operation of firit conditions should be

left until the destined photographer has got well forward in hobble-

dehoyhood. Midway in his teens the lad might be taught the

grammar, or, at any rate, the alphabet of pictorial art, by being

attached to a perspective class or sketching chib, of which many
abound. By this means an attempt will have been made to impart

to him some, if only a little, of the artistic feeling which is so vital to

his after success, for the better he can paint the better his photo-

graphs are likely to be. As an instance of the truth of this, I take
from many the ease of Mr. Vanderweyde, whose pliotographic por-

traits are so deservedly appreciated, and wlio is a skilful water-colour
painter, to which, if memory serves me, an old Royal Academy cata-

ogue bears testimony. When the boy has acquired the primary
principles governing the laws of landscape and figure composition,

alvantage should be taken of the receptive condition of his intellect

to introduce him to a practical study of the elements of photographic
science expounded by competent teachers, whose services, in London
at all events, may be readily availed of. Citing only a few instances

that occur to mind, I can point to the photographic section of King's
CoUege, which has done excellent service in post days, and is still, I

believe, in active existence, and to a similar class at the University
College. Again, at that most admirable establishment, the Birkbeck,
the theory of tlie .science is expounded with commendable lucidity,

and I rather fancy the City of London College is similarly dis-

tinguished. Independently of private " coaches," some of the minor
societies in suburban London hold classes, whilst sincere eulogy must
be bestowed upon the incalcidably useful endeavours put forth Ijy Mr.
Howard Farmer at the Polytechnic. This gentleman's system of in-

struction is probably the most thorough, as it is unquestionably the
most successful, in London. I have conversed with several amateurs
whose knowledge of photography, gained by the efficient aid of Mr.
Farmer, has been of a far-reaching and comprehensive nature rarely
encountered elsewhere. Irrespective of the long list of honours gained
at the City and Guilds and other examinations, many of his pupils
are frequent medallists at the exhibitions, and it is but bare justice to
mention the fact that as a professor of photography Mr. Farmer's
success is without parallel. I have no data by me at the moment,
and Whitaher is silent on the point, but I rather imagine that at some
of the gTeat technical schools in the chief northern and midland
towns facilities for the study of photography are in existence. I

think, howtYjr, that I have adduced enougn testimony to establish

I

the fact that steady advances are being made towards the institution

of systematic means for educating the pliotographer of the future, in

respect of wliicli it is charming to reflect that we are ahead of some
of our quite-too-much-belauded foreign rivals. Recently a kindly

clergyman made an offer to the Benevolent Association to adopt au
orphan whose father had been a member of that progressively popular

Society. This opens up the slight possibility of photographers having,

like other bodies, in the remote future, schools for the particular

education of their children ; but in the meantime it is worthy of notice

that in the Home for Little Boys at Swanley—a capitally managed
charity—the children, among other things, are taught practical photo-

graphy, and taught it well to boot. Straws prove the direction of the

wind, and it may be safely averred that the present efforts to found

the future well-being of p'liotograpliy upon such sure bases as the ade-

quate instruction of the young will not be without beneficial results.

At any rate, it is pleasurable to dwell upon tlie fact that photographic

knowledge is being disseminated in so earnest a manner, and as this is

the season of general jubilation, why, let us also jubilate, say I.

All scientific institutions and schools whose princip;il mission is the

spread of technical learning may be strongly recommended to add
photography to tiieir list of subjects, for it is significant of the reception

that attends any attempt to teach it that wherever a class is formed, or

a series of lectures or demonstrations inaugurated, the results are

invariably of a satisfactory nature to all concerned. Old as well as

young hands are glad to avail themselves of the undoubted advantages

to be gained from listening to an able exposition of the principles

underlying a process or a formula. It is a common thing for operators

and young assistants to frequent the institutions I have mentioned,

and a year or two back Mr. Farmer's audience included one or two
gentlemen who.'^e names are honoured words in forensic circles, who
had practised photography when tlie lecturer was in small clothes, all

of wliich confirms the truth of the remark that we are never too old

to learn. One praiseworthy benefit that is certain to come from the

thorough system of tuition now in vogue cannot be passed over.

Operators at present are merely fractional individuals, the term being

clastic enough to cover the gentleman who only poses and exposes,

the developer, the printer and toner, the spotter-out and the retoucher

—say in all six. All-round men are scarce, but tliere is no reason

whv they should be. It is grotesqus to find that in many establish-

ments the operator is ignorant of printing, the printer unable to

develope, and the retoucher a cut above taking the cap off. Assuredly

this division of labour is not without its adverse results. To me it is

inexplicable. Why, for instance, shouldn't a retoucher always be able

to operate, and vice versa? Perhaps Mr. Barrett could inform us.

Piecemeal photographers are absurdities. Operators although given

charge of one particidar department should be proficient in every

branch, so that the developer knows as well as the printer whether a

negative is flat or hard, and the retoucher can vary the exposures

as confidently as the operator, and every one of them know the why
and wherefore of the entire business.

But this is a wide subject and I can only fjlance at it in passing. I

thiulc we may reasonably hope for much solid good from the onward
march of the' attempt to found a .system of photographic education

for the mass. AVhen a new race had S)inuig up, avowedly hostile to

the present Joseph, possibly a little extraneous benefit will result to

certain home industries now at the mercy of the terrible foreigner, for

in the production of a new and original species of photographer we
may by accident generate a revised edition of the genus manufacturer,

in which agreeable contingency it won't be any longer necessary to

ask the gentleman across the Cliannel to sensitise our paper because

we can't do it properly in these islands, nor to sell us gelatine, bromide,

pyro, silver, glass, mounts—everything, in fact, employed to make a

picture—because we haven't sufficient enterprise to make them well

and cheaply ourselves. Also, to follow Mr. Harrison's caustic lead,

when we go to the National Gallery in a few j-ears' time the vestibule

may perhaps contain a fresh set of carbon prints of the high-priced

gems upstairs, executed by a British and not a Continental house,

with the explanatory legends beneath done into a language under-

standed of the young man from tlie country and the young person

out for the day. If these latter things do come to pass, what are the

odds that our thanks will be due to Mr. Charles Lock Eastlake ?

Mahston Moohe.

SOME PHOTOGRAPHIC HERESIES.
[A Communication to tho Pliotosr.aiiluc Society of Philadeipliia.]

Any photographic theory or opinion opposed to tlio generally accepted

one may be called a liind of ficrcay, and the liercsy of one year fre-

quently becomes the orthodoxy of the next.

The average professional photographer is generally a very conservative
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individual, slow to accept anything new or to adapt liimself to a new
order of tilings, and jet possessed o{ more than tlie average share of

ingenuity. This conservatism may arise from the scarcity of writers on
photoKvnphy who are good at makinp; photoKrnphs, many of our best

photographic writers being proverbially but indifferent photographers

;

the consequence of this is a large proportion of very fine writing, not

without its value to the art-science, perhaps, but which is either mis-

leading or ridiculous to the practical worker. Correct theory is, of

course, very useful to the intelligent workman ; but a false theory is

neither ornamental nor useful, and a theory founded on imagination or

supcrlieial experiment is vc-ry apt to be false.

Many of us can remember when a coUodio- bromide and gelatino-bromide

emulsion experimentalist was regarded as a kind of fanatical searcher

for the photographic philosopher's stone, and tlie possibility of producing

a dry plate to etiual wet collodion in sensitiveness was looked upon as on
apiir with photography in natural colours. The journals were half full

of the heresy of emulsion jihotography, but nobody but enthusiasts

would read such rot, until Charles Bennett announced photographing an
interior by gaslight, and, what was more, showed the results before one
of the London photographic societies, when the photographic world began
slowly to awake to the fact that it was on the eve of a great photographic

revolution. Then, as there was no denying the rapidity of the new
gelatine dry plates, those who had mastered the wet collodion process,

but had not the energy or ability to acfiuire at once the skill to do as

gootl work by the new process, naturally blamed the process, and denied

the [possibility of its producing such good results, and there still are

plenty of photographers in this city to-day who profess to believe the

same.
When steel pens were introduced, there wore for years many who still

clung to the old scratching nuill pen, but it was buried with them.
I propose to let wet collodion, for negative making, bury itself, having

been among the first to dispense with it for that purpose.

Gelatine Platen.—Photographers generally are afraid of a very rapid

plate for general work, they say that qualities, such as sparkle and lati-

tude, have to be sacrificed to rapidity. I do not believe a word of it. I

liold that a good rapid plate is capable of doing all that a slow plate is,

and much more beside. Then why ride a mule when you may have a

good horse for the same money ? It is like some beginners I know who
were very anxious to possess a lens of great rapidity ; they obtained one,

but never, under any circumstances, think of using it with any but the

smallest diaphragms. They have two good legs, but are afraid to walk,

and so hop about on one ; or they may be likened to a man who uses

steam power : when his boiler has been tested to 400 pounds, running
with safety at 100 pounds pressure, he is afraid to work at more than
25 pounds, and, as a consequence, is always short of steam to drive his

engine and machinery efficiently. Gentlemen, liow many photographers

are there who take full advantage of the great rapidity of the modern
dry plalo of to-day ? Very few. Indeed, I hold they cannot do so with
the appliances which are on the market to-day.

Sometimes we are told that "gelatine has mined the business." Wliat!
enlarging the scope and power of photography has ruined it? Did the

collodion process ruin photography? It ruined the Daguerreotype
process ; but photography? Not much. Gelatine may, and will, super-

sede collodion for negative making. It cannot ruin photography, but is

a new power and blessing to the photographer and the world, and we do
not yet know half its capabilities.

Development.—Another heresy of mine is concerning development.
Development is not the simple matter some people would have us
believe. It is a little science in itself, and not to be learned in a year.

Now it is generally understood that slow development is the best treatment

for a minimum exposure. My practice is directly opposite to that, inas-

much as I invariably use the most energetic developer I can compound
and the plate will stand for such a case. I have no faith in homteopathic
development as a remedy for general debility in the latent image. Did we
use a weak developer for under exposure on wet collodion plates ? No

;

but both strong and hot, because it was right in theory and practice.

The amateur photographic epidemic is regarded by many professional

photographers with a great deal of misgiving, some even going so far as to

say, " Amateurs are ruining the business." Now I have had considerable

opportunity of forming a correct opinion on this point ; and while I

admit there is a certain class of mercenary plate spoilers, calling them-
selves amateurs, who expect their camera to earn its own fodder, or who
go to Florida, or some other health resort, with the intention of making
photography pay part of their expenses, yet I do not admit tliat calling

themselves amateurs will make them such, in any sense of the word.

They are professionals, to all intents and purposes, for the time being.

Professional quacks, sailing nnder false colours. I have no doubt that

they do some little injury to the business by cultivating the popular idea

that photographs do not cost much to make, and that if a man has good
instruments and plenty of light he has every requirement to make good
photographs. This idea the genuine amateur is doing yeoman service to

correct. See how he is educating the public taste to discriminate between
good and bad photographs. Then look at the number of those who buy
expensive instruments, and yet never, or only after much experience, pro-

duce good photographs. Is not that teaching the public (what they are

slow to learn) that skill is an important factor in the production of good
photographs :> And when the public ore able to recognise the qualities of

photographs, and appraise them at their intn
, then the pro*

fession wUl bo ruined to all incoin|ietency, w <| amateur or
professional, and the skilled workman will find int nanus full and pricet
good.

I was out with my camera a few days ago, and a gentleman came by
and asked, pointing to the camera, " What sort of pictures docs that
make, clear?" I must confess he did not make himnolf clear to me, so
I answered, " That is for making photographs." He aaid, " But does it

make them clear?" I replied, " That depends on bow it ia nsed; it ia

a (juestion of skill, not tools ; one man will carve better with a penlmifa
than another will with the finest set of carving tools." While I poaMM
the most complete ontlit probably in this city, and set a high value on
it, I should be foolish to expect my work to be good simply because I
possess good tools. Cuauuss Tbobcoit.

(To be continued.)

©ur iSTiitorial ^Tatile.

The Fkurotype and How to Makk It.

B/ E. M. KsTABROOKE. Fifth Kdition.

New York : E. 4 H. Anthonj i, Co.

Such is the rush of beginners into tlio field of gelatine negative photo-
graphy that we can quite anticipate many of the latest entrants not
yet having had time to make themselves acquainted with any other
department of the art, and hence to some the term " ferrotype in its

popularly accepted sense may still be strange. It simply means a
collodion positive (in America, an Ambrotype) produced upon a
blackened sheet of thin metal instead of upon glass subsequently
backed wilh black varnish. Ferrotype portraiture is the sheet-anchor
of those who practise at our seaside resorts or on the sands, and it has
a good deal to recommend it. It is not difficult, it is cheap, the
picture is finished while you wait ; and, to crown all, if well done it

is by no means to be despised in respect of its beauty.

We are glad to see a comprehensive work on this subject Issued

by the Messrs. Anthony. Mr. Estabrooke, in conjunction, as we
understand it, with others, seems intimately conversant with the
subject treated. But whoever may be the author de facto, there is

no doubt of the work being an exceedingly useful one to all who
practise this braiich of photography.

After a brief historical account of the art of positive photography,
special chapters are devoted to the glass house and its fittings, to

collodion, the silver bath, developer, and manipulations. We havo
also a chapter on composition and illumination which is quite as

applicable to the production of gelatine negatives as to ferrotypes.

It is well known that collodion positives wlien taken on ferrotype

plates have a peculiar sinking or yellowing of the high lights. A
portion of this manual is devoted to the remeilies for this defect.

One mode of avoiding this, we learn, " is by using a weak wash of

tannin upon the plate before it is placed in the fi.xing bath. The
solution of tannin eliminates all the sulphate of iron that may remain
in the film after development and washing, and which, if left there,

forms a compound with the cyanide which gives the yellow colour.

Another mode of producing fine whites and rich velvety blacks, with
freedom from fog, is to proceed as follows :—Make a saturated solu-

tion of protosulphate of iron, into which drop a solution of tannin,

shaking the mixture all the while until the precipitate of tannate of

iron ceases to be redLssolved ; then add drop by drop of a weak solution

of nitric acid until the precipitate is dissolved and the iron solution

becomes of a clear bluish colour. To one ounce of this add ten or

eleven ounces of water and as much acetic acid as may be found
necessary." This constitutes the developer. But we may add that

a solution of bichloride of mercury properly made and properly

applied, will impart a fine white colour lo a dingy ferrotype.

Walks in the Abdennes.
B; PEtCT LlSDLET.

Although this handbook, which is published at 125, Fleet-street, ia

written mainly in the interests of cyclists and those who travel on
foot or by rail with guns and fishing-rods, yet will it prove invaluable

to the photographic tourist. Mr. Lindley has here got together in •
most readable form a great amount of useful information of a topo-

gi-aphical nature illustrated by numerous engravings.

The Magic Lanteun and its Applications.
Bj L. H. Lacdt, Ph.D.

This work, which forms No. 19 of Anthony's Photographic Series, is

written by a gentleman well known in New York scientific circles,

and is published by K. & II. Anthony & Co.

In his prefaco the author saya that he has endeavoured to embody
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in as concise a form as plain lanj^uage would permit, a thoroughly

practical description of each of the more important lanterns and

accessories that have come under his personal observation during

some fourteen years of practice connected with the School of Mines,

Columbia College. Dr. Laudy carries out his endeavour in a very

excellent and comprehensive manner by describing the various lanterns

obtained in commerce. The higher class of lantern for scientific pro-

jections is also fully treated of, and drawings are given of the vertical

lantern with rectangular prisms, the electric and gas microscope, the

spectrum projector, and the appliances for utihsing polarised light.

The work is a valued addition to our lantern literature.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOB PATENTS.
No. 9788.—"Improvement in the Pi-eparatiou of Single Transfer Paper.s nsed

ill Proihioing Carbon Photographs." T. S. Skelios.—Dated July 12, 1887.

No. 9814.—"An Improvement in Binocular Telescopes anil Stereoscopes."

A. H. Douglas-Hamilton.—Z)ateiJs(/,v 12, 1887.

No. 9948.—" An Improved Spring Fastening for the Shutters of Dark Slides

of Photographic Cameras." T. P. Watson.—/)aferf July 15, 1887.

No. 9954.—" Improvements in Photogiaphic Cameras and in the Shutters

therefor." A. Uayheht.—Dated July 15, 1887.

PATENTS LAPSED.
No. 1650.—"Photographic Shutters." R. Reynolds ami anotheT.—Dated

1883.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
Impuovements in Photooraphic Printing Machines.

No. 10,770.

—

John Urib, senior, and John Urie, junior, 83, Jamaica-street,

Glasgow, Lanarkshire.

—

August 23, 1886.

Our invention has reference to photographic printing machines, which print

the pictures from the transparent negatives on the sensitised paper automati-

cally in long length.s by artificial light. And the invention comprises a new or

improved constmction, or airangement and combination, of the mechanism for

80 automatically printing the ]ihotographs in said printing machines :—That
is, of the mechauism which performs all the necessary operations, of jiutting

off and on the light so as to give the paper the proper period of exposure to

the light, and also release the paper from between the negative and its pressure

pad, and shifts the paper the required distances after each print for the new
picture, and presses it against the negative again, all intermittently and in

proper sequential time by the macliine or mechanism itself when it has been
set to work, with the roll of paper in place.

The nature and novelty of the invention, or construction and arrangement of

the mechanism, consist all as follows :—The roll of sensitised paper and all the
working mechanism are enclosed in a moderately sized, longitudinal, rectangular
box, having the aperture in the middle of the top or lid, for inserting anil

securing the set or " nest " of various sized frames to fix the negatives in ; tlie

gas or other artificial light used being arranged over the aperture and negative,

so as to be raised further from or lowered near to the negative to regulate the
strength of light desired for the work or density of negative in hand for tlie

time being. Tlie roll of sensiti.sed paper to be printed is mounted on a .sjiool

or bobbin in the upper part of one end of the close dark box, and led along
close over its pressing pad and under the negative and opening in the centre
and top of box, on to aud round a large measuring dnim ; through and between
this and a .spring gripping roller, over the latter, either domi into a deep dark
chamber or recess for receiving the printed strip or web, or this may be led, as
so jirinted and measured, on to a sjiecial winding-up drum or bobbin at the
other end of the box under the supply bobbin, .all so far mounted much as in
former machines, but with the journals of rollers or drums carried by bush
bearings in the sides of the box. But by this invention the whole mechanism
for performing and regulating the work and movements automatically is new,
and much more ."iimple than in former machines of this kind. This mechanism
requires no .special frame, and consists of clock mechanism or reducing wheel
gear driven by a cliain and weight, or by an endless chain, with weight hooked
on to one line of the chain and shifted to the top as it runs down to the
bottom, .saving all winding up ; which arrangement is also applicable for
driving the paper-measuring or the t.iking-iiii'drum.s direct, nds clock or
motor gearing, which actuates the whole regulating mechanism, could also be
driven by a strong spring and be wound up from time to time as required, and
would be regulated to various speeds by a fan spindle with radial arms aud air
vanes outside, which could be shifted' out and in radially liy hand on the
arms, to suit the speed of the gearing and motor desired, and also of tlie railial
jiin barrel actuated by it, to the time of each revolution of this barrel desired
to actuate the lever mechanism, which gives and regulates the neces.sary inter-
mediate motions sequentially as hereinbefore referred to. Tliis time speed pin
barrel, turned at .any regulated speed by the clockwork wheel gearing and
regulating fan as described, makes a tuni in, .say, from one to three minutes,
and has four, five, six, or other number of annular rows of pins, all of equal
lengths ; the first set commencing with one pin in the circle, and the second
with two pins in the circle, and so on, all so as to give from one to .six actions
to the lever, according to the .set of pins it is brought opposite. The journal
bearings of this pin barrel, and its actuating clock mechanism, reqiiire no
special framing, but are secured to the bottom of the box inside, and the barrel
is set transverse-wise near the middle of the box, and has ranged parallel to it

(t double armed crank or bar lever mounted loose on a transverse liorizoutal

spindle, which traverses through its crank journals, and works in slide journal

bearings in the sides of the box, all parallel .and horizontal to the axis of the said

pin barrel and a little in front of the pins. This horizontal spindle ba.s a short

adjust,able lever fixed on it inside the liox. iirojecting out in tlie parallel plane of

the pins, so as to be actu.ited by any set of these pins, according as the spindle is

dr.awn forward in front of the box by n handle on its outside. The lever of this

spindle would rest on the long crank bar, carried by the double armson its spindle,

and depress this also, as well as its actual lever, each time a pin came round in

the circle, and this double-armed lever would carry a long weighted lever, pre-

feriibly at the back end, and which would have a eounterbakincing weight on

it, which would .always bring the lever back to its normal position, while it

would have another lever which would actuate the short lover of a gas tap or

valve, so as to shut it cicli time the j'iu came round. This double bar lever

would also at each end carry a vertical recijirocating frame in guides on the

side of the box, secured to' and carrying the pad on the top of them, for

pressing the p.aper against the negative', with regulating spiral or otlier s])rings

on and between joint stems on the lever, and on the under side of the lower

traverse bar of tlie guide frame ; all so that, as the gas was shut off by the

action of tlie levers, the jiressing pad and frame carrying it, would be lowered

so as to allow the paper passing over it to be drawn along the measured

distance required over its barrel. This measuring of the paper is efl'ected by

another lever on the front of this double-armed bar crank projecting out below

the rim of the measuring drum, preferably on the front end close inside the

box, with a vertical acting oscillating jiawl on it, projecting upwards so as to

take into divisional projections on the rim of the measuring wheel ; these pro-

jections being so divided round the rim of tlie wheel a.s to decide the length of

paper to be measured off at each action. The vertical projecting ]iawl on the

point of the lever is always pressed outwards by a light sjiring on it, so that,

after each action of the lever, it is easily drawn down by the counterb.alance

weight on the other end of the double crank bar, clear of the projection on the

drum it had stopped, and so leave the barrel clear to be turned another

measured division tlie next time it was left free, to turn by the releasing of

the pad and pajier, above the vertical oscillating frame, and come round

against the ]>awl on the stop lever at tlie next operation. The falling of the

balance weight would also raise the frame and grip the paper between tlie pad

and the negative just before the pawl, on the stopping lever, released the

wlieel for its next action as described ; the Imlauce weight also raising the

lever which had shut the gas off, and .allow a counterweight or spring acting on

the short lever on the gas tap or valve to open it again to the regulated distance

and jiosition, ready for the double crank lever to again .shut it off, when the

pins in the barrel came round and actuated it through the regulating lever on

tlie traversing spindle.

Instead of the double-.armed lever drawing down the pad under, and to

release the paper as described, the pad could be made stationary, and the lever

made to lift the printing frame in an equivalent manner off the pad to release

the paper, by its two ends direct, or mounted on hinges along one side, the

lever or springs not acting to free the paper until the gas lever had shut the

light off, all as described under the first arrangement.

[The complete siiecification is copiously illustrated.]

»—

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting.

July 26
„ 26

„ 27

Name of Society.

Great Britain (Tochnical) .,

Bolton Club
Photographic Club
Liverpool Amateur
Oldfiam

place of Meeting.

5a, Pall Mall East.
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street,E.C.

Royal Institution, Colquilt-street.

The Lvceum, Oldham.
London and Provincial :

Mason's Hall, Basinghall-Btreet.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Last Tuesday night a special general meeting of the above Society was held at

5a, Pall Mall East, London, Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S., Presiilent, in the

chair.

The meeting revised a portion of the rules of the Society and then adjourneil

the remainder of the work until the second Tuesday in October.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Thursday night, July 14, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above

Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. J. J.

Briginshaw presided.

Mr. J. T. Taylor read a published letter by Mr. Prestwich, speaking of the

warm reception given by Gla.sgow photographers to their photographic visitors

at the recent Convention.
The Chairman said that everything had been done at Glasgow to promote

the pleasure and comfort of the visitors, and that at Edinburgh they were

welcomed by the photographers, taken about in conveyances, shown over places

of interest in the city, and entertained at luncheon.

Mr. W. M. Ashman suggested that the Hon. Secretary should write to the

corresponding member of the Association in Paris, Professor Stebbing, and ask

for full particulars as to what was being done in relation to the suggestion of

the Photographic Society of Douai to convene an International Congress of

Photographers in P.aris during the Exhibition of 1889.

Mr. A. L. Henderson thought that the English Convention might meet in

Paris in that year.

The Hon. Secretary stated that he would write to Professor Stebbing for

information. He then laid circulars uiion the table relating to an amateur

piize competition inaugurated by the Stereoscopic Company.
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Mr. A. Mackik siiid that the name of the Photograplieiii' Benevolent A««o-
ciation ha<l ht'cn entered on the cirevilar without its consent

Mr. F. \V. Vox thouglit it to be a pity, if amateurs wanted an e.xhibition,

that tliey did not inaugurate it thcm.'icives and kiep I'ree from trade influence.

The Ch.mrsian wislicd for a delinition of an "amateur."
Mr. n. M. Smith said tliat directly a man took money for anything photo-

graphic ho ceased to he an amateur.
Mr. W. E. Debe;ih.v.m said tliat it was a pity that the question of amate\ir

and profes,sional had ever been raised ; before it was recently raised photo-
graphers had always Iwcn working amicably together. He should like to

gather tlie opinion whether the words "photography in colours" could be
applied to photographs .irtilicially coloured by hand witliout misleading the
public.

Several membei-s spoke ujion the jioint, after which the Chairman said that

the meeting seemed to be unanimously of opinion that the term " photography
in colours" could not bo justly applied to piiotographs artificially coloured.

Mr. L. iMkuland exhibited ])hotographs of animals taken by himself at the
Zoological Gardeus in Regent's Park. Ho had been disappointed iu trying to

take the bears ; they had had so many buns the day before that they would
not climb the pole.

Mr. Smith asked if the diaphragmatic shutter could be applied to any form
of lens ; could it be applied to Darlot's cabinets of lenses?

Mr. Tavlcik replied that it could, because these lenses were all properly

ratioed in their cells.

Mr. W. Knoland liked the diaphragmatic shutter better than any other he
had ever used.

Mr. Medland exhibited a print of the royal train as it pas.sed through
Barnet the night before ; it had dark spots upon it where emulsion had been
spilt upon the back of the negative plate. Why was that ?

Mr. J. B. B. Welunqton replied that it was because Mr. Medland had held
the plate uii before the dark room window to see if it were fully developed,

and the light being too strong had fogged the image except where protected by
the spots.

Mr. Dkdenham said that it might also have been caused by stray light in

the camera slide.

Mr. Medland exhibited a pinhole negative much blurred.

Mr. Debknha.m remarked that the hole had been too large ; blurring was
more noticeable when the plate was near the hole than when far from it, loss

of sharpness being more striking the smaller the picture.

Mr. Hendkiison thought that the hole miglit have been really a tube ; the
hole should be pricked iu something very thin, such as a piece of tinsel.

Mr. Debenham said that some very presentable work had been done with
pinhole cameras in France.

Tlie C'liairm.-in laid on the table the prospectus of the coming Exhibition of
the Photographic Society.

Tlie meeting then broke up.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The monthly meeting of the above Society was held on the 5th instant,—The
President, Mr. T. S. Yeomans in the chair. Tliere was a good attendance.

The President asked the Committee appointed what had been done towards
securing a photograph of each member, with a view of so combining them as to

form a photographic group of the members of the year.

Dr. Morton replied, and gave information which appeared satisfactory.

A discussion arose on the keeping qualities of dry plates, in which Mes.srs.

Yeomans, Morton, Gilley, and Platts, took part. The conclusion arrived at

was that a bromide plate would keep indefinitely and iu good condition if kept
from damp and air, and that the metallic stains which sometimes appeared on
a plate were dne to the action of the impure atmosphere to which they had
been exposed.
Mr. Maleham offered a dozen plates purchased six years ago, which had

never been opened, to any members who would test them.
Two competitions took place at this meeting, namely, the usual monthly

one, subject, "Sunlight and Shadow," and one for the prize offered by the

President for " The most original and artistic photograph taken on the Haddon
Hall Excursion." In both competitions tlie pictures (ixhibited praiseworthy
attempts at the artistic treatment of the subjects in hand. The following are

the results : "Sunlight and Shadow," 1st, Mr. Joseph Taylor (Hon. Secretary)

;

2nd, Mr. T. G. Hibbert. "Haddon HaU," Mr. T. G. Hibbert.

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary meeting of the above was held in the Free Public Library ou
Thursday evening, the 14th instant,— Mr. J. A. Forrest, President, in the

chair.

Mr. H. Williamson, Dr. Stansfield, Mr. T. S. Mayne, and Dr. Proctor, were

elected as members.
The Secretary h.ad an interesting exhibit of a ball-headed camera stand

invented by Mr. John Brown, a member of the Belfast Photographic Society
;

it was freely criticised, and pronounced a gieat improvement on stands some-

what similar in principle. The inventor had used it extensively in yachting

excursions and in places where the ground was exceedingly rough and uneven,

but had never found, no matter what the position of the tripod, any difhculty

in getting the camera almost instantly properly placed and at the same time

perfectly rigid. The ball to which the camera is screwed is of wood, and is

held by a series of inetiil clips, wliich are contracted by pressing a small lever

on the tripod jirojier, being tlieii immovable until released. The ball and metal

work is light, considering its strength, ancl occupies alxmt the same space as

an ordinary tripod head.
A view finder from Messrs. Newton's, Liverpool, giving the imago unreversed,

and a roller slide of Messrs. Morgan & Kidd's with Rogers's registering indi-

cator, were also exhibited, the latter an addition to the existing form of slide,

being a circular brass disc numbered for twenty-four exposures, which revolves

with the roller holding the film, and then locks itself when the exact quantity
lias passed off.

Mr. B. J. Saycc exhibited an album of priutii made entirely from Wper
negatives which hod not licen oiled ; the rennltii were very fine, uid haa Mr.
Sayce made a secret of the matter it would have \x!en impoiwible to hart Mid
that they were not from glass, printing without ren<lering the DegatlvM tnuil<
lucent seeming to hide the granularity of the paper, a defect the oUiag iMiiia
only sometimes to make apparent.

Apropot of paper, Mr. P. Lanoe and Dr. Kbwton, of Chester, wiahid to
lodge a complaint against the Fastmau Coinimny. No ftrm advertiaea their
goods more largely, yet when a supjily of either negative paper or stripping
films ia required it is almost impossible to get them, the demand saemingly
being in excess of the supply. They had both been pat to great inconvenience
on several occasions, and thought Messrs. Eastman snonld lake stei« to rectify

the matter, especially so now that the height of the season is on.

A number of prints of the race in the Sfersey between the yachts "Thistle"
and " Irex" were exhibited by various members. Mr. J. H. Day had a number
of Marple Hall, near Buxton, which were exceedingly effective ; whilst the
President showed what a veteran he was in the art by exhibiting an enlarge-
ment of the moon done by hiin.sclf so far back as February, 1854, in conjunc-
tion with Mr. Hartnup, the Astronomer to the Mersey Dock Board. The
exposure had been one minute and a half, the resulting negative giving a figure
of only a little over an inch, yet so perfect was it that toe enlargement was
quite sharp, showing all thejirincipal craters and various surface markings.

Tlie Jubilee excursion to "Trefriw was productive of an immense number of
prints, a collection of which was made for presentation to Alderman Samnelson,
who had originated the trip, and was to have entertained the members, bat
was prevented by sickness at home ; this, however, in no way interfereil with
the success of the trip, the only amlretenips of the day being the deluding of a
number of niembera into changing their plates in an improvised dark room at
the hotel, with the result that tliey proved hopelessly fogged on development.

Mr. Lanoe gave an interesting practical demonstration of the working of

Eastman's stripping films, he having 1:>een giving them an exhaustive trial of

late, wliich was listened to with mucli attention, and created some controversy

on the best mode of working. He had produceil some most satisfactory results,

but had to depart in some respects from the recognised formula. Coating the
glass plate with collodion not acting, he had dissolved four grains of un-
vulcanised Para bottle rubber cut fine in one ounce of pure benzine ; this when
brushed quickly over the plate gave an exceedingly even substratum. Naphtha
may be used iu lieu of benzine, but when it is the quantity of rubber has to be

increased to six grains. Mr. Lange spoke of the difficulty of getting it to dis-

solve, requiring from two to three days to attain that result

Mr. H. N. Atkins suggested that if, instead of the rubber as sold in strips

in the shops, he got the ordinary article and used the white inner ix)rtion, it

would dissolve much more rapidly, not being affected by the atmosphere,

which had a tendency to make it hard.

Mr. Lange also threw out as a hint to the uninitiated that the films required

to be developed to about double their seeming density, as otherwise when they

came to be printed from they would be found to be too reduced to give a satis-

factory result.

At the close of Mr. Lange's demonstration an interesting discussion took
place between him and Dr. Kenyon on the merits of film photography.

The meeting then broke up.

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The members of this Society had an outdoor excursion to Mons.al D.ale and
Cressbrook on July 2, which was well attended, and some excellent negatives

obtained.

On Saturday last the outing was to Rowsley and Haddon HalL The attend-

ance was a very good one, and although a severe thunderstorm visited the

district and marred the proceedings during a portion of the afternoon,

upwards of sixty plates were exposed in and about the Hall, where subjects

for the camera are abundant.
The next outing will take place on July 30 to Wingfteld Manor.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIHrTY.

The second meeting of the above Society was held at the School of Science,

Gloucester, on Friday, July 1, 1887, to receive the report of the Provisional

Committee appointed to draw up a set of rules, and also to elect officers.

The following were appointed :—/^)e*irf«n< .- Mr. George Embrey, F.C.8.

—

Committee : Messrs. W. J. Jenkins, W. B. Woml, A. H. Pitcher.—/fo». Seen-

tnr]i and Treasurer : F. H. Burr, 8, Midland-road, Gloucester.

fhe first excursion took place on Friday, July 8, Ledbury and district beinc

selected, the party being conveyed by brake. Ledbury was reached in good

tune, and the afternoon was none too long to secure phot(«rapbs of its market

house, church interior, picturesque courts and alley.s, and fine timbered houses.

A capital spre,iil at the " Royal Oak," a successful ballot for five new members,

ancl a pleasant drive home in the cool of the evening, completed a most suc-

cessful an<l enjoyable excursion, the average number of plates exposed by each

member lieiug eleven.

NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCHTTY.

At the last meeting of this Society, on July 6, Mr. Wolfe, who occupieil the

chair, explained and deinonstrated the method of manipulating his self-adhesive

mounting boards. These mounts are of the usual gill Ix;vellededge description

and are coated with an adhesive substance which when dry does not alter their

appearance in any way. The prints to !» mounted, if dried, are soaked in

water for a few moments, or are taken from the last washing, and placed

between blotting pajier to remove 8U|>erfluous moisture. They are then pUced
in position ou tlie mounting board, covereil with a piece of l^jwr, and smoothed

down with the hand.
It was announced that the Hon. Secretary offered a priie of one guinea for

the best series of sLx prints from this year's negatives, to be awarded at the

first meeting in Decemoer. » , <w» i
An outdoor meeting of the Society was airanged for Satuiday, July 80 at
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Cassiobury Park, Watford. Trains from Euston at one o'clock and forty

miinitcs past one.

The Society then aljoumcd to meet again on October 5.

HALIFAX PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The annual day excursion of the Club took ]ilace on Monday, .July 11, the

place selected lieiiig Balton Woods, Wharfsdale. The early part of the day
turned out to be most unfavourable for photogi-aphie ojierations, being dark
anil cloudy, with heavy showers, accompanied with strong gusts of wind. A
jiarty of fourteen, however, believing in the old and trite s.aying that fortune

favours the brave, mustered and drove from Skijjton to tlie Abbey, after a

rather disjjiriting railway journey. Towards noon the sun broke through the

clouds, and a cliange for the better was hopefully predicted, and fortunately

verified later, for a very enjoyable afternoon was spent '* by mead and stream,

in foxglove dells and feniy coombes. " Between sixty and seventy jdate.s were
exposed, aud, it is hoped, some good jiictures bagged, to remind one in days to

come that every cloud has its silver lining. The ]>arty drove back to Ski)iton

in the evening, wliere a very bountiful repast awaited tliem at the Midland
Hotel, which soon went a long way to make all feel well satisfied with
themselves.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
Thu annual outdoor meeting and excursion of the above Society took place on
Tliursday, June 30, to Lugala and Lough Dan. The party met at Bray at

about half-past nine a.m., on the arrival of the various trains from Dublin and
Kingstown, and started at once in the vehicles wliicli were in waiting for

Lugala and Lougli Dan. The day was all tliat could be desiretl. Cameras
were set up and various "bits" taken, evsry one seeming to fiml something to

his taste, anil a couple of lionrs were spent very pleasantly in the vicinity.

Wlien tlie lake was reached the whole party removed tlieir clotliing an<l had a
plunge in its cool waters, from which they emerged very nnich refreslied.

Boats were waiting here for the ji.arty, who eujliarked and proceeded to the
lower end of the Lake, where the cai-s were waiting, and <lrove to Roundwood,
wliere a repast was provided at Kcane's Hotel. The party then returneil home,
having enjoyed a pleasant day and exposed seventy-six plates of all sizes from
12 X 10 to quarter-plates.

*———

—

iS" Correspondenls should never write on hotU sides of the paper.

Presentation ey M. Dunnoxi of a shall Hand Camkba.—Sever.vl ni:w
Lenses and a Focussing Glass presented by M.B,iLi)REcn.— A Note-
book for Amateurs.— Photoorapiiic Puiilications ry M. Gautiiier-
ViLLARs.— Pnoio-StULPTURE.—A xEiv Inst.ixt.\neous Shutter. A
Desund for Portraits of the Fathers of Photography.—L.u;tern
Views of Constantinople.

M. DuRRONi exhibited an apparatus which ho calls "photo-eclair." It

consists of a circular camera about two inches thick ; it carries five small
plates about one inch square, which, by turning the back of the camera,
are made to come one after tlie other before the lens. To the lens is

adapted a revolving shutter. The apparatus is intended to be held in
the hand, so as to get a shot when the occasion presents itself.

M. lialbrech presented several ot his new lenses, which he said were
made by combining " tv.'o flint with one crown;" the three are then
joined together with Canadian balm, " Baume de Canada." Several of
the members spoke highly of these nev/ lenses.

The same gentleman presented a focussing glass, far superior to tliose
in general use licre.

Two advantages can be cited. When set for the sight of the owner,
said the inventor, a friend can make use of it without it being toeussed
once again

; this is obtained by means of a sliding rule engraven upon
the double telescope ot the apparatus. When the instrument is placed
upon the ground-glass of the camera in order to enlarge tlie image, the
inventor says, as his instrument is aehromatised every line in the field
of the focussing glass is faithfully delineated: this is the second ad-
vantage.

A pocket-book was laid upon the table containing useful information
for amateurs—a little good advice as well ; one of whicli is, never to be
satisfied by putting a number on the dark slide and counting upon one's
memory to know if the plate contained therein be exposed or not. The
only sure and practical method is to paste a thin band of gummed paper
over the top of the shutter of tlie dark slide ; if the paper is intact the
plate has not been exposed, if the paper is torn it is a certain proof that
tlie slide has been exposed.
M. Londe criticised the idea of pasting a number on plates to bo

developed. The best and most simple method, said he, is to write on
the bottom of the sensible surface with a lead pencil ; the plate may be
developed, fixed, and manipulated with the writing and cannot be
obliterated.

A certain number of photographic publications were presented, among
others a Manuel a VUsa;ie des OJiciers, des Explomteurs, etdes I'ouriilcs,
par le Commandant E. Joly ; a Manuel praiique dc Photographie instan-
ianee, par A. Agle

; La Pholorjraphie Astronomique, par "M. Le Contre-
Amiral E. Mouchez, Direoteur de I'Observatoire de Paris. These books
have just come from the press of M. Gauthier-Villars, the well-known
and liighly-esteemed photographic publisher of Paris.

I note here that M. Lazard sent in a communication on the process

lie employs to obtain busts, statues, Ac., by means of photography
(photo-sculpture). As this gentleman's letter was very long it was not

read, but put aside to bo published in the Bulletin.

M. Martinet presented a new instantaneous shutter, being the best,

I think, I have ever seen. It opens from the centre and closes in the

same manner. Its place is, therefore, indicated in the centre of the lens

between the two glasses. The inventor says, " I,a pose est facultative ;"

in fact, any pose to the rapidity ot t!ie two-hundredth part of a second

can be obtained. But wliat pleased me most in the instrument is, that

the fnll opening can be obtained in a fraction of a second and be kept

open at the will of the operator. He has only to press the indiarubber

ball, it closes instantaneously. Many other features and advantages
could be numerated, but difficult to understand without drawings or

seeing the instrument.

One of the readers of The British Journal of Photography writes me
that he is preparing for publication a history of photography. I should

very much like, said he, to illustrate it witli the portraits of Daguerre,

Niepce, &o. This gentleman asks me to assist him in getting photo-

graphs or portraits of the masters of our art. I laid his request before

my colleagues. The I'resident kindly said that the Society would be

happy to endeavour to obtain the desired proofs. I see, by The British

Journal op Photooeaphy of July 1, that Charles Mason, in the

paragraph, Our Fathers : Where are they ? complains of the dilliculty

to obtain portraits of the old masters of our art. Let all assist

these gentlemen in their praiseworthy endeavours to illustrate their

historical works on photography. The penury ot such publications is the

solo cause why Mungo Ponton's name is unknown to many of the

admirers of photography.

Tlie Society broke up after an interesting lantern exhibition of the

views of Constantinople, said views having been obtained by a little

hand apparatus by a passing amateur. Prof. E. SiEDUiNti.

59, Hue des Paliijnolle-u Paria.

HALATION AND ITS CURE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— I am glad to see by your leader of July 1 that you are

giving to this defect in photographic negatives your earnest attention, and
trying after an experimental remedy. It has been on my mind, and

under experiment also, for some montlis, and I would like to give you the

result of my trial of a remedy which I think is very effectual as a cure,

very clieap in application, and very convenient in the rapidity with which

it can be used in the preparation of negatives by " backing." I have

not a doubt in my mind after comparison of a number of negatives

of landscape subjects taken with and without " backing," that it is a

very decided improvement to the result on all negatives, no matter what

the subject may be, or length of exposure given ; but in cases where loni/

expotiiires are /w^ji^rad'iv, such as interiors or outdoor subjects in shaded

situations, where exposures of a minute or upwards are necessary, and

where the thin boughs of trees arc usually in strong relief against the

sky, the difference in quality ot such negatives when " backed " and not

so treated is very marked and unmistakably in favour ot the " backed "

plate.

I have tried tho collodion stained with aurine and roseine. It is a

very good " backing," and easily applied ; but in the rather dim litjht

of the dark room, in which it is advisable only to expose the plates for

preparation, it is not easy to coat them perfectly without spilling some

of the contents, cither on the hands or workbench, or possibly over-

running the edge of the plate on to the face, to its utter ruin ; and the

stain of the aurine, &a., is so very strong if it should happen to touch

tho hands or the clothing of the operator that I found it r.ather too

great a trial of patience to continue its use. Then, again, it is rather

difficult to scrape off perfectly, which should be done before development,

in order to be able to judge properly as to the density before fixing.

Tho remedy I have settled down to is not new, and has been recom-

mended before, but it is the convenience of its use that recommends itself

to my taste. Dissolve as much common asphaltum in benzole as will

make it the consistency of thin cream, lay the plates face downwards on

a sheet of clean paper (blotting in preference), pour a simill pool of it

into the centre of a plate, and spread it quickly over with a small, flat,

soft brush to within, say, a quarter of an incli ot the edge of the plate,

and let it dry ; by the time tliree plates have been coated the first is dry

enough to rear up on edge and set aside on a shelf to harden—and by

tlie time seven or eight plates have been so treated all tackiness has left

tlie first plate, and it can safely be put away, cither in the dark slides or

in a grooved box. So much, then, for rapidity and convenience in pre-

paring the plates. As to cure of tlie fault of " halation," I have put it

to the following crucial test ;—I exiiosed a plate so "backed" to the

interior of a church for a period of tu-o hours, and obtained a very perfect

negative, without a trace of " halation" about the three Gothic windows

in the chancel (tho centre of the picture), which is a far more severe test

of efficiency than even tree-boughs against the sky, for which also it is a

perfect preservative.

It appears to me that the warm brown colour of the asphaltum in

optical contact with the glass plate absorbs every ray which passes through

the film, and allows no refraction whatever to take place.
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Somo ono may ask, " How about removing it before development ?

"

Nothing is more easy, or more promptly done, if the plate is hold at a sleep
slope in the left hand, with a corner pressed firmly against the breast,
and a hrmd, ehtuqi rhiiiel used with the right hand, eommencing at the
bMtiim ami world ii;/ tipwanlx. The dry asphaltum falls off in a heavy
powder on to the floor of the room, and may he swept up and removed by
daylight most readily. I can easily clean otT the " hacking " from a
13 X 10 plate in two niinntes by snch means, and leave the plate practically
(but not chemically) clean for development. There is nothing in the
minute quantity of asphaltum left on the plate to acl injuriously in any
way on the ilereloper, which can perhaps hardly be safely said of the
aurine and collodion, if not absolutely cleaned off, as that is such a
powerful stain that the gelatine lilm might suffer by absorption of colour
if any escaped into the developer. If your researches result in any better
or more convenient method, I shall be pleased to loam it ; but I doubt
whether anything can be found more readihj applied or removed, and so
conveniently rapid m its "sitlimj" property after application to the plate,
as one docs not care to have to wait (for perhaps half an hour) for the
drying of any aqueous solution of dextrine, gum, and sienna coating,
which may be effectual, and easily removed by a damp sponge, but wliich
takes somo time to set firmly enough to make it safe to put the plates into
th« dark slides.—I am, yours, &c., Gkobqk Bankabt.

FINDERS AND FOCUSSEES.
To the EniTons.

Gentlemen,—Was Mr. S. D. McKellen speaking in jest or in earnest
wlien he said at the Convention that Mr. Lyonel Clark's apparently
original and certainly useful method of converting the focussing screen
of the camera into a finder, using a separate lens, was covered by a
P'vtcnt obtained by the speaker?

If Mr. McKellen has really patented a finder and foeusser, the salient
point of which consists in having a separate lens and ground-giass con-
nected with the working lens and sensitive surface, and acting in harmony
with them, then I have only to say I am sorry for his patent, as tliere

is no one conversant with tlie past history of photographic camc-ras, or
wlio is a careful reader of your Joubn.^l, who does not know that such lias

for some years been done. Will Mr. McKellen please say what he claims?
—I am, yours, lic, Jumelle.

*

THE LATE CONVENTION.
To the Editohs.

Gentleues,—A small error has got into the report of my paper read
at the Convention. In lino fourteen (page 438), instead of eighty " per
cent.," it should road eighty degrees.

I h.eartily endorse all that Mr. Prestwich has .said respecting the sneoess
of the Convention. Great praise and thanks arc also due to the Glasgow-
ladies, especially to Mrs. Mason, who did so much for our comfort and
enjoyment by placing the rooms of her hotel at our disposal for Council
meetings and other purposes.

I much regret that some journalists have thought fit to attempt to
discountenance the Convention, but trust, if tliey are open to conviction,
that they will yet see the usefulness of these meetings.—I am, yours, A-c,

49, King William-atreel, London, July IG, 1887. A. L. Henderson.
[Mr. Henderson evidently, for tlio moment, loses sight of the fact

that no movement wlinte\er of an advance nature has ever yet hoen
mailo that ha.^ not had to encounter opposition and obstruction, cither
open or veiled.

—

Eds.]
*

—

THE RIGHT TO THE NEGATIVE,
To the Editors.

Gestlemeji,—The non-acceptance of the lady's challenge to discuss
the question of the ownership of tiie portrait negative by Mr. Coan
appears to have brought the correspondence to an end. I had hoped that
you would have reviewed the arguments or statements made by the
different correspondents and given your remarks thereon. As you Iiave
not done this, hut have expressed yourselves in favour of the custom of
the trade as the unwritten law to be taken as our guide when no written
law exists, perhaps you will permit me to make a remark or two on this
custom.

Custom whose origin is obscure from time, or whoso origin, if dis-

covered, is based on e<iuity, can alone be held in valid law. Now the
origin of the trade's claim to the portrait negative is not lost in obscurity,
it belongs to our own times, and wo know it. Its origin arose first in the
sitters' ignorance of the negative, or of its nature and power, and,
secondly, in the trade's readiness to take advantage of such ignorance.
Not an honourable origin. Proof of these statements are not wanting.
Let me quote from your issue of April 29. Mr. Barber, of Shetlield,

writes: "Query, Why should photographers be supposed to use nega-
tives at all ? Are we obliged to say how we produce our work ? " Again,
in your issue of June 10, Mr. A. L. Steixvenson, of Durham, writes

:

"When a dozen portraits of any size are ordered, the sitter is seldom, I

believe, able to prove that there was a negative. 15y general knowledge he
may be aware that he cannot bo photographed without one, but he never
sees it, unless by special goodwill of the oijorator, and if he gets his dozen

cabinets that is nil be asked for, and all that was prombod bim, or that
he can prove is in cxistenoo."

Can a custom so based be held as good law ? In my opinion it ooffiit

not. In the legal ca»e» you cite the claimants wore equally wrong.
They sued for what did not belong to them. In your iiisae of Jano 17
your correspondent " Mac " writes, " What now about the negative ? The
glass and the film are undoubtedly the photographer's, and the imprcsacd
portrait on the tilm belongs as undoubtedly to the sitter—a joint
partnership." Now thisjoint pnrinenihip is inseparable ; a dissolation ofit
cannot take place without an arrangement between both ownen, iinlMui

the negative bo destroyed. The photographer has, however, posMiaon,
and to abuse his trust in any way would be dishonest, which no custom
of trade could justify.

Respectable photographers do not abuse their trust, and as your
corresjjondent " Mae " refers to this I shall again quote from same letter.

He writes, "It has been the custom for photographers to preserve and
retain the portrait negative, not for their own benefit only bat for the
benefit of their clients also, from whom an expressed wish that it be no
longer retained would recrive immediate attention. I am an amatonr of

the old wet date, and this has been my experience of my professional

friends, with some of whom I have been long intimate. They are good,
generous men—men of strict honour."

All praise to "Mac's" friends and to the many hundreds throughout
the country like them—equally good, generous, and of strict honour.—

I

am, yours, &c.

,

J, F.
•

FIFTY SITTINGS FOR A PORTRAIT.
To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—Mr. R. Darrott, in the course of Ms observations in No.
1417 of this JouiiNAL, says that Sir Thomas Lawrence and Sir Joshua
Reynolds have repeatedly had so many as fifty sittings for a portrait, and
that nowadays a great deal of this bother and worry to artist and model
alike is obviated.

I should he obliged to Mr. Barrett if ho would say in what way a portrait

painter may avoid or shorten the sittings nowadays.—I am, yours, iCc,

Liverpool, July 9, 1887. A FAi.vnB.

Sictange ©olumn.
\* No charge is mads for insertiny Exchanges of Apparatus in this column:

hut iwne will be inserted unless the article tcanted w ilefinitely statetl. Those
who specify their reqiiireimnts as ''anything us^ul " will ther^ore understand
the reason of their non-appearance.

Binnial lantcrt and effect slides for microscope. Casli adjuetmenta.—Address,
W. I. CiUDWicx, Brooklantii', Manchester.

Will fcschanfje one of Rouch's lutent v/holc-pbvto cameras, with one double dark alido

with watGi-proof case, for Uuivorsal studio camera, same size, with dark slides.—

Adjresa, W. 0. Bassett, care of H. Butlor, 127, East^ato, Rochester.

12x10 Maneoy portrait leus, 14^ xll studio camera, ty.'0 slide!:, and tabic stand, plain

cloth, and outuoor background, for exchange. Wanted, a portable camera aud lens.

Difference adjusted.—Address, C. Hewitt, Photographer, Woymouth.

Silver closo-carb Albert gTiard, weiL'hs over four and a hnlf ounces, locket to match,
exchanged for good rapid rectilinear lens, short focu.?, or good cabinet lens, or
Ijhoto^*ai)hic accessories.—Address, Hoiiton, Photographer, Caroline-street, Cardiff.

Waated, quartor-plato camera, -with three or more double backs, and rapid sym-
metrical lens, by good makers, in exchnngo for watertight rase« and batiu, 15x 13,

two VI X 9, aud 8 x 5i, and head-rest by Johnston.—Address, R» Hksdkesos, btation-

ftreot, Keswick.

Modem camera, by Ilarc, 7Sx5, with six double bocks, watei-proof cose, Dallmeyer's

lenses ; also quarter-plate Kimera, by Meagher, with eight double backs, leases,

tripods, &c. ; in exchange for microscope. Cash adjustments.—Addrow, W. 1.

Chadwick, Brookland:;, Manchester.

Photographer's dark room on two wheels, so built that you cxn ba at work in two
minutes on tlie roadside or anywhere, carries cameras and everything inside, built

by conchmaker, cost £7 l(te. Will c::clmugo for whole-plate portable bellows

Ciimera and group lens; muat have two double slides,—AddroM, W., 5, Waterloo-
promenade, Forost-roatl, Nottingham.

I v.ill exchange a Onibb's cli portrait lens (four inches diameter) for 10x8 portraits,

cost £!(>, for a good 10 x 8 or wbolc-plato portable ca.n!ei-a ; also a half-plate camera,
with all improvements, fitted with t'jite double Ijacks, Koas" rapid s^metrical
lens, Phco'jix pneumatic shutter, all in case complete, for a Bosa' cabuiet leas.—

Address, W. T. Whetter, Photographer, Villiers-road, Brigtol.

Enstoerst to iKTortesponUent^.

S. A. J.—Sulphide of potassium aud "liver of sulphur" are ono and the same

thing.

C. M. RoBKBTSON (Liverpool).—Thanks for suggestion, which we shall probably

adopt.

J. LowK.—The simplest method of making carbon prints on opal glass is to

devclopc (lircct upon the glass, using a reversed negative.

Nemo.—P.irafline wax is far better for lining a wooden bath which is to contain

silver solution thau pitch. It may be applied in a siiniUu' way.

W. H. H.—Me-s-srs. Spraguo & Co. have not published the process by which

they iiroduce their " ink photographs," consequently there is no work on

the prot'oss.
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G. Brookly.—Unless you require a lens for pliotogi'aijhiug iu very eonflneil

situations, by all means choose the lens of the rapid type. It will be far

more useful for general purposes.

S: S.—Tliere must be some error in your formula, as fifteen grains of gallic acid
cannot be dissolved in an ounce of water. About three or four grains per
ounce is all that can be got into solution,

E.XPOSED.—Inmier.se the plates in a solution of bichromate of potash, and well
wash. They can then be used again. Unless the whole of the bichromate
be eliminated the plates will prove very slow.

A. T. S. Berkinoton.—We believe the Detective camera we described to be
the same as that referred to in the leaf you enclose. It had no lens when
received, wliicli explains the Wray lens having been fitted to it.

Luke J. Healv.—If you can make zinc surface blocks for working along
with type it will prove a valuable acquisition. There are only a few manuals
devoted to the subject ; Wilkinson's is in the English language, and it is one
of the most practical. If you varnish the crayons you will spoil them.

N. B. J. writes : "I should be very much obliged if you would, through the
'Answers to Correspondents,' inform me if you consider carbonate of ani-
nionia has advantages over other alkalies for tlie pyrogallic development of
instantaneous work. I have seen it recommended as a good slow developer,
giving plenty of density."—Carbonate of ammonia possesses no advantage
over any of tlie other alkalies, and it is very seldom used for any class ofwork.

Des.voxd Hill.—Tlie size of any subject included in a plate is determined by
the focal length of the lens. In your case it m.ay be advisable to have
another lens iu addition to the present one. The focus tliat we would
suggest for this additional one would be nearly twice that of the other.
And, by the way, to assist you in arriving at a conclusion, remove the front
lens of your present combination, and see what sort of image as regards
dimensions you get with the back one when einiiloyed alone. Of course, the
camera will have to be expanded very considerably.

J. H. Coward.—The stripping of the film of an ordinary gelatine negative is a
somewhat risky operation unless the glass was specially prepared for the
purpose before the emulsion was applied. However, you may proceed as
follows ;—Place the negative on a levelling stand and pour on a solution of
gelatine containing a small proportion of glycerine ; allow it to set, then rear
the plate up to dry. When the film is perfectly dry, and not before, pass a
knife round the edge of tlie plate and carefully strip. In America and
Germany i)lates prepared specially for stripping are articles of conunerce.

A. Ellis writes as follows :
" Haviug intensified a negative about three months

ago with Edwards's intensifier, and taking it up lately to print from, it
appeared to be weaker tlian it was at first, so I determined to make a fresh
one by taking a transparency by contact from which to get the new one.
With this intention I exposed a plate and developed, but instead of getting
a transparency, as I expected, a negative exactly similar to the other was the
result. I may mention an inch margin was painted on with 'Bates's black,'
which with the other dark parts came out <lark. If you will kindly tell me
the cause of thi.s, and whether it is of frequent occurrence, you will oblige."—The cause of the apparent, to our corresjiondent, phenomenon, is that the

^

plate was very much over exposed, and this produced a reversing action of
the light. Tliere is nothing uncommon in the matter ; indeed, this property
of the reverse action of light is utilised by some for producing reversed nega-
tives for the photo-mechanical process.

Joshua Riley says : "I have met with a stubborn case as regards removing
the colour or stain from a local spot or place on a 12 x 10 negative. I
thought it very likely your varied experience might aid me in succeeding in
doing so, as the negative is one I want to make use of, and at present with
this colour it i)rints too hard on the spot to be of any service. ' How the
local coloiirisation was produced.' The negative was developed with pyro
and ammonia, alumed, and fixed as usual, also washed ; wlieu, finding the
place marked too dense, 1 thought I would try cyanide ; so took a piece of
cotton wool, dipped it into a solution of cyanide, and rubbed the place with
the cotton wool, whicli caused the colour to cliange into a still more non-
actinic colour. Can you suggest anything that would remove it?"—In the
print enclosed the portions marked as being stained agree closely with the
denser parts at one end of the negative, leaving perfectly clear, as we iire-
sume, the adjacent transparent shadows. Had the stain encroached upon
tlie shadows, we should have attributed it to imperfect washing, but as it
appears only m denser portions of the image this cannot be the case. Per-
haps some of our readers can suggest a remedy.

A. L. (New Zealand) writes: "Will you kindly, in your 'Answers to Cor-
respondents, reply to following queries by numbers :— 1. Is a condenser
necessary for enlarging, using the lens and camera in whicli the negative to
be enlarged was originally taken, either liy daylight or artificial light?—
Z. What IS the most convenient form of using magnesium wire to light a
ro:>m lor photographing by night ?—3. Where is Coventry's emulsion pourer
to be procured >.— i. I see coal-tar vaniish mentioned in The British
Journal Photouraphio Almanac; how is it made?—5. What is the cause
of want of definition in bromide prints (by contact) and bad colour'—
6. Have you any objection to state whose plates you consider best for pure
landscape work > I know you object to recommend any maker, but
I am not able to get a trial sample and judge for myself, and it is
rather rough to get out a gross of plates and find them unsuitable As
lor the goods .supplied by local stores, it is not doing justice to the manu-
facturers to use them, as iu many cases they have been damaged out here

"

~'.°. '".''1,'',^ ', '• '" working by daylight a condenser is not required, but with
artificial light one is desirable.—2. The most convenient plau is to employ
one of the lamps sold for the jnirpose. Mr. Solomon, of Red Lion-square
has a very convenient form, so has Mr. Hart, of Kingsland-green —3 We
have not heard of the article for some time.—4. Bninswick black, as soid at
the oilshojis, answers the same purpose and is far more pleasant to use and
also saves the messy operation of making. Use it in preference to the other.
---a. J here should be no want of definition. The bad colour is no doubt
due to under exposure and long development.-6. We regret that we cannot
comply with your wishes. The plates hy all the makers you name are good

Error iu paper on Metrical Measurements. For the word "variety,"
eleventh line, ixcul "vanity."

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,
July 27, 1887, will be on Photograph inrj Flowers. Saturday outing, Richmond.
Meet at Metropolitan Station, Riclimond, at half-past two.

Convention Negatives.—Mr. Kcene, of Derby, writes:—" The Convention
I consider a great success, and I am well pleased with the few negatives already
developed, I shall want to take my camera to Scotland again."

J. LiLBUKN RosHEB, Chalet Rose, Bex, Switzerland, writes: "If you know
any one jiassing through here this summer, I should be glad to see them and
give them the use of my dark room and chemicals, as there is no photographer
in the town.

"

Photographic Society of Great Brit/UN.—The usual monthly technical

meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next, July 26, at eight p.m.,
at the Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East. Open at seven p.m. for journals and
conversation.

Those photogi'apliers who desire to secure most charming effects of water-
falls without leaving London should visit "Arcadia" in the Agricultural Hall,

and bring with them their detective cameras. Mr. Harry Etheringtou lias

made of it a most attractive place.

Medal Award.—We are pleased to learn that Mr. \V. Clement Williams,
the Hon. Secretary of the Halifax Photographic Club, has been awardeil a

silver medal of the first class for an exhibit at the lutemational Photographic
Exhibition of It.aly held at Florence.

From Mr. John Gray, B.Sc, we have received a portrait of himself in three

degrees of amplification, if we may so term it. A large head is attached to

a smaller body, and these are perched upon a still smaller donkey-cart,
J. Downey & Sons, South Shields, are the artists.

Getting the Focus.—One of the "convened" photographers ob.served last

week that, " while photography useil to be considered the Cinderella of all the
arts and sciences, he thought it was going to take its proper place now."
"And why," asks Asinus, who is nothing if not classical, "should not
photography still be considered a Cinderella? Is not Cinderella indisso-

lubly associated with the hearth, and is not the Latin for hearth fociis i

Hee-haw ! "

—

The Bailie.

Among several fine photographs obtained of the groups formed during
the various excursions at the Convention, some admirable ones of large
dimensions ami singular clearness, taken by Mr. John Stuart, of Glasgow, and
some lovely platinotypes of smaller dimensions, by Mr. R. Keene, of Derby,
were exhibited at the last meeting of the North London Photographic Society
on Tuesday by the President of that body. It need not be said that they were
examined with great interest.

Photographic Exhibition in Dublin.-There is to be a Photogi-aphic Ex-
hibition in Dublin next October. "Through tlie kindness of the Academicians,"
^vrites Mr. Greenwood Pym, the Hon. Secretary, "we have again secured the
splendid galleries of the Royal Hibernian Academy of Arts, second to none
for a jiicture exhibition. We expect to be able to make such arrangements
as to carriage as will reduce the cost of this item to exhibitors to almost a
nominal sum. There will be a most liberal prize list, details of which, as
well as other particulars, will be supplied on application."

Camera Club.—Excursion (for members and friends) to Pangbourne, &c.,
Saturday, July 23, 1887. Train from Paddington at twenty-five minutes past
ten Si. ni. , arriving at Pangbounie at forty-three minutes past eleven. Later
train, for those joining in the afternoon, at five minutes past one p.m., arriving
at twenty-eight minutes past two. 'Tlie London and South-Western from
Waterloo can be taken to Reading and a change there eflfected to the Great
Western, but the trains do not fit in well. Tliere are bathing facilities at

Pangbourne at all times of the day. Apply to lock-keeper. Dinner at the
"George" Hotel, Pangbourue, at fifteen minutes ])ast six p.m., in time to
catch the return train to Paddington at fifty-two minutes past seven p.m.

G. B. BuADSHAW & Co., of Altrincham, Cheshire, write : "In your issue of

July 1 of The British Journal ov Photography, and touching upon exhibits

at tlie Manchester Exhibition, we note you say you are left in doubt as to

whether the exhibitor was the proilucer of the enlargement before you. This
would be easily accounted for if tlie other exhibitors have been treated in a
similar manner to ourselves. We have four very fine enlargements hung, one
of Sir W. C. Brooks ami Lady Brooks, over five feet, and three others not so

large (altogether covering fifty square feet), for which we had made four wood
tablets designed to suit pictures. We followed the Committee's instructions

as to colour of ground, lettering, &c., and screwed them on, so that they did
not hang outside our own frames, and they simply bore tlie name of the
subject, and stated that they were pliotographed, enlarged, and finished by us
on our own premises ; but the Hanging Committee would not allow them to

remain on, and, iu spite of our entreaties and protestations, they were roughly
forced off, in doing which they injured the frames, and changed their positions

several times. They damaged the ornamental frames to such an extent that
they are now scarcely fit to exhibit."
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THE BEST MODE OF BACKING PLATES.
In our last remarks upon this subject we briefly touclicil upon
what miglit be termed tlie three typical modes of backing plates

that have, by one practitioner or another, been recommended—
black varnisli (that is, solution of asphalte), coloured collodion,

and a powder pigment made into a paint. Since then, as will

be seen in our last, a correspondent who finds the value of

backing to his plates has written to advocate the use of bitumen
dissolved in benzole. We entirely coincide with him as to the

advantages of bitumen, but we cannot avoid the conclusion

that if the systematic use of a backing entailed the employ-

ment of a benzole varnish, and the ultimate removal of the coat-

ing by scraping, the adoption of this ai I to good work would be

the exception and not the rule. Now, with plates as at present

made, wo should hope eventually to see few photographers

disregarding its use. We are raising objections not to the

efifects of this coating, but merely to the practical side of the

question, and as our whole jjurpose is to give descriptions of

methods involving the least amount of extra labour or expen-

diture of time, we dismissed solutions of benzole from the range

of practical photographies.

There then remains collodion verms paint. The first ques-

tion to be solved was. Had one of the two any practical advan-

tage over the other 1 Our method of trial was as follows :

—

Placing the camera at one end of a long room we arranged a
swinging mirror on the floor at the other end, so as to send
into the camera the reflection of a bright part of the sky seen

through the window ; one-half of this reflection we shut ofl" by
fastening across the mirror a piece of black velvet. The camera
image then consisted of a dead black in immediate juxtaposi-

tion with bright sky, the latter being also crossed by the sash

bars. As a test object this was better than selecting an
ordinary interior with distant window, the velvet offering the

best possible medium for exhilnting halation if it existed. We
then coated plates of varying degrees of density over one-half

of their back surfaces with the various backings under experi-

ment, and gave equal exposures to each side of the partially

backed plates, while the unbacked plates were tried against
one another.

The results were sufficiently striking. Of the uncoatcd
plates, those with thin films not only rendered the black velvet

as a mass of deep grey fog, with the sash bars hardly visible,

but the whole plate exhibited a slight haze, palpably demon-
strating the worthlessness of the particular plate, and, we
should say, of its class, for all 'subjects including bright
objects. With plates possessing a thick rich film the results

were far superior ; but still the sash bars wore deeply clouded,

and grey fog covered the velvet.

When, however, the plates with coated backs were tested,

the ditVcrcnco was extreme : the thinnest plate so treated gave

results infinitely superior to the thickest of the unbacked
plates. Next testing backing against backing, wo found that

the best of the pigment backings were decidedly superior to

the collodiouised plates, and thus economy and usefulness were

combined. As to the plates among themselves when coated

with the best backing there were distinct differences. The thick

yellow films (the exposures being long enough in all coses to

enable all the furniture in the room to be well brought out)

gave the greater portion of the velvet with scarcely a per-

ceptible stain or fog, except close to the light, and there a

faintly visible band of fog could be seen upon close scrutiny.

The thin plates were not entirely free from fog over the whole

of the velvet, thus showing that cither our backing was not

theoretically perfect or that some of the other fog-exciting

causes, referred to in our first article on this subject, were

at work.

The plates of medium density gave vei-y fair results, but it

could not be said that the velvet was a perfect representation

of a black surfiice.

The backing we employed and found best was a paint made
of ivory black and water, held together with a sufficiency of

gum arable solution to cause the paint to exhibit a semi-glossy

appearance when dry. Gum was chosen on account of its

index of refraction being little removed from that of glass, and

we found that if too small a quantity were employed the true

action of the backing did not come into plaj'. The colour of

rich velvety black, as shown through a sample piece of plain

glass, gave way to a more grey tone when the paint was quite

dry, and the reflection of a bright object upon it was seen to

be distinctly duplicate, though the brightness of the second

image was nmch less conspicuous than was seen with a piece

of unpainted glass. It is quite evident that the old experi-

menters who used lampblack, or other pigment, and water,

though they had discovered the cause, and indeed the cure, of

halation, yet failed to adopt a really good mode of carrying out

the teaching of their discoveries.

In making all these experiments it will naturally be seen

that we had a large number of plates to prepare, and it was

during the development that we formed the strong opinion

against asphalte coated plates above recorded, even the gummy
paint with water being troublesome enough to get rid of. In

the actual routine of development in a large establishment or ia
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the home work of an amateur with a kit full of exposed plates,

we could see what a drawback this removal of the backing

would be, and we endeavoured to devise a method which in-

volved the least outlay of time in getting rid of it. This we

achieved by the simple expedient of stirring a little glycerine

into the above described paint, the result being that, although

the backing dried, in a sense, it was yet so soft that when water

was turned upon it the whole coating softened directly and

was washed away without difficulty.

The actual formula, tlien, for the paint that we found most

effectual and thoroughly easy of removal stood as follows :

—

Gum arable was dissolved in water in the proportion of an

ounce of gum to six ounces of water, and for each ounce of

gum used an ounce of glycerine was added. In practice

we kept a stock of gum dissolved in water— one gum to two

water— and we diluted the glycerine with its due propoi'tiou

of water and then added it to the gum solution. If this were

not done and the glycerine were added at once to the gum
solution it was apt to cause clots. This gum-arabic-glyeerine-

water mixture was then used to mix with the powder paint

purchased at the oil and colour shops, using a flat knife to

work it into a thick cream, a large plate of glass doing duty
for the painters' slab. Finally, to ensure an even mixture, the

whole was squeezed through muslin into an earthenware vessel.

The paint was laid on the back of the plate with a broad camel-

hair brush, and a few dozen plates could be coated and reared

up to dry in a very short time, while for removing the coating

before development a slight rub with the fingers under a stream

of water from the tap rapidly dissipated every particle of

pigment.

In conclusion, we would in the strongest maimer possible

express our sense of the extreme value under almost all cir-

cumstances of a suitable backing to gelatino-bromide dry
plates, and we hope that our remarks may be the means of

drawing more attention to this important development of

practice.

AMATEURS AND RETOUCHING.
One of the most interesting papers for the amateur read at the

recent Convention at Glasgow, was that by Mr. T. N. Armstrong
on Home Portraiture. For many years portraiture has been to

the amateur a practically unworked field, not that amateurs
did not attempt portraiture—for who is not too well acquainted

with the miserable work in that line that generally represented

the earlier efforts of the tyro?—but simply because none but
the wealthier, who could afford to erect a portrait studio, were
in a position to cope with the difficulties of lighting.

With the advent of gelatine plates, however, the necessity

for the old glass room, with its flood of light from top, front,

and side, ceased, and so far from the conventional "studio"
being an advantage, it is a question at the present day whether
the reverse is not the case. The system of lighting adopted
by most of the leading portrait photographers of to-day differe

essentially from that in vogue in the days of wet collodion, par-

taking more of the character of the illumination of an ordinary
room or of a portrait painter's studio. Indeed, we heard .i

well-known leading professional photographer declare some
years ago that if he were building a new portrait studio he
would have no lights but the side windows, and, in fact, would
prefer an ordinary room for the purpose if the windows were
high enough.

That successful portraitui-e cau be executed outside the

glass house, and without special preparations or accessories,

is amply proved by those professional portraitists who make a

practice of taking "home photographs." In such cases the

operator, with his apparatus and plates, presents himself at

the residence of his sitter, and, availing himself of circum-

stances as they exist, makes the best he can of the job. How-
far success rewards him is shown by the numerous exhibits in

this class of portraiture that have been seen in recent exhibi-

tions and elsewhere, many of which are fully equal to the best

work executed in the studio.

We can, therefore, cordially agree with every word that

Mr. Armstrong says in encouragement of the practice of

" home portraiture " by amateurs, feeling convinced that if

they devote but a moderate amount of stud^' and attention

to the subject they will be amply rewarded in the pleasure

afforded both to themselves and their friends. There is an

undoubted predilection in favour of portraits which do not

proceed from the ordinary professional studio, even though
they do not possess the conventional gloss and finisli ; the

mediocre production of an amateur friend will frequently be

valued more highly than the really first-class work of the

professional simply because " it is so natural." How much
more, then, will amateur work be valued if, in addition to the

ordinary qualities, fancied or real, attributed to it, it possess

also some, if not all, of the artistic finish of the professional.

In recommending the practice of retouching, Mr. Armstrong,

therefore, makes a step in the right direction ; but in our

estimation he errs a little in attaching such prime importance

to it. He implies—nay, says in so many words—that until he

took lessons in and mastered retouching his portrait work was

a miserable failure. Now this is calculated to deter many
amateurs, and especially those who aim at turning out only

good work, from attempting what appears a hopeless task.

How many amateurs have the time, even if they possess the

natural capacity, to become proficient in retouching ? Re-

touching is as much a study, and requires as much deep atten-

tion, as drawing or painting in the mastery of even the

manipulatory details, and a man may be an accomplished and

even artistic photographer without possessing in the slightest

degree the necessary manipulatory faculty to successfully

retouch.

Even suppose he possess the merely mechanical capability of

applying the lead to the negative film in a smooth and even

manner, his knowledge of anatomy and expression may fail

him, and without that knowledge we all know how extremely

easy it is to entirely destroy a likeness or alter an expression.

Here, then, is taken away at a sweep one of the chief charms

of an amateur " home photograph "—its " naturalness '' or its

likeness to the original.

But, after all, we cannot help thinking that Mr. Armstrong

has unnecessarily condemned his untouched work. We have

seen a great amount of home portraiture by amateurs that has

been entirely untouched so far as the negative is concerned,

but which if printed, finished, and burnished with all the cai'e

of the professional, would compare favourably with a large pro-

portion of the latter class of work. Tiiere will, of course, be

instances where retouching may be necessary, as in cases of

under exposure, or where errors in lighting have been made,

but, as a rule, our counsel to amateurs would be to meddle

with the negative as little as possible, no more, in fact, than is

required to remove defects, unless they are fairly proficient

with both pencil and brush. With the aid of simple screens

and reflectors only, and such lighting devices as Mr. Ai'mstroug
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mentions in his paper, the amateur portraitist will find him-

self in a position to tuni out remarkably good work "at
home."

In connoction with the Convention excursion to Edinbui'gh, Mr. J. M.
TurnbuU, of that city, informs us that he and others of the brother-

hood there have received several letters from the visitors, thanking

them for their reception. "But," says Mr. Turnbull, "you may
assure them from me that we here think ourselves highly honoured

by their visit, and that the indebtedness is on our part, not on theirs."

Our own opinion is that friendly intercourse of this nature acts most
powerfully in cementing and strengthening the friendship and good

feeUng previously existing among the fraternity of different—
nationalities, we were going to say, but " citizenships " better ex-

presses the idea. Anyhow, Edinburgh acted right royally on the

occasion referred to.

On more than one occasion we have directed attention to the

advantage, in a pecuniary sense, that would probably accrue to

photographers at seaside places and other holiday resorts, by their

being provided with backgrounds depicting picturesque spots or

places of interest in the locality, before which sitters could be posed

in the studio. Portraits taken with backgrounds of local scenery

would possess considerable interest, as they would always serve as a

memento of the visit to that particular place. At most spots of

interest which are much frequented by visitors, one usually tinds an

itinerant photographer located ready to take photographs of them.

As a rule, the productions of these itinerants are not of very high

order, and they aie generally ferrotypes or glass positives. More-

over, owing to the portraits being taken out of doors, and often

unavoidably -with the sun full on the face, the likeness, however well

the work may otherwise be executed, is seldom satisfactor)'. But if

the portrait were taken in a studio, with a judiciously made up back-

ground representuig a local scene, an interesting picture as well as a

pleasing likeness would be secured. We are fully aware that some

artists are provided with such backgrounds, but they are not nearly

BO general as might be imagined, and few make a speciaUty of them.

It is not necessary when a portrait is produced in the studio with a

scenic background that the latter should be a painted one, for it may
be introduced by a second printing from a negative direct from

nature. The simple method introduced many years ago by Mr.

Edge, of Llandudno, is well adapted to the purpose. Mr. Edge's plan

is this : The portrait negative is taken in the studio with a white—or

rather, a very light—background, so that when it is printed the

figure appears on a plain and slightly toned paper. The figure

is then painted over with some non-actinic water colour—gam-

boge, for example—so as to protect it from fight in the second

printing. When the colour is dry, the print is exposed behind the

landscape negative, care being taken that it is not deeply printed. In

•washing the prints prior to toning the colour is removed, leaving

the paper perfectly clean. It may be explained that the view

negative should be of a very weak and delicate character, otherwise

the backgi-ound will appear obtrusive, and thus spoil the artistic

effect. The slight tone which the background has before the land-

scape is printed softens the effect, and gives atmosphere to the

picture. A variety of these thin negatives of local scenery could

easily be produced and kept in stock ready for use as required. If

this were done, sitters could make a selection of the views they

preferred as backgrounds for their portraits. Photographers would

also be saved the trouble or expense of making the painted backgrounds.

As on the occasion of the Jubilee rejoicings in London and the/i^tes

in the provincial towns, so were photographers—amateur and pro-

' fessional—busy at the naval review at Spithead last week. Some

excellent negatives of the event have been secured. These pictures

will, of course, be valuable as interesting mementoes of the review.

Some of the pictures, we are informed, are somewhat marred by the

\
smoke. In some instances, however, when the camera wus to the

windward, the smoke and steam have enhanced the effect.

Thkrk is very little probability of the long-promised Copyright Bill

being dealt with this session. However, photographers will do well
to be on the alert, and enter into some sort of combination, as wo
have several times suggested, to watch over their interests in the
matter. Although several JI.P.'s are, we are told, enthusiastic

amateurs, it must bo borne in mind that the framers of all the Bills

hitherto brought before Parliament are by no means favourably dia-

posed towards photography and photographers. In all the Bills

which have been introduced there has been a very stringent clause
with reference to the photographer using the negative for any
purpose whatever, except to the order of the sitter. If this clause

becomes law, enlargements made on .speculation, and the exhibition of
portraits as specimens without the sanction of the sitters, will be
things of the past. Sooner or later, a new Act on Copyright will be
passed. When this is done, it will be useless for the profession to

complain if it proves inimical to their interests. By the way, this

would have formed a good subject for consideration at the recent

Convention, seeing it is treated with apathy by the Photographic

Society of Great Britain.

CoMPL-iiNTS on the part of the public are very strong as regards the

fugitiveness of photographs. One thing appears pretty certain,

namely, that the generixl run of silver prints bsued by professional

photographers at the present time are of a less permanent character

than were those produced twenty years ago. Feeble negatives

and lightly sensitised paper have, we surmise, much to answer for in

this matter. Long soaking in water, particularly at this season, does

not conduce to permanency, and therefore should be avoided. When
prints are allowed to soak in water for a long time—twelve or four-

teen hours, for instance—and the temperature is high, the brilliancy

of the prints is usually more or less degraded. If they are left in

water for a still longer period, as is sometimes done, incipient fading,

yellowness, and spots, aie frequently observable when the prints are

finished.

An evening contemporary says :

—

" The owners of the faces portrayed in the Pall Mall Gazette yester-

day, can scarcely have been flattered by their so-called portraits which

appeared in that journal. Except Mr. Newton—and his is but a distant

resemblance to himself—the rest of the faces might serve for any one,

from Adam to Cleopatra. A man's face is, we suppose, not his private

property ; but if it ia taken from him it might be, at least, treated with

politeness."

With regard to the likenesses in question, we can but endorse our

contemporary's opinion. The plan usuallj' adopted for this kind of

illustration is to make a bold sketch from a photograph on a larger

scale, then to take a negative of it the size required, and from that

produce a transfer on zinc, and then etch in the ordinary way. Of

coui-se the likeness, under these circumstances, is dependent upon the

skill of the draughtsman who copies the original photograph. Some

of these type blocks are produced in a couple of hours or so, the

electric light being used for making the negative as well as printing

the transfer. A good, cheap, and expeditious method of producing

phototypic blocks in half tone, which can be worked in an ordinary

newspaper machine with type, is yet a desideratum.

INTENSIFICATION.
Mb. IlENDEnsoN's remarks in the discussion on my paper read before

the late Convention afford me an opportunity of supplying an omission

which occurred in the hurry of writing. As Mr. Henderson pointed

out, the application of the solution of alum and hydrochloric acid to

a plate that has been intensified with silver would have a tendency to

form chloride of silver in the film. This is precisely what is required,

but the omission consisted in not directing the subsequent use of hypo

—a second fixing operation, in fact. I have not the reference by me

as I write, but I think this has been more than once mentioned in

the pages of the Jouenal when the subject of silver intensification

has been on the tajns.

With regard to the possible effect of any chloride of silver so

formed if left in the film, I am not inclined to thick it would proTO
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very dangerous, the actual quantity being so infinitesimal. I have

never intentionally made the experiment of testing the stability of a

negative in which the minute trace of chloride has been allowed to

remain, hut it is very possible that amongst the silver intensified

negatives in my possession there may be some in connection with

which the second fixing operation has been neglected ;
still, I have

noticed none that show any signs of diicolouration so long as they

have received the acid and alum treatment.

As a matter of fact, the quantity of silver remaining in a gelatine

film after intensification and washing— other than that actually

forming the image— is so infinitesimally small that its conversion into

chloride produces no visible effect, and any change that may take

place in tliat minute—nay, invisible—quantity of the haloid under the

action of light, may, I think, be awaited with tolerable equanimity.

Not so, however, if the silver he not converted into chloride. All

who have worked with gelatine emidsions or gelatine printing pro-

cesses in which silver is the sensitising agent, are aware how tena-

ciously gelatine and free, or soluble, silver salts cling together.

Whatever may be the nature of the combination, it is found practically

impossible to remove silver nitrate from gelatine with which it has

been in contact by mere washing. In like maimer it is impossible to

wash off the effects of contact with silver solutions from the hands

or linen, even though water be copiously applied at once and before

any sign of stain has appeared. In time, and especially'on exposure

to light, the inevitable stain will appear, from which it would seem
that some insoluble organic compound of silver is formed.

If such be really the case, the proportion of silver in tlie compovmd
must be small and the bond of union between it and the organic

matter extremely feeble, for the application of a weak solution of a

soluble haloid effectually prevents any subsequent discolouration, and

in the case of a thorough preliminary washing the quantity of silver

haloid formed is insufficient to produce any appreciable discolouration

upon subsequent exposure to light. The difference in the colourific

powers of the organic and haloid silver compounds is, in fact, most
remarkable, and it is in order to counteract the strong tendency in

this direction of the former, by converting it into the latter, that the

nhim and hydi-oehlorie acid are apphed to an intensified film.

In tlie early days of gelatine emulsion pliotograpliy, it was by no
means unusual to meet witli forraulre in wliich tlie emulsion, previous

to washing, contained an excess of silver nitrate—a state of affairs

entirely unknown at the present day. The reason of the relinquish-

ment of tlie excess of silver was not so much that emulsions so made
would not work well, as that they were found not to keep—or rather
that the dried films would not keep. I remember several years ago,

at a meeting of the Photographic Society, Mr. Herbert B. Berkeley
exhibited a number of negatives and unexposed plates bearing directly
on this question. Tlie emulsion had been made with excess of silver,

and the plates when newly prepared gave unexceptionable results, as
was proved by the sample negatives handed round. But upon opening
8 packet of the same plates, after keeping with all care for a few
months, they were found to have developed, spontaneously, a deep
red stain, and to be wliolly useless for photographic purposes.
At that time I made some experiments upon gelatine films which

had contained free silver, the latter being washed out as perfectly as
possible. Plates coated with emulsion and also witli plain gelatine
solution so treated, were dried and a portion of their surfaces then
soaked in a five per cent, solution of potassium bromide, the whole
again well washed and redried. In the result, after keeping carefully
wrapped up for some months, protected from light and'' damp, all
such plates were found to be more or less discoloured in thase portions
not treated with potassium bromide. The plain g.datine films exhibited
a clear stain, varying from a yellowish to a brownish red, the parts
treated with bromide remaining perfectly colourless and transparent.
For these and other reasons I do not anticipate that the omission of

the second fixing operation is likely to cause a great amount of trouble,
though under some circumstances, as for instance a prolonged or
forced intensification, a sufficient quantity of silver mi^ht be left in

the film to produce a visible veil when the plate is placed in alum
and acid. In such a case the second fixing would be imperative.

In conclusion, it is possible that objection may be taken to the
second fixing operation and its concomitant troubles of washing, &c.
To reduce these troubles to a minimum, I would suggest the replace-

ment of hypo by sulphite of soda in strong solution, as proposed by
Captain Abney. The lower solvent power of the sulphite as com-

pared with hypo would be of little moment in the presence of so

small a quantity of chloride of silver, while the comparative harm-

lessness of the silver products, and the absence of dangerous reactions

with the alum and acid, would prove advantageous in reducing the

trouble involved in the different washings.

The latter trouble might probably be still further minimised by

combining alum, chloride of sodium, and the sulphite in a single bath

for application after intensification. W. B. Boi.ton.

CONVENTION J OTTING S.—I V.

(Irom our Special Correspondent
.)

The Thursday's trip was by the " Columba,'' sailing down the Clyde,

through the Kyles of Bute, as far as Tarbert, where it was arranged

Mr. John Stuart would take the Convention group during the two

hours' stay there. When we got up in the morning it was drizzling

and wet, and the outlook for a good day was anything but propitious.

!Many of the party went down all the way by boat, and others took

train an liour later for Prince's Pier, in time to catch us up at that

point. By the time that they boarded us the sky had cleared a bit

and things looked more hopeful.

When we reached Rothesay, an hour later, the sun was out in

all its glory, and so were the cameras—which seemed to have hung

fire up till then. The wet morning had kept back many of the

regular tourists, and our company had pretty much the run of the

boat. Cameras could be see about everywhere, from lo x 12 size

down to one as small as an ordinary watch. The detective element

was in great force, and shots were being fired at every little knot of

people on board, so that many recollections of the day were carried

away, the success of which will depend on future development.

When we arrived at Tarbert, we all gathered together at the large

rock near the mouth of the harbour to have the Convention group

taken by Mr. John Stuart, and when we got all in mass there really

was some doubt regarding wlio was the manager of the posing of the

picture, suggestions were so many and varied ; but Mr. Stuart quietly

waited till the fizz subsided, and then he had everything his own way.

Cameras Ijig and little to tlie number of twenty or thirty were ranged

along either side of Mr. Stuart's big one, and all got a chance of

a shot before the company separated— so that there should he no lack

of groups of the Convention this year.

Then came the .scamper over the shore in all directions to fill up the

time left, photographing little hits each on his own account.

Mr. Sail, from lielfast, was kindly informed by a young native that

the roads would be found fine and level for his macliine ; he evidently

thouglit it was a bicycle.

On the return journey some highly successful groups were taken on

board the " Columba." After a very enjoyable day, the company
reached Glasgow in good time for the evening meeting.

The trip to I']dinburgli took place the following day, Friday, and of

all the excursions for which the Glasgow Convention will be famed,

that to Edinburgh deserves .special notice. From fifty to sixty of our

members found themselves at the railway station in the morning

en route for the Modern Athens, escorted thereto by some of the

Glasgow brethren whose avocations did not permit of their accom-

panying the party on this occasion. Special carriages had been

attached to the train for the party, and in due course we were

whirling eastward at express speed. Of the fuii that took place on

the journey it were superfluous to speak : given a large party of photo-

graphers on pleasure bent and in the most boisterous of spirits, a calm,

sunshiny day, rushing along through a lovely country at forty miles

an hour, and you can well understand the rest.

A wag in our particular carriage undertook to point out the historic

scenes through which we were passing, and (for this occasion only)

imported into the vicinity of the track localities famous in the

national history. "Here," he exclaimed, pointing to a rivulet, "is

the Till, and on yonder field adjoining was fought the disastrous

battle of Flodden, at which Sir William Wallace routed the forces of

Percy of Northumberland." A turnip field near Falkirk served in like

manner to do duty for the field of Bannockburn, from an adjoining

height backing which " King James did rushing come." Even Ben
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Nevis was, for this special occasion only, brought into the scene among
the Pentlamls on our soiitli. What with veritable Scottish history of

this kind," Nap," discussions on photography and everything else, the

time passod so pleasantly lliat tlie old-time cry of " Uonnie Edinburgh,
I smell ye noo!" was received as a joice, wliich was, however, dispelled

by the appearance of Donaldson's Hospital and the phalanxes of solid

stone houses which usher in the Modern Athens from tlio western

approach.

On our arrival at tlio Waverloy Station wo had a riglit royal

welcome from several gentlemen, representatives of tlie lOdinburgh

Society, wlio were waiting to receive us, including Messrs. W. Forgan,

C. Fraser, W. Crooke, J. Orighton, G. Q. Mitchell, W. T. ]5a.shford,

J. JI. TumbuU, and T. Wnndale. Brakes were in attendance, and
our friendly conductors embarked us at once, and away we drove over

the most beautiful of cities. The Calton Hill was the first point of

interest wo visited, the view from which is magnificent— but

Edinburgh is higlily favoured witli spots of vantage-ground rising

every here and there from which all its beauties may be seen aud

admired.

We then went on to the Castle by Princes-street. When at the

Castle Mr. Millington secured a fine negative of Andrew Caruagie

sitting in his carriage. This was a fortunate sliot, for it was taken at

the time when Jlr. Carnagic was enjoying the lionour of the freedom

of the City of Edinburgh, which the citizens had conferred upon him
as some slight acknowledgment of their gratitude for the £oO,000 lie

had gifted to Edinbui-gh to institute a free library in the city. From
the Castle we drove down the Castle Hill, High-street, and some of the

older parts of the city, whose old and broken walls breathe history.

Some photography was done at the White Horse-close which was both

interesting and amusing. Holyrood Palace was our next halting-

place, after which we drove round the Queen's Park to Craigmillar

Castle, where a sumptuous repast was served up by our Edinburgh

friends, spread out picnic fashion, and, oh ! didn't we enjoy it

!

J. T. Taylor proposed prosperity to the Edinburgh Photographic

Society, and, dating back, he told them he remembered when it was
very young indeed— he nursed it when a baby. Mr. W. Forgan
replied for the Edinburgh Society, and expressed his pleasure at the

success of the Convention. Then came the taking of the group by
Mr. W. Crooke, who telegraphed to the Convention meeting the same
evening that it had turned out all right.

During the day Mr. J. T. Taylor, and subsequently Mr. Henderson, of

London, and Mr. J. Henderson, of I'erth, paid a hurried visit to the

veteran photographer, James G. Tunny, now lying waiting, it is to be

greatly feared, the approach of the last messenger. Mr. Taylor, in sub-

sequently speaking of this visit, said, " I found the giant prostrate in

bed, paralysed from the chest downwards. He was evidently suffer-

ing great pain, but his eyes sparkled briglitly when I told him of the

Convention doings of tlie four days previous. Well I knew that of

all the kind-hearted Edinburgh men whom I had that morning met,

he, a member of the Convention Council, would have been the very

foremost to give us welcome to the Old Duncdin but for his terrible

affliction. After a brief time spent in converse we parted, each feel-

ing that lie would see the other no more. My acquaintance with this

father of practical photography in Scotland dates from over a quarter

of a century ago, and, taking him all in all, Tunny is a man whose
like we ne'er shall look upon again."

After leaving Craigmillar Castle wo drove through the meadows, on
the ground of whicli the very successful Exhibition of last year was
erected, thenco by the Lothian-road, Charlotte-sfjuare, and George-

street. We reached the Waverley Station, where, after many part-

ings, we returned to Ghwgow, having spent a day long to be remem-
bered as one brimful of pleasure.

The Friday evening's meeting was full of work. After a very in-

teresting paper on Modern Film rhotographij by Mr. B. Wollaston the

tag ends of business and d iscussion were drawn together to bring matters

to a close, this being the last night of open meeting. When nine
o'clock rang out we all adjourned to the " Bath Hotel," where dinner
was set for the memljers, who, as they sat round the table, looked,
one and all, as if they had come to enjoy themselves. The chair was
taken by Mr. John Stuart. Mr. W. Lang and Mr. J. T. Taylor acted
as Vice-Presidents on the occasion. After the toasts of " The Queen,"
' The Amakuis," " The I'rofesaion," and " The Couvention," we en-

joyed three hours of mirth and fun tilled in with song and story.
Tlio time passed like an instantaneous e.xposure, and od« wondend
how it had gone.

On Saturday morning the Council met at Cranston's " Waverley" to
biing the business of this very successful Convention to a close. At
the meeting fourteen names were added to the Council—and with
regard to this there have been some questions raised about the siies of
Committees and Councils, and quite an unnecessary sneering at the
largeness of the same. It can be well understood that this carping ia

made by those who are not in a position to know anything about the
matter, never having done any work for the Convention from the
very first. Tlie only thing they seem able to do is to sit and toll us it

is all wrong. Witli some people everything is all wrong always.
These are the sort of folk who, when they go to heaven, will catch
cold passing through tlie clouds, and will insist, when they get there,
that their " haloes " don't fit.

As a matter of fact the very magnitude of the local comuiittee at
Glasgow was the groundwork of the great success of the meeting,
for the larger proportion of them were working members, and not
names merely put down for a show. For the future guidance of our
friends in the profession who have goue home to tliink over and
provide for us next year, I would say. Have plenty of people on your
local committee and sub-committees, and never think of limiting your
working power because it might be thought too large for the subject

in view. Believe me, you will need it all.

After the new members were added to the Council, a Sub-Committee
was appointed to draw up a set of rules and regulations for the future

guidance of the Convention, and votes of thanks were passed to all

who had worked so hard and so well. Then the Convention meeting

at Glasgow began to melt away ; the business was scarcely done
when some of the friends had to hurry off to catch the train for

Granton, where the steamer lay that was to convey them to London.

Saturday afternoon saw most of the company scattered ; that same
evening our party took the Midland train for Loudon, tome of the

Glasgow friends meeting us at the station to see us away.

It seems that a few of the members did not leave bonnie Scotland

so quickly, for some of them were seen enjoying the shows at Glasgow
Fair in the beginning of the week following the Convention. The
Land o' ,Cakes suited them. I have nothing more to say. The
comings and goings, the concourse and intercourse, teach but one

lesson, for " As iron sharpeneth iron, so a man sharpenetli the counte-

nance of his friend."

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.

The shutter introduced to the members of the Photographic Society

of Franco by M. de laBaume Pluvinel is ingenious in its conception,

and if not theoretically perfect would most probably bo found to work
well in practice it used with care. The main ditficulties in its appli-

cation, as I see them, are not touched upon by Professor Stebbing in

his description of it. As I read that description, the shutter consists

of a disc of metal pivoted in the opening of a diaphragm, and the

exposure is made by revolving the disc a half turn by means of a

projecting needle or wire.

Obviously, if this arrangement is to be inserted by the ordinary

diaphragm slot, the construction must be of the lightest, and I bhould

like to ask how the necessary accuracy of fitting and working can be

secured with so little material to work upon. In the first place, to

render the shutter light-tight when clo.sed the metal disc must be

ground into the diaphragm aperture without any flange or bevelling

to make the joint secure, otherwise the disc will not revolve. Then

if it be so fitted it will be too tight to work easily and without causing

a jerk to the camera during exposure. It will be difficult, too, to

provide any efficient catch to prevent the disc rebounding after the

exposure is made, as well as to Sicure from such flimsy material

sufiicient strength to withstand the sudden shocks of ins'antaneous

exposures. The fact that a portion of t'le lens remains covered during

the exposure would not, perhaps, present any practical objections,

but how does the inventor hope to provide against the revolving disc

wearing bright, aud thus transmitting reflected light on to the plate ?

The idea is good, but requires som; remodelUaj to render it truly

effective.
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Tlie pocliet camera devised by the same gentleman is of a more

practical cliaracter, and I am surprised tlio idea has not been seized

upon for tlie same purpose sooner. It consists of an extending body

fixed upon the springs of an ordinary " Gibus" opera-hat, whicli upon

pressure immediately flies out its full exten--ion. The focus of the lens

must, of course, be selected to suit the length of the springs, and for

objects at varying distances it will be necessary to provide means for

altering the position of the lens itself to a slight extent as the camera

body is unchangeable. Some years ago Mr. W. J. AUsup described in

the Almanac an extending camera front on the same principle for

occasional use when a specially long focus is required. This was ex-

tremely simple and portable, occupying very little room when not in use

and giving an increased range of about seven inches at a second's notice

when required. But somehow or other the idea was never taken up.

M. Darlot's " detective " camera, exhibited at the same meeting,

has, we are told, the form of an elaborately got-up gentleman's

leather dressing-case. It seems to me that the manufacturers or

" inventors " of detective cameras are vieing witli one another in

attempting to rob the instrument of its " detective " or secret

character and to reduce it to the level of the ordinary London " D,'"

who is said to bo invariably recognisable at a glance. What would
the public, the police, and the detectives themselves, think of a man
who was seen dodging about, say, a Socialist meeting in Trafalgar-

square, with an " elaborately got-up gentleman's leather dressing-case
"

in his possession ? I imagine the crowd would be on to the camera
before the camera could be got on to the crowd.

W. Vogel, jiin.'s, toning process for gelatino-broraide prints, which
was subsequently discussed, is not to my idea one to be recommended.
It is many years since cupric chloride was put forward as a toning

agent capable of, at least, partly taking the place of gold, and so

rendering the toning of albumen prints less costly. But it was at

once pointed out, by Dr. J. Emerson Reynolds I think, that the tones

so produced were not permanent, that, in fact, the copper compound
is soluble in sodium hyposulphite, and that therefore any alteration of

tone produced by the copper disappeared in fixing, and the nett residt

was just what would be produced by the gold alone. A print coloured

to the proper tint or tone desired in the combined gold and copper

bath wou?d therefore be entirely changed in colour in fixing, being

reduced in fact to the condition of a half toned proof.

In the case of gelatino-bromide, though the toning is performed
after fixing, I do not see how the result can be any better, for though
the tone may be at first perfectly satisfactory, its permanence is ex-

tremely doubtful. If we have to search no further than to hypo for

a reagent that will act upon it, I do not think that it will prove
capable of resisting the thousand and one agents that combine to

destroy images that hypo will not touch.

A great deal has been heard lately about processes for the so-called

photography in natural colours. The daily papers have gone into
raptures through their " scientific " leader writers, and have admitted
a lot of utter rubbish written principally by interested parties. The
photographic journals have endeavoured to show what the "processes"
really consist of, and so far as the photographic fraternity is concerned
have no doubt succeeded in the attempt, but to reach the great body
of the British public is beyond their powers. The first verdict of a
photographic body, publicly delivered, was given at a meeting of
the London and Provincial Photographic Association, where a lone
and anxiously expected portrait specially taken to illustrate the
"process'' and the vast strides made in "photography in natural
colours " was exhibited. The verdict, it seems, was " not comph-
mentary to the artist or the process." So far so good ; but, as was
suggested, cannot steps be taken to prevent the publication, to a
non-scientific public, of statements which re.ally amount to misrepre-
.sentations?

Some mi- understanding appears to exist in certain quarters on the
subject of llie different processes which have recently been before the
public, all beii-.g classed alike as .sailing under false colours. It is

only fair to point out that the promoters of one process who recently
modified the wording of their prospectus because it was stated that
the language used was likely to mislead, go further than that, and are
prepared to show the whole working of the process to any one who
may be interested; also that they do not claim that their method is

anything but an improved cohnring process.

Papers on art-photography seldom contain or elicit anything that is

particularly new, the subject having been so very thoroughly threshed

out. Mr. Dunmore's paper on Photography Past and Present, read

before the North London Pliotographic Society, contained, however,
many excellent suggestions, and, what is more, elicited one or two note-

worthy remarks in the course of the discussion that followed. For
instance, when Mr. Pringle, in discussing the art versus the technical

sides of photography, said that " no picture was ever the worse for

the negative being technically perfect," he summed up the whole
matter in a nutshell. It is too much the habit of those who write and
talii on such subjects to " take sides; " the man of artistic proclivities

preaches art and scorns the technics, while the photographer—using the

term as meaning one who exposes plates and mixes developers —
believes in nothing that is not a perfect negative.

Then, again, Mr. John Nesbit touched the right string when he ex-

pressed himself dissatisfied with his recent work as compared with

that of former days, because " he felt that he had not kept pace with

the opportunities now afforded for attaining perfection." There
again is a sentiment that modern photographers should take to heart

!

What would Rejlander's pictures have been had lie possessed the

advantages of modern gelatine plates?

I do not quite follow the next speaker's remarks, in the course ot\

which he alludes to photographers as being unable to " keep their minds
free from matters pertaining to the dark room" while they are com-
posing a picture. It is, perhaps, impossible to expect all to be perfect!

or all alike; the man who makes a picture, which, as Mr. PringlM

says, is also a technically perfect negative, is the man who dissociate*!

his mind from technical matters when engaged on the art side of 1

photography. The operator who muddles up the studio and the dark!

room, or who, as Mr. Mackie describes him, is slave to a particular!

form of developer, is merely a photographer in the mechanical sense I

have described above. I am afraid the latter are in the majority.

Monitor.

ON A NEW PRINCIPLE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF PHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF QUANTITATIVE
MEASUREMENT.

j

Therk is a certain well-known piece of apparatus—a " philosophical

toy "—to be found in most physical laboratories and elsewhere,

which is known as the " Cartesian diver." It consists essentially of

a hollow vessel partially filled with water and partially with air

floating in a " glass," over the mouth of which an indiarubber or

other elastic membrane has been stretched. This hollow vessel has

a hole beneath, and is the better for having a weight attached to keep

it right side up. It is so adjusted as to contain only just air enough

to make it float. When pressure is applied to the elastic membrane
a quantity of water is forced into the "diver," which accordingly

becomes specifically heavier, and sinks to the bottom of the vessel in

which it is contained. When the pressure is removed, the air within

the " diver " expands to the volume it occupied before, forcing out

again the water which made it sink, and the thing forthwith proceeds

again to " swim.'' Such, at any rate, is the general theory of the

affair, and though not quite so, it is substantially correct. Now, it J
must have occurred to Descartes (the inventor of it) that his " diver" \
presented the foundation of an instrument for the measurement of

pressure, and this must have occurred to hundreds or thousands of

others who have lived since Descartes died, two hundred and twenty-

one years ago. Yet, so far as I have seen, it has not been applied for

purposes of this kind until so applied by me. The difficulty of the

thing isthis: that a pressure sufficient to make the "diver" sink at all

suffices also to make it sink to the bottom of the vessel in which it is U
contained, and a " levity " sufficient to make it rise at all also suffices y
to make it rise to the surface of the liquid in the glass. Temperature n
also affects the performance of the thing by contracting and expand-

ing the volume of the air which it contains, with the results already

given. Now, if the "diver "could be made to sink to depths which are

definite and different under pressures which are definite and different

too, it is clear that it could be made to measure any force translatable

into pressure, as, for instance, temperature, electricit}-, mechanical

motion, weight, elasticity, and the radiant energy of the light of day;

and the thing in its various modifications could accordingly be used
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as a barometer, a thermometer, a pressure g:auge, a yacuum gauge, an

ampore-meter, a voltmeter, a speed indicator, a balance for weighing,

a measurer of elasticity, and (what interests the photographer most)

a photometer as well, not to mention an anemometer, a chronometer,

a tide gauge, a depth indicator, and a score of other things besides.

It becomes, accordingly, a matter of philosophical importance that a

solution of the problem should be found, and that wo should have the

means of making the "Cartesian diver"sink under definite pressures to

depths which are definite too. This solution it has been my pleasure

to seek, and my good fortune to obtain. Going more minutely into

the theory of the "Cartesian diver" (which is here depicted), not

only is a pressure which suffices to make it

sink at all sufficient to make it sink to the

bottom of the vessel in which it is contained,

but in a certain sense it is more than sufficient

for that purpose. For when the " diver " has

sunk an inch, a tenth of an inch, or indeed any

distance whatsoever, it is then subject not only

to the pressure which made it sink but to^the

further pressure exerted by the liquid column

beneath which it is submerged, and as this

cohimn increases with each increment of the

descent, the " diver " reaches the bottom

with an accelerating velocity under a pres-

sure which is accelerating too, and when at

the bottom the pressure of the; liquid may in

itself suffice to keep it there, even when the

pressure on the elastic membrane has been

removed.

In order to make the " diver " sink to a

definite depth under a definite pressure, it is

necessary that it should be relieved hj the act of sinking of a

portion of its weight greater than that of the water forced into

it by the initial pressure which made it sink, and of the extra

pressure of the liquid column wliich accumulates above it in the

act of sinking. In short, it should get rid of a quantity of weight as

it sinks, because it sinks, and which accumulates as the depth in-

creases and in consequence of that increase in depth. I

have adopted sundry devices for the accomplishment

of this end ; the first of these consisting of a chain

of glass suspended from beneath the " diver " and

reacliing to the tloor of the vessel in which it is con-

tained, and on which it is deposited, link by link, as the

"diver" is descending, and thus continually diminishing

the load it bears at each increment of the descent and

finding a different position of statical equilibrium tor

each pressure to which the apparatus is exposed. This

result, however, obtains only under the influence of a

constant temperature. In my next I shall proceed

to show how the effects of temperature are nulhfied, or

" compensated," and how the " Cartesian diver " is thus

made into a true barometer, indicating the variations

in the pressure of the outer air by the varying elevations at which
it floats. This instrument, the " Cartesian barometer," is the founda-

tion of all the other instruments I have already named.

D. WiNSTANLEY.

cSl^

CONTINExXTAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
[Translations and Abridgements.]

Photography in Antwerp.
A 3JEETINO of the new Section in Antwerp of the Belgian Photo-
graphic Association is reported in the June number of the Bulletin of

that organization. M. Lunden presided, and among the matters of

interest brought forward, M. Colon exhibited some prints upon albu-

menised paper of the ruins of Villers ; these prints had been soaked,

before the application of the mountant, in a bath of—
Alcoliol 4 parts.

Glycerine .T „
Water 1 part.

They were then mounted, and the superfluous moisture removed by
blotting-paper, after which they were dried in the open air. These

operations were performed to prevent cockling during drying ; in fact,

the prints, although of the whole-plate size, were pwfectJy flat.

M. Macs, the chief Belgian collotypist, then proposed that an
exhibition of the works of the members of the Section should be held
in Antwerp next October. This suggestion wa« favourably received,

and its further consideration was postponed until a future meeting.
M. Maes then described his method of collotype printing, which u
essentially that of Poitevin and Albert, after which he conducted the
members of the Section over his works, and finally preaented each of

them with a print of the Place Verte at Antwerp, which included

the Cathedral and the statue of Rubens.

One of the Fathers or Photoobaphy.
In the same number of the Bulletin Beige is an article on M. H.

Bayard, who has just died at the advanced age of eighty-one. The
author says that little is eenerally known of Bayard's early wjrk,

much about which is recorded in a scarce book written by Blanquart-

Evrard, of Lille, and published in 1800. Blanquart-Evrard says that

Bayard was chief of the Bureau of the Minister of Finances, and in

that time which he had to spare from his administrative duties die-

covered a method of taking camera images upon paper. His discovery

was complete, original, and witliout knowledge of the results to be

later divulged by Daguerre and Fox Talbot. Bayard was a modest
man ; he knew that his invention was not perfect. Unhappily for him
he but exhibited the picture and did not describe the method ; this

was captivating the eyes instead of seizing the spirit. If he had
made his method public, the name of Bayard would now be as well

known as those of Daguerre and Talbot. It waa in 18^58, six months
before the publication of Fox Talbot's process, that Bayard exhibited

to M. Desprez, member of the Institute, and two months later to

Biot and to Arago, his photographs obtained in the camera. On the

24th of June, 1839, at a public exhibition in aid of the sufferers from

the earthquake at Martinique, he placed on view thirty of liis proofs.

The Parisian observers thought them curious. A few days after-

wards Uaguerre divulged his discovery and his method of working

;

there was general excitement, and, despite the report of M. Raoul

Rochette to the Academy of Fine Arts, which report was published

in the Moniteur of November 13, 1839, Bayard and his invention were

left in the shade, and almost entirely ignored.

The following was Bayard's process :

—

1. Soak the paper for five minutes in a twenty per cent, solution of

sal ammoniac, then dry it.

2. Float this paper upon a ten per cent, solution of nitrate of silver,

and dry it in the dark.

3. Expose the nitrated side of the paper to light until it is nearly

black, but take care not to reach the bronzing stage. Wash then in

several changes of water, dry, and preserve in a portfolio for use.

4. Soak the paper for two minutes in a four per cent, solution of

iodide of potassium, lay the white side of the paper upon a smooth

slate, and apply the solution to the dark side with a large sable brush

;

then expose in the camera. The light will^whiten it in proportion to

its local intensity.

5. Wash the proof in several changes of water, then soak in a bath

containing equal parts of water and ammonia, finally wash again in

water, and allow to dry.

This article has appended to it in the Bulletin Beige the initials of

M. A. de Blochouse, Vice-President of the Belgian Photographic

Association,

Photoqbaphy in Germany.

At a meeting of the Berlin Society for the Advancement of

Photography, the President, Dr.Vogel, announced that the Municipal

Council of Vienna had contributed a subsidy of 35,000 florins for a

Photographic Institute, of which Dr. F>der will be the director.—

Photographitche Mittheilungen.

Platinotypy.

The son of Dr. Vogel has modified LtSon Vidal's plan of turning

the images on Eastman's paper into platinum, in the following

manner. After development fix and waan, and place the images face

downwards in the following bath ;
—

Potassium chloroplatiuite 1 gramme.

Distilled water 1000 grammes.

I'ure hydrochloric acid 10 centigrammes.

The prints should be left in the above for twenty minutes, then

rapidly washed, and placed in a solution of chloride of copper ;
the

silver of the image is then changed into chloride of silver, and the

image takes a brown tone ; if it looks too pale it can be darkened

again with the oxalate developer ; all this may be done in daylight.

It can be afterwards further strengthened if necessary. Next fix to

remove the excess of chloride of silver, then soak the prmt for five
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minutes in a batli of alum and hydrooliloric acid. Wash finally for

fifteen minutes.

—

P/iotn//rap?tisclie Mitt/ieilunr/e».

I^fTENSIFICATION WITH PeBM.4lNGANATE OF PoTASH.

M. Alf. Gendraud states that one day he placed a positive made
by contact printing, and developed -n'ith ferrous oxalate, in a solution

of permanganate of potash, in which it took a villainous brownish

yellow colour. Merely as a whim he then poured a little iron

developing solution over it ; the positive immediately turned brown,

the whites became clear, and the image had altogether become
vigorously intensified. lie repeated the experiment with another

transparency, to which he gave longer immersions, and the inten-

sification was most energetic, without degrading the whites.

—

L'Amateur Photographie.
>

IDENTITY OF THE PHOTOSALTS OF SILVEB WITH THE
MATERIAL OF THE LATENT PHOTOGKAPHIC IMAGE.

In the fiist part of this paper I described certain strongly coloured forms
of silver chloride, bromide and iodide, obtained independently of any
action of liabt, for which I proposed the name of photosalts, by reason
of tlieir identity with the products of the action of light on the normal
silver haloids, both with the substance of the latent image itself and
also with the principal results of the continued action of light on these

haloids. It remains to prove this identity. First, as to identity with the
product of the continued action of light.

If we expose silver chloride precipitated with excess of H CI to light,

we get a deep purple-black substance which boiled with dilute nitric

acid gives up a little silver, at the same time somewhat lightening in

colour and forming a dull purple material which closely resembles some
of the forms of photocbloride described in the first part of this paper,
most those produced by the action of sodic hypochlorite or of ferric

chloride on metallic silver : it shows the same reactions with ammonia
that they do. The brighter coloured photochlorides are not formed by
the action of light on silver chloride. But these brighter coloured
chlorides can also be shown to be formed through the action of light.

Most salts of silver darken by exposure, and when these dark products
are treated, first with HCl, and then, after thorough washing, are boiled
with dilute nitric acid, we can obtain results perhaps as varied as those
which I described in the former part of this paper as arising from purely
chemical action.

Silver o.riilate exposed for two days to sunshine, covered with water
and with frequent agitation, changed to a deep brownish black, which
by treatment with H CI became a little lighter. When this product was
washed and boiled with strong nitric acid, it acquired a fine deep copper-
red colour, the acid taking up silver. This red substance dissolved in
ammonia readily, leaving a small amount of black residue ; the same
wiih sodium hyposulphite.

(This examination, made a year ago, has recently been repeated with
a view to obtaining a quantitative determination of the proportion of
Ago CI contained in the red product. The exposure was for about a day ;

the oxalate at the end of the exiJosure seemed absolutely black. After
treatment with H CI it assumed a purple-black shade. After thorough
washing and boiling with dilute nitric acid, which removed a large
quantity of silver, perhaps twelve or fifteen per cent, of the entire quantity,
it had a fine lilac-purple colour. Analysis showed that it contained about
one-half of one per cent, of subchloride, or more exactly, Oio per cent.
Apj 01 was found.

)

The red chloride thus obtained from silver oxalate not only closely
resembles the red chloride obtained by means exclusively chemical, but
shows the same behaviour to reagents.

Treated with ammonia it dissolves, leaving a black residue. The for-
mation of this residue takes place precisely in the same manner with
both substances. As fast as the material dissolves the liquid becomes
clouded and an extremely fine black substance seems to form within it,

which gradually falls to the bottom.
Treated with solutions of the alkaline haloids, the red chloride derived

from exposed silver oxalate remains unchanged after twenty-four hours'
contact with potassic chloride, and becomes paler and more lilac under
potassic bromide

; under potassic iodide it becomes grey. These reactions
correspond witli those of the photocbloride.

Silcer 2'1'O^plmtc belongs to the more sensitive silver salts and easily
darkens in sunlight. In a few hours it becomes greenish all through,
after which fuitber exposure produces little visible effect. This product
becomes with H CI quickly grey, and by treatment with nitric acid after
washing, hght pink.

Silver tartrate by exposure to sun became quite black. With HCl
tins changed lo reddish grey or dull pink. This product well washed
and let stand with cold nitric acid 1'3() became first lavender and then
light pink.

Niher carbomite by prolonged exposure became greenish black, and
with the above treatment yielded a dull pink photochloride.

Silt-erp,jropl,oxpImte, even by several days' exposure to winter sun, did
not blacken, but assumed an ochreous or buff shade. With HCl this
parsed to a sort of salmon pink, and by heating a few minutes with dilute
mtrio acid, to a beautiful copper shade.

Silver acetate was singularly little affected by sunlight ; it looked

blackish, but on closer inspection was found to be very little altered.

By the same treatment as above it yielded a pale pink photochloride.

So far as examined, all silver salts thus treated yielded pink or red

photochloride.

These facts may serve to show the identity of the photochloride with

the principal product of the continued action of light on silver chloride

and on other salts of silver, subsequently converted into chloride. I

should wish, however, to use this word identity in a somewhat limited

sense. When the photochlorides are formed by different methods with-

out the aid of light hardly any two forms can be considered absolutely

identical : they differ in colour and in proportion of subchloride, as

already often mentioned, but they also differ in other respects, especially

in resistance to reagents. Some forms are far more easily destroyed by

nitric acid : those obtained by the action of sodium hypophosphite (as

presently to be described) arc amongst the most easily destroyed by

nitric acid. There is variation, too, in the degree of their resistance to

ammonia. Very similar differences are found in the stability of the

photochlorides obtained by the action of light : some are much more
readily attacked by nitric acid than others. The product obtained by

the action of light on silver chloride resists ammonia more strongly than

that obtained by the action of HCl on exposed silver oxalate. This

last is quickly attacked. Generally, I think the dark-coloured forma

are the most stable. At a future time it may perhaps be possible to

distinguish more exactly between these varieties.

I next pass to the consideration of the identity existing between the

photosalts and the material of the latent image. Before entering, how-

ever, on that matter, it is necessary to describe a reaction leading to the

formation of these photosalts, somewhat differing from the reactions

already mentioned, and which has important bearing on the subject.

The remarkable action wdiicli an alkaline hypophosphite exerts on salts

of copper was described many years ago by M. Wurtz. Its action on

silver salts, though there is no parallelism between the two, has enabled

me to find a key to some of the great difficulties of the latent image. A
dilute solution of sodium hypophosphite if poured over a mass of chloride,

bromide, or iodide of sdver, formed in the absence of light, produces no

visible effect, but has the property of bringing those substances into the

condition in which they exist in the latent image. Applied in strong

solution and witli the aid of heat, it produces brown-purple photochloride,

bromide, and iodide of silver. I will here briefly describe the first of

these compounds in order to continue the series of photochlorides, and

then pass to the consideration of the latent image.

Vlwtoddoride of Silver by Sodium Ilyposulpliite. — Silver chloride

freshly precipitated with excess of H CI and well washed, placed in a

flask witba strong solution of sodium hypophosphite and heat applied,

begins to darken before the boiling point is reached. Actual boiling for

ten or fifteen minutes gives a deep chocolate colour. This product well

washed, and freed from traces of metallic silver by cautious boiling with

very dilute nitric acid, has a pink, red, or brown colour, varying in

intensity according to the length of the action. Sometimes a lavender

shade is produced, and this is more apt to be the case when the silver

chloride has been precipitated with excess of silver nitrate instead of

excess of H CI. Silver determinations of two specimens of the purified

product were made, indicating the presence in one specimen of 1-77 per

cent, of subchloride ; in the other of 3-53. By the continued action of

heat for many hours a complete reduction to metallic silver takes place.

Photochloride obtained in this way has generally a brown or dull purple

colour. Boiled with nitric acid, it is apt to break up in as many minutes

as some other forms would require hours for decomposition, yielding

white chloride, whilst the nitric acid takes up small quantities of silver.

Identity of Photosalts with the Material of the Latest Image.

It is proposed here to show : 1st. That in the entire absence of light,

sodium hypophosphite is able to affect a sensitive film of silver haloid

exactly in the same way as does light, prodmimi a rcsidt equivalent to a

latent imurje formed by light, and capable of development in the same

way as an actual impression of light. 2nd. That these two effects, the

impression produced by hypophosphite and that by light, comport them-

selves to reagents exactly the same way, and seem every way identical.

3rd. That the image produced by hypophosphite on silver cblorii'

always gives rise to a positive development, but on silver bromide in ;.

give rise either to a direct or to a reverse image, both of these efl'ei-i--

corresponding exactly with tliose of light. More than this, sodium hyp)-

phosphite may be made to reverse the image produced by light on silver

bromide, and conversely light may be made to reverse the action of

hjiiopbosphite. So exact a correspondence in these remarkable proper-

ties can scarcely be fortuitous.

I.

A silver haloid formed in the absence of light and subjected to the

action of sodium hypophosphite gives rise to the gradual formation of

subsalt, which combines with the normal salt in the manner described

in the previous part of this paper. This action of the hypophosphite

closely corresponds with that of light. In its initial stages it is invisible,

but can be brought out, in both cases by development. If we form a

film of chloride, bromide, or iodide of silver, and with a glass rod dipped

in solution of hypophosphite make marks ujion it, these marks can with
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the utmost easo be developed in precisely the same way as an image
produced by exposure to light.

A very simple mode of operating consists in imbibing photographic
paper with a solution of an alkaline haloid, drying, applying a silver

Bolntion, and then thoroughly washing, all of course with careful

exclusion of active light. It the silver solution is acidulated with nitric

acid, a drop to the ounce, the result is brighter, bat this is not impor-
tant. In any case the washing must be thorough.

Marks made on this paper can be developed with the oxalate developer
with the utmost facility. If a strong solution of hypophosphite is

applied cold, it may bo washed off at the end of a minute, but a stronger
impression is obtained by allowing it to wait a half an hour before

developing. Or the action may be accelerated and increased in strength
by laying the freshly marked paper on a hot surface, or better, by
steaming it, before applying the developer. A convenient mode of

steaming is to lay two pieces of glass on a small water bath kept boiling,

with a space between them. Over this space the paper is rested for two
or three minutes. Paper prepared with a solution of K 01, K Er, or K I,

dried, and floated on acidulated solution of silver nitrate and well washed,
if marked with strong solution of hypophosphite and steamed for two or

three minutes, will develope the marks as black as ink on a white ground.
The use of heat simply gives a blacker development, but a very vigorous
image may be got without. (A similar result may be obtained by sub-
stituting for the hypophosphite a dilute solution of potash and an
oxidable organic substance. With milk sugar the action is very ener-

getic and heat is quite supcrlUious.)
Both these are the initial steps of reactions which when prolonged

result in the visible formation of the coloured photosalts. It is a matter
of interest that sodium hypophosphite, which produces the above-
described effects, has no developing power whatever.

II.

The two impressions, that formed by light and that by hypophosphite,
are similarly affected by reagents. As an example of this identity of

effect produced on the two impressions, I first take the action of nitric

acid.

Chloride, bromide, and iodide papers were exposed to moderate diffuse

light under a screen with openings, for a proper time to form a latent

image, the chloride and bromide for four or five seconds, the iodide for

twenty or twenty-five. They were then cut into halves and one-half of

each was soaked in strong nitric acid for five minutes. These halves
were then washed for some hours, and were developed along with the

halves not so treated. Eesult was, latent image on silver chloride

almost if not quite uninjured ; on silver bromide, somewhat affected

but still strong; on silver iodide, entirely destroyed. Similar portions of

the same papers were then marked with hypophosphite, and were cut into

halves and one-half was subjected to the action of nitric acid in exactly

the same way as the previous. The result was exactly as before. Tlie

liypophosphite marks on the half of the chloride paper that had been
treated with acid came out in development as vigorously as on the half

that had not been treated. The bromide paper showed the marks weak-
ened by the acid but still strong ; on the iodide not a trace appeared. In
all respects the result was the same—what the one resisted the other re-

sisted, what destroyed one destroyed the other.

Another confirmation is presented by the action of the alkaline haloids

upon the latent imago. The latent images produced by light on chloride,

bromide, and iodide of silver, were all treated with cold and moderately
strong solutions of potassic chloride, bromide, and iodide for half an hour,

and were then subjected to development. It was found that all three silver

salts bore the action of potassic chloride and bromide fairly well, the

images were somewhat weakened but strong developments were obtained
without difficulty. But when potassic iodide was applied the latent image
was totally destroyed. The visible effect of the alkaline haloids on the

photo.salts exactly corresponds with their action on the latent image,
i'otassic chloride and bromide appUed in moderately strong solution and
cold have little effect, but potassic iodide quickly destroys them.

Therefore the action as well of nitric acid as of KCl, KBr, and K I, is

exactly the same on the latent image impressed by light on Ag CI, AgBr,
and Ag I, as it is on the corresponding photosalts.

III.

The impressions produced by alkaline hypophosphite upon silver chlo-

ride always give rise to correct images, darker than the ground on which
they are formed. The same substance produces an impression on silver

bromide which may by development produce either a direct or a reverse

image. So that there is a perfect parallelism with the action of light.

The reverse action of light, sometimes called solarisation, shows itself

as follows :—A film of bromide being exposed to light, part covered by an
opaiiue screen, the exposed portion receives an impression capable of

development, and this impression grows in strength to a certain point,

then recedes and reaches a condition in which it is less susceptible of

development than before exposure. All bromide films, even unexposed
to light, will darken in a developing solution in time. The portion that

under the action of light has readied the revcr.sed stage resists the reduc-

ing action of the developer better than that which was not exposed at all,

and, con.sequcntly, appears after development as light on a dark ground,

and is, therefore, a reverse image. As to the cause of this action wo are

as yet wholly in the dark. If the oontioned effect of h'ght wm limply (o
restore the affected part to its original state we might attempt an explana-
tion by allirming that the continued action of light undid itn own work.
But the fact of the resistance to reduction being greater than before expo-
sure shows that some as yet unknown action of light i« in play. Th«
reverse action cannot be due to oxidation, as haa been laggented, beeaOM
hypophosphite reverses and certainly cannot oxidise.
The reversing action of light on silver bromide flnda its coanterpart in

the action of sodium hypophosphite. If we take bromide paper (it i*
immaterial whether in making it the bromide or the silver solution be
applied first, but for these experiments on the rever.^al of the image it is
essential that a pure neutral silver solution bo employed, and that after
the second solution has been applied the paper should be thoroughly
washed, all the operations being of course performed by inactive light)

if we take such paper and make marks on it with a strong solution o(
hypophosphite, and then throw the paper into potassio-fcrroas oxalate,
we shall get a direct development ; the marks will be stronger than
the ground. If now we continually weaken the hypophosphite so-
lution, wo shall presently reach a point at which these marks are in
development almost wholly indistinguishable from the ground on
which they were made. But, continuing the dilution stUl further,
we presently reach a point at which the marks reappear, but this
time reversely; as lighter marks on a darker ground. This result is

obtained with about a two per cent, solution ; the first-mentioned effect

comes with a solution of twenty-five or thirty per cent. So that according
as we use the hypophosphite solution stronger or weaker we obtain
exactly opposite effects. Here the parallelism is striking but not perfect
—at least it remains to be explained why the action in the two cases pro-
ceeds in a reverse order. All the other reactions show a perfect identity.

Time will also sometimes produce the same effect as dilution. Paper
marked and put away for twenty-four or forty-eight hours, giving at first

a direct image, may after that time give a reverse one. This effect is

extremely uncertain and, I think, exceptional. I have kept very many
pieces for periods, from a few hours to several weeks, which first and last

gave direct images only ; a few became reversed. But the experiment
itself, the opposite effect of strong and weak solutions, is liable to no such
uncertainty.

Again, we may make light and hypophosphite interact, and each reverse
the other's action. To make hypojihosphite reverse the action of light, I
take a piece of silver bromide paper, expose it to the action of diffuse day-
light for a few seconds, then taking it tq the dark room make marks upon
it with a glass rod dipped in solution of hypophosphite. On developing
with potassio-ferrous oxalate the marks appear lighter than the ground.
Or, what is perhaps more striking, we take two pieces of such paper,
retain one in the dark room and expose the other from five to twenty
seconds to diffuse light, then make marks on both with a glass rod
dipped in strong solution of hypophcsphite, and then, after allowing a
few minutes for the hypophosphite to act, place them both in a solution

of potassio-ferrous oxalate. The marks will develope, in the one case, as

dark on a light ground, in the other (that exposed to daylight) as light on
a dark ground. We have here made the hypophosphite imitate the
action of light: it has reversed the image in the same way as would
result from a prolonged exposure to light. It will next be shown that
light may be made to imitate the action of hypophosphite and reverse

the effect already produced by that or other reducing agent.

If we take the red or purple silver bromide, preparing it with exclusion

of light, and the same precaution as in the case of a dry plate, and extend
it over paper (it is best, though not essential, to mix it with a little gela-

tine to enable it to retain its hold on the paper in the subsequent treat-

ment), dry it and expose it to light under a screen such a piece of opaque
stiff pasteboard with openings cut in it : then apply potassio-ferrous

oxalate, we shall obtain a very remarkable effect : all the parts exposed
to light take a reversed development and appear as lighter spaces on a
dark ground. And this goes so far that we may expose till we get a visible

and quite strong image, darker than the ground, and yet in development
this darker portion will come out hghter than the ground. Indeed, I hive
one specimen which shows almost white figures on an intensely black

ground. Before development these light figures were brown, by exposure

to light, on a rose-purple ground. I have seen few more curious rcsul'.s

than this.

From the foregoing it follows tliat red bromide, notwithstanding iti

intense colouration, is in the same condition respecting light as normal
silver bromide that has received an impression of light so strong that

any further infiuence of light would cause reverse action, only that a
vastly larger proixirtion of its molecules are affected. In the case of the

latent image formed by light on normal bromide, it would seem that the

particles affected, although numerous enough to serve as a basis of develop-

ment, are still too few and too scattered to be visible or affect the colour.

The photobroniide, on the contrary, has its mass made up of them.
Then if exposed to light the light carries tliem a stage farther—brings
them to the reverse or " solarised" condition, and the parts affected by
light develope less strongly than those.not exposed. So light can act the

part of hypophosphite and hypophosphite that of light, interchangeably

;

each can produce a direct action, each a reverse, and each can reverse

the other.

It then appears that in all the numerous ways in which it is possible to

compare the photosalts with tlic material o< (he latent image they ar«
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found to be identical. The proofs based on development generally, and

especially on the reversal of the laten^ image, seem very strong, and

these receive additional support from the exact identity of reactions

shown by the photosalts and by the material of the latent image. The

question of the identity of the photosalts with the products of light on

the silver haloids might perhaps be left with some confidence to the

cumulative proofs here offered. But I hope to be prepared to give in the

next number of this Journal additional evidence from a new direction.

—The American Journal of Science. M. Cakey Lea.

FEINTING IN CAEBON, AND OIL COLOUES, AND PHOTO-
LITHOGRAPHY.

[A Communication to the Dorset Amateur Photographic Association,]

The subjects of printing in carbon and photo-lithography should be of

peculiar interest to members of a Dorset Photographic Association, for

though it is by no means a generally acknowledged fact, it is an un-

deniable one, that to Dorset belongs the honour of the inventions.

I propose to-day, at your invitation, to give you some account of these

discoveries and of the steps which led to them. I shall illustrate the

remarks I have to make with specimens of earher and later work done

by them, and I propose further to add some particulars of a later and

most important discovery made by their inventor, of a method by which

prints can be produced in oil colours. The process is at present a secret,

but I shall be able to show you results produced by it which will prove to

you its great value. Had the process been taken up some years ago_, in

all probability it would have revolutionised the art of photographic print-

ing, for the process is exceedingly simple—prints of every gradation of

tone and colour can be readily produced by it. Moreover, the prints are

permanent to a degree that no other photographs are, for they are

capable of resisting tests so severe that no prints by any other known
process could stand them. The process is far in advance of that which

the editor of one of the principal photograijhio papers of the day stated

would, if discovered, " be one of the greatest discoveries photography has

ever known."
I made the acquaintance of the inventor, Mr. Pouncy, of South-street,

Dorchester, some time before he applied himself to the solution of this

problem—the "philosophers' stone" to photographers of that day. I

was a constant visitor to his studio and laboratory. I followed with in-

terest the development of his invention, and experimented myself in the

same direction, and thus gained a practical acquaintance with the subject.

About the time Mr. Pouncy commenced his experiments, photographers

were beginning to find out that silver prints contained in themselves the

elements of decay, and must ultimately fade, and were looking out for

some process by whicli photographs might be produced in permanent
colours. Amongst other chemical substances from which more reliable

results were hoped, carbon naturally suggested itself as one of the most
suitable ; for carbon is the most durable of all chemical matter, it com-
bines with oxygen alone, and with that only at a very high temperature.

But whilst chemists were looking forward, and scarcely hopefully, to a
time when photographs might be produced in carbon, and photographers
were beginning to interest themselves in the search for this, the photo-
graphic philosophers' stone, Mr. Pouncy was already far advanced with
his process.

In 1838, Mr. Mungo Ponton made the discovery that bichromate of

potash was capable of producing under the action of light a photographic
image, and by its means he produced the first fixed photograph. The
colour of the print was not satisfactory, and Mr. Ponton tried to improve
it by staining the solution, and with the addition of sulphate of indigo
he succeeded in obtaining a picture in various shades of green. Mr.
Ponton's experiments may have suggested to Mr. Pouncy the possibility
of obtaining a permanent print by the use of the bichromate of potash,
though he adopted altogether a different line in his use of it. The first

idea which occurred to him was, that since bichromate ol potash, under
the action of light, would produce a photographic image, it might in com-
bination with carbon fix that also. He mixed carbon with his bichro-
mate, applied it to paper, and for the first time a black surface instead
of a white one was used to print upon. After many experiments he
found that the black surface did not prevent the light from operating,
and that a picture could be obtained. This was an important point, but
the experiments did not result in a satisfactory print, for the carbon
washed up in developing ; some cement was required to unite the carbon
and the bichromate. Amongst other substances treated for this purpose
were gelatine and gum arable, and, at length, by means of the latter,
satisfactory prints were obtained.

I would here remark that Mr. Pouncy preferred gum arable to gelatine
as a cement for the carbon, mainly because he was from the first in
search of a photo-lithographic process, and gum arable, which is largely
used in lithography, afforded for that reason the surest promise of suc-
cess. In photo-lithography there was also the fact which might have had
some weight with him, that the gelatine print required the assistance of
a brush in development, or at least the use of hot water, whereas the
gum arabic print could be developed by the use of cold water alone simply
poured over the print. But I should like to make it clear that Mr.
Pouncy did produce carbon prints from the first by the aid of gelatine as
well as by the use of gum atabic.

Early in March, 1858, Mr. Pouncy sent two prints by his new process

to the Editor of the Photographic Notes, one a copy of an engraving of

Captain Cook, the other from nature, a photogi-aph of Bingham's Mel-
combe. These, the first carbon prints ever exliibited, were received by the
Editor on March 5. The Editor considered the matter of such importance
that he forwarded the prints to H.E.H. the late Prince Consort through
his private secretary. Dr. Becker. Dr. Becker, in a note from Osborne
dated March 15, 1858, stated that he had shown the prints to His Eoyal
Highness, " who thought them very remarkable and representing a most
important step in photography.' He further added, " The Prince will be
glad to hear of whatever steps he (Mr. Pouncy) may take to make
his discovery most generally useful."

I have the pleasure of showing you one of these original prints
; you can

therefore form your own opinion of them and mark lor yourselves the

high degree of excellence attained by Mr. Pouncy from the first, and you
will not wonder that some persons refused to believe that they were car-

bon at all, but believed that they were silver prints on plain paper, and
others that they were simply engravings. H.E.H. the Prince Consort
subsequently subscribed £10 of the £100 asked by Mr. Pouncy for giving

his process to the public.

The carbon prints first produced were deficient in halt tone. You will

understand why this was the case ; the negative was placed over the

black sensitised surface of the paper, a long exposure was required so

that the light might penetrate to tlie paper support, or the colour would
wash off in developing. For reproduction of a line engraving or any subject

in black and white, this was of no consequence, but the prolonged expo-

sure and the action of the light through the whole thickness of the sen-

sitised composition over the shadows and half tints allowed of little

gradation of tone.

Mr. Pouncy saw that in order to produce a print from nature with
every gradation of tone, it was necessary that the light should act on the

composition next the paper first. He therefore tried the effect of placing

the negative at the back of the prepared paper. This had the desired

effect ; tlie print presented a granular appearance from the printing in

of the grain of the paper, but the half tones were represented in every

shade as in the negative, and the appearance of grain was subsequently

reduced by the use of a thin paper previously prepared, or by rendering the

paper transparent by means of Young's parafline. This method of

printing, however, introduced a new difficulty—the prints were reversed,

the left side appearing on the right, the right side on the left. With a
portrait this was not of so much consequence, but views of places became
almost unrecognisable. The new difficulty was promptly met by an
ingenious device. If you take a piece of sensitised albumenised paper

and place it under a negative with the unprepared face to the negative,

and print in the ordinary way, you will find a faint image on the sensi-

tised face of the finished print, a rough image on the other, but on
holding the print up to the light, you will find a perfect image in the

substance of the iiaper, and a negative so made can be printed from
either side. I show you a negative on albumenised paper made in this

manner. Another and still more effective way of getting over the

difficulty was to coat the negative with a solution of indiarubber in

benzole, or some such solvent. When dry, a second coat was given.

This was all<3wed to harden, when the corner of the picture was raised

and the whole stripped from the glass. I hand you a film negative

which I stripped in this way more than twenty-five years ago. It has
been lying about since, and no particular care has been taken of it. It

will give as good a print as ever. It might suggest a method of stripping

gelatine films, though it must be remembered that there was much more
in common between the collodion film and the solution of indiarubber in

spirit than there is between the aqueous gelatine film and the solution

in spirit.

I have previously noticed that the late Prince Consort gave £10
towards the sum asked by Mr. Pouncy for giving lus process to the

world. This was made public through the Photographic Notes towards

the close of the year 1858.

The process is simple enough. It may be shortly described as follows :

—

Take equal parts of a saturated solution of bichromate of potass and of

gum arabic made to the consistency of varnish. Add the fourth of a

part of vegetable carbon ground very fine. Coat paper with the solution

by means of a broad camel-hair brush, and expose the paper under the

negative when dry for from five to fifteen minutes. To develope, soak

in water, aftewards wash under a tap.

As to the permanence ol the prints, at a meeting of the French Photo-

graphic Society in August, 1858, M. Giraud stated that he had tested one

of Mr. Pouncy's prints and found it to resist the prolonged action of

concentrated nitric and hydrochloric acid, aqua regia, cyanide of potassium,

and that none of these energetic agents affected it in the least.

I will show you some specimens produced by this early process whilst

we go on to speak of photo-lithography. Notice in particular the carbon

print of Melrose Abbey ; it received the silver medal of the Edinburgh
Society in 18ti3. The Committee sent down the negative to Mr. Pouncy,

and were thus able to form an accurate opinion as to the capabilities ol

the process, as they could compare the carbon print with the silver

prints made by themselves from their own negative.

Before commencing the account of the invention of photo-lithography,

it might be advisable to give an outline of the art of lithography as it is

commonly practised. The lithographic stone is rubbed down to a level
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and smooth Burface. The subject is drawn with greasy lithographic ink
on prepared paper, the drawing is transferred by pressure to the stone,

and is slightly etched in by a weak soUition of acid. The stone is then
washed and coated with a solution of gum arable. Being of a porous
nature, the gum is absorbed by the stone, except in those parts which
are covered by the drawing in greasy ink.

A roller charged with printing ink is now rolled over the stone, the
lines of the drawing receive the ink, the other parts of the stone, moist witli

the damp gum, reject it. Printing paper is now laid upon the stone
and the wliole subjected to pressure, after which the print is removed
and the process of printing repealed.

I have noticed that Mr. Pouncy was in search of a photo-lithographic
process from the first. In 1858 and 1859 he was working incessantly

and laboriously, early and late, first at carbon printing, then at photo-
lithography. With every advance in carbon printing he sought to make a
corresponding advance in photo-lithography, and much of the experience
gained in working the former process was useful to him in his experi-

ments with the latter—the methods by which he obtained reversed

prints and reversed negatives, for instance, were invaluable in the stone
printing.

His first endeavour was to produce an image on the stone which
should retain the printing ink from the printing roller passed over it,

whilst the bare parts of the stone would reject it. Every experiment in

this direction resulted in imperfect prints; tliere was a difficulty in

fixing the picture on the stone so as to bear the wear and tear of

printing.

About this time M. Poitevin—of whom we shall have to speak again

—

and possibly others were at work on photo-lithography. M. Poitevin was
trying a secret process, but enough transpired to show those who were
familiar with what had been already accomplished that success was not
attainable in the direction in wliich he was working. He was, in all

probability, using albumen, or some such substance, sensitised with
bicliromate of potass ; he printed direct on to the stone, and from one
fact which transpired that after five or six impressions the image rolled

off in the printing, we gather that he was attempting to print as Mr.
Pouncy did at first, from a jiositive image photographically fixed on the

Btone. The difficulty of fixing by means of photography an image which
would print on the stone did not trouble Mr. Pouncy long, he overcame
it by the most ingenious and simple means. The attempt to print from
the positive image was a failure, because no substance could be used to

form the picture which would unite with the stone so intimately as to

bear the wear of printing. But why should he not tlirow a negative on
to the stone, so as to leave the lines of the picture bare whilst covering

all other parts of the stone? All that would then be necessary would be
to pass the roller charged with printing ink over it, when all the lines

of the picture represented in bare stone would receive the ink, whilst

the ink would not penetrate to the parts covered by the negative, which
might then be washed off, ink and all, leaving the picture in printing ink
on the stone ; the stone might then be etched in, gummed, and printed

in the usual way. This was tried and was completely successful.

The lithograph I hold in my hands is one which was issued and pre-

sented with the Photographic Notes of December 1, 1859. It appears to

be a copy of one of Albert Durer's prints. It is not the best specimen of

Mr. Pouncy's work at this time, but the Editor wished to print a
specimen with that number of his paper, and as the time was limited,

Mr. Pouncy printed a stone which had this picture upon it, and which
first came to hand. W. Miles B.\iine3.

(To he continued.)

SOME PHOTOGRAPHIC HERESIES.*

Let us take a comprehensive view of this subject, and see how it looks

from a distance in a gootl light. The universe, and all contained therein,

visible and invisible, has to be photographed. Who is to do it ? We
professionals cannot begin to do it ; it is much too large a contract.

Then what are we to do ? Are we to be like dogs in the manger, or

cheerfully recognise the valuable service our amateur brethren are

rendering in this work? How much do you think of the work done

by amateurs would come to the profession ? Less than one-tenth ; that

is to say, more than nine-tenths of the work done by amateurs would
never be done if they did not do it. Then let us not forget the splendid

services amateurs have rendered the art -science in the past. Surely

they have earned their diploma. Then away with petty jealousies and
such old cries as "The craft is in danger!" It the craft is in danger,

it is from within, and not from without ; and it will generally be found
that the most jealous are the incompetent—those who have no special

skill to rely on.

There is a general superstition in the profession that a north light is

a necessity for a portrait studio. In fact, I very much doubt if there is

a south skylight in this city. See the trouble they have gone to all down
Arch and Chestnut streets to obtain a north light ; they have had to

cither build over two houses or spoil the length of the studio. Now,
1 have worked under many skylights, and prefer a south light every

time.
* Concluded from pnge 469,

Speaking of portraitore, a portrait combination lens is snppOMd to giv*
great roundness of image ; of course opticians favour this view, as well•
many photographers. My opinion is, it is a question of lighting, and
has little or nothing to do with the lens.

Mr. Burton has lately been finding fault with the term " depth of
focus," but he docs not suggest a better. He says it is impossible
that more than one plane can bo perfectly defined at once by any lens,
no matter how small the diaphragm used. Truly, we arc getting things
down very fine. Why did he not go further, and object to the term
" flatness of field," because no lens has a perfectly flat field ? Why did
he use the term " perfect definition," when he knew that the correction
of all photographic lenses is a compromise, and that the photographic
lens has not yet been made perfectly free from astigmatism ? Conse-
quently, there is no such thing as perfect definition. I notice some
writers on photographic optics have lately been using the term " penetra-
tion

;
" but is it any improvement on "depth of focus 1" I think not

;

besides, it is not nearly so expressive. The English language is a very
good one, but, like many other things, is not quite perfect.

Another heresy of mine is that every live photographic society should
have a standing committee, which may be called the " Research Com-
mittee," composed of three experts, who should, if possible, be, either
individually or collectively, skilled in photographic chemistry, photo-
graphic optics, and mechanics, with power to add to their number for
special work. They should report at each monthly meeting on such
matters as might have been referred to them, or in their judgment they
may deem worthy of investigation. One part of the order of business
should be " Report of Research Committee." A question may be asked
which no one is able to answer, such as, " Is chloride of sodium a restrainer
or an accelerator? "—referred to the Research Committee. An optician
brings out a new lens or a new invention, or a plate maker a new plate,
for which they claim certain possible or impossible qualities. Knowing
a society has a competent Research Committee, samples are forwarded
for examination, and the reports of such committee would be of great
value to the members and the photographic world.

I have heard it stated, on good authority, that a diaphragm which
expands and contracts during exposure would not give good definition
with a single lens, but having tried it I can say it is a mistake, for it does
not injure the definition in the least, but improves it.

J. Traill Taylor, in a lecture on lenses recently, proposed as a corrector
for single lenses a pair of common, cheap lenses, to be placed near the
diaphragm ; one a periscopio of short focus and the other a concave lens
of the same focus. I have tried it, and having no focus it has no effect,

as we might expect.* This gentleman is usually so very accurate,
especially in optical matters, that I am the more surprised he should
make such a suggestion without having first tested it.

I was speaking of this to a gentleman whom you all know, and he said,

"Have you seen my plan of doing that?" I answered, "No; what is

it?" He said, " You are aware that a square diaphragm gives cushion-
shaped distortion." I replied, "I did not; but I did know that placing
the diaphragm behind the lens gave that form of distortion." " Well,"
he said, " a square diaphragm gives it, too; now I make a round dia-

phragm, and outline a square outside of it, and in each comer of the
square I cut out a triangular aperture, which will give a rectilinear

picture." I tried the square diaphragm, and found it did not give the
cushion distortion as stated, so did not think the other was worth trying,

as the distortion is not influenced by the shape of the diaphragm but by
its position. I think the single lens has a great future before it, however
some may despise it.

One article of my photographic creed is, I believe in the capabilities of

a plate of the most exalted sensitiveness, the largest diaphragm, and the
shortest exposure that will give the amount of detail and definition desired.

Chables Trcscott.

(©lit ©tiitorial ^Tafele.

The ABC Guide to Actotypk Permanent Photoqhaphy.

Londou ; The Autotype Company, 74, New Oxford-street.

Standing on the shelves of our reference library is a series of six

editions of prettily illustrated and lucidly written autotype manuals,

each edited and revised in succession upon previous issues by Mr. J. R.
Saw-j-er, the director of the works. To these we have had frequent

occasion to refer when we were desirous of .sharpening' our mind in

either the principles or practice of the ever fascinating carbon process.

The AJiC Guide to Autof;/i>e Permanent Photography, by the

same author, may be roughly stated to be a " boiling down "—a species

of practical quinte.s-sence—of all that has previously emanated from
this enterprising firm in the elucidation of pigment printing, and we

* Tlio writer nt the above has failed from lark of knowledge aa to how mch a com-
bination nhould be used. The two supjilemontnry lonaea cooBterbalanciiig och othar,

or nearly so, little if any alteration will l)o made in the fooua; bat If comtA^i pot
together there will be so much marifinat displacement aa to aecnrfl, with abeolnte

certainty, freedom from distortibn. lie must try again, and if he doea so intfUiffiUiy

jte will quiclcly unsay what he has here said.—Kos.
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are sorry indeed for the intellect of the man vvho, with such a
" Guide " in his hands, could fail to produce excellent work.
Having devoted a few pages to the history of carbon, or pigment,

printing, Mr. Sawyer, in what country newspapers would call a " few
and well-chosen words," describes the various pigmented tissues

manufactured, their colours and uses
;
passes on to the general prin-

ciples of single and double transfer ; and then, before the reader is well

aware, he is in the midst of the manipulatory details of undoing the

carbon roll as it comes from the factory, sensitising it, which is

simplicity itself, dr3ing, exposing to light, and afterwai'ds developing

the image.

After treating the details of single and double transfer on paper,

our author then goes practically into the application of the process to

opal printing and various other applications of the art, toucliing upon
the printing-in of skies and backgrounds, transparencies and lantern

slides, concluding by a treatise on failures and tneir remedies.

We cannot too strongly recommend this well-digested manual to

all who desire to become acquainted with pigment printing. It con-
tains two illustrations, one of them, a portrait, being from a negative

by Byrne, of Richmond ; the other, a photograph taken in the interior

of the Autotype "Works, showing the method of development.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOB PATENTS.
No. 10,247.—"An Appliance to Facilitate the Accurate Placing in Albums of
Photographs, Drawings, or Scraps." W. G. Gukenwood.—/>ate<i July 22, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
A New or Improved Machine for Cutting Photographic and other

Glass Plates.
No. 11,231.—Benjamin Joseph Edwards, Tlie Grove, Hackney, London.

—

Septonher 3, 1886.

I provide a table or platform of suitable size, upon which the sheets of glass
to be cut are placed one at a time, ami I make the surface of the table of two
slightly different levels ou either side of the line of cut, to facilitate the
snapping of the glass, as described hereafter. At oue side of the table I hinge
a flap (one side of which forms a guide for cutting), and along the ojiposite side
of the table I form a raised stop, upon which tlie flap rests when in use, just
clear of the sheets of glass to be operated upon. At the end of the flap I form
a seconil smaller Hap, which may be hinged or made of some suitable flexible
material, and ou the under sides of these flaps 1 form suitable projections,
which can be pressed upon the glass on either side of the line of cut, and thus
by the aid of the inecpiality of the surface of the table snap the glass, in order
to effect complete sejiaratiou.

When the sheets of glass are to be bisected I fit a right and left-handed screw
in the fixed bearings below the table, and upon it I an-ange nnts equidistant
from the centre, which travel horizontally to and fro along the screw (when
turned by a suitable wheel or handle), thus pushing the sdieet of glass into
position and gripping it ready for cutting in tlie exai't centre.
When the sheets of glass are to be cut to certain dimensions (not bisected) I

make use of a similar platform or table, and on one side I fit a suitable sliding
guide, which may lie adj\isted for various sizes by means of a scale or by a
spriug bolt fitting into notches or other convenient device. The sliding guide
or fence is set at right angles to the stop or rest, against which the sheet of
glass IS placed, and the flaps being also at right angles to the stop, the sheet
IS cut square mnnediately on being placed iu the machine without special
adjustment.
By means of any ordinary hand diamond tool drawn along the edge of the

flat above described the sheet of glass may be bisected or cut .square to any
required dimensions with great accuracy and rapidity.
As hand cutting is liable to failure from inexperience, carelessness, or other

causes, I provide a frame or baseplate, which may be used in combination with
the above-described tables, which are made interchangeable. To this frame or
baseplate I fit grooves or guides along which the tables, which are furnished
With correspondnig guides or projections, are made to travel. At the far side
of this frame I fix a standard or bracket, and in its up]ier end I form adjustable
bearings to receive a rocking ana or lever (in oue end of which I fix the diamond
tool), and which may be regulated to give any desired pressure upon the dia-
mond by means of sliding or adjustable weights, or by a spring, or by both
combined. As a guide for the diamond tool I provide a wheel which I pivot in
the end of the rocking arm, and then adjust the diamond so that the point shall
project .slightly beyond the rim of the wheel. When tlie wheel arrives at the
edge of the glass the diamond is lifted by it into position for commencing the
cut, and at the end of the cut it runs up a slight incline, formed on the flap,
.and IS then drawn over by means of a small spiral spring or other suitable
device on to the surface of the flap, upon which it runs diiring the return stroke,
keeping the diamond entirely off the glass ; at the hinge end of the flan a
suitable guide conducts it again into position for cutting.

Improvements in Apparatus kor Preserving and Changing Sensitive
Plates used in Producing Photographic Pictures.

[Communicated from abroad by Messrs. Koppe & Moh, of Goerlitz, in the
Empire of Germany, Manufacturers.]

No. 6032. Edmund Edwards, 35, Southampton-buildines, Chaucerv-lane —
April 25, 188/.

This invention relates to the ap]>aratus used for obtaining photographic pic-
tures upon what ai-c known as dry sensitised glass or other plates, aud more

especially to apparatus by means of which such plates can be changed when
required, a fresh sensitive plate being substituted for one which has been
ex]iosed in a camera and a picture obtained upon it.

It has for its object a novel method of constructing and using such apparatus,
so that it is light, cheap, and easily used, whilst it occupies little space,
separate dark slides for each plate being dispensed with.
For this purpose a bag is used, of flexible material impervious to light, and

so made and arranged that the sensitive plate or plates contained in it can be
transferred to or removed from the camera when required, the back of the
latter being specially constructed to receive the open end of the bag.
The flexible bag, of a size adapted to the sensitive plates which it is to con-

tain, is made of silk or other suitable fabric, coated inside with a lining of
indiarubber, guttapercha, or other smooth substance of the like kind, of suffi-

cient density to completely exclude all light.

The smooth inner surface coming in contact with tlie surface of the sensitive
dry plate docs not at all injure the latter. The bag is made of sufficient depth
to allow its open upper end (when the plate or plates are iu it) to be folded
over against its side. This open uiqicr end or mouth is surroumled by a metal
frame, to which the edge of the faliric is attaclied.

Tlie sensitive jilates being dropped into the bag in a dark )ilace, the upper
cud is fohlecl down as described, and is held down by an elastic band passed
round near the upjier end of the plates, the extreme open end and metal frame
hanging loose below the band. In this way all light is entirely excluded, and
the jilates may be preserved for any length of time without losing their <iuality.

When the plates are to be used, tlie bag is connected to tlie back of the
camera, or to the dark slide which fits upon the back of the camera in which
the i)ictures are to be taken. The lower edge of this slide is open, and is

provided with a groove or guide, into which the metal frame at the mouth of
the bag is inserted, and is then held firmly in its position Ijy means of a sliding

or other clamp or catch, the fabric of the bag which fits round the metal frame
serving to make a perfectly tight and elastic fitting between the parts. Wlien
the bag has been thus arranged, tlic elastic band already described may be
removed, and the sensitive plate or ]dates raised up into tlie dark slide above.
Where two sensitive jilates are used, they may be supported by a sheet

metal plate between them, the ends of this plate being bent over in opposite
directions, one to the right aud one to the left, so as to hold both sensitive

|

plates firmly in position.

The dark .slide may be provided with a novel device for adj asting the position

of the dry plate. This consists of a revolving disc recessed into the hack of

the slide, and h.aviiig a semicircular gi-oove upon its front face, the depth of

this gi-oove gradually diminishing so that its bottom forms an inclined jdane,

against which the end of a pin works, which is carried by a flat flexible spring
covered with velvet. By turning the disc round with the fingers, the pin and
with it the spring is forced outward against the back of the sensitised plate,

which is thus pressed forward to the desired position.

After exposure the sensitised plate is returned to the bag, the open end of

which is again foliled down and held by the ehistic baud, aud it can then be
safely removed from the dark slide.

When sensitive jilates of large size are to be used, it is preferable to make
the bag cont.ain one such plate only.

The imi>roved changing bag may be adapted to any existing dark slide, upon
which it is only necessary to jn'ovicle a groove to receive tlic metal frame at the
mouth of the bag in the Avay described.

In order to be able to use sensitive plates of different sizes in the same dark
slide, separate frames of corresponding sizes are provided, eitlier of which can
be fitted into the dark slide itself

Each of these frames is open below, and is provided with a groove or guide
to receive the metal frame at the mouth of the flexible bag in the way described.

By this invention considerable saving in weight, space, aud cost is effected.

An Improved Magnesium Light eor Photographic Purposes.

No. 7035. Johannes Gaedicke, 7t, llitter-strasse, Berlin, and Adolf Miethe
Potsdam.—il/B!/ 1-3, 1887.

OL'R invention relates to an improved magnesium light for photographio
purposes, and has for its object the removal of those difficulties which have
hitherto prevented the general adoption of the same for photographic imrposes,
notwithstanding that its eminent value as an artificial source of light is

generally recognised, in fact, exiierience proves that for momentary photo-
gi'aplis or i)ictures proiluced in a fraction of a second it is a valuable substitute

for either the electric or day liglit, but for several reasons these advantages
could not be turned to practical account. This may be explained by tlie fact

that it has been the practice hitherto to burn the m.agnesium in lamjis, in the

form of thin riblion or wire, but it was found to be a most difficult matter to

determine the jiroper "exposure." Another difficulty arose in the Inirniug of

the wire itself, as neither the method above mentioned of burning the wire iu

lamps, or of burning the same uncovered, proved suitaljle for empfoyment iu

the atelier for several reasons, amongst others, that the latter portion of the

wire was not consumed rapidly enough, that the wire was with diflicnlty

ignited, but more especially because the jiroducts of combustion were after-

wards to be disposed of Tlie action of tiie dazzling rays of the magnesium
light on the object was, however, a sufficient reason wfiy the same was not

employed for photographic jiurposes. Tlie various improvements invented for

the purjiose of removing these difficulties have not attained the dcsu-ed result.

According to our invention the magnesium is no longer used in the form of a

thin ribbon or wire, but as a fine i>owder which is mixed in a certain propor-

tion with other liodies, which reailily give ofl' oxygen (known to intensify the

magnesium light), and also simultaneously mixeil or amalgamated with such

bodies as accelerate the combustion of the mixture. Such sulistances or boilies

arc, for example, chlorate of jiotash, jirussiate of potash, sulphurous aud other

combustion materials. Whereas prussiate of potash exceedingly accelerates

the conilmstiou, the chlorate of I'Otash, ou account of its containing a large

amount of separable oxygen, performs the very essential function of incre.ising

the temperature to such an extent that the radiating light and the action of

the magnesium is gi-eatly intensified. The comljustion of the mixture specified

ui the present specification lasts from about oue-thu'ticth to one-fiftieth of a
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necond. It must liorc be rcniaikeil tlmt nltliongli the maa;nosinm light, pre-

parcil nccortliiig to our invention, possojises several hundred thousand eaudle-

power, yet it is not possibh! for the effect of a Hash to be so powerfully felt

that a reaction of the "model " could take place.

tiiis is exjihiined by the fact that the time tlio Hash takes to find its way
from the sensitive nerves to the central organ, and from thence back to the

operative nerves is much longer than the limit given above for the burning of

tno powder, and even if the " model " should move, this movement couhl only
have taken place after the photograph or picture was already taken or com-
pleted. Our said improved magnesium powder or mixture is of great value for

the purpose in question, because the burning of the same when ignitcil takes

place without any cxplcsion whatever, expanding gases not being objectionably

prwliiceil. The rapidity of combustion depends considerably upon the fineness

of the magnesium powder and other ingredients, and also upon the degree of

their mechanical intermixture. The most suitable mixture for this purpose
consists of :—Twelve parts of chlorate of potash, six parts of magnesium
powiler, one part of prussiate of potash ; or, twenty-four parts of chlorate of

potash, twelve jiarts of magnesium powder, one part of amorphous phosphorus.
The chlorate of potash is first pulverised in a suitable mortar, and the other

sultstances, namely, the magnesium powder and prussiate of potash, then
added. The best results are attaincil by mixing the substances together upon
a smooth sheet of paper by means of a wooden or horn spoon, or by rolflng the
substances together until a fine grey powder is produced, which serves thus for

tlie magnesium li^ht. The magnesium powder so prepared can be ignited by
means of an electric or other spark, and hums witli a short Hash. By selecting

a suitable method of burning tne magnesium powder, a light may be produced
which can be employed to great advantage for other purposes, besides those of
instantaneous j^hotography. Our latest experiments have pro\'ed that the
introduction of substances or bodies, which show certain coloured lines in the
spectrum of the Bunsen burner, make the m.agnesium light much more effective

for these colours. Kor these reasons we provide the previously described mag-
nesium mixture with an addition of sodium, strontium, lithium, calcium,
talliuni, barium, and other salts, in order that the magnesium light thereby
produced may be made more effective for yellow, red, or green colours. The
l)roportion of these adclitions of light colouring bodies can be varied from a

minimum quantity upwards, to .ibout ten per cent, of the mixture, but it is

not advisable to take a larger quantity because they would affect the tempera-
ture of the combustion, and also decrease the effect of the light.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of our said
invention, ami in what manner tlie same is to be iierformed, we declare that
what we claim and desire to secure by letters patent is :— 1. The employment
of a mixture of magnesium powder with oxygen yielding salts, as for instance
chlorate nitrate and other salts, as well as with substances that accelerate the
oombustion such as prussiate of potash, amorphous phosphorus, sulphurous
antl other combustive materials, pine soot, &c. , for instantaneous photography
and for producing a momentarily intense light, substantially ,as de.scribed in

the foregoing specification. 2. The employment of light colouring substances,
or boilies in connection with the herein-described magnesium light in order to

make the light more effective for the corresponding colours, substantially as

described in the foregoing specification.

[We never like, where it can be avoided, to throw cold water upon a p.atent
;

but it is ])robaljle that tlie patentees in this case hud never read an article, in

our issue of May '2i, 1867, entitled, Photoi/i-aph;/ hi/ a Flii.ih, from which we
here make a brief extract :

" Mr. Skaife finds in magnesium powder, when
mixeil with other pyrotechnic compounds, the means of obtaining a flash of
light of the desired intensity and brevity. At the meetingof tlie South London
Society in November, 186.5, we ignited a powder composed of magnesium,
chlorate of potash, and sulphur, by which we had been able a few evenings
previously to obtain a sharp image of a jirint while it was being slowly moved."
This, we imagine, settles the fate of the foregoing patent.

—

Eds.]
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.

Dit« of Meeting. Nftine of Society.

August 1 Notts
„ 2 Coventry and Midland
„ 2 ' Nortli Loiulon

„ 2
!

Glcssop Dale
„ 2

1 Holmfirth
„ 2 Sutton
„ 2 Sheffield

„ 2
\

Bolton Club
„ 3 ,' Nortli Staffordshire

», 3
1

riiotoj^raphic Club
I, 4

1

London and Provincial
„ 5

1

Ifalifax Pliotopi-aphic Society.,

„ 5 1 Yorlcsliiro College

Place of Heetiug.

Institute, Shakespeare-street.
Coventry Dispensary.
MyddeltonHjUl.Upper-st. .Islington

Society's Rms.,Norfolk-3q.,Qlos8op

Society's Rooms, 18, High-street.
Masonic Hall, Surrey-street.

The Studio, Ohancory-lane, Bolton.
Meobanics' Institute, Hanley.
Anderton's Hotel, Floct-street.E.C.

Mason's Hall, Basingliall-street.

M. Mauley's, Barum Top.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday night, at a meeting of the aliove Society, held at 5a, Pall Mall
East, London, Mr. William England, Vice-President, occupie<l the chair.

Mr. Jackson said that the Kistman Company liad pist been developing
alwut eighty half-plate film negatives taken by Mr. Walker at the Convention
at Gla.sgow.

The Chairman had seen views of Venice containing little mottled markings,
pcrhajis the grain of the jjaper.

Mr. E. C'ocKiNd had been perjilexed by obtaining negatives which were not
sharp, although " '

negatives takei

in the evening.

^.^^. ...... 11.,,. ..^.vn |',.i|'icAcu iijf uULUllllii^ iicj^iiim;,'* "iiiv-u rrtic iiwv

;liongh the image on tlie ground-glass had been perfectly sharp

;

taken in thD middle of the day had this defect, and not those taken

Mr. W. M. Abhuan remarked that heat had a pbyiiologieal effect upon %imn
persons, causing them to nee lem perfectly in the middle of » hot day than in
the evening.

Mr. Ayhf,s found that blue tinted apectacle* wen a help in iMiudng
sharply ; they made the blacks of the image look blacker.
nie Chairman hail had the same experience.

Mr. W. F. DONKIN had hail a little exiwrience with American utripplng
films. If the directions wore not closely followeil the operator miglit go
entirely wrong. The negatives must not be left too long in water or upon the
collodionisod glas.s.

Mr. Jack.son said that they must be left long enough in water, but not too
long

;
glycerine and methylated spirit added to the water facilitated working.

Mr. W. E. Dkbeniiam asked if the permanency of prints ui>on bromide
paper was an established fact, for he saw that the *x;icty had iwiueil a atate-
ment to that effect upon a print Lssued with the last number of its Journal,
He would exjiress no personal opinion a-i to the permanency of snch priiita.

Mr. Samuels remarke<l that tlie Journal said that the prints had been
presented by Messrs. Morgan & Kidd, and he thoDght that covereil the
point.

Mr. Debenham asked if that meant that when any dealer i.<wned a print by
any jiarticular process he might also issue with it, apparently imder the seal of
the Society, any jmnted statement about it he cho«e.

Mr. CocKiNd said that the prints as mounted were not receiveil flrom HeMn,
Morgan & Kidd until the day before the Journal was publisheiL
The Chairman thought that the statement shouUl not hare been printe*!

upon the card.

The Hon. Secretaiiy said that Mr. Debenham was quite right. The imning
of the statement was a slip. In reply to a question whether ho would have
stopjied the issue had he seen the prints beforehand, he said that the inquiry
related to the editor's business.

Mr. Cocking exhibited a rack made by Mr. Hinton in which to wash plates.
Its construction cannot be explained without the aid of diagrams.
The Chairman remarked that it would take plates of different sizes, that it

w.as ingenious, and that its principle of construction was new to him.
Mr. Freshwater exhibited some instantaneous views of the Jubilee proceasion,
Mr. C'ocking exhibited Newman's shutter.

Mr. Ashman spoke of Mr. Van der Weyde's photograph of Mis.s Mary
Anderson at the American Exhibition ; it stood out stereoseopically like a
statue.

Mr. DoNKiN htul not seen it, but it was solely due to getting rid of the
impression of Hatuess by viewing through a tunnel. If a gooil photograph
were viewed through a tube with one eye, so as to cut off surrounding objects,

the image would appear to stand out solidly.

Mr. Ashman thought that photographs nowadays did not .stand out so
stereoseopically as when the tunnel studios were in use ; might it not be well

to return to that form of studio '!

Mr. Debenham wa.s of the same opinion. Whenever he had not to place
the camera very near the sitter he always used a tunnel ; it was movable and
ran upon wheels.

Mr. S.\MrELS hacl found a camera with a long hood to produce pictures
having a more stereoscopic effect tliaii obtainable with his other cameras ; uo
doubt the hood acted as a tunnel, cutting off much useless stray light

It was .announced that at about the end of the autumn an evening would be
devoted to the exhibition of refiecting and other stereosco|>es and of stereo-

scopic slides, also that a discussion would take place thereon.

The meeting then broke up.
*-

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Tliursday, July 21, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above Asso-
ciation, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, Loudon, Mr. H. M. Hastings
presided.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington exhibited views taken in Scotland with Watson's
detective camera while it was held under his arm.

Mr. L. Medlaud exhibited composition photographs printed as election skits.

Mr. A. L. HKNDER.S0N said that Mr. Rockwooil, of New York, hail called

upon him on his way to Paris and told him about an American shutter, one
end of wliich took in the end of the lens inside the camera ; at the other end
was a slit the full widtli of the plate, and which fell near the jdate, thus giving

the exposure ; the shutter was somewhat the shape of an egg inside the cametx
The late Mr. Collins had given him a shutter made on .somewhat the same
principle.

Mr. W. E. Debenham remarked that the most satisfactory shutter which he
and his brother had ever used consisted of a spring blind near the plate ; the
blind had a large opening. It operated in ono-thirty-lifth of a second, as

measured by Mr. A. Haddon.
Some members remarked that Mr. Wirrall and Mr. Edwanls had constructeil

shutters upon that principle.

Mr. J. J. BiiiGiNSHAW had found Place's shutter to be siinjile and effective.

Mr. Henderson said that Place's was the mast light-tight shutter he had
ever seen ; many of the shuttei-s wliich work between the lenses did not lap

over the lens mounts sutticiently to totally exclude light, so fogging then
Ijecame merely a question of time.

Mr. Medland spoke well of Newman's shutter.

Mr. Hendeh-son had been copying a picture with a portrait lens, and was
jiuzzled, after exposing several plates in succession, to find an effect in each of

them as if the centre of the picture only had moved during the cxiKxsure. He
afterwards found a small opening admitting light out of the Held of view of the

lens and in the guides for the diaphragm ; on stopping this o|iening the effects

disappeared. It was an experiment which could Ixj reiwateil at any time.

A question in the box asked the l)est way of evenly coating paper with

emulsion.

Mr. W. H. PRE.STWICH said that a few weeks ago a good jdan deriseil by an
American hail Ijcen reprinted in one of the English photographic journals :

sheets of ])aper soaking in hot water were removed one by one and laid u{>oa

warm glas.s, then coated with emulsion.
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Mr. A. Cowan remarked that the finest coaling of emulsion which could be

given to small sheets was applied in a rather troublesome way
;
glass was first

coated with the emulsion, paper was then squeegeed down upon it, the whole

left to dry, and the coated paper then stripped from the glass. The glass had
to be prepared in the first instance, otherwise the emulsion would stick to it

and would not strip.

Mr. Henderson had heard that Mr. Hubert had received some royal patron-

age recently ; he hoped he would exhibit his work in relation thereto to the

Association.

Herr Hubert remarked that he would do so on a future occasion.

The Hon. Secretary had seen many detective camera pictures lacking in

sharpness ; the detective camera photographs he had seen most free from this

defect had been tiken by Mr. W. England with the camera fixed to his

tricycle.

Mr. Wellington remarked that that method of fi.\ing the camera gave an
advantage.

Mr. Henderson thought that a 1b portrait lens would be good for detective

cameras.
Mr. W. M. Ashman called attention to a statement in the Photographic

Times of New York, that sliglit fog in a negative could be cleared away by a

ten per cent, solution of ammonia iron alum, which would also give intensifica-

tion if the negative were left in long enough. He had tried it, and found that

in time the image vanished entirely under the recommended treatment.

Mr. Henderson asked if the negative contained traces of hypo.
Mr. Ashman had tried one negative before it was fixed and another after it

had been fixed and washed ; in both instances the picture vanished.
The meeting then broke up.

——-
PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.

The Committee of this Association met on the 21st instant.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed,

Messrs. R. H. Callaghan, A. E. Ewen, F. T. Lupson, H. C. Roberts, J. B.

Stokes, J. P. Turnljull, and Miss Godfrey, were elected members of the
Association.

Mr. J. J. Briginshaw reported the action taken by him at the Convention
re the Association, the result being of a satisfactory character.

Other details of buainess having been dealt with, the meeting terminated.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
A Council meeting of this Association was held on Thursday, the 14th instant,

at the oifices of the Association, 12, Old Bond-street,—His Highness the Duke
of Teck in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read and confirmed, the following
members were elected :—The Earl of Kilmorey, Dr. Drew, Alfred Mulholland,
Esq., Hamilton Emmons, Esq., Colin Boyd, Esq., and F. Gowan, Esq.
The Hon. Secretary (Mr. Arthur James Melhuisli) then laid before the

meeting copies of all the pictures contributed for the current year, and Mr.
Glaisher (Vice-President) read his report, in which, after congratul.iting the
meeting on the exceptional excellence of the contribution for the present year,
stated that there were in the First Class 138 pictures contributed as follows :

—

C. Stephens, 7 ; The Right Hon. the Lord de Ros, 3 ; R. Murray, 1 ; W. S.
Hobson, 8 ; Major Board, 3 ; General Sladen, 3 ; R. 0. Milne, 11 ; W. Vanner,
9 ; W. Muller, 9 ; R. Leventhorpe, 15 ; George Brook, 9 ; F. H. Shaw, 3

;

Colonel Biggs, i ; The Bight Hon. tlie Earl of Rosse, 1 ; A. Tagliaferro, 4 ; L. F.
Reichling, 5 ; H. E. White, 7 ;

Miss Mary Egerton, 2 ;
Mrs. Hobson, 14 ; W.

Gaddum, 6 ; Miss Jane Wilson, 2 ; Mrs. Coats, 1 ; J. C. Cohen, 2 ; C. F.
Pritchard, 3 ;

W. Sculthorpe, 1 ; The Hon. Kingsly Bethel], 2 : Baron Liebieg,
3 ; and H. Emmons, 1.

The Second Class contained 109 pictures, the remainder of the pictures being
comprised in Classes 3, 4,;and 5.

After some discussion as to whether the first prize should be adjudged to
Mr. H. E. White or to Mrs. Hobson, it was decided in favour of the former,
and the following prizes were awarded :

—

To H. E. White, Esq., the first prize, a large silver goblet, for Nos. 159 and
2633. Mrs. Hobson, the second prize, a silver goblet, for Nos. 38, 42, 43, and
45. W. Muller, Esq , a water-colour drawing in frame, for Nos. 1002 and
100 <. George Brook, Esq., a silver goblet, for Nos, 5, 7, and 10. R. Leven-
thorpe, Esq., a silver goblet, for Nos. 141, 147, and 155. W. S. Hobson, Esq.,
a water-colour drawing in frame, for Nos. 334, 336, and 337. R. 0. Milne,
Esq., a portrait album elegantly bound, for Nos. 15 and 16. W. Vanner, Esq

,

a water-colour drawing in frame, for Nos. 90 and 91. Baron Liebie", a portrait
album elegantly bound, for No. 3. W. Gaddum, Esc]., a landscape album
elegantly bound, for Nos. 4 and 7. And to Lord De Ros, a portrait album, for
No. 8 and a series of Views at Bath. Certificates of lionoural)le mention were
awarded to General Sladen, Major Board, F. H. Shaw, Esq Colonel Big"s A-
Tagliaferro, Esq., L. F. Reichling, Esq., and C. F. Pritchard, Esq.

° '

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual bi-monthly meeting of this Society was held on Tuesday, the 19th
instant, at Myddelton Hall, Islington,—Mr. J. TYaill Taylor, President, in the
chair.

Tlie minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed, the
President showed some large silver ami ]>latiuum prints of groups from nega-
tives taken at the Photographic Convention of the United Kingdom by Mr.
John Stuart, of Gla.sgow, and Mr. Richard Keeue, of Derby, at Tarbert ami
Craig Millar Castle.

Mr. F. W. Cox inquired the best method of obtaining a reduced print from
a large one.

The President replied that he should make a reduced transpai-eucy on glass
from the original negative, and then by contact printing obtain the reduced
negative.

The President being compelled to leave in consequence of having to attend

an important meeting in another part of London, Mr. Cox was voted to the

chair.

Mr. William Swan was elected a member of this Society.

The CHAIR5IAN thought the members would like to hear from the Hon.
Secretary a brief report of the proceedings of the Convention.

Mr. H. M. Smith said that he and a few others travelled to Scotland by
boat, and were well repaid for the extra outlay of time by the opportunities

which presented themselves in tlie river and .also on board for instantaneous

shots. He then gave an account of the various excursions and evening

meetings, aud stated that he considered this Convention had been a very great

success, being attended by two hundred professional and amateur photo-

graphers, representing twenty different Societies in the United Kingdom. He
also spoke in terms of the highest praise of the manner in which the members
had been treated by their Scotch brethren, especially of the kindness and
hospitality of the Edinburgh Society.

Mr. H. Walker showed some prints from negatives taken at Chigwell.

Mr. A. P. HiGGiNS showed one of Tylar's metal dark slides, and st.ited that

he found them work well, the only disadvantage being their great weight. He
also showed two mahogany lialf-plate double backs which had been purchased

the one for 6s. and the other for 7s. 6d., the latter having a hinged shutter.

The Hon. Secretary warned members from purchasing cheap photographic

materials without exercising the greatest care in examining them before parting

with then- money. In the ca.se of the two shutters pa.ssed round by Mr.

Higgius, they must be far from light-tight, and he demonstrated this fact by
liusliing two thicknesses of note-paper into the slides while closed.

The Chairman remarked that it would be impossible to exclude light from

such shutters unless the greatest care was taken with them. In his opinion,

the American form, where the shutter was entirely removed from the slide in

making the exposure, was the best.

The Hon. Skckktary, referring to the proceedings of the previous meeting,

said that he had been trying one of the "right-about-turn" form of shutters,

but could not succeed in obtaining a sufticiently quick exposure with it, aud
wiis now using a plain drop shutter accelerated by elastic bands. He had had
an opportunity of examining Mr. C. Wollaston's diaphragmatic shuttei-, and

considered it both iiractically and theoretically perfect, and would endeavour

to obtain the loan of one to show at the next meeting.

The Chairman did not think there was any necessity for very elaborate

shutters. Exposures \\\> to one-fiftieth of a second could be made with the

plain drop shutter, and in his opinion there was nothing better, and there was

no mechanism to get out of order.

A discussion ensued upon the best method of packing plates for travelling.

The Chairman said he always repacked his plates after being exposed in the

same manner as they were originally packed by the maker, and had never had
the misfortune to break any.

Mr. Reader recommended packing the plates with pieces of white blotting-

l>aper between them.
The Hon. Secretary said he always packed his plates after exposure in a

solid block face to face, and had never broken or damaged any, but in carrying

plates as packed by the makers before exposure he had often liad the misfortune

to find as miiny .as two or three plates broken in one box.

Mr. Reader inquired whether any member could give his experience of

developing plates away from home.
The Chairman and Mr. J. Humphries both thought it a mistake to developo

.away from home unless it was simply a trial plate.

The following excursion was then aiTanged :—July 30, to Wanstead Park

:

train from Livcrjiool-street (Gre.at Eastern Railway) at thirty-five minutes past

two p. ni.

The members will also join in an excursion to Dorking with the Photographic

Club on Monday, August 1. Train from London Bridge at fifty minutes past

ten a.m.

83" CorregpoiidenU should never write on both sides of ihe jiaper.

THE LATE PHOTOGBAPHIC CONVENTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—May I venture to ask if we shall have any further

reports of the discussions on the papers read at the above Convention at

Glasgow ? I feel sure from the number of the papers and the repre-

sentative gathering present an immense amount of useful information

must have been given in the various discussions, and I cannot but think

it a pity that members who were unavoidably absent, and the photo-

graphic world in general, should lose tlie benefit to be derived from their

perusal. Cannot something be done even now to rectify the omission ?

While writing, I should like to make some suggestions in reference to

future meetings of the Convention. Could not the subscription be

increased so as to enable the Executive to publish regular proceedings,

the same as is done at other meetings of a similar kind? Judging also

from what several friends who attended the Convention told me, I should

think it would bo advisable to devote separate days to the reading of

papers and the outings, as the proper enjoyment of one, if not of both, must
suffer wlien they are taken on the same day. Of course this arrange-

ment was unavoidable at the meeting at Derby last year, when the

period fixed was three days, but now the time has been extended to six

days, there should he no difficulty in keeping the objects of the Con-

vention distinct, and I certainly think one day, if not more, should be

given up to the reading and proper discussion of papers, if only as an

act of courtesy to the authors who have devoted time and labour in

preparing them.
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Expressing my gratification at the way the Derby child liaa grown in

proportions and usefulness, and with every good wish for its future

advancement—I am, yours, Ac, H. M. Hastings.

54, Kditli-road, West Keitsington.

[We do not think that there is any chance of there being further

reports of the discussions on the papers read at the Convention. We
are entirely at one -with Mr. Hastings as to the desirableness of

effecting a separation between the excursions and technical pro-

ceedings, but Glasgow and its vicinity are so exceedingly rich in

everything allied to scenic grandeur that it was ditficult to arrange

matters otherwise on lust occasion. While it is undesirable to in-

crease the subscription, yet do many feel that an annual subscription

of five shillings is too low,

—

Eds.]

THE "EURYSCOPE."
[Bv request of Messrs. Marion & Co., the agents for Messrs. Voigt-

liinder & Son, we insert the following letter, addressed to them by

the eminent firm of opticians.]

"Braunschweig, 18 July, 1887.
" Messrs. M.4bion & Co., London.

"Dear Sirs,—We duly received your favour of the 16 July. The
advertisement of Perken, Son, * Rayment, you sent us has greatly

astonished us. We assure you and state herewith, that we are the lirst

opticians who invented an objective named ' Euryscope,' the construction

of which we published already in 1877, as every handbook of photography
will confirm. The name ' Euryscope,' too, is at first employed by us

;

until this day nobody has dared usurp this name, which we consider to

be ours. How such a proceeding is to be judged, every honest man
knows and is unnecessary to say.

" That furthermore Messrs. Perken, Son, & Kayment put the words
' None genuine unless bearing Trade Mark ' in their advertisement of

their imitated construction is only intended to deceive the public and to

mask the design. In the interest of all the photographers and amateurs
we hope that they will not succeed in their manoeuvres.

" We shall be much pleased to hear soon again from you in this

matter—and remain. Dear Sirs, yours very faithfully,

"VOIGTLANDEB & SOHN."

STEIPPING FILMS.

To the Editobs.

Gextlemen,—X make a suggestion to my amateur friends who are

engaged in solving the practical difficulties of stripping films. Last
year I brought before the Birkenhead Photographic Society specimens

of transferred albumenised films taken thirty years ago, and as good
now as the first day they were completed.

In the days of the wax paper process we placed the sensitive waxed
paper in a bath of casine, or what is commonly called whey. We found
it increased the sensitiveness of the waxed paper. The idea was adopted
by a maker of albumenised paper, who rashly rushed into the market
with paper so prepared, and to his horror the film invariably separated

from the paper support whilst in the process of fixing with hyposulphate
of soda.

I transferred a number of films on to paper and opal, but was obliged

to give it up as the maker of the albumenised paper would not continue

his mistake. The film when transferred was remarkably tough and
stood any amount of handling ; when strongly printed the definition was
as fine as any transparency on glass. The print left on the paper was
of a spongy appearance and useless as a photo.

Could we not persuade the Eastman and other negative paper makers
to try the whey experiment before coating their paper with the emulsion ?

I feel confident it would add to the sensitiveness of the emulsion film,

whilst it would render the transferrence of it to glass or paper more easy

and certain.

Any plan that would reduce the operosity of the process as at present

carried on is desirable, for undoubtedly not only is the beauty of the

negative enhanced, but the charm of portability is perfected.

Birkenhead, July 27, 1887. Jas. Alex. Fobbest.

"MEEIT" AND "MEDALS;' AT DEBBY EXHIBITION.
I'u the Editors.

Gentlemen,—When an exhibition prospectus distinctly holds out to

exhibitors that certain awards are to be made, is it the right thing that
at the pleasure of the judges they can withhold any of these awards,
taken for granted, of course, that there are a sufficient quantity of

pictures exliibited ? This would seem to be the rule at the Derby
Exhibition, and when asked why the promised awards were not made,
the answer received is, that the judges did not see sufficient merit in the
pictures shown to warrant any further awards being given ! Now, I ask,

is it not decidedly unsatisfactory, after making a distinct statement with
regard to awards, and putting exhibitors to no end of trouble and expense
in sending their exhibits, that they have to pass through some unknown
merit ordeal ? And what I would like to know, through the medium of

your valuable Jodkkal, is, what is this itandard of merit ttiroogh whieh
they have to pass? Are the judges supposed to know all the dronm-
stances under which every individual photograph is taken ? Ii it the nxwt
gorgeous landscape that gains the medal? or the most loaoioas msnnoD?
or the photograph of a titled lady ? or an actress in a blaze of white ? or

a something big and showy to the eye, with a month's retouching apon
the negative, and other aids outside the pale of true photography?

Is it not a fact that gainers of the medals at photograpbie eibibitiona of

the present day are, as a rule, those men who can command a range of lensea

and apparatus that would make a provincial photographer's teeth water,

and have a staff of assistants, through whose hands their pictures pass,

that it becomes almost impossible to know to whom the real honour of

the medal belongs ? Now, I, a provincial photographer without the aid

of a large range of lenses, or even a single assistant, have had the daring

to send two years in succession to the Derby exhibition, exhibiting both

seasons in the architectural class, and have found that the first season,

although three awards were promised, none were mode, and that this

year one medal lias been withheld. I am not particularly interested to

know how far I may be removed from the medal list, but 1 am anxious to

know why there is still a gap left in prize list, and it is this standard of

merit that is bothering me.
Now I would suggest that in future the Committee of Management of

this Exhibition should say in their prospectus that any or all of the

medals may be withheld provided the pictures do not come up to the

standard of merit, and so keep unsuspecting photographers like myself

from supposing that the best pictures exhibited at Derby Exhibition wonld

receive the awards and not the beat pictures the world can produce which

may not be shown at that particular exhibition.—I am, yours, Ac,
Arbroath, July 26, 1887. J. Gbddis.

CHEEKY FABRIC AND BED LIGHT.
To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—I suppose most photographers who have used cheny
fabric know that it loses its colour. The enclosed might be called a good

specimen of fading, having become almost white where exposed to light.

I believe many injure their eyes by having red light right down to the

level of the developing dish, so that the glare of red strikes directly into

the eyes. I find 1 see better, and with much less discomfort to my eyes,

by darkening all the lower portion of my window, so that all the light

falls from above the level of the top of my head. I would recommend
those who have red or yellow light down to the level of their developing

dish to try this.—I am, yours, &c., H. G. M. Costbeabe.

The Hut, Ingatestone.

IEIDESCENT MARKINGS ON PLATES.
To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—^I notice from reports of Societies' meetings that the

question, " What can be done to remove the iridescent markings arotmd

the edges of plates ?" has been often asked lately.

I have carefully tried the prescribed remedies, but found them all fail.

The red prussiate of potass and hypo reducer removes them almost

instantaneously if applied while the negative is still wet. Of course

when using this it is necessary to carry the development a little further

than usual to counterbalance the action of the reducer. By this treat-

ment plates otherwise quite useless may be made to give good negatives.

Doubtless you will find many people who know all about it, and have

used it for years. I have not seen it in print, and trust it may prove

useful to some of your readers.—I am, yours, &c, '' " '^—

—

Hexham, July 23, 1887.

J. P. Gibson.

findees and focussebs.
To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,-In reply to " Jumelle's " inquiry, I beg to say that at the

proper time he and all others will know all about my special claim in

connection with the finder and focusser.

Let " Jumelle " moderate his sorrow, he will find that I have not dona

60 silly a thing as he supposes.—I am, yours, Ac, S. D. McKellex.

Manchester, July 22, 1887.
*— •

iBictange Column.
», No charge is made for inserting Exchanges a/ Afparatut in Ihi) column;

but none will be inserted unless the article wanted m desfintUly stated. Thou
who specify theirrequirements as"anything uti^ul"vnlHh»rrfore understand

the reason of their non-appearance.

Half-plate rootiUnear leng for qnarter-plate bellows ounera with three doable barlu,

by good maker.—AddroM, E., 11, Maary-road, London, S.

I will eichanm a whole-plate portrait lon< for enhu'^ng apnaratus with lix-iooh

condensere.—Addtwe, W. W., 158, Noel-street North, Nottuigham.

Wanted in exchange, a good portrait lens for pictures not leu than t«n-inoh or good

studio furniture. Sea Sale Columns.—Address, J. Pickkh, ROBCom.

Wautoil, McKcllen'9 or Shew's combination (Brown's patent) whol»'plata camum in

exchaiigo for lever watch and cash.—Address, Beesabd Gk£SS, CockarmoiiUi.

I have a number ot carbon enhirgemonta bj Vernon Ueath (™w», 4o.. gxC); will

exobaoge foroutdoor apparatus.—Address,W. SlAllB, 2&i, AlDaajr-naO, OuuDerweU.
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ansitocrg to atortesponUentis.

Photographs Reoistered :—
, , „ , . »

Lail.v Dalton Fitzgerald, 33, Grosvenor-place, S-W.— Photograjih of Buckingham

p. M. Laws & Sou, Newcastle-on-Tyno.—rfiofojmpJi of tlic prhe hdl •' JJoIi Eoi;."

G. W. Wilson & Co., Aberdeen.—Oil painting af Dorothy Yernon.

C. B.^NTABD.—Try No. 2.

S. J.— If you tind the paper tone.s better with tlie borax bath than with the

acetate, why not continue to use it ?

H. B. H.—1. Under the conditions the occurrence is by no means singular.

—

2. There i.s no remedy now unfortunately.

Lkx.—Lantern jiictures may be produced from ]iaper negatives, but care must
be taken not to allow the grain of the paper to show.

W. J. (Doncaster).—Hardwich's I'hotorjraphic Chemistrij, ninth edition, puli-

iished by J. & A. Churchill, New Burlington-street.

B. A. Weston asks us why he cannot dissolve gelatine in methylated spirit.

—

The answer is very simjile. It is because gelatine is not soluble in spirit.

H. G. M. CoNYBEARE.—Fruit and vegetable presses or strainers have long been
employed in breaking up emulsions. The special one referred to will answer
quite well.

X. Y. Z. (Hyde).^ror ordinary landscape work the plates mentioned are well

adapted. Better sacrifice one or two small ones at first in order to ascertain

the most suitable exposure.

J. C. B.—We obtain our asphaltum from a drysalter in Long Acre. It dis-

solves readily in benzol and other solvents. It can, doubtless, be obtained

in solution from artists' colourmen.

Bucks.—The platinotype process will answer all your requirements, and it is

sJTuple to work. If you mask the negatives neatly you can print the pictures

witli a margin, which enhances the effect.

P. P.—The light of a common paralline lamp is quite strong enough for printing

on bromide paper. You must take the precaution to expose at some distance

from the light, or there will be risk of over exjiosure.

J. W. Handle.—We know of no one in this country from whom you are likely

to obtain Laudy's work on the lantern unless J. J. Atkinson, Manchester-
street, Liverpool, who keeps several American productions.

Quiz.—1. We do not know how the snlpho-pyrogallol referred to is prepared.
The manufacturers do not publish the formula by which it is made.

—

2. Dumfries.—3. There is nothing better than the hyposulphite of soda.

GKORr.irs wouhl be glad to know why he gets scratchcil lines on some of his

prints when burnishing. He does not tliink tlie buniisher is at fault, as it is

quite new.—If the .scratches do not exist on tlie bar of the burnisher, they
are probably caused by grit or dust being on the prints at the time they are
burnished.

J. D.— 1. The print is not toned.—2. Employ an intense negative and a good
toning b.ath of your own making ; do not buy one re.ady made.—.3 and 4. Ye.s.—5. The lens is right enough ; all depends ujiou the skill of the user.

—

6. We do not know.—7. Yes, if dry ferrotype plates are employed, but they
are usually m.ade by the wet collodion process.

Richard W. says he lent some negatives to a friend to try his hand at printing
with, and when they were returned many of them were badly scratched. He
asks if there is any remedy.—The only plan is to touch out the scratches
with water colour. This must be neatly done, otherwise the blemishes will
become more con.spicuous than if they were left alone.

LOLO.—The soda to employ in the developer is not the bicarbonate, but
waskinrj sodu. Tlie white dry powder with which the crystals get encnisted
is better than the crystals themselves. In such cases where bicarbonate is

jirocurable and the nionocarbonate or washing soda is not, the former then
may be made to answer by jdacing it in an iron ladle or spoon, or on a
shovel, and heating it to an ajiproximate re<liicss.

Peiu'Lexed wi.shes to know the methods used for printing the "titles" of views
on negatives so as to appear in white letters in the prints.—The plan usually
adopted is to write tlie titles (backwards, of course) on the negatives with
an opaque ink or paint ; it will then appear white on the print. The writing
should be done with a fine sable pencil. Bates's black varnish to which a
little lampblack has been added forms a capital ink, as it does not run and
drys quickly.

A. Ward says ; "I have a few ounces of triple crystallised nitrate of silver
which I have had by me since I used to work with collodion, and the
crystals look discoloured and ditierent from the fresh nitrate. Is it neces-
sary to rccrystallise it before it is used for sensitising paper?"—It is not at
all necessary to do anything with the salt ; tlie crystals being slightly dis-
coloured is of no con.sequence. Crystals of nitrate of silver, if neutral are
very prone to discolour Ijy keeping, particularly if exposed to light.

'

Stephen Wills wites as follows: "I have been making some prints on
gelatino-bromide pajier with the glazed surface, and wanted them with a
high gloss, like enamelled prints. I squeegeed them on to glass, and when I
took them off they had all the gloss I desired, but when they were mounted
it all disappeared and were nothing the better for being on the glass Wliat
sh.iU I do?''—To retain the highly glazed surface, the mount should be
attached to the print while it is yet on the plate and not stripped until it is
perfectly dry.

C. W. p; inquires
:
" Wliat part of the Isle of Wight would you recommend as

being the best to visit from a jihotographic point of vitw a place where
rural scenes could be secured together witli the ordinary seaside views'
Reading so much about 'chalk cliffs' and 'downs' has frightened me "—
Fine pictures may be secured in, .and in the vicinity of, Shanlilin Chine but
Ventnor and all along that coast will also permit a few dozen plates to be
exposed with advantage. For yachts and boat scenes Cowes is Hiirivalled •

but, in fact, go where you like in that island, innumerable iiictures are to be
lound. ^

W. Ethelbert Henry (Sarina, Out.).—The firm with whom you have had
dealings is a totally different one from that referred to by the Queensland
correspondent. We have put ourselves to the troulile of inquiring into the
gi'ievance of which you complain ; and having Iwen favoured with a perusal
of the whole con'esiiondence, including copies of lettere .sent to you and your
friends, have no hesitation in saying that your allegations of inattention and
discourtesy have not the slightest foundation in fact, as we have now before

us copies of the letters (torn from the letter book) that were sent you. We
imagine they may have miscarried in course of post, but the firm named
could not possibly have .shown more attention than was done.

H. C. M. writes ;
" I am going to take a trip to the West of Ireland in about a

fortnight, taking with me a half-plate camera ; in using that camera for

taking stereoscopic views on, say, quarter-plates, could you tell me what
distance to shift the camera for the second exposure ? also if the angle of
view embraced by the lens would need to be taken into consideration.'"—In
reply : Tlie camera must be sliifted to such an extent as to exceed slightly in

the two positions of the lens the distance apart of the eyes. The greater the
separation the more pronounced will be the stereoscopic effect of the pictures,

although such will not then be true to nature, but exaggerated. This holds
good altogether irrespective of the nature or focus of the lens or the width of
angle it includes.

W. writes :
" I have a quantity of glass remaining from the days of the

coUodio-albumen and wet processes, in various sizes from quarter-plate up to

18 X 14, which is now, under the present system of commercial gelatine plates,

of no use to me. The bulk of it is in the smaller sizes. I have not offered

it to any of the dry jilate makers, as I understand they prepare their plates

in large sizes and cut down to the required dimensions after co.ating, and
that the smaller sizes would be too much trouble for them to coat single

plates. I shouhl lie very much obligeil if you could inform me how to

dispose of it to the best advantage, as at present it is merely useless lumlier."

—We imagine that hundreds of photogra])liers are in the same position as

our correspondent with reference to a stock of useless glass. The only plan

we can suggest is to advertise it for .sale, though we have doubts if it will

meet with a purchaser. We know many iihotographers who would be glad

to give away their old glass if they could meet with any one who would
accept it.

Mr. George P. Cartland writes: "In reference to your remarks on
'Jubilee negatives and pictures,' I should like to ask you if you think that a

picture similar to the one accompanying this letter could have been obtained

on a wet plate at eight o'clock in the evening, as this was done ?"—The photo-

graph referred to is a scene at Windsor, taken on the occasion of the Queen's

arrival. By the ordinary wet collodion process it could not have been done
unless witli a lens of unusual angular aiierture. But Mr. Cartland's lens has

been somewhat strained, for while tlie centre and the nearer right side is

slia'p, the left, in which the royal cairiages are drawn up, is rather out of

focus. Tills doubtless might have been obviated liy a more vigorous applica-

tion of the side-swing. Bnt the picture is a good one notwithstanding.

We hope next week to overtake arrears of notices of exhibits at the Conven-
tion and in the Manchester Jubilee Exhibition.

We inadvertently applied the wrong name to the principal figure in the

cartoon of which we spoke last week. It should have been Joseph, not "John,"
Gray.

A proposed trip in the s.s. " Ceylon " to the Baltic, Russian and Scandina-

vian capitals. Will some one give hints as to the best guide-book useful to a

photographer, or any other information .'—C. V.

Photographic Ch'b.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,

August 3, 1887, will be on Culnur I'hitoijraphy. Bank Holiday outing at

Dorking : train from Victoria at thirty minutes past ten.

The next meeting of the North London Photographic Society will take ]dace

on Tuesday, August 2, when Mr. Octavius Smith will read a jiaper on Si/slems

iif Xumberimj I'hutoijraphic Stops aiut lenses. Visitors are invited.

We learn with regret that the rear portion of the photographic store of

Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony, New York, was destroyed by fire on the night of

the 12th instant. The chemical and apparatus factories in the front store were

uninjured.

It is now some time since we had an ojiportunity of making trial of dry plates

of American manufacture ; but during the past week a sample packet, bearing

the " Eagle " brand, has been left with us by Mr. Donelan from New York. We
have tried them and find them to lie both ipiick and good—ipiite as good, in

fact, as many plates of English manufacture.

We are always glad to receive specimens of photography executed in distant

parts of the world. Mr. A. F.arsari, of Yokohama, Japan, favours us in this

respect with some of his works ilhistrating .Japanese life and character. Mr.

Farsari says he has taken up jihotogi-aphy but a short time ago, yet are his

works most creditable productions, some of them being skilfully coloured and
tinted. They compare very favourably with home productions.
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IRON ALUM AS AN ALLEGED INTENSIFIER.
The latest claimant for popular support as au intensifyiug

agent comes forward in a somewhat anomalous character,

since it is said to clear away slight fog, and, at the same time,

add to the density of tlie negative. But in the brief discussion

that took place on the subject at the last meeting of the

l.iindon and Provincial Photographic Association, Mr. Ashniau,

\»lio had tried ammonia-iron alum, found that, so far from its

ji issessing any intensifying action, it behaved as a reducing

agent, and tliis is certainly the capacity which, from actual

experience, we should ourselves expect it to exhibit.

Some three years ago—in January, 1884—we published in

these columns some notes on ferric and potassio-ferric sul-

phates, in the course of which we detailed our experimental

attempts to utilise those two substances as negative reducers.

Though our experiments wore conducted witli the potassium

salt, the different iron alums are so similar in constitution,

character, and properties, that we have little reason to suppose

that the ammonia-iron alum will behave in materially different

manner from its congener. The chief difference between the

two will be found in the fact that the artYnonia compound is

slightly more stable than its fellow, a circumstance that may
cause some of the phenomena we have to record to bo less

marked than with the potassium salt.

In describing these curious compounds, we may state first of

all that the term " alum " applied to them is, strictly speaking,

a misnomer, since they contain no trace of alumina, but receive

the name because they are isomeric with the double sulphates of

uluminiura which pass imder the generic title of alums. They
are, in fact, double salts in which the sulphate of iron (ferricum)

replaces the corresponding salt of aluminium. Thus, when
ordinary potash alum witliout its water of crystallisation is re-

I)resonted by the formula Al K (SO,)^ potash-iron alum has

the composition Fe K (SO,)^, and each contains the same pro-

portion of water of crystallisation, namely, twelve equivalents.

The iron alums are made by mixing their component
sulphates in eijuivalent proportions in the presence of a slight

excess of sulphuric acid and allowing the double salt to

stallise spontaneously. The crystals have precisely the

»;iiiio form as the true alums and are colourless, or nearly so,

[Commercial samples exhibiting generally a slight pinkish or

' brown tint. Potash-iron alum especially is peculiarly liable to

decomposition, particularly when heated and in its solution,

decomposes slowly at normal temperatures and very readily if

heated to 180^ Fahr., separating into insoluble basic potassio-

ferric sulphate which is deposited, normal ferric sulphate and
free sulphuric acid. If kept for some time, however, this solution

yields, on evaporation, crystals of the original double salt.

Ferric sulphate, more i)opularly known amongst photo-

graphers as persulphate of iron, was first suggested as a

reducing agent for negatives by Mr. Wamerke at an early

meeting of the Photographic Club, on account of its solvent

action upon metallic silver ; but we do not recollect to have

heard of any such application of it having been made in con-

nection with gelatine plates until our own experiments in 1883

and 1884. If metallic silver be immersed in a cold, strong

solution of the persulphate, it is slowly dissolved, and after a

time redeposited as a fine metallic powder as the solution

becomes gradually decomposed. If the solution be heated the

silver is dissolved more rapidly, in fact with considerable

energy ; but the decomposition of the iron salt also takes place

more rapidly, and consequently the reprccipitation of the silver

as well mixed, in this case with a considerable quantity of the

insoluble yellow basic sulphate. If the solution be acidified

witli sulphuric acid, however, the silver is thrown dovm in a

state of great purity.

The double salt of potassium and iron, though less liable to

change, is still subject to preci.sely similar decomposition to

those mentioned, though they occur more gradually, aud it

was for this reason that w^e were led to try the potash-iron

alum in the first instance. The ammonia compound being still

more stable may, as we have already suggested, possess slight

advantages over either, but we do not apprehend that they

will be such as to render that salt of any practical value, for

the reasons we shall give.

If we proceed to treat a fixed and well-washed gelatine

negative with iron alum, we find that the image is rapidly

removed by the solvent power of the solution. Removed, that

is to say, so fivr as its original character is concerned, ftr

though the silver is dissolved out, its place is taken by a

deposit, more or less strong, of the insoluble basic iron salt

already mentioned, which forms a faint, dirty yellow image.

But in addition to this action on the image, the clear portions

of the film become tinged of a deep yellow colour, the character

of the stain varying with the strength of the solution. If the

latter be weak, the stain remains transparent, but in propor-

tion as the strength is augmented, so does the tendency to

opacity increase, until with a very strong solution the faint

image almost ceases to be discernible. If an imfixcd negative

be so treated the image disappears as completely aa if bleached

out with chloride of copper.

As the strength of the sobition is decreased the solvent

action upon the silver forming the inuige naturally becomes

less, but to a gi'eater proportionate degree than the Btaiuing

power. Consequently, if a negative be immersed for a short

time in such a solutiouj the shadows become stained before \h<}
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image is materially reduced in strength, though complete

reduction will take place if a sufficient time be allowed.

These facts may possibly supply us with a clue to the claim

made by the writer in the Fhofof/rapkic Times that ammonia-

iron alum will at the same time clear away fog and intensify a

negative, though it will depend upon the exact nature of the

fog whether or not our theory is applicable. Fog in many,

perhaps the majority, of cases consists of a surface deposit, as,

for instance, when it is caused by slight access of white light in

the developing room or by forced development. If it be

chemical fog created in the emulsion it will necessarily exist

throughout the whole thickness of the film, and then the theory

we propose seems less probable.

Given a solution of the ammonio-ferric sulphate of such a

strength as to act slowly upon the metallic image, we can

readily conceive that it will exert its influence first upon the

surface of the film, and if the fog be purely superficial that may
be expected to disappear before the built-up metallic deposit is

appreciably affected. Even granting that the fog deposit

reaches throughout the whole thickness of the film, we arc

warranted in believing that it may be totally removed before

the more solid portions of the real image are greatly affected
;

since, as the solution penetrates those parts of the film, its

solvent power is exhausted by the surface metal, and by the

time it reaches a certain depth into the gelatine it has become

totally deprived of all power of acting on the silver. It is,

then, only by the gradual exercise of the process of osmose that

a sufficient quantity of active solution is brought to bear on
the image portions of the film, while where only slight fog

exists the solution is absorbed into the film with less drain

upon its powers, and consequently may eliminate the fog before

the image is materially affected.

With regard to the alleged increase of density we are dis-

posed to think that this is, if not purely imaginary, based upon
a fallacy, or rather upon the stain, imparted to the gelatine by
the iron solution. We all know how greatly the density of a
negative is apparently reduced by treatment with alum and
citric or hydrochloric acid in order to remove the pyro stain.

Inversely an appearance of greater density will follow the
yellow stain given by the iron, but how far the apparent
intensification is real can only bo estimated by actual trial.

Such dodges as printing through a coloured varnish or sheet of
tissue-paper which supply a uniform increment of density to
lights and shadows alike, are resorted to with advantage with
very thin negatives, so, possibly, the application of an even
stain to the film itself may have a similar result; but obviously
the treatment must be of limited application.

One other explanation of the alleged intensifying action
snggests itself as we conclude. Some years ago Mr. R. Kennett
published a method of slightly increasing the density of a
negative and at the same time clearing it, consisting in
plunging the plate direct from the fixing bath into a solution
of ferrous sulphate. Possibly there is something in Mr. A. L.
Henderson's suggestion with regard to the presence of hypo in
the film having something to do with the result, so far at least
as the intensification is concerned. But in any case we fail to
see how the staining difficulty is overcome.

THE OLD SYSTEM OF TONING.
A SHOET time back wo directed attention to a series of photo-
graphs of scientific celebrities which are to be seen in the Patent
Museum at South Kensington, These portraits were produced

long prior to the introduction of the system of toning with

alkaline gold bath. Although a large proportion of these

prints are, we believe, now upwards of thirty years old, yet

many of them show very little, if any, signs of fading. Some,

it is true, have become exceeding yellow, but where they have

the change in most instances has not been accompanied by any

very serious loss of detail. Taking them as a whole we very

much question whether a similar number of prints, taken pro-

miscuously out of a lot produced by the alkaline method only

one-fourth the time these have been, would present any better,

if so good, an appearance.

We have ample evidence that some of the earliest prints

which were toned in the compound toning and fixing bath are

still as good as when they were first taken out of the washing

water, and, what is more, many of them did not receive any-

thing like the care in the washing which is bestowed upon those

of the present day, yet they do not appear to have suffered

therefrom. It is manifest, therefore, that under some condi-

tions pictures toned and fixed in the same bath may be per-

manent—that is permanent in the general acceptation of the

term. We know also tliat some prints toned in the modern

gold bath, and upon which every care has been bestowed in the

fixing and washing operations, have shown unmistakable signs

of fading after the lapse of a very brief period. This naturally

leads one to ask, in face tif these facts, if the present method of

toning with alkaline gold is after all really the best, and

whether, if the old plan were reverted to, a greater degree of

permanence might not be secured ]

Most who remember the method of using the compound

toning and fixing batli are quite aware that sulphur must have

played a very active part in the colouration of the prints,

because it is well known by those who used it that the bath

was usually employed—and it continued to tone—long after it

must have become exhausted of its gold. With this knowledge

before them many of the old school have been led to surmise

that, with our improved knowledge, were we to go back to the

former plan of toning and fixing in one operation the prints

would prove more permanent than they do with the present

system. It must be admitted that after nearly thirty years of

trial the alkaline process of toning is foinid wanting, so far as

stability of the results arc concerned, yet, theoretically, it is fur

preferable to the old plan.

Here is another phase of the question. Suppose we were to

go back to the compound bath, should we obtain the same rich

tones as of j-ore ! To this we unhesitatingly answer in the

negative, unless at the same time we were to revert to the old

kind of negative and the former system of heavily salting and

strongly sensitising the paper upon which the prints are made.

Since the old toning and fixing bath was discarded photo-

grajihy has undergone a complete revolution as regards the

character of negatives and the amount of silver contained in

the paper, also in its albumeuous coating. Originally the

negatives were made exceedingly dense in the lights, while the
j

shadows were kept scrupulously transparent, great density
\

being at that period considered an essential to a good negative.

Some of the old negatives took from half a day to a day to

print in a moderately good light. The albumen was always \

highly charged with chloride and moreover was used diluted

with water. The paper used to be floated for twice the time

now given, whilst the silver bath was about double the strength

of that at present employed. Furthermore, tlie picture was

always printed considerably darker than is now customary, as

it became reduced very much in the toning. Consequently
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when the print was removed from the frame it was strongly

bronzed in tiie shadows and the image was deeply in the body

of the paper, sometimes showing strongly on the back.

When a print of this character is immersed in the compound
toning and fixing bath the first change of colour is to that of a

brick red—similar to the tint assumed when one is placed in

the ordinary fixing bath before it is toned. From this brick red

the colour gradually changes to brown, then to purple and on

to black, and, finally, au inky black. If a print of the opposite

character, such as those produced under existing conditions, bo

immersed in a compound toning and fixing batli, it would take

a paler tint to begin with and could not be toned beyond an

unsatisfactory yellowish brown colour.

Hence, if we were desirous of again adopting the system of

toning and fixing in a single solution we sliould necessarily have

to alter our present conditions of working entirelj-, because

with the present character of negatives, and the lightly salted

and correspondingly lightly sensitised paper now in use, it would

be quite impossible to obtain the same rich tones as formerly.

ILavixo reason to know that the group of the members of the

Photon-raphic Convention which we issued last year was greatly

appreciated, it gives us pleasure to announce that a companion
picture, printed in the .same high stylo of collotypie art, will be given

with our issue of ne.'it week. The negative from which it is printed

was produced specially for us by Mr. John Stuart, of Glasgow; the

scene is at Tarbert (Kyles of Bute), the occasion being one of the

excursions indulged in by the members. The various likenesses are

excellent and immediately recognisable.

Photographs of lightning flashes, once looked upon as marvellous

ftchievemonts, arc now, comparatively speaking, common ; but con-

siderable interest yet attaches to them on account of conflicting

theories still held as to the path and progress of the current of

electricity from earth to cloud, and vice versa.

Thk interest taken by photographers in all subjects connected with

the production of the electric light "goes without saying." It is well

known that some of the best known names in the electiic world are

equally celebrated in the annals of photography.

Some of our readers who may be experimenting in the production of

the light by batteries may read with advantage some remarks by
M. Sambuc, in the Revue d'lli/i/ihic, on electricity in the house.

lie points out the Important bearings it has upon hygiene, one of

these being the liberation of hydrogen gas where strong batteries are

used in which zinc is dissolved by suiphuiie acid. Besides the danger of

breaking the vessels, this gas, mingling with the surrounding air, may
form an explosive mixture. Then, again, from the presence of foreign

bodies, the gas may become dangerous in other ways—sulphur, arsenic,

and phosphorus being no uncommon accompaniments of hydrogen
made from common materials. As an example of this danger, it may
be mentioned that a chemist is known to have lost his life through the

inhalation of a small '(uantity of arseniuretted hydrogen.

Fbom the dark room such batteries should be entirely excluded, the

danger being very insidious in character. When Bunsen or Grove
batteries are employed the fumes are more readily perceived by the

olfactory organs, although, to our own knowledge, the precautions

that it might be assumed would be, as a matter of course, taken by
every one to avoid injury from their presence are not always taken.

Our co-operation had been asked in the matter of a scientific conver-

tazione, and we brought thereto a number of valuable instruments,
some of which contained intricate brasswork, the main part of which
was uiilaequered. After having arranged our apparatus, in a com-
paratively small room, our readers can judge of our astonishment
when another exhibitor calmly proceeded to fix up a six-cell Bunsen
within a foot or two of our valued instrument, Insensible to our

remonstrances that in a closed room full of viaitora the fames would
bo injurious to them, he waa only persuaded to remove Tiig batteries
into another room by our threat that we should at once remore our
exhibits if they were exposed to such vapours. In a similar manner
wo may imagine such fumes might be disregarded in the dark room
by an enthusiastic experimenter, with resets that might poenbly
result in very grave danger to his health.

A BATHF.B singular effect of the use of electric light has lately been
descrlted by Professor Wiesner, of Vienna. It has been found that a
large number of works in the Library of the Technical School had
become very yellow, and this gentleman was asked to investigate

the cause. He found it to he owing to the powerful rays of the

electric beam, which had an action similar to that of the direct solar

rays. The particular effect in question was caused only in papers in

whose composition ligneous substances, such as wood, straw, jute, &c.,

entered. Ho further pointed out that in paper from which the
lignine by some chemical means had been removed the yellowing
effect did not take place.

These remarks have a very important bearing on the question of

the so-called "permanency" of photographs, the difference between
the fading or alteration of the image itself and the discolouration

of the paper base upon which it rests being one not always kept in

sight when this question is discussed. Profesjor Wiesner has ex-

plained the phenomenon to be one of oxidation, and evidently to

some extent influenced by the amount of moisture present. He
points out that solar light acts more energetically than dispersed

daylight, which Itself exerts but a very slight action, especially in a

dry room. Gaslight is nearly harmless by reason of the few re-

frangible rays It contains.

This latter explanation requires explalulng. It is to be understood

that the radiations only from the light are under consideration, and
their results are to he looked upou quite apart from any question as

to the possibility of harm in the products of combustion of gas burnt

in the atmosphere of a room without provision for the removal. We
unhesitatingly assert that the fading of a large proportion of existing

photographs that have faded In the coursj of years is due to these

gaseous products, or to others resembling, but whose presence in the

air is to be traced to the combustion of coal. We hold a very strong

opinion as to the baneful results upon photographs that these products

of gas or coal combustion bring about.

Tkebe are few photographers who have not, at one time or another,

experienced the annoyance of a picture spoiled by some careless hand

having made an ink-stain upon the mount. OxaUc acid is usually

employed to effect the removal of such an intruder, but we have

lately read that a new ink remover has been devised, the inventor of

which attaches so much value to it as to have patented the mode of

manufacture. The formula runs:—To two quarts of water, which

has been previously boiled and cooled, add four ounces of citric acid,

and after the acid has dissolved add from six to eight ounces of a

saturated solution of borax and twelve ounces of chlorinated lime.

Put the whole into a well-stoppered bottle, and shake occasionally in

the course of several hours ; then allow to settle and decant the clear

liquid.

ECHOES FROM THE- SOCIETIES.

I COULD not help feeling glad when I read Mr. C. Truscott's article

on Sume I'hutogrujMc Heresies that I am not a writer on the scientific

side of photography, otherwise I must have blushed. I must say,

however, that I think he is rather hard upon the class, possibly

because he does not know them. " Many of our best photographic

writers" are, he says, proverbially "but indifferent photographers.'

Now, I myself have had the good fortune for many years past to

enjoy acquaintance with very " many of our best photographic

writers," and my experience of them is that as a rule they are far

better " photographers " than the majority of those who call them-

selves so, and prate about being "practical workers" without being

able to string half a dozen Unes of English together to help their poor

" theoretical" brethren out of difficulties.
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" Correct theory is, of course, very useful," as, of course, Mr.

Truscott is compelled to acknowledge ; but his insinuation or impli-

cation that " false theory," or " theory founded on imagination or

superficial experiment," forms the bull: of the " very fine writing" of

" our best photographic writers," is not only ungenerous and ungrate-

ful, but shows a lack of observation on his own part.

But in his next paragraph we get an inkling of what Mr. Truscott

considers or has considered " heresies
;

" heresies, in fact, from which

he appears to have been tardily converted, and in this year of grace

and jubilee proceeds to lecture his fellows upon. It seems that when
" the journals were half full of the heresy of emulsion photography,

. . . nobody but enthusiasts " (of whom he evidently did not reckon

himself one) " would read such rot." Ergo, it was " heresy " not to

believe what you did not read ; but when Bennett showed what could

be done, the photographic world, including Mr. Truscott, woke up.

Is it fair, though, to blame photographic writers because photographic

heretics are too lazy or too unconcerned to read, but prefer to wait

until facts are rammed into them bj' force ? Does Mr. Truscott

consider it the characteristic of " the intelligent workman " to wait to

have information supplied to him iu much the same manner as

nutriment to a Strasburg goose under the process of fattening P

" Another heresy of mine," he says, is that " development is not

the simple matter some people would have us believe." Now this

goes further still in fixing the nature of Mr. Truscott's " heresies," for

from the very earliest days all " our best photographic writers" have

been doing their utmost to instil into the minds of their readers the

very same idea, and it is only heretics of Mr. Truscott's class who
have gone on flattering themselves that they know all about develop-

ment, or that it is a purely mechanical operation. That he has not

even yet mastered alkaline development, "little science" though it

may be, is very clearly proved by his attempt to draw an analogy

between it and wet plate development.

Once more Mr. Truscott's remarks on the subject of rapid plates

and lenses fall short of the point. The " beginner " who, because he has

a rapid lens, must always use it at full aperture, and the steam-power

user who must always work his boiler at the full pressure it will bear,

are, to my mind at least, about as wise in their generation as the man
who buys so-called " instantaneous " plates and persists in making drop

shutter exposures when, say, copying oil paintings. I would willingly

pay ten dollars a-week more to an intelligent workman than to one of

these
;
yet Mr. Truscott considers it heresy to do otherwise than work

at the highest of high pressure !

Seriously, while the Photographic Society of Philadelphia numbers
in its ranks many practical photographers, both amateur and profes-

sional, including some who are well known writers, and one or two
whom I have had the pleasure of meeting personally and whom I

know to be above the rank of Mr. Truscott's " heretic," I am surprised

that no one took up the cudgels on behalf of the representatives of the

scientific side of photography. Practical experience is always valuable,

but " rule of thumb" is not worth a dollar a-month anywhere. The
scientific writer is generally in possession of, at least, some of the for-

mer quality, but he who ventures to run down theory can have little

but rule of thumb to fall back upon.

In the discussion on the subject of quick versus slow plates the diffi-

culty was mentioned of making short exposures by uncapping and cap-

ping the lens when very rapid plates are employed. It is surprising

that no exposing shutter for outdoor work has yet been devised which,
without being e-xpensive, will give an exposure of a fraction of a

second or several seconds at will. I say this with the full knowledge
that there are numerous shutters in the market which afford facilities

for " graduating " the exposure, some of them to give exposures of

definite duration, but these are all complicated and expensive, and even
if accurate in their timing do not meet the want.
The shutter I have in view should be on the principle of Cadett's for

studio use, which enables an exposure of any length to be given, the
lens being opened at the will of the operator, and closed instantly
should the sitter move or a gust of wind come. There ai-e many
instances in the practice both of portrait and landscape photographers
where the operator is desirous of giving as long an exposure as his

subject will permit ; one second or two seconds will suffice, but he
would prefer to give three or four, or perhaps more, if the sitter or
the foliage v\ill remain still. In such cases the clockwork shutter,

set to give a definite exposure, is worse than useless ; indeed, I never
could make out what was the idea that moved the mind of the inven-
tor in devising a shutter that placed the exposure of a plate entirely
beyond the control of the operator. Mr. A. Cowan described a shutter
some years ago which in principle would fulfil the want I speak of, but
I forget the details of its construction. All I remember of it is that

one pressure of the pneumatic ball caused it to open, and a second
closed it instantaneously. The difliculty of instantly capping the lens

when a sitter moves, or when foliage is moved by the wind, is what I

should like to obviate.

The new American " Wale" lens, first heard of on this side through
the praises of an English photographer, became the subject of dis-

cussion at a meeting of the London and Provincial Photographic
Association. I question, however, if " Mr. Wale," if there be such a
person (it may be the name of a town) will be quite satisfied with
the only information that appeared to be forthcoming regarding it,

namely, that it was supposed to be " made in Paris and sold in

America." Not that it is any the worse for being made in Paris. I

daresay a very great many lenses bearing better known names than
"Wale" are "made in Paris'" and sold and used elsewhere, and,

what is more, give every satisfaction.

What is the cause of halation ? It seems to me rather a new
dictum to set it down to " over exposure," as Mr. Crowe did recently

at a meeting of the Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association.

Taking the side of glass in a glass versus paper discussion, Mr. Crowe
enunciated the astounding opinion that the film or nature of the

material had nothing to do with halation, and showed in proof of

his view some negatives upon glass which were free from the defect.

Now the fact that one of these was the representation of a "glass

roof with iron supports," proves nothing, unless that Mr. Crowe is

unconsciously misleading himself. Nothing is easier than to repro-

duce such a subject without halation and without backing the plate

if a proper exposure be given ; but the difficulty is to give the proper
exposure to the glass roof and well lighted parts as well as to the

darker portion of the picture. Either under or over exposure will do
the mischief as well as improper development, to say nothing of

reflection from the back of the plate and lateral dispersion of the

light in the film itself with many other proven causes. To say,

therefore, that halation is caused by over exposure savours of the

ridiculous. All the same I am not one of those who believe that

paper does away with halation, because there are many causes, one

only of which is overcome by the use of the paper support.

Then Mr. Crowe's argument that the same amount of minute
detail cannot be obtained in a paper negative as iu a glass one,

because he " did not believe " that some specimens ho showed could

"be matched on paper," requires more force to carry conviction to

other minds.

It is curious to note that the alleged greater rapidity of paper over
glass crops up again, but if, as I take it, the experience of the members
of the Liverpool Association is derived from commercial papers,

I wonder how they arrive at their comparison without trying the

same emulsion spread upon glass. Mr. W. Brooks stated some time

ago that the same collodion emulsion spread upon paper was several

times more rapid than on glass, and there was sometliing definite to

go upon. If the greater rapidity be real I would suggest as one

cause that the developer acts, in the case of paper, simultaaeously

upon both sides of the film, and so, for reasons I could give more
fully, produces a better result. Monitoii.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

Thk Exhibition Depabtment.

While George Mason & Co. were much the largest exhibitors of

appar.atus in the Convention Exhibition, yet were there some others

who also made a good display. Passing over for the moment the

apparatus sent from elsewhere, McGhie & Bolton, of Gla.sgow, showed
a good collection of the goods either manufactured by themselves or

sold by them. We availed ourselves of an invitation to see their

place in West Nile-street, where, as an adjunct to studio life, we saw
various systems of electric and pneumatic bolls. An apartment in the
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rear was fitted as a studio in which to try plates or apparatus, and
imraediatoly adjoining was a darlt room. In this establishment we
saw rej)licaa of the Convention exhibits and in greater quantity, in-

cluding cameras of various designs for studio and field, and a

small one entitled " The Tourist's Companion ;

" roller and other

dark slides ; lenses by leading and other makers ; shutters, dark-room

lamps, backgrounds, accessories, and the numerous indescribable

things which go towards making up the sundries which must be kept

by the modern photographic stock house. A conspicuous object

among their Convention exiiibits was a dark-room developing sink on
the model of that for which the Photographic Society of Great

Britain awarded a medal last year to George Houghton & Son.

Among those manufactures wliich are peculiarly of Glasgow origin

is the emulsion separating machine. Two of these were exhibited by
"Watson, Laidlaw, & Co., one of them being of small and compact

dimensions, well adapted for the requirements of the amateur or

emulsion maker on a small scale.

The Albion Albumenising Company, of Glasgow, contributed

washing troughs, portable and studio cameras, and an ingenious

camera stand with a compensating balance arrangement.

The means of printing automatically by the agency of his patented

apparatus was shown by Mr. JohnUrie, Glasgow, who exhibited both

the machine itself and numerous portraits which had been produced

by it. It is the same apparatus by which the illustrations were pro-

duced for our Almanac for the current year.

THE MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.

IV.

The members of the Manchester Club make a fine display at the

Jubilee Exhibition. It is impossible to give anything like a complete

account of these exhibits, but we can mention with commendation
Vietvi of Iladdon Hall, by J. G. Jones; An Old Mill in Thorpe, by
T. Sefton ; Kear Overslei/, by James Ford ; Melrose Abbey, interior

and exterior, by J. T. Foster; Miller's Dale, and other places, by E.

Openshaw.
While good in other respects, some prints from collodio-albumen

negatives by John W. Leigh would have gained in brightness had
they not been cemented to the covering glass.

In Rudston Church, by T. W. Steventon, the clouds are rather too

pronounced, the tendency in such a case, as in too great a wealth of

accessories in a portrait, being to distract the attention from the

principal feature of the scene.

Hung too high for easy inspection are a series of five photographs

by A. Brewer, whose other exhibits are more fortunately situated in

this respect. A darker background would have improved his Organ
Grinder.

A mixed lot of eight views by J. Witham, including Sands, Ramsey,
contain good, rapid, clean work.
The Manchester Photographic Society is represented in great force,

but we shall devote a special chapter to them.

CONTINENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
[Translations and Abridgments.]

Miscellaneous Items.

The death of M. Piquee, of Troyes, is announced ; he was a writer

upon the connection between painting and photography. The Photo-
graphic Society of France has sent an address of condolence to his

widow.
The new little Society of Amateur Photographic Excursionists is

now in active operation at Paris ; its excursion to the Argenteuil
quarries has already been described in these pages ; since then it has
visited the woods of Saint Cloud, to make a special study of the
photographing of sylvan scenery.
The Central Union of Decorative Arts will open an exhibition in

the Palace of Industry, Champs Elyseeg, Paris, on August 1 next; it

will remain open until November ;?o. A section of it is reserved for

photographv and industries connected therewith. The conditions
under which objects may be placed on view have been printed, and
are obtainable upon application.

Recently we published how M. Ilaack removed the stain from
negatives which had yellowed after intensification with bichloride of
mercury, by treating them with sulphide of ammonium. M. Davanna
had previously published a better plan, namely, their treatment with
sulphide of sodium, the evil smell of which is fainter. In any ciaa
the treatment should be effected in the open air.

A volume of specimens of the work of the Slablimtnto Artistico

per le Apjilicazioni della Photografla, of Milan, has been published,

and a copy presented to the French Photographic Society by M.
Vittorio Turati. Portraits of Ni^pce de St. Victor and Poitevin have
been presented to the same Society by M. Nadar.

The French Photographic Society will inaugurate a photographic

exhibition in Paris next spring ; it will be open but for two days.

Similarly brief exhibitions have had great success in connection with

other scientific subjects in Paris.

A memoir, not explicable in detail without the aid of diagrams, has

been read before the French Photographic Society by M. A. Blazy,

describing a remarkable way of exposing paper or other films in the

camera. The films are cut to standard sizes, and stored in a kind of

book ; they can be exposed one by one, and after exposure are caught

by a band at the bottom of the camera and rolled up therein by
turning a handle. This seems to be a decided novelty in the way of

invention.

The subject of photosculpture has been revived in France, and a

paper about it has been read by M. Lazard before the French Photo-

graphic Society.

A paper by Mr. Herbert Starnes on the direct printing of trans-

parencies, has been translated and published in the Bulletin of the

Belgian Photographic Association, also in Liesegang's German
periodical, the Lant.erna Magica, also in the Bulletin of the Photo-

graphic Society of France.

Messrs. Gredicke and Miethe have published in Berlin a method of

burning magnesium instantaneously, or rather in times varying from

one-thirtieth to one-fiftieth of a second, and of preventing the escape

of smoke. They mix chlorate of potash and sulphide of antimony with

the magnesium, and ignite them when used. Of course it would be

dangerous to life to attempt to grind the above substances together;

they must be ground separately first and mixed afterwards. The

British Government will not legalise the manufacture in this country

of any explosive containing chlorate of potash.

The Amateur Photographic Club of Vienna has begun to issue a

a journal called Photographische Rundschau, or Photographic Review.

The Revue Photographique of Paris, edited by M. E. Letellier, says

that Vogel and Obernetter succeeded in preparing orthochromatic

plates, which at midday in the middle of winter gave them instan-

taneous views, when ordinary gelatine plates would give only silhou-

6ttGS •

Mr. Birtles's method of intensifying gelatine negatives has been

published in the Photographische Ruiuischau of Vienna, and in

VAmateur Photographe of Paris.

The Revue Photographique says that the method of drying a nejjfa-

tive has much influence upon the intensity of the image. A negative

dried near a fire is more vigorous than if it had been dried at an

ordinary temperature. A negative may bo intensified by being wetted

and then dried quickly, several times in succession.

The Revue Photographique says that it is an old point of discussion

whether daylight is less actinic when the wind is in the east.

Intensifying Nbgativks.

M. G. Cassebaum says that negatives can be evenly and vigorously

intensified in the following way. First steep the plate in a faintly

acid solution, then soak it in the following bath :—

Nitric acid 1 part.

Water 060 parts.

Chrome alum ^° "

Rinse the plate well, then treat it in the following way. Prepare

A.
Gallic acid 120 parts.

Alcohol *^ »

B.

Nitrate of silver ^30 parts.

Water *00 >'

Mix 30 parts of each of the above solutions, then add thereto 480

parts of water; cover the plate with the solution and Iwve it therein

until the required density is obtained. Then wash.—.Bu/Wm rf« la

SociH^ Fran(^aise de Photographie.

E.iuly PuoToanArHS.

After the recent death of M. Bavard, one of the founders of photo-

graphv, and General Secretary to the French Photographic Society,
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his widow offered the Society any of Bayard's relics of early photo-

graphic art -which it thouglit proper to accept. M. Davanne, accom-
panied by M. Dupuis, accordingly went to Nemours to malte the

selection, which included a series of prints produced in the month of

May, 1839, four months before Daguerre made his processes known,
and which were then exhibited in aid of the sufferers from the

earthquake at Martinique ; the prints were mentioned at the time in

the official journal Le Moniteur Universel. The prints have not

deteriorated much, although at the time no means were known of

assuring their stability. They also selected some very large Daguerreo-

types, and some gold prints on paper, presented to Bayard by the

Due de Luynes. These relics will be religiously preserved in the

archives of the French Society which feels grateful to Madame Bayard
for her valuable gifts.

Waxing Pbints.

Dr. Eder gives a brilliant surface to prints upon albumenised paper

by treating them with :

—

White wax 100 parts.

Dammar varnish 4 „
Rectified essence of turpentuie 100 „

To preserve the solution it is put into a well-dried bottle, and when
it thickens by evaporation a little more rectified turpentine is added.

—Mevue Photographique de la Societc Frmi(;aiee des Anhives Photo-
gfaphiquel, Historiques et Monumentales,

Removing Silvbb Spots rnoii Negatives.

The negative is soaked for five minutes in pure water, then in^
Iodide of potassium 1 part.

Distilled water 24 parts.

It is left in the above bath for about ten minutes. When the spots

are old ones the plate may be left in the bath for half an hour. It

is next placed in a bath of

—

Cyanide of potassium 1 part.

Distilled water 16 parts.

It is then carefully rubbed with a little cotton wool until the place

formerly occupied by the spot is uniform in appearance with tlie rest

of the picture. When the spots are very old indeed, the solutions

may be stronger, and the plate left in them for a longer time.

—

Photoffraphische Rundschau,

Pboof Negatives for Photo-lithographt.
The negative proof is intensified iu tlie ordinary way by pyrogallol

and nitrate of silver, then fixed and washed.
After washing it is placed alternately in a bath of bichromate of

potash and permanganate of potash, until it takes on a strong yellow
colouration ; it is then washed and dried.

Ordinary negative varnish is then applied to it, but coloured with
an alcoholic solution of aniline blue.

Consequently, the ground of the negative, under the influence of
the light passing through it, takes a deep black colour, and the lines
become blue.

A proof negative, so prepared, gives with certainty corresponding
results in printing.

—

Photographisches Archie,

ON PHOTOBROMIDE AND PHOTOIODIDE OP SILVEK.
Photodkomidb or Silteh.

This substance is •formed for the most part by the same reactions as the

corresponding chlorine salt. It is not, however, to be supposed that all

reddish brown substances resulting from the action of reducing agents on
silver bromide are the pbotosalt. By reduction Ag Br may yield a brown-
ish coloured form of silver, which, mixed with unreduced Ag Br, may form
a substance resembling the photosalt, but having none of its properties.

The two are easily distinguished by the action of cold nitric acid, which,
added to a brown mixture of Ag Br and Ag, quickly dissolves the silver,

leaving Ag Br. On the photosalt it has no action.

A beautiful variety of photobromide is easily obtained by dissolving
silver nitrate in ammonia and adding it to ferrous sulphate previously
mixed with a solution of soda. Then K Br is added dissolved in dilute
sulphuric acid, until the mixture has a strong acid reaction. Sometimes
this method gives immediately a fine purple, sometimes a brown product.
But in either case, after washing and cautiously heating with dilute nitric

acid, a beautiful purple results. Much care is needed in the nitric acid
treatment, or particles of yellow bromide will form. A specimen obtained
in this way gave figures indicating 7 25 per cent, of subbromide. Each
specimen, however, varies in composition, often very materially.

I subsequently found it desirable in some degree to vary the method,
and to determine the best proportions in which the materials were used,
to obtain a constant product. That which I prefer to use is as follows :

Six grammes of silver nitrate are to be dissolved in 200 centimetres cube of
water and ammonia added until the precipitated oxide redissolves easily.

Twelve grammes of ferrous sulphate are dissolved in 200 c.e. of water, and
the silver solution is poured into this. Then four grammes pure caustic

soda dissolved in 50 c.c. of water are added, let stand a few minutes,
then five grammes of K Br dissolved in a little water. Finally, dilute sul-

phuric acid until the whole has a strong acid reaction. This product,
well washed, and then heated cautiously with nitric acid 1'36, diluted with
five times its bulk of water, gives photobromide of a shade of royal purple,
extremely beautiful. Notwithstanding its fine colour it proved to contain
but little subbromide, not quite one per cent. (0'98 p. c).

Various other methods may be employed. Silver bromide may be dis-

solved in ammonia, and be treated first with ferrous sulphate and then
with dilute sulphuric acid. This method, which is very good with the
chloride, is less available for the bromide because of the less solubility of

the normal bromide in ammonia, so that, although the product is good,
it is small in quantity.

Very good results are obtained by dissolving silver phosphate, nitrate,

and probably almost any other salt of silver in ammonia, adding ferrous

sulphate, and, after two or three minutes, hydrobromic acid.

Potash bromide and cupric sulphate may be made to act on metallic
silver in fine powder, but the product is contaminated with much copper,

difficult to get rid of.

When Ag Br is treated with sodium hypophosphite a brown or brownish
purple form of photobromide is obtained, which seems to be more easily

decomposed by nitric acid than most other forms of this substance.

Potash or soda, with oxidable organic substances, made to react on
silver nitrate, and then treated with H Br, gives the photobromide. With
soda and milk, sugar, or aldehyde, a rose-coloured or pink product is

generally obtained.

lieactiont.—In strong solution of potassic iodide it dissolves, and this

solution by dilution lets fall pale yellow normal bromide. With a weaker
solution it becomes somewhat lighter in colour. With acid ferric sulphate

there is no action in the cold, but with a few minutes' boiling the photo-

bromide is converted into bright coloured normal bromide. In sodium
hyposulphite it dissolves, leaving a little black residue of silver. With
ammonia the action at first seems slower than is the case of the corres-

ponding chloride, and if the ammonia is poured over tlie photobromide in

small quantity it may seem to be without effect. But the lAotobromide,
shaken well up in a test-tube with a large excess of ammonia, is almost

instantly blackened. Exposed to light, the red shades of photobromide
darken with great rapidity. Placed alongside of the corresponding chlo-

ride the contrast is very striking ; a strong image forms on the bromide
long before anything appears on the chloride ; nevertheless, if these two
films are thrown into a developing solution, the chloride, on which no-

thing could be seen, gives a vigorous positive development, while the bro-

mide, which already showed a strong positive image, develops a negative

one. The details of this reverse development have been already con-

sidered in another paper.

As respects the direct effect of light, unaided by development, the con-

trast between its action on the normal haloids and on the photosalts ia

very striking. If a rose-coloured photobromide and some normal bromide

are exposed side by side the normal bromide (formed in presence of ex-

cess of alkaline bromide) darkens but very slowly, while the photobromide

is quickly acted on. I have seen deep purple photobromide change to

brown all over its surface with less than five minutes' exposure to diffuse

light in the middle of a room, an amount of exposure which would

scarcely have produced a visible effect on normal bromide formed in pre-

sence of excess of K Br.

When photobromide is exposed to the spectrum, it shows the same
difference in sensitiveness and darkens more rapidly than photochloride.

But it gives little indication of colour. When exposed under coloured

glass, photobromide gave distinct indications of reproducing colours, but

much less favourably than photochloride. Under green glass it became

bluish, under blue greenish, under yellow glass it bleached, and under red

glass the red of the photobromide remained unchanged.

Photoiodide of Silvkr.

The most characteristic colour of this substance seems to be a fine rich

purple. It is obtained iu much the same way as the correspondin;,'

chloride and bromide, with this limitation, that an excess of alkaline

haloid must not be pi'csent, as the photoiodide is quickly destroyed by it.

The iodine salt differs much more from the bromide than does the bromide

from the chloride, and two striking distinctions are, its easy decomposition

by its own alkaline salt, and its action with ammonia, as will appear

beyond.
A very easy and satisfactory method of obtaining the photoiodide is the

following : Silver is to be reduced from the nitrate or chloride, in tiiu-

powder in any convenient way ; I have usually employed Levol's method.

To a solution of potash, iodine is to bo added until the liquid becomt-

almost black. This iodine solution is to be diluted and poured over tlir

silver by degrees, keeping the silver constantly agitated, until the whole

mass becomes clear, bright purple. Any excess of silver present may be

removed by boiling with dilute nitric acid, but this operation requires far

more circumspection than in the case of the corresponding chlorine and

bromine products. The acid (1-36 was used) must be diluted with

twelve or fifteen times its bulk of water, and the boiling must be very

short, otherwise the photoiodide is converted into normal yellow iodide.

Another method by which it may be obtained ia to add ammonia to
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silver nitrate in considerable excess and to pour this into solution of
ferrous sulphate. Potassic iodide is dissolved in very dilute sulphuric acid
and addod till the mixture has a shaip acid reaction. It is necessary to
observe that the K I added must bo somewhat short of a proportion equi-
valent to that of the silver. Any excess of silver may be removed in the
manner already explained. Different specimens of the purple product in
this way obtained gave various amounts of Ag, I from OOt per cent, to
4'63. The same remark made ns to the meaning of these determinations
in reference to the other haloids applies to this.

The method of roasting silver oxide until it is black, and acting on it

with the hydrogen acid of the halogen, which works well in the case of
the chloride, does not answer well for the iodide.

When silver iodide is boiled with solution of sodium hypophospbitc, it

gives a brown product, evidently indicating that reduction to some ex-
tent has taken place ; the hypophosphite solution may or may not show
traces of iodine. The colour of the silver iodide may show a very marked
darkening, and yet the solution may give no trace of iodine by the most
delicate reagents. This was very dillicult to explain until I found that
silver iodide has the property of taking up and retaining small por-
tions of iodine, a reaction not very surprising in view of the tendency
I have found in silver haloids to take up foreign substances of very
various natures, and also of the facility with which iodine is taken np
by alkaline iodides. This property in silver iodide was verified by
shaking up portions of freshly precipated and still moist Ag I with
iodine solutions. Alcoholic solution of iodine diluted until it has
a pale sherry wine colour is quickly decolourised by Ag I, and the
same thing happens with a very dilute solution of iodine in K I, which
in a few minutes becomes as colourless as water. This reaction I found
particularly interesting, for it not only explained the action of hypo-
phosphite in the case just mentioned, but also gave a clue to the cause
of a phenomenon I observed more than twenty years ago, and which then
and long afterwards seemed to me an unanswerable argument in favour
of the physical nature of the latent image.
At the time referred to, I formed films of pure silver iodide entirely

isolated from foreign matter, by reducing metallic silver on plates of
ground-glass, iodising them with alcoholic solution of iodine, or with
Lngol's solution, then washing most thoroughly under a tap for hours.
When these films of silver iodide were exposed to light, they received an
invisible image which could be developed. But these invisible images,
if the plates were laid aside in the dark, had the property of fading out in
a few days or weeks, then could no longer be developed, but the film could
leceive a fresh imago. This seemed an unanswerable proof of the phy-
sical nature of the latent image at least on silver iodide. The argument
was

:
If the production of this latent image is the result of chemical

action involving the loss of iodme by the silver salt, how then is this
iodine recovered when the image fades out ? If it is formed of subiodide,
where docs this latter substance get back its iodine to return to the
normal form, as it unquestionably does?
No answer could be given then or after, and this experiment, repeated

and confirmed by others, has always seemed the strongest support of the
physical theory. When, however, it appears that silver iodide can take
up iodine and hold it, the course matters follow becomes evident. By the
action of light a very small quantity of subiodide is formed, and combines
with the normal to form photoiodide. The iodine set free evidently does
not pass off, but remains combined with neighbouring molecules of Ag I,

and in the dark gradually recombines with the photoiodide, reconverting
it to normal Ag I. In this retention the lower tension of iodine, as com-
pared with bromine and chlorine, no doubt plays its part.

In thus explaining away the fading out of the latent image on silver
iodide, the last argument in favour of the physical theory is destroyed,
while the chain of proof supporting this new explanation, that the latent
Image consists of normal haloid combined with its own subsalt, remains
unbroken.

lieactioiiH.—When ammonia is poured over purple photoiodide of silver
tlie colour quickly passes to a salmon and then, even after some days,
seems to undergo no further change. Of separation of metallic sUver,'asm the case of the corresponding chloride and bromide, there is no trace.
In sodium hyposulphite it dissolves slowly, leaving a slight but distinct
residue. Dilute nitric acid mixed with dilute solution of K I slowly but
completely converts it to normal silver iodide. Light acts slowly upon it,

changing the colour to greenish grey.
I have already spoken of the remarkable manner in which light acts

reversely by development on photobromide. On photoiodide the effect
13 usually the same as on photochloride, namely, the action is direct;
but occasionally it reverses, and the exposed part comes out lighter in
development than the part tliat has not been exposed. In this respect
the behaviour of the iodine compound is intermediate between that of the
chlorine and the bromine.

Note in Cosclcsion.

The investigations of which the preceding pages are the result are still

unfinished. I have very lately observed the formation of another group
of silver haloids quite different from the photosalts. The members of
this new group are deeply coloured, purple or red, not unlike the photo-
salts, but are sharply distinguished from them by very different reactions.
The photosalts are unaffected by cold, strong nitric acid ; these new salts
are by very dilute acid instantly converted into a pale pink substance

which appears to be a photosalt. But the most striking differenoe ia in
the action of ferric chloride. A strong solution of this substance ibowa
no action with the photosalts unless left in contact for many hoon or
days. But these new haloids are instantly converted by it into what it
apparently light pink photosalt. .So energetic is this action that a loln-
tion of ferric chloride, containing one part only to a thousand of water,
quickly attacks these dark purple salts and decolourises them. Snob •
solution might remain indefinitely in contact with the substances I faava
called photosalts without affecting them. Other differences exist. Bo
far as I have yet been able to observe, these new haloids are formed pure,
whereas the photosalts are almost always contaminated with either free
silver or free subsalt, or both. As yet there has been no time to fix with
exactness their mode of formation or their properties, which I hope to do
at a future day. M. Cabst lot*,—The American Journal of Science.

PRINTING IN CABBON, AND OIL COLOURS, AND PHOTO-
LITHOGRAl'HY.*

Mr. Pooncv's efforts were next directed to the perfecting of his process
for obtaining lithographic prints from nature, having all the detail and
half tone of silver prints ; towards this end he attained a considerable
degree of success, taking into account the difficulties to be overcome.
But the opinion will probably gain ground that neither he nor any
other man will ever produce perfect prints from nature by means of
photo-lithography, and that no advance is to be looked for beyond the
point Mr. I'ouncy has reached, unless an entirely new method of dealing
with the stone is discovered. There are mechanical difficulties in the way
which are practically insurmountable.

Subjects in black and white can be readily produced. I have here a
photo-lithograph taken at haphazard from a number of a journal devoted
to architecture. To produce this a photographic print was evidently
taken in reduced size from the original large drawing, for the fineness
of the work is such that it could not be drawn to the size and reproduced
at the price ; there is little more to bo desired in the reproduction of line

drawings than is sliown here. The printing of pictures from nature is

altogether a different matter. In a lithograph the appearance of half
tone is produced by lines or by dots, closer or farther apart, thicker or
thinner, but every line and every dot is of the same degree of blackness

;

this constitutes the difSculty. If the stone takes the ink at all it takes
it as a dead black ; if half tone is desired in the photo-lithograph from
nature it must be represented as in the lithograph, by dots. To produce
these a grain must be given to the stone finer or coarser according to

the subject, or the effect of grain can be produced by printing through
muslin or other material which will give it. Artistic prints from nature
of architectural subjects with a considerable degree of half tone can be
produced in this way, as you will see from this photo-lithograph of

Tintern Abbey ; but for landscapes with aerial effects in perspective the

process is not so satisfactory, the tints are so broken up and print so

irregularly, especially for the distance, that nothing approaching the

appearance of the original photograph can be obtained, at least in small

sizes.

I will hand you some photo-lithographs in illustration, and will go on
to the latest and greatest discovery of Mr. Pouncy. The process I am
going to speak of is a secret one, and you will not therefore expect me to say

much as to the working of it. The secret is known only to the inventor

and to myself j how I became possessed of it I will relate presently.

Soon after Mr. Pouncy had invented the carbon process, a means sug-

gested itself to him of producing photographs in oil and mineral colours

direct upon any material, without the intervention of any organic matter

to unite the oil colour to its support ; such prints he thought would be

more durable than those in whicli gum and gelatine were used, as in all

carbon and similar pocesses. Gelatine is an animal substance, and as

such is subject to decay, and as it is an acknowledged law in mechanics
that a chain is only so strong as its weakest link, so it is equally tine

that a print is only as durable as its weakest element. If an image is

partially formed of, or is united to its support by, gelatine, it seems

only reasonable to suppose that when the gelatine decays the image, though

formed of a permanent colour, having lost the link which united it to the

paper, must suffer.

Mr. Pouncy had also the hope that he might succeed by means of this

process in obtaining prints in lithographic ink for transfer to stone,

having all the half tone and other characteristics of an ordinary photo-

graph, and, succeeding in placing such a photograph on stone, some
means might be devised of obtaining impressions equal to it. He has

succeeded in placing upon the stone photographs in lithrographic ink of

the highest class of artistic excellence, but he has not succeeded in ob-

taining lithographs equal tr> them for the reasons stated before. Mr.

Pouncy was working hard at his new process in 1860, and before 1864 he

had brought it to some degree of perfection.

I have a few words to say here on what may be termed the Due de

Luynes episode. In 1850 the Due de Luynes offered a prize of 8000

francs, open to all the world, to be given to the artist who should in three

years discover a process by which photographs could be produced baying

• Coucluded from i>agc •470.
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all the characteristics of a photograph combined with the permanence of

a printed engraving ; 2000 francs were to be given to the coinpetitor who
in two years made the most important advances in "working off." A
Commission was appointed to examine the exhibits and to award the prize.

Mr. Poancy sent in prints for the competition, and a silver medal and

400 francs was awarded him by the Committee, who postponed their final

decision to 1864. And now comes the curious part of the story. Before

the end of 1864 Mr. Pouncy had discovered the means of producing prints

in oil colour ; he sent specimens to the Commission as a candidate for the

prize, and offered to attend in person and produce prints in their

presence bo as to satisfy them that the process fulfilled all the conditions

required ; this they refused, and as there was no other candidate who
approached the standard, the prize was still unawarded in 1864, and
remained so till 1867. In the February of that year Mr. Pouncy read a

paper before the Inventors' Institute, Trafalgar-square, London, On Svn

Painting in Oil Colour. The British Journal of Puotogbapht, in com-

menting on this paper, stated that it was " illustrated by some of the

finest specimens of photography without salts of silver that had ever

been submitted to pubho inspection." The Times also contains a very

favourable notice, and both these papers are circulated in France. Mr.

Pouncy also gave notice that his specimens would be in the Paris

Exhibition the following month. This appears to have stimulated the

Prize Commission to come to a decision, and they in the following

month, before Mr. Pouncy's specimens could reach Paris, awarded the

prize to M. Poitevin. What had M. Poitevin done to deserve this

distinction? He took out a patent as early as 1856 for printing in

pigments, but, as the Editor of the Photographic Notes stated, " His

patent is so indefinite that one is inclined to believe that he patented an
" idea rather than a process which he had already tried and found to

answer." This is borne out by the fact that M. Poitevin did not exhibit

a carbon print or a photo- lithograph before Mr. Pouncy published his

process, though there was the strongest inducement to any one to do so

—particularly to a Frenchman—in the offer of the Due de Luynes' prize.

It was Mr. Pouncy, and not M. Poitevin, who received the medal and 400

francs. Why was not the prize awarded to M. Poitevin in 1859 ? Why
did he not receive it in 1864 ? Why was the prize unawarded in

February, 18G7, and given to M. Poitevin in the following month, when
the highest praise was being given by the most influential journals to the

specimens which Mr. Pouncy announced he would exhibit in that month
in the Paris Exhibition? What more had M. Poitevin done in 1867

than in 1864 ? what new discoveries had he made in the interval ? The
answer is that he had made no new discoveries, but he was a Frenchman,
and it is impossible to resist the conviction that had Mr. Pouncy been a

Frenchman, the prize would have been awarded long before. When Mr.

Pouncy first exhibited carbon prints and photo-lithographs he was without

a rival, his prints were everywhere alone, for there was no one else who
could produce them.
The stereograph I hold in my hand is marked on the back, "Pouncy's

process, first attempt, Saturday, February 14, 1863." I was in those days
admitted freely to Mr. Pouncy's studio, and the idea occurred to me that

I would find out his process and surprise him with a print by it. It was
more as a mental exercise and as a joke than for curiosity. I was not

allowed to see any of the operations though I was allowed to visit his

laboratory. I had studied chemistrya little. I could therefore at once divide

all the chemicals in his possession into two classes—those which might,

and those which could not, produce the results. This left me with very

few chemicals ; but the question was how to use them. To witness one
operation would give me the secret of all the others, and one day Mr.
Pouncy invited me to witness one operation. After a few days of hard
work in experimenting, this print was the result, and it did surprise him.

I found it the other day ; it had been lying covered with dust in a
drawer for twelve years, and liad previously been lying about with rubbish
in an outhouse. It was covered so thickly with dust and dirt that the

subject could not be seen until it had been washed. You will observe
that though it is not so beautiful or so perfect a photograph as Mr.
Pouncy's, for it is a first attempt, it has pure whites and half tones, and
there is no fading anywhere. This is the only photograph 1 have pro-

duced by Pouncy's process, but the knowledge of the working of it has
given me confidence in speaking of it, and has enabled me to estimate
and appreciate its great value.

I have in this frame specimens of prints on paper and canvas photo-
graphed in oil colour ; they were sent in October, 1868, to Mr. G. Dawson,
the late talented Editor of The British Journal oi- Photographv, and at
that time a lecturer at King's College, London, who undertook to test the
prints and report upon them. You will observe he has entered upon
each particulars of the tests he applied, and he has signed each entry.

Hitherto very severe tests had been applied and had faUed to injure the
prints. Mr. Dawson applied tests of a different kind. Here, for instance,
mounted so that you can compare it with the print from which it is cut,
is a piece of the print whicli has been " steeped in cold water for six days,
the temperature then raised to 200°, at which it remained for twelve
hours." Here is another, "soaked in cold water for six days, then boiled
for six consecutive hours," and a second part of the same, winch was
" hung up in an oven for six days, in a temperature varying from 200° to
400'

; unchanged, if anything rather improved," is the concluding remark,
and you can see for yourselves that it is so. I dare say, gentlemen, you
have read Alice in Wonderland and Alice in the Looking-glass, and will

remember how the grinning Cheshire cat sitting on the branch of a tree
gradually disappeared until nothing but the grin remained, which also
vanished after a time, because there was no Cheshire cat left for it to
exhibit itself upon ; if so, it will help you to understand the behaviour
of one of Mr. Pouncy's prints under the action of still more energetic agents
than those I have mentioned, by means of which agents the operator
succeeded in dissolving the paper of the print, leaving floating on the
surface of the liquid the picture, which only broke up through lack of a
support upon which to exbibit itself.

Having succeeded in producing pictures in one tint of oil colour,

Mr. Pouncy next applied himself to the production of oil prints in any
colour ; in this he was also successful. "The oil prints I showed you just

now were of a greyish black tint; this portrait of Miss Kate Terry on
panel is of a decidedly brown tint.

From the production of prints in any one colour to the reproduction of

paintings in the colours of the originals, and of portraits and landscapes
in oil colour, was a natural sequence. The experiments made by
Mr. Pouncy towards this end have been eminently successful, and have
resulted in the discovery of the most perfect process for the reproduction
of paintings that the artist could desire. I shall have the pleasure of

showing you the most beautiful, and, as I think, the most perfect fac-
similes of paintings ever seen wrought by this process. This picture,

printed direct on canvas, is a copy of a little painting. The subject—two
or three donkeys with the donkey girl on the seashore, with a little bit of

hazy sea and cliffs in the distance—is a pretty little bit of composition,
but it is not, I think, by any artist of standing. It is chiefly of interest

as being the first painting ever printed by the process and as showing to

what perfection it was brought from the first. The large painting here is

a copy of George Morland's Gywy Camj} : it is said to be his masterpiece.

Notice how exact a copy it is ; even the brush marks are reproduced, and
the impasting is on the copy as in the original. On this sheet of iron is

an untouched copy of the same which has been enamelled on to the

metal. The metal looks like zinc, but is iron. Zinc would not have
stood the lieat to which this has been subjected in the process of enamel-
ling. The painting of the Lambing Season is an exact transcript of the

original by Sidney Cooper. It was purchased for £300, and was borrowed
by Mr. Pouncy, who told the owner that he would make three copies of

it, and the owner might then come and select his own. " That will be

easy enough," he said ;
" I shall know my painting among five hundred."

" Then you will be the most severe critic we could have," was the reply.

The owner came at tlie appointed time and found four Lambing Seasons

in a row. He walked up and down the line and said, " Is my picture

here ? " " It is, sir," said an attendant, " for I hung it up myself." The
owner lighted a cigar and walked up and down the line several times and
said, " 'The glass over the paintings is a little confusing." " Y'our picture

had glass over it, and I was obliged to glaze the others also, or you would

have recognised your own from being different to the others." The
owner again scrutinised the pictures for some little time, and then putting

his finger upon his own painting he said, not " This is the one " but " Is

this the one?"
The original of the Wappen Schaw before you was painted by John

Faed, B.S.A., and was purchased by James Baird, Esq., for one thousand

pounds. The painter, writing to Mr. Pouncy of this copy, said it was
" as good a transcript of my original as can be produced. After mature

and careful consideration of tlie principles and results of your invention

I conclude that your facsimiles are the most perfect reproductions

hitherto seen, therefore I shall have much pleasure in inspecting and
signing the copies of my original." Accordingly you will observe that

the copy is signed J. Faed.

You are competent, gentlemen, to form an opinion as to the artistic

qualities of the paintings I have shown you, if you were not, you would

probably accept the Art Journal as an independent and competent

authority and critic. Tha Art Journal commenting on these pictures,

said :

—

" No one who has not seen specimens of paintings reproduced by the process

in question can have any adequate idea of the woudrous fidelity of the copy to

the original. No lumian copyist, of wliatever .skill pos.sessed, could produce a

work of such unen-ing accuracy, and such perfect fidelity of form and colour,

light and shade, without variation of tint or tone, or subtle.-^t effect of tlie

o-.-iginal painter's skill. The manner of the pigment observed in the origiual is

found in the copy. The chromo-lithograph, the oleograph, marvellous as they

are as mechanical productions, present only a general imitation of the picture

copied ; the commou eye knows them to be copies, since they are entirely

wanting in individuality and force, while the facsimiles by tins proces.s are

exactly what the term implies. They are not merely facsimiles of general

effect.', they axt facsimiles of actual effect, and of every effect, even more com-

pletely than if the copy had been born of the original picture. For purposes

of i)leasure, or education, or coinioisseursliip they are complete. A small

gallery of sucli pictures would be as ailcqnate for the promotion of taste, or

the education in the cli.iracteristics of the masters, as a gallery of the originals

would be. The invention ajijiears to be one of the most marvellous additions

to imitative art ever made known."

But we have by no means exhausted the purposes to which this in-

genious invention can be applied. Having successfully overcome all the

difliculties in the way of presenting, by means of photography, exact fac-

similes of paintings, and of natural objects in every tint of colour, Mr.

Pouncy turned, his attention to ceramic and japanncrs' colours, with

which also, after many experiments, he was completely successful. Here
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IB a portrait burnt in on porcelain, another on papier mache, which has
been Btoved and varnished in the usual way. That large painting ena-
melled on to metal and fired, I have already shown you.
These paintings on panel, you will observe, have the appearance of

having been painted in tlie richest sepia ; the grain of the wood to which
they are firmly attached shows up well in blank parts. They are so em-
bedded into the very substance of the wood, that they can only be re-

moved by planeing oft its surface.

In fact, there seems no end to the artistic application of this beautiful
process. You will, doubtless, ask me how much artistic finish has been
applied to the picturesi have shown you? It is a reasonable question, and
I reply, To many of the pictures, none ; to others so much, and of a similar
kind, as would be applied to a carbon enlargement on opal or paper.

I will not detain you much longer, gentlemen. I have given you
some account of tlie invention of carbon printing and photo-lithography.
I have shown you specimens of work done by Mr. Pouncy's process of
photographic printing in oil colours. I wiU only remind you once more
of the great natural uses to whicli this invention might be applied.
By adopting it the South Ken.sington Art Department need no longer

send out to tlie schools of art in connection with them the inferior

paintings of inferior painters, since they can, at a much less expense,
place as models before their pupils all over the country exact copies of

the finest works of the painters' art in the kingdom so true to the
originals that the painters themselves could not have made such exact
replicas. Towns, for a very small sum, might possess galleries of the
works of the great painters, and thus hasten the education of the nation
in art.

And to what domestic uses might it not be applied ! Our old mansions
might be more richly adorned, the panels of panelled rooms, as well as
the walls of the picture gallery, might bear scenes connected with the
lives of the owners from pliotographs taken at the time. The festivities

on the coming of age of the son, with portraits of all associated with
them, might thus be handed down to posterity; the marriage of the
dauglitcr, hunting scenes, favourite animals, noteworthy events, might
all be portrayed, the whole furnishing an imperishable pictorial record
of the history of the life of each succeeding owner, containing exact
portraits of each member of the family and household. Then, again,
the porcelain, the metal work, all might be enriched by it. Indeed, the
domestic uses to which the invention can be applied arc innumerable.

W. Miles B.^rnes

WHEBE TO GO WITH THE CAMERA.
Hastings.

About this time of the year you begin by asking yourself, "Where shall

1 spend my holidays?" in your own mind already determined it shall bo
the spot of the picturesque. Your wile blandly refuses to leave her home,
which she thinks far preferable to being " left on the beach neglected,
while you slave yourself with the camera, dashing all over the country.
Up with the sun to secure such and such a delightful effect. Late hours
at night developing trial plates. No morning promenade ! No evening
concerts ! I much prefer to stay at home," &c. All this sort of thing
you easUy settle by a faithful promise to take only half the usual quantity
of plates. Contentment reigns once more. Hastings shall be selected, a very
get-at-able spot, with charming inland country. Passing over the ordeal
of packing huge cases and portmanteaus, at the finish to find only a very
small proportion of room for the pet apparatus. In goes camera, lens,

and slides, jolly. Now where goes lamp, developing trays, and solutions?
No room. Happy thought, the leather bonnet-box ; bonnets must go
some other way, anywhereforthem. Beautiful. All's well until it is found
out, then comes a rapid eviction, and the trays, lamp, &c., are once
more without home or habitation. No help but pack separate, vowing
how nice it would be to find for the nonce at the other end a ready-made
dark room with chemicals awaiting yon.

Should you occupy new diggings and- intend developing plates, fail not
to acquaint your landlord or lady of your particular hobby horse. It

will explain away a lot of your after seemingly peculiar habits. Provide
sheets of oilcloth to cover tables and prevent indelible pyro stains, and
a bad name equally as permament.
A run of two hours and you are high and dry at Hastings, surrounded

with such an amount of camera work you are bothered where to commence.
On windy days, making foliage impossible, make way towards the old

Castle, which produces a charming picture, the ruin being a most
picturesque one. After paying your admission money, and by way of

policy go through the form of asking permission to photograph, when
you will be requested to give your pledge not to in any way damage the
grass. Several fine views are to be had from the grounds. The Castle is

i'ather Antiquity itself, standing at the extreme edge of a tremendous
high cUff. Tradition kindly informs us it was built by the Romans and
later on repaired by William the Conqueror. Evidently the merry old
Romans had a great weakness for security and built the outer walls eight
feet in thickness. A favourable light for taking the old chapel occurs
about midday. Very grand also are the coast views looking towards
Eastbourne on the one hand and delightful hilly country on the other.

A tramp to Ecclesbourne Glen well repays the exertion of climbing a
mountain, namely East Hill, nicknamed by the local working cobbler on

the door of his hut " Mount Zion." Arriving at the (op wm tempted t >

blow oil one plate, hoping to secure a lasting remembranco, il only »
slight one, of tha old town buried in the hollow, snag and well nheltered
by cliffs and hills. Passing along by the coastguard's station a magnificent
seascape presents itself, now specked with innumerable yachts and pleasare
boats gliding softly by. Remarkable at this distance bow distinct can be
heard the splashing of the waves mingled with merry voices of happy folk
giving vent to song. The Glen with its rustic bridge—although nothing
so rustic or effective as its predecessor—is nevertheless a composing
portion, forming a very pleasing bit. Photography, alas ! with its limited
gradation, cannot do justice to tlie delightful foliage surrounding, and give*
but an idea only in skeleton outline. Palette only can reproduce the
enchanting spot. To those it may concern let me say the light here is

most deceptive, causing me to much under expose both plates. Do not
mind giving a long time. Bather more than a mile further on you reach
Fairlight Olen and the renowned Lover's Seat. Alp climbing to reach, I

found here an old fellow performing small miracles, namely, carving iionj

toothpicks and paper knives from pieces of bone, enhancing their intrinsic

value by inserting a microscopic photograph. For one day this trip is

enough ; a shilling can be well spent with riding home by road.

A short distance from the town is Battle Abbey, standing well and making
a noble picture, this most historic pile commemorating the battle with
invading Normans, and marks the spot where Harold fell in the year lOGC.

The gateway remains in good preservation, and easily done, which cannot
be said for pictures within the gateway, it being almost impassible to

receive permission for this purpose. Leaving the camera outside it well

repays a visit, if only to hear the very risky, risky story told en route by
the guide and to note how clever he generals the finish, that you must pass
individually through a narrow door, at which he poses himself all smiles
awaiting your generous and kind gratuity. Two and a half miles across

a pretty country, passing by an avenue of trees with distant rustic gate

(a good return for one plate), you reach Normanhurst, the seat of Lord
Brassey. Each Tuesday during the summer season the house is open to the

public, an opportunity every visitor should embrace. Special attention

may be given the Ubrary, containing the collection of curiosities made
by Lady Brassey on her famous voyage in the yacht " Sunbeam." Also
notice the handsome box acting duty for a letter basket, covered with
pictures made by the lady herself. Visit the room containing old and
rare china, mounted birds, moths, and butterflies of every conceivable
plumage and nationality, and the sumptuous yellow satin w^ hangings of

Chinese manufacture. Permission should be obtained to photograph
the grounds. The Lodge cottage is pretty and easily done from the road.

At least two or three days only would suffice to make characteristic

studies among the queer old huts, boats, etc. , at Old Hastings proper.

Here you may always find natural and ready-made groups of men and
boys unloading fishing boats, mending and making nets, and otherwise

employed or unemployed as the case may be, but forming pleasing lines

dear to the artist. Pictures jump upon you, as it were, full ready for
" snatching." In their everyday attire fishermen are very good pictures,

but very shy ones indeed.
, ,A faintest glimpse of a camera approaching

will put them to flight. Should they not compose just to your wishes

—

wait, do not disturb, as any amount of coaxing will not retain them. I

made this early mistake, and as a last chance promised to stand a large

mug of beer to no purpose. A long, lean youth, who considered the

trousers pockets the only and correct place for his hands, sowed seeds of

discontent among them by remarking the offer was " too good I

"

The lifeboat house with distant cliffs forms a good result. The beach
again, roaming among groups of children fully equipped with spade and
pails for seaside merriment, make always pleasing pictures, and at

times useful foregrounds. Again, the " Peerless Pier " deserves a little

consideration.

Making it a rule to work only under favourable conditions, was wind
and weather bound for two or tluree days. Found the beach pleasantly

entertaining. At times highly amused to watch and catch rapid glances

of two cameras and three young gentlemen hopping and darting about in

a manner most lively, with apparently no fixed idea what to do, but fully

determined " to do " anything and everything. Instantaneous shutters

are at times necessary evils, but its purpose is far fetched, I think, when
its manipulator occupies a prominent position on the Parade, congre-

gating a crowd of nervous spectators watching his fierce expression and
marble attitude, awaiting a special wave, or favourable chiaroscuro. I

trust I am an enthusiast 1 For an exposure have risked my precioos ( ?)

life on the extreme of many hundred feet above the sea level ; to reach a
much-wished sandbank, seen ungracefully carried thither by a broad-

shouldered fisherman ; under pretence of bathing engaged a machine,

and when nicely out to .sea opened reverse door and fired away to my
heart's content—and surprise of the proprietor! But I do draw the

line at stopping a public thoroughfare. . .

One and a quarter miles from St. Leonards, a. pleasant country, yon
have HoUington Church, situated in the midst of a' wood ; a quaint

structure, with corresponding graveyard. This diuich is much patronised

by the sketching fraternity. -

Once again to Hastings, you are within reasonable distance of antique

Bye, with its queer old Landgate Tower and quaintest of churcbee j

Pevensey, where William landed his sixty thousand, brave and strong,

Castle said to be the "most prfect of the castellated Roman remains;

"

Hurstmonccux Castle, again, u very picturesque; alao Camber CaaUe and
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the old Grey Friars. I mention a few castles knowing how dear they are

to many amateurs. To those not this way content, can always find their

wants met in delightful and healthy Sussex. T. Coan.

A VOYAGE TO THE MOON.
[A Communicjition to the Photegraphic Section of the American Institute]

The moon has been conceded an object of interest in all time and by all

people. We find it is mentioned in the most ancient writings of Hie eccle-

siastical and the profane. The rude and the barbarian have looked upon
it with awe and wonder. The civilised and enlightened have studied its

ever-changing phases with deeper interest than any other visible non-
terrestrial object. A'ery many mothers have taught their children that

the man whose image they pointed out on its surface was an object of

terror, whose bundle of sticks often came to the backs of disobedient

youth. The savage and uncivilised have counted their seasons and the
length of their lives by its lunations. Lovers in many climes have whis-
pered their joys and pledged their fealty by its reflected light, and counted
the first circle of its changes after their union as the honeyed period of

human existence.

To the astronomer the moon has ever been an object of primary in-

terest. It has been the first object to fix his attention when his newly
adjusted telescope is used for actual observation. He may try its pene-
tratingj power upon some star group in the distance of unfathomable
space, or seek a test for its definition upon the satelUtes of some great
planet, or the separation of a star from its companion, but his first en-
thusiastic study is almost sure to be the surface of that luminary which
has all his days been an unanswered question. The student of nature
is not content with the opinions of others when equipped with a first-class

telescope ; he wants the personal "I see" upon which to base liis opinions
regarding a subject upon which so many conflicting arguments have been
advanced. He has learned that the moon's distance from the earth has
been accurately measured, that its mass has been calculated, and its

density determined. These are facts which have been mathematically
demonstrated. He has been taught that " figures do not lie," but he is

often a little sceptical regarding the truthfulness of all the theories of
those who have made the figures. He wants to go over the ground him-
self ; and that there really is ground for him to go over is the one fact for
the demonstration of which some proof is now offered. When contem-
plating a long journey, we usually study certain conditions which it is

expected may be met with. But in our present case, of whom shall w«
inquire ? By one careful observer we are told that the temperature of the
whole country we seek is far above any place on the earth ; in fact that
millions of years of unclouded sunshine, where the days are 3541 hourg
long, has changed the whole surface to a field of glass ; that afl water
and air have been burned out of existence. Another tells us that the
surface is a vast field of ice, and that there is plenty of the rarest kind of air.
That, instead of crawling along, as we do here on the earth, pressed down
by a load of fifteen pounds to every square inch of our superficial measure-
ment, we would there be so cheered and buoyed up by our surroundings,
that the heaviest person in our party would weigh less than thirty pounds.
Competent engineers tell us, after careful measurement, they find that
our journey would be one of more than 238,000 miles, a distance for tht
travelhng of which a fast express train requires about three hundred days.
One of our party suggested that we should go early in the evening,

as the moon must then be much nearer than when far up in the zenith.
But that is a mistake. When the moon is just above our horizon the
length of our journey would be about iOOO miles greater than when she
appears highest in the heavens. The moon looks nearer when on our
horizon, because we compare it with terrestrial objects in the field of
vision. To dispel the illusion, look at the rismg moon through a tube
which will shut other objects from the view. A newspaper or large
sheet of wrapping paper, rolled to a diameter of one or two inches, will
serve for the experiment. Apparent size is often far from the actual. As
an illustration of this, most of us would say that the moon looks as large as
the sun. But in reality it contains only -xni« uinj part as such matter ;

this apparent similarity of size resulting from the sun being four hundred
times further from us.

One of the most curious and interesting relations of the earth and
moon IS found in the rotation of the moon around its own axis in the
exact time required to swing in its orbit around the earth ; consequently
the same side is always towards the earth. And if the moon had no
libration, we would never see more than one hemisphere of its surface

;but as the moon has a swinging motion, similar to that of a slowly
rotating top, some little distance beyond her north and south poles
becomes visible. If the moon is inhabited, what a field there is for the
enterprise of some lunar Cook, or other energetic excursion organizer
who would hberaUy advertise trips to see the earth. The length of the
journey from the centre of the opposite side of the moon would be less
than the distance between New York and San Francisco. He would very
truly call the show a big one, and those who purchased his tickets would—when they came in sight of tliis world of ours—see an object more than
fourteen times larger than any they had ever before looked upon.
A lunarian's walk by full earth-light must be a very brilliant affair in a

light such as we would get from fourteen full moons. But time is pass-

ing, and each one must make his or her own calculations regarding the

inhabitants of our satelhte.

At the north-west corner of Second-avenue and Eleventh-street in this city

stands a large, plain, well-built brick dwelling, which has daring many
years been the city home of a man known and esteemed among the great

minds of his age as a leader whom it is safe to follow ; a man the best

years of whose life, and a large part of whose ample fortune, have been

devoted to the advancement of astronomical science. To the older mem-
bers of the section it will doubtless seem quite appropriate that we are

thus reminded of the first President under whom our meetings were held,

Lewis M. Ilutherfurd.

To Mr. Eutlierfurd is due the credit of organizing the plan by means
of which the trip to tlie moon, partially described to-night, was made
possible. Upon an ample lawn in the rear of the house before alluded to

was erected, in the year 18oG, one of the best private astronomical observa-

tories of the time. The building is of brick, and in the main consists of

a circular observing room, twenty feet in internal diameter, with a pro-

jection on the westerly side for transit and computing rooms. The twenty-

foot dome of the observing room rests upon twelve wheels equally spaced

in the iron coping of the brick wall. The lower edge or base of the dome
is fitted with a band of cogs, which gear into a chain-belted wheel, actu-

ated by a crank in the wall of the observing room. So admirably is this

mechanism constructed, that the strengtli of a child is sufficient for set-

ting it in motion. On two opposite sides of the dome, from base to apex,

are openings, two feet in width, which are closed by shutters ensily

worked from below, and so devised as to screen the room from wind

when open. In the centre of the room, resting upon a firm foundation,

deeply imbedded in the fine sand underlaying the whole building and
grounds, stands the telescope pier, a broad, high block of stone, and
around this, but not in contact with it, is laid the floor. In the transit

room, 189 feet north-west of Second-avenue, and 76'3 feet noith-east of

Eleventh-street, tlie transit pier was erected.

The principal instrumental furnishings of the establishment consist of

a first-class equatorially mounted telescope of 13 inches aperture and It

feet focal length ; the readings of position arc upon 18 and 20-inch silver

circles. The driving power is a llemontoir escapement clock of the

liighest merit. So accurate is its movements that the photographic image

of faint stars, requhing long exposure, have a wonderful sharpness of out-

line.

The photographing of celestial bodies, attempted at various observa-

tories previous to 18G3, left much to be desired in definition. From
some experiments made by Mr. Eutlierfurd about that time, in connec-

tion with a Government expedition, he was led to belieye that a lens

could be so constructed as to greatly improve astronomical photography,

and, by a purely scientific method, he began his work of solving the

problem. By the use of the spectroscope he found that a lens of crown

glass, so constructed as to shorten the focus of the observing telescope

about ^'j, gave promise of good results. Through the use of specially

devised mechanism and methods of trial—the description of which would

require too much time—he constructed with his own hands such a lens.

Only those who have attempted to grind, polish, and correct a thirteen-

inch lens can well understand the labour involved in such an undertaking.

When, on the night of March 6, 1865, this newly devised method was

proven to be correct, by the production of the first really good photo-

graph of the moon, it was at once expected that photography would

occupy an important position in science, and add greatly to the advance

of astronomical observation. That such expectation has been and is now
being realised, no one questions. Within the next few days will be held

in Paris a congress of astronomers for the express pur^jose of apportioning

the labour of making a photographic map of the entire heavens, and it is

expected to complete the work within ten years, and that these plates

will show a vast number of stars which no human eye has as yet seen,

even with the aid of the most powerful instruments. Certainly, we may
be pardoned for expressing a little pride in the fact that all this was

begun more than twenty years ago by a citizen of New York and a

member of our section of the American institute. From his observatory

we started for the moon, or rather, under its great revolving dome, found

means for pulling the moon down, to be hung on the wall for our

inspection.

Our party consisted of three persons, wlioni we will designate as

Numbers One, Two, and Three. At 10.30 p.m. Number Two entered one

of the computing rooms across the lawn and called " time," by reporting

the zenith clear and the air still favourable for first-class work, a coin-

cidence averaging about twice a-year in New Y'ork City. Upon this

announcement Numbers One and Three bundle up in heavy clotliing, as

though about to visit the North Pole. They know the weather is crisp

and cold where the next few hours are to be jiassed.

As they enter the door leading to the dome, under which stands the

great equatorial, the silence is broken only by the escapement wheel of

the tall sidereal clock standing against the western wall, as its heavy

pendulum swings to and fro with an accuracy most wonderful. No
other sound. Not a word is spoken ; each knows his assigned duty, and

to it he gives his undivided attention. All feel that such time is beyond
value, and must be utilised to the fullest extent.

Number One 1ms charge of the telescope. The dome is revolved into

position, and a long, narrow section, from base to apex, swung open,

leaving a strip of clear sky visible, in the centre of which the moon
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glistens liko a disc of burnished silver. The great instument is swung
into approximate position ; the driving clock, constructed to run one hour,
is wound ; and while Number One ia busy making his final adjustments,
we will watch Number Two, who has charge of the pliotographic depart-
ment of the expedition. He has lifted a trapdoor in the floor near the
stone pier, passed down a short ladder, and entered what may well be
called a troglodyte's laboratory, lighted by one small wax candle, as care
is necessary to keep the temperature low. After a few minutes the pupils
of his eyes are expanded sufficiently to permit seeing the bottles, baths,
and dishes required for liis work. But we have no time to describe his
chemicals or his method of using them.
Meanwhile Number Three, the timekeeper, lias adjusted the chrono-

graph (in whoso record there will be no personal equation), placed his
small, dim lights where they will illuminate tlie clock and the room just
enough to see what is going on, and then take liis position, where he can
hear distinctly the beat of the long pendulum, as its lower end, ter-

minating in a hair-like wire, swings at each vibration through a glistening
drop of mercury, closing the battery current uniting chronograph, clock,
and shutter-adjustment ou the telescope. All is now ready for action.
Upon a signal being given by Number One, a sensitised plate is handed
up from the cave, placed in its receptacle at the ocular end of the great
instrument, just as it would be put into an ordinary camera. The touch
of an electric button, and away we go, or rather, we all keep very still.

The great clock says one, two, three, and the plate holder is opened to

the light of the full moon, whose image the great glass eye, fourteen feet

away, has condensed to a circle of one and three-tenths of an inch. The
buzz of the chronograph wheels is just audible as it records the time m
hundredths of a second. The heavy pendulum has beat one, and the
long focussed eye is closed, the plate-holder is returned to the troglodyte,
who reaches from below to receive it, as he hands another up. And lo
the work goes on until early morning, when the weary and thoroughly
chilled party seek rest in a comfortable temperature and among sur-
roundings which their animal natures deem far more enjoyable.
One of the old Hindoo systems of theology taught that the souls of

men could leave their bodies for short periods of time in quest of know-
ledge, where no human body could ever go, and upon their return, by
imparting to their fellow men the wisdom thus gained, an endless
existence of perfect happiness was secured. Thus wise must have been
our trip to the moon. The mind or soul reached out with a question.
Was it answered? Let us see it any knowledge gained can be imparted
to others.

[Then followed the lantern exhibition of many slides, shadowing the
moon's surface ; its mountains, more than twenty thousand feet high

;

its craters, fifteen and eighteen thousand feet deep, and from one to three
hundred miles in diameter, were graphically described, and an explana-
tion of the various theories advanced regarding the existence of air and
water on tlie moon's surface ; and some of the arguments used in support
of such theories were examined. Dr. Mason closed his paper and
description of the work done at the observatory by expressing regret that
the telescope had been recently placed in the observatory of Columbia
College, where he feared vibration would prevent its use for fine photo-
graphic work.] 0. Cr. Masok.

THE ART OF MAKING PHOTOGRAVURES.
[A Communication to the Photographic Section of the American Institnte.]

Betwkk.v the years 1700 and 1802, Wedg^vood and Davy attempted
to utilise for artistic purposes the sensitiveness of the salts of silver to

tlie action of light.

In IS-iO, Mungo Ponton, of Bristol, in England, announced the

action of light on organic matters, such as gelatine, in presence of a
bichromate.

In the fifteenth century may he placed the discovery of copper-
plate printing.

These three germs underlie the three essential elements of our
process of photogravure, in which I am to endeavour to interest you
to-niglit.

The first germ—that of the sensitiveness of the silver salts to light

—is tlie germ from which has sprung tlie photographic negative.

The second discovery—that of the action of light on organic matter
in presence of a bichromate— Ls the germ of the photographically
engraved, or photogravure, plate. The third gives the starting point

of plate or intaglio printing.

I propose to trace briefly the growth of these elements to the con-
dition in which you see tliem to-night.

The efforts of Wedgwood and Davy, who about 1800 projected
on to a sheet of white paper, or leather, saturated with nitrate of

silver, the shadaw of the figure to bo copied, the sun's rays darkening
all but the shadow, were followed by the procei^s of Niepco in 181-t,

who for the first time emploj-ed a camera, using bitumen or asphalte as

the sensitive medium, and giving an exposure of some hours ; then by
the process of Daguerre in 18^9, where the development of the latent

image iirat occurs, thus reducing the exposures from hours to minutes,

Later, by the discovery of Ilerschel, in 1821, of the yalue of the

hyposulphites for fixing purposes, a very important step; next, by the

production of negatives from which positives could be printed, by Fox
Talbot, in 18.'!0; and, lastly, by the introduction of colhidion,by .Scott

Archer, in 1851. It was this latter discovery that gave such an

impetus to pliotogi-aphy, so that it sprung at once into life as the

new handmaid of art. For the next twenty or twenty-five years the

history of the collodion process was the history of photography. But
the undisputed reign of collodion finally came to an end, and for the

last ten years the hii^tory of photography has been the history of the

gelatine process. Gelatine, indeed, lioa been the vehicle by which

photography has been carried into well-nigh every home and well-nigh

every business. Yet, I think, many of us older hands look back with

longing eyes, in spite of the many advantages of gelatine, to the crisp

snap of the collodion negative, wliich gelatine ba« not been yet

harnessed to give.

If I may venture the prediction, I think the history of photography

for the next decade will be the history of ortliochromatic work.

Surely, next to the production of the colours themselves, there is

nothing to be desired so much as the rendering of the true values of

these colours. I place the orthochromatic or isochromatic negative as

the highest point yet attained in negative making, and as constituting

the outcome to-day of that germ that was brought into being nearly

a hundred years ago.

The story of plate printing, the second of the three elements in

photogravure, and the method of printing by which impressions are

produced from photogravure plates, is shorter and much less revo-

lutionary. It is still in about the same state that it has been from its

infancy. The same laborious, painstaking method of worldng is used

as at first, and just about the same style of press. That other method
of prmting, type printing, starting later than plate printing, has

sprung up and has grown from the old Caxton handpress, printing a

few hundred copies a day, into the modern power machine producing

twice as many thousands an hour. Lithography has been born ana

grown to its present strength, but the old copperplate press has not

moved. No means have yet been devised to do the work of the ball of

the hand, and justas assuredly no results have been obtained approaching

the exquisiteness of the steel or copperplate engraving.

In plate, or steelplate, or copperplate printing, the design to be

printed is cut or incised into the surface of a steel or copperplate.

This plate is dabbed all over with ink, which fills the inci-sed lines

and covers the surface as well. The ink on the surface is wiped off,

with cloths and the hand, leaving only the ink in the incised lines.

Paper placed on the plate, after heavy pressure has been applied to the

back of it, when lifted, withdraws the ink from the lines, leaving the

design, which was on the plate, adherent to the paper.

The most probable origin of the art of printing from metallic

intaglio plates is that which is attributed to the early Italian workers

in niello or inlaid modelling work, an art used for ornamenting table

utensils, swords, armour, &c. EajfBSi Edwabds.

{To be continued.)

HINTS ON COMPOSITION AND SELECTION OF SUBJECT.

[A Communication to the Philadelphia Amatcui' Photographic Clob. 1

Ak important element of success in the pursuit of landscape photography

is the attainment of the power of selection. Those persons who are

naturally gifted with that kind of taste which enables them at once to

perceive those combinations and effects in nature which will make the

most agreeable or effective pictures are indeed fortunate, and although

they may receive much gratification and instruction from looking at the

works of eminent artists, and seeing under what effects they have treated

the various scenes represented by them, such study is not so much a

matter of necessity with them as with those who have been less favourably

endowed. Sir Joshua Reynolds says: "Nothing is denied to well-directed

labour; nothing is to be obtained without it
;"' so that none of us need

despair of attaining excellence if we do but give our earnest attention to

our pursuit.

Hundreds of views are constantly being made that are of no account

whatever, except inasmuch as they may be pictures of placee possessing

interesting associations to those who are taking them ; as we see in show-

cases innumerable faces, admirably done, and each one highly interesting

to self and friends, but passed over with the utmost indifference by every-

body else. When the object becomes the making of a picture, the pro-

ducing of a work which, from its possessmg certain intrinsic qualities,

giving it a wider interest, and ranking it as a work of art, more or less, it

is necessary that we discriminate between the beautiful and commonplace

in nature. It will not thou do to set our camera up in the first country

road that we come to and focus straight along it, being satistied with its

parallel sides, lined with stiff fencing and rows of straight-stemmed cedar
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trees. We muBt go further and see if we cannot find a spot where nature
will spread before us some of her unfettered charms. Trees, remarkable
either for the lightness and grace which characterises some varieties, the

fullness which marks others in the vigour of maturity, or for the pic-

turesque ruggedness of decay ; some sheet of water, even though it be

not river or lake, where we will get mirrored reflections, sparklmg lights,

and flat, quiet masses of shadow. If we can get a mountain peep in the
distance, how fortunate ; if not, perhaps we can find a rolling country,
dotted with receding masses or groups of fine fohagc. And our foreground,
let us, if possible, secure some variety in it. Bare earth varied by patches
of vegetation, rocks, stumps, and old logs, rather than flat, unbroken
stretches of either grass or earth.
Having arrived at a point where we have found some elements of a

good picture, let us so compare them by moving from point to point that
we get our distance open, and our main groups on either side; but let the
group of one side be more important, if possible, than that of the other.
There is nothnig which makes a more picturesque contrast than a fine,

full mass of foliage balancing some quaint, denuded stem, festooned with
vmes. Our foreground should have some important feature of interest,
either suitable figures, cattle, or something striking in form, or light and
dark, and not precisely in the centre, but generally a little to one side or
the other. It is seldom that such points can be put down in the extreme
corners with good effect, as they carry the eye out too far from the centre
of the work. Although the plan of composition is occasionally tried by
landscape painters of placing the principal group of trees in the centre of
the work, it is seldom successful, the open spaces of distance, seen upon
either side, equally arresting the attention, and so dividing it that the
work is robbed of that unity of impression which should go towards
making it agreeable.

There is at the present time a prevailing want of interest in and sym-
pathy with the good art principles seen in the works of the eminent land-
scape pamters who were living and working during the first half of this
century, and it is chiefly the outcome of Iluskin's pre-Raffaelite move-
ment. This school and their adherents strove to attain certain sentimental
qualities which scarcely belonged to the province of art to convey, and
the only art quality which they perfected was that of imitation, wliich is

considered the lowest quality of art ; and as genuine pre-Ilaffaeliteism
was dying out, the great period of scientific investigation set in, turning
the minds of reading and thinking people in the direction of materialism
and research

; and the consequence is that now a picture is not valued aa
a piece of beautiful colouring, or composition, or effect, as it was formerly,
but it must tell some story, or be a wonderful piece of imitation of some-
thing, it matters not much what.
Many pictures that are painted now have so little true art in them, and

are so solely dependent upon the incident they represent for their aim,
that a simple pen sketch would fulfil their purpose just as well as the
pamtmg. I think this is somewhat to be regretted, and I hope that a
taste may grow up again more in sympathy with true art. Turner,
Stanneld, and the many good landscape painters who were working con-
temporarily with them, seldom, if ever, dealt with nature in her common.
P^'i'^^^ss. They sought her out in the picturesque and the beautiful,
and did not scruple to gather together what was near and characteristic

1'°
v^

"^jg'il'ourhood to enrich and beautify their compositions ; they de-
lighted in the effects of storm and cloud and sunshine, which give grandeur
and poetry to a scene ; and I was going on to speak of their colouring,
but this we have nothing to do with. When we can fix the image as seen
on the focussing screen, colouring included, as we do the light and dark
alone, the painter's occupation will indeed be gone.
As we must confine ourselves exclusively to composition and effect, let

us consider a few of the first principles to be looked after in the successful
getting up of a picture. Working, or rather presenting our subjects as we
do upon a flat surface, every artifice should be used to overcome this
perjiendicularity of plane, and have the effect of leading the eye into the
picture. Judicious composition and a proper amount of atmosphere are
great aids in the retiring of distant objects and the advancing of nearer
ones.

A picture in which a number of conspicuous objects come one over the
other, or successively one under another, must appear flat, and especially
so if the objects just touch or cut upon one another, and it must to a
great extent be by the lightening of shades that we get a distance to re-
cede into the picture. In a landscape reproduction, where our shadows
are as black in objects miles off as they are in the immediate foreground,
clairning an equal attention, we can get no retirement, and by cutting
definitely and harshly against the sky in every part a disagreeable hard-
ness IS given to the picture. As a means of obviating this hardness, in
addition to working during a prevalence of atmosphere or haze, I would
recommend, whenever possible, the introduction of skies, either by print-
ing in or by washing on the back of the negative with a Uttle opaque.
When the sky in the negative is not too dense the latter plan will answer
very well, and the addition of a sky to a landscape view is of immense
value not only on account of breaking up the flat blank space, but it may
be made the means of completing the composition of the work ; it also
serves to carry off the distant features gradually, and repeats the dark
tints of the foreground. There are, however, two conditions when skies
are better left out ; the one when they are got by laying cotton indis-
criminately, and the other when printed in from negatives that are too

strong and too bold in their masses, and either overpower the subject of

the picture completely, or else divide the attention too much with it, and
thereby rob it of its precedence. Xanihcs Smith.

{To be continued.)

COMPOSITE PHOTOGRAPHS.
An interesting craze in photography is the effort to produce what is

called the " composite " photograph. This means a succession of photo-

graphic impressions imposed one upon the other in the same plate, so as

to produce in a single picture the combined likenesses of various persons.

For instance, three or more people are to be " averaged," so to speak,

upon the sensitive plate. First, one is posed before the camera, in

direct front or profile view, for such a fraction of the time as would

ordinarily be given to one sitter as may represent the number of persons

to be photographed. If three persons are to be represented, and the full

time of exposure would be six seconds, the exposure for the first one of

the three would be exactly two seconds. He now steps aside, and the

second one is adjusted to the head-rest, and, when accurately placed, he

in turn gOts a sitting of two seconds, and so with the third or fourth.

Each one who sits before the camera represents his proportion of the full

time required. So, in the case of twenty, the instrument must be so

stopped down and the light so arranged that, if used upon a single sitter

only, the exposure would be twenty seconds. Of course the exposure to

each one of the twenty would be one second. Beceutly I made one of

these composite pictures of nine young ladies, members of a literary

club. The result would certainly indicate a high average of intel-

lectual ability, if there is anything in the teachings of physiognomy or

plirenology. My method of working is different, and, I think, much
more simple than that followed by others, as the result is obtained in

one operation. As I understand the previous methods, each person has

been photographed separately, and from the negatives a transparency

has been made, and these each in turn copied on to one plate. I see no

reason why the members of the composite should not be photographed

directly upon the plate. My method for securing this picture was to so

reduce the power of the light as to make necessary an exposure of

eighteen seconds. As there were nine sitters the 2»'o rata exposure was

two seconds. Of course it required great care to superimpose exactly one

image upon another. It was accomplished as follows :—I first drew upon

the ground-glass a fine perpendicular pencil line, which served as a

central line to the head. Across and at right angles to this line I drew

two others, an inch and a quarter apart, one of which ran through the

line of the mouth, and the other through the eye at the caruncula, or at

the joining of the upper and lower cartilages. These lines were arbi-

trary, and the image was adjusted to them. Of course there is quite a

variation in the distances between these two hues in the human head,

therefore the camera had to be carefully adjusted after each exposure.

As it was very diflicult to do this by hand, I constructed adjustable

boards hinged at one end, with fine screws, so placed under the camera

as to elevate or depress it, and another screw to move the whole camera

and bed plate forward or backward, until these distances between the

eyes and mouth were made to correspond with the standard. I then

made a pendulum by a weight on the end of a string, about forty inches

long, practically giving one second to a motion or oscillation. This I

found more practicable than a watch. Starting my pendulum, the im-

pressions were made in quick succession. Of course the slide was

returned to the holder after each exposure, and a new focus or adjust-

ment of the succeeding sitter made. The only modification to the final

picture consisted in uniting the white collars or neck-wear into one. I

think it would be best in future experiments to have a dark or black silk

kerchief with which to cover the white neck draping, which would give a

simple, uniform effect to the upper part of the body.

In the pursuit of these experiments some curious developments oc-

curred. At first I made the natural mistake, I think, of not taking into

consideration what one must call the momentum of the sensitive particles

from the first blow or stroke of the light. There is on the unexposed

plate what the scientists call atomic inertia. On the first exposure this

is in a degree overcome, and the particles of the sensitive compound re-

ceive motion from the impact of the light, which is continued to a degree

after the cessation of the exposure. The apparent effect, of course, is to

increase the sensitiveness of the plate, so that the exposure should not be

equal on the successive subjects, but each exposure should be less than

the initial one.

This overcoming of the atomic inertia is to me an explanation of tha

curious fact that instantaneous photographs were made in the old days

of the wet plate process, when the plates were not one- fiftieth as sensitive

to the action of a dim or subdued light as the present gelatino-bromide

plates, when they were exposed to brilliant light.

For instance, successful photographs of waves in motion were made
more than twenty years ago, under the illumination of the broad noonday
sun, which would not be over exposed on the present super-sensitive

plates. Yet in a subdued light the wet plates were in many instances

unavailable where the bromide plates would now record a quick and

successful picture, or, in other words, the later bromide plates are mora
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successful to feeble rays of light than the wet; but in brilliant lights

there is comparatively less difference in the sensibility. Hence, I think

the stroke, blow, or impact of the bright ray overcomes this atomic in-

ertia, imparting a momentum to the sensitive particles which continues
after the light is closed.

Now, if this be so, is there not a liability to error in experiments in

this line? While I believe that in the picture of the young ladies' club,

a fair and characteristic " average " is presented, I can readily see how
one of the young ladies with round, smooth face, blonde complexion, and
flaxen hair, could, if not guarded against, have neutralised the impres-
sion of all the rest, if they were of a darker style. As I have intimated,

after the sensitive film has been decomposed by the action of light—by
the reflection from white or light objects—it cannot be undone or modi-
fied by any exposure upon dark objects. So, if one should take a series

of impressions from aged persons with faces full of lines and shadows, a
fair young face would Jill in all these shadows, and it matters not in

what order it comes. If the smooth, white face makes its image in light,

the faces full of shadow will not change that result. To demonstrate
this, I first made a composite picture of a number of middle-aged per-

sons, and, finally, took an etjual (i.e., proportionate) exposure from a
child's face. The average of the faces is not fifty years, but apparently
much younger. Now, while this does not prove that an average cannot
be made, it does show that the greatest care must be taken to prevent
one face from producing a paramount effect upon all the others. A
simple illustration of this is tliat, although one only of the young ladies

in my group had light trimming on her dress, it made itself quite apparent
in the picture, although all of the rest wore plain, dark dresses,

Geouge G. Rockwooii, in Art Amateur, N.Y.

WINFIELD MANOR IN DEEBYSHIRE.
[A Communication to the Derby Photographic Society.]

Though these ruins have enough of beauty in themselves to please the
photographer, yet I have tliought a little information regarding their

origin and past history cannot but enhance their attractions, and with
this view have put together the following notes :

—

Winfield Manor, fourteen miles from Derby, is perhaps one of the finest

memorials of ancient architectural splendour we have left, and though
shorn of its glory still presents to the appreciative eye many points of

beauty worthy of the cauvas or the camera. To the poet, historian, or

arcliKologist, the ruins of this fortified mansion are full of interest,

carrying him back to scenes of chivalry and feudal power. I must only
glance at its past history ; its present condition you have had ample
means of studying and enjoying.

Winfield Manor boasts of a green old age, and we know but little about
it till the time of William the Conqueror, who gave this, with other manors
in Derbyshire, to his natural son, William Peverel. Robert de Heriz,

earl of Brittany, held the manor under Peverel, and it continued in the
possession of this family for many generations after the flight of Peverel
and the forfeiture of his lands to Henry II. Richard de la River married
the heiress of the Heriz family, and was the next owner, and his daughter,
Margaret, became the wife of Roger Bellars, sheriff of Nottingham and
Derby in tlie reign of Edward III. Their daughter, also named Mar-
garet, married Robert de Swyllington, knight, and her father gave her the

manor of Winfield with other lands of her mother's. This last-named
pair having no offspring, it was found by an inquisition taken at Derby,
Oct. 25, 8th Henry VI., that the property belonged to Ralph, Lord Crom-
well, of Tatershall, descended from the Bellars family, and cousin of Mar-
garet, wife of Robert de Swyllington. A lawsuit was instituted, which
ended in a compromise, the manor of Winfield remaining in the posses-

sion of Lord Cromwell. This Lord Cromwell was a man of great import-
ance in his day, holding many high and lucrative offices. He set to work
building this magnificent place on the site of a more ancient structure.

It was, however, completed by John Talbot, second earl of Shrewsbury, to

whom he had sold the reversionary interest in the manor, and in whose
family it remained till 1709.

Four and a half centuries have passed since these walls were raised,

and yet they Eire as strong as ever where time only has affected them.
But war and wanton destruction have been at work, the marks of cannon
balls can yet be seen on the walls, and the hideous house in the valley

below was built from the ready-worked stones of this structure.

In 1509, Mary, Queen of Scots, was brought here, a prisoner, from
Tutbury Castle, where she had resided for more than a year previously,

a prisoner of state, in the custody of George Talbot, sixth earl of

Shrewsbury, the fourth and last husband of the celebrated "Bess of

Uardwick." For nine or ten years was the beautiful Queen of Scots in

the care of this Earl at divers places, and between his jealous wife and
Queen Elizabeth he led a most miserable life. The memory of the

hapless Queen will haunt the mind as one wanders amongst these ruins
grey and ponders over the times of old : how she and her maids spent
their time in needlework, when " the diversitie of the colours made the
worke seme lesse tedious ; " how attempts were made to liberate her by
young Anthony Babington of Dethick and other conspirators, who met at

his house only four miles away—of their failure, trial, and barbarous
execution.

These plots of Mary's friends hastened the time of her own mock trial

and execution, for Elizabeth deemed her life and throne inieeart, and
was thus led to sign the death-warrant which will ever be a blot on b«r
memory. No less than two hundred gentlemen, yeomen, offioan and
soldiers were employed in the custody of Mary at Winfield. Her own
establishment at this time included live gentlemen, fourteen Mnritori,
three cooks, four boys, three gentlemen's men, six gentlewomen, two
wives, and ten wenches and children. They consumed a large quantity
of wine, and no wonder her guardian was embarrasied in prortding for to
large an addition to his household. The suite of rooms on the west side

of the inner court, and connected with the great tower, are said to hare
been those occupied by tlie unfortunate Queen.
During the civil wars Winfield Manor was the scene of many struggles

between the Royalists and Parliamentarians, and several hotly-contested
engagements took place— first one party and then the other gaining the
ascendancy. In the last siege Sir John Gell planted his cannon on
Pentridge Common, on the opposite side of the valley, but could not
effect a breach. Coming within nearer range, and being strengthened by
a division of the Earl of Manchester's army, the gallant defenders were
obliged to surrender, their Governor, Colonel Dalby, having been killed

during the conflict. On the 23rd Jime, IMO, an order in Parliament was
issued directing that the place should be dismantled, and from this time
it was allowed gradually to fall into decay, the dilapidations which strife

had effected being hastened by some who looked on the pile only as a
heap of quarried stone, to be used as required for any and every purpose.
The sun dials you see about the ruins were placed there by Imanoel
Hfilton, who purchased the manor in 1678. He was a man of studious

and retiring habits, pursuing the studies of music, mathematics, and
astronomy. He took up his abode here, and did not scruple to pull tlie

place about to make it to his own liking. A successor of his did far

worse in removing the stones to build the ugly house I mentioned before.

The ruins are, however, now carefully preserved from further demolition,

and will long remain to adorn the landscape and afford interest to the

antiquary and lover of history, subjects for the painter and photographer,

and pleasure to the thousands who seek for recreation in visiting the

ancient landmarks of their beautiful comitry.

Once—
" These now deserted rooms were wont to ring

With laughter and the bacchanalian song,

And startled echo flew from wing to wing,

Repeating sounds of mirth with mimic tongue."

Xoiv—
" Tliese spacious rooms are silent as the dead :

Without a sound my footstep hghtly falls

;

A gra-ssy carpet on the floor iH spread,

And echo slumbers not in rootless walls.

"

I have made my sketch as concise as possible and have not attempted

any description of the ruins by which we are surrounded ; their great

artistic beauty you will all acknowledge, but should any of you wish to

know any more about the building itself, I will gladly be your guide.

Ricu.\BD Keeni:.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 10,533.—" Improved Folding Pocket Camera." W. WATSOtr.— Z>crf«d

July 29, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
An Improved Portable Photoobaphic Apparatus.

No. 11,365. Hexkv John Cooke, 7, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street,

Westminster.—*pto«*«r 7, 1886.

Up to the present time all instantaneous photographing apiMiratus have been
called portable, but none have really ever fulfilled this object, as they have ne-

cessitated a great i>araphernalia, such as stands, Ac The best way to describe

the disadvantages of tliese apparatus is, that the operator is unable to hide

from the public gaze what he is about to do, owing to the quantity of apparatus

he is obliged to carry aljout with him, and he is immediately recognised as a

photograpiier. Another inconvenience of the olil apparatus is that before taking

a photograph the oi)erator is obliged to arrange tlie focus, or when desirous of
photographing a moving object it is impossible to adjust the focus before the

object has changed position or has disappeared, so that it is impossible to fix

the object on the sensitive plate. Independently of the weight and sue the

difficulty has hitherto been to make a portable apparatus which can be carried

without attracting attention, and to take instantaneously either moving or

fixed objects without lii-st having to arrange the focus. It is this perfected

apparatus that I have invented, ami which is essentially portable, weighing ««

it does little over 1 lb. : it can be carried by a strap m a similar way to a field-

glass, and can be handled just as easily, or it may be worn under the waistcoat,

tlie lens serving as a button, being so carried as to leave both hands perfectly

free. Its speciality is in taking groups in action, figures, birds, facial exjires-

sions, and all studies in animal life, where opportunities to sketch or to set up
an ordinary camera and arrange tlie focus are out of the question, nuking it,

therefore, iuvaluable to artists, engineers, police, and tourists.

My Improved Portable Pliotographic Apiiaratus is composed of a metal disc

about six inches in diameter and about one inch thick ; when preparing to use

it the object glass or lens is fixctl on one of the sides.

The disc is made in two parts, fitting closely one into the other. The first

part contains inside the mechanism of an iiist;»iitancous moving shutter, moved
by a slight rod worketl by pulling a knob ou the outside, which is unclinched
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by pressure on a second stop-knob or clienk. The second part contains the

interior, the sensitive plates for taking the photographs, which may be five,

ten, or any otlier number, according to the diameter of the apparatus or the

size of the photographic plates which are put in the apjiaratus. For instance,

in the apparatus which I more particularly describe later on there are five

plates. The space where the sensitive plates are placed is .shut in with a ring,

which can at will be moved from right to left, or rice rersd, so as to substitute

a fresh sensitive plate for the one used in taking an object.

This operation having been done, and jJate No. 2 having taken the place of

plate No. 1, the next thing is to arm the shutter system, as T have already
described, and to lower the central ratchet in the direction of the rod, which is

fitted witli a spring, so that the apparatus is again ready for work, and you
can sight the oliject you wish to take, letting the apparatus be in such a posi-

tion that a line passing by the spring rod, the centre of the apparatus, and the
objective, shall be vertical to the ground ; all that is then necessary is to press

the restraining knob so that the object fixes itself on the sensitive plate. The
same process is continued until all the plates held in the chamber have been
used in succession. Care must be taken that when changing the plates the
central ratchet be brought back to the horizontal.

This ratchet moves an interior plate which comes and stops the shutters and
allows to present successively the plates to the objective without permitting
the light to spoil them. Were this detail forgotten and the sensitive plate
allowed to come into contact with the light they would be spoiled. When the
first chamber, full of plates, is exhausted, it can be removed from the disc and
another substituted. It depends on the operator how many plates he chooses to
take with him. These operations once made there is nothing further to do
than to take out the sensitive plates used and to make them undergo in a dark
chamber the ordinary process of photogi-aphy.

[Here follow the details of construction, illustrated liy diagrams.]

Improvements in the Manufacture of Sodium Sulphite.s.

No. 11,518. John Martin Collett, High Orchard, Gloucester.—.SWj^ewiie/-

10, 188S.

This invention consists in the manufacture of a new form or condition of
sulphite or bisulphite of sodium, differing from that ordinarily produced in
being amorphous, anhydrous, or nearly so, and practically unchangealJe in

the air.

I jirocure this salt by treating dry hydrate of sodium, either in lump or a
jiowdcred state, with sulphurous acid ga.s, this latter being prepared by any of
tiie usual methods.

I place hydrate of sodium, as above mentioned, in a suitable vessel provided
with a stirrer or apparatus for moving it about, or the vessel may bo made to
revolve, and I pass in sulphurous acid gas until the base is converted to the
suljihite or bisulphite as required.

Tlie claim is :—Certain improvements in the manufacture of sodium siili)hites,

as above set forth.

iHeetingiS of Soctette<s»
—

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES J'OK NEXT WEEK.
DaU of Meeting. Name ol Society. Place of Meeting.

August 9 Manchester Amateur ... Masonic Hall, Cooper.st..Manclistr.
Sykes's Ilestauraut, 33, Viiitoria-st.
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.E.C.
Free Public Librai-y, llamiiton-st.

„ 9 Derby
a Bolton Club

,. 10

:: 11:::::::::

Photogrrapliic Club
Birkeuhead
Bradford Amateur . .

„ 11 Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street,

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
O.v Thursday night, July 28, at the adjourned annual general meeting of the
above Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. J. Traill
Taylor presided.

The Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. J. Brigin.shaw, then read the Annual Report, as
follows :—

Another year has passed in the hi.story of the Association, couflrming a further
period of usefulness and prosperity, proved by the well attended meetings each week,
the steady accession of members throughout the year, together with the balance in
the hands of your Treasurer.
Although no new photographic process has been developed during the past year,

the applications of photography are so manifold, and the eiporiences of its workers so
varied, th.it subjects for debate and discussion are regularly brought forward at each
weekly meeting, and, however apparently unimportant the subject may appear,
receives an equal share of attention with questions of larger import, the most trivial
Bubjcct frequently leatling to interesting and instructive debate. How much of the
enormous advance photography has made of recent years is due to society discussions
and organization is not easy to determine. Photography, as a veritable handmaid to
nature, science, and art, now plays no unimportant part in everyday life Fro-
qnently a natural desire arises on the part of the tyro for a more extended and inti-
mate know ledge of the chemical changes aud combinations which take place at every
stage of development. It is hero tliat a society of this kind liUs the want thus created •

a commencement with a " hobby " often leading up to the study of the higher branches
of science and art, may be directly or indirectly traced to the instrumentaUty of society

During the past season many eicellent and interesting demonstrations have been
given and papers read. Among these, Wmdhuvy Films, W. K. Burton: Collodio-
Bromide Tiaru-imrtncics J. B. B. Wellington ; Deulopmcul of CoUoiio-Chloriie Prints,
J. Hubert; Strqipmg Films, W. K. Burton; Plaiinotypc Printing, F. W. Edwards
Ifochromalic Photography. J. B. B. Wellington ; Stripping Films, Buchanan Wolkstonmay be enumerated from the members ; while from a visitor, Mr. E J Palmer ofloronto, must be recorded an eiceedingly ingenious pUte coating machine shown in

tJI u"^""''^ f
pleasing duty to recognise favours conferred. To the proprietors of

t^^ml^f ^"^V"'J-°'' Photooeapbt, The Photographi, News, Anthony's hulUtin,

fili
l''i':'"''?iir<iph<<: Tmes, the best thanks of the members are due tor their re.speo-tive publications regularly maUed to this A*»ociation.

v^ tucu .c.i.<,i.

The most notable incident of the past year has been the formation of the Photo-
graphic Convention of the United Kingdom, which has been attended with the
happiest results, and is destined to have a direct influence in the advancement of
photography. Being associated and interested in its development and progress, the
members of this Association may look with p.ardonable pride upon a movement that
gives every_promise of leading to many important results.
An exhibition of pictures taken by members during the Convention was .snbscquentlv

held. Between two and three hundred prints were exhibited. These were chiefly in
platinotypc and silver. Paper and pla.ss negatives, together with stripping films, were
each represented, and afforded ample opportunity for an examination side by side of
the results from these several processes. The exhibition proved very attractive, and
created a considerable amount of interest among the members and their friends.
That the future position of photogr.aphy among contemporary arts and sciences is

assured may bo gathered from the fact of its recognition for the first time in its

history by the British Association last year. The successful meeting of the Photo-
gi'aphic Convention held just previously at Derby may, however, be in some measure
responsible for this.

The great po])iilarity of the optical lantern remains unabated. It has now become
firmly estalilished as an indispensable accessory with all photographic societies.
Scarcely a single branch of science or art that does not rely on the invaluable aid of
the lantern for illustration. This has not been without its influence in creating a
desire for greater perfection of transparencies. The pa-st season has consequently
witnessed lantern displays of a very high standard of merit. Periodical exhibitions
with the optical lantern and oxyhyirogen light have been held, bringing large attend-
ances of members, at which slides of great technical excellence—the work of the
members—were shown on the screen. Keen interest was evinced in the instructive
nature of these displays.
The entirely social element of the Association has been fully represented by the

toir^e and smoking concerts held during the winter season, organized by your Hon.
Secretary. The large and enthusiastic audiences attracted on each occasion abun-
dantly proved the popularity and enjoyable nature of these evenings.
The annual dinner, by general consent, was held in November instead of July, as

heretofore, and was more largely attended than on any other previous year. Oppor-
tunity was tjikon to present yoiu- Hon. Secretary with a very substantial recognition
of his past services in the interest of the Association generally. The testimonial—

a

handsome binocular microscope by Ross—was worthy of the Association and appre-
ciated and valued in every sense by the recipient.
The members have had every cause for congratulation in the past, at the same time

the future must not be forgotten. The Association has attiiined a high position, its

proceedings are read with widespread interest, and frequent testimony has been
tendered to the general popularity of the Association. This fact alone should m.ake
every individual jealous of its good name, and create a determination to work in con-
tinued hearty co-operation, by which alone the vigour and interests of a societylcan be
maintained. It is not by mere attendance .at the meetings or payment of subscription
that the whole duty of a member i^ fulfilled, but rather by disinterested exertion
springing from a deep interest and love for the art-science he is following. Let every
member feel that he is to a certain extent individually responsible for the welfare of
the Association. Genuine and earnest effort will thus be stimulated ; this, with a
steady maintenance of good fellowship and generosity in debate, cannot fail to place
the Association on a still firmer basis and raise it to a still higher level.

The Hon. Six'Rktary next read the Treasurer's Report, which showed a bal-

ance in hand of £"9 4s. 9d.

The foregoing reports were unanimously adopted. Votes of thanks were
then given to various English and foreign iiroprietors of photographic periodi-

cals for free copies of their journals posted regularly to the Association.

The Hon. Secrktary said that at the previous Committee meeting of the

Association a Sub-Committee was appointed to revise the Rules, and to bring

before the members at the annual general meeting any suggested alterations in

the same. It held several meetings, and now advised the appointment of a

Permanent Committee to attend to the atlaii-s of the Association, .and tlic m.ajor

part of the suggested new rules were affected by the question whetlier sucli

Permanent Committee were appointed or not ; the completion of the revision

of the Rules was, therefore, deferred until this point was decided. He would
move the apiiointment of the Committee.

Mr. W. M. AsH.MAN seconded tliis.

Mr. W. E. Deuenham said that tlie pro]io.sal was a radical change in a

society which had worked well ; he thought that notice of the proposed change
should be given to all the members ; he would express no opinion for or against

the proposed change.
Mr. A. L. Henderson somewhat symiiathised with Mr. Debeuliam's views.

On a division it was resolved that tlic question should be decided that evening.

Messrs. A. Haddon, DEBENHAJr, and Cox, objected, on the gi'ound that a

decision that evening would be contrary to a rule of the Association, whicli

provided that notice of constitutional changes must be posted oue mouth in

advance.
Mr. Ashman argued that the motion of the Hon. Secretary was in order.

The motion was earned by a majority of nine.

The following Committee was then apjioiuted for one year, by way of experi-

ment ;—Messrs. W. M. Ashman, F. A. Bridge, K Clifton, F. Collins, H. M.
Hastings, A. L. Henderson, A. Mackie, and H. M. Smith.

Messrs. J. B. B. Wellington ami ,). Traill Taylor were elected Trustees;

Mr. A. Haddon, Curator; Mr. W. H. Prestwich, Treasurer; and Mr. J. J.

Brigin.shaw, Secretary.

Votes of thanks were given to the officers of the Association for their work
during the ]iast year.

Mr. Henderson had notic«d that Mr. B. J. Edwards had just patente<l

a cutting board for use when cutting glass jilates ; it looked remarkably like

Mr. Cowan's plan. He (Mr. Heiulersoii) liail demonstrated once at that Asso-

ciation how a wire could be used to assist in dividing plates when cutting

them.
Tlie Hon. Secretary read a letter from Professor Stebbing, of Paris, setting

forth that he would inquire about the proposal emanating from Douai to hold

an International Conference of Photogi-aphers in Paris at the time of the Exhi-

bition in 1889. He wished the Secretary to give him particulars about the

formation of the British Photographic Convention, as he intended to suggest

to the French Photographic Society tliat some such annual gathering should be

held in France.
Mr. A. Mackie said that at the last meeting he did not state that the name

of the Photographers' Benevolent Association had been u.sed without its con-

sent in connection with the Stereoscojiic Comp.any's coming Exhibition, but
that the names of individual members of the Association had been published

in connection therewith without their consent,
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The Hon. Secretary passed round prospectuses just received of the coming
Exliibition of the Uoval (joniwall I'clyteolinic Society.

The Chaikman cnlli'd iitteution to a curious ca.so of Hare with a single achro-
matic landscape lens, due to the possessor having made certain alterations in

it which neceKsitateil now positions for the stoji to avoid Hare. It was a little

luiusnal, he said, to obtain a Hare spot with landscape lenses. The best way
to discover Hare was to have a gooil black tree in front of the lens, hiding the
light pretty thoroughly, aud obscuring two-thiids of the plate, but elsewhere
to have bright sky ; then throw a verj- black focussing cloth over the head and
any Hare will Ijo apparent.
The C'HAiitMAN said that there were two rpiestions in the Ik>.\ ; one was,

" Why did not makers back jilates (" and the other was, ''What is the most
severe test for the presence of silver in the whites of flnisliod prints upon
nlbumenised paper? '

lu conse«iuencc of the late hour the consideration of these questions was
adjourned.

Mr. Henderson called attention to some little spots which had gradually
developed in negatives.

Mr. Debrnham said that they were no doubt due to incomplete fixing.

Mr. W. H. Haurison remarked that once he had aske<l Dr. Stierlin-Hauser,
of Rigi Scheideck, aforetime public analyst to tlie city of Lucerne, why dry
plates were not fixed when they appeared to the eye to be fixed, so that they
had to be left some time longer in the hyjio. His reply was that the film was
swollen with water and to the eye looked transparent, but that when the plate
was put under the microscope the undissolved particles became visible, for
thcj- were present all the time.

The meeting then broke up.
»

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The usual monthly meeting was held on July 28 at the Royal Institution,

—

The President, Mr. George H. Rutter, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.
Tlie Hox. Secretary called attention to the circular of tlie Photographic

Society of Great Britain in connection with their annual exhibition ; he also

exhibitcil Tjlar's metal dark slide, which was kindly sent by the maker for the
inspection of the Association.

Mr. P. Lange exhibited a series of prints in platinotype, the re.snlt of one
afternoon's work with his detective camera.

Mr. B. J. Sayce exhibited two prints from the Speke Hall excursion—both
taken from negatives on Eastman paper—one an outdoor view full against the
sun, the other an interior with thirty-six minutes exposure, and both perfectly
free from halation.

Mr. Rutter showed J. Watts's "Bijou Actinometer," which was approved of
on account of its portability and extreme che.ipness, containing all necessary
tables on the lid.

Mr. W. Rogers showed the "Secret or Vest Detective Camera," going under-
neath the waistcoat, the lens protruding through a buttonhole, which takes six

]iictures on a circular plate, and is quite unobtrusive.
Mr. B. Boothroyd showed Sargent's sliutter, made by Stanley.
Mr. Ri'TTER read the report of the Lydiate excursion, participated in by nine

members, visiting Lydiate Old Hall and Sefton Church, when fifty-nine expo-
sures were made ; al.so of excursion to Stokesay and Ludlow, when only three
members took part and made thirty-eight exposures.

Mr. Earp read the report on tlie Speke Hall excursion, which was attended
by thirteen members and four friends.

Mr. A. W. Bekk read the paper of the evening

—

A Few Old Fashioned Notes
on a Moda-n Error ; or, Humour the Plate and Sate the Negative, in which
he strongly advocated slow development. He pointed out whilst plates exposed
under "perfect conditions" were easy enough to develope, using any plate and
any developer, that many plates were lost through the amateur exposing a
series of plates under varying conditions and attempting to develope them all

in the .same manner. He strongly advocated the use of what is known as the
American Standard Developer, composed as follows :—No. 1. Three ounces of
ferrocyanide of potassium, three ounces of pure carbonate of potash, three
ounces of carbonate of soda, thirty-two ounces of water. No. 2. Three ounces
of sulphite of soda, thirty ounces of water; and for 10x8 plate, taking dry
pyrogallic aciil, six grains ; No. 2. four ounces; and of No. 1, if the plate is

likely to be fully exjiosed, half a drachm (instead of half an ounce, as usually

recommended), aud five drops of a ten per cent, solution of potassium bromide.
Jf no development appears in five minutes he adds another half drachm of No. 1,

which in nineteen cases out of twenty will cause it to progress "quietly and
sedately." If after five minutes more it is not suflicieutly dense it might have
another h.alf drachm ; but, above all things, "Don't hurry."
Some discussion arose on the question of using " dry pyro," several members

aflirming that projjcrly made " sulpho-pyrogallol " would keep good any rea.son-

able length of time, and was more convenient to use. It was jiointed out that
instances of jiyro made up with sulphite of soda going black were due to
alkalinity, and that if the solution were made acid it would keep.

Mr. Bekr, however, thought that in any case the solution was uncertain,
and that dry pyro went farther in development than pyro in solution.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The monthly meeting of the above was held at the Technical Schools, Bridge-

street, on the 28th ultimo,—Mr. \V. J. Harrison, F.G.S., in the chair.

'Hie minutes of the last meeting having been read and confirmed, the follow-

ing gentlemen were electeil members of the Society :—Messrs. A. Atkins, G.
Baxter, C. F. Jarvis, and H. L. Wareham.
A number of exhibits were shown, including prints, &a, from Messrs.

Harrison and Rcilly, the former of whom showed Scovill's whole-plate camera
fitted with the Eastman roller ; Mr. Iliffe, a cajiital washing tray, by Wake-
field ; and Mr. Reilly, a very useful combined rule, square, and spirit level.

The Chairman gave a lengthy and interesting account of the Glasgow Con-
vention, and highly iiraised the arrangement.': and reception he received during
the week he was at Glasgow and Edinburgh, aud hoped the members woiUd

combine to give the Conrention a hearty welcome to BirmiDgham next ymx,
and cnileavoiir to make it a genuine sncceu.
The meeting tenuinated with the announcement of the excnnlon on Aanut 1

to Chepstow and Tintern Ablwy. ^

»

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The members of thi« Society hail an excursion to Winfield Manor on SttonUr
last under the able leailership of Mr. Richard Keene. who rea.1 a most interert-mg and instructive paper, giving the history ofthe Manor House [nee page 4981
which is a magnificent ohl ruin, for which he was acconled a hearty vole of
thanks. There was a good number of memVTs present, and about thirty platca
were exjiosed, after which the jmrty adjourned to the farmhouse adjoining ami
(leveloi)cd a goodly number of plates (of ham and eggs, fte. ) and then returned
to Derby.
The next excursion will be to Norbury, on Satimlay, August 8.

CortesliJontrence.
-—

—

THE EURYSCOPE.
To the Editor.

Dear Sir,—In your last week's issue you published a letter from
Messrs. Voigtliinder cfe Son, of Brunswick, addressed to Messrs. Marion
it Co., in which the first-mentioned firm charge us with " daring to usurp
the word ' Euryscope ' "— at the same time Messrs. Voigtliin&r 4 Son
claim the word as their own upon the strength of having employed it

since 1877.

We unhesitatingly say the accusation is not merited, since we have no
wish to usurp the term, but regard it as one which has been applied to
lenses of a particular tyjie for many years past in this country.

Mr. John Browning, the eminent optician of London, informs us lie

has used the term " Euryscope " for the last sixteen (16) years or more.
Mr. J. J. Atkinson, of Liverpool, universally known as an authority

upon the history of photographic instruments, says : " I have been
familiar with the name ' Euryscope ' in connection with photographic
lenses, other than Voigtliimler's, for over twelve (12) years."
The word "Euryscopic" has been marked upon instruments in our

own establishment tor many years past.

After rciiding these facts we think Messrs. Voigtliinder & Son will unite
with us in regretting the publication of their letter, for it is evidently not
Perkeu, Son, & Rayment who have " dared to usurp the word ' Eury-
scope,' " but Messrs. Voigtliinder & Son who have dared to attempt so to do.

In advertising "Optimus" Eurjscopes, none genuine unless bearing
registered trade mark, Messrs. Voigtlander * Son state that we desire to

deceive the public and mask our design. Our design is to call the atten-

tion of the public to the " Optimus " Euryscope as distinctive from the
Euryscope of any other mark, and that there may bo no possibiUty of

deception we long ago registered the word " Optimus " in England and
abroad.

A controversy arose on Messrs. Voigtliinder & Son claiming the

parentage of the optical form of this lens, the outcome of which proved
that the laurels for the invention rested on other brows. It may be
unpleasant, still it is true, that this second claim of Messrs. Voigtliinders

to the name "Euryscope" is equally unwarrantable. We feel confident

that you. Sir, took part in the controversy referred to. Though we have
not the honour of your intimate acquaintance, may we venture to invite

you, tho veteran Editor of photographic journalism, and intimately ac-

quainted with the history of construction and of nomenclature of lenses,

to give the public the benefit of your knowledge and experience on the

subject under discussion ? We will thank you to make this reply pubUc
by inserting it in your next issue.—We are, yours, d'C.

,

Hatton Garden, London, August 3, 1887. Perken, Sos, & Ravment.

[0\viii<f to our receiving this just before going to press we shall

defer any remarks on the subject till next week.

—

Ed.]

WASTE GLASS.
To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—You remark in last week's Jotjrnal that many photo-

graphers must be in the same position as your corresiwndent "W." with

reference to a stock of useless glass. I was in the same position until

one day I determined to utilise it I had it all cleaned—something for

the gardener to do on a wet day, and designed places so that the sashes

would exactly suit the glass. The consequence is that I have now a

conservatory 21 x 14 feet entirely glazed with 10 x 12 plates, my hot-

house with 8.V X 6i, and my cucumber and melon frames with half-plates.

If, by any chance, a pane gets broken, it can at once be replaced without

sending for the nearest glazier, who lives .«'r< miles away.

It any of our fraternity, who cannot make the same use of old glass

that I have done, arc desirous of finding a recipient for it, I should be

most happy to pay carriage and increase my number of greenhouses, *o.

Another correspondent complains ot scratched lines on his burnished

prints. Has he tried using a chain burnisher ? After use polish clean

with a silk handkerchief.—I am, yours, <J:c.,

Thuming Sectary, Oundle. J. Cabtkb BilOW>->, DJ>.
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THE STEEEOSCOPIC COMPANY'S EXHIBITION.

To the Editors.

Gentleme.n,—lamreportedtohave said at the meeting of the London and
Provincial Photographic Association of the 14th instant, that the Stereo-

scopic Company had not been authorised to use the name of the Photo-
grapliers' Benevolent Association in connection with their exhibition.

In justice to the Stereoscopic Company, who have so kindly devoted
the proceeds of their exhibition to the Benevolent Association, will you
allow me to make a correction in the report. I should have been made
to say that the StereoscopicCompany had not been authorised to publish the
names of the officers of the Association except as officers of the Association
in connection with their exhibition. I may add that this was in answer
to a question asked at the meeting.—I am, yours, &c., A. Mackie,

10, Queen'i-road, N.W., July 31, 1887.

^xtfimQt (Eolutnm

*,* A^o charge is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this column:
but none will be inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those
whospecify their requireinents as "anything useful " will ther^ore understand
the reason of their non-appearance.

Good alpenstock stand, nearly new, for good folding ditto.—Address, C. Retnolds,
10, Bolt.coui-t, Fleet.street, E.G.

Wanted, posing chair, tlireo or four changes, and accessories, in exchange for baok-
gronnds equal to new.—Address, W. Hfdsoh, Bordesley, Birmingham.

Wanted, in exchange for a good 12 X 10 burnisher, new, a cabinet or whole.plato lens
for portraits, in good condition.—Address, J. IlETHERIKaTON, 43, Blyth-terrace,
Gateshead.

Will exchange two 15 X 12 glass baths, two ebonite dippers, and one 10 x 10 dark slide
with two inner frames, for cabinet burnisher.—Address, J. Borden, 16, Westfield-
road. West Croydon, Surrey.

Will exchange French micro-objective or quarter-plate lens and camera, &e., for
quarter or half-plate wide-angle rectilinear lens.—Address, Johnson, 2, Cumber-
land.road, Hauwell, London, W.

I will exchange whole-plate camera, by Hare, and other effects, for half-plate outdoor
set, studio stand, or posing chair.—Address, Manager, Photographic Works Com-
pany, Duston-rojid, Northampton.

1 will exchange Marion & Co.'s eight by eight feet interior background for another
equal value, good condition. Photograph sent.—Address, Grimshaw, 16, Dale-
street, Haslingden, near Manchester.

Will exchange seven divisions of History of England, two volumes of Bncyclopcedia
bound, and other books: wanted, half-plate or larger dark slides or lenses —Ad-
dress, Barber, Gibson-street, Cakes, Huddersfield.

A light half-plate folding camera, with mpid symmetrical lens and mechanical
arrangement for slow or quick exposures, will be exchauared for a whole-plate or
larger lens (with or without mount), landscape preferred.—Address W. Rooers
St. Germans, Cornwall. ' *

*

I will exchange half-plate bellows-body camera, by Fallowfleld, fitted with 5x4 por-
trait lens, a silver Geneva watch, and small timepiece, tor a whole-plate tourist
camera with three double slides. C ish adjustment, if any.—Address Godebet
114, Wellington-road, South Stockport.

' '

^ViIl exchange four volumes of Blackie's Popular Encyclopedia and forty-four parts ofVirtue's Imperial Shakesjimre, also apparatus for taking portraits by night withmixture for buming in same, for a 12x10 rapid rectilinear lens or background and
cbairs.-Address, F. C. D. Hukb, Sheptou Mallet.

oacKgiouna and

angbjcrs to ©orresponlrctttis.

Notice.—Back Correspondent is required to enclose his name and oddress, oltiioiigh not
necessa^-Uy for publication. Commwnications may, when thought desirable, appear under
a NOM DE PLUME OS hitherto, or, by prefereitce, under three letters of the alphabet. Such
siVnatures as " Constant Reader," " Suhscriber," ic, should be avoided. Correspondents
not conforming to this rule will therefore understand the reason for the omission of their
eornmunicaiions.

PHOTOQRArHs Registered :

—

^V^,-, ^J: V'"'-
Morpeth.-Growp of Prince of Wales, Sir Xalthew White Bidlm. Mr

J. li. Cookson, Captain Terry, and Mr, Bent Dmt. ». -"' •

William Henry Loader, 289, West Derby.street, Liverpool. -Pliofograph of entrance
to Newsham, Liverpool. " i- j

^,"M?™«. B'-otiers, Hi^h-street, Hhyl.-Foi.r Groups of the fwenty.scven defendants
(itit)i their solicitor) charged with rioting.

i.c,e,iuu,ii3

Thomas Protheroe, 36, Wine-street, Bristol.—Porfraif of Ilev. F. Frestrail, D.D.

T. A.—The bichloride acts upon the whole of the film, suppcsinc there be anv
silver m it. Yon can, of course, see the effect.

" ° J-

J. WHITEFOOT.-An article devoted to the subject will be found in the last
edition of Hardwich s Photographic Chemistry.

J. Roberts.-No 2 position of .studio will enable you to obtain the steadiest
light throughout the day ; next to that would be No, 3.

A. Z. Y.—Unless you require to take pictures in confined situations, bv allmeans purcliase a lens of the rapid type in preference to a wide-angle oiie.

Gbeeneiorn.—To take hymns for the lantern first make a negative, very intense

wetcoSo^nSrclimerr'
*""' '""" «'" l-"-« *•>« traispaLcy by

M. AuTT.—Test the strength of the .silver bath and make it stronger if it be
required. Judging from the appearance of the prints, one would surmise
that the solution was too weak.

F. Smai.e.—By shortening the tube and bringing the lenses closer together a
larger area of illumination will be obtained, but as the focus will not be
shortened to any appreciable extent by this treatment, the dimensions of the
image on the ground-glass will be very little reduced.

S. W. wishes to know how he can print from a negative which Is cracked, som?
of the film being also injured. He says that the crack and other injury doeii

not extend beyond the skv.—The best plan will be to stop out the sky
entirely with black varnish, so that it prints white ; then clouds can be
printed in from another negative.

W. Henry.—The negatives are moderately good as photographs, but you liave
completely spoilt them in the retouching. If this be a fair example of your
skill in retouching you had better confine yourself to operating. If a photor
frapher engages a wan as operator and retoucher he naturally expects him to
e proflcieut in both, and you certainly are not.

S. A. Williams says he has a very badly faded paper print to copy, bnt the
lights are such a strong yellow that he cannot obtain anything like a present-
able result. He asks if we can suggest any means by which a fairly good
copy can be secured.—If our correspondent will take the negative" on an
orthochromatic plate, using a yellow screen in front or beliind the lens, he
will no doubt succeed better, if, indeed, he does not get a very satisfactory
result.

S. Waters wishes to know why some of his unvarnished negatives have a
wliite looking substance upon them at times, and sometimes they are quite
moist although they have not been wetted.—Evidently the negatives have
been but very sliglitly washed, hence when the atmosphere is dry the hypo-
sulphite crystallises out, and in damp weather the salt deliquesces on the
surf.ace. For this to happen the washing must have been most carelessly
performed.

Htpo says :
" The hypo in which I have fixed my dry plates and opal enlarge-,

ments I have collected and evaporated in a jar in the oven. I have now
crystals and a black, muddy sediment ; do you think there is any silver in
the crystals yet ? I should be very thankful if you would be so kiud as to
advise me wliat to do."—The best plan will be to redissolve the crystals and
then add sulphide of potassium so long as any precipitate is thrown down

;

the "black, muddy sediment" should be added to the sulphide of silver.

Photoobaphio Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of this
Club, August, 10, 1887, will be on Varnishes and Varnishing. Saturday out-
ing, if fine, at Hyde Park Corner, at two o'clock. Mr, Cobb will supply a
vehicle.

We have received from W. R. Ridgivay, Ealing, W., samples of some of the
brands of sensitised paper prepared by him. Included in these are plam salted,
without being albumenised; together witli albumenised, both white and tinted.
We found them to print well and yield good tones.

North London Photographic Society.-The next meeting will take place
on Tuesday, August 16, and will be a technical meeting. Visitors are invited.
Excursions :—August 6, to Hampstead Heath ; trains from Broad-street every
half hour. August 13, to Wood-street, Walthamstow, for Eppiug Forest

:

trains from Liverpool-street every half hour.

Hints to Amateur Photooraphers.—An important fact to be remembered
ill making portraits at close quarters is that the professional photographer uses
for portraits a special portrait lens, but the amateur generally does this work
with a lens made for taking views. These view lenses " condense " very much

;

that is to say, exaggerate the prospective by taking in so wide a field. Sorae-
tiines in taking a simple profile, if the head is placed too near the camera, the
visible ear of the sitter, not having a chance to get so far oft' as the nose—which
has, let us say, two and a half inches of an advantage—is given an alarming
size. Then in a full-face view the poor nose has the worst of it. On this
accouut a " three-quarter" view is the best for an amateur working with a view
camera ; though if a fair distance is allowed between tlie sitter and the leus
there need be no dfiiculty of either sort. Do not hesitate to make experiments.
Many of the advances in photography have resulted from the seeming blunders
of amateurs. To those who, at college or at home, are engaged in scientific
studies the camera will aff'ord a means of interesting experiment. The camera
has been one of the greatest teachers of this centui'y. It has, for instance,
taught Meissonier, the great French painter, that the horses in his " 1807 " are
not galloping as horses actually do gallop. It has taught the scientist who
photographed a flying bullet that the reason the best marksmen cannot hit a
suspended egg-shell is that a cushion of compressed air precedes the bullet and
puslies the shell out of the way. And in a thousand other ways it has been
confirming or upsetting scientific and artistic theories. Let the amateur, there-
fore, pursue Ids investigations freely in this field of experiment, and see what
discoveries he may make therein.—.S'^. Nicholas.
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FllILLING TROUBLES.
During tho provalenco of such tropical weather as has been
experienced this summer, wc have had so little complaint of
frilling that we are inclined to the belief that a steady im-
provement in the quality of the plates now purchasable must
have been continuously taking place for sonic time past. Some
time ago we entered into an exliaustive investigation of this

subject, and conclusively showed that in most instances the
cause of frilling was the separation from tho glass and tho
swelling of the gelatine through the iraequal osmotic inter-

change of water and salt—" hypo " or otherwise—during de-
veloping and fi.xing operations. We likewise indicated a scries

of remedies preventive and curative.

A letter in another portion of our columns gives an example
of perliaps the most annoying manner in which the evil mani-
fests itself. Everything is going on well, no change presumably
in the manner of working, yet, of a sudden, frills set in and
peril the very existence of the negative. It is a very easy
matter wlien a stock of plates is laid in to return every one if

it is found out in time that they are unduly liable to the evil,

as also it is to take remedial precautions when a slight tendency
to frill is know to exist. But when, like a thief in the night,

the much-fcarcd rucking up of the edge, followed by an ever-

increasing lifting of tho film, makes its .sudden appearance,
when hitherto all had been going on satisfactorily, nothing but
the promptest action can save the picture from becoming a

complete wreck. This is a state of affairs which most photo-

graphers have had an experience of.

Now, although, as we said before, we have shown the cause

and tho mode of prevention, every photographer has his own
plan—which usually is alum, alum, alum—these hardly reach
the case with which we are dealing, and we must suggest more
heroic measures.

We will follow up a batch of negatives which are being treated,

say three dishes being employed. Half of them, let us say, have
develojied as usual ; but the next three as soon as placed in

tho washing water show frilling, which increases every moment,
and, after fixing, the whole film slips away. If a dish of alum
is not immediately available, the unfixed negatives in tho

washing water should at once be placed in the hypo fixing

solution (no danger whatever to the integrity of the negative

is to be apprehended, even if a plate be taken direct from the

"eveloping into the fixing solution), which should be diluted

ill of a strengtli of not more than an ounce and a half to the

lint. It will rarely, if ever, occur that frilling will increase in

e hypo ; the opposite action rather would take place. The
plates sliould be left in the hypo for five or ten minutes after

apparent fixation, and allowed to drain ten minutes—not for

too long a time, or tho image will bo reduced. Then the

plate, after having as much moisture as possible removed by a

piece of blotting-paper, should bo gently dabbed with a wet

cloth, the moisture reabsorbed with di-y paper, and then careful

washing may follow.

If a negative have only partially frilled after washing fol-

lowing fixing, and an inch or two of expanded film hang over

the edge of the negative, wliich is absurdly distorted at the

parts, it can be completely remedied by placing the plato in

a dish of methylated spirit. After the lapse of a verj- short

time the most violently expanded film will be reduced to its

original dimensions, and during the process of reduction it

should be gently pressed into position by the fingers, all air

bubbles being pressed out at the same time. In almost any

but portrait negatives it will be impossible after the plate is

dry to distinguish the portions that have undergone tbeso

metamorphosis in size.

It may happen in very bad cases that, notwithstanding all

the above described precautious, the negative will "go" after

fixing, and it appears hopeless to do anything with tho rest,

even with alum solution at hand. There is no need to despair

even now. Let the next plates developed be placed, after a

short rinsing with water, into alum solution; the worst examples

are not likely to frill to any further extent in this solution, tho

object being to thoroughly wash out the developer as a pre-

liminary to the next treatment. The alum solution may then

be washed off as well as possible, and the plates, unfixed, bo

placed in the rack to dry. At this stage, if the developer have

been well washed out, there will be no risk in admitting a

little daylight into the room ; but if circumstances permit, it

is well to keep daylight from the plates for fear lest any of

the developer remain in the film, in which case wo should

expect fogged and over dense negatives.

When even the most errant plates aro once well dried after

developing and aluming, they may be placed in weak hypo to

fix, and be washed afterwards without fear of frilling. But we

would interpose the words of warning, " Use fresh hypo." In

the hurry and confusion attendant upon the unexpected occur-

rence of the enemy, at, perhaps, a very busy moment, it may

be expected that the alum might not bo entirely removed ; and

if this were so, there would be increased danger of want of

j)ermanency, for wo must remember that tho most potent cause

of tho ills attendant upon the decomposition following tho

admixture of lUum with hypo is not so much the products of

decomposition of the two salts as of the deposition in tho film

of the silver dissolved in the hypo. It is easy enough to

predicate the results ofthis admixture, but impossible to believe

that if silver be present it cau be " cliroiuatcd." It will
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remain in the film in a form potent for evil; hence, the

fresher the solution of hypo, the smaller the amount of the

silver thrown down.

We do not at the moment of writing remember this method

ofa preliminary drying of impracticable films having before been

recommended, and we can say that, having tried the method

in our own practice, we have found it to answer admirably with

the most imperfect plates wo could discover. We have found

a tendency in the method to pi-oduce too great density of

image, but by following the precautions given this may be

avoided. Should it, however, be brought about by any

failure of operations, a slight treatment with Mr. Howard

Farmer's reducer of ferricyanide of potassium and hypo will

bring it right, and in few cases could the treatment be traced

in its efffects. We have endeavoured briefly to give instructions

as to how to proceed in case of a sudden attack of frilling, and,

we trust, with advantage to our readers ; but our best wish is

that they may never have occasion to put them into operation.

SHOULDER SHOTS WITH THE CAMERA.

For pictures requiring instantaneous exposures camera stands

are not necessary.

We have proved in our own experience, over and over again,

that sharp images may be obtained when holding the camera

up with both hands, relegating one finger to the liberation of

the shutter by whicli the exposure is made. We have proved

that for instantaneous work the camera stand is of no more

use than would be a support for a fowling piece when being

utilised in the field in pursuit of game, or anything else on

the wing.

A practical application of this is found in the employment

of detective cameras, which, when used as such, are invariably

held in the hands. Nor need tlioie be any bluiTing of the

image arising from a jar of tlie shutter or motion of the

camera during the momentary exposure. We find upon ex-

amiuing a number of negatives taken in this way that they

will bear enlargement {when printed as tiansparencies) up to

twelve or sixteen feet on the lantern disc witliout any apparent

fiilling off iu definition. This does not apply alone to shots

made by a properly constructed detective camera, but to any
camera when held by both hands and directed to the object to

be taken.

We have long since discarded "finders" in cameras of this

class as useless. It is not only possible, but, after a little

practice, quite easy so to aim the camera that auy desired

object shall be precisely in the centre of the plate. Let the

camera be held up, as shown in the cut, but with the eye
glancing along the upper corner, and upon touching the trigger

or pressing the pneumatic ball, the object seen, when looking

along the corner, will of a certainty be found in the centre of

the plate. Suppose the object to be the not very artistic one of

a brick wall, one brick in the centre of which is chalk-marked
;

if the camera is sighted to that and is pointed with such a

moderate degree of accuracy as, were the weapon otherwise,

would ensure the bringing down of a partridge on the wing, it

may be depended upon that the brick thus marked will be in

the centre of the field.

Judgment is required at the critical moment to know just
how much of a subject aimed at will be included in the view

;

judgment also is required to determine the proper allocation of
the subject on the plate ; but this is arrived at by experience.

Weight is a desirable feature in a small camera when takin"

views on the wing without a stand. On one occasion we found,

when employing a very light quarter-plate camera for in-

stantaneous shots, that the sharpness was not at all what could

be desired, altho\igh we knew from former experience that the

lens could not be at fault. After cogitating the matter over

we arrived at the conclusion that the very lightness of the

camera was the factor in this impaired definition. So, strap-

ping a weight of over a pound to the bottom of the camera,

further trials wore made with complete immunity from the

evil.

This arises from presumably the same reason that causes a

sportsman to say that he can shoot more steadily and better

with a heavy than with a light rifle.

It is go>id initiatory practice in this direction to select a

scene in which tlie horizon is as nearly level as possible, and

make a few shots with the special aim of reproducing this

horizon line not only straight across the plate, but eitlier a

little above or a little below the centre of the plate, at will.

This having been achieved, the next thing ought to be to

raise the camera from the side (wc assume that it is being

carried in the right hand all ready for wliatcver hapi)cns to

turn up), and having sighted the object to be taken, cfTect the

exposure and have the camera broiight down to its former

position in a period of two or, at most, three seconds. When
one can do this then may lie consider himself qualified for

taking snap shots without reasonable fear of attention being

directed to his ongoings.

PERMANENT SILVER PRINTS.

Once more the subject of the permanency of prints in silver is

on the tcipiit, taking the form on this occasion of a question as

to the morality of describing a developed gelatino-silver print

as " permanent." In the discussion that arose a few months

back on the same subject it was pretty generally agi'ced that

ttie term "permanent" as applied to photographs, or even to

engravings, is but a relative one, and that ii absolute permanency

be the requirement no kaown process fulfils it.

There are, of course, var^-iiig degrees of permanency to be

met with in connection with different photographic printing
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processes, and ovoa with difforont examples of one and the

same jjrocess. For instance, some silver prints fade in a very

short time, while others are in existence that have withstood

tho test of thirty years or more. Similarly with oarbun an<l

platinotypo prints, though supposed to lie absolutely per-

manent 80 far as the composition of the image is concerned, we

are well aware that they not unfrequently suffer deterioration

and discolouration. The question of relative permanency must

then be considered iu direct conjunction with the degree of care

exercised in the ijroductiou of the proof by whatever process it

may be executed, and not decided merely by the material

forming the imago. In this matter developed gelatino-bromide

prints in no wise differ from others, and may be supposed to

offer chances of permanency iu direct relation to the amount of

care bestowed upon their production.

How far such prints can be compared with those by other

methods is a different question altogether. Clearly, other

things being equal, they must be considered inferior to carbon

and platinotype, if only on account of the greater indestructi-

bility of the materials forming the imago in these two pro-

cesses. Then, if they are compared with other kinds of prints

in which silver forms the basis of the image, a new set of

conditions enter into the consideration, namely, the nature of

tho vehicle or material holding or binding the image together,

as well as the condition in which the finely divided metal is

found in the picture. The principal media wc have to deal

with are albumen, gelatine, starch, and collodion, of which the

first-named has undoubtedly the worst character, while gelatine

perhaps comes next. Then, as regards the composition of the

image, we have to discriminate between the metallic deposit

formed by the reduction of the sensitive material by means of

development and the semi-organic compound formed by the

direct action of light upon complex organic salts of silver.

Further, we must calculate how far the components of the

image are likely to react upon one another under favourable

conditions to produce change.

The developed image has long been known to possess com-

paratively greater stability than that formed by direct printing,

and very carl}- examples of calotype and other developed silver

pictures are still in existence to show how far the claim of re-

lative permanency is justified. But of course the vehicle holding

the metallic deposit must be considered to have some influence

on the result. For instance, a plain paper print—that is, one

in which the image is formed in and held together by the

sizing of the paper— is usually found to withstand the vicis-

situdes of age and climate far better than one in which the

particles of silver are embedded in a layer of treacherous

albumen.

Considerable danger is supposed to lurk about a film of

gelatine, in consequence of the tenacity with which it is said

to cling to silver and other salts with which it comes in con-

tact; hence, iu the case of gelatino-broniide or chloride proofs,

the necessity for a very great amount of care in manipulation.

Hence, also, we may assume that the danger is less in pro-

portion iis the quantity of gelatine is reduced ; for plainly an

extremely thin layer of gelatine, amounting only to another

sizing of the paper, will retain less solul)le matter than a thick

coating which forms a gloss upon the surface. It may be

noted that the prints alluded to as having been wrongly

described as "permanent" are of the former class—developed

prints, with a perfectly matt surface—and may, therefore, if

carefully executed, claim as fair a share of permanency as any
proof in silver.

We had a few days ago a remarkable instance of the com-

parative superiority of " plain paper "
•) 'rints, both direct and

developed, over albumenised paper. A box containing priuta

of the three kinds, more than twenty, perhaps five-and-twenty

years old, was turned out of a damp outhouse, wlicro it had

been stored with other luiuber for at least several years. Tho

contents, printed matter and photographs alike, were damp,

mildewed, and rotten, so far as the paper was ooucemed. The

albumenised prints had faded into almost invisibility, but the

others showed little deterioration of the imags, except where

actual mechanical destruction had occurred, and in some few of

tlic better protected cases the picture might almost be said to

be uninjured. These prints were made, we were informed, by

floating plain paper upon a seven-and-a-half-grain solution of

salted gelatine, drying, ironing, and subsequently sensitising by

floating on a si.xty-grain silver bath. Some were developed,

others " printed out," but at this distance of time it was

impossible to distinguish between them, otherwise it would

have been interesting to note which had stood the undoubtedly

severe test best. At any rate it seems a fair proof that

gelatino-silver proofs need not despair of being considered

fairly permanent.

Amongst the Jubilee presents to Her Majesty was a very interesting

one from tho-e employed at tlie Ordnance Survey OtHce, Southampton

It is a book illustrative of the liLstovy of the Ordnance Survey from

its commencement down to tlie present time. It contains drawings,

photographs, and engravings, uxplanatorv of the different work carried

on by the department. Pliotograpny, photo-mechanical processes, and

electricity play a very important part at tin- Southampton establish-

ment. We may mention that even tlie plates, with the design for the

covers of the book, were produced by the joint agency of photography

and electricity—the Waterhouse process being the one employed.

Tlie present Ordnance Survey Department was formed, we believe,

fifty years ago at the Tower of London. Hence it has now arrived

at its jubilee. At the time it was started it was a very insignificant

affair, as may well be imagined from its location. Now it is a very

important institution, and some idea of its magnitude may be formed

when we mention that the number of hands engaged at tlie South-

ampton establishment alone is between eight and nuie hundred.

Thk Photographic Club outing on Saturday last was a somewhat

novel one. The place of meeting was Hyde Park Corner, and from

thence the party journeyed eastwards in a commodious vebicleprovided

by one of the members (Mr. Cobb), taking Hying shots en route. The

idea was a good one, and is well worth repeating by other societies or

clubs who make a feature of Saturday afternoon outings. Some of

the most successful instantaneous street views of London have been

taken from vehicles ; indeed, this is about the only means by which

they can be ^atisfactorily obtained in the busy thoroughfares so that

the pictures convey a correct idea of the scene.

An important case under the Copyright .Vet of 1866, which has

been pending for some time, was decided, on apjieal, one day last

week. It appears that the plaintiffs, Messrs. Tuck & Sons, employed

the defendants, printers in IJerlin, to produce a certain number of

copies of a drawing. This they did, and al-o made some more copies

on their own account, some of which were imported into this country.

The plaintiffs afterwards registered the copyright, yet after this regis-

tration the defendant sold copies in England. An action was then

commenced by the plaintiffs for penalties under Section 6, and for

damages under Section II. At the trial the jury as^^essed the penalties

at £17"), and the damages at £100. The judge, however, ruled that

the case did nut come within Section of tho Act, and therefore gave

judgment for £100 only. Upon this the defendants applied to the

bivisional Court to enter judgment for ihem on the claim for

damages or for a new trial, on the gr.iund that the damages

were excessive; there was also a cross motion for the penalties.
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The Divisional Court gave judgment for the defendants on both

claims. Tlie case was then brought into the Court of Appeal, where

it was decided, by a majority of the judges, in favour of tlie plain-

tiff on the question of damages to the extent of £30 only, and

that the defendants were not liable for the penalties. The Court,

however, granted an injunction restraining the defendants from selling

any further copies. From beginning to end this has been an expen-

sive litigatiouj and it is to be hoped that, when a new Copyright Act
is passed, it will be sufficiently clear and explicit so that costly pro-

ceedings similar to the above will be avoided.

Remarks by no means complimentary to the proprietory of the Deal
Pier, and their ten shilling toll to photographers, were passed at the

Photographic Club last week. We learn that the Pier is not the

property of the Town Council but that of a private firm, and that

financially it is not a great success. If no notice appears at the

entrance to the effect that photographing from the Pier is prohibited

unless the ten shilling impost is paid, any one who happens to be
unaware of the regulation and exposes some plates can only be
requested to desist. Any demand that he should destroy the plates

already exposed would be simply nonsense. If any force were employed
to compel him to do so, as is alleged to have been done, it would
amount to an assault and be punishable as such by the magistrates.

Gelatine as a mountant meets with but little favour amongst
photographers, yet, in some respects, it is one of the best materials
that can be employed, inasmuch as it acts, to a certain extent, as an
insulator from the mount. If that happens to contain any matter
which acts injuriously on the print, a layer of gelatine interposing
will afford it some little protection. Many photographers who have
tried gelatine have met with difficulty in its employment, cliietly

arising from the solution setting before the print can"be adjusted in
its proper position on the mount, hence they have abandoned its use.
The mistake in their case has been in the employment of a gelatine
of too high a quality, or, perhaps, using the solution too strong. It is

next to impossible to mount prints successfully with some of the
better kinds of gelatine—those used for dry plates, for example. The
kinds best adapted for mounting purposes are those of the poorest
quality—as a gelatine—that can be obtained, provided they are pure.
One of the best kinds we have used for mounting pictures is Kelson's
" No. 2 Soluble." It possesses the quality of setting slowly, is free
from acidity, and it contains nothing which is likely to act injuriously
on a photograph. It also has great adhesive properties, therefore the
solution may be used very dilute—a great convenience. This brand
of gelatine is also well adapted, which the higher qualities are not, for
making a mountant, in which a large proportion of the water is re-
placed by alcohol, such as those used to avoid cockhng of the mounts.

Some professional mounters employ glue for mounting photographs,
an 1 select those even of the commoner qualities in preference to the
batter, simply because the solution does not gelatinise so quickly.
Glues are all more or less impure from a photographer's point of view
anl are, moreover, usually acid. The commoner the quality the
greater, generally, is the impurity, hence for mounting silver prints
any kind of common glue should be avoided.

COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.*
If carefully considered, there will be found to exist a very close re-
semblance between pure art, if I may so put it, and the photographic
art. In the composing, lighting, and general arrangement of the
accessories, the same rules should guide us in both cases. The same
feeling should inspire the operator in his studio that inspires the
artist at his easel.

In all pictures there should be at least one leading or principal li^ht,
a point of attraction which will at once catch the eye and to which
all others should be subordinate. In portraiture this point of attrac-
tion should naturally be the face, as upon it depends the value and
interest of the whole picture. Every thing should be subservient to the
face, and any obtrusive accessory, or offensively apparent dash of colour

* Continued from page 454,

which may in the least distract the eye from it, may honestly and
surely be put down as a fault. Of course I do not mean to say by this

that the face must be the imly point of light and attraction.
"

On the
contrary, lights may be repeated in different forms and carried through-
out the picture, but in a more subdued degree. They will thus be an
aid to the general effect of the picture, giving it fife and airiness,

whereas without them it might have appeared heavy and dull. In-

deed, many a time it will be found not only advisable but even neces-

sary to relieve a large or heavy mass of deep shade by the infusion of

a little light ; here the artist has another marked advantage over the

photographer. The latter is obliged to gain this result by letting in

real light, be it direct or reflected, and this must in many cases

naturally interfere with the rest of his picture. In a picture where a

number of accessoi-ies are being used, the photographer may certainly

so place a certain coloured article that will either naturally catch the

light more than the surrounding objects, or whose actinic qualities

may produce a different degree of intensity. But, as I say, all this

has its various disadvantages. The painter, however, by a judicious

blending of colour, will secure the desired effect and still not alter in

the least the general tone of his shadow. It is always a serious con-

sideration to keep the deepest masses of shadow from being too heavj',

and yet they must be preserved sufficiently dominant so as to impart
balance and solidity to the picture.

In arranging a portrait (more especially when three-quarter or full

length) care should be taken that the masses of shadow—those portions

giving the idea of weight—should be kept at the base or lower portion

of the picture. This refers alike to colour as to form. Take for ex-

ample the production of a portrait of a gentleman, say either three-

quarter or full length, and paint or photograph him against a plain

background that will present an equal tone all over, the result will be
perfectly absurd. An uncultured eye may look at it, say there is

something wrong, unpleasant, about it, and still not really detect where
the real trouble Ues. Well, with such a portrait, let us see what we
can do to better it. We know that the standing figure of a man un-
supported by accessories must always appear uncomfortable, as the
man would in all probability himself feel while giving a siftinj/. This
is one of the extraordinary advantages of art, Ijoth pure and photo-
graphic ; a subject can give a sitting, standiiuj, and may be not
untruthfully said to sit while he stands.

Being convinced, therefore, that a figure so placed is at a very great
disadvantage, our task must be to so alter it that it may be satisfactory

in all respects. What is required is breadth of base, and this may be
secured by the judicious introduction of accessories, or even (in photo-

graphy) by the placing of a w\alking-stick or umbrella so as to give the

idea of support to the body, which would naturally produce the effect

of broadness of base. In the case of the artist this means can not only

be adopted with like success, but he can, by the simple arrangement
of his darker masses of shadows, so that they naturally find them-
selves at the bottom or base of his picture, secure that equilibrium or

balance which is so indispensable to success.

It must ever be borne in mind that these and all similar effects

should be devised and produced in such a manner as not to unduly
attract the eye. They must appear natural, not artificial, and must
not easily expose the intention of the artist, as, failing this, the

advantages gained will be very seriously discounted.

To the beginner or amateur who determines to acquire at least the

primary rules for the artistic composition of portraiture, whether in

the photographic studio or on the canvas, the pyramidal form seems
to be the favourite. They think it the easiest, as it is perhaps the

least complicated. I have nothing whatever to say against its

adoption, but I wish to draw attention to the fact that it requires a
great deal of sound artistic skill to treat it successfully. The trouble

here is to secure the effect without letting the means by which we
gained it become too observable. Now, this at first sight may
appear very easy, but, believe me, it is not so, and will give the

beginner a deal of worry before he thoroughly masters it. One
wants a very keen artistic appreciation to successfully produce this

form of composition. Too much attention cannot be given to the

study of the various forms of compositions, as at times the numbers
and the disproportionate subjects which will come to a studio to be

grouped would almost defy a Sir Frederick Leighton himself to

realise grace of composition in making a picture of them, I think
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the trutli of this will be evident to any operator of a few years'

experience in the studio.

Contrast is a most important element in every form of pictorial

effect—contrast as regards drawing or lines, and contrast as regards

tones—both colour and light and shade. The value and grace, for

example, of curved lines can not only bn made apparent, but abso-

lutely shown to greater advantage, by having straight lines judiciously

placed for the purpose. They might bi) considered somewhat comple-

mentary to each other, the straight lines showing off the beauty and
grace of the curved ones, while tlie latter, whatever their good inten-

tions may be, succeed only in showing that their neighbours are straight.

Relief, vigour, brilliancy, and general harmony are the results of

the artistic contrast and varieties of tones. These contrasts should

never be harsh or abrnpt. We must not run away with the idea that

contrast means in all cvi,scs picfon'ai effect. This is not so. On the

contrary, it may be even the ruin of a picture. The bringing

together of a mass of black and a mass of white, without any attempt

at gradation of any kind, will undoubtedly produce contrast, but it

will be entirely devoid of pictorial effect. One of the most essential

qualities in a picture of merit is breadth, and this can never be

obtained where harsh and crude contrasts are to be found. In the

arrangements, therefore, of draperies and other accessories, it should

be our constant care to avoid placing such colours (if I may be per-

mitted to call them such for the moment) as black and white in

anything like juxtaposition. 13oth may be necessary and even

advantageous to a picture, but their approach towards each other

should be marked by such gradations as will thoroughly dispel any
feeling of harshness or crudeness which, without same, would be
sure to exist.

There is nothing so conducive to the securln;^ of harmonious
contrast of tones as the judicious and artistic lighting of the model.

Carefully avoid throwing a direct front light upon it, for by such a

lighting you would inevitably deprive it of all relief. Generally

speaking it is advantageous (unless some out-of-the-way effect is

desired) to let the light fall upon the model at an angle of 4.5°;

direct vertical light should be avoided, but tlio freest use may be
made of the side light. Note should be made that force is obtained

by a direct light, while softness and delicacy can only be produced by
diffused light. It is not advisable to adopt either as a sole means for

producing a picture, but rather by a judicious combination of the

two. Form and strength of outline may be secured by the direct

light, to which the diffused light will then impart softness and
texture. Too much diffused light must not be employed, however, or

else the shadows will be weakened, and, as a natural result, a general

flatness and tameness will be imparted to the pictures. Indeed, to

secure force and vigour in a picture, it is absolutely necessary to com-
bine the two, namely, the direct and the diffused lights.

In half and three-quarter length pictures, many prefer plain back-
grounds, that is, without accessory, but so tinted as to produce
a deeper shadow at the base than at the top. Without this there
would be no balance. Now, although these pictures may be very
pleasing indeed, it does not at all follow that a full-length portrait

would be the same. No, the full length really wants a help in the
way of accessories, &c. In arranging these accessories, therefore, I

beg to draw attention to the necessity of their being in harmony with
each otlier and with surrounding objects, as well as with the character
of the sitter.

In a lifetime I have seen some strange combinations in this regard.

Some, you would say, are absurd, nay, impossible ; nevertheless they
are there. It was nothing very uncommon some time ago to see in a

picture an article of furniture to be usually found in the drawing
room apparently located on the seashore. I have often seen a curtain
to an open background or seascape. I have seen a lady in evening
dress against some snow-capped mountains. Of course all this is bad
enough, and now but seldom occurs. There is another stupid but less

observable blunder often committed by the thoughtless operator. I
now refer to the introduction of such accessories as balustrades, &c.,
showing a distinct effect of light upon their surface. These often-
times are placed behind a sitter, and the sitter then lighted from the
other side. This naturally spoils the picture, and, I am glad to say.
very seldom occurs nowadays, but sometimes it crops up even in

otherwise good photographs.

It is advisable txi have as great a variety of accessories as possible,

both as regards form and colour, for it is only thus that the operator

can cope with the exigencies of composition when ho has ungainly

subjects to deal with. Care should be taken in the use of painted

backgrounds to see that the light and shade will correspond with that

of the model. There should be no very distinct form visible in back-

grounds, as they may often come against a head in a most objection-

able position. There should be no distinct pattern on the carpet

which would form a series of perspective lines, and it should be dark in

tone. I think now we have run through all the preliminary matters

which may help us in the colouring, and can now safely make a start

in that direction.

A photogi-aph, however good, is still cold and lifeless, but the

skilful application of colour gives life and animation to it. It gives

an idea of the man's character, his occupation, and oftentimes bis

mind. Redmond Babhett.
{To be continued.)

TIIE ACTINOMETER IN LANDSCAPE WORK.
Is the actinometer, as usually constructed, of any practical value to

the outdoor photographer? Every now and then we see in the

journals a revival of its proposed use, but never so far as I can see

are any new arguments brought forw.ard in its favour, but rather the

proposals seem to emanate from beginners to whom the idea is new,
and who have not devoted a sufficient amount of thought to the

subject.

I have confined myself for the purposes of this article to the ques-

tion of the utility of the actinometer in relation to landscape work
only, but I may remark, in passing, that as a scientific instrument it

is doubtful whether its value is assured in any capacity connected

with photography. I will take its original and perhaps most really

useful application, namely, to the timing of the exposures in carbon

printing and .similar processes, the progress of the formation of the

image in which cannot be followed by the eye. Here we have both
sensitive surface and actinometer exposed simultaneously to the same
direct light, and consequently each receives precisely the same quan-

tity and undergoes the same amount of alteration.

But, on the other hand, there is a wide margin of uncertainty ; in

the first place, in estimating the tints, whether one or several, every-

thing is left to the judgment of the observer or rather to the capacity

of his eye to discriminate nicely in comparing the tint produced with
the standard. In the case of those instruments where the exposure
is measured by the printing of a certain number of successive tints of

no great depth, while it is perhaps easier to secure a tolerably

accurate comparison in the case of each individual tint with the

standard, still the number of times the operation has to be repeated

multiplies the chance of error as well as the actual eiTor if there be

any. Where the paper is permitted to darken until it matches a tint

upon a graduated scale as in the Woodbury photometer, though there

is only one exposure and only one exercise of the judgment, it will be

found that not only is it more difficult to compare the darker tints but

a very considerable variation may bo made in the length of two
successive exposures and it shall be difficult to say which tint more
closely matches the standard. These difficulties are only increased

when, as is the case nine times out of ten, the colour of the standard

differs from that given by the sensitive paper employed.

Another trouble, and one which would prove insurmountable were

it not for the well-known quality of " latitude '' existing in the

development of all photographic images, is found in the difference of

the light's action upon the two surfaces as the circumstances vary.

If the sensitive surface to be timed and the sensitive material

employed in the photometer vary in composition, we can hardly

regard the one as an accurate measure for the other ; by accident,

under certain conditions, ordinary silver paper may form an approxi-

mate guide for the exposure of carbon tissue, but we cannot expect,

nor in practice do we find, the same degree of appro.ximation under

every condition of light. In point of fact, though silvered paper in a,

good summer light may colour almost, if not quite, as rapidly as car-

bon tissue, the latter in winter is far the more rapid, and therefore the

number of tints that sufHce in summer would be entirely misleading
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in winter ; and if this disagreement occur witli the seasons why not

•with the hour of the day ? With collodio-chlorlde, frektino-cliloride,

or platinotype, the same objection holds good ; the different surfaces

do not possess the same colouring power under varying conditions as

the silvered paper usually employed in the actinometer. Therefore I

hold that even under the most favourable conditions, that is, in

direct printino-, the photumeter is but an approximate guide.

But what shall we siy of it when the circumstances are wholly

changed and the measuring instrument is exposed to direct light,

while the image is formed upon the sensitive plate in the camera by

the rays of the same li^rht reflected from an innumerable variety of

surfaces ? If we try to improve matters by exposing the actinometer

to reflected instead of to direct rays, which shall we select ? The
shadows, the lights, or the tout ensemble of the landscape ? And how
are we to do it ? Then, again, we shall have not only to replace

the slowly colouring albumen paper by something more nearly

approaching the sensitiveness of the dry plate, but, further tlian that,

substitute development for direct printing if we want to get any

degree of accuracy. In fact, in order to meet the requirements of the

case, we want a sort of camera that will condense the light reflected

from any particular portion of the object, and throwing it on to a

sensitive surface similar to, if not identical with, the plate to be em-
ployed, enable the operator with the aid of a more or less arbitrary

method of measurement, by graduated screen or otherwise, to estimate

the exposure necessary for that jyortion only of the subject tested.

But what about the rest of the picture ?

The fact seems to be tliat the supporters of the actinometer entirely

overlook several things, and can only bring one or two items of

evidence to support them. The actinometer gives you, they say, an
idea of the value of the light at the time, which, of course, must be an
advantage. Perhap-* so, if the experience of the operator be insuffi-

cient to give him an idea that is at least as free from liability to error

as the subsequent operations with the actinometer. But with that
estimate of the power of the light the functions of the instrument
cease ; everything else is really as much left to the judgment of the
photographer himself as if the actinometer had been left at home.
" But," say they, "

' the proof of the pudding is in the eating,' we can
accurately time our pictures by means of the actinometer."

Perhaps they can ; but perhaps they would do it just as well with-
out. Thf-re is no necessity to blame the actinometer for the result.
Perhaps the latitude of exposure of dry plates, perhaps the great
latitude in development of the same, may have something to do with
it; and perhaps the extra care in raanip'iilatinn generally, born of the
knowledge that they have a "fad" to prove, may have as much to do
with it as all the rest put together.

If the exposure of & gelatino-bromide plate had to be made within
a sm.ill margin of absolute accuracy in order to obtain a result, and
development eonsi>ted in merely immersing it for a certain time in
what IS called a " normal '' .solution without any modification what-
ever, I should like to see the gentleman with the actinometer at work.
They would, I fancy, very soon find that unless they exercised their
judgment in the matter of exposure the trusted instrument could tell
them nothing, [f all subje.-ts were alike, and all "open landscapes
witli foliage" required precisely the same exposure, there might be a
possibility of utili.-ing the actinometer in a scientific manner. But
until outdoor practice is reduced to the level of reproducing what
somebody described recently as " black letters on a white ground," I
oxpex;t the-e gentl.-men will have to go on " guessing," or,' in other
words, tou.-ting—uncon.-.ciously, perhaps—to the wonderful amount of
rope they have both in exposure and development.
I do not for a moment wish to dispute the value of even the

simplest forms of actii ometer—the simplest are as a rule the most
^curate—for their pro) er purposes, the direct measurement of light.
But they certainly do not meet the requirements of the landscape
photographer, whose trouble lies r.ither in estimating the value of his
subject and compromising the difliculties raised by its component
parts than m ascertaining the precise strength of the light at the time
of exposure. Variation; of light occurring from day to day or from
hour to hour are not in .lie least likely to operate disastrously even in
the case of an operator tolerably careless in the matter of exposure,
because they are more than swamped by the elastic nature of the
sensitive plates and their treatment ; but he who neglects to study

his subject and to see how he can best reconcile its antagonistic re-

quirements is sure to come to grief. For his purpose the actinometer

is of no more use than the tables of exposures published in our

annuals and text-books; both the one and the other require using

with brains.

Far better than any actinometer I consider the old dodge of

carrying a couple of small pieces of coloured glass in the pocket,

through which to view the landscape before exposing. Contrasts

that do not strike the unaided eye unless trained to the purpose are

brought out when the scene is scanned witli, as it were, an artificial

eye. Yellow glass brings into prominence the shadows of the

picture, while blue emphasises the lights. This plan was never put

forwai-d as a scientific one nor as a method of accuracy ; but used

"with judgment" it is an aid to the practical worker which the

actinometer can scarcely be. Ehnest Gr.\h.4M.

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.
Mb. Newton is credited with a rather extraordinary statement, or

so it seems to me, in the report of a meeting of the Society of Amateur

Photographers of New York. I have always been under the im-

pression that silver bromide was far more sensitive, relatively, to

yellow light than the chloride, and that the latter was comparatively

insensitive to yellow. But, according to Mr. Newton, " You take an

orange coloured light, and it will act upon the chloride of silver about

as quick as a white light. That is, any professional photographer who

is printing on a day when the sky is clear and lias a yellow light,

will print his prints as quick as he would if it was a white ight,

and the action of that light on the bromide of silver would require at

least double the time."

The idea that chloride of silver paper will print as quickly in an

orange as in a white light is quite new to me, and I should be glad

and not surprised to find that Mr. Newton is misreported. I think

such must be the case, for he goes on to mix matters by saying

that " when it begins to be late in the day ... it is not a very

difficult thing to take an instantaneous picture, but it will take a

pretty long time to make a print on a piece of chloride of silver

paper." Verily there is room for some explanation.

Then, again, it is curious to hear that Mr. Newton's rule is " to

over expose always," though certainly the statement is qualified by

the addendum, " that is, for a normal developer." But that can

surely not be over exposure if a modification of the developer will

make a negative. On the principle that " you cannot have too much
of a good thing," an exposure cannot be too long if it effects its

purpose satisfactorily. But here again Mr. Newton is somewhat

indefinite, for he says, a little later, " I always have it a sure thing if

I have got the right exposure." So I suppose the right e.xposuie is

over exposure.

At the same meeting Mr. Spaulding summed up the disputed question

of the efficacy of the actinometer when employed with different lights

in a very neat manner. He says in effect, " Suppose 1 have two

weights of 300 pounds and .'iOOO pounds respectively to move across

this room, and it takes me five minutes to move the lesser, how long

will it take me to move the greater?" "Why, I could not move

it at all,'' he replies, and goes on to point out that the comparison of

a sunlight exposure upon chloride paper with an exposure to gaslight

is just about as reasonable. I heard the very same idea expressed in

a different manner some time ago. If two minutes' immersion iu

boiling water will coagulate the white of an e^fi, how long should it

be immersed in water at 120° ?—Fahrenheit, of course. The reply

to this conundrum was, " As long as it would take to make an

albumen print from a negative of ordinary density by gaslight."

The champions of the actinometer were hard to kill, for even after

being told that the principle had been proved to be useless as well as

"unscientific," one of them wished to know if there was anything

scientific in the whole range of photography ? This was rather hard

on photography, but still harder, I think, the reply that " there is a

good deal in photography that is scientific, but it has never been

found out." Oh, ye scientific (?) writers ! I thanked my stars last

week that I did not belong to you, how much more so now

!

But I think Mr. Ripley, who made the statement, must have meant

to sav that he had not " found it out." Whether he meant to say so
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or not, he proved it, otherwise he would not liave said that no two of

the " best chemists of the world " would give " the same reason foi

the sauio result.'' Nor would he Lave expressed much doubt as to the

reason why " collodion sensitised (tic) to-day " would give a different

result in a month's time. In saying that that is " something nobody
can tell " he is, however, ])erhaps speaking of himself again. " There

is lots of .science, but we don't understand it." Why not place

hinis»lf under somebody who does, and go to the next meeting

prepared ?

Tlie President was a trifle disingenuous in the way he fenced the

que.'ition—" dodged"' was the term applied by one of the members—
as to whether anything coidd be done in development to make up
for vmder exposure. The "gentleman in this room"—himself I pre-

sume—who maintained that ' an under-exposed plate can be made
as good as a plate that has been over exposed" neither answered the

question nor spoke correctly. Excessive exposure can bo held in

check; absence of exposure cannot possibly be supplied chemically.

A slir/htli/ under exposed plate may be made passable, but never equal

to a fully exposed one. A slightly (or very jireatly for that mutter)

over-exposed plate may make a perfect negative. I use the term

"over exposed" in relation to some definite form of development;

within pretty wide bounds I don't believe in such a thing as over

exposure if the development be made to suit. But under exposure

places the plate beyond the reach of any form of development.

In answer to a question at the same meeting it was stated that Mr.
Roche, of New York, had discovered a method wliich enabled him,
after exposing a plate in the camera, to render it insensitive to any
further impact of light without in any wav injuring the image
already formed or interfering with its subsequent development.

This, if true, opens up quite a new vista in landscape wurk, and
will deal a heavy blow at changing boxes and double slides. It

recalls to my mind a Utopian dream of my very early photographic
days, in which I imagined the possibility of taking out prepared

plates in the insensitive state which, after placing in position in the

camera, were to be sensitised by the injection of a puff of vapour of

some sort, and after exposure desensitised in a similar manner. A
single dark slide and an ordinary deal plate box, instead of the costly

dark slides and changing boxes, formed no unimportant items in that

early dream.
It seems that there is yet another French claimant for early photo-

graphic honours. M. Rayard is stated to have printed the first paper
proof—a claim which I fancy will require verification. The process
described is certainly a very old one, but I never remember to have
previously seen it accredited to M. Bayard. I tried to work it vnth
but scant success upwards of a quarter of a century ago, having come
across it in some old receipt book.

I can comprehend the meaning of the pictures on "the 'Siamoise'
plan" forming part of the late M. Bayard's exhibit before the French
Photographic Society ; they are, I presume, simihir to those formerly
called " binographs," or some such name, in this country. But I

really cannot divine, in either English or Frencli, what is meant by a
person " fencing with his sosie." It would be better to describe such
things in plain English I think.

In the report of another meeting of the same Society we are told

of some new lenses that are said to be "joined together" with
" Canadian balm." In English there exists no such substance, though
that may be its French designation

; but if it were necessary to

mention the cementing medium at all it would have been preferable
to describe it in an English journal under its English name, Canada
balsam.

The keeping qualities of plates cropped up again for difcussion at
the Sheffield Society, and the opinion was expressed that « bromide
plate would keep indefinitely if protected from damp and air. This
I consider to be true and yet untrue, to assert too much and yet not
to claim sufficient. A very important item is left out of the calcula-
tion, namely, the condition of the film to start with. If the emulsion
has not been thoroughly washed to free it from soluble salts, or if it

has contained at any period of its existence free silver, or supposing
it to have been properly washed but not perfectly dried at fiist, it

is hopeless to expect the plates to keep, however well packed and
kept. A well-washed emulsion and well-dried film will, I believe,
keep indefinitely if kept with only orduiary care ; nay, more than

that, a well-washed pure bromide emulsion plate will suffer little

even from the effects of subsequent damp, unless it be >>uliiciently

severe and prolonged to result in the actual decomposition of the

gelatine. Colonel Stuart Wortley has narrated in the account of liLi

tri)) round the world how his plates—at least, those of certain

brands—passed scatiioless through the trying ordeal of three weeks
of extremely rough and wet weather, when everything was in a state

of incipient or well-developed mildew ; and this, too, with salt water.

I had myself last winter a very remarkable example of the hardiness

of really good plates—good that is in the sense of the emulsion having

been free from soluble matter, and of their superiority over others

apparently equally good when put to the test. During one of the

frost'i a pipe burst in my dark rooiu and a cupboard containing several

different samples of plates was badly flooded, and, to make matters

worse, the damage to the plates was not discovered for a consider.ible

time; until, in fact, the plates had dried and become glued into solid

blocks, s ime of them with paper between the films, others separated

at the edges only. As a matter of eurinsity, I took the trouble ;o

separate some of the plates for the >ake of testing them, and I must
say I was surprised to find tlmt two brands passed perfectly through
the trial, bein^^, with the exception of m'chnnical markings from the

paper having been pressed into the soft films, as good as if the damp
had never reached them. Other makes were, however, hopelessly

ruined—I was going to say mentally and bodily—but what is equiva-

lent, photographically and mechanically.

It is perhaps not strictly accurate to lay such a result at the door

of the manufacturer's carelessness only, for the composition of the

film may have something to do with the matter. Thus, a plate con-

taining chloride of silver is far more li.ible to deterioration from
atmospheric influences or damp than one consisting wholly of bromide,

even though it may have been perfectly freed from soluble salts. An
ammonia-made plate will also, crcteris pnribitu, usually prove inferior

in this respect to one made by the boiling or digesting pvo esses;

unless, indeed, the decomposed gelatine has been removed by the

"separator" or by one of the precipitation processes.

Iodide of silver, too, has been alleged to exercise a deleterious

influence on the keeping qualities of a film, but I cannot say that I

have ever been able myself to verify the charge. Indeed, one of the

two brands of plates I have just mentioned as successfully resisting

damp contains, I know, a large proportion of iodide. Still, I think

there can, at any rate, be little doubt that plates whose films consist

of pure silver bromide and dry gelatine only, may be considered to be

permanent as the glass they are on, if properly kept, Monitok.

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
Some of my friends say 1 am mad on stereoscopic work just now;
well, perhaps that is so. Why did I ever give it up ? \\"hy did
everybody else give it up about the same time ? I can only give
some account for myself—others must answer for themselces.

When I worked a stereoscopic camera many years ago (say twenty
j'ears ago), my instrument was not a double distilled patent, and in

these days it would be considered a heavy and clumsy affair. Well,
I admit it was heavy compared with cameras nowadays.
The size was 7i x 4|. I could use it for single views as well as for

stereo work. But I became a great enthu-iiast in lantern matters,

and wanted lantern slide negatives. It is true I could take two
distinct pictures on each half of my 7ix4^ plate—each piiture then

4Ax.'>i; but having no opportunity to print by the camera, whieh
required daylight, I could not very well reduce from the half of my
plate to 23 or i\ picture on a 3^ square glass, I was obliged to print

by contact in tlie evening, therefore only a portion of my negative
was utilised, and often the composition of the picture suffered in

consequence. It may be said lines could have been drawn on the
gi-ound-glas" (focussing screen), showing the size of the lantern pic-

ture, and the elements of the picture composed within those lines.

Yes, I admit that sounds very well ; but when we are out in the

field we are very apt to compose the picture to fill the focussing

glass, and the plate being larger, the camera and other apparatus

bigger and heavier, &c., than tlien required, I parted with the whole
kit, and went in for what I thoujfht a mure convenient arranfrement

for lantern work, namely, a quarter-plate camera, the best I couid

buy, and with that little camera I have taken hundreds of negatives,

and it has travell«d with mo over thousands of miles.
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To turn back to nn- old 7i x4| camera and its days, I should say

that at that time wehad to make our own dry plates, and for various

reasons it was then considered necessary to take the negatives on a

larger plate than the size of print required, thus giving some margin

for defects from various causes. But this does not apply to-day.

Gelatino-bromide plates and other advances do not render it impor-

tant to have so much margin ; in fact, a careful manipulator can now
make sure of his negative being perfect to the edges.

After reading the Editor's chapters on Stereoscopic Vhutography

in this year's Almanac—which I did with considerable interest

—

I turned to some of my old stereoscopic prints and transparencies a

night or two afterwards, and whilst these pictures were still about

some friends called to see me. They had not seen through a stereo-

scope for years, but, oh ! how they did admire my pictures, and how
pleased / was.

I routed up some old stereo negatives made on coUodio-albumen

and wet plates, and printed a few transparencies from these on
gelatino-bromide plates, and what beautiful results I got ! These

transparencies would not do for the lantern at all; in fact, I will go

so far as to say gelatino-bromide plates of anybody's maJie (com-

mercial ones) are unsuited for making lantern slides ; they are not

clear enough or transparent enough v.'ithout being hard, and if j'ou

do make them soft, tliey are veiled and flat, and therefore unsuited

to the lantern. But this does not apply to the stereoscope. Some of

the very finest stereoscopic transparencies are those fully exposed,

even amounting to flatness (viewed as a monocular picture) ; and a

little veiling in the sky and high lights, &c., is a decided improvement
in many cases ; or, in other words, were we to print a slide right for

the lantern it woidd look hard and chalky—siiowy— in the stereo-

scope. Then I say gelatino-bromide plates are more suitable for

printing stereoscopic than lantern slides.

The question of going into stereoscopic work again had been
occupying my mind some time before Mr. PoUitt and 5Ir. Abel
lleywood, jun., came fwward with communications on this subject

one evening a few months ago at the Manchester Photographic
Society. I took in all these gentlemen said, and examined their

beautiful specimens, but I noticed everybody did not ; some of the

younger members had no interest in the subjects—thought it was too

technical, and the results not showy enough for them—perhaps they
went out and had a smoke ! However, 1 made up my mind I was
making a mistake in working a quarter-plate camera for lantern

pictures alone, for with a plate two and a half inches larger, namely,

6J X .'ij, I could make stereographs also, and if I did not want stereo-

scopic in some cases, I could still have my lantern pictures by putting
two on one plate. (I don't mean tandem fashion, as one good friend

of mine did the other day at Lyme Hall ; he put two pictures on one
plate, but could not very well separate them in the printing.)

Well, I made up my mind what to do, and I have done it: I have
bought a stereoscopic camera with six double backs, the nicest little

camera I have seen for a long time. There are plenty of them in the
market cheap at present, and of all the cameras that were made
fifteen or twenty years ago some of the stereoscopic size were the
gems of workmanship, and will favourably compare for that, and
even portability, with anything made to-day.

But I fear I am gabbling away without being practical. Every-
body wants to read something practical nowadays; a fixed formula
—put this and that together, and it will come'out so and so; in
fact, we shall soon have books on photography like our cookery
books. But I will come to the practical by-and-by—if not this
lime, perhaps before long; but its no use to tell how to produce
results before we know the subject is acceptable.

Will stereoscopic work ever be popular again ? I think it will, for
more beautiful photographs than good stereoscopic transparencies are
not to be seen, and there is no branch in photography more admirably
suited to amateurs than stereoscopic and lantern work.

I have made a good few stereo slides during the last week or two,
and exhibited them to many of my friends ; the result seems healthy,
for they were highly appreciated.
A dealer in plate.s, in Manchester, who keeps a small stock of stereo

plates, and who only sells a dozen or two now and then, has been
cleared out; he ordered more (the usual quantity); these, too, have
all gone._ He said to me the other day, " What's going on P There
seems quite a run on stereoscopic plates just now. T am ordering by
fo-night'a post a few gross, whereas I usually only order a few dozen.'"

I don't take all the credit for this, nor do I get any commission
you know

; but if this class of photographs have taken a turn, and is'

going to be popular again, as it fairly deserves to be, then, I say, it
will be some encouragement for others as well as myself to give a
few practical notes on the subject.

The first thing to do is to make up your mind to go in for it ; if

you cannot do that, and want assistance, send to G. W^ Wilson & Co.,

Aberdeen, for a dozen stereoscopic transparencies and buy a stereo-

scope (you can spend pounds to worse advantage), and if these do
not tempt you, pursue this subject no further—throw this paper
aside ; I shall write no more for you. But if you can make up your
mind to go into stereo work, then get a binocular camera and a pair

of lenses— from 8x5 to half-plate size will do—but for reasons
already stated I prefer the 6| x S^.

A single lens and sliding front board may be used, but this

arrangement is not so good, especially when we have instantaneous

work or subjects in which figures and life is introduced. A pair of

lenses do not cost much, and single landscape lenses are the best and
most useful, from four and a half to six inch focus, ilectilinear and
symmetrical lenses are less necessary for stereo work.
Many of the existing cameras which are not provided with a

moveable expanding partition can have one applied ; but I regret to

say most of the modern cameras are made with fronts and lens

boards too narrow to admit of a pair of stereoscopic lenses, which
should in most cases be placed so tliat their centres occupy the

centres of divided plate, but in no case should the centres be less

than three inches—three and a quarter inches would be better—and
for many subjects even more would be advantageous.

In conversaticin with Mr. Harding Warner a short time ago, when
I had the opportunity of inspecting some of his charming stereo slides

and a new stereoscope, I think he said he used 10 x 8 plates for those
pictures.

1 have said they were beautiful pictures, but they were on paper,
and I prefer glass transparencies as being more beautiful, almost as

easy to make, and suitable to most amateurs, because they can be
printed at night, and because we can apply combination photography
to the stereoscope better with glass than paper.

Then I keep to the old size, because it is the standard size of all the
commercial firms who produce such beautiful results in England,
Scotland, and Paris. To alter the s^ize would require a new size of

stereoscope, and that would be almost as bad as wiiting music for

a new keyboard of a piano. Then, a^ain, we have them the right

size for contact printing for the lantern. They are less expensive,
the apparatus less expen.-ive and more portable, and another
important point is, that smaller lenses can be u.-ed, and these are

usually quicker and more perfect instruments than larger ones, and
when the slides are viewed by lenses in the stereoscope of the same
focal length as those used to take the negatives, we get the effect of

natural size. I am now having made, by a jeweller's casemaker, two
box stereoscopes, with flanges fixed on, in which I can screw my
\Mlnonian landscape lenses, one for four and a half and the other for

six inch focus.

I saw a beautiful looking camera the other day, 10x8 size. It was
made so that half the plate could be used for single pictures and
again divided, thus 10 x 8 pictures on one plate, two 8 x /5 pictures or
four 0x4 pictures coidd be put on one plate, or two stereoscopic

subjects. It would focus from about three inches to goodness knows
what. It had arrangements for swinging, tilting, sliding, and
revolving, in almost every conceivable direction, and as many brass

levers and screws as could be crammed on ; in fact, there was not
much woodwork to be seen, it was all covered up with lacquered

brasswork.

It had too many contrivances for my liking ; no sensible or practical

photographer would wish to make stereoscopic slides with a thing
like that. For my own part, if I want 10x8 pictures I get a camera
10 X 8, and if I want stereoscopic pictures I get a stereoscopic camera

;

the difference in size is too great to mix them up in one instrument.
I remember not long ago a young friend of mine going to learn

mechanical drawing. He told his mamma it was necessary he should
have a box of drawing instruments. So she took him to a swell

optician's shop, and bought him a big rosewood nickel-bound box
filled with instruments, t/w very best they could buy, and then came
the colour box. As he did not know what tints he would require

they bought nearly every colour in AVindsor & Newton's list. My
young friend had to engage a cab next morning to take his tackle to

the office. The foreman draughtsman and most of the others engaged,
who really could draw, had only about a twentieth part of the

tackle, and perhaps a piece of washleather to serve for the nickle-

bound polished rosewood box.

A good lot of this applies to many of the amateur photographers
of to-day. I was very much amused with a friend of mine at a
recent outdoor meeting of our Society. He had with him f(,ur

new lenses, and having tried tliom all in succession, at last decided
upon one he thought best. After making the necessary adjustments,
the slide in the camera, and the shutter drawn, he took out a pocket-
book and pencil. I watched him for some time, and at length I
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thoughl he must be making a pencil sketch instead of photographing,
so I went up to him to see what was going on. lie had actually
thi-ee printed tables and an actiiiometer at work ; the multiplications

and divisions ho had gone through was astonishing. " What is it all

for?'' 1 inquired. " Why, to get at the correct exposure. Can you
show me a better plan r"

" " Yes," I said ; and I took the cap off

and put it on again. lie has told me since it was the only negative
be got that day. I don't wonder at it. W, I. Ohadavick.

ON SYSTEMS OF NUMBERING PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES
AND DIAPHRAGMS.

[A Communication to the North London Photographic Society.]

Many of my hearers will, I am afraid, consider that I have chosen a

very dry and uninteresting subject; but when we remember tliat

there are about half a dozen different .systems in use amongst photo-
graphers it is surely time to weigh one with another, and, retaining

the best, dispense witli the others.

In deciding wliether one system of numbering stops and lenses is

better than anotlier, we must keep in view the object or purpose of
tliese numbers. That object is t/ie easi/ and accurate determination
and comparison of evjiosures ; and tliis is, therefore, the test by which
we should compare any one system witli another.

Before going further, I must, for the benefit of beginners, clear the
way by illustrating the meaning of one or two of the technical terms
I shall have to use in the course of the evening.

Let us suppose for one moment that a candle is placed at a distance
of nine inches from a lens, and that having focussed the image we
find the distance between the latter and the centre of the lens to be
—as it might be—eighteen inches, then if the candle were moved
three inches further from the lens we should find that the distance
between the lens and the image, when the latter is in focus, would
be reduced to twelve inches. If, again, the object we are photo-
graphing is still further off, say eighteen inches, the distance between
Ions and focussed image will be only nine inches; and if, finally, we
turn our camera towards some object a long waj' off, the distance
referred to will be reduced to practically six inches.

These distances of— in the last case—a trifle over si.Y inches, and in

the previous cases of nine, twelve, and eigliteen inches, I shall call

imar;e foci, so that when I speak of image focus you will remember
that I refer to the distance between the optical centre of the lens, or
say the place where the stops are inserted, and the focussed image
formed by the lens.

You will have noticed, from the illustrations I have given, the
general principle that the greater the distanct; of the object from the
lens the less will be the distance of the focussed image from the same
point; but you will find that, gradually reducing the distance between
ground-glass and lens, you will at length come to a point beyond
which it will be useless to move the ground-glass screen, however far
off the object may be, because, if you do move it beyond this point
you will only find a blurred image of the object. The distance
between the centre of your lens and the ground-glass when the latter
is at this point is the principal focus, better known to some of you as
the equivalent focus of the lens.

You will notice that while the image focus is always changing, the
principal focus, or, more correctly, principal focal length, is constant.
It depends upon the construction of the lens, and will not vary unless
the lens itself is altered.

I will now e.\plain in a practical manner the two rules which assist

us in judging the necessary exposure under different conditions of
lens and .stop.

The first is that the exposure required will vary in the same pro-
portion as the square of the image focus. Por example, suppose
that one second is the correct exposure under certain conditions.
Now if all these conditions remain, except that the working focus is

doubled, then the exposure required will be, not double the previous
exposure, but 2'^, that is, four times.

I can test show the trutli of this rule with the help of these models,
which I have roughly prepared for the purpose. This model (a small
model in the shape of a pyramid) represents the direction of rays of
light passing through a small aperture, the back of the model repre-
senting the layer of light intercepted by an opaque screen.

If you move this screen (the base of the pyramid) twice as far from
the point of light as it is at present, the rays, continuing to diverge,
will cover a much larger surface, in fact, you will find, on measuring,
that the surface now covered U just four times as large as that pre-
viously covered ; you have just the same amount of light, but it is

spread over an area four times as large. The light, therefore, at the
surface of this screen (tlie base of the second model—the distance

from apex to base in this case being twice that in the former case)

is only one-fourth as concentrated, or, in other words, one-fourth as

intense as at the surface of the nearer screen. This being so, the

exposure required in order to obtain the same result on a photographic
plate at this (.second) distance from the diaphragm will be four, that

IS, 'I' times that required in the former case. Beginners might easily

fall into the error of supposing that this rule depends upon the size of

the plate, but you will observe that nothing has been said about the
size of the plate, but only of the distance of the plate from the
diaphragm.

In the same way if I remove the screen to three times its first

distance, it will be seen that the light—spread as it is over nine times

the first area—is only one-ninth as intense, and a plate will therefore

require nine (that is, .'}'') times the first exposure.

If, then, wo call the first distance one, and the exposure required

one second, the second distance will be two, and the exposure required

will be 2^, that is, four seconds, and the third di.stance will bo three

and the exposure 3^, that is, nine seconds, or, in other words, the

exposure required varies as the square of the image focus.

The second law relative to exposure is that the exposure required

varies inversely as the area of the diaphragm, or, what amounts to the

same thing, the square of the diameter of the diaphragm. For
example : If under certain conditions the correct expo-^ure is one
second, and these conditions are altered only as regards the diaphragm
by putting in one of one-fourth of the area of the previous one, then
you must give four times as long an exposure. If, again, you substi-

tute a diaphragm twice as large, that is, liaving twice the area of the
first one, you must give half the exposure.

I might explain this by saying that as the aperture is twice as large

you will, of course, get twice as much light through it, and conse-
quently will only need to give half the exposure. But as »uch an
explanation would give a beginner no idea of the true reason I will

endeavour to explain it.

Rays of light are, as you may know from daily experience, reflected

or emitted by materials in straight lines, and in all directions. Here
is a sketch showing a side view of a diaphragm with the rays reflected

from, say, a small stone. If your lens is turned in the direction of

this stone some of the rays will pass through the diaphragm and
through the lens, and 6cr/)// 6??!< out (f their course by the lens, will

form on the ground-glass a luminous point corresponding with the

stone.

Now you will see at once that if I substitute for this diaphragm
one having twice the area, twice as many rays—that is, these outside

rays which were before prevented from passing to the ground-glass

by the metal disc—will now be able to pass through the diaphragm
and lens to the ground-glass, where, in consequence of the refracting

influence of the lens, they form an image exactly overlapping the

previous image. The image is now twice as bright as before and will

therefore require only half the exposure. Of course the same explana-

tion applies to every point on the ground-glass, and as the whole image
is nothing but a number of luminous points, it applies to the whole
image. If we substitute a diaphragm having three times the area of

the first one, three times as many rays will be able to pass through to

the ground-glass, thus illuminating the image three times as much
and requiring therefore only one-third the exposure.

I have now only one other preliminary reference to make and that

is with regard to the standard numbers of the Photographic Society

;

these numbers are based upon a unit which has been found by a
committee of the Photographic Society of Great Britain to be the

best unit for practical purposes, and as uniformity in matters of this

kind is of great value we ought to recognise these numbers and make
more use of them than we have hitherto done. NVithout uniformity

—

that is, without some recognised standard—there can be no comparison
of exposures between photographers.

I am this evening going to speak of five different systems. If any
two of these should be found in practice equally good, but one recog-

nises the standard numbers and the other does not, then wo must give

the preference to the former.
The first of the five methods just mentioned is the/ system.
I was out with this Society a few days ago, and, standing near two

of our members in a wood, overheard the following :

—

" I say. Doctor, what exposure ought I to give for this P
"

" NVell," says the Doctor, "I'm going to give fifteen seconds for -^i
and I think that's about right."

After considering this reply for half a minute or so the questioner

asked how lie could find out what exposure he ought to give for ^,

—

the aperture he was using. In reply to which the Doctor told him
to divide twenty-two by thirteen, square the quotient and multiply by
fifteen, and the number thus found would be the required exposure in
seconds.
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I could not resist remarking to the Doctor that if we could not get

more direct answers than that in our everyday work the demand for

calculating machines would be on the increase. However, the Doctor

was not to blame, for he did tlie best that could be done with the

system. Yet nearly everyone expresses the rapidity of his lenses by

means of this system—the beginner sometimes because his stops are

numbered according to tliis sjstem and sometimes because he knows
no other plan ; the professional partly from habit and partly because,

as he very seldom calculates his exposures, it does matter to him
liow his stops are numbered. Besides the objection to the / system

which I have illustrated there are three or four others, but as they

con>titute the whole of the objections to the next system I shall speak

of I will not discuss them here.

As I illustrated the working of the/ system so I will now illustrate

the uniform system. 'I he Doctor has been asked what exposure is

required for U. S. No. 22, to whicli he replies that he intends to give

fifteen seeonds for U. S. No. 1.'!. " To find the exposure ;/f>u ought to

give,'' adds the Doctor, "divide twenty-two by thirteen, and multiply by
fifteen; the number tlmsfound will be the required exposure in seconds."

There is, however, no need for this amount of calculation. If I

wanted to know tlie value of twenty-two yards of cloth I should

expect to be told the price pe7- yard, not the price for thirteen yards ;

and we all know that tliere can be no simpler way of quoting prices

for commercial purposes than this. Yet it does not seem to have
occurred to photographers that this simplicity can be applied to their

own work—that, as drapers always quote the price of cloth per yard,
having in view one idea only, that is the quality of the clotli, so it is

possible for photographers to quote the exiKisure per unit, that is, in this

case per standard number, having also only one idea in view, namely,
the actinic power of the light reflected from tlieir object. If this plan
of quoting exposures per standard number were adopted we should
have in tlie uniform system the simplest plan that could be devised.

The simplext, certainly, but not the most accurate. It answers our
purpose to put up with a certain amount of inaccuracy for the sake

of simplicity, but in some cases the U. S. numbers are so inaccurate
as to be quite useless.

You will readily see that these numbers are not really comparative
exposure numbers, for the latter, as you know, vary with the square
of the image focus, while the U. S. numbers depend on the square of
the principal focus. In taking landscape and distant views there is

only a very slight difference between the latter and tlie image focus,

60 that in these cases the U. S. number may be used as the comparative
exposure number. But for indoor work—portrtiture, copying, or
enlarging—where the image focus varies very considerably from the
principal focus, the U. S. numbers are too inacurate. In these cases,
therefore, the photographer must find some other system.

Again, a person working with a set of combination lenses cannot
use this method; for what will be U. S. No. 30 with one combina-
tion will be U. S. No. oO with another. Diaphragms are sometimes
.sold apart from lenses, such for instance as those sold with Grimstone's
instantaneous shutter. These cannot be numbered by manufacturers
in accordance with either the /system or the U. S. system.

All these objections may be removed by eliminating from the U. S.
number that part of it which depends on the principal focus. The
formula for finding the U. S. numbers is P^ x J- (= ^V and thatloas\ 16 aV
for finding comparative exposure numbers is »i- x - ^ = '- "\ n'=....

,
Won 160-7" ^

pnncipai tocus, n=the aperture of the diaphragm, and j»=the image
focus.) °

Following the suggestion I have just made, our stops will be
numbered in accordance with the formula ,-i-, so that to find the

comparative exposure numbers we must multiply these stop numbers
by >«-. On putting this into practice, however, we shall find that
these stop numbers will be rather too high for easy use. This difficulty,
liowever, may be overcome by slightly altering our formulje ; thus

r ^ iT= V= isVsj'
'"O"?"! "s you see we do not alter the result.

While these formulaj are on the board I may as well show you
what sort of numbers they will give. Taking the usual run of stops to
be from one-twelfth of an inch in diameter to one and a half inches,
and the image focus to extend from four inches to twelve inches the
numbers will be, for the lenses from four to thirty-six, and for the
diaphragms from thirty-six to one-ninth.

These numbers are not too high to deal with easily. This one (-,)
you will have stamped on your diaphagms; but the other you
cannot have stamped on your lens for it is constantly altering,
and It would be absurd to suggest the practice of mea"suring the
dwtance between ground-glass and lens and making use of the formula
'}. The simplest way of getting over this difficulty is certainly bv

means of a measure such as this one which I will presently pass round.

It is marked in such a way that on placing one end against the centre of

your lens you will see the value of
"'"

on the tape opposite to the

ground-glass.

This system is technically perfect and may be applied in every case;

a stop marked in accordance with it is correctly numbered whether
used with a six-inch combination or a nine-inch, whether you are

doing landscape work, or enlarging, or copying. I would .suggest

that all stops be marked in accordance with this formula (- \ as

well as with the U. S. number, so that in taking distant views the

photographer may, by using the U. y. numbers, avoid all calculation,

and where circumstances do not permit of his using U. S. numbers,
then he can use the method whieli I now recommend and which I

think will be best described as the comparative exposure system.

I have now to speak ( f the area system. The formula for finding

the stop number is ,
"

"

, and for the lens number .n • This system

is not to bo condemned on account of tlie complicated formulas upon
which the numbers depend; but we shall not find the numbers them-
seloes everything that could be desired. Taking the same range of

stops and len.-^es as before, you will find that under the area system
the stop numbers will run from 2 up to 920, and the lens numbers
from 25 to 230. In presence of such high numbers 1 do not think it

necessary to make any further remarks on this system—we are literally

overpowered by numbers.
I will draw your attention to a foiniula, given in connection with

this system, for finding the area numbers of any combination when
you know the numbers of the separate lenses.

The formula is —g^, -v and y being the area numbers of the .separate

lenses. This formula is remarkable for its simplicity and its inaccuracy.

Take a combination compo.sed of a five-inch and a nine-inch lens—the

area number for the combination according to the formula given

would be 21, but according to the true formula lli. The fact is, the

formula given is true in one case only, and that is when the two lenses

are of equal focal lengths, and this is a case which you never lind in

practice, for no combination set has two lenses of the same focus.

Another objection to this system is that it takes Standard No. Ki

as its unit and not Standard No. 1. And as the lens number depends
on the principal focus, it is, in common with the / system and the

uniform .system, inaccurate when the object is at a less distance from
the camera than twenty times the focal length of the lens.

Stops are .sometimes numbered I, 2, 4, 0, or, as the case may be, in

accordance with the comparative exposure required, calling the

largest diaphragm No. 1 ; but as the size of the largest aperture will

vary in different sets of stops this method depends upon variable

units, thus preventing any comparison between one photographer and
another, besides rendering difficult the use of tables of exposure such

as Mr. Burton's or Mr. Howard Farmer's. This plan is therefore

practically useless.

I have now been through my list of systems, and have selected as

best the joint use of the U. S. and the comparative exposure

systems. It will be useless to mark stops already cut with the

formula r-j, because the numbers would probably be found to be

decimal numbers or numbers too clumsy for easy use ; but, of course,

diaphragms may be cut so as to give the simplest numbers possible.

To show this clearly, as well as to show how the union of .systems

which I have recommended would work, I have prepared a table

similar to No. 3 table in Burton's Modern Photography. In a slightly

extended form this table would be very useful to those manufacturers
who might wish to number their stops in accordance with the plan

here suggested. The second column shows the exact diameters of all

the stops that would be necessary from one-thirteenth of an inch to

three inches, the first column shows the Nos. of the drills to be used

for cutting these stops, and the third column gives the comparative

exposure stop number. This number would be stamped on the dia-

phragm and would be correct whatever lens it was used witli. The
other columns show the U.S. numbers in just the same way as in Mr.
Burton's table.

Suppose that a person wants a set of six st(jps for a ten-inch focus

lens, the full aperture of which is not quite one and a half inches. lie

will find in the second column the diameter I'-l as the next stop

smaller than one and a half inches; against this diameter he will find on
the one side the drill to be used, and on the other one of the number*
which will be stamped on the diaphragm ; further along, under the

column headed focal length 10 is the U.S. number, which also will

be stamped on the diaphragm. Then looking up the same column he
will see the U. S. numbers ranging up to 400 for various sized stops;

ho finds against No. 400 that the diameter of this stop would 1)
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one-cightli inch, but a" he docs not want so small a stop he makes use

of the next row—Xo. drill, Comparative Exp<isuro Stop No. 12, U.S.

No. ."ill). Then liavinj? decided upon tlie largest and smallest stops, ho

can choose intermediate ones from tlio list at his pleasure and in a
similar manner.
The comparative exposure stop numbei-s are here preceded by

either a multiplication or a division sij^n ; this prevents the possibility

of any one forgetting how these numbers are to be applied to the
number on the tape measure, and in tlio case of the numbers preceded

by the division sign it is simpler to write -j- (i than J. It will be seen

that the U.S. numbers are in most cases rather high and awkward
numbers to deal with, but there is no necessity in practice for extreme
accuracy. It will be quite near enough if instead of numbering a

stop "•]
1 it is numloered 7 ; O-UH can be numbered 10, and so on. I5ut

the fact of these numbers Ijeing odd and high numbers is not really

of very much consequence, for you do not have to go through a series

of calculations with them in order to anivo at the requisite exposure

as you do in the / .system. Having in your mind Mr. Burton's or

Mr. Howard Farmer's list of exposures for Standard Xo. 1, you have
merely to multiply these by the U.S. number.
Here is a table of area system numbers, taking the same lenses and

stops as in the previous table. The top row con.'^ists of the principal

foci, and immediately beneath these are the lens numbers ; in the

first column are the drill numbers, and against them the stop numbers.
It will be seen that there is but little to choose between this table and
the other as regards the character of the numbers, but in the area

system you have two numbers to deal with—the one having to be
divided by the other. In the uniform system you have the quotients

worked out and stamped on your stops, while in tlie area system you
have to work them out yourselves.

In conclusion, I strongly recommend every one in speaking of ex-

posure required to give the exposure per unit, that is, per standard

No. 1 ({)•

I would also advise those who have stops marked according to

the f system to renumber them in accordance with the uniform

system. This is done by dividing the /number b}' four and squaring

the result. For example, take .j-^—24 divided by 4 = G, - G- = SG, and
this is the U.S. number, O. Smith.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS AND PAPER MAKERS.
III.

We have seen that the good typical photographic paper used by
Captain Pizzighelli and Baron Ilubl, is that known to the trade as
" ivory vellum wove," bought from the mills when but half sized, the

final sizing of gelatine or starch being given to it by the photographers.
When such paper is finished at the mills to be sold as writing-paper,

a final sizing with gelatine and alum is also given to it, but the gela-

tine may not always be of the hard description which a photographer
would be wise to employ ; howevei that may be, the fact is now
elucidated that when a ])liotographer wishes to try experiments in

printing processes upon plain paper, and at his own risk ventures to

use such papers as he can buy at stationers' shops, that which is most
likely to answer is " the best cream or ivory vellum wo\'e writing-paper,"

with or without a resinous foundation. Sometimes it answers well

for certain plain paper processes ; its chief defect is that it too readily

absorbs aqueous liquids. Sometimes it may contain injurious impurities

as " fillings;" sometimes also traces of thiosulphate of soda are found
in it, in which ca.se it is useless for silver processes, but manufacturers
can obviate this by substituting sulphite of soda to neutralise the

chlorine after the bleacliing of the pulp, taking care that the sulphite

is used in moderation and not in excess.

Real cream or ivory vellum wove papers are not kept at many sta-

tioners' shops, and something el.se is sometimes tendered as such in their

place, the point not being thought by the vendor to be of importance.
All papers used in photography should be made of cotton libre:

the cellulose from wood, which is now turned out of such good quality

that experts often have difficulty in telling whether it enters into the
composition of a paper, yellows with ago and under the intlueuce of
certain chemicals more rapidly than does cotton cellulose. The paper
made of rags which have never been used, and which are new and
clean, is strong. It makes a harsh noise when cut with a knife, and
offers more resistance than other papers to the passage of the blade

;

in photographic baths it is more tenacious and less liable to tear than
other papers, which are qualities of no small value. Great harshness
is not altogether preferred when making writing papers, a mixture of
pulp from cleansed old rags being usually mixed with pulp from new
rag.s, to impart additional Ueiibility.

Captain Pizzighelli and Baron *Hubl slate that the paper they

use, and cover themselves with s special gelatine or starch lizing,

comes from the mills half resin sized. The resin is probably diMolved
in carbonate of soda, and then mixed in with the pulp before the

latter flows upon the machine. Should any English makers begin to

meet the demand for photographic papers, this part of the operation

demands their critical attention. Common rosin makes anything but

a durable varnish, and something more stable might be substituted

for it in half sizing papers in the manner stated. Itosin is further-

more to be viewetl with suspicion from its manner of preparation: it

is the residue left in the retorts or pots after distillitig or boiling

off the turpentine, and who is to say how much iron rust and other

impurities get into it from the use of unclean iron vessels ? Possibly

some of those iron spots which have troubled photographic paper
makers have not come from carefully cleaned machinery, but from
rosin boiled down in the backwoods. Evidently the alkaline sizing

material should be carefully filtered more than once before use. Some
papers are said to yield under sulphur tests evidence of the general

presence of iron ; may not some of the resinous acids possibly take up
traces of oxide of iron from retorts in which the turpentine is distilled

off ? Shellac is a resin of recognised good character for photographic

purposes. The New Zealand cowrie gum is cheaper, and has some of

the properties of copal. Both shellac and cowrie gum are soluble in

alkaline liquids, so to these two resins attention might be given when
making a partly resin-sized paper for photographic purposes. Writing
papers of the highest quality contain no resin of any kind.

Recently I had the pleasure of going over the works of Messrs.

.loynson & Son, St. Mary Cray, Kent, which firm has long been noted
in this country for the manufacture of high class writing papers.

Into the operations of making the pulp from linen rags, and then

bleaching it, it is not now necessary to ent 'r, but it may be mentioned
that the men in the bleaching rooms, in which there is always a
feeble smell of chlorine, seem to lie more protected against some
classes of disease than are others not so employed. The only objection-

able physiological effect of the traces of chlorine seems to be that it in

time somewhat yellows the balls of the eyes of the workers.

The pulp having been placed in a feeding trough, is evenly dis-

charged upon the tine ''wire cloth" endless band of the paper making
machine, and this shallow pool of emulsion is thereby carried on to

the first pair of rollers. Before it reaches them the " watermark " is

printed from a single roller earning the design in relief. This design

IS distorted as carved tipon the roller, because the paper is subse-

quently elongated more in one direction than the other, and this

second distortion rectifies the printed impression of the first one. The
watermark is usually a nuisance in plain paper photographic processes.

Often, especially in landscapes, it comes upon such a part of the

picture as to do no harm ; it is most objectionable when it comes
across the face in a large head. AVhen the prints are wet, the water-

mark often spoils the appearance of the picture when it will not do
so after drying. There is a difficulty, especially to non-experts, in

telhng which is the i-iglit and which is the wrong side of cream vellum

wove writing papers, and a photograph taken upon the \vrong side

will often be a bad one, for all the natural roughness due to wire

marks reappears after passing through the bath and drying. The
watermark is no guide, except with the particular batch in use, as to

the right and wrong side of the sheet, for sometimes it is printed to

read right from one side and at other times from the other side. Hence,

in a photographic paper, a very small watermark at each corner of the

sheet, and consisting of the word " back," would be useful.

The first pair of rollers which receives the pulp administers to it

very gentle pressure, after which the pulp adheivs somewhat to the

low'er roller, but is drawn from it by the second pair of rollers

between which it has to pass. This pulling of the soft pulp from

the roller already mentioned causes many of the fibres to arrange

themselves in thedirection of the line of tension, and this is the cause

of that great trouble to photographers of wetted papers elongating

more in one direction than they do in another. Their breaking strain

varies also in the two directions ; a piece cut out of a sheet of paper

in one direction will sometimes bear fifty per cent, more weight than

a piece cut at right angles to that direction.

In the course of its passage along the machine, the paper eateia the

sizing bath. The gelatine in this is made at Messrs. Joynson's works,

by boiling down the skins on the premises, skimming off the oil,

mixing in some alum, and using it at once. On the machine it is

kept at a suitable temperature. In this sizing bath we come to a

point at which in photography two roads branch off. For some
photographic processes a sizing of gelatine is the best, or, at least, is

not objectionable; for others, and' perhaps the majority, a sizing of

pure starch, in the shape of arrowroot, is best. Certain salts of the

noble metals tend to throw down a precipitate when they come into

contact with gelatine, and this precipitate may be insoluble in the
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fixing liquids, in which case vre have photographs hkely to darken in

the whites by lapse of time, or by the presence of impurities in the

atmosphere.
" Recently I published that a discrepancy existed between

tlie statements of Mr. W. Willis and Captain Pizzighelli as to the

relative values of gelatinous and starch sizings in the platinotype

process ; since then Dr. Vogel has published in the P/wto(/rap/iiscAe

Mittheilum/en that platinum prints upon a starch substratum discolour

less in the whites under the action of sulphuretted hydrogen than

they do upon a gelatine sizing, so that by Dr. Vogel the statements of

Mr. Willis are fully supported.

On some of the machines at Messrs. Joynson'a works, the paper,

after being sized, passes over dozens of light wire-work rollers, in the

centre of which are revolving fans, so that by the time it has slowly

reached the end of the series it has been dried at nearly the normal

temperature of the air, the machine rooms being but moderately

warm. The weight of water thus carried off by the air of the rooms

in the course of a day is considerable. Finally, the paper is cut into

large sizes, and delivered cut and dried at one end of the machine,

which at the other end it had entered in the state of pulp.

Fine writing papers are pressed in small sizes, by placing each piece

separately between two polished sheets of copper or brass, the whole
being then passed between steel rollers driven by steam. This is

found to be the best way to get a fine surface.

W. H. Habbison.

®ur iEtritorlal STafjle.

The Oi'timus Eukyscopk.
London : Perken, Hon, & Raymeut.

While we greatly dislike to be dragged into anything that bears the

semblance of a disagreement among opticians, yet do we see no way
of escape from that position as it at present exists between two large,

responsible, and highly respectable firms, one at home and the other

abroad.

The term " Euryscope " is the bone of contention at present between
Messrs. Voigtliinder on the one hand and Messrs. Perken, Son, &
Rayment on the other. As will presently be seen we hold that it

belongs by right of initiation to neither of these firms. But being
piiblic property it is open to be accompanied by a qualifying adjective.

Why we say that the term " Euryscope " is public property is this

:

Several years anterior to its adoption by either of the two firms
mentioned it was in common use in an optical establishment in the
Strand, that of Mr. John Browning, who volunteers proof thereof by
printed catalogues, ledger entries, and other means. This we have
ascertained as a fact beyond doubt.
Assuming that the term "Euryscope"' may now be held, in photo-

graphy, to indicate a lens of the Steinheil type in which the angular
aperture exceeds I, any di.stinction between the productions of two or
more makers must be indicated by tlie qualification of the manu-
facturer's name or his trade mark, such as " The Voigtliinder
Euryscope," " The Optimus Euryscope," and so forth.

We are not so conversant with the Greek language as to be able
to give the e.xact phase of signification of the word "Euryscope," but on
the assumption that it is connected with seeing widely or expan-
sively, or taking in a considerable field of the subject under considera-
tion, we scarcely think it to be the best term to convey a precise idea
of the peculiarity sought to be embodied, which should, from its

increased angular aperture be that of a "bright light;" hence the
term hulioscope as applied to a certain lens of American manufacture.
We have said before, and it is scarcely worth saying again, that the

lens, the name of which is now in dispute, was invented both in its
general form and the materials out of which it is made, by the late
M. Steinheil, of Munich. In form it is a doublet, each lens of which
is a cemented compound composed of a concavo-convex (convex side
out) to which is cemented a meniscus, or convexo-concave. The
former is a diminishing lens, and is formed of dense flint; the latter
is a magnifier and is composed also of flint glass, but having a lower
index of dispersion than the other. In fact, as regards their relation-
ship to each other they are analogous to ordinary optical flint and
crown glass. We have nothing liere to say regarding the patent
obtained in 1877 by Messrs. Voigtliinder for their modification of the
Steinheil lens, having said all that was necessary as to this at the
period wlien the specification was published.
We now turn to the " Optimus Rapid Euryscope," manufactured

by the firm of Rerken, Son, & Rayment, Hatton Garden, an example of
which is on a camera on our editorial table. With its full aperture
of one and three-quarter inches (its equivalent focus being eleven
inches) it defines with extreme brilliance, and when used with a stop

it easily covers a 10 x 8 plate to the corners, which is larger than that

engraved on the mount as its possibility. W^orking as it does with
such a large aperture ({ approx.) it serves as a purtrait and group
lens as well as a landscape and copying objective. Tliere is no doubt

of its proving a most useful lens. Altogether, by whatever name it

may now or henceforth be known, this " rose smells sweet."

Views in Amkbica.
By John Reid, Paterson, N.J.

We have this summer been favoured by visits from an unusual

number of gentlemen, and ladies too, from America, connected either

as amateurs or profession's with photography. It cannot be too well

known that we are always glad to see visitors from a distance, and to

place at their disposal all the resources of our oflices, and also that of

a commodious dark room in which to develope or change their plates.

Among our latest visitors was Mr. Reid, the well-known photo-

grapher of the large manufacturing city of Paterson, New Jersej', who
has left with us several examples of his work. These are all taken

direct, in contradistinction to being enlargements, a fact necessary to

be mentioned when we say that some of them measure close on thirty

inches. The largest pictures, which represent engineering productions,

were, Mr. Reid informed us, taken by a single lens of fifty-two inches

focus, the front element of a large portrait combination.

In large groups Mr. Reid is eminently successful, to judge by the

Caledonian Society of I'aterson ; while his Passaic Falls ; view of

Union-square, New Yi/rk; the palatial Residence of C. Vanderbilt

;

Triniti/ Church, N. Y. ; Groups of Curlers ; Utaftie of Liberty ; and
the intensely funny scenes caught on the beach at Coney Island,

equally attest the skill of the artist in other directions.

THE MANCHESTER EXHIBITION.
V.

TiiEBK are so many high-class photographers in the Manchester
I'hotographic Society, that it would have proved no dirticult matter
for them alone to have provided mattu-ial for a photographic exhibi-

tion worthy of the period without external aid.

When we examined a view. Near Odde, Nonrai/, by Abel lleywood,
jun., we made a note, " This ought to have been liung lower; it would
well bear it." But Mr. lleywood has others to v/hicli this hint does

not applj', amongst them being a I'ieu- on liibhle, possessing fine

atmosphere, and a Mew in Patterdale. In addition to four fine views

of and in Ilardwick ILill, .1. R. Greatorex has a nice )'iew of Lyn-
mo'iih, and in anotlier frame a series of views of this favourite North
Devon resort, witli similar views of other localities.

The portrait of tlie Lord Bishop of Chester, by Rev. II. V. Macdona,
is a noble piece of work. The face of tlie portrait of Thomas II.

NeviU is all that can be desired, but from the point of view occupied

by us during examination it seemed as if a little more detail in the

coat would have enhanced it. Would this have arisen from its being

a bromide enlargement':' The Yachts on Windermere, by J. W.
Kenworthy, are good ; but the " I^aac Walton " hut, Doiedale, by this

artist, would have been improved had a little bit been trimmed off the

foreground. This applies also to one of Mr. Hutchinson's otherwise

excellent views. (Juite a number of charming pictures are exhibited

by C. II. Coote and also by W. ti. Coote, the latter artist having

succeeded well in the difficult feat of getting a lady admirably posed
in the foreground of one of his views. Of several excellent subjects

contributed by E. Leader Williams we must congratulate him upon
having " spotted" a most capital one in his Cottage in Worcestershire,

of which he has made a very attractive picture.

We expected to see a plethoric outcome of the visit lately paid to

America by the Honorary Secretary, W. I. Chadwick, nor were
we disappointed. In most, if not in all cases, his exhibits are enlarge-

ments from small negatives.

Mr. Chadw iok acted most sensibly in preferring a small to a large

camera as his compaynon de voi/aye. Concerning this journey we
remember him writing to us, " 1 used only quarter-plates on my
American trip. I made y.oO good negatives ; developed twenty-four
in America, and the others after 1 returned to England; and the

twenty-four developed on the spot are about the worst of the lot. I

shall never develope again from home." We have inserted this as a

piece of practical information to many who, about to go abroad, are

undecided as to the propriety of developing their negatives en route,

or delaying this operation till they return.

But in addition to many highly interesting American views, in

which Niagara is well cared for, Mr. Chadwick contributes also a
nice series of .5 x 4 pictures, Holiday Meminiseences in the Isle of Man,
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RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 10,794.

—"Improvonicnts in Photograiiliic Roller Slicles." J. E. THORNTON.
—Dated .iHiiust 6, 1S87.

No. 10,814.—"The Prciiaratioii an<l Treatment of Paper, Woven or Tisane
Fabrics, illa.<w, or other Material, for the Production of Copies of DrawlngR,
Deiii)?ns, Pictures, Plioto}n"aiihs, Writines, and the like, by the Action of Light.

"

H. J. SH.vwcKoa.'i.

—

Diited A ugual 6, 1887.

No. 10,841.—"A Conibineil Clamp and Tripod Head for Carrying Plioto-

eraphic Cameras, or other like Purposes." J. L. BEnny.

—

Dated Aumisl 8,

1887.

No. 10,870.—" Improvement In Photographic Dry Plates." W. J. WiLSOU.
—Dated August 8, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
Impboveuknts in Boxes for Holding Photographic Plates.

No. 11,615. Samuel Drew ARtiNDEL, Penn-,street Works, Hoxton,
Middlesex.—.?«p<fm6«- 1.3, 1886.

My invention relates to an imiirovement u])on the boxes at present in use in
whicli photographic dry jilates .are packed by the manufacturers, its object
being to facilitate the removal of the plates, which with the grooved boxes at
present in use is somewhat difliciilt. Tlie boxes are usually made of cardboanl,
strawboaril, or other light m.aterial, and are formed with a draw-off cover of
considerable ilcpth, in order that the light shall be prevented from getting to
the plates, the insiile emls having grooves of corrugated paper, or tin, either

Slain or paper covered, or cut wooden grooves, in which the plates are held,

[y invention consists in fornnug on such a box at both ends a hinged flap
above the level of the grooves (which would not be carried quite up to the top
of the box), and which flap may be readily bent back, exposing the edges of
the plates, so that they may be conveniently removed by the fingers without
the necessity of reversing the box and dropping all the plates forward before
one can be picked out.

The hinge or flap may lie formed in many different ways, but the most con-
venient I have found is to score the ends across at a distance of alx)ut half an
inch from the top, so that the card or strawboard may be bent outwards when
a plate is to be removed.

In this way, when the cover is on, if any light were to find its way under-
neath it at the ends, it would be deflected up into tlie cover, and would not
pass over the top of the plates, so that the box remains fully as light-tight as
the ordinary one, while, when the origin.al purpose of the box is served, the
flap may \xi torn oft", and when used for storing negatives the sime advantage
will b« experiencetl.

"

MtttinQfi of SoctetteiEf*
^-

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting.

August l.l

16
16
16... .

17
17
17
17
17

»• 17
18

Ntme of Society.

Notts
Glaaffow & West of BooUfuid Am,
North London
Bolton Club
Bristol and W. of Eng. Amateur
Bury
Hyde
Manchester Club
E.liiiburRh Photo. Club
Photographic Club
London and Provincial

Place of Meeting.

Institute, 9, Shakeapeare-street.
180, West Reirent-street, Glasgow.
MyddeltonHaU,Upper-8t.,Islinj?ton
The Studio, Chancory-lano, Bolton.
Queen's Hotel, Clifton.

Mechanics' Hall, Hyde.

5, St. Andrew-square.
Andei-ton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.G.
Mason's Hall, Basiughall-street.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thursday night, August 4, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above
A.ssociation, held at the .Masons Hall Tavern, Citv, London, .Mr. J. B. B.
Wellington presided.
The Hon. Secretary read the following letter from Professor Stebbing :—
" Dear Sie,— In answer to your letter of the 27th, I h;ive the honour to inform you

that on the 21 st of March, 1887, the youthful Photographic Society of Douai sent in a
proposition to the Commission of the fortUeomini.' Universal Eihibition of 1889, in
which they emitted a desire that a Photographic Congress should be held. This

Sreposition was favourably received not only by the Commission but also by the
ommittee of the Department du Nord.
"This idea has not been followed up as perhaps wo might have hoped. The Presi-

dent of the Socii<t<5 Photographique du Nord writes mo that they have not up to the
present Lssned any circulars ; their role has been simply to indicate the questions
which, in their opinion, ought to be brought before the Congress. The President
adds, ' It appears to me that it is the duty of tlie Special Committee of Class 12
(Photography) to compose a progiamme of such a Congress, to invite professional
photographers, amateurs, and manufacturers of every country.'
" This is. Dear Sir, the only Information I can give your very honourable Associa-

tion, to whom, as well as to yourself, I foi-»ard on my best compliments.—Prof.
E. Stebbino."

It was resolved to telegraph from the Association a message of congratulation
to the American National Convention of Photocraphers, now sitting at Chicago.

Mr. W. T. WILKIX.SON, of Cambridge, .said that the air brush could be
utilised in photo-mechanical work. He charged it with a solution of bitumen
and caused it to discharge fine spray over a polished copper plate ; with a little
practice a kind of .aquatint in appearance conlii be evenly distributed over the
surface. A carlxin [irint from a transparency was then squeegeed down upon
the plate and developed thereupon, after which it was put in iwrchloride of
iron to etch the plate where not jirotected bv the iirint and the minute particles
of bitumen; the iirotcction afi'onled by the latter gave the necessary grain;
the plate was next washeil, put in the press, and proofs pulletl. The distance
of the lirusl) from the jilate when distributing the spray influences the character

of the proofs. Tlie sliailows of the print are given by the depreMlon? in tliA

plate. After the carbon print is developed «j>on the plate it Is hardened by
alum. The plate must be etched directly the print is flnislie<l, and mnit not
meanwhile bo allowed to dry. The jirinciple of the prooess is very old, Mid
was used liy Fox Tall)0t.

Mr. A. L. Hendkrbon asked if Mr, Wilkinson would exhibit Mine pUtei
and the results.

Mr. Wilkinson, for some reasons he stated, was nnable to give s promise to
that effect.

Mr. A. CotvAN asked if gooil depth in the shadows were obtained or If the
jirints were flat-looking.

Mr. Wilkinson replied that he obtained goo<l depth in the shadows.
Mr. Henderson supi>osed that sandpaper put over a copper plate c(Mte<l

with bitumen and run through the press would give a grain.

Mr. Wilkinson said that the gradual action of the perchloride of iron coold
be seen, and that the etching had to be stoppeil just when it began to touch
the lights ; he u.sed a half saturated solution. The inking of collotytie plates

is difficult ; the ink bought in the shops is usually too nard, and snouhl be
lowered with lard ; it takes from twenty minutes to half an hour to properly
charge the roller for collotype work, and then the observer would think that
there was almost no ink at all upon the slab ; beginners unually fail by apply-
ing too much ink. Very long exposures are supposed to Iw necessary in the
direct liitumen jirocess, but if the bitumen is jiroperly prepared with ether
printing upon it is as rapid as upon albumenised pajier, and it will give as
perfect half tones as will silver.

Mr. Henderson remarked that the Chairman had found out a way of
preparing jilates, by which it was simply imjiossible to make plates frill if tlie

attempt were made to do so.

The Chairman stated that he did this by soaking the cleaned plates for a
few minutes in a solution of chrome alum and water, the particular strength
of which was not of much importance. He then rubbed them with a clean
rag umler water running from a tap, and afterwards stood them up to dry.

Mr. W. H. Harrison thought that the study of the properties of thin films

upon previously cleaned solid surfaces would be useful in photography.
Buusen had tried experiments as to the power of adhesion of such films, and
calculated that their pressure to the square inch was enormous.

Mr. Cowan said tliat one way of obtaining a chemically clean surface to

glass was to coat it after ordinary cleaning with a solution of guttapercha, and
allow the same to diy. When dry the film was stripped off and left an
absoUitely clean surface. A film of guttapercha was used up over each plate,

so the plan was expensive.

Mr. L. Medland exhibited an old-fashioned dark slide of Marion's make,
which lie had found to work well, and which w.os extraordinarily light. It

consisted of the front and shutter of an ordinary dark slide, but after the plate
was put in jiosition light was kept from it by folds of opaque flexible material
fixed to the wood by one edge, but which were then laid down one upon the
other over the back of the plate. It was perfectly light-tight, and should be
comparatively inexpensive. For half-plate size such slides made a difference

of nearly two pounds weight in his baggage over twelve exposures.
The Chairman used vulcanite slides. Two and a half of them weighed but

as much as one ordinary slide.

Mr. Hknderson exhibited sensitometer prints upon plates which had in-

creased in sensitiveness from twenty-two to probably twenty-eight by keeping.
Perhaps they were slightly damp when packed.
Mr. Cowan had tested Mr. Henderson's plates just mentioned, and there

was no question as to their excessive speed.
Mr. Medland spoke of the camera devised by Mr. S. C. Nash, of Harris-

burg, Pennsylvania, which had no dark slides at all. Mr. Nash wa.t coming
over to England shortly, and he (Mr. Medland) had written to hira that lliey

would be very pleased to see him at a meeting of their Association.

The proceedings then closed.
*

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual bi-monthly meeting of this Society took place on August 2 at
Myddelton Hall, Islington,—Mr. J. Traill Taylor, President, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having I>een read and continued, the
President, referring to the proceedings of the last meeting, showed two
negatives taken at the Alexandra Palace with a detective camera which was
fitted with the American pattern dark slide, where the shutter is entirely
removed during the exposure. He had allowed the full sunlight to fall upon
the dark slide during exposure, but still there was not the slightest trace of fog
in the negative. He diii not believe that there was any newssity to attach so
much importance to the finders usually fitted to detective cameras. He had
made a great many ex)X)Sures while holding the camera in his hand, and could
point it so accurately as to be able always to place any given object in the
centre of the plate at will, and he found no difficulty in keeping the camera
perfectly level.

Mr. S. G. B. Wollaston exhibited a diaphragmatic shutter inventetl by Mr.
C. Wollastx)n, and also several prints from negatives taken with it. Tlie prin-
cipal advantages claimed for this shutter being that it would give an exceed-
ingly rapid exposure, which had lieen ascertaineil by experiment to lie less

than the one-hundredth part of a second ; that the shutter, lieing placed
between the lenses and opening and closing at the centre, the utmost evenness
of illumination was obtained ; that the shntter <lid not in the least degree
cause the camera to shake ; and that in using this shutter there was not nearly
so much falling oft' of definition at the margins of the negative a.s was the case
with a great number of .shutters sold in the market.

Mr. OcTAVn's Smith then reail a p.aper ()>i Si/stems nf Xumberiiig Pholo-
graphic Lenses and Diaphragms [see page 505], illustrating the laws of light
connected with the subject by means of diagrams on the Blackboard and by
modehs.

Mr. F. W. Hart said that when he commenced photography there was no
such thing as being troubled aliout exiMWure tables and numbers of diaphragms
and lenses. It was only within the last few years that pliotographers hail

commenced to worry themselves aliout these matters. In the old days a
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photographer looked at the grounil-glass screen of his camera for a short time,

and after a little reflection said, " Well, that will take fifteen seconds," or a

minute, as the case might be, and it was seldom that he found himself wrong
in his calculation. Jfojo it was customary to work out the exposure necessary

with the aid of four or five very complicated tables. He advised everyone to

go back to the old method and trust to experience. At first they might spoil

a few plates, but after a time he was sure they would get on much better than

with the tables.

Mr. L. Mkdlasd had tried working with the aid of exposure tables, but

could not succeed with tliem. He remembered once being out with a friend

who had a strong belief in their usefulness, and he got him to calculate an
exposure from his tables, and found the resulting negative so mucli over

exposed as to be almost useless even after intensification.

Mr. y. W. Cox said he knew Mr. Medlaud's friend, and tliought it only fair

to say that he was a very successful photograj^her and produced excellent work
>vith the aid of exposure tables.

Mr. George S.mith thought that the lecturer had complicated his paper by
speaking of the principal focus of a lens, and also that he had been too exact

in working out the various formulie in the manner he had done. He would
like to correct Mr. Smith, and denied that there was the amount of error which
had been stated iu the formula which he gave in connection with the area

system. He did not say that it was mathematically correct, but it was quite

near enough for all practical purposes. In the area system he had adopted yti

as the unit, as it was the largest aperture used in ordinary landscape work,

and he could not see that it would be at all advantageous to adopt { as the

unit,

Mr. A. Mackie could not help noticing how extremely accurate Mr. Smith
had endeavoured to be right through his paper. He did not think the subject

so importa .t as some people attempted to make it, for after the tables had
been most carefully compiled th -re were such matters as the rapidity of the
plate and the chemical quality of the light to be guessed at ; and, taking all

things into consideration, it was, in his opinion, far easier to make a correct

exposure by one's experience than by the use of exposure tables.

Mr. Tavexeh considered that there was very great latitude in exposure
provided tlic developer was regulated accordingly.

Mr. Gkorge S.mith said, tliat as the exposure depended so much upon the
distance of the object from the camera, he considered Mr. Howard Farmer's
tables were the most useful.

The Pkesidext said tliat many photographers, after having made a correct
estimate of the necessary exposure, were unable to calculate the time in cases
of short exposures, and recommeuded a system of mental calculation instead of
using a watch.

On the motion of the Hon'. Secretaby, the further discussion of this paper
was adjourned uutil the next meeting, which will take place on the 16th
instant. Visitors are invited.

An excursion was arranged for August 13 to Wood-street, Walthamstow, for
Epping Forest. Ti-ains from Liverpool.street every lialf-hour.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Smith for his paper terminated the meeting.

•

Corregponlrettce.
J^* Corre«pondenta should never icn(e on both sides of the paper.

August Meeting of the Photographic Society of Frakce.—Opening of
THE Exhibition at Paris o.n the 12th isst.^xt.—A Formula to pre-
vent THE KoLLiNo Up op Proofs.—Can Diaphragms he changed at
WILL WITHOUT KeFOCUSSING?—PROPOSITION MADE BY ProFESSOR StEBBINO
FOR A Photographic Congress at Paris during the Exhibition of
1889.

—

Also Photographic Conventions as those of Derby and
Gl.\sgow fob France.—Discussion on that Subject.—A Modified
Camera.—Gelatino-chloride Plates in the Camera.—A new Photo-
graphic Enor.wing Process.

The Photographic Society of France held their monthly meeting on
Friday evening last, M. Davanne in the chair.
M. Davanne informed the members that the Exhibition " des Arts

decorati/n" would open its doors on the 12tli Instant. After having
spoken of the taste displayed in the organization, and the large part
allowed to photography, be continued by saying that he deplored that so
few French pliotographers had exhibited. " Nearly all are foreigners,"
said he, " and it is strange indeed that our countrymen call aloud for
exhibitions, and when one is at hand they are found wanting."
A Belgian has given, said the Secretary, the following formula to

prevent unpasted proofs from curling up. Phinge the proof into the
following solution after their last washing:—

lY'f , lP«t-
^^oho' 4^„ta_
ulycerine 3

A great discussion took place upon whether or not a subject could be
focnssed with a certain size diaphragm in the lens, and this diaphragm
be then changed for another without refocussing be required >As a
ereat divergency of opinion was manifested on the subject, it was agreed
that a theoretical paper should be solicited in the bulletin.

Professor Stebbing made tlie following communication :—
"M. le President et Cher CoLLiioots,—I have lately' received several

letters from abroad exnressing the desire tiiat an Internatbnal Congress of

{ on^nis^ ''?" '^ be jeld in Paris durh.gthe forthcoming Universal^Exhibi-
tion ot 18S9. I have the honour to propose that the Photographic Societyof trance study this question, which interests the photographifcommunUy at

large. Such a reunion of savans, photographers, and amateurs would not
only have an inmiense importance for the futiue of photography, but would
give a certain renown to the Exhibition itself. To our Society belongs the
honour to organize a Photograjihic Congi-ess. I propose, therefore, that we
name a jiermanent committee, wliicli can discuss and enter into tlie views of
local societies. La Socicte Photograjihique du Nord has already taken the
initiative of forming an International Congress of Photography for 1889. The
idea of this young Society was favourably receiveil by the Comite Departe-
niental du Nord. Le Commissaire Gcnerale de I'Exposition expressed his

approbation. At this point the forward movement of this al)ove-mentioned
Society completely ceased. They say that it is the duty of tlie Paris Com-
mittee to go forward and propose the programme of the subjects to be dis-

cussed at the Congres,s. They will willingly join with their colleagues of
Paris.

" At the same time that the commission named by our Society prepare the
way for tlie Congress, I propose that they consider the advisability to establish

ye.arly meetings of the photographic community such as take place iu England.
Tlie value of such Conventions has f>ecn amply proved. The Pliotographic

Convention of the United Kingdom has just had a complete success at Glasgow.
In the month of August, 1886, the first assembly of the Convention took place

at Derby. Seventy members were present. At the second meeting of the
Convention at Glasgow last month two hundred members responded to the

appeal. During the seven days which the Convention lasted the evenings were
devoted to the study of scientific subjects. A great number of papers were
read and demonstrations given, apparatus and proofs exhibited, &e. Tlie

days were employed in making excursions in the environs under tlie direction

of loc^l members acquainted with the surrounding country. Numerous land-

scapes were taken as somvnirs. The local committee had made previous

arrangements with the hotel keepers as to the price of board and lodgings, as

well as the excureions. Every expense was foreseen. The happiest results

have attended these fraternal meetings, and I sec no reason why similar

reunions should not be organized in Fiance, and 1 hope that the Photographic
Society of France will receive with due attention tlie proposition I have the

honour to lay before them this evening.
"

The Chairman tendered his thanks to Professor Stebbing, and informed
the members that the Belgian Society of Photography had taken the

initiative ot a Photographic Congress, and that tlie King of that country
had taken a lively interest in the subject ; that letters had been ex-

changed between every Photograpliic Society ot Europe; in fact, that

the subjects to be treated, especially relating to a standard light, had
been discussed. He (the Chairman) did not think that the French
Society of Photography could seize upon the laurels of the Belgian

Society. Professor Stebbing made the remark that tlie idea of a Con-
gress owed its birth to the Exhibition ot Antwerp, and as it died with the

close of that Exhibition, he did not see why the idea should not be

revived, fructify, and bear fruit tor the Paris Exhibition of 1881).

Probably the Belgian Society would be but too happy to take part in and
assist the Committee chosen by our Society. That, said the Chairman,
would do away with every difficulty.

M. Arwin presented a halt-plate camera adapted for tourists. From
the body ot the camera to the woodwork supporting the lens a black silk

bag is attached. This part of the camera is set up very rapidly and is

very light. A very short bellows joins the body ot the camera to the

focussing glass in order that, it required, different lenses may be employed.
M. Arwin names this apparatus " Le Polygraph." This demonstration
caused some acrimony and discussion among the cabinet makers present

as to legal rights, &e.
M. Toudeur exhibited some negatives taken in the camera on gelatino-

chloride plates; he employed the phrase, "the exposure is out of all

proportion with gelatino-bromide ]ilates." I failed to see the value of

this presentation. I learnt that the exposure in the camera was five

minutes ! He said he got better results as to detail than if he had used
gelatino-bromide plates with an exjiosure of one-twentieth of a second.

The most interesting subject ot the evening then came on—a new and
novel photo-engraving process invented and patented by M. Sartirana.

Every one acquainted with copperplate engraving has seen or heard of

tlio machine employed to plough parallel lines upon the surface of the

metallic plate. These lines are regiilai-, and ot the same depth through-

out ; the cutter or plough being made so as to slide along the steel ruler.

On the other hand every one who has dabbled in photography, especially

in the Woodbury photo-printing process, knows that a prominent relief

ot a given image can be obtained in gelatine. We have here two instru-

ments : First, a line-ploughing machine ; second, a negative or positive in

relief. M. Sartirana, iu contemplating over the subject, came to the

conclusion that the one could be adapted to the other so as to give birth

to a new photo-printing process. This is how ho operates in order to

obtain an engraved plate. Upon a well-levelled table the cutting apparatus

is placed, on one side of it is firmly fixed the photographic image in

relief. Now, instead of the cutting plough being fixed to the steel ruler

so that it cannot rise or fall when made to cut the ridge or groove upon
the metal plate, this cutting plough is allowed to rise or tall ; by this

means the groove across the metal plate is not of a regular depth, as is

absolutely necessary in the process for which it was invented. Now a

mechanical mind can seize immediately the working ot this new photo-

engraving process, and I should not be surprised that it lias been com-
mercially worked long ago, seeing how simjile and easy it can be worked.

To the sliding apparatus which holds the cutting tool or jjlougli is

adapted a lever ; at one end of this lever is fixed the cutting tool, to the

other a stump tool in iyoiy. Everything being ready the operator draws
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the sliding apparatus along the steel rule, the stamp tool passing over the

uneven surface of the gclatino-roliof lifts or lower the cutting tool, and
the cut groove is a countorpiirt resemblance of the hills and valleys of the

imago in relief. Only the hills on the gelatine film form valleys on the

engraved plate.

I send on to the office of The British Journal of Pkotooeapht a

gpeoimen prool printed oil a block engraved by this process.

The Chairman informed the members tliat the next meeting of the

Society would take place on the first Friday of November.
59, Itiie di's liatifjnoUet, Pdris. Prof. E. Stebbi.to.

»

COPYRIGHT AND OWNERSHIP OF NEGATIVE.
To the Editors.

Gestlemen,—In the correspondence which has appeared in your
columns on the portrait negative, in your issue of March 25, A. Deben-
ham, of Ryde, 1. W., writes, " It is usually taken for granted that a
photographer's negatives form an important item in his assets," and in

your issue of May 20 Mr. Basbe, of Sheflield, states :
" Photographers

go to a great expense in fitting up rooms on purpose for the care of

negatives, which means a good sum of money yearly in rent, some of our
large firms requiring a building for this purpose alone." These state-

ments refer to the portrait negatives taken in the usual course of business.

Again, I read in The British Jocrnal of Photocrapuy Almanac for

1882, in an article on copyright by Mr. Pearce, " It is only in accordance
with common sense that a person who sits for a portrait should have
some control over the multiplication of copies," and in a leading article

in your issue of March 19, 188G, the writer says, " When an artist is paid
for taking a portrait he has no moral right to use the negative for any
purpose of bis own. He has been paid for his work, and there is, or
ought to be, an end to the transaction."

From these statements it is evident that there is a misconception by
some photograpliers of the rights they possess to the portrait negative.

For their benefit, perhaps, you will supplement the correspondence with
extracts relative to this negative from an article explanatory of the Law
of Copyright in Photography, and contributed to The British Jocrnal
PHOTOGRAriiic Almanac for 1809 by P. Le Neve Foster, M.A., Barrister-

at-law and Secretary of the Society of Arts, a distinguished amateur
photographer.

" For immediate disposal, a well-established photographic business in

full working order, with dwelling-house, glass room, apparatus, etc.,

complete with ./ice titoumnil iir;)t-class nfffatire,^."
" Such advertisements are constantly seen in our photographic

journals, and yet I am inclined to think from conversations and corres-

pondence I not unfrequently have had with photographers, that, simple as
the transaction appears to be, both sellers and purchasers have no clear
ideas of their rights as regards the negatives with which they are dealing.
I propose to call attention to a few points which should be considered by
both parties when engaged in such transactions as the above."

" As regards the second division of negatives, viz., those which the
photographer has been employed to execute, they will include the general
run of portrait negatives taken in the usual course of business. In every
such instance, though the materials of which the negative is composed
are the property of the photographer—that is to say, the glass and col-

lodion film with the picture impressed upon it—yet the copyright becomes
the property of the person on whose behalf it was taken ' for a good and
valuable consideration,' and the photographer has no right whatever to
print a single copy from any such negative, except by the order or license
of the party on whose behalf it (the negative) was made. It would be
Buch a breach of duty on the part of the photographic artist as would
render him liable to all the penalties of the Act against pirates of
copyright."

"And here it may be well to caution photographers generally, and
particularly the purchasers of negatives, to be especially careful about the
registration of copyright in any photograph. There is reason to believe
that it is by no means unusual for photographic artists illegally to claim
and register the copyrights in commigsioiud photographic works. This
observation especially applies to portraits of celebrated persons. Nothing
can be be more improper or unjust ; and in every case therefore, where
the copyright to a negative is purchased, and especially from a photo-
grapher, it should be carefully ascertained that he really is the proprietor
of the copyright. For that purpose, the registration at Stationers' Hall
is worthless if it should turn out upon imjuiry that the photograph
registered was a cominiisivned work, and, consequently, that the copyright
originally vested in the employer and not in the photographer. Again,
don't let a photographer imagine that because a negative lawfully
remains in his possession, he can legally do what he likes with it. He
may, it is true, if he like, clean the film from the glass and use it again,
unless, indeed, he has, as is often the case, undertaken to supply subse-
quent copies at certain rates of charge. In this case, the question arises.
How long is he bound to retam the negative on the glass for tliis

purpose ? The answer to this will depend on the circumstances of each
instance, namely, the terms and conditions under which the negative was
made. All that can be said generally is that, in the absenee of any
express stipulation to the contrary, the law would hold the photographer
liable imly to keep the negative for a reasonable time."
"In dealing with the Copyright question generally, it will facilitate

arriving at a just conclusion always to bear in mind that the negative is

one thing and the copyright another. The two do not, apon the lale o(
a negative, necessarily pass together ; that is, the sale of a negative does
not transfer the copyright, and vice versa. In short, the negative and
copyright are perfectly distinct ; the right to use the negative, which is,

in fact, the copyright, is the point never to be lost sight of, and which
copyright, in the case of commisnioiied works, can only be acquired by the
photographer under an agreement in writing, which must be followed by
registration at Stationers' Hall, as previously stated.

" I may add that copyriijht is made penunal estate by the Act ; conse-
quently, on the death of the proprietor, it vests in and may be dealt with
by his executor or administrator, like any other personal property."

" The proprietorship of every copyright, and every assignment of it,

must be registered at Stationers' Hall."—I am, yours, A-o., J. F.

BACKING PLATES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your amateur friends, and others who want a good
backin|{ for their plates to cure halation, need not go messing about with
gum, glycerine, and ivory black.

A very good substitute may be found in Newman's slow-drying moist
lampblack, which I have been in the habit of using for some time. A
little squeezed out of the tube can be spread with the finger where re-
quired ; and as I seldom take a view without a preliminary inspection,
and a slight sketch in pocket-book to show where to back the negative, I
do not find it at all necessary to smear the whole of the back of the
plate.

Even when the preliminary inspection is not available, it is almost
always sufficient in landscape work to cover the upper part (lower part in
camera back) where the sky will probably come. And in church interiors
a dab in the centre, where the East window is usually found, will answer
nineteen times out of twenty. Perhaps, probably, the twentieth will be
the most important of all ; but I really don't feel equal to blacking the
whole of the backs of all twenty plates, with the privilege of having to
clean it all off. The colour easily wipes off with a damp cloth, and if it

is objected that using the finger is a rather dirty job, there are two
isirnple remedies. The first is to use somebody else's finger, the credit of
which suggestion is due to an eminent scientific gentleman, the late Sir
Isaac Newton, who used a lady's finger as a tobacco stopper; but where
that is not available, as in my case, one of the common indiarubber
finger-stalls answers perfectly well.

I have not your article at hand to refer to, but think you recommend
this as a more perfect backing than asphaltum. My experience is the
other way ; and in any very difiicult case, I prefer a solution of as-
phaltum, or what I suppose is such, sold by Hopkin & Williams under
the name of liquid jet. It is very cheap, dries in a few minutes, and is

easily removed with a little benzole or chloroform. Of course, this
would be a horrid job if all over the plate ; but it is only in the case of
bad east windows, or such-like, whose position is known, that I use it.

This jet was recommended in one of the Journals or Alslanacs many
years ago, and I have used it ever since ; but these sort of things seem
forgotten and resurrected periodically. R. Sedofield.

Norbitoii, Aui/ust G, 1887.

To the Editors.
Gentlemen,—I have read with much pleasure your remarks on The

Best Mode of Backing Plates, and would like very much to adopt the
method you recommend, but I am afraid of my dark room. Like many
other amateurs, I do not possess a room set apart and fitted up for the
purpose, but am obliged to be content with one which is generally used
for other purposes, and although it suits very well for development (by
taking care that the plate is covered as much as possible) I am sure that
the exposure of plates in it sufficiently long to coat and dry would result
in fog worse than the halation to bo cured.
Can any of our dry plate makers come to the rescue? In their manu-

factories fitted up with every mechanical appliance and perfect immunity
from light, backing plates after coating would entail very little extra
trouble. I am sure one or two shillings per dozen extra would pay the
makers, and their issue would be much appreciated by many others who
work under the same conditions as—Yours, *c., B. Sc,

Plymouth.
«

FIFTY SITTINGS FOR A POBTRAIT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your issue of July 22 I put the question to Mr. R.
Barrett, "In what way a portrait painter may avoid or shorten the
sittings nowadays ? " as alleged by him in an article headed Colouring
ai> Applied to PImtography. As there appeared no reply, I presume that
it is a somewhat difficult task to answer the question, and in the interest

of the photographic art, as well as of the art of painting, I consider
myself justified in contradicting the opinion of Mr. Barrett, and to say
that a portrait painter cannot receive any assistance by aid of photo-
graphy. A painter is bound to study with his own eyes the forms in

combination with the many different shades of colours, and the trans-

parent individuality of the skin, *c., to obtain a resemblance of nature in
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his picture. All painting done in another way can only be an imitation,

and without any value relative to art. From this point it is also easily

understood that a photograph may have and has value by itself, but

cannot be improved by retouching, though it may be a trick to please

uneducated eyes. It would be the same thing if one would carefully

take out all the strokes of the brush visible in a painting, and making a

very smooth surface all over, but surely spoiling the peculiarity of the

original.—I am, yours, *o., A Painter.

Liverpool, August 8, 1SS7.

[Guv correspondent is quite mistaken in saying that painters receive

no assistance in their works from photographs. We know of in-

numerable instances to the contrary.

—

Eds.]
•

TITLES ON NEGATIVES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Heferriug to the answer you gave "Perplexed" in last

week's issue, may I venture to suggest that an easy method of printing

titles into photographs is to write them on vaseliued tissue-paper in some
thickly mixed non-actinic colour, and then simply to reverse them on the

negative ?—I am, yours, Ac, C. B. Vandeleub.
Curragh Camp, Irdaiid, August 4, 1887.

»

FRILLING.
To tlie Editors.

Gentlemen,—I should be glad if you would tell me what to do when in

the middle of developing, Ac, a lot of negatives they all unexpectedly

start frilling ; some even come off the plate in a mass of tilm.—I am,
yours, Ac, W. Peacock.

[See lending article.

—

Eds.]

iBictange (ffolumn.
^^

I will exchange a stereoscopic camera, twin lonEes, London make, for n lialf-plate set.

—Address, W. Saundebs, Dickleburgli, Scole.

"Wanted, oak studio table in exchange for pillared balustrade with louvre pedestal-

—Address, T. Coupe, 39, Banktop, Blackburn, Lancashire.

Will exchange half-plate camera stand for eight film carriers, half-plate size, or lessor

number and difference in cash.—Address, A. Liddle, 69, New North-road, London, N.

"Wanted, a few lessons in solar enlargement and carbon printin*? on opal by an amateur
Indian, in exchange for a fet of thirty best Indian views and costumes.—Address,
A. H. T., 13, Colville-gardens, "W.

Will exchange a compound lantern condenser, also a quarter-plate portrait lens
screwing into a brass tube for lantern, for a rolling press or a lantern-view or
quarter-plate camera of very long focus, and with Pome double dark Elides.

—

Address, K., 22, Cliaucer-road, Herne-hill, London.

atiBtoerg to Correaponlrctttsf.
*

—

J. W. Eamsdes.—Received. The slide in being tested.

W. R. McDowALL.— Thanks for the enclcsures. The invention seems
practicable.

W. D.—Messrs. Marion & Co. will supply the bra»s rims in any quantity you
may require.

The Mount (Ackworth).—You had better interpose blotting paper between
the vulcanised pad and the sensitive paper in future. No doubt those jirints

which showed evidence of discolouration were longer in contact with the
indiaruhber than the others.

J. Faworth.—Without you take advantage of orthocliromatic photography
you will not succeed in getting a better copy of the picture. We know the
picture well, and can therelore say positively that nothing better than the
example sent can be obtained e.vcept by the means indicated.

Lasterxist.—The Art Union print is copyright, and yon will infringe it by
reproducing the picture as a lantern slide. It is (luite possible that the pro-
lirietors may give you permission to copy it as a lantern slide, tliough it is

scarcely probable that they will. Write to them and ask the question.
B. M.—The system is a bad one, yet it prevails, though, we hojie, not to the

extent you sumii.se. Most operators, jiarticularly those of the better class,
are above that sort of thing. We cannot publish your letter under a nom de
plume or under your signature in its present form". It would he a libel on a
very honourable body.

S. A. H.—We are not surprised at the reply received. Tliose who work any
of the different photo-mechanical processes as a business will not impart the
whole of the knowledge they have acquired by practice and careful study
witliout a substantial consideration. Why should they ? With them it is
simply a matter of business, and not a hobby.

Shippits.—1. If the operations were carefully carried out there should be
neither brown .stains or white spots. They evidently proceed from faulty
niauijiulation.—2. The lens has nothing whatever to do with either the thin-
ness or the den.'iity of the image, that rests with the exposure and develop-
ment.—3. The iris diaphragm is about as good as any other.

Col. GuBBlNs, R.A.—The kind of level described can he obtained at most
mathematical instrument makers or at the better class of tool makers They
ate not, liowever, considered so good us the ordinary spirit level. The

fcastnian strippers" are supplied by the Eastman Company, 13, Soho-
square, W. Whte to them direct if you fail to obuiu a supply otherwise.

H. R. H. writes: "Will you please tell me, in your 'Answers to Cor-
respondents,' what is the best mountaut to use for mounting photographs
face down on glass, as I find starch is not suitable for my purpose, namely,
making medallions?"—The most suitable material for the purpose is gela-

tine, and the best kind to use is that mentioned iu a sub-leader, namely.
Nelson's "No. 2 Soluble."

B. C. C. asks: "What is the cause of opaqueness of negative after ammonia
development, and a sort of milky apjiearauce of tlie print from the same
negative after toning?"—Witliout seeing the negative it is impossible to say
the cause of the opalesceuce. The negative being defective fully accounts
for the prints being defective also. Unless the negative he perfect it is im-
possible to obtain perfect prints therefrom.

R. B. Y. wishes to know how large pictures on paper with a rough surface like

that of drawing paper are produced. He says he has seen some which appear
very suitable for finishing in crayons, and he would like to try his hand in

thai direction.—Pictures on rough paper are produced either by tlie carbon
process or by the gelatino-broniide process. Tho.se who supply either class

of picture will furnish our correspondent with what he requires.

A. G. wishes to know the reason why the sides of a street view are so much
.sharper than the sides of a landscape taken with a lens under similar con-

ditions in both cases.—In reply: The lens projects its image on a curved
field, and .as the sides of the street view are raucli nearer the lens than the
centre of the subject, it follows that there is an elongation of the marginal
lines sufticiint, by the law of conjugate foci, to project the image on a Hat
field, which is not the case with the sides of the landscape.

C. Baxyabd «Tites ;
—"Will you kindly tell me how I can alter a French lens

that I have ? It throws a gooil sharp picture on focussing glass, but when
taken the picture seems out of focus, but seems to improve the smaller stop

I use."— In reply : The lens is over or under corrected, probably the former.

If a portrait combination, test the front lens for the fault, and if it prove to

be the delinquent, alter by regrinding the contact surfaces to .another curve,

if you can ; but if you cannot, tlien place it in the hands of a competent lens

grinder. The simplest way to utilise the lens is to ascertain the difterence

between the visual and chemical foci, and rack the lens iu or out accordingly.

Ethel Con.stance May (Bad Wildungen, Geimauy).—We .are not conscious of

the receijit of any previous letter. We do not know the address of the

maker of Perron's dark slide, nor wlicther it is yet an article of commerce.

It is, we believe, the same slide that was described in our issue of April 15

(page 2.38) by our able French correspondent. Professor Stebbing, as having

been exhibiteil at a meeting ot the French Photographic Society. So that

you will perceive it icas noticed iu our pages anterior to the other publica-

tion to which you refer. It is jirobable that a note addressed to Professor

Stebliing will ensure those particulars you desire to know, but of which we
are ignorant.

F. W. Brett asks :
" What is the cause of the denser parts of a negative when

dry having a raised appearance in jiroportioii to their density, and on the

shadows a kind of crystrvlliiie deposit ? Tlie plate wiis developed with the

sodic-potash developer (page 144 of tlie Al.manac for 1887), and cleared in a

bath of citric acid, sulphate of iron, and alum. I developed two plates at

the same time, but only one of tlie neg,atives showed this defect. Any
suggestions with a view to remedying this will be mucli esteemed. "—The
denser portions of a negative have usually a higher relief than the thinner

ones, but the crystalline deposit on the shadows is due to imperfect washing

;

the salts which ought to have l)een w.ashed out have crystallised on the sur-

face. The reason why one of the neg.atives .shows it and the other does not

U that tlie washing was more complete in the one case than in the other.

Photogbaphio Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of this

Club, August 17, 1887, will be on brfjnnhhig Pholographic Outings. Saturday

outuig at Pinner. Trains every lialf-lioiir.

From Mr. F. K. Hurnian, Ryton-ou-Tyne, we have received a graphic

programme of a picnic, produced at his own expense by the president of a

local club, and presented to the members to the number of a hundred and

sixty, the President being an eutliu-siastic amateur photographer. It contains

several portraits, groups, and scenes ]iriiited in platinotype.

NOTICE.
With our issue of to - day we present a group of some of those

members who went to Tarbert on the occasion of one ot the numerous

excursions indulged in during the week of the Photographic Convention

of the United Kingdom. Owing to the strength ot the temptation

presented by ruined castles, fishing villages, and charming scenery in

general, only a limited number of the excursionists were present when

Mr. Stuart erected his camera, but for all that the group comprises

several men of mark. We shall furnish a key next week.
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SOAKING PLATES BEFORE DEVELOPMENT.
A CORRESPONDENT calls attention in another column to what he

considers a discrepancy between his own practice and tlie ex-

perience of otliers wlio have written on the siibjeet, inasmuch

as he has found, contrary to published statements which he has

had previous reason to doubt, that a preliminary soaking in

plain water before development causes the plate to develope

more rapidly than if the developer be apjjlied directly to the

dried film. Whether such is or is not the case, and where

our correspondent has probably been led astray, we shall

attempt to show.

In the earlier days of gelatine plates, following no donbt

upon the practice which prevailed in connection with collodion

dry plates, it was considered necessary, and it was the universal

custom, to prepare the dry surface of the gelatine to receive

the developer by soaking it for a minute or two in water. In

the old dry collodion days this was undoubtedly a very neces-

sary precaution, as could readily be demonstrated ; indeed, the

mere wetting with water was in itself insufficient to restore to

the dried film the requisite degree of porosity to enable the

developer to penetrate it. A first aj)plication of alcohol, more

or less dilute, was needful to soften the horny skin of collodion

enveloping the particles of sensitive material, and almost

entirely protecting them from the action of the aqueous de-

veloper to which it was nearly impervious. The alcohol, how-

ever, exercises a certain penetrating power, causing the collodion

film to swell and open its pores, thus giving free access to the

aqueous solution by displacement.

In order to demonstrate not merely the ntility but the

absolute necessity of this preliminary treatment with alcohol,

it is only necessary to take a dry collodion plate possessing a

moderately horny film, and, after exposure, to treat only a

portion of the surface with alcohol, washing the latter away
thoroughly before commencing to develope. Upon develop-

ment it will bo found that while the portion treated with

alcohol gives a dense and satisfactory image, the other not

only developes slowly, but will give nothing but a feeble,

miserable, and foggy image, however long the operation may
be continued. The fact is the collodion is so impenetrable to

water, and so thoroughly protects the particles of bromide from
the action of tlie developer, that only a comparatively small

number of them come under its influence, and those mainly
the coarser particles which lend most to the production of

fog. We are speaking now principally of dry films prepared

with organifiers of but slight viscosity, such as tannin, for

where such substances as gum or gelatine are employed tliey

partially fill the pores of the wet collodion film and enable it

to swell and regain some of its porosity in water alone. Still,

even these latter are better for the use of alcohol. The more
modern collodion emulsion plates possess films which are

naturally more porous and penetrable to water, and may, con-

sequently, sometimes be developed without alcohol, though

the results are nearly certain to be inferior.

When we turn to gelatine plates the absolute necessity for

this preliminary soaking is not so obvious. Gelatine, though

insoluble in water at the ordinary temperature, absorbs it with

the greatest avidity, and therefore the developer, being aqueous,

of course requires nothing to prepare the way for it into the

film. In fiict, the surest way of getting the solution quickly

right to the back of the film is to apply it to the dry surface,

for then it is rapidly sucked up by the gelatine instead of

more slowly finding its way in by displacing the water already

absorbed. Still, as we have said, it was the early practice to

resort to this first soaking in water which, under certain cir-

cumstances even now, as then, may have its advantages. In

developing film or paper negatives and prints, for instance, the

preliminary soak in water is given not so much as affecting

the sensitive film, but because it softens the negative and

makes it lie flat, so conducing to ease and regularity of

development.

We have just said that tlie soaking in water may, under
some circumstances, prove beneficial, and we may at once ex-

plain that those conditions arc mainly connected with the

condition and (juality of the emulsion or film. The benefits

derived may be not only acceleration of development as de-

scribed by our correspondent of this week, but may actually

result in the removal of fog. In every such instance, however,

we should set the efTect down to a faulty emulsion in tlic

first place.

If a perfect film be taken—that i.s, one consisting only of

pure silver haloids and undecomposed gelatine—the cficct of the

preliminary soaking can bo readily demonstrated by the very

simple experiment of soaking only a portion of the plate for,

say, two minutes, and then plunging tlie whole into the mixed

developer. As a fact readily verified, and not as a " disputed

point in development," the result may be stated as follows :

—

The image will commence to develope first upon the unsoaked
portion of the film, and will gain some strength and detail

before the remaining jjart shows any sign. As the application

is continued, the image on the unsoaked portion gradually

makes its ap])earance, and as it progresses slowly overtakes the

first, and when the development has been carried as far as

possible there will be little difference between the two halves

when the negative is viewed by transmitted light, though, with

most plates, there will be a slightly noticeable difference on
looking at the surface, lu fact, the unsoaked parts of the
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film appear to commence vigorous]}-, the energy dying away as

development proceeds, while, in the portions that have received

the preliminary soaking, the action is slower in commencing

and proceeds more gradually, and without falling away so

rapidly. There is little, if any, difference in the amount of

detail or the density ultimately attained, the effect being

merely started and completed more rapidly in the one case

than in the other.

It might be supposed that the additional energy exhibited

by the dry portion of the film would be sustained throughout

the operation, and that the ultimate result would prove bene-

ficial so far as apparent exposure is concerned ; but against

that supposition, and to account for the rapid waning of the

action of the developer, one or two points are worthy of con-

Bidoration. It is well known that a strong developer acts not

only more rapidly, but also gives greater vigour, and possesses

a stronger power of searching out detail than a feeble one ; the

soaked portion of the film under the circumstances of the

experiment is virtually subjected by the action of a weaker

developer, since the solution is diluted by tlie water already

absorbed by that part of the film. This, taken in conjunction

with the slower penetration of the developer, owing to its

having to displace the water already absorbed, is sufficient to

account for the extra initial energy of the dry portion of the

plate.

But as the image developes, the bromine liberated from the

reduced silver haloid enters into combination with the alkali

of the developer, and though the dry film is first attacked by
a comparatively stronger developer than tlie already moist
portion, it is rapidly placed under the influence of a solution
feebler in alkali and more strongly restrained, and so the
superior energy of the first onset suflices in the end to counter-
balance the apparent promise of greater developing effect.

With most plates, as we have said, there is little to choose
between the final results whether the film be soaked or not,

but occasionally, from some peculiarity in preparation, a dis-

tinct difference is noticeable in the printing qualities of the
negatives, and not unfrequently the advantage is slightly in

favour of soaking, though invariably the action is slower.

So far we have spoken of perfect plates; but should the
films be not necessarily downright bad, but contain traces of
free bromide or of nitrates imperfectly removed in washing the
emulsion, it is quite possible to conceive that the preliminary
soaking may slightly accelerate the development. We need
not point out that as bromide is a restrainer its removal from
the film before applying the developer is equivalent to employing
so much less restrainer, and it is pretty well known also that
the soluble nitrates act to a certain extent as restrainers and
that the same remark applies equally to their elimination. But
it is difficult to believe that the removal ofsuch small quantities
of either as are likely to be present in dry plates—commercial
ones at any rate—of the present day would sufiice to neutralise
the retarding influence set up by the act of saturating the
gelatmo film with water.

Then, again, partly decomposed gelatine, as well as salicylic
acid and similar substances added to the emulsion to prevent
decomposition, have a marked action in retarding the action of
the developer. In the early days of gelatine plates, when
"soft" gelatines, prolonged digestion, and antiseptics were in
vogue. It is possible that the practice of soaking the plate
before applying the mixed developer was of use.

"^

It may also prove beneficial under extraordinary circnm-
Btances, as when plates have been kept for a considerable time,

especially in a hot climate, and the films have become particu-

larly hard. Gelatine under such conditions absorbs water but

slowly, and not always with uniformity, for which reasons the

preparation and equalisation of the film by the preliminary

soaking would form a distinct advantage. Similarly, if the

plates have been subjected to moisture and have redried, the

chances of inequality and uncertainty may be removed by

similar means.

Just one other instance, which, however, is not likely to arise

with commercial plates, may be mentioned to show that the

soaking may prove of very decided advantage. Some years ago

we prepared a number of plates by a formula in which an

excess of silver figured, the excess having evidently not been

thoroughly removed in washing. These plates up to a certain

age gave perfectly satisfactory results when soaked before

development, but would not at all stand the direct application

of either alkaline pyro or ferrous oxalate to the dry film. In

the course of time they became perfectly useless from decom-

position. I

Returning to our correspondent's letter, we can put but one

construction on his results, and we have little doubt as to the

correctness of our surmise. The plates being, as he states, of

his own manufacture and a slight modification of his ordinary

formula—perhaps a larger excess of soluble haloid than usual

—

have been iusuflnciently washed, hence the results detailed.

They must have been a pretty bad case of imperfect wiishing,

however, to behave in so noticeable a manner. There is little

"round to go upon, so far as we are aware, in attributing to

iodide of silver any special influence in the direction suggested.

A soluble iodide might retsml development, but beyond causing

the films to fix slowly a properly washed iodide plate could

have no further peculiarities.

SIZE AND PROPORTIONS IN PORTRAIT
ENLARGEMENTS.

One of the most important features in a picture, a portrait in

particular, is its proportions. Although painters are exceed-

ingly particular in this respect, many photographers appear to

disregard it altogether; hence pictures otherwise good are

frequently ruined, simply from lack of judgment on this very

important point. With portraits of small dimensions the

matter is, of course, equally as important as it is witii large

ones, though it must be admitted it may be less conspicuous

in the one case than it is in the other. Shortcomings in this

direction, which might pass comparatively unnoticed by the

majority of persons in a small picture, would be conspicuous

in an enlargement therefrom if the same proportions were

retained.

Take, for example, the cabinet picture which, as usually

trimmed, measures something like five and a half inches by

four, or a little more. Now these proportions are about as

good as can bo for busts or for three-quarter length sitting

figures, and are, as noai-ly as may be, those which have been

adopted, for similar subjects, by most of our great portrait

painters for their works. But when a three-cjuartor or a

full-length standing figure is taken cabinet size, most people

h.ave noticed how much better the picture would have looked

had less background been shown on each side of the figure

—

particularly is this the case with portraits of gentlemen.

Again, take the carte-de-vinite, promenade, and panel sizes—

•

liow very unsuitable are these for some subjects; and necessarily

they must be, for those proportions which are best adapted to

i
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a full-lougth standing figure are manifestly not good for a

head and bust. However, the above are all standard sizes,

and pliotographors are compelled to adopt them. The sitter

demands a certain style of portrait, of any of these particular

sizes ; the artist, having no option in the matter, supplies it as

a matter of business—sometimes, however, under a mild sort

of protest.

As we have just said, photographers have little, if any, discre-

tion lefttlicm in pictures of the smaller and recognised standard

sizes and shapes, but this is not the case with enlargements, as

in these they have some scope to use their own judgment.

Sometimes by altering the proportions of a picture, or by the

introduction of a little more, or maybe rather less, of the

background at the sides of the figure, a considerable improve-

ment on the original may be effected. Very frequently this

may be done by introducing more or less of the figure itself.

The photographer who makes his own enlargements can

always judge, by looking at the amplified image in the en

largiug apparatus, the effect that different proportions have

upon the picture. Therefore he can easily decide the amount
of subject which, according to his judgment, it is desirable to

introduce, and also the best proportions or shape of the picture.

This is not tiie case, however, when the work is sent out to be

executed, and very often the enlarger has no discretion left to

him in the matter. Moreover, the order is frequently despatched

without any consideration on the part of the sender as to

whether the proportions of tlie small picture bear any relation

whatever to those of the one demanded.

Let us instance the carte and cabinet sizes ; in these the

proportions are widely different. If the latter be enlarged to,

say, a very popular size—twenty-four inches by eighteen—the

enlargement will contain about the same amount of subject as

the small picture. But not so in the case of the carie-de-visite.

If the subject in the latter, vertically, bo made to measure the

twenty-four inches, laterally it will only be about fifteen

inches. If, however, the subject be made to cover the full

width of the paper, some of the figure, or the background
above the head, must of necessity bo omitted, and that not

always to the improvement of the finished picture.

It is, we believe, customary with professional enlargers,

unless they are instructed to the contrary, to make the sub-

ject, whatever it may be, cover the full size ordered, so that no
blank paper is shown. The intention doubtless is, that as a

certain size has been ordered the whole of the paper must be

covered ; hence many which would otherwise have been good

pictures are utterly spoilt. It is true that, in some instances,

much may afterwards be done to mitigate the evil by cutting

off certain portions in the framing, but this, too, is frequently

neglected.

There is another important point in connection with propor-

tions in enlargements which is very often overlooked, namely,

the relation of background to figure. We have before us just

now a small portrait of a lady and an enlargement made there-

from. The former is satisfactory and the latter the reverse.

The sitter, it may be explained, is somewhat below the average

height, and the small picture conveys a very good idea of the

stature. But in the enlargement the operator, probably with
the view of covering the whole of the paper laterally, has
introduced so much figure, and has left so little background
above the head, that it gives one the impression that the sitter

must have been little short of a giantess. While the small

picture has a refined appearance, the enlargement is inartistic,

not to say vulgar, in the extreme. Of com-ae this might have

been avoided had the photographer, at the time the enlarged

picture wa.s ordered, sent the original print as a guide to the

operator, with instructions to make the enlargement of the

same proportions.

It is a very simple thing for the artist to take an impression

the full size of the negative, which usually includes more sub-

ject than is required, and then to trim or mask it down until

those proportions which produce tiie most artistic effect are

secured, afterwards sending that as a guide to the enlarger.

Although photographers are restricted to certain proportions in

their small pictures, they are not necessarily so in enlarge-

ments, and here many will do well to use a greater amount of

discretion than apparently they do at present.

This morning (19th) will have occurred an eclipse of the sun, only

partially visible in this country, and at an inconvenient hour for

popular observation. Seeing that the sun would rise at seven minutes

to five, the eclipse be over at sis minutes past five, and that only a

small portion of the disc would be invisible, it is not likely that any of

our readers will have attempted photographic snap-shots at the

phenomenon. But enthusiastic eavants never willingly let sUp any

such opportunity of adding to the limited sum of knowledge obtain-

able only on such occasions, and expeditions have been arranged for

observing and photographing the eclipse under tlie most favourable

conditions. Tlie belt of totality pas.?e3 over Europe and across Siberia,

which latter country was selected by the parties of observation on
account of tlie eclipse there occurring at an hour when it would be free

from the effects of earth vapours. Our esteemed contributor. Father
Perry, left some time since c« route for Siberia, and we learn from
the newspapers that, on account of his being a Jesuit, special per-

mission had to bo obtained before he could even enter Russia.

Mn. W. II. I'iCKEniNa, of Boston, Mass., communicates some
interesting data to Science as to his photographic experience at

Grenada last year, where he went to photograph the total eclipse.

He states that the inner corona was satisfactorily shown with one or

two seconds' exposure, on rapid gelatine plates, with an ordinary

telescope lens. With a photographic portrait lens of about ^ aperture,

the same exposure enabled the outer corona to be satisfactorily shown
to a distance of about half a degree from the limb of the moon.

Beyond that distance the photographic power of the coronal light

rapidly diminished, and exposures of from eight to forty seconds were
needed.

In estimating the intensity of the light of a gas burner, the term

candle power (abbreviated to "c.p.") is of well-known use. It means a

light equal to that given by the same number of candles, of a

particular make and size, as the figure attached to the c.p. It is a

very easy matter for any one to test fur himself the power of a gas

burner in this manner ; but in the case of the electric light the diffi-

culties are far greater, and the reputed power given to it by the

manufacturer is usually accepted as a correct designation. But it has

lately been shown by Professor Henry Morton, of the Stevens'

Institute of Technology in the City of New York, that the best of a

largo number of so-called 2000 candle-power lights gave only 800

candle power. He assumes that the term " 2000 candle power has

become a technical expression with the electric light companies to

denote a lamp of from 500 to 1000 actual candle power." Hence

those photographers who in arranging for an electric installation may
be inclined to found estimates on reputed power, will need from three

to four time* the amount of light they would calculate upon !

We have on a previous occasion spoken of the chloride of iron cell

improved immensely in constancy by the addition of bromine as a

recuperator of the chloride reduced in action to the ferrous condition.

The expense of bromine is an objection to its use, but in the current

number of the Chemical News Mr. Thomas Mowse states that the

bromine may without injury be repl.icod by a mixture of a few
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crystals of chlorate of potash and a little hydrochloric acid, to which

a small quantity of bromine is added. The same writer states that

permanganate of potash is an excellent depolariser, and that an ex-

ceedingly compact and handy little battery, especially suited for inter-

mittent currents, electric bells, &c., is made by placing a carbon and

zinc plate in a sti-ong solution of this salt and chloride of ammonium.

As there are few studios in the country without a Leclanche battery

in use for bells, &c., our readers may easily try this substitute for

them-elves. The same writer states that the famihar Leclanche cell

employed almost universally for these purposes may be regenerated to a

great extent by pouring into the porous cell a strong, warm, and

slightly acid, solution of the permanganate.

It has been generally thought that since the introduction of gelatine

plates the productions of photographs^of minute objects by means of

the microscope had attained increased excellence, beyond and in

addition to, an undoubted wider range of subjects ; but Dr. Klein,

whose authority on such matters is indisputable, besides having

recently written* that, " taking photography as a whole, as applied to

the representation of microscopic objects under high powers, I think
that the time has not yet come when it can be said to have sup-

planted good and accurate drawings," has also stated " there can be
little doubt that no real advance has yet been made in producing
photograms that are to take the place of accurate drawings." Of
course a drawing will always have the advantage over a photograph

in that all planes can be depicted at once with equal sharpness ; but
it Ls clear that this effect is not alluded to in Dr. Klein's sweeping
criticism, for he goes on to say " with the new apochromatic ob-

jectives and projection eye-pieces by Zeiss, better results may be
looked for," clearly showing that it is technical excellence that he
deems still wanting.

A COMPABATIVBLY large number of photographs taken from the cars

of balloons have been published at various times, and a still larger

number attempted unsuccessfully to be secured. It is well known
that one of the great difBculties met with in this kind of work is the
rotatory motion of the balloon, and this has militated considerably

against the successful experimental employment of stationary balloons
holding photographic apparatus for military observation. In a recent
number of Nature, however, an exceedingly ingenious arrangement
(which has been tried with success) is described for giving steadiness

to a balloon held by a rope so as to avoid, to a great extent, the usual
jerks, oscillations, and rotations. The balloon is provided with an
extra cover which acts somewhat as a kite (hence the descriptive term
kite balloon, given to the invention), and not only is the objectionable
character of the motion removed, but, instead of being depressed
under the action of a high wind the altitude of the balloon is actually
increased. This invention, if carried out by the mihtary authorities
ought to render invaluable service by means of a camera actuated
from below by moans of electricity.

ECHOES FPvOM THE SOCIETIES.
"It was a pity that the question of amateiu- and professional had ever
Ijeen raised," Mr. W. E. Debenham is reported to have said at the
London and J'rovincial Photographic Association; "before it was
recently raised photographers had always been working amicably to-
gether." Mr. Debenham is quite right, but there is some consolation in
the fact that the best of both amateurs and professionals are still working
amicably together, as witness the recent Convention. It is only the
Ramsgate beach peripatetic and the " two-guinea-set man," as some-
body recently described him, who in their respective classes are dis-
satisfied with themselves and the photographic world in general—the
former chiefly, perhaps.

Apropos of the question that led to this remark, it is most certainly
an anomaly that the sole exhibition open to " amateurs " only should
be •' run " by and in the interests of a trade concern. It is still more
incongruous that the productions of such amateurs are exhibited for
sale presumably, in the shop window of the said concern.

'

The latest novelty in Society matters is the idea of a portrait group
* ifature, page 317, August i, 1887.

of the members of the year. Such at least is what I hear is the in-

tention of the Sheffield Society, and active measures are on foot to

obtain the necessary portraits, to be subsequently joined together in

one harmonious whole. If it is intended that this be an annual affair

I think it would be wise on the part of the " Sheffield blades " if they

consulted with Mr. Lachlan McLachlan on the subject. He would,
perhaps, tell them that a similar picture cost him years of labour, and
brought little but worry when finished.

Another new idea hails from the North Surrey Society, where its

advantages were demonstrated a short time ago. This is no less than

a " self-adhesive mount," a card, in fact, which combines in itself the

support and the mountant. All you have to do is to place the print

on the mount, press them together, and, lo ! the thing is done, the

picture is mounted. We only want now to make our printing ar-

rangements complete a ready sensitised paper which, when placed

behind a negative in the sun or diffused light, will be printed, toned,

fixed, and trimmed—I really must insist on the latter, or the twc-

guinea-aet man would not consider it " scientific " enough.

That brings me round to another " grumble " I have been going to

indulge in for some time, but have refrained. Every reader of the

Journals must have noticed it, but to me, who am condemned to care-

fully read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest the I'eports of Society

meetings, it is absolutely painful. I allude to the fact that our meet-

ings now are little better than localised advertising centres ; the busi-

ness of the evening consists, in nine cases out of ten—or, perhaps, I

should say the report consists—of an account of the exhibition of Mr.
Jones's new camera, prints from Messrs. Ananias's " two and a half

million times " plates (" which were generally considered to be really

rapid "), and Mr. Somebody Else's new patent shutter, working in the

two-thousandth part of a second, and in which the otherwise fatal

" recoil '' is diverted and ingeniously utilised in packing up the camera

when the exposure is made. If a paper is read and a discussion fol-

lows, the reporter either " hashes " or suppresses it, and then has to fill

out with the " padding " of the meeting in order to make up the

space his Society expects to see devoted to its reports.

Things used not to be thus ; the reports of Societies dealt with the

scientific and practical matters that cropped up at the meetings. If

Mr. Ananias enlarged upon tlie rapidity of his plates, and Mr.
Munchausen, jun., described how he had obtained forty perfect

negatives on three dozen of tliem, the Secretary of the Fibtown
Photographic Association had the common sense to suspect, if he
were not sure, that similar things had been said previously elsewhere,

and that therefore to report them as novelties would only show how
far behind the rest of the world the " Fibbers " were.

Seriously, I have no objection to Mr. Jones exhibiting his new
camera if he has got one and is proud of it, but I do object to hi

getting it a paragraph advertisement in the report as an act of grati-

tude, perhaps for an extra five per cent, discount. The exhibition of

novelties is, undoubtedly, one of the most legitimate portions of the
evening's proceedings, but in reporting the meeting the Secretary
should remember that what may be new and interesting in some
far-off corner of the provinces may be " old as the hills " in the chief

centres of the country. The rest of the photographic world are little

interested in such details, but would gladly read a more extended
report of an important and practical paper or discussion. If there bo
none such then let the reporter be content to economise space.

Wliile on the subject of reports I would allude to another practice

which seems to be gaining, that is, the reporting of opinions, perhaps
thoughtlessly and lightly expressed with no idea of their going
further, on purely trade matters. In this case the statement goes
forth to the world—unintentioued though it may have been origin-

ally—with the sanction and authority of the Society attached to it,

and much harm and injustice be done or, on the other hand, undeserved
praise awarded.

As an instance of what I mean, two or three weeks ago at a provin-

cial meeting two •gentlemen " wished to lodge a complaint " against a

commercial firm—I abstain from repeating names—because they had
not been served as they thought they ought to be. Now I hold that

their duty was to complain at headquarters, to the firm itself, and not

to creep under the wing of the Society and thence hurl a bolt with
fictitious force. Nobod3' can prevent their complaining in private of

wrongs, supposed or real, nor even their mentioning in an informal

J
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manner ncross the meeting table, but here again the fault lies with
tlie reporter. It is not tlio function of any Society to act the part of

judge and jury, trying and deciding a case after hearing only one side

and with little chance of appeal. This is practically what they do,

for wlmt can be linown of the facts of the cose except what the com-
plaining party chooses to lay before them. It seems to mo an unfair
attempt on the part of individuals to malvo the Society take up their

private grievances, and Societies should, I thinlc, fight against the
system. The instance I mention is only one—a flagrant one I own

—

among many I could point out within tlie past few weeks.

Not quite coming under this head, but still an attempt to get the

Society to fortify hini with an expression of opinion, was Mr. Deben-
ham's question witli regard to the illustration in tlie last number of

the Society's Journal. The Society had accepted an illustration

printed by a commercial firm (I do not wish to advertise them), who
appended to it their own trade description, wliich includes tlie word
" permanent.'' Mr. Debenham wishes to know whether the perman-
ence of the prints in question is established by the Society's statement
to that effect—in other words, whether the Society intends to guar-
antee their permanency. The Honorary Secretary perhaps went a little

beyond his functions in' saying that the matter was a "slip," for

having accepted the picture they were compelled^to allow its pro-
ducers to describe it by its recognised trade name, and in doing so

accepted no responsibility whatever in the matter. Such, at least, is

my reading of the matter. At any rate, on the facts as stated, Mr.
Debenham could scarcely expect the Society to express an opinion on
the much-disputed question of permanence.

I am not sure tliat it was not Mr. Edwin Cocking who was the
first, or one of the first, to assist in discovering the effect of ammonia
fumes in producing clironic nasal catarrh. Now he has discovered
another photographic ailment, this time amounting to a decided
" obliquity of vision." Negatives sharply focussed upon the ground-
glass proved blurred and indistinct when developed, and, curiously

enough, this only occurred in negatives taken at midday, not at

night. It was suggested that "heat had a physiological effect on
some persons, causing them to see less perfectly in the middle of a hot

day than in the evening." If the time of the appearance of the
phenomena were not as it is, and did I not know my old friend
Cocking so well, I should perhaps have set it down to something
besides " heat." However, I trust he may long retain the full use of
his eyes as well as his " dose " to help us with our annual exhibition.

It is not often Nemesis turns up so quickly as in Mr. Iliggins's case
not long since at the North London Society. lixhibiting two double
slides, whose chief advantages appeared to be that they had cost Gs.

and 7s. respectively, the Honorary Secretary cruelly " rounded " on
him, showing how useless they were for photographic purposes, by
pushing two sheets of note-paper into them while closed

!

MoNiTon.

COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.*
1 THINK it may safely be conceded that a photograph even perfect as

regards its mechanical and chemical qualities, may still Ije very im-
perfect as a work of art. The cure for this, more especially as regards
portraiture, may be found in the Judicious and skilful application of

colour. It may have been most skilfully produced, every attention

being paid to artistic ;w«ni/, careful distribution of light and shade,

and all other details, and may be fairly entitled to be called a, picture,

and a successful one, but yet as a portrait it may be most imperfect and
untrue, many cases existing, owing to the chemical peculiarities of

photography, where colour is absolutely indispensable to secure any-

thing like a true or faithful resemblance to the original.

The manipulatory skill which enables one to imitate with more or

less succes.s the colours of a human head is not the only factor in pro-

ducing successful results in painting. There is a primary knowledge,
without which there will always be a weakness about our effects, and
that is a knowledge of the natural value of colours. In studying the

ftrt of colourmg our first efforts should be directed to gaining a
thorough knowledge of the various relations and harmonies of colours,

their many effects either in combination or juxtaposition.

We have rather a limited number of colours to start from, but
* Continued from page 501.

there is an almost endless variety to be produced from them. The
primary colours are only (h7-ee in number, but I cannot say how many
various tints can be produced from their skilful blending. And this
is not all, for in a picture many of tlie beauties will be traceable not
to the tint itself so much as the harmony produced by the combina-
tions of such colours and tints as mutually lend a charm. The endless
variety of colours will be more observable in landscape than any other,
and in fanciful or imaginative portraiture than in portraiture where
nature pure and simple has to be imitated. Photographic colouring

naturally gives the least scope of all, and yet it is marvellous the
difference between the work of an ordinary photographic colouri-tt

who has never thoroughly studied the balance of colour, &c., and one
who has acquired a thorough knowledge of the principles of har-
monious colouring. The work of one is valueless, wliile the other
shows that it is an adverse fortune that compels the artist to work
within such cramped lines.

In portraiture, when we are a little free as to our treatment, ther«
are many points which we must faithfully reproduce as far as possible.

The most important being the colours which are represented on the
model itself, we may almost consider ourselves free as to the choice of
colours for the draperies, backgrounds, &c. This freedom is of very
great value to the portrait painter, as by the skilful arrangement of
such colours as will enhance the value and beauty of his complexions
and still produce a harmonious whole, even an appearance of trans'

parency may be secured under these conditions that with less freedom
could never be hoped for.

Light is the source of all colour; without it there is none. A beam
of white light may be divided into three distinct rays of different

colours—red, blue, and yellow, these being the three pritnari/ colours,

by the careful mixing together of which every conceivable hue and
tone can be obtained.

White light, when decomposed by passing through a prism, pro-

duces a most beautiful effect of varied colours, which is called the
solar spectrum. In this there are seven colours, the same as are to be
seen in a rainbow, namely, violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange,
and red. At one time this led to the belief that they each and all

were elemental colours. Later and closer observation, however,
showed the mistake, proving that red, blue, and yellow were really

the otdt/ 2>rifiiaries, the others being simply the result of these over-
lapping each other, and so producing a distinct colour, as would their

mixing on a pallet.

The happy disposition of the three primary colours and their

various combinations produces harmony in a picture—one of if not
absolutely the most essential quality it can possess.

The mixing in certain proportions of any two of the pn'/na»y colours
will produce what we term a secondary colour. This secondary colour

wUl be found to be complementary to the remaining colour. For
example, the mixture of blue and yellow will produce green, which
colour is complementary to red. The mixture of yellow and red

produces orange, which is complementary to blue; and the mixture
of red and blue produces purple, which is complementary to yellow.

In order to fix this on the mind, I would suggest making a circle,

and then dividing it into six equal parts, and place a number in each

up to six. Now pass a wash of red over 1, 2, .3; 3, 4, o, blue ; and
5, 0, 1, yellow. By this you will see that space 1 is coloured orange

by the combination of red and yellow, and that opposite to it is the

primary blue to which it is complementary. No. 3 is coloured purple

by the combination of red and blue, and is opposite the remaining

primary yellow, and to which it is complementary. Space 6 is

coloured green by the mixture of blue and yellow, and is opposite

and complementary to the primary red.

Modifications of these tints may be carried on to almost an un-
limited extent with similar results, and doing so even to a moderate
extent will be wonderfully effective in instructing the eye in the

harmonious placing of the various colours. The combination or

blending together of two secondary colours wUl produce what is

termed a tertiary, and which in turn is complementary to the remain-

ing secondary. Take, for example, the mi.xture of purple and green

—

olive is the result, and it is complementary to orange
;
purple and

orange produce russet, which is complementary to green ; orange and

green produce citrine, which is complementary to the remaining

secondary purple ; and so on, and so on.
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These relations of the various colours and their Wendings one with

another are not hy any means the result of taste or fancy, but are

based on sound art principles. They seem to exist as a physical

necessity for the organs of vision, as may be seen by a very easy and

simple experiment. Suppose, for instance, that we place a red wafer

on a sheet of white paper ; then steadily fix the eye upon it for a

few mnmenis, then remove your gaze to another ;)/«»! sheet of paper,

and in a couple of feconds a similar spot to the wafer will become

visible, but of the complementary colour to red—green. This simple

fact was, some few years ago, utilised by that enterprising firm,

" I'ears's Soap,'' for advertising purposes on all our leading hoardings.

This spot, which is called an ocular spectrum, will remain visible for

some few minutes, until gradually the white light reflected from the

paper will completely displace it. The same principle holds good all

round. If the experiment be tried with a blue wafer, the colour of the

spectrum thus produced will be orange ; if a yellow wafer, a purple

spectrum will result, and so on.

In all the endless varieties of the various combinations of colours

this principle will bo found to hold good. If a tint of red incline to a

yellowish hue, as in scarlet, the complementary green must have a

slight preponderance of blue, and so be a somewhat bluish green.

Then, again, if the red partake somewhat of the blue, as is the case

with a crimson, the complementary must incline a little to yellow, in

other words, be a yellowish green. So numerous are the combinations,

and so delicate the gradations that may be produced in this way, that

it would be nothing short of folly to attempt to enumerate them.

Every primary and its complementary secondary will, on examina-

tion, be found to possess special contrasts and etTects quite peculiar

to themselves. Now blue is the coldest colour, and is also the most

retiring, while orange, its complementary, is the warmest and most

advancing. Every combination of tints as they approximate to orange

or blue will be warm or cold in its effect as the case may be. It also

carries the effect of approaching the eye or receding from it in a picture.

Yellow is the brightest colour, and the most allied to light. Its

complementary, pui-ple, on the contrary, is the darkest. White and
black, it may be well to mention, although they most completely

represent the contrast of light and darkness, are not regarded as

colours. White, which naturally most assimulates with light, is

supposed to represent a combination of all the colours, while black,

like profound darkness, is a complete absence of both colour and light.

The most positive, assertive, and exciting of all the colours is red,

while its complementary green is the most soothing and grateful to

the eye.

In mixing tints it will be found that although the combinations of two
in-imary colours produce a new and perfect hue, every subsequent com-
bination will tend to produce neutrality. It is thus that neutral tints

are formed, and they will be found invariably to more or less possess

the special characteristics of the primaries to which they are most allied.

The effect of contrast is produced by the skilful placing of the
complementary colours in juxtaposition. They mutually enrich each
other, thus producing what is termed the harmony of contrast. Purple
and yellow, for example, of equal purity and intensity, will each
become brighter by contact one with the other. The yellow, gaining
intensity by the extra yellow rays reflected by the purple, and the
purple gaining additional richness from the purple rays emitted by
the yellow. Similarly, all neutral tints placed near full hues will
seem to he tinged with the complementary colour of such hues. Thus
a grey placed in close proximity with red, it will seem to become a
kind of greenish grey, green being the complementary of red. This
will show how important is the judicious arrangement of the various
colours, as on it depends the brilliancy and harmony of the entire
!'"'*"'*•

(To he continued.) Redmond Barkett.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN JAPAN.
A PKW words as to the condition of photography in Japan mav be of

tho''c'^untr
'°™^' """^ particularly to any who may think of visiting

I arrived here only a fortnight ago, but wasnot allowed to remain

other .if
?'""'' °^ ^^"^ ^"-"^ *''^^ '" ?^''"''™ Pl'otographic, as inotheis, the Japanese ore coming well to the front.

Before entering on this question, however, a few words on another.

There are often discussions as to packing of plates and of apparatus

for long voyages. As I have come about 12,000 miles without suffering

any loss beyond the breakage of the ground-glass of one of my cameras,

and this in spite of the fact that my boxes received the very roughest

usage, it may be interesting to know how the things were packed.

Two cameras, one 12x10, the other G|x4|, and seven lenses

—the largest a 3j-inch portrait combination, the smallest a portable

symmetrical of lO-inch focus—were placed between two layers of

clothes in a large Saratoga trunk. I took only a few dozen plates

with me, some of 12 x 10 inches, the others of C| x 4J. These
were packed in the boxes with paper-lined metal grooves made by
Arundel & Marshall, of London. I think these boxes decidedly

deserve a good word to be said for them. Their convenience is great

;

the grooves being metal, the boxes may be often refilled; and they

seem to allow of very rough usage without being themselves

damaged or allowing the plates to be broken. The boxes were placed

like the cameras, between layers of clothes in the Saratoga trunlt, and
the way in which this trunk was treated was such that I scarcely

expected to find a whole plate when I opened it. An American
porter's idea of how to move about a box when it is too heavy to lift

it appears to be to roll it over on its ends, top, and bottom. It is not

a cheering sight to see a box which contains cameras, plates, and
lenses going bump, bump in this fashion along a stone floor; but
there is no lielp for it. Remonstrance has no effect whatever. This

sort of treatment was repeated at each of some six or seven " depots "

on the way across America. It was bad enough, but worse was to

come. All luggage had to be transferred in Yokohama Bay from the

steamer to a small tender, the water of the Bay being too shallow to

allow large vessels to come close to shore. My unfortunate box, being

very heavy—about 800 pounds in weight—was being lowered in rope

slings over the side of the ship ; it had only got well over the edge

when it slipped from these, and fell a height of about eight feet on
to the deck of the tender. Of course I expected that the 12x10
plates, at awy rate—they being supported only at their ends in the

grooves of the box—would be smashed to bits. 1 was, therefore,

agreeably surprised to find that not a single plate, either large or

small, had suffered. It is on this account that I think the boxes I

have mentioned really deserve to have attention called to them.

A few exposures were made on hoard the steamship " City of

Sydney," whilst crossing the Pacific. The Pacific, by the way,
scarcely kept up its reputation for peacefulness, and it was only as we
neared Japan that there was a day calm enough to make the manipu-
lation of a camera on the deck at all a promising performance. It

was at this stage, when I was about to expose on board the ship,

having unpacked my box for the purpose, that I discovered tho

breakage of the ground-glass of one of the cameras. No ground-glass

was to be had on board, nor was any flour emery, with which a piece

of plain glass might readily have been ground; so I had to make
shift by taking a gelatino-bromide plate, soaking the film till it

swelled, melting it by placing the plate on the comer of the high-

pressed cylinder of the main engine, and allowing the greater part of

the emulsion to run off, thus leaving a thin film.

I should not have mentioned the exposures on board ship but that

I learned a lesson from them—namely, that on account, probably, of the

gi'eat amount of reflected light from all directions, and the consequent

absence of any deep shadows, a very short exposure only is needed

for groups, &c., on board ship. This might have struck me before,

rather than after, I had made some half-dozen exposures, but it un-

fortunately did not; and I found that plates exposed on groups in

diffused light were almost hopelessly over-dense with times of half to

quarter second, and stop No. 10 U.S. (/c), the plates being rapid, but

not extraordinarily so. One-half or one-third of the exposure would
have been sufficient.

I had not been five minutes in the Grand Hotel, Yokohama, when
a Guide to Yolwhama and Tuldo was presented to me. On look-

ing at it, I found that tho guide was got up by an enterprising

pholograplier in Yokohama. I soon had an opportunity of judging

of the quality of work turned out by him and by two or three other

professionals, most of them Japanese, and came to the conclusion that

it was at least up to the average of ICnglish landscape work. Nor is

this to be wondered at, for there is a vast choice of subjects here of a

most photographable nature, and the light is exquisite. It is an almost

universal practice to colour landscape photographs in Japan. In so

great disfavour is the colouring of prints on albumenised paper gener-

ally held at home, that it is very dillieult to overcome the strong

prejudice that one feels against the practice; but it must, on con-

sideration, be admitted that, in .lapiin, it is at least a much more
excusable practice than in England. Landscape photographs are

generally purchased here, by visitors, to take home to give tome idea
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of the country to their friends, and, ns a matter of fact, no idea—or,

rather, only half an idea—can be given if the element of colour b»

left out of the pictures. Colour is of importance enough at home
;

but it is of very much greater importance hero, where its vividness is

somctliinjj it is impossible to describe. Ks])ecially is this true of the

greens. The most gaudy colouring cannot show them aa more
brilliant than they are.

Tlien, again, the colouring of photographs has probably fallen into

disrepute rather because it has been badly done than because there

is anything essentially vicious in a painted photograph, and the

Japanese are well known to be most skilful in the use of colours.

In the Gallery of A. Farsari & Co. I had the pleasure of seeing

the native artists at work. They were to be seen busily engaged in a

large room, each artist in the position almost universally adopted by
a Japanese for his work, namely, squatting on a straw mat.

Straw mnt-s form almost the sole furniture of .Japanese rooms, either

for dwelling or for working. The men, women, and children squat

on them during the daytime, and sleep on them at night, and very

comfortable they are to sleep on ; but the squatting is a thing not

possible to the average European. A Japivue.-e kneels down, then

quietly lx;nding his knees sits on his feet, the toes being e-xtended

straiglit backwards. Let any of your readers try the attitude, and
report the result. The writer's attempts re.sulted in the most lament-

able failure. Of course a worker sitting as described requires a very

low table only ; indeed, his work-bench is more like a very low stool

than any other European article of furniture that I know of.

Earsari's artists were very slow and careful in their work. He
informed me that he was satisfied if each coloured two or three prints

in a day. This allows time enough for each print to be really well

coloured, and, indeed, I have seen no Ixdter work in the way of

coloured photographs anywhere than some of I""iir.-iari's productions.

There is, at least, one dealer in photographic requisites in Yokohama.
There is also, at least, one Japanese plate maker. I have not yet

been able to judge of the quality of the plates he turns out, but hope
soon to do so.

Chemicals are to be had at very moderate rates, and of guaranteed

purity. 1 mean actually guaranteed by the Government, which
allows no chemicals to be sold till they have been examined at the

Government laboratory, have proved to be of a high standard of

purity, and have been stamped with a Government stamp, indicating

that the examination has been made. This applies, at any rate, to all

chemicals that may be used as drugs, and, therefore, applies to most
of those used in photography, and otiiers also, I believe ; but of this

latter I am not certain. Tlie examination, I understand, is no
perfunctory affair, but is a very genuine one. Might not some
countries, whose people imagine that they are far more civilised than
the Japanese, take a hint in this matter P

Of the amateur element there seems to be scarcely anything in

Japan at present. Many amateurs have visited the country, and have
exposed plates in it ; but of residents there are, at present, so far as I

know, only some three or four, including myself, who practice

photography as an amusement.
At the College of Engineering, photography is more or less used

for scientific purposes, apparently the wet process only being worked.
The " blue process " is used for copying tracings.

It will soon be holiday time with me, and I intend, when it is, to

take a small camera with me right into the interior. I shall

endeavour to get to places where no "white man" has yet been;

although I am by no means confident of being able so to do, as there

are now but few such places left. At any rate, I am pretty sure to

meet with some things of interest enough to be worth communicating
to IJritish readers, and I may possibly be fortunate enough to get

some pictures which may be different enough from anything we have
at home to be worthy of reproduction. This, however, remains to be

seen. I intend to take with me only a camera, two lenses, and about
half a gross of plates. The mode of travelhng is by " jinrikisha," a

jinrikisha being a small two-wheeled carriage drawn by a man. The
hire for carriage and man is only some :is. (id. a-day in the country

;

of course the weight that can be carried is limited, although it is

extraordinary what burdens a good jinrikisha man can carry, at what
rates, and for how great a distance. On flat ground a good runner
will keep up a rate of eight to nine miles an liour for several hours,

and show scarcely any signs of distress at the end of that time.

^y. K. BuBTON.

ON EXPOSURE.
ExpOsriiE, it need scarcely be said, means the act of submitting a

sensitive ."surface to the action of the light sufliciently long to obtain a

developable image by accepted and ordinary methods. This is the broad

way of looking at it, for, at present, it i« an undecided point how
long it is ncces.«ary for light to act before this developable imago in

produced. More than one eminent scientist believes that the most

instantaneous impact of light under any circumstances (that is, strong

or weak light) is sufficient to produce that molecular condition that wo
discover to have taken place on development. In a communication I

received from Professor Hunt, he said his opinion was that the mere
momentary impact of liglit was sufHcient to produce the requisite

molecular alteration. It would therefore depend on the means used to

developo this latent image that would determine the quality of the

negative, under exposure being an obsolete term.

At the present time we unfortunately have to deal with many
under exposed films, according to our knowledge of development, and
although the image may probably ho there, we have no means of

making it available. A developer sufficiently potent has yet to Ijo

discovered, and till that time comes we can do little more than make
the best use of those we have. Therefore, in talking of sufficient ex-

posure, it must be understood to mean an exposure that can be

developed into a good printiny image, in contradistinction to an image

that may look pretty as a negative and interesting aa a chemical

effect, and that by means of developers in ordinary use, such as

alkaline pyro or ferrous oxalate. I believe most photographers look

to ammonia as the most effective alliali for this purpose, although by
some workers perfect results have been obtained with ferrous oxalate,

and with the most brief exposures.

Ilydrokinone, and other unusual developing agents, may for our

purposes be disi-egarded for the simple reason ferrous oxalate and
alkaline pyro are almost universally used. Much also depends on the

emukioni.sed plates, and in the present state of affairs these are very

variable, a somewhat loose style of estimating their rapidity being

adopted, the assumed standai-d of so many times quicker than wot
collodion being a popular style of description ; a wet collodion film

itself varies very much in rapidity, according to the manner of its

preparation. Thirty, forty, fifty, or sixty times more rapid than wit
collodion conveys but a very ambiguous idea of the rapidity of the

plates so labelled. The A\'arnerke sensitometer is, perhaps, the bert

available guide, and is, under certain conditions, a very useful and re-

liable instrument. The plates in many instances do not carry out the

legends of rapidity inscribi d on their wrapper, whatever means may
have been used to estimate them.

There are in existence many examples of what is termed instan-

taneous photography on wet collodion plates— street scenes with

moving figures sfiaqili/ depicted. It must he borne in mind street

scenes, in large towns and cities, are much more weakly lighted than

seaside views, and to render such sharply indicates a very sensitive

film. To judge by the recent attempts of street work with presumably

the quickest plates in the market, the assumed fifty or sixty times

rapidity is vei^ questionable indeed, With a wet collodion plate

years ago, the exposure of a portrait in a good light at the seaside

averaged about half a second, stops { or {, everything being in good

order and working at its best. With an acid bath and some samples

of collodion, five to ten seconds, and even longer with a similar light

and stop was not too much. So it will be seen that from any

point of view wet collodion can scarcely be used as a standard, unless

the time requiredfor the e.ijwsure 'if the collodion and the aperture of
lens used is stated. We will put it this way— an interior would be

properhj exposed in half an hour with wet collodion; now if there is

the slightest reliance to be placed on the statement that the dry plate

is sixty times faster, half a minute ought to be sullicient to produce a

similar well exposed ne'yative. I'or my own part I have never met

with a plate that would produce as good a negative aa that given

by the wet collodion in half an hour in less than fifteen or twenty

minutes. And I look on these statements of rapidity a-s most mis-

leading, not to say ridiculous. Some effect would no doubt be

produced by the short exposure, and the high lights might be indicated,

but something more than this is required for a good photograph. It

seems as if only in a brilliant light a gelatine plate works very much
more rapidly than a collodion one, but where there ai'e great contrasts,

as in interiors, the difference is not nearly so great ; in all nrobability

an exposure that would have no effect on a wet collodion plate woiUd

show the windows of an interior distinctly, but the dark portions would

not be rendered any better than on the wet plate, or, in other words,

they would not be impressed at all.

There is yet much to be learnt as to the behaviour of gelatine plates,

and the infinite variety of " makes " tends to comphcate matters. The

same emulsion formula \\\\\ give vai-tly different results dependent on

the manner of mixing, both in quality and rapidity, and tho_ test

standard for it varies greatly, as I have already pointed out. Under

these conditions uniformity of result cannot bo expected, nor can ex-

posures bo regulated with anything like certainty.
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No means should be neglected to obtain uniformity, both in making

the emulsion and developing. The first is, perhaps, out of the power

of most phutographers, who are dependent on commercial samples of

dry plates ; but the latter is more under their control, and a good

style of development well stuck to will be much more likely to produce

gootl results than the trial sometimes of one kind and sometimes of

another. The characteristics of dry plates necessarily vary, and

perhaps contrast with wet collodion and gelatine in the effects of pro-

longed exposure as much as anything.

The reversal of the image produced by excessive action of light is

very curious. With Avet plates it would simply produce dense fog,

but with gelatine a point is reached where, instead of fog and density,

the image gradually changes its character from a negative to a posi-

tive. Some plates are very much more prone to this than others, and

where the balance is very delicate the plates are usually very difficult

to manage, being apt to give an image deficient in pluck, or, in other

words, work thin. Another peculiaritv' in some gelatine films is that

—we will suppose a proper exposure effected, by continuing the

exposure instead of the image reversing as in the previous case—it

will continue to gain in intensity without getting any more detail,

the shadows remaining as clear as if only the correct exposure had
been given. Plates that give extra density in this manner are diflicult

to reduce by the ordinary means, hydrochloric acid and alum having

very little effect. There also seems to be a tendency to want of grada-

tion in all views that are very brightly lighted, say by full sunshine,

whether interior or open landscape. This hardness is very much
more pronounced in character than a similar effect produced on wet
collodion, owing, I think, to the superior printing qualities of the

shadows on wet collodion negatives to those of gelatine. Perhaps the

difference in the physical qualities of the film may account for it, one

being hard and thin and the other soft and thick. But whatever the

cause, the effect is very decided, the advantage certainly lying with the

wet plate, which will produce a softer and more delicate silver print.

It is a diflicult matter to accurately gauge the printing qualities of

a gelatine negative, but genei-alhj one that is not quite dear in the
shadows gives the best results in most cases, although it loolis worse
as a negative than a clear, bright one. A wet collodion negative was
usually condemned if there was not some little deposit or veiling over
the whole subject. The veil in collodion was much more easily pene-
trated by the light than apparently the same amount of veil in a
gelatine film, whicli in the case of gelatine will produce flatness in

lieu of softness—a fault that has probably influenced photographers
to sostronglyadvocate clear shadows in gelatine work, thus encourag-
ing the fault of want of atmosphere that a slight trace of veil

certainly gives, providing it has the proper character. It is necessary
to make this reservation, as the veils differ as much in character as
the plates and development ; but given the right sort of veil there is

no_ doubt of its usefulness. Very skilful photographers of artistic
ability like plates that give a little green fog on account of this
softening effect, but if the gelatine films were ideally perfect, the films
themselves being absolutely clear except where acted upon by light
and of the utmost sensitiveness, the image would be probably gradu-
ated, and the effect similar to a first-rate wet plate. This is the
standard we must work up to in both emulsions and development.
It is an accepted fact that an under exposed negative will not produce
as good a print as a correctly exposed one. There is invariably a want
of printing power in the detail of the shadows.
A fault very conspicuous in much dry plate work is that of want

of atmosphere. Aerial perspective was easily obtained by wet
collodion, and conferred upon negatives one of tlieir greatest charms,
for in_a good wet collodion negative there was no part that ought to
have it without printable detail ; clear glass, or its equivalent, was
only to be_ found in minute quantities in the very deepest shades.
Light passing through such a negative met with a certain amount of
resistance in all parts ; and when we notice how much effect is pro-
duced on sensitised albumen paper by anything, even by clear glass
interposing between the paper and the light, it can be easily con-
ceived why the old wet plate gave such a soft, rich image, and that
dry plates frequently fail to do so. The characteristic failing of dry
plates is either to be flat in the shadows or clear and destitute of
printing detail—merely another sort of flatness. Exaggerated density
in the most brightly lighted portions of a picture of either interior or
landscape is often experienced when the rest of the subject has had
apparently the right exposure. This is a very annoying defect, and
niOft difficult to deal with. It is to be hoped after a time the rela-
tion of exposure to development will be better understood, and we
shall gradually eliminate the faults that crop up unexpectedly and
give a vast amount of trouble.

These are but stray thoughts on the matter, as I feel myself far
from thoroughly acquainted with the mysteries of dry plates, and a

proper exposure and development is with me, perhaps, as much a

matter of guesswork as absolute and certain knowledge of cause and
effect, and it seems probable that until experience sets matters right

it will remain so. With regard to exposure tables—given an even,

good light of the same intensity for all subjects, sucli tables would

be exceedingly useful ; hut as we have to deal with light constantly

varying, even when it appears uniform, their usefulness can be but

limited, and the proper time of exposure, even without any other

complication in the form of plates and developers, must ever be a

matter of experience, until that happy time arrives when photography

will equal arithmetic in results worked according to rule.

Edward Dunmokb.

THE NEW OPTICAL GLASS AND ITS IMPORTANCE IN
PHOTOGRAPHY.

The reader has undoubtedly heard or read a descriptive notice of

the new German optical glass and its wonderful properties. Mora
than enough has been published, in various periodicals, by more or

less competent writers, of this certainly very important matter, with-

out giving the public a true understanding of the characteristic features

of this invention or discovery. It may, therefore, be welcome to all

who take an interest in the matter to learn a little more about it from

one who has been for half his lifetime engaged in the production of

articles and instruments for which the so-called optical glass serves as

a material.

Thanks to the progressive and industrious spirit of our age, there

are at present in general use a large variety of optica] instruments and

lenses, serving the most varied scientific, business, and private pur-

poses. Almost every one of them, from the large and costly astro-

nomical telescope down to the modest pocket spy-glass, are, in these

exacting times, required to be "achromatic"—which means "free

from colour." An achromatic glass frees the object, or, rather, the

image or picture of the same, from tlie disturbing prismatic or rainbow

colours with which the edges are fringed when seen through a simple

non-achromatic glass. Let us see how this is accomplished.

The magnifying, or reducing, or image or picture-producing lens

owes its peculiar attribute to the property possessed by the glass of

which it is constructed to change the direction of a ray of light, when
it enters the lens, in an oblique direction to the surface at which it

entered. This property is called " refractive power ;

" it varies not

only for different kinds of glass-that is, one glass will, under equal

conditions, refract the light to a greater angle than another—but it is

also in one and the same glass different for the different components

of the ordinary white Hght, and consequently a ray of white light,_if

refracted by passing a prismatic glass, will separate and disperse its

components, which then present themselves to our eye by their own
specific colour by which we recognise or distinguish each of them.

These colours are the well-known prismatic or rainbow colours, and

the power of the glass to separate these components or colours is

called " dispersive power." Flint glass has a much greater dispersive

power than crown glass. Its refractive power is also greater than

that of the latter, but the relative difference of the dispersive powers

of these two glasses is much greater than that of their refractive

powers. Therefore, if an ordinary crown-glass lens be combined with

a negative (reducing) flint-glass lens of just enough (negative) disper-

sive power to neutralise that of the crown-glass lens then its negative

refractive power will not be great enough to completely neutralise

that of the crown-glass lens, and consequently there will be a re-

mainder of refractive power forming a focus of greater length than

that of the crown glass alone without the flint glass. But, as the

prismatic colours by this combination are completely neutralised, the

remaining refraction is free from colour dispersion. This is an achro-

matic lens.

If a crown-glass prism, of such angular form as to have a great

refractive power, be placed at some distance before a white screen, so

that a beam of sunlight passing through the prism will be horizontally

dispersed to a widespread colour spectrum upon the screen, and if

right above or below this a flint-glass prism be placed which is of so

much smaller angle (because of the greater dispersive power of the

glass) that the spectrum produced by it appears to be just equal in

length to that of the crown glass ; if, then, by moving one or the

other prism, the spectra are so adjusted that one appears exactly

below the other, it will be presumed that all the corresponding colours

of the spectra coincide so peifectly as to make the whole appear like

a single spectrum of double width ; and such coincidence is, indeed,

highly desirable, because it is tlie condition of perfect achromatism.

But, unfortunately, such is not the case, for, while the total or general

length of the two spectra are so adjusted as to be equal, the correspond-

ing colours of the same cannot be made to be all in line at the same time

;
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for instance, some of tlie colours of the upper spectrum will appear a
little too far to the right, nnd others a liltlo too far to the left. There
is, indeed, a marked difference between the two spectra in the relative

widths of their corresponding colours, and tliis difference is so great

as to permit only two of the bands of colours to be in line at the same
time, tlius making the perfect coincidence of the spectra impossible.

For this reason it is easy to understand that the achromatism of a
lens, composed of such crown and flint glass, cannot bo perfect, but a

small remnant of all the colours but two will be visible, even with
the most favourable proportions in the combination of glasses. This
remnant of colour is called the "secondary spectrum."

As, therefore, owing to the described unfortunate fact, it is really

impossible to get, by means of the combination of crown and flint

gla3s,|morc than two of the spectral colours to coincide, or, in the case of

a lens, to unite to a common focus, the question now arises, which
two colours of the whole spectniin should be united to give the most
favourable results? This question is answered, theoretically, by cal-

culation, as well as by practical experience, thus: That the orange-red

and bluish-green which enclose the brightest and strongest visual

colour, the yellow, are the most favourable to be united to a common
focus, and, indeed, a lens corrected in this way produces a very brilliant

and colourless, or rather, colour-correct image of the object. This

mode of correction is therefore most generally adopted by opticians

and mathematicians in the calculations of their optical formula}.

But for photographic purposes an objective of this correction has

the fault that the strongest chemical or actinic colours, the indigo and
the violet, have a longer focus than the brightest visual colour, the

yellow, and, in consequence, if with such an objective the image of

an object is sharply focussed by the eye, the photographic picture

produced in the same plane will appear to be out of focus, and in

order to obtain the desired sharpness of the latter the lens must, after

focussing by the eye, bo drawn out to a certain—or rather uncertain

—point before making the exposure. To obviate this diiBculty, caused
by the difference of the visual and actinic foci, the mode of correction

must be changed in such a manner that the brightest visual, the

yellow, and the strongest " actinic " colour, the violet, are united to a

common focus. By this mode of correction the photographic picture

will come out sharp, when properly focussed by the eye, and the ob-
jective thus corrected can be said to be free from difference of the

visual and actinic foci.

From these explanations* it appears that the secondary spectrum
is the principal cau.=e of a number of defects in the correction of our
present achromatic lenses, and thatthis is especially so in reference to

the photographic objective. If the spectra of the two glasses used in the
construction of the objective were perfectly coincident then the latter,

if properly corrected, w-ould unite all the colours of the spectrum to a
common focus, and the secondary spectrum would be an unknown
phenomenon, and consequently not only the visual and actinic foci

would be perfectly identical, but also the whole amount of light passing
through the objective would form a common, sharp focus, and an
increased rapidity, aside from perfect sharpness of the picture, would
be the result. But, as has been stated before, the secondary spectrum
permits only two coloure to be united to a common focus, and although
the two colours most favourable to photography are selected, the rest

of the spectrum is not only lost for co-activity in the production of

the picture, but, because of its being more or less out of focus, is even
injurious to the same. Since the discovery of the secondary spectrum
as the cause of the remnant of colour noticed even in the most care-
fully corrected objectives, various attempts have been made from time
to time to produce two kinds of glass which would, besides the other
requirements of an achromatic lens, produce coincident spectra, or
nearly so—that is, nearer than the present crown and flint glasses do.
About twelve years ago the writer of this received intelligence that

an English firm had succeeded in producing crown and flint glass,

which, if used together for an achromatic lens, would leave no
secondary spectrum. Samples of this new glass were ordered, but the
order was never filled. Later on it was reported that one of the first

opticians of England had done his utmost to construct from this glass
a telescope objective of superior quality, but had failed in his

endeavour. And, furthermore, that it was exceedingly difficult to
obtain a perfect polish on the surfaces of lenses made of the new gla.ss,

which, therefore, had to bo regarded as a failure.

Some time ago Dr. Abb<5, Professor of Mathematics at the University
of Jena, Germany (who made himself famous as the scientific assistant
of Dr. Carl Zeiss, the optician of the same place, in the improvement
of the microscope), began experimenting to find some chemical com-
position to be used in the construction of crown and flint glass of such
superior (juality as to suit the advanced requirements of the present
achromatic objectives, and at the same time to have such proportion*

* See First Paper, published in the issue of June 22.—Ebiiob, Times,

of their prismatic spectra as to reduce, or, if possible, to eliminate the
secondary spectrum, lie was a.ssi.sted in his experiments by eminent
chemists, and thus, by the co-operotion of the mathematician, the
chemist, and the optician, a success was soon reached and announced
to the world. It was, however, admitted, at the same time, that con-
siderable work and experimenting on a more extensive scale would yet
bo required to carry tlie important problem to a final and complete
success, and the Oerman Government generously appropriated the
sum of ten thousand dollars to secure the great work as a benefit to

the world. Thus patronised, the new Jena works for the production
of optical glass at last offered to all opticians their new productions,
furnishing full descriptions and a scientifically valuable table of their

various glasses, from which in exact figures all their special optical

properties and relations to each other can be learned. Thus the
optician was enabled to select from the list just what was needed or
preferred for his special work. The writer has since that time had
sufficient experience with the new glass to feel competent to give a
correct and reliable report regarding the value of the product as a
superior material for the construction of optical instruments in general,

and for photographic objectives specially.

The new glass does not completely remove or neutralise the secondary
spectrum, and, indeed, the makers themselves do not claim this for it;

but it unites three colours of the spectrum exactly to a common focus
and brings the rest so near to this focus that only with great difficulty

the trained eye can detect a very faint " tertiary spectrum." To one
who has for many years treated optical gla.ss in earnest endeavour to

get the best possible achromatic lenses out of it an objective made of
the new glass and carefully corrected, appears as a great phenomenon
—a missing of something to wliich he had been so long accustomed
that its presence seemed a natural necessity—a condition of the achro-
matism of a lens.

The great value of the new glass to photography could hardly have
been given a more severe test than was done recently by means of a

compound objective of three-quarter-inch equivalent focus, which was
constructed of the new glass by the writer for the microscope only,

without special regard to photographic pui-poses. It was, however,
afterward tested photographically by Mr. George W. Rafter, of

Kochester, N.Y., an authority in photo-micrography. The negative
was taken at a distance of seven and a half feet from the objective,

thus giving a magnification of 110 diameters.

By a close comparison the image on the ground plate could not be
detected to be different in the slightest degree from that reproduced
in the negative, showing conclusively that there was not the slightest

difference of visual and actinic foci. According to Mr. Rafter's own
statement, the lens is in fact a remarkably fine photographic objective,

although not expressly made for that purpose. The new glass has a
very clear and brilliant appearance, the crown glass being entirely free

from the slightest trace of colour, and the flint glass being but very
slightly tinted, is at least equal to the best in that respect. The
prices of the new glasses, both flint and crowns, are high, being nearly

eight times that of ordinary optical glass. Eknst Gcndlach.—Photographic Times.

CONTROLLING THE TONES OF PHOTOGRAPHS
BY DEVELOPERS.

The following fonnulse are for use with gelatino-chloride paper or

plates. The quantities are in each case calculated for one ounce,

three parts of each of the following solutions being employed and
added to one part of solution of protosulphate of iron ; strength, 140
grains to the ounce.

Slaty Blue.

1.—One part of the above solution to three parts of a solution of

citrate of ammonia.
Greenish Brown.

2.~Citiic acid 180 grains.

Carbonate of ammonia 60 „

3.—Citrate of ammonia 250 grains.

CIdoride of sodium 2 „

4.—Citrate of ammonia 250 grains.

Chloride of sodium 4 „

Seitia-Broien.

6.—Citrate of ammonia 250 griins-

Chloride of sodium 8 „

Clear Red-Brovm,
C—Citric acid 120 grains.

Carbonate of magnesia 76 „
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Warm Gny-Brown.
7.—Citric acid 120 grains.

Carbonate of soda 205 „

Deep Rcd-Brmon.
8.—Citric acid 120 grains.

Carbonate of potasli 117 »

Green-Blue.

9.—Citric acid 90 gi-ains.

Carbonate of soda 154 „

Citrate of potasli 24 „
Oxalate of potash 6 „

Sqna-Iied,

10. -Citric acid 80 grains.

Carbonate of soda 135 »
Citrate of potash 12 „
Oxalate of potash i' „

11.—Citric acid 108 grains.

Carbonate of magnesia f8 „
Carbonate of potash 12 „
Oxalate of potash 3 „

Sepia-Yelloio.

12.—Citric acid 40 grains.

Carbonate of magnesia 2o „
Citrate of ammonia 106 „

13.—Citric acid 120 grains.

Carbonate of magnesia 72 „
Carbonate of ammonia 72 „
Chloride of sodium 8 „

Blue-BlacJc.

] 4.—Citric acid 120 grains.

Carbonate of ammonia 70 „

Carbonate of magnesia 1.5 „

15.—Citric acid 120 grains.

Carbonate of magnesia 38 „

Carbonate of ammonia 44 „

10. Citric acid 00 grains.

Carbonate of magnesia 57 „
Citrate of potash 54 „
Oxalate of potash 18 „

17i—Citric acid 72 grains.

Carbonate of magnesia 45 „
Citrate of potash 54 „
Oxalate of potash 18 „

18.—Citric acid 60 grains.

Carbonate of magnesia 38 „
Citrate of potash 68 „
Oxalate of potash 22 „

A more Intense Blue-Black.

10.—Citiic acid 30 grains.

Carbonate of magnesia 18 „
Citrate of potash 100 „
Oxalate of potash 33 „

A Clearer Blue.

20.—Citrate of potash 136 grains.
Oxalate of potash 44 „

In the riiotographic Exhibition at Florence, the firm of Corvan*
places on view a frame containing twenty proofs produced by the
foregoing twenty formula;, in such a way that the observer can com-
pare the value of each tone and select that which pleases him best.—Le Monitmr de la I'hotoyraphie.

IMAGE TEANSFEEEENCE.
By the term Image Transferrence, I propose to denote certain effects
produced ou sensitive films, effects curious in themselves, and of interest
in connection with the subjects of papers which haTe appeared in the
May and June numbers of this Journal.

_
In those investigations it was shown to be possible to take a film of a

silver haloid—chloride, bromide, or iodide—and after making marks
upon it with sodium hypophosphite to obtain a development of these
marks, precisely as if they had been impressed by light, but quite in-

* Docs this mean Mr. A. Cowan 'i—Translator.

dependently of any exposure to light. I now propose to show that it is

possible to develope on a film of silver haloid a complete image—a print

from a negative, for example, without either exposing the silver haloid to

light, or to the action of hypophosphite, or subjecting it to any treatment
whatever, between the moment of its formation and that of its develop-

ment. The film of silver haloid comes into existence with the image
already impressed upon it. For this purpose almost any silver salt is

selected ; citrate, benzoate, tartrate, pyrophosphate, etc., answer per-

fectly. (Some silver salts, the phosphate especially, undergo a slight

reduction spontaneously in the dark ; these are less suitable.) A film of

the silver salt selected is formed on paper by the ordinary methods, and
this is exposed under the negative to a few seconds of sunshine.
The next step is to convert this film into one of silver chloride or

bromide by plunging it for a few minutes into dilute acid. Ordinary
hydrochloric acid may be diluted with six times, commercial hydro-
bromic with two or three times, its bulk of water ; the exact strength is

unimportant. After a short immersion, the acid is to be washed out,

and it only remains to put the film, now consisting of silver lialoid, into

a ferro-oxalate developer, when the image appears at once. The chloride

or bromide of silver, into which the salts above mentioned are rapidly

converted by the halogen acid, comes into existence with the image
already impressed on it at the instant of its formation. So that although
the substance which received the image is completely broken up and
destroyed, the image is not, but is transferred in all its details to the

new film of silver haloid.

It is therefore evident that the action of light on all silver salts that

can thus transfer an image must be similar in all its essentials to the
action of light on the silver haloids. An important conclusion follows,

that all such silver salts must be capable of forming subsalts, else the

image could not be transferred. In the case of most silver salts the

existence of such subsalts has not before been recognised or even sus-

pected; indeed, if I am not mistaken, the existence of such a subsalt of

silver phosphate has been expressly denied. But the image formed by
light on silver phosphate can be transferred, therefore subphosphate
must exist.

These results have also a very direct bearing on the subject of one of

my papers in the last number of this Journal. I there endeavoured to

show that the photosalts of silver as obtained by purely chemical means
are identical with the products of the iiction of light on the silver haloids,

both with the material of the latent image and with the visible product
of the continued action of light, or rather with the most characteristic

constituent of that product. As respects this latter identity, I sliowed

that although the brightly-coloured photochloride could not be obtained

by the direct action of light on silver chloride, it could readily be formed
indirectly by acting with light on other salts of silver, and treating the

product with H CI. It might be argued that in this proof one link was
wanting, namely, proof that the photochloride obtained by the action of

H CI on silver salts other than chloride exposed to light was of the same
nature as that obtained by the action of light directly on silver chloride.

The results above described supply that link, if it was needed, and show
that the photochloride obtained by the action of H 01 on silver salts,

other than the chloride exposed to light, has the same capacity for

development as has the material of the latent image obtained on ordinary

silver chloride.

But this proof itself may be thought liable to an objection. It may be

said that as an image was certainly impressed upon the original film, it

is not completely proved that the halogen acid had anything to do with

the ultimate production of a developed image. The objection would not

be well taken, and the experiment may be varied to two ways, either of

which eliminates it.

Most silver salts are soluble in nitric acid. After applying the halogen
acid, it may be washed off, and the paper may be placed in nitric acid

until every trace of the original salt (supposing that any escaped the

action of the H CI or H Br) is removed, and until it is absolutely certain

that nothing is left in the film but the silver haloid. When this is done,

the development, so far from being impeded, is rendered only the

stronger and brighter. Certainly, therefore, the silver haloid is the

essential base of the development.

Another very decisive experiment may be made in this way. Paper
prepared with tartrate, oxalate, or almost any other salt of silver, is to

be exposed for a minute or thereabouts to a strong light (not under a

negative). It is then taken into a dark room, and marks are made upon
it either with a glass rod or a camel-hair pencil dipped in dilute hydro-

chloric or hydrobromic acid. After letting the acid act for five or ten

minutes, it is to be washed off, the paper plunged into nitric acid, and
after again washing it can bo placed in a developing solution, when the

marks made will appear black on a white groimd. This mode of operating

gives a very convincing result. Tlie nitric acid treatment may be omitted,

but when this is done the number of salts that can be used is more
limited. The four salts first above mentioned give good results, even

without the nitric treatment, but some silver salts undergo a spontaneous

change in the dark by keeping a short time, such that when they are

placed in a developing solution (without exposure to light) they may
blacken instantly all over. Silver tartrate is one of the best salts to

operate with, though pyrophosphate, citrate, oxalate, and some others do

almost equally well. Sulphate, antimonio-tartrate, phosphate, nitrite, and
arsenite, do not give good results, except with the nitric acid treatment.
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With a salt like tartrate or oxalate the experiment is very striking.

The paper imbued with it is exposed to light over its whole surface, it is

then taken to the dark room, and simply marked with dilute H CI or

H Urand washed. Thrown into a developer, all the marks of the halogen
acid quickly blacken, proving, first, that the effect of light is transferred

from the one salt to the other ; second, that the effect as transferred to

the chloride or bromide is far more susceptible of development than it

was in the original salt. It seems a not unreasonable explanation of this

last mentioned fact that the greater sensitiveness of the haloid com-
pounds may depend on their power to combine with their own subsalts,

so that the reduction may commence with the subsalt, and quickly extend
from it to the portion of normal salt with which it is combined ; that, on
the other hand, other silver salts may not share this power of uniting

with their subsalts, and are consequently more slowly and imperfectly

attacked by the developing solution. This explanation may or may not

bo correct, but seems not improbable.

A curious fact incidentally presented itself in the course of this

investigation : that when paper prepared with silver salts, other than the

haloids, was exposed to light, and then marked with H CI, the effect of a

short exposure, so far as development was concerned, was as great as

that of a long one. A piece of paper was prepared with a given salt by
non-actinic light. It was then placed between the leaves of a closed

book with one end projecting. The book was then placed in the light

(very faint sunshine), and the prepared paper was gradually drawn out so

that different portions received progressive exposures from four hundred
seconds down to three seconds. A number of marks were made with H CI

diluted, parallel to the end of the paper, so that to each mark corresponded

a different exposure from three seconds to four hundred seconds. The
papers were then placed in nitric acid, washed and developed. These
pieces are before me as I write, and it is impossible to say by the appear-

ances which portion received the three seconds, which the four hundred.

The marks are equal in strength on each paper from one end to the

other. The salts used were: Silver benzoate, tungstate, phosphate,

pyrophosphate, and tartrate. The short exposure gave a sufficient basis

for development, the longer effected nothing more.
The object of this series of papers has been to offer a new explanation

of the nature of the latent photographic image, and to show that it

consists neither of the normal silver haloid physically modified nor of a
subsalt, but of a combination of normal salt and subsalt. That the sub-

salt loses in this way its weak resistance to reagents, and acquires

stability, thus corresponding to the great stability of the latent image,
which, though a reduction product, shows considerable resistance to even
so powerful an oxidiser as nitric acid.

Further, that this combination of normal salt and subsalt, which con-

stitutes the material of the latent image, can be obtained by chemical
means, and wholly without the aid of light. That the forms of these

photosalts, as I have ventured to name them, which correspond to the

material of the latent image, are either colourless or nearly so, but that

other forms, possessing beautiful and often intense colouration, also exist.

With the chloride some of these brightly coloured forms show a ready
tendency to reproduce colour, in some cases with well marked and
beautiful tints. So that we have here an approach to the solution of the

problem of obtaining images of objects in their natural colours from a

quite new direction, and probably with better hopes of an eventual

complete success than by any of the older methods.—The American Journal of Science. M. Cabey Lea.

BLEACHING BROMIDE FEINTS.

[American Couvcntion.]

pREPABiNo sketches in lines with black ink for photo - engraving

purposes is now so general that it has seemed to me there is a need, if

possible, of using bromide paper as an aid to the artist for this purpose,

since it would save time and be more convenient. It is well known that

if an untoned silver print be inked over in lines, the photographic image
may readily be bleached out by pouring on the surface a solution of

bichloride of mercury and alcohol, or the print may be floated thereon.

To obtain the best effects by the photo - engraving process it is

required that the original sketches be of large size; hence, when a

picture is to be reproduced, it is necessary first to make a small negative,

then a positive by contact, and thirdly, from that, to produce an enlarged

negative, from which the silver print is made, over which the artist

sketches. It occurred to me here was an unnecessary amount of time lost,

provided we could utilise the bromide paper, for upon that we might
enlarge directly from the original negative to any desired size; then, by

sketching over with ink, our object would be attained. But the difficulty

that presented itself was the simplest and best way to bleach out the

photographic image on the bromide paper, so as to leave a white back-

ground between the ink lines.

In looking over several books on photography, I was unable to find a
definite formula for this purpose, but recently I read that a picture on
bromide paper was made to entirely disappear by the use of ferric chloride.

Acting on this suggestion, I submitted a bromide print, after fixing

and washing, to the action of a very strong solution of ferric chloride

for many hours, with the result of bleaching it out until it attained

a sandy brown colour. Beyond tliia the solution had no farther bleaching
jiower. Using a solution of bichloride of mercury on another print I
was able to whiten it, but the shadows were of too pronoanced a brownish
yellow colour to render it of any use.

Kecently I have tried a series of experiments wliich may be of some
interest, as showing by what simple means successful results may some-
times be obtained. I first made an 8 x 10 under-timed bromide print,

and before fixing it in hypo cut it into four parts. Two of the parts I

fixed in a mixed hypo and alum bath. The other parts I left unfixed.
Knowing that a weak solution of ferrid-cyanide of jratassiom (commonly
termed red prussiate of potash) in hyposulphite of soda was the standard
solution advised for reducing negatives, I inferred that if it was made
strong enough it might act as a good bleaching agent by reducing away
the picture. Accordingly, I prepared the following solution :

—

Water 6 ounces.
Hyposulphite of soda 480 grains.
Ferrid-cyanide of potassium 240 „

Dissolving each in the order named. The solution presented a dark
green colour and kept clear for about an hour, after which it became
muddy.
Laying one of the unfixed portions of the bromide print upon a plate ol

glass I poured over it the above solution ; rapidly and in about a minute all

traces of the picture at once disappeared. After washing, looking at it by
white light, it was, as I surmised it might be, quite yellow. The next
question was to dissolve out the extra silver unacted on by light and
whiten it. So I immersed it in the hypo and alum bath ; but this had the
reverse effect, for by decomposing the ferrid-cyanide the paper rapidly
changed to a t)eautiful Prussian blue colour. When the print was dried I

afterwards endeavoured to eliminate the blue by immersing in a weak
solution of carbonate of soda, but without success. I then subjected the
fixed portion of the print to the same solution for three-quarters of an
hour, but was unable to reduce away the picture sufficiently. The result

of this experiment shows that an unfixed bromide image may be im-
mediately bleached out with the same solution, leaving a yellow colour on
the surface of the paper.

I next made a solution of bromide of copper as follows :
—

Bromide of copper solution J ounce.
Water 3 ounces.

I then submitted an unfixed portion of the bromide print to its action.

In the course of three or four minutes the image was transformed to a
very light yeUow sandy colour. At this stage I dipped my finger in the
hypo solution, then touched one corner of the print, :xnd noticed all trace

of the picture to disappear at that point very quickly. I then inferred a
mixture of hypo with the bromide of copper would effect the same result.

In this I was not disappointed, and found the following solution would
effectually and easily bleach out either an unfixed or fixed bromide print

in about five minutes' time. Continual movement of the solution over the
surface materially helped the bleaching action ;

—

Bromide of copper solution ^ ounce.
Hyposulphite of soda 100 grains.

Alcohol 1 ounce.
Water 2 ounces.

The alcohol is added to prevent the ink from spreading.
I purchased the bromide of copper solution already prepared, but it is

very easily made. The following is the usual formula. Make two
solutions as follows ;

—

Bromide of potassium 120 grains.

Water 4 ounces.

Sulphate of copper 120 grains.

Water 4 ounces.

Mix the two and we have a bluish bromide of copper solution.

A final experiment was the immersion of a bromide print for long
intervals in two successive baths of boiling water.
To my surprise, though the test was severe, no dissolving action took

place. By running the finger over the surface of the print, the soft

gelatine could be felt, but the picture appeared to be imbedded in the
texture of the paper and did not disappear.
With tliis paper I submit the specimen sheets or pieces of paper

treated in the different ways described for examination. The experiments
were made upon Eastman's A paper, developed with ferrous oxalate.

In respect to the finished polished print here submitted, my experience
is that one of the best and easiest ways to secure a high polish is to

employ what is known as hand-polished vulcanised rubber sheets, or
specially prepared ferrotype plates, and also a paper coated with rather

more than the usual amount of gelatine. Too little gelatine will give

the surface of the print a mottled, half-finished appearance, particularly

when obsen-ed by reflected light. In warm weather the prints will not
readily strip from the rubber sheets, unless they are tixe<l in a combined
hypo and alum bath. Before squeegeeing on to the rubber, the surface

of the print should be rubbed over with the fingers under water in the
tray, to take off any of the milky sediment settling upon it while fixing.

If this precaution is not observed, the print, when stripped, will present a
mottled, mealy appearance.
A veiy simple squeegee is a thick rubber tube about one inch in internal

diameter, drawn over a round stick, made somewhat longer than the tube.
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The print is laid face downwards on the rubber, the surplus water on the

back being taken off with blotting paper, the roller squeegee is then rolled

over the print, pressing out all air-bells, besides bringing the print in uni-

form contact with the rubber. When dry, it is readily pulled oijf from

the rubber, having a fine polish. No talc or oil is necessary. I have

used these rubber sheets for nearly two years with perfect success, and do

not notice that the surface becomes dimmed. For giving a high pohsh to

unmounted silver prints the polished rubber is unequalled. Simply squeegee

the albumen prints while wet on to the rubber the same as the bromides.

In conclusion, I may add that many of our valuable processes are

founded on simple experiments carefully carried out ; if, then, all

those photographers who have the time and inclination would study

and experiment, note the results, and freely impart the same to others,

how much richer in useful and practical information the entire fraternity

would become. I trust scientific experimentalists in photography will

become more numerous in future years, especially in this country, and
that a spirit of intercommunication of ideas and the exchange of the

results of practical manipulation, will oven'ide all feelings of hesitation,

competition, and jealousy. F. C. Beach.

EAPID PHOTOGRAPHY.
A German photogi-apher, Herr Ottomar Anschiitz, of Lissa, is at present

exhibiting in Berlin a new apparatus, constructed to the order of the
Prussian War Minister, by means of which he is able to reproduce on a
screen pictures of moving objects. The art of photographing moving
objects in successive positions is not new, but Herr Anschiitz has brought
it to a state of perfection not hitherto attained. One of the earliest

workers in this direction was the painter Lugardon, of Geneva, who
succeeded in photographing sea-gulls ; and later, the French savant,

M. Marey, constructed his photograpliic rifle, by which it was possible

to take in rapid succession twelve impressions of a bird at which the
rifle was aimed while on the wing. By releasing the trigger twelve plates
were in succession exposed for a fraction of a second, and thus photographs
of twelve successive positions of the bird were obtained. But in all these
attempts the time required to obtain an impression on the sensitised
plates was comparatively long, the average being about one-hundredth
part of a second, whereas Herr Anschiitz has succeeded in preparing
plates BO sensitive that an exposure of one-five-thousandth of a second
is sufficient. The experiments connected with these improvements were
begun in 1882, and were carried out by Herr Anschiitz with a large
number of animals kept in a small zoological garden attached to his
photographic establishment. He began by photographing troops whilst
performing evolutions, and large masses of people assembled on occasions
of historic importance

;
progressing then to the photography of animals,

such as pigeons, storks, horses, wolves, and stags. In all, 1300 of these
photographs have been taken by him up to the present.
By order of the Prussian War Minister, photographs were also taken at

the military riding school in Hanover, the pictures produced being found
of great value in equestrian instruction. The apparatus used contained
twenty-four lenses, with exceedingly rapid exposure, so that the leap of a
horse could be subdivided into twenty-four positions, the apparatus being
perfectly automatic, and so rapid in action that all the twenty-four im-
pressions were, in certain cases, received in -72 of a second.
So far, the work above described has only reference to the subdivision

of motion into component positions ; but Herr Anschiitz has also suc-
ceeded in constructing an apparatus by means of which he is able to
again combine the pictures obtained in rapid photography and reproduce
them on a screen, so as to show a large audience the actual motion of the
object which was photographed. In principle, the apparatus is similar to
he well-known optical toy, where a series of pictures rapidly revolving
produces the illusion of actual movement, but the details of the appliance
have been greatly improved.
The rapidity with which the pictures must be taken necessitates the

employment of a small lens, and hence the photographs are very small,
generally only seven-sixteenths of an inch in length and breadth. These
are enlarged to one and three-quarter inch, and transferred to thin glass
plates. The twenty-four transparent pictures thus obtained are mounted
upon an iron disc containing twenty-four windows near its circumference
for their reception, and this disc is rapidly revolved before a Geissler tube
bent into a spiral. Four Bunsen elements and a large induction coil
supply the necessary high-tension current to render the tube luminous
Between the disc and the Geissler tube is placed a ground-glass shade, in
order to tone down the light, and the beam is thrown through an aperture
upon a large screen, so as to render the picture of the object photographed
on the glass plates visible to a large audience. The disc is revolved at a
speetl corresponding to that during which the twenty-four photographs
were taken. In the case of the horse above referred to, this speed would
be about eighty-five revolutions per minute. The usual make and break
of the mduction coil is replaced by a make and break arrangement worked
from the spindle on when the disc is mounted, and the contacts are so
arranged that the primary circuit is broken at the moment when a
picture comes opposite the Geissler tube, and again established during the
intervening time In this way only one very brilhant induction spark
passes through the Geissler tube at the moment the primary circuit is
broken, and as the reproduction of the picture on the screen lasts only an

infinitesimal fraction of a second, it is exceedingly sharp. Since the

successive pictures pass at the rate of thirty-three per second, the im-

pression upon the observer is, however, practically continuous, and forms

a faithful reproduction of the actual object as seen in motion.
—Industries.

ENAMELLING PHOTOGRAPHS AND OTHER PRINTS.
" My invention," says Joseph P. Phelps, of Muscatine, Iowa, in his specifi-

cation, " relates to the transparent covering of photographs or other prints

so as to secure a permanent glossy appearance, and also to securing

required colour or tone of the picture after it is made, and it consists

in the preparation, combination, and application of the ingredients

hereinafter named and described, so as to produce the desired results with

certainty and expedition.
" To enable others skilled in the art to make and use my invention, I

proceed to explain the method of preparing and applying the different

elements.
" I mount the prints to be enamelled on wet cardboard with common

paste. I then prepare my emulsion in the following manner :—Glutina

alba (or white glue), three ounces ; soft water, eight ounces ; half the

white of one egg ;
glycerine, ten drops ; French chalk, three grains. Put

this mixture over a fire until thoroughly dissolved. Then take a French
plate glass, or any finely polished glass, about two inches smaller than
the cardboard the prints are mounted on (but large enough to cover the

prints), which has been previously coated with the following solution ;

—

Ether, one ounce; alcohol, one ounce; gun cotton, six grains; French
chalk, one grain. I use to tint this last above solution any colour, so as

to produce any desired tone on enamelled pictures, a drop at a time of

the following preparation of ' fuchsine,' of any colour desired, mixed :

—

Fuchsine, one quarter ounce ; alcohol, four ounces. Now lay this glass,

coated side up, upon a block or raised surface inside of a tray made to

catch the emulsion which runs off of the plate. After filtering the emulsion

through a porous cloth into a pouring vessel of some kind, I pour a suffi-

cient quantity across one end of the glass to cover the picture when
squeezed over it. I then take the mounted print, clamp one end by
a spring attached to the same block or platform that holds the glass,

arranged so that the picture to be enamelled and glass with the coating

of (No. 2) solution are exactly on a level. I now take a roller covered with

thin rubber, or any material that will give slightly, and witli one sweep
roll the picture down on to the glass. I then lay the glass with picture on
face down to dry. When thorouglily dry, run the edge of a knife between

the edge of the glass and the picture, and the print will snap from the

glass elegantly enamelled.
" What I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is :^1. An

emulsion for photographs and other prints, consisting of glutina alba,

soft water, albumen, glycerine, and French chalk, in about to proportions

set forth. 2. An enamelling and tinting or toning composition, con-

sisting of ether, alcohol, gun cotton, French chalk, and fuchsine, in about

the proportions set forth. 3. The herein-described method of enamelling

photographs of other prints, consisting in placing the enamelling

emulsion in a line across a smooth surface, then clamping one end of

the photograph or print, face down, to the surface over or back of the

body of emulsion , and rolling the print upon the surface by means of a

roller, substantially as set forth. In testimony whereof I aiTix my signa-

ture in presence of two witnesses."

MntixtQ^ of SoctetteiSf*

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOK NEXT WEEK.

Date ol Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

August 23 Great Britain (Technical) Sa, Pall Mall East.

„ 23

„ 24 Auderton's Hotel, Floet-street,E.C.

„ 25 Liverpool Amateur
Oldham

Royal Institution, Colquilt-street,

„ 25 The Lyceum, Oldham.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.„ 25

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
Last Thursday night, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above Association,

held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, Loniton, Mr. A. Haddoii presided.

Mr. Buchanan Wollaston exhibited prints of negatives taken during the

excursions of the Convention in Scotland. He also exhibited excellent instan-

taneous views of Dover Harbour, including .some iiliotographs of tlie "Calais-

Douvres" and of other Channel-pa.s.sage boats under steam. One of the Scotch

views taken on board a steamboat contained a good likeness of Mr. Smitli, the

Hon. Secretary to the North London Photographic Society, while Mr. Smith
was ill mid air, taking a leapfrog .jnnip over somebody else on deck. The
exhibitor said that the diaiiliraginatic sliutter was used. He sliould be happy
to take platinotype prints from some of the negatives and to present the prints

to the Association. Could anyone recommeud a good finder ? He had tried

several but was not altogether satisfied with the action of any of them.
The Hon. Secretary said that McKellen's was useful.

Mr. J. B. Si'URGi: recominended a biconcave lens.

Mr. A. Cowan added that a biconcave lens fitted on the middle of the top of
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the front of the camera was good ; a piece of brass with eyehole should be on

the Iwok of the camera, and the lens should have cross lines ruled on it.

Everj-thing necessary oouhl he seen in the lens, even in sunshine, without any

focussing cloth or screen over the arrangement.

Mr. A. L. Henderson said that a sixpenny Galilean telescope could be

bought and the lens taken out for the purpose. „„..„,
jfr. W. H. H.VRKISON called attention to n hue print iii the Jlulletm l>elge

from one of tlie Briis.sels prize negatives of M. Georges Wilmotte, a Liege

amateur ; it had been printed iihototype fashion by Hcrr. F. Bnickmann, of

Munich, who was said Viy Mr. Leon Vidal to be one of the most expert men m
Europe at that cla.ss of work.

Several members remarked that the women in the picture were represented

at work left-handed ; the sides of tlie photograph had apparently been reversed

Mr. William England exhibited a photograph of Mr. Whiteley's establish-

raout, tiken a few days before it was burnt down. He also exhibited some

views he had taken at Pangboimie wliile out with an excursion of the Camera

Club-
. V , , »

Mr. A. P. Higgins exhibited some pinhole photographs.

Mr. W. E. Debknham said that some very decent pinhole photographs had

recently been imblishcd in La Nature, of Paris.

The Ch.ur.man remarked that spectacle lenses would, when stopped down

judiciously, give photographs nearly as good as those obtainable with doublets.

Mr. Haukison asked if good lantern pictures could be obtained from paper

negatives.

Sir. J. B. B. Wellington had never seen one so taken which was good.

Mr. f! a. Bridge had seen six very good ones taken by Mr. England upon

Eastman's paper, not stripping films ; the negatives were about half-plate size.

Mr. W. M. Ashman said that the pictures just mentioned bore projection

upon a twenty feet disc.

Mr. England remarked that their grain showed a little on the screen, but

not offensively.

Tlie Hon. Secuetary said that telegrams of congratulation had been sent

from that Association and from the Convention to the American Photographic

Convention sitting at Chici^o.
*

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The orxlinary meeting of the above was held in the Free Public Liljrary on

Thursday evening, the Uth instant,—Tlie President, Mr. J. A. Forrest, lu the

chair.

Owing to the liot weather and a number of members being on their holidays,

the attendance was but small.

Tlie Secretary exhibited a number of Muybridge's latest specimens of

instantaneous photographv, kindly lent for the occasion by Mr. J. J.

Atkinson, of Mancliester-"street, Liveqiool, which excited great interest,

representing horses taken at racing speed, male and female figures, draped

anil nnde, running, walking, jumping, &c. The action of the limbs as show-n

by the photograjihs quite upsets one's preconceived ideas of how they should

be placed, and they are therefore of especial value to artists endowed with

sufflcient courage to depart from the conventional mode of depicting animals

and figures in motion. Each plate had from twenty-four to thirty-six repre-

sentations of the same figure, reudering it a simple matter to follow out the

complete action of the limbs in running, jumping, &c., as the case might be
;

this is especially so when observed through the zoetrope, the figures and

animals having then all the reality of life. Some thirty-six cameras are

necessary to make a complete series—that is twelve of each of the three positions

depicted, namely, front, back, ami side views. The exposures are stated to

have been the one-eight-hundredth part of a second, yet, rapid as tliis is, a

wonderful amount of detail had been secured, speaking well for the actinism

of the light in America, the same in England probably only giving a silhouette

of the subject. To avoid vibration, the shutters are said to be quite detached

from the cameras, and are fired by the object breaking fine threads across its

path. Those interested in instantaneous work will shortly have an opportunity

of hearing all about it in exknso, Mr. Muybridge being shortly expected in

England.
The new Secret or Buttonhole Camera was also exhibited, and a devel-jped

plate with the six views it is capable of takintr without being changed. They
showed good definition, and nipiiUy moving objects were quite sharp. As was

pointed out, there Ijeiiig no swing-back an-angement, the camera requires to be

held quite perpendicular, or the lines of buildings, &c., will not be rectilinear.

The conundrum of how this was to be remedied by an operator witli an

abnormal cori>oratioii was left unsolved, as was also the one of how to secure a

developer wliieh would exactly suit each exposure of the six on the plate.

Mr. E. Newall exhibited some interiors of a theatre by Messrs. Banks,

Manchester, taken by the ordinary footlights and those at the wings. Tliey

showed good definition all over, and one, an imitation of a Turkish street

scene, was most natural.

A member seeking the solution of a knotty point from the Chairman, gave

rise to the ailvisability of having a question Ixix ; it was felt that novices might

not always like a betrayal of their ignorance before the Society ; and, on the

proposal'of the Secretary, it was agreed to that one be provided, and in future

be on the table for the use of members, who are invited to use it freely, much
information being often derived from discussing the failures of others.

The Pbesident showed a number of views he had taken at Ingleton and
Vryny ; the latter is the place where the Liverpool Corporation are, at immense
cost, making tlicir waterworks whicli are to supply the city. He stated that

it was proposed to make a selection from these ami others, with the object of

having them Ijoniid with a i>rlci3 sketch of the place aud woiks, the whole
forming an interesting souvenir for those interested in the place.

CARDIFF AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary monthly meeting of the above Society was held on the 12tli

instant,—Tlie President, Mr. S. W. Allen, in the chair.

The members were deeply interested in a demonstration given by Mr, H. J.
ord, of the Camera Club, on the Eastman Stripping Film.

He said i—For the development of these films I find the soda and potash
developer to bo the best, though 1 liave seen some negatives developed with
ammonia as goo<l as the be«t rleveloiwd with soda. The formula which I find

best is the one recommended by Mr. Wollastou at the Conveution held laat

month at Glasgow, namely ;

—

No. 1.

Sodic sulphite 8 onncea.
Hot distilled water 40 „

When cold render slightly acid with citric acid, add one ounoe of pyro, and
filter.

No. 2.

Sodic carbonate (washing soda) pure 3 ounces.
Potash carbonate, pure l ounce.
Water 40 ounces.

Mix equal parts of 1 and 2 for normal exposures. The development mus
be carried beyond the density usual for gla.ss plates, as you must remember
that the paper, which is only translucent, is afterwards removed. While these
are fixing and washing I shall first prepare the glass on which they are to be
placed, and then give you a resmni of the process. The pa]>er is first coated
with a layer of .soluble gelatine, that is, just ordinary gelatine, and when that
is dry it is coated on the top of this gelatine witli the emulsion, which is highly
chromatised, that is, rendered insoluble by aid of a chromium salt After
development, while the negatives are washing, and they need little washing
before stripping, as you must remember that we are going to remove the paper
which contains most hypo and wasli the film from the back with hot water
you prepare the glass to receive them by first coating it with a solution of
indiarubber in benzole. This is to prevent the collodion from sticking to the
glass, and need be only very thin ; about one part of rubber to two hundred of
benzole is quite sufficient. When this is dry the glass requires a coat of plain
collodion on the top of the rubber, wliich is allowed to set, and then pUaced in

a dish of cleau water, and the solvents washed out. You must not allow it to
set too much, or you will be troubled by the film leaving the glass Ijefore you
want it to. Wlien the solvents are all out, that is, when the plate does not
appear to be greasy when taken out, it is ready for the film to \k "laid" down
on it. Tiie plate is put in water, and the film Hoiited over it face downwards
in the same way as in carbon tissue. Tlie two are brouglit into contact,
removed from the water, and squeegeed down hard. The plate, with the film
attached, is then placed between dry blotting paper, and a weight placed on
top of it. It is allowed to remain there for about fifteen minntes, when it is

ready for stripping. To do tliis the plate is plunged in a bath of warm water
about 120° to 150' Fahr. , and in aljout two minutes, by rocking the dish
gently, the paper will Hoat olf, when the film ouglit to be gently brushe(l
with a camel-hair brush, and placed in a bath of cold water. This is

the time to intensify or clear, if thought necessary. The next operation
is to put on tlie skin : The plate is placed in a solution of glycerine and
water, one to twenty, the skin submerged in this and allowed to soak until

it is lined, Hoated over the negative, brought into contact, removed from
the bath and squeegeed down, when it is .allowed to dry. When it is per-
fectly dry run a sharp knife round the edge and strip off ; the indiarubber
coating may now be removed by rubbing gently with the finger or a pad of
cotton wool soaked in benzole. I shall end by giving a few general remarks.
Before beginning to develoiie read the instructions carefully, and carry them
out to tlie letter. Be in no hurrj-, but take plenty of time and think of each
step before beginning it. And lastly, if you make failures, don.'t blame the
lilm, but your own want of skill, and I am sure if you carry out the instructions
you will not make failures but good negatives, aud give up glass almost entirely,

as I have.
. «

1^ Correspon^entt should nmer writs on both »d<s of ih« pap^r.

A new Seeicee.—Decoration of Pl.«inum Prints.—Authentic Notes
ON Daguekre pbomised for " The Bbiiish Journal op Photography."

I HAC occasion to pay a visit to M. Clievallier, optician, and I saw
a very ingenious lens intended to do away with the tinders placed upon
cameras, lu our days of instantaneous photography, when pocket,
detective, automatic, and other similar apparatus come to light hourly,
to get a shot upon a Hying object is not above the intelligenco of the
happy owner of such a camera, but that the principal object be in its
assigned place upon the negative is " une autre paire tie manche»," as is said
in France. Many systems have been devised to show the fleeting objects
to the operator so that he can seize the propitious moment to pull the
trigger. I think tliat shown me by M. ChevaUier is the simplest aud
cheapest 1 have hitherto seen. It consists of a piece of glass three-eighths
of an inch thick in the form of a parallelogram, in height less than an
inch

;
ground concave on one of its surfaces ; more or less in depth

accorcUng to the focus of the lens to bo employed. This instniment
shows when well chosen the exact resemblance of the objects produced
by the lens in the camera. It is small, and convenient to carry in one's
waistcoat pocket

;
it is enclosed in a thin brass frame ; and can be filed,

either upright or sideways, to the camera at a moment's notice.
One of our leading photographers is having a certain success by

printing his proofs in platinum and having them tastefully decorated in
water colours. M. Reutlinger (that is his name) has a very pretty exhibit
on the Boulevard Montmartre, which attracts legitimate attention and
admiration.

Thanks to M. Nadar and other gentlemen, I have been able to collect
the portraits of the old French Masters and other interesting documents
for the history of onr art. In making inquiries, &o., tot tlua purpose I
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oame across a gentleman, M. Nicolas Glaise, who writes me : "I have not

the portrait of the tomb of Daguerre, erected ia the cemetery of Bry-sur-

Marne, which you desire ; but I will return to that village to oblige you,

and take a drawing of the monument, which I will send you on. VVhen-

ever any one occupies himself with that great artist, a personal friend of

my father, I receive a double pleasure." This gentleman showed me a

volume of the Life of Doguerre, in which were manuscript notes on the

inventor of photography which have never been ofiered to the public.

These notes I found so interesting that I solicited permission to trans-

late and publish them in The British Journal of Photogr.*.phy. This

prayer was granted. Next week I will send them on to my readers.

59, Hue des BatigmlUs. Prof. E. Siebbino.
•

PRINTING FROM GREASED PAPER NEGATIVES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have lately taken a number of photographs on negative

paper wliich I have had some diiBculty in printing when greased, either

from the grease soiling the positive paper or from the silver attacking the

negative.

This difficulty I have now quite overcome by using one of Pumphrey's
transparent films. By placing it between the negative and the paper it

affords perfect protection to both, and in no way lessens the brilliancy

and clearness of the photograph. The negatives can perhaps be printed

without the application of grease, but the operation ia such a tedious one
that it is well worth the while to grease freely.

I believe stripping films have lately been invented, but as the process

is somewhat complicated I, for choice, prefer the greased negative printed

as described. The method is perhaps already in use, but in case it might
prove of assistance to amateurs like myself, I give you my experience

should you care to publish it in your Journal.

I see numerous discussions regarding the merits of Glass versus Paper,

but there can be no question that the ultimate decision must he favour of

paper.—I am, yours, &c., R. B. Graham, Colonel.

Glenisla, Cheltenham, August 11, 1887.

[The specimens enclosed by Colonel Graham quite attest the excel-

lence of the system adopted by him, while the detail is as good as if

the prints had been obtained from glass negatives. Aprojios of sepa-

rating tlie negative from the sensitive paper, it may not be generally
known that Mr. Fox Talbot, in the very earliest days of photography,
suggested the insertion of one or more thicknesses of paper or other
diaphanous body between negative and print, in order to soften exces-
sive sharpness in such places or subjects in which it was not desired.

—Eds.]
«

A DISPUTED POINT IN DEVELOPMENT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It has been frequently asserted that, If a plate be soaked
in plain witer previous to the application of the developer, as some
makers of plates direct in their instructions, the result will be a consider-
able retarding of the development.

I have had reason on more than one occasion to doubt the accuracy of
this assertion, and only recently have had two very marked instances in
exact contradiction. The first, a plain bromide emulsion made by a
slight modification of my ordinary formula, proved to be extremely slow
in development, until it struck me to give the preliminary soaking in
plain water before commencing to develope, whsn, as I quite expected,
that operation was greatly expeilited.

More remarkable still was another emulsion, also of my own make, and
containing a comparatively large quantity of iodide. This absolutely
refused to show the slightest trace of an image until several minutes in
the developer

; but upon soaking it first the picture came up much more
rapidly, the rapidity increasing as the time of preliminary soaking was
increased. It is worthy of note that iodide should have a greater slowing
effect upon development than bromide.—I am, yours, &e., Delta.

[Our correspondent is wholly inaccurate in his conclusions, more
especially in regard to the iodide, as he may possibly be led to believe
on perusing an Editorial in another column.

—

Eds.]

WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF HALATION ?

To the Editors.
Gentlemen,—Under the above heading in your issue of August 5, 1887

I see my name handled pretty freely by our friend " Monitor " As I
presume he was not at the meeting of the Liverpool Photographic Society
when the discussion on paper venus glass took place, I may perhaps be
allowed to correct one or two items as given in the summary of the
proceedings. •'

I am reported to have said that the film had nothing to do with hala-
:1.°1'

^^i^s 1 he\ie.vQ it has a great deal to do with it. What I said was
that the nature of the material on which the sensitive film was spreadhad httle or nothing to do with it; the cause m all the specimens thereshowed was over exposure, and that if a negative was taken of, say a

Z'^ilr.'.
°' f Tf°'' ''','"• ''"'' eiven the proper exposure, halationwould not exist. But m order to obtain the interior or darker positions

of the building the window had twenty or thirty times its proper exposure,
and on development halation showed itself. I maintain that, as far aa

the halation of the window is concerned, it is a clear matter of over
exposure, and the fault would be further aggravated by the thinness of

the sensitive film. If the film was of good thickness and of a dense,
creamy nature the defect would be less apparent, whether on glass or paper.
But friend "Monitor" says the difficulty is to give the proper exposure

to the glass roof and well lighted parts as well as to the darker portions
of the picture. I see the difficulty in another light, namely, how to
develope a plate, one portion of which has had thirty times its proper
exposure in comparison to the other parts with one and the same solution,

so as to give one the idea that the plate had been equally exposed.
Again, I did not say that the same amount of minute detail could not

be obtained in a paper negative ; but I did say that the same amount of

fine and delicate detail could not be printed from a paper negative. And
I say further, that I have yet to see the paper negative that will produce
as good a lantern transparency or enlargement aa can be produced from
a good negative on glass.

May I make a suggestion as to the alleged greater rapidity of paper ?

Might it not be caused by the more equal and greater rapidity with which
it can be dried after coating, as 1 have found in my experience the more
equal and rapid the film is dried the more rapid the resulting plate ? I

presume paper would be attacked in the drying process from both sides.—
I am, yours, A-c, Richard Crowe.

FIFTY SITTINGS FOR A PORTRAIT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your footnote to the above headed lines in last week's
issue allow me to answer in the following:—-When you say that you
know of innumerable instances where painters receive assistance in their

work from photographs, so can this only mean that a certain class of

painters do exist who use photographs as a resource in executing their

work ; this I never did deny, but I pointed out such work as an imitation

without any value relative to art. When names are mentioned like Sir

Thomas Lawrence and Sir J. Reynolds, as it was the case in Mr. R. Barrett's

article in connection with "Fifty sittings," etc., I think the idea not wrong
that the talk concerns work of real artistic merit ; then the only question

can be, is it possible to paint portraits of artistic quality, as represented
by the paintings of those named artists, quicker and without recourse to

so many sittings as formerly, nowadays, with the aid of photography?
And that is what I deny. But this is the assertion made by Mr. R,
Barrett, and which provoked me to ask in what way is this suggestion to

be accomplished ? An answer in this direction, with the necessary distinct

practical advice, would, I am sure, gratify many artists and—Yours, &a.,

Liverpool, August 15, 1887. _ A Painter.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I cannot understand Mr. R. Barrett's silence regarding

your correspondent's question, " In what way a portrait painter may
avoid or shorten the sittings nowadays?" and can scarcely think it

inability. If, however, he declines the challenge, I will be very happy
to answer " A Painter."—I am, yours, &c.,

Richmond. One who finds Photoobaphy a Help.

To the Editoes.

Gintlsmen,—By Mr. R. Barrett's silence I conclude he ia unable to an-

swer the question put in your Journal by "A Painter." Can it be another
example of a man laying down a theory on a subject he does not undei-

stand? No true artist would coudeseeud to use photography as a help,

and if he did it would only lead him astray. Photography is photo-

graphy, but art is art.—I am, yours, &c.. An Artist.
St. John'i Wood.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your last issue I have been brought to task by one of

your correspondents, " A Painter," for not having answered a question

put by him in a former Journal under the above title. This same having
its origin in my contributions on Colouring as Applied to Photography.

If not too late, I think, I can satisfactorily, as well as easily (although he
assumes my silence was the result of inability), answer his question.

The cause of my not answering it at once was ill-health, not having
been able to read my Journal, and so not seeing the " correspondence " on
the subject, in the first instance. I am sure you will believe me, when
I say that I would not for a moment withhold any little information

that I may possess from any of the readers of The British Jouun.al or

PnoTOGRAPiiY. I will now try to answer the letter of last week, as it

embraces all the qualities of the former one.

The aids of photography to a portrait-painter are many, so I cannot see

where the trouble of my finding an answer could come in. I do not

speak on the subject with a patriarchal experience, but I have been,

all the same, closely connected with it for over twenty years. In the

first instance, I have found people going to have a large portrait painted

suggest to the artist that they would like it after the style of a certain

photograph which has been regarded as successful by all their friends.

In such a case, this photograph can be turned to account by the artist,

and both help him in the drawing as well as in the preserving of many
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details that would otherwise demand a sitting. This la In the ease of an
independont artist who may have no connection whatever with photo-
graphy, but one wlio does not altogether eschew it. Of course, there are
many artists like " A Painter," wlio will not accept the assistance of
photot;iaphy, such as Sir Frederick Lcighton, or Sir John Evoritt Millais,
and such oonspiouous ornaments of a noble art ; but there are also many
exceeiUiitjhj ijood vien, upon whom fortune has not smiled so kindly, who
are obliged to humble their pride and accept photography wilUngly as
a help.

This will be more easily understood when I ask the qncstion, "How
many people, going to have a portrait painted, go direct to an artist, and
liow many have it done through a photoyrapher ? " I think the numbers
will show favourably for the photographer. Now in these oases there arc
a series of pictures taken and proofs submitted for approval. One is

selected for colouring, that is, for the portrait in question. Here the
artists steps in and makes a minute entry of the peeuUarities of drawing,
and colour, Ac, which will very rarely take over fifteen to twenty
ininutcs. A transparency will be made from the negative, and by the
aid of a Sciopticon, or magic lantern, a very correct tracing can be made
on the canvas (I presume all this is saving the time of the sitter, I know
it takes the artist notliing like a third of the time of a sitting). The
colours will then be laid in and the portrait brought very near completion
before one sitting has been demanded. And I have known artists, really
good ones, who have in most cases been able to retain the image of the
original so successfully as scarcely to require a sitting at all. This
somewhat bears out what I said in my articles on " Colouring as
applied," &a., but need not dispense with sittings altogether. Indeed, I
think there should always be a few sittings before colling the picture
finished.

I will just give one more instance before going to other portions of
your correspondent's letter. Her Majesty Queen Victoria has com-
missioned an artist to paint Westminster Abbey as it appeared on Jubilee
Day during the ceremony. What did the artist do ? Well, he called in
the aid of photography. The only reason I can assign for his so doing
is, that ho wanted photography to help him for the necessary sittings
which he never would have been able to procure. If these few examples
be not sufficient, I will be very happy to enter further into the matter.
As my opinion has met witli a contradiction from " A Painter," I hope

you will forgive me if I take exception at a few of his remarks and
theories. He says, " A painter is bound to study with his own eyes the
forms in combination with the many different shades of colours, and the
transparent individuality of the skin, &e., to obtain a resemblance of
nature in his picture." I never intended to convey the idea that by the
use of photography a blind man could paint a portrait. But I do say
that tlie artist who can see will save his eyes a deal of trouble by its use.
Of the " individuality of the skin " being " transparent," I do not feel
disposed to offer an opinion. He also says: "All painting done in
another way can only be an imitation." Up to date I have always
looked upon painting as more or less the art of imitating nature in colour.
The more perfect the imitation was to nature, marking the degree of skill
possessed by the artist. I also strongly deny his assertion that photo-
graphy cannot be improved by retouching. He compares it to taking
" out all the strokes of the brush visible in a painting and making a
very smooth surface all over, but surely spoiling the peculiarity of the
original." This theory might teach one that in painting portraits the
same treatment may be used in the case of such a face as H.R.H. the
Prince of Wales, as on that of " the Deal Boatman." In painting, as in
life, we have the smooth and the rough, and should know how to treat
both. Some articles appeared on retouching in the Journ.^l some time
ago in which the writer's views were moderately clearly stated, and I feel
sure the writer of them will be able to justify them if needs be, as I am
always ready to uphold the fact that photography is a considerable aid to
the modern artist.—I am, yours, &o., Eemiond B.\kuett.

London.

BACKING PLATES.
I'o the Ediioj'.s.

Gentlemen-,—Some time ago I made a cement for microscopy, con-
sisting of asplialtnm dissolved in burning naphtha, but it did not answer
for that purpose, so put it on one side. It answers, however, capitally
as a backing for plates, being easily applied, quickly drying, and easily
removable. I do not put it all over the plate, but only upon the upper
half, and do not remove it until after development. Its presence does not
affect the development in the least.

I take the bottom off a grooved negative box, allow the box to rest on
two pieces of wood inside a large box with a lid, which is not closed
down, the backed plates are put inside the grooved box, and the whole
covered with a carriage rug; this arrangement allows of the plates
properly drying, and can be performed by any amateur who possesses a
dark room or cellar without any risk of fogging the plates.
The proportion of asphaltum to the mineral—not woorf—naphtha is

about one m six, and I like it better than Brunswick black, which will
do, however.
Uy justification in troubling you is, that this communication may be

serviceable to some of your readers.—I am, yours, <fec, , C. F. J.\bvi3.
Uandsworth, August 17.

EXPOSURE TABLES,
To the EuiTOBg.

Gentlembk,—By the articles contained in the last few weeks' editioni
of your excellent Joobnai,, it appears to me that the art of photography is

fast resolving itself into a mechanical science—is, in fact (to be para-
doxical), settling into a state of unsettled complexity. I will not waste
your time by enumerating all the reasons that impel me to make tbii
assertion, but will be content with stating just one. It is relating to that
portion of our art, namely, the correct exposure of gelatine plates. In
these days of progression it is an undoubted fact that whenever a new
idea is put forward that bears upon the face of it a faint pos/ibility
of overcoming certain difficulties which hitherto have had to be contended
with, infatuated and indiscreet persons seize hold of the said idea, and
look upon it as a satisfactory ending to all their past troubles, and a
reliable forerunner of future successes. This forcibly applies to the
present popular system of using actinometers and "Comparative Ex-
posure Tables." I do not deny that this system is of use to the amateur,
who, for the most part, depends upon scientific principles for the produc-
tion of scientific results ; but to the professional, to whom photography ii

(or should be) an art, the system is not only useless, but misleading. I
have in my possession no less than six " comparative " tables compiled by
various mathematicians ; I have worked by each of these separately, and
by computations made by their combined aid, but I may truly say that
the negatives taken in each case were not (as I con.sidered) so correctly
exposed as those whose exposure depended on my experience alone. I do
not endorse the opinion of some who assert that gelatine plates possess
an enormous latitude, but I do opine that they do possess a certain
aiiMunt of latitude, and when an individual has expended years to acquire
an experience and a judgment so accurate as to enable him, under any
condition of light, and without recourse to any mathematical rules, to
bring his exposure within that latitude, is it not the height of absurdity
for that individual to throw aside this extremely valuable acquirement
and adopt in its stead a system which, if it does occasionally succeed, on
the whole leads him into more blunders than would occur without its use ?

There are some, perhaps, who will say, " Is it not by this system that
we acquire this same experience?" To such persons I would quote the
following fable :—" A dog, holding in its mouth a piece of flesh, was
crossing a bridge, when he saw his shadow reflected in the water. Im-
pelled by greed, he made a dart at the reflection, and by his eagerness
lost the genuine piece of flesh which he had." Does not this apply to
those individuals who, having acquired the experience I speak of by
devoting their time to the study of these " mechanical aids," grasp at the
shadow of a higher experience, and by their indiscreet energy, lose the
genuine experince they formerly possessed ?

But, gentlemen, I must crave your pardon for carrying this subject so
far. Before I conclude, however, I will venture a word of advice to
amateurs. If perforce you must adopt some mechanical system, ascertain
by the little experience you possess the most serviceable and correct one,
then stick to that, and that only, relying not so much upon the rules
themselves as on the experience you may happen to gain by the use of
them.—I am, yours, &c.

,

W. Isoles Kooebs.
St. Germans, August 16, 1887.

*

AN EXPLANATION.
To the EwioRS.

Gentlemen,—Wliat I write about will unfortunately be a very old
affair by the time this reaches you, but I ask you to let me have space for
a word of explanation. It has reference to the report in your paper of
the more than kindly way in which I was entertained by photographers
in New York. I am reported to have said—or, rather, the report gives
the impression that I stated—of English photographers, that they were
more reticent in communicating their experiences to others than were
American photographers. Now this is scarcely true, although I fonnd
American photographers quite as willing to impart information aa
English, and I did not say it ; or, rather, let me say I had certainly no
intention of saying anything of the kind. I gladly, however, take the
blame of any ambiguity on myself. The comparison I drew had regard
to non-technical matters—to hospitality, I mean. I do not believe that
an American photographer, a total stranger, would be received in England
with the overwhelming hospitality with which I was received in New York.
TheEnglish—particularly Londoners—are, to strangers, probably the least

hospitable people in the whole world, with the exception of the Chinese.
Another thing I said—also quite true—was that, contrary to expecta-

tion, I had found amongst American photographers much less of what I
can only term "bounce" than amongst English. There are one or two
English photographers I wot of, concerning whom it might be said that,
were a stranger to be conveyed into the society of one of them, to spend
a day in that society, and then to go back to his native land, having seen
no other photographer, he would return with the conviction that to the
individual ho had seen was due the credit of every improvement that had
ever been made in photography, if not, indeed, the invention of the
science itself. Of course, it may only have been due to my brief stay in
America that I found no such individuals there. At any rate, I did not
find any.—I am, yoturs, Ac, W. K. Burton.

Imperial University, Tokio, Japan.
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anstocrs to Correspontrentis.

Photographs Registered :—
, , „ i .u.

J. H. Mann, Sandall, near DonoaBter.—Itmdscapa p?iofogrop7i of Boolie Abbey, iwor

HopMn"/ Brothera, Hoadesdon.— Ei</ht p)ioto9rai))ui of Hodiiesdon on Jubilee Day,

June 21, 1887.

William A. Bhice (Geneva).—The matter is receiving careful consideration,

and you will be communicated with privately.

J E. GowEB.—The tentative system adopted by you, if carefidly carried out,

leaves nothing to be desired. Unless the salts are chemically pure it would

be of no use to give definite proportions.

G A. Turner.—The process known as "lichtdruck" in Germany is simply

'what is known in tliis country as the collotype process. Tliis process here

pa.sses under several different names, according to the fancy of those who

work it.

A. VOSEY.—Platiuotype-s cannot be produced on highly albumenised paper so

as to have the appearance of silver prints with the stability of platinum.

Vigorous negatives are necessary to produce vigorous prints by the platinum

process ; weak and foggy negatives are unsuitable.

W. L.—We should not advi&e you to tamper with the carbon enlargement. It

is more than doubttid if you will be able to reduce the print by treating it

with very hot water. Certainly you will not if it has been alumed and the

aluming action has been complete. Your best plan will be to get a lighter

print made.
W. G. 0.—Any of the photographic dealers at the places you stop at will

supply you with dry plates. Perhaps, however, at some of the minor places

they may not keep all ))rands, and you do not say which you will require.

Would it not be better for you to take a full supply with you, so as to make
sure of getting what you want ?

G. Y. G. sends us some transparencies on glass in platinum. This is the second

time this correspondent has sent us examples by the process. Those now
sent are certainly an improvement on the previous ones. If our corres-

pondent will send us the method by which they were produced we shall have

pleasure in publishing it ; he will then secure the credit of his invention.

H. B. writes :
" I have a lot of plain photographs, and wish to mount them in

a scrap album. Can you inform me, through your Journal, how to make a

mountant that wUl not cockle them ? "—The best mouiitant for the purpose

is a solution of gelatine containing a large proportion of alcohol. Tlie gela-

tine best suited for making the solution is that recommended in a subdeader

last week.
Lola.—For the over exposed plates already developed—rather than incur the

risks of intensification—it will be better to malie another negative through

the agency of a transparency. But thin negatives of tliis class may be made
on bromide paper taken with a brief exposure and a long development. As
for the undeveloped plates, they can all be made to yield good vigorous

negatives by a liberal employment of bromide in the develojier and reducing

the alkali to a minimum.
SiK D.wiD Salomons sends us a cajiital photograph of the arc light, which

.shows very distinctly the form of the incandescent carbon. He also furnishes

the particulars by which the picture was jiroduced. He says :
" Enclcsed is

a photograph of the ' arc' of an arc lamp burning with a current of twenty
amperes (namely, about two thousand to five thousand candle power). Ex-
posure was four seconds ; intensity, one hundred and twenty-eight by Dall-

meyer standard. The result was accomplished by transmitting the rays

through a polariscope before reacliiug the lens. The lens was sixteen inches

from the ' arc.
'

"

A. H. Death writes : "A few weeks ago I was requested by the owner of a
painting to photograph the same. This was done and prints supplied, and
on otfering to give the negatives up I was told I could retain tliem and make
what use I pleased of them ; consequently other prints were taken off and
exhibited for sale. Now the artist (who sold the painting to my customer)

says I am not within my legal right in thus exposing the prints for sale, and
demands their withdrawal ; but before doing so I wish you to inform me
whether I have done wrong or not in selling those copies."—In reply : An
artist may sell a jiicture and still retain the copyright in his own hands, as a

separate and independent property. It is possible that he has done so in

this case. This you can ascertain from the owner of the painting.

J, G. Bhaden writes as follows : "Would you kindly tell me where 1 am at

fault in the following matter?—My favourite toning bath used to be the
acetate, latterly I have come to grief in this way : I make a bath of one grain
gold chloride, thirty grains soda acetate, and water, eight ounces, keeping
it at least eighteen liours before use ; after toning one half-plate print and
putting aside for further use I find my gold all gone down and the solution
of a deep blue colour, refusing to tone again. I have tried distilled water
and obtained the purest acetate, but with like disappointing results. I have
also treated the prints after washing to a soda bath, but with the same
effect."—Clearly something has been introduced into the bath, probably
with the print, which has caused the reduction of the gold. If a toning b.atli

be exposed to light that will in time bring about a precipitation of the gold.
This may be the case in the pr&sent instance.

G. A. C. says :

'

' Recently I had occasion to intensify a thin negative, using
bichloride of mercury, iodide of potassium, and afterwards a weak bath of
ammonia as usual ; it was then put away to dry, which it did, with the
exception of some streaks where the water seems to have collected in or
under the film. Being in a hurry, the drying was hastened over a gentle heat,
but when this was done the streaks where the water bubbles hail formed
were almost clear glass, even on parts which were comparatively dense, and
they required retouching with bnish and pencil before anything could be
printed from the negative. Can you assign any reason for this ? I tlunk,
myself, the hastened drying had much to do with it, but why ? "—The reason
is not far to seek. The film where there were streaks and bubbles evidently
contained sufficient water to bring the gelatine into a state of solution, hence
on applying heat tho image there oecame disintegrated.

B. Clews.—So far as we know, the process, or anything analogous to it, has

not been patented. However, there is no novelty in it. Thirty years or

more ago it was worked, though only to a limited extent.

Puzzled writes as follows : "If you could give me your opinion on the fol-

lowing case, I should feel much obliged ;—A lady anxious to have a photo-

graph of her gi-andchild has the little one photograjihed without the know-
ledge or consent of the child's father (the chUd alone as well as with herself).

The father of the child coming to know of it (the mother is dead) prohibits

the photographer from printing or supplying any of the photographs, but is

wdling to pay expenses. The lady does not see why she should not have

photographs, though the child is on her knee ; and the child's father is

eqiually firm she must not have a photograph of the child. Meantime the

photographer retains the negatives, and refuses to give prints from them to

any party. I would ask—1. Can the grandmother claim to have the photo-

graphs ? 2. Can the father legally prevent ? 3. Can the photographer retain

the negatives and refuse to supply prints from them to either party ? Or,

4. Wliat would be right to do in the circumstances?"—As the matter stands

we know of no law that will meet the case. The father clearly has no copy-

right in his child's face. The one who commissioned the photographer

appears to be the one entitled to the portraits. We leave this knotty ques.

tion open to the opinions of readers, some of whom may have had similar

experience.

Up till going to press we have not received from the engraver the key bloc

of the Convention group we promised for this issue.

The Indispens(Me Bicyclist's Handy Book is the title of a most compendious

work on bicycling by Henry Sturmey (London : UiB'e & Son, Fleet-street). It

forms a complete cyclopedia, and is profusely illustrated.

H.R.H. Prince Albert Victor gave Mr. Bassano sittings for photographs

at his studio in Old Bond-street on Monday morning. Some very successful

negatives are said to have been taken of His Royal Highness.

From Messrs. Bernstein & Vogt, 28, Jewry-street, E.C., we have received

sample sheets of their improved Dresden double extra brilliant albumenised

paper, which we find on trial to bear out all that they allege in its favour.

Photooraphic Society of Great Britain.—The usual monthly technical

meeting of this Society will take place Tuesday next, August 23, at eight p.m.,

at the G.allery, 5a, Pall Mall East. Doors open at seven for reading and

conversation.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Clul), August 24, 1887, will be on The ProrhuUon of Transparencies.

Saturday outing at West Drayton. Train, Bishop's-road at eight minutes

past two.

Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society.—The Exhibition of this Society

opens on September (i, therefore it behoves those who intend exhibiting photo-

gi-aphs or appliances to be getting ready. Particulars will be found in our

advertising columns.

A copy, " With compliments o'i Anthony's Photographic Bulletin," has been

received of a memorandum book which, we learn, was presented to each visitor

at the Chicago Convention of the Photographers' Association of America by

Messrs. E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., of New York. It forms a useful little

pocket book.

One of the most charming pictures that we have seen for some time has been

received from Mr. John M. Skinner, of the Albion Albumenising Company,

Glasgow. It is an enlargement from a small negative taken by Mr. Skinner on

the occasion of one of the excursions (that at Largs) of the Photographic Con-

vention, and represents the champion yacht " Thistle " careening over a calm

sea, the wind being but light.

Messrs. M. & T. Scott, photo-enlargers and finishers, 36, George-street,

Edinburgh, have sent us a specimen of a new style of photo-etching they have

introduced. It is a jilatinotype enlargement from a cabinet portrait, and is of

a very warm tone. Wlule it is unmistakably a photograph, yet is it etched

most skilfully and elaborately, so much so as to be entitled to take rank

among works ])ertaining to the etcher's art. It is, indeed, a happy combination

of the two arts. The subject is a weather-beaten old man, whose rugged

features lend themselves well to this cla.ss of treatment.

Honour to an Optician—Sir Howard Grubb.-The honour of knighthood

conferred on Mr. Howard Grubb was yesterday everywhere throughout the city

spoken of with gratification. It was recognised as a comiiliment to science, and

an acknowledgment of the recipient's high attainments therein. It ni.ay not be

known to the general body of the citizens, though of course it is well known to

all scientific men, that Mr. Grubb so far back as 1870 was elected a Fellow of

the Royal Astronomical Society. In 1872 tliere was added to this distinction

that of Honorary Membership of the Royal Institute of Civil Engineers in

Ireland. In 1876 Mr. Grubb was presented with the Mastership of Engineering

(honoris causa) by the University of Dublin. And this does not exhaust the

list of the honours bestowed upon him by the magnates of science. In 1881

he was given the Cunningham Gold Medal of the Royal Irish Academy—

a

very liigh reward and proof of eminence ; and, lastly, in 1883, he was elected a

Fellow of the Royal Society. It will thus be seen that Mr. Grubb's knighthood

represents no mark of accidental favour, but is such a recognition of his scien-

tific abilities as will be accepted by the scientific world as a suitable and just

endorsement of superiority and genius.—//-iVt Times.
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THE EFFECT OF QUANTITY OF SOLUTION ON
DEVELOPMENT.

Beyond an occasional passing- thought on the subject of com-
parative economy, it is to be questioned wliethcr one operator

in fifty ever gives the slightest attention to the probable effect

exercised upon the character of the negative by the quantity of

developing solution used in its proiuction. Perhaps even when
the matter is thus put before them for the first time there will

be some who will pooh, pooh, the suggestion, and pass it off with
a smile of incredulous superiority, as being quite too ridiculous

to occupy a moment's thought. Such individuals notwith-

standing, let us for a few minutes consider what effect the

volume of developing solution may have upon the resulting

image.

In this consideration we put entirely on one side the element

of economy which we must naturally expect to prevail in most
quarters, though not certainly to the same extent at the present

time and with pyro at a shilling an ounce as ten yeai-a ago

when gelatine plates were young and English pyro sold for

three shillings and sixpence. Then the item of pyro formed a

very serious charge upon the photogi-apher's pocket, for not

only W£s it far more expensive than the iron developer to which

he had been accustomed with wet plates, but it had to be used

in far greater proportionate quantity, ounces being required

where drachms had formerly sufficed. We say advisedly " had
to be used in greater quantity," for if it had been found pos-

sible to develope without the aid of the dish many would have
been the early gelatine converts who would gladly have availed

themselves of the facility. It \yas not to be so, however, and
they were compelled to forego the pleasure of limiting the

quantity of solution; but as, the mountain would not go to

Mahomet, that individual in the natural course of events pro-

ceeded to the mountain. The extra demand for pyro was
i-apidly met, and as rapidly the price came down, until at the

present time the cost of the pyro developer has ceased to be

the serious matter it formerly was.

The prime reason for not discarding the developing dish,

or rather for having rccourae to it in the first instance, was
the impossibility of keeping a small quantity of solution evenly

spread over the surface of the gelatine plate— a matter of the

greatest ease with collodion. Tlie refusal of the developer to

flow led to great irregularity in the formation of the image,

to streaks, stains, and smeai-s innumerable, so the dish had to

come into general use. Even then those economically inclined

did tlieir best to get along with the smallest possible quantity

of solution, a quantity insuflicient to cover the whole film at

once, bat which, by dint of vigorous rocking and agitation,

was made to travcrae every portion of the plate at pretty

regular intervals and with tolerable uniformity. But then
other troubles arose; the developer became literally so "lashed

into foam" that the resulting markings from air-bubbles con-

stituted a fresh subject for serious consideration. Then, again,

it was realised that the fierce agitation to which the solution

was subjected, by bringing it so much more into contact with

the atmosphere, caused its speedy oxidation and discolouration,

and this, taken in connexion with the exposure of the film

itself to oxidising influences in the intervals when it was not

covered with solution, led to the staining of the gelatine a

most uncompromising and inconvenient brown. As this was

prior to the days of the sulphite developer and clearing solu-

tions, it proved effectual in calming the last struggles for

economy of pyro.

These possible results directly attributable to the volume of

solution having been enumerated, it may be said thit we have

exhausted our subject, but we think not yet. Let us tuni

back to former days and see if we find any analogy in wet-plate

development. The circumstances and conditions were, we
grant, quite different, but they will serve our purpose and leail

us to show where even with alkaline pyro or ferrous oxalate an

important and perhaps still greater influence is exercised by

the mere quantity of solution applied to the plate.

If we inejuired of some of our old wet-plate readers what

would have been their course of procedure in developing a sub-

ject in which it was necessary as far as possible to subdue the

contrasts where, in fact, it was the object to gain a soft result

by artificial means, the reply would, we fancy, be unanimous

:

a [large quantity of developer would be used, flooded quickly

over the plate, and a portion of it allowed to escape over the

edges of the glass. Conversely, where the object was to get

as much contrast and density as possible, the quantity of solu-

tion would be kept at the minimum and the plate rocked as

carefully as a sleeping babe, to avoid losing a single drop of the

precious fluid. What is the rationale of these modes of treat-

ment 1 Simply this, that the silver solution adhering to the

plate after its removal from the bath is the agent that gives

force to the development, and, consequently, by diluting it

with a large quantity of iron solution and allowing some of it

to escape, the character of the image becomes less vigorous,

while, on the other hand, by concentrating it as far as possible,

by using a minimum of iron and retaining every drop of silver

on the film, the greatest amount of density is attained that the

plate is capable of giving.

Another practice amongst expert workers when aiming at

similar results was to rock the plate constantly where contrast

was sought, or to allow it to remain stationary when softness

wa? desired, The explanation of this procedure was that when
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the solution is allowed to remain quiescent upon the film those

portions of the latter which have been more fully impressed by

light rapidly attract to themselves the silver in the layer of

solution in their immediate vicinity and quickly exhaust it,

arriving at their maximum effect before the half tones and

shadows have, in their more leisurely manner, taken to them-

selves the quantity of silver they require. The lights are in

fact held back, from the mere absence of silver to increase the

depth of the deposit, while the half tones are slowly gaining

strength, and when the latter have reached the proper point

the developer with its unreduced silver is poured away. But

if, instead of allowing the plate to remain still, it be constantly

rocked, the solution is kept thoroughly mixed, and as rapidly as

the high lights extract the silver ft'om the solution for the

time in contact with them it is replaced by more from the sur-

rounding portions, and they go on acquiring density by a

species of robbery of the half tones and shadows, and so contrast

is increased.

It can be readily seen from what we have said that the

quantity of developer has, here, a very important bearing upon

the character of the image ; it has, in fact, precisely the same

effect as the addition or omission of a certain quantityof one of the

most important agents in the reaction. For clearly the applica-

tion to a wet plate of half an oimce, instead of two drachms, of

developer would have an effect in every way tantamount to

adding one grain of silver to the ounce instead of two if the

silver had to be added in that manner, instead of being already

on the film ; or it would be similar in its result to using a one

grain solution of pyro in place of a two grain in modern develop-

ment. It may be surmised, as a corollary to the above, that if

an infinite quantity of solution could be applied to a plate and
instantly mixed with its silver, the result, so far as development

is concerned, would be practically mi'/, as it would be equivalent

to washing out all but the most infinitesimal trace of the silver

required to build up the imago.

After this we are quite prepared for a chorus of corrections,

and fully expect to be reminded that there is no free silver to

bo dealt with in the case of a dry plate ; that as the developer
is made up to a definite formula and does its work without
any extraneous assistance beyond the previous action of light it

matters not whether a drachm or a gallon be employed. To
put it plainly, we expect to be reminded that the alkaline

developer or ferrous oxalate is practically a one-solution

devc'"per, while the iron developer is virtually a two solution,

since it derives its silver from the silver bath, and that the
dry plate developer consequently works independently of the
plate. Does if! We shall see.

Before going into any explanations on the subject, let us first

try the simple experiment. Let us expose a plate and cut it

in halves. We will mix ten ounces of developer, let it be
alkaline pyro or ferrous oxalate, it matters not so lou" as it is

mixed complete and is perfectly uniform throughout the bulk.
Now we will divide it into two unequal portions—two ounces
and eight ounces—and immerse in each one half of the exposed
l>late. With the exception of the difference of quantity let the
two plates 1)0 heated in jjrecisely the same manner, rocked
simultaneously, and the solution poured off eacli at the same
time. Sui-ely if there were any truth in the allegation that
the volume of developer mattered nothing we sliould have two
identical images so far, at least, as character goes ; but what
do we see 1 Well, simply that the half plate treated with tlie

smaller quantity of solution exhibits more contrast than the
other ; we do not say that it is denser—it may be it is less

dense—but there is more clearness in the shadows and less

vigour in the finer details. There may bo quite as much
shadow detail visible in the one as in the other, but in the half

treated with the greater bulk of solution it has more printing

value. Repeat the experiment with varying quantities, the

result is always the same, and though the dift'erence may not

sometimes be great still a difference there is.

Let us tiy another experiment. Expose and cut a plate as

before and immerse tlie halves in separate eqtial quantities of

the same developer, but dui'ing development allow one dish to

remain perfectly still while the other is constantly rocked.

Arguing on the analogy of the wet plate under similar condi-

tions, tho rocked plate should be strong and vigorous and full

of contrast while the other should be softer and more
harmonious. We do not find these characters, however, quite

bonie out, for tliough the rocked plate may be vigorous and

satisfactory as a negative should be, the other presents a miser-

able imago that is neither vigorous nor soft, but apparently a

hopeless case of under exposure.

The last experiment will help us to point where tho dis-

crepancy lies. In the case of the wet plate thcgi'eater softness

resulting from permitting the plate to lie still during develop-

ment is attributed to the more rapid exhaustion of the silver in

contact with the high lights ; the same argument may be

applied in this case, and we can suppose that exhaustion of tlic

solution would have the same effect. But it has not. We
imagined a short time ago somebody informing us that the dry

plate developer works independently of the plate ; it does not,

for tliough, as we have already said, the circumstances and

conditions of wet and dry plate development are quite different,

still in each case the developer as applied to tho plate derives

soiiKthiiuj from the film itself—silver in the case of the wet

plate, bromine in that of the Av^. In one instance an aid to

the formation of the image, in the other a check or retarder.

Now, in the case of our last experiment, the explanation is

plain enough, and the necessity for at least gently rocking the

plate during development is shown. Not only does it renew

the exhausted developer by bringing fresh solution into con-

tact with the film, but it removes and dilutes the evolved

bromine, which would otherwise react directly upon the un-

developed image. Such is, indeed, the explanation of the

behaviour of the unrocked plate ; no sooner is a visible

image produced but the energy of the developer is weakened

or altogether destroyed. At the same time a quantity of

bromine is evolved from the reduced silver bromide, and this,

in the absence of any alkali to combine with, remains in con-

tact with the film in the form of hydrobromic acid—not only a

restrainer, but a destroyer of the action of light. This, then,

suflBces fully to explain the result, and especially the difterenco

in tho behaviour of wet and dry plates respectively.

Turning to the first experiment, which more immediately

bears upon our subject, we have, of course, again to deal with the

liberated bromine, but in this instance the effect resolves itself

simply of more or less additional restraining power. In the

experiment quoted, supposing that we started with an entirely

unrestrained developer, the smaller quantity would, at the

finish, and at every stage of development, be precisely four

times as heavily restrained as the other, since the same quantity

of liberated bromine (converted into bromide) would be con-

centrated in one-fourth of the quantity of active solution.

We have overstepped tho space at our command already, or

should proceed to show wiiere this question of quantity chiefly

bears upon actual practice, but this we must defer. We have
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saiil tliiit the (lifTd'ouoe, oven In mi oxtromo catio like our cx-

poi'iaiout, may not bo grout, bat, as wo hope to prove, tliero

are ciruunistaiicos under which the variation of tlio quantity of

the developing suUition may phiy uu iniportuut part.

THE COLOUR OF SILVER PRINTS.

As interesting example of tho change of taste that all things

artistic are liable to be influenced by may be seen in the

characteristic " tones " or colours of tho silver prints of the

present day. About a quarter of a century ago, when negatives

of extreme density were the rule, the prevailing colour of almost
all albumenisod prints, toned by tho aliiuline bath, was a
purplish black ; or, perhaps, we should say, that colour was the

one usually aimed at by the printer of tho period. Within the

last ten years a complete change in the colour of prints sent

out by tho average photographer has taken place ; the pro-

duction of purple tones in now far " more honoured in tho

breach than in tho observance." The question whether caprice

and the desire for change, or some action of a more occult

character, may bo suggested as the motive cause, comes readily

forward. Our own opinion inclines to the explanation being found

in a combination of roa.sona.

The desire to bring something new before his clients may
well be supposed to actuate the professional photographer, and,

no doubt, it does, thus explaining one of these causes. We are

most inclined, however, to the opinion that the chief one lies in

the difficulty of uniformly attaining tho purple tone in the bulk

of the prints turned out by any one establishment. A glance at

our correspondence columns suffices to show how frequently tho

photographer fails to realise the fact, that unless the negative

be good tho prints from it will not bo good, or, to speak still

more pointedly, that the tone of a print is governed to a great

extent by the timbre of the negative from which it is obtained.

Since the introduction of gelatine plates the class of nega-

tive produced has undergone a radical change, delicacy rather

than force now characterising them, while a tendency to

the once hated fog has been so very common that a little fog

more or less has corns to be looked upon as almost a necessary

evil—" fog," that is, as it would be called by an old hand at

wet plate work. Now as the very essence of the once admired

effect of the purplish black is force and brilliancy as opposed

to an excess of softness and delicacy, it is quite natural that

with plates of the latter character other " tones " should be

chosen, and such, as our readers are aware, has been the case.

But beyond this, the albumenised paper manufacturers, seeing

the growing taste for warmer tones, have gradually arrived at

a process of manufacture which enables them to turn out a

class of paper upon which it may be said that, practically

speaking, it is next to impossible to obtain purple tones. We
once heard an experienced photographer say, " Any one can get

brown tones ; it takes a good workman to get a rich purple on

his prints." We have thus, through the influence of the paper

maker, a very cogent reason for the abandonment of the cooler

range of colours. We do not say total abandonment, for there is

still a band of workers, most, ifnot all, ofthem old photographers,

who even yet are staunch adherents of this old favourite.

Granted, however, the production of negatives from which
nothing but cold and leaden-hucd prints could be obtained, the

establishment of another range of colours rich in their own
way would naturally be an object with good workmen, and

we have seen such colours hold the field for years past. Our

own opinion i» that—using a negative that is gnitablo—the

purple-toned prints afford greater range of cffeotH and greater

brilliancy, richness, and force than any other colour sinoo

chosen,

Still more lately there have been produced pictures of a

very fascinating character, in which the colour is about the

farthest remove from purple that a silver print is capable of

exhibiting. The pictures in this " tone " that we are thinking of

already before the public are of considerable artistic merit,

hence we may safely predict that there will be a run upon it

for a time, as tho attractiveness of the portraits will be sot

down, in a general way, by tho unthinking, as being duo to

the colour of the prints and not to the artistic skill of their

producer.

In regard to the mode of obtaining such tones—as to which

we have already been asked for instructions—it may be said

that most of the old baths when in good working order will

be capable of producing them. The toning bath, perhaps, least

adapted is the chloride of lime bath. This particular toning

solution is, we are inclined to believe, the most difficult of any

to attain proficiency of working with ; but, given a good

negative, a solution in proper order, suitable paper, and an

experienced hand to work it, prints of a quality more ap-

proaching to that of an engraving than is attainable with any
other formida can, we are of opinion, be produced.

There is, of course, always to be found a class of negatives

which, whatever colour the photographer may in au ordinary

way require, will always bo most efi'ective when printed in

warm tones, and when a bath chosen for its suitability for

purple tones is employed a considerable degree of under toning

will bo desirable for these warm colours.

If warm shades alone be affected we cannot advise our readers

better than to stick to the old acetate bath made of about twenty

grains of acetate of soda added to a grain of recently neutralised

chloride of gold with plenty of water. The latter is a most

important matter : it is most difficult to get uniform warm
tones with a bath that tones the pictures in a minute or two

;

more than that, the most delicate and even colours cannot be

obtained rapidly.

One of tho most remarkable additions possible to the range

of colours was shown to be within our power when the " bur-

nisher " was first introduced, and, indeed, wo are not at all suro

that the introduction of this instrument did not aid more than

any other cause in sounding the death knell of blue-toned

prints.

The advantage to colour producible by the aid of heat had

long been known, but it was reserved to the introducers of the

" burnisher " to show the most remarkable difference which heat

could produce in an average print. It gave so great a richness

and transparency to the shadows, combined with a general en-

i-iching of the whole effect, even with an indifferent print, that

at one time almost every one burnished his prints. The extreme

gloss given to the surface was by many supposed to be the

cause of the improvement, and for many years the majority

of eartfs-de-visitf produced in this country were burnished.

When cabinets became more general, burnishing fell out of

use to a great extent ; now we are promised another reign of

the hot iron.

This latest colour—that promises to become fashionable—is

still more inclined to yellow than to ruddy brown, and to

obtain it the photogjapher must either not tone at all or else

give his prints a mere dip into tho bath. But, above all, he will

have to burnish. An acid floating bath is here of little harm,
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if, indeed, it be not a positive advantage, and the negative

may be very thin and still allow beautiful prints to be obtained

from it.

The artistic mind tends to revolt against the garish effect of

a highly " burnished " print, but, seeing that the gloss and the

amelioration of the colour are inseparable, we are afraid that

protest will be useless. Let, however, every one try to put his

whole mind into his work, and he will reap the reward in an

appreciative clientele, and let him remember that the colour of

a print is but one—a minor— condition of artistic expression.

From accouuts which have reached us up to the time of writing,

photography with the eclipse expeditions has not been so successful as

could have been desired—at least as far as Europe is concerned

—

owing to the condition of the atmosphere at the time. In Prussia

and in Austria we learn the results have been unsatisfactory. Russia,

on the whole, seems to have been better favoured, as a report from

there says that two or three good negatives of the corona have been

secured. It is indeed a disappointment when great preparations have

been made, heavy expenses incurred, and hundreds, perhaps thousands,

of miles travelled, to have the whole object frustrated by a few heavy

clouds. Such circumstances, unfortunately, are by no means unknown

to scientific men in connection with eclipse expeditions.

Since the Abbe Larrieu issued his pamphlet in Paris alleging that

the Great Wall of China has not, or ever has had, any existence

except in the imagination of writers and travellers, considerable dis-

3U8sion on the subject has taken place here as well as on the Continent.

Several letters have appeared in the daily papers from persons who
have actually seen the wall in different places along its length. One
correspondent says that he is in possession of a photograph of the wall

which he purchased in China about a quarter of a century ago, taken

by that well-known artist Signor Beato. A number of photographs

of the wall, if they were forthcoming—and they should be—would
prove more conclusively the fallacy of the Abbe's pamphlet than any
amount of correspondence, however well it may be authenticated. In

discussions ot this kind photography is a better witness in the opinion

of most people—and carries greater conviction with it—than the

mere testimony of eye-witnesses.

The production of a reversed negative, suitable for some of the photo-

mechanical processes, sometimes proves troublesome to the ordinary

portrait photographer. If he happen to be provided with a prism or

a reversing mirror the thing is simple enough, but this is seldom the

case ; or if he have the materials to hand for working the wet collodion

process, which few have nowadays, it is easy to take the negative on
a waxed plate, or one treated with French chalk, and then to transfer

the film to a sheet of gelatine. The most general plan now
adopted is to take the negative on a dry plate in the ordinary way
and then to reproduce it reversed in the copying camera. Now, how-
ever skilfidly this work may be carried out, it is seldom that the
reproduction comes up to the original in quality. In Germany, and
other parts of the Continent where mechanical processes—collotype in

particular—are more general than here, and also in America, dry plates,

prepared so that the film can be easily removed, are regular articles of
commerce. Here, we suspect, the demand for stripping plates would be
so limited that it would scarcely pay English makers to put such plates

into the market. However, the thing might be worthy of consideration.

One oH the simplest, and at the same time best, plana open to those
who are not in possession of either ot the above means of obtaining re-

versed negatives, is to take advantage of the Eastman stripping films.

With these, when used for our present purpose, the negative is taken
in the ordinary way, developed, fixed, and washed. Then a glass

plate is coated with plain collodion, plunged into water, and as soon
as the ether and alcohol are removed, the wet negative is squeegeed
down upon it. After resting for a short time the plate is placed in
warm water, when the paper comes away, leaving the image attached
to the glass plate. We have here a reversed direct negative on glass

as good in every way as if it were taken on a dry plate, and in print-

ing from it there is no intervening film to interfere with the sharpness

of the image. There is yet a further advantage in this method of

procedure, as the negative may be made to serve a double purpose.

If the glass be rubbed over with French chalk, previous to coating it

with the collodion, then, when the negative has served its purpose as

a reversed one, a pellicle of gelatine can be applied, after which the

negative can be stripped off from the glass and utilised for silver or

platinum printing.

An excellent opportunity was afforded during the severe storm last

week for obtaining photographs of lightning. Seldom, indeed, has

such a chance occurred, the night being dark, and the Hghtning un-

usually brilliant. Those who watched the storm could not but bo
struck with the great dissimilarity in the appearance of the flashes

with most of the photographs which have from time to time been ex-

hibited. Indeed, no two discharges appeared to the observer to bear

any relation whatever to each other, either in form or the direction

they took. A photograph of lightning at the instant of its " strik-

ing " an object, as in the case of the church in the neighbourhood of

Long Acre, would be exceedingly interesting and extremely valuable

from a scientific point of view. Such a photograph would, doubtless,

show the hghtning very differently from what it is depicted by
artists in a painting of a thunderstorm.

As might be expected, wo have received several photogi'aphs both of

the lightning itself and its effects produced during the recent storm.

One of the former is by Mr. Joseph Gray, who has secured a most ec-

centric flash, more so than we have ever seen ; another by Mr. Bre-

baza shows the interior of a studio as displayed by an exposui'e of

twenty minutes during the storm.

Of late years photography has been largely applied in the production

of Christmas and New Year's cards. Those who intend to make a

speciality of it this year should lose no time in getting up their

specimens. Of course, we are not alluding here to those photo-

graphic cards which are suppUed by the wholesale houses to the

retail stationers, as with these the latter have already laid iu their

winter stock. The kind we allude to are those supplied by many
photographers iu the provinces of local scenery taken by themselves,

and mounted on neat cai'ds bearing seasonable greetings. Already

we have seen some capital examples of these in the window of a

photographer in a country town. .V photograph of a well selected

view taken in the neighbourhood of the sender's abode, or, perhaps,

better still, the portrait of the sender, accompanied by seasonable

wishes, would generally he more acceptable than th« majority of

cards now in vogue. Extensively as photography is now being

utilised for Christmas, New Year's, and birthday cards, it might be

still further employed if photographers themselves made it more a

speciality, instead of leaving the whole of the business in that direc-

tion iu the hands of the wholesale stationers, who supply only well

hackneyed subjects, and often of little interest.

IMPROVING FEEBLE NEGATIVES.
It not unfrequently happens that in consequence of error in exposure

or injudicious development we find after fixing a negative that it is

too thin to give a satisfactory print, though the gradations of light

and shade are tolerably correct. In such cases, if the shadows are

perfectly clear, it may be an easy matter to give tlie additional force

by means of one or other of the numerous methods of intensification

in general vogue ; but too often that is the one condition that does

not prevail, and to intensify by chemical means is the opposite of

beneficial. Perchance the subject may be one of some little value,

and the slightest suspicion of uncertainty as to the probable result

suffices to deter us from any attempt in that direction. Tinder such

circumstances, I have often found it useful to resort to the beautiful

but little practised " dusting on " process.

This offers many advantages for the purpose, not the least being

that it leaves the original image quite intact, so that if the first opera-

tion prove unsatisfactory we are at least no worse off than before,
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and by cleanin)? off the first failure we may start afresh with the

added knowledge of the particular requirements of the cose gained in the

unsuccessful experiment. Tlie process, too, is a direct one, the auxiliary

native image being formed in a single operation without the inter-

mediary of a positive or any reversing operation. In addition, great

.scope is afforded for local treatment, any portions of the image that

may bo already sufficiently dense being easily left out of the general

treatment, and so the method becomes specially valuable for that

class of subjects which are mo-st difficult to deal with in the ordinary

manner, where wide contrasts of lighting are presented to the camera.

Most of my readers are, I dare say, familiar witli the general prin-

ciples of the process, though, perhaps, not acquainted with its practical

working, niul to such it will be sufficient to give a few hints that may
be useful in applying the method to this particular use. For the

benefit of those who are entirely ignorant on the subject I may
briefly recapitulate the details of procedure.

In the first place, a sheet of perfectly clean glass—in this ca.se the

back of the negative—is coated with a mixture of gum, gelatine, al-

bumen, or .similar substance, with a certain proportion of hygroscopic

matter and a bichromate. This coating is thoroughly dried in the

dark by heat, and then forms ahard, vaniish like surface, which, how-
ever, rapidly ab.sorbs moisture from the atmosphere, and becomes
"tacky '' as the plate cools, in which condition any fine powder dusted

over the surface becomes adherent. It possesses the property, upon
exposure to light, of losing its attraction for moi.sture, hence, when
exposed under a negative to sun or diffused light, the clear shadows

of the negative permitting the light to pass through, the correspond-

ing portions of the sensitive film are hardened, and lose their power of

attaching the powder subsequently dusted on, the parts protected by
the negative image at the same time retaining the tendency to absorp-

tion. In this manner an image is formed by the fine powdery matter

adhering to the protected parts of the plate—the parts which are un-

acted on by light—and so a negative image is formed /roni a negative.

Such briefly is the principle of the process, the details of which I will

attempt to explain.

Several formul.'o for the sen.sitivo solution will be found at the

latter end of the Almanac, but for this particular purpose I prefer

a slight modification of that marked No. 1, as it gives a clearer

film and one which is more under control in development than some
of the others. To save the trouble of reference I repeat the formula
here, as I have modified it ; the solution is practically the same in the

end, but I prefer to use a definite quantity of bichromate rather than
so much " saturated solution." Take

—

Bichromate of ammoniiun 150 grains.

Honey 180 ,,

Albumen 180 „

Water 4i fluid ounces.

Dissolve the bichromate and the honey in the water, warm, and allow

the solution to cool ; then stir in the albumen until thoroughly mixed,

but do not beat it, and when quite dissolved filter very carefully,

repeating the operation two or three times if needful. Great im-

portance attaches to the filtration, as upon the care with which that
is done depends the beauty of the final result, the .slightest speck of

dust or floating matter giving rise to ugly blemishes on the film. This
olution will keep good for some days in the dark. In very dry
weather the proportion of honey may be increased and vice i-ersd,

of which more anon.

And now to apply it to the plate. Naturally, as we are dealing

with a plate of glass already canning a negative film, the operation

is one that requires more care than if the reverse side of the glass

were free. The back of the negative, it must Ije understood, is to be

coated, and the first point requiring care is that none of the solution

shall get on to the front. This, however, is easily managed in careful

hands. At one time I preferred to varnish the negative before coat-

ing the back, but I have come to the conclusion that it is, all things

considered, safer to leave it unvarnished. Cleaning the back of the

plate has to be seen to however before coating, and this must be

done verj- thoroughly ; all mechanical impurities, splashes, and
smears of emulsion must be first very carefully removed, though this

should be done before the negative is d-ied. Then the glass should
be rubbed over with a mixture of alcohDl and ammonia in equal
parts, and finally poUshed witli a clean silk handkerchief.

Next, we come to the arrangements for heating the negative, which
is absolutely neceasary in coating and drying. Clearly it would be

unsafe to heat the pkte over a naked flame, which would be nearly

certain to smoke or otherwise injure the gelatine film, so we mu«t
provide a " hot plate." This is easily arranged by placing the lid of

a large biscuit or other tin box at some distance above a spirit lamp
or gas stove so as to equalise the temperature as mucli as possible.

Then, by means of wedges, or in any more convenient manner, it

must be arranged that the negative may be suspended in a perfectly

level position at a slight distance, say, a quarter of an inch above the

hot plate, so as to catch as much heat as possible without actually

touching the metal. This done, we are ready for coating.

The plate must first be very carefully dusted. It is best, after

polishing, to set the glass aside for some time until all electrical dis-

turbance has sub-sided, and then to remove any adherent particles with
a single stroke of a folded silk or cotton handkerchief, then, im-
mediately before coating, to sweep the surface once more with a broad
camel-hair brush. Next, taking the plate by one comer with the

thumb and finger, pour on to the centre a pool of the sensitive

mixture. It is nearly hopeless to expect it to flow " like collodion "

—

any attempt at that will almost certainly end fatally for the negatire,

for some of the solution is sure to find its way on to the front. The
best way is, after deliberately setting down the bottle, to lead the

solution up to the edges with the finger—which must be quite clean

—

and when that in done to pour off the surplus by one comer into

another bottle, leaving only a very thin layer upon the glass.

Now, perhaps, the troubles will begin, especially if the glass be not
really clean. The bichromated mixture will very likely show a

tendency to run away from the glass in patches, especially near the

edges. If this be the case a little coaxing with the finger, gently

rvhhing the solution into the bare patches, will often cure the evil

;

if not, there is nothing for it but to clean the plate and start afresh.

When the sensitive solution u in proper condition the only cause of

this can be imperfectly cleaned glass. Should it, however, prove

obstinate and refractory, other measures will have to be taken, and
nothing answers better in my hands than a substratum or preliminary

moistening with a feebly alkaline saccharine solution. Sixty grains

of loaf sugar and ten drops of ammonia dissolved in an ounce of

water and well filtered, is rubbed evenly over the plate with a piece

of old linen immediately before coating ; the solution will then usually

flow evenly without the assistance of the finger.

The gla-ss, being evenly coated, is laid down upon the hot plate in

as nearlj a level position as may be, and there left until quite dry, in

which state it will present an even, smooth, and glossy appearance.

Too great heat must not be applied, or decomposition will be set up

and the film ruined. A temperature of 150° Fahr. is as high as it is

safe to go. When dry the plate is ready for exposure and must be

exposed at once.

I may as well remark that these plates cannot be prepared and

stored, but must be made just when required for use, since the

moment they cool down to the natural temperature they commence
to become tacky. On this account every precaution must be taken to

avoid damp during the period of exposure. In the case of printing

from anottier negative, both negative and plate must be placed in the

printing frame warm ; but in our case the negative—picture side down-

wards—is placed in a printing frame, and backed with a piece of black

velvet or smooth cloth previously thoroughly dried and still hot, and

the back of the frame immediately closed. The backing of cloth not

only serves to lengthen the time the film may remain without be-

coming tacky, but it also prevents extraneous light getting to the film.

The time of exposure will vary very greatly according to circum-

stances of light as well as density of negative. With a thin negative,

such as we are likely to have to deal with, an exposure of twenty or

thirty seconds will sufiice in full sunlight ; but I much prefer to use

diffused light, which gives far greater control. From three to five

minutes ought to suffice at this time of year, and even in the depth

of winter and in very damp weather the exposure will not be long

enough to render the film adhesive if properly dried and backed at first

as I have described. The question of correct exposure is of some im-

portance, since, if it be too long, the powder refuses to adhere except

in the very slightest degree, and no density can be obtained. On the

other hand, if the time be too short, and especially in wet weather,
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or wlien the atmosphere is heavily charged with moisture, tlie film

ahsorbs the damp so greedily that the powder, unless great care and

judgment are used, is laid on in heavy " dabs " wherever the brush

touches. On the whole, however, I prefer to err on the side of under

doing the exposure than the reverse, especially where local treatment

is necessary, as by constantly rewarming the plate its tackiness can

be very well held in check.

As regards the colour to be used, I do not think I have j-et tried

anything that is superior to the finely-powdered plumbago for-

merly used for making reproduced negatives. Its soapy nature

renders it particularly suitable, and its fineness removes a ten-

dency exhibited by many other powders to " pile up " in thick,

coarse layers in the heavier shadows. I have tried, amongst other

pigments, finely-powdered lampblack, but, irrespective of its greater

cost, except for over exposed films it is inferior to plumbago.
That I employ is tlie powdered plumbago' of the oilshops sifted

through muslin. A better preparation, and one requiring no sifting,

is that used by electrotypers, and it is not expensive.

I find I shall have to leave the development for another paper.

II. Y. E. COTESWOHTU.

ON THINGS IN GENEIJAL.
A coniii:sroNI)T:NT writing over the signature "A Painter" lias the

audacity first to hint, and afterwards boldly to assert, that " a portrait

painter cannot receive any assistance by aid of pliotograiihy." The
thing is too ludicrous to use strong language over, but the statement

appears to mo about as conspicuously inexact as any ever launched
upon the sea of controversy. It is, perliaps, sufficient that the
Editors have said in a footnote to the letter that they know innumer-
able instances to the contrarj'. Take alone the number of posthumous
paintings whofe only claim to resemble the original is ths likeness to
a photograph taken before the subject died. Such portraits have been
painted by the foremost painters of the day. But, lest "A Painter"
should say that this is an evasion, I think I might point to the expe-
rience of almost every leading photographer of tlie day, who must
have had portraits utilised for this purpose, if he have not, indeed,
photographed sitters expressly for the use of the painters. I have
a most distinct recollection of taking a gentleman's picture solely as
an aid to the artist, who was painting a most costly presentation
portrait of a public character, and I have myself supplied copies of por-
traits of my own taking to other artists for use in painting portraits.
One gets used to the formula, " Just for a memorandum, you know :"

but when the memorandum appears very plainly limned out upon the
canvas one holds one's own opinion on the point.

There is however, another, and I may say, distinctly, fraudulent,
aspect that this subject sometimes presents, and which I'cannot better
describe than by narrating an instance that came within my own
personal Knowledge.
A well-known local magistrate in a town r^here I was once

Btaying-it is now many years ago-invited me to see his art
treasures, among them being two three-quarter length oil-paintings of
himself and his wife He had only given eight^ guineas each for
hem, so that too much was not to be expected : they were, neverthe-

less, painted by an artist of repute. I quickly formed a very strong
opinion about hem, and was turning away from their neighbourhood
when I was closely pressed for a criticism upon their merits. "My
opinion, then, is that the heads are painted upon photographs pasted,
or otherwise secured upon the canvas." The worthy magistrate wa
indignant, and would not credit this for a moment. Years afterward.

Lri''°'"°<;nl*f"^^ ''°"''' """^ ^ """^^ " ^««""1 ''^1""T about the
paintings "Oh, the faces went all black, and the paiiitings are put
into the lumber room." My original opinion was clearly a correct
one, and the artist who perpetrated such a fraud was quite as worthy
of punishment as Belt, the sculptor, who got eighteen months for mis-
representation when It was a matter of jewellery

Talking of paint brings me to the suggestion for a backing material

fcaTtT^'"*';^"'"*^
^'""'"^^ "K.Sedgfield,"who recommends

for a plate backing the contents of a tube of Newman's moist colour,
purchasable I suppose, at a shilling a tube. I am sure it would bea most u.,efu material for the purpose, particularly so when thephotographer had first goue out to m-Ac a sketch of his subject in

order to know where to smear the paint. I was always under the

impression that the moist water colours were made with gum, water,

glycerine, and pigment, so that the chief advantage of Mr. Sedg-

field's method would be the giving of a shilling an ounce, say, for

what could be easily made at fourpence a pound. As to smearing

the fingers, why every one knows that the finer the state of comminu-

tion of the pigment particles, as would naturally be the case in pre-

pared water colours, the more readily they will mess the fingers and the

greater the dilBcidty of removing the smear. But perhaps it is a joke.

It needs a sufliciency of courage for even an experienced man who
is au fait with his subject to start running a-tilt at a variety of

objects which, though generally accepted as genuine, he considers to

be impositions. He risks a fall at the outset; but when one most

imperfectly equipped in the matter of knowledge of his subject starts

on such a course, he is bound to fall iguominiously. Such has been

the fate of a gentleman of Philadelphia, whose long article read

at the Philadelphia Society, on Suyne Photographic Heresies, was

recently given in tlie pages of this .Jouhn.vl. Most of tlic attacks he

makes serve but to show his want of acquaintance with his subject.

With his countryman Mr. Carey Lea's recent investigations close

under his nose, as one may say, he can actually speak of the best

photographic writers being proverbially but indifferent photographers.

Wet collodion, according to this gentleman, is to bury itself. What
will the enlargers alone say to his proposition ? When he gets on

to the subject of dry plates he gets hopelessly adrift. He supposes

photographers generally to be afraid of rapid plates, and that sparkle

and latitude have to be sacrificed to rapidity; and finally says, "I

hold that a good rapid plate is capable of doing all that a slow plate

is, and much more besides." This is all sheer nonsense. A good

photographer uses rapid plates whenever he wants great rapidity,

and he knows it to be a fact that, at any rate with the majority of

good plates purchasable, there is a vast diflterenco in the worliing of

quick and slow, and that these quick plates will not do all that slow

plates will by a very long way. " Development is not the simple

matter some people would have us believe." WHio that knows how

to develope considers it a " .'simple matter ? " Mr. Truscott, not content

with showing the capabilities of a south fight in a studio, prefers it

to a north. Again, he appears to think that Professor Burton is the

first to discover the inaccuracy of the expression, "depth of focus;'

and, of all absurd things in the worid that he could do, Mr. T. falls foul

of Mr. .1. Traill Taylor in a question of photographic optics ! I never

met with such a tissue of erroneous notions and incongruities as this

paper presents.

The new Antwerp Section of the Belgian Photographic Association

rendered its initial meeting celebrated by the description of a method

of preventing prints from cockling while drying. The plan soberly

recommended was to steep them in a mixture of glycerine and water

(nearly one half glycerine), and allow to dry. I wonder if the writer

ever tried treacle, and I should expect, the next time he contributes,

to hear of his having recommended birdlime as a mountant.

On the same page of our JounxAi. that I read this remarkable

recommendation I observed that a sum of thirty-five thousand florins

had been voted by the Municipal Council of ^'ienna as a subsidy

towards a Photographic Institute. It would be a long time before

such a subsidy were given in this country. There are always two

sides to a question, and this suggests a sort of endowment of research

the very mention of which sends off some people into a state bordering

on frenzy. Tliere are few who would doubt, however, that such a

sum set apart in this country for a similar purpose would be capable

of most valuable service. We have not to look far back to see what

has become of those who have borne the heat and burden of the day

in photographic discovery while their followers have reaped an easy

harvest. I would not suggest an eleemosynary disposition of any

such sum, but merely a slight smoothing of the thorny path of dis-

covery by those earnest workers whose means do not enable them to

follow tlie bent of their inventive skill. Feee Lance.
,

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.
I HA\']0 long been a staunch .7.dvocate of " slow development " for all

ordinary purposes, that is except where the particular circumstai

distinctly counter-indicate its advisability. By " slow developuK'

1
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I moan oarofnl, (ind wtint 1ms beon tprmed " tentativp," trpatmnnf , ns

distinffuislii'd from piling on the full force of tho doveloper nt the

otitsot and finishing tlio opornf ion in a minute or two. I am fully

conscious of tho value of time, and should decidedly lay myself out

to save it as far as possible, if I thought I could produce as uni-

formly good results time after time in two minutes as in five ; but I

am afraid that until correct exposure becomes a purely mechanical

matter that is impossible. No harm is done to a slightly under
exposed plate if the tentative system be followed, since tho lack of

exposure can be recognised at a very early stage of the proceedings,

and tho treatment modified accordingly. Similarly with over

exposure. In fact, I may say that I, as a rule, follow the practice of

Mr. II. .1. Xewton, though I do not call it, as he does, "always
over exposing." It would be over exposure if I always followed it

with high pressure development.
But when the high pressure system is adopted the giving of a " full

exposure '' becomes a risky, if not an impossible, practice, for one of

two things must happen— either an unnecessary strain is thrown upon
the operator during development or his results must suffer. The high
pressure system of development is, to my mind, " taking hold of tho
wrong end of tho stick." There is latitude botli in exposure and
development, but far more in the latter. AVIiy, then, compel greater

care and exactitude in exposure by working the elastic operation of

development in a rigid and inflexible manner ?

But with all ray lovo for slow development, I think Mr. A. W.
Beer sails beyond tlie bounds in his paper read before the Jjiverpool

Amateur Photographic Assiciafion, in which he recommends the
" American Standard " developer (has this anything to d i with the
"Stars and Stripes," it seems to have nearly as many ingredients) at

one-eighth its normal strength. The probable result is well fore-
shadowed in his statement that " if no development appears in five

minutes" he proceeds to strengthen it, and after waiting another
similar period, if matters do not improve sufficiently he repeats the

operation. / think things might easily proceed " quietly and sedately
"

without occupying that time ; but if Mr. Beer is of a different

opinion, I am afraid I for one could not agree to follow his advice

—

" Don't hurry."

Mr. Beer expressed himself to the effect., also, that pyro in solution

is " uncertain," and that " dry pyro goes further in development than
pyro in solution." This is distinctly contrary to my own experience.
I have used pyro that has been in solution for upwards of twelve
months that has, when tried against freshly dissolved, proved eveiy
whit as vigorous in its action. I have used dry pyro in the hap-
hazard manner that used to prevail of shaking or ladling out of the
bottle what was eitimated to bo the required quantity, and have been
surprised to find what a hole a dozen plates make in an ounce under
that system. I do not find that dry pyro goes further.

Speaking of estimating the quantity of pyro, I heard a good story
some years ago of a then shining light in dry-plate photogi-apliy, who
attached great importance to the strength of the pyro in development,
and advocated, with certain plates, only a giain and a half to the
ounce, a quantity which, with those plates, others failed in getting
density. lie was tackled on the subject, and proceeded to demonstrate.
One plate was developed successfully, but not to the immediate dis-

comfiture of his opponents. A second trial was proposed, and when
his estimated " three grains " was shaken out of the bottle it was
seized and weighed. It only weighed thirteen !

By tho way, what constitutes the "American Standard" developer,

and who appointed it "standard?" Including Mr. Beer's repetition
of the formula, and another English " translation " of it, I have quite

recently come across four versions of it, all, I think, different.

Certainly two versions, published by two different American societies,

looked very much like two distinct standards.

The stale old outdoor meeting joke of " developing ft goodly
number of plates (of ham and eggs) " cropped up again the other day
for the enlightenment of the members of the Derby Society. The
original perpetrator might have been excused, not only on the ground
of novelty but also of greater logical exactitude. His joke was about
cleaning plates. But the modern plagiarist's intellect does not rise to

correctness even. Development is a constructive operation; the
manipulation of a plate of ham and eggs decidedly destructive, so
far as what is on tlie plate goes.

Mr. W. T. Wilkinson's application of the "air brush" (how I

dislike that name ! so suggestive of a Cockney's way of speaking of a
different implement) to photo-engraving is ingenious, and, I sliould

think, would prove effective, giving, in skilful bands, a saperior

grain, because selective, to that employed in tho Klic process. As
described to the members of tho London and Provincial Association,

his method consists in distributing over the plate to be engraved a
fine spray of solution of bitumen so as to form a delicate grain. As the
legitimate use of the air brush is for the shading of pictures in mono-
chrome, it is easy to imagine that it will serve its new purpose well,

and be capable of producing a variety of "grains" to suit different

subjects. The plate is afterwards etched through a carbon print

developed on the plate over its artificial grain.

This reminds me of a similar application of a ruder instrument I

saw some dozen or more years ago. A young artist, a friend of mine,
who did a good deal of work in drawing portraits on the litho stone,

was at the time I speak of making liis first experiments in etching on
zinc as a substitute for the stone, and what chiefly bothered him was
getting a satisfactory grain. He had tried a variety of plans he had
heard or read of, but none satisfied him. One day, as I stood watch-
ing him at work, and listened to his growls about the grain, I

suggested, "Why not shade the zinc as you do the stone?" "By
.love!" he said, "the very thing." Hin method of shading was to

charge a tooth brush with thin litho ink and with the finger to
" spirt " it on to the stone in the same manner that " falling snow "

is

put into negatives by artful photographers. My friend may still use
the same process, for he has been engaged on " process " work for
many years now.

Mr, Cowan's method of producing a chemically clean surface upon
glass communicated to the same meeting is worth knowing, and though
not perhaps of very wide utility, may be found invaluable on special

occasions. For instance, in silvering reflectors or small mirrors the
difficulty usually is to get a perfectly clean surface, and this plan
appears to fill the want. It consists in coating the glass after ordinary
cleaning with a solution of guttapercha, which, when dry, is stripped
off the plate, leaving an absolutely clean surface.

From what I can gather from the discussion that followed the
reading of Mr. Octavius Smith's paper. On Systems of Numbering
Fhotor/raphic Lenses and Diaphragms at the North London Society
that gentleman took the trouble to go with unnecessary accuracy into
figures and details that were of no real practical value. Mr. George
Smith (there seems to be an epidemic of Smiths amongst lenses and
diaphragms) got up and corrected the other Mr. Smith on one or two
points, and advocated practical in preference to mathematical accu-
racy. There was a sly sarcasm in Mr. Mackie's allusion to the manner
in which the other Mr. Smith had " endeavoured " to be " extremely
accurate " in placing himself in a mathematical position to be able to

guess at the rapidity of his plate and the value of the light. But
Mr. F, AV. Hart pleased me most in his remarks. In his early days
at photography—the early days of photography, in fact—there was
no trouble about exposure tables and diaphragm numbers; they
trusted to experience, i.e., common sense, " It was only -within the

last few years that photographers had commenced to worry themselves

about such matters," And he finished by advising that to learn ex-
perience would serve the young photographer much better than all

the " tables,"

My own experience with tables and calculations is similar to Mr.
Medland's ; they are more bother than they are worth, and utterly

misleading if imphcitly trusted to. As for " Mr, Medland's friend,"

who was stated by another member to produce " excellent work with
the aid of exposure tables," I should be inclined to say he did it with
the aid of experience, and in spite o/the tables,

I once had, on a photographic trip, to share a double-bedded room
with a travelling companion, one of the mathematical-before-photo-

graphic class. He had been at work all day with his tables, and had
littered the landscape with the crumpled papers on which he had
performed his calculations, even "composing" his pictures with a

funny looking instrument of his own invention. After we got into

bed he went into the theory of things in general, and by about day-

light seemed to be making things clear to himself, when I dozed off

and dreamt that I was the late Mr. Babbage's calculating machine, and
not MONITOB.
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COLOUKING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.'
As laid down, all colours complementani to each other are greatly

enhanced in value and effect by their being judiciously placed in

juxtaposition one with the other. Indeed, the general harmony of a

picture may be said to altogether depend upon this principle being

strictly adhered to. Colours, however, which are not complementary

to each other when so placed will mutually injure each other's

natural beauty. For example, a blue and a purple placed in close

proximity will be mutually injured, and this for reasons very easy to

discover—the natural purity of each tint being marred by its com-

panion. The blue will be found to assume a somewhat greenish tint,

resulting from the yellow rays emitted by the purple, and the purple

in turn assuming somewhat of a russet tinge on account of the orange

rays given out by the blue.

In the case of neutral tints being placed in contact with full hues

or tints, these same neutral tints should incline to the complementary

of such hues or tints, as the best and most harmonious effects can

only be produced by so doing. Thus, when an olive tint is placed in

contact with a yellow, it should, in order to produce the best effect,

incline to purple rather than to green, the former being the comple-

mentary of yellow.

In this regard, the contrast of hue or tint is not the only point to

be considered. There is also the contrast of intensity, and much effect

at times may be gained by its skilful treatment. It will be easily

observed that when two tints of the same colour, but of widely

different degi-ees of intensity, are placed together, the deep tint will

appear to deepen still more in tone, while the light tint will seem to

become still lighter, the difference in intensity being most observable

at the points of contact. This principle will hold good in contrasting

colours of varying degrees of intensity, inasmuch as they will be

found to receive a double modification by being brought into contact

—the brilliancy of hue as before stated as well as the intensity— the

deepest colour seeming to be still deeper, while the least intense will

appear to become more washy.

All colours when brought in contact with pure white gain depth,

for the simple reason that the white assumes the complementary tint

of the colour near it. On the other hand, black has the effect of

weakening the colours placed in contact with it, or even in its

immediate neighbourhood. There is a wide difference, however, pro-

duced by the various hues coming in contact with or on black, the
depth of black being very greatly intluenced and materially modified
by contact with such colours as have a luminous complementary.
Thus, when purple comes in contact with black, the latter loses its

depth and brilliancy considerably, owing to the tinge imparted to it

by the yellow rays emitted by the pui-ple ; should it come in contact
with blue or green, it will partake of a rusty tone, caused by the
orange or red rays thrown out by these colours. On the other hand,
black, when coming in contact with red, yellow, or orange, becomes
more intensified. All pure colours will be found to gain brilliancy

by the juxtaposition of grey, which may be considered a mixture of
black and white.

The harmony produced by the skilful placing in juxtaposition of
such colours as mutually benefit each other, and the harmony pro-
duced by judicious contrast, are not the only harmonies we have to
consider. We have still what may be called the harmony of analogy.
This latter is to be obtained by a combination of the various grada-
tions of any one colour in its own scale, or of the hues and tints in the
order in which we may observe them in the solar spectrum.
By the judicious arrangement of analogous tints in their most

favourable and harmonious relations and almost endless variety the
most pleasing results may be secured. In this treatment, however,
there are more difficulties to combat with than either of the other
two. The effects are less striking—more delicate, as it were—and
requires a greater amount of real artistic feeling and keen perception,
combined with more skilful management, to produce really hanpy and
successful effects.

The laws which regulate harmonious colouring are not the outcome
of an over-excited fancy, or even the result of some extremely sensitive
organization, which, being endowed with a keen appreciation of the
beautiful, has Isid these rules down to be followed by less gifted
followers. On the contrary, this harmony is inherent in nature, and

* ^ontimied from page 518,

it is nature herself which lays down these laws for our guidance when
we would seek to reproduce her. It will require but a small amount
of study or observation of nature to discover ample and pleasing

illustrations of the various kinds of harmony. What a striking illus-

tration of the harmony of analogy does the rainbow afford us, with all

its beautifully blended and delicately graduated colours ! If by any

chance this most wonderful study of colour should not have received

ample attention from any reader, let me suggest that the next oppor-

tunity be taken advantage of. I cannot think of any combination so

complete and so thoroughly showing the balance as well as the

harmonies of the various colours.

All the principles to be learned from such observations are of tlie

greatest value to the art student, and should never be neglected,

whether his intention is to follow landscape painting or portraiture.

Although of greater value, perhaps, in the former branch of art, it will

be found to be of very considerable help in the latter, and in all cases

will exalt the artistic feeling of the student.

What a lesson is to be gained from the careful contemplation of

almost any landscape. There we may observe the blue of the extreme

distance blending with the cool greens and greys of the middle

distance ; then these in turn seem to melt into the warmer and
more positive greens, yellows, and browns of the foreground. If on

such a landscape we have the advantage of a setting sun, how com-
pletely changed, and still more beautiful, is the effect. There is a

warm glow thrown over the whole scene ; every object seems to be

beautified ns it were by a golden light and a purple shadow. Nature
will afford the willing and observant student endless varieties of

effects to study from. In nature harmonies of contrast are not hard

to find, they are visible at every step; from the wild moor to the

fertile valley everything suggests beauty and harmony. The ever

varying of yellow gorse mingling witli tlie purple heather, the scarlet

holly berry and its deep (and complementAry) green foliage, the rose of

whatever hue and its green leaf in harmonising contrast.

The wildest dreams of an artist will never suggest anything like the

incredible freaks of nature as regards drawing as well as colouring.

Gustave Dore produced some very extraordinary effects in the way of

clouds—studies which really appeared absurd on account of tlieir

seeming extravagance, and to tell the truth I myself thought them

impossible. But on examination I felt assured that they were the

products not of a wild and fertile brain but of a close study of nature.

The autumn of the year I saw them I saw almost every evening the

most extraordinary forms and combinations of clouds I ever saw in

my life. In fact I never saw anything like them since. They were

to be seen from Piccadilly looking over the Green Park. Once going

by boat, too, from Dublin to Holyhead I had a look at the Welsh

mountains in the early morning. I never saw such colouring, and I

am sure if transferred to canvas few would be found to believe it real

and as in nature. It is many years now since this occurred, but it

so fixed itself in my mind I have never forgotten it.

From all this the grand inference to be drawn is—study—study

nature, for she is the only fountain of real knowledge. The principles

laid down here are only those dictated by nature. They should be

properly understood by all as they will enable the colourist, while

preserving truthfulness to nature in such points and details as are

absolutely inherent in the oriyinal, to surmount the dilficulties that

may crop up in the management of the draperies, accessories, bacl<-

ground, kc, thus giving due value to the complexion, and producing

not only a pleasing, but a perfect and harmonious picture.

There is much of all this whicli may not appear necessary, strictly,

to " colour as applied to photography," inasmuch a.s colouring is

mostly employed for portraiture in this line. But think what advan-

tages it will give one in the treatmeut of a picture to have a thorough

knowledge of the art generally to support you. How much more

easily will you gain your effects, and how much more harmonious

and artistic will be your picture when finished. How often can an

ungainly figure be made presentable by the artistic treatment of the

surroundings.

Another advantage that may be gained by a thorough knowledge

of the principles of colouring is breadth. An experience I had r. few

years ago will, I think, explain this view satisfactorily. I had an

order for two portraits, which had to be finished by a certain date ; I

could not possibly get them done myself so I was obliged to give
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them to a friend. He mnde a great success with them, although he

tierer laic the oritjinals. I liad not tlireo hours work to tinish them,

nlthougli this may seem impossible to many. (Please noto, liowever,

tliuy would not be mistaken for the work of Sir Thomas Lawrence or

Sir Joshua Reynolds.) However, to get back to the pictures. Uy
some strange accident )io painted the backgrounds differently, so

differently, indeed, that the pictures did not look the same size. In

fact, you could measure the canvas and then go back, and you would
still hold that they were not the same size. One treatment dwarfed
the canvas, wliile the other gave the feeling of breadth. When I

drew his attention to it, he altered the di;fective one and made a most
successful pair of portraits. It was a pure oversight that let him
make such a mistake.

This will show, however, tiiat an artist who so well understands

the principles of his art ran produce on a certain size canvas an effect

that will make it appear double the size and give it general import-

ance. In art we need never be afraid of knowing too much, but
rather always try to learn. I have had a fairly long experience in

some ways, yet every day I try to learn, and I often find some strange

experience crop up to repay me for my watchfulness and disposition

to still learn. Redmond Bahhett.
(To he continued.)

METROPOLITAN INDUSTRIES.
The Gold and Silver "Works of R. Prinole & Co., and

THE Reduction of PHOTOGRAPiiRn.s' Wastes.

From the fact of so little being said at our various photographic

societies concerning the economies of the art so far as regards the

utilisation of wastes, one is tempted to ask, Are photographers really

aware what an enormous saving of the noble metals—silver iu par-

ticular—may be effected by the extremely simple system of preserving

their wastes, and sending them to the refiner or reducer, and having

them converted into current coin ? We know of one photographer

who makes somewhat of a hobby of reducing his wastes himself, and
who thinks he does his work ineffectively when be fails to recover

seventy per cent, of the silver employed in sensitising his paper.

W'e once arrested the hand of an amateur who was just about to

empty down the sink the contents of a large dish of hyposulphite of

soda in which be had been fixing 1.5 x 12 negatives until, as he said, it

had become so saturated that it had lost its power for fixing any
more. It was, instead of being allowed to run to waste, transferred

to a glass vessel, and a lump of potassium sulphide (liver of sulphur),

previously dissolved in water, was poured in. This act was attended

by the production of a copious black precipitate, representing the

whole of the silver that had been in all the plates fixed in that bath,

except so much as had been reduced by the developer and gone to

form the image—a somewhat small proportion. Now we are not here

going to give a dissertation on reducing wastes, but we may say that

the precipitate referred to could either be converted into nitrate of

silver, melted into a nugget of the pure metal, or, easier still, be sent

to the refiner, who would return its value in cash to the sender or

chai-ge him a small sum for reducing and melting it down in a bar.

All this is by way of preface to a brief account we purpose giving
of a visit we paid to on(! of our metropolitan silver and gold refineries

—tliat of Messrs. 1!. Pringle & Co., Clerkenwell-road, better known
years ago as the famous \Vilderne.ss-row of the jewellery and watch-
making district of London. Indeed, Jlr. Pringle still kt>eps up the old

associations connected with that once well-known name by designating

his factory the " Wilderness Works."
After entering, and pa.ssing by the jewellery sale department as

possessing no interest in our present quest, we descended into the

basement storey, which extends out behind, and where the refining is

carried on. In one place we saw a huge stamper—a species of steam

hammer—alternately raised by steam and falling by its own gravity

in a mortar, where it was engaged in crushing to a fine powder
crucibles and skittle pots, which, having done their duty in melting

the noble metals, were being prepared for a further yielding up of

every atom of these metals which had remained attached by adhesion

or permeation.

In another place we saw a boy subjecting to a searching examina-

tion the sweepings of some jewellers' floors or benches, opening every

scrap of paper carefully, for who knows that lurking therein may be

some diamond, ruby, or gold ring which might have been lost, and

which would be destroyed in the crucibles to which a transfttrrence

was so soon to be effected.

l'hotogra))hers' wastes were there in various forms, much of it in

the shape of ashes, implying a previous state of existence in the form

of paper or cloths. When a parcel of waste is received from a photo-

grapher it is reduced to a homogeneous mass, and a definite and

carefully weighed portion placed along with a flux in one of a series

of tiny crucibles kept for the purpose, and through the agency of

furnaces, each capable of holding several of these, a bead of metal is

obtained which, when placed in the a.ssay balance, enables the assayer

to determine with a singular degi-ee of accuracy the value of the

whole.

The reduction of the wastes is effected by a series of large crucibles

in furnaces at the end of the building. Of course it must not be

imagined that photographic wastes alone supply these furnaces and

refineries with work, for although it has a .somewhat unpretending

exterior, yet is the interior a hive of industry, embracing everything

connected with the metallurgy and working of the gold and silver

trade, established over fifty years ago, and now employing altogether

about seventy hands. During oiu- brief visit we witnessed the melting

of metals and their being cast into ingots, rolled into sheets, and

drawn into wires.

It may be mentioned that two members of the firm are amateur

photographers, therefore they have the advantage of knowing exactly

what the requirements of tlie photographic profession are.

The preparation of nitrate of silver and chloride of gold, gold-

smiths' and silversmiths' work, mounting, polishing, electroplating,

and gilding, is also extensively carried on, altogether consuming large

qu.antities of gold and silver, so that Messrs. Pringle are only too glad

to allow the utmost value for the precious metals in order to keep up

their own supply.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN COLOURS.
One of the first communications I ever addressed to any journal was
on Photograph/ in Colourn. It is dated " London, May lOth, 186.5,"

and appeared in The British Journal of Photography on the

20th of the month which I have named. I was at that time in the

employment of Mr. J. R. Johnson, of the " Pantascopic ('ompany,'' and
at their establishment. No. 3, Red Lion-square, W.C., my duties were
those of an operator, chemist, and so forth. My various predecessors,

when their silver baths went wrong (a very common thing in I860),

weie in the habit of bottling them up, labelling them " old bath,"

and proceeding to make a new one. I accordingly inherited several

gallons of " old bath," which Mr. Johnson required me as a chemist

to reduce to a working state. I accordingly mixed the lot together,

sunned them, and evaporated down to crystals. Some of the baths, I

was informed, contained acetate of soda, some citrate, and sundry

similar bodies added to gain intensity. However, the new bath

mixture, duly filtered and acidified, worked extremely well, with this

very startling peculiarity, that the photographs taken were all in

colours—natural colours when seen by reflected light, their comple-

mentary ones when seen by light transmitted. The colours were not

bright and vivid, but they were there, on every negative, and were
not discovered until the fixing and washing had been done, nor,

indeed, until some weeks after varnishing.

Red Lion-square, the .subject of my negatives, which were taken

for the verification of the Grubb's numbera of the apUnatic lenses

which wo used, is not—or at any rate was not—a place of lively

colours. The red-brick houses had been rendered dark and dingy by
the hand of Time; the green of the garden trees and grass was but
" indifferent honest," and the blueness of a London sky was generally

of a sombre hue.

Carefully inspecting one of a number of these n^atives, I was
struck first by the fact of its presenting, when viewed askew, a

murky effect, as of a coal-tar stain floating on the inky waters of the

Irwell (the river of my native city). There was a very dirty blue-

ness spreading over half the negative. I next observed that this

murky blueness was on the sky alone ; then that the trees and grass
j

were "a dirty, murky green ; then that the houses were a filthy brown.

Ry transmitted light the filthy complemenU of the filthy colours ,

were distinctly seen. The appearance was on all the negatives. I ,

showed them to Mr. Johnson, and when told they were made with (
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the old baths revive 1, he ordered a careful analysis of the material of

the baths; but I detected nothing definitely but silver, soda, potash,

and nitric, acetic, and citric acids. The mixture previous to treatment

smelt of aldehyde, and after crystalisation and re-solution of apples.

"What the substance is vi-hich smells like apples I don't pretend to

know, but I remember a fellow-student in the laboratory of Owens

College was once unfortunate enough to upset about fifty shillings'

worth of bichloride of platinum which ho had made upon the

laboratory table where we worked. "\Ve mopped it up with filter

paper, washed out the paper, and evaporated tlie solution down to

dryness over a water bath, and that smelt like apples, too. New
baths were made, and citrates, acetates, and formates added, but no

filthy colours were obtained. The results were merely normal, but

witli a rich peculiar hloom. One of these negatives, with jNIr. John-

son's sanction, I retained, and it is possible I may find it yet, though

quite twenty years hiive elapsed since I saw it last. These pictures

were photographs in colours, feeble and smudged almost out of sight

by the overwhelming preponderance of the ordinary negative

deposit.

I can give no further particulars of their production than that Mr.

Johnson's dark room was dark indeed. It was a photographic tent

•with ruby gla.ss about nine inches square, and a yellow textile flap

besides, "it was, further, situated far from the window of the room,

and so dark that it was barely within the reach of possibility to see

what you were doing. It was the production of these negatives

which led me to give consideration to the subject of " photography in

colours," and to write the letter which appeared in your issue of May
2C, ISO"). That letter is concluded by the paragraph :—

" However, I fiuite believe, from such evidences as have fallen in my
Kay" (alluding to those described above), " that by carefully, patiently,

and perseveringly pursuing a systematic course of experiments, recording

and remembering their results, we shall at length be enabled to solve the

beautiful but difficult problem of Photoqraphy in Colours."

In the body of my letter (that of 180-5) I say :—

"If we could prepare a plate which would be acted upon by rays of all

colours .... it is perfectly obvious that it must be prepared and
retained in absolute, and not relative, darkness before it receives the

intended exposure, unless the process is to be an extremely slow one."

Again, I say:

—

" We must either discover a means of destroying the sensitiveness of

the film, without destroying the latent image or our capability of de-

veloping it, or else the latter process must bo conducted in absolute

darkness also.

" By what means sensitivenees of the film might bo destroyed before

development," I continue, " is really far beyond me to suggest. To
develope in absolute darkness (if we would have other than random
successes) we must evidently have some means of knowing when to stop

apart from the use of our eyes. These means, beyond doubt, will con-

sist in having such a knowledge of our plate and its jiroperties, the

amount of light, and the action of our subsequent chemical reagents, as

will enable us to perform all our operations to time. To ascertain the

exact i)roperties of our sensitised plate would require careful experiments
to be conducted, with a prior and thorough knowledge of the composition,

&c., of our chemicals, and with the aid of a variety of instruments,
amongst which there would certainly be a thermometer, probably a
barometer and a hygroscope, and possibly an electrometer and a host of

others. To ascertain the amount of light .... we certainly require

photometrical apparatus, probably very different from any now in use

;

whilst to acquire a knowledge of the actions of our subsequent chemical
reagents would require experiments carefully conducted with the com-
bined knowledge of our jilate and light."

So said I, and in these columns, two-and-twenty years ago, and
with very little variation so say I now.

I do not now think the barometer, the hygroscope, or the electro-

meter would be required, whilst as to photometrical appliances I am
of opinion that those jiroduced since then by others and by myself
would answer all the purposes required.
When staying in London in 1881 I spent a considerable portion of

five weeks in the laboratory of Captain Abney at South Kensington,
and was there shown some of his spectrum photographs in colours
on silver plates. Probably I did not see the best examples. Those
I did see, however, whilst they showed all the colours, did not (con-
sidering the character of the objects photographed) present much less

of smudgincss than my own of 180.5. There was, however, this great
difference—Captain Abney knows how his own were got .sufficiently

well to get them when ho likes again, whilst my own results I am
unable to reproduce at will.

I think, however, Mr. Carey Lea's researches are likely to set us on
the track again, and I still am confident that " we shall at length be
enabled to solve the beautiful but difficult problem of photography
in colours." D. Winstanley,

THE CAMERA IN THE FIELD.

The tourist season has set in with its usual severity: moor and

mountain, wood and stream, are being daily stormed by the silent

artillery of the optician, and photographers in search of the picturesque

are as "common as shells on the seashore. The late descent upon

Glasgow and the Clvde suggests some novel reflections. Some day,

for instance, we may read that the "Saucy Susan," seventy cameras,

was passed in such and such a latitude and longitude; or that Slocum-

in-the-Slush is at present invested by the Ilotchkissian batteryof *

hundred and forty cameras, mounting instantaneous shutters with a

range of speed from a second to the ten thousandth part thereof.

Parenthetically, another fantastic avenue of thought is opened up by

the frequent spectacle of printing frames placed in the windows of

private dwellings. The eligibility of a suburban villa must be ap-

preciably enhanced if its front windows enjoy a moiety of sunshine,

so that "gentlemen's negatives may be printed before leaving for the

City. Ko enterprising dealer has yet annexed the notion of retailing

complete sets on the hire purcliase system ;
but it is evident that

before long certain dwelling houses will be mentally ticked by those

who are amateur photographers and those who are not, according to

their sympathies, just as now one remarks, responsive to his feelings

towards that ill-used instrument, the presence or the absence of a

pianoforte.

Those who are turning their backs upon the populous city pent are

to be envied. In company with the grand old gardener and his wife

in the great ^Miltonic epic, the world is all before them, and there is

httle doubt that full advantage is being taken of so wide a choice, and

that when October comes round the operations of development and

printing, for which the month of brown ale and nuts is noteworthy,

will be the chief concerns of an expanding circle. It is in the field

that the qualities of the modem landscape camera are put to the

only satisfactory test, and that we find out the true value of paper

theories and shop-counter nostrums. Students of these columns will

not have failed to notice that whilst one authority recommends an

instrument becau.se it possesses all the "latest" improvements, another

denounces it on account of its faddishness. In fact a bitter duel is in

progress between the ideally perfect and the simple but practically

efficacious. Of late there has been a strong tendency to supplement

the chief functions of the landscape camera by a host of ingenious but

superfluous movements. Now it is easy to go too far in the direction

of florid " improvements" when devising a new camera, just as in

architecture an otherwise beautiful facade may be marred by too

much ornamentation. In this connection simplicity is almost synony-

mous with efliciency. The new race of patent cameras are certainly

not simple, and many of their movements are—if a camera can be

accused of .-iny latent waggishness—absurdly funny ; more, they are

not only unnecessary, but they defeat their own object by taking

longer to woric than the very methods they are supposed to supplant,

and, in the case of entirely new devices, are not wanted once in a

blue moon. If a camera is made of well-seasoned wood, and by hand;

light, without beincr flimsy
;
portable, at no sacrifice of freedom of

plav; with a rising, falhng, and sliding front; a reversing holder;

double swing ; and a good length of focus, every possible requirement

of all but the superfine virtuoso will have been provided for. These

patent movements will not stand the very easy test of constant usage.

i'or example, revolving backs are uncertain in their action, and their

advantages are imaginary, for the reversible holder is simpler, more

reliable, and often quite as quick in practice. Again, the turntable

as an integral portion of the baseboard possibly saves a second or two,

but I believe it to be an ultimate source of weakness to the camera,

for whilst the time-honoured triangle causes no structural strain to

the instrument it supports, in the case of the " feather weights" now

in favour the diverging pressure of a powerful tripod must tell in the

end. Despite the ingenuity of .some of the recent iniprovemeuts, I do

not think they are destined to win much applause. At the present rate,

the patent camera often years hence will be an awfid thing to compre-

hend, especially to a novice. It is bad enoudi now, even if all the move-

ments work as smoothly as it is claimed they do. The other day one

of these clever concoctions was forwarded to its purchaser, who had

to use brute force to get one of the patent movements to fulfil its

task, whilst, horrible to tell, he had to open the dark slides with

a chisel, for the clasps were liamiuered down quite a sixteenth into

the wood. They manage these things better in the vicinity of

Clerkenwell and " Gray's Inn-road, where innovation is slow but

•uccessful.

I always follow the patent news week by week, as it is generally

instructive, and sometimes amusing. For one thing, it fills me
with astonishment at the tremendous fecundity of the photographic

" inventor." I wonder how many times it stands recorded that

So-and-so has applied for letters patent for improvements in instan-
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taneous shutters ; that Tom, Dick, or Harry, has made a Bimilar

request iu connection with the camera; and tliat Mister Tout le

Monde has hunil)ly prayed for ditto ditto for a new tripod stand?

This sort of thing luis been froing on for years with almost grotesque

persistency, and yet to-day, if wo could talte a plebiscite, I believe we
should find that the plain drop shutter with an clastic accelerator is

the best for all-roiuid use ; that the camera I have sketched (which,

minus the reversing liolder, was known a decade since) is not likely to

be displaced : and that the simple folding tripod, which is relatively

lis old as the hills, is almost as firm in popular favour. Our inventora

should diffuse their energies. Why won't somebody give us a dark

slide, [wliich, by ready adjustments, will carry plates of every size

below its maximum capacity, and thus obviate the troublesome inner

frame ? I never loolc at one of these heavily patented cameras
without thinking of the moral metaphor wherein liguretha camel and
a gmit. AVliat is the use of a hundred adjustments to tlie camera if

tlio slides are not absolutely, unimpeacliably light-tight? It will read

strangely, no doubt, but actual experience proves that for every ten

men who make a good camera not more than one turns out a reliable

dark slide. So much for mnchine-made apparatus. As Thackeray's

Jeanu'S remarlis, " t)h, trumpery ! oh, jMoses !

"

Some people think that tlie size of the small numerals on their

slides might bo increased with good results. It was a practical man,
and not, I sliould imagine, wholly unconnected with the tea trade,

who had the numbers of his slides painted on them to the size and
appearance of the fat figures one sees on the caddies in the grocers'

sliops. The resource of tlie young lady wlio weut to Kgypt with her

camera was scarcely so happy. Having focussed her first picture to

the requisite sharpness, she gave orders to have the screen, which was
a moveable one, packed away, and instructions that the camera was not

to be touched on any account. " For," to quote the fair innocent, " I've

got a good focus, and I mean to keep to it." So she did ; roaming
Pharaoh-land, and exposing dozens of plates upon as many objects,

near and far, big and little, with a light heart and a " good focus." And
when she came homo and had her plates developed, and scrutinised

the results, she well, she emulated the parrot of revered memory.
A collection of all the photographic oddities one hears of would
form a droll book. An absent-minded man "took up" with photo-

graphy and on bis first outing forgot to remove the cap ; on the next,

took it off before pulling out the shutter of the slide ; on the next,

solemnly exposed the plateless slide for five seconds with /j ; and
ended by offering his kit for sale. He didn't find a purchaser, and
after a time he began to wonder if the non-utilisation of his brains

had anything to do with his failures. I don't know what conclusion

he arrived at, but he is now, or was recently, passably proficient in

the art he was once heard to stigmatise as too difficult for him.
Mahbton Moohb.

MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS FOR FLASHING LIGHTS.

Kf.ckntly in a note appended to our reprint of a patent, it was
pointed out that the use of a mixture of powdered magnesium, sulphur,

and sulphide of antimony, to give flashing lights for photoijraphic

purposes, is a very old invention, seeing that it was prominently

brought before the Soutli London Photographic Society on November
0, 180-'), by J. Traill Taylor, and formed the subject of an editorial

article in The Biutish Journal of PuoToonAPHY in the following

year. But ita utility seems now to be on the point of being appre-

ciated, for its merits are being fully investigated in Germany. It

seems likely to have considerable commercial value in photographing
sitters in their own homes; it may make this class of work common.
At one of the meetings of the Berlin Society for the Advancement

of Photography, with Dr. Vogel, the President, in the chair, Herr
Wiethe gave particulars relating to some experiments he had made in

company with Herr Gredicke concerning instantaneous photography
by the magnesium light. The Photoyraphische Mittheilunf/en states

that he mentioned that they had worked for six months at the

exjx;riments in order to render the method of practical utility; they
abandoned the iLse of magnesium riband and replaced it with the

powdered metal mixed with salts rich in oxygen, but until recently

they did not obtain satisfactory results in photographing moving
objects. Herr Kuntze, who assisted tliem in their researches, said

that the final results were surprising, and exhibited some pictures they
had taken, including one of a dog, which proved the rapidity attained.

Another print was from a negative of an old painting, and was a well-

balanced monochromatic reproduction ; in this case, salts which
coloured flames rod and yellow had been added to the powdered mix-
ture. Herr Schultze-IIencke remarked that one of the portraits had
been taken by daylight, and the part which was in shadow by the

light of day alone, hod beccine the brightest under the influence of the

magnesium light, consequently plenty of illumination wns afIorde<l

by the method. The meeting considered the invention to be of high
value.

Herr Omdicko then gave a practical demonstration, by taking the
portrait of Herr Milster. The mixture was placed in a lantern with
a glass face, that the smoke might not escape into the room. The
shadow side of the sitter was illuminated by a reflector built up of tin

plates, and too intense lighting of any part was avoided by the inter-

position of thin sheets of silk paper. To photograph a group, Herr
Gaidicko placed his mixture in a little iron cup, suspended by means
of a cord before the luminous focus of a reflector made of leaves of

paper. The lighting was graduated in the following manner :—Two
or three thicknesses of silk paper were placed between the light and
those nearest to it ; the next part of the group had but one or two
thicknesses of the paper interposed ; upon the most distant part of

the group tlio light fell direct.

The Mitthcilioiffen then makes some statements which reiuire
additional verification. It says that the inflammable mixture has

the following properties :—I. It contains powdered magnesium and a
substance rich in oxygen; chlorate of potash, saltpetre, and sulphide

of antimony answer the best. 2. This mixture does not disengage ex-

pansive gases ; it cannot be inflamed by pressure or percussion.

;i. It is tiierefore inoffensive. 4. It burns without detonating. The
statement that it cannot be inflamed by pressure or percussion is

dilRcult to believe, since most dangerous explosions have taken place

witli such a composition. Of course the materials must be ground
separately and mixed gently, but even then, no matter how far the

chlorate of potash may be diluted down, so to speak, with the two
other substances, the statement that the mixture is safe against

pressure and percussion is too serious, as well as too improbable, to

be safely accepted on the authority of an anonymous newspaper
paragraph

,

The same journal goes on to state that the mixture can be used to

give instantaneously any desired amount of light ; the smoke is got

rid of by burning the mixture in a lantern furnished with an open
tube ; the burning mixture chases before it the air contained in the

lantern, but does not force its own smoke out ; as the lantern cools,

tlie products of combustion fall to the bottom thereof ; the lantern

can be cleared out afterwards by the aid of a bellows.

Next comes the use of the light in portraiture. To take instan-

taneous pictures it is necessary to use but one source of light. By
making use of reflectors of silvered paper and screens of siik paper

—

probably thin oiled paper would answer—one has the power to produce
ligliting effects which will permit the taking of portraits anywhere,
and that, too. instantaneously, which is an advantage : the flash lasts

but from one-thirtieth to one-fiftieth of a second. This gives tlie

following advantages :— (1), A better light during the dark days of

winter
; (2), sitters can be photographed in their own homes without

ditficulty
; (3), children and animals can be readily photographed, no

matter bow much they may move about
; (4), dark localities with

persons in motion may be photographed ; (.5), by mixing in salts of

lithium, barium, and so on, coloured pictures or objects may be well

photographed.
Herr 1/. Vogel states that by the method he has photographed a

group of six persons in a room of sombre colours, by the aid of two
grammes of magnesium powder, with chlorate of potash added ; the

objective employed was an aplamtt of Steinheil's, at a distance of 2-80

metres. All the members of the group gave a start when the Ught
flashed upon them, but no effect was produced thereby upon the

sensitive plate, which proves that the contraction of their muscles

took place after the exposure. Herr H. W. Vogel has taken a group

at eleven o'clock at night witli a Stoinheil anti/jianat, not stopped

down. The group consisted of from twelve to fourteen persons. 1 wo
and a half grammes of Gsedicke's mixture, containing three-fourths

of a gramme of magnesium, were employed, at a distance of two and

a half metres. No reflector was used, yet the negative is full of

detail. It is necessary to prevent the direct light from the flame

entering the lens, otherwise tlie plate will be fogged.

A SEAECH FOR A SUBSTITUTE FOB HYPO.
[American Oonveutiou.]

One of the most useful discoveries ever made in the art of photography
was the fact ascertained by Sir John Hcrschel in the year 1819, that

,

solution of sodium hyposulpliite dissolves the chloride, bromide, and
iodide of silver. When we take into consideration that this salt, al-

though now made in hundreds of tons every year, was then only a
laboratory chemical, and very little used, we are surprised that Herschel

should have thought of using it. But ho did use it, and photographen
ever since have blessed him ; that is, they have done so if they got clean ,
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prints. Bnt in spite of the fact of the womlerful solubility of the silver

naloids in sodium hyposulphite, there are numerous drawbacks to its

use, and various other compounds have from time to time been suggested

as substitutes for this universal fixer of plates and prints. Sir John

Herschel used other solvents for the silver salts, notably ammonia and

solution of common table salt.

Fox Talbot also used a strong solution of common salt. But these

solvents never eutirely dissolved the silver haloids from paper, and the

white parts of the picture gradually acquired a blue colour, which, Talbot

said, was not unpleasant, probably because he could not do any better.

Bobert Hunt kept some of these salt-fixed pictures for eight years, and
found that they changed very little, except the blue tint aequured by the

white portions.

In regard to the use of ammonia, it was found to be a good solvent for

the silver haloids, but it also attacked the picture, and there was danger

of destroying it completely.

Among other solvents used by the early workers in iihotography is

potassium bromide, which was employed by Fox Talbot, and strongly

recommended by him. Gustave le Gray, of Paris, used this solvent in a

bath containing 360 grains in a pint and three-quarters, the fixing taking

at least three-quarters of an honr ; and he says it is better to wait two
or three hoiu-s. Le Gray also mentions the addition of ammonia to the

fixing bath of sodium hyposulphite, and recommends one fluid ounce to

every quart of bath, which has a strength of about one in ten. He
says this addition gives very pure whites ; but the pictures were not

permanent.
During the last year or two the question of using some other solvent

for the silver haloids used in photography has again come up, and two
substances have been tried—sodium sulphite by Captain Abney, and
ammonia by a Scotch photographer, whose name has escaped me. In
the case of the sulphite of sodium it was found to be too weak a solvent

to use as a substitute for hyposulphite, although Captain Abney placed

on record his work with it and made a table of its solvent power, which
was published in the journals.

Thinking I might find something interesting in this question of the

solubility of the silver haloids in various chemical solutions, I have made
a number of experiments, which I desire to place on record. Although I

have not been able to find a chemical compound that will supplant
sodium hyposulphite in the fixing bath, yet I have experimented with
materials that are solvents of the silver haloids, and this in no mean
degree. In every scientific investigation the failures are often of as much
importance as the successes, and with this idea in my mind I beg you
will accept with charity this record of imperfect work done in the spare
hours of a life that is full of engagements and calls to duty.

In the first place, I made a solution of silver nitrate of such a strength
that one cubic centimetre of it would give 0-01830 gramme of silver

[
bromide, 0-02290 gramme of silver iodide, or 001396 gramme of silver

I

chloride, according as the precipitant was bromide, iodide, or chloride
of an alkaline metal (potassium or sodium). To put this in other
words, evei-y hundred parts of the solution would give 1-830 parts of

silver bromide, 2-290 parts of silver iodide, or 1-396 parts of silver

1
chloride. The first series of experiments was with silver bromide.

Taking the solution of silver nitrate mentioned above, 25 cubic centi-

I

metres were used for each experiment and carefully precipitated with
potassium bromide, so as to insure the least possible excess of the alkaline
haloid. By this method there was secured a precipitate of silver bromide
weighing 0-457 gramme (7052 grains), which was carefully washed by
decantation and drained from as much water as possible.

The first step was to find out how much of a given solution of sodium
hyposulphite was necessary to dissolve this moist silver bromide under
constant agitation. As the result of several experiments, it was found to

I
require 8 cubic centimetres (about 2J fluid draehms) of a solution of

I

sodium hyposulphite containing 1 part of the salt in 6 of water, which is

considered a fair strength for a fixing bath. This solubility of silver

1 bromide means that in a bath of hypo 1 in 6, every part of silver bromide
requires 2-9 parts of sodium hyposulphite for its solution.

I

Taking the same quantity of silver solution and producing the silver

I

bromide in the same manner as mentioned before, the solvent action of
I ammonia was examined. The ammonia solution had a specific gravity
lot 0-97, and contained about 7 per cent, of ammonia gas. This solution
Iwas used upon the silver bromide without any perceptible solvent action,
I even when used to the extent of three times the volume of the hyposul-
Ipbite before mentioned. It appeared that this strength of ammonia was
Ithe greatest that could be conveniently used in practice, and, therefore,
Iso further experiments were made with solutions of greater strength.
I The next step was to see the effect of an addition of sodium hypo-
sulphite to the above ammonia mixture containing the silver bromide
still undissolved. On adding 4 cubic centimetres (about 1^ fluid
drachms) of a solution of hyposulphite (1 in 3) complete solution took
place. Hence, in presence of a 7 per cent, ammonia solution, 1 part
silver bromide requires about 2-9 parts of sodium hyposulphite for its
solution, an amount exactly the same as in the case of the sodium hypo-
sulphite solution of a strength of 1 in 6 mentioned above. But it must
be remembered that the amount of hyposulphite in the bath was only 1
in 21 of water. Therefore the presence of ammonia facilitates the solvent
action of the hyposulphite.
A solution was now made by taking equal volumes of a hyposulphite

u

solution (1 in 3), and solution of ammonia of 0-96 specific gravity. This
gives a fluid containing one-sixth of hyposulphite and 4-87 per cent, of

ammonia. Using the same quantity of silver solution, the silver bromide
being prepared as before stated, it required 4-5 cubic centimetres (about

li fluid drachms) of the mixture of hyposulphite and ammonia to dis-

solve 0-457 gramme (7-052 grains) of the silver haloid. This means that

in presence of 4-87 per cent, of ammonia, one part of silver bromide re-

quires 1-G parts of sodium hyposulphite for solution. So that in the

presence of ammonia a hyposulphite solution of the same strength will

dissolve nearly twice as much silver bromide as in the case of one where
the ammonia is absent.

Another mixture of ammonia and hyposulphite was now made to see

the effect of diluting the bath with ammonia solution. One volume of a
solution of hyposulphite (1 in 3) was diluted with three volumes of

ammonia solution of 0-96 specific gravity. This gave a mixture contain-

ing one-twelfth of hyposulphite and 7-32 per cent, of ammonia. Of this

solution the silver bromide, as used in the previous experiments, required

7-5 cubic centimetres (about 2-^^ fluid drachms) for complete solution.

Hence, one part of silver bromide requires 1-37 parts of hyjxisulphite for

solution in presence of 782 per cent, of ammonia. But such a solution

of ammonia is too strong to work with practically, and nothing further

was done with it, except to keep a record of the experiment.

As the solution of ammonia is such a pungent liquid to work with, it

was thought that perhaps some of its salts might be substituted for it.

With this idea in view, a solution of ammonium carbonate was made
containing 1 part of the carbonate in 10 of water. Equal volumes of this

solution and sodium hyposulphite (1 in 3) were mixed and used upon the

silver bromide prepare- as before. The same quantity of silver bromide
required 7 cubic centimetres (about 2 fluid drachms) of the mixture

for complete solution. Hence one part of silver bromide requires 2-53

parts of hyposulphite for solution in presence of 5 per cent, of ammonium
carbonate. We here see that there is but little gain in the use of the

ammonium carbonate, and that it is not at all equivalent to ammonia.
Other salts of ammonium were suggested as possible solvents, and the

chloride was next tried. A solution of sal ammoniac (ammonium chloride)

was made containing 1 part of the salt in 10 of water. This was mixed
with its own volume of hyposulphite solution (1 in 3), and used on the

same quantity of silver bromide as in previous experiments, and prepared

in exactly the same way. Of this mixture the silver haloid required 7-5

cubic centimetres for complete solution. This means that 1 part of silver

bromide requires 2-73 parts of hyposulphite for solution in a bath con-

taining 5 per cent, of ammonium chloride. Therefore the presence of

ammonium chloride is no material gain as an addition to the hyposulphite

bath.

One other salt of ammonium was available, and it was thought it

might possibly prove useful ; this was the acetate. To make this salt,

ordinary acetic acid was taken and neutralised with strong ammonia.
The solution thus obtained had a specific gravity of 1-055, and contained

about 30 per cent, of ammonium acetate. One volume of this solution

(which was slightly alkaline with ammonia), and one volume of hypo-
sulphite of sodium solution (1 in 3), were mixed and used on the silver

bromide as before. It required 6 cubic centimetres of this mixture to

secure complete solution. Hence 1 part of silver bromide requires 2-2

parts of hyposulphite in presence of 15 per cent, of ammonium acetate.

Comparing this with a solution of hyposulphite of the same strength

(1 in 6), but without the ammonium acetate, we note a gain of solubility,

but the large quantity of acetate necessary to secure it makes the mixture

too expensive and not worth considering from a practical standpoint.

Arthur H. Elliott, Ph.D., F.C.S.

{To be continued.)

©ut iBUitorial Catle.

A CON\'ENTION GhOUP.
By John Stoart, 120, Bnchannn-sti-eet, Qlasgow.

Those of the members of the Convention who were posi'd on the

rocks nt Tarbert to have a group taken will remember among tlio

numerous cameras erected on that occasion the very large one

brouf^ht, with others of smaller dimensions, by Mr. John Stuart, of

Glasgow, and which was the Triton among the minnows. That very

excellent work wa.s performed by this magnificent field-piece on that

occasion we have for some time been aware, and the result is now
before us.

The small-sized group w-Mch we issued a fortnight ago contained a

goodly proportion of those who made up the party on the occasion

referred to ; but, in this large group, Mr. Stuart had been fortunately

able to secure the presence of several who " made tracks " for their

own cameras the instant the lens was capped, for there were many
enticing subjects in the immediate vicinity, and the steamer by which
the excursionists were to return was quickly e.xpected to appear.

With a generosity which does him credit, Mi-. Stuart, the artist,

has placed his large group on the market at a price so low that no
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one wlio desires to obtain a copy of this admirable group could
possibly hesitate in securing it. The prices and details are to be
found in our advertising columns.

The dimensions of this noblo picture are 18x15 inches, and it is

issued in two styles of printing, silver and platinotype. For an
expenditure of from 3s. to 5s. 6d. photographers and photographic
coffnoscenti have it in their power to place on their walls a worK of
unsurpassed merit and interest. The individual figures of the group
are large and distinct, and Mr. Stuart is entitled to the highest credit

for liaving made such an e.xcelleut photograph, especially under the
somewhat hurried conditions which prevailed at the time.

Illustbatkd Cat.\loguk op the Photogiiaphs in the
Newcastle Juuilee Exhibition.

A SIXPENNY catalogue is no great feat in itself, but this one possesses

special claims on our notice, for not only is it illustrated, but the
illustrations are copious and printed in an admirable style. It

contains not only the catalogue of the exhibition of photographs still

open to inspection in the Newcastle Exhibition, but is embellished
with a fairly large collection of the principal photographs in the
exhibition. These are well printed, and, taken all in all, it is the
cheapest sixpennyworth we have seen in connection with art photo-
graphy. Tlie publishers are U. Robinson & Co., printers and pub-
ishers, oC to 06, Side, Newcastle-on-Tyne.g

RECENT PATENTS.

No. 11,136.-

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
,136.

— "Process auil Means for the Production by the Zincograpliic
Process of Imitation Wood, C'ojiper, or Steel Engravings." H. Bogaehts.—
Dated Axujvsl 15, 1887.

No. 11,289. — " Imiirovenients in Coloured Photographic Printing." J.

GiiETU.—/>nta< .Uujusl 18, 1887,

PATENTS COMPLETED.
Improvements in Lens Shlttkks and Camera Fronts.

No. 12,238. John Edwakd Thornton, 3, New Lorne-street, Moss Side,

Mancliester.

—

SejUember 27, 1886.

The imiirovemeuts which are the suhject of this invention are threefolil, and
are hereinafter more definitely describe*!, and have for their object, firstly, the
constniction of a lens shutter which can be made to operate and admit light

through the lens to the sensitive jilate in a jihotogi'ajihic camera either instan-
tiuieously or for a lengthened jieriod ; and, secondly, to provide means to show
or indicate outside wliether the shutter is open or closed ; and, tliirdly, to
reduce the number of loose parts and also tlie bulk by placing the shutter so
as to work inside the camera front and behind the lens. In this case the
shutter is always attached to tlie camera ready for use, and tlie usual cap may
be used for exposing instead of the shuttei, if desired, without detaching the
said shutter from the camera.

In constructing a lens shutter according to my invention I form a box-shaped
casing (hereinafter calletl the case), which may be made to fit on the hood of
lens, as usual, or may be made to form part of the camera front (as hereinafter
describe<l), and having an aperture through tlie same for the passage of light.

In the .said case I insert two rollers working in suitable end bearings. One of
the said roUera contains a sjjiral spring, and is hereinafter called the spring
roller ; this roller is provided at one end with a one-toothed ratchet and a
spring catch to engsige with the same, for the purpose of .allowing extra tension
to be put on roller when required, so as to cause the shutter to work (piicker.

The other roller (hereinafter called the winding roller) is provided at one end
with a ratchet ancl pawl or catch, to prevent a revei'se action of the said roller.

A flexible blind of material impervions to light, and having a suitable-sized
aperture therein to allow the piissage of light, is attached by its two ends to
the two rollei-8, so as to admit of being wound from off one roller on to the
other.

When the blind is wound from off the spring roller on to the winding roller

it causes the spiral spring to coil itself tighter and so put tension on the blind.
When tlie pawl is thrown out of gear with the rachet the blind, being released,
winds itself back again on to the spring roller, and the aperture in blind allows
light to pass through whilst it is passing across the leus.

In carrying out the lii'st part of my invention I place on one end of the
winding roller to which the ratchet is attaclicd a small [linion, which is made
to gear into u toothed wheel, which 1 call tlic detent wheel ; the number of
tectli on tilts wheel are .so calculated that when the blind has partly wound on
to the s]>ring roller, ami the aperture in the said blind has come opposite the
leos, anil the shutter is open, the said wheel sh.-Ul have gone through one com-
plete revolution.

Near the periphery of this said wheel a small stud or stop is fixed.

A lever, for the purpose of actuating the release, is pivoted to the side of
case, and a small detent or stop i.s pivoted to this lever in such a manner that
when the said detent is turned down it will come in the plane of the stud on
detent wheel, and thereby arrest the motion of the said wheel after one revo-
lution, and when turned over in the other direction it will be out of the plane
of the stud, and so allow the free revolution of the said wheel. A spring
pressing against the lever keeps it out of contact with the detent wheel until
desired.

To set the shutter for an exposure the blind is wound on to the winding

roller and the pawl is put into gear with the rachet to i>r«vent it* uuwinding.
If it is desire<l to give an ezirasure of short duration (commonly calle<l instan-
taneous) the detent is tunied over out of the way of the stud, llie detent
lover is so pivoted that when i)res.se<l the other end lifts ui. and throws the
pawl out of gear with the ratchet on winding roller. The blind, thus releaaed,
instantly winds itself on to the sjiring rofler, allowimc the pawage of light
through the lens during the passage of the ajierture in blin<l, and again clows
the lens. If it be desired to give an ex|)08urc of longer duration the detent
catch is turned over towards the detent wheel. When the lever is preaaetl
down the detent is caused to come in the plaue of the stud and the iiawl la
thrown out of gear, thus releasing the blind and causing the detent wheel to
revolve. After one revolution of the said wheel the ilctent catche« against the
stud .and so prevents the wheel from revolving any further, thus caiisini the
shutter to remain open as long as the detent lever is pressed down. When
the pressure is released the spring pressing against the said lever caoses
it to rise and allow a further revolution of the detent wheel, thus allowing the
shutter to close. A stop spring operates against the jiawl to prevent it falling
into gear with the rachet during a lengthened exposure, or any other suitable
device may be used.

The usual pneumatic cylinder, piston, and ball, may bo attached, if desired,
for the purpose of actuating the detent lever in such a manner that the shutter
will remain open as long as the b,all is pressed and close when the pressure is

released.

In carrying out the second part of this invention I attach a pinion to the
detent wheel axle so as to revolve therewith ; a toothed wheel is niatle to gear
into this pinion, and the number of teeth arc calcuhited so tliat this wheel
shall make one revolution while the blind winds completely off one roller on to
the other.

A pointer or index finger is attached to this wheel and indicates on a dial or
plate whether the shutter is open or closed. By turning this wheel backward
through one revolution the blind may be wound on to the winrling roller more
readily than by several turns of the said roller.

A brake for regulating the speed may !» caused to ojierate against the
indicatiug wheel, and may bo adjusted by a screw, spring, or other suitable
device.

In carrying out the third part of this invention I construct a camera front in
the form of a sh.allow box or case, with an aiierture tlirough the same, and I

place the .shutter inside the said case so as to work liehind the lens. To the
back portion of this case the bellows are attached, and to the front portion the
lens may be attached in the usual way or the ordinary lens panel inserted.

By inserting the shutter in a camera front, as described, the whole is more
compact than when the shutter is in a separate case, and it does not interfere
with the free use of the various parts of the camera.

In order not to unduly increase the thickness and bulk of the camera front
and still make room for the rollers to work free, I make openings in the case
to allow the rollers to partly project, and I cover the projecting parts each with
a half tube or box-shaped covering, to make the whole light-tight ; or the ease
may be thicker, if preferred, and the rollers placed entirely inside. The case
may be made of wood, metal, or other suitable material, either wholly or in
jiart combination.

I do not bind myself to any particular iKJsition of the [(arts, and the rollers

may bo placed in .any convenient position, either horizontally or vertically.

MntinQ^ of ^octette^*—•

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of HeeUng.

August 30,

31.

September 1.

1

1

1

Kame ol Society. PlAoe of Meetiiif.

Bolton Club The Studio, Ohancerj-lane, Bolton.
Photographic Club Andorton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.U
Bolton Pbotoffraphic Society ...

Glai^gow Photo. Association Fhilo8ophicaJSocBmii.,207,Batfa-st,
Leeds ' Philosophioal Hall, Leeds.
London aud Provincial I Ma«>ii's Hall, Basinghall-street.
Halifax Photographio Society...! M. Monley'B, Bamm Top.
Yorkshire College '

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday night, at a meeting of the alx)ve Society, held at 5a, Pall Mall
East, London, Mr. William Eugland, Vice-President, occupied the chan.

Mr. Kriese Greene exhibited some iihotographs of the eclipse of the moon of
August 3 last, taken by Mr. T. G. Gwilliam, K.R.A.S., and himself, with a
Newtonian reflector six aud five-eighths inches in diameter and six feet focal

length ; the exi>osures given were from a quarter of a second to eight or ten
.second.s. Mr. Greene next exhibited an instrument called the "phantoscoi>e,"
for projecting ftgui-es uiion the screen, to which figiu'es appiu'ent motion could
then be given.

After some general conversation the meeting broke up

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the ordinary weekly meeting of the above Association, held at the Masons
Hall Tavern, City, Loudon, on Tliursday night, August 18, Mr. A. L. Hen-
derson presided.

Mr. H. M. S.MiTH exhibited a Watson's new metallic developing tray, nickel
plated, furnished with a bent lever arm for raising the plate at will. He stated
that the Eastman Company had just brought out a new roller slide, so light

that the slide, with enough paper for forty-eight whole-plate n^atives, weigue<I
but two and a qiuirter |iouiiiIs.

Mr. J. J. BiuuiNsuAW said that the difliculty with roller slides is that before
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developing only in about one case in ten is it possible to fintl out where to cut

the paper ; one way of iloing it is to measure the paper from the starting point.

Ordinarily it is not unusual for the operator to cut a picture in two.

Mr. E. G. Dornbusch exhibited some negatives developed after they had

been wrapped in tissue paper and in old newspaper fragments outside the

tiiisue paper ; the printed matter appeared upon the negatives.
^_

The Chaiiiman remarked tliat in one of the plates the printing was fuzzy,

is if the newspaper had not been in close contact.

Mr. A. Haddon saw no reason why the effect should be prevented by the

interiiosition of tissue paper.

Tlie Hon. Secretary said that the old question of what is the best method

of packing plates when travelling seemed not yet to have been satisfactorily

answered.
Mr. A. Mackie responded that they should be packed face to face with

nothuig between, and each pair kept from sliding over each other by means of

gummed paper at the corners.

Mr. William England stated that in some negatives sent to his son to

print inequalities on the backs of the plates had produced images of themselves

in the films.

Mr. A. Cowan said that the plates had evidently been packed in an unsafe

light, and the inequalities had therefore produced a latent image of tliemselves

througli the glass.

Tlie C'H.UKMAN asked if any one present had photographed lightning flashes

during the late .storm.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor had heard of a photographer who had photographed

a vase of flowers in his studio by the illumination afibrded by successive flashes

of lightning.

Mr. W. M. Ashman said that a developer containing sulphite of soda,

recommended by Mr. Lincoln Adams in The Buitisu Journal Photooraphic
Almanac, gave the best negatives he had ever seen ; the formula was really

worth trying.

The Chairman said that ammonia was best for very rapid plates, where
density was required witliont frilling.

Mr. T.1YL0R was of a dift'erent opinion, for with proper proportions of the

carbonates of potasli and soda density could be oljtained, and tlie mixture

answered equally well for paper and glass plates. Such a developer had been

given by Mr. Wollaston at the Convention, and the .speaker could strongly re-

commend it. It consisted of :

—

Solution A.
Sulphite of soda 6 ounces.

Hot water 32 ,,

Make slightly acid with citric acid, and when cold add
Pyrogallol 1 ounce.

Solution B.

Carbonate of soda 3 oimee-s.

Carbonate of potash 1 ounce.

Water 32 ounces.

To develope, mix equal parts of A and B, then add two parts of water. He
often added double that quantity of water.

Mr. England remarked that it bore much resemblance to Beach's formula.
The Chairman was of opinion that the more rapid tlie development the

more brilliant was the picture, therefore lie objected to the use of sulphite of

soda.

Mr. Taylor had a batch of foreign plates whicli gave fog, and had no
other plates available to expose ujiou a house they were jiulling down opposite
his office ; how should he develope these plates without fog ?

Tlie Chairman said that before use tlie plates should have been exposed to
sunlight, then treated with weak nitric acid and water in the dark ; tliey

would then have given unveiled negatives.

Mr. Taylor was aware of that, only in .such cases he used hydrobromio acid,

but in the one under consideration the exposures had already lieeii made.
Mr. Mackie thought that in such cases fog might he avoided Ijy long ex-

posure and very restrained developer.

Mr. Taylor re-sponded that that also was his opinion, so he had given fifteen

instead of two seconds' exposure to each plate ; he should use the developer
already mentioned, and when the image appeared would apply a restrainer
freely. He thought of giving two minutes exposure on tlie morrow, and
applying an acid developer as in the old dry-pl,<ite days.

Mr. A. Haddon thought that one reason why sulphite of soda produced
green fog was tliat it was a .solvent of silver, so might tend to deposit finely
divided silver all over the plate. Bromiile of potassium was also a solvent of
silver.

Mr. W. H. Harrison thought it to be an open question whether green fog
were not an organic dye.

Mr. AYRE3 wished to know the cause of the perishability of some photo-
graiihic enamels.

Tlie Chairman responded that they were perishable when dropped under a
cart-wheel.

Mr. J. F. Pedsgrove was elected a member of the Association, and the pro-
ceedings closed.

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGEAPHIC SOCIETY.
On Tuesday, August 16, the ordinai-y meeting of this Society took place at
Myddelton Hall, Islington,—Mr. A. Mackie, Vice-President, in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting having been read, Mr. Mackie stated

that at the previous meeting he said that Mr. Smith had been very accurate in
liis paper, not that he had attempted to be very accurate. With this coiTec-
tioii the minutes were confirmed.

Several views taken at the recent excursions were shown by Mr. Higgins and
others.

Mr. A. Liddle exhibited an example of pinhole photography.
Mr. E. Dunmore showed some curious crystals which had formed in a jar in

which citrate of silver had been kept.
The Hon. Sbcretary called attention to a formula for backing geUtine

plates which appeai-ed recently in The British Journal op Photoqraphy,
and said tliat he had found it very easy to prepare and extremely useful in the

prevention of halation.

Mr. Dunmore said he always used burnt sienna and did not trouble to wa.sh

it off before develojiing his plates.

Tlie Chairman then invited the members to continue the discussion upon
Mr. Octavius Smith's paper On Systems of JVumberinij Photogmphic Lenses

and Diaphrcujms, which had been adjourned from the previous meeting.

Mr. Dunmore advocated the system adopted by the Photographic Society of

Great Britain.

The Hon. Secretary considered the discussion at the previous meeting

turned upon the lines of experience xcrsus exposure tables, instead of dealing,

as he thought should have been the case, with the tables themselves and other

aids to exposure. He agreed witli tliose members who had previously spoken,

that it was better to trust to one's experience than to trouble and perplex one-

self with the many tallies that had been compiled ;
but in the case of a person

just commencing photography, and without an experienced friend at his side

to assist him, he thought exposure tables were better than nothing at all to

guide him in his difficulty.

Tlie Chairman said it was necessary to have some system by which we could

convey our ideas to other people, and wliatever system was to be adopted

should be an universal one—one easy to work and easy to apply. He was in

favouv of the system recommended by the Photographic Society of Great

Britain.

Mr. Dunmore said in ordinary landscape work he only used two stops,

namely, -jr, and ^.
Mr. George Smith used six stops for his combination set of nine lenses.

He thought Mr. Octavius Smith had adopted the main principles of the area

system. The public hatid figures, and, still more, forinulee. Mr. 0. Smith
was quite wrong in liis application of the area system.

Mr. Octavius Smith then proceeded to roply to the various arguments which

had been brought up in the discussion. It ajipeared, he said, that one of the

chief faults in this paper was its extreme accuracy. So far as the paper was
theoretical he consiilered this point a great compliment, in the practical part,

on tlie otlier liand, this extreme accuracy did not exist. Mr. Smith then pro-

ceeded to shoAv, by reference to Mr. George Smith's publislied article on the

area system, that the error whicli he had pointed out in his paper really did

exist. " In some cases it amounted to as much as one hundred per cent. Witli

regard to a standard aperture, if y^j were taken as the unit we should get as

comparative exposure numbers many more fractional numbers than if we took

^, and he thought that private ideas ouglit to be sacrificed to some extent for

tlie sake of uniformity. The Pliotographic Society of Great Britain had care-

fully cliosen a unit foV the benefit of tlie photograpliic world in general, and,

unless very good reason could be given for using another standard, it would,

lie was sure, be better to adopt theirs. The subject of experience versus expo-

sure tables was, Mr. Smitli thought, somewhat beside the question ; it woulil

lie very foolish for any one knowing from experience the necessary exposure to

use exposure tables. Mr. Smith mentioned two incidents wliich had by chance

come under his notice during the past Ibrtniglit. A very experienced photo-

gi-aplier who had just returned from a tonr in the Nortli had given all his

plates about four times the proper exposure
; another very successful worker,

with over twenty years' experience, liaving focussed the interior of a church,

exclianged the stop for one of lialf the area, and could hardly discover the

ditl'erence in the illumination of tlie two iniivges. In conclusion, he said tliat

in making these remarks and in writing his paper it was not his object to prove

that exposure tables were safer than experience or vice mrsiX; he took for liis

standpoint this fact—that various systems of numbering stops existed, and tlio

problem he had sought to solve was which is the best.

Excursions were arranged for August 27, to Oakleigh Park ; and Septembei-

3, to Mill Hill.

The next meeting will take place on September 6, and the discussion will bo

upon Lantern Matters, Visitors are invited,

43" Goirespondcnls sliould ntxei- virite oil both tidta of the poper.

FIFTY SITTINGS FOB A POETEAIT.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. R. Barrett's reply to the question at issue, I think,

cannot be taken as successful and satisfactory. In his former article he

introduced the names of celebrated artists and told us how many sittings

they wanted to produce a portrait, and that nowadays by the aid of

photography we have done with such troubles. Now to what comes the

help Mr. E. Barrett advises us to obtain from photography? He says,

in the first instance, the " independent" artist shall take into account a

photograph which the people, ordering a large portrait, and all their

friends, regard as a successful one. I venture to say, when the "in-

dependent" artist would allow at all such interference and try this way to

execute his work, it would greatly embarrass him and surely not lessen

his labour in any direction, including the sittings, as every artist of ex-

perience will testify, provided his aim being a work of art. Mr. R.

Barrett himself testifies this indirectly, perhaps unconsciously, by his

remark :
" Of course there are many artists like ' A Painter ' who will not

accept the assistance of photography, such as Sir F. Leighton or Sir

J. E. Millais." Then he goes on to say: "But there are also many
exceedingly good men, upon whom fortune has not smiled so kindly, who
ar« Qbliged to humble their pride and accept photography willingly as a
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hdp." Wliat can this suggestion mean? Docs it mean that these

exceedingly good men have not had the opportunity to learn tlio

necessary technical adroitness of cbawing sufficiently and therefore must
look out for help ? In such case they cannot como in consideration here

at all, because it must bo expected of any one who claims to be classed

as a portrait painter, that he is possessed of sufficient preliminary know-

ledge, skill, and practical experience, to execute his work. In possession

of such (lualities it will be of no consequence, indeed, to have resource to

any such help as Mr. R. Barrett recommends. Besides this, the prin-

ciple of art, as sanctioned by all the art academies everywhere, has been,

and is still, that any work not based entirely upon the study of nature

cannot come in the category of art. Therefore is it not pride or caprice,

as Mr. K. Barrett seems to fancy, which compels Sir F. Leighton and all

the rest to have nature only for a guide, but it is because this grants the

only means to come to any satisfactory result, and thus your correspon-

dent "An Artist" speaks out rightly in a few words all that can be said

about the whole matter, namely, "No true artist would condescend to

use photography as a help, and if he did it would only lead him astray."

The otlier remarks in Mr. B, Barrett's answer I consider as irrelevant,

and do not care to reply to, and I think we have had now enough said

about the question on both sides, so as to enable any impartial reader

who eares for it to draw his own conclusion, and I therefore propose to

drop the matter.
Thanking for your kindness to lend space for my notes in your valu-

able JouENAi.,—I am, yours, &c., A Painter.

Liverpool, August 22, 1887.

To the Editors.

Gentlkmes,—Mr. Bedmond Barrett need not have excepted Sir

Frederick Leighton from those artists who accept the assistance of pho-

tography. Sir Frederick told me himselt that the portrait he painted

two years ago of a daughter of Lord Kosebery was done chiefly from

photographs, as there was a difficulty about getting sittings. Your

anonymous correspondent signing himself " An Artist " asserts that " no

true artist would condescend to use photography as a help, and if he did

it would only lead him astray. " Hence, gentlemen, we learn not only

that " photography is photography, but art is art," but also that Sir

Frederick Leighton cannot bo an artist!— I am, yours, &c.,

1, Chenistoii Studios, Keminrjton, W. Hebberi S. Moberly.

/iHffKsJ 20, 1887.

To the Editohs.

Gentlemen,—Just a few words on the question between artists and
photographers. A year or two ago there was a short anecdote in one of

the comic papers that seems much to the point. A lady had a portrait

painted, and when it came home complained that it was not a bit like.

Said the painter, " If you wanted a likeness, madam, you should have

gone to one of those photograph fellows. I am thankful to say that I

am an artist." (I quote from memory.) And apropos of nothing in par-

ticular, I have somewhere seen a signboard which read, " Plumber, Artist,

and Glazier." Can this be the artist who so anxiously disavows ever

receiving aid from photography?
Yet I think that photographers have brought on themselves many of

the impertinences from the minor artists of whicli they complain. Many
of us were rather astonished that the judges in a recent exhibition seemed
to be selected for their ignorance of photography, and certainly one at

least of their decisions excited universal wonder. The artists (I mean
painters) never did such a foolish thing as to leave the judging of theh'

works to photographers. If they did, I fancy some even of the B.A.'s.

would be placed in a back seat. I confess I do not like all this fawning
on artists for a little praise and encouragement. We deserve what we
get—more kicks than halfpence. Why can't we go our own way and
stand on our own legs?—I am, yours, Ac,

Photobapheb (Not Photographic Artist).

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I hope you will forgive me for writing a few lines in

answer to " A Painter," although he addresses you (not me) in his letter

which appeared in the last issue of your Jocbn.vl. I am responsible for

his displeasure, and now I am no longer " laid up" I do not wish to

appear to shirk the duty of giving him every satisfaction.

In the first place, I would recommend him before going any further into

this matter to read over carefully the original " par" whicli has led to

this little storm. I think by so doing he wiU find that he has somewhat
got "the wrong end of the stick." I do not think I ever suggested
tnakinij artists by the aid of photography, especially of such calibre as

those for whose memory he is so particular. I feel sure no man has a
greater respect for their works than I have. Nevertheless, I still hold that

photography cmild have been a help to them (/ they would hure condes-

cended to use it. A stick or a crutch is no use or help to a lame man
if he won't ose either, and to such as won't use it photography is similarly

placed.
" A Painter," again, mentions that all paintings which have received

help from photography as being only Imitations. That point I consider
answered by my last letter.

In your correspondent's last letter (forgive me ii I aw wrong) I seem to

think that the question is suggested, "Will photography help to produce
such artistic work as that left to us by Sir Joshua Iteynolds and Sir
Thomas Lawrence ? " I must say I think this a vety foolish way of
puttmg it, and one that can serve no practical good. The best way of
answering it that occurs to me is by asking, " How many artists have we
to-day who

—

with or without the aid of photography—can produce gach
works?"

If my last letter will not prove sufficient to convince "A Painter"
that there are many good artists who accept photography as a help, I will

have much pleasure in giving further examples. I also hope that ho
realises the fact that works of art

—

real art—can be produced without
showing the strokes of the brush. I can also satisfy him on this point
further, if he desire it. I presume he knows that sculptors (I hope I may
term them also iirtists) in very many cases receive lielp from photography.
To your correspondent who signs himself "An Artist" these lines

should be an answer, as he only seems to say " Ditto " to "A Painter."
He says " art is art ;" he seems to possess enough of it not to offer a very
strong opinion. If he would like to ask any special question I will be
happy to give the best answer I can. I can say no more.

I beg to thank " One who finds Photography a Help " for his kind offer to

take my part. Had I not been unwell and missed reading my Journal I

certainly would not have let " A Painter " think I was unable to answer liia

easy question.—I am, yours, &c,, Bedmond Babbext,
*

THE FLOEENCE EXHIBITION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The translator was correct in presuming that the ex-

hibitor of the frame of transparencies at the Florence Photographic
Exhibition was Mr. A. Cowan — or rather they were transparencies pro-

duced by Mr. Cowan on his chloride plates and exhibited by us.—We arc,

yours, &c., M.UI10N & Co.

22 and 23, Soho-scpmre, London, W., August 83, 1887.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING.
To Ike Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. Stebbing, in your issue of August 12, 1887, describes

a process of photographic engraving, the invention of M. Sartirana,

which was brought before the notice of the last monthly meeting of the

Photographic Society of France. I beg to call attention to the fact that

I patented the method twenty - one years ago, namely, May 9, 1866.

The following is copied from my specification :

—

'

" Raisc-rl surfaces iircpared as above described (see patent) may be used
advaiitiigeously to produce engraved plates, by machine copying or ruling

with the instrument known an the p.antagraph, the irregularities of the surface

wUicli is being cojneil producing undulations in the lines whilst the instrument

rules on tlie copper or other plate, as is well uuderstood."

I tried to get the patent taken up by the Woodbury Company, which

was then working at Brompton, but I met with no encouragement.

In the patent will be found the germ of Woodbury's latest process

—

Stannotype. My use of the tinfoil on a gelatine relief was, however,

for another purpose ; but as appUed to the gelatine relief, could be used

for Stannotype printing.

In this country, unfortunately for inventors, " the voice of one crying in

the wilderness " has to be pitched very high indeed before you get atten-

tion. The patent never brought me in a penny.

I shall feel obliged by your calUng Mr. Stcbbmg's attention to the

facts I have given above.— I am, yours, &c., D. C. D.'mLka.

y, Furnival-street, London, August 23, 1887.

A QUESTION OP COPYEIGHT.
2'o the Ediioks.

Gentlemen,—What is the law of copyright in the following case?

A statue of the Queen has been erected in this city, and was unveiled

last week. A local photographer is advertising that he has the sole right

of photographing this statue, and cautions other artists from infringing

what he calls his sole right of reproducing the same.

Can any copyright exist in a public statue any more than in a public

building—to wit, the Houses of Parliament, Albert Memorial, or the

elaborate monumental structure where once stood Temple Bar?—I am,
yours, Ac, A Hampsbibe Photoobapheb.

Winchester, August 23, 1887.
<

THE PORTRAIT NEGATIVE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Feathers are said to show how the wind blows, and the

correspondence which has appeared in your excellent Journal may be

taken as indicating the direction of the wind with regard to the portrait

negative. Allow me, however, to congratulate your correspondents, and
all interested in the negative, on the resurrection of a venerable friend

from the dead—if one can be said to be dead who has never departed out

of life.

The law is brief and plain, as shown in the extracts from Mr. Foster's

articles in the letter from " J. F." Itjgives to the photographer his much-

prized negative and it also gives to the sitter his much-valued protection.
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Evidently your correspondents have been ignorant of the existence of

this law, and this being so it is not to be wonflered at that sitters, also,

are ignorant of it, and that consequently no registration by them of their

copyright takes jjlace.

With professional photographers I find no fault. I have no need to do

so. I believe that they are an honourable body of men, in whom their

clients may have the fullest confidence. Yet among photographers, as

among other honourable professions, there are to be found unscrupulous

persons without knowledge of moral right, with only selfish instincts, and

these very strong, who would for gain rob the hands that gave them

bread. These persons are not a new importation into the profession.

Mr. Foster advised caution when dealing with them.

The law, on the resurrection of which I have offered congratulations,

deals with these jjersons and clearly settles the pound of flesh, and,

should it become generally known, clients will in many cases alter use

and wont. I may add that the law of Copyright may be had post-free

for fourpence from Eyre & Spottiswoode, East Harding-street, E.G. It is

dated 1862.—I am, yours, Ac, Millie.

Ansust 19, 1887.
•

BLUE COPYING INK ON PHOTOGBAPHS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Having occasionally a large number of photographs to

mount—taken in all quarters of the globe—I am often very much sur-

prised that pubUshers, and sometimes even photographers, have recourse

to a rubber stamp and copying ink in order to advertise themselves

;

foreigners are, as a rule, the greatest sinners in this respect, though a few

English photographers sin grievously. Fancy having a hundred or so

12 X 10 photographs to mount, each one having copying ink on the back

;

they must be wetted and placed on the slab of glass or piece of paper

singly in order to apply the mountant, for if you attempt to jilace

another print on top of "Tom Jones, publisher"—hey, presto! the transfer

is complete even to the punctuation. "Tom .Jones " on an Italian sky is

unique—almost equal to the balloon system of advertising soap.

My object in writing this to the JouKN.Oi is to ask all photographers

who use copying ink to refrain from doing so ; it will not certainly add to

the permanence of the print. Placing paper between the prints disposes

of the difficulty to some extent, but why not write or print your name
and address on the negative?—it will apjjear then, whether the print be

mounted or unmounted ; or simply use a steel dye minus ink. Please

do so, and less big D's will be uttered by the useful people we call

mounters.—I am, yours, &c., Mounteb.
«

iBiciiange arolutnn»

%* No charge is made for ins&'ting JSxchanges of Apparattts in this column;
but none xvill he inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. TJwse

who specify tlieir requirements as " anything useful " will ther^ore understand
tlie reason of their non-appearance.

Will exchange new seven-string- silver-plated banjo for presses, backgrounds, or acces-
sories.—Address, Curtis, Sutton, Surrey.

Wanted, camera and lens by good maker in exoliange for tricyole with ball bearings,
luE^age can-ier, and lamp.—Address, S. NichuLS, Raihviiy-i-oad, Ormskirk.

Will exchange Dallmeyer's 3i> patent portrait lens for 2b patent portrait lens of same
maker.—Address, I. Gbimshaw, Dale-street, Haslingdon, near Manchester.

Will ^ve quarter-plate camera, lens, and stand, with six Tylar's double slides, for Gem
or Victoria camera and lenses.—Address, W. R. Faieey, Harrold, Bedfordshire.

Wanted, stereoscopic camera in exchange for half-plate instantaneous lens, adjustable
diaphragms, and patent shutter (Laucaster's).— Address, Lindsay, Pine-grove,
Selkirk.

aniatoerg to (EtorresponJEntiS.—
K. W. (South Shields).—We must decline giving any opiuiou concerning paper

of which we know uothing.

1^. S.—'llie most that we can do iu the case mentioned is to receive the letter
and forward it to the re(iuired destination.

JUBAB.—As you describe the lens we cannot understand its construction. It
will only cost you a few pence to send it to us for examinatiou.

Ale.x. Taylor.—Get a doublet leus of wide angle, such ,is one which with a
focus of four and a half or five uiclies will cover a whole-plate, or in these
]»roportioi]s,

II. C. Sawyek.—If the albumen behaves as you describe it is clear that you
liavo not "wliiimed" it .sufficiently to produce hnipidity. It should be
beaten up until the vessel coutaiuiiig it can be inverted witliout anv running
out.

Save ALl.—It is no use saving the developing solution from dry plates,
because it contains no silver. Indeed, if you add this to tlie residues
containing chloride it may do liarm, inasmuch as the ammonia might dis-
solve some of it, hence it would go down the sink wlien the residue was
decanted.

W.— Several different methods of producing type blocks have from time to
time been given in this Joubnal, but none of them have been all that could
be desired. Type blocks in lialf tone are, however, produced which, with
the aid of the engraver to touch them up, and witli careful printing, yield ex-
cellent results, but those who make them preserve the details of the processes
they employ as trade secrets.

F. A. writes to ask us the discount a certain maker of dry plates allows off hii
list price.—We cannot answer the (luestion. Why does not our corres-
pondent write to the maker direct for the information?

Lolo inquires :

'
' Can you tell me if using gallic acid in mistake for pyi-ogallio

acid would have the effect of frilling a gelatine negative so badly that the
entire film slipped off, leaving the glass clean ?"—In reply : We should not
expect it to have any such effect. The frilling must have been brought
about by some otlier cause.

T. HiLLiEE.—Although you have used the lime toning bath, "which is said to
give black tones," you clearly liave not obtained them, nor will you from
such negatives as you are using. Weak and feeble negatives will never yield
prints witli rich black tones whatever bath may be employed. The fault lies
not with the bath but with the negatives.

S. Ray asks if a parattine cask will do for collecting the silver residues. He
.says that, although he has washed several times with soda and water, and
has kept water standing in it for more than a week, he cannot get rid of the
smell of the oil.—The cask will do quite well for the purirose, and the smell
of the parattine will do no harm whatever.

S. J. J. wishes to know if prints on bromide paper cannot be developed with
alkaline pyro instead of ferrous oxalate.—Prints on bromide paper can be
developed with pyi'ogallic acid, but ferrous oxalate is preferred ou account
of the better toues it yields. Moreover, the pyro has a tendency to stain
the paper, hence such pure whites are not obtained with it as with the ircu
developer.

R. Johnson asks if it be necessary in making enlarged negatives that the
transparency be by tlie carbon process, as he has been told it must.—It is

not at all necessary that the transparency be a carbon one, as one by any
other process will answer quite as well. All that is required is a good trans-
parency for the purpose, and tliis can be made by any process. Ordinary
dry plates are very generally employed now.

Alpha.—1. We cannot give you any idea of the exposure required as you do
not say the rapidity of the plates you are using.

'

' Four times wet collodion
"

means nothing unless you define the sensitiveness of the wet collodion with
which you compare your plates.— 2. We have not tried the first shutter you
name, and we know of no objection to the second.—3. Increasing the pro-
portion of pyrogaUie acid conduces to dousity.

W. C. says he has just made up a silver bath for paper, as he wishes to try his
hand at sensitising Iiis own, and i;oiij])lains that when tlie silver was added
to the distilled water, which he obtained from a local chemist, it became
" milky," and after standing for a time a white deposit settled at the bottom
of the vessel. He asks if this is the general behaviour of tlie bath.—No, it

is not. The fault lies with the water, which evidently contains some Lii-

purity, probably a chloride. If tlie water had been pure the solution would
have been clear. If tlie bath be filtered it will probably work all right.

Mb. G. p. Cabtland, of Windsor, has been appointed Photographer to the
Queen by warrant from the Lord Chamberlain.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of this
Club, August 31, 1887, will be on Stripjnng Films. Saturday outing at Kew.
Meet at bridge foot at six o'clock.

North London Photographic Society.— Excursions, on August 27 to
Oakleigh Park, train from Broad-street at forty-seven minutes past two ii.iii.

;

and ou September 3 to Mill Hill, trains from Broad-street at twenty-seven
minutes past two p.m., and from Moorgate-street at thirty-eight minutes past
two p.m.

Mr. B. J. Sayce sends us a Note-bookfor Photography: Exposures made in
connexion witli roll holders. Those in common use hitherto do not, in Mr.
Sayce's opinion, quite meet the wants of tliose who employ films, which has
led to his having devised the one a copy of which is before us, and which,
Mr. Sayce says, any publisher is at liberty to reproduce. It certainly forms a
most complete note-book for the purpose intended.

Photographic Society ok India.— First Annual Exliibition, 1888. 1. The
Exhibition will be opened early in January for a period of about three weeks.
2. Medals will be aw,arded by judges to be appointed by the Society. 3. Photo-
graphs need not be framed, but they must be mounted, and in the hands of the
Secretaries before January 1. 4. Carriage on exhibits must be jirejmid and full

instructions given as to return or sale. 5. Photographs to which medals are
awarded will become the property of the Society, and the Society reserves the
right of ordering further copies to be printed for distribution iinioug members
before a medal is despatched. Tlie extra copies ordered will be paid for at fair

rates. 6. Tlie following medals will be open for competition :—Class 1 (open
to the world). His Excellency the Viceroy of India's own special medal and the
Society's gold medal for the best photograph in the Exhibition ; a silver medal
will be held at the disposal of the judges. Class 2 (open to the amateurs of
India), silver medal for best jihotograph in the Exhibition ; silver medal for
best set of not less th.an four photographs

; a silver medal to be at the disposal
of tlie judges. 7. All exhibits to be forwarded to the Secretaries, Photographic
Society of India, 8, Clive-street, Calcutta.
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THE EFFECT OF QUANTITY OF SOLUTION ON
DEVELOPMENT.

Resuming this subject where we left it lost week we may now
turn to the more purely practical side of the question, and con-

sider how the matter of bulk of developing solution actually

aflects the character of the result. As may be gathered from

what has already been said, wo hold that, though the composi-

tion of the wet and dry plate developers is totally different and

the manner in which the image is formed in the two cases

equally distinct, yet in a general way the effect produced by

increasing or diminishing the quantity of solution is similar in

both eases. In the former, by limiting the quantity of de-

veloper, the silver which goes by deposition to form the image

is concentrated and so leads to contrast, while in the latter the

bromine liberated in the formation of the picture is in like

manner utilised with a similar result.

In speaking of the wet plate developer we must be under-

stood to refer to the processes of " silver development

"

generally, that is to say, those processes in which a soluble

silver salt—usually the nitrate—is deposited by means of a

reducing agent upon the exposed portions of the film. This

method is equally applicable to dry plates, and before the

introduction of the alkaline form was universally employed for

the purpose. But this difference exists when operating upon

dried films, from which all traces of free silver have been care-

fully removed ; the silver is added directly to the reducing

solution, whether gallic acid, pyro, or ferrous sulphate, instead

of, as in the case of a wet plate, being derived from the excess

of bath solution clinging to its surface.

Now it will be remembered that, in conducting this style of

development of dry plates, and equally in redeveloping or in-

tensifying films of any description in cases of under exposure or

when the object is to subdue or hold in check violent contrasts,

it is the practice to add the silver slowly and in very small

quantity, which virtually amounts to using a large proportion

of the reducing agent. On the other hand, where over exposure

is the condition, or contrast is desirable, the silver is used more
liberally, and tl>e circumstances then more nearly resemble the

application to the plate of a small quantity of developer.

We should, therefore, be guided by precisely similar ideas in

the treatment of modern dry plates. It has been remarked in

our former article that tlie difference in the results obtained
by varying the quantity of developing solution may not be
great, but there may be circumstances under which the very
slightest variation should be seized as having importance,
notably in extremely short exposures. The problem has long

been, as Colonel Wortley happily phrased it, "how to get

most out of a plate." The Colonel's plan was to give the plate a

preliminary soaking in dilute alkali previous to the application

of the pyro, a method which may bo considered to have for its

rationale the conversion of the bromine dissociated by the

action of light into less harmful alk.alino bromide. The first

attack of the developer is then made under conditions more

favourable to the production of the best results, for not only is

its alkalinity—and therefore its energy—-not reduced by com-

bination with the dissociated bromine, but, what is perhaps

of liigher moment, the reversiwj action of the latter is absent.

All who have tried Colonel Wortley's plan know not only

how it answers the intended purpose, but also how much
more rapidly development takes place, especially in the early

If so apparently small a matter as this exercise such bene-

ficial results—results not otherwise obtainable by increasing

the strength of the developer or " forcing," which only end in

fogging the plate—it behoves us to avail ourselves of every

means, however slight, tending in the same direction. This

we can do by increasing the quantity of the developer, and in

adopting that course we introduce not the faintest element

of danger to counterbalance the anticipated benefit. If w^e

resort to the preliminary soaking in ammonia, followed by

washing, and tlien apply double or treble the usual quantity

of developer, we may consider tliat we have done all it is

possible to do in the way of making the most of an ex-

tremely brief exposure; and it i.s only under such circum-

stances that it becomes necessary to trouble with the niceties

of manipulation.

Some of our readers may perhaps imagine that the same

result can bo arrived at by adlicring to tlie normal quantity of

solution and using a proportionately less quantity of restrain-

ing bromide, but such is far from being the case. At the

precise moment of applying the developer to the plate, and at

that moment only, similar conditions prevail; but instantly

the smaller volume of solution commences to change its con-

dition " by leaps and bounds," as compared with the greater

bulk. Its active alkali is not only neutralised, but converted

into equally active restrainer, and this in inverse ratio to its

volume, 80 that in a very short time the solution which, if it

had remained at its normal developing strength would have

sufficed to bring out an image full of detail, is reduced to

such a condition as to produce only a hard, under-exposed

result.

It has been stated by Burton and others that the effect of
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excess of bromide in the developer is merely to retard its

action, and that if a sufficient time be allowed the final results

will be identical with equal exposures, no matter how much

bromide is employed. This is true to a certain extent only,

namely, where an adequate, or we may say, a "full" exposure

has been given. But when the exposure is curtailed to the

utmost, it becomes important to work with as little restraining

bromide as possible. It cannot be altogether dispensed with,

especially when, as in instantaneous work, the development

must be, in a measure, forced, certainly prolonged, but

the quantity used should be reduced to a minimum. With

such subjects or exposures, too, the character of the image is

formed at the earliest stage of development, and any error then

is irremediable at a later stage. The late Major Russell pointed

out years ago the importance of using bromide sparingly in the

first stage of development, showing that a proportion which

might bo added with perfect impunity later on in the process

would inevitably ruin the negative if employed at first.

The necessity, then, for commencing the development of a

delicate subject with a solution which, while sufficiently re-

strained in the first instance to ward off fog in the later stages,

will retain its original character with but comparatively little

change, will be recognised by all who care to give the subject a

moment's thought. And it will further be evident that the

greater the volume of solution the greater its stability or free-

dom from tendency to alter during the process of development.

An absolutely perfect method of developing brief exposures

will perhaps not be available until we can imbue the sensitive

film with some substance which, while free from restraining or

other injurious action, shall possess a stronger affinity for

bromine than the silver compound forming the invisible image.

In this manner we should render inert the dissociated bromine

and prevent its reversing action : the preliminary soaking of

the film in alkali only partially effects this by converting the

free bromine into a restrainer devoid of reversing power, but

it cannot prevent a partial recombination, the instant the film

is wetted, between the bromine and the silver from which it

has been loosened by light.

It is not only with instantaneous exposures that the increase

of volume of the developing solution will prove useful, bat in

any case where it is desirable to subdue unnatural contrasts, as,

for instance, in photographing dark interiors, woodland scenes,

or any subjects where masses of heavy foliage, or rocks in deep

shadow, have to be developed on the same plate as the un-

clouded sky. In such cases the employment of a large volume
of solution, by diluting the restraining power of the liberated

bromine, places less check upon the development of the feebler

details, and these are consequently brought to printing value

before the high lights have acquired too great density.

For cloud negatives, for copying black and white, and for all

subjects where contrast is wanted, the opposite course should
be pursued and the volume of solution kept as low as possible.

But here it is obviously possible to produce the same or a
greater result by the direct addition of bromide to the de-
veloper, if necessary ; so that it is scarcely worth while to risk

other troubles by unnecessarily cutting down the quantity.
To those engaged in tlie production of positives on gelatino-

bromido paper, especially where a number of prints are de-
veloped in the same solution, the importance, in securing
uniformity of result, of employing a considerable volume of
developer, no matter whether it be ferrous oxalate or pyro,
must be palpable. To expect any two successive prints to
develope alike in a quantity of solution only sufficient for one

is to anticipate an impossibility ; whereas, if the quantity

necessary for a dozen or half a dozen be mixed at once and

used for its proper number, the development of the whole

would prove tolerably uniform.

A PRIZE of a thousand fraucs, or, in round numbers, forty pounds, ia

offered by M. Davanne for a process by which a plate combining the

advantages of both gelatine and collodion may be manufactured, the

chief conditions being great simplicity in the operations combined

with extreme sensitiveness. Descriptions of the process sent in for

competition should be very full, be accompanied by negatives and

prints, and sent in before the thirty-first of December next.

Recently we had an excellent opportunity of putting again to the

test of practice tlie method we described a short time ago for com-

bating violent frilling tendencies in a gelatine plate. We made two

exposures of a certain subject upon plates which had been in our

possession for a considerabie length of time, but of whose properties

we believed we had a complete recollection. To our surprise, how-

ever, the first plate we developed became covered with blisters directly

after we put it to wash wlien removed from the hypo, and we were

just in time to prevent a similar disaster with the second plate. We
placed it, without fixing and after well washing the developer away,

in a drying cupboard till it was quite hard again, and then put it to

fix. The result was entire absence of any tendency whatever to either

frill or blister.

M. Janssen brought before the Paris Academy of Sciences on the

IGth ult. an account of the work carried on at the Meudon Observa-

tory, with the object of perfecting solar photography and the study

of the laws governing the absorption of luminous rays by the gas of

the atmosphere. The photographing of the sun has made great

progress, pictures being now obtained containing details from the

centre to the edge of the disc, and embracing even details in the

penumbra of spots. At first difficulties were presented by the immense

difference of luminosity in various portions of the solar surface.

M. Janssen presented proofs of negatives of a large sunspot which was

visible about the middle of July last, and in it the striaj of the pen-

umbra were seen to resolve themselves into granulations, a circum-

stance wliich enabled him to draw the conclusion that the solar

surface is completely uniform. ,.-•

OuB always interesting contemporary La Nature has recently been

giving its readers popular articles on various aspects of photography,

the last, under the heading of Photography and Forgery, being an

illustrated description of the various modes in which forged cheques

and bank-notes, and even counterfeit coins, have been detected by the

agency of the camera. Of course the principle of these processes has

long been familiar to our readers, but the illustrations deserve passing

notice. M. Gobert, a clever expert of the Bank of France, was able

to prove conclusively before a legal tribunal the fact of an erasure and

forgery in a cheque which they would have honoured, but for their

suspicions having been aroused by non-receipt of advice note, and a

reproduction of the particular cheque is given in La Nature, the

printing block liaving been produced by photographic agency alone.

An enlargement on a large scale showed conclusively the original

writing had boeu washed away, the grain and the appearance of the

paper being completely modified by the action of the chemical

employed. So that the forgery should not be detected by any

difference in the colour of the ink, the whole sum had been taken

out and the new written in its place; but the photograph plainly

showed the new figures under the old. As the writer properly points

out, a similar proof might have been obtained by chemical means, but

in that case the forgery would be obliterated, while in the photograph

both are shown, one superimposed upon another. A similar treatment

of a genuine and a counterfeit coin is also shown, but the difference

is so slight as to require careful scrutiny before it can be discerned.

Another popular article consists in a description of a very old

photographic trick— the photographing upon one plate the same

person several times repeated in various positions. Thus we have
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an artist paintinpf, as it wcro, at his own portrait, while an onlooker

is perceived to be a third representation of tlie same head. Again,

we have a two-faced head surmounted by a single hat and joined to

the body, also two-fronted, by an impossible and absurd neck. We
need scarcely describe to our readers the method of working this very

old trick, but the periodical named contains full details, and is illus-

trated witii a drawing of the dark slide with the double sliding back.

We think it is about a quarter of a century since these useless but
amusing photographic toys were first invented.

Photogbaphkhs are, or have been, great experimenters with var-

nishes, and they will, no doubt, be interested in the announcement
of a new varnish possessing very remarkable properties. It has been
devised for aeronautic use, but from the published description it

would appear to be available for photographers also. It is the in-

vention of M. Jovis, the Director of the Aeronautic Union of

France, which has applied to the Soci^tS d'Encouragement for help

to give this new industrial branch a worthy development. The
varnish is stated to possess an enviable record of good qualities; in

fact, the very excellent reputation given to it excites doubt. It is of

great flexibility, though possessing no oleaginous base, and which,
adding little to weight, confers great impermeability ; it is suitable

for paintings, wainscoting, &c., and will not grow mouldy ; it can

be exposed to great fluctuations of temperature without alteration

;

and, finally, the by-products of its manufacture can be utilised

entirely for a variety of useful purposes. So far as wo can learn, the

mode of manufacture has not been divulged ; but it is evident that if

the above description of its properties at all tallies with actual facts,

it ought to be of prime use in photographic operations.

There are a largo number of temperature regulators—instruments

for keeping water baths, cupboards, &c., at a constant temperature,

but almost all are designed for use with gas as the heating agent. It

is evident there must be a large number of experiments at work
where gas is not available, and to them these regulators are useless.

Mr. W. C. Borden, M.D., describes in the American Monthly Micro-

tcopical Journal a neat arrangement devised for histological purposes,

but alike useful to the photographer, in which any ordinary oil or

alcohoUc heating agent may be used, the check action being supplied

by a small electric battery. The principle of action is a mercury cup
immereed in the bath, which forms an electric connection when the

desired heat is exceeded, the result being a deflection of the heated air

until the temperature is reduced to the required extent, being brought

about by a small electro-magnet actuated at the required moment by
the current brought into play by the little phial of mercury. The
method seems both practical and useful.

A VISIT TO THE ORDNANCE SURVEY OFFICE,
SOUTHAMPTON.

(By our Special Corretpondent.)

In giving a brief description of the work carried on at the Ordnance
Survey Oflico, Southampton, it may be well, at the outset, to give some
general information as to what is done there, and then to explain how it

is accomplished. The Southampton establishment is probably the most
complete of its kind in the world; the various buildings and grounds

occupy a space of something like seven acres, and it gives employment
to between eight and nine hundred persons. Of these about eighty

are military—the Royal Engineers—the remainder being civilians.

The entire establishment is under the command of Col. Sir S. W.
Wilson, K.O.B., R.E., the Director-General, the different departments

being under the immediate direction of other officers of the Royal En-
gineers, Col. BoUand, Col. White, Capt. Sankey, and others, the

photographic department being under the charge of Sergeant-Major

AJgar, R.E. It may here be mentioned that the greater portion of

the work carried out in this department is done by the military, and

one cannot fail but to be impressed with the interest and pride they

appear to take in their work.

The ordnance maps, as published, are on several different scales.

For example, there is a general map of Great Britain and Ireland to

the scale of one inch to the mile ; there are county maps six inches to

the mile; there are parish maps on the scale of ^,|j, or a, little over
twenty-five inches to the mile

; and town maps on a acsle of rht or %
trifle over ten feet to the mile. In addition to these, which may be
termed the standard scales, there are various miscellaneous maps
issued. For instance, there are indexes showing the positions of the
different sheets. These, also, are on different scales, such as ten miles

to the inch, fifty miles to the inch, and some are forty, and some
thirty. A large proportion of the maps, in addition to being pub-
lished in line, are also issued with the hills shaded, others show-
ing the contours in outline only. The work of the Survey Office is not
confined to the production of maps alone, as it has issued many other

publications, such as Surveys, Photographs, and Models of Jerusalem

and Mount SiTiai; a Facsimile of Doomsday Book: lilack-tetter

Prayer Book of 1636; National Manuscripts of England, Scotland,

and Ireland; Anglo-Saxon Charters, &c. Until quite recently the

office had a depot in London for the sale of the maps and the other

productions, but this is now abolished, and the sole agency is at

present in the hands of Mr. E. Stanford, of Charing Cross, from whom
any of the maps or other publications can be obtained for a trifling

sum.

Although the maps are issued on so many different scales they are

all obtained from single original drawings. Towns of more than

4000 inhabitants are drawn to a scale of s^j, commonly called the ten-

feet scale. On this scale every inch represents a little over forty-one

feet. Country districts are drawn to the scale of ^i'od, usually termed
the twenty-five-inch scale. On this scale each square inch on the map
represents approximately one acre. The drawings are all made on
sheets of stout paper measuring thirty-eight inches by twenty-five,

and from these all the smaller scales are produced by photography

and printed by zincography. On the walls of the library of the In-

stitution are shown some gigantic maps to the various scales, built up

of the sections as issued to the public, and so neatly and accurately

are they joined that the junctures are quite imperceptible. The
methods and appliances by which the work is accomplished will now
be briefly described ; first, the photographic department.

The camera in which the largest negatives are taken is a sub-

stantial building standing by itself in the grounds; in this the

operators work. In one end of the building is fitted a lens, six

inches or so in diameter, specially constructed for the establishment

by Messrs. Koss & Co. Opposite this, on the outside, is a massive

iron easel, which carries a large board, upon which the maps to be

copied are fixed. The easel travels on iron rails, upon which it runs

freely, and is provided with a fixing arrangement by which the

utmost rigidity is secured after it is once placed in position. It is

also furnished with screw adjustments, by means of which the object

to be copied can be moved vertically or horizontally with the greatest

nicety, without alteringjits paralleUsm. In the room, behind the lens,

is fixed a firm table, on which are two /^-shaped bars or rails, upon

which travels a strongly-made frame, like the back of an ordinary

camera. This frame carries the ground-glass focussing screen, and is

actuated by a quick acting screw for adjusting the focus. After the

focus has been obtained the screen is removed and replaced by an

open frame, somewhat resembling the carrier of an ordinary dark

slide ; in this the plate is secured during exposure. The plates are

sensitised in a horizontal bath. This is a large wooden tray lined

with guttapercha; the latter, in order to prevent its acting injuriously

on the silver solution, being well coated with shellac varnish. It was

mentioned that, although many other plans of making large bath

vessels "silver solution proof" had Ijeen tried, none had proved so

efticient as this. Here, in this camera are, of course, sinks and the

usual dark room appliances. This camera is chiefly devoted to the

production of the largest size negatives, and it is scarcely necessary

to say that they must be, as they are, in every respect, of the most

perfect description ; and so excellently does the lens do its work that

no difference in definition can be detected between the centre and the

extreme corners of the plate. These negatives are all on plate ghiss,

and measure somewhere about four feet by three. I may add that

I was shown a large number of them, and I must say they are

technically the most perfect negatives I have ever yet seen of these

dimensions.

The smaller negatives are taken in the studios, of which there are

two, both raised twelve feet or so from the ground. Ascending
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a staircase, one enters the smaller, or old, studio, which is a handsome

glass structure, well adapted to photographic purposes. Leaving

this hy a gallery we enter the new studio, where the greater portion

of the smaller work is now done. This buUding, which has only

been erected during the last year, is most complete in every way.

It measures about forty-five feet by twenty-five, is lofty and is well

ventilated. It is built on massive arches, and has an asphalte or

concrete floor. So rigid is the floor, that the operators walk about

during exposures without the slightest fear of causing vibration. In

the floor are let in two pairs of iron rails, upon which the camera stands

travel. There are two huge cameras in use here— one is fitted with a

Ross lens, the counterpart of the one previously referred to, and the

other with one of the rectilinear type by Dallmeyer.

One of the camera stands is of wood and the other of iron. This

latter requires description. It has been constructed to the design of

Sergeant-Major Algar, who, as before-mentioned, has the charge of

this department, and it is one of the most perfect for its purpose yet

made. Although it is most massive it can be moved backwards or

forwards on its rails with the slightest pressure, and, when it is got

into position a very ingenious though simple contrivance, by the

action of a lever, enables the wheels upon which it travels to be put

out of gear, so that the stand then rests as a dead weight upon the

floor itself. As the stand weighs over half a ton, some idea may be

formed of its rigidity. It has the usual adjustments of a camera

stand, with the addition of one which enables the camera to be

moved laterally without disturbing the parallelism. The cameras

are of the usual type of copying camera, and are provided with a

series of elongating cones, all of which are interchangeable. At the

end of the studio, at right angles to the rails, are the copying easels.

These are of iron, and furnished with screw adjustments, which

enables the copying board to be moved either horizontally or

vertically as may be required. The copying boards are large

enougli to take four of the largest size maps at a time. The sheets

are secured to the boards by pins, and so neatly is this done that the

junctures scarcely show at all in the negative, and, where they do,

only in such a manner that they can easily be touched out. Behind

the studio are the dark rooms, about which little need be said, except

that for size or convenience they are in keeping with the other por-

tions of the establishment.

One of the essential qualities of a negative for photo-zincography

or photo-lithography is that the lines should be represented by clear

glass while the other portions are perfectly opaque. Only those who
have tried to produce negatives with these qualities know the

difficulty there is in obtaining them without, at ,tlie same time,

clogging up the finer details. At Southampton this is accomplished
most perfectly. It may be mentioned that only the wet collodion

process is employed. Here are the details : The collodion used is

Kouch's (Ilardwich's formula), simply iodised with potassium iodiser.

In winter a small proportion of bromide is sometimes added, but not
as a rule. The plates are all sensitised in horizontal baths, the
silver solution being of the usual strength and made slightly acid.

The negatives are developed with the ordinary iron developer, and
fixed in a solution of cyanide of potassium, ^^ith the exception of the
use of a simply iodised collodion there is no departure from the every-
day methoJ of working wet collodion. After fixing, however, the
negatives require intensification ; this is done by immersing them first

in a solution of bromide of copper until the image is whitened and
then, after thorough washing, treating them with a solution of
nitrate of silver. This treatment confers upon them great density
without in any way clogging up the finest lines. Of all the methods
of intensifying which have been pubUshed, none answer the require-
ments of the Southampton establishment so well as this. All the
negatives, both large and small, are varnished with dammar.varnish
applied cold, hence the risk of cracking the thicker plates by heating,
which would have to be done were a spirit varnish employed, is

avoided. This varnish is also found the best for working upon, as it

does not chip up under the etcliing point, which in some cases has to
be used freely. The varnish is made by simply dissolving the best
dammar resin in pure benzole.

It goes without saying that in copying maps, the national ones in
particular, extreme accuracy to scale is of the utmost importance
an error of the sixteenth of an inch in a couple of feet would, of

course, be fatal in the finished result. As the image has to be

obtained from the negative in fatty ink on paper, and it has to be

transferred to the zinc while it is damp, it follows, as paper expands

when it is wetted, that if the negative were made the size of the

finished]! map it would prove too large, hence allowance has to be

made for this in the copying. After every negative has been

examined and passed, a print is taken from it by the platinum

process. This then goes into another department, together with the

original from which the negative was made, for examination, when

any defects that need remedying, or alteration that may be required,

are marked upon the print, to bo afterwards dealt with by working

upon the negative. So far as photographic defects are concerned

there is never much to remedy, but sometimes considerable alterations

have to be made or fi-esh details introduced.

(To be continued.)

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.

Thk French Photographic Society must surely be at a loss for matter

with which to fill up their meetings if we may judge from some of

the recent reports. For instance, we are told that the Secretary

announced, apparently as something worth announcing, that "a
Ijelgian" had published as a practicable method of preventing un-

mounted prints curling their immersion in a mixture of alcohol,

glycerine, and water. It reallj' seems a pity to waste the alcohol

and glycerine, for the water alone would answer quite as well if they

were left in it until required for mounting, or they might be

preserved between damp blotting-paper in waterproof portfolios,

and in either case would remain as permanent as under the glycerine

treatment, I should think.

Then " a great discussion " took place as to whether the practice of

focussing with a large diaphragm, and substituting a smaller one

when the picture is taken, is a feasible and advisable one, and it was

resolved to solicit a theoretical paper on the subjest. I am afraid the

paper when it appears will not bring much balm to the souls of

French amateurs who wish to continue the convenient practice, for

cheap single lenses are mainly employed on that side of La Manche,

and aplanatic lenses are regarded as almost unnecessary luxuries in

landscape work. There must be a few aplanatic lenses in use among
the members, however, since we are told " a great divergency of

opinion was manifested.on the subject." If the parties to the discussion

each spoke from his own practical experience, no doubt the suggested

theoretical paper may bring general conviction.

Next " the cabinet makers present " exhibited " some acrimony "

—

an euphemism, I presume, for " began quarrelling "—over the right to

call a camera " Le Volygraph" and tliough the name appears from

the description of the instrument to be its best feature, I scarcely

think it was worth getting angry about.

This was followed by an exhibition of negatives taken in the

camera upon gelatino-chloride plates, in itself a really interesting

exhibit, though i'rofessor Stebbing says he fails to see its value. It

'

is decidedly interesting from a scientific and technical point of view,

and proves that good results may be produced on such plates with

exposures far shorter than many would be disposed to believe. M.

Tondeur must have been quietly chathng the workers at high pressure

—those who invariably make " drop-shutter " exposures—when he

said he got better results as regards detail with his five minutes

exposures than if he had used^ gelatino-bromide with exposures of a

twentieth of a second. If the " high pressure " men could only take

it to heart

!

The ^last and •'' most interesting subject of the evening," a " new

and novel " photo-engraving ])rocess, casts a curious old-time shade

over the members of;the Society who invested it with its interest and

the inventor (?) who patented it. I have a full description of the

process so far as the production of the engraved plate is concerned, as

well as of the machine by which it is engraved, in an account of the

exhibits in the 18-51 Exhibition. When photo relief blocks first came

into use, their application to the process was perhaps a patentable

one, and I believe Woodbury did take out a patent. But now I

cannot see what there is to patent, or to excite the special interest of

the premier Photographic Society of France. I have not seen the
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gpocimeiis forwarded to the Editors, but perhaps it may be something

superlative.

Miiny landscape photographers will be grateful to Messrs. Spurge

and Cowan for their suggestions as to the use of a biconcave lens as

a view finder. This is about the simplest and most efficient contriv-

ance for the p>n-poso that I have yet seen mentioned, and at a very

small cost might bo made to suit any lens and any size of plate if nse<l

as a view meter, while for merely locating objects on the plate, with-

out using the focussing screen, it stands unrivalled for simplicity.

M. Chevallier's practical rendering of the same idea reported from
Paris is very convenient and portable. It consists of a parallelogram

of glass with one of its surfaces ground concave, making it a plano-

concave lens that will stand on edge on the camera without trouble,

and may be carried in the waistcoat pocket without the slightest

inconvenience. It is to be hoped something of the sort will be intro-

duced here before long.

Speaking of " finders" leads me to ask the question how they are to

be used with some of the ridiculous cameras that have been recently

introduced into the market. With an instrument fixed under tlie

waistcoat or in the coat-tail pocket, I fail entirely to see the use of a
finder, or even if it could be used, I should like to know how the

camera is to be made to answer the will of the operator. Yet the

Chinese used to be said to make tolerably fair practice with their

matchlocks when fired from the hip.

But the members of the Birkenhead Society have discovered stOl

another diiliculty with one of these waistcoat cameras, namely, how a

correct level is to be obtained, so as to secure perpendicular lines, when
the instrument is used by an operator " with abnormal corpora', iuu !

''

It seems to me that the operator who is clever enouih to select and
" locate " a picture with such an instrument is not one to be mastered

by trifles, and, " corporation " notwithstanding, I would back him to

produce lines at any rate straighter than liis own.
Theatrical interiors appear to be getting quite the fashion since

Messrs. Ilyslop and Roberts set the ball rolling once again— for they

were not the first by many years to produce such pictures. But why
should " an imitation of a Turkish street scene " be selected from
among its fellows as "most natural?" Has the term "natural" any
reference to the character of the illumination—or want of^illumination

—of the bazaars and slums of Eastern cities ? If so, the criticism is not

complimentary to the pictures, as a whole, exhibited at Birkenhead.

After all, publication in the photographic journals does not seem to

be of much value, or at any rate it is not esteemed so by those who
read papers and those who report them. I can forgive the reader for

repeating a formula vivd voce to his hearers, but I am not so inclined

to be lenient to the reporter who occupies several lines of " displayed "

type in repeating it, and gives me the trouble of re-reading it in his

account of the meeting. Mr. Wollaston, at the Convention, gave a
developing formula singularly resembling the American Standard I

referred to last week, and it was duly given to the public in The
British Journal of Photogbaphy the following week. If

the JouHXAL is any good at all, where then is the need to repeat

it weekly in the fjame columns, as has been the case for at least the

last fortnight ? I shall wait until next week for a reply ; mean-
while, if any secretary has republished it I hope he will be able to give

a good reason for so doing. Monitob.

IMPROVING FEEBLE NEGATIVES.*
Befoke exposing the plate, I have already mentioned that it must
be made perfectly dry and warm, and in that condition placed in the

printing frame, the sensitive surface being duly protected from
mechanical injury, as well as damp, during the period of exposure.

In order to learn development it will be as well to practise the
reproduction of a negative instead of merely the improvement, as

this will give a better idea of the capabilities of the process and better

permit the progress of the formation of the image to be watched.
We will, therefore, suppose a clean glass plate to have been coated
with the sensitive mixture, dried, and, together with a negative, to

have been placed warm in the printing frame and exposed.

Upon taking the plate from the frame, if the exposure has been
short, it may probably still retain some of the warmth, in which case

• Continued from page 531.

the development or dusting process may be at once proceeded with.
If perfectly cold, it is imperative ; and, in any ca«e, it is safer, before
commencing, to again gently warm the plate, in order to ensure ito

being perfectly dry, as, if it should have absorbed any considerable
amount of moisture, the first touch of the brush may produce a mark
whicli will be afterwards indelible, especially if it happen to fall on
any of the protected parts of the film. It is well, also, to heat a
small quantity of the powder to be employed, in order to ensure that
that also is perfectly dry.

The light to be used should be orange or yellow, and plenty of it;

the so-called " canary medium " or " golden fabric " will either give a
suitable illumination, the translucent surface forming a good back-
ground against which to examine the progress of the development.
A sheet of clean white paper should be spread upon the fable to serve

the double purpose of catching the powder dusted oil the plate and
also to reflect the light through the negative while in a horizontal

position. The brush must be a soft one of camel-hair or similar

material, of moderate size, so as to hold a fair quantity of powder,
and enable it to be spread quickly over the plate. I formerly used a
flat brush about an inch in width, but now prefer a round dusting

brush fixed in a quill about the thickness of a lead pencil ; such may
be obtained for about a shilling. A smaller brush may be kept handy
for local treatment.

All the necessary arrangements being made, the warm plate or

negative is taken in the hand or on a pneumatic holder, and the brush,

having been dipped into the powder, is passed rapidly over the surface,

backwards and forwards, along and across. A good supply of powder
may be applied to the surface, but kept in motion, and never allowed

to rest long in one place. At first no apparent effect will be pro-

duced, but, as the plate cools, the surface will begin to present

slightly dull patches as the powder commences to adhere; and if,

after a minute or two, the superfluous colour be dusted off, a faint

picture will be visible by reflected light, though probably not when
the plate is looked at by transmission.

If the exposure has been correct and the sensitive mixture is in

proper condition— that is, contains the proper amount of hygro-

scopic matter for the state of the atmosphere— all that will be
requisite will be to continue the dusting process until the desired

degree of density has been attained, always observing that the

powder is kept in constant motion and that the brush is kept

working pretty evenly over the whole surface of the plate. But
it is seldom that the prevailing circumstances are altogether favour-

able
; it is no easier to accurately hit the proper exposure in this than

in other processes, but, fortunately, as in others, the development

affords a good deal of latitude. The following general hints will give

the learner an idea how to proceed in case of any hitch in the pro-

ceedings :

—

If after some time, say three or four minutes, of diligent dusting

no image is formed, or only that visible by reflected light, either the

exposure has been very much too long or else the sensitive solution is

deficient in hygroscopic matter and the atmosphere is too dry to

supply it with the necessary moisture. In such a case the best plan

is to lay the plate on one side for a few minutes, first dusting off

very carefully all the superfluous powder from the surface. This is

important, as, should the film become suddenly tacky, as is very often

the case, the powder would become attached, and not only give a

spotty appearance, but form a number of nuclei, around which further

quantities would settle on resuming the dusting.

After a few minutes' rest the film will, in all probabiUty, have

acquired sufficient tackiness to allow development to proceed, but

before again applying the brush it is necessary to see that it haa not

become too moist. First, try the edge of the plate with the finger; if

a decided impression is left the plate is too moist and must be redried

before proceeding any further. Upon the resumption of the dusting

it will in all likeUhood be found that the film is not so slow in

absorbing moisture as at the outset. If the film take no decided im-

pression from the finger, it may be tested further by passing the

brush, lightly charged with powder, round the edges, when, if no

tendency be shown to violently attract the powder in patches, it may
be passed lightly and rapidly over the whole surface, and the former

course of procedure resumed until there is again a stoppage of the

action, when a further rest must be given.
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It is the custom with some operators iiiider such circumstances as

these to breathe or blow upon the plate in order to supply it with

the requisite moisture, but this is a practice I do not recommend,

except in very refractory cases, as the action set up is so apt to be

irregular and the powder laid on in dense patches. In bad cases of

this sort—that is, when the atmosphere is very dry and the sensitive

surface deficient in hygroscopic matter—the best plan is to create an

artificially moist atmosphere by shutting up the plate in a box or

drawer in proximity to a wet sponge or some damp blotting-paper

;

this will at least promote uniformity of action.

If, on the other hand, the powder commences to attach itself rapidly

to the plate, and in a coarse, smeary, and irregular manner, showing

the marks of the brush, it is evidence of under exposure, or, what is

more probable, excess of hygroscopic material and the presence of

too much moisture in the atmosphere. This is a more difficult state

of things to cope with than the previously mentioned, and the result

rarely justifies the trouble taken ; it is better to begin afresh with a

new exposure, and, if need be, with a modified solution. All that

can be done is to keep the plate as dry as possible by repeatedly re-

warming it, but, as may be readily imagined, the game is scarcely

worth the candle.

I do not wish to infer that slight cases of under exposure cannot be

successfully met in this manner, because, by carefully rewarming,

Combined with a judicious local use of the brush, they undoubtedly

can ; and in occasional circumstances, which will suggest themselves

as experience is gained in working the process, the method of re-

peatedly redrying an under-exposed or over -hygroscopic film will

prove of great use. It is advisable to have at hand always, when
developing, the hot plate described in my last article.

A word or two may be said on the subject of the sensitive solution,

and its preservation in a condition suited to the prevailing conditions

of the atmosphere. This is a sufficiently easy matter when the

process is in constant use from day to day, but not so when it is only

taken up occasionally and perhaps at rare intervals. When it is in

regular use a simple hygrometer suffices to indicate from day to day
the changes, if any, that have taken place, and the modification

necessary or advisable in the working solution. But it is impossible

to fix any definite proportions of the different materials to suit any
particular atmospheric conditions, even if it is feasible to accurately

estimate the latter at short notice ; hence the amateur must trust very
much to experiment. It need not prove a very difficult matter, how-
ever, to get the solution into working order if the formula I hare
given be taken as the starting point. That will suit what I may
term normal conditions, and any departure therefrom can readily be
discovered by the behaviour of the plate under development.

In preparing the solution, it is, perhaps, the best plan to make use
of separate solutions of known strength of albumen, honey, and bichro-

ttiate, each carefully filtered, mixing them in due proportions when
required for use. The mixture does not keep in good condition for
many days, hence the advisability of mixing only so much at once as
may be required. If on the first trial it should prove to require
modification, it is easily effected by the addition of more of one or
Other of the separate solutions, bearing in mind that the honey is the
hygroscopic element.

It is scarcely possible to give any more detailed instructions on the
subject of development beyond what I have already said. One or two
actual experiments in the process will make perfectly clear the dis-
tinction between under and over exposure, and all that then remains
for the novice is to always observe a few very simple rules. Always
havB the solution carefully filtered and the plate perfectly clean and
well dusted. Always put the plate warm into the printing frame.
Always warm the plate before commencing to develope. Always test
the plate as to its hygroscopic condition before reapplying the brush
after it has been laid aside. And, lastly, always have everything per-
fectly dry. If these simple rules be observed the rest will be''com-
paratively easy.

And now turning briefly to the treatment of negatives, the chief
value of the process is the facility it affords, when the development is
mastered, of local treatment, or the treatment of portions only of a
negative. It enables this to be performed in a far more efficient
manner than by any system of masking, as the dusting operation
places in the hands of the operator a power of " vignetting " one part

into another that he does not otherwise possess. Indeed, I have seen

used, and have used myself, the bichromated albumen mixture with-

out any exposure to light, simply as a basis upon which to apply

powdered colour for purposes of local treatment and masking, and I

am not sure that this application of it alone is not worth serious

cultivation.

There is one " dodge " that I have found particularly useful in

working on the back of the negative when it is desired to magnify

contrast. Give a very short exposure through the negative, and de-

velope until there is a fair deposit chiefly on the lights of the negative.

Now redry and again expose for a very short time, but this time let

the bichromated side of the plate have the exposure. In this manner

the surface of the unprotected parts becomes hardened, while the de-

posit already formed on the protected portions retains for them their

power of still taking on more powder, and so gaining density. This

may be repeated more than once, but it is clear that each individual

exposure must be excessively brief—not more than a few seconds.

To finish off the plate when the required effect is gained, let it be

once more heated, and then placed in the sun or daylight for some

time to thoroughly harden the film. It is then coated with collodion,

and afterwards'washed until the colour of the bichromate is removed,

a very dilute solution of sulphuric acid aiding materially towards that

end. It is in view of this washing operation that I advise that the

gelatine negative film be not varnished, as it will tlien better stand

the washing. There is no need to varnish the dusted image, as it is

exceedingly hard when coUodionised.

Should it be desired to remove the image produced in this manner it

may be done with a mixture of sulphuric acid and water, one to five,

or, if that be not at hand, a cold chisel. II. Y. E. CoTESWonTH.

WRITING AND DRAWING ON GLASS.

I.

HaVINO made a few experiments recently with the object of finding

out the best method of producing sketches and handwriting upon

glais with pen, lead-pencil, or brush, I propose to narrate the results

obtained. The subject is naturally one of interest to photographer?,

who constantly have to do work of this kind, chiefly in connection

with the improvement of negatives. Etching on glass is sometimes

necessary, not with hydrofluoric acid, but by coating a glass with an

opaque film, and scratching through this with a needle, so as to

produce a negative of a line subject, from which positive duplicates

can be produced by any printing process. I propose also to describe a

novel method of converting a fine drawing upon glass into a negative

having perfectly clear glass in the lines, and any strength up to

opacity in the ground. The same system is also available for pro-

ducing transparent coloured drawings upon a shaded or opaque ground.

Writing with Ordinary Ink.—Wlien writing on glass is wanted by

a lecturer, as a slide for the lantern, the readiest method of doing it

would be to use the usual pen and writing-ink on a small piece of

clear glass. It is possible to write thus, but the results are extremely

imperfect. The ink spreads on the glass so that fine lines cannot bo

produced at all ; if the glass is greasy the ink refuses to take to it,

except in blots ; and, lastly, the writing is very faint, through the

ink not being sufficiently opaque. In order to enable the ink to take

more readily to the glass, it has been recommended that the tongue

should be appUed to the surface, so as to moisten it; when this

moisture dries the glass is apparently clean, and writing upon this

surface, it is said, can be done with facility with ordinary ink. The

method [may command admiration on account of its simplicity and

readiness, as most people have a tongue at their disposal, otherwise it

has few virtues ; there is a slight improvement over the first method,

and that is all that can be said in its favour. A little ox-gall rubbed

on the plate has a similar effect. Qum is frequently added to writing-

ink to prevent it spreading upon paper, the amount is small, and ia

not sufficient to prevent spreading when the ink is applied to glass

;

hence the addition of a little more gum arabic (or, what is better,

white sugar) to the ink causei an improvement in this respect. If a

cloth is moistened with the gum solution, and the glass is rubbed
with the cloth so as to leave a thin film of gum on the surface, and
this film is allowed to dry, the writing vrill become easier, and it will
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be possible to produce fine linos. If, instead of the gum, wo employ it

film of gelatine, we have again an improvement, and our writing on

glass for the first time beconiosoasy. The golatine should be dissolved

in warm water, in such proportions as to form a thin jelly when cold

;

the glft.«a having been warmed, the solution may bo applied with a
brush— liu! film will dry in a few minutes. A hard gelatine is the best

for this purpose, such as Coignet'a Gold Label. A soft geiatino is apt

to tear up and absorb the moisture from the ink too quickly. The
writing produced in this way is not very dark in the lines. The ink

that is employed may appear black enough on paper, but on glass,

owing to the light only passing once through the ink, it proves weak.

When the writing is on paper, the light passes through the ink to the

surface of the white paper, which reflects it back again through the

ink, thus producing by a double passage a greater depth of colour.

The Powder Process.— There is a simple method of producing

opaque lines on clear glass, but it is not suitable for very fine work.

A glass plate is carefully cleaned from every trace of grease or gum,
and is then polished with French chalk. A thin syrup is made by
dissolving white sugar in water ; if cold water is .saturated w^ith the

sugar it will be of the right strength. This is used as ink in a pen, by
which the writing is done ; when the latter is dry it will be nearly in-

visible. We can now select a fine dry powder of any sort or colour, and
dust it over the writing with a soft camel-hair brush. If the sugar is

perfectly dry none of the powder will adhere ; but if the writing is

breathed upon, so as to soften the dried syrup, it will retain the

pigment, and the writing will stand out clear and distinct. Powdered
plumbago and lampblack may be used for black lines ; other colours

in powder, such as burnt sienna, gamboge, Prussian blue, &c., will

impart colour, but not a transparent colour ; while gold, silver, and
bronze lines may be produced by dusting over with the various bronze

powders sold by druggists. With care, very fine lines may be pro-

duced by this system, but they are apt to be obliterated through the

softened syrup being carried away by the powder during the act of

dusting. If the sugar becomes too much softened by the breath the

lines will become blurred ; however, the process is very useful and
practicable for many purposes. Designs may be cheaply produced in

quantity in this way with the aid of indiarubber stamping blocks,

such as are used with aniline inks on paper. If such a block is pressed

on a pad containing syrup, and then on a clean glass, the design will

be transferred in invisible form to the latter, and will instantly start

into clearness and vigour when the powder is applied. When the

syrup becomes drj-, the powder adherent to it will be firmly held, and

will withstand a moderate amount of friction. If exposed to damp,

however, the writing will be apt to rub oii. This may be prevented

by applying a protective film to the gla.ss after the writing is com-
pleted—this film may be either plain collodion poured over the glass,

or mastic varnish put on with a brusli, or negative shellac varnish

applied in the usual way to the previously heated plate. If the
syrup is replaced by a sticky substance insoluble in water, such as

japanners' gold size, or Canada balsam thinned with turpentine, the

design, when dry, would be quito unaffected by damp, and would not

require any protection on this account.

For fine writing ar i sketching on glass with a pen, the syrup is the
best medium, as it fl. vs easily from the nib. In order to render the

writing visible duri its production, and before the appUcation of

the powder, a litth aniline blue or black may be dissolved in the

water before addim the sugar, or the syrup may be made by dis-

solving sugar in comi::on writing-ink.

The same process iiay be employed on any smooth surface—card

moimts, for instance. A photographer can easily put his name or

autograph in gold letters on any mount by having a rubber stamp
made with the desired inscription, or he can write with a pen dipped
in a limpid solution of Canada balsam in turpentine. The writing
will be faint at first, but on applying a gold bronze or coloured
powder, which will only adhere to the writing, it will become very
distinct, and, when dry, will bear handling. This method gives much
better results than writing with the gold ink made by mixing bronze
powder with syrup or a thin varnish.

The best result of all is obtained by using gold leaf, which is

pressed upon the writing as soon as it is set, and then left for some
hours to allow the varnis or " ink " to get thoroughly dry. The
su fluoua gold leaf is then wiped off with a cloth.

A Collodion Film, when dry, is very easy to write upon with a pen'
and to paint on in water colours. The ordinAry enamel or ]ilain

collodion may be used, and will be found to give a iiuface perfectly

free from grease, so that the ink will take to it readily. It is not,

however, fit for lead-pencil work.

Oum Dammar, dissolved in turpentine or benzole, give* one of the

best surfaces for writing upon with a pen, and it has the additional

advantage of being available for the lead-pencil. I believe that this

gum is more largely employed than any other by retouchers, aa a

medium for enabling them to work upon gelatine negatives. Care
should be employetl in the selection of the solvent ; some turpentine

leaves traces of grease, and this makes the film useless. The rectified

turpentine should be employed, or, what is better, the dammar gum
may be dissolved in a little benzine, which is then thinned with ether

to the proper consistency. This medium flows as easily on glass aa

collodion, it gives an even film, and it has the advantage of drying

quickly, so as to be available for work in a short time. The drier the

gum is the better does it take the lead. A little indiarubber solution

is added by some to give elasticity to the film
;
practically the gum

dammar alone answers very well. Albert Wm. Scott.

COLOUKING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.*
Thehe is nothing more essential to an artist's securing comfort in his

working and completeness in his effects as his materials. Above all

things they should be good, indeed, the best procurable ; they will

soon and effectively repay all the extra outlay entailed. I think it is

only justice to mention the name of Mr. James Newman when on the

subject of materials. He has devoted years of study in order to pro-

duce various spicialiUs to aid the artist in his efforts to colour photo-

graphs. Among such I may name his "Diamond^' Enamel Paste,

which imparts not only a beautiful finish to either plain or coloured

photographs, but also a depth and brilliancy, combined with a certain

degree of protection against the evil effects of exposure to the atmo-

sphere. It also gives to the photograph a bright surface which hides

all offensive touches or markings which would be too prominently

observable without its application.

Another of his sphialites is his " Sizing Preparation," which will be

found very useful in many ways. It is most eflScacious as a prepara-

tion to render the surface of the photograph suitable for working

upon. In its natural state it is rather difficult to float colour evenly

over the surface of a photograph, and there is usually a necessity for

some means or other to give it such a quality as will allow of an even

wash of colour being passed over it. For this purpose, therefore, I

can recommend this " Sizing Preparation." There is a somewhat

similar " size " for use on absorbent papers, and, if needs be, wiU pro-

duce a surface where same may be injured by over work or the too

frequent application of the sponge. The colours, by being slightly

mixed with this preparation, will have a great tendency to become

fixed, and can bo worked over with very little risk of being disturbed,

and can be even varnished. I may as well say that my remarks are

almost exclusively intended to treat on water colour, although a few

may be equally applicable to oil colour as well.

A wash passed over a carbon print will not only make it easy to

work upon, but, without giving it a gloss, will add a general bril-

liancy to it, as well as impart a general delicacy of tone. In fact,

these preparations are very useful, and in some cases almost indis-

pensable.

Brushes ! Ah ! what trouble sometimes to get good ones. The

artist should always keep a suflicient quantity by him, and they

should be the best. He must have some fine pointed sables for

stippling and working out the finer details, and larger ones for work-

ing in the washes and broader portions of his picture. There is no

riUe which can be laid do^vn for the selection of brushes ; every one

should select those with which he can work with the maximum of

comfort, but they should always be the best as to quality. It is quite

a matter of taste whether they are mounted in quill or metal. Per-

sonally I use the latter, as they stand wear and tear somewhat better.

For very many years (I do not care to say how many) I have been

in the habit of using Winsor & Newton's brushes, and have invari-

• Continued from page 687.
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ably found them really good. Their price is not the lowest, but they

don't profess to be cheap rather than supply the best article. All sen-

sible men who think a little must know that a really good article is

worth a fair price. I have known them rise their prices, and when I

iaquired liow it was they very kindly explained that it was owing to

the difficulty in procuring the sable with sufficient spring to enable

them to provide a first-rate brush. One need never grumble at the price

varying a little, but it would be another matter it the quality varied.

This, fmust say, I have never found ; their brushes are always well

selected, and if they sell you a brush and say it is first-class you can

rely upon it. At least, such has been my experience.

I do not wish to infer by this that a cheap brush by other makers

may not be good, but I do say that such brushes are not dependable.

One may be really a good brush, but the next half dozen may be unfit

for producing good work.

We should be provided with a china palette, a few saucers, and

one or two slanting tiles. When large washes are required it would

b3 impossible to get enough colour mixed upon a palette, and in such

cases the saucers or slanting tiles will be invaluable. Indiarubber,

ink-eraser, sharp knife, scraper (this instrument may bo procured at

any colour shop). Some painters use a. lancet, while otliers use a

needle. We must also have'some very finely powdered pumice-stone,

a bottle of gum-arabic water, not too thin, as it can easily be diluted

by the addition of a little water. An agate burnisher and drawing

pins will almost complete the list of your wants. Of course, if you

are engaged on large work I would recommend the use of a mahl
stick, as its use gives considerable freedom to the hand.

If, again, you paint, in general, large work, an easel will be necessary,

and for general work and usefulness a " Corbould '' is undoubtedly

the most desirable. But any easel, if sufficiently firm, will answer

the purpose quite well enough. For the smaller work, however, an

easel ^^i\\ be somewhat awkward, although one can get into the habit

of working at one to such an extent th.at they willjprefer painthig

even the smaller work upon it, pinned to a drawing board. I think a

desk suitably placed upon a table will be found more convenient,

notwitlistanding, for the smaller work. I may here mention that a

small pot of prepared ox-gall will be found very useful at times. It

is not necessary to use it on ivory, but it is often almost indispensable

for paper that appears somewhat greasy. The less, however, used of

it the better, as too much will have a ruinous effect upon the photo-

graph or paper. Any subject which seems to require it should have
a weak solution of it washed gently and quickly over the entire

surface with a camel-hair pencil. Camel-hair pencils are no use

f jr painting generally, as they have not sufficient sjirint/ to give a
reliable tuuch. Some prefer red sables to all others on account of

t'leir greater stiffness, although the brushes made of black sable

invariably have better points. The small sables used for stippling

should not be too small, as working witli such would lead to an excess
of finish or rather fineness of stippling, which 'would materially
injure the higher objects of art, viz., (?epth, solidity, and colour.
We now come to the most important part of all—the colours. As

in the case of the brushes, I have ever given the preference to the
colours produced by Winsor & Newton. I have never found them
vary, and have always found them easy and agreeable to work with.
I mostly use moist colours, and have always found those supplied to me
by Winsor & Newton, although they retain their moisture in the box,
dry consistently and in convenient time when applied to the picture.
These are both qualities which recommend themselves to the artist

Using them, and I feel sure any adopting their use will derive
complete satisfaction therefrom.

I will give a list of colours used in miniature painting, with a few
words as to their properties and uses, and supplement them with such
others as would allow of every class of colouring being carried out.

Carmine.—A brilliant crimson, possessing great power in its fuller
touches, its paler waslies being possessed of considerable clearness,
though not quite equalling rose or pink madder in this latter quality,
It is easy to work, but is somewhat fugitive.

I'mk Madder. -A most delicate carnation, much used on account of
its superior permanency. It is much clearer than either crimson, lake,
or carmine in its lighter tints, but is not possessed of density.

Jiose Madder is similar to pink madder, and is possessed of a little
more depth.

Crimson Lake possesses much of the characteristics of cartnine, but

lacks its extreme richness and brilliancy. A most useful colour for

mixing in various tints for draperies, &c.

Venetian Med.—A most beautiful as well as permanent colour. A
beautiful colour for flesh. Its tints, if not bright, are always clear,

and in combination with cobalt or French blue will produce fine pearly

greys. It works better than light red, and is a better and more deli-

cate tint.

Liffht Hed.—A clear and transparent red, low in tone, more of an

orange tint than Venetian red, but otherwise similar in character.

Makes a good ground for flesh.

Indian Red.—A powerful red of a purplish hue. It is an excellent

colour for the shadows of the flesh either alone or in combination

with blue.

Vermilion.—Rather a heavy colour, and very little adapted for use

in flesh tints. It does not flow well, and is not transparent, hence it

is not so generally used as it otherwise would be.

Scarlet Vermilion.—TsloK scarlet in tint than above, and washes

much better.

Orange Vermilion.—Rathev more transparent than the others, with

a clear kit not bright orange hue. W^ashes moderately well. Some

miniature painters hold it in great esteem.

Chrome Yellow is an opaque or body colour. Very necessary for

some effects, such as bringing out gold, &c. There are three tints of

this colour—pale, deep, and orange. For miniature painting the

lightest|tint will be of sufficient depth,

Indian Yelloic.—A beautiful intense yellow. It works well and is

permanent. Mixed more or less with Venetian red can be used for a

flesh. Is also very serviceable for draperies, &c.

Roman Ochre.—Used for darli flesh colour and also draperies. For

these purposes is much preferable to yellow ochre.

Gamboge.—A pale and somewhat greenish yellow, sometimes used

in draperies.

Cadmium Yellow.—A nearly transparent colour. Best vehicle for

procuring an orange tone. A most brilliant and powerful yellow.

Ultramarine.—Permanent, but does not work well, except in large

masses of drapery. It is one of the most permanent colours we have,

and is most pure in tint. It is not so well adapted for mixing with

other colours as the other blues, owing to its gritty quality.

Ultramarine fAeh is not so positive in tint as ultramarine, but

washes better ; it is sometimes used in flesh.

Cobalt.—Most useful in every respect, sufficiently bright, permanent,

and washes well. Cobalt in conjunction with pink madder and raw

sienna will form a flesh.

French Blue.—Darker than cobalt and of great intensity, is

permanent, and resembles the tint of real ultramarine. Although

not so pure or vivid, generally it is more useful, for it washes and

works well.

Indigo,—Useful for dark compound tints.

Prussian Blue.—Used in miniature draperies, useful to portray

blue velvets, and when mixed with carmine all the varieties of purple,

violet, and marone velvets can be obtained. Redmond Babuett.

(To he continued.)

ON THE FADING OF SILVER PHOTOGRAPHS.
I.

Notwithstanding the large amount of information wlilch, from
time to time, has been published respecting the permanence of auro-

argentic photographs, there still remains much to be learnt before we
can arrive at a precise knowledge of the tohole of the causes which
combine to change and ultimately destroy them. And even were
these causes fully understood, it is obvious that some of them are not

under our control, whilst otliers, by proper care in selecting and com-
pounding the necessary materials and in conducting the various

manipulations, can be easily avoided.

It is hardly necessary at the present day to enlarge on the decay-
inducing causes which are under our own control. These may be
briefly summed up in the use of impure materials, imperfect elimina-

tion of hyposulphite, impure mounts, easily decomposed mountants,
and, lastly, the storing of such prints in positions where impure air

has access so them. It may be stated generally that sulphur and
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some of its compounds are the most common nnd, at the same time,

the most potent agents in the destruction of silver photographs. Now
these may bo communicateil to them in several ways. First, from a
decomposition of the liypo in which they are fixed; second, from
an imperfect removal of tlie fixing agent by thorough washing

;

third, from the action of sulplinrous fumes derived from the air of

the plnce in wliich they are stored ; and, lastly, from some of the

anficlilor-hyposnlphite of soda not having been eliminated from the
paper composing the mounting cardboard.
When Ilerschel discovered and first described hyposulphite of

soda (in the year 1825, 1 think), he particularly called attention to

the fact of its forming an easily decomposed double salt with silver

compounds—the chloride for instance. Under such circumstances, if

wo ilissolve two equivalents of silver chloride in one of hyposulpliite
of soda, we obtain two equivalents of chloride of sodium and one of

bjrposulphite of silver, thus :

—

2 Ag CI + Na., S., O3 = 2 Na CI + Ag. S, 0,.

Now this latter compound (Iiyposulphite of silver) is most easily

decomposed, either by very gentle heat or by even the weakest acids.

The consequence is that sulphurous fumes are set free to react on the

fihotographic image and eventually destroy it. For this reason it ii

mportant that fresh solutions of hypo should be used for fixing each
batcli of prints, and, further, tliat this solution should be neutral or
preferably slightly alkaline. Further, to avoid risk of decomposition,
every trace of silver nilrnte should be eliminated from the prints

before they are fixed, inasmuch as the addition of this salt, even in

minute quantity, to hypo solution is almost certain to liljerate

sulphurous acid, which will, of course, react prejudicially on the
silver image. But this acid, altliough it ranks in the list of bleaching
agents, if its action be long continued, seems to exercise, also, a de-
teriorating influence on the paper itsulf ; but whether this be due to

its original composition or to some chemical change effected by the
silver nitrate, is a question worthy of full investigation. Be this as it

may, the fact remains that even the most carefully executed silver

print, on plain paper, has its high lights dimmed by the action of this

gas. When albumeni.sed paper is the supporting medium, the
yellowing effect of the gas is much more decidedly marked, more
especially when the air is moist. But this might be expected when
We bear in mind thj fact that albumen itself contains sulphur, although
this quantity varies considerably according to the source from which
it is derived. Indeed, albumen is a very complex compound, its com-
position, according to Liebig, being represented by the following
chemical formula :

—

0210 iim jy-si §2 06«.

Mulder and Lieber-Kiihn give slightly different formulsD, but all

agree in about two per cent, of sulphur.

NVith albumen, silver forms a compound called albuminate of silver,

having, according to Watts, the formula :

—

C" H"o Ag2 N" SO22 + W 0.

If any one tries the experiment of subjecting to hydrosulphuric acid
fresh albumen coagulated by heat and albumen precipitated by silver

nitrate, the latter being fi.xed in hypo and then thoroughly washed,
he will find a considerable difference in the effect produced. Tlie

plain albumen, so acted on, will remain perfectly white long after the
silvered portion of the same albumen has become quite a dingy
yellow. To my mind this proves that hyposulphite solution does not
altogether remove the silver from the albuminate of that metal, even
although the compound has not been subjected to luminous influence

80 as to suffer reduction. If these experiments of mine with albumen
be confirmed, the question would arise whether it woidd be judicious to
continue the use of albumenised paper for silver printing, seeing
that such photographs are more liable to decay than wlien made on
specially-prepared plain paper. If we substitute gelatine for albumen
•we may only be walking out of the frying-pan into the fire ; for it also
contains sulphur in its composition, but whether in a form wherein it

is affected by silver nitrate I have not yet ascertained.

George Dawson, M,A., Ph.D.

THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXHIBITION IN ITALY.

Thk International Photographic Exhibition in the fair city of

Florence is now open ; it is of special interest because it is the

first one of an international character which has been held in Italy,

and it has resulted already in the founding of the first Italian

photographic society. The lack of organization among Italian

photographers was one difficulty in the way of holding an exhibi-

tion, since it threw much extra work upon the promoters in the way

of bringing their own photographic oountrymen together ; another
impediment was the fact tliat some of the Italian photographers are

saving the best specimens of their work for the Paris Exhibition

of \m.
The Exhibition was opened by the King and Queen of Italy, who

were conducted by the president of the managers, Commander Nobili,

over the galleries, some of which, thanks to the climate, are in the

gardens of a hospital, and some in saloni. All the exhibits of Italian

amateur photographers, and of persons residing outside Italy, are in

special laloiu.

From M. I>Son Vidal's report in Le Moniteur de la Photographie,

and from a report by Dr. Gioppi in the Journal de tindiut.rie I'holo-

graphique, we learn that neither money nor work has been spared to

make the Exhibition attractive and interesting, and that the exhibits

number 350. In exhibits from outside Italy, France and Germany
take the lead. The United States lias but one representative among
the exhibitors ; M. Carlos Relvas sends a fine c<Jlection of pictures

from Portugal ; the Topographic Institute of the Low Coimtriee has
sent a very interesting series of exhibits. One of the great features

of the Exhibition is the collection sent by M. Nadar, of Paris, which
fills the whole of one salon, and is fitted up with perfect taste. It

includes varieties of apparatus, also some portraits nearly three yards
long upon Eastman paper, and of magnificent execution ; there are

also several good portraits of Chevreul in various positions, and some
interesting photographs of Underground Paris ; also a long series of

portraits of French celebrities.

From England the Woodburyfype Company has sent specimens of
its work. Mr. A. Cowan has forwarded some of his gelatino-chloride

lantern slides, which occasionally have been projected upon the screen,

and were much admired. Some marine views have been contributed

by Auty, of Tynemouth, and by West & Son, of Southsea ; the former
also exhibits two fiine prints of a flash of lightning. Messrs. Marion
and the Eastman Company exhibit their products. The phototypes
of M. Bruckmann are stated to be marvels of good work ; M. Bette,

of Berlin, is an exhibitor; M. Schuster, of Berlin, exhibits photo-
engravings; Dr. Just, of Vienna, bromide enlargements; Dr. Donadieu,

of Lyons, furniture, interiors, and decorative designs ; and M. Tissandier,

photographic proofs turned out in tlie ordinary printing press. Dr. P.
Kichter and M. Londe exhibit photographs taken at the Salpetri^re

of the features of certain diseases; Thury and Amey their celebrated

shutter ; Anschiitz, of Lissa, instantaneous pictures of horses at full

gallop ; Pietsch, of Switzerland, and Debas, of Madrid, landscapes

;

and De Meyer, of Kief, Russia, some good transparencies. There are

exhibits from Constantinople and Barcelona. M. Reutlinger sends

some fine specimens of artistic photography to aid painters; the

subjects are children, young women, and so on. Among the French
exposers of apparatus and materials are M. Darlot, M. Mackenstein,

the Paris Central Society of Chemical Products, and M. Tailfer.

Voigtlander exhibits lenses ; Bussler, of Berlin, elegant colunms and
statues in papier mdche for studios; and M. Fran9ai3, his last novelty,

the ' kinigraphe.' M. Boissonas, of Lyons, and M. Beernaert, also

Mrs. Van Monckhoven, send specimens of their dry plates. Dr. Liese-

gang exhibits panoramic apparatus for tourists.

The literature of photography is represented by its newspapers and
periodicals, and by the numerous works on photography issued by
French and German publishers.

Among Italian exhibitors Giardelli, of Florence, sends phototypes

;

Paganori, photo-engravings ; Turati, of Milan, some important prints

from type-high blocks, produced by a patented process; Lamperti
and Garbagnati, of Milan, tourist and other cameras ; Brogi, magni-
ficent photographs on glass ; Pallavinci and Sobacchi, of Lodi, por-

traits cut by the sand-blast; Garofali, Martorelli, and Mosconi, of

Milan, apparatus and cards; Colombo, of Milan, and CappeUetti, of

Florence, cameras; well-made burnishers and rolling presses by
Casalegno, of Turin ; a student's microscopic camera by Corai, of

Florence, engineer; ceramic photographs by Bucciolini, of Florence;

porcelain vessels by Ginori ; dishes, bottles, and measures, by Alman,
of Turin

;
popular Italian dry plates by Dringoli, of Empoli. Capelli,

of Milan, and Melazzo, of Kaples, exnibit their dry plates ; Ghezzi,

crystallographic prints ; Bardelli, of Turin, compact apparatus for

Alpine explorers ; and Muffone, pocket apparatus. A lalon is reserved

for portraits by Alinari, Alvino, and other Florentine photographers.

Amon^ Italian exhibitoi-s are also Brogdi, Rossi, Montabone, and
Bettini ; the firm of Trdves Brothirs exhibits good specimens of

Fhoto-mechanical printing, type-high ; and the Military Geographical

nstitute of Horence exhibits work which deserves special studv.

M. L^on Vidal mentions various Italian commercial firms which do
good work in photo-mechanical printing, but adds that it is not equal

in quality to that of the best German houses, such as Bruckman, of

Munich, Rommel, of Dresden, and Rumler & Jonas, of Leipzig. He
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add8 that photo-engraving in half tone is but little practised m Italy,

and that at the Exhibition the best work of this kind is the magni-

ficent exhibit of the Thotographic Society of noilin. Ceramic photo-

Tapliy is little worked in Italy, and, so far as he could see, not upon

an industrial scale. The aristotype pictures on view are of good

quality; several platinum prints are on view— notably, the artistic

specimens by M. Debas. There are very few carbon prints in the

Exhibition.
. /^

Among the most active members of the Executive Committee are

the President, Commander Nobili, Count Bastogi, and Signor Carlo

Brogi. At a banquet, after the labours of the jury had been com-

pleted, the President said that the Exhibition ought to be the occasion

of the foundation of an Italian Photographic Society, and all the

persons present at the banquet signed their names as its first members.

Count Bastogi was nominated President of the Society, and M. Paul

Nadar and M. L(5on Vidal corresponding members.

At present it is too hot for Itahy, but Florence being a hill town,

the heat there is not so fervent. Later in the season this Exhibition

should be much visited by English tourists, despite the numerous

other exhibitions and attractions in the city.

The mysterious statement about some of the photographs being

placed in gardens, no doubt refers to gardens surrounded by colonnades

or cloisters, which are common in connection with large Italian

buildings, to give protection from the fierce rays of the summer's sun.

For the same reason the streets in Italian towns are commonly

narrow, or when broad are frequently provided with colonnades.

English visitors do not always avail themselves of the protection,

perhaps from force of habit, hence the Italian saying :
—" Dogs and

Englishmen walk in the sun."

A SEARCH FOE A SUBSTITUTE FOR HYPO.*

Having tried these experiments upon silver bromide, it was natural that

the iodide also should receive some attention. Using the same quantity

of silver solution, but precipitating it with potassium iodide in the same

careful manner to avoid an excess of the alkaline haloid, washing and

draining, there was obtained for each experiment 0-5725 gramme (8-835

grains) of silver iodide. Starting with the usual hyposulphite solution

(1 in 6), it required 78 cubic centimetres (2J ounces) of it to give complete

solution of the silver iodide (0-5725 gramme). Hence 1 part of silver

iodide requires 22-7 parts of hyposulphite for solution in a bath of 1 in 6.

Another bath of hyposulphite, twice as strong as that given above,_ was

now tried, and it required 37 cubic centimetres (IJ ounces) of it to give a

solution of the same quantity of silver iodide. Therefore 1 part of silver

iodide requures 21-5 parts of hyposulphite for solution in a bath of 1 in 3.

It would therefore appear that there is no economy in hyposulphite used

in strong solutions when silver iodide is considered.

As in the case of silver bromide, ammonia solution has no perceptible

solvent action upon silver iodide. However, a bath was made containing

one-sixth hyposulphite and 4-87 per cent, of ammonia, and this was used

as a solvent for the silver iodide. It required 67 cubic centimetres

(2J ounces) of this solution to dissolve 0-5725 gramme (8-835 grains) of

silver iodide. Then 1 part of silver iodide requires 19-4 parts of hypo-

sulphite for solution in a bath of 1 in 6 containing 4-87 per cent, of

ammonia. Here is a slight gain (about 11 per cent.) in the use of

ammonia, and although not as great as in the case of silver bromide, yet

under some circumstances it may be of advantage.

Ammonium acetate in a solution containing 30 per cent, of the salt,

and slightly alkaline with ammonia, bad no appreciable solvent action

upon silver iodide. But when ammonium acetate is used in a solution

containing one-sixth of hyposulphite and 15 per cent, of the acetate

(slightly ftlkaline with ammonia), it required 68 cubic centimetres (about

2J ounces) of the mixture to dissolve the above-mentioned quantity

of silver bromide (0-5725 gramme = 8-835 grains). This is practically

the same result as that obtained by the addition of ammonia to the

hyposulphite.
The effect of other admixtures with the hyposulphite was also tried

with negative results. In some cases the mixing of another salt with the

hyposulphite actually decreases the solvent power of the latter. Calcium
acetate was tried as a solvent, both alone and mixed with hyposulphite.

Alone, in a solution of 23 per cent., calcium acetate has no perceptible

solvent action upon silver iodide. Mixed with hyposulphite solution so

that the mixture contained one-sixth hyposulphite and llj per cent, of

calcium acetate, it decreased the solvent power of the hyposulphite so

that it required more than 30 parts of sodium hyposulphite (in a bath
1 in 6) to dissolve 1 part of silver iodide. The same is equally true if

sodium acetate is used ; this also retards the action of the hyposulphite.

A mixture of sal ammoniac (ammonium chloride) and sodium hypo-
sulphite acts in about the same manner, although not so badly, solution

being obtained, but very slowly. Ammonium carbonate also, when mixed
with hyposulphite, also decreased the solvent action of the salt upon silver

iodide, requiring about 30 parts of sodium hyposulphite to every part of

the silver haloid. * concluded from page 510.

Two other compounds were tried upon silver iodide, for this appears to

be the most insoluble of all the silver compounds with which the photo-

grapher has to deal, and it would be a great boon if some better solvent

than hyposulphite of sodium could be found for it. A solution of sodium

sulphite was made containing 1 part of the salt in 4 of water; but it had

no perceptible solvent action upon silver iodide, even with the addition of

a little ammonia.
Ammonium sulphite in a solution containing 1 part of the salt in 3 of

water, had no apparent solvent action upon silver iodide, addition of am-

monia making no change. But on adding a solution of sodium hypo-

sulphite (1 in 3) complete solution was obtained after adding 50 cubic

centimetres, the mixture already containing 50 cubic centimetres of the

ammonium sulphite solution. It requires, therefore, about 30 parts of

hyposulphite in a solution 1 in G, with about 16 per cent, of ammonium
sulphite to dissolve 1 part of silver iodide.

There are a few practical results that can be drawn from these imperfect

and incomplete experiments upon the Bolubility of silver haloids. In the

first place, there is the determination of the fact (already known in a

general way) that silver iodide requires 7-8 times more hyposulphite for

its solution than silver bromide in a bath of 1 in 6. Second, addition of

ammonia to the fixing bath increases the solvent action of the hypo-

sulphite so that nearly twice as much silver bromide and 11 per cent,

more silver iodide are dissolved than when ammonia is absent. Third,

that the addition of certam salts to the fixing bath decreases the solvent

action of the hyposulphite independently of dilution. Fourth, that the

action of the different salts in the fixing bath is materially different with

the two haloids.

How the various additions to the hyposulphite act when applied to the

fixing of plates and prints I have not yet been able to determine, but

hope to do so in the future. The question up to the present time has

been : Is there anything we can use, either wholly or in part, as a sub-

stitute for sodium hyposulphite ? At present there is nothing so harm-

less and so cheap as this now almost universally used sodium salt ;
but

the many drawbacks to its use lead me to believe that something better

may be found by diligent searching. And it would appear that some

such experiments as these I have briefly reviewed are steps in the right

direction. At some future time I hope to have the honour of presenting

to this Association a continuation and ampUfication of the results here

noted, and hope that others will be found able and willing to work in the

same field. .... . ^ , i

This, then, is a kind of report of progress in a line of experimental worH

that has engaged my attention during spare hours in the past year. I

know it is very incomplete, I know there is little that is practical in it at

present, but I am satisfied that work of this kind is needed in photo-

graphy. There is room for a hundred workers upon this and allied

questions in photographic science, and if I shall have interested but one

of you to take up some work of this kind, I shall be fully repaid for the

time I have taken to bring before you this imperfect report upon a series

of experiments that have given me great pleasure in prosecuting.

Arthub H. Elliott, Ph.D., F.C.S.

THE BEITISH ASSOCIATION.
The first General Meeting of thin Association for 1887 was held on Wed-

nesday evening in the Free Trade Hall, Manchester, which was filled with

a large audience, including the leacMng scientific men in this country and

many distinguished foreign savants. Sir Henry E. Eoscoe, President, de-

livered his inaugural address, in course of which he made fitting allusion

to the services rendered to science by two of their townsmen—Dalton, the

chemist, the discoverer of the 'aws of chemical combination, the framer of

the atomic theory upon which the modern science of chemistry is based, and

Joule, the determinator of the mechanical equivalent of heat. " It is well,

therefore," said he, " for us to remember, in the midst of the turmoil of

our active industrial and commercial life, that Manchester not only well

represents the energy of England in these praoticpl directions, but that it

possesses even higher claims to our regard and respect as being the seat

of discoveries of which the value not only to pure science is momen-

tous, but which also lie at the foundation of all our material progress

and all our industrial success. For without a knowledge of the laws

of chemical combination all the marvellous results with which modern

industrial chemistry has astonished the world could not have been

achieved, while the knowledge of the quantitative relations existing be-

tween the several forms of'energy, and the possibility of expressing their

amount in terms of ordinary mechanics, are matters which now con-

stitute the life-breath of every branch of applied science. For example,

before Dalton's discovery every manufacturer of oil of vitriol— a sub-

stance now made each week in thousands of tons within a few miles of

this spot every manufacturer had his own notions of the quantity of

sulphur which he ought to burn in order to make a certain weight

of sulphuric acid, but he had no idea that only a given weight of sulphur

can unite with a certain quantity of oxygen and of water to form the

acid, and that an excess of any one of the component parts was not only

useless but harmful. Thus, and in tens of thousands of other instances,

Dalton replaced rule of thumb by scientific principle. In like rnauner

the applications of Joule's determination of the mechanical equivalent

of heat are even more general ; the increase and measurement of the
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eOioienoy of our steam engines and the power of our dynamos are only
two of the numerous examples wliich might be adduced of the practical

vahie of Joulo's work."
Professor Koscoo's address liad mainly reference to chemical progress,

and at the close he observed that up to the present time 35G8 members
and associates had joined, wliile tlie money received amounted to 4000/.
These were tlie highest figures in both respects whicli had ever been
reached in the liistory of the Association, and he had no doubt that
before the meeting concluded they would have over 4000 members and
associates present.

<©ur iBlritorial ^Tatle.

I'hotookaphic Printing Mbtuods.
By Rev. W. H. Buebank.

In this volume, which forms one of ScovUl's Photographic Series, New-
York, the author disarms ordinarj' criticism by his honest announce-
ment that the worlc is rather one of compilation than of original

research, and that " the opening chapters on the theory of light and
its action on sensitive compounds are merely condensed from Abney's
Handbook of Photography.'
The plan of the booli is to devote as nearly as possible a chapter to

each method or system of printing, compiling and grouping under
each all, or almost all, accessible formulas which refer to it, and
coupling with any definite statement made respecting it the name of

some one responsible for such. We confess that we should have
liked better had the author allowed more of his own personnel to

appear throughout the work.
The mere mechanical labour in collating the formulse from photo-

graphic Almanacs and other works of reference cannot have been
small, and the reverend author is entitled to much credit for the
manner in which he has (jarried into effect his intention as expressed
in the preface :

" The author has aimed to collect, in easily accessible

form, information and formulae connected with the production of

photographic prints."

Mr. G. Hanmer Croughton has contributed to the work a practical

article on Finishing Permanent Bromide Enlargements, which we here
introduce :

—

" In working upon drawing-paper, from life or from photographs, the
paper chosen is one that is strongly sized, because a higher degree of

finish can be obtained upon such a surface. In the necessary manipula-
tions of preparing the paper for solar prints—the developing and fixing

and subsequent washing—the sizing of the paper is entirely washed out

;

it is so with the platinum print, the hot developer taldng the size out of

the paper and making it as soft and absorbent as blotting-paper. With
a permanent bromide print, although it has to undergo all the manipula-
tions of development, fixing, and washing, the gelatine surface is not
removed, and when dry serves as a strong sizing to the paper. This
necessitates a somewhat different method of treatment than upon the
softer paper, but all the manipulations for producing an artistic effect upon
Bolar or platinum prints can be followed upon permanent bromide, and
from my years of experience I can say confidently that the best results

can be obtained quicker and better.
" Crayon Finishing.—The only difference is in the material used.

Instead of using a stumping sauce alone, I find a mixture of No. 1 Conti
Crayon, finely crushed with an equal quantity of crayon sauce, the best
for all stumping purposes. Most crayon artists put in their background
with a chamois leather. You cannot use a chamois skin upon permanent
bromide paper, but a soft tuft of cotton is just as effective and can be
manipulated in exactly the same manner ; then the fingers can be used
as a stump, and the background graded with the above mixture, worked
with the fingers quicker and better than witli the stump. If you should
get your background too dark or uneven, lay the picture flat, sprinkle a
Uttle pumice powder over it and rub lightly with the fingers all over,
using more powder where you wish your background to he lighter.

" The stumping of hair, shadows in drapery, &c. , can be done with a
paper stump with the mixture above, in exactly the same manner as upon
any other paper, with the difference that the print being so much more
perfect in gradation and more briUiant than a solar, there is not near so
much stumping needed. In fact, a good permanent bromide enlargement
needs very little stumping, the principal work being sharpening and
deepening with the point, and flat tints with the mixture, over drapery,
Ac. The shadows of drapery can be deepened with Nos. 2 and 3 Conti,
in the usual manner, softening and grading with the finger or stump.

" The use of rubber and ink-eraser for taking out lights is well known
to crayon artists. The same method of taking out the lights can be used
on permanent bromide paper and with greater effect, for the lights can be
taken out cleaner and with greater facility than upou absorbent paper,
where the crayon is rubber right into the fibre of the paper. Another
advantage is that you can use the scraper upon these prints for taking out
lights and even lightening dark places. With a sharp scraper lights can
be taken out iu lace, white draperies, &o.

,
giving great biiUiancy without

abrading the paper, for the picture being entirely upon the surface, yon
can scrape quite through the deepest tint before reaching the paper
itself.

" The finishing of the face must be done with a harder crayon than
usual, as the harder surface of the paper requires a harder crayon to

work upon it. The best for the purpose is No. Conti superfine in

wood. A No. 1 of the same kind will also be required for the darker
touches. This work upon the face is more in the manner of mending and
joining gradations than the usual work upon the solar, and it is in this

respect that a permanent bromide print is so maoh superior to any other,

and requires so much less work, while the result is much finer.

" Pastel.—With the pastel there is no difference in the manipnlation*,
the gelatino-bromide taking pastel with the greatest facility.

" Water Colour and India Ink.—For water colour or ink it will be
necessary to wash the surface of the print with a weak solution of

ammonia till all the greasiness disappears, and to be careful not to wash
one colour over another till the first is thoroughly dry, not alone surface

dry, but be careful that the gelatine is dry before washing over the same
place, or blisters may result.

" Note.—In case any paste has been allowed to get on the face of the
print, in mounting, it should be washed off with tepid water and a soft

sponge, and the print allowed to dry thoroughly before any crayon work ia

done on it.

" It has been found by experience that prints take the crayon better if

they have been dried and afterwards soaked in water before mounting.
The preliminary drying hardens the film."

The work contains two illustrations, a frontispiece by the excellent

engraving process of Mr. Edwards, of the Photogravure Company,
New York, and a bromide print from an Eastman film negative.

The typography and general get-up of Printing Methods leave nothing

to be desired. The price is one dollar (four shillings and twopence).

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 11,454.— "Lyne's Perfect Photograpliio Print Washer."
—Dated August 23, 1887.

E. H. B. Lysk

PATENTS COMPLETED.
A New or Impboved^Pocket on Portable AprARATCs fob the Takiso op

Photographic Pictures.

No. 12,571. William James Lancaster, Colmore-row, Birmingliara.

—

October 4, 1886.

My invention has for its object the production of an extremely portable

apparatus for the taking of photographic pictures, and which said apparatiu
may be made either in the form of a watch or chronometer case, tobacco box,

match box, cigar or cigarette case, purse, locket, charm, or other Uke article,

by which means a person is able to carry a comi)lete photographic apparatus In

a very small compass.
I will describe my invention in connexion with a watch or chronometer case

to be carried iu the pocket or about the person.

I take an ordinary watch case having a hinged closing front or lid wliich is

automatically opened by pressure applied at the side or at the loop part, which
liberates a catch bolt, and so allows the enclosing lid to fly open.

Within the hollow of the body of the case the camera is situated, which con-

sists of a number of short tubes working telescopically one within each other,

so as to render the same collapsable when not iu use. The back tube of these

series of tubes, which is of larger diameter, is secured loosely within the inner

edges of the open front of the case by a flange connexion, and within the inside

of this telescopic body a coiled spring is enclosed which automatically distends

or opens out the camera body on the lid of the case being opened. The lens is

secured within tlie last or outward tube, while the dark slide, which contains

sensitised paper, gelatine sheets, or prepared plates, is disposed at the back.

The focussing of the lens may be done by any suitable adjusting expedients

or by hand.
The dark slide consists essentially of a flat case with folding overkpping

doors Iiaving spring hinges which .automatically open the said doors on a catch

or other fastener being liberated. The catch fastener consists simply of a
button or turn, which on being rotated is made to engage with or be disengaged

from one of the doors.

The back of the enclosing case is pierced with a hole suitable for the recep-

tion of the frame of what is couunonly known as the dark slide, and which is

held in position by rotating turns or catches moved in and out of position

preferably by band.
In using the instrument or apparatus in order to take a portrait, simply

press the releasing catch of the enclosing lid, when it automatically flies open
and allows the body of the camera (and lens within its front) to be distended

to its fullest extent by the expansion of the enclosed coded spring.

After focussing, a button or turn at the back of the case is rotated, when the

doors of the dark slide automatically fly over, and so present the sensitised

surface or plates enclosed within.

After sulKcient exposure has been allowed, the lid of the euclosing case is

simply closed, wlien the collapsing body of the camera and the lens at its end
is folded up and enclosed within the body of the case, when the negative can

afterwiirds be removed from the dark slide, and placed in a printing f^ame as

usual.

The ajiparatus or appliance is principally applicable^for taking instantaneoaa

photographs for detector purposes.
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Tlie bellows constituting the body of tlie camera may be formed gussetted,

when made of leather or indiarubber, or the said body may be made of a coiled

riband spring with the coils or involutes working telescopically one within

each other.
i p xi \^ l i

Instantaneous shutters may be provided at the lens end of the photographic

apparatus, or at the dark slide end ; in the latter case, the shutters or doors

are made to instantaneously open and close by an automatic or other device,

which may be regulated to any predetermineil exposure as may be necessary.

Tlie application of my invention to other articles, such as purses, cigar and

cigarette cases, lockets and other pendant articles, differs in no essential respect

to a watch case as already described.

The claims are :—1. The means herein described of taking photographic

pictures, by combining with a watch or chronometer case, cigar or cigarette

case, tobacco box, match box, purse, locket, charm, or similar pocket or

pendent article, of a photographic apparatus. 2. The combination with a

watch or chronometer case, cigar or cigarette case, tobacco box, match box,

purse, locket, charm, or other similar pocket or pendent article, of a plioto-

(T^phic apparatus, constructed, arranged, and worked substantially as described

and set forth. 3. Making the camera bodies, of portable photographic appara-

tuses of the kind herein described, distend themselves automatically, on the

front cap being opened, as described and illustrated. 4. Providing "dark

slides" or boxes for holding photographic sensitised plates, films, or paper,

with spring hinged folding doors, or shutters, and which said boxes are con-

structed, and the doors or shutters held (closed) and liberated by means herein

described and illustrated.

Improvements in Machines for Coating PHOxooRArHio Plates.

No. 12,700. Benjamin Joseph Edwards, The Grove, Hackney, London.

—

October 6, 1886.

To provide Improvements in certain parts of the machine for coating photo-

graphic plates with gelatine emulsion, for which letters patent were granted

me in 1884, No. 8643, or in other machines for the same purpose.

The improvements are designed—1, To effect more perfect contact between

the distributing roller and the edge of the scraper which carries the emulsion

to the plates ; 2, To effect the more rapid and perfect setting of tlie emulsion

or cooling of the plates when coated ; 3, To provide travelling bands of greater

utility and durability for carrying the plates ; 4, To effect the more perfect

cleaning and drying of the backs of the plates, together with greater facility of

working and saving of time and material ; 5, To provide for colouring the backs

of the plates ; 6, To effect the removal of particles of dust from the surface of

the plates previous to coating.

I effect the improvements in the scraper by introducing a separate adjust.able

blade of indiarubber or other suitable material of a soft and yielding nature,

which is inserted in or attached to the metal scraper and may be removed from

time to time as required.

I effect the improvements iu the cooling of the plates and setting of the

emulsion in the following manner :—In place of the coutinuous close tunnel or

cooling chamber as described in my former specification, through which the

plates are made to pass, I construct the roof of the said chamber of a series of

bars, which may be of the form of the letters S or 2, and upon a grid formed

by these bars I place lumps of ice. I fix the bars in such proximity to each

other and incline them at such an angle that they shall carry off the water from

the melting ice and also the water of condensation which forms on their lower

surfaces, and at the same time allow for the passage of a current of intensely

cold and partially dried air to the plates as they pass underneath.

To provi<le improved travelling bands for carrying the plates I do not alter

the general constniction of the ordinary woven wire band which I have hitherto

employed, further than to insert two or more wires wliich may be somewhat
stouter than the rest, which are woven in and run the entire length of the waqi,

and I cause these wires to be woven over cross wires of suitable thickness at

short inteivals. Tlie cross wires being afterwards withdrawn, each of the

stouter wires is left, forming a row of projecting loops upon which the plates

rest slightly above tlie surface of the rest of the band. If preferred the loops

may be formed iu tlie weft instead of the warp.
To effect the improvements in clearing and drying the backs of the plates I

make use of a similar arrangement to that described in my former specification,

but I make the surface of the cleaning band of soft cloth, felt, woollen velvet

pile, or other suitable material, and I arrange it 'to pass over one or more
rollers, so adjusted that the under side of the coated plates shall rest upon and
be drawn or pushed (by the action of the travelling band) over its surface while
it is made to travel slowly in the opposite direction. Thus any emulsion which
may have escaped on to the backs of the plates is removed on to the band which
passes through a tank (through which a stream of hot water is kept constantly
flowing) Iwfore coming again into use. More than one cleaning band may be
employed if desired. To remove any excess of moisture I arrange one or more
strips of indiarubber, or other suitable material, to act as a scraper or squeegee,
over the edge or edges of which the jilates pass as they enter the cooling chamber.
The above-described cleaning apparatus may be dispensed with altogether if

desired when my improved endless wire bands, as specified above, are employed,
in which case any emulsion which may have escaped on to the backs of the
plates is dried on, and, if necessary, afterwards removed by hand or by other
convenient method.

In order to keep the cleaning band (or in the event of the travelling bands
only being used to Keep these) as clean as possible, and also to economise the
material used, I employ a narrow trough or receptacle of porcelain, glass, or
metal, which I fix immediately below the lower edge of tlie scraper or dis-
tributor, from which the emulsion flows on to the plates, keeping its upper
edge slightly below the surface of the travelling bands, space being obtained by
arranging the rollers over which the bands pass (as described iu my previous
specification) so as to allow for the insertion of the trough. Thus any of the
emulsion which escapes is caught by the trough and may be used again.
To jirovide for colouring the backs of the plates I employ one of the cleaning

bands (if more than one is provided) or I arrange an additional band of similar
constniction, and by passing it through a solution of suitable colouring material
I carry a portion of it to the backs of the plates and thus prevent the defect in

photographs on glass known as halation. Wlien the colouring band is em-

ployed the squeegees are dispensed with.

To effect the removal of particles of dust from the surfaces of the plates

before coating I employ a revolving or stationary brush secured immediately in

front of tlie di.stributor, so that the plates shall be brushed as they are drawn

or carried by the band into the machine.

Mtttim^ of SiOtittitfi.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Name of Society. FUc«o(Heetlii(.

September 5 jlotts .. Institute, Shakespeare-street.
Coventry Dispensary.
MyddeltonHall,Upper-st.,l8lington

Q Society's Rms.,Norfolk-sq.,Glos8op

Holmfirtli
Society's Rooms, 18, High-street.

Q Sheffield Masonic Hall, Surrey-street.

t* 6 Bolton Club The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.

7 North StafEordshire Mechanics' Institute, Hanley.
7 Anderton'sHotel.Fleet-street.E.C.

Free PuHic Librivry, Hamilton-st

Mason's Hall, Basinghall-stroot.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Thursday night, August 25, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the abov-e

Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. J. Trail!

Taylor presided.

The Chairman exhibited the results of his experiments to obtain good nega-

tives upon plates which ordinarily gave fog, as described at the previous

meeting ; he maintained that similarly clean results could not be obtained by

ammonia development.
Mr. A. L. Henderson thought that it would be fairer to let hira have one of

the plates to see if he could not get an equally good printing negative by

ammonia development. A sulphite developer suited a slow plate.

Mr. B. WOLLASTON believed that eipially good negatives could not be

obtained with ammonia. .

Mr. A. Cowan thought it to be possible to obtain as good results with

ammonia and pyrogallol. , o t
The Chairman exhibited a photograph taken by Mr. Joseph Gray of a flash

of lightning.

Mr. Cowan hoped that there was no joke about it, for it looked like a pnnt

of a piece of cotton laid upon paper.
,. . . .

Mr. J. Barker said that there was no halation such as usual with lightning

flashes. . ,,

Mr. A. Haddon had never seen a flash of electricity which turned upon itselt

so as to form loops, as in the print.

Mr. WoLLASTON thought it impossible for a flash to so turn upon itself

Mr. Henderson supposed it might be a flash of greased lightning. He was

willing to write to Mr. Gray for full details of the conditions under which it

was photographed.
The Chairman exhibited a pretty good view photograph by Mr. Dunmore,

taken without lens, camera, or stand. A hole had been pricked in a piece of

tinfoil .and fixed upon the top of his felt hat, the plate had been placed in the

hat some distance from the crown, and the light had been kept from the back

by stuffing in a handkerchief; the exposure had been of half an hour's dura-

tion ; it was a fair photograph, quite sliarp.

Mr. H. M. Smith exhibited Eastman's new light-weighing roller slide, as

described by him at the previous meeting.

Mr. Wollaston said that it had a clever frictional arrangement to keep the

paper tight.

Mr. Henderson exhibited Bracher's automatic still for distdlmg water over

an ordinary household flre.

The Chairman stated that Mr. John Stuart, of Ghasgow, was selling large

photographs of a group taken at the Convention at a cheap rate to members of

the photographic cnaft.
,

Mr. Atkinson exhibited some very good quarter-phate landscape views lie

had taken in the Killarney district.

The Chairman remarked that a German periodical had published a good

photograph of a meeting of the German Photographic Society ; the memben
were indulging in lager beer, and had the ai>pearanoe of being jolly good

fellows.
,

Messrs. A. P. Higgins and E. G. Dornbusch were elected members oi tlie

Association.

The meeting was then made special to deal with matters relating to the new

rules, after which it adjourned for a week.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The usual monthly meeting was held on Thursday, August 25, at the Royal

Institution,—The President, Mr. George H. Rutter, in the chair.

The minutes of tlie last meeting were read anil confirmed.

Mr. Rutter reported on the Southport excursion in the absence of Mr. B.

Boothroyd. It apjieared that only five members took part.

The Hon. Secretary reail report of the Ingleton excursion on Bank Holiday.

Seven members and five friends, carrying in all nine cameras, were present

;

seventy exposures were made, of whicli tTiirty were llfonl plates, twenty-four

Eastman films, and sixteen Edwards's jdates.

Mr. A. W. Beer reported that the Toiige and Lilleshall excursion did not

come off, as only two members gave iu their names beforehand.
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The Hon. Secritart read report of tho Froilsham excursion, In which only

three particijiated, who made seventeen exiKisures, the weather being dull.

Mr. E. KOUKHT3 gave an aecouut of the Obernettor'.s emulsion paper, on

which lie sliowed several prints ; ho also exhibited Newman's patent slmtter.

The Hon. Secretary sliowed priuta on Rivot's sclf-toued paper, also a ueries

of prints from the Ingletoii excursion.

Work was also exliibited by Messrs Sayce and Day.

Mr. W. A. Watts opened the discussion on Mr. Beer's paper on slow

development. He quite agreed witli slow and tentative development, having

practiseil it in his own work, but he had not previously tried tlie developer

recommended by Mr. Beer, namely, the American Standard Developer, wliicli,

he said, many pei'sous confused witli Beach's. He worked Eastman paper

exclusively, employing first the Biastman soila formula ; not liking the workmg
of that, he tried carbonate of potash, using it proportionally to tlio carbonate

of soila. Although lie had read of the American Standard or feiTocyanido

developer, he had not tliouglit it could suq^ass the potash one until lie saw

Mr. Beer's negatives ; but, being much struck with their beauty, both for

gradation of density and freedom from stain, he had made up some ferro-

cyanide developer, and tried it witli very great satisfaction and success. He
no longer needed to use clearing solution, as the films were quite free from

stain, and lie recommended tliose present who had not yet given this developer

a trial to do so.

Mr. Beeh had heard that some persons found the American Standard
Develojwr to stain ; he thought that when that wa.s the case it might arise

from the omission of the sulphite of soda.

Mr. RiTTEU had thought that the ferrocyanide developer was not suited for

Eastman films, and he pointed out that in the Ea.straan instructions for strip-

ping films they direct that not more than six of sulphite of soda must be used

to one of pyro, whereas Mr. Beer's formula gives four ounces of a ten per cent,

solution, or one hundred and ninety-two grains of sulphite of soda to six grains

of pyro.

Mr. B. J. Satce said that if a plate was duly exposed there was no difficulty

in development, but if under or over exposed then came the difficulty, and that

was intensified by the fact that we work by seconds and fractious of seconds

where the older processes took minutes ; if, for instance, the correct exposure

was one-one-hundredth of a seconil and we gave only one-two-hundredth that

was a large amount to pull up, but it might be done by slow development. He
generally gave slow development—half an hour on an average, but one of tho

interior of Spoke Hall took an hour. As an encouragement for patience in

slow development, he had given, when usiug the shortest exposure on oollodio-

albumen plates, as much as a week in development.
Mr. J. H. Day said as American development had many advocates he would

si>eak in favour of the older Swan method coupled with slow development. He
used one drachm of ammonia and one ilraclim of bromide of potassium in ten

ounces of water, dissolving dry pyro in an equal quantity of water, using ounce
for ounce of solution, but beginning with only one-third of the quantity of

ammonia solution and adding the remainder as development progressed.

Mr. Sayce showed a new note-book that he Iiad prei^ired specially for his

own use, but which any printer or publisher was at liberty to copy. It is

intended to meet tlie wants of those who use the roller slide, and contains a

column for the uuiuler's initials to be added as soon as wound off, thus

obviating double exposures.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual monthly meeting of the above Society was held in the Technical

Schools, Bridge-street, on Thursday, the 25th ultimo,—Mr. G. A. Thomason in

the chair. Forty-nine members present
The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The following gentlemen were nominated for election :—Messrs. Greening,

Copnall, Shilton, and Venour.
llie Hon. Secretary (Mr. J. H. Pickard) read a letter from Mr. B. Karleese,

relinquishing the co-Secretaryship on account of pressure of business and ill-

health.

A number of inemljers having spoken with regret of the loss to the Society

of the help of Mr. Karleese, it was resolved unanimously that the best tliauks

of tho Society be given to him for his past valuable services, and hoped that he

would soon be able again to render liis great help and assistance.

Mr. W. Rooke was elected to tlie vacant co-Secretaryship.

A number of i)hotographs were shown, taken during tlie holidays by Messrs.

Harold Baker, Leeson, Godfrey Tliomason, 'I'ylar, and J. H. Pickard.

Mr. S. Delicate read an instructive paper on Outdoor I'kotoyraphy. In

the course of his remarks he said tlie paper was intended for beginners and
members who had recently joined the Society more than for the older

members. He divided it under three heads—Tlie Lens, The View, and The
Development, and pointed out that the best lens for general outiloor work
was one of rapid rectilinear or rapid symmetrical type, these being the proper
lenses for architectural subjects. But in some cases, as landscape with only

such buildings as cottages, a single view lens would often give brighter nega-

tives than the former ; and in some views it is necessary to employ a wide-

angle lens to enable the photographer to get in all the view he retpiires. The
ratio of the stops was next explained, and it was shown how the stops may be

measured and numbered. Uiuler the second head—The View—the speaker

remarked that every photograph ought to be so taken that it will have a

striking and also a pleasing effect at first sight. Several kinds of composition

were tiien explained, light, and shade, and contrast, were dealt with, and
directions were given as guides to correct exposure. In tho last part it was
considered how best to develope a plate after it had been exposed. He kejit

all his clieniicals in separate bottles, and by this means was able to modify his

developer to suit any plates or any exposure ; then explained how to treat

different exposures. For an over exposed plate, mix a developer with a good
supply of lyro, a largj quantity of bromide, and a very small quantity of

alkali ; but for an umler exposed plate the developer would contain very little

pyro, little bromide, and a large proportion of alkali, to commence with. As
soon as the details were well out add more pyro and bromide to obtain density.

Concluding by saying that an amateur having mastereil the use of Ithi leoMf,

how to place a view on the ground-glass in an artistic manner, anil develope

the negatives properly, had secured a good grasp of what U necessary for out-

door photography.
A discussion followed, which brouglit forth a challenge fh>m Mr. Denniaon

tliat no good landscape could be taken on an Ilford plate, which provoked coo •

siderable remarks and comments. The challenge was taken npby Mr. Welfonl,
who undertook to disprove tlie same at the next meeting.

Mr. Tylar road his report of the excursion to Tintem and Lymomls Yat
on August 1 last. He .said, leaving Birmingham by Great Western lliilway at

five a.m., we arrived at Lymonds Yat at fifteen minutes past eight, having had
a long ride through magnificent scenery. A considerable number of views were
taken here, one not having far to wander to obtain good view*. Taking the

train again, we iiroceoded to Tiuteru, vift, Monmouth. On arriving we rode to

the Abljey by brake. The ancient ruins were admirably suited for picture

making, both exterior ami interiors giving numerous good effects of lignt and
shadow. It was intended to have gone on to Chepstow, but the daylight

waning, the remainder of the time was spent in strolling alx)ut till the depar-

ture of our train, which arrived back into town at fifteen minutes past eleven

p.m., liaviiig had a long day's outing, but a very enjoy.iblo one. Cue hundred
and thirteen jilates were expo.sed, namely, eighty-three Ilford, six Abney, ami
twenty-four Eastman stripping films.

Mr. Welford gave a short paper on the Wants of Amateurs, and exhibited

a detective caniera (German) with which he hail had considerable success ; and
the meeting terminated with the announcement of the paper for Septembtsr 22
namely, Strippiiig films, by E. H. Jaquea.

t^ Correspondents should never write on both sides qf the paper.

Notes on Daquebbe from a Manuscript written by M. Mentiennb,

EX Maibe de Bby-sur-Mabne, a Personal Friend of the Inventor

OF PlIOTOOBAPUy, KINDLY COMMCNICATED 10 PROFESSOR StEBDINO BX

M. GL:asE.

Louis Jacques Maude Daquerbe was born at Cormeilles en Parisif*

Seine et Oise, the 18th of December, 1787. His father, a clerk in the

Financial Department of the State, desiring to give his son an honour-

able profession, placed bun, when yet young, under an architect. The
youth manifested very early a decided taste for painting. His parents

used their influence to divert hira from this art, but in vain ; his resolu-

tion to be a painter was immovable. His father, yielding at last to his

great desire, apprenticed him to Degotis, decorator of the Opera. It was
not long ere the young Daguerre made rapid progress in the art he had
chosen. Important decorative work was confided to him, and he soon

gained the reputation of being a talented artist.

He received an order for a theatrical scene for the I'Ambign-Comiqae,

and made a complete revolution in this style of decoration. His paintings

for that theatre are still cited as chefsiVceavre—The Dream in tlie Chapel

of the Castle of Glenthorn, De la foret de Senart, &c. He then exe-

cuted, in collaboration with M. Cic6ri, the decorations of the wonderful

lamp for the great Opera ; the magical effect of his rotating sun was

remarkable. He assisted Pierre Prevost in the execution of his pano-

ramas of Rome, Naples, London, &c. About this time ho associated

himself with the painter Bouton, for a moment a rival of Horace Vernet,

in view of a panoramic establishment, in which light was made to act

in order to give mobility to the effects as well as a charm to the colora-

tion. This establishment was oi)ened to the public on the 11th of July,

182'2. Here he offered to the astonished view of the spectators most

admirably painted pictures, which, by the different effects of light, were

made to pass from daylight to night, and from one scene to another.

Eenown spoke of a valley in Switzerland : Holyrood Chapel—this was

po wonderful as regards painting, as well as scenic effect, that the

Government decorated him with the Cross of the Legion d'Honneur

(1824). The Abbey oj Roslin in a F0.9—which transformed itself into a

snowstorm, The Fire of Edinburgh, The Deluge, A View of Paris takm

from Montmarire, Tlie Tomb of Napoleon at St. Helena, The Mont Blanc,

Tlie Black Forest, Tlie Midnight Mass at St. Etienne du Mont, The Temple

of Solomon—this was his last production for his diorama (1839). This

exhibition gained for its author universal renown ; foreigners came from

far in order to witness such a novel and wonderful sight.

Master of his art, Daguerre produced by his perspective the most com-

plete illusion—darkness to light, as well as all the atmospheric variations,

were scrupulously represented. All at once the spectators were carried,

as it were, into the centre of an immense cathedrij—the arched roof, the

immense pillars, and the coloured glass windows admirably portrayed—

perspective had created space with striking reality. Then the admiring

sightseers were shown a landscape lighted up by the silver beams of the

moon, a castle hidden in the shade of a grove of trees, the heavens

beautifully decorated with silver and golden tipped clouds. As a type of

these changing panoramas must be cited the famous Midnight Mass,

seen at first by daylight, then during the night service. This change

was obtained upon the same picture, and without temoving it in the

least.

The 3rd of March, 1889, a fire devoured these chefs-d'auvre, and many
others having a great artistic renown and value. This was, indeed, a
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misfortune. From that time up to the present day no eBtahliahment of

the kind has been got up.

Through this inauspicious event the fortune of Dagnerre was very

much curtailed. He continued, nevertheless, to occupy himself with the

different effects to be obtained by light. Since 1831 he had been seeking

to fix the image obtained in the camera obscura. This idea had been
ridiculed by all those he had spoken to on that subject, with the excep-

tion of the eminent chemist, J. B. Dumas, rUlustre savant de VAcailemie

Frangaise, who gave him every encouragement to continue, and prognos-

ticated his future success. In fact, as a recompense for the loss he had
snstained by his fire, towards the end of April, 1839, he discovered the

means to fix the reproduction of nature by means of light.

Henceforth an immense fortune appeared to lay beneath his grasp.

Brilliant offers were made to him by foreigners for the purchase of his

secret. England, which is never behindliand, offered him 10,000/.

sterling and an annuity of lOOOZ. Prussia and Russia made him most
brilliant offers. The United States offered to give him whatever he
might demand. But Daguerre was resolved to give the honour of his

discovery to his native country. The statesmen of France voted him
unanimously a national reward in the form of a pension for life.

By a deed executed before a notary, signed June 15, 1839, he took the

BoUmn engagement to reveal the process he had discovered to obtain

proofs by the aid of light, as well as to publish the means he employed to

obtain such admirable effects in his dioramas. For this abandonment of

his invention he was to receive from the State the humble pension of

240/. per annum. The Government decorated him Officier de la Legion
d'Honneur ; the King of Prussia sent him the Order of Merit ; the
Emperor of Russia sent him a handsome present ; the Universities of

Edinburgh, Vienna, Munich, and New York sent him the diploma of

honorary member of their respective colleges.

Daguerre, desiring to rest a little from his labours, purchased a
charming villa in the hamlet of Bry-sur-Marne. Ho occupied himself in

embellishing his dwelling, and there he spent, with his worthy and
respectable wife* and his niece (not having any children of their own) the
happiest portion of his life. At the same time he did not neglect his taste

for scientific subjects. Probably to please the priest he took it into his
"head to decorate the humble village church. Behind the high altar he
prepared a canvae frame nearly five yards square, lighted from above

;

upon this he painted one of his very effective pictures—the only one left

which C£in give the visitor an idea of what his Diorama was before its

destruction.

The decoration represents a Gothic edifice from the jm5^ to the choir.
This changes totally the aspect of the little village church, giving it the
noble and majestic appearance of a cathedral. The visitor remains in
wonder and admiration, looking at the numerous details of that holy
scene. The curves of the archwork are so exquisitely rendered that the
air appears to float among the pillars and the breath of prayer whispers
among the arched buttresses. Spiders' webs can be seen hanging from
the acanthus of the chapiters. In the foreground, Christ upon His cross
appears about to descend. On the other side a wax taper is represented
as being just extinguished, wafting its slightly curled and transparent
smoke towards the skies, leaving the wick glowing red. Many other
details could be mentioned which when touched are but optical illusions 1

By this last piece of work Daguerre appears to have left a pledge of his
friendship and high esteem for the inhabitants of Bry-sur-Marne.
During his retreat he occupied himself with his favourite studies. He

became a member of the Free Society of Fine Arts, established in 1830,
and assisted very regularly at their meetings. It appears he sought dili-
gently to obtain instantaneous results for his photography. In the year
1844, at the meeting of the Free Society of Fine Arts held on January 30,
he communicated his hopes that he had found a new chemical of which
the sensitiveness was so instantaneous that he intended to make the
portrait of a horse at full gallop. "The effect is so prompt," said he,
" that I can only compare its rapidity to the velocity of the electric
spark." Daguerre was very particular and difficult as to the perfection
and easy application of his inventions. Perhaps he did not attain the
success he desired as to rapidity, for at his death nothing could be found
relating to this subject, which appears strange and unaccountable.
He endeavoured to bring designs in pastil to perfection by seeking a

manner to fix the colour upon its support so as to do away with the
protecting glass which was necessary at that time. It appears he met
with many difficulties in order to preserve the velvety appearance so
precious in that kind of drawing.
At the moment when death knocked at his door he was occupied mth

a new process of monochrome painting on glass to be seen by reflection.
The glass replaced the best varnish, and gave a highly glazed appearance
to the finished picture. The specimens he left are painted with black
paint, very vigorous indeed in tone. The halt tones are obtained by
means of the semi-transparency of the coating, this coating being more
or, less thick according to the taste of the artist. A coating of white
to finish up gives depth of shadow. Several landscapes executed by this
process were terminated, and one nearly finished was found upon the
easel. As to the mode of production and preparation it can only be
surmised, as nothing was left by him on the subject.
Although busy in study and science, he was not against rendering

service to the inhabitants of the village he had chosen for his retreat!
'' Louisa Arrowsmitb, an English lady.

Advice and help was not withheld from those who had chosen him to
represent them on the Municipal Council.

He received many visits from strangers and foreigners
; photographers

and artists came even from America, among them Messrs. Meades, who
took the portrait of the master they came to honour with the intention of
reproducing it on the other side of the ocean, to make the features of the
celebrated artist known to their countrymen.
He was very friendly with Mdlle. de Eigny, niece of the Baron Louis

de Eigny, the great banker. This lady was owner of the greater part of

the village, very learned, at the same time advanced in science. Daguerre
found great pleasure in her society.

In 1848, during the great Eevolution, the inhabitants of Bry were in

the greatest distress. He occupied them in the park of Mdlle. de Eigny
in making a miniature representation of Switzerland. Mountains, rocks,

old castles, ruins, lakes, bridges, &c., all were represented on a large

scale. A double object was here obtained—an artistic work was accom-
plished, and the workpeople were prevented from frequenting the national
workshops, where bad doctrines were inculcated rather than honest work
counselled.

Daguerre died suddenly on July 10, 1851, in the prime of life. A few
days before his death he took part in the work of a commission des Beaux
Artt, and nothing could prognosticate that his end was near.

His loss was universally regretted. When the sad news reached the
New World the photographers there sent addresses to his widow, ex-

pressing the deepest regret for her bereavement. In order to show their

admiration and acknowledgments to Daguerre, they wore mourning during
eight days, in sign of sorrow for his loss. A sum of 2000?. was collected

to build a monument to his memory at New York, so as to show to all

nations that the American photographers admired and appreciated the
invention of Daguerre.
The mortal remains of this great artist repose in the cemetery of Bry-

sur-Marne, where a monument has been erected to his memory by the

Socit'te Libre des Beaux Arts in the midst of those he loved, surrounded
by his friends, which he considered as belonging to his own family.

M. Glaise writes me to-day, " The monument is in stone, two and a half

yards high. In the centre ia the bust of Daguerre. The inscription is :

—

A.

DAGUEBEE,
La Societc Libre des Beaux Arts.

MDCCCLII.

" On the back of the stone is the date of his birth and death, also that

of his wife, who survived him six years."

DUBLIN PHOTOGEAPHIC EXHIBITION.
To the EniTOBS.

Gentlemen,—May I, through your columns, remind intending ex-

hibitors that the time for sending in is now approaching, the 15th October
being the last day on which pictures, &c., can be admitted ? Prospectuses,

entry forms, &o., can be obtained from the undersigned.—I am, yours, &c.,

Greenwood Pim, Hon. See. Exhibition Committee.
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

P.S.—It would much facilitate if applicants would kindly say how
many labels they desire.

*

THE AMERICAN STANDARD DEVELOPER.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Y'our effervescent and sparkling contributor " Monitor,"
scarcely appears to have taken in Mr. Beer's meaning in his valuable

paper on "slow development" read before the Liverpool Amateut
Photographic Association, at least, so I judge from the tenor of his

remarks. The absolute amount of potash solution to be employed
depends, of course, very mucli upon the amount of exposure the plate

has received, and Mr. Beer doubtless gives a very full exposure, so

needing a weaker developer to finish with than perhaps many others

might do, or than " Monitor " himself would do were he to condescend to

try the " American Standard Developer," which, from the tenor of his

"Echoes," I conclude he has not yet done. In referring^to Mr. Beer's

advice to begin with one drachm only (one-eighth normal strength), it

must be borne in mind that this is only tentative—should there be much
over exposure no harm will have been done, whereas if development does

not begin it is easy to add more potash solution.

May I venture further to reply to " Monitor's " question (I don't

know to whom addressed), " What constitutes the American Standard
Developer, and who appointed it standard ? " On page 275 of Thb
British Journal Photoqbaphio Almanao for 1887, he will find given

the Standard Developer of the Neio York Amateur Society. It was
recommended as a standard developer by a Committee of the Society in

question, specially appointed to consider the subject of dry plates and
developers. I regret I cannot at this moment lay hands on their report,

but it has appeared in the photographic journals, and therefore has as

much claim to be considered standard as, for instance, the Standard
System of Stops of the Photographic Society of Great Britain.—I am,
yours, &e.,

TSB Hon. SbC. LrVZBfOOL AMtlBPfi FEOIOGBAfHIO ASSOCUIION.
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PHOTOGBAPHY WITHOUT CAMERA OR LENS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Enclosed plcaao find a photoRrnph taken without any ot
the usual apparatus—no lens, no camera, and no stand. It was made in
this way. A bit of tinfoil wa.s gummed over the ventilator of my felt
hat, in which a small hole was made with a needle, a plate was stuck by
the corner inside the hat, a large red pocket-handkerchief stuffed in
behind It, over which I placed my coat. The hat and its contents were
then set level as I could judge on a coil ot hose that happened to be Ivine
handy, and exposed to the view for half an hour, that was all The result
you will see is a fair photograph, but not quite sharp. Perhaps a smaller
hole and longer exposure might improve matters.—I am yours Ac
Beacon mil, N., August 25, 1887. Edward Dunmorb.

*

FIFTY SITTINGS FOR A PORTRAIT.
To the Editors.

GE.NTLEMEN,—I havc bccn scanning with interest the correspond-
ence in your columns about the use and uselessnesa of photographs
to artist-painters, and as I have had some experience in the matter, both
practically and theoretically, I may be allowed to premise that the parties
on both sides of the question are right individually.

Tliat photography cm effecit an immense saving 'of time to the sitters
getting their portraits painted, no matter by whom, but that the art of
the picture is proportiouably enhanced is problematical, to say the least
of It.

"^

Then, with many artists (some of whom are under the suspicion of
mercenary-mindedness) of no small ability, the use of photographs not
only aids them greatly with their work, but it enables them to send out
far more likenesses than they could possibly do if working from the
sitters alone. Some trained artists of great popularity, both in Scotland
and England, to my knowledge, neither scruple to use or tell you they
use photographs whenever suitable ones present themselves. Sometimes
even the negative of a favourite portrait is borrowed for the purpose of
throwing the imago on the canvas and outlining it with the pencil
There is a class of artists, however, who cannot use photographs, and,

curiously enough, those whose sense is strong in form would think that
said class, from their weak draughtsmanship, would be none the worse of
a lesson from the accurate forms of photography ; but no, such artists
are in pursuit of other truths, so few of them concern themselves about
severe form. Firm, accurate form with them is mere still life. Loose
shifting form lives or moves. So to the artist striving to reach the
higher ranges of nature, the spkit of things carries him captive, and
consequently he is apt to spurn matter-of-fact photography, yet knowing
and feeling all the time that photographic truth is precious, but that it is
nevertheless far down the scale of truth.
But beside all this, there are artists 'of the highest susceptibilities to

the subtle power of colour, who for the life of them could not draw
accurately enough, as a rule, to make a striking likeness, and yet these
men will be the last to use photographs; and why ? Simply because they,
too, are spellbound by Nature while she is in the mood of displaying her
beauty or her mysteriousness—a mysteriousness that none but an artist
can know, so much has colour to do with such appearances

Seeing, then, that the practice of art is so much a matter of idio-
syncrasy the solution of the present question is obvious, and aocordmgly
it may be asserted that the painter-artist, whether weak or strong in
form, if of the peculiar cast of mind indicated, has no need of—indeed,
cannot use-photographs. Such minds will grapple with the higher
dimculties of art, that they may render in their work the higher real, the
true ideal, in nature, while those who can use photographs, although to
great advantage at times, must, as a rule, be content with a lower excel

-

ence in their work, however much they may strive to also reach the
higher truths. How could it be otherwise? Can a photograph speak
like Nature herself? No, undoubtedly no. Why, when a painter is
under the influence of natural appearances he has no control over him-
self. Nature 18 a tyrant at such moments, and will drive him to despair
it He fails in his abUity to render her teachings. Has any one felt the
power of a photograph so strongly? If not, only one inference can be

V?-T T- y*""^' *"•• John Patrick.
hdmburgh.

^
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,-As my answer in last week's Journal does not seem tohave given complete satisfaction to " A Painter," I wUl try to give him
what I think will prove such, if you will kindly allow me the space. In
his last letter he states (without the least regard to facts, although I
advised him to reperuse the ' par." in my original article) that I, speaking
of Sir Joshua Reynolds and Sir Thomas Lawrence, "told us how many
sittings they xcantedio produce a portrait, and that nowadays, by the aid
Of photography, we have done with such troubles." As I suggested, this
is not true, as may be found by reading my "par." on page 40G of theJOURNAL If I had said such a thing I would have been laughed at, and
deservedly--h»< I didn't. I simply stated that Sir Thomas Lawrence and
»ir Joshua Reynolds " h<wc repeatedly had as many as fifty sittings for a
portrait, and so on

;
but although they had so many I can scarcely think

they absolutely ,Mnf<.-</ them all. It was sufficient, however, for the pur-

IZhrLlSl ^- f ? '^ i"'."'!""
""^ '*<=' °f ''^ ''""8 recorded that these

celebrated artists had had that number of sittings.

A great grievance with " A Painter," too, seeing to be th»t I ghonld
have thought it possible for such illnstriona men to receive help from
photography, or even dare to mention their names and photography in
the same breath. Might I ask what he mggeiU by asking, " Now, to what
comes the help Mr. R. Barrett advises ns to obtain from photography?"
This I can onljr answer by saying that if " A Painter " can honeatly thai
place himself in such company as Sir T. Lawrence and Sir J Reynolds I
might be disposed to say, " Don't look for such help."

" A Painter" was very unfortunate in last week's selections for quota-
tion from my letter wherein he mentions Sir F. Leighton and Sir J B
JLllais, as he evidently did not see the little harmless joke therein
I think, however, the letter of Mr. Herbert S. Moberly—it is particularly
worth noting that this gentleman is not an anonymous correspondent—
in your last issue will furnish a better answer than any I can give, as I
have not the honour of knowing either of these gentlemen except by their
works. I may, however, draw attention to the fact that the acknowledg-
ment of lielp is most complete, and also especially points out that the
assistance of the photographs saved the absolute necessity of a comider-
able number of sittings. 1 feel extremely obliged for the testimony of Mr.
H. S. Moberly, as it is a more than ordinarily valuable one. As a guide
to colour those photographs would be useless, and therefore could only be
a help to secure the outline and expression. I presume there is no one
foolish enough to think that Sir F. Leighton needed such help ; neverthe-
less he accptod it because circumstances dictated the advisability of such
a course. No artist can possibly want the help of photography less for
the sake of outline than Sir F. Leighton, as I think it is very generally
conceded that probably no artist ever lived who had mastered all the
details of the human form so completely.

" A Painter" finishes his letter with "The other remarks in Mr. R.
Barrett's answer I consider as irrelevant, and do not care to reply to, and
I think we have had now enough said about the question on both sides,
so as to enable any impartial reader who cares for it to draw his own con-
clusion," &c. I fear I must disagree with him m this opinion, as I do in
nearly every other that he has offered, although, I think, up to date the
impartial readers are nearly all on my side. The British Journal of Photo-
graphy has a very large number of not only impartial readers, but close
and attentive ones, and is read alike by artisU as well as photographers

;

yet, strange to say, '• A Painter " stands alone in taking exception to my
remark as made in Colouring as Applied to Photography. The remarks
in my answer which "A Painter" considers irrelevant, I maintain are
not so, unless (which is possible) we have got different ideas as to the
meaning of irrelevant. If " A Painter " did not wish to have the other
portions of his second letter answered, he should have written across
them, "Please take no notice of this—they are only passing remarks upon
subjects of which I have but a slight knowledge." I would then have
taken no notice of them. Besides, I do not expect a reply to what I
wrote; what I did write was a reply to his remarks.

It is all very well to say that matter is urrelevant, but I beg to insist
there was nothing of such a nature in my answer. If he refers to his
letter, he will find I have only answered the points therein. It is evident
that he does not hesitate to give strong opinions upon matters of which I
feel sure he knows but little, judging by those given in his second letter
to your Journal. One should have good grounds beyond their own
cramped opinion before taking to task any assertion authoritatively laid
down. We are all liable at times to make mistakes, and I am always
very grateful when any correspondent offers me advice, or differs from
me in opinion, but I expect the same always to be backed up with some-
what more of common sense and knowledge of the subject than I have
succeeded in finding in the letters of " A Painter." I begin to think
now that the matter was a joke, and that I should never have taken it up
seriously, but treated it Uke your correspondent, Mr. Herbert S. Moberly,
to whom I once more offer my thanks for his independent testimony.
Apologising for trespassing so much upon your valuable space, and
thanking you for the same—I am, yours, &c., Redmond Bahreii.

To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—In your Journal of the 19th nit. (I am sorry now to say
it) I rushed rather hastily into print. Since then I have made it my
business to make inquiries as to the connexion between artists and
photographers, and am quite astonished at the amount of work done for
the former by the latter. I have gone in for the matter, and had it
thoroughly explained to me, and I cannot find how a work suffers, as a
work of art, by the help derived from photography, when legitimately
used. I would not thus trouble you, but as I took exception to your
correspondent's (Mr. R. Barrett) theory, which I thought incorrect at the
time, I feel I owe him an apology now I find he was right in what he
said. It will be a lesson to me in future not to offer an opinion on what
I don't thoroughly understand.—I am, yours, &o.. Am Abtist.

St. John's Wood.

A CORRECTION.
To tlie Editors.

Gentlemen,—I wish to call your attention to an error that has crept
into your last report of the proceedings of the North London Photographic
Society, at which I am made to say I " only nsed two stops, namely,
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i, mi /i." What I did iay was, that " I thought two itopg were

sufficient for general work—No. 16 and No. 64 U. S."—which makes all

(b« difierence.—I am, yours, &c., Edwabd Dunmobk.

Beacm Hill, N„ Auc/ust 26, 1887.

*

I will exchangre a 12 x 10 rapid doublet lens by Burr for a half or whole-plate camera.

—AddreBB, C. Banyard, Southwold, Suffolk.

I will give a good Spaiiisb mahogany stereoscopic camera, twin lenseB, for half-plate

infltantograph.—Address, "W. Saunders, Dickleburgh, Scole.

Will exchange magic lantern, three-inch condensers, for quarter-plate bellows oamera
and lens.—Address, Hughes, Sunderland-termce, Ulverston.

Will exchange a magic lantern, fitted with solar lamp, four-inch condensers, and sixty

slides, for a Lancaster's lens to cover 12x10,—Address, P. Costa, Photographer,

Southend-ott-Sea.

Wanted, pair of three-inch wide-angle symmetrical or rectilinear stereoscopic lensea

in exchange for pair of longer focus or for cash.—Address, W. I. Chadwick,
Brooklaudg, Manchester.

Changing box and dark slide by Ottwell, carries eighteen stereoscopic or quarter-

plates ; will exchange for half-plate view lens or for quarter-plate camera and lens.

—Address, S. Hallon, Station-street, Lewes.

Wanted, first-class half-plate camera (Middlemiss or McKellen prefeiTed), three or

more double slides, hot rolling press, ten-inch rolls; exchange, Rudge rotary tri-

cycle.—Address, W. E. Leek, 11, Tronmarket, Newcastle, Statfordshire.

This year's American Anmtal and Mosaics for fifteen months' Camera; six-and-a-half-

inch burnisher for quarter-plate lens ; 18 X 12 white glass bath and dipper, cost 45s.,

for first-class retouching desk, graphoscope, or embossing press.-Address, C. C.

Vevebs, Horsforth, Leeds.

anstoers to ©orrespontient?.

Photogbaph Registered :

—

E. J. Holmes, Post Office, Cranbrook.— Combmatioil group of haildings and Naatets
o/Qweert ElUabeth's Gfajumar Sclioolt Cranhrooh.

B. A. A.—No.
~

C. J. Gri.mmitt.—Hardwich's Manual, publisliecl by Cliurchill, Loiulon.

8. Wells.— If Mariou & Co. cannot supply what you require we do not know
who can.

K. W.—No doubt the paper will be permanent enough if the toning, fixing,

and washing operations are properly performed.

JAS. Edwadds.—We liave written to Mr. Crook respectmg the ConTention
group taken at Edinburgh. He will doubtless reply in our next.

Kus.—1. Witliout seeing the lens we cannot supply any data for making
alterations.—2. There are mats and rugs sold specially for the purpose.

—

3. Thanks for suggestion.

Baroo.—The stain is no doubt an iron one. If the alum and hydrochloric
acid bath does not take it out we fear it is irremovable. Something must
bave been \vrong otherwise tlie stain would not have been produced.

T. W. Hepburn (Grahamstown).—The reference to the lens being aplanatic
nmst only be held as meaning tliat it will define sliarply in the centre of the
plate only with full aperture. To extend the sliarpuess over a large area it

must be well stopped down.

B. C. C. asks : "Can you tell me of any means of preventing prints cockling
when drying?"—The best plan of avoidmg the cockling is to dry the prints
between blotting-paper or to place them where tliey will dry slowly. Eapid
drying is almost sure to cause the pictures to cockle.

The Mount (Ackworth).—The stain is doubtless caused by the paper havinc
been exposed to light with part of it covered up—that part which is white!
It would appear that it was the back which was exposed, and not the front.
It is true that the stain can be partly removed by indiarubber, but only by
abrading aud removing the surface of the paper itself.

J. J. Macxamara.—It is difficult to account for the stains unless they are
caused by the prints sticking together whilst they are in the fixing bath. If
they were washed in an iron vessel which was oxidised, aud they were
sUoweil to rest on the bottom, this would cause a staining. The stain on
the print sent is of a deeper colour than is usual with mere sulphuretting.

J. S. Stranks writes : "Will you kindly inform me, in your paper, where I
can obtam a ready prepared emulsion for dry plates?"—So far as we are
aware, gelatine emulsion is not an article of commerce. No doubt if our
coiTes])ondent required it in large quantities any dry plate maker would
make it to his order. Collodion emulsion, we believe, is still supplied
commercially. He might write to Messrs. Kouch & Co or to Messrs
Wratten & Wainwriglit.

CoRKONiAK writes
: "Will you kindly inform me, in your 'Answers to Cor-

respondents,' how to dull silver and gold plate so as to be able to get a good
photograph of same, and at same time not in any way to injure the plate ' I
think I saw a formula for same in the Journal about five or six years ago
but am unable to find it now. "—There are several different plans of producing
a dull surface on plate. One is this:—After the subject has been arranged and
focussed, and the plate is ready for exposure, a piece of ice is put into the
vessels

;
this will reduce the temperature of the metal to such an extent as to

cause the moi-sture in the atmosphere to condense on the surface aud so'dull
it. Another plan is to dab over the surface with a piece of puttv : this will

SeVoff^rthwhft[^g^'"=
^^"'"^i"' ""' •"» ^'"=° '^' i-"y -- ^

0.—The design for your suggested camera appears to he very good for the

purpose you require, while it is very simple. Any camera makers would
construct you one. "The lens you name, or one of a similar type, would be
about the best you could take if you only take one. The shutter mentioned
is also very good, but, as you say, cumljersome ;

you must not, however,

expect to obtain every advantage without some slight drawback. A simple

form of drop shutter would be more portable if slightly less efhcient.

Silver Iodide.—1. You had better treat the bath the same as recommended
to " W. H." in reply to query No. 1.—2. Better get price lists from makers

of second or third-rate repute.—3. Unless we saw the negative we could not

give a decided opinion. From your description the markings are somewhat
difterent from those usually arising from imperfect washing between the

intensifying operations. It would rather seem that the long continued

washing had disturbed the gelatine film, and this might possibly be the case

if the water had been unusually warm.

Crayon inquires : "Would you kindly inform me if there is any work pub-
lished on ' Facial Anatomy,' and if not, what is the best mode of studying it

for retouching?"—We have placed this query in the hands of Mr. Redmond
Barrett, who replies : "I have never come across such a work as ' Crayon

'

seems to require. There have been many works upon anatomy, which
naturally includes the face, such asjthose by Fau, Flaxraau (a standard work),

Marshall, and Tiiiney, &c. As, however, he has everything in the negative

at starting, and there is rarely a necessity to place the muscles but simply to

modify tlie severity of their expression, I would advise the perusal of the

articles which appeared in the Journal some little time back under the

heading of The Art of Retouching. I .should think they would prove suffi-

cient for his purpose. If not, however, I would advise taking a few lessons

upon this special liranch."

W. H. inquires: "1. How must I proceed to make a negative bath into a

silver printing b.ath ?—2. What strength ought a silver printing bath to be ?

and how long sliould paper float to yield vigorous prints?—3. Should print-

ing bath be acid or alkaline?—4. What is the cause of the toning bath

(acetate of soda) turning a magenta and tlieii a deep purple colour ? and what
would remedy it ?"— In reply : 1. If tlie bath has been but little used it will

simply require making up to the proper strength ; if it have been largely

used proceed as follows, to get rid of the iodide ;—To each jiint of the solu-

tion add about six or eight grains of citric acid dissolved in water ; next add
liquor ammonia till the blue colour of reddened litmus paper is completely

restored ; now cxpo.se to a strong light for a day or two, then filter, and
make the solution sliglitly acid with nitric acid, aud then strengthen.

—

2. This will depend upon the amount of chloride in the paper ; about fifty

grains to the ounce is sufficient for most commercial paper. Two to three

minutes will suffice.—3. Very faintly acid.—4. The discolouration of the

bath arises from a reduction of the gold, owing to some extraneous cause,

say, putting the solution in a dirty vessel, or contamination with hyposul-

phite of soda, &c. Keeping the solution in a strong light will alsJ cause the

gold to become reduced.
>

Received.—Mawson & Swan's Pocket Diaries for September and October.

Photookaphic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of this

Club, September 7, 1887, will be on Dark Room Airangements. Saturday

outing at Carshalton. Train from Victoria near two o'cloclL

Indecent Photographs.—A hawker named Marcus Levy was charged in

the City Police Court of Eilinburgh with having offered for sale and exposed to

view in his barrow at the Mound fourteen photo.ijraphs of an indecent aud
obscene description. He ]deaded not guilty. Mr. William M 'Donald, agent,

who defended, argued that, with the exception of four, the photographs were

classical, such as would be seeu in almost any print shop in the city. He pro-

duced in court two photographs purchased in two respectable shops on Thui-s-

day, and contended that they were worse than those seized by the police as

indecent. When a man was charged with an ofl'ence of this kind it should be

fairly shown that he had really committed an offence-that he stood out

prominently from others who dealt in tlie same things as one who had
grossly ofl'ended. He asked the Bailie to remember tlie nature of the figures

exhibited in statue galleries. Bailie Walcot said that, altogether apart from

the difterent positions iu which the jihotographs were found on the barrow-—

some of them being loose, so that any one could see them, and others being in

a box, to be shown if required—they naturally divided themselves into two
classes. Some of them were nude figures—not all equally good, not all equally

bad. Many of the photographs were certainly representations of easily recog-

nised works of art, and to condemn them would iuvolve the condemnation of

'

the works of art themselves. He must say that there were some of them,

however, he did not think could have come from the chisel of men who were

moved by the highest motive or the highest principles of art ;
but he intendetl

to put them aside—he did not object to them on the ground that they were

nude. Four of them were essentially bad—things that no high-souled artist

would produce, and things that no man who had the love of his fellow-creatui-es

at heart would exhibit for sale, or purchase if offered for sale. Especially on

the ground of these four photographs he found the charge proven, and fined

Levy 1/., the alternative bemg five days in prison.
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MOUNTING PHOTOGRAPHS IN OPTICAL CONTACT
WITH GLASS.

From what has, from time to time, appeared in our columns
in connexion with this subject, one might have surmised that it

would now be fully understood. Such, however, does not
appear to be the case with many, if we may judge from the
correspondence we are continually receiving. Now the
cementing of a print in optical contact with a glass plate

is really a very simple thing, all that is necessary being to

prevent air bubbles from getting imprisoned between the glass

and the paper, and to expel all the superfluous adhesive
medium, whatever that may be. Such is the process in the
abstract.

With reference to the adhesive material, almost any may be
employed—such as starch, gum, dextrine, or gelatine. On the
whole, perhaps, the last named is the best and most convenient
medium to use, and, for this reason, it is the one almost
universally adopted. From correspondence received, we are

quite aware that many have failed with gelatine, but, in most
instances, we have been able to trace the trouble to one or

other of a very few causes. These are usually the employment
of gelatine of an unsuitable character, or using the solution too

strong, or not warm enough, or, perhaps, from not expelling

sufficient of the mountant after the print is brought into con-

tact with the glass.

Let us now consider these little points in detail. First, the

character of the gelatine. Some have assumed that a gelatine

devoid of colour is an essential, otherwise the whites of the
picture will be degraded. This is a fallacy, because, if the
manipulations be properly cairied out, the intervening film will

be so attenuated that it will have no influence whatever on the
print—unless, indeed, the very darkest glue were used, and
even then it is somewhat doubtful. Most colourless gelatines,

such, for example, as the foreign ones used for diy plates, have
a rapid setting property, which is a very bad one for our
present purpose, inasmuch as it increases the difficulties of

manipulation considerably. Moreover, most of the foreign

gelatines contain a certain amount of free acid, which may,
with time, act injuriously on the mounted picture. A slow-

setting gelatine—that is, one which might be considered, from
a manufacturer's point of view, as of an inferior quality—should

be chosen, even at the risk of its being somewhat coloured.

With reference to the strength of the solution, many have met
with trouble through using it stronger than necessary. A com-
paratively weak solution is far more adhesive than many would
imagine. Regarding the temperature, if it be too low a diffi-

culty will be experienced in removing the superfluous gelatine.

The same remark will, of course, apply if the glass plate itself

is not made as warm as the solution. With these comments a

novice should experience no difficulty in carrying out the

following instructions without risk of failure.

The glass plates, which should be of good quality, and free

from scratches and air bubbles, must be thoroughly cleaned,

and the prints trimmed to a trifle less than the size of the

glasses beforehand. Now four ounces of gelatine— that known

as Nelson's No 2 Soluble is very suitable and nearly free from

colour—are soaked and afterwards dissolved in a quart of water.

The solution is then strained through fine muslin into a warm
dish placed in a water bath over a small gas flame to keep up

the temperature. The most convenient arrangement is to have

a couple of enamelled iron dishes—such as those used by

platinotype printers, one standing within the other—the outer

containing the hot water and the inner the gelatine. The

temperature should be maintained at 110° to 115" Fahr.

Before commencing the mounting, the trimmed prints should

be soaked in cold water, and then placed between blotting-

paper to remove the excess. The glass plates should be made

somewhat warmer than the gelatine before the fire, or by

allowing them to remain for a time in tolerably hot w^ater.

When the latter plan is adopted— and it is the best, as by it

dust is avoided — a squeegee must be passed over the plate,

back and front, to remove the water, and thus prevent the

gelatine becoming diluted.

A warmed glass is now immersed in the gelatine, together

with a print, and allowed to remain for a short time for the

solution to soak well into the paper. The two are then brought

into contact and carefully removed, so as to avoid the forma-

tion of air bubbles. Then, with a soft rubber squeegee applied

with some pressure to the back of the print, the superfluous

gelatine is expelled as completely as possible. The plate is

then placed aside to dry spontaneously. The most efficient

method of using the squeegee is to commence the first stroke

about two-thirds from the end of the plate, carrying it firmly

forward to the other end. The second stroke should then be

made in the reverse direction, but under similar conditions.

By this means, should any air accidentally get between the

paper and the glass, it will be effectually forced out. The tool

can then be used with considerable force crosswise. Before

the damped print is placed in the gelatine it should be dusted

over with a soft handkerchief to remove any adherent fibres

from the blotting-paper.

It is a good plan, after the prints have been squeeged down,

to pass the squeegee over the face of the glass, in order to

remove the gelatine from that, so that there will be less to

clean off" after the picture is dry. Or the wet gelatine may be

wiped ofi" with a sponge moistened with warm water.
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If a more brittle sample of gelatine than that recommended

bo used, or the mounted prints arc likely to be subjected to an

abnormal amount of dry heat, a very minute trace of glycerine

may be mixed with the gelatine, but this will rarely be

necessary.

NON-CHEMICAL FOG.

That the proportion of foggy negatives out of a given number

produced is, nowadays, far larger than was the case when wet-

plate pictures formed the staple product of the dark room will,

we apprehend, be denied by no photographer of experience.

Whatever faults a negative might have possessed in those times,

that of fogginess was the least common ; for, whenever it was

noticed that the chemicals had arrived at such a condition as

to cause foggy pictures to be obtained, it was at once assumed

that something was wrong, and a remedy sooner or later was
generally found : we may say it was always tried for. But
for a long while after the introduction of gelatine plates, a

greater or less amount of fog grew to be looked upon as, if not

a normal accompaniment of the process, at any rate a condition

about which no trouble need be felt. The more so was this the

case when of the many different varieties of fog it was found

that some did not seem to injure the appearance of the finished

print to any important, or, sometimes, even perceptible extent.

There is far less tendency to fog in the plates which are now
being sent out by the various makers ; but while it is easy

enough, even yet, to make foggy negatives with the best of plates,

there are few expert workers who do not find fog presenting

itself in one or other of the many batches of plates they buy in

the course of a year.

This being the case, it is evident that the less experienced

hand may come across instances of fog which he has no power
of designating beyond suggesting that it is the plate that is at

fault. A dozen years ago it would have been just the opposite;

his first idea then would have been to examine his apparatus
and his siirroundings. It is therefore reasonable to suppose
that there are many foggy negatives made by those whose only
experience is drj'-plate work, in which the defect is owing to

causes other than chemical : lately, very many instances have
been brought under our notice that have verified this sup-
position, and it may be of advantage here to discuss them.
Our readers need not take alarm, and think that we are about
to resuscitate any old controversies ; there are plenty of indis-

putable facts without introducing polemics. Dark-room work
strongly reminds us of the old saying, "What is one man's food

is another's poison ;
" for, in rpgard to a question of illumina-

tion, a light that is safe to a plate in one position would ruin it

when differently situated.

The lighting of a dark room is almost entirely a matter of

degree, and when one person copies the exact colour of the light

screen in a friend's laboratory, whore are produced negatives

of perfect brilliancy, he may quite easily go wrong, and obtain
only foggy pictures unless the other conditions go hand in

hand with the original. If he should be so unlucky, it will, in

all probability, be long before he finds out the real cause. A
certain professional photographer of some standing had many of

his i.egatives slightly fogged through no other cause than the
lighting arrangements of his dark room, although this subject

was one he had experimented with to a considerable extent
previously to his selection of a colour screen, and the mode and
I>lace of fixing it. It was a pure accident that led to his

discovery of the extent to which his screens were defective.

On one occasion he had a negative of a particularly interesting

subject which he was anxious to get through without one

moment's loss of time. He made his exposure on a plate

backed with coloured collodion, and, as this was of a very

tenacious sort, he did not wait to remove it before develop-

ment, but placed the coUodionised plate at once in the solution.

A long development was required, and many times during its

course he held the plate up to the coloured window to see how
tho'picturo was progressing, and to facilitate his examination he

rubbed away the coloured collodion from just behind the face.

When the picture came to be closely examined after fixation he

was dismayed to find a distinct, though slight, fog upon the

face. A rigid examination was made, and the fact was clearly

shown that the plate in its various examinations had, in the

aggregate, received sufficient light to cause fog, though exposure

at the ordinary distance during prolonged development caused

no fug. Hence in his everyday work some plates were injured

and others not, according to the frequency with which they had

been examined. For the future this gentleman -changed his

screen, or, rather, he added another thickness of yellower glass,

and this sufficed to prevent danger under anything approaching

to average conditions.

Another professional photographer of our acquaintance,

also in a large way of business, built himself a now dark

room, glazing it with glass exactly similar to that made use

of in his old room, with the one exception that there was a

much greater area of it in the new place. Here, again, fog

trouble arose, and it was not discovered for some little time

that the cause was the different conditions under which the

light screen hitherto found to be perfectly safe had been

used. Now these two instances occurred with professional

photograjjliers expert at their work ; how much more easy

must it not be supposed to be for the amateur with small

experience to fall into errors of a like nature, and then to

imagine that the fault lay with his plates 1

It is not long ago that we were giving a little friendly help to

an amateur who showed considerable aptitude in learning, but

whom the fog demon had overtaken, as he said. His dark-

room lantern we found to be not light-tight at the edges, and,

at the same time, the one pane of glass was not sufficiently

opaque to the more active rays. These faults were remedied

with advantage to the negatives ; but still there was fog. We
gave him of our own plates, which we knew to be good ; but,

still fog. We carefully scrutinised his camera, but found no

light hole, not even the most minute. A little surprised at our

non-success, we took up the lens and at once saw where the

trouble lay. At the back part of the mounting there was a

flat band of polished metal— blackened it is true, but still

possessing a polished surface, and capable of reflecting such an

immense amount of light that it would have been a marvel if

the plate had not been fogged. A piece of black velvet ribbon

pasted over the reflecting rim entirely prevented any further

trouble from this source.

We will conclude by pointing out a cause of fog which at

times a large number of photographers have suff'ered from.

We allude to the reflection, from the inner portion of the lens

mount, of light received from the sky or clouds. If the camera

be pointed at a view which embraces a considerable stretch

of sky, it is absolutely necessary that the lens be screened

with a shade of some kind. This need not be a permanent

screen—a piece of cloth or velvet, a coat-sleeve, or, handiest

of all, perhaps, a hat, will suffice ; but it is imperative that

the glare of the sky be not permitted to enter the lens. AVc
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havo seen such a very large number of negatives, otherwise

, most satisfactory, spoiled by this one cause only, that if our

remarks but compel attention to be given to this subject alone

they will have served a most excellent purpose.

PYROGALLIC ACID AND ITS PRESERVATION.
In foiiner days when pyrogallic acid as a developing agent was
almost invariably employed in a state of acidity, little or no
trouble was experienced in its preservation, since, though the

acid solution was known not to retain its developing energy

for any lengthened period, it was an easy matter to make up
a sufficient quantity to supply the day's requirements without

incurring the trouble of repeated weighings of minute quantities

for each plate developed. Wlicu, however, the alkaline method
was introduced the circumstances were changed, and it became
necessary to devise some means by which the pyro could be

preserved in solution, or else to weigh out the quantity required

for each operation, though the somewhat slipshod method crept

into vogue of guessing at the quantity.

The earliest and at oue time the almost univeraal plan

adopted by dry-plate workei-s was to keep the pyro in con-

centrated alcoholic solution, the tendency to oxidation in that

state being infinitely less tiiau in aqueous solution. Accord-
ingly a ninety -six grain solution in pure alcohol or rectified

spirit became most commonly used, five minims representing

one gi"aiu, though many preferred as more convenient a sixty

grain solution, eight minims of which represented a grain, and
so, gi-eatly facilitated calculation in mixing the developer, since

one minim to each drachm of developer formed a onc-grain-to-

the-ounce developer. Kept in this manner the solution retained

its developing power for very long periods, and though it

gi-adually darkened with time, the result appeared to be little

detrimental to its subsequent action.

It is true there were periodical outcries against the employ-

ment of the discoloured solution, and sinister warnings of the

dangers and uncertainties attending the practice, but we are

not aware that they produced any great effect; however, to

soothe the minds of those who disUked the change of colour,

the method was published in a leading article in this Journal
some ten or twelve years ago of dissolving a minute quantity
of citric acid in the alcohol, in order to still further an-est the

oxidation and consequent discolouration of the pyro. The latter,

though always prone to oxidation when in solution, especially

in the presence of water, only exhibits a violent attraction for

oxygen when it is rendered alkaline, in which condition it is

one of the most powerful oxygen absorbents known. In render-

ing it very faintly acid its tendency to deterioration was thus
arrested, and the publication referred to was, so far as we know,
the first recognition of the use of acid for the special purpose.

With the advent of gelatine plates the necessity of preserving
the pyro in solution was in more ways than one forced upon
the notice of photographers. The large class of wet-plate

workers who joined the ranks of gelatine had been accustomed
to prepare their developer in quantity, and the practice of
mixing it fresh for each plate not only proved irksome, but if

the dry pyro had to be weighed out each time, was a practical

impossibility in a busy establishment. The alcoholic solution, if

it was ever tried by the ex-wet-plate workers, found little favour,

as was only to be expected, for the quantity of alcohol thus
introduced into the developer, small though it may be, causes
it to flow on the gelatine surface in a " grcivsy " and serai-

repellent manner, which they had been accustomed to accept

as a warning that the bath was out of order and required boiling

to free it from excess of ether and alcohol.

The first step towards a preserved pyro solution for gelatine

plates was made, we believe, in 1879 by a Mr. Barker, who
jmtjlished his formula in a letter in these columns; it consisted

of the addition to the pyro solution of a minute quantity of

nitric acid. This innovation at first gave rise to a considerable

amount of comment amongst those who failed to see its object,

though eventually it came to be recognised that though the
acid was neutralised and rendered practically inert before the

pyro was applied to the plate, still it had performed its function

in preserving the pyrogallic solution in working order. Subse-

quently, Mr. A. Cowan published a formula in wliich citric acid

played the part of preservative, and this, as well as the nitric

acid method, are still adopted in many studios.

The next method was Mr. Herbert B. Berkeley's application

of sulphite of sodium, and the commercial supply by the

Platinotype Company of " sulpho-pyrogallol," or a solution of

pyrogallol and sodium sulphite rendered acid. Some ten or

eleven years ago, when experimenting with the late M.

Sammann's " hydrosulphite developer," we noticed and com-

mented upon the peculiar manner in which sodium sulphite,

but more particularly the hydrosulphite, preserved the clear-

ness of the pyro developer, even in its diluted state as used,

the solution, after several hours' exposure to the atmosphere in

a dish, acquiring only a clear pinkish-brown colouration, free

from any of the muddiness so usual with ordinary alkaline

pyro. But it was Mr. Berkeley who first called attention to

the special value of sodium sulphite in connexion with gelatine

plates ; and though his recommendation escaped general notice

for some little time, owing to the fact, no doubt, that the public

failed to recognise its special usefulness, it is scarcely too much
to say that at the present day nine out of ten photographers

use sulphite.

Here it may be as well to point out where the difference

arises between the use of acids and of sulphite of soda. As

we have already mentioned, the acid is neutrMlised upon the

addition of the alkali of the developer, and thenceforward

becomes inert, or practically so, its only function, if any, lieing

that of a restrained The acid, in fact, behaves purely and

simply as a preservative of the stock solution of pyro, its

functions in that direction ceasing directly the developer is

mixed ; consequently, however well the stock solution may
keep, the mixed developer discolours as rapidly and as com-

pletely as if no acid had been employed. Hence, in a case of

prolonged development, or, indeed, under any ciroumstaiices,

the gelatine film becomes more or less stained by the forma-

tion within its pores of an insoluble deposit of oxidised pyro,

which necessitates the subsequent application of an acid

clearing solution to remove it, or at least to render it less

obnoxious.

But with sulphite of soda the case is different ; not only

does it act as a perfect preservative of the pyro in stock solu-

tion, but after mixing with the alkali it still continues to exert

its influence in counteracting the staining power of the

developer. Though in the diluted state and in the presence of

alkali it does not arrest the discolouration of the solution, it

keeps the latter clear by preventing the formation of the in-

soluble deposit that in its absence is formed and constitutes the

stain. Thus, except in the case of a very prolonged application,

the film only requires a thorough washing to free it from any

tendency to abnormal colouration instead of having to be

treated with a special clearing solution.
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Though, as has been said, the great majority of photo-

graphers now use sulphite, there are still those who decry its

virtues and deny its efficacy or even attribute to it counter-

valuing defects which they hold should forbid its use. Only a

few weeks ago a statement was made at a provincial meeting

to the effect that sulpho-pyrogallol is " uncertain." This we

are prepared to contradict in the most unqualified manner pro-

vided the solution has been properly made at first. We are

led to say this from the fact of having a few months ago used

up a quantity of pyro solution preserved with sulphite of soda

which had been made upwards offive years, yet which showed

no loss of vigour nor any difference in behaviour from a solu-

tion newly made by the same formula. The colour had

become rather dark, but that fault existed to a slight degree

when it was freshly mixed, and the deepening of the tint was

far less than would have been anticipated in the time men-

tioned, while the entire absence of any deposit or sediment

argued well for the efficacy of the preservative.

A considerable amount of divergence of opinion is expressed

as to whether the addition of sodium sulphite has any effect in

retarding development. Much of this discrepancy arises, we

are convinced, either from the employment of a bad sample of

the sulphite or else from a defective method of employing it.

Complaints are also heard of the discolouration of the solution

even when fresh, but here again the fault lies with the operator

rather than with the method. We have given a large amount
of attention to the subject for many years past, and we are

prepared to say that if the discolouration which is complained

of is a great objection, a solution of pyro may be, if desired, kept
for months, perhaps years, practically without the slightest

discolouration or deterioration.

Nothing need be said regarding the use of bad sulphite, that

is a fault for which there is now not the slightest excuse, as
the proper article is readily obtained from any photographic
chemist. But even in using the purest and best samples errors

and discrepancies may arise. For instance, in the matter of

colouration there is a right way as well as a wrong of mixing
the solution. The so-called neutral samples are usually slightly

alkaline, and directions have been over and over again given
to neutralise the alkalinity before dissolving the pyro. If this

be neglected, or even if it be done after dissolving the pyro, then
it is not to be wondered at if some slight discolouration occur
between the latter and the alkali, whereas, if directions were
carefully followed, not the slightest discolouration in the sense

of the term need take place. A pale, bright yellow tinge, such
as many colourless salts take in solution, can scarcely be
described as discolouration, which, as applied to pyro, is

usually implied to mean a brown or black hue. If the
solution be originally of the clear straw tint, it is not likely

to further change.

With regard to the alleged slowing of development, it may
chance that the charge is well founded, but not as against the
sulphite itself. Thus, in his earlier instructions—and others
have since followed him—Mr. Berkeley directed that the sulphite
be neutralised with citric acid. Now, as we are all aware, the
citrates are powerful retarders, so that we can readily imagine
that sulphite of soda plus citrate of soda may retard the
developer to an appreciable extent, when if some other acid

—

preferably sulphurous itself—had been used, no such effect

would have occurred.

It is very easy to introduce complications and uncertainties
into any process, but in this respect the method of mixing
Bulpho-pyrogallol appears to have been specially blessed, though

we think unnecessarily. But by attention to the principles

upon which the " sulphite developer " is based, a perfectly

reliable and unretarded preparation can undoubtedly be made.

The Merchandise Marks Act is " An Act to consolidate and amend
the law relatiDg to Fraudulent Marks on Merchandise," to which the

Koyal assent has been given, has just been printed, and may now be

obtained from tlie Queen's printers for twopence by any one who
takes an interest in the matter, photographically or otherwise. The
Aet has been framed more especially with a view of checking a fraud

upon certain British manufacturers, which for a long time has existed.

It is the well-known custom of some foreign manufacturers to make
up goods—textile fabrics in particular—in imitation of those made here,

and sending them over to this country. Against this nothing can well

be said. But they have also affixed to them the trade marks, and

sometimes the actual names, of English makers for the purpose of

enhancing their value, especially when the goods are for exportation.

There is a special clause in the Act relating to watches, which may
possibly apply to photographic lenses. It has of late years been very

common for English watchmakers, or dealers, to purchase the move-

ments abroad and to fit them into Engliah-mado cases, or in foreign

ones bearing the English hall mark, and selling them as watches of

English manufacture. When the new Act takes effect this practice

will become illegal.

The Act is very stringently worded, and the penalties under it are

heavy. On summary conviction, for the first offence the fine is

limited to twenty pounds, or in the case of imprisonment to a period

of four months, and for the second offence the fine may be fifty

pounds or the imprisonment six months. On conviction on an in-

dictment the punishment may ba both fine and imprisonment, the

latter, in this case, being limited to two years. In cases of conviction

the fraudulent goods become forfeited to the Crown.

On the whole there is very little in the Aet which is likely to affect

photographers or photographic dealers. One of the clauses which is

perhaps the most important to them is Clause 16, which reads as

follows :

—

" Whereas it is expedient to make further provision for prohibiting the

importation of goods which, if sotd, would be liable to forfeiture under this

Act; be it therefore enacted as follows : (1). All such goods, and also all

goods of foreign manufacture bearing any name or trade mark being, or

purporting to be, the name or trade mark of any manufacturer, dealer, or

trader in the United Kingdom, unless such name or trademark is accom-

panied by a definite indication of the country in which the goods were

made or produced, are hereby prohibited to be imported into the United

Kingdom, and, subject to the provisions of this section, shall be included

among goods prohibited to be imported as if they were specified in Section

42 of the Customs Consolidation Act of 1876."

From this we presume the Customs authorities will prohibit the

importation of foreign lenses when they bear the names of EngKsb

dealers, unless they also have on them the name of the country in

which they are made. This, however, we imagine, will make but

little difference, as most purchasers of lenses bearing dealers' names

only know quite well that they are mostly made on the Continent,

and that the dealer has merely selected them, and that he is respon-

sible for their quality. An intimation on the mount that the lens was

made abroad will not detract from its utility.

A coNsiDEnABLE quantity of material used by photographers is im-

ported into this coimtry and sold by many dealers as being of English

manufacture, at an enhanced price over what it would make if it were

sold as of foreign make. Amongst such things may be enumerated

albumenised p<iper, pyrogallio acid, and hyposulphite of soda. Under

the new Act this procedure will be rendered illegal.

Evidently some photographers do not look upon faded photographs

as being at all against their reputation. Some time ago we saw, on

the barrow of a street hawker, a large number of very much faded

portraits of celebrities, and bearing the name of a well-known London
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bouse. These tlie man was offering for sale at a penny and twoponeo

each. One might have surmised that it would liave paid the photo-

grapher hotter, for the credit of llie firm, to Ijave destroyed these

pictures ratlier than sold them for the trifling sum which they could

po.ssibly have obtained for them of the itinerant vendor. Such, how-
ever, does not appear to have been the case in this instance.

It is curious to note to what extent the demand photography has

created for certain commoditiis has had in materially induencing

their price as well as their quality. Opal glass is a notable example.

Only a few years back this could scarcely be considered as an article

of commerce, indeed the pot metal variety—for which at that time

there was little or no use—could only be obtained from one or per-

haps two sources, and then only at prices which were almost pro-

hibitive. Now, however, the demand for it is so great and competition

so keen, that its present price is little more than as many pence per

square foot as it formerly was shillings. At the sime time that the

price has been so much reduced, its quality has been considerably im-
proved. Opal glass is now used for many purposes other than photo-
graphy. Pyrogallie acid is another instance. At the time that photo-
graphy created a demand for this article it was little more than a
chemical curiosity, and its price was enormous. At the present time a

pound of " pyro " can be had for less than once had to be paid for half

an ounce, and of far better quality. The uses of pyrogallie acid is not
now confined entirely to protographj-.

MoHB brilliant negatives might often ha obtained if operators paid
greater attention to the condition of the interior of their cameras

—

studio cameras, which are in constant use, in particular. By frequent

dusting the black coating gets rubbed off, or the wood to some extent
becomes polished. Consequently the light from the lens, which falls

on the sides of the camera, instead of being absorbed is reflected and
diffused, and much of it reaches the plate. Although, of course, this

diffused light is exceedingly feeble, it is yet often sufficient, with a

very sensitive plate, to have a marked effect on tha brilliancy of

the negative. If all studio cameras were lined with black velvet,

instead of being, as they frequently ai-e, imperfectly blacked, or

partially polished, on the inside, it would tend towards a great

improvement in the quality of the negatives. We would heie be-

speak special attention to our leading article on Non-Cheinical Fog as

bearing on this subject,

A VISIT TO THE OKDNANOE SURVEY OFFICE,
SOUTHAMPTON.*

The negative being finished, the next operation is that of obtaining
from it an image in fatty ink, and afterwards transferring that to a
zinc plate for printing from in a lithographic press. We shall now
follow the.se operations through. Paper, of the bank post typ«, is

coated with a solution of gelatine and bichromate of potash, and
dried, of course, in the dark. The paper is then exposed behind the

negative in an ordinary printing frame, until a distinct image is

apparent. The exposure is made out of doors, preferably to sunlight,

but diffused light is frequently employed. In winter, or when the
light is very bad, the exposure is made to the electric light. The
operators do not examine the prints, as experience has taught them
to judge, from the appearance of the exposed edges of the paper,

when they are sufficiently printed. In bright sunshine the exposure
required is very brief, indeed then the operators usually wait beside

the frame till the print is done. The paper being printed, the next
operation is to coat it evenly with a fatty ink. This is done in the

following manner :

—

A zinc plate, or a lithographic stone—the former is used here—is

evenly inked up with transfer ink thinned with turpentine, a leather

roller being used for the purpose. The exposed paper is now laid

face downwards on the inked surface, and the whole passed through
a Uthographic press several times, care being taken that the pressure
is evenly distributed. By this means a more uniform coating of ink
is secured than could be obtained by any other method. The image
now requires developing. For this purpose it is taken back to the
room where the paper was originally prepared, and floated face upwards

* Concluded from page 548,

on water at a temperature of about 90° Fahr. After & time the

unacted upon gelatine becomes softened and swells up ; the print is

then removed and laid face upward on a metal plate. Then the

inked surface is carefully sponged over with a soft sponge, under a

stream of tolerably warm water. This treatment removes the ink

and the gelatine from all those portions which have not been acted

upon by light, leaving the lines .-harp and clear on a white or faint

yellow ground. After the print has been fully developed it is well

washed in cold water to remove all remaining traces of the unaltered

bichromate, and then dried. It is now ready for transferring to the

zinc plate, or to a lithographic stone, for the operation would be the

same in either case.

At Southampton, however, stone is not used, the maps all bein^
printed from zinc. The advantage of zinc over stone is very great, as
all the plates are preserved—and they must number many thousands

—

it will be seen that, if stone were used, the immense amount of space
it would occupy, to say nothing of its enormous weight. A large

zinc plate weighs something like half a hundredweight, but a stone,

the same size, would weigh three or four hundredweight. The stone

would also cost six or eight times the price of the zinc.

The plates used are the eighth of an inch, or a little more, in

thickne.s, and are all prepared on the premises. The zinc is of the

Veille Montagne brand, which is found to be the best for the purpose.

The plates are first of all well scraped with a tool made from a razor

blade to take off the scale and any deep oxidation. They are then

scrubbed down with pumice-stone and water, and afterwards smoothed
with snfike-sfone ; they are then ready for either polishing or graining.

For general purposes grained plates are used. The grained surface is

produced by grinding it with fine sand and a zinc muller.

The imago in the fatty ink is transferred to the zinc in the follow-

ing manner. The plate is placed on the bed of a lithographic press,

and the transfer put between sheets of clean damp paper. While the

transfer is moi-tening—for it must be borne in mind that while it is

dry it is somewhat smaller than the finished map is to be—it is care-

fully gauged from time to time, and as soon as the expansion of the

paper has reached the proper dimensions of the map it is at once

laid, face downward, on the zinc, two or three sheets of paper are

placed over it, and the whole is then passed several times through the

press to " set off" the ink. Next the back of the transfer is sponged

over with water, when, after soaking for a short time, the paper can

be stripped off, leaving the ink upon the plate. It is now washed

with water to remove any adherent fibres of paper, and dried. Next

it is treated with a mixture of gum water, decoction of nut galls, and

phosphoric acid, applied with a broad camel-hair brush. After rest-

ing for a few seconds, this is washed off. Now the surface is treated

with turpentine to remove the transfer ink, and the plate is then

ready for inking-up with ordinary ink and printing from by the

usual method of zineographic printing. This, it is scarcely necessary

to explain, is analogous to that of lithography—the zinc plate being

merely a substitute for stone.

The printing, after the plates have been proved, is for the most

part done in a gigantic htho machine by Furnivall—the largest size

yot made. It runs at great speed, and prints two of the largest plates

at a time. It is, as a matter of course, driven by a powerful steam

engine. In the zineographic department, where this machine is,

there is an immense rolUng press for surfacing and glazing the paper

;

the rollers are nearly four feet long, and about eighteen or twenty

inches in diameter. Also, there is a guillotine cutting machine, on a

similar scale, for cutting the paper to the different sizes. This

machine, as well as the rolling press, is, of course, worked by steam

power. The plates, after they have been printed from, are stored

away in racks formed of two grooved shelves, and enclosed with doors

as a further protection. In front of the bottom shelf is fitted an iron

anti-friction roller, which takes the weight of the pkte while it is

being placed in or is removed from the rack.

It was mentioned at the commencement of this article that all the

different scales upon which the maps are issued are produced from

one original drawing. Now a httle consideration will show that if, say,

the ten-feet scale were reduced to one inch, the roads, paths, and the

more minute of the details—tlie names, &c., would be too small

to be clearly distinguishable. Therefore it is necessary that they

should be somewhat exaggerated in the smaller scales, The plan by
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which this is accomplished is most ingenious. It is known as the

" blue process." A print on the larger scale is taken from the zinc

plate in a very faint blue ink. Then the lines are traced much bolder

in a strong black ink, and the roads and paths made broader. This

is done by drawing them in with a ruling-pen, keeping some little

distance outside the lines of the original. The artists who do this

work are furnished with coloured plans to indicate the class of roads

they have to deal with : thus, one colour represents a high road,

another a by-lane, a third a footpath, and so on. The names are

also put in on a larger scale ; in fact, the map is entirely reproduced

with tlie finer details on a bolder scale generally, the blue print

serving as a guide to accuracy. Much of this work is little more

than mechanical, and requires comparatively but a small amount of

skill to carry it out. For example, the names are printed in from

type fixed in small holders, and houses and trees are put in by similar

means. To explain all the ingenious contrivances and dodges resorted

to in this department would take far more space than can be afforded.

When the map is finished it is copied ia the camera to the scale

required, and as the light blue ink has about the same relative

photographic value as the paper itself, this impression does not show

in the finished negative.

Many of the maps are produced from engraved copperplates; in-

deed, the copperplate department is one of the most important in the

establishment. Here some of the worlc is executed by etching, and

some with tlie graver, but by whichever plan it is done it is a tedious

and slow operation. Some of the larger plates, with the hills shaded,

which are very full of detail, take as much as a couple of years, or

more, to complete. In tlie hill-shaded maps the hills are first drawn

in by artists on prints from the ordinary outhno plate. In this work

air brushes are now extensively employed, and very skilful the artists

liave become with them. Air brushes are also used for working

direct on the copperplate as well as on the negative at times. At
Southampton this useful apparatus is highly spoken of as a time

saver. Altliough many of the maps are engraved, they are actually

printed frum zinc — the copperplates being used only to produce

priots, which are afterwards transferred to zinc, from which the

impressions issued are obtained.

Tiie electi'Otyping department is an extensive one, and is most com-

plete in every way. Here the copperplates are reproduced and other

electrotyping work executed. The source of electricity is a Crompton

dynamo machine, which is driven direct by a WiUiams's quick-speed

engine. The dynamo has been specially constructed so that it can be

used either for depositing or for lighting. When used for the former

purpose it is run at a speed of about four hundred and thirty I'evolu-

tions per minute. At this speed it will yield a current with the

necessary electro motive force for the purpose required. From the

room in which the engine and dynamo are situated we enter the

depositing room. Here are about thirty troughs, each capable of

taking the largest size plates, which measure thirty-eight inches by
twenty -four. They are strongly made wooden vessels; some are

lined with different waterproof cements, and some with lead. Several

cements have been tried, but up to the present time lead has proved the

mis; efficient for preventing leakage. Tlie troughs are all mounted on

pivots, and are kept continually rocking to and fro by a mechanical

arrangement actuated by the same engine that drives the dynamo.
Tlie object of the rocking motion is to keep the solution slightly

agitated and of uniform density, so as to ensure the deposited copper
being of the same character througliout its thickness. The copper
is deposited with tlie plates placed horizontally, the cathode, or

repro,luced plate, being uppermost, and the anode being below.
By this means a more uniform deposition is obtained than when the
plates are arranged vertically. So evenly,indeed, is the copper deposited
here that many of the plates may be printed from direct without
requiring the backs to be filed up to make them smooth. I saw
several plates separated from the matrix and they were all of them
most perfect botli as regards uniformity and excellence of metal.

The Waterhouse process is also in use liere. In the depositing room is

a milling machine of the latest type for rapidly trimming up the edges
of the plates, so as to avoid the laborious metliod by filing. In a
sepnrate apartment are very complete appliances for testing tlie force
and quantity of the electric current and for regulating them according
t J the work in hand, also for testing the quality of the deposited copper.

The electric light is in use at the Survey Office, the arc light being

employed for printing the transfers from the negatives in dull weather

and the incandescent light for illuminating some of the workrooms

where daylight fails, the current for the latter being taken from a

series of secondary batteries charged by a dynamo.

To give anything like a full description of the operations carried

out at the Southampton establishment—or even to briefly allude to

all their ramifications—would occupy far more space than is at my
disposal. However, I have endeavoured to give some general idea of

those most interesting to the photographic reader.

In concluding this notice I must express my appreciation of the

extreme courtesy I met with from all associated with the establishment,

and thank those gentlemen for the great pains and trouble they took

to explain all connected with their different departments.

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY AND ITS REVIVAL.

Thbbe has been latterly an apparent tendency in many quarters to

return to the practice of stereoscopic work, which twenty years ago

formed so prominent a branch of the amateur photographer's pastime;

and I cannot help thinking this is as it should be, for a more charming

class of picture than the stereoscopic, when properly executed, it is diffi-

cult to conceive. Small single pictureg have their advantages, inasmuch

as their production entails comparatively little labour, but tlieir mean

dimensions render them of little value when finished, for they are too

small to frame and scarcely worth tlie trouble of mounting in a scrap-

book. On the other hand, large pictures entail heavy and costly

apparatus, to say nothing of the labour or cost of its transport, while

there is a limit always to one's available wall-space, and pictures

buried in portfolios cease to present much interest after one or two

inspections.

But a well-executed stereoscopic slide is an entirely different thing

;

it necessitates no heavy nor expensive apparatus, while it may be

made a " thing of beauty" and " a joy," if not " for ever," " for nearly

ever," to parody Gilbert. The pleasure derivable in fact from the

stereoscope extends far beyond the mere pictorial interest of tlie scenes

depicted; they will bear examination and re-examination, new forms

and combinations coming into relief constantly that pass unnoticed in

the fiat single picture. I am the possessor of a bundle of stereoscopic

views, the production of myself and friends a quarter of a century

ago, and though they liave little that is attractive in their general

appearance, being worn and shabby, and many of them having passed

into the "sere and yellow," I can periodically derive an amount of

real pleasure from going through those dilapidated old slides that all

the exhibitions of the highest class of modern work would fail even to

sutrrrest. There may be some sentiment in the matter but it is not all

so ; the thoughts may fly back to friends who are gone, or to scenes

that may never be re-enacted, but still the pictures themselves, as

pictures, claim an amount of attention that has often set me promising

that " next season I will go into stereo work again.'' Next season,

alas'! never comes ; it is next and next, and I well remember that

my last and really most practical attempt to revive the old love

resulted in four stereoscopic pictures out of a season's work.

It is the custom to speak and write of the decadence of the stereo-

scope and of stereoscopic photography being due to the defective

instruments and trashy and ill-executed pictures with which the

market was at one time flooded. This has never appeared to me a

reasonable explanation of the almost total neglect which has fallen

upon " stereoscopy," for there were good and well-constructed instru-

ments as there were choice subjects and properlj' mounted slides ; the

disease could certainly not spread by infection or contagion from tlie

worthless ones. I can readily understand the lay public growing dis-

gusted with the horrible productions of so-called art that used to be

considered good enough to go with the stereoscope—inane and impos-

sible groupings of frowsy French and German women, got up to

represent glimpses of a home-life that the artist was an utter stranger

to, or ridiculous attempts at comic scenes frequently conceived in the

worst of taste. Then to find that after spending a quarter of an hour

in looking into the stereoscope you contracted a violent headache and

what promised to be a permanent squint, was not calculated to put

anybody violently in love with an instrument which, however beauti-
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fill it might be in theory, was certainly not conveniently or comfort-

ably practical.

So far as the more decline of the stereoscope in jmpulur favour is

concerned, I am ready to agree that it may liave arisen from tlie

causes stated ; but as regards stereoscopic photography, I set the

change down entirely to mere caprice, fashion, change of ideas—call

it what you will. Tho.<e who formerly practised stereoscopic work
got tired of it, went in for larger plates, or gave up photography

altogether. Example is a great thing, and as one after another of the

old practitioners diopped it, still others followed suit, and the new-

comers had none to lead them into paths stereoscopic. In like manner

I am firmly of opinion that it only requires somebody to make really

and practically a fresh start in that direction, to let his stereo-cauiera

be seen at some of the outdoor meetings, and his results at the indoor

gatherings. I say it only wants the proper start to bring our old

friend into greater favour than ever. What the practice of stereo-

scopic photography might become to-day as compared with twenty

years ago can scarcely be realised in a moment, but at any rate the

existing conditions are altogether favourable to its revival.

In the event of such revival w shall have practically the resuscita-

tion of a lapsed industry, that of the manufacture of stereoscopes.

Let us hope it will be conducted on more scientific lines than

formerly, and let us further hope that during the years it has lain

dormant the majority of the "old stock" may have disappeared both

from "private life " and from the shelves of the dealers. This, I am
afraid, is too much to be hoped, for we are nearly certain to find that,

Kip Van Winkle-like, the manufacturers will wake up, if not with

the identical old stock, at least with the same old patterns. If one of

our leading societies would appoint a committee to report on the

subject a type of instrument might easily be settled upon to form a

standard, so to say, to which all respectable opticians would be glad

to work; but so long as the matter is left in the hands of the

"«/iopticians " there is little hope of improvement. I should imagine

that in London, at any rate, if not in most of our large cities, there

might be found a sufficient number of photographic amateurs in-

terested in the stereoscope to undertake its revival by the formation

of a club or society specially devoted to the production of stereoscopic

work and to the improvement of the means and appliances thereto.

With regard to the stereoscope itself it is by no means a necessary

condition to the production of a satisfactory instrument that it be an

expensive one. One of the most convenient, and certainly the most

comfortable of instruments I ever employed was one of the cheap fold-

ing description that cost me I think about half-a-crown. Tins I

invariably used when mounting my slide.s, and for comfort, definition,

and good stereoscopic effect it compared very favourably with a more

pretentious instrument kept for "show" purposes, and still in exist-

ence, and which cost more pounds than the other did shillings. This,

moreover, in spite of the fact that tin lenses were simple double

convex crown, while those of its aristocratic rival were duly achro-

matised. The latter instrument is not one that I sh.mld describe as

a downright bad one, but it possesses certain defects, in common
with most of even the best, that might easily bj avo'.ded.

It is of the usual conical-bodied box form, with silvered glass

lifting reflector, and with screw arrangement for tocussing. I have

nothing whatever to say against the fjrm of instrument, which, if

properly constructed, may be without fault ; but ti.ey very seldom

are so constructed. In the one in question, for instance, as in almost

every one of the class I ever met with, the reflector is ridiculously

inadequate to the task of lighting the whole of the slide—I am
speaking now, of course, of paper prints, liven when used directly

and squarely opposite a window and close to it, in its best position, the

reflector casts a curtain of shadow down either side of the picture,

though the centre is well lit ; but if, as very often happens, the side of

the stereoscope is partially or wholly towards the light it is scarcely

possible to see the picture, certainly with comfort.

This is an easily remediable defect, and one which I class amongst

those of careles.-ness and ignorance on the part of the maker rather

than as one of form. For instance, the body of the instrument 1

speak of is f-even inches wide at its broadest part, i.e., where the slide

is inserted, but the hinged wooden lid carrying the reflector leaves a

margin of three-quarters of an inch at each side, or is an inch and a

half shorter. The silvered glass reflector, however, is shorte): still,

measuring at its widest part (for it, too, is shaped like the body of the
instrument) four and a half inches, and at itj* mtrrowost three and
three-quarters. Now, as the combined width of the two halves of a

stereoscopic picture may be taken as six inches, it is difficidt to see

how a ikane reflector of less than four inches can satisfactorily

illimiinate it. It is true that the left-hand side of one half and the
right-hand side of the other are shaded, while the opposite sides are

liglited, and that so the whole of the cotubined picture is more or loM
illuminated : but the difference between the centre and the edges is so

great as to be positively disagreeable.

Now, if in-itead of so curtailing the size of the hinged flap—which,
by the way, adds nothing to the neatness or ornamentation of the

instrument—it had been carried to the extreme width of the frame-
work, nothing more would have been needed, and my just cause of

complaint would not have been written down. The instrument then

would have betn perfect, so far as lighting is concerned, for either

paper or glass slides. In connexion with this question of Ugbting I

may mention that a friend of mine some years ago had his stereoscope

altered by cutting away the posterior part of the sides of the fr.inij-

work between the hinge of the reflector and the ground-glass ba:;V,

leaving that portion of the instrument entirely open. This wai a

great assistance in lighting a paper slide, especially when sitting sid'!-

ways to the light, but it almost ruined the instrument for transparencies,

in order to satisfactorily view which it was necessary to cover the

side openings with the hands.

Going from the body of the instrument to the lenses, these are, a» I

have said, achromatic, carefully matched and properly mounted, b'ing

provided with screw arrangement for focus-ing. This, I consider,

quite sufficient, though some stereoscopes have an adjustment for

altering the distance of the lenses apart. Considering that we h.iva

to deal with lenses of an inch and a quarter, or an inch and a half in

diameter, this seems to me entirely superfluous, for if the lenses are set

at a medium distance, say three inches between centre and centre,

quite sufficient margin is allowed to suit eyes set at widely varying

distances, as it is not absolutely requisite that the centre of the lens

should be used. Three inches is a proper distance, as it places the

lenses about opposite the centres of the two pictures ; if that positi aj

be departed from to any great extent, one or other extremity of the

picture gets beyond the range of comfortable vision.

So, far for the principles of construction, and now for the defecti

of carelessness. The lenses are an inch and a quarter in diameter,

and are mounted in tubes of an inch and a half diameter wliichsliiio

in a pair of collars for focussing purposes. This necessitates a Cfu-

siderable length of tube, in this instance an inch and a half of clear

slide, or a total length from the ornamental exterior eye-pieces of

two inches and three-eighths, the lenses being fixed about midway.

Now it results from this great length of lube that a large portion i f

the margin of each picture is cut off ; this causes an uncomfortable

and hazy idea that there is something floating in mid-air between the

eye and the picture, and further if the attention be given to any

objects at the edge of the picture they are indistinctly defined and

devoid of stereoscopic relief. If one eye be closed it will be found

that the circular tube cuts off the whole of the margin of each

picture, but not symmetrically, that is to say, the same amount of

subject is not shut off from each half ; consequently in the combined
picture a great portion of it is seen only by one eye, the centre K'ing

stereoscopic, but perhaps the greater portion being flat, indistinct,

and in semi-darkness.

If the focussing adjustment is to be dependent upon sliding tubes,

then those tubes should be of sufficient width in proportion to their

length to prevent any portion of either image being cut off from the

eye. 13ut I greatly prefer a sliding or movable body for focussing

;

this may be as I have seen it, either a sliding wooden bixly, or wl at

is neater as well as ornamental, extending bellows as in a earner,).

This does away with the necessity for any tube projecting behind the

lens, and the consequent cutting off the corners of the picture, and it

also enables an adjustable inner screen to be used for the purpose of

shutting off the view of the sides iind central partition of the ioiitru-

ment, which interfere greatly with the comfort of vision.

These are dtfe-'ts which will Le found in very many stereoscopes

of otherwise good construction. I have intentionally ignored the

faults of really bad workmanship, because those, as a rule, may be
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relied upon as being absent from the work of respectable firms. But

the errors of carelessness, thoughtlessness, and ignorance, are in their

way of just as much significance to the employer of the instrument,

and these are the ones to which the least attention is likely to be given.

From the manufacture of the stereoscope to the production of the

slides is but a short stride, and I shall next endeavour to show where

the photographer may to some extent improve his ways.

C. Beckett Lloyd.
{To be continued.)

WRITING AND DRAWING ON GLASS.
IL

Fine-ground glass is nearly as easy to work upon with pen and

pencil as note paper. Such glass as is used for the focussing screens

of cameras is suitable for this purpose; the roughness of the sui--

face prevents to some extent the spreading of the ink, and by the

latter being absorbed, as it were, into the minute depressions, we ob-

tain blacker lines than we should get on smooth glass. AVater-

colours can be easily applied with a brush ; it is best to mix them
with a weak solution of sugar or gum, and to prepare the glass for

the colours by a preliminary rub with a cloth made damp with the

same fluid. After the writing is completed the appearance of plain,

unground glass may be produced by varnishing it. Negative varnish,

containing shellac, will do very well, or Canada balsam, thinned with

benzole, may be used. The latter will take some hours to dry, during

which it should be carefully protected from dust.

Matt varnish may be used to impart an artificial grained surface to

mooth glass ; it is easily made by dissolving ninety grains of gum
sandarac and twenty grains of gum mastic in two ounces of ether, to

which is added benzole, the amount of which may vary from half an

ounce to one and a half ounces, according to the fineness of the matt
required. This fluid is applied by pouring it on the cold plate ; as soon

as the varnish has set, the glass may be heated to ensure a firm and
even grain. Upon this surface writing with a pen or pencil can be
easily executed when dry ; a syrup or gum arabio solution may be ap-
plied with a brush to restore the appearance of unground glass. As
sandarac, the chief constituent of matt varnish, is soluble in methy-
lated spirits, we cannot use collodion or shellac varnish to Impart
transparency, so we are obliged to adopt a water solution, such as

syrup, as a protection for lead-pencil work, while in the case of ink

Canada balsam may be used.

Mesin is one of the substances that enable us to work with a plum-
bago point upon a smooth surface. A thin film of the gum is easily

produced from a solution of it in turpentine or benzole, in the same
way as gum dammar is used, and resin being of a brittle nature a
little caoutchouc added to this solution will be an improvement.
Resin is remarkable in its way, for it dissolves in methylated spirits

as well as in turpentine. The former solvent (or spirits of wino) is

the best for our purpose, as it contains no grease, and as Canada
balsam, thinned with benzole, is also mixable with spirits of wine, a
very small quantity of it may be added to the resin solution, to im-
part the requisite toughness and adhering power. A plain glass
coated with this medium can be worked upon with pen and pencil, but
it is not equal to gum dammar as a help to retouching, as the resin,
though it is brittle when cold, is apt to become tacky when heated,
which might occur in printing off a negative in the sun ; another
fault is that the resin film dissolves when the negative varnish is
applied, so that work done by the lead pencil is exceedingly apt to
become displaced. The only chance of a disturbance not taking place
18 when the resin film is very thin, and the pencil point is hard and
sharp, so that the impression is driven into the gelatine basis.

Sugar, although not generally known as a medium for writing on
glass, 18 perhaps the very best. I have used it for some months, and
prefer it to any other substance, gum dammar included. It is suit-
able both for the lead pencil and for the pen. If a sketch in lead
pencil upon clear glass is wanted as a lantern slide I would use a film
of sugar, as I could produce thereon lines almost opaque in their
blackness, and shading of any depth, combined with a singular free-
dom from grit. With a gum dammar film the lead is apt to break offm tiny pieces, and a shade, or half tone, cannot be easily produced
free from black specks. If an ink sketch or writing is required, witlj

lines dear and distinct, then I would again use a sugar film, as I

could produce thereon with ease the finest lines that a pen could

trace. The ink, prepared itself with sugar, takes perfectly to the

sugar surface, and shows no tendency to spread over the glass. There

is no trouble in getting the ink to flow from the pen ; sugar in solu-

tion is very tenacious of its continuity, and does not easily divide into

drops, which cause blots in writing. Syrup has the same character-

istics as thin treacle—we cannot divide treacle into small drops ; if we
pour it slowly from a bottle we obtain an attenuated thread of the

substance. So syrup in a pen forms a narrow thread at the nib point,

and being previously darkened with lampblack or other pigment, en-

ables the finest black lines to be produced if required.

Saccharine matter exists in various well-known forms— there are

white, brown, lump, crystallised, and moist sugars, and there is

treacle. Treacle is a very good thing no doubt, but it is useless

for our purpose, as it resembles calcium chloride in its power of

absorbing moisture ; it can be hardened by heat, but if exposed to the

atmosphere it soon regains its pristine softness. Brown or moist

sugar partakes of the nature of treacle to some extent ; it can be

dried by heat, but it absorbs a little moisture afterwards. White
sugar, on the contrary, has little tendency to become softened by

damp, and for an ink sketch on glass, a syrup made by dissolving

white sugar in cold water is the best medium. Such a film, when
perfectly dry, presents too hard and polished a surface for the lead

pencil ; by breathing on it the sugar becomes softer, and it then takes

the lead perfectly. There is, however, some danger of overdoing the

softening process, the result of which is that the lead point sinks into

the film and causes a furrow instead of a clear line on the surface.

So for the lead pencil I prefer to use white and brown sugar in equal

part*, dissolved in cold water. This syrup may be spread on the

glass either by pouring or with a brush, and the film may be quickly

dried by heating the glass plate. But there is a better way of apply-

ing an even film of sugar to glass. Thin syrup has the curious pro-

perty of being mixable |with methylated spirits without causing the

precipitation that occurs when gelatine or gum arabic is so treated.

Thus we can add syrup to alcohol and coat a hot glass plate exactly as

if we were using negative varnish . The film will be dry in a minute

or so, and if the glass is perfectly clean the sugar will be equal in

thickness throughout. It is best to mix the thin syrup with alcohol

in equal proportions and to use it at once ; if left at rest for some

days a portion of the sugar is deposited in ciystals on the sides of the

containing bottle and the mixture does not then produce so even a

film as at first. The glass should be made quite hot before pouring

on the fluid, to secure the best result.

Sugar dissolved in water does not act exactly as a salt would do.

The latter usually dissolves to a certain extent in cold water, and

to a greater extent in boiling water. When the water cools a

portion of the salt is precipitated. White sugar, so far, does the

same. If a solution of salt in cold water is allowed to evaporate

slowly the salt is gradually thrown down in crystals, but sugar so

treated does not crystallise, it becomes of a thick pasty consistence

and dries eventually as transparent as glass and with the same

polished surface. So we can use syrup as a varnish, but salt we
cannot.

A great advantage of the syrup foundation in writing on glass is

that a shellac or mastic varnish can be applied as a protection against

damp without the slightest fear of disturbing the design. We have

seen that a resin film dissolves if varnished ; a gum dammar film

resists a spirit varnish better, but a pen-and-ink sketch thereon

becomes woefully faint and attenuated. I presume that the sugary

ink becomes softened under the hot varnish and shrinks up, so that

the lines become finer. A similar sketch on a sugar basis is unaffected

during the varnishing process. Albebt Wm. Scott.

COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.*
In the last issue of the Journal we left off our list of colours at

Prussian blue. We next come to

—

Burnt Sienna.—Which may be described as an orange of a very

rich and transparent brown hue. It is a most useful colour, and
* Contumed from page 652.
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besides being invaluable for many combinations with other colours is

also very effective in painting warm complexions.

Mars Oranye.—Tliis is also a very clear and beautiful orange, par-

taking of the character of tlie burnt sienna, but free from the tendency

to brownishness, whicli is a strong feature of the latter colour. It will

therefore be found very valuable for bright sunny tints when applied

in pale washes, and will bo found unsurpassed for clearness of tone in

its use for flesh painting.

Burnt Umher.—This colour will be found very useful for painting

hair, also for draperies, .^c.

Sejna.—Is a very valuable cool brown pigment. Its pale washes

are extremely clear and transparent. It lends itself favourably to

mising with other colours, and by this means a great variety of

valuable tints may be obtained.

Madder Brown.—This is a most beautiful colour, and as useful as it

is beautiful. It may be described as a rich, laltey, russet brown. By
its use the richest descriptions of shadows may be obtained when used

in a fair degree of strength, wMe its paler tints exhibit extreme

delicacy. Combined with cobalt it makes a delicate grey for the tlesh,

or soft tint for the shadows on the face, &c. It will be found also

very effective for many of the darkest touches in the flesh. When
the draperies are red it may bo used in the dark shadows to lower the

general tone, &c.

Neutral Tint.—A very useful grey, and especially adapted for com-
bination with many other compound tints. In working up mono-
chromes it will form a suitable tint when combined with carmine, or

burnt carmine and sepia, or even black. Of course this must very
naturally be greatly influenced by the colour of the photograph to be
worked up. It is a matter of no small importance that in tliis regard
the tints used should be in strict harmony with the photograph, other-

wise a most unpleasant result will be the issue of all our labours.

Purple Madder.—A deep and warm purple of the greatest richness

and intensity. By its use may be secured the greatest depth of

shadow, free from all coldness of tone. It is a colour that works well,

and is extremely useful for deep warm shadows and draperies generally.

Constant White.—This colour has not much body, and may be said

to work indifferently, if not absolutely badly. It is only intended for

the highest lights whei'e white must be used, as for example the light

on the tip of the nose, the light of the eye, &c. There is &Jlake white

which is the principal white in oil painting, but I could never make
my mind up to use it in water colour.

Chinese White.—Ihii is a most valuable material. It works'well
in water, has a good body, and is reliable as to permanency. There
is no other white which has up to now been used as a water colour

which can approach it for these properties. It is needless to say that

without these qualities it would be absolutely useless. It should,

however, be used in moderation (as a water colour), and preference

always given to transparent and pure colours. Of course there are

times when a combination with white is not only advantageous but
absolutely necessary, but wlien not so I recommend working without it.

Messrs. AVinsor & Newton's Permanent Chinese White I have always
found most satisfactory and safe in every respect, while others which
I have on occasion used (having no option at the time) I have not

found to answer my purpose so well.

Lampblack.—A powerful opaque black, mixes exceedingly well

with Chinese white as a body colour ; it forms a splendid, indeed, I

may say, the best ground for a black coat. There is no underlay of

colour that it will not cover in this combination, so strong is it as a

body colour.

Ivory Black.—This is the most transparent and richest black we
have; in its paler washes it will bo observed to possess a slight

tendency to brown, but used to its full strength it is intense.

Now, tliese, I think, may be said to be the leading colours used in

miniature painting, and by their aid there is no possible flesh, &c.,

which cannot be faithfully reproduced upon the ivory or Bristol

board as the case may be. However, while we are on the selection

of the colours, we may as well continue with such as will enable a
student to paint any subject that may offer, be it portraiture or

landscape, &c.

Naples Yellow.—A colour much used in flesh painting, but I do not
recommend it. As I said before, I prefer using as much as possible

the more transparent colours, I have seen some very pretty results

where this colour has been employed, but they will not last. There
are two shades of this colour, light and deep.

Aureolin.—A rich, sunny yellow, very useful in many ways, and is

transparent. It is a powerful yellow, and like all such should be
used with care. Can be used for flesh, &c.

Lemon Yellow.—This is a light yellow, with fair amount of body.
May be used for high lights in draperies.

Brotvn Pink.—A. yellowish brown, rich and transparent. Can be
used with advantage for glazing. I have found it last very well, but
it is generally accepted as fugitive.

Cadmium.—There are three degrees of this colour. No. I is lightest

;

No. 2, useful, but still rather light ; No. 3 is a deep, rich, and useful

colour both in itself and in its combinations with other colours.

Cadmium Orange is a very rich colour, full of light and power.

Yellow Ochre.—This is a useful colour for producing atmospheric

effects, as it seems to possess certain qualities of light which render

it most effective for skies, &c. It is used in flesh, but, as I said

before, I prefer Roman ochre.

Itaio Sienna.—A very beautiful colour, a wash here and there in

foliage giving great variety and relief. It will also combine with
pink madder to make a very delicate flesh, and is generally a good
and safe yellow to work into the face, that is on such portions of it

where yellow seems to assert itself.

Vandyke Brown.—I do not think this colour wants a description,

every one knows it.

Burnt Carmine.—A very deep crimson, useful in making tints for

working in monochrome.

Emerald Green.—This colour is well known. It can be made
great use of when judiciously treated. When artistically placed it

can be of invaluable help to the flesh, and may sometimes be used as

a kind of grey on the flesh itself. Many artists get considerable

effect with it.

There are few, if any, effects that cannot be depicted with the

assistance of the colours just enumerated. Of course there are many
other pigments made which are useful and worth having, but they

are not necessary. As I said, there are few tints that cannot be
produced by combinations of the foregoing colours.

It is needless to say that there are essential differences between the

art of miniature painting and that of colouring photographs, still,

there are many important points in which they are very similar.

Both the manipulation and management of the colours will be found to

have a very close resemblance in both cases. It is necessary, there-

fore, that any one intending to direct their attention to the artistic

colouring of photographs should at the outset know something, if not

eveiything, regarding the principles upon which paintings in water

colours are based.

There are many beginners who think that there is nothing to do

but buy a bos of colours, brushes, &c., and set to work and produce

good results. Of course they are veiy soon undeceived. You may
think tliis is not so, but I can vouch for the fact of a gentleman, now
one of our leading photographers, who thought oU painting an easy

matter. He had no very strong reason for holding this belief but the

fact of seeing a certain very clever artist daily at his work. He con-

cluded that what the artist could do so easily could not be difiicult

to him.

So thoroughly did this feeling take possession of him that, on the

quiet, he bought himself a set of brushes and colours, &c., had a

transparency made from a negative of one of his own children, and

determined to make a picture. By the aid of the transparency and a

sciopticon he made a fairly satisfactory sketch, and already ideas of

the Academy floated across his mind. He took his sketch home and

started to work. He was absolutely astounded to find he could not

get along, or even get the colours on. He came up and saw the

artist at his work, everything seemed easy, he determined to make

one more try, but of course it terminated in absolute failure. This

may appear romancing somewhat, but I can vouch for the accuracj

of it.

No doubt the first thing that showed this gentleman the error of

his ways is what would strike all beginners, their utter inability to

get anything like a satisfactory result. A beginner who absolutely

knows notliing of the principles of water-colouring, is often fairly

amazed to find that, after mixing his colours to the desired tint, and
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then -washing them on to the photograph with the greatest care, he

has not succeeded in gaining even a presentable result. On the con-

trary, the result is enough to make him foreswear ever wetting a

brush again.

The fact is there is no part of the human face so flat in itself that

it can be to any truthful extent represented by a simple^a< wash, no

matter bow successfully passed over the photograph. It is necessary

to have regard to the modelling, and all those gradations of hght and

shade caused by the natural undulations. The various gradations

between the liighest lights and the deepest shadows must be all con-

sidered and rsceive their proper treatment before any degree of

satisfaction can possibly result. These various intermediate grada-

tions are known as " derai-tints," " pearly tints," or greys. Now all

these various gradations and intermediate greys, &c., cannot possibly

be obtained by a first wash. No; this transparency and depth are only

to be obtained by calling in the aid of " hatching" or " sti})pUng" in

order to place these necessary greys and " pearly tints " upon the local

flesh tint which ihejirst wash has alreadj' imparted to the photograph-

Without these greys there will be no roundness in the picture;

everything will look flat and unnatural. It may be Just as well to

consider a little what is meant by the terms " washiny," " stippling
"

and "hatching.'' ^^'ashing is using the colour in a liquid state and

pas-sing it evenly over the surface with broad strokes of the brush, and

getting it as ecenh/ tinted as possible. It is always best to mix this

first tint as near to the desired strength as possible. A very good

plan to enable you to judge the strength of the tint is to try it first on

an old photograph. I suggest an old photogi-aph because it has an

advantage over a sheet of plain paper, inasmuch as it will enable you

to better form an opinion as to the depth necessary to produce the

desired effect over the tone of the pliotograpli you are about to colour.

It must ever be borne in mind that these first washes must be

pure and brilliant to a degree. It is an easy matter to lower the tone

afterwards to almost any degree, but if once lhe.=e primary tints are

made dull and heavy there is no possible means of restoring their

purity. If there be only a few spots here and there they can be taken

away with the point of the brush or scraped away, the former for

preference. High lights can be .secured in the same manner before the

hatching or stippling is proceeded with. Redmond Babeett.

PHOTOGRAPHY AND PHOTOGRAPHERS.
It is generally assumed that a photographer is one who practisas pho-
tography, and to practise photography is to produce photographs (I

can fancy the reader thinking every fool knows that). Still, in spite

of the self-evident proposition, scores of persons calling themselves
photograpl ers do not produce photographs so understood of the

people. 'J h«y stop a short half-way, contented with the mere produc-
tion of a negative, with or without assistance. This negative may
produce a prmt fit to be looked at or it may not ; there is a good deal

of chance about it in many cases. The prints made by a great per-

centage of thof^e who use the camera are very often short of perfec-

tion ;
this may be the result of improper printing per se, or it may be

because the negative is utterly unfit for the purpose.

I believe it is infinitely more difficult to produce a perfect print
than a perfect negative, chemically speaking. Given a negative of

indifierent or thoroughly bad quality, no skill will be able to make a
thoroughly good piint from it, although, with a great deal of trouble,

time, and patience, passable results m.ay be obtained. In the first

place, it is not very easy to decide off hand, even by those accustomed
to it, what sort of prints a negative will give; very different looking
negatives will produce equally good prints, and very passable looking
negatives often very bad ones ; it is not until a proof has been taken
that a decided judgment can be made. To print well, all negatives
must posse.ss a good gradation of tone ; this is imperative, and the
tone must range from complete opacity to clear glass. The more per-
fect this gradation the bstter the negative.

With gelatine films there is one very disturbing influence, and that
is variety of colour, more or less non-actinic, colour very often taking
the place of density. The formation of a correct estimate of the print-
ing value from the colour of the negative is most difiicult, and few
will venture, as I have just remarked, on a decided opinion without
first seeing a rough proof. This colour influence was almost entirely
absent with wet collodion negatives ; at any rate, the puzzling variety
that now obtains with gelatine was unknown, and the consequence

was a negative could be at once assigned to its proper class, and its

printing capacity pretty accurately estimated before any proof was
taken from it. We, however, now have to do with gelatine films

almost entirely, and sometimes judging by the wet collodion standard,

negatives that appear almost everything they should not be will, with

a little dodging, give surprisingly good results.

The public estimate a photograph only in the form of a print, the

negative, to them at least, is thought no more of than the type of the

printer as they read the resulting letterpress. This being the case, it

seems marvellous that any one can treat printing as a matter of quite

secondary importance, looking upon it as a mere drudgery, and simple

as turning a grindstone, which I need scarcely say is about as wide of

the mark as it very well can be. A negative of some sort or other can

be taken by anybody who likes to try, and no experience is required,

but the difficulty of making a good print is undoubtedly much
greater. The importance of a thorough knowledge of priuting is con-

sequently vastly augmented by the unequal printing value of the ne-

gatives. Instead of being a commonplace, everyday occupation for

boys and girls, as many wish it was, it taxes the experience of the

most capable workers to the utmost to make those ricli and delicate

pictures that have caused photography to become so popular.

At no time has first-class printing been an easy, matter, and now
the great variation in quality of gelatine plates, ."s I have just re-

marked, enhances the difliculties tenfold. If I migijt venture an

opinion I should say there are no trade printers that have not found

out this to their annoyance and disgust, that is, if they take any pride

in turning out good work. Tiie quantities of impracticable rubbish

called negatives from which prints are required must be enormous.

Fortunately for the printers, those who take them are not very ex-

acting, and prints far below the ordinary standard of exceUence are

considered good enough. Taking the negative is but a beginning, and

if all those who talce up photography would set themselves^ to do

something more than this elementary work, by making their own
prints, they would soonfind out how good or how bad their negative)

were, and the careful performance of this most essential part of the

process would act as a check and indication of what to do and avoid

in making the negatives. When a man can sucseed in regularly pro-

ducing thoroughly good prints, and only then, should he depute tho

task of printing to others. All doctoring or improvement of the nega-

tive ought to be the work of the taker of the negative, it being part

and parcel of the same.

In printing, certain conditions have to be observed and conformed

to in order to produce anything lilte a satisfactory result. It will be

seen by the following notes that silver printing exacts care and skill of

no mean order to produce first-class residts. The paper is the first

consideration, and much depends on this being of good quality and

free from defects. If it is prepared at home, it is sensitised by

floatiug a definite time on a solution of silver nitrate of a suitable

strength for the paper used, deficiency in this respect leads to a

variety of troubles. Excessive strength, on the contrary, leads to few,

or rather to one, that of bronzing in the shadows. Tlie strong bath

facilitates the subsequent operation of toning and improves the

quahty of the print in the end. The paper is now dried and cut up

into suitable sizes, laid on the negatives and exposed to the light.

Here comes in judgment. A too long-continued action of the light

will make heavy, unsatisfactory pictures, and too short, flat, washed-

out looking things. Each negative must be printed to suit ttself

and the subject—light, delicate impressions will be best in some cases,

and strong, briglit ones in another. Very much of the beauty of

result depends on this part of the printing, and during which any

dodging that may be required has to be resorted to, such as shading part

of the negative where it prints too dark for the rest of the subject, or

printing some parts more than others for effect, tinting down such por-

tions that print too light and are out of harmony with the rest, in fact

u^ing the light as a pencil to make up for deficiencies in the original

negative, or to subdue something that would otherwise injure the

effect of the finished work. It will be seen there is plenty of scope

for the exercise of skill and artistic ability, in fact quite as rauch, if

not more, but in another form, than that required for taking the

negative.

After this comes the toning, a shoal on which many get stranded,

depending as it does on the previous processes of sensitising aiid

washing. Too little printing gives poor, flat results ; a foggy, thin

negative does the same in an exaggerated degree ; every different

quality of negative makes a different coloured print. Tjien, again,

the prints will bleach more at one time than another ; this is partly

depending on the light in which the prints were made, and partly on

the condition of the toning bath. This leads to irregularity of colour,

although the apparent deptli of the printing is the same in all

instances.
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Again, there is the fadiiip: that sometimes takes place in the fixinf^

bath, whon apparently tliiiig^i have been all right up to that time.
Aftor fixing, tlicro is only ono trouble to be guanlod against, and that
is blisters, to wliich some paper is particularly liable— a good wash
fioislies the process, so far as actually ninkiiig the prints, which,
when dried and triiuined, ai'o ready for the mounting. Finally, the
prints must be carefully looked over, and any objectionable liglit

spot touched out with colour approximating to that of the print,

containing sufficient gum to give an equal amount of glaze witn the
rest of the albumen surface, then, and only then, can the photograph
be considered completed.

I hope to have shown by this slight sketch of the process of
printing that it is well worth the attention of any who use the
camera, and tliat to really be a photographer the ability to print
mmt equal that of taking the negative. Edward Dunmokk.

GELATINO.BROMIDE PAPEB AS A BASIS FOR FINISHED
WOBK.

[American Convention.]

ArxEB some introductory remarks, the author proceeded as follows :

—

Cb.kton FiNisHrs-o.

As crayon is the most popular material, I will commence with that.

The materials wanted are Conte crayon sauce No. 1 and 3, Conte crayon
ordinary, and No. and 1 superfine in wood, three or four leather stumps
of various sizes, one dozen paper stippling stumps, a stick of ordinary
office ink-eraser, and two rubber stumps, soft and medium, some pumice-
stone very finely powdered, and a quantity of carded cotton.
The print to be worked should be printed fully out, that is, it should

have every gradation from higli light to deepest shadow, and should look
a little darker than wanted for a plain print. It should be mounted upon
a muslin-covered stretcher, as the best effects cannot be obtained if the
print is mounted upon cardboard. Great care should be taken that no
starch gets upon the face of the print during mounting.

Material for Stumping.—Take one stick of the Conte crayon sauce
and crush it tinely ; two sticks of No. 1 Conte crayon must be finely
powdered by rubbing them upon glass or sand paper No. 1, and be inti-

mately mixed with the Conte sauce.

Place the print flat upon the table. Have a piece of cardboard by the
side of the print. Take a tuft of cotton and dip it into the mixture, and
lub it upon the cardboard to spread and etiuilise it ; then transfer it to
the background of the print, rubbing gently with a circular movement
light up and over tlie edges of both face and figure. Do not be afraid of
spoiling your print, as it is easily taken off with the rubber. In putting
in your background, see that the darkest part is kept low just over the
shoulders, and bring the shaded side of the background up to the lighted
side of the face, whicli should contrast with the shaded side of the face
and figure, while a bold shadow should be put in just over the shoulJer
to balance and represent the cast shadow. When you have got in your
background roughly, put aside your cotton and straighten out the three
longest fingers on the right hand and r.ib lightly all over. This is

the most important part of the background. The fingers must feel the
crayon roll evenly under them, and if they do not, but catch the paper
instead, there is not enough No. 1 Conte in the mixture, and more must
be added till a gritty feeling is obtained ; then go ahead, rubbing all over
the background with a circular movement, taking no trouble to keep off

the face or any other part of the picture. If you wish to darken any part,
rub the tips of the fingers with the same mixture, and transfer tlie crayon
taken up on to the part of the print whicli needs it, and rub it in. An
even tint can be rubbed all over a black coat or other dark drapery in this
manner, shadows deepened, and the hair strengthened. In fact, all that
is usually done by the chamois skin upon solar prints can be done with
the fingers upon the bromide paper. Now take a large piece of clean
cotton, and after knocking the superfluous crayon off the picture, rub
evenly all over. This will considerably lighten all the crayon; but if not
liglit enough, or there are any inequalities in the background, dust a little

pumice powder evenly all over, and go over it all again with the finger,
using more pumice powder whenever you wish to lighten, but being care-
ful not to use too much, as an excessive use of pumice powder will rub
down and flatten the grain of the paper. If these directions have been
carefully followed, the background will show a beautiful grain or stipple,
so like a hand stipple that it has puzzled experts to detect the means
adopted for producing it. This grain can be varied by the method of
handling. With a light rub a large open grain can be obtained, and the
heavier the rubbing the smaller the grain will be. Now rub again with
clean cotton, and place the picture upon an easel. With an ink-eraser
clean the edges of the background and blend with the cotton. At this
stage any amount of artistic effect can be put in and taken out of the
background. The stump can be used to hatch in broad effects, and the
ink-eraser to take out lights, <tc. This part of the work it is impossible
to describe. Individual taste and experience are the only guides, and the
beginner had better not attempt too much in that Une till experience has
given him oontideuce.

Having thus far gotten yonr backgronnd in order, we will proceed with
the figure. Begin to clean up the face with the rubber irtump, taking out
the high lights upon forehead, cheek-bones, and chin, and blend with a
small tuft of cotton. In some cases this handy little tool may be made
more effective by dipping it just before use into the powdered pumice

;

thus, by the use of the rubber stump and cotton blender the modelling of
the face can be worked out, and the beginner will now be Bnri>riwd to
find how much lighter the face appears ; in fact, it lacks decision, which
we will now proceed to put in. Take one of the stippling stumps, and,
rubbing it in the sauce before described, mark in the pupils of the eyes,
the lines of the eyelash, the shadows under the eyebrows, the brows them-
selves, the nostrils, and the shadows under the chin, blending all with
cotton. Next deepen the shadows of hair and drapery with one of tlie
leather stumps, blending also with cotton or the fingers, now on the
deepest shadows of the drapery and everywhere where decisive tonchrg
are wanted. Mark in strongly with Conte No. 3 crayon and blend with
the fingers. Do not touch these shadows with the cotton or yon will
destroy their firmness. When you have got thus far you will be surprised
what an effect you have obtained with little labour, and now any amount
of finish can be obtained by working with the point of crayons No. I and
0. The filling in of the face is best accomplished with No. 0, and should
be done in the same manner as retouching a negative, filling in and
softening breaks or inequalities in the gradations. The No. 1 is useful in
rounding and maiking the eyes, eyebrows, hair, Ac. White drapery
should never be touched with white crayon. Any amount of light can be
taken out by the hardest rubber, and dark shadows can be lightened with
it. Great effect can be obtained by first covering the white drapery with
a light tint of crayon sauce rubbed evenly all over with cotton, and the
lights taken out with the soft rubber. Lace can be made out in this
manner with great effect, and with far better harmony than can be
obtained by the use of white chalk, which gives a metallic effect, and tor

that reason should only be used upon the high lights of jewellery, &c. But,
as a rule, the less wliite chalk used the better.

Eetouchino ob Mending.

There is another method of finishing bromide prints which m.iy prove
acceptable to those photographers who do not want them finished in
crayon, but yet want some kind of finishing or retouching to improve the
plain prints, which can be done simply and cheaply by the usual help in
the studio. The spotting or mending the white spots upon bromide prints
can be done witli India ink to which has been added just enough Payne's
grey to neutralise the brownish tint of the ink. With this the pupils of
the eyes, the line of the lash, the eyebrows, and, in fact, every shadow
can be deepened, taking care not to lay the colour on too thick at first. It
is better to get the effects by repeated washes than to get them at once,
as you are likely to get harsh edges if the colour is laid on too deeply.
Having in this way got in your strength, mend the face and fill in any
breaks in the gradations with a Faber retouching pencil. If the picture is

a vignette, and the blending should be uneven or too abrupt, you can
correct that by rubbing upon the parts to be blended pure graphite or
plumbago in this manner. You can buy the graphite or plumbago (it is

known by both names) at any artists' material store. It is sold in bars or
short sticks, something like Indian ink ; or, failing that, go into the
kitchen and levy contribution upon your wife's stove polish. Take a tuft

of cotton and rub upon the bar or cake of graphite till it is well covered
and shiny, then gently rub upon the part to be filled up. This matches
both in surface and colour the bromide print. Shadows in white drapery
can be deepened, and a tint put all over it so that high lights can be
taken out with the rubber, just as I have before described in the crayon
work.
Another dodge for improving the shadows of a bromide print is to rub

over them a solution of wax in benzine, and polish with a brisk rub with
Canton flannel. To be more definite, take one and a half ounces of bleached
beeswax, cut it into small pieces, and put into a bottle with eight ounces
of benzine. When the wax is dissolved, apply the mixture to the shadows
with a piece of rag, and after the benzine has evaporated rub briskly
over the part with Canton flannel till it shines. You will be astonished
at the result. The buried details scarcely seen will show themselves clear
and distinct, and the shadows will be deepened and made more transparent.
This can also be applied all over the print, and gives a surface with a
slight gloss, bringing out details and making the print fifty per cent, more
brilliant, without the objectionable gloss which you see on a varnished
print.

Finishing in Water Colour.

Of course, in a paper like this I would not begin to give anything like

an exhaustive set of directions for colour finishing, so these remarks must
be directed to those who know something about finishing in colours upon
other surfaces. You will notice that in the two first methods of finishing

I say nothing about preparing the surface of the paper, simply because
there is no preparation required. For water colours the surface must be
prepared by hardening the gelatine surface with alum. Without this

hardening the surface is too receptive, the colour being held when the

brush just touches, and any attempt to blend or soften will result in

pulling up the print from the surface of the paper ; but after the appli-

cation of the alum you can do anything witli it. You can wash in or

wash out, and even take out lights with water and rabbing with a oloth,
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without raising the surface. The alum solution is one ounce powdered

alum to twenty ounces of water. This is swabbed over the surface of the

mounted print and left to dry, when it is ready for working upon.

Good effects upon vignetted prints can be obtained with very little

expenditure of time by rubbing the background with coloured pastel, the

half hard kind, to which has been added just enough powdered pumice-

stone to make the mixture feel gritty. Proceed exactly as described for

crayon. You can rub one colour over the other, and so get effects of

combined tints which are very pleasing. I set my palette for flesh painting

with pink madder, vermiUon, yellow ochre, cobalt blue, and the various

browns for hair, &c. I just put a flat wash all over the flesh of a tint

made by combining the pink madder with yellow ochre in different quan-

tities, according to the complexion—a dark complexion needing more

yellow, and a fair one more of the pink. Having put in my flesh washes,

I next proceed to wash over the shadows with light washes of vermilion

to kill the black of the prints. Next put in the carnations on the cheeks

and lips ; after this the face must be finished by hatching and stippling—

the edges of all shadows being stippled with grey composed of cobalt and

yellow ochre, the blue predominating on the forehead and upper part of

the face, and the yellow on the lower part. All the usual methods of

working water colours upon drawing paper, or on any other photographic

surface, can be used on bromide paper after it has been prepared with the

alum solution.
Pastbl.

There is no preparation of the surface needed for pastel. It takes hold

of the surface as well as any other paper, and can be worked by any of

the usual methods. I like a good vigorous print with clean lights, and

half tints and shadows not too black. I first lay in my dead colouring

with soft French pastel, covering the photograph with the flesh tints as

near as possible with the proper strengths, lightening up the shadows

with vermilion and yellow, then hatching with half hard and finishing

with hard Swiss crayons. An effect of great finish is obtained by this

method.
Oil.

For painting in oil upon a paper print, a sizing must be used to prevent

the oil in the colours getting into and staining the paper, which it will do

in spite of the gelatine. The sizing solution is ten grains of gelatine to

one ounce of water, brushed evenly over the print with a broad camel-

hair brush. As with pastel, so with oil. I prefer a good, clear, strong

print, and work somewhat in the same manner, viz., from the shadows to

the lights, painting over the photographic shadow with warm transparent

colours, and using opaque colours on lights, half lights, and reflexes,

finishing with solid colour on the high Ughts, and cool greys on the edges

of the shadows, G. H. Cbouohton.

ADVEETISING AND PRICES.
[American Convention.]

Doubtless others will have many papers treating on the theory and
practice of the various processes worked in the daily avocations of the

photographer. In this case it will be well to let us consider for a few

minutes a subject that is uppermost in the minds of many, even if we are

unable to remedy the evils that photographers are suffering from. But I

am convinced that many among you will go home disappointed if this

subject is not broached. There are some who eay it is absolutely useless

to touch it ; that it is treading on dangerous ground ; that it is an evil

that must work its own remedy ; that every one has a right to carry on
his business as he pleases ; and that, notwithstanding anything that may
be said here, no reform can be made practical that will be adopted that

can benefit the craft. I wish to suggest that at least an effort can be
made in this direction. No reforms have ever been accomplished with-

out overcoming frequently insurmountable and formidable obstacles.

Let us see if we cannot find a Gladstone and a Parnell to aid us ; or,

perhaps, in the minds of many, a severe coercion act would be more
applicable in our case, as being more effective to aid us in voting out the
pests that are a curse to our beautiful calling. There is no country in the
world where competition is keener than among the photographers of the
United States, nor is there a country on the face of the earth where the
effects of cut-throat prices and oheap-Johnism have been more seriously
felt by the members of the profession.

To many here this subject is of great import. From the advertise-
ments of photographers inserted in the Chicago daily papers, the busi-
ness of photographers for hundreds of miles around is affected and that
most seriously. In no other country nor in any other city are to be read
such disgraceful and unprofessional advertisements as are to be found
most frequently in our leading newspapers, and especially on Sunday. It

is a disgrace to our leading journals to allow their columns, for the sake
of a few dollars, to be used to abuse members of a reputable profession, as is

frequently done right in this city. You cannot find a member of any other
profession but the photographic who delights in publicly degrading and
insulting his competitors. Sometimes the attacks are of such a personal
character that in many European and South American countries the
proprietors of the newspaper, as well as the advertiser, would bo held
responsible and justly chastised or "called out" and made to account
for his actions ; bat in this free and enlightened country the cowardly

and base advertiser who has a few dollars to throw away can at will hold

up the followers of the same profession in which he makes a living to the

ridicule of the public. If we want the public to respect our calling we
must respect ourselves. Of late this mania for large and vulgar adver-

tisements is spreading, and there is no knowing where and when it will

end. The majority of our successful photographers advertise very little

in the daily papers, and, if at all, generally a neat and respectful adver-

tisement without any allusion to their competitors. Other professional

men rarely make any reference to one another. It would not matter so

much to the whole fraternity what an individual might occasionally say

about another in the same business, but the dire effects of advertising

cut-throat prices is felt throughout the neighbouring States that are

adjacent to a city Uke Chicago, whose papers are sent out in thousands

on the morning trains.

The disgustingly-illustrated advertisements of some photographers

cannot help but attract the attention of the unthinking. The mem-
bers of this Association might pass certain resolutions as to what they

consider professional etiquette as regards advertising, but it is to be feared

it would have no effect on the photographers who were endeavouring

to drag into the mire the whole profession.

I consider this matter of advertising, and the serious question of prices,

should be brought up for discussion at least. It would be well, on an
occasion like this, to let the public know that photographs are being

made by some at prices that lead only to ruin and degradation of the man
who makes them, and that the man who respects himself sufficiently to

obtain higher and remunerative prices is the artist who is looked up to

and, in the long run, patronised by those who have been disgusted with

the work done by the majority of those who give their professional ser-

vices for little or nothing. The great difficulty in grappling with thii

question is that portraits made at low rates are much too good for the

money, and we are reluctantly compelled to acknowledge that they satisfy

a certain class of people who do not go into the artistic merits of a photo-

graph. To them a print from any negative is a portrait. One remedy,

as proposed by Mr. Scotford, could be made a success if the majority of

the members of this Association would take hold of it, subscribe sufficient

working capital, and provided practical business men were given the

management of it. Perhaps it will be well to explain in as few words as

possible that Mr. Scotford's idea was that a joint-stock company should

be formed by photographers, they owning all stock. When any photo-

grapher in any town or city undertakes to make a cut, the company steps

in and rents a gallery of a member and aids him to meet the cut, or they

erect one themselves and run it until the man who started the cut gets

sick of it and agrees to abide by an established rate. My object in bring-

ing this subject before you is not to propose a remedy myself, but with

the view that by calling your attention to it some among you might

suggest a manner of alleviating the suffering of those who are unfortunate

in having small galleries and unremunerative businesses, owing principally

to the cut-throat propensities of a few who do not care what becomes of

his neighbour.

It is well known that many will use the hackneyed phrase with regard

to this price question, " What are you going to do about it ? " My answer

will be : " Let us tackle it and wrestle with it, for if it is left alone it will

drag on for years." It would be well for the fraternity to do away with

the pernicious system of giving chromos and life-si^e portraits with every

dozen cabinets.

It does seem strange that there should be less unity among the photo-

graphic profession with regard to a scale of prices than in almost any
other calling. The hod-carrier, carpenter, and even the bootblack do

not cut prices like photographers. There should be more unity among
those who work in photographic studios. If assistants were banded
together they would get better wages and could better their condition.

To avoid a waste of time in discussion on the subject of prices, it might

be well to appoint a committee of three proprietors of galleries to make an

investigation and report, if possible before the close of this Convention, on

the price question. C. Gentile.

CONTINENTAL PHOTOaRAPHY.
[Tranalations and Abridgmenta.]

MiSCBIXANKOUS IxEMS.

An exhibition is now open at Boulogne-sur-Mer, and a portion of itf

space is devoted to photography.

The name of the new photographic organization in Vienna is tha

Club der Amateur Photographen.

To accelerate the speed of gelatino-bromide plates, saya the Photo-

graphische Mittheilwigen, M. Himly puts them, before development,

into a solution of one-tliree-hundredth of uitroprusside of sodium.

Tlie results are analogous to those given by thiosulphate of soda much
diluted (one-five-thousandth), but with the great advantage that

nitroprusside of sodium wiU work with the pyrogallol developer.

Dr. Eder states that gelatine plates, rendered sensitive to orange

and red rays by a bath of cyanine, are less rapid than ordinary plates,

or plates treated with erythrosine. They require four or five times as

long an exposure. They will not keep well more than eight or fifteen
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days ; reduption begins (it their edges, ami gradually extends over the
whole surface.

—

P/iofographisc/ie MittheUunyen.
M. Adolplio Miirtin has exhibited to the French Photographic Society

three wide-angle lenses, the curves of which he stated to have been
calculated with the greatest care, so that chromatic aberration was
totally corrected, and the central and marginal rays brought to a focus
at the same pjints. The lens of 15 cm. focal length sharply covered
A plate l.'i X 18 cm. ; that of 10 cm. focal length, a plate of 18 x 24 cm.

;

and of 285 cm. a plate of 24x30 cm.

—

Bulletin de la SocUU
I'ran^aise de Photogra))hie,

The London correspondent of Le Monifeur de la Phntographie savs
that it was desired to ascertain if the same classes of clouds had tfie

same general forms all the world over, which problem could be solved
by photography only, and that the Hon. Ralph Abercrombie has pre-
sented to the Hoyal Society of London a series of photographs of clouds
taken in different parts of the world, replying to the question at issue

in the affirmative.

Thk Effects op Heat oh the Latent Image.
Herr Qoedicke has carried on a series of experiments which prove

that an exposed gelatino-bromide plate may bo submitted to a some-
what high temperature without destruction of the latent image

;

wlien, however, a temperature of from 85° C. to 90° C. is reached, an
action takes place which results in fog in development. This fog is

more or less mtense. A temperature of 100° C. results in so much
fog tliat the image is masked therewith.

If instead of experimenting with plates in a dry state the film is

first expanded witli water, the latent image will not disappear with
heat until the gelatine begins to melt, and then it is only deformed by
movements of the liquid. This takes place even when the plate is kept
in a truly horizontal position.

An image can be formed upon a liquid film of gelatine emulsion
upon a horizontal plate ; it may be developed after the gelatine has
set.

—

Photographigche Mittheilungen.

Experiments with Platinum Pkints.
Herr E. Vogel says that to give a glossy surface to platinum prints

they may merely be dipped in a weak solution of gelatine containing
a little alcohol, after which the gelatine is hardened by a bath of

chrome alum.
If a higher glaze be desired powdered shellac dissolved in a cold,

concentrated solution of borax may be employed ; it takes several days
to dissolve. The print should be floated upon this bath, then sus-

pended to dry.

If still more glaze be desired the proof may be soaked in a solution
of gelatine, then squeegeed face downwards upon a sheet of glass

coated with collodion of one per cent. When dry the print is stripped

off the glass.

—

Photographische Mittheilungen,

French Phizes foh Photoghaphic Prints.
The Committee of Administration of the Photographic Society of

France has resolved that prints presented to the Society at its ten
meetings between November, 18S7, and August, 1888, will be taken
into consideration in the following matter, if their producers make a
demand to that effect. In the course of August, 1888, after the
meeting in that month, the prints will be submitted to a jury of five

members appointed at the general meeting. This jury will have at

its disposal ( 1), a silver gilt medal, (2), two silver medals, and, (3), six

bronze medals, to be awarded in recognition of the prints tliought to

be most remarkable. The medals will be distributed at the meeting
in September, 1888. The Society reserves to itself the right of using
the pictures for which medals have been granted in such publications as

it thinks proper, and particularly for the illustration of its own journal.

Photoghaphy at the Pahis Exhidition.
In the general classification of the French Universal Exhibition of

1889, photography is included in Group II., " Education and Instruction
—Materials and Processes of the Liberal Arts." Photography forms
Class 13 of this group.
The Committee of Admission, which has already commenced its

work, will meet on the first Thursday of each month in one of the
salons ot the buildings of the Administration, Avenue de Labour-
donnais, Cliamp-de-Mars, Paris, to attend to communications received.

Those who wish to exhibit should apply early. Forma of application
for space may be obtained of the members of the Committee of
.\dmission, also of the Minister of Commerce, 20, Rue de VarenneS,
Paris, and when filled up should be posted to the Director General of
the Universal Exhibition of 1889, 20, Rue de Varennes, Paris.

—

Bulletin de la SociU4 Franqaise de Photographie.

Interesting Optical Apparatus Detised by Anschijtz.
Herr Stolze, in relation to the instantaneous photographs by Ottomar

Anschiitz, as seen in the pUnakisticope, says that ne was deputed by

the Minister of Public Instruction of Prussia to a.s«st in experiment*

made by Herr Anschiitz to represent animals in motion by meana of
photography. Herr Anschiitz placed around the circumference of •
vertical aisc of steel from fourteen to ninety-four photographs, t«n

centimetres square, printed as transparencies upon glass. Behind the
most elevfttecl part of the disc a plate of opal glass was fixed, behind
which again was a Oeisler's vacuum tube of spiral form, through
which induction sparks were flashed at the rate of thirty a second.

When tiio disc was made to turn with proper velocity a spark
illuminated in succession each of the revolving transparencies, and the

impressions thus produced upon the retina of the observer became
combined in such a fashion as to convey the sensation of the movement
of the animals pictured. In this way Anschiitz illustrated the move-
ments of the hor.se. Tlie play of the muscles of the horse could be
perfectly seen—the movements of the ears, mane, tail, and so on.

—

Photographischea Wochenblatt.

"Solid Bromine."

A correspondent of Le Moniteur de la Photographie speaks of a new
preparation by Mr. A. Brand, which he calls " solid bromine." It is

simply silica impregnated with a certain quantity of bromine. The
silica of infusoria {vieselguhr) is taken, mixed with ten per cent, of

chalk or soda, and charged with bromine; then little sticks of the

mixture are made, seven millimetres in diameter, which contain about
one gramme of bromine to each centimetre of length ; larger sticks of

fifteen millimetres' diameter contain three grammes of bromine per
centimetre. By these means given quantities of bromine can be intro-

duced into a solution, in which the silica sinks, and from which it can
afterwards easily be separated. It is a means of enabling bromine to

be used in the laboratory without risk to health from its vapour.

Photographing Fireworks.
M. Barral, of the Faculty of Medicine at Lyons, has been ex-

perimenting on the photographing of fireworks, and taking note of
the photogenic action of travelling flames of different colours. He
had good opportunities of so doing, the principal fireworks of the
14th of 3\x\y fite being let off within fifty metres of his house. He
exposed his plates for fifteen seconds, in order to obtain, upon a
black ground, a sufficient number of trails upon each. Henderson's
13 X 18 mm. plates were used, with a No. 3 Uerogy lens, without a

diaphragm. He obtained the best results when he used an iron

developer.

—

Becue Photographique.

Preparing Paintings fob Copying.
Before photographing a painting, its peculiarities should be ex-

amined, especially in the matter whether it is or is not varnished ; but
in either case it will often be found that particular colours in it have
a matt appearance, known as embu. These embua may be rendered
harmless by passing over the painting a sponge or brush charged with
the albumen of an egg which has been beaten into a froth, and then
allowed to repose ; two or three drops of ammonia should be added,
to impart keeping qualities. With very old pictures the same result

may be obtained by rubbing them lightly with a flannel upon which
one drop of the finest salad oil has been allowed to fall ; the opposite

side of the piece of flannel to that on which the drop of oil falls

is the side which should be applied to the painting.

—

L'Amateur
Photographe.

EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL CORNWALL POLYTECHNIC
SOCIETY.

List of Awards.
\st Silver Medal.—H. P. Robinson, W. J. Byrne, F. A. Qreen.

2»irf Silver Medal.—B. Wyles, J. Lafayette, W. H. Hyslop.

lat Bronze Medal.— F. Whaley (special), Warwick Brookes,

Morgan & Kidd, Dr. E. W. Alabone, W. J. A. Grant, Rev. H. B. Hare.
2nd Bronze Medal.—G. Dunson, F. B. Dagley.

Highly Commended.—J. M. Brown.

©ut lEtritorial STatle.

Various Appliances for Retouching Negatives and Prints.

By L. & C. Hardthctu, Vienna ; and 2, Long-lane, SmitMcld, London.

Messrs. Habdtmuth have been going in for the special require-

ments of photographers, and among other things they have prepared

an exceedingly comprehensive set of pencils for retouchers. These

are made of compressed lead—by what means compressed we do not

stay to inquire. It is enough to say that between their six-II grade

(which are as hard as can be) on the one extreme, and their six-B
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grade on the otber—this latter being softness and blackness itself—

the one merging into the other through a graduated amount of twelve

pencils, there is such a degree of diversity as to more than sati,-fy

. the most fastidious of retouchers. This series of Graphite Comprime

will form a useful addition to the appliances of the retoucher.

But this firm is not confining itself to retouching pencils, for it also

sends us an assorted selection of hard chalks, which we find on trial

to be exceedingly useful for touching-up prints produced on bromide

paper or platinotypes.

A CONA^BNTION GbOTJP.

By WiLLlAH Crooke, Edinbnrgli.

When the members of the Convention of the Photographers of

the United Kingdom visited Edinburgh they were photographed in a

group by Mr. W. Crooke, of that city, the location selected for th'at

purpose being Craigmillar. Mr. Crooke has sent us a print in

platinum from the large negative he obtained on that occasion. As
a work of art it is admirable, while it is doubly valuable on account

of the excellent likenesses of the visitors, added to whom are several

"leading members of the Edinburgh Society. Mr. Crooke informs us

that he supplies these large prints (unmounted) at lOs. per copy.

REGENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 11,782.—"All Improved Sliding Shutter^applicable to Pliotograpbic a_nd

other Purposes." ' — --

1887.

J. T. Mayfield iincl J. T. Todman.—/>n<erf August 30,

HUettngjo of Societte^*

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOK NEXT WEEK.

J>ste of Meotuig. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

September 13 ...

„ 13 ...

Masouic Hall, Cooper-st. .Manclistr.

Derby Sykes*s Restaurant, 33, Vic£oria-Bt.

IS ...

14 ...

15 ...

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thursday, September 1, at the adjourned special meeting of the above
Association, held at the Mason.s Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. J. Traill

Taylor presided.

The new rales were passed, and the meeting, at a late hour, was made
ordiuary.

The Chairman said that Mr. Gray was present to give particulars about the
lightuiiig photogra])h questioned .it the previous meeting.

Mr. W. E. Dkbenham .stated that remarkable scientific facts were accumu-
lating iu the photographic world ; at another society a member ascribed a
photographic eilect to an increased rotation of the eartli upon its axis, and at

their own previous meeting it had been urged that a lightning flash could tiu'u

back upon itself iu a loop.

Mr. J. Gray exhibited the negative, and said that it was taken at Brixton
at nine o'clock at night. The lens was uncapped for about two minutes ; he
rather thought that tliere were two Hashes. The general direction was horizon-
tal, .so the discharge seeuied to be froui cloud to cloud.

Mr. W. H. Harrison .stated that a flash might have one general du-ection,
yet from the elTcct of perspective seem to turn back upon itself in a loop. He
illustrated this by means of a wire twisted into a rough somewhat spiral form,
and said that in meteorological research it was evidently necessary that each
flash should be photogra]ihed from different points of view.

©orre]3|)cintrence.

^r Cone«pondenls thtmld nover write on both siiks of the paper.

THE NOMENCLATUBE OF LENSES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Will you allow me to add a few remarks on the above
subject and the discussion that arose from the protest of Messrs. Voigt-
liinder & Son ? I feel confident that every one who has fairly considered
the question, will acknowledge that the spirit of the protest is just; and
that the designation of particular manufactures should be respected as
proprietary.

Messrs. Perken, Son, & Kayment aie only one of many dealers and
some (perhaps) manufacturers, who have of late systematically advertised
lenses styled similarly to inventions to which particular names were
given by the originator. I refer to the terms " liapid Eectilinear " and

" Wide-Angle Rectilinear." i'ou, gentlemen, and many ot your readers,

are well aware of the fact that not long ago the above terms, as applied

to photographic lenses, were often used alone, and were as distinctive of

manufacture by Dallmeyer, as were the "Rapid Symmetrical" and
"Portable Symmetrical" lenses of Ross, the "Aplanats" of Steinheil,

and the " Euryscopes " of Voigtliinder.

While fully appreciating the truth cf the maxim ot "imitation" in its

relation to genuine and sincere flattery, I cannot but commiserate those

whose vocabulary does not permit an independent selection of titles

suited to their own articles.

I understand that Messrs. Marion & Co. have been engraving lenses

" Rapid Rectilinear," but it is due to them to say that they have discon-

tinued doing so, acknowledging the title as proprietary.—I am, yours, Ac,
19, Bloormbury -street, W.C. Tnos. R. Dallmeyer.

. *

FIFTY SITTINGS FOR A PORTRAIT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I would not trouble you with any further remarks upon
this subject, but I feel assured the letter of your correspondent, John-

Patrick, should not be passed over in silence. He takes what seems a

broad and fair view of the matter, and I feel sure would not be satisfied

if his opinions did not receive recognition. There is much in his letter

which is very true and with which I quite agree, but there are also parts

which I cannot let pass without protest.

I must disagree with the opinion that, as it were, " honours are

divided " in this matter between the gentleman who disputed ray original

assertion in the Journ.al (page ^tOu) and myself. If I am right he must
be wrong, because he, "A Painter," said / was. However, I think on
all hands we can cry " Enough 1" as regards this, for every correspondent

acknowledges that photography can and does help the artists of to-day,

more or less.

There is a suggestion, it I read aright, that certain artists could not

be bound by the trammels of photography. Now I am of opinion that

a first-rate artist can use photography as a help, and that such help will

not in the least hamper his style and treatment of a picture. I cannot,

for example, fancy that Sir F. Leighton, in the case mentioned by your

correspondent (Mr. H. S. Moberlyj, was in the least hampered when
once he made a fair start upou his work. I would also feel inclined to

wager that no ordinary spectator would notice anything in the finished

picture which would lead him to suppose that Sir F. Leighton did not

paint it under bis usual conditions and free from the lielp or, as some
people think, the hasqiering influence of photography.

In the fifth ijaragvaph of your correspondent's letter he describes a

certain class of artists who could not draw sufficiently true to nature

"to make a striking likeness." Don't you think in such a case these

artists should not pose as portrait painters, but rather give their sole

attention to colour and the production of "fancy heads," &c., where

liheness is not a consideration? Dut all this gets away from the original

point at issue ; viz., " Can or can nut pliotography he a help to the artist
! ''

It does not matter whether for drawing, expression, or saving of sittings,

but simply, Can it be a help in any way? I said it could— nay, was.

"A Painter" contradicted my assertion. I will leave it to your corre-

spondent, John Patrick, to say if there be any difficulty as to wlio is

right ; but there can be only one.— I am, yours, &a.,

Redmond Babeett.

PAINTERS V. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In recent issues of the Journal have appeared a corres-

pondence wherein is renewed the ever-recurring warfare between artists

and "photographers." This time the subject of dispute is, whether

photography is of service to artists, and it seems to me that the attitude

assumed by the artists towards photography is very ungracious, whilst

the photographers, in a spirit of exaggerated self-defence born of the un-

just disdain they have been accustomed to receive at the hands ot the

more haughty professors of the palette, ente" the contest in blind anger,

and miss the point of their adversaries' contention.

That photography is of use to artists ought not to be denied, but those

benefited by it should come forward and acknowledge the fact. The
most signal instance of its usefulness is in the case ot instantaneous

photography, which has made such rapid strides of late, and I hope that

by its aid we shall see produced many paintings representing scenes of

lifelike activity, such as would have been almost impossible to artists

who flourished before the advent ot this most remarkable branch of

photography. To depict life in motion has hitherto been a matter ot such

difficulty that only men of the highest talent could hope to surmount it.

In reviewing a collection of modern paintings, who has not been struck

by the prevalence of works whose subjects show a superabundance of

repose? Over all there hangs a languid air of wearisome inertia. This is

the result of the restricted conditions under which the artists have had

to labour, the most imperative of them being that the drawing and

painting be correct in all the details. Now to secure this they have been

compelled to copy from living models, who did but simulate action ; and

there is an obvious distinction between the springiness and "go" of a

figure that is actually moving, and the dummy-like rigidity of one that

i
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is merely holding itself, or beinR propped np, in a position to imitate the
movement whicli it is intended to delineate. It is in this direction that
pliotoKraphy is now able to lend the moat peculiar and invaluable asaist-
uiicu to the artist. Certainly, art has resources of her own, to display
and heighten the elfect of transient motion, but in the light afforded by
recent e.\ample of instantaneous photography we find that even her
happiest efforts are often far from being en rapport with nature.

Instantaneous photography, rightly employed by the painter, is able to
rclcaac him from conventional bonds, and to enlarge very greatly his
range of subjects, and such aid should be received by the artist with
gratitude and praise. Photography is a valuable handmaid to the land-
scape artist, and furnishes him with memoranda of natural effects. These
memoranda are easily produced, and with such swiftness can they record
thr appearance of fleeting cloud, glancing rays, waving foUage, rippling
brook, and rolling sea-waves, that they possess a truthfulness, an unity,
and a spontaneity, which cannot be equalled by the moat facile sketcher.

Tliat the mechanical artist, as, for inptance, the engraver, is indebted
to photography for much help, is so well known that we need not dwell
on it here ; sufliee it to mention in passing, that all the visible universe
contains may come to him in morsels from time to time, and for illustra-
tions of many kinds photography does, in an inimitable manner, all that
fir»t part of his work which fermerly he would have entrusted to a
drau'^htsnian.

We come now to a consideration of the case of a most interesting per-
Eonage, the artist who is goina to paint, let us say, a luunan head, in
proper colours, as a portrait. Now, a little transparent colouring ajiplied
to a good photograph will often result in a very pleasing and natural
) icture at a small cost of time and labour, and may be far preferable to
the ordinary work from nature of a mediocre artist ; but, if we arc to sup-
l)Dso that the very best result is sought for, regardless of expense, and
that a really good artist can be employed, then we are prepared to admit
that he may not find photography of much use to him, because if he is

able to colour a photograph in a perfectly satisfactory manner, especially
with anything approacliing to opaque materials, it is very likely he wiU
be competent to do equally good, or better work, from life, always sup-
posing his choice be perfectly free, and that his model is able to sit still,

which consideration excludes young children. No artist with a com-
mission to paint a picture of one, or many, of these most charming, but
mercurial, of nature's productions would, in liis right senses, hesitate to
avail himself in some measure of the assistance of photography.

Certainly, although a good model be procurable, some preliminary
sittings may be avoided hy beginning the painting from a photograph,
and bringing it forward to a certain stage before requiring the attendance
of the sitter; but then the saving of time and trouble effected will be
rather for the benefit of the sitter than the artist, except in the case
where the model has to be paid so much an hour, when a considerable
Eum of money might be saved to the artist.

Then there are cases common enough where the actual presence of the
subject, whether by death or other cause, is presented, and perhaps some
small photograph is the only clue which will help us to rescue from
oblivion the memory of a departed form. In this noble and gratifying
task the photographic enlarger and the portrait painter can work together,
and as a result of their joint lajours they may possibly produce an image
which, glowing with the colours of liie and by its natural dimensions and
intelligent expression, may seem indeed a most perfect " counterfeit pre-
sentment " and " a pretty mocking of the hfe," helping to nourish " the
sad remembrance fondly kept," forming the most cherished souvenir, to be
placed foremost among the household gods, and to be preserved with
veneration as a heirloom as long as canvas and paint will hold
together.

Meanwhile, photography might be more frequently utilised, even in
drawing the human figure, than it is now, were it not for certain objec-
tions, some of which I will proceed to enumerate. In the first place, we
have, as a rule, the shadows on the flesh so much blacker or lower in tone
tiian they appear in nature ; but this defect will disappear in measure as
we advance in the perfection and general adoption of orthochromatio
photography.

Distortion of the contours, and gross exaggeration of the perspective,
are grave faults and serious drawbacks, which might De greatly obviated

;

and if even they could not be eliminated might be ^t least reduced to a
minimum, if photographers generally would be more awake to the enor-
iiiity of the evil, and went in for securing good "drawing" even though
it be at the expense of some other quality.

Lastly, we see the artist knocking his shins against a very hard
stumbling-block that has only of late been placed in the way by some ill-

advised persons, who seem to think a great deal of their clumsy article

—

in fact, as it was rather expensive they are inclined to consider it quite an
orniimcnt. I refer to the " ritouche," as this is now become usually ex-
ce.'=sive in quantity, and displays more or less ignorance of all that is
" art." I cannot wonder if the educated artist has a great objection to it,

and, where ideality and softness are required, would prefer to do them
himself.

Having shown that photography is in many respects of great utility to
ft: lists, I will not stay now to speak of certain variations of the proposi-
tion whicli occur to me much further than to commend them to the
attention of the reader ; they are—the utility of artists to photography,
and the utility of photography to art itself. I cannot, however, refrain '

from suggesting that it is in close connexion with art that photography ia
destined to be of the highest usefulness to the world, not by rendering
unnecessary the calling of the artist, but supplementing it and helping to
distribute among the multitude that thirsts for beauty a plentiful supply
of good and cheap art.

It being a fact, then, that the two sisters in art, photography and
painting, have grown so useful and necessary to each other, let there be
no rlinnnr^ hpfnrp^n fVinm Vint, rnfhar mou fVin<r #inn«;n..» :» *!..,:_ .jno discord between them, but rather may they continue in their careCT of

M go, "Ilk* Juno's swans, conpled andmutual benefit, and for ever „
inseparable."—I am, yours, &e.. F. WU^COCKSOH.

2G, Charhston-road, lianelagh, Dublin, Augutt 81, 1887,

To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—There appeared in the Jocbnal from the pen of " Free
Lance " some strong remarks relative to my assertion " that a portrait
painter cannot receive any assistance by aid of photography," so I think
myself entitled to beg of you to excuse a few more lines about the subject
as reply.

That there are plenty of portraits worked up with the aid of photo-
graphs, alas ! no one can deny, and I distinctly acknowledged this fact.
But I said such work could only be accepted as an imitation without value
relative to art. That this assertion is not so very audacious as it may
possibly to some persons appear, I hope in the following quotations to
show. It will not be disputed that by painting a portrait the use of one
or more photographs can, at the best and uttermost, only help the painter
by furnishing him with an accurate design in outlines and details, and by
this enable him to finish a picture closely resembUng the original, or, as
the artist calls it, an imitation, respectively a realistic work. Now Mr.
D. C. Thomson speaks about such paintings in an article headed liealimn
in Paintinfi, published in the Art Journal of August, 1880, page 226,
thus :

" Again, the art of portraiture in painting may be realistic, as, for
instance, such a hkeness that when a dog comes into the room he would
go up to the picture, taking it to be his master. This, to some people, is

the highest art, and they speak of the painter as if he were a world's
wonder. But such a picture is not, properly speaking, art—it is simply a
process which any fairly gifted person may accomplish, and, in fact, it is

almost mechanical." Further, he asserts: "But realism is very apt to
descend into imitation, and imitation is the very lowest form of art."

In the same .sense a famous French art critic. Mens. A. L'Hornier writes :

" L'art n'est pas une 6tude de la realit6 positive — c'est une recherche de
la v6rit(5 iduale." To produce a work of art, the artist is bound to study
nature in her eternal beauty ; the holy spirit of the Creator, w^hich pre-
vails in all nature, must inspire his beginning and his end, and no me-
chanical process will help to catch the poetic sublimity of form and colour
to procure a likeness of nature as art demands.

I agree with " Free Lance " that this subject presents another distinctly
fraudulent aspect, but it seems to me very difficult to draw the line where
the fraud begins. May I nevertheless say of the case related, where
the faces of the pictures went afterwards all black, that the blackening of
a picture is not a proof that it must be necessarily a photograph painted
over with oil colours. There are different causes which produce such
effects, and, as the artist of the portraits was one of repute, I would rather
presume the blackening was of another origin than such an ignominious
fraud, and could have been, perhaps, easily restored. With sincere thanks
again for your indulgence—I am, yours, <&o., A Paixikb.

Liverpool, September 5, 1887.

IBxci^ange OToluinn,

*»* iVb charge is made for inserting ExcJmnges of ApparaUis in this column:
but none will be inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those
who specify their requirements as '

' anything useful " will there/ore understand
the reason of their non-appearance.

Will exchange an eight-air musical box for an 8ix6i toarist camera.—AddreMf
George C. Radford, The Studio, Mansfield.

Studio camera, lens, and stand, tripod, and monnts in Tarioos coloors and sizes,
offered for limelight apparatu8,—Addr©88, F. Jackson, 16, St. Alban'ft-termce,
rtherwood-street, Nottingham.

Will exchange portable dark tent, stongly made, with all fittings, for hot roller
burnisher, or half-plate toarist camera, or rapid rectilinear lens.—Address, J. T. H.,
26, Mile-street, Burnley, Lancashire.

I will exchange a Grubb c2 portrait lens aud a Grubb a* aplanatic for a lantern and
slides or whole-plate portable set complete ; also a whole-plate rapid reotiUnear Icna
for studio accessories.— Addresa, W. T. Whetteb, Ford House, Villicrs-road,
Bristol.

Whole-plate and half-plate portrait lenses, stereoscopic camera, two 12x10 dipiing
baths, head and body rest, rolling press for cabinets, Ac. ; wanted, excban.Te in
mwleru outdoor apparatus with lenses for wbole-platos.—Address, C. ManaAT, 4,
Mnigrave-road, Sutton, Surrey.

Will exchange an interior background in good condition for a aeascapo or interior
ditto; also, wanted, a 7^x5 or balf-plato portable camera by good maker, with
throe or more double backs, in exchange for 10x8 ditto with one oioffle and one
double back.—Address, Whitehouse, Photographer, Dolgelly, North Wales.

Oamera, 8x5, with throe doable and one single dark slides, sterooecoplc dirision, extra
front boards, watei-proof case, nine<inch landscapo lens, two paira stereotoopio
lenses, namely, landscape and rectilinear; also quarter-plate camera with eight
double slides and one single ditto, four, five, aeren, and nine-inch landscape lenMt«
fitting, aud motuits, with shutter ; two tripod stands. Anj of the aboTo in exchange
for microscopes.—Address, W. I. Chadwick, BrooUandSj Manchester.
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1 will exchanire Grnbb whole-plate a lens and a burnisher, ten-and-a-half-inoh roller,

gas apparatus for heating tool, for Sciopticon with four double condensers.—

Address, T. H. Mackenzie, 8, Palermo-street, Springbum, Glasgow.

angbaets to ©orregpoinienW.

KoTiCE.—EocTi CoiTetrponimt is required to enclose his luime and address, althoiish n«t

necessarily for puilication. Communications may, wheni thought iesirabU, appear under

a NOM DE PLUME OS hitherto, or, hy preference, under three letters of the alphabet. Such

signatures as " Constant Reader," " Subscriber," ic, should be OToided. Correspondents

not conforming to this rule will therefore understaivd the reason for the omission of their

communications.

Photographs Bbgisteeed ;

—

G. Denny, 21, St. Sidwell-street, Exeter.—PfiotograpH o/E«fer Theatre Soyal.

C. Watson, 4, Kirkgate, Eipon.—Photograph of The Most Honourable the Morguis of

Bipon,

T. C. (Oldham).—It is very much a matter of taste. By both systems excellent

results may be obtained when properly worked.

G. Smith asks how to throw down the gold from old toning baths.—The gold

may be precipitated simply by the addition to the bath of a solution of

protosulphate of iron,

J. DutTon.—Unless we knew how the negative was produced or what caused

it to become weak and yellow it is impossible to suggest a remedy. Has it

been intensified ? if .so, with what ?

H. T. Y. asks if and where in England he can procure the Bulletin Beige de la

Pholographie and Photographisches Archiv.—Any of the foreign journals

may be obtained through Messrs. Triibner & Co. , Ludgate-hill.

A. D. R—We know nothing more of the process than was communicated by
our correspondtnt. If the bichloride of copper were applied before the
platinum the image would be converted into chloride of silver.

Electro.—1. The plan used at the Ordnance Survey Office is described on
another page. That, perhaps, will answer your purpose.—2. Nothing but
what is contained in works on etching and engraving, of which there are

several.

L F. C. asks :
" When strengthening a gold toning bath, should thirty grains

of acetate of soda be added e.ach time to every grain of gold ?"—It is not
necessary to add acetate of soda each time an addition of gold is made. Some
must, however, be added occasionally.

Enlargement.—Enlargements can be made equally good by gaslight as by
daylight. It is only a question of duration of exposure. Tlie condensers
usually employed for concentrating the light on the stage of a theatre are not
suitable for the production of photographic enlargements.

Chas. Stephens.—Some portions, such as the wharf with the people on it,

being sharp, and other portions, such as the steamer, being in duplicate, we
infer that the steamer has moved during exposure. Examine the negative
crucially and see if this be not the case. We refer to the steamboat at end
of wharf.

J. Palfert writes : "Will you be good enough to inform me what varnish or
medium is used to tint albumen prints with transparent oils, or is it done
with varnish colours ready prep.ared?"—If the print be sized with a weak
solution of gelatine no other preparation is necessary. Ordinary oil colours
can then be employed.

Mr. W. a. Watts desires us to correct an error which has crept into his
abstract of the discussion at the last meeting of the Liver))ool Amateur
Photographic Association. He reported Mr. Sayce as saying that he had
taken a week to develope a coUodio-albumen plate, whereas he said he had
seen a print from a plate which had taken a week to develope.

Retoucher.—Without making an analysis of the particular sample of paper
we could not say. It is not made for photographic purposes, and probably
the different batches may v.ary with regard to their applicability in photo-
graphy. We have used some samples of it successfully, but have failed with
others. You had better make a trial with what you have with different
strengths of bath.

Bath says : "I have an old wet plate dipper bath enclosed in mahogany case
which we have lately used as a fixing (hypo) bath, the glass of which has got
slightly cracked, and of course the hypo solution keeps constantly wasting

;

can you inform us in your next issue what would be the best packing to use
to stop the leakage ?"—TIie best plan will be to fill the space between the
glass vessel and the wooden case with melted paraffine ; this will prevent
leakage. There is no photographic difference ; they are simply trade terms
for lenses possessing similar properties.

Neuchatel.— 1. Messrs. Trubuer & Co., Ludgate-hill, will procure it for you.—2 Bronzmg of the pnnts may be due to more than one cause. One reason
18 the silver bath being too strong for the sample of paper used. A weaker
bath should be employed. Over density in the negative is also a cause of
bronzing.-d. We are in no way responsible for the .advertisements which
appear in our columns. It is certainly a great hardship that you should lose
your specimens, but we fear we cannot help you. Why not write to the
police autliorities of the district! they may possibly know the whereabouts
of the owner of the studio.

Grimsby.—1. If the equivalent foci of the various lenses named or of any
other lens not named, be the same, then will the sizes of the images projected

The same in both cases.— 3. When a lens is
on the screen be similar.—2.

capable of introducing a very near object then does the importance given tosuch near object tend to dwarf the mountains and other objects at a distance •

but in every case will lenses of the same focus delineate the obiects on th^same scale of magnitude, although some will include a greater amount of

tteln^ °'^"','""J'
'" *f ^'^ of foreground, thus by contrast diminish

left no wsid 68
" ^"''•^^"r*' ^^"^ ^a« P"t to the use intended and

LOLO says : " I shall be glad to know of a reliable toning bath. I make mine
in the following way :—Acetate of soda, sixty grains ; water, sixteen ounces

;

gold, two drachms ; and I am not successful. I keep it three days before

using, but something goes wrong with it. I wish to obtain a purple hue.

My gold solution is carefully kept from the light."—If our corre.spondent is

really using two drachms of chloride of gold to sixty grains of acetate of soda
the failure is easily accounted for. We presume, however, that two drachms
of a solution containing one grain to the tlrachm has been employed. If this

is the case the proportions are right. Perhajis the negatives are not of the
right character to yield purple tones or the paper may be at fault.

A. S. writes :
" How can I stain ordinary window glass a deep non-actinic red ?

•—2. Some time ago you told me to use liver of sulphur to throw down silver

in hypo ; I did as recommended. I find the water still black, although clear,

and a sediment in the bottom of the tub. I suppose the sediment to be the
silver thrown down ; but is it necessary to get the water white to get all the
silver out ? Although black, it has been beautifully clear for weeks. "—In
reply : 1. Coat the glass with varuish or collodion in which aurine or, prefer-

ably, chrysoidine has been dissolved.—2. If a further addition of liver of

sulphur does not produce turbidity the whole of the silver has been precipi-

tated. The sediment at the bottom of the cask is sulphide of silver.

A. A. C. asks :
" How many grains of gold (actual gold) are there in a fifteen-

grain tube of the chloride ? I liave been making some of the latter according
to Mr. Forrest's iiistnictions in this year's British Journal Photographic
Almanac. He there states that a lialf sovereign will make one hundred and
twenty grains of chloride ; now, as the half sovereign weighs about sixty to

sixty-one grains, this makes the reaction at variance with the atomic weights
of gold and chlorine. Sixty grains of gold should, theoretically, m.ake about
ninety to ninety-two grains of the cliloride. Then, again, in many fifteen-

grain tubes of gold there is a printed label to the effect that the contents are

guaranteed to contain seven grains of pure gold ; surely they should contain

ten grains of that substance. Again, if a half sovereign only really makes
ninety grains it is cheaper to buy Aj CI3 ready made, whereas Mr. Forrest
shows a saving of forty per cent, by making it at home."—In reply : It is

impossible to say how many grains of gold there are in a commercial fifteen-

grain tube of chloride of gold. If it be guariinteed to contain seven grains, of

course it should contain that quantity. A half sovereign weighs about sixty-

one gi'ains, but it must be borne in mind that only fifty-six of this is really

gold, the remainder being alloy ; hence a half sovereign will yield eighty-six

grains of pure chloride, the intrinsic value of which is ten shillings. How-
ever, chemically pure chloride of gold is not an article of commerce, it always
contains free acid and water. If it be a double salt, say of soda or potassium
and gold, then the other constituent must be estimated for. On page 805 of
our volume for last year our correspondent will find an article on the subject.

Bkgatta puts the following questions : "1. When paper negatives are oiled

the oil spoils the resulting picture. Is there any skin or transparent film

which might be placed between the sensitised paper and negative ? if so,

where can it be obtiiined, and at what price *(—2. Is the process of dry plate

making one which retpiires great skill ? Must the room in whicli the glass is

coated with the emulsion be absolutely free from all actinic light ? I mean
more so than an ordinary dark room. Is it cheaper in the end for an
amateur to make or buy dry plates of a large size ?—3. Large dry plates are
sold at very high rates ; are the paper negatives of recent invention sold at

the same rate or cheaper than glass plates ?—4. It sometimes happens when '

enlarging that the heat from the lantern is so excessive as to cause the film

of the negative to crack or blister ; how can this be avoided i—5. How
should the lenses in an ordinary combination portrait tube be arranged ? or,

in other words, what is the order in which the lenses are placed ?"—Reply :

I. A thin film of gelatine may be interposed ; this will probably avert the
evil. Thin sheets of gelatine may be obtained from most fancy box makers.—2. The light in the room must be perfectly non-actinic. Some little skill

and judgment is required in making dry plates. With regard to the cost,

this will of course depend upon the value our correspondent sets upon his
time. Unless he uses a large number of plates he will find it far che<aper to
pui'chase them than set up the appliances for making them.—3. Paper is the
less costly.—4. A glass tank containing a solution of alum interposed will

stop oft' a large amount of the heat.—5. The portrait combination should be
used without alteration, but arranged so that the back lens is next the nega-
tive to be enlarged.

«

Photographic Club.—Tlie subject for discussion at the next meeting,
September 14, 1887, will be on Simple Cameras. Saturday outing at Rick-
mansworth. Train, Moorgate-street at ten minutes past two o'clock.

A Correspondent sends us the following ;
—" Necessity is the mother of

invention. A photographer in the north of London, suffering a drought of
feeble trade and superfluity in family, while possessing but a little faded
memorial card to his best and only lens, still persists in placarding his studio
with an announcement, 'Children taken instantaneously.' This ' speciiilty,'

and all other work, is made by a portrait combination consisting of a small
lens from a cheap telescope mounted in a battered condensed milli tin tied to
the camera by string, the whole covered from the gaze of the curious by a
browny black shawl. A fact. Ye lovers of expensive lenses, please note !

"
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AN UNSUSPECTED CAUSE OF FADING.
During the post year several examples of fading in silver

prints, soniowluit extraordinary in character, have been brought

under our notice. We rnay, in commencing, explain that we
have used the terra extraordinary because, at first sight, and

with the data supplied, it was difficult to account for such

rapid fading as that in question. But when, however, the

facts were incjuired into, there was really no mystery in the

luatter, and a little consideration would iiave sliown, to any

one conversant with the subject, that what occurred was pre-

cisely what might have been anticipated—indeed, it could

not well have been otherwise.

The particular pliase of fading now in view is that where

prints whicli have been mounted sliow spots in a few weeks

afterwards, and in some cases even in a few days, and in

a very short time this is followed by unmistakable fading

generally, while corresponding prints wliich were left im-

mounted have showed no evidence of deterioration. Under
ordinary conditions, the natural inference would be that the

cause of the evil rested witli the mounting boards, and in

every case we find it has really been attributed to them.

However, a careful examination in one or two cases, at least,

has shown tliat although the mounts could not be pronounced

all that could be desired, perhaps, in the way of purity, still

they did not contain anything like sufficient deleterious matter

to account, per se, for the prints fading so rapidly as they did.

Having proved that in some cases the reason for the fading

could not be assigned to the mounts, the next thing was to

ascertain what was the mounting material that had been

employed. This solved the apparent mystery. In every case

it had been glue, and that, too, of the most unsuitable kind

for mounting photographs. The different samples sent us,

though not identical, wei-e all of a very similar character, and

had, jirobably, been selected on account of their pale colour

and transparent appearance. The class of glue is that sold at

different shops under different names, such as Cologne glue,

refined glue, extra fine glue, &c. In general appearance it is

intermediate between glue and a common gelatine, and it is

usually met with in cakes or flakes somewhat smaller than

those of ordinary gelatine, and is, we are told, usually of

foreign manufacture. It is somewhat higher in price than

Scotch or French glue of the better kinds.

When soaked in cold water, each of the samples (for they

all beliaved very much the same) swelled up nearly as much
as a good gelatine would do, and communicated to the water

a by no means pleasant odour, indicating that incipient de-

composition had set up during its manufiicture. They each

made a very adhesive solution; indeed, for the purposes to

which glue is usually employed, it was of excellent quality.

On testing the solution with litmus paper it proved to bo

strongly acid.

A solution, made to a consistence suitable for mounting

purposes, after standing a day or two became thoroughly

decomposed and liquefied, and gave off a very offensive smell.

Tliis woidd not have been the ease with a moderately good

gelatine. Notwithstanding the decomposition, the solution

still retained the greater portion of its adhesive properties.

In this state it is, of course, fiir easier to use, because it has

lost its setting qualities, and for this reason, .as we found,

it was often preferred to a solution freshly prepared. One of

the samples supplied by a correspondent was the mountant

itself in the condition in which it is used, and it was then in

a semi-liquid state from decomposition. Of course, when this

kind of material is used for mounting even carefully fixed

prints on pure mounts, it is not difficult to see why they should

rapidly fade. But what shall be said if the prints themselves

happen to be but imperfectly fixed or washed, and at the same

time the mounts contain some deleterious matter] In such

cases the extreme fugitiveness of some mounted prints over

corresponding ones kept inimounted is easily accounted for.

It would be a libel on photographers, or professional

photograph mounters, to suggest for a moment that they

would employ any such material as that alluded to. Yet

we find tiiat it is often used by tliose who have no prac-

tical acquaintance with photography and its requirements.

Stationers and others who sell photographic scraps, oftea

purchase tlie prints— those produced abroad especially— un-

mounted and mount them themselves as their customei-s

require. It is such as these who have brought the subject

under our notice, and in every instance they have condemned

the mounts as being the cause of the fugitiveness, or the prints

tliemselves. The subject has proved an interesting one for

inquiry, as we have found, strange as it may appear, that

acid and decomposed glue or gelatine is by no means un-

frequently employed for mounting photographs. As we havo

said before, it is easy to use, and the users are apparently

ignorant of the pernicious effect it must necessarily exert

upon the photograph.

Now, if this kind of thing exists to any great extent—and

we sincerely trust it does not—it is easy to conceive how many

reputations may suffer. For example, if the prints issued by

such houses as those of Bedford, Frith, Wilson, Valentine,

and others, who publish prints unmounted were mounted in

a similar way to those just alluded to, they could scarcely be

expected to fare, in the end, any better. Furthermore, the

credit of the mount maker may also suffer, for the very general
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assumption, when mounted photographs fade or become spotty

while corresponding ones remain unchanged, is, and usually

has been, that the mounts contain something which has

wrought the mischief.

Gelatine, as we have often said, is one of the best mountants

that can be employed for photographs, but, of course, it must

be free from impurities, and also from decomposition at the

time it is used,

SULPHITES IN CONJUNCTION WITH PYRO.

I.

In response to several letters received since we wrote last week

on PyrogaUic Acid and its Preservation we return to the sub-

ject, with a view of giving clear and explicit directions how to

proceed in the matter of using the various preservatives in

vogue, about which there appears to exist a good deal of

uncertainty.

There is nothing at all ambiguous about the ordinary formula

nor in the instructions given with regard to mixing, but a few

words may be said on the subject of the usually accepted

proportions of pyrogallic acid and sulphite of soda. These are

one ounce of pyro to four of sulphite, and when used with a

sufficient quantity of water to make a ten \>er cent, solution no
better proportions could be adopted. Bu{ one thing must be

borne in mind, namely, that it is not the proportion of sulphite

to pyvo that is of importance, but of sulphite to water. It

appears that a certain strength of sulphite solution is needful
in order to perform efficiently the duties of a preservative ; it

matters very little what is the strength per ounce of the pyro-

gallol, the sulphite should be nearly at the point of saturation,

and then the solution will retain its powers as well as its

freedom from colour for a very long period. Thus it will bo
noticed that though the stock ten per cent, solution of pyro
with the corresponding proportion of sulphite will remain un-
coloured, as we have said, for a lengthened period, as soon as it

is diluted to developing strength it commences to oxidise and
discolour, showing very clearly that when the strength of the
sulphite is reduced it ceases to possess the power of protecting
the pyro, though the relative proportions of the two remain
unchanged.

it is important to remember this, because many operators
have a fanciful way of mixing their developing solutions, being
desirous apparently of acting diftereutly from everybody else.

Many individuals, for instance, of our acquaintance prefer to
make their solutions not in concentrated or ten per cent, form,
but just double the normal developing strength, so tliat by
mixing equal parts the developer is ready for use. Apart from
the inconvenience arising from the comparatively large bulk of
solutions this entails, it is obvious that the strength of the
sulphite is very far below the point of saturation, and that
therefore its preservative power is very inferior, and, indeed, it

is found necessary to constantly make tlie pyro solution fresh
when required. The system, we admit, is a convenient one,
but in working it it is necessary to keep the more concentrated
solution as the "stock," to be diluted when needed for the
working solution.

The standard strength of ten per cent, for the pyro has been
selected from motives of convenience, and it may be made up
with a cold saturated solution of sulphite, when the relative
proportions of pyro and sulphite will be approximately 1:4.
But if a stronger solution of pyro be preferred we must neces-
tardy, though still adhering to the saturated solution, reduce

the proportion of the sulphite to pyro, and this may be done
without in the slightest degree decreasing the keeping pro-

perties of the solution. On the other hand, if the strength of

the stock pyro solution is to be lower than ten per cent., the

sodium sulphite must still be kept as before, and consequently

its proportion is increased relatively to that of pyro.

These considerations become of importance if, as many allege,

sodium sulphite exercises a retarding influence on development,

for obviously the smaller the quantity that will satisfactorily

preserve the pyro the better will be the result, or, in other

words, the more concentrated the stock solution of pyro, the less

prc'iounced will be the ill effects, if any, of the sulphite.

We have, however, repeatedly expressed the opinion that no

such retarding action exists in the case of pure sulphite, but

that where it is observed it is due to the employment of a

sample of that salt that has become largely converted into

sulphate, or else to the over acidification with citric acid.

Samples of sulphite vary very greatly, though they are, as a

rule, much more uniform and of better quality than when the

salt was first brought into general photographic use. The
newly created demand apparently brought into the market

a very inferior and unstable preparation, which frequently

crumbled into a soft powder in a few days, even in a stoppered

bottle. In strong contrast to these was a sample obtained by

us from a pharmaceutical chemist, some ten years ago, for use

in connexion with the hydrosulphite developer, and which

remained unchanged up to two or three years ago, when we
used up the last of it in testing it experimentally against a

freshly made specimen. Recently the article supplied by

photographic chemists has regained much of the old quality,

and as a rule is to be relied upon.

Where this is the case no trouble whatever need be ex-

perienced in its use. All that is requisite is to make a hot

saturated solution and allow it to cool, to render it very faintly

acid, but not with citric acid, and to filter. We have a strong

preference for sulphurous acid for this purpose, and it may be

obtained in solution at almost any dispensing chemist's. The

strongest solution obtainable has a specific gravity of about

1 '045, and contains a little under ten per cent, of real acid,

but the preparation obtainable at the ordinary chemist's is not

likely to have that strength nor to bo very uniform in quality.

For the purpose of neutralising the free alkali contained in

the sulphite its strength is immaterial, as litmus paper will

save all troublesome calculations.

It has been shown by Admiral Moucliez (and in the Annuaire du

Bureau des Lonyitudes a neat little eug-raving; of the effect is given)

how far removed from the simple operixtion it is usually supposed to

te is the measurement of star distances upon pliotograpliic charts,

and Dr. Pntcliard made some observations upon the same subject at

the British Association meeting. He showed that the image of a star

produced under certaiu usual conditions consisted of a scries of black

dots, joined by intervals less dense. He found by experimental

measurements that a bright star would be accurately repi'eseuted on

the plate if its image were, during the greater portion of the exposure,

screened from acting upon the plato by the interposition of a stop of

some land.

Apropos of the subject of astrouomical photography, it may be noted

that it possesses one advantage of a very important nature over eye

observations, in tliat the lenses of a telescope are free from the want
of liomogeneity of structure that distinguishes the lens of the liunian

eye. Whatever the amplification obtained, be it small or large, the

photographic plate records it accurately, while witli the eye, unless
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the magnification reach a cei-tnin limit, according to the focus of the

object class, clear vision cannot bo obtained, as rays of light would
appear to be thrown out by the image, just as a bright star appears to

do when viewed by the naked eye. Then, again, the extent of magni-
fying power that may be applied is, in the opposite direction, governed

by the condition of the atmosphere. Unless the latter be very good,
the highest magnifying power is unavailable ; and the larger the

telescope, the more frequent do such limitations interfere with its use,

mitil with instruments on such a scale as the Lick telescope its greatest

possibilities may not bo utilised on more than a few nights in a year.

Tiiu current number of La Nature contains an article upon dark
vnims, which is illustrated by a number of neat engravings of fur-

niture and apparatus. "We have, first, a developing table showing an
automatic rocker for plates; then a dark room lamp with transparent

bottom allowing the light to fall upon a mirror whicli reflects it

I through the negative to the operator by the help of a dish made of

clear glass. Under the notion tliat it is necessary to use a toning

bath absolutely clear, and that the inexperienced operator would
not be able to jwrform the operation of decanting with success, an
srrangeracut is shown for doing this by mechanical means. The
solution is contained in a jar fitted with a projecting neck at its lower

part ; into this neck is fitted a corlc containing a glass tube bent at

right angles. Wlien the solution is not needed, the tube, whioli is

movable, is fixed upright ; but when it is desired to draw off some of

the contents the tube is turned to a horizontal position, and the liquid

flows out. It is in effect simply a cheap substitute for a glass tap.

Finally, we have a washing trough for prints and a drying apparatus

in which to suspend them, neither piece of apparatus possessing any

I

features of novelty.

f As tho time is approaching when photo-micrography will again

; interest its votaries, we may here make a note of a method of

treating polyzoa and other low forms of animal life to put them in

a suitable state for being photographed. It is stated that by di'opping

a few crystals of chloral hydrate in water in which the polyps have

been placed the creatures become insensible—narcotised in fact^and
can then be placed in alcohol. It is claimed for this process that by
its means the polyps may be retained as a specimen in a permanently
expanded condition, by which means its full beauty of structure

is exhibited.

How to blacken brasswork is a topic of perennial interest, and a
query that we may always be sure of having put to us before the
lapse of a long period of time. A correspondent of a scientific con-
temporary, writing from Chicago, repeats some old instructions, and
states that the plan he recommends is superior to all others. His
instructions are to dissolve a little copper -wire in nitric acid, taking
care to have the wire in excess; then dilute with water, apply to tlie

brass with a brush, heat strongly until the nitrate turns black, wipe
oft and slightly oil.

Mn. Kand. CaI'KON, in his Plea fur the Rainhand, gives a full descrip-

tion of an instrument for weatlier foretelling which deserves a greater

publicity than it yet appears to have had— Klinkerfue's weather
compass. The compass is an ingenious combination of aneroid baro-

meter, string hygrometer, and a wind scale, and gives its indications

in a single reading, not requiring the collocation of a set of observa-

tions. The working arrangement is such that in dry-air conditions

the hygrometer string acts with the aneroid for a rise, and in moist

weather against it, the two instruments tlius combining in a joint

reading depending on the variation of each. Definite instructions for

use are sent out with each instrument, with particulars for setting

it according to the barometer or to the prevailing weather sign. The
great sensitiveness to hygrometric changes is seen if the back of the

instrument be breathed upon; the motion of the index may then be

observed instantly. Such a handy little apparatus, particularly to the

possessor of a pocket spectroscope, ought to be of real service in pro-

jected photographic expeditions.

Fob tho purposes of the printer who makes his own chloride of gold,

and desires first to obtain the pure metal, its precipitation from

solution of waste or of alloyed gold is generally recommended to b«
carried out by sulphate of iron, or sometimes by oxalic acid. In
a recent number of the Chemical Xewa the various methods of

precipitation were examined, and preference given to proceesea of

decided novelty. The writers, Ilerren Hoffman and Kriiss, state that

by means of sulphurous acid the gold is thrown down both quickly and
thorouglily. The acid, in solution, is added to tlie dissolved gold, and
the whole heated for half an hour ; at the end of tho time the gold is

all precipitated, and can be filtered off without delay, a rapidity

which is not permissible by the ordinary means, as any one who is

familiar with tho process well knows. Tliere is also avoided all

trouble in getting rid of iron as in precipitation with iron salts, and
all loss by spirting which may take place when oxalic acid is used,

though this latter is a loss more of interest to the analyst than the

photographer.

The greatest yield of gold was obtained when freshly precipitated

oxide of mercury was used. The solution is mixed with the oxide,

placed in a water bath, and heated, with the result that the gold pre-

cipitate collects ia the very unusual form of a gelatinous mass,

LANTERN SLIDES ON GELATINE PLATES.
I.

A FEW weeks ago, in the Joubnal, for August 12, Mr. W. I. Chad-
wick, in the course of an article on Stereoscopic IViotography, expresses

the opinion that gelatine plates are unsuitable for lantern slides, and
as he is an authoritj- on the subject, it may be worth while to inquire

if, and how far, he is correct in his allegation. I may at once say for

my own part, that wliile I believe Mr. Chadwick may be in the maift

accurate, so far as he goes, I do not see any reason why gelatine

plates should not make, I will not say as good slides as can be got

with collodion, but at least as good as many that are so produced.

It will save trouble if I quote in full the charge Mr. Chadwick
makes against gelatine plates, as I can then more readily analyse it

and show where the faults lie. He says—page .OOi—" I will go so

far as to say gelatino-bromide plates of anybody's make (commercial

ones) are uusiiited for making lantern slides; they are not clear

enough or transparent enough without being hard, and if you do

make them soft, they are veiled and flat, and, therefore, unsuited to

the lantern." This statement is clear and explicit enough, and shows

precisely what the author finds fault with in gelatine plates. Coming
from such a source the condemnation is very severe, and may tend to

prevent many amateurs, who miglit otherwise do so, from using

gelatine plates for tho purpose, their advantage over collodion in point

of rapidity being so palpable that there are few who would not

employ them if the results attainable were anything like equal to

collodion.

I shall endeavour shortly to point out how and why gelatine plates

do fail in the respects mentioned by Mr. Chadwick, and how it is the

fault of circumstances rather than of necessity; and as the lantern

slide season among amateurs is approaching, I sliall sliow them how
they may economise their time and opportunities by unng gelatine

instead of collodion, and at tho same time produce results whiuh,

except in tone, perhaps, are little inferior.

This one advantage of rapidity is, perhaps, of greater importance

in lantern slide making than those who have never worked that

branch of photography would imagine. The work is usually per-

formed at the worst time of the year for light, and the amateur's

hours of recreation only, as a rule, permit him to use the worst of

that or else artificial light ; in either case, the gain in Iwing able to usj

gelatine is most appreciable. As an example of tho kind of exposures

given with collodion emulsion plates, 1 may mention that a friend of

mine, a well-known and successful worker of washed collodion

emulsion, both for landscape and lantern work, used to adopt tha

practice of setting a plate to expose in the camera for the latter

purpose before starting for business in the morning, and leaving it

until he reached home in the eveniiig. Of course, for contact work,

the case is very different, but how few of our negatives are suitable

for printing by contact!

Well, to turn to Mr, Cbadwick's chargi's, In the first place, ho
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confines his strictures to commercial plates, and though there are

several makers of gelatino-bromide who send out a special plate for

lantern slides, I am bound to say that on the points mentioned by Mr.

Chadwick none that I have tried can come up to collodion. Tliis is

from no want of care on the part of the manufacturer, nor is it from

anv want of capacity on the part of gelatine to give clearness and

transparency in conjunction with softness, but it is rather, to my mind,

the effect of working upon a commercial rather than upon a small

scale. What 1 mean is, that where the very highest perfection is

required, it is impossible, working on a commercial scale, to give that

minute and, so to say, individual care to little matters that an amateur

can who is working small quantities for his own use ; it is on the

same principle that the private tutor produces better results in special

cases than class teaching. As regards the qualities of sensitiveness,

and especially uniformity, no doubt the large maker has greatly the

advantage of the amateur, but in the matter of mechanical perfection

the latter, I think, has the best of it. Uefen-ing to this very point,

one of our largest commercial plate makers remarked to]me some years

ago, " Your plates ought to be immaculate."

For a moment we will set on one side the chemical part of the

question, and consider only the physical differences between collodion

and gelatine. Take a film of plain collodion and one of gelatine of the

strength ordinarily employed in emulsion, and compaie the two. The
collodion when dried upon glass exhibits to the eye not the slightest

sign of its presence either by colour or structure. Under the micro-

scope, no doubt, it does show a strongly marked structural character,

but the power necessary is infinitely greater than any that is brought
to bear by the lantern. Take the dried gelatine film, however, and it

wiU be seen that though, perhaps, perfectly colourle.ss in the extremely
thin layer it presents, it is distinctly visible to the eye from the
" varnishy " sort of surface it possesses, and the innumerable, ex-
cessively minute specks formed in the film in drying, and resembling
the pores of the skin. I am speaking of a layer of gelatine which has
been dissolved in distilled water and filtered through filter paper,

and not to one in which mechanical defects from dust and similar

causes exist.

Such a film, when held before the eye, though it may possess no
appreciable colour, and be practically as transparent as glass, produces
tlie same effect upon objects seen through it that a poor quahty of
window glass does, and cannot, therefore, be an improvement to the
definition of an image formed upon or in it. The intensity of the
defect varies with different kinds of gelatine, and with the quantity
used—the harder kinds, and especially those liable to the fault known
as "pitting," being the worst offenders; but many of these are
otherwise among the best that can be employed on account of their

clearness and freedom from colour. The softer gelatines, and especially
natural isinglass obtained direct from the dried swimming-bladder of
the sturgeon, are the best in point of freedom from structure, but
their slowness in setting and liability to frill and dissolve in develop-
ment are great objections. The isinglass, too, possesses a peculiarity
which can scarcely be looked upon as an advantage ; the dried flakes,

when placed to soak in water, exhibit a beautiful play of iridescent,

nacreous colours like mother-of-pearl, and after solution, and when the
jelly has set, these colours are transformed into a pale opaline tint
almost fluorescent in its character.

This fault may be considered a purely mechanical one, but the next
I shall mention partakes of a physico-chemical character, the result
being produced by cliemical means, tliough partly induced by the
physical nature of tlie gelatine. Most, if not all, gelatines contain
lime, either as an essential element in their composition or contracted
in the process of manufacture. Some of the hardest and whitest
samples are the worst in this respect, being very strongly contaminated
with lime. So long, however, as the lime is present in a soluble
form, its presence is of little moment, but as soon as it is converted
into any of the insoluble forms, as oxide, carbonate, oxalate, citrate,
or sulphate of calcium, it makes itself unpleasantly apparent by the
opalescence it gives to the gelatine. When once transformed into
the insoluble condition in the body of the gelatine, it is almost im-
possible to completely eliminate it ; dilute hydrochloric or nitric acid
will remove some of the opalescence, but not all, and here is one more
cause of the diminished clearness and transparency of gelatine films.

Among the causes that may intensify this form of dtjfect may be

mentioned contact with caustic or carbonated alkaUes, which by

separating the lime in the form of oxide or carbonate from the soluble

calcium salt converts it into the objectionable form. In development,

therefore, we may always expect to create a certain amount of

opalescence if the gelatine be strongly charged with calcium salts,

provided the precipitation has not occurred earlier, for another

strong cause of this reduction is found in prolonged contact with

ordinary spring or tap water and its impurities. If the gelatine of

which an emulsion is made contains soluble calcium salts and it he

washed in ordinary water, the result will be a reaction in which those

salts are rendered insoluble by the action of the carbonates and sul-

phates contained in the water, and, in addition, a further supply of

lime and probably also of baryta is derived from the water itself.

With an emulsion made by the ordinary methods of boiling or

digestion, the degree of opalescence thus created is not very great,

and certainly not sufficient to injuriously affect the plates for negative

purposes, though it mars the clearness of a lantern slide. But if we
turn to an emulsion made with ammonia the case is far different, and

the opalescence in that case may become a matter of serious objection,

even in a negative; for under these circumstances the ammonia acts as

a sort of trap for the lime contained in the washing water, throwing it

down in the insoluble form in the mass of emulsion itself, and were it

not that it is to a great extent soluble in the fixing bath, the deposit of

lime thus obtained would entirely destroy the transparency of the

negative. Some time ago, when experimenting with a formula in

which a carbonate was used instead of ammonia for giving sensitive-

ness, I was so struck with'this peculiarity that I tried to utilise it for

the production of matt surface transparencies, to do away with the

necessity for ground-glass.

It follows from what I have said, that the amateur who wishes to

make gelatine plates that will be suitable for lantern slides, must

most carefully select his gelatine in the first place, must free it from

all mechanical faults by thorough filtration, and avoid using too thick

a film, and so introducing other mechanical defects. He must also

so arrange his methods of treating the emulsion, that as far as possible

the deposition of insoluble lime in the gelatine is prevented, and the

brightness and transparency of the emulsion retained intact. It is

here that the amateur has the advantage over the large manufacturer,

for he can, by using distilled water for every operation, or by utilising

one or other of the precipitation processes of emulsification scarcely

available on a commercial scale, avoid entirely the access of lime to

the emulsion during the process of manufacture.

I now come to the last portion of Mr. Ohadwick's charge, namely,

that gelatine transparencies " are not clear enough or transparent

enough without being hard, and if you do make them soft they

are veiled and flat." I must say that such has not been my experience

with gelatine plates, commercial or otherwise, that have been specially

made for transparency purposes ; but I am quite prepared to endorse

it if Mr. Chadwick is referring, as I think he must be, to the ordinary

commercial landscape plate. The fact is that if you want a gelatine

plate that will make good transparencies, you mu.st prepai'e it specially.

It is not a debatable point, or a mere question of taste or opinion as

in the case of slow versus rapid plates for general work, but it is a

downright and incontrovertible fact that rapid plates from their very

nature will not make clear and soft transparencies. The sensitive

film is in such a delicate state of equilibrium tliat the exposure and

development necessai'y to produce half tone and softness cannot stop

short of veiling the shadows, the line of demarcation is too tine, the

plate too delicate for the treatment. In fact, to obtain clear shadows

you must under expose and so lose softness, or else sacrifice clearness

to harmony, in either of which cases the result must be inferior.

How far those manufacturers who supply a special lantern plate

modify their ordinary methods of working in their production I am

unable to say, but I am convinced that by adopting every precaution

and working carefully upou a small scale, a better result can be ob-

tained than any I have yet met with ; and I shall endeavour, in

another article, to give clear working details, both as to formulas and

methods of treatment. Though, be it understood, I do not promise

better results from gelatine than can be got with collodion, still in

view of the immensely greater rapidity of gelatine, the amateur will

find it conduce to his convenience to employ it in preference.

The emulsions I shall describe constitute what would be termed
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"slow," vrlien speaking of gelatine, though still many times more
rapid than collodion, especially in a bad light; and tliey have this

additional advantage, in virtue of their slowness, that they are easier

to prepare and requirt^ fewer precautions than tlie more rapid forms,

and hence may be attempted by those who have not hitherto taken
up emulsion making. \V. B. Bolton.

CAMERA MAKING IN JAPAN.
In considering what to write home from a foreign land, one can only
assume that what has interested oneself will interest others. It is on
this assumption that I write about camera making in Japan. I take,
myself, a very great interest in observing the use of tools of almost any
kind, and in noticing the difference in tiie method of use by different

people ; and as the manner in which the Japanese use many tools is

totally different from anything I have been accustomed to see, it has
been particularly interesting to me.
The excursion to the camera maker was made in the following

circumstances. An officer of one of the American men-of-war in

Jedo harbour, having called and introduced himself as an amateur
photographer, mentioned that ho was having a camera made by
Japanese workmen. We decided to go to the workshop and see how
the work was progressing, so we made our way to the Kegent-streot
of Tokio—the "Shimbashi," I think it is called, but Japanese names
will not stick in ray head. Here was the dealer's shop. Most
Japanese shops occupy the front part of the ground-floor—which is

frequently the only floor, the houses being two storeys high at the
most. The shop is separated from the street only by sliding shutters
which are removed in the daytime, leaving the whole front quite open.
The floor is raised about eighteen inches from the ground ; it is covered
witli straw mats, the li"^hter wares are piled on it, others are stacked
round the sides. On the mats sit (or rather " squat," as I described
in a previous communication) the whole of the family, every member,
as a rule, engaged in some land of work, for the selhng shop is

generally the workshop, too, and what is to be sold is made on the
premises. This particular shop is an exception, however—there is a
workshop separate from it.

The dealer has a stock that would do Tery fair credit to a provincial
dealer in England. lie has a particularly good selection of lenses,

amongst them a portrait lens, the largest but one that I have ever seen.

Itisonly a six-inch lens, but the brasswork is disproportionately massive.
It is of the old-fashioned, very long focus, and is, altogether, a colossal

instrument. It is by a French maker quite unknown to me, and as

the dealer -wants 20/. for it, I fear it may be on his hands for a very
long time. If, however, any English photographer has a desire to

purchase it, I do not mind acting as his agent.
I first attempt to transact a little piece of business of my own. I

have left tlie flange of one of my lenses in England. Has the dealer
got one that will tit my lens, or will he make one ? Our attempts to

exprcM this sentiment in Japanese—with much use of a vocabulary

—

result merely in " arimasen," uttered with great politeness. This means
that he has not got what I want, and we are both equally incapable of
explaining—even with the assistance of the vocabularj-—that if ho
has not got one he might make one. We are relieved of our difficulty

by one of the Universitv students, who, passing at the time, consents
to act as interpreter. The dealer says he can make a flange, but adds,
with becoming modesty, that he will do it very badly, and that it will

take him a fortnight to do. It has taken him more than a month, but
I must say, to his credit, that he has made a very good flange. More-
over, he has charged only lialf-a-crown for his luontli's work.
The business in the store finished, we make our way to the work-

shop. It is on the first floor, up a flight of steps which are something
between a ladder and a staircase, and which it would be remarkably
easy to fall down.
The worksliop is a room perhaps twenty feet square, the floor all

covered with straw mats. We are accommodated with chairs. This
is an unexpectefl and certainly a pleasant advantage. We had looked
to sitting on the floor, and accommodating our lower limbs as best
we could.

^
.\nd now to give some idea of the manner of working, if possible.

There are four carpenters in the shop ; each squats on the floor with
his bench—or what takes the place of the bench—and his smoking
gear beside him.
The bench is nothing more than a flat board of hard wood, the

dimensions some three or four feet long, about eighteen inches wide,
and an inch thick. It lies directly on the straw mats. The smoking
gear consists of a stoneware bowl, which is filled with wood ash, in
the centre of which a few embers of charcoal are kept always alight.

The bowl stands in a square box, in one comer of which also" stands a

short piece of bamboo, into which is knocked tlw tobacco aah after
smoking. The pipe has a wooden stem and » metal mouthpiece and
bowl, the latter very diminutive. A pinch of tobacco i« put into the
bowl, the bowl is thrust amongst the live embers, a single puff, or at
most two, are taken, the ash is knocked out of the pipe info the
bamboo pot, and the smoke is over. The tobacco is the very mildeat
and is cut exceedingly fine. I think no Japanese workman is ever
without this smoking gear. Inhis work he pau.<ies every few minute*,
takes his smoke as I have described very deliberately, then returns to
his occupation. The smoke is by no means unpleasant, but would
certainly be too mild to satisfy certain photographers at home that I

could mention.
Tlie bench has no arrangement whatever for fixing the work. It

is merely the board of woc3 that I have described, without any ad-
dition whatever. That work should be turned out, on such a b-'nch,

of a quality to rival all but the very finest camera work at home, is a
thing I certainly should not have believed unless I had seen it. One
thing which enables a Japanese carpenter to get on without any ar-

rangement for fixing his work is that he uses his feet as well as his

hands.

It is doubtless mostly due to practice, but also in great measure to

the foot-gear used by the Japanese, that they can use their toes to grip
in a manner wliicli Europeans could not imitate at all. The foot-gear
consists either of straw sandals or wooden clogs—the latter generally
mere thick slabs of hard wood—wliich are held on the feet each by a
thick cord which passes up between the big toe and the one next to it,

bifurcates just over the toes, and joins the sandal or clog again at each
side of the heel. The foot is thus never cramped or distorted as with
us, and the toes can be freely used. A Japanese tailor holds his cloth

with his toes, and a carpenter holds and turns about his wood with
his feet. I was about to say that he manipulated it, but this, I pre-

sume, would not be allowable.

The tools are much more simple than ours. The hammer is merely
a cylindrical mass of iron with a transverse round hole through which
the handle passes. The saw is merely a strip of steel with serrated

edge, and with a " tang " whereby it is fixed into a round handle Uke
a cliisel handle, much as we fix a file at home. The work is done by
the upward or drawing stroke.

The plane is, in general form, somewhat like ours, but the wooden
portion is much thinner—shallower from top to bottom—and the
knife is inserted much nearer one end than with us. It is unlike our
planes in that there is no second adjustable iron, and that there

18 no wedge for fixing the iron. The iron is just in the form of a
chisel, and is held in position bj- friction against the sides. With the

plane, as with the saw, the work is done by pulling or drawing, not
by pushing. The knife is fi.xed near the end which goes in advance
as the plane is drawn along. One would suppose that with such a
primitive tool only rough work could be done, but the very reverse is

the case. I have seen a Japanese carpenter do what anyone who has

ever practised carpentry will know is by no means an easy thing. I

have seen him take out of the middle of a board of hard wood a thin,

dehcate shaving several feet long and the whole width of the plane

iron. One reason, perhaps, why such good work is done with the

Japanese plane is, that unless the edge of the knife is kept in very

good condition the tool will not work at all. It is, therefore, kept as

shai-p as a razor, a deal of time being consumed in the very frequent

setting of it.

One result of the simple construction of the Japanese plane is that

a carpenter thinks nothing of making a special plane for any piece of

moulding or such like work that he may have to do. These are some-

times very minute. I have seen them only about an inch and a half

long, and three-eighths of an inch wide. It thus comes that much of

the work done by us with gauges, chisels, &c., is done by the Japanese

with the plane.

None of the other tools that I noticed differed greatly from those

used at home, e.\cept in being rougher and less finished in appearance.

The work that was being done was merely the exact copying of an

English camera and dark slides. At work of this kind the Japanese

are very clever, but they appear to have but little capacity for original

mechanical contrivance. They, moreover, have very little idea of

saving labour by machinery, or of division of labour. The conse-

quences are that, although they turn out work of the kind that I

have been describing cheaply—the camera was to cost about one halt

what it would cost at home—they would turn it out no more cheaply if

goods were manufactured on a large scale. If a thousand dark slides

were to be made, each one would be made precisely as the first, one

workman doing the whole of the work.
It is probably due to this very fact—to the fact that the Japanese use

Uttle or no machinery, and that, as a rule, an article is made from

beginning to end by one individual—that we owe the indefinable
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nrtistic charm which there is in the commonest product of Japanese

labour. It is because each article has somethinj? of the individuality

of the worker in it.

The camera maker thought it his duty to keep us entertained as we
wntched the progress of the work, and brought up to us, one at a time,

wliat he considered the greatest treasures of liis store. He brought

first a line and very large musical box. It was of French make, but

set to play Japanesj airs—or music rather, for I have failed as yet to

lind any approach to air or melody in the Japanese singing or playing.

He next produced a Hall type-writer, afterwards various other

mechanical toys for our amusement.
The bellows of the camera was being pressed in the selling shop

by the simple expedient of piling lithographic stones on the top of it

to a height of some four or five feet.

We are already here beginning to look forward to the eclipse, which
will b3 total in great part of Japan. I hope to be at one of the

obsarvation stations, and to have something to tell English readers of

what goes on. W. K. Bchton.

HOW TO MANIPULATE THE CAMERA IN A MILITARY
MANNER.

[A OommunicAtion to the Birkenhead Photographic Association.]

In 18o8 the dying embers of the Bourbon race as Kings of France
were gradually fading out of view, caused by the rebrightening lustre

of Napoleon IH.
Prince de Jonville published a pamphlet on the invasion of England.

This was intended as a sop to the vanity of the French people, and a
loaf out of the book of the First Napoleon. The only effect it had
was to rouse the " nation of shopkeepers " to a sense of their in-

security. The Britisli nation suddenly awoke, and their force of

action was altogether independent of statesmen or legislators. Local
C3rps of volunteers sprung up in every quarter of the country, calling

upon Government to give tbera instruction in the use of instruments
of war, and coupling it witli a motto that " Defence, not Defiance

"

was tlieir aim. " The Auxiliary Forces " have now taken root, exist-

ing for no less a period than thirty years, and may be said to be a
permanent institution.

In the month of May, 1859, 1 became a member of the First Che-
shire Volunteers, and underwent the process of drill, and in the course
of a few weeks afterwards had the honour to present arms to the
Queen and Prince Albert as they passed through Chester to the seat
of the late Lord Penrhyn. I was then an ardent disciple of the
collodion process. During the Crimean War in 18")4, Government sent
out Mr. Fenton to photograph the scenes of tlie war, and his pictures
sent home gave a vivid idea of what a terrible thing war really was.
For forty years peace had lulled us to a false repose, and the old
veterans of the age of the First Napoleon with their experience had
nearly died out. We found we had the men, but we had lost our
Wellingtons and our Nelsons as leaders of a heroic band. In later
periods, the Americans, during their war, made the camera do great
and good worlc. Mr. Skaife, an enterprising inventor, about the same
time brought out a Pistolgraph that gave pictures one inch square

—

enlargements were not much in vogue in those davs—and after a
short popularity it died amidst a galaxy of attractive novelties.

Military drill has two advantages in a photographic sense : firstly,
its exercise of judging distances; secondly, rifle drill up to three
hundred yards from the shoulder, and, after this distance, in Ifneeling
position—thus givinjj a firm set to the body in process of firing.
There are also considerable advantages in looking steady at the
target before raising the rifle to the shoulder.
Now to carry this out photographically with the camera, having

undergone the necessary drill, jou must provide yourself with a
" finder," which almost every amateur possesses, on the focussing glass
of which you must draw lines in squares, so that each square will
represent one square inch of the sensitive plate, keeping the centre
object as the centre of the picture, having previously engraved on the
flat rack of your camera the exact points of focus, say, up to thirty
yards, for after that there is truly no focus. Lock the distance de-
termined upon with the thumbscrew of the horizontal bar, uncover
the dark slide, shoulder the camera, observe the focus of the finder

"^"j a^^
relative size of the picture to the squares already described,

and fire your Kershaw shutter, or any other of a light character, and
the object is secured.

Rifl
', practice beyond three hundred vards is carried out by rostin"

the body upon the heel of the right foot, with the elbow placed upon
the loft knee. This position is irksome at first, but perseverance will
ultimately enable you to do it with ease and with the utmost promp-
titude. Tills position gives great rigiditv and steadiness during the
ojicration of exposure.

To obtain all the advantages of riflo practice, I fix the "butt" of

the rifle to the under portion of the camera (through the ordinary
stand screw) ; this beds itself into the shoulder, at the same time
giving something for the hand to grip firmly, thus ensuring steadiness

of aim, and does not require any alteration of the camera for general
work.

It is almost unnecessary to state this plan ignores camera legs.

The only additional article you require is an old rifle stock, which
can be easily and quickly removed when required and placed in an
outside pocket.

I would recommend camera drill as a health developer.

Jas. Alex. Fobrest.

PAPER WARFARE.
Since Mr. J. Gale's sorrowful lamentation (vol. xxx., page 4), that
" with the ordinary silver printing on albumenised paper " he quite

failed " to get the exquisite delicacies that make up the image on the
negative," and his enunciation of the curious doctrine tliat " the

beauty of the iinished print is not proportionate to that of the finished

negative,'" much has been done in the apparent endeavour to provide
" a process," again quoting the hero of tlie famous " Swallows," " by
which all the beauty and detail of the negative can be reproduced and
retained in the finished print—a process by wliich we can print to the

required depth and then stop, and tone to the desired colour and there

finish off, without fear of tlie results of all our care and skill being

rendered null and void in the after processes." This lamentation rent

the air nearly five years ago. In the interim, platinotype, which not

even the engineers of rival products will deny is " a process by which
all the detail" (if not the beauty) " of the negative can bo reproduced
and retained in the finished print," ha^ been skilfully lifted from the

cold shade of neglect in which it then, comparatively .speaking,

languished, and manoeuvred into a commercial success. Now I think

I am correct in saying that Mr. Gale's fwte is landscape, for which
the last mentioned process is, in the estimation of many, principally

adapted ; consequently Mr. Gale's opinion of platinotype in relation to

his ideal process would be of peculiar interest . So also would Mr. Gale's

present opinion of the aforesaid lament, seeing that despite such an
emphatic expression of dissatisfaction with silver printing upon
albumenised paper in January, 188-'3, he still patronises it, and pre-

sumably finds that it fulfils his purpose passing well, in 1837.

There are always a number of people about who are anxious to

pull a thing down because it happens to be standing up. I select Mr.
Gale's case at random, and, as the legal fraternity say, without pre-

judice. He is one of many wlio have made an Aunt Sally of an old

and tried favourite without, hiippily, doing any damage. Albumenised
paper has been with us for tliirty years, and tliere have been almost

as many revolutions (.") in contact printing. Estimating the pro-

babilities of the future by past occurrences, I don't think these

eccentric epidemics are yet stamped out—on the contrary, I fancy the

malady is liliely to take a more aggravated form in the near by-and-

by. During the lustrum that has passed since Mr. Gale's lament, the

burial service has been read over home and ready sensitised paper on

an average once every three months by different celebrants, and still,

to quote the bard, it rises l'hoeni.x-like from the &c. AVriting in

strict chronological order, M. llutinet's gelatino-chloride paper was
one of the first to fling down the glove. This process gave exquisite

results under a portrait negative, and it is a sui-prise to me that it

has not survived. Then came an Acme paper, likewise an Alpha

ditto—both, I believe, gelatino-chloride papers. Of the former we
learned little, except that it precipitately swelled the bills of infant

mortality, and the latter only survived till the summer time, when it

gave up the gliost on account of a glut of sunshine in the meteoro-

logical market, and its inability to exist in any but an artificial light.

It has recently been resuscitated, but with scarcely the success

necessary to bolster up the prediction advanced at the first public

demonstration of the process that it would pulverise poor old

Albumen in double quick time. In the words of the dramatists, a

year elapses and another revolution in contact printing surfaces occurs,

for in the winter of 1884-0 (liow odd it is that these re\olutions

generally take place in the winter!) an eminent firm gave us the frui-

tion of their experiments in the shape of an excellent gelatino-chloride

paper, whereupon the albumen culte began to look blue. To-day, how-
ever, the old horse is still travelling; whilst upon a cursory glance

round the trade I do not find this partioular new rapid, kc, on tlie

market. Another interval of a year and film pliotography appeared,

bringing in its train two or three gelatino-bromide papers; and at this

moment others are en route. These papers are in little or no request

for commercial portrait and landscape contact printing—in which

connexion, bo it understood, I wish my remarks to Ije considered.
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Supplomontary to these varintions of the rusty device of coating

paper with gelntino-chloride or bromide of silver for positive results,

nro Dr. I>iesen:aii)?"s coUoJio-cliloride, and the lato Ilerr Obernotter's

jjelfttino-chloride, proeofsos, both of wliich are popular in Germany,
although they have only a handful of disciples over liere. It will

thus be seen that, coniniencing' with the awe-inapirinj^ platinotype

and finishinff with the Obernetter paper (the formula for which it is

to bo hoped is not buried with its regretted maker), albumenised paper
has had a formidable lot to " take on,"* excluding from the reckoning
many minor processes. It has come out of the conflict with credit, if

not glory ; it is still game ; and, to conclude the allegory in the refined

and courtly parlance of the ring, I think it worth standing against

the field to a good sum.
Abandoning frivol and free metaphor, however, it requires little

boldness to assert that from the point of view of public taste, sensitised

albumenised is by far the most popidar paper in commerce. Into its

technical merits and demerits, and those of its competitors, I shall not
go ; that has been done thousands of times already by abler pens,

while the entire subject of negative printing was incidentally sub-

mitted to a severe canvass in the course of the great permanency
tournament held not long »go. I simply scan the matter from the

platform of the disinterested critic. Yet, as what I am writing will

to some appear mere froth unless flavoured with the essence of an
opinion, I must confess that I rank m3'self among those stupid old

fogeys who, if called upon to make a choice, think nothing can beat a

good silver print ; the sentiment of whicli, I hope, is plain, even
though the language is a bit crusted. It seems to me that the
motley tribe of new rapid, &c., papers depends for patronage entirely

upon amateur workers. An intimate acquaintance with the economy
of many studios supports me in the companion belief that professional^,

and through them the paying public, eye them w-ith scant favour.

Good albumen prints boast an attribute dear to the heart of a dis-

criminating sitter which neither the sacred platinotype nor gelatino-

bromide possess, viz., richness and range of tone, in wliich respect

the several introductions that have been going to sweep albumen off

the face of the earth have shown, and continu» to show, singular

poverty.

On a former occasion, when the paper support for gelatine negative
emulsion was heralded with such a blare of trumpets, 1 donned the

prophet's mantle. My success has been so agreeable that 1 am induced
to consult the stars once more, and predict a Methuselalitic career for

albumenised paper. It has most, but not much, to fear from platino-

type, thanks, in a small degree, to protective restrictions and other

causes. It should never be forgotten that the success of a photo-
graph depends upon the quality of the negative and the skill of the

printer, which, though a truism, gains rather than loses by repetition.

There is no reason why the beauty of the finished print should not be
proportionate to the beauty of the finished negative—no reason, that
IS, except the incapacity of the printer. I take it that while makers
of ready sensitised paper are willing to guarantee its quality, they
do not include a supply of brains .it the same price. Perhaps that is

the reason we have so many revolutions in contact printing. Who
knows ? What great events, &c. The v ish, I suppose, beiinj father to

the thought, we are frequently assured that less sensitised albumenised
paper is sold than heretofore. The reverse is tlie fact. Also constant

reference is made to the jealously-guarded " secret " of the preserva-

tive employed. To paraphrase Mrs. Betsy I'rig, " I don't believe

there's no such thing." The real secret is that there is no secret, or,

at least, not one of greater mystery than the right salt for the
albumen, or the correct acidification after flotation on the nitrate

bath.

There is an old saying that the public like warm and purple tones.

Albumenised paper alone gives them satisfactorily. It is just as

certain that professional workers have a decided preference for a
printing out contact paper. In most of the new rapid series the image
is developed up, which is a disadvantage, as anybody who can gauge
the difficulties attendant upon tlie nice operation of exposure will

allow. Just as in negative taking I regard magnesium, electricity,

and every artificial illuminant as merely fanciful substitutes for the

solar rays, so in regard to gaslight, lamplight, &c., for direct contact

printing, I do not believe they will ever be treated other than as

occasional makeshifts for daylight. Yon may deride the latter as

you like, but it " whips" all artificial lights in point of cheapness and
economy, and if not always available between sunrise and sunset in

big towns, that is owing to our terrific consumption of coal, the bad
effects from Tv^iich the Smoke Abatement Society are going to obviate

in due course, so that we moy cenfidentl}' look forward to beholding

the apotheosis of poor, persecuted albumen witliin a measurable

distance of time. The lately Japan-ed Mr. W. K. liurton was a

staunch friend of albumen, and as I close this article I am reminded

of one from his pen that appeared in the last Aluanac, wherein be
remarks, inter alia, " It seems altogether imposablo to get on without
our old friend albumenised paper. Times out of numher it ha« been
decreed that he shall be banished tlie country, but still we have him
with us, and I believe that in spile of its many rivals it is produced
on a larger scale than it ever has been since it was first usi-d." Very
true ; and I, if I may go a step further, believe that, taken as a body,
photographers do not wish to " get on without him," and that unless
the usual revolution in contact printing which will, of course, occur
during the approaching winter eventuates differently to its numerous
predecessoi-s, they are not likely to make the attempt yet awhile.

Naturally there is a moral to be culled from these depressing failures

to oust albumenised paper from its pride of place. It is. Never be
cocksure of anything. To many impulsive seers among us a retro-

spect of the dogmatic utterances of the past five years would be alike

instructive and profitable. Wo have so often been fooled in the

matter of these revolutions thot when the next one is announced the
revolutionary must not be surprised if the salt-box is in considerable

request, and, what with scepticism on the one hand and icy indiffer-

ence on the other, he finds himself between the devil and the deep
sea. Mabston Moobk.

CHARTERHOUSE SCIENCE AND ART SCHOOLS AND
LITERARY INSTITUTE.

The Winter Session of this, one of the largest Science and Art Schools
in the United Kingdom, will commence on Saturday, October 1,

under the Presidency of the Rev. Henry Swann, M.A. During the
late session about 950 students, mostly elementary teachers, availed

themselves of the privileges afforded by this Institution, and of this

number upwards of G50 presented themselves for examination and
were successful in obtaining a large number of First Class Certificates

and also a goodly number of First and Second Class Honors Certificates

awarded by the Science and Art Department of South Kensington.
Of eight students prepared for the Lond. B.Sc. (Int.) examination,
only one student failed, the others highly distinguished themselves.

Instruction of a practical character is given in most of the sciences at

a very nominal fee; whilst in art at an equally low rate, students, under
the direction of five competent instructors, can be advanced in their

studies. Those who have leisure can at a very moderate charge attend

the day classes in art. Day classes will also be held to prepare
candidates for Matriculation (Lond.), the Clerical, Medical (including

Dental), Legal, and other Exams. Students who aim at becoming
proficient in Chemistry (organic and inorganic) have the opportunity
of worliing in a well-fitted laboratory, capable of accommodating sixty

students. Aspirants of University Honors can, at a small expense,

bo assisted in their studies. Classes for Matriculation, Latin, Greek,
French, German, Music, and Shorthand, are taught by well qualified

teachers. Opportunities for the study of Photography and Watch-
making will be continued this session. Full particulars of the classes

may be obtained from C. Smith, Organizing Secretary.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN NATURAL COLOURS.
From time to time notices appear in the daily newspapers announcing

the discovery of a process for taking photographs in natural colours, and
accompanied by editorial remarks about the march of civilisation and the

gigantic strides of the human intellect in these modern times. Lately,

both Cellerier's and Mayall's processes have received such recognition,

but the methods of these two inventors only result in the production of

pictures artificially coloured by the operator, and these colours are not

produced by photographic action. The first observations on record in

relation to photography in natural colours were made by Dr. Seebeck, of

Jena, who wrote an article for Goethe's Farbenlehre, published in 1810, of

which the following is a biief translation :

—

"When I directed the spectrum of a faultlesi prism (so placed that the

incideut angle of the front became equal to the refracting angle of the back) on
white cliloride of silver spread upon paper and still w^t, through an opening of

about five to six lines in the shutter, and to the distance where the yellow jnst

meets witli blue, and kept it by a proper arrangement in this position from
fifteen to twenty minutes, 1 found tlie cliloride of silver changed as follows

:

It had become red-brown in the violet (occasionally more violet, at other time.'*

more blue), and this colouration reached also beyond the line of the violet

designated before, but was not deeper than in the violet In the blue of the

spectrum the chloride of silver became true blue, and this colour decreasuig

and gradually getting lighter, extended into the green. In the yellow I found

the chloride of silver mostly unchanged; sometimes it appeared to me more
yellow than before ; however, in the red, and often a little beyond the red, it

hail taken the red of a lose."

The early workers in photography, Niepce, Daguerre, and Fox Talbot,

sometimes noticed local colouration in their photograp'as, a id occasion-
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ally of such a description as to give rise to belief that a tendency existed

to reproduce natural colours. This mist began to clear away from this

subject when it was taken up by Sir John Herschel, the first trained man
of science who occupied himself with photography, and who discovered

some of its laws and principles as accepted at the present day. He, like

many other photographers, appears to have been unaware of the obser-

vations of Seebeck. In a letter to the British Association, dated Slough,

August 28, 1839, and pubUshed in the Athenmim of September 21, 1839,

Sir John Herschel said :

—

'When a slip of .sensitive paper is exposed to a highly concentrated

spectrum, a picture of it is rapidly impres.sed on the paper—not merely in

black, but in colours ; a fact which I ascertained nearly two months ago, and
which observation seems to have been alluded to (though in terms somewhat
equivocal) by M. Arago, in his account of Daguerre's process. In order to

understand what follows it will be necessary to describe the colours so depicted.

The red is tolerably vivid, but is rather of a brick colour than a pure prismatic

red. And what is remarkable, its termination falls materially short of the

visible teniiination of the spectrum. The green is of a sombre metallic hue,

the blue still more so, and rapidly passing into blackness. Tlie yellow is

deficient."

A few months later, in a paper contributed to the Eoyal Society, and
read on February 20, 1840, Sir John Herschel went farther into details.

He stated that he had been trying experiments to discover the influence

of the solar spectrum upon photographic preparations, and in using a
paper prepared upon principles laid down by Fox Talbot obtained indica-

tions of the photographing of colours ; the paper, he said, was prepared
with the following series of washes :—Firstly, nitrate of silver, s.g. = 1-096

(say 1-1); secondly, muriate of soda, 1 of salt -F 19 of water ; thirdly,

nitrate of silver, s.g. 1'132 (say 1-1.5), saturating the muriatic solution

with chloride of silver, and occasionally dividing the last application into

two washes of equal strength by dilution. When throwing an intense
spectrum upon this paper, the extreme and mean red rays impressed no
colour, the orange rays a faint brick-red, the orange-yellow rays a brick-

red pretty strong, the yellow rays red passing into green, the yellow-green
rays dull bottle-green, the green rays dull bottle-green passing into

bluish, the blue-green rays very sombre blue, passing into black, the blue
rays black, andw-ith long exposure a somewhat metallic yellow, the violet

rays much the same as the blue rays, and the ultra-violet rays violet-

black or purplish-black. He said that these results pointed in the direc-

tion of " the possible future production of naturally coloured photo-
graphic images." After another experiment with a more perfect and
intense spectrum, he said that the paper was coloured with " sombre but
unequivocal tints, imitating those of the spectrum itself." The papers
could not be fixed, but could be half fixed by washing in water ; the
colours also deepened a little within the first few days after the photo-
graph had been taken. His conclusion that these hues bore reference to
the possible production of natural colours by photography was not gene-
rally accepted at the time, and Biot forthwith argued that the taking of
photographs in natural colours was of necessity an impossibility.

In 1844 Robert Hunt stated, in the first edition of his work entitled
Hcsearche.H on Light, that fluoride of silver had a tendency to reproduce
the colours of the spectrum. He says of one of his photographs, then
two months old : "A yellow Une distinctly marks the space occupied by
the yellow ray, and a green band the space of the green ; through the
blue and indigo region the colour is an intense blue, and over the violet a
ruddy brown."

In the next step, photography in natural colours reached much firmer
ground. Edmond Becquerel, in a communication to the French Academy
of Sciences, dated February 7, 1848, called attention to the experiments
of Seebeck and Herschel, and stated that he himself had found that the
effects were best obtained with well-washed chloride of silver mixed with
a Uttle gum in order to distribute it over paper, and he thought that the
nitrate of silver in excess used by Sir John Herschel interfered with the
results. Becquerel discovered that if the argentic chloride film were
first exposed to weak dilTusod light until it became of a faint violet
colour, and were then submitted to the action of the spectrum, it took on
a well-marked blue in the blue rays, and a rose colour in the red ; in the
yellow it was bleached, and the same film gave a beautiful blue, with no
trace of violet, under glass. This encouraged Becquerel to additional
research. He placed a polished plate of silver in chlorine water for
several minutes, until it took a white tint, and when exposed to the
action of the spectrum it reproduced the colours thereof, but not quite in
the positions where the particular colours fell upon the plate. The
orange came out well, and the green near the D hne of the spectrum

;

the red had a purplish hue, the green was well marked near F, where the
photographic impression began to pass into blue, the violet appeared
near G and extended to about H. With longer exposure the colours
grew deeper, but after an hour or two of exposure the colours disappeared,
and the whole image took a metallic lustre. He found it difficult to pre-
pare these plates with an even film ; several short immersions gave the
best results, and the plate was at its best when it assumed a faint rose
colour. Becquerel then tried other ways of preparing the plates, and in
one of them substituted cupric chloride for clilorine water, but finally
obtained his best results by connecting the plate with the positive pole
of a battery, and throwing down clilorine npon it from a weak solution
of hydrochloric acid. The plates gave colours beyond the limits of
the visible spectrum, and Becquerel remarked that it would be

necessary to get rid of or to absorb such rays in attempting to

take photographs in natural colours in the camera. In trying to

print coloured designs from paper upon his sensitive plates, he could

photograph only some of the colours. He came to the conclusion that

the film upon his plates was not pure chloride of silver, but a mixture

of chloride and subchloride, and supported this view by means of

chemical tests. He was, however, unable to fix Iris coloured photo-

graphs. They appeared to keep well in the dark, but were destroyed

by the action of light. His first memoir on the subject containing the

foregoing particulars was pubhshed in the Annales tie CIdmie et de Physique,

Third Series ; vol. xxii. Paris, 1848. In another memoir published in

the Aimales de Chimie, 1849, vol. xxv., Becquerel states that after trying

cupric and other chlorides, also various hypochlorites, he found that

nothing gave Mm better results than throwing down nascent chlorine

upon the plate by voltaic action in water acidulated with hydrochloric

acid. Although in these different ways only chloride of silver is formed,

the films produced are not acted upon in like manner by light. For

instance, the film obtained in very dilute cupric chloride gives a white

colour under the influence of white light, but it will not give all the

colours of the spectrum. To prepare a plate of about twenty-five square

centimetres, the current from two feebly charged Bunsen's cells is used ;

the solution consists of 125 cubic centimetres of hydrochloric acid to each

litre of distilled water. The surface of the plate is made chemically clean

before immersion. A platmum plate is connected with the negative pole

of the battery. The operation should be carried on in a place feebly

lighted. First the surface of the silver turns grey, then in succession

yellow, bluish, and green ; then grey, rose, and violet ; then blue a second

time - and the operation has to be stopped just before the second blue

stage is reached. The plate is then washed with distilled water, and

dried above an alcohol flame. When thus prepared, it should have a

violet colour. The total time of immersion in the hydrochloric acid bath

should not be more than one minute, during which it may be taken out

from time to time to see if the right stage has been reached. After pre-

paration the plate will keep well in darkness. Becquerel's solar spectrum was

formed by means of a lens of fifty centimetres focus, and was four or five

centunetres long. The colours obtained upon the plates were sombre, the

blues and violets coming out best. He found that he could improve the

results by heating the prepared plate over an alcohol flame in a dimly

lighted room before exposure to the spectrum, at a temperature of about

100° C. Tlie operation must he stopped when the plate acquires a roseate

hne. It will now give a positive instead of a negative impression, and the

colours of tlie spectrum appear now more brilliantly. When a large

spectrum is used, the time of exposure may be one or two hours, and

Becquerel found that he could improve the results by pre-exposing the

film to light behind a trough filled with sulphate of quinine placed in the

path of the rays. He still failed, however, to fix his coloured photo-

graphs. Under coloured glasses they took the colours of the glasses, and

in the usual photographic fixing solutions the colours disappeared.

Niepce de St. Victor brought, in 1851, his experiments npon heliochromy

under the notice of the Paris Academy of Sciences. In his memoir he

states that there is a relation between the colour produced by a salt of

chlorine in a flame, and the colour produced upon a silver plate on which

the chlorine has been thrown down from a solution of the same salt.

Thus, a plate prepared in a solution of chlorine and chloride of strontium

will show the reds better than auy other colour. For orange, he used

uranium or calcium as a base ; for yellow, sodium ; for green, nickel

;

and so on. Chloride of antimony or zinc, he says, gives a white flame,

and if one of these salts be mixed with chlorides which give colours, "we

obtain, in addition, a white ground, a thing very difficult to obtain, be-

cause, properly speaking, there exists no black or white in the phenomena

of colouration." The zinc salt has to be used in minute proportion, or it

hinders the production of the other colours. He states that chloride of

copper in an alcohol flame exhibits not only the green, but all the other

colours of the spectrum in succession, according to the intensity of the

flame. Hence this salt is useful in reproducing all colours. He prepared

some of his plates with equal parts of chloride of copper and perchloride

of iron, dissolved in three-fourths their weight of water. Sometimes he

prepared plates from a solution of a large number of chlorides, but found

it difficult to mix them m the right proportions, so that they should give

photographs with natural colours in their true relation to eacli other. He

mentions the names of a great number of chlorides with which he

experimented, but gives little or notliing in the shape of exact formulfe,

and he found that it was much more easy to photograph brilhant than

subdued colours. After dressing a doll in fabrics of selected colours,

trimmed with gold and silver galoon, he photographed it and obtained

the colours successfully, the gold, instead of being dead yellow, coming

out in the picture with its natural metallic lustre. Niepce found that

when a plate was used directly after being taken out of the bath and dried

an invisible copy of a coloured picture could be made, and the colours

afterwards brought into view by gently rubbing the film with cotton wool

dipped in ammonia; this dissolved the outside film, and revealed the

colours upon the silver plate below. In one of his papers to the Academy

of Sciences he says plainly that he is reserving information as to his exact

method of working. He says that he found the presence of dextrine to

be useful in obtaining natural colours upon chloride of silver. The facts

of the case appear to be that Niepce took up Becquerel's discoveries, and

by dint of practice turned out better photographs in colour by them than
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had previoHRly been seen. Ab to the quality of the resnlts obtained by
these hfliocliromic processes, Ni^pce has according to general testimony
been most successful. Some of his earliest photographs in colour were
sent to the Athciucum newspaper, which spoke very highly of them.

Niipce's results were fairly durable. About ten years ago the writer

saw one of Ni^pce's photographs of the spectrum, belonging to Mr.
Warren do la Rue, purchased by him at the first Exhibition in Hyde Park
in 1851. He kept it in a leather case, which ho occasionally opened for a

few moments to show the photograph to those interested. Every one
would at once recognise it as a good coloured image of the spectrum, but

slightly sombre in appearance. About a year ago, in a letter written

from Homburg, Mr. de la Kue infonned the writer that the pliotograph

was still in as good condition as when first purchased by him. Ammonia,
applied at a carefully regulated strength, seems to be the most successful

of the partial fixing agents of heliochromic pictures.

Work more original in its nature was subsequently done by Poitcvin,

and communicated by him to the Academy of Sciences, as published in

the Comptes Rerulus for 1865. He sets forth that he had found oxidising

agents to improve the action of the violet subchloride of silver, and that

if paper coated with it were then treated with bichromate of potash, it

displayed more colour sensitiveness. Poitcvin took paper coated with

pure chloride of silver, and tiurned it into the violet chloride by exposing
it to feeble light while covered with a reducing agent, which Becquerel in

another place says was usually protochloride of tin. Poitevin then
applied to its surface a mixture of one part of a saturated solution of

bichromate of potash, one part of a saturated solution of sulphate of

copper, and one part of a five per cent, solution of chloride of potassium.

The paper when dry will keep for several days. The function of the

chloride of potassium is to keep the whites clean. This paper would to

some extent give natural colours, when paintings upon glass were placed

upon it, and the exposure to light then made. It was, however, not

sensitive enough for the camera. To fix these images, the prints were
washed in water acidulated with chromic acid, followed by water con-

taining bichloride of mercury, then by a solution of nitrate of lead, and
lastly by pure water. They would then resist the action of ordinary

light fairly well, but would turn brown in direct sunlight.

The next and final stage of importance in research in relation to helio-

chromy was made by M. de Saint-Florent, and is published in the Bulletin

dc la Societe Franraise de Photoijraphie for 1873. A sheet of paper of very

fine grain is steeped in nitrateof silver twenty parts, distilled water twenty
parts, to which is added, after solution, alcohol one hundred parts, and
nitric acid ten parts. The paper when dry is soaked in hydrochloric

acid fifty parts, alcohol fifty parts, and nitrate of uranium one part. A
few grammes of zinc white are dissolved in hydrochloric acid before the

mixture is made. The paper is exposed while still wet to solar light

until it assumes a violet-blue colour. It is then dried and plunged afresh

into the nitrate bath, then in the hydrochloric acid bath, and dried as

before between the two immersions. The foregoing operations are re-

peated until a very intense violet-blue is obtained, that being the only

way of afterwards obtaining vigorous proofs. The paper is nearly dried,

then put into a bath of water one hundred parts, acid nitrate of mercury
four or five drops, and allowed to remain therein for five or ten minutes,

then dried with blotting-paper. It is next exposed under coloured glass

—

say a magic-lantern picture—to the light of the sun, and in thirty or forty

seconds a proof is obtained of all the colours of the design. The colours

are more vivid, and the rapidity quite as great, if the following be added
to the preceding mercury bath : Saturated solution of bichromate of pot-

ash or ammonia two parts, sulphuric acid two parts, chlorate of potash one
part. It will be noticed that Saint-Florent treated his violet chloride of

silver with strong oxidising agents. To fix the pictures to some extent

they are washed in a large quantity of water, then plunged into ammonia
five parts, and alcohol one hundred parts ; they are again washed in

water, and then placed in a satiurated bath of alkaline chloride.

After a final washing they will resist for a long time the action of diffused

light. Greater rapidity is obtained if the darkening of the chloride of

silver be effected under violet or blue glass. To produce camera pictures

by this process, exposures of from fifteen minutes to one hour are neces-

sary with a Darlot lens of 0'20m. focal length, and with its largest

diaphragm, the object being illuminated by direct sunhght.
Saint-Florent's theory of his process is that when paper covered with

subchloride of silver, with excess of hydrochloric acid, is plunged into a
bath of nitrate of mercury, it becomes impregnated with Hg CI, which,
under the action of solar light, is reduced to Hgo CI, or calomel. The
freed chlorine transforms the violet chloride into white chloride, and
afterwards the proof consists of coloured subchloride of divers tints,

white chloride, calomel, and Hg CI in excess. The last is washed out by
water or alcohol. The calomel may be removed, he says, by transforming
it into the higher chloride, either by means of aqua regia or chlorine

water ; then the white chloride of silver is gently removed by weak
ammonia and alkaline chlorides, without attacking the colours. The
usual photographic fixing agents do not answer.

Since Saint-l'Iorent's experiments research in this subject has made
little advance. On the coloured chlorides of silver recently made in bulk
by Mr. Carey Lea, only the blue and violet colours have been obtained
by him under the action of the 5i)ectrum ; he succeeded a little better

when he used coloured glasses. Captain Abney, in his article on Photo-

graphy in the Encyclopedia Britannica, states that he has done something

on the subject, as recorded in the Proc. Royal fiociety (or 1880, bat the
reference is an erroneous one.

In conclusion, the considerable advance made in the production of

photo^aphs in natural colours seems to have been effected mostly by
empirical methods. One of the most interesting points in the results

achieved is the photographing of metals and certain gems so that they

give their own lustre instead of dead colours in the pictures. The hues
of mother-of-pearl have also been photographed. Had a method of

fixing the photographs been found out a great impetus would iiavo

been given to research, and it is evident that if the final deposit upon
the plate is some combination containing silver and chlorine the picture

cannot bo permanent when subjected for a long period to light. The
chlorine in the future must be removed, either witli or without the
substitution of another substance, and the film must still bo left in such
a condition that it will act in the same manner upon the rays of incident

light, so as to still yield the colours of thin plates. Although for con-

venience the term " subchloride of silver " is always used in considering

this subject, it should not be forgotten that it is a disputed point among
chemists whether subchloride of silver has ever been isolated or not,

although claims to have produced it have been frequently advanced, even
down to the last few weeljs. W. H. Habbison.
—Industries.

HOW ANGEEEE PHOTOGRAPHED AN INTERIOR.
L'Aiiiateur Photographe contains the following narrative, which it quotes
from " Ind. photoi/.," whatever that may mean :

—

All who have to photograph interiors know the difficulty there is in

obtaining good results when the lens exactly faces a window ; they also

know how they disquiet themselves about probable results in the shape
of halation, and how good prints may possibly be unobtainable in spite

of the most skilful retouching. Up to this time the plan of gumming
red tissue-paper over the window has been adopted, but the results have
been second-rate. In revenge, here is a process by which such interiors

facing the sky can be photographed without solarisation, and at the same
time the perspective view outside the window can be reproduced perfectly.

It is the plan recently adopted by M. Victor Angerer.

This celebrated Viennese operator had to photograph a salon in

Rothschild's palace. Independently of the difficulty imported by con-

trasts between the colours of the hangings, the furniture, and so on,

another condition compUcated the operation. The lens faced two
windows in a circular wall, both admitting daylight. One of the

windows was directly in front of the lens, and through it could be seen

the church of Saint Charles.

M. Angerer solved the problem of producing his negative without

solarisation, and behold how:

—

He focussed perfectly in full light, then he pastfd black paper over the

troublesome window, and he closed the second cr lateral one by means
of a double curtain, which permitted but Uttle light to enter. The
other windows in the salon gave the necessary light, but M. Angerer
pasted white tissue-paper over them to diffuse it. He then exposed in

the camera a dry plate for "a day and a half," after having placed a
minute stop in the lens. At the end of this time he supposed the plate

to be over exposed, and he capped the lens. He then opened the curtains

of the lateral window in the circular wall, after which he gave another

exposure, but of fifteen seconds only, the same plate being still in the

camera. He again capped the lens, and removed the paper from the

front window, then he exposed the same plate once more, but for four

seconds only. The effect was surprising. There was no trace of solar-

isation, all was perfectly harmonious, and a special charm was given to

the photograph by a sharply reproduced view of the church of Saint

Charles outside the embarrassing window.

PERMANENT INTENSIFICATION WITH MERCURY.
The first point that suggests itself in connexion with the subject of the

intensification of negatives, is the question whether they should ever re-

quire intensifying at all. Some practitioners say that they should not,

and that in their own experience they never find any necessity for inten-

sifying a negative subsequent to the development. It has also been said

that a negative which has been intensified is never so good as one which

has been developed to the proper intensity in the first instance.

Taking the last proposition first, I can see no reason why intensified

negatives should be of necessity inferior, nor as a matter of fact have I

found them to be so. Certainly if the negative is originally veiled in the

shadows, and so requires intensifying in order that it may be made to

yield prints showing some brightness, that negative will never be equal to

"one that was originally clear. Intensification, however, must not be

blamed for faults which it did not create, because it is employed as far as

possible to remedy them. On the other hand, reasons may be given why
under certain circumstances a better result may bo obtained by leaving

the negative someweat thin in development, and afterwards intensifying

it, than would be possible by getting up printing intensity during the

development itself.

When gelatine emulsion plates first displaced collodion for general
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Etadio work in England it was remarked by a gentleman whose oppor-

tunities for forming a judgment were certainly exceptional, that the

change of practice was accompanied by a marked deterioration in the

quality of the negatives generally produced by photographers. One of

the principal defects at that time, and I think it is still the weak point in

a large number of cases, was a certain flatness in the lights due to a want

of discrimination or separation in the sensitive film of different degrees of

light ; a want, that is to say, of power to register various degrees in the

more strongly lighted portions of the plate. The forehead and light side

of the face, for instance, may come with sufficient force to print as light

as they should do ; but the higher points of light on the nose, forehead,

*c., will not show a proportionate increase of density such as will cause

them to show their true value as we see them, or as they may be seen

with other conditions of the chemicals.

This state of things exists in some degree to a very large extent. It is

not noticed so much as it should be, because the retoucher's pencil is con-

stantly called in to add these sparkling lights which give so much truth-

fulness, beauty, and value, to a photograph. It must be admitted,

however, that it would be far better to have this registration of high lights

rendered by photography itself, and, indeed, when it is left to the

retoucher, the truthfulness of the rendering becomes open to considerable

question, and must depend upon the individual ability of the retoucher

himself.

When the want of sparkling intensity in the highest lights is due to an

insufficient amount of silver in the film, as from too thin a coating, or if

it proceed from any incapacity of the particular film to take suflicient

intensity to build up these highest lights, it is obvious that an attempt to

gain sufficient general intensity while developing, that is to say, with the

material actually existing in the film itself, will result in bringing up the

lighter half tones to about the same intensity as the highest lights, and

thus produce the flat effect which has been spoken of. If, however, in

such a case we are contented with a comparatively thin image in develop-

ment we may, with management, succeed in producing an image which,

although insufficiently vigorous, yet possesses a range of tone in which
the highest lights may be seen distinctly marked out from the lighter

half tones. Such a negative subsequently intensified will give a much
finer print than one which, under the conditions given, owes all its

intensity to the development.

In addition to the cases where a better forced negative may be obtained

by keeping the image somewhat thin in development, and intensifying it

afterwards, than by forced development alone, there are those frequently

occurring where, from over exposure or other causes, a sufficient amount
of intensity cannot be obtained in the development itself. Moreover,

when there is no difficulty in obtaining intensity there is an uncertainty

to most people. I confess there is to me in the light of the dark room
and whilst the plate is charged with an undefined amount of silver

bromide, varying with the thickness of the coating, in deciding upon the

exact amount of intensity at the development stage. A good method of

intensifying is, therefore, a very desirable and very useful adjunct to our
other photographic operations.

Without going over the details of other methods of intensifying, I will

describe the one which I have employed now for some years and which I

use, I may say, e/ery day. It certainly succeeds better in my hands than
any other that I have tried, and friends to whom I recommended it speak
of it in equally high terms.

One of the intensifying processes of the collodion days consisted in the
use of a solution of bichloride of mercury, followed after thorough washing
by one of Schlippe's salt, sulphantimoniate of soda. This process will,

with certain precautions, succeed with gelatine negatives, but the colour
obtained is very red, and it is consequently difficult to judge of tlie in-

tensity, and inconvenient to the retoucher. I much prefer, and regularly
use, a solution of iodide of mercury followed by Schlippe's salt. To
prepare the iodide of mercury, take a certain quantity of saturated
solution of bichloride of mercury. It is convenient to keep always a
laottle of this saturated solution, and as it is used from to put in more
water, and when need be, more crystals of the bichloride. Pour off

enough of the saturated solution to one quart ; fill a pint bottle—a wide-
mouthed empty pyro bottle answers capitally. Now put in a few crystals
of iodide of potassium , and keep the solution swilling round the bottle.

• The crystals veiy quickly dissolve and more may be added whilst keeping
the solution in a continual swilling motion until the red i^recipitate first

formed is redissolved. If it be thought that a considerable excess of
iodide has been added, more bichloride solution may be poured in, until
a little red precipitate is again just formed. This may or may not be re-
dissolved by another crystal or two of iodide. I have not found that a
slight excess of either of the ingredients interferes with the action of the
solution. We have now a strong solution of iodide of mercury, which
for very weak negatives, may be used as it is, but it is generally better to
dilute it two or three times with water before use.

The negative to be intensified must, of course, be thoroughly fixed, and
have the hypo washed out of it in the usual way before the mercurial
solution is applied. This may be done either in a dish, certainly the best
method for large sizes, or poured upon the negative held in the hand.
The latter plan affords opportunity for specially strengthening particular
portions of the negative, as, for example, one face in a group. To do
this the solution may be poured from a lipped measure on to the spot
where intensity is most wanted, and allowed slowly to spread over the

rest of the plate, which may then bo rapidly washed and the process
repeated if need be.

If the mercurial solution be used in a dish, the latter must be kept in

motion, otherwise peculiar wavy or arborescent markings may be formed.
If these marks have started, they may be got rid of by allowing the
negative to gain full intensity all over, and if then too dense, it may be
reduced after washing by a short stay in tlie liypo bath before treatment
with the Schlippe's salt.

A point to which attention must be given is the thorough removal of

the mercury solution by washing, before applying the Schlippe. If this

is not done, a yellow stain will be formed which will slow the printing
considerably and probably show stains from inequality. I have found,
however, that half an hour in an upright washing trough, after a good
rinse under the tap, is sufficient, although, of course, with a very tliick

film of gelatine more time might be required. After washing, examine
the negative in a good light to decide whether the intensity is right,

bearing in mind that the next process, whilst fixing the intensity, will

also somewhat add to it. If deemed too dense, it may, as before men-
tioned, be reduced in the hypo bath before. Schlipping, but not afterwiirdi.

The hypo bath for this purpose should not be one that has been much
used for fixing and become highly charged with silver. When an old bath
of this character has been employed, I have even known the intensity of

a negative to be increased, instead of diminished by it, and this intensity

at the same time fixed, as if by the Schlippe's salt. I have thought of

working out a formula by which such a bath might be used in the place

of the Schlippe with which it is my habit to finish.

With a new and moderately strong hypo bath, the intensity given by
iodide of mercury may be removed to any extent desired. If this opera-

tion has been performed, the plate must be washed again in the usual way
before the final operation, which consists simply in pouring on a solution

of Schlippe's salt—strength immaterial, say, five or ten grains to the

ounce of water—until the characteristic change of colour is seen at the

back of the plate. A final wasliing concludes the process.

If it is judged even now that the negilivo is not inteuse enough, the

whole process may be repeated, but I prefer in this case to use a bichloride

of mercury bath instead of an iodide of mercury one for the repetition of

the process. If bichloride of mercury solution be used, however, it must,

as pointed out by Mr. Arnold Spiller, be rendered slightly acid with a drop

or two of hydrochloric acid, otherwise a combination is formed between
the gelatine and the mercury. After washing, the Schlipping is to be re-

peated and the plate finished by washing, as before.

It is a point of great importance with this, as with all other inten-

sifying processes, that the plate should be thoroughly fixed. It is a well-

recognised fact that there is a silver compound in a gelatine plate, which
takes longer to dissolve in the hypo than the visible bromide of silver does,

and it is, therefore, a rule with many, and a good rule too, to leave a plate

in the hypo for about twice as long a time as it takes to make it appear
fixed to the eye. If any of this undissolved silver compound be left in

the film, it may generally be recognised after the application of the

mercury as a sort of bloom which shows from the back of the plate, and
which looks as if it were between the plate and the film. If a plate in

this condition is treated with Schlippe's salt, this bloom will develope into

a deep orange stain. When it is present, therefore, the negative should

be placed in strong, fresh hyj^o until the bloom disappears, when it may
be washed and treated ile novo with mercury-iodide solution, for the in-

tensity given by the first application will all have disappeared in the hypo,

and the plate will be indeed somewhat weaker than at the start.

Of course, there should never bo a yellow stain due to imperfect washing
between the application of the mercury and of the Schlippe's salt solu-

tions, but if it should occur, it may be much modified by the application

(after thorough washing, of course) of the acidified solution of bichloride

of mercury which has been before referi'cd to. In this case, however,

Schlippe's salt should not be used again, but the plate should be merely

washed and dried.

The use of Schlippe's salt I have found advantageous, not only for

rendering mercurial intensification permanent, but also for restoring

printing vigour to plates that have been treated with mercury and after-

wards faded. In this case I tlioroughly remove the varnish with alcohol,

and after soaking in water, flood with a solution of the salt, and then

wash again. W. E. Dkbenham.
—Pholograpliic Timef.

ON THE TREATMENT OF VERY SENSITIVE PLATES.
[American Conveution.]

Dhy plates were originally made to take the place of wet plates, with
hardly a thought of making them more rapid than collodion, and the

keeping quality was at that time the main deiidemtum. That the dry

plate contained within itself the possibilities of great speed was evolved

at a later day, and as the working of dry plates became more familiar to

the craft, a demand for more speed or sensitiveness was made, and as

promptly met by emulsion makers, and plates are made of sufficient

sensitiveness to reproduce objects moving at a high rate of speed, and
really wonderful achievements in this direction are to be seen every day.

That plates of a high degree of sensitiveness require very careful treatment

is at ouce apparent when we consider how readily they respond to th?
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fainlcst touch of light, be it light entering through the lens or through a
jiinliolc in the bellowa of the camera (which may be invisible from the

outsiile), the minutest ray of light entering through door of slide, or

between tablet and back of camera—prolific sources of trouble. All of

these will be promptly registered upon the plate, causing fog, for which
the plate will often be blamed and condemned as foggy and worthless.

Althou:;h very sensitive plates are as easy to manipulate as plates of

lower sensitiveness, they require more care and attention to have the

proper safeguards tlirown around them—safeguards which really should
be used for all dry plates. It is not fair to subject plates of different

degrees of sensitiveness to the same conditions and treatment to de-

termine upon their merits. For reasons already stated, a slower plate

may remain perfectly clear when a more sensitive plate will show signs

of fog in the same proportion as when an old style wet plate would be

compared with a modern dry plate. It is a pity that so often the finest

plates are spoiled by improper treatment.

If photographers would be all as careful in their manipulations as

the maker of the plate has to be, there would be little complaint, and it

would not happen that one will say, " No. So-and-so is no good." Another
will write, mentionmg same number, " Send me every plate you have of

it." Another one writes, " I want a very rapid plate, but one that is not

so sensitive." This is an absurdity ; rapidity and sensitiveness are one
and tlie same, and cannot be separated.

To work very sensitive plates successfully, everything should be in the

best working order. The dark room, aside from being roomy, well

ventilated, and having all the necessary conveniences, shoxild be perfectly

light, and the colour of it, inside, non-actinic. Coloured paper used for

the lantern or Avindow will fade, and should be removed from time to

time. Examine dark room, camera, tablets, and lens at intervals ; see

that your dishes are always clean and everything convenient. Have your
chemicals fresh and pure and well stoppered. Bear in mind the '.ifferenoe

between chemicals of the same kind but in different form. For instance,

sulphite of soda granular is about twice as strong as sulphite of soda
crystals. Carbonate of potassium is about equal in strength to dried

carbonate of soda ; both are about twice as strong as the carbonate of soda
crystals or sal soda, as it is commonly called.

Guard against any trace of diffused light, too much exposure to the
coloured light while developing, or having the coloured light too strong.

Use fresh developer for short exposures and old developer for over-timed
plates, remembering that old developer will produce more contrast and
clearness on addition of a little old developer or a little bromide developer
in proportions to suit the exposure. If very much over timed, restrain by
adding solution of bromide of potassium, and if under timed dilute the
developer, and do not try to force the development by adding an extra

dose of alkaline solution, as this will only injure the plate.

Observe that a developer strong in pyro produces strong negatives, and
that the temperature of the developer and the quantity of alkali it

contains is of great importance. If the developer is warm or contains too

much alkaline, it will fog a very sensitive plate. Keep the developer
cool in summer (about 70^ Fahr.); in summer the strength of alkali

should be reduced to one-half the strength used in winter.

If uncertain about correctness of exposure, start with developer diluted

with plenty of water, so that you may see what the plate wants before it

is too late. If you commence with a strong developer the image will

flash up at once, and the negative may be spoiled before anything can
be done to save it. If yon commence with diluted developer you have a
chance to change or modify the developer as the plate requires it.

There are many points in developing to which a careful operator will

give due attention, and the results will demonstrate that it is worth all

the labour and study to thoroughly master the science of development.
G. Ckamek.

KILLED BY OVERDOSE.
[American Convention.]

TnK uses and abuses of developing methods in general practice is my
subject. I give my impression and my opinion more as an observer than
as a handler. I do not expect to tell you anything new, but may attract

your attention to my impressions in a manner to got some value, if any
be in them. The formation of the image in the negative plate and the
positive paper are operations of such importance that we can hardly learn
too much about them.

First let us consider the negative. You all know that pyro is the
developing agent (I say pyro, because it is almost universal in this
country), and that the accelerator, whether it be ammonia, soda, or potash,
is the power that sets the pyro at work. You understand that the pyro
produces the intensity in lights or the white parts of your image, and that
the accelerator takes care of the dark parts by working up the lower
shadows and giving detail and modelling through the lesser ones.
You all have your formuhe, which you believe in. It is not my

purpose to disapprove of any one, but to caution you to a careful use
of all.

The exposed plate has an image in it ; possibly the image is a land-
scape, some parts of which lie in full sight, while another part falls in
deep shadow, or a clump of heavy, dark foliage occupies the foreground

—

perhaps it is a room interior, which was dimly lighted, or the portrait of a

person taken mnch in shadow. Wo are abont to call tliat ims(;e into a
paljjable existence—to make a visible fact of it. In case of either of the
above described exposures shall we take the usual forraaU of proportion
—so much No. 1, so much No. 2, to bo mnch water—as printed direction*
to bo found in every package of plates says is proper ?

Dare we do it ? I say no, if we care to find the best results. Now is
just the time to go slow, the image can be better coaxed than drivmi.
Take time, be patient, and get your reward. Understand yon cannot get
your density first and your details afterwards, but can first get your
details and afterwards your density. It is always best to first lay the
foundation and then erect the structure. Any builder will tell yon that.
One of the most valuable elements of a developer is water, and it is too

little used, or, in other words, too little of it is used.
Particularly for all plates of suspected under exposure or of doabtfnl

time, as well as for all large heads, a weak developer is required to start,
and if found to want more strength it-is easily changed by a<ldition of pyro.
Looking to pyro for density and the accelerator for details, it is ca.sy to

understand by varying the proportions of these two elements most any
desired effect can be secured. The strong developer gives dense, harsh
results, while a weak developer gives soft and delicate effects, hence the
value of more water. Kemember the mild power is most effective for
perfect results in developing. Don't give heroic treatment at the start in
any case.

It often happens at the close of a day's work, with a big crop of nega-
tives to develope, that the operator, anxious for supper, pushes the work
too rapidly for safety. The next morning they are found coarse, harsh,
and smudgy. They were killed from overdose. If the proprietor have a
care of the good name of his work the sitters must be recalled and retaken.
Too much liaste often spoils what a little patience would have saved.
What I believe to be the best and safest method is to commence with the
developer weak and with the accelerator in excess of the pyro. As the
development progresses, and a want of more strength or density is dis-

covered, pyro should be added to it. To wear the same weight of
clothing throughout the year, in cold and hot weather alike in a climate
like ours, would be reckless and inhuman, but no more absurd than to
give all plates the same strength of developer. No man can give a
formula for all plates and all conditions, but by care and observation all

men who develope plates may learn to adapt proportion and strength of
solution to the plate requirement.
Now a word about making the image in the albumen paper. All

printers know that silver makes the print—too many of them think the
more silver used the better the print. As a rule, when anything is found
to be wrong more silver is doused as a remedy. Where forty grains of
silver to the ounce of water is recommended by the albnmeniser of the
paper, who knows the proportion of salt used and bases the requirements
of silver upon that knowledge, the usual printer requires sixty grains.
Just enough chemicals for plate or paper is better than too much. The
tendency to overdose is prevalent, and the results are similar upon plate
and paper alike. In both cases the overdose gives harsh effects, forms a
crust upon the surface, preventing the gradual and perfect conversion
through the film—clogs the shadows and flattens the lights. It is not
unusual to see prints with the shadows and dark parts hardly loaded with
a bronzed Mars, and sometimes even a green fog from overdose. Gold is

always subject to the same abuse, being sometimes used so strong as to
destroy rather than produce good tones.

A little more knowledge among operators and printers of paper, and
necessary conditions for succejsful work in their departments of photo-
graphy, and a careful observance of the requirements, would greatly lessen
the mortality list in plates and paper. J. F. Eydeb.

OBSERVATIONS AND COMPARISONS.
[American Convention.]

While it is not my motive to give a lengthy paper on this subject, 1

shall only refer to Germany, France, and England, as compared to home
photography, trusting that it will be of value to you, especially to our
younger members who are deeply interested in their profession. It has
been often said that European cities, with their well-stocked art galleries

and museums, which contain the choicest art treasures that have been
concentrated during centuries, create large influence in the art training

of the student photographer. This advantage you have often referred to

in former Conventions of the Photographers' Association of America, that

our foreign photographers enjoy. During my tour in Europe I visited their

celebrated art galleries by the score. I walked along walls covered with
canvas for miles, representing all the old masters, paintings large and
small, the majority representing sorrow and subjugation. How shall we
employ these studies in photography in this advanced nineteenth century,

when it is our endeavour to represent in our work life and joy ?

But does the photographer take advantage of such object-lessons his

Government has so beautifully placed at their disposal ? Upon inquiry

I was told, and my observations agree, that the art galleries and museums
are the abode of tourists. Then what advantage have they in the race

for progress over us ? Compare their miles of canvas and marble to the

miles of photographs you have been enabled to study through this

Association, and the thousands o£ object-lessons here placed before you.
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For a number of years several German photographers favoured our

Association with their best work, which received our universal admiration,

but how about the average of work in Germany compared to America ?

Large cities like Berlin, Dresden, and Frankfort contain several very fine

studios, where good work is done ; the same is true of New York, Boston,

and this city—Chicago. If we compare their elegance and conveniences,

sizes of cameras, Ac, and the amount of large work done, they must take

a back seat.

The studios in Berlin, while several are in TJnter den Linden and main
business centres, they are situated in the rear of the main line of buildings,

the entrance is through a passage into an open court, where the studio is

generally on top of a three- or four-storey building, accessible by narrow

stairs, while others more favourable have built their studios in a garden ;

but the latter are often in the outskirts of the city and hard to find.

Skylights in Berlin are very large, and some have a length of forty to

fifty feet. But while the studios are so unfavourably situated, the photo-

grapher displays his work along the public squares and other places

accessible to them. Some have erected elegant pavilions for their dis-

play, and those contain booths for the sale of opera tickets and for making
'appointments for sittings. Such a novelty might be introduced here.

The number of galleries in Berlin, Dresden, and Frankfort are not so

numerous as in New York alone. Photographers of small means and
poor workmen seldom locate in large cities, but remain in small towns,

or tramp through the country. Prices obtained here for cabinets range

from ten to thirty marks, and orders from quarter to lialf dozen are the

rule, but the cabinet has not obtained public favour, for the carte-de-vixite

still holds the fort
;
prints above ten and thirteen are the exception, and

the majority of photographers have not even the instruments to fill an
order. There is another individual I must not overlook, for I know you
are all anxious to hear from him. The Cheap John, he has his abode

there, too ; but, unlike our American Cheap Johns, he is not so numerous
nor so well up in photographic branches yet, for he is a very poor copy of

his American relations. I noticed a fellow who had his place on one of the

principal streets in Berlin, and over his shop, a very small one indeed,

he displayed the now famous large white rag of distress, " Amerieanixcher

schnell photogniphie, a ein mark ! " Now you will be as astonished when
I tell you that this American quack photographer was our old and long-

forgotten ambrotype on glass, and backed with asphaltum. If he had
used ferrotype plates, it would have been proper to term them American.

Joshua Smith.
{To be continued.)

THE ROYAL CORNWALL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION.

{By a Special Corresjyondent.)

The Fifty-fifth Annual Exhibition of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic
Society opened at Falmouth on Tuesday, September G, at eleven
o'clock a.m. The opening ceremony took place at one o'clock ; Lord
Robartes, the President, presided, and gave the opening address. On
the platform were Lord Robartes, Mr. A. Pendarves and Lady Jane
Vivian, Rev. Canon and Mrs. Phillpotts, Sir Warrington Smyth, Mr.
Talbot Baker, Mr. Edward Vivian, the Hon. Mrs. Boscaweu, Major
Parkyn (Hon. Sec. Royal Institution of Cornwall), Colonel Bull, Colonel
Pender, Revs. Canon Rogers, W. Rogers, H. M. Jeffrey, F.R.S., W. N.
Caine, W. Brooks ; Miss A. M. Fox (the founder of the Royal Cornwall
Polytechnic), R. Carter (the Mayor of l''almouth) and Mrs. Carter, R. N.
Worth, F.G.S., R. Fox, H. Fox, Mr. E. Kitto, F.M.S., Secretary, &c.
Lord Robartes, in his address as President, said that he thought this

year's Exhibition would compare favourably with its predecessors of
foimer years, and it gave him great pleasure in seeing so distinguished
a company present. He then alluded to the various departments, viz.,

Mechanics, Naval Architecture, China Clay Works, Engineering, Natural
History, Fine Arts, Gas, &c. He said that the new patent Welsback
incandescent gas must not be overlooked, as it was one of the features
of the Exhibition ; it gave a very brilliant and steady light, without flame
or smoke, and thought it had a great future before it. He said that the
Photographic Department was considered the best that had ever been,
which was under the direction of Mr. W. Brooks, who took great interest
in the Society. Among tlie exhibits were some very fine specimens of
the art. Mr. J. Byrne, of Richmond, was awarded the first silver medal
for a very beautiful untouched portrait of the Hon. Frederick ToUemache,
Mr. Lafayette receiving the second silver medal for the portrait of the
Countess of Londonderry, which was very fine indeed. Mr. H. P.
Robinson had a very beautiful composition pictm'e—a pastoral subject,
with great artistic merit ; lie again was awarded the first silver modal.
Mr. W. H. Hyslop received the only award for his most perfect studies
of yachts racing, in the amateur section, a second silver medal. Mr. B.
Wyles, of Soutliport, had a marvellous specimen of instantaneous photo-
graphy—a flight of sea gulls, which was very interesting ; this also re-
ceived an award. Mr. \V. Brooks lent a frame of beautiful lantern
transparencies of Windsor Castle State Apartments, &c. This depart-
ment was the most perfect in the Exhibition. He had to acknowledge
gratefully his obhgations for valuable information in the various depart-
ments to Mr. Worth, Mr. Davidson, Mr. Brooks, and Mr. Kitto, the Secretary.

At the end of the address he proposed an address be presented to

Her Majesty in this her Jubilee year. They might appear somewhat
late in tlie day, but their meeting had only just taken place, and it was
not practicable to arrange it before. The proposed address was then

read.

The Society had had Her Majesty for its Patron ever since 1836.

Mr. Pendarves Vivian, in a very brilliant speech, seconded the pro-

posed address, which was received with great applause and enthusiasm.

Several other speeches followed by Sir Warrington Smyth, F.R.S.,

Talbot Baker, Esq., and several others, and the usual vote of thanks
was given to the President, Lord Robartes, and the Exhibition was
declared open.
At night the photographic department was illuminated by the Welsbeck

Incandescent Gas Company, which was a perfect success. This light, in

all probability, could be used for iihotographic purposes, as by its colour

it is probably very rich in actinic rays, and well worth a trial.

The Art XJxion of Cornwall.

The Annual Drawing of the Art Union Prizes took place on
evening, in the Polytechnic Hall. After the drawing the winners
prizes to value from the works of professional artists that are for

the Fine Art Department, and also from the works of professional

graphers which are marked in the catalogue for sale.

The following are the winning numbers with prizes

:

Friday
select

sale in

photo-

124i Mr. Job £0
1215 Mrs. Babling 3

62.5 Robt. Fox 2
1394 G. R. Bossistow 2

666 W.N. Came 1

411 Mrs. Genn 2
404 H. W. Broad 1

1458 Rev. R. C. Sowell 5

596 Earl of Mt. Edgcumbe 5

1251 Miss M. P. Sharpe 1

1380 P. D.Williams
779 B. Freeman
894 Earl of Mt. Edgcumbe
1057 E. Carter

1329 E. Williams
4,S6 A. W. Tuer
1026 W. Kneebone
1117 A. H. Best
563 Lord St. Levan

£1
3

5
2

1

10
2

3
5

Photographic Department.

Jiuhjex Report.

The Judges in this department again have great pleasure in con-
gratulating the Society on the great superiority of the Exhibition in this

department over preceding years. In portraits the exliibits are above
the average in number and also in quality, many of the specimens are

of large dimensions, and far surpass anything that has hitherto been
exhibited ; there are some life-size examples taken direct. In landscapes

by professional photographers, the exhibits are, perhaps, not quite up
to the number of previous years, but the examples are of the highest

order.

In instantaneous photography tliere are some marvellous examples of

birds on the wing, etc. In composition pictures there are some very

clever and artistic productions. In the amateur section there are some
perfect gems of photography and quite on a par with many of the pro-

fessional productions, which speaks well for their energy. In specimens
of interiors little or nothing is exhibited. In the photographic appliance

department there is a falling off.

Professional Section.

No. 602, a study of trees, by J. Milman Brown (an old exhibitor),

possesses artistic merit and is highly commended by the Judges. No. 590,

Landscape and River Scene at Dcrwentwater, by Mr. T. A. Green, has
been awarded the first silver medal as the best landscape in the Ex-
hibition ; it is printed in platinotypc and is a most artistic production,

and of a kind that is seldom seen— the atmospheric effect is extremely

fine. The same gentleman has several other exhibits which are well

worthy of notice. No. 609 is an instantaneous picture of a large number
of sea guUs on the wing, and tliis has been awarded a second silver

medal. The birds are in every conceivable position, and most of them
perfectly sliarp, showing that the exposure must have been very rapid,

and such a picture must prove of great value to the painter. This picture

is by Mr. B. Wyles, of Southport. The same exhibitor has several other

meritorious productions.
Mr. George Jones contributes a very amusing picture of some dogs, also

several cloud studies; the latter, in the opinion of the Judges, are printed

a little too deeply to be effective. No. 617, CaroUiiig, by Mr. H. P.

Robinson, is a most artistic production, and must rank among that

gentleman's works as one of the finest ; it is full of poetry, and is printed

in sepia, and too much cannot be said in its praise. As usual, he takes

the highest award—the Society's first silver medal. Mr. E. T. Shelton
sends a very good enlargement, Tlic Morning Ttib—a little child about to

take its bath.

Mr. J. 13. Scott sends several artistic productions. Mr. J. Weir has
several fairly good pictures. Mr. W. J. Byrne, of Richmond, sends some
very high-class work. A first silver medal has been awarded to a direct

picture of large size of the Hon. Frederick ToUemache. It is a most
splendid specimen of untouched photography, the finest in the Ex-
hibition. The frame above it, by the same artist, contains some
specimens of photography (portrait studies) taken in ordinary rooms,

&c., being perfect gems in their way, and cannot fail to attract attention.
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Mr. W. Crooke contribntes some enlargements in platinotype, which are

very effective.

Mr. A. G. Gibson, of Penzance, sends some of liis well-known studies;

the most striking is a picture of two Newlyn fishwomen. A second silver

medal has been awarded to a picture of the Countess of Londonderry,
by Mr. J. Lafayette, of Dublin. It is a perfect picture, and the retoucher's

art has played a prominent part. There are several other magnificent
works of the same order. Messrs. Werner & Son send some very fine

portrait studies well worthy of notice. Mr. J. Geddes sends two pictures

;

The lilacksinitli, a comjiosition picture, is admirable. Messrs.West & Son
again send some of their yacht pictures, which are wonderful productions,
but the Judges do not think they quite come up to their former exhibits.

Mr. W. Winter, of Derby, again sends some of his well-known work.
Mr. Luke Berry is represented by some clever studies. No. G6G,
Preparing for Boxing Niplit, composition picture by Mr. F. Whaley, is a
picture of great merit, being an interior. The figures quite carry out
the idea of what they aie intended to represent, and the accessories are
well in keeping. To this picture has been awarded a special first bronze
medal. The same exhibitor has several other high-class productions.
Mr. W. P. Marsh contributes several examples varied in character, and
very artistically treated. Messrs. Johnson Bros., of Henley-on-Thames,
have some good examples of instantaneous photography of Henley
Hegatta, which are perfect in their way ; they have also two enlarge-
ments which are good. Mr. T. G. Whaite sends some very high-class
portrait studies well worthy of careful inspection. Mr. John Pike shows
some good specimens of careful work. Mr. B. W. Robinson contributes
a number of small pictures which are very artistic, but rather too small
to tell well at an exhibition.

Mr. Warwick Brookes, of Manchester, receives a first bronze medal for

his frame of direct portraits, life-size. No. 708, wliich are very effective.

Mr. W. England, of London, sends some small instantaneous pictures
taken on a tricycle, wliieh are very perfect and natural. Messrs. Morgan
& Kidd have been awarded the medal for enlargements, viz., first bronze.

Ajiatkur Section.

The Hereilos, All Saints', Stoke Neu-ingtoii, a picture by Dr. E. W.
Alabone, has been awarded a first bronze medal. It is a very elaborate
piece of work, and is well rendered, being full of exquisite detail. The
same exliibitor has several river scenes. These are somewhat heavy
through under exposure, and the sky parts being all white tends to
make them hard ; with more exposure and a suitable sky printed in
they would make capital pictures, as the subjects are well chosen.
F. M. Puddicome, R.N., also sends some well selected scenes, but several
of them are somewhat heavy ; the defect seems mostly due to the printing.
The same exhibitor has a well defined flash of lightning, which is very
curious. The best pictures in this department are Mr. W. H. Hyslop's
yachting studies. He has some of large size, and appear to be the best
examples of yachts in the Exhibition, and he seems to be a little in advance
of the professionals in this special branch ; they are very soft and delicate
and with good atmospheric effect. Mr. F. K. Hurman sends several good
studies. Mr. A. J. Leesou also has a nice little picture. Mr. W. J. A.
Grant this year is very varied in his selection, which is an advantage ; his
Irish cabin is a beautiful little picture. He has also several well chosen
subjects with figures, but the best of his exhibits are two frames of
portraits taken in a drawing-room, and are finer than many taken in a
studio. A first bronze medal has been awarded to Frame 748. The
figures are very artistically posed, and the rendering of the drapery is

perfection. Mr. W. Clement Williams sends a selection of outdoor
pictures, which show great taste and skill. The Eev. H. B. Hare takes
the land.scape prize this year, a first bronze medal for a capital picture.
Thirsty Moments—a meadow and river with cattle. It is a charming little

picture, and is very soft and at the same time brilliant, with suliicient

force and vigour. Mr. George Davison has some clever little sketches,
mostly figure subjects, some of which are very comical, but each one tells

its own tale. To the picture Coal Heavers has been awarded a second
bronze medal. The same gentleman has also several rural pictures
which show great talent and artistic taste. Mr. H. D. Crocker, R.N.,
sends several clever river studies, which show careful manipulation.
Mr. R. Hansford Worth contributes several outdoor groups, which show
good manipulation

; the groups are well arranged and have a very
natural effect. The Dewerstone is a pleasing Httle picture, but if a suit-
able sky had been printed it would have greatly improved it.

PlIOTOOBAPHIC Al'PLUNCES.
No. 800, a photographic print washer of an improved form. The

Judges have given it a good practical test, and with a moderate pressure
of water it works well and is very effective. The prints are kept in gentle
motion and can be drained at the finish, A second bronze medal has
been awarded to it.

A MEMORANDUM ON THE POWER OF DISCRIMINATING
MINUTE SPACES.

NoTixa the effect of different sized apertures in the production of an
image on the focussing screen of the camera, it occurred to me how
small an aperture, in a good light, would it be pos-sible to see with
unaided vision. Much of course depends on the eyesight and how

the space is illuminated. The smallest visible aperture I can call to miod
is a pinhole in a negative which is made visible chiefly by irradiation,

but it would hv impossible to estimate its size without an instrument.
Tile following plan of estimating the diameter of a small space,

although perhaps of no practical use. Is curious as ahowinf; the ex-
ceedingly minute spaces that can be appreciated by ordinary and
unaided eyesight. If a pinhole ,',7 of an inch in diameter be made in

a piece of metal foil (this is easily done by setting off | inch on a
similar piece of foil and pricking in it twenty holes close together and
so largo that the twenty in a lino will fill up the space of J inch).

Holding this up to the light (the eye being protected from any other
than tliat passing through the aperture) and steadily looking at it with
one eye at such a distance that the edge of the hole is a little out of
focus, there will appear a network filling up the space consisting of
rings (I counted nine distinctly and several not so distinct), which do
not overlap in any part but quite fill up the aperture, and consist of

an opaque circle enclosing a space, the line forming the circle being
about a sixth of the diameter of the space. Knowing that the pin-
hole is gV of an inch in diameter, and that four of these rings are

required to fill a line across it, they would be each jjj of an inch
in length, the lines forming the rings being but a sixth of their

diameter. The thickness of these would be toVo inch. The triangular

spaces formed between the outside of the rings were apparently about
half the diameter of the lines, but indistinct. Therefore in a rough
estimate we might say that a space of ^^sn of an inch is appreciable

by the unassisted vi-sion. Edward Di'nmore.

©ur IBtJitorial Catlc.

Leisk's Sky Shutter.
This shutter, which is manufactured and sold by Marion & Co., Soho-
square, is one of the rotating class. The aperture in the rotating and
exposing disc is so devised as to give an exposure to the foreground
of about three times the duration of that given to the sky, by which
are secured those cloud effects which impart such a charm to a land-
scape. Its formation will be seen from the adjoining illustration.

MARION A C9

The shutter is made of ebonite—very light, and can be adjusted to

any length of exposure, from about one-fiftieth part of a second to

any length desired. It is lifted with Cadett's I'atont Pneumatic

lielease, and this, together with the construction of the shutter,

which reduces friction to the minimum, prevents vibration during

exposure.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 12,168.—"A Newer Improved Process for Obtaining Po-iitive Black Ink
Copies from Positive Tracings or Negatives by the Action of Light." G. Bat.
—baled September 8, 1887.

No. 12,191.— "Improvements in Shutters for Photographic Cameras and iu

the Mechanism for Actuating such Shntters." A. S. Newman.—/)a<<rf Sep-

tember 8, 1887.

No. 12,275.—"A Folding Developing Tray with Plate Lifting Frames in

which all Handling of Photographic Plates is entirely avoided." W. TtlaB.—
Dated September 10, 1887.

No. 12,285.—"An Improvement in Tripod Heads for Photographic Cameras."

F. tdlAhl..—Dated September 10, 1887.

No. 12,292.—"Improvements in Washing Photographic Prints and io Ap-
paratus therefor. " A. HjiRtiiOTi,—Dated Sej)U'mber \0, 1887.
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PATENT LAPSED.
Xo. 2677-—"Photographers' Backgrounds, &c,"

A. M. ClAm.—Oated 1883.

Communicated by Lindop.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
LVPBOVEMENTS IN WaSHIXO AND DRAINING RACKS FOR PHOTOGBAPHXC

Negatives.

No. 4202. Geokge Frederick Blackmore, 1, Coulter-road, Tlie Grove,
Hammersmith, W.—March 21, 1887.

In arranging the sides and ends of racks with hinged connexions in such a way
tliat they form a parallel or nearly parallel motion when being folded, collapsed,

or closed up, and in making either or both of the sides partly or wholly detach-
able at will, for greater convenience in folding or closing them up.
To carry out my invention I arrange the parts in such a manner that the

rack can be quickly prepared for the reception of negatives or similar articles,

and may also be rapidly closed or folded up into a very small space, thus
making it extremely portable and convenient for packing or stowing away for

travelling. The rack in its simplest fonn is made of two sides of corrugated
or grooved zinc or other suitable material, the corrugations or grooves being of
any number according to the quantity of plates or negatives that it is intended
to hold. The two comigated or grooved sides are maintained when in use at
suitable distances apart, corresponding to the size of plate or negative that it

is to be used for, by two or more bands of wire or strips arranged so as to pass
at right angles to the corrugated or grooved sides in a continuous length along
tlie backs of them and to connect them at the ends.
To the outside of the corrugated or grooved sides the wire bands are attached

at suitsible distances apart, and parallel to each other in such a way that tliey

form a hinge or parallel motion. By this arrangement the sides may be moved
so as to lie end to end and perfectly flat. Along the inside of the corrugated
or grooved sides, at a suitable distance from the bottom, is fastened a strip of
wire or other material to form a stop or ledge on which tlie negatives or plates
can rest, and which prevents them passing through the rack when being used.
To the upper of the parallel wires or strips tliere are attacluid two or more
loojis or handles that are free to turn on the wires, so that when necessary the
rack can be suspended by them, and when not in use they can be folded down
close to the coiTiig.ated or gi'ooved sides.

In some cases I arrange a number of the comigated or grooved sides in a row
and connect them all by a series of wire bands or parallel motions, so that they
will all fold together when required.

I sometimes arrange two or more pairs of parallel strips or wires to connect
the coiTugated or grooved sides, without ])assing along their backs, by means
of loose pins or rivets at each end of each strip, so as to afford a hinge or
parallel movement similar to that already described.

In other cases I so arrange the par.-iUel wires or strips that either or both of
the corrugated or gi-ooved sides can be partly or wholly detached from them,
and thus allow the rack to be folded into a still sniiiller compass. Tliis I
accomplish by means oHiinged or spring clips or their equivalent fastened to
the corrugated or grooved sides by means of pins or rivets, or by soldering or
equivalent method, so that they can clip the wire bauds or be cletached when
required, and aljow the corrugated or grooved sides to turn or hinge freelv as
previously described.

'

'
'

i^^^tingjS of aoct>tie0*—*—
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

D«t« of Meeting.

September 19 .

20 .

20 ,

20 ,

21 ,

21 .

.t 21 ,

21 .

21 ,

,1 21 .

22 ,

Kame of Society.

Notts I

Glasfow& West of Scotland Am.

I

North London
Bolton Club
Bristol and W. of Eng. Amateur

:

Bury
Hyde '

Manchester Club
Edinburgh Photo. Club
Photographic Club
London and Provincial

Place of Meeting.

Institute, 9, Shakespeare-street.
180, West Rep-cnt-street, Glasgow.
MyddeltonUall,Upper-st., Islington
The Studio, Chancery.lane, Boltxju.
Qneen'B Hotel, Clifton.

Mechanics' Hall, Hyde.

5, St. Andrew-square.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, B.C.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thursday night, September 8, at the ordinary weekly meetine of the above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, Citv, London Mr W H
Prestwich presided. . . * .

The Hon. Secretary exhibited a print of a flash of lightning taken by Messrs.Rolmison k fcons, of Regent-street, London. Like the one i.reviously exhibited

itLut ?^' '" °r Pi"! "l "^' ^"'^'^ *''" """'' »PI'»'-ently turned back upon
it-selt m a loop. A print of a Convention group by Mr. Crooke, of EiUnbureh,was also exhibited, ^ '

Mr. A. CuWAN, in .support of a contention of his that bromide of potassium
8 not a restramer in the developer when an alkali is present, said that he had

i^rnl^flf' f'f,,*"?''^'''^,^'''",'"'''
negatives with solutions containing different

proportions of the bromide, the maximum used being sixteen .rrains to the

det"„n%n?' '''''*''
i"-^!'^^?"'^.'"^^-' "'^ '°°g^^' '° devdoping bu°t gave m":

tW hfhL^ "T ^"' '"r
'"' "r *''"" '"'1 ""y "f ""' ""'"^

;
he concludedthat the bromide retarded but did not restrain development. Mr Wiirnerke

fiml fi
'
°"'"' <'^'"''''«'l " si'Icndid picture from a plate which had had eighttimes the proper exposure upon an edifice in Moscow; the plate had been

Mr B Wm/ T ''»"/»,
^[T''^'^

°f potassium befo^ devlpmen
Mr' w M ''I'-''™" ''^'f'

?'"'' '^"''^*<^ "f '^"'•'' "•»^ •'' powerful retarder.

tl,eHttY;fact^t".?'T"'
"'"' M'-- W.atmough Webster had first published

if »
' ^ ^ °"'' P^'' <^'*"'- solution,

Mr. A, Haddon remarked that when pyrogallol was preserved with citric

aoid the subsequent addition of ammonia necessarily caused the formation of
the powerful restrainer, citrate of ammonia.

Mr. Cowan added that anyhow such use of citric acid acted very well
practically.

A question in the box was, what would remove the yellowness of negatives
reduced with ferridcyaiiide of potassium,

Mr. Ashman responded that a weak solution of hydrochloric acid removed
it at once,

Mr, Cowan preferred very weak perchloride of iron as a reducer.
Another question in the box was, what was the be.st material for lens mounts

to reduce their weight for tourists, and should photographic societies weigh
all lenses exhibited at their meetings and publish tlie figures obtained.

Mr. Wollaston did not see why tlie mounts should not be made of
aluminium.

Mr. Cowan said that as aluminium did for opera glasses he did not see why
it would not do for photographic lenses.

Mr. F, A, Bridge remarked that tliere was much difference in the weight of
brass in lens mounts ; tlie foreign mounts were usually very heavy. Much of
the weight w.as in the tubes ; the tubes perhaps could be made of aluminium,
even if the cells were of brass,

Mr, Haddon thouglit that the flange should not be so near one end of the
lens as at present, bui; be near the diajiliragm slot, so as to reduce the vibration
when using a shutter.

Mr. Cowan surmised that perhaps the maker would think that that plan
would make the lens look smaller and not big enough for the money.

Mr. Plomer exhibited a photograph, said to be of a rainbow, taken by a
friend of his when on board ship off tlie coast of Australia, One broad, nearly
straight, shaded band crossed the picture from top to bottom.
- The members generally expressed the ojiinion that a rope or metal bar out of
focus near the lens had beeu photogiaphed, and that the rainbow did not
appear in the picture at all,

Mr, J, B, B. vVeli.ington had once pliotographed a rainbow ; it made a very
faint impression upon the plate,

Mr, J. J. Briginshaw once obtained a broad band like that in the print
before them upon a series of jiaper negatives, and had been unable to discover
the cause of the phenomenon.
A few remarks were then made about the liability of insufficiently fixed

paper neg.atives to darken all over by keeping, and the necessity for using a
strong hypo solution when fixing negatives upon paper.

Mr. Woi.i.ASTON knew of some Ijeautil'ul bromide opal jilates in the market
which it was impossible to fix with a very strong solution of hypo.
Mr. Ashman had received Mr. Buibaiilc's new book from America, and had

carefully read it through ; it professed only to be a compilation, but that com-
pilation had been very well done, so tliat it was a jiractically useful book of
reference. Had any one noticed the remarkable falling off in the actinic power
of the light that afternoon ? He had found it at least twelve times slower than
usual at the same time of day.

Mr. Bridge had noticed it and found it to be about fifteen times slower than
usual.

Mr. WOLtASTON had found at Chislehurst. a few miles out of London, that
at twelve o'clock that day plates required double their usual exposure.

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the meeting held at Myddelton H.all, Islington, N., on Tuesday, September
6, Mr. J. Ti'aill Taylor, President, in tlie oliair, Mr. Arthur K. .Smith was
electeil a member of the Society.

A question was .asked whether there was any .advantage or disadvaut.age in
constructing a doublet lens with the combin.ati"oiis of widely dissimilar focus.

The President said that rectilinear lenses were now frequently constructed
with the back combination of shorter foous than the front, this .system being
found to conduce to flatness of field,

Mr, J. Jackson had been in the habit of interchanging the combinations of
his portable symmetricals, and found tliat he could obtain lenses of inter-

mediate focus which worked thoroiigldy well.
The Hon. SucRKTAity in using his Dailot's combination set preferred to u.se

a long focus front combination with a sliort focus back combination.
In 0]iening the discussion on "Lantern matters," Mr. A. Mackie said that

when using a condenser, either for enlarging or for projecting a picture on the
screen, it had been recognised as a priiui]ile that the source of light should be
as nearly a point as passible. Tlie oxyliydrogen light practically fulfilled this

condition. When this was unattainable he tliought tliat the arrangement
suggested by Mr. Traill Taylor at tlie Couference of the Camera Club was
worthy of consideration. This consisted in an adaptation of the albo-carbon
gaslight fitted to the lantern, two burners being employed, one being about an
inch behind tlie other with an air space between. Interposed between the con-
denser and the flame, as clo.se to the latter as jiossible, was a diaiihragm having
a circular opening half .an inch to one inch in diameter, the position of the dia-
phragm being such .as to hide all tlie light except a portion of the most
luminous jiart of the fiaiiie. The ordinary oil lamp had the disadvantage of
unevenly illuminating the screen owing to the division of the wicks. He
thought, however, that Mr. Taylor's ju-inciple might also be applied to oil

lamps.
Air. J. H. Bird preferred the oxyhydrogen to the oxycalcium light.

The President said that with a little management a good illumination could
be obtained by the oxycalcium light. The wick of the spirit lamp should be
comparatively long, and should be siilit into two p.arts, between which the
oxygen should be directed on to the lime, 'fhe President tlien described
Professor Fairchild's method of preparing oxygen while the lanteni exhibition
or demonstration was in progress.

Mr. E. Clifton described the Briiis Oxygen Company's light, which differed
from the ordinary oxyhydrogeu light in the use of a snuall ball of a comp.u'a-
tively indestructible substance in the place of the lime. This light, though
admirable for house illumination, had the di-'-advantiige for use in the lantern
that the most intense part of the flame was at the bottom.
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In a discussion upon lantern slides, the importance of adopting an uniform
nietliod of niarliing was pointed out, and it was explained that the standanl
aysteni of the IMiotogniphic I'lub, which was now almost universally used, was
that a white spot be placed on each of the top corners when tlie slide was
viewed, so that the subject appeared as in nature, or a white lino along the top
l.lKC.

Mr. CuFTON spoke of the inconvenience cansed by the use of glasses not
unifoiin in size. He ailvocated that all slides be made on 3^ x 3j plates.

Mr. Iliggins showed .some slides on gelatino-dtro-chloriile plates of his own
manufacture printed out and toned witli gold,

Mr. T. Utton showed a dark slide with bj^ attachment for changing plates
in the field.

Next meeting will take place on Tuesday, September 20. Visitors are
invited.

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary meeting of the above was hold in the Free Public Library on
Thursday evening, the 8th instant,—The President, Mr. J. A. Forrest, in the
chair.

The minutes of the jirevious meeting were read and pa.ssed.

Messrs. A, H. Martin, E. R. Weare, Jo.seph Joplin, and Julio Gonzobz, were
elected as members.

Prints were exhibited by Messrs. Forrest, Riley, Eaton, Stanstield, and
Lange

; the latter had .some very large ones by Messrs W. Cobb & Sons,
Woolwich, taken on Juljilee Day in the vicinity of Westminster Abbey, of tlie

royal iirocession en nii<li;, which compared favourably with those taken at the
same time by other operators.

Mr. H. H. Williams showed an interesting instantaneous one illustrating the
effect of (iring a shot into water from an ordinary sporting breechloader ; the
amount of water raised as depicted was surprisingly great, whilst the spray
therefrom had reached a heiglit of some twelve to fifteen feet, and the gun in

the hands of the firer, instead of aiming at the point of impact, as would be
supposed it should, had "jumped" so considerably as to be represented in an
almost horizontal position.

The Pkesidext read a jiaper entitled Ifmo (o ifanipitlule the Camera in a
ilitltari/ Manner [see page u82], the novelty of a camera mounted on a gun-
stock in lieu of the orthodox tripod exciting a good deal of interest. It was
tboui;ht by some to be an unneces.sary addition to the imjiedimenla of a photo-
graplier, anil that similar results could be obtained, when snap shots were
recpiired, by simply holding tlie camera in the hand and pointing it at the
object to be taken, the finder showing when it w.as properly balanced on the
plate.

Mr. Forrest, however, thought otherwise, and substantiated his case by
showing some excellent prints taken as dcscribeil in his paper.
A member stated that ho dispensed with the use of a finder altogether, as he

found in practice that by glancing along the top edges of his camera he could
locate a view with the greatest accuracy.

Mr. H. WiLKrNsf>N took exception to the President's statement 'thit after
thirty yards a lens has no focus, as he had not found it so hiiiiself.

Some discussion took place on the subject, with the result that it was
thought that the fact coidd not be looked upon as established, lenses varying
nuich in this respect, especially when of the larger sizes.

Tlie utility of detective cameras was illustrated by an account of a photo-
grapher who had recently visited the fleet with one whilst lying in the Mersey,
aifd came away with a large number of views taken on tlie various vessels.
A number of queries in the question box having been replied to, ami the

members reminded that the annual lantern slide competition takes place in
October, the meeting broke up.

——
SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held on the 6th instant,—
Mr. A. a. Platts occupied the chair.

This being the last meeting before the annual meeting, Messrs. Charlesworth
and Spencer were appointed Auditors, and arrangements were made for a dinner
to jjrecede the meeting, which will take jilace on October 4.

Mr. J. W. Charlesworth read a paper on Xv/,:s on Develnpment.

CorrejSiiottlrence.

CorrwpojitIea(a gJiouId nerm* imi« on hoih aides of the paper.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF (iREAT BRITAIN
EXHI13ITI0N, 18K7.

To tlie Editors.

Gentlemen,—Kindly permit me to remind intending exhibitors that
Wednesday next, September 21, is the last day for receiving packing
cases from the country, by our agent Mr. Boiirlet, 17, Nas.sau-street,
Middlesex Hospital, and also that the sanio day is the only one for
receiving i>icturei< and apparatus at the Gallery. Any Iiutber information
may bo obtained from me.—I am, yours, Ac,

5\, Pall Mall East, S.W. Edwin Cocking, Assistant Secretary.

PYROGAIiLIC ACID AND ITS PRESERVATION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to your leading article in last Friday's
Journal, I, for one, should be glad if you would give a little fmther
detailed information on methods of using pyro preservatives. I find it

utterly iinpo5.sible to make a solution of pyro and sodic sulpliite that is

not highly discoloured, unless I add such a quantity of free acid that the
developing action of the solution is so greatly lowered as to render it

almost useless for rapid work. Several friends have, to my knowledge,
relintjuished the use of aulphite on this acconnt. You woald, I am lore,

do a kindness to others besides myself if you woald point oot plainly
where we err.—I am, yonrs, <fcc., Icon.

[An article on the subject will be found in another colomn,

—

Edb.]

FOREIGN MADE LENSES AND THE MEBCHANDISE MARKS
ACT.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Respecting the Merchandise Marks Act qnoted in last

week's Journal, it may interest your readers to know that the Act became
law when the Royal assent was given to it ; and also respecting foreign

lenses, Clause 3, Section 2, says, "applies to goods having thereon any figures,

words, or marks, or arrangement thereof, as are reasonably calculated to

lead persons to believe that the goods are the manufacture of some person
other than the person whose manufacture they really are."

Now, gentlemen, you will see by my card, enclosed, that I am mach in-

terested in the Act and have studied it iu many ways, and I think you will

agree with me that according to the above clause that any dealer having
lenses for sale not his own manufacture, and bearing his own name on them,
and from this time sells them without informing his customer that they
are not his own make (in writing and accepted by the customer, see

Clause 17), will be liable to a prosecution, and the same rule holds good
with any articles of merchandise or manufacture bearing names, words,
or marks, Ac, and the onu« is thrown ou tlie defendant to prove his

innocence, or that he sold the goods without a guilty knowledge.
I certainly must differ from you when you say " most purchasers of

lenses from dealers bearing dealers' names know quite well they are made
ou the Continent," etc., and consequently are foreign. I should rather say
that most xmrchasers of lenses with a name of any kind on would naturally

suppose they were of the vendors' manufacture, or at least manufactured
for them. 'I'he same would apply to a watch, especially as the English
goods bear a better reputation for strength and quality than foreign goods.

There is no doubt that dealers in every trade must now be careful

what they are about, as hitherto so many, I will not say frauds, but mis
representations as to the goods vended have been carried on, especially

where names are concerned, that every purchaser must feel glad that some
of these practices are now stopped. I could tell you cases that have occurred

in the watch trade that would make yom- hair stand on end, aye, and in

connexion with some of our best and most well-known names, and when
they have been brought to book have simply returned tlie money. Now,
I am happy to say, all that is at an end, and a prosecution will have to

stand instead. Apologising for troubling you with this—I am, yours, Ac,
Clerh-iiwell, London, Septeiiihcr 13, 1887. I. W.

SXJPEBIOR WORKMANSHIP.
2'o the Editors.

Gentlemen,—May I venture, as an old subscriber, to ask my brother

amateurs through the medium of your columns whether their experience

of what is advertised as " superior workmanship," and for which a pro-

portionately high piice is charged, runs upon all fours with my own, or

whether I am especially unlucky?
I have worked for several years with a 3 x 74 camera and changing box

by Hare, when, in an evil moment, 1 thought, for the sake of the extra

weight, I would try one of the much advertised light cameras, having in

view a long journey abroad. I duly sent 13/. (ij. 6(/. with the order,

which was expressly stipulated for by the maker, a thing, by-the-by,

which I will never do again,- for I hardly see why I should trust the

vendor with my money and risk getting the goods rather than he should

trust me with the goods and risk getting his money; any amount of

reference, if you please, but no more cash in advance.

[Here the writer enters into details of a commercial nature which
it 19 unnecessary to publish.]

I started on my trip, and luckily encountered so much rough and
stormy weather that I could use my camera but little. I say luckily,

because, on developing my negatives since my return, I find many of

them marked with two scratches across the whole length of the film,

caused by the brass screws iu the slides projecting on the inside. Of
courho the negatives are useless. I have written to the maker of the

camera, and received in return a somewhat jeering letter about an

enthusiastic amateur. So much in this instance for superior workman-
ship in return for a high price.

Now for experience the second. Having tried my 'prentice hand with

fair success at enlarging, I decided to get an apparatus with lantern and
condenser to suit my 5 x 7J negatives.

I gave the order to a London firm with whom I had previously had

satisfactory dealings, although their price was higher than that ol some
other good makers, but then I was promised superior quality.

The result is that I receive a set of apparatus so arranged that the

flame of the lamp cannot be brought within three inches of the centre of

the condenser, nor within five inches of the requisite distance from it to

give a full disc of light.
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In reply to my complaint I am told that they have copied it from that

of another well-known house, but if I can suggest any alteration of

detail they will carry out my ideas. As I can see plainly that the whole

lantern must be remade, I have to send some miles to get a competent man
to repack the case with a view to return it. How the matter will end re-

mains to be seen, but this second case of superior workmanship at a high

price is rather a caution to amateurs.—I am, yours, &o., H. A. S.

FIFTY SITTINGS FOE A PORTRAIT.
To the Editohs.

Gentlemen,—In the interesting controversy in your Journal regarding

the above subject, there have been many and varied opinions given, but

none which seem to refute the original assertion as made in the article

on Colouring as Applied to PItotography. I do not intrude these few

lines, however, upon you in order to support Mr. E. Barrett's theory, but

upon a matter which touches myself more closely.

The fact is, I wish to take exception to a remark made in your last

Jodrnal by your correspondent, Mr. F. Wilcockson, regarding an en-

graver. He distinctly calls him a meehanicul artist. May I ask him on
what grounds he makes such an assertion? I have always found
engravers, who are worthy of the name, to be men of very high artistic

training and moat superior draughtsmen. I think it rather hard, under
these circumstances, that we should be classed as mere "mechanical
artists."—I am, yours, A'C, An Engraver.

To the Kditors.

Gentlemen,—I follow with interest the various opinions of your
correspondents on the above subject, but regret to say they seem to get

away from the original point at issue. If I read aright, I believe Mr. E.

Barrett always speaks of goml work ; and therefore it would be best only
to argue it from that point, as he was the author of the ai'ticle which led

to the present discussion. Your correspondent, Mr. Wilcockson, gives as

an example, in your last Journal, a coloured photograph, and that rather
poorly done. I think it would be better to consider this matter from the
point, not of painting on a photographic base, but painting on an ordinary
canvas when photography is only looked upou as a liclp.— I am, yours,
&c.. One who does roth.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your Journal of last week "A Painter," in reply to

"Free Lance," makes some remarks about the discolouration of portraits.

Will you permit me to ask him the circumstances under which portraits

in oil (not on photographic base) will become discoloured as described by
" Free Lance," and the causes that lead to same ? I would also like to
know how to restore them to their original state. I can well understand
the coloured photographs becoming discoloured, as I have had experience
of it, but have never had the experience of a painting in oils, by " an
artist of repute," too, doing the same thing.—I am, yours, &c..

An Amateur.

anstoers to Correspontientis.

Notice.—Bach Co'rrespondcni is required to enclose Jiis name and address^ althotigh not
neces^Hly for puhlicati/m. Communications may, when thought desirable, appear under
a NOM DE PLCME (M ?ii(?ier(o, or, liy prefe}'ence, under three letters of the alphahet. Such
signatures as " (instant Header," " Sviiscriber," ic, should he avoided. Correspondents
not conforming to this rule li'ill therefore undcrstond the reason /or the omission of their
communications.

Photographs Registered :

—

A. G. Pethcriok, 11, Alfred-street, Taunton.—Phofojroph of Jubilee Car of the
Taunton Manufacturing Company.

N. M. Phillips, CO, Oxford-street, Southampton.—Three jihotosrajihe of Bcv. Thomas
Nicholson.

G. Donney, 21, St. Sidwell-street, Exeter.—Phofogmph 0/ Theatre Boyal, Eieter.
G. V. Yates, Davy's-bnildin|?s, Fargate, Sheffield.—Four jihofographs of Sir Hcnru

Stephenson, Mayor of Sheffield.

C. Tomlinson.—We will try tUe solution.

R. D. H. B.—We have forvvarded your application to Mr. Chadwick.
H. A. G.—The prints to which you refer are simply very highly burnished.
R. C—Crimson lake from cochineal or alizarine lake are not permanent if

they are exposed for a long time to sunlight ; but the latter is the best of the
two.

T. G. B. inquires what is the best artificial light (not electric) for portraiture—
Next to the electric light we should say, all things considered, that luacnesium
IS the best.

^

C. Butt.—Guttapercha is not a good material for vessels which are to coutain
a silver bath unless it be well coated with shellac. Such vessels are in use
and are well spoken of at the Ordnance Survey Ollice, Southampton.

R. C. Macleod.—1. The stain looks very much like imperfect fixation and the
liglit acting upon it. A similar stain may, however, be produced by con-
tamination with silver while the prints are washing.—2. The negatives were
no doubt not sufficiently washed, and contact with the silver paper has caused
the spots and stains.—3. You have over exposed.

C. Stephens.—It is very evident that the body of the Hame has been vervmuch too large. Cut otV the whole except the sjuace of half an inch bv
placing an opaque diaphragm immediately in front of the Hame, and voumay depend upon It that sharpness will result unless tliere is sometliing
radically wrong with the condenser. a"ry this aud write agaiu.

Col. Guhbins.—The exposure given to the print, namely, over two and a half

hours, indicates something radically wrong. The light, though apparently

strong, must have been of an unusually non-actinic character, Two or three

cheap paralline lamps placed l>ehind the two thicknesses of ground-glass

should give sullicient light to enable the enlargement to be made in a

moderately short time.

B. H. G. writes: "I have a stereoscopic lens by a noted maker; in every

picture I have made with it there is a small circular area in the centre of the

plate that is too dark, and which, of course, appears in the print too light.

What is the cause of this ? and is tliere any remedy for the evil ?"—The evil

is what is known as a flare spot. The remedy is to alter the position of the

stop by placing it nearer to or farther from the lens. A few experiments

wUl show the exact place where jierfectly even illumination wUl be secured.

W. B. Cassingh.am writes: "1. I always use distilled water (free from
ammonia) for mixing all stock solutions, but when developing I use plain

tap water for making up the developer ; is this equal to rain water filtered,

or would it be better to use the latter for the developer, hypo solutions for

plates and prints, also toning bath ?—2. Is two ounces hypo to the pint of

water sullicient for fixing prints, or is it better to have it the same strength

as for plates I—3. How much liquid ammonia ought to be added to the pint

of hypo solution?"— 1. Ordinary tap water will answer quite as well as dis-

tilled for tlie purposes mentioned.—2. Four ounces to the pint is the best

strength.—3. Teu minims.

Spotter says :
" I use a mixture of Prussian blue, sepia, and crimson lake,

with the white of an egg, for spotting prints, aud f am annoyed to find that

on looking over prints a few weeks old that the two colours, sepia and lake,

have entirely faded and left the spots filled up with the blue alone. I use

the best colours I can procure from Rowney. If you can tell me the cause

of the above aud a remedy I sliiill be greatly obliged."—Crimson lake is one

of the most fugitive of colours wlien exposed for a time to strong daylight,

aud for this reason should not be used. Madder colours are somewhat more
permanent, and are therefore preferable. Madder brown is a very useful

colour in spotting pliotographs.

REX asks :
" Can you please tell me how it is that my prints fade so much

wlien I put them into a fixing bath of two and a half ounces of hypo to twenty

ounces of water with teu drops of ammonia? I may say that 1 thoroughly

w.asli prints at first in many changes of water before toning ; after toning tliey

are put into fresh w.iter witli a pinch of salt in, then in fresh water a"aiu Ijefore

putting into the fixing bath. However dark I have the prints to begin with

tlie result is, when finished, a very weak, thin sort of print."—From the data

furnished it is ditlicult to say tlie cause of the trouble unless it be that the

prints are over toned. We do not see the utUity of the " pinch of salt"

treatment after toning. If used at all it should be before touiug, but this

will not account for tlie trouble.

Worried writes as follows :
" I am using a ready sensitised paper, and made

up two baths as a test, aud both :ilter toning (very slowly) a few prints

stopped toning, aud the prints began turning the colour of the one enclosed

(not Irora want of gold), and the batli was neutral. I let them remain in the

bath two or three hours, but tliey did not attempt to tone. 1 took every

precaution in making the batli, and used three grains of gold, one drachm of

acetate of soda, water, twenty-four ounces, as 1 have usually done for otlnr

papers. I should be extremely glad of any suggestion, as 1 have one quire

on hand and cannot alTord to w.aste prints continually. Do you think for a

small business sensitising one's own paper is more economical than using

ready sensitised paper ?"—It would appear that the jiaper is at fault if it so

obstinately refuses to tone. We should recommend our correspondent to

try the elfect cf immersing the prints in a very weak solution of common
washiii" soda—say a piece the size of a hazel nut in a pint and a half of water

])rior°to toning. Tlie discolouration seems to be due to light while the

prints are in the toning bath. On the whole, we think that ready sensitised

paper is the more economical when the consumption is small. When the

paper is sensitised at home there is considerable waste unless it is used up

quickly, and this cannot always be done when the light is bad.

Erratum.—In our issue for the 2nd instant, page 553, second column, line

thirty from bottom, for "M. Boissouas, of Lyons," read "M. Boissonnas, of

Geneva."

A correspondent writing from Falmouth, where the Exhibition of the Royal

Cornwall Polytechnic Society is now open, says—"The exhibition of photo-

graphs is grand.

"

Photographic Society of Great Britain.—The usual monthly technica

meeting of this Society will be held on Tuesday next, September 20, at eight

p.m., a°t the Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, September 21, 1887, will be on Lenses. Saturday outing at Rainham.

Train from J^iiichurch-street at thirty-two minutes past two.
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PLATINOTYPE PRINTING.

Platinotype, though the simplest of all printing processes, is

yet liable to be, and is, considerably misunderstood by many
who have little practical acquaintance with its methods, this

very simplicity, perhaps, being one cause leading to the

existence of these false impressions. For example, it is often

said there is no control over the depth of printing, merely

because it is thought that a print once out of the frame is

complete for good or for bad. But it is forgotten that pre-

cisely the same state of affairs exists in the case of a silver

print ; and, a§ a matter of fact, there is a very appreciable

variation in the possible ultimate depth producible in a

platinum print, by varying the heat of the developing bath.

Thus, if several prints are made from one negative, and it be

shown when the first is developed that an error of judgment

has been made in the depth, a lower temperature for a too

darkly printed, or the bath made nearly boiling for a slightly

printed proof, are capable of modifying the depth of colour

sufficiently to ensure a batch of good prints, unless the error

has been considerable ; but at the same time there is not the

latitude that carbon printing permits. With regard to the

power of judging of the right time to take a print from the

negative, those of our readers with any experience of the

process will join us in saying that it need be no bugbear at

all. An experienced man will be able to tell, almost as readily

as witli silver, when a print is deep enough, and if the ex-

perience is wanting nothing is simpler than to run a " pilot"

print in silver. A small piece of silvered paper is placed under

any spare negative, the smaller the handier, and exposed to

light at the same time as the required platinotype under its

negative, and both are turned down at once. If the latter

prove to be correctly exposed the silver print will be a guide

for the next exposure, another piece of silver paper being put

into its frame and printed along with another platinum ; when
the silver print is the same depth as the first the printer may
be absolutely certain his platinum is right also. Should the

trial print be too light or too dark the pilot print [may be

varied accordingly. In our own practice we generally'adopt

this plan as against using an actinometer, whether for carbon

or platinotype, though we can usually trust our judgment in

the latter after simple inspection.

The advocates of silver point out that there is no range of tone

in these pictures 3 but even that is only partially true. Given a

particular sample of sensitised platinotype paper, and the varia-

tion of colour under control it is true is practically nil; but quite

apart from the fact that sepia tones are obtainable with the

Platinotype Company's materials, there yet exists a decided

range in the tones of black that it is possible to obtain with i

the process. We suppose the number of photographers who
sensitise their own platinotype paper is only small; but, as may
be seen in that very interesting monograph on the subject by
Pizzighelli and Hubl, the colour of the finished platinotype print

is capable of being influenced by variations in the sensitising

and developing bath, and also by the sizing material employed.

But, be this as it may, with the paper now purchasable ready

prepared for use no one need produce a print of that extremely

disagreeably cold tone that once was far from uncommon with

the process.

There is another property of the ready sensitised papers which

is too little noticed : they do not all give the same character

of print as regards hardness and softness. We have seen

excellent negatives give at one time prints so hard that no

one would care to possess them, and on another occasion prints

just perfect as regards gradation. The photographer who

desires his prints to excel should not ignore, as to our knowledge

is commonly done, this elementary piece of platinotype lore.

Indeed, we believe that if negatives of imusual hardness are to

be printed from, it is possible to obtain from the patentees

paper specially prepared to give half tone in excess, which will

give capital prints from such negatives. The difference pro-

ducible by the mere fact of choosing the right paper is some-

times that between what, practically, is success and failure.

Now the most ardent advocate of printing on albumenised

paper will not claim the possession of this range of qualities by

different samples of paper, though it must in justice be stated

that in the matter of " hardness " and " softness " of results

there is more range among the various papers in the market

than many are aware of. In a general way, however, the silver

printer varies his results in this respect not by choosing different

papers, but by the strength of the light in which he prints,

and thus renders some considerable range available for his

purposes.

This leads us to the vital point of the process, the question

whether in practical everyday work an ordinary unselected

batch of negatives may be printed from in platinotype with as

much satisfaction as in silver ? To get a satisfactory reply to

this query we must look at it in two aspects. We must first

ask whether for artistic work it is worth while getting prints

—

in silver, platinum, iron, or any medium whatever— that

are only makeshifts, tolerated, below par ? There can be but

one reply. It is that—granting artistic work, and not merely

pretty memoranda to be the goal—nothing that is gravely

deficient in artistic quality should be produced at all. But

then, in actual practice, artistic excellence is not the only goal
;

large numbers of pictures are produced which are interesting to

their owners, and perhaps a few others, whatever their artistic
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merit, so that it is evident sesthetic excellence cannot be looked

upon as a sine qud non.

The second aspect is as follows :—The peculiar excellence of

a platinotype print is its artistic beauty; it has neither the

brilliancy, the richness, nor the force of a silver print, but in

lieu of them it possesses a beauty all its own, more nearly

approximating—though yet a long way from it—the charm of

a steel engraving. To print, therefore, an indifferent negative,

in what may perhaps be called a special process, would be a

mistake, and it is fortunate that it is so. There are negatives

in existence which will give albumenised prints of presentable,

perhaps, indeed, excellent quality, which it would be useless to

attempt in platinotype, as the result would be grey, cold, and

flat in the extreme. But given a good negative, well exposed,

not too thin, and with a fine gradation and range of tones, and

by this process v>'e may obtain pictures rich, delicate, with a

complete range of tone from white almost to black, free from

heaviness in the shadows, and which, in fact, are, we will not

gay unrivalled, but moat difficult to rival by prints by any

process! in the whole range of photographic technics.

SULPHITES IN CONJUNCTION WITH PYRO.

II.

But it may happen that a reliable sample of sulphite is not

obtainable, in which case a ready means of manufacturing it

as required is desirable, and fortunately this is a matter of the

greatest ease, the materials and appliances requisite being

obtainable in any modern photographic laboratory. These

consist of our familiar friend hypo, common washing soda,

hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, a glass funnel, some glass

tubing, and a bottle fitted with a cork perforated with two

holes, or a two-necked Woolff's bottle may be substituted for

the funnel and one of the perforations in the cork. If the

funnel be employed it should be fixed in a convenient stand

and connected with a straight glass tube by means of an inch

or two of rubber tubing, the latter so arranged that by means
of a pinching clip a liquid j)Oured into the funnel may be

arrested, or allowed to flow, as desired. If it is to be frequently

used a "separating funnel" with glass tap will be useful. The
straight glass tube is passed through one of the perforations

in the cork, and must reach to the bottom of the bottle, in

the other orifice being fixed a bent leading tube reaching only

just through the cork, to allow the gas to escape as formed.

If the Woolfi"s bottle be used, the leading tube will occupy one

neck, the other being fitted with a stopper, by means of which

the acid is introduced gradually as required.
' Ilitroduce a pound of hypo into the bottle with a little water,

not necessarily sufficient to dissolve it all, and insert the cork

With its arrangement of tubes. In a separate vessel—a deep
basin or jar will answer well—place a solution made by dis-

solving half a pound of ordinary washing soda in a pint of

warm water, and into this solution insert the bent tube leading

from the hypo bottle, thrusting it to the bottom of the vessel.

Have ready a pound of the strongest commercial hydrochloric

acid and a stirring rod.

These arrangements made, by means of the funnel and pinch-

cock introduce the acid, a little at a time, so as not to set up
too violent an action, into the hypo solution. Decomposition
with effervescence will ensue, sulphurous acid being evolved
and passing over by the bent tube into the solution of carbonate
of soda, chloride of sodium being at the same time formed, and

sulphur precipitated in the bottle. Upon the gas passing

into the carbonate of soda solution, it displaces the carbonic

acid, and a second effervescence is set up as that escapes, and

the solution should be constantly stirred in order that the

sulphurous acid gas may be brought thoroughly into contact

with the uudecomposed carbonate. The hypo bottle, also, should

be occasionally gently agitated in order to mix its contents.

When upon the further addition of acid no effervescence

occurs, and the gas ceases to pass over, the operation is

complete.

The carbonate of soda will now have been converted into

acid sulphite of sodium, or bisulphite, in which condition it

may bo used for dissolving the pyro, and will prove a powerful

preservative, only it will have to be borne in mind that a large

allowance of alkali must bo made in compounding the developer

to neutralise the free acid—one point which a correspondent in

last week's Journal appears to have systematically overlooked.

Sulphurous acid, it maybe remarked, is dibasic^that is, it forms

two series of salts, one neutral and the other acid, the latter

formed by saturating carbonate of soda, as we have done with

the gaseous acid. To make the neutral salt the acid solution

is mixed witli an equal quantity of cai'bonate of soda to that

used at first ; we have next, therefore, to add another half pound of

washing soda. In order, however, that the adjustment of acid and

alkali may be accurately performed, we will reserve a small

quantity—say, an ounce—of each, setting aside that quantity

of the solution, and adding to the remainder seven ounces of

carbonate. When dissolved, if the solution be alkaline, as may
happen if a considerable quantity of the suljihurous acid gas

has escaped combination, add little by little from the reserve

portion until litmus paper is reddened and bleached. If, on

the other hand, it be still acid, add from the reserve of soda,

and by using one against tlie other, the reserve portions will

enable the final state of the solution to be left just on the side

of acidity.

If the operations have been carefully performed, and the whole

or greater part of the gas utilised, the solution of sulphite will

now perhaps be over saturated, and will have thrown down a

crop of crystals. If so, a little more water may be added to

dissolve them. In any case the result will be near enough to

a saturated solution to be used as such.

The operation as described may seem tedious, but in reality

it is one of the greatest simplicity. At the same time, when a

reliable supply of sulphite is available, we are far from recom-

mending its home manufacture ; but when it is not readily

obtainable, the plan we give supplies an article that may be

thoroughly depended upon as a preservative, and which, if

carefully neutralised, will be as free from retarding action as

can be.

A word regarding the use of the acid-sulphite. Those who
attach importance to the jjurity of the colour of the solution

and who desire a preparation of undoubted keeping qualities

may, with advantage, dispense with the addition of the second

portion of carbonate of soda. But as we have already pointed

out, care must be taken that the proper allowance is made in

the developer for the free acid it contains. What this

allowance should be it is impossible to say without testing the

solution, but this is an exceedingiy simple matter. If the

usual quantity of the bisulphite solution for one developing

operation be measured out and diluted with water, and the

stoclc ammonia, soda, or potash solution dropped cautiously

into it until, after stirring, red litmus paper has the colour

changed to purple, the quantity so added will represent what
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haa to ho u8od for each plato in addition to that directed in

the formula. This quantity may be borne in mind or the

fonnula of the stock solution itself may bo altered in accord-

ance witli the rcquiroments.

The bisulphite has a further advantage, inasmuch as when

necessiuy it enables a very concentrated jjreservative solution

to be made ; for while the acid salt is quite as soluble as the

' neutral sulphite it possesses about twice its preservative value.

In this respect the meta-bisulphite of potash, a more recent

introduction, behaves similarly, but wo are not aware whether

or not it is a sufficiently definite compound.

In many of the modern formulas in which the carbonate of

potash or soda is employed, it is the custom to combine the

preservative with both pyro and alkali, a practice adopted for

the purpose of ensuring uniformity of action, when the propor-

tions of the two solutions are varied. This appeai-s to us a

useless refinement, for slight variations in the proportion of

sulphite do not matoriallj' alter the character of the image,

while, so far as the effect upon exposure is concerned, the in-

crease of the proportion of the pyi'o solution to meet over

exposure will work towards the same cud by introducing a

larger qiumtity of acid and so further lowering the energy of

the mixed solution.

In conclusion, wo repeat that if a pure sample of sulphite be

employed, or a freshly made solution such as we have described,

and rendered acid before dissolving the pyro, such a prepara-

tion will retain it.s energy and clearness for a very long period,

extending, as we have found in our own practice, to years, and

if properly used will be free from any retarding influence in

development.

Another Parliamentary session has closed, and the question of copy-

right in works of fine art and in photographs is left as it was. The
projected Bill has, as on many previous occasions, suffered in the
" slaiigliter of the innocents." This, in tlie present instance, will, of

course, surprise no one, seeing the immense amount of time matters of

more national importance have absorbed. Perhaps, however, next

Bession, as it has been announced as a Government measure, the long

promised, or tlireatened, Bill—for it is looked upon rather in the latter

light by many photographers—may share a different fate.

As the employment of the collotype process is becoming more and
more extended, so the necessity of reversed negatives is increasing.

Perhap.s, of all the many methods by which they may be, and are,

produced, that of taking them direct in the camera by the aid of a

prism or mirror, is, on the whole, the best ; certainly it is the

most convenient, and possibly, is the one most generally employed
commercially. At the present time prisms are seldom used, except

for lenses of small diameter, on account of their costliness. Hence,
silvered glass mirrors, placed at an angle of 4o° to the axis of the lens,

are now almost universally employed in practice. They are cheap,

and, if well made, answer the purpose admirably.

Wiiicu is the best position to place a reversing mirror, in front of, or

behind, the lens ? In England it is usual to fix it in front, and in

Qermuny—where reversed negatives are more in use than here—at

the back. From an optical point of view, it makes very little

difference which, hut practically the posterior possesses many
advantages over the anterior position, and, for this reason, it is

surprising that the latter is still retained by so many photographers.

When the mirror is arranged in front of the lens, its silvered surface

is, of course, exposed to the atmosphere and any noxious vapours it

may contaiu, during the wliole of the time the image is being focussed

and tbe negative taken. Hence, it quickly loses its lustre and requires

repohshing, which tends to wear away the thin film of silver ; it Ls

also liable to accidental abrasion. Again, the mirror haa to bo

removed from the camera every time it is required to change the lens.

Furthermore, when the camera ha« to be brought close up to the

object to be copied, and the lens is of ghort focmi, the fittingx of the

mirror may obstruct the light, or even cast a ghndow upon it. These in-

conveniences, as well as the disadvantages, may be avoided if the mirror

occupies the posterior position. There it is better protected from atmo-
spheric influences and accidents. The lens may be changed without
disturbing the mirror or its fittings, and they, of course, will not interfere

with the illumination of the object while it is being photographed.

Altiiouoh the back position for a reversing mirror is far preferable

to a front, the best place of all for it is between the components of the
combuiation, which it is scarcely necessary to say must then ha
mounted at right angles to each other. In this position it is perfectly

protected from injury, and is not exposed to atmospheric influences.

When so placed, a much smaller mirror will serve —indeed, it need

be but httlo larger than the stop with which the lens is worked.

This plan of fitting the reversing media was introduced some ten years

or so ago by M. Derogy, but it has not, so far as we are aware, been

very generally adopted. It is somewhat difficult to see why this

should be the case seeing the advantages it offers.

By the way, reversing min'ors are frequently injured through want of

care on the part of those employing them. If they are much exposed

to the air during damp and foggy weather, such as that which may
shortly be expected, the silver rapidly becomes tarnished, and then a

much longer exposure of the negative is necessitated. And it should

be borne in mind that every time the reflecting surface is polished the

thickness of the thin film of metal is reduced. For this reason the

min-ors should never be exposed to the atmosphere for longer than

can be avoided, and they should always, when out of use, be kept in

a dry place. Before commencing to repolish the surface, care should

be taken that it is perfectly dry, for if it be damp the silver may rub

oft. To guard against tliis it is a good plan to always make the

mirror slightly warm in front of the fire before commencing to polish,

Thb present is about the best season of the year for securing good

cloud negatives. About the time of the equinox—vernal or autumnal

—as a rule, grander cloud effects, and a greater variety of them, are

to bo seen than at any other period. Few photographers, amateurs

in particular, possess a really good stock of cloud negatives, yet they

are not diflicult to obtain during the early spring and autumn months.

Nothing looks much worse in a collection of photographs than to see

the same clouds introduced in several different subjects. Yet we
often meet with examples of this even in the leading exhibitions.

It is to be hoped that in the forthcoming one in Pall Mall such things

will not be seen.

In a recent number of tbe Photographisehe Mittheilungen, Herr E.

Vogel describes different methods of imparting a gloss to platinotype

prints, and even for " enamelling " them. Most persons consider that

the matt surface and engraving-like appearance is one of the principal

charms of platinum pictures. To confer upon them a glossy surface,

or, worse still, to enamel them with gelatine and collodion, would be

to destroy all their artistic qualities. How would a fine mezzotint

engraving look if it were enamelled? Certainly quite as well as a

platinotype similarly treated. However, no one with any artistic

feeUng would think for a moment of doing either the one or the other,

LANTERN SLIDES ON GELATINE PLATES.
II.

In making an emulsion for lantern slides I vary the process rather

materially, both as regards formula and procedure. As the aim is not

to make a rapid but a clean emulsion, wo can afford to neglect some

of the precautions necessary to the production of great sensitiveness,

and tlieir omission assists in securing quality and fineness of deposit.

With regard to the forrauhi, I shall give a choice of two which

I like equally well, a hromo-iodide and a hromo-chloride, both of

which give better tones thau bromide alone, and each possessinsr

certain points in its favour. Tlie bromo-iodide gives ricli, clear

images of various shades of warm brown to black with ordinary pyro

development, and the deep colour given to the film by the iodide pro-
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vents the spreading of the light in the gelatine itself and helps to give

clear, sharp outlines. The bromo-chloride plates give a cooler toned

image with ordinary development, but by increasing the exposure and

using ferrous oxalate or ferrous citro-oxalate they yield a wide range

of warm red colours which will bear toning with gold or platinum.

The proportion of iodide to bromide may with advantage be very

considerably increased as compared with what is desirable for rapid

landscape plates, and the colour of the image may thus be very greatly

modified ; but it is not well to go beyond a certain point or a difficulty

will be experienced in getting density. In the same manner the pro-

portion of chloride may be increased, but if pyro development is to be

employed, this, too, must be done with caution. The two following

formulse represent the qualities I have found best:

—

Beomo-iodidb Emulsion.

Bromide of ammonium 60 grains.

Iodide of ammonium 20 „

Gelatine (Heinrich's or Coignet's) 180 „

Nitric acid, s.g. 1-4 2 minims.

Nitrate of silver 120 grains.

Distilled water 10 ounces.

Bromo-chlobidb Emulsion.

Bromide of ammonium 35 grains.

Chloride of ammonium (or sodium) 30 „

Gelatine 180 „

Nitric acid 2 minims.

Nitrate of silver 120 grains.

Distilled water 10 ounces.

It may be remarked here that as in the latter formula there ia a

large excess of soluble chloride, the whole of the soluble bromide

being taken up, the difference in the equivalent weights of the

chlorides of ammonium and sodium is of no consequence, and either

can be used as may be convenient. With respect to the gelatine, I

prefer very much to use Coignet's when I can get a sample free from
" pits " and spots, as it appears to me to give a brighter and clearer

film and to set more firmly than others. Failing that I fall back upon

Heinrich's.

Then, again, as we are not in search of rapidity, we are not under

the necessity of emidsifying in very weak gelatine in order to bring

about the rapid combination of the elements ; on the contrary, by

preference I emulsify in the fuU strength of the gelatine, which makes

it easier, and produces an extremely fine deposit without the slightest

trouble. In order to get what sensitiveness is required, the emulsion

will bear a high temperature for a long period without bringing on

fog or coarseness or destroying the setting power of the gelatine.

I spoke in my previous article of the desirability, as far as possible,

of avoiding tlie formation of insoluble calcium salts, and the first step

in this direction is to use distilled water, and the following is my
method of producing a clear, bright solution of gelatine. I may say

that I have tried various methods of using albumen for clearing the

gelatine, but have not succeeded in finding an efficient one, so have
settled down upon the domestic " jelly bag " plan. I dissolve the
gelatine, 180 grains, and make up to six ounces with distilled water,
after soaking thoroughly also in distilled water, during which time
the flakes are thoroughly rubbed one against another to remove as

much as possible of the adherent dirt and grease. It is surprising
what a quantity of fibre from the nets upon which it is dried

becomes adherent to the gelatine, but much of this can be removed in

the manner I have described. When the gelatme is dissolved 1 raise

the tempei'ature to about 180" Fahr. in order to increase its

fluidity, and then proceed to filter in front of a hot fire. The filter I

use consists of a conical bag of swan's-down, double thickness, sewn
separately, and the seams at opposite sides. Into this I frequently
drop a folded filter paper, but though it then filters less rapidly I
cannot say that the action is any more perfect.

This bag 1 suspend in front of the kitchen fire by any convenient
means and as close as may be necessary to keep the gelatine hot ; the
latter is then left to run through at its leisure, but th» operation is

by no means a long one, and I usually repeat it. The result is six
ounces of a thirty-grain solution of beautifully clear gelatine. I prefer
to filter the gelatine in this manner before emulsifying or even
bromising, because it can be done without having recourse to the

dark room or elaborate arrangements for keeping up the temperature,

and also without upsetting the equivalents of bromide and silver.

Next I add the soluble haloids, dissolved in two ounces of distilled

water, and, finally, in the dark room, the silver and nitric acid, also

dissolved in two ounces of distilled water and brought to the tempera-

ture of the gelatine. No special care is requisite in adding the silver

solution very gradually, as is the case when the emulsiflcation is per-

formed in a two or three grain solution. It may be poured in a

steady stream into the gelatine if the latter is kept well stirred with

a glass rod, or, better, a flat strip of glass or wood. When mixed,

the emulsion is left to ripen. This may be done either quickly or

slowly, at a high temperatui-e or a low one. No harm is done to the

gelatine or its setting powers by boiling for half an hour, but the

method I usually adopt is to mix at about 180°, and keep up that

temperature or thereabouts for a couple of hours, when I find the

sensitiveness all that I require, namely, about ten on the Warnerke

sensitometer.

The next operation is the freeing of the emulsion from soluble salts
;

to effect this it is first allowed to set thoroughly. There is no

necessity for the use of ice for the purpose of causing it to set hard,

except, perhaps, in abnormally hot weather ; if the jar or vessel be

placed in cold water, or a wet cloth be wrapped round it and water

allowed to trickle slowly on to it, the contents will be found quite

firm enough at the end of a couple of hours, but the best plan is to

leave it all night.

The mass is next pressed through coarse canvas, or otherwise

divided into small fragments, and covered with distilled water, in

which it is allowed to soak for ten minutes ; this is poured off and

replaced by a fresh supply, the divided emulsion being well stirred

and again allowed to soak for ten minutes or a quarter of an hour.

After this three or four more changes of distilled water are used, but

each is allowed to remain for an hour and the emulsion stirred at

intervals.

Another plan I sometimes adopt if I have not sufficient distilled

water at hand is to precipitate with alcohol. The ten ounces of

emulsion is allowed to cool down to about 120°, and then a pint and a

half of methylated alcohol carefully filtered and raised to the same

temperature is poured into it and briskly stirred ; if on the addition

of the whole of the alcohol the emulsion does not separate continue

stirring until it commences to clot, and as it cools down it will be

found to separate in a far more convenient form than when the

alcohol is used cold. In that case the emulsion solidifies into a tough,

leathery mass, which is difficult to treat in any manner, but by

warming the alcohol the precipitation is more gradual and in the

form of separate clots.

Drain off the mixed alcohol and water, which now contain the

whole of the soluble salts, or nearly so, and cover the emulsion with

distilled water, leaving it to soak tor an hour to extract as much as

possible of the alcohol left clinging to the spongy mass of gelatine
;

repeat the treatment once more, then remelt the emulsion and make

it up to ten ounces. Or, if preferred, after precipitation the emulsion

may be dried and preserved in that state for future use. This will be

found very convenient when only small quantities of emulsion are

required at distant intervals, as the one trouble of manufacture will

serve for several batches. If tlioroughly dried, as it should be to

keep well, thirty grains of the " pellicle " will be equivalent to one

ounce of emulsion, and simply requires soaking for an hour or two in

distilled water previous to dissolvhig by heat.

Beautifully clean results may also be obtained by means of any of

the "precipitation" methods of emulsiflcation, that is, when the silver

haloid is formed in so attenuated a solution of gelatine that it may be

separated by subsidence, or, as in Monckhoven's plan, when washed

carbonate of silver is converted into bromide by means of hydro-

bromic acid. These, however, involve a considerable amount of

trouble and, in the latter case, chemical calculation, and are in no

way superior to the simpler metliod I have described.

However the emulsion may be completed it must be finally

filtered before use, but if the first filtration of the gelatine has been

properly done, simply running the emulsion itself through a double

thickness of muslin is all that will be required.

The plates should be very thoroughly cleaned and polished before

coating. I prefer, though it is more trouble, to polish the glass
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finally with powdered talc, but this necessitates a subsequent very

careful dusting to remove any adhering particles, which would cause

spots if allowed to remain. Still the treatment appears to give the

gelatine a better hold of the glass, besides rendering the plates loss

liable to slight veil in the shadows, apparently between the film and

the glass.

It will well repay the trouble to exercise very special care in

coating and drying the plates. 1 prefer to coat and level each little

plate separately, and to examine carefully for defects before placing

in the drying cupboard. It may consume more time, but in an hour

or two a very large number of plates can be coated, and the satis-

faction remains of knowing they are as near perfect as can be at-

tained.

Methods of development must be reserved for a concluding article.

W. B. Bolton.

COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.'
HiViNa carefully and successfully accomplished our washes, and got

them evenly over our photograph, we can {hn\ing picked or toiped out

our high lights) proceed to perfect our work by the aid of hatching

or stippli7iff. We have the option of style, as both these systems of

work will yield the most satisfactory results, or a judicious treatment

somewhat between both will enable you to produce a good picture.

Stippling alone will give a very line and elegant finish to a portrait,

but it will necessarily lack breadth, and sometimes vigour, and this

would in some cases be very fatal to the production of a faithful

likeness. I am sure, on thinking over it, you can call to mind many
faces that could not be done justice to by such a system of work as

stippling, and this only on account of its fineness of texture and

natural beauty, but which would neither lend themselves to the

sembhance of the original.

In the same way, by hatching, a very beautiful but bolder style of

portraiture can be successfully produced, but there are many subjects

much too delicate in themselves to be faithfully represented by such

a treatment. Of course, a good likeness may be secured, but there

will be something wanting. This want will be found to be simply

texture—in other words, the treatment is not delicate enough to

adequately represent the appearance of the ori^nal.

Both these styles are good in themselves, but they have each their

favourable class of subject, and therefore 1 advise a mastery over

both, in order that, by a judicious intermingling of both, the student

may be able to gain any result that may be required. Not only this

alone, but he will be able to impart vigour, feeling, and breadth to

even the most delicate subject he may be called upon to paint, and of

course in his bolder subjects can produce any degree of fineness or

finish that may be desired, and yet preserve the natural and distinc-

tive features of the original. I have seen most beautiful results in

both these styles in their purity, and, from an artistic point of view,

could naturally not help admiring them ; but, as I said before, they

each require their special and favourable subjects to be truly suc-

cessful as portraits. Of course, I am laying down my principles from

the standpoint " that the nearer we get to nature the more perfect is

our work." I have positive ideas on some subjects, and this is one of

them—a portrait must be a likeness. If a likeness be not secured, I

will not have it eA a portrait, no matter what its artistic merit may
be as a picture. I think, too, that all students should start with the

same principles, however much they may afterwards wander away
from them.

We will now direct our attention to the methods of working these

two styles. We will take hatching first. Hatching may be said to

consist of working your colour in a series of short strokes, which may
almost be termed lines, but observing carefully that they follow as

nearly as possible the form of the various features. Considerable

study and practice will be found necessary to acquire a perfect know-
ledge of the directions in which these lines should go. The least

mistake in such a case would not only spoil the result you have in

view, but would he absolutely fatal to it. The more closely the

student examines this the more he will recognise the fact. If it

should not appear of sufficient importance to him, let him (after

having acquired a mastery over the correct style) alter or falsify the

* Continued from page 570.

correct direction of these lines, and I feel sure I can leave the reoikt

to speak for themselves.

It will be found that these strokes or lines should take • somewhat
horizontal direction on the forehead ; tliey will be somewhat curved
about the eyes, mouth, and general contour of the face and neck.

This completed, these strokes are then crossed with others of a similar

nature. Tliese, however, must never cross the first lot at anything

approaching a right angle, but rather, although croinng, preserve a

feeling of appreciation as before for the formation of the feature

imder treatment. All these strokes should be produced by a firm

touch, although at the same time the brush should be rather lightly

held between the fingers, and with an effort to keep each stroke as

equidistant from the other as possible.

Another point to be cared for is the working and condition of the

brush while hatching. The colour should be carefully mixed, and be

neither too dry nor yet too moist. The necessary moisture of the

colour is considerably influenced by the material one is working upon.

If this be not attended to, or the brush charged with too much colour,

it will be found that a kind of blot or blob, as it were, will be de-

posited at the end of each stroke. This, it is needless to say, would

be ruinous. In larger styles of work, hatching is almost exclusively

practised (stippling being practically useless beyond a certain limited

dimension), and should therefore receive a due amount of attention.

In water colour, speaking generally, it may be considered the chief

method of working the flesh, and sbould consequently be practised in

every possible way in order to acquire a thorough certainty and

freedom of hand, which alone can secure artistic merit for your work

as well as make it a success as a portrait.

Stippling will be found to bo a somewhat similar process, excep?

that fine dots made with the point of the brush are employed instead

of the strokes or lines of hatching. As in hatching, regard should be

given to the formations of the features, although in stippling one is

not so bound by them. A face will not be very artistic or satis-

factory even with a system of fine dots evenly worked over its surface,

no matter how regular and carefully placed they may be. No ; due

consideration must be given to the various formation, and the greatest

care taken to preserve same while working.

Whether hatching or stippling, the result we want to secure is

depth, and at the same time transparency. Besides this, by such

treatment we secure or retain a much greater purity of tint than could

ever be accomplished by a washing of mixed colours. There are many
delicate touches of colour that can be placed just where required

which would be impossible except by the aid of these methods. This,

perhaps, will prove sufficient to say on these points.

I will now give a few hints which may be found worth keeping in

mind when working, and which apply alike to all classes of painting,

whether in oils, water, or dry colours.

It will be observed that all fleshes, as they retire from the eye,

appear to become colder in tone, and must be treated by us accord-

ingly, or we will fail to reproduce a truthful residt.

If closely observed, it will be found that all the high lights of flesh

incUne to somewhat of a gellotoish white. Often, by inattention to

this fact, many careless painters lose considerable effect, or at least

mar it.

The judicious balancing and keeping in proper subordination of

what may be termed the half lights in comparison to those of greatest

prominence will impart brilUancy, and do much to enhance the

general effect and vigour of your picture.

As shadow may be described as the absence of colour (for without

light there is no colour), so every gradation, as it deepens in its

progress from light to shadow, must be adequately represented by a

gradation from colour. The colour, therefore, in all shadows should

never be vivid or bright, but be always kept in thorough subordina-

tion. Sometimes, one is obliged by surrounding circumstances to

make the colour visible, but in such cases it should be depicted in the

most subdued tone.

On close examination, it will be found that local colours are not

visible in the highest lights, as also in the deepest shadows ; but, it

considered well, this fact will be found to be the inevitable result

of nature as it affects colour. The edges of all reflected or cast

shadows will be observed to be of a ffreg tone.

All wann colours, or those approximating in hue—be they simple
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or compound—to either red or orange, advance, and become assertive

in a picture.

Cold colours, or those approximating in tone to blue, will, on the

contrary, retire, and give the idea of going into distance.

By contrasts brilliaucy of effect may be gained, but the greatest

care should be taken not to make same too violent, and certainly not

inharmonious.

As for styh of execution, I consider it should be to a great extent

governed by the subject under treatment, as it should aid considerably

in expressing character. Thus, in a man, in should be bold and
vigorous, while in a woman delicate and tender.

In laying colours, one should rub as little as possible with the brush,

and thus aid in keeping them bright and fresh.

In all work avoid harshness ; no line should be left unsoftened. It

wUl be found that in nature there are no real outlines, although the

boundary of sight seems to be distinctly marked.

All cast shadows should be painted of one tone and of as warm a

hue as possible, except at the edges, where, as I said before, they must
be greyish. The local tint, whatever it may be, must naturally in-

fluence the carrying out of this arrangement.

Reflective lights, too, should be kept warm, except in cases where
the object from which they are thrown is visible, in which case they
must partake of its especial colour.

In cases where the outline of a figure may be ungraceful, and for

some reason it may not be advisable to alter the drawing of it, it

should be judicioiwly lost, as it were, in the shadow of back-

ground to such an extent as may render it no longer offensive

to the eye.

The massing together of lights and shadows will result in breadth
and grandeur of effect. In this the background will aid considerably
when managed by skilful hands.

All shadows should be kept as transparent as possible,'neTer heavy
and opaque.

The purer and more transparent colours are kept the better. They
should be most truthful to the subject, and be in general harmony,
not only with each other, but with the general tone and nature of the
picture.

One of the most essential qualities of a background is that it should
retire from the figure, and should not seem to rest upon its shoulders,
and the figure, in turn, must not seom to be as it were cut out and
laid on. In other words, we must try to produce atmosphere.
We should be unceasing in our efforts to preserve breadth of lio-ht

and shade m our pictures. This quality is absolutely essential" to
success, as, without it, no matter how careful our manipulation may
be or how elaborate the general finish, our picture will be without
! ny real merit.

As regards the likeness, constant reference to the duplicate photo-
graph when the sitter is not at our disposal will be sufticient help in
this respect. A picture in which all these qualities are carefully and
consistently carried out will possess no little value as a work of merit,
If not quite a work of art. Redmond Bakbett.

ON A NEW PRINCIPLE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF PHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS OP QUANTITATIVE
MEASUREMENT.

II.

For six months, after inventing the chain and other arran.rements
described in my last article, and by means of which I have been
enabled to convert the Cartesian diver into an instrument for the
measurement of pressures at constant temperatures, I felt quite con-
vinced that Its compensation for temperature was impossible. As the
temperature of a gas increases, so does its tension, and that directly
It our temperatures are counted from the rational zero of— 273° C and
to compensate the Cartesian pressure indicator for variations in tem-
perature requires that for each degree of temperature to which it is
subjected a corresponding fraction of pressure to the air contained
within the diver must somehow be applied. During the six months
in which I had this problem of a possible compensator engrossing mv
attention, I had the jar with the balloon and chain in use as "a
barometer. The jar was open and carefiUIy kept filled to a certain

point, and a thermometer was affixed inside. By means of tables,

showing the tension of airs aud vapours at different temperatures, I

was able^to deduce the barometric variations of the outer air, and
found the instrument to work extremely well and to be altogether

more sensitive than either the mercurial or the ane-

roid barometers. Daylight, however, dawned on
me at last. The containing vessel must be in reality

a thermometer, and force up a liquid column in

such a way as to produce the increase of pressure

needed with increasing temperatures, and I pro-

duced an arrangement of the kind depicted here.

A tube suitably proportion to the capacity of the

jar was secured in firmly by an indiarubber " cork,"

the whole thing being completely filled with water
at the highest temperature to which it would
have to be exposed, and a drop or two of sperm
oil floated on the surface to prevent evaporation.

In this arrangement, as the temperature of the liquid

in the jar diminished, so did the temperatiu'e of the

air and vapour in the balloon and their tension with
them, and in an arrangement properly proportioned

the liquid column descended, and so far diminished
the superincumbent pressure as to leave the balloon

in the same position of elevation as it was in before

the reduction of the temperature. In fact it was
sensible to the barometric variations only, and un-

influenced by the temperature of the jar. The form
and proportions of the thing were not to be desired.

AVhatever the capacity of the jar might be, the tube
would require to have one definite length above it

to compensate for a definite range of temperature.

To give a concrete example. Suppose water to be
the liquid used, and the range of temperature to be
from 50° to 00° Fahr., the tension of the mixture of

air and aqueous vapour would equal a column of

mercury 3-448 inches high, and would necessitate an
aqueous column for its regulation of that number

_
X 13'o9, the specific gravity of mercury x 1-004-J -r

1-0003 for the diminished specific gravity of the waters between the

temperatures named, or, say, 489 inches in all, which on the top

of a jar one foot high (having a reading space of nine clear inches

for three nominal inches of the mercurial scale) would leave us

with an instrument over five feet high. To obviate this height I

resorted next to the use of a mercurial compensator as depicted

in Fig. 2, and the original instrument is in my
possession now. In this arrangement, as the

mercury descends in one limb whilst it rises

111 the other, the actual linear movement in the

tube required to produce a vertical pressure of

3 448 inches is but half that quantity, or 1-724

inches.

Accordingly, with a mercurial compensator,

the Cartesian barometer may be so reduced in

size tliat the reading space may occupy three-

fourths of the length of the whole instrument,

and this in the instance of one a yard in height

—about the length of most mercurial baro-

meters— would afford spaces of nine inches

each as representative of the nominal inch of

the mercurial scale.

In my next I propose to give another varia-

tion of the Wiiistanley Cartesian manometer,
in which philosophical value is coupled with

something of artistic form, and that in such

a way as to make the apparatus readily avail-

able for converaon into, or for the foundation of, a perfect crowd of

physical instruments of quantitative measurement.

I predict for the Winstanloy Cartesian principle a place of useful-

ness which will never die, but to which the now living partner in its pi- >-

duction will be indebted for the bitterest of all possible combination.-^

of bitterness—for a premature death, and for something hldeou.-ly

suggestive of a martyr's grave. D. AVinstanlky.
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THE IRIS DIAPHRAGM,
In ft recent reply to a correspondent it is said that " the iris dinphrftgm
is ftbout as good IV3 any other.'' As I have this summer been iising

some len8<>8 fitted with this diaphragm, I iiopo you will allow me to
say that I think it has points which may well cause it to bo preferred
to "any other."

In the first place, there is no fear of either lo.iing the diaphragms,
mislaying them, or leaving them at home. All these misfortunt^s
have liappcned to mo with Waterhouse diaphragms. 1 remember
once spending a couple of hours im Little Orme's Ilead in a fruitless
soarcii for a favourite diapiiragm (/,) whicli liad dropped out of its

slit as I was carrying tlie camera on my shoulder ; intending to
employ tliis stop only I had brought no others.

Then with the " iris " there is no slit in tlie lens tube to weaken it,

and—worst of all—to admit light. The nuisance of fixing indiarubber
bands, tying on handkerchiefs, &c., to exclude this liglit, m\ist have
been experienced by every one who uses the ordinary " stops."

In focussing, it is a great convenience to change, in a moment, from
full aperture to any opening required, or vice versa, by tlio simple
revolvmg of the " iris ring. There is no bother of changing or
fitting in stops.

Anotlier advantage is that almost any aperture may be obtained,
intermediate between those marked upon the mount, by previously
measuring the size of the opening. This is often useful when it is

desired to compare lenses, &c., which, perhaps, have not similar
stops.

Lastly, the " iris" is lighter, more compact and self-contained, and
is free from risk of bending or breaking.

Tlie " iris " diaphragm was introduced, for microscopic work, by
Messrs. Heck, I believe fully thirty years ago. But it may be said to
have been employed in pliotograph'y also during that period, for the
objectives so fitted were used for photo-micrographic purposes by
some of our best workers.

Attempts were also made at intervals to introduce the "iris"
diaphragm into ordinary photogi-aphic lenses. Thus, in a volume of
The KiiiTLSir JounNAi, of I'noTOGBAPHY,* which I happened to be
looking over tliis morning, I sec that at a meeting of the North
London I'hotogi-aphic Association, Mr. How, of Foster-lane, exhibited
a lens-mounting which is thus described :

—

"In tlie place where the diaphragms (ft la Waterhouse) are usually
inserted was a lever, on moving which to one side the diaphragm in the
tube was made to contract. When the lever was at one side the dia-
phragm was at its largest, when at the other side it was contracted.
This was effected by the diaphragm consisting of a number of pieces
(each one hinged on a separate pin) placed on a disc, all inside the tube.
By means of a volute curve, or some similar contrivance, the motion of
the lever caused the free ends of these pieces to move in the direction of
the centre of the tube, and, as all moved simultaneously, the aperture in
the diaphragm plate was correspondingly diminished. Although in the
particular lens exhibited there was no index by which the exact aperture
could be ascertained, yet Mr. How explained that in the other lenses
which were in his possession that had been provided for.

" The Chairman (Mr. W. Hislop) said that, looking at the lens in a
mechanical point of view, it was a very eilicient form of diaphragm,
occupying a small space. In using the ordinary diaphragms it was not
pleasant to drop one through a chink of a rock and have to extemporise
a cardboard substitute. The present arrangement would obviate that,
and it seemed to bo as perfect an one as they had ever had brought before
them."

For some years past Messrs. Beck have extended to their photo-
graphic lenses the "iris" system, which they originally applied to
microscopic objectives ; and I feel sure that those who have once
experienced the "comfort" of this plan will desire that all other
opticians should follow their example. "W. Jerome Haiihison.

A DEFENCE OF THE AREA SYSTEM.
SciRNCB simply means knowledge, but is generally used in the sense
of perfect knowledge, or rather what is accepted as such. It is not,
however, a fact that we have a perfect knowledge of any branch of
" science." Many of the laws deduced by scientists from the facta
known, imagined, or even invented, are, 'and probably ever will bo,
subject to change as we progress towards more perfect knowledge.
The highest professors of many branches, probably of all, differ from
one another as to the laws as well as the facts. Science, for instance,
has done wonders for the manufacture of iron and steel, particularly
the latter

; but something must be wrong in the application of it when
the unlettered men of the Soudan had hiUnitely better weapons, as far

• See munber for February 24, 1865, page 103.

M reg:ard« quality of the steel, than oiir troops. A« a matter of fact,
everybody cannot be right when many disagrr'p, and, as a matter of
opinion, there are not many laws yet established that may not some
day be proved false.

There is only one book in the whole literature of the world in
which no one yet has found a flaw

—

Euclid, which is a pure type of
reasoning, not logic, which I take to be a system of hair-splittijig as
generally practised. Every premiss is first carefully stated, and, if

agreed lo, all the rest is so clearly stated, step by step, that flaw
finding is impo.«isible. In ordinary science it is quite otherwise—

a

dictum of one man is often accepted as fact. If it prove fallacious,

what becomes of the theories and laws base*! upon it P The moral is

never to take anything in print for granted, but, if tlie subject matter
interests you, try for yourself and see if it agrees with your own
experience.

If there is one thing upon which everyday practice agrees with
science teachings, it is in certain properties of lenses. It is to these
that I now wish to call attention. The properties that are not dis-
puted I believe to be these— tliat if a given stop with a given lens
requires an exposure of one second, then a stop of lialf the diameter
would nece.ssitate four times the exposure, and one of one-third the
diameter nine times the exposure. That if a given stop with n given
lens requires an exposure of one second, tlien if a lens of double the
focus were employed with that stop four times the exposure would
be necessary, and if one of three times tlie focus a ninefold exposure
is required—approximately.

If this is admitted, it necessarily follows that a system based on
their areas in some form or other is desirable, if only as a ready way
of ascertaining the relative exposures that would be optically equivalent
with the many varieties of lenses and diaphragms in general use, as
affording a more ready and easy way of comparing results obtained.

First of all, the focus of the lens must be found, as, according to
the modem system, the sizes of the stops depend upon this being
known more or less accuratelj'. In those happy, earfy days, before
science came to the attack (or shall I call it rescue?), a good deal of
good work was done with very simple appliances : a single lens, often
not even acliromatised, was most generally u.-ed, and, as a matter of

fact, it was measured and described by its backfucug—that is, by the
distance it was from the convex side of the lens to the plate. And a
very good arrangement it was, for, by good luck, it hapjiened to be
nearly scientifically correct as well as practical. This got to be such a
habit with the majority of us poor common folk, that the scientific

opticians who catered for lis were obhgcd to give the backfucut as
well as the equivalent focus of their doublets before we could under-
stand how to make use of them. We persevered, however, and tried
to learn the proper meaning of equivalent focus, and to get at the
reason why a lens was called a six or a ten-inch equivalent focus.

Slowly and painfully it dawTied upon us that althougli we could not
measure it and make it agree with its supposed focal length, it was
probably quite right. "VVe also had a hard struggle to find out the
value of the stops employed in the.'-e doublets, which were mysteriously
placed, sometimes in front, sometimes between, and sometimes behind.
Then our difiiculties were in no way le.ssened by the announceiupnt,
by the great high priest of photographic lenses, that the value of the
stop when placed between the lenses was materially affected by the
increase of effective aperture occasioned by the convergence of the
light rays by their passage through the front lens of the com-
bination. "\Ve passed througli a further vale of agony when it was
discovered tliat tlie increased number of rellecting surfaces had also to

be taken into consideration and allowed for. Practically, I do not
think we any of us bothered ourselves any more about the matter.
A large number pinned their faith to the higli priest and gave him all

the credit he deserved, other priests arose and following them or the
glorious old-fashioned rule of thumb, the remainder jogged along tlieir

own way ; all, or, at any rate, most, doing excellent work, but witli-

out being able to communicate scientificidly how tliey did it, thus fully

corroborating the old adage that " an ounce of practice is worth a

pound of theory."

Still there was a widespread feeling that some definite system
should be established, and a Committee was appointed by the Photo-
graphic Society of Great Britain to settle the whole question. It was
duly considered and decided tliat, as the exposure depended upon the
proportion which the diameter of the stop bore to the focu.s nf the

lens, the unit of stop should be made one-fourth the focus of any lens,

on the supposition that that was the largest aperture available. This
was evidentlj- an error of judgment, for the most rapid lens at that

time worked with a very much larger aperture, the focu.t of Dall-

meyer's 2c lens being of six inches focus, working with a full aperture

of two and three-quarter inches, as much larger than the unit settled

by the Photograpliic Society as 1000 is greater than 375,
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That this was an unfortunate beginning of a settlement is self-

erident, from the fact that Dallmeyer did not adopt it. Aa a matter

of fact, out of sixty lenses which he catalogues, and which are

supplied as the very best that can be made, each necessarily being

fitted with the most suitable stops, there is only one in which the stops

are calculated on the basis proposed and decided upon by the Photo-

graphic Society. He not only did not adopt it, but his son and suc-

cessor has not adopted it either, but has continued on the old lines,

with another plan of his own, not one whit less scientific or, I may
add, impracticable. Curiously enough, though in most cases exact

inches, occasionally quarter and half inches, are quoted for the focus

of the lenses, the diameters of the stops are measured to the thou-

sandth of an inch, possibly because the exact equivalent focus of the

lens is not of such vital importance after all. If it be, think of the

labour involved in correcting the stops to the tabulated accuracy.

They already require six places of decimals, that is, seven figures, to

show their rapidity by the Photographic Society's standard.

Although not a member of that Society, I ventured to point out that

the practical plan would be to establish a definite unit by which all

stops could be measured and made. That then the stops bearing

definite numbers would have their relative exposure values with any
lens, as soon as that lens's focus was ascertained. I was not at that

time prepared to do more than suggest the unit, but I am more than

ever convinced that the unit which I have adopted for my area system

is the only one practicable or possible. It is the unit of one-sixty-

fourth of an inch.

The reason that this is the only one possible is that all mechanical
drills are made to that size, and that size only. The number of the

drill is always, as exactly as may be, the diameter of the hole it drills

in sixty-fourths of an inch.

If it be objected that the metric system is or may be also employed,
I reply that that makes no appreciable difference whatever, for if the

measure be taken in tenths of millimetres, four such units are so near
to one sixty-fourth of an inch that the error is only 19 in 2500, an
amount of error that would be practically inappreciable as well as

inevitable by any system of measurement.
My system applies, first of all, and most important of all, to the

stops. It is highly important that every one shall be able at once to

verify the size of his stops easily and with fair accuracy, while it

would be equally desirable for him to be able to verify the exact
focus of his lens ; but, as will be seen, that is a very different matter
when it comes to the test of practice. Theoretically and scientifically

it is all ab c.

Technical education is the try of the day ; but here, again, the
theorists are at loggerheads, with but scant hope of a speedy solution

of the problem of how to apply it so that it may be of practical use.

For myself I admit the value of both, provided that theory agrees
with practice. When it does not—as, for instance, the geniuses who
lecture on modern chromatics delight to boast—so much the worse
for theory. A little knowledge is a dangerous thing; certainly
theories are dangerous unless supported by practice.

Science is a grand-sounding name, and employs big-sounding names
to express itself, but it has still much more to do before it will be
exact or beyond suspicion of error. The greatest professor best knows
his own ignorance. Still, I hope we all work on trying to know, and
are therefore science students.

A perfect lens is still a desideratum at which hundreds of willing
hands and brains are working, and many hope that photography will
benefit by the improvements that will be made. In some respects
these hopes may be realised, but there is very little probability of
their in any way revolutionising the ordinary practice of photography,
for it will never give them lenses that will take landscapes with a
lar^e aperture, or in any material way alter the conditions under
which we work now. With the most perfect lens imaginable there
would be, to all intents and purposes, precisely the same necessity for
stopping down when occasion requires, and therefore all the more
necessity for some clearly understood and easily practicable method
of measuring and marking photographic lenses and diaphragms. I,

therefore, particularly conjure even those who are content to let

things stay as they are, who are quite satisfied that their lenses do all

they want more or less to their satisfaction, to give a thought to the
future, and try if we cannot decide upon a system on which they had
better be marked.
Nowthe question of getting the focus of the lens is just the one

which is so very simple from a scientific point of view but so very
difficult from the practical point of view.
The principal focus is always assumed when a scientific article is

treating of a lens, but practically—even by opticians—it is so rarely
that I feel I may almost say it is never actually used. If it is ascer-
tained, it is invariably most roughly stated in quoting telescopes,

microscopes, and photographic lenses. There must be some reason

for this to outweigh the craze of the times for science, and it is simply

that, except in the case of telescopes, lenses never work at their

actual principal focus, and that even in these it has not, so far, been

found necessary to specify it.

For photographic purposes, ordinary telescopes, opera-glasses, and
many other purposes for which lenses are used, if I am credibly

informed, the manufacturer's plan is simply to try them, and, if

measured at all, it is simply a moderately distant object that is chosen,

and the focus is taken as the distance from the cell in which the lens

is placed for examination to the focussing screen. He can, of course,

if he likes, and if occasion demand it, establish it more accurately,

but, as a matter of fact, as he has also to make the mount to suit his

lens, it is this practical measurement, rather than the scientific optical

centre, that he requires. But, at the best, it is a somewhat elaborate

calculation or experiment, and one quite unsuited to the go of modern
times.

I was taken to task at the meeting of the North London Photo-

fraphic Society for the reason that, in my paper on the area system

gave it as a practical solution to the problem what exposure to

give to two combined lenses of which the several exposure value was
known, as, add together and divide by eight, on the plea that this

was not scientific, and liable to error amounting to 100 per cent.

I grant that from the point of view of the pseudo-science teacher who
trusts to theory rather than practice (and neglects the abc even of

his science, as was done in this case), my plan was anything but

scientifically accurate.

I was perfectly well aware of Mr. Traill Taylor's excellent formula,

though I do not pledge myself that it is scientifically correct. It

looks right, and has the splendid merit of being apparently delight-

fully simple. You have only to know a and b, which are the foci of

the two separate component lenses intended to join together, find c,

which is the distance they are apart in the mount, and then d, the

combined focus, comes out of itself almost like magic. The real

difficulty— fully appreciated only by experts—is just this finding c,

which is the sum of the two possible errors of a and b, while if c is

neglected altogether, as was blandly admitted, it vitiates the scientific

theory absolutely and completely. As a matter of fact, this pseudo-

scientific craze may be carried too far. It has not hitherto been

found either necessary or practicable, while the practical means
of approximate measurement are well known to those who want to

know. As a further matter of fact, I made many scores of practical

tests of various combinations, and worked them out by all kinds of

formulas whicli never really agreed, while I found that my rough-and-

ready plan was eminently suitable for everyday use, and practically

did not in any case exceed an error of ten per cent. Happy the man
who can judge his exposure to that degree of certainty. However,
this is no fault of the area system—which is quite capable of yield-

ing the highest possible degree of accuracy that may be considered

necessary or desirable—but my fault, if fault it be, for not giving

a scientific conundrum to be worked out instead of a practical rule

which I have tested and proved as fairly accurate.

I, therefore, once more bring the area system before the photo-

graphic public, believing that it will be for their own interests—

I

have none whatever in it myself except that of a fond parent.

Gbobge Smith.

ON THE FADING OF SILVER PHOTOGRAPHS.
H.

It has been alleged that ozone exercises an active influence on the

fading of silver prints. It appears to me that this idea must have

been hastily deduced from the fact that such pictures are more liable to

fade during the prevalence of thunderstorms andcontinued wet weather,

or when they are exposed in places near the sea. These certainly are

the conditions under which ozone is most abundantly found in the

atmosphere ; but it remains to be proved that this gas is the predis-

posing cause. I have, however, made an attempt to solve the question.

Ozone has been very aptly defined as three volumes of oxygen con-

densed into two. It is naturally formed in various ways during slow

oxidations, for instance, those of ether, turpentine, benzine, &c., by
violent action on water where it is beaten into spray ; by electricity

discharged through atmospheric air or dry oxygen. Indeed, during a

thunderstorm and by the seaside, when the waves are breaking on the

beach, it often manifests its presence by its peculiar smell. From its

tendency to part with a volume of its oxygen it is a powerful o.xi-

dising agent, and possesses considerable bleaching properties. It

oxidises silver, but not gold or platinum. Hence, two of the prints
|

which I subjected to its action were untoned, so that I might the
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more correctly note the change, if any, that occurred. The following

plan of testing was adopted.

The lialves of two freslily prepared silver prints (untoned), one on

plain and the other on albumonised paper (No. 1), also the halves of

two similar prints (gold toned), badly raded (No. 2), were enclosed in

a box and subjected for eleven days to the continued action of ozone,

generated by moans of the slow oxidation of phosphorus. Tliese

prints were examined daily and a fresh dose of ozone liberated on

them for about two hours. At the end of that time the freshly pre-

pared prints had not suffered the least damage, while, to my surprise,

the yellowish and partially faded ones were greatly improved in

appearance. Not that tlie image itself appeared to be altered, but the

yellowness had almost entirely disappeared. The texture of the paper,

however, seemed to have suffered considerably, and the prints required

careful handling. Presumably, the ozone had oxidised the sulphurous

compound into a sulphate.

This solitary experiment must not be considered by any means con-

clusive, but, on mentioning the results of it to a picture restorer, he

observed, " Why, that's nothing new, for it's the plan we use for

restoring old etchings and engi-avings, and has been in use for years by
those who are in the secret."

It may possibly be that some day we may find out that this same
ozone may turn out to be the photographer's friend instead of his foe,

if we could only find out the best means of utilising its peculiar

properties. George Dawson, M.A., Ph.D.

I'.S.—Having, Quixotic-like, attempted to demolish this ozonic

windmill in mistake for a giant, I shall endeavour, in my next com-
munication, to point out real dangers and the best means of avoiding

them or, at least, mitigating the effects of those that must necessarily

be encountered, and which affect the stability of silver prints.

T.s an amateur photographer has mastered his art in all its

nicalities, it becomes a question of " What will he do with it ?
"

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF INDIA.
When
technicalities,

His taking up photography, ipso facto, presumes that ho has taste,

but taste alone will not supply those principles of picture making an

artist has to acquire by study. The cultivation of the art faculty is

of primary importance, it gives the hall mark to his production.

The closely following of the art literature of the day, and a current

interest in art matters, will always prove an incentive to a higher

order of work in photography. Hamerton's Portfolio, for instance,

goes a long way to expouncl the ethics of art. The study of etching

will prove of particular value to the photographer, who should emulate

the velvety masses of shadows in all good examples.
Etchers are careful in the printing of their plates, whose artistic

qualities are personal equation with the artistic ability of the printer.

Photographic printers consider a negative good if it prints rapidly

and with little or no attention.

There are instances of coppers being sold at a fraction of their

value, because they were supposed to have been worn out. In the

hands of artistic printers, their printing value was proved to be con-

siderably greater than even originally imagined by the artist. Hayden's

etching of the Breakiny up of the Agamemnon was almost discarded

by himself. Altogether it fetched him a sum of 2500 guineas, or

three guineaa a minute for the time spent on his work.
The lalmagundi Club of New York, to take one of many examples,

may read us a valuable lesson as photographers. A subject is an-

nounced by the presiding member, and each artist is supposed to em-
body it in artistic form. The results, on a particular evening, are

produced for mutual, but not necessarily complimentary, criticism.

On the particular occasion referred to, the subject was Silence, and in

the Scribner of January, 1880, will be found illustrations of works
produced in paper and canvas and in clay ; these essays are worth
studying for the impetus they give to artistic feeling.

Photography may make similar essays. The artist has for his

model the human figure—the purpose he supplies—his photographic
brother may do the same.

In art, one of the first secrets of success is simplicity, and simplicity

waits upon sacrifice. Art is less than nature, and its best examples
leaves something to suggestion. Photography, on the other hand, is

emphatic everywhere. In its best examples, a subject may be so

arranged and lighted that what is begun positively is carried by sug-

festion through undertones to shadow, contrast being followed up
y association.

The purposes for which photography may be specialised are un-
limited. But if one class of subject be sought at every opportunity,

without ignoring the range outside his speciality, the amateur photo-
grapher will make for himself a purpose whose ultimate value he has
no present means of gauging.

To enumerate a few directions in which he m»v seek to excel, the
following may be mentioned. Each capable of endless lub-division:

—

Scientific Research, Human Nature, Ethnology, Animal Sociology,

Landscape, Architecture and Archasology, Still Life, The Social

Circle.

A comparison between the artist and photographer at work will bo
useful. The former is most frequently a nervous worker. The latter

must be a deliberate one. Each must seize an opportunity in his

own way.
If then, to begin with, the photographer will bear In mind some of

the maxims of the artist, his purpose would be the better upheld by a
certain emphasis in his pictures.

Simplicity and sacrifice have already been mentioned.
To make everything in a picture equally important, is to make it

utterly feeble. The artist has the power of elision. The photographer
has to provide a compromise. Suggestion is the art of compromise
A part doing duty for the whole.

Contrast gives emphasis, it has also to do with lines or forms
crossing each other. It is strongest in the right angle and wanting
in parallel lines.

Important points in a sky line should be carefully studied, outlines

standing clear of each other, and not running in nearly contiguous
lines. These repetitions enfeeble a pictun;. Compare the pulsating

effect of a papered wall when the light on it is concentrated to a
particular area, and the rest more or less in comparative shadow.
With the same subject, in open daylight, you have simply a
pattern.

Balance should govern masses and keep them within the precincts

of harmony. It regulates proportion, which, in its turn, lends itself

to beauty.

The faculty of placing an artistic mean between two or more
existing elements, constitutes much of the art sense of the artist.

Figures or objects placed at the cardinal points of a picture—said

to be the thirds, fifths, and sevenths—acquire emphasis.

Of light and shade, it would be impossible to speak within the
scope of a paper like this, but a contrasted instance may go some
way in explaining extremes.

A single portrait subject under a bright sky. A photograph
taken without any attempt to regulate the light will be flat and
insipid.

Take, again, the same sky and the same sitter, but interpose between
them a translucent material like sheeting with an oval opening near
the face, continued on the lower side by a lunette of musUn. The
stronger beam of light coming through the opening is followed by a
feeble light coming through the finer textured muslin, while the
diffused light of the whole sheet supports this.

The intenser light is so directed on the face that it shall focus over
the nearer eyebrow. We now have the device adopted by all the
leading painters, but more emphatically by Murillo and Valasquez

;

Rembrandt, Rubens, and Vandyk.
Between the two extremes cited there is an infinite variety. In

dealing with the lighting of a subject, let but intention exist and its

success will be the index of its fulfilment.

The last element I shall speak of is mystery. The undefined but
unmistakable atmosphere which enfolds the indescribable entangle-
ment of minghng textures fill one with a sense of mystery. The
artist who would paint the moods of nature must penetrate its

secret.

The photographer may revel in this depicting of mystery if he
but understand it and feel its presence.

My last word will be the master-key of all art canons—the one
grain of salt with all the dry pabulum. You will forgive its triteness

and its want of novelty

—

"Art it is that Art conceals."

S. E. Caddy.

DRYING THE BALAGNY FILMS.
The Balagny films are so popular in Paris because they have no grain,

require no oiling when finished, and are worked like ordinary dry
plates, except that they must in all cases be alumed and afterwards

dried by alcohol. Much about their manipulation has been published

by M. Balagny, who makes them by a semi-secret process. It is

not impossible that they consist of a layer of emulsion, followed by a
layer of regulated thickness of tough collodion, followed again by a
second layer of the same emulsion. The collodion in the middle

might prevent their expansion in aqueous liquids, whilst the emulsion

on both sides of the collodion might prevent their curling when wetted,

the tension on both sides of the collodion being then equal. Possibly,

also, they may consist of a layer of emulsion between two films of

porous collodion. They appear to have been stripped from glass plates,

one side of the film having a better surface than the other. Here is
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what M. Balagny says in Le Moniteur de la Thotograpliie about the

final drying of negatives upon bis films :

—

After they are taken out of the washing waters, in which they should

be left at least two or three hours, during which the water is changed
five or six times, they are placed in thick blotting-paper to remove all

moisture possible ; then they are placed, image side downwards, in the
following bath :

—

Strong alcohol 500 c. c.

Glycerine 50 „

In a new bath, that is to say in one in which at least twenty proofs have
not been immersed, the proofs should not be allowed to remain more
than three or four minutes at the outside ; the surface of the film tends
to adhere firmly to the bottom of the bath, but when the bath solution

is old it is much better for working purposes, and then the negatives
may remain in it for at least ten minutes.
When the bath solution decreases, more alcohol, containing ten per

cent, of glycerine, is added, to comply with the terms of the foregoing
formula. It is necessary tliat the bath should have a specific gravity
of about 75° at most, because a strong alcohol bath has a more powerful
drying effect than a weak one, which will act more slowly. A porcelain
or glass dish should be used to hold the alcoholic mixture.
The negatives are taken from the bath one by one and laid upon each

other, image side downwards, upon a large sheet of glass ; one negative
should project over the end of the other to the extent of half a centi-

metre.
_
The last one is to be covered with a sheet of indiarubber,

then, with a gelatine roller, all the proofs are rolled and pressed, to
squeeze out the liquid as much as possible. The indiarabber sheet is

then raised and replaced by a sbeet of blotting-paper, the roller is passed
over it, and the uppermost film stiU further dried ; to dry it more com-
pletely, take it up by a corner and place it between two dry sheets of
thick blotting-paper, over which the roller is then again passed. In
rolling the negatives a truly flat surface is requisite for their support

;

a table, a sheet of glass, or the top of a marble mantelpiece will answer
the purpose. This first negative is left in its blotting-paper covering,
then all the other negatives are treated in turn in the same way, until a
collection is acquired of all the films between leaves of blotting-paper.
They are then left to finally dry in a quantity of thick blotting-paper, in
which their position is frequently changed, so that they shall not rest
too long between two damp sheets.

When they do not feel damp when touched they may be said to be
dry ; they then have to be flattened out, winch is done by placing them
for a time between the leaves of an album of thick dry blotting-paper.
Afterwards they are stored in a box. If in the course of these drying
operations the back of the film loses some of its brilliancy of surface, the
dullness can be entirely removed by means of a little absolute alcohol,
which will restore its polish and give the film a good appearance.

Such are M. Balagny's instructions. Probably such films might
be rendered waterproof by the solution of gold size recommended for
varnishing negatives by Mr. W. M. Ashman, but it is necessary that
the gold size should be pure and not contain the common adulteration
of resin

;
in the latter case the film will be tacky. If this varnish

be made with too large a proportion of gold size, it will also be tacky.
Balloon manufacturers usually make their own gold size for varnishin"
the balloon, to guard against the carelessness of makers who turn it ou't
in the way of trade to be used for less delicate purposes. Some weeks
ago the English Mechanic gave detailed instructions how to boil down
linseed oil so that it shall be fit for varnishing balloons. The gelatine
roller mentioned by M. Balagny is doubtless of the kind in common
use by letterpress printers.

RECOLLECTIONS OF EARLY DAYS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
[This is a new and revised veraion of the Mecollectiom ofEarly Days

in Tholography by our much-esteemed veteran friend Mr< J. Solomon
now residing in New York, sent to us by the author. They were
originally written for a contemporary in New York in which they
appeared. The errors in the original edition have been carefully
eliminated.

—

Ed.]

iNTBODrCTION.
Thk discovery of fixing shadows is another advance in scientific
knowledge obtained by men of the nineteenth century. It had been
observed, oven as early as in the days of the Ptolemies, that if a hole or
small crevice occurred in the wall facing a landscape or seashore,
when the closet was closed and dark, the light penetrated the hole or
crack, and the shadow from without was reflected upside down on the
wall opposite to the opening in the wall. Alchemists had observed
that such images could be impressed on sheets impregnated by certain
salts of silver on which light exercised a darkening influence. The
power of steam had also been observed, and a small toy was made, in
those ancient days, showing its power. The magnetic attraction' of
amber, too, waa observed, and it -was called electron, from which

originated the term electricity. Yet, from these ancient times to
the seventeenth century, no advance or application of these powerful
forces in nature for the use of mankind were put into eiiect. Now
the dark clouds which obscured the light of freedom from the middle
ages are passing away, and we are nearing the threshold of great
results for the general welfare of mankind.

Recollections.
In the summer of IB.jO, all Paris was excited on hearing that one

of the greatest discoveries ever made by man was made by a
Frenchman. M. Arago, the great astronomer, informed his fellow
academicians that the report was a fact, having been made certain

by being admitted into the secret by the discoverer, M. Ba-
guerre, the well-Iniown artist in scenic, dioramic, and panoramic
pictures. The great discovery was, that the sun's shadows, as they
were seen on the screen of a camera obscura, could be fixed on a
surface and handled the same as a picture made by hand in the
ordinary way. Another member of the Academy recommended that,

for the honour of France, the secret should be purchased by the
Government and given to the world. The king, Louis Philippe,
supported the proposition, and M. Daguerre was made an ofiicer of

the Legion of Honour, and well paid for his discovery.
Either about the same time, or shortly after tlie negotiation for the

purchase of his secret, he went to England, and from the aid given
him in London by a Frenchman named Olaudet was enabled to
obtain an English patent.

The English patent was placed in the hands of an agent to sell,

and, although the French Government purchased the secret to give to
the world, the English patent debarred the gift to the Enghsh nation.
But it was found that others were in the field besides M. Daguerre,
searching to fix the shadows as seen through a camera obscura, and the
Government, I believe, gave a pension to both Daguerre and to Isidore
Niepce; continuing its favours to Niepce de St. Victor, a nephew of

M. Niepce, who was in the army, but, in his leisure, pursuing the re-

searches of his uncle. He was granted a suite of rooms in the Palace
of the Luxembourg, to continue his researches on fixing the colours iu

the images. I have seen one of these pictures, which was a large
bird, with brilliant, various coloured feathers. The picture was on
silver plate, about whole size (6^ x Si inches), and the colours,

although true, were not pleasing, fro"m having a Dutch metal, dazzling
effect ; and also, it was only to be seen in a darkened room by the light

of a small candle. It was rumoured that Daguerre had made with the
elder Niepce a tacit agreement that each should inform the other of

any progress or discovery, and that they should share in the success
if the object sought to be obtained was gained, but that Daguerre,
who had received many hints from Niepce's studies, had not informed
Niepce of his discovery. No doubt this rumour was a libel on
Daguerre.

After Daguerre obtained his patent in England, he gave a written
authority to Mr. Claudet to take pictures in London, without requiring
any permission from the purchaser of the patent ; and when por-
traiture was obtained on silvered plates, the purchaser of the patent,
Henry Beard, a coal merchant, opened a studio in the Polytechnic
Exhibition Building, at the top end of llegent-street, and Mr.
Claudet opened a studio in the corner building, at the bottom of

Regent-street. Beard gained more than 100,000^ from his purchase
of the patent, and at the same time Niepce and Daguerre were
pursuing their researches to obtain the coloured images as seen in the
camera obscura. Others, in different countries, were searching to ob-
tain the means of fixing them, and amongst them was Mr. Fox Talbot,
a descendant of an English noble family. He was a member of the

Royal Society, and discovered the means of fixing the shadows on
paper, and he was probably the first who obtained copies printed
from the first picture taken. Mr. Talbot also patented his discovery,
and the honourable position of Mr. Talbot as member of the Royal
Society caused many sneers and reproaches towards him, and the
public considered that he should have freely given it to the English
people, as he was rich in means and high in descent.

About the year 1840, 1 purchased, in company with my brother-in-
law, a portrait artist and a painter of landscapes, a set of Daguerreo-
type appai'atus from a well-known largo artists' colour store, then in

the Rue Coque St. Ilonord, wliich street does no longer exist in Paris.

We set out to follow, as near as possible, the written published
methods to obtain a picture, but failed. I remember that to obtain

the vapour of iodine on the silver plate, either before the icercury

was on it or after, I placed the iodine in a small dish in the corner of

a room, and held the plate over it for a very tiresome time and
obtained nothing but smudges instead of pictures ; so I abandoned
the whole thing. The two first pictures shown to the general public

was from the store of Susse Frferes, the noted artistic store in the

Place de la Bourse, and these two were pictures of the same object

—
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a row of houses ; and I think the pictures were on plates about 7x4
or 5. The pictures were talioii from the same spot, and every brick,
stone, crack, &c., appearing so microscopicHlly exact, the lookers-on
were filled with astonishment. Prophets foretold that artists in
landscape pictures would be no longer required; but Dnguerre expressed
his opinion that the invention would never be useful for portraiture on
account of the time required—fifteen or more minutes—to obtain a
picture. The lens employed was a simple achromatic meniscus;
but some time afterwards, Buron, the larjrest optical manufacturer
in Paris, produced a double combination lens for obtaining quicker
result.s. From that time attempts for obtaining portraiture began.

I was an inhabitant of Paris for some years and tiien went to
London to obtain orders for French manufactured articles, particu-
larly opera glasses, and represented the manufacturer of superior opera
glasses in Paris. Palmer, a druggist, who also kept a furniture store and
articles of science in Newgate-street, London, gave me orders for various
articles, amongst which was a quarter portrait lens, and I remember
the consternation I had. One of the assistants in unscrewing and re-

screwing had changed the lenses, but the next day the error was
discovered.

Amongst the sundries was a bottle containing six or eight pounds
of the new chemical, hyposulphite of soda. I found the manufacturer
and purchased fom- kilos, a little over eight pounds English. I did
not know the exact price, but Palmer's people had given me the
liberty to pay whatever the French chemist charged. They would
pay, if even beyond the English manufacturers' price in England, so

1 quite fulfilled their order on all they wished me to purchase for
them, and 1 left France for England about three months after. When
I arrived in London I paid duty on what I brought with me, and
charged Palmer eight shillings per pound for the hypo. They then
made a grand fuss and reduced their retail price to what the whole-
sale manufacturers were charging for it wholesale. Then the article

began to find its use in the manufacture of paper, and Newcastle-on-
Tyne manufacturers made it in tons, so that it was sold retail for ten
shillings per barrel of 100 pounds weight.
The making of Daguerreotype portraits was an extensive occupation

for many, and Henry Board having speculated away all his immense
gains, had no means of renewing the last payment of 100/. on the patent,

so it fell into the public's hands, and thousands of people commenced
taking Daguerreotype pictures. The requirements in materials was
very varied, and some very expensive, such as deep glass dishes, two
of which were in one box, shut out from all light, on the top of which
dish the portrait was placed to receive the iodine and the other fumes.
Small doors at the side with looking-glass were opened to obtain a
glimpse from the top of what was going on. The Daguerreotype
plate in England was manufactured by a company called the Sono
Plate Company, Birmingham, and in Paris a firm commenced to
manufacture the plate, and erected steam and rolling mills. The
name of the firm was Alexis Gaudin & Co., and they also commenced
manufacturing every requisite required in the art, and although the duty
in England was twenty-five per cent., and other expenses of transit, &c.,
nearly t«n per cent, extra, yet the French house could pay the duty
and expenses and quite undersell the English manufacturers.
On my journeys between France and England, the noted optician,

Andrew Koss, and his son, used to request me to bring them speci-
mens of the then advanced position of photography on paper, and for a
picture on paper about the size of the album portrait 1 obtained from
this firm ten shillings, being very careful only to fulfil such orders
for houses of eminence, because Talbot pursued by law any one in-

fringing his patent. Amongst other photographers in Paris, an artistic

designer for lithographic printing prepared a gelatine negative on
glass, and one order from Willet, an optician, was to purchase a pro-
pared gelatine glass to cost ten francs, but, of course, not being
properly preserved from light, it was useless for obtaining a portrait.

J. Solomon,
{To be continued.)

EXHIBITION OF THE AMATEUR PHOTOGEAPHIC
ASSOCIATION OF VICTOBIA.

The Fourth Annual Exhibition of this Association was opened at the
Eoyal Society's Hall, Melbourne, on July 19. The display of exliibits

was large and varied, and showed to great advantage the progress made
by the Association during the last twelve months.
Among printing processes on paper, silver prints, as a matter of course,

carried off the palm for numbers, but there were represented also carbon,
gelatino-bromide, platinotype, and gelatino-chlorido processes. Several
window transparencies on gelatino-bromide, also stereoscopic and lantern
transparencies on bromo-chloride plates, were shown. Stereoscopic photo-
grapliy is pursued by a large ntunber of the members of the Association,

and the regnlts which they produce create connidcrable interent amongit
those members who havo not yet taken up this dcliKhtful branch of work
and also amongst the general public, the marvelloas power of the irt«reo-

scope being a thing almost unknown by the " riaing generation." Mr. 3.

MnsgroTo's fine set of stereoscopio transparencies, exhibited in the ra-

volving stereoscope, together with a revolving frame of his own inventioo,
which shows the negative, with silver and carbon prints and trantpa-
rencies from the same side by side, made his tabic a centre of attraction
each evening. Mr. E, C. Bell occupied another table, upon which he bad
mounted eight stereoscopes, supplied with over three hundred stereo-

graphs. Messrs. E. A. Walker and J. U, Harvey also exhibited a col-

lection of stereoscopic slides.

A notable feature of the Exhibition was the very small qnantity of

instantaneous shutter work shown, only three or four members ex-
hibiting. This may be taken as a natural consequence of the state of
things which exinted a few years ago, when all amatear« (save a few of

the steady ones) thought that a snap shot should be taken at ereiything.
Many have become alive to tlie fact that instantaneous work—of a sort

—is as easy of accomplishment by the beginner as by the experienced
practitioner, and have, therefore, abandoned the practice of advertising
the plate makers by wonderful talcs of the exceedingly short exposures
by which their work was produced.
The principal instantaneous exhibit was a set of their famous yacht

studies, kindly lent by Messrs. G. West & Sons, of England ; these were
universally admired, and formed one of the gems of the Exhibition.

The leading enlargements of portrait and landscape work shown were
by Mr. J. Musgrove ; these were printed in carbon, having been enlarged
from stereoscopic size to about 18 x 12 inches. A set of views taken in

the " Zoo " attracted much attention, being the work of Miss A. J. Cooper,
the only lady member of the Association.

The chief architectural work shown was produced by Messrs. P. A.
Kemot, J. Mulvany, and J. H. Harvey. Messrs. Mulvany and Kernot
showed various buildings about Melbourne and suburbs ; Mr. Harvey
having sent in a frame containing similar interior views of the Melbourne
Parliament Houses to those he showed last year, supplemented with
several interiors of this stately building which he has obtained since ; he
also showed other whole-plate views of public buildings in various parts
of the colony, together with a frame illustrating the scenery in and
aroimd Sydney.

Portrait work was poorly represented, although a few excellent

specimens were shown here and there. Mr. J. Lang's landscapes,

several of which were printed in platinotype, are worthy of mention. He
had printed duplicates of many of them in silver, thus affording an
interesting study, as the results were hung side by side. Amongst land-
scapes, a fine set, kindly presented to the Association by Messrs. Jas.

Swift & Sons, of London, illustrated work done by lenses of their manu-
facture. This firm also sent a print of the famous enlargement of the
proboscis of the blow-fly, executed by Mr. M. J. Swift.

The Philadelphia Amateur Photographic Club showed a number of

silver prints of all sizes, many of them being of great beauty as artistic

studies as well as technically faultless.

A large collection of prints and lantern slides was sent by the Queens-
land photographic Association, illustrating life and scenery in the
progressive northern colony.

The lanterns of the Association, under the charge of Mr. J. H. Harvey,
were located in an adjoining room, and at intervals during each evening
a number of slides were exhibited, illustrated by the limelight. The
photographic material-importing houses sent good assortments of novelties

and interesting apparatus, which were shown in a third room.
It was generally agreed that the Exhibition was the best yet held by

the Association, both by reason of the quantity and quality of the work
shown.
In the competitions the awards were made as follows :—Large land-

scapes : 1, J. H. Mulvany; 2, J. Lang. Groups and portraits : 1, G. F.

FuUarton. Architecture : 1, J. H. Harvey ; 2, F. A. Kemot. Small
landscapes : 1, C. Harper ; 2, G. F. FuUarton ; 3, J. H. Mulvany. En-
largements : 1, Jas. Musgrove.

Efforts have been made on two or three occasions to induce British

Amateur Associations to forward work to the exhibitions of this Society,

but have failed. American Associations which have been invited have
generally responded. What's the reason ?

PBOFESSOE DEWAB ON LIGHT AND ITS ACTION.

I.

DttBiNG the last Royal Institution Session, Professor Dewar delivered a

considerable number of experimental lectures, in the course of which he

occasionally had much to say upon light and its chemical action, which

portions of his discourses are here selected and summarised.

In speaking of light as an analytical agent, he said that it is particularly

prone to set up changes in organic bodies. Wollaaton in early times

discovered the action of light upon gum guiaoum, and it has since been

found that guiaconic acid derived from the gum is more sensitive ; som*
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of thia acid dissolved in collodion he applied to the surface of paper, and
showed that by half a minute's exposure to the light from a powerful arc

lamp the film became of a beautiful blue colour, as deep as the hue
produced by ordinary iron blue printing processes. The chemical change
set up in this complex acid by light is not yet understood, but Professor

Worter has recently discovered an organic substance, tetramethykliamine,

which is sensitive to light, and the chemical constitution of which is

known. This new body is also very sensitive to the action of ozone,

which turns it purple ; even sulphate of copper will in a limited time

turn it a rich purple colour by oxidation ; ether poured upon it in the

presence of light turns it purple. Tetramethyldiamine is one of the

coal tar colours easily acted upon by light, and is probably the first of a

large series of bodies which all contain methyl, and all are likely to be

sensitive to light ; the presence of methyl seems in some way to he
necessary to the action. In dilute solution tetramethyldiamine is quite

colourless when spread upon paper; light acts less rapidly upon the

paper so prepared than it does upon paper prepared with guiaconic acid.

The sample of tetramethyldiamine used by Professor Dewar had been
obtained by him from Dr. Sohuchardt, of Gorhtz, Germany.
In relation to recent speculations about the possible decomposition of

the chemical elements. Professor Dewar said that Professor Stas, of

Brussels, has by urging refinements in preparation, obtained elements of

more purity than has anyone else ; he has, for instance, prepared salts

of potassium so pure, that they will give no sodium line in the spectrum
when placed in an ordinary flame. In every way he tried to decompose
or transmute the pure elements, but all the attempts ended in absolute
failure.

A beautiful red light was produced by Professor Dewar by means of

chloride of lithium in the flame of a Bunsen burner, and he said that
the particular red rays given out by a lithium flame are just those which
are absorbed with most avidity by the chlorophyl in the leaves of plants.

Chlorophyl cuts off the violet rays of the spectrum, and has a remark-
able absorption band in the low red ; a bottle of solution of chlorophyl
reflects red, and recent discoveries have proved that the maximum effect

on vegetation comes from the low red rays, not, as Draper thought, from
the yellow. He added that in 1864, in a lecture at the Koyal Institution,
Helmholtz stated that comparing the production of carbon by an area of

cultivated land with the whole energy of sunlight expended during its

growth, he calculated that about the ^"^ part is conserved in an available
form, and may be obtained from its combustion. This estimate is,

strictly speaking, the mean agricultural efliciency of a given area of
land cultivated as forest; and considering that active growth only
takes place during five months in the year, we may safely adopt
^Js part of the total energy of sunlight as a fair value of the conserved
power on a given area of the earth's surface in this latitude during the
course of the summer. Professor Dewar calculated that if it were
attempted to balance by vegetable growth the one hundred millions of
tons now extracted annually by Great Britain from her coalfields, it

would be necessary to cultivate twenty times the area of our coalfields
for the purpose, and the area would exceed that of the whole of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. If the whole of these
islands were covered for 20,000 years with forests conserving energy from
the sun's rays, the result would equal the conserved solar energy of our
coalfields.

De la Hire in 1G90, and Bonnet in 1754, showed that green plants
when immersed in water and exposed to sunlight gave off bubbles of gas,
and Ingenhouss, in 1779, showed that green plants convert a considerable
portion of the air around them into carbonic acid when not exposed to
light

;
he also showed that the absorption of carbonic acid by the plant

is due to the light and not to the heat of the sun. Senebier, who
worked at the subject from about 1779 to 1804, discovered that the
carbonic acid in the air is decomposed by vegetables under the in-
fluence of solar light, and that the red rays cause the production of
more oxygen than do the violet ; he also observed the different heating
powers of the rays of the solar spectrum ; he investigated the action of
hght on the colouring matter of flowers and the colouration of fruits.
Boussmgault began his experiments in 1840. In 1868 he published that
leaves exposed to the sun in pure carbonic acid do not decompose it,
whereas rapid decomposition takes place when the acid is diluted with
atmospheric air, nitrogen, carbonic oxide, hydrogen, or marsh gas.
Leaves become asphyxiated when kept in the dark in gaseous atmos-
pheres free from oxygen, and then have no power of decomposing
carbonic acid in the sunhght. Essential oils retard the action of the

^ : ^ , .^
vapour of mercury rapidly kills plants, as discovered by

Dutch phUosophers m 1797. Boussingault found that the upper surfaces
of thick leaves decompose more carbonic acid than the under ; in the sun
the ratio is as four to one, in the shade as two to one. On an average
one square yard of leaf surface, acting during a day of twelve hours,
decomposes 306 cubic inches of carbonic acid, or 11 gallon yielding
nearly the same volume of oxygen. In 1869 he found that the luminosity
of phosphorus could be used as a rapid and delicate test of the absorption
of carbonic acid by the leaf ; this test enabled him to prove that leaves
decompose carbonic acid immediately on exposure to sunlight, and cease
their action instantly in darkness ; they effect no decomposition before
the presence of chlorophyl can be detected. Experiments by Draper in
1844, supplemented by Sachs and Pfeffer at a later date, proved that

only those rays of the sun which are visible to the eye have the power of

decomposing carbonic acid, and announced that those which are brightest

to the eye, namely, the yellow rays, are alone as efficacious for thia

particular purpose as all the others put together. Experiments by
Timiriazeff prove that the portion of the spectrum for whicli chlorophyl

has a specially selective absorption is most efficient in the decomposition

of carbonic acid. Sachs has recently discovered that the ultra violet raya

of the sun are necessary for the production of flowers ; when all the

ultra violet rays are arrested by a solution of sulphate of quinine,

flowering will not take place under the influence of the remainder of

the light transmitted, or at most but one meagre flower has been so

obtained in the experiments not long since concluded.

Many of the points stated in the last paragraph Professor Dewar
demonstrated by experiment. His method of stopping the transpira-

tion of one side of a leaf to see what work was performed by the other

side, was to coat it with collodion. He said that it might be asked why
leaves did so much work with so small a proportion of carbonic acid as

that in the atmosphere. The question was not easy to answer, but it

was a fact that sometimes chemical actions would go on best at low
pressure ; he illustrated this by taking a flask coated inside with
phosiihorus, and this was not luminous at the ordinary pressure of the

atmosphere ; when, however, he reduced the pressure inside the flask by
means of a few strokes of the air-pump, the phosi^horescent coating

began to glow in the dark. The amount of carbonic acid given off by
animals and fires is not sufficient to sustain the vegetation of the world

j

most of the necessary carbonic acid comes from sea water, the bicar-

bonates in which give off one portion of their carbonic acid very freely.

Thus the balance is preserved.

He proved that seeds give out feeble heat when germinating by means
of some peas which were soaking in water ; by the aid of a very delicate

thermo-pile it was demonstrated that the temperature of the water was
slightly higher than that of the surrounding air. He exhibited some
mustard and cress which he had been growing in darkness ; they had
grown to greater dimensions than it they had been exposed to light, but
they were yellow all over, no chlorophyl had been formed, and the

growth had all taken place at the expense of the seed ; it was a ease of

vegetables living upon their own vitals, so to speak.

Among substances which transmit the photographic ultra violet raya
of the spectrum, and to which glass is opaque, are rock-salt, quartz,
extremely thin films of silver, iodine vapour, water, chrome alum, and
permanganate of potash. Of these the silver film, chrome alum, iodine

vapour, and solution of permanganate of potash in sufficient thickness,

cut off the visible rays.

In a true or diffraction spectrum there is much green ; in an ordinary
spectrum there is little green, the rays at that end being so little spread
out m proportion to the blue end. The following is the result of ex-

periments as to the relative intensity of red and green rays from in-

candescent platinum ;

—

Liani EiDiATioN of Plamncm.

ature. Dog. C.

954
Ecd Rays.

1-0

8-27

154-00

.... 507-00

Luminous Intensity.
Green Rays.

1-0

1045 3-64

1500 219-00
1775 809-00

Thus highly incandescent platinum is relatively rich in green rays.
The following are results of experiments as to the amount of luminosity

given by the whole of the sky, as compared with the luminosity of the sun
at the same zenith distance :

—

Place.

Manchester ....

Sun.

48
Sky.

140
Ratio

0-31

Kew 150 162 0-93

Heidelberg 263 174 1-51

Para 163 136 1-00

Paris 222 501 0-44

Professor Dewar stated that the average height of clouds is : Cirrus,

4J miles ; cmro-cumulus, 4 miles ; altocumulus, 2J miles ; false cirrus,

2 miles ; cumulus, 1 mile.

ALVAN CLAEK.
[The following has been sent to us by an American friend, but we

are unaware to which source to credit it.

—

Ed.]
By the death of Alvan Clark, at Cambridge (Mass.), of an abdominal
disease, America loses a most remarkable man, known throughout the
world as the manufacturer of enormous telescopes, famed not only for
their size but for their extraordinary accuracy. He was born at Ashfield
(Mass.), in March, 1804. His fatlier was a farmer, and young Alvan
worked in the fields while a boy and had few opportunities for study.
Very early in life his artistic instinct led him to devote much of his
spare time to engraving and drawing. At twenty-two years of age he
obtained a situation as a calico-printer in a Lowell mill, working at thia
business for nine years, when he established himself as a portrait paintei
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in Boston. It was not nntil he was more than forty years old that he
beoanio interested in the study of optics and the conBtruction of tele-

scopes, lie thus explains the story of its inception :—" My son, Alvan
G. Clark, was at Andover studying to be an engineer. His mind seemed
to be absorbed in telescopes. I was a portrait painter then, and I

begsm to study mechanics and astronomy so as to instruct my boy. We
experimented together and succeeded in making a reflecting telescope.

One of the Cambridge professors was much pleased with some instru-

ments we made, and when wo suggested to him that we would like

to manufacture improved instruments he gave us great encouragement
and we went ahead."

Mr. Clark and his two sons gave up everything else, and in 1846
commenced the manufacture of telescopes at Cambridge (Mass.). The
first important recognition came from England. Rev. W. R. Dawes,
celebrated for his measurement of double stars, learned that Mr. Clark
was constructing instruments of superior purity and power, and ordered

a glass, which was furnished in 1853. The performance of this glass

excited the admiration of English astronomers, and Mr. Clark found
himself suddenly famous. Orders began to come rapidly in also from
among his own countrymen, and from that time he was looked upon
as one of the few men competent to supply a perfect object glass. In
1860 the University of Mississippi ordered a telescope of Mr. Clark with
an aperture of eighteen inches, which was three inches larger than any
made at that time. Before it was completed the war broke out, and the

contracting party did not take it. It was afterwards sold to the
Astronomical Society of Chicago, and was mounted in 1863. It was
with this instrument that Alvan G. Clark, Mr. Clark's son, in 1862
discovered the companion of Sirius, receiving the award of the Lalaude
medal from the French Academy of Sciences. He was given one hundred
dollars in gold, however, preferring that sum to the medal.
During the war the Clarks were kept busy manufacturing field glasses

for use in the Federal Army. At the time the American observing party

went West to view the transit of Venus the Clarks were called upon to

supply a heliostat to be used in photographing the transit. The first

telescopes made by the Clarks were six inches in aperture and of ex-

quisite definition. The firm confined themselves exclusively to the

manufacture of refracting telescopes, and without losing in precision

they successively made object glasses of 8|, 9J, 12, 15J, 18J, 23 and
26 inches.

The telescope for which they received the most credit is that at the
Naval Observatory at Washington. In 1870 Congress passed a Bill

authorising that a contract be made with the Clarks for a refracting

telescope, to be the largest in existence. The size was placed at

twenty-six inches aperture, and work was commenced upon it in January,
1871. In 1872 the glass seemed absolutely perfect, and a microscopic

photograph illegible to the naked eye could be read through it at a
distance of four hundred feet. More work, however, was put upon it,

and it was finally mounted in 1873. "The figuring of this glass is

almost perfect," says Professor Newoomb, its custodian, " its principal

defects arising from the secondary aberration, which is inseparable from
a large refractor." Soon after the completion of this telescope the order

was received for the McCormick telescope, which was to be its dupUcate
in every respect.

The late Alvan Clark made many discoveries. He also invented a

double eyepiece, and an ingenious and valuable method of measuring
small celestial arcs from three to sixty seconds. Among other of the

great works of the Clarks may be mentioned the magnificent telescope

for Princetown College, and also one of vast importance bequeathed by
Mr. Lick, a wealthy Californian, for an obserratory in the Golden State.

Alvan G. Clark is now in Europe seeking materials for filling the order

for this Pacific Coast institution, which is intended to be in its equip-

ment not surpassed by any in the world. Mr. Clark received the degree

of M.A. from Harvard, Chicago, Princetown, and Amherst, and other

honours have been showered upon him by American and foreign

scientific bodies. His long life has uniformly been one of singular

seclusion and modesty.

FRENCH REWARDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTIONS.

OuB correspondent in Paris, Professor Stebbing, has occasionally men-
tioned in these pages something about the rewards offered in France
for certain new photographic discoveries or inventions. As this feature

of photography does not exist so largely upon this side of the Channel,

we quote the full particulars relating to prizes open at the present time to

public competition on the other side of the water. As regards the prize

offered by M. Davanne, it may be remarked that the man who could win
it would probably find it much more profitable to use his knowledge as a
trade secret. Competition for two of these prizes, being international, is

open to our readers.

PllIZE OK THE MiNISTEB OF PuBLIC InSTRCCTION.

A prize of 2000 francs (80(.), offered by the Minister of Public In-

struction, and put up for competition, for photographic objectives princi-

pally intended for the use of travellers.

The instruments sent in must be made in France by constructors

living in France.

The competitors must send in two classes of lenses.

The one panoramic, embracing an angle of at leait 100*.

The other constructed for producing negatives of not so great an angle.

This class should unite the qualities of rectilinearity, flatness of field,

sharpness upon different planes, equality of luminous field, and intensity

of illumination sufi'icient to produce rapid impressions whenever necessary.

The instruments sent in should be constmcted to cover plates of ths

dimension of 18 x 24 cm. Those which can be used for copying and the

obtaining of human types should have no longer focal length than
0'25 m. or 030 ni., and give sharply and without deformation a head of

0-03 m. at least, with a time of exposure which, with wet collodion,

would not exceed four seconds in the shade.

The size and weight of these instruments should be as limited as

possible, and the mounting simple. The diaphragms, if more than one,

should be attached to each other so that they cannot be separately lost.

Their price should be within the limits of the prices usaally accepted for

good lenses.

The Gaillabd Pb:ze.

A prize of 500 francs (20?.), offered by M. Gaillard, will be given to the

discoverer of a new process for printing positives, or of a notable improve-

ment in the method hitherto in use.

The process which gains the prize mast folfil the following eon-

ditions:

—

1. Rapidity of exposure, whether it be to solar or artificial light.

2. Uniformity of manipulation and in the results obtained.

3. The proofs should have agreeable tones under the control of the

will of the operator.

Between different processes fulfilling these conditions, preference will

will be given to those which promise the most permanent results.

This competition is international. The Presidents and Vice-Presidents

of the Photographic Society of France, and of its Committee of Ad-

ministration, are excluded from participating in it.

The parcels sent in by the competitors should include

—

1. A sealed enclosure containing a description of the process, the

formula;, the manipulations, in a word, all the information necessary for

the complete working of the process.

2. Several photographs produced by the indicated means.

The opening of the sealed envelopes will be made in the presence of

the competitors or their delegates, or fifteen days after a written notice

has been sent from the Secretary of the Commission.

The competitors shall give a demonstration before the Commission, or,

if they are unable to be present, they shall abide by the results of the

trials which the Commission may make, or cause to be made before it.

The report of the Commission shall be made within one month of the

conclusion of the last trial.

Particulars of the successful process, and of exact information in

relation thereto obtained by the Commission, shall be published at the

same time that it gives its decision, and will become public property.

The Davanne Prize.

A prize of one thousand francs (40/.) will be giveii to the discoverer of

a process for obtaining negatives fulfilling the following conditions :

—

1. Facility of preparation of the sensitive surface.

2. Sensitiveness and keeping qualities comparable with those of pre-

parations actually in use.

3. The negatives obtained shall approximate in fineness and per-

manence to those obtained by older preparations.

The parcel forwarded should contain

—

1. Sealed information describing the process in all its details.

2. The negatives obtained and positive proofs taken from them.

The opening of the sealed letters will take place before the Com-
mission which has the duty of judging, and in the presence of the

competitors.

The competitois shall demonstrate before the Commission, or, if they

cannot be present, shall abide by the results of trials made by it.

Particulars about the successful process, and exact information about

it, will be published at the same time that the decision of the Commis-

sion is made known, and will become public property.

The competition is international.

Conditions common to the Thbee Competitions.

The time for competition will be closed on the 31st December, 1888.

Parcels should be received not later than that date at the offices of the

Society, 20, Bue Louis-le-Grand, Paris.

The Commissioners to form the jury will be nominated by the Society

at its December meeting in 1888. Competitors cannot serve on the jury.

—Bulletin de la Socieli Franc^aUe dt Fhotographie.

(©ur iEtiitorial JTatle.

Messbs. Mabion & Co., Soho-square, have issued a " Universal

Ten pfjr cent. Developing Set " which they correctly say will P«)ve a

great boon to all amateurs. On opening the neat case m which the

set is contained, we fmd six glass-stoppered bottles and two ^aduate

measures. Three of the bottles contain solutions respectively of

pyrogallic acid, bromide of potassium, and ammoma, all of them
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being ten per cent, solutions— the other three bottles are for

mixing.

The use of these solutions will be readily understood from the

following directions which accompany the set ;

—

" On each bottle of the ten-onuce solution is a list of the leading plates,

and against each the correct formula for development expressed m
minims, so that our ten per cent, solution wUl serve, not only for our own

Britannia plates, but for most others. The directions tor use are simple-

take as an instance to make up a developer for the Britannia plates.
_
On

the bottle of pyro against the word Britannia will be found twenty minims.

This signifies pour into the minim measure the pyro solution up to twenty

;

after measuring it pour it into the larger glass measure, perform the same

operation for the bromide, and then for the ammonia, taking care only to

measure out the quantity of minims marked on each bottle against the

word Britannia. Of course, after measuring, each solution is poured into

the larger glass measure. Now make it up to one ounce by adding water.

If two, three, or four ounces of developer are wanted, of course the minims
must be increased in like proportions, viz. twice, thrice, or four times also.

If it should be desired to make up stock solutions in the two ten-ounce

mixing bottles, and in developing to take equal parts of each, the minims

that are given for one ounce of the diiferent solutions must be multiplied

by twenty. Thus, in the Britannia formula, put of pyro solution

(20 minims x 20 = ) 400 minims into one of the bottles ; and of bromide

ammonia (22Jx20= )450 minims into the same bottle, then make up
to ten ounces with water. In the other bottle would be the ammonia
(45 minims x 20 = ) 900 minims and make up to ten ounces with water.

For developing take equal quantity of solution from the two bottles, and
so for each make of plates according to formulas given on bottle."

Of the various appliances which have been introduced to simplify

photographic operations to the amateur, Marion's ten per cent, de-

veloping set will prove to be very far indeed from the least to be

useful, and to receive a glad welcome accordingly.

FnoM n. Senier, Norwood-road, S.E., we have received samples of

Wolff's patent mounts, the peculiarity of which consists in the card

being coated with gum or other adhesive substance. To mount a
print upon such cards, all that is necessary is to lift it from the

washing water, remove the superfluous water shghtly by blotting-

paper, and lay it down in its place upon the mount, afterwards

applying pressure.

Hn Suite with the Bicyclist's Handbook, which we noticed a few weeks
ago, Mr. Henry Sturmey has issued a work of similar character

devoted to photography. It consists mainly of a compilation from
dealers' catalogues made by W. D. Welford, of Birmingham.

Wb have received from William Tylar, Birmingham, one of his

washing and drying racks. It is made of japanned wire with metal
pins, covered with indiarubber, to form the divisions. He also sends
us a specimen of his metal printing frames, which is formed on the
same general plan as those introduced many years ago by Cubley &
Preston, of Sheffield, only theirs had a wooden back, whereas this is

formed of rigid metal.

Mr. Tylar also sends us samples of his folding developing
trays. These wUl prove useful, especially to the tourist. They are
so constructed as to lie flat, yet by means of suitable folds and clips at
the comers they can instantly be formed into trays of all the requisite
depths for developing, fixing, and washing negatives. Each has its

special use printed legibly on the flap by which it is held when in use,
hence confusion cannot arise.

J. T. Chapman, Manchester, has brought out a series of handy
books, small in size, but replete with useful information. One of
these contains simple instructions for printing, toning, fixin", and
finishing photographs on albumenised paper. Another is devoted to
modern photographic lenses, with a synopsis of their construction
and uses; while a third contains formulae and directions for developing
negatives, transparencies, and opals.

Those who use petroleum (and who does not ?) will find a vast
amount of sound information concerning it in a pamphlet entitled
Petroleum: Valuable Hints to those who use zY, being a series of articles
on the subject by well-known authorities. It is published at 402,
Strand, London.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 12,521.—"Improvements in the Preparation of Fihns for Photographic
Purposes in Monochrome or Polychrome." J. Bkowh.—Dated September 15,

1887.

No. 12,608.—"Photo Etching, that is to say, an Invention for the Produc-
tion by Photography of Portraits or Pictures having the Characteristics of

Copperplate Etchings." M. M. Scott and T. Scott.—Dated September 17,

1887.

No. 12,674.—"Process for the Manufacture of SoJium-Ammonium-Sulphite
and Converting the same into Sodium, Sulphite, and Sodic Hydrate. " Com-
municated by 6. M. Tauber. W. L. Wise.— Dated September 19, 1887.

iHeettngg of Sboctetiesf*

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

September 27 ...

,, 27 ...

Great Britain (Teclinical) 5a, Pall Mall East
Tlie Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.

28 ...

„ 29 ... Royal In.stitiition, Colqnilt-street.

„ 29 ...

„ 29 ... Mason's Hall, Basingliall-street

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Thursday, September 15, at the ordinary weekly meeting of tlie above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. William
England presided.

The Hon. Secret.^rt exhibited etchings of places in Edinburgh visited

recently by the Photographic Convention, he did not know by whom
executed.

Mr. C. H. Trinks said that in Norway recently he had greatly under
estimated the actinic power of tlie light, so had over exposed most of his

plates ; his best results were with /j and drop shutter exposures. In Greece

and Turkey he liad not found the light so photographically powerful.

Mr. Herbert Starnes had a friend who had taken views in Norway Ave
years ago, and developed them but a few days ago ; the results were all that

could be desired.

Mr S. G. B. WoLLASTON had obtained insulfloient density in the high lights

when developing plates which had lieen kept four years aiter exposure.

Mr. A. Cowan had found that plates grew more sensitive by keeping ; they
probably would not do so but for the vapour of water in the atmosphere.

Mr. Starnes said that high temperature caused deterioration of plates kejit

therein for a very long time.

The CaAlEMAN thought that a moderate amount of heat did not iiyure

them.
The Hon. Secretary exhibited sensitised albumenised paper which had

kept good for two years wherever three thicknesses of it had protected the
remainder nnderneatli.

Mr. A. Mackie aud Mr. F. A. Bridge found ready sensitised paper to work
better when kept one or two months.
The Chairman, to get more vigour with thin negatives, sometimes place

them where they would take a whole day to print, aud thereby obtained mor
contrast.

Mr. W. E. Debenham's experience did not support the last statement.

Mr. Cowan thought that comparative experiments on the point should b
made.
The Ch.\irman had found the rule he had stated to hold good in copying

also.

Mr. E. CuFTON had seen experimental results obtained by Mr. George Smith
which supported Mr. Debenham's view. Exposures for a longer time to a

weaker light gave the s.ame result as shorter exposures to a stronger light, on
the princiide that the intensity of light varies inversely with the square of the
distance.

Mr. A. L. Henderson, with several days' exposure upon washed sensitised

paper, had obtained vigour and detail which otherwise would not have
appeared.
The Chairman with many wet plate negatives had found that they gave

much better prints in the spring than in the winter.

Mr. Henderson said that if a piece of sensitised paper were printed in the

sun to a certain depth and another piece of the same paper printed in weak
light to the same depth they would be of different colours.

Mr. Debenham, assuming the absence of error in the last statement, was not
sure that difference of temperature would not have an influence.

Mr. Clieton had known heat to change an exposed print from a purple to a

red colour.

Mr W. M. Ashman said that there was a distinct difference in colour

between photographs printed in a weak and strong light.

Mr. A. P. Higgins pointed out that in photography in natural colours dif-

ference of illumination produced great differences of result in printing upon
chloride of silver.

Mr. Ashman had found no practical difference in printing weak negatives in

a strong or weak light.

The Chairman stated that with slow printing bronzing could be obtained in

the shadows xmder weak negatives.
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Tlio meoling was then mtuXa spocial, and tlio following members wcro elected

as tlie lirst Committee of Management of the Association ;—Messrs. W. M.

Aslimaii, T. Bolas, F. A. Hridge, J. T. Collins, A. Mackic, L. MeUlond, H. M.
Smith, and C. li. Trinks.

Corretpondenis should iictw writo on doth tidet of tlie paptr.

DISCOLOUEATION OF PORTEAITS IN OILS.
I'o the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—"An Amateur" wishes to know "the circnmstances

under which portraits in oil (not on photographic base) will become
discoloured, as described by ' Free Lance,' and the causes that load to

same." First, I must point out that "Free Lance" never described the

discolouring in question. After inquiring about the pictures, he merely
was told, " Oh, the faces went all black." "An Amateur " will under-

stand tliat it is impossible, and would be, indeed, audacious, to form and
put forward a distinct opinion as to what really occasioned the change of

the colours in this particular case on such scanty revelation.

Discolouration may arise from smoke of the fireplaces, or from
cleaning the rooms by careless hands, who even will rub the pictures

over with dirty flannels, &c., or it is caused by the oil in which the

colours are ground. One more of the many factors which contribute to

blacken or discolour oil paintings is to be found where the second painting

was done before the first or ground painting was thoroughly dry, or when
the varnishing was ijractised too soon. The second painting should not

before the preceding painting was allowed to dry, at the least, from three

to four months, and any varnishing of the finished picture can only be

done with safety after an elapse of twelve to eighteen months. The oils

used should be bleached for at least five years, and the varnish at the

least for ten years.

Any picture gallery will show to " An Amateur " decayed, damaged,
and blackened conditions of oil painting ; but "how to restore them," I

must recommend him to consult some works written upon this subject

—for example, such as Field's Chromatograj'hy.—I am, yours, &o.,

A Fainteb.

YELLOW STAINS IN THE NEGATIVE.
To tlie Editors.

Gentlemen,—Is it known that sal-ammoniac prevents the yellow stain

when using the carbonates ?

The following I find to do very well lor landscapes :

—

Carbonate of soda 15 grains.

Carbonate of potass 15 „
Sal-ammoniac 5 ,,

Bromide of ammonia 1 grain.

I get stains when I add the bromide in a 1-10 solution. I therefore use

one ounce water, one grain bromide, and add the concentrated solution.

—

I am, yours, Ac., J- C.

Southiwrt,

PBINTS MOUNTED ON GLASS IN OPTICAL CONTACT.

To tlie EnnoES.

Gentlemen,—What can be the reason—a fair and valid reason—why
such a dead set is made against this most beautiful process by exhibition

committees, and (if 1 am rightly informed) by some individual judges,

too?

Can any arguments be stated against its use which are strong enough
to be unanswerable ? A circular has lately been issued by the Dundee
Association for an exhibition in February next, in which I notice that
" Photographs mounted on glass " will be received /or exhibition only, i.e.,

they are excluded from competition for prizes. \Vliy so ? What advan-
tage of an unfair nature can such a method of mounting prints give to

any photographs ? It appears to be prompted by some unaccountable
feeling of jealousy that the print in optical contact with glass should be

so beautiful in itself. The process certainly cannot alter the actual
quality of a print— if it is first rate in itself as a print before mounting it

will still be first rate after attachment to tlie glass plate, neither more
nor less so ; and, given a dozen prints by diiierent operators of equal
merit as " pictures," no unfair advantage would accrue to any of them if

all are mounted alike in optical contact with glass. But if one operator
argues thus, "I do not wish to mount mine in this way, and because I

won't adopt it you shan't do so and comjiete against me for prizes," is a
very " dog in the manger " sort of argument.

I maintain that the five following important advantages belong to this

process of mounting, and particularly for purposes of framing, whether
tor public exhibition or not.

(1). It is the best method of all to enable any person to see a photograph
correctly, be it good, bad, or indifferent pt-r se. The exquisite delicacy of

the photographic detail is to some extent lost on paper which is in the

least rough, scratchy, or uneven in surface, and the glaze of klbnman
prevents its being seen except in certain angleaof light ; bat the cement-
ing to a smooth, even sorface like glass by gelatine enables the eye to
collect all this delicacy of definition readily, and to enjoy it thoroughly.
A print on any glazy surface, placed loosely behind a sheet of kIohs, luis

two extra reflecting surfaces to prevent perfect vition, and such is exactly
the condition of an albnmenised print exhibited loosely behind a {lamed
glass.

('2). It is a more permanent method than any other of preserving
photographs if proper precaution is taken to obtain a cement of proper
quality, free from acidity, as the picture is to a great extent hermetically
sealed from the action of air and damp, and might be madie absolutely so
if the back of the paper is treated with suitable waterproof compound or
varnish.

(3). Yor framing purposes it is far more economical in the weight and
co$t of glass, because a print only requires a gloss support about half an
inch larger each way than itself, which can be put direct into a " cut out

"

mount without any glazing of the frame, the area of glass for which
(allowing a fair margin round the print) would be about three times the
square measurement of the actual print. Hence, trebly greater weight for

transit and cost of glass for frames when glazed all over.

(4). If properly worked in the manner recently described by the Editor
of this Journal, the process is far easier and quicker to manipulate than
mounting on surface of cards or mounts of any kind.

(5). But the prime advantage of all is the beautiful optical effect it has
on the prints, which I cannot quite understand ; it seems to harmonise the
lights and shadows of the picture more perfectly than any other treatment.
Artificial glazing by enamel does not produce the same effect, and becomes
highly offensive to many—under glass the heavy shadows become more
transparent, and details visible which were before stmk in obUvion, and
the general effect is richer and more transparent. The only precaution
necessary is, that prints intended to be so mounted ought to be purposely
printed a shade or two deeper all over than those for mounting on surface

of cards, and I do not know any better way of utilising over-printed copies

than by mounting them in optical contact on glass.

1 think I have shown five good reasons why this style of mounting prints

(for framing) ought to be encouraged rather than the reverse, and if any-
one can give good ones to the contrary, I am open to conviction. A little

ventilation of public opinion on the point will be a good thing. Perhaps
Mr. liattray, as Secretary of the Dundee Association, will give us their

reasons for tabooing this most exquisite process, and disqualifying pictures

so mounted from competition for prizes.—I am, yours, &c., Lux.

PHOTOGEAPHIC EXHIBITION IN DUBLIN. —ENLARGEMENTS.
To the EntTOKS.

Gentlemen,—In my last letter to you on this subject I inadvertently

omitted to mention that the Committee had decided to offer, in addition

to those in the prospectus, a special medal for enlargements bona fide the

work of amateurs.
Pictures competing for this medal must be marked plainly on the

label (preferably in red) " Amateur enlargement for special medal."—I am,
yours, &c., Greenwood Pim, lion. Hec, Exhibition Committee.

Monkstown, Co. DubUn, September 20,

CORNWALL EXHIBITION.
To the Editoks.

Gentlemen,—I wish to correct an error, in your last issue, with

reference to my exhibits at the Cornwall Exhibition. They are criticised

as enlargements, whereas they are all direct from life on twenty-fiveinch

plates. I am anxious to know if this is an error on the part of the

Judges, or merely a mistake your correspondent has fallen into. Trusting

you will, in justice to me, insert this in your next issue—I am, yours,

Ac., W. Cbooke.

103, Princes-street, Edinburgh, September 19, 1887.

IBictange Columtt.

•,* JVo charge is made for insertinij Excluxngea of Apparatus in this coiumn:

but none will be inserted unless the article wanted is df/initely staled. Those

who specify their requireTnents as '
' anyHung usi^ul " will litrtfore understani

the reason of their non-appearance,

Will oichangu half.plata portrait lens for good exterior baotenrand or podng chair.

—Address, A. Tatlob, 77 and 79, Foro-streot, Ipcwioh, SoffoUc.

I wUl oichange a cabinet-maker's drst-oUm tool chest for a h>]t-pUt« Mmera, 1«ns,

bnmisher, or accessories,—Address, John McPbss, 213, Linb-«treet, Klrkcaldjr.

I will eichange fire years' Beitish Jodbsals or PaOToeBAPBT, up to Aitgnst, 1S87,

for either haU-pUite or whole-plate view lens.—Addreta, C. Ohajiubs, IS, Tippiii(.

street, Stafford.

Wanted, 12 x 10 tourist's came ra with double slide j exchange, lantern with four-inch

condcniior, half-plate rectilinear lens, and cabinet bumiiher.—Addivu, HASOa, U,
Sea View, UnrtlepooL
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Will exchange Martini-Henry rifle, "380 bore, and Bcrewless revolver, for whole-plate

camera and rectilinear lens or good half-plate portrait lens.—Address, J. TnoMPaOK,
Rhine Studio, Youghal.

Will exchange three gem lenpes for Bis whole-plate, twelve cabinet, and eighteen

carte'de-visite portraits, unmounted.—Address, R. W. F,, Alfoxton-villa, Laurel-

road, Highfields, Leicester.

Three half-plate double slides, half-plate lens, home-made bellows camera, and tripod

stand, will be given in exchange for studio camera, half-plate size or larger.

—

Address, W. R. Faieey, Harrold, Bedford.

I ynll exchange 10x8 view lens and Steinheil enlarging lens for quarter-plate Dall-

meyer's rapid rectilinear or Ross' rapid symmetrical, same size.—Address, J. D.

Edward, 43, Great King-street, Edinburgh.

Will exchange good German-made microscope with two eye-pieces, three objectives,

magnifying 20"550 diameters, for a camera and accessories not less than whole-plate.
—Address, C. Rowland, 39, Cecil-street, Carlisle.

Wanted, a half-plate Rectigraph, Optimus, or other good lens, or a Knox burnisher,
eight-inch roller; exchange, revolver, by Colt, in mahogany case. — Address,
William Fox, 15, Cumming-street, Harlshill, Stoke-on-Trent,

vrill exchange a bellows-body, reversible back, whole-plate camera, fitted with three
double backs, and rectilinear lens ; wanted, a tricycle, latest pattern, centre geared,
close folding, &c.—Address, Mtles Garner, 298, Holloway-road, N.

I will exchange carta lens, by Squire, five-inch back focus, for a carte lens of shorter
focus or half-plate rectilinear ; also a sewing machine on stand for Victoria camera.
—Address, H. M. Ashley, Photographic Studio, Kldade-hill, Plymouth.

I will exchange Marion's 3ix2| pocket landscape camera with lens, three double dark
slides, and three dozen rapid plates to fit, all new and unused, for a good quartor-
plate camera with three or more double slides. Cash adjustment.—Address, P. C.
Watt, Hingham, Attleborough.

For exchange, tripod and studio stands, several head rests, various lenses and cameras,
large-size magic lantern, backgrounds, Victoria camera, nine lenses, studio table,
chair, &c. Wanted, wide-angle lens to cover half-plate, backgrounds, and acces-
sories.-Address, J. W. Walmslet, 262, Walton-road, Liverpool.

ansttoets to ©orresponlrctttsJ,

Notice,—Each Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address, althongh not
necessarily for pithlicatvm. Communications may, when thought desirable, appear under
a NOM DE PLFME OS hitherto, or, by preference, under three letters of tlw aljihatiet. Such
ngtiatures as " Coiwfant Reader," " Subscriber," ic, should be avoided. Correspondents
not conforming to this rule will therefore understand the reason for the omission of their
communications.

B. C. C—No satisfactory method. In ordinary landscape negatives there is

none at all.

Geo. Fergie (Copiapo, ChUi).—Your letter received. It was indeed a curious
coincidence.

COLESWEGEN.—Immefse the negative in bichloride of mercury, which will in
some measure render it less dense. If we have time we shall treat the other
subject next week.

Emery asks :
" Can I with safety take abroad pyro in one-pound tins ? How

long will it keep ?"—The pyrogallic acid may be taken with safety. It keeps
well in the dry state.

T. B. H. asks what kmd of lens is the best for taking photographs of pottery
ware.—No particular lens is necessary ; any will answer. One of the rapid
series is as good as any.

Utiuty.— 1. We shall be glad to receive the communication.— 2. Specify
diameter and focus of lens.—3. Send us the details of the invention you wish
to patent or obtain the necessary forms from the Patent Office.

C. P.—1. About what time ? We have no recollection of the matter.—2. All
that can be said upon the subject has appeared in our volumes for the last or
previous years. We fear that "our thousands of readers" would not appre-
ciate the space being devoted to a repetition of what has appeared so
recently.

'"^

W. Hallett wites : "Will one of your readers kindly help an amateur with
a suggestion? I have always used an ordinary blow-through iet, but con-
template using a mi.xed jet in the Ethoxo form, using o.xygen in compressed
cylinder. If pumice cylinders are used in tubes is there any possibility of
accident, as this seems the extreme of precaution?"

H. Bbntley says he has broken a porcelain dish and mended it with one of
the commercial cements, and asks if this cement will injure the silver solu-tion—As we do not know the composition of this particular cement, which,
no doubt, the manufacturers keep as their trade secret, we are unable to sav.
Ihe simple experiment of leaving a little solution in the vessel for a day or
two will settle the question.

'

An Optician.—If we correctly understand the Merchandise Marks Act, yourender yourself liable to fine or imprisonment by selling opera and race
glas.ses made abroad but bearing your own name engraved thereon as thereputed maker. The Act specifies very strictly that such articles must bearlae name ot the real manufacturer if any name is to appear at all. But weimagine that by engraving before your own name the words "warranted and

would be susSble'
'^''"''"'**"^ ^^•" "° *''"°° ^°'' fraudulent representation

^^HfZL'n^'ii'TiF y?" \^""^ ""^I'S'' *" *^" ™^ 'low to neutralise

^np mT„ ^"" foll-'^jig sol" 10" --Om ounce of sulphuric acid, water,one ounce
;
add one hundred and twenty grains of gelatine then add Ave

Z'ZnZf'"'- / \'''%r^.
'^^ "'"" ".i'^l^"" litmufpapei^Vrcannot get

m-u^ncH,.Mf'iK' f^^'i-/''"
P»I«>'«- - Does our co'rresp'ondent reallyimagme tliat the object of litmus paper is to neutralise an acid or alkalinesolution? Its sole use is to indicate whether any solution i., or s notneutral To neutralise with ammonia, add this substance until the litmi^paper, both red and blue, remains unaffected in colour

A. W. C. writes a long letter, lamenting that England is so far behind the
Continent and America in photo-mechanical work. He says that in Germany
lichtdruck prints are produced at far less price than they are done here, and
for this reason publishers are having their work executed abroad.

W. P. asks: "1. Cause of spot iu background of enclosed print.—2. Best
preventative.—3. Are slightly blistered albumen prints unsafe? i.e., do the
small blisters harbour hypo In spite of washing?— 4. Best preventative of
last-named evil."—Reply: 1. An air bubble sticking to the print when
immersed in the fixing bath.—2. Remedy obvious.—3. They are always
suspicious. Sometimes they make themselves apparent after a time, though
not always.

—

i. Avoid the use of paper that produces blisters ; next to that
add water gradually to the fixing bath after the prints are fixed, so as to
avoid transferring them direct from the strong hypo solution into plain
water.

J. E. GqwER writes: "1. Having made an instantaneous .shutter, I wish to
stain it, but as it is made in some places of very thin wood (one-eighth of an
inch) I am afraid the stain might make the wood warp. Do you think this

would be the case ? I should use Judson's stains but do not know whether
they are made up with water or spirit.—2. As my hypo fixings become used up
I throw them all into a large glass jar, but find after a few days that a thick
sediment falls to the bottom ; is this silver in any form ? "—In reply : 1. If
an aqueous dye be employed, and it be applied to one side of the wood only,

it would, iu all probability, cause warping ; but if it were applied to both
sides equally and dried evenly this would be avoided. A spirituous dye
would be the best to use.—2. The sediment contains some silver, no doubt,
but not all that is in the solution. Add sulphide of potassium so long as

a precipitate is produced. This precipitate is the sulphide of silver.

A. J. COBRIE writes :
" I have been using the Eastman negative^paper for some

time and got quite satisfactory results witli all exposures excepting those
made with tlie drop shutter ; in tliese the paper fogs always, more or less—
generally more, as the enclosed negative will show you. The exposure was
with a common drop shutter unaccelerated by any spring ; aperture of lens,

about /j ; a wide sunlit view, early in forenoon ; development, normal

;

result, the abject failure enclosed ; wliich, please bear in mind, is like to
many others of various subjects, but all exposed with the shutter. The fog
appears soon, but in the case of longer exposures the shadows and edges of
the papers are perfectly clear. The shutter is certainly light-tiglit. I have
specially examined it before writing. I should suspect my light were it not
that other negatives are so clear in shadows and edges. Is the paper more
unfitted for instantaneous work than glass ? "—As our correspondent finds

that when he does not use the instantaneous shutter his negatives develope
free from fog, and when he uses it the pictures are fogged, it is clear that the
shutter arrangement allows some light to pass the lens other than during the
exposure. The enclosed example proves that light has reached the paper by
some means or other, and doubtless through the shutter. The paper itself

is as well suited for instantaneous work as plates.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,
September 28, 1887, will be on Developers and Developing. Saturday outing
at Dagenham. Trains from Fenchurcli-street near two o'clock.

The photographic public are cautioned against a man who tells a pitiful tale

of having lost a situation in Scotland or in the West of England, and who says
he has travelled to London on foot, and is starving, &c. He called on some
firms here more than a year ago with this tale, and has within the past few
days been repeating this story. There is more than an element of suspicion
about this matter.

Errata.—Mj-. W. E. Debenham writes : "I observe that you have reprinted
from the Photographic Times an article of mine on Permanent Intensijication

with Mercurg. There are, however, iu it two errata which have been corrected
in a later number of the Photographic Times. On the first line of the sixth

EaragrajA the reading is "better forced negative;" the word "forced" should
e deleted. The other misprint is in the twelfth line of the eighth paragraph,

where it reads " one quart ; fill a piut bottle." It should be " one quarter fill

a pint bottle."

The American Convention.—Whether this Convention was a success or
not we are left in some doubt at present, owing to the conflicting statements
th,at have appeared concerning it in American journals, one of which charac-
terises it as liaving "proven the most discordant Convention in the history of
the Photographers' Association of America." At any rate several papers were
contributed, even if they were not all read. The meeting next year will be
held in Minneapolis, Minn., under the presidency of B. Decker, of Cleveland,
Ohio. The Vice-Presidents are C. W. Motes, Atlanta, Ga., and F. W. Guerin,
St. Louis. W. H. Potter, Indianapolis, is Secretary, while the office of Trea-
surer will continue to be filled by G. M. Carlisle, Providence.
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THE EFFECT OF MOISTURE IN PRINTING.
At tl>e meeting of tho Loudon and Provincial Pliotographic Asso-

ciation of the 15th instant, an old and somewliat vexed question

amongst silver printers was revived, namely. In printing from a
thin negative will the best result be obtained by printing it in

ft strong or in a feeble light t Some of those present gave it as

their experience that witli a feeble negative the best result

would accrue when it is exposed for a prolonged period to a dull

light. Mr. W. England even mentioned that with thin nega-

tives he sometimes placed them in such a subdued light that
they took an entire day to print. Others expressed the opinion
that weak negatives might be quite as successfully printed, and
more so, in a strong light, while some said that it mattered
little what kind of light was used. In the end the question,

simple though it be, was left very much as it was a quarter of

a century ago—opinions divided.

On one point the meeting appeared to be tolerably unani-

mous, and that was that a different coloured print is obtained

when it is printed in a strong light to what it would have been
if it were printed in a weak one. This fact can eivsily be

demonstrated by exposing two pieces of the same paper, the

one to a feeble light—say at the back of a room facing the

window—when it will take a long time to darken, and the
other out of doors or in sunlight. Under these conditions it

will be found that the former will partake of a somewhat cold

or slaty tone, while the latter will be much redder. The
stronger the light, as a rule, the redder will be the tint assumed
by the paper in printing, whether it be exposed behind a nega-

tive or not. In the toning bath also the two papers will be
found to act differently.

There is one point in connexion with printing which is fre-

quently overlooked, or to which no importance is attached by
many operators, namely, the hygroscopic condition of tho paper
at the time of printing. This very materially influences the
colour which the print takes in the frame and also affects the

after toning, which a very simple experiment will prove. Let
a piece of paper be sensitised in the ordinary way and dried to

a normal condition. Then let it be divided into three portions.

Now place one portion in a damp situation where it can absorb

moisture, and let another portion be made " bone dry " or crisp

by drying it by heat, while the third piece is retained in its

original state. If these three pieces be now exposed to light,

whether weak or strong, taking care that their hygroscopic
condition is not altered, it will be seen that they each take a

decidedly different tint as they darken. If they be afterwards
toned it will be noticed tiiat they will all behave differently

;

the bone dry one will tone the slowest of all and will rarely go
beyond m unpleasant brown stage without becoming mealy,

while the other two will both tone quickly, though one quicker

than the other, and to a deeper tint, and without mealiness.

Some years ago cases containing chloride of calcium were

introduced for preserving sensitive paper for long periods.

This they did by virtue of the calcium salt absorbing the

whole of the moisture from the paper, and retaining it in an

exceedingly dry state. It was soon found, however, that paper

kept for any length of time under this condition could not be

readily toned, and tiiat it also produced mealy prints, hence

the cases soon fell into disuse.

The effect of moisture in the paper during printing was first

brought under our notice some years ago, and was duly treated

upon in the Journal at the time, and quite recently it has

cropped up again in two or three instances where toning

difficulties were met with. Wo shall quote one case which is

typical of each of the others.

During the past summer, in the printing establishment of

a London house where the paper is sensitised on the premises,

a difficulty was experienced in toning the prints, and when

they were toned they were always of a dirty colour and usually

more or less mealy. Particularly was this the case if the

toning was carried beyond a very warm brown stage. Different

samples of paper, sensitised under different conditions of the

bath, were tried, and also ready sensitised paper, but to no

purpose. From our past experience we at once suipected that

excessive dryness was at tho root of the trouble, and this

proved correct. We found that the printing was conducted in a

small building of wood and glass, which became exceeding

hot during the day, and in this room the printing frames were

kept when out of use, consequently they and their pads became

thoroughly desiccated with the great heat and the unusually

dry state of the atmosphere. The paper was sensitised in a

small closet partitioned off from the printing room, and, of

course, it was equally as hot and dry.

We suggested that a certain number of the printing frames

should be transferred to a damp cellar and allowed to remain

there, with their pads and backboards exposed to tho moist

atmosphere for tho night, and that in drying tho paper it

should not be allowed to reach a crisp condition. This was

done, and the prints obtained in these frames on the following

day were of a totally different colour from those printed in the

others. In the toning bath there was a wide difference in the

behaviour of the two series of prints. Those printed in tho

frames which had been kept in the damp toned easily and

assumed a rich and brilliant tone, while the others were, as

usual, of a dingy brown colour, with a tendency to mealiness,

according to the depth the toning had been carried. Indeed,

these prints very closely resembled those which used to bo
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obtained with paper which had been kept in the chloride o

calcium cases, In fact, the pads and frames had become so abnor-

mally dry that they absorbed what little moisture the paper may

have retained in the same way as did the calcium in the cases.

The difficulty often met with in toning ready sensitised paper

may in some instances arise from its excessive dryness at the

time of printing, In more than one instance we have proved

this to be the oaso.

JjA Nature, in its current number, gives its readers an illustrated

Bccount of the photographic excursions of a society of amateur pboto-

gi'aphers which is of a highly interesting, not to say exciting, character.

The particular object of the first excursion was tlie securing a number

of negatives of subjects of especial interest requiring instantaneous

exposures, and from tlie present account some considerable amount of

success attended their efforts. The first subject was the photograph-

ing the firing of a sliot in a stone quarry, 50,000 cubic metres of roolv

being disintegrated by tlie sboclc. An engraving, from a pliotograph,

is given of the sight immediately after the explosion, the broken

masses of stone and dust filling a vast space, while in the foreground,

apparently in a post of considerable danger, is shown a pluclfy plioto-

grapher just in the act of exposing a plate upon the falhng mass.

After science came amusement, and the assembly of amateurs next

trooped off to the circus to a specially arranged performance, and
tested the capabilities of their plates upon equestrian and otlier sub-

jects of the menage,

Mb. Vehnon Habcoubt's standard light has been experimented

upon by a committee of the British Association ; but in the report

given it was clearly stated that the experiments have been insiifiicient

in number, and that therefore another year would have to pass before

they could place the standards upon a proper footing. ^leanwhile,

the Board of Trade have not been idle, and their chemist, Mr. Dibdin,

has issued Ins report upon this Ught standard. He recommends the

Board to tnlie steps at once to secure the adoption of Mr. Ilarcourt's

invention—the pentane air gas standard—as the legal standard of

light in this country. If such a standard were adopted, and copies of

tlie instrument employed in the various towns of the country, it would
be a very simple matter for every photographer to have a gas-burner
tested at ordinary pressure and standardised for his own town, as it

were, for use in experiments with comparative exposures. Thus if a
certain burner, clean and in good condition, were marked to possess at

ordinary pressure so many candle power, it would, when comparing a
plate witli results obtained with a light of different power, be a simple
matter of calculation as to what distance to place; the plate from the
burner, so as to subject it to conditions exactly similar to those the
comparison plate experienced.

Indeed, seeing the great value any process would possess that would
enable a pliotogrnpher readily to test the rapidity of a plate for
himself without investing in an expensive sensitometer, it is some-
what surprising that there are not stand.irdised burners commonly
offered for sale, standardised, tliat is, as to amount of gas passing
through them. The quality of a gas in a particular neighbourhood
would not be likely to vary so much from one time to another as to

Titiate tlie practical value of the results, and the illuminating value
could easily be found for any one burner. Pressure of course varies

:

though here, again, not to any important extent when it is divided into
day pressure and night pressure. Its amount at any moment is roughly
formed, almost in an instant, by slipping a piece of glass tube into a
length of indiarubber tubing attached to a gas connexion. Tlie tube
is perpendicularly dipped some inches into a vessel of water and the
gas turned on, when it will be found that the gas will not allow the
water in tlie tube to come up to the level of tlie surrounding portion.
Tlie distance in inches between the two levels-the outer and the
inner—gives the number of inches pressure of -^as.

Tub subject of gaslight naturally leads to electric lighting and lamps,
a cunous experience with regard to the latter havino- recently been
made pubUc, One of the drawbacks to the use of electric glow Limps

(of little value for portraiture, though most valuable for general dark

room and other illuminating purposes) is the repeated need for re-

placement of the lamps after a certain period of use, on account of

the deterioration of tlie transparency of the glass globes, owing to a

deposit of volatilised carbon that usually takes place. A thousand

hours is usually given as the maximum " life " of such a lamp, which
in practice means, perhaps, the renewal twice or three times a-year of

all the lamps in an installation—a very serious expense. But, as

against the reality of this maximum, it is stated that in the office of

the Toronto &Yo6e there is now a thirty-two-candle Edison lamp, which
has been burning full power five hours every night, six nights a-week,

ever since the installation of the system in November, 1884. The
lamp was guaranteed for six hundred hours, but is still burning with

undiminished power after nearly five thousand hours service.

A NEW antiseptic agent, which should be of some value in photo-

graphy, has been discovered by Mr. William Thomson, F.K.S.E., F.C.S.

He was engaged in trying to find such a substance which was not

volatile and was not destroyed by oxidation. He tried various

chemicals on flour paste, and found that those bodies which bad
the most remarlcable antiseptic properties were the compounds of

fluorine—hydrofluoric acid, the acid and neutral fluorides of sodium,

potassium, and ammonium, and the fluosilicutes of those bases. He
considered fluosilicate of sodium to be the one which, for its powerful

antiseptic and unobjectionable properties, was best suited for the

general purposes of an antiseptic. It is non-poisonous, possesses iio

smell, and is sparingly soluble in water. A saturated solution con-

tains only -61 per cent., and yet has a value equal to that of a solution

one part of bichloride of mercury in a thousand of water— a solution

which hitherto has, perhaps, been considered the best antiseptic known
for general purposes. It is, liowever, clear that its use is entirely in-

applicable in a mounting medium, while the new salt should be

of the greatest use in that direction. Thymol is a favourite chemical

for this purpose, hut its smell is by many considered a bar to its

employment.

THE LATE JAMES G. TUNNY.
It is with grief that we record the death of Mr. .lames Good Tunny,

of Edinburgh, which took place at bis residence, 10, Salisbury-place,

Edinburgh, at half-past six o'clock on Saturday morning, the 24th

inst.

Mr. Tunny was one of the oldest and most advanced photographers
In this country, having been professionally engaged in the art long

anterior to the introduction of the collodion process. He invariably

claimed that he practised this process previous to its publication by
F. Scott Archer, and he always gave the credit of its discovery to Le
Gray. It is worthy of notice that Mr. Tunny from the very first em-
ployed protosulphate of iron as a developer, as suggested by Le Gravi
and this at the time when Archer was advocating pyrogallic acid as one

of the features of his collodion process. At that time, over thirty-five

years ago, Mr. Tunny had numerous pupils among the Scottish gentry,

many of whom were imbued with the enthusiasm which characterised

the master, who was thorough and enthusiastic in everything he

undertook.

When the Photographic Society of Scotland was formed in 18-"i0,

under the presidency of Sir David Bi-ewster, Mr. Tunny was one of

its most active members, and continued to be so until its demise

During its life he contributed largely to its efliciency both by papers

on practical topics and viva voce utterances. He subs-'quently became

a member of the Edinburgh I'liolographic Society and his name is at

present on its list of Council. He was also one of the Council of the

Photographic (convention, although, owing to his illness, he was un-

able to attend its meetings.

Imbued with a deep feeling as to the desirableness of having photo-

graphs absolutely lasting, he felt a keen iiiterestin all such processes as

were characterised by permanence, and in vitro-enamels in particular,

in the production of which he ultimately acqiured great success. His

skill in his avocation as a professional photographer not only brought

him fame but substantial emoluments, and on several occasions he has

been enabled to indulge his tastes for travel in cUstant lands, having
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%-i.sited many parts of the Continent, Egypt, Palestine, and America, a

graphic and interesting account of his last trip, tliat to California and

otlier parts of the United States, having been given to the Edinbui-gh

Society a few years ago.

"Within the lost two years paralysis attacked his lower extremities

and graduall}' extended upwards. Wo last saw Mr. Tunny on the

occasion of the excursion of the Photographic Convention from

Glasgow to Edinburgh, and it was evident then that he was sinking

rapidly.

lie was buried on Wednesday, and his remains were followed to the

grave by a large number of photographic friends, some of whom came
from a distance even so far as from London, to render the last tribute

of honour to the memory of one who was beloved and esteemed as a

straightforward, honest, fearless man.

In consequence of Mr. Tunny's desire that his funeral should be as

quiet as possible, only a few invitations were issued. Nevertheless, a

large concourse assembled at tlie grave, among whom were noticed

Mr. Forgan (President of the Edinburgh Photographic Society), Dr.

Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Stuart, of Glasgow, Messrs. J. Cox (of

Mason & Co.), Henderson (Perth), A. L. Henderson (London),

Marshal Wane, Crooke, Howie, J. lloss, and others of the Edinburgh
photographers, together with members of the Town Council. The
coffin was covered with wreaths, noticeably one sent by Airs. Duncan
M'Laren. and another from London friends.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
If any young photographer were to ask me what was the best reading

of a periodical character lilcely to improve him i'l photographic know-

ledge, I should say at once, " Read TiiE Buirisu .JounxAL or Puoto-
(iiiAPHY, and pay special atte:ition to the reports of the London and

Provincial Photographic Association meetings "—succinct accounts of

the speeches of men of mark freely parting with their knowledge to the

general fund of information, the amount of practical knowledge thus

conveyed is most remarkable. But this very succinctness is, I take it,

apt at times to lead to misapprehension. Thus, according to last

week's Jouknal, Mr. England's observation that " to get more vigour

with thin negatives he sometimes placed tbem where tliey would take

a whole day to print, and thereby obtained contrast," was replied to

by Mr. W. E. Debenham, who stated that his experience did not support

the last statement. Now I feel sure here that the report does not do

justice to Mr. Debenham. I believe him to be a large employer whoso

actual practice is in all probability in the dark room, if he handles his

chemicals at all, and not in the printing room ; but I shrewdly suspect

that he has a practical knowledge of all his processes. Hence, when
I road of him apparently denying the benefit to be derived from a

mode of practice which I, for example, who have a large personal

ex[)erience of (in common with most processes) practical printing,

look upon as such an undoubted benefit as to be beyond possibility of

cavil, I take it the report is too brief to give us the exact meaning

of the discussion. Mr. Cowan's suggestion that comparative experi-

ments upon the point should be made was an excellent one to disarm

controversy, but I really don't think he believed it necessary to find

out whether a weak negative gives a better print in sun or in shade ; for

that in effect was the condition well within meaning of the discussion

when pressed to its ultimate limits.

I recollect, when a boy at school, my tutor telling me about the

battle of Waterloo, that all three combatants claimed to have won it.

I2nglishmen believed they in the main won it; the Prussians that they

wore the sole means of victory; while the French said that they

were the victors but the British did not know they were beaten.

To apply the simile to a much more modest affair, the writer of

the letters over the signature of "A Painter" in falling foul of Mr.

Redmond Barrett does not know when he is beaten, but I do not

think any one else believes that he has not had a fall. I notice a

week or two ago he pa.sses the charge of audacity and hurls it at me.

This is most unfortunate for him ; he should have kept to his original

resolve of silence, for I will quickly show that his charge of audacity

is an impertinence onlj-.

I go to see an oil painting and, for reasons to mo quite satisfactory,

but which I do not detail, I quickly come to the conclusion that the

painting of the face is done over a photograph attached to the canvas,

I try to avoid giving my opinion, but the owner preMM ma and
I give it. Observe, I come to a certain conclusion for reaaoot not
given. In years to come one visible proof of the correctne«g of my
conclusion is available, but even had such visible manifestation* not
been produced how can I be blamed if I do not give the reasoning that
dictated my conclusion? I was not writing a treatise on painting.

But while the subject is still under discussion we may just bark back
to a question bearing on a topic of considerable interest to professional

photographers. "An Amateur "asks "A Painter" (I presume a boitse-

painter, from his lack of practical acquaintance with the technique of

oil painting as used by artists) how oil paintings will bceyme dis-

coloured after the manner I described though no photograph underlie

them? I will reply, as "A Painter" cannot. I spoke of the facet
going black. As the picture was a three-quarter length the hands
were presumably included in it as I did not mention them ; they were
equally presumably not blackened. Now a picture in which the faca

by selective preference discoloured, while the hands were all right,

would be almost a miracle. Certainly the face might blacken if it

were placed over the end of a stovepipe—a position unusual, to say
the least—but the factors given by the painter would none of them
effect that selective action.

The simplest and most frequent cause of all for blackening of the

carnations is not mentioned at all by him. It is simply that oil

paintings /cept in the dark are very liable to spontaneously discolour,

the remedy being to hang them in the light for a time. All that

verbiage about second painting in three months' time, and bloacbin^'

of oils for five and varnish for ten years, has not the slighest practical

value. It is little better tlian nonsense. L^t my readers picture to

themselves a varnish-makei' starling busine-s and waiting ten vears

before he sold his wares ! Finally, this painter says, " IJut ' how to

restore them,' I must recommend him to consult some works written

upon this subject—for example, such as Field's Chromatographi/." I

leave this subject by saying that, so far from Field's work being one on
picture restoring, it is a work of over four hundred pages, of which one
chapterof twenty pages only is devoted to picture cleaning and restoring

!

ApropoK of the new Act on merchandise marks, several times

referred to lately, it appears to me that all concerned are treating it

with such a coenr leger as to lead to the impression either that they

are ignorant of its provisions, or that they are under the impression

that it will be in effect a dead hotter. As to the latter, I am in no
position to judge, but my idea is that the Bill is one of the mo.>.t far-

reaching character that has been passed for many a long year. AVhen
it is considered that the man who sells photographic lensjs, or micro-

scopic objectives, or cameras, or dry plates, or collodion, or chemicals

—subjects affecting photographers—not to speak of others wlio sjU

watches, clothes, shoes, antibilious pills, perambulators, cattle food,

hydraulic pumps, and any other equally incongruous articles, and by
simply placing his name upon them represents them as his own make,

is liable to be sent to gaol if the article be not his own make, there is

room to wonder at the calm wa}' in which the Act is looked upon.

Mr. Briginshaw made a pathetic point when he described one of

the properties of a roller slide being the power of inducing the photo-

grapher who employed it to cut his best exposure exactly into two
halves, and every one must pity the artist undergoing such experience.

Nevertheless, he did make a point, and one that wants attention being

drawn to it. I liked, too, the reference to the perishability of enamel

photographs being disproved by a cart-wheel. It reminded me of the

photographer years ago who had just received a painted carbon

photograph, and who showed it to a lady client. He :
'' This is one

of the new process permanent pictures." She: "Is it?" and she

stroked the face with a damp finger to try the permanency. Tableau

!

FnBE Lance.

COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.*
The materials upon which photographs are produced nowadays are,

indeed, numerous, and numerous though they be they are daily being

added to. An artist, therefore, who wishes to be snccessful from the

point of photographic colouring must be prepared to work upon any

base that may be offered to him. The choice in this matter very

seldom falls to the artist.

• Continued from page 598.
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Of course, the "principles of painting" never change, no matter

what the substance we may be obliged to work upon, but the treat-

ments as regards the application of the colour must necessarily be

greatly influenced by it. Although the principles remain the same

throughout, our methods of carrying them out must differ very con-

siderably both in their application to the material we are working

with as well as in the prepai'ation of the material we intend to work

upon.

Photographs intended for painting in water colours are usually

printed on one or other of the following materials, especially when

the subjects are large, albumenised paper being good enough for the

very small work. First comes the i)lain salted or arrowroot paper,

once very generally in use; then follows the carbons, Woodbury-
types, and platinotypes ; collodion transfers; opals, often called

porcelains, and ivory. Photographs can be placed upon the ordinary

canvas or upon Whatman's drawing-paper. The latest addition to

the above is a newly prepared paper, only very recently brought into

prominence, which promises to be useful alike to painters in oils as

well as water colours. This paper is termed, bromo-argento-gelatine

paper, and which, I feel sure, has a great future before it.

These materials are generally only used when the most highly-

finished woi'k is required, or when the heads to be painted approach

at all towards life-size. For all the smaller sizes, and where the

highest fiuisli is not essential nor permanency at all an object,

albumenised paper is the most usual material used. The surface of

albumenised paper has always been a source of trouble to the

beginner. There is always a kind of greasiness about it ; the colour

will not run evenly or easily over it, nor will it dry uniformly; and,

as if all these troubles were not sufficient, it adds the facility of

coming away, or "licking up," when the brush touches it with a

fresh " wash " or application of colour.

There are many ways of preparing the surface—such as a very

little ox-gall mixed with warm water, or a regular sizing preparation

can be bought which will not only serve the purpose of giving a

desirable surface to the albumenised paper, but will facilitate the

application of the colouring afterwards, in addition to adding to their

natural brilliancy. All preparations of this kind should be applied

to the photograph with a good sized camel-hair brush, care being
taken to spread it evenly over the surface, and then allowed to dry
thoroughly. Generally one application of this kind will be sufficient.

Mr. Newman has made a preparation which not only prepares the
surface, but will allow of a second wash of colour being applied
without in the least disturbing the first. This, it is not necessary to

say, is a very considerable advantage, as it will enable the artist to
get a depth and transparency of colour he could not otherwise hope
to obtain. It will mi.x easily with water, and possesses that most
important quality of becoming insoluble when dry. The great
advantages of this quality must be apparent to any one who has
attempted to colour a photograph. There are many advantages
attaching to the use of this preparation, one of them being that yoM
can mix it with the colour and repeat one wash after another, as they
each, when dry, become quite hard. The colourist is therefore
enabled to procure a depth and transparence akin to oils, and rivalling
them in brilliancy. The brushes used in this treatment should be
washed before they can become dry, otherwise they may be con-
siderably injured.

Plain salted or arrotiroot paper is a very favourite material for
working upon in water colours, as they lend themselves to the treat-
ment. They have a "tooth;' and receive the colour very kindly.
Then it is a very fine drawing-paper, and retains, as such, tie
qualities requisite for easy colouring. One can almost always work
upon this material without any preparation whatever, but occasionally
it partakes somewhat of the quality of blotting-paper. Now in such
ciwes it should bo washed over with a size. The one mentioned above
will answer the purpose, and may be applied as directed for albu-
menised paper. Sometimes there may be a little trouble in this
regard, the paper being unduly absorbent, when a second wash of
the size would be advisable before beginning work. This, liowever,
can be easily judged by trying the corner of the paper with a little
colour. If It adheres easily and does not sink too much into the
surface, It is ready for colouring; if, on the contrary, it is still too
absorbent, it will be found advantageous to repeat the application.

Often it will be found to be as well, before starting on the colouring,

to gently wash the surface with a brush and a little clean water, and

then dry it. This done, it will be ready for colouring, and you can

start ahead with your work.

Carbon photographs are, nowadays, "the correct thing" for colour-

ing. They have very many advantages over the ordinary albumenised

print, foremost among them being its permanence. This, needless to

say, is a very serious consideration when we are selecting a basis

whereon to place valuable work. The ordinary albumenised print,

unless most carefully washed (not as work is generally turned out

nowadays), is a very unsafe base for such a purpose, for no matter

how good the work or how skilful the artist who may have painted

it, when once the photograph underneath begins to fade the picture

is practically lost. There is no way out of such a trouble, as no

amount of patching or restoring will stem the tide of destruction once

it has set in.

All carbons, Woodburt/ti/pes, or autotypes are all photographs

bearing a very close resemblance, inasmuch as they have each a

gelatine basis. They have generally a smooth, shiny, and non-

absorbent surface ; some, however, are produced with a dead or matt

surface, and also on Whatman's paper, and these are certainly the

most preferable. These latter are, however, special, and not the ones

most likely to be handed to you by the photographer for colouring.

1 have not worked upon many Woodburytypes, and I may here say

that I have no particular desire to do so.

The plat.inutijpe process produces, to my mind, very beautiful

results. The surface is very pleasant to work upon and takes the

colour very satisfactorily, but, all things considered, they are best for

working up in monochrome. There is a certain coldness of tone per-

vading all platinotypes, which, however beautiful it may b? in itself,

must necessarily make them objectionable from the point of painting

in water colours. Of course, for oils it is much less material than in

water colours, as the black shadows can be so much more easily

obliterated. It is very difficult to get life and warmth into the

shadows, they are so cold and black. Of course it can be done, but it

will entail considerable labour on the artist, and in most cases force him

to the doubtful expedient of using body colours. This would bo more or

less a misfortuue. Of course everybody has an opinion on this subject,

and some stronger than others. Personally, 1 must say 1 prefer pure

colouring, and as transparent as is possibly consistent with the painting

of a picture, to the wholesale or even preponderant use of opaque or

body colours. I have seen some very fine examples of both kinds of

water-colour painting, as regards portraiture, and on them have based

my own opinion. The paintings which recur to me while I write

these lines I saw in Paris some years back, and were painted for

M. Nadar, pere. I have never since seen their equal. They were

life-size, head and shoulders, but they really looked aline. There w.\3

one of M. Nadar himself, and any one coming hastily into the studio

would think the living man and not the picture stood before them.

M. Nadar, too, was a mostdifficult subject to treat with anything like

success.

Although rather unfavourable for water-colour painting, as I said

before, they are admirably adapted for working up in monochrome
;

they are so cool in tone and so grateful to the eye. If, however, you

are obhged to paint on them, or even finish !)e)-y/«V?/i/i/ in monochrome,

1 would recommend the passing of a " sizing preparation," such as 1

before mentioned, over the entire surface before applying any coIjw.

Although platinotypes have a good surface for working upon, the

paper is somewhat too absorbent for water colours without tlie appli-

cation of a sizing preparation of some kind or another. But this done

there is nothing more required to produce a perfect result in either

direction but ability. It would be a great boon if this, like the

"sizing preparation," could be bought in a bottle.

Porcelain, opal, or jwt metal.—For the best class of water-colour

painting and working in monochrome (up to a certain size) this

material is quite the favourite of the present day. There are two

kinds of it, smooth and plain. The former possesses the necessary

qualities for working almost ^\ithout further preparation, but for the

latter the photograph must be taken on a collidion film ; it is then

varnished with a matt varnish, which imparts an absorbent surface to

the picture as though it had been ground or smoothed by hand. A
great quality with these porcelain pictures is the purity of the whites,
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This alone will ensure brillinncy when placed in skilful hands, and
give every facility for pure colouring.

Collodion transfers are almost entirely used for finisliing in oils.

They are simply collodion films transferred to paper. I have no doubt
that all tlie readers of the JounNAL have seen some very dreadful

examples of tliis class of work. I also feel sure that very few of

them will ever aspire to practise this particular line of photographic
colouring^.

Ivory is also a basis both for carbon and collodion photographs. In
some cases tlie photograph is printed direct upon tlie ivory, but

generally there is a carbon film placed upon it, as in the case of the

porcelains. It is something difficult to secure tlie pureness and trans-

parency of the plain ivory, but it can be very nearly arrived at by
printing in red and rubbing down until you get the desired effect.

Should the surface work at all greasy, give the entire surface a wash
of weak ox-gall.

The hromo-argento-(/elaline paper is a material only recently come
into prominence, and is more generally used for finishing iu oils rather

than water colours. When used for water colour a sizing would be
ad\ isable.

Photographs are also made on canvas, drawing-paper, and, I may
say, almost any material of suitable colour can be used as a base for a
photograph. Redmond Baiiektt.

(To he continued.)

\ .

SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP.
The letter of " II. A. S.," under the above heading, in a recent issue,

does not appear to have ebcited any information as to whether the
experiences of that gentleman's brother amateurs, " of what is

advertised as ' superior workmansliip,' runs upon all fours with " his.

This is rather strange, such complaints being common, viva voce, just

now. One would have thought that the opportunity of ventilating a
grievance of this nature would have been readily seized by many who,
like " II. A. S.," have no redress but the discreetly curtained publicity

of a profes.«ional journal. They appear, however, to prefer suffering

in silence, which is philosophical, but not calculated to mend their

wrongs.

One can sympathise with "II. A. S." in being cursed with such
.-lides as he describes. At the same time, he must admit that some
portion of the blame should be awarded to himself ; for an amateur
who has satisfactorily worked a certain camera for several years, and
tlien " in an evil moment," for the sake of a few ounces in weight,
exchanges it for one of which he knows absolutely nothing, can have
less cause for surprise tlian di.sgust if he meets with the annoying
experiences detailed by " H. A. S." If I were Mr. Hare I should
say, " Serve you right." But there's a providence in all things, and
" H. A. S." has learned a useful lesson, at a handsome price. In an
article entitled, The Camera in the Field, that appeared herein on
August 26, I devoted a few critical lines to these " much advertised
light cameras," and I stated " that actual experience proves that for

every ten men who could make a good camera not one turns out a
reliable dark slide." Tlie letter of " H. A. S." bears out that state-

ment, point for point, with singular emphasis. I did not think I

should .so soon have such a splendid confirmation of what, to the
unititiated, must appear almost paradoxical, and I hope I may be
pardoned for metaphorically shaking hands with myself.
The war in these pages between the old style of camera and the

new must, I suppose, of necessity be decided without editorial inter-

vention. Neither "H. A. S." nor anybody else would, I opine, desire

to cast the mantle of Photographic Mentor to all and sundry on the
heavily burdened shoulders of the present occupant of the Chair. If

such were done life in York-street would be simply frightful. Still
" H. A. S." and his brother amateurs need not be victimised with
their eyes shut. I trust few are so unwise as to remit for such an
important article as a camera, whose acquaintance they only make
through the advertisements—from which even manufacturers them-
selves allow us to deduct a good discount. It is unfair to vendor as
well as purchaser. Tliis was the second mistake of " II. A. S." (the
first bein^ the exchange of an old lamp for a new one) ; the third was
tliat he did not test the camera and slides before going abroad. He
sliould have inspected them before purcliasing, or got a friend or a
dealer to do so for him. "H. A. S." seems to have been at fault all

through, and it is to be hoped that others will be warned by his

mistakes.

Everybody admires these light cameras, but their ingenuity is

wasted and their extreme portability and lightness are only amved

at after a deplorable 8Acri6ce of strength and simplicity of con-
struction. That they are durable remains to be provea. " H. A. S."
confesses to have had his Hare several years. I take leave to doubt
whether any one of the light brigade will ever earn such praise.
Reiterating the opinions expressed in the before-mentioned article, I
questiou the practical efficacy of many of the new movements; I deny
that any number of so-called improvements, patented or otherwise,
compensate iu any degree for the most trifling fault in construction,
and I refuse to believe that a trustworthy instrument can be made
by machinery. In short, I maintain that the form of camera of
whicli that alluded to by " H. A. S." is the accepted typo, is, with
the single exception of lightness, in all practical respects the equal,
and in many the superior, of all the race of what "H. A. S." designates
the " much advertised light cameras." Amateurs who contemplate
deserting a camera that has served them well for several years—as in
the case of " II. A. S."—should look before they leap. That gentle-
man did not; hence his bad fall. Mahston Moobb.

RECOLLECTIONS OF EARLY DAYS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
H.

The photographic studios very soon became numerous and caused a
great stir among the trades that attempted to supply the increasing

demands for frames, &c., and among the manufacturing opticians

wlio undertook to produce lenses that would make sharp pictures and
reduce the time of exposure. These difficulties were not overcome so

long as the Daguerreotype held its sway. The glass used in making
the lenses was partly of flint and pai-tly of crown, and the method of
obtaining the specific gravity of glasses was at that time unknown to

the ordinary working optician.

Would it be out of place to cite an accident which occurred to i,

manufacturer of object lenses for opera glasses in Paris about this

time ? He was very neat and particular in his grinding and always
turned out the best quality of opera glasses. I employed him to

make for me, as a venture, one dozen quarter portrait lenses, double
combination, which he thought ho could do as he happened at that

time to have a stock of both crown and flint gla.sse3 perfectly adapted
for this pui-pose.

He soon made twelve of these instruments, that could not be sur-

passed for quickness and sharp definition. I sold them without trouble,

and thereafter continued to give my increasing orders. The price I

placed upon these lenses was twenty shillings each, and Andrew Ross,

hearing from others of this extraordinarily cheap and good lensj ob-
tained one from me and was quite surprised to find that the lens wtt^

all that was claimed for it. I had sold, up to this time, about one
hundred of these lenses and was continuing to give my orders for

them in large quantities. A batch soon arrived from Paris, however,
and was tested (as every lot of lenses was before being placed upon the

market), and to my surprise they were found to ha greatly inferior in

quality to those which 1 had previously had from this glass grinder. I

wrote to my friend and found that a great accident had happened in his

shop. He kept his glasses in two cupboards ; one containing all of the

discs for my quarter lenses, and the other the lenses for his opera

glasses. An apprentice, who had been ordered to dust each cupboard,

had gone beyond his order and taken the lenses from the two cup-

boards, and in the confusion of dusting had mixed them, so that when
the workmen, who were ignorant of the density of glasses, attempted to

make the combination they used the discs recklessly, just as they

happened to come, without regard to their specific gravity or other

differences. The result was that I could obtain no more correctly

made lenses until he had obtained from a scientific optician the

specific gravity of the mixed discs and had them placed in their proper

cupboards again.

Scientific opticians were not numerous at that time, and when, in

1851 , the great Universal Exhibition was held in London, I introduced

M. Buron, of Paris, to Andrew Ross; but M. Huron could not

speak English, nor could Ross, French. Soon after M. Buron took a

pencil and presented to Ross a paper with some geometrical curtes

and lines with explanatory algebraic letters inscribed thereon, which

Ross seemed to understand and answered by another with similar

curves and lines. Both seem pleased; but I do not know to this

day what those hieroglyphic marks indicated to those two men.

Some three months a'fter the Great Exhibition of 1851 was opened,

an old acquaintance, a lithographic artist of Paris, sent to the

Exhibition about four photographs on paper, printed from glasa

negatives of about 8J x CJ in dimensions. These werG_ the only

paper negatives in the entire Exhibition, and public curiosity was
naturally aroused at their appearance.

Public curiosity was again excited by the first stereoscopic pictures
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taken from natur il objects by the clever Parisian optician, Dubosc
Sir Charles Whc ilstoiie, the inventor of the stereoscope, which in

form resembled the graphoscope, was a customer of mine some years

before he died. He came to my house a fevf weeks before he went
to France, and complained to me that his invention of the stereoscope

had not been done justice to by the firm to whom he had entrusted

the model. He said' he liad also invented something nearly allied to

the stereoscope, but which showed a most pleasing and amusing
optical illusion. When he returned from France, he said, he would
reveal the secret to me, and bring it before the public ; but, unfor-

tunately, he never came back to England.
Dubosc invented the general form of the stereoscope as now used,

but he did not benefit himself by the invention. He was the first

to show that small-sized photographs could be enlarged, and I was
shown by him the first enlarged photograph which he had made
from a small glass image—the light used coming from an electric

lamp of his own invention. The Exhibition closed to the public,

and only purciiasers of goods from the Exhibition when it was
opened, and the owners and packers of goods, admitted. Dubosc
sent to an agent in the palace stereoscopic pictures taken from
natural obji cts on Daguerreotype plates. I was the first to whom tlie

pictures and stereoscopes were shown, and I agreed to take all that

lie received at six francs each, and also pay for the stereoscopes. The
agent tacitly agreed to sell all to me. I'rince Albert visited the
Exhibition daily, and the agent showed him the pictures. The agent
did not keep his agreement with me^ but sold the pictures and stereo-

scopes to the Prince and Queen.
Hut I soon found a very clever Daguerreotype artist named Laroche,

of Oxford-street, London, for whom I purchased statues and other
plaster of Paris objects, which he reproduced for me in stereoscopic
slides. He soon became very clever in stereoscopic portraiture, and I
have now two coloured portraits quite free from any fading and very
artistic, which were made by him at that time by the stereoscopic
process.

J..aroche became quite prominent in Daguerreotype portraiture, and
his ambition urged him to produce portraits by photography on coUo-
douised glass. Talbot opposed his productions because they infringed
his patent, and a meeting was called to aid Laroche in his opposition
of Talbot; but the final verdict was partially in favour of J'albot.

Tlie public, liowever, was so strongly opposed to Talbot that ho WiW
obliged to yield to its opinion, and soon gave up all his rights to the
public.

At tliat period the lenses which were in highest favour were those
made by Voigtliinder, although these lenses never gave correct
images because the chemical and optical rays were not coincident.
The eminent optician, Andrew Ross, soon used his knowledge to
produce lenses perfect in this respect. Soon after, a young German,
Dallmeyer, entered the employ of Ross, ultimately marrying his
daughter, and, after the death of Ross, was taken in as partner of
Thos. Ross, son of Andrew Ross. The two, however, soon quarrelled,
and a separation of the firm took place.

In 1846 r.nother great discovery in photography excited public
cuiiosity. Schoenbein had made a very explosive compound from the
innocent article of cotton wool. It Avas claimed that warfare would
be entirely changed through this invention, but then a man named
jMaynunl, of Rtistou, dissolved the gun cotton with ether and spirits
of wine into a liquid jelly, and when dry the particles were found to
be very valuable for surgical use in covering wounds. M. Le Gray,
01 Pans, a rising and clever photographer, gave it as his public
opinion that this substance could be made serviceable for piioto-
graphic purposes.

In the month of February, 1851, F. S. Archer, of London, first
published in No/es and Queries that he had sensitised collodion,
and had succeeded in pouring it upon glass on which he could make
pictures. This new advance in photographic manipulation was at
first scarcely successful in attracting photographers, who then, as now,
were very slow in adopting new methods, however improved or
worthy of acceptation they might be. Soon, however, the tide began
to How in the direction of collodioniscd glass plates.

In the year 180:!, on my return journey from Scotland, I stopped at
JNewcastle-on-Tyne, and called on Mawson, a druggist, who had com-
menced supplying pliotographers with requisite materials, and among
other articles I showed him a student's microscope. A young chemist
at that time an assistant to Mawson, shoAved him, bv'the aid of tliis
microscope, the structure of collodion. Thomas, a drucrgist of Pall
iMal), London, was one of the first who followed Archer m the manu-
hictiir.; and sale of collodion, and it was generallv reported that Pro-
le^for lepper, a clever lecturer of the London Polytechnic Institute,
ga\e the best method f<ir producing a good-working collodion that
immediately rose in reputation, and realised for Thomas a large

fortune. Mawson took iato partnership his young chemist, Mr. Swan,
and the firm of Mawson & Swan became the largest manufacturers of

collodion in the world.
The London King's College had a most excellent professor of

chemistry, Rev. S. T. Hardwich, who was a very ardent lover of
photography. He published many excellent notes on any new dis-

covery that aided in producing photographic pictures. In this he
emulated the example of Hunt, of Cornwall, who was the founder,
1 believe, of the Falmouth Technical Institute, and who encouraged
in every way the growth of photographic knowledge. Unfortunately
for photography and science in general, Mr. Hardwich entered the
Church, and is at present one of the hardest workers in Durham
county.

Thomas Sutton, editor of Photographic Notes, followed Hardwich
as professor of chemistry at the college for some short period. Sutton
was a personal friend of mine, and we passed many agreeable hours
together. He was most virulent when writing in opposition to an
assailant, but in conversation one of the most attractive men one could
meet, and was ever ready to help any photographer out of a difficulty.

He was the inventor of the jmnoramic lens. Thos. Ross manufactured
the lenses and cameras, and the pictures were good, but the dark slides

were made to hold bent glasses. This difficulty stopped its success.

Sutton lived in the Island of Jersey, from where he issued his journal,

PhutoyrajMc Notes. I will now relate the difficulty which the changes
in photographic manipulation occasioned Daguerreotype artists in

India and other colonies of Great Britain.

My friend, Frederick York, the eminent photographer, lived at the

Cape of Good Hope. He was by trade a chemist and druggist, and
went to the Cape of Good Hope to become its chief Daguerreotyjie

artist, but when the change obliged him to adopt the collodion process

ho obtained, with great dilliculty, the necessary chemicals. In 18o4

he was obliged to redistil ether from an acid article imported from
Holland—being only used for medicinal purposes—that, when it was
made into collodion and iodised, it turned the colour of the collodion

to that of port wine. Spirit of wine had to be redistilled also from a

Cape brandy called Cape Smoke. Iodide of ammonium and pyroxyline

he had to make also. All these difficulties placed in contrast to the

present easy waj' by which photographers produce their pictures,

emphasises both conditions by the contrast. Another great difficulty

in collodion pictures in the colonies was that no ship would convey

collodion on account of its easy combustion, so that collodion was
only accepted by certain ships which carried gunpowder. Some ships

took collodion as deck cargo, and on the most trifling accident

occurring, the whole cargo was thrown overboard. J. Solomon.

(To he continued.)

LANDSCAPE: CHOICE OF SUBJECT. I

A onKAT deal ha.s been claimed for the extraordinary range of art,

" from the hues of a cabbage leaf to the sufferings of a Christ."

"Nay, there is nothing that man has ever dreamed, or hoped, or

feared, suffered, enjoyed, or sinned in, which is not a subject matter

for art," says Mr. Quilter, one of the most acute art critics of our

time. But all who practise art must appreciate the limitations of the

particular department of art which they practise. The painter in oils

has the widest range, and an almost unlimited choice of subjects; the

water colourist has a narrower scope, so also has the sculptor; but

shall I be wide of the mark when I say it is h.'ft for the photoOTapher

to show the greatest ingenuity in the choice of subjects in whicli to

show his skill as an artist? The photographer shoidd try to understand,

and be satisfied with, the limitations with which he is "cribbed,

cabined, and confined," and endeavour to turn them to his use, or

rather find in the very limitations a certain fitness and use, because it

clears away a vast number of impossible subjects, confines his study in

a narrower groove, and enables him to give more complete attention

to " the things that are his." Do you get a glimmer of my meaning ?

We are in the habit of claiming for photography an unlimited range

of subjects, from the infinitely little to the infinitely remote; from the

microscopic diatom dredged up from the depths of the ocean to the

infinitely remote nebulre in star-packed space ; but there are some
things that may be possible which are yet unaccomplished. \\ e may
say we have no more worlds to conquer, but we talk like Alnascher.

In landscape photography, wliich is our present subject, there are

one or two things that have not been done. For instance, have you
ever seen a photograph in which one very common fact in nature is

adequately represented? 1 mean the effect of storm and wind on an

island land-cape. 1 say island, because such effects are easy in sea

pictures. The effect often seen in pictures by Salvator Rosa and
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Onsper Pouasin. The bendirij^ and swaying branches of the trees, the
driven sky and the tliitterinj? giirments of tlu> (igurns. The effect of

wind is, iinfurtiuiately, too often to be found in pliotographg, always
to the dislij^iirement of Iho picture, but no " lijflituing " or " special

instantaneous " plate has yet been made that would enable us to do
jiisticB to the grand and pictorially tit effects I have suggested.

Then, again, I have never seen a photograph that gave me any
proper idea of a mountain. I'liotographs of the Aljis always remind
me of toy mountains, and I want to see a child's Noah's Ark on the
highest peaks. Perhaps it is because we nowadays make such fun
of what were once inaccessible solitudes. A\'e go up Ararat on a
bicycle instead of waiting for the orthodox flood, as Noah did.

There is another effect that has never been quite properly captured.
In a mountainous country when the sun lias set to the observer it

still shines on the mountains. The effect is often one of the most
beautiful in nature, but the non-actinic cohiur of the sun's rays at
that time of the evening has hitherto prevented anything like success
in photographing this subject. As Mdton savs

:

" Yet from these flames
No light, but rather darkness visible."

However, this is a difficulty that may soon be added to the many
conquered in the past. Orthochromatic plate? will solve this pro-
blem, and when you have obtained a really fine example of the effect,

here is a title for it (there is a good deal in a title) from Tennyson's
new Locksht/ Ilatt, but make the pictures worthy of the line

:

" Cold upon the dead volcano sleeps the gleam of dying day."

This reminds me of another important thing. Never give your
picture a title it cannot support. I like good titles. I don't mind
even if there is a bit of sentiment, so that it is healthy in them, and
the boundary between the sublime and the ridiculous be not over-
stepped, but beware of anything in the nature of an anti-climax. If

you have a picture in an exhibition and the spectator, before .seeing

your poor little work, reads an ultra-poetical title, with perhaps a
verse attached to it in the catalogue, his expectations will be so rai-ed

that when he sees the picture ho may feel a cold lit of disillusionising

pathos come over him tliat he may remember against you for some
time.

While I am talking of titles I may just add an illustration of how
it is possible to go wrong in naming even the simplest subjects. I am
to'-d that the cows in the photographs of whicli 1 gave a reduction in

my last letter were not cows at all, but are what are called in Scotland
" stirks." I am quite aware that the natives of that far country,
with an independence which is perhaps praiseworthy but slightly

puzzling, call things by names beyond the comprehension of other
parts of the world, vet I believe I am almost wrong in calling these
animals cows. Some of them may attain the dignity of cowhood just

as some girls become women.
Now for subjects that are possible.

It is a true saying that each student must discover for himself
what is beautiful. It is not every kind of scene that appeals to the
feelings of all alike. Some of us delight in particular kinds of land-
scapes, some like grandeur, others are content with quiet simplicity.
" Each of us is constituted," writes Mr. Ilamerton, w ith, perhaps, not
a few verbal impediments, "with a special idiosyncrasy related in

some mysterious way to a certain class of natural scenery, and when
we find ourselves in a scene answering to our idiosyncras}', the mind
feels itself at home there, and rapidly attaches itself by affection.''

The student may be guided in his" search for beauty, but it is not
wise in a teacher to persist too strongly on what is picturesque or the
reverse. Many painters will make good pictures out of subjects
which would seem to be quite inadequate to others. Many of the
greatest landscapes are of the most ordinary scenes. What could be
more commonplace than the scenery of Gainsborough's Market.
Cart, Turner's Frosty Morning, or any of the pictures by De Wint
and David Cox ? II. P. Bobinbow.—Photographic Times.

FILM NEGATIVES.
[A Communication to the Birmingham Photographic Society.]

Having had a certain measure of success with Eastman stripping
films, I have l)een requested by your Council to give a paper this

evening dealing with the subject, and particularly with the method of

working whicli my experience has found most successful. In ac-
cording to their request I feel I have imposed upon myself a somewhat
difficult task.

There is, undoubtedly, a strong prejudice in the minds of most
photographers, both amateur and professional, against a negative in
which paper is used as a permanent support, on account of the in-

separable "grain" and lack of brilliancy in the resulting print*, and the
idea of the paper being used only as a temporary support dota not
seem to convey to their mind a correct impression of the true position
of the matter.

It may be as well before entering into the technical details of the
manipulation to consider briefly the advantages to be derived—which
will be better appreciated after an actual trial.

My experience (which is at present limited) is that they are far
superior to glass for all purposes except portnviture of the human form
or instantaneous pictures where extreme rapidity is necessary, but for
all ordinary cases of rapid exposure they are sufficiently quick. The
first advantage, which I soon discovered, is their entire freedom from
halation. Tliis with glass plates is inseparable, and even when much
labour has been bestowed on backing them the halation is painfully

apparent.

These films never frill, being made of emulsion which has been
made insoluble. Compare the respective weights of the two sub-
stances—one plate weighing more than a dozen films of the same
size.

Agfun, on comparing a stripping film negative with one on glass of
the same exposure and subject, it will be found there is a greater
sharpne.«8 or clearness in the detail owing, I am of opinion, to the
p.xper absorbing the light immediately it has penetrated the emulsion,
the result being a brilliant negative. Landscapes on stripped films

can be retouched or printed from on cither side, and the advantage in

this respect for carbon or mechanical printing is enormous.
Now imagine the tourist working with glas.s, and compare him to

another working with films. The one works in harness, tugging,
probably, a half-hundredweight of glass with him from place to place,

paying extra carriage, extra tips, and in a continual state of anxiety as to

possible breakage, difficulty of packing, and having to be continually

on the look out for a dark place to change the plates, and, perhaps,

on his return finds numbers of his plates damaged owing to friction

on the surface; while the disciple oi JUmn, lightly burdened with
only camera and slide, and his (say, 200) films in his pockets,

for they lie so compact together. Then the advantages to the tourists

abroad their name is " legion," not the least being the ease of

guarding your exposed pictures from the custom-house officiab, who
almost always seek to make matters disagreeable in this respect ; and
lastly, though not least, the ease with which the negatives can be
stowed away in envelopes or albums, &c., when reference to tbem is

easy in the extreme.

Now, having come (rightly, I think, you will admit) to the con-

clusion that films have these advantages, you naturally ask. What
are its disadvantages ? Remembering, then, that I am only advo-
cating stripping films, I consider they have but two disadvantages :

—
1st, They entail some additional outlay in the way of apparatus, &c.

2nd, They are a little more trouble to finish than the glass negatives,

which sinks into insignificance when the manifold advantages are

considered.

I will now show how I work the roller slide (Eastman I use and
prefer), and also note the indicator I have had made by Mr. Place,

showing the exact position of the paper before and after exposure.

My friend (J. II. Pickard) has fixed one on his slide which shows in

addition the number of films exposed (automatically). I also show
here the film carriers for the cut sheets. A substitute for the.se can

be made of a piece of thin wood, and springing this strip in your dark

slide over the paper and exposing in the usual way. The cut sheets

can be used also in I'umphrey's and other changing slides. There is

one fault, if it may be called" a fault, for it lies more at the door of

the operator and not the films or slides, viz., the number of exposures.

Surely there is no necessity to expose twenty-four films in an hour or

so becau.-^e you have the power to do so.

In order to deal effectively with the second objection T mentioned,

viz., the extra trouble and per.severance, I propose, with your per-

mission, to carry a negative through the different stages from exposure

to completion, and in so doing I shall endeavour to make the process

clear to you, and hope to enlist your attention.

The developer I use is slightly different to that of the Eastman
Company, and is as follows :

—

Sulphite of soda 4 ounces.

To be dissolved in 8 ounces of hot distilled water, then rendered

slightly acid with citric acid, then add

—

Pyrogallio acid 1 ounce.

Water to make up to 10 ounces.

II.

Pure carbonate of soda 1 ounce.

Water to make up in all to 10 ounces.
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Pure carlwnate of potasli 1 ounce.

Water to make up to 10 ounces.

D.

Bromide of potassium 1 ounce.

Water to malfe up to 10 ounces.

1 have here two half-plate films exposed at 8.30 a.m. to-day, one

with five and one with six seconds exposure, subject chiefly middle

distance. I take 90 minims A, 10 minims D, and 90 minims B,

and make up to 2 ounces water. I do not soak the films in water.

There is no need for it ; in fact, it is prejudicial to do so. I place the

films face uppermost in the dish, and pour on the developer on the

centre of the films. You will observe they lie perfectly flat, and are

free from air bubbles. Kock the dish continually during development,

and when the high lights are out add from 10 to 90 minims C, and

finish development and fix. The negatives being complete, I ask you

to observe that both, are of equal quality, proving the latitude of

exposure permissible,

I now coat a piece of glass half an inch larger all round than the

negative with indiarubber solution (see Eastman formula) and squeegee

the negative face downwards upon the rubber, interposing a sheet

of blotting-paper and oilskin between the negative and squeegee to

prevent injury to the exposed rubber surface, and then place the nega-

tive under pressure with blotting-paper interposed until moderately

dry only.

I then pour hot water upon it, and gently rocking the dish.you see

the paper floats from the film without the necessity for pulling it with

a pin, leaving the film negative on the glass. Now the instructions

say remove the remaining soluble gelatine with camel-hair brush, but

unless it requires intensifying, which no properly developed negative

should require, you need not do so, but simply pour on the gelatine

solution (see Eastman foi-mula), well covering the edges of the film, and

put on a level shelf to dry.

I will now take up a negative in this state on the glass, but dry, and

carefully cut round the edges of the film, and you see I can readily

puU oft the film with its gelatine support. Having now passed

through the whole of the process it behoves us to consider for a few

minutes the causes of failure in the hands of beginners and their

remedies. 1 . The rubber will not flow over glass ?—Solution too thick,

glass greasy. 2. Rubber peels off on drying?—Dirty glass. 3. Nega-

tive not dense enough?—Use more bromide and longer development.

4. Gelatine cracks on being pulled off?—Add more glycerine.

6, Gelatine not thick enough ?—Gelatine varnish too thin, not strong

enough. 6. Does not dry sufliciently haid?—Too much glycerine.

E. H. Jaques.

ON THE FADING OF SILVER PHOTOGRAPHS.
III.

W^ have already seen (page 56.3) how sulphur or sulphurous com-
pounds may be communicated to and left in the silver prints during
the ordinary course of their preparation. It is not my purpose to enter

into details as to the best means of avoiding these pitfalls in practice,

inasmuch as the principles w-hich should guide the operator are now
BO well known, or ought to be, that any shortcomings in tills respect

must be (discredited to sheer ignorance or culpable laziness. AVhen
any doubt exists as to the thorough washing of a batch of prints, a

very delicate and easily applied test should always be called into

requisition. This test is iodide of starch, made by adding a few drops
of tincture of iodine to a thin solution of starch ; sufficient iodine
beinii added to confer an intensely blue colour. This test solution

\vill Keep in good condition for a long time if some camphor dissolved
in alcohol be mixed with it. When the prints are supposed to be
thoroughly washed, take a few of them from the last washing water
and collect the last drops of the drainage from them in a clean test-

tube, a similar tube being filled to the same height with fresh water
from the same tap. Now add to each, say, two drops of the iodide
solution, and watch the result. If the colour in the tube containing
the print droppings is discharged or lessened in depth when compared
wth the other, the hyposulphite has not been completely removed
from the prints. This is a very delicate test, and one which, I think,
ought always to be applied.

1 iidoed, so far as the preparation of a silver print is concerned, the
complete elimination of sulphurous or other injurious and soluble
ccmpounds is entirely within the photographer's power, with only one
exception, and that is the existence of deleterious substances in the
nnsensitieed paper with which he has to operate. Here he is at the
mercy of the paper maker and the albumeniser. With respect to the
latter, I need hardly say that the article supplied by him ahould neve

have been tainted by decomposition, else a sulnhurous silver compound,

with the liberation of acid, is the inevitable result as soon as the

albuminous surface comes in contact with the sensitising bath.

The next danger that the silver print has to encounter is in the

mounting. If the mounting boards are suspected of containing a trace

of the anti-chlor hypo, a portion of one should be macerated in pure

water and some of the supernatant water tested with a drop or two of

the usual iodo-starch solution, just as was previously recommended for

the washed prints. I have not had occasion lately to test the modern

mounting boards, but I know that some years ago many of them,

especially the larger sizes, contained more than traces of hypo, so

much so that "look to your mounting boards" became a cry of

warning among photographers.

The next danger arises from the nature of the mountant or adhesive

material used in attaching the prints to their final support. Starch

paste is frequently employed for this purpose. The great objections

to its use are its tendency to turn acid when the prints are exposed to

a damp atmosphere and also to generate the starch fungus which,

when once originated, overspreads the whole surface and is fatal to the

prints.

Common glue contains many injurious impurities, and, although

frequently employed as a mountant, is certainly open to grave objec-

tions. The finer kinds of gelatine may, probably, be used with impunity

if, in the presence of moisture, they can be preserved from decompo-

sition, still it is doubtful whether a slight decomposition would exercise

any baneful influence, unless sulphur or acid be liberated.

But, of all mountants, I must give the preference to the best white

gum arable. A solution of this, of the proper consistency for mount-

ing, is colourless, possesses great adhesive properties, may, by the

addition of a little camphor, be kept fresh for a very lon^ time, and

is not liable to decompose, but, should it undergo change, it liberates

neither free acid, sulphur, nor anything detrimental to a silver print.

These, in my opinion, are advantages which should recommend its

general adoption, even although its price (•')«. per lb.) may, at first

glance, seem a deterrent.*

Yet, when we consider the immense number of photographs which

a pound of this gum would attach to their mounts, the additional cost

of each mounted photograph would only be the fraction of a farthing.

I am the more impressed with the importance of giving great atten-

tion to the securing of an inert mountant from the fact that, in the

course of last autumn, I had occasion to examine very closely some

photographs executed by Talbot in 1845. These were cemented to

the mount only for about an inch along the edges. The portions of

the pictures over the cement had almost entirely faded away, while

the uncemented portions retained almost their pristine vigour.

I shall now conclude this short series of articles with a summary of

what I consider the essential conditions required for the utmost longe-

vity of auro-argentic photographs:—1st. That the photograph itself

and its supporting medium should contain neither sulphur nor easily

decomposed sulphur compounds. 2nd. That they should contain no

free acid, nor any substance liable to generate it. 3rd. Silver prints

should, when practicable, be kept in dry positions and protected from

the action of impure air.

With respect to the latter point, I know of no easier and more

efficient plan of securing this end than that fully described in a recent

editorial article in this Joubnal (page 561). The only improvement

I would suggest on the method there described, would be to finally

squeegee the back of the print with a solution of alum which would

render the paper, to a great extent if not altogether, waterproof, and

thus enable the print to resist successfully the influence of any

noxious substances which may exist in the place of storage.

Georoe Dawson, M.A., Ph.D.

THE ECONOMICAL PRODUCTION OF OXYGEN.
Whetheii there would be a large market for oxygen for use in

industrial operations could it be supplied at a reasonable rate, is »

question upon which a long debate might be raised; still it cannot he

open to doubt that for many small operations it would find extensive

* Some difficulty may be experienced in obtaining the gennine article. The
sample 1 have been testing was obtaiueil from the firm of H. Coojier & Co.,

24, Greek-street, Soho, London. It was made up into pa.ste by a formula

kindly furnished me by Mr. Ayers, who invariably uses it in his own practice.

Ho showed me some of his stock, whiclihadbeenkept in the fluid state for more
tlian two years, and which still retained its good qualities unimpaired. The
following is his formula :

—

The best white gum arable is dissolved in water sufficient to make a mucilage

of the proper consistency. To tliis are added one ounce of lump sugar for

every four ounces of gum used, and also a piece of camphor, both being anti-

septics. The sugar also has the property of rendering the gum tougher ana

more elastic when dry. Gum contains no sulphvir.
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application. In a future article wo shall endeavour to enumerate

some of the uses to whicli a cheap supply of oxygen could be put, and
from wliich it will be easy to see tliat the ordinary processes at present

followed in laboratories are altogether out of the question.

The method usually followed for oxygen proparatiou in the labora-

tory, and even for oxyhydrogen worK at tnoatres and the like, is to

heat a mixture of chlorate of potash and peroxide of manganese, by
which moans oxygen is given off from the chlorate, the manganese
remaining practically unchanged. The decomposition may be shown
by the following formula :

—

KCI03 = KCl + 0,
24.1 =209+90

1000 cubic feet of pure oxygen weighs 89 lbs., so that allowing

for manufacturing losses, 1000 cubic feot of oxygen would be

produced from 240 lbs. of chlorate of potash, which would not

cost the user less than "d. per lb. at his worlfs, making the cost

of 1000 cubic feet of oxygen about 71. 3«. Of course we shoiJd

have the chloride of potassium remaining as a by-product, but

this, even when refined to a white marketable salt, would not be

worth more than 18s., the total amount of which would bo swallowed

up in the fuel, wages, and plant account. It will thus be seen that

the industrial production of oxygen from chlorate of potash is, on
account of its cost, practically impossible.

The next process by which oxygen has been prepared is by heating

ordinary native peroxide of manganese, when the following decom-
position takes place :

—

3MnO., = Mn,0, + 0^
261 = 220 +32

Or, in other words, supposing the decomposition to be complete, which
it never is, it would require naif a ton of 70 per cent, manganese to

produce 1000 cubic feet of oxygen.

By reference to our prices current, this quantity of 70 per cent,

manganese would not cost less than 2oj., so that it becomes necessary

to recover the manganese if there is any life at all in the process.

In order to increase the yield of oxygen from peroxide of man-
ganese, and to enable the decomposition to take place at a lower

temperature, it has been proposed to mis silica with it, when the

following reaction is stated to take place :
—

SiO., + MnOj = MnSiO^ +
360 + 532 = 786 + 06

That is to say, it would take 7 cwt. of 70 per cent, manganese to pro-

duce 1000 cubic feet of oxygen, costing for raw material alone

17». Qd. It is very probable, however, that this reaction would
nut take place so readily as the equation indicates, and the utilisation

of the manganese silicate would perhaps not be so easy after all.

Another process has been much praised, but we believe it has never

been put into general use, though patented by Kirkpatrick on May 6,

1870, No. 1300. By this method a strong solution of bleaching

powder is treated with about three parts to the thousand of hydrated

peroxide of cobalt, or of a cobalt solution ; this determines the de-

composition of the bleaching powder into oxygen and chloride of

calcium, thus

—

CaOCl, = CaCP + O
01 = 71 = 111 + 16.

From this it will be seen that this process is more expensive than

any, save that of the decomposition of chlorate of potash. It would
require 1200 lbs. of bleaching powder of 3-) per cent, to produce

1000 cubic feat of oxygen by this process, which would cost at the

present price at least 80s., besides which the cost of manufacture

would have to be reckoned in, as no by-product of sufficient import-

ance is utilisable, and a certain working loss of cobalt preparations

would inevitably occur.

Of the whole of the foregoing processes, that of simply heating

peroxide of manganese seems the most hopeful, as if the same price

could be realised for the manganeso-manganic oxide (Mn-Pj) as is

paid for the peroxide, the cost per 1000 cubic feet of oxygen could

be very materially reduced, and probably sold at a piofit at 4«. per

1000 cubic feet, or one halfpenny per pound.
Another process which has tempted many is the e-ectrolysis of

water. The cheapness of the raw material has been the attraction,

but up to the present time no headway has been madft with the

process.

Such advances have now, however, been made in plating dynamos,
and they have been sufficiently long introduced into practice to enable

us to form a very good estimate of what the cost of oxygen would be
if manufactured by their aid.

A dynamo to deposit two tons of copper per 144 hours costs about
250/, This reciuires a 30-h.p. engine to drive it, say, with boiler, &c.,

another 400/. This boiler would require at !ea«t two tons of (food
coal per day. One man by day and another by night might possibly
do all thfl work required. This machinery then would produce not
more than half a ton of oxygen weekly, or about 12,000 cubic feot, to
that the expenses would be :

—

•. i.

Coal, 12 tons at 8« 96
Interest, &c., at 10 per cent, on 660/. 25
Wages 00

181

As only 12,000 cubic feet of oxygen could be produced, the cost will

not be less than 1C«. \d. per 1000 cubic feet.

Kecapitulating, we find that the various methods we have described
may be as follows :

—

Per 1000 onbic feot.

From chlorate of potash £7 3
From bleaching powder , 4
By electrolysis , 15 1

By silica and manganese 5
From manganese alone 4

The last two instances are supposing that a sale is made of the
residual oxide of manganese at a price equal to the peroxide pur-
chased.— Chemical Trade Journal.

- •

AUTO-STEREOTYPIC PRJNTING.
A NEW process of auto-stereotypic printing, especially adapted for
the reproduction of books and engravings, has lately been invented in

Switzerland, and is already used with advantage at the establishment
of Orell, Fussh, & Co., at Zurich, a printing office of European fame.
The process will cheapen the reprinting of the works of foreign

authors, which is done considerably here in this country. By this

method the type setting and copying of engravings is saved, and an
accurate stereotyped plate is obtained directly from the original. It

is a transfer process, and for the reproduction two newly printed

copies of the publication to be reproduced are necessary to insure

complete success. It is done in the following manner :—Plaster of

Paris, best quality, is mixed with water to make it a thin putty with-
out lumps, and to this a little alum or salt is added to make it set

quickly. To every five pounds of the plaster are then added :

—

Silicate of potash or silicate of soda 3 ounces.

Phosphate of lime ; 2 „

The mixture thus obtained is then put upon a perfectly level piece

of plate glass of the desired size, around which iron rods are placed,

and left to get hard. The plaster cast ought to be at least type high,

to prevent breakage. While the mass is setting, the back ought to

be scraped level, and should remain undisturbed until it is perfectly

dry and hard. After that it may be taken ofif, and it will be found to
be as smooth as the glass itself.

The paper to be reproduced is next placed, with the side to be
copied down, in a dish which contains the following transferring^

solution :

—

Distilled water 10 ounces.

Alcohol, OO" 6 „
Acetic acid J ounce.
Phosphate of soda \ „

Care should be taken not to get the solution on the back of the

paper, which is not to be transferred, as it is then liable to print

thi'ough when it is drawn through the transferring press. Should the
print to be copied have been printed for some time, it is desirable to

warm the solution and float the paper longer on it. The sheets should
be left on the solution for at least two hours to insure perfect action.

In the meantime, the plaster of Paris plate, which was completely
dried before, is prepared in a dark room.
A solution of five ounces of gelatine in twelve ounces of water is

prepared by letting the former soak for half an hour and then heating

it to about 190°. Care must be taken to prevent the boiling of the
solution. To this, six drachms of citrate of iron and ammonia and two
ounces of alcohol are added and well filtered. This is when still

warm. Put into a flat dish covered to a depth of about a quarter of

an inch. It is well to put this dish upon a hot metal plate, as it geta

hard quickly when getting cold. The plaster of Pans plate, which
itself is warmed first, is dipped in the solution on the smooth side for

a moment, thus letting it take up some of it, whereupon it b taken

out and dried in the dark. When dry, the copy is transferred upon it

in the usual way, the plaster having been placed between rubber
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sheets to prevent it from breaking. Of course, also, this Las to be

done in the dark room, that is, at lamp or gas light. The plate is then

dried once more and exposed to direct sunlight for fifteen minutes.

When taken out, the places where the light has acted will be found to

be quite hard, while at the other places the plaster is soft and will fall

off as fine powder as deep as the solution has penetrated if brushed

with a hard brush. After that the plate is ready to be stereotyped.

—Scientifc American. Hbkman Kbinbold.

A FEW OPTICAL POINTS IN CONNEXION WITH THE
ENLARGEMENT.

Tub general optical principles involved in enlarging are, for the most

part, simple enough when the action of a lens in forming an inverted

image of any object is once understood.

'iVe all know that in focussing any object on the ground-glass, as

we come nearer the object the image becomes larger, and we have to

increase the distance between the lens and the ground-glass. This

process does not of necessity stop when the image becomes of the

same size as the object, except for the reason that few cameras will

allow of the necessary extension. The necessary extension provided

for, we may keep coming nearer to the object and racking back our

ground-glass till we get any size of image that we desire. This really

includes the whole of the general principles of enlarging, further

complications being necessary merely to facilitate adjustments and,

in certain ca.9es, to light the negative in a special way. Of the latter

a few words will be said further on.

Although the general principle is the same in enlarging as in

ordinary photography, there are one or two difficulties due to the

fact that the object to be enlarged from—that is the negative— is all

in one plane. Most or all of them hold good for copying as well as

for enlarging.

In the first place, there is no need to use a stop to gain depths of

focus, as we must in most kinds of direct photographic work. It

may be necessary to use a stop for the purpose of gaining marginal
definition, but not for gaining depth of focus. Even for marginal
definition it will, in many cases, be unnecessary. If the lens be of

the rapid landscape type, if its focal length be pretty long as com-
pared with the plate to be enlarged from, and if the subject be a

portrait, it will generally be found that there is no perceptible falling

off of definition, even when full aperture is used. For architectural

work, where microscopic definition to the edge of the plate is gene-
rally considered essential, a small stop may be necessary. I should
mention that here I am speaking of direct enlargements by daylight
where no condenser is used. I shall show presently that where a
condenser is employed the conditions are totally different.

Another matter in connexion with the optical side of both en-
larging and copying, a matter whose enunciation is often met with
considerable incredulity, is that we get in both cases precisely the
Bxmoform of image, however wide an angle we cause the negative or
picture copied to subtend. In other words, if we ufse a long-focus
lens, so that the negative is included in a very narrow angle, or if we
use a short-focus lens, so that it occupies quite a wide angle, the
image that we get is precisely the same in form. Granted that the
lens is rectilinear, there is not a particle of distortion in either case,
not even of the form, which is more correctly termed exaggerated
perspective than distortion. This being the case, it may be asked,
why is a long-fociis lens particularly insisted on by most writers on
the subject of enlargement ? To this it may be replied that there
are three reasons. The first and principle is merely a case of
marginal definition. It is ditficult, if anything like a wide angle be
included, to get even tolerable definition unless a small stop be used,
and that involves greatly prolonged exposures. A second reason is

that a wide angle involves unequal lighting of the image given by
the lens—a rapid falling off at the edges. A third is that if a wide
angle is included, the difficulty of lightiing the negative—of getting
an evenly diffused light behind it—is considerably increased.
On the other hand, it might be pointed out that there are some

advantages not quite imaginary in the use of a wide-angle lens. The
principal of these is that the falling off of light in theneffative may
bo compensated for by falling off of light in the enlargement. Thus,
it we have a negative showing that comparative transparentness
around the edges which is due to the falling off of the light of the
lens with whicli it was taken, wo may so arrange that the enlarging
lens will give a precisely similar falling off, and, of course, this, in
the case of closet enlarging, means a lir/hteninf/, not a darkenino- of
the edges. If, in enlarging, the negative is made to subtend"'the
same angle that was included in photographing the object, the correc-
tion will be as nearly right as may be. This involves the use, in

enlarging, of a shorter focus lens than was used in photographing the
object—unless the latter chanced to be very near the camera

—

because allowance must be made for increase in the lesser conjugal
focus in the case of enlarging.

It is, of course, known that when artificial light is used it is practi-

cally always necessary to use a condenser in enlarging, and that, even
when direct sunshine illuminates the negatives, a condenser is neces-
sary for those kinds of enlargement which are generally known as
" direct solar enlargement." In these sensitive films of the same
nature as those used for contact printing are acted upon, and, with
all the light that can be got from the sun, condensed by large lenses,

the exposure is long.

The condenser is generally looked upon simply as an arrangement
for lighting the negative more brilliantly than it can be lighted by
diffused light cither from the sky or from a white sheet of any sub-
stance behind it. This way of looking at the condenser is certainly,

so far as it goes, correct ; but the condenser does much more than
merely illuminate the back of the negative in the ordinary sense of

the word.
In enlarging from a negative which is lighted by diffused light the

conditions are as nearly as possible the same as when a photograph is

being taken in the ordinary way. Ever)' part of the negative is in a
certain sense a source of illumination, scattering light in every direc-

tion; a certain small portion of the scattered liglit enters the
objective. As a matter of fact, it is the white diffusing' screen
behind which is the source of illumination, but as this sends light in

all directions through the negative, it may be 'considered as if the
light radiated from points of this latter. The consequences are that

the objective performs just the same functions in direct enlargement
as in taking a photograph, that the same qualities are demanded, and
that the same faults will show the same defects in both cases.

In working with the condenser the conditions are entirely different.

The condenser, if arrangements are as they should be, throws the

whole of the light which passes through the negative into the objec-

tive. Indeed, could we have as a source of light an absolute print,

and could we have an absolutely perfect condenser—one free, amongst
other faults, from spherical and chromatic aberration—we should have
no need of an objective at all. The condenser it.self would form a
perfect image at any desired distance from the negative. The func-

tion of the objective where a condenser is u.sed is merely to com-
pensate for the want of perfection in the source of light and in the

condenser, for the fact that any kind of light that we can use has
considerable dimensions, and that condensers are generally, from an
optical point of view, very rough instruments indeed. Indeed, in

some cases—for example, when certain forms of oil lamp form the

source of light, and where condensers of the roughest form are used

—

the amount of compensation is so great that almost as much is called

for on the part of the objective as in direct enlarging. When, on the

other hand, we have such a source of light as the limelight, or as the

electric light with a very short arc, and when the condenser is of

high qualit}', the objective has but little to do. And now comes a

curious result. All the rules, laws, &c., that we have been accus-

tomed to with regard to relation between size of lens or diaphragm
and length of exposure are upset. The light enters the objective as a

cone whose apex should correspond with the optical centre of the

objective. Were the source of light a point and the object perfect,

the apex would be a point, and however small a stop were used the

exposure required would remaiu the same.

As it is, the apex of the cone is always a disc of some diameter,

and the introduction of a stop smaller than this will greatly increase

the exposure. On the other hand, once the diameter of this disc

increased, increase of the size of the stop will make no difference in

the image either as regards brightness, marginal definition, or any-

thing else; and, again, supposing the smallest of any set of lenses of

the same focal length to be of diameter sufficient to admit the apex
of the cone of light, all these lenses will act with equal rapidity,

although used in this ordinary way one might be twenty times more
rapid than another.

Another and curious result of the use of the condenser should be

mentioned. It has often been observed that the qualities of negatives

desirable when diffu.sed light is used and that desirable when a con-

denser is employed are quite different. In the first one, the negative

which serves for contact printing will serve for enlargement also. In

this second case such a negative will probably give exceedingly heavy
enlargements, and it is necessary, to get a luminous effect, to have a

negative with clear shadows and very thin high lights. The fact has

often been observed, but I am not aware that it has been explained.

Let us consider this case of the condenser first. Here, as has already

been said, this light which passes through the negative is sent directly

into the' objective. This statement, however, requires a little qualifi-
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cation. It is true in the case of such lijrlit as pa?sos thro\igh the
tvansprtrent parts of the negatives; but it is not quite true, for that
light which passes throngli the more or less opaque parts, these not
being stnicturelca", but consisting of a deposit of palpable particles,

such liglit as is not obstructed is, to a certain extent, diffused or
scattoreil, and consequently not the whole of it reaches the objective.

Ui-ietly put, all the light passing througli a transparent part of the
negative is tlirowu into the objective, only a portion of that passing
through the denser parts is so thrown, and there is a consequent
increase of contrast.

In this case of a negative lighted by diffused liglit the esse is

different. Here it is true, of course, that the denser parts of the film

tcattei- light as before, and therefore that some rays which come from
the source of light (the sheet, or white screen) to the negative, in this

direction to the objective, are deflected, and never reach the latter;
but on the other liand some rays coming to the negative in such a
direction that they would not otherwise reach the objective are
deflected into it, and the one action precisely counteracts the other.

Those wlio have followed the explanations just given will perceive
t!ia», wlien the source of liglit is snuiU in rays, tlie amount of contrast
between shadow and high liglit will be greater in the case of an
image cut by a lens than in that which results from contact, tliere

being in the latter case no chance for the light which parses the
denser parts to scatter. This fact seems to me to introduce a possible
factor of error in a reraarka!ily ingenious metliod recently invented
by Abney, for giving actual numei-ical realms to the densities of

different parts of a negative—of stating, in fact, what fraction of all

the light reaching a certain part of the negative was allowed to pass
through it. AV. K. liunxoN.— 7'Ae I'hotoffrapfiic Times.
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TEOFESSOR DEWAE ON LIGHT AND ITS ACTION.
II.

I'norr.Hsion Dewah gave the following figures as to the intensity of solar

ladiatioii as measured by a thermometer, and assuming a perfectly

lliermo-Lomogeneoug atmosphere; the absorbing medium was a perfectly

black body :

—

Solar E.vdiation.
Intensity of
Jindintion

Zeni li Diftan-e. Thickncg? of Atmospbero. (Air Dry).

1000 2-403

10 1010 2-401

20 1065 2-395

30 1155 2-383

40 1305 .: 2-3C4
50 1555 2-331

CO 2000 2-275

70 2930 2-164

80 5700 1-868

90 35,000 0-359

He also gave the following as the most accurate measurements yet
made in relation to the wave lengths and velocity of vibration of waves of

light of different colours. The letters in the first column are those of

the fixed lines of the spectrum :

—

VisinLE Spectkum.
Wave Lengths
{Centimetres).

A 7-604x10=
B 6-867 „
C 6-562 „
Dj ,5-895 „
I), 5-880 „

5-269 „
5-183 „
4-860 „
4-307 „
4-101 „
3-908 „
3-933 „

He stated that the first effect of the influence of light upon a chemical
substance is, to produce a result which it afterwards reverses, and this is

seen in the case of gum guiaeura, which turns blue when long enough
subjected to the influence of light, but v/hich by further action is bleached.
Often in phosphorescent bodies the same inversion of the effect is seen.
Similar effects are produced upon guiacum by ozone ; at first ozone turns
the gum blue, but afterwards bleaches it, for ozone will bleach anything.

I'lants will not grow in a light filtered through a solution of chlorophyl

;

there is also a temperature at which the chlorophyl in liviiiK plants will

not function under the action of sunlight. Something apparently of
the same kind may take place with inorganic substances. He took a
plate covered with laminous phosphide of calcium paint, and cooled it to

eighty degrees below the zero of the Ccntrigrade icalo by means of water
containing solid carbonic acid ; it then ceased to ahino in the ditrk, and
could be kept from shining so long as the low temperature wan maintaiocd,
but upon removing it from the bath and breathing upon it, it glowed
again. He had " locked up light " in this way for three weeks. He did not
know the cause of the phenomenon, so would not attempt to give tnj
explanation.

In some additional experiments ho proved that chloride of gold is

sensitive to the action of light because of the starch and other organic
reducing substances in the paper. He also developed with ammonia a
mercurial latent image, consisting of calomel, but did not state how be
prepared the paper. Perhaps with bichloride of mercury. The developed
image was brown.
In the course of experiments upon the opacity of glass to radiations

from luminous sources, he proved that the thinnest microscopic glass cots
off twenty-five per cent, of the radiations from a Bunsen's flame; four
plates of the same glass cut off but fifty per cent., most of those rays
which do not readily pass through glass being stopped in the first instance.
\yiien a cube containing boiling water was substituted for the flame, a
single piece of microscopic glass cut off seventy-five per cent, of the
radiations. The measurements were made by means of a thenno-pile
and a galvanometer. When the radiations from the electric arc were
taken, a piece of transparent glass cut off from ten to fifteen per cent, of
the total emission, and deep red glass cutoff but little more, proving how
very transparent red is to some of the radiations from luminous sonrcea
which are not visible to the eye. Blue glass, however, cut off fifty percent,
of the total radiation. The radiation in this case, he said, is partly from
a gaseous and partly from a solid source. He accordingly arranged the
slit in the diaphragm of the electiie lantern so that it would permit only
the rays from the incandescent gas between the carbons to pass ; the
radiation from the gas was then proved to amount to but ten per cent, of
that of the electric light as a whole. There is more heat than light in the
electric arc radiation, the relative values of heat and light in which, as
compared with the radiation from the sun are here given :

—

Light. Heat. Total Radiation.

Sun 25 75 100
Electric arc 10 90 100

If we suppose the surface of the earth in this latitude to be black, and
that the sun acts vertically, then a layer of water, half an inch deep,
covering the surface, would be raised in temperature one degree Centrigrade
after one minute's exposure. A parabolic mirror a yard in diameter, ex-
posed perpendicularly to the sun's rays, will concentrate at its focus as
much radiant energy as is evolved by an ordinary fifty-cell Grove's battery.

Although glass is so opaque to certain radiations from luminous sources,
plates of rock salt let them pass freely ; bad absorbers are bad radiators,

hence when rock salt gets very hot it takes a long time to cool.

Professor Dewar exhibited a curious way of gettiug a low steady light
from platinum. He poured an ounce or two of strong liquid ammonia
into a large globular flask, then suspended over the liquid a spiral of

platinum wire which had first been made red hot. In the flask it con-
tinued to glow steadily because of the heat generated, without flame, by
the slow combustion of ammoniacal gas. Would this do for a developing
room lamp ?

Professor Dewar then spoke of bacteria used as the basis of a photo-
meter. He said that Engelman uses bacteria as reagents for discovering
the assimilative power of the plant cell, containing chlorophyl, forcarbon,
when stimulated by different rays of the solar spectrum. The method
depends upon the fact that certain bacteria only exhibit movements in the
presence of free oxygen. If such organisms are examined under the

microscope, only those next the edge of the cover glass show any motion.
They further all tend to collect where they can get free oxygen. If a cell

containing chlorophyl, such as a small alga, be placed under the cover

glass along with the bacteria, then they instantly collect round it, pro-

vided the illumination is sufficiently intense to cause the evolution of

oxygen by the chlorophyl. When such observations are mode in a pure
spectrum, it is found that the bacteria collect especially at the part of the

spectrum between the solar lines B and C (junction of the orange and
green), and to a smaller extent in the blue just beyond the line F. Those
positions in the spectrum coincide with the marked absorption bands of the

chlorophyl spectrum, and this coincidence would seem to indicate that

those rays which correspond to maximum absorption are most efficient in

the decomposition of carbonic acid, or, what is the same thing, most
active in producing free oxygen from the same gas.

Engelman has shown that some kind of colouring matter is absolutely

necessary in order to bring about this light decomposition by the plant

cell. It is possible by Engelman's method to estimate quantitatively the

relative activity of the different rays of the spectrum with regard to the

decomposition of carbonic acid by observing the width of the slit needed

in each successive region of the spectrum to stimulate the bacteria into

movement in the immediate vicinity of the alga. The curve showing the

relation between the wave length of light and the intensity of carbon

assimilation, or production of free oxygen from carliouic acid, follows

very closely the form of the curve found by Lamansky and Langlcy, by
the agency of the thermo-pile and .the bolometer for the distribution of

radiant energy in the solar spectrum.
The quantitative relation wliich exists between the amount of absorption
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and assimilation is relatively a simple fraction, and may be stated as

follows :—The ratio of the amount of luminous energy which has dis-

appeared as such, to the chemical potential energy produced, is for each

waTe length and all chlorophyls the same, and equal the one to the other.

FEINTING PLATES FROM PHOTOGRAPHS.
A METHOD of reproducing photographs in copperplate, lithographic, or

printing presses has been realised by Captain Louis Collardon, of Cordoba,

Buenos Ayres. The relief surface for the photograph is a specially-

prepared surface of gypsum, -nbich is composed of 1 to G per cent, chalk

and 50 per cent, water to each 100 parts gypsum, the latter, together with

the chalk, being finely powdered and well worked with the water to obtain

a homogeneous mass, which is then pressed into plates of suitable size,

having a polished surface when dry. The pigment paper is prepared as

follows :^
Common black pigment paper is placed in a bath composed of 4 per

cent, bichromate of potash to 100 per cent, water for from one to five

minutes, as required, and then dried in a temperature of GO degrees to

70 degrees C. The paper is then exposed to the daylight for from ten

minutes to two hours, according to the strength of the light, and then

placed in cold water for about an hour, and then in a bath composed of

about G per cent, pyrogallic acid to 100 per cent, alcohol for about ten

minutes, when it is placed in a frame or on a plate and dried. As soon

as completely dry it is covered with powdered oxide of zinc or oxide of

bismuth, which is rubbed in with the palm of the hand, thus pressing it

into the deep parts, and leaving the upper parts of the lines of the figures

free, the surplus powder being removed. The pigment paper thus pre-

pared is placed in front of the camera, and a negative produced in the

usual way. The negative is removed from the glass and placed between

the negative of the photograph to be reproduced, and a pigment paper,

which has been prepared w-th a strong solution of gelatine containing

only a small quantity of pigment, and then copied as usual, thereby pro-

ducing a positive on the pigment paper with the same irregular surface as

that on the negative, which is necessary to print from. The printing

block is prepared as follows :—

•

The gypsum plate is placed under water, and upon it the positive, also

nnder water, then the plate with the positive is removed from the water,

and the positive pressed against the plate by an indiarubber roller or

squeezer to remove any air that may be between, the positive closely

adhering to the plate. It is then pressed tightly in a press, and then
placed in a bath composed of water and 10 per cent, sulphocyanide of

ammonium, which will dissolve those parts which are not or only
partially developed. When removed from this bath and washed in cold

water, it is placed in a bath composed of 5 per cent, chrome alum in

water for about five minutes, then removed and washed, and immersed in

a bath of concentrated alcohol and dried, and then impressed into a
plastic mass composed of bone dust, albumen, blood, and silicate of soda,
the proportions depending on the hardness required. Any other plastic

substance may be used, such as celluloid, cyanoid, &c., by means of a
hydraulic press or other suitable means, steam being introduced during
the operation. When cold it is removed from the press.

—Inventiott.

<©ur iStritorial Catlc.

Sinton's Patent Portable Washing and Dhaixing Hacks.

^Ve have received from Messrs. Ilinton & Co., 38, Bedford-street,

Strand, a specimen of these racks, the nature of which will be readily

understood from the following cuts and description :^
They have been specially designed for the convenience of roving

fhotographers, both amateur and professional—especially the former
"^most of whom have doubtless often felt the want of such a con-
trivance. The one how being noticed adds very little to the weight
of a travelling kit, and is quite indispensable for preventing injury to
Buch negatives as must necessarily be developed during a tour.

With one of these little contrivances it will no longer be necessary
to resort to the usual risky performances of washing negatives in a
hand-basin, and drying them on the window-ledge, or similar make-
ihifts. It will be seen from our illustrations that the racks are
capable of liolding a dozen negatives, but they can be made, if re-

quired, to hold a greater number. The sides are made of the lightest
zinc, bent so as to form corrugations or grooves for the negatives, and
are connected together by two wire bands, hinged on them in such a
way that they can be quickly folded up when required.

The operation of washing may bo performed by placing the rack,
full of negatives, in an ordinary pail, or other convenient vessel, filled

with water. Wherever possible it is well to place the whole under a
tap and allow the water to run dowly during the time devoted to
washing.

Folding handles are provided for the purpose of suspending the

rack for drying the negatives; it can, however, be used as a standing

rack, or it can be safely hung, by one handle, to a nail in the wall.

There are no loose pieces, and no adjustment whatever of parts is

required to prepare it for use ; indeed, it is always ready.
Prom the trials we have made, they answer their intended purpose

most admirably.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 12,894.—"An Improvement in an Instrument to Show the Focus of
Convex and Concave Lenses." J. AndkhTon.—Dated September 23, 1887.

No. 12,940.— " Improvements in Photographic Shutters. " F. W. Branson.
—Dated September 24, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
A New on Imphoved Instantaneous Shcttkr for Photographic Cameras.

No. 12,755. John Leisk, 169, Commercial-street, Lerwick, Shetland.—
October 6, 1886.

My invention relates to a new or improved construction and arrangement of
instantaneous acting shutter to be applied to photographic cameras, and has
for its object to give separate exposures to the foreground and sky in a land-
scajie on the same negative plate, the foreground exposure being long enough
to give full details of moving objects, while tlie sky exposure would be .short

enough to print clouds very distinctly or sliade the sky darker towards the
zenith, as in nature. All in contradistinction to giving the same exposure
both for the foreground and sky with the shutters heretofore used in photo-
graphic cameras.
And the nature and novelty of my invention consist in constructing the

shutter of two separate discs of wood, metal, or other material. Tlie one, a
.stationary disc, is formed with an eccentric circular aperture corresponding in

size with the largest working aperture of the lens used, with whicli it is set in

a concentric line ; while the other, wliich is a rotating disc, is formed with au
eccentric segmental winged iiperture or segmental circuliir oijening with two
curved open projections, one on either side, to give three ditferent stages of

exposure during an oscillation of the disc on its eccentric centre coinciding

with that of the fixed disc.

Thus the upper segment of the aperture in this moving disc coincides with
the upper segment of the round aperture in the stationary disc and .aperture of

lens. Then from the eccentric centre of the oscillating disc, which may lie a

radius or more vertically down from tlie circular aperture in the fixed disc, a
circle is drawn through the centre of tliis aperture for the outer circumference

of the winged part of the aperture on either side in the oscillating disc, and
another circle is dra\vn from the lower diameter of the aperture for the inner

circumference of these winged apertures.

A centre is t.%ken in tlie circumference of the outer wings with a radius equal

to the radius of the central aperture, and the ends of the segmental winged
apertures are drawn, forming the said segmental winged aperture, coinciding

with the circumference of the central ajjeiture.

My improved shutter, constructed as described, can be applied either to the
front or back of the lens of a photograpliic camera.

In applying it to the former, I secure a block or tube, with a projecting

piece on its lower side, round the hood or front of the lens, to which I attach

the stationary disc of the shutter with its eccentric round aperture in line with
the working aperture of the lens. The oscillating disc part of the shutter is

mounted on its centre in front of the station.ary disc, on an arbour or spindle

which passes through the latter and through the projecting block. A coiled

spring is by one arrangement fitted round tliis spindle, preferably within the

oscillating disc keyed to the spindle ; tlie outer end of the spring being attached

to the oscillating disc, and this spring is wound up by turning by hand the
milled head of the spindle ; and a rachet wheel is mounted on the spindle at

its inner end, controlled by a movable detent for tightening up the spring and
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regulating the speeil of the rotating shutter ilisc A metal rim is preferably
niountiHl round the outer surface of the stationary itisc, and projects slightly
beyond the edge surface of the oscillating disc to cover and prevent any light
entering the lens between these discs, and this stationary disc may carry a
trigger and stop for making the exposure.

\V hen a photograph of a lanilscape is to be taken by the camera, the action
of the instantaneous shutter is as follows :—Tlie coiled spring is wound up ou
itji spindle until the required tension according to the rapidity required is

obtained (or if the spring be wound up it may be let down by loosening the
detent). The revolving disc is then turned round by hand by means of a stud
on front of it till the centre of the winged aperture corresponds with that of
the lens, and is there retained by the said trigger for focussing. That accom-
plished, it is tunied further round so as to close the lens, and is there held by
the trigger. To make the exposure the trigger is withdrawn and the movable
di.sc makes an oscillation or rotation, during which the inner opeu winged part
of the latter coincides with and passes the lower part of the apertures of the
stationary disc and of the lens, and thus a negative of the landscape is taken
in which three different phases of exposure are obtained, the foreground ex-
posure being about three times that of the sky, so that the fonner is fully
exposed and takes in all moving objects, while the sky is not over exposed and
prmts clouds very distinctly, and should no clouds be visible it shades the sky
darker towards the zenith as in nature. Other equivalent arrangements of
springs or weights than that of the spiral spring described, might be adopted
for rotating the moving winged dii<c at any desired speed.
The claim is :—A photographic lens shutter having an aperture of such form

as to uncover the upper and lower halves of the lens aperture for different
periods of time, so as to give different periods of exposure to the foreground
and sky of the picture, substantially as specified.

iltntmgg of Soctetteg^
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Name of Society.

Notts
Carlisle and County
Glo&sop Dale
North London
Sheffield

Sutton
Paisley
Holmhrth
Coventry and Midland
Bolton Club
Edinburgh Photo. Soeiety ....

North Staffordshire
Photographic Club
bolton Photographic Society .

Dundee and Kast of Scotland

.

Glasgow Photo. Association....
Leeds
London and Provincial
Halifax Photographic Society..
Yorkshire College

Place of Meeting.

Institute, Shakespeare-street.

Society's Rnis.,Norfolk-sq.,GlosBop
MyddoItonHalljUpper-st.,Islington
Masonic 11.111, Surrey-street.
Society's Rooms, 18, High-street.

Coventry Dispensary.
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Hall, 20, George-street, Edinburgh.
Mech<auics' Institute, llanley.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.G.

Lamb's Hotel, Reform-st., Dundee.
PhilosophicalSee. ilms. ,207, Bath..st.

Philosophical Halt, Leeds.
Mason's Hall, Uiisiughall-strect.

M. Maidey's, Barum 'Top.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The usual weekly meeting was held on Thursday, the 22nd instant, Mr. A.
Pringle presided.

A piece of very thin transparent tissue was shown by Mr. A. L. Hemdebson,
who stated that it was intended to be used in the manufacture of sensitive
films, and had been patented. He had subjected it to the action of boiling
water; it smelt very strongly of castor oil; he found also that it ilissolved
readily in alcohol and ether. Apart from photographic purposes, it had already
been taken up by one or two firms for capping bottles.
A detective camera was exhibited by Mr. j. T. Collins. Its outward form

was a small case carried by a strap handle ; at the top a hinge<l lid opened to
admit of the dark slide being inserted into the back of the camera enclosed

;

the shutter is released by a catch at the side, and an arrangement for increasing
or lengthening the focus of the camera is also provided for at the side, a live-

and-a-half-incli focus rectilinear lens being employed.
Mr. J. B. B. Wellington also exhibited a detective camera ; although from

a different maker, many points of comparison in the two exhibits were
identical.

The Chairman asked for any of the members' experience with sulpho-
cyanide toning. It had been stated that a .strong bath destroyed the gelatine
Aim.

This was confirmed by one or two members present.
A question being asked as to whether this bath should be kept previous to

using, the Chairman said the plan he adopted was to make up a bath with
the sulphocyanide and phosphate or other salts, put a few strips of the paper
in it, and leave it for a day or two ; the gold was then added.

Mr. W. K Debenham asked what advantage was found in the addition of
phosphate of soda.
The Chaikman replied that it was the outcome of experiment, and that the

phosphate gave a tone more like what he aimed at.

Mr. Debenham remarked that gelatino-chloride prints kept for some time
and then Hxed would have the appearance of being toned.

Tlie Chairman had not found gelatino-chloride prints keep well—a red,
foggy appearance set up with keeping.
At the reiiuest of sin cral members, Mr. Henderson gave his formula for a

toning bath that he had employed for improving some develojied prints of a
very disagreeable colour :

—

^°h' 2 grains.
Acetate 20
Water "!],!!!.",..!'.!'.'.!!"„'..'...].!!... lO ounces.

Neutralise with chalk and Alter.

Acetic acid 8 or 3 mininu.
Mr. A. 1.1. ATKiNiWN drew attention to a very b«d caae of frilling, which b*

passed ronnil. He had userl methylated spirit, but with little olTect,

Mr. H. llarlaud was elected a inemlier of the Association,

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the meeting held on Tucsrlay, September 20, 1887, at Myddelton Hal),
Islington, N., Mr. A Maekie, Vice-President, in the chair, a number of printu
were exhibiteil from negatives taken by niembers at recent outdoor meetings or
during holiday tours, and, in acconlance with a promise made at the last
meeting, Mr. A. Liddle had sent some sgiecimens of "pinhole" photography,
together with the apparatus used, which was of American manufactore, and
sold under the name of "The Ready Fotografer."

Mr. John Oakley asked if any of the inemlwrs had any experience of lodino
as an eliminator of hypo in prints. He explained that during his holiday tour
he had met a idiotographer who recommended its use. 'Hie method of ita

application was :—A small quantity of an alcoholic solution of iodine waa to
l)c added to the washing water, the result of this was that the back of the
prints turned blue ; the washing was to be continue<l until the colour waa
removed, when it might be assumed the hypo was eliminated.

The Chairman said that he had never heard of iodine being naed in this
connexion, but the use of iodide of starch as a test for the presence of hypo
was well known.

Mr. F. W. Co.\ asked the best means of stripping the films from negativei
on ordinary gelatine plate.s.

Mr. E. Clifton soaked his waste negatives in diluted snlphuric acid. He
found in most instances the film came off entire.

A member said that it had been suggested to him that the plate should le
first treated with a solution of chrome alum to hanlen the film, and then with
a solution of fluoric acid, which would effectually effect a separation.
A question was asked whether it was possible to copy a Daguerreotype, and,

if so, whether any special arrangement was required for lighting.

Mr. Cliiton said that the only difficulty was in avoiding the reflection from
objects in front of the picture ap|iearing in the copy. The method he adopted
was to illuminate the Daguerreotype by a side light only and to cover the
camera with a black cloth with a hole in it for the Tens. Except for the diffi-

culty in dealing with the reflection the matter was quite an easy one, and the
results were very satisfactory. The iridescent stain which appeared on some
Daguerreotypes might be removed by treating with a solution of cyanide of
potassium.

Mr. J. H. BiHD asked the best method of copying a paper print so as to
avoid the grain showing in the cony.

Mr. C'Lii-TON advocated that the print to be copied be illuminated with a
perfectly diffused light. He had obtained very good results by constructing a
tnnnel of tissue-paper at the end of which he jdaced the print to Ixj copied.

The Chairman .saiil that doctors differed as to the best method of lighting
in copying paper prints. Many experienced workers advocated the use of a
side light only, and that at an acute angle. In making a series of negativis
for lantern transparencies from unmounted 10x8 prints he had soaked the
prints in water, placed them in optical contact with glass plates, and copied
them through the glass. In the transparencies from these negatives the grain
of the paper of the original print could hardly be detected.

The next meeting will be neld on Tuesday, October 4. Visitors are invited.

WALTHAMSTOW PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
Thi! first meeting of tliis Club after the summer recess was held at the Literary
Institute on the 2Gth instant,—Mr. Gilbert Houghton in the chair.

From the large number of pictures that were handed round it was evident
that this Club includes several enthusiastic and energetic members.
The Chairman had a large show of silver prints, both of landscape and figure

studies, while platinotype was well represented in Mr. G. Naldrett's collection

of views, taken principally in Sussex.

Mr. T. N. Waller had on view a series of bromide prints, showing a care in

selection of point of view and careful nnnipulaticm of technical detail above
the average.

Messrs. C. Worsfold and Betts also handed round prints.

A changing box, the invention of Mr. P. Houghton, exhibited and explained
by him, calls for more than passing notice. Combining several novel features

with a considerable amount of ingenuity in its construction, should render it a
really useful and efficient acces.sory to the photographic tourist

Discussions relative to little dilBculties met with in working varioos pro-

cesses occupied the remainder of the evening, a vote of thanks to the Chairman
closing the proceedings.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usu.al monthly meeting of the above was held at the Technical Schools,

Bridge-street, on Thursilay, the 22nd instant,—Mr. J. J. Britton in the chair.

Sixty-four niembers present.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confinned.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the Society :—Messrs. H.
Copnall, G. Greening, H. HoUius, H. R. Leech, R. Maaon, R Shilton, G. F.

Vernour ; and Messrs. G. C. Lloyd, H. F. Woods, ami W. Walkinshaw, were

nominated for election.

Exhibits of photographs were shown by Mr. Harold Raker (very fine

vignetted cabinets and views) ; framed bron)ide prints, by Mr. Dennison
;

views of Norway, by Mr. Thomas Taylor ; drying racks and i>hantom shutter,

by Mr. W. Tylar ; and a number of negatives Uken on a new plate which com-

bines the force of the old plates with the speed of the most rapid plate, by Mr.

A. Pnmjihrey.

Question relating to the use of combined toning and fixing bath was answered
by Messrs. MidiUetou, Pumphrey, and Tylar respectively.
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Mr. MiDDLETON : Chief objection, sulphur ; use a little oomniou salt in tlie

Mr. PUMPHREY : Not used by professionals ; costs more ;
can take straight

from printing frames and put into bath.

Mr. TviAK : Used with success
;
prints toned five or six years ago still good.

Mr. E. H. Jaques then gave his paper on Fiiin Xerjatives [see page 615],

wliivli was a success in every way from beginning to end, and was very highly

commented upon by tlie members present.

Mr. PitmpHkey tliought the films would be liable to take up silver whilst

printing.

Mr. J. H. PiCKARD said coating tlie indlarubber with collodion before- trans-

ferring the wet negative would obviate this.

In answer to an inquiry, Mr. Jacjues said bromide prints can be got from

Alms very readily.

In consequence of the lateness of the hour, the discussion on tlie Ilford plate

was postponed till October 6.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The first ordinary meeting of the present session was held on Thursday, Sep-

tember 15, 1887, at tlieir Rooms, 36, George-street,—The President, Mr. Arthur

Coventry, in tlie chair.

The minutes of tlie previous meeting were retid and passed.

The President sairl lie had tlie very great pleasure to introduce Mr. J. Ti'aill

Taylor, who had come from London "that day to lecture to them on photo-

graphic lenses.

Mr. Taylor said that the subject he had selected for his discourse was The

Characteristics of Modern Photographic Lenses. The portrait combination

first claimed consideration. It was, as they all knew, a doublet, the component

parts of the front lens (which is plano-convex, or nearly so) being cemented,

so as to annihilate the reHections which would arise from its inner surfaces,

and thus impair brilliance, while the back lens cannot thus be treated in con-

sequence of its inner curves being of dissimilar radii. This lens possesses in

a greater degree tlian any other the property of large angular aperture, that is,

a large diameter compareil with its focus, and this property it is that gives it a

greater rapidity in working than others. Its covering power is limited, but it

amply sufnces for the purpose for which it is intended. The separation of the

back components is all important, for, owing to the non-concentvicity of the

inner curves, an amount of negative S]ilierical aberration is introduced suflicieut

to counteract the positive aberration of the iront lens 'and also to Hatten the

field. When the separation between front and back lenses is great the field is

flatter than wlien the mount is short, Init this is usually secured at the expense

of astigmatism, which he explained to mean the inability of the lens to transmit

an oblique ray correctly. A star or circular spot will be oblong, a cross will

have its vertical kar at a different focus from its horizontal limb. To test a

portrait lens for astigmatism, focus a white paper cross on a black ground or

rice. tei-sA ; both liniljs will be equally sharp at tlie centre of the ground-glass

;

rotate the camera so as to bring it to the side, and if astigmatism be present

the phenomenon described will be apparent—one limb may be altogether in-

visible wlien the other is at its best focus. If the lens mount were shortened,

or other means adopted to lessen the distance apart of front and back lenses,

then would this defect be ameliorated, but the Held would be rounded, no
great disadvantage in a sitting figure. Many portrait lenses, especially those

of foreign make, while otherwise good, do not work sharply to visual focus.

While the most satisfactory way to discover this is by actual trial in a camera,

opticians adopt a simpler method. Take the lens into a darkened room, and
having jdaced a lighted candle twelve or twenty feet away, point the lens

towards it telescopic fashion, and examine the iniiige of the flame by a powerful
magnifj'ing glas-s. After it is ibcussed withdraw the lens so as to place the
image out of focus, when it will be seen surrounded by green ; now bring the

lens nearer and place the image out of focus again, and the image will be
bordered with claret. This indicates correct achroniatism for photography

;

the visual and chemical foci will coincide. When this is not the ca.se the lens,

although perhaps giving a good image on the ground-glass, will not work to

focus. The remedy for this defect is fourfold :—Having ascertained the dis-

tiiice between the visu.al and chemical focus, (a), let the lens be racked in or

out to this extent
; (6), let the focussing screen be set a little in or out in its

frame
;

(c), let an exceedingly weak lens be fixed in the cap or inserted like a

Waterliouse stop in tlie mount while focussing and be withdrawn while exposing
tlie picture, the strength of such lens being an equivalent to the dilierence of

t'le chemical and visual foci
;

{d), or, lastly, send the front combination to a

gl.ass grinder with instructions to regrind the contact surfaces in a tool having
a longer radius of curvature ; for it is usually the front lens which is the
defaulter in this respect, and its fault usually lies in the direction of over cor-

rection. He had known several large and otherwise fine lenses cured of their

defect by either of the expedients mentioned. When a portrait lens gives a

round field it may sometimi's be cured by bringing the two elements of the back
combination closer together, thus increasing the negative aberration of that
lens. He knew of a case in which a three-and-a-half-inch wliole-plate combina-
tion that performed very badly was cured by reducing the width of the sepa-

rating ring of the back lens by more than one half and bringing the front lens
nearer by the extent of an inch. Photographers ought to learn how to rectify

their lenses when only defective to a slight extent, for it is a well-ascertained
fact that lens niakiTs rigidly abstain from repairing or altering the productions
of rival makers, named or unnamed, hence the curing of lens defects devolved
in a great measure upon photographers themselves. If a jiortrait lens is to be
employed out of doors it is well either to avoid using a diapliragm or to see that
little or no sky is introduced in the picture, and that the lens is even shaded
from i7. This arises from the fact that portrait lenses more than others cause a
circular flare spot when employed for outdoor or laudscajie purposes when used
with a sto]i. The cause of a flare spot he would presently treat of, but mean-
time wonlil state that if a .stop must be made use of it will be judicious to place
it close uj) to the front lens. This does not apply to studio work or copying.
The front lens of a portrait combiuation when used alone possesses some
advantages over all others for large heads. To this end the back lens is un-
screwed from the mount and placed away, and the front lens inserted in its

stead, flat side towards the sitter. Pose the sitter and examine the image ;

note that the definition is much too soft for good eftect ; but insert a diaiihragm

about two-thirds the diameter of the lens and observe the improvement that

has taken place. It has now a fine cr.ayon-like sharpness which many will not

care to go beyond, especially if the head be large. But by reducing the aper-

ture still further, say to one-half the diameter of the lens or less, then may the

greatest necessary sharimess be obtained. Many of the large direct portraits

for which the Americans are justly celebrated are taken in this way. For
gronjis on a plate three or four sizes larger than the lens in its original com-

plete form would cover this departure is invaluable. But the stop when in its

Waterhouse ])osition is too near to the lens when thus used singly ; a far flatter

field is secured by inserting it at the outer end of the tube. He dwelt on this

because he foresaw th.at the shigle lens was likely to be more extensively

emjiloyed in studio work than it has ever yet been. But, they would say, by
the .adaptation he had described he merely converted the portrait lens or a

portion of it into a landscape one. Quite true, and where would they fiinl a

landscape lens to surpass it? For flatness of field, equality of definition,

brilliancy of image, nothing could surpass a good single achromatic, ami with

a given aperture it works rather quicker than a combination of lenses. The
only purpose for which it is inadequate is architecture and copying, but if one

was hard pressed and had no other lens at command, an architectural subject

might be taken with no appreciable degree of distortion by the expedient of

emidoying a small stop ])uslied close up to the lens.

{To he continued.)

*y Corcesponienlt ihould nmer write on iio(h sides of tJie paper.

EOYAL CORNWALL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY.
To the Editors.

Genti.esien,—Having been asked by several exhibitors at the Royal

Cornwall I'olytechuio Exhibition to account for certain discrepancies

which appear in the Judges' reports as published in your own and in

another journal, I have to explain that the oliicial reports sent to both

yours and the other paper were absolutely alike, having been writteu in

manifold.

That which appeared in Tue British Journal of Photooraphy of

September 16 is quite correct, and as issued by the Judges ; the other

has undoubtedly been tampered with since it left their hands.

I write this as representing the Judges, to whom several complaints

have bocu made respecting this matter.—I am, j'ours, Ac,
Wm. Bkookr.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In reply to your correspondent, Mr. W. Crooke, I beg to

state that his pictures were judged as direct picture-s and not as enlarge-

ments. It was a slight error in the report.—I am, yours, Ac.

,

September 27, 1887. One of the Judoes.
— -

THE MERCHANDISE MARKS ACT.

To tlie Editors.

Gentlemen, In your answer to " Optician," re the Merchandise Mai ks

Act, I agree with you that the words " warranted and sold by " would he

allowed, also " made for," or simply " sold by;" but I think that the user

of the words " warranted by " would render himself liable, as it is a mis-

leading term. Even the word " warr.anted " is bad, as we may ask what is

"warranted?" If I buy a race glass and it is " warranted," what is

warranted ?—that it is a race glass ! In the selling of Swiss watches the

sellers in many instances engrave the words " examined by " So-and-so,

or " sold by " So-and-so, but some sellers leave out the words " sold by "

or "examined by," and only engrave their own name, and purchasers are

under the idea that they had bought one of So-and-so's own make. The

Act uses the words " calculated to deceive," and upon that only I think

the words " warranted " or " warranted by " would place the seller of any

goods so marked in a very false position. Apologising for troubling you

—I am, yours, Ac, J- ^'^•

ClerhenueU, September 24, 1887.

THE AREA SYSTEM OF GEORGE SMITH.
2'o t]te Editors.

Gentlemen,—In common, doubtless, with many others who are in the

habit of using many lenses for work of various kinds, I have experienced

the inconvenience of carrying a battery of stops and stop cases into the

field. I have, amongst others, four lenses the stops of which are inter-

changeable in respect to their fitting the lens tubes, these stops being at

present marked with numbers ou the uniform system, each set with

reference to its own lens. The lenses themselves vary from oh to 12^

inches focus. I must confess that after many endeavours I have failed to

select or make a set of stops that I can use for all these lenses without

the necessity of consulting an elaborate table, or making a long calcu-

lation, when I wished to arrive at the relative intensity of a stop when

used for a lens other than that for wliich it was originally intended.
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On reading the very interesting and impressivo article in your last
issue by Mr. George Smitli, entitled, A Defence of the Area System, it

became evident to me that all the usual systems of marking stops are
radically wrong, and that the area system ia the only one in which are
combined scientific accuracy and the simplicity necessary (or everyday
work. Being thus converted, I fondly imagined that all my troubles with
respect to stops were at an end, and that all I had to do was, by an easy
calculation, to work out thu area numbers of ray lenses and of my stops,
and all the rest " would come out of itself almost like magio." My next
step was to look up and peruse Mr. Smith's previous articles on the
subject, after which I was still more convinced of the simplicity of the
system and its adaptability for all practical purposes.

I have, however, so far, not been so successful in applying the system
as I hoped, but I have no doubt that the fault is with me and not with
'he system. In the hope that Mr. Smith, or some other kind reader,
will check my calculations and point out where I am in error, I Teutnre
to trouble you with an example of my difficulties.

One of my lenses, a wide-angle doublet, has an equivalent focus of

7i inches, as nearly as possible. This lens I determined to mark ac-
cording to the area system, and therefore, as a preliminary, I worked out
its area number according to the rule given by Mr. Smith in his article
in this year's Almanac. The rule is—To obtain the area number,
multiply the focal length in inches by 4, squai-e, and then divide by 10

(73x4)2
thus : ——= 96. That is to say, that the area number of a lens of

10

7f-inch focus is 96. However, to carry out the area system in its entirety,
it is necessary to mark on each separate combination its own area
number. I therefore ascertained that the foci of the two lenses were
10 and 3(1 inches respectively. In case of error, as a check, I applied
Mr. Traill Taylor's rule for obtaining the focal length of a combination :

—

10 X 30 300 „ „ . ^

10 + 30-1 = 39 = ^" ''"'^'''

the separation of the lenses being one inch. This result satisfied me
that any calculation based on these figures would lead to a very trifling
error only, and was sufficiently nearly being exact for all practical
purposes.

Again applying the rule for obtaining the area number to each separate
lens, we have

—

(1^'^= IGO and ^'^^ lUO.

Therefore the area numbers are 160 and 1410 respectively. These calcu-
lations arc so easy that it would be almost impossible to blunder over
them, but it is in the next step I get into dilliculties. Mr. Smith's rule
to find the area number of a combination is explicit enough, and yet my
result won't come right. " The area number for a combination will be
the tivo separate area numbers added together and divided by 8."

IJKLtiMO „ 200
8

I have passed a sleepless night in a vain attempt to make the difference
between 96 and 200 amount to only 10 per cent., the maximum error
which, according to Mr. Smith, can occur. Nothing shall convince me
that Mr. Smith can possibly be wrong, or that the system is not really
accurate, although it appears to admit of such strange discrepancies.
I shall always look upon the system as one whicii has particular advan-
tages, and especially for amateurs and beginners ; but as I have to earn
my living by photography I shall, until I receive more light on the sub-
ject, be reluctantly compelled to plod along with that unpractical and
unscientific uniform system.—I am, yours, &c., tJ. Simon.

SAFETY LIMELIGHT.
J'o the Ennona.

Gentleme);,—In answer to your correspondent, W. Hallett, in your
number of September 23, he will find that he cannot use the blow-
through jet for the Ethoxo light, as it is certain to light back and blow
off the tubes. Although Brougliton's ether saturator can be used safely,

there is always an element of danger where there is a quantity of ether
in the liquid form, and I think this style of apparatus should not be
chosen by an amateur. I have used for two years the American style,

"Ives's patent," made from the description given in the Ai,maxac by
Dr. Nicol, and found it perfectly .safe in the hands of a complete igno-
ramus. Before using it, I tried every way to burst one, but failed in all

the attempts I made. He will find that pumice tubes carefully prepared
will stop back lighting, but as he purposes using gas from cylinders under
high pressure, the arrangements recommended by Mr. Hardwich, viz.,

short tubes filled with slate-pencil dust, absolutely safe. Full particulars of
size of these and method of filling will be found in the back numbers of
the JouiiNAL. I m.ty tell him, however, that during last winter a single
lantern was used with a simple mixed jet without safety tubes, and that
during the whole time, some twenty exhibitions, nothing went wrong.
Even if it had lighted back, as the saturator ho was using (the one
already mentioned) had so little room for gas in it the only effect would
have been to blow off a tube. The operator had never used a lantern
before. If you put Mr. Hallett in communication with me, I could
give him all information.—I am, yours, de., Fued. Barber.

23, Chipi>iii;i Ilume-iuad, Sheffield, September 24, 1837.

PAINTEBS V. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
To the EbiTORH.

Gentlemen,—The recent oorrospondenco in your columns under the
heading of Fiftij Sitting for a I'ortrait has much interested me, for
having had nearly twenty years' experience as a portrait painter and
exhibitor, after my stndentship at the Uoyal Academy, I am fully con-
vinced as to the value of photography to a painter able to draw a model
without its assistance, and think that no artist should be without this
true friend, critic, and general assistant.

My excuse for encroaching upon your space is that the advice given roe
some years back by Sir John Millais with regard to one of the uses of
photography in portrait painting may be of service to some of your
readers. It was to have your first sketch in charcoal photographed to
cabinet size, and reduced thus you would see at once any error in the
proportion ; in fact, so infallible had Sir John found this guide that lie

often corrected his sketch before the next sitting, and then later on the
portrait would be photographed again.

Knowing the value of having one's subject picture photographed before
completion, having seen many men repaint their work at the last moment
before sending to exhibition in consequence of the discomforting rcve.
lations of the camera, I took Sir John's hint (then Mr. MiUais), and
seeing that ho generally painted with his canvas close to and par.UIel

with his sitter, first viewing both from a distance, I had both my sitter

and canvas photographed on the same plate, and found the result very in-

structive, and came to the conclusion that five minntes with the camera
was worth more than all the criticism of a host of morning callers. I

think it wise to first secure the basis of a good portrait, viz., likeness,

and then to proceed to make Brown, Jones, and Bobinson more as they
should be, and not quite as they are, then to start with Brown, Jones,
and Bobinson in an artistic flight of fancy on the canvas as yon imagine
they ought to be, and endeavour to work in a little resemblance at the
finish.

Art owes a great deal to photography ; it put second-rate portrait

painters on their metal, and alarmed many with its truthful drawing and
modelling compared with their own mediocrity ; but it has outlived most
of its detractors, and of the mauy painters I know most of them possess
a camera, make good use of it, and speak up for the " handmaid,''
knowing that their hand-made work has its own individual value, every
inch being hall marked by their own touch. It is the second and
third rats stragglers who, having called in the aid of photography, find

it more than a match, and either become abject slaves or rail against it

in disgust begotten of their own incapacity.

I will not presume to touch upon photography as an art, or the highest
aims of portraiture—the subtile blending of the real with the ideal, but
hasten back to work, to share with all true workers in the art world—be
their medium photographic chemioalsor turps and oil—-that great incentive,

the striving to attain something better than our best.—I am, yours, &c.,

Kensington, September 27, 1887. Life Student.

%* No charge is made for inserting EocchaTiges of Apparatus in this column;
but none will be inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those
v^hospecify their requirements as '^anything itseful" vjill ther^ore understand
the reason of their 7ion-appearaiice,

Would exohaug:© enlarging lantern for good portable half-plato oamera, lens, &c.—
Address, H. Hatton, Dewsbury.

Wanted, 10x8 rapid lens by (rood maker in excliange for whole-plato rapid Paragon
by SA'ift, equal to new.—Address, K. Shaw Hakpeu, Box 28, Southport.

Will exchange a whole-plate camera and view Ions for a complete set of Lantern slides

(lecture) ; also a Burr lens, cabinet, half-plate Tiew lens, and slidtng-body camem,
for a Ross' half-plnto Uuiyersal leas.—Address, Herbiott, Photographer, Uerwick-
oa-Tweed.

En£iU)?rs to CorresponDentd.

Nonci!.—Eac^ Coi-rtsponiknl u rcnuirei lt> mdose his name and addrem, aitho"th not

ruKessarily for publication. Communications may, whtfn thought dMiraU«, aiipcar und^r
a NOK DE FLUME as hitlmrto, or, by preferenct, under t*r«« Mt<n of the alphabtt. Such
n{/na(urc8 an " Constant Reader," " Subscriber," tc, should ht mmdtd. OorrapondentM
not conforming to this rule will therefore und^rstaml the reason for the oitviMton qf their

oommunicatioHs.

Photooraph.s Registered :

—

W. II. li.ttten, 4, Oxford-grore, nfracombc—Photojrop/i «/ Jliss Jf. Blylon and
Hiss B. Aih, both droancd hy yacht accident at llfracomhe, AufUtl 86.

A. Rogers, Mount Pleaaant Hooae, Bacnp.—INoo pKolographt of A. 'Dvthurtt, Ss;.,

alias Mad Ab.

J. MoLooil. 8, WUson-street, Newark.—IVo photographs of Dulce and Duchess of
Newcastle, and one group of ditto.

Thomas Ball, 7, Comborton-hill, Kidderminster.—Phofoyraph of Boiler Ch»rc»,
Kidiierminster.

Mowll t Morriton, Hudman-streot, Liverpool.—Four Photographs of Bishop of
Sodor and Uan.

J. O. Swailes, ToU Qavcl, Beverler, Yorkshire.—Four photographs of clif cli'mlwr

collecting eggs of sea birds oii Flambro' Cliffs. One photograph of groups of sm
lirds on Pfamti-o' Cliffs, Torishiri.
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A, Knighton, 88, High.streat, Kett9ringtoi».-'Four photograplit of the town of
Kettering [bird'&'Cye views).

A. B. (Stowmarket).—We prefer the No. 3 eabiuet,

Lantern,—Tbe oxyhydrogen light is best for your purpose.

Gbebnhorne.—The correct exposure can only be ascertained by trial.

H. B. A.—Most, if not all, the exhibitions held are announced in our columns.

E. W.—Precipitate the silver as a chloride by adding common salt and ftdd to
the other residues.

J. C.—Negatives were broken when received, but enough remained to enable
us to see the quality.

A. B.—G. F. Williams, 36, St. Martin's-lane, can supply the thin covering
glasses for lantern slides.

C—You have certainly got density enough and to spare. In such a case as
this it may be well to try a bath of bichloride of mercury.

C. A. S.—Better take the lantern with you. If it is taken as one of your tools
of trade or has been for some time in use no duty will be charged.

F. Nixon.—We know nothing of the firm named. We are in no way respon-
sible for the advertisements which appear iu our columns or those of the
Almanac.

D. M. S. (Glasgow).—Obtain plain unalbumenised paper and float it on a ten-
grain solution of chloride of sodium, sensitising on a sixty or seventy-grain
silver bath for one minute, over print considerably, tone in a lime bath, fix
in the hyposulphite of soda iu the ordinary way.

F. W. B.—1. In practice one method will be found about as good as the other.
—2. If the furnace be deep euougli a No. 10 or even No. 12 skittle pot may
be used. Small coal would be about the worst fuel that could be used
Employ the best furnace coke. ~ -
in its entirety.

W. S. Anderson.-

[September 30, 1887

-3. Better employ the method as described

-1. The micro apparatus is not now an article of commerce.
Any optician would, of course, make it to your order, or you might obtain a
second-hand one by advertising. —2. The gelatine cannot be successfully
removed by dissolving it or, but it may by scraping it away.—3. The slide
enclosed is by the Woodburytype process.

J. Courtier says : "Having a good supply of old silver by me in the shape of
watch cases, &c., I am desirous of making some pure nitrate solution free
from the blue colour

;
i)lease give me the exact formula for same."—First

dissolve the metal iu dilute nitric acid—acid, two parts ; water, one part •

then place some strips of copper or zinc in the solution ; this will precipitate
the silver m the metallic form. The precipitate is then well washed and
redissolved and afterwards crystallised.

B. C. C. inquires
: "Will you please tell me the cause of halation in a negative,

and means of prevention ? It has occurred in one or two landscapes of mine,
exposed with the sun behind the camera."—In reply : Halation is commonly
caused by the light passing through the sensitive film to the back of the
g ass plate Irom which a portion of it is reflected forward upon the film, thus
blurring the image. To prevent this, paint tlie back of the iilate with a
mixture of Spanish brown (or any other convenient d.ark pigment), water,
and enough gum arable to impart firmness, with a few drops of glycerine to
enable it to be readdy removed by a wet sjwnge previous to development.

Tom asks
: "How do some photographers manage such beautiful straight lines

to their architectural subjects ? I find a great difficulty. While using care,Dallmeyers rapid, ami swing back well out from the bottom, still 'I .am not

?!^?1X II "*7 '''^"'^, T,''«
'^'""'''* '^ I"'°in'*"l "P o" a five-foot tripod,

but to obtain tlie whole building you must slightly tilt, even after lifting the
raising front How do they do it ? Is it by using a stan.l higlier than mine
or fire away from some elevation, as a first-floor window? "-The rule for Hieremedying of the evil complained of is very simple : see that the back of thecamera is in an accurately vertical position before exposing. If the whole of
the subject cannot be included use a lens of shorter fo?us. In these are

^nnT."1 r'
«liol« secret of straight lines, by which we understand non-

lens distorts
"^^ "'''' '^""'^'^ " '" * '=*"''*'" indication that the

\^\ylT^ If"' • "f'f"''! yo" l""'? ™e to obtain a formula for printing on

ri?nfp tr ;h 11 1

^'"?""', ""'' " S"""^ substance to coat my wood with first.W Lin? 1 '"l" "^.T^"'"^
^»^ c-™ g'^t iione to hold strong enough to

b^. fnr^, u " r"\ , ¥ >"" '^""'•^ ^'"^P "« "' P»' >»« i° th« ^^-^y of ottain-

fi'lmbntw,, *"""''
v'

™?' 8^*"^^"' *° y°"- I ^•'" g^^t P""'^ 0" ^vith a

ceS'tit A '" ^"^ "
".'i'"";'

* "'" °" '*>'' ™~'l ^»<'^ a'' collodion or

whtl, T hpii
'''™ wopdblocks with the silver image on a white ground,

h^^th^t w^lT '? T t'" "u"l
°^ ?""""=• '''<' "••^ke a photograph on to woodin that way IS what I wish to obtain the formula for. I have never seen

thfneS '^rJ^V'^'\MV'''
^""^' '° ' '''°»el.t perliaps there was some

our Torres o,^;°" "•/wf'", ^'}y °']<' y°rkms the process practically furnishour corresijondeut with the desired information ?

''' SsS^cILf^l"^ *r ^
"'"i'''

."!"' appeared in our number of last week,respecting a compendium of catalogues issued as a separate work, writes

JonRVA, sn,^„ r
"'"^tration of my 'Volute' shutter described' in your

f^™''„1''..'°'^'=
time since, and_again exhibited this year (in an improved

i --">.. tiitvt Ji (1111 C1H.I

tl?c SterTo'scnni^
proprietory rights in selling some of these instruments to

t evcome o ,ll,^TP''7'»
"''

"*.V
^^''"^"'^ '"" "'"'erstand by what means

tliesim aHon'^A'W '/ ,'"=*^''"y °'\,^''? ^>}°<'^ '^^ which it is illustrated)

good by nreflxiit au 'V . ^''T,
'^'^ "' ""

f'""'
'° "''^ i»-^trument are made

b,,„„,i .

P'^'*"'"''g an E to the original name, and usine it without

t^ohfy^^T "'"'""?"' ' "">«' '<=t ySur readers j„dge."-Tls is am'which the Stereoscopic Company will doubtless be able to e.xplain

my
matter

Correction.—In thenainee on the key to the Convention group /o/ "Bunn"
read "Brown,"

Photooraphio Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting,
October 5, 1887, will be on Deve/opm-s and Developing. Saturday outing at
Broxbourne. Train from Liverpool Street, near two o'clock. During the
Exhibition of the Photographic Society the members of the Photographic Club
will be pleased to see any gentleman, taking an interest in photography, at
their Wednesday evening meetings.

Photography in Court.-At the Barnet County Court the following case
was heard before J. J. Cooper Wyld, Deputy Judge :—Ferrari, photographer, v.

Dawson, landlord of the Hartshorns Inn, Barnet. Claim, 30s. for a coloured
enlargement of a photograph and frame containing the same. Plaintiff de-
posed that defendant brought him a small photograph, and he agreed to make
a coloured enlargement for 30s. He had done the work, but defendant
refused to pay the money ; he produced the picture in respect to wliich the
claim arose. Defendant ; 'That (pointing to the picture) is not my mother.
Plaintiff, in reply to his Honour, said he had returned to the defendant the
photograph which he copied, but he produced a copy of that photograph.
His Honour, examining the copy and the enlargement, said he considered the
portrait a good one—the likeness was undoubted. Defendant produced
another photograph, saying "This is my mother; that is not." (Laughter).
His Honour, looking at the second photograph, said he could not alter his

opinion. Defendant : When that thing was brought home my wife did not
know it. His Honour: Is your mother living? Defendant: No. His Honour:
Then you can't produce her to the court. (Laughter). So far as I can judge
the portrait is a good copy of tlie ])hotograph. Defendant said he would like

to call a witness, and accordingly called a lodger named Lovsey, who stated

that he knew the deceased lady, and the portrait produced by the plaintifi' was
nothing like her. His Honour : There will be judgment "for the plaintiff.

How can you pay. Defendant: A shilling a montli. His Honour: Nonsense,
What are you ? Defendant : A publican. His Honour : You must pay iu

fourteen days. I must .say the portrait is an extremely good copy of the
photograph—perhaps it is a little younger, but there is a certain amount of
artistic merit about it, and at 30s. it is'very cheap. Plaintiff, on leaving the
witness box, handed the portrait to defendant, who refused to t,ake it, and he
then set it down in the court. Mr. Jenour (high bailiff) : Don't leave it tliere

;

it will get broken. You (the plaintiff) had better keep it. Plaintiff : It is not
my property. His Honour: You are entitled to keep it till you get your
money safe in your pocket. Defendant : I won't have the thing. His
Honour : Tlie defendant must pay the money ; he will please himself whether
he takes the portrait when he pays the money.

The Late Mr. J. G. Tunny.-Our obituary of to-day records the death of a
well-kuown citizen, Mr. James G. Tunny, which took place at his residence iu

Salisbury-place on Saturday morning after a protracted illness. Known for

many years .as a photographic artist, he eavly took a prominent position in his

profession, and upwards of thirty years ago w.as the first to produce portraits

on paper in place of the then prevalent mode of the Daguerreotype on the
silvered plates. This new system he brought to great perfection in his little

studio in South Clerk-street, which was then the resort of many in the highest
scientific and artistic circles in the city. Mr. Tunny began life in an altogether
difi'erent calling, but being gifted witli tastes which led him to the study of

chemistry, he carried his knowledge into practice in connexion with the art

with which his name has been closely connected ior so many years. In those
times the leading Da^uerreotypists of the city were Popowitz, Ross and
Thompson, Orange and Ivan Zabot. Mr. "Tunny soon forced his way to the
front, and by 1851 was prosperous beyond his fondest hopes. Scarcely had Le
Gray suggested the employment of collodion than Mr. "Tunny, perceiving its

advantages at a glance, began ixTsistently and indefatigabiy to strive to over-

come the many practical difficulties attending the manufacture of a stable

pyroxyline and the production and maintenance of a sulticient sensitising bath.

Indeed Mr. Tunny explored every new field which the rapid march of photo-
graphy opened to its followers, and he communicated the results of all his

efforts to the Photographic Society of Scotland, of which Sir David Brewster
was the first president, and to all the photographic journals of the period.

He was among the first to turn his attention to the production of burnt-in

photographic enamels, and at the present time his firm is the only one iu

Scotland engaged in the practice of this branch. In the working of other

methods, such as platinotype and collotype, Mr. Tunny was alike successful.

He took great interest in the affairs of the city, and devoted a good portion of

his time to what he considered tlie public interests. He was a Liberal of an
advanced type, but for a long time ]iast he has been laid aside from taking any
part in these matters. In private life he was much esteemed by a large circle

of friends for his genial and kindly disposition, and having by his own
energetic exertions raised himself from an humble position in life, he was ever

ready to extend a helping hand to friends who had not been so prosperous as

himself iu the battle of life.

—
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
When the members of the Photographic Society of Great

Britain and their friends entered the Exhibition room on the

occiision of the soiree on Satnrday evening last, they at once

saw that tlie Exhibition this year is quite up to the mark,

and that retrogression could not be thought of in connexion

with it. Tiie visitors were very numerous, and the crowding

was such as to bear out tlic aspirations of many that the fine

Gallery might have been much greater with advantage. They
were received by the loading officials, including Mr. Glaisher,

the President, and Mr. Cocking, the Director of the Exhibition,

to the strenuous in-season and out-of-season exertions of which

last-named gentleman much more is owing for the general

success of the whole than an outsider can anticipate. Numerous
friends of by-past times were there, and it was a great pleasure

to us to resume acquaintance with them, some of them coming
a considerable distance to be present on the occasion.

Tlie Exhibition of 1887 may very well be designated one of

large direct work, as the first impression wc have upon entering

the Gallery is the general tendency to produce large direct

pictures. Now this reveals two facts, one being the advance

made in the handling of gelatine dry plates consequent upon
the acquired mastery over the difficulties which of necessity

appertained to the introduction of an entirely new mode of

producing negatives, and the other fact the advance of artistic

ambition in the realisation ot some preconceived idea of pose,

light and shade, and general effect, which it seems to be

evident is now sought to be accomplished by [the production

of large negatives, over which the photographer can exercise

so mucii personal control, and which, as a consequence, reveal

most undoubtedly the capacity of photography for showing
individuality of treatment.

Another result which this year's Exhibition shows is the

supremacy of platinotype, with its matt surface, or, properly

speaking, its absence of albuminous glaze, which gives that

atmospheric quality and which adds sucii a charm to land-

scapes. Of this we see numerous examples [on the walls, and
also that as now various tints of colour can be produced, we
recognise its adaptability for giving sentiment by the sugges-

tiveness of colour. In this connexion we may observe that

the progress made in platinotype printing has singularly

brought to the front one matter coimected with gelatine

negatives about which opinions have been numerous—we
allude to the statement which has been discussed before, that

distances (especially when grey tints prevailed) were not so

easy to obtain with gelatine as with collodion. Probably, as

far as the negative was concerned, this may partially be correct,

but the printing by platinotype appears to have altered that

condition ofthings; the sensitiveness ofplatinum seems to bavo

brought out from the gelatine negative those very delicate

tints in distances which will induce photographers to devote

more attention than hitherto to landscapes wliere these con-

ditions form the principal attraction of the view.

In the application of photography to engraving, we are struck

with the rapid progress which this branch of our art-scienco

makes towards proficiency. We see on the walls of the

Exhibition several very fine examples of, in the first place,

the very good rendering of paintings by negatives, and the

utilisation of these for the production of metal plates capable

of being charged with printers' ink, and then giving off a print

which gives so much of the individuality of the painter, without

involving anything of the same kind from the manipulator, tlie

plate being almost wholly executed by chemical means. Some
of the specimens shown are most unique in their results.

We had anticipated finding many exhibits arising from the

impetus given in the early part of the year to orthochromatic

photography, especially in its application to natural landscape

work, but, strange to say, there is not one example iu the

Exhibition. There are, however, on the walls several copies of

paintings, but they are entirely the production of the same

exhibitors who showed some examples last year, and which

prove the extreme value of the process used.

There are some exceedingly interestingphotographs—collotype

prints—of some of the aboriginal people on the earth, which

arc most wonderful to contemplate, as here we have photo-

gi-aphy truthfully giving facts and suggesting ideas almost the

very antipodes of advanced civilisation, and here our art-scienco

becomes a valuable coadjutor to those studies which are outside

the domain of both art and science.

The possibilities of pictorial work being done by photogi-apby

are exemplified, perhaps, in a very marked way this year

—

although it will not follow that the attempts have in all cases

been successful. At the same time, it is most gratifying to

record that the desire is very evident to produce, by photo-

graphic means, cither a higher phase of portrait work, or to

embody the more ambitious aspirations iu beauty, grace, and

sentiment.

And here crops up the oft-repeated question, How much is

due to the mwlel in photographing figure subjects? Well, at once

it will be conceded that the camera cannot produce beauty from

ugliness, and therefore, so far, the model must be accorded some

share of any success ; and it also may be observed that it is a

great pity, when photographs are being prepared for public

exhibition, that considerably more attention is not given to the

selection of better models (both for portraits and studies),

j
where beauty of form, expression of character, and general
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picturesqucness, invest tlioir proaentments with, wo may aay,

local attractions, and then tlio artistic treatment should en-

hance and intensify tlioso attributes by studied pose, well

balanced light and shade, and carefully chosen coloiir of the

resulting print.

As must inevitably be the case in all photographic as well as

in other exhibitions, there will be seen many productions of a

very mediocre character, where nothing but tlie simple and

diagramatic has been attempted from the art point of view,

and also some vciy imperfect tcchnioal results from tlio science

point of view.

We rejoice to observe that much attention seems to have

been most carefully given to the framing of the exhibits, where

the pictorial matter has been effectively aided by tlie rich en-

toiu-age which has been adopted. Still there are many subjects

which would have been dou.bly enhanced if darker tints had

been employed, instead of light and absolutely white mounts.

Wo are pleased to notice that so many of our veteran photo-

graphers still keep up their annual contributions, and it is very

gratifying also to observe that fresh candidates for honours are

coming forward, to whom we may look for more advanced works,

which assuredly will tend to their own prestige and to that of

photography.

Medals have been awarded to H. P. Robinson, G. P. Cartland,

W. H. Hyslop, Harry Tolley, T. A. Green, H. Collis Pettitt,

John F. Roberts, W. J. Byrne & Co., F. Miiller, Andrew Pringle,

Boussod, Valadon, &, Co., Dr. P. H. Emerson, Annan & Swan,

J. B. B. Wellington, F. E. Evans, and F. M. Sutcliffe.

The first of a series of critical notices of the various e.thibits,

both pictures and apparatus, will appear in our next.

Apter the Convention meeting at Glasgow some of the local members
met to consider the best means of showing their appreciation of the
willing labour undertaken and so well discharged by their local

Secretary, Mr. J. Davie. It was then resolved to give him a testi-

monial in some tangible form, so that the members might convey to

him that they were quite alive to the many onerous duties that had
fallen to his share in the working out of the meeting to a successful

issue. The call upon the local members as a body was responded to

with such hearty goodwill, that the executive committee formed for

the purpose met on September 23 in Cranston's Waverley Hotel,

and on the occasion presented Mr. J. Davie with a purse of sovereigns.

Mechanical processes are, without doubt, making steady progress
in England, and some excellent specimens of photographic engraving
—intaglio plates—are shown in the Exhibition now open. But there
are very few examples by the other mechanical processes. Collotype,
Woodburytype, relief-block printing, photo-Hthography, &c., are, we
know, now being worked extensively by several firms, yet the present
Exhibition is conspicuous by the absence of examples of their pro-
ductions. This is somewhat a matter of surprise. Many foreign
visitors to the Exhibition, we fear, will arrive at the conclusion that
English photographers are still behind the age in mechanical printing
processes. Perhaps, after all, many of those who do not show work
of this class consider that exhibiting at a photographic exhibition
would not be to their commercial advantage. However, aa some of
these processes become more popular amongst photographers them-
aelves, we may hope for a large show on future occasions.

" They manage things better in France," says an old adage ; but, if

we may judge from a letter that appeared in a daily contemporary
one day last week, this can scaicely bo said with reference to photo-
graphing from the pier at Calais, where it appears to be more rigidly
prohibited than at Dover Her. In France, photographing or sketch-
ing in the neighbourhood of fortifications is forbidden "by law ; at
Dover it is.simply a matter of I, s, d. There any one who chooses to pay i

the pier authorities their ten shilling impost can photograph to their

hearts' content for an entire day, On Calais Pier photographing is

not permitted at any price.

Now that pink-tinted albumenised paper is so very commonly
employed, would it not be well to search for more permanent pig-

ments, or dyes, than those which are so generally used ? So fugitive

indeed are some of them when exposed to light that even a few hours

is sulficient to produce a well marked change. We recently saw
some specimens which had only been two or three days in a show-
case, and nearly the whole of the roseate tint had disappeared through
the action of the strong light. The matter would not be of very much
importance provided the colour was merely discharged and it left

the paper of its pristine whiteness ; but this, in all instances, does not

appear to be the case. In the examples to which we refer—and we
have seen many others like them—an unpleasant, faint, yellowish-

brown tint remains, almost suggestive of incipient fading in the image

itself. Pink-tinted papers are now being employed for collotype,

particularly on the Continent, and it is to be hoped that in this case

permanent pigments are used, otherwise it may tend to bring an

undoubted permanent process into disrepute.

It may not be generally known to photographers that in the South

Kensington establishment are some most interesting examples of very

early photography, and the apparatus which was used in the early

days. Amongst them are several Daguerreotypes taken by Daguerre
himself. There is also a camera picture, in bitumen, by Niepce, taken
sixty years ago. The early apparatus is very interesting. Many
who may now bo considered old at photography have heard, no
doubt, of Archer's fluid lens but yet have never seen one, but thoy

can do so in this collection, as well as the first portrait lens made by
Andrew Ross, Sutton's panoramic lens, &c. A large proportion of

those who have but recently entered the ranks of photography have
never seen a complete set of Daguerreotype apparatus. They should

pay a visit to the Museum, as they will find much that would interest

them as well as afford them somo instruction. They would also see

examples of photography produced thirty or forty years ago, which
would, no doubt, take them by surprise.

In looking through a couple of bound volumes of the now extinct

Photographic World, published by Bannerman & Wilson, of Phila-

delphia, about fifteen years ago, we could but be struck by the

lamentable condition of the illustrations. With two or three ex-

ceptions the prints were all badly faded, although they were for the

most part the productions of different photographers. The exceptions

were two or three examples of Woodburytypes and photo-lithography.

The pictures being bound up in the books have not, of course, hean

exposed to the influences which are usually supposed to work the

destruction of silver prints, namely, moisture and noxious vapours,

or the action of light. Evidently American photogi'aphs cannot bo

classed as being a whit more permanent than are those which ari<

made here.

LANTERN SLIDES ON GELATINE PLATES.

III.

We now come to the exposure and development, the latter an opera-

tion which requires care in two separate directions, namely, in pro-

ducing a pleasing and suitable colour and in preserving the purity and

brightness of the lights of the picture.

The colour or tone of the imago will depend upon two circum-

stances, the developer employed and the length of exposure, the one

being arranged to suit the other. With regard to the exposure itself

I do not propose to say much, as nothing is likely to be so misleading

as inaccurate information on this point. I have been myself so woe-

fully disappointed in the performance of plates which, according to

their makers, were warranted to produce uuheard of varieties of tone

with fabulously short exposures, that I shall attempt not to offend in

the same way, and will merely say that the projjcr exposure must be

learnt by practice.

One thing, however, I would point out to those who have never
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previously nmdo lantorn slides with tho Cftmorn, that is, that they are

likely to ho disappointed at first in tho comparatively long exposures

tlioy are coiiipolli>d to givo even with rapid plates, in order to get

satisfactory results as reg;ards gradation and tone. It is easy enough
to obtain fully, or even over exposed positives with very short expo-

sures, but they will bo useless for the purposes of the lantern, though
probably answering well for enlarging from or for the stereoscope, as

Mr. Uhadwick points out. Therefore, I would warn tho beginner in

this class of work to fight shy of rapid exposures, but ratlier to com-
mence at tiie other extreme, by " systematically over exposing," as

somebody recently described it.

As regards the light employed, dayhght, if available—that is to say,

if the amateur's time permit him to work during the daytime—will

perhaps prove the most generally satisfactory. Between now and the

spring, it is true, the variations in value of our daylight will bo many,
frequent, and erratic, but on the whole, for convenience of even illumina-

tion, Ido not think any form of artificial light can approach it; the only

element of calculation in its employment is its strength, and as it is

used direct and not reflected from terrestrial objects as in a landscape,

the actinometer may be employed with perfect safety. All that is

needful is to provide an arrangement by means of wliich the negative

and copying camera may be directed at a suitable angle towards a

clear sky, or, with a sheet of ground-glass interposed, towards the sun

itself, when it deigns to shine. On the whole, however, I prefer

diffused light.

In this connexion I may mention a " wrinkle " derived from the

Journal some twenty years or more ago, applied then to printing in

winter. A correspondent, whose name I forget, pointed out that

when snow lies on the ground, ordinary albumenised paper will

frequently print quicker if the frames are inclined at an angle down-
wards to the snow than if turned upwards to the dull leaden winter

sky. Setting altogether on one side tho question of comparative

rapidity, we could scarcely select a better and more even reflector for

copying purposes, than a wide expanse of tolerably unsullied snow

;

therefore, I recommend when tlie opportunity occurs of a snowfall,

that advantage be taken of the cheap reflector thus provided by the

reversal of the ordinary direction of the camera.

In case artificial light is a necessity, now that magnesium is so

cheap I think nothing else can compete with it for either economy

or convenience. Economy is served by the absence of all necessity

for elaborate arrangements of reflectors or condensers to distribute

the light equally, and this also constitutes its convenience. Nothing

more is required than to place a sheet of ground-glass in front of the

negative and to burn the magnesium at a moderate distance from

this diffusing screen, the distance varying in proportion to the size of

tho negative it is desired to evenly illuminate.

Whatever form of development may be adopted, strict care must be

observed throughout, as in the preparation of the emulsion to prevent

tlie deposition or formation in the film of insoluble lime compounds.

Indeed, it is of even greater importance at this stage, for while

opalescence of a plain gelatine solution or of liquid emulsion may bo

partially or nearly wholly removed by the addition of a minute trace

of nitric acid with the only ill effect of slightly decreasing the sensi-

tiveness, the same treatment is inapplicable to the film after develop-

ment, siuce tho strength of acid needful to dissolve the lime would

also dissolve the gelatine, or cause it to frill to such an extent as to

render the result useless. The means must, therefore, be preventive

rather than curative.

For this purpose it is necessary to employ distilled or boiled rain

water for development as well as washing, or, if these bo not

available, ordinary water must be freed from its lime salts as com-

pletely as possible by boiling with a small quantity of carbonate of

potash or soda, and allowing it to cool and settle clear. The milkiness

produced on the addition of the carbonate will show how necessary

the treatment is. It is scarcely necessary to take any heed of the

alkali left in the water after the lime has separated, but if the

operator be ulti-a-sensitive on the point of accuracy ho may neutralise

it with hydrochloric acid before mixing his developer or soaking his

plate; but I do not think lie is hkely to be greatly upset in his

calculation if he disregard it altogether.

After development, whether pyro or iron be employed, it is

desirable, but especially so in the latter case, to transfer the plate.

without 'previous washing, into a dish of very dilute hydrocblorio

acid ; this will neutralise the alkalinity of the film in tho one case,

and protect it from the sub-sequent formation of insoluble lime com-
pounds, while in the case of iron the acid prevent* the formation of

oxalate of Ume, which is far more injurious in degree to the cleameM
of the film. Two or three succos-sive washes in dilute acid—one

drachm to a pint of water—may be used in this latter iattanoe before

proceeding to use plain water. The acid must be thoroughly removed
before the plate is fixed, or opalescence from another cause—the

deposition of sulphur—will result, and this will be impogsible of

removal.

It will be remarked that I recommend the use of plain dilate scid,

and not acid and alum. My reason for this is that alum has an

erratic tendency itself to cause opalescence, especially if the washing

be carelessly performed and with ordinary water. If any signs of

frilling make their appearance—a very rare occurrence nowadays—
the evil should be met by the free use of common salt, or, if necessary,

alcohol, rather than alum. After fixing the anti-lime precautions may
be relaxed, as tho danger is then past.

With regard to the formula, we have the choice between alkaline

pyro, ferrous oxalate, and ferrous citro-oxalate, but I strongly prefer

the first on account of the greater command of colour it gives. Ferrous

oxalate may be made to give beautifully clear and colourless lights,

and isper/ta2>s the simplest developer to use if grey or cool black tones

will satisfy, but it is extremely difficult to obtain anything like warm
tones by its use. When it is used the solutions should be mixed in

the proportion of five or six of potassic oxalate to one of ferrous

sulphate, and used at once, and only once.

For warmer tones, though not always agreeable ones, nor under any
certainty of control, the citro-ferrous oxalate developer may be used,

the exposure of tho plato being varied in proportion to the degree of

warmth desired and the developer correspondingly restrained. Tho
formula given in tho Almanac (1887, page 316) answers as well as

any modification I have tried.

But for range and beauty of colour we are forced to fall back upon
pyro, which is capable of giving all the tones obtainable with either

form of iron developer, and others which the iron entirely fails in

imitating. For black or grey tones little variation need be made from
the ordinary pyro and ammonia mixture—of course uang sulphite—

if anything the proportion of bromide may be increased with advantage

to the clearness and freedom from colour of the lights. In any case,

with the formula} I gave for the emulsion in my last article, the colour

will be of a warmer tint, whether grey or black, than when ferrous

oxalate is employed. If decidedly brown tones be desired, they may
be obtained with the bromo-iodide formula, giving a full, but not

abnormally long exposure, omitting the sulphite from the developer

and using tho solution of full strength, and strongly restrained with

bromide to keep the lights clean.

For the warm purple-black or purple-brown tones—which are so

greatly admired by most competent judges—the developing solution

must be considerably modified by the addition of some quasi-neutral

substance, which, wliile taking no active part in the development

proper, exercises a modifying action upon tlie colour of the image.

A number of such substances were mentioned by Mr. William Brooks

in connexion with collodion emulsion plates some years ago, and the

same materials are avaiUble for gelatine with like results. The chief

of these are acetate, phosphate, and tungstate of soda, which give

purple-brown, purple-black, and brown tones respectively. They are

used in the proportion of from five to thirty grains to each ounce of

developer, being conveniently kept in solution with the pyro, thus :—

Pyrogallic acid 1 ounce.

Bisulphite of soda 2 ounces.

Acetate of soda 2 to 4 „

Water, to make H m

Each drachm of this solution contains as nearly as possible five

grains of pyro, with a corresponding allowance of bisulphite and

acetate of soda.

Browner tones are given if the sulphite of soda is omitted and the

pyro kept m concentrated solution with acetic acid as the preservative,

allowance being made in mixing tho developer for the neutralisation

of the acid and the formation of the acetate necessary to produce the
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tone. Very little, if any, difference is produced whatever may be the

base employed, provided tlie neutralisation is so performed as to leave

a similar excess of alkali in each case, so that ammonia, soda, or potash

may be used as preferred. I am not, however, in a position to say

how long such a solution of pyro retains its original properties, having

only used it when comparatively fresh.

With regard to the alkali employed, I have a strong preference for

carbonate of potash as giving clearness and brightness in the film.

Formerly I preferred carbonate of ammonia for the better colour it

gives easily, but it is an uncertain and unstable salt, and not always

to be trusted. The carbonates may be used without restraining

bromide, and if the exposure be accurately liit for the particular

solution nice warm tones are the result ; but if the tone be not right,

neither is the colour, so that on the whole I prefer to use the bromide

and to expose a little longer than is really necessary.

Very fine tones are obtained with a formula published some time

ago by Mr. Brooks in which bromide is dispensed with, and the

necessary restraint applied by means of itcarbonate of potash, the

loose atom of acid acting as a gentle restrainer. I have not Mr.

Brooks's formula at hand, but if from ten to fifteen grains each of

•arbonate and bicarbonate of soda be used in each ounce of developer,

the proportions will bo within bounds for the results required. The
bicarbonate must be increased with the exposure and warmth of tone

desired. One important point in the preparation of this developer

must be observed, namely, that it is imperative that the bicarbonate

be dissolved in cold water. If hot water be used to hasten solution, a

portion of the carbonic acid is given off and the acid carbonate con-

verted to neutral carbonate.

It is impossible in these columns to fully treat the subject of varia-

tions in exposure and development and their effect in modifying tlie

colour of the image, but I have tried to say sufficient to indicate in

which direction the operator should move. I have also endeavoured

to show how plates may be specially prepared from gelatine, wliich

for lantern slides shall give results comparatively free from the usual

faults of modern rapid dryiplates. W. B. Bolton.

PHOSPHORESCENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY.
In the year 1874, I think it was, I engaged myself in numerous
experiments in connexion with phosphorescence and photography. I

had noticed that the luminous sulphides, particularly the one emitting
blue or purple rays, all made impressions on wet collodion plates,

which impressions easily admitted of development. The idea readily

occurs to one that substances other than the sulphides, and substances
which do not emit rays visible to the eye, may nevertheless radiate
energy capable of effecting photographic action. The term "phos-
phorescence " seems scarcely applicable to radiation which is not
visible. " Radiescence " would seem to be a preferable term. I have
found, however, when experimenting with a solar spectrum fourteen
feet in length, that different eyes fix its terminations red or indigo in

very different places, that what is visible to some is frequently
invisible to others; and to me it appears probable that what are
termed the " ultra red" and " ultra violet" rays are distinctly visible to
some members of the animal " creation." The fishes which have eyes
and are said to be " quite blind," and which are found in the silent

waters of the great Kentucky cave, miles from the faintest light of
day, very likely, in my opinion, do see and enjoy a possibly rapturous
existence in a radiescence of their surroundings— a radiescence
invisible to us. Cats are said to see in the dark—upon what evidence
I am unaware

; but as " eyes were made for seeing," I apprehend that
all animals possessing them can see in their natural environment. No
one doubts that bats and nocturnal birds can see, yet they are mostly
abroad when it is "dark." Cockroaches and various "noxious
insects " have eyes, and as they are particular not to be much about
until the gloom to us is blackness, I apprehend they are surrounded by
what is visibility to them. However, farewell to argument on mere
terms. "Radiescence," I apprehend, is right, though "phos-
phorescence " may not be wrong. " Radiescence " then be it.

I proceeded in 1876 to make experiments, with the view of ascer-
tammg if there were not bodies emitting radiant energy powerfully
photographic in its character, but invisible to my own, and, perhaps,

to any other human eyes. I forget at this moment, and have not by

me the means of reference what has been done in this way before.

This, however, will not be a matter of much consequence, as my own
experiments have not been based on those of others, and the results

obtained are certainly of an interesting kind. "Phosphorescence,"

though generally regarded as an exceptional phenomenon, is, on

the contrary, one of the most common, and it is usually regarded as

exceptional in consequence of the circumstance that its duration (as

visible to the human eye) is in most instances extremely brief (often

only the fraction of a second), and that its intensity is extremely

feeble. By experimenting in a proper way both these facts have long

since been ascertained. Now, as the study of " phosphorescence" com-

menced naturally (and properly) with the substances exhibiting the

phenomenon most conspicuously, my own studies on " invisible

"

radiescence have again naturally and properly begun with those sub-

stances which exhibit this phenomenon in the most conspicuous way

;

that is to say, where I speak negatively of the phenomenon in

connexion'with a certain body, I do not mean that it does not exist or

is not exhibited, but that its exhibition was not detected by the

intentionally rude means employed. I have elected to use " standard

photographic paper" as prepared by the formula) of Roscoe in

preference to the processes of development, that I might the more

readily distinguish the marked cases of " invisible " radiescence

capable of producing photographic action. I will place on record a

portion of the results which I obtained, in the order in which I find

them in my note-book ; and I may here give expression to my regret,

firstly, that volume the second of my notes has disappeared during my
journeyings abroad, and, secondly, that my work should have been

interrupted, as it so often has been, in consequence not only of con-

siderations of a merely pecuniary kind, but in consequence of the very

low commercial morality of the present age, which so often—I think

I may say so generally—prevents a scientific man reaping where ho

has sown and gathering whore he has garnered. But more of this

another time.

August II, 1875, Experiment 1.—Exposed a sheet of common

writing-paper (white) to sunhght for one liour. Placed on it, in a

decidedly dark photographer's dark room, a piece of paper cut like a

fern leaf. This piece of paper had been for four-and-twenty hours in

that dark room (from which all light was excluded each time I left)

with the object of permitting it to radiate any energy it might

possess. Placed on this a piece of sensitised silver paper (Roscoe's

standard), and enclosed the whole in a book. Examined under the

yellow window after four-and-twenty hours. Ilesult : A photograph

of the cut-out leaf ; not a mere trace, but a bold impression.

Inference : That photographic action may be induced on chloride of

silver paper by contact with certain substances after they have been

exposed to light, although they do not then emit rays visible to the

eye, and that common white writing-paper is one of these substances.

Experiment 2.—Exposed a sheet of common white writing-paper

in a printing frame and under a negative of considerable density for

one hour's time to bright sunshine. Removed it in dark room and

placed exposed side of writing-p.iper in contact with standard sensi-

tive paper, and enclosed in book. Sesiilt : In four-and-twenty hours

a distinctly perceptible trace of the image on the negative. Inference

:

That the power of acting on the sensitised paper was caused by the

action of the light on the white paper which had been in contact

with it.

Experiment 3.—Soaked a piece of common writing-paper in a strong

solution of uraniu n nitrate. Dried and exposed to daylight for some

hours. Placed on a piece of standard silver paper crosswise (Fig. 1).

Enclosed in book and in a few hours examined, liesult : A decided

brown on Ag paper where in contact with Ur paper, showing wire

lines of the writing-paper. The silver paper where uncovered by the

uranium paper remained quite white. In twenty-four hours again

examined. Very singular result. Tlie brown had vanished from the

silvered side of the silvered paper and appeared on the side behind.

Contact side quite white and margined by the pale blue tint produced

in the first stages of photographic action, and different altogether

from the deep brown upon the other side, which resembled the colour

produced on photographic paper by long keeping. Inference : That

paper soaked in a solution of nitrsite of uranium is one of those other

substances indicated in the inference to Experiment 1, and also that
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the photographic imago is capable of destruction after being produced,
and of reproduction througli tho thickness of the paper by the con-

I'ig. 1.

tinued action in the case of a uranium salt of the material which pro-
duced it.

Experiment 4.—Soaked paper in uranium nitrate solution as before,
and exposed to sunshine for some hours. Placed a piece at the

Fig. 2.

bottom of a tin box four inches deep. At the top of box placed
transversely a piece of writing-paper previously long kept in the dark,
and longitudinally face downwards, and above it a piece of sensitised
paper (Fig. 2). Left in the dark for four-and-twenty hours. Result :

Intense photographic action where not shielded by the writing-paper.
Intensity of tint, V of Koscoe's unit. Inference : That the exposed
uranium nitrate paper emitted radiant energy^capable of producing
photographic action on argentic chloride.

'
D. Wixstanlby.

{To be continued.)

WUITINQ AND DRAWING ON GLASS.
III.

Slack Ink.—In the previous article (see page 566) a film of sugar
was recommended as the best coating to apply on glass as a moans
of enabling writing with pen or lead pencil to be executed thereon.
Wo may now consider the question of tlie best ink to use. We have
already examined common writing ink, and have found it defective
in various points, and it becomes necessary to find a fluid better

adapted to the special purpose we have in view. We want an ink
that shall take freely to the glass, which will not blot or spread,
which will produce lines of sufficient depth of colour, and which is

adapted for tho finest work.
In order that the ink may take or adhere to the glass, wo require a

fluid of the same nature as the substratum—thus on a surface soluble
in turpentine wo should use a substance also soluble in that fluid, as

in writing with diluted Canada balsam, mixed -with lampblack, upon
a film of gold size. As we have selected a surface of sugar to work
upon, we cannot have a better ink than one consisting of sugar dis-

solved in water, and, in order to render the writing visible, we must
add some pigment to the syrup. Ordinary moist water colours, as
used by artists, answer very well indeed ; a penny cake of lampblack
dissolves quickly in warm water, and it wo add a little crystallised

sugar we possess an ink that wUl answer our purpose perfectly. If

the ink spreads on the glass more sugar should be added ; if it does I

not flow freely more water ig needed; if tho lined are not black
enough more lampblack Is required. The syrup nhoiild be tliick
enough to prevent the pigment settling quickly, but if tho bottle
containing it is shaken before use no trouble will be incurred on thi<)

account. After the writing or sketch is completed, the work may
be protected from damage by a coating of plain collodion on tho
glass, or shellac varnish can be used without fear of disturbing the
design.

Med Ink.—A good crimson ink suitable for glass writing can bo
made in the same way, substituting crimson lake or carmine for tho
lampblack. If we use the colour as we find it in the pan, it will not
be perfectly transparent, and in the case of a lantern slide the lines

would appear on the screen more of a black colour than red ; but a
simple treatment will cure this fault. We will take a pan of
Winsor & Newton's moist water colour, either crimson lake or car-
mine, and dissolve the contents in about an ounce of hot water;
when cold, ammonia is added drop by drop until the brick-red colour
turns apparently to a black. This effect is caused by the pigment
changing from translucency to transparency. We will now add
sugar and water till a suitable consistence is arrived at, which may
be ascertained by trying it as ink in a pen on a prepared glass. This
crimson ink should be kept in a corked bottle, as if exposed to the
atmosphere the transparence is gradually lost, owing to the escape
of the ammonia. If the ink should become of its former brick-red

aspect, a little ammonia dropped into the bottle and shaken up wUl
set matters right again. Lines written with this ink will be found
perfectly transparent and of a brilliant colour; the design may bo
protected by mastic varnish, or shellac varnish, or plain collodion.

As the carmine, treated in tlie manner described, forms a perfect
solution, it is unnecessary to shake the bottle before use.

Blue Ink.—A blue fluid, suitable for writing on glass, can be made
in a similar way by using Prussian blue prepared as moist water
colour. This pigment being very strong in colouring power, a small
portion only of the contents of a pan will be needed, unless a large

quantity of ink is wanted. The addition of sugar and water, aa

directed for black ink, will be all that is necessary. The fluid will

then give transparent blue lines, and the writing so produced is not

liable to fade. As the pigment settles in course of time, it is neces-

sary to shake the bottle before using the ink. Varnish or plain

collodion can be applied over the design as a protective film without
fear of any disturbance taking place.

Yellow and Green Inks.—Various other colours can be had with
the aid of different pigments. For a transparent yellow ink, we may
use gamboge, Italian pink, or Indian yellow, mixed with syrup.

These, however, being comparatively weak in colouring power, wUl
not produce dark fines ; if a dark yellow is wanted, a trace of lamp-
black may be added with advantage. By mixing the blue and yellow
fluids we obtain a bright green colour; the yeUow and crimson mixed
yield orange or scarlet ink ; the blue and crimson inks mixed together

yield a violet or purple liquid. A dark blue may be had by using

indigo, or by mixing Prussian blue with lampblack. In fact nearly

any colour can be obtained by the various combinations ; but it will

be found that the. black, the red, and the blue, are the best inks for

use on glass.

Aniline Inks, ^-c.—If we make use of the dyes known as coal-tar

colours, we can produce a great variety of fluids suitable for writing

on glass. Tho mode of preparing these is not different to tha

adopted for the ordinary water colours, and the results are very

similar in tone, brilliance, and ease of working. We can, however,

produce better results with the dyes in the case of the yellow, orange,

and scarlet inks, as the corresponding tints in water colours are of a

gummy nature, and do not flow very well from a pen. Tho chief dis-

advantage of the dyes for our purpose is that tho writings done with

them do not admit of being varnished with shellac varnish or with

collodion, without a spreading action taking place, through the dye

being partly redwsolved by the spirit. The proper varnish to employ

in this case is a turpentine varnish, such as mastic, copal, or (Ulut«d

Canada balsam. There are some dyes, however, which are insoluble

in spirit, and if we could use for these a shclLic varnish made with

absolute alcohol, we might obtain good results. The orilinary varnishes

contain a trace of water, which is sufficient to cause the lines to

spread, unless a considerable proportion of sugar has hwd ftdded to
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the ink. Aa the dyes form perfect solutions, it is not necessary to

shake up these fluids before use.

Aniline Blue dissolves easily in cold water, and if sugar is added it

makes an excellent blue ink, of a more purple tone than Prussian blue.

Picric Acid, treated in the same way, yields a pale greenish yellow.

Eomne, dissolved in water, with sugar added, makes a capital

scarlet ink, which can be made fairly intense by using a strong

Bolution. Eosine is to be had in various shades and qualities—those

which dissolve in cold water are the best, as the spirit-soluble dyes

are less manageable. There is also a powder of a similar nature to

eosine, but of a yellowish orange colour in solution ; the sample in my
possession dissolves easily in cold water, and makes a better yellow

Ink than picric acid, as it gives a more intense colour.

Aniline Slack is made also of various qualities—one that dissolves

in cold water is the best for our purpose; it will be found very

Intense, and will compare well with lampblack in this respect. It has

the advantage over the latter of not requiring to bo shaken up before

use when prepared as ink, and if it was not so liable to spread during

the varnishing it would be the best black ink we could use. The

tint being generally a dark purple, it will probably be an improve-

ment to add a little eosine or aniline orange to take off the coldness of

the colour.

A small quantity of the ink may be made thus : A largo tinned-

Iron spoon is filled with cold water, some of the powdered dye is then

intimately mixed with it, and finally dissolved by holding tho spoon

over a gas jet, so as to boil tho water. A little brown sugar is then

added, and the fluid is again heated, and boiled down to a proper

consistence for ink. The liquid should be tested by writing with it

on prepared glass, and wlien a correct adjustment of the water, dye,

and sugar is made, the black syrup can be poured off into a two-

ounce bottle. When cold it is ready for use.

If these inks are in good condition for writing on gla.ss, they will be

scarcely suitable for paper, being too thick, and having too much
colour for the latter ; it will be the best plan to have special inks for

each purpose. The foregoing dii'ections for ink making are intended

exclusively for glass work, and I believe, from my own experience,

that they will be found quite satisfactory for the end in view.

I have not mentioned inks specially intended for the brush, simply

because the conditions are the same as with the pen. If the ink and

substratum are such that perfect lines can be made with the pen, it

will be found that equally fine work can be done with a good brown
sable ; the latter has greater capabilities, but they can only be fully

appreciated by those experienced in its use.

Albert Wm. Scott.

SIMPLE PROCESS OF ENGRAVING GLASS AND
METALS.

TfiEBE are vefy maily applications for an ineipensive and effectual

method of etching or engraving glass in various forms, plain and
plated metals, enamelled surfaces, pottery, &c. Of all existing pro-
cesses for accomplishing this work, the sand blast is undoubtedly
capable of the most universal application. In point of effectiveness

and in general usefulness it may never bo surpassed, or even equalled

;

yet a substitute for it, even though incapable of as extended applica-
tion, will find uses in the arts, and will, doubtless, be appreciated by
amateurs.

The requisites for carrying out the process in its simplest form
are :—A pound of coarse emery, a pound of lead shot, a wooden box
ten or twelve inches long (a cigar box will answer for the ex-
periment), some pieces of glass or metal, and some paper patterns or
stencils. The box is provided with a clip at the back and a sliding
clamp at the front for holding the plate to be engraved, and it may
with advantage be furnished with a clamping device of the same sort
at the upper end. The lid of the box must be provided with a packing
strip of thick cloth or felt to prevent tlie loss of emery.
The glass or metal to be engraved is cleaned thoroughly, and to

secure the best effects it should be polished. A paper stencil of the
desired form is fastened to the glass or metal plate by means of
mucilage of good quality. The pattern should be made of thick
writing paper, and care should be taken to see that every part of the
paper is thorougly attached to the plate. Anyjgum around the edges
of the paper should be removed by means of a moist sponge. Tlie
exposed parts of the plate must be perfectly clean and free from streaks,

owerwisQ thwe will b« undexsiiabl^ markings on the finished work.

When metal plates are to be engraved, they should be well

polished before applying the stencil, to secure good contrasts. For

coarse stencils and rough work, the shot should be large and the emery

coarse, but for fine work moderately fine shot and finer emery are

required.

After the plates to be engraved are placed in the box, the shot and

the emery are poured in, the box is closed and the lid fastened, when
the box is shaken violently endwise, causing the shot and emery to

strike the plates at opposite ends of the box in alternation. The shot,

in the operation of driving the particles of emery against the plates,

become charged with particles of emery. The emery becomes so

embedded in the shot as to be permanent, and a number of shot thus

armed, together with loose emery, soon abrade the surface of the

metal or glass wherever it is unprotected by the paper, and produce

a fine matted surface, which contrasts strongly with the polished

parts of the surface protected by the paper. After roughening the

unprotected parts of the plate, the paper stencil is soaked off and the

plate is dried, and in case it is metal it is lacquered.

Symmetrical stencils, which answer a very good purpose, may
be made by cutting paper folded in various ways. Lace may be

employed as a stencil, and where only slight etching or engraving is

required the pattern may be produced in vaniish.

To adapt this method to engraving articles having curved or

irregular surfaces, the box is left open at the lower end and provided

with a flexible sleeve of soft ruhl)er. The articles to be engravod_ are

held against the sleeve by leather straps. Designs of various kinds

may in this way bo permanently delineated upon the glass and metal

ware, and upon small panes of glass for ornamental windows, for

lamp shades, &c. Mirrors may be provided around their edges with

leaves and flowers, and metal panels may be prepared for various kinds

of ornamental metal work. GBonaB M. Hopkins.
—Scientific American.

NOTES ON TRIMMING PRINTS.

Trimming photographs is one of those little matters that do not

challenge attention in anything like the same degree as other pro-

cesses connected with photography. True, most people like to see a

nice smooth edge to their prints, as it gives a neat and finished

appearance to them. But the importance of it is perhaps greater

than that generally accorded, affecting as it undoubtedly does the

artistic appearance and value of the work. Artistic, by-the-by, is

the only term that can be applied, as no difference is made in any

other particular than appearance ; but in this respect there is the

power either to make or mar. In rather dark subjects especially, the

slightest irregularity of the edges is at once apparent and becomes a

veritable eyesore and detriment to the general effect. If a picture

that ought to be rectangular is a trifle wider at one end than the

other, it gives a lopsided look that is very annoying. Tho clean,

straight edge formed by trimming may be said to be the very anti-

thesis of the pictorial lines of the subject trimmed. Uncompromis-

ing in symmetry, it is therefore the greatest contrast of picturesque

irregularity, acting as a foil to the picture, emphasising straight lines

by a near means of comparison, and also increasing the picturesque

effect by a severe contrast. I do not think a greater mistake can be made

from an artistic point of view than the endeavour to make as large a,

photograph out of the negative as possible ;
" quantitas 7ion qualitas " is

a bad motto, and many really good pictures are damaged by tliis

anxiety to have as much as possible (regardless of the ill effect) of

the subject as can be made out of the negative. I would advise that

all the worthless parts of the print, judging from an artistic point of

view, should be ruthlessly trimmed off, as it is better to sacrifice part

than spoil the whole.
To assist one's judgment in this respect, two cardboard masks with

square openings the size of the negative will bo found very useful.

The print may be laid down on some flat surface and the two masks,

one on the other, placed over it ; by shifting them about it will be

:

easily seen how much and what part of the margin of the print can

be cut off with advantage. A pencil mark is then made and the

prints trimmed to it. It will astonish many to find the amount of

subject that a photograph looks better without. Foregrounds are

great offenders in this respect ; an unbroken patch of grass or a bare

road have little beauty, photographically speaking, although we
frequently see a lavish display of both in many otherwise creditable

pictures. The free use of the knife on them is an unmistakable

advantage.
Other shfipes than those bordered by right lines Will frequently

add to the effectiveness of the subject. Oval, dome, and circular

may often be substituted for the paralleloo;ram ; the circular is, how-

ever, scarcely so pleasing a» the oval, and is only suitable for subjeota
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itli little or no sky—tliosfl ffcnerally denominated upriffht pictures.

liapoM of various kinds and sizes should bo easily nvailablo to afford
an opportunity of tryinjf tliein on the prints. Preconceived ideas as

to tlio best shapes are not always found best after tryinj]^ a variety of

masks. The form and amount of subject being decided upon, then
conies the application of the knife or scias ors. It is a very good plan
when no large numbers are required, to attach a piece of hard, thick,

and smooth cardboard to the face of an ordinary drawing board as a
surface to cut upon. The advantages are that the knife retains its

edge, tlie print is ea.sily adjusted, a T square being guided by the
edges of the board, and after the first incision the print becomes
attached to the cardboard sulliciently firm to prevent it shifting

during the remaining trimming, and this without making any ob-
jectionable burr on the edges. If a circular or oval shape has to be
cut, by first securing the outer edges of tlio paper to the card by
trimming them will, by retaining the paper in its place, facilitate

cutting tlie oval, Sec, during tliat operation, a point of considerable
value to I hose unaccustomed to trim prints with other than straight

edges.

A sheet of glass is perhaps as favourite a support for print trim-
ming as any, and if the wheel cutter is used, almost necessary. The
principal objection is, it so rapidly dulls the knife, and great care has
to be taken to keep the prints in their proper places, on account of the

smooth surface. However, the edges of the prints are cut nice and
clean, which perliaps makes up for the extra trouble. In cutting, the
knife well sloped should be drawn towards the operator; if held too
upright there is a chance at the outset of tearing the print instead tt
cutting it, especially if the ruler or guide is not pressed very firmly

on to the print—a point of the greatest importance during the whole
of the process. If the print is at all loose between the guide and the
cutting surface the cut will be irregular or notched, necessitating
further trimming, possibly to the prejudice of the print if the size has
been accurately marked in the first instance. Sometimes as little as

the eighth of an inch taken off a picture will considerably damage the
result, especially in a small print, either by destroying th'e balance or

by removing some small object that the interest of the subject was
centered in. l^'or instance, suppose a boy flying a kite ; the kite might
be cut off, hut many things will suggest themselves that being removed
or mutilated would wholly or in part destroy the interest of the

subject.

A fault we sometimes see is that prints are trimmed out of square,

80 that buildings have the effect of toppling over to one side or the

other.

In cases where architectural objects are portrayed, the first cut

should be made parallel with the upright lines of the buildings and
this line used as a base for the remaining sides, then there will be no
fear of getting out of square as there would be if the first side

trimmed was either the sky or foreground, eitlier of which w-onld not

supply the check the upright lines of buildings do. The foregoing

remarks apply especially to landscape and architectural photography.
In trimming portraits the same artistic considerations hold good ; in

addition, there is the effect of the proportion that it is desirous to

convey. A figure is apparently increased in size if a very small space

is left between the head and the top margin of the picture ; the

greater the space between the two the less the figure will appear,

irrespective of the accessories used therewith. There should always
be a somewhat larger space left in front of the figure than at the
back, or the result will be a cramped effect, unpleasant and inartistic,

as if the figure was passing out of the picture. In an oval or vignette

head and bust, the head being uncovered, the central point of the

picture between top and bottom should be generally the cliin, but as a
very little alteration makes a great deal of difference in effect, no
absolute rule can be laid down as to the exact position of the head,

tliLs must be left to the artistic perception of the trimmer or mounter,
according as the picture is to be placed in a cut-out or on a plain mount.
In the latter case the trimming of the margin of the portrait will have
to be most carefully judged, so that the right pose is given. .\. mas-k

laid over the picture, and pencil marks made to indicate the proper
direction of the marginal cuts, is almost a necessity. If the pre-

cautions in trimming prints to which I have alluded were invariably

carried out we might have fewer large pictures but more artistic ones.

Edwaud DuNMonK.

ADVANCES IN I'lIOTO-ZINCOGRAl'HY.

Thk Survey of India Department have published some Notes which
cannot fail to interest photo-lithographers. From these we extract

the following ;—
la the I'hotographic Office, Calcutta, a nevir method of preparing

the photo-aincographic transfer paper with arrowroot has quite lately

been introduced, which has the advantagefl of being very much cheaper
than the method of coating with gelatine usimlly adoptc<l, and of
giving results quite as good, if not even hotter, than by the old procces.

Hank post paper is coated in the usual way with two coats of the
following mi.xture;

—

Arrowroot 140 parts.
Bichromate of potash 70 „
Water 3500 „

After exposure to light, the prints ard coated with transfer ink in
the press as usual, the transfer ink used bein^ composed of

—

Hard retransfer ink (plate to stone) 100 parts.
Lithographic chalk inij 100 „
Palm oil 7 „

After inking in, the prints are washed off with hot water—hotter
than is required for gelatine transfers. The arrowroot transfer prints
are found to go down well on the zinc without sticking and give clear,

sharp transfers. The economy of the process may be judged from
the fact that i\ pounds of arrowroot cost only o annas, and coat 70
sheets of paper .'U x 26, while the same quantity of gelatine costs
about 118, and only coats 40 sheets of paper.
A new varnish for negatives has also been introduced, which, like-

wise, is very economical and efficient. The formula was given in

The Bbitisii Journal or Photography for April 22, 1887, as
very suitable for gelatine dry plate negatives, but it has been found
also to answer very well for collodion. It is as follows :

—

Bleached lac 32 parts.

Borax 8 „
Carbonate of soda 2 „
Glycerine 1 to 2 „
"Water ;)20 „

Dissolve the borax and carbonate of soda in IGO parts of hot water
and throw in the lac broken into small pieces. Place the containing
vessel upon a clear fire or over a gas stove, and stir till the lac is dis-

solved. "When dissolved, allow to cool partially, and filter through
filter paper, after which the glycerine is added and the bulk made up
to 3:20 parts. After a few days a sediment separates out, and tho
solution should again be iiltered ; it will then come off quite clear and
bright. Bleached lac not being obtainable, best pale shellac has been
used, and it has been found that the dark colour it gives does no
harm.

Collodion negatives are varnished with this varnish while still wet,
after the development and intensifying are finished. Gelatine nega-
tives may bo immersed in the varnish for about a minute, or it may
be flowed over them, and allowed to soak in. In either case a hard,

brilliant surface results, which resists the action of water well and
shows no tackiness, as the resinous varnishes sometimes do. This
varnish is much cheaper than the resinous varnishes hitherto in use,

the cost per litre being only 4^ annas, while benzole crystal varnish,

the kind most suitable for use in the damp climate of Calcutta, costs

about R.'i-8 per litre, and is not such a good protection.

Since the above was written it has been found that the borax varnish

is scarcely strong enough for very tender collodion films that have
been highly intensified with bichloride of mercury, followed by hypo-
sulphite of soda and ammonia. The addition of more shellac will

probably be an improvement.

TEN-PER-CENT. SOLUTIONS.
Iv the analysis of developing formtdfc, which will be found in another
portion of this issue, the quantities of pyro, bromide, or other salts,

have been given in grains and decimals of grains. This notation has
been adopted with the idea of facilitating the making up of the actual

developer in the case of those members who use so-called ten-per-cent.

solutions. Now, although a ten-percent, solution seems on the face a

very simple expression, it is not so easy to construct in practice, and,

as a ^wrnsal of the back numbers of the photographic journals will

show, is frequently very erroneously described. The difliculty of

making up a ten-per-cent. solution anses from two causes— first, from
the horrible muddle in which our weights and measures have got into,

and, secondly, from t'lo fact that, in dealing with a solution of a dry
salt, we are speaking of two terms, solids and fluids. "We wish to

get a certain weight of solid by measuring out a certain quantity

of fluid. A ten-per-cent. solution of a dry salt is really an impos-
sibility. Percentages can only apply to quantities of the same term,

and it is incorrect to say that a solution of ten minims of water by
bulk containing one grain of pyro by weight is a ten-per-cent. solution,
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any more than one could say that ten pears were ten per cent, of a

basket of one hundred apples. One ounce of pyro dissolved in ten

ounces of water is without doubt a tea-per-cent. solution by weight

only ; but since the whole idea and utility of making a solution is to

obtain an easy method of measuring out our chemicals in a graduated

glass, instead of having to go through the bother of weighing them, it

is manifestly absurd to construct such a solution. Still, as long as we

keep to ounces such a solution is perfectly practical, for undoubtedly

one ounce of it will contain one-tenth of an ounce of pyro, and one-

tenth of an ounce of the solution willcontain one-hundredth of an ounce

of pyro ; but here the absurdity and complication of our measures

come in. An ounce of water, a given bulk, weighs exactly, at a cer-

tain temperature and barometrical pressure, 4.37 'o grains; but, as a

relic of the dark ages, we have banded down to us an ounce identical

in bulk and weight, but divided into 480 parts or minims. You see

the difficulty and confusion. As we said above, one-tenth of an ounce

of our ten-per-cent. solution by weight contains one-one-hundredth

of a grain of pyro, but one-tenth of an ounce of solution measured ia

forty-eight minims, and this quantity does not contain 4-8 grains pyro,

as it should if it is to be a ten-per-cent. solution, but 4:'375 grains, for

the ounce of pyro contained 4-375 grains. We could, of course, get

over the difficulty if we were to take the old apothecary's ounce of

480 grains to make up our solution ; but, practically, this would rive

a good deal of trouble. An ounce bottle or tin of pyro contains 437'5

grains, and we should, therefore, have to open a fresh bottle and weigh

out 42-5 grains to make up the difference. Fortunately, however, we
can evade these difficulties. Let us see what we really mean and

want when we make up a ten-per-cent. solution. We want a solution

of which every minim contains one-tenth grain of pyro. This is not

truly a ten-per-cent. solution, but rather a solution of one in ten, one

grain of pyro in ten minims of water. And I think it would be ad-

visable to call them by this name in preference to the misleading one

of percentage. Such a solution is made up in the following way :

—

Take the avoirdupois ounce of pyro ; take, then, the whole bottle or

tin, and empty it into a graduated measure ; then pour into the beaker

ounces and 1 drachm of water, or, if you wish to be very exact,

9 ounces and .55 minims. We have now a true one-in-ten mixture,

containing 437'5 grains of pyro, dissolved in 4.375 minims of water
(4375 drachms=9 ounces 55 minims), and, therefore, one grain of

pyro in ten minims of solution.

I have no doubt that this is what is always meant where a ten-per-

cent, solution is spoken of, although, strictly speaking, it is quite in-

correct to say one grain of pyro is ten per cent, of a solution of ten
minims. If we had adopted the metrical system in England, the
difficulty would never have happened, for in this system all the
different measures are based on each other. A litre of water weighs
one kilo, and one side of its cube gives a unit of long measure.

In those cases, however, where we are dealing exclusively with
fluids, all the above difficulties vanish, even with our English
measures. In the case of a ten-per-cent. solution of ammonia, for in-
stance, one ounce of NHj and nine of H„0 make up a true and correct
ten-per-cent. solution, for here we are dealing entirely with one term

—

namely, bulk, and one ounce of solution will contain one-tenth of an
ounce, or forty-eight minims of ammonia | a drachm will contain one-
tenth drachm, or six minims, of ammonia. We don't need to
trouble ourselves here about grains at all. The first ounce of
ammonia is measured, not weighed, and we neither know, nor want
to know, how many grains it weighs.

Whilst on this subject, it may not be amiss to say a few words
anent dropping-bottles. This is, without doubt, the most convenient
form of using the ammonia solution. There is no need to take out a
stopper and flood the dark room with ammonia fumes every time you
wish to add a drop or two to the developer. A turn of the stopper
and the bottle is ready for use. I find the most convenient form of
solution to keep ammonia in is as follows :—I fiU my dropping-bottle
with water, and then let it run out, drop by drop, into a graduated
measure, countmg the drops. I can then see what number of minims
the drops of my bottle are equivalent to. Usually I find about four
drops equal to six minims. I therefore make up my ammonia solu-
tion in these proportions—that is, 4 of ammonia x 2 of water-
then every drop of my bottle contains one minim of pure ammonia',
and I have no calculation whatever to make; if the formula gives
three minims of NH3, I pour out three drops from my bottle. I
prefer this to keeping the ammonia in a ten-per-cent. solution, as in
this case with large plates you require a considerable quantity to be
measured out, and this requires two hands; whereas, with the
dropping-bottle, one suffices. This is a very small matter, after all,
but grains and minims are by no means large^ and their use or misuse
considerably affects results. Lyonel Clakk.
-—Camera Club.

SUGGESTIONS FOR COLOURED PHOTOGRAPHS.
Recently there was some talk of the production of colour photographs';

but, as predicted by the Bulletin, the pretenders proved on dissection

to be no more than ordinary prints coloured from the rever.se side. It

is surprising that so crude a thing should hope to deceive even the

most unknowing. It occurred to me, when first reading these para-

graphs, that some one had put in practice a process similar to the one
with which I had previously made a few encouraging experiments.

The difficulty with coloured photographs so far is that the tones and
shadows of all the colours represented are formed by the browns or

blacks of the print. For example, suppose in treating the picture of

a lady it were required to colour the dress blue, when this was done
the lighter parts would appear blue but the shadows brown-black, an
effect of which nature has never been convicted. A painter would
render the shadows principally by increasing the intensity of the blue.

A blue print would render the dress more truthfully, but the other

parts would necessarily be of the same colour. Now, if we could

change the colour of the print locally, so that one part might be red,

another blue, and so on, each with its proper gradations, we would
have the power to produce more satisfactory pictures of coloured

objects. There are several printing processes that are capable of

producing pictures of any tone or colour desired, notably the
" powder " and carbon processes.

I prepared sheets of paper as directed for the powder process and
exposed them under a transparency. Instead of developing the faintly

visible image with ivoi-y black in tlie usual way, I applied dry colours

(powders) carefully to different parts as seemed desirable and thus

developed a coloured photograph. Being no artist, and using a poor

assortment of colours not well adapted to the work, my results were
encouraging though not very satisfactory in an artistic way. Still I

am convinced that this process, when properly developed, in the hands

of an artist would produce results superior to anything yet accom-
plished in colour photography. I have had no opportunity to continue

my experiments in this direction. Something might be done with

liquid colours on a film of bichromated gelatine exposed under a

positive, which would absorb the colour in proportion as it had not

been acted on by light. Again, the carbon process might be followed,

the pigment being omitted and the image developed on waxed glass

where it might be coloured to suit the fancy before being transferred

to its final support. It might be an advantage to charge the film

with tin salt or hke mordant to produce insoluble precipitates of the

required colours. D. L. Huntsman.
—Anthyrufi Bulletin,

RECOLLECTIONS OF EARLY DAYS IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
III.

The Daguerreotype died hard, and many who had got their liveli-

hood from it struggled on, but gradually were reduced to poverty.

One morning, a clever Daguerreotype photographer, who came to

purchase a few plates, complained of the falliug away of customers,

at the same time exclaiming that he was dying of starvation. I asked

him why he did not adopt the collodion process, and he answered me
that he had no means of purchasing the requisite glass slides, &c. I

offered to teach him and give him credit for all that was needed.

He very gratefully accepted my offer, and in a few weeks paid me.

About three months afterwards lie received his clients in a flaming

robe lie chambre, and treated them as recipients of his favours, the

rush for portraits on collodion glass having been so great and profitable

to him.
People from all conditions of life at once styled themselves " photo-

graphic artists;" poor dwarfed cobblemen and tradespeople of all

denominations left their pursuits to become artists in photography.

They pitched their tents on houses, between chimneys even, and some-

times often above the chimneys ! Others converted their parlours or

little courtyards into studios, and some descended into coal-holes to

manipulate there. These are things that I have seen, and during that

rush if I had opened studios on every street of London and occupied

myself only in riding from one to the other to supply their wants and

to receive their cash, and even had the people I employed robbed me
of fifty per cent., in a very short time the profits resulting would have

made me a millionaire. The range of prices from quarter to half-size

pictures was so great that it seemed like a fabulous mine of gold

opened up to hundreds, but few laid up their profits for the future.

Men who followed fairs and were adepts in cutting- profiles on black

paper soon became skilful in posing the sitters, and I have known some

of these people to be prudent enough not to spend all they earned,

but become purchasers of real estate and afterwards develope into

respectable artists.
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Some died leftving wealth, Imt very few remninod at their posts in
the advance of science. Mr. Oruhb at that time made the finest lens
for Inudscape photography, and thus assured the future success of the
greatest discovery of tlie niiioteonth century.

Dr. Ilill Norris, of Biriuingham, first introduced dry sensitised
collodion plass plates, which obtained a short success. The printing
on plain paper was helped on by albutnenising the paper. This paper
for some time wiis made by the French manufacturers, and owing to
their abundant supply of eggs they should have been the sole manufac-
turers of this article, but the Germans, who were obliged to purchase
their paper in France and paid an import duty, succeeded in com-
bating the Frenchmen, and took their position in supplying the
photographic dealers throughout the world on equal, or even better
terms.

After Dr. Hill Norris produced sensitised collodion glass plates,
Bolton, of Liverpool, succeeded in giving a better one, and others
followed in the same way; but Colonel Stuart Wortley, a clever
amateur photo'Tapher, produced a sensitised collodion plate that was
even better. My close business transactions, as agent for the sale of
sensitised collodion glass plates, allowed me to observe that whatever
merit may be due to Colonel Stuart Wortley, the success of his plates
was largely due to his wife, a lady descended from a noble family
who was a maid of honour to the Queen.
The process for producing Talbotypes required so much neatness

in manipulation, that if the suggestion made by M. Le Gray, and
so ably perfected by Mr. Archer, to employ a sensitised collodion
had not been made, the Talbot process would only have gone side by
side with the Daguerreotype, and would have not entirely superseded
it as it did.

Talbot pictures were made on a waxed sensitised paper. The first

pictures of this class which were shown by Mr. Talbot were small—
not larger than 4x6. Waxing paper was accomplished as follows :—
Into a strong silver-plated tray sufficient white wax was put that,

when melted, would be a deep, clear solution. The tray was placed
over a small charcoal tire, and the paper laid on the wax. Great care
was taken that there were no air bubbles left upon the paper,
and a sheet was removed from the wax, and, while hot, held over it

to allow all the surplus solution to drip off. When cool, the paper
was put away to he sensitised. That being accomplished, after it

had become quite dry it was placed in a dark slide, and pieces of
twine were adjusted -to keep the paper smooth and flat. All the
operations that were accomplished after the paper was sensi-

tised were, of course, done in a room lighted with red or yellow
glass.

When the paper was exposed correctly, it was full of detail. It

was developed with gallic acid and fixed with hyposulphite of soda.

The pictures were usually of a reddish-brown colour, and were seldom
a perfect brown or black.

The cleverest preparer of wax-sensitised paper was s man named
Sanford, who was also a clever photographer, and at one time the
largest producer of albumenisod paper.
Among those who made immense fortunes in the great field of

photography at this time were two that especially attracted atten-
tion : one, a descendant of a very humble family, died Lord Mayor of

London ; the other, one of a firm of glass-blowers and dealers in

barometers, thermometers, and other scientific instruments. These
two men's sudden rise to fortune was related to me by Mr. James
uiaisher, the eminent meteorologist and since President of the London
Photographic Society. During the Exhibition of 1851, Mr. Glaisher
was sauntering about, looking at the scientific and other instruments
in the show, when he picked up a small glass case containing speci-

mens of blown-glass tubing for barometers, &c. He said to himself

:

" These were made by workmen whom I have long wished to find,"

and he immediately sought the address—Negretti & Zambra, Hatton
Garden, London. From the interview which followed, orders were
sent to them from the Greenwich Observatory, and more extensive

ones from the Government. When the Great Exhibition was closed,

the building was purchased by a company, which made of it the

great Crystal Palace, on grounds at Sydenliam, near London. The
trustees gave permission to erect a studio in the building, to mani-
pulate in the production of photographic pictures. Permi-ssion was
given to the under-secretary or principal bookkeeper of the Society of

Arts, and, some years after, he granted the permit to Negretti &
Zambra.

Daguerreotype photography only had been carried on in the Palace
up to this time, but soon after Talbot gave the right to use his patent

by the public, and when Archer's collodion process was made known,
the making of regular photographs in the Crystal Palace Ijecame

immensely profitable to tnese fortunate men. They sold thousands of

dozens of card stereoscopic pictures—and all were pictures of the

Palace, grounds, fountains, statuary, &c., within its circuit—at tweWe
shillings per dozen.

As I have said, there was another man who amasaed a laige fortune
from the pursuit of photography. lie early saw that photography
would yield large profits to any one who followed it clowly, and he
opened half of a shop near Ilanover-squaro with the determination to

make it pay. This man's name was Nottage. He placed over tin: df)or
" Stereoscopic Co.," and exposed for sale stereoscopic and other photf>-

graphic pictures. His success was due largely to the aid which clever
photographic artists gave him at homo and abroad. Among these I

may mentiim the names of Wilson, of Glasgow ; P^ngland, of London;
and Ferrier, of Paris. Nottage took a large comer house in Cheap-
side, London, erected on the top floor a studio for portraiture, and em-
ployed the best manipulators in photography. When the Exhibition
of 1802 was opened, Nottage was purchasing largely from Mr. England,
and he suggested to that photographer to offer a large sum of money
to the managers of the Exhibition for sole permission to take photo-
graphs of the buildings and on the grounds, and also to erect stalls for

the sale of photographs. He obtained the permission and ho shared
the speculation with Nottage. From the day it was opened until the

last day the sales from photographs of the Exhibition amounted each
day to 800/., and at one time to 1400/.

About the year 1805 the carte-de-visile was first introduced by a
photographer, and these little photographs at once became popular
with the public, and threatened to supersede the stereoscopic pictures

in public favour. The success of the photographer in producing the
carte-de-visite picture was not foUowed up by many whose situation

would have enabled them to obtain custom. The stereoscopic and
carte-de-visite was the key that opened the door of palaces of

emperors and princes to the plebeians, for these pictures gave correct

likenesses of the inhabitants of their magnificient residences. The
carte-de-visite picture was a very great saving of money to royalty,

and they were distributed more freely. Autographs generally accom-
panied the carte-de-visite, and sometimes it was sent as a present with
a diamond ring or gold pencil-case instead of a coloured miniature on
the lid of a gold snuff-box surrounded with diamonds and other

precious gems, as had formerly been the custom.

The enlargement of pictures from small negatives was no longer a
secret in the hands of a few. I did my utmost to help photographers
with a machine to easily accomplish the production of enlarged pictures.

About the year 1865, the discovery was made that magnesium was not

so rare as was hitherto supposed. It had formerly only been seen in

the cabinets of scientific collectors of rare metals, &c., but now mag-
nesium was sold by a firm in Manchester in the form of very small wires

about seventy to eighty yards to an ounce, and this wire, when set fire,

burned with a splendid white flame which was suitable for making
photographs. I purchased with much difficulty one-quarter of an

ounce for twenty-one shillings. I was much excited over this discovery,

and thought from the light so nearly resembling sunhght that it would
greatly benefit the photographers of London, where so many dark days
prevailed in the winter, and thought it would also help photographers

to work at night. I thought it might also be used for the magic
lantern, but the manufacturer of the metal could not produce it free

from alloy with other matter. I had this light adapted to the machine
for enlarging small pictures, which it did in many instances, before rock

oil was better understood. For some years I made the sale of mag-
nesium the speciality of the house with which I was connected, and I

have no doubt I was the best customer of the manufacturerof that metal.

1 may mention that one customer of mine, a Mr. Parker, an antiquarian

and the celebrated author of the Remains in Romf, from his friendship

with the Cardinal AntonelU obtained permission for a photographer

whom he kept to photograph the interiors of the catacombs in liome,

and with the aid of magnesium some excellent pictures were made.
At a meeting of the London Photographic Society, soon before the

retirement of Baron Pollock, the honoured and revered judge who
was President of the Society, there were shown to the members some
large pictures on paper which were unlike anything that had hitherto

been seen. They consisted of landscapes, and were prints that had
been discovered m the studio of Watt, the great engineer and partner

of the manufacturer Bolton, of Birmingham. It was said that the

studio had been closed for many years after the death of Watt, and
had only just been opened by a descendant who found with these

prints a camera obscura. The President and others thought that

these prints were produced by photographic means, but the colour was
a deep brown, one that could not have been acquired by age. They
were not lithographs, and it could not be decided upon by the learned

memljers just what they were. If the descendants of Watt have in

their possession anything found in the old studio, the present advanced

knowledge of chemistry and other scientific studies might enable us to

solve this apparent mystery. J> Solomon,
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OPINION OF THE LONDON DAILY PRESS ON THE
PHOTOGEAPHIC EXHIBITION.

[The Times.]

PnoTOGEAPHY 18 Hearing its jubilee. Like telegraphy, its origin and growth
have been almost contemporaneous -with Her Majesty's reign, for if any
year could be assigned for its invention it would certainly be the year

1839, in which Daguerre and Fox Talbot published their respective

discoveries.

No discreditable result of forty-eight years' work is to be seen in the

Exhibition of the Photographic Society, which opens this morning at the

rooms of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours in Pall Mall,

The number of pictures shown is a little smaller than last year ; but this

is itself a distinct advantage, whether it be due to greater strictness on
the part of the Hanging Committee, or to the competition of the numerous
similar exhibitions wliich have been held this year in different parts of

the country. Certainly in no other respect is there any falling off. In
the quality of the work exhibited the present collection need not fear

comparison with any of its predecessors. It is true that it contains no
striking triumph of the interesting art of photography, nor has it any
special examples which can be pointed out as marking progress made
during this particular year, but it certainly illustrates, as completely as

could be desired, the present condition of the art, and shows the point
which the most skilful photographers have now reached. One specially
attractive feature of last year's Exhibition is again noticeable. Three or
four years ago the most usual objection urged against any collection of

photographs was its monotonous appearance. Photographic printing had
but a limited range in colour. Only purplish blacks and various tones
of brown were available. Even when prints produced by the " carbon

"

process were shown they were generally of the same tints, and it was
understood that the public taste had been so educated to the " photo-
graphic " colours that no other hues were permissible in a photograph.

This notion is iiow quite obsolete. A glance round the walls of the
Gallery shows as wide a range of colour as need be wished for monochrome
pictures. Probably the old process of printing on albumenised paper
rendered sensitive by a salt of silver is still used by a majority of the ex-
hibitors

;
it is only by a small majority, and its most important rival,

the platinotype process, runs it very hard. As regards the best pictures,
judged by the awards of the medals, the two processes are precisely on
a level, for platinum and silver each carry off six medals. Considering
that the adoption of the newer method involves the abandonment of
one long tested and thoroughly familiar to all photographers, this fact
shows pretty plainly that the cleverest photographers find platinum a
better medium than silver. The use of the latest of printing processes,
that in which silver is still employed, while the albumen is replaced by
gelatine, seems to be for the most part confined to enlargements. Many
admirable examples of these are exhibited, the limit of size being reached
by two enormous figures, each some eight feet high, which suggest
future applications of photography to the art of bill posting. It is, how-
ever, but fair to add that the results obtained by direct printing on the
gelatiuo-bromide paper are so like platinotype that it is often difficult,
sometimes impossible, even for an expert to distinguish between them,
and the catalogue does not always give the process.
The Judges have up to the present awarded seventeen medals, and the

awards for apparatus, Ac, have yet to be announced. Of these, three
have gone to landscape, two to portraiture, four have been given for
figure and other studies, one for pictures of yachts, two for photo-micro-
graphs, two for photogravure, two for photographs of theatrical perform-
ances, and one for photographic lantern slides.
The landscapes generally are certainly not above the average; perhaps

they are even a little below it. Mr. Tolley's view of a bit of cliff and

n.f':'.,'"" oV'f
""'''^ solitary figure, is perhaps the best, but Messrs.

i-ettitt 8 and Green's views of the Lake District are both very good. The
atmospheric effect in two of the latter gentleman's views is very finely
rendered. There are other landscapes nearly as good as the medalled
pictures, but certainly none better.

. Yi"^?."'-°"J'^^,
1"«s''o° 'he finest portrait in the Exhibition is the head

of Mr. Perigal shown by Mr. Mendelssohn, who, as one of the Judges,
could not receive a medal. Mr. Byrne's prize medal portrait, a life-size
head, is fine, but two other portraits in the same frame certainly make
the spectator doubtful of the advantage of taking these big heads life-
8ize. Ihe other medal for a portrait goes to Mr. Midler for a pleasing
half-length figure of a lady.

^ "*

The series of studies for which a medal has been given to Mr. Sutclifle
includes some of the best work in the Gallery. They are small land-
scapes with figures

; in two of them singularly beautiful cloud effects are
given. Mr. Eobinson is well known as one of the most skilful of those
photographers who devote themselves to the composition of pictures by
photography, either by mtroducmg specially dressed models into a suit-
able scene, and thus arranging a picture which is photographed as a
whole, or by taking separate negatives which in the process of printing
are skilfully combined into a single picture. His picture this year of a
couple of country girls following a path over a moor, with sheep grazing
in the background, is very pleasing at first sight, but a closer inspection
rai^s questions of perspective and lighting in different parts of the pic
tare which detract from its artistic value. Mr. Emerson's Foacher, a

study of a single figure, shows a certain artistic sentiment, but is not very

attractive. Mr. Wellington's frame of various small pictures has been
fortunate in catching the eye of the Judges among so many others of a
similar character and excellence.

The medal awarded to Mr. Hyslop for his yachts is thoroughly well

bestowed. So much excellence has been attained in this line of work
that it is difficult to see where there would be room for improvement, but

Mr. Hyslop has succeeded in giving an appearance of life and motion' to

his yachts that has perhaps never previously been shown. This is duo
to the fact that the vessels are taken broadside on, when they are passing
before the camera with the greatest apparent motion. As a rule, objects

in rapid motion are taken when crossing the line of sight at a slight

angle, and their motion in the field of view is consequently less. Mr.
Hyslop's yachts were, it is understood, taken from a steamer running
alongside them, and consequently tlie difference of motion between the

camera itself and the object photographed was probably not very great.

The same exhibitor shows some views of the yacht " Thistle," which are

not quite so good, but are interesting just now.
Mr. Roberts's theatrical scenes, taken by gaslight, receive a medal on

account of the technical difficulties attending such work, and a similar

reason must be assumed to justify the medal for Mr. Cartland's i^ioture

of the performing elephants at Olympia.
Among the pictures which have not been noticed by the Judges are

some which might well have deserved such a distinction. The most
interesting scries of photographs in the Exhibition is the collection of

views in New Guinea by Mr. Lindt. These must be the first of the sort

that have reached this country, and they afford an excellent example of

one of the most important applications of photography, the production ol

trustworthy evidence of exploration in unknown lands. For these
reasons a medal might well have been bestowed upon them. Mr. Gale
(who takes the medal for lantern slides) has some exquisite little figure

studies. Mr. Donkin shows some more of his well-known Alpine viewa
(as he is one of the Judges they arc out of competition), and Captain
Abney supplements these with some fine . Swiss pictures from points
below the snow line.

Mr. Cobb, whose instantaneous views of London streets are in all the
shop windows, has a rival in Mr. England, who exhibits a delightful

series of tiny pictures taken from a tricycle with a small camera.
Mr. Wyles and Mr. Mallin show pictures of flying gulls, remarkable as

illustrations of the powers of modern dry plates. Messrs. Benque <S

Co. show some admirable portraits printed in platinotype, while re-

markable photographs of lightning have been contributed by E. S.

Sheppard and J. Guardia. These, like all previous photographs of the
same sort, show nothing of the conventional zigzag flash, but give either

waved lines like those produced by the spark between the terminals of a
powerful electrical machine, or a series of such lines branching out from
the principal lines. Also worth notice are the pictures sent by Seymour
Conway, B. G. Wilkinson, L. Sawyer, W. Wainwright, Messrs. West
(yachts), G. Davison, T. Hall (some fine heads of dogs, but a little too
much " retouched " ), the School of Military Engineering, and G.
Renwick.

Messrs. Boussod, Valadon, & Co. (the successors to Messrs. Goupil)
show some singularly fine examples of photogravure, the largest of which
takes a medal, though in point of technical excellence it will by many be
thought to be surpassed by a frame of smaller reproductions exhibited by
the same firm. Messrs. Annan & Swan also show some good photo-
gravures, for one of which a medal is awarded. These examples show
the progress which has been made in the art of reproduciug pictures in

the form of engravings by mechanical processes. It is true that the
plates are very far from being produced without handwork^how much is

hand and how much photography cannot be said—but it is quite certain

that the process leaves much less to the hand now than it did a few years
back, while giving results that arc better than of old. The work has been
greatly assisted by use of so-called orthochromatio plates—plates, that is,

which render colours in a scale of light and shade more natural to us,

more consonant with what the eye sees, than the scale on which they are

reproduced on the photographic plate. The best results which had up to

that time been produced were shown in last year's Exhibition. Similar
examples are now exhibited, but nothing very much better. The applica-

tion of the same process to landscape photography, from which much was
hoped, does not appear to have produced results of any great importance.
Only two series of photo-micrographs are shown, by A. Pringle and

F. E. Evans. Both of these take a medal, though there seem? little in

the pictures of the latter gentleman beyond the usual average of such
productions. Mr. Pringle's photographs of microscopic organisms belong
to a much more difficult class of work.

In addition to the pictures on the walls, the Exhibition includes a col-

lection of photographic apparatus, and this to many photographers is the
most interesting part of it. One striking point about this collection is the
wonderful complexity of the mechanism which the modern inventor
thinks needful, or at all events desirable, for the not very elaborate

process of taking a photograph. It would be interesting to know, if it

were possible to ascertain, how many of these elaborate devices have been
used in the production of the pictures by which they are surrounded.
Cameras with every conceivable adjustment, shutters said to be capable
to making exposures of any duratioii from some infinitesimal fraction o{
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a second npwnrds, stands wliioh colkpso into a few inches and extend to

many feet—examples of these and more than these are shown till one
admires at once tlio ingenuity of the maker ami the skill required by the
user. Among the cameras, the most novel^if it bo now novel—is the
"dotootivo," a camera made to look like anything but a camera, with
which the unsuspected photographer may pursue his way, undisturbed by
the interested street-boy or the suspicious policeman. Several types of

these are shown, many of considerable ingenuity and excellent workman-
ship. Tliey may be considered to culminate in the waistcoat or bosom
camera, which instrument is to be concealed within the folds of the
wearer's waistcoat or shirt front, the minute lens projecting through a
spare buttonhole. Some small but excellent photographs are sliown
whioli were said to have been taken in this remarkable little appa-
ratus.

Among the more important of recent photographic instruments is the
device by which a series of pictures can be taken on a long roll of sensi-

tive paper, the successively exposed pieces being afterwards cut off and
developed in the ordinary manner. The roller slide in its completed
form is now just two years old. Several improvements in it are shown
by different makers. The Eastman Company show also a good scries of
" film " negatives taken in one of these slides. To produce these, the
thin gelatine film, which is mounted on paper originally, and is in that
state exposed and developed, is eventually stripped from the supporting
paper, and, after being backed up by a transparent gelatine skin to

strengthen it, is used for printing. These films are coming largely into

use for outdoor work, but for portraits in the studio, where the weight of

the apparatus is not a primary consideration, they are not likely to

be used.

[The Staiulard.]

The Annual Exhibition of the Photograpliio Society, which has just

been opened, enables us to appreciate, at a glance, the vast progress
which has been made in an art still in little more than its youth. The
visitor who wanders through the rooms in Pall Mall, hung with speci-

mens of every artistic, scientific, or commercial application of sun-pic-

tnring, and strewn with apparatus of the most ingenious description, has
some diOBculty in realising that he is witnessing the triumphs of an in-

vention which began within the memory of men now only middle-aged,
and attained nothing like its present perfection until times so recent that
we can all recall them. Photography, using the word in its most com-
firehensive sense, is, indeed, within a couple of years of its Jubilee. Only
ately France was celebrating the glories of Daguerre, and erecting a
statue to him in his native place. But had Daguerre lived he would
to-day have been no more than a century old, and he was so well ad-
vanced in life before he hit upon his great discovery that fifty years have
not yet elapsed since he and Isodore Niepce parted with their great secret

for the very slender pensions paid, in order that their country might pre-

sent the world with a discovery which, next to printing, has of all the
graphic arts influenced it most. Daguerre's ghostly shadows were, how-
ever, if wonderful in their way, somewhat expensive, and by no means
the most artistic triumphs of the sun. Daguerre died in 1851. But years
before, modest and little known, our countryman, Fox Talbot, was hard
at work on an experiment which has had more to do with the popu-
larisation of photography than all the improvements in it which
have been effected within the last thirty years. Long before he
heard of Daguerre's triumph, he had been endeavouring to fix that fleeting

image of the camera which had so often eluded the grasp of eager experi-

menters. But his medium was paper instead of glass. That he succeeded
we know. His method may have been cumbersome and costly, and the
French, in their excusable jealousy, have declared that it was imprac-
ticable. Yet, though inventions out of number have revolutionised
Talbot's process, he, and he alone, hit upon the plan which is now so
familiar to us. Five years, indeed, before Daguerre's method was a secret

de PolichineUe, this unobtrusive man had solved for himself the problem
of fixing the photographic image on paper. But there was yet another
unknown discoverer who anticipated them all. While half the Academy
of Sciences were struggling with the difficulty, a poorly-clad, halt-famished-
looking lad left a plate at the shop of Chevalier, the optician, on the Quai
de I'Horloge, which proved that he had succeeded where all others had
failed. He promised to return next day and show how the victory had
been obtained. But from that hour to this he was never seen. Probably
he fell sick, and was buried in a pauper's grave, and the world will never
now know the name of the first Professor of Photography, or the details

of its earliest romance.
In the Exhibition in Pall Mall there are no signs of crudeness to onr

eyes. Tet crude, no doubt, and ludicrously imperfect, will to-day's
performances seem to the photographers of a decade hence. But we,
who lack the power of prying into futurity, may well regard these proofs
of the industry and ingenuity of the last thirty or forty years with a
pride unchastened by the dread of its being premature. Not only are
the pictures fairly deserving of the misused title of " artistic," but even
the mechanical processes by which they have been produced show an
advance on what we used to witness, demonstrating the technical skill

which is at the service of the art. Tlie old process of printing on
albomeaised paper, rendered sensitive by a salt of silver, still holds its

own as one of the neatost of methods whereby nct^atives can be
multiplied into positives. But the platinotypo runs it closely, and
now the direct printing on golatino-bromide paper is likely to become
a rival to the best of the old plans. When the local photographer
first made his appearance, his ambition was to iraitato the painter's
conventionalities. His sitters were lay figures—stiff as tobacconists'
signs. They sat or stood by a marble pillar, with a window cur-
tain in the rear, and had either their forefingers in a "property"
volume, or, after the ancient fashion of the pamted portrait, pointed
menacingly to a pile of correspondence on the table. Nothing like this
appears in Pall Mall. Even the " photographic face "—the wooden smirk
or the frozen glare—seems to be a thing of the past; instantaneous
plates rendering a sitting no longer the tortare it used to be in a day of
three-minute exposures. There are portraits of people as natural as in
life, and tableaux vivants which form pictures in the strictest moaning of
the term. The landscapes are in many instances even better than the
figure groups, for the difficulty of getting the lights and shadows has
often been admirably overcome. As for the works of ntility, the views of
remarkable buildings, and of other objects, the chief merit of which is

absolute accuracy, photography has long ousted the pencil from the place
which it once enjoyed as the only means of reproducing them on paper.
This triumph is in no small respect due to amateurs. They, having more
license than the professional photographer, and being less in dread of the
pecuniary risks run by the innovator, have in a remarkable degree con-
tributed to the advancement of the art. Some of the best work in
this year's Exhibition is theirs. Dry plates are so easily carried that
photography forms the favourite amusement of hundreds of tourists

and residents in the country ; with a result which might well abate
some of that kindly contempt which the professional photographer,
like the professional painter, is in the habit of extending to the
" amateur."
There are, of course, limits which photography will never pass. A

photograph is at best only a transcript of Nature in her passing moods.
It is not, and can never be, even in the shape of a " composite " photo-
graph, anything corresponding to what the painter endeavours to transfer

to his canvas. But allowing for these deductions, it is scarcely possible

to exaggerate the uses of the sun as a limner. A traveller is no longer
compelled, like Bruce, to laboriously acquire an art for which he has
possibly little aptitude, in order to return with a portfolio of drawings
from the region which he visits. He carries a camera, and in fewer
minutes than his predecessors took days secures views which put to

silence the sceptic, and make his readers almost as wise as himself. In
a few years the old painted travel-pictures will have disappeared from the
books, though they die hard. Mr. Cope Whitehouse, in the current
number of a geographical magazine, has illustrated the persistence of

erroneous views by a curious study of Fingal's Cave as it appears in the

works of the most distinguished geographers and geologists. Nine out of

every ten engravings of it are traditional and erroneous, dating as they do
before the days of Talbot ; while the illustrations in Livingstone's early

volumes of travels bear the distinct impress of being for the most part
the results of a London draughtsman's imagination. But science no longer

depends for the figures of minute objects on the engraver. Micro-photo-

graphy has displaced him. The ethnographer has now an ample series

of photographs on which to work. By aid of Mr. Dalton's superimposed
pictures he can even obtain an average racial or family type. The geo-

logist has found that, as the camera has no theory to support, its sections

and its contours are more trustworthy than those which unconsciously

take a bias from the prepossessions of the artist. Even the zoologist and
botanist find photography serviceable. There are glacier views such as

the finest of Agassiz's plates cannot equal, and so large that there can be
little question that photography before long will be pressed into the service

of the bill-poster. In fact, we all now run hourly danger of being photo-

graphed in spite of ourselves. There are " detective cameras," which
render it possible for your vis-a-vis at a dinner-party to secure your like-

ness by means of a tiny instrument, furnished with a lens which looks

like a shirt-stud. And there are others which enable the polite gentle-

man who lifts his hat to a lady to walk away with her portrait at the

same moment. The criminal who dreads having his " picter took " in

prison, and does his best by contorting his features to render it un-

recognisable, can be photographed in the street and in the dock without

his being aware of the fact. At one time the knavish contractor in Peru

or China could draw on the London oflioe for work which had never been
performed. But now with his accounts ho is expected to send a photo-

graph of the condition of his bridge or his dock, so that the Directors may
know that they are not paying for what has still to be done. The
scholar copies a rare manuscript or engraving by photography, and re-

produces it by one of the many photo-engraving processes with a speed

and a cheapness utterly unattainable a few years ago. The day will

doubtless come when the oft-announced discovery of photography in

colours will actually be made. Then the art lover may for a few pounds
own half the masterpieces of the Pitti Palace, reproduced with an accuracy

which no copyist can approach, and with a celerity which can only be

attained by an art which pictures a flash of lightning, a spray of faun
from the crest of a wave, a horse in full gallop, or a railway train rushing

along at such speed that it is impossible to recognise the faces ol

passengers at the open windows.
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METROPOLITAN INDUSTRIES.
The Ateliehs of Messrs. England Bbothers.

No name is better known in London circles in connexion with

photography than tliat of Mr. William England, who has practised in

succession every branch and process of photography from the

Daguerreotype onwards, and has done so with a high degree of success,

both technically and financially. It is claimed for Mr. England that

he was the first who made views of America, especially of the

Niagara portion of it, by photography, from which the inference may
be deduced that he has "been in harness for a long period.

A few days ago we paid a visit to this veteran photographer at his

residence, St. James's-square, Netting Hill. The whole of the rear

premises is devoted to working purposes.

Since a previous visit, paid over twenty years ago, the ateliers have

grown considerably in extent, owing to the scope of the business

having increased ; for whereas formerly it was mainly confined to the

production of silver prints, this has, within a recent period, been

supplemented by the introduction of letterpress and lithographic

printing, the manufacture of photographic mounts in carte, cabinet,

and every other size made use of in the profession, not to speak of the

manufacture of gelatine dry plates, of the performance of which we
have had occasion to write favourably only a few months ago.

As Mr. England has for some little time been resting on his oars,

the whole of these businesses is now carried on by his sons, under the

firm of England Brothers, and it is mainly of the newer departments

introduced by them that we are now going to speak.

Tlie various workshops and laboratories are in the rear of the

residential premises. The first that we visited was the plate-making

department. This has been specially fitted up in the most commodious
manner, with all the recent appliances and improvements for this

class of work. This department is under the charge of the younger
son, Mr. J. D6sir6 England, who, in addition to being an experienced

chemist and photographer, seems to make it a labour of love. We
have already had occasion to speak concerning the good qualities of

the England plate, hence no observations concerning them are now
necessary. At the time of our visit, a collection of pretty little

instantaneous views, taken by Mr. England, sen., on a tricycle,

were being printed and got ready for the Photographic Society's

Exhibition, on the walls of which they are now to be seen. Their
inspection will give a stimulus to every photographer having cycling

proclivities by whom they are examined. In the plate-making rooms
the form of electric lamp introduced by Mr. England some time ago, and
shown at the London Societies, is exclusively employed, and we were
informed that it is found to be a great advance on any system of

lighting previously adopted by them.
Some of the premises are devoted to letterpress and lithographic

printing. This, especially the latter, is carried on primarily in con-
nexion with the production of photographic mounts, in which a large
business appears to be done. In the letterpress department all kinds
of printing is carried on, including books, magazines, and photographic
catalogues, one elegant illuminated specimen of the last of these now
lies before us, sparkling with gold and coloured inks. So far as we
saw, the lithographic department is mainly confined to the printing on
mounts already referred to. It is doubtless the case that all kinds of
mounts are here made, but at the time of our inspection operations
were being confined principally to those with gilt bevelled edges.
These we saw produced from the initial stage of being cut from the
boards (which are got in five or six tons at a time), to the trimming,
bevelling, gilding, and burnishing of the edges, and afterwards to the
printing of the names and addresses on them in gold.

The production of lantern slides is a well-known feature of Mr.
England's factory. It is safe to say that the exquisite beauty of some
of these, more especially his statuary, has never been surpassed.
They are produced by the wet collodion process, which Mr. England,
in common with many others, holds to be one in which, when worked
with knowledge and judgment, lies for transparency work the balance
of advantages.

RECENT PATENTS.
APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

No. 13,186.—"Improvements in and connected with Diaphragms and Shutters
for Piiotographic and other Lenses or Cameras." J. M. Eluot.—Baled
ikpleniicr 29, 1887.

No. 13,332.—"An Improved Pliotometer for Measuring Intensity of Light
in the Photographic Camera." J. Decovdvn.—Dated October 1, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
iMPnOVEMENTS IN AprARATUS FOR WASHING PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS.

No. 14,099. Alexander Kellab, Dumlries Engine Works, Bute Docks,
Ca.nht!.—A'member 2, 1886.

My invention relates to the construction of an improved apparatus for washing

piiotographic prints, and consistsjn a perforated cylinder capable of rotation

within an outer vessel.

The cylinder has formed in it suitable openings at which the prints can 1m!

introduced.

I form floats npon the periphery of the cylinder, upon which a jet or jets of

water 'play, causing the cylmder to revolve, and, tnerefore, carry the prints

through tlie water delivered into the outer vessel.

The latter is fitted with suitable openings for the escape of tlie water.

Tlie dynamic force of the jets above mentioned may be replaced or supple-

mented by any convenient type of mechanical motor.
Claims :—1. The combination of water tank, perforated washing cylinder

revolvable therein by means of a jet of water admitted into the tank and dis-

charging upon a water wheel combined with said washing cylinder, and an
exhaust from said tank ; substantially as described with reference to the
accompanying figures. 2. The com biu,ition of water tank, perforated washing
cylinder revolvable therein by a jet of water discharged on to a water wheel
combined with said washing cylinder, a perforated central cylinder within stiid

washing cylinder and communicating with the exhaust through a perforated

bearing, substantiiiUy as described with reference to the accompanying figures.

3. In a revolving api),aratu.s for washing photographic prints, the combination

of a revolving perforated wa.sliing cylinder, a perforated .axial cylinder extend-

ing from one end of the washing cylinder to the other, and an exhaust con-

sisting of a tube embracing a perforated bearing and working watertight within

a bush fixed in the end of the water tank, a centre pin supjiorted by said bush
and engaging in said perforated Ijearing, and an external tubular continuation

of the s,aid tube and bush adjustable for the purpose of regulating the level of

the water in the tank, substantially as described with reference to the accom-

panying figures.

Improvements in the Production of Colouked Photographic Pictures.

No. 14,120. Edward William Parkes, 3, Salters' Hall-court, London.

—

Noivmher 2, 1886.

According to this invention, after having taken a negative in the ordinary

way and produced a positive either by the carbon or other similar process, I

fix the same with the reverse side of print on glass, opal, porcelain, egg-shell

glass, or other similar material as a snpport, which has been previously waxed
or French chalked .and coUodionised. I prefer op.al, egg-shell glass, or porce-

lain, inasmuch as the photographic printer can the more readUy discern the

quality and various shades and tones of the print requu-ed, ensuring more
general similarity of light and shade when a number of copies is required, and

the painter or colourist can the more easily trace the lines and depth of colour

required without the assistance of a paper support, desk, or other accessory

thereby securing more accuracy of detaU in colours. Again, the egg-shell

gla.ss and finely-grained opal or porcelain impart to the ))hotograpli a very

artistic and highly-finished appe.arance, saving the labour and expense of

rolling, as usu.ally adopted with photographs on paper or simihar substances.

The print is then developed on such support, after which it is allowed to dry,

and the pellicle receives the required colours in flat tints (either oil or water

colours), these colours bemg first suitably prepared, i.e., if oil colours (which

I have found preferable) are used, I add a substance to bind the colours, that

is, to prevent the colours from running into one .another, .and the medium I

have found answer best in practice is three parts best terebene, one piirt pure

mastic, a few drops of oU of turpentine thinned with ordinary spirit of tur-

pentine. At times 1 add amber and best copal varnish in proportion of one to

twelve, or japanned gold size diluted with oU of turpentine. In the case of

water colours being used, I employ sufficient ox-gall or similar medium for a

like purpose.

I have found oil colours more suitalile to my process, as I can lay the colours

more flatly and evenly, and infuse the colour into the film by means of the

fleshy part of the fingers, or by using a stippling brash pad, or simUar coii-

triviince, the brush having a tendency to cause unevenness and irregularity in

the sulistance of the colour and destruction of the film which must necessarily

destroy the value of the photograph. I then pour over the film and colour,

slightly warming them, a solution composed of and proportioned as follows :

—

One part of bor.ax dissolved in twelve parts of boding water, to which I add an

equal ([uantity of varnish made of white lac or similar substance and methy-

lated spirits in the proportion of one to three. This operation fixes the

colours and removes all greasiness of oil colours and bubbles, pimples, and

peeling off the film, which otherwise occurs when the transfer is ett'ected with-

out this precaution. If japanned gold size with oil of turpentine has been

used in the earlier part of the process the use of the fixing .solution may be

dispensed with, unless the colours employed are of a vegetable character, when

it .slioukl still be applied. A permanent support of paper sized and st.arched,

or the ordinary transfer paper is then affixed to the pellicle by damping the

paper in cold and wanii water alteni.ately, suflicient to cause the pellicle to

adhere to the said last-mentioned support.

The pellicle and paper forming the support for the pellicle are allowed to dry

thorouohly and tlien stripped from the glass and mounted on cardboard, opal,

glass, porcelain, or other similar suitable strong and permanent support, tlie

result forming a ])ermanent and highly finished photograph in colours.

Having now particularly described .and ascertahied the nature of my said

invention, .and in what manner the same is to be performed, I would remark in

conclusion that I am aware of sever.al attempts having been made to produce

coloured photographs by pivinting on the back of a carbon or other pellicle, ami

by afterwards strijjping the coloured pellicle from the supporting glass, but .all

such attempts have proved practically unsuccessful, but what I claim as my
invention, and desire to secure by Letters Patent is : The improved method,

substantially as hereinbefore described, for the production of coloured photo-

graphic prints on a carbon or other equivalent film.

Improved Photographic Mounting Cards.

No. 5"72.f;LEWis Wolff, 30, York-road, Battersea, S.y^.—April 20, 1887.

My invention has for its object the saving of time'.and trouble required for pre-

paring and using a mucilage each time it is desired to mount a few photographs.

I cause ordinary photographic card mounts to be made adhesive by coating
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them witli a solution of glue, dextrine, or other suitable material ; the adhesive
coating may bo a(iplied either with a brush or by means of one of the well-
known iiKuliines m use for coating surfaces witli tliickened floids ; the cards
are dried and are then ready to be used at any time.

To mount a photograph, take a print from its final washing, remove the
superlliious water from it witli blotting-paper, i)lace it in position upon tlie
coated side of llie mount, and press the two into contact in trie ordinary way.
Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said in-

vention, and in what manner tlie same is to be performed, I declare that wliat
I claim is ;—A card suitable for mounting a pliotograph, coated with an
adhesive material in sucli a manner that when it lias become dry it is capable
of being useil at any time in the manner as substantially described

MtttinQ^ of £octetteief«

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Data of Ueetlni. Name of Society. PUce of Meeting.

Octob< rll
11
11

11
12
IS
IS
18
IS
18
U

Neweastle-on-Tyne&N.Counties Coll. of Physical Scienoe.Newoastle.
Masonic Hall, Cooper-st. .Manchstr.
Sykos's Ilcstaurant, 33, Victoria-st.
The Studio, Chancory-lane, Bolton.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, B.C.
Free Public Library, Hamiltoa-st.

**

Bolton Club

Birkenhead

It

Halifax Photographic Clab
Manchester Photo. Society

Mechanics' Hall.
36, Georgcstreet.
Mason's Hall, Baainghall-street.
Royal College of Science, Dublin.Ireland

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The usual monthly meeting was held on Thursday, September 29, at the Royal
Institution,—in the absence of the President, Mr. J. H. Day took the chair.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.
The Secretary acknowledged au invitation to the soiree of the Photographic

Society of Great Britain, also some tickets for their Autumn Exhibition, whicli
were at the service of any members intending to be in London during tlie time
it was open. He also clistributed prospectuses of the Pli/iloyraphers' Iiulis-

peiisdble Handbook, by Messrs. Welford and Sturmey.
It was announced that the Sub-Committee for arranging an exhibition and

mirle had succeeded in securing the use of a room at the Walker Art Gallery
for two weeks in March next.

Mr. Day exhibited au enlargement on opal of a group taken by him during
the Ingleton excursion. The opal, executed by Messrs. Morgan & Kidd, was
much admired.
Mr. W. B. IRVIN read a paper entitled A Holiday among the Turks [this

will appear in a future number], illustrated by a number of whole-plate prints
on Eastman bromide paper.

A unanimous vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Irvin, and, in reply to a
question, he stated that he used a Ross' rapid symmetrical lens usually (except
the instantaneous exposures), ^ stop, exposures generally five or six seconds,
and Ilford plates.

Mr. K Twigge showed some specimens of work on Obernetter's emulsion
paper, exhibiting considerable variety of tone.

It was .asked whether Obernetter's paper gave the best result with hard or
soft negatives, and whether there was any difference between it and silver
paper in the character of rilgative required to produce the best result.

Mr. TwiaoE stated that in his experience a rather soft negative gave the best
print ; such a one as would print well with albumen paper would succeed with
emulsion paper.

Mr. TOMKINSO.N showed an album of views taken in Norway whilst with the
Str. St. Sunniva, promising a paper on the subject at some future date, and
Mr. C. M. Robertson exhibited a series of whole-plate enlargements on E.astman
bromide paper from quarter-plate negatives.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.*
Mn. Taylor then fittingly introduced the subject of distortion. That phase of
it to which he confined himself was the projecting of straight lines as curves,
the antithesis of orthographic or rectilinear projection. It is a condition in
this class of projection that a ray shall emerge from the lens in a parallel
direction from that at which it entered. To fulfil this condition it is necessary
that it pass through the optical centre of the lens or combination of lenses
employed. But the form of the lens often precludes the possibility of this, as
the lecturer proceeded to demonstrate. Returning, he said the nature of the
distortion is influenced by the position of the stop ; when inside of the lens
(that is, between it and the ground-glass) it causes pincushion distortion ; out-
side, baixel distortion. Tlie knowledge of this enables one to copy the most
terribly distorted picture in such a way as to yield a result which is absolutely
rectilinear. He wound up this p.art of his subject by saying that it was not
material to the issue what particular form of copying lens was employed, so
long .as the diaphragm is in the position best adapted for giving a Hat field
and in the optical centre. As both these conditions cannot exist cosentaneously
in the single lens, copying and architectural lenses must be compound.

Rapid Doublets.
Were he asked in what lens lay the advantage when contrasted with

others, he would reply—In that of Steinlieil. In 1866 Steinheil invented the
Aplanat which, under other n.ames in which the term " rapid " usually formed a
prefix, was now more extensively employed than any lens extant It has much

* Concluded from page 622.

to recommend it ! it workx with an apertnre a ulith or even Icm of fti focnn,
covers a fairly large field with a wide diaphragm, an<l with a amall one • wiiia
field, and is absolutely orthographic or rectilinear. It in commonly ooniitmcted
of two kinds of Hint glass, as density of material is a condition of the exoellence
of this class of lens. With light opticjkl Hint and crown glan (xcelleDt ccntnl
or axial defiuitioii may be obtained with a large aperture, bat densitjr of
material is essential to definition over anything like an extended field. Mr.
Taylor then explained why it was requisite that the gloss should lie dense, aod
demonstrated it by drawings with tlie black boarcL From this, be said, you
will perceive tliat the aperture of tliia h^us is limited by the density of the gUss
employed. Tlio greater this density the larger may bo the aperture. whUa
still retaining those qualities for which this lens is famous, viz., gootl trans-
missiou of oblique rays. But, unfortunately, glass of this enhanoKl degree of
density is liable to decomposition and discolouration with more or less rapidity.
He advLsed those who Jiossessed lenses, for which a claim for very great
rapidity is justly niaile, to be careful to keep them under cover from the action
of light when not in use, as the glass of which they are formed contains so
much lead or analogous density-conferring bodies as nuy ensare serious dis-
colouration and consequent slowness of action before many years bave elapsed.
A lens having what may lie considered a rather small apertnre may work mora
quickly than one having an actual .aijcrturo larger in relation to its focus. He
here repeated what he had said in another country and uniler different auspices
concerning another, and too common a defect inherent in some of these lenses

;

that is, their tendency to give a ghost or Hare-spot in the centre of the plate.

Flare in Lenses.
Lense-s prepared by the best and most fastidious manufacturers occasionally

show this defect, and in two lenses ranking in precisely the same category, one
may have it, and the other be quite free from the defect. This often arises,

singular as it may seem, from the very perfection to which lens-testing has
been carried in tlie better class of manufacturing establislimenLs. A watch
dial placed at a certain distance forms the test for dutiiiition, ami when the
central or axial definition of the lens has been found to be correct, then is the
eyepiece (one of great power) by which the image is tested removed in a line

strictly rectangular to the axis until the image of the dial transmittecl obliquely
is found in line. It is here where the skill of the examiner is displayed, m
has to adjust the lenses so as to strike the golden mean between Hatness of
fielil and astigmatiou. It is a peculiarity of all combinations of lenses that if

the field be made too flat, this quality is secured at the exjiense of astigmation,

or the inability of the lens to transmit an oblique ray under circumstances
giving absolute sharpness. For example : If the object to be <lelineated near
the margin of the ])]ate be a white cross upon a dark ground, it will be found
that wlieu the vertical lines are focussed to sharjniess, the horizontal lines will

be out of focus, while by racking the lens in or out, to ensure the sharpness of

the liorizontal line, the vertical one goes so far out of focus as in many cases to

vanish altogether, the full aperture of the lens being employed. It would be
out of place here to indicate the methods employed by opticians to efl'ect the

necessary compromise between good marginal definition and fiatness of field,

but for our present purpose I may say tliat the distance at which the one lens

is separated from the other is an important factor in such adjustment. But in

aiming at securing that compromise in which lies such perfection as they
consider attainable, opticians sometimes ignore an evil that, under certain

circumstances, results from adopting the standard that they do. With the

most perfectly corrected lens it often happens that when employed for out-of-

door work, and used with a small diaphragm, there will be a (listressiug spot

of Inminousness on the centre of the plate. This is not peculiar alone to the

cemented rapid lens, but was a well-recognised characteristic of the now
unused globe lens. It is a peculiarity of almost every existing portrait com-
bination, and sometimes, also, of single landscape lenses. When lenses are

used in the studio, for portraiture or groups, it is never seen, but when a

bright sky forms a portion of the included subject then it is apparent, but
mainly so only when there is a small stop, for the smaller the diaphragm the

more pronounced will be the flare or ghost-spot. There is no lens made, even

the simplest magnifying glass, that has not two foci, one of them the principle

focus caused by the refraction of the transmitted rays, the other licing much
closer to the lens, and caused by an internal reflection to which a portion of

the light has been subjected. Tliis it is which operates in the case of a ghost

produced by a single landscape lens, and it is remedied by disijacing the

diaphragm from its position to the extent of from a quarter to a half inch, the

ghost in such a case being au image of the stop, which is in one conjugate of

the abnormal transmission, the sensitive plate being in the other. Disturb the

relation of the first, and the second vanishes. This expknation does not meet
the case wliere a combination is concerned.

How TO Discover the Flare Spot.

Premising that the ghost is only disceniible when operating outside with

a moderately bright sky, or when taking the interior of a church or similar

building, he would repeat what he had recommended as being the best

means by which to discover whether a lens pos.sesse.s this propensity. Screw
it on a camera and bring it into a room lit by a gas flame. Go to a distance

of sever.al feet and examine the flame on the ground-glass. Tlie image will be
sliarp, bright, and inverteil. Now move the camera sliglitly, so as to cause the
inverted image to be a little to one side of the centre of the focus.sing screen,

and in nine cases out of ten there will be seen a ghostly image at the opposite

side of the centre. This second.ary image is non-inverte<l, and upon rotating

the camera it moves in the opjwsite direction to the primaiy image. The
nature of this secondary image or ghost, and the cause of its formation, may
be examined in the following way :—Move the camera so that the ghost shall

be near tlie margin, and then, placing the eye in the line of that image and the

lens, withdraw the ground-glass, when the jxjsterior surface of the lens will be

found to be quite luminous. That tlie false image is, in this case, caused by a
reflection from the back surface of the anterior lens is demonstrable by un-

screwing the cell containing it until it almost drops out of the tube, and then,

keeping an eye upon Ijoth the jiriiiuiry and secondary images on the ground
glass, move or slightly wriggle the front cell, which, by its being nearly

unscrewed, may now be easily done, when it will be seen that when
the primary or legitimate image of the flame remains motionleaa, the
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ghostly inmge caused by the reflection from the front lens dances abont

all over the plate. But observe, further, there is a certain distance be-

tween the front and back lenses at which this secondary image is sharji

and bright, and in proportion as either the front or the back lens cells is

screwed in or out so does the image become more attenuated and expanded,
till at last it ceases to be seen altogether, while all tins time the real image is

not seen to suffer in any way. This tendency of the ghostly image to pass out

of focus with such extreme rapidity upon separating the lenses by a few turns

of the screw or by making them come nearer each other provides the means hy
which this evil may be cured. A rapid doublet may be excellent for portraits,

groups, copying, and every other purpose, and yet break down when employed
with a small stop In landscape work.

Improved Moonts.
The most generally perfect and useful mount for lenses of this rapid

class would be that in which the privilege was afforded the user of making
an adjustment to suit work of any nature by the separation of the lenses

to a very limited extent, so as to be used under tlie most perfect conditions

for the special work in hand. With a lens of about eleven inches focus a
sliding adjustment of half an inch has been adopted with beneficial results.

He then alluded in terms of high approval to a system adopted by Darlot, of
Paris, in connexion with the adjustability of diaphragms. In one combination
which he had from him in 1866 the stops, instead of occupying a definitely

fixeil position, were inserted in a second .sliding tube iuside the main mount,
thus affording the means of effecting a separation of it from either the front or
the back, according to the purpose for which it was being em])loyed. You
could have in copying either pincushion or barrel distortion, or an entire free-

dom from distortion at will, a feature of great value when a variety of lenses

are to be used in one mount. It is obvious tliat with such a power at conimand
tt photographer can lay the ghost or Hare spot witli tlie greatest ease. Mr.
Taylor had been repeatedly asked if one element of tlie rajjid doublet could not
be used alone for either covering a large plate or making a larger image of a
distant object. He said certainly it could ; but bearing in mind, first, that as

the focus is now doubled the exposure must with any given stop be quad-
rupled ; and, secondly, tliat the distance between tlie stop and tlie lens must
be increased. Instead of inserting it in the slit in the tube bring it forwaixl to

the end and the marginal definition will be at its best. After speaking of the
point from which the equivalent focus of a lens must be measured, and which
was near to, but not quite at, the optical centre of a coiiibiimtion, and explain-
ing why it was termed the equivalent focus, Mr. Taylor tlieii treated in succes-
sion the methods of testing lenses for mechanieal and optical ilefects, explained
the principles involved in what he considered the misnomer of depth of focus,
and spoke of lenses for special purposes, amongst others, that for detective
cameras.

Detective Lenses.

While any of the generic "rajiid" lenses would serve admirably for detec-
tive work in an open country or where there was good light, yet would they
be found ineflicient for a certain class of detective work for which he had a
great liking, viz. , the obtaining of instantaneous views of scenes in the dark,
dingy courts and closes, in wliicli squalor and its accompaniments were so
frequently found, in London, at any rate. These scenes necessitated the
employment of a portrait lens of considerable angular aperture. But it was
unfortunate that portrait lenses when corrected for flatness of field gave
marginal definition so low as not to bear subsequent enlarging, while if the
oblique pencils were well corrected they gave a round field. In his experience
there was only one way available by which the difticulty could be overcome,
which was to emjiloy a very ingenious invention of Piazzi Smyth, the Scotch
Astronomer Royal, who some years ago made the discovery tliat by inter-
cepting the rays by means of a plano-concave lens just before they reached the
sensitive plate the oblique rays would be prolonged so as to reach the plane of

flat plate without suHering from astigmatism. (The .speaker hero submitted
a diagr.ani showing the position of Smyth's interceptor and the way in which
the rays were influenced by it.) By no other means of which he was aware
could a picture uniformly sharj) to the margin be obtained by means of a por-
trait lens when worked with its full aperture ; and i'iazzi Smyth must bo
recognised as one who had made a useful departure from the beaten path of
photographic optics.

The Lens ok the Futdhe.
Concerning the lens of the future, Mr. Taylor said it must possess at least

one feature : with a fairly large stop it must cover a plate under such circum-
stances that there will be no appreciable difference between the centre and the
margin of a plate as regards definition. No lens now in commerce would do
so. One lens only has hitherto exi.eted of which it could be said that the focal
delineation of an oblique ray absolutely equalled that of the central one, and
that was Sutton's panoramic len.s, which was a sphere in every respect, the
centre of the flint glass spherical shell being filled with water. But it' was
defective to this extent, that it necessitated the image being received not on a
flat plate but on a hemispherical bowl. The lens of the future must propel a
sharp image to the extreme end of a flat jdate. Was such a thing po.ssible

»

Two or three years ago he would have said no, and by employing the ordinary
optical glass of commerce he wouhl still say no. But he had recently seen and
examined closely a lens produced by a firm of the greatest eminence, a lens in
which this apparent impossibility had been most perfectly overcome : the focus
of the oblique ray was absolutely e(iual to that of the central one, so far as it
could be determined by a very powerful magnifier. They might accept his
assurance as to this, for he had examined the lens under crucial circumstances
But as great difficulties stUl lay in the way of the commercial introduction of
this lens, he would recommend those of his audience who were about to
purchase lenses not to take any cognisance of the one referred to, but to secure
the best at present in the market while still indulging the hope that the good
time coming m which this lens could be commercially introduced would make
Its advent sooner than he himself could venture to anticipate.

During the course of the lecture Mr. Taylor made frequent use of the black-
Doard to illustrate by diagrams his remarks, and concluded by stating that he

hoped if there was any portion of his lecture not thoroughly understood by
any of the members tliey would allow him to give further explanation, and
that he should be very pleased to reply to questions put by those present.

Many members availed themselves of this offer, among.st whom were Messrs.
H. Smith, Robinson, McKellen, ami the Hon. Secretary ; and, in reply to Mr,
Schofield, the lecturer gave some valuable information on lantern optics.

Mr. J. POLLITT proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Taylor, and exjiressed the
pleasure it had Ijeen to listen to so Ingli an authority on photogi'aphic optics.

Mr. Abel Heywood, jun., in seconding the vote of thanks, said, of all

things in photography the study of lenses was to many about the driest, but
the lecture they had just heaixi had been so extremely lucid that he felt sure
everybody in the room must have been interested in the highest degi'oe ; and,
from the explanations and replies to the questions that followed the lecture,

he was sure much profit had been the result.

Mr. Taylor responded to the vote of thanks, and spoke in very graceful
terms of the Manchester Photographic Society, " one of the oldest, ablest, and
most energetic societies in the world."

Mr. Smith exhibited several stereoscopic pictures printed on silver paper
which he had mounted in optical contact with glass and rendered transparent
by various means. They looked almost as good as transparencies backed by
ground-glass.

Mr. Blakely exhibited a number of very beautiful stereoscopic pictures taken
during the summer.

Mr. PoUitt showed a negative of the interior of a church and the east window,
the peculiarity in the negative was a second image of the window in another
portion of the plate. Various oi)inioiis were expressed for the cause, the
general impression being that tlie second image was the result of reflection

from one of the lenses in use (viz., a doublet).

The Hon. Secretary exhibited a Kershaw shutter made for a pair of stereo-

scopic lenses.

A letter was then read from the City Waterworks Department cautioning
photographers against the waste of water.

The Hon. Secretary distributed a number of circulars from the Photographic
Society of Ireland relating to their forthcoming Exhibition. He also exliiljited

a very simple and apparently elBcicnt print washer made by W. B. Osborn, of
Birmingham.

Mr. W. I. Chadwick said he had not yet tried it, but would do so and report
at the next meeting.

Mr. W, Watts gave notice in writing of a change or addition to the rules

which he intended to propose at tlie annual meeting, to the effect that any
member of this Society who should be on the Council of any other photographic
society in Manchester should not be eligible for office in this Society.
Some little discu.ssion followed, when the Chiiriiian adjounied tho meeting

to October 13.

CotrejEl|)ontrence.—

»

THE ABEA SYSTEM OF GEORGE SMITH.
To the EuiTOBS,

Gentlemen,—The oonrteous letter of Mr, Simon deserves a reply, and
I will therefore respond.

I must, however, first explain tho rationale of tho whole affair.

Although I have been actively engaged in photography for very many
years, there was a very considerable iuterregoum during which it full to
my lot to have only to do with other folk's negatives. I had long formed
the opinion that a very large proportion of them might have been vastly
improved by a more artistic treatment in the camera, but it is but com-
paratively recently that I fully realised how simple this was.
The outcome of it was a camera with a long range of focus, and the

desideratum—a set of lenses to suit it. I applied in vain to some of
the most eminent opticians in this country and abroad, but they unani-
mously refused to entertain the idea, on the plea that it was contrary to
their interests. I therefore had to set about it myself.
The result of my experience is, that for a lantern slide any lens of loss

focus than four inches produces a " picture" only on condition that the
object it is intended to represent is not known. If it is known, the per-
spective is so strained that the view is not recognisable. On the other
hand, a lens of about six inches focus is the most generally useful, while
it is the only focus that will allow, and that not always, of a large stop.

Further, that on frequent occasions much longer focus is useful—twelve
inches or even more. Holding, moreover, the heretical opinion that
exposure is everything, development being comparatively nothing, my
object was, the greatest possible accuracy in exposure compatible with
practical work. My camera has a range of thirteen inches, and could
have fifteen (for a greater plate) if it were made square ; but as this would
increase the bulk I refrain from doing it at present, principally for tho
reason that vertical pictures on a quarter-plate are useless as lantern
slides, while for portraits they are easily obtained by reversing tho
camera. I therefore use it, as a rule, horizontally, looking tlnough
the lens-hole to group my picture, racking out the camera till it is exactly
framed by the rear end. This, by its position on the baseboard, approxi-
mately indicates the focus of tlie lens required to secure it. Theoreti-
cally, a large number of lenses are required

;
practically, five are ample,

each used as a single lens at the rear end of the one mount ; while if

used as doublets, one is placed at either end, preferably, according to
custom, the longer in front. They interchange by a bayonet joint with
a quarter turn. I thus get nine foci ; in other words, the church oppo-
site my house, either the whole, with a house on either side, or only tho
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main door, with, of course, seven on intermodiato scales, within the
limit of n lantorn slide. I find six stops, each double the area of the other,
varying from about one-sovonth to two-thirds of an inch, ample for all

ordinary purposes with the nine lenses.

The set of lenses may vary accordinK to fancy or the capacity of the
camera, approximately, say, seven, eight and a half, ten, eleven and a half,

and thirteen. The two longest form tlie longest possible rectilinear, the
two shortest the shortest possible, and the (ive make four rectilinears of,

approximately, six, five and a quai'ter, four and a half, and four inches
focus, using in each case the longer in front and the next shorter behind.
The necessary adjunct to the lenses was a system of marking each

separately with its intensity ratio, practically the area system.
If ^^r. Simon will take the trouble to work out the area numbers of

those lenses, and compare the foci of the several doublets obtained by the
elaborate formula with the simple rule of thumb and very unscientiiio

process of adding the area numbers together and dividing by eight, ho
will find that the difference is inappreciable, not nearly ten per cent, in

any case, the area number being slightly the smaller.

Now, with regard to Mr. Simon's own experience. Having ascer-

tained that the focus of his wide-angle doublet was seven and three-

quarter inches, he correctly estimated its area number as ninety-six, and
presuming that his lenses were of the extraordinary divergence he men-
tions, namely, ten and thirty inches respectively, he also quite correctly

estimated their relative exposure values as 100 and 1440, one actually

requiring nine times the exposure of the other. This convinces me that

he is either an expert, and that he will realise the importance of the fact

he has learnt by this measurement (though I fear he may not have the
advantage of a range of focus to his camera to utilise the thirty-inch

lens), or else that he is soniebody ehe.

It is, of course, evident that the simple rule of thumb, of adding toge-

ther the separate area number of any two lenses and dividing by eight, is

not intended as a guide to solving the problem of the various focal

lengths, which, admittedly, can be produced by simply changing the

position of the two same lenses in the mount ; but I venture to predict

that if the area system should become as popular as I believe it deserves,

no such combinations as a ten and thirty-inch will be employed, and that
with more rational lenses the simple method I have advocated will be
found sufficiently accurate to ensure its adoption. I have, therefore, no
apology to offer for its nnsoientiflc charaoter.— I am, yours, Ac,

Georoe Smith.
P.S.—Since the above was written I have inquired of Mr. J. Traill

Taylor, who confirms my opinion that such a wide-angle lens as described
by Mr. S(imple) Simon does not exist to his knowledge, and that if it

does, it would bo by no means a desirable acquisition. I, therefore, do
not hesitate to challenge Mr. Simon's letter as a hoax.

MATTERS OF HISTORY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In page 602 of your valuable Journal Mr. J. Solomon
has unfortunately made a very awkward blunder in his recollections of

M. Daguerre's early days of photography. Mr. Solomon says :
—" Either

about the same time, or shortly after the negotiation for the purchase of
his secret, he went to England, and from the aid given him in London
by a Frenchman named Claudet was enabled to obtain an English
patent. The English patent was placed in the hands of an agent to sell,

and although the French Government purchased the secret to give to the
world, the English patent debarred the gift to the English nation."
The real fact is that M. Daguerre did not obtain a patent in England,

although he patented his invention in other countries. After the inven-
tion was patented in France, M. Daguerre succumbed to the law when the
nation took his patent from him for the use of the French people, the
authorities compensating him for the loss of his rights. Mr. Claudet (a
naturalised Frenchman residing in England, a glass dealer in Holborn,
and who has been dead eight or nine years) observed that M. Daguerre
had not patented his invention in England, then availed himself of the
English law of patents, and obtained an English patent (No. 9193, 18th
December, 1841), and practised in the Lowther Gallery, Lowther Arcade,
London. Mr. Claudet was the first who applied chloride of iodine, wbioh
entered lai-gely into the Daguerreotype process.

_
Then, later on, 51. Daguerre came to England, and practised his inven-

tion in Regent-street, after which Mr. Claudet obtained an injunction
from the Chancery Court, restraining M. Daguerre from using that which
(although his own invention) was, under the circumstances, the sole
property of Mr. Claudet; and not only the profits earned by M. Daguerre,
but also aU Mr. Claudet'a costs of the suit, had to be paid to Mr. Claudet
by M. Daguerre.
The statement "after Daguerre obtained his patent in England, he

gave a written authority to Mr. Claudet to take pictures in London, with-
out requiring any permission from the purchaser of the patent" is

incorrect, inasmuch as M. Daguerre did not, and could not, give any
authority, written or otherwise, to Mr. Claudet to me the patent in
England, because Mr. Claudet had the bona fide property in the patent in
England. Mr. Henry Beard obtained an improvement upon Mr. Claudet's
patent, and it was said that he earned 100,000/. in England.

After the reading of the above, the writer of this cannot drop his
pen without thiniing of a few words, and carrying on the result of

M. Daguerre's invention. A young gontloman, who was articled to •
chemist and did his daily work, employed his leisure houn in dii-
coveriea, and in secret mastering Daguerre, Tisgandior, Thompson, Talbot,
Beard, and Claudet. This young gentleman, in his own leisure hours,
shortly before the termination of the apprentiooship, gratuiloiuly and
openly published his collodion process, afterwards Mlled photography,
and at the same time proposed the substitution of pyrogaUie acid for the
gallic acid previously employed in developing the image.

In the same year (1851) the present Photographic Society of London
was instituted, with Lord Chief Uaron Pollock, President; Sir W. J.
Newton, Her Majesty's Portrait Painter, Vice-President ; and Mr. Wm.
Crookos, the Secretary (who is shortly to be knighted), wore the elected
ofiicerg.

Poor young Archer married, and shortly worked himself to death,
leaving a widow and children, at which event some members of the
Photographic Society subscribed COO?, for the bereaved family.
Wishing continuous success of the Society and of your BaiTtsn

Journal of Piiotoqraphy—I am, yours, <t-c., Wm. Webb.
P. S.—Poor Archer deserves to have many of his statues in every city

in the world.

[Our venerable friend. Mr. Webb, has slightly missed the point of
Claudet's patent obtained in 1841. It was not for Daguerreotyping',
as a prucens, but for certain alleged improvements connected therewitn,
such, for example, as the application of lenses of various size to a
camera and the capability of using both large or small plates ; in
short, movable sliding fronts with lenses of short or long focus. A
second item in the patent was the application of the vapour of
mercury (the developing agent) within the camera, and which in his

subsequent practice Mr. Claudet did not employ. The third claim
was for a background of painted scenery ; and the fourth, the appUca-
tion of artificial light, such as the hmelight, in which the oxygen
might or might not be charged with the vapour of sulphuric ether.

These, it will be seen, do not touch the process of Daguerre, but are
only improvements upon the practice of the process. Again—and we
are really sorry to have to differ from Mr. Webb—when the Photo-
graphic Society was formed in 18ol, it was not under the presidency
of Lord Chief Baron Pollock, but of Sir Charles Eastlake, P.R.A.
The Chief Baron was not elected President until 1856, and Mr. Crookea
did not assume the office of Secretary until April, 1857.—Eds.]

*

PAINTERS V. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In the interest of the matter, kindly permit me a few
lines in reply to "Free Lance's" epistle concerning my correspondence
in last week's and earlier issues of The British Journal op Photography.

" Free Lance's " tutor told him some stories about the battle of
Waterloo. Well, my tutor related once a story about a gentleman losing

his temper whenever contradicted in his assertions, and who, instead of

proofs for same, gave strong words. " Free Lance " condemns my asser-

tion that a portrait painter cannot have assistance by aid of photo-
graphy as audacious and ludicrous, because there are painters who use
photography as a help, although I proved such work to be nothing else

than an imitation, and he himself pointed out a certain class of such
productions as fraudulent, and related distinctly a case of tliis kind.
But he gave no details of the circumstances which led him to his con-
clusion, and consequently, questioned about this particular case, I answer
that I cannot form an opinion on such insufBcient information. He
blames me for this, and calls it impertinence. When "Free Lance"
further thinks it a visible proof of the correctness of his first conclusion
that in after years he was told " the faces went all black "—so can this, of

course, only be an additional proof to himself, not to any one not fully

acquainted with the secret circumstances which made him formerly sure

of the committed fraud.

Concerning the blackening of paintings by keeping them in the dark,

so are the meanings of experts divided, whether this result is the exclu-

sion of light or atmospheric influences of the respectively closed rooms.
Paintings excavated at Herculaneum were found conserved as fresh as if

they had been painted yesterday, but changed rapidly after exposure to

air and light.

Although I never mentioned a single word about the technique of oil

paintings in all my notes, "Free Lance" denounces my "lack of

practical acquaintance with the technique of oil painting as used by
artists." He must have here again secret reasons, known only by himself,

which led him to this conclusion. The remark about a varnish-maker
starting business is too famous, as not to provoke the question why
painters should be compelled to buy from a man who cannot supply the
thing they want ?

Finally, "Free Lance" says I am wrong in all what I said about
second painting, &o., it being " little better than nonsense." If so, then

a great many painters of my special acquaintance must be betrayed as I

myself, notwithstanding long years of experience, and the fact that all

my suggestions in my notes were, and are, only repetitions according to

principles taken from the periphery of art academics of winch we were, and
some of us ore still members, and then, tn nomine Patria et Minenxe
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sanetissima, I humbly acknowledge I am beaten and we all were shame-
fully deceived. With gratitude to your forbearance—I am, yours, &c.,

A Paintbb.

[This subject has now received due elucidation.

—

Eds.]

AMATEUB PHOTOGBAPHIC EXHIBITION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—We shall be obliged if, through the medium of your
columns, you wiU allow us to notify to those of your readers interested in

our forthcoming Amateur Photographic Exhibition, that the sending in

of exhibits has been extended for an additional fourteen days, and that

the closing day is now fixed for October 20. Our reason for giving this

extension of time is owing to the numerous letters that have reached us

from amateur photographers stating that owing to absence from home
they have been unable to develop and print their specimens. Allow us,

at the same time, to remind those of your readers who are amateurs, that

we have arranged with the Secretary of the Photographers' Benevolent
Association to hand over to him intact all the entrance fees connected
with this Exhibition.—We are, yours, &c.,

The London Stereoscopic and Photogkaphio Company, Limited.
54, Cheapside, E.G., October 3, 1887.

THE COENWALL EXHIBITION EEPORT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. Brooks, as one of the Judges of the Royal Cornwall
Polytechnic Society's late Exhibition, shows in your last issue that the
report of the Judges has been tampered with in the columns of a con-
temporaiy, but -he does not show to what extent or in what manner.
As one of those mentioned in the report, I may point out that there

are not only suppressions of parts and alterations of words and phrases,
but the editor has undertaken, without any explanation, the very grave
responsibility of substituting his own words and opinions for those of the
Judges, thus deliberately falsifying an official document.
An editor, I believe, may refuse to admit anything to his columns, but

having accepted an official report for publication he is bound in honesty
to print it in its integrity. Trivial omissions, perhaps, may be doubtfully
justified (if explained) by want of space, but by what name are we to

characterise the substituting of passages of his own of which the Judges
knew nothing? To quote "J. B." in Domhey and Son, "one hardly
knows what one comes to when one comes to that !

"

A paragraph in wliich my picture was, perhaps, unduly praised in this
report must have been extremely distasteful to the editor of the con-
temporary in question, tor he entirely suppressed it and substituted one
of his own which conveyed a different meaning to the original.

1'he moral of all this is : If we convict the editor of a journal, as is

done in this case, of falsifying official documents, how are we to believe

in the veracity or honesty of anything else written by the present editor
of your once well-conducted and highly respected contemporary?—I am,
yours, &c., H. P. Eobinson.

Tmihritlne Wells, Octoher 3, 1887.

EttsJtoers to ©orresiponlicntg.

Notice.—Each Conesponieni is required to enclose liis name and address, although not
necessarily for jiuhlication. Communicatimis inay, vjhen thought desirable, a-ppear under
a NOM DE PLDME OS hitherto, or, by preference, under three letters of the alphahet. Such
signatures as " Constant Reader," '* Sut}scriber," &c., sliouXd he avoided. Correspondents
not conforming to this rule will therefore understand the reason for the omission of their
communications.

Photographs Registered :—
W. Crawford, 18, Wentworth-place, Newcastle.—PJiofoji-aph of paddle steamer

** Ivanhoe " arriving off Corrie.

T. Ball, 7, Comberton-hill, Kiddermiuster. -Photograph of ArUy Church interior.

L. F. C.—See table of enlargemeuts in the Almanac.
Boxwood.—It is oui' intention to have some articles shortly on photoerapliing
on wood.

J. McLeod.—You may present a claim, but it is doubtful If the railway
company will admit it.

A. B.—Any formula will answer if you use the equivalent proportion of the
potassium salt for any other that may be given.

C. Banyabd.—See report of tlie Manchester Pliotographic Society in the present
number The Pall Mall Exhibition is now open.

F. & C—Tlie address of such firms as you desire will doubtless he obtained by
writing to any towns in the pottery district, such as Stafford.

R.W.—The slides are made too den.se in the development to begin with. Make
them less intense ; they will then requhe less toning, and tlie stain will be
avoided.

Hbnrt Sturmey.—As we understand Mr. Gotz, his grievance is not so much
against you as against the firm who appropriated his invention, and made a
colourable imitation of its title. The matter had better rest here

P. B. W,—1. Bad pa,ste is evidently the cause of the fading. Acidity must
have been induced.—2. For the irritation on the skin after developing, try
the application of vaseline. I'hanks for the fine pictures taken at the Con-
vention.

R. Wilson.—The specimen forwarded is not a photograph or a photo-mechani-
cal print, it is simply a lithograph printed in a colour to imit.ate a photo-
graph and then varnished. A large business is done in these pictures at
watering-places during the season. Many people purchase thera thinking
tliat they are really photographs.

H. B. A.—1. Messrs. Booth Brothers, Dublin, supply a very good mitering
machine. Messrs. Marion will .supply the other articles.—2. Yes, if the
slide be altered to take the smaller .size spools.—3. If ordinary paint will not
answer your requirements the table might be covered with American cloth
and neatly nailed over the edges. This can be easily washed and kept clean.

S. E. Turner writes :
" I have an oil painting to copy which is very old and

indistinct as well as very yellow, ap]iarently from the varnish having changed
colour. How had I better proceed ("—In the first place carefully wasli off
the dirt with clean water and a little soap and dry with a soft cloth, next
rub the surface over with a soft rag charged with linseed oil, wliicli will
bring up the colours ; then copy on an orthochromatic plate, using a yellow
screen witli the lens. In place of the oil glycerine is sometimes used ; but
this is not good for tlie painting.

F. A. C.--1. As you have been getting on so well with the formula you have
been using we should not recommeml you to make a change. In tlie formula
you quote tlie proportion of pyrogallic acid seems unusually large. Different
workers often have pet formate wliicli tliey jmagine are superior to all otliers.

After all, much depends upon the operator.^—2. We are jileased tlie article
The Effect of Moisture in Pr'mtinijha.^ proved so useful to you. Bear the
fact iu mind if you meet with similar toning difiiculties in abnormally dry
weather.—3. The acid to acidify the sulpliite of soda is mucli a matter of
opinion

; on the whole, sulphurous is the best.—4. Mostretoucliers use from
H to HHH pencils. You ouglit to experience no ditficulty in obtaining
these grades at any artists' colourman's.

J. Hampton asks :
" Can you please tell me the following ?—1. I have got a lens

by Ross for pictures 8Jx6J, rapid symmetrical, it is said to have an equiva-
lent focus of eleven inches. I have no copying camera at present, so I do not
know how large a map I can cojiy with tlie lens. I have a map sixteen inclies

square, and I want to photograiili it tlie same size (sixteeii-inch) ; will the
above lens do for tliat ?—2. How long bellows must the copying camera have
to pnll out for the sixteen-inch m.ap?"—1. The eleven-inch focus lens will
certainly not do for copying the map. One with an equivalent focus of at
least twenty inches—twenty-four would be better—wdl be required. How-
ever, the copy may be made smaller in tlie first instance and subsequently
enlarged ; but unless this is skilfully done a loss of sharpness will be
entailed.—2. To copy an object the same size, the camera must be extended
to double the equivalent focal lengtli of the lens, whatever that may be.

J. Courtier says : "I carried out your instructions as regards the old silver,

and find that the acids dissolve the strip of copper I put in to throw down
the silver, so that I still get a coloured solution, but it is green. Is it pos-
sible to get the silver nitrate white like the nitrate of commerce ? Will you
also kindly inform me the best mode of crystallising and evaporating to dry-
ness, with the proper appliances ? Is there a table of exposures showing the
difference in time of exposure for different size stops and work ? also, where
cau I get a list of the standard stops with their diameters—in fact, a com-
plete explanation of above?"— In reply: No doubt far more acid h.as been
used than was necessary to dissolve the silver ; however, sufficient copper
must now be added to precipitate the silver ; theu, as we said before, the
precipit.ated silver must be washed to get rid of the copper before it is re-

dissolved. In this way colourless nitrate of silver may be obtained. To
evaporate, place the solution in a Berlin evaporating dish on a sand bath
over a Bunsen burner until cryst.als begin to form, then turn out the gas and
allow it to cool. The crystals are now collected and dried. Tlie mother
liquor may then 1 )e evaporated to diyness, but from this perfect crystals will

not be obtained. Tlie tables will be found on pages 341-2-3-4 of our
Almanac for the cun-ent year.

Photoobaphic Club.—The subject for discussion at tlie next meeting,
October 12, 1887, will be Phnlogmjjhy hy Artificial Li<jht. Saturday outing
at Hamp.stead. Meet at "Bull and Bush " jvt six o'clock.

Camera Club Notices.—̂ Thursday, October 13, at eight p.m., Mr. Lyonel
Clark : The Selection of Lenses. Tliursilay, October 20, eight p.m.. Lantern
evening. Mr. W. Brooks will show a series of lantern transparencies of interiors

of Windsor Castle. Members are invited to bring slides. Tliursday, October
27, eight p.m., Dr. G. Lindsay Jolinson : Tlie Practical Testing of Photo-
graphic Lenses. Members are invited to bring lenses to be tested.
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INCANDESCENT GAS LIGHTING.
How to gut the most light aud the purest light from gas has

long been a problem in the solution of which all are interested.

The incandescent system has for many years engaged much
attention. Briefly speaking, this system consists in the employ-

ment of the heating powers of the gas, especially when mixed
with common air, in bringing to a white heat certain bodies

which, when thus rendered incandescent, emit a light more or

less powerful.

In the early summer of 1868 we published a system of gas

lighting introduced by a Frenchman, M. Bourbouze, in which

a mixture of air and gas, the former under a pressure of seven

inches, was propelled against a thimble or other shaped sheet

of platinum gauze, which, being thus rendered incandescent,

emitted a pure and powerful light. This was known as the

Bourbouze lamp, or, more generally, as the platiua gauze lamp.

Although changes were rung upon its construction, and patents

obtained for it since the time mentioned, yet has it never found

general acceptance with the public, probably from the fact that

the air had to be emitted under considerable pressure, necessi-

tating the employment of machinery or some analogous means
for its propulsion. In Mr. Lewis's lamp, described in these

pages three or four years ago, the requisite degree of draught
was obtained, when the light was employed on a domestic

scale, by making use of a tall chimney, one from three to six

feet in length, which proved inconvenient, although when thus

burnt the light was a very excellent and steady one.

In order to ameliorate the inconvenience of this very tall

chimney, we adapted to the stand of one of Mr. Lewis's^bumers

a small fan driven by clockwork, which supplied the air to the

jet under conditions approximating those obtained by the

elongation of the chimney ; and when the lamp thus modified

was placed in a lantern some good enlargements were obtained

with a not unduly protracted exposure.

The recent improvements in incandescent gas lighting

effected by Dr. Auer, appear to overcome the various diffi-

culties hitherto incident to this kind of illumination. The
Welsbach light, so termed from the residence of its inventor,

while in general principle similar to those mentioned, differs

from them in this important degree that, instead of the

thimble or mantle whicii caps the flame and is by it rendered

incandescent, being of metallic gauze, it is formed of a species

of muslin made of cotton, which, after being impregnated with

the salts of certain refractory metals, zirconium for instance, is

afterwards subjected to a high temperature for such a length

of time as suffices for the entire destruction of the cotton

fabric, the mantle thus becoming converted into zircon. The
advantage of this over the metallic platinum mantle, is that

j

the requisite incandescence is obtained by the admission of aif

which is not under pressure other than that induced by tho

cun-ent of gas with which it is mixed, under conditions similar

to those which obtain in Bunsen or atmospheric gas burners of

the usual order. Hence its applicability for domestic lighting.

We have been fortunate enough to see the preparation of

the Welsbach burners from beginning to end, and shall en-

deavour as briefly as possible to describe it. The factory,

which is situated in Westminster, within a few minutes walk

from St. James's Park Station, seems to be very complete, and

we saw in every room a large staff of employeet, mostly young

women. In one room we saw seven or eight machines of a

nature similar to those employed in stocking weaving. By

these the mantles were being manufactured from cotton thread

and turned out in long gauze-like tubes, which were afterwards

cut into suitable lengths and transferred to another set of

operatives, who, by means of gold needles, stitched one end of

each to a loop of fine platinum wire, by which they are after-

wards supported when in sitii, in the burner. In connexion

with the needles employed we were told that iron or steel

would prove fatal to the subsequent efficiency of the mantle,

and that too great care could not be taken to prevent these or

any of the baser metals from touching them.

In another room these mantles, now about the length of

one's finger and of a somewhat greater diameter, were " im-

pregnated " by immersion in a solution which we understood to

be that of zirconium, after whicli they were transferred to a

drying room, where they were hung over glass rods. Thig

room was strongly heated. When dry they were taken to the

shaping and centering room, where by dexterous mauipulatiou

each was made to rotate, aud "patted" into its ultimate form

by a small platinum spatula and brought into centralisation.

There being a Bunsen flame playing on the inside of the

mantles they already at tliis stage began to emit a strong

light, and we observed that several of the operatives thus

employed wore coloured spectacles to protect the eyes. After

this operation tho Bunsen flame had, wo were told, to be

allowed to play on the mantles for two or three hours in order

to ensure the last traces of the cotton being destroyed. In

order to do this there were seven tables, on each of which there

were about fifty lamps all undergoing this finishing process ;

the light thus emitted was intense, but the heat was not so

great as would have been anticipated owing to perfect ventih\-

tion. AVhen this operation was completed, the lamps were

then transferred to a packing box and were ready for market.

According to the constitution of the impregnating bath, so is

the colour of the light. When zirconium alone is employed

the light is of a pure white colour, which, we were told and wo
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know it from experience, ladies rather object to, as they

imagine it imparts a somewhat pale, if not sickly, tint to their

faces in contrast with the yellow colour of an ordinary gas

light. To meet this difficulty the mantles are made in two

classes, one giving a white light and the other of a yellower

and warmer hue. This latter is done by the addition of a salt

of cerium to that of the zirconium.

For photographic purposes it is the white light that must be

preferred, for reasons too well known by every one who is

acquainted with the diminished action of coloured lights upon

sensitive plates. While not of such a penetrating nature as

some other lights, the Welsbach answers well for enlarging

photographs by the lantern, and it is in this especially that

advantage arises from the employment of a white light.

Although we have not tried the experiment, we imagine

that by the employment of a battery of six or seven such

lights judiciously controlled by reflectors and screens, there

would be no difficulty experienced in taking portraits by its

agency.

The "life" of one of these mantles is estimated to be a

thousand hours of burning, at the termination of which

time it can, of course, be replaced by another.

"TEN PER CENT." OR "ONE IN TEN" SOLUTIONS?

An article by Mr. Lyonel Clark on Ten per cent. Solutions,

reprinted in our last issue, is so well calculated to raise fictitious

troubles in connexion with a highly convenient system, that

we cannot refrain from drawing attention to it rather for the

purpose of preventing its leading others astray than from any

new information to be derived from it. We take this step the

more readily because it was in the editorial columns of this

Journal that " ten per cent, solutions " now so imiversally em-
ployed were first advocated, and there also the modes of accurate

preparation of such solutions have been frequently discussed.

The distinction Mr. Clark attempts to draw between " ten

per cent." and " one in ten" solutions is one entirely without a

diffisrence, and is little more than an ad eaptandum argument
to draw the unwary off the scent. A ten per cent, solution is

a one in ten, and vke versd, whatever argumcnts'^Mr. Clark may
bring for^vard to prove the contrary. It is difficult to grasp
his meaning when he says that a " ten per cent, solution of a
dry salt is really an impossibility," unless ho means the state-

ment to apply to the fictitious difficulty he has raised for

apparently the sole purpose of laying it, namely, the conjunc-
tion of grains and minims. Forsaking for the moment our own
uncouth system of weights and measures, does Mr. Clai-k

seriously mean to argue that one hundred cubic centimetres of

solution containing one gramme of " dry salt " is not strictly

and absolutely a one per cent, solution in the clearest sense of

the term? The attempted analogy between "a solution often
minims of water by bulk with one grain of pyro by weight," and
ten pears in a basket of one hiindred apples, is illogical ; while
to bay that "one ounce of pyro dissolved in ten ounces of water
is without doubt a ten per cent solution by weight only " is

indubitably incorrect.

It may be, and we hope it is the case, that Mr. Clark has
badly expressed his meaning. It is "without doubt" that
such a solution would be a ten per cent, one neither by
weight nor by measure; by weight it would be a nine and
one-eleventh per cent, mixture, each ounce containing one-
oleventh of an ounce of pyro, while by measure it would be

somewhere between a nine and a ten per cent. It has been

over and over again pointed out in these pages that iu

making percentage solutions, or solutions containing definite

proportions of the ingredients and which are to be used by

measure, the proper way is not to measure out the full

volume of solvent and add to it the full weight of salt, but to

dissolve the latter in a portion only of the former, and then to

make up to the required bulk. Mr. Clark can scarcely bo

ignorant of this, though again he does not express himself

accurately in giving his directions for making what he calls

a " ti-ue one in ten mixture," for he tells the reader, after

placing an ounce avoirdupois of pyro into a graduated measure,

to " pour into the beaker .... if you wish to be very exact,

nine ounces and fifty-five minims " of water. It is clear that by

following the directions the volume of solution would greatly

exceed the 4375 minims required. Mr. Clark ought to have

said " pour into the beaker sufficient water to make nine ounces

and fifty-five minims of solution."

The discrepancy between the subdivisions of the solid

and fluid ounces, and its bearing on this particular question,

appears to have long since struck those who have previously

advocated the employment of solutions, so many minims of

which are intended to represent one grain of the solid contents,

call them what we will, though the matter appears only now to

have attracted Mr. Clark's attention. Mr. H. B. Berkeley long

since, in introducing the sulpho-pyrogallol developer, directed

about eight ounces, or eight and a quarter of water, to bo used

with one ounce of pyro—a quantity which, with the increase of

volume caused by the pyro and sulphite, brought it practically

to a ten per cent, solution. Several makers of plates also direct

an ounce of pyro to be dissolved to make nine, ten, or eleven

oimces of solution, as the case may be, the first being for all

practical purposes a "one grain in ten minims" solution, and

the last one in twelve.

The solution containing one ounce avoirdupois of pyro in a

volume of ten fluid ounces is, despite Mr. Clark's statement

to the contrary, strictly and accurately a ten per cent, solution

both by weight and volume, but the error is his of attempting

to use the wrong ^system of volumetric subdivision. If, for

convenience sake, he must dissolve an avoirdupois ounce of

pyro at a time—and we wonder how often, when accuracy is a

point, the one-ounce bottles contain exactly 437'5 grains—he

should act consistently and obtain a graduate such as we have

frequently recommended, namely, one divided into " grain

measures" instead of into minims, and the last trace of the

difficulty will disappear. If, on the other hand, he must use

minims he must weigh out his pyro in accordance with the

requirements of a ten per cent, solution.

But supposing we ignore the fact that one minim by measure

of water is less than a grain by weight, what practical dift'erence

will it make in developing 1 The photographic chemist scarcely

finds it necessary in any of his operations to strive after the

minute accuracy of the analyst ; certainly not in development,

where the elasticity of the plates affords a very wide latitude,

and less still with regard to the item of pyro. With plates of

good quality variations of one or two hundred per cent, may
be made in the quantity of pyro employed without producing

any particularly disastrous results, while even with the most

delicately constituted films we question whether a difference of

twenty-five per cent, in the strength of the ])yro solution would

produce any dift'erence in the result on the closest scrutiny

whatever length of exposure is given, provided it is the same

in the cases compared. What, then, would be the error iu
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dissolving one ounce of pyro to make ton ounces of solution

to be measured by minims ] AVe shall find on calculation that

each minim of the solution contains '0911 of a grain of pyro,

or a drachm contains five and a half grains nearly ; that is

to say that in mixing two ounces of developer to contain pre-

sumably six grains of pyro, we rob it of half a grain, or less

than nine per cent. If wo found that such a variation of the

strength of the developer produced any appreciable difference

in our results we should change our brand of plates for one

that required less careful treatment

Passing from the percentage solutions of solids, which, in the

earlier portion of his article he declares to be an impossibility,

though he afterwards somewhat modifies his view, the writer

goes on to state that when dealing with liquids the difficulties

immediately vanish, oven with our English measures, as we are

"then dealing entirely with one term, namely, bulk." The

difficulties vanish because one has not the same power of raising

them, unless, indeed, he goes to the trouble of mixing liquids

of different specific gravities by weight and using them by

volume.

But the statement that " one oxmce of NH," (how does

he measure, weigh, or handle that, by the way T) " and

nine of HjO make up a true and coirect ten per cent,

solution " is, again, quite inaccurate, and is based on the

fallacy that dissimilar liquids mix with one another without

change of volume. Presuming that by NH., he means the

concentrated solution of ammonia, he will find that if he

measures out accurately the respective quantities named and

mixes them they will occupy /ess than ten ounces, the volume

decreasing in the act of solution. A simple and practical way
to test this is to place a small quantity of strong ammonia and

some water in a narrow-mouthed bottle, and placing the finger

on the neck thoroughly mix by agitation. Upon attempting to

remove the finger it will be found to adhere by the suction

caused by the partial vacuum arising from the condensation of

volume. As a matter of fact, it is of quite as great importance

in preparing percentage solutions of liquids to make the solution

up to volume as in the case of solids. If this were not the

case there would be little need for the hydrometers of Sikes or

Beaum6 or Cartier, or of the elaborate tables of calculations

that accompany them, and Boniface might " break down " his

spirits with a tithe of the trouble it now gives him.

In this case, however, we do not imagine the difference

would be of a fatal character if the expansion of liquids was

utterly ignored ; but as Mr. Clark writes as a purist in the

matter of accuracy, we merely point out that his method does

not give a " true and correct " result.

While on the subject of ammonia, and in connexion with ten

per cent, solutions, we may point out where we think a better

system than that now existing of titrating the ammonia might

be adopted. Ten per cent, strength for the pyro and bromide

solutions has been chosen because the decimal system has

rightly or wrongly come to be considered the simplest

;

though, for many purposes, especially in connexion with

development and other operations where drachms and ounces

are used, twelve and a half per cent., or one in eight, seems to

us to possess greater advantages. But when we come to the

solution of ammonia, if we make a ten per cent, mixture of the

ordinary 'SSO preparation, it is inconveniently bulky, and,

besides, at the best we are basing our calculations upon a

very uncertain foundation, as the so-called •880 solution is very

rarely anywhere near that strength, and if it is originally it

does not long retain it.

The suggestion we have to make is not a new one, aa we
believe we have made it before, certainly we have acted upon

it in our own practice for several years. It is to base our

calculation of the strength of the ammonia solution upon the

real alkali, or NH„ it contains instead of upon the very un-

certain quantity represented by " liquor ammonia •880." If

this bo done a solution of a specific gravity of about '960

meets the requirements, being a ten per cent, solution of NHh
and this is formed sufficiently nearly by mixing one part of the

strong liquid of about •894 witii two of water. In this con-

dition it is far more stable and less dangerous, and it is

practically the strength at present used for actual developing

purposes. All we ask is that this be generally recognised as the
" ten per cent, ammonia solution " instead of " one in three."

The majority of amateurs, of course, cannot be expected to

mix this solution and adjust its specific gravity with absolute

accuracy, but in following the datji given above they will at

least be no worse off than they are at present. But if the

dealers would make a stock article of solution of this strength

accuratelif titrated, it would be a far more uniform and satis-

factory preparation than that now sold.

In view of the large number of amateurs who are constantly

joining the ranks, and as Mr. Clark's paper is likely to circulate

freely among them, we have thought it well to call attention

to statements and suggestions which are, to say the least, mis-

leading, and at the same time to point out that the proposed

new term—"one in ten"—is a distinction without a difference,

and therefore needless.

REMOVING AN APHERING PAPER NEGATIVE
FROM ITS SUPPORT.

A FEW weeks ago we received from Captain Murray, of Tyndrum,

a large plate of polished ebonite, on one side of which was

squeegeed a paper negative which had resisted all his attempts

to get it removed. We, too, tried various means to effect a

separation, but all in vain. Numerous expert friends were

consulted as to suitable means for disuniting the two, but with-

out any successful result being achieved, which was the more

to be regretted as the negative was a large and somewhat im-

portant one.

Other negatives than the one sent to us having behaved in

the same untoward manner, a happy thought seemed to have

occuiTcd to the gallant Captain, which we express in his own

language :
" Since the receipt of your letter this morning, in

my desperation I warmed one of the ebonite plates I have here

with negatives stuck fast on them ; and I am delighted to say

that I have just stripped off the negative quite easily ! I am
anxious to know if the remains of the one I sent to you can be

taken off by the same means."

On receipt of this information we warmed the ebonite slab

by holding it before the fire, with the pleasant result that

when the temperature was raised to a little above blood boat

the hitherto intractable negative peeled off with the nioti(

perfect ease.

At first we and others thought that the adhesion of the

paper to the ebonite was caused by a residuum of moisture

in the film ; but when after lying face up on a dry shelf for a

fortnight the adhesion was still of a character as markedly

tenacious as at first, this hypothesis was felt to be untenable.

Prevention is doubtless better than cure ; and this evil moy,

in a great measure, be prevented by a thorough cleaning of

the ebonite plate, followed by rubbing over it some French
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chalk, previous to squeegeeing down either a negative or a

print ; but it is satisfactory to learn that even when things are

at the worst they may be met by the simple expedient adopted

by Captain Murray.

A conBESPONDENCE of some importance as bearing on photographic

interests is at present appearing in the pages of the Athenmun, and

will no doubt be followed with some attention by those connected

with the class of work discussed—Photogravure. A species of attack

is made upon the process on several grounds—it is mechanical ;
prints

ad libitum can be produced ; engraving and etching will be doomed

;

engravers will become extinct ; and so on. This is merely a repe-

tition of the old story : portrait painting was to be a lost art, and

miniature painting useless. But what is the truth of the matter ?

Portrait painting never in this country attained the perfection it now

exhibits; the curtain and pilaster that were the stock-in-trade of

the portrait painter half a century ago have been laughed out of

existence by the photographic parodies, and it is a distinct gain that

the Miss Creevys of art have been elbowed completely out of the way

by photography. So we may anticipate it will be as regards " photo-

engraving " and pure engraving ; the producers of the " horrible, lifeless,

and mechanical" things that Professor Herkomer speaks of will go to the

wall, and the noble art of engraving will he the better for their absence.

Sm IIoWAHD GnuBB read a paper at the Mathematical and Physical

Science Section of the British Association meeting that gave im-

portant information regarding the requirements of astronomical pho-

tograpliy. He said, in considering the best form of object glass, it

was desirable to have as large a field as possible. He showed the

value of I'rofessor Stokes's suggestion to have an Interchangeable

front lens to the objective of the telescope, so as to enable it to be

used for cither class of work. He stated that no matter how good a

clock was employed to move the instrument, it had to be supple,

mented by handwork ; he was able to correct, by present appliances,

any error to the twentieth part of a second, and believed that greater

accuracy was useless.

At a meeting of the same section, Professor Rowlands gave a descrip-

tion of a mainly photographic map of the solar spectrum, at which he

had been worliiiig for several years with concave gratings, of which,

starting at a focal length of twelve feet, he finally chose one of twenty-

one feet. The spectrum produced by gratings, as is well known, is

not subject to the crushing up of some and the expanding of other

parts, like that produced with prisms, and, in consequence, he

found that so many lines were crowded into the ultra-violet region

that it would be almost impossible to determine to which metals they

belonged. Photography here has enabled such great truthfulness and
exactitude to be obtained, that Professor Rowlands found it necessary

to make a new standard, the old Angstrom numbers being found not

to match and not to be consistent with one another. Captain Abney,
however, deprecated the altering the standard of wave-length.

Again, solar spectroscope negatives, by Mr. G. Higgs, were exhibited,

the instrument having been made by that gentleman himself. Some
idea of the reault.s may be gained when it is learnt that between lines

Hi and llj twenty-one lines could be counted, while in four inches of

spectrum, including the spaces between G and H, from nine hundred
to a thousand lines mav be counted.

AoAi.v, at this section Lord Rayleigh read a paper which had a most
important bearing upon a subject recently dealt with by us in

these column-), tlie refiection at the back of the glass. One great
cause of halation, it is known, is the reflection, at the back of the
plate, of liglit dispersed by film, and to prevent this reflection a
vehicle approaching in refractive index that of glass, and containing
a black pigment, was recommended by us, the former to prevent
reflectiun at the junction of surfaces, and the latter to absorb the
liyht. Professor Rayleigh's paper showed that no substance was a

perfect preventive of reflection, even when its refractive index was

exactly equal to that of the glass. He found great differences in

reflecting power in thLs respect between clean and dirty glass ; but in

all cases there was some reflection. He says, where dispersion

exists there is no reason to suppose that reflection should cease merely

because the refractive index is equalised. If recently fractured glass

shoidd give the same result, it might be safely concluded that there

was no residual film in play, and there would then be no doubt of the

inaccuracy of Fresnel's law. We need not point out the important

bearing of these remarks on the present state of the theory of the

reflection at the back of the glass as bearing upon halation.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
II.

We now commence a review of the pictures at the Society's Exhi-

bition.

R. B. Berry (No. 2), On the Lledr iJ/yer.—This picture is not equal

to those shown last year by this exhibitor. The point of view chosen

when rendered in black and white is not one calculated to satisfy

one's ideal of locaPcolour, and the leading lines of the picture are not

pleasant.

W. H. Hyslop (No. 3), Yachts—"Thistle:'—Vom studies of the

now well-known yacht "Thistle," and the largest direct photographs

of sailing vessels in the Gallery. The close proximity of the camera to

each vessel reveals a great mastery over the difliculties which must

arise under such circumstances. It may he assumed that the sea was

green in colour, therefore the resulting photographs are rather dark

in that particular. The same remark apphes to one picture where

the land seems to come in front of the yacht, and it would have been

as well if the contact of the .sKy with the top of this land had been

softened down by photographic means rather than with a brush
;

however, the pictures are very successful.

R. Keene (No. 4), Interiors.—1\i\s and other pictures by the same

exhibitor evince an experienced hand in depicting interiors and laud-

scapes. In the latter, the platiuotype tone chosen illustrates its

pecuhar adaptabihty for rendering gradations of distances, but for

interiors we think that a warmer tone would have produced more

satisfactory results.

R. H. Lord (No. 8), Portrait of Baby.—This is ono of those direct

large pictures to which allusion has been made as characterising the

present Exhibition. There is this advantage, that the whole of the

many scales of gradation in the negative are brought out, whereas if

an enlargement from a small negative had been produced they would

not be so evident, or possess that quality which is so difticult to

describe but which conveys such a pleasant charm. The pose of this

picture is natural, but is it also natural that one half of the face

should be in strong shade when the study is supposed to be taken out

of doors ?

Henry Stevens (No. 0), China Vases with Begonias.—X beautiful

specimen of very good photogi-aphic work, where great contrasts of

local colour have been^reproduced with singular delicacy and many

graduated depths of transparency— being very perfect in all_ its

scientific aspects, but at the same time showing very little artistic

selection or control, the subject being vases, and other pretty objects,

with some leaves. Why do not photographers, with all the advan-

tages of orthochromatic plates, attempt to make pictures of various

coloured flowers, fruit, &c., where artistic skill can be shown in the

arrangement of grouping, and in the avoidance of so many simple

diagrams of beautiful objects, but which become more so wlien the

glamour of design and pictorial light and shade are brought to bear

upou them P

I-uke Berry (No. 11), Humble Jiov.-We notice this photograph

just to emphasise what we have just been stating—that a diagram is

not a picture.

C. P. Pritchard (N'o. 15), Three Giants, being simply the tops of

Swiss mountains, three negatives having been printed from to form a

panorama—to some extent very well put together, but at the same

time sliowing evidence of how it has been done. As a matter of fact,

of course these tops must be absolutely true; but when we think of

the appalling grandeur of the originals and look upon pictures like
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tills one, wo are not moved. AVe have nothing before U9 wliich
demands our sympallij', and, with all due respect, we cannot tell

what th(> extent of these Giants may be—whether they are only a
few inches (as possibly miglit be modelled by some pieces of coaf) or
occupy a very considerable amount of space.

Matthew AVhitin^ (No. 10), Scotch and Enylish Fiw*.—Twelve
small pictures, which are far in advance of those shown lost year by
this veteran exhibitor, being very good in their photographic result,

and in the two middle pi(^tures very well selected and pictorial in
form and general aspect of light and shade, the cows in one picture
being remarkably good when considered in connexion with the other
portions of the scene.

G. P. Cartlaiid (No. 17), Windsor Jubilee Celebrations.— A. medal
has been awarded this series, stated to have been taken at eight p.m.
In all, the merit must consist entirely in the production of a good
chemical result by skill and good manipulation.

J. B. Hillditch (No. 20), St. PauTg CW/icrfra/.—What'would; the
Society's ICxIiibition be without the annual view of St. Paul's by
this exhibitor we cannot say ; but it must be admitted that the present

picture is very tine in its character, and at such close quarters to have
managed the equalisation of the focus implies a knowledge of the
optical portion of the appliances, which has resulted in a very tine

picture, which also is a good example of enlarging upon bromide
paper, the bluish tone admirably suggesting the original itself.

G. Wntraough Webster (No. 21), Eaton Hall.—A frame of four

interiors, in platinotype, which assists the delicate detail of the work
in a very marked way ; but we think that for pictorial purposes a
little warmer tone would be better, the present results suggesting
their being shut up in portfolios.

W. W. Winter (No. 2.J), My Mammy, and (No. 60) Da<fo'« Tich, Tick.

—We put these two pictures together, as they invite being noticed

on account of the same results in each. There is much dehcate treat-

ment of the white draperies, but the flesh tones are sacrificed in

consequence
; and here we will allude to the powerful effect for good

or evil which mounting has upon the print. In these instances, if

the mounts had been darker in tone than the dresses, the effect of the

picture would have been most wonderfully enhanced.

W. Wainwright, jun. (No. 25), Views.—These consist of four very
fine, well-cho.sen pictures, in platinotype. They are very pictorial in

effect, and suggest the notion that they are engravings from paintings.

In these works we have again exemplified the value of platinotype in

rendering gradations of distances. The picture with cows in it is a

beautiful example of force and delicacy united. Then, again, the
warm tint upon which they are mounted gives value to the photo-
graph which it surrounds. Altogether, these exhibits are very choice

and good.

Harry ToUey (No. 30), On the Lonely Shore, and many other
pictures from the same exhibitor. Here we have a series of nine

pictures, all in platinotype. A medal having been awarded to

No. .30, the subject being a rocky headland, making, with a fore-

ground, a bay, on which the moaning sea for ever rolls. One
solitary figure sits in the foreground and looks towards the pro-

jecting rock. Altogether, this picture commands our sympathies,

and we look at it and wonder why it should be so. Here we
have an artistic work in photography which is something more
than a bare record of facts. All the other exhibits are very good,

being most excellent work as far as the appliances go ; but there

is one, a snow scene, which conveys some little sentiment. Two
small figures intensify the effect of snow everywhere. Altogether,

this series is most successful, both from the technical and artistic

point of view.

J. Blain Scott (Nos. 30 and 37). Portraits.—Here we have in-

stances of platinotype assisting a negative in producing better results

than with silver printing. The work by this exhibitor this year is

far in advance of previous exhibits, and this, we think, is due to the

fact of platinotype giving more atmosphere than silver, and conse-

quently there is an absence of those unfathomable depths of blackness

which we recollect to have formerly seen. The pose of each figure is

very natural, but we must once again object to the white mounts,
which give the high lights on the picturi^s a dirty look.

F. VV. Edwards (No. 30), after G. Tinworth.—This, and another
exhibit of a similar subject, are good examples of photographic work

direct from the artist's original clay dedgnu, aod aim are cleverly
printed in platinotype, where the colour baa been moet judicioualy
adapted to the subject portrayed.

H. P. Uobinson (No. 40), Carolling.—Oace mure wa have an
exhibit from this master in composition photography, and which
if looked at with educated artistic knowledge, will »ati»fy both the
requiiement.s of the painter and the photographer. The subject con-
sists of two females traversing a common, whose shadows on thegraai
convey the fact of their being on a slight incline, and singing a carol
aa they go. In the background are some sheep grazing, and at the
extreme distance a rather low horizon of small trees, which insensibly
fade into the sky, which is kept very quiet, the whole suggerting
spring-time, when all things have an undeveloped character about
them

; and a tinge of sadness pervades the figures, who must be com-
pelled by the surroundings to sing " sotto voce." Well, in short, this
is the poetry or sentiment of the picture, and well has it been carried
out. Thus far the painter will recognise art, and the photographer
will appreciate the difficulties overcome in the arranging and printing
from several negatives, as also the choice of the colour (platinotype),
which throws another idylic charm over the whole of the picture
which has been most artistically conceived, and, photographically,
exceedingly well carried out.

Tkb Appabatus.—I.

The apparatus on exhibition this year having been selected by a
Committee from a considerable quantity sent for the purpose, there
is a proportionately greater number of novelties in this department
than could possibly otherwise have been the case, as we understand
that novelty was a factor in the principle of selection, conjoined, it

need not be said, with efficiency.

We are pleased to observe among the names of exhibitors several
whose productions appear here for the first time.

Koller slides and detective cameras are present in noticeable force
and variety

;
camera stands combining the qualities of portability and

rigidity ; shutters having every degree of instantaneity of action

;

cameras replete with ingenuity ; camera cases
;
plate boxes ; bottle

cases, and even photographers' watches, together with numerous ap-
pliances to facilitate working— all have a place in this collection.

Under the name of the "Aurora Camera," we find a very un-
pretending-looking camera of the detective class, exhibited by

H. Sharland, who is understood to be the manufacturer and wholesale

agent. It is designed by Mr. Samuels, several of whose patented

appliances are utilised in its construction. When folded up it forms

a square box of such small dimensions as, if wrapped in paper and

carried in the hand, might easily be mistaken for a box of cigars.

The camera contains at the back a reservoir capable of holding twelve

or more sensitised plates, quarter-plate size, and by a very simple

contrivance they can be exposed one after the other without any

danger of the unexposed plates being affected by the light, and there

is no compUcated mechanism to get out of order. The focussing is

effected by a concealed lever which is moved to marks indicated by

the distance of the object to be photographed.

When the first plate in the series has been exposed a button outside

of the camera is run up in a sunk groove, by which the exposed plate,

in its sheath, is raised up in a thin opaque bag, so as to be grasped by

finger and thumb and transferred to a receptacle at the back of the

others, the next in order taking its place at the' focal plane*. The cuts
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above show the camera both when closed and open, although in prac-

tice the lens does not protrude through the front as shown.

Some exhibits of Mr. William Tylar, of Birmingham, next claim

attention. One is a series of portable developing trays, formed of

Willesden paper, or, more correctly, cardboard. These trays, of which
we gave some account in our issue of the 23rd ult., are employed in

connexion with a very convenient

plate-lifting frame, by the aid of

which every operation, from deve-

lopment to the final washing of the

plate, can be performed without the

lingers coming in contact with either

the plates or the chemicals used.

The drawing shows its construction.

A plate-washing frame is also exhi-

bited by Mr. Tylar. Of tliis we also

append a drawing. The serrated

edges by which the plates are kept

separate are protected by indiarubber, rendering scratching im-
possible. It is constructed of japanned wire. A metal printing
frame is also shown by the same exhibitor. Spring clips, as shown
in the drawing, serve to keep the negative in close contact with

the metal back, and to permit of the progress of the printing being
observed with facility. Tylar's metal dark slides are likewise ex-
hibited, but they are now bo weU known as to need no description. I

COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.*
Nbably every enlargement, no matter how carefully produced, will

be found to require the assistance of the brush to endow it with a
finished appearance. There are very many systems of enlarging, but
none which gives to iheplain enlargement sufficient effect or brilliancy

to be independent of the brush or pencil. In the process of enlarging,

no matter how perfect the original may be, many blemishes will be

sure to assert themselves which will require rectification at the hands
of an artist. Sometimes the general texture of the whole picture

will present to the eye a most unnatural coarseness ; other times

this coarseness may be local, simply limited to the face. In the

former case the quality of the original (that is assuming the en-

larging to have been properly done) will be responsible for the

result, but the latter, in most cases, may be traceable to the care-

lessness or want of skill on the part of the retoucher who had the

working up of the original negative. So long, however, as the

likeness, in the latter case, lias not been greatly injured, a little

skilful work with the brush will set everything right.

In the working up of an enlargement it is a matter of the utmost

importance that we should secure a tint approaching, as nearly as

possible, to the tone of the photograph we are about to work upon.

Indeed, this tint should be exactly the same as that of the photo-

graph, or else we may fail to produce a harmonious wliole when
finished, and so have no reward for all the time and labour wo
may have expended on the working up.

There are many combinations for securing the tints best suited for

working up these enlargements, but two or three will suffice to be given

upon this occasion. Assuming that the enlargement we are about to

work upon is the usual photographic colour, the following will bo

found equal to the task of matching all shades of tlie same.

Naturally if the photograph be of a warm tone, the warmer colours

will predominate in the mixture, while, on the contrary, should it

incline to a [cold tone the cooler colours must necessarily assert

themselves.

Almost any tint may be obtained by the skilful mixture or com-

bination of lampblack, lake, and warm sepia. Another very useful

and good tint may be made by the help of neutral tint, sepia, and

brmcn madder; colours which lend themselves to almost any tint

that may be required. The combination which finds most favour

upon the Continent is principally formed from lake, Indian ink, and
neutral tint. I said "principally," and that may appear strange at

first sight ; but I wiU account for my saying so. Artists' colourmen

in Germany have introduced a combination of colours which they

terra photographic colour, that is a tint somewhat resembling that of

the ordinary photograph. There are several shades of this colour,

some warmer and some cooler, but I have always found that they

wanted toning before using, as by themselves I do not consider them a

success ; but they are exceedingly useful in combination with the

three last-mentioned colours. Many of the best artists prefer using

burnt carmine as their red.

For a short time carbon enlargements became somewhat fashionable

printed in a red pigment with the intention, when worked up, of

resembling some of the old red crayon drawings by some of the old

masters. They are very pretty and effective, but of late have not

found very much favour. To work them up a judicious combination
of Indian red and broivn madder will be found suflicient. These two
tints are the jnost general for enlargements, but sometimes they are

printed the exact tint of sepia, sometimes warm sepia, in which cases

these colours used in their purity will suffice. In carbon enlarging

almost any tints can be produced, and when such arc of different

shades from those just mentioned independent judgment must be used

in matching the colour.

Before starting work, indeed it is the first thing to be done, pin the

photograph to your drawing-board with the ordinary drawing-pins.

It is a great advantage keeping your picture flat. It is very advisable,

too, to keep a piece of soft, clean paper over the lower part, upon which

you can rest your hand while painting without any fear of dam.iging

your work. The fact of resting your hand upon the surface without

anything to protect it will inevitably cause it to become greasy, and

so almost impossible to work upon ; even if you succeed there is always

the fatal resiilt of looking patchy.
• Continued from page 613.
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In working up enlargoraents, you should always be provided with

ffiiides, that is to say, diiplicato pliotographs. These you should place

in such a manner that you can, without trouble, constantly refer to

them. I may parapliraso the old saying, " Two heads are better than

one" very truthfully by saying tliat " two guides are better than one:"

one should be printed lightly ti enable you to render the detail in

the sliadows, the other printed deeply in order to give the form and
drawing (if any) in the lights.

Ketouching of late years, as every one knows, has been considered

almost indispensable to the production of successful modern-day
photography, and when well and properly done is a decided advantage.

I rt'gret to say, through competition and bad pay, this branch of photo-

graphy has fallen into considerable disrepute. The one who has no mean
cause of complaint in this regard, is the colourist who has to work up

an enlargement from a badly retouched negative. When a negative

is over retouched (a very common occurrence), the likeness must in-

evitably suffer. In many such cases the resemblance is quite

destroyed, but in all such it must be very seriously interfered with.

I do not wish to be misunderstood in this particular regard, so beg to

draw attention to the fact that this does not refer to really ffood re-

touching, but to the ordinary—I may say very ordinary—and cheap

work as patronised by a large number of photographers.

Such work may bo tolerable in the smaller sizes, but when it is en-

larged it becomes impossible. A guide taken from such a negative is

really useless, and following such while working up your picture will

inevitably lead to failure. A hard stiuggle sliould, under such

circumstances, bo made to secure one or two prints from the negative

before it is retouched. You will be well repaid for your struggle by
the saving of alterations and worrying complaints.

Before starting with the colour, it is advisable to wash the surface

with water passed over it with a large brush, to see how it takes; if

evenly, let it dry, and it will then be ready for work. If tlie surface

present a greasy or uneven appearance, there is a prepared size, New-
man's, I believe, which is well adapted to rectify this. A wash of

ox-gall will also give a clean surface to work on.

In working upon albumenised paper or carbon tissue, it will be

found necessary when mixing your tint to include a little gum-water,

in order to assimalate somewhat to the gloss upon the surface natural

to sucli prints.

In the case of a very bad enlargement it may be necessary to pass a

wash of colour over the major part of your picture, and then pro-

ceed in the way I will indicate for a more or less decent enlargement.

Take your brush, a sable, and one not too small, and with a small

quantity of the tint you have mixed begin to fill in any white or

offensively light spots that may be in your photograph. Don't try to

fill them in such a way that they will become flat or patchy, but with

a view to breadth and effect. This refers naturally in most part to

the background, coat, &c. This treatment will partake somewhat of

the stipple, but when the defect is large, and so beyond the power of

the stipple to mend, you must hatch over the defective space and
afterwards even up witli a stipple, if such be necessary.

The colour in use should never be too moist, still it must work
easily in the brush ; also very little colour should be used at the time.

If the photograph under treatment should be an enlargement from
a very small or faded original, tliere will be considerably more trouble

than in the case of an enlargement made under more favourable

conditions. The surface will be found to present a general mottled or

coarse appearance, all of which must be taken away before we can

produce a pleasing result. With your brush very moderately filled

with colour you must patiently and carefully proceed to even up all

these inequalities ; in other words, tone down the light spaces until a

moderately even appearance is given to the entire picture. When
working upon a carbou surface it will be found advisable at times to

take out some of the darks with a knife, but more of that later on.

When you have carried this operation to a certain extent, take your
guide and very carefully examine it, and compare it in detail with

youi enlargement, looking up and mending all the deficiencies that

present themselves. These will be mostly observable in what may be

termed exaggcratifrna, imperfect drawing, and a general tendency to

hardness of outline. There are at times such successful enlargements

as to want but very little, simply brightening up and strengthening.

I mentioned " hardness of outline " just now, and a word or two on

that subject may not be amiss. It is laid down that in nature tbera
is no such thing as an outline, or outer line, and on clow obaerTation
the truth of this will become apparent. One tint meets another and
melts imperceptibly into it, yet both are separate and distinct. A
strongly cast shadow upon a light ground will be found to be simply
the termination of the shadow, but it would be impossible to depict it

by means of a hard line. Outline is, as it were, the boundary where
one tint ends and another begins—the edge of a shadow ; but in no
case can a hard line represent itself. In the monochrome, when there
is no help derived from the balance of one tint against another, as in

coloured work, the tendency to outline is very remarkable, and must
in the treatment of the enlargement be so subdued as not to be
offensive to the laws of nature.

One will often find in enlargements (some processes more than others)

that the shadows meet the lights much too abruptly, also that there
is a general lack of half tone. In cases where this is very strongly
marked, a faint wash may be passed over the entire picture, picking
out the lights by removing the colour with a dry brush ; or, better still,

allowmg the whole to dry, and then with the point of a piece of ink-
eraser restore them. This faint wash will only impart a general tone
or softness to the picture, but will not be sufficient to blend the

shadows into the half tones. If your shadows are very strong they
must be rubbed down with an eraser, and then the edges worked or

stippled until a general harmony and roundness is secured, and which
can only be the result of the proper gradation of tint. So much for

the picture generally. We will now take it in detail, and examine the

different treatment demanded by each feature.

Bbdmond Babbbtt.
(To bt eontimted.)

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY AND ITS REVIVAL.'
One of the first, if not the first point the photographer should give

attention to, if he desires to obtain the most perfect effects in stereo-

scopic work, is the distance at which his lenses are mounted apart on

the camera. Very many of the pictures sold in the past, and which
helped to destroy the popularity of the stereoscope, were defective

only in this respect, and that chiefly because the operator either in

ignorance or carelessness treated every subject in precisely the same

manner. Let us then consider the effects produced by varying the

distance of the lenses.

As I pointed out in connexion with the stereoscope itself, the dis-

tance of the lenses apart for viewing the slides may be fixed, as owing

to their size and to the fact that it is not necessary to look through

the precise centre of the glasses, a fixed position will suit eyes placed

at widely different distances. In the stei-eoscope, in fact, the distance

of the lenses is chiefly a matter of comfort and exercises little influ-

ence on the appearance of the picture. In the camera, however, it is

altogether different, the distance between the centres of the lenses

deciding the amount of stereoscopic relief presented by the combined

pictures, and this practically independent of the amount of separa-

tion existing in the mounted slide. A moment's reflection will show
that the separation of the lenses on the camera front, or in other

words the diversity in the points of view from which the two dis-

similar pictures are taken, settles once and for all the amount of dis-

similarity existing between them, and that the same amoimt of

divergence is presented to the eyes when the pictures are viewed in

the stereoscope and the same idea of rehef conveyed to the brain,

whether corresponding objects in either picture are two and a half or

three and a half incites apart when mounted. The only difference in

that respect is again one of comfort; the nearer the mounting distance

is to the actual separation of the eyes the less will be the strain pro-

duced in their combination.

Naturally the best or propei; distance of the two points of view is

that of the eyes themselves, and if a fixed front is used and the points

of view are to be the same for all classes of subject, near or distant,

two and three-quarter inches will be found generally the most con-

venient. But the optical effect may often be improved by artificial

means—that is, by a departure from absolute truth. Of cour.-*, the

wider apart the points of view the greater will bo the dissimilarity ia

* Concluded from page 668,
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tlie pictures, and the closer the objects the greater will be the effect,

owing' to the larger angle subtended. In gazing naturally upon a

landscape, though the observer is sensible of a considerable effect of

relief in the foreground objects, it becomes inappreciable as the dis-

tance increases, and, however rugged and broken may be the distant

mountain side, it appears to the e^'e smooth and flat, because the axes

of the eyes, when directed upon objects at sucli a distance, include so

small an angle as to be practically parallel. In proportion as that

angle is increased by separating the eyes, if that were possible, or the

lenses in the case of a photographic camera, so will the dissimilarity

between the pictures and the sense of solidity and relief be increased.

So for landscape work, especially of the type known as "open," the

natural distance of the human eyes may be departed from to a very

considerable degree, and for very far-removed objects the two views

may be taken from points many yards apart. Thus the Warren de

la Kue's stereoscopic pictures of the moon, published many years ago,

were taken on different nights, or imder circumstances owing to the

alteration of the relative positions of earth and moon equivalent to a

separation of the points of view by thousands of miles.

For landscape work solely it is advisable to have a good distance

between the lenses, say three and a half or four inches or even more,

and it is even allowable to have them fixed in that position because
the exaggerated relief conferred upon foreground objects will not prove
unpleasing. But for portraiture, groups, or small near objects, such
an arrangement would be utterly unsuitable, the effects produced
being grotesque in their want of truth. For instance, many years
ago, I purchased, second-hand, a stereoscopic camera that had been
specially constructed for a then leading amateur landscapist and in

which the lenses were adjustable from four and a quarter to five and
a quarter inches apart. For landscape purposes the instrument was
all that could be desired, but npon using it to photograph a small
statuette or group, including a seated female figure, I was startled

to find her represented with a capacious lap extending to several yards,
a chin projecting quite a yard, while from tlie top of the nose to the
lip was a good foot.

Therefore, I consider that a perfect stereoscopic camera should be
provided with an adjustable front enabl ng the lenses to be separated
from two and three-quarters, or, better, two and a half inches to four
or five

;
in fact I hold the adjustable front to be a sine quit non.

Next I come to the question of the best focal length for the lenses.

There is no best, but the focus should be suited to the subject just as
in monoscopic work. A pair of short focussed lenses will exaggerate
the perspective of distant views, making mountains into molehills and
foreground pebbles into gigantic rocks, while on the other hand lenses
of too long focus will give with near views and " bits " which form
some of the most charming subjects for the stereoscope, flat and
jumbled-up pictures which only resemble carvings in low relief. It
has been suggested that these defects may be remedied by viewing the
finished pictures with lenses of the same focal length as those^em-
ployed in their production, but how many people will find that their
stereoscopes and cameras fall in with that convenient arrangement, or
wiU think it worth while, like Mr. Chadwick, to adapt their photo-
graphic lenses to the stereoscope F It is better to have a selection of lenses
to suit different subjects and to adhere to one pair for the stereoscope

;

or, where a single pair must suffice for the camera, to select a medium
focus, say five to five and a half inches. A full equipment may range
from three inches for interiors to seven and a half or even eio-ht for
distant views and marine studies.

"

Anotlier important item is to see that the lenses are accurately
mounted upon the camera front at precisely the same height from
the base line of the plate. If tliis is not seen to, endless trouble will
be experienced in trimming and mounting. I do not attach a great
amount of importance to the absolute "pairing" of the lenses. I once
had a pair of about] four-and-a-half-inch focus that differed fullv
three-sixteenths of an incli and which I had to focus separately, but I
could never find any defect in the combined pictures produced by
them, nor did I ever experience any inconvenience or strain in lookino-
at them.

°

Special importance is attached by some to the necessity for
accurately levelling the camera in taking stereoscopic pictures, but
beyond the reasons that prevail in connexion with sin.^le pictures I
am aware of no others that affect a double picture. I have heard i

argued that a want of level in the direction of the plane of the picture

or from side to side, will prevent the combination of the pictures in

the stereoscope, but this is not the case, for if the two pictures be

taken from points one above the other, instead of side by side, they

will combine perfectly if properly mounted, though without proper

stereoscopic effect. Even if the double negative be taken with a con-

siderable slope from left to right, if the prints be trimmed properly no

ill effect will accrue beyond the greater trouble involved in the

trimming.

As regards levelling^in the direction of the axis of the lens, or what
is known as " tilting," the effect is precisely the same as in the case of

a single picture, and when it is absolutely necessary to resort to

tilting, the swing back must be employed. Nothing looks worse than

a stereoscopic slide with leaning perpendiculars.

From various reasons in the old dry-plate days, and with wet plates

as well, difficulty was frequently experienced in bringing the two
halves of the negative to the same density, and consequently one half

of the print was often much darlfer than the otlier. This might arise

from defects in the optical arrangements, but was more frequently due

to the collodion film being thiclser at one end of the plate than the

other, or to the developer liaving been applied unequally. These

reasons are not^now likely to prevail with gelatine plates, though

another cau.se of unevenness between the two halves may now be

found. In former days, with exposures counted by minutes, there

was no difficulty in removing and repl.icing two caps so as to give

practically equal exposures to either half of the plate
; but, now when

the time is reduced to a second or two, the feat becomes almost an

impossibility, and some form of exposing shutter is a matter of abso-

lute necessity, whether for instantaneous or "time" exposures. This

presents no particular difficulty, except that in the case of an adjustable

front for tlie separation of the lenses the shutter must work inde-

pendently of the lens mount.

What has to be performed in the way of exercise of care in these

matters referred to in counexiim with the camera is done once for all,

but when we come to trimming and mounting the prints it will be

found that individual attention must be given to each one, and it is,

perhaps, to the want of observance of the irksome little niceties in these

operations that the imperfections of tlie great majority of stereoscopic

slides are to be traced. But, after all, the trimming and mounting of

a stereoscopic slide is as rapidly and accurately dona as a single one,

if done methodically. The following is the method I adopted for

years, and by which I was able to trim or mount from three to four

dozen prints in an liour.

The first thing to be done before cutting the prints is to mark them,

that the respective halves may be subsequently identified. To do

this lay the print face dowanvards upon tlie cutting-glass and mark

the halves as they lie " K." and "L.;" the left-hand lialf when looking

at the face will thus be marked " right," and vice versa as required.

The next operation is to provide a correct base line from which to

work. The line of the rebate of the dark slide is often taken, but if

tlie camera has not been level this will only be the commencement of

trouble, for one" print will lie cut a trifle higher, or will contain a

trifle more subject in the foreground than the other, and when
mounted will either refuse to combine properly, or cause couiidorablo

strain on the eyes.

My plan is to select two corresponding objects in tlie foreground

of the two halves of the print, a stick, a pebble, a turf or blade of grass,

a flower, or any of the thousand and one such objects that may be

found in any picture. Lay a straight edge against the two prints

selected, and cut a clean bottom margin or base line. Now, whether

the camera has been level or not, we may be sure that the two

prints are cut level, and jthe worst fault that can happen will be a

slight leaning, imperceptible except in architectural subjects, but no

doubling of the image or strain on the eyes.

Now fold the double print in the centre, face outwards, using the

new base line to secure accuracy, and -svith a suitable cutting shape

trim the two halves at once, employing a sharp knife to ensure clean

edges. It is in the trimming where a large amount of judgment is

required in deciding and arranging the distance apart of similar

objects in the two pictures when mounted. This distance does not

necessarily coincide with the width of the trimmed picture, as it

would do if each half contained precisely the same amount of subject
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and they were mounted close toj^ether. On the contrary, the distance

between similar objects is usually less than the width of the print,

and this is arranged by so cutting the prints that the outer margins
of the mounted prints, that is tliu right-hand side of the right picture

and the left-liand of the left, show a small amount of subject that is

not included in the other half. This has the advantage that it makes
the picture wlien viewed in tlie stereoscope stand back from the mount
lis if looked at tlirougli a frame.

Tlie distance of the corre.^ponding objects will depend upon the

distance of the lenses apart and the size of the trimmed fprint, and
may be readily altered or adjusted by placing the cutting shape

nearer to or further from the centre or fold of the doubled print;

that is to say, the nearer the dividing lino between the two prints

is approached in trimming, the nearer will be the corresponding

objects in the mount(>d prints, other things being equal. Thus, in

the case of my 7h x .', camera with the lenses placed in the centre

of each half of the plate, i.e., at a distance of 3| inches between their

centres, I find the following are the variations produced, supposing

the prints to be trimmed to three inches square. Cut one-eight of an
inch from tlie fold or division line, mounted objects are '2-1 inches

apart ; a quarter of an inch, :2| inches ; and three-eighths of an inch,

three inches, which is as far apart as can be comfortably combined.

These distances will of course vary, other things remaining the same,

if the size of the trimmed print be altered, the difference being equal

to what is taken off or added to the width of the two prints.

Variation of the distance of the lenses also will affect these figures,

the nearer the lenses are placed the more distant will be the mounted
objects. In landscape work tlien, it will be seen that it is advan-
tageous to place llie lenses as far apart as possible or convenient in

order to secure the full stereoscopic effect. Whatever may Ije the

size of the plate, perliaps the best general distance, if it has to be fixed,

will be tlirce inclies ; if adjustable, let the adjustment be from Ss inches

to .03 much as can be obtained.

Witli regard to the size of the trimmed prints, I think the appear-

ance of the slides is much improved by cutting the photograph as large

as pos.'iible. I cut mine .3 inches wide by J^g high, and these dimen-

sions, after allowing for the expansion of the paper in mounting, leave

a margin at either end of three-eighths of an inch, and a little less than

one-eighth at top and bottom. The inelegant appearance of many of

tlio old slides trimmed to two and a half inclies square was very

noticeable, and arose from the use of small plates, sometimes as small

as o| X '.'>, and the difficulty of working clean to the edges. With
gelatine plates I should think it would be possible to work the old

" stereo size," CJ x -'if, or evenGj x 3.f, and still trim to the size I have

named.

I liad intended saying something on the suhject of transparencies,

but have exceeded my space ; I may at a future period return to tliat

very charming branch of photography, as I fully believe next season

will witness a real revival of the stereoscope.

C. Beckett Lloyd.

COMPOSITION IN LAXD.SCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY.
.list the day for photography ! The wind is still, not a breath
shivers the delicate leaves of tlie Lombardy poplars ; the sky is not
quite cloudless, for numbers of small clouds float lazily over the blue,

affording varieties of lighting, either all sunlight, all shade, or, by
careful waiting and observation, a little of each—often useful when
softness and sparkle are wanted in the same picture. I don't think I

can do better than imagine you are with me. It may be like a legal

fiction, most convenient. IJesides, you know the scenery.

Fill your slides, look over your camera to see that everything is in

order; for, however sure you may bo that everything is right, it is

always well to have an inspection before marching. To forget a
I Clew, if you have a loose one, and only discover your loss when you
are miles from home and the view before you is " perfect," is to

promote possibly suicide, or certainly profanity. There are some
things better left at home if you unfortunately possess them. One
of them is any kind of actinometer. I never knew anything but
harm from this instrument when used to help you to judge the
exposure. Another perfectly useless worry can be got out of

"exposure tables." It takes all the "go" out of a picture if you
liave to do a sum in arithmetic when you ought to be concentrating
all your heart, and mind, and soul, on your subject. Knowledge of

exposures must come by experience if they are to be of any we. No
calculations based on length of focus and stops are of any service to

a practical photographer. All other things being equal they would
be an infallible guide, but otherwise they are misleadiog. After
the plate has been exposed and the excitement is over, it would be
useful to make a few notes for further guidance. Such as kind of

plate, lens, stop, and length of time, also of the light, and nature
of the scene.

Besides the apparatus there is another ijvery important help to

picture making wnich is seldom thought of—some models. It does

not matter much what kind they are, whether old men, young girln,

or children, or mixed ; the one thing of the utmost importance is that

they shall be appropriate to the scene, for there must be no suggestion

of sham about tne finished results.

The illustration, which was done on a day that turned out unfit for

good work with the camera, shows some of my models. A painter is

making use of one of them, while two others are looking on.

AVe will have a lofty beginning to-day. Let us go to the top of

the mountain—Moel-y-plas—a hillock you called it, with your trans-

atlantic contempt for little things, but it is 1442 feet 8 inches high,

according to the minutely exact calculations of the Ordnance survey,

and at least affords us that senso of standing on a round world spoken

of by the author of A'lam llede as one of the outdoor delights

she most cared for. .Shall we find a picture here ? The hill is

glorious with purple heather ju.-t coming into flower, green ferns and
bracken, mingled with the orange and brown of last year's decay.

New life springing from death. As we ascend we startle a covey of

gi'ouse which go whirling down the valley. We need not mind
them now ; next month their turn will come. The land dips into

vallevs all around us ; to the north the lovely vale of Clwyd, beyond

whicb, afar off, is a glimpse of the pale grey sea ; to the south the

Llanarmon valley running for miles in the direction of Chester; and

to the west the grand range of mountains known as Snowdonia. We
are standing on the oldest bit of Britain, from the geological formation

down to the Druids. The scene calls up memories which every Welsh-

man loves to dwell on. There rises up before us in mental vision

Llewellyn and his dog, Owain Glyndwr, and King Arthur and his

round table ; but this is not what we are here for.

Where are we to point our camera ? I cannot see anything that

will afford a good subject. A magnificent view is before us " pal-

pitating with actuality," but it is beyond our reach. It would be

impo.ssible to give any adequate representations of those distant hills,

they would bo dwarfed into insignificance, and, if relied on to come
on the same plate as the foreground, over exposed to the verge of

blackness. The foi-eground is insignificant in itself to make a picture,

and the view, as a view, consists of the valleys and mountains. S^i

we must remember the limitations of our art, and give up the im-

possible—but don't pack up the camera, for here comes our picture,

llere is a group of children, five of them, gathering bilberries ; we
will give up the mountains for the present, and make a picture of the

children. We will send one of our young-lady models to make
friends with them, and rub off the edge of their shyness. That she

is dressed in shabby clothes will be in her favour, the children

will be more natural and familiar with her. We will select a spot

where the undergrowth is not too dense, but broken up with plain

patches of turf or bare earth. You have already made up vour mind

roughly how the group shall be arranged, have placed the camera

approximately on the right spot, and roughly focussed, pulling out

the top of the swing-back before focussing so as to get greater depth

of dennition from foreground to distance. Two children to the right
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of the picture, three to the left, and to make a principal point, the

trained model not quite in the middle of the picture, but a little to

the left of the centre, and nearer the camera ihan the others. Let
the principal figure be standing with her left arm outstretched over

a large basket looking- to the ground on the left, as if seai-ching for

berries or talldng to one of the children, She, knowing what is

expected of her, will not stand in an awlnvard attitude, resting

equally on both feet, but you may rely on her when you have given

her the leading idea to carry it out instantly. The sun is shining to

the left front of the model, throwing out the figure dark, but touched
with a brilliant edging of sunlight against the distant mountains.
Take care in exposing to lift the cap as if it were hinged to the top

of the hood of the lens, for it will then act as a sunshade. If the

least touch of sunlight rests on the glass during exposure the plate

vrill be hopelessly fogged. It is with the children that the trouble

comes. This, however, we get over with a little patience, taking
care that each figure appears to be as unconscious of the camera as

possible. Now expose. Two, or perhaps three seconds.

That stupid child looked up just as you took off the cap to see why
you are keeping her waiting so long. Quick ! another plate before

she is aware you mean another. That is the picture. It is often tlio

second shot that brings down the bird.

To succeed with a picture of this kind requires quickness of decision

and the faculty of seeing at once what ought to be done, and promptly
acting on that insight. The photographer also must be able, without
hesitation or waiting for words, to say, or oftener to shout, the right
thing at the right time to the model. In fact the Ufe of the picture
depends on your doing absolutely the right thing in several directions

on the spur of the moment. This faculty can only be attained by
long practice, good knowledge of composition and light and shade,
and keen observation of effect.

The illustration will serve to show the kind of rapid sketches you
should get into the habit of making of any subject or arrangements
that may strike you. They need not be accurately drawn or exhibit

any graces of style, all that is wanted is rapid notes and hints for
future u.se. I have purposely introduced a weak point in the compo-
sition so that I may point a lesson. The composition is divided into
two groups which seem to have no connexion. The attempt to join
them by the addition of the basket is a failure. The lines are fairly
right, but there is a want of unity—fatal to the picture.

In the picture described above the figures predominate over the
landscape

; we will now reverse the effect, and the landscape shall be
of the most importance. We won't give up the mountains now we
have taken the trouble to climb so high. Let us see if we can get a
good picture by taking it on two plates instead of one. Some people
say that combination printing is not quite orthodox, but let us break
away sometimes, it is awfully dull to be always correct. It is not
easy to an active mind to be satisfied with " tlie priceless merit of
being commonplace." The difficulties of the .subject before us are
these

:
We have a near foreground of comparatively dark and non-

actinic character, a blue sky with some small, strongly defined
clouds, a distance composed of grey-blue mountains, and a middle
distance; this latter part of the scene, however, is a long way off.
The problem is, how to combine these apparently incompatible ele-
ments, giving the least prominence to the foreground. No lens would
get the foreground and distance together with anything like a passable
focus, and no dodging of the exposure afford both the widely different
times they would require. These difficulties are easily surmounted
by combmation printing. Get the immediate foreground on one plate
with an exposure of, say, ten seconds (for you will use a small stop"),
and all the other parts of the picture on another plate, and with an
exposure, say, of one second. These exposures are only approximate
It would be better in practice in takmg the distance to move the
camera forward a little so to take in more than is required, this
wiH facilitate the joining. I have fully described the various methods

of combination printing which may be of use to the landscape photo-
grapher in Silver Printin;/, and it would scarcely be worth while
going over the subject again here. H. P. Robinson.—Photograpliic Times,

THE IDENTIFICATION OP CRIMINALS BY PHOTOGRAPHY.
The Observer ^3.yB that "The question of the best means of identifying
habitual criminals is most important as a practical means for the re-
pression of crime. In France and throughout Algeria they have adopted
the signalemenU anthropometriques of M. Bertillon. Hia system consists
of taking the measurements of certain bones wliich do not alter after
manhood has been reached, such as the length and width of the head,
the length of the little and middle fingers of the left hand, of the left foot
and forearm, and the height of the body. Scars and marks, the colour
of the eyes and hair, are also noted very carefully. Now M. Bertillon has
found in his practical experience by the measurement of nearly ,50,000

persons that the measurements of no two of them are alike. The instru-

ments used, though inexpensive, are so accurate that the diameters of the
head and the length of the fingers are measured to within one millimetre.
One, however, of the most important advantages of M. Bertillon's system
is the power it gives of classifying, by the aid of measurements, the
photographs of habitual criminals. The photographs are divided into
three classes, according to height—the large, the medium, and the small.
Each of these classes is again and again subdivided, according to the
length of the head, the width of the head, the length of the middle
finger and left foot, into sub-classes of large, medium, and small, so
that instead of looking through 50,000 photographs it is only necessary
to examine ten to twelve, and if the portrait wanted be in the collection

it can be found as quickly as a word can be looked out in a dictionary.
The officials employed in the searches now make use of the figures alone ;

they satisfy themselves of the absolute similarity of the authropomctrical
descriptions to a millimetre before they even look at a photograph, lest

they should reject the right card through being misled by a deceitful

resemblance. Since the introduction of the system nearly five years ago
there has not been one single error of identification, and the number of

prisoners recognised as giving a false name and etat civil has been
1500. Germany, Spain, Italy, and Denmark have adopted M. Bertillon's

system, and it will probably become the recognised means for criminal
identification throughout the world."

OPINION OF THE LONDON PRESS ON THE PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

[The Graphic,]

This year's Exhibition of the Photographic Society, though in some res-

pects of a higher standard of technical excellence than its predecessors,

is somewhat disappointing from a popular point of view. The multi-
plicity of portraits reminds us forcibly of the "Photographic Artist's"
waiting room, while the yacht studies though interesting, as showing
what instantaneous photography can do, are apt to become monotonous.
At a time like the present when amateur photographers, to whom
avowedly the recent marvellous improvement in photographic science is

mainly due, are doing such excellent work at home, abroad, and in tho
colonies, surely it would be worth tho while of the representative photo-
graphic society to make an effort to fill their walls with a more varied
and more wisely chosen collection than that now on view in Pall Mall.

We all know pretty well the stage of excellence which has been reached
in the studio, and in country rambles within reach of home and a dark
room, but specimens of photographs taken in a campaign, in the diffi-

culties of travel, and in rarely visited lands under exceptional circum-
stances would be interesting alike to professionals and amateurs. It is

for this reason that J. W. Lindt's admirable pictures of New Guinea are

exceedingly welcome in the present Exhibition. They are well taken,

and prove what good work can be done with the camera by geographical
explorers. Alfred Isenberg shows some interesting views of Benares, and
coming a little nearer home Miss Georgina French has some charming
views of Venice. Messrs. Robinson and Thomson send a number of

small photographs of Picturesque Italy, which deserve especial praise ;

while W. F. Donkin and Captain Abney both send some striking Swiss
mountain views. Of English subjects there are some particularly good
photographs of Thirlmere and Derwentwater, both by T. A. Green and
H. Colliss Pettitt ; numerous characteristic views in the Isle of Arran by
Vernon Heath ; a very pretty bit of foliage. Holy St. Devon, by T. M.
Browning ; some clever notes on the Norfolk Broads by Payne Jennings

;

and a wonderfully extensive view of Moel Wyn from Festiniog by Charles
E. Nesham.
Foremost amongst the "picture" subjects is the CaroUiny of H. P.

Robinson, which has excited considerable difference of opinion amongst
photographers, but which, taken as a whole, must be praised for the

gracefulness of its composition and the delicacy of its execution. Most
of the others still retain that stiff, stark look about the figures which has
ever been the stumbhng-block in this branch of photography. Amongst
the best are A Finishing Touch, by Lydell Sawyer; 'The Fotler,by\y.
Thomas ; On the Lonely Shore, by Harry ToUey ; Darning, by John
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Terras, after Adam Diston's well-known style ; Dat't a Lubly Shine, by
0. n. Wood ; and, not least, country cottage Ktudies by Oeorge Davidson,
whoso delicacy of printing in platinotype almost eqnala the effect of steel

engraving. As wo have said, however, it is in portraits that the strength of

the Exhibition mainly lies, and prominent amongst the chief exhibitors arc
W. J. liyrne & Co., whose photographs taken direct at Lady Hood's
house, are no less admirable than tlieir life-size heads—to the latter of

which the Judges have deservedly awarded a modal. E. Davey Lavender
send some winsome full-length portraits of a little girl, H. S. Mendelssolin
a graceful group of Mrs. Longstaff's children, V. H. Chintamon some
Indian celebrities. G. West & Son, as usual, are distinguished by
some good yachting studies, as also is W. H. Hyslop. Animal subjects
are chiefly represented by A. R. Dresser, who shows a curious study of

the sea-lion, and Thomas Fall, whose dog portraits are very good, while
some instantaneous views of gulls in flight by Benjamin Wyles should
serve as a lesson to many a marine artist. Of the scientific photographs
we should mention the photo-micrographs of Andrew Pringle and of

Fred. E. Evans, and the lightning photographs taken during the August
thunderstorm by E. S. Sheppard. There is a great lack of architectural
subjects, but we cannot conclude without giving a passing word of praise
to S. H. E. Salmon for his interior of St. Bartholomew the Great, to G.
Watmough Webster for his interior of Eaton Hall, and to Richard Keene
for his interior of Hardwick Hall. One of the chief novelties is a scene
from David Garrick, photographed by ordinary gaslight, by John F.
Boberts, which has gained the distinction of a medal.

RECENT PATENTS,

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 13,.505.

—"Improvements in App-iratiis for Wasliing and Drj'iug Photo-
graphic Negatives and l'liotogr,apluc Pictures on Glass, I'.art of such Improve-
nients being applicable also for Washing Photographic Prints." J. H.
Jeffbhiks.—Dated October 5, 1887.

No. 13,566.—"Improvement in Instruments or Cameras for Photographing
Distant or other Objects. " R. Bmn.—Dated October 6, 1887.

No. l,'i,72.'i.
— " New or Improved Means for Setting or Cooling Photographic

Emulsions on Glass or other Suitable Materials used as a Support for Photo-
graphic Emulsions." J. W. T. Vadett.—Bated October 10, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED,
Improvements in Cameras.

No. 13,240. John Edward Thornton, 3, New Lome-street, Moss Side,

Manchester.— Ocioier 18, 1886.

The objects of the improvements which are the subject of this invention are

for a twofold purpose, hereinafter more definitely described ; firstly, for facili-

tating the packing and unpacking of cameras and getting them into position
for work, by reducing the number of loose parts ; and, secondly, for facUitating

the adjustment of the various parts when in use by providing more con-
veniences thau hitherto for the operator. This invention is intended to form
an addition, to be taken in connexion with my Specification dated the 24th
February, 1886, and numbered 2670.

In constructing a photographic camera according to my invention, I form
the baseboard with a circular opening in it as large as convenient without
unduly weakening the parts ; to the under side of this baseboard I attach
another board of a suitable size and shape (which I call the turntable), and
having a corresponding opening a little smaller than the one in baseboard, so

that a projecting ledge is formed on the turntable on the inside edge of the
opening. To this projecting ledge on the turntable I attach a ring or flange of
auy suitable material, but preferably of wood. This ring just fits easily in the
baseboard opening, and comes nearly flush with the surface thereof. A thinner
fl.inge or ring, preferably of metiil, is .attached to the top edge of the wooden
flange and overlaps the surface of baseboard just sulHcient to form a binding
projection to keep it in its place. The baseboard can thus revolve freely on
the turntable, and a set-screw passing through the wooden flange and working
into the metal one serves to clamp the baseboard and turntable together to

keep the baseboard from revolving except when required. The order of
attaching the flanges may be reversed if desired, and any other materials may
be used for their construction, but I prefer them as herein described.
The under side of turntable may have recesses therein into which are inserted

jdates for attaching the legs to. These recesses and plates I place near the
edge of turntable and extend them so as to come right out to the edges and bo
vi.'iible from the edges thereof. In the plates I form <-shaped recesses, the
wide end of each coming to edges of turntable and the narrow end terminating
in a hole into which the leg pin fits. The leg pins can thns be more 'readily

jdaced in the holes than if the position of holes had to be looked for underneath
the tunitable, as the pins may be pushed in from the edges, the recesses

guiding them to their places. This method is only applicalde to those legs

which nave projecting pins thereon. For those legs having a fixed stay-pin or
bar at the upper extremity I form the turntable with spnng jaws to engage
with the same as follows :—Tlie stay-pin fits into a hollow or groove on the
under side of turntable, and a spring metal catch, having a corresponding groove
on its upper edge, presses against the turntable and holds the stay-pin in posi-

tion in groove, at tlie same time allowing it to move tangelically. This device
may be placed near the edges of turntable so that the stay may be pushed in
between the jaws easily.

The usu.al extension frame of baseboard is worked by the usual racks and
pinion, but I arrange the pinion so that it can be thrown out of gear with the
rack.s and the frame pushed in or out without tedious racking. The end-
bearings or ]ilates in which the i>inion works are slotted in such a manner that
the pinion may fall sufliciently to just clear the teeth of racks when pushed

down. A small spring at either end of pinion, on the nndrr aide, oparmtM to
press it iu gear with the racks, and a pjato or other device, which may project
to the outer edge of baseboard, is placed over pinion, so that it may b« prmed
down thereby.
The front board, which carries the lens, is caused to travel liackwanl and

forward as described in the before.mentioned speoifi "I".. bMrloga of
the top pinion which works the li.mt arc formw! in t .,'le-pliites or
runners, and the slotted stretclnrH which support tl, ,r.- pivoted at
their lower ends to the.se runners. The fork cairying tlie Iruut is coniitructetl
so us to swing either backward or forward on its lower extremity su a centre,
being pivoted by anv of the following methods :— Firstly, the two liottom
ends of fork have each a small boss attached, the said bosses being each cnt
part away, forndng at their lower extremities a half circle, to as to tit on to two
shoulders formed on the pinion. Two short tubes are smoothly Httcil on the
pinion, also a sjiiral spring which works in the space formed between the two
ends of tubes, and serves to press them apart. When the fork Is placed in
position on the pinion the tube ends s]>ring on to the bosses or inner edges of
lork, and so lock the fork on the pinion, at the same time allowing it to swing
thereon. A projecting pin on each tube provides for drawing the tubes together
when it is desired to detach the fork. 8econilly, the sides of fork may 1»; luld
rigidly apart by a hollow bar or half tube which will fit on to the pinion and
lock thereon by catch springs. Thirdly, two flat springs, each having a small
hole therein, may be attached to the nmners and the fork ptoviiled with pro-
jecting pins to fit into the said holes, and so form pivots for the fork to swing
on. Fourthly, the fork may fit on pinion, as described, and pins or t>osses oa
the fork eng.ige with springs attached to the runners to lock the fork on the
pinion. Any other method of locking may be used which is found suitable,
and 1 do not bind myself to any one of the methods described herein.
The sides of fork are slotted, and the front is made so as to rise and fall

between the fork, being fixed at any height by two miUed-headeil screws, which
pass through the slots in stretchers and fork and work into the sides of trout
lx)ard. These screws serve a double purpose, as when tightened they serve to
hold the front board firm and rigid by means of the stretchers, and also to fix
at any height, as described. When they are slackened the fork may be swung
to any position The front board is kept from swinging or vibrating between
the sides of fork by pins or screws inserted in its sides and working in the slots
in fork
The front board is fitted with a revolving panel to carry one or more lenses

(as described in the before-mentioned specification). A spring attached to
front is made to eng^e with revolving panel so as to prevent it from revolving
when not required. The top portion of front Iwaril atmve the revolving panel
is so constructed as to slide or lift out, so that by raising it up a little the i)anel
may bo removed when necessary. A lirass ring or flange may Iw attache<I to
front so as to cover the edge of panel, and so etfectually prevent light entering
at the joint. This ring may be cut in two, so that the upper half may be
attached to and rise with the sliding portion of front board. A cover'or plate
may be fixed to the front board behind the lens not in use, and acted on Dy a
spring or other device, so as to effectually exclude any light from passmg
through the said lens and at the same time not interfere witn the free move-
ment of the lens panel.
The extensiou frame of baseboard is made sufliciently large to allow the firont

board, fork, and stretchers, to go down into the recess or space formed therein.
In order to get this recess large enough, instead of the usual wootlen rails on
the upper surface of baseboard for the purpose of guiding the extension frame,
I construct the said giuding rails of angle-brass and attacli them to the sides of
baseboard, with the turned-over edges working in grooves in the sides of exten-
sion frame or on the top edge of same. This admits of the extension frame
being made the same size as baseboard
Wlien it is desired to fold or pack the camera, the front screws are .slackened,

the fork disengiiged from pinion, and tlie front and fork lowered into recess in

the extension frame. The lenses, which remain attacheii, come through the
circular aperture formed in baseboard, or, if desired, the lens j>anel may be
lifted out (before the front is lowered) and place<I face npwanls iu the rece.sa in

baseboard, so that when the camera is closed the lenses will project inside the
bellows. The lens panel I prefer to make of such a size that it will just fit

into the circular opening in baseboanl, lieing prevented from falling through
by the jirojecting Hange connected with the turntable.

In order to allow the body of camera to swing or move in a horizontal plane,

I hinge or pivot the same to two plate-s and also the stretchers which supimrt
it. These plates have radial slots in them. To the sides of baseboanl I attach
two angle-plates, which are bent and project over the top edge of extension
frame, and so fonn supports tor the flat slotted swing plat^. A set-screw
passes through the radial slot in each swing plate, and works in the supporting
angle-plate licneath, and thus serve to clamp the swing-plates at any angle.

Slotted stretchers and set-screws allow the vertical swing in the usual manner.
Instead of using loose or fixed spirit levels for ailjusting the swing back and

front, I place in a convenient position on the side of camera body and on the
side of front board a small swinging or pivoted plate or pointer to indicate

when the parts are plumb. I also place a similar plate on the revolving or

square reversing adaptor, whichever may be used, so as to hang plumb which-
ever way up the adaptor is placed, for the purpose of getting the picture hori-

zontal and parallel with the edge of plate.

Instead of making the dark slides to slide or pn.sh into a groove as nsnal, I

make them so that they may be placed in |x)sition from the back, and when
pressed forward into their place in camera they shall engage with one or mora
springs to lock them in position until relcasetl.

The focussing screen is made of a flexible material, which may be stretched

on a frame or wound on a roller, as described in the before-mentioned specifi-

cation. Instead of or as an auxiliary to the spring connecteil with the roller

for winding and giving tension to the screen, one or inort? lengths of indiambber
may be attached at one end to the said roller and the other end to earner*

body, so as to vind the screen up by the tension of the imliarublier when the
screen is rel«a.sed, and keep it "taut" when extended. One or more pieces of
indiambber may be attached to the screen to counteract the force or jerk ^hen
the screen is released.
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Atf Improved Photographic Camera.
No. 13,549. Warwick Brookes, 350, Oxford-road, Manchester.—

October 23, 1886.

This invention relates to an improved combination and aiT.angement of parts

constituting a portable photographic camera for taking instantaneous or other

pictures. .,,..,
The body of the camera is in the form of an oblong box, provided with a

rabbet at the back to receive the ground-glass focussing frame and the dark

slide. There is a recess at the bottom of the camera to contain the focussing

frame when not in use.

The back is hinged at the top, and is provided with two side-pieces, so that

when raised it form.s a hood so as to dispense with the necessity for a focussing

cloth.
, , . ,

The shutter of tlie dark slide is hinged to the frame, and it is provided with

a slot and a band, beneath which {as tlie slide is placed in the camera) the end

of an arm or lever is passed. This arm projects from a rod passing across the

body of the camera (in.side) .and provided with a turn button on the outside, so

that when the sUde is placed in position, the sensitised plate can be exposed

by turning this button so as to cause the arm to open the hinged shutter inside

the camera.
An opening is provided in the back through which the .shutter can be

fastened or unfastened after it is placed in the camera and the back shut.

The lens is fitted to the front of the camera, and the focus is taken by
moving tlie same to or fro by means of a turn button outside, the .said button

being fixed on a rod, at the other end of which is a pinion taking into the rack

of the lens.

In the front of the lens is a frame hinged from above, and carrying the

instantaneous shutter, and when longer exposures ar6 required this hinged

frame can be opened and closed so as to act as a cap to the lens. The instan-

taneous shutter is of the revolving type, and is released by a small catch

nnderneath the camera.

The camera is fitted with a "view-finder," whicli consists of a hinged frame

on the top near the front, and a movable ann or strip pivoted to the back
and made with an eye-hole.

The liiuj;ed frame of the " view-finder" when shut lies in a recess on the

top, and incloses and holds down a movable card or paper slip, upon which
memoranda of the subjects and exposures can be made, and a small spring is

also provided for holding a pencil to be used for that purpose.

The camera may be held in the hand close to the cheek, and by looking

through the " view-finder," the .sulyect may be followed, and the instantaneous

exposure of the plate made at the proper time by pressing the catch, or if a

longer exposure is required, it is provided with a screw for attaching it to a

stanil.

The claims are:—1. Tlie herein-described in proved photographic camera,
embodying the combination of improvements herein sjK-cilied. '1. The hinged
hood for shading the focussing screen of a photographic, camera when .the hood
is raised, without the use of a cloth, and for enclosing the dark back when the

same is inserted into the camera body from the re.ar, as specified. 3. In a

pliotographic camera, the combination with a dark back having a hinged flap

shutter opening into the camera body, of tlie means substantially as liereiu

described for elTecting the opening and closing of tlie hinged shutter after the

dark back is inserted. 4. In a box-body photographic camera the combined
hinged flap and instjintaiieous shutter for long and short exposures respectively,

the said flap enclosing the front of the body and the instantaneous shutter
b..ing mounted thereon, as specified. 5. A box-body photographic camera,
having a lens front or frame capable of being racked forward or backward
wholly within the body in combination with a combined hinged Hap and
instantaneous shutter enclosing such lens front or frame, substantially as

I'eeified.

Improvements in the Construction of Photoghaphic Cameras.
No. 14,262. Hknrv Park, 1, Orchard-buildings, Kingsland-road, Middlesex.—

November 5, 1886.

The object of my invention is to efi"ect improvements in the construction of
folding photographic cameras, whereby they are rendered compact and port-

able, and improved facilities for manipulation are allbrded.

I form the baseboard in two parts, the lower half of the board being made
solid, and the upper (sliding) half lieiiig a rectangular Irame provided with
rabbets and racks as usual. The upper p,art of the baseboard is made to slide

forward upon the lower baseboard.

Tlie lower baseboard is fitted on each side with a metallic groove or slot. In
each of these slots I fit a slide-bar, which carries the lower centre or pivot of

the radial bar or link, and also a vertical bracket and a set screw. The set

screw is used to fix the position of the slide-bar in the slot, and the bracket is

fitted with a screw which forms one of the pivots for the back beard.

The focussing pinion is fitted to the lower baseboard, and the front plate is

fitted to the upper baseboard, to which it is fixed in any required position by
set screws and nuts.

The bellows body is made parallel, and is] attached to the [front [and back
plates in the usual manner.
The main features of novelty in this invention are the outside metallic

grooves in the baseboard ; the slides which work therein ; the brackets
.attached thereto carrying the working centres of the back boiird, this back
board having double swing motion, which allows the back part of the camera
to be put in any position on the baseboard as required when wide-angled len.ses

are used, readily and without detachment; also the adjusting links ; also the
means of folding the camera (no hinges being used), and the protection afforded
to the focussing plate by the solidity of the lower baseboard when packed.
The camera is fitted with all the usual appliances for manipulating the .same.

A Holder for Lens-diaphragms in Cameras.
No. 14,421. John Edward Thornton, 3, New Lome-street, Moss Side,

Manchester.

—

Novatiher 9, 1886.

The object of this invention is for the purpose of dispensing with the necessity
for having a loose case for the reception of lens-tUaphragms or stops, such as is

usually carried in the pocket.

In carrying out this invention I form a receptacle which I call the diaphragm-
holder, which may be a plate having its edges turned over on three sides to
hold the diaphragms in position, leaving the top open so that the diaphragms
may be readily withdrawn. A spring, having a projection attached, is made to
press against the diaphragms, an<l the projection, passing through the holes
therein, prevents them being witlidrawn till the spring and projection are
pressed out of the way.
The holder may be made of metal, ebonite, or other suitable material, and

may be .attached to any part of the camera in a convenient position. In some
ca.ses I prefer to place it on the oaniera front near the len.s, but generally I

]irefer to place it on the side of camera body.
If desired, the holder may be formed in the wooilwork, by recessing or

cutting it out, or in any other way wliich may be preferred.

MttXin^^ of ^octettejESv

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Name of Society.

October 17 Notts
„ 18 Glasgow*West of Scotland Am,
„ 18 1 North London
„ 18 Bolton Club
.1 19

1 Bristol and W. of Eng. Amateur
„ 10 1 Bury

19
!
Hyde

„ 19 j Manchester Club
„ 19 ! Edinbuish Photo. Club
„ 19 1 Photographic Club
,, 20 ' Loudon and ProTincial

Place of Meeting.

Institute, 9, Shakespeare-street.
180, West Regent-street, Glaa^'ow.
MyddeltonHall,Uppcr-st., Islington
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Queen's Hotel, Clifton.

Mechanics' Hall, Hyde.

5, St. Andrew.square.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, E.C.
Mason'd Hall, Basinghall-street.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION
The usual weekly meeting was lield on Thursday, the 29th ultimo,—Mr. A.
Mackie in the chair.

Mr. H. N. Smith exhibited several negatives taken with a pinhole pierced
through a piece of tinfoil, and one negative was especially sharp and clear.

Professor STEBniNO said some pinhole photographs of Notre Dame recently

exhibited before the French Society were exceptionally good. An exposure
was given of fifty minutes. How tlie itinhole was made influenced materially

the image. After piercing the hole the burr should be careiully filed otf.

Mr. J. li. B. Wellington remarked that a greater part of the failures in

pinhole photography were frequently due to the flimsy, makcsliift nature of the

camera employed.
Mr. A. L. Henderson said a client of his had recently sent him a Daguerreo-

tyjie to clean ; upon washing it in distilled water the film all rouuil tlie edges

of the plate blistered and peeled oil'. For cleaning he used a strong solution of

cyanide followed by alcohol and allowed to dry spontaneously. The Daguem-o-
type was handed round for inspection ; it appeared to have become oxidised

on those parts where the film had peeled off.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor, in place of alcohol for drying a Daguerreotype plate,

used distilled water and then lielil the plate over a spirit lamp.

Mr. W. M. Ashman thought tlie peeling of the film miglit be due to the

plate being varnished.

Mr. W. E. Debenham had never seen a plate of this kind varnished.

Mr. Taylor .said the Daguerreotyjies sent out by Mr. Mayall were always

varnished ; they were, however, not described as such, but stated to be

enamelled.
Mr. J. J. Briginshaw drew attention to the curious appearance presented

by some lantern ]iLates coated witli coUodio-bromide emulsion. After drying

the film was full of minute holes and cracks. He had dried the plates by heat

and also allowed them to dry spontaneously, the result being the same in each

case. The emulsion was made from the same formula he had always used

excepting that the silver was divided and added at two separ,ate times. W.as

the failure to be ascribed to this departure?

Mr. Debrnham thought it was attributable to water in the film.

Mr. Briginshaw remarked that he took every precaution to prevent this.

He first soaked the emulsion after washing in alcohol, afterwards squeezing it

through a fine handkerchief, using a, lemon squeezer he kept for the purpose.

Mr. Debenham said methylated spirit was answerable for many of the

failures in coUodio-broniide emulsions. If the emulsion was coated too thickly

it would be liable to crack.

Professor Stebbing said coating in a damp room would cause markings of

the film from the rapid evaporation of the ether and alcohol and the coudens.a-

tion on the film of the damp atinos])here of the room.

Mr. W. Lang, jun.
,
placed on the table prospectuses of the International

Exhibition of Industry, Science, and Art, to be held at Glasgow in 1888. He
gave particulars of the Photographic and Fine Art Sections and invited exhibits

of pictures and photographs.

Professor Stebbing announced th.at a French Universal Exhibition wonld
be held in 1889, and he suggested a cominittee being formed in England for the

purpose of assisting intending exhibitors. In reply to a member, Professor

Stebbing said a prize of 40/. hful been offered for a process that would be an

improvement upon the gelatino-broniido process, the process to be given to the

world.
Mr. Taylor .alluded in feeling terms to the death of Mr. J. G. Tunny, of

Edinburgh. A resolution recording the sympathy and great grief felt by the

members of the Association was passed, and the Hon. Secretary was directeil

to forwiird the same to the family of the deceased.

Mr. John Jackson, 13, Soho-square, was elected a member of the Association.

Another meeting was held on Thursday, the 6th instant,—Mr. J. Traill

Taylor in the chair,
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Mr. James Thompson, of Liverpool, exhibited a whole-plate camera, which
he stateil lOiiiliiiiuil several improvements, having a long focus ami twing very

comiiacl ami li^ht. '1'1'e focus of the camera shown was twenty-one inches

;

this, Mr. Tliomiison saiil, coiilil lie increased if reciuired. Tlie liandle for

racking the camera was at the back, and when not in use could be doubled up
and fitted into a recesn of the baseboard. The camera was similar to the old

Kiiinear form, and in reversing required to be unscrewed from the baseboard

eacli time.

A question from the bo.\ was read :
—"How is mercury to be removed from

a negative that has been intensified with this salt!"

It ilid not appear quite clear whether the questioner required to be informed
as to the entire removal of the mercury from the film after ap)>licatiou or

whether partial reduction of density when too intense was required. In the

hitter case it was recommended to place the negative in a hypo bath until the

necesstiry reduction wan obtained.

Mr. h. Mkdi.and gave some interesting particulars of his recent visit to

Denmark and Russia, illustrated by a series of prints taken by him during his

tour. Tile Russian views were obtained under great dilHculties, and in one
cxsc he was taken before the chief of the police anil only liberated after much
I»arleying and consuk-rable delay. Mr. Medland attributed a great deal of tliis

suspicion to liis pneumatic shutter, which was regarded as a kind of infernal

machine. Altogether he expressed himself as being heartily glad to get out of

the country. Photographing after this iu Denmark, where he was allowed,

without let or hindrance, to take what views he liked, even to the so-called

fortifications, Mr. Medland regretted very much not taking a detective camera
with him, and he advised intending tourists on the Continent to add a camera
of this description to their outfit. The difhculties in Russia he found on
iuquiring only applieil to tourists and not to local photographers.

To the question, was it possible to get pert'ectly sharp jjictures from the deck
of a vessel while the screw of the vessel was revolving, several members
answereil in the attirmative.

The ChaikmaN said in a case of this kind if the camera was held in the hand
it must not rest against any part of the vessel. On one occasion he took a shot

from a railway carriage window, resting the camera against the side of the

window. The picture was bhuTcd. On the next occasion he held the camera

iu his hand and succeeded in getting a fairly sharp negative.

An interesting discussion followed, in which the Chairman, Mr. Tliompson,

aud Mr. V. A. Bridge detailed their experiences witli foreign officials and the

devices resorted to in order to obtain certain views they wanted.

Mr. R. Kkexe mentioned that at the visit of the memlwrs of the Photo-

graphic Convention to Edinburgh in July last he was not allowed to take his

camera ne.ir a curtain fortification.

Tlic Chaikman stated that permission to photograph in any of the London
l>arks was very easily obtained by simply asking lor it.

Mr. H. S. Triiiks exhibited some negatives taken with the new projecting

microscopic eye-piece of Zeiss, of Jena ; the results were very fine. He also

exhibited several of the eye-pieces mentioned.
The Chaikman, by request, gave a description of the Welsbach incandescent

gaslight, some account of which will be found in a leaiUng article in the present

number.
One of the members promised to bring the light and show it at tlie meeting

on the 20th instant.

CAMERA CLUB.
Thursday, October 0, was the first technical evening of the winter session at

the Camera Club. Mr. Alfred Deed occupied the chair.

A paper, entitled Where i/o, what take, and mme other inalters, was read

by Mr. VV. Adcock, who, in opening his subject, referred to articles which had

appeared in the photographic journals as to where to go with the camera. He
held it absurd to go far away in search of work when it was to be found close

at hand, ami he then dwelt U))Oii the beauties and opportunities, as he saw

them, in public resorts in London, such as Regent-street being repaved, and

Trafalgar-square on a summer's day. He hoped that some who did not care

for rustic scene -hunting would think out subjects of an order that should

employ some invention, some predetermined arrangement, and that they would

devote themselves to the production of figure pictures, representing, if not

dramas, at lea.st minor episodes of real life He had been charged with having

a liking for somewhat vulgar subjects. He hoped in his treatment he had done

sonietliing to refine them. Incidents of low life, the sorrows and struggles of

the i)Oor, had been ponrtrayed by great painters—by some to the entire ex-

clusion of all other subjects ; and the vulgarity or refinement of the work was

dependent upon its treatment by the artist. He saw no end to what might be

done practically, whetlier by quick shots at groups, or by arrangement with

individuals for posing, to carry out subjects determined on. He in.sisted on

more interior work being done, and advantage taken of the fine interiors

available in London. He then referred to landscape work, and apprehended

that many pliotograjihers iu the future would give the .same thought and care

to a subject as a Orahain or a Vicat Cole Very few exposures would be made,

but the parts of the picture would be carefully studied and conqiosed, and a

far larger size than at present would be workeiL He had a belief in a direct

picture a.s distinct from an enlargement. One point he wished to emphasise,

tlie desirability of using a plate less square, particularly for figure work.

Hate makers should keep in stock sizes in which the breadth was to length a.s

one to one and a half. In conclusion, the lecturer drew attention to the use of

plain salteil papers, and described his method of sensitising them. He also

showed pictures upon grocers' tea pajier, treated in this way, and rough prints

upon blue paper.
.ns i

.

The Chaikman, in opening the discussion, spoke of the difficulties of

working with anything but a detective camera in the streets of London. Ho
had had some experience of the persistency and curiosity of a London crowd,

and would not advise the plantuig of a camera in Regent-street. One pomt he

hoped would receive full discussion, that of the respective advantages of large

direct work and enlarging from small negatives.

Mr. D. P. RoDOERS was all in favour of small cameras and enlarging, except

for large heads. Apart from the convenience of light weight and ease of

manipulation in the 6el(1, small lenseti were lietter in working tbm lufapoc*.

He found he could Hue /, instantaneonnly with bii (mall lanaa in th* eoootrjr

and secure good cxjwsnre, where the largo lena gave but a T»nr faint inipraaion

on the plate. He thought he couhl uliow name enlargement* from qnarter-plat*

to whole-]>late and 12 x 10, which could not lie diatingniiibnl from direct work.

Mr. Davison highly appreciated Mr. Adcock'* addrem, but felt that ha

had been taking Londonera to task for overlooking work to their hand witli-

ont very fully seeing the difficulties of such work for men with daily avocationii

in town. Tlien again, the detective camera waa not very likely to help oaa to

works of art, though it might lead to very interesting hita Ijeing lecared. He
agreed witli Mr. Adcock that there need be nothing vnlgar in the treatment of

low-life subjects, and also in his remark " how little it takes Ixaides the treat-

ment to make a picture ; " but he thought .Mr. Adcock ought to have ailded

"how difficult, how impossible, it is to command thi.< treatment." It waa eaajr

enough to recognise sentiment, pathos, or humour, in a subject, and alao to

fix it 90 as to sccnre interested attention from jieople of a sympathetic turn ;

but to treat the material so as to produce a worK of art was a diiTerent matter,

and not more than one or two photographers had anyway approached ancceaa

in it. In regard to interiors Mr. Adcock had said "no other than a wide-angle

lens was suited to intt^riors of much depth." He should have said that it waa
particularly in interiors having little depth that the wide angle was moat
essential. He did not think that enlarging would disjilacc large direct photo-

graphs in artistic work. A picture generally had a scheme, and was workd
out in minutest details, and enlarging would prol>ably be felt to disturb the

elements or alter the feeling conveyed by the work.

Mr. Blanckensee had tried some of the very work suggested by Mr.

Adcock in Regent-street, but all his plates had prove<l uniler exposed.

Mr. Sage did not like enlargements, nor could he advise outdoor work
with a huge camera, unles-s the operator enjoyeil such chaff as an advice to

"get inside and pull down the blind," Ac, to which he himself had been

sulijected.

Mr. Lyoxel Clark was in favour of enlarging. He diil not like sharpnexa

in any one part of the picture or plate, but preferred a certain amount of

fuzziness all over the picture. For instance, he would draw attention to one

of ^Ir. Byrne's large direct heads now in the exhibition at I'all Mall (a portrait

of an old gentleman), where the near part of the figure was sliarj) and detailed,

and every hair clear as the lines on a small-scale map, and the off side was a

snowy blotch. He tliought he would have done better to have taken the

portrait small, and to have enlarged it. The small lenses were much easier to

constnict, and gave greater depth of focns, if he might use that expression,

which was reiUy a misnomer, aud meant a want of definition in any one plane.

He then instituted a comparison showing that the enlargement from work

done by a small lens would \>e expected to be sharper ou the whole than that

same large size done direct He should suggest enlarging by daylight, and

with the .same lens as the small negative was taken with. He thought^the best

plan was to make an enlarged positive, say to 12 >: 10, and then to copy again

down to 10 X 8, that being the size required. It was impossible to get glass

plates close enough together to make the transparency and final negative by

contact. It would often be found that the best enlargements would be obtained

from the poorest negatives, at least from the over exposed ones.

The Chaikman .said that a serious objection that might be taken to enlarging

was that it meant a great deal of work.

Mr. RODGEUS found that his enlarging wa-s done veiy expeditiously with a

lantern with large condenser, which he kept ready at all times for working

with the oxy-hydrogen light. One point of interest he would like to raise (it

was one he was at present uncertain about), whether a better result were

obtained by direct enlargement upon paiwr from a negative, or by making on

enlarged negative.

Mr. Adcock then went over the remarks tliat had been made, and met

certain objections raised by the speakers. One point he was glad to find such

general agreement upon, and that Wiis the need for an alteration in the propor-

tions of dry plates, and for the more general keeping in stock of the oblong

forms of plates.

A cordial vote of thanks waa passed to the lecturer.

On Thursdav, October 20, at eight o'clock, l.antem slides will be exhibite<l.

Mr. Brooks will show an interesting series of interiors of Windsor Castle.

Membeiti will also be expected to bring slides for exhibition.

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOaETY.

At the meeting held on Tuesday, October 4, at Myddelton Hall, Islington, N.,

Mr. J. Traill Taylor, President, in the chair, Mr. L. Mkdlaxd asked the <ause

of some curious transparent spots which had apjieared on some of his plates

after fixing. .

Mr. J. Jackson suggested that the defect might have been the result of nsiug

the fixing bath too strong.

Mr. F. DCNSTEKVILLB, of Madras, had exi)©rienced the same defect.

The PiiESiDEST thought that if a strong fixing bath had l)een nseil thedefett

might Ije caused in the washing, by the change from a dense liquid to a nirer

one, in the same way that blisters are proiluced on slbumenised paper prinU

Mr. F. (i. Bt-vDEn inquired if any one had had any experience of the use of

ziuc hypochlorite for eliminating hypo.
Mr. Jackson had used chloride of zinc, but he found that it made the pnnU

a bad colour.

Tlie Hon. Secretary showed some negatives taken by means of "Tlie Reaily

Fotografer," which was exiiibiteil at the l.ast meeting of the Society. They

were considered very good specimens of pinhole photography.

In a short discussion on strii)ping films and jwper negatives,
.

, , ,

The President said that a paper negative s.jueegoed on to eixmite had been

sent him by Captain Murray, who wished to know how to strip it from the

ebonite ; it was found impossible to ilo this by the ordinary means. Captain

Murray had, however, since written to the eflect that he had been successful

in treating similar refractory cases. He found that wanning the ebonite would

enable the negatives to be stripped easily. The President had tried the means

suggested with complete success.
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Mr. Medland gave a most interesting and amusing account of his trip to

and photographic adventures in Norway, Sweden, and Russia. He recom-

mended any one desirous of a pleaBant holiday to go to Stockholm, where

plenty of work for the camera might be found, and there was not the slightest

restriction to its use anywhere about the city. He would also recommend that

Russia be avoided, as Russian officialism did not appear to take kindly to

photography. His experience in St. Petersburg and Moscow showed that it

was very difficult to appear in public with a tripod without incuiTing the risk

of an involuntary trip to Siberia. On attempting to photograph some of the

public buildings he was escorted to the police office, and, after interviewing

various officials, was brought before Prince Dolgorouki, Chief of Police, who
informed him that permission should have been applied for, and then, after an

inquiry had been made as to the political status of the applicant, the matter

would liave received consideration.

Mr. W. B. Peakce suggested that, to meet a difflcidty Mr. Medland and,

doubtless, others had experienced in purchasing chemicals in foreign countries,

a list of the names of tlie chemicals, apparatus, &c., most likely to be wanted

on a tour should be published, with a translation into various European

languages.
Tlie President said that such a glossary was already prepared for one of the

annuals.

Tlie next meeting will take place on Tuesday, October 18, when the officers

for the ensuing year must be nominated. It will be a lantern night. Visitors

are invited.
.

—

'—
NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The first meeting of the present session of the above Society was held at the

Greyhound Hotel, Dulwich, on Wednesday evening, October 5,—Mr. W. H.

Walker in the chair. There was a full attendance.

It was announced that an'angemeuts had been made for a demonstration of

carbon printing.

In spite of the fact that there was no formal communication to the Society,

there was an interesting and instructive discussion on the use and advantages

of the Eastman stripping films, which had been extensively used by the mem-
bers during the recess.

The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, October 19, Mr. Yates in the

chair.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The annual meeting was held on Tuesday, October 4, in the Masonic Hall,

SuiTey-street.

After an excellent dinner provided by the Steward, Mr. Turner, the chair

was taken by Mr. W. B. Hatfield, in the absence of the Presideut, Mr. T. S.

Yeomaits. Tliere was a very good attendance of members, and, after routine

business, the election of officers was proceeded witli :

—

President : Councillor

T. Firth.

—

Vice-Presidents: Messrs. T. S. Yeoraans (retiring President) and
A. S. Platts.— Treasurer: Mr. Charles Yeomaus.

—

lion. Secretary: Mr.
J. W. Charlesworth, 227, Cemetery-road.

—

Assistant Secretary : Mr. E. Beck,
Norfolk-row.
A vote of thanks to the retiring officers was passed, and a special vote of

thanks was given Mr. Joseph Taylor, the retiring Hon. Secretary, for services

rendered during a course of many years.

After the balloting for Council it was found that tlie following five were
elected :—Messrs. W. H. Bacon, Joseph Taylor, Jonathan Taylor, W. B. Hat-
field, and T. G. Hibbert.
Mr. W. J. Spink was elected a member.
The statement of accounts showed a considerable balance in favour of the

Society.

In the yearly competition for the Society's medals for the best six pictures
taken during the year, Mr. T. G. Hibbert was the fortunate member who
carried off the silver medal, and deservedly so, his series being remarkable for
artistic study and technical excellence. The bronze medal was awarded to Mr.
Jonathan Taylor for a frame of well-selected views ; the effect, however, was
inijiaired by having one cloud in all six pictures. Dr. Morton's and Mr. B. J.

Taylor's pictures showed very careful study, and ran very close for second.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The inaugural meeting of the winter session was held on Wednesday, October 5,

under the presidency of Mr. C. Alfieri.

A pleasant hour was spent in the ventilation of various subjects interesting
to amateur photographers and in the examination of views of Moreton Old
Hall, Cheshire, one of the finest specimens of the old half-timbered houses of
the Elizabethan period now existing in the country.
A discussion subsequently took place upon the superior attractions of large

pictures over those of small diniensionf;, the Vice-President giving preference
to the former, while the President maintained tliat pictures of moderate
dimensions, being more readily taken in by the eye in their entirety, were,
cmteris paribus, more gratifying to the observer.

Referring to a well-known braml of dry plates, Mr. Leek said he had always
failed to get sulficient density with them, notwithstanding the liberal use of
pyro.

Mr. Dhummond stated that he had had a rather singular experience while
developing an interior of a church taken on one of these plates, namely, that a
text round the altar screen had appeared quite plainly on the negative in the
early stages of development, but had disappeared altogether when the plate
had been fully developed.

After some suggestions for an exhibition of members' work to be held in the
near future, it was resolved that, by way of inaugurating the winter session of
the Association, an exhiljition of lanteni .slides be held at the Mechanics'
Institution, Hanley, on Wednesday, the 19th instant.
The Pkbsident having feelingly called the attention of the meeting to the

fact that Mr. T. H. Hall, one of the earliest members of the Association, had

been removed by death from their midst, it was proposed that '

' The President,
Vice-President, and Council of the North Staffordshire Amateur Pliotograpliic

Association desire to convey to Mrs. Hall the assurance of their deep sympathy
with her and her family in their recent bereavement, and to place on record
their sense of the abilities and estimable qualities of the late Mr. T. H. Hall."

Messrs. Beech and Wright were elected members of the Association.

Correspondents iHiouXii never write on both sides of the paper.

THE PHOTOGR.'i.PHIC EXHIBITION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In the leader on the Photographic Exhibition in to-day'g

British Journal of Photography, it is stated that no examples of the
application of orthochromatic plates to landscape work are to be found in

the Exhibition. Allow me to draw your attention to the fact that I

exhibit two landscapes taken under the same conditions of lighting on
ordinary plates and on plates bathed in a solution of erythrosine, a yellow
screen being used in the latter case (278 and 279, 29i and 295). The
l^rints are not large, and are hung low, and hence they have escaped
your attention. The results show greater differences than might have
been expected, the improvement in the rendering of distance and foliage

being especially noticeable. I may add that during the past year I have
made a number of experiments in this direction.—I am, yours, &c.,

The YprksJdre College, Leeds, October 7, 1887. C. H. Bothamley.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Owing, I suppose, to some inadvertence on the part of

the Assistant Secretary to whom I sent full particulars, my exhibit at the

Photographic Society of Great Britain is erroneously described as lantern

slide. Although they are capable of being utilised as lantern slides, that

is not their intention ; they are specially intended for window decoration,

and for that reason they are mounted with a clear instead of an opaque
margin.
They consist of the picture, by the Woodbury process, hermetically

sealed between two glasses, the medium employed being of such a nature

that it produces a ground-glass effect without obstructing the light in

any material degree, and, moreover, renders the pictures bright on both

sides, thus obviating the very disagreeable effect of a ground-glass backing.

I have not myself tried them as lantern slides to my satisfaction, as

they require a condenser of rather larger size than usual, four and a half

inches, but am inclined to think that then they would be extremely

effective as lantern pictures.—I am, yours, &c., Geobge Smith.

26, Colebrookc-row, N., October 11, 1887.

PLATES FOR HOT CLIMATES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Perhaps the following remarks on the behaviour of dry

plates in Calcutta may be of use to some of your readers.

During our cold season—or, say, from the middle of November to the

middle of March—I have obtained very satisfactory results from all the

well-known makes of plates which I have tried ; but it is when our hot

and rainy seasons are on us that working dry plates becomes a real diffi-

culty. Slow plates I soon found to be practically useless during the two

latter seasons, as when they did not turn into " dissolving views " in the

developer they invariably did so in the after-washing process, even when
ice was used. If perchance they escaped in the washing, the drying pro-

cess resulted in the complete dissolution of the film.

The extra rapid and instantaneous plates were far better, as the films

had much less tendency to melt than those of the slow plates, and good

results might often be obtained with care, patience, ice, and alum. There

was still, however, a great inclination to frilling, particularly in the final

washing and drying processes.

For the last few years I have, however, been using Tropical or

Insoluble plates, and these are, without exception, the finest plates I

have ever used. Frilling or melting films, never occur with them, and

they stand an immense amount of rough handling and development.

They are very easy to control, and yield negatives of any required

density. No ice is required for them, and the alum bath is only neces-

sary when the plate requires clearing. I have left these plates soaking in

the same water for three days in the months of May, June, July, August,

and September—not once, but frequently. I have then taken them out,

wiped the water off tlie film with the back of my hand, then dried them
both in the sun and over a kcrosine lamp, and had them in the printing

frame in perhaps a quarter of au hour after taking them out of the water.

I use the simple pyro and ammonia developer, which I prefer to all the
;

others I have ever tried.—I am, yours, &c., Jno. J. Meade.
4, Hastings-street, Calcutta, Sejytember 19, 1887.

[

[The plates alluded to by our correspondent are an American pro-

duction, and it is understood that their in.solubility in warm water

arises from the presence of chrome alum in the emulsion,—Ens.]
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ROYAL COBNWALL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION
BEPOBT.

To tlie Editobs.

Okntleukn,—In your last issue I have just read the letter of your
correspondent, Mr. H. P. llobinson, relating to the Judges' Beport of
the Photographio Section of the above Society.

The report, in its altered form, as published in a contemporary
journal, I consider materially prejudices several of the exhibitors, and
is entirely different to the correct report as published in The British
Journal ov PuoToonAniY on September 16.

Your correspondent's letter suggests that I should have slated to what
extent and in what matter the said report had been altered. With your
permission I will do so in parallel columns, without further comment,
leaving your readers to form their own judgment thereon :

—

Extracts of the report as published on Extracts of the report as published on
September 16 in The British Seplembtr 16 in a contemporary
Journal of PHOxoaRAPHY, which, journal, which is not a correct copy
is a correct copy of the official of the official repirrt ofthe Judges :

Jmg"

I

report of the Jitdges :

" Proki:s.sional Section."
" No. 609 is an iiistantoneous picture

of a largo number of sea gulls on the
wing, and this has been awarded a
second silver medal. The birds are in

every coucoivablc position, and most
of them perfectly sharp, sliowing that
the exposure must have been very
rapid, and such a picture must prove
of great v.alue to the painter. This
picture is by Mr. B. Wyles, of South-
port. Tlie same exhibitor has several

other meritorious productions."
"No. 617, Carollin;;, by Mr. H. P.

Bobinson, isamost artistic production,
and must rank among that gentleman's
works as one of the fiuest ; it is full of
poetry, aud is printed in sepia, and
too much cannot be said in its praise.

As usual, he takes the highest award—

•

the Society's first silver medal."
"Mr. J. B. Scott sends several

artistic production.s.

"

" Mr. J. Weir has several fairly

good pictures."
" Mr. W. J. Byrne, of Richmond,

sends some very high-class work. A
first silver medal has been awarded
to a direct picture of large size of the
Hon. Frederick Tollemache. It is a
most splendid specimen of untouched
photography, the finest in the Ex-
nibitiou. The frame above it, by the
same artist, contains some specimens
of photograpliy (portrait studies) taken
in ordinary rooms, &c., being perfect
gems in their way, and cannot fail to
attract attention."

"A second silver medal has been
awarded to a picture of the Countess
of Londonderry, by Mr. J. Lafayette,
of Dublin. It is a perfect picture,
and the retoucher's art has played a
prominent ]iart. There are several
other magnificent works of the same
order."

"Me-i-srs. West & Son again send
some of tlicir yacht pictures, which
are wonderful productions, but the
Judges do not tliiuk they quite come
up to their former exhibits.

I am, yours, Sic.,

October 10, 1887.

"Prafessinnal Section.—B. Wyles
(of Southport) has several otiicr meri-
torious jiroductions."

"617, 'Carolling,' by H. P. Bobin-
son, must rank amongst that gentle-

man's works as one of the most
characteristic ; it is printed in a sepia
tint"

" West and Son again send some of

their yacht pictures."

Wu. Brooks.

THE ABEA SYSTEM OF GEOEGE SMITH.
To the Editors.

GentlemeS',—It is to be regretted that Mr. George Smith has not
token the photographic public entirely into his confidence with regard to

his system of numbering stops and lenses. If Mr. Smith was aware that

the method he had given for finding the area number of a doublet lens

was entirely an empirical one, and only gave correct results when the two
lenses were of similar focua and when the separation was not taken into

account, it would certainly appear that this fact should, at the outset,

have received some notice from him, and that he should not have led his

readers to infer that his system was universally applicable.
In a paper recently read by me at tlie North London Photographio

Society, I pointed out the difficulties that would occur in applying the
area system to a Darlot's universal series of lenses. I took as an
example the five-inch and nine-inch combination used together. In this

ca«e the error amounted to twenty-five per cent. Mr. Smith in the

* Xhcao exhibitors bavo been ontirol; left out.

discussion on the paper, gave a general denial that inch % p«roenta(|* of

error could exist. I tnen endeavoured—though without socoeM—to con-
vince him, and mentioned incidentally th.it in using the lis Uid
eightcen-inch lenses in combination, the error would amotint to aboat
one hundred per cent.

Your correspondent, Mr. Simon, ha.i, however, been more (ortnMt*,
and has succeeded in obtaining from Mr. Smith an admission of the cor-

rectness of calculations which reveal an error in the area lyHtem
of over one hundred per cent., though, remarks Mr. Smith, one of the
lenses would actually require nine times the exposure of the other ; w if

that were an extenuation of the fact.

Mr. Smith, it appears, is not aware that sets of combination lenses ar«
made and sold in which two lenses having very different focal length*
work quite as well as two having nearly the same focus. This, however,
is the case ; although, so far as the area system is concerned, it is of

little consequcnco, for Mr. Smith predicts that if the system should
become popular such doublets will not be employed—that is to say,

photographers will find the area system so simple, and so far surpassing

in merit any other method of numbering stops, that they will use only
those lenses to which the system can be properly applied.

But, let me ask, Did we need another system of numbering stops? We
had the uniform system, and this is an area system. Does Mr. Smith's
plan possess any tangible advantage over the uniform system 7 True, the
latter is the system recommended by the Photographio Society of Great
Britain, and that we have, in using it, to deal wiui only one number—the

stop number—instead of with two—a stop number and a lens niunber

—

as in the area system ; but I fancy that these will, generally, be con-
sidered as advantages.

Mr. Smith claims it as an advantage peculiar to the area system that

the stop numbers are based upon the unit one-sixty-fourth of an inch.

The real unit is, however, (uV)"' >< 10 = ^1?,, or roughly iJuof a square
inch. But the uniform system numbers are based upon the exact

diameters of the stops, and, to most of ns, it will be self-evident that the

area system cannot he viore accurate than that which is quite accurate.

It must he further noticed that it is the fact of taking so small a imit that

makes the area numbers so large.

In conclusion, it is certain that the area system is such tliat it cannot

become popular, and that the time will never arrive when the cry shall

he, " The system ! the system ! " instead of, as now, " The lens ! the

lens !
"—I am, yours, &d., 0. Shith.

P.S.—I notice that I have omitted to refer to Mr. Simon's difficulty of

having to carry into the field a separate set of stops for each of his lenses,

hut I cannot venture to trespass farther on your space. If, however, you
will put him into communication with me, I think I may be able to

assist him.

To tlie Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have to thank Mr. George Smith for his prompt reply

to my letter, but, at the same time, I must confess that I feel some dis-

appointment at his inability to meet my difficulty.

Mr. Smith now explains at length that his system was intended to

apply to a set of lenses which he considered suitable for his own work, but
I can nowhere find in his previous writings on the subject that he makes
any mention that his system is applicable only to some lenses, and not to

all. So far, therefore, according to his own admission of the facts, Mr.
Smith has attempted to lead the photographic public into adopting a
system which is accurate only under certain conditions as to the con-

struction of the lens, and which, when these conditions are not com-
plied with, allows of the possibility of an error occurring, amounting, as I

have shown, to considerably over a hundred per cent.

Mr. Smith characterises my letter ai a " hoax," because it happen*
that my lens will not fit his system. If the word is permissible at all,

surely it might be more appropriately applied to the system which will

not fit my Ions.—I am, yours, &c., S. SixoK.

TEN PEB CENT. SOLU-HONS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your last issue thij subject is treated at length by
Mr. Lyonel Clark, with the effect of confusing what is a tolerably simple

conception. The expression ten per cent is certainly technical, but its

meaning should be as well known as that of the also technical expression
" a cup of coffee." The meaning usually attached to the phrase is that

in ten minims of the solution there will he found one grain of the salt, if

solid, or one minim if fluid, as ammonia.
Mr. Clark says, " One ounce of pyro dissolved in ten ounces of water is

without doubt a ten per cent, solution btj weight only." This statement

is decidedly incorrect ; the proportion is one ounce by weight of pyro in

ten by weight of water, giving one in eleven of the solution, and therefore

ten in one hundred and ten, instead of a hundred.
Take any table of specific gravities where the percentage is given, pro-

bably at intervals of five per cent, up to saturation ; what does ten per

cent, there mean ? It means ten of the salt to ninety of water, all by
weight, the total tccight being 10(), not the weight of the water employed.

It is also overlooked that when a given bulk of water and salt are brought
'

' together a shrinkage occurs which is probably different for each kind of
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salt (or other soluble substance) ; the result of this oversight is that one-
tenth grain of pyro and ten minims of water are wrongly made out to
measure ten minims only, and in like manner one ounce of pyro and nine
fluid ounces one fluid drachm of water are considered to occupy only the
original bulk of the water. What should be done is to make up to nine
ounces one drachm of solution, and then ten minims will contain a grain
of pyro.

In making up sulpho-pyrogallol, it is easy to err, by dissolving the
sulphite in perhaps six ounces of water, neutralising and emptying into
an ounce bottle of pyro, and thereupon finding that we have some twelve
ounces of solution instead of nine ounces one drachm (=4380 minims).
In the case of ammonia, take one fluid ounce and make up to ten, and
we have what is required. This is not exactly one ounce to nine of water,
as there is shrinkage to allow for, but this is quite near enough for all

practical purposes.

I, for one, fail to see the utter confusion charged so liberally to our
weights and measures. If I read of an ounce of pyro I am never in doubt
as to whether a fluid ounce, troy, avoirdupois, or a wild animal is intended,
nor do I think that people in the habit of using weights and measures
fall often into error on this score.

Mr. Clark developes the French unit of long measure from the kilo
through the litre ; this should be reversed. The metre is an extremely
accurate something or other, nobody seems to know what, as Captain
Abney observed the other day at the British Association, and from it is
derived the litre, and thence the gramme. The story is old, how in the rage
for havmg everything new France adopted new weights and measures,
recommenced the calendar with the year 1, rechristened the months, and
made havoc generally. How their unit of measure was found to be
wrong after coming into use, but no one proposes to re-rectify it.

Apart from the units employed, which are good enough when
thoroughly understood (as are also the English units), the French system
has the disadvantage of being decimal, of casting aside as useless the
clearness obtained by the use of large multiple-units, and the aliquot sub-
units, which have developed with the increasing affairs of mercantile
nations. To quote prices per score, per dozen, by the quarter, though
convenient, are to be discontinued as unscientific, and to ensure accuracy
in our weighings and measurings we must go to the sealevel in winter
time and work in a vacuum !

If other nations have followed the example of France in this matter,
that IS no reason why we should confuse our own population by doing the
like

;
the fact of the adoption of the decimal system in something like the

reverse order of commercial greatness of the nations tells against the
system. I could urge much more on this subject, but fear to occupy your
space to an undue extent.—I am, yours, &c., R. C. Phillips.

1, Camp-street, Lower Broughton, Manchester, October 8, 1887.

LATENT LIGHT.
To the Editors.

GKNXLEMEN,--It Mr. Winstanley will kindly refer to A Dlctionar,/ ofPhotography, edited by Thomas Sutton and G. Dawson in 1867 he will
find at page 169 a notice on Latent Light which treats on the theory heintr.^uces m your last issue as part of his experiments and investigations
in 187o.—I am, yours, *c., H. D. Atkinson

62 and 64, Ludyate-hiU , London, E.G., October 11, 1887.
"
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A. B. (Dulverton).—1. Mount the print with glue.—2. Cloud negatives on
waxed paper when damaged may be restored by the application of lieat.

F. Weight.—We cannot undertake a qualitative analysis of the lettering on
the mount you enclose. Send it to an analytic chemist with a fee of five

guiueas.

Thos. McCann.—In making the pyroxyline for collodion, reduce tlie quantity
of water to two dracliin.s Your failure arose from tlie large quantity of
water you employed.

J. S. S.—Flint glass is desirable. Radius cannot he given unless the whole
condition.s were known. Place the flat side next the sensitive plate. Send
specimen of block work.

F. A. C—The proportions of the two alkalies is of very little importance, or
whether one is used to the entire exclusion of the other, so long as there is

sufficient to produce the effect desired.

W. RoBBiss wishes to know how to make a varnish for negatives which will
dry quickly and does not require Hie negative to be heated.—Such a varni.sli

is made liy simply Ui.s.solving dammar resin in benzole.

A Novice.—Until you are more conversant than you say you are with tlio

exposure and development of the negative we should not advise you to
attempt to make your own plates. You would probably find it false
economy.

T. C. (Witliington).—None of the elements composing a non-distorting wide-
angle whole-plate lens can be utilised singly for producing a " wide-angle
lanilscape lens" for plates that size. When tlni.s employed a very narrow
angle only would be included.

A. H. Hall.—The only objection to the use of citric acid, in conjunction with
the pyro and sulphite developer, arises from the fact that the citrates are
powerful retarJers of development, and therefore it is iireferable to employ
.some other acid in neutralising.

R. J. C. says he knows where he can purchase a twenty-cell Bunsen battery,
quart size, cheap, and asks if that will produce an arc light strong enough to
take portraits witli at night.—A twenty-cell battery will ceitainly yiekl a
small arc light, but not one strong enough to be of service in portraiture.
Forty to fifty cells are necessary to give an efficient light for tlie purpose.

Slide a.sks whetlier lantern slides by tlie .albumen process are best made by
contact printing or by making them in the copying canier.a.—Thev may be
produced by eithermotliod, but the plan usually adopted is to print them
by suiierposition. If they .are made in tlie camera the exposure is incon-
veniently long, ami, as a rule, tlic colour obtained is not so good as when
they are printed by contact.

C. Wallis writes as follows : "I liave a lump of silver which I have recovered
from my residues by fusing them in a small cl.ay furnace with the usual
fluxes, and I want to know how much gold it contains, and its value, as I
mixed the gold residues witli the silver ones before fusing. How shall I

proceed ?"—Unless our correspondent is capable of uiakiug the assay himself
(which we presume he is not by his jnitting the query), the best plan is to
cut off a sniiiU piece of the metal—say, two or three pennyweights—and send
it to an iissayer, with instructions to m.ake a "parting assay." This will
give the proportions of the different metals. The charge will be but trilling—about one shilling and sixpence, we think.

L. D. writes ;
" I am anxious to construct a machine for coating gelatine jdates,

hitherto having done it by hand. Wliich kind would you recommend \ I
do not want to use steam power or a g,as engine, as the (piantity I need are
only for home use. I have ti'ied Starnes's plau but do not like it. Also,
what kind of metal for making the trough and roller would vou recommend
as the least likely to injure tlie emulsion ? Any help on the "above I should
be grateful for through your 'Answers to Corresiiondents' coluiun. "—There
are several differeut forms of plate coating macliiues by different inventors.
There are those of Sw.an, Edwards, Dodds, Cadett, Palmer, Burton, and
others. The best plan will be to gut the specifications of the jiatents and
select the one that will best answer your requirements. Of course you will
have to obtain a license from tlic jiatentee before constructing one for your-
self. Usually the machines are driven by gas engines. Copper electroplated
thickly with silver is the best for those portions of the machine which is in
contact with the emulsion.

Photographic Club.—At the next meeting, on October 19, the subject for
discussion will be On the Afler-Trealmenl 0/ Negatives.

We have lately insjiected what we may correctly term a huge work of .art by
Mr. G. W. Austen, of Queen's-road, Finsburv Park. It is a painting repre-
senting tlie annual banquet of the London 'Prudential Assurance Company,
and includes the directors, various officials, and superintendents, numbering
five hundred and fifty figures, all reproduced from single photogr.aphs specially
taken with a view to the jiose each is to assume in the group. This large jiictiu-e

is sjiechiUy prejiared, and has been reproduced by the carbon process, the size
of the negative being 48 x 26. It is very successful throughout.
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PHOTOGRAVURE VERSUS LINE ENGRAVING.
Following up what we said last week about engraving, we observe
that in the columns of the Standard one day lately a corre-

spondent, Mr. F. Wedmore, in a long letter draws attention to,

and laments, the decadence of line engraving. This he appears
inclined to attribute not so much to the introduction of photo-
graphy and photo-mechanical processes, as many suppose, as

to the lack, at the present time, of skilled line engi-avers of the
old school. However, Mr. Wedmore takes the opportunity to

indulge in some adverse criticism on photography and photo-

gravure.

la appealing to the purchasing public to avert the decay of

engraving, he says :
" The public must appraise photography,

photogravure, and all their allied processes, at their true wortli

;

must distinguish between the money value of the mechanism
and the money value of the art ; must think the shilling appro-
priately given here and the guinea there ; must perceive that
the mechanism, however seductive, has its limitations—^is useful

for this and ineffectual for that. The mechanism, when all is

said, and its last sei-vice rendered and acknowledged, no more,
to the understanding mind, takes the place of the art than, to

the understanding ear, the advance of the barrel organ makes the
Richter orchestra superfluous," <fec. Again, he says, by its more
interested supporters " we are told sometimes that the painter

whose work it is proposed to translate prefers the method to

engraving. That only shows that one may be an expert in one
art and have no sympathy with another." This is somewhat
rough upon those artists who appreciate the new art. Further
on our critic says :

" We are told, again, that the method is

not mechanical after all. Our workmen are artists, in a sense.

' In a sense,' is the saving clause, and the sense is, that they

are particularly neat workmen." The writer patronisingly re-

marks, however, that, " of course, no real student need be an
enemy to photogravure. With all its developments, under all

its newly-devised names, it has a place and a service. How
marvellously has it reproduced certain work which was ' black

and white ' from the beginning !
" itc.

Now no one can deplore the decline of line engraving more
than we do ; but if, as the writer just quoted asserts, there are

no new engravers to take the place of the old ones, it is clear

that there must be a good reason for it. Perhaps, one may
be that few young men nowadays will enter any profession

which takes many years of toil and study to acquire proficiency

m, without a prospect of its ultimately proving remunerative.

In face of the advances made in photographic engraving pro-

cesses during the past few years, many, who might otherwise

have been engravers, have had grave doubts on this point, so

fer at least as relates to line engraving.

One thing is certain, namely, that a photogravure picture

cannot be looked upon in the same light as a line engraving

any more than can a mezzotint or an aquatint ; not because the

one is in any way inferior to the other as a work of art, but

because each is a different style of work, and is produced by a

different method. In character, a photogravure assimilates

more closely to a mezzotint or an aquatint—according to the

process by which it is produced—than it does to line work. But
it may really be classed as a style of its own ; and it has taken

such root with the general public that, however much it may
be decried by some, it can now, and will continue to, hold its

own as a separate and distinct style provided, of course, its high

standard of excellence be maintained.

The fact that so many artists prefer to have their works re-

produced by its agency is a sufficient proof of its excellence.

Eveiy painter, when a picture of his is engraved, is most

jealous not only that the drawing and original touch are pre-

served, but that the colours and tints are correctly translated

into monochrome. Until quite recently the translation of the

colours of a painting in their true relation in a photogravure

was largely dependent iipon hand work, and here skilled en-

gravers were necessary. Thanks to the advance made of late

in orthochomatic photography, the hand work, in this direction,

is now greatly minimised. However, we opine that engravers,

and skilled ones, too, will still be required in the highest grades

of photographic engraving, for notwithstanding the truth-

fulness with which the colours may be translated in the nega-

tive, there will still be some hand work required.

There is still another reason why photogravure is so popular.

A large line plate will sometimes require several years to en-

grave, and of course it becomes a very costly affair, and in

the end often proves, for this reason, unremunerative. It also

frequently happens that by the time the prints are issued a

considerable portion of the interest in the picture has abated.

But a high-class photogravure plate may be produced in a Tery

brief period, and the prints from it issued in a tithe of the time

that would be required for a line plate—an immense advan-

tage, commercially, with pictures of passing interest. Again,

photogravure enables the public to obtain high-class engravings

from works of art, and at a moderate price, which with the old

style of work would frequently be impossible, because artists

and publishers would not risk incurring the enormous expense

of engraving from the fear that the publication would not prove

sufficiently remunerative.

Although, as we have said before, the decadence of liue on-

graving is much to be deplored, wo must strongly protest

against the invectives which are, at times, hurled at a new art,

when it is capable of yielding such results as the two photo-
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graviires—by distinctly different processes—for which medals

have been awarded in the present Photographic Exhibition.

These, it must be borne in mind, are not exceptional examples,

for equally as good are to be seen in the shop windows and

galleries of most printsellers and publishers.

THE WATER SUPPLY.

The economics of water supply is to photographers a subject

of vital interest, one on which centres the whole routine of

work, be it in the extensive ateliers of the popular professional

or on the more modest scale of the occasional amateur. It

has, nevertheless, many aspects which are little regarded

until the occurrence of some disaster or mishap, by drawing

attention to it, causes a remedy to be provided for the faulty

aiTangement. A case which recently came under our notice is

well worthy of description, as comprising several possibilities

that might occur in everyday practice, and the recountal of

which may serve to warn others. A professional photographer

had a batch of between thirty and forty negatives placed to

wash after fixing, and upon ranging them afterwards in

the rack to dry, it was discovered that nearly every one

was completely spoiled, the appearance being presented of the

films having been dissolved away. Examination made, and

inquiries instituted, soon enabled the true cause of the disaster

to be brought to light. In the first place, the sink pipe of the

dark room had become stopped up on account of the films of

coloured collodion, washed off a number of backed plates,

having accumulated so as to form a complete plug. Now it is

evident that it is scarcely possible to imagine a more eflicicnt

mode of closing an efflux pipe than by allowing films of collodion

to be washed into the sink, and then permitted to accumulate

at any awkward bend or contraction. Yet, when collodion is

used for backing purposes, it is a very probable thing that the

precaution of removing it from the sink as it was washed off

the plates is one that would not be taken by one out of twenty
persons who had previously had no knowledge of the danger.

The possibility of an overflow of water is one not to be lightly

regarded, for, apart from the damage done to the photographer's

own property, he often has to reckon with occupiers of rooms
below him.

In the case we are narrating the collodion-wrought stoppage

did occur, and imtil a plumber could be provided the exit pipe

at that portion of the premises could not be utilised, the con-

sequence being the removal of the washing tank to another

portion of the premises, where were other Avater tanks iind

connected taps for carbon printing. The immediate cause of

the disaster was as follows :—Through some repairs being

required to be made by the water company, the water supply
was temporarily suspended, and a system of tanks (erected

specially to provide against such a contingency) being in use,

the stoppage was not noticed. Presently the tank ran com-
pletely dry, and the contents of an adjacent hot-water tank,

fed from the cold, backed into the cold-water receptacle, and,
of course, ran out of the open tap upon the doomed negatives.

It is easy, after the event, to see that such a disaster was sure
to happen

;
yet the tanks had been in use for years without

anything of the sort occurring, or its probability having entered
the mind of the owner.

Connected with the same subject of overflows are the syphon
washing tanks, which are now constructed with such a wide
exit aperture that they empty themselves in a few seconds of

time. Disaster may possibly be warded off if this timely word

of caution draw attention to the need of looking closely to

ascertain if the arrangements suffice to carry off a quick and

heavy flush of water.

There are great differences in the quality of the water avail-

able for photographic purposes throughout the country, both

as to its purity and its freedom from suspended matter. The

former is a far more important consideration nowadays than it

was in the time of collodion negatives, as then no one printed

from a negative without first varnishing it ; now many nega-

tives are freely used with no protection whatever. The danger

consists in the possibility of the water containing salts in

solution which may impart a hygroscopic character to the

film, with the consequence of stained negatives, or, still worse,

adherence of the paper in places to the film, which is ruinous to

any negative.

As to the mechanical impurity, the suspended particles, they

will be little noticed in many cases of negative washing when

it partakes of the perfunctory character which too often is

brought under our notice ; but when an hour, or two, or throe,

is given to the process, it is quite possible for negatives to be

seriously interfered with by the deposit of a fine film of these

suspended motes to such an extent that the shadows are

robbed and the surface made so rugous as to prevent a cleanly

varnished negative being produced. The water in some neigh-

bourhoods is so objectionable in this direction that one photo-

grapher of our acquaintance always rubs every negative with a

plug of cotton wool before it is put up to dry.

It is most probable that an easier method would be found in

the plan of tying a piece of some woven fiibric to act as a filter

over the mouth of the tap, and to permit no water to be used

except what flowed through it. The gentleman we speak of,

however, has tried this method, and informs us that the water

supply is so turbid that he would have to put fresh filters

almost every day or the taps would cease to act. For carbon

printing, however, with water of such quality, or want of it,

there is an absolute necessity for filtration before use if clean

prints are considered an essential to good work—the gelatinous

surface being eminently adapted to hold small particles of

matter, while, at the same time, there is no remedy against

those particles imprisoned at the time of transfer.

The nuisance of lime salts in the water is well understood by

those using oxalate developers. There are some photo-

graphers who keep their washing water in depositing tanks, in

which a certain proportion of oxalate of ammonia has boon

previously dissolved.

In connexion with the water supply, the question of water

meters is sure to come to the front, and where they are placed,

the photographer usually finds he has a heavy bill to pay,

and too often complains that his meter must be wrong. Now,
it is quite certain that in the majority of cases his meter is not

wrong, and that he uses a quantity of water far in excess of

what he believes to be the case. We have come across several

instances of so-called " injustice," in which the water meter is

a very sore topic with the photographer.

We may conclude our remarks on this little discussed subject

by reminding our readers that the time of frosts and burst

water pipes is at hand. It behoves all whom it may concern to

take all necessary precautions in time, and, above all, to

remember that, contrary to the popular theory, it is the frost,

and not the thaw, that bursts the pipes ; hence, when a severe

frost prevails, it is quite possible to avert the evil of an over-

flow by a timely examination of the pipes, when, if a burst
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l)ortion bo discovered, it may bo remedied before tlie thaw sots

in and there are a dozen requests for a jihiniber for every one
workman that is available.

Thk knowletlf^o of tlio dnstructivo action of the products of gas
combustion upon books—and by parity of reasoning upon photograplis
—cannot bo too strongly impressed upon photographers; given an
ontiro absence of gas and the silver prints of the world would have
a nearly doubled lease of existence. The subject was recently well
put before his audience by Mr. C. J. Woodward, who described a
series of experiments at a meeting of the Library Association;
and in tlie discussion following Professor Tilden, of Mason College,

thought that in actual experience the injury was even greater, much
greater, tlian in experiments, because of the rise and fall alternately

of the temperature following the lighting and extinguishing the gas.

When the gas was lighted a film of moisture was deposited on all

vposed objects, which moisture contained small quantities of sulphuric
. -id ; while the moisture evaporated the acid remained behind and
accumulated by degrees till the hooks, &c., were spoiled.

Old photographers, experienced in the mysteries of coUodion manu-
facture, will bo amused bj' the description of a recent patent for the
manufacture of gun-cotton and its mode of solution by new and cheap
solvents, when wo inform them that the new method of manufacture
consists in using sulphuric acid and nitrate of potash in lieu of the
' rmer acid and nitric acid, and that the new and cheap solvent is

ioducod by distilling a mixture of methylated spirit, resin, gum
azoiii, and castor oil at a temperature of about 300° ! Further, the

;• amble suggests that wliile the product of the mLxed-acids process

i i explosive, the suhstitute is not ! Surely the patent laws want
:unending if they" permit any one to take out a patent under such
pretensions as these.

Fob many years past the popularity of pictures on opal glass has
' en a source of considerable profit to most portrait photographers.

10 public have, hitherto, been well content to pay a much greater

I'riee for these pictures than tliey would for similar work on paper,
.nlthough the actual cost of production need not he proportionately

•atcr. Now, wo understand, many photographers fear there is a

spect of prices for this class of work becoming conaderably reduced.

1 Hiring the last two or three years photograplis on opal, chiefly copies
of pictures, have been utilised for " Christmas and New Year's Cards,"
.ind sold for a small or a moderate price even when coloured. Now,
jiortraits of celebrities are being made on opal and sold at about the

lie price as those on paper. A few days ago we saw in a stationer's

:ik1o\v, in one of the most fashionable thoroughfares in the Me-
t ;' "polis, portraits of actors and actresses, printed in carbon on opal

ass, and bearing the niirae of a well-known house, for sale, retail,

" small size at one sliilling and the cahinet size at two shillings

L'b. Of course a carbon print on opal costs no more to produce than
(loos one on paper, beyond tlie diflerence in price of the two materials
—and now tlie glass is very cheap. However, it is a matter of opinion
^vith many portraitists whether it is good policy, commercially, to
i.-sue tliis class of work at so low a price. But we presume that every
one must be allowed to know his own business best.

Tub press notices of the Photographic Exhibition have been fewer
than usual this jear. What has been said, however, is, on the whole,
f.^xourable to tlie Exhibition and the advancement made by the art.

the World, whose opinion is exceptional in this respect, has some
>"ry se\-ero strictures upon some of the pictures, the awards of the

; >rs, and the Society generally. With regard to retouching, our
^temporary remarks, " As to the fashionable cooking and stippling

of the sitters' faces until the texture of the skin is Uke nothing hut
litat of white kid-gloves, the Society seems to regard it as a triumph
of the art." He also comments strongly upon those pictures which
for some months past have h«^^en used for advertisingpurposes, which it

must be admitted they have, and which he condemns, being awarded a
medal, and suggests that, " At this rate of judging, a new photographic

society will bo needed unless the present one promptly raonds ibi
ways." What does the Photographic Society of Gre«t OriUin think
of this P

Wr, ourselves, have heard some very strong commenta upon the
omount of retouching which is to be seen on most of the portraits
pxliibited, both on the prints themselves ns well as upon the negativoa.
Some persons have remarked that it is difficult to discover how much
of the work is really duo to the operator and how much to the re-
toucher. There is no question whatever that thousands of negatives
are now passed in the dark room as being sufficiently good, when
retouched, which would not twenty years ago have been tolerated for
a moment except in third or fourth rate studios. As one of the
primary objects of every photographic society is the advancement of
the art, would it not be well, in future, to phice at the disposal of the
jurors a certain number of medals to be awarded only to pure photo-
graphs P What has been said with regard to retouching in portraiture
applies to every other phase of photography in the Exhibition, in-
cluding enlargements, photogravure, &c.

Just now portraits of large dimensions, taken direct, are being pro-
duced in greater numbers than at any previous period, thanks to the
rapidity of gelatine plates, which pernuts of lenses with a small angular
aperture being employed. Many of these pictures are printed on the
ordinary albumenised paper, but it is to he hoped that they will prove
more permanent than the majority of the small silver prints now
issued. As these pictures are now finding favour in public estima-
tion, it will be a pity if their run of popularity should be cut short
through their evanescence. When a picture costing but a few
shillings fades, very Uttle is thought of the matter, but when one
costing as many guineas is in question the case will be very different.
It is to be regretted that these large portraits are not printed by one
or other of the permanent processes. Sitters cannot be expected to
pay large amounts for portraits which will fade away after the lapse
of a few years ; sometimes even a few months is sufficient to produce
a marked change in the appearance in some modern silver prints.

This kind of thing will certainly tend to bring large direct portraiture

quickly into disrepute.

TuE efficient' washing of such silver prints is by no means easy to
accomplish. If they were treated as small ones iisually are, they
would frequently get torn or crumpled in the operation. Putting a
number of large prints, or even a few, in a vessel of running water is

a very unsatisfactory method, as, generally, they will be found sticking

together, thus preventing the thorough elimination of the hyposulpliite.

The best plan of washing the " hypo " out of those prints is that
recommended by us a few months back for removing the hyposulphite
from bromide enlargements, when the squeegee is advantageously
utilised. This plan involves a Uttle more trouble than simply putting
the prints in running water and leaving them for several hours, but it

is far more efficient. With expensive pictures a little extra trouble

can well be afforded. Moreover, as the washing by this method is

quickly performed, the brilliancy of the picture is better preserved

than when it is subjected to a prolonged soaking.

An important feature in the present Pall Mall Exhibition is the

generally improved taste displayed in the framing of the pictures.

Many of the glaring eccentricities— not to say incongruities— sho-wn

on several former occasions, and upon which we strongly commented,
are tins year conspicuous by their absence. Hitherto, some exhibitora

would seem to have imagined that the object of the picture was to

show the frame off to the best advantage, instead of the frame setting

off the picture. Plain unpolished oak, with a gold flat, appeare to be
the most favoured style of framing, and it is questionable if there is a

better to be found for the majority of photographs. One great advan-

tage of these frames for exhibition purposes is their durability ; they

will hear more rough usage without injury than most other frames,

and if they do happen to get injured by rubbing, or are made dirty, a

httle water and a sponge, or a piece of glass paper, will soon put

matters right.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.

in.

Lyddbll Saavyer (No. 41), Home, Sweet Home, and five other genre

pictures constitute the exhibits this year by this promising photo-

grapher, wlio has not shown any worls: for some years. We con-

gratulate him upon the possession of that artistic faculty which, if

accompanied with perseverance and persistent study, must, sooner or

later, lead to success. There is much cleverness of design in the

leading idea of each picture, although in some instances this has been

slightly neutralised by a redundancy of accessories, which the painter

can keep down by local colour, hut which the photographer can only

subdue by the objects themselves being altered in local colour ; this

constitutes a stumbling-block to many ambitious students in photo-

graphic picture making, examples of which are in this Exhibition.

This picture of Home, Sweet Hume, is the best of the series. A father

reclining in his chair is holding the baby at arm's length, the mother

kneeling on the ground at his side, both gazing at the baby. These

are the materials forming the picture, which is aided in composition

by the cradle and some drn.pery. AVe are sorry to find that the brush

has been used too much to make good one or two minor defects

;

however, despite this, there is an evident attempt in this and the

other pictures to compose and work out by photographic means
pictorial aspirations. They are all printed in platinotype and in a

well chosen, good engraving colour,which considerably enhances their

effect.

George Davison (Nos. C4, Go, G6), Cottage Studies.—Here we have
some good examples of picturesque bits, where the figures have been
studied for just their proper position, and the whole dominated by
sunshine, which is so valuable when photographed well, the shadows
being liquid and transparent. Again we have here platinotype with
an exoellent colour. These series are marked "not for competition,"

showing (like others on the walls) that they are exhibited by the

Judges of pictures.

M. Chubb (No. 70), Christian Martyr.—A. three-quarter female
figure leaning or tied to a thick polo or stake, being a very ambitious
attempt to utilise pliotograpliy for representing deep expression and
poetical sentiment ; but we do not sympathise witli this young lady,

and it must he a good model who could pose for such a picture. And,
beyond that, there must be the moulding of the materials to the
artistic conception of such a picture, which we fail to trace in this one.

J. C. Andreae (No. 72), Views.—A. frame of small, very good views,
by one of our veteran photographers, where the " objective " has been
attended to more than the " subjective."

G. West & Son (Nos. 79 to 8;j), Yachts, c^-c—We look forward
year by year with anticipations of pleasure for the yachting season in
Pall Mall East, and we are not disappointed. There we can enjoy
pictorially the breezy atmosphere and the roUing waters, and follow
the fast sailing yachts, as with sails outspread and bending masts they
speed on their noiseless path. Given, then, the fact that these photo-
graphs can suggest these ideas, how much is due to tlie individual
photographer who produces them? There must be great mastery
over all the appliances, and a quick perception of some graceful posi-
tion to be immediately secured, whatever may be the standpoint of
view, whether on the deck of a comparatively "steady steamer or in a
boat rollicking about on a choppy sea; under any circumstances great
praise is due to all who produce such beautiful pictures. Each of
these pictures being separately framed enhances their pictorial value

F. Whaley (No. 01), Preparing for Boxing Night.—rXxis is another
of those pictures requiring much study and executive skill to realise
the subject. It is one where the realistic must of necessity pervade
the whole of the presentment, and so far it is a fair example of what
can be done by photography. But, again, we must observe that the
accessories introduced (and this applies more particularly to the back-
ground) are much too powerful; they cone forward, and the figures
consequently do not stand out enough. They are embedded in masses
of dark matter, which destroy the keeping of the various figures. It
is a family all engaged upon preparing for the event. An elder
daughter is dressing up a younger one for some character, the father
is getting ready the clown's poker, whilst the mother is ironing some
part of the dresses. A very good subject, and if the background had
)3eeu much lighter in tone the effect would have been much greater.

F. Bedford Lemere (No. 02), Interims of Beau Manor.—Very
difficult subjects to get perfect results from ; they are rather spotty

in effect and are crowded with furniture, which detracts from

that realisation of magnificence which the rooms themselves must
undoubtedly possess. A softer effect in treatment would have much
improved them.

William Parry (No. 97), Chiliaii Armour-clad (Steam).—This is a

very well executed picture, showing great mastery over appliances.

The steam vessel is coming on slightly inclined away from the camera.

The exposure must have been very short, and, therefore, the amount
of detail on the ship is very good.

J. M. Nisbett (Nos. 00, 100, 101), Studies.—These are attempts at

making pictures, which just deserve some little notice. They are too

much like diagrams in pose, but still evince a departure into a higher

phase of study, which may result in better work another year,

William Brookes (No. 102), 7'««e^ Portraits.—These show again an
attempt to go beyond the ordinary studio work, which will carry the

exhibitor into still better results. In the same frame are four small

studies of vessels, which are very pretty ; as also some book illustra-

tions, where figures and flowers are introduced with good design.

V. II. Chiutamon (No. 103), Indian Celebrities.—These are panel

portraits of some of our late Indian visitors, being men of culture,

and evince some knowledge of art in their pose, and, considering the

difficulties presented by local flesh colour, are very successful, and
especially so in the expression of the mental individualities of the

various personages.

Valentine Blanchard (No. 108), Portrait.—This portrait comes
upon us with a vast amount of satisfaction as showing the result of

much artistic skill in the pose and general treatment
;

particularly

notice how expressively the hands have been arranged, and which
evidently is most successful as a likeness. There is a quiet repose

about this work which might servo as a model for imitation.

Cellerier Syndicate (No. 117), Portraits.—There are several of these

portraits (largo panels) in the Exhibition which are very good examples

of studio work, being cleverly manipulated, and arranged with good

taste.

F. Downer (No. 121), A Private Rehearsal. — Another of those

attempts at picture making which we have previously called atten-

tion to. Four boys getting ready their various musical instruments.

A good idea, but falling short in that treatment which artistic per-

ception calls for.

E. Davey Lavender (No. 121), Oentleman in Fancy Dress.—There

are many excellent points about the figure, which is a large one

(direct) ; the pose is good, and so are the hands, but the whole effect

is ruined by the background, which (to a figure containing light and

dark masses locally impossible to alter) requires to be modulated

and adapted especially for that purpose. Strictly speaking, a proper

background for this picture would exercise all the artistic ability of

any painter.

School of MiUtary Engineering (No, 134), On the Thames.—Four

large pictures in one frame. The views are very well chosen, and

would have been exceedingly pretty but for the masses of under

exposed or under developed foliage which permeate the whole of the

pictures. Most assuredly the natural originals must have suggested

ideas of beauty and repose, which it must be conceded these photo-

graphs hardly do ; and similar remarks must in all sincerity be made
about No. LjO, BurnJiam Beeches, also by the same exhibitors. Now
the charm of these celebrated trees consists in that wonderful grey

and peculiar colour which clothes them in such poetic and far-away

beauty, therefore light and bright sunshine must attend upon them

—

this would vanish as night approached. Now which of these ideas

are suggested by these photographs ?

Werner & Son (Nos. 13-) and lo8), Portraits.—These" are two
pictures taken direct; and here we will further allude to the large

direct portrait work which characterises this Exhibition. All are

steps in tlie right direction, as a direct photograph possesses a peculiar

rich quality which enlargements never have, and as far as the

technical quality goes, as time advances great improvements will

arise, not so much in the chemical as in the optical department.

Therefore our remarks upon all large direct photographs will be

almost from the art side. In the portraits now under consideration

we think that if actual life size had been the scale (and this refers
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most especially to the portrait of the gentleman) that they -would have

paiiiod in power; being almost in proBle, many dillicultics have been

done away with. This is quite right for form, but the quality of expres-

sion becomes somewhat reduced. And we must refer to the quality of

the retouching, wliich upon these large heads is not so strictly in

accordance with an educated artistic manipulation which such large

work necessitates. These have far too much of an ivory surface, which

is quite out of character with individuality, especially in gentlemen's

faces. Nos. 130 and 157, by the same exhibitors, being threo-quarter

rize, are more successful. The pose is very good, and the hands (that

difficulty to most photographers) have been well arranged, but we
think that the figures might (for the space occupied) have been taken

larger with considerable more advantage. However, the whole set

possess admirable qualities.

W. J. Ryrne (No. 144), At Home Photographs.—Here in one frame

are fifteen portraits at the homos of the sitters, and, as showing what

can be done without a studio with all its possibilities of lighting, are

very successful ; at the same time, probably from all being mixed up

together, each does not get its due meed of satisfaction. Many look

as if "the shades of evening" had come o'er them and retire into

obscurity.

AVarwick Brookes (No. 145), Portraits taken Direct,—Again we
have to review some more large work, and the optical difficulty pre-

viously alluded to comes in here with more force ; otherwise the head

of a gentleman is very good. A test for these direct large heads is

this : Retire a long way off from the picture, and note whether the

atmosphere intervening affects the light, and more especially the

shadows or shade. Now in this instance the head of the gentleman

acquires a vast amount of rotundity and solid appearance, the dark

parts do not become obscure and the optical defects not so apparent.

Respecting the lady's portrait taken smaller (whilst remarking that the

arms are not well arranged), we wish to allude more particularly to

the mouth, and this will apply to all the mouths of the large portraits

of ladies. That they do not seem to give the life-like presentment,

something is wanting ; the modelling somehow must be wrong, or is

due to the retouching, which has destroyed that most characteristic

part of all mouths, the " termination " or " sto}}" at each side. Now,
this is one of nature's most important markings and should receive

every possible study.

E. Davey Lavender (No. 137), Miss Tomlinson.—This is another

large direct portrait of a young lady where the background is made
subservient to the figure. It has a little too much contrast, but the

figure stands out. The skipping-rope held in both hands is laying on
the ground, and produces a curious effect, acting as a kind of base.

This is not artistic, and might have been easily altered. It shows how
a small matter may otherwise spoil good work.

The Appabatus.—II.

Mb. Gotz exhibits his improved camera and Volute shutter. Of the

former we have already spoken on the occasion of its first production,

but instead of using, as he intended, a vertical pinion and circular

rack to guide the swing which is from a point near the centre, he now
has a horizontal pinion and rack, the pinion going over the rack, so

that the movement, though perfectly smooth, is one confined within

the exact arc of the angle from the centre to the corners of the

camera, the rack being, so to speak, wedged in between the pinion and

the baseboard.

In the volute shutter we notice an arrangement for time exposure

carried out with great nicety. On the fly wheel is fixed a small crank,

which for any ordinary instantaneous exposure is entirely within the

circumference of the fly wheel and allows this latter to make one

complete revolution. AVhen, however, turned round so as to come on

the outside of the fly wheel it forms a stop, just at the moment when
the shutter is fully open, being caught up by the locking lever and

kept in that position until released by pressure on the air holder, when
the shutter speedily closes. It is only necessary to keep the shutter

at a tension of three or four turns to work this very handy time expo-

sure, during which the shutter can be entirely left to itself.

There is also a view meter attached to the camera consisting of a

linked or jointed frame of metal. This is raised from the back of the

front board, and when looked at through an eye-piece suitably adjusted

at the back of the camera, presents exactly the same amount of

subject matter to the operator as will lie refracted by the lenn on to tha
plate, tlio angle varying with the lens as the camera is racked out or
in. This view meter can also be applied at the side of the camera.

Among the lens shutters is one by Messrs. Reynolds tc Branson, of

Leeds, constructed on the same principle as others of theirs which we
have described with drawings on previous occasions. This one, how-
ever, while differing in certain details from the othen, is also mada
for stereoscopic purposes.

Not having access to the locked case of lenses exhibited by Messrs.

R. & J. Ifcck, we are of course unable to say anything concerning

their merits. But a loose mount, without lenses, on the table afFordj

one an opportunity of examining and admiring the working of the
" Iris " diaphragm with which it is fitt«d.

For those who prefer to develop their negatives when away from
home or on a tour, Messrs. G. Houghton & Son cater by their exhibi-

tion of a muUum in jmrvo Photographic Development Portmanteau,

fitted with every requirement for the purpose intended.

THE LATE MR. ROBERT HUNT.
Having just entered upon his eighty-first year, Mr. Robert Hunt,
F.ll.S., has passed away from amongst us.

Hunt's Researches on Light, published in 1844, when he was
Secretary of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Institution, gave a

powerful stimulus to the then incipient art of photography. We are

well aware that it proved the means of many scientific men entering

this field of research. Having passed into a second edition it then

assumed the phase of Hunt's Photography, and formed one of the

volumes of the Encyclopeedia Metropolitana. For a long time, and in

one or other of the several editions through which it passed, it was

the handbook of the art most sought after, being especially valued ou

account of the historical matter in which it abounded.

Mr. Hunt in 1850 compiled with much care a general summary of

the history of photography for the British Association, given in a

tabulated form. From this we learn that he himself was an assiduous

experimentalist during the years 1842, 1843, and 1844, in the last of

which he discovered tlie developing powers of photosulphate of iron,

which afterwards became, especially for wet collodion, such a power

in" the hands of working photographers. His labours embraced re-

searches (for photographic purposes) in the salts of chromium, nickel,

lead, manganese, copper, iron, mercury, platinum, gold, and silver.

He was one of the founders of the Photographic Society in 1853^

and was a member of its first Council, and at its second meeting con-

tributed a paper. On the Principles upon which the Construction of

Photographic Lenses should be Regulated. He was the author of

several works bearing on science ; he contributed to several scientific

periodicals ; and as a lecturer was singularly attractive.

In his later years Mr. Hunt was Professor of Mechanical Science

in the Government School of Mines, and up to the time of his death

was Keeper of the mining records at the Museum of Practical Geology.

For many years he has not mixed in photographic circles, nor taken

any special interest in the art once so well loved by him.

He died on the 17th inst.

WRITING AND DRAWING ON GLASS.

IV.

Etchtng on a Collodion Film.—In the previous articles we have con-

sidered the subject of writing upon clear glass with pen and pencil

;

1 propose in this one to discuss some of the methods that may be used

to give a negative of a sketch—that is, a picture consisting of trans-

parent clear Unes upon an opaque black ground. If a good negative

is secured, it is obvious that the required number of positive duplicates

can bo obtained by any photographic printing process. The usual

way of producing such a negative is to make a positive drawing on

paper, which is then photographed ; but a simpler method is to etch

the Unes in an opaque film spread on glass. Such a film must evi-

dently have special qualities. It must adhere stifficiently to the glass
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to prevent chipping ; it should be comparatively soft, so as not to

offer much resistance to the etching needle; when completed, it

should bear handling without suffering injury thereby ; and in order

that fine work may be done, it should form a very thin layer on the

glass.

Collodion naturally suggests itself as being a suitable material for

such a film, and to a certain extent it answers very well. Plain

collodion, with the addition of a few drops of Canada balsam dis-

solved in benzole, adheres firmly to glass, and will bear being etched

without chipping—the only drawback is that it is not very easy to

produce an opaque ground with it. Probably the most perfect result

would be obtained by depositing a layer of silver, as in the wet
collodion process ; but we will put this aside, as a simpler method is

desirable. We can produce various colours with the aidjof dyes, and
if a coloured ground will suffice, nothing better can be had than dyed
collodion. The dyes most suitable for this purpose are those soluble

in alcohol, such as the magenta series, aurine, rosine, violet of methyl-
aniline, &c., a greater depth of colour being obtainable thus than by
using those soluble in cold water. The dye should be dissolved in a
little alcohol before being added to the collodion ; in the case of

aniline blue, eosine, &c., which are insoluble in spirit, we must
employ water instead—this should be used very sparingly, in order to

avoid precipitation of the pyroxyline. The best way to dye a
collodion film, if we desire a very dark or opaque tone, is to coat the
glass with thick, colourless collodion, and when the film sets to
immerse it in water until the greasiness disappears. The plate is

then transferred to a strong solution of the dye in either alcohol or
warm water. The film being in a spongy and porous condition it

absorbs a large quantity of the colour, and a greater depth of tint can
be had in this way than we should be able to secure by adding the
dye direct to the collodion in the bottle. When sufiicient colour has
been acquired by the film the plate may bo removed from the liquid
and reared up to dry.

It will be found that a collodion film does not retain more than a
definite amount of colour ; if this amount is exceeded there will be a
bronzed appearance on the surface, the colour will bo dull, and the
film will have lost its toughness, and is apt to chip if an attempt is

made to etch it. Hence a thick film is required for a very deep
colour. If the collodion should still chip or shell off, the plate may
be dipped into a weak solution of gum or sugar and redried : this
treatment will generally cure the fault.

Having secured a plate with a coloured film to our hking, we can
proceed with the etching. For this purpose we require a tod, which
may be a handsomely mounted affair bought from an artist's dealer,
or we can use a large needle, or even a sharp-pointed penknife, with
equally good results. The quality of the work depends, of course, on
the skill of the draughtsman. It may be as well to state that strong
light should not be used, as the finer lines would then' look much
thicker than they really are, owing to irradiation ; and if these lines
are made too fine, it will be necessary to give a protracted exposure
in the printing to produce any visible effect. Such an exposure would
tend to cause halation in the thicker lines, and a poor print would be
the probable result.

When we have completed the etching, mastic varnish may be
applied if a protective coat is desired; it would not be safe to use
shellac varnish.

Etching on a Tinted Matt Ground.—J{ a coloured film of a semi-
transparent nature is de.Mrod upon glass as a background to a sketch
etched thereon, wo can get excellent results by proceeding thus :—Gum sandarac is dissolved in methylated alcohol to the consistence of
varnish, and the solution is mixed with an equal bulk of ether This
fluid is then brought to the required depth of colour by the addition
of a concentrated tincture of dye, and final! v plain collodion is added
to the extent of about five per cent. A glass being cleaned, the above
mixture is poured on the cold plate in the way matt varnish is used.
Ihe result is a very even matt film, of a pleasing colour, tending to
greyness

;
it is easily wiped off the glass, but the finest lines can be

etched thereon without any chipping taking place. When finished, itmay be protected with mastic or dammar varnish prepared with
benzole-the latter will take away the matt appearance, but the
colour will not be affected. The work done in this way, owin<. to
the peculxar softness of the tint, has a more artistic appearance tlian

we should get by using plain dyed collodion. By varying the propor-

tion of the ingredients different effects will be obtained
; if tlie collo-

dion is increased in quantity, the colour will be brighter, and the matt
appearance less pronounced, and by adding a trace of Canada balsam

to the solution, the film will adhere more firmly to the glass, and will

be in less need of a protecting varnish.

Etching on Smoked Glass.—Perhaps the simplest and best known

method of producing an opaque black layer on glass is to hold it over

a smoky flame, so as to cause a deposit of carbon upon the surface.

It is easy to get complete opacity by this means, and afterwards to

produce an etching on the film. The chief difficulty lies in the varnish-

ing, as some protection is absolutely necessary, owing to the extreme

tenderness of the deposit, which can be removed by such slight force

as a puff of wind. If we apply varnish wo are almost certain to ruin

the work, through displacement of the lampblack, and in the case of

a clear glass smoked to opacity, the etching point will be apt to re-

move too much of the pigment, so that fine lines cannot be easily

produced.

The use of a substratum of sugar or gelatine on the gla.?s before it

is smoked will improve matters, as the soot then adheres better, and

less displacement will occur in the varnishing, especially if plain

collodion is used; to assist the latter to flow the film maybe previously

impregnated with alcohol by holding the cold plate over boiling

spirits of wine. Burning camphor can be employed to produce the

smoke, but perhaps the most convenient method is to use a benzoline

sponge lamp ; if the wick of the latter is well turned up, we can get

smoke almost enough to suffocate a sweep. By the aid of the sub-

stratum on the glass before it is smoked, and the use of the alcohol

vapour to assist the varnisliing, we may obtain very good results

;

fine lines can be traced, complete opacity of the ground secured, and

tlie work can be efficiently protected by varnish. But I can scarcely

recommend the process, because there is an easier method open to us,

which is as follows.

A clean glass plate is coated without being warmed, with a solution

of gum dammar in ether ; the exact strength of the varnish is im-

material, though it should not Ijo too weak. When the ether has

evaporated, we can light up our smoke factory—the benzoline lamp

—and hold the glass, film downwards, in the flame, moving it about

witli a circular motion to prevent the heat being concentrated in one

part, which would probably crack the plate. The centre of the flame

consists of vapour of benzoline, which softens the dammar to such an

extent that the soot is absorbed by the film as fast as it settles there-

on. If this simple operation is properly done, a quarter or half plate

sized glass can bo smoked to opacity and will have a smooth, bright

surface, which is in excellent condition for bf.'ing etched, and is quito

hard enough to form its own protection—that is, it does not require

varnishing. ALisEitT Wm. Scott.

PHOSPHORESCENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY.*
August 12, 1875, Experiment o.—Placed exposed uranium paper

on sensitised side of silver paper, and examined after four-and-twenty

hours. Ixesult ; Darkness on the wrong side stUl more marked ; right

side bleached. Ends (see the figure of the cross), general slight tint

as from paper growing old. Inference: This being a repetition of

Experiment 3 the inference is the same.

Experiment 0.—Bichromatised two sheets of paper. Dried one in

the "dark," the other in the sunlight, and left the latter exposed for

several hours. Placed a piece of the exposed paper at the bottom of

the box already named. Covered the top of this latter with a piece

of common writing-paper long kept in the dark and having a circular

hole in the middle of it about the size of a pennj' piece. Covered

this with the piece of bichromated paper, dried in the dark. Placed

a book over all. Examined after eighteen hours. Eesult : No image

whatever. Inference: That paper impregnated with bichromate of

potash and exposed to light (with the result, of course, of reduction and

change of colour) does not radiate to any material extent, if it radi-

ates at all, energy capable of darkening the bichromated paper hitherto

unexposed. This is but what one would naturally expect. The

energy of the light, having been already used, is not as radiant energy

available for use again.

* Coucludtd from page G29.
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Fig. 3.

Extteriment 7.—Placed bichromatisod but unexposed sheet under

an exposed iirnnium strip in tlio manner sliown. Kncloscd in a book

and left for eii^htecn hours. Jiesidt: Decided printing under uranium

paper. A very decided brown. Inference: Tliat exposed uranium
paper acts enerf^oticftlly by contact in the reduction of bichromate

salts as well as those of silver.

Auyust 14, IB?'?, Experiment 8.—Bichromatised a strip of paper,

dried, and exposed to the lij^ht of two consecutive days, and placed on

standard silver paper (see diagram, Fig. 3). Enclosed in book and
examined after eighteen hours. Result: Dis-

colouration of the silvered paper where the

bichromatised paper was yiot, and no discolour-

ation where it was. Discolouration where it

was not equalled that of a piece of the same
paper hung in the air of the dark room, and
wliich had been discoloured by the circum-

stance of " keeping." Inference: That the ex-

posed bichromatisod paper had actually pre-

vented the discolouration of the argentic paper.

Ejcperiment 9.—Steeped paper in a solution

of fen-ocyanide of potassium, dried, and then

immersed in a solution of iron protosulpliate

and dried again. Tlie paper, of course, was
Prussian lilue. Exposed to two days' light

and placed on standard silver strip (Fig. .')).

liesult : After eighteen hours of darkness same

as the above, uz., tinted ("by the lapse of

time ") whore not covered by the ferro paper,

and tint equal to that of standard paper sus-

pended in the "dark." Dut where covered by
the iron paper the silvered paper was quite

white, and seemingly even a little bleaclied.

Inference: That silvered paper is also pre-

vented from decolourisation " by the lapse of

time" wlien in contact with paper impregnated with cyanide of iron

which has been exposed to light (and, of course, very possibly when
in contact witli cyanide of iron paper, which has not).

E.rperiment 10.—Soaked paper in solution of ferrous sulphate,

dried, and exposed to two days' light. Laid on standard silver paper

as before. I'lxamined after eighteen hours of isolation. liesult: Very

faint tint where the paper was seen only by transmission. Inference:

That paper impregnated with iron protosulphate and exposed to hght

does act feebly on argentic chloride.

Experiment 11.—Card mount covered with very thin solution

of isinglass, and then profusely sprinkled with bichromate of

potash in very fine powder and in excess. Exposed for some hours to

sunliglit. Placed at the bottom of the four-inch box and both stan-

dard silver and bichromate paper placed upon the top. Examined
after eighteen hours of isolation. liesult : No visible effect. Infer-

ence : The crystals of bichromate, after exposure to the sunlight, do

not to any appreciable extent radiate energy capable of inducing pho-

tographic action either on bichromate or argentic chloride papers.

August IC, 1875, Exi>eriment 12.—Paper soaked in solution of

uranium nitrate and exposed to the light of several days was placed

on standard silver pa^xjr (Fig. 3). Examined after eighteen hours of

isolation. liesult : Preservation of the silvered paper on its contact

face, but strong reduction on the wrong. Inference: That uranic

nitrate paper, after prolonged exposure, suffers reduction in itself, and

that its iirst action is reversed. The back reduction, however, is

mysterious.

Experiment 13.—Paper was soaked in a solution of platinum bi-

chloride, dried, and exposed to light for several hours. It was then

placed on silvered paper as before, and after eighteen hours of dark-

ness it was found to have preserved the paper in contact with it.

Where not in contact the paper was discoloured. Inference : Tliat

platinised paper, after exposure to light (and probably without expo-

sure), acts as a preservative of the sensitive paper in contact with it.

Experiment 14.—Paper was soaked in a solution of tartaric acid,

dried, and exposed to the action of light. Placed in contact with

standard silver paper, and isolated for four-and-twenty hours. Where
in contact the paper was found to be uniformly darkened, and that

considerably.

Auffuit 27,lB7r},Etperimtnt 15.—Asheet of plain photographic paper
was cut in two, and one half hung for a week in n collar from which
all light had been excluded for many months,* and the other half waa
hung, also for a week, in a room to which sunlight had free acceas.

Both halves were then salted in the cellar in the feeblest light—that
of a reading lamp remotely placed—in which the oporatiotM could be
performed. Prior to salting the halves had been marked in pencil,

one witli the letter A (the dark lialf), and the other with the letter

n (the half which had been exposed to light). When dry, both
halves were silvered in the feeblest of yellow light. After thia they
were hung remotely from each other for a week, lietult : "A."
remained quite white; " B" had gone deep brown. lr\ference : That
the spontaneous discolouration of sensitive paper results from, or is

largely contributed to by, the energy capable of radiation which it has
previously received in the operations of its manufacture, i.e., from the

radiant energy it has received and stored, and (of course) not from
the " lapse of time." I propose in another article to summarise and
discuss the results which I have here detailed. The experiments I

have described will be admitted to be of interest and importance, and
it is much to be regretted that in my prolonged absence on the Con-
tinent and (Is 3where about nine-tenths of my records should hare

disappeared. D. Winstanusy.

PHOTOGKAPHIC VARNISHES.
The query recently put by Mr. Shane reminds us of our unfulfilled

promise to write a sequel to our remarks upon varnishes in the article

ho refers to. We may hero repeat what we then said, that our
experiments upon varnishes have been most numerous, and have
extended over a long period of time, hence whatever formula we now
offer to our readers may be relied upon as the outcome of those

experiments ; more, they are in use by photographers of eminence to

whom they have been given in times past.

Before giving these working formulae we may refer to a class of

recipes which is very popular among those who make their own
varnish. We refer to those which consist simply in diluting " hard
spirit varnish " by spirits of wine till the product is of the right

strength for photographic purposes. There are one or two objections

to the.«e formate, which, to our mind, are insuperable—to wit, " spirit

varnish," whether " white hard " or " brown hard," is an utterly

indefinite compound, varying in composition at every varnish makers
in the country. The main constituents of the brown are shellac and
sandarac, with a certain modicum of a turpentine varnish, while the

white has little besides sandarac, with, perhaps, Canada balsam. In

the brown the sandarac is often replaced by common rosin, while in

some white of extreme quality, mastic is to be found occasionally. It

will thus be seen that it is practically impossible for photographers to

compare notes of experience on such formula.

To come now to the sheet-anchor of the photographic ramish
maker, shellac, orange or white, let us say at once that our preference

is in favour of a mixture of the two. It is a most simple matter for

any one to try for himself the experiment of maldng three kinds of

varnisli, and trying their powers. The experiment, too, is instructive.

Let three bottles be procured, and into each nlace, say, two ounces of

alcohol, then add nmety grains of white shellac to one, the same
quantity of orange shellac to the next, and an equal weight of

sandarac to the third. After each quantum of resin is thoroughly

dissolved, and the liquids either filtered or allowed to stand till clear,

let a plain piece of glass be varnished with each. It will be found

that the orange lac gives the hardest, the white lac the next, and the

sandarac the softest. There need be no comparison of testimonies, let

each try for himself. There cannot be a doubt of the result, beyond

that so unsuitable will the sandarac be found, that if the plate b«

put away for a few weeks the sandarac will most probably have

partially shelled away from the surface.

The white lac will be found to give the thinnest solution of the

three, on account of there being in all white lac a far more consider

able proportion of insoluble matter than in orange, although there is

a wasteful amount of deposit in that resin. It is, therefore, evident

that the proportion of white lac in a vaniish is not represented

by that in the formula itself. Here now is our recipe for a photo-

graphic varnish of which there has been made very many gallons in

* My residence iu 1875 was at "The Doctor's Cottage," South Shore, Bl»ck-

pool, near to which I am living now. At high tide and auriuitorma the

house was frequently surrounded by the sea. On these occasions ft wm neces-

sary to " cl.iy up " the cellar windows, doors, and so on. As I had no particular

use for my cellars, I left the windows "clayed up" permanently, and it was ia

these cellars that my " dead dark " eiperiments were performed,
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the old wet-plate days. For dry plates the quantity of spirit may be

doubled, or even a still larger quantity added :

—

Standabd Photogeaphic Vaenish.

White shellac 8 ounces.

Orange shellac 4 „
Sandarac 1 ounce.

Alcohol 60 ounces.

Place in a wide-mouthed bottle of at least half a gallon capacity, and
add to it about half a pound of broken glass. Sliake at intervals until

dissolved, and, after allowing to settle for a month, decant. Some
experimenters have recommended the addition of plaster of Paris, to

hasten and render more complete the tedious process of precipitation,

for which filtration forms no effective substitute on account of the

pores of any filter that can be employed so rapidly filhng up. The
object of the broken glass is to prevent the whole mass of resin caking
together into a compact gelatinous mass which would refuse to dis-

solve in any reasonable time.

The above varnish gives a fine, clear liquid which dries to a hard,
glossy, brilliant, durable coating of slight colour, and which we have
not seen excelled. It is quite possible to use the orange lac alone, but
tlie colour of the varnish is then so deep that most operators object

to it.

A word now as to the white lac. We have seen many samples
which have been completely insoluble through long or improper
storage after manufacture, a condition caused most probably by the
traces of chlorine left after precipitation in the course of manufacture
previovsly described. As soon as purchased white lac should be stored
in water, where it may be kept in a soluble condition for years. The
experienced hand can generally tell by its appearance whether it be
insoluble or not, the defective condition being usually indicated by
an absence of that appearance of dead opacity characterising a good
sample, and sometimes being coated with a kind of semi-transparent
skin.

For ambrotype pictures, ferrotypes when resistance to friction is no
object and freedom from colour essential, the orange lac is to
be replaced by the same weight of white lac, and the alcohol trebled
in amount.

Retouching varnish may be made by adding to each ounce of the
standard varnish eight drops of castor oil ; this will give sufficient
tooth to enable the pencil to bite. The varnish wiU naturally lose in
hardness of surface, but will not be materially injured. But those
who prefer a hard varnish on their negatives to be followed by the
addition of a " medium" to prepare it for retouching, will be suited
by the following :

—

Retouching Mebium.
Gum dammar 70 grains.
Yellow resin q
Turpentine 4 ounces.

Shake occasionally till dissolved. The use of pieces of broken glass
is here also advantageous. It will be noted that we omit the usual
"Venice turpentine;' we do it for the simple reason that in most
cases this substance is a fraud. The stuff sold under the name
is merely a mixture of turpentine and yellow resin. Our own
recommendation, however, for preparing for retouching is to use
a little friction with powdered resin; a splendid surface wiU be
obtamed, upon which any kind of effect may be produced.
As wet collodion negatives, especially for enlargements, are by no

means the curiosities that some modern photographers imagine, wo
may point out a difficulty that may arise with our standard, or,
indeed, any varnish. It often happens that an old picture is required
to be enlarged by reflected light, and a carbon print obtained from it.
This IS most readily done by taking a wet plate negative, slipping the
film off (which IS readily done after first treating it with a solution of
citric acid of twenty per cent, strength), and reversing it on to another
glass under water. Now we find that a negative so treated is in the
most repellent condition that collodion ever assumes. The varnish
must be poured over such a negative backwards and forwards for a
considerable period, often for two or three minutes ; if this be not
done the glass side of the film will have a most peculiar mottled
appearance, which will be reproduced in the print. Of course all
varnishes are subject to the same peculiarity, but we here name it, as
we do not remember the warning having been before published.We may possibly save our readers the waste of some amount of
time in useless experimenting by drawing attention to a mode of
treating shellac which a year or two ago went the rounds of, we
BUould imagine, every scientific periodical in the two hemispheres.
Aa wo have already explained, there is a great deal of waste in the

manufacture of shellac varnish, owing to the large amount of in-
soluble fiocculeut matter contained in lac resins, and which occupies

even after long standing, fuUy one-fourth of the bulk of the whole
liquid, and this marc represents so much dead loss. The ubiquitous
recommendation above named stated (which was true) that this
precipitate was in the main a kind of wax insoluble in spirit, but
soluble in benzole, petroleum, ether, &c., and further said (\\'hich was
not true) that it might be removed by shaking up with benzole or
petroleum ether with the varnish, which would then separate into two
layers. The lighter, the benzole, at the top containing all the wax,
the spirit at the bottom with all the resin. Now, as a matter of fact,
benzole is quite soluble in alcohol, and is in consequence inapplicable
to the purpose, and petroleum ether is soluble to a considerable
extent, and, besides, when mixed with the crude varnish does not
cause the distinct layers described. The method is utterly and
entirely worthless.

We conclude our article by pointing out a very singular property of

alcoholic shellac solution, which was discovered some years ago by
Mr. G. Watmough Webster, F.C.S., but which appears to be less

known than it should be. Every one is aware of the difficulty of
getting rid of the last trace of resin when it is found necessary for

some reason or another to remove the varnish from a negative.
Unless a most wasteful amount of alcohol is used, a scum will foi-m

on the surface, caused by the water precipitating the light amount of

resin, and if this scum be allowed to form, it entirely prevents regular
action in anj' future intensification or other treatment of the negative.

But if a small quantity of ammonia be added to an alcoholic solution

of lac, water may be added in any proportion without causing any
precipitation whatever. A little ammonia in the spirit used for

dissolving a lac varnish off will therefore prevent any scum forming.
We have tried this and found it to answer thoroughly.
We believe wo have now fulfilled our promise, and given concise

working fomulse for varnish, which are thoroughly practical, and
which it would be difficult, if not impossible, to excel.—Photograjyhic Timet.

SOME NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF THE DISCOVERY
OF THE GELATINO-BROMIDE PROCESS.

Gelatink was used for photographic purposes in France by Gustave
le Gray in 1840, and a little later in Germany by Dr. Halleur. They
employed it as a substitute for albumen and for collodion, the glass

plates being coated with iodised gelatine, dried, and then sensitised

by immersion in a bath of silver nitrate. But gelatine is soluble in

acetic acid, which was then universally employed in developing

solutions, and the " disappearance" of the image upon plates so pre-

pared (as recorded by Halleur) was probably due to this cause.
" E. R., of Tavistock," describes a similar method in the Photo-

graphic Journal for May, 1854.

Gaudin, in 1861, used gelatine as a material to prepare what ho
called a " photogene," i. e., a liquid which merely required pouring on
a glass plate to yield a surface sensitive to light. In this idea we see

the germ of emulsion photography.
In a patent taken out in 180o, W. H. Smith includes " gelatine or

any gelatinous substance" as a material for coating tlio surfaces of

wood, canvas, silk, glass, &c., a resinous solution being previously

applied to fill up the pores. Nitrate of silver dissolved in alcohol

and mixed with a chloride, a bromide, or an iodide, was mixed with
the gelatine. After exposure in the camera, a toning solution was
employed. This does not strike one as a very promising process, but
still the mention of gelatine makes it interesting.

Next we come to the work of two men—W. H. Harrison and
Thomas Sutton—who each held for a moment the key to the secret,

only they seem not to have appreciated its full value. In January,

1868, my namesake wrote an article* on the Philosophy of Dry Plates,

in which ho details experiments made with the view to obtaining an
answer to a question even yet unsolved :

" Why should one organic

solution give a rapid plate and another a slow one P " A very weak
solution of gelatine was prepared, in which " a little bromide and
iodide of cadmium was dissolved, after which some nitrate of silver

was added in the dark. In fact, I wanted to have a solution wliich

would give a good dry plate by simply coating a sheet of glass with
it." Plates coated with this mixture, which was really an emulsion
of bromide and iodide of silver, were dried and exposed in the camera
and then developed by the alkaline method. "The picture came out

very rapidly, and was of great intensity, but the rough and uneven
surface of the film made it worthless." When a stronger solution

of gelatine was used no pictures could bo obtained, a result possibly

due to the weakness of the developer then in vogue.
Between 18-5.5 and 1871 few men wrote more upon photography

* The Bbitish JouiufAi of Phoxogbaphy, January 17, 1868.
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than Thomas Sutton, first as editor of Photographic Notes and later

as a frequent contributor to Tub Huitish JouKNAii of 1'hoto-
ORAPiiy. In the hitter periodical for July 14, 1871, Sutton refers

with interest to Gnudin's ideas. Ho writes :
" There is something

very ingenious and promising in M. Gaudin's {gelatine emulsion. Used
with bromide of silver instead of iodide, it migiit turn out something
grand. The objection to coUixlion is that when it is allowed to get

dry upon tlie plate without having been wetted it dries to an almost
impenetrable skin, which the developer has scarcaly any power of

entering, so that the image is thin and superficial. This would not

occur witli a gelatine film. Tliere do not seem to be any dillicultii'g

in spreading it as there are in spreading albumen, for it is applied

hot and quickly sets. Oxide of zmc gives a structureless and homo-
geneous tilra when made into an emulsion with gelatine ; bromide of

silver ought to do the same. A gelatine-bromide emulsion, slightly

alkaline, would be exquisitely sensitive without any free nitrate, and
tannin, with the aid of tlie alkali in the film, would no doubt
develop it perhaps to sufficient density without silver, A great

advantage would be that the film could be composed of a capital

organifier through its entire substance, instead of having a mere layer

of organifier upon the surface. The process is well worth trying ; it

•ccms to be right in theory throughout." Then follows a description

of Gaudin's proposed gelatino-ioUide process ; and Sutton winds up
with a paragraph in which his hopes are realistically enough ex-

pressed :
" A tourist, employing the above process, would have his

bromide of silver emulsion ready made in a semi-solid state, resembling
blanc-mani/e ; ho would melt it by putting the bottle containing it

into boiling water ; he would then coat his plates at night for the

next day, and put them at once into the plate box to get dry. No
washing of the plates would be required, and that is one grand
feature of the process. The next morning he would hang a yellow

curtain before his window and put them into the dark slides,

developing them at night. He would have no dangerous, explosive,

strong-smelling, unhealthy collodion to carry about with him on his

travels, and he might pack in a very small compass enough chemicals

in a dry state to last him for a tour round the world. What a

blessing it would be to be independent of collodion, and at the same
time not to have to trust to the keeping qualities of dry plates ! It

may turn out that I have done well in digging up this old process of

M. Alexis Gautlin, whose name be exalted as the author of collodion

emukions and photogenes !

"

A few weeks later, Sutton writes (The British Jouhnal of Puoto
GBAPHY, September 22, 1871): "We seem to be advancing now
towards a revolution, both in negative taking and printing, and gela-

tine may ere long prove to be as important an agent in the former
process as it has proved to be in the latter. Wo have had ' gold

versus old hypo,' ' collodion versus paper,' ' carbon versus silver
'

.... and ere long it may be ' gelatine versus collodion.'

"

Yes, Sutton was on the right track ; but there is no evidence to

show that he, any more than his predecessors, was successful in

obtaining even a single decent negative by any process, relying

mainly upon the use of gelatine and some salt of silver. Sutton did

not live to see the complete realisation of his hopes. He died at

Ij
Pwllheli, North Wales, on March 19, 1875. Of all the men of the

i past whom 1 should like to " call up '' to see the modern development

of photography, Sutton and Kejlander stand first. The scientific

simplicity of the gelatino-bromide process would have appealed to the

former as strongly as its capabilities for art work would have affected

the latter, and each would have made noble use of our modern " dry

plates." W. Jkrome Harbison, F.G.S,

(To he continued.)

REiMARKS ON PHOTOGKAPHIC CONVENTIONS BY A
VETERAN.

I HAVE been asked to give my opinion as to whether the holding of

conventions is beneficial to the fraternity. I say most emphatically,

Y'es. I wish no better evidence of this than the fact that when tiio

good old N.P. A. gin-out, the photographers felt the need of another

association, and organized one promptly. I believe it to be a grand
thing to get together, show the best work of members, compare not«8,

discuss processes, i^c. I believe it to be good management to change
fficers often, and always advocated such change in the N. P. A., but
Bfe Association thought differently. I have frequently given as my
opinion that the offering of premiums, medals, &c., is not a good
feature of the P. \. of A. It will always cause dissatisfaction, as my

I
experience has shown me that nearly every photographer beheves

himself to be the best operator in this country, and if twenty compete

and each expects to f|^t the medal for hia superior work, nioetcea will

be disappointed, ond there is trouble in the fstnily.

Again. Where can you get men to act as judges? You could not
ask practical photographers and members of the Association to act,

as they might be influenced in deciding by friendship and favouritism
shown. If thorough photographers are not selected M judgFH they
are not competent to act, as has been seen in the exhibitions at

institutes, fairs, &c. In such exhibitions the man making the beat

show of frames and gaudily dressed sitters usually gets the hivbeat
premium, even if his competitors show superior manipulation. Who
but the man initiated in the difficult, delicate, mystic art is capable of

deciding whether the exhibitor has succeeded in his work and pro-

duced these difficult, delicate effects in perfection.

By all means hold conventions. Have your meetings so interesting

that the fraternity must attend to keep up with their competitors.

Let the meeting be the principal attraction and not the quarrelling

over medals, then every man attending will be benefited and most
needs come again the next year.

Well do I remember when " Black," of Boston, stood up in onr
meetings to be catechised by .300 or 400 members, and good friend
" Clemens " told the art of albumenising paper, saying how the old

hens of Luzerne County laboured to lay eggs enough for his purpose,

members sitting with pencil and paper making notes of all they
heard. Then information was freely imparted, and I believe many
men are to-day good workers because they used the informatioa

obtained at those meetings.

Friendship, kindneas, goodwill arc the watchwords. So mote it be.—Anthony's Bulletin. A. BooABOUs.

EECOLLECTIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHT IN NEW YOBK.
[The Rounion of the Photographio^Societiea of New York.]

I AM well aware that the most successful after-dinner speeches are tho;e

that contribute most to the mirthfulness of the occasion ; speeches that

are crowded with pleasantry and humour, and sparkle like the wina so

often drank at such social gatherings. Now I must confess I am not
gifted in this branch of speech making, and therefore can only say a few
simple words in response to the toast our President has assigned to me.
If, however, what I say shall tend to allay the jealousy or ill-feeling of

any professional toward those who practice the art simply for ttieir

pleasure, I shall accomplish the main purpose of thus occupying a brief

portion of your time. It often alTords ua pleasure to reflect on the scenes

and events of our past life—the school in which we were first taught, the

boys who were our playmates, and our first attempts to learn soma
business or profession in which we hoped to win success in the world.

We can now think of the sports and loves of our youth without being

angered by the petty cares that were then mingled with them ; we can

remember the bright hopes we entertained, the fancies we indulged, and
the airy castles we built, without regretting that they have never been

realised. We can now think of our first efforts in one or more of the

various photographic processes that have been introduced in the last fifty

years, processes that have so quickly followed each other thac before one

could be fully developed it must be laid aside for another. We can now
think of our struggle in keeping pace with the rapid advances of the art,

the difficulties we surmounted, and the disadvantages under which we
laboured when we must needs be our own chemists and carpenters and
our own teachers of optics and art. We can remember the balky

chemicals, the faulty lenses, the cumbersome apparatus, and the

inappropriate light and heat in which we were forced to work. We Cin

remember how unsuccessful we often were in overcoming the abnormal

action of the chemical compounds with which we had to deal ; the per-

plexities and anxieties we passed through ; and how, our imaginations

being aroused, we were often led to condemn the chemicals rather than

our want of dexterity and skill in the proper managemeat of them.

All these difficulties, together with the thousand and one now for-

gotten, tended to keep the mind of the photographer in a state of

continual suspense, and make his whole life a sea of disappointments,

shallows, and uncertainties. All tliis we now glance back at and feel

surprised that we were so perplexed and discomfited; for we can now
look upon these failures from a more philosophic standpoint and perceive

their uses in the development of the art. We can now see how the

pioneers cut a roadway through the forests so that the whole continent

of photography might be travelled with ccrtaintj and success. There are

yet obstacles and dilKculties to bo overcome, but the brain force enlisted

to surmonnt these is a hundredfold greater than ever before. The
facilities for obtaining information by means of books, photographic

associations and conventions, must greatly lessen the labour of every

student as well as improve the quality of his work. There is no branch

of the art now that has not its competent teachers and guide-books, and

hence any who may feel disposed can easily become familiar with iU

secrets and enjoy the tliousand delights and Ufos to which they lead.

Among the earliest impressions of ray photoarapliio history are the

recollections of my exalted ideas of the honour of being a Dagaerteotypa
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artist. And as I regarded the apparent or seeming simplicity of the art

within the reach of my means and ability, I at once embarked in it, in

order to win success. Thus in course of time I isolated myself from

every other means of makiug a living, and however willingly I would

have parted company with the profession, I could devise no means of

accomplishing it without making a sacrifioe more unbearable than the

business itself.

Being thus cut off from all means of retreat, it was a forced march on-

ward, until good luck so attended my efforts that I was content to bear

the ills I had rather than to fly to others that I knew not of. Thus
content gradually inspired me with a love for the art that has never

waned, and though I now know there is neither much honour nor money
to be won in its pursuit, it has a charm that will no doubt hold me "till

death do us part."

At a time when there were only some five or six Daguerreotypists in the

City of New York, I called on one of the most noted, whose place of

business was on Broadway, only a few blocks from my own, and in course

of conversation was severely censured by him for giving instruction in

the art. His idea was that it should be kept a profound secret, that

there were already too many in the business, and that he alone would
undertake to make all the l)aguerreotypes the city demanded. There is

no doubt he could have done this and taken a less number of pictures in

a month than is now taken in a single day by some of our leading photo-

graphers. In attempting to defend myself as best I could, I endeavoured
to convince him that every one we could persuade to learn the business

was not only fifty or a hundred dollars in our pockets, but, if they

succeeded, their influence and money would tend to multiply the demand
for pictures and more rapidly develop the capabilities of the art. I think,

however, I failed to convince him of the truth of my philosophy, for he
stiU continues the old cry that there are too many in the business, and
that those who are in it are most greatly injured by the amateurs outside.

It has never occurred to him that he is indebted to them for the best

text-books on photography, for the largest portion of its literature, and
for its most ingenious mechanical inventions and chemical compounds.
Every thoughtful photographer cannot fail to perceive that the amateur

element, by means of its wealth, culture, and refinement, has added much
to the dignity of the art and the volume of its capital. The professional
should therefore cease to be envious of the amateur and seek rather to

win his favour, for it is only by the union of both that tlio highest good
of all can ever bo accomplished. J. B. Gabdnob.

A HOLIDAY AMONG THE TURKS.
[A Commnnication to tlio Liverpool Amatciir Photographic AsBociation.]

Lkaving England on the 30th March last, my first stoppage was at
Passau, which was an enforced stay of eight hours. Passau is on the
Austrian frontier. I secured two good general photographs of the town
from the Park, which commands a magnificent view of the surrounding
country and of the Lesser Danube, which river flows through the town.

I was next brought to a stop at Vienna, as I had, unfortunately, not
received my passport before leaving England, and this is an almost
necessary article if one wishes to get through Iloumania and the neigh-
bouring countries without trouble or molestation. Vienna offers many
opportunities to the amateur photographer, being one of the most
magnificent cities in Europe. The streets are, as a rule, very wide, and
the houses beautifully built. Unfortunately I was running about after
my passport almost the whole of my stay. Leaving Vienna you pass
through some very fine scenery, and one who has stiidied instantaneous
photography has many opportunities of securing good views of the hilly
scenery through which the train passes as you approach Varna. Here I
I met my friends, and having transferred cur luggage to the steamer at
Varna we sail to Constantinople.
A slight check bars our further progress at Karak, the entrance of

the Bosphorus, as a report has spread that cholera has broken out at
Buda-Pesth, through which city most of the travellers have passed.
Accordingly we pass a very unpleasant three days in quarantine, with
200 crates of live fowls on our decks. When we are released and have
secured our health certificates, for which we have the pleasure of paying
half-a-crown each, we sail down the Bosphorus, passing some of the most
magnificent scenery in the world, and at length approach, with a good
deal of curiosity, the far-famed city of Constantmople and the land of the
" unspeakable Turk."
Leaving my camera and its accessories on the ship, I took my personal

luggage on shore, and together with some more passengers got my luggage
passed for the largo sum of one franc. Some days after I brought my
camera on shore— but, oh, the trouble 1 First of all I had to see about
seven Custom officers before getting one who would or could attend to
my wants, and then they would see the plates I carried, if only tlie edges!
It mattered not so long as they saw they were glass. Having appeased them
by takmg one out of my changing box, the next thing was the valuation of
my goods, as the Turk, with an eye to the interests of his country (?),
levies duty on anything not personal luggage. After about five hours all
this business was finished—I took the camera on shore only to put it
away, as I was thoroughly sick of the whole business. Then I heard
that you can take nothing, not even luggage, up the Bosphorus in a row-

boat (or calgne) without a police permit, or tcheslcem, and this added to

the general suspiciousness of the Turks takes very much away from tha

pleasures of photography. When I did take my camera out I only

secured a few photographs—one of a Turkish graveyard, which is very

picturesque. When the Turk buries a body it is to leave it, uncared for,

for evermore. The gravestones are broken and gets scattered about, and
no one ever puts the place in order. As most of the lower-class Turks

cannot read, they have to carve symbols upon the stones to denote the

sex and class of person— i.e., for a boy, the head of the stone is

adorned with a fez ; a gu:l, a branch of a tree or a twig ; if a married

woman with children, fruit is added to the branch. There are also various

symbols to distinguish people who could read, or who had been to

Mecca. Of course there is always more or less writing added.

The next view is of the towers at Roumelie Hissar. This is an ancient

castle, and is the first piece of ground ever occupied by the Turks in

Europe. It is said that from the hills on the Asiatic side of the

Bosphorus the outline of the towers form the word Allah, which in

English means God. Another view I secured was of Bebek, on the

Bosphorus (a village which is almost entirely populated by English). I

afterwards got one of the Mosque of St. Sofia in the distance, and the

last was of the Galata Tower, an ancient building now used as a fire

station. In the balcony at the top soldiers are continually pacing,

night and day. When they see a lire, lanterns are hoisted (or, in day-

time, flags) to denote whether the fire is in the town or on thelBosphorus.

Fires here are very numerous and of very great extent, as all (or nearly

all) houses are built of wood, and the fire brigade are of a very primitive

character. In one fire I saw there were fiGO odd houses destroyed.

The bazaars here are very interesting ; they are covered in, and form

quite a small town, divided into streets, which have the drains running

uncovered down the middle. As soon as you enter you are beseiged by

all sorts and conditions of guides, and interpreters, and would-be sellers,

who speak almost every language under the sun. The best way to get rid

of them, I and my friends found out, was to stand quite still and stare

them out of countenance. The most stout-he.arted never stood it above

two minutes. Also, when buying goods, never j)ay their price, or they

v/ill account you a fool ; offer them half the amount they ask, and as a

rule you will secure the article you want. Don't show your money or

purse if you want a reduction. Dogs hero are also a great feature

(although hydrophobia is almost unknown), and are the scavengers of

the city. Each street has its colony, and if a dog comes out of his own
street he has, as a rule, a bad time of it.

Leaving Constantinople, we sail down the Dardanelles on a most beautiful

day, and are able to admire all the magnificent scenery offered to view.

We arrive at Smyrna, to find that there is nothing at all to see in the

tov.n. The only thing to do is to secure mules and to ride out in the

country. The first place of interest is the Seventh Church of Smyrna.
The i^lace and church take their name from the fact that it was about

here St. Paul built one of the seven churches mentioned in the Bible.

Securing a photograph of this and the aqueduct which suppUes the town

with water, we move on to Mount Pagus. This is a very high hill, and
commands a splendid view of the town and the Bay of Smyrna and the

surrounding country. On the right you can see Bournabad, an outlying

district four miles from Smyrn.i, ancl the place where the three English-

men were a few days ago captured by brigands. The castle (which the

Turks are destroying b« degrees) where we are now standing used to

contain the old town of ttliyrna, and was most strongly built. Securing

several photographs of the castle and the fallen towers, and after taking

a group of our party, we descend a most fearfully rough path on our return

to the town. The way the mules run across guUies and rocks is mar-

vellous, but they arc accustomed to it, and barring an occasional upset

they do their work nobly. One or two of them rather like sitting down in

the middle of the road without warning you that they want to sit.

Our next excursion was by rail to Ephesus, one of the historical cities

of the Bible. A day amongst the ruins of Ephesus does one more good

than a dozen of the longest and driest sermons ever written. To look

upon such ruins and to think that it was once one of the largest cities of

the world, inspires one with awe and wonder. All the buildings were of

marble, and the ground is literally strewn with lumps of brilliant marble

and fallen pillars. There is nothing of the original town standing. I

secure a photograph of the old lloman aqueduct before we mount our

horses and move on. We first see the lloman Gymnasium, and then

come upon what is shown as the grave of St. Luke. This was discovered

by Mr. Wood, the great excavator, and is recognisable by the carved bull

and cross which he says was the symbol of St. Luke. Next we see a font,

which was used by St. John the Baptist. It is of marble, and is six or

seven feet in diameter, and is carved out somewhat in the shape of a

shallow basin. Here we dismount to secure some negatives of the fallen

ruins, selecting some capitals and fpillars most exquisitely carved as a

subject.

Moving on (as time is very limited), we pass some underground

passages, which we have no time to explore, and come, after a good mile's

ride, to the ruins of the Temple of Diana, one of the seven wonders of the

world. There is simply nothing of this glorious building left but the

stone foundations. Curiously enough this is almost the only stone one

sees at Ephesus, but, of course, the temple when standing must have

been all of marblo ; but it is a known fact that all its pillars have been

carried away to beautify such places as the Mosque of St, Sofia, and, to

B
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speak more Renerally, Alliens and Homo. Leaving this spot wo domolish
a substantial dinner which has been providrd at the hotel, and proceed
to inspect an old mosfiuo—of later date than Ephosns itself. The mosque
contains nothing intorcstinR but an immense red granite pillar which has
come from the Templo of Diana. This pillar is about twenty feet high,
and took three people to span round the base. Sights of this kind suggest
several thoughts ; where did the granite pillar come from ? and what could
our architects of to-day teach the ancients about the science of building ?
After this we have to hurry back to Asstralouk Station to return to
Smyrna, after spending here a most interesting and instructive day.
One word about brigands. Never go unless you are a large party au

armed cavass, or escort, is provided, but still ho is not au army in himself
and the brigands are naturally a bold, bad lot. A few weeks after wo
were there the passengers of an English ship were standing on Asstralonk
Station when a brigand chief was captured in their midst. He was head-
less three days after.

The next day we left Smyrna for England, and only had three hours to
spend in Malta, and Gibraltar we passed at six in the morning before the
sun had risen. This gave no fair chance of a photograph.

I would like to give a few hints about the sort of camera to take in case
any one thinks of travelling over the same ground. I was troubled with
a whole-plate. Take a pocket-detective camera and use lantern-size plates,
and enlarge at home. If possible, use paper plates ; also, I would advise
the wearing of a coat somewhat after the style of that used by poachers.
Then by putting your camera and all accessories in the pockets you
would escape the troublesome Customs examination, and much consequent
expense. Of course you would have to be careful to raise no suspicion by
the bulkiness of your pockets, but by careful packing that could be easily
avoided. W. B. Ibvin.

NOTES FROM ABROAD.
(From our Special Correspondent.)

I.

LiEOK, Tuesday.

Now that there is some prospect of a general International Congress of
Photographers at the Paris Exhibition in ISS'J, and that there is a growing
desire among English photographers to mix more with their brethren on
the Continent, perhaps some practical information about travelling and
life npou this side of the Channel may be useful. To this end it may be
desirable to deal with the asserted difficulties in the way of travelling
abroad which one hears most frequently mentioned in London, namely,
sea-sickness, language, Custom House harriers, and expense, some of
which impediments are, to a largo extent, imaginary.

Within easy distance of London, froin wliich, indeed, Calais or
Boulogne-sur-Mer may be reached in from three to three and a half hours,
are the shores of France, Belgium, and Holland, and of these, for photo-
graphers out for a holiday, Belgium decidedly presents most attractions
within small distance from home. The Dutch language and the flat

landscapes of the country are not likely to bo particularly attractive to
the photographic pleasure-seeker. Railway travelling is more expensive
and the distances longer in Franco than in Belgium, and the more
striking scenery of i'rance is usually near its borders ; in the interior
there is frequently great sameness of scenery for hundreds of miles at a
stretch ; it is a rich, undulating country, flowing with milk and honey,
and inhabited by a lively and refined people. Of architectural subjects
for the camera it has rich store, but usually, except in the larger cities,

scattered long distances apart. At a French seaside resort the photo-
grapher is better off than when spending a few weeks on the English
coast, because the change is more tliorough, the foreign manners and
customs are new, the rock-bound coast is more picturesque, with cliEfs

not usually of chalk, and there are fine opportunities of photographing
sunsets at sea. At English watering-places nearLoudon the sun sets inland.
On the nearest parts of the French coast, however, the tourist is far from
any French photographic society, or centre of photographic industrj', of
which, doubtless, he would like to see something while in the country.
Kouen is the nearest place in which he would bo likely to experience
much gratification of the latter kind. The little town of Douai, with its

photographic society, is, indeed, not so very far from Boulogne, hut is

more advantageously reached through Belgium. By starting from Antwerp
the societies at the following places may bo readily visited one after the
other :—Antwerj), Brussels, Ghent, Douai.
The supposed difficulties with Custom House people are imaginary ; a

more civil and obliging set of men never drew breath, and baggage is

overhauled twenty times more completely on the English side of the
Channel than anywhere else

;
perhaps the search for dynamite may be

the explanation. That which most approaches the English overhauling
is not likely to be encountered until the boundary line between Switzer-
land and Italy is to be passed, say at Chiasso ; even there, if the
passenger has evidently come through from England, or some other
distant country, he is not likely to be much troubled, and in any case
will experience no incivility. The fact is that the frontiers of these two
countries form a great smuggling district, keeping the Italian officials at
their wits' ends to impede the illegitimate flow of tobacco, salt, and
jewellery over the border. Over mountains and down precipices at
uncertain times of the day and night flow the contraband wtiolea;

workmen carry them concealed in loavos ot bread intendtd tppwrntW
for their innocent dinners, carrier pigeons fly with thorn OT«rheaJ7*od il
remains only to train tho fishes m the rivers to ostabliih a inbaqaaoM
traOio. All this would try tho patience of a saint, and a saint the hot-
tempered Italian is not. The Italian Government complains Rrioroiuljr,
but the Swiss reply that it is not their duty to do Customs work tor
their neighbours, and that tlie better plan would bo for tho Italians to re-
duce their torill so as to moke smuggling less profitable ; thtu the situation
is somewhat strained, and the quarrel is a pretty one as it stands. Onc«
when I crossed tho boundary in a steamboat on tho Lago Maggiore my
baggage was not examined by the Italian Custom House officer on board;
he doubtless knew the diSerenco between tho English tourist and tho
local gentry, who needed more of his attention. When the French
examine baggage, much of the work is often done out of tho view ol tho
possessor in rooms devoted to tho purpose ; they demand his keys, and
he does not know to what extent his worldly goods are ovorbanled. They
do not usually trouble themselves to examine small bags and parcels. It

has been suggested that yon may tell them to be careful in handling your
belongings because yon havo but just recovered from the small-pox ; any
one who tries this plan hod better report in these pages how it works.
Some immoral people have suggested bribiog the officials to get large

quantities of luggage through rapidly ; any one who attempts this with a
German Custom House officer is liable to punishment by law.

Come we now to the question of sea-sickness ; as a rule it is good for tho

liver, and tho voyager is better in health afterwards. Some persons,

however, with exceptional constitutions, suffer long afterwards ; others,

again, arc never sea-sick at all. Cows are included in the latter category,

their insides being so constructed that they cannot be sea-sick, but they
suffer greatly. Cats and dogs are sometimes sea-sick. There is, perhaps,

no actual preventative, although every one is ready to offer a safeguard

to his neighbour. A man who takes an aperient draught three days
before starting, and takes care to get himself into good condition, is better

fitted to resist sea-sickness than one who has not done so. Suppose tlio

water to be rough, the best tiling the traveller can do is to lie down and wrap
himself up before the ship leaves the port

; place a basin handy, and do
not get up until the ship reaches the other side of the Channel ; this is

the almost invariable plan with old stagers liable to the malady—when
one gets too sick to be able to walk with ease, it is not at all easy to move
about and to settle down comfortably. The best way of all of crossing

the Channel is to go to Folkestone or Dover, and if the sea be rough wait

one or two days till it is quite smooth ; then cross it, and thereby oheat it

ot its prey anil the fishes of their dinner.

A common error exists in tho belief that the shorter sea passages reduce

the evils of sea-sickness to a minimum ; but upon arrival at the opposite

coast, and being told to take up your bod and walk when you are in the

throes of dissolution, you feel that the stern authorities might leave you
to rest in your misery, and not force yon to get up and crawl into an
adjacent train ; but the ship has to leave the quay, and tho fates are in-

exorable. Upon the shorter routes the harbours are shallow on both

sides, esiwcially those npon the French coast, hence but small boats can

be used, and these pitch and roU more than large ones. Then again,

conflicting currents meet in the narrow parts of the Channel and tend to

keep tho waves in a general state of pitch and toss, so that occasionally

people suffer more on this short trip than on a voyage upon the long

Atlantic rollers to New York. On the other hand, if one of the longer

routes with large boats be selected, say that by Southampton and Havre,

or Harwich and Antwerp, you reach the ship at night just in time to go

to bed, can stow yourself away comfortably, and if you are sick have it

out in peace and quietness, then go to sleep for the rest of the night

rooked on tho cradle ot the deep, and sweetly losing consciousness while

listening to tho lullaby of tho waves. The deep-sea boats not only toss

about less than the others, and in a general way have smoother water

than off Dover, but off Harwich the sea has an exceptional tendency to

keep smooth, the generally prevailing winds of the south of England
being from the south-west, and from these by tho route just stated the

land affords shelter. In foggy weather tho ships havo to drop anchor in

the Scheldt until it clears, river navigation in a fog being impracticable,

hence, in November, there is the possibility of delay by this route ; but

the passengers have what the Americans call a " high old time " of it

so long as the provisions last.

Although I am unaware of any drugs which prevent sea-sickness, there

are mechanical means for almost entirely preventing it, but too expen-

sive for general adoption in steamships because of the space occupied

by tho apparatus. Once it was my duty as tho correspondent of an
engineering journal to practically test some apparatus of this kind

invented by a Belgian, and fitted up by the South-Eastern Railway

Company upon one of their finest boats, tho " Princess Alexandra." On
approaching Folkestone I saw the sea white with foam, and in a par-

ticularly nasty condition for passengers Uable to sea-sickness. The
apparatus consisted of a couch, such as might be used in a drawing-

room, slung to a ball and socket joint high above it, so as to be virtually

a pendulum. The efficacy of the apparatus depended upon the con-

siderable length of this pendulum. Tho whole arrangement was further-

more mounted upon a large square bellows, so devised that when the

vessel pitched the ball and socket joint did not rise and fall to tho same
extent as the ship. On board this couch the appearance of the saloon

and the other passengers was extraordinary ; they and the aides ot the
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ship rose above and sank below me with the rolling of the vessel. I felt

no symptoms of sea-sickness until the entrance to Boulogne Harbour

was reached, when qualmish symptoms began. Soon afterwards I landed

and walked quietly away, none the worse for the voyage ; but as regards

the rest of the unfortunate passengers, I never saw worse or more

universal oases of seo-sickneaB,

THE BOMBAY AMATEUB PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.

At the conversazione which preceded the opening of this Exhibition, Dr.

Wellington Gray, the President of the Bombay Amateur rhotogr.iphic

Society, asked for the indulgence of the spectators in judging the pictures.

The work of the amateur votary of any art is always considered a subject

rather for encouragement than for censure ; and the critic who would
frown upon any shortcomings he may detect in the work of a professional,

who has made a particular calling the business of his life, relaxes the

standard of his judgment a great deal in favour of the man who follows

an art as a pleasure and a recreation. When there are so many as three

hundred exhibits, and all of them by amateurs, it goes without saying

that some of them should be of very indifferent merit. But we do not

think it will be denied that the general standard of excellence is high
;

and the value of whatever commendation that may bo bestowed on that

account is heightened by the fact that the Society which has organized the

Exhibition, the first of its kind in India, is not yet a year old. The Com-
mittee had to select the exhibits from a very large number of aspirants

to a place on the walls, and it is due to their judicious labours in the

cause of the survival of the fittest that we find here an entire absence of

specimens executed by the merest tyro. The Society numbers about
sixty members at present ; but we should not be surprised if one result

of this Exhibition were to draw many recruits to its rnnks. For there are

many pictures exhibited here which may serve to bring home to one's

mind the pleasures of photography. Numerous improvements have from
time to time been introduced in photography, and while the beginner in

these days has the good fortune to learn the art at a time when it has
already reached an advanced state of perfection, he may hope to see

before very long still more noteworthy improvements. Colour photo-
graphy, for instance, may be said to be still a thing of the future. Many
have applied their minds to discover the procfs", and the man who
succeeds in making this discovery will certainly mark an era in the
progress of this art.

The judges awarded the gold medal to Mr. George Ewing, a member of

the Photographic Society of India. Dr. Wellington Gray carried oil

the silver medal. The other medals were awarded to Mr. E. Ferrers
Nicholson and Mr. H. Bromley.
The Exhibition was a great success.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOK PATENTS.
No. 13,762.—" Iniproveinents in the Application of Photography to Silk,
Satin, Cotton, and other Similar Fabrics." J. B. Cujii.ng and W. Wills.—
Dalai October 11, 1SS7.

No. 13,804.
—"Improvements in Photographic Cameras." A. Bilson.—

Dated October 12, 1887.

No. 13,879.—"Improvements in or connected with Photographic Cameras."
E. V. SwiNDKN and J. ¥,xai:—Dated October 13, 18S7.

No. 13,886.—"An Improved Mount for Photographs." W. D. Wilkinson
and F. Fowleb, trading as W. Dyke Wilkinson & Co.—Dated October 13,
1S87.

No. 13,999.—"Photographic Photometer." J. tlxsKROCV..—Dated October
15, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED
A New or Improved Combined Photographic Camera and Photooraphic

Enlarging Lantekx and Magic Lantern.
No. 15,187. Walter Philip O'Reilly, 3S9, Edgware-road, Middlesex —

November 22, 1886.

The object of my invention is to produce in one and the same apparatus a
photographic camera, a pliotograpliic enlarging lantern, and a magic lantern.
According to my invention I make the bellows in such manner that it can

be fitted and removed from the camera as required ; for this purpose I provide
a frame at each end of the bellow.^, such frame fitting into the two camera
ends in grooves there provided for the purpose ; when the frames are removed
the IkIIows can be folded into a compact space. The inner surface of the
camera is lined with tin plate or other suitable material, japanned or blackened
and when the apparatus is to be used as a magic lantern, a metal vessel say a
tin vessel, which may be made, for the sake of portability, in sections, 'is sub-
stituted for the bellows of the camera, having the necessary apertures' formed
in same for the chimney and for attaching same to the frame. Tlie metal body
fits into the grooves or spaces previously occupied by the Ijcllows. Tlie tin
back and reflector is also inserted in the groove ])revio\isly occupied by the
dark slide. The conical front and slide holder are connected in any convenient
manner to the camera front, which may be conveniently accomplished by
placing on the camera front two screw heads or buttons at top and bottom
thereof, and in such manner that the slide holder and conical tube containing
the magic lantern can be, with the greatest facility, slipped over or removed
from the screw heads or buttons, The tute of the camera lens is of large

enough diameter to contain the condenser for the magic lantern or photographia
enlarging apparatus, and the lenses used for the condenser are separated and
used separately for the camera.
The whole apparatus is fitted on a base, or stand, with means for adjustment

provided, and to enable the camera to be placed in a vertical or horizontal

position. This base, or stand, is available as a stand for the camera or magic
lantern as may be required. The lamp for the lantern is carried, supported,

and adjustable, in the well of the baseboard, and in tliiswaythe lantern is not
so heated as is generally the case now when placed inside.

Improvements in Apparatus for Printing Photographic Pictures.

(A Communication to me from abroad by Hans Brand, of Baireuth, in the
Empire of Gerniany, Photographer to the Court of Bavaria.)

No. 16,012. Edmund Edwards, 35, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane,

Midillesex.

—

December 7, 1886.

This invention relates to apparatus for the rapid printing of photographio
pictures upon paper, or other surfaces, rendered sensitive to light by bromiile
of silver and gelatine, or other means.
The improved apparatus is not intended for the reproduction of pictures by

any of the known mechanical printing processes, but for the rapid and perfect

production of positive prints of any dimensions upon highly sensitive material,
where it is of importance that the exposure should be accm'ately timed, and all

extraneous rays of light excluded.
The improved apparatus consists of a frame taking the place of one of the

panes of an ordinary window, the remainder of which is darkene<l with some
non-actinic material. Into this frame are fitted two hinged shutters, one
opening outward, and the other inwanl into the dark chamber. The latter

turns upon hinges at the bottom, and is held by a catch or bar at the top when
closed. It has a central opening also, closed by a shutter hinged below, which
carries the sensitive material upon whicli tlie picture is to be printed, and is

covered with a non-actinic cloth. The shutter opening outward as well as that

last described are held when closed by a double catch at the top of the outer
frame, turning upon a pivot and held in its normal position by springs. At
tlie lower side of the outer frame, which opens inward as described, is fixed a
bracket carrying a spriug, upon which the inner shutter carrying the sensitive
surface falls when open.
The iinier side of this last shutter carries a flat plate, or support, resting

upon springs between them, and covered with a sufficient number of thick-

nesses of soft elastic material, such as velvet or plush, upon which the
sensitised paper is laid, and held in its position by a tlu-ead carried by side

wires or fastenings.

In the principal frame fitted into the window, as first described, is fitted a
plate glass, across which are arranged two adjustable bars sliding at their ends
in vertical grooves, in whicli they can be fixed in any position by screws. These
bars hold the photographic negative.

To use the apparatus, the operator closes the shutter which opens outward
by means of a wire, or bar and handle, passing through a light-tight opening,
until the top of the shutter frame is held closed by the outer end of the top
catch ; the negative is then fixed in its place against the plate glass by the two
adjustable bars, and the sensitised paper is adjusted in its position upon the
eliistic bed prepared for it. The latter is then raised until closed, when it is

hehl by the inner end of the top catch, the outer end of which at the same
time releases the outer shutter, whicli falls outward. When the exposure has
been sufiiciently long, the outer shutter is closed by the handle, and in be-

coming locked by the top catch it releases the inner shutter and sensitised

paper, which fall inward, when the print can be removed and a fresh sheet of

sensitised material adjusted in position, and so on as often as desired.

Ijiprovements in Dark Slides for Cameras for Photoouaphio Purposes.

No. 1637. George William Elliott, 12, Clarkehouse-road, Sheffield,

yorkshire.

—

February 2, 1887.

This invention has for its object the construction of dark slides for cameras for

photographic purposes, so as greatly to reduce the cost of production, and also

make them less bulky and more portable.

Dark slides for cameras have hitherto been made of wood or cardboard.

Those made of cardboard being practically useless, and the use of wood
rendering the others very costly, on account of the labour necessary for their

construction, and bulky, on account of the thickness required to give the
necessary strength for working.
These defects are obviated by this invention, which consists of constructing

them of metallic sheets, or sheets of vulcanised fibre, vulcanite, or other suit-

able material capable of being folded, creased, stamped, or jn'essed into the

required shape.
A piece of sheet tin or other suitable material of the required size is so

stamped, or pressed, or folded on its edge as to form a groove for the sliding

door or shutter, and at the same time be perfectly light-tight and of sufficient

depth to allow of the sensitive plate being placed between the back of the slide

and the sliding door.

Two of these pieces are placed at the required distance apart, according to

the size of the slide or plate to be used, and are joined together by the piece

forming the back of the slide.

The ends are made light-tight by the insertion of suitable material, such as

cloth, bearing against the inside of the sliding door or shutter, or by being

folded over in a similar manner to the sides. 'The whole slide, excepting the
sliding door or shutter may be made of one piece stamped or pressed into

shape, or may be any combination of pieces to suit the convenience of
manufacture.
The sliding door or shutter has its two outside edges folded so as to work in

the folds formed in the body part, the whole forming a level or flush surface
and a perfectly light-tiaht joint.

A portion of the back is indented so as to bear against the sensitive plate,

and, by means of the spring of the back plate, hold the sensitive plate in its

position.
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Tlie folds forming the sniilcs for the sliding door or shutter may be snch that

the slide may not require folding on its edges which worlc in these guides but

be Icept plain.

Tlic claim is for making dark slides for cameras for photographic purposes of

metallic sheets or other suitable material capable of being folded, creased,

stamped, or pressed, and so folded, creased, stamped, or pres3e<l into the

required form to render a light-tight sliding joint, with the sliding shutter and
its sliiles, substantially as described and illustrated herein.

[What says Mr. W. Tyler to this ?—Eds.]

fHntCngjES of aoc(et(eiS.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

D>t« of Meeting. Name ol Society. Place o(MMtln|.

October 25
25 ...

Great Britain (Technical) Sa, FaU Mall East.

The Studio, Chanoery-lane, Bolton.

26
26 . Anderton'a Hotel, rieet-strcet.E.C.
27

1. 27 Royal Institution, Colquilt-strcet.

27 . ... Oldham The Lyceam, Oldham.
„ 27 Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Thursday night, October 13, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above

Association, held at the Masons Hall Taveni, City, London, Mr. C. Heinrich

Trinks presided.

Mr. L. Medland exhibited photographs he had taken recently in Russia and
other parts of Northern Europe.
The Chairman exhibited a photo-micrograph oS A mphipleara ; the specimen

had been mounted in phosphorus and photograi>hed by the aid of a one-twelfth

oil immersion. In such work, he said, it is often necessary to have absolute

coincidence of position of the ground-glass and the sen.^itive plate. The
simplest plan is to put the ground-glass first into the dark slide and to focus

upon it, then focus u])ou plain gla.ss with a few diamond scratches upon it, and,

lastly, to substitute the sensitive plate.

Mr. J. J. Bbiginshaw had made a good focussing screen by letting a slight

fixsh of light from a i)arallin lamp flame fall ujion an ordinary sensitive plate,

then developing and fixing the plate, and, lastly, steeping it in bichloride of

mercury.
Mr. A. Haddon had found oiled finely ground glass to answer well.

The Chairman stateil that in photo-micrography eiTors are often introduced

by the action of change of temperature upon the spring of the line adjustment

screw of the microscope ; the remedy is to remove the spring altogether.

The IIo.v. Secretary had known alteration of the temperature of the stage

of the microscope by a lamp six or eight inches off to throw objects out of

focu.s.

The Chairman had tried the Welsbach light and found it to be rich in

actinic rays. He had begun some experiments to take instantaneous photo-

graphs in the microscope, using " Hendei-son's thunder and lightning plates,"

and had found that the instantaneous shutter must be so mounted that it had

no connexion with the microscope. He used a screen of yellow glass, so that

he could watch the movements of living objects as projected upon the sensitive

plate, anil could make the exposure when they were in the best position to

give an interesting picture. He focussed upon opal glass.

Mr. A. Cowan said that it was impossible to focus well upon opal glass.

Mr. Haddon remarked that Jans.sen and other astronomers focussed upon a

screen coated with plaster of Paris ; there was nothing better. He thought

th.at with the screen of yellow glass there was a chance of fogging the plate,

and that by means of a right-angled prism fixed to the bottom of the shutter,

and falling with it, the movements of living things could be watched upon a

screen at one side of the whole arrangement, and the shutter allowed to fall

when the objects were in a good position for photographing.

The Chairman thought the suggestion to be excellent.

Mr. Plumeb wondered whether a binocular microscope could be nsed, the

object being watched through one of the tubes, and photographed through the

other at the selected moment.
Mr. Cowan called attention to the sale catalogue of Mr. Stevens, in

which one of the lots was advertised as an "8x8 bellows cabinet lens, by
Ross ; " he should like to see that remarkable lens.

Mr. CoLLiNa exhibited a detective camera to which he had applied a roller

slide.

Mr. A. L. Henderson wished that some one would manufacture an

aluminium camera and slides, as patented long ago by Mr. Melhuish ; alu-

minium could now be made, he believed, very cheaply.

Mr. F. W. Cox could not account for an inseusitive band about a'qnarter of

an inch broad round a batch of plates he had bought.

Mr. Cowan said that they had been coated with imperfectly - washed
emulsion.

Mr. Haddon had once tested by a tuning-fork arrangement a shutter said by
its maker to give an exposure of one-one-hundred-and-twenty-fifth of a second;

he found the real exposure to be one-twenty-eighth of a second.

CAMERA CLUB.
TH8 paper read at the "Thursday evening," October 13, was by Mr. Ltonki,

Clark, and was entitled The Selection of Lenses. Mr. Francis Cobb occupied

the chair.

Between forty and fifty members and visitors came together to hear and

discuss the subject, which the lecturer illustrated by diagrams and by a com-

plete series of lenses.

Previous to the paDer bdng read the CHAnwAX gkft paittoakni, m tar u
agreed upon, of the data of the second CoDferenoa, piopoeeJ to ba beld by the

Club in the spring of 1888.

Mr. H. C. llond exhibitnl some very interesting old photographs and ocfta-

tives, Tallxitypes of the first Exhibition in 1851 ; and Mr. Hue handed nrand

an example of the ingenious little watch detective camera of Laacaatar.

The Chairman then called on Mr. Clark for his lecture.

Tlie lecturer followed out the laws of perspective that guide as in the adac-

tion of a picture, showing how lenses simply delineated what they saw. Ha
pointed out the most suitable focal lengths for the different size* of plate*

usually in use, and also spoke on the subject of the best fomi of leo* to

employ, whether for views, architecture, interiors, portrait*, enlarging, or

lantern work. He gave a few words of advice as to rule* to be obaenred in

choosing lenses, and recommended great care whan the lenses had baan boaght
A large collection of differcnl types of lenses were shown.

In the discussion which lollowed,

Mr. J. TuAiLL Taylor made some remarks upon flare spots and npon
several types of lenses, and said he had not much fear of the ins diaphragm of

Messrs. Beck wearing so as to give flare, and even if it did it could easUy b«

blackened again.

Dr. Lindsay Johnson thought the best black for the purpose of blackening

the edges of the apertures of stops worn bright wan gasblack. His (avonrita

lens for all landscape work was the portable symmetrical.

Mr. Tayix)R said lampblack, which was often u»e<l with varnish, gave a grey

colour when dry ; the best to use was vegetable black mixe<l with lacquer.

These used in proper proportions gave the most diabolical bhick conceivable.

Mr. Chambers referred to the ordinary uses of the rapid rectilinear and the

wide-angle lenses, and gave some particulars also concerning the triple achro-

matic lens.

Mr. Beck said tlie iris diaphragm had stooil the test of long usage in micro-

scopic work. He considered it a great objection to gasblack that it nibbed off

easily.

Mr. Spiers said one class of lens had been omitted, tlie pinhole lens. He
had brought down two of his own manufacture, with print* from negatives

taken by them. (Tlie examples handed round were soft and pleasing pictures,

views in the Netherlands.)

Mr. Sahoeant wished to ask whether, if a wide-angle lens was used upon a

plate of much smaller size than it was intended to cover, the excess of light iu

tlie camera tended to fog the plate.

Further questions were then put by Mr. Davison, and Mr. Clark then

replied along the whole line.

In conclusion, the Chairman moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Clark, and saiil

he was sure that the paper and the discussion upon it that evening showe<l tliat

their functions were extending far lieyond those of an ordinary club, and that

they would have to add to their title " Institute of Amateur Photographers,

"

to signify the aims and intentions of the Camera Club, as being those of a

scientific society in addition to its social objects.

On Thurs<lay, October 27, Dr. G. Lindsay Johnson will read a paper entitleil

Testing Lenses. Practical demonstrations will also be given, the apparatus for

testing the lenses being arranged be(s>?^and in the Cliib.

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of the above was held in the Free Public Library on
Thursday evening, the 13th instant,—The President, BJr. J. A. Forrest, in the

chair.

Messrs. J. W. Simpson and E. M. Tunstall were elected members.

The President laid on the table a catalogue of books pertaining to photo-

graphy, which had been compiled expressly for the Association by Mr. May, the

Librarian of the Free Public Library. It was hoped that members would

avail themselves extensively of the opportunity thus afforded them, many of

the works being standard ones by recognised authorities on the art.

A lantern slide competition then took place. The offer of one of the Asso-

ciation's medals acting as a powerful incentive, a large number of members
competed for the coveted prize. Tlie work shown was of an unusually high

order, and rendered the position of the Judges (Messrs. Phillip.?, Sayce, and

Whalley) anything but a sinecure. When the slides had all beeu passed

through the lantern they announced that those bearing the word "Kingston"

were, in their opinion, entitled to the prize. On the sealed envelope bearing a

similar mark being opened it was found that Mr. Paul Lange was the winner,

the result being received with general applause.

In answer to a question, Mr. Lanoe stated that he had used the Kingston

lantern plate with soda developer ; he had found them more expetlitioua than

chloride ones when reducing from large negatives through the camera, a con-

sideration wlien using daylight in the winter months.

The Judges regretted that the Association was only offering one medal, a*

they thought the slides of another exhibitor (Mr. John H. Day) were well

entitled to a second pi-ize.

The recognition of this gentleman's slides seems to confute a popular idea

among photographers and dealers, that chloride plates will not keep for any

length of time (hence, probably, the difliculty which frequently arises of pro-

curing lantern plates during the summer), as it was understood that Mr. Day
had used plates he had had in stock since last winter. He stated that he had

found keeping to make them rather slower in sensitiveneea than when fleshly

made, but as illustrated by his exhibit they showed no lack of vigour, and were

unusually bright and sparkling.
,

The remainder of the evening was devoted to a farther exhibition of membars
slides, which la-stcd until a late hour.

Votes of thanks terminated the proceedings.

BRISTOL AND WEST OP ENGLAND AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

AT the meeting on the 2l8t ultimo, the President, Mr. T. Davey, in the chair,

Mr. W. C. Hemmons was elected a member.
The Chaibuam read a letter received from the Hon. Secretary, asking th«
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Association to accept liis rcsigiiatiou, as, in consequence of business and private

engagements, lie wonld be imab'.e to devote sufficient time to the affairs of the
Association. He proposed a vote of thanlis to Mr. Daniel for his services,

and that a letter should be sent him expressing the regret wliicli the members
felt at his resignation, remarking that Mr. Daniel had been Hon. Secretary for

eleven years, and had worked hard to make the Association a success. Tliis

was carried unanimously.
Mr. E. Brightman was proposed an Hon. Secretary, and carried unanimously.
Mr. Brightman said that, as one of the oldest members, ho felt great interest

in the Association, and that no effort should be wanting on his part to con-
trilnite to its continued success. In accepting the office he would be filling the
post liotli of Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, but would be glad if some other
member would take over the duties of Treasurer.

After some discussion it was decided that Mr. Brightman should still con-
tinue to act as Treasurer to the Association.

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of this f?ocicty was held on Tuesday, October 11, at eight
p.m., in Sykes's Restaurant, Victoria-street,—Mr. J. C. MciTy presiding.
The Hon. Sfcretabt renfl tlio annual report and bnlnnce slicot, wliiih phowcd

the Society to bo in a flouripliii:": condition, it now nnuiberins? 101 members, of whom
79 had paid their EuhFcriptinr..";, and the balance l.yinf; to the' credit of the Society at
Messrs. Crompton & Evans's Bank had increased 'from 9!. I5,=. 7{<!. to 131. 13.<!. Id., and
there were no outstandinjr debts. During tho year a nnmlr.cr of papers had been read
and demonstrations (Hven by tbo members, and proat benefit liad lioon derived there-
from. Outdoor meotinps bad been bold dnring the summer months at Dale Abbey,
Markcton, Stannton Harold and Cnlko Abliey, Cromford and Matlock, Monsal Dale
and Cressbrook Dale, Hadrton Hall, Winffflcld Manor, Alton, and Weston-oii-Tront,
and were well attended by the members. Tho Society institntcd a competition for the
best picture taken at tlieee outdoor moetin;jp, to be decided bv vote of tho members.
The pictures were arransrod round the room that nigl:t for decision, wliich resulted as
follon-s:—First certificate to Mr. C. Bourdin for a view on Lovers' Walks, Matlock,
printed in platinotypo ; second and thii-d certificates to Mr. T. Scotton for view at
Marketon, printed in pLatinotype, and silver print; of "Hermit's Cave," at Palo
Abbey, respostively. The competition was a keen one between Mr. Bonrdin and Mr.
Sootton for the first certificate, tbo former obtaininp it by one vote. The Society will
print the best picturo and present each member with a cojiy.

Votes of thanks were passed to the retiring officers and to the publishers of
the P/wtoffrapliic News and The Br.iTisn Joitenal op PHOTOGRArny for
sending weekly copies of their papers.
The following officers were elected .—President : Captain W. de W. Abney,

R.K—^'lce-Presidents. Messrs. R. Keeno, J. C. Meiry, J. W. Price, and T.
Scotton.—Co»i)«i«(;e.' Messrs. C. Bourdin, H. Bennett, T. Hills, \V. G. Ha,slain,
and C. B. Keenc.—.Hon. Secretary ami Treasurer : Mr. K J. Lovejoy, 73,
Grove-street.

The question }xix contained the following queries :—
" Will any member give the best mode of developing and the best developer

to use ?
1^-1.

Left over till next meeting.

.
"7^^}^ '""ly member give I'lis experience in using different amounts of waterm his developer?"
It wa.s thought if one got a good developer and was used to it he should use

110 other
; and the Chairman suggested that if a member take a plate, expose

It, cut It into several pieces, and develop with different amounts of water in
his developer, and compare tho results, lie would learn more by wasting one
plate than by any information that could be given.

1 'l^!l'''
'** *''^ action of the developer npou an exposed gelatine emulsion

Mr. Lovejoy (Secretary) replied that the developer continued the action set
up by light and developed the latent image.
"Must the bromide in an emulsion be in excess of the silver salt or not

»"

The Chaiuman .said tlic proper proportions of the salts would be found in
one of tlie annuals, but ho sliouhl like to remark that if you do not get suffi-
cient liromide in the emulsion the silver is lost, and it is the opposite if you get
an excess of bromide.

i-i- j e

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual autumn Exhibition of this Society was held in the large dining
room of tlie Technical Schools, Bridge-street, on Thursday, the 13th instant.

tJiere was a crowded attendance, which proved the groat interest shown in
tlie Jixliihition by the members and their friends, and impressed upon the
Council the necessity of providing larger rooms and much more space for next
year. ^

Tlie number of pictures shown exceeded four hundred, including one hundred
ana sixty which had been sent in for competition by twenty-eight members.
Ihese had been previously judged by tliree gentlemen (professionals), viz.,
Messrs. John Collier and Harold Baker, pliotogi-aphers and Mr. Walter
Brceden, an artist, who had kindly undertaken the critical selectiom

ihe prize winners were as follows :—Class B, "Home portraiture," "Mitis;"UassC, Best instanLaneous picture," "Nemo:" Class D "Best landscane

^!n'°fl^n"'''Sl??7."
"Through'the Wood ;" Clas,sE, " Be.st pictu"n trip-

S3" . pi
•°"'°

*^'^T'' .C ^^"''J'
'"^''^ contact Vint by develop-

?,'. .
Platinum ;" Class G, "Best enlargement," "Familv Pet •" Class H'

'
Best transparency," '

' Slow and Sure.

"

^
'

'

b„ii'i !!!f„,™r''-*^"'' ™"'^";":F the names of the owners of tho different mottoesbeing opened, It was found tho winner in Class B was E. Underwood for his
lucture of -1 Girl Readinr/. Evidently the prize was awarded in this instanceon account of the graceful pose of til/ figui4. there being o .or en S% good

o,Z f™'»,M'l'°'°«™Pl'"' student's point of view, but^lacking t le pleiS^ing
jwsition of tliLs one. Honourable mention was awarded to "Amateur"(Tliomas ;i\aylor), for No Pnrtinns Yonder; "Nemo" (W J. HarriS for&rr,m«&rf • Tlatiuum" (Dr. Huxley), for Children, and Toy a^ ''

In Class C the prize was gained by W. J. Harrison for leapYror, the subiectbeing hoys playing at the game. Tho sharpness of the principal ol^c isremarkable considenng the s^iort period of exposure. A wluerfjl inN^^oal{K H. Jaques) was commended ; but whereas the photographer may take h^

time over the production of a perfect picture of a waterfall, a game like leap-
frog gives fewer opportunities, and demands a promptness of decision for the
right moment of exposure. Honouralile mention was also awarded for A
Sleamer at Sea (E. H. Jaques) and Goinff for a Sail (W. J. Harrison).

In Class D the prize was gained by W. D. Welford for his In Jirambli/
Wildernesses, a picture well worthy of its success in every respect. Honour-
able mention was awarded ioT JSroume Village (M. C. Middleton), A Warwick-
shire Lane (W. D. Welford), Mapledurham Lsck, on tlie Thames (J. H.
Piokard), At Dittisham-on-Dart (A. Pumphrey), Broome (A. E. Longmore),
and Chiildingstone, Kent (J. C. Huxley).

In Class E tho prize was taken by F. Dutton for a very good bromide print
from an Eastman film negative [Warvnck Castle), exliiiuting great choice in
the selection of subjects and careful manipulation. Getting Jioats over the
Weir (W. D. Welford) was commended.
In Class F, for '

' Tho best contact print by development," Chiddiv/jstone,
Kent (Dr. J. C. Huxley), gained the prize. It was a fine sepia platinotypo
which showed all the qualities of a high-class steel engraving. Honourable
mention w.as awarded to Boulders and Ferns (A. Constantino), Chiddingstone
(J. C. Huxley), and Cottage at Charl:i-nnd (R. G. Ever.xl).

Class G was not a successful one, tlie exhiliits being few, no doubt owing"to
tho fact that this class of work (enlargements) is generally done later in tho
winter months. The Judges suggested that in future tho original negative
should accompany the picture shown. In this class Family Pet (James P.
Heaton) took the pn-izc, and The Stramcr "Bonnie Prineess" (F. Hoskins), an
instantaneous snb.i'ect, v.'as commended.

In Class H Mr. Heaton took the prize again for his transparency, A n A renne
on the Warimck Road. Honouralile mention was awarded to Doredale (J. H.
Pickard), Cottages at Thorpe (E. C. Midilleton), Boys Swingiiw on Gate
(W. D. Welford), and Fishing (W. D. AVelford).

Class A.—The prize in this cla.ss was given by Mr. W. J. Harrison (Vice-
President) for the best photograph in the set of prize pictures B to H, to be
voted for by the members. It was gained by Dr. Huxley for his picture in
Class F, and received twenty-three votes in excess of any of the others.

A largo number of pictures were lent for exhibition, including some very
fine carbon enlargements by Mr. Harold Baker, and excellent and large platino-
types of notabilities by Mr. John CoIHit.

Tho Exhibition w.as in every way a great success. Votes of thanks wore
given to tho donors of the valnablo prizes (Messrs. Harrison, Hnxlcy, Hulme,
Iliif, Jaques, Pickard, Place, Rookc, and Taylor), to the Judges, to tho Com-
inittcp, and to Mrs. Pickard for presenting the prizes.

During the evening the Hon. Sech etauy read a letter from Mr. John Collier,

offering a prize for comjietition next year among tho members for the best
photograph illustrating a subject to be selected at the commencement of next
season, and suggesting "All's well that ends well," or the word "Done," as
suitable.

£2r Conctpondcnts should nci'cj* vritc on loth sides of IJic paper,

LIABILITY OF PLATE MAKEKS.
To the Editors.

Gentlf,5ien,—I beg to submit for the consideration of my follow jiro-

fcssional workers, the question whether the time has not arrived that
some united action should he talccn to test the liability of plate makers
for issuing interior and defective plates. This day I have had several

plates frill completely off the glass, and the thermometer at freezing, and
alum freely used.

They were a fresh batch of Belgian make, wliich bears good repute,

and my loss thereby is several pounds, to say nothing of the humiliation
of having to return the money and loss of prestige occasioned thereby.
Most of us havo liad, unfortunately, a similar experience to mine, a whole
day's work lost^rom some defects in the plates, whether English or

foreign.

Cannot the makers he brought to book if it can clearly be traced home
to them? I should ho pleased to contribute ten pounds to any fund raised

for the protection of ijhotograpliers against the issue of inferior plates by
makers, as now we are completely at their mercy.—I am, yours, etc..

Feed. T. Palmer.
Clarence Studios, Kingston-on-Thames, October 12, 1887.

AMMONIA AND WATEll.
To the Emtoes.

_
Gentlejien,—In tho leader in your current issue on ten per cent, solu-

tions, you say that one ounce of concentrated ammonia solution mixed
with nine ounces of water will occujjy less than ten ounces ; and in proof
of this you adduce a rough experiment in which the mixture is made in a
bottle holding (as I gather from the description) more than ten ounces,
a partial vacuum being thereby produced in the bottle on closing and
shaking it. This is certainly the case. But it is due, not to any change
in volume in the liquid, but to the fact that on pouring strong ammonia
solution into an empty bottle sufficient gas escapes to expel part of the ait
from tho bottle ; on then pouring in some water and corking the bottle
the gas is reabsorbed by the added water on shaking it up, and so a
partial vacuum is produced.

I have just tried the experiment of mixing the liquids in a small
stoppered ilask with a narrow neck. I first half filled it with water, and
then carcfvilly filled it up to a mark on the neck with atrong ammonia
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solution, avoiding agitation as far as poasiblo. On then putting in tho
stoiii'or, shaliing well, and cooling to the original temperature, the
mixture still stood apparently at exactly the same mark. If there ia any
change of volume (as doubtless there is) it is far too small at any rate to

be measured by rough experiments, oven though made on a coiToct

principle.

You will, I am sure, excuse my making this little criticism in tho
interests of accuracy. With the rest of your article I heartily agree,

cspocinlly the suggestions in the final paragraphs.—I am, yours, Ac.,

October 17, 18S7. W. F. Donkin.

TEN PEB CENT. SOLUTIONS.
To the Editors.

OENTi.EJtEX,—May I bo permitted to offer a few remarks in reply to

your editorial re an article of mine on Ten per Cent. Solutioni, especially

as I have to cry " peccavi" in some instances, though in the main I stick

to the correctness of my reasoning ?

I still hold that there is a difference between " ten per cent." and
" one in ton," though by shearing my words of their context, this

becomes less apparent. I said, " This is not .... but rather a
solution of one in ten, one grain of pyro iu ton minims of water."*
Now I still maintain this, and hold it is not a ten per cent, mixtnre by
weight, for ten minims of tho solution do not v.'cigh ten grains, although
they contain one grain of pyro ; and it certainly is not a ten per cent,

solution by bulk, for wliilst ten minims of water cube -SG cubic inch,

one grain of pyro does not cube -030 cubic inch.

I certainly argue that 100 cubic centimetres of solution containing one
gramme of dry salt is neither a 100 per ceut. solution by weight, for it

will weigh vwre than 100 grammes ; nor one by bulk, except the salt

happened to have the same weight for bulk as the liquiJ.

ily statement " one ounce of pyro dissolved in ten ounces of water is

a ten per cent, solution by weight," is, of course, a mistake. It should bo
one ounce of pyro added to nine ounces of water. I have also made a
most careless slip in giving directions how to make a one in ten solution.

Tho article was written in a great huriy, and I had no chance of reading
it. In a letter of mine re the same subject, written prior to this article,

and published in tho Amateur I'liotoijrapher of the 7th, I have, however,
stated this correctly.

You say further on, " The solution containing one ounce of pyro in

a volume of ten fluid ounces is, despite Mr. Clark's statement to tho
contrary, strictly and accurately a ten per cent, solution both by weight
and volume." This I distinctly challenge. Do you really mean that if

we put our measure into a balance and weigh out an ounce of tho solution

it will contain one-teuth of an ounce of pyro ? I maintain that the density
of the solution being now greater than that of pure water, when wo weigh
out an ounce we shall get less bulk, and therefore less of tho salt. And
the same holds good as to bulk. Even supposing that we make up a real

ten per cent, mixture by weight, that is, one ounce of pyro plus nine of

water, and use a grain graduate, we are no better oif, for the grain
volume of solution will not weigh the same as the grain volume of water.

Take an exaggerated case, gold and mercury. A ten per cent, mixture of

these by weight made up as above, will not produce tho same results as
an ounce of gold dissolved in sufficient mercury to make a volume of

ten fluid ounces, and yet the first is a ten per cent, mixture by weight

!

A further ten per cent, mixture could be made by measuring both the
gold and mercury by bulk. I tried to point out these anomalies in my
article, though I appear to have failed, at least judging by your criticism.

And it was to evade them that I proposed to use (v;hat I believe to be
generally used) a solution ten minims of which sh.all contain one grain
of the salt, and call it, for distinction's sake, a one in ten solution.—

I

am, yours, etc., Lyonel Clauk.
Camera Club.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.

To the Editors.

Genti.emen,—The catalogue of the Photographic Society's Exliibition

is carefully corrected by direct comparison of each entry with the
original paper sent in by tho exhibitor. In many cases it is impossible

to insert the whole of the long titles or quotations given, or detailed de-

scriptions of processes or apparatus, and it must be left to the discretion

of the compilers of the catalogue to abbreviate such titles.

Mr. George Smith complains, in your current issue, that his exhibit

is "erroneously described as lantern shdcs." On referring to Mr. Smith's
entry form, I find these words;—"Lantern slides (Woodbury process),

mounted as transparencies for window decoration.' A description

follows, mnch in the same terms as those used iu Mr. Smith's letter

to you.
It is obvious from this that the entry in tho catalogue is, though brief,

certainly not erroneous. As, however, my desire is not only to justify

the Assistant Secretary, but also to meet the wishes of Mr. Smith (and
every other exhibitor) as far as possible, I am glad to bo able to some-
what extend the description of No. C90 in the proof of the catalogue
just being sent to tho printers for the members' edition.—I am, yours, &c.,

October 11, 1887. W. F. Donkin, Hon. Sec. I'-S.QJi.

' Solution woold have boon a better word.

PHOTO-MICBOOBAPHS AT PALL MALL.
To the EoiTORB.

Gentt.emes,—Having been awarded a medal for tho abovo, I fiippo«a
I ought not to complain if some of the reviews scorn to havo miuod the
chief characteristics of my exhibits, and, thorcforo, bave criticiied tbem
depreciatorily. May I therefore crave a little space to point out my cbicf
aims in this work? These havo been, 1st, the pclection of rare and boiatifol
objects, not ordinary "commonplace" Bhilling slides; 2nd, to see what
success was possible in the acknowledged dilllcult and rarely worked field

of dark ground illumination, i.e., opa(|ue objects by loflected light, and
objects lit by spot lens or paraboloid ; 3rd, the overcoming as far aa
possible that greatest of cruces in photo-micrograpby, the focossiog of all

planes with equal sharpness, oven in extra deep objects such aa, for

instance, polycistina—opaque— taken with tho one-inch 0.0.
It was my success in these latter points—artistic and natural effects in

illumination and great depth of focus—that elicited tho very high praiso

accorded mo at the Itoyal Microscopical Society (see tboir Juumal, June,

1880, p.ages 5u7-aC0). It was disappointing, therefore, to find the Timet
and other papers giving my exhibits but superficial criticism, the reason
being, 1 suppose, that the objects being of a class to be quickly recognised,

and no special knowledge of tho difliculties overcome being available, it

was easiest to dismiss them iicrfunctorily as " commonplace," and " not

above the average of such productions," and to accord all the praise to a
class of work which, however woU done, is Etill nnintelligible to tbe
great majority.

I refer, of course, to Mr. Pringle's beantiful specimens of bacteria and
bacilli ; but I would ask how many of tho visitors (including the critics

who fee in them " difficult work and definite progress") are able to gaago
the accuracy of these photographs, or their truthfulness in rendering tbe

liv ing originals ?

None but actual students and workers can at all appreciate (I don't

mean enjoy) them at their real value. "Definite progress" means, if

anything, progress beyond other work of the same kuid. Are these, then,

better than Dr. Crookshank's as shown at the Koyal Microscopical Society?

Personally, I take no interest in bacteria, they have no structure to pay
for care in delineation, I do not believe they ever have had or ever will

have the slightest value therapeutically, and I am glad to find that they

are fast losing their interest and value pathologically ; oven the redonbt-

able Pasteur is past his zenith, rival experts and theorists are already

decrying the value of his processes and supposed results. 1 may confess

that Mr. Pringle's beautiful photographs charmed me most as specimens

of exquisite decorative designs ; the character and display of tho image,

the very artistic printing and moimting, struck me very forcibly in this

light.

The depreciatory opinion of my exhibits passed in tho Photographic

Keics (7th inst.) contrasts very curiou.sly with the same paper's remarks

on some of the same objects when shown at the Koyal Microscopical

Society. " These photo-micrographs were of singular beauty and excellence,

the principal feature being that, though the objects were opaque and tho

surface irregular, yet all the irregularities were in focus " (see Year-Boole,

1887, page 15G).

I find that the limit to tho successful showing of widely divergent

planes in focus together, is so soon reached with the present stylo of

object glasses, that I think it must be this effect that is alluded to by

Dr. Klein, when l-.e says (as you quote in Jociinax., August 19, page 516),

that " no real advance haa yet been made in producing photograms to

take the place of accurate drawings of objects under high powers." It ia

only too evident to workers that the higher the power employed tho

greater apparent divergence in planes ; therefore, as there is no proba-

bility of optical laws being altered for our special needs, it must be only

with a now style in object glasses that furtlier success in this direction

can be reached, perhaps, as Dr. Klein says, " with tho now apochromatic

objectives and projection eye-pieces by Zeiss, better results may be

looked for."—I am, yours, &c., Ered. H. Evass.

158, Osbaldeston-road, Stamford Uill, N., October 17, 1887.

A PHOTOGRAPHIC CONFEBENCB.

To the EiiiTORS.

Gentlemen,—^Wonld you be good enough to permit it to be annoonoed

in tho Journal that tho Committee of the Camera Clnb has decided.to

organize a Spring Photographic Conference in 1888 similar to that held

in 1887 ? An mfluential committee of members has been appointed to

carry out the necessary arrangements,

Tho Conference will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday, 13th and

14th March, in the Hall of tho Society of Arts, the aae of which has

again been kindly granted by the Coimcil.

Tho I'resident of tho Club, Captain W. do W. Abnoy, will preside, and

tho proceedings will commence each day at 2 p.m. At tho same time

there will be held in the Ijibrary of tho Society of Arts an exhibition

of apparatus and one of members' photographs, tho Utter at tho Club

rooms.
Lantern slides will bo shown on tho evening of the first day of tho

Conference, and at tho conclosiou of tbe second d^y tho Annual Club

Dinner will be held.
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On the Monday evening previous to the Conference a Smoking Concert

will be given at the Club-house.

Further particulars will be announced later.—We are, yours, &c.,

G. Datisox,
I ^„„_ s^^^_

E. G. Spieks, J

Camera Club, 21, Bedford-street, W.C, October 17, 1887.

ansbjets to ©orteaponlrenW.

Photoqraphs Eeoistered :

—

J. Browning, Exeter.—Three phoiographs of Exeter Cathedral.

F. Hoare, Cirencester.

—

One photograph of J, Sewell, Esq., of Cirencester.

F. Shemeld, Sheffield.—One design for label (paper). Om design /or label {cardhoari).

Wm. a. Bbice.—Specification being proceeded witb.

Geo. Baines.—Prepared ox-gall is supplied by all .artists' colourmen.

Ehine Studio.—We are not acquainted with the "Phcenix dry plate ferros,"

so, of course, cannot suggest an improvement in their development.

A. B.—Probably you did not make the solution of gum arable thick enough.

If you have used starch for so many years successfully, why make a change ?

You can have nothing better.

T. COAN.—We have seen lenses by]A. which were equal to those by B. as effec-

tive working tools, but of course they have not the same commercial value.

Better test before purchasing.

W. Walus.—1. We recommend you to join the London .and Provincial Photo-

graphic Society ; the subscription is five shillings a-year.—2. See corres-

pondence in the present number.

Mr. a. Bowleb sends us samples of sensitised p.iper prepared by him.
Although barely sufficient to enable us to give it a thorough trial, yet from
what we saw it seems to be a good brand.

Fox.—As the sulphite of soda is in the state you say'it is useless for photo-
graphic purposes. We cannot explain the cause why the faces of your
portraits are "all black." Better send us an example to see.

Bkomide. — Bromide paper is usually coated by elaborate and expensive
machinery ; but the small sizes you require may be coated by floatmg the
paper on the emulsion. Those who supply the paper will tell you if they
will cut it to your sizes.

An Anxious Inquirer.—The photograph shows the studio to be a good one,
and one that is very convenient to work in. If you get flat pictures it is clear

that you are not man.aging the light properly. Send us a few examples of
your work, and we will try and indicate where you are wrong.

Quandary.—If the operations were carefully carried out the prints would
certainly not have faded in so short a time. The formula! ajipear all right

but the fixing bath is much weaker than is generally u.sed. We presume,
however, that you allowed an approximately longer immersion on this

account.

A. J. CORRIE.—1. A candle placed behind one thickness of red calico, over
which there is no covering, is certainly not a safe light to develope Ijy, if the
development is a protracted one-this may possibly be the source of your
trouble.—2. Light from some source or other was the cause of the fogging of
the negative you forwarded.

W. Coles asks : " Is a spejiking tube practicable to communicate between
distances a hundred feet apart ? If so, what should be the diameter of tube ?"

—We should .«ay that a speaking tube will answer quite well for that dis-

tance, and that a three-quarter or an inch tube will be the best size. Perhaps
some correspondent who has had practical experience in this direction will

give the benefit of his experience.

J. E. 0. asks how much carbonate of soda he ought to add to the last washing
water prior to toning ; also how to tell whether the toning bath is neutral or
otherwise.—If the prints are treated with soda before toning a small quantity
only should be used. A crystal the size of a filbert in a quart of water is

sufhcieut. The condition of the bath as regards its neutrality can be ascer-
tained by testing it with litmus paper.

T. GULLU'EH.—We have seen a very bright disc of about five or six feet pro-
duced with the microscopic lantern mentioned, mixed gases and a rather low
power objective having been employed. For such low powers a portrait
combination suitable for postage-stamp or locket portraits answers very
effectively. It is necessary to have a plano-convex condenser near to the
stage. This condenser should be adju.stable as to distance from stage.

Assistant writes :
" I have a negative (dry plate) that has been coated with

enamel collodion and afterwards varnished in the usual way, but having to
takeoffthevamishafterwardsforenlargingpurposes, I find I cannot remove the
collodion, and it has also left the negative all cracks. I have tried ether
and alcohol without success, and consequently am in a fix, as the party
cannot resit Would you kindly give me your advice on the matter ? "—If a
mixture of ether and alcohol will not remove the collodion we fear the case
is hopeless. Perhaps revarnishing the negative may restore it to something
like its original condition.

C. B. writes :
" I have been using lately a ferrous oxalate developer, made up

as at page 203 of the Almanac for 1886, but I find I have invariably to
intensify the negatives before printing. Is it always necessary to intensify
with this developer, or is the formula at fault ? I find also, that if mixed
and left to stand for a few days, iron is deposited and the developer becomes
useless."—In reply : The formula is a very good one. It is seldom that
negatives developed with this developer require intensification. The thin-
ness, in our correspondent's case, is possibly due to under development or
error in the exposure. The oxalate and iron solutions should only be mixed
just before using;, as the mixture quickly loses its energy. If " c. B." is in
the habit of mixing them days before use, the thinness of the image is fully
ftcconnted for.

J. Courtier.—The value of the stops expressed in terms of the focus of the

lens are got by dividing the focus of the lens by the diameter of the stop.

Thus, in a sixteen-inch lens a stop of one inch in diameter is /j-, but Mr.

Burton's table is oidy of use to give an idea of exposure, and is calculated for

no particul.ar kind of plate but only gives an approximate ratio. The U. S.

numbers of your stops are open aperture, "878 : 1, 1'72 : 2, 2'25 : 2, 4 : 4, 9 :

5, 36 : 6, 148. Page 343 explains itself.

Greenhobne says :
" I was told by a friend the other day that any dry plate

could be rendered extra quick by immersing it for about half a minute in

weak ammonia water. Is that so ? I tried and fancied it caused the plate to

darken after the development, especially after mercurial intensification. Am
I right in my conjecture? Would you kindly inform me if the process

spoken of is true, or do you know of any process that would render dry
plates (ordinary) extra quick ? If so, please oblige me. My lens being only

quarter-plate of six-inch focus, is it possible to get a good full-length portrait

on a 6i X 4^ plate without distortion with the glasses reversed as for a view
lens ?'—In reply : The sensitiveness of some plates may be slightly increased

by the ammonia treatment, but not all. It is far better to purch.ose extra

rapid plates than to attempt to increase the sensitiveness of slow ones. The
six-inch focus lens will not take a half-plate portrait without straining.

However, if one of the components be used as a single lens, stopped down,
and with its convex side next the ground-glass, it will answer the purpose

very well. We are assuming that tlie lens is a double combination.

A correspondent writing from Halliwell, Bolton, says : "1. I have noticed

when taking an interior of a church, a second image of the east window on

the negative close to the real one. It was taken ou a backed plate with

Dallmeyer's triplet lens, ami a medium-sized stop. Could you tell me the

reason, and wh,at I could do to avoid it ? It has not appeared on all negatives

taken of interiors of chiu-ches, and it is rather disappointing, as I did not

find it out tUl unable to take another.—2. I should be glad to know how
much of a solution of hypo (four ounces to the pint of water) it takes to

thoroughly fix each sheet of pajter, as when I have a good many prints to fix

at one time I am doubtful how much solution to use to fix them properly

without h.aving a great excess."—In reply : 1. This is caused by a minute
hole in the camera front, presumably an ill-fitting screw.—2. Without
knowing liow much chloride of silver there is in the paper to be dissolved, it

is impossible to say. But as hyposulphite of soda is so very cheap, it is

usual to use a very large excess over what is known to be the theoretical

quantity required. This is with a view to greater stability of the prints.

Hogarth writes as follows: "Being desirous of photographing a series of

lantern slides on 'Hogiirth's works,' lor trade purposes, I will be much
obliged if you will be able to inform me in your ' Answers to Corres-

pondents ' whether I am able to copy the engravings in the following

work, and offering the slides for sale, without infringing any copy-

right, Sec. The book in question is, T/ie Complete Works of Willium
Hogarth in a series of 150 superb engravings on steel from the original

pictures. With an introductory essay by James Hannay, and descriptive

letterpress by Rev. J. Tnisler and F. Roberts. Published by the London
Printing and Publishing Company, London and New York. About three

years ago I WTOte to the ' Loudon I'rinting and Publishing Comiiany ' re-

specting this work, and asked tlieni if permission could be obtained for

taking slides from the engraving.-i in the book, and they replied ' that they

would give me permission on payment of 21.' I did not write to them again,

but thought I would ask you if tlie work was copyright, and if it was really

necessary that I should have to pay this fee ?
"—In reply : The copyright in

Hogarth's works expired years ago. But this appears to be a modern work,

and iu which there may possibly he some sort of cojiyriglit ; there certainly

would be in the letterpress. Tliere is nothing whatever to prevent you from
copying the original plates, which, of course, are far more valuable than

modern replicas.

Photoobaphio Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, October 26, 1887, will be on Orthochromatic Photography, ou which
a paper will be read by Mr. J. B. B. Wellington.

Photographic Society of Great Britain.—The usual monthly technical

meetmg of this Society will take place on Tuesday next, October 25, at

eight p.m., when the apparatus now in the Exhibition will be shown and
explamed. Also, on the same evening, the adjourned special general meeting,

for the consideration of the proposed new rules, will take pl.ace at six p.m.

George Nelson, Dale, & Co.—This firm of gelatine manufacturers, of

Emscote Mills, Warwitk, and 14, Dowgate-hill, Loudon, has been registered

as a Limited Liability Conipany.under the style of George Nelson, Dale, & Co.,

Limited. There will be no public issue of shares, the whole being taken up by
the existing partners. No change will take place in the management of the

business.

Last Monday evening the optic.il lantern was brought into use at the Ex-
hibition for the first time this season, when " Schauchioff's" electric battery (to

which a medal was .awarded last year by the Society) was used with remark-
able success, an arc lamp, supplied by Woodhou.se and Kawson, having been
arranged to work inside the Society's lantern. We understand that next
Monday evening, October 24, the members of the Amateur Field Club will, in

accordance with their annual custom, exhibit slides in the lantern^
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PHOTOCxKAVURE.
Duiiixa the difFereut visits we have paid to the present Photo-

graphic Exhibition, wc have lieard quite sufficient to convince

us that a majority of the admirers of the photogravures there

shown—although many of them ai-e evidently amateur photo-

graphers—have no very clear conception as to how they are

produced. We have often overheard such remarks as the

following ;—" Oh, very beautiful, but they are not printed

direct from the negative ;
" " They are jjrinted in some way

from gelatine ;
" " They are done by some secret process, they

arc not photographs at all ;
" ito. Many appear to be utterly

ignorant of the fact that the impressions are produced from
metallic plates in printers' ink, and in an ordinary copperplate

press, in the same way as are line or mezzotint engravings.

It would, we arc fully aware, be an act of supererogation

with the majority of our readers to explain what is photo-

gravure. It is, however, for the enlightenment of novices in

matters photographic—such as have but recently entered the

ranks of photography—that the present article is written. It

may be explained in commencing that there are two distinct

classes of photographic engraving ; one in which the design is

in relief, as in the case of woodcuts, where the impressions are

obtained by surface printing, and the other where it is in

intaglio, the prints being taken in the same way as they are

from an engraved steel or copper plate. To the latter class the

name of photogravure is now generally applied.

The production of intaglio plates may be divided into two

different classes ; in the one the image is etched or bitten into

the plate with a corrosive material, and in the other the printing

plate is made by depositing metal, by the electrotype process,

upon a design which has been obtained in relief in gelatine.

The former plan was introduced and patented by Fox Talbot

80 long ago as 1852, and the latter by Paul Pretsch in 185i.

These two systems, it may be mentioned, really form the basis

of most, if not all, of the modem intaglio photographic

engraving processes.

Talbot's method, by which he produced some excellent

results at that period, consisted in coating a metal plate with

bichromated gelatine. After the image had been printed in

this it was treated with a corroding fluid which penetrated the
film freely where the light had not acted, and so attacked the

metal, while it was resisted by those parts which had been

protected, in proportion to the light action modifying the

condition of the film. In his first process Talbot employed a

solution of bichloride of platinum, and, in his later patent, he
claimed the use of perchloride of iron as the etching medium.
Now it is not sufficient merely to produce the image in intaglio,

but it must also possess a grain or rough surface to hold the

ink. A Woodburytypc block, for instance, cannot be used for"

intaglio printing because, on account of its smoothness, it would

not retain the ink.

Talbot obtained his grain, first of all, by printing the picture

through gauze, but, later on, by dusting over the film, after it

was printed, a resin in fine powder, and then heating the plate

till the former was just melted and rendered adherent. The

particles of resinous matter acting as a resist caused the image,

when bitten in, to have a fine grain. Talbot's method may
really be considered practically as the basis of all the modem
intaglio etching processes. In most of these processes, as now
worked, the resinous material is applied direct to the metal

plate, and the gelatinous image developed upon it after the

manner of a carbon print.

The electrotyping method may be classed under two heads,

namely, where the necessary grain is produced chemically, as in

the method of Pretsch, or mechanically, as in the processes of

Woodbury or of Waterhouse. By the former method the relief

image is obtained in, so to speak, a reticulated or granulated

state, and this grain, in the electrotype, forms the ink holding

surface. What may be termed the mechanical grain was

secured by Woodbury by mixing a gritty material with the

gelatine with which the relief was made, so that when the

image was developed, instead of having a smooth surface, it

possessed a rough or gritty one, which was reproduced in the

electrotype intaglio or printing plate.

Waterhouse obtains his grain by dusting over a wet carbon

print,'developed on a metal plate, a gritty substance—powdered

glass or emery, for example. When the whole is dry, the gritty

matter, which has caused the image to be grained or roughened,

is removed. The granularity thus caused forms the tooth

which retains the ink in the electrotyped plate, from which the

impressions are produced.

The method of printing from an intaglio plate differs entirely

from that of printing from a relief one. In the latter case the

ink is simply applied with a roller to the raised image, and the

print is then taken from it in an ordinary type printing press.

In the former the ink is applied to the whole of the plate. It

is then carefully wiped off from the surface, leaving it undis-

turbed in the intaglio portions. On the inked in plate a sheet

of paper is placed, and the whole passed through a rolling

press, with several thicknesses of fine woollen blanket inter-

posed between the back of the paper and the roller. The

elasticity of the blanket causes the paper to be forced, with

great pressure, into contact with the ink, which then adheres

to it

In the foregoing we have only given a brief sketch of the

systems by which photogravure prints are produced. Of
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course there are many modifications of these methods, and

those wlio work them, commercially, studiously keep the details

of them as profound trade secrets. But, in most cases, if the

secret were out, it wo\ild be found that it really consisted more

in the skill of the operator than in anything which had not, at

one time or other, been published in our columns.

The question we raised with regard to ten per cent, solutions was as

to whetlic-r it was practically worth wliile to raise an outcry about a

ditHculty that does not exist. Mr. Lyoiiel Clark tbought it necessary

to distinguish between " ten per cent. " and " one in ten " solutions,

and alleged that it was a practical impossibility to make a true ten

per cent, solution of a solid salt. As a matter of fact, it is perfectly

easy to make percentage solutions either by weight or volume, but not

to combine the two, and we were wrong in saying that a solution con-

taining one ounce of pyro in a volume of ten fluid ounces is strictly

and accurately a ten per cent, solution both hy weight and volume.

It is strictly so by volume if properly used, and practically so by
weight, though not accurately ; the error being far less than the

original one Mr. Clark sought to remedy. Our conteution is, that

setting on one side entirely the question of theoretical accuracy in per-

centage solutions, the differences that occur are not such as to sensibly

affect development. Mr. Clark, however, comes forward as the

champion of extreme accuracy, but after crying "jieccavi" in his

letter of last week to certain errors wo pointed out, and which be

attributes to hurry in writing, he still errs when be says in tlio second

paragraph of his letter that " ten minims of water cube '30 cubic

inch." As a cubic inch of distilled water weighs about 2o2'5 grains,

Mr. Clark's figures require dividing by ten.

PnoFESSOR Donkin's experiment, too, shows how little trouble is

likely to arise iu development from want of strict theoretical accuracy
In these matters. Wo mentioned the theoretical shrinkage iu volume
on mixing ammonia and water, because Mr. Clark has stated that the

mixture of these liquids in certain proportions made a true percentage

solution ; and we, in the interests of the strict accuracy he aimed at,

pointed out that, by the laws of the expansion of liquids, such was not
the case. AVe never for a moment supposed, however, that this

valuation of volume would be of any moment to the photographer,who
accepts and usee without experiencing any diflioulty anything that is

given to him under the name of " liquor ammonia -880." Before we
commence to be so very particular in our methods of weighing and
measuring, let us take care that we have some definite material to
work upon. _^___^__^__^__

An important communication on photo-astronomical matters, by Pro-
fessor Pickering, the director of the Harvard College Observatory'
has recently been published. It is upon a Neio Form of Construction

of Object-Glasses intended for Stellar Photor/raphy , and is plainly
indicative of the very important position now held by photography
in regard to astronomical observation, as it is neither more nor le.ss

than a proposal to make important alterations in the curves of the
object-glass, and this combined with arrangements for changing the
position of one of its components. Professor Pickering points out
that the ordinary corrections applied to astronomical object-glasses to
avoid chromatic aberration unfit the lens for use in photographic
operations. He indicates two modes of remedying the evil. The first

is that adopted in the great Lick telescope (whose progress has been
at its various .stages brought before our readers) : it consists in adding
an extra lens of long focus to the usual object-glass when photographic
work is required. But the great objection to this method is the larce
additional outlay it entails, besides the fact of its adding two extra
surfaces, with their necessary reflections and possible increase of
errors. There are many possessors of good telescopes, in esse not to
speak of those in posse, who would not care to go to such an additional
outlay for photographic purposes, but who yet would have no objec-
tion to adding, to some slight extent, to the cost of their instrument
to fit it for stellar photography. Such observers will bo suited by
Professor Pickering's new design,

The objectionable excess of correction for colour may, as is well

known, be con-ected by separating the components of the objective
;

but then, though there may not be two foci, a " chemical and a

visual," there will be introduced increased spherical aberration, as the

central rays will have a longer focus than the marginal. This error,

however, is obviated in the second method named by Professor

Pickering, by giving different curves to the two surfaces of tho

crown lens, and then, when the lenses are separated for photographic

purposes, reversing the crown lena. This method has been tried

and found to answer quite satisfactorily. Messrs. Alvan Clark &
Sons first tried the effect with a small glass specially made under

this new arrangement, and, finding it to answer, they made a large

one, thirteen inches aperture and about one hundred and eighty focus.

It has been found to give excellent definition for eye oljservation, and

when the crowu is removed three inches from the flint, and also

reversed in position, it gives photographs of equal excellence. In ordi-

nary work the two lenses are placed in contact, with the more convex

side next the flint. When used for photographing, the convex side of

the crown is made to face the plate and brought slightly nearer to it.

It may be interesting to state the actual curves:—For the crown-

glass lens tho radii of the two surfaces are 80 and 77 respectively

;

for the concave .'ide of the flint 7-j-8 inches; for the convex— that

turned to the eye-piece— 1020 inches.

Thk bright iron and the steel-work of rolling presses and such-like

photographic implements is, in a general way, not much in the way
of getting rusted through disuse ; but there are at the same time many

photographers whose call for the use of such appliances is but spas-

modic ; to them, therefore, any plan which would enable them to feel

secure from the danger of rust and .stain, no matter how long a time

their presses, &e., were left idle, would be most welcome. Some of

the better class of instruments are provided with silvered plates and

nickelised rollers, thus reducing the danger to a minimum ; but all

these things mean extra cost, and, besides, there are presses still in use

that were designed long before the introduction of these luxurious

additions, and they need looking after. For a steel plate for which

a long rest is anticipated, it is well to prepare it in the fashion

adopted by the maliers when they send them out—the plate is heated

and smeared with wax. The plan is perfect ; but wheu it comes to a

question of removing the wax there is a difficulty ; time is required

and temper usually displayed. A foreign journal describes a remedy,

or, rather, antidote against rust, which would appear to be of real

value. Aluminium is dissolved in palmitic acid, a product being ob-

tained having the power of dissolving zinc. An alloy of aluminium

and zinc is thus obtained, and if appUed to the polished surface with

a brush it prevents oxidation. Another writer shows that super-

oxidised linoleic acid acts equally well and does not injure the

metallic lustre.

TuK season of snow is rapidly approaching, and as tho tradition of

the intense puritj' of snow and, consequently, of its eminent suit-

ability for the production of absolutely pure water by being melted,

still largely prevails, it will not be without interest if we describe the

result of a rather recent analysis of snow taken in tho neighbourhood

of a large city. On one day when snow fell there were present in it

sulphuric and sulphurous acids, and in equal proportion ; but upon

examining it the next day all tho latter acid had disappeared— it had

been converted by oxidation into sulphuric acid. The result of the

use of a weak solution of sulphuric acid (for that, iu effect, is what

would be obtained by the melting of such snow) under the impression

that pure water was being used may be readily imagined.

The production of cheap oxygen really appears to have become, on a

commercial scale, un fait accompli, and the future possibilities of its

use in matters photographic cannot be readily grasped in the mental

vision. Of course limelight and optical lanterns at once suggest them-
selves, but they form a part— a small part only—of the possibilities

linked with the production of cheap oxygen. The Chemical Trade

Journal goes so far as to say that the selling cost is put down at about

three shillings a thousand feet, but this, we need scarcely state, is not

the price delivered at our doors. In calculating the price of coal gas at
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so much per thousand feet, the fact is too often lost sight of that, after

all, the cliief item of the charge is the cost of delivery, a sum
including all the interest of capital, cost of laying, and the wear and
tear and keeping in condition of the hundreds of miles of gas mains
underlying our streets. But, at the same time, such a sum as three
ahillings per thousand feet is enough to make all the magic-lantern
makers in the world pause ere they construct another lantern intended
to be used with oil—animal, vegetable, or mineral.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.

IV.

Thomas Faix (No. 140), " Lion," Mattif.—Tlm is the head of a dcg
enlarged, one of a series of five, all being life size. They are certainly

very fine productions as far as they go, being only heads, but it is a
pity that in some so much brush work has been found necessary to

give detail to what otherwise would have been white patches. The
framing of these photographs is very effective, being dark wood with
gold mat and dark-grained wood mounts.

Robert Slingsby (No. 104), TTaiWi^.—This is the best picture out
of the three by this exhibitor, who has teen working with more
strength in light and .shade than formerly. The subject is a young lady
ready equipped for a walk waiting for some one. With one exception
the pose of this figure is expressive—we allude to the right arm raised

so that tlie hand resting on the top of a screen is higher than the
head

; this position, whicli is not graceful, disturbs the idea of repose
which the title should include.

Frank Salter (No. 168), The Bemina Range.—A panoramic picture
where three negatives have been very cleverly vignetted into each
other

; but some remarks we have already made on a similar subject
will equally apply to this one. The senses are not appealed to for

any sympathy.

W. J. Byrne (No. 184), Princess HeUne dOrleans, <§r.—A frame of

three different direct portraits 24 x 18. The pose of the princess is

very simple and effective, but the shaded side of the head being too
dark lacks rotundity : a light background being used intensifies this

still more. Another lady is very well treated ; she has a lace covering,

but to secure detail the face has been under exposed, and consequently

has been subjected to a vast amount of retouching. The gentleman's

portrait is the best of the set, with a very light coat, grey hair, and
the markings of age ; these are all well rendered photographically.

Again we observe that the brush has been used unsparingly on the

ladies' photographs, otherwise they promise well for the future of

direct large work.

George Mold (No. 189), -S";. Mary's Church, Banbury.—A very well

done and effective interior, where local difliculties have been mastered

and an idea of grandeur suggested.

J. Hubert (Nos. 202 and 203), Who can be Playing.—Tyro small

pictures pictorially conceived and fairly carried out.

II. W. Macdonald (No. 204), On the Thames.—Four small pictures

of well chosen, pretty backgrounds, with a family boating party in

each. Also very nicely arranged, but the effect is rather weakened by
so many reflections on the placid surface of the water, which however
good, disturbs that repose which the eye requires upon looking at

pictorial scenes ; otherwise these photographs are very satisfactory.

F. Whaley (No. 206), The Firstborn.—Another successful attempt
at picture making. A young mother whilst at needlework watching a
baby in a cradle. The various objects in this photograph are well put
together, and a soft tone pervades the scene (which would have
received more value if a darker mount had been used), but it is too

realistic. The painter would have introduced colour, which suggests so

much more than monotone, and a more refined and delicate model
would have been better from an imaginative point of view.

Symouds & Co. (No. 208), Yacht Racing Scenes.— V^o have already

made some remarks upon similar pictures which equally apply to

these. But there is one matter appertaining to this collection which
must be noticed ; it arises from so many (nine) pictures being placed
in one frame, the height of the sea line being different in each picture.

This is very distressing to the eye, which would have been avoided if

each picture had been framed separately. These are small matters.

but it is just the avoidance of them which belp« to raiao the pictorial

value of photography at exhibitions.

G. "Watmough Webster (No. 2l;i), Eaton Hall Mantelpiece.—Vfe
take notice of this picture with the simple remark that it is a very
good example of technical excellence, and more particularly on
account of the colour (platinotype), which suggests the original.

Vernon Heath (Nos. 214 to 22-5), Views, (!(-c.—The pictures which
this veteran photographer exhibits are technically good. The distancea

are rendered very pure and delicate, but somehow they do not quite

convey that idea of space and barrenness which nature does. We can
only attribute this failing to tlie absence of local colouring, and
po.ssibly to the scenes not being chosen with a view to that rugged
contrast which should be the artist's study in such desolate places.

H. S. Mendelssohn (No. 228), //. Perigal, F.R.A.S.—lh\n is a very

fine study of a well-known scientist, the head being about six inches,

and the white hair which confers such picturesquene.-8 upon the

original has been well rendered; but how comes it that a hand
upon a book which is close to the edge of the picture, and in

apparent advance of the face, should be so unaccountably small?

This is very singular in effect, because wrong in fact.

T. A. Green (Nos. 234, 2.35, 2.'!6).—These are very nice pictures of

the Lake District, being well chosen, the first showing a large extent

of one of the lakes, and giving a most satisfactory idea of what this

beautiful country is like ; the second picture has strong contrasts

between a foreground tree and some distance ; whilst the third, to

which a medal has been awarded, shows a vast mountainous range

with some trees in the middle distance. Tliey are in platinotype,

which, as previously observed, seems so admirably adapted for giving

aerial perspective.

S. Q. Payne (No. 241), The Trout Poo/.—This is a very good

subject and has been photographically well treated, but there is

always some risk in managing a scene where one half consists of

water, with the reflection of the upper portion strongly detailed. The

painter by local colour can alter this effect, but the photographer,

and more especially when the water is quite placid, is compelled to

give a more powerful rendering, and this result is not satisfactory.

J. Gale (Nos. 2Vi \o 2-52).—.\ series of most effective studies by

this well-known artistic photographer, consisting of figures witli

building and landscape backgrounds. They are all cleverly arranged,

but there are some parts which are too solidly black to be quite in

keeping or in harmony with other parts full of exquisite detail. We
could have wished that these pictures hnd been in platinotype, when

possibly a still more artistic effect would have resulted.

H. Collis Pettitt (No. 267), Vieics of the English Lakeland.—

\

series of six pictures, where again good results have been achieved by
platinotype, which gives to masses of distant fohage such a retiring

and soft character. A medal has been awarded these photographs,

and they most certainly give some positive notion of the beauty as

well as the ruggedness of the actual scenes. We venture to suggest

that if panoramas of these subjects could be taken, they would then

realise the natural scenes far beyond these instalments. Has Johnson's

panoramic camera become a tale of the past ? or is it that the modem
photographer is ignorant of the existence of such a clever apparatus ?

At this time of day when the chemical side of photography has

achieved so much success, that camera might now be utilised with

some most successful results.

John F. Roberts (No. 268), Scenesfrom "David Gamci."—A series

of six small photographs ; one half with the same background, ths

other half, also, with one scene. These pictures have been awarded a

medal, not so much for any artistic or subjective treatment, but we

presume simply for the attempt which has been made to photograph

scenes on the stage, and are so far interesting.
_
AVe do not know if

orthochromatic plates were used, but should think that they would be

foimd very necessary, because if the scenery has been painted to suit

the electric light it will be done so with warmer colour. Another

rather curious matter which these photographs reveal is that, however

realistic the figures may be, they most certainly do not present much

artistic posing, which is neces!<ary to make them pictorial.

Francis Cobb (No. 272), Vieics in North Wales.— A frame of MX

well chosen views. The contrast of water and foliage, however, ia

strong. Here again platinotype would have greatly assisted the

result. And we must once more call atteutiop to tUe diatuibing la->
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fluence produced by the close proximity of one picture to another ; the

eve cannot separate them, and they totally destroy each other.
"

(j. West & Son (No. 276), Panel Portraits.—There is much softness

in the treatment of these various studies, which, for studio work, are

good specimens. But what a pity it is that hands should be cut in

half, and arms come down abruptly to the base of the picture ! Why
( annot tliese matters be altered in pose, or modified by sunning down ?

But then the artistic instinct must come into action, and hencs photo-

graphy loses much.

Frederick Miiller (Nos. 277 and 293), Portraits.—Here we have

two frames of cabinet portraits, which, although very commercial in

the style of frame arrangement, are really very good specimens of

studio work, and, despite a vast amount of retouching, are very ad-

mirable in the relation of the figure to the size of picture, and we do

not see any of that singular cutting in half of hands and other dis-

agreeable matters just alluded to. These photographs are worth
studying.

v. II. Chintamon (Nos. 281 and 288), Imlian Portraits.—We men-
tion these just to notice the valuable aid which photography now
gives to a knowledge of such far distant and miglity personages as

these pictures represent—they become thus deeply interesting. There

are two more examples on the walls, but being enlargements very

much worked upon, their merit does not rest upon photography.

W. J. Byrne (No. 28;!), Direct Portraits, Life-size.—Here we have

three notable examples of the " direct " large work in this Exhibition

previously alluded to. Tliey are all very powerful in treatment. This

may partly arise from the exposure necessary for such large heads

not having been quite long enough, hence some parts in shade want
luminosity. In one portrait a large amoimt of retouching has been

necessary ; the young lady's portrait to which a medal has been

awarded being the best— it amounts to an artistic study—and great

care has been exercised in preserving the delicate gradations of a

white dress, whilst at the same time the flesh tones have not suffered.

This is really a very fine picture, and in pose and arrangement goes

far beyond ordinary portraiture. With such excellent results as these

before u», we may look forward with anticipations of still more
advanced direct large heads in the future.

Frederick Miiller (No. 200), Enlargement.—This is another example

of photographic work from Germany dons by the Obernetter method,

and it possesses most admirable qualities. We have in this picture

a registration of an extended scale of tones, which results in a soft

and flesh-like appearance, and this tender half tone is marked in some
white drapery. The face, however, has been much retouched.

W. McLeish (No. 292), fitudies.—Three large direct pictures, which
command attention from their powerful light and shade and a general

picturesqueness of artistic treatment which is very effective. Once
more we must say tliat each of these subjects would have gained

immensely if they had been separately framed, or even if a gold mat
had been interposed between them. It comes like a shock to the

eye to find a mass of light in one picture apparently being carried on

into the next, and any possible good that may arise to the exhibitor

b}' having all his works together is terribly discounted by the incon-

gruity just alluded to, and this even is intensified by choosing dresses

containing so much ornamental detail, which does away with breadth.

There is a considerable amount of retouching and brush work on the

flesh, but we suppose this must be pardoned in the early stage of such
promising direct photography.

W. F. Donkin (No. y02). Among the Chamouni Aiguilles.—Here we
liave pictures of the tops of Swiss mountains, most beautifully photo-
graphed, exquisite in detail, and the most perfect rendering of snow
that nothing but a perfect mastery over [technical matters could
achieve, the result being such a facsimile of nature, that we shiver
whilst looking at them. The printing on Obernetter's chloride paper
seems admirably adapted for negatives of this character.

ThR ArPAIiATUS.—III.
OxE feature of a decidedly unique character is to be found in the
present Exhibition, in contradistinction to any other which has pre-
csded it. When so much has been done in regard to appliances for
effecting the proper exposure of plates either in the outdoor or indoor
cimera, why should the photographer be longer left without the
means of determining with accuracy the duration of his exposures ?

Horological science has lent itself to recording the feats on the race-

course, the measured " reach " of the river, the flight of a cannon-

ball, the duration of a cab drive, the determination of the distance of

the luminous precursor of tlie thunderclap, and why should its ser-

vices not be invoked in aid of the photographer ? Messrs. Lezard &
Son, of Holborn-viaduct, answer this question and supply this want,

by placing in the Exhibition a case of photochronoscopes, which,

being secured from being handled and tampered with by the numer-
ous visitors, cannot by them be examined. But as, through the

courtesy of the Messrs. Lezard, we have been placed in an exceptional

position for inspecting the mechanism and ascertaining the merits of

the photochronoscope, we give the reader the benefit of our exami-

nation. I'irst of all, it is a watch of the stem-winding or keyleJS

genus, having an appearan«e similar to that shown in the accom-

panying cut. As a mere watch it is finished with extreme care— that

care, in short, which is devoted to the best class of chronographs

—

lever escapement, jewelled actions, compensated for changes of tem-

perature, and the other etceteras expected in a high-class piece of

delicate meclianism. There is a long, poised, steel hand, as fine as a

hair, which reposes at zero (at the twelve o'clock chapter), but which,

upon pressing the gold button at the top of the pendant, instantly

starts into action and continues its rotation around the dial, marking

fifths of a second. Every time it makes one revolution, and just as

it passes the zero point, another hand on the smaller circle below, and
whicli, like its nimble brother that radiates from the centre, has been

standing dormant at its own zero, immediately makes a start, and
records the fact that the first minute has passed, another and similar

start taking place simultaneous with each rotation of the second's

hand. When the event, whatever it may be, that necessitates this

recording of time has transpired, the same button is again pressed,

tlie consequence of which is that these recording hands are instantly

arrested in their motion, and entirely disgeared from the watch move-
ment, which goes on recording time as usual. The po:fition of the

recording hands being noted, once more is the button pressed, by
which action the two recording hands immediately fly to their

original positions at their respective zeros, where tbey remain until

they are started into life by the pressure upon the button. To the

photographer these instruments, which are but little over the price of

a watch of equal excellence, cannot fail of being exceedingly useful

in recording exposures, the duration of development, or, indeed, any-

thing necessitating an accurate measurement of time. It will be

readily understood that all this can be done without looking at the

chroiioscope, or even taking it out of the pocket.

Marion & Co. exhibit somewhat extensively. Two of their exhibits

having only a short time since been specially noticed by us we shall

pass them over. These are Leisk's patent Sky Shutter, designed to

give a longer exposure to the foreground than to the sky, and con-

cerning which we may here say that we recently received from

Mr. Leisk some specimens of in.stantaneous work done in the Shetland

Isles, where he is located, and which testify to the excellence of the
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shutter. The other is the Marion Universal Ten per Cent. Developing
Set, of wliich we then gave a verbal descriplion, that we are now

able to supplement by a sketch showing an inside view of the neat
box in which tlie various developing- requirements are paclied.

The Grauitine Dislies exhibited by this firm, one of wliich is

brolcen so as to show tlie nature of the ware. It is of such hard
material as to be quite impermeable by chemicals.

The Collapsable Dark-i oom Lamp, which this firm exliibits, adds
another to the now rather numerous lamps of this classs. As shown
by the cut. it is composed of a bellows of ruby cloth, inside of which

MARION &C*

is a spiral spring which, when released, ojens out the body in a

Jack-in-the-box fashion. A night-light burner in a tin box forms the

source of illumination. Two views are shown in the cut, one being

the lamp folded up and tlie other when expanded.

Another Marion exhibit is Warwick Brooke's Lantern Camera.

It is made for plates three and a quarter inches square, and is on the

"detective " principle. The lens, shutter, focussing screen, and dark

slide arc all enclosed in a box-liko form. C is a sliding hood, which
is lifted when focussing, and takes the place of the focussing cloth.

E is the milled head of a pinion, which racks the lens backward or

forward for focussing. A and B form tlie finder, and are closed

down when the camera is not in use. The novel feature, however, is

the mode of opening and closing the shutter of dark sUde inside the

camera itself. This is illustrated by the smaller cut, in which D is

the end of a bra.ss bar running through the camera underneath the
frame into which the dark slide fits, and attached to this bar is a
tongue of metal, G. In the slmtter of tlie dark slide is a groove into

which this tongue fits. When the dark slide is to be put in the place
of the focussing screen, the licad U is turned back until the tonguo is

in nearly a horizontal position, but leaning slightly backwards, when
the back is placed in position, taking care that the tongue paasea into
the slab. AVhen the shutter is to be opened the small catch II is

turned through a small hole underneath the finder .\, and the head 1)

being then turned towards the front by which the shutter opens

downwards, and lies down on the bottom of the camera clear of the

rays from the lens. After exposure 1) is turned back, and the catch

II Ijeing secured the slide may be removed.

Tiiere is a large Rolling Press with a steel plate SO x 20 inches,

also exhibited by Messrs. Marion. The workmanship is excellent.

A tank for fixing or alum bath completes the exhibit of this firm.

It is made of lead with the grooving of granitine, and is encased in a
wooden box having a tap at bottom to draw off the liquids. Tlie

grooving can be lifted in or out of the box at pleasure.

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.

Some sensible suggestions were made at a recent meeting of the

London and Provincial Society with regard to lens mounts for

tourists' purposes. First, with regard to the weight of the mount,

what but the expense and the unwillingness on the part of makers to

leave a fixed groove prevents the suggested adoption of aluminium ?

Its dififereuce in colour would scarcely, I should imagine, be allowed

to militate against it, for it is at least as pleasing to the eye as many
of the tints of lacquer that we meet with in foreign and home-made
lenses, and sometliing would certainly be gained in lightness.

But for my own part, I do not think the question of weight is the

one of gi'eatest importance. With the larger sizes of lens it, of

course, becomes a serious matter, but taking lenses all round, it is, I

think, the bidk rather than the weight of the mount that requires

reform. Let me not be misunderstood. I mean unnecessary bulk—bulk

that might be reduced by the exercise of a very little ingenuity. I

know that a lens must possess a certain diameter, and its elements

must be separated a certain distance, or, if a single lens, the stop must

be placed at a given distance, and that, therefore, the dimensions of

the mount are, in a manner of speaking, fixed. But turn from lens
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mounts to cameras. I take 12 x 10 pictures and use an eighteen-incli

focus lens, but I do not find it necessary to carry about with me

a camera that resembles a Newfoundland dog- kennel, and that

requires a clothes-prop to reach from the focussing glass to the front.

The old folding-body camera has long since' disappeared from every-

where except Steyens's sale room, and camera makers have gone in for

portability. Why cannot our opticians follow the example ?

Of course, I am speaking of lenses generally, for no one can com-

plain of the unnecessary bulk of lenses of the type of the portable

series of symnietricals; then, again, one or two opticians have

made a step in the direction indicated, by reverting to the old

conical form of mount, but this is to me an unsightly form and

never likely to come into general favour ; besides which, though it

may be a little lighter, it takes up just as much packing room.

Grubb introduced a form of mount for his single lenses, many years

ago, which comes nearest to my idea of portability, in which two

tubes slide one within the other, telescope fashion, and wliich combined

with its portability the power of varying the distance of the stop

from the lens. I have had several large single lenses remounted on

this plan, and find it very useful.

Mr. A. Haldon called attention to another point that might easily

be improveil upon, namely, the position of the iiange ; this, however,

is a question which will bear debating in connexion with the form of

camera. If the lens could be attached to the camera so that no

portion projected, certain advantages would accrue, to wit, the

camera could be packed without unshii)ping the lens, and a single

instantaneous shutter or sky shade would suiBce for any number of

lenses so fitted to the same camera. But on the other hand, the

system of camera fronts would have to be altered, in order to permit

the easy removal or change of lenses, as well as access to the

diaphragms, while with some cameras I know the loss of available

focal length would be a serious matter. I remember one such camera
years ago, in which the lens was mounted inside, the revolving

diaphragm plate being flush with the camera front, and covered by
a hinged flap, which served for exposing as well as sky shade. It

struck me as a very convenient arrangement.

Certainly the alteration of the position of the flange, as Mr. Haddon
suggests, to somewhere near the diaphragm slot would be a great

improvement in connexion with shutters and sky shades, but it would
possess the countervailing disadvantages I have spoken of. But why
not make the flange carry a short tube or jacket projecting into

the camera, in which the body of the lens mount could slide ? Why
not, in fact, revert to the old " sliding tube " mount ? It could be
made quite as light as many of the rigid settings of the present-day,

and with a few other modifications far more portable.

That must have been a curious rainbow the photograph of which
was exhibited and discussed at the same meeting. It is described as

a " broad, shaded band, nearly straight, from top to bottom of the
picture." The description certainly does not answer very closely to

one's ordinary ideas of a rainbow
; but I presume even rainbows have

their vagaries, and those at the antipodes may differ in important
respects from our own. Still it is rather " rough " on the artist to
suggest that he had mistaken an intervening " rope or iron bar out of
focus and near the camera " for a rainbow. This surpasses the feat
of "seeing stars." But I should like to ask the gentlemen who
" generally expressed " the rope-or-iron-bar opinion how broad the
supposed representation of the rope would be if it were sharp enough
or " fuzzy " enough to be taken for a rainbow, or how sharp it would
be if its breadth were correct ? In other words, is it possible to so
photograph a rope or bar as to leave any doubt as to what it is ?

The description speaks of the alleged rainbow as a " shaded " band
and certainly we should expect some such effect to be produced upon
a sensitive film by a rainbow, but an intervening rope or bar would
produce a dear band outlined against the sky. Finally, I scarcely
thinli it possible that an intelligent individual could possibly make
such an egregious blunder. That class of fool does not exist in nature,
but is made in imagination.

Mr. Briginshaw's experience with similar bands upon paper nega-
tives does not appear to have much connexion with rainbows, but it

does suggest to me recollections of similar mysteries long unexplained,
but extremely simple when the cause has been explained. A screw-
hole crack or leak in the body of the camera, a loose piece of lining,

or a hundred similar accidents, have been known to puzzle an ordinarily

" cute " individual for a long time. But a little mystery of my own is

worth relating on account of a most singular coincidence that gave a

supernatural tinge to the whole affair. In the old stereoscopic days

I had undertaken to photograph the grave of a deceased friend in a

suburban cemetery, and proceeded to carry out my promise, using

my then favourite stereoscopic camera, one of 7J x 4i dimensions.

Upon developing the plate, all was right except a hght blur imme-

diately over the headstone and against a daik shruh in the back-

ground. A few days later I repeated the trial, making on this occa-

sion two exposures, and my astonishment may be imagined when, on

development, I found both the new pictures showed the same mark.

The following day I paid another visit to the cemetery, taking with

me a pi-int from one of my negatives to compare with the surround-

ings, in the hope that I might find some explanation, possibly some-

thing to cause a reflection on to that part of the plate. The obtrusive

mark, I should say, appeared only in one half of the negative, and

always the same half. I examined the camera front carefully for

holes, but as the phenomenon only appeared in the case of that subject,

I was compelled to connect it with the subject.

On that visit I exposed six plates for purposes of experiment, and I

cannot say I was surprised to find they all gave the same result. But

I now began to fancy I could trace a resemblance between the ghostly

blur and the top of an ornamental headstone, and, confident I had

found a clue, I hurried off to the cemetery first thing next morning to

make another examination, for I had now got thoroughly interested

in the matter. After an inspection of the surroundings, sure enough

I found, away to the right and behind the gravestone I had been

taking, one the outline of which corresponded with my ghost, but I

could conceive or invent no explanation of its presence in my picture,

for it was far out of the field of view. I strolled up to close quarters

to make a more minute comparison, when I was rather startled to find

that the name on the stone was the same as on the one I was photo-

(jraphing, and a not very commsn name either. I am not super-

stitious, but I began to feel that I wished the defunct stranger had

chosen some other agent than myself to bring about his introduction

to possible relatives in his own immediate neighbourhood. I came to

the conclusion I could not solve the mystery, made the best I could of

the negatives I had taken, and in time forgot the matter except when

I came across a print from my " ghost negative," as it came to be

called.

Months after the explanation came. I was photographing a view

with the same camera, and outlined against some dark foliage in one

half of the picture I found a pond or piece of water that was located

some yards to the right of the picture I was taking. My thoughts

went back to the " ghost," and I commenced again to investigate, but

with .something more tangible to go upon, and the following was the

result:—I had rejected the flexible division in the centre of my
camera, and had substituted, for convenience sake in removing when I

wished to take a single picture, a short rigid division of blackened

metal fitting into a slot in the back frame of the camera. The lenses

employed in taking my grave were of specially long focus for stereo

work, employed in this instance because I had only one favourable

point of view at some distance from the object. Using my ordinary

lenses of 45 x C inches focus my short rigid division was all right, but

when the camera was sufliciently extended for use with the longer

lenses the marginal rays from the two lenses crossed in front of the

division, and so reached the opposite compartments or divisions of the

plate. In most ordinary subjects the double image thus formed was

practically undetectable, but with a light object from one leus falling

on a dark one from the other the effect was very noticeable, and these

had been my conditions with the " ghost."

How to Manipulate the Camera in a Military Manner is a good

sounding title, but after reading the article I want to knew why Mr.

Forrest didn't shorten it by calling it "How to Photograph like a

Militiaman ?
"—it is just as apropos. Why " military " any more than

"sporting?" Guns are used by sportsmen as well as miUtary men.

But I suppose Mr. Forrest, as a veteran and one who has to set an

example to younger men, felt it would be wrong to seem to lead them

astray by telling them how to use the camera in a " sporting " way,

the word having a strong flavour of the betting ring about it. How-
ever, whatever the manner of using may be, the weapon is far from
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new, aa I saw a similar one—only that it was a "repeater"—in

Messrs. Sands & Hunter's shop eight or nine years ago, and was in-

formed tliat it was made for one of the Arctic Exploration

Expeditions.

I see it mentioned by Mr. S. G. B. Wollaston that ho had failed in

obtaining suflicient density in the high liglits when developing plates

four years after exposure, implying that the lapse of time had some-

thing to do with the effect. It would be interesting to investigate

this question in a serious and systematic manner, because the result,

if really attributable to the cause implied, is the very reverse of what
we raiglit expect and what actually occurs with dry collodion plates.

If the invisible image does suffer from time, naturally we should

anticipate that the feeblest portions—the least exposed—^would suffer

first, but in Mr. WoUaston's case it is the reverse. Is it not possible

that unconscious change in developing habits may have something to

do with it ? I have found myself that after developing a number of

plates of a certain character—say such as give density easily—that I

experience a difliculty in manipulating a different sort, with whicli,

however, I may be perfectly familiar. Perhaps the foiu'-year-old

plates were of the less easily intensified kind, Monitoe.

COLOUIlINa AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.*
It may be best to confine ourselves for the moment to the treatment

of an enlai'gement in monochrome before launching into the more
difficult line of pure water-colour painting. The subject I would

suggest is a half-length figure on a carbon basis. I select this because

the majority of enlargements nowadays are done in this style, owing

to its permanency. It does not matter as to whether the subject be

male or female, as we will treat all the prominent points that can

suggest themselves in either.

It is only natural to suppose that the head should receive our first

and best attention. On the successful treatment of it will depend the

final success of our work. It is impossible, therefore, to bestow too

much attention while working upon this portion of our picture in

order to reproduce nature as closely as our degi-ee of skill will allow.

One of the most extraordinary things in nature is the human head.

It is really most marvellous (when we think of it) the endless varieties

of form and expression which it is capable of representing. Then
the face is only one half of the head, and yet an unceasing variety

is observable in every one we may meet in a day's journey through

life. Of course the face, or front of the head, is the more important

part, yet, on close study, there will be found to be a vast amount of

distinct individuality in the back view of the head. Now this indi-

viduality is a matter of the greatest importance to all portraits, and

should arrest our first thoughts on beginning work. To preserve

it carefully is absolutely! essential to success. We may almost say

there are no tvfo faces alike. I think we may unhesitatingly say no

two heads are alike. As a result of a fairly extended experience, I

have found where there has been an almost phenomenal hkeness

between two /aces, a moment's study of the formation of the head, as

an entire, will disclose the most observable differences, which, on

further consideration, will so impress you that you will wonder that

you should ever have considered the people so much alike. Such is

individuaUty, and you can easily see, therefore, the necessity for its

due preservance. Our treatment, therefore, should vary according to

the subject we are about working upon. It must naturally suggest

itself as very foolish to treat an old man's or old lady's head as you

would a baby's or little girl's, nevertheless there are many who do so.

Of course such treatment is only of the wax-doll school, which means

simply " fining up," or working out, the blemishes, producing generally

a smootli surface, but leaving the whole, in result, devoid of character,

and, as a necessary consequence, lifeless and uninteresting.

We will start now with thi^. forehead. Breadth is always desirable

in this feature, hence we should keep our touches as broad aad bold

as we can, and when they have a marked tendency in any direction,

they should incline to the horizontal, as such treatment tends to give

massiveness to the brow. If we let them incline to the perpendicular,

narrowness will be the result. The modelling or any half tone

denoting shai>e in the forehead should be most carefully preserved, as

• Continued from page 647.

the intellect of the original may bo considerably ropre«cnt«d by It

Tiiere is nothing, to my mind, wliich adds so much to a portrait an

shai>e. Its absence in the portrait of a man of brains is nbiiolutcly f«t«l

When using the colour do not take up too much at a time in tho
brush, and do not let it bo too liquid either. Keep it delicate in tono,

and arrive at depth of colour rather by reiyeatimj than by strength in

the first application. The result will be softer, and the effect lew
likely to be exaggerated.

In most carbon prints a grey tone will be observed to pervade the
entire picture, thus necessitating the putting in of all the high lights.

For the securing of these latter wo should use an eraser. With this

we proceed, after having put a point on it, to pick out the lights

wherever tliey may appear necessary. The forehead, for example
over the eyebrows, down the nose ; the eye, too, may require clearing

and the strength of tho etow's-feet may require reducing; tlie cheek-
bone, too, also tlie chin and nock, and so on. It is a groat advantage
that in " working up " on carbon base all offensive shadows can bo
lightened so as to iiarmonise with tlie general tono of the picture.

Were it not for tliis, there are many pictures which would Ix- almost

if not quite, impossible to "work up," as from their hardness it

would bo useless trying to arrive at softness or harmony, which, of
course, are essential to a good result.

The eye will be the next feature, as we work down the head ; bnt
I think, personally, that although a certain amount should be done to

it now, it should not he finished until the rest of the portrait is com-
plete. When tliis is so, it will be found that the judicious adding of

perhaps a little force or other efiect may crown the success of the
picture. In working this feature constant reference to the duplicate

or guide should be made, whicli should to a great extent deteimine tho
depth of tono that you can work to. The pupil will, of course, want
strengthening, and this must be accomplished with a few sure but
delicate touches and keeping strictly to the form. The high lighta, aa

a rule, in enlargements become very considerably exaggerated, and
will therefore demand our attention ; should the light therein not be
sufficient, rub away the film -^vith the eraser until a white surface comes
through. If, however, you think a still higher light would improve
the portrait after you have worked the eye with the photographic
colour to its desired condition, a little Chinese white (Winsor &
Newton's) upon the point of tho brush may be advantageously used.

Great care should be taken to avoid a glare, as it would deprive tho

eye of all semblance to nature. I have advised the use of a special

Chinese white ; I have lately made some experiments with several

others, and have come to the conclusion that Winsor & Newton's is

the best and most reliable. There is also a reflected light opposite the

high light ; care must be taken to keep them in proper relation or

balance one to the other. The iris will in most cases require defining

somewhat j this should be done by very faintly outlining it. Do not uao

a heavy colour for this, but rather arrive at the requisite depth by
repetition of touch. One can spoil a big picture in a few moments,

but even a small one must bo worked slowly if destined to become a

good or beautiful work.

A few faint touches, carefully placed to indicate the lashes of tho

upper lid, will do much to enliance the beauty of the eye. These

touches must, however, be placed with great care ; they must not bo

loiry, nor such as might give the idea of trying to represent each

individual hair, but rather to express their presence by a soft shadow.

These latter remarks apply equally to the treatment of the eyebrows,

the strength of which may be determined by the guide. The definition

of the eyebrows, and often the markings of the upper lid, will require

carrying out ; that is, they seem to terminate harshly and abruptly, and

will therefore require our help to give them their natural appearance.

There are many causes for these defects and cannot always bo

avoided. By reference to the guide, however, there will not be much
trouble in setting them right. Of course we desire a certain degree of

finish as well as effect in all our pictures, but wo should bo ever

mindful that in portraiture the beginning and end of everything la

likeness. The lines lying underneath the lower lid will be invariably

found to require softening. This process of softening must never be

carried too far, or the expression of the eye will be greatly diminished

in force, if not altogetlier destroyed. It would be well, therefore, to

soften these objectionable lines with an eraser and then work up tho

whole to a pleasing and satisfactory extent.
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The nose will be our next trouble. It is a prominent feature, and

oue that has tauch to do with the success of a picture as a portrait. Too

much care cannot be expended on securing the high light. Faultiiiess in

this regard will be fatal to the portrait. The slightest deviation from

its proper place or its correct form may entirely alter the character of

the feature. The cavities of the nostrils will sometimes require a few

dark touches to give them surticient vigour, but on no account must

they be made too dark, or have the appearance of being too plainly

outlined. The nostril itself should be very delicately rounded and the

cast shadow strengthened, but never made too dark. In all this work

we should strive to make the whole resemble as nearly as possible the

appearance of a good photograph, neither lines or touches plainly

visible, but all blended softly together in a harmonious whole.

We next come to the mouth. A great deal depends upon the

successful treatment of this important feature. Its importance varies

considerably ; in some it is of but slight importance, but with others

it is all important. It will be well to secure a high light, with the

eraser, on the lower lip ; then the diffused and shapeless light there

will have to be reduced into proper dimensions by careful work. If

there are any harsh lights or offensive markings of any kind on the

lips, they being the result of the skin being dry or cracked, they

should all be softened away. Many times, but not always, the

markings and separations of the lips will require a little touch to give

them sufficient force. The shadows or markings running from the

corners of the mouth will often offer a favourable chance for a little

skilful treatment. We must always try, as much as possible, to raise

the muscles of the face, and must, therefore, try to accentuate the

upward curves, and soften, if we cannot safely obliterate, the down-

ward ones. Near the centre of the upper lip there is generally a

delicate light—sometimes it is very faint, indeed—but should always

be preserved, as it is just sulBcient to give life and expression to the

entire mouth. The shadow formed under the lower lip should be

softened and made to melt into the chin.

The lines running from the side of the nose in a downward
direction are generally rather strongly marked ; they must, therefore,

be duly softened, and, when necessary, the muscle raised. In doing

this, consult your guide, lest you might be tempted to go too far. In

the majority of cases, it is not alterir^ that is demanded, but simply

toftening.

The treatment of the frontal depression at the root of the nose

should always receive due care. The furrows may be very consider-

ably softened, but it may be ruin to take them away. These furrows

are more usual in gentlemen's portraits, and will generally bear

softening. They seldom enhance the beauty of the picture, so there

is little danger of getting into trouble, even if you soften them too

much. The frontal eminences above the eyebrows merit careful treat-

ment, and care should be taken that the high lights on the forehead
should not approacli too high or near the hair. Tlie cheek-bone
should never be left too strongly marked, but worked into the cheek,
the highest point of its light being under the eye.

Some look upon the chin as an easy matter, but care should be
bestowed upon it; it is easily treated, but may be very easily spoiled.

There is much character in this feature, and it should be preserved
where necessary. Feebleness or strength of character may be greatly

represented by this feature. Redmond Babhbtt.
(To he continued.)

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
Fhom all appearances, photographic work with the microscope—how
I do hate that cacophonous title " photo-micrography "—is likely to be
well practised during the forthcoming winter, and very useful and
very beautiful are some of the results capable of being achieved in

this direction. It is surprising how much good work of this kind
can be done with the slightest of added apparatus ; but so much
depends upon the possession of a due admixture of photographic
and microscopic experience in those attempting this class of pho-
tographic work. A man may be an excellent photographer, and
yet have not the slightest idea what, or how, he ought to see
when certain objects are put before him; and as to being able
to exhibit anything definite at all when high powers and test-

objects are in question, it would be simply impossible with a man
inexperienced in microscopic manipulation. Hence, to expect that

such an one, expert though he might be in photography, could sit

down to a microscope, and, with or without extra apparatus, produce

a first-class negative, or even a presentable one, of a fairly difficult

object, for the scrutiny of microscopists, would be simply idle. To

produce really important work this way, either two workers, each

linowing his own department well, must combine their forces, or,

single-handed, the photo-micrographist must be equally clever with

camera and microscope. Now I will give one little piece of valuable

advice to those who know a little of the latter and much of the former,

and desire to combine their knowledge and endeavour to compete with

old hands at the work. It is this : Whatever (mounted) object is

attempted to be enlarged let the utmost pains be taken to see that the

particular .slide utilised be the very best of its sort it is possible to

obtain. It is not enough to go to a first-rate mounter or dealer and

pay the ordinary price for tlie average slide ; a number must be care-

fully selected and compared, and one chosen containing the charac-

teristic points in the highest perfection. One man may spend a whole

week, for example, in trying to get the best possible negative of sucli

a simple object as a blowtiy's tongue, and yet egregiously fail in com-

parison with another who possesses a choice slide of the same subject,

and take.*, perhaps, a single negative only from it. I note tliat at one

of the Society's meetings the Chairman is reported to have stated that

there were occasions when absolute coincidence between the position

of the front of the foeu.ssing screen and the sensitive surface were

essential. There can be no doubt that such coincidence is desirable
;

but he would be a clever photographer who would be able to detect

which of two negatives was taken at the so-called correct focus, and

which at a sixteenth or even an eighth of an inch on one or the other

side of it, when the scale of enlargement is large. Polemical matter

apart, there can be no doubt as to the high quality of this work shown

at the Exhibition in Pall Mall.

If any particular remark about the present set of pictures at Pall

Mall may be liere made, it is that they are striking from the good

average of quality shown. There are, indeed, none of those flaring

atrocities which never should have been hung, but which have dis-

figured previous Exhibitions, and almost the hangers.

The question of large heads direct versus enlarged, is pointedly

raised by this present show. There are some direct heads, notably

Midler's prize picture, whicli exhibit artistic feeling and veracious de-

lineation in a high degree, but again there are large heads which are

simply hideous vulgarities and examples of what to avoid. No doubt

the larger the cameras and the more expensive the lenses the more the

professional photographer is liltely to handicap the average amateur

in any competition the former may imagine himself to be subjected to,

but that is not the correct standpoint to view the matter from.

Direct life-size heads nuist be viewed first by results, and secondly by

facility in obtaining the results. Granted two processes of greatly

varying simplicity in their operation, and producing absolutely equal

results, it is incontestable that the palm should be awarded to the

least difficult. So it is with the subject under discussion. So far

direct pictures are a long way the best of the two, but that is not to

say that such will always bo the case. I hold that the man who can

invent a process of enlarging or perfect his own practice of ordinary

modes in such a way as to enable him to produce pictures in which a

shadow of difference in definition is the only point that distinguishes

them from direct photographs is for more worthy of praise than the

one who overcomes other difficulties, and takes beautiful photographs

with a big camera.

Mr. Lyonel Ulark, in his paper on the selection of lenses, advised

his hearers that it was important that they should take great care of

their lenses. A very u.seful and still needed piece of advice. It is

most remarkable how careless some photographers are of valuable

lenses. I have come across men who, as a simple matter-of-course,

would sbp an uncapped small lens in their pocket and travel about all

day without protecting it, oblivious of dust, scratches, abrasions of

the lacquer, and other possible and probable injuries it might sustain.

Mr. Uunmore's remarks upon the sizes of prints, in his article upon

print trimming, are well wortliy of perusal. " Quantitas non qualitas

is a bad motto," he says, and, further," many really good pictures are

damaged by this anxiety to have as much as possible of the subject
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as can be mnde out of the negative. I ndviso that all the worthless

parts of the print should bt> ruthlessly trimmed off, as it is better to

sacrifice part than tho wliole.'' Truo, Mr. Dunmore. But it is too

sadly true, also, that, so far as regards the pictures, the popular views,

sold to the public, this advice is useless. Such pictures were sold by
the yard : get a certain number of square inches for a certain small

price, ar.d the dealers would not be able to stand competition if they

did i;ot give their full quantum of picture, artistic or not. Mr.

Adcock's remarks at the Camera Club on the subject of the most

suitable proportions for dry plates have a somewhat similar bearing,

and as some of the most popular selling sizes would fall in better with
oblong plates, perhaps a consideration of the fact may lead the plate

makers to take sizes into their consideration.

'Sir. Palmer's suggestion that dry-plate makers should be made
responsible for their sins may ultimately be realised : but I am afraid

that the time is far distant when this will happen, they still form a

rather close corporation, and sit upon the poor photographer as thev
like. It is not to be denied they are subject to all sorts of claims and
com^ilaints which are worsa than groundless, but, granting that, there

seems to ba an opinion abroad among them to the effect that " we do
our best, and if the plates do happen to be defective you really cannot
blame us." It is a very unlikely thing, however, that a Belgian maker
should be rendered amenable to an action for damages as proposed by
Mr. I'almer.

A correspondent asks about the capabilities of using a speaking-tube
a hundred feet long ; he may rest perfectly satisfied of being quite safe

in using one much longer than that. I have seen one in a photo-
grapher's premises a greater length than a hundred feet; it was,
however, objectei to by the lady in tlie reception room. Her objections

were not founded on its inefficiency, but rather its too great efficiency •

for, directly after it was put up, this lady, who was a Blue Kibbonite
said she did not like it because she could distinctly smell drink when-
over the operator, who, though steady, was not of that persuasion,

spoke tlirough the tub.\ Fbke Lance.

"WRITING AND DR.IWING ON GLASS.

Y.

Converting a Draidnr/ on Clear Glass into a Negatiee.—The process

of etching a negative on an opaque black ground is one that demands
of the artist special skill, of a similar nature to that possessed by
retouchers of portrait negatives. The deepest sliadows of the design

must be represented on the negative by an approach to clear glass,

while the high lights are produced ly si:nply leaving the film with

its original opacity. This constitutes a serious drawback to the

etching system, as it requ'res a special training to ensure the highest

class of work, and most nriists would prefer to make a line drawing
on paper first, and to produce the negative from that sketch by the

use of the camera. Photographing a pen-and-ink sketch on paper
however, is rarely so successful as to result in a print indistinguishable

from the original ; there is generally a slight haze over the print, and
the flnur lines are sometimes lost altogether in the reproduction.

The copying uf maps, kc, by photography is consequently entrusted

to those who make a speciality of such work, as the methods em-
ployed in portrait studios do not usually yield the class of negatives

required for line subjects, the characteristics of which should be

perfect opacity of the ground, and complete transparence of the

lines.

While coating some glasses with an opaque film in the manner
described in the latter end of the preceding chapter (see page C(>2),

in which a layer of gum dammar is used to absorb the carbon

deposited thereon by a smoky lamp, I found that a simple modifi-

cation of the process enabled better results to be obtained, and did

away with the difficulty previously referred to of etching on a b!ack

ground. I have ventured to apply the term " novel " to thLs method,

on the strength of not having hitherto seen anything of the kind

published. The plan is a very simple one, however, and I am aware
that there is nothing new under the sun; but if not altogether

original, it may be at any rate worth describing. The manipulation

is easy, anl the result is a negative possessing the desired qualities of

clear lines ou an opaque ground, without any tendency for the finest

lines to become obliterated. It is, in short, the conversion of a

pen-and-ink sketch on glass into a nec^tive baving • daeUMty
"permanent" nature, its opacity being due to carbon, the king of

black pigments.

It seems well within the bounds of poeaibility that some such
method as this, conjoined with photography, may enable a new
system of producing positive prints in "permanent carbon" to be
worked, in which the band-drawn sketch ahall be replaced with one
due to the actinism of light.

Here is the process as I have hitherto practised it :—A clean glasa,

of quarter or half-plate size, is coated with a varnish composed of

gum dammar dissolved in ether. This is applied without beat in the
first instance, but as soon as the ether has evaporated, warmth may
be used to complete the drying. If the film does not absorb sufficient

carbon when held in the lamp flame to produce opacity, it indicates

that the varnish is too weak, and that more gum must be added

—

this adjustment is by no means a difficult matter. As soon as the
solution is of the right strength, it may be filtered to free it from
small particles of dust. When the dammar film is quite dry on the

glass, we must not allow any dirt to settle on it, and should avoid

touching the surface as carefully as if we were working the wet
collodion process. Every grain of dust and every impression of tho

finger will cause corresponding defects in the negative, and will be

faithfully represented as pinholes and the like on the opaque ground.

This delicacy of the system constitutes at once its weakness and its

strength—the latter, because we owe to it the certainty of the finest

strokes of a pen being fully indicated in the negative.

A retouching desk may be used to support tlie glass at an angle of

4o', and a sheet of white paper placed horizontally behind it will

enable us to see the progress of the work.

If a piece of ground or flashed opal glass is placed behind and in con-

tact with the prepared plate, we shall be able to sketch away with as

much freedom as if we were working on paper. The ink we ore to

use may be any of those described in the preceding article of this

series, but preference can be given to the one prepared with lamp-

black and sugar. The sugar should on no account be omitted, as it is

the acting agent in the subsequent process of smoking the plate; it

prevents the dammar from absorbing the soot in those places where it

lies in the form of pen strokes. The sugar alone would serve as the

ink if dissolved in water ; but as it is necessary for the artist to see

his work as it progresses, a little lampblack is added to the syrup to

give it the required depth of colour.

The drawing should be reversed on the glass; what is intended to be

on the right side of the subsequent print should be drawn on the

left side of the plate. This constitutes a difficulty in the case of

manuscript, such as a written letter or circular, few people being

adepts in the art of writing backwards. So we may write on note

paper in the first place with our special ink, to which a very little

treacle or glycerine is added to leave the inscription in a slightly tacky

condition. This paper is then pressed on the dammar film, so that

a portion of the syrupy inlc is transferred in a reversed form to tb-i

glass. It does not matter how little of the ink adheres so long as

there is some trace of it left on the film.

Having completed our sketch or writing on the prepared glass, we
may next proceed with the smoking—but not with tobacco. The
simplest way is to use a benzoUne sponge lamp, which answers very

well for small work. For glasses larger than the half-plate size, how-
ever, there would be considerable risk of fracture if they were held

in a small flame—for such plates a special apparatus may be made.
We require a current of hot air, mixed largely with .smoke and
vapour of benzoline; this might bo,produced by fixing a metal tube or

chimney over the lamp, with an arrangement for cutting off the

draught similar to a Bunsen burner. Tho wick being well turned up
wo should have the soot rising mainly in the centre of the tube, hence
diaphragms or deflectors may be inserted above the flame, so as to

divide the smoke and mix it with the surrounding air as it ascends

the chimney.

It the vapour of benzoline is insufficient in quantity the soot will

not be absorbed by the film, but will settle on it in the loose dry con-

dition it assumes ou plain glass. The surface of the film, when
smoked to opacity, should be bright, and it should bear being dusted

with a cloth. In thaie places where the sugar lies in the form of ink

lines, the film is protected from the soot, which does not sink in, and
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can therefore be wiped off with a cloth afterwards, leaving the lines

visible on the darker ground.

The last operation, which may be called the development, is to

immerse the plate in cold water for a few minutes. This dissolves

the sugary iidf, and by the aid of gentle friction with a brush, or the

finger end, every trace of it can be removed, carrying away, of course,

the soot which had settled thereon. The lines will now be perfectly

clear and transparent, while the ground, being unaffected by the

washing process, remains as opaque as before. Extremely fine lines

may require a longer soahing than the thicker lines, but I have never

found them to become blocked up with the lampblack.

After the development, the plate may be dried ; it scarcely needs

varnishing, as the dammar film is a varnish in itself. Should any

additional protection be desired, the plate might be dipped in a weak

gelatine solution, and, when this sizing is dry, coated with shellac

varnish.

The process can be applied to various uses besides the one we have

been considering ; coloured designs can be " blacked in " as lantern

slides with an accuracy that handwork cannot compare with, while

grey and shaded backgrounds cau be likewise produced.

Albeux Wm. Scott.

ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF OVER-EXPOSED NEGATIVES.
. [A Commuuication to tlie Photographic Club.]

AcconDiNO to promise, I will now tell you of the very simple plan

I have adopted for rescuing weak, over-exposed negatives from the

waste—a process so simple that I hesitated to say anything about it

until I had made inquiries if this or any other plan had been success-

fully adopted for the purpose, or if, on the contrary, the greater

portion of such defective negatives were considered irremediable

failures and looked upon as worthless, from a printer's point of view,

at any rate. The only way of getting any passable result from a thin,

over-exposed plate (if it was considered worth the trouble) was by
making a transparency and copying that, a roundabout process, you
must admit, if the original negative can be so altered and improved
as to do away with the necessity of reproduction.

The process I am about to recommend is free from difficulty, being
little else than already well-known processes somewhat differently

applied ; it is in fact so simple that one is forcibly reminded of the

incident of Columbus and the egg. Negatives which by this plan can
be satisfactorily treated are voer-e.vposed ones, of which a goodly
number are, no doubt, in existence, but a plate chemically fotj<jed, or
one to which the light has had access hefure exposure, would probably
not be amenable to this treatment ; however, I have not made any
experiments to verify the opinion. Some improvement possibly
might be made, but as to making a perfect negative of such, it is

extremely doubtful, whereas in the case of over exposure it is an
undoubted panacea.

If an ordinary over-exposed negative is intensified by any known
method, it may bo somewhat improved, but, at the same time, the
deposit in the shadows will gain in strength, as well as the lights, and
the result will be a very dense, slow-printing negative, and one from
which perfect results are unlikely to be obtained, altbougli somewhat
tetter than the original before intensification. The effect of
overexposure is, we all know, to gradually obliterate the image until
a point is reached when a reversal of it takes place and the negative
becomes a positive. It must be clearly imderstood I refer to the
ordinary methods of development. In the development of a properly
exposed plate, the reduction is first on the outer surface of the film,
into which it gradually extends until the most reduced parts are
visible at the back of the plate. If the development is continued for
too long a time the portions much less acted upon by the light begin
to show at the back also, and the resulting negative is too dense ; this,

however, depends in a measure on the thickness of the film. A proper
development is one that gives sufficient density to the high lights
without blocking up the shadows. The negative image in the gelatine
film may be looked upon as a series of images in different strata over-
lying each other, the strongest fights penetrating lowest and deepest,
the deepest shadows passing scarcely beyond the surface, and some-
times not so much as appearing to affect it at all. It therefore seems
that the thickest films most rich in silver salt should give the
strongest imagewith ordinary development ; on the contrary, with a
thin, poor film it is diificult to get a good, rich printing image with
clear shadows, and the chances of blurring and halation are greatly
increased.

Given, then, an average good plate and over exposure, my idea

is to remove the outer layers sufllciently deep to leave clear glass in

the deepest shadows, and then intensify the remainder. The way of

setting about it, and which I have found answers perfectly, is the

following. Other plans, doubtless, might be adopted to effect the
same result, but as the one I tried fully answered my expectations, I

thought further search unnecessary. The appliances required are few
and simple, being limited to a white dish and a lamp. A solution of

five grains of hyposulphite of soda to the ounce of water in one
receptacle, and a solution of the same strength of ferricyanide or red
prussiate of potash in another, with plenty of clean water at hand,
being ready, the negative to be operated on must first be carefully

examined, and some part that wo know should be nearly, if not
quite, clear glass specially noted, as this will form the key to the
reduction. The negative is now laid face uppermost in the white
dish, the lamp being arranged to throw as good a light as possible on
it. The hypo and ferricyanide solutions being mixed together are

poured over it, the dish being gently rocked, and the process of

reduction, which soon sets in, intently watched, and as soon as the
portions noted at the beginning as the deepest shadows permit the

white of the dish to shine through, remove the negative and imme-
diately well wash it. It is best to stop a little short of the full effect

desired, for the action will continue a little after removal from the
solutions. A bit of white paper pressed* against the back of the

negative will aid in deciding if the reduction has been carried far

enough ; if not, it may be redipped until it has. Now well wash. Soak
for an hour in several changes of water, and dry now if on a thorough
examination the reduction has been considered right. Intensification

may be proceeded with, according to Dr. Monckhoven's plan, with
bichloride of mercury and cyanide of silver modified in this manner.
The bichloride of mercury solution should be a cold, saturated solution

at a temperature of G0° ; to one ounce of this add twenty grains of

bromide of potassium. Lot the negative, now very ghostlike, remain
in this until it is quite whitened tliroughout ; remove and well wash,
and then place it in tlie cyanide of silver solution, of double the usual

strength, until the white image is replaced by a black one. AVash
well, and the process is completed. If it is found insufficiently

intensified, this process may be repeated, washing and drying between
the repetitions. You will see there is nothing new in the use of either

Mr. Howard Farmer's reducing or Monckhoven's intensifying plans,

the novelty rests in the application of them.
There are, undoubtedly, thousands of negatives thrown aside as use-

less on account of over exposure, that will afford the useful and
pleasant occupation of metamorphosing into good ones during the long
evenings of the coming winter—it being essentially a process suited

for artificial light—and the pleasure of seeing a negative given up as

hopeless bloom into one without reproach may fairly divide the

honours with making transparencies for microscopes or lantern slides,

which are about the only photographic operations the majority of

photographers can satisfactorily pursue during the gloomy winter
season. Edwabd Dunmohk.

SOME NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF THE DISCOVERY
OF THE GELATINO-BKOMIDE PROCESS.*

And now we come to the work of the practical inventor of the

gelatino-bromide of silver process—Dr. Richard Leach Maddox.t I

should like to ask the Editor to reprint the original communication
which laid the foundation of all our work of to-day, for the back
volumes of Thk Britlsh Joubnat, op PHOTOGnAi'HY are scarce,

and complete sets fetch by auction between twenty and thirty

guineas !

"AN EXPERIMENT WITH GELATINO-BEOMIDE.J
" The coUodio-bromide processes have for some time held a considerable

place in the pages of The British JouiixAii of PHOTOOKArnY, and obtained
such a prominent chance of being eventually the process of the day in

the dry way, that a few remarks upon the application of another medium
may perhajis not be uninteresting to the readers of the Jouknal, though
little more cau be stated than the result of somewhat careless experiments
tried at first on an exceedingly dull afternoon. It is not for a moment
supposed to be new, for the chances of novelty in photography are small,

seeing the legion of ardent workers and the ground already trodden by ita

devotees, so that for outsiders fittle remains excejit to take the result of

labours so industriously and largely circulated through these pages and
be thankful.

" Gelatine, which forms the medium of so many printing processes, and
which, doubtless, is yet to form the base of many more, was tried in the
place of collodion in this manner :—Thirty grains of Nelson's gelatine

* Continued from page 665.

+ Bom at Bath, August 4, 1816. May he live to be as ohl as Chevreul

!

X From Thk Bkitisu Joubnal of I'iiotoguapht, September 8, 1871.
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were washed In cold water, then left to swell for several hours, when all
the water was poured off and the gelatine set in a wido-raouthcd bottle,
witli tlie addition of four drachms of pure water and two small drops of
aqua regia, and then placed in a basin of hot water for solution. Eight
grains of bromide of cadmium dissolved in half a draclira of pure water
were now added, and the solution stirred gently ; fifteen grains of nitrate
of silver were next dissolved in half a drachm of water in a test-tube and
the whole taken into the dark room, when the latter was added to the
former slowly, stirring the mixture the wliole time. This gave a fine
milky emulsion, and was left for a little while to settle. A few plates of
glass well cleaned were next levelled on a metal plate put over a small
lamp ; they were, when fully warmed, coated by the emulsion spread to
the edges by a glass rod, then returned to their places and left to dry.
When dry, the plates had a thin, opalescent appearance, and the deposit
of bromide seemed to be very evenly spread in the substance of the
substratum.

" These plates were printed from in succession from different negatives,
one of which had been taken years since on albumen with ox-gall and
diluted phosphoric acid, sensitised in an acid nitrate bath, and developed
with pyrogallio acid, furnishing a beautiful warm brown tint.

" The exposure varied from the first plate thirty seconds to a minute and
a half, as the light was very poor. No vestige of an outline appeared on
removal from the printing frame. Tlie plates were dipped in water to wet
the surface, and over them was poured a plain solution of pyrogallic acid,
four grains to the ounce of water. Soon a faint but clear image was Been,
which gradually intensified up to a certain point, then browned all over

;

hence the development in the others was stopped at an early stage, the
plate washed and the development continued with fresh pyro, with one
drop of a ten-grain solution of nitrate of silver, then rewaslied and cleared
by a solution of hyposulphite of soda.

" The resulting prints were very delicate in detail, of a colour varying
between a bistre and olive tint, and after washing dried with a brilliant
surface. The colour of the print varied greatly, according to the ex-
posure. From the colour and delicacy it struck mo that with care to
strain the gelatine or use only the clearest portion, such a process might
be utilised for transparencies for the lantern, and the sensitive plates be
readily prepared.

" Some plates were fumed with ammonia ; these fogged under the pyro
solution. The proportions set down were only taken at random, and are
certainly not as sensitive as might be procured under trials. The re-
maining emulsion was left shut up in a box in the dark room and tried
on the third day after preparation ; but the sensibility had, it seems,
greatly diminished, though the emulsion, when rendered fluid by gently
warniing, appeared creamy and the bromide thoroughly suspended. Some
of this was now applied to some pieces of paper by means of a glass rod,
and hung up to surface dry, then dried fully on the warmed level plate
and treated as sensitised paper.
"One kind of paper that evidently was largely adulterated by some

earthy base dried without any brilliancy, but gave, under exposure of a
negative for thirty seconds, very nicely-toned prints when developed with
a weak solution of pyro, having very much the look of a neutral-toned
carbon print without any glaze, and I think might be rendered useful on
plain paper. Some old albumenised paper of Marion's was tried, the
emulsion being poured both on the albumen side and, in otlier pieces, on
the plain side, but the salting evidently greatly interJEered, the resulting
prints being dirty-looking and gieyed all over.
" These papers, fumed with ammonia, turned grey under development.

They printed very slowly, even in strong sunlight, and were none of them
left long enough to develope into a full print. After washing they were
cleared by weak hypo solution. It is very possible the iron developer may
be einployed for the glass prints, provided the usual acidification does not
render the gelatine soft under development.

" The slowness may depend in part on the proportions of bromide and
nitrate not being correctly balanced, especially as the ordinary, not the
anhydrous,_bromide was used, and on the quantities being too small for
the proportion of gelatine. Whether the plate would be more sensitive if

used when only surface dry is a nuestion of experiment ; also, whether
other bromides than the one tried may not prove more advantageous in
the presence of the neutral salt resulting from the decomposition, or the
omission or decrease of the quantity of aqua reyia. Very probably, also,

the development by gallic acid and acetate of lead developer may furnish
better results than the plain pyro.

" As there will be no chance of my being able to continue these experi-
ments, they are placed in their crude state before the readers of the
Journal, and may eventually receive correction and improvement under
abler hands. So far as can be judged, the process seems quite worth
more carefully conducted experiments, and, if found advantageous, adds
another handle to the photographer's wheel. B. L. Maddox, M.D."

The editorial remarks (in the same number) were as follows, and
show a full appreciation of tlie new method. It must be understood
that Dr. Maddo.x's communication was accompanied by specimens of
hit results.

" The interesting experiments of Dr. R. L. Maddox on gelatino-bromide
emulsion— the notes of which will be found in another column — will

probably have the effect of turning attention to a comparatively neglected
field for experiment with emulsion processes. Dr. Maddox uses a

gelatine collodion—if we may um the term—and in tbi* nupandi Um
finely-divided bromide of silver precipiuto. The eranliion likewii* eon-
tained an excess of nitrate of silver and a Hinall proportion of aqua rrgia
—the latter not being present, however in safBcicnt (luuitity to r«dae«
the nitrate of silver very near to the neutral point. I'laten cost«d with
the emulsion, and the film dried, printed under a n.gative with tolerable
rapidity, the image being invisilile at first, but well brought oat by plain
pyrogallic acid. The necessary density wag obtained by treatment with
fresh pyrogallic acid, and the addition of a little nitrate of silver solution.
Dr. Maddox naed all his films in the dry condition, the gelatine in this
case acting the part of the organifier or preservative, and sealing op the
sensitive silver compound most eflectually—in fact, more completely than
ordinary collodion. We thus appear to have another 'driest- of-the-dry
processes ' at our disposal, capable of yielding plates snpcrior in sensitive-
ness to those afforded by the diiTorent mode of operating referred to in
another place. We venture to hope that some of onr readers who may
have time for experimenting in this direction will take up the line of work
which Dr. Maddox has now relinquished, and, starting with the object of
combining organifier and supporting layer in one, be able to work out a
process even more convenient than any we possess already. Having of
time and labour must always be considered in photographic work, and the
use of the gelatine layer gives some promise of success in the production
of sensitive plates without the washing and preservative coating at present
necessary."

W. Jkboub IlAimisoN, F.GjS.
{To be continued.)

THIBD ANNUAL INTEBNATIONAL AMATEDB PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXHIBITION, 1887.

AWABDS.

Class 7.— 10/., Harry Tolley ; Silver Medal, Surgeon-Major Mantell;
Bronze Medal, George Davison ; Bronze Medal, Miss E. Graham Stone

;

Bronze Medal, Frank Cooper; Conmiended, Messrs. A. James, S. Bonme,
and Hood Daniel.

Cla^s II.—{a) Silver Medal, Captain C. M. Harrison; Bronze Medal,
W. Gaddnm

; {!>) Bronze Medal, H. Harvey-George ; Bronze Medal,
0. S. Foster ; Commended, Messrs. K. Kryzanowski and John Leisk.

CVrtss III.— 51., Lieut. B. B. Croft, R.N. ; Silver Medal, J. T. Hopwood
;

Bronze Medal, A. James ; Bronze Medal, David Lewis ; Bronze Medal
(extra), Sir Robert G. Harvey and Miss ¥. Harvey ; Commended, Messrs.
Francis Ffrench Davis and Captain Brown.

Class IV.—Silver Medal, Rev. F. C. Lambert ; Bronze Medal, Dr. E.
W. Alabone ; Bronze Medal, The Countess Oriola ; Commended, Mr.
Greensill Allen.

Class 1'.—Gold Medal, Howard J. Kennard ; Silver Medal, J. T. Hop-
wood ; Bronze Medal, Dr. Gray ; Bronze Medal, Miss Miles ; Bronze
Medal (extra), Lieut. E. B. Croft ; Commended, Mrs. West.

Class VI.—5/., Ed. A. GoUedge ; SUver Medal, David R. Clark ; Bronze
Medal, H. Harvey-George

; ^ Commended, Messrs. H. J. Tnrney and
Edward Pritchard.

CUiss VII.—S;., Miss C. Wrigley ; Silver Medal, Miss Sullivan; Bronze
Medal, Miss Florence Harvey ; Commended, Miss Joyce Croft and Mrs.
Edward Penton.

Class VIII.—101, George Davison; Gold Medal (withheld); Silver
Medal, C. S. Hoe ; Silver Medal, H. Tolly (for Ok IIw Lnnelij Sliore)

;

Silver Medal (extra). Miss Miles ; Bronze Medal, H. Manfield ; Bronze
Medal, W. H. Banks ; Bronze Medal, Rev. H. B. Hare ; Commended,
Messrs. A. Clarke, H. Harvey-George, and Mr. Brian Hodgson.

Class IX.—101. (withheld) ; Silver Medal, .Surgeon F. N. Puddicombe

;

Silver Medal (extra). Dr. Longfield ; Bronze Medal, Col. L. D. Mackinnon

;

Bronze Medal, Col. Hooper ; Bronze Medal (extra), Lieut. R. C. Tyllier-

Blunt ; Commended, Capt. W. A. Moss.
Class X.—Silver Medal, Cyril S. Cobb ; Bronze Medal, G. Herklots Vos

;

Bronze Medal, C. C. Hughes D'Aeth.

Class AT.— Silver Medal, G. W. Catt ; Silver Medal (withheld);
Bronze Medal, Dr. W. Gray ; Bronze Medal, F. L. Cox.

Class AT/.—Silver Medal, W. L. Carpenter; Bronze Medal, S. F.
Clarke ; Bronze Medal (withheld).

Class XIII 51. (withheld); Silver Medal, W. L. Carpenter;
Bronze Medal, Miss E. Graliam Stone; Bronze Medal, A. J. Barnes.

Class A7K.—Gold Medal, J. T. Hopwood ; Silver -Metlal, W. Adcock

ifor silver print) ; Bronze medal, H. Manfield ; Bronze Medal, J. E,
)umont.

NOTES FROM ABROAD.
{From our Special Correspondent.)

n.

The Royal Obsebvatort at BnussKi.fi.

Before leaving England on a few weeks' tour in Belgium, Germany, and
Holland, I came upon some information collected for these pages daring
a previous visit to Belgium, and afterwards mislaid, so now dear out
those particulars before de«Uing with more recent experiences.
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Since the Eoyal Observatory at Brussels was erected, and fitted up for

the most part with optical and chronomctric apparatus bought in Eng-

land, the then adjacent city has extended itself in all directions, until the

Observatory now finds itself within town limits, an unfavourable position

for any such establishment because of the unequal refraction of the

atmosphere, due to hot air and gases rising from the chimneys of the

houses, and because of the smoke. The latter, however, is not so thick

as in England, because fuel on the Continent generally is burnt in a

more scientific manner, and allowed but in a relatively small degree to

escape as smoke to pollute the air, and to lengthen photographic exposures

in the winter or other seasons. A new Observatory is in course of erection

a few miles out of Brussels, and in due time to it the national astronomical

work will be removed.
In the Brussels Observatory magnetic phenomena are recorded auto-

matically by the aid of photography, as at Kew, so the method requires no

description here. One of the oflicials has taken astronomical photographs

by means of the great equatorial on the premises, and in this matter there

is also nothing scientifically new. The recording of the readings of most

of the meteorological instruments is not, as usual in England, done by

photography, but by the celebrated meteorograph invented by Messrs.

Van Eysselberghe and Schubart, by means of which the indications of

the barometer, thermometer, and several other instruments are automati-

cally recorded every ten minutes, in such a way, that after merely etching

the record any number of copies can be printed off from it in the press.

This is done by coating a thin sheet of brass or copper with a medium
which resists the action of acids, and then fixing the prepared sheet

round a drum, which gives one revolution every ten minutes. By means
of an armature and electro-magnet, a diamond point is brought down
upon the acid-resisting coating at intervals related to the indications

of the various meteorological instruments, this being effected in them
by means of make-and-break contacts ; thus by means of a single

frequently broken line upon the drum, the indications of all the in-

struments are recorded every ten minutes. When the metallic sheet is

full of records it is taken off and etched, and a fresh sheet is put in its place.

In these operations are some which may be of practical use in photo-

graphy, because in various photo-engraving processes it is necessary that

the metal shall be covered with some tough acid-resisting medium, which
shall not splinter under the action of the graver's tool, yet shall give

clean lines. In Van Kysselberghe's meteorograph, it is necessary that this

medium should as nearly as possible reach perfection, because any fault in

it would cancel valuable records, so how it is made will now be set forth.

The metallic sheet is first well polished and cleaned, care being taken

that its whole surface is free from the slightest defect. It is then covered

with an engraver's varnish made in the following manner :

—

Black pitch 1 part.

Burgundy pitch 1 ,,

Asphalte 2 parts.

Virgin wax 2J ,,

The two kinds of pitch are first melted with the wax, then little by
little, in very small portions at a time, the asphalte is added in exceedingly

fine powder, with continued heating and stirring. When the mixing is

thorough, withdraw the vessel from the fire, and before the varnish sets

dissolve it in essence of turj^entine, after which store it in vessels of white
iron. Too much turpentine must not be added, it being necessary that

the varnish should have a certain viscosity.

The following are the operations necessary in varnishing a plate :

—

1. By the aid of a large brush, a thin cold coating of the varnish is

distributed upon the metallic sheet ; this coating must be of equal thick-

ness throughout. If a bad coating be given, it must be removed, and the

operation commenced afresh. The varnish can be wiped off by means of a
ball of cotton wool dipped in essence of turpentine.

2. Shghtly warm the varnished sheet above an alcohol flame, holding
the sheet at about an angle of 45° ; the non-varnished side of the sheet

must be next to the flame.

3. Then slightly blacken the varnished side by moving it above a
smoky flame. This flame may be produced by igniting a little ball of

cotton wool soaked in a mixture of linseed oil and essence of turpentine.

4. Very slightly warm the sheetj while holding it, this time in a
horizontal position, and with its non-varnished side turned towards the
alcohol flame.

The heat should be sufficient to drive off the turpentine in the varnish,
but too much heat must not be applied, or the varnish will be burnt.
Engravers call it "burnt" when it splinters under the graver; it is

necessary that when doing cross-hatching upon the varnish by means of

a needle or other instrument, there shall be no splmtering where the lines

intersect each other.

A varnish may, however, become brittle under the graver owing to low
temperature in the winter ; in such case it contains too much pitch and
asphalte, and the fault may be corrected by adding more wax. Too much
wax makes it too soft. A good varnish does not splinter under the
tool, and at the same time does not adhere to it ; in the latter case, frag-

ments stick to the point of the graver, and fall to powder when they are
taken between the finger and the thumb. It is better that the plates
should be varnished several days before they are required for use.

The lines made by the diamond point in the metal are visible when the
sheet is taken from the drum, but they are not deep enough for engraving.

The sheet after removal is first coated on the back with a quick-drying
black varnish of commerce, one which dries in half an hour at the out-
side ; it is then placed in a large vessel containing a solution of one part
of perchloride of iron in three parts of water. In about ten minutes the
etching is sufficient ; the plate is removed from the bath and washed
instantly in a great quantity of water, then cleaned with cotton soaked in

turpentine. Then it may be sent to a lithographer, who can take from
it a thousand prints or more. When very long numbers are wanted, there
is economy in not doing them all from the plate itself; one good copy should
be taken from it in fatty ink, and this impression should be transferred
to a lithographic stone, from which the actual printing can be done.
Those prints I saw which had been taken by the latter method were
inferior to those which had been taken direct from the metal. The same
bath of perchloride of iron will do to etch fifty plates at least.

It has been said that ten minutes in the etching bath is sufficient, but
if deeper lines are wanted, fifteen or twenty minutes may be allowed, but
in this case it is well to watch the action. In general, when a plate is

plunged in the bath, in one or two minutes the bright lines made by the
diamond are equally tarnished throughout ; if parts remain bright, they
indicate that the diamond did not work with sufficient pressure, or that
the plate had been unequally varnished. In the prolonged action of the
bath, if points become exceptionally grey, the coating of varnish is too

thm, and does not sufilciently resist the action of the liquid upon the
metal. In this case the sheet must be immediately removed and washed
in a great quantity of water. Then, if the general condition of the plate

be satisfactory, do no more to it, but if the etching be not sufficiently

deep, dry it and coat the parts wliich looked grey with a layer of varnish

to preserve them from degradation, then etch the rest of the plate a little

more in the bath.

The chief difficulty of the whole operation consists in getting an even
coat of good varnish, and of the right thickness, upon the plate,

OPINION OF THE LONDON PEESS ON THE PHOTOGPAPHIC
SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

[The Builder.]

The Annual Exhibition of the Photographic Society of Great Britain, at

present open in the rooms of the Society of Water Colours, contains a

good many things that are really worth looking at for their success of

execution or for the beauty of the objects which they represent ; and
though the interest which this exhibition excites is cold indeed compared
with that aroused by the class of exhibitions which we are accustomed to

see in these rooms, the very contrast of feeling naturally suggests some
reflections as to the contrast between these two methods of representation,

the chemical and manual, and what photography can and cannot
accomplish.

The days are long past when photography offered to us as represen-

tations of landscape only some half-intelligible assortments of masses of

dark and light. Comparatively speaking, the advance of late years is

wonderful in this department of photographing, and a good many of the

landscape jihotographs can be really enjoyed for their intrinsic beauty of

representation. In almost all cases, indeed, it would seem that some-
thing is lost ; one point is sacrificed to another, except where the scene

offers special circumstances peculiarly suitable to be dealt with by
photography. A Frosty ]Valk (31), for instance, by Mr. H. Tolley,

represents a phase of nature, the ground whitened by hoar-frost, which
falls in admirably with the special powers and the characteristic tone of

photography. In At Ihim, Derbyshire (52), by the same exhibitor, the

main point in the picture consists in the complex and delicate ramifi-

cations of the boughs and twigs of a bare tree, which form a network
across nearly the whole surface of the picture, leaving the landscape to be
seen through them. The anatomy of the tree, caught in every detail

with the greatest sharpness, is an exquisite object in itself, and it is of

real value in another sense, as a record of natural fact more elaborate

than any painter could emulate by the labour of the eye and hand. Falcon

Crafl, Derwentwaler (235), again, by Mr. T. A. Green, is composed in this

way of a foreground tree—a noble tree—and a distance retiring behind it

;

the distance is beautifully soft, but we fancy something of it has been lost,

and that the softness is really incompleteness ; nevertheless, the result is

beautiful in its way. Mr. Scamell's Cottaiies at Steveiiton (557), with the

minute elaboration of the foliage and the broad mass of white light on
the houses, is a most effective little bit, and here, it will be observed,

there is no distance at all, and this is just one of the scenes in which
photography succeeds best. Mr. Green's Head of Butteriwre (236) is

very soft and aerial in effect, but, as in many of these soft and rather

misty views, the sky is lost, or only seen in faint and uncertain indi-

cations of cloud forms. One must except also the water from the fore-

ground of Cottages at Sleventon—water appears to be in every case and
under all circumstances a failure in photography. We have not found

one successful example in this collection. Smooth water, giving much
reflected light, becomes woolly in texture and loses all hint of water

;

rough water looks only like a dry, wrinkled surface. Instantaneous

renderings of breaking waves or surf, as in A Ground Swell (4C2), by Mr.

W. P. Marsh, show the sensitiveness of the modern plate, which can

catch a wave actually on the curl, but as a representation of water it ia
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valueless, almost disagreeable to look at, except solely as a business

record of facts of form which a sea-pniuter way perhaps find useful to

refer to. Among other lamlscapo subjects which are successful may be

mentioned the two platinotype photographs Uii the Thame* (425), ex-

liibited by the School of Military Engineering, the lower plate especially

;

two by Mr. F. M. Sutcliffe (548, 549), the first a fine little scene carefully

chosen for effect—two trees on a ridge of down near the foreground, and
a cloudy evening sky beliind—a photograph into which something like

poetic feeling has been conveyed; View of Moel U'yn from Festiiiioi/

(535), by Mr. C. E. Neshaiu, in which the large extent and aerial per-

spective of the hills is finely reproduced, though the sky seems to have
been lost ; The Lea at Ware (552), by Mr. Edgar Clifton, a carefully

chosen subject, with an old barge in the foreground—artistic feeling is

shown here in tlie choice of subject and point of view at all events

;

Vunbue Castle (219), by Mr. Vernon Heath, of which the same may be

said; and Carolliiiii, by Mr. H. P. Kobinson (40), a landscape with two
figures walking through fields, in which the landscape has really the

softness and distance of a water-colour painting, but we imagine this has
been touched upon and is not pure photographic work.
The figures in this last, however, jar upon the sentiment of the scene

;

they are supposed to be two rustic women singing as they go through

the field. Mr. Thome Waite or Mr. Tom Lloyd would have made a

couple of expressive figures of them, in harmony with the feeling of the

landscape ; here we are brought down to the plain prose of commonplace
everyday life, and the result is a total failure. The study of this and of

a good many other photographic subjects compiled with similar aims is

very instructive. It shows what we owe to art and artists in the pro-

duction of the rustic idylls which form such a prominent and such a

generally beautiful portion of our water-colour exhibitions. The photo-

graphers are very fond of trying to do the same thing, and the failure, in

most instances, where the picture is simply a direct chemical transcript

from nature, is complete, and in many cases almost ludicrous. A Pretty

llop-picker (63) seated on a stile is not pretty a bit; her face is a dead,

dull blank. Mr. J. Gale shows some cottage or rural scenes with figures,

the most successful being Saturday Afternoon (241)), where he has been

rather fortunate in his figures, and the broad mass of light on the

white cottage is a good piece of effect. In others, such as Too
Wet for the Woods To-day (245), the figures of an old woman leaning

over the gate and a man coming up to it are simply vulgar. We can
fancy what Mrs. AUingham would have made of them ; and the same
thought occurs in reference to .S'(. Catharine's Hill, (luildford (61), a

charming nook of landscape with a little girl seated in the midst of it

just in the spot where " the figure" is wanted—it is all right so far, but

the common, inexpressive countenance of the child spoils it ; the artist's

hand was wanting. So again in The Secret (553), by Mrs. Payne, a

little girl and boy ; a charming expression has been caught in the former,

but the boy's face looks dull and sulky. Photography, in fact, gives in

general the commonest and poorest expression of the countenance ; the

artist seeks out and gives the best expression ; and there is a gulf

between photography and art, or at least a part of it, for the still greater

and essential distinction lies in the delight we all find in creating ourselves,

or in studying the creations of others. Photography merely copies ; the

artist—even the moat nommally realistic artist—does far more than

copy, and nowhere can this distinction be more clearly seen or more
strongly felt than in studying the efforts of photographers to produce

pictures of human life. Home, sweet Home (41), an interior by Mr.

Lyddell Sawyer, is another, we might almost say flagrant, example ; the

little bunched-up figure of the child held up in its father's arms is capital,

and would be worth the attention of a painter, but the figures and phy-

siognomies of the parents reduce the whole thing to sheer vulgarity.

Among really successful figure scenes we may, however, mention the

little sleeping child. Tired Out (482), by Mr. E. W. Kobinson, a perfect

little picture just as it is.

In what has been with the public the great and popular function of

photography, the taking of portraits pure and simple, there are some
brilliant successes. Among these the three Studies by Mr. McLeish
(292) are admirable ; the photographer has been fortunate in his sub-

jects, but he has also known how to light the profile portrait of the

beautiful young girl on the right so as to give the most brilliant and
striking effect to it. A medal has been awarded to another series of large

portraits by Mr. W. J. Byrne (283), but from the artist's point of view

these are not so good as No. 292, and in particular in the centre figure

of the girl's head, nearly life-size, the modelling of the mouth has been

quite lost.

As on former occasions, architecture, which of all classes of subject

lends itself best to photography and loses least by any defects of the

process, is the least represented of any class of subject. There is a fine

and remarkably sharp view of St, Paul's Cathedral (20) by Mr. J. Brace-

bridge HikUtch, which, considering that it is an enlargement from the

original negative, is a triumph of clear definition. It has been touched

upon here and there with wliite for high lights, but so obviously as not to

constitute any deception. Mr. Richard Keene shows some Interiors of

Osmaston Manor (4) ; Mr. W. Webster some interiors of Eaton Hall (21),

Mr. Salmon has some good photographs from .S'(. Bartholomew's and
other City churches, Mr. T. M. Browning gives a good view of the Ponte

Vecchio at Florence, and Mr. Bedford Lemere has been successful in pro-

ducing some very elaborate interior detail from rooms in Beau Manor (92).

Perbapa the moat rtmarluble o( all tha arcbitaotani photographa for

sharpness of definition are the two by Mr. Mold, of interiorit of .S'(. Uary'i
Church, Jtanbury (189 and 432), a clasdic interior which appears to have
undergone recent decoration. Considering the diflflcultiei in regard to

light in interion), these may be called extraordinarily snocessful. Bat wa
should recommend the Society to pay more attention to architactoral

photography, especially of ancient works, in their exhibitions : there ia no
class of subject in which their work can show to more advaDtage or ba of

more value.

Among the curiosities of the Exhibition is an architectural curiosity

also, a photograph of a real contem]>orary series of lake dwellings, in foil

occupation, at Tupuselai, in New Uuinea (404). Any architect visiting

the exhibition would find it worth while to look at this. There ara

various photographs of flashes of lightning (but these are getting common
now)

;
photo-micrographs of minute objects from plant and insect life by

Mr. F. H. Evans, for which the exhibitor has received a medal ; the pho-

tograph of the claws of the house-spider, magnified 240 times, is one of

the most remarkable and successful of these. Mr. O. W. Webster haa

somehow succeeded in photographing a couple of skylarks and their nest,

the one bird on the ground, the other just hovering down : how he
managed to get so close to the birds as to secure the photograph without

frightening them away is the marvel ; but the bird in flight illustrates

one of the weak points of instantaneous photography : the bird's wings

seem stationary, just as in the case of the instantaneous photograph of

an express train which we noticed on another occasion : all idea of motion

ia taken away, wheels and wings alike are stopped dead. Mr. Sidney

Tebbutt shows a photograph taken on a moonlight night in Saxony

—

" full moon and cloudless sky, exposure three hours, from ten p.m. to one

a.m.;" but here again photography fails—it conveys no idea of moon-
light ; the lens, in fact, sees more than the human eye can, and as we
mentally refer to our experience from actual vision, the photographio

result appears false, though, in a scientific sense, it may be true enough.

On the whole, the more we study photography, the more we feel how far

removed is real art from mere imitation of nature ; how much of the

pleasure we derive from painting springs really, unknown perhaps either

to spectator or artist, from the expression of the artist's own mental

mood, and that sympathetic response to it in the mind of the spectator,

which mere photographic reproduction is powerless either to express for

the one or to awaken in the other.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOB PATENTS.
No. 14,112.—"An Improvement in the Means or Apimratus for Washing
Photographic Negative.^ and Prints. " \V. A. M. Brown.—Z)aferf October 18,

1887.

No. 14,171.—" Magic Lantern Slide Stages and Carriers." J. H. Stewabd.
—Dated October 19, 1887.

iHeetinuiS of aoctett>)Sa

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.

Dat« ol XatUng.

^ovembior 1

1

2
2

,•!

3
3
3
8
4
4

Ham« of Society.

Carlisle and Conuty
Glo^t^op Dale '.

North London
Sheffield „
Sutton
Faisler
HolniHrth
Coventry and Midland
Bolton Club
Edinburgh Photo. Society
North Staffordshire
Photographic Club
Bolton Pnotographio Society ...

Dundee and Bast of Scotland ...

OUugow Photo. Association
Leeds
London and Provincial
Halifax Photographic Society...

Yorkshire College

PbMotllntlBf.

Society's Rms.,Norfolk-aq.,aioaop
HyddeltonHaU,Upper.<t..I>Ungton
Uasonic Hall, Surrey-street.

Society's Booms, 18, High-street.

Coventry Dispensary.
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.

Hall. 20, George-street, Kdinbnrgh.

Hechamcs' Institute, Hanley.
Anderton'a Hotel, Fleet.»treet, K.O.

Lamb's Hotel, Beform-st., Duwlae.
PhiloM>phicaiaoc.Bms.,a07,Batli-at.

PhiloMphioal Hall, Leeds.
Mason's Hall, Bwilnghall-street.

M. Manley't, Bamm Top.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OP GREAT BRITAIN.

Last Tuesday night, at a meeting of the alwve Society, held at 6a, Pall Mall

East, London, Mr. T. Sebastian Davis presided.

Various manufacturers explained the detoils of their anparatus on view at

the Exhibition, many of which details would not be explicable in pnnt without

tlic aid of engravings.

Mr. T. Samuels demonstrated the working of his portable camera, as lUrcarty

describeil in these pages. It weighs four iwiinda thirteen ounces when chargeil

with twelve 5x4 platee. He had not found any uncertainty in the action of

changing the plates. ,,..,.,
Mr. \V. F. boNKix explained the action of an indicator he had attacliwl to

Mr. Sanmels's camera. Ho had found that the indianibbcr bag wm not light-

tight, neither was another hag which had been supplied to Uiui, consequcnUy

the plate^i were fogged.
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Mr. Samuf.ls said that the latter experience was exceptional. He then

exhibiteil his photographic tents.

Mr. W. H. Walkkr tlescribeJ the new Eastman's roller slide. He had
found that for English-made cameras a wooden was better than a metallic

frame in the construction of tlie slide. The slide contained apparatus for

keeping the paper in a state of <lerinite tension, a principle which Messrs.

Eastman were the first to introduce ; otherwise at the points of suspension,

when the paper expands and contracts with hygromctric changes, the paper

will fog on development, though it may never have been exposed to light.

This keeping the paper constantly In a state of equal tension is a most important

thing in a roller .slide. Out of sixty thousand amateurs iu the United States he

had never found one who preferred a hinged shutter to one which can be wholly

withdrawn from the slide, though some objection to the latter was now and
then expre,ssed in England, perhaps from want of sufliciently long experience

in the use of the American system. In .some of their new slides enough paper

for forty-eight exposures could be enclosed if the purcliaser so desired. Per-

forators were not necessary ; there was no safer method than to cut off by the

aid of measurement each length exposed.

Mr. J. R. Gotz exhibited his camera and view meter ; tiie camera back had
an improveil swing motion, and the whole instrument was so made as to permit

the obtaining of an extremely long or extremely short focus without any pro-

jecting parts being in the way. He also exhibited an improved shutter.

Mr. C. G. Collins exhibited a whole-plate camera with a novel front and a

bellows which would rise and fall with the lens ; he explained other points of

detail. He al.so exhibited an adjustable bamboo .stand and his detective camera.

Mr. How.\RU exhibited Mr. W. Tylar's double band sliutter and explained

its action. He also exhibited Messrs. Arundel & Mai'shall's plate boxes cou-

t.aining metal grooves covered with paper.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor asked what was the special poiut of novelty ;
plate

boxes with metal grooves had been used years ago.

Mr. S. G. B. WOLLASTON had seen boxes with metal grooves covered with
paper fourteen years ago.

Mr. A. Mackik wished to know on what grounds a medal Invd been awarded
for the boxes ; the same firm had before exhibited nuich the same thing in

public.

Mr. W. M. AsHMA'S saw no points of novelty in the exhibit.

The Chairman said that the iiap over the top and the interior ends of the

box tumin" down to give power of greater gi'ip of the plate were most useful.

Messrs. Watson & Sous' representative exhibited a detective camera, a trans-

lucent measuring glass, a cyclists' staml, and some metallic measuring dishes.

Mr. Lezard exhibited liis photochronoscopes for recording the times of expo-

sures, the length of which could be indicated by means of the instrument and
at the will of the operator.

Mr. Howard exhibited Mr. McKellen's camera.
General Preston complained that it was an injustice to country members who

came up to towu that apparatus announced to be described upon a particular

night was not all described in consequence of other business earlier in the
evening trenching upon the time of the meeting.

A vote of tlianks was passed to those who had exhibited apparatus.

CAMERA CLUB.

ThprsdaT, October 20, was the monthly lantern evening, and an excellent

selection of .slides was exhibited to a large company of members and friends

numbering considerably over fifty.

Tlie cliief item of the evening consisted of a set of transparencies by Mr. "W.

Brooks, of Reigate, of interior and exterior views of Windsor Castle. Some of

these were very fine both in tone, detail, and prospective effect.

Other slides were shown, including many from negatives taken on Club

excursions by the Rev. — Fison, and Messrs. Barclay, Ferrero, and Howlett.

The lanteni was worked by Messrs. l^yonel Clark and Gifford.

On Tliursday, November 3, the subject is IiUcnsifijlng Gelatine Xefialives

irilh Mercury followed hy fkhlip2)e's .Salt, to be treated of and demonstrated

by Mr. W. E. Debenham, at eight p.m.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION,

On Thursday night, October 20, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. A. Haddon
presided,

Mr. H. W. G. Fisher exhiliited the Welsbach light, which has already been
fully described in these pages.

Mr. W. H. Prestwich had tried the light in his own home, and found the
mantle to exhibit signs of decay four nights after purchase ; in no very long

time it was completely blown to pieces. He had been lighting the burner from
the top of the lanq) glass.

Mr. Fisher thought that l)y lighting the gas from tlie top of the glass

instead of from tlie bottom Mr. Prestwich had produced small explosions of

mixed air and gas which ha<l blown the mantle to pieces. Mr. Winter, who
was then present, had been using the light for three mouths, and couM testify

that the mantles were as good as at first. The gas consumed by each Welsbach
burner averagwl two ami a half feet per hour, and was never more than two
and three-quarter feet. The one on the table before tlicm was then burning
two feet per hour and giving tlie light of twenty candles. A Bray's burner,
which he had selected hajdiazard from those in use in the room, burnt exactly
five feet per hour, as tested by the same gauge.

Mr. A. Cowan stated that he had brought some plates with him which at a

distance of eight feet from a No. 4 Bray's bunier, and with an exposure of
sixty seconds, gave a faint twenty under Warnerke's sensitometer screen. He
then made .some experiments in the room with these jilates at the same dis-

tance, first employing the Welsbacli light, burning two feet per hour, and
afterwards the Bray's burner light consuming five feel of gas per hour ; the
former gave twenty-three on the sensitometer and the latter nineteen.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington said that the experiment proved that the Welsbach
light had two and a half times more photographic power than the flame of the
Bray's bunier.

The Chairman added that for equal consumption of g.as the Welsbach light
had five times more power.

Mr. SriNKS, of Brighton, exhibited a Sargeant's shutter which he said worked
well.

The Chairman said that it and Grimston's shutter were made upon a prin-
ciple introduced long ago from Russia by Mr. Wanierkc.

Mr. A. L. Henderson liad been testing the dry plates of the United King-
dom Company and found them to give sixteen on the sensitometer.

_
Mr. Fisher then sat for his jwrtrait at a distance of about one yard from the

single Welsbach light. Mr. Henderson exposed a half-plate in the camera for
sixty seconds ; the plate was one of a batch which gave twenty-two with
Warnerke's sensitometer ; on development Mr. Fisher's face came out jiretty
well, but not the dark parts of the subject. Several other plates were exposed
upon the same sitter by various operators and the plates taken home to develop.

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

At the meeting held on Tuesday, October 18, at Myddelton Hall, Islington, N.,

Mr. J. Traill Taylor, President, in the cliair, Messrs. F. Dunsterville and E. W.
Parfitt were elected members of the Society.

Mr. A. Mackie gave a demoiistriition of the method of ju'eparing and
developing colloilio-bromide emulsion iilates. In the course of his remarks he

said the glass plates, after having lioen thoroughly cleaned, required some
treatment to prevent the film slipping. A coating of thin indiarubber solution

or even an edging of the same was effective, as was .ilso a dusting of French

ehalk well polislied ofi'; Init the method he recommended was a modification

of that ])ublished liy Mr. J. B. B. Wellington. It consisted simply in im-

mersing the cleaned plates in a very hot solution of gelatine containing about

twenty grains to tlie pint and drying with a clean cloth. Tlie plates were

coated with tlie emulsion by pouring it on exactly as, in the wet plate process,

the plates were coated with collodion ; but he advised that the surplus should

not be returned to the stock, but sliould be received into a separate bottle, as

by this jilan spots in the ]dates due to dust were in a gi-cat measure avoided.

Tlie exposure for contact printing would be about twenty to forty seconds

when a gas flame was used, but he preferred to use magnesium ribljon, a half-

inch to one inch of whicli burned a foot from the negative would be found

snificicnt. The develojiment was preferably by alkaline pyro, and either liquid

ammonia or the carbou.ate of ammonia, potash, or soda, might be employed,

the proportion being suitably adjusted. The following formula; would all be

found to work well ;

—

or.

Liquid ammonia 2 minims

Carbonate of ammonia Iti grains

Carl)onate of potash 21 ,,

Carbonate of soda 40 ,

,

With 8 grains of pyro,

i grains of bromide of

ammonium, and with
sulphite of soila, if

preferred, to the ounce
of developer.

Tlie colour of the image was somewliat dependent upon the alkali employed,

but to a greater extent was controlled by the amount of the exposure, a full

exposure being necessary to obtain a warm tone, and witli a tliin negative it

was advisable to increase the pyro. Heibre development the plate should be

flooded with methylated spirit ami tlieu washed until water would How over its

surface without streaky lines. A disli might be used for tlie development, but

was not necessary, and the plate might be developed in the hand in the same

manner as a wet plate. Speaking of tlie advantages of collodion over gelatine

for transparencies, Mr. Mackie referred to the ai)sence of any requirement for

special apparatus for drying the plates, which would dry spontaneously in a

few hours in an ordinary wood grooved plate box. By applying heat, however,

the drying need not take more than a few niiuute.s, and lie claimed that it was

quite possible to prepare a plate, expose, develop, fix, wash, dry, and bind it,

so as to make a complete lanteni slide, in a quarter of an hour. The whole of

the operations were successfully performed at the table aud the resulting slide

afterwards passed through the lantern.

Mr. J. Nesbit tlien described the apjiaratus he used for reducing to lanteni

size from larger negatives, which was so arranged that the negative might be

shifted so as to bring any part of it ojiposite the lens. The illumination was

olitaineil by pointing the apparatus to tlie sky, but a reflector at an angle of

forty-five degrees might also be used. In reply to a ijuestion, Mr. Nesbit said

that no light except that passing tlirough the negative should be allowed to

reach the lens.

The nomination of officers for the ensuing year then took place, after which

the lantern was set up and a large number of slides exhibited.

The next meeting will be on 'Tnesday, November 1, and will Ix; the .annual

general meeting.

NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual fortnightly meeting of this Society was held .at the Greyhound
Hotel, Dulwich, oil Wednesday evening, October 19,—Mr. Yates in the chair.

Mr. W. H. Baldwin and D. Williams were elected members.
Mr. J. Thomson, F.R.G.S., gave a lecture on I'lie Use and Abuse of Photo-

(jra2>hie Lenses. Beginning with a general survey of the origin of lenses, Mr.

Thomson described the properties of their various forms from the pinhole to

the most recent patterns. When treating of wide-angle lenses the lecturer

pointed out where this form could be used without destroying pictorial eflfect

in the resulting picture. Mr. Thomson showed how the to]>ographical value of

pictures, especially of new countries, was entirely destroyed by the use of a

lens of au angle widely differing from the human eye. The lecturer concluded

liy treating of the best form of lens for enlarging purposes.

A vote of tlianks was accorded to Mr. Tliomson for his lecture.

At tlie next meeting, on Noveml)er 2, a paper will be read by Mr. Herbert

St.arncs on The I'ermmu-ncc of Different Varieties of Pholoffraphic Prints.

Visitors desirous of being present will kindly communicate with the Hon,

Secretary, Mr. Harold Benier, 88, Norwood-road, S.E.
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BRISTOL CAMERA SOCIETY.
TilK first meeting of the winter session of tlio alx)vc Society wns lielil nt tlio
University College on Tluirsilay, the 13th instant,—Dr. Arthur Richardson in
the eliair.

The lirst business of tlie evening was the election of tlie following members •

—Mr. J. U. Brock, Rev. H. 0. Coote, Mr. J. Cartlidgc, Dr. D. S. Davies,
Mes.srs. A. Keitch, Percy Lewis, J. W. Munro, K C. Newick, ami H. T.
Rudge.

After which the CirAiRMAN proceeded to make some remarks in reference
to the Society and i)liotograpliic matters generally. He considered members
of sHch a Society were placed in an advantageous position, having the oppor-
tunity of studying various subiects bearing upon the art in conjunction with
their fellow members, by which means they were likely to gain more know-
ledge than by in<Ii\idual efforts and research. The aim of a photographic
society, he maintained, should be to investigate, and he wouhf remind his
hearers of the ample field in which to labour. Chemists are at present un-
decided as to whether the image formed by the action of light is built up of
particles of metallic silver or a subchloride of silver. Hero was scope for
mvestigation. He would also like to direct their attention to orthochromatic
processes, which, when jwrfected, he considered would be a step in the right
direction, ina'imuch as it would give better proportion to various colours and
enable us to form a more correct idea of their relative intensities. Our idea
should Iw to have an intelligent understanding of the theory of different pro-
cesses employed and a reason for results obtained. He should like to know if

any of tlio members present had tried the experiment of exposing a piece of
plain gl.iss in the camera to an object and developing the image by means of
breathing on the same, as in the case of exposed carlxm tissue.

In compliance with the request of the Council, a large number of prints, the
result of the siiinmcr's work, were handed round for inspection and criticism,
and much useful information wa.s elicited.

The meeting terminated witli a vote of thanks to the Chainuan.

BURY PHOTOGRAPHIC AND ARTS CLUB.
Thk annual meeting of the above Club was held on Wednesday, October 19, at
the Temperance Hall,—The President, Mr. F. W. Livsey, in the chair.

There was a large attendance of members, which proved the interest .shown
In the Club, and impressed upon the Council the necessity of providing larger
rooms.
The following gentlemen were then electeil as officers for the ensuing year :—

President : Mr. F. Cooper.— Vic^-/'residents : Messrs. W. S. Barlow and E. W.
Mellor.

—

Council; Messrs. H. M. Dearden, C. H. Opensliaw, R. Grundy, jun.,

A. Taylor, and W. Booth.

—

Hon. Secretary: Mr. F. W. Livsey.

—

Assistant
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer : Mr. R. Grundy, sen.

—

A xuiitors : Messrs. J.
Newbold .and K. Wood.
Votes of thanks were passed to the retiring ofTicers.

The members then resolved to hold an Kxhibition and soiree in the early
spring.

4

—•

—

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
'I'o the Editoes.

OsTHTL-B-itES,—Apropos of your reference in last week's iasne to the
World's critique on the present Exhibition in Pall Mall, I should like to
ask, as a member of some years, how the Society came to accept and
hang— to say notliing of giving them a medal—the pictures referred to by
the yVorld as having been for months used for advertising purposes ?

I was under the impression that one condition of entry to the Pall

, .,
?'''"'''''°° ""^ ''"»'' the picture should never previously have been

exhibited in London. At any rate, I know a few years ago that was the
reason put forward semi-oflicially for not awardmg a medal to a well-known
professional exliibitor—one of the pictures in his frame had been exiwsed
for sale at the art publishers'. Wliat, then, has occurred to alter the
minds of the erratic directors of the " poor old parent" sufficiently to
induce them to admit and medal a series of pictures that have graced
the Strand and other public-house windows for months past?—I am,
jours, &o., A Member.

»

PHOTO-MICROGRAPHS AT PALL MALL.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen-,—There is no objection to Mr. Erana " cracking up " his
own work, and pointing out the excellencies and difficulties which it

apiiears critics have failed to observe in his exhibits at Pall Mall, so long
as his modesty does not stand in his light and he can persuade you to
print his letters. To all this there can be no objection, and I raise none.
But surely it is unkind and unjust to be-little my poor productions by
comparison with Mr. Evans's own feats, his "artistic and natural effects
in illumination and great depth of focus, that elicited the very high
praise " to which we are referred in tlie Journal of the Royal Micro-
teopical Society and the Photoqraphic Year-booh, chapter and verse being
freely quoted. Is it noble of Mr. Evans to allow his " extra deep objects,
such as polycistina—opaque—taken with the one-inch 0. G." to bully my
miserable little organisms, some less than ^J^jth of an inch in diameter?
It IS all very fine to interlard criticisms with epithets such as "beautiful,"
" exquisite," and " artistic ; " Mr. Evans's intention is plainly to make my
work suffer by comparison not only with his own, but with that of Dr.
Crookshank, who is, I understand, one of the most expert bacteriologists
now alive, but who never within my knowledge showed any of his results

at any photographio exhibition, and so shonld not bo broaght iato ori-
dcnco to annihilate me or Mr. Evans's misgaidcd critici. Doea it not
occur to Mr. Evans that his " faint praise," if not sctoal irtricturtw, will
tend seriously to discourage a struggling disciple who five months ago had
never seen an O. ( i. of higher power than a quarter of an inch, and did not
precisely know the meaning of homogeneous immeraioD, who Barer h«d
heard of a paraboloid, nor ever attempted to tiae a polarieei two roonthi
ago ? I ask if most people in my present lad position wonld not be in-
clined to make a bonfire of the camera and send the objoctirea to the
nearest pawnshop 7 As Mr. Evans is strong, oh, let him be meicifol I

The worm, however, will turn sometimes, and, with yoor permissioD,
I will attempt to palliate my offence in having dared to exhibit micro-
organisms, in which Mr. Evans takes no interest, and which Mr. Evans
considers to " have no structure to pay for care in delineation," and no
value " therapeutically " or pathologically. Pastetir, tale Mr. Evans, is

past his zenith (in the 'evans I suppose), Klein is on the de-clein, Crook-
shank is a lean and slippered pantaloon, and should be written " Crook-
ed-shanks," Maddox has been inoculated from a Mad-dog. " Theorisia,"
says Mr. Evans, " are already decrying the value of Pastetir's prooessea
and supposed results." If careful experiment and close reasoning can
prove anything at all it is clearly proved that certain micro-organisms
liave pathological value, but, grantmg that Mr. Kvans is right, and the
men I have named all drivellers, what has this to do with my photo-
graphs ? I have made no assertion about bacteria, I only exhibited my
attempts to photograph certain objects, and I never asked any one to
believe my photographs represented " the living originals." I have not
examined Mx. Evans's wonderful exhibits, but I shall do so when I get a
chance with immense interest now, as I am botmd to infer, first, that they
are truthful renderings of "the living originals," and, second, that Mr.
Evans has overcome the great crux of "focussing all planes with eiiual
sharpness, even in extra deep objects." This, he says, was his aim, and
as he considers his critics unkind I suppose he claims to have overcome
his crux as far as possible ; how far it is possible to show " widely diver-
gent planes in focus together " is a matter worthy of some consideration.
Perhaps Mr. W. E. Debenham will "favour the company witli a sen-
timent."
Mr. Evans further seems inclined to cavil at my exhibits bocaase

"none but actual students and workers can at all appreciate (I don't mean
enjoy) them at their real value." In the first place, I did not exhibit my
micrographs with any expectation that persons ignorant of their nature
would appreciate or enjoy them, nor do I see any necessity for any such
consideration on exhibitors' part. In the second place, the same objec-
tion appears to hold equally good with Mr. Evans's own exhibits at Pa
Mall ; so far as we have any means of judging nobody except the jurors
have either appreciated or enjoyed them. I do not venture to criticise

Mr. Evans's exhibits, not having seen them except for a moment by chant e
but I hope in a short time to have the advantage of a close stuily of his

photographs of "rare and beautiful objects." Mr. Evans makes great
capital out of the difficulty and rarity of dark-ground illumination. I
know nothing of its rarity, but I venture to deny the difficulty with a
paraboloid or spot lens. I have done only a few dark grounds, but I

found very little difficulty in producing what appeared to my untutored
mind respectable representations of the objects I tackled. The use of

polarised light I do find somewhat puzzling, but Mr. Evans has probably
mastered that difficulty, as he does not mention it.

"Mr Pringle's beautiful photographs charmed me most as specimens
of exquisite decorative designs." In spite of the " beautiful " and " ex-
quisite " this is evidently not intended as a compliment to what were
shown as purely scientific photographs ; in fact, it is pretty straight con-
demnation of my work as scientific or useful. But what a liappy vein of

thought it opens! Bacteria micrographs as decorative designs! My
fortune is made ! I shall at once call on Mr. Maple, the popular house
decorator, and submit to him a selection of my designs for decorative

purposes. A wall paper of Gladothrix dichotoma pattern, or of gold
picked out with Micrococcua tetragonus would indeed be " exquisite " and
original. Micrococcus crepusculum would bo suitable for a dining room,
and every aristocratic house would have, not its " red " or " blue " room,
but its Colmia rosco-persicina chamber. Teacups might be adorned with
a sprig of Saccharomyces glutinis and a neatly inserted Bacterium luctit,

while the cosy would appropriately be sewed in zooglaia of Spirilla at-

tenuata (warming). Mr. Culleton might also secure my services for his

search after armorial bearings. I could at least suggest some new es-

cutcheons : " On argent field three Spirilla undula rampant, with the

device, ' Thereby hangs a tail.' " As Mr. Evans does not believe in bac-

teria I cannot find bacteriological bearings for iiim, but I would suggest

as a motto :
" Wha daur medal wi' me ?"

Enough, however, of this fooling. I do not see that Mr. Evans has in

the very least exalted the public opinion of his exhibits by his depreciation

of mine. Perhaps the reverse is the case. If I coiuider, after seeing

Mr. Evans's work, that it calls for any special eulogy, I may as]( yon to

publish my " coals of fire
; " if not, the matter may be different. Mean-

time I protest against one thing which Mr. Evans does, viis., frightening

people by bogus difficulties ; and I guess your readers will join with me
in deprecating another thing, viz., venting spleen in your columns against

other journals and on unoffending persons.

My exhibited prints were among my earliest attempts in their line—in

photo-micrography, indeed, I never expected an award for them, I do not
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Bay they are the best ever done, and next year, in spite of Mr. Evans's
discouragement and unbelief, I hope to show some bacteriographs botli

bigger and better.—I am, yours, &c.,

A.NDBEw Pbingle, B.D. (Bacteriological Decorator).

ADHESION OF FILMS.
To the Editoks.

Gektlemen,—In reference to the article on Removing an adherinr) paper

nefiatire from, its support, perhaps the relation of my experience may be

of service.

For a long time past I have used none but Eastman's paper negatives.

I often, for the amusement of experimenting, do not follow— at least

entirely— the directions given, and the following is my mode of pro-

cedure. After fixing, I thoroughly wash under a high-pressure tap, drain

until water on negative ceases to drop, and then put it into methylated
spirit. As I have written you before, this unmistakably clears the

negative. After remaining in the spirit from three to five minutes, take

it out and lay it at once down on a thin sheet of polished vulcanite. If

the vulcanite has been used before, give it a rub with an old cambric
liandkerchief. When the negative is down on the vulcanite, put a double

piece of blotting-paper over it, and roll it down with a common ruler. It

will have a somewhat mottled appearance for a few moments, but rapidly

get quite evenly white. Either let it stand against the wall till you want
it, or at once, if you please, hold it over a paraffin lamp, first one side

and then the other, and with some patience it will begin to loosen at one
edge or corner and gradually come off, but don't pull it.

However, I find that all this can be saved, and after washing, by
hanging the negative up by two pins— one in each corner— against a
shelf, and letting it dry spontaneously, afterwards putting it under a lever

copying press, you can get it quite flat after twelve hours' pressure, but you
may print from it at once, and the pressure in the printing frame will go a
long way to flatten it, especially if printed as I always print my paper
negatives—in the sun.
While writing may I say I am glad to see in the "Answers to Corres-

pondents " that there is to be an article on Hydrokinone in the Almanac ?

I hope to learn something from it, although, as I am very successful with
my one solution developer—-proportion one to sixteen— I don't know
what I want more.^ Can you tell me the formula for meta-bisulphite
potash ?

I see in Cliambers's Journal that the manufacture of soda and potash,
especially the latter, is made much cheaper. If it reduces the price of

hyposulphite potash to even double the price of hyposoda, photographers
will not be long in finding out how much better the former is than the
latter for fixing.—I am, yours, &c., W. T. F. M. Inoall.

Greenhithc, Kent, October 20, 1887.

sanstoers to Correspontrcntu.

Photooraphs Registered ;—
A. Hill, Stonehouse, Devon.

—

Three 2>kotogr(i}}he of Sir J. Puleitoni Af.P. for the
Borough of DcVoiijioi'f.

J. Smith (Burtoii-oii-Trent).—Size the pictures.

C. Banvard.—Tlie Exhibition closes on November 14.

A. A. A.-—All the lenses mentioned are con.structe(l on the same principle.

Haslby.—There is no work on the subject publisliej. See leader in another
column.

T.W.—Eau de Javelle is far preferable to the zinc salts, as it leaves no
insoluble compound behind.

J. WouMALD.—Something is wrong either with the acid or the litmus paper

—

probably tlie former. Get a fresh supply.

T. E. Watson.—Paper the side and front walls with a pale neutral-toned paper
in preference to wliitewashing them. An ordiuary room jiaper witli a neat
pattern wliich is not too dark wUl answer the purpose.

AJ AX.—For the purpose mentioned we, were we in your place, would select a
single achromatic landscape lens of about thirty iuclies focus. If the lens hi
of a very pronounced meniscus type one of shorter focus will cover tlie j)Iate

(juite well. I'rovision will have to be made in the camera for swinging back
the top of the sround-glass else will not foreground objects be in focus.

A. Courtney.—In all probability the albumen on the paper you have employed
was coagulated, hence the ink has adhered to all portions alike. For making
transfers for plioto-Iithogi-aphy the albumen must not be coagulateii, other-
wise, as in your case, the ink cannot be washed away from those parts upon
which the light has not acted. It is not usual to coagulate the albumen on
commercLil papers nowadays.

C. H. L.—1. The only preparation the glass requires is to make it chemically
clean. Nitric acid is very commonly used for the purpo.se. If you follow
either of the receipts given in the Almanac you ought to succeed.—2. If the
residues only contained sixpennyworth of silver no more could he recovered.
"About three-quarters of a pound of paper cuttings" if reduced to ashes
would not amount to much. The small amount charged by the refiner couhl
not have paid him, we should thuik. In future it will be better to burn the
paper yourself and assay the ashes before sending them away. This plan of
proceeding will be more satisfactory to yountelf and also to the refiner.

J. E. GowKU says :
" I have used ordinary diy cake water colours for spotting

some prints ; will they stand burnishing without the spots being in any way
moved ? In the ordinary way I do not hurnisli my prints, so do not know
anything about the proper sorts of paints to use."—The best plan will be to
try the experiment. Some colours will adhere and others will not. If it be
found that the colour comes off in the burnishing we should recommend our
corresjiondent to mix them with albumen.

Old Pai'EK writes :
" I liave recently had given to me a qutiutity of i>hoto-

graphic material amongst which are several quires of albumenised paper. As
I know this is verj' old (some of it probably twenty years, none less than
ten), and as I wish to print a large number of negatives, will you kindly
inform me if the resulting prints may be made better than they otherwise
would be by any variation from the usual method of treatment in their pro-
duction?"—If the paper has been kei)t in a dry place it will probably be
none the worse for the keeping, but if it has been allowed to get ilanip it

may be next to worthless. If the paper does not work properly our cor-

respondent should send one or two jirints for us to see. We may, however,
mention tliat paper albumenised twenty years ago was usually more highly

salted than modem ones, consequently a stronger sensitising bath will be
required.

Peri'LKXED writes : "My studio is blinded with white blinds, and I get very
nice soft negatives, but I am very much troubled with the light in the eyes

being all wrong and much too strong. I suspect it is owing to light coming
through the blinds from a source different tlian through the open Ijlinds.

Can you tell me through your columns if this is so ? also, what colour of

blind you would recommend me to use, as I contemplate blinding my studio

anew ? Also, if you think green a suitable colour, as I think it would be
pleasant to the eye. I find great difliculty in getting blind cloth to buy with
a soft texture ; I have written for samples to several firms, and they are all

too hard for tlie purpose of running well."—We strongly suspect that the

trouble arises not so much from the light coming through the wliite blimls

as from too much front light being admitted into the studio. At this time
of year, unless the sun shines direct on the studio, white blimla ought to he

sufficient. Green is a very gooil colour for blinds, and a proper material for

the purpose may be obtained at most uijholsterers and blind makers.

Receivkd.—Report of Manchester Photographic Society, and President's

Address at Dundee Society. In our next.

Photographic Clur—The next meethig of this Club will be the annual
general meeting for election of officers, &c., November 2, 1887.

We learn from the London Stereoscoiiic Company that their Third Annual
Amateur Photographic Exhibition is likely to jirove a great success. No less

than 250 ladies ami gentlemen from all parts of the world have entered for the

fourteen classes, sending 2260 mounts, comprising some 4000 pictures. Due
notice of the opening of tlie Exhibition will lie given.

Messrs. Smith & Pattison, Wabash Avenue, Chicago, in sending us some
details relative to a new burnisher of alleged great merit which they are bringing

out, and concerning which some particulars will be found in those pages of the

forthcoming Almanac devoted to commerce, enclose a parcel of cabinet portraits

buniislied by this new candidate for popular favour. So perfect and bright is

the finish that at first we thought they had been enamelled.

The news of the death of Mr. Edg.ar Goold, of Elswick Lodge, Newcastle-
on-Tyne, will be received with deep regret in many quarters. For a number
of years Mr. Goold has managed the photographic business in the Elswick
Works, and specimens of his skill in this connexion are distributed over all

parts of the globe. The people of Newcastle and neighbourhood are, however,

better acquainteil with his merits as a photographer from tlie fine pictures

which he has exhiljited in the Art Gallery as a member of the Photogi-ai)liic

Association. He was possessed of a nice .artistic sense which, combined wilh
the most skilful manipuliition, enableil him to produce works of high excel-

lence. In the various outdoor contests which the Society held he was often

distinctly successful. A quiet, intelligent, kind-hearted man, he died at the

early age of forty-seven, leaving behind nought but gracious memories.

Art Photoor.^I'HS.— Although it may be the function of a Reynolds,
Gainsborough, or Millais, to do full justice to the beauty of the living creature,

and a Turner, Constable, or David Cox, to reproduce that of the mouutain or

plain, there i.< much to be done with the photographic lens which it would be

folly to disparage, and infinitely more than it is ordinarily made to convey to

us. A little iiappy touch of ex]iression is a phenomenon one hardly ever

remembers to liave seen in a photographic portrait. The photographic artist

who wishes to produce a really successful portrait studies the special defects as

well as tlie special be.iuUes of the sitter before him, and considers in what view
the faults of such a physiognomy will assert themselves least strongly and the

merits show the most. This is the function of an artist, of a man of consider-

able natural abilities and very great experience. Much might be written about
the question of shadows and their value. Queen Elizabeth, in her ignorance,

thought shadows unbecoming to the glory of her Majesty, and desired to be
painted without any at all ; and even at the present day there are ladies who
think shade a smudgy, dirty thing, the less of which comes on their counten-

.ances the better. But light cannot be tlirown out in its full brilliance nor

forms shown in their variety without sliade.

—

Liverpovl Post.
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THE GENESIS OF THE ROLLER SLIDE.
Some mistaken ideas appearing to prevail with regard to the
origin and nationality of the roller slide, we shall endeavour
to place this matter on a solid foundation.

As will be seen, we shall not be stinted in our acknowledg-
ments of what the mechanical genius of America lias effected

m the way of revolutionising and rendering practicable this

increasingly popular piece of photograpliic ap])aratus, but its

first inception is due to an Englishman, Mr. A. J. Mclhuish,
of London, at that time of Blackheath.

In the third volume of the Journal of the Pft/)tof/ra2>h{c

Society, and in the number issued under date of April 21,

18.56, appears a description and drawing of a roller slide by
the above-named gentleman. In this the sheets of paper
were gummed together so as to form a long band, the ends of
which were then gummed to pieces of paper always kept on
the rollers. During exposure the sheet was pressed against a
plate of glass by means of a board behind it. The time occu-
pied in fixing thirty-six sheets to the holder was about an
hour.

Working without a knowledge of what had been thus
accomplished in the earlier days of the art, Mr. Leon
Warnerke, in June, 187-5 (see The British Journal of
PHOTOGifArnY, vol. xxii., page 307), submitted to the South
London Photographic Society a dark slide, in each end of
which was fixed a roller on which to wind and unwind a
sensitive film he had just previously introduced. It is perhaps
difficult to say why the Warnerke slide did not attain popu-
larity. The drawback which we experienced in using it arose
from the trouble in affixing the film or paper to the roller and
winding it upon it, operations which had to be conducted in

the feeble light of the dark room. It fell into desuetude and
became almost forgotten.

Tiie next advance in the history of the roller slide was of
quite a revolutionary nature, as an entirely new feature was
introduced. It was the invention of Mcssra. George Eastman
and W. H. Walker, of Rochester, New York. The leading idea
in the invention was the introduction of what we may term
the spool system, that is to say, the films were supplied ready
wound up upon spools or cores, which could be transferred in

their wound up state from the long, light-proof cardboard cases

m which they were supplied to the dark slide which was
specially adapted for tlieir reception ; and by this ingenious

contrivance the problem was solved.

Contrasting then and now,—the ancient and the modem, the
Imir required by Mr. Mclhuish to wind his paper upon his

rollers, which were fixed in the slide, seems almost inconceivable

when viewed in the light ofmodem improvements. No one who

was present at the last meeting of the Photograi)hic Society and
heard the lucid description by Mr. Walker of the construction

of the elegant roller slide he then explained, could for a moment
close their eyes to the great value of the underlying principle

involved in the invention of a roller slide, and a spool or roll of

sensitive flexible photograpliic material which could bo used in

conjunction.

Without dwelling upon other features of this roller slide,

such as the method of retaining the paper under a definite

tension under varying atmospheric conditions (which w.as un-

doubtedly as radical an improvement as the other feature before

referred to), the automatic marking of the limitations of the

several exposures, and numerous other points alluded to by Mr.

Walker in the course of his remarks, we close by expressing our

sense of the great practical ingenuity displayed in this inren-

tion by our transatlantic friends.

ILLUMINATING NEGATIVES FOR ENLARGEMENT OR
REDUCTION.

At the close of the outdoor season and at the commencement
of what, so far as the camera is concerned, may be considered

"the recess," it is but natural that lantern matters should

assume a greater degree of activity than prevails during the

spring and summer months, though even during those seasons

the interest is never entirely dormant. As a consequence, at

this period of the year, and each recurring year, with greater

force we are inundated with correspondence relating directly or

indirectly to the oj)tical lantern, to exhibitions, and to lantern

slides. This year it would seem tliat amateurs arc more than

ever engaging in the practice of making their own slides, and

with the facilities at present within their reach, and the fact

that the practice keeps them in training during the " oflF

season," it is not to be wondered at.

At the same time and directly, in consequence of the greater

number interested, we find an increase in the difficulty, or

rather of the luimbers who experience the difficulty, of satis-

factorily lighting the negative for reprt>duction in the camera.

Many amateurs who make a j)rftctice of eidarging from their

negatives, and compass the task successfully and to.their satis-

faction, imagine that the production of the diminutive lantern

slide is a far easier matter, and are conse(iuently the more

surprised wlien on attempting it they find their arrangements

are unsuitable. As a matter of fact, the requirements are very

different in the two cases and in some jioiuts nearly opjiosite.

Thus, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, anculargemmt

is made from a very small negative ; in the case of an amateur
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nearly always a quarter-plate. If the picture be a portrait,

especially if a bust or vignette, only a comparatively small

portion of the plate is required to be illuminated evenly, and

an ordinary throe-and-a-half-inch condenser, as supplied with

the cheapest lanterns, or obtainable separately for a few shillings,

supplies all the oi>tical arrangement needful. Even should the

subject be a landscape, and the plate have to be reproduced to

the edges, a five-inch condenser will scarcely fail to cover it to

the corners, and the cost of the larger optical arrangement is

still insignificant. Portrait cnlf.rgements from plates of larger

dimensions than quarter size present the same advantage in

requiring but a portion of the centre of the plate illuminated,

but of course where the subject is a landscape, and has to be

reproduced to the corners, the difficulty in illumination is

greater.

But lantern slides, except when printed by contact, are

almost invariably reduced from larger negatives, and in nine

cases out of ten the subjects consist of landscapes or studies

which require the whole, or at least the greater part, of the

negative to be illuminated with a uniformity that is scarcely

needful under any circumstances in the case of a portrait

Sujiposing even that the negative to be reproduced is of the

actual size of the required slide, and that the portion to be

illuminated is a circle of three inches diameter, the three-and-a-

half-inch condenser will scarcely accomplish the task set it;

but if the shape be square instead of circular a four-and-a-half-

inch condenser will prove insufficient. If, then, the difficulties

of illuminating the smallest size of negative in ordinary use by
means of a condenser be so great, what will they be as the

sizes increase ] Condensers, of course, can be obtained suitable

for any reasonable size of negative, but at a cost that entirely

precludes their use by the amateur, while the professional

would dispense altogether with their use by adopting daylight,

which, as a rule, the amateur is not in a position to do. This,

in fact, constitutes the chief difficulty with amateurs ; their

eugagements do not permit them to utilise daylight, and being
compelled to employ artificial light the problem is how to

distribute it evenly.

Many plans have been devised for utilising gas or oil lamps,
but these have been mostly defective either in necessitating

a large number of flames and a gi-eat amount of heat, or else,

on the other hand, ini])erfect distribution and great feebleness

of light. Of the first class the principle is a translucent
screen, illuminated by a series of separate flames placed at

such intervals and at such a distance from the screen that
their light is equalised over a large area, and the translucent
surfiice then becomes a radiant ; or the arrangement may be
varied by allowing the light from two or more flames to fall

upon a dead white surface from diff'erent directions, so as to
equalise one another as far as possible, and the reflected light

allowed to fall upon the negative. This answers tolerably well

for small pictures when rapid plates are used, but the loss of
light is very great.

Other methods consist of the use of a single flame with a
sheet of ground-glass, or other suitable medium, interposed
between it and the negative, the uniformity of the illumination
depending upon the relative positions of the light and the
screen. Here it becomes a matter of compromise between
quality of illumination and length of exposure, for the greater
the distance of the liglit the better its distribution but the less

its power, and in practice it is found that to secure oven
tolerable uniformity of lighting entails an exposure too pro-
longed for any but wry rapid plates.

These remarks refer to gas or oil flames, which arc of a

comparatively non-actinic character ; the oxyhydrogen is better,

but seldom available, while the electric light of suitable kind

is still further out of the question. But since magnesium has

at last come down to so moderate a price, there remains no

valid reason why a cheap, convenient, and highly powerful

light should not be available for the purpose we indicate

wherever lantern slides or enlargements are made.

The simplest mode of using it scarcely requires any apparatus

or preparation, all that is necessary being to ignite it at a

sufficient distance from the negative with or without the inter-

vention of a translucent screen ; or the light may be allowed

to fivll upon a white sheet and passed, by reflection, through

the negative to the camera, in which case the perfection of

uniformity is secured. But though these makeshift methods

may answer very well for lantern slide purposes where the

sensitive plate is exposed in the camera, and thus protected from

extraneous light, for enlarging they are wholly useless, since

the sensitive surface is usually freely exposed, and it therefore

becomes necessary to enclose the light in a suitable lantern.

This is not a difficult task, and as, with the aid of magnesium,

it removes all the difficulty of equal distribution of the light

without inconveniently lengthening the exposure, no doubt

many amateurs, in addition to those who have addressed us

on the subject, will think it worth while to erect a simple

lantern on the lines of the one we shall describe.

This consists roughly of a wooden body with ground-glass

front, and acts at the same time as lantern and reflector com-

bined, the ground-glass intercepting the whole of the light both

direct and reflected, and becoming converted into a powerfully

actinic radiant suitable for either enlarging or reducing purposes

and for negatives of any size. The details of construction are

so simple as to scarcely require a diagram, so we shall

endeavour, by means of a verbal description, to make the

arrangement clear.

We may premise that though the instnmient we describe is

constructed for use with negatives up to 12 x 10, and is equally

available for quarter-plates, it might be made of any smaller

dimensions if preferred, though, as nothing is lost in the larger

size, and little added to the cost, we should strongly recommend

the twelve inch square front to be adhered to.

The shape of the lantern, or reflector, is a hollow pyramid,

the base of which is twelve inches square, clcar.and the sides slopa

at an angle of sixty degrees, which will make the height of the

pyramid, roughly, between ten and eleven inches. Such are

the interior shape and dimensions, but for convenience in con-

struction, as well as in use, the structure may be built up in

the following manner :—Cut two pieces of wood accurately to

the shape and internal dimensions of the side of the reflector,

and cut also two rectangular pieces of such size that, when

placed together to form a V-shaped trough, the two triaugiilar

pieces will fit in at the proper angle to complete the reflector.

The square ends of the two rectangular sides will then serve as

feet, upon which the reflector will stand without further assist-

ance. Before fastening the sides together, mark on each a line

parallel with, and six or seven inches from, the front or base

edge, and nail or glue on four fillets of wood to form a rebate

or projection against which to fix a square of glass. In each of

the triangular i)ieces which will form the top and bottom of the

lantern when in use cut a hole an inch and a half, or two inches,

in diameter for ventilating purposes, the upper one to be fitted

with an external chimney to carry off the smoke.

When the frame is put together, let it be lined with white
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paper or painted dead white ; fit a square of clear glass into tho

rebate formed by the fillets already mentioned, and in tho centre

of this cement a disc of opal glass about iin inch in diameter.

The clear glass will convert the back portion into a separate

lantern, and by reducing the space assist in carrying off the

smoke, while the opal disc softens tlie intense brilliancy of the

biiniing magnesium and helps to equalise the illumination.

The front of the arrangement is provided with a frame into

which a slieet of ground-glass slides, with a second groove at a

distance of about an inch, into which carriers to hold different

sized negatives can be inserted. So far as the lantern is con-

cerned, nothing now remains but to supply the illuminating

arrangement.

This is of the simplest. Procure two nan'ow brass tubes,

five or six inches in length and an eighth of an inch in internal

diameter. Saw off the apex of the pyramid and replace it with a

flat piece of wood through which the two tubes are passed, one

a quarter of an inch above, the other a quarter of an inch below,

the centre and reaching to an inch or so of the clear glass screen,

or eight inches from the ground-glass front. The upper tube

serves as a guide for the magnesium wire and may be replaced,

if it be at hand, by one of the simple little lamps supplied by

Mr. F. W. Hart. The lower tube carries a strand of cotton

wick kept saturated Avith spirit, and serves to light tiie mag-
nesium as it is passed through the upper tube. If the outside

end of the wick tube be bent at a right angle, it may be passed

through a cork into a small bottle of methylated spirit and so

converted into a permanent spirit lamp, A small aperture cut

in one of the sides and glazed with blue glass will enable the

operator to watch and regulate the supply of magnesium during

use.

When required for work, all that is necessary is to light the

spirit lamp by passing a taper through the air inlet at the

bottom and to allow that to burn continuously. When an

exposure is to be made a strand of magnesium ribbon is passed

slowly, but regularly, through the upper tube, and being ignited

by the spirit flame, continues to burn as long as the supply is

kept up. If the reflector be constructed of the shape and angle

given and the light arranged at a distance of eight inches from

the front glass, the illumination over a surface of a foot square

will be brilliant and uniform in the highest degree.

Not the least recommendation of this apparatus beyond its

efiiciency is its economy. It may be made by any one who can

use tools at all, for a few shillings, and will serve a variety of

purposes.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PLATE MAKERS.
Thk question has been raised by one of our con-espondents as

to whether an action could not be raised against a plate maker

who supplies plates which in the hands of the purchaser and

user turn out badly. Now, if one thing is, or ought to be,

better understood than another it is this, that in the hands of

one man a plate may often fail entirely in the production of a

good negative, while one from the same packet will, when

manipulated by another individual, prove to be all that can be

desired. All depends upon the treatment. A plate maker,

for his own sake not less than that of the user, will necessiirily

allow nothing except what he believes to be good and reliable

to be issued with his insignia as an endorsation of such belief

;

it would prove fatal to his interests w-ere it otherwise.

There is no one worthy of the name of a photographer who

has not, at one period or other of his career, encountered

failures which he afterwaixls realised were due to himself. We

quite grant that it is inexpressibly annoying and vexing to find,

after returning from a long journey, that upon developing his

jdatcs, each, one after another, turns out to be weak, foggy, or

otherwise^bad. Of course the maker of the plates is blamed,

and^the'question is ignored whether by tho exercise of a little

judgment in developing, in contradistinction to a blind

mechanical adherence to formula;, the result might not havo

been altogether different.

One instance, and it is an excellent one, illustrative of what

we have said is to be found in a paper read by Mr. F. C. Beach

at the last meeting of the Society of New York Amateurs-

Mr. Beach read a letter from a correspondent, in the course of

which he (the con-espondcnt) cites things which would have

borne very hard upon the maker of some plates he had used.

The story is briefly thus : Tho gentleman in question had had

a most untoward experience with his plates that were specially

prepared for him. They turned out to be, he saitl, " a sad

disappointment." The gelatine dissolved off" in the developer

in spite of ice. There was no frilling, but the film simply

soaked off, leaving a large margin as clear glass. But he then

put on his considering cap, and having left six of the quantity

undeveloped he treated them with a developer differing from

that hitherto employed. Although it does not bear u])ou the

principle of the question now under discussion, we give his last

thought of developer :

Ferrocyanide of potassium ... IJ ounces avoirdupois.

Carbonate of potassium 1^ „ „

Carbonate sodium (dry) Jounce „
Sulphite sodium crystals 2 ounces „

Hot distilled water to make... 10 ,, ,,

This proved very energetic in its action, half as much as tho

usual amount of potash solution being sufficient to easily

develop the plate, while it was advisable also to employ a few

drops of a ten per cent, solution of bromide of potassium to

restrain.

With this modification he succeeded in obtaining from tho

six plates fine " snappy " negatives, free from the annoying fog

that had spread over all the other deteriorated plates, with

clear shadows and the high lights of that soft creamy grey that

so delights the eye and prints so well in the wet-plate process.

If potash and soda are alone used, tlic film seems to possess a

cold, hard, grey colour, but tlie addition of ferrocyanide appears

to give it a warmer, creamier grey. This formula, it seemed

to the writer, should be further experimented with.

Now, this is a case that is directly to the point. Tho same

plates which had produced fog and other evils, when thought-

fully treated yielded snappy negatives, having clear shadows

and excellent high lights.

We might say much more relative to this, but it is not

necessary. We know a good deal concerning the care exercised

by plate makers both in this country and America to ensure tho

best possible class of production finding its way into the hands

of the consumer ; and, from what we know, we think it would

be an exceedingly ill-judged action to hold them responsible in

a court of law for deficiencies in plates which, if traced to their

sources, would be found to be due to tho operator.

-
SoMK months ago, in our issue for April 20 of the present .vear, we

called attention to a method of intensification by means of gallic acid

and silver, introduced to the members of the Philadelphia Photo-

graphic Societv. This procesj, which proved an absolute failure in

our hands, presented certain anomiUies which led us to beheve that

it had been incorrectly reported, or that some essential step in the
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operations had been omitted. From a report of the last meeting of

the Philadelphia Society, however, we see that the same process has

been again on the tapis, and that it remains in a practically unaltered

form. The strength of the stock solution of gallic acid is reduced one-

third, and the composition of the preliminary acid bath is changed

slightly, but for all practical purposes the process remains the same,

and in the hands of some of the members of the Society is said to

work well. We shall be glad to hear the experience of others on

this side. Meanwhile we reiterate the doubts we previously e.xpressed

as to the practicability of the method. The strength of the gallic

acid solution, even as reduced, and the quantity employed, are ab-

normal, while the acidification of the film itself instead of the gallo-

nitrate solution, seems to us scarcely conducive to clean and successful

intensification, .

Those who wish to secure autumnal effects in foliage should lose no

time in obtaining them, or it will soon be too late. Although many
of the trees in the immediate neighbourhood of London have lost

their leaves, this as yet is not the case in country districts. If photo-

graphy could but render the glorious tints now to be seen whenever

ihe sun is shining on the trees, what magnificent effects might be

secured. Orthochromatic plates "will, however, aid considerably in

rendering the delicate tints in their true relation. A few days back

we were shown some views, taken in duplicate, on ordinary and on

orthochromatic plates, and the distinction was very marked indeed.

Those on the ordinary plates showed but very little difference, if any,

in the variety of tints on the leaves, as, for the most part, they appeared

of one uniform tone—the pale yellows and the darker colours being

about equal. Not so, however, with the orthochromatic plates, for in

these there was a well-marked distinction, and they depicted the

Taried tints in something like their proper relation. Even ortho-

chromatic photography still leaves much to be desired in rendering

the gorgeous autumnal effects, yet, on the whole, it cannot be denied

that it is a vast improvement.

As the lantern season is now fast approaching, amateur photographers
will be setting to work to prepare slides from the negatives taken

during the past summer. Many are, doubtless, at the present time
undecided as to the process they shall employ. Those desirous of

avoiding all the trouble po.'sible will probably adopt one or other of

the commercial plates sold specially for the purpose. These wiU
certainly—or at least such of them as we have tried—yield excellent

results. Some, however, who do not mind a little extra trouble, will,

perhaps, prefer collodio-bromido ; and it must be admitted that,

during the last few years, some of the best slides which have been
shown on lantern nights at the Metropolitan societies and clubs have
been by this process. Amongst amateurs, the wet collodion process,
which, by the way, is capable of giving admirable results, now finds but
httle favour

;
and, except for making slides on a commercial scale, we

suspect it will be but little used in the future for lantern pictures.

If it were not for the trouble involved in the preparation of the
plates—after all, it is more imaginary than real—we suspect the
albumen process would be more extensively employed than any other.
It is the first process by which lantern slides were made, and for
quality, and the variety of tones obtainable, it has never yet been sur-
passed. Compared witli purchasing plates ready for use, of course,
the albumen process does seem troublesome, as it involves several
operations before the plate is ready for exposure. First there is the
preparation of the albumen ; but this > very simple matter, and
sufficient maybe prepared at a time to last many months. Then there
IS coating the plate with collodion, washing it, and then applying the
albumen, and afterwards drying it. Next the plate has to be
sensitised, washed, and again dried. The development differs some-
what from that of dry plates generally, although it involves but little

more trouble, while, at the same time, it is more completely under
control. The toning of the transparency does not differ materially
from toning paper prints. The foregoing brief outline of the process
may make it look complicated, but, as we have indicated before, it is
not really so in practice, as all the work, up to the final sensitising, can
be done in open daylight. If good albumen plates were, like gelatine
onei, articles of commerce, we doubt not but that they would be

extensively employed by amateurs. Until they are, we surmise that

only a very limited number will, as hitherto, go to the trouble of

preparing them for themselves.

Thbrb are to be seen in many of the shop windows of those who
make a speciality of the portraits of actresses some novel, unique, and

somewhat eccentric examples of lighting the sitter. In some of these

the model is lighted, for the most part, from behind, in others from

the side and back, and in some from the tflp. In many of the

pictures there is evidence of artistic treatment, but in others the

reverse—novelty evidently being the end sought for rather than art.

When the late Adam Salomon's work, which owed so much to the

skilful lighting of the model, was first shown here, most of our older

readers will remember the rush that was made for similar effects by

some English operators—and the result. Again, when the so-called

llembrandt lighting was introduced, what libels on that famous

artist's name were produced—and, for that matter, are still—by
unskilled operators. It is to be hoped that the pecuUar lighting to

which allusion has been made will not be emulated, except by those

who possess some "artistic knowledge, otherwise it is impossible

to speculate on the monstrosities in photography which we may
ultimately have inflicted upon us.

It cannot be too strongly impressed upon all who aim at permanency

in gelatino-bromide paper pictures the necessity of thoroughly freeing

the prints fi-om all traces of acid before they are immersed in the fixing

bath. Unless this be done—and done completely, too—sulphur com-

pounds will be formed in the picture, which no amount of after

washing will eliminate, and which, of course, will considerably

jeopardise their stability. We once more recur to this subject, as we
recently saw some pictures being made in which this precaution was

completely ignored. Tbe prints, after development, were simply rinsed

in the most careless manner possible, and then transferred direct

into the hyposulphite of soda solution. Here they were allowed to

remain for such a time as only sufficed to remove the bromide. If

bromide pictures are made in this perfunctory manner, who can

wonder if, after the lapse of a year or two, they show symptoms of

evanescence? Most careful operators now consider that gelatine

negatives should be left in the fixing bath for a much longer time

than is actually requii-ed to dissolve out the unaltered bromide, in

order to secure permanency. Surely, if this necessity exists in the

case of negatives, it exists to the same extent in the case of paper

pictures.

THE PIIOTOGP.APHIC EXHIBITION.

V.

Captain Abney, Il.E.,P.ll,S, (No8.307 to 312), Merligen Thunersee.

—Tliis is one of six exceedingly interesting views in Switzerland,

because thej' show something else besides the tops of mountains, and

help to convey a most satisfactory idea of the locality. In these

pictures this seems to have been the intention, and well has it been

carried out. Snowy distances have been contrasted by masses of

near dark objects, and very beautiful and delicate work pervades the

series, both photographic and pictorial.

T. M. Brownrigg (Nos. 31G to -322), Oosehenen.—This picture of

Swiss scenery contains some good points of treatment in develop-

ment, although pictorially it is merely a transcript. No. (521, A
Bridge at Florence, becomes another valuable recoi-d of the olden

time when houses were built on bridges ; it suggests a gloomy period

of time, and has a "Canaletto" look about it. The other pictures

are not quite up to that quality of work which this indefatigable

exhibitor has of late years produced.

Robert Faulkner (Nos. '.ViT,''i2S), Portraits.—Two frames of children,

one with silver'prints, the other with red. The same quality of work
is here shown with which we have been familiar for many years

past, soft and delicate in treatment ; but the subjects are not so young
as they hitherto have been.

G. Watmough Webster (No. 3.34), Ski/lark).— We notice this

picture simply to remark that photography, which attempts the

copying of almost anything, is a little beyond the mark in attempting
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to represent a scene which is not a fact. The picture, which is rather

largo, reiire.^ents a sl{>'lark actually flyinp down from tiio slty to its

mate in the nest. It is very cleverly arranged, but it would have
been far more effective if a darker background had been introduced,

otherwise the picture is very unique and attractive.

R. n. Lord (Xo. :^38), Osier Peelinff.—Tina is another direct large

picture in platinotypo, and technically is very good. It is eimply a
record of facts, a woman peeling an osier, and makes no pretensions

on the art side. The whole work suggests liow very useful photo-
graphy can l)e in conveying correct notions of many industrial opera-

tions". We can imagine how deeply interesting a collection of such
pictures would be, and it would be wise if photographers would assist

in this direction.

W. Cobb (Nos. ."JSO to 340), Views of London.—These are most
certainly tho best instantaneoiw photographs ever produced by this

exhibitor, who has made this work his speciality. Two points arrest

our attention in these interesting views in Loudon—one is that the

point of view has been most carefully studied and selected, the other

is the atmospheric condition, which has also been well chosen ; tho

result is a series of very choice and effective bits of the Metropolis.

There is one outcome of these instantaneous photographs which is

curious, it is that moving figures seem as if they were suddenly

arrested in tho act of gliding, arising from the suspension of that

undulatory movement which belongs almost exclusively to Man.
G. 1'. Cartland (Xo. iiti), Cattle.—There are several photographs

of bulls in this frame, which have been very well managed, being

rather difficult subjects; and a matter which should be especially

studied is tho background where buildiugs are used, sometimes dark
portions of which seem to belong to the animal.

Simeon Xorman (Xo. 34U), Studies.—The title is quite correct.

These are pretty bits, not pictures. At the same time, the technical

treatment is so perfect that wo can only hope to see in the future the
same good result in connexion with works of a much more ambitious
character.

Seymour Conway (No. 350), Vietvs, North Wales.—Here we un-
doubtedly have pictures, from the nature of the e.vtent of subject

matter included, and tlie points of view have been well chosen with
regard to eiTective foregrounds. The outline of tlie distant mountains
is rather hard; this detracts from their otherwise almost perfect

rendering, and from the juxtaposition of each picture, there being
four, they would have been increased in value if each had had its own
frame. Why do not exhibitors consider this matter ?

H. B. Berry (Xo. .iol), Jiiver and Waterfalls.—Six small pictures

exceedingly good in their technical treatment, considering the very
short exposure each must have had to produce so free from white
patches the various falls of water, both near and distant. If similar

work could be obtained in pliotographs double the size some charming
pictures would be the result.

J. Dlain Scott (No. 3o.'i), Miss Fates.—Another large direct portrait,

the pose and arrangement of lines of composition being very nice and
satisfactory. It is printed in a veiy good black platinotype colour, but

we fancy that the background is a second printing from the light halo

which follows the outline of one side of the figure. This almost dis-

counts the good there is in the picture.

Henry Aubrey (Xos. 3oo, 3oO), Bahies and Animals.—Two frames
of difficult subjects. In the instance of the " Babies " we notice that

the pose lias been very carefully adapted to the social individuahty of

each little one, vrith the result of pleasing naturalness. In the

animals we particularly observe the standing out of the subjects from
the backgrounds and the perception of the right moment of time
when to photograph tho object, which implies a quick artistic instinct.

Iiobiuson & Thomson (Xo. 300), IHsa.—A frame of fourteen very

small photographs of Pisa. There are also two other frames on tho

walls of views in Italy, containing forty-eight subjects. All these can
only be regarded as very pleasant mementoes of deeply interesting

places where photography by its realistic capability takes away much
of that sentimental halo which artistic individuality has so often given

to places of historical interest; yet at the same time these little

pictures confer a vast amount of pleasure, because each observer can
now exercise his own individuality of sentiment.

William England (No. 3C:i), Street Views of LoTidon.—Th\a frame
and two others contain small photographs taken from a tricycle.

Here we have work by this well-known exhibitor which coiutitutcs •
departure from iiis usual Swiss scones. The realistic part ha« been
enriched by choosing moving objects, when they were in a poaitiun to

add increased value to the streets and buildiogs depicted.

Benjamin Wyles (No. 308), Sea Birds at Hume.—A frame of

several photographs of aea gulls taken whilst flying. Really at this
' advanced stage of rapid dry plates and appliances there can be nothing

very extraordinary in giving rapid exposures. Now if these birds

could be taken with the light behind the camera with some dark

clouds, causing them to be much lighter, then possibly something

approaching the artistic might result ; at present these birds are not

of much value.

I)r. r. II. Emerson (No. 402), The Poacher.—Thete is a great

amount of thought in this photograph. Just as the dawn is breaking

a poacher stands, with hand on his dog, just ready to urge him on the

instant tho coveted object is visible. The poacher's head rises just

above a very high horizon into tho lighter sky, all the other parts of

the picture Ijeing kept to one uniform tone, which is very low. All

this suggests a kind of monotony which, however true in real life, is

not very pleasant to contemplate ; and, after all, the truth involved

does not seem fitted for photographic production, Ijecause it is hardly

possible that any photograph at all could be taken at that early time

of day. However, let that pass. In all these attempts at low toned

pictures we cannot but miss the suggestive influence of colour, and,

therefore, wo think that sentiment should be attempted more on
the side of brightness rather than darkness. This picture, to which

a modal has lx!en awarded, has been printed in platinotype.

J. B. B. Wellington (Xo. 412), Studies.—Eleven small studies are

comprised in this frame. They are all very well chosen; the size of

the figures, to the amount of the surrounding objects, is exceedingly

good. This is a matter which is not so much thought of as it ought to

be, and, therefore, the more to be praised when we find it. Hence

these photographs are real studies, because much thought has been

given them. Tliey are in platinotype, but the colour is not pleasant.

Also if some of these pictures had been warmer in tone they would

have been more artistic. A medal has been awarded these photo-

graphs.

Payne Jennings (Xo. 421), On the Kurfulh Broads.—Another scries

of ten platiuotypes. It is a long time since any work by this exhilator

has been seen at the Society's JOxhibition. \\'o welcome his return,

but at the same time we feel that these pictures before us do not quite

satisfy our expectations. The scenes chosen involve, in many of them,

the leading line becoming almost a straight horizontal one, and as

these ten pictures are mounted very closo together, they run one into

another. Photography this year has leaped up so much in its art side

that these subsidiary (although at the same .time powerful for good

or evil) matturs must have closer attention given them. We again

think that the same colour is not appropriate for every picture.

School of Military Engineering (Xo. 42.J), On the Thames.—Th.xw

views in platinotype. The standpoint of view is not so good as it

might have been, and we think that the charm of the original scenes

is owing to their colour, which becomes loet when rendered in mono-

tone, and that of a steely grey tint.

G. Renwick (Xo. 431), Will it Bear?—T)us is one of those wintry

snow pictures which this exhibitor is making his special study. At
all times they are very difficult to treat, and possibly when done are

not always appreciated. Here we have an intention in relation to a

wintry day which is appropriate. Distant trees in mist, a frozen

river, two boys on a snowy foreground, suggest tho title. Technically

this has been well carried out, and appropriately printed on bromide

paper.

Edmund Hyde (No. 437), Viexo on JRiver Kid.—Although this is

an enlargement, yet we notice tho picture on account of its evidencing

some thought in selecting the point of view. The buildings and detail

are commonplace, but a good effect has been obtained by bringing in

a tree on one side which gracefully harmonises with the other ports

and makes the distance retire.

Captain Abney (Xo. 430), A Chill November Day.—This is an

English scene on a river, and the quietude of everything depicted

makes it expressive, which is intensiUed by being in platinotype of a

grey tone. But there is one drawback, and that is, some stems of a

pollard-tree are all equally cut by the top line of the picture. This
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might have been avoided by making the picture an uprig:ht one,

wherd the stems naturally would get smaller in size.

J. Blain Scott (No. 4-51), Study from Life.—This is a very good

attempt at making a picture out of a single figure, the pose, profile

face, and nearly back view being very effective ; but where tiie lines

of the figure are equal in extent, then the background must be well

arranged so as to carry out, harmonise, or contrast with the figure

lines. Now this lias not been attended to in this picture, and we
therefore have three sections, viz., one central figure and two back-

ground bits. One single large leaf touches the figure. Why were

not other large leaves introduced, which would have assisted the

composition ?

B. G. Wilkinson (No. 475), Fishing Boats.—Three'very pretty small

pictures, where selection of the position of the vessels has been very

artistically studied. These photographs are very luminous. Indeed,

it appears that all this class of subjects are well adapted for photo-

graphic purposes, owing to the reflective power of the water, which

confers such a bright effect when technically well treated, as these

pictures are. There is also another frame (No. 476) by the same

exhibitor, containing four landscapes with figures. These are well

selected, and remind us of the work of a well-known exhibitor.

John Terras (No. 492), Darning.—A photograph like all the work

hitherto shown by this exhibitor, where everything has been sunned

down to a very low scale of tone, except the face, upon which the

eye always rests. This is very much after the style of the Dutch

painters of genre pictures, but, as we have frequently observed, a

great compensatory balance has been effected in painting by colour,

which idealises the commonplace matter, but which is not realised

in photography. There is much thought and skill involved in tlie

picture before us, nevertheless it is rather gloomy ia result.

The AppAHA'rus.—IV.

A LARGE and imposing show-c:.se of lenses on the table bear the

names of T. S. & W. Taylor, Leicester (not Manchester, as wrongly

given in the catalogue) as their makers and exhibitors. Tlie casual

visitor may look at but he cannot handle them, as a plate of glass in-

tervenes between these optical treasures and meddling fingers. This

is always a wise precaution to take where lenses are concerned, not

alone because there may be an occasional visitor whose ideas of

meum and tuum are loosely defined, but also because it is an almost

invariable habit of the mere dilettante lounger at such an exhibition to

rub his or her fingers over the surface of the polished glass with an
admiring observation as to " how very smooth it is

!

" More fortunate

than the class referred to, we have been afforded an opportunity of

submitting these lenses, througli the mediary of one of them, to any
practical test we cared to apply. Our remarks at present apply to one
of the rapid doublets of the Steinheil type. It is composed of two
identical combinations, and thus being symmetrical with Waterhouse
diaphragms midway between the two, it is rectilinear.

Having an equivalent focus of thirteen and a half inches, and work-
ing with the full aperture, and the lenses being one inch and three-

quarters in diameter, it goes without saying that it is quite entitled to

be termed " rapid," more especially as the glass of which the lenses

are made is colourless, and the surfaces well polished. The diaphragms
are stamped both with the "/" system, and with the Standard or
U. S. System of the Photographic Society, and range from |—4 up
to /i—2i)G. It needs only to add that the definition with full

aperture is most excellent. It is for 10 x 8 plates.

The exhibits of Messrs. Watson & Son embrace a novelty for re-
taining the shutter of the dark slide closed. It consists of a brass
spring lying across and outside of the part of the shutter which has
to be luid hold of by finger and thumb. Now if we consider that it

is impossible to grasp the projection without pressing upon the spring,
and if we furtlier consider that a projection on this spring, formed by
bending it over at a right angle, catches underneath the 'shoulder of
a screw in the slide, it will be readily conceived that the mere act of
drawing out the shutter releases the catch by which it is otherwise
retained in its place. All these being outside of the dark slide, no
cutting into the latter is necessitated, and consequently no admission
of light to the plate can take place.

This arrangement for securing the shutters is a great improvement,
as regards convenience and security, on the pieces of bent wire'

ordinarily used to prevent the shutters from unexpectedly sliding out,

and cannot fail to recommend itself to all photographers. It is also a

great advance on any other kind of spring hitherto made in this

counti-y, inasmuch as it does not require any portion of the frame of

the slide to be cut away to attach it, but is fixed quite on the outside

of the frame.

Another novelty of the Messrs. Watson consists of check pieces

screwed on the shutter in such a way as to project in the groove in

whicli the shutter slides and catch against pieces fixed in the groove.

Tlie effect of this is that there is no projection whatever on the face

of the shutter, as in those in common use, and which necessitates this

dark slide being a little more bulky than there is a real necessity for,

EVERY AMATEUR HIS OWN PRINTER.

An old exhibitor at a certain Society which I will not specifically

name, recently complained that the bad quality of his prints lost him
a medal. How far correct the assumption was it is, of course, im-

possible to estimate : but one thing is very sure, namely, that if this

gentleman, instead of " putting out " his printing as if it had been

washing or mangling, had spared the time to do it himself, there

would probably have been no e-xcuse for grumbling at anybody's

expense but his own. As we have again arrived at the period of the

year that ushers in the time during which the greater number of

photographic exhibitions take place, the occasion may perhaps serve

for directing renewed attention to a subject of such supreme im-

portance as the printing from amateurs' negatives.

It has been a reproach often enough levelled at non-professional

workers that they are addicted to shirking what is, all things con-

sidered, the most difficult department of photography — the most

difficult, that is. because it calls into exercise the utmost nicety of

judgment and taste. That reproach undoubtedly has a respectable

substratum of truth about it. The endeavour to set up a justification

for it does not, however, fall within my present scope, unless I may
premise with Mr. Dunmore, in his admirably digested article entitled

Phutography and Photographers, that this same department of printing

is a succession of operations, the importance of which is not so

generally appreciated as it should be ; or with Mr. Bolton, when he

truly remarks upon the scanty number of negatives that are worth

printing from. Still, there is one point in this connexion to which I

would, in passing, refer, and that is the extreme likelihood that with

the majority of amateurs the labour and pains necessary to securing a

passable negative are so exhausting, that they find it easier, cheaper,

and occasionally more satisfactory — save in such instances as I have

quoted—to delegate the printing to those who specially cater for that

class of work. At the same time, while it is indubitable that it is only

the few among amateurs who do their own printing in its entirety, it is

just as certain that a large number of professionals habitually resort

to the good offices of the trade printer, so that in reality the reproach

covers a larger area than is generally admitted. There is, however,

this difference in the end attained, although the means are coequal,

that a professional photographer's negatives, being cliiefly portraits,

seldom, if ever, err greatly either on one side or the" other of a certain

fixed standard of printable quality, and that in the ordinary circum-

stances of commercial dealings with the trade printer, the photographer

is not slow to reject prints that betra}' a lack of uniformity or any

technical defect; whilst the amateurs negatives are, by comparison

with the professional, few and intermittent, of variable density, and,

in many cases, utterly worthless unless specially treated by the printer

and given, what in the ordinary course of things they rarely receive,

individual and particular attention.

With many amateurs it is customary to take prints from their

negatives and get the printer to tone them. This class seems to be on

the increase. Of course time and trouble are saved, but I maintain

that such a method is opposed to the cultivation of just those qualities

that go to form the finished photographer; for unless a man can

print and tone, and, what is more, exercise at command the latitude

of power contained in those operations, he can have little or no legiti-

mate claim to the title. There is also another class which has been

assumed by many to be nearly, if not quite, e.xtinct, namely, amateurs

who merely expose their plates, and get somebody else to develop the
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negatives and print from them, This is photography made easy with

a vengeance. One has no riglit to quarrel with amateurs of thiskiml,

for this is a free country anil it mokes it good for trade, although any

one such must have considernhle applause and much faith iu the

credulity of his friends to dub himself an amateur photographer. The

class of semi-photographers who avail themselves of other people's

skill and abilities numerically the strongest, is that whose members

do everything but the printing. Besides these there are others who
make the reduction of labour a life study—in particular, those who
never even fill their own slides when they can help it. A gentleman

of this description (an eminent lawyer) was once going abroad, and,

amongst other things, commissioned his dealer to fill his slides for

him. The matter was overlooked, and the Q.C. did not lind out the

omission until he was seven thousand miles away. When he came

homo he wrote an indignant letter to the papers. This is one of

those small things that are best done by one's self. And so it is with

printing, although that is not a small tiling—far from it.

Amateurs' negatives, as I have already said, are generally of variable

qualities. As a rule, they require to be watched. Now, trade printers

like watching negatives about as much as the small grocer likes

gelling you a pound of sugar without any tea—it doesn't pay. A
man with a hundred and fifty frames to attend to isn't likely to

neglect a hundred and forty-tive of them containing good negatives

on purpose to devote an unreasonable amount of attention to the re-

maining five. He lets them take their chance, I imagine, for photo-

graphs are not like the ninety-nine sheep—they won't stand still while

search is being made for the stray. Some negatives are so dense that

they want four or five days, say, in autumn, to give one print; others

are so thin that they can only bo printed in a certain light and behind

screen of tissue paper ; others have to bo done seotionally, such,

for instance, where there is plenty of detail in the middle distance

whilst that in the foreground has not been developed out. To mention

the broken negative from which a print must be got by hook or by crook

is to raise dismal recollections in the mind of the trade printer, I'm

afraid. There are also negatives from which not even the surface

hypo has been removed; others that have markings and scratches

which must upon no account appear in the print—finger marks,

streaks of foj, stars, and all the rest of the long train of diseases to

which many amateurs' negatives are subject, and from which those of

professional men are, as a rule, entirely free. It will thus be seen that,

although in the trade there are many printers who lay themselves

open to print for amateurs, it is a department of photographic industry

which is not so satisfactory as it might be—especially to the printer.

That amateurs are often dissatisfied with their prints as received

from the trade printer is one of the most cogent arguments I could

select in support of the advocacy that they should do their own
printing, just as they select their own subjects, make their own ex-

posures, and do their own developing. Of course there are occasions

when it is imperative that they should seek outside assistance, as, for

instance, when a large number of prints are required in a hurry for a

bazaar or a presentation, &c., but even here, by the duplication and

multiplication of the negative, it might be often found practicable to

dispense with the aid of the professional printer. In general, however,

it may be laid down that the more an amateur relies upon himself and

his own powers, latent or otherwise, the less his ultimate dissatisfac-

tion is liksly to be. I do not say that he will prove, ;)an ;)a»SM, one

whit better or cleverer than the man who has to get his living by

printing. What I do insist upon, however, is that he can afford to

give the time, the attention, and the particular treatment demanded

by them whilst his prints are in progress, which the professional

man cannot. In the case of dense and thin negatives, such atten-

tion is vital to the success—the proximate success—of the print. The
best and most accomplished amateurs amongst us—those whose
names will readily occur to memory—would as soon think of

turning over their printing to anybody else as they would of handing
the keys of their dark rooms to a domestic with a request that she

would step up and develop the plates exposed last month in Switzer-

land. It seems to me that not sufficient stres-s is laid upon this

important branch of photography ; that, in fact, we haggle so much
over the quantitative constitution of a formula for development, kc,
and are so prone to regard a good negative as the aim and end

of all our efforts, that the after process of printing is left to

take care of itself, which, im it comes at the tail of • lot of
otiier opcratiomi, is a very poor caro indeed. That, by com-
parison with tho number of even good negatire* that are pro-
duced tlie number of prints is amazingly soull, everybody known.
There is, none the less, obvious room for improvement in the prints

wo do permit ourselves to take, and the way to bring it about is not
by placing the matter in the hands of a second person whoso int«Teat

in the results is justly only gauged by a pecuniary measure, but by
adopting the course of procedure most common in tho cases where
one wants o thing done well and doing it one's self. Printing from
the negative is not easy if good results are sought for, and like

everything else from which an ultimate measure of satisfaction is

desired, it demands time, care, and attention. And as it is unreason-

able of us to expect the trade printer to devote a larger quantum of

these great qu.ilities to us individually than is commensurate with tho

extent of the orders with which we favour him—which are generally

ludicrously small— tlie readiest solution of this, an old difficulty, ia

to make up our minds to do our own printing—and to do it.

MAB8T0N MOOBX.

THE GALLIC ACID AND SILVER NITRATE INTENSIFIER,
—HYDROKINONE AS AN INTENSIFIER.

[A Communication to tho Photographic Society of Philadelphia]

Thk Ijest method of obtaining the proper density in a gelatine negative

is undoubtedly proper exposure and development. But even the best

manipulators will sometimes be deceived in tho printing qualities of a

negative, and I believe most all who have used the wet plate process

have often longed for some intensifier like the old iron and silver, or

pyro and silver, and no doubt many have tried to intensify gelatine

negatives by the same method, but encountered the disagreeable foe,

red stain, and abandoned its use.

Now I feel convinced, from a number of experiments made, tliat

iron, pyro, or gallic acid and silver can be used without auy danger of

staining if the film is thoroughly washed and rendered slightly aci 1

before attempting intensification. If the plate is bathed in the iron

and acid, pyro and acid, or gallic acid and acid solution for a few
minutes, and the solution then poured back into the graduate and the

silver added and flowed back over the film, there will bo very litlls

danger of staining. Nitric, acetic, or citric acid can be used witii

either of the above reducing agents.

By this method a negative can be strengthened before fixing as well

as after. In the first case the plate should be well freed from tlie

developing solution, in the latter case thoroughly washed to r.-move

all traces of hypo. To intensify a negative before fixing can only be

necessary when h.andling plates extremely poor in silver, as otherwise

the desirable strength can be obtained in the development.

Now to come to the gallic acid and silver intensifying process

published by Mr. Bartlett and Dr. Wallace, I must say that after

many experiments in this direction, I have adopted the same, as it has

proven the best of .all in my hands.

By using the preliminary bath of

Perehloride of iron 4 grains,

(yhrome alum 2 „
Citric acid 4 „
Water 1 ounce,

we have at once a clearer, an acidifier, and a destroyer of the last

traces of hypo.

The perehloride of iron (Mr. Bartlett's suggestion) has been added

mainly for the last object, and also to improve tho resulting colour of

the negative. In ordinary temperature double the amount of citric

acid can be used and the alum dispensed with. In extreme warm
weather, and when dealing with plates inclined to frill or soften, it is

best to pass them through an alum bath and to dry them before sub-

jection to this process.

Attention should be paid not to carry the intensification too far, as

the negative will gain intensity on drying. The negotive should not

remain too long in the preliminary bath, so as to allow it to bleach,

unless handling a negative slightly fogged or overdeveloped; in this

case it is advisable to permit the plate to slightly bleach. The duU

containing the solution should be gently rocked to prevent a net

marking, which otherwise is apt to occur.

After taking the negative out of this bath, it should be well washe<'

for several minutes under the tap, and the gallic acid and silver, as put

formula, flowed over it :

—

A.
Gallic acid ^ ?rxinf.

Alcohol 1 ""ace-
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B.

Silver 40 grains.

"Water 1 ounce.

One drachm of each to two to three ounces of water.

"When the negative has been allowed to bleach, intensification will

have to be carried further, as the underlying image has been converted

into a chloride of silver, and consequently would dissolve in the subse-

quent hypo solution. By carrying the intensification just to the right

pomt, the negative, after leaving the hypo, will prove free of fog, and

nave brilliant lights and clear shadows. Sometimes it will prove ad-

vantageous to flow the negative, when taken out of the fixing bath,

with the clearing solution. It is needless to say that the plates should

be well washed.
Recently 1 have made a few experiments with hydrokinone in place

of gallic acid :

—

Hydrokinone CO grains.

Nitric acid 2 drops.

"Water ounces.

Half an ounce of this diluted with two ounces of water, and one

drachm of silver solution added. Plate also previously acidified.

The action of this intensifler is somewhat slower, but the resulting

colour of the negative is a rich black in the opaque parts, and even a

plate, pyro stained to the colour of a lemon, was converted into one

of a rich grey after subjection to this intensifler. I believe hydro-

kinone and silver will prove an excellent intensifler and toner for

window transparencies. Joun G. Cassedaum.
4

THE AMERICAN ECLIPSE EXPEDITION IN JAPAN.

After several weeks of travelling in the interior of Japan I find

myself at Shirakawa, which is the station selected by the Americans
for the eclipse expedition. I am not aware that any one is sending

any account to the English photographic papers of the arrangements

made here. I therefore write a few lines, although the prospect at

present—about two hours before the time of totality—is very poor,

the sky being completely overclouded.

The American expedition is under the direction of Professor D. P.

Todd, of Amherst, who is assisted by Professor Hitchcock of the

Smithsonian Institute, Dr. Holland the naturalist. Dr. King—a lady
graduate of the New York Medical College for "Women—and various

others. It is by the kind invitation of Professor Hitchcock that I am
here. As Mrs. Hitchcock and Mrs. Todd take part in the work, it will

be seen that the Americans fully appreciate the assistance that can be
rendered by ladies in scientific work. The site selected for the tem-
porary observatory is an old Japanese fort or castle built on a piece of

rising ground. It, as well as the whole country around, is remarkably
picturesque, but as I shall have something to say of both in a general
description of my travels through the interior of Japan, which I hope
to have the pleasure of sending to England before very long, I give no
description of them here.

The greater part of the energies of the expedition are concentrated
on obtaining large photographs of the corona during totality. The
members of the expedition have been fortunate enough to secure a
lens of very great focal length. It is a single combination, presumably
formed after a telescope formula. The diameter is very small com-
paratively, only about six inches, but the focal length is about forty
feet. As every foot of focal length gives rather more than one-tenth
of an inch diameter of an image, the subject got by this great lens
will be rather more than four inches. The arrangement of the
apparatus is as follows :—The lens is at one end of a horizontal
tunnel, and at the other end is built the dark room. This is roomy,
contains developing sink, &c., and a stand opposite the end of the
tunnel for receiving the sensitive plates. This is, of course, capable
of adjustment. There is an arrangement within the dark room for
opening to make the exposure, so that everything except the heliostat
which keeps the image of tlie sun directed on tlu^ lens is within
control of the operator in the dark room. The stand for the plates
being within the dark room there is no need to trouble with dark
slides, &c. A plat« is simply taken from the bath and is placed on
the stand.

1 should mention that Mr. Hitchcock has elected to use wet plates.
He considers that even with the small aperture of lens he has
(^*y /))) the exposure on them will bo ample.

I have seen images of the sun taken by the instrument. These are
very good, but show a just perceptible falling off of sharpness at the
edge of the disc. This, I was told, is due to want of perfect atmospheric
clearness. Probably it is, but in Japan a factor must be reckoned
with, which possibly is peculiar to the country. Professor John
Milne, F.R.S., who has done more than any other to investii'ate the

subject of earthquakes in this country, has discovered that there is a
variable but almost continual earth vibration quite strong enough to
be recorded and measured by delicate instruments. Of course this

must somewhat interfere with the definition given by the very best
long-focus lens. I beheve this remarkably interesting phenomenon
has been investigated so far only in Japan, so that it is not yet
possible to say whether it is of volcanic origin, or whether a vibration
so great as to be readily recordable exists on all so-called " firm laud."
Professor Milne's own opinion is that it is duo to wind—a vibration
being first produced by wind on mountains, and afterwards conveyed
through the earth. If this is the case the phenomenon will probably
be found to be common to all mountainous countries. May it be that
tills factor, so far as I know not yet taken into consideration by
astronomical photographers, accounts in whole or in part for the
great rareness of a successful photograph of the moon on any large
scale ?

At the temporary observatory here, both the objective and the
stand holding the plates are placed on solid foundations made of
great blocks of granite, so that all possibility of vibration has been
avoided so far as possible. Besides tliis forty-foot telescope, a smaller
one of about ten or twelve feet focus is directed towards the position
that the sun will occupy during the eclipse. It is proposed, with
this, to make very short exposures, so as to show the pnases before or
after totality. Several appliances were fitted up to investigate the
distribution of light in the outer corona. The smaller of the two
telescopes was fitted with one of these. The arrangement is one
whereby a plate is exposed with in front of it a sheet of tin perforated
with a number of small holes, it being considered that the variation
of density can better be judged of by observing the small spots thus
produced, than by examining the gradation of density that would
result were no perforated sheet interposed. There was, however,
fitted up a pair of cameras side by side, one provided with the per-

forated sheet, the other without it, so that judgment might be made
in either way as desired. In the case of these cameras, as no fine

definition was required, single lenses somewhat after the nature of

condensers were used.

One more observation was attempted. Its object was to decide the
amount of light during totality. Two appliances were fitted to

accomplish this. One consisted simply of a series of apertures of I ho
same size arranged in front of a sensitive plate. These apertures

were to screen expo.-nres of different lengths by opening a shutter in

front of them, withdrawing it so as to expose first one aperture, then,
after a measured length of time, to withdraw a little more so as to

expose two, and so on. Another appliance designed by I'rofessor

Hitchcock consisted in an arrangement not very unlike that of

Mucklow and Spurge's sensitometer. A certain number of cells, each
ending in an aperture, were made of wood, forming a sort of honey-
comb structure, the apertures varying in area, and the whole arrange-

ment of cells and apertures was placed in front of a sensitive plate.

Of course the portion of the plate forming the end of one particular

cell would receive an amount of light proportionate to the area of

the opening at the other end. Whichever appliance was used the
results would, of course, require to be compared with those got by
exposing plates of the same sensitiveness at a measured distance from a
standard light. For all the smaller instruments dry plates were to be
used.

Taken altogether it is probable that no more complete arrangement
was ever fitted out for the photographic observation of an eclipse, and
after all, as will, long before the time this reaches England, have been
well known, to no purpose. All the scientific experts mentioned came
several thousand miles to this country and worked hard for a month
in fitting up their elaborate appliances, and then, all through a cloudy
afternoon nothing could be done, or next to nothing. No observation

whatever could be made during totality, and only a very few imperfect
ones before and afterwards.

In spite of the fact that the corona was not visible at all, the ex-
perience of the total eclipse was an interesting one. The light waned
very perceptibly for long before totality began ; but the darkening
when the moon completely covered the sun's disc was far more sudden
than I could have imagined possible. It was all but instantaneous,
and the sensation produced was very curious. The darkness was by
no means as great as that of a dark night. I could follow the hands
of my watch during the whole time of totality, but it was only by
close observation. Then, when totality was over, the bursting into

light again was as sudden as the darkening had been before, and there

was a feeling as of relief, as if some depressing influence had been
removed. In a second or two after the light returned there was a
sudden rift in the clouds, and we saw a thin half-circle of light like

a bit of silver wire. It was only for a second or two, but tlie sight

was a very beautiful one.
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There is nothing to be done now but for the members of the expedi-
tion to "pack up" aiul ictiun to Amorica, boaring their dlKap^ioiiit-

ment as well as tli(^y can. Bitterly disappointed they all must bo
except Dr. llollaml, who has captured I am afraid to .say how many
thousand insects, or " bugs," as the Americnas all call them. Japan
mu3t be a paradise for naturalists; it positively' swarms with life.

To-morrow I shall make a photograph of the aiTangement of the
instrument ; it may perhaps be worth sending as far as Kni'Iand.

AV. K. Burton.
r.S. (written on the 22nd August).—The results of the observations

have, after all, not been so completely nil as I at first imagined. Xo
coronal observations were made, but by the great lens several phases
of the eclipse were photographed of such a nature as to enable precise
measurements of the angular distance of the centres of the earth and
the moon for precise times to be made, a thing which, it seems, is

desirable. Moreover, Wrs. Hitchcock obtained two very interesting
photographs of the earth during the eclipse. One plate was e.tposed
during the whole time of totality (three minutes), the other for twenty
seconds, beginning thirty seconds after the termination of totaUty.
The first photograph shows the landscape merely as a black mass
against tlie sky, the second shows considerable detail. The lens used
was one of the rapid land.scape type, working at about J.
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THE STANDARD OF DEVELOPER.
[A Communication to the Society of Amateur Pliotofrraphors of Now York.]

NOTIIINO has stood more in the way of the amateur's acquisition of
tlie best method of photogr.iphic manipiihition than the confused and
the confusing, muddled, misleading, and thoroughly un.scientiiic way
in which the formula for developers have been made up. Whether
these are to bo found in the boxes of plates sold by the manufacturers,
or on the pages of the works nominally intended for tho instruction
of the beginner, they are almost alike in their useless and senseless
intricacy.

1 brought the question of the possibility and advisability of our
insisting upon a comprehensible and uniform method in the com-
pounding of these formula; before a previous meeting of this Society,
and having been placed on the Committee on Developers have given
further attention to the matter.
A favourite plan of some reformers is the substitution of French

for American weights and measures, and incidentally or independently,
the use of ten per cent, .solutions. These plans, one or both, have
b een pressed upon us as a correction of the difficulty, but they do not
meet the case. Wo do not want a purely scientific manipulation, and
the gramme will never bo our Moses, nor foreign or unusual term.s or
scales guide us out of our wilderness. What wo need is something
for everyday use that the least experienced, equally with the most
export, can understand at a glance, employ with absolute certainty,
and remember without difficulty. Talking in centimetres or multi-
plying by_ decimals is a useless confusion, and even when thoroughly
mastered is only mere addition to the unnecessarily numerous differing
tables which already bother the photographic mind. A percentage
solution is not only an awkward combination to manage, but is so
curiously inaccurate as to be nearly absurd. The percentage that a
solid bears to a liquid is as droll as the view of the blind man who
said that after much study he had discovered that the colour scarlet
was very similar to the blast of a trumpet. A tcn-^rain solution,
which is often mistaken for a ten per cent, one, would be entirely
proper, but a percentage of hypo, or any other solid, to water is

closely allied with the result of multiplying ten oranges by ten pears.
Because tiiere happens to be a fluid ounce as well as a solid ounce, it

does not follow that there is a proportional relation between the two.
Such a proportion if made should be by weight alone and accurately
and not on the old cook's theory that a pint is necessarily a pound.
But what is needed in practical photography is a preparation which

can bo easily understood and quickly varied, while the proportions
can be distinctly borne in tiie mind. Its constituent parts must be so
separated that it can be strengthened or weakened from the point of
view of effect on the latent image. The ordinarily accepted propor-
tions of the materials of a pyrogallic developer are two grains of pyro
to one ounce of water, combined with about eight grains of sulphite
of soda, tlie latter Ixiing merely to keep the plate clear of stains. Both
of these substances are perishable and deteriorate rapidly in water.
To the.se are added about twelve grains of crystalhsed carbonate of
soda or half the amouut of potash for a working developer. Pyro
has been used undissolved, but it was found that the same thing had
to be done with tho sulphite or that also would lose its power. The
sulphite and the pyro go well together, but need a preservative.
Amateurs are apt to keep their developers too long, and the best of
preservativea lose their effects after a time. Nothing else is absolutely

needed in a developer except ncconionally bromide m a rfstrftiner, and
this IS to lie added only by drops. Of tho principal ingrodi.nN, L.w-
eynr, tho proportions have often to be greatly cnanofd, an
differ widely as to the nature of this change, l-or in--

pictures some persoiM double the amount of nyro ffm tl,. t ,, i,,.|

formula, while others reduce it, and for nnderexp' i: . i.. man
wants n strong nnd another a weak developer.
Now my suggestion is that wo should determine on a certain for-

mula of a fixed strength according to fluid drachms. .Say wo accept
two grainsof pyro to eight gndns of sulpliite in each drachm of the
pyro solution, with enough sulphurous or other acid to preserve it.

Then for the accelerator let us determine on, sav, six gruiiu of potaah
or twelve of soda crystals to the drachm. We can then mix our
developer intelligently without the study of French grammcfl or the
comphcation of decimals. Say we need a normal compound, we pour
out a certain number of drachms from each bottle and fill up to an
equal number of ounces of water in our graduate, and we know
exactly how many grains of each constituent we have. If we desire
an increase of either we can get it exactly by half drachms or less.

Thus the quantity of water and proportion of ingredients would be
constant, or, in other ^ords, the ingredients would bo compoonded
by drachms containing a fixed number of grains. Then if one mana-
facturer or manipulator is of opinion that his plates or exposures need
more pyro, he can simply use, or direct to bo used, an additional
amount of drachms of pyro .solution : or, if he wants more potash or
soda, or a combination of botl', ho has simply to say how much he
wants to the ounce of developer, and those who uso it will know
what they are about and escape from the present darkness of mystery
into the light of knowledge. Suppose, further, that other ingredients
aie found to be beneficial, for instance, yellow prussiate of potasli,tho
substitution or addition is entirely simple, and the effect can bo
ascertained readily and certainly. In this way the developer can be
varied indefinitely and intelligc^ntly, and progress gained where now
there is little more than groping.

There is an incidental advantage in the uso of a small proportion
of fluid in the solutions, that in warm weather the addition of water
will bring the developer to the temperature of tho others. Of course
to make this proposal effectual it will be necessary to get tho manu-
facturers of plates and compounders of developers to consent to adopt
it ; but this, or some other equally practical plan must be followed if

we are over to settle the much dispuU'd question, one that it is

probable amateurs .tlone are competent to settle : Which is the best

developer? ItoiimiT B. Koosevrlt.

SOME NOTES OX TIIE HISTORY OF TIIE DISCOVERY
OF THE GELATINO-BROMIDE PROCESS.*

Wishing to know more of tho steps which had led Dr. Maddox to

his admirable researches in connexion with gelatine and silver

bromide, I ventured to address him on the subject, and received from
him the following note, which, although intended primarily as an
appendix to Ilistori/ of I'/iotdt/rap/ii/ that 1 \iave written (and which
will shortly appear in book-form), yet ought, I think, to be laid before

the readers of that periodical in which Dr. Maddox's original paper

appeared :
—

"PoBTSWooD, SouTHAMPTos, Augutt 19, 1887.
" Dear Sin,

"In your favour of August 17 yon express a wish 'to know
more how and wliy my attention was directed to gelatine and silver

bromide?' If you find tho answer rather a complex one you must
excuse it upon its threefold cliaracter.

" Firstly, tho cost of the collodion, with the troublesome manufacture of

the cotton ; secondly, health more or less affected by its constant use

when working, as I was, in my camera, a dressing-room, often at a very

high temperature in the summer months; and, thirdly, dissatisfaction

with the dry methods for the photo-micrographic work upon which I was
much engaged.

" The first reason may be dismissed as of little moment when there was
an adequate return upon the work done, but not so when there was an
absolute loss even in an amateur's point of view. The second reason was
a more important one. Being often shut up for hours in the said

camera, the temperature at full summer heat, I found the system com-
pletely saturated with the vapour of the collodion, so much so, that it

could be tasted in tlio breath on awaking in tho night, and sleep wai
generally much disturbed and unrefreshing, while it was much needed to

restore the nervous energy wasted by constant suffering, often very severe

in character ; moreover, there was an outcry in the household that the

collodion vapour unpleasantly pervaded every room in the hoase. The
third reason was that I could tind no satisfactory dry or sticky jprocest .

that did not embrace the first two reasons, and add another of ita own

* Coucladol from page 6S3.
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in the shape of additional time and trouble in the preparation of the

plate,

"These reasons set me experimenting, sometimes on paper, sometimes
on glass, with vegetable gummy matters, as lichen, linseed, quince-seed

;

and with starchy substances as rice, tapioca, sago, &c. ; and with waxy
material as Japanese vegetable wax. Often I fancied I was just within

the doorway when the door closed, and other plans had to be tried. All

the literature I could find bordering on the subject was searched, but it

rather bewildered than enlightened.
" At last I turned to the animal series and wasted many eggs and some

little silver ; then I went to the finest isinglass at about twenty shillings

the pound weight, and the very first experiment led me to hope I was on
the right track, only something had to be altered as I was using iodo-

bromide in varying collodion proportions, and the isinglass did not
appear to yield a sufficiently even surface in spite of all kinds of filtering

;

yet confidence was felt that a vein had been struck.
" Search was now made in the house for a packet of Nelson's gelatine

;

this afforded a better surface, especially as the plates were dried generally

on a hot one-inch thick iron slab, and tested at once. Then came the

mixture of isinglass and gelatine, but the advantages pointed to gelatine.

The little plates were tried under a negative, then on out-of-door objects,

but it was impossible to get some laurels depicted in anything more than
black and white. I remembered that some one had stated that the bromides
were better suited than the iodides for foliage ; now came the experiment
of diminishing the iodide and increasing the bromide, until it settled into

bromide alone.
" Yet I was not satisfied, but experimenting went on so rapidly that

often I did not wait to filter the gelatine before mixing the bromide of

silver in it. Before this period, that talented experimenter, Mr. Carey
Lea, had spoken of the use of aqua regia, and my attention was turned to
it, fancying that its use would decompose some of the gelatine and furnish
the extra silver a chance of forming an organic salt of silver which might
possibly improve the image. After working with this, and getting more
satisfactory results, various substances were mixed with the gelatine as
gum, sugar, glycerine, <l'c., which gave different tints to the developed
negatives, and it was seen that it only required farther experimenting to

put gelatine into use ; for some of the negatives were fairly plucky and
half tones beautifully rendered, but compared ^^ith collodion the gelatine
was slower, although it stood its ground with some of the dry processes.

" Paper had not been neglected, for amongst the paper trials with the
gelatine was one which I thought gave much promise, the tmt on
development equal to mucli of the kind at the present day. This was
obtained by the addition of a small quantity of arsenite of silver.

" There was no thought of bringing the subject into notice until it had
been lifted from the cradle. Soaking the plates before use, for of course
I knew the useless salts were left in the gelatine, was noted down for
trial ; but at this stage, and while in the very heyday of experimenting,
there came an urgent appeal from my kind friend Mr. J. Traill Taylor to
assist him without delay by an article for The British Journal or
I'noiOGii.ii'iiY, of which he was the editor, as he had been taken seriously
ill.

"Without a moment's hesitation, and thinking it would give my friend
pleasure, the hurriedly written and fragmentary article that appeared in
the September Jochnal of 1871 was forwarded to him, and proofs of
sundry negatives were also sent, some of which, almost entirely defaced,
my friend Mr. W. B. Bolton and I found three or four years since
amongst tlie glass in the office at No. 2, York-street.
"Another pen had also come to the rescue, and my paper was deferred

to the following weekly issue, when Mr. Taylor, with far-sighted judg-
ment, noted the process had a future before it. Health had now fairly
broken down, rest was needed, so that very little farther experimenting
was done, and as there were other irons in the fire demanding attention,
the process was offered to a firm in Southampton from whom I used to
get my albumenised paper; but it was found there was no time to
continue the necessary experiments to raise the rapidity and enhance its
value. This was done at different stages by others, almost two years
after I had freely given to the public what had cost me much time and
labour.

" The world has been benefited, and I have been honoured with a gold
medal and diploma by the Jurors' Committee of the Inventions Exibi-
tion. Do not for one moment suppose I ignore the work of other hands
'm perfecting the gelatino-bromide process, and thus giving it its world-
wide value in all departments of photography, especially that far reaching
one of its adaptation to astronomical research. I am only too thankful
to feel that 1 have been merely the stepping-stone upon which others
have safely put their feet, though now and then there cropped up the old
story of the prophet in his own country ; let it pass—this is the Jubilee
year. I am grateful to those .jibroad and at home, who, like yourself,
have recognised the original claim of

—

" Dear Sir, yours most truly,

"B. L. Maddox.
" W. Jebome Hakeison, Esq., Birmingham."

There is less need to follow the steps laj which Dr. Maddox's work
was perfected. In the latter half of 1 873, J. Burgess prepared and
sold "gelatino-bromide dry plates"—the first ever placed on the
market—at half-a-crown per dozen for fj.iarter-plates

j and later oa

R. Kennett—1874-77—made similar plates, that even now would be
called "rapid;" but neither Burgess nor Kennett could maise the

process a commercial success.

In 1874, the Belgian chemist, J. S. Stas, showed* the effect of heat
in producing molecular modifleations of silver bromide, and declared

that certain of tlie<e were "the most sensitive substances to light with
which I am acquainted."

When Bennett, in March, 1878, showed that great rapidity could be
obtained b}' "stewing" for several days the gelatine emulsion, he was
practically applying the researches of Stas ; and the work was com-
pleted when Maiistield, in August, 187'*, obtained similar results by
boiliiuj the emulsion for a few minutes.

In view of the great development of the gelatino-bromide process, it

is pleasant to think that we have still v,ith us the man who sowed the

first seed. Photography proper now rests, we may say, entirely upon
the labour's of three great Englishmen—Fox Talbot, calotype process,

1841 ; Scott Archer, collodion process, 1851 ; Dr. 11. L. -\laddox,

gelatino-bromide, 1871. It is to be hoped that at some not di.stant

date English photographers will acknowledge that it is their duty to

commemorate in some lasting form the labours of this illustrious trio.

France has set the example by raising statues to Niepce and to

Daguerre ; but Talbot and Archer—to speak only of those who have
passed away—are still uuhonouved and almost unknown. Who will

lead the way in this matter ? We have a Society, a Club, and a Con-
vention, all aspiring to the title of " National." Could they not unite

for so worthy an object P Again, I say that it is our duty to publicly

honour the men to whom we owe so great a debt, and of whom as our
countrymen we ought to be so proud.

W. Jeuome IlAtiEiso.v, F.G.S.

THE FIRST GELATINE EMULSION DRY PL.\TE.

The circumstaiiCe that the first gelatine emulsion dry plate was made
by myself, and, moreover, was developed with alkaline pyrojallol, has

just been unearthed and published in these pages by Mr. Jerome
Harrison. The question arises why no claim for priority in this

matter lias hitherto been made in the course of tlie various discussions

upon the history of the subject in photographic journals and societies.

The truth is that, having forgotten that the experiment had been
published at the time, and as the scientific world is agreed that date

of publication and nothing else gi\-es claim to priority, the best plan

.seemed to be to hold my tongue, rather than to seek for the reputation

of Oloffe, the dreamer, This Oloffe once wandered about the banks
of the canals of Amsterdam ; he was ever ready for a gli^s of

schnapps, and his solitary garment was never washed except by the

bounteous showers of heaven ; but he was a marvellous man, becausa

nothing remarkable ever happened in Amsterdam without his telling

the people afterwards that he had dreamt of it two days before. He
was therefore engaged as sailor on board the Dutch ship fitted out to

di.-cover the north-west passage to China, that he might aid tlie ex-

plorers by his valuable dreams, which subsequently had a share in

founding tlie city of New Y'ork, saith Diedricli Knickerbocker.

The plate I prepared was coated with a genuine unwashed, uncooked
gelatine emulsion, containing bromide and iodide of silver, and was
dried upon a levelling stand. Perhaps it may be as well to give tlie

full text of tlie record, in place of the few hues quoted b}' my name-
sake, from my article on 'J'/ia r/dhisophy nf Dry Plates, published

in Thk BitlTisu JounxAL op 1'jioiogiiai'hv of Junuaiv 17,

1868 :—
" I dissolved a few graius of gelatine in some water, and diluted the

mixture to such an extent that the liquid, when cold, was slightly viscous,

like collodion. A little bromide and iodide of cadmium was then dissolved

in the gelatinous licjuid, after which some nitrate of silver was added in

the dark. In fact, I wanted to have a solution which would give a good
dry plate by simply coating a sheet of glass with it, and allowing it to dry

on the levelling stand—thereby abolishing baths, washings, and the use

of collodion in the process. After the nitrate of silver was added the

scheme was killed, lor the gelatiuou". character of the liquid was destroyed

(possibly by the nitrate of cadmium formed), and the precipitate sank
quickly to the bottom of the bottle. Nevertheless, I shook it up well and
rapidly covered a plate with a layer of the solution, leaving it then on the

levelling stand to dry."

It is evident now that the proportion of gelatine used as above

stated was too small to hold the precipitate in suspension. The record

continues;

—

" The plate dried in a few hours. It had a granular and not very even

film, which adhered well to the plate. It was exposed in the camera and
then developed by the alkaline method. The picture eame out very

* Aitnalesde C'hiiiiie, Fifth Series, vol. iii., page 289.
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rapidly, and was of great intonsity ; such depth of colour would, in tact,

have refiuired twenty or thirty times longer development on a collo-

diumeed plate.* I have never seen a picture on a dry plate coated with
collodion come out so well, but the rough and uneven lilm made the
picture worthless. Encouraged by the first trial, I added gelatine to the
solution in the bottle to bring it to the consistency of collodion again, but
had to use many scruples of it before the additions overcame the anti-

glutinising property imparted to the liquid by the added salts. When at

last the hquid reassumed the consistency of collodion, and was slightly

warmed, several plates were coated and left on the levelling stand, where
the film soon began to ' set,' and the plates were then placed on end to

dry. Irreproachably even films were obtained. The only fault to be
found with them was, tliat expose or develop them in what way you
would, not a trace of a picture would these plates give. The developers
would bring out no more trace of a picture upon them than if Ihey had
been plates of plain glass."

The explanation of this I now suspect to be that it was a case of

wholesale fog. The experiments extended over two days, during wliich

the silver salt, while in tho bottle and on the drying plates, was
exposed more or less to such bright yellow light as was employed
in developing rooms in the old collodion days. Apparently a peculiar

sample of gelatine was used, as bought at a neighbouring shop ; in

those days gelatine specially prepared for photographic purposes did

not exist. Mr. Jerome Harrison suggests that tho absence of a de-

velopable image may liave been due to the weakness of the alkaline

developers in ii.se in the olden times. Possibly, also, the youthful

adventurer forgot to put the pyrogallol in the developer.

Mr. Jerome Harrison also calls attention to the previous work of

Mr. W. II. Smith, whose patent may now bo examined.
Patent No. 1174, April it!, 180"), is granted to " William Henry

Smith, of 12, St. Ann's-gardens, Ilaverstock llill, in the County of

Middlesex, for the Invention of ' Improvements in Photographing
upon Wood, and in the I'reparatioa of Wood, Canvas, Silk, Gla.s.s, and
other Substances for tho Purpo.se of Keceiving and Ketaining Impres-
8ion.«.'

"

The body of the patent chiefly speaks of photographing en wood,
which is first coated with a specified solution, which when dry fills up
its pores. The inventor thus describes the preparation of the film

upon which he photographs :

—

" I next prepare a receptive as above defined, being an aqueous solu-

tion, which for sake of reference I call solution No. 1, consisting of

twelve parts of gelatine and five parts of honey in 2.50 parts of water, and
I allow this to decompose, and when reduced to a liquid state by natural

decomposition I take one ounce of this and dissolve in it a chloride or a

bromide (if chloride of cadmium, two grains), one grain of the tincture of

iodine and one grain of tartaric, citric, or any other acid of similar

qualities. This mixture I call solution No. 2. I then take another

ounce of the aqueous solution (before referred to as No. 1), and dissolve

in it twelve grains of nitrate of silver, and add the solution to the before-

named solution No. 2 ; this forms the receptive which I call receptive

No. 1 for distinction, and this I apply to the wood either with a brush or

by floating the wood on a bath of the said receptive No. 1 for five minutes,

more or less, and afterwards allowing it to dry."

He then prints upon this surface either under a negative or ui tho

solar camera. In fact it is a " priming-out " process, upon a film

formed of an emulsion containing decomposed gelatine, chloride of

silver, and a great excess of nitrate of silver.

One paragraph describes how he photographs upon "glass"' as well

as other substances than wood. He says:

—

" I apply a receptive, which I call receptive No. 3, consisting of one
ounce of receptive No. 2 as a chloride or bromide (if chloride of cadmium,
four grains), three grains of tincture of iodine, and one grain of tartaric,

citric, or any other acid of similar qualities until the object is coated. I

then sensitise the said coating by immersing it in a nitrate of silver bath

containing thirty-five grains of nitrate to the ounce of water. I then

withdraw the said object from the bath, and while still wet I coat it witli

an aijueous solution, which I call solution No. 3 for distinction, composed
of ten parts of gelatine and five parts of honey in 300 parts of water, and
when dry I print, tone, and fix, as before described for wood."

Thus in photographing upon glass he used no ready-prepared emul-

sion, but dipped his plates in a nitrate of silver bath, thereby obtaining

a sensitive surface with a large excess of nitrate of silver, upon whicli

when dry he printed and toned positive pictures. The process is

much like that of printing upon albumeuised paper, except that other

organic matter than albumen is used. There is nothing in the patent

about taking negatives, or applying haloid emulsions to glass.

From what has already been said it appears to be conclusively

established that the first negative upon a gelatine emulsion plate was
taken in January, 1808; also that there was no excess of nitrate of

silver, and that alkaline pyrogallol was used in development.

* This of course meaut a colloitioiiised dry plate, as iutimated by the

context,—W. H, If., November 2, 18S7.

The necessity for a close examination of past records to compile
accurate history is further illustrated by the circumstance that my
R'cord of 18(W was utterly forgotten by it* own author until Mr.
Jerome Harrison by careful reatling brought it to light. 1 hud often
regretted that I had not, as I beheved, recorded tne experiment in

print. A somewhat similar illustration of the taIiio of referring
always to original documents occurred to me recently while reading
up in relation to the liistory of photography in natural colours.
Niopce de St. Victor is habitually ([noted in newspapers and b<K)k8 as

a leading pioneer in this branch of research ; as a matter of fact he was
nothing of the kind. He merely adopted ileccjuerel's discoveries, and
by dint of laborious practice turned out rather better pictures than
liecuuerel, who probal)ly had not the necessary time to give to merely
routine work. Truly Niepcc enunciated the principle that the colours
in such photographs bear relation to the colours the ntrticular

chlorides used 'would give if ignited in an alcohol flame. If this be
so, the credit of discovering the principle belongs to him, and that i.'*

all, but tho principle is not sufficiently well proven as yet to have been
either accepted or denied by the scientific world.
For years Becquerel took no notice of Ni^pce and his photographs

in colour, but finallv gave him a little footnote in vol. ii. page
231, of his book Im Lumiere se» Causes et set EffeU, Didot Freres,

Paris, 1808. That footnote I now translate as follows.

—

" M. Niepce de St. Victor has obtained upon silver plates since 1831
reproductions of coloured engravings and camera images by the fiist

process which I discovered before 1818 ; but this method of preparation
by immersion gives tints less vivid than are obtained when electrical

currents have been used in the preparation. The results which he has
obtained, and which bear relation to this subject, do not appear to me to

differ notably from those which have been published previously and
which I had obtained first, so it does not appear to me to be necessary to

mention them."

He tlun gives references to the journals in which Niepce recorded
his les.ilts, so that his readers might look into the matter for tbem-
.selves. It must be remembered that Niepce of St. Victor was not

the great founder of photography, Nicephore Niepce, of Chalons-sur-

fc'oane, but his nephew. .\ third Ni6pee, Isidore, is also sometimes
mentioned in photographic literature; Nicephore was his father.

Claude Fran9oi3 Niepce de St. Victor was originally a lieutenant of

dragoons, who afterwards entered the Municipal Guard of Paris. He
wts born in 180o. In 18;)0, Napoleon HI. appointed him Commandant
of the Louvre, to give him more leisure to prosecute his photographic

researches. W. U. IIabbison.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOB PATENTS.
No. 14,684.—"Improvements in or comiected with Photography." G. T.

HcLLOWAV.—/>«ieii October 28, 1887.

>"o. 14,725.—"Improvements in Photographic Shutters." G. S. Grijistos.

—Dated OHuber 29, 1887.

Yo. 14,809.—" Improvements in Telescopic Fronts and Objectives for Optiral

Laiterus." Complete spccilicatioii. A Wkexcu.—/>«<«< (>«<«*«/ 31, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
iKPROVEtfENTS IS OR BELATINli TO THE TnE.\TMENT OF PHOTOGBAPHIC DBT

Platks OB Films.

No. 15,727. Edward William Foxlek, Acton, Middlesex.

—

December \, ISSflw

Tins invcntiou relates to the clas.s of flexible film from which the paper or

other backing is ultunately stripped. Films of this description vary iu con-

stiuction considerably; in .lomo the striiiping of the back is done in a wet

statSi and in others in a dry state. Some of the films are made with a iwpcr
lacking, an in.soluble gelatine lilm to receive the image, and a soluble geUtme
layer interposed betwecu tlie two ; some makers do not use gelatine at all, but

a gelatinous or mucilaginous compound instead. In all cases, however, the

tihii is supported by a kicking, generally of paper, which is subsequently

stripped oil; and to most, if not to all, of these the iireseut iuveutiou is

applicable. I will, however, deserilw it as applied to a plate mode according

to the Boult (Eastman & Walker) iwtent, No. 13,596, of 1884, and conaisting

of the paper backing, the insoluble gelatine film, and the inUrposed layer of

soluble gelatine. I shjUl use the word "negative" to imlicute the insoluble

film with the image in it, whether that image happen to Iw a negative or a

positive picture, as it may be either.

An advantage of my invention is that whereas the " negatives " as ordinonJy

jirepared are subject to the attacks of damp and other stmosiiheric iuHaencm,

my improved negatives are, when requireil, coated on both sides with coUodioa

or vaiTiish, which U impervious to atmospheric inHuences.

In carrying out ray invention, I take a plate of gUss, or equivalent material,

and coat it with plain or normal eollo.liou, such as that employe<l by photo-

graphers but without beiug iodised. Before the collodion ia poured upon the

plate the latter is treated iu the usual way with wax or indiarubber, dimolrad

ill one of their solvents or powdered tele (?>ench chalk), or some similar
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material, to prevent the permanent adhesion of tlie collodion. When the

collodion has set the plate is immersed in a dish of cold water until the ether

and alcohol are washed out. This operation may bo accelerated by washing

under a tap. When the solvents have been removed from the collodion it is

ready for the reception of the negative. This having been fi.xed and washed
is laid faced downward upon the collodion. An indiarnbber squeegee is now
employed, with some pressure to ensure close contact and e.xpel tlie superfluous

water and air bubbles, but before tlie squeegee is applied a sheet of Indiaruljber

or paper is laid on the paper and plate in order to prevent abrasion of any
exposed jiortions of the collodion (iUn. Blotting paper is now placed upon the

paper backing of the neg.ative, and put under liglit pressure and allowed to

remain for a suitable time, rarely exceeding half an hour. The object of using

the blotting paper is to further absorb the moisture and so secure a better

contact between the glass and the film. Next the i>late, with the adherent

negative, is placed witliout i>revious drying in warm or liot water. In a short

time the paper will be easily removed owing to the solution of the soluble sub-

tratum or interposed layer of gelatine, leaving the negative lirnily attached to

the collodion. The plate is now removed from the water, and a tliin sheet or

pellicle of gelatine, wliich has previously been thoroughly softened in water

—

or a mixture of water and glycerine—is laid upon tlie negative and pressed

iuto close contact by a squeegee, a sheet of indiarubber being interposed to

prevent abrasion. The whole is now allowed to dry ; or, instead of applying
this sheet in a firm state it may be run on in a liquid state. When the geliitine

is di-y it is coated witli collodion or with a varnish. When this coating is dry
the negative is stripped from tlie gla.ss, when it will bring the collodion film,

which was applied to the glass, away with it firmly attached, so that the
negative and the gelatine are protected front and back with a film of collodion

or with one of collodion and one of varnish.

To facilitate the stripping a sharp knife may be run round the negative,

cutting the collodion to prevent tearing.

In some cases where it is not desired to remove the negative at all from the
glass plate, as when an inverted or reversed negative is required, it is not
necessary to prepare tlie surface of the glass witli talc before running on the
collodion ; in these case.?, when the negative has been attached to the gla.ss and
the backing stripped off, it is only necessary to coat the exposed surface with
collodion or varnisli.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my .said

invention, and in wh.at manner tlie same is to be perlbrnieil, I deda»e that
what I claim is :—1. In the treatment of Hexible films after exposure the
method or proces.s, consisting essentially in attaching the "negative ' to a film

of collodion spread upon prepared glass, or equivalent material, and stiipping
off the temporary backing from the said "negative" or iniage-be.aring film, the
whole suljstantially as specified. 2. In the treatment of flexible films after
exposure the method or proce.ss, consisting essentially in attaching the
" negative " to a film of collodion spread npon prepared glass or equivalent
material, strijiping olf the temporary backing from the said "negative" or
image-bearing film, and coating with collodion or varnish, and finally removing
from the said glass or other plate the .said "negative" or image-bearing film,

so that the finished "negative" is enclosed between two co.atings impervious
to atmospheric iuHuences, the whole substantially as specified. 3. In the
treatment of flexiljle films after exposure, the method or process consisting
essentially in attaching the "negative" to a film of collodion spread upon
prepared glass or e<piivalent material, stripjiing off the temporary backing
from the .said " negative " or image-bearing film, applying a permanent backing
of gelatine or equivalent material, and finally removing from the said glass or
other jjhite the said "negative" or image-ljearing film, the whole substantially
as specified. 4. A finished "negative" consisting of an image-beaiing film,

having on each side a coating impervious to atnio.splieric inftuenees, sub-
Btantially as specified.

I.MPnOVE.MENTS IN PHOTOHIiAPHIC .\ND OTHER OlTICAI, APPAB.VTIIS.

No. 15,873. Zachary Hakhis Kixodon, Old Charlton, Kent—December 4,

1886.

My invention relates to improvements in apparatus, such as cameras and
lanterns, for photographic and other purposes, whereby such aiijiaratus is

rendered e.isily collapsible into a convenient form for carriage, ami readily
erected and adjusted for use.

My invention consists in connecting the parts of the apparatus which are to
be closed together when out of use, and separated to a required distance or
distances for use by links or levers, or links and levers either alone or in con-
junction with flexible or other tie.s, or the ties may be replaced or assisted by
causing certain or all of the links and levers to come in contact with fixed or
movable stops or with one another when in certain relative positions, according
to the requirements of any jiarticular case.

To obtain rigidity of the structure with its parts in any particular relative
positions, such as when opened to a required extent or when closed, I arrange
sjjrings so to act on any or all of the links or levers that they in conjunction
with the ties or stops constrain the system as required, or I obtain rigidity by
causing some or all of the links and levers or their joints to come on or slightly
fia-st their dead centres, or I apjdy spring or otlier catches or bolts of any fonn
to effect the same end.

In one modification the system of links partakes of the form of the ordinary
lazy tongs, whereby any required extension can be obtained by having a suffi-
cient number of links suitably arranged which can be actuated and controlled
either directly by hand or through any combination of links, levers, ties, stops,
springs, joints, catches, and bolts, as aforesaid.
A final adjustment, when requisite, such, for example, as in the case of

focussing the lens, is obtained in the following way :—The frame or setting
which carries the lens, or sindlar p.art requiring adjustment, is arrangeil to
slide in an outer tube or sheath, the sheath having in' it one or more slots or
grooves which engage with a stud or studs set in or affixed to the frame or
setting. These grooves or slots may be straight, curved, stepped, notched,
serrated, or of any other suitable form, and may be in any position and direc-
tion

; and the .studs may be of any suitable form, and ni.ay be rigid or otherwise.

jis, for example, they, or a part of one or of any number of them, may be
attached by a spring which will admit of a slight displacement and will bring

them back again to then' normal position. The relative positions of the studs

and slots may be reversed, the studs being connected to the sheath and the
slots or grooves being in the frame or setting.

The position of the frame or setting in the sheath may be indicated by an
index and graduations upon any suitable part of either the frame or sheath, or

both, or any other portion of the lens mount, or any extension thereof or

attachment thereto ; or it may be indicated and temporarily maintained by a

stud, or catch, or similar appliance, engaging steps, notches, or serrations in

the grooves or slots already described, or in any other part or extension of or

any attachment to the lens mount. By these means the senses of touch and
hearing, together or separately, are employed in focussing and adjusting ; but
I do not limit myself to these means, .as I intend to include .all suitable means
by which the senses of touch or hearing may be used in obtaining the desired

adjustment.
The claims are :—1. In cameras, lanterns, and similar apparatus for photo-

graphic and other optical purposes, the connecting of those parts which have
to be closed together at one time and separated at another by systems of links

and levers, and constraining the same by ties, stops, springs, catches, or bolts,

or combinations of any or all of these, i. Tlie application to cameras, lanterns,

&c., of the system of links u.sed in the ordinary lazy tongs for the purpose of

rendering them collapsible. 3. The combination of links, levers, ties, stops,

and springs herein described and illustrated as applied to collapsible cameras.

4. Tlie .application to cameras, lanterns, (fee, of jointed stretcher bars having a

spring action shnilar to that of the blade of an ordinary pocket knife in it.s

handle, snbstanti.ally as herein set forth. 5. The application to cameras,

lanterns, &c., of jointed stretcher bars having stops near their joints which
prevent them from doubling backwards except a small amount past their dead
centres, substantially as herein set forth. 6. All suitable means by which the

senses of touch .and hearing may be used for focussing and adjusting lenses and
other sindlar p.arts of photographic aiqiaratus. 7. The arrangements for

focussing lenses herein descrilied and illustrated.

iimttitgiEl of Soitette]E^«

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of MoeUng.

Novemfjer

Name of Scciety.

9 ,

10 ,

10 ,

10 ,

10
10 ,

11

Notta
Newcastle-on-Tjne S N.Coimt:o!
Manchester Amateur
Great Britain
Dcrl)y
liolton Club
Photograiihie Club
Birkenhead
Bradford Amateur
Halifax Photoj^raiihic Club
Manchester Photo. Society
Loudon and Provincial
Ireland

Place of Meeting.

Institute, Shakespeare-street.
Coll. of Physical Science.Newcastle.
Musoiiic Hall, Cooper-st.,Mauchstr,
5a, Pall Mall East.
Sylccs'.s Restaurant, 3:1. Vietoria-st.

The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleot-streot,E.C.

Free Public Libraiy, Uamiltou-st.
Grammar School.
Mech.anics' Hall.

36, George-street.
Ma£ou's Hall, Baainghall-street.

Koyal College of Science, Dublin.

THE LONDON AND PUOVINCUL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Thursd.ay night, October 27, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above

Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. L. Medland

presided.

Some prints from negatives, taken by Mr. A. L. Henderson and Mr. J. J.

Briginshaw by the Welsbach light at the previous meeting, were exhibiteiL ,

One by Mr. Henderson had ninety seconds exposure, with a Dallmeyer's 2b

portrait lens. No. 2 stop. The plate w.as one which gave twenty-two on the

Warnerke scale, a single Welsbach light illuminated the sitter, the face came

out well in the negative, and the remainder of the picture was somewhat

under exposed.
Mr. F. W. Cox exhibited landscape jirints.

The following question from the box was read:—"A negative of a public

person wa.s taken, and a promise made by the photographer at the time not to

show or publish it during the lifetime of the sitter ; the negative was copy-

righted and not assigned by the sitter. After the death the photographer was

told that he might do what he liked with it. Tlie death occun-ed, and the

photograph was being pulilished, when the publisher was requested by the

executors to desist. Have they the jiower to stop publishing?"

Messrs. W. E. Debenham and F. A. Bridge replied th,at if no money con-

sideration w.as taken from the sitter the photographer had the right to publish.

Mr. J. B. B. Wki.i.ington asked if anyone had the right to stop the publica-

tion of instantaneous photographs taken with detective cameras.

Mr. Bridge replied tliat if anyone were injured thereby, he had the right to

stop luiblication.

Mr. W. M. Ayhes believed it to be illegal for a photographer to exhibit the

likeness of .anyone in a show-case without permission.

Mr. Smith said that he had taken photographs to bo mounted, and was

informed that the co.st would be six or seven shillings ; when a boy called for

them the mounter refused to give them up unless he were paid nine shillings

and sixpence, which the boy unfortun.atcly paid because he had a half-sovereign.

Had the mounter any right to the amount paid ?

Mr. Debenham replied that he had no right to more than seven shillings,

which should have been tendered to him, and the matter then left for legal

decision.

Mr. Wellington stated that the hydrokinone developer gave a greenish

black colour with a collodio-bromide plate.

The Chairman had obtained good black tones with it on lantern slides.
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Mr. \V. H. Hahhison said that Dr. Bier had recently published that
Iiydroxylamiuo had come down so in price in Germany as to bo practically
cheaper in nse thiin pyrogallol. Dr. Bier also said that aa a developer it did
not ilisoolour in action, and did not stain the shadows of the negative, so must
come largely into nse.

Mr. WEi.r.iNOTON .said that canstic potash had to be used with hydroxy-
laniinc, so raised blisters in the tilm.

Mr. Hahiiison liad forgotten wliat formnte Dr. Eder recommended.
A question in tlie box asked, in relation to a statement tliat hypo conld l)e

squeegeed from silver prints, liow that conld be done without tearing them.
Mr. Ayhks said that they should be laid face doivnwards on a sheet of glass,

and squeegeed on tlie buck.
Mr. W. Walli.s, wlien in Imstc for prints, had run them singly through an

ordinary washing ^^Tinger ; they were each passed tliroiigli six or seven times,
with ten minutes soaking in fresh water between each rolling. The size of the
prints was 74 x 5.

Another question asked tlie best form of condenser for the optical lantern.
Mr. BiiiDOK recommended a plano-convex lens mounted close to a double

convex lens, both four and a half inches in diameter. A smaller size would
not always well cover tlie cusliioii, and the greater the diameter the greater the
loss of light.

Mr. W. M. Ashman remarked that Mr. Bridge was an authority, and what
he had said as to diameter might be Considered to settle the matter.

Mr. Ayres stated that once upon a Dagnerreotype plate in liis hands the
sitter came out as usual, but a red book by his side came out on the plate as
red as blood. He hail been unalile to repeat the experiment, not being able to
again hit tlie exact and unknown conditions.

Mr. Jackson .ifter toning a coUodio-bromide transparency had found local
colouration to appear while fixing with cyanide of potassium

;
gold in various

states of tine division seemed to have been thrown down in the film.

The Hon. Setoetahy said that on the evening of Friday, the 11th, the
proceeds of the meeting in the rooms of the Exliil)ition of the J'hotograiiliic
Society in Pall Mall would be given to tlie i'liotographera' Benevolent
Association.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
A Committee meeting of the above Association was held on the 27tli ultimo.
Tlie minutes of the previous meeting were read and pa.ssed. The election by
the Sub-Committee of Messrs. R. H. Bodle, W. Lang, jun., W. .J. Lancaster,
J. M. Skinner, S. Bell, J. Stuart, J. Davie, H. J. Thome, and W. Holt, was
confirmed.

Photographic Kxhibition.—On Friday, November 11, the Gallery at 5a, Pall
Mall East will be open from seven to ten p.m. for the benefit of the Benevolent
Association. Several well-known gentlemen have promised special selections
of slides, which will lie shown with the Photographic Society's lantern.
The Secretauy reported that several members were seeking re-engagements.
It was resolved that a general advertisement should be inserted, and it is

earnestly desired that cnijiloyers requiring a.ssistants should communicate with
the Secretary at 181, Aldersgate-street, E.G., or 83, Hawksley-road, Stoke
Newington, N.

BRADFORD AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The first monthly meeting of the new session was held at Bridges & Smith's
studio on Tliursday last,—The President, Mr. D. G. Law, in the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and confirmed, two
new members were elected. Afterwards the olficers of the previous year were
re-elected.

Mr. G. D. SuOHAH, the Secretary, introduced Mr. E. J. Smith, the agent for
Erin's Oxygen Company, who gave a demonstration with the lantern, using
the new oxygen gas compressed hito steel cylinders. This oxygen, being
extracted from the air by a mechanical process, is perfectly free from chlorine,
and fifty per cent, cheaper tlian it has Ijcen made before, and the bottles are
much smaller. The gas is compressed to one thousand pounds to the square
inch, and is easily regulated by a simple valve. The light was beautifully
white and steady, and after one and a lialf hour's exhibition only three and a
half cubic feet of oxygen and four and a half cubic feet of hydrogen had been
used. A bottle of oxygen large enough for one night's lantern entertainment
measures nine and a half inches long by three and a half inches thick, and
weighs only eight pounds. It is therefore likely to cause a great change in the
lantern and enlarging business tliis winter.
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MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of this Society took jilace on Thursday, October 20, 1887,
at the Rooms, 36, George-street,—Mr. Alan Garnett, Vice-I'resident, in the
chair.

The minutes of the September meeting were read and confirmed.
The minutes of a special general meeting held October 7, 1887, were read

and passed.

Tlie following gentlemen were admitted members of the Society :—Sir H. E.
Roscoe, M.P., Messrs. John Macnamara, W. T. Cunlifl'e, James M. Kay, and
C. H. Wolff.

The Hex. Secbetaky (Mr. W. I. Chadwick) read the annual repoit as
follows ;

—

Your Council have very ^reat plcasnre in presenting this annual report of the
thirty-Eecoad year's proceedint'.* of the Society, as probably not for many years have
wc had m succcssfnl a session. Our number of members have not increased to any
con.'jiderable extent, nor is it necessary that they should, but it is gratifying to iind
that the avera^re attendance at our monthly meetings has been greater than in any
previous year in the history of the Society. DurinK the past year we have elected
twfnty-seven new members, against which we have i-cceived nine resignations, eix
have been removed from us by death, and a few others have been struck off our list

from other causes. The total number of members at the present time ig one hundred
and thirty-four asainst one hundred and thirty-two last year. The average attend-
ance at our usual monthly meetings lias been seventy-eight against forty-nine last
year.

At the (^tolwr mcoting wohad a vorr intorwUnff nnr bj Mr. J. Btoroid, nbiwt,
Bttr ai a Rtitraiiwr in dcToloping gelAtlno-bronlil* fbtw.
At the Novoralwr mwtteg Mr. 8w« nn » pnotloal drnDoartntioB tt Uw working

and dove opingofVorgwfUmii ; and at flie fame iiic«tln« oar PraMiBt, Mr. Conatry.
exhibited lui geuitino-bromids omnliUin plat« mating vaoUn*
In Dooomber Mr. Bawjrer road a paper on Piamnl Printmg, and gara a pnwttaal

demonstration of the Tartoiu prooetMi nmd br tlw Aototrne Oonpaar, andahMM
a large and fine oolleotion of over one hnndrad ipiicininu ol rarion* Mawal vriatiiv
procesties.

^^
At our Jannary meeting Mr. BroOiom Bare an addren auAit ronomicnl PtuUmmakm.

At the same meeting Dr. Banin exhibited a nnmbor of ipeciiBeiu of WlUanlen paper,
and explained its iisefnlnem to the photographer In many want Mr, Edwarda
exhibitwl a novel roller slide for negative paper which ho liail made; and Mr. While-
field fhowed a most ingonioos camera and changing box of hia own ooaatmetion. Wo
also had on that evenlny an exhibition of about thlrtr mnall aunenu end tripodi
snjjable for hintern work ; these wore «cnt down by their varlona nanufaetnren.
The February meeting waa occupied with numeroua short oommnnicatiou hlgblT

interesting to boginneni.
In March we hod an exhibition of mcmbeni' work, and at thia meeting a etleotion

was made (by ballot) of a subject to form a pretentation picture to eaeb member of
the Sooio^.
At the April mooting Mr. Abel Heywood, jun., read a paper, mbject, Oidt^nd-Endf,

in which stereoscopic work and the development of gelatino-lnnmide phitea waa well
gone into. Mr. Pollitt aleo read a paper on S(«rfo»ceiinc Phetograpky ; and at the mmo
meeting the Hon. Secretary (Mr. w. I. Chadwick) read a paper, nihject. Out SaeUtv.
At our May meeting Mr. George Smith gave a lectnre on Phiylogravhic Amanlvt

and Landuave PIiotojTrnph)/ ; and in September last Mr. J, Traill Taylor delivered •
lecture on PhoUxjrayihic LenM».
During the recess from May to September our outdoor meetings hare not been

perhaps so numerous as in past years, but they have certainly been very niceaefal
and well attended, and the Conned desire to gracefnlly acknowledge the aenlcea of
the Outdoor Meeting Committee and the leaders of those pleasure tripa.
During the year our Lantci-n Section has been hard at work, and the popular

evenings have been a thorough success, but, as the Hon. Secretary of that Section will
read his report, we will conclude by a reference to the financial state of the Society.
From the Treasurer's balance sheet, which will be banded ronnd, you will (ec that,

notwithstandin^r the heavy calls made upon our exchequer dnring the last year, which
include 501. odd for presentation pictures, 161. odd for lecturers' expcnfcs, and 2*21,

incurred by the Lantern Section, we have still the substantial balance of -^11, odd in
favour of the Society.

Trusting we have (lischargcd our duties to your satisfaction, wo respectfully h«g to
resign nur various oflices.

Tlie Treasurer's accounts were passed and a l)alance sheet bonded to each
memlier jiresent.

The Hon. Secuetary of the Lantern Section (Mr. W. Watts) read the annual
report of that Section :

—

In submitting the second annnal report to the approval of the members, the Lantern
Section Committee have reason to congratulate them npon the general success of the
past session. There have been six nights devoted strictly tn lantern matb'rs, two popukr
exhibitions, two ordinary exhibitions, one technical meeting, chiefly discussion, and
one night with the lantern microscope. The Committee have experienced some incon-
venience since occupying the new quarters, partly through the nnsuitability of the
room for lantern meetings if well attended, and in having to find a large room for the
eipnlar exhibitions elsewhere, and thereby causing on increase in the expenditure.
uring the last session upwards of two thousand persons have been in attendance at

the several meetings, which speaks well for the popularity of the Section. The Com-
mittee again regret to have to report that the invitation to form a Society stock of
slides has still met with no response. The details of the six meetings are as follows:

—

Wednesday, Octftber 27, 1886, Mr. Scholield in the chair.—Mr. Greatorex gave an
address of great technical interest, relating his experience with wet plates, tea process,
coUodio-olbumen, collodio-bromide. Cowan, Edwu^, Fry, and V^rel's chloride plates,
Hutinet's plates, and gelatino-bromide plates. Upwards of sixty slides were shown
by Mr. Greatorex, which were chai-ming results of landscape composition and manipu-
lative skill. The views were accompanied by a very careful paper giving formula and
exposure. This was followed by thirty slides contributed by Messrs. R. Atherton,
0. E. Taylor, and J. G. Jones, many of which were good examples of contact printing
and reducing methods. The lantern was worked by the Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. I.

Chadwick.
NovemlJer 21, Mr. Mnth in the chair.—This evening Dr. Sidebotham, of Hyde,

demonstrated the application of the kaleidoscope and cycloidotrope with the lantern,

projecting upon the screen some very beautiful effects of colour and design. Upwards
of one hundred slides were handed in for exhibition, from which a large number were
selected for the popular exhibition in December. Mr. Greatorex assisted at the
lantern.

Decemlier 22.—This evening was the first popular one of the session. The first por-

tion of the exhibition consisted of sixty slides contribnte<l by Mr. Heywood, taken by
him during a tour in the Hardanger Fjord, Norway. The description which accom-
panied the views was exceedingly instmctive and interesting. This was followed^ by
an exhibition of the members' summer's work, and consisted of one hundred and fifty

slides by the following members:—Messrs. Robinson, Muth, Farrow, Oram, Edwards,
Cheetham, Stovold, Hai-rison, Smith, and Coote. Mr. Cheetham, of Hyde, manipu-
lated the lantern.
January 27, 1887, Mr. W. I. Chadwick in the chair.—This was the second popular

meeting of the Section. Three hundred and fifty views out of five hundred contributed

were shown on the screen and briefly descrilwd by Mr. W. I. Chadwick, and were con-

tributed as follows;—Messrs. Gale, Brooks, Wilson, Fincham, Valentine, and York;
also by the following members of the Society : —Messrs. Greatorex, Coote, Bnrt, Math,
Whittaker, and Stovold. An important feature of this exhibition was the use of gas
in bottles in comiiarison with gas in bags, the result in the first case being very good
as concerned the lig'it but wasteful as regards the cost, and not thoroughly satis-

factory, Mr. Jones worked the lantern.

Febi-nary 23.- Mr. Schotteld presided at this meeting, which was announced to 0«
devoted to the discussion of the important question to lantomists. Bags mrmiu BotUsa.

'The discussion, which was a lengthy one, emanated frt>m the resnltn gained at tlM
previous exhibition test, was taken part in i>y the following memliors:—Messrs. Chad-
wick, Jones, Williams, Mellor, i"nmivel, and Okel, the result being that the matter
was not thoroughly thrashed out. A choice collection of slides liy Mr. O. Smith, and
a number of coloured slides by Messrs. Wdkinson, were shown in oonelnsion.

March 28.—This evening was devoted to the Untem micrasoope, Mr. aohaOeld ia

the chair. Mr. W. Leaoh gave an exceedingly interesting demonstratian of th«
application of the microscope with the lantern and related many interesting details

of his twenty yeors' experience with the combination of these iastmmenta. Mr.
Greatorex manipulated the lantern on this occasion.

In retiring from their term of office, the Committee cordially thank the members
for their kind assistance, and hope that the Ijintom Section will still eontinne to be

an attractive and interesting source of recreation to the members of the Society.

Mr. Watts pro|x>8C(l an addition to the rules, of which he had giren duo

notice ; this was seconded, and a discns-sion took place, the resnlt being that

the motion was withdrawn.
The election of officeni for the ciisuiog year took place rexnlting at foUo«-ii :—
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President: SirH. E. Roscoe, iS.V.— Vice-Presidents : Canon Bcecliey, Messrs.

A. Coventry, Abel Heywoo<l, jun., Alan Garnett, and John S. PoUitt.

—

Council: Messrs. T. Chilton, J. R. Greatorex, J. G. Jones, S. D. McKellen,

Otto Mnth, S. Okel, John Schofielil, H. Smith, W. Watts, and Lcailer E.

Vfilliams.—Treasurer : Mr. W. G. Coote.—Librarian : Mr. John Scholield.—

Hon. Secretary ; Mr. W. I. Chadwick.
Durhig the time occupied in casting np the votes Mr. Alan Garnett

exhiljited a number of very excellent prints from strijiping film negatives and

also a number of film negatives. Tliese were objects of great interest and con-

sidered quite eqnal to negatives upon glass plates.

Mr. H. Smith had similar exhibits.

Mr. W. Blakeley showed some very nice stereoscopic views.

Several other exhibits of members' work brought the meeting to a close at a

late honr.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual fortnightly meeting of the above Society was lield in the Technical

Schools, Bridge-street, on tlie 27th ultimo,—The Vice-President (Mr. W. J.

Harrison, P.G.S.) in the chair. There was a Large attendance.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Messrs. John Collier, D. Gwynne, C. J. Husband, James Harrison, G. C.

Lloyd, J. H. Mackenzie, A. Pope, W. Walkington, and H. F. Woodward, were
elected members of the Council.

The Hon. Secuf.tary rcail a letter from the Camera Club asking for a

member of this Society to join the Conference Committee for next year. This

was referred to the Council, to nominate and elect a member for the same.

A letter was read from Mr. A. Constantine, offering five albums for presenta-

tion to the liospitals.

Mr. Place, who was to read a paper on'Lantern and Slides, kindly post-

)ioned the same for another evening, as the competition lor the lantern slides

sliown at the late Exhibition had to be decided, and, in lieu of his paper,

passed the different coni]ieting slides through the lanteni. The judging was
decided by the Lantern Committee, and the prize was awarde<l to Mr. W. Tylar
(subject to the production of the original negative) for his picture Whoa! a

team of horses and waggon in the havHeld. A picture of three geese, entitled

Tl>e Three Jmlges, by Mr. E. H. jaques, ancf Fishiit./ lioat, by Mr. W. D.
Welford, gaining honorary mention as second and tliird respectively.

Tlie Judges had some difficnlty in making tlie award, inasmuch as the good
qualities of many of the pictures ran very close. Probably from a photographic
view Mr. Jaques's picture was most perfect, but the comiiosition and general
effect placed Mr. Tylar's picture in the front.

After the competition Mr. Place showed on the screen lantern pictures of the
jjrize and commended pictures at the late Exhibition, which Mr. Welford had
not only suggested, but had taken himself, and kindly presented to add to the
Society's stock of slides.

The meeting terminated with the announcement of the paper for November
10 iiext—Colluti/2>e or Practical Lithography, by Mr. E C. Middleton.

HALIFAX PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The annual niceting of the aljove Club was held on Friday evening last,

Octoljer 28, in the Mechanics' Hall,—Mr. B. Rowley in the chair.

On the minutes being read, and the thanks of tlie Club unanimously given
to the retiring officers, the election of officers for the ensuing session was
l)roceed with as follows:— President: Mr. B. Rowley.— Vice-Presidents:
Messrs. T. Illingworth and J. E. Smith.

—

Treasure)': G. H. Jackson.

—

Jlon,
Secretary : W. Clement Williams.

Tlie Hon. Secretary received instructions to conclude all arrangements for
lectures ami demonstrations, in onler that interesting matter should be avail-
able for each meeting of the session.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The usual monthly meeting was held on Thursday, October 27,—The President,
Mr. George H. Rutter, in the chair.

Tlie minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.
The following were unanimously elected members of the Association :

—

Messrs. J. L. Mackrell, C'. Oyler, and Joseidi Walker.
The Hon. SECKETAuy acknowledged with thanks tlic receipt from Messre.

Ilifl'a & Son ofacojiy of Welford & Sturmey's Pholiyruphcrs' Jlalispensable
Jlundbvok for the library. He also read letters from tlie editors of the -1 mateur
Phvtograjjher and Camera Magazine, jilacing their medals at the disposal of

t he Council for the forthcoming photograjihic exhibition.
The Seciutahy of the Exhibition Sub-Committee (Mr. Mayne) read a report

giving particulars of the projiosed exhibition and soin'e, from which it appeared
that they iirojiosed to hold the exhibition in March next for two weeks, com-
mencing Monday, the 5th, in the Fountain Room of the Art Gallery, which liad
Ijeen granted for tlie purpose ; also that alx)ut twenty medals, two of which
were gold, .seven silver, and the remainder bronze, wouhl be offered for compe-
tition in various cla: ses.

Mr. RuTTEii moved, and Mr. J. H. Dav secondeil, "That tlie report
of the SHb-Committee be accepted," which was carried unanimously

; also a
vote of thanks to the editors of the Camera and Aniafciir /'hotv'jn'ij/ker, for
their generous ofler, whicli was accepted; and particulars of the medals 'and
the conditions on wliich they will be awarded will be added to the prospectus
of classes and medals whicli will shortly Ire published for circulation.
A new Sub-Committee was appointed to carry out tlie details of the exhi-

bition, consisting of Messrs. Atkins, Beer, Crowe, Day, Dearie, Gibbs, Lam'e
Lujiton, Mayne, Riley, Rutter, Tonikinson, and the Hon. Treasurer and Secre-
tary ex officii).

The President announced that the Council had chosen Messrs. Boothroyd,
Boadle, and Thompson, to act as Judges in the annual conipetitioii, for whicli
that was the last day for entrj- of prints.

Mr. H. N. Atkiks gave a hint in regard to film photography showing a

means of utilising ordinary double dark slides for films. He advised taking a
piece of stout cardboard about one-eighth of an inch thick, the exact width
and double the length of the glass pl.ate ; by partly dividing this at half its
length it will fold over

; a length of film is then taken from a roll an inch
longer than the cardboard, this is folded tightly over the doubled cardboard
and half an inch turned in at each end, wliich makes a compact parcel to fit

the slide exactly. By placing half a dozen drawing pins into a .slit cut at one
end in the thickness of the cardlward, the jioints )>rojecting inward.s, when
closed they will hold the ]iai>er quite firmly.

Mr. G. R Thompson then read a paper, which has already been printed in
the journals, on Picturesque Italy, illustrated by about one hundred and sixty
lantern .slida? projected by the limelight lantern, which was ably manijiulated
by Mr. Phillips. These slides, consisting of scenes from Genoa, Naples,
Pompeii, Capri, Amalfi, and other places, were many of them of great beauty,
and were received with much enthusiasm, bringing vividly liefore the stay-at-
home members of the A.ssociation many of the Ijeauties of " Picturesque Italy."
Mr. Thompson's description of the scenes visited was followeil with great
interest, and a unanimous vote of thanks closed the proceedings.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
To the EiiiTons.

Gentlemen,—The Photographic Society of Great Britain have very
kindly placed their Exhibition at the dispo-sal of the Photographers'
Benevolent Association on Friday, November H, from .seven to ten p.m.
A charge of sixpence for admission will be made for the benefit of the
funds. I should feel obliged if you will kindly find space for this announce-
ment, as it will doubtless aid to ensure success.—I am, yours, &c.,

181, Aldcrsgate-street, E.G., Nov. .31, 1887. H. HABi..iXD, Secretary.

To the Editoes.

Gentlemen,—Oh ! why did the JIuilder not stick to its brick."! and
mortar, and leave we poor photographic minions to dream on in blissful

ignorance of the manifold faults laid so cruelly bare in its Photographic
Exhibition critique"?

It makes one shudder at the nnspanable gulf it discloses between
photography and art. Among many otlier as able examples it proceeds
to state: "Photography merely copies; the artist— even the most
nominally realistic artist—does far more than copy, and nowhere can
this distinction be more clearly seen or more strongly felt than in
studying the efforts of photographers to produce pictures of human
life. Home, Sweet Home (11), an interior by Mr. Lyddell Sawyer, is

another, we might almost say flagrant, example ; the little bunclicd-up
figure of the child held up in its father's arms is capital, and would be
worth the attention of a painter, but the figures and physiognomies of

the parents reduce the whole thing to sheer vulgarity."

Here is evidenced a subtlety of keen art criticism which we, alas ! must
despair of ever attaining, and I sink abashed before tliis powerful dis-

cernment.
The only little consolation I find is that my ignorant lady acquaintances

have, without a single dissentient voice, voted me a fraud for trjMng to

palm off, in the picture in question, a palpable " bunch o' clouts " as a
real baby 1 But now let them alter their blessed babies, for hath not the
Builder spoken ? Dare, dare I state that my sister and I proudly posed
in that picture as the fond parents, whose " figures and physiognomies
reduce the whole thing to sheer vulgarity?" In mad jealousy I liave rent

my too-gifted offspring in shreds, cast its fluttering remains to the
relentless ragman, and now my sister and I occupy every spare moment
hanging out on tlie clothes-line, hoping thereby to attain some of that

enviable baby's pure lesthetic outlines. So far, alas ! the results are

only discouraging, but "hope springs eternal in the human breast."

I am, yours, Ac, Lyd. Sawyeb.
6, ^'uvaiue-rotc, Neiccaitle-on-Tyiie.

TEAFALGAB-SQUARE MEETINGS.
To the EijiToiis.

Gentlemen,—1 beg to add my protest against the pcvmission by the

authorities of the holcUng of " .Agitation Meetings " in Trafalgar-siiuare,

on the ground that the weekly takings lor admission to the Exhibition of

the Photographic Society of Great Britain are very seriously affected

thereby. As a peaceful citizen, moreover, I have on two occasions been
denied the right of crossing the Square, when pressed by time appoint-

ments on matters of business with gentlemen at the Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall
East I trust you will consider this letter sufficiently " photograi)liic " to

give it a place.—I am, yours, &c., S. G. Buchanan Wollaston.
I.ennic, CliisleliurM, Kent, November 1, 1887.

"CAROLLING."
To the Editors.

GENTLEJtEN,—The curiositics of criticism are a mystery at which I

often wondered, and usually enjoy in silence when my own works are

concerned, but there is one remark in the notice of the Exhibition,

reprinted by you from the ISuitdcr, which, as it pertains to a matter not
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• A tasto but -of fact, I shonld like to correct. Tho writer praises the
landscape part of my picture— Cnro/KHfl—which, he nays, " has really tho
softness and distance of a water-colour painting," and, ho adds, "but
we imagine this has been touched npon, and is not pure photographic
work." To this unwarranted statement 1 have to say most emphatically
that this jiicturc is absolutely free from any touching, or dodging, or falsi-

fying, even to the innocent extent of the removal of a freckle, being in this
respect, 1 fancy, purer than nine-tenths of the pictures exhibited, as you
may yourself see in the unmounted print I have sent for your inspection.
Now I am on the subject, I may say that I am aware there has been a

good deal of controversy about the truth of this picture. I know, also, that
one good-natured critic neglected his legitimate business, both on the press
day and at the aoin'e, that he might devote himself to the genial task
{" picketing" I think it is called iu the region from whence he comes) of
pointing out to the members of the outside press and others that the
figures are too tall, and their shadow too long, and other unpardonable
aitistic sins. But how can I help his ignorance ? I am charitable to call

it ignorance. My only reply is, that the figures were carefully sketched
on the site they occupy, so that their proportions should be absolutely
exact, and that the shadow is the WBrk of nature. As Dryden tells us—

"Art liny err, but nature caunot miss."

It is a smaller argument, I suppose, to say that I was not likely to
make a mistake of this simple kind after thiity years' practice.
The picture is confessedly a combination print from several negatives,

but tho negatives were all taken at the same hour of the day, at the
same time of year, and under similar circumstances. Nothing was altered
but the focus of the lens to suit the different planes. I knew that the
shadow to a superficial mind not accustomed to observing nature would
look too long, but that effect is caused by the slope of tho ground, and I
could not alter the level of the land to aid the understanding of a'

superficial mind.
Now I may as well confess (for I have no secrets in my practice) a

thing which would have rejoiced the heart of the kindly critic if he had
found it out for himself, but which does not detract from the truth of the
picture. I'art of the picture was photographed as long ago as 1881.
There was a want of balance which did not please me, so I preferred to
wait for the two trees to the left, which had just been planted, to grow.
I waited tix years, and think the point tlit-y make was worth the
patience, and a photographer who is not endowed with that quality must
never expect to do good work.
Supposing—which is a large order—that the real object of our good

fiiend was scientitio accuracy, what would be the use of it in a picture
intended to give delight to the eye only ? Let us have truth by all means,
or as near to it as we can go ; but it is not a paradox to say that literal

fact is often opposed to arti.stic truth. Painters seldom bother them-
selves about the trivialities of Ecientifio fact ; they never stoop to con-
sider whether the wings of their angels would support them in the ak,
and I remember that Turner was much applauded for introducing two
funs in one of his pictures, because the pictorial effect required some such
device ! And I may conclude by adding that, judging from the falsifica-

tion of the report of a late exhibition, the critic I allude to is scarcely a
trustworthy authority on a (juestion of truth.—I am, yours, &c.,

Tinihridije Wells, October 2'J, 1887. H. P. Bobixson.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTION IN THE DARK.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,-In your Joitisnal of October 7, page 628, Mr. D. Win-
Rlanley reports an experiment substantially the same as one reported by
Cliarles Zeiiger a year or two ago, and arrives at the same conclusion,
viz., that a piece of common white paper exposed to sunlight absorbs
certain energy that is capable of producing photographic action when the
paper is removed to a dark room.
Now, it is so easy to prove this to be untrue, that I am surprised to see

such an asseition made by men who make a pretence to being scientific.

The fact is, that tlic alleged "photographic" action will in most cases
take place just as readily if the paper is not exposed to light at all, and
is really nothing but a chemical discolouration, which a very slight cause
is sulBcient to bring about under certain conditions familiar to most
photographers who have liantUed much silvered albumen paper in warm,
moist weather.

The fxperiment with paper exposed under a negative, only proves that
the prolonged action of intense sunlight produces some slight chemical
change in the substance of the paper, which modifies its power to affect
the sensitive paper when brought in contact with it. If the action were
tiuly photographic, contact would not be necessary to secure an im-
l)resi-ion, and it would be unsafe to take a piece of white paper from
under the skylight into a dark room, where plates are being handled
that are a thousand times more sensitive to true photographic action
than silviied albumen paper.

I have obtained very strong impressions of newspaper type matter on
polished glass, by wrapping the glass in a newspaper, and allowing it to
stand a few weeks iu a room occupied every day by several persons.
These impressions appeared to consist of a filmy deposit from the air,

which is prevented from reaching the glass wherever it is covered by tho
printed characters. I would quite as soon think of calling these im-

prcsBiong " photograph! " u the dincolotirations prodoMd on silTand
albumen paper nnderiomewhat similar conditioDi.—I am, yoam, Ac,

Vhiladelphia, October 18, 1887, Fbm>. E. Itm.

AMMONIA.
To the EiiiTORg.

GENTi-KMeN,—The oorrc»pondence of Profeifior Donkin concerning tiM
behaviour of ammonia on farther solution in water ha* led me to look into
the matter. Tho result is rather of physical than photographic intereat ; but
as it seems to point a moral, I submit the following calculations :

On page 331 of tho last BnmsH Jocwiai, PaoTooaAPnic ALHA-tic is
given a table of percentages of real ammonia in solutions of varioaa
specific gravities : I propose with its aid to calculate the ».g. of a " ten
per cent." solution of ammonia at 0-8844, on tho hypothesis that no
shrinkage takes place, and then to compare the result with the table, in
order to see if this hyjiothesls be correct.
The table gives thirty-six per cent, real ammonia in the solution of r.",

08844, therefore the weight of 100 volumes is 88-41. Of this the wtijil
of ammonia is 31-84, and the weight of water is 5<j-00.

To make our ten per cent, solution, take ten volumes of the abore
(containing weight 3-184 of real ammonia) and weighing 8-8 J4, and ninety
volumes of water, weighing 90000. Total weight of 100 volumes -98-844.
Therefore the s. g. {drjiiml as the weight of a unit of volume) -0-9884.

Again, we have 98 841 parts by weight contain 3184 of real ammonia ;
what is that per ceiit.f Answer : 98-844 : l(,0-.3-184 : 3-221, or ammonia
of s.g. -9884 contains 3-221 per cent, of real ammonia, if no ihriiikaiie
tale place.

Tummg now to the table, and interpolating for the decimal, we find
the actual s.g. of ammonia solution containing 3221 per cent, of real
ammonia is not -9884 but -9861—that is, an expaimon has taken place

;

in other words, if we mix one fluid ounce of ammonias, g. -8844 with nine
ounces of water, the resulting bulk will be a trifle orer ten fluid ounces.
One correction remains to be made:—The s.g. of wafer at 14" C. is

not 1 but 0-999285 ; this reduces the calculated s. g. of the solution to
-9877, still in excess of the actual, as found from the table.
The result is what might have been expected ; if tulutinn is accom-

panied by shrinkage, dilution will be accompanied by expansion.
Thus it apix;ars to me that while Professor Donkin rightly contended

that no shrinkage occurred in the experiment described by the Editor,
and rightly interpreted the phenomenon, he overlooked an accompanying
phenomenon which really supports the Editor's (and my) contention,
that shrinkage occurs in many cases when solids (or liquids) arc dissolved
in water.—I am, yours, &c., B. C. Phillips.

4, Camp-itreet, Lower Broughton, Manchetter, Not-. 1, 1887.
•

THE LATE I. H. JENNINGS.—AN APPEAL.
To the Editors.

Gextlemkn,—In an obscure cottage in the little village of Bulcote, near
Nottingham, has just passed away at the early age of thirty-seven, a
gentleman who, amongst his other pursuits, had made photo-inicrograpbv
one of his serious studies. The benefit of his knowledge he gave to
amateurs in a little work entitled, lloic to I'hotoiiraph Microtcopic
Ohjectn, by I. H. Jennings, and published by Messrs. Carter & Piper, and
which he begged to dedicate to myself as a token of a kindred aim and
valued friendship.

This gentleman, Mr. I. H. Jennings, was finishing the term of
thirteen years as one of the assistant masters at the High School of
Nottingham, when a new head-master was appointed and Mr. Jennings
was informed his services were no longer re(iuired. Sadly depressed, mis-
fortune followed him—he lost his little boy, his w-ife had a serious illness,
and he had to remove to a miserable cottage. At my suggestion, and
much against his wish, a public appeal was made for him, but with very
feeble response, the small sum ending in the miserable dole of twelve
shilUngs a-week to pay rent, taxes, food, coals, and clothing for himself,
wife, and httle baby. This was a pitiable condition and deep distress for
one in sad iU-health, endowed with high intellectual powers, and most
capable of writing upon any of the topics he had studied, especially on
photography, natural history, and country pursuits of shooting, angling,
and gardening. A good microscopist and geologist, he had formerly
turned his attention to rock sections ; but now the dark cloud of semi-
starvation canopied his home, and it was only by the timely help of three
or four correspondents, whom he had never seen, that this impending
cloud was prevented from earlier breaking up the home.
Mr. Jennings was a terse writer, and his pen has furnished valuable

contributions at various times to some of the journals, at home and abro id.

He has left a widow, herself sadly broken down by want, and one infant. It
has greatly pained me to give this brief notice of one for many years my
valued correspondent. The case is well known to my friend Mr. A. Pringle,
and I trust this may,with your permission, be the means of calling attention
to the pressing needs of tho widow and fatherless child.—I am, youra, &e.,

October 31, 1887. B. L. Maodox.

MERCILVNDISE MABKS ACT, 1887.

To the Editobs.

Gkstlkmen,—So far as I am aware there have not yet been any proaeoa-
tiona under this Act. But some of its provisions are so far-reaclung that
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its possible eiTeets tipon oue branch at least of photographic business may
be well deserving of a little consideration. I will first give a few extracts.

Clause 2.—" Every person who .... applies any false trade descriptions

to goods, &c., shall be guilty of an offence against this Act. (2.) Every
person who sells or has in his possession for sale, or any purpose of trade,

or manufacture, any goods to which any false trade description is applied

shall be guilty," &a.

ClauseZ.—(1.) The expression "trade description" means any descrip-

tion, statement, or other indication direct or indirect. " (h) As to any place

or country in which any goods were made or produced, or (c) as to any
goods being the subject of an existing patent, xirivilege, or copyright."

The expression "goods" means anything which is the subject of trade,

manufacture, or merchandise. (2.) " The provisions of this Act respecting

the application of a false trade description to goods shall extend to the
application to goods of any such figures, words, or marks, or arrangements
or combinations thereof .... as are reasonably calculated to lead
persons to believe that the goods are the manufacture or merchandise
of some person other than the person whose manufacture or merchandise
they really arc."

Clause 5.—" A person shall be deemed to apply a trade mark or trade
description to goods who (a) applies it to the goods themselves, or .... "

There are very many other clauses deserving ittontion, but for my
present purpose the above will suffice. On this occasion I confine my
remarks to the possible bearing of this Act upon the photographic lens

trade. I conceive that any person who imports and sells or exposes for

sale any photographic lens manufactured abroad, and issued by the manu-
facturer without name or address, and who subseijuently engraves or in

any manner affixes tlie name of any person or Company in this country
to a foreign lens without intimating that the lens is of foreign manu-
facture, is guilty of an offence under this Act.

In Clause 3, Sub-section (h), it is ([uite clear that to mark any lens
"Patent" when no patent, privilege, or copyright is still existiiii/, is an
offence under this Act.

I may possibly have some further remarks to submit next week.

—

I am, yours, etc., C. W.
November 1, 1887.

Foar Victoria Icnsps and camera offered for whole-plato camera and double backs.

—

Address, 0. Banyard, Yoxford, Suffolk.
Bigclow'B Album of Lighling nnil Posing, with Key, for 12x10 or 10x8 view Ions.—
Address, W. W. Eveus, Watb, Rotberbam.

Wanted, good balf-plate printing frames in exchange for Seavey's profile stile and
fence.—Address, Coles, Pbotopraphcr, Watford.

I will exchange wbole-plate portrait lens for modern camera with latest improvt-
ments.—Address, W. W., 156, Noel-street, Nottingham.-

Will exchange 12x10 portrait lens, equal to new (Lerebour), for rectilinear lens,
12 X 10, good.—Address, Gutkkie, Photographer, Dundee.

I will exchange a twelve-inch roller tor background, and Eoucb's 12 x 10 d.ark tent for
chair.—Address, C. Eabtment & Son, Photograi)bcrs, Ebbw Vale, Monmouthshire.

Will exchange Rhumkorit coil and batteries, also microscope and objects, for good
magic lantern with four-inch condensers.—Address, Thomas J. McCanh. 24, Kirk-
patnck-street, Bridgeton, Glasgow.

I will exchange a pair of oxycalcium jets .and sheet fonr jards square, also block of
lanterns for advertising, for balf-platc camera and lens or a good camera with more
than one dark slide.—Address, C. Chambers, 18, Tipping-strcet, Stafford.

sanstocrs to ©orrespontrentfs.

PHOTOGnAPiis Registered :

—

H. Wragg, Wigan.—Four pMooraphs of lolc W. Pickard, Esf/. J.P., of Wiaan.
1. r. Graham, Bedford.-P;io(ojra],)i, " Where's your License, Major r"

W. C—The matter will receive consideration.
T. B.—Any gasfitter in your neighbourliood will procure the burner for you.
^

reto^' l^:"*^"^'
^^"^"""'^ Barrett is one of our best and most uatelligent

J. E. M.—The Chemical News is published iu Boy-court, Ludgate-hill,
London, E.C.

.< > o ,

Will.—1, Yes.—2. We are uucertain"; but yoHmighttrySclianschief.—3. Wc
use tlie I'ampliengos lamp.

W. PHii.i,ii>s.—Try a (lillercnt sample of gelatine. The gelatine is, no doubt,
the primary cause ol the trouble.

Sll,vi:u loDiDK.—The colour of the print appears to be all right. What is tliefault you find with it ? Does it n5t tone properly ?
^ i- vv nai uie

"'o'^^v'^'Ti^"
Jt '«',''""',',*? ™"'*''''^'' "'« <=f'^'="^'' '° '« t'"^ ix-tual aperture.-

-^
^f"*-

t"e stop should be situated proportionate to the focus of the lenses

t^;i fr'7"l'T^ ""'' 2- ^''^' 'f *''« i'ol'itions be saturated at the tempera-
ture stated

; but you must bear in mind that temperature is an imiiortant
(.actor in the case. A solution tliat may be saturated at one temperaturemay be very far from it at another. The best plan is to prepare the solution
o! a (lehnite strength.

A. U. Hall.—I. The amount of emulsion to be put upon a plate depemls verv

nuanli'jr^r » '' r'T''' " '' ^^ "'^1' "' silver bromide a m.lcliVmaller

on t^fbJ. l'""'" «*';'i"
"^ 'V™"t^i"'* « >"g« ••''""''t of gelatine in propor-

tion to tlie silver. Better coat a lew plates with dilluruut iMiautities of tintyou propo.se to use, and when they are ib-y compare them for onacitv withgood commercial plates.-2. Citric acid is preferable.
oP^city with

R. Restall.—From your description we sumiisQ that your collotype plates
have been over exposed as they take too much ink. Try the effect of less

exposure.

J. B.—Marine glue or shellac dissolved iu methylated alcohol will do quite
well for cementing iu the piece of glass ; but, unless the bath is a large and
expensive one, it may probably be cheaper in the long run to get a new one.
Mended vessels which are to contain silver solutions are seldom satisfactory.

Light wTites :
" Will you tell me if I can make use of pyrotechnic powders,

such as nitre, sulphur, and orpimeiit, for the production of ]ihotograplis
without being sued for an infringement of any patent ? or, if so, what light

can I use ?"—There is no patent which will prevent our correspondent from
employing pyrotechnic compounds for taking photograph.s.

An Anxious Inquirer.—Assuming that your studio is lighted only from one
side, more shadow and greater rotundity can be obtained by drawing down
the roof blinds so as to cover up about half the gla.'is, and at the same time
taking away the tissue paper at the side. If, however, the studio lias glass
on both sides, cover up one side and proceed as just recommended.

Col. Herbert.—We do not know of any such photographically illustrated
work on the Norfolk Broads as that of which you speak. The only work of
this nature of which we are aware is one entitled Three Weeks in Norjolk,
by J. F. Mostyn Clarke. It, we know, contains many attractive illustrations,

and is, without doubt, the work to ^liich reference is made. It may be
obtained from Wyniau & Sons, Lomlon. Mr. Emerson's work is entitled
Picturesfrom Life in Field and Fen.

3, St. James's-terrace, Nottingham.—We cannot decipher your signature,
although aided by all the powers at our command. Certainly you xrere

answered, but we answer again. An article on photo-lithography appears in
the last edition of Hardwich's Mannal (Messrs. Churchill). Probably you
will find something in the forthcoming Almanac that will supplement what
is wTitten in the manual referred to. Kindly write your signature plainly

;

and this apjdies to many others of our friends.

II. B. A.—1. If the di.sh be mended it will do quite well for an alum bath. As
the size is so sni.all it will probably be cheaper in the end to get a new one.

—

2. It will depend njioii the value an amateur jiuts on his time and the price
at which he can imrohase the frames a.< to whether it will be cliea]ier for him
"to frame his own pictures or not."—3. Forms for patents can be procured
from any Post Ollicc, for which no charge is maile. The cost of a Provisional
Specification is 1/., and for a complete one 3?. ; total, il. for four years.

J. W. L. asks :
" What is the cause of tlfc markings on the portion of a negative

wliicli I send you ? Lately I fiml it impossible to intensify the plates with
bichloride of mercury without staining, and the stains show more in the
jirints than in the negative. I use one part of a saturated solution of the
bichloride to four parts water, and half a draclim of ammonia to a pint of
water. Tlie markings extend nearly over the whole of the plate. —The
cause of the stains is that tlie plates have been imperfectly washed between
the operations. The make of the plate has notliing to do with it. More
complete \vashiiig will entirely obviate the evil.

S. M. writes: "1. Would you recommend me to add gold to a toning bath
when it has got very weak or make fresh ' If it should be added, how long
before use ? I mean an acetate bath.—2. What kind of lens is best for
enlarging up to 1.5 x 12, to make the best of work ?—3. For carte work in the
studio would you use a lens advertised as a card lens or a cabinet?"—In
reply : 1. Fresh chloriile of gold may be added, but the addition .should be
made twenty-four hours before the bath has to lie used. A little fresh
acetate will be reipiired from time to time.—2. A lens of tlie "rapid" type'
or a portrait lens is as good as any.—3. Either will do.

W. D. writes: "I have unfortunately broken one of my whole-plate negatives
of a gi-oup of cows which I prize very much. I find the glass support is

broken but the film remains uninjureil (at least as far as I can ascertain).

Would you kindly give me the necessary instructions for floating off the film
on to another sheet of glass '."—Our correspondent's best [ilan, if the (iliii itself

is not injured, will be to alum the negative, to jirevent expansion, and then
immerse it in a very dilute solution of Huoric acid—about one draclim of acid
in ten ounces of water. This will detach the film, which can then be floated

on to a fresh piece of glass. It will be well to give the new gla.s,s a i>re-

limiuary coating of gelatine. The dejiosit is no doubt oxalate of lime unless,

indeed, the solution was put into a dirty bottle.

The FoKTiicoMiNci Almanac.—Those friends who purpose sending

contributions to the Almanac will oblige by doing so under such circum-
stances as to reach the Editor not later than Tuesday morning next.

—

Tue Editor, 2, York-street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, November 9, 1887, will be Instantimcous Ktutlcrs.

Undkr the dcsigii.ation "R. W. Thomas & Co., Limited," it is proposed to
convert the long favourably known firm of R. W. Thomas into a limited
company. The cajjital is 20,000/., in 20,000 shares of 1/. each. Among the
Directors are the names of J. L. Lyell, Frederick York, Herbert R. Barraud,
H. Manfield, Win. F. Donkin, A. E. Brooke-Uuut. The General Manager is

Mr. J. T. Sandell, Mr. Andrew Pringle being Consulting Experimentalist.
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VEILED SHADOWS.
Wk have arrived at a season of the year when, if we may judge
from nuirnuirings tliat have come within our own purview, the
dry plate manufacturer nnist bo receiving such frequent com-
pkints of "foggy plates" as to cause considerable disquietude,

to use the mildest term. The time is gone by when the silver

bath was credited with all the fogs that collodion negatives
were heir to ; the careless, the ignorant, the incompetent, could
once lay all their sins on the vagaries of their baths, but now
there is no middle way betwixt the faults in the plate and
faults in tlie user. Yet, as a matter of fact, so far as tlie

manufacture of plates is concerned, tli,e makers at the present
time enjoy excellent weather for their purpose, and there is

every reason for their plates to be good instead of bad. There
is no fear of inten.se heat interfering with emulsion, and the
trials brought about by extreme hygrometric conditions of the

atmosijhoro have scarcely yet made themselves felt, as they
shortly will do.

The trouble is mainly in portraiture ; the landscapist docs
not make much use of his camera in the month of November,
while the portraitist just now is only beginning to feel the

decline of the season ru.sh. And the cause is not defective

plates (we do not of course suggest that all plates must be
perfect at this time), but atmospheric fog increased to vicious

proportions by the insinuating presence of smoke. We have
heard a well-known jihotographer state that there ought not to

be such a fog trap as an open fireplace in any part of the

premises connected with a portrait studio. Heating appliances,

it goes withont saying, have to be provided— as who with cold,

pinched features can be properly represented in the camera?
—but the suggestion is that gas or hot water should be the
medium for the introduction of heat. To those who have not
observed this closel}' it is surprising how great an effect may
be produced by a trifling whiff of smoke ; a sudden closing of a

reception-room door or the quick brush past of a lady's dress

may cause a slight puff of smoke to dart out, and a few miuutes
only will then be needed for it to permeate in some remarkable
manner every room in the building. In early autumn, before

fogs set in, this would soon subside, but when, almost every
morning, daylight is ushered in by an atmosphere of fog, there

ensues such an intimate combination between the smoke and
the water jjarticles that a considerable period of time must
elapse before deposition can take place.

We are well acquainted with a gentleman holding these

views about fireplaces whose extensive premises receive their

chief heating through hot-water pipes, but who was recently

at his wits' end how to get negatives witli non-veiled shadows.

He was experienced enough to know tliat it was the atmosphere,

and not the plates, that was at fault (and we may say en jms-

tant that it needs some experience to detect an atmosphere
with translucency very slightly injured by the presence of

foggy or hazy matter) ;
yet, after going so far as to watch the

actual lighting of the only fire that could possibly do any harm,

and seeing that no smoke whatever came from it, while the

haze was still perceptible, he came to the couclusion that it

was the early morning fog that had gained an entrance and not

been entirely eliminated. Furious firing of the hot-water-pipe

furnace did not appear to remedy the matter in the slightest

degree. liy chance the cause was revealed. A little-used

room on the first floor had its fireplace covered over with

brown paper, to keep the dust and soot from falling down into

the room, and this paper, which was found to be slightly torn

into one or two insignificant holes, allowed the exit of a con-

tinuous almost imperceptible fine discharge of coal smoke.

And this smoke came from a neighbour's chimney stack. The
one open fire and the furnace fire in the photogi-apher's pre-

mises required a good supply of air to feed them, and as, ou

these cold autumn mornings, all outer doors and windows were

naturally kejit well closed, the readiest mode of access for

fresh air was down the chimney. On its way it carried with it

the smoke from the neighbouring chimney, and the riddle was

solved.

The cause of the baneful effects of an unclear atmosphere

scarcely need explaining. In landscape work a little " atmo-

sphere " is desirable ; in photognxphic portraiture it is not.

The faintest trace of haze will impress itself before the delicate

half tones that constitute so large a portion of the charms of a

good photographic portrait are duly secured, and the conse-

quence is that between lights and darks there is little grada-

tion, and at the same time the darks arc greatly degraded by

the interposition of a thin light veil.

One obvious mode of gettiug rid of the effect is to have aa

little atmosphere as possible between sitter and lens, which

may be achieved either by using shorter focus lenses, or by

inducing the sitter to have a style of picture—such aa a vignette

bust—as against a three-quarter length.

Again, we know of the plan adopted by one photographer

when he finds himself troubled by ineradicable haze is to lessen

the amount of illumination in his studio by contracting the

area of the illuminating aperture controlled by his screens ; he

thus, it is true, by robbing his model of light increases the

exposure required, bnt not in anything like the proportion in

which the illumination of the atmosphere itself is reduced :

hence the veil on the shadows is considerably reduced.

It is, however, quite certain that if the plan of entirely

preventing the entry of any light whatever, except that
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wliicli falls upon the sitter and his immediate surroundings

were to bo adopted, fog and haze might be laughed at. Such

a tunnel idea, as wo have before suggested, might be carried

out with little outlay and vast advantage. We fear that the

time is far distant when electricity as an atmosphere clearer

will be put to practical use, though every one is familiar with

the lecture experiment of almost iustautly depositing a dense

smoke in a bell-glass bj- submitting it to the discharge from a

frictional electrical machine. On the other hand, the electric

light, though not illuminating any large proportion of the atmo-

sphere between lens and sitter, enables the operator to jiroduce

splendidly clear negatives, though the air be most hazy or foggy.

We will conclude our remarks by drawing attention to a

little-noticed cause of haze which recently caused the rejection

of a large number of negatives at the hands of a well-known

professional, and which may pi-evail in many a studio without

being noticed. The ijhotographic sufferer in this case always

employed a pneumatic shutter for making his exposures, and

the flap working inside the camera, the outer lens of the com-
bination was constantly exposed to the air. The photogi-apher

wo allude to is one who greatly deprecates the continual

rubbing or polishing of lenses so much in favour with some
of the fraternity ; but in this case he had carried his ob-

jections too far. The anterior surface of his lens had
received from the atmosjihere a most distinct deposit, semi-

milky in appearance, which the exposure of montlis to the

atmosphere liad imparted to it, and this film was the means
of producing a more or less veiled shadow in his negatives.

The moral from this story is that lenses should be kept
covered when not actually in use, and that even then their

surfaces should bo occasionally scrutinised, to observe if there

bo any need for polishing operations.

With reference to an appeal iu our last issue by Dr. 11. L. IMaddox
on behalf of the widow and child of the late Mr. I. II. Jennino-s, we
would gladly say a few words. Mr. Jennings was, after many j'ears

of public service, thrown, by no fault of his own, into circumstances
of the greatest difficulty—into poverty, and even to starvation, as we
are informed on excellent authority. He died lately, leaving a widow
and child entirely destitute, and on their behalf we venture to press
upon our readers the touching appeal of Br. Maddox. Mr. Jennings's
book on llvw to Photoyraph Microscopic Objects is one of the best
text-books on the subject, if not the very best ; and the author was to
the very end, and even when almost helpless from disease and huno-er
a true and ardent scientist. We commend the case to our Generous
readers as one deserving their notice, and we shall be most happy to
receive any sums of money that may be sent to us with a view
to forming a fund for the use of the widow and the infant. Dr. R. L.
Maddox (Greenbank, Park-road, Portswood, Southampton) and Mr.
Andrew Piingle (Bnxley Heath, Kent), to both of whom the merits
of the case are known, will also be happy to receive gifts for this

humane object.

The reversing prism employed in taking reversed negatives for
carbon printing and many other purposes is too expensive for prac-
tical use except with lenses of very small diameter. Silvered o-lass

however, answers every purpose, and we have occasionally described
methods of performing the operation of imparting a coating of pure
silver to a piece of plate glass by which these mirrors are made. An
American correspondent, writing to a contemporary recently, gave a
formula for silvering small discs of glass such as those used in
mounting microscopic objects, which would be useful for the larger
surfaces wo speak of also. He adds two grains of nitrate of silver
dissolved in a drachm of water to a boiling solution of twelve grains
of Rochelle salts in an ounce of water, and after boiling a few
iniuutea filter and makes the biiUi up to an ounce and a half. This

forms a reducing solution, the silver solution being made by dis-

solving forty-five grains of nitrate of silver in an ounce of water, and
adding strong ammonia solution till the precipitate first formed is

nearly, but not quite, dissolved. To use these solutions, equal part.--

are mixed together and filtered, and the glass to be silvered placed so

as to touch the upper surface of the fluid, the whole arrangement
being then placed in the sun or iu a warm place. From 100° to 130°

Fahr. is the best temperature.

Theke is no patent for the above useful employment of a familiar

photographic chemical ; but we note that the use of a combination of

some other substances familiar to photographers—cyanide of platinum
and magnesium—has been patented for purposes that will be of un-
doubted use to him, that is to say, for indicating the state of the

atmosphere as regards moisture. The above salt in solution, in com-
bination with gum, gelatine, kc, is painted upon any desired substance,

and when dry remains white ; but under the influence of moisture

turns to a pink or red, more or less deep according to the amount of

moisture present. It is stated that for a repetition of the action the

platinum-painted object must be heated after each reddening, so that

each time the photographer had benefited by its warning the tablet or

other object would have to be " set '' again. This adds another to

the list of ingenious hygrometers
; but be the instrument selected what

it may, there is no doubt that an hygrometer of some sort is of very

considerable service as regards the state of silvered paper, or the ex-

posure of negatives to the atmosphere, or, again, as n weather indicator

for the outdoor operator.

It will be remembered that at the International Congress of Astro-

nomers held in Paris last April, it was determined to construct a

chart of the heavens by a concerted system of working. The chief

map was to include stars down to the fourteenth magnitude, and for

the thorough obtaining of uniformity each telescope was to be of the

same aperture, about thirteen inches, which will give a scale of a

millimetre to each minute of arc. The work is being carried on apace,

and such progress has been made with the optical instruments that it

is expected that ten of them will be ready for use and forwarded to

their destinations by the end cf next year. It is anticipated iu con-

sequence, according to Admiral Mouchez, that the charts will all be

completed within the specified time.

Those who are familiar with the use of sulphate of mercury as an

exciting salt in a galvanic Ijattery have often queried why same salt

should not be made which would not give the well-known yellow

deposit on the addition of water—why, in fact, the soluble matter

extracted, so to speak, should not be an article purchaseable separately.

Recently Mr. Sclianschieff has patented a salt which is practically the

substance in question ; he refers to it as " a novel saline preparation."

We need not here enter into the exact mode of manufacture, but as it

will probably be an article of sale, our readers will have an oppor-

tunity of utilising, without loss by precipitation, one of the handiest

of all exciting liquids for batteries.

The remarkable manner in whicli in many instances photography has,

by reason of the nou-actinic colour of the writing, rendered plainly

legible faded manuscripts, the liandwriting of which was almost;

undecipherable from its paleness, is well known ; nevertheless, in any

case of copying it is clearly evident tliat it is desirable to have as dark

a colour as possible, hence we may place on record the plan adopted

at the Bodleian Library at Oxford for a long time past for restoring

faded ink on parchment, &c. It consists simply in painting the faded

ink-marks with a solution of hydrosulphide of anunonium with a

camel-hair pencil. This is tlie same solution whicli some photo-

graphers employ as an intensifier, its action following upon the

soaking in bichloride of mercury.

Some time ago we described the performance of an electric lamp of

the incandescence pattern, which, instead of succumbing after reaching

the maximum time of burning—six hundred houi-s—which is com-
monly allotted to a good lamp, had long passed its four thousandth
hour, and was as good at the time of writing as wbou new. The
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filament was one of Edison's make, and it is well known tbat the life

of a lamp depends greatly upon the character of the filament whose
incandescence is the cause of the light. There can be no doubt
that for dark-room work, for example, the longer a lamp will work
without refiuiring changing the more useful it must be, so that every
improvement in this direction is worthy of note for tlie photographer.
We observe that a patent has been taken out for nn entirely new form
of iihiment, which the inventor has styled erdite. Instead of seeking
for the most homogeneous form of organic structure, which, when
carbonised, would be stable and regular in electrical conducting
power, he breaks ground in an entirely new direction. He makes the
filament of any one of a number of com-non organic substances, pre-
ferring to select a material with porous texture, or one baring inter-

stitial spaces—thus common slack twisted cotton yam or thread
answers his purpose. It is prepared by soaking in a solution of an
aluminous salt, the base of which is then thrown down by ammonia,
and the soluble product removed by soaking in water. Tlie whole
is then, after drying, carbonised in one of the many accustomed
modes. He also makes the thread by mixing an organic salt of

alumina with carbon, and a little dextrine to hold all together, the
whole being then dried and exposed to a white heat after being

pressed through a syringe in the style familiar to the old emulsion
experimenter. Every form of improvement in connexion with electrical

lighting is to be welcomed, for we are well assured that the use of

electrical lighting is increasing, and will continue to increase, in the
atelier of the enterpri.sing photographer.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHiniTION.
VI.

Fbank M. Sutcliffe (No. .512), Studi/.—One'oi a group of seven

small pictures, all evidencing a keen perception of artistic composition

and effect. In this particular photogi'aph of three sailors grouped
on and around a capstan, it will be evident that the pose of the

three figures has received much thought, and the result is an artistic

study. Captain .Vbney, K.E., F.R.S. (No. olO), Ulrich Kaufinann.—
One of four small portraits of Swiss guides. A departure from] the

usual landscape work of this exhibitor, but valuable as giving us the

actual presentment of men upon whose experience the lives of many
mountain climbers depend. Photography, wlien properly used, is

here seen in its capacity to give character and individuality, which is

something. G. B. Wood (No. 524), Chain Gang.—This title is given

to five large puppies chained together. The technical part is good,

they having been taken in bright sunshine ; but we notice this photo-

graph for the purpose of stating that this American amateur is not so

strong in artistic results as he was last year. Few photrgraphers
seem to be able to sustain a reputation year after year, and quantity

will never compensate for qualitj'. Geo. Scamell (No. .5;jO), At Pang-

bourne.—A small study evidenced by placing two figures in a boat,

who do not look at the camera. This picture would have gained if

the sky had Ijeen toned down so as to lessen the contrast between that

and the dark foliage. It is also an excellent example^of a good result

taken on negalive paper.

Ralph A\'. Robinson (No. C40), Out of her Beach.—An old woman
about to cro.-s a stream. Well placed in a rather nice bit of scenery,

but still that objectiduable cutting off the bare tiee-stem at the top of

the picture is again seen. Robinson & Thomson (No. 54.'!), Capri.—
A most excellent photograph, toned to a warm brick-dust colour ; very

unpleasant, because it cannot be like or suggest the natural colour,

and where distances are concerned still more out of place. Photo-

graphs like this one and No. 544, although very artistic in selection,

seem to take away all poetry from preconceived notions of such well-

known spots, whose beauty consists in rich colour, which mono-

chrome, and especially this tone, does not realise. Frank M. Sutcliffe

(\o. o46), Slufly.—This is one of five small studies, where this ex-

hibitor shows how to convert commonplace subjects into something

attractive entirely by artistic treatment, and the matter of this par-

ticular picture becomes another thing altogether by first (if all mentally

seeing the result, and then by combining well-chosen contrasted clouds

with a number of upright lines arising from buildings and boats, and

waiting (ah, there is the mental design !) for a vessel with dark sails

to come into close proximity with the highest li/ht<. Then follown an
artistic picture, which is looked upon with interne plcMure both by
the painter and the public. A medal ba« been awaHed thiit picture.

C. T. Mallin (No. Cfil), Sea Oullt.—Th'M i» the original picturn which
caused a sensation some little time since. There is absolutely nothin;^
to criticise in it, being the result of chemical work and mechanical
appliances which might go on repeating similar farts day by day.
Edgar Clifton (No. 66J), TheLea.—llvre we have a picture made out
of ordinary matter, where judicious advantage has bi«n taken of a
barge on a river to emphasise the leading lines of the subject. Sfrn.

S. Q. Payne (No. 563), The Secret.—This is a small picture of a bo/
and girl walking along a country lane. The girl is speaking to t le

boy, hence the title, which is not a good subject for chiMrea to pcaa

for. The exhibitor is not so happy this year in her piotor'al w.irk,

the titles of which seem to have been thought of after the phot >-

graphs had been taken. Ralph W. Robinson (No. •')<W), Fruft and
Mist.—This is another small photograph, where the mist is indicated

by distant trees (a second printing). The two sections of this picture

want something to unite them. The mist might have bjen brought

nearer, the front portion being too crisp, but tlie idea is good.

Underwood French (No. Cvt^), Vromontory of Monaco.—This U «

very soft photogi'aph of a celebrated place. It would' be a difficult

matter to get anything pictorial out of such materials, and therefore

the simple facts are alone interesting. Fred llollyer (No. oCO), Miu
I'Uen Terry.—We are so accustomed to reproductions by thisexhibito.*

that an original study from life comes upon us with pleasure. This is

but a small picture, ^^'ith the face in profile, but the posj and esj edally

the hands are admirable, and whilst intended as a portrait it has been

made into an artistic study. Mrs. Brian Hodgson (No. .570), Living

Flowers.—Two heads of young girLs, where original drapery has been

entirely concealed by some sheet-like material, the folds of which have

received much attention, suggesting antiqus study; and although the

result is not quite satisfactory, yet it ind'cates an artistic perception.

J. Milman Brown (No. .571), View, Me ofWight.—'Vhi'i is from a

very pretty bit of nature, and yet this photograph dees rot quite

realise the scene ; it looks as if it wa? made up of thousands of similar

sized bits, like mosaic. Possibly another time of day might have given

breadth, which we recollect at one time characterised the very good

work shown bylthis exhibitor.

J. B. B. Wellington (No. .570), »uf/(V».--IIere we have twenty

small platinotype photographs taken with a detective camera held in

the hand. The subject-matter of each has been well chosen ; but why

a detective camera was used upon sailing vessels and other subjects we

fail to understand. Nevertheless these little pictures are very good, and

it would seem that artistic photography at the present nioment finds

its outcome in extreme opposite sizes. Q. W. Tyser (No. .58.5), O.'rf

Street, Mentone.—lhia is a good photograph of old buildings and

streets, very picturesque and singular, and remimls one of a bit of

Prout, the painter's, work. George Hadley (No. 501)), A Connoitseur.

—We notice this picture merely to remark that, although the photo-

graphic part may be good, a curious effect is produced by the o'.d

antique vases being placed so much apart that with the head of the

connoisseur they form six unconnected objects to be con8ider>;d, which

is wrong. Mrs". Brian Hodgson (No. 010), In an Orange Garde^i.—

We'find in this small photograph a fem:\le figure with classical drap.'ry

well arranged, but so out of harmony witli the rest of the picturi> that

we wonder how she got there, especially as the technical work is cot

equal to her presence. lienque & Co. (No. 61.5), ror//-ai/».—Thesj

consist chiefly of standing figures, in platinotyjie, on large paper and

white backgrounds. Tliey are exceedingly clever in pose and most

artistic in the delicate brush work, which has been added as necessary

backgrounds to the photographic work. Leonard Blake (No. Old),

Children.—"Vhxs frame contains a quantity of portiaiU by one who List

year had a medal awarded to.him.but who is now no more. They are

very original and artistic in pose.

Rev. H. B. Hare (No. 427), The Glowcaed on the T**.—This picture

has been taken at a time when very little foliage waj on the tre«s
;

it

may look very weU in nature, but the composiUou formed by th ^

stems does not prodnce such a pleasing result as full foliage wonM

have done. This exhibitor is noted for his extreme delicacy of fob igB

in gradation, which we do not see here, and, in fact, we think that

the possible beauty of the orijinnl may arise from its local colour,
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which photography, alas, gives us faint idea of. The water (on the

Usk) has been very well rendered.

Aliss E. D. Anderson (No. 618a), Studies.—Two frames of some

very good photographs, where artistic instinct is evidently struggling

to do something. Experience and study will enable this exhibitor to

produce far better work in tlie future. Miss Georgina French

(No. G20), Studies in Venice.—A frame of six bits of Venice. There

is very good work in these studies, which appear to have received

much thought and attention, and they convey a better idea of the

buildings and the water highways than many other Venetian pictures

have done. Teich Hanfstaengl (No. 6-33), Portraits.— Another

sample of foreign work from Dresden. There is very little that is

good in this " board " of photogi'aphs ; one large panel portrait in the

centre being very nice in pose, profile, face, slightly back view, and

arms straight down to hands on knee. Much is due to the picturesque

costume and the flowing down of some very long back hair, but its

value is spoiled by having other photographs pinned on to it, a foreign

idea which had better not be imitated.

W. II. Ilyslop (No. 63o), YacMing Studies.—To this picture a

medal has been awarded, and it is most certainly the very best

photograph that has been taken of vessels in motion. How many
times did the photographer beat about in his vessel before he saw
these two racing yachts in good position ? And what a position

!

Both being broadside to the camera, and almost under our feet,

implies a quick perception of the picture, and a nervous letting go the

exposure, the result being a photograph full of life and most exquisite

detail. No. 030, by the same exhibitor, is also a very good photo-

graph, but it would appear in this case he had only to wait for the

yachts passing round the turning point, and his work was done. This

is a singular instance of objects forming themselves into a picture,

and the result is very pretty and most interesting.

We now consider enlarged works and reproductions. Slorgan &
Kidd (No. 34), Portrait.—This is a very fair specimen of argentic

gelatino-bromide paper enlargements, the colour being miicU better

than usual, ^\'e might take exception to the vignetting, which
should not look as if the lower part had been moulded in a basin

;

but this requires such special capabilities that do not always go with
technical excellence. Robinson k Thomson (No. 71), The Last
Load.—This is a very good enlargement, and the original photograph
has been well put together, the white horses coming along with
the last load being very strongly contrasted, and thereby made very
effective. This picture of English country life should hang upon
the walls of many an old farmhouse, it being so pleasant and genial.

G. AV^itmough Webster (No. 90), Miss Coplestone. — This is an
autotype enlargement, and it does full justice to the original negative,
which, although giving delicate detail on white objects, has not

increased the depth of shadows and parts in shade. Saumel Fry &
Company (No. 101), Bromide Enlargement.—This is a tolerably fair

example of work which after all must depend upon the original
negative. On the taste displayed we are not called upon to make
any remark. In connexion with all bromide enlargements it is a
great pity that so much brush work, which is far from being artistic,

should be found necessary. Marsh Bros. (No. 201), Horse's Head.—
This is a very good work, and the head is very lifelike in detail ; but
its pictorial value would have been increased if it had been put into
an oval mount. Autotype Company (No. 282), Tree House, New
Guinea.—This is undoubtedly one of the very finest specimens of
autotype enlargements we have ever seen ; apart from its very
unique subject this work is full of most exquisite detail and soft
half tone, the original negative only representing a fact, yet makes
up into a very pleasing artistic picture. H. S. Mendelssohn (No. 304),
Orand Duchess Serge.—Here we have a comparatively small enlarge-
ment of a high personage, who ought to make a good picture. There
are some strong contrasts in this work which are produced by the
brush, and, as we are getting almost tired of stating, are very far
from being technically artistic in touch. Eastman Company (Nos. SCO
and 418).—Two monster enlargements on bromide paper, which only
serve to show what can be done in size by this process, and so far
answer a definite purpose in pointing to possibilities for better work
in this direction in the future. One thing is right to notice: no
attempt has been made to " brush" them up; but why was not tetter
subjects utiUsed ? Autotype Company (Xos. 384 and 403).—These

are two frames of collotypes from negatives by J. \V. Lindt, and
are exceedingly good specimens of the process; but these pictures

possess an unusual interest from their being almost the first contact

of photography with mankind in its barbaric state. Boussod,Valadon,

& Co. (No. 394), The Welcome. — This is a very large and fine

example of photogravure to which a medal has been awarded, and
where the original intention of the painter seems possible to be re-

produced in monotone without the individuality of a tran.slator.

There are many other large works by these exhibitors, all very good.

Annan & Swan (No. 410), Br. Bonar.—This is another specimen
of photogravure, to which a medal has been awarded. There is also

a large work by these well-known exhibitors from a painting by
Sir Noel Paton, Oberon and Titania, which is very good. Autotype
Company (No. .390), Idyls of the Norfolk Broads.—These are auto-

gravures, and are more like hand engravings than any other photo-

engraving process ; but then they are done from Dr. Emerson's
negatives. These exhibitors have also other fine specimens of woik
done from paintings. Henry Dixon & Son (No. 447), Orthochromatic
Photographs.—These are copies from oil paintings, and most certainly

are very fine examples of the process. These exhibitors have a large

variety of other copies on the walls, which all point to success in that

work. Andrew I'ringle (Nos. 389 and 398), Microoryanisms.—A
medal has been awarded these exhibits, which are ivonderf ul examples
of patience and skill in utilising modern advances in relation to

micro-work. F. fl. Evans (Nos. 4o2 and 4.)3), Photo-micror/raphs.—
A medal has also been awarded to these frames for photographic
work in connexion with photography.
We congratulate the photographic world upon the display of good

work which the I'hotographic Society of Groat Britain lias been
enabled to hang on its Gallery, which, whilst showing much of what
the past has done, most assuredly holds out a great promise of better

work in the future.

Remarks on Apparatus next week.

COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.*
In working up enlargements in colour (be it monochrome or natur.il

colours) the features just treated are not the only ones demanding
our most careful attention. No doubt the face and all its component
parts are not only the most difficult to master, but they are naturally

the most essential portions of a portrait ; still there are many other

points which must be treated with skill and judgment in order to

make Ihe portrait a pleasing ^Ji'c^u/'e.

The hair and heard, which we will treat of first, may be considered

as part of the face, they are so closely allied to it, but the draperies,

ornaments, and backgrounds must be most skilfully treated (especially

when worked in natural colours) in order to harmonise with and
generally add to, the beauty of the subject. There are many artists

who hold the opinion that there is much more skill and judgment
required in painting a really successful background than in painting

the poi trait itself. There is one thing sure, that a background can

make or mar a portrait however good it may be, and we should,

therefore, spare no pains in mastering all the details necessary to

ensure success in this quarter.

Hair when smooth will appear most glossy, and this glossiness will

be rendered in the photograph by a patch of white, in manj' cases

unduly large and shapeless, not in the least preserving the natural

characteristics of hair. There are several causes for this, but all

turning upon the disposition of the light. If too great an amount of

light be used in lighting the sitter this defect will be very palpable,

and more than ordinarih' so in the cases where the sitters have very

dark hair. Now the white patches thus produced will require toning

down, and in many instances will lack the character of hair at all,

and, therefore, wo are called upon to impart this appearance to it.

In doing so we must be careful to preserve broadness of effect com-
bined with a certain looseness, as any approach to solidity would
mar the effect we are, or ought to be, so anxious to produce. In most
cases a broad but thin wash of colour will be found advantageous,

and upon this a few effective touches to give character, but never try

to represent the individual hairs or we may have the doubtful succesj

" Continued from page 680.

I
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of jirocming in'nnM*, a chnracterislic than which nothinp: can bo more
objectionable.

Tlie shftdows, too, will require strengthening with a few forcible

and vigorous touches, always trying to keep our effects as broad

ns possible. Sometimes when the print is ^ery deep and powerful,

r/laziiu/ will be almost sulFicicnt. That is, instead of making our

vigorous touclios with a more or less deep colour we simply make
them with gum water in such places as will throw up and give effect

to the other portions of the hair or beard.

As we treat the hair so we must treat the beard. The hitter is

naturally more coarse than the former, and must, therefore, be treated

with greater freedom. All the light patches must be toned down,
and a general effort made to gain the appearance of softness. This
may bo done by a judicious mixing of the treatments —washing,
stippling, and hatching. As in the treatment of the hair, do not
strive to particularise too mucli, but ratlier to gain the effect of a

whole wliich will more or less truthfully represent nature. In many
enlargements the pliotograph is so coarse that the beard very often is

more like twine than hnir. Needless to say tlii.s must be altered and
all made to, as closely as possible, resemble nature. I think there is

little more to be said about the hair and beard, so we can pass on to

the drapeiiejs, &c.

Under tlie heading of draperies may be classed not only the certain

accessories in a picture but also the dresses, coats, &c., to which we
may now direct our attention. In cases where the enlargements are

from copies there will be a great deal of work before these parts of

your picture will present a satisfactory appearance. They very often,

if not always, lack strengtli and brilliancy. It is, therefore, best to

give a general wash, and then even up such places as still require it

by a broad system of stippling. It is absolutely necessary that the

tone of the colour used for this purpose should be made to e.xttctly

match that of the photograph, otherwise a very unsatisfactory effect

is sure to result. Now having matched the colour you are going to

wash on, to the tone of the photograph, you proceed to work. This

wash should be put on with rather a large brush ; one made of camel-

hair will be found to be the best adapted for this purpose. It will

naturally hold a lot of colour, and is so soft that it will not touch any

under tone or wash that might have been already put on. The lights

in all these cases, when occasion requires, should be produced by an
eraser. The effect is always soft, and the operation lends itself to the

treatment of passing a uniform tint over the enlargement, with tbe

intention of strengthening or giving depth to the plain enlargement.

This done, it will be found often that the folds will require emphasising

or intensifying. For this purpose the colour should not be too moist
nor yet too dry, and the original form should be strictly adhered to.

The brush must be used very lightly, or else we wiU disturb the
original wash—a result that would give very considerable labour to

put right.

In a good pliotograph it will be observed these defects will never
present themselves. On the contrary, it is little short of wonderful
the extreme trutlifulness with which the various characteristics of the

different materials are reproduced. This texture must on no account

be lost sight of, but rather helped out with the greatest care. Ihere
is a certain freedom in the treatment of the draperies, kc, which is

quite legitimate and just. It is left to the judgment of the artist to

alter or tone down any objectionable folds, liglits or shadows; of

course this must never be done at random, but always with the

gaining of some artistic purpose in view.

It may not be altogether useless to note a few of the characteristics

of the various materials, which may help us as a guide where the

photograph m.iy be deficient in detail.

In cluth materials the folds are always broad and soft, and, as a

natur.il consequence, the lights and shadows are also broad and soft,

with reflected lights between the folds. These lights when'necessary

can be heightened by rubbing with an eraser, and the shadows

deepened in the usual way.
In silks and satins tlie character of the folds and the lights are quite

different. Thefoldsare somewhat angular,the lights much more brilliant

and wellik'tiued, the shadows dark and rich with strong roUected light.

These features are especially remarkable in satin. Where the lights are

not suihciently btrong in the original the use of the eraser will be quite

equal to the task of maldng the necessary alteration.

In photography, velvet is tomewhat liabU to be reprefcntod too dark
in tone and lacking in detail, and will therefore require loiiie ibspe
and drawing put into it. The higli««t lights (which an eoaietiiMi
very strong indeed) will be found on the extreme edge* of the folds.

Some suggest the putting in of these lights with the aid of Chincfe
white, but personally I do not hold with this treatment. I do not
wish to interdict the use of Chinese white altogether, but I certainly

think the less it is used in these cases the better. A touch here and
there will give a very great effect, but this will be lost if a general

use is made of it. Judiciously used, I think the eraser and the knife

will be found suflicient for nearly all the necessary effects. As I

always say regai-ding these matters, it is very difScult, indeed, to lay

down hard-and-fast rules, and I can almost say it would be loss of

time to try and do so, as so much must always be left to the judgment
and skill of the artist. I have known good men who could not use

the knife, others who were perfect marvels with it, and both secured

splendid results in their own particular way. I think, therefore, it is

somewhat wrong to try and force any particular style as being tha

only and absolutely correct. One can only express their preference

for one or other style as it may please them best. The effect of the

more intense shadows may be strengthened and enhanced by the use

of gum water, or, better still, by a weak or well diluted wash of

Newman's " Sizing Preparation," when you have finished your work
and it is dry. This latter has an advantage over the gum water,

inasmuch as it has not such an objectionable gloss, but harmonises

more completely with the general quality of the photograph.

For all ivhile draperies the eraser and knife will be your best friends,

with here and there a touch of Chinese white. By a skilful com-
bination of the three, beautiful effects may be realised. Too much
of one will spoil, while the introduction of one or other of the others

would tend to relieve and heighten the effect.

It will invariably be found best to paint in the draperies with

repetitions of washes of different strength, reserving your stippling and

hatching for the finishing up. By this means it is more easy to secure

softness and harmony. The use of too decided dashes of colour may
often lead to hardness.

In working up jewellery, the use of Chinese white is not only admis-

sible but advisable, as you will get minute sharp details with it that

the eraser will not give, and for which the use of the knife would be

very troublesome, and perhaps unsuccessful. As all articles such as

jewellery partake more or less of the nature of a polished surface, the

photograph will make the high lights much broader and out of pro-

portion than is consistent with nature. It is one of the cases where

photography exaggerates. Of course I am speaking generally, and of

work taken in the ordinary way. It will therefore require toning

down, and then " picking out " with sharp and decided touches of

Chinese white.

The foregoing naturally bears most upon monochrome. In natural

colours the same remarks apply as regards light and shade, but there

is naturally greater scope for effect than in the very limited lines of

monochrome work. Still, the practice of the latter will be of great

help when the student enters on the more extended, I might almost

say limitless, area of painting in natural colours. The study of nature

never becomes monotonous. Why ? Simply because it is so vast. We
Eever f;el cramped, new experiences crop up at every turn, and

even if we live to a ripe old age, we will find something new to

finish up with. One day I was admiring a number of sketches from

nature, and made some remarks regarding their freshness, when my
artist friend said, " Oh, yes, they are all from nature ! But do you know

I will lose much of that same freshness when I paint my picture from

these sketches ; there is no inspiration apart from nature." Thc"» were

landscapes, and the remarks applied mostly to colour, but in por-

traiture there is also an endless study. IIkdmond Babbxtt.

(To be continued.)

IIYPIIOKINONE.—LAXTEltX SLinES.-TIIE CARRIER.—
THE LANTEKX.

I.N last week's Jofn.vAL I saw hydrokinone mentioned in America as

an intensifier. I am glad to see my old friend H. K. ct>miDg more

to the front, and I hold still the opinion that it will ultimately
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supersede pyro. Let your readers try the following formula, wliicli,

after making up and trying various modifications, I find the best.

Soft water
^.

10 ouncM.

Chloride of potash 4 drachm.

Sulphite of potash (not meta-bisulphite) .... 1 ounce.

Tartrate of potash 1 drachm.

Commercial carbonate of potash 3 ounces.

Thoroughly dissolve all this, and after iiltering it through a plug of

cotton pushed well down into the neck of a funnel, add hydrokmone

two drachms, and filter once more. Proportion to soft water for use

for ordinary negatives one to sixteen, and patience quant, suff., as m
this proportion it is a slow developer, but I think gives best results.

After development has proceeded some time, you may with advantage

pour it off, and pour on a fresh quantity. For lantern slides, giving

black tones and clear glass, one to eight. Two ounces of soft water,

and two draclims of the developer will develop quickly and well

three lantern slides, one after the other.

Lantern 57iV/e4-.—Having to give a local exhibition at a schoolroom,

and wanting a few slides as an interlude for the children of a more

amusing than instructive character, I bethought me of trying if I could

not make them sufficiently good for the immediate purpose from some

paper stereograms 1 have. I selected a dozen and proceeded, but

found a difficulty from my camera—nothing long enough to produce

them lantern size ; but an idea struck me, which answered admirably.

I screwed the lens 1 was working with—viz., a Dallmeyer's wide-

angle doublet, ~\ X 4^

—

imide my camera instead of outside, using it

reallv, 1 suppose, as an enlarging lens ( ?), and then my subject seven

and a half to eight inches from the lens, on a rough miniature easel I

knocked up, and tlie camera drawn out to about the same. I got

capital results, even making allowance for copying from paper.

The Carrier.—I have altered that to enter the slides from the side

instead of above, and can use one half of some good glass stereos.

The best results are obtained by taking off the ground-glass and re-

placing it with plain. They are just as good for the stereoscope by

havini? a loose piece of ground-glass to put in with them tp the

stereoscope, and when used for the lantern the half holds quite firmly

in the carrier—of course the other half projects into the room.

Finallji, the Lantern.—"Anent the lantern's murky smell" which

everyone complains tf. Mine, do what 1 would, was nearly useless in

the drawing-room, but in a lucky hour I had recommended to me by

a tradesman in the neighbouring town a substance without a name to

put into the domestic duplex lamp. I said I would try its virtues,

one of which was the removal of smell, so I thought the most severe

test would be my Sciopticon, three wick. It answers beyond all ex-

pectation. Clean the lantern thoroughly—as ought always to be done

with all lamps, we know—put half the sixpenny packet into the

reservoir and shake it up; let it stand about six hours before use, and

if every one succeeds as well as I have done, they will think it a boon

indeed. The name of the maker on the packet is Lynch & Co., 8,

Carpenters-lane, Manchester, and it is " originated by Professor Beck."

iireenhitbe, Kent. W. T. F. M. Ingall.

ORTIIOCIIROMATIC PIIOTOQ RAPIIY.
[A Communication to the Photographic Club.]

Notwithstanding the many statements that have been made with

regard to the use of orthochroraatic plates for outdoor work, that they

Avere bound to be far superior to the ordinary plate, I think sufficient

time has elapsed to have enabled photographers to have fairly tested

them for that purpose; and what has been the result the present

Exhibition will show, witli one exception, that orthochromatic plates

have not superseded others as yet. And why is this ? In many cases

they have found but little difference between them and the ordinary

plate, and, again, many have found that the use of them entails much
greater care in manipulation that they are not worth the extra trouble

and cost in using them.

One great advantage of orthochromatic plates (in conjunction with

a yellow screen") is photographing outdoor subjects on a slightly foggy

day ; the result on an ordinary plate being flat and fog^y, on the

orthochromatic, crisp and brilliant. But for landscapes with distance,

if used witli a yellow screen (especially on a clear day), the charm of

distance is gone by losing what we call atmosphere and bringing it

sharp and clear; and, again, with shadows which are usually of a

bluisli grey nature, are lendered much darker than they appear, so that

if used at all for landscape a great amount of judgment and experience

are necess,\ry. But 1 admit in some cases it is an advantage to render

distance clearer, especially on those occasions when there is too much
atmosphere. 1 think 1 may fairly state that this is the most difficult

branch of anything connected with photography. But when we come

to photographing flowers or other close studies in colour, as well as

copying paintings, then, to get the best results, their use is absolutely

necessary.

We are now approaching the season when, if orthochromatic plates

are to prove of any use at all for landscape work, their value will

become apparent. 1 refer to the beautiful tints of yellows, browns,

and shades of red, which we see on the foliage at this time of the

year, one tree with its sere and yellow leaf standing out in bold

relief against some darker green tree which has not yet begun to put

on its autumnal robe. I know many have been waiting to try the

effect of this latest discovery in photography for this purpose, and 1

have taken this opportunity of bringing before you two new formulas

which will enable you to try for yourselves whether there is any real

value in the process for outdoor work. I think it would prove

interesting if members were to bring the results of their trials in this

direction before the Club ; an ordinary plate should be exposed at the

same time.

What I specially claim at present is the use of quinine in con-

junction with the dyes for the purpose of prolonging the keeping

qualities of the stained plates, and also treating the dye itself with

chloral hydrate. In fact, quinine has many other advantages in con-

nexion with photography, and no doubt before another year has

elapsed we shall have many uses to which quinine will be put. One

little use, or novelty I perhaps should say, I discovered only a few

weeks ago, and which will serve as a short paragraph for the coming

Almanac.
My formula, although working satisfactory, might, with advantage,

be ni'ade less complicated, at least for those who wish to make it up

;

but I hardly see my way of doing so at present so as to keep all the

existing good qualities in it, and I thought it would be a pity to wait

till all further experiments were completed, as every one knows that

experiments create experiments, and so we may go on almost for

ever.

The two dyes which I propose to bring before you are cyanine,

which is well known, and methyl violet. Cyanine, in my opinion,

has a greater range of colour sensitiveness than almost any other dye,

and is most useful in copying paintings, where, as a rule, a large

amount of red is to be found. This dye is particularly sensitive to

red, and sufficiently so to green (I am referring to copying, and not to

the spectrum), which is not the case with erythrosine, which barely

extends beyond the yellow, being quite insensitive to red ; and, more-

ovei-, this dye (cyanine) has no action on the gelatine like some other

dyes, but develops clear and brilliant as any ordinary plate.

Between cyanine and methyl violet there appears to be but little

difference in colour sensitiveness. The cyanine is a trifle the more

sensitive to red. On the whole, perhaps, methyl violet is preferable to

use, not only on account of its price (which is one-fortieth that of

cyanine), but it appears to me that when it has commenced to

develop the sensitiveness to yellow is somewhat destroyed, and more

yellow light can be used in developing than is the case with_ cyanine.

But great care must be taken when dipping the plates, placing them

in the dark slidi'S and again into the developing dish, which should

be done in almost total darkness. This applies more forcibly when

using cyanine.

Now to come to the formula of cyanine. I find by treating it with

chloral hydrate and again separating by moans of ammonia it is much

improved, and does not precipitate when added to an aqueous solution,

which untreated cyanine does, as many no doubt know who have

tried it. Take-
Chloral hydrate 1 ounce.

Cyanine 10 grams.

Water -1 ounces.

Boil together in a water bath, when the cyanine will be found to be

dissolved. Keep stewing for twenty minutes, then add one ounce

of liquor ammonia carefully ; ebullition takes place, and chloroform is

hberated, therefore it is advisable to do this in the open air. After a

few minutes the cyanine will be found adhering to the sides of the

vessel, the supernatant liquor being carefully decanted away, the

residue being rinsed one or twice with water. Eight ounces of

methylated spirit is now added to dissolve the cyanine, together with

120 'rains of soluble sulphate of quinine. Dissolve the latter by

heatmasmall portion of the spirit first. Finally, filter through a

small filter paper. The solution will keep as long as a dipped plate,

namely, about four to six weeks.

For dipping talce of the above

—

Cyanine solution 1 drachm.

Liquor ammonia 1 »

Water, distilled i^O ounces.

A weaker or stronger solution may be used to suit various plates.

The weaker it is the longer will the plates keep. As a rule a plate
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pf metlium rapidity will bo found easier to work than one of extreme

iiipidity. Tlio cyaiiine is added to the water, tlio drachm measure

wiu-liod out, tlie druclim of nmmonin next measured out and added to

I lie cvaniiie and water, with stirring. If the ammonia is poured into

the snnio measvire which contained the cyanine, a precipitate of

quinine tnltes place, which does not happen if in a diluted form, thus

the reason of adding tlie cyanine to the twenty ounces of water first,

and linaliy tlio ammonia.
Fur a Imlf-jjlate take two ounces of the above diluted solution and

flow over the plate, and keep rocking for two minutes, after which
lliriiw the solution away. On no account must the same be used for

uuotlier plate, as great irregularity will result in the rapidity and

colour sensitiveness of the next plate. This applies to all dipping

operations. The plate now dipped is to be dried in total darkne.'^s.

For methyl violet the treatment re«|uired is somewhat different.

The dye used by itself produces fog, which ballled mo for some time

to i;et"rid off, but finally I succeeded by treating it with an oxidiser,

sucli as bichromate of potash, and then proceeding as with cyanine,

viz., by treating it with chloral hydrate. But this hitter treatment is

not absolutely necessary; in fact there is so little differenoe worth speak-

ing of that you may as well disregard this latter treat ment. Take

—

Methyl violet 10 grains.

"Water 4 ounces.

Bichromate of potash j ounce.

Water 2 ounces.

Kaise both as near boiling as possible, and mix. Keep in the water

for half an hour, collect the precipitate by filtration, and wash by
pai-sing water through the filter. By this treatment it is no loni-er

soluble in water, as was the original. Dissolve the filtrate in methylated

spirit containing 120 grains of the .soluble quinine sulphate and filter.

For bath take

—

Methyl violet solution 1 drachm.

A mraonia 1 „
Water, distilled 20 ounces.

To get any decided effect at all on orthochromatic plates, a yellow

screen is necessary, but many people imagine they will show correct

rendering of colour without any screen at all. I have not yet seen

the gelatine plate that will do so. Almost any yellow dye will

answer, some better than others. I have a liking for turmeric, which
I prepare as follows :

—

Turmeric 1 ounce.

Methylated spirit 7 ounces.

Digest on a water bath for twenty minutes, and allow to stand a day
or two to settle, then decant the clear solution off, about four ounces,

and add to this four ounces of methylated ether and fifty grains of

pyroxyline. This will make the stained collodion. Coat a piece of

patent plate ^i x JJj—ordinary glass should not be used owing to

its want of flatness, and with which it is difficult to get a sharp

image— take another similar piece of glass and cement the two
together by means of Canada balsam, the glass being slightly warm.
I have to thank Mr. Debenham for the suggestion of Canada balsam.

It not only reduces the reflecting surfaces, but it also renders the film

moie transparent as well as protecting the film from injury. Clean

away the balsam that oozes out, and mount as an ordinary lantern

slide. This should be kept in the dark when not in use, as turmeric

is bleached by the action of light. I prefer to use it behind the lens,

as then it is protected from the light, and the folds of the bellows will

prevent it from falling down. With this screen the exposure will be
increased about ten times.

Any of the usual modes of development will suit, but I must again

caution you to expose the plate as little as possible to the light of the

developing room. With these precautions I can ensure success to

any who may try it. J. B. B. Wellington.

THE I'ERMANEXCE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS.
[A Communication to the Nortli Surrey Photographic Society.]

I HAVE received several very kind invitations from our friend Mr.
hjenior to attend one of your meetings and have a chat with you on

some photographic subject. 1 was afraid that none of the subjects

that I have been working at lately would be of much general interest,

hut ho thought that the question of the probable permanence of

photographic prints done by the various printing proces.ses in common
use at the present day, would be interesting. Anyhow, I hope it will

lead to a useful discussion afterwards.

The position of the photographic amateur of the present day about
to decide upon the best printing process for him to use, i.s something
hke that of a young man I met the other day in a photographic

dealer's shop. He had come up from the country to get all the

necessaiies to set up as an amateur photographer. In Ids bag ho bad
got catalogues and price lists from, I should think, every dealer in

London. The poor fellow had spent hours in studying tliose books,

and was evidently fa.st quahfying for the post of inmato to a lunatic

asylum, when, as he told me, " his mamma suggested that he thoull

come up to London and see the cameras, &c., and ho would bo able

to judge, then, which was best." He had come up, and when I met
hiiii he had been to three or four shops, the owners of which had each

explained the advantages of using the only perfect camera in the

world, and had advised him (as a disinterestea friend) not to have

anything to do with any of the rubbish generally met with.

Need I say that the poor fellow w^as in a bigger fog than ever. So
it is if an amateur seeks advice as to what printing process to us3.

An old photographer would probably tell him that if he wants

quality he must print on alburaenised paper, that ho himself ha I

been working at it for the past thirty years, and ought to kno.v

fomething about it by this time. So he ought, but somehow some of

them do not. The Platinotypo Company's people would not be able

to understand how any one but a born idiot could think for ono

moment of printing in anything but platinum.

If the said amateur were to wander into Soho-.iquare, at No. I'J ho

would be informed that if he wanted anything simple, effective, and

profitable he must use the Eastman permanent bromide paper

;

whereas if he called on Messrs. Marion, at No. 2-i, they would alviso

him to use the Britannia—no, I beg pardon, they might think they had

got a better brand than that in stock now, or at least somethiig they

would prefer to recommend ; then, if he got down as far as Itichraii.d

or Kingston, he might almost get to think that those London fellows

had been trying to take advantage of his innocence.

Well, gentlemen, I will now tell you, a^ a photographic amateur,

and I believe unprejudiced on the subject, how to my mind the rival

claims of these different processes appear to stand as re<iard-i thtir

practical use to the professional as well as the auniteur photographer,

and then w-e will go into the question of probable comp;vratiyo per-

manence. First, as to ease of working. With the professional a

printing-out process is probably as expeditious as any other, because

a large number of negatives can be printed from at one time.

I'latiuum prints more rapidly, but then one cannot attend to so many
frames at once ; besides, with the less exposure required (especially

with the ever changing strength of dayliglit) the more the prints are

liable to get over printed. But with most amateurs the trouble of

printing is due to its having to be done in the daytime. F'or such the

bromide paper is just the thing, because it can not only be done of

an evening, but there is the interest attaching to the development,

which I consider the most interesting part of photography.

The next subject is, " Certainty of Result," and I must say that I

do not believe that any process will displace the albumenised paper

print in the professional's printing room unless it enables him to see

the result duiing the printing. With his work there must be no

uncertainty or waste. With the amateur, however, the question is

rather different, because he has not the experience of the professional

printer to enable him to take advantage of the means of dodging a

negative, which a printing-out process allows.

If you will allow me 1 will just show some of the amateurs present a

few methods how a print can be improved after being taken from a

printing frame. First as to printing in clouds. The greatest mi<take

photographersas a rule make, is to over cloud their prints, and so detr.ict

from the interest in the landscape ; if you have large masses of white

clouds in your picture with well defined forms, they will attract the eye

more than anything. All that is required is a suggestion of clouds to

act as a background to the landscape, and to carry a scale of tones

through the picture.

Other ways of improving a print are when there are two subjects

of equal brightness, or if there is any bi-ight light near the ed^es of

the picture, such as a pathway, by just tinting it the picture will be

much improved. With the aid of a clean duster to screen parts of

the print from the light, a picture can be worked up by tinting the

lights and deepening the half tones and shadows, which would have

been quite useless as it left the printing frame, and it is as interesting

as working up a picture with a brush. It is the inability to do this

that to my mind is the great drawback to platinum printing; indeed, I

think it is almost safer to trust to time exposures by an artificial

light of known power with the bromide papers than to have to

depend on a chance exposure to varying daylight with platinum. 1

think you will agree with me that the charm of a picture depends

very much on these delicate half tints. Understand me, I am quite

aware that platinum is capable of producing these tints in a most

marvellous manner—the present Pall Mall ICxhibition proves this most

conclusively—but how often do we sea a print which would have been
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improved liy a little dodging if one could only have seen what was
necessary during printing.

As to printing on bromide paper, I am inclined to think that in time
it will take the place of the platinum, because it has not the curse of

the latter in having to be so carefully kept from the damp ; besides, I

am in hopes that soon we shall be able to so control the action of the

developer as to be able to build up the picture to what wo require

during tho development. There is a good deal of experimental work
to be done in this direction. Only last week I coated some paper for

tho purpose of taking this subject up again.
I will tell you what 1 am driving at. I want to be able to take a

fully exposed bromide print and do with my developer something
like what an artist does with his colours, viz., build up the picture
to my own liking, and be able to stop the action of development at

any p.irt of the picture— while a shadow requires to be deepened on,
more detail brought out in another. I do not think this is a wild,
idle dream. Some time ago I was working in this direction, with, I
think, some hopes of success. On these plates you will see that
although the whole of the plate had the same expo.^ure I controlled
the action of the developer over the different portions, and in one case
prevented the action of the developer at all on the darke.st part of the
picture. I hope soon to have time to work at this subject again, and
if we can control the development of our prints we shall then be able
to dispense with the advantages at present given us by the prolonged
exposures of the printing-out processes.
And now for the question of permanence. But mind you, it we

could not get good results with platinum or bromide of silver, I
would prefer to keep to our old friend albumenised paper. I would
rather have a print I could admire for a few years than be troubled
with an eyesore for a lifetime. Some time ago you may remember
a discussion took place in the columns of Thk Bhitish Journal of
Photography as to the correctness of the manufacturers of the East-
man bromide papers in calling it permanent, and as I was trying experi-
ments with different formulas of bromide of silver for paper work,
I thought I would put prints by the different processes to the same
test. I first thought of getting samples of the different papers and
printing all from one negative, but then 1 decided that it would
not be fair to judge any process with which 1 had had no experience
by prints of my own preparation. I therefore obtained prints on
Alpha, argentotype, Eastman, and platinum papers, done either by the
manufacturers or their acknowledged agents. I also obtained a
number of prints on fresh and ready sensitised albumenised paper,
and some bromide of silver prints of my own preparation with
different proportions of silver bromide and gelatine. These were all
put in a sealed bottle with a sponge filled with water, and sulphu-
retted hydrogen was passed into it for nine days. I am very sorry
now I did not keep them all, but as I only did it for my own
information, I have only a few of the pieces on this card which I
kept for references, but there are enough for you to see the character-
istic result from each process. There are other destructive tests
besides sulphuretting compounds which I have applied to these
prints—oxidising agents, such as permanganate of potash, the effect
of which you will see. Of course with such a test as chromic acid,
platinum was the only one which could stand it.

And now, tn conclude, I must say that I was thoroughly staggered
with the Eastman paper prints. When we think that they had been
Bubjected for nine days to a humid atmosphere of sulphuretted
hydrogen, which practically destroyed the albumen prints, yellowed
the whites of the platinum prints, and changed the bromide and
others as you see, 1 am sure that you will agree with me that the
colour of the image on tho Eastman paper has actunlly improved,
without any loss of density, and the whites have not yellowed. These
two latter points are most surprising. Some of Monckhoven's
enamelled double transfer paper " was tested at the same time, and

had yellowed slightly.

1 feel convinced that there is some secret in the preparation of the
Eastman paper that gives it a permanence which I, for one, cannot
obtain with bromide of silver alone, to say nothing of the beautiful
ricli black image so characteristic of an untouched Eastman print. I
need hardly say that I have no interest whatever in any of these
nrocesses. I simply show you these results of my experiments, and
leave you to judge for yourselves. Herbert S. Starnes

THE GENESIS OF GELAnXE EMULSION DRY PLATES.
Tub Abolition of Washing Siiredded Emulsions.

In those particulars, recentlv published in these pages, about the first
gelatine emulsion dry plate for alkaUne development, prepared by me
Jn January, 1868, it may have been noticed that the decomposition of

the nitrate of silver was effected in a cold instead of a warm gelatine

solution, to meet the requirements of certain hypothetical speculations

which led to the performance of the experiment. This trial revealed

the fact, that when chloride of cadmium was so used to effect the

precipitation, the gelitinous quality of tho liquid was destroyed,

whether it be so or not with other chlorides. The suggestion was
published in 18C8 that perhaps tho nitrate of cadmium formed
destroyed the glutinosity. Another explanation may be that the

precipitate carried down with it tho small proportion of cold gelatine

present, for we have it on the authority of Ilerr Plener, in about the

most philosophical paper on emulsions read of late years before any
English photographic society, that in emulsion processes a small pro-

portion of gelatine enters into adhesion or combination with tlie pre-

cipitate, and is afterwards inseparable by the centrifugal machine or

any other appliances. These various facts derived from different

sources raise the question to my mind, whether by effecting the pre-

cipitation in a cold solution of gelatine of proper strength enough
gelatine may not bo carried down to permit good re-emulsiticatiou

with additional plain gelatine, or, in other words, whether gelatine

emulsion may not be washed quickly by precipitation in the form of

damp powder, instead of being washed in shreds, to the great saving

of time and trouble in preparing dry plates. Tlierefore,as mj' experi-

ment in preparing the first gelatine emulsion dry plate for alkaline

development contains evidence in favour of this idea, the present Unea

are written to invite the attention of dry-plate makers to the present

suggestion, for I have not leisure just now to devote personally to

experiments with emulsions.

The observation of 1808 as to the destruction of somn of the

qualities of gelatine by nitrates and by alkaline chlorides has since

been confirmed by the high authority of iVIr. Wilson, in his memoir to

the Photographic Society upon the process which won the Paget

prize for the best dry plate at the public competition of 1880. lie

said :

—

"The addition of the gelatine after boiling should be made when the

boiled emulsion and the dissolved gelatine are both at as low a temperature

as possible, and between the time of this addition and that of washing

the emulsion it should be kept as cold as possible. The reason ot this

appears to be tliat the excess of alkaUne bromide has a most destructive

effect on the new gelatine, and therefore the lower the temperature and

shorter the time during which the two are in contact the better

A plain solution of gelatine in pure water is very little injured by pro-

longed boiling ; but if an alkaline bromide (or chloride) be added it is

speedily decomposed. Probably the alkaline nitrate, which is present in

the emulsion in large quantity, may be even more effective."

From the foregoing statement it appears that there would be great

advantages if the soluble chlorides and nitrates, and decomposed

organic matter, could be poured off before adding the fresh complement

of pure gelatine. The principle I have hereby suggested for trial

may reduce the time and expense of making dry plates.

M. Gauiiin's Early Emulsion Plates.

Mr. Jerome Harrison recently pointed out that M. Gaudin, of Paris,

devised a gelatine emulsion in 1861, but he did not give an exact

reference to the original record, which I have found and examined

since writing my previous article. It is pleasing to hear of such early

researches originating in France, the birthplace of photography, the

home of elegance, refinement, and the highest civilisation in tho

world—"The chosen home of chivalry, tho garden of romance."

Mons. M. A. Gaudin was the editor of a journal entitled La
Lumii'i-e, published twice a month at 0, Kue de la Perle, Paris ;

the

periodical was regularly on sale in London at 5, Doctors' Common.',

St. Paul's Churchyard. In its issue of April 15, 1801, M. Gaudin

published therein an article entitled Fhotoijhie a la Oclatine, which I

translate as follows :

—

"I give the name oiphotogene to a mixture sensitive to light, which

contains at the same time nitrate of silver in excess and iodide of silver

in suspension. Gelatine, which can be mixed with nitrate of silver in all

proportions without being altered, is the substance most suitable for

making a photojene.
" To prepare the composition, melt at a gentle heat in a deep glass

vessel, ten grammes of white gelatine in one hundred grammes of

common water. When all the gelatine is dissolved, add five grammes
of crystallised nitrate of silver. On the other hand dissolve two grammes
of nitrate of silver and precipitate it as iodide of silver by the addition of

a soluble iodide ; the precipitate is thrown upon a paper filter, and

washed with water for some time ; the washed iodide of silver is theu

added to the argentiferous solution of gelatine, and is beaten up therein

for a certain time until it forms a homogeneous liquid which, when spread

upon glass, gives a film having the appearance of sensitised collodion.

"Before using the photogene it is filtered warm through a glass

funnel with the bottom lightly plugged with a tuft of cotton wool,
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tliroiigli wliich nlooliol bas been passed to remove grease, and afterward)

water to wet it.

" Tlic ojialesccnt filtcreJ liquiil is distributed while warm on plates

with ftii albumen substratum, as I have directed for collodion.
" PhotORenc prepared in these proportions is very fluid and sets upon

the ^'"88 as readily as collodion. Its great fluidity, favoured by its

temperature, leaves upon the plate an inlinitcly tliin film, as uniform as

that of the glass itself. After the plate is coated, it is placed vertically

to dry, resting upon blotting-paper.
" If the proportions of gelatine and iodide of silver be increased, it is

necessary to apjily pliotogene at a higher temperature, for the film must
be as thill as possible.

" When the photogene becomes cold, it sets and can bo placed in the

camera, only the development cannot be commenced until it is suffi-

ciently dry not to be injured by contact with the tiuger.
" The image is developed by covering the plate with a concentrated

solution of filtered tannin ; it comes out in general without the addition

of silver, but it is better to add several drops of nitrate of silver a little

after the immersion of the plate in the tannin bath.
" By this method the im.ige appears exattly like one upon plates

prepared with albumen ; but if the gelatine expands, and if the sensitive

tihn be not extremely thin, its surface will become frilled, and the finer

details will be destroyed.
" The image comes out at first a somewhat red colour, and changes

gradually to a very intense bistre.

" I'hotogene is slow in receiving impressions, almost like albumen

;

the image is also very long in appearing.
" The mixture should be prepared and applied by candlelight, and

kept from the light of day, under the influence of which photogene turns
brown and becomes useless without being revivified ; it can be restored

by the addition of a few drops of bromine water, which, after agitation

therewith, restore its clear yellow colour.
" Photogene distributed upon a glass and allowed to dry spontaneously,

serves, like albumen, for the taking of positive transparencies.
" The hyposulphite fixing solution must be very weak, of the strength

of five per cent., for it tends still more than tannin to make the film

frill. After abundant washing, the plate is dried again by artificial heat,

then varnished in the ordinary way."

From the records so far examined, it seems that before 18C8 the

few negative gelatine plates tried contained an excess of nitrate of

silver, and received acid development in the attempt to substitute

gelatine for pyroxyline, and to leave the rest of the process like that

in coniiuon use with wet collodion. M. Gaudin, however, knew
that his plates, with excess of nitrate of silver, could be dried, and
with tannic acid development could be used for the printing of tran-

sparencies. M. Gaudin has certainly published the earliest informa-
tion about the frilling of gelatine plates.

In his opening article about The Discovery of the Gelatino-Bromide
Process, Mr. Jerome Harrison mentions still other pioneers, without
giving references to their channels of publication; Gaudin's foregoing

article I searched out, but Mr. Han'ison would oblige me by telling

me exactly where to find the original memoirs of Gustavo le Gray
and of Dr. Ilalleur. W. H. IlAnnisojf.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 14,859.—"A Portable Camera Stand Top." W. Rowlakd.— Z>«/ed

yortmber 1, 1887.

No. 14,921.—"Combined Magic Lanterns." J. Battersbv.—Dated Xvrem-
bcr 2, 1887.

No. 15,142.—"An Improved Method in Carriers for Optical Lanterns for

Working aud Centering the Slides in same." W. H. Humphries—Dated
Korcmher 7, 1887.

No. 15,153.—"An Improved Method of Adjusting the Front Slides of

Photographic Cameras." R. Overton.—Datvd November 7, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
A New or Lmprovbd Adjustable Diaphkagm for Photoukaphic

Cameras.

No. 3879*. WlLLUM James Lanca»ter, Cohnore-row, Birmingham.

—

March 19, 1886.

My invention relates to photographic lens diaphragms, employed in photo-
graphic oi>eratioiis to determine and regulate tlie amount of light that shall be

admitted into a camera ; thus the time of exposure ia pliotograpliic o|)erations

depends upon the light upon .in object about to be takeu and the size of the

aperture of the diaphragm used with the lens.

Usually a .series of various sized diaphragms are employed, or rather a series

of diaphragms with various sized holes. This is objectionable, inasmuch as

there is no means of varying the difference between the size of one aperture
and the size of one alxive or below it, .so as to give a me.au ditference.

By my invention the diaphragm is made adjustable, so as to Ijc able to

control the size of the aperture aeconling to the varying requirements and will

of the oi>cr,itor ; thus the aperture in the diai>hi'agm is expandcil or enlarged
in such a iiiuimer that an iutiuite variety of apertures can be readily obtained.

The iliaphragm.<i, or xerie.'t of plates which constitute the diaphragm, form
a part of the mount of the lens, thereby avoiiling any loose iliaphrasmii or rartfl

whutsoovcr ; and further, the aiicrture ueceosary for certain conditions of light

can be predetermined by an index Hnger, before the fonner of which the latter

travels.

The adjustable diaphragm is constnictcd ati follows :

—

Within the inside, and crossing the lens tube, is a circular plate or dine with
a hole in its middle of the full size which the apertnre in the cliaphragm can
acquire. The diaphragm ia a compound or segnicntal one, made up of a iieries

of thin plates overlapping each other, but so dis|)oseil or arraiiyeil with respect
to each other that their radial curved inside ends or parts enclose a circular, or
nearly circular, space or opening ; so that on the concaved or curved inside
edges of the ends of these plates being move<l or made to approach each other,
a greater or less apertnre or hole is thereby ])rodiice<l.

I'he parts con.stituting the diaphragm, au<l the manner in which the curved
or crescent inside edges of the jdates are made to approach ami recede from
each other, is as follows :

—

Each plate of the series of i)lates consists of a plate concavol at one end to
the radius or about the riulius of the larger sized aperture which the plates

will make when fully openeil out or expandeil. This curved part foniis the
inside end of the plate ; the other or outside end is pivoted or hung excen-
trically upon the inside of the disc, with a hole in its miildle as before
described. The said pivot forms a centre upon which the pl.ite turns inwards
or outwards, in ap])roachiiig or receding from the centre of the lens tube ; and
situated below, and somewhat in a line with the said centre, is a stud or pin
upon the face on the side of the plate, which engages and works within one of

a .series of radial tangential slots cut within a ])late or disc with a hole in it.s

middle which works or is moved in front of the series of plates by a protnuling
arm or finger working through a slot cut in the outside tul)e of the lens.

Each of the said plates constituting the diaphragm are i>i voted, and have
studs like the one uescrilied, and eacli of the saiil stiuls of the series work
within the slots as describecl ; and, further, each of the plates overlap each
other, so that the edges of the one extend over the edges of the other, so as to
form, as it were, a solid plate, but with an aperture that is able to be increase<l

or decreased in size at pleasure.

Upon the top outside of the lens tube, .and in front or surrounding the slit

through which the finger works, is an index or graduated scale l)efore which
the finger is moved, so that a person can, by moving the Hnger in front of one
or other of the numljers or figures upon the scale, have the size of a|)erturo

required. Thus the top scale may be 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, onwards, and bottom or
second line " speed" 1, 2, 3, 4, &c.

The moving of the index finger or arm through a qu.idraut of a circle for

closing, or for obtaining a smaller aperture, the studs on the plate of the series

of plates, which may be six, eight, or any other suitable number, are made to
travel down the tangential slots or slits, and each plate is at the .same time
turned inwardly ujwn the pivots upon which they are hung, thereby causing
the curved inside ends to collectively approach each other, and make a con-
tracted aperture. When a larger aperture is required, the arm or finger is only
required to be turned in the reverse direction, when the jdates are collectively

made to slide over each other, and recede from the middle or axis of the lens,

by turning excentrically upou the pivot upon which they are hung, and by the
studs on tlieir sides travelling up the slits on the disc or plate wherein they ara
formed being partially rotated.

A Supplementary disc, with a hole in its middle, comes in front of the plate
with tlie tangential or inclined slits, in order to preserve or protect the same
from injury or otherwise.
The claim as amended is ;—Combining with a lens tulic an adjustable

diaphragm, in a i>hotographfi; camera substantially as and for the purpose
herein described. Also providing combined lens tubes and a<ljustable dia-

phragms with graduatetl scales or equivalents thereof, for the purpose sub-
stantially as described and set forth.

iMPnOVEME.NTS IN AXD CoXN'KCTED WITH PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE TbEAIMEKT
OK Photographic Prints or Pictures.

No. 16,327. John Urie, Senior, and John Urie, Junior, 83, Jamaica-street,

Glasgow, Lanarkshire.—/JcccfKifi' 13, 1886.

Our invention has reference to and comprises a new or improved mode and
means or arrangement of mechanism for developing, clearing, toning, fixing, or
other ordinary cheniicil treatment or washing of photographs, which have l)een

previously exposed aud printed, by artificial or other light, in long lengths,

bands, or webs of sensitised paper or fine-surface cloth, or other web fabric, all

by and while traversing the .said webs or bands at a constant, regulated speed,
simultaneously through the required well-kuown chemical and other liquid

baths required for the various purpo-ses stated ; which improvements will produce
work of more uniform excellence, ami save much time and lalxiur, as compared
with the modes and means heretofore in use lor treating said photographic
prints, singly or in short lengths containing a few priut.s, in the various baths
at different times.

The improvements of our said invention consist all as follows :—According
to one arrangement and adaptation suitable for treating the photographic
printed Irands of paper for book illustrations up to twelve inches or so broad,
we take the photographic bauds, as printed in the photographic printing
niacliine or otiierwise, and wind them on to rollers to be put into jounial
bearings in a dark lx)X, and fed forward to and through the new developing
anil treating process and arrangement of mechanism; or when the I'rinted

bands are delivered loose into dark boxes, these may be removed to, and passed
through, a pair of feediug-in rollers at the entering end of the new arrangement
of mechanism. The web or b,and of printed paper from the said dark boxes
and supply-rolls or feeil-roUers, is led over guide and reversing rollers placed
over and within the said developing and other treating baths, ranged in their

proper sequential onler in .aiivance of each other, as required to 1)e used, on a
tiible or iilatforni, which would preferably be in the form of a trav to receive an<l

convey away any liquid that may be spilt. The baths would preferably be
constructed in a deep narrow form for getting the greiitest aud best action of
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t he clieniicals with economy of materials, and so that the deposit would settle

to the bottom and not pervade the whole bath ; while the traversing of the

paper would always cause a motion of the liquid, which would also aid in main-

taining the liquids in the baths in a uniform state throughout for action. The

web of photographs would in this way be led over tlie said upper guide rollers

and down under the rollers in the lower part of the baths, and may be thus un-

dulated up and down one, two, or more times within the bath to give a longer

or shorter time of treatment within the bath, as within the first or toning bath,

which takes longer than either the second or clearing bath, or tlie after-toning

or fixing baths, or the intermediate washing baths. Beyond the fixing bath

the drawing and delivery drum or roller would be mounted by its central shaft

in journal bearings in side frames, preferably mounted in a portable form over

a cistern of washing water, so that the web of photographs would be led over

tlie sides and upper surface in a moist state from the fixing bath, and be

delivered down into the water-washing cistern on the front side. The drawing

drum would be considerably larger than the width of the widest paper to be

treated, and preferably large enough in diameter to give sulticient circumferen-

tial surface that it could draw the web paper over the guide and immersed

rollers and through the several baths by the gripping action of the wet paper

on its surface, and deliver it into the washing bath below. But for large

machines and wide webs of paper, weighted drawing rollers might be laiil on

top of paper and drum to assist the gripjiing action. This drawing and

delivery drum, which pulls the paper through the machine, would be driven

either by inotive-power machinery, or it might be by clockwork, or other

ge.aring actuated by weights or springs at a uniform time speed, regulated .as

desired by the driving cone pulleys, when motive bands are used, or by small

oscillating fan blades ; or, it might be, a brake on the high-speed gearing of

the weight or spring clockwork mechanism when that is employed ; or a

shifting pendulum might be used on an escapement motion, or other equivalent

governor which would reguhate the velocity of the gearing to actuate tlie

drawing and delivery drum at the desired speed, the paper was wished to be

drawu through the baths for the time being. To further regulate the time, the

paper web and prints would be under treatment in the several baths to perform

their respective operations, the undulating and guide rollers immersing the

paper within the batlis may be mounted on portable frames, which can be

raised and lowered into the baths to give a longer or shorter time traverse of

the material through the baths ; or the baths might be fitted with movable

siphons, which would regulate the height of the liquid within the baths higher

or lower, to act on the paper for the greater time length of the traverse of the

paper through them. Or by another arrangement—in some cases the paper on

leaving one bath miglit be passed over a movable raising and lowering guide

roller before allowing it to enter the next bath ; or by an equivalent arrange-

ment the baths might be removed further from each other, and in either case

allow the paper photogi'aphs to be under the action of the cliemicals in the last

bath for a longer period, after leaving one bath before entering the next.

Any of these arrangements might give a nice adjustment as to seconds of

time under which the photographic prints might each be under treatment

within the respective baths ; while the speed at which the drawing and
delivery drum actuated the paper might regulate a mean speed of tlie traverse

of the paper, which would suit the treatment in the baths generally for being

otherwise regulated, as stated, within the individual baths.

Although deep, narrow baths have been described as beiii" generally pre-

ferable, for giving longer chemical action or tre.atinent with the least amount
and waste of the mixtures or liquid employed

;
yet many other forms of baths

might be employed to give the same effect, .as by making a wide, broad bath,

and immersing an inverted close hollow vessel within it, with the guide

rollers at its under edges or angles to keep the paper immersed .and clear of

either the lower or upper vessel, the immei'sion of this upper vessel, which
might be huug by cords, and counterweights, and pulleys, so as to immerse

it to any desired depth with the bath, raises tlie liquid higher or lower

within the narrow side spaces through which the web w.as made to travel,

thus giving a longer or shorter action of the chemicals on the paper.

For giving a more uniform strength of the chemicals and action in each br.tli, a

cistern of the mixture wonld preferably be mounted a few feet or so above the

top level of their respective baths, and a rubber or other pipe led down to each

bath from its cistern above, controlled by a small tap to regulate tlie supply of

liquid to the bath and keep a motion of liquid through the bath. A lower
cistern would also be fitted below each bath for allowing the overflow liquid

from each bath to pass down to the lower cistern, the liquid from which might
be occasioually removed, or forced up by air pressure into the upper cistern to

keep up the constant current tlu'ough the bath, the drawiug-off pijie or siphon
regulating the height of the liquid within the bath.

Althougji only one drawing and delivery drum or rollers has been described,

other intermediate drawing roUei's might be employed to lesson the strain on
the web of paper, these secondary drawing rollers being driven at the same
speed as the others by bands and pulley, which bands might be tightened by
a movable spring pulley, to regulate the driving tension and allow the bands
to slip on their pulleys when the strain ou the paper became too great ; and
tension cords or friction levers might be employed ou the spindles of the supply
rolls or rollers to keep the web tight.

The claims are :— 1. The construction of a machine or general aiTangement
and combination of the ]iarts, of mechanism for mechanism for chemically
treating, or developing, clearing, toning, fixing and washing photographic
jirints or pictures traversed at a regulated s])eed continuously in a web or band
of pa]>er or other web fabric, all suij.stantially, as herein described, in reference

to and shown in accompanying drawings. '2. For the chemically treating and
washing of photographs in a continuous web or roll, the use of drawing and
delivery drums, driven .at a regulated speed, for carrying forward the web of
paper, eitlicr with or without spray jets of water for removing and delivering

the paper from the surface of the drawing drums, substantially, as herein
described, in reference to and shown in accomp.anying drawings. 3. For the
chemically treating of )ihotograplis in a continuous web or roll, the traversing
of the web tlirough deep or other l)aths, wliich would regulate the diir,ation of
time the web was imder treatment, .substantially, as herein described, in

reference to and shown in accompanying drawings.

IMPKOVEMENTS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING.

No. 16,356. George Joseph Skrshall, 371, Lodge-road, Hockley,

Birmingham.

—

December 14, 1886.

The object of this invention is to produce finislieil photographs in such a

manner as to represent portraits or views apparently laid or placed in cert.ain

positions upon the face of larger photographic views, landscapes, or floral

scenes, all forming one photographic combination picture on the same sheet

of sensitised paper.

For this purpose, in accordance with this invention, if two views, portrait

and view, or two portraits, are required to be represented as lying upon parts of

a larger view, or if it be required to represent a view portrait or scene as

lying upon part of a laager view, and this latter view as lying upon a still

larger view and forming together one combined and complete photograph, the

])rocess for its production consists of two or more stages, each stage being in

itseU' a separate and distinct oper.atioii in photograpTiic printing. For each

of these two or more operations a separate and distinct mat or mask, having

a part or parts of its surface sufficiently transparent to transmit light, with

the other remaining portion or portions of its surface rendered opaque or

sufliciently impervious to the passage of light, and with both trauspareut and

opaque parts specially arranged as to ))Osition and configuration—is required

in each of the said operations to be placed iu the printing frame between the

negative and the sensitised paper to be printed upon. The transparent portion

or portions of the surfaces in each of the said mats or masks is made to

coincide in .shape or confirmation with the marginal line bounding the jiart

of the negative required to be printed at one of the operations iu tlie process

of printing hereinbefore mentioned, and tlie opaque surface in each of these

mats or masks blocks out or completely olistrncts any transmission of light to

those parts of the sensitised paper which may have been already printed in

any previous operation or operations, or whicli during the pending operation

are required to remain blank for a future stage or future stages in the process

and with the appliances constituting this invention. These two or more
operations in the said process being completed as herein indicated on one

sheet of sensitised paper, the photograph containing the subjects so combined

is toned and finished in the ordiu.ary manner. The said mats or masks may
be produced as follows ; a drawing of the outline forming the margin or edge

of the intended transparent portion or portions of a mat or mask is made upon

any suitable material or medium to be used for lithographic, copper-]ilate,

letter-press, or other suitable method of ]irinting, and the surface surrounding

the said outline and bounded ofl' by it is s6 prepared or treated that the

imprint or impression taken from it is blank or opaque, leaving blank a

space or spaces of the figure or figures of the transparent portion or portions

of the surface required in the mats or masks. The mats or masks may,
therefore, be produced by printing upon any suitable material already trans-

parent, or in which the blank portion or portions of its surface may be made
transparent by varnishing after the opaque part or parts have been printed in

like manner as before, and which tlie varnish being dry is tlien fit for use as

shown herein.

Having now particularly described and .ascertained the nature of my s.aid

invention, and m what manner the same is to be performeil, I declare that

what I claim is :—1. The process of producing pliotograiiliic combination

pictures upon the same sheet of sensitised jiaper by means of a series of

photographic mats as herein described. 2. Tlie mode of producing photo-

graphic mats by printing upon any suitable material, those parts of the said

mats which are required to be opaque, the blank portions being either

transparent before tlie said process of printing or subsequently rendered so

by varnishing after the completion of the said process of printing as herein

described.

PBOCE.S.S Kon Producing kuom PHOTO(,:it.\PHic .vnd other de.5Igns Engr.vved

Pl.^tes or Rollers for Printing.

No. 16,476. M.vRY W.vi.ker and Georoe Edw.vrd Walki;r, Anchor Pottery

Longton, Stafford, and Jean Baptiste Germeuil Bonnaud, Lougtoii.

—

JJecember 15, 1886.

In our specifications, No. 13,609 of 1885 and 2770 of 1887, we described means
of producing copies for lithography from photographic or other designs. Our
present invention relates to a process whereby tlie operations described in these

specifications are applied, along with farther operations, to the production of

engraved plates or rollers for printing. For this purpose the pellicule pro-

duced, as described in the specifications above referred to, consisting of a sheet

of paper or a film of collodion, and liaviiig on it a Layer consisting of a mixture

of dextrine, st.arch, and kaolin, on wliicli a tracing has been made with litho-

graphic ink or crayons, is placed face downwards and pressed on the plate or

on the surface of the roller that is to be engraved. The body of the pellicule

or film is then removed, leaving the lithographic ink or colours of the drawing

on the plate or roller. On this is electroplated a metal, which is less easily

attacked by acid than the metal of the plate or roller itself. Thus, if the

plate or roller be of zinc, copi>er is electroplated on it ; if it be of cojiper, gold

or platinum is electroplated on it. The metal thus deposited a]ipears only on

those parts of the surface which li.ave none of the lithographic ink or colour.

By applying a solvent, such as tinpentiiie or benzine, the lithographic ink or

colour is removed, and the whole surface is then treated with acid, whereliy

the ]i.arts wliich had been occupied by the lithographic matter are etched to

any desired de])th, the rest of the surface formed by the less corrosible metal

remaining unaffected liy the acid.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the n.ature of this inven-

tion, and in what manner the same is to be performed, we declare that wliat

we claim is :—The herein-described process for producing engraved plates or

rollers for lu-intiiig, by transferring to tlie surface to be engraved the desipi

lithograplied on a film or pellicule, removing the body of the film or pellicule,

leaving the ink or colour of the design, electroplating the .surface, dissolving

out the ink or colour of the design, and etching.
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PnOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday niglit, at a meeting of the alwve Society, lielil at 6a, Pall Mall
East, Loniloii, Mr. Jiiiiies Glaisher, l".U.S., IMe.sideut, occuiiieil the clinir.

The lollowinx new members were elected :—Dr. E. W. Alaljoue, Messrs.
W. M. Biiylis, M. Boussjil, J. J. Briginsliaw, G. W. Catt, V. H. Chintaniore,
Lyoncl Clark, A. Deed, R. F. Di.ton, W. R. Few, C. F. Fischer, M.D., W.W. S.

Follett, (i. E. S. Fryer, H. J. Gitlord, A. J. L. Grimes, M. J. Harding, W.
Hayes, B.A., Mrs. Brian Hodgson, Messrs. E. D. Lavender, E. J. Lezard, H.
Little, Rear-Admiral ilaitland, Messrs. Gustav Mnllin.'i, Paul Nadar, E. W.
Parkes, W. Scorer, H. Senier, E. W. Shepherd, J. G. Sinclair, W. Tomlinson,
J. Watson, J. B. B. Wellington, J. Whittaker, and The Hon. Lewis S.

Win^fteld.

Prize medals were then presented by tlie President to G. P. Cartland,
Elepluints^ tl-c. ; Henry Tolley, Lovely Sftnre ; H. P. Robinson, Caroltutff

;

T. A. Green, KinjUsh Lohs; H. Collis Pettit, Lakeland: J. F. Roberts,
Mtuje Hcenea; W. J. Byrne, Dii-ect Life-4ized Ilcath ; Frederick Miiller

Kmargement ; Andrew Pringle, Micro-orgainsms ; Boussod, Valadon, & Co.,

J'hotor/nifi</-e; P. H. Emerson, The Poacher; Ann.in & Swan, Dr. Jlonar ;

J. B. B.Wellington, Studies; ¥. H. Evans, I'hoto-inicrogmphs; Frank M.
SntcliB'e, Studies Series; W. H. Hyslop, Yuehtiiuj Studies; Arundel k
Marshall, I'lale JUuas ; Eastman Film Company, Slrippiiiy Films; and J.

Gale, Lantern Slides.

Mr. AxDKEW Pbingle, in returning thanks for liis medal, said that,

although he had ditticulty in being present that evening, lie felt it to be a

necessary duty. Some friends had been kind enough to express astonishment
at the (piick way in which lie had surmounted the dilliculties of photo-micro-
craphic work, and he felt it to be liis duty to explain that he had received

help therein of the most valuable kind from a man who was well known, and
wlio deserveil to be better known—Dr. Maddox, Without his help he would
have been unable to jiroduce surli good specimens. Dr. Maddox had taught
him by letter, and hail sent him objects to photograiih.

Mr. W. H. Walkeu, upon receiving the medal for the Eastman Film
Company, said that he had had great trouble in producing stripping films in a
commercial way. It was an afterthought that they were sent at oil, as they
were not originally intemled for exhibition.

The CHA1H.MAN, ii some remarks about the more meritorious exhibits, spoke
of the lenses by the Taylors, of Leicester, and said that young men should be

encouraged to grind their own len.ses. The English microscoi>e had grown
liecause of competition, the one maker imjiroving upon the work of the other,

until foreigners had been habitually lieaten in some of the international com-
petitions. He wished to see the same thing in photogi'aphic lenses, because it

would mean pregress.

Votes of thanks were then accorded to the Judges of Pictures, of Apparatus,
and to tlie Hanging Committee, and also to the Assistant Secretary.

The PuKslDicXT remarked that the Hanging Committee had not had their

fair share of scolding tliis year. He had never known such a thing before.

He then announced that the Exhibition would close on Monday, November 14.

It had been affected this year by the meetings in Trafalgar-scpiare, but had so

far received 9600 visitors, and 25"2/. Last year 'JIM. had been received ; still,

before the jiresent Exhibition closed, he hoped tliat it would exceed that of

last year in .spite of atrocious weather and of atrocious gatherings.

Mr. Bi-CHAXAX Woi.LASTON said that there was a desire to know whether
the Mr. Parkes elected that evening was connected with the Cellerier Symlicate
or not.

Tlie Pbksidext did not know.
Mr. W. S. Bird responded that it was the same Mr. Parkes.

A Mk.mbeh saiil it was a pity that this had not been known before the ballot

box had gone round.
The proceedings then closed.

*

CAMERA CLUB.
On Tliul-sday, November 3, an address, accompanied by^ a demonstration, oil

IntensijiaUion of (Jelaiine Xegatives with Mereuri/ Jbllmocd hij Scklippe's

Sail, was given by Mr. W. Ek Debenham. Mr. Francis Cobb occupied the

chair,

The denioiistratioii jiroved most interesting to those present, and several

comparative experiments were sliown by Mr. Debenham. The gradations of

increased intensity obtainable by the methoil, ami the ea.sy ineaus of reducing
by hypo any excessive treatment of the plate with the iodide of mercury, were
well illustrated. The only doubt which arose was as to whether the treatment

left the film of the plate ami the shadows of the negative stained. This

ajipeared to lie the c«se slightly in one rase, though inappreciable in all

others, the stain possibly arising from imperfect w.ashing prior to intensifica-

tion. The process has been already fully described in Tub BniTisu JouiiXAL
oy Photochai'hy.
Some discussion and conversation ensued, Mr. Ltonel Clauk making

interesting and useful comuicuts ujxiu the subject, and the members and

friends prcpcnt then gave Mr. Debenham very hearty thanks for bin practical

illnstrntion of so nscful an intensification methoil.

Thursilay, November 17, is a lanteni evening, when xlidcs will he shewn at

eight p.m. by Messrs. Newman (Swiss views), Fison (Norwegian views), C. B,

Wright (Norwegian views), ami Evans (Exeter Cathedral views), and by other

gentlemen.
On November 24 the subject will be Enlarging, paper by Mr. V. P.

Rodgers.
»

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASS0CTATI0N.1
On Thursday, November 3, at tho ordinary weekly meeting of the above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. W. H.
lYestwich presided.

Messrs. W. Wallis, P. Everett, and J. Joel were elected members of the

Association.

Tho Hon. Secbetabt announced that at frequent inten-als papers on
jihotographic subjects will be read, and that the following members have
agreed to contribute memoirs :— Messrs. .1. Traill Taylor, W. M. Ashman,
Hume Ne.sbit, F. A. Bridge, E. Clifton, Norman Macbeth, W. H. Hiirrifon,

J. W. Wharton, W. Cobb, J. J. Brigin.shaw, David Loni.s, F.C.S., C. H. Trinks,

and Andrew Pringle. The l.ast Tlmrsday in e.ich month will be devotid to

lantern subjects. The annual dinner will take jilace in January.
Mr. J. W. Wharton exhibited some iihotographic prints.

Mr. NoiiiEAN Macbkth remarked that in one of them a column rose too near

the centre of the ]date ; the print could be improved by cutting off a part of

one of its sides so as to bring the column out of the cenlrc.

Mr. L. MEDr.AXD said that one of the prints proved the value of a backing to

the plate when taking interiors, for where the backing had not quite coveted

the plate the negative was less sharp.

Mr. J. TiiAiLi. Taylor suggested that a large wedge-shaped white bank
which projected in one of the jiictures might be improved during the jirintiug

by dee])eiiing the shade at jdaces ujioii the bank.
Mr. Hit'gius exhibited views of Lisbon and other ])lace.s.

Mr. F. W. Cox .vkcd the best focus of lens to use for half-jilate jiicturts.

Mr. Macbeth used an eight-and-a-quarter-iuch raiiid rectilinear, l.ut would
prefer one of longer focus ; the one he employed would not do well for objects

less than twenty yards off. The tendency of the times was to use lensts of tco
wide an angle.

The following question from the box was then read :
—"Captain Abuey, in

his work, rhntngraphy vnth Emnlsions, makes the following assertion respecting

the use of iodide of silver;— 'I am in a position to say that an emulsion of

silver broiiio-iodide cin be made just as sensitive as the emulsion silvtr

bromide as regards the ordinary so-called actinic rays, and can be prepared
so as to be perfectly unacted upon by the orange or red rays, which is a sttp

in the right direction, according to my way of thinking.' Again, in the Photo-
graphic Xcirs Almanac for 1885, he writes as follows:— 'Iodide in gelatine

emulsions is the thing to give a nef^ative all the qualities that are essential for

it to be pronounced first-class.' How can this be reconciled with the claims
made on behalf of orthochromatic plates, wdiicli are supposed to render the
yellow, orange, and red more eorrec'lly, and to sulxlue ttie violet and blue ?

Does the experience of mendiers of this Society, so far as landscape work is

concerned, agree with that of Captain Abney ?"

Mr. W. Cobb preferred some iodide in emulsions.
Mr. W. M. AsHiiAN thought that the questioner was comparing two totally

different things ; it was
i
possible to have a little iodide in orthochromatic

jilates, although several workers preferred plain bromide.
Mr. CouB added that Mr. B. J. Edwards had stated that a little iodide in

orthochromatic plates did no harm, and Mr. Hyslop considered it to be an
advantage. He (Mr. Cobb) preferred an iodide to an orthochromatic plate for

landscapes.

Mr. A. Cowan imagined that the dates of the two quotations given from
Captain Abney's writings might be very wide apart.

Mr. Ashman was using plates which probably contained an excessively large

proportion of iodide of silver ; their jieculiarity was that they would give a
good plucky negative when the daylight was nearly gone and men were liegin-

ning to light the street lamps ; the plates would not work so well in a good
light.

Mr. Cox exhibited a platinotype print with clouds printed in from a second
negative ; the effect was good.

Mr. F. A. Bridge, to get rid of halation, used a piece of wetted black tissue

laid upon the back of the plate ; before development he simply peeled the
tissue oft' and laid it aside.

Mr. W. H. Harrison had once had a severe test object for halation, con-
sisting of a wire rope stretched liigli in air across the River Reuss to aid in

utilising the force of the stream to propel the ferry boat between the banks.

The rope had a grey sky for the backgiound except where some towers of the
old city wall of Lucerne projected upwards ; wherever the rope crossed these

towers it looked twice as thick as where it had the sky for a background. But
for this the negatives would have been considered to be totally free fioni hala-

tion. By means of glycerine he next put the backs of some jilati'S into optical

contact witli pieces of black mackintosh, yet upon exjiosing such backed ])lates

upon the same subject the defect was not removed or even anieliorate<l ; why
so he did not understand.

Mr. Medland exhibited a lantern slide taken upon a Becchy plate ; by lapse

of time the original grey image had changeil to a wann colour.

Mr. Taylor once had a negative which changed so by time that oliservers

were in doubt whether it represented Conavy L'astle or Christ Jllessing Little

(Jhitdren.

Mr. HiGciNs backed plates with a mixture of glue, treacle, and Lampblack.

Mr. Taylor called attention to alleged advantages of tho metal idatc

lioxes lined with paper for which the Photographic Society had just awanlcd a

medal.
Mr. Cobb thought that paper in contact with gelatine plates had a deleterious

effect.
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Mr. H. M. Hastings thought square-shaped grooving bad.

Mr. BuiDGii liad had plenty of gelatine plates kept long in contact wit'i

paper without injury.

Mr. Cox thought that when forcing hecame necessary in cltrelopment marks
of packing paper were more liable to show.
Some other members having spoken,

Mr. Taylor said that he gathered it to be the opinion of the meeting,

1. Tliat the invention was not an improvement. 2. That it was not novel

3. That it was a retrogression. He sijoke of tlie legal responsibility of plate

makers as to the quality of their plates, and called attention to a New York
case in which with one developer all the films slipped off the plate, and with
another developer they kept,on and gave good pictures.

Mr. AsH.MAN thought it impossible to render makers responsible; if one man
complained of plates they could always bring experts forward to depose that

other plates from the same batch were good.

Mr. Cooke knew a photographer who had received plates with all the films

off the glasses.

Mr. Cobb stated that it was in the experience of every plate maker that one
photographer would get good negatives upon plates which gave bad ones in the

hands of another photographer.

Mr. Edgar Ci.itTON did not see on what principle a jury conld assess

damages. One man might take bad plates to Richmond Hili and another man
take tliem to South America, tlie latter incurring infinitely more loss than the

former, imlicating widely different penalties for the same od'ence.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
The Committee of this Association met on the 3rd instant to consider the

following case, whicli had been brought forward at the previous meeting and
adjourned for inquii ies :

—
Early on Tuesday morning, October 18, the body of a man was found lying

on the grass in Hyde Park ; he was pronounced by Dr. Blackett to be dead.

A letter was found upon him the contents of whicli were as follows:
—"My

dear Wife,—God the Almighty forgive me ! Without work, diseased in mind
and body, I am forced to give up my miserable life. He will protect my poor

wife by good people's counsel and assistance. Farewell, dear Mary, till we
meet again where tliere is no ill or sorrow.—M." Tlie wife was communicated
with, who stated deceased had been well-to-do, and earned much money years

ago as a photograplnc artist, but of late years trade had been bad, and his cir-

cumstances became worse and worse.

Tliis case was recomniended liy a donor under Rule 4, which gave them the

privilege of recommending for t!ie consideration of the Conuuittee cases of non-

members. The Secretary rei>orted he had investigated the case, and found the

widow perfectly destitute and withoiit any friends to assist her. They had
been married thirty years. For the last year they had existed in a condition

bordering on starvation owing to the want of any regular employment.
The Committee, after careful consideration, granted the widow the sum of 5/.

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual geueral meeting of this Society took jilace on Tuesday, November 1,

at Myddelton Hall,—Mr. J. Traill Taylor, President, in the chair.

Tlie Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. M. Smith, read the annual report, as

follows ;

—

In presenting their annual report your Council congratulate the members of the
Bociety upon the success attending: its proceedings eince its reorganization at the
commencement of the year, and upon the fact that the Society has gained for itself

an establislied position among the Metropolitan societies.

The Society now numbers eighty-nine members, including eight honorary members,
who, being member.'^ of the original North London Association, which ceased to exist

n 1869, were recommended by your Council for election.

The meetings of the Society have been well attended, the average number present
being thirty-six.

During the year lectures and demonstrations have been given upon the follomng
subjects;

—

Photographic Xcnsfs, by the President; Cnmeyas, Ancient find Modgrn, hy
Mr. B. Clifton ; The A B C of Kmuhion Mokiiifi, by Mr. A. Mackin ; Stripi>ing Films,
by Mr. W. H. Walker; Photography^ Pa>t and Present, by Mr. E. Dunmore ; Systems
of Numherinij Photojraphic Stops and Lenses, by Mr. O. Smith ; and on The Preparation
and Dcvelopincnt of CoUodio-Bromide Emulsion Plates, by Mr. A. Mackie.

Well-attended outdoor mettings have beeu held every Saturday during the summer
season, and on the various Bank Holidays. On some of these occasions opportunity
has been taken to join with other societies, and this Society was well represented at
the outdoor meeting of the Photographic Societies of London held at Watford on the
Queen's Jubilee day.

In consequence of the appreciation of the lantern exhibitions held during the early
montlis of tbc year, your Council have acquired a good optical lantern, which they
trust will induce more members to devote attention to the production of lantcni
transparencies. Many of the difficulties incidental to the practice of this branch of
the art have been removed by the introduction of suitable commeixijil plates and
modifications in development ; and the suitability and simplicity of the coUodio-
bromide emulsion process for this purpose have been amply demonstrated at the
meetings of this Society. It is, therefore, hoped that during the coming season the
lantern exhibitions will grow in extent and interest.

The question box has been in constant requisition, and many interesting and profit-

able discussions have resulted therefrom. Questions on almost every point in photo-
graphy have been dealt with and much v.aluable information elicited. Young members
are earnestly requested to avail themselves to the fullest extent of this method of
seeking information, especially where the question may appear to them trivial, such
questions sometimes leading to important results.

The Council have steadily borne in mind the avowed purpose of the Society, and
have endeavoured to phoce before the members as much information as iJossiblo in a
readily comprehensible form, thus making the Society a thorough school of photo-
graphy, where the veriest tyro may liave his difficulties exphained away and the most
experienced veteran may find kindred spirits with whom to discuss the more abstruse
points of our art-science.

It would be impossible in a record of our year's doings to omit some reference to
the thoroughly amicable manner in which all have worked together for the general
good, and it is hoped that this kindly feeling will always be a marked characteristic
of our Society, while beyond their own walls the members have been cordially received
by the older London s(x;ietics.

Your Council desire to express their thanks to those members or visitors who have
read papei's cr exhibited objects of interest at the meetings, and to particularly
acknowledge the courtesy of the photographic press, which, by inserting reports of

the Society's meetings, has enabled the general public as well as absent members to

keep touch with our proceedings.

Tiie Hon. Secretary then read the Auditors' Report, which showed a

balance in hand of 8/. Ss. &il.

On the motion of Mr. John Jackson, seconded by Mr. 0. Smith, the fore-

going reports were then adopted.

Votes of thanks to the retiring officers and the Auditors were passed and
suitably acknowledged.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year :

—

President : 3.

Traill Taylor.

—

Vice-Presidents: A. Mackie and E. Clifton.

—

Curator: E.

Traill Hiscock.

—

Council: F. W. Cox, W. Few, J. Humphries, J. Jackson,
L. Medland, J. Nesbit, J. Oakley, and F. G. Reader.

—

Hon. Sccretanj and
Treasurer : H. M. Smith.
On the motion of Mr. F. W. Cox, seconded by Mr. J. Humphries, it w.as

resolved to alter Rule 11 to enable nine members to call a special meeting of

the Society instead of twelve, as previou.sly.

On the motion of Mr. A. Mackie, seconded by Mr. H. M. Smith, it was
decided to alter Rule 13, to prevent any member whose subscription was
niipaiil three uionths after application from voting upon any subject connected
witli tlie management of the Society.

The President announced that the next meeting of the Society would take

place on November 15, when Mr. F. W. Cox will deliver a lecture on The
Plalinolype Process. Visitors are invited.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The first ordinary meeting of the vear was liehl in the Society's Rooms,

Masonic Hall, on Tuesday, November 1,—Mr. T. S. Yeomans, Vice-President,

oocupieil the chair. There was a very good attendance of members and friends.

After a prolonged discussion arising out of the minutes, the monthly coni)ie-

tition, "Animal Life," postponed l.-ist month, was proceeded with, and the

lirize awarded to Mr. S. B. Lowe. For the pictnre for the month, subject,

"Old Buildings within Ten Miles of Sheffield," the prize was awardeil Mr.

W. H. Bacon for his view of the ruins of Sheffield Manor.

WALLASEY PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The first annual meeting of this Association was held on Wednesday, the 2nd

instant, at the new aildress, 12, Bradford-terrace, Seacombe,—Mr. H. Wilkinson

in the cliair.

The Chairman, in a short address indicating the progress of the Association

during the past year, felt that he could not do otherwise than congratulate the

Committee upon tlie prosperity whicli the Association had enjoyed since its

inauguration on Octolier \:>, 1886, and warmly thanked them for the ready

manner in whicli they had assisted him on difficult occasions such as commonly
lieset the path of a young society ; he also felt very confident that the past

prosperity would not only continue but would be enhanced during the ensuing

year. He was hapjiy to say that the attendance of members at the meetings

had been an extremely good one, and, speaking for himself, and he might

almost say for them all, these meetings had left many pleasant reminiscences

behind them, not to mention the numerous valuable hints which from time to

time were mutually imiiarted ; and in this connexion he could not refrain from

mentioning that, although atniospherical conditions were not the most pro-

liitious at this time of the year for outdoor work, there remained plenty of

scope for occupation in bromide-paper and lantern-slide development. In

conclusion, he pointed to tlie satisfactory condition of the finances, as shown

by the statement before tlieni.

The Hon. Secretary then stated that twenty meetings of the Association

had Iweii held, at first weekly, but subsequently monthly, at which latter

interval it was decided the Association should continue to as.seiiible. During

tlie summer there had also been held eleven outdoor meeting.s, chiefly in the

Wallasey district.

The Hon. Treasurek then submitted his financial statement, which showed

a balance in hand of 1/. 5s. 4W., which he thought the meeting would agree

with him in considering very satisfactory for a first year's working.

At this point the usual votes of thanks to retiring officers were made ; but,

before proceeding to the election of the officers for tlie ensuing session, Mr.

Frost suggested that some memento of their first year sliould be obtaiiieil

;

and he suggested the insertion of the portraits of the members for the p.a.st

year in a large mount, which should subsequently be framed. This motion

found a supporter in Mr. E. Mayali,, and, after a short discussion, was carried

unanimously.
The elections were then proceeded with, all the old oflicers being re-elected,

and Mr. J. W. Gregg appointed Assistant Secretary, whilst, before the close of

the meeting, it was decided to have a supper, at which the prizes should be

distributed to the successful competitors in the recent competition, the result

of whicli were as follows :

— " Landscape," Mr. G. B. Frost ; "Animal Study,"

Mr. T.Hill ; "Marine View," Mr. G. B. Frost;* " Portrait," Mr. E.S.Wilson;
" In.stantaneous," Mr. J. Walker; "Village Cottage," Mr. G. B. Frost.*

Accortling to the rules of the competition no competitor can take more than

one prize, and tlie prizes in the classes marked * go to Mr. Ashurst and Mr.

Nicholson respectively.

Photographic Club.—Tlie subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, November 16, will be on J!"l!iiii/ and Jlurnis!,iiig Phutiyrajtiis.

The first meeting of the one hundred and thirty-fourth Session of the Society

of Arts will be held on Wednesilay, November 16. when the oiiening address

will be delivered by Sir Douglas Galton, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.,

Cliairman of the Council.

The i„\te Mr. Fred. Snarv.—We are soiTy to le.irn of the demi.se of Mr.

F. Snary, tlie oldest photogiapher in Bristol. His death, which occurred on
his titty-eighth birthday, arose from an abscess in the foot, whicli eventually

showed signs of mortification. An opeiatiou was performed, but it proved
fruitless. By his genial temperament, happy disposition, and courteous

manner, he won frieiuls on all hands. He died on the 29th ultimo.
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NovEiinER Meetino of the Photooiiai'Hic Societv or France.—The
Delay oiunted for Admission of ExmniTs to the FonTHCOMiNo
WoBiJi's Snow OF 1889.

—

Exhibition of Uiiu.ssEi.a.— Pinhole Camer.i

AND Proofs.—Two Plates g.we Different Hehults unper the same
M.vNiPi'LATioNs.—M. Pector on the Keepino Quauties of Qelatino-
iiHUMiDE OF Silver Plates.—Thh Pbesent Exhibition in Paris.—

A

New and Cheap Set of Lenses {" thouske ").—A New Camrra.—
Enamellkd Trays.—A Poiitable Devklopino Table.—Lunar Photo,
oraph.—Views of the Explosion of Fireworks, by M. lk Commandant
moessard.

The Pliotographio Society of France held their monthly meeting on
Friday evening last, the 4th instant, M. Davanne in the chair.

A great deal of time was taken up in discussion on the Universal
Exhibition of 1889. It appears that claims for space cannot be accepted
after February 1, 1888, and tliat a longer delay must not be thought of.

Notice to English photographers who desire to win fame at the forth-

coming World's Show.
A great International Concours will take place at Brussels in 1888.

The awards to be given amount to 500,000 francs ; moreover, a great

lottery, in which a million of francs will be spent in purchases from the

products shown in the exhibition. The French photographers and
amateurs will not think of doing anything in the way of exhibiting. At
the present moment they are biding their time for the great Exhibition
of 1889. At the present moment " I'Union Centrale des Arts Dccoratifs"

has a very pietty exhibition on in Paris, to which all photographers were
invited; but the result is deplorable, and cannot be compared to the

magnificent Photographic Exhibition at 5a, Pall Mall, London, which I

liad the extreme pleasure to inspect during my last visit to London.
M. le Dr. Martini de Turin sent some magnificent landscapes, which

he had obtained by a pinhole camera.' The focus was twelve centi-

metres, the exposure twenty seconds. These images were far superior to

what I saw in London.
Mr. Sturmey's publication, entitled The Photographer's Indispensable

Ihiiiilhook, was laid upon the table.

M. Vidal presented, in the name of a gentleman of Limoges, two
cliches of the same objects, one being a good negative, the other being a

positive. This gentleman says the plates were from the same batch, were
exposed the same time, and developed in the same solution. One was a

negative, the other turned out to be a positive. " Why is this? " he asks.

A discussion took place, but to say the phenomenon was clearly explained

would be going too far.

Professor Stebbing exhibited a metal dark slide, sent to him by Mr.
W. Tylar, the inventor. The metal slide created great interest, and was
generally approved of, excepting the weight.

M. A. Gorde exhibited a new " trousse " of lenses for landscapes, not

unlike Darlot's trousse. It is composed of the body of the lens bearing a
circular disc perforated with holes of different sizes, serving as dia-

phragms, and four lentilles glaces with focuses of 15, 25, 35, and 45

centimetres. The one of 15-centimetre focus will cover a half-plate 13 x 18,

the 45 centimetres will cover 40 x 50. Iforgot to put thequestiontoM. Gorde
as to whether or not other focuses might be obtained by combining such
lenses. As an instance, screwing on the front focus 25, and ou the back
of the lens focus 15, which would give a focus of 10. This is found by
adding the two focuses together, 15 and 25 make 40, divide by 4 leaves

10 ; near enough for all practical purposes. The 25 and 35 can be used
together in the same manner, as well as 35 and 45, the last giving a
focus of 20. It has been found necessary to put the higher number
outside and the lower inside to get the best results, if M. Gorde's lens

can be so worked. The trousses of other makers can be worked thus,

and give a great jxiwer to a landscape photographer or amateur by
allowing him to have wliat size image upon his plate he desires without
changing his camera from the position he chose in the first instance.

Thus, an amateur wishes to take a picture of a castle with ruins, tfec. A
river prevents him getting as near as he could wish. He has a half-plate

camera, andalens of 15-centimetre focus. On his lookingupon his focussing

glass, the image of the castle audits surroundings are too diminutive. He
nnscrewstheNo. l(15centimetres)and screws on No. 4 (45 centimetres); he
now finds that the whole image cannot be portrayed, the focus is too long

;

he then takesNo. 3 (35 centimetres), andallis harmonious. The disadvantage
of these lenses is, that in order to have sufficient sharpness a very small
diaphragm must be used. M. Gorde told us the market price of his

trousse, which is the cheapest I ever heard of (35 francs). He sent round a
certain number of proofs, which were very good. Among them I re-

marked a view of the interior of the Exhibition now on in Paris— it was
about 12 X 10 inches—a most remarkable view ; the foreground, which
could not have been more than six yards from the operator, was, as weU
as the rest of the picture, perfectly sharp and faithfully delineated.

M. Pector, speaking of the keeping properties of gelatino-bromide of

silver plates, showed us a number of proofs which he had obtained from
plates he purchased in 1885, which plates had been abandoned in his

country-house all the winter to damp and cold ; nevertheless, the results

obtained were perfect.

M. Davanne read a long communication from Professor Kim6 Girard,

on the means he employed Co obtain plioto-microscopic images to be used

as projections to illustrate his public lectures, and ordtrs were given that

it be published in the linlletiu of the Society.

M. Darlot, the well-known and highly esteemed optician, presented

new kind of camera for instantaneous work. The new features consisted

of a very small camera on the top of the larger one, with a very small

lens ; the image from this lens is reflected upwards upon a small ground-

glass, upon which the operator can follow all the changes of the moving
object or objects he wishes to catch, and at the propitious moment let fly

the instantaneous shutter. Naturally, all that was seen on the small

ground-glass is reproduced in the large camera. The plates are all placed

in a brass framework, and fit into a changing box having an exit and an
entry. The exit is for plates to be exposed ; the entry for tho exposed
plates to take their place behind the unexposed plates. This method
allows tho operator to take a great number of plates with him.

>[. Maugin presented a number of enamelled trays, fitting one into the

other. The remark was made that they were very good for laboratory

purposes, but too heavy to carry about.

M. Fauvel presented a portable developing tray, which, when folded up
is represented by Fig. 1, when opf-ned by Fig. 2. It consists of a hollow

Fig.^2.

box, supported upon four legs of the same form as the ordinary camera
stand. Inside the box is an oscillating frame, upon which is placed a
transparent glass tray of the size of the negative to be developed. The
frame with tray is kept in motion by means of a long bar of iron (A), to

which is attached a heavy weight, and does the office of a pendulum. On
the end near the operator is a mirror (13), which can be set to any angle.

At the other end of the box is placed a lantern (C), having an angle cut

off (D) ; on this is placed the red glass. The lantern can be raised or

lowered at will. The operator is supposed to begin work : he hghts his

lantern, places his developing solution in the glass tray, and by means of

the mirror reflects all the red rays emerging from the lantern through the

bottom of the glass tray, and in consequence, when the operator plunges

the plate into the developing solution, the formation of the photographic

image can be seen and followed with tho greatest ease. The pendulum
is made to swing backwards and forwards so as to keep the developer in

constant motion. It is to be noticed that the lantern in its actual

position cannot tlirow direct rays upon the plate during development.

If the operator desires to see the progress of the image by reflection, he
has only to raise the lantern a few inches to obtain the desired result.

The box not only holds the lantern and developing tray, but contains

places for solutions, measures, &c. In fact, it is a compact and handy
accessory to the dark room as well as to the amateur on a tour.

The Commandant Moessard gave us a long description of experiments
he had followed up in photographing the moon as it passed through the

heavens. He sets his camera at one of his windows, and as soon as the

orb of night rises he uncaps the lens and allows the moon to print its

portrait across the plate. Several were projected by means of the lantern ;

the different curves which the moon had followed in its different phases,

together with the quantity of light emitted or eclipsed by passing clonds,

lite. On some of the plates not only was the passage of the moon
registered, but also the paths of the stars could be distinctly seen. Tho
value of ^these experiments was criticised in an astronomical point of

view. The same gentleman showed us a number of proofs which he had
obtained of the fireworks at the fte of Versailles. Very interesting,

but as the camera had been left open the sharpness of the picture

naturally suffered. My opinion is that a better result would be obtained

could four or five plates be exposed, one after the other, in order to trace

the history of the explosions from the beginning to the end.

59, Rue lies Itatigiwlles, Paris. Prof, E. Stebdimo.
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BESPONSIBILITY OF PLATE MAKEES.
To the Editohs.

Gentlemen,—I have read with much interest the article under the

atove title in your issue of November 4, and, as I have some knowledge

bearing upon the subject, venture to intrude upon your valuable space.

The conditions under which plate makers work in the United States

are infinitely more ditlicult than those known in England ; in summer
the thermometer often indicates a temperature of 100° Fahr. in the shade

for several consecutive days, which, with a naturally dry atmosphere

reduces vast areas of the earth's surface and its vegetation to a condition

in which the air becomes laden with soUd matter, animal, vegetable, and
mineral, which if not carefully filtered out before being passed over the

undried plates causes no end of trouble. Frequently rapid changes in

humidity takes place, sometimes an increase of moisture, without any
sensible decrease of heat, and then the difficulties become almost uncon-
querable ; vast quantities of ice or expensive refrigerating apparatus is

required to cool the entire volume of air used, in many cases a reduction

of fully 80° Fahr. being necessary. In my own factory I passed no less

than three thousand cubic feet of air per minute through the drying

rooms for fifteen consecutive hours daily, and careful examination of the

plates witli a half-inch microscopic objective proved that they were
practically free from surface imperfections.

During the winter months the conditions are quite the reverse : long

continued cold frees the atmosphere from a great portion of its moisture,

which is precipitated in the form of snow, germs of all kinds likely to be

deposited during drying on the damp gelatine film disappear in a great

measuse, and the problem of clean and perfect drying is reduced mainly
to one condition, viz., a clean air current of uniform temperature con-

trolled by automatic devices preventing any violent fluctuations, and the

possibility of freezing the undried emulsion. My usual experience was to

tliaroiighly dry 8 x 10 plates free from " dust " or drying marks in four

hours.

I have not alluded to spontaneous changes of uncoated emulsions due
to germs embedded in commercial gelatine ; any intelligent plate maker
must be aware to his cost of this possibility ; if not, let him coat a plate

with plain gelatine and subject it to continuous gentle heat and moisture,

and examine the film with a good one-eighth microscopic objective and
tell us what ho see.

My present object is to call attention to some other more apparent
causes of trouble, and in passing I may cite the experience of the Eastman
Company some years since as bearing upon the matter. We found that

plates from certain emulsions were giving dissatisfaction to users in

different parts of the world, and on examination of our own test plates

from the same emulsions confirmed our fears that the plates lacked

ordinary keeping qualities. We therefore issued a circular caUing in any
or all of these emulsions, wherever they might be, and paid out within
sixty days no less than 2000/. This illustrates our idea of the responsi-

bility of plate makers. We then obtained sample plates from all reput-

able makers in Europe and America, and first placed a portion of each in

a damp but cool atmosphere, free from deleterious gases, for a period of

about sixty days. The films at the time of testing were swollen almost
to the proportions of a freshly coated but undried plate, but none showed
any signs of fog or other deterioration. Second, slight heat after damp-
ness rapidly injured the films. Third, other portions of perfect plates

were placed in clean paper boxes and subjected to a gradually increasing

dry heat. I regret that I am not able to give the exact results of each
test with its accompanying temperature ; suffice it to say, as many cliarac-

teristics were disjilayed as there were plates, some being damaged at

temperatures far below others, but all finally succumbing in hopeless fog.

Now, I do not communicate the above as evidence of any new charac-

teristics of the materials used in plate making—on the contrary, I have
no doubt that most of your readers are only too familiar with such facts

;

but if we assume that the plates leave the factory in a perfect condition

we have only begun the investigation which should follow each and
every complaint concerning them. I will not touch upon damage caused
by wilful ignoring of manufacturers' instructions concerning development,

&c. ; that is too wide and fruitful a field for discussion, but certainly the

manufacturer should be credited with a fair knowledge of the conditions

under which his plates give the best results.

When the Eastman Company introduced their negative paper it was
quite natural that extreme caution should be observed in guaranteeing its

keeping qualities until experience accumulated, and they, therefore, very

properly limited their responsibility to a period of six months, and im-
posed as a condition that a piece of the defective material, together with
the emulsion number, should be forwarded to the Company by the

claimant for compensation, which compensation was limited to an equal

quantity of good material. The emulsion number was an important re-

quirement, inasmuch as it enabled us to trace the cause of the trouble ;

but what is the practical outcome of all precautions taken by manu-
facturers of sensitive films ? Let any one take a stroll about town and
tell us what he sees in the windows ;

plates, bromide paper, films, &c.
;

some brands hnown to he of excessive se)isitwenes!<, all exposed to the

direct rays of the sun under glass. I have one exhibit fresh in mind as I

saw it this morning in walking to my office, for there in a show case out-

side the shop window, and devoted exclusively to the display of plates and
sensitive papers, 1 counted at least fifteen kinds of plates and papers,

some of which I thought looked very much like my own wares. Now, no
plate maker should be held responsible for any damage to his goods when
exposed in sucli a manner as above described, and I care not who the dealer

is, he should be subject to just suspicion if he is not known to be a careful

and intelligent man.—I am, yours, &c., Willum H. W.\lker.
13, iSolio-square, London, W., November 8, 1887.

PHOTO-MICEOGKAPHS AT PALL MALL.

To tlie Editoks.

Gentlemen,—I have only just seen Mr. Pringle's letter, or I should
have replied before, and that if only for one reason, to express ray equal
astonishment and pain that he should have supposed that I was in the
least attempting to meanly depreciate his work.
But is not Mr. Pringle making haste to be offended? I cannot at all

see that any expression in my letter can be justly styled as " venting
spleen." My only desire was to place the superficial remarks certain

papers had passed on my exhibits in juxtaposition with the favourable
criticisms passed upon the same work by acknowledged experts, and to

perhaps raise a smile at one paper's having passed two such contradictory

estimates on the same work. As for " cracking up " myself, why, the

very suggestion was such a shock to my modesty that I really believe— if

I could only have seen it—my very soul blushed ! I confess to having felt

disappointed that the results of some years of hard work should be

dismissed in influential papers with superficial and therefore damaging
criticism. As regards what Mr. Pringle says about my "rare and
beautiful objects," if he will turn to page 680 of your issue containing

his letter, he will see a most opportune paragraph from " Free Lance "

saying just what I did on this point, that this work is only worth doing
in the ease of the best pos.sible objects ; and further, that the best, or

even good work, is hardly possible but to those having some training or

experience in microscopy. I have been fortunate in acquiring and
borrowing many objects really deserving the above title, and I was
therefore justly gratified at hearing my efforts to adequately photograph
them secure the genuine and critical praise they did from such experts

as Dr. Dallinger, Mr. Frank Crisp, and others. "Free Lance" very

evidently knows what he is writing about, and I was therefore glad to sea

from the last sentence of the paragraph already alluded to that he was
not inclined to dismiss my exhibit as "commonplace," &c.

I knew Mr. Pringle would be vastly tickled at my suggestion re " ex-

quisite decorative designs," but again he is in a hurry to extract the

worst possible meaning. I avoided, as I do now, passing any criticism

direct or indirect on his work in its scientific aspect, leaving that to abler

hands ; but feeling a measure of truth in the above idea, I could not

resist giving a few lines to it, knowing that Mr. Pringle at least would see

the humour and gi'otesquerie of it, but having no suspicion that he would
only see a covert detraction in it. At any rate, 1 think your readers

should be grateful to me for giving Mr. Pringle so congenial a text for

such "exquisite fooling." I do not tliink I ever enjoyed an epistle of

his more than this one ; he has surely " out-Pringled Pringle !

"

But seriously, with regard to my doubtless over-bold words in re bacteria,

my lack of interest in them arises largely from the fact that my study

of microscopy has been chiefly from a love of the beautiful and artistic
;

scientific research is not my forte. If bacteria, like diatoms, had
" structure to pay for care in delineation " {I note tliat Mr. Pringle only

quotes, and does not oppose this), I should no doubt have worked at

tliera photographically. My chief aim in photo-micrography is to see

how far it can compete with or replace di-awing, so as to get more truth

to natural effect. I therefore enjoy working at ijhysiological sections,

&c., more than at these structureless micro-organisms.

Audacious as I may be to venture a contrary opinion to such scientista

as have been quoted, and unscientific as my objections may be, I still feel

bound to confess that my lack of interest in bacteria deepens into horror

when I review the mad fever of late months for inoculation against

rabies—and even as a remedy for consumption !—and lest it should

develop into compulsory inoculation against these or 'other diseases, as

with that greatest of disgraceful tyrannies—compulsory vaccination. To
my thinking this is nothing short of rank blasphemy against nature ; her

way is surely to let nothing into the blood but after the most stringent

and delicate of testings and sittings. Inoculation and vaccination
" trample upon her safeguards and wisdoms," and "mingle in a com-
munism of blood the taints of the whole community every hereditary

server opens up into every nursery." (I quote words and thoughts from

Dr. Garth Wilkinson's wonderful books. Human Science and Divine

Revelation and Tlie Greater Urii/ins and Issues of Life and Death),

Bacteria are studied mainly, I suppose, in relation to disease, and,

therefore, its cure or alleviation ; but for this to be of any effectual

value, bacteria should be causal of disease, and therefore found in

the early stages thereof, whereas it is well known that it is only

in the later stages that they are found. Does it not seem, therefore, a
'

' plain fact that they are engendered in each case in the decay made by the

disease?" (Dr. G. W.) How then does their study lead to new cures or

remedies for diseases ? If their study leads to sane methods of cure, I

devoutly wish it all progress, but if it breed only the insane methods of

inoculation and vaccination, then to my humble thinking such study ia

fruitless for any physical or spiritual good.
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I know that my holding such opinion at once diaqualifles me for any
argument cm purely scicntitic grounds, but I do not regret this as I firmly
believe tliat no real progress is possible to a de-spiritnalisod science.

—

I am, jo»r:i, *c., Fbeb. H, Evans,
1-58, OsbaUleston-road, Stamford Hill, November t, 1887.

A MATTER OF HISTORY.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your issue of the 4th inst. I note these remarks by Mr.
W. Jerome Harrison, at p. ()98 :

—" Photography proper now rests, we may
say, entirely upon the labours of three great Englishmen—I'ox Talbot,
c:iloty|)e process, isil ; Scott Archer, collodion* process, 1851 ; Dr. R. L.
Maililox, gelatino-bromide, 1871." But it appears to me that a most
iiiiliortant link is missing, as nearly the whole system of photography to-

day is based upon the use of the salts of silver in emulsion, instead of

their creation by a double operation, involving a nitrate of silver bath,

with all its uncertainties, as was the case with Scott Archer's collodion

process, and I venture to believe that all conversant with the history of

photography will admit this.

Tlie t\rst pr,ictic(il iifrjatire emulsion process was " coUodio-bromide,"
the earliest stages of which were published in your Journal in the autumn
of 18G4, and the editorial comment (happily the same worthy Editor is

still to the front) on that occasion was, that it " solved a problem which
had puzzled many and has been felt to be a ilfsidt-raliim," ]'ide BniTisu
JoriiNAL OF Photoouapiiy, September 10, 18G4, p. .359.

Gelatine is but another vehicle for the suspension of silver salts, hut it

has the decided advantages of increase in sensitiveness and absence of

volatile solvents.

In the pretac* to the photographic section of the " Inventoiies'' cata-
logue, Capt. W. de Vf. Abney, than whom none is bettor qualified to speak
r.t. catlu'dni on matters photographic, wrote concerning the discovery of
" collodio-bromide," describing it as that "wliich ica.i to rerolutionise the

l>ro<luclioii nf neijatives," and that " the possibility nf doing away icith the

hilrair bidli irns a ureal matter in photoiiraplnj
."

Tlie principle of emulsion photography was rendered practical in 1864,
but we do not stand still in scientilio research, and various modifications
and improvements followed, culminating in 1871, seven years later, with
Dr. Maddox's adoption of gelatine, which in its turn has evolved further
progress, and now we "hark back" on old lines in the use of the roll-

liokler for the paper support of an emulsion film.

Emulsion carries with it certainty of result with ordinary care, but
when the nitrate bath was the main prop on which wo relied only those
who worked then in our art-science can realise the difficulties which at

times staggered tlie veterans of those days. I therefore claim a notice of

collodio-bromide in all records of photographic progress, and have no
doubt that Dr. Maddoxwill be as greatly surprised as myself at Mr. Jerome
Harrison's omission of its introduction, marking as it did one of the
epochs on which " piiotography proper now rests."

Another should be mentioned, viz., the albumen process pure and
simple, which did good work in the decade prior to 1851, and to this day
forms an excellent medium for transparent photographs.—I am, yours, etc.,

lifdcross Chambers, Liverpool, November 5, 1S87. B. J. Sayce.

A CURIOUS PHENOMENON.
To the Editors.

Gentlemes,—A day or two since I had a curious experience, which if

not entirely novel is sufficiently interesting, I think, to bear narration.

Phosphorescent phenomenain connexion with gelatine emulsionsaud iilms

have been previously noticed and recorded, but I do not recollect to have
Been any account of any inquiry into the conditions that favour such
phenomena.

I was developing a gelatino-bromide print, using the same paper, the
same developing formula, and, in fact, proceeding in every respect as I

have been in the habit of doing for many months past, when upon apply-
ing the usual clearing solution of dilute acetic acid, I fancied that a faint

phosphorescent light came from the dish ; but it was so feeble and
transient, that I paid Uttle attention to the matter at the moment.
About an hour later a similar thing occurred, though some half-dozen
prints had been developed in the meanwhile without any unusual appear-
ance, but this time it was so unmistakable that I commenced to attempt a
repetition. My experiments were, however, quite fruitless, and it was
not until the following day in the ordinary course of development, I met
with the same momentary Hash of phosphorescent light, that I got a clue,
if not to its caujc, at any rate to one of the condition-) that favour it.

I was printing from some very thin negatives with large masses
of nearly transparent shadows, aud iu order to get contrast without
spoiling the lights, I had to expose long to a feeble light and use a
powerfully restrained developer. Under these circumstances I am able to
reproduce the phenomena at will, but am wholly at a loss to explain the
reason why they appear only after a long exposure.
The developer was the Eastman soda formula, and the clearing solution

dilute acetic acid about oue in sixty, applied immediately after develop-

" i.e. with a nitrate bath.—B. J. S.

ment and before washing. Perhap:i some of your readers may have met
with a similar experience, aud may be able to throw further light on tha

caupc. At any rate it may interest you to publish the (acts.—I am

,

yours, *c., B. W.
•

ORTHOCHROMATIC PHOTOGRAl'Hi'.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—On the occasion of Mr. Wellington reading his paper on
Orthochromatic Photography at the Photographic Club, the question was
raised during the discussion which followed, as to whether the use of

orthochromatic plates was legitimate or not, the reason being, that in

many cases the cracks in the original did not show in the copy ; also,

that the copy was much brighter than it should be, considering the sttto

of tho original. Consequently the impre.?sion was conveyed that the

photograph, instead of being made from the original, was really taken
from a freshly painted duplicate. Certainly this appeared to be the case

with one or two examples shown at the meeting. The same kind of

thing appears to me to exist also in the copies of the pictures in the
National Gallery, published by Braun & Co., also in those in the present

Photographic Exhibition. Must we not consider that these copies are all

untruthful ?—I am, yours, &c..

One who was Present at the Meetiso.

THE MERCHANDISE MARKS ACT.

To the Editors.

Gentlemkn,— I notice in your issue of to-day (November 4) a letter upon
tho above. I would like to ask a question or two that I think may be of

interest and importance to your readers. The case is very simple. An
amateur engaged in another calling, that being his legitimate means of

income, takes a set of negatives of interesting subjects. He brings them
to me, and liking them I purchase them of him at so much a-picce. In
publishing copies from these negatives, as I did not produce them, am I

compelled by tlie Act to affix his name as the artist to every copy, because
under Clause 2 1 cannot say " photographed and published by my firm,"
because that is false, and under Clause 3, second section, if I stamp
them as other goods, I reasonably load persons to believe that the goods
are the merchandise or manufacture of my own firm, when they really

are the manufacture and merchandise of another. Which, therefore,

would you designate him, as he makes a profit by his work ?

Lastly, if I employ a gentleman who poses a^ an amateur to make
lantern slides for me for sale, and I pay him his charge for same, does
this Merchandise Marks Act apply, and is he an amateur or a pro-

fessional ?—I am, yours, Ac, Hardino Warner.
Tlie Hollies, Clyde Park, Clifton, Bristol, November 4, 1837.

To tlie Editors.

Gentlemen,—In my letter of the 1st instant, inserted in your last

week's number, I gave a few extracts from the above Act, and alluded to

its possible application to the photographic lens trade. I will now en-
deavour to show how, in my opinion, it does so apply.

It is pretty generally known that the boii'i fide makers of photographic
lenses in this country are very limited in number, the following names
probably including most, if not all—Grubb, Ross, Dallmeyer, Wray,
Swift, Beck, Taylor, Burr—wherea? the idlers of lenses with their own
names attached may be reckoned by scores. Provided the lenses thus
sold are manufactured abroad, and do not bear a mark indicative of their

origin, it is an offence punishable under this Act, for a person in this

country to attach his name or trade-mark or trade description, and sell or
expose for sale, or use for the purposes of trade or manufacture, any
lens so imported and marked ; the penalties under this Act being perhaps
rather severe. An offence as above renders the offender on conviction on
indictment liable to imprisonment with or without hard labour for a term
not exceeding two years, or to both imprisonment and fine ; or on summary
conviction to imprisonment, witli or without hard labour, not exceeding
four months, or to fine not exceeding 201., or on a second conviction to

six months and 50/.

Even if a person innocently purchases a foreign manufactured lens

with false trade-mark or trade description, and subsequently sells or offers

for sale, or has iu his possession for purposes of trade, any such lens, he
renders himself liable to these penalties. For the future it will not only
be caveat emptor, but rather " let the seller beware." C. W.
November 8, 1887.

RED TAPE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—A. short time since I entered a well-know photographic
shop and asked for six ounces of carbonate of soda, which were weighed
out and handed to me, when the following conversation took place :

—

liui/er.—" How much ?
"

Seller.—" A shilling."

B.—" That seems very dear; how much is it by the pound?"
.S".
—" Eighteenpence a-pound ; twopence an ounce."
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7?.—" Can't you sell less than a pound at the rate of eighteenpence

a-ponnd?"
S.—" Yes, you can have half a pound for niuepence."

B.—" So you charge a shilling for six ounces, while you give'eight

ounces for ninepence ; doesn't that seem very absurd? "

.S'.
—" Can't help it, that's our rule."

B.—" Now look here— I don't want eight ounces, I want six—I'll give

you ninepence for the six."

.S'.
—" No, can't take it ; can't break our rule."

/}.—" Well, if you give me two ounces [more that will make half a
pound, and you can charge mo ninepence."

S.—" Yes, we can do that."

B.—" All right, give me two ounces more."
Which was done ; the extra two ounces were weighed out and put up

in a separate parcel, and I paid ninepence for the eight ounces. As has
been remarked before, " Comment is needless."—I am, yours, etc.,

A.M.

'^* No charge is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparahts in this column

;

hut none unit be inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those
who specify their requirements as ^^ anything useful " will therefore understand
the reason of their non-appearance.

I will exchange enlarg'ing- apparatus for first-class studio furniture.—Address, W.
Dakin, 1, High-street, Sheffield.

Will exeliang^o whole-plate view lens for magic lantern suitable for enlarging.

—

Addrep.s J, Lillie, Fones, N.B.

Wnntotl, whole-plate tourist's camera; will give in exchange photographic book?.—
Write for particulars to Edward J. Huuhks, Graigne, Co. Kilkenny.

Wanted, tourist's 16x8 set in exchange for 12x10 foldinij camera (little uso.l) and
Ross' whole-plate jmrti-ait lens.—AddreES, Ash, 44, Uampton-strcct, Wahvorth-
road, S.E.

Will exchange a carU lens by Cox, or a c.ibinot le-is by Voigtlauler, for a pair of
twin stereoscopic lenses. Difference adjusted.—AddresF, Chablf.s Whiting, 370,
Uxbridge-road, London, W.

Exchnuge, a fifty-four-inch Coventry Special bicycle, balls throughout, and all latest

improvements, for a 9x7 or 10x8 long-extending camera and symmetrical leus.—
Address, J. Atkinson, Photogi-ajiher, Workington.

Wanted, pair of stereoscopic two-and -a-ha If or throe-inth Dallraoyer's portable recti-

linear lenses; give in exchange other lenses, quartor-plate camera, &n.—Address,
17, Grosvenor-fquarc, As-ton-ou-Mcrsey.

Will exchange an Ottewill's changing box for eighteen plates, 8xC, dtrk slide, and all

complete, good condition, for tripod, sliding logs, or metal dark slides (Taylor's
whole-plate preferred).—Address, A. E.UannistilR, 31, Clifford-street, Southampton.

Rifle, revolver, trout rod, complete, box of Newman's dry colours, silver lover
(English), Lcrebour lialf-plate portrait lens, and large medical coil, in exchange for
modern studio camera, whole-plate fifld camera and i-apid rectilinear lens, back-
grounds, and rapid shutter. --Address, U. H. Thomas, The Rhine Studio, Youghal.

ansJtoers to Corrcgpontientsf.

Notice.—Each CorrcspondCTlf is required fo enclose his name and aidresn, aUhongh not
necessarily for puhlication. Communicatione may^ when thought desirable, appear undir
a NOM DE PLUME as hitherto, or, by preference, under three letters of the alphabet. Such
signatures as '* Constant Reader," " Subscriber," ic, fihould be avoided. Con't^'fj)ondents

iu»t con/o)-ming to this rule will therefore understand the reason for the omission of their
communications.

A. Hamilton (Bristol).—Thanks.

G. F.—Imperfect fixation is the cause of the marking.

ELiMiN.\TOR(NorthamiJtoii).—The address is, Scovill Company, 42-3, Broonie-
street, Nev York.

J. Hkthebington.—Having tlie negative no otlier apparatus is reijuired beyond
that described.

Crystal.—Consnlt our advertising colnmns. Ever)- manufacturing optician
supplies lenses wholesale.

W. Elsdon.—Tlie iutensifier with cyanide of silver given on page 241 of the
Almanac, 1883, i.s practically the same. It will answer the same purpose.

J. W. Marks (Bowes Park).—You will timl an article on the subject on
page 456 of our volume for 1882. The Platinotype Company will supply
you with the .iiticle.

C. Morland.—For the early history of photography consnlt Hnnt's Manual
ofPhutography. For your question as to the history of the gelatino-bromide
liroce.ss, s-ee our Almanac for 1880.

J. B.—The fault is not witli the paper, or witli the toning bath ; it is simply
imperfect fixation. Either the bath is too weak, the time of innnersion too
short, or the prints are allowed to stick togetlier wliile in the solution.

R. G. C.—Uniloiibtedly you can get tlie effect desired by employing the proper
combination of lenses, but we cannot ^ive you information as to anyone who
will carry it into execution. You wUl have to conduct the experiments for
yourself.

Perplexed Scb-scriber (Monkwearniouth).—You will not get good portraits
in your studio as it is ; they will always be hard and Hat. Tlie best plan
will be to block out the light at B entirely, and put the background there.
Tlien stop up two-thirds of A at the B end, and put iu glass up to the end
of C or a little further, .stoii])ing out all the light from the side window
facing A. The light C might .also be enlarged some
each end.

enlarged somewhat, say twelve inche

Stanley Roberts.—The best plan of getting a "ju-actical knowledge of
lighting " is to take some les-sons from a practical pliotographer wlio is well
versed in the subject. Write tlie title on the negiitive with a sable pencil
charged with black varnish.' It will tlieii jpriiit white in the print.

A. G. Field.—1. There is no sucli work published. Many articles on the
subject have ttpju-areil in our back volumes, also in tlie Almanacs.—
2. Seavey's backgrounds may be obtained through any of tlie large dealers.

Try Mr. Atkinson, of Liveri>ool, or Messrs. Marion & Co., Soho-square.

R. J. Hoi.CROw.—Any person possessed of a passion for printing on wood,
fulfilling the conditions required by you, would not care to part with the
information umler a very heavy .amount. We have heard of very Large suni.s

having lieen paid for tuition in this branch, but the method taught did not
come up to your estimate of what is necessary.

X. Y. Z. asks : "Would the aildition of soda carbonate to the fixing bath
answer as well as liquid ammonia ? My printer is not very strong, and finds

animouia fumes very trying, so should be very glad to discard its use if not
detrimental to the iiictures."—Carbonate of soila will render the solution
alkaline as well as ammonia, and, for .ill practical purposes, it will answer.

A. B. M.—1. No.—2. Strength, fonr ounces to the pint of water. The time
will depend upon tlie make of plate. Leave them iu the bath until they are

clean, and for some little time after.—3. Tlie same strength will do for

prints. Let them be immersed witli constant movement for fifteen minutes.
— 4. Until the whole of the hyposulphite of soda is illuminated.—5. The
ultimate ruin of the negative.

A. F. M.—The sketch shows the studio to Iw a very good one. Fit curtains at

the sides, so that they can be moved laterally ; and blinds at the top
working up and down. Place the sitter at the south end, and the camera at

the other. Tlie sitter can then be illumined eitlier by the east or west lightf

as the time of ilay may determine. With this arrangement of blinds na
papering up of the glass will be required.

R. West writes : "Will you kindly state how silver prints are burnished?
have Burton and Hepworth's Handbooks, but neither of them give thai

method of procedure. 1 had some fairly good pictures but have spoilt some
of them iu trying to bumi.sh them."—In the first place, lubricate the print*

by nibbing over the surface with a piece of soft flannel moistened with
solution of one gi'ain of Castile so.aj) in one ounce of methylated alcoholJ

Tlieii heat the Imr of the burnisher as hot as the hand can well bear it or ai
little hotter, and pass the prints two or three times through the machine,

sutticient pressure being arranged to produce the desired gloss.

F. A. C. writes: "1. You advocate "washing prints with a squeegee; will you
kindly tell me the method and how long it takes, and whether it is really

better than the prolonged ordinary washing ?— 2. Can you tell me where I

would be likely to get jMpier-mache in stout sheets? I want it to build a

camera with, and it strikes me it would be capit.il stuff—light, stifl', and not

likely to w.arp in India, but I li.ave found a dilliculty in getting any."— In

reply : 1. An article on the subject of washing large pictures in which the

squeegee is utilised will be found in the number for January 7. The plan

there advocated involves more labour than simply soaking the prints in

water, but it is more eflicacions.—2. We expect the Hat sheets of papier-

macks will have to be made to your order. Any manufacturer will, we
surmise, make them for you.

*,* With this number we give an engraving of Jlr. H. P. Robinson's medal

picture. Carolling.

On our editorial tal>Ie, and soon to be transferred to the wall of the sanctum,

is a large and fine photograph, said to be a good likeness, of the President of

the North London Photographic Society, printed iu platinotype by Mr. James

Martin, of New Southgate, from a negative taken by Mr. John Stuart, of

Glasgow. It is mounted ou au Indian tint and makes a nice and eflective

picture.

Mh. W. S. Bird, the Honorary Treasurer of the Photographic Society of

Great Britain, being about to sail for Australia for the benefit of his health,

was entertained at dinner in the Holborn Restaurant on Saturday evening last

by about thirty of the leading Metropolitan members of that Society, Mr.

Ja.nies Glaisher, F.R.S., President, occupying the ch.air. A pleas.ant evening

was spent, and many wishes expressed for the speedy restoration of the health

of the dep.arting guest, whose absence from this country will probably extend

to eight or nine mouths.

Presentation.—At the Smoking Concert of the Camera Club on Monday
evening last,' occasion was taken to recognise the invaluable services rendered

to the Club by Mr. G. Davi.son, the Honorary Secretary. In name of a large

body of the members Mr. F. Machell Smith, who presided, after recounting

what Mr. Davison had done to further their interests, presented that gentleman

with an ornate gilt clock and a ]mrse of sixty guineas. Mr. Davison made
suitable reply. What with the " fc.ist of reason, the flow of soul," and the

fragrant clouds from the Nicotiana Tobacum, a pleasant evening was spent.

The Jennings's Fund.—Dr Maddox (Greenbank, Park-road, Portswood,

Southampton) ilesires to acknowledge the following sums :—Frederick York,
Esq., -a. ; A Friend, 1/. ; W. M. A., -la. M.
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PHOSPHORESCENCE IN THE DARK ROOM.
A LETTER in our correspondonco column of last week onco

more calls attention to a matter that has cropped up on more
than one previous occasion, namely, the manifestation of

pliosphorescent phenomena in connexion with photographic

operations. But as our correspondent suggests, no systematic

attempt has hitherto been made to investigate or explain such
occurrences. It will bo remembered that Mr. W. K. Burton,

a year or two ago, directed attention to similar phenomena
produced in stirring an emulsion, and more recently the pro-

duction of phosphorescent light under conditions practically

identical with those now recorded were reported in the

journals.

A tendency has been shown to discredit these alleged mani-

festations as mere illusions, at least on the part of some
experimentalists who have failed in their attempts to repro-

duce them
; but wo arc in a position to say that the statements

are fully justified, and to show Iiow the results may be produced
with as much certainty as the development of a photographic

•image. As to any explanation of the causes, we can say but

little beyond that they are purely chemical, and in no sense

photographic, inasmucli as they can be produced in the dark

room without the assistance of light or the interference of

any pLotograjihic film or other material sensitive to light in

the ordinary sense.

Only a fortnight ago we published a letter from Mr. F. E. Ives,

of Philadelphia, combating the conclusions arrived at by Mr.

D. AViustnnlcy with regard to the possibility of photographic

action being set up in tlie dark upon photographically sensitive

films by the invisible phosphorescence of otherwise inert

substances. But the question we have to discuss is one

altogether different, and relates merely to visible phosphor-

escence produced without any but chemical action. Phosphor-

escence jiroduced by exposure to liglit is a phenomenon
well known in connexion with certain substances, notably

phosphorus, from which the term is derived, and many of the

sulphides, the most familiar to the ])hotographer being the

sulphide of calcium which forms the basis of Wanierke's

"luminous tablet " and Balmain's paint. It is not, liowcver,

so generally known that nearly all substances in nature possess

the property to a certain extent, though it is so feeble and
lasts so brief a period as to be invisible under ordinary con-

ditions. Becqtierel, however, has shown such to be the case,

and he devised an instrument by means of which the pliosphor-

escent properties on exposure to light of hitherto unsuspected

substances was demonstrated.

Other substances, again, exhibit phosphorescent properties

Wh9n submitted to friction or percussion. Loaf sugar, for

instance, if brul=cd, or pounded, or rubbed in the dark, displays

this characteristic, and a very beautiful effect is shown by

shaking a bottle containing dry crystals of uranium nitrato

under similar conditions. These manifestations, however, may
be classed rather as electrical than chemical, while the

phenomenon mentioned in our correspondence column would

seem to be purely chemical, if indeed a fine line can be drawu

between electrical and chemical reactions.

In our correspondent's case an exposure has been made to

light, and from his letter ho evidently, and perhaps naturally,

attributes the subsequent phosphorescent appearance to that

action, as it was only after a long exposure that the transient

flash of light occurred. But we shall show that tlic exposure

to light is unnecessary, and that the chemical conditions of

development alone produced the manifestations when they did

occur.

Our first experiments were made in this direction some

months ago imder somewhat similar conditions to those

detailed by "B. W.," but we have, since reading his letter,

repeated and extended them. It was in connexion with paper

negatives, we may remai'k, that we first noticed the phosphor-

escent appearances, and this has been the case with several

observers, more than one of whom for tliat reason have

attributed it to some peculiar property of the paper support.

This, again, we shall show to be quite erroneous, as the

phosphorescence is as readily -produced with glass negatives as

with paper, and as readily without either. The only reason

why paper negatives and positives enjoy almost the monopoly

of this property is because it is only with paper films that tho

clearing solution is applied hefore wasldwj away the developer.

We are extremely sorry to demolish any carefully elaborated

theories on the subject of the phosphorescence of white paper,

but there lies the sole explanation.

It is, in fact, the mixture of the acid clearing solution with

the developer that excites a momentary phosphorescence lasting

sometimes perhaps a second or more, and, under favourable

circumstances, so vivid as to resemble a moderately excited

tablet of Balmain's paint. As we have said, the glass or paper

negative has no part whatever in the performance, all that

is necessary being a developing dish and dcvelojiiug and
clearing solutions.

And now a word as to the active agent in this matter. We
have to deal witli pyrogallol, in combination with which we
always employ sulphite of soda, alkali, bromide of potassium,

or other alkaline bromide, and a free acid. Pyro alone, when
mixed with the acid, has given us no sign of the occurrence,

while pyro and alkali, or pyro and bromide aloue, are almost

equally free from any susceptibility. But when the thrcQ
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are present simultaneously, the manifestations commence, and

it is interesting to note that the degree of phosphorescence

appears to depend entirely upon the proportion of bromide

present. Thus, though the other two ingredients of the

developer are absolutely necessary to the production of any

sign of luminosity, variations in their strength produce little

or no apparent effect on tlie result ; whereas, in proportion as

the quantity of soluble bromide is increased, so the luminosity

acquires greater strength.

The effect varies with the character of the clearing solution

used, or, more accurately speaking, with the acid ; an organic

acid, so far as our experience goes, being indispensable.

Nitric, hydrochloric, and sulphuric acids have given negative

results under all conditions, while acetic, citric, oxalic, and

tartaric all produce phosphorescence, the first named most

vividly.

The experiment is easily performed. In one developing glass

mix solutions of pyro and of allcali in tlie proportions usual in

development. We are not aware that the nature of the alkali

matters. We have obtained the result with both soda and

ammonia, though the former is what we have usually employed

from convenience. In another glass mix a solution of acetic

acid, say, one drachm of tlie glacial acid in six or eight ounces

of water. Now pour the alkaline pyro, or developing solution,

into a clean dish, and after allowing it to flood the bottom and
Elides, return it to its glass, and pour into the dish tlie dilate

acid. Most probably not the faintest sign of any luminosity

will be visible, though we have on occasions fancied we could

detect a faint glimmer, but have never been able to distinctly

affirm such to be the case in the absence of bromide.

Now rinse out the dish, and having added to the developing

solution a drop or two of sixty-grain bromide solution, repeat

the operation of flooding the dish, and again return the de-

veloper to its glass. Upon now pouring the acid solution

into the dish, a distinct phosphorescence, varying with the
quantity of bromide used, will present itself. If the quantity
of bromide is but small, there will be a momentary and faint

flash, chiefly visible on the corners and along the angles of the
dish, while, as the strength of the bromide is increased, it

gradually spreads over the wliole surface, and acquires greater

brilliancy, until, with a large proportion of bromide, the con-

tents of the dish assume for a second or more a most beautiful

appearance of liquid fire. The same quantities of solution may
be used over and over again, and if the quantity of bromide be
gradually increased, the corresponding growth in brilliancy can
be noted. Wheu the solutions are mixed, a bri<)-ht flash of

light occurs, and then all further action is destroyed.

Now, to vary the experiment, and show how a photographic
film mai/ take part in the reaction, though only chemically, we
will proceed, with pyro and carbonate of soda alone, to develop
a positive, and afterwards treat it with the same acid solution.

We will purposely select a negative to print from which
possesses but little heavy shadow and no violent contrasts,

and let the exposure be so timed that the development is

not forced. In fact we will endeavour to produce a soft picture
devoid of heavy deposits in any portion. Upon development
being completed, pour the solution into a glass, and keep for

further use, and without washing treat the print with the
clearing solution. The chances arc that no result will accrue,
or, if there should be any luminosity, it will be so faint as to

have escaped notice entirely, unless carefully watched for.

But now proceed to develop a second picture with the same
quantity of solution, and a third, and it will be found that

each successive one exhibits a stronger phosphorescence than

its predecessor upon applying the clearing solution.

The explanation of this is extremely simple. The first time

the solution was used it contained no soluble bromide to com-

mence with, and the quantity acquired from the reduced bromide

of silver in the film was, under the circumstances, comparatively

small, hence the negative result. But on each successive de-

velopment the quantity of bromine liberated and retained in

solution is increased, and consequently the conditions improved

for the production of luminosity. This, again, explains why
our correspondent only occasionally meets with the experience.

We imagine that, as a rule, he employs simply the solutions of

pyro and sulphite and of carbonate of soda which comprise

the formula he mentions. Under such circumstances he is

practically carrying out our experiment above ; but, under the

exceptional conditions he quotes, not only does he resort to

bromide as a rcstrainer, but he also liberates a large proportion

of bromine from the films themselves, and thus brings about

the very requirements of the case.

Whatever may be the chemical explanation of this phe-

nomenon, it is clear from what we have said that it is entirely

distinct from any photographic action, and is equally free from

any influence of light or of silver salts. Our own view is that

the phenomenon is entirely due to the actiou of the acid upon

a compound of pyro and bromine, which are known to enter into

combinations which exhibit peculiar properties of fluorescence.

However that may be, we regret, as we have said, to have to

destroy the picturesque theories that might have been woven

round the subject. I?ut there is no surmounting hard facts,

and all that can be said as to the connexion of photographic

action with the phosphorescent manifestation is that it dtes not

interfere with it,

^

A PHASE OF ORTHOCHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY.

In a letter wliich appeared in our last issue an important

point, in one sense, is touched upon in connexion with ortho-

chromatic photography. It appears that in the discussion

following on the reading of Mr. J. B. B. Wellington's paper on

this subject at the Photographic Club, the question was raised

as to whether photography when employed orthochromatically

does truthfully render an oil painting—say, the work of one of

the old masters which has suft'ered somewhat at the hand of

time.

We know quite well that when an old oil painting, in which the

colours themselves and the varnish have become dingy, yellow,

and cracked, is copied in the ordinary way by photography,

the result, as a rule, is far from satisfactory. The colours,

as seen by the eye, particularly if the yellows and blues pre-

dominate, are very incorrectly rendered, and the fissures in the

varnish and pigment are very strongly pronounced, however

skilfully the lighting of the original may be accomplished and

the other portion of the work executed. We have ample

evidence, on the other hand, in the examples which have from

time to time been shown where orthochroniatic plates and the

coloured screen have been used, that with the same picture

under similar conditions of lighting, not only are the colours of

the painting more discrituiuativcly rendered but that the

defects due to age—the crack, for example, and the yellowing

of the vehicle and varnish— are far less prominently repro-

duced. In a word, orthochroniatic photograpliy seems to have

the happy property of ignoring, to a great extent, the worst

features iu an old painting which has suffered by time, while
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ordinary photography appears to esaggorato thorn in a marked

degree. Wiiicli is con'ect 1

There is no question that if cracks exist in the original

they siioiild show in the copy, that is if mechanical accuracy be

the main point in view ; and unless they do, as has been

pointed out, it is quite possible that the idea may arise in some

minds that the copy was not made from tlie original painting

but from a modem replica. At one time many peraons

imagined that the excellence of the work issued by certain

Continental houses was due either to the negatives being taken

from copies of the paintings, or that they were most elaborately

retouched. Sufficient, however, has been demonstrated during

the past year or two to prove that it need not have been duo to

citlier if orthochromatic photography wore employed.

If it be necessary, in order to convey a correct idea of the

original, that the fissures in all their details should bo shownj

and all the defects arising from age reproduced, then ortho-

cliromatic photograph}^ would certainly seem to be out of place,

-imply because it ameliorates them to a great extent. But is

It essential to do this] Is it far more desirable to render the

painting in the photograph as nearly as possible as it was when
it left the artist's easel t Discoloured varnish and cracked pig-

ment add nothing to the beauty of a painting or to its value,

except, perhaps, in the neighbourhood of Wardour-street. This

lieing the case, why should they be reproduced in a photo-

laphic copy when it can be avoided] It is partly through

tliese defects being so much subdued in the recent productions

of Messrs. Braun ife Co. from our own and the Continental

. alleries, that the reputation of this fimi as copyists of works
1' art has been so much enhanced. Few, we imagine, will be

inclined to question tlie fidelity of their reproductions of the

pictures in the National Gallery, simply because of the

unpleasant rugosities seen in previous copies being so much
subdued.

Suppose an engraver were commissioned to engrave a plate

from the work of one of the old masters which had suffered

from age, would he reproduce the cracks and convey in hi a
work the idea that the brilliancy of thj colours had to a great

extent been subdued by the discolouration of the varnish

Certainly not ; nor would the fidelity of his work be questioned

on that account. If this be so, why should the efficiency of

orthochromatic photography be called in question, particularly

as it does not entirely ignore the ravages of time, which an
engraver would do, but only somewhat subdues them ]

The object of the engraver when he reproduces an old master

is not to represent it in its cracked and faded condition, but as

nearly as possible as it was when it left the artist's hands.

This being the case, why should not the object of photography

orthochromatic or otherwise, be in all i-espects similar ?

IIo, howeTer, stftved judgment on p-iyment of four hundred pouncU

into Court within a week.

Chuistmas cards formed the subject of two lawsuits in the High
Court of Justice last week. In both it was on the question of copy
right. In the first case, one firm of publi.sliers sued another firm for

infringement of copyright, praying for an injunction restraining

further publication, damages, penalties, &c. Tlie pictures in question

were illustrations in children's books, and the alleged infringe-

ments were reproductions of these, issued as Christmas and New
Year's cards. The defence to the action wa-, that the copies

were purcliased from a firm carrying on bu-siness in Germany,
and that the defendants were not aware that the pictures were an
infringement of any copyright. In the end the jury awarded the

plaintiffs three hundred pounds as damages, and for this amount the
judge gave judgment, and also ordered all the piracies to he destroyed

In the second case an important point in connexion with photo-

graphic copyright was in question. \ motion wng made in the

Chancery Division by the plaintill to restrain the defendanto, Mc««rs.

Tuck &, Son-s, from reproducing and selling copies of a photograph

wliich he had registered. It appears tliat some two years back the

plaintiff's two children were photographed by an operator in the

employ of Mr. Goodman, of Margate. I'rom the rep(jrt of the case it

appears that cartel were taken in the Brst instance, and, subsequently,

six cabinets at a reduced price ou consideration of an extra one being

taken for the photographer's own purpose. Mr. Tuck purchased

from Mr. Goodman a copy of the cabinet picture, and proceeded to

nmko copies, which are now being sold as Clui.-it mas and New Year's

cards. Ou this coming to the laiowledge of tlio plaintiff he pro-

ceeded to mal;e the picture copyriKht, and, ultimately, a writ -was

issued. Tlio defence raised was that tlio plaintiff had not complied

with the .'Vet; and, further, that there was a contract by which the

necativo, in consideration of the reduced price at which the picture

was taken, became the property of Mr. Goodman, who, therefore,

had the right to sell it to Mr.Tuck. In the end the judge ruled

that the plaintiff had not complied with the provisions of the

llegistration Act ; adding, tliat according to the authority laid down

in the case of Nottage v. Jackson the copyright in the negative was

the property of the artist who arranged the instrument and posed the

objects to be pliotograplied, unless a special agreement was made to

the contrary. He refused the Injunction asked for.

FnoM the above decision it is apparent that the sitter has no copyright

in his own portrait, as it belongs to the one who arranges the camera

and poses him. Now, in some first-class establishments the proprietor

makes it a rule to pose the sitter and arrange the lighting himself,

while an assistant focuses and exposes the plate, and, subsequently,

developes and iinislies it. In such a case as this in whom is the

copyright in the picture vested? Evidently it is not in the sitter.

Can it bo in the one who poses and lights him ? Or is it the

property of the assistant who focuses the imige, exposes, and after-

wards developes the plate? It is tho latter who actually makes the

negative. There is no denying that the copyright question, as regards

photography, is indeed a vexed one, and the s.ioner the present law

is amended, or a new one passed, the more satisfactory it will ha

for all concerned.

A FEW weeks back we alluded to the fact that carfe and cabinet

portraits of actors and actresses, printed on opal gbss by the carbon

process, were now being sold at the same price as those on paper.

Now, the (piestion naturally arises in many minds, What will tho

purchasers do with them ? Paper pictures are, of course, put into

albums, but glass ones cannot be. Will they be put into niiniaturo

frames and hung upon the walls? or on fancy .stands anl stood

about on whatnots and the like ? If so, a colleetion of portr.iits of

celebrities on glass, such as some persons possess on paper, will soon

become little less than a nuisance in tho hoiisj, particularly to the

housemaid who has to keep them clean. If these pictures teconio

popular some convenient means will have to be devised for their

preservation.

"What has just been said with reference to glass portraits applies

to other small pictures on opal. During the past few ye irs there

has been a rage, and it appears to be increasing, for pictures on opal

as Christmas and New Year's " cards." Usually these are .sent out

fixed on a small stand, or in a neat frame. Hut clearly th.cre i.s a

limit to the disposal of them even in this form. In sjine families

Christmas cards are received through the post by the dozen, and

most people like to keep them as a memento. If they are on paper

they can be placed in albums, and mounted in scrap-b.iok-', or put

into fancy trays or baskets, hence a largo cjllection may be kept in a

compact form. But if the " cirds ' aro on glass what can be done

with them ? They c.anuot ba mounted in albums. O.i t! e liUla

Stands they will accumulate dust and, by continual wi^'ng, will
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quickly become dirty and spoils. If they are placed in trays it is

manifest tliey wiU soon get scratched by contact with one another

—

or broken. If they are framed what can be done with them if the

number be large ? If opal glass is to take the place of paper for

portraits of celebrities, and for complimentary cards, the fortunate

recipients may find an accumulation of them something like a "white

elephant," unless some means are devised for keeping the collection

as compact as in the case of cards. Here is a hint to manufacturers.

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.

Profbssob Stebbing's experience of photographic dark rooms must

have been singularly unfortunate, if I may judge from his remarks on

the subject during a discussion at the London and Provincial Photo-

graphic Association. Markings are caused upon collodion emulsion

plates, he says, when coating in a damp room, " from the rapid evapora-

tion of the ether and alcohol, and the condensation on the film of the

damp atmosphere." Certainly, if Professor Stebbing's laboratory is ad-

jacent to the back kitchen when the family washing is being done

I could quite understand such a result, but otherwise not. The rapid

evaporation of the ether and alcohol requires a dry and warm, not a

moist, atmosphere. The Professor's explanation of a not-unknown

fault seems to me an erroneous one. Given an emulsion made with

weak solvents, or overcharged with water on sensitising, the result

mentioned by him is just what would ensue—the ether and alcohol

evaporate, leaving the less volatile water mixed with a portion of

alcohol, in the form of dew on the surface of the film. It would,

indeed, have to be a moisture-laden atmosphere that would deposit its

water so rapidly and copiously upon a plate, even when we take into

consideration the lowering of the temperature of the latter from

evaporation.

Mr. Adcock is an enthusiast in art photography, and has done much

good work in the department he has made his own ; but I scarcely

think lie will obtain a large following of amateurs who will be willing

to give up "rustic scene-hunting" for the "beauties and oppor-

tunities" of the London streets. " Slumming" promised to become a

popular pastime a short time ago, but it soon died out; there was

more realism than beauty to be met with, and the aristocratic mind

and eye were not educated to separate the artistic from the merely re-

pulsive. Beside?, the pursuit was surrounded and accompanied by

troubles and inconveniences that the fashionable mind turned against.

It was all very well talking on the subject in the drawing-room, but

when it came to real " slumming " it was rather diiferent. So it is

all very well talking and writing about street photography, but when

it comes to the actual " unlimbering " in a crowded thoroughfare the

amusement at once assumes a different complexion. The " chaff

"

alluded to by Mr. Sage in the Camera Club discussion is one of the

lea-t of troubles—in fact some individuals are blest with sucli thick

skins as to be perfectly impervious to it. I confess I am not, and under

no circumstances that I am acquainted with does chaff appear so

pungent, and telling, and soul-annihilating, as when you know you are

causing an obstruction with your camera.

I remember on one occasion I formed the perspiring centre of a

not inconsiderable crowd, having foolishly, as I then felt, taken a

fancy to photograph one of the old and fast-disappearing landmarks

of London. I had managed to get on fairly well by keeping my
temper and pretending I really enjoyed the fun, and I was biding my
time till the crowd shoidd get tired and clear off. Futile hope ! I

had stood a vast amount of mild chaff, and replied to the best of my
power in a friendly wa}', but I was quite taken off my guard, and in

fact " knocked into a heap," by a confidential question, scarcely asked

in a whisper, just behind me—" Jim, ain't that the bloke as 'sneaked'

th' other cove's picture-box at Ilampstead that Sunday ? I believe

it is." I don't know whether it was the unmistakable earnestness of

the tone—whether real or assumed—or the suggested " dirtiness" of

the trick in robbing a " pal" of his means of livelihood, but I winced
and did not reply. After tlie lapse of a few seconds the same voice

in a louder tone and with evident satisfaction, continued : " I know'd
it was ! See him colouring ? The bloke heard me !

" Then I turned
round and I am afraid used bad language, and it was all up with

my photographing. I had eventually to beat a most ignominious

retreat, attended by a crowd and followed for some distance by a

policeman, who was evidently uncertain in his mind whether he ought

not to arrest me as a suspicious character. That was my last attempt

at street photography, and, as I feel at present, will continue so.

But returning to Mr. Adcock's address. I think he underrates the

difficulties, as well as overestimates the artistic value, of the subjects

to be derived from the streets. How often is it as we pass along that

we meet with a composition that is really suitable for a camera repro-

duction ? I am not speaking of large masses or crowds, or even

of extensive groupings—these are never either " artistic " nor capable

of perfect rendering— but of simple figures, or combinations, or

incidents, such as the painter selects for his subjects. I venture to say

that in a day's journeying Mr. Adcock will not find one of which he

could honestly say, " That will do."

I quite agree with Mr. Adcock that vulgarity and repulsiveness are

not necessary adjuncts to pictures of low life
;
quite the contrary, for

some of the most pathetic and truly refined ideas have been clothed in

the homeliest garb. But where the photographer labours at a dis-

advantage is in depriving the subject, if not exactly of its vulgarity,

at least of its repulsiveness or " commonplaceness." Say what we will of

the beauty, the artistic and the dramatic effects to be found in liumble

life, idealise such subjects as we will, it would be folly to attempt

to clothe the fact that to the camera they are inexpressibly ugly, and

too frequently, also, vulgar. Examine all the best photographs of the

class, and I think it will be found that wherever the subjects are bond

Jide " low-life " characters, they fail to make pictures, tliough as photo-

graphs they may be perfect. I am speaking, mind, of the class

of work Mr. Adcock refers to, namely, quick shots in the streets or

alleys of our large towns, and where the subjects are equally

unpolished in mind and physique. Of course, when an educated and

retined model is chosen, and " levelled down " to the low-life standard

and made to masquerade in a false character, we gain the beauty and

finish tliat can be imparted to a "paste " imitation, but the real-gem

truth is absent.

Take the class of subjects for which such painters as Luke Fildea

are known. In almost every instance the sentiment of the picture

turns upon the expression, it may be of the whole face or of a single

feature, or it may be the gesture or pressure of a hand. Not only

that, the natural " vulgarity " or repulsiveness must be smoothed

away iu order to leave as much beauty as can be got into the picture

without destroying its truth. The mere posing of a few figures with

a "property" or two thrown in will not answer, the figures must

belong to the picture and seem as if they knew they did. IIow can

the photograplier attain this without educating his model? And if

he succeeds in doing that the model becomes something he or she was

not before.

Look at a picture I have in my mind's eye as I write

—

A Sermon

in Charity I think it is called. A child, a dog, and a doorstep are all

it consists ot, yet it speaks as no photograph of the sort ever spoke,

simply because the artist is supreme. The expressions of botli child

and dog are perfectly natural because they are what we can iinayine

as natural. IJut how could the photographer call them up for the

occasion ? I fancy if he tried to do a Sermon in Charity on the same

lines in some of the slums of Seven Dials or Clai-e Market, his

little girl would be enjoying a game of hopscotch along with her

bread and butter, while the dog, if he were not " chevying " some cat

not belonging to his street, would most probably be lying asleep,

either of which occupations his experience would tell him were less

disappointing than begging for bits of bread the local children were

too hungry themselves to spare. The artist's conception is none tho

less natural on account of its improbability, but while it is possible to

him it is beyond the power of the photographer. MoNiToa,

IODINE AND SODIUM HYPOSULPHITE.
Some little time back a question was asked with regard to the etficacy

of iodine as an eliminator of hypo from prints, and as none of the

members present had apparently any experience with, or knowledge

of, the combination, a few lines on the subject may be useful, as

warning photographers of the worse thau broken reed they trust tg

in using iodine for the purpose.
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Tlip method ns I take it from tlifi report, consists simply in soaldng

tlie prints in ft dilute solution of iodine, which at once turns them deep

blue from formation of iodide of starch, and afterwards washing in

water until the colour is discharged, when tlie hypo also is presumed
to ho removed. The appearance of the prints so treated cannot, I

should think, be very encouraging, which is perhaps the reason why
the "process" remains unknown, although it was published and passed
without comment in a contemporary some few years back.
Our old friend hypo has acquired such a bad name that it is not

surprising there should bo a demand for "eliminators," many of which
have been put forward, but I hold that, even granting the desirability of

using such substitutes for fair washing, the first condition should be
that the substance chosen, be it what it may, converts the hypo into

something innocuous, or, at least, less injurious than itself. Of the

more usually employed eliminators, alum has been proved to be
dangerous on account of the decomposition products it leaves behind
it, while the hypochlorites and hydroxyl, though less dangerous in

that respect, possess other disadvantages which necessitate their use
with the greatest caution.

loduie, however, appears to bo more objectionable in every way
than any of the substances named. In the first place, its discolouring
action upon the sizing material of the paper is scarcely a recommenda-
tion in its favour, except in so far as it compels the most careful
operator to give a certain amount of washing in order to restore the
print to a presentable appearance. But, however carefully this

washing may be performed, it is scarcely possible to conceive that the
whites of tlie picture are not to some extent degraded. Add to this

that the iodine has a direct and powerful action upon the silver

forming the image and we have another reason for looking upon it

with suspicion. Even granting then that the hypo has been perfectly

removed by washing, and that the iodine is only used as a final safe-
guard, it presents features which render its use inadvisable, to say the
least.

But if we turn to its chemical reactions with hypo, its employment
as an eliminator or destroyer of that salt is to be viewed with still

greater suspicion. Destroyer, here, is scarcely the con-ect term,
for though tlie hypo no longer exists as such, it becomes con-
verted into a substance which is hypo plus sulphur and a compound
of perhaps as unstable a character as itself. The new compound is

tetrathionate of sodium, a combination of sodium with one of a series

of acids more highly sulphuretted than thiosulphuric, and commonly
known as the polythionic acids. The relation of these compounds to

hyposulphurous or thiosulphuric acid is shown in the following list of

the sodium salts and their comparative chemical constitution :

—

Thiosulphate of sodium (hypo) Na.j S^ O3
Dithionate of sodium (hyposulphate) Na^ S, Oo
Trithionate of sodium Na.j S, 0,)

Tetrathionate of sodium Na^ S^ 0,
I'entathionate of sodium Na, S, O,

Comparing it with hypo, the tetrathionate (which is also called

bisulphuretted hyposulphate of sodium) will be seen to possess two
atoms more sulphur and three of oxygen. Its method of formation
18 by the action of iodine upon the thiosulphate, or precisely the

action of iodine when used as an eliminator, the reaction being as

follows :^
2 Na. S, O3 + 2 I = 2NaI+Xa, S. 0^

Or two equivalents each of hypo and iodine result in the formation
of two equivalents of iodide of sodium and one of the tetrathionate.

Tetrathionic acid itself can be prepared by acting upon the lead or

barium salt with sulphuric acid, talsing care not to use an excess. It

forms a colourless liquid, free from smell, and in the dilute state is

tolerably stable ; but the concentrated acid is decomposed by heat

into sulphuric and sulphurous acids, sulphur being separated. Strong
acids decompose it at a gentle heat, and even in dilute solution

' aulphur or sulphuretted hydrogen being formed in each case. It is

I
also easily decomposed into trithionic acid and sulphur under certain

circumstances, the latter acid being even lesi stable.

From this it will be seen that tetrathionic acid and its salts belong
to a curious class, so delicately constituted that very little suffices to

bring about decomposition; and possessing as they do so large a

proportion of sulphur, it is scarcely surprising that that should be
almost invariably one of the products.

Dithionate of .silver has been examined, and is found to enter into

combination with the dithionates of the alkali metals forming double

salts, in tho same manner as hypo ; and these salts are similar in

their characteristics to the double thiosulplmtes. No doubt analogous

double salts 'of the higher acids of tho series exist, and we can
scarcely expect that they will differ very materially from any of the

rest of tlieir family. Therefore 1 am constrained to think that the

conversion of hypo into tetratliionate is not a gain to photography.

Indeed, if we examine the reactions of the tetrathionates with the

salts of other metals, and study them in relation to photographic

operations, we shall find wo are no whit better off in dealing with
tetrathionate of soda than with hypo, if, indeed, we are not worse.

With silver nitrate they form a yellow precipitate, which rapidly

changes to black, in the samo manner as silver thiosulphate. With
salts of mercury a yellow precipitate is first formed, which blackens

in some cases spontaneously, in all with heat. The precipitate

formed by bichloride of mercury has been found to be composed of a

mixture of calomel, sulphide of mercury, and free sulphur. By the

addition of ammonia to the solution of tetrathionate some of these

reactions are arrested, and no precipitate is formed.

Thus we see that for practical photographic purposes the tetra-

thionate behaves precisely in the same manner as hypo, and thatj

therefore, a print or film which has been treated with iodino to

eliminate the hypo is in just as bad a state and as unprepared for

further treatment, or to resist atmospheric and other influences, as

before the application of the eliminator.

It io really surprising how such a substance as iodine, with its well-'

known reaction with hypo and its products, could ever have been

seriously put forward as an eliminator. If it has been used for the

purpose, and not found wanting, it can only be because the previous

washing has been sufHciently vv ell performed to leave no hypo, or prac-

tically none, to be eliminated. But even then there remains the

nuisance of the discolouration, as well as the possible reducing action

upon the silver image. Indeed, if I mistake not, a dilute solution of

iodine has been recommended—by Mr. William England, I think—
for the express purpose of reducing over printed proofs. The necessity

for hypo elimination and the reduction of the print do not invariably

go hand in hand.

The members of the North London Photographic Society, to whom
the question I have referred to was addressed, if they be at all in the

habit of using eliminators, may, therefore, remain easy in their

minds, and not let the doubt as to whether iodine may not be an

improvement put them out of the way in the least—eau de Javelle

will not yet be displaced. C. Beckett Lloyd.

A CONVENTION IN MANCHESTER.
Signs are not wanting to prove that the cold reservedness of the

typical photographer of the near past, more especially of the pro-

vinces, IS rapidly giving place to a process of substitution. The
existence of the numerous local societies, tho operations of the

National Photographic Convention, and the many smaller gatherings

of the brotherhood, in which the social element is an integral part,

indicate most unmistakably that greater harmony and better feeling

exist at the present time than formerly obtained.

For tho second time since its formation, I had the pleasure of

attending a meeting of the Manchester and Hull Photographic Con-
vention, which met in the great centre of Cottonopolis on last Friday

week. This is a somewhat unique body in its way, having at present

no fixed code of rules to squabble over, no sharply defined programme
to adhere to, and no Utopian scheme under its consideration whereby
it hopes ultimately to upset the balance of power in the main body.

Now, to the strict adherent to orthodoxy, this might possibly appear

a very erratic development, but we are becoming so accustomed now-
adays to abrupt departures from ruts almost hallowed by antiquity,

that we cease to wonder at any new movement taking root and
flourishing, however inconsistent it may appear when gauged by old-

fashioned standards and ideas.

Among other gentlemen who attended this convention and took an
active part in its proceedings may be mentioned the following:

—

Mr. G. Caldwell, Nottingham ; Mr. J. Hibbeit, Sheffield ; Mr. T.
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Illin?woi-th, Halifax ; Mr. A. Seaman, Chesterfield ; Mr. Sale, Leeds

;

Mr.^Vellsted, Hull; Mr. G. V. Yates, Sheffield.

Meeting in Manchester about midday it was but natural we should

pay a visit to its great attraction—the Jubilee Exhibition, whither

we w^re conducted by Mr. Sadler, one of the partners of the enter-

prising firm of Leather, Sadler, it Holmes. The photographic section

occupied a large share of attention, being, perhaps, one of the most
intirestingcolk'ctioiisof photographs ever brought together under one

roof. Our ne.\t visit was to the warehouse of the firm just referred

to. Now, it is one thing to speak glibly of warehouses as we are

frequently accustomed to do, but it is quite another to stand and
gaze on those colossal piles common to Manchester bearing that

designiitiou which call up our feelings of astonishment, and even

national pride, at the commercial greatness of that world-renowned
city.

We were veiy courteously received by Mr. Holmes, who con-

ductel us over the establishment—a large building of four storeys,

every floor of which has been consecrated as a receptacle for the

varied requirements of the photographic art. The principal object

of interest, however, was a new camera stand, invented and patented

by Lafayette, of Dublin, from whom they have purchased all rights

belonging thereto, and are about to introduce it to the profession.

An invitation to visit a new studio, just erected by Mr. E. Ireland, a

well-known photographer in Manchester, was accepted and highly

appreciated. Strangely in contrast with those elaborate coir plications

and scientific adjustments in which some delight in, is the simplicity

and effectiveness of this studio. One huge skylight in the centre of

the roof of a large room is all that need be said to convey an accurate

description of it, and yet without the aid of blinds or screens of any
kind the most effective and varied forms of lighting can be easily

secured without the heat and glare which so often militate against

the comfort and convenience of the sitters in our ordinary ateliers.

Now, whatever may be the failings and shortcomings of the com-
ponent parti of this little convention, they are not so erratic as to

ignore the fait that the best medium to get at an Englishman's heart

is a feast, an 1 I, to.i, would be one of the last to argue against that
theory; what, therifore, could be more natural than an adjournment
to Lloyd's Hotel, Chorlton, near Manchester, where, being presided
over by Mr. Sadler, the vice-chair being occupied Ijy Mr. W. Barry,
of Hull, we all sat down to a capital dinner, which time-honoured
and revered institution, believe me, was done ample justice to, and

Whilst brilliant the sallies of Lancashire wit,

Which were flavonred with Yorkshire sauce without grit,

Bepartee and tit-bits, too numerous to mention,
Were freely dispensed at this little Convention,

Dinner being over, amongst other subjects which came under dis-

cussion wa^ the influence of amateur work on professional photo-
graphy, 'which was handled by several of the gentlemen present in

right good style. Mr. Barry, of Hull, in a neat little speech, expressed
a decided opinion that it was a question of the " survival of the
tittest," and if the professional photographers were so apathetic as to
allow themselves to be surpassed in the quality of the work produced,
tliey must bow to the inevitable. Mr. (i. Cooper, formerly of Hull,
having fully endorsed these views, recommended professional photo-
graphers to look to their laurels and not allow the wind to be taken
out of their sails by the superior work of amateurs. Then followed
Mr. J. Crosby, of Rotherhaui, bristling with eloquence, who e.vpatiated

at considerable length upon the gravity of the situation, referring
almost pathetically to the reprehensible practice of some amateurs,
wlio, to the great detriment of the profession, habitually sold copies
of their productioi;s at little more than cost price for the purpose of
covering their own expenses. On Blr. Crosby resuming his seat, a
gentleman humorously reminded him that there was nothing like

music to soothe his savage breast. The suggestion, amidst loud
laughter, was immediately acted upon, and music and song became
the order of the evening, in which the Chairman, Messrs. Cooper,
Ire'and, Crosby, and others took part, until the small hours of the
mornii'g were encroached upon, when it was deemed expedient to
allow the curtain of forgetfulness to surround the past, and, after
wishing each other bright visions of the future in realms of dreamland,
•we somewhat reluctantly retired. 0.

. PHOTO-MICROGRAPHY ON THE CONTINENT.
Ix the Annates de rineiitut Padcur for the month of May, is an ex-
cellent article by Dr. R. Roux, sub-director in I'asteur's laboratory,
and one of his assistants for carrying on the preventive inoculations in

th.o nobl! effort, if not curing the malady entirely, at least of lessening

the mortality from rabies or hydrophobia,

As the article contains some valuable remarks and is illustrated by
several photographic prints, ranging from the magnification by the
common or ordinary camera lens through the figures of 250, .'ioO, 8-50,

and 000 diameters of the objects, portraying the aspects of bacteria

under these amplifications, as the work m.ay not be of easj' access

to some of your readers, a short review of the paper may be accept-

able to them through your valuable pages.

Dr. Roux's contribution is of some length, but here only some of

the more interesting points will be stated, as likely to prove of most
interest by presenting some novel arrangements in this fascinating

branch. It will possibly be remembered by some that Dr. Roux ex-

hibited at JI. Pasteur's table in the " Healtheries " some beautiful

very small negatives with enlargements from them, and which struck

the writer as possessing very much merit, though Dr. Roux, at the

present time, is rather in favour of direct magnifications if the en-

largements are to exceed :^")0 diameters. From some work by my
friend Mr. Pringle, and which lately gained an award, as also from some
of my own small ns'gatives, though these were larger than the small

ones exhibited by Dr. Roux, I hardly am ready to agree with this

point, yet I freely confess much must depend on the beauty of the

original small negatives pec ,«c, and the microscopic preparations from
which they were made. This question may be left sub judice. The
camera was made accordisig to instructions by MM. Yerick et

Stiassnie, but Dr. Roux does not consider this form as indispensable,

though favourable for high-class work. The microscope is bj' Verick,

his model No. 4, as supplied for histology and bacteriology. Two
figures are given, one with the microscope arranged for the production

of the negatives, the other as where the object is under microscopical

examination. An intermediate piece with sundry motions and re-

movable at will forms the union between the body tube of the micro-

scope and the bellows of the camera, the entire length being 1 m. 80,

the bellows having an extension of 1 m. 1~), and supported to prevent

bellying by a kind of lazy tongs arrangement. Sundry diaphragms
are placed in the intermediate piece, and near tlie sensitised plate, for

limiting the circle of light. The intermediate piece is furnished with
an additional microscope, provided at the upper part with an eye-piece

with crossed wires, and at the lower part with a removable rectangular

prism for the purpose of examining and centering the same by the

crossed wires on the centre of the screen. The body of this second
microscope is capable of being withdrawn, so that when unnecessary

it is racked up, as when taking the negative. The microscope with its

stand it made to rotate on a pin, so as to conveniently suit for ex-

amination of objects in the ordinary way, using the mirror and a small

lamp. When the intermediate piece and the microscope are detached,

the camera proper can be employed as an ordinary camera. There
are arrangements for the coarse and tine adjustments. The slide

carrying the sensitised plate is extended in siu^h a way that one end,

furnished witli a plate of grey or polished glass, becomes the ex-

amining screen,while the other end, which is the slide proper, contains the

sensitised plate and shutters. The under surface of both plates being

exactly in one plane they can be substituted without loss of time or

risk of displacing to the focus.

The ilhnninalion adopted seems to have very many advantages, and
consists of a lantern with a vertical jet (Brius's system) for the oxy-
hydrogen method. The jet consists of two concentric tubes capped
and furnished with apertures, the inner one having a central hole to

retain the radiant in position. The outer tube is for the passage of

the oxygen, tlie inner for the hydrogen, these two gases striking the

radiant vertically from beneath. Instead of using Brins's plan with
alumina for the radiant supported on a fine platinum wire, which is

held in the central hole of the jet, Dr. Roux makes the little pencils

and balls from magnesia.

The method of making them is very simple. Ordinary magnesia
in fine powder is mi.xed in a mortar with water into a stiff paste;

this is pushed into a glass tube corked at oue end and of somewhat
larger bore than is needed for the pencils. Wheu compressed sufli-

ciently, the cork is removed and the mass is forced out and cut off in

determinate lengths, a short bit of platinum wire being fixed in the

centre of each at one end. If required, these pencils are sub-divided

into smaller masses, whicli are rolled in the lingers into small balls,

and then the platinum inserted. These are then subjected to the heat

of a stove at the temperature of boiling water for three or four hours.

They are now very brittle, and are further dried {sini/ly) by being sel

in the central hole of the jot tube, the hydrogen being gradually

turned on so as from a small fiame to an increased one ; then, after t

certain time, the oxygen and hydrogen are allowed to play on them
until perfectly dried, when they have acquired a very hard condition

and become unalterable in the air—one of these little pencils, three U
four millimetres in diameter, lasting for iifty hours continuous work
The lantern is small, portable, and of peculiar construction, witl
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vertical and horizontal movements for centering, and is made by the

notfd firm of Dubosoff. It is supported on a step from the end of the

baopboard witli ndditionnl legs, but little heat isgiven off ; the light is

intensely and higlily photogenic and concentrated in surface, and has

its own system of lenses and mirror for tlie production of convergent

or divergent illumination. The lantern can be pushed nearer or

withdrawn from the microscope, yet remaining central. Coloured

gla.s.si'8 or solutions or greyed glass are used to modify the light

according to the staining of the preparation. To meet more par-

ticularly the various tints given by the aniline dyes. Dr. Roux uses

only the " isoehromatic plates " of Attout Tailfer, with the addition of

a yellow glass screen, which with the above light lengthens the time

from one minute to six minutes exposure, according to the prepara-

tion and the power or construction of the objective. Dr. Roux
praises very highly the " isoehromatic plates." Tlie objectives are by
Verick etStiassnie, of Siebert, of Ilartnack, and of Zeiss, and are well

spoken of ; the ,'.3 homogeneous immersion of Verick, or Siebert, or

Zeiss, being used for the magnifications from 800 to 1000 diameters
;

the ,'5 of Zeiss and the Vf of llartuack for greater magnification, as

I'.'iOO diameters. The eye-piece is generallj' dispensed with. The
apochromatic objectives and their projection eye-pieces, as constructed

by Zeiss, are most highly approved of as possessing excellent qualities

for photo-micrography.
I'or photograpliing unstained objects, as bacteria, a magnification not

exceeding 500 diameters is recommended, and the illumination to be
made by the use of a paraffin lamp. The plates with yeast globules

and anthrax, bacillus anthracis in situ, which are really excallent,

were taken by Verick's No. 8 at .350 diameters, the mirror being used

and the microscope placed vertically. Dr. lloux does not mention
using the paraffin light without the mirror, as in the crucial test

method, and with the aid of the bull's-eye, but most likely this forms
part of his practice, as he is a most accomplished microscopist.

The plates are reproduced by the methods known as phototypie,

photoglyphie, and heliogravure. Placet's plan, which U, in fact, a

galvanoplastic process on copper, light being the direct agent for the

reproduction, the artist's hand being unneeded. There is this difiicult3',

as pointed out in the article, of making the plates in a large page of

equal tint or densit}'. Dr. Koux uses the ferrous oxalate developer,

with small quantity of the iron solution and some bromide, intensifica-

tion, when necessary, being made by the use of bichloride of mercury
and ammonia. There are numerous precautionary statements and
points insisted on, as tlie camera base resting on caoutchouc to prevent

vibration, the method of supporting the intermediate piece and
excluding the light at the points of junction, and sundry other details.

The arrangement differs from that in general use in this country.

The first camera with the R,dditional microscope w-as suggested by
Dr. Miquel and exhibited at his table at the "Healtheries'' as made
for him by Nechet, along with many most ingenious devices for

registering the diurnal variation in the numbers of the bacteria in the

air, and the monthly variation—a subject replete with the gi-eatest

interest and of moment to all in a hygienic point of view. There is

a plan now proposed by M. Raftio, U.S., for utilising two micro-
scopes, one removable the other stationary.

'This review has extended beyond the proposed limit, but as the

season has now set in for winter employments with the camera and
microscope, it is to be hoped it may not be considered as of undue
encroachment on the valuable pages of the JomNAL.

R. L. Maddox, M.D.

PnOTOGRAPHY IN NATURAL COLOURS.

The Problem not yet Solvxd.

The following, -written by G. G. Rockwood, appears in the New York
Tribune

:

—
" It has been announced of late that persons in London had discovered

the art of reproducing and retaining by photography the colours of

nature. Surely nothing in an artistic way could have been more
interesting or valuable. Important as was the invention of the Daguer-
reotype and the subsequent development of the art-science photography,

there has always been a desire to see the exquisite tints which we see in

nature, and have in miniature upon the ground-glass of the camera,

reproduced in some tangible and permanent form. Niepce de St. Victor

and other French scientists have obtained upon the Daguerreotype plate

some of the colours of foliage, a red-brick house, &c., but the range of

colour was limited and the pictures could only be seen in a feeble, non-
actinic light—soon fading from view. This was accomplished some
twenty years ago, since which time no material advance has been made
in this direction. So far as the art of photography as now practised is

concerned, I have no expectation that the development of colour will be

attained direct from nature.

" Light, as is well known, has three distinct qualities—illamination,

heat, and actinism. The latter is the chemical tay, and is that which

affects the sensitive plate. A beautiful tliongh aomewhat intangiblo

theory obtains that inasmuch as it is this actinic or chemical quality in

light which imparts all colour to nature, and without which all vegetation

bleaches and becomes white and dies, so we have a right to hope that it

will also so oSect the photographic plate as to give ns the beautiful tints

of the rainbow ! But, unfortunately, colour has value to the photo-

graphic plate only as it reflects the rays of light. Some colours, red,

yellow, dark green, black (if it is a colour), reflect so feebly the chemical

properties of the light as to fail to decompose or reduce the film on the

sensitive plate. Photography is based upon the principle that certain

salts of silver are decomposed by the action of light. Just in proportion

as the film receives the light reflected from the object, so is the deposit

of silver compound upon the plate. Simply putting it, a white collar

perfectly reflects the light ; the black coat reflects but little, and hence a

slight action to the plate and a thin deposit. Blue, violet, and their

combinations with white, strongly reflect the actinic ray ; red, yellow, and
their modifications do so but feebly. So, colour has but little effect on
the present basis of photography in the way of repeatmg itself. In view

of the wonderful things that have been given to the world in the line of

invention during the last half century, I would be a rash man to say that

the reproduction of colours is impossible. I think, however, that when it

comes to us, it will be through the discovery of some entirely new basis

or principle in photography—some colour-sensitive compound entirely

away from the present fundamental basis, the salts of silver.

" Now, concerning the alleged discovery by an eminent photographer

in London : I was prompt to visit him upon my arrival in London the

past summer, and was, I confess, surprised at the results exhibited as the

outcome of ' twelve years of study, experiment, and chemical research.'

The awful nomenclature adopted by the artist both in his verbal and
written comments would impress one with the belief that something

novel, to say the least, would be forthcoming. Introducing myself as

connected with the Art Amateur, and giving no intimation of my occupa-

tion as a photographer, I was led into the dimly lighted apartments

where the pictures were to be seen. Here were a few indifferent hand-

coloured photographs, such as are done (the colouring) for 2.5 to 50

cents in most establishments. After colouring they had evidently been

a« we term it, ' ijlaced ' or given a fine finish by being laid down upon
glass with hot gelatine, and then when cold stripped off ; the precise

thing which the fraternity in America discarded a long time ago, owing

to the instability of the aniline colours, or, as this inventor designates

them, 'the hydrocarbons.' Noticing duplicate pictures of the same
subject, I innocently remarked that ' it must be arduous to a subject to

be obliged to sit for each picture as one must do, I suppose, to get the

natural colours.' Here followed a cyclone of big words—a few of which

my early experience as a reporter and his circulars enabled me to secure.

Placing his hand impressively upon me he said :
' The colour rays affect

the negative plate in a latent manner, so that they may be made mani-

fest afterward, when a proper medium for their appearance, either

selective or otherwise is provided Therefore the positive plate

(which is paper!) being prepared, these vibrations of colour, stopped off

and stored up in the negative film, are allowed to become active on the

positive film when the exposure again to light (under the negative) takes

place ! .... At this point the positive, in conformity to the general idea

running through the whole process like a beautiful thread of exactitude,

takes up the rates of vibration and the qualities of the vibrations of the

negative in a complementary manner, and gives to the posit've plate oil

the characteristics of molecular condition (including latent colour

vibrations) that it would have had without the intervention of a negative.

It is the true idea of the conservation of energy ; it causes the already

vibrating molecules to take up and swing in some complicated manner
with those particularly absorbed rays

!

' and so on to the verge of lunacy.
" If we could reduce the above to simple text, our friend claims that he

stores up colour vibrations as one would electricity, and the negative

thus loaded fires off colour when used to print from. The sitter I took

to him had a rich complexion and was dressed in crimson velvet waist

and suitable accompanying colours. Whether the negative forgot to

do its work or the colour had leaked out I do not know, but the ' proof

'

was precisely what I would expect from the subject if photographed in

the ordinary manner, although assured that ' the greatest opportunity

had been given for the various interactions, actinic, photochromatic,

and selective, to offset themselves according to the original vibrations

(colour and otherwise), to which the beautiful sitter was subjected during

the sitting !
' I retired to think it over.

"I fear that 'photography in natural colours' is not yet at our cdib-

maud—from this source."

REGtSTERlXG DISSOLVING MEWS,
All lantern exhibitors find the perfect registration of views and
effects the "hardest cut to crack," and many systems of carriers,

frames, and registratiin stops, have been arranged to secure coinci-'

dence of two views or photographs when projected on the screen.

One of the best for showing by means of dissolving view lanterns all
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commercial photographs, irrespective of make, is Beard's automatic self-

ceutering carriers. It is ouly whea it is necessary to show views tliat

sliall apparently cliange from one season to another, or from day to

niglit, without, movement of the objects included in the picture, that

the operation is difficult. I shall endeavour to show how this can be

performed with absolute certainty. In the first place, the lanterns, two
or three, as tlie case may be, whether side by side or one above the

other, must be so constructed that their optical systems are absolutely

alike, and capable of projecting the same size discs on the screen

;

then they must have adjustments to their stages or bodies, so that the

angle of inclination can be such as to make the discs superimpose

so there is no overlapping.

After lighting up and getting the discs to agree when the

lenses are in focus for the particular distance from the screen,

the next thing is, get the picture in the optical axis. Now, how is

this to be done? If the lanterns were required to be exhibited at one

distance only the difficulty would not be great, but as a hinge

or hinges, or movement in the vertical or horizontal planes, have to

be provided in order to get superposition at different distances,

a slight variation is made in the direction of the rays, because no
ordinary hinge or movement can be made sufficiently true to always
preserve the same line at all portions of its motion, and this variation

is magnified by reason of the distance travelled in reaching the screen.

It has been usual in first-class apparatus constructed to within
recently, to make the stages as true as possible, and then for the

operator to register his slides at the distance he generally uses the

lanterns at ; and even then, if the slide or effect was registered to one
stage, it could not be guaranteed that it would register equally well if

put into another stage of the lanterns. Mr. J. H. Steward, the

optician, has just taken out a patent for a perfect registering stage for

lanterns that will achieve exact coincidence of discs and superimpose
similar views at ani/ distance from the screen in any of the stages.

It consists of a rising platform or slide runner to the stage that can

be elevated by a screw at either end, and when perfectly horizontal

that particular position of the front clamped rigidly. Then, as regards

the adjustment for securing the stopping, an cxira stout and strong

pivoted metal finger or stop is provided at the reverse side of the

stage to that from which the slides are inserted, and tliis moves to

and from the optical axis of the lantern front, and can be rigidly

clamped in that position. By this means, if slides are employed that

form a standard, or that have been once registered to the lantern, all

d'ssolving pictures can be made to register to them, and when once

registered will always be absolutely true and exactly coincide on the

tcrte.i.

For existing lantern these registering adjustments are fitted to a
metal back plate that slides into the ordinary stage and can be rigidly

fixed in position by clamps. It also holds the metal masks for cutting

down pictures to a definite size. So that without sending the appa-
ratus to the optician the owner can fit the patent improvements
himself; and if he marks the sliding tubes so that they can alwaj'S be
placed back in the original position if moved, he can preserve the

same relative optical angles. For it is found that a partial rotation of

the draw tube disarranges the centering.

In order to secure the preliminarj' adjustment of the lanterns prior

to an exhibition, or before registering new lantern slides, special slides

are employed. They can be of various designs, but for convenience
those employed with the apparatus described are plane cross lines and
letters in the open spaces. These are photographed by contact so as

to be absolutely alike, and are then (by carefully caliperiiig) fixed

with putty into a frame very accurately made to a given size, say,

7x4^ (or if the smaller frames are preferred, 7 x 4). With these

frames each absolutely alike in the lantern stages, the clamps (milled

head) are released and the adjusting screws raised or lowered, or

moved backwards and forwards, until all the crosses and circles agree.

The clamps are then screwed home, and the registration is perfectly

fixed. For perfect dissolving of views and effects it is a sine qua non
that all slides must be framed. A simple metliod of getting photo-
graphs and pictures central in their frames is to have the grooves
made full lai'ge, so that if the glass is not very exactly' cut true, or the

nlat is not exactly central, the glass can be raised, or lowered, or

moved right and left, and the difference between it and the wood
filled up with cardboard. If the view and the effect be held up to the

light a very close approximation to superposition can be obtained,

and then, when the slide is put in the lantern (previously adjusted as

explained), the frame can be planed off or added to until the view
and the effect or the two similar views exactly agree. For this

purpose a shooting board and plane are required, as well as narrow
strips of mahogany and glue. From experience it has been found best
for new, unframed views and effects to use mahogany frames having
fttout one-sixteenth more wood one edge than the other ; this, then.

in nearly every case, prevents any addition being necessary, and the
process of planing off this superfluous wood is siuiple until just the

amount is left. Pieces can be added to the end of slides that are short,

and those that are long can have the part cut away just where the

registering stop comes, or with panoramic movements a brass or wooden
stop can be securely screwed to the bottom of the frame to stop dead
against the commencement of runner. The end adjusting screws
turn down to allow of long slides passing through the stage. Mr.
Steward supplies these special brass stops and screws, as well as tlie

thin strips of wood, and if there is any difficulty in getting a local

carpenter to supply a shooting board, he can also furnisli that. \\'ith

these materials, the only thing necessary to achieve the beau ideal of

the lantern operator—viz., perfect registration—is a fair stock of care

and patience.
~ -, ^G. R. B.*KBB.

HARVARD OBSERVATORY AND THE HENRY DRAPER
MEMORIAL.

In 1872, Professor Henry Draper first succeeded in photographing the

lines of the stellar spectrum. Ilaving secured this triumph for America,
he pursued his researches in the same direction until his death in 1882.

His skill and ingenuity were alike remarkable. He was not one of

those observers who, leaving details to others, try merely to do the final

operations. He possessed the quality of thoroughness, and personally

attended even to the mechanical details of his investigations. He
ground his own specula. It is not too much to say that the work done

by him derives a character of viilue and reliability from the attention to

detail that ouly such an investigator could give it. His powers of handi-

work, combined with his scientific standing, make him a model for

astronomers. Had dry-plate photography been at his service, his work
would have taken a far wider range. But using wet plates that can
only bear comparatively short exposures, he was at an immense dis-

advantage. One interesting feature of bis labours wiis the scientific

fellowship of his wife. It is said that he rarely went to his observatory

without her. Hence it was with peculiar grace that Mrs. Draper

became the founder of the Henry Draper Memorial. From funds of

her providing the expense of continuing Dr. Draper's sadly interrupted

labours is sustained. No more fitting and useful memorial of the

great scientist than this can be thought of. Besides this, Mrs. Draper
continues to take a personal interest in the work as done. Apparatus
formerly belonging to and constructed by Dr. Draper is soon to hi

added to the working appliances of the observatory by her liberality.

Photographs of the spectra are sent her, and she maintains a vivid

interest, because an intelligent one, in the results.

The different buildings containing the instruments and laboratories

of the Harvard College Observatory are situated in Cambridge, at quite

a distance from the college whose name they bear. Tliey are scattered

over the crown of a grassy hill. On entering the grounds the first

building seen is the residence of the director, I'rofessor J'Mward C.

Pickering. Directly in the rear of this is the old Harvard College

Observatory, with its equatorial and its fifteen-inch telescope, a

German instrument, in its day one of the great telescopes of the

country, now relegated to the background by tlie triumphs of Alvan
Clark and his sons. Back and to the side of these are \vhat now con-

stitute the principal working portion of the observatory. The most

important work done is of the photographic class, and it is this division

that we particularly describe. I'rofessor Pickering, however, is als.)

engaged on another investigation, which we can ouly allude to—the

photometry of stars. This is executed by himself personally, with an

assistant. A polarisation photometer is employed. The results are of

much practical value for use in connexion with astronomical work,

and when completed are destined to form a most important standard

of reference.

In a recent article on the Alvan Clark establishment, where thj

great telescopic objectives of the world have been ground, reference

was made to photographic objectives. The photographic objectives

used by the Harvard Observatory owe tlicir excellence to the Chirks.

Such glasses have to be ground v/ith a special view to focussing the

actinic rays. A perfect photograidiic lens would be quite useless for

visual work. In testing them, therefore, recourse is had to photo-

graphy. Photographs are taken of a star, generally Polaris or the pole

star, on both sides of the chemical focus. If the lens is such as to

bring all the actinic rays to a focus, the effect of photographing the

star as described will be to produce a series of images, varying from a

disc to a mere point, and then increasing in size again to a disc. Tlie

discs will lie given by photographs out of focus, the point representing

the focussed view. If the lens is perfectly ground, these discs will

appear all as evenly illuminated im.ages upon development of the

plate. If the lens is out of adjustment, one portion of the disc will

develop darker than the rest. One of the discs on the side showed a
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spot in (lie centro, indicntiiifl: a faulty stinpe, wliicli had to be remedied
bv tlic lUdiuml fikill of the Clnrk Unitliers. A 8i)ectriiiii of a briglit

spot is plioto(?raplied. Siiili porti(jn of llie nus ns nro brought to a

focus will produce a spectrum of even widih. If the more actiuic

portion acts thus, thi> lens is proved correct. The interpretation of

these results demands the highest order of skill in the maker of the

lens, and it is not too much to say that the higli quality of the Harvard
Observatory work could only be obtained through, and is due to, the
unrivalled talent of the makers of the objectives.

Tlie telescope is erected on a very solid foundation, one which had
been used in observing the transit of Mercury in 1878. Attached to

its base is a circular level of exceedinjfly great delicacy, by which it

can when necessary be adjusted. The building in which it stands is

rather peculiar. The gable roof is in two sections, being divided
across its centre, and is mounted on wheels running on tracks parallel

to the ridge. When the instrument is in use, these two segments are

pulled apart, to the entire length if desired, of the building, the rails

III prolongation of the plate beams being carried outside on each end
of the house a distance equal to one-half its length. The mounting of

the telescope is also peculiar. A steel tube is carried by trunnions in

the end of a large fork. Into this tube the brass tube containing the
lenses .is screwed. The polar axis is in prolongation of this fork.

Hence, if the glass is directed to a given star, and rotated on the axis

with sidereal time, the star will occupy the same position in the field

of view.

As a simplification of the usual methods of mounting, the plan is of

interest. 1 he telescope is carried symmetrically, so that no counter-
weights are needed. This saves weight. With it any star can be
followed uninterruptedly from rising to setting. Polar stars are as

easily kept in the field as any others. It does not seem well adapted
for visual work, as the fork mounting would interfere with the

observer in the case of polar stars.

The lens is a Voigtliinder photographic objective of eight inches

aperture, and about forty-five inches focus (exactly 1146 centimetres).

To adapt it for stellar work, two of the faces had to be reground.
This brought it into perfect condition. With it much work was done
in stellar photography under an appropriation from the Bache fund of

the National Academy of Sciences, awarded in 1885. It is now
devoted to photography of spectra. In front of the objective a battery
of two prisms is carried. At the other end of the tube a sensitive

plate occupies the position of the focus. By this extremely simple
method, first suggested by Fraunhofer, the spectra of numerous stars

are obtained upon a single plate.

For driving it tlie Huyghenian motion is used. The peculiarity of

this system is that it can be rewound without affecting the running
of the apparatus. Tlie wheel furnished with a ratcliet wheel and
pawl is the winding axle. When this is turned, the large driving
weight is raised and the small weight descends. But during the
winding the driving wheel, the one to the extreme right, is continually
urged to rotate just as when the winding ceases. The driving weight
never ceases to exert its pull upon this wheel, which represents the
drum of the ordinary gravity train.

The original wo*-k done by this telescope was purely photogi'aphic.
Under the Baclie appropriation the investigation took the direction of

stellar photography. Under the Draper Memorial fund the work of
stellar spectroscopy was taken up. The work isnow carried on in the
following manner.
The prisms are set with their edges horizontal, so that the spectra

are vertical. By five or six trials the adjustment for focus is secured,
and this lasts for an indefinite period. If now a photographic dry
plate is exposed, while the instrument rotates by sidereal time, the
spectra of all the stars in the field will fall upon the sensitive plate.

However long exposed the plate was, assuming all to be in accurate
adjustment, the spectra will appear as very fine lines. Their width in

general terms is equal to the diameter of the images that would be
photographed were the prisms removed and the telescope directed
upon them. The largest of the stars would give only a thread-like
line to represent its spectrum. The width of tliis has to be increased
for the spectrum to he visible. While this might ba done by magni-
fying the image, a very ingenious application of the principle of
"trailing" is used to partially effect the desired result. If the
telescope were kept immovable, the stars by the rotation of the earth
would sweep across the field of the instrument. This motion with the
prisms in place would affect the spectra in the same way. They
would be widened into bands. Except in the case of stars near
the poles, the motion of the stars across the field would be far too
rapid to sufficiently affect the sensitive film, were the telescope kept
motionless. Hence in practice it is rotated, but at a rate slightly less

than the anralar motion of the earth. This slowly widens the spectra,
but allows tncm to act for a long enough time upon the plates to pro-

duce a good actinic effect. The exposures under present practice

are in the neighbourhood of one liour's duration. In this way, instead

of narrow, line-like .spectra, band-t a sixteenth of an inch wide or
more are produced. In a suljsequent issue we will show how these

spectra thus produced appear.

The relative action of the different parts of the apparatus is now
clear. The light from the stars strikes the faces of tlie prisms, and
passes through them. The pencil of light from each star is thus
refracted, and produces a spectrum with vertical axis and horizontal

lines. This falls upon the photographic objective, and is brought

thereby to a focus at the lower end of the tube. There it is received

upon the sensitive plate, while the telescope by its motion, slightly

slower than that of the earth, draws the image out so as to increase

its horizontal dimensions and amplify the breadth of the spectrum.

After a sufficient exposure, the plate is taken from the telescope to

the dark room and is developed. From the negative thus produced a

greatly enlarged positive is produced by the use of the apparatus.

The negative is set on edge in a box with ground-glass, and by two
brass strips and dark paper it is completely covered, except the narrow
area containing the spectrum. Next to this a concave, cylindrical lens

is placed. Owing, it may be, to irregularities in the motion of the

telescope or to changes m the transparency of the air, the spectra

always contain a number of longitudinal streaks. The cylindrical

lens, by its dispersive effect, destroys this imperfection. A photo-

graphic lens receives the light transmitted through the negative and
cylindrical lens, and brings the image to a focus where the image falls

upon a sensitive plate. The horizontal streaking is not the only defect

of the original spectra. Owing, probably, to variations in the

refractive power of the atmosphere, the lines or bars are not perpen-

dicular to the axis of the spectrum. The cylindrical lens is mounted
so as to be susceptible of rotation. It is for each spectrum so

turned that its axis shall be perpendicular to the inclination of

the bars.

The general process is the famiharone of photographic enlargement.

Its most characteristic feature is the use of the cylindrical lers and of

the metal strips and screen. Great care has to be exercised in this

part of the operation to keep the edges of the metal strips clean.

Little particles of dust might otherwise appear on the magnified

image as spectral lines.

The plate, after due exposure, which is executed by daylight, is

developed, and gives a spectrum that may bo several inches wide and

proportionately long. The bars still appear as crossing it at an angle.

To produce a straight spectrum, a portion is marked out, giving the

lines at right angles to the axis. Thus the faint light of the stars is

re-enforced by the daylight, which produces the enlargemaut, and
which acts like a telegrapliic relay.

Such is a brief summary of the methods as now used. The work
is still in development. A great many of the spectra are photographed

with a large glass and with prisms of higher dispersive power.

Neither can the full scope be understood or the progress of the last

few years be grasped without an inspection of the different final

photographs and of the successive stages in their production.
—/Scientific American.

PRINTING AND ENLARGING ON BROMIDE PAPER,
[A Communioition to the Derby Photographic Society.]

The subject of 'bromide enlarging' and contact printing is, no doubt,

familiar to many present this evening. My reason for bringing the

subject forward and demonstrating before you to-night is, as questions

are frequently being asked on this subject, I thought by explaining

my method of enlarging, and also by developing a few prints, it might

prove beneficial to some of you, aiid be a practical answer to many
queries.

The prints I purpose developing before you to-night have been

enlarged by daylight. I usually get a four-legged table and place it

near a window having a north-east aspect, and upon it place my
camera, with the ground-glass next the window, then darken the

room by blocking out the light from all the windows, except the one

next to which I am about to work ; upon this latter window I put a

piece of canary medium, and hang loosely over this a sheet of brown

paper. This being done, I fix a mirror outside the window at which

I have placed the camera at such an angle that the rays of light from

the sky are reflected through the negative about to be enlarged.
_
The

negative is then placed in the dark slide of the camera and put in its

position, both shutters are drawn, and care must be taken that no

light comes into the room except that which comes through the

lens. If an enlargement is to bo made from a whole-plate negative,

or a larger size, the focussing screen can be removed and the negative
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put in its stead. An easel witli a drawing board attached is then

placed at such a distance from the camera according to the size of the

enlargement required. A piece of white paper or card is then fixed on

the drawing board and the image sharply focussed thereon. "When

sufficient sharpness has been obtained, the paper or card on the easel

is marked witli pencil as a guide where to tix tlie bromide paper

wliich is to receive the enlargement. The lens is then capped, and

the piece of brown paper which is hanging loosely over the canary

medium on the window is slightly raised to give sutiicient light,

thereby enabling the operator to fix the bromide paper in its proper

position ready for the exposure to be made. Nothing but experience

can determine the exposure, but sucli experience cau be gained by one

or two trials made on scraps of bromide paper. I may say, however,

the gTcater the enlargement the longer the exposure required. The

picture I am now about to develop has been enlarged from a ^yhole-

plate negative in the manner already described. The exposure it had

was nine minutes. It may seem rather a long time to give, but being

one of the dullest months in the year (November) I tind it none too

much, as you will see.

Now, the next picture, although enlarged to the same size as

the last, was from a negative 10x8. The light being much brighter

at the time, the exposure was one and a lialt minutes, but, of course,

much depends upon the negative. I need not mention to you the

proportions of the developer, as full directions and proper formula; are

Kent out with each packet of paper. With reference to contact

printing, I need say but little. Verj' thin negatives are best priuted

by a weak, yellow liglit, like that obtained from a paraffin lamp ; this

will ensure a vigorous print from a negative that would otherwise be

too thin and llat. If daylight is used, one second will be found

sufficient in diffused light, or even too much; I should, therefore,

recommend artificial light in preference. Again, as regards the

exposure, much depends upon the density of the negative. The nega-

tives I shall now print from will require about twelve seconds exposure

one foot away from an ordinary gas burner. The development, as

you will perceive, is exactly the same as for enlargements. I may
add, the paper used to-niglit is Eastman's A and U.

In conclusion, I must thank you for the kind attention you have
paid, and hope that the remarks and demonstrations made to-night

may be the means of producing beneficial and practical results,

Thomas Scotton,

HYDROKINONE DEVELOPEU.
Having since writing, for experiment, doubled the amount of chloride

of potash in my formula, and putting up, also as an experiment, one

of the highly coloured prints from Koutledge's Kew Title af a Ttih, I

was surprised to find that the plate came out on development with a
yellow tinge over it, as if it had been taken on yellow glass. I tried

and tried again, by daylight for the negative and by night (exposing
to a duplex burner lamp) for the lantern slide, and the result was
that an une.rposed plate came out yellow all over, and the yellowness
disappeared in proportion to the length of the exposure in both cases.

The original motive for adding this talt to the developer was that on
experiment I found it aided—what shall I call it ? how express it ?

—

the dilution of the developer, i.e., a strong solution of tlie developer
would develop up to a dozen plates, but a twelfth (without the

chloride) would not develop. I fancy also that it helps to pro-
duce a more vigorous negative or lantern slide (positive), but after

this (to-day, Saturday) I made up the developer without the chloride,

also varying the sulphite by reducing the amount to three-quarters of

an ounce, and making up the difference by a quarter of an ounce of

meta-bisulphite of potash, and the result is no yellowness under any
length of exposure, as great, if not greater, density than before, due,
I think from old past experiment, to the tartrate, but—well, if not
my fancy— a loss of vigour; but, anyhow, if these experiments are of
interest, perhaps some explanation, which I am unable to give, of the
yellow colour may be afforded by you. It is evidently due to the
chloride and length of exposure. If ample exposure is given there is

no yellow colour, and the last place it disappears from is the part
of the plate resting on the flange of the carrier. In my last I might
have added, develop down until the image appears on the reverse of
the plate. This developer never stains or " blackens " a plate.

AV. T. F. M. Ingall.

THE REGENERATION OF SULPHITE-PRESERVED PYRO
SOLUTIONS.

It often happens that, through long keeping or exposure to the air,

pyro solutions preserved with sodium sulphite become discoloured,
and the sulphite oxidised into sulphate, forms an agent which exerts

powerful retarding action on the developer. This has always been
considered one of the main disadvantages consequent on tlie employ-
ment of sodium sulphite as a pyro preservative, and the removal of

this objection should, in a great measure, tend to increase the popu-

larity of tliis method of keeping stock solutions of pyrogallol. It is

usual to employ an acid to neutralise the alkaline tendencies of the

sulphite, but except in the " Beach " formula, where the acid used

(sulphurous) is itself unstable, and liable to be converted, bj' oxidation,

into a sulphate, the small quantity present will exert little or no in-

fluence, and may be disregarded in the following method of procedure.

The chemical equation represer-ting the oxidation of the usual sul-

phite preservative is :

—

Na^SO^ + = Na^SO*
Sodium sulpliite. Oxygen. Sodium sulphate.

Or when sulphurous acid has been added :

—

Na=SO= + H^SO' + O'-i = Na^SO* + IPSO*
Sodium Siilghurons Oxven Sodium ISulphuric

sulphite. acid. ^' io . sulphate. acid.

It is well known that soluble salts of barium undeigo double de-

composition with soluble sulphates, throwing them down as a finely

divided sulphate of barium, insoluble in water and in all acids. It is

tliis property tliat I have made use of in the regeneration of sulphite-

preserved pyro solutions. When barium oxide is added to water it

unites with it, forming barium hydrate, which, when added to the

oxidised sulphite and sulphurous acid solution as above until precipi-

tation ceases, undergoes double decomposition with 4hem according to

the equation :

—

2(15aIP02) + Na^SC* + H^SO^ = 2(NaH0) + 2(BaS0*) + 21P0
Barium Sodium Sulphuric ttt-diun Barium Water
hydrate. sulphite. acid. hydrate. sulphate.

If we now add sufficient sulphurous acid to cause the solution to smell

strongly of burning sulphur, we shall obtain the following reaction :

—

2(NaII0) + 2(I12S03) = Na-SO^ + IF SO-' + 2 (IPO)
Sodium Sulphurous Sodium Sulphurous Wntor
hydrate. acid. sulphite. acid. " "lor-

Which is precisely similar to the one originally prepared for the pre-

servation of the pyro; and thus the oxidi.sed solution will have been

regenerated and granted a new lease of its life of usefulness.

As in the above operations the pyrogallol (pyrogallic acid) in the

solution remains unchanged, I have omitted it in order to simplify the

calculations. The copious white precipitate of barium sulphate,

formed on the addition of the barium hydrate to the oxidised tulphite

pyro solution may be disregarded, or if objected to should be allowed

to subside and the clear supernatant liquid removed by decantation,

filtration not being in this case available, as the precipitate is so finely

divided as to pass through the pores of the filter-paper witli the liquid,

from whicli it is desired to separate it.

Briefly, the whole operation is as follows:—To the oxidised sulphite

pyro solution add barium-hydrate solution ; until precipitation ceases.

Then add sulphurous acid until, after well shaking, the liquid con-

tinues to smell strongly of burning sulphur.

The barium hydrate should be kept in a closely corked or stoppered

bottle, as the carbonic acid present in the air precipitates it in the form

of an insoluble carbonate. Should there be any difficulty in ob-

taining barium oxide (baryta, BaO) it can be easily prepared by
heating barium nitrate to redness in a crucible.

Whether this process will prove to be of any practical value

cannot say, but some pyro-sulphite solution, prepared in the early part

of 1884, which I recently treated as above described, developed soma

plates in a very satisfactory manner. A. P. Higgins.

A CONVENIENT WASHING TANK FOR PLATES.
While in Scotland last summer with my detective camera, I boughl

a few things needed in developing my plates from a dealer in Edin-

burgh. I enclose you {Anthony s I'/w/oi/rop/iic Bulletin) a sketch o]

a washing tank I obtained from him, that has proved so very usefu

that I think an account may be of interest to your readers. The

device consists of a w^ell-pain'ted tin box, nine and a half inches long,

six inches wide, and eight and a half inches deep. In this is a frame

stand of painted wire, with loops of wire at each end to be used M
lifting handles in taking it out of the tank. To this wire frame i(

attaclied a horizontal strip of tin having grooves to catch the botton

of the plates. A vertical strip of tlie same character, also provided

witli grooves, is placed near the top of the frame, but below watel

level. At one end of this tank is a siphon pipe, but of this more anon,

I had for my dark room a very small diina closet in the cottage

where we had jur lodging. I bouglit two metal pails, one for cleiu

water, the other for slops. Convenient to my right hand I placed th<

tank I have described filled with water, but not up to the height t<
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start tlio siphon. As soon ns I had developed n plate und cleaned it,

I gave it a wiishiiig, say, of one dipper of watpr from tlie clear water

bucket, tliou at once placed it in tue fault, and so on until I was tired,

or liad my plates all tinisliod. Then 1 carried the tanlc down to tlio

baclv of tlie cottai^e, and when the "burn" was running clear I lifted the

frame with its load of plates out of the tank and stood it in the rapid

runninjf water of the stream. When this little stream Avas swollen

with rain I filled and emptied the tanlc, using water from a tap in the

yard until 1 deemed that I had given them cliunges enough. When
going from one place to auotlier I found this tin box took up little

room in ray trunk, for in it I always packed ray glass bottles or

graduated measures. Since my return home I have used it in prefer-

ence to any otlu'r form of washing tank, but I have discarded the

siphon pipe. That is, 1 have bored a hole into its higli leg, putting it

out of use as a siphon, and inserted a run off above its top. I allow

a constant stream of water to pass from a tap into this tank, and the

outHow is from the siphon and from the opening I provided above it.

The great convenience of this box consists in its loose frame. The
plates when lifted from the bo.x can bo set on the tank to drain, as I

have shown in one of the sketches 1 send you. The whole thing is

ine.\pon.4ve, but I have not been able to find one like it in America.
—Anthony's Bulletin. Coleman Selleks.

DUXDEE AND EAST OF SCOTLAND PIIOTOGUAPIIIO
ASSOCIATION.

.\t the meeting of this Association on the Uth ult., the President)

Mr. G. D. Macdougald, gave an address from which we extract as

follows :

—

The two great lines along which photography is advancing are—First,

as a means of furthering the acquisition of scientific fact ; sccon'Jly, as

a means of producing works of art. And he would, indeed, be rash who
would indicate which side or facet of this interesting art science has the

greatest claim to attention.

The art photographer looks upon all technicaUties of the art as secondary
matters. Experience gained during his ordinary work forces liim to

recognise the subtle properties which belong to each lens in what he
terms his battery, and the wonderful nature of the transformations which
occur during the cliemical processes, but these things are interesting only

as means to an end. So Jong as these lenses and processes give pictorial

results which may appeal through the eye to tlie heart or mind, he
troubles himself little about what appears to him as the terribly dry-as-dust

onts and ins of the scientiiic photographer. The other section of workers are

those who look to the scientitio possibilities connected with the art.

They are photographers because this drawing by the action of light on
chemical substances provides them -with a weapon of original research,

and a powerful instrument for adding to human knowledge. The dynamic
or chemical changes which are induced by light are appreciated, in them-
selves, as a kind of side-door through which may bo seen just a little of the
manner of the building of the great mystery which we call tlie universe.

Tlie art enables them to write down things that come and go too fast, or

which through other causes may not be capable of recognition. An un-
generous artist photographer might be apt to laugh at a scientist's

pictures, and to wonder, with some show of reason, why a tiny dot, or a
thin line, or a tongue or Hamc-like mark appearing on a plate, should
give exuberant joy. But such things, insignilioant in themselves, may
have made clear what was before scarcely visible, and have made "the
crooked straight, and the rough places plain ; " altogether giving ground
for as genuine pleasure and satisfaction as the production of a perfect

work on canvas or paper.

The picture maker or photographic artist has a rich field in which to

exercise his talent—a field, moreover, which in the nature of things must
always appeal to a very large, if not the largest, class of persons. It

does not require much thinking to become convinced that the power for

good or evil of pictures is very great. Pictures speak in a universal

longue. Young and old, rich and poor, lettered and unlettered, may look
and understand. The meanest may tike away something which may
enrich, and make nothing the poorer. It has always appeared to me
thai in picture exhibitions and galleries we have as powerful a means as
is easily within reach of doing good—making gentle the manners and
giving tone to a community. Scenes from life, the fruits of the imagina-
tion, and nature herself, are reflected in pictures, and it follows that
pictures must prove in the highest degree attractive so long as nature and
life are interesting.

There has been considerable discussion among photographers on the
one hand, and other picture producers on the other, as to whether photo-
graphy has a right to be considered a fine art, and I would be the last

to drag into review what has appeared to me on more than one occa.sion

to be very unprofitable discussion. Wliether photography be reckoned a
fine art or not, it must be borne in mind that it it has advantages over the
brush, ill one or two particulars it is balanced by weak points, and very
weak ones too.

The absence of colour would not be so much felt if the art was com-

petent to reproduce the photometric valueo o( various colour*. But
in this the ordinary processes of photography fail very congpicnously.

Coloured objects not only cannot bo photographed in coloiu, but the

shades wliich represent those colours in the photograph have not the

proportionate luminosity that th^ colours present to the eye. This is a

very serious defect, and renders photography unable to reproduce certain

effects. The ordinary photograph is a picture which may be compared,

as regards light and shade, to what may be seen while looking through

coloured spectacles. The difficulty of overcoming this defect is increased

by the fact that tlie various sensitive substances used by the photographer

have each their own way of interpreting colour. Iodide of silver gives one

tone value, bromide of silver another, and chloride of silver a third, so

that any attempt to isochromatise, if it be successful, will prove of value

only when used with one or other of the sensitive substances.

Efforts have been made to overcome this shortcoming. These are

based on filtering through coloured media the light which is to operate

on the sensitive material, the colours being adapted to the particular

sensitive material, so as to increase their value in proportion to the want

of sensitiveness for those colours on the part of the plate. I have likened

an ordinary photograph, as regards shade value, to what one may see

through a pair of coloured spectacles. Now, if when looking, say, at a

landscape, through a pair of coloured spectacles, we take another pair of

a colour complementary to the first pan:, and look through both pairs

simultaneously, we will sea the landscape reduced in intensity, but, as

regards shade value, as if wo had no spectacles on at all. An exactly

similar process is adopted in recent photographic methods. The sensi-

tive substance on the plate is acted upon by light which has passed

through a coloured medium, either present as a stain on the plate itself,

or as a piece of coloured glass at the back or in front of the lens. But,

after all, such devices, although they effect an undoubted improvement,

do not altogether overcome the difficulty.

Photographing in colour is yet a thing of the future. It is known that

chloride of silver, under certain conditions, exhibits the various colours

under which it may have been exposed to light. But the effect is fugitive.

The molecular grouping, or vibratory condition which gives rise to the

colour, is at once destroyed on the application of the chemical substances

necessary for fixing. During the present year the newspapers announced

that some fortunate individual had succeeded in photographing in colour

(an announcement which, by the way, has been made at intervals during the

last twenty years), but so far as I know, specimens of the new process have

not yet reached the album of this Association, and we may fairly assume,

although the album is filling very slowly, that specimens, when they do

arrive, will not find room in its pages. And were this photographing in

colour an accomplished fact, I question if it would take the high place

some people are prepared to give it. The most perfect colouring, together

with perfect outline and detail, will not make up for the difference that

exists between a photograph and a painting. The photograph will always

bear an impress as of machine make. We may imagine the photograph

of the future already in existence, and assume the presence of colour

produced by a photographic process— it will then bear as perfect a resem-

blance to nature as is possible, and yet, in my view, the direct painting

will certainly hold its own in point of human interest. And why ? Be-

cause the painting is an interpretation of things, wrought out from first

to last through the living agency of a human being. The photograph

although controlled by mind, and evidently bearing the impress of thought,

is the result of the operation of a machine. The producing force in the

one case is minJ, which carefully and laboriously, and by prolonged effort,

aided only by a bundle of hairs, or a palette knife, converts a few pigments

into a picture. In the other case, although the guiding force necessarily

is mind, the actual producing force may be summed up in the touching

of a spring, and in the operation of lenses and chemical processes. There
is no laborious striving and constant effort of the mind duriug production.

It appears to me that this looking at things through the mind and eyes

of another human being, which in fine constitutes the difference between

pure photography and painting, is the point round which centres the

peculiar interest of direct art, and that which to the end of time will place

painting outwith the reach of an art which calls in the aid of machinery.

Pictures and poetry are two things which are not improved by machinery.

Painting will always be as interesting to the art public as novels are to

the reading public. In both we see in as perfect a way as possible the '

impressions that lite and nature make on our fellow beings. To certain

minds it may appear that painting is a laborious and highly unscientific

method of making a picture as compared with photography, which is so

instantaneous, and so much in keeping with the times, but an impartial

judge must admit that the breath of life which is in the best works of

painted art is not to be found to the same extent in photography. As
well look for the peculiar iioetical force of the opera in a drama.

In one department of pliotography literal representatation by the

camera has become unfashionable. Portraits are not now given to the

public which are altogether the work of the camera. The friction which
existed between the professional portrait photographer and his clients

has resulted in the discovery that pure photography Avill not do, and we
have now in modern portraits, almost without exception, a combination

of camera and pencil. Now, how has this come about ? It nsed to be

quite a popular fancy, and it is so still to a great extent, that the camera
alone will give a faithful and true facial representation. A more or less

dissatisfied sitter was reminded by the photographer that the camera
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eould not lie ; the carefully cherished and apparently axiomatic doctrine

which asserted that any representation was neither worse nor better

looking than the sitter at the moment was brought into requisition. But

all this kind of thing proved of little use against pubHc opinion ;
" against

a sea of trouble " the pencil had to be taken in hand.

Now, speaking mildly, the tendency of the camera alone is to produce a

portrait which does not flatter; and speaking with scientific accuracy,

the unaided camera does not give a true and faithful representation of the

human face. The human face is a more or less red-coloured object, and

any line, or depression, or mark, or the most mildly coloured freckle, is

magnified in intensity out of all proportion to the intensity as seen by

the eye. The light emanating from lines, hollows, or other inequalities

is altered through reflection and absorption, and of course does not

possess a photographic effect on the plate equal to the luminosity appre-

ciated by the eye. The photographer, through pressure of unsatisfied

clients, and a wish to do his best at any hazard, has found a remedy, as

I have already indicated, in the pencil ; and in using his remedy we cannot

very much object if he errs a little towards idealisation, and the produc-

tion of portraits which do occasionally pleasantly astonish those who
have a mild opinion of their own good looks, but which in the majority

of cases, after all, come but barely up to expectation and self-appreciation.

The pencil, then, has already taken its place permanently as an implement
in the photographic artists' tool-box, and no instrument has a better right

to be there for the correction of defective tones or shades.

Whether it is legitimate to materially alter form as well as shade I do

not dare to express more than a very humble opinion. I observed not

very long ago a photograph of Mrs. Langtry, in which, with the aid of Ihe

pencil, some inches—I was about to say three or four, but I hesitate to

say so much—were neatly cut off her waist, and an inch and a half—

I

am perfectly certain about that Agnre—was sliced off what had been in

the original photograph her shoulders. Is this legitimate? Well, I

am inclined to think, yes, so long as it is done so well as to baffle detec-

tion. I do not, in this instance, mean to affirm that the camera lied as

to Mrs. Langtry's actual form or contour, which apparently, in the view

of the artist, required some slight modification. On the contrary, I be-

lieve what was tried to be hidden was very nearly, if not quite the truth,

and what was wanted to be shown was very decidedly not the truth, and
yet with this plainly before me I confess I was quite pleased that

the artist had done something to assist nature. I am personally quite

willing to look at a carved figure—something moulded into bewitching

proportions— if it be well and cleverly done, and, above all, beautiful.

In the pencil the portrait photographer possesses an instrument of

Mephistophelian power. The old are made young, and the plump are

sliced down. Things, by the force of circumstances, are no longer kept

as they are. ComiJlete power is given to make them, from the artistic

point of view, as they ought to be. And it cannot be gainsaid that things

should be made, even in a forcible manner, as they ought to be.

In pure landscape work, is the use of the pencil legitimate? In
"doctoring" a negative are we stooping to something which we onght
to keep secret and be ashamed of ? So long as the object in taking a

picture is pictorial effect and not that a Procurator-Fiscal or Coroner may
use it in their professional capacity, then every available aid is perfectly

legitimate, and instead of being ashamed to admit that a negative has been
"doctored," pride should be taken in the amount of judgment and skill

displayed towards enhancing effect. Doctoring and masking for cloud effect

is now, by general consent, allowed, but anything further on a landscape is

as yet looked on, by some at least, as outside what should be allowed,

say, to compete in a photographic exhibition. If I may be permitted to

express my opinion, I think that the use of the pencil or brush to modify
negatives ought to be encouraged amongst the members of such societies

as this, for in and by it we have a means of raising the art of picture pro-

duction to a high level, and combining the undoubted advantages of

photography with the supreme advantages of direct art.

It may be advanced by those opposed to this view, that were it carried

into effect, the sharp line which separates photographic from direct art-

work would disappear, and in many cases it would be difficult to say of

particular pictures how much was photograph and how much was not.

On the other hand, it will be admitted that the most elaborate retouching
of a negative will never take from it the characteristics of a photo-picture,

and allowing this were not the case, it is a question whether the sharp
line which separates the arts should not be suppressed as much as

possible. Is it of importance that we should discover how much is due
to the operation of one tool and how much to another ? While looking
at some masterful painting, do we ask how many models have been before

the artist during its production ? in other words, how much is copy and
how much is imagination ? As a rule, we are content with the result of

copy and imagination in any proportion, if there be produced a thing of

BUfEcient interest or beauty to give pleasure. I think we may look
forward to great development in the application of direct art to photo-
graphy, with a corresponding increase in interest and artistic excellence.

The headquarters of tlie Cardiff Society nalTowly escaped serious damage in

the early morn of tlie l.'ith instant. The telejilioue rooms on the same floor

suffered severely, and the adjacent lecture theatre, together with four shops,
wpre completely gutted.

itrrettngjS of SocCetCe^.

MEETINCS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting.

November 21 .

» 22 ..

22 ..

,, 23 ..

24 ..

2t •
24 ..

,, 24 ..

Name of Society.

Notts
Great Britain (Technical) ..

Bolton Club
Photograpbic Club
Burton-on-Trent
Liverpool Amateur ,

Oldham
London and Provincial

Place of Heetiug.

Institute, 9, Shakespeare-street.
5a, Pall Mall East.
The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street,E.C,

Royal lustitution, Colquilt-str >et.

The Lyceum, Oldham.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street*

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thursday night, November 10, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the aliove

Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, Loudon, Mr. J. Traill

Taylor presided.

The C^iairman exhibited a pneumatic shutter invented by Mr. Perken, jun.,

which gave either instantaneous or time exposures of any dur.ation at will. It

had an aluminium flap which was actuated by a circular plate in such a manner
as to avoid all vibration or jar from tlie up ami down motions. Although
operated by a pneumatic ball and tube, this was not a necessity in its construc-

tion, as there was also a small trigger tiy which the exposure could be made.
He (the Chairman) eon.sidered it one of tlie best shutters he had seen, and, in

reply to a question, said it was manufactured by Perken, Son, & Rayment.
The .shutter was passed around and examined with much attention, and

elicited expressions of approval.
Mr. Cooke exhibited a negative covered with objectionable stains which he

thought might have been caused by the possible use of an unclean dish which
had contained perchloride of iron.

Mr. A. Cowan thought from the colour that it was an iron deposit.

Mr. W. M. Ashman said tliat in such case it was best to soak the plate for

some time in water, and thcu treat it with cyanide of potassium ; any faint

blue colour afterwards left would not be likely to interfere with printing.

Mr. W. Bedford remarked that tlie stains upon the plate were in tearS) so

seemed to have been formed in the process of drying.

Mr. Buchanan Wollaston said that the jilate appeared to have been
splashed with some solution.

Mr. C. Heinrich Tbinks thought that removing the iron stain with cyanide
of potassium would be likely to reduce the neg.ative a little.

Mr. H. M. S.MITH had that ilay s])oiIt some negatives by dropping pyrogallol
solution over them ; it had .acted upon the jilates for an hour before he became
aware of the accident.

Mr. HiQoiNS suggested that citric acid and alum might remove the pyrogallol

spots.

Mr. Everett thought that makers should put more emulsion upon their

plates ; he had been working upon an interior wliich gave a good picture upon
a properly coated plate and a bad one upon all thinly coated plates.

The Chairman said that anything dark in optical contact with the back of
the plate would stop halation.

Mr. W. Cobb remarked that as halation existed in nature he did not see why
it should not be reproduced in photographs ; he had seen beautiful jiictorial

effects produced by so-called halation.

Mr. CooKB said that the eye did not see halation as produced in photographs.
Mr. Cowan had taken a photograph by dayliglit of a dead body witli four

lighted candles near it ; the wet process was used, and he went to lunch during
the exposure. When the plate was developed an oval w.as above the top of

each candle, produced by the lowering of the flame as the candle burnt down.
Mr. F. W. Cox h.id taken notes in a public exhibition of certain paintings

in which the artists had purposely iutroduced what photographers call hala-

tion, notably in one instance in which the edges of trees were softened, the
background being the light of the setting sun.

The Chairman said th.at a member desired to call attention to a statement
in an American journal about a negative which included an alleged rainbow,
which negative had been exhibited before a London society some time .ago by
Mr. Plunier, who had received it from a friend.

Mr. Cooke remarked that it was no rainbow, but a rope or something of

that kind out of focus.

Mr. Trinks had recently, at Molde, in Norway, seen a rainbow with four

others beneath it—five rainbows in all. He regretted tliat he had no camera
with him at the time.

Mr. J. Jackson exhibited the lantern slides accidentally coloured ly a gold
deposit, as described at a previous meeting.

Mr. Cooke remarked that the colours had accidentally distributed them-
selves upon the jilates in such a manner as to represent fine sunsets.

Mr. L. Medland exhibited a lautern slide in which a warm brown image harl

been obtained by Iiydrokinone development. He also exhibiteil another plate

on which dark spots h,ad flashed oat in the first moments of develoimient.
Mr. Ashman said that the spots were due to an imperfectly cleaned glass

plate. When a plate is cleane<l with wliiting the latter may lodge in any
minute holes in the plate and afterw.ards cause spots, especially In the wet
process.

Mr. Thinks had been experimenting with Professor Abbe's new microscopic

eye-piece for projections ; it gave an exceedingly flat field and equal illumiiua-

tion. The eye-jiicce w.as a valuable new auxiliary in iihoto-micrograjihic work.

The Chaih.man asked whether it could not be made of larger size for larger

objects, such as lantern .slides, so as to project more perfectly defined images
upon the screen.

Mr. Trinks saw no reason why that could not be done. Tlie new eye-piece

permitted the use of diaphragms and the distance between the lenses could be

varied.

The Chairman said that the tiny locket lense» no.v on .siile at a cheap rate

would project large objects, such as flies, admirably with a good light.
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Mr. Trimks added that Abbe's eye-piece had several reflecting surfaces,
nevertheless, the avaikhlo liglit was utilised to more ailvantage by its aid.

Long exjiosures did not matter for most photo-microsraphic work if tlie spring
of tlie line ailjustmunt screw were removed to prevent change of focus by cliange
ol temperature.

Mr. J. J. Brioinshaw stated tliat another remedy was to let the instrument
gjt thoroughly and equally warm before commencing operations. The best
Dglish microscopes had not the spring spoken of by Mr. Triuks, but an

exceedhigly fine screw in place thereof.

The Ghairman asked Mr. Jackson whether ho knew how M. Nadar obtained
almost chocolate tones in his bromide enlargements.

Mr. Jack.son did not know. Could the Cliairman tell him

!

The Chairman thought tliat instead of tlirowing away the old ferrous
oxalate develojier it was kept and used again and again ; the longer it was
kept in vise the better tones did it give. A good way to keep the ferrous
ox.alate developer in solution was to have a little spout at the bottom of the
bottle, to whicli spout an indiarubber tube was attached ; after drawing olT
what was wanted the uioutli of the tube was passed tlirougli the neck of the
Iwttle, so tliat it remained below the level of the surface of the iron solution.
That surface was covered with paraffin oil to protect it from the action of the
atmospliere.

Messrs. Herbert Fryj Norman Macbeth and D. W. Allen, were elected
members of the Association,

CAMERA CLUB.
On Tluirsday, November 10, Mr. W. H. Hyslop read a paper entitled Marine
Phiitographi/. Mr. Lyonel Clark occupied the chair. The screens and walls
of the room were adoined with pictures all bearing on tlie subject of the
evening, a course wliicli will be adopted in future, as, for instance, on the 24th»wlien Enlanjiiuj comes on for discussion. In tlie course of Ids paper Mr!
Hyslop gave a general description of his apparatus and of Iiis method of
working his large camera at sea, and expressed an opinion tliat a certain
amount of seamanship was requisite in photographing moving vessels from a
vessel itself in motion.

Mr. A. Hamu.tdn Clakk followed with particulars of Iiis experiences, and
the discussion was carried on Ijy Messrs. G. Davison, C. Burton Barber, E. R.
Shipton, Moeus, A. Deed, J. F. Roberts, and Plomer.

Tlie Chaibman, in conclusion, gave an address upon the same subject, and
explained a talile he had prepared from a well-known formula for tiuding the
distance (lens and plate being given) at which an object of a certain size would
about fill tlie plate.

Tlie suliject for Thursday, November 24, is Enlarging, when Mr. D. P.
Rodgers will read a paper, and Messrs. Austin, Lyonel Clark, BoIden,'and
others, will aiTange to follow and show examples. Meeting at eight p.m.

^

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
The Exhibition of tlie Photograpliic Society of Great Britain was open ou the
Jlth instant for tlie benefit of tlie Benevolent Association, and was exceedingly
well attended.

Mr. T. Sebastian Davis, addressing tlie assembly, said on behalf of the
Committee of the Photographers' benevolent Association he desired to express
CTatibcation that such a large iinmber of ladies and gentlemen were present
that evening, thereby showing a widespread sympathy with the movement.
He then briefiy alluded to the objects of tlie Society, and especially its
important function of, as far as possible, procuring employment for members,
the best means of preventing them falling into a ueetly condition. Tlie
bociety, he said, founded in 1873, had of late made rapid strides. Since they
inet in the Exhibition Gallery last year all present would be interested to
learn that no less than one hundred and forty new members liad been elected.

k
He was glad the Photographic Society of Great Britain fully recognised the
daims of the Benevolent A.ssociation and gave the Committee a helping hand.
He considered it a duty of every photographic society in the country to help
forward the aims of the Photographers' Benevolent Association by strengthen-
ing the hands of the Committee.

Slides lent by the following gentlemen were then shown on the screen:—_ Messrs. Wilson, Short, Davison, Samuels, Briginshaw, Klosz, H. M. Smith,
Cj. Smith, EnglamI, Freshwater, Pilkington, and Hastings; Messrs. Brigin-
nhaw, Clifton, and Mackie acting as Lantern Commitee.
At the conclusion of the lantern display. Professor W. F. Donkin projected

an image of the electric arc used in the lantern on tlie screen, and gave a lucid
explanation of what takes place at the carbon poles in the production of an
intense electric light.

Mr. Davis, in terminating the proceedings, thanked the visitors for their
presence, and hojied they had enjoyed the disi.lav of .so many excellent trans-
p.arencies. He desired to tender the thanks of the meeting to those gentlemen
wlio had kindly lent slides, and to the Council of tlie Photographic Society for
the u.se of their Exiiibition.

These remarks were received with much applause ; so also was the announce-
ment that three hundred and seventy persons had passed the turnstile that
evening, meaning a considerable addition to tlie funds.

BOLTON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of the above Society was held at the Baths, Bridgman-
street, on Thursday, November 3.

The Hon. Tre.asurer, Mr. C. K. Dalton, produced his accounts for audit,
which were pronounced correct, and a decent balance to carry forward

Ihe ballot pajiers were then counted and the following gentlemen declared
elected to the Cq\X]i<i\i ,—Presklent ; Mr, J, R. Wn\sou.— Vke-Pmi<knts:

Messrs. R. Harwood, T. Parkinson, E. N. Ashwortli, J. W. Cundey, W,
Knowles, and J. W. Hawksworth.—C'ounci/.- Messrs. J. Boothroyd, J. Leaih,

R. Mercer, J. Lomax, Thomas Davis, ami William Laithwaite.—y/o». Trea-

surer: Mr. C. K. Dalton.—//ott. Secretary: Mr. B. H. Abbatt.
Messrs. J. H. Cowan, Walter Staton, W. F. Bowen, and A. Harper were

elected members.
The Secretaby then read the annual report, which was ajiproveiL

Mr. W. Laithwaite exhibited one of Newman's patent di«iihrngmatio time
shutters, which wa.s much admired.

Tlie Secretary exhibited one of B. Tlioman's (of Leicester) Simplex changing
box and dark slide combined.

There wan a lantern exhibition by Mr. W. Boothroyd, and Mr. J. Boothroyd
showed some ninety slides ho had made, many of which were higUy
commended.
The meeting dispersed shortly after ten o'clock.

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The second indoor meeting of tlie winter session of this Society was held In

their Rooms, 33, Victoria-street, on Tuesday, November 8, when upwards of
fifty members were present to witness a demonstration on Printing and
Enlarging on Brmnide Paper, by Mr. Thomas Scotton [see page 729]. The
Srocess, as deftly manipulated by Mr. Scotton, was much admired, lioth in the
evelopment of the enlargements and in the printing of pictures from small

negatives by the aid of an ordinary gas flame.

Discussion upon various questions ensued, and votes of thanks were passed
to Mr. Scotton for his excellent paper and demonstration, and to Mr. B. Keeue
for presiding.

*

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual fortnightly meeting of the above Society was held at the Technical
Schools, Bridge-street, Birmingham, on November 10,—Mr. A. Pumphrey in
the chair.

Mr. John Graham Keys was elected a member.
The Hon. Secretary (Mr. J. H. Pickard) read a letter from Mr. W. J.

Harrison, proposing a new rule, that three Vice-Presidents should be elected
for the ensuing year, and offering to resign the office of Vice-President. Also
letters from Mr. R. Godfrey, oft'ering a paper, subject, Don't ; and from Mr.
E. H. Jaques, subject. The Land of the Midnight Sun; from Mr. W. Tjlar,
paper on Double Contact Printing as aj)pUrd to Lantern Slides; and prizes
were offered by Messrs. A. Constantine, F. Hoskins, E. H. Jaques, and W.
Tylar, the first-named mentioning as competition for his prize "Stereoscopic
work," saying he thought this class of work had been sadly reglected of late

years. He also read the list of twenty-oue names nominated for election at the
annual meeting ou the 24tli instant, from which the officers and Council for

the ensuing year will have to be selected
; also the attendance list of Council

for the past year ; and gave notice of proposed new rules and alterations.

A number of frames filled with very tiue jihoto-micrographs on Eastman
bromide ii.aper were shown Ijy Mr. J. F. Hall Edwards, which were much
admired, and the thanks of the meeting were given to the exhibitor for the loan
of the same.

Mr. E. C. MiDDLETON then gave his paper on Collotype and I'hoto-litho-

graphy. He exhibited a fine collection of collotype prints, and explained the
process of their production from the taking of the negative to the finished
prints. He then went more fully into the process of ijhoto-lithography, and
successfully iuked up several transfers from line subjects. Afterwards he
entered with great minuteness into the carbon process, and gave a very prac-
tical demonstration, from the sensitising of the tissue to the finished print,
including development on both opal and paper. In the course of his remarks
he mentioned the ease with which these can now be done from the Eastman
Company's strijiping films, througli being able to print from either side of the
film negative. Single transfer only is needed, thus obviating the extra troulale

and time taken up by double Transfer.

The lecturer was listened to with great attention and received much applause.

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the above was lield in the Free Public Library on
Thursday evening, the 10th instant,—The President (Mr. J. A. Forrest) in the
chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting Iiaving been read and ]iassed, the elec-
tion of olHcers for 1888 was proceeded with, when the following gentlemen
were unanimously elected, viz. :

—

President: John H. Day.

—

Vice-President

:

Paul Ijtinge.—Treasurer: Elward Whalley.

—

Auditors: F. Evans and A. W.
Conu^h.— Council': A. W. Itecr, B. J. Sayce, G. A. Kenyon, M.D., J. A.
Forrest, H. H. Williams, W. P. Riley, R. W. Hill, H. Lupton, P. H. Phillips,

and T. C. James.

—

Secretary : George A. Carruthers, Woodhey, Rock Ferry.
A hearty vote of thanks, proposed liy Mr. A. W. Beer, and seconded by

Mr. B. J. Sayce, was tendered Mr. Forrest for his indefatigable exertions on
behalf of the Association, in which lioth geutlenieu spoke of his unvarying
courtesy and savoir-faire during the three years he had occupie<l the chair.

In replying, Mr. Forrest, among other matters, alluded to the fact that he
was theu celebrating his jubdee of photograjihy, and handed rouml photo-
graphs of several jiioiieers of the art, cullaborateurs with himself when he first

commenced its practice.

The annual report and Treasurer's accounts were read and p-assed, the latter
showing a balance in hand to the credit of the As.sociation of 11/. 2s. IM.
The resignation of the Vice-President, Mr. H. N. Atkins, through failing

health, was received with resrret, his labours on behalf of the Association being
liighly appreciated.

The annual comjictitiou prints were handed in during the evening, the new
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medals of the Association offered as prizes having apparently a favourable

influence on their nnmlier and quality as compared witli previous years. The
Judges, Messrs. G. E. Tlionipson, E. Hartley, and H. J. Whiteside, unani-

mously awarded the prizes as follows:—Silver medals ;
" Best picture," John

H. Day; "Best set of pictures," H. Lupton. Bronze medals: "A pretty

face," George A. Carrutliers ; "Village street view," A. W. Beer; "Flower
study," James A. Forrest; "Instantaneous," H. Lupton; "Animal study,"

George A. Camithers ; "Winter scene," Paul Lange,
The uuniher of competitors in comparison with tlie strength of the Associa-

tion not being as large a.s they should be, it was felt that the present mode of

awarding the jirizes, viz., for previously selected subjects, was capable of

iniiirovement. Mr. J. H. Day, tlierefore, to test the feeling of tlie luemliers

on tlie suljject, brouglit forward the following recommendation :
—" Tliat tlie

system which has hitherto jirevailed of selecting special subjects for annual
competition lie abolished, and that in place thereof a silver and bronze meilalbe
awarded for the two best sets of six pictures respectively, irrespective of subject

or size, which may be sent in upon a date selected by the Council, of which
due notice be given upon the circular."

An animated discussion pr» and cmt then took place, but, on being put to

the vote, the proposal in its original form was passed by a large majority.

In reference to the above plan of giving medals for the best pictures of six

specially selected studies, Mr. Sayce said he had always considered such a
practice was no test of skill on the part of the prize winners, but that success

m such conipetitit'iis was principally attributable to opportunities of securing

such subjects under the most favourable circumstances ; and those who had
most time and funds at their disjiosal had a much better chance of carrying off

the medals than others viho, i>erliaps more skilful, did not possess the advan-
tage of liberty to roam in search of models. In athletic competitions, for

example, all candidates for the jirize must be presmt when the moment for

trial arrives
;
prizes for a race are not awardeil to those who run the same

distance in different localities, but all must assemble at the same spot and do
their best, under fixed conditions, to secure the coveted jirize. He considered

that the only fair way of awarding a ju'ize for best work of a society was to

have a day and rendezvous appointed when .all desirous of ascertaining their

relative jiosition as pliotographers should assemble, and, no matter what might
be the state of the weather— fine, windy, wet, or foggy—each sliouhl do his

utmost to arrive at the best jihotographic and artistic reproduction of the
neighbourhood selected ; all conditions being thus equal the award to .skill

would be more truly granted.
After consiilerable discussion as to conditions, in which Mr. Beer suggested

that t'.ie number of exposures should be limited to six, Mr. Sayck projjosed the
following resolution, whicli was secondeil by Mr. P. L.\nge :— "That, on a

given day, and at a given ivniiezrniis, members of the Birkenhead Photo^ra])liic

Association shall meet for the ))uipose of testing their skill in photogi'aiihy and
artistic treatment of subject, and that on such occasion only six exposures
shall be made by each competitor, and a resulting print from the untouched
negative of every exposure sliall be handed in by the conipetitor at the second
ordinary meeting after such outdoor meeting, and that the Judges shaU award
a silver medal for the best and a bronze medal for the second best set of six

exposures."
The idea met with the approval of the members, and the resolution, on a

show of hands being called for, was carried.

Mr. H. WiLKlXBOx remarked that he hailed the innovation with much
pleasure, for, only having had some three days' holiday, all of which with one
exception were wet, he had been entirely debarred from entering this year's

competition.

This being all the business there was to transact, the meeting broke up.

LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
A nEon.Ait meeting of the above Society was held in the Mayor's parlour. Old
Town Hall, on November t',— Mr. George Bankart, President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmeil.

Two members were proposed and two members balloted for and unani-
mously elected.

Tlie Pbesident then called on Mr. Wilkinson to^give his promised demon-
stration on Jlroiitide Printinfj and JUevdnpment^ more particularly with
re!'erciice to double lU'inting from clouil negatives.

In his opening remarks, Mr. Wilkinsox ])remised that he was unable to
understand why amateurs .so persistently stuck to silver printing when the
beautiful results which the bromide pajiers gave could be obtained with ease
and success. Carbon and platinum piinting, both giving results excellent in

their way, could only be practised by daylight, while the Eastman bromide
paper, with little attention, would give results eipialling either. In proof of
which assertion, he proceeded to demonstrate by printing by gaslight from a
somewhat dense negative of Tintern Abbey, and by an arrangement of masks
roughly cut out of pajier and registered in two frames ; he inserted in the print
a double yii'int from a separate cloud negative, the result showing an admirably
exjiosed jirint witli the clouds faithfully rendered.

After explaining in exicnso the detiil of the process, and replying to several
questions asked by members, a vote of thanks, proposed by Mr. Tccker and
seconded by Mr. Heklev, was unanimously accorded to Mr. Wilkinson for his
useful and iustnietive address.

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The opening meeting of the Session was held on Thursday, November 3, in tlie

Philosophical Society's Rooms, 207, Bath-street,—Mr. William Lang, jun.,
F.C.S., presiding.

Minutes of last meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. Andrew Bryce, Engineer, 13, Abercromby-street, was unanimou.sly

admitted a member.
The President now vacated the chair for the luirjiose of delivering his opening

address, and the Vice-President (Mr. A. Robertson) occi^iied the chair during
the re.it of the meethig.

Tlie subject of Mr. Lang's address was Photography on the Continent, and,

being illustrated by some splendid examples of lichtdruck, phototype, and
photogravure prints, proved exceedingly interesting.

Mr. Lano, as convener of the Photograpliic Section of the Glasgow Inter-

national Exhibition, 1S8S, was delegated to proceed to the priiicip.al cities on

tlie Continent for the purpose of procuring exhibits. He, therefore, gave a

graphic account of his travels ; the various toivns lie had visited ; the men well

known in ]ihotograiihy, such as Vidal, Stebbing, Liesegang, Obemetter, Otto,

&c., he liad come in'coiitact with; tlie studios and photo-engraving works

he liail been kindly permitted to see through ; anrl ii.aiiy little things which

occurred en route; the whole proving very interesting and racy, and was

thoroughly enjoyed by all present.

President's Adduess.

Gentlemen,— Since our last meeting a trood deal has happeueil that is not without

interest to a Photographic Association such as oars. The Photo^-aphic Convention

of the United Kingdom held its second meeting in our own town early in July, and

that it was a success I think no one will be prepared to liisputo. Wo wore favoured,

on the whole, with charming weather tor the excursions, and the pliotographio

material in the shape of papers brought forward night after night dnriup the week

the Convention lasted w.as a sufficient evidence that photography is by no means to

be considered dormant, that whether we regard it as an art or as a science, it possesses

a vitality that is all its own. I need not enlarge further on this matter, but simply

express the hope that when the nest meeting comes to be held in Birmingham, as

many of our members who can possibly spare the time will wend their way southwards

next summer to Birmingham, to testify by tbeir presence their interest in the annual

gathering of the photographers of the United Kingdom.

Gentlemen, time rolls on and each succeeding year brings with it its invariably

series of clmnges. Since last we met two lionoured names have pas^e 1 away—Tunny,
of Edinburgh, and Robert Hunt, F.IJ.S., of London. With the former many of our

members had a personal acquaintance, while the fame of the latter was not confined

to our own shore.''. What man interested in photoginxphy is there who has not heard

of Hunt's Rcseni-ches on Lijht? Nor is his Annual of Photography to be reckoned as

worthy of less notice th.an the Rcscnrche:^. Tnie, it has been superseded by other

treatises and other manuals, but thi^ has been due to the progressive natnre of our

art. This manual went through many editions, and it is interesting to note that tha

publishers were a Glasgow firm, Richard GrilRn & Co., and formed a volume of the'r

EncychjufiUn Mcti-opoUtana. A copy of the two works in question lies on the table,

as also two others from llunt's pen, Panthen, the Spirit of A^nfiij-e, and Tlw Poetry of

Science. The later editions of Ure's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactttreit, and Mines were

edited with Hunt's name attached. Hunt for many years has not identified liiiuself

witli matters i)hotogr..phic. That the work he has done still bears good fruit, I may
perhaps be permitted to st.ato the fact that while at Vienna Dr. Eder mentioned to

me that althongh he had access to Hunt's Researches on Liyht in one of the publ'.o

libraries in Vienna, he had not so far secured a copy for himself. I told him that on

my return to Glasgow I would bo able to put this right, and accordingly, having

picked up a copy at a seoon'1-h.and bookshop, I posted it to him without delay. One

word more regarding the i?(?8('arclic8 and I am done, and it is this, that there is no

work in our own or any other language th,at is so full of suggestive material for the

photogi'apli;c experimentalist, and thit, although it is now thirty-three years since

the first edition was published, much of the original matter therein brought forward

by the author has never further been added to. It may not be without intoiest to

state that at the first meeting of the first Pho'.ographic Socitty in Glasgow, with the

late Sheriff Bell in the chair. Hunt was present. The date of this meeting was March

8, 1854, on which occasion the late Jabez Hughes read a paper on The Prospects and

Profjress of Photography. All the information I have on the subject regarding Hunt's

part in the proceedings of that evening's programme is that he addressed the meeting.

Are there any members present who can further enlighten us ?

Before passing on to the more immediate subject matter of my communication this

evening, perhaps I may be allowed to refer for a moment or two to those cLassieal

researches of Carey Lea's which have been published during the term of our rtcesi

nor do I purpose taking up your time by going into the production of the colonred

compounds to which Lea has given the i ame of photo-chloride, photo.iodicie, and

photo-bromide of silver (it will be within your recollection I discoursed on these in

my paper at the Convention), but simply to refer to a Later communication in which

Carey Lea described what.he called " image transfen-ence." This consisted in taking

paper eovcred with a salt of silver, other than a haloid salt, say a tartrate, and

exposing to li-^ht, and afterwards in the dark room applying a solution of hydrochloric

or hvdrobromic acid, then a solution of dilute nitric acid, to be followed by washing.

On .applying the developer the effect produced by light in the first instance was made

manifest. I have always been expecting to see some English experimentalist goinj

into these m.attors, and giving us some further insight into these unlookod for pheno-

mena. Another most interesting experiment brought forward by Carey Lea for the

first time is that of the application of a solution of sodium, hypophosphite which

works the same change upon a silver haloid, giving a developable image exactly as if

the salt had been exposed to the impact of light. It has been ascertained that th 3

salt in question acts in no way as a developer, and the outcome of the whole of Lea's

work may be bricfiy .set down as an attempt (and I think a successful one) to ostablisli

the identity of what is known as the latent image with the coloured photographic

compounds, produced in quantity by the various methods detailed in the original

memoir. These researches have opened up a fresh field for those interested in the

photo-chemistry of our art, and whether practical applications may or may not follow

in their wake, the American investigator is entitled to receive from the hands of an

Association such as ours a full recognition of the .good work fone.

At the close of the aiidresa he handed round a detective camera of foreign

make for going inside the vest, the lens protruding through a buttonhole, an I

being juovided with a .shutter for snap shots.

The Chairman, in proposing a vote of tlianks to Mr. Lang, said they were

greatly indebted to him for the very vivid description which he had given them

of his tour and the many fine specimens of photo-mechanical work he had

brought back with him and wdiich had been placed before the meeting.

Through the kindness of Mrs. Badeii-Pritcliard, the llrst iiicture i>rocured

by the action of liglit by Niepce was handed round. This picture, done ill

1827, had been brought by Niepce to this country to illustrate his paper read

before the Roval Society, and had been presented by him to the Secretary of
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tlio Roynl Sotiety, ami nftcr a time liiul fallen to the late Mr. Baden-Pritchanl
at nil ntictioii xnle.

The original memoir of Nience that had been read at the same time when the
liictiiru was exhiliiteil was also haii(le<l roiiiKl, ami, after tlie meml>ers had
ixnniiiied liotli, n hearty vote of tlianl<s was ncconied Mrs, Baden-Pritclianl for
lier liiiKlness in allowing this interesting relic to be exhibited.
There t)eing no otlier bnsiness, the Chairman intimated that a iioi>Hlar

meeting would be Iiidd on tlie lOtli instant, wlien Mr. Armstrong would lecture

;

and, after a vole of thanks to the Chairman, tlie meeting separated.

CARDIFF AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The November meeting of the above Society was helil on Friday, the llth
instant, at headquarters,—The President, Mr. S. W. Allen, in the chair.
The following gentlemen were elected ordinary members :—Messrs. Horton,

Travers, F. Thomas, and \V. IT. Thomas.
A communication was read from the Town Clerk rit National Institute for

Wales, and Messrs. Allen and Kellar were deputed to watch the interests of
tlie Society.

The second annual meeting was afterwanls held and largely attendeil.
The report as presented was taken as read, received and adopteil.
Tlie otiicers for the ensuing year were elected as follows :

—

President : Mr.
Alexander Kellar.— Vice-l'resk'lenls : Messrs. H. Dyer and S. W. Allen.
Hon. Treusurer : Mr. G. H. Wills, jun.—//««. Secretary: Mr. G. H. Bedford.
A piivate e.xhibition was also held, and although short notice had been

given, a most interesting collection was brought together, embracing all the
ditferent jiroccsses. A chief feature was the enlargenients shown, many of
tliese being extremely well executed.
Although not definitely decided upon, we understand either a public exhi-

bition or iviiversazione will shortly be held.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman and jmst officers tcniiinatcd an agreeable
evening,

t3' Con-eejxmdentt should nmtr write on both sides of tht pafier.

PH0T0-MICB0GEAPH3 AT PALL MALL.

To the Editors.

Gen-tlemen,—There is liardly a line iu Mr. Evans's letter to you
dated Nov. i, to which I might not, if so inclined, take exception, not
personally but from a scientific point of view. But your space and my
time are too limited to justify me in following Mr. Evans specifically into
his extraordinary explanations and statements.
Even his first letter in no way offended me personally— if Mr. Evans

was not hurt by it certainly I was not ; in proof of which I sought and
obtained a personal interview with Mr. Evans, not with intent to assault
or batter, but to talk matters over in a quiet way. At that interview I
told Mr. Evans, as quietly as might be, my opinion of his work, so that I
need not say anything about it here.

At this interview I learned that Mr. Evans had not read any of the
accepted classics of bacteriology—in other words, that he knows nothing
whatever about it. He appears to have read some wonderful hook by a
Dr. Gai-th Wilkinson, truly wonderful if it says that inoculation and
vaccination '• tramjile upon Nature's safeguards and wisdoms." But as
Mr. Evans confesses himself an unfit receptacle for argument I need not
pursue this subject. But I must say some of Mr. Evans's assertions (as
that bacteria " are only found in the later stages of disease ") are fairly
(/("/matic for one who confesses to know nothing of such matters, as he
dees in his letter by implication and did to me directly.

There was no coi-ert detraction in Mr. Evans's statement that my
prints would make fine " decorative designs." It was good plain English.

If there is one thing to be avoided above all others in photo-
micrography it is the attempt to make "pretty pictures"—" a love of the
beautiful and artistic,'' as Mr. Evans puts it. The beautiful and artistic
in this sense may be found elsewhere, and may be as easily rendered by
ordinary photography as by micro-photography, with much less risk of
doing harm by misrepresentation. One of the first lessons the photo-
micrographer has to learn is to dismiss all thoughts of pictoiial effect.
Of course, if Mr. Evans's only object in writing his first letter was not

to make invidious comparisons between his work and mine, but only to
draw me out in a jocular letter, then I am pleased to note that in his
flattering opinion he succeeded. As he can blush to his very soul no
doubt he can also laugh in his very tendo AchiUis.

I do not propose to continue this discussion. Mr. Evans got his
medal, and I hope he will do it again. I got mine, and I hope that my
work may be greatly improved before next Pall Mall Show.—I am,
yours, &o., Ancbew Pbinqle.

Jiexletj Heath, November 12, 1887.

BACTEElOLOGy.
To the Editors.

Gentlemex,—As the subject of bacteriology has been introdnced into
yonr columns, you will, perhaps, allow me to add a word or two which

Bhall be strictly matter of fact, and shall not deal with dispnted matter*,
though it can hardly be said to have any direct bearing on photography.
Mr. Evans appears to me to abandon an entrenchment which is well
capable of scicntifio defence, and the question which lie opens can only
be permanently decided on the grounds of scientific fact, and by the
assistance of that bacteriology which ho contemns. It is now undisputed
that the protection against smallpox given by vaccination is much less
absolute than was supposed by Dr. Jenner, while careful analysis of
statistics has shown tliat some of those which appeared strongest in its
favour were really influenced by other canses. It is equally undisputed
that vaccine inocnlation may be the means of commanicating more
serious diseases; and even calf-lymph is in this respect not abore
suspicion. The ready communication of tubercular disease by accidental
inoculation (see Klein, Micro-orniiiiismK mid Disease, third edition, p. 218),
is also matter for serious consideration. The point, then, for discussion
is whether the degree of protection obtained is worth the risk in-
curred, and especially whether the balance in its favour is so clear as
to justify the interference with jiersonal liberty involved in compulsory
vaccination.

With regard to Pasteur, all who have studied his work in other
directions than that of rabies, while they must recognise his splendid
genius and brilliant experimenting, are bound to regret a certain pre-
cipitancy in accepting conclusions which renders him an unsafe guide
to follow without mature reflection. His so-called " vaccination " for
anthrax has been shown by eminent ]':nglish bacteriologists to entail
greater risks than advantages, and it is gravely suspected by many that
the same is true of his latest discovery.—I am, yours, <tc.,

Tijneinouth, November 13, 1887. H^nbt B. Pbocter.

SULPHUB AND GELATINO-BBOMIDE PEINTS.

To the EwTOBS.

Gentlemen,—On page 692 of your present volume you insist on the
absolute necessity of eUmination of acid before fixing gelatino-bromide
prints to prevent siilphuration. Without questioning the expediency of

this on general principles, it seems evident from recent experiments that

these prints are very differently affected by sulphur to those on albu-

menised paper. I may also draw your attention to the opinion on
sulphur-toning of these prints {Iinlructioii in Pliutoyraphy, fifth edition,

p. 191), expressed by Captain Abney, who says, "It is the organic com-
pound of silver which gives rise to fading, and net the sulphuration of the
metallic silver. Sulphide of silver is about as permanent a silver com-
pound as can exist, and there can be no danger of its fading." Where
such eminent "doctors " differ there is clearly some room for inquiry ; and
from a practical point of view the question is worth settling, as Eastman
paper can be toned with sulphide of ammonium to a colour not unlike

albumenised paper.—I am, yours, d-c, Hexby B. Pbocteb.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.

To the EniTORS.

Gentlemen,—In connexion with our Third Annual International Photo-
graphic Exhibition it will doubtless interest both your professional and
amateur readers to learn that this Company has just paid the sum o!

32/. ns. to Mr. Harland, the Secretary, in aid of the Photogiajjhers'

Benevolent Association. This consists of the amount received for

entrance fees, which were fixed at ii. 6i/. ; but as we have sent out some
thousands of circulars to amateurs setting forth the aim of the Associa-

tion, we believe that we have benefited the Society to a far greater

extent than the sum actually sent as above.

The exiiibition will be open to the public, on presentation of visiting

card, on and after December 7, when, although no actual charge will be
made for admission, visitors will be invited to place a small contribution

in a box that will be provided for the purpose by the Association, and we
trust we may thus be able to collect a further goodly sum from amateurs
and others.—I am, yours, dc, S. M. CL.utK, Secretary.

London Stcreo-icoinc and PJiotoflraphic Company, Limited,

110 and lOS, liegent-itreet, IC, and oi, Cheapside, E.G., Nov. 14.

iBicftangc arolumm

,* No charge is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this column;
but none will be inserted unless the article wanted is definitely stated. Those
who specify their requirements as "anything us^ul " wUl ther^ore understand
the reason of their non-appearance.

Wanted, books and periodicals on photojraphj in exchange for otlier Looks, ap-
paratus, ic. All letters answered,—Addi«ss, Hakbisos, Science Laborator;,
Ickniold-street, Birmingham.
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Eschang"© quarter-plato camera, view lous, double slide, and tripod, complete, for

enlarging lantern or burnisher,—Address, E. C, 6, Fore-street, Saloombe, South
Devon.

Wanted, stereoscope by Smith & Beck, Dallmeyer, or other g-ood maker, in ex-
change for photographic apparatus. — Address, "W. I. Chadwick, Brooklands,
Manchester.

answers to CotresponlrenW.

Notice.—Bach Correspondmt is required to eiwlose his name and aidress, although iiot

Jiecessarily for iiuUication, Communications may, when thought desirable, appear under
a JTOM DE PLTJME OS hitherto, or, by preference, under three letters of the alphabet. Suoh
signatures as " Constant Reader," " Subsci-ibei-," &c., should he avoided. Con'espondents

not conforming to this rule will therefore understand the reason /or the omission of their

communications.

Photograph Registered :

—

T. Ball, Kiddorminster.—PhotojTOph of Kidderminster JubiUx Committee.

3. Jones.—No.

T. C—The rapid.

J. A. FoBREST.—Thanks for enclosure.

High Peak.—Your letter has been sent to the gentleman named.

ScOTUS.—Yes. Magnesium will answer. Conical form not necessary.

Wax Paper.—We shall be glad to see you when you are in this quarter.

V, C. Ybamtt.—The sulphate of baryta is intended to remain insoluble.

C, E. Peacock.—We do not undertake the testing of lenses professionally.

AooLrHi's.—The spots appear to us to be caused by some defect in the
paper.

J. W. Copley.—Both your questions will be found fully answered ia the forth-
coming Almanac.

A. G.—The "battery" has been received. Ti'ials will be njade and the result
published iu duo time.

Hknhy E. Davis.—We imagine the gentleman who wrote under th.at nom de
plume lias left this country.

Wm. Bishop.—We rather tliink tlut the Brins's Oxygen Company do not wish
to court publicity as regards photographers.

J. D. HUMPIDOE.—The roundness of field is not unreasonable. It could
be flattened by tlie separation of the lenses, but we question its advis-
ability.

Quandary.—Try tlie efl'eet of Blightly increasing the strengtli of the fi.xiug
bath, although we tliink the prints ought to be sufficiently li.\ed by your
treatment

Bichromate.—The white spots are caused by not placing the carbon tissue in
perfect contact with tlie paper on which it has been squeegeed. Procure the
new manual issued recently by the Autotype Company.

A. M. L.—1. Get a larger camera.—2. See an article by Mr. J. Hubert in our
issue for February 25 of the present year.—3. We have not had an oppor-
tunity of becoming acquainted with tlie Iris diaphragm of the maker indi-
cated.— 4. Two ounces.

W. Jones.—Having decided upon the nature of the lighting .as regards its
primary and secondary directions, screen out all tliat militates agaiust this.
You will arrive at a solution of the question iiiucli better by making a few
trials tlian by all the written or printed instructions in the world.

W. T. Z.—Let the walls of tlie studio be seven feet high and the slope of the
roof an angle sufficient to allow melted snow and rain to run off easily
Commence the ghazing three feet from tlie end. It is better to have too
much than too little glass, as the proper amount of light can be easily
regulated by blinds or screens.

Ajax.—To remove the old silver from the black cloth trousers is easy enough.
Apply first a strong solution of cyanide of potassium followed by a strong
solution of lodme iu cyanide. But concerning tlie probable discliarging of
the dye and the restoration of the spots to their primitive blackness, we are
a little uncertain wliat to advise. The services of a dyer will probably be
required. '^

E. H. Earl inquires : "1. Will you tell me if I can get as good a light for the
limeliglit supposing I fill one bag with coal gas from tlie gas main iustead of
pure hydrogen ?—2. If not so good, would it be any better than using the
oxycalcium or blow-through jet?"— In reply: 1. Opinions vary. See
articles that have appeareil on this subject in our columns during the past
two yeai-s.-2. Very much better.

A. B. C. writes: "I am about to build a studio; would you kindly give me
the best size—I can have fourteen feet in widtli and without limit as to
length—giving the size of side and top lights ; .also where I could iirocure
the blue wnigs now so much in use for top lights?"—A convenient length
for a studio for general work is about thirty feet. Four feet six or five feet
at tile background end of the roof and side should l)e opaque ; then about

.
twelve ieet of glass top and sides will be sufficient ; all the rest may be

.
opaque. Any blind-maker will construct the blue wings to your order.

Justinian.—We do not imagine for a moment that any slur was intended by
the writer of the article to be cast upon professional photographers.

W. A. Z. (Amsterdam).—!. By "back focus" is meant the distance between
the ground-glass and the surface of the lens next to the ground-glass screen,—2. The lens inquired about will probably be similar to that which you now
possess, neither better nor worse.—3. We are not acquainted with either of
the shutters named. Both the Grimston sliutter and one just brouglit out
by Perken, Son, & Rayraent, will fulfil the conditions required.— 4. Avoid
actinometers when exposing in the Held.—5. We do not know what will keep
cockroaches away from the leather bellows of a camera wlieu on shipboard.^
6. The thicker the plate the more widely spread will halation be. But why
not adopt means to prevent halation altogether ?—7. Not having tried the
Beernaest plates we do not know their rapidity.

*,* With this number we give an engraving of Mr. W. H. Hyslop's medal
picture, The Thistle.

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—Thursday, Novem-
ber 24, will be a lantern evening. Visitors are invited.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of
this Club, November 23, 1887, will be on Development. Mr. B. J. Edwards
will demonstrate the working of a new process of development.

The Jennings's Fund.—The following additional sums have been received ;—
P. D. R., IOj. ; Frederick York, 3;. ; A Friend, \l. ; Editors, W. M. A., 2s. U. ;

W, Bedford, V)s. 6d ; K. A. B., 5s. ; E. Gail, 10s. ; A Friend, 2s. U. ; John E.

Fawcett, 5s.

The Photographic Exhibition.—In addition to the exhibits of apparatus
already noticed the following were also showai :—A developing portmanteau,
G. Houghton & Son ; Two canierivs and roller slide, S. D. McKellen ; Patent
roller slide, Morgan & Kidd ; The Secret Camera, J. Robinson & Sons ; Im-
proved camera. Sands & Hunter ; Roller slide and camera, J. E. Thornton

|

Camera with winding focussing screen, T. Samuels ; Portable camera, detective
camera, adjustable bamboo and other stands, C. G. Collins ; Double baml
shutters, W. Tylar ; New shutter, detective camera, negative book, and camera
case, J. F. Shew & Co. ; Plate boxes, Arundel & Marshall ; Stereoscopic
shutter, Reynolds & Branson ; Detective camera, J. B. Tliistleton ; and
two of Eastman's new model roll holder.?, Eastman Dry Plate and Film
Company.

A New Antiseptic Agent.-At the last meeting of the Manchester Section
of the Society of Chemical Industry Mr. Watson Smith gave some particulars
concerning a new antiseptic .agent called alpha-oxynaphthoic acid. It was, he
said, a body strictly analogous to salicylic acid—in fact, it might be termed
the .salicylic acid of the naphthalene series. Dr. Von Heyden, of Dresden, had
kindly sent him a specimen of the new antiseptic. It consisted of a crystalline
powder, free from odour, becoming electrical on friction, and melting with
decomposition at 186° C. It had a pungent taste, was sparingly soluble in
water. Boiling wiitcr only dissolved three-qu,arters of a gramme per litre. The
alkaline and earthy salts were all soluble in water. Experiments had shown
that, as regards the eflect of solutious, trieil side by side with those of salicylic
acid of the same strength on solutious of sugar and yeast, the influence of
alpha-oxynaphthoic acid as regarded antiseptic power was more than five times
stronger than that of salicylic acid. It had, moreover, been found that the
new antiseptic was especially powerful in killing certain bacteria awl some low
forms of animal parasite.

—

Brewers' Guardian.

The annual dinner of the North Loudon Photographic Society was held on
Monday evening in Beal & Co.'s Restaurant, Holloway-road, and was very
numerously attended. Mr. J. Traill Taylor, President, occupied the chair.
After the toast of the evening, "The Nortli London Society," responded to by
Mr. Hedley Smith, Hon. Secretary, the various other societies there repre-
sented were duly toasted. These were, the Photographic Society of Great
Britain (acknowledged by Mr. W. Bedford), the Photogi-aphic Club (Mr. E.
Clifton), the London and Provincial Photographic Association (Mr. L. Medl.and),
the Photographers' Benevolent Association (Mr. John Jackson), and the
Photographic Convention of the United Kingdom (by Mr. Mackie). The
Photographic Press was responded to by the Chairman ; and various informal
toasts were proposed by Messrs. Humphries, J. Nesbit, and others. The
proceedings were enlivened with music and recitations, lasting up to a late

hour. A novel feature was introduced, viz., that of making an impromptu
collection in aid of the funds of the Photographers' Benevoleut Association,
and a goodly sum was collected.
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WINTER NEGATIVES.
Wi: recently dealt with the subject of veiled shadows, a topic

\\ hieli would naturally be embraced by the title of our present

article, which has, however, many other aspects. We see a

great amomit of trouble experienced, and are witness to the

production of large numbers of prints of most indifferent

character, all of which might be modified, in the direction both

(if i)rcvention and cure, by a well-thought-out system having

regard to tlic exigencies of the season. The season of frost will

soon be upon us, when those beautiful efl'ects of frosted bough and

s|iaugled hedgerow form such entrancing subjects for the camera;

but in the main winter negatives are devoted to portraiture.

The subject that lies heaviest on the photographer's mind
just now is the length of time it takes to execute a commission,

and this, coupled with the liability to the production of

negatives of indifferent calibre so common to winter photo-

graphy, is well worthy of consideration so as to arrive at the

best way to meet the evil. It is an excellent method of working

to endeavour to produce a negative all the year round of as

uniform a type as possible ; but whereas, in summer, a little

extra density does not mean any additional trouble, the

slightest increase in light-resisting power in the winter months

is fraught with the possibilities of the dragging on of printing

oi)crations to an inordinate length of time to obtain a single

jn-iut. A negative may be put out on a Monday and, in some

weather, almost be insufficiently printed on a Saturday. It is

then obvious that every step taken to prevent the production

of over intensity will be of advantage in winter weather.

One little observed, but exceedingly fertile cause of undue

strength, lies in ignoring the fact that when a developed nega-

tive is judged to have arrived at the correct density, the mere

operation of giving it a rinse under the tap and placing it to

soak in water is by no means sufficient to keep the intensity at

the stage it had arrived at when taken out of the developer.

When a large number of negatives arc being developed at once

with the idea of fixing all in one operation afterwards, it is

quite possible to find that, though the utmost care be taken,

the last negatives developed are always the weakest, the fact

being that though first rinsed and then put to soak in clean

water the developing or Intensification will continue to pro-

gress—at a slow rate, after a tinie, it is true—almost the whole

fi.Tie the plate is in the washing water. It is therefore obvious

that uniformity of results, and the absence of too great an

amount cf density, may be facilitated by always keeping in view

this tendency. As to preventing its action, if the plate be

fixed after a slight washing only it is obvious that the evil

would be prevented ; but many operators object to this plan on

account of the rapid darkening of the hypo brought about.

The plan that commends itself to us is one we have before

mentioned as being employed by a well-known professioniil,

namely, to place each negative into an acidiBcd alum bath as

soon as taken out of the developer and rinsed. The acid neu-

tralises the alkali of the developer, and at once destroys the

power of any pyro left in the film to continue in action ; added

to this is the advantage of having films perfectly colourless and

unobstnictive of light, so far as the film alone is concerned ; so

that we are surprised that wo do not hear more frequently of

the adoption of such a simple arrangement, whose usefulness is

by no means restricted to the winter months alone. Wc are,

however, aware that the question of colour is a disputed jioint.

Then, again, it is quite permissible to make negatives giving

excellent ]irints in winter, but which shall be considered too

thin in summer; for the dull light of the present time is just

the condition calculated to give good prints from thin negatives,

and, after all, it must, we should think, be the case that not

more than, perhaps, one out of a dozen winter-taken nogativea

are wanted for summer printing afterwards ; so that it is not

objectionable in policy to take them with characteristics best

adapted for the time of year they are produced at. As to the

physical i)eeuliarities connected with the season, absence of

frilling tendencies is a great boon when some brands of plates

are employed, though the evil is greatly reduced in frequency

and extent nowadays ; but this gain is almost counterbalanced

by the difliculty experienced in drying the finished negative

without the use of methylated spirit, which is both expensive

and troublesome. A drying box, such as has been described

by many writers in these pages at one time or another, is

almost a necessity where time is any object.

AVe have had brought before us an extremely singular defect

brought about solely by the use of spirit in this connexion. A
negative was required for instant use, and was put through the

usual process ; when drying before the fire to expel the last

trace of water left from the spirit a peculiar opalescent appear-

ance was left—in certain portions only—in the film, and it

materially interfered with the printing. We surmised that the

spirit employed must have been used for dissolving the varnish

from some negative and the f\ict have been forgotten. But,

upon trying tlio experiment ourselves with another negative,

and with spirit of undoubted purity, the same effect was seen ;

any doubt as to the slicllac idea was set at rest by the fact

that the opalescence disappeared if the negative was placed

in water. It presented the appearance of some substratiim in-

soluble in spirit but soluble in water having been employed.

Be the explanation what it may, the phenomenon was re-

markable enough, and the plates could not be used in the

circumstance.
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Man}' photographers prhit from their negatives without first

varnishing them ; but at tliis time of the year it is a most
dangerous practice, for there is now alwaj's more diflBciilty in

getting the daily sensitised paper sufficiently dry, oven in fairly

well-heated rooms. Add to this the danger of there being con-

densed atmospheric moisture on the film, or of the hygrometric

condition liable to be induced by breathing upon the plate, and

it will be seen that it is well worth while going to the trivial

expense, and the equally trivial loss of time, involved in

varnishing a negative, rather than risk its destruction by the

silver paper print adhering to its surface ; a silver stain thus

produced being, practically, ineradicable. If, however, it be

determined to dispense with the use of varnish, the utmost care

must be taken to gently heat every negative before placing in

the printing frame, and to see that the paper also is well dried;

though, here again, excess of caution may cause evil in a con-

trary direction, paper too thoroughly dried being deficient in

priuting qualities and incapable of being well toned.

We conclude by saying that it is evident, therefore, that the

endeavour to give a special character to winter-made negatives

is capable of materially influencing the quality of the work at

the same time that it facilitates its production.

liESTORING SOLUTIONS OF PYRO AND SULPHITE.
In our last issue we jmblished a suggestive and useful com-

munication from the pen of Mr. A. P. Higgins on the subject of

IVie Regeneration of Sulphite - Preserved Pyro Solutions, and

during the few days that have elapsed we have taken the

opportunity of testing the method practically.

Solutions of pyro and sulphite are well known to possess

excellent keeping qualities, extending, when proper care has

been exercised in the first preparation of the solution, to years,

but clearly it is unfair to expect that such solutions will remain

entirely unchanged for even short periods. Both the pyro

itself, as well as its jireservative, are unstable compounds prone

to oxidation, and, therefore, we must expect some slight change

to proceed constantly ; but whether the alteration brought

about is sufficient to materially affect the developing power of

the solution is a question which remains to be answered. We
are of opinion that practically it is insufficient to seriously, or

even noticeably, interfere with the result, provided, as has

already been said, tiie solution is properly made to commence
with ; still, in view of the undoubted fact that a change does

occur, a method of counteracting any possible ill eftects that

might accrue must be welcome.

The change brought about by oxidation results, as shown by
Mr. Higgins, in the conversion of the sodium sulphite and
sulphurous acid employed as preservatives into sodium sulphate

a d sulphuric acid respectively, the former of which is totally

devoid of any preserving power, while both are strong retarders.

It is a curious circumstance that so apparently inert or neutral

a substance as sodium sulphate should possess such a property,

but such is in fact the case, and numerous other salts of

a similar character may be included in the same category. The
method put forward by Mr. Higgins aims simply at the

removal of these newly formed retarding agents, but does not

attempt to restore any power that may be lost by the oxidation

of the pyro itself; hence we come back again to the proviso

that, in order to derive any benefit from the treatment, the

solution must have been originally a properly prepared one.

In effecting the removal of the retarding agent, Mr. Higgins

avails himself of the well-known affinity of sulphuric acid for

barium, and by treating the solution with barium hydrate con-

verts the acid, both free and in combination, into insoluble, and

therefore harmless, barium sulphate, which may be separated by

subsidence. Sulphurous acid is then added to reconvert the

liberated sodium hydrate into sulphite, and so the solution is

restored to its pristine vigour, except for the inevitable oxida-

tion of a small quantity of the original pyro. This, however, is,

under favourable conditions, inappreciable.

But an clement of danger creeps in in the course of the

process, simple though it is, which probably does more per-

manent injury to the solution—as a keeping solution—than the

benefit it confers. The result of the reaction that occurs when

barium hydrate is added to the oxidised pyrosulphite solution

is, as Mr. Higgins correctly points out, the formation of barium j

sulphate, which is probal)ly harmless, and sodium hydrate, ^
which is with equal probability the reverse.

In an editorial article in the Auianac for 1885, the compara-

tive effi3cts produced upon a solution of pyrogallol by caustic and

carbonated alkalies respectively were pointed out. Pyro, we

know, in neutral solution oxidises comparatively slowly, the

action being retarded in the presence of an acid, and accelerated,

on the other hand, by an alkali, the degree of acceleration

depending upon the strength of the alkali. In the caustic

state the effective strength is naturally far greater; and, as

pointed out in the article referred to, while in the presence of a

carbonate the pyro solution oxidises slowly, and at the surface

only where in contact with the atmosphere, the caustic alkali

causes it to oxidise and discolour evenly throughout its entire

volume. In fact, in the one case the atmosphere supplies the

oxygen, while in the other the solution carries in itself the

germs of deterioration.

Now, it is evident that on treating the pyrosulphite solution

in the manner indicated, soda in the caustic state is liberated,

and must necessarily remain in contact with the pyro for some

considerable time, as the elimination of the sulphate cannot be

performed instantaneously, but requires time and care. Con-

sequently we have during a certain period a rapid oxidation of

the solution, w hich, if it only result in the discolouration and

cnfceblement of the developer, is bad enough, though we are

strongly of opinion that it goes farther. For instance, we know

that a properly prejjared pyro-sulphite solution—that is, one

which is free from colour, or nearly so at first—will remain in that

condition for a practically unlimited period ; but should any

oxidation occur during the mixing, resulting in a discolouration

of the liquid, the fault will go on increasing with time, and the

more rapidly in proportion to the extent of the original

coloiu-ing. Thus it would seem that the mere presence of

oxidised pyro tends, if not to set up decomposition, at any rate

to aid in its continuance ; and it is probable that a solution

treated on the Higgins's plan, though not seriously deteriorated

at the time, would be found upon keeping to rapidly discolour

and lose its strength. Absolute destruction of power, it is

needless to say, is an infinitely gi-eatcr evil than the mere

holding in check of a force that still remains in existence.

Such were the reflections that induced us to practically test

the method as described, and the results obtained have so far

fully borne out the theoretical anticipation. Not having at

hand a bad sample of pyro-sidphite solution, a fresh one was

made, and to it were purposely added a liberal dose of sodium

sulphate and sulphuric acid. It was divided into four portions,

which were varioiisly treated, as we shall describe. One

portion was first treated by Jlr. Higgins's method, neutralised,

or rather rendered slightly acid with sulphurous ucid, and set
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nsido for the barium sulphate to subside. When clear the

" regcuerftted " solution was, as we had fully anticipated, very

considerably deepened in colour.

Upon trying tliis side by side with tiio untreated solution

in developing a couple of test plates, the treated portion

proved tlie more energetic of the two at the coraraenccment of

the development, though, when the other did commence, it

appeared to progress as rapidly as its rival, and at the finish

cxiiil)itcd a decidedly more vigorous image. Several repetitions

of tiie experiment gave tlio same result, from which we draw

the conclusion that tlie treatment does remove tlic retarding

action of the oxidised sulphites, but that either from the removal

of that restraining action, or else the weakening of the de-

veloping power uf tlic pyro, the regenerated solution gives a

more feel)le image than the otiier.

It is true tlie conditions of tliis experiment were not such as

actually prevail in the case of an oxidised solution of pyro, but

it is difficult to see in what respect they materially differ. At

any rate, they are sucli as to give the regenerating system a

thoroughly fair trial, if indeed they do not work slightly in its

favour. So far sufficient time has not elapsed to enable us to

say whether the treated solution is likely to remain without

further deterioration.

Arguing from these results that the libei'ation of sodium

hydrate in the solution is objectionable, we varied the experi-

ment in the following manner. A quantity of freshly precipi-

tated and carefully washed barium carbonate was added to

another portion of the solution, thoroughly shaken, acidified,

and allowed to subside. Here the theoretical interchange tliat

takes place would result in the formation of barium sulphate

and sodium carbonate, the latter being subsequently reconverted

, into sulphite. Here no discolouration of the solution followed

tlie treatment, and so fsir theory and practice worked together,

but when tested for developing power there was far less

diflcrcnce between the treated and untreated solutions than in

the previous experiment. The former acted a little more

rapidly, and gave a softer image, but the difference in genaral

behaviour was not such as would, under ordinary circumstances,

have attracted any attention. This we do not attribute to

inefficiency of the methed so much as to want of sufficient

time for the full reaction to proceed. The carbonate of barium

would be more slowly acted upon by the sulphates than the

hydrate, and, in addition, a portion of the liberated carbonic

acid would also be absorbed and held in solution to act as a

restraiuer. By allowing more time we anticipate a more

favourable result.

The last experiment, and one which holds out the greatest

promise of practical utility, consisted in treating the remaining

! portion of the solution with barium chloride. A good deal has

been written during the past year or more with regard to the

value and action of chloride of sodium in the developer ; not

that the base of the chloride is a matter of vital importance,

the sodium salt being selected as being the readiest to hand.

.If, as many believe—ourselves amongst the number—a soluble

chloride is, under certain conditions, beneficial in the dc-

iveloper, and produces little or no slowing effect, it seemed

feasible that by adding barium chloride we should at once get

rid of the obnoxious sulphates without submitting the solution

'for however brief a period to any influence at all likely to

[cause or hasten its deterioration, and in the result we found

complete justification.

To the remaining portion of pyro solution we added barium

chloride in tlie proportion of three grains to the grain of pyro,

and simply allowed the precipitate to subside. Upon trying

this side by side with the untouched solution, it developed with

sliglitly greater rapidity at tlie start and progres.sed with far

greater energy, giving an image combining with an equal

amount of detail decidedly greater " pluck " and brilliancy and

cleaner shadows. In fact, the useless retarder, sulphate of

soda, was replaced by a rcstrainer consisting of soluble chlorides

(sodium and barium), which possesses beneficial qualities in

addition.

The addition of Ijarium chloride to a properly and newly

made pyro-sulphite solution causes only a comparatively slight

opalescence, with scarcely any precipitate, properly so called.

Indeed, added to a solution which had been made nearly twelve

montlis, the deposit formed was not sufficient to interfere in

any way with its immediate use. Thus it seems that the real

necessity for this remedy is, perhaps, very slight when the

preserved solution has been made with care.

If upon extended trial the use of barium chloride should prove

to possess no serious disadvantages, we are disposed to claim for

it a decidedly beneficial action. Assuming that chloride in the

developer is desirable and useful, we may make up our pre-

served solution of pyro with barium chloride at the outset, and,

rejecting tlie use of restraining bromide, trust entirely to the

chloride for the brilliancy and clearness of development. Then,

again, as the solution becomes oxidised, the sulphate or

sulphuric acid will at once go to the barium, and in the

interchange of elements all that will happen will be the very

gradual disappearance of the preservative sulphite and the

conversion of a portion of the soluble chloride from the barium

to the soilium salt, with the simultaneous deposition of insoluble

barium sulphate. If free sulphurous acid be present to com-

mence with, of course a corresponding liberation of hydro-

chloric acid will follow, and this in the free state may probably

not be a desirable adjunct to the developer ; but if such should

prove to be the case, it is easy to dispense with free acid.

In this manner, it will be seen, we secure a solution which is

always in the best condition, and which practically undergoes

no change, so ftir as its developing power is concerned. For

the gradual disappearance of the sodium sulphite can only be

said to afleet the keeping qualities of the solution, and a.s there

appears little reason to doubt those the balance would seem to

be in favour of barium chloride.

VEnv suddenly, on the ?lst inst., died Mr. .lames Uaningp, of

Edinburgh. He dropped off his seat without any warning. Mr.

liamage was the inanaper of the art and illustration department of

the printing and publisliiiig business of Thomas Xelson & Sons, wliich

important position he had occupied for over thirty years. In this

capacity he employed photography extensively, and initiated many
applications of it for book illustration purposes. He was one of the

five who organized the I'^dinhurgh Photograpliio Society. -Vfter the

process of photo-lithography had been divulged by Osborne of

Melbourne, Mr. liamage was the first in this country to produce

results wliich were admittedly of a ldj;h class. As an artist he was

very skilful with either brush or pencil.

"\Vk note in the list of lectures and lecturers announced for the forth-

coming session of the Society of Arls, Sir Howard Qriibb will read a

paper on Ttlescnpes for Stellar rhutoi/rnjihj, and another name well-

known to photographers, Mr. J. Mayall, jun., is set down in connexion

with the subject, The Modern Micnmcope. It goes without saying

that the two lecturers will be heard with special attention by pho-

tographers, and we may anticipate that Sir Howard Grubb's paper

will be of especial interest at the present time, when the preparations

fur making tlic gieat stillar nap are so far advanced.
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Wb recently had detailed to us by a well-known correspondent, an

instance of a singular failure of perceptive power which had occurred

in his own practice. On a certain day he had developed a large

number of negatives in, as he thoroughly believes, his usual naanner—
development, iixing, and washing, done by the aid of a uniform liglit,

all were carried tlirough in his usual manner ; but when he came to

examine the finished negatives after drying, he was astonished to find

that, with scarcely an exception, they were all far too dense, so much
60 as to be useless until reduced. He could find no satisfactory mode
of accounting for his lack of judgment than to ascribe it to a sudden

temporary aberration in his power of judging, for every solution was
overhauled and found to be in its normal state. This incident was
forcibly recalled to our mind in reading an account of a paper on
Colour Blindness, by Professor AV. Ramsay, read before the Bristol

Naturalists' Society. Hitherto it has been usually held that the cause

of colour blindness lay in some peculiarity of the retina, which was
unable to appreciate certain colours of the spectrum, although quite

sensitive to all the others. Professor Ramsay says of cases where the

ear cannot separate differing tones of sound, that " it must be concluded

that in such a case the brain is the defaulter, and it may equally well

be the case that the inability to perceive certain colours is not due to

a defect in the instrument of sight—the eye—but to the power of in-

terpreting the impressions conveyed to the brain by the optic nerve."

If tills is the case, the problem is no longer a physical one—it falls

among those with which the mental physiologist has to deal. And it

further appears to us that as the power of perception is greatly in-

fluenced by tlie condition of the body, it may well be imagined that

tlie case of our correspondent as quoted above and many others, wliere

discordant opinions exist as to matters of sight in the dark room,
may be explained by a similar hypothesis.

Most amateurs in electrical science, be they photogi-aphers or other-

wise, have been bitten by the mania of economical electric light

production by primary batteries on a large scale, in wliich the bye-
products shall be of such value as to prevent loss on account of

chemicals. But at a meeting of the Society of Engineers held early

this month, a paper by Mr. Perry F. Nursey led to a discussion, in

which the ideas above alluded to were .shown to be fallacious by no
less an authority tlian Mr. Preece, F.E.S. He said there were few
men who had had more experience of the behaviour of primary
batteries than he had, and he was sure that any attempt to utilise

primary batteries for any such extensive purpose as that of lighting

mansions or houses must end in disastrous failure. His experience
was that tlie cost of zinc aud acids formed an insignificant fraction of

the cost of working b.atteries ; the chief expense was in attending them.
In tlie Post-Oflice they had some five or six hundred thousand batteries,

and where tliey bad so many it must naturally follow tliat the pro-

ducts were very wuighty; but they never yet had paid the cost of

collection. It does not, however, follow from this, that for such
electric illumination an occasional glow lamp for dark room and one
or two otljer purposes might not be arranged at a very slight cost when
the photogi aplier undertook all the working arrangements himself.

The Instantaneous Process is evidently still a matter of profound
belief with the press and the public at large ; no considerations of

light or depth of focus, or special circumstance or condition, entering

into their minds. Tlie instantaneous process is a process for taking

instantaneously—what could be simpler ? T!ie securing of negatives of

objects in rapid motion has been considerably facilitated of late years
as regards mechanical contrivances, and really rapid plates are more
readily obtainable than once was the case ; but, fortunately, or un-
fortunately, the day lias not arrived when the photographer can walk
out of his premises, regardless of the strength of hght or the positions

of objects, walk to any scene or assemblage of moving objects, be they
human or otherwise, and secure a set of negatives which shall be
sharp in all planes and contain all gradations of tones.

SuciT, however, is the idea apparently lield by Mr. Mallock in his now
famous biter to the Times, where he recommends that instantaneous
photo^'raphs should be secure! of the incidents of riots, or tlie

physical appearance of political prisoners. There is no doubt that ai

element of value is to be found in his suggestion, but we doub
wliether it could be put to practical use, for it generally happens tha

when the evidence of the camera would be invaluable the condition,

governing the circumstances are inimical to instantaneous work.

Professor Helmholtz has lately been conducting a series of ex

periments upon the conditions producing the deposition of particles o

mist, and they have led him to the deduction that the general!

accepted theory connected with the name of Aitken affords a partia

explanation only. Experimenting with chemically produced mist*

he showed that a nucleus of some material particle is not a necessity

and tliat the precipitation of mist might be brought about by vibra

tory iniluences. It might be thought that long ere now som

practical mode of preserving ourselves from the fog and mists 8

terribly harassing to the photographer miglit have been discovered

but the boon is still in the future. Possibly prevention and not cui

will be the only panacea.

The Cellerier Syndicate has now developed into The Photograpbi

Company, Limited, the primary object of which is to acquire th

patents of Mr. Cellerier and Mr. Parkes, and work the same. Now
we are aware that a good deal of dissatisfaction has been expresse

bv photographers at what they justl}' considered a misleading state

iiient by the Syndicate named, that theirs was a process of " pliotc

graphing in natural colours," whereas the colours were actually applie

by a brush to each individual print. But on the representations c

tlie photographic press as the deceptive nature of the distinctiv

phrase it was at once suppressed, and Mr. Parkes and others C!

the directors said they were far from having any desire t;

deceive the public as to the real nature of the process. Still, althoug

by a mistake, as Mr. I'arkes informs us, the original misleadin

announcement certainly did appear up to the last in one Londo

weekly newspaper, and in a modified form it is being perpetuated i

the advertisements in the daily papers, in the abridged prospecti

advertised being found the words, " Cellerier & Pai'kes' process <:

pliofor/raphiny in colours." The artistic results are, however, unmi;,

takeably excellent. Mr. George Augustus Sala is chairman of tl

new Company, and other good names are on the directorate. M
Vernon Heath also is attached to the Company.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL,
What an excellent opportunity the daily papers have recently bee

afforded to show their utter incapacity to write lialf a dozen coi

secutive sentences on a scientific topic without showing indications

the curse of smattering, for sucli a strong word is the only or

applicable where an overwhelming torrent of words, written wit

such arrogance as to suggest their being entirely e.v cafhedrd, is use

to conceal an amount of crass ignorance that is really pitiable. "Vi

should like to look up to our " dailies" as responsible authorities c

the topics they dilate upon, whereas, as a matter of fact, we fin

that their usual mode of treatment of a technical subject indicates

knowledge of the English language, but worse than ignorance of tl|

subject that language is made use of appnrently to elucidati

Talleyrand said that the use of language was to conceal thought:.

if he lived nowadays he would say it was to conceal want of though

Look, for example, at tlie criticism of the Builder on Mr. Sawyei

picture in the late Pall Mall Exhibition, of two fond parents playii

with their offspring. Any one who ever saw a baby could tell tli;

the baby in the picture was an undersized dummy, yet the critic litr

anxious to slio-\\ his knowledge of "art," heaven save the mark! mu
needs decry the pretty part of the picture, the (assumed) pareii

pleasant toying with their baby, and praise the pinned-up, be-shawli

bundle doing duty as a hmman being of immature age, describing it i

" capital, and worth the attention of a painter
!

"

But such a fiasco of criticism as this pales into insignificanc'3 win

compared willi the remarks brought about by a letter in the Tim

from Mr. W. 11. Mallock, suggesting the use of instantaneous phot'

graphy at political meetings, kc. We were lately dosed ad naust-a
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with wonderful treatises upon photograpl'V in colours, till the buljblo

burst, as ]ior iisiml, and now tlio instiuitanoous process is having its turn.

The VaUij '/'e/ei/r<ij>h wishes to know wiion " the nrt of focussing

will be brouglit to perfection," and, pending tlie acquisition of the

necessary know]edj;^e, discusses the "purposes of utility to which

photogiapliy, even as wo possess it in its existent infantile form, may
be adapted." Photographers of late years have come to look upon

photognipliy as a very lusty infant. " The indispensable condition to

the graphic success of an instantaneous photograpli is the entire im-

mobilily of the object focufsed." So says this interesting paper. One

wonders, in turn, what the use of instantaneous work can be under

these conditions. Space is lacking to continue these quotations. I

advi-se all my readers to obtain the original article and read it through,

it will well repay perusal. I must make an exception -with regard to

tills present writer and his knowledge of English, he speaks of Mr.

Mullock's "inchoate" suggestions, evidently under the impre.ssion that

the word has some resemblance in meaning as it has in spelling to

incoherent. I need not say that the word as used is simply

nonsense.

I am driven also to wonder how it is when people begin to write on

,
the " ten per cent, system," they are almost certain to make some ab-

sui-d mistake or other before they dL^imiss their subject. The I'Mitors

' have shown up several mistakes of the kind, and I see in the early part

of the mouth a letter from Manchester from a writer who has been

" looking the subject up." lie depicts specific gravity " as the weight

of a unit of volume ;
" this really, in a letter bristling with figures,

cannot be passed by. Specific gravity is a ratio and not a weight,

lie evidently has " density" and not specific gravity in his mind, iu

which case he might have been still more precise, and used the word,

" mass " for " weight." Again, in his wonderful exactitude he applies

a correction for water at 14° C, stating it to be less than l-O. In this

Miitry, Acts of Parliament dealing with specific gravity recognise

' Fahr. as the standard temperature at which water is 10 s.g.,

w lience it follows that the correction is wrong, unless he shows that

Carius took another temperature as his standard.

In penning my remarks upon photo-micrography in my last letter, I

was most careful not to allude to the remarks of Mr. F. H. Evans in

regard to M. I'asteur. I considered them idle, misleading, and unjust

Ijiit seeing the Editors have opened their columns to the anti-va'.'ciua-

liiMiists, I feel there is less need for reserve, though I don't see how
iilintography is to gain by discussing the question, except the I'Mitors,

I shrewdly suspect, intend to close that correspondence by giving

. a little "law," and then telling the disputants to go and photograph

the various bacilli engaged in the operation, and afterwards to "come
airain."

I see that at a meeting of the London and Provincial Photographic

A>.M)ciation there was a remark made by the chairman that a member
(1. sired to call attention to a statement about an alleged rainbow

plidtograph shown at some London photographic society's meeting.

There is no doubt that the photograph alluded to was one shown at a

]avvi<)us meeting of this Association. I remember being struck with

ihi! dridl aspect of the question as to whether it was a rainbow or a

riipe that was photographed, the difference being so slight between

I he appearances of the two objects. I could not gather whether

d'ubtwas thrown on the possibility of photographing a rainbow at

all or not. Perhaps the American paper remembered Profe.ssor

Tviidall's stating that the refiection of a rainbow could not be seen in

I he water, and .so judged it could not be photographed eitlier. If this

w as the case he might, bj' referring to Professor Tyndall's foot-note

•
i the publi.«hcd account of the lecture, have discovered that the Pro-

-or explained his statement away by saying it was anot her rainbow

. .1 not the one seen above the water that was reflected in it.

I quite agree with the spirit of the Editors' remarks in regard to the

111 plaques now so freely being sold by the stationers and others.

me little time ago, when I was giving my opinion about them to a

> aiioner who sold them, he replied, " Oh, they will wash easily with

a little soap and water." It is easy to imagine what they would be

likii after a few washings with soap and water, especially if followed

hy a dry rub with a towel.

With regard to the elaborate instructions given on page 731 as to

the restoration to its pristine condition of tiie sulphite of soda changed

by the action of air, I am inclined to ask, Cut bono '! If only the

writer would inform us how to recuperate the pyro of a developer, I

think wo might be quite content to disregard the pofsible restraininjy

action of the sulphite converted into sulpliate. Fhkk Lanck.

COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.*
Havi.vg successfully treated the picture so far, we have only the

background to finish, and our task will bo complete. Many people

who do not give the matter suffi-ient thought may think this a very

unimportant point, but I beg to tell such as hold this opinion that it

is not so. On the contrary, it is a very difficult portion of a picture,

if we are desirous to give it the value that it really deserves. A badly

treated background may and will spoil our picture, while a skilfully

treated one will undoubtedly enhance our work. Therefore, I recom-

mend giving our attention to a few of the essentials for its successful

treatment.

Needless to say the treatment of a background in natural colours

demands great judgment as well as artistic skill in its painting. In

monochrome our efforts are limited, nevertheless a great deal can be

done to enhance the effect of our picture. It is the successful treatment

of the background, be it in natural colours or monochrome, which will

produce the effect of a harmonious whole in our picture. By its aid wo
can blend extremes of light and shade, which otherwise would be hai-d

and inartistic, so that they become harmonious, and thus secure the

balance necessary to a successful picture. By judicious contrast we
can heighten or lessen effects which left to themselves would be

glaring defects. Of course in cases where the portraits are what \i

called vignetted there is but little scope for the special treatment of

the background, so these remarks will mostly apply to cases where it

is desired to make not only a successful likeness but a pleasant ;>(c/are.

Many of our greatest artists looked upon the painting of a successful

background as the most crucial test of ability. Indeed, if I remember

rightlj', I believe Sir Joshua Reynolds is credited with having

declared, " I let my pupils paint draperies and accessories, but the

background I paint myself." Thus this great artist, having more or

less completed the painting of i\iejlsih, allowed his pupils to treat the

draperies, &c., but reserved to himself the putting in of tlie back-

ground. If this were the case with Sir Joshua Reynolds, I tliink we
may take it as granted that the backgrounds of our picturee are well

deserving of our greatest attentiou.

Whatever relief your figure may require can be amply supplied by

a really good background. According to the lighting of your mod«l,

you place in contrast a light here and a dark there, which will iu

every way be complementary to it and heighten its general effect. It

should never be too even in tone, and always of a tint in harmony

with your subject. The general tone of your background should not

be so dark as your deepest shadows, but yet of surticient depth to

enhance the value and effectiveness of your lights. A very great

object to be attained in a good background is atmosphere ; indeed,

without this quality you cannot say you have secured a good back-

ground. I had a very strange experience some few years ago which

will, I feel sure, give a very palpable proof of the powerful infiuence

a background will have on a picture. I gave the painting of two

portraits to an artist upon whose work I could thoroughly depend,

and who was especially noted for the beauty and effectiveness of his

backgrounds. The portraits were on kit-cat canvases, showing head

and shoulders life-size. In due course they were completed, and I

was invited to see them at his studio. Now, they were most succe-i-

ful in every way as paintings, yet they would never do as a pair of

companion portraits. This may seem very strange, after saying that

they were successful as paintings. But it U very easy to explain it.

As individual pictiu-es, they were in all ways satisfactory from a

painter's point, yet they were perfectly impossible as companions.

Why? Well, because they did not appear the same size; and this

fact so impressed me that I actually measured the canvases to " make

assurance doubly sure." I asked the artist if anything struck him as

being strange, but being used to them I suppose he did not see it.

I said they would never do, to which he replied that he woidd like to

know what is wrong with them. I replied that they were not the

same size. To this, his reply was that " they must be ; besides, you

* ConUuued from page 709.
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hare only measured them this moment." I then drew his attention to

the painting of the backgrounds—that there was much more indica-

tion of space and atmosphere in one than there was in the other. The
moment I said tliis he realised the fact, and was astonished at the

difference, and offered to at once alter the background, which he did,

and made them both match. Tliis shows how much a picture can bo

influenced by a background. If I sent these pictures away they

would never look the same size when against the wall. One really

looked double the size of the other. They were both beautifully

painted, but one had greater breadth, and gave the idea of greater

space than tlie other, and the ej'e could never be brought to believe

them companion pictures.

The general arrangement of a plain background is such as will bring

its darker portions against the lighter ones of the figure, and vice

versa. As you descend towards the lower portions of the picture the

general tone will deepen and the outline of the figure will become less

distinct, and partly appear to melt into and blend with it. All the

outlines must be softened, and care taken so tliat the figure may not

present the most objectionable appearance of being cut out or, as it

were, inlaid. It may be laid down as a general rule, that the fewer

objects or accessories introduced into a background the better, and
when introduced they should be put in very broadly, avoiding too

much sharpness or detail.

As the background should always be painti^'d with the object of

sstting off the figure, the system of treatment should be somewhat of

a bolder or broader nature, in order to add to the greater delicacy of

touch employed in the face and other parts of the subject. Put in all

backgrounds, as far a^ possible, with washes and broad hatching,

studiously avoiding all approach to small or niggling work.

Xow, if we carefully examine our picture, we will find that there is

a something wanting; in fact, there is a general lack of finish. It is

true we have secured more firmly all the features and o;her markings

of our photograph as regai-ds the face, kc. ; we ha\e a'.sj washed in

the draperie.", giving them depth and richness, emphasi-sed and

strengthened the folds, and secured a certain degree of relief, light, and

shade, and a feeling of atmosphere in the background; but still, there

is a lack of finish. This is only natural. The face (which appeared

completely finished when compared with the untouched background),

now that all parts liave been advanced to a certain degree of greater

finish, will require a little more work to restore its importance and

effect. AVe must, therefore, proceed to soften by stippling, or other

means that may appear more suitable, all lines tliat may appear

harsh or otherwise offen.sive to the eye. Tlie various shadows here

and there may require intensity; these, where necessary, must be

treated. Liglits whieli at first appeared strong enough, may be found

weak ; they must be forced into greater prominence, and many half

tones may require picking out, which may be done by using a clean

brush, just slightly moistened to remove tlie superfluous colour, or in

cases where colour may not have been used, the eraser mu.t be

employed.

In tlie first instance we may be said to have worked each part in

detail, but having done .so our efforts must now be directed to secure a

general harmony in our picture. We nuist uow look over every feature

or marking in the face, aud give it its relative value as a whole, and
not as a part as before. Wa must also treat the lines and markings
(landmarks as it were of time) with great care, in order to preserve

them sufficiently to secure the character of the face, yet at the same
time to keep them subdued, in order to produce a pleasing as well as

a true portrait.

Having so treated the face, proceed to finish off the draperies and
background in like manner, stippling when advantageous, but more
generally hatching, and so softening every part until you feel that

nothing more is likely to improve your work.

The general rules which must guide us in working upon all the

materials I have before mentioned are the same. Of course the

diiTerent materials used may demand slight modifications of treat-

ment, but the general idea remains unaltered.

Por the treatment of Woodburytypes and carbon prints generally,

whether on opal or paper, a slight sizing will be found advantageous
at starting. If carefully looked over, after this, there will no doubt be
many dark spots visible, which mu.st necess.irily be removed. This is

an easy matter. Take your era:er or scr.ip.r (which latter, by-the-

by, must always be very sharp), and remove these blemishes. Great::

care must be taken not to cut the surface of the paper, but carefully.,

to scrape off the spot, which really only lies on the surface. The:

sharper your scraper is the more surely and easily it will work, and I •

advise having a good oilstone constantly by you, so as to keep this

useful little instrument in good working order. Naturally with so

fine an edge the least thing will spoil it, but a few touches on the stone

will restore its edge, and always keep it in an effective state.

In this manner we go ahead with the various features and general

strengthening, adhering to tlie rules laid down. Often we will have

to work upon over printed and very dark carbons, but this will not

always be a disadvantage. In such a case we must, with the help of

some finely-powdered pumice-stone, reduce such shadows as are too

heavy. This is done by rubbing the pumice-stone with the finger

(adopting a circular motion in so doing) over the places requiring

lightening. Should you, however, require any lights more distinctly

marked they must be put in with the ink-eraser as before described.

The background, if too dark, can also be treated in hke manner.

Either the scraper or the eraser may be used with great effect, either

to secure the appearance of hatching, or even the suggestion of a

pattern may be put in. If this should be necessary or advisable it
\

would be best done before sizing.

^'ery beautiful results can be gained, on carbon base, by the use of

the scraper, but a good knowledge of drawing is necessary to ensure

success. It partakes much of the stylo and quality of mezzotint

engrax ing, and the best scraper would be one used by engravers, as it

is made of best steel, and will take an e-xceedingly fine edge.

An ordinary carbon has a fairly glossy surface somewhat resembling

the ordinary photograph. It will be found, therefore, very advan-

tageous to u*e a little gum water with the colour, in order to match the

natural glo.ss of the carbon. Let your brush be only moderately filled

with colour when working. The size of the brush you use slionld be

to an e.xtent governed by the size of the picture. High lights are best

put in with a scraper or eraser rather tha:i by thi aid of Chinese

white, as the general effect will prove much more harmonious.

Redmond Baurett.
(To he coiilimted.)

PINHOLE PHOTOGRAPHY.
[A Commun'.cation to the Gdiubur^'h Photof?raphic Society.]

A GOOD deal of interest has been taken of late in pinhole photography,

considerable attention having been bestowed upon it in France, aud
afterwards among photograpliers in this country. There have beon

so many and varied opinions about it that, having myself tried it

occasionally, I thought it \\uuld not be out of place to say a few words
about it here, narrating my own experience. I daresay it is needless

to explain what is meant by pinhole photography, but as I have met
a few who have not only never seen a pinhole photograph, but do not

know how they are produced, it may be well to say that pinhole

photographs are taken by means of a minute hole in a metal plate

w ithout the aid of any lens. There is notliing new in this. It is just

an example of another of tliose things which come to the surface now
and again—new, perhaps, to a new generation, but well known to

those of larger experience.

I think I have seen it stated that an aperture of one-eightieth of an

inch is the smallest which can be used effectively with a len?. With
a pinliole, however, the aperture may, I think, be much smaller.

The camera I used is a rough pine box firmly screwed together,

with a hinged door at the back. It is large enough to take a 5x4
plate. The plate lies in a rebate, screwed on all round inside about

lialf an inch from the door, and after the plate is put in I place upon

it a piece of paper larger than the bo.x and shut down the door, which
is held close by two spring clips. The paper effectually prevents the

access of light. Tlie camera, as I originally made it, was four and a

half inches in length from the pinhole to the plate, and thus gave upon

a 5x4 plate an angular image of about 00°. I have, however,

shortened the camera to three inches, which now gives me an angular

picture of over 70°, and so includes more subject. The front of the

camera has a hole bored in it by a one-inch centre bit, and over this

hole is screwed a piece of thin zinc about two inches .square. Jn the

centre of this zinc plate I countersink by a small drill a portion of the

zinc, and then by a gentle tap drive the point of a needle through the

thin portion in the centre. A movable piece of zinc swinging on a pin

in front acts as a shutter, which can be held in place over the whole
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by moans of a small screw through its lower end. I pan the camera
round thai you may all see it.

It has been said that togvt good jniihole pliotograplis 3'ou must have
very excellent npnaratus. I iiavo not found it so. You will see that

no camera could bo .simpler or made in a more inexpensive way, and
yet you may get good pliotogriiphs by its means. The pinhole wliicli

13 in the zinc on the camera you now see is forty-eighl one-hundri>dth8

of an inch in diameter—mvich larger than what I should recommend.
I measured it only a few days ago, and thought it liud been smaller

;

yet, with a hole of that size, very fair results can be obtained.

The good qualities of a pinhole camera are many :— 1. The first and
chiefest of all is its cheapness. Anyone with the least ingenuity may
make one for a few pence, and produce with it photographs at least

equal to the production of many who use expensive apparatus.
'2. There is no lens required, no stops to lose, and no glass about it

to break, except the sensitive plate, which may be so well-cushioned as

to be also well-nigh unbreakable. '!. Another very important quality,

and one which is of very great importance, is the fact that there is no
distortion in the picture, every line being rendered as straight and
true as in nature. The pinhole camera ought in this way to be of

very great use to artists and others who wish to paint scenes which
embrace architectural subjects. What can be so simple and easy as

to place a pinhole camera in front of any building, and by a short ex-
posure and a little trouble obtain a photograph in which every line of

the building is rendered by the very best rectilinear lens ever con-
ceived, perfectly straight and true and in true perspect ive ? 4. Another
good quality of the pinhole is, that there is no focussing required.

Everything which the pinhole sees is in perfect focus— botli near
objects and distant ones. You may be s an ling Ijeside a wall which will

be rendered as sharp as the pinliole can, and so also will the spire of a
distant church, or the sign of a shopkeeper a hundred yanls awav.
5. Any amount of subject may be got on the pliite of a pinhole camera,
according to the length of the camera, or the distance of the pinhole
from the plate. It is not advisable, however, to shorten this distance
too much for the size of plate used. 1 have mentioned that I used
one giving an angle on the plate of about 00'. Tliis appears to be
shout the best limit, and gives the best results. If this angular
aperture is exceeded, the difliculty is increased in getting the margin
of the plate sufficiently lighted to develop evenly. You may see this

very well exemplified by means of a ring or hoop. Those sitting

directly in front can utilise the whole aperture, while those sitting

towards the side fail to see the hoop as a circle, but more as an ellipse.

Every plate, however thin we may make it, having a hole in it, acts
much in the same way, and stops a considerable amount of the
marginal rays. "\V. FonaAN.

THE PLATINOTYPE PROCESS.
PA Commmiicatiou to the North Loudon Photographic Society.]

I BO not purpose this evening detaining you with a history, interesting

though it may be, of the experiments made by noted chemists over
half a century ago—experiments which are, I suppose, considered to

be the germs from which this proc&ss has resulted—but rather to

endeavour to give an outline, at least, of the process, and my remarks
will be addressed, therefore, more especially to those who are un-
acquainted with it. I propose, at the close of my paper, to illustrate

some of my remarks by practical demonstration. The platinotype

process was invented by Mr. William Willis, jun., and is the subject

of three patents ; but it is with the third and improved patent that I

shall deal to-night. These patents are in the hands of the Platino-

type Company, and a license is necessary to work the process. I will

pass round mine, so that jou may see it is not a formidable document.
The ordinary paper supplied by tiie Platinotype Company is ready-

coated or sensitised on one side with a mixture stated to consist of

ferric oxalate and chloroplatinito of potassium, and this surface

presents prior to exposure to affecting light a lemon-yellow colour.

During exposure under a vigorous negative, the parts acted upon by
light become a pale, greyish brown tint, and if the action be allowed
to continue the colour will gradually change to a dull orange. The
ferric oxalate has been reduced to ferrous oxalate by the action
of light, carbonic acid being set free. The print can now be
developed by flotation, face downwards, upon a hot solution of

potassic oxalate, -which dissolves the ferrous image, the platinum salt is

reduced, and a picture in metallic platinum black remains, a substance
most durable, acted upon by aqua regia alone, and quite immutable
by atmospheric influence. The print is then immersed in acid baths,
followed by a wash in water. Such is an outline of this simple
process. Practically speaking, daylight is necessary to print by.
Printing has been conducted by other means, such as electric light,

at present out of the reach of the ordinary worker. The paper prints

rapidly— it is said, three times as quickly as ordinary silver paper, and
the rapidity in comparison with silver is more noticeable at this time
of the year, when tlio light is less rich in the violet rayo, which have
a great effect upon the silver and but little on the sensitive salts of

platinotype paper.

Development of the print should be done in subdued daylight,

or by gas or lamp light, and numerous substances in solution can be
used for the purpose. It has been pointed out that simple cold water
will act upon the ferrous oxalate, of which the printed image is largely

composed, and this will reduce slowly and partially the platinum salt;

but I have not obtained good results by this method. What is

wanted is a substance which will increase the action of the ferrous

oxalate, and a hot solution of potassic oxalate has been recommended
as the best for this purpose. The stock solution for the bath is made
up as follows :

—

Potassic oxalate 10 ounces.

Hot water 64 „

The Company state that this solution must not have an acid

reaction. I may say that, although I gave the neutral bath a fair

trial, I found, as I believe others have done also, that by acidifying

it with oxalic acid the results were more brilliant and satisfactory.

The normal temperature for the bath is 170" Fahr., although
a higher temperature must be used for under-exposed prints, and
a lower one for those over printed; indeed, in the case of a very
considerable over exposure, a cool, if not cold, bath is, I think,

a necessity, and the only way I know of obtaining a passable result.

The higher the temperature of the developer the more rapid will bo
the action of the platinum and iron salts upon one another. In
development upon a cool bath the chemical action is weakened, and
before reaction takes place a part of the materials which would have
helped to form the picture are dissolved into the developing bath, and
a less vigorous, less rich print is the result. I would recommend a
beginner in platinotype to fully expose, that is, have all details of the
picture visibly piinted out, and to develop upon a hot bath. The
development in this case will be completed in a very few seconds. I

am, however, aware that many experienced workers do not aim at such
brilliancy as this will give, but prefer a cooler bath and different,

perli.ips softer, results. It really must rest with individual ex-

perience, judgment, and taste, to determine beforehand, from ex-

amination of a negative suitable for printing with the ready prepared

paper, what style of print will suit the subject best ; exposure and
development are then regulated accordingly.

After development of a batch of prints, the solution is poured back
into the stock bt)ttle for use again and again; at the same time,

I would point out that this solution mu.st not be over worked. It is,

therefore, advisable to keep up the bulk by adding fresh solution to

make up for evaporation during developing operations. The bottlo

containing the stock solution .should bo either kept in the dark or

painted with Bates's varnish.

Immediately each of a batch of prints is developed, it is immersed
in a bath of hydrochloric acid—one part acid, eighty parts water—for,

say, ten minutes, then into a second bath of same strength for

another ten minutes, and again into a third. The object of these

baths is to remove from the paper all iron and other .salts, and leave

only the platinum forming the picture, and the operation must be

thorough. It will generally be found that after the print.s have been
p.issed through these clearing solutions, that the first and second

bath will show a yellow tinge, but the colour of the third bath
remains unchanged. Should the third bath show any discolouration,

a fourth must bo used, and so on. The prints are now removed from
the final acid bath and washed in changes of water for, say, twenty
minutes to eliminate all acid from the paper; they are then dried

and can be mounted.
The question is often asked, "Are not very dense negatives required

to give best results in platinotype ? " My answer is, that the Company
offers to the licensee the opportunity of purchasing from them the

materials for sensitising purposes, and that the relative proportions of

the constituents can be so varied as to give a sensitised surface to suit,

I believe, almost any negative. I am told few workers in this

country avail themselves of the offer, and it is not advisable for

beginners, for obvious reasons, to sensitise for themselves, but rather

to use the ready coated paper, which will be found to suit a sparkling

negative, one not necessarily intense, but showing nicely graduated
contrasts. The negatives I usually print from received full exposure

and were developed slowly. It is said that negatives showing really

fine gradation should yield prints exhibiting all the range of tone

between a deep black and a clean white. At the same time, I would
point out that good results are to be got from negatives of a different

character.

The sensitised paper is said to keep in its best condition for a period
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of about two months ; but it must not, therefore, be assumed that

paper of greater age will not yield good results, in fact, it has been

recommended that better prints are to be obtained on old paper in

cases wliere very dense or hard negatives with groat contrasts have to

be employed. My own experience corroborates this, working with

paper at least six months old, cool developer used. I was lately

shown some excellent results obtained by cold development on paper

a year old, and recent experiments made lead one to hope that there

is a possible future for old, and even light-fogged, paper. But there is

at present an uncertainty regarding the behavour of old paper which
renders its use undesirable.

Great attention must be paid to the fact that damp is fatal to

platinotype paper. I refer not merely to the dampness which is

apparent, but also to that which is present in the atmosphere during

our driest weather. The precautions to be taken are these : The paper
must be stored in suitable cases ; the metal ones supplied by the

Company are made with a perforated chamber at one end, containing

chloride of calcium, for the purpose of absorbing moisture which may
be present, and, further, the joints of the cases are protected by india-

rubber bands to prevent tlie enti-ance of moist air. The chloride of

calcium on becoming damp must be heated over a clear fire until the

moisture is driven off, when it is again packed in the chamber.
A sheet of indiarubber must be placed on the back of the paper before

the printing frame is closed.

In damp weather, I always, prior to printing operations, dry my
frames and warm my negatives before a fire. A damp print on
development will give an imago wanting in vigour, and generally

foggy and unpleasant in appearance. I may mention that prints can
be obtained of a sepia tone by using the Company's " Special Sepia
Paper" and adding a special solution to the developer; also that

various substances, such as wood, tiles, and textile fabrics, can be
sensitised and printed upon. The more noticeable advantages of the
process are—general simplicity of manipulation ; the small quantity
of apparatus and chemicals required for working ; and the great sensi-

tiveness of the paper as compared with silver. Moreover, undoubted
permanence is claimed for the results.

The Company will supply full printed instructions for working the
process, and containing the explanation of many minor details not
mentioned by me; and I would recommend those who wish to dive
deeper into the particulars of platinum printing to carefully peruse the
interesting little work on Platinotype by Pizzighelli and llubl, pul-
lished by Harrison & Sons, Pall Mall. To the above-mentioned excellent
publications I am indebted for much of the matter in my paper.

In conclusion, it is scarcely necessary for me to speak of the true
charm and beauty of artistic prints in platinotype ; this is already
well known and appreciated. I cannot help thinking that a large
number of photographers, frequenters of the various photographic
exhibitions, within quite recent years especially— photographers
whose partiality lay in the direction of the colour and glaze of a silver

print—have gradually, perhaps sometimes unconsciously, yet surely,
been educated in favour of tones, subdued—may I add more refined ?

—

whether in platinum or photographic processes giving tones similar.
Whether or not these are now to be counted in the iucreasiug ranks
of platinotype printers, I leave you to draw your inferences from the
fact that many whose names at least, I venture to say, are familiar to
all of us present on account of their artistic photographic achieve-
ments, are now exhibiting their choice works done in this process.

PitKD. W. Cox.

A SIMPLE METHOD OF MAKING INST.INTANEOUS POR-
TRAITS AND OTHER PHOTOGRAPHS AT NIGHT.

[Eead before the Society of Amateur Photographers of New York.]

PonTBAiTUKE by artificial light resolves itself into the employment
of gas, kerosene, electricity, calcium, or magnesium. "With an abun-
dance of either gas or kerosene quite satisfactory portraits may bo
made with an exposure of from one to three minutes, if care be taken
in the arrangement of the lights, reflectors, &c. With the electric
light exposiu'e may be very much shortened, and portraiture by this
ineans has already been placed on a commercial basis. The calcium
light is also capable of being used for portraiture, but the apparatus
employed is bulky, expensive, and troublescime, and the results
obtained are not sufficiently satisfactory to bring this method into
use. Exposure required by the calcium light is longer than in ordinary
daylight gallery work.
The intensely actinic light yielded by burning magnesium has been

utilised experimentally, but not commercially, and has generally been
obtained by tlie ignition of a small length of magnesium tape, either
suspended free or fed from a specially constructed lamp. It usually
requires an ezposure of fifteen or twenty seconds. This method is

unsatisfactorj', owing to the fact that the magnesium tape is apt to

break and the fight go out before the exposure is completed. Pow-
dered magnesium dropped from a funnel upon a burning lamp or

other source of heat has not been found in practice to yield the results

that were hoped for.

Quite recently Dr. H. W. Vogel has communicated the results

obtained by him with the use of a photographic powder prepared by
Giidicke. By this means he obtained an instantaneous fiash of ex-
treme brilliancy and actinism, and capable of fully impressing the
sensitive plate. In other words, he succeeded in maldng instan-

taneous portraits at night, a feat which had not been previously

accomplished. The exact composition of Gadicke's powder is, we
believe, unknown, except to the inventor, but is supposed to be a

mixture of magnesium, chlorate of potash, and sulphide of antimony.
Commenting on this mixture, The Bkitish Jouenal of Photo-
GHAPHY of August 26 says :

— "The statement that it cannot be
inflamed by pressure or percussion is difficult to believe, since most
dangerous explosions have taken place with such a composition. Of
course the materials must be ground separately and mixed gently, but
even then, no matter how far the chlorate of potash may be diluted

down, so to speak, with the other two substances, the statement that

the luixture is safe against pressure and percussion is too serious, as

well as too improbable, to be safely accepted on the authority of an
anonymous newspaper paragraph." The efficiency of the Giidicke

light may be easily conceded, and is sufficiently attested by the

eminent Dr. A'ogel, and tlie only drawback to its use appears to be
the danger of premature explosion of the powder, a danger that will

be fully appreciated by those who are familiar with the behaviour of

mixtures containing chlorate of potash.

Experiment has already shown that the light given out by the

burning of ten or fifteen grains of magnesium is sufficient to fully

expose a sensitive plate, and, with the aid of a quick-acting portrait

lens, to yield a satisfactory negative so far as actinic effect is con-

cerned. In using magnesium tape, the ignition takes place graduallj',

and a time exposure is necessary. For instantaneous exposures it is

requisite that the entire quantity of magnesium be ignited simul-

taneously, so that the full actinism of the light is developed in an
instant. This G.adicke has accomplished, but by means which appear

to be somewhat hazardous. The problem that remained was to obtain

a substance capable of instant combustion, and the heat from which
would cause the simultaneous ignition of the magnesium, and which
would be free from the dangers incident to the use of chlorate of

potash. Such a substance is ordinary gunpowder. If one part of

gunpowder be mixed with four parts of magnesium powder, and
ignited in an open space, an extremely actinic light is instantly

developed. This mixture is absolutely safe, as it cannot bo ignited

except by the application of fire, and will not explode by concussion.

Another simple method of accomplishing the same end is to take a

small tuft of ordinary photographer's cotton, such as is used for

making collodion, lay it on a metal plate, and strew over it a small

quantity of magnesium powder. The cotton is then lighted with a

match, and the heat developed by its combustion ignites the mag-
nesium, and we have au instantaneous blaze sulficiently actinic to

effect the desired result, as I will presently demonstrate. It is not

for portraits only that the method here described is applicable. Ex-
cellent copies of photographs or other objects can be made, and even

enlargements on bromide paper. In practice I have found that seven

or eight grains of cotton, with from ten to fifteeu grains of mag-
nesium, will produce sufficient light for a single portrait or a small

group. For copying, lantern slides, or even bromide enlargements,

the same quantity may be used.

The methods here described are not the only ones by which the

extremely actinic light of magnesium may be safely developed, as I

have made several negatives by the flash of a pistol, the weapon being

loaded with a mixture of gunpowder and magnesium.
In comparison with other methods of artificial illumination adapted

to portraiture, this panactinic light, if I may be permitted so to call

it, is characterised by extreme softness, a feature impossible to obtain

with either a single electric or calcium light, or with the magnesium
tape ; due to the fact that with these latter the light emanates from

a comparatively small point, while the magnesium-cotton fight gives

a large diffu.sed blaze.

The prints which I exhibit this evening are from negatives which
have been taken simply with a view to the demonstration of the

actinic power of the light, and are to be judged from this and not

from an artistic standpoint. It remains for the professional photo-

grapher, skilled in the use of screens, reflectors, and other accessories,

and familiar with the art of posing, to obtain the best results that

this means of illumination is capable of producing.

IlEXnY G. PiFFARI), M.D.
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ZINC ETCHING.
A xiN'C plate liaving a sniootli, polished surface is taken, and upon it

is (liawii the veqiiired design with iin ink composed of iisplialtiim,

turpentine, and oil (enough to keep the composition in a liquid state),

and a little lampblack to darken it. Or, if the object to be reproduced

be an engravinji-, either stone, plate, wood, or any other material, it is

transferred by tlie usual mode ; tliat is, by taking an impression from
the engraving on "transfer paper," and thence to tlie zinc plate.

Tlie transfer ink used is a compound of ordinary lithographic

printing ink and asphaltum, in the proportion of almiH ono-tnird

of the latter to two-tlurds of ink. The drawing or transfer

having been completed, and before the ink lias become dry, it is

covered with a coat of powdered resin or copal, the back of tlie plate

being also coated witli asplialtum to render it acid proof. The plate

is now ready for the bath, wliich consists of muriatic acid of about
1'2 specific gravity (or other suitable acids, either in their pure or

diluted state, such as nitric acid, kc), where it is allowed to remain
about (ive seconds. It is then taken out, washed, dried, and when
dry, heated only enough to melt the powdered resin or copal, so as to

form a crust which will protect the edges of the drawing or transfer

which has been formed by the first exposure of the plate to the etching

agent. Tlie jilate is next returned to the batli of muriatic acid, again

allowed to remain about live seconds, and waslied and dried once
more. Those portions which are high enougli to print are tlien

covered witli asphaltum, and another coat of powdered resin or copal

is added, after which it is replaced in the bath and allowed to remain
until sufficient depth is obtained on the exposed parts. These opera-

tions of covering the plate and returning to the acid may have to be
repeated three or four times, according to the nature of the work.
The plates used are, of course, restricted to such metals as are affected

similar to zinc.

• -Scuntijic American.

FAILUBES IN CARBON PEINTINQ ANO THEIE CAUSES.

F.vii.rnEs

The llacli (jfliitine ultiht sensi-

tixiii:/ inns off in streaks.

The same occurs wliilst drying.

Particles of lUist or fibres of the

paper o (there to the tissue after

sfiueegicinrj.

The tissLC does not lay flat in

the pr.iiting frame.

The tistue sticlta to the neijatire.

The wax on the plate raitnot tie

polisled.

Small air-hells appear after lay-

ing the sensitised tissue upon
the glass plate.

The tissue does not stick to the

pl'Xte, the bord'rs raise.

f The tissue in developing does not

separate from the jilate, or the

picture does not develope, re-

maining too dark.

The tissue lifts too quick from
the plate and the picture is

too light.

Air-bells appear on the back of
the tissue when immersed in

the developing bath.

Causes.

The sensitising bath was too warm.

The bath was too warm ; squeegee the

tissue plates on a glass or zinc plate

and dry in cooler room.
Tlie plate was not clean, or the squee-

geeing had been done without the

rubber cloth.

The paper has been dried too fast and
should be allowed to absorb a little

dampness.
The paper was not dry enough, or the

negative or pad was damp. Imper-
meable paper or rubber cloth should
be laid between the tissue and the pad.

The plate was too cold, the wax was
not pure, or the polishing flannel

was damp.
The paper was not a sufficient time

in the cold water, or had not been
lowered with enough care upon the

plate. Withdraw the tissue, re-

moisten and replace it.

It had remained too long in the water,

was over exposed, or suffered from
emamitions from liitchen, gas, &<;.

Apply ijressure for ten to fifteen

minutes. A prompt way to learn it

the paper is still good is to apjjly hot
water to a small piece of unexposed
tissue ; if the gelatine dissolves it is

still good.

The exposure was too long, or the trans-

fer was made too late after the expo-

sure to light. Hotter water, or a bath
of two per cent, carbonate of soda, or

the addition of a few drops of liquid

ammonia may be used ; or the paper
is not good.

The exposure to light was too short.

Develop with cooler water.

The water was too warm. Begin with
cold water and raise its temperature
by degrees. Tlie air-bells often show
in the picture.

FAn.CIIEB. CaC8E8.
TIte picture lifts on the borders No safe edge has been used, or the

whilst the collodion renuiim. paper was spoiled. Too old, or af-

fected by omanationg from gn.sca.

Tlie picture, togetlur icUh eol- The wax contains tallow. A slight ad-
loction, lifts from the plate, dition of resin to the waxing solution

is the remedy. The collodion had
dried too much before the plate wa«
immersed in water.

The collodion film breaks. It is too soft or too fresh ; addition
of negative varnish. The film wag
hurt. The borders of the plates are
too sharp.

Dirt orparticlesofpaper between If they were not on the plate since the
picture and plate. beginning, they come from the water.

Air-bells between the picture and The tissue was not lowered carefully

theplata or the flexiblesupport. upon the support, or the squeegeeing
was not done in the right way.

The picture is full of small The paper was too long in the sensitis-

fissures. - ing bath, or the bath was too strong
or too warm.

The picture appears granular or The tissue was not left long enough
reticulated. in contact with the support. Paper

which has suffered from emanations
of gases, or dried too fast, shows these
defects very often.

The picture swells up much^ohen The sensitised paper is spoiled by
iiitinersed in water, and moss- emanations from kitchen, stable,

like excrescences appear in the gas, or closets.

2>icture.

Reticulation of picture during The exposed paper had not remained a
development on glass plates. sufficient time in cold water before

effecting the transfer.

Small brilliant spots or air-hells Same reason as the preceding. They
appear in the picture. form some minutes after the transfer,

and as they are bstween the paper
and the collodion, there is no remedy.

Cloudy appearances, principally If hotter water does not remove them,
in tlie background of the pic- then theyare due to the alcohol which
ture. was still present in the collodion when

making the transfer.

The picture slmws no lialf tones. The negative was toj dense. Expose
the tissue before or after printing for

a few seconds to daylight; or the

paper was dried too fast, and con-

sequently is to3 soluble.

The tranaferreil and dry picture The proper flexible support or plate was
does not leave the support, or not well waxed ; the waxing solution

sticks to it in some places. contains too much resin ; the waxing
was polished off entirely ; or the

flexible support was dried with too

much heat.

The double tramfer paper leaves It has been dipped in too hot water,

the plate ivitlwut the carbon or the alum bath w.i.s too strong.

pictiu'e.

The picture is full of brilliant The transfer paper was soaked in tco

spots, principally in the high cold water.

lights and around the outlines.

The picture is granular. The second transfer was made too late.

Max Boelte in "Anthony's Bulletin."

NOTES FEOM ABEO.AD.

[From our Special Correspondent.)

III.

TuE LiCHTDECCK WoKKS OF HeRR OiTO AT DcSSELDJltP.

In Dusseldorf I have had the pleasure of seeing iu operation the licht-

druck process at the works of Herr Wilhelm Otto, 42, Schadowstrasse.

These works have belonged to Herr Otto for seven years, but were

founded about thirty years before that by J. & It. Overbeck. One of the

printing machines in use during my visit, and driven by a gas engine,

was constructed by Messi-s. Schmiers, Werner, & Stein, of Leipsic.

A solution is first prepared consisting of :

—

Silicate of soda GO grammes.
Water 120

The whites of two eggs.

A well cleaned, tliick piece of plate glass is coated with the above

solution and dried ; it is next washed for half an hour in running water,

and dried again. By this means a fine, even, and insoluble grain is given

to its surface.

The sensitising solution, which is next applied, consists of :—
Gelatine 20 grammes.
Water 20O „
Bichromate of ammonia 2 „
Bichromate of potash 2 „
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The plate is then exposed under a negative. A gelatine negative
is never used for the purpose if it can bo avoided ; in all cases, negatives
taken by the wet collodion process are preferred.

In dull weather the printing is effected by the electric light, a sus-

pended arc lamp being made to slowly vibrate like the ball of a pendulum
before the printing frame, at a distance from the latter of about ten
inches. This printing by artificial light is effected in from ten to forty-

five minutes, according to the density and colour of the negative ; by sun-
light the time of printing is from three to ten minutes, according to
circumstances.

After exposure the plate is washed in cold, running water for four
hours, then placed upon a rack to dry during the night. It is next
placed upon a levelling stand and some of the following solution is

poured over it :

—

Glycerine 1000 grammes.
Water 300 „
Ammonia (0-880) 100
Thiosulphate of soda 25 ,,

This solution, which gives the gelatine the power of taking colour from
the printing rollers, is left upon the plate for fifteen minutes or half an
hour, then it is wiped off with a sponge. The surface of the plate is next
dabbed with a clean, dry cloth, and the plate is ready for the printing
machine.

If too much ink, or too strong ink, be applied in the first instance,
there is much trouble in getting the plate clean again afterwards, but it

must then be cleaned before good prints can be obtained. Tlie back of

the plate is cleaned with a knife before it is put upon the machine.
The chief difficulties of the process lie, as in all engraving printing, in

the machining ; the machine must be a good one, and the proper amount
of ink and pressure to give good results must be carefully adjusted. I
saw a specimen of lichtdruck work at Herr Otto's which had just been
executed for a Loudon photographic firm. It was a vulgar picture, com-
prising three large heads—a picture which would break the heart of any
French, Italian, or, I hope, German artist, did he have to devote his skill

to printing the same.
Herr Otto carries on, as well, a general photographic business. He has

a portrait studio, and takes likenesses when necessary by the aid of his
electric arc lamp ; tlie little dynamo is driven by the gas engine. The
same engine, by means of suitable apparatus, produces an air blast, by
means of which the gelatine plates are dried, for Herr Otto makes his
own plates for portraiture, and by Audra's formula. In photographing
by the electric light, the rays from the arc do not, of course, fall directly
upon the sitter ; they are sent back by a great parabolic reflector made of
whitewashed canvas. Herr Otto is agent in Dusseldorf for Stim's coat-
button camera, and from selected pictures taken therewith he has some
fail- enlargements, about eight inches in diameter.

Dr. LiESEQANg's EsT.iELISHMENT AT DuSSELDOHF.
Who has not heard of Dr. Edward Liesegang, whose establishment at

13, Cavalleriestrasse, Dusseldorf, is one of the great headquarters of
photography in Europe ? Externally his establishment is a large private
house, built with that solidity which characterises houses in countries
where householders are their own ground landlords ; internally it has
plenty of offices and clerks, for in Dr. Liesegang the man of science and
the man of business are combined.

Dr. Liesegang was born in 1838 at Elberfeld, near Dusseldorf, and
was educated at Vienna, Berlin, and Giessen Universities ; he always
devoted special attention to the subjects of chemistry and mathematics.
About the year 1853 he bought a collodion positive process of Wulff, of
Paris, for one hundred francs, and tried to make collodion ; by the
process direct positives on glass were transferred to leather, and the
pictures were called " pannotypes." The photographs looked nice, so
the public began to ask him to make collodion for them, which he did,
while in business with his father in Elberfeld. Thus he gradually
became known in the photographic world. In 1859 he published the
first edition of his Uamlhuch tier Photographie, and in January, 1860, the
first number of his monthly journal, the l'hotO(jraphUches Arcliiv. Next
he started Le Moniteiir tie la Photographie in Paris, with M. Lacon as
editor. In Dusseldorf he brought out in March, 1877, the Lanterna
Magica, a monthly journal, which at present is the only one in Europe
devoted specially to the optical lantern and allied subjects. Lastly, he
issued the first number of the monthly journal Der Amateur Photoqrayh,
in January, 1887. In 18C1 he issued the &r:si Photoqraiihischer Almanack,
the earliest annual volume of the kind. Up to the present time his
Uamlhuch der Photoriraphie has been translated into ten different
languages. In 1873 Dr. Liesegang moved from Elberfeld to Dusseldorf,
and at the present time he has some chemical works at Bilk, near
Dusseldorf. He does not allow any stranger to go over any of his works.
He has published a large number of books by different authors upon
photography, including German editions of some of the best books by
English writers upon the subject.
Among the historical curiosities on the premises at Dusseldorf is one

of Sutton's panoramic cameras, made by Cox, of Ludgate-hill. Dr.
Liesegang took some pictures with it in Jersey, and bought the French
and Belgian patent rights for its construction, but he never made one.
Its chief objectionable feature is that the cuned plates are difficult both
to coat and print. The printing was the greatest difficulty ; contact had

to be effected by means of iudiarubber backs, and to get equal illumi-
nation the printing frame had to have a motion of rotation. Dr.
Liesegang has a modification of Johnson's pantascopic camera made by
himself, and by means of which very large and perfectly sharp pictures
can be taken with but a quarter-plate lens.

Another curiosity in the possession of Dr. Liesegang is a positive picture
taken about 1801 in America, by the process of the late Wenderoth, of
Philadelphia. Wenderoth, in his process, took a Daguerreotype plate, spat
upon it, then rubbed it with a toothbrush to give it a dead instead of a
pohshed surface ; next he squeegeed a positive carbon print down upon
it, and afterwards fixed a glass over its face. Such pictures were tm'ned
out commercially for several years in the United States, but the process
is now extinct. The first lichtdruck pictures were taken by Tessier du
Mothay, at Metz, from plates of copper ; Dr. Liesegang has some specimens
of his work as good now as the day on which they were printed. Tessier
du Mothay was a commercially unsuccessful photographic inventor ; the
last time Dr. Liesegang saw him was at the Hotel de Ville in Paris, where
he had a commission from Napoleon III. to perfect the zirconium light as
produced by a method of extracting oxygen from the atmosphere.
About a dozen years ago, Mr. Jabez Hughes took Dr. Liesegang to

Oxford, where he had to copy a water-colour painting for Queen Victoria,

who examined the image of the picture upon the ground-glass of the
camera, and remarked that it was a great pity that photographs could
not be taken in natural colours. Dr. Liesegang then informed her that

he had seen Ni^pce de St. Victor taking photographs in natural colours

at the Louvre. Niepce could reproduce true greens, such as that of the

emerald, but not the green of the leaves of trees ; exposures of several

hours' duration were necessary.

Dr. Liesegang obtained his degree of " Doctor" at Eostock, in Germany,
for proficiency in chemistry. He is ably supported in the work relating

to his different journals by liis assistant-editor, Herr Hermann Schnauss,
son of Dr. Von JuHus Schnauss, the author of a valuable book upon
photo-meclianical printing.

In my walks about Dusseldorf I chanced to see the house in which Mr.
J. Hubert, the well-known London photograher, was born, in the street

leading from the Market Place and through an archway to the Bridge of

Boats over the Rhine. At the residence of Dr. Liesegang I had the
pleasure of meeting Mr. William Lang, jun., who was travelling on
the Continent, to make arrangements for the forwarding of interesting

photographic works of high art to a forthcoming exhibition in Glasgow.

CELESTIAL PHOTOGBAPHY.
At a joint meeting of the Literary and Philosophical and Astronomical
Societies of Liverpool, Mr. Herbert Sadler, F.E.A.S., read a paper on
Cclertial Photogriiphij, in which he referred to the great advances which
had lately been made in astronomy by the assistance of photography.
Starting from the first crude and imijerfect pictures of the sun and moon,
astronomy and photography had marched hand in hand, until the present
methods of manipulation enabled us to photograph objects which the eye
can never hope to see. The paper was profusely illustrated by celestial

photographs, and in calling attention to a picture of Capella, Mr. Sadler
explained that the rays which affected the plate started on their errand
during the battle of Waterloo. As an illustration of the far-reaching
power of tlie photographic eye, the map of the Pleiades, constructed by
M. Wolf, contained G71 stars, and after a careful sounding in this direction

with the largest telescope in the Paris Observatory, the author felt assured
that all beyond was darkness, and that he had absolutely reached the
utmost depths of space. But a pliotograph of the same district, taken by
the Brothers Henry with a much smaller telescope, in one hour showed
1421 stars, against the 671 which had taken M. Wolf three years
to map.

©ur iStJitorial EatU.

A Studio Camera.
By Pkbsen, Son, & EiiMENT.

In these days of pocket, portable, and detective cameras, one is some-
times apt to forget the studio camera, wliich has, or ouglit to liave,

no claims to be considered as belonging to the featherweight fraternity.

Especially is this the case wlien, as in the one now before us, such
camera is constructed for 10 x 8 plates with reversing arrangement,

by which the plate can be placed in either a vertical or horizontal

position.

The studio camera of Messrs. Perken, Son, & Rayment, although
not professedly one of the portable class, does, howe\er, fold up in a

wonderfully small bulk, more especially when its various appliances

and great length, when fully extended, are taken iuto consideration.

The range of focus capable is from four to twenty-eight inches, which,

wlien a rapid doubkt is employed, means a further focal power of
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about two inches added to its ab-eady considerable range. Witli this

camera, tlierefore, a lens of tliirteen inclies focii8 could be emplojed

in copying a picture on a scale even larger than the original. The

value of a great extension of the camera is now universully admitted,

and with tliis instrument a lens may be employed in taking scenes on

a telescopic scale. The camera in <juestion has an ingeniously con-

tl'ived swing back, and the lens is fi.ved upon a front whicli is rigidly

attached to tlie ba.seboard, an advantage when either weighty lenses

or those of long focus are employed ; for whereas a tremor of the

sensitive plate during exposure will only tend to a slight softening of

the definition, an equal tremor of the frame, which carries the lens,

may cause the image to dance over a large portion of the plate. The

camera, however, has both horizontal and vertical sliding motions for

the lens. Finished and fitted with singular care, and brass bound

wherever nece.«sary, this camera also jMssesses an easily unshipped

division, by which two different pictures may be taken on one plate if

desired.

Invited by the makers to say if in our estimation it could be

improved in any way whatever for the purpose for which it is

intended, we must answer, Xo.

Stkhkoscopic Apvliancks.
Rapid Lensos by Wkat, London. Tbe Korshaw Shutter.

A PAin of lenses of the very rapid doublet class, and accurately paired

for stereoscopic work, is, we were about to saj', on the editorial table,

but as a matter of fact they are now on the editorial camera.

Dark weather demands rapid lenses, and those which Mr. VVray, of

Highgate, London, has sent are certainly very rapid, for they give

sharp crisp definition with an aperture much in excess of most lenses

of the " rapid " genus, and while purporting to cover ao x 4 plate, we
have made them cover (with a small diaphragm in this latter case)

an 8 X o plate quite easily. For either instantaneous stereo work,

or for a detective camera, they behave nobly—dull though the

November weather be. ISeing symmetrical in construction they

project an image with rectilinear accuracy. The equivalent focus of

each is about five and a half inches.

Allied with the above is a shutter we have received from Mr.

Kershaw. When lately in Manchester we heard much concerning

the Kershaw shutter, and saw much good work effected by its aid,

and now we have an opportunity of judging of its merits from

personal trial. Mr. Kershaw's invention consists in a framework

which slips upon the lenses (the one before us is for a binocular

camera), the circular apertures in which are covered by an opaque

screen, having in it a square opening to admit the light. There are

axes at top and bottom, around which this screen winds. One of

these axes is fitted with a spring, which is capable of being braced

up to impart any desired degree of rapidity of action. The other

serves to wind up the curtain; and the liberation of a catch, by

pneumatic ball, throws a click out of gear, thus effecting an instan-

taneous pas.sage of the aperture in the curtain acres? that of the lens.

CiiniSTMAs Cabd Mounts.
London; Mansbll & Co.

From Messrs. Mansell & Co., 271 and 273, Oxford-street, W., we
have received samples of photographic mounts specially intended for

the Christmas and New Year. The mottoes are seasonable and well

selected, while the mounts themselves—elegantly finished in gold—are

all that can be desired.

Pbacticai. Guide to I'HoToaBAPHY.
By Makion & Co.

This is a reissue of a very useful work which we have lately

reviewed. A leading feature in the present edition is the devoting,

by way of commercial addendum, of over a hundred pages to a

description of the various productions of this enterprising Company.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 15,8'2".—"An Improved Method of Heating Hollow Rollers for Photo-

nihic Rolling lYesses, Rolling Machines, and the like." W. K Moss and
\ma^.—Dated Noremher 18, 1887.

No. 15,984.—"An Improved Method of, and Apparatus for. Coating Glass

or other Surface* for Photogra)i1iio Puiposen." W. J. Cox.—Dated Nowmler
21, 1887.

No. 18,003.— " Improvenient.s relating to Photo-chemical Priulirg." Com-
plete speciUcatlon. W. Willis.—/^ntol Novembtr 21, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
lI.MI'nOVEMKNTB IN THK. MaMKACTI'IIK OF Se.N.SITIVK PHOTOOBAPHIC FILMS

AND IN ArrABATUS THKUKKOn
(A communication from GEon(;E Eastman, Rochester, New York, United

States of America, Manufacturer.)

No. 3530. ALI--RED Julius Boult, 323, High Holbom, Middlesex.—
March 8, 1887.

Since the iutroiluction of the article known a» bromide paper for iihotogniphic

jwsitives and negatives, numerous nttemi>ts have been made to ilevi.ie a prac-
ticable method of manufacturing the material 'on a large scale and at less

expense, both in time and material, but until the iiresent invention no material
progress ha<l been made and tlie njanufacture was conducted by what may be
tcrmc<l the original processes, that is to say, either by laying the sensitised

material on the i)aper witli brushes, or the more common metho<l of passing
the strip of paper around rollers, uniting the ends of the strip to form an
endless baud, and by the rotation of the rollers causing the baud to travel in

contact with a l)Oily of emulsion until the entire surface Imd received a coating,

when it was suspended or left liangiiig until dried.

A moment's consideration of the nature of the sensitised material, the con-
ditions under which it is ajiplied, and the changes to whicli the paiier is sub-

jected, will serve to show why tlje ordinary i>rocesse8 of coating and the
machinery employed are incompetent to perform the operations and at the same
time preserve tlie necessary comlitioiis.

The sensitised emulsions, as ordinarily compounded, contains as the sensitive

medium silver salts di.ssolved or held suspended in a mixture of water and
gelatine, the latter serving as the vehicle tor carrying and holding the sensitive

material upon the paper. The silver salts are a valuable product, heuce it is

desirable that tlie miuimuni c|uaiitity capable of proilucing gooil work should
be employed ; and for that and other reasons only sufficient gelatine is mixed
in the emulsion to produce, when ajiplied to the paper, a film layer of just

sutHcieut depth to retain the desired or requisite quantity of the .sensitised

medium.
As is obvious, the layer or film of emulsion deposited on the paper must be

as free from spots and irregularities as ])ossible, hence any treatment of the
pajier or coating Ijefore, during, or after the emulsion is applied, which will

produce or favour the formation of sjiots, streaks, or irregularities in the
surface or thickness of the tlliu, will result in the production of defective and
unsalable paper, involving the loss of much valuable time, lal)0ur, and
material.

It must also be remembered that the emulsion is in a liquid comlition when
applied to the surface of the paper, that the paper becomes saturated by the
water contained in tlie nii.xture, that no opportunity is artbrded for a critical

cxaiiiiiiation of tlie coating nor can the defects in its surface be removed or

remedied after the gelatine is once set, and that the entire proc.-ss lias neces-

sarily to be conducted in a {pliotographic dark room ; hence, if the finished

article contains the irregularities and iueipialities mentioned, they cannot
readily be discovered or detected even by a critical examination,—the coating
is so extremely thin—until the fliial test,—actual use—has been applied anil

then, and not before, can the mercantile and practical value of the material

be ascertained.

It will be readily understood, therefore, why the ordinary processes employed
for coatiug cloth, paper, and other nuaterials, with paint, glue, paraffine, and
other substances and compounds not requiring so even and regular a surface as

jihotographic paper, whose irregularities are measured not by instruments but
Ijy the results produced by the action of light alone—why said processes and
machines have not, and cannot as ordinarily worketl, be used in the manu-
facture of photographic paper.
As before stated, notwithstanding the many attempts made to produce a suc-

cessful article of bromide paper by a cheaper and more practicable metlioil, the
only process by which it was generally understood it could be made success-

fully and the only one in practical use at the time of this iuveiitioii, was that in

which a belt or band of paper with its ends united was caused to jiass through
a bath of emulsion ; and when the band had been drawn through the liquid

and the coating ajipliod, it was either I'aised out of the bath ami .illowed to

hang until dry, or, what is the same thiug, was removed to a drying frame and
susiiended thereon.

The use of brushes for apjilyiiig the coating, although attempted, has not
proved successful, owing to the extreme ditticulty experienced in applying the
emulsion evenly throughout the entire surface of the paper.

After many unsuccessful attempts and the expenditure of much time,
labour, and money, my foreign coirespondent has succeeded in discovering a
method of uianipulation whereby, by a continuous process, he has been enabled
to jiroduce a commercial article of bromide paper ex]ieditiously and cheaply in

sheets of any desired dimensions and with the minimum of waste.

In the following specification and claims, the expression web, web of paper,
fabric, paper, &c. , is intended to mean tlie web or baud drawn from the roll or

other source of supply, whether tliat web be of paper, muslin, silk, or other
material which may be employed ; and similarly the expression emulsion,
sensitised emulsion and the like, is intended to mean any emulsion solution or
photographic sub.stance, salted or unsalted, sensitised or unsensitised. Coating,
coated, &c., refer to the coat or film spreail uiK>u the web.
This im]irovemeiit in the method relates more particularly to the treatment

of the paper alter the coating lijus been ajqilied, and consists, generuUy stated,

in so conducting the operation that after the paper has been supplied with a
thin and uniform coatiug of the emulsion, and while the layer is still in a Huid
state the coated web of pajier shall, while under suflicieut tension to maintain
its surface Hat, lie drawn or moved continuously in the same direction until the
gelatine in the coating has set, after which ami as rapidly as the web is ilelivered,

it is hung in loops or deposited upon a frame where it is allowed to remain until

the paper has thoroughly dried.
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It is of tlie utmost importance in practising this improved process, that the

paper (wliich is drawn from a roll of any desired dimensions) sliould receive an
even coating of the fluid emidsion, and it has been found that tliis can best be

secured by causing the strip or web ofpaper to pass into and emerge at an angle

from a layer or body of the fluid emulsion, so that tlie paper f.s it rises from
the level surface of the liquid may carry only so much of the emulsion as

adheres to its surface, the surplus flowing back into the receptacle.

The web of paper, as it passes through the emulsion, takes up a large quantity

of water which acts to expand and soften it, hence it becomes necessary to apply
sufficient tension to draw it flat over the rollers or other supporting devices.

The tension on the paper must be, however, so regulated that, while serving to

maintain the web flat and move it at a uniform speed, it shall not produce
wrinkles by the unequal strain upon the now weakened and expanded paper,

for if such wrinkles or other iiTegularities on the surface occur, the still fluid

coating will run irregularly and form in streaks on the paper.

It is to be observed, moreover, that after the coating has been evenly applied

to the web, and while the latter bearing the fluid coating is continued in

motion to preserve and maintain its uniformity, it is essential that the coated

face be unobstructed while the material is setting, that is to say, it must be
held and maintained out of contact with any foreign substance, such as

pressing rolls, scrapers, or other devices, which, if permitted to so much as

touch the coating, would defeat the purpo.se of the process by destroying

the uniform character of the film and render the latter unfit for photogiaphic
purposes.

The rate of motion and distance intervening between the coating devices

and the hang-up frame vary with the state of the atmosphere and the quality

of the emulsion. Ordinarily, in using a machine such as hereinafter described,

the rollers are driven at such speed as will advance tlie paper twenty feet a
minute, and with the temperature of the room maintained at about sixty-five

degrees, the hang-up is located at about thirty feet distance, that is to say, the
paper is maintained in motion for about one to two minutes after leaving the
coating bath before it is dejjositert upon the slat of tlie drying frame. The
time and distance must, of course, be adjusted and regulated according to tlie

temperature and state of the atmosphere, and, if desired, artificial cooling and
drying devices may be employed, but under all circum.stances, in order to

prevent blemishes when practising the continuous process, the coated web
must be kept in motion and flat nntil the gelatine has set so as to be incapable
of further movement upon tlie surface of the i>aper, and when this stage has
been reached, but not before, can it be su.spended in loops upon the drying
frame and remaui there until tlie moi-sture has evaporated, without injury to

the coating.

The movement of the web after the coating material has been evenly applied,

and which is continued until tlie coating has set or stiffened so as to prevent
running, is a progressive movement, the travel being at all times forwards, but
in order that the flow of the material may be regulated, and the uniformity
of the coating maintained, it is desirable that the direction, i.e., the angle of

iucliuation of the web during its progressive movement, should at times be
reversed or altered, so that at one point it will travel upwards and sub-
sequently downwards, or vice versd, thereby arresting or clianging the
direction of flow, if any takes place, of the liquid coating upon the travelling

web.
Thus, in the machine illustrated, the web, as it emerges from the coating

device, is caused to move first upward, then horizontally, then downwards,
then horizontally, and again upward to tlie delivery roller.

Under certain circumstances, as when it is desired to use a thin emulsion
or in warm weather, the setting of the coated film may be facilitated by
reducing its temperature as it passes from the coating apparatus to the hang-
up machine. This artificial cooling of the coated web may be accomplished
by the use of a current of air, or by causing the web to pass over a surface
the temperature of which is kept down as by a current of cold air, water,
or a cooling mixture or compound. A fan-blower or other suitable device
may be employed to produce a cuirent of air, which is cooled by passing
over ice or in any other preferred manner, the air being carefully strained
from dust.

It is obvious that the process herein described is adapted to the coating of
webs or strips of faliric with a surface coating of any material which has a
tendency to run and streak after its application, and which possesses the
property of setting or stift'euing gradually while the wel) is maintained in
motion, to preserve the uuilbrm surface of the coating.

It will be observed that according to the jiresent invention three distinct
operations ore required to produce the finished article, first, the application
of the coating material ; second, maintaining the web in motion Until the
coating thereon has set or stiffened sufficiently" to prevent running ; and third,
depositing the coated web as rapidly as the coating sets or stitt'ens upon a
support to dry, and further that all those operations are performed simul-
taneously, but upon different portions of the same continuous web or band
of paper, so that wliile at one point in the length of the travelling web,
the coating is being applied at another, it is setting or stiffening, and at still

another and more advanced stage is delivered or deposited upon the drying
frame.
The improved apparatus for manufacturing sensitive photographic films is

represented in accompanying drawings.
The claims are :—1. The herein-described process of coating a continuous

web with a unifonn layer of emulsion, consi-sting in applying the emulsion to
one side of the web as it is passed through the coating device, in artificially
cooling the coated web, in keeping the coated web in continuous motion and
the coated surface free from damage by contact until it has set, and finally in
delivering the web to a suitable rack or frame to dry, substantially as de-
scribed. 2. The herein-described process of coating a continuous web with a
uniform layer of emulsion, consisting in applying the emulsion to the lower
side of the welj as it is passed through tlie coating device, in carrying the coated
web on suitable supports around the coating apparatu.s, and keeping it con-
tinuously iu motion and the coated surface free from damage by contact until
the emulsion has set or stiffened .sufficiently to prevent flowing, and in
subsequently delivering the coated web to a suitable drying frame or rack
substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 3, The herein-described

method of producing uniform coatings upon continuous webs which consists in

applying the coated material in a fliud condition evenly upon the face of the
web, and in changing the flow of the coating upon the web to regulate and
maintain its uniformity and maintaining the web in motion and its coated
surface free from damage by contact until the coating has set hardened or dried
sufficiently to prevent running substantially as described. 4. The hereiu-
described inqu'ovement in the art of producing photogi'aphic paper which
consists in applying to one face of tlie v-eb a uniform coating or surface of
fluid sensitised emulsion, by causing the paper to emerge from tlie level surface
of a body of emulsion, and subsequently maintaining the coated web iu motion
continuously and uniformly in tlie same direction and the surface of the coating
free from damage by contact until tlie emulsion has set or stifl'ened sulReiently
to prevent running substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 5. The
herein-de.scribed process of producing sensitised photographic paper consisting
iu applying to a moving continuous web a uniform layer of sensitised emulsion,
keeping said web in motion and the coated side free from damage by contact
nntil the coating is set or stiffened sufticiently to prevent flowing and finally

drying the coating. 6. The herein-described method of producing unifonn
coatings upon continuous webs which consists in applying the coating material
in a fluid condition evenly upon the face of the web, and subsequently main-
taining the web in motion and its coated surface free from damage by contact
until tlie coating has set or hardened sufficiently to prevent running substan-
tially as descri))ed. 7. The herein-described continuous process of producing
sensitised photographic fabric consisting in applying in a suitable non-actinic
light to a running continuous web a uniform layer of sensitive fluid emulsion,
keeping -said web in motion and the coated side free from damage by contact
until the coating is set or stiffened sufficiently to prevent flowing, and finally

while the web is in motion and the coating being applied depositing that part
of the web on which the coating has set or stift'enecl at rest with relation to its

supports to dry. 8. In a machine for coating a continuous web with emulsion
the specified arrangement of the rollers about the emulsion trough whereby
the coated web is carried around the said trough witliout the coated side
coming in contact with said rollers and space is economised and sufficient time
allowed for the coating to set before being transferred to the liang-up apparatus
substantially as described and illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
9. The complete apparatus constructed and operating substantially as and for

the purjiose described and illustrated iu the accompanying drawings.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting.

November 29

>. 30
30

December 1

1
1

1

•• 1

Name of Society.

Bolton Club
Buniley and District
Photoj^raphic Clttb

Bolton Photographic Society .

Dundee and East of Scotland .

Glasgow Photo. Association....

Leeds

Place of Meeting.

The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.

Andei-ton'fl Hotel, Fleet-street, E.G.

Lamb's Hotel, Reform-st., Dundee.
PhilosophicalSoc.Rms . ,207, Bath-st.

Philosophical Hall, Leeds.
London and Provincial

|

Mason's Hall, Basinghall-strect.

Yorkshire College

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday night, at a meeting of the above Society, held at 5a, Pall M.all

East, London, Mr. William England, Vice-President, occupied the chair.

Colonel NovEHRK said that after developing some of Eastman's stripping

films with ammonia in the solution, a faint negative was left on tlie insoluble

substratum ; the sensitive film appeared to be thinner than desirable. He
thought the negative itself in such cases to be too granular. What was the

cause of the idienomenon ?

Mr. Arnold Spilleb re.sponded that Mr. Warnerko had discovered that

under certain circumstances the film became insoluble where the image was
fonned

;
perh.aps some of this insoluble matter adhered to the substratum.

Mr. William Bedkobd called attention to an important modification of the

jilatinotype ])rocess recently published.

Mr. T. BOLAS knew no more about tlie new method tlian had been published.

Mr. G. ScAMELL said that an important question had been asked in The
Bkitish Journal of Photohbaphv, and never answered yet—" What is tlie

best method of photograpliing upon wood ?
" Could any one give a reply *

Mr. E. Cocking said that very little water must be used in any such

process.

Colonel NovERBB asked whether the image in brown platiuotypes was all of

platinum !

Mr. A. Cowan believed such to be the case.

Mr. COCKINO stated that he had been erroneously described in the Dailj/

Telegraph as "Manager of the Photographic Society of Great Britain, "although

in his letter to th.at journal he had correctly styled himself tlie Assistant Secre-

tary to the Society and Manager of its Photographic Exhibition.

Mr. A. MACKiEsaid tliat some persons had been fooling several daily papers

into the belief that by a commercial process they were taking photograplis in

natural colours.

Mr. W. Cobb called attention to an advertisement of " The Photographic

Company, Limited," in the Standard of November 2-2, which he said would

be likely to convey the idea to the public that the Company was taking photo-

graphs in natural colours. Could not the Photogr.aphio Society take somu
action iu the matter?

Messrs. Debenham, Bolas, and others, made some strong remarks about the

Cellerier-Parlies's process.

The Chairman stated that at one of the meetings of the Society in January,

the subject of stereoscopy will be brought up ; Mr. Donkin intends to bring

some reflecting stereoscopes, and he hoped others would bring anything interest-

ing relating to the subject,
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THE LONDON AND PROVINCTAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

Os Tliursilaj- iiiglit, Novemlier 17, at the ordinary weekly meeting of tlie

above Aisociatioii, lielil at tlie Masons Hall Tavern, City, Lonilon, Mr. W. M.
Aiihnian (iivsiduil.

Me.ssi-s. K. II. Berry, W, B. Wright, and K. W. Ooodden, were elected
nienibel's of the Association.

The Hon. Secket.vuy announced that the Liveiiiool Amateur Photograjiliic

Association will hold a pliotogra|iliic exhibition for one fortnight, conmiencing
March .1, 1888, at the Wallier Art Ci.ollery, Liverpool.

Mr, K. \V. Cox exhibited a simple and very clieap Fletcher's burner, giving a
solid llanie for heating platinotype solutions,

Mr. F. A. BuiDcK sai<l that it was a burner which consumed little gas.

The Ch.vibm.vn believed it to lie used exclusively now in laboratories for

heating .small quantities of solutions.

Mr. A. H.vDDON stated that if it were used with the enamelled iron trays is-

sued by tlie riatinotype Company the enamel would crack over the burner,
liecause of the local concentration of heat ; tliose trays should be made )>art of
water baths, by placing them in zinc trays containing water, and then heating
the water with the burner.

Mr. BniDdK had h.ad an enamelled disli in use over a bare llame for five or
six years and it had not cracked ; it Wivs very tliinly coated with enamel.
The Ch.mk.man had had one in use for twelve years over a bare flame for

boiling down silver solutions ; it exhibited no sign of a crack.
Mr. A. 1'. lliociss exhibited an arrangement for keeping emulsion warm

while filtering, consisting of the inverted upper part of a bottle ; a cork was
placed in the inverted neck to let the neck of the funnel pass through, and tlie

outer vessel thus made was filled with hot water. He had cut the uottle with
a "lass-cutter followed by the application of a hot iron.

riie Ch.\ib.maN' cut bottles by meiins of a string soaked in turpentine tied
tightly round tliem ; he then set fire to the turpentine and while the glass was
very hot where the string had been, he ilipped it in cold water.

Mr. BniDuE had broken three bottles out of four by th.at plan.

Mr. W. H. Phk-stwich had found the plan to work well except when the
bottles were thicker ujwn one side than the other.

Mr. A. Cow.vN said that Mr. Leon Warncrke cut bottles by first filing a
notch ill them, and then drawing a crack sbwly round each bottle by means of
a red hot point of hard charcoal.

Mr. H.VDDON remarked that Mr. W. J. Wilson and himself had discovered
thai it they could get a diamond to cut a ring inside a sufficiently large tube,
anil then applied outside heat from a Bunsen's flame, that tube could be cut
into definite lengths with certainty ; at least there were but one or two failures

in cutting twenty or thirty pieces.

Mr. W. H. H,\KRisoN had read in an American periodical that a bottle could
l)e cut by placing it in a jiail of water, with the surface of the water covered by
a thin layer of turpentine. The turpentine was then lired, and the H.ime split

to pieces the bottle above the level of the water, but left the rest of tlie bottle

intact, so it w.xs alleged.

The Cb.vium.vn exhibited a photograph rather less than life size of the
human eye. Such photographs, he thought, would be useful to artists. In tlie

one exhibited he could recognise the expression of Mr. Ollbrd.

Mr. Cow.vN stated that tliere was more expression in the human mouth than
in the eye.

Mr. A. M.iCKiE was ouce working in hospitals with Mr. Francis tialton,

cl.assifying the colours of human eyes ; he (Mr. Mackie) then concluded that it

w,is necessary to make thirty or forty colour charts and to number thcni before

they could give the idea to othei's of the particul.ir colour of any particular eye.

The Chairman exhibited a small photograidi of an interior taken by the mag-
nesium light and gasliglit combined.

Mr. H.VBItisoN said that Imliintrics newspaper, of the week before, contained
a statement that magnesium is now being sold by a firm in Antwerp at one
shilling anil tenpence i<OT jjniniil ; it did not state if in powder, or in what form.
The Ch.vihm.vn said that the powder when burnt in a descending flame after

being mixed with saud dift'used much more smoke in the room than if burnt as

ribbon ; in the latter case much of the oxide fell as ash.

Mr. H.vBitisox responded that German exiierinieuters li.ad foiiud out how to
burn the powder without any smoke being liberated in the room, and without
the use of a long chimney.

Mr. M.VCKIE stated that at the Photographic Club recently, a jihotograph
had been taken by means of seven and a half grains of magnesium 11,-ished ofl

upon fifteen grains of giincotton.

Mr. Cow.vN added that the picture so obtained wa.' well exposed.
Mr. Edi;.\u Ci.iiton said that a friend of his was of opinion that a wick might

be thickly chargeil with magnesium jiowder, then soaked in alcohol, and fired.

The Ch.\ium.vn believed that a friend of his would shortly exhibit before
the Association a method of burning magnesium upon a lime cylinder made
white hot with oxygen.

Mr. W. Cobb asked what was the most iirolific cause of white spots upon
silver ]iriiits.

The Cn.viKM.vjJ replied that the causes were nuinberless ; one fertile source
was the use of albiimenised paper kept too long before or after sensitising.

Mr. BkiliiM': reniaikeil tluit a lawsuit was going on about white spots ill

Jirints, and that several hundreds of pounds were at stake upon the result.

Mr. W. E. Uebkxh.v.m had known spots to appear upon prints in the hypo
or final washings from dust falling upon tliem from a badly plastered wall near
the sink.

Mr. Cobb asked how about prints in which white spots appeared several

days or weeks after they were mounted.
The C'H.viRMAN had known that to occur with jirints mounted in a room

below the toning and Hxiug room
; small crystals or dust from the solutions

which had jienetrated the ceiling fell upon the prints.

Mr. BniuuK had known spots to appear after a long time in jiriiits upon one
bitch of white enamel mounts, but not upon prints mounted on another batch
similar in a]>pearance.

Mr. Cobb said that he hail found bronze powder to be the most fertile cause
of white spots, because of the sulphide of tin therein.

The CH.URMAX said that mounts of nil coloum might have bronze powder in

them, in conseiinence of being printed in the works of a innii who iiHe<l bronze

powder over other jolm, so that there would !« plenty of itii dniit about the

premises and the machinery.

At the meeting of the Association next ThurwUy, Mr. Bri'lge will read a

paper upon tSjmta uii I'rinta.
•

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT AS.SOCIATION.
TllK Committee of this Association met on the 17th iiist. The minutes of the

Srevious meeting having been re.ad, the election of Messrs. J. 0. Dewey,
. S. Grimsh.aw, W. C. Smith, and J. Joel was confirme<l.

The Committee then considered an application for aiil to enable a memljer to

(jroceeil to a situation. The sum o^il. was granted.

The following letter received under date of the Uth inst :
—"Dear Sir,—

I

am directed to hand you enclosed cliecpie, value 32/. .1*., being the net amount
received as entrance fees from ladies and gentlemen {'liii in numlier) who have
coiitriliuted tlieir productions to our Tliinl Annual International Amatenr
riiotographic Exliioition, 1887. When the pictures are exhibiteil at our
Regent-street Gallery we entertain the hope that the contributions we shall

invite from visitors may form an important a<Iditioii to our present donation.

—

I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully, S. Clark, Secretary, I^oiidou Stereoscojuc and
Pliotogra]ihic Company, Limited."
The Committee pa-s.sed unanimously the following :

— "Tliat the Committee
of the Photographers' Benevolent Association tender their best thanks to the
Managers of the Loudon Stereoscopic Company for handing to the Benevolent
Association the entrance fees of the contributors to their Exhibition."

A letter w.is then read from the North Lonilon Photographic Society, as
follows:—"Dear Sir,—I have much pleiisnre in handing you a cheque for

\l. 4s., being the proceeds of an impromptu collection at our dinner last night

H. M. Smith, Hon. Secretiiry."

A member of the Committee then stated he was authorised to hand over the
sum of twenty guineas to the Association on the conditions that 500/. should
be obtained within twelve niontlis lor the express puq>ose of forming the
nucleus to an orphanage. This generous offer was received with enthusia-sm,

the Committee pledging tliemselvcs to use their utmost endeavours to fnlHl the
requirements of the conditioii.s. The amount was then handed over in trust,

and the meeting terminated.

CAMERA (n.UB.

At the lantern evening (Tliiu-sday, NovemI>er 17) there was an unusually
excellent and varied show of slides. Amongst the exhibitors were Messrs,

C. B. Wriglit, P. Newman, Fison, F. Evan.s, Frith, Stainthorpe, Davison,
Barclay, and Lionel Cowan.
The first part of the evening was devoted to pictures taken in Norway by

Messrs. C. 13. Wright and Fison, and to Swiss scenery by Mr. P. Newman.
Mr. Fison's scries included some interesting slides showing scenes in Nor-
wegian villages, and those of Messrs. Wright and Newman comprised most

,

beautiful and artistic ettects of clouds and atmo.siiliere amongst the mountains
and lakes of Norway and Switzerland respectively.

After an interval Mr. Evans showetl a very fine set of transparencies of
catliedral interiors, also country studies ; Mr. Frith a set from neg.atives taken
in Egy)it, ami Mr. Barclay several illustrating work done on Club excursions.

Tlie lantern w.i.s worked by Messrs. Lyouel Clark and E, FeiTero.

The subject for Thursday, December 1,'is I'lwUujruphii as Applied In the
Aiis and iiciences, wlieu Mr. 'T. C. Hepworth will lecture and show illustrations.

Meeting at eight p.m.

NORTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At a meeting held at Myddelton Hall on the loth instant, Mr. K Traill

Hiscock in the chair, Mr. K. S. Allan was elected an honorary member of the
Society.

A large nuniber of views of Lisbon and neighlx)urliood were passed round by
Mr. A. P. Higgins, and a selection taken in Holland by Mr. A. C. Cossor
followed.

Mr. E. W. Pahkitt showed two negatives taken under similar couditions

;

he desired to know why the diflerence in quality.

Mr. A. Pringlk thought one had been slightly fogged.

Mr. F. W. Cox then read a paper on The Pladnolype Process [see jMVge 748],
and developed several exposed prints.

Mr. J. TuAiLL Taylob (President) testified to the pcnnanency of platino-.

type prints, and referred to some which had been sulijectetl to extremes of
temperature for some years and were now as good as when first made. Other
prints made in silver at the same time had faded very much.

Mr. W. Cobb confirmed the President's remarks as to permanence, and
mentioned that he took the first medal given for this class of print.

Mr. PuiNULK said his name had been mentioned in connexion with the
question of the permanence of these prints, and he should like to correct a
misunderstanding. He had put platinotype prints to a series of tests quite
satisfactory to the Company. He found by treating them with sulphuretted
hydrogen he could materially reduce the image, but under ordinary conditions
he believed them to be absolutely periiianeut.

Mr. A. Cow.vN spoke of a dilliculty in matching panoramic views by this
process. On one occasion when he desired to match a picture four feet long
from four negatives it was necessary to produce eighty-four prints in orxler to
get twenty-four alike in tone.

Mr. W. M. Ashman alluded to the dilliculty of printing-in skies from seja-
rate negatives, and congi-atulatcd the lecturer upon the results shown.

Mr. Bishop (a visitor) expressed his pleasure at being present to witne.ss the
demonstration of the process, being one in which he took a great interest, and
thanked the Society for their kindness in inviting non-members to thdl
lectures.

A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the lecturer.

The next meeting will take place on December 6, when Mr, T. Ctiarteil

White will lecture on Plioto-micrwpaphy, Visitors are invited.
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MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual montlily meeting of this Society was lield at tlie rooms, 36, George-

street, on Wednesday, November 9,—Mr. A. Coventry, Vice-President, in tlie

cliair.

Tiie minutes of tlie previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Tlie b.-illot was taken and Mr. E. G. Wrigley admitted a member.

Mr. H. Sjiith gave an account of some recent experiences in the working of

stripping films, and exhibited many stereoscopic transparencies proilucecl on

stripping films attached to glass plates. Mr. Smith gave details of his method
of printing these stereoscopic pictures, which was briefly as follows. The
negative was first measured to the exact requirenient.s, the film was cut to the

size required for tlie two stereoscopic pictures, then folded in two with a piece

of opaque ptiper between, and in an ordinary printing fr.nme the right-hand side

of the film was printed from the left side of the negative, then reversed, viz. , the

left-liand portion of the film printed from tlie right-haml portion of the negative.

He could thus, by correctly m.asking the negative and adjusting the folded

film to lines drawn upon the mask on the negative, print the transp.arencies at

any distance apart, a.s he wished. When the films were squeegeed on to glass,

and dried in blotting-paper, they gave a little ajipearance nrground-glass but not

sufficient to dispense with a ground-glass. Mr. Smith replied to many questions

from the members, the subject of stereoscopic printing and mounting being

one of great interest.

The Ch.viem.xn said the name of Mr. Abel Heywood, jun., was on the circu-

lar for a paper on Pmnphrei/'s Films, but this being tlie last night before the

closing of the Royal Jubilee Exhibition, and as Mr. Heywood was a member of

the Executive Cominittee of the Exhibition, he was obliged to attend a very

important meeting there.

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. W. I. Chadwick) said as Mr. Heywood was unable

to be present he had himself come forward as a poor substitute, and read a

paper on Transparency Making and Stereoscopic Work, exhibiting several pieces

of apparatus used in that brancli of photography. Mr. Chadwick said he had
brought the ajiparatus from home that morning and intended to snatch an hour

or so during the day in which to write his paper, but was sorry to say he had
found very little time, and had therefore very little to read, but he would
"talk" the remainder.

At the conclusion of Mr. Chadwick's communication the formal meeting was
adjourned, and the members passed around the room to inspect a series of

about one hundred and fifty stcreoscojiic transp,arencies, views of the Royal
Jubilee Exhibition taken by the Hon. Secretary. About thirty-five to forty

stereoscopes were provided and arranged on tables properly illmniiiatcd. The
admiration of these pictures was universiil, and the following is the style of

remarks that were passed by the members:—"I've been to the Exhibition

twenty or thirty times, but I declare I have never seen so much of it as we have

to-night." "Oh, I .s,ay. Smith, come and look at this one, isn't it splendid?

How much does a stereoscopic kit cost ? " "I never thought I should ever go

into stereoscopic work again, but I am quite converted to-night." "I tell you
what it is, Chadwick, your jiaper and exhibition to-night will, 1 am afraid, cost

me ten pounds for a stereoscopic camera and lenses.

"

A vote of thanks was p.issed to the Hon. Secretary in compliment.ary terms,

and |in rejily Mr. Chadwick said he would accept all their compliments not

for himself but for the stereoscope.

CHELTENHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Annual general meeting held November 10, at 4, Clarence-street.
The formal business consisteil of the election of officers, which resulted in

lB.st yeiir's officers retaining their posts.

j
Certain variations in the rules having been agreeil to, the meeting proceeded

I to examine an exhibit of aiqiaratus sent by Mr. McKellen.

I
General Dawson produced and explained Mr. McKellen's camera with all

the recent additions, inc'uding the new back which enables the operator to
dispense with the focussing cloth.

Mr. Bketham showed the working of the roller slide of the same maker.

I'
Tills differs in some resjiects from the Eastman slide, having a means of mark-
ing the paper between each two pictures, and also in recording automatically

' the number of exposures made.

I

Sarjeant's shutter was also on view, notable for its small size and easy
i working.

Tlie exhibition finisheil. General Dawson introduced the subject of stripping
films, showing his own negatives and prints, and calling attention to the dif-
ferent efl'ects produced, according as one side or the other of the gelatine skin
is placed in contact with the negative, in one case jiroduciiig a clear negative,
.in the other a ground-glass eff'ect, very suitable I'or thin iicg.-itives.

It W.T.S .aiT.anged that at the next meeting Mr. Beetham should demonstrate
iithe process of developing and strijipiu" these films.

A vote of thanks was jiassed to Mr. McKellen for sending his apparatus.

The annual exhibition of members' work took place in December, aud was con-
sidered a very creditable one. About two hundred and sixty pictures were
shown in prints, ceramics, and transparencies. The presentation print for the
session was issued in August, from a negative by Mr. H. P. Robinson. The
subject is entitled A Chat with the Millir. It is executed in collotype, and
has been much approved. An interesting feature of the year was the visit to
Edinburgh, on July 8, of a large excursion party from the Photographic Con- •

veiition of the Uniteil Kingdom, then meeting at Glasgow. The report alluded
to the papers .and communications, demonstrations of film-stripping, and appa-
ratus exhibited, all of which have been duly chronicled in these columns.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The following is an abstract of the annual report presented at the meeting on
November 2.

In presenting the twenty-eighth annual Report the Council are again pleased
1 to have it in their power to congratulate the members upon the good jirogress
which the Society continues to make. During the session forty-nine new
mernbers have been elected, and after making the deductions which a yeiir's

I

vicissitudes bring, in removals, resignations, and deaths, the total presently
stands at 425, as against 393 last year. In one instance deatli deprived the
Society of one who lias been almost from its beginning a prcminent figure in its

history. Mr. J. G. Tunny died on September 24, after a protracted and painful
Lillness. He ever took an active interest in the welfare of the Society, and was
I repeatedly an office-bearer. Nine ordinary and thirteen Council meetings have
[been held, and besides numerous sub-committee meetings. A number of out-
rdoor excursions took place, which, though not numerously attended, were
jtoiuch enjoyed by those who took part in them. Two popular evenings were

I
given in Queen-street Hall, which was crowded on each occasion. On both

I
evenings vocal aud instrumental music was luovided by niembavs aud friends.

SOCIETY OF AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS OF NEW YORK.
At the meeting of the lltli ultimo. President Walker in the chair, after some
preliminary business.

The Chaiilman said, I wish to call your attention to the use of hydrokinone
as a developer. It has been used with great s,atisfaction by some of our mem-
bers, and with the best results. It does not stain the hainls, develops clearly

without producing chemical fog, and gives a negative of good colour, with any
degree of intensity required. A single mixture may be used for the devel-
opment of a large number of plates, probably fifty or more, without any
addition being made to it. It works more slowly toward the end of the day's
use, but may be restored in a measure by ii small addition of .alkali. If a dozen
plates .are developed, the developer may be returned to the bottle and kept for

another day's use. The only disadvantage thus far discovered is the lack of
promptness with which the image ajqiears, making the total time occupied in

developing a plate perhas fifty per cent, longer than would have been the case
had pyro been usecf. But the results are fully equal, if not superior, to those
ordinarily obtained by the use ofthe more familiar agent. In using hydroki-
none it does not ap])ear to be as necess.ary to rock the plate as is usually done
with ]iyro, so a number of plates can be put in a dish and left there for devel-

opment while other nuitters are being attended to, an occasional glance ivt them
being all that is necessary until they are ready for removal to the hyix)
bath. It ni.ay .".Iso be used for bromiile prints, and is especiiilly good for

lantern slides. A very good formula would be that adopted by Dr. Piffard;

say, for No. 1, make saturated solution of hydrokinone about fifteen gi'ains to

the ounce ; to each ounce of this add (50 grains crystallised sulphite of soda.

For No. 2, make a solution containing 30 grains crystallised carbonate of
soda to each ounce of water. For ordinary development mix eqiual jiarts of

No. I and No. 2 to each ounce of water, and after using return developer to

bottle and keep to use again. With over exposures a little bromide of potiush

may be used with advantage, but less than would ordinarily be u.sed with
pyro under the same circumstances. For under exposure less of No. 1 and
more of No. 2, also plenty of water and patience. Photographers of all

classes have long made research for some practical method, simple in manipu-
lation and cheap as to cost, for use in making photogi-aphs .at night. Electricity

is expensive, the magnesium ribbon is too feeble and imcertain, and all have
so far proved of no .apjireciable value for gener.al use. To-night, however, Dr.

H. G Piffard, one of our most active members, will read an article upon a recent

method devised by him for the production of such a light, and will e-xhibit for

your instruction the whole operation of using it.

Dr. Piffard then read a paper on .1 Simple Method of Making Inslan-
ianeoiis Portraits and other Phologrnjiiis at Xight [see page 744].

Mr. RocKWOOD : Last evening Dr. Piffard w.as at my gallery, and 1 m.ade
some negatives interjiosing a screen between the source of light and the sitter,

thus affording an opportunity to soften the light if necessary. This picture of

a little child which I have here, ami which you can see, will serve to show
you how quickly it was taken. I was at the child's side tickling her, and just

as she said, "Oh, don't," her picture was taken, and you see her eyes have a

very laughing expression. [The speaker then exhibited other photogi'aphs

taken by .agency of tlie light], and continued ; There will be emergencies
where it will be of the greatest possible use. I think it is practicable to attach

it to an instrument which has got a small camera—a pistol, for instance

—

which will be uncovered at the moment of the ffasli, so that the picture will be
taken by the light at the .s.anie time, and certainly anything within a distance

of fifteen or twenty feet will be jihotographed accurately and ipiickly. I

shall certainly introduce it to supply the light which is neces.sary for me to

take jihotographs with in the latter iiart of the day. Very soon we will be

in the short days when the light is very poor and insutticient, especially after

half-past four or five o'clock, and I sli.all certainly supplement my day's work
to the extent of an hour or so by the use of this light.

The Piif:siDENT ; 1 conceive this to be a very useful device for amateurs for

taking i>hotogra]>hs at home, or where they are spending their evenings out,

and desire to take photogi-aphs of tlieir family and friends. It will be of

inestimable use to them, ljccau.se the great difficulty of the amateur is want of

time during the day to take pliotograjihs. This is the general complaint, that

they haven't time, and in the evening heretofore they could not take photo-

gi-aphs. But the light exhibited this evening afl'ords the means, and if it is all

that is claimed for it, will be a gi'eat bo"n for us all.

Mr. KocKwooD : It is jiroper to place a little emphasis on the fact that a

screen made of thin material, such as Swiss muslin, should be introduced

between the light and the subject. It serves to soften the light very effectually.

Tills is why we get such perfect rotundity in the picture which you have
observed here.

Dr. H. Valentixk Knagcs, of London, w,as then introduced, and .said ;

With respect to hydrokinone, I have used that a great deal in the development
of lantern slides. I find it one of the best de\'elopers yon can use for that

purpose when they are made on bromide instead of on chloride plates. I have
used the ordinary slow ]>Iates largely for lantern slides, and with this dovelojier

too, and I find it is very good for the simple reason that it does not produce fog.

If you use the )iyro or ferrous oxalate you will find that if you expose your
dry plate underneath tlie nemtive in the ordin.ary way tli.at you will get

more or less fog. Of course that does not happen with a chloride plate, but
when you have an ordinary bromide plate it certainly does.

Jlr. Bellsmith, of the Eastman Dry Plate and Film Company, of Rochester,

then gave a demoustratiou of stripping films.
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Mr. F. C. Beach : I have a shutter liere wliicli is iutciulwl to go into tlio

iil.ioc occupieil by tliu iliapliriigm. It is inounteil on a fliit piece of brass wliich

Ibriiis a back to lioUl tlie ilisc opcruting the shutter. The shnttor Ls merely a

rouml disc of metal fastenoil by an arm to a wheel or disc about two inclies in

diameter. Tlio novelty In tliis particularly is the escapement or catch for

littiiiK oil' the shutter, and also for adjusting it to mal<e a time exposure. It is

very simple and very certain. It is nothing more than the escapement which

you see in a dock, and is divided in the centre, the lower knob being fastened

to a little lever, and as you move this arm to the right or to the left it allows

the lower leg of the e.'capement to catch the projection on the drum at the back

of the disc, in which is a special spring which operates the shiitter, and that

spring is made strong or we.ik according as yon turn the pointer on the back,

'lo oi)erate the shutter you turn it around as I have indicated, and you will see

tlie movement. It simply goes and returns. To make a time exposure you

simply move the ujiper lever to the further pin ami compress the bulb, ami

then liy relcivsing the bulb the sliutter impinges tliei-e [inilioating] ; by again

releasing tlie liulb it closes so that you can make tliem as rapid or .as long as

you hold it. There is nothing about it to get out of order, and it has the ad-

vantage of working between tlie lenses, and by a peculiar movement it allows

more exposure to the foreground than to the sky. The escapement part is the

invention of Mr. (Jregg, and that is the main iiii))rovenient. The other part of

the shutter is patterned after tlie (irimstone .shutter which is sold in England.

Mr. Fl.sK then exhibited a London made camera, remarking,—There is no

doubt at all in my mind but wliat America can build better yachts, or at least

faster ones than England ; but certainly England cm teach us how to make
cameras.

The meeting thereafter adjourned.

—^—

,

THE HISTOBY OF rHOTOGliAPHY.
To the Editoks.

Gestleme.n,—la my forthcoming book on The History of I'hitoymphij

I bJlieve Mr. B. J. Siyoe will find that I have dono full justice to his

important discovery of cMlodio-bromids emulsion in 1864. The title of

my article in your issue of Novembar 4 was The History of the Gelatiiw-

bromida Process. In anything like a yeneral review of the progress ot

photography I should have drawn marked attention to Mr. Sayce's

claims.

With reference to Jlr. W. H. Harrison's inquiry, just at present I am
unable to refer to my books, but I believe Gustave le Gray's book was
published in France in 1849 (English translation appeared in 1850).

Hallenr's book was published in Germany a year or two later, and an
English edition also appeared (see my liiblioyraphy of I'hotoyraphy for

details of the English editions).— I am, yours, &c.,

W. Jerome Habeison.

Science Laboratory, Icknield Street, Birmingham.

DEVELOPING EXPERIENCES.
To the EuiTOHS.

GkktLemen,—I have been experimenting with the modification of

Beach's developer incidentally referred to in your article on the liespoiwi-

bilities of I'late Malcrs in the JouitN,u, for November 4, and as tha results

may be interesting to yourselves and readers I give them herewith.

I first of all made up a quantity o£ the solution strictly in accordance

with the proportions given, using hot water to expedite the solution of

the salts, sufficient being added to make up the bulk to ten ounces. On
cooUng, the greater iiortion of the ferrocyanide crystallised out, and I

found that the addition of two ounces more water was necessary to redis-

solve the deposited crystals and to retain them in solution.

I now proceeded to develop two portions of a roll of Eastman's
stripping film, which had been exposed on the same subject under
identical conditions as to light, stop, and duration of exposure. One I

developed with Beach's normal potash develojier and the other with the

ferrocyanide modification. The amount of pyro solution was the same
in both cases—one drachm. Of the normal potash solution I used half a

drachm, which was amply sufficient for a rapid development of the picture.

Using a similar quantity of the ferrocyanide modification no trace of the

picture was visible after five or six minutes immersion, and I found that

turtlier additions, amounting in all to one and a half drachm, were

necessary to complete development. I can detect no material difference

in the colour of the resulting negatives, which I send for your inspection.

—I am, yours, etc., Exverio Crede.
»

PHOTO-MICROGRAPHS AT PALL MALL.
To the Editors.

GENTLEStKN,—Mr. Pringle is quite right, your columns are not the

place for a discussion on bacteriology ; but I should like to say this one

word, that at the very pleasant chat with Mr. Pringle all I " admitted "

was that I had not read Dr. Klein's book Micro-oryanisms, or Dr. Crook-

shank's more recent one. I do not admit that I know " nothing whatever

about it," for 1 know very surely from my general (and special) reading

that when I read Dr. Klein's book, as I mean at once to do, I shall

be familiar with all the arguments he puts forth. If I get converted

from the error of my ways, and turn to the light that is with Mr.
Pringle and his apostles, I will confess it with alacrity.

By " the beautiful and artistic " I meant artUtie truth lo nature, bnt

when she is ugly or uninteresting I don't want to photograph her. In

such objects as I exhibited at Pall Mall 1 mean, therefore, more thaa
over to stick to the " artistic and beautiful," or, in other wordi, " pictorial

effect." In physiological work truth to nature may not always, I allow,

make " pretty pictures," but I can't believe Mr. Pringle means to limit

the meaning of " artistic and beautiful " to " pretty pictures."

I very heartily agree with all ot Mr. Procter's letter, and am really

obliged to him for it. I only " abandoned the entrenchment " because

your columns are hardly the place for its defence. I hope Mr. Pringle

enjoyed Mr. Procter's letter, and will—may I say it ?—profit by it also.

—

I am, yours, itc, Fbeu. H. Evas*.
1.58, Osbttldc'ton-road, N., November 21, 1887.

I jP.S.—May I coiTect a grotesque misprint in my letter of November 4 7

"Hereditary server" should have been "hereditary fewer."

"ADCOCK" AND "MONITOR."
To the Editor?.

Gentlemen,—Permit me to notice " Monitor's " criticism of my little

paper, read at the Camera Club on October G. Although adverse to my
views it is so kindly and fairly put that I have had pleasure in reading it.

It is, I think, possible, the altered circumstances of Trafalgar-square

may somewhat affect " Monitor's " opinion of my advice to amateurs "to

go and take the sprawling groups to be found there on a sunny day." I

am ready to admit the groups I saw there three weeks ago seemed very

unlikely stuff for picture making. It is even possible that, had my later

experiences come to me sooner, I might have thought the impressions

made on mo in .July mere fleeting things that had passed, and too unlikely

to occur again, to make recommendation of them a strong point. But
supposing the things of which I spoke had not taken tlie turn they have,

or that they again occur next summer, would a camera taking either a

group on a bench in Trafalgar- square, or the paviors in Ilegent-street

when closed to all but footway traffic, cause an obstruction ? I think not.

I think I could have taken twenty shots a-day in either place without any
complaint ot obstruction or inconvenience to man, woman, or vehicle.

I read with much amusement a description of " Monitor's" experiences

in a Iiondon street. It would be so new to myself that I think I would

like another summer to try my hand, even if I incur some chaff in doing

so. The clever, witty fellow " Monitor " met with might be absent. This

individual is frequently but not always found, and without him the fun

caused at "Monitor's" expense might not be forthcoming. If I am
wrong in thinking the difficulties of getting shots are less than " Monitor "

found I shall be glad next autumn to say so. But even then I shall

cling to the opinion long held, that true pathos may be got into a photo-

graph by picking up the models the streets afford, and, after considering

what can be done with them, doing it. Where f is another question. It

is a debatable one. It would be made easier to the members of the

Camera Club had it on its premises any den with a top light, large

enough to hold a sitter, a camera, and an operator. Assuming one half

or more London amateurs live in the suburbs, it seems likely they

possess a piece of back-yard or garden. Here is a studio. For twenty

years I photographed the figure in nothing better than the shade given by

a south wall, and that can be got at most suburban houses. If the figure

have any charms, the amateur may study it there ; it not, let him pursue

view-hunting and put his own value on results.

My aim in another respect, I think rather misunderstood by " Monitor,"

it, as I suppose, he thinks I would set up a camera and take, under all

circumstances, a subject where I found it, he has misjudged my msaning,

or I have said what I meant not. There are materials in the streets I

would not accept ofi'-hand, focus them, and take them. No ; I would

rather consider them, negociate with them, and make them what I wanted.

If in the Strand I saw a picturesque flower-girl, would I think it essential

I should lake her there ? Certainly not ! 'Telling her what I wanted, I

would induce her to go to one ot the quiet by-streets and pose as a

flower-vendor there. I would pay her better for doing it than she would

get paid by refusing. I would even ask a passer-by to aid a better picture

by seeming to be a customer for her flowers—that is, just for the minute

necessary to snap the picture.

I am even at issue with " Monitor " as to the impossibility of getting a

child, a dog, and a doorstep, into a picture, under snch circumstances as

would speak a language to the onlooker, if not as powerful as that ren-

dered by the artist, a lesser sermon on the same theme, but not in Seven

Dials or the slums.

I am, gentlemen, about to send to you, with the request you will give

them to " Monitor," five 7i x 5 studies, taken last week. I met a poor

chap who has often been to me a model, looking pinched and pined. I

told him to come to my atelier the following morning. In the meantime
I thought over a few subjects, put half-a-dozen plates into my dark slides,

and on the morrow, in less than one hour, I had exposed five plates, five

seconds each, by my Dallmeyer Iaa rapid rectilinear (open lens) ; and my
sitter, poor Topey, had filled my water-tank and gone away to get a decent

meal. In the evening 1 had pleasure in developing these plates. They
are nothing, have no intrinsic value ; but I prefer them to views, and I

took them in less time than I should be hunting for one, even if near

home. To indicate to your readers the subject of these prints, I send the
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titles, I call them by—1, Enforced Idleness; 2, Private Affairs, urgent

;

3, Brooding ; i, Tliinkinij, hardly of others ; 5, Prospects brirjhteninii.—
I am, yours, Ac, William Accock.

Melton ilon-hray, Novemher 21, 1887.

iExctangc (ffolumn.

A 12x12 studio camera in exchange for whole or half-plate tourist camera and tilides.

—Address, S. Grant, Hi), King-sland-road, E.

"Wanted, wholf or half-plate apparatus in exchange for fifty-four-inch bicycle as good
as new.—Address, C, Hawkins, 37, Tiinis-road, Shepherds Bnsh.

Wanted, whole-plate portrait lens in exchange for a mag^ic lantern, a "i x7i camera,
and a quarter-plate lens and camera.—Address, James Denton, 70, Sheffield-road,
Barnsley.

A quantity of quarter-plate ne.ii^atives, mixed subjects suitable for printiii.tr lantern
Flidcs, in cxchani^e for som<' slipping- slides or quarter-plate nefratives of other sub-
ject*.—Address, R. J. Sheerman. 147, Clareuce-road, Lower Claptoa.

anstoers to ©orresponUcnts.

children horn al Onndcn-strcd
Photograpu Registkred :

—

IT. Mower, Birminsjhaui.

—

Photograph of ti.rtn

Binnlitglinin, joined together nt the stomach.

The Thisti.i:.—By a mistake, <liscovereil too late to be rectifietl in time, tlie

illustration we gave last week was eiititle;! T/ie Thistle, iusteail of Yachts
fin the Clyde.

J. Lesteu.—The requirements for silvering mirrors may be had at any eheniist's.

F. B.—By adding cyanide of potassium the precipitate ought to be dlsailved
;

if not, filter it out and Tise tlie clear solution.

J. Adajis.—In stating that the yacht jdcture by Mr. Hyslop which we pub-
lished last week was the Thistle, we were unwittingly guilty of an inaccu-
racy. It was not the Thistle.

Coi.LO.—1. No work specially devoted to the subject of coUotyjiy has been
]iulilished in this country.—2. Eitlier t'lc ordinary lithographic j)ress or that
used for letterpress prititing may be employed.

Lux.—By inserting a plano-convex lens between the condensers and tlie light

a gi-eat addition to the illuminating power will result. Eitlier of the lenses
mentioned will answer for enlarging a portrait.

An Oi'EUATiiii suggests that iirincijials and ojierators in establishments where a
number of liands are employed should take r.y a subscription for the
Jennings's Fund. "Pliotographers," he says, "as a rule, I am afraid, too
often forget how nuich they are indebted to scientitic amateurs wlio freely
publish their results."

N. W.— It is by no means uncommon for a ditlieulty to be cxjierienced in
getting tlie chloride of silver i>recipitated from the washing waters of ready
sensitised paper to subside. If, however, a little nitric acid be added, and
tlie whole riiioruujihj stirred U]i, the silver will then subside quickly. Hydro-
chloric acid is better tliaii salt for precipitating the silver from washing watei-s.

WooDxiLLi; GuAV.— 1. We scarcely understaml your query, as you do not say
tlie kind of transfer you require. We, however, presume you mean one for
photo-lithography ; if so, we cannot understand wliy the lines in the negative,
which ought to be black in the transfer, came wliite on a black ground, and
when you used a transparency, still got blacks wdiere there ought to be wliites,

and rice rersd. For photo-lithogi'aphy vigorous negatives witli perfectly
clear lines arc essential. Tlie pro]ierty of bicliromated gelatine, or albumen",
after e.xposure to liglit is to render it non-absorbent of moisture, hence the
fatty ink adheres to those parts while it is rejected where moisture is ab-
sorbed. Therefore a positive cannot be used to get a positive image— it must
lie a negative.—2. The cause of the gelatine splitting off is that the plates
were over dried, thus causing a too powerful contraction of the gelatine.

J. 11. (i. writes: "1. Will yon please tell me the best method of mounting
prints on calico or otlier fabrics ?—2. I have bought a wooden studio twenty-
four feet by nine feet, and seven feet six inches high to the eaves ; it has
eight feet of glass on top both sides, also eight feet along sides, but it does
not come to the liottom liy two feet (glass all at one emrof the studio), and
I would like you to tell wlietber it will be necessary to liave it altered or
not. If so, where should gla.ss be placed '"—Reply : 1. Strain the calico on
a wooden frame, damp it, and then mount the [iriiit upon it with starch in
the same way as you would on cardboard. —2. The glass need not be lower
than it is. We should, liowever, advise you to alter the position of the
glass, bringing it more towards the centre of tlie building, starting it, say,
about four feet or four feet si.x inches from the end, as you will require
about this to be opaque over the sitter. Perhaps the simplest plan will be
to add about this space on to the length of tlie studio, making it opaque.
The glass wUl then Ije in the right jiosition.

Ebbw Vale.—[But that we know that tlie following is genuine we should have
treated it as an attempted joke.]—"Will you kindly give me your opinion
on the following in your ne.xt 'Answers to Correspondents' under the viym
de plume 'Ebbw Vale?' A friend who possessed si.x unopened rolls of
Eastman negative paper (7A x 5) for whicli she hail no use, and which she
could not otherwise dispos'e of, sent tlieni to a refiner, together with ten
unused glass plates of the same size, the original cost being, six rolls at 8s.

,

21. S.?.
;

plates, say, is. 6d. ; total, 21. \2s. 6d. She paid carriage, and
received from the refiner 2.s-. After hearing so much of the way in which
competition has reduced tlie price of jilates, &c. , to within a fraction of their
cost price, does not this look as if the refiner was making too good a tiling of
it?"—We wonder, if our corresjioiidcnt had sent his lenses to the nearest
metal founder to ije utilised as old brass, would he complain that the sum
received liore an astonishing disproportion to the cost price .- Wc are truly
surprised that so much as 2s. was realised after thecxpeuse of reducing.

J. H.—Mr. Hyslop employed a single landscape lens. We are unaware of the
nature of his camera, but bear in mind it is the nuin, not the camera.

Citizen wishes to know how to write on the negative.—We presume he means
so that the inscription appears white on the print, the same as in the case of
the titles on the published photographs of scenery. This is done by writing
in tlie names neatly with a sable iiencil charged with black varnish. To
increase the opacity of the varni.sh it is sometimes exposed to the air in au
open vessel for a day or so, for a portion of the solvents to evaporate before
using ; or a little lampblack may be added to thicken it.

Pierre Revon (Banquier a Gray) asks ; "1. What wouM be the best way to
revive prints with tlic silver salts turned conqiletcly yellow— (ri), on the
supposition that they can be removed from the Bristol boards upon which
they are mounted

; (4), in the event of not being able to remove them from
the cards on which they are mounted ?—2. For enlargements not exceeding
10 X 12 (English measurement), what wouhl be the best paper to use, I or 2 '!

and which of the three sorts that tliey sell would be ipreferalile ?"— In reply ;

1. There is no satisfactory metliod of restoring faded prints. The yellowness
may, however, be removed by iinniersiug the prints in a dilute s'olution of
bichloride of mercury. For this treatment the prints should be renioveil
from their mounts. If this cannot be clone a pad of blotting-jiaiier inoistenecl
with the mercurial solution may be laid on the jiriiit and the wliole put
under pressure till tlie tint is removed, then fresh blotting-paier wcttecl
with clean water must be applied to remove the free bichloride. But tliis

tr'iatment is not to be recommended.— 2. There is not much to clioose
between them. Perhaps No. 1 has the largest sale. The kind selected is

much a matter of taste ; the rough surface yields the most artistic results.
The others have a glossy surface.

RoBT. Stewaut asks :
" Might I ask you to answer the following queries ?— 1.

What is a fair price for a business with a turnover of -SOll/. per year?-2.

Does the price include any apparatus or fixtures or negitives ? — .3. In
strengthening the acetate of .soda toning bath, what projiortion of acetate to
gold do you add ?— 4. What lens would you recommend for 20 x 16 clirect
portraits in the studio—a VoigOaiider's Euryscope, a rapid rectilinear or
symmetrical, or a portrait lens pure and simple ? Of course, if an equally
good lens for jiortraiture could be had that would also take a view, so much
the better, but I should not care to sacrifice quality of portrait for this."

—

1. This is a purely business matter, and we can offer no opinion. I'erhaps
.some of our readers, better informed on the subject tli.an we are, will give
their ideas.—2. This, of course, is a matter of arrangement between buyer
anil seller.—3. It is not necessary to add acetate of soda every time gold is

added. A little fte.sh acetate now and then is all that is required.- 4. Either
of the lenses nameil will do quite well for portraits, ami for views as well.
The only advantage possessed by a jiortrait combination is its large aperture,
and, consequently, greater rajiidity in working. It will yield no better
picture. If a jiortrait lens be stoiqied down to the same ratio as a lens of the
"rapid" type, it will then only have the same degree of rapidity.

A coiiUESPONDENT writes: "I take the liberty of calling your attention to
the remarks made on page 723 of this week's issue of the Journal, on the
copyright case against Me.ssrs. Tuck & Sons. You there state, in giving the
judge's decision, that the jjlaiiitiff failed through improper registration.
This was so. But, having carefully read the evidence, I apprehend that the
idaintifT was non -suited owing to the .sitter having erroneously declared
Air. Goodman as the aict/wr of the iihotograph; wliereas it was proved in evi-
dence that Mr. Goodinun's assistant, one Slieidt or Sneit, had actually taken
the jiliotogi-apli, and was therefore the legttl author. It was solely on this
point that the judge gave an adverse decision as against the idaintitf, and dis-
tinctly stated that he would give no opinion on the other contention as to
whether payment or not had been made for the taking of the second nega-
tive, and this on account of the conflicting evidence offered. This 1 think
puts a totally different complexion on the result of the trial to that summar-
ised in your article, and in no way interferes with the accepted tlieoiy tliat

wliere payment is made the copyright of a photograph vests in the sitter.

In a worcl, the case in question shows the necessity of a correct declaration
being made at the time of coiiyrigditing a photograph. If you agree with
my view of the case, perhaps you will kindly refer to it in a future issue of
the JuuRXAL, as the subject is a most important one."

Receiveu.—Report of annual dinner of Cardiff' Society.

Photo-microguai'IIy on ihe Continent.—Emda in page 72" : line 2, read
Duboscq for Dubosog ; line 48, Xachet /"; Nechel ; line 52, Rafter /(« Raftio.

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—On Thursday next,
the lat proximo, a paper will be read by Mr. F. A. Bridge, subject, ,'<pnts in,

<Silrcr Prints.

The Jenning.s's Fund.—The following mlditioniil sums liave been received :

—

C. H. Evans, 12«. He/. ; Francis Fowke, 11. \s. ; Professor E. M. Crookshank,
ol. Us. ; A. Rivot, 5s.

Photoghai'Hic Club.—Opening lantern night, November 30, 1887. Tliis

evening will be devoted to the lantern exhibition, music, &c. There will be no
discussion. A limited number of admission tickets. Apply to the Hon.
Secretary.
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PHOTOGRAPHERS VEIiSUS REFINERS.
If there be a body of traders with whom ])hotographci-s du
not appear to bo on satisfactory terms it seems to bo the
refiuors. Periodically we rocoive a considerable amount of

correspondence coniplaininu- that refiners have not remitted
such an amount, in return for the residues sent for reduction,

as it is supposed they ought to have done. These complaints
usually reach us about this season, probably for the i-eason

that as the dark days set in, photographers and their assistants

have plenty of leisure for the collection and preparation of the
wastes whicli have accumulated during the more busy part of

the year.

Two letters on the subject are now before us : one is from
an old and experienced professional who complains that, twenty
years ago, he used to receive nearly half as much more for

every pound weight of residue he sent than ho does now. He
iidds that at times he has sent them to different houses, but
tlio returns have, in each case, been about the same. Some-
times a statement, which lie never understood, has been sent,

but not .always. The second correspondent says in effect : I

sent to a certain refiner, whose name he gives, a large parcel

of wastes, con.sisting of spoilt prints and paper cuttings ; also

a lot of toned and finished prints which must have contained
a considerable quantity of gold, together with a jar full of
chloride, as thick as cream, from the washing waters. He
adds, the paper alone must have weighed nearly half a hundrcd-
weiglit, and the return was so insignificant that I am thoroughly
disgusted. Surely such a quantity should have yielded a hand-
some sum. Our correspondent asks, Would it not be better
for photographers to reduce their own wastes, and thus make
sure of obtaining their full value?

From these letters, which are similar to others whicli often
reacli us, evidently many who do not give the matter due
consideration, ai-e under a misconception with regard to the
value of residues. Take the latter case for example. The
probable weight of the waste is given, but not the sum received

in return. If these were known it would give (mo no idea as

to whether it were fair value or not. Half a himdredweight
of paper when reduced to ashes would not weigh much, and
the amount of silver they contained would depend entirely

upon the strength of bath used for sensitising. It may be
taken for granted that the fixed prints contained less than five

per cent, of the silver with which the p.apcr was originally

sensitised. Had our correspondent burnt the paper, dried the
chloride, and then passed tlie whole through a sieve, he would
probably iiave been greatly surprised at the smallness of the
bulk remaining; yet it contained the whole of the silver.

AV hen the residue is in a homogeneous condition, anyone i

with but an elementary knowledge of chemistry can make a

rough assay, so as to arrive, approximately, at the quantity

of metal that ought to be recovered. Had this been done the

return would, doubtless, have given greater satisfaction. The

refiner had, of course, to burn the paper and dry the chloride

before it could commence the reduction, and doing all this

added to the cost of the work. Our first correspondent we

know always does this, and his complaint is that, weight for

weight, he gets so much less of late than ho did a long time

back. This may, however, be satisfactorily accounted for if

we consider the conditions then aud now.

Twenty years ago the paper, as a rule, was sensitised on a

solution at Icist twenty-five per cent, stronger than is customary

now—in the case of the ready sensitised paper tlie difference

is still greater—consequently the ash was proportionately so

much richer in metal. But this does not fully account for the

wide difference. If we refer back to the market value of

standard silver twenty years ago we shall find that it was

about five shillings an ounce, but now it is something less than

three shilliugs and eightpenoe. When these two facts are

taken together, it will clearly bo soon why the return made
for each pound weight of ashes is s ) very much less now than it

was formerly. Some persons, without thinking of the matter, are

inclined to estimate their residues—as the correspondent just

quoted did—rather by their bulk or weight than by the

quantity of the precious metals they contain and their value.

If the bulk of the waste be very large and the proportion of

metal very small, it may not actually pay for its recovery.

We have before now seen a large sheet of thick, coarse, brown

pa[)er thrown amongst the waste simply because Jt showed

several splashes of silver solution. Now, in this case, the

paper probably did not contain half a dozen grains of silver,

while its ashes most likely, from its common qualit}-, weiglied

an ounce or more. Clearly, in this instance, it would have

been more jjrofitablc to have discarded the paper altogether ; or,

if excessive economy were studied, the stained jjortions might

have licen torn out and the remainder rejected. We have also

seen largo numbers of finished prints, mounted on stout cards,

added to the wastes ; this is certainly false economy.

Opinions differ somewhat as to whether it pays to recover

the metals from toned and finished prints and their cuttings.

Some idea on tliis point may be arrived at from an experiment

conducted by Mr. William Bedford a few years back. From
half a hundredweight of toned prints he succeeded in recovering

thirty-five shillings' worth of the precious metals, and out of

this sum the cost of collection and reduction had to bo

deducted.

As a guide to those about to collect their residues we would
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say, Burn the paper as completely as possible, first by burning

it in a stove, then collecting the ash and again incinerating

it in an iron pot—an old saucepan will answer—for some hours

over a brisk fire, so that it is reduced to a compact pale

greyish powder. Dry the chloride from the washing waters,

and the sulphide from the fixing baths, in the kitchen oven,

and rub them up in a mortar. Then pass the whole through

a 'coarse sieve— a cigar box with the bottom removed and

replaced by a piece of perforated zinc will serve verj' well as

an extemporary arrangement. When this is done it will be

surprising the quantity of heterogeneous matters, in the shape

of broken glass, nails, pins, &.C., which are arrested on their

way to the crucible.

There is no advantage whatever in keeping the different

residues apart unless the quantity be large, except in the case

of the gold residues—these sliould always be kept separate.

When residues are treated as above, and are sent to a re-

spectable refiner, the return will invariably be satisfactory

;

such, at least, is our experience.

ON RAPID DEVELOPMENT.

A COBRBSPONDENT whose letter will be found in our correspon-

dence columns utters a note of distress which, we doubt not,

will be echoed by many another reader of these remarks. He
has a large number of dry plates, exposed possibly during a

summer tour of prolonged duration, and now he has to face the

difficulty of developing them within a reasonable time before

his interest in them is gone, or perhaps the time comes round

for another tour. To some extent, the presenting this letter for

perusal may serve as a warning to those whose constant practice

when out photographing is to expose all their plates before the

day is over, quite regardless whether or no they are likely to

obtain a set of negatives worthy of being printed at all. We
have constantly reprobated such a plan of procedure, for if the

art be worth practising it is surely worth while to make the

production of each negative a subject of some little study and

thought. But not to moralise in a direction where a special

temptation presents itself, we will discuss possible methods of

aiding others besides our overwhelmed correspondent.

In the first case, ten minutes is really an unnecessary length

of time to spend over developing a single negative which is

assumed to have received about the correct exposure. We will

not here enter into the various questions that might at once be

raised on our assertion ; we merely say that so long a time is

not necessary under the circumstances.

It goes without saying that, unless the exposure is prac-

tically an assumed success, development will be started with a

smaller amount of ammonia in the solution than tlie plate will

bear ; but it may be pointed out that it docs not follow from
this fact that the proportion must necessarily be excessively

small. Taking what may be termed a normal developer for a

given plate, to contain two grains of pyro and four minims of

ammonia, with a little bromide to each ounce of water—and
this is an average proportion—it would, unless the exposure

was utterly luiknown or uncertain, be a throwing away of time

to start with less than one-fourth that quantity of ammonia
whenever there was a fair number of plates to get through.

The better plan would be to use half or one-third the quantity

of the normal proportions of ammonia and thus leave ample
margin for over-exposed plates while enabling under exposures

to be readily combated. A little judgment here may save half

the time that would be needlessly expended under an imper-

fectly devised method.

We do not, of course, leave out of sight the great variation

that is to be found as regards ease of producing density among
the different brands of plates now in the market, but most
plates properly treated will, nowadays, answer the developer

with a fair amount of rapidity. There is, nevertheless, a very

great difference even yet in their quality in this direction, and
the photographer who, with a large number of negatives before

him, finds himself in possession of a batch of plates that will

take the ma.ximum time for attaining intensity is truly to be

pitied.

A two-grain to the ounce solution of pyro is a very common
strength of developer—one leaving sufficient margin either way
for reduction or increase ; but, where rapid development is

needed, this strength may be greatly exceeded without per-

ceptible ill effect with a marvellous shortening of the requisite

time. Many plates are now made capable of sustaining with-

out injury the action of developers of six, eight, ten, and even

more grains of pyro to the ounce, and the increased rapidity of

procedure thus obtained is almost startling. But it must not

be lost sight of that an increased expenditure is thus entailed.

The effect of increase of temperature in accelerating develop-

ment is not sufficiently marked to render it worth while under-

going the risk of frills and blisters in the endeavour to save

time. There is, however, another very simple method of

encountering the difficulty, involving only the purchase of a

few extra dishes and the possession of a quick hand, eye, and

judgment. It is merely to develop a large number of plates at

once. We have not heard of the practical adoption of any

method of developing several dozens at a time in a single

grooved trough with a very weak developer—a method we do

not see any difficulty in carrying out ; but we have seen a large

number of plates developed at a time, each in its own dish.

Our correspondent's purpose would perhaps bo served if wo
gave him a description of the development of about a hundred
half-plates as witnessed by ua in the dark room of a well-known

professional photographer.

In the first instance ten dishes were laid out side by side

over the large sink ; then fifty ounces of developer, containing,

we miderstand, two grains of " pyro," one minim of ammonia,
and half a grain of bromide of potassium in each ounce, were

mixed, and five ounces placed in each dish. On a shelf imme-
diately in front were three bottles containing respectively

strong stock pyro solution, mixed ammonia and bromide

solution, and ammonia solution the same strength but without

the bromide. All being ready the dark-room assistant handed
him, one by one, the ten plates, which were then carefully

placed in the dishes. The image soon began to appear, and
our friend at once became too busy to attend to any conversa-

tion. As soon as a plate was considered dense enough it was

put under the tap, slightly washed, aud immediately transfeired

to a grooved trough containing a solution of chrome alum and

citric acid. A new plate was immediately handed to him, and

placed in the empty dish, which was then not allowed to

remain where it stood but was placed at the left end of the

row. We were surprised to find the negatives develop so

uniformly, but soon one appeared which was apparently under

exposed. The dish containing it was transferred to the riglit

end of the row, and plain ammonia solution added so as to

double the existing quantity. That sufficed to bring the image

up completely. Every now and then, as the plates were being

passed through, the rule of new plates to the left and underdone
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plates to the right being uniformly adhered to, other unexposed

pliitos took the place of the first named, aud after a while there

were two dishes to the right with stronger ammonia solutions.

Ultimately there were three dishes, the third placed to the

extreme right aud containing four minims ofammoniato two of

pyi-o, that being the limit—with the particular plate—beyond
wliicli we were given to understand no gain was experienced by
furtlicr increments of ammonia. In a very short space of time,

comparatively speaking, the whole century of plates was de-

veloped, though after an amount of exertion and close attention

which we should imagine would be very fatiguing if persisted

in for long. There is no need here to follow the plates in their

after treatment, it suffices tliat we have given a thoroughly

practical answer to our correspondent's query, and we may say

that the narration of the experiences of a few others in a similar

direction would be a valuable contribution to practical photo-

graphies ; and we venture to express a hope that we may
receive particulare of a few such practical illustrations, which

we may print for the benefit of our readers generally.

Again have we to record the death of one who some years ago was

well known to photographers. Mr. J. B. Dancer, of Manchester,

died on the 24th ult. He was born in London on October 8,1812,

and may thus be said to have attained a good old age. lie was born

an optician, as both his father and grandfather were makers of optical

aud scientific instruments. Some account of his career will be found

on another page.

In connexion with the alleged dynamite conspiracy, it is reported that

one of the incriminated persons was photographed without his being

aware of the fact, aud that his portrait has been largely circulated and

identified. Pliotographing suspected persons outside the prison walls

without their being aware of it, is certainly a novelty to many. It

says much for the astuteness and skill of our Criminal Investigation

Department if they, unknown to the suspected, can secure portraits of

them sufliciently good to serve as a means of identification. Only

those who have really attempted to obtain an instantaneous portrait

of any particular Individual—especially one who was so erratic in his

movements as the accused appears to have been—while walking

through the streets under the conditions mentioned, can appreciate

the difiiculties to be encountered. We are of course assuming that

the portrait was taken in the street, for it is difficult to conceive that

it could be accomplished elsewhere without tlie knowledge of the

" sitter." If the report be correct, which many will doubt, it will be

gratifying to find that " detective photography '' can be so successfully

applied by our detectives.

DiniNu the past year or two, and prior to the introduction of strip-

ping films, a considerable number of negatives were produced. Now,

in printing from these in the ordinary way, the granularity of the

paper in most instances does not show to any material extent. But

it frequently happens that enlargements are required from them
;

then the case is different, and the grain of the paper sometimes

becomes very palpable in the finished picture. It may not be generally

known to amateurs who make their own enlargements that this defect

may, to a great extent, if not entirely, be overcome by making the

enlargement with the lens a trifle out of focus. It is a curious circum-

stance, that if the lens bo judiciously put just a little out of the actual

focus, the distinctness of the granularity of the paper may be destroyed

without materially interfering with the apparent definition of the

imago. A little experience will determine the amount the lens shoidd

be put out, because it is manifest if it be too much the finer details of

the picture will suffer.

NoTWiTiiSTANDiNCr the Stringent wording of the new Fraudulent

Trade JIarks Act and its heavy penalties, there can be no doubt that

the law is being evaded—ignored would perhaps he the more correct

term— and, so far as we are aware, no prosecution has yet been insti-

tuted, certainly not in connexion with matters photographic. We
know that foreign made lenses, bearing the names of English bouses,

are being sold the same as they were formerly. Also, that chemical*,

mounts, albumenised paper, and other photographic goods, are still

being imported and sold as being of home manufacture, if not upon
actual statement, at least by implication. When this .\ct was first

passed it was thought that a severe restriction would be put upon this

class of business, but this does not appear to be the ease to any great

extent. Up to the present, so far as photographic materials are con-

cerned, the Act appears to be, practically, "a dead letter." Still

dealers need be on the alert.

Amatbuh photography, that is for outdoor work, may now be con-

sidered as over for the season by the majority of workers. Some will,

no doubt, obtain a few negatives of winter effects, but tramping about

with the camera in snow and wet in search of the picturesque, and
when it is found often having to wait for a suitable light, is not an

agreeable occupation, even to the most enthusiastic. The majority

of the negatives of outdoor subjects that are taken during the next few
months will be taken, we surmise, not far from home, and their

numbers will be limited. However, there is no reason why amateurs

should let their favourite pastime be in abeyance, for there is really

plenty of agreeable work that can be done indoors. For example,

home portraiture, making lantern slides either by printing direct or

by reducing them in the camera from larger negatives. Enlarging

or printing op. bromide paper ; this can as well be done by artificial

as by daylight. Photo-micrography is also an interesting occupation,

and, for popular objects, requires no very expensive appliances or more
skill than is possessed by the average amateur. For the larger objects

many of the shorter focus photographic lenses may be successfully

employed. Making transparencies for window decoration may also

form a winter occupation ; this also can be done by artificial light.

Copying engravings and other works of art, either for scrap-books or

for framing, can be done indoors during the winter months. In this

work the negatives will prove more suitable if they be developed with

ferrous oxalate instead of pyro. Negatives from this class of subject

if printed in platinotype or on bromide paper will yield impressions

very closely resembling the engravings themselves. In printing

subjects of this character, the negatives may be masked so that the

prints are obtained with clean margins of suitable width ; then, if the

picture be framed, no mounting is required, while, at the same time,

it will more closely resemble an engraving. Many other directions

might be indicated in which photography can be worked during the

winter months, but sufficient has been said to show that the amateur

need not throw his favourite hobby aside entirely at this season.

The facts of nature are sometimes too strong for the logic of in-

vention, and a reference to Symon's Monthly Meteorohyical Mayazine

for October will show the bountiful way in which London has been

supplied with atmospheric moisture. Of all the meteorological stations

in the British Empire, we learn that the palm for dampness has to be

given to the Metropolis of this country.

In his recent paper on Orthochroniatiu Photoyraphy (see our issue

for November 11), Mr. J. B. B. Wellington mentions that "one great

advantage of orthochromatic plates (in conjunction with a yellow

screen) is photographing outdoor subjects on a sUghtly foggy day

;

the result on an ordinary plate being flat and foggy, on the ortho-

chromatic crisp and brilliant." This experience would indicate that

orthochromatic plates should be of great advantage in the studio at

this season, especially duriucr a yellow fog. It is seldom during the

daytime that the light is so had that a fairly well exposed negative

cannot be obtained, on a rapid dry plate, in a similar time to that

which frequently had to be given in the collodion days; but the

negative so obtained is, usually, spoilt through a lack of brilliancy

arising from the mass of fog intervening between the sitter and the

camera. If orthochromatic plates will overcome this difficulty they

will prove a still greater acquisition to photographers. Used under

these conditions, we presume, the yellow screen will not be required,

the colour of the light supplying suflicient yellowness. The thing ia

well worth trying when sitters have to be taken in a November light.
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The preparation of ortbocliromatlc plates, suitable for the above

purpose, by the photographer himself is a very simple affair, all

that is necessary being to bath the plates in tlie "orthochromatising"

solution and then rear them up on the davls room shelves to dry.

Prepared over night, if the darli room be a tolerably warm and dry

apartment, the plate will be dry and ready for use by the following

morning. Plates thus prepared will usually remain in a good working

condition for several weeks.

PLATE BACKING.
I WAS greatly interested a little time back by the correspondence in

these columns with regard to the backing of plates, the subject being

one in which I have taken gi'eat interest, practically and theoretically,

for a long time past. I am aware that a large number of photo-

graphers never have seen the need for anything of the sort, and to

them, of course, any discussion of the matter would be uninteresting;

but it may be safely asserted that every photographer who has any
experience of varied subjects has produced some negatives that

would have been the better for a backing of some sort. For
astronomical photographs it is an essential condition in the production

of good work ; for landscape pictures some views could not be taken

successfully without backed plates, and the same remark is to be made
of interiors; while, in portrait work, given a sitter in ii very light

dress, and under a strong illumination, and taken with the full

aperture of the lens, a single trial only is needed to show the

inferiority of unprepared plates. A great deal will depend upon the

make of plate employed. Some brands have enjoyed an honourable
distinction in freedom from halation since the very early days of

gelatino-bromide, while others equally have, to those who have given

thought to the subject, been known always for the readiness with
which they permit halation. The introduction of iodide into the

emulsion was a great improvement in regard to preventing this e-iil;

the introduction of machinery for coating was not an unmixed benefit,

for it may be safely asserted that a machine-made plate on the

average will, cceteris paribus, have a thinner film than one coated by
hand. Of course, unless the due quantity of silver be employed it will

not be in the film to give opacity, let it be coated by hand or machine.

To avoid halation, or rather to reduce it to a minimum, it is

always advisable to choose a plate with a thick coating ; the yellower

in colour the better, I am inclined to believe. I speak advisedly in

saying a " minimum of halation," for the plate is not made nor the

backing invented which will, under all circumstances, prevent light

action in dark places immediately contiguous to bright lights, as any
one can quickly discover by putting a plate, prepared liis best to

withstand halation, to a crucial trial.

The cases where, in my own practice, I prefer backed plates are,

in portraiture, where there is any large mass of white
; in landscape

or architecture, almost always ; in interiors, invariahlv. A plate may
at times be uselessly backed, but that is as nothing compared with
the certainty that whatever the subject no trouble that is capable of

prevention will arise from halation.

In portrait work my usual plan was to have a piece of dead black
American cloth wetted witli glycerine squeegeed to each plate put in

the slides whenever a sitter made his appearance whose costume had a
superabundance of white. The plan was most effectual ; but it was
messy, and there was danger of the glycerine coming on to the film

and causing the plates to become glued together. The glyceriued plates

were put back to back while they waited development, but there was
al<vays danger, and the plan was dropped in favour of another.
Captain Abney's collodion of aurino or magenta formed a very handy
substitute, and has been of great use on many occasions. Once my
assistant placed a number of plates so treated into the dark slides

directly after coating, before they had had time to dry ; the consequence
was serious trouble for some time with the slides. The alcohol vapour
had softened the shellac, and dried out again, so that a considerable
amount of "ungluing" had to be performed before using the slides

again.

The most serious drawback was the getting rid of the collodion before
developing. In the first place, if the plate had emulsion on the back it

was very dilficult to remove the collodion at all ; anil, in the next, if a
piece of collodion were allowed to attach itself to the film it was most

difficult of removal, and if not removed it interfered with development,

so that when a dozen or two large negatives, each with coUodionised

back, had to be developed, the washing away of the collodion was no

light undertaking. I tried to develop without regarding the film ; but

the floating particles of collodion which soon made their appearance

were quite in the way, and when a second plate was placed in the same

solution it became impracticable to continue development. Hence, all

negatives were first placed under the tap to flood away all collodion

before developing. It was found necessary to moisten the film first

to prevent the pieces of collodion adhering, if by chance they were

washed over the edge. But the most .serious drawback of any was the

readiness with which these collodion skins collected in the sink and

caused overflows. Twice over did I experience this, and then I felt

it was time to try other backings.

One corresixjndent a little time ago recommended the old plan of

the astronomers—a backing of asphaltum. This would answer well

for a few negatives, but would be quite 'out of the question for a

professional photographer who had many plates to develop; the time

that would be involved in scraping off would be intolerable. Then,

again, another correspondent recommended a tube of water-colour

paint being purchased, and the contents put to the purpose of backing.

.\ really excellent plan, but exceedingly costly, if, say, :i dozen or two

eighteen-inch plates had to be treated. The method that yet another

gentleman recommended, namely, to take a .'ketch of a possible

window to be included in the view, and to back the plate just there,

and there only, is too droll for serious consideration.

The old sienna or lampblack treatment is but a slight palliative, ai

a small portion only of the particles remain in " optical contact."

Any one can easily see for himself the extent to which a pigment

touches the plate without an intervening film of nir, by backing

a piece of clear glass with the pigment to be examined, and, after wi-U

drying it, observing the reflection of the sun from the clear surface.

There will, of course, be a second image from the back, and the degree

of brightness which this image exhibits will be the measure of the

imperfection of contact between pigment and gla?s. Still, a pigment

backing appeared to offer most advantages, and a large number were

tried.

The backing of pigment mixed into a paste with gum water and

glycerine, as described in a leading article in Thk BniTisH Joubnal
OF Photography a few months ago, has answered my purpose

admirably ;
nothing better could be wished for. It is easily made,

easily laid on, and very easily removed. A good plan after making

a quantity by rubbing up witli a palette knife upon a slab of glass, is

to squeeze the paint through a piece of fine mushn : it makes .so

much pleasanter a paint to lay on, and ensures a greater perfection of

optical adhesion.

As a matter of practice, 1 now always have a number of plates

ready backed for any studio work that may require it, and for outdoor

work, where it is never known exactly what kind of subject may

need to be thrown ou the focussing screen, backed plates are always

employed. Some may call this exce.^s of precaution, but as the whole

ojieration of backing and removing is performed in so brief a time the

slight extra labour is worth undertaking, if only for the peace of

mind it entails. The whole backing from a twelve by ten plate may

be washed off in a very few seconds without danger to the film, or to

sink arrangements, as with collodion.

For all practical purposes of everyday work this gum and glycerine

paint is the best it is po-^sible to employ, but, as 1 said at the outset,

perfect prevention of halation, even with this backing and the best

plate in the market, is not always possible. If the nearest approach

to perfection be looked for the plates must be stained also, but this

branch of the subject cannot be now dealt with.

G. Watmough Websteh, F.C.S.

"OX PAPER" PHOTOGRAPHY.
EvKN the worm, saith the venerable adage, will turn. This is not

correct, but it is well-meaning as we all know. When a man is unfairly

ridiculed coram p^ipulo it is only natural that he should, courteously or

not, retort, as witness the case of Mr. L. Sawyer, al-o that of Jfr.

Robinson. A gre.it mi'iy outsid,> new.-prpers hxvj " done " this year's
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I'liU Mftll sliow, but some of them hftve not got. tlirou^h the tnsk so

.siiece.^sfiiUy lis ono mip^lit wish. The DuittUr, in particular, seems to

liave bei'ii straiixely maladroit, if not absolutely incomprehensible, in

many of its remarivs. Mr. Ileathcote Statliam is, as some of us are

aware, a fierce partisan, much prone to makinjf arcliitects and otluM's

of tliat ilk uncomfortable; but in the case under notice he would liave

done better to have stuck to his T-square. It may be doubted whether
his protlecessor, Mr. CJeorgo liodwin, would have penned or passed

such butchery.

The esteemed organ of the architectural and building professions,

however, sins in reputable company. There is an influential morning
paper which sometimes treats its million readers to a photographic

'pot boiler." Kecently when referring to Mr. \V. II. Mallock's sug-

gestion as to the more extended employment of instantaneous photo-

graphy by tlie Irish E.^ecutive during the present unliappy crisis, this

same paper gravely propounded, inter alia, the following choice and
learned riddle :

" Whether the art of focussing will ever bo brought to

such a degree of perfection as to prevent a gentleman's hat when held

in the foreground of a portrait from looking about three times the size

of his head I" After a lot more inconsequential pidding, it la " the art

of focussing," it complacently proceeds to assure us that " the very finest

instantaneous photographs will only give the general aspect of tlie

scene delineated by the action of the solar ray.s, and thut such a photo-

graph is usually, in parts, so blurred and confused as to require a large

amount of touching up before it \' fit for public inspection." If the

iirst part of this remarkable enunciation moans anything at all, the

Gregorian calendar, in the estimation of the practical photojrrapher

quoted by the leader writer, is seriously wrong, and in^teid of

this being, as all of us believed, the year of grace one thous.iud eight

hundred and eighty-seven, we must subtract ten, and then we shall

bo right. As to the amazing indictment that " the %-ery finest in-

stantaneous photographs are .... usually in parts so blurred that,"

ifcc, this is contradictory and nonsensical drivel. One wonders if

tliis amusing leader writer ever uses his eyes when he passes Mr.

Spooner's shop or if, when he went to Pall Mall, Mr. Cocking wick-

edly covered up Mr. England's exquisite little excerpts of Metropolitan

aniunition, or Mr. Cobb's bold transcripts of daily life in the great

capital. These prints, so far as I could see, are untouched, and so, I

imagine, are the negatives. In any case, and whether they are or

not, the wholesale insinuation in a widely circulated daily newspaper,

that sharp, well-defined, instantaneous pictures may not be obtained

without touching, is as ignorant as it is silly, and deserves to be well

laughed at, as no doubt it will be.

Photogiaphcrs are treated to a deal of scolding and abuse from
art journals, and any amount of rightdown misrepresentation and
falsification from the general press. Probably notliing is so thoroughly

well misunderstood in this country, among outsiders, as photography.

The ignorant sit in judgment upon it with delicious self-confidence,

the unthinking diagnose and dissect it as if it were some paltry baga-

telle well within the comprehension of the meanest capacity. 'I'he

morning journal referred to is one of many whose recurring photo-

graphic blunders make one ask if their general news and politics are

of the same cast in point of strict value, and whether the miserable

public gets a fair exchange for its matutinal bronze. In the name
of the myriad photographers of the community, one protests against

the mendacious character of the photographic wisdom that is deposited

at our doors with the breakfast milk, and ventures the hope tliat the

time may be at hand when the occupants of these " pulpits," as

Thomas Carlyle once called them, will know what they are writing

about, or if they don't, will find out ; and if it is really necessary

for them to preach from a photographic text to the non-photographic

pubhc—which some of us take leave to doubt—that they will do so

intelligibly, if even they are unable to do so accurately.

M.\nsiON Mooni;.

THE PKESEIIVATION OF SILVEllED PAPER.
In or about the year 18"o I commenced a systematic investigation

into that discolouration of silvered paper which results from
"keeping." This research, however, was rudely broken off, and the

greater portion of my notes, like those on riiiisphorescence and I'hoto-

i/raphy, have " vanished" in my protracted absence fr )m my "home."

One roll of manuscript, howeror, has turned up as mysteriously as it

disappeared. Tliis I will transcrilje, and if my transcription is ap-

proved of, it will in due time appear in the pages of TitK DniTisit

JounxAr, OK PnoTO(ni.\i-HV, and be "lost "no more. There is one

great advantage to an experimentalist who adds " globe trotting " to

his other avocations, in the publication of his results in such a

periodical as The Uritish Joiiinai, of PiioTOonAPiiY, and it is

this, that he need carry with him only a list of the titles of his articles

and the dates of their appearance to enable him to reperuse them in

any of the great capitals of tlic world, if ho should happen to have

the enMe to the libraries of the learned societies which are there

located, and this is easily procured by any ono who has obtained

the fellowship of any of the learned societies here at home.

In my investigation of 187'), I commenced by extracting (from TilK

BiiiTisH .louKMAi- OP PjtoTOGiiAPHY) paragraphs relating what
others had done in connexion with the matter I have now in baud,
and then I proceeded to experiment.

Here are a number of these extracts :

—

No. 1.—In The British Journal of PHOTOonAPiiY of July 5,

1867, page .iU, Mr. II. J. Newton's paper read before the Photographic
Section of the American Institute is given. He says, "Paper sensi-

tised on a strong bath will discolour nuich quicker than if sensitised

on a weak one." Inference (the inferences are my own) : If true,

free argentic nitrate has sometliing to do with the "spontaneous"
discolouration which increases with its quantity.

No. 2.—In The ]5iiitish JounxAi, of PHOTOGnAPny, July 10,

1867, page ;J44, Mr. Ilaydon says, " In preparing my pap-r I have found
much of it spoiled by the weather, but by adding a small piece of

sugar to each ounce of nitrate solution I could keep it for many days,
and however yellow it might have become it will finish up a pure
,..!,;*„

" Jiemarks : Mr. Ilaydon gives no evidence that thewhite.'

"weather" spoiled his paper. He wrote in July. The weather
probably was hot, and very likely "dry." The addition of sugar
would prevent the paper from completely drying. Inference : Tliat

silvered paper goes " yellow " more readily when dry than damp.
No. 3.—la The HniTisii Jouunal of Photoobapiiy, September

0, 1807, page 420, " J. C." says, " Thoroughly dry sensitised paper rolled

up and closely corked in a wide-mouthed bottle may be kept six

weeks." The Editor adds, '• To keep excited paper it is necessary
that it be exposed to neither light nor moisture." Inference ; That
moisture is conducive to " spontaneous discolouration," an inference
directly in contradiction to that arrived at from the statements in

extract No. '2.

No. 4.—In The RniTisH Journai, of PHOTOGBArnv, I8C8, page
•2>l, Mr. Uovey says, "Sugar does not prevent the paper turning
yellow, but tlie yellowness is entirely swept aw.iy by fi\ing.'

liemark: This is corroborative of extract No.-'. Inference: That
in spite of the ivm-dri/ness of the paper, sugar does somehow prevent
that discolouration which is insoluble in hj'po.

No. •").—In The Briti.sh Joirnal of Photographv, October 29,
1800, the Editor says he " has recei\ed a sample of paper prepared by
Mr. Henderson, wlio claims that it will keep indefinitely. Tlie mode
of preparation is not given, but it is hinted that the paper undergoes
some treatment before silvering, and it is afhrmed that in this treat-

ment a salt of tin is used, and, it is alleged, gold also." I fail to

deduce any inference from this statement, and have no remarks
to make.

No. 6.—Mr. Henderson, in The British Journal of Photo-
graphy, 1809, page 511, says that "putting silvered paper under
the receiver of an uir-pump and exhausting the air does not prevent
discolouration.'' lieinarks: I should not think it would. The dis-

colouration (irremovable by hypo) is probably owing to reduction, and
I know of no reducing properties in atmospheric air pure and simple.

No. 7.—Mr. Bovey, in The Bbitlsh Journal of PHorooRAPnv,
1800, page .591, says, " One of the chief advantages I find in the use

of nitrate of soda, is an entire absence of that discolour.it ion which
always accompanies the use of nitrate of silver without any adjunct."

Remarks: Possibly the nitrate of soda is reduced by the presumably
existing reducing agent in the paper. But as soda is a more powerful
base tlian silver, wliy is not the silver salt reduced as well ? Is it not
reduced ? If I remember rightly, when nitrate of soda was intro-

duced weaker silver solutions were employed. Is not the result
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obtained in consequence of the weakening of the silver ? and is not

the inference the same as deduced from extract No. 1 ? Is it a fact

that there is " an entire absence of discolouration ? " What is an
" entire absence of discolouration ? " How long will the paper enjoy

that absence ? I fail to draw an inference.

No. 8.—Mr. Badai, in The British Journal op I'HOTOonArHY,

1870, pages 29 and 30, says, " Washed paper preserves its whiteness

and sensitiveness perfectly for eight weeks after it has been sensitised,

and prints thereon may be toned iu three or four days, or weeks if need

be." Inference : Substantially the same as that deduced from extract

No. 1—viz., the free argentic nitrate has something to do with the

"spontaneous" discolouration, which diminis/ies with its quantity.

No. 9.—In The British Journal op PHOTOGHAPHy, 1870, page
1C2, Mr. Antony .says, " I liave ascertained by careful experiments
that the turning brown of albumen paper in hot weather is produced
by the penetration of the silver solution through the albumen and
into the paper upon which it is spread, tlie action of the nitrate in a

concentrated form causing tlie brown colour. I have found that
merely blotting off the excess of the silver solution has a very material
effect in arresting this tendency to turn brown, and it is but reason-

able to conclude that washing would' be much more effectual.'

Remarks: To my thinking there is more sense in Mr. Antony's
observations than in almost any of the others I have quoted. lie

attributes the reduction of the silver to the paper and not to the

albumen. But as lie is of opinion that washing would be " much
more effectual " than blotting, one is tempted to wonder why he did
not try it in the course of those " careful experiments " by means of

which lie " ascertained" that tlie turning brown of silvered paper was
owing to tlie penetration of the nitrate " through the albumen and
into the paper on which it is spread." Inference : That in silvering

the paper should not be left upon tlie nitrate bath long enougli for the
penetration of the albumen, and that after silvering the paper should
be washed.

No. 10.—Colonel Wortley, in Thb British Journal of Photo-
BBAPHY, 1870, page 3.37, says he uses washed paper fumed (with
ammonia ?) for his printing operations. He gives a list of its

advantages, but does not mention " keeping " as of their number.
No. 11.—"II. T. A." (The British Journal of Photography,

1870, page 4o;5) says, " Paper sensitised on a solution of silver nitrate

containing alum keeps its whiteness in hot weather better than when
the simple nitrate only has been used." Inference : That hot (and
presumably dry) weather is conducive to discolouration, and that
alum is an agent whicli retards it. Itemarks : Alum seems a curious
substance to use in conjunction with argentic nitrate. It would
probably oxidise some of the " organic matter " of the paper, and if

discolouration is thereby retarded, the inference would be that the
organic matter of the paper is a reducing agent, and, as such, " de-
velopes " the " spontaneous " discolouration. In this event very likely
any other oxidising agent mixable with argentic nitrate would
have the same effect, and I apprehend that the proper time to use
this oxidising agent would be when the paper was in course of
manufacture, or, at any rate, before the time of silvering.

No. 12.—Mr. Webster (The British Journal of Photoobaphy,
1870, page 518) says, " Washed paper unfumed will not print in a
satisfactory manner, but will if fumed (with ammonia ?), and will
keep quite white for several days, and at the end of a week be in
bstter printing condition than paper twelve hours old prepared on a
summer's day in the usual manner." Remarks: The ammonia
fumes (I am assuming that ammonia is the " fuming " agent) would,
I apprehend, convert a small quantity of the argentic chloride into
" argentic ammonia chloride," a soluble, and, if I remember rightly,
an explosive salt (I am writing where I have access to no books
whatever). My own experience has been the same as Mr. Webster's.
I have found when the nitrate has been washed out the prints have
had tlie appearance of being partially washed out too, and that
ammonia fuming has rectified all this. Inference: That argentic
chloride does not print well excepting in the presence of a soluble
salt of silver. Why not? I have a hazy remembrance of some
photometrical process in which silver chloride was precipitated in a
tube with an excess of water in it, and that chlorine gas was evolved
by day and reabsorbed by night. Is the unsatisfactory nature of
prints obtained on paper washed but unfumed caused by the action

of " nascent " chlorine on the metal which has been reduced, and is it

that the function of the soluble silver salt is to absorb the chlorine ?

D. WiNSTANLKY.
(To he continued.)

COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.*
A FEW remarks may not be altogether useless regarding the principal

(of the many) materials we may have to work upon. They sometimss

demand a special treatment which, although differing one from the

other in many points, will nevertheless be conformable to the rules

laid down. There will never be excellence in a picture where water

colours are used, if brains and judgment be not employed as often and

plentifully as the loater. I may repeat it, hard-and-fast rules for the

treatment of pictures cannot be framed. The principles and the

different methods can be laid down for the beginner's study, but

without a lavish use of his own brains he can never turn them to

advantage.

Carbons upon opal are in very general favour, and can be made very

handsome pictures. There are many points which give this class of

picture a distinct advantage. The least among them is certainly jic^

the beauty, delicacy, and purity of the high lights. On this material

the eraser will produce the most delicate lights, while at the same time

they are clear and effective. If desired to be made still more promi-

nent than the eraser may have made them, the effect can be heightened

by the judicious and careful addition of a little Cliinese white.

To begin work on an opal, I would recommend rubbing down with

an era.ser or the use of pumice-stone (very finely powdered) as a first

step. Of course judgment must be used when rubhinij dmvn to only

do so where it is necessary. To touch the shadows which arc a proper

depth would only be to entail very considerable work, and this would
naturally be a very great disadvantage when we consider the prices at

which we may be obliged to turn out the work. I have had some ex-

perience in this regai-d, and can therefore speak feelingly as well as give

good advice. After so doingwe may have a very good surface for working

upon, but If not, a wash of a sizing preparation passed over the entire

picture will secure it. It will also somewhat help the brilliancy of

the shadows as well as give a favourable surface for working upon.

We then proceed as already laid down. There is little else to be said

as to the treatment of carbon pictures on opal base, save, perhaps, that

it is not advisable to use more (/um than is absolutely necessary, as the

same has, if used in quantity, a very great tendency to crack and chip

off. Such a calamity as this would necessarily ruin your picture.

AVe have also collodion pictures upon opal which may require our

artistic services to make look at their best. These pictures, when
varnished with a water varnish, will present a surface admirably

adapted for working upon. There is no material upon which you de-

pend so thoroughly as upon washes for your effects. This is a great

boon to the artist. Any surface upon which you can safely employ
washes for gaining your effects will also enable you by such a treat-

ment to save much time and labour.

It is impossible to use the scraper upon this surface, as the film will

not lend itself to such a treatment, therefore it is of the utmost im-
portance that the print should be a proper depth, not too dark. If wi^

do not pay due attention to this we will have our pictures heavy and
anything but pleasant to look at. All high lights which may le ne-

cessary will have to be put in with Chinese white. The use of gum
water, except where extra force is required in the finishing touches, is

not at all necessary, nor its use advisable.

The bacligrounds of pictures on opals are for the most part

vignetted. Indeed, for every twenty pictures done on opal at least

eighteen are vignettes. When, however, there is a pictui-e with the

background fully printed in, we must treat it just as wo would an

ordinary picture. In the case of vignettes, many artists depart from

the ordinary Unes, and rub in their backgrounds with chalk; and I

have known some very pretty results to have been obtained in this

manner. If we should elect to use this method, we must take a little

soft crayon or stumping chalk on the end of our finger, and rub it in

with a circular motion, and, of course, doing our best to obtain

extreme softness at the outer edges. In backgrounds of this kind our

* Continued from page "it
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efforts are directed to malting them appear as nearly as possible like

clouds. If it should appear tliat a light or two (as it were on the

edire of a cloud) would be nn improvement, wu can easily enough

secure lliem. We have only to pick them out with a bit of bread or

iudiarubber, just as we would in an ordinary crayon drawinir.

I'lain paper prints, although not often used since the introduction

of carbon, which has the very great advantage of being permanent,

may sometimes turn up requiring our services. I remember the time

when I did a great deal of black-and-white work (so called) upon the

plain paper prints, but of late years have very seldom met them.

There is not the same facilities for working upon tliem as upon the

carbon tissue. The shadows, for example, if too heavy, must remain so.

Therefore we should always have a really good print to work upon.

Of course these remarks apply to the use of phutoyrnphic paper onlj'.

There are two kinds of the old-fashioned paper prints— those

printed on albuiuenised paper and those printed upon salted paper.

The former gave bright prints, and all we could do was to even them

up when they were coarse, and in the cases of enlargements and

copies help the drawing as much as we coidd. This gave us but a

limited chance of making a good picture in many cases, as we were

powerless, when the print was heavy and black, to lighten the

shadows, and in other ways make it more likely to please and give

general satisfaction.

Photographs on salted paper were at one time frequently used for

water-colour painting, because it afforded such a favourable tooth to

the artist to work upon. They were also largely used as a basis for

black and coloured crayon work. It is also a good basis for water

colour. Washes may bo freely used witliout any danger of dis-

turbing each other. This is more than can be oaid for its albumenised
companion, upon whose surface, if you get one wash successfully, you
are lucky, for the rest must be got by stipphng, &c. Should the

surfaces at any time become rough from any cause whatever, the
necessary smoothness can ho again attained by the use of what is

called a burnisher. These burnishers are made generally of agate, and
in a great variety of shapes, but I consider the curved one by far the
most useful. In order to regain the original smoothness of surface,

place a piece of tissue paper over the portion which has become rough,

and then with a moderate pressure and circular motion rub the burnisher

over it until a sufficient degree of smoothness is obtained.

Photographs printed by the platinotype process will also come undej.

our hand from time to time. These are most delicate and beautifu

pictures. They are mostly black in colour, and of course must be
worked in a lilie colour for monochrome. The surface of these beautifu

pictures is exceedingly well adapted for the application of colour in

any form ; indeed, it will take colour as well as any paper generally
used for colouring. If not sized it will be found rather absorbent
A print about being worked upon if not sized should be rather well
rolled, in order to produce a kind of surface which would be closer and
less absorbent than if left in its natural condition. As much rolling

tends to lessen and dull the lights, I think it best to give the print a
complete wash of some .sizing preparation, such as I have before re-

commended. The shadows may be deepened by the application of
gum water, and the lights will be equally benefited by being picked
out with Chinese white. The knife and eraser are not much used on
these pictures.

I'hotographs on ivory are generally done in carbon, and the treat-

ment will be the same as on the ordinary carbon prints, whether on
opal or paper. It is very seldom that ivories are finished in mono-
chrome, but whenever they should be ordered in that style treat them
as though they were opals.

Gelatino-bromide paper is another basis upon which photographs
may be produced, and one which lends itself to all the various methods
of finishing. It is alike suitable for crayon, water colour, or oils. For
working up in crayons there is no necessity for any special prepara-

tion, as the plain surface is well adapted to the work. I will not enter

into the method of working it up in crayons, but restrict myself to the

application of colour.

Before beginning work it will be found necessary to prepare the sur-

face for the reception of the colour. This is done by passing a solution

of alum over the picture, which happily has the effect of hardening

the gelatine to such an extent that almost anything can be done on a

surface so prepared. Without this preparation the surface would be

too receptive. Without this preparation it would be impossible to

pass a successful wash of colour over the photograph, as each touch

would bo absolutely held as it were, and all attempts to blend or

soften it would only result in jiulling up the print from the surface of

the paper. After the preparation you can wa.sli in or wash out, and

even take out lights as you would on Whatman's paper, by the appli-

cation of water and rubbing off with a cloth. The alum solution is

passed cnrefully over the print, which is left to dry and is then ready

to start working upon.

Some very excellent effects can be gained in putting in the back'

grounds of vignetted pictures by the use of pastel (the half-hard kind)>

with just enough powdered pumice-stone mixed in it as will give it a

gritty feel. This rubbed in with the finger or a stump, as before de-

scribed, giving a most effective and pleasant result. Jt will be found

advantageous to master the treatment of the golatino-bromide paper,

as it will become very popular. In fact the demand for it increases

more and more every day. It is not often one finds a basis so well

adapted for «// kinds of treatment as tliis paper. It takes crayons like

drawing paper, water colour (after alum solution) like a sheet of

Whatman's, and oils, after being sized, like an ordinary canvas.

I think the foregoing will be sufficient as regards monochrome ft*

applied to all the principal materials upon which photography is

offered to the public. Having mastered these, we will be free to attack

the working up in natural colours. It must, however, be carefully re-

membered that all the remarks and principles laid down for mono-

chrome have a distinct bearing upon the whole treatment of photo-

graphic painting. Rehmoxd BAnnF.TT,
(To be continued.)

MYSTERY GOLD.
In these days, when many photographers prepare their own chloride

of gold, and some without the success reasonably expected, the fol-

lowing letter by Mr. Edward Bressey, in the current issue of the

ratonbroliers' Gazette, will be useful to all Who take an interest in the

gold question. He says :

—

" Some months since a fetter-link albert marked 1.5 carat turned

out of pledge here. It was sent to the auction rooms, some
dealer called it ' mystery,' it did not sell. I assayed the albert and
found it contained Oj carats of gold ; I likewise broke it up for old

gold, reserving a few links for analysis, feeling sure there was some-
thing peculiar about the alloy, as it appeared to me by the ordinary

tests much above G carat gold (it was pledged for 2/. per ounce).

"I have recently analysed a portion and find it is composed of gold,

silver, copper, aluminiiun, and iron. The aluminium, though present

in small proportion, helps to make the alloy stand the action of nitric

acid much better than one might suppose ; the alloy is very malleable,

I have passed some links through the flatting mill until they are as

thin as note paper. Aluminium is a hard, white metal, not so white
as silver, and not so blue as zinc. It resists cold nitric acid almost to

the same extent as gold or platinum, but dissolves slowly in boiling

nitric acid. I have paid from 5s. to 83. per ounce for aluminium, but
never obtained it pure, it is always contaminated with iron.

" I may here remark that when reporting the presence of iron in an
alloy such as the above, or the bright gold brooch in my letter of last

week, I do not suggest for one moment that iron is necessary or a
desirable element in the mixture, but quite the contrary, it is present

as an impurity in ordinary zinc and copper. Pure zinc, free from
iron and arsenic, costs Gs. per pound, ordinary zinc, I suppose, costs

about 'id. per pound. With regard to the cost, value, &c., of parting

assays, I should be glad to say a few words.
" Parting assays cost \s. Qd. The quantity of precious metals con-

tained in the alloy is quoted in ounces, &c., of F.G. and F.S. in 12
ounces troy.

"To convert the quotation into carats of gold multiply the weight of

F.G. by 2, and for ounces read carats, and for pennyweight read

twentieth part of carat ; example—2 ounces lo pennyweights F.G. in

pound troy multiplied by two equals 5 ounces 10 pennyweights, or 5
carats and 10 twentieths, or Ci carats.

" To find the value take the F.G. at 84?. per ounce, the F.S. at 3«. 6rf.

(about), divide the total by 12, the product is the value per ounce,

example :

—

oz. dwt. £ «. d.

F.G 2 15.0 11 11

F.S 3 18.0 13 8

Total., £12 4 8
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" Divide by 1:2—value, 1/. Os. 4frf. per ounce.
" Gold assays cost Is. and usually quote number of carats Avorse

than 22. Thus—W" 19 dwts. equals :i carat gold. Each carat of

gold contained in an alloy may be reckoned at Ss. Gd. per carat per

ounce, thus—9 carat gold is worth 11. lis. Od. per ounce (of course

I am .speaking of bars of gold sold by assay).

"I need hardly point out parting assays are the proper ones to sell

by the example above, -'th carats would come out at 19s. .''rf. peromice
for gold, but by reckoning the silver the value is 1/. Os. -i^d.

" 1 am not sure that 1 should have troubled you at such length, but
I have seen jewellery factors cover a good size paper with figures to

convert the quotation of ounce, &c., in pound tvoy to carats, that I

think the above simple method may be useful to some of your readers.
" Edwabu Bbkssby.''

WHAT TO PHOTOORAPII.
Almost every thiug animate and inanimate has been subjected to the

ordeal of being photographed some time or another. Still, it is no

uncommon thing to find some difficulty in getting suitable subjects to

practice upon. Good pictures and indifferent ones—the latter predomi-

nating—are continually being made, and, we may add, a vast aggrega-

tion of irredeemably bad ones into the bargain. The difficulty is with

those who estimate a pliotograph principally by its artislic qualities

to lind sufficient variety. The places and subjects they have tried and
found yield satisfactory results lose interest, and the desire for some-

thing fresh is not to be satisfied by going over old ground. Here,

then, is a striking difference between painting and photography. The
same neighbourhood will afford generations of painters ample material

for their canvases; variations of liglit, of colour, and of treatment

make so many distinctly new combmations. A most unprepossessing

subject to the photographer may be a mine of wealth to the painter.

This, however, is perhaps an exaggerated fancy, and the mysterv may
be po-sibly referred to a deficiency of artistic perception in the photo-

grapher, for it is scarcely probable that any one who lias not received

a proper artistic training is likely to see the beautiful and picturesque

in anything like the same degree with those who have. It stands,

therefore, to reason, that not being educated to see, one fails to find

those subjects which when rendered in monochrome will afford

avliitic satisfaction. We all know the refreshing experience of

photographing a well-known and possibly uninteresting scene if

covered with snow ; a new face is put upon it, so to say, and if it were
not for the discomfort of working under Arctic conditions we sliould

probably have many more beautiful examples of snow scenery than

we have. Snow is, however, an uncertain and unexpected visitor

from a photographic point of view—here one hour and gone the next,

80 far as its pristine sparkle is concerned—and fortunate is the photo-
grapher who is fully prepared and in the right neighbourhool at the

right time. Trees offer many inducements to the picture maker both
in full leaf and when entirely denuded of foliage—beautiful results

may be obtained from either; the same view with and without
foliage is sutUciently different to merit recording in both conditions.

I think if the illumination of the landscape was made more of a

study good would come of it. There might be many new pictures

obtained from old familiar place< that would be pleasant surprises.

Suppose we have found a subjuct that bus given a satisfactory result

in the morning; we think that is the best time of day and any other
lighting would give an inferior picture. It is well worth wliile to try

it with an opposite effect, not only of lighting but of atmospheric
conditions, and very likely the photograph will not only be good, but
so entirely different from our first choice that practically it is a
different picture. A front light very often supplies beautiful effects,

if not the most beautiful; the only precaution is to manage so that
the sun does not shine on to the lens by selecting a station point pro-
tected by the shadow of some object in front—a tree, building, or
what not. The altered appearance of the subject, by nothing more
than change of direction of light, is something marvellous, and is

worth a most critical examination. A few experiments will convince
the most sceptical. Objects that were invisible under one aspect will
assume importance under another. Strong, deep shadows will be
Buhslitulcd for gleams of Hghi,; in fact, the composition is so altered
as to be scarcely recognisable.

In examining a number of photographs taken by various men of the
same place, although all may possess equal technical excellence, some
will at once arrest attention and others hardly gut a second look ; and
why? Nine times out of ten it will be fouud the lighting is more
effective and the treatment more artistic in one case than the other,
or the level uniformity of a foreground is broken up by a shadow or
puddle reflecting some bright light that is absent in the rest, or some
diffeieuce equally trill ng in itself, but so important in its effect,

showing that the man who made the picture was fully alive to the

value of trifles, which may, perhaps, be light as air or insubstantial

as a dream, yet in the photograpli are magnified into considerable

importance, so much so that it is a reasonable assertion to say tliat

the pictoral value of a photograph depends entirely on trifles. Let
any one look over his stock of photographs and see how many he can

iind that seme trifling addition or alteration would not vastly

improve. If this or the other was just a liUle different from what it

is how much better Avould the picture be. Another thing, a photo-

graph challenges attention and critici-^m as much, or more than, any
other pictorial effort. The representation of texture, detail, and
drawing are, so to speak, effected automatically, with little or no

trouble or experience, and in a good photograph are beyond criticism,

so that the proper choice of light and arrangement, which qualities

are under tlie control or rather dependent on the judgment of tlie

operator, should receive his most careful attention. If he fails in

these respects, it is either owing to his want of care or lack of know-
ledge, and merits the adverse criticism that will no doubt be awarded.

In the .search for subjects to pliotograph, those presenting strong

contrasts are usually the most effective—a bright light in juxtaposition

to a deep shadow, such as a //"od moonlight effect for instance, where
deep shadow is not represented by unmeaning blackness, or the bghts

hard and chalkv, but where the darkness is full of subtle differences

of degree, and tlie lights with pearly half tones, contrast alone being

responsible for brilliancy. Sucli pictures owe much of their charm to

the quality of suggestiveness, the unseen something that excites

interest. If we examine a picture of this kind the eye naturally

tries to penetrate the obscurity and discover as much as possible of the

landscape, the effort creating much more interest than if the whole

of the picture was clear and easily discernible at first sight. This

qualit)' applies to any other picture. Something left indistinct and

indefinite gives value to the parts that are cleiir and well defined,

thus enhancing the importance of both. A .'light haze is in most

pictures a valuable adjunct to the pictorial effect. In other words it

gives the mind a little exercise, for whilst the eyes are occupied iu

discerning the form, the imagination is busy filling up the gaps that

\\v. hidden or partially obscured. This power of appreciation depends

of course on the idiosyncrasy of tlie observer, and exists in all

gradations from an absolute blank to the ultra-refinement that

appreciates the slightest variation of a tone or position of an object.

The pleasure experienced in tlie effort of satisfying oneself that one

has thoroughly understood the artist has a fascination for some that

differently constituted minds can never appreciate—theirs is the loss.

The quality of suggestiveness, valuable as it is, is often burlesqued by

the substitution of fuzziness ; it can be scarcely called going to

extremes, for the point of the matter is entirely missed, and instead

of sometliing upon which we can pleasantly dwell, we are offered

unmeaning blankness, an indistinctness without a purpose. The line

between the two is somewhat difficult to define at all times, and is

very much dependent on artistic feehng both of artist and observer.

EdWAUD DlXJUHiK.
{To he continued.)

FERROUS ISIURIATE .\>"D ITS USE IX CONNEXION
^^TTI1 THE OXALATE DEVELOPER.

Few workers in gelatino-bromide, whether in the case of plates or

paper, are aware of the numerous changes that may Ije rung on the

good old-fashiuned and well-known oxalate developer. The com-
bination of a solution of oxalate of potassium with protosulphate of

iron, in proportions suited to the various formidaj that have from time

to time been given to the public through the medium of tlie journals

and reports of societies, is perhaps in a large measure the only one

generally known and used. Let it be remembered that oxalate of

potassium in combination with any soluble salt of iron forms oxalate

of iron, the acids which form tlie compounds of iron producing various

effects according as they are used. In this category we may mention,

among others, tartrate of iron, lactate of iron, and muriate of iron, or

properly speaking ferrous muriate. While each has characteristics

peculiarly its own, which are shown in development, the one which
has to my mind seemed to possess qualities of the greatest import-

ance to photography is the last named. Ferrous muriate may be

bought of tlie wholesale druggist at a comparatively low figure, but

for experimental purposes a paper of fine taelvs and a couple of ounces

of muriatic acid mixed at night, well stirred, and left till next day,

will be found to he pretty nearly saturated with the iron from the

tacks; iron filings would perhaps do better and dissolve somewliat

more rapidly, 'the appearance of the li piid after filtration will be a

more briliiaat greeu tban that of a solution of sulj<hate of iron, and
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Bhuuld be tested for acidity. If found to be hut slightly ncid it i« in

good ooiiditioii to bo used, and combined in tiie proportion of one of

tlie iron to three of the siitiiruted sohition of oxiilnte of potft^sium, will

be found (o give iv developer of extremely powerful cha.ncter. In

some experiments which I liiive tried this fact has Ijeen demons! rated

to mo very forcibly, and I have been agreeably surprised to find that

the ferrous muriate in combination with the oxalate of potassium is a

more active reducer than the ordinary form of developer ; in fact, I

think f may assert the difference in its favour to be almost one-third.

'I'his, 1 am conlident, will be a matter of importance to those who
make a specialty of instantaneous work, a small quantity of the

ferrous muriate solution being kept for use in sjiccial cases of extremely

short exposures. I hope that these suggestions will bo followed out

by those who have more time at their disposal than I can at present

atford, to bring out the possibilities that exist in this rather novel

form of development. David Coopkb.— Aiit/iuiii/'ii llulletin.
4

THE TESTING OF LENSES.
[A Communication to tbo Camera Club.]

AVk may test photographic lenses in two ways :—First, we may te.rt a

lens as to its freedom from faults ; and, secondly, we may test a lens

not 80 much to find out whether it is only faulty, but, by focussing

the lens on certain definite ruled scales of known size and form, give a

definite numerical value for the performance of the lens as regards

each quality. Now there is a great difference between these two

methods. The first, which is the sole method employed by all lens

manufacturers, does not enable them to state how good a lens is — it

merely enables them to say, This lens is truly, or untruly, centred. In

other words, it simpl}- tells the optician where the fault lies, and

whether a lens will perform well or only passably. Now, by the

second method, we are enabled to register its performance, and, to use

a homely illustiation, to award a certain number of marks for each

quality, and so to compare each lens in terms of the performance of

other lenses, and that for each property it possesses. The first is, so to

speak, a qualitative analysis, the second a quantitative one. The first

requires special apparatus, and a training which needs years of practice

to perfect oneself in, while the second requires only a camera and such

apparatus as may bi^ manufactured at home. It is this latter which 1

intend chiefly to occupy your attention with to-night ; but, before

doing so, I wdl allude as briefly as possible to the first, that is, the

optician's method of testing lenses. Now, the first thing a workman
does is to see that all the lenses are mounted truly, so that all their

optical centres are in a straight line. This can be done by chucking

the lens carefully on the lathe, and holding a small gas flame in such

a position that the whole row of reflected images can be seen in a line

with the optical axis of the lenses. The lens is now revolved in the

lathe, and the images watched j if thej' all remain iuunovable the

combinations are all truly centred ; if the images wobble, one or other

is out of truth. Xij reversing these in their flanges, it is easy to see

which is at fault. After this is done the workman turns the lens in its

cell with his finger and thumb, to be sure that it turns freely, so that

the contraction and expansion of the amount may not displace the

lenses. Before doing this, it will be necessary to see whether the sur-

faces of the lens are true curves ; whether the balsam between the

contiguous surfaces is an even homogeneous layer ; and, lastly, the

curves being right, whether the spherical and chromatic aberration are

balanced by the crown and flint lenses. All these tests can be made
together and in this way. The lens is screwed on to the camera in

the usual way, and a highly-polished silvered or steel ball is placed in

the focus of the lens. A beam of light is now thrown on to the bulb

from a bright source. The ground-gla.ss is now shifted until the

image is perfectly sharp in its centre. The former is now removed,

and a Ramsden eye-piece is screwed on ajnovable arm, and the image

is examined in air through it. By the appearance of the image,

makers judge of the correction of the lens, whether it is sufliciently

corrected for .spherical and chromatic aberration, flatness of field, depth
of focus, or astigmatism. These are the chief tests used by opticians,

and they are of the greatest value; but I will, with your permission,

give you my own scheme for testing lenses quantitatively.

Before testing the lens we must first ascertain two points :—(1), The
equivalent focal length of the lens; and, {'2), its working aperture.

To find the former there are many ways. If a single lens, the best

way is undoubtedly to focus on an extremely distant object, such as

the moon, or a distant weathercock, and then lift up the ground-glass

of the canu'ra and insert a rule ; let its end touch the back surface of

the lens and then mark where it touches another rule placed across

the camera, on a level with the position of the inside'of the ground-
glass. Next unscrew the lens from its flange, measure its thickness in

the middle line, and add half this thickness to the length obtained

;

the mm will give the ncfual focal length of the lens within a very

minute fraction, far beyond what is necessiry in practice. If we
want to find the focal length of n symmetriial or compound set of

lenses I think the best way is to fake the foc.il length of each com-

bination separately by the above method, and then t/) measure

accurately the distance between the optical centres of the two com-
binations, then by the well-known formula :

—

1 1 1 «

•F=/+. '" —i?J -the rjsult is ohtsiied.

Thus if focus of one lens {=(> inches and focus of 83tonl
lens/,=8

ThenF= i'' +A ='^^'^ = I

+ 8-2 12

Tliere are several other methods, but, with one exception, all ato
laborious and require an optical bench or sptfcial apparatus. This
exception is by taking a lens whose focal length is known absolutely,

and comparing the size of its image with the size of the image thrown
by the lens to be tested. Then the focal lengths a:e directly as the
linear dimensions of the injages. If the two combinations are of

equal focus and symmetrical, the optical centre is obviously midway
between them. If not, the position of the optical centre can be at

once found by measuring the ascertained focal length from the ground
glass to the lens mounts, and there marking it off.

For those gentlemen who wish to arrive at very exact resultj I

recommend tliem to Glazebrook i!c Shaw's I'ractical I'hysica. In
comparing lenses it is absolutely necessary to compare them with
similar working apertures proportional to their focal length. For
tiie portrait I take f rapid doublet, { wide-angle triplet, and land-

scape /; as the standard. If the stops do not correspond to these

apertures I make fresh ones out of cardboard. In the case of com-
pound lenses I check their sizes by Dallmeyer's plan of placing a

card with a small hole in the place of the focussing glass, and
measuring the image of a candle placed behind the hole as it appears
in the front lens of the combination.

I have had a large camera specially constructed for testing lens.

AVhen actually testing I remove the focussing glass and substitute

my movable magnifier. This consists of two bars of magnetised iron,

one on either size of the frame, on the outside of which is a scale

divided into millimetres all the way along. Another bar of steel, alto

divided into millimetres, whose ends rest on these bars, can slide up
and down, but is prevented from moving sideways by brass stays.

On this a holder slides along bearing a liamsden's eye-piece, with
which I focus, and by the position of the ordinates and abscissaj

of the two scales I can find instantly any position on my aerial

focussing field. Having placed my ruled trial screen, on which a
series of concentric circles are rided each two mm. in width, and the
spaces also two ram. in width, I proceed to move my camera until a
given number of lines can be counted to the inch or centimetre, and
then I proceed to test my lens.

In this method the figure, consisting of concentric circles, is

placed in the centre of the focus of view of a camera, the number of

inches or centimetres, within which the outlines of the circles can be
distinctly defined, being taken as a measure for the defining power of

the lens. In comparing diflicult lenses, these lines should be reduced.

Dn. G. LiNDS.w Johnson.

(Tohe continued.)

THE LATE MR. J. B. DANCER.
\Vk have referred to Mr. Dancer's death on a previous page. For
some time Mr. Dancer had been in very delicate health, and to this

suffering was added the terrible afHiction of total blindness. Mr.
Dancer was born in London on October 8, I8I2. In I8I8 his father,

Mr. Josiali Dancer, removed to Liverpool, where he carried on the

business of optician and philosophical instrument maker; ho was also

a public lecturer on science, and was an active promoter of the
Mechanics' Institute and l^iterary and Philosophical Institution of

Liverpool. The foundation of Mr. Dancer's optical knowledge was
hiid in his father's workshop. lie also assisted his father in his

lectures, and very early in life evidenced a strong bias for mechanical
and scientific pursuits. In \>i-io the father died, and the business was
afterwards carried on by the son.
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After a few years Mr. Dancer removed to Manchester, where we
find him in 1842 elected a member of the Literary and Philosophical

Society, his diploma being signed by Dr. Dalton. In 184-5 he became

a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society. In the successful

exhibitions which were held many years ago at the Mechanics'

Institution, both in Cooper-street and (after its removal) in David-

street, Mr. Dancer took a very important part. It was he who
suggested the application of photography to the magic lantern, and

who, by the use of limelight, made such application possible. The
exhibition of photography on so colossal a scale took the world by

surprise, and this grand application of a marvellous art, which has

now become so familiar to us, was received with the admiration it

deserved. Mr. Dancer's services to the lantern did not end with the

application of photography to it : he also improved the arrangement

of the optical parts, producing a clearer image and a flatter field than

had before been obtainable.

In 1839 he introduced photography to Liverpool, working Daguerre's

process, and in 1841 he was the first to do the same for Manchester,

which had not yet seen a photographic camera. In the same year he

commenced microscope photography on Daguerreotype plates, and

this wonderful art he perfected in 1852, when the introduction of the

collodion process much .simplified this and every other pliotographic

process. These tiny examples of photography excited the warmest

admiration and commendation of Sir David Brewster and other dis-

tinguished men. Mr. Dancer's diffidence prevented him from claiming

for himself in this, as in other discoveries, the acknowledgment that

was his due. The invention of micro-photographs was claimed else-

where, hut after a full inquiry by Mr. Joseph Sidebotham, Mr. Edward
W. Binney, and the Manchester Photographic Society, Mr. Dancer's

claim was allowed. In his record Mr. Sidebotham wrote in IS.'iO :
" Mr.

Dancer's modesty will not allow him to speak of his own discoveries, but

I am sure you all join in the annoyance I have felt in seeing persons

coolly claim as their own new discoveries what our respected townsman
has accomplished so many years ago." In 1853 Mr. Danger invented the

twin-lens stereoscopic camera ; that is, a camera with two lenses,

placed side by side, at a short distance apart. Before Mr. Dancer took

the matter in hand photographers had disagreed as to the distance the

camera should be moved for the second picture. In order to give in

the stereoscope the proper relief effect some advocated eight inches

distance, and some so much as twenty-four. Mr. Dancer was con-

vinced that the proper separati on was the ordinary distance between

the eyes of a human being, and made his camera under this idea : for

the purpose no other camera is used now. Writing in April last to a

friend, Mr. Dancer says on the subject of stereoscopic photography

:

" Whoever undertakes the photographing of the articles collected in

the Jubilee Exhibition, which may possibly not be excelled by any
collection for many years to come, will, I sincerely hope, freely use

the stereoscopic camera. In my humble opinion, based on thirty

years' experience, stereoscopic photography is the only process suitable

for photographing the solid objects contained in such exhibitiens.

There is one advantage connected with it which is very little known,
or otherwise stereoscopic photography would never have fallen into

such disuse as it has done of late years. The advantage is this : it the

lenses used are of the same focus as those used in the stereoscope

through which the pictures are viewed, the objects represented appear

of the same size as the real objects did to the human eye when viewed
from the place where the camera was situated." It is to be regretted

that such a series of pictures as Mr. Dancer hoped would be made
was not undertaken at the Exhibition.

After recounting numerous inventions and improvements in the

realms of science, particularly in microscopy and electricity, the

Manchester Guardian, to which we are indebted for the foregoing

particulars, says :—
" Any scientific man finding himself confronted by a difficulty

has gone, all through the last forty years, to Mr. Dancer as to an

encyclopsedia. Days absorbed in this way had to be made up by nights

spent over the microscope, and in the end Mr. Dancer lost his most
precious possession—his eyesight—not suddenly, but little by little.

His knowledge of his own state even enabled him to make diagrams

of the destruction of the retina, and to show the surgeon how it was
slowly becoming unserviceable. Blindness to such a man was a

terrible infliction indeed. With the failure of his sight business also

began to fail, and a few years ago the old shop, known to every

Manchester man, had to be shut up. Then a few gentlemen came
together, an appeal for subscriptions was issued throiigh the papers,

and very quickly a few hundred pounds were raised. From that time

the small income that has come from this fund has been Mr. Dancer's

only means of living. The story is one of the saddest it has ever

been our lot to chronicle.

" His active mind never lost its interest in the studies and discoveries

of his earlier years. By his numerous friends his society was to the

last highly appreciated, and his modest and kindly disposition greatly

enhanced the pleasure and advantage of his conversation."

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPANY, LIMITED.
With a great flourish of trumpets the prospectus is published of the Photo-

graphic Company, Limited (proprietors of the Cellerier-Parkes Colour

Process). Although the Company also takes over the business of a photo-

grapher (Mr. Vernon Heath), the chief feature of the new venture is the

above-mentioned process of so-called photography in colours, and con-

sidering the enormous purchase consideration demanded—42,000?. in

cash and 25,000?. in deferred shares—it would be absurd to suppose that

an ordinary photographic business could produce anything but a mere
fraction of the income required to earn a dividend on the capital of the

new Company of 100,000?.

All, therefore, depends on the value of the Cellerier-Parkes process,

and the investor -will do well to ponder whether this invention is such as

to promise a lasting income. We liave not ourselves been given an oppor-

tunity of investigating the merits of the process, although we offered to

do so, but our photographic contemporaries have expressed themselves

unfavourably on the same, and, as we stated in our issue of 18th June, the

Pholograpliic Neic.i considered this process " to be merely the placing of

coloured materials or pigments at the back of a photograph, a thing which

has been done so often by Woodbury, Vidal, and others before them.

Colouring at tlie back has hitherto found its most popular expression in

the ' Ciystoleum ' pictures which are still sold in Eegent-street and else-

where." As far as we are aware this opinion has not been contradicted,

and speaking, therefore, from the opinions which our photographic con-

temporaries have been able to form, we should say that the novelty of

the process does not appear to be established, while its value is more

than doubtful.

There is, moreover, a most formidable rival in the field in the "Mayall
process," which approaches much nearer (although it does not, of course,

realise) the ideal of photography in natural colours, and is of incalculably

greater value than the Cellerier-Parkes system. Under these circum-

stances and unless the Company have some cfifferent process than that

criticised in our photographic contemporaries, we aie afraid that the

results must fall greatly short of the results promised by the prospectus.

It is very strange that no particulars should be furnished in the prospectus

of the patents sold to the Company by the Cellerier Syndicate, Limited,

but we have taken the trouble to unearth the same from the agreement,

and are able to inform our readers that the patents therein stated as

purchased by the Company are No. 5052, of 1885, for improvements

in the production of pictures with the aid of photography, and No. 14,120,

of 1886, for improvements in the production of colonred photo-

graphic pictures. As we have received various inquiries from corres-

pondents on this point, we shall fully report on the patents in our next

issue. In the meanwhile we have to complain that no copy of the other

agreement set out in the prospectus as concluded between the Photo-

graphic Company, Limited, and the London Scottish Mercantile Invest-

ment Trust and Agency, Limited, was to be seen at the oflices of the

solicitor of the Company, an omission which is contrary to the Companies'

Law. From the information furnished it is impossible to glean what

amount has been paid for Mr. Vernon Heath's business and what sum
for the patents, and we can conceive no valid reason why these particulars

should be withheld.

—

Invention.

[Thus far Invention. We are, however, quite at a loss to discover the

nature of the " formidable rivalry " hinted at in connexion with the

Mayall process, unless Mr. Mayall has discovered some process of colour-

ing photographs other than that which has been so mercilessly animad-

verted upon by the press and by technical photographers ever since its

introduction last summer.—Ens.]

A NEW GEIMSTON SHUTTEE.
We have been favoured by Messrs. Wratten & Wainwright with an

opportunity of examining a new Grimston shutter, which is regulated by

a cylinder and piston. The action is altogether unlike any other, inas-

much as the mere raising and lowering of the shutter is effected with the

greatest possible rapidity, but there is a regulated delay of action when it

reaches the top, the lens being then open. Bat we allow the specifica-

tion of patent to speak for itself :

—

" This shutter has been designed to obviate a defect common to all time

shutters, namely, that when slow exposures are required the opening and

closing is as a rule performed slowly also.

" In this new patent the opening and closing are always effected with the

full rapidity of the shutter, whilst any slowing that may be required is

performed when the shutter is fully open. The slowing is done by tlie

attachment of a daphpot or cylinder to the upper part of the shutter,

which comes into action only when the aperture is fully open. The

opening and closing are regulated by a cam, and the slowing by_ a small

screw valve on the top of the dashpot. This method of regulating time

shutters by an air buffer or dashpot was first applied to the Grimston
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shatter in June 1885. In the present patent an improvement has been
made whereby the releasing and timing arc done by the same daahpot or

cyUnder. The former arrangement for working in the diaphragm slot has
been retained. The shutter is iilxo supplied witli the usual pneumatic ball.

" In operation, on pressing the pneumatic ball the shutter opens to the

full extent as rapidly as a strong coiled spring can make it ; the cam at

the moment that the aperture is fully open forces the piston to the top

of the cylinder with a rapid movement, giving the required slowing motion,
varying in degree according to the regulation of the screw valve, and
when the cr.mk has just turned its highest position the cam releases

itself entirely from any further action of the aii cylinder, and the shutter
drops as rapidly as it opened. The whole of the mechanism, which is

extremely simple, is enclosed in a small air-tight ease, there being no
holes for dirt or dust to enter. The exposures can be varied from the

most rapid to several seconds."

NOTES FROM ABROAD.
(From our ftpecial Correspondent.)

IV.

The BAoaAQE of PnoTooBAPnic/rouRisTS.

There are two classes of tourist photographers ; tlie one class is repre-

sented by a man who takes with him more baggage than he can lift, or

than he can conveniently carry, the other takes no more baggage than
he can easily carry himself, far from railways and the busy haunts of men.
The latter plan is the best for health or for exploring districts new to him,
and involves the necessity of carrying but a quarter-plate camera, or one
still smaller, unless he be of considerable muscular development. With
knapsack on back, containing his small camera and a few clothes, he is

independent of cabs, railways, and porters ; he can go ahead over hill and
dale, learning the unsophisticated manners and customs of the country,
talking with the peasants in their rural homes, or sojourning in the hospices

of the monks in mountain fastnesses. On an expedition of this kind he
can gain a general idea of the country visited, and decide upon some place

as his headquarters when upon a future excursion he can quietly settle

down therein for a time aimed with heavier apparatus. The late Albert

Smith defined tlie true tourist as the one who roamed in this lightfooted

mannner, and who carried bnt two shirts, both of flannel, one of which
he would wash himself, if necessary, in a mountain stream, and dry
in the sun, weighted down by a stone or two when there is wind.
The travellers who know least about the countries they visit are those

who are " put through " by some tourists' agency ; they stop at Anglicised
hotels abroad, they are attended by servitors who humour their insular

customs and prejudices, and who do not forget to charge them at not
less than English rates. They travel shut up in an English glass case,

metaphorically speaking, and on their return know not so very much
more of the real thoughls and Fosial condition of the countries they have
visited than if they bad been looking at a series of dissolving views in

London, and listening to the description thereof by a popular lecturer.

For a tourist who intends to carry all his own baggage, including photo-
graphic apparatus, a handbag or small portmanteau is out of the pale

of consideration ; it would goon become a weariness to the flesh. He has
no resource but a knapsack.
A knapsack, however, is rarely sufBcienlly rigid when it becomes a

question of carrying optical apparatus of any delicacy, although some are
made of indiarubber over a gridiron-like wicker framework, and others are
made of some pasteboard material. Remembering what Mr. England
once published about the advantages of a basket for lightness and for

carrying anything of a breakable nature, I searched about shops near
Covent Garden for a portmanteau-shaped basket, and at last found an ex-

ceedingly elegant one of French make. The next step was to discover an
actual maker of knapsacks, and one was found in the person of Mr. Price,

of Great Marylebone-street, London. He fitted up the basket with two
Bets of straps, the one set permanently fixed to it, to keep it well closed by
straps and buckles ; the other, or shoulder set of straps, was removable,
and could be detached and stored away inside when in towns. The only
fastening to the original portmanteau consisted of two wooden pegs
passing through two loops. For these pegs a thin rod of brass with a ring
at one end was substituted ; through a hole at the other end went a little

padlock. Here, then, was an arrangement which served as a portmanteau
in towns and as a knapsack beyond their limits ; it was light in weight,
its contents were under lock and key, and it was so rigid that little fear

was entertained of injury to apparatus placed therein, did it get no
more than a fair amount of knocking about at railway stations and else-

where. The knapsack tourist does not want a weight, however light,

always tied to his back, and in towns it is often a convenient thing to

leave it at the hotel or in a railway cloak room for a day. Rain was kept
from the contents of the basket knap.sack liy wrapping them iu an amply
large sheet of mackintosh, which indiarubber fabric, by the way, makes
the best of all focussing cloths, it being perfectly impermeable to light

and possessing little weight. Once for all, it may be mentioned that in

testing this knapsack over long distances it was found to answer everj-

purpose anticipated. Man, by taking thought, cannot add a cubit to his
stature, but by taking thought he can wonderfully adapt the knapsack
principle to the requirements of the tourist photographer. The straps

jost where they come over the top and front of the shoulders should

be broad, say, two and a half inches ; the knapsack should be carried high

up on the shoulders, not down in the small of the bock—in the latter

place the weight drags,and is more uncomfortable. All Swiss mountaineers
and schoolboys carry their knapsacks high up. In two small things if wc,

in England, imitated the Hwiss, comfort would be increased. Few persons
in Switzerland wear chimney-pot hats, which are considered an abomina-
tion. In some towns they are never seen at all except upon the heads of

foreigners, who are gaped at by children as London street Ijoys would
stare at a Welshwoman in her Mother Shipton hat. The other thing is,

that the Swiss as much as possible abjure handbags and substitute knap-
sacks for carrying purposes. By combination among individuals these

customs should be made more fashionable in this country. Aristocracies

care nothing for pubUc opinion, and allow plenty of freedom of thought and
action to their own members ; the mora uncultured the people, the more
do they take the liberty of criticising those of their number who depart
from commonplace uniformity in dress or anything else ; what they deem
best for themselves they think best for their neighbours, and exercise un-
invited pressure upon their fellows to an extent antagonistic to freedom.

The food, dress, education, or religion which is best for one individual

is not necessarily the best for another.

English photographers who make but an occasional day's exonrsion
from home with the camera, do not know the wants of the real tourist

who means to carry all his baggage for several weeks at a stretch, and
who wants its weight kept down as close to, say, eight or ten pounds as

possible. Given three ounces unnecessary weight in too heavy mounts
of lenses, and five ounces unnecessary weight in too thick paper and
covers of guide-books, we have halt a poimd to be carried uselessly for

hundreds of miles, so that the man who does not speak oat to manu-
facturers on these items is an idiot. On critically examining the whole of

his baggage, he may be able to see how various manufacturers might tc
gether have lightened it by a whole pound. Quite recently, at one of the
London photographic societies, two or three of the members thought it to

be such a funny thing that anyone should propose to weigh lenses, be-

cause conditions in which a few ounces of baggage more or less are of

importance had not come within their personal experience.

Belgium as a Field for the Camera.

Armed for a journey of many hundreds of miles with the light baggage
just described, I loft London in the middle of September, the best time
of year for continuous pedestrian feats, because the great heats of summer
have gone, and foliage has but begun to assume its autumn tints. Leaving
Liverpool-street by the boat train at eight o'clock, one is on board ship at
Harwich by half-past nine ; at ten the start is made, and by eleven o'clock

the open sea is reached, far from the filthy air of London. The com-
fortable boats, so late in the tourist season, are not much crowded on the
outward journey, the general stream of tourists flowing in the opposite
direction. On the following morning, gazing at the porthole of my cabin,
I saw as set in a circular frame the weather-beaten countenance of a
British sailor, his locks streaming in the wind, forming a good subject for

an artist, but the puzzle remained how his face chanced to be there—was
he standing upon the briny ocean ? Gradually my waking senses realised

that I was the sole occupant of a deck cabin, and that he was upon the
deck outside. After four or five hours smooth steaming up the Scheldt,
the lace-like spires of Antwerp Cathedral are seen over the flat country
long before the city is reached, imd at ten o'clock the landing is effected.

Here a new virtue was discovered in the portmanteau knapsack ; the
Custom House officers, in passing baggage, put their initials or other hiero-
glyphics upon it, and trying to make marks upon the blackboard of the
Pliotographic Society is child's play to attempting to write upon such a
basket with a piece of soft chalk. The official having failed once, gave
up the hopeless attempt with a grin.

It was a Sunday morning, and I found my way straight to Dr. Van
Heurck, the Du:ector of the Botanical Gardens, and after a kindly welcome
inspected hismore recent achievements in photo-micrography, including his
latest prints of Amphiplenra pellucida, which recently have been so much
criticised at the Royal Microscopical Society in London. He presented
me with an instantaneous photograph of himself and of M. Naquet, son
and partner of the celebrated optician of that name in Paris ; it was taken
by the flashing magnesium light, and is additionally interesting because
it includes part of Dr. Van Heurck'a laboratory, and some of the micro-
scopes with which so much good work has been done. After leaving him
I found a military band enlivening the Place Verte alongside the Cathedral.
Then with drum and trumpet, and flying banners, a procession approached.
In its centre was a man on horseback, dressed in black velvet, with low
velvet cap and a heavy black plume, a broad collar of white lace adorned
hi3 neck, and over the high tops of his buff-coloured boots were hanging
circlets of white lace. He bore aloft a gorgeous banner, and by his jovial
glance appeared to enjoy his position. Here was a subject, indeed, for a
photograph. It was the procession in honour of the tercentenary of
Joost van den Vondel, the Dutch poet, and I presume that the banner-
bearing hero was supposed to represent Van Vondel himself. Had time
permitted I should have been glad to have called upon M. Storms, and to
have visited some of the officials of the new branch of the Belgian Photo-
graphic Association in Antwerp, but the object of the trip was to get the
freshest air, and to leave large towns behind as quickly as possible.
That evening I reached Louvain and remained there for the night. In

the morning another procession with baud and colours came along ; a
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number of children in dresses of brilliant colours, like the kings and

queens of a pack of cards out for a walk. In their hands they carried

bunches of flowers—some of the bouquets were gilt all over. One of these

fairy queens, aged perhaps twelve, entered the coJk from which I observed

the procession, and was treated by the landlady to about a pint of ale,

•which she swallowed with two or three pulls as if it had been mother's

milk. Louvain is noted for brewing the best beer in all Belgium, and

perhaps the children are brought up on it. In the centre of the procession

was an open carriage containing an old man and woman, who surveyed

everything with nonchalance, as if wishing it were all over ;_
opposite them

sat two grown up members of their family. All four carried extra-large

bouquets fully gilt. Here was an un-English scene for an orthochromatic

photographer; but what did it all mean? It was the tiltieth anniversary

of the marriage day of the old couple. They were driven, accompanied

by martial music, to the ancient City Hall, where probably they went

through some time-honoured ceremony in the presence of the Burgo-

master. In the vestibule of this Hall arc three statues representing the

three most highly-prized foundation principles of Belgian liberty, namely,

free education, a free press, and freedom of religious opinion. This

Hold dc ]'illc is one of the most elaborate Gothic buildings in the world,

the whole of its exterior being carefully carved by the chisel ; the artists

worked upon a soft stone brought from France and soaked with oil, the

whole subsequently hardened. I called at the University, which in the

sixteenth century was considered the best in Europe, to see one of the

Professors, but it was in the vacation season, and the place was deserted

with the exception of the doorkeeper and family. Autumn visits to

Belgium are disappointing to strangers, in the circumstance that most of

its chief and university libraries are either closed altogether or oi^en only

until midday. The people do not seem to have realised the benefit of

keeping their best libraries open every evening all the year round.

The chief attraction to the photographer in Belgium is the rich variety

of specimens of old Gothic architecture, not alone in churches but in

civil buildings. There is infinite variety in the churches, which are

frequently vast enough to deserve to rank as cathedrals, and all these

eligible subjects for the camera are congregated within short distances.

France has magnificent specimens of Gothic architecture, and Kheims
Cathedral is perhaps the finest specimen of such, north of the Alps. In

France, however, the distances for the tourist are greater. Even little

villages in Belgium have magnificent ecclesiastical piles, out of all pro-

portion in grandeur to the density of the surrounding population.

©ur iStiitorial EaUt.

Elementary MichoscopIcal Masipilation'.

By T. Chakters White, F.R.M.S.

NoAV that so many are directing their attention to the fascinations of

enlarging microscopic subjects by tlie agency of photography, a manual
intended for beginners in microscopy by such an experienced micro-

scopist as Mr. Charters White, comes in at a most seasonable time.

IJesigned with the aim of instructing the tyro in the preparation of

oI)jects of interest and instruction in an elementary yet complete

manner, Mr. White's manual takes the neophyte in hand nb initio, and
describes tlie nature of the various apparatus required in language the

j'oungest student would find it hard to misunderstand.

The preparation and mounting of both opaque and transparent

objects; the cutting of sections; insect anatomy; infusoria and the

numerous other things, a knowledge of which go to the making of a
microscopist— all come in for as lucid and full treatment as tlie limits

of the work permit ; while, as might have been anticipated, a chapter

is devoted to photo-micrography.
The manual will prove useful to the class for which it is mainly

intended. It is published by Roper & Drowley.

I'hotogbai'jis 01'' Yachts.
By W. H. Htslop.

To talie from the deck of a steamer in motion direct instantaneous
pictures of yachts under full speed in a stiff breeze, on plates 18 x 14
inches, is evidently no'easy matter, and the one wlio achieves this task

well is entitled to great credit.

Two photographs of this class before' us, not merely photographs
hut pictures, attest the skill attained by the artist, Mr. W. H. Ilyslop.

They were taken on the Clyde at or about the time of the I'lioto-

graphic Convention of the United Ivingdom at Glasgow, when so

many crack yachts ^vere disporting themselves in the Clyde. In one
we have the Ariel and the Itona tearing away as if life or fortune
depended upon their efforts ; in the other we have the Thistle. The
attitudes, so to speak, are singularly graceful, and their beauty is en-
hanced by fine cloudy skies. They are printed in platinum with rich
warm tones.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 16,018.—"Flexible Films for I'liotograpliic and other Purjicscs, .lud

Ajipar.itHs in conuexiou with the Manufacture thereof." J. E. Thohntox.
—Dated Surembcr 22, 1S87.

No. 16,123.—" Iiiiproveiiients in Plioto-eiigraving or Etching." C'oiiii>lete

si>ei;ilii'ation. E. AI.BIOUT.

—

Dated yocemher 23, 1887.

No. 16,136.—"The Apiilication of Pliotograpliy to Automatic Sale and
Delivery Machines, ami the Utilisation of Automatic Sale and Delivery
Macliiuci-y for the Proiluction, Sale, and Delivery of Pliotograplis." E. J.

B\\.\..—Dated ^^'utemlJe,• 23, 1887.

No. 16,241..—"Inii>rovements in Aiiparatus for Coating Glass or other
Surfaces with Fluid or Semi-fluid Substances for I'liotograpUic or other
Purposes." F. J. Vy.nGMix.—Dated November 25, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
I.MI'ROVE.\IENTS IN HoLDKHS, C'l.irs, OR KaSELS, KOR PHOTOGHAI'HS, MiRltORS,

PHOTOORAI'H FR.4.MES, CARDS, AND OTHER ARTICLES.

No. 54S8. Harky Whitfield, 68, Broad-street, Birmingham.—
April 15, 1887.

Jlv invention is primarily a Inetal liolder or dip constructed to hold or clip a
glass plate, behind wliicli is held a jiliotogrriph, iiicture, or card. It is also
constructed to hold or clip a niiiTor, photograph, card, or other article.

My invention is formeil of two flat or round strips of metal or otliei' suitable
material. These two strips are rivetteil or in some other way fastened together
loosely at their centres so as to form a cross. Each end of each strip is formed
as a book. A spring which exerts an outward pressure is attaclied, one end of

it, to each of the two strips at a position above or below the centre of each
striji. On this spring being compressed the cross assumes a lengthened shape,

and when the spring is released tlie cross is shortened and clips the article

which it is required to hold. Thus, when it is desired to release tlie article

held it is only necessary to compress tlie spring, and the cross lengthening
looses the hooks from the article held.

I make the s]>ring in my invention in snch a way that it can be use 1 as an
easel leg, but any suitably formed spring would actuate the crosi in my iuveu-
tion in the manner desired.

iHeetingjS of ^(itt>tte<S«

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Dale of MMtlng. Name of Society. PUce of Meeting.

Notts Institute, Shakespeare-street.
„ ti Carlisle and Conuty .

,, 6 Glossop Dale; Society's Rms. ,Norfolk-sf|. .Qlossop
MyddeltonHaU,Upper-st.,Islington
Masonic Hall, Stirrey-street.

Society's Rooms, IS, High-street,

6
Sheffield

6 Sutton
G Paisley

„ 6 Holmtii-tb
6 Coventry Di-spent-ary.

The Studio, Chauceiy-liinc. Bolton.
Hall, 20, Georire-sti^'et, Edinburgh.

„ 6 Bolton Club
,, 7

7

Edinburjjh Photo. Society

7 Photographic Club Andertou's Hotel, Fleet-street.E.C.

„ 8
8

„ 8

„ 8

„ 8

Hjilifax Photo.ijraphic Club
Manchester Photo. Society
London and Provincial

Mechanics* Hall.

36, Georgc-strect.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

„ 9 Ireland Royal College of Science, Dublin,

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thursday night, Noveniljer '24, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the
above Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. W.
Cobb iiresiUed.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington exhibited plates which he had received from an
acquaintance in the country who njade liis own emulsions ; the jilates had
scum-like markings ui)on tlienL

Mr. A. Cowan believed the effect to be due to the method of coating ; the
emulsion had been poured on in too small a pool and the plate too slowly
draine<l.

Mr. Wellinoton had had similar marks after attempting to remove air-

bubbles with the finger.

Mr. C. Heinrich Tkinks had seen similar marks when the emulsion was
applied too hot.

The CHA1H.MAN rennirked that too ninch spirit in the emulsion would pro-
duce a similar result, which was more likely to be seen when the precipitation
method was enq>loyed.

Mr. William Enoland said that snch markings were usually due to care-

lessness of some khid.

Mr. A. P. HiGoiNS exhibited his method of fitting the cork of a large bottle
with tuljcs for use when the water sujiply is limited and the operator cannot
work near a tap or sink. Wicn the water hius to pass throngli a snudlish tube
he is likely to use less of it than when jiouring from a jug. Mr. Higgius then
drew attention to a part of the money article in tlie Dail;/ Teler/rajdi of the
preceding Tuesday in relation to the Cellerier-Parkes process, whieli st;ited

about the Photographic Company, Limited, that 67,000?. were to be paid to
the Ibunders, of which 25,000/. would be in deferred shares. The capital of
the Company was put at 100,0(X)<.

The reading of these figures was received with great laughter, and various
censorious remarks were made about them by difl'erent speakers.
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Two questions in tlie box nsked, "Im there any rule for ilcti'rniining the
ilistancp littwi'in tlic lamp ami tlie conilenser in the laiitein for cnlaixing
imri>Ojes / " "At wliat distance sliould a five-iueli ilonblo comlenrter Htanil
from a fmir-\vii'l< jmraflin Iam]i?"

Mr. I'liKsiiwATKU rejilieil that the ilistancs dei>eiitle<l eutirely upon the focal
lengtlis of llie front lenses used.

Mr. A. Haduon .laid that to get the best effect tlie rays from tl>e condenser
shoidil l)e made to intersect at the phicc of the dinidiragni of tlie front com-

-liination of tlie lantern.

Mr. KNiir.AM) remarked that a small portrait lens formed a mnch better
objective for the lantern than the ordinary objective supplied therewith.
Another (piostion wa.s, "What is the best developer for gelatino-bromide

plates for lantern transparencies?"
Mr. J. J. Bkiuixshaw conld reconmiend the ordinary washing soda and

pyrogallol de\'eloper witlio\it snli)liite ; it gave warm tones and ))lenty of
density with those plates prepared speeinlly for plioto-niierographic work ; the
proportions were

—

Washing soda 4 onnces.
Bromide of pota.s.sium 10 grains.
Water , 40 ounces.

Ponreil into the developing dish, after which a))0ut one grain of pyrogallol was
added to each ounce. He used old washing soda which had gone quite white
and contained no crystals of visible dimensions.

Mr. Haddon remark''d that when carbonate of soda was recommended in
formulae it should always mean the pure dry salt, otherwise the operator would
be using an uncertain mixture.

Mr. W. Kew was elected a member of the Asisociation.

The rest of the evening was devoted to the exhibition of lantern slides,

including some by Mr. William Kngland representing .statuary at the late Paris
K.\hiliitioii and elsewhere ; Mr. Atkin.son, views in Killarney ; Mr. Cooke,
rural Ihiglish views ; Mr. h. MeiUaml, views in Northern Evirope ; Mr. H. M.
Hastings, views at Hrighton ; Mr. J. B. B. Wellington, landscajies and sea
views, many with natural clouds, which in most cases were jirinted upon the
covering glass, and in all greatly improved the pictures ; and Mr. A. P. Higgins,
views iu Portugal.

flAMERA CLUB.
The suliject on Thursday, November 24, w.as Knlid^iiiui, opened by a jiaper

rea'l by Mr. 11. P. Roil;,'ers, Mr. E. Ferrero in the chair. There was an
unusually lar.;e attendance of members .and friends, over seventy being ]iresent.

The screens and walls of the Club were hung with enlargements to illustrate
the subject of the evening.

In his jiaper Mr. Rodi.'ers treated chiefly of enlarging by means of a lantern
from ipi.Titer-iil.ate to whole-plate size, and described his method for obtaining
tlie b 'st illumination. In going over the advantages of enlarging he held that
the detail in a (piarter-plate was too fine to be visible, but that all this detail

was seen in Ihe enlargement. Further, lenses of short focns— the smaller
lenses—gave more intense pictures and greater depth than were obtained in
large direct work. He preferred the limelight as an illuminator, as he found
it gave more vigorous tones.

Mr. Vai.kxtixi: Blanchard then described his method of making enlarged
paper negatives.

Mr. Hi:rwonTH pointed out that the mixeil gases gave a sharper image than
the blow-tliroiigh because of the larger flame of the safety jet.

The discussion w.os carried on until a late hour by Messrs. Bolden, Walker,
Davison, Foulerton. Adcock, S.age, Beck, and the Chairman.
On Thursday, December 8, Mr. Andrew Pringle will read a paper on

Amuteiira' Residues. Meeting at eight p.m.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annu.al meeling of the above Society was hehl in the Technical Schools,

Bridge-street, Birmingham, on Novendjer"24, 1887,—Mr. R. H. Norris, M.D.,
President, in the chair.

Mes.srs. C. Mantell and A. Robinson were elected members.
The PuEsiDKNT, before calling for the annual report to be read, said, an

annual meeting is dear to every Englishman ; it is the occasion when we
render the report of the past session, and we are your humble servants and
have again to solicit your suffrages. It is an occasion when you on your parts
are perfectly at liberty to re-elect us, and we should all be encouraged to air

any grievance which you may have, or wliich you may think yon have, duriig
the past session. It is encouraging at least the jirinciple of amity amongst
us, anil tlie contrary is always a bad thing ; it is like a volcano which always
has a tendency to upburst, and we do not want in this country social or intel-

lectual jirobli'ins to be solved by a chemical solution. Now I say that when
a Society lilic this looks to air its giievanees, or any grievance which a mem-
ber thinks he has, then he should be entitled to state his case. We .should be
like men, and have a little forethought, and our little grievances should be got
rid of, autl if we manage matters in this way we shall have constant health
and make sure that we shall be a flourishing body.
The annual report was then read, from which we make a few extracts.

Deducting resignations and those struck oft' the roll for non-payment of sub-
scriptions, the register .shows a total number of niembei's and associates of 144
against H18 last year.

The average attendance at seventeen meetings has been forty-nine.

Among the papers read were the following :

—

The llnmorous Hide of Phulo-
fjrujihy, Mr. W. 1). Wellord ; On KnlarficmeiiU, Mr. E. H. Jaques ; Printimj
by Aiiijicial Liijht, Mr. F. IJirkett ; Jteiou'liini/. Mr. A. Nock; I'lwtixjrapliy

and Remiitiwcua's of Uii'iuuiaha/n I'ltMtuji-i'phci's of lUjyoae Ihtys^ Mr. W, It.

Osljom ; Outdoor I'lioluyraphy, Mr. S. Delicate ; Slrimiiiig Films, Mr. E. H.
Jaipies

; and Oilloti/jic or I'racticol Lithojroplii/, Mr. K C. Middleton.
On October 13 an exhibition (which is intended to be annual) was given of

photograidis taken by the members. This proved a great snccess, over four
hnmlreil pictures ami traiisp.arencies being shown, ujiwards of one hundred and
sixty lieiiig for competition in the nine classes for which prizes had been

offered. The whole of the pictures showed a decided advance, and the friendly

rivalry should serve to stiinidate the memliers to strive for still Iwtter work
and to attain the goal of every good student of the art, " «ncce«.s." Tlie Judgm
were Messrs. Walter Breeden, John Collier, and Harold Baker. The succeMfnl

pictures ami winners' names were:—Class A, " Best photograph of the suc-

cessful jpietures in Classes B to H," J. C. Huxley, M.I). ; Class B, "Home
portnuture," E. Underwood; Class C, "Best instantaneous picture," W. J.

Harrison ; Cla.ss D, "Best landscape taken in 1887," W. D. Welfonl ; Class E,
" Best photogr.aiili from paper negative," F. Dutton ; Class F, " Best contact

print proiluced liy rlcveloi.ment," .1. ('. Huxley, M. D. ; Class O, " Best enlarge-

ment, J. Heaton ; Class H, " Best transparency on glass or ojial," J. Beaton.

During the year several excursions have Iwen made and were well attended.

During the year Mr. B. Karleese was compelled, owing to ill-health, to

resign the co-Secretaryshiii, ami the best thanks of the Society were given to

him for liis great assiduity in promoting the interests of the Society.

The Council leconmiend that the Exhibition for 1888 be lu'ld towards the

ilose of the year, and have great ideasnre in announcing that they have already

received several offei-s of prizes for competition.

The papers proiniseil me-.— Sniislnnr and Hhiidnv; K C. Townsheiid
;

I.aittrrn and Slides, .1. Place ; Don't (a ])aper for iH'ginners), R. Goilfrcy ;

Itonhle Contact J'rintina fm Lantern Mliden, W. Tylar ; The /.and nf Uie

Midniijht Sun, E. H. Jaques; I'lioloip-aphic Jlnmnurs, W. 1). Welford.

During next year the Photographic Convention of Great Britain, having l)een

invited by this Society, will favour Birmingham with a visit, and the Coniieil

trust that each indiviilnal member will assist with hearty good-will, so that

the success of the Convention may be assured.

A summary of the income and expenditure of the Society is appended to

this report, and the Treasurer's .accounts show a balance in hand of 18/. Os. '>/l.,

as compared witli \'2i. fw. 6(/. last year.

After passing new niles anil alterations, the election of officei-s and Council

was proceeded with, and the result was as follows -.—President : Mr. R H.
Norris, M.D.— Vice-Presidents : Messrs. W. Septimus Harding, J.P., J. C.

Huxley, M.D., and K H. Jaques,— r'oi;«ci7.- Me.ssrs. J. J. Button, James P.

Heaton, E. C. Middleton, W. B. Osborn, J. Place, G. A. Tliomason, W. D.

Welford, .and G. M. WiS.—Librarian : Mr. S.J. Holliday.— //un. Treasurer:

Mr. Thomas Taylor.—//<<)(. Secretaries : Messrs. J. H. Pickard and William

liooke.

In consequence of the lateness of the hour, the President iiostiioned his

address to next meeting, and a vote of thanks was c.irried uiianimonsly.

The CHAIH.MAN, in returning thanks, said. My little box must remain un-

ojiened to-night as time is short, but I will give you its contents later on. I

think I have studied photograiihy to some extent for the last forty years, and
I still remain, as ever, attached to the art and science of photogra)iliy. In

this life a man who follows a public career, as many do in such a variety of

ways, finds it almost impossible to devote any )iarticular ami/unt of time to one

tiling. It is perfectly true when your Secretaries called upon inc 1 felt great

hesitation in again becoming your President, because i knew I could not

jiossibly give ths time to it it ought to receive. I can well undiTstand that if

your President came more amongst you it would l)e conducive to the interisis

and i)rogress of your Society, and I cannot readily understand why j'on con-

tinue to elect liie as your President, seeing I am so deficient in what is so

essential. From the kind feeling and recognition received at your hands I

have tried tT develop our mutu.al study. A man, too, must be rememljered

who gives himself up to expositions but cannot And time for researeli. The
jiast three yeai-s of my election as President of this Society have created quite a

diversion in my studies. It is a singuKir thing in connexion with the human
mind that it runs in grooves for years, and if it is compelled to pass from one

groove to another it continues to" run in the old groove for a time, so that it

has happened that many resean-hes have only been partial. Since I have been

elected your President photography has come in for the lion's share. Though
I am not with you in body I am in thought, and I am working for the interests

of this Society. Of that which I am doing for you at home this may be one

day expounded to you here ; that is the only justification I have in allowing

myself again to lie elected your President. I consider the jOTsition one of

considerable honour, and I appreciate your kindness in electing me. At the

same time, at the end of my term of oflice, if you will allow me, I sliould again

be glad to retire into private life from this position, and let some younger

blood and more energetic material take my place.

Votes of thanks were accorded to the Treasurer, the Librarian, the Auditors,

and to the Secretaries, and the meeting terminated.

Dr. Norris's address and paper will be given early in the session.

CHESTER SOCIETY OF NATURAL SCIENCE.
PuoToijRAPHic Section.

The first winter meeting was held in the Dark Room, Grosveiior Museum, on

November 9, when Mr. F. Evans, of Birkenhead, gave a demonstration of the

preparation of lantern slides, at the close of which a number of slides were

shown on the screen, eliciting a very warm discussion.

WALLASEY PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The first annual supper and ilistribntion of jirizes in connexion with the above

Association was held on Wednesday evening, the 23rd ultimo, at Seacombe,

Dr. Caiinell presiding.

At the conclusion of the rep.ast the President propo.sed the toast, " The
welfare of the Wallasey Photographic As.sociation," and iu doing so he

descanteil in pleasing terms upon the work of the A.s.sociation since its

inauguration, which had evidently consisted not only of "talk," but also of

hard work, as was clearly evidenced by the results before tlioin. He hoped

that at the next annual supper the number of members (twenty-seven) might

be considerably increased.

Mr. Wilkinson, in responding to the toxst, confirmc<l the President's remark

regarding the Association's work, and joined with him in the hop* that many
of the residents iu the district who practised the art would come forward and
join them.
The prizes were then distributed to the fitcce-ssful competitors by Dr. Cannell,
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111 response to the toast of " The Judges," Mr. Joseph Eahp remarked that
the a<ljudication had been a pleasant tauk, the work put forward being ex-
ceedingly creditable to the Association.

After other toasts the remainder of the evening was spent pleasantly.
•

CARDIFF AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Thb second annual dinner of the CardilT Amateur Photographic Socisty came
dff at the Angel Hotel, on the 17th ultimo. About fortv gentlemeu partici-
pated in doing justice to an e.\cellent repast provided by Host and Hostesss
Bland. The Pre.sideiit (Mr. Alexander Kellai) occui)ied the chair.

After the customary loyal and other toasts.
In responding to the toast of "Our Late President," Mr. Allen said that

being chosen first President of the Cardiff Society was to him a source of great
pleasure and prnle, knowing, as he did, the very imjioitaiit part jilayed by
photography m all matters of modern science. Speaking as an engineer, he
telt that the art was one that no engineering establishiiient of any importance
could afford to ignore, and that most large firms now felt this .so much tliat
they are obliged to add a pliotograpliic department to their business in order
to secure accurate delineations of their manufactures, as well as to duplicate
their drawings and plans—the latter being generally done by the ferro-
prus.siate process. No matter how complicated the drawing or tracing miglit
lie, tlie photographic copies might be multiplied to any e.\tent and iu the
merest fraction ol time, thus rendering it easy to duplicate working drawings
111 a manner that was utterly imijossible before adopting this invention. Photo-
printing processes were now superseding lithograiihic drawing and wood-
engraving to a very large e.xtent, and scarcely an illustrated journal now goes
to press without blocks thus lu-oduced being employed, We are thus enabled
to see in print copies of original drawings direct from the hand of the artist—

a

niattcr of immense importance from an artistic point of view, and of no less
imiiortance when looked upon with an eye to its scientific usefulness, as by its
means we can obtain correct data of progi'ess of works, such as that immense
triumph of modern engineering skill, the bridge now building over the Firth
of i'orth so sjilendidly illustrated in the pages of Enr,inceim,j receutly,
wherein the whole of the plates were executedbymeausof photography in such
a way that for accuracy and artistic eflect could not lie equalled by any other
art. Photo-lithography is now the only process employeil in tlie large illustra-
tions ot the architectural papers, whilst the various forms of jihotogravure are
so well known to most of you that you cannot fail to appreciate the sjilendid
copies now to be obtained of original paintings taken direct Ijy photography
and translated into mouochrome and sold at a comparatively small cost which
as works ot art can well hold their own with the best line engravings. He felt
that tlie art of photography was much misunderstood by the general public,
tlie majority of wliom are satisfied with the most crude productions, and look
upon It with a very indifferent eye; some artists even imagine that it is
capable of doing much more than it is really capable of. For instance, photo-
grai.hers are blamed for their want of art knowledge when a landscape
pJiotograiih is being criticised, because the values are not correct and the
tender greys of the distant hills are completely lost, and the foreground and
mil die distance are a mass of black. Now, it is here where chemistry plays
sucli an imiiortant part in the production of a picture, and scientific develop-
ment sliould go hand-m-hand with our artistic knowledge to produce a pleasing
result. He hoped the time had arrived when we might venture to extend the
aims of our Society, and that the ain.ateurs, &c. of Wales would joiu them in
making tlie Society a truly national institute, and thought tliat such a title as
the 1 hotographic Association of Wales would be a very ajipropriate one.
Mr Vice-President Dyer then gave "The Scientific, Artistic, and Literary

institutions ot the Town," which was responded toby Mr. Sewahd, who, in the
course of his remarks, said it was appropriate to bear in mind that that toast
wa.s first proposed m a public manner in Cardiff at the first dinner of the
l-hotograpliic Society last year, and it was worth remarking that at the
municipal banquet just past the same toast took an important iilace on the
Ust. Not only in that respect had the Corporation of Cardiff had an eye in
the direction of their Society, but on the previous day an intluential Coriiora-
tiou Committee, with Sir Morgan Morgan, Knight, at its head, had been placedm charge of the scheme for a National Institute for Wales, which was also
first publicly mentioned at the Pliotograpliic Society's dinner before referred
to, anil Willi which their Society and several others were atfiliated.
Ihe toast, 'Kindred Photographic Societies," was coupled with the name of

mr. il J. tjiftord, who, m replying, stated that the societies in London siwanghom the Photographic Society of Great Britain, which could rank with the
Koyal and Chemical Societies, but that for amateurs he thought the less formal
societies or clubs were preferable. Two years ago a new departure was taken
in tlie way of pliotograpliic clubs when the Camera Club was opened. It was
a social clulj as well as a scientific one, and had its own rooms, which included
a (larli room tor the use of its own members and those of athliated societies.

Mr- Parker Hagerty, in replying to the toast of "Tlie Visitors," admitted
that several of his brother artists did not put that value upon photography as
an aid to their own art that the science was entitled to ; speaking for himself
However, he must acknowledge he appreciated its work from practical experience!

Several gentlemen favoured the company with songs and recitations, and
altogether a most enjoyable evening was spent.

YORKSHIRE COLLEGE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The second meeting of the session was held in the College on Thursday
November 24, when Mr. C. H. Bothamley, F.LC, F.C.S., delivered his
i resutential addre.ss. He reviewed the progress of the past year with special
reference to orthochromatic processes, the permanence of prints, and CareyLeas researches. A concise summary of the present artistic and industrial
posilion of photography was then given, and the address concluded with a
(li^ussion ot the claims of photography to rank as a fine art

riiere was a very good attendance. The address was illustrated by a large
collection of speoimens, includiug ToUey's U,i IU Londu Shore, Sutcliffl's
rater Hlmlxes HoUyer s portrait of Miss Terry, platinotvpes by Keene, photo-
gravures by Annan & Swan and the Berlin Photographic Company, collotypes

by Wagner & Co. and Waterlow & Sons, block prints by Waterlow & Sons,

and typogravure by Bou.ssod, Valadon, & Co.

The next meeting, on Tuesday, December 13, will be devoted to a discussion

on Methods uf Enlarciiug.

Cortejfjjontrence.
PHOTOGRAPHIC HERESIES.

To the EiiiTORs.

Gentlemen, —Your correspondents "Monitor" and "Free Lance"
having pronounced their opinions on the paper I had the misfortune to

read on the above subject, perhaps you would kindly allow m^ a brief

reply. If professional critics would take the trouble to read twice (or even
once in'a generous spirit), I think they would avoid much misrepresentation
and distortion ; but then their occupation might be more than half gone.
Your correspondents appear to think that every paper road before a

society should be learned and elaborate, forgetting that very useful class,

written expressly to provoke discussion (not distortion), which may be
fragmentary, disconnected, and incomplete.

" Free Lance " says, " It is all sheer nonsense to say that a good rapid
plate is capable of doing all that a slow plate is, and much more beside."
You will notice,gentlemen,hedoes not say he has not made the acquaintance
of such a plate, or that such plates are not on the English market, but in

effect, that such plates never have, or can be made. Let me remind him
it was once " sheer nonsense " to say that steam could be made to exert a
gigantic power.

I assert that plates are on the American market capable of making
fully exposed negatives of any ordinary well lighted landscape or archi-

tectural subject with diaphragm -,.'j in the j'j part of a second, and of a

quality equal to any slow plate of my acquaintance, and I am ready to

take part in any friendly contest to decide this point. I may be wrong,
but in this country am entitled to my opinion, even if an heresy. Either
" Free Lance's " standard of a good negative is higher than mine, or my
standard of " a good rapid plate" is higher than his. My experience is

that the good rapid plate of to-day is not the coarse-grained plate incap-

able of rendering a wide range of tones without solarising, or giving vigour
readily, as was the case two years ago, but a plate answering to the helm
readily in development, and good for copying portraiture or landscape
work. Copying with an automatic exposer is not such a ridiculous thing
as " Monitor " supposes.

"Free Lance" denies that photographers generally are afraid to use
rapid plates for general work ; but it is a fact nevertheless, and may arise

from a lack of experience with rapid plates, and also for want of proper
appliances to accurately gauge short exposures. The signs of the times
are, that as plates are being made more rapid and of better quality every
year, the " good photographer " of the future will have no use for slow
plates unless they arc orthochromatic, your correspondent's unscientifio

intolerance to the contrary notwithstanding.
With reference to J. Traill Taylor's single lens corrector, it has

no effect in my hands. No one will be better pleased than myself to make
it succeed. If that gentleman, or any other, will give additional informa-
tion, I shall be obliged. Is it possible that my lenses neutralised each
other too perfectly?—I am, yours, &c., Chas. Trcscott.

V. S, Anwrica.

[It i.s a pity that, for the sake of hia own reputation, Mr. Truscott
had not thouf^lit it worth his while to make himself in some def^reo

acquainted with tlie subjects about which he descanted so confidently
in bis paper ; for e.xampio, what lie designates tlie single lens corrector.

Had he made inquiry of even any tyro -in historical knowledge of

lenses, he would have been told that many lenses had lonff since been
made, publicly described with drawings, and even patented, the
essential features in which consisted of a concave and n convex
lens which, as a pair, possessed practically neither magnifying nor
diminisliing power, but yet gave such an amount of displacement
as, when used with a third lens, to neutralise its tendency to give
distortion. Probably he has never heard of the influence of correcting
lenses employed by Sutton, Goddard, Hoss, DaUmeyer, Grubb, Furnell,

and several others, in the various non-distorting lenses introduced by
these opticians. But let Mr. Truscott study the productions or the
writings of the^e men, and he will be wiser in future. lie is not the
only young tyro who, with closed eyes, has struck his head against

photographic rocks. Meanwhile, let him .separate the component
parts of his correcting lenses by a much wider ring.

—

Eds.]
»

DEFERRED DEVELOPMENT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,^I should be much obliged for a little assistance in deve-
loping. I have made a large number of exposures of various subjects

(on half-plates) which I feel sure arc about right for time, but as every
negative takes me five to ten minutes, I don't know, with the limited
time now at my disposal, when I shall have finished them. Is there any
way of pushing the plates through quicldy without spoiling them ':' Your
reply will greatly obUged.—I am, yours, &c., J. C. Holmes.

rSee leadinir article unon the subiect iu nrest^nt number.

—

Eds.1
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THE HISTORY OF THE GELATINOBROMmE PBOCESS.
To the EinTons.

Gentlemen,—Gustave Legray's book had been examined by me before
asking Mr. Jerome Harrison for the source of Iiis statements, and I could
find nothing about gelatine therein, so ho would oblige by, as soon as
convenient, giving exact references to his authority for his record.
Among the very early gelatine processes not mentioned by him, was a

celebrated one by I'oitevin. Excellent prints by a gelatine process on pajx-r
were obtained in primitive days by Baldua. The few gelatine processes
other tlian Gaudin's before 1868 I will examine to see if they contain
anything about the use of an emulsion.
The broad facts appear so far to be that there were two classes of

gelatine processes. In tlie one, in the endeavour to find a substitute for

collodion, excess of nitrate of silver was used and acid development.
Gaudin, in 1801, went beyond this, by using an emulsion from which all

alkaline nitrates were washed away. He, however, then added excess of
nitrate of silver, and used acid development. Gaudin was probably the
first who used a washed gelatine emulsion. The other class, the pre-
cursors of the present dry plates, contained an emulsion with no excess of
nitrate of silver, and included alkaline development.
The first class was found to be exceedingly slow in the camera; it

was almost exclusively used and promulgated for positive printing, and
sometimes without development. So far as anything before the public in
the recent utterances is concerned, the first plate of the second order of
processes was made in January, 1868. In Mr. Jerome Harrison's recent
historical articles, he docs not state who devised the system of washing
the gelatine emulsion made without excess of nitrate of silver. It was a
vital step in the process, so it would be interesting if he would furnish
the particulars. W. H. Habbison.

REMOVAL OF SULPHATES FROM PYRO SOLUTIONS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to your leading article of this week on the
removal of sulphates from pyro solutions ijy means of chloride of barium,
1 fear it will not be found that this substance is a desirable, or even
innocuous, constituent of the developer. In the course of a research
which I once had occasion to make on the reactions of the tannin group,
I found that many of these bodies, including pyrogallol, though without
action alone on barium and calcium chlorides, yet gave on addition of
ammonia the reactions peculiar to baryta and lime, and not those
produced by ammonia alone. It has been shown that these alkaline
earths do not satisfactorily replace the alkalies in development, but
rapidly give turbid solutions. It is possible, however, that in presence of
sufficient sulphite, this reaction may not occur, since I have found that
the use of even five per cent, of bisulphito of soda in a ten per cent, pyro
solution enabled me to use an excessively hard water without injurious
results in the developer.

The reaction is very curious from a chemical point of view, since
ammonia alone cannot displace baryta from its chloride, but is enabled
to do so by the added affinity of the tannin or pyrogallol for the baryta.
It is analogous to the fact that while caustic ammonia will not precipitate
baric and calcic salts, carbonate of ammonia does so completely.

It seems rather dubious whether it would] not be wiser not to keep the
pyro so long, rather than to try to revive it when spoiled, or to use acid
sulphates instead of neutral ones, since the former are more stable
compounds, and have beside a far greater preservative action on tlie

pyro. If, however, " the game is worth the candle," I would suggest the
use of neutral sulphite of baryta, which is insoluble itself, and would
simply restore the original sulphite of soda, and form insoluble sulphate
of baryta. It could easily bo obtained sufficiently pure by precipitating
baric cliloride with sulphite of soda and slightly washing on a filter.

—

I am, yours, Ac, Heney R. Pbocier.
Tynciiiouth, Kovembcr 26, 1887.

THE PLATINOTYPE PROCESS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—If Mr. A. Pringle's statement made at a recen t meeting
of the North London Photographic Society is correctly reported, may I

beg Mr. Pringle to be so kind as to send to the Platinotype Company a
portion of a print or of prints of whicli he has succeeded in materially
reducing the image, together with some of the solution of sulphuretted
hydrogen (if he has used a solution of it) with which he has so acted upon
them. In the absence of the latter, perhaps he wiU describe the method
of production of the preparation he used. Some prints so acted upon
would also interest.

In reference to Mr. F. W. Cox's useful paper on The Platlnolype
Process, may I be permitted to explain the reason why the Platinotype
Company recommend the use of "neutral" potassic oxalate? The
reason is that the " neutral " salt causes the image to adhere better to
the paper at the time of development, while, if the acidified salt is used
there is no tendency to precipitation of the iron salt, but a powerful
solvent is formed having what amounts to a restraining action upon the
developing or reducing power, so that the metallic platinum falls away
irregularly from the surface, being reduced to some extent while its salt
is in process of removal from the surface of the paper.

Iji this way, and by worn out acid developing solutions, many cold,

coarse, grey, and abominably nneven and patchy and even streaky
prints have been and are being turned out. It is not far wrong to say
that an acid bath has much in common with a cold bath. I do not
think it well, with the Platinotype Company's present papers (which are
different in behaviour to those made by Captam Pizzighelli), to lue an
acidified bath. But, as Mr. Cox states, the appearance of a print i* so
much a matter of taste.

Mr. Cox is quite correct in stating that an acid bath gives "brilliancy"
(if by " brilliancy " we then mean purer "whites " or less half tone) ; but
the " blacks " arc generally damaged by it, as well as the otherwise even
fineness of the print. If, however, the paper is old, and the "whites"
are degraded on development, an acid batli might effect an improTcment

;

for with old paper there is a firmer hold of the platinum and iron salts.

I trust that tlieso few remarks may be useful to some of your readers

;

otherwise they should not blame the paper for certain defects, but the bath.

I may add that the imtnictions of the Company are compiled with a
view to the best technical results ; any one may use other plans to suit

his taste or requirements, but it should be borne in mind that only by
adhermg to the Company's directions can the results they state their

papers will give be aolueved—I am, yours, &o.,

November 28, 1887. « Herbert B. Bebkelet.

"FREE LANCE" ON SPECIFIO GRAVITY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemkn,—In the battle of the standards, " Free Lance" singles me
out for a combatant. Allow me to parry his thrust as best I may.
He is displeased with my " wonderful exactitude," and says that my

correction for temperature is wrong unless I can show that Caiius to3k
a temperature other thanW Fahr. as his standard. This roundabout
expression makes me suspect that "Free Lance" is himself uncertain as

to the standard temperature used by Carius. I do not know, but pre-
sume he was or is a foreigner, through the peculiar name and his use of

centigrade units of temperature. If the correction be wrong, then is the ex-

pansion of ammonia on further dilution much more manifest. Will some-
bodywho knows kindly say who Mr. Carius was, and what was his standard?
Had I omitted tlie correction, somebody would have pointed out my

glaring error, and without himself applying it would have said that my
figures proved nothing.

For my own part, I much prefer a mean temperature, as 60' Fahr.,
to the wintry standard of our neighbours. I am waiting for a developing
formula from France, normal at 0°C., with corrections for temperature.
The definition of specific gravity as the weight of a unit of volume is

too awful to be passed by, says " Free Lance ;

" it is nevertheless
correct. The fact is that specific gravity is defined in two ways, either

definition being used as may be found convenient. Similar instances
are common : Euclid's definition of proportion is unlike Colenso's

;

Hutton, Drew, and Clifford define an elhpse in different ways. These
definitions are not incongruous, and we may use which we like.

Simiilarly with specific gravity, it may be defined as a weight or a ratio.

I did not make the definition, but use what I have to hand.
Clearly " Free Lance" is not Professor Donkin, or he would not have

quarrelled with the definition. Neither is he Webster, or he would not
talk about depictinij in place of defining, as if synonymous. Neither is

he a leisurely reader, or he would not misquote " looking the subject up"
for " looking into the matter."
Who is he, " At all at all, I tell you ?"

Once more :
" Free Lance " suggests that I might have said " density

is the mass of a unit of volume." Quite right ; now, multiply by gravity
(32-2 feet per second) and we have at once " specific gravity is the weight
of a unit of volume I" If this statement seem a puzzle, 1 would suggest
that "Free Lance" "look the subject up."—I am, yours, <Src.,

i, Camp-street, Lower Brouijliton, Manchester, H. C. Phillips.
November 27, 1887.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPANY, LIMITED, AND THE
CELLERIER-PARKES PROCESS.

To tlie Editors.

Gentlemen,—I am much obliged for your remarks in connexion with
this process. I have done my best to prevent the insertion of any mis-
leading heading or statement, and, again, I am surprised and annoyed to
find that the agent who abridged and published the amended prospectus
should not have followed the wording of the prospectus settled by me on
behalf of the Directors of the Photographic Company, Limited, who are
most anxious that no misdescription should appear. From the prospectus
you will see that no such words as "pliotographing in colours" or "phot3-
graphy in colours" are used, and the processes are plainly described as
" for improvements in the production of coloured photographic pictures."
As soon as attention was drawn to the error, instructions were given to

the advertising agents to withdraw all such advertisements, and to givj
correct definitions in accordance with the prospectus approved by the
Board. This was forthwith done. You will kindly note that tlie press notices
sent with the prospectuses also define the true character of the processes.

The Directors much regret the mistake, feeling assured that the patents will

succeed on their own merits.— I am, yours, Ac, E. W. Pabkcq.
3, Haltern llall-courl [o2iiiin,ile Cannon-ntreet .S'(<i(io»),

London i'.C, November 29, 1887.
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CUTTING A BOTTLE.
To the EwTOKS.

Gentlemen,—I notice iu your report of the meeting o£ the Loudon

and Provincial Photographic Association that the members who took part

in the discussion seemed to be " at sea " as to the best means of cutting

a bottle in two. A very simple but effectual plan is to take a piece of

twine about one and a halt yards long, wrap it twice round the bottle,

let one person take hold of one end of the twine and get another to take

hold of the other end. Then with a sort of see-sawing motion the part

becomes so heated that when the bottle is dipped into water the parts

fall asunder. If it is desired that the bottle should be cut in a certain

place, I usually cut a round hole in a piece of wood large enough to

admit the bottle ; the string working on the glass and against the board

ensures the cut being a clean one. If, however, the see-sawing motion

i3 continued long enough the parts will fall asunder, tlius rendering the

dipping in water unnecessary. If time is no consideration this is by far

the best plan, as I sometimes find that hock bottles are thicker on one

side than the other, and invariably where they are so the water bath

starts a crack up the bottle.

I liave cut a large number of hock bottles in this way and converted

them into lamps, and have found them useful when enlarging or using

bromide paper, affording a safe light.—I am, yours, &c., Amatecb.

BOYCOTTED MEDALLISTS.
'I'o tlie Editors.

Gentlemen, I have just received a prospectus of an exhibition to be

held in the spring at Liverpool, under the auspices of the Amateur

Association. This document contains a rule which seems intended to

exclude most of the best work that h.as been done during the year. It

runs thus :—" No picture shall be eligible for competition which has

taken a prize at any public competition, the Council being desirous of

encouraging the exhibition of new work." It is very praiseworthy of the

Council to endeavour to promote the production of novelties, but what

new work does it expict to liave done between now and the middle of

next February? The best recent work has already been medalled at

Lmdon, Falmouth, or Dublin; the Liverpool exhibition, tlierefore, will

have to fall back on the refuse of these exhibitions to make their show

attractive. It will be a great chance for the second rate—the millennium

of tlie mediocre, as a friend who read the paper over with me called it.

Of course, no producer of a medalled picture who respects himself and

liis art would think of sending pictures which he is so pointedly told are

not wanted.

It medals are to be given at exhibitions it seems only fair that the best

exhibits shall have the same chance of winning them as the worst, and,

as pretty well all the available good work of this year has been rewarded,

t'lere will be nothing left to compete for the Liverpool medals but inferior

productions, thus bringing medals even lower down than they have

already got, and that is indeed low, now that trading firms and struggling

j )urnals have to purchase their customers by offering them medals

through amateur societies.—I am, yours, &o., A Med.illist.

APOLOGY.
To the Emtoks.

Gf.nti.kjii'.n,—I desire to tender my unreserved apologies to Mr.
W. H. ilyslop for my letter published in tlie I'hotoijraphie Xews of the

21st ult., relative to his photographs of the Thistle, as the statements
or insinuations made therein imputing dishonourable conduct to Mr.
Hyslop are, I find, without the .slightest foundation iu fact I am,
yours, lie, A. J. West.

Southseti, Norembei- 23, 1837.

ansitoers to CorreBpontrentis.

Notice.—Each Corveepondcnt u required to enclose his name and address, although not
necestofily for pLihli^^ation. Convaunications may, when thon'jht desirable, apiiear under
a NOM DE PLUME an hitlierto, or, by preference, under three letters of f>w alphabet. Such
signatures as *' Constant Reader," *' Subscriber,'* ic, should be avoided, C'orrtwpondeut*

not confonning to this rule will therefore understand the rea-^nfor tlie omission of their

communications.
^

E. J. R—The maker will supply all particulars.

Novice.—No notice taken of queries not endorsed by name of sender.

F. C. S.—Nothing to prevent you from opening such a business as suggested.
See answer to " Plioto."

W. Moult.—Remove the spirit lamp by drawing it back a little after ignition

of the magnesium h.is taken place.

.T. W. Dollar.—Not having seen any lenses by the maker named, we cannot
advise, but we prefer the "rapid" to the other.

E. W. M.—Much warmer tones can be obtained on wet collodion trans-

pareiicie.s by immersing them iu a solution of sulphide of potassium than in

one of platinum.

E. D. Skelton.—It is impossible to predicate the degree of snccess that may
attend the venture. Everything dopemls upon personal skill, business tact,

and a tilting locality.

A. Z. (Durham).—Enamelled paper suitable for the purpose may be had from
most wholesale .stationers. Mes.srs. Spicer Brothers, Bridge-street, E.t'.,

will .supply your wants.

R. R. C.—Pine will do very well for making a camera, but, to secure the same
stability as with maliogany, a greater thickness will be required, so that the

advantage iu weight will not be so great as you imagine.

Photo inquires :
" Can a person who is not a certified chemist carry on a

business in photographic materials and sell all the necessary chemicals?"

—

Yes, except in those cases in which the Poisons Bill is operative.

J. Mares,—Any good paper coated with plain gelatine will do for transfer

paper for double transfer in carbon printing, provided it be soaked in a
solution of alum before it is applied. This was the plan employed by the

late Mr. Jabez Hughes in his daily jn-acticc.

S. Aldus.—Several practical articles on albumenising paper appeared in our
volume for 1884

;
you cannot do ))etter than refer to them. Any information

we could give you in this cohimu would not be of much service in enabling

yon to prepare the paper on a coniinereial scale.

C. .1. So.M.MERS.—A lens of the "rapid" type will do quite well for enlarging

with ; indeed, it is one of the best forms that can be employed. It is always
a good plan to use a lens for enlarging that will cover a size or two larger

than the picture to be enlai-ged. The focal length of the lens is governed

not by the size the picture is to lie but by that of the original.

S. A.—The preparation of canvas as sold by the artists' colourmen is not

easily done on a small scale. Unless your consumption is much larger than

your letter leads us to surmise you will find it more to yonr advantage to

purchase it ready jircpared. flieu yon will get au uniform and reliable

article. If it would be more economical in your case, you can purchase the

canv,as in rolls of various widths.

X. Y. Z.— 1. Simply cement the two glasses together with paper round the

edges.—2. The light will be sullicient if the exposure is long enough to suit

the apertnre of the lens.—3. No moiuitant will really prevent the print from

cockling, but one of a solntion of gelatine in which a large proportion of

alcoliortakes the place of water will reduce it to a miniMuim.

—

i. No doubt

the de|iosit or stain is silver. Try a solntion of cyiinide of pot.assiuni

;

possibly that may take it off.

W. N. writes; "I should be much obliged if you would lell uic what is the

licst b.attery for my jmrpose. I use a sm.iU incandescent lamp in my dark

room, not coutiniionsly, but I turn it on now aiul again for judging density

(as 1 use daylight lor developing), so a battery that pol.arises and recovers

itself will do ; but I do not want anything like a bichromate or chromic acid

battery, where the carbon and zinc have to be lifted out, as it must stanil

out of reach ; nor do I want a battery which gives off fames, as it must
stand in the dark room. My lamp, i should say, is about two or three

candles."—We should recommend either Schanscliieff's battery or one sup-

plied by Mnwson &. Swan.

Rkceived.—Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association.—In our next.

North London Photoqraphic SnciETV.—The next meeting will take plaeu

on Tuesday, December (i, when Mr. T. Charters Vi'hite will lecture on I'kula-

•ini'-roijriiplnj. Visitors are invited.

The .Iennings's Fcnd.—The following additional contributions have lieen

received liy Dr. Maddox, Greenbank, Park-road, Portswood, Southampton,
and Mr. Andrew Priugle, Cromwell House, Bexley Heath, Kent ;—Edward C.

Boustield, 10,?. 6,1. ; B. Vivian, 10s, Gd. ; J. Thomson, U. Is. ; Jinqilni/es of

J. Thomson, ds. 3d. Mrs, H. B. Pritch.ard, 51. 5,v.

FoUTHCOMiSG Exhibition.—The Dundee and Ea.st of Scotl.and Photograiiliic

Association jiurpose having an exliibilion of photographs and photographic

ajiparatiis in the Art Galleries, Albert Institute, liundee, commeni'ing on
February 16, 1888. There is to be a libecal donation of gold, silver, and
bronze medals. Prospectuses from the Hon. Secretary, Mr. James Rattray,

82, High-street, Dumlee. Entries close in January.

Photoor.M'HV in C'uurt.—At tlie Bow County Court, before Mr, Registrar

Hore, the case of Wriglit v. Wriglit was heard. The plaintiff is a clerk, li\'ing

at 32, Percy-street, Forest Gate, tlic defendant a photographer, of 1, Sebert-

road. Forest Gate, and the claim was for Us. Gif., for balance of money jiaid for

goods not delivered. It appeared that the plaintiff had the family group taken

at the defenilant's studio in Forest Gate ; there were to be a dozen canls for

los, 6d., and the plaiutilf paid the money, but when the cards had been linished

he refused to accept them, saying they were not satisfactory, and they were left

on the defendant's hands ; for that reason the defendant gave him btick 10.'!,,

and he now sought to recover the dill'erence of 5s. 6d., as balance of money
paid for gooils not delivered. The defendant maintaineil that the ])hotograph

was very correct, and iiroduceil one for the Registrar to look at. Tlie learned

Registrar, having looked at the phuntitf and at the photograph, observed, " I

think 1 never .saw a more exact likeness or a better picture, and I must give

judgment for the defendant. No costs."
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HOME-MADE STRIPPING FILMS.
In view of the apparently established position now filled by
paper as a negative support, and of the additional fact that
there still remain a few who take pride in the prepartion of

their own sensitive films, not improbably the subject of home-
made stripping films may possess an interest for some of onr
readers. At any rate, we may venture to give the results of

some experiments in that direction we were recently led to

make as a digression from another branch of work.

Stripping films are by no means new, either in principle or

ill detail, so there is no fear of infringing any patent rights,

even if our methods be followed by other than amateurs. But
the principle has been variously applied, as by the late Mr.
Woodbury, who stripped his neg.atives after ihvelojytnent and
retransferred them to glass when desired for printing purposes

;

while Wanierke's sensitive films were prepared upon a tem-
porary paper support, upon which they were exposed and
developed, to bo afterwards stripped and used as translucent

"film" negatives or transferred to glass, as might be pre-

ferred.

Woodbury's method, by means of which he produced the
exquisite scries of Italian views exhibited by him some ten or

twelve years ago, was devised for the purpose of lessening the

trouble of the travelling photographer, and is specially ap-

plicable to collodion negatives. In Mr. Woodbury's case, he
employed collodion emulsion, and, travelling with a bottle of

cnuilsion, a dozen or so glass plates, and a supply of prepared
transfer paper, ho was eciuipped for the production of as

many negatives as if he had been hampered with innumerable
packages of extra plates.

His modus operandi was simplicity itself, and our recollection

of a first trial of the transfer paper sent to us by Mr. Woodbuiy
is that we experienced not the slightest difficulty in operating
successfully, even upon negatives that had not been specially

prepared for stripping ; indeed, there is hardly any need of

such preparation. The glass is cleaned iu the ordinary manner,
and preferably polished, eitlier with a solution of wax in ether
or benzole or with powdered talc ; this is not absolutely

necessary, but it facilitates the subse.|uent stripping. It is

tlien coated with collodion or emulsion and exposed, either wet
or dry, the whole process being conducted in precisely the

same manner as for an ordinary glass negative.

After fixing and washing, the preparations for stripping the
i film are commenced. A sheet of the transfer paper is cut to
I size—about three-sixteenths or a quarter of an inch smaller
each way than the glass—and soaked in water until soft.

There is no mystery or difficulty in the preparation of the
tiansfer paper; it is merely ordinary paper of moderately

smooth texture coated with plain gelatine and allowed to dry.

This, when softened by soaking in cold water, is squeegeed into

intimate contact with the negative and permitted to dry

spontaneously, or, at least, without the application of any

considerable heat. When quite dry, the edges of the paper are

cut round in the usual manner, and the paper, bearing with it

the negative image, slips readily from the glass, leaving the

latter ready to be cleaned and rccoated with emulsion for

another exposure.

If a suitable paper have been selected at first, the negative

may be allowed to remain attached to its new support, which

may be rendered translucent by any of the well-known methods

if desired. Or the paper may be used merely as a temporary

support until such time as it may be convenient to retransfer

the images to glass or other permanent support, when the

collodion side of the flexible negative having been cemented

to the new surf^ice by means of indiarubber solution, the paper

is easily removed, soaking fii'st in cold and eventually in warm
water.

This method varies veiy considerably from the more modern

stripping films, but chiefly in the fitct that with the latter

glass does not necessarily play a part. Warnerke's films more

nearly realised the modern idea, consisting as they did of a

translucent film—itself spread upon paper—which formed the

support for the image throughout the whole of the operations

it had to undergo. But this was unnecessarily troublesome in

preparation and not likely to meet the requirements of the

amateur manufacturer.

It has long appeared to us that with certain precautions

the simple transfer paper of Woodbury would answer all

moderate requirements. That is to say that any one who
wished to prepare his own films either with gelatine or col-

lodion emulsion, would find gelatinised paper a convenient and

suitable sujiport. Of course the difference, physically and

chemically, between collodion and gelatine has to bo borne iu

mind, but, as we shall show, the gelatine transfer paper is

equally applicable to both purposes.

First as regards the preparation of the transfer paper, as wo
shall continue to call it, though it may be used as the final

support. If it is to be used merely as a temporary support,

the nature and quality of the paper are of very little moment,

provided it be fairly even in surface and of sufficient strength

to bear handling when wet. If, however, it is intended that it

shall form the final support, attention must be given to its

thickness and texture, in order that the transluceucy of the

finished negative may meet the printing requirements, and its

definition not be materially interfered with by unevenness of

grain or fibre. Where ^jw^jf /• negatives are intended to be made
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we should in all cases advise a proper " photographic " paper

to be employed, but for other purposes any fair ordinary quality

of paper will answer perfectly well.

The strength of the gelatine solution, too, is a matter for

some consideration, and may be varied in accordance with the

particular purpose to which the transfer is to be applied. If a

simple transfer paper for collodion films, cither for stripping

them after exposure a la Woodbury, or for holding them during

exposure and development only, a simple twenty or thirty-grain

solution, with a few grains of sugar to each ounce will answer

well. If the paper is to be used in connexion with gelatine

negatives a stouter layer of soluble gelatine is desirable in order

to lessen the risk of the negative becoming permanently

attached to the paper support. When the paper is to re-

main as the final support, too, it is advisable to resort to a

stronger solution of gelatine, in order that it may remain more

completely upon the surface and not sink in and fill the pores

of the paper so as to prevent its being subsequently rendered

translucent. For these purposes a strength of fortj' or even

sixty grains to the ounce will not bo too much, and the addition

of from fifteen minims to half a drachm of glycerine to each

ounce will improve the flexibility of the paper and prevent its

becoming brittle on drying.

The coating of the paper with gelatine presents no diflncul-

ties beyond those of keeping the solution at a proper tempera-

ture and preserving the coated paper from dust during drying.

It must be borne in mind that the extreme care necessary in

preparing sensitive films, or films of emulsion, is entirely

wanting here, all that is needed being a tolerably smooth and

even surface. The fluidity of the gelatine must be kept up by

immei'sing the dish containing it in a deeper one holding hot

water, or by other means that will commend themselves ac-

cording to circumstances. With regard to the avoidance of

dust, we find no better plan than to coat the paper at night and

to allow it to hang in a warm room during the still hours when
no one is moving to stir up the dust. Two or three hours will

suffice to complete the drying under such circumstances.

Tlie papers if cut to sizes may be simply floated on the warm
gelatine until limp, drained for a few seconds, and laid upon

blotting paper until set, after which they arc hung up to dry.

If very large sheets, or continuous lengths, are required they

may be managed without a great amount of trouble as follows :

—

Let the dish or trough of gelatine be placed on a shelf or plat-

form at one end and about a foot below the level of a table of

convenient length ; take the sheet or length of paper and float

one end of it upon the dish of gelatine, placing upon it a light

wooden roller of sufficient weight to ensure that the paper

comes in contact with the gelatine without sinking below the

surface. If when this has been done the end of the paper is

carefully raised to the level of the table and then slowly drawn

along its surface, it will be found that a smooth and even

coating is given which sets very shortly after leaving the trough,

and enables the coater to hang it in " festoons " to dry at the

opposite end of the table. It is scarcely possible to perform

this single handed, but we have seen a lengtli of nearly twenty

feet perfectly coated and hung in a small room by a couple of

operators.

In coating large sheets or widths it is not necessary to pro-

vide large porcelain dishes, nor, indeed, to employ dishes at all

There is nothing to prevent the use of metal as the material

o\it of which to construct the gelatine holder, and in

order to avoid a large biilk of solution the receptacle may be

made in the form of a trough sufliciently long to accommodate

the width of the paper to be coated, which is drawn through it

in the manner described.

The paper, if freely exposed to the air in a room which has

been warmed during the day, will dry as we have said in two or

three hours, and if the material used be of proper quality will

give no trouble in curling or cockling, especially if a due quan-

tity of glycerine be used. If, however, it be attempted to

utilise extremely thin paper, except for sheets of the smallest

size, it will be found necessary to roll and smooth the paper

after drying, and to preserve it constantly under pressure. An
ordinarily stout paper coated with a forty-grain gelatine solution

when completely dry simply requires rolling up, when it will

quickly rid itself of any chance inequalities or irregularities

formed in drying, and may be kept indefinitely if preserved from

damp.

In this manner an amateur or small consumer may prepare

in a single evening sufficient transfer paper to fulfil his negative

and other requirements for a season, and at the same time feel

certain that there is no chance of its deterioration, as in the

case of the sensitive films. Nor does it occupy the space of

glass nor require to be cleaned and polished, but there it is ready

for coating when required.

Next week we shall speak of the methods of applying this

transfer paper to photographic purposes in coimexion both with

collodion and gelatine films.

PHOTO-MICROSCOPIC STEREOGRAPHS.
On the occasion of Mr. Charters White delivering a lecture on

photo -micrography before the North London Photographic

Society on Tuesday evening, a conversation which ensued

gravitated in the direction of photographing microscopic

objects in duplicate, and inider such conditions as to enable

them to be examined in a stereoscope, showing the same degree

of relief or rotundity as that experienced when employing a

binocular microscope.

This is a department in photo-microscopic science which does

not appear to receive any attention at present, and yet there

are few of the cognates of the science more worthy of notice or

which will bestow greater pleasure or profit than this.

There are iunumerable bodies in the world of small things

which can only be properly observed, so as to realise their con-

figuration, by a binocular microscope ; and in the case of such

objects, no matter how much they may be enlarged by photo-

graphy in the usual way or with what perfection their detail

may be rendered, they still afl'ord a very inadequate idea of

their form.

Our object at present is to point out, briefly, some methods

by which the possessor of an ordinary monocular microscope

may be enabled to photograph any suitable object with all tlie

relief as seen in the finest binocular instruments, and this, too,

without incurring much expenditure for costly appliances.

Premising that the method to be described is intended for

employment with low powers, wc shall explain its principle of

action by a simile we employed many years since, when we

had occasion to introduce it to the notice of our readers of

those days. Let a bust or statuette be placed on a table at a

distance of a few feet from a single fixed camera and a negative

be taken. Now, without moving the camera, rotate the

statuette on its axis in the slightest degree, and then take a

second negative. Prints from these two negatives will, when

mounted side by side on a stereoscopic card mount and

examined in the stereoscope, show the image in all the solidity
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that could bo desired, the amount of relief being determined

by the extent to which tlio original object wiw rotated previous

to the second negative being taken. Reas(jning from analogy

we now proceed to apply this system to the production of

micro-stereographs.

The object slide must not be placed flat down directly on
the stage of the micro3coj)o, but upon a secondary or super-

stage so constructed as to allow of the small platform upon
which rests the object slide to oscillate from right to left

within a limited sphere. The one we constructed for the

puq)ose is made of thin brass pivoted at its two sides into

guiding side pieces, the axis of motion being adjusted so as to

coincide with the object to bo photographed. Having focussed

the object, and using a dia])hragm in front of the objective so

as to increase its jicnetration, the first photograph is taken,

when the little see-saw slide holder is tilted to one side, after

which it is tilted to the opposite side preparatory to making
the second exposure. The amount to which the tilting takes

place must be only very slight, else will the apparent solidity

of the image when subsequently examined in the stereoscope

be exaggerated.

Success in this is ensured by emjiloying an objective of

small angular aperture, or, should it be too wide, limiting this

otherwise excellent quality by a diaphragm cap being slipped

over the end.

Another way by which stereoscopic photo-micrographs can

be obtained by a monocular microscope is to employ an objective

having an effectively large front lens and covering it with an

easy-fitting cap, having in it an aperture so much at one side

as to cover up one half of the lens. When making the first

exposure the cap is turned so as to uncover one side of the

lens, and is rotated half a turn before taking the second

negative. The resulting pair of pictures will be stereoscopic.

There are several other methods whicli may be employed,

and which are more especially adapted for tlie higher powers
;

this article is, however, mainly intended for the photo-

microscopic aspirant with limited appliances.

On another page will bo found a letter from Mr. Samuel Fry, in-

dicating what, in Lis opinion, will remove the annual vexatious

squabbles about tlie distribution of medals at the Exhibition of the

I'botographic Society. It is simply to make the awarding of medals
the great popular function of the members of the Society, in which
every one not only has a right but should feel it his duty to person-

ally participate. The larger proportion of members are perfectlv

competent to form a ju.st and reliable opinion on the matter, and
as Koyal Academicians and Members of the Water Colour Society

have, as jurors, equally failed to give satisfaction, it seems very
reasonable to hope that the system proposed by Mr. Fry, and which
is understood to be favoured by many members, may with advantage
he now given a careful trial.

liUiioua has it that a gentleman who applied for, and received, 500
shares in a certain Company recently formed, has instructed his

solicitor to demand an immediate return of his money, failing which
recourse will be had to legal proceedings.

SciKNTiPic journals have lately contained descriptions of several new
processes involving the u.-e of pyroxyline. Not the least singular

is the one for the production of artificial silk, a process for which
is described in Comptes Hendus by M. Chardonnet. He makes

a collodion of just about the strength of the photographic preparation,

and adds to it one per cent, of a ten per cent, solution of chloride of

iron, and about half that quantity of tannic acid. The whole is then

fdtored in a closed apparatus, and the liquid dijchargnd through a fine

glass or platinum nozzle into water acidulated with one half per cent,

of nitric acid. The thread so produced is then rapidly dried and
wound up.

A STILL more remarkable use for the neglected chemical, however, is

to be found in the coating of ships' bottoms with celluloid, the main
base of the manufacture of which, as our readers are aware, is pyioxy-
lino. It is stated that experiments have been made witii this sub-
stance lasting over six months, and that in the places where it was
used its preventive action was complete—fouling was entirely pre-
vented—while other parts of the vessel unprotected during the same
period were freely covered with marine vegetation. The celluloid is

produced for the purpose by a French Company, who offer it at the

price of nine francs per square metre (that is less than one shilling per
square foot) one millimetre thick.

OuB readers will remember the great interest caused by the announce-
ment, now some years old, that oxygen had been spectroscopically

discovered in the sun. Dr. Henry Draper had convinced himself that

there were bright Unes in the solar spectrum corresponding to the

bright lines of oxygen, whilst his brother. Professor J. C. Draper, had
identified the oxygen with faint dark lines. But Messrs. Trowbridge
and Ilutchins have been working with the huge concave grating of

Professor Rowland (which has been already described by us in con-
nexion with the large solar map he is producing by photographic
aid), and they state that they "have photographed the sun's speetrum
every day that the sun has shone for nearly five months without
finding a line that could with certainty be pronounced brighter than

its neighbours." The bright bands have vanished, and the above two
observers say further that there is no real correspondence between the

oxygen lines and the dark lines Professor J. C. Draper identified with
them. Thus by means of increased instrumental power, aided by
photographic methods, the discoveries of a decade ago are shown to

be fiffments.

Professor Pritchahd has by the same means been able so to

simplify some processes of observational astronomy as to greatly

reduce the time hitherto involved in their application. One most
interesting and difBcultly worked of astronomical operations is the
ascertaining the parallax of certain stars. It is not desirable here to

do more than allude to the laborious and time-absorbing process as
ordinarily conducted. Professor Pritchard took four negatives, on
each of eighty-nine nights, of a certain star, and obtained results of a
gratifying nature, the photographic parallax being the mean of those
obtained by micrometrical measurements of other observers. He
next made a certain theoretical selection of the negatives, reducing
them to those taken on ten nights. The mean results did not differ

from those obtained in the eighty-nine nights, and he has henceforth
determined to confine the observation to five nights on each of four
periods of the year. It is thus evident that a fni- greater number of
parallaxes will be able to be ascertained in a twelvemonth— perhaps
those of ten to fifteen stars. His detailed results are not yet pub-
lished, but incidentally his paper—read at the Royal Astronomical
Society's meeting—states that three per cent, of the plates were
found to be injured and unsuitable for the inquiry, and also that he
should economise both time and labour in the future by taking two
impressions on the same plate.

OuK readers have been made aware, from time to time, of the re-

markable results obtained by M. Marey in his instantaneous photo-

graphs of various animals when progressing from place to place. A
large number of photographs of men in the act of walking, running,

and jumping, have been given, and also, a la Muybridge, of horses in

motion in various kmds of gaits. But, perhaps, the most interesting

series of the whole is that relating to the flight of birds. In

La Nature (in last week's issue) a number of illustrations taken

from M. Marey's negatives are given, and they show a most remark-

able and interesting set of positions, M. Muybridge 's pictures wei«
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a great source of wonderment and amusement, when first introduced,

on account of the very stiange shapes into which the limhs of his horses

seemed to he contorted ; and here, instead of those beautiful pictures of

birds with their pinions extended above the body as is wont to charac-

terise the Western representations of bird-motion (the Chinese and the

Japanese draw their flying birds indifferently with wings either de-

pressed or raised) we see their pinions in as many and as remarkable

positions as those of the celebrated horses above alluded to. In some

the wing tips are high in air, in others quite low and beneath, and,

indeed, in front of the body; while, again, in still different views of

the same bird we seem to see nothing but wings apparentl}' extended

to imitate an umbrella. The pictures of the pelican are particularly

ludicrous. It is desirable again to point out with regard to such

photographs that their value is not for artistic but for physiological

uses,
^

PHOTO-CHKOMATIC PROPERTIES OF SILVER
CHLORIDE.

When a well polished plate of silver is dipped into a five per cent,

solution of iron chloride it acquires a slate colour. The plate is taken

out of the solution after ten seconds, dried quickly (without heating),

and covered -mih red, emerald, orange, and cornflower-blue glass. In

sunshine the colours appear on the plate after a few minutes. Over-

exposed plates, especially blue ones, are brownish. The colours

dissolve readily in aqueous ammonia. If the plate is heated before

exposure, it acquires first a violet and then a red colour, and at the

same time partly loses its sensitiveness to yellow and green light.

The experiment is suggested as suitable for a lecture experiment.

G. Staats {Berichte, 20, 2322-2323).
—The Journal of the Chemical Society.

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.

I HA\'E had frequent occasion in this column to comment on the per-

formances of reporters, and I cannot help opening this communication

by a further reference to one of their vagaries. At a meeting of th»

Wnlthamstow Photographic Club a changing box was exhibited

which, we are told by the reporter, called " for more than passing

notice." Then follows the "more than passing notice "—" Combining

several novel features," the reporter says, " with a considerable amount
of ingenuity in its construction which should render it a really useful

and ellicient accessory to the photographic tourist." That appears to me
a passing— very rapidly passing— notice without the sometliing

more.

That sort of reporting is all very well for filling the pages of the

minute-book, or as an exercise in a style of composition which spreads

an infinitely small amount of information over a vast area of paper,

but it is hardly up to the requirements of a pubUc journal. If wo had
been told what the " several novel features " consisted in, and precisely

where the " considerable amount of ingenuity " had been displaj'ed,

we could have dispensed with the reporter's own opinion, which in-

volves a palpable truism, and judged for ourselves. As it is, we are

as well posted up in the " points " of Mr. F. Houghton's changing box
as if the Walthamstow Club possessed no reporter.

I know it is extremely difficult sometimes to condense the account
of a discussion without spoiling it, and therefore I would let published

reports consist only of important matter that will bear treating at

some length, leaving the catalogue of exhibits and of namby-pamby
speeches for the private minute-book of the Society. A.s an instance

of how the too severe curtailment of a discussion may work I
would point to a meeting of the Birmingham Photographic Society, at
which the question of toning and fixing in one bath was discussed.
Mr. Middleton is reported to have said, " Chief objection, sulpliur ; use
a little common salt in the bath." Now, owing to the extreme brevity
of the wording, I am quite at a loss to know in what way Mr.
Middleton finds the sulphur make itself objectionable ; whether it is

deposited in the bath or on the prints, or whether the latter become
sulphurised at a subsequent period. But there can be little doubt, aa
the report reads, that salt is a remedy, which I very much question.
If the speaker's remarks had been a little more fully given the context
would have assisted me, perhaps. Then Mr. Puuiphrey is not made
very clear as to whether he speaks in favour of the system or not.

" Not used by professionals " would, perhaps, be a recommendation
in the eyes of some of our " exclusive " amateurs ; so, perhaps, would
" costs more " if they happen to possess means as well as eiclusive-

ness ; but, " can take straight from printing frames and put into

bath" remains unexplained. Mr. Tylar's evidence alone reads in-

telligibly, and I gather from that that he has used the process with
success, and tliat the prints have stood the test of time so far as he
has applied it. But that particular subject would bear much fuller

reporting at the present day, when gelatino - chloride, and similar

papers, offer a chance of going back to the gold and hypo bath, if its

results will stand.

Nothing in connexion with photography has struck me as so forcibly

emphasising its rapid spread in a purely scientific direction as the

apphcation mentioned by the Chairman, Mr. 0. 11. Trinks, at one of the

meetings of the London and Provincial Photographic Association.

The idea of instantaneous photographs in the microscope would have
taken away the breath of a photographer of ten years ago, but now,
thanks to the rapid progress not only in photographic methods but in

other sciences, that, and other feats apparently equally impossible but

a short time ago, are now looked upon with comparative unconcern.

I am no advocate of indiscriminate drop-shutter work, considering

that the artistic results would be infinitely improved if nine-tenths of

the shutters now in use were put behind the fire. But there are, of

course, cases where infinite^imally short exposures are absolutely

necessary. I can conceive no more interesting application of rapid

photography than to the rendering of the contents of the live cage

under the microscope. The task, however, is one so surrounded by
difficulties that it is not likely to attract a large number of experi-

mentalists ; there will, therefore, be all the more credit to be divided

amongst the few who may enter the limited tiekl.

I have to thank Mr. Adcock for the pictures duly forwarded

to me by the Editors, but they scarcely affect the argument in any

way. Making figure studies from selected subjects, who attend by

appointment at the artist's studio, is a very different thing from

securing picture studies by chance " shots" in the streets. My argu-

ment was that the production of iiictures from materials to be picked

up in the London streets is not the easy task Mr. Adcock appeared

to deem it ; but now that he himself disclaims any idea of exposing

haphazard upon anything that presents itself, wo find ourselves on

the same side of the argument. It is not every photographer, how-

ever, who possesses the necessary amount of " pluck," and the feeling

of being sufficiently above suspiciou to make a practice of enticing

"picturesque flower-girls" into "quiet by-streets." Little considera-

tions of this sort combine to prove what I originally said, namely,

that street photography is not the easy task it appears on the surface,

while the question remains as to whether the results are worth the

trouble artistically.

My contention is that such photographs may be technically ex-

ceUont, may be good and useful studies of grouping, and all that, and

as such invaluable to the painter; but that if the painter-.irtist

actually made use of them he would, even though adhering slavishly

to the pose and grouping, and what I may term mechanical construc-

tion, infuse into the picture a feeling and meaning quite beyond the

power of the photographer. The painter, in addition to his technical

skill and artistic perception, must be an actor capable of feeliny the

character he desires to depict on his canvas. The photographer must bo

moi'c; he must not only possess the dramatic perception, but also the

power of imparting it to his subject, in order that the latter may assist

him in completing his conception. If the subject fail him in this, he

is no better than the painter's lay figure, and the photographer's best

effort will be as devoid of artistic merit as a rendering of the ex-

pressionless block of wood robed in the property finery of the artist's

studio.

I do not wish to decry the class of work Mr. Adcock loves, nor to

deny to photographers the possible capability for really artistic work.

Rather, I desire to show how the photographer is sufficiently handi-

capped in the race and how to produce artistic work is more diflicult,

and consequently more meritorious, than in the case of the painter.

This brings me back to the starting-point—is it worth the while of the

ordinary photographer to adopt so high an aim; to forsalco land-

scape work or " rustic scene hunting," for a class of work in whicli

his chances of attaining even mediocrity are but scant ?
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Your correspondent, Charles Truscott, in IrsI week's issue stands up

for, but scarcely succeeds in defending, his pliotograpliic heresies to

which I alluded some time ago. I have nothing to say against papers

being read for the purpose of provoking discussion, but I do object to

such papers taking the form of a string of "distortions" (Mr.

Truscott's own expression), and that is what I complain of in his

case. I'erluips when Mr. Truscott has lived and learned a few years

longer he will discover a few more " heresies
;

" but if ho shall have

really learned, he will scarcely again lay himself open to such a well-

deserved rap on the knuckles as that applied to him by the Kditor hvst

week. MoNiTOB,

THE TESTING OF LENSES.*
I HAVE now to describe my method of testing the relative valne of

lenses for each quality, viz. :— 1. Defining power and flatness of field.

2. Astigmatism. 3. Achromatism. 4. Depth of focus. 5. Distor-

tion. For this purpose I use a long table which supports my optical

bench. This bench consists, first, of a framework fave feet six inches

long, with a finely-divided scale running along each side from end to

end. Secondly, of two supports capable of being propelled by
separate gcrew niches to any distance required. To one of these

supports my ordinary camera is clamped, to the other is a large

bellows and focussing screen. This bellows can be fastened on to the

rear of the small camera so as to make a large camera of four and a
half feet extension, the larfje focussing screen being twenty-eight inches

in diameter, which is sufficient to include the diameter, or half the

diameter, of the circle thrown by any ordinary lens used in photo-

graphy at not less than five times its focal length. On the wall
opposite, in a well and evenly lighted position, I place the various

test objects in a hnc with, and at right angles to, the axis of the lens

to be tested. By means of a soft composition (chiefly wax and

,
paraffin) used by dentists, I am enabled to fix any lens accurately, and
at a moment's notice, to the front of the camera, thus dispensing with
the flange. Let us suppose that the camera is in position, and the

lens to be tested adjusted, we can proceed to test it as follows for

flatness of field :—A cardboard figure is prepared consisting of a

number of concentric circles drawn with Indian ink on a white ground,
the intervals between each being one millimetre and the lines of similar

thickness. For reference, every tenth line starting from the centre

is numbered. This figure should now be placed in the axis of the
lens, and parallel to the plane of the focussing screen, and the object

carefully focussed on the latter. Now, in comparing different lenses

these lines should be reduced in the same proportion. For it is clearly

easier to compare accurately the definition of two lenses when they
are of the same breadth than when they are of different breadths.

The thicker a line is, the greater breadth of indistinctness there must
be round it for it to appear indistinct. It is clearly easier to compare
the qualities of two tilings when they resemble each other in all

qualities outside those in which we compare them. Thus it is easier

to observe whether the illuminating power of two sources of lisrht are
aUke when the light is nf the same colour from each than when it is

of a different colour. Hence, in comparing different lenses, the lines

must be reduced to the same size.

Now, it is necessary for us to contrive a formula to enable us to

show at what distance the circles must be placed so as to set the
lines the same size in each case :

—

Let O bo the tize of an object, I the size of its image
; («), the

distance between the object and the lens; (6), the distance between
the image and the lens

; (/), the focal length of the lens.

Then: 111. Ill
* +«=/ *•

' 6"/-

a

V6- "^

«-f
I b afAgain:

O "a" a-f
If, then, O be the system of circles, or any fraction of that system,

and the arrangement be such that the imago is always the same size

for any lens, wo must choose a (i.e., the distance of the lens from

the object), so that ^ is the same for all lenses used.

If we were to place the object several feet away, a would be very
much greater than 0, and /might be neglected in"comparison with a.

Hence - would be the same for all lenses used, i.e., we should have to

* Concluded from page 761.

view the object at distances from the lens proportional (o the focal

length. The objection, however, to having a very much greater than/
is, that the figure viewefl would have to be increased to an enormous
size. Ilence this simplification is not in general convenient. Practi-

cally, it will lie found best to choo« a about five times the focal

length, and as the lines in the image should be only just so large as to

be distinctly visible, i.e.,
^f^-,

inch broad, we should hare the breadth

of lines in the object

:

a-

100

'^100'"'='' = iucfa.

/ "100 100
i.e., one millimetre, or, rather, they should be of this order of magnitude,

and not less than this.

An objection to this method of comparing lenses will be that a lens

has different defining powers, according to the distance of the object

viewed. The defining power of the lens ought, therefore, to be taken

when viewing an object at a fixed distance. 13ut the objection can

easily be removed ; for, from the defining power of a lens at any distance,

that at any other distance can bo calculated. Practically it would be

best to choose for the absolute measure of the defining power of the

lens the defining power at an infinite distance, and this can be calcu-

lated from our observations by means of a " correction for infinity.''

Now we can show mathematically that this correction for infinity is a

To show how easily it is applied, let us suppose our lens is one of four-

inch focus, and that the senes of circles is placed at five times the focal

length of the lens, then A being distance of the lens from the object,

and /being the focal length of the lens, then

constant, and that it can be represented by the formula

V -^= V
2'a.3G =rii8

./ 'V 4 2

It can be proved that the defining power of a lens

^/; /̂
Now, when the lens is used to view an object at an infinite distance,

1
lifa + -T a =-

A = 00, and —7 tends to the limit unity for 7. \-f
' a f •' a-j —-

a

a = 00 , Hence the defining power for an infinite distance = defining

power for distance a + \/ — > and the correction to our observa-

tiou for an infinite distance is y
Now, let M be the number of millimetres, within which the lines

can be distinctly defined, which is the best measure of defining the

power of the lens M or ^ or some other function of M ? Suppose we

have two lenses of different focal length, but whose measure of defini-

tion is equal according to the flrtt system. Those two lenses will give

an equal amount of haziness at equiil distances from the centre of the

focussing screen. They will take equally clear photographs of the

same size of plate, although the shorter focus lens will contain smaller

images and more subject matter than the other. Suppose we have
two lenses of different focal length, but of equal measure of definition

according to the second system. These two lenses will give equal

amounts of haziness in the focussing screen at distances from the

centre proportional to their focal length. They will, therefore, have
equally well defined photographs if the size of the photographs be
proportional to their focal length. Now, the size of the photo-

graph is proportional to the distance to which the camera is drawn
out, and cameras are usually made similar, i.e., the distance to which
the camera can be drawn out is proportional to the general dimensions

of the camera. Ilence these two lenses will give equally good photo-

graphs, provided they are used in cameras whose dimensions are pro-

portional to their focal lengths

—

i.e., a " quarter-plate lens" will give

as good a definition at the edges of a " quarter-plate '' focussing

screen as a " whole-plate lens" at the edges of a whole-plate screen, if

the two lenses are in all other respects equal. A little reflection will

convince every one that wo must adopt the formula

M. /^
7 V ^

zf
A

in preference to the former method, and that is what 1 adopt, as it ia

a quantity independent of the unit of length adopted. This method
of comparing lenses, as above described, has been in a modified form
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adopted by the foreign opticiaiw in testing microscopic objectives,

although 1 believe it has never previously been adopted for photo-
graphic purposes. Indeed, Professor Naegeli, in his work on the

Microscope, says (page 127) :
" The images of wire gauze are recom-

mended as test objects preferably to all others, because, in the first

place, for every range of amplification they present one and the same
object, and vvii-e gauze may be substituted for the test circles above
described, if any one wishes, although the latter are easier to read off."

2. Measurement of defining power. The defining power of a lens

is quite an independent property from the la.st. It this case the centre

of the field must be first chosen (and afterwards other points at variable

distances if deemed necessary), and the test circles or squares removed,
and in their place a silvered ball or convex mirror of very short

radius (one inch to three inches) is substituted. Oowell's test types* are

now placed at a definite distance from the ball or mirror (the distance

bearing a constant ratio to the radius of curvature of the reflector), and
the letters are well illuminated by a lamp, the lamp and the types
being so adjusted that the image is seen in the centre of the screen of

the camera and in a line with the lens axis. An extremely small

image of the type is projected on to the reflector, and the smallest

type is noted that can be read off with the eye-piece in mid-air. This
is the index of definition for this particular lens. This should be done
first with full aperture, and then with all the other stops in turn until

the best result is ai'rived at ; by this means we arrive at another result,

viz., the penetrating power of the lens. This latter is a different

quality from the defining power, and in telescopes and microscopes it

is of great importance. To make my meaning clear it is as well to de-

fine tnese two terms. By the term penetrating power we imply the

power which a lens has to render clearly and sharply fine details. By
the term definition we mean the capacity of exhibiting clearly and
distinctly in the image the form and outlines of the object. Thus good
penetrating power shows up the marldngs and strise of diatoms, and
shows up obscure comets and nebulse, and is largely dependent on the

size of the aperture or stop used ; while good definition will show a
clear, sharp marginal outline to the diatoms, or in the telescope \d\\

resolve double stars, &c. Ilerschel, who first applied the term pene-

trating power, showed that it is dependent on the size of the aperture,

not the defining, or outline power, upon the optical perfection of the

instrument (Naegeli & Schwendener). / believe that it is due to the

combined effect of these two properties wliich enable the 2>ortrait lens to

excel every other form of lens in the perfection of the image of a fiat
surface over a limited area.

IJesides these tests, which are the chief ones, it will be necessary to

examine for achromatism, depth of focus, and distortion to complete
our task. I will not examine them in detail, reserving this for

another opportunity. I may say, however, that achromatic aber-

ration is best tested either by the optician's method of examining the

colour circles, and the coincidence of the chemical and visual rays
{i.e., of the photographically actinic with those rays most visible

to the eye on the focussing screen) is best tested by the apparatus
described and figured in Monckhoven's Optics. This consists of

seven pieces of wood inserted in spiral form along a cylinder of

wood about two feet long. These are painted black, and each is

numbered with a white figure in order from 1 to 7. The cylinder is

placed at about five or ten feet from the lens, with its long axis

pointing to the centre of the lens. In this way each of the figures is

clearly seen. We now focus carefully for the central figui-e 4, and
expose and develop a plate. If this figure is quite sharp, the chemical
and visual foci may be said to coincide ; if not, according as the lower
and higher in figures come out clearest, so the lens is over or under
corrected.

To test the depth of focus of a lens, I think the best way is to

adjust the camera first of all to infinity—a distant weathercock or

chimney wiU do perfectly to mark the position on the camera front,

or the back, if that travels. Then focus for the test squares at five

times the focal length of the lens and mark again. The distance
which the camera has been racked out (as shown by the two marks)
will give us data for calculating the depths of focus.

Db. G. Lindsay Johnson.

Dlscussion.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor, while admiring the learning displayed by
Dr. Lindsay Johnson in bis lecture, would have preferred that a some-
what more practical turn had been given to the testing of lenses.

* Cowell's test types are merely an improvement of Professor Snellen's

"Schriftproben," in which a number of sentences are printed in types of vary-
ing but definite size, so that the letters of each serie.s subtend an angle of five

minutes at a distance of 1, IJ, 2, 2J, 3, 3 J (and so on) metres measured from
the observer's eye. Tliey may be had of Harrison, printer, in St. Martin's-

lane.

Concerning the method described by the lecturer for ascertaining the

focus of a single or landscape lens, viz., measuring the distance between
the ground-glass and the nearest surface of the lens, and adding thereto

half the thickness of the lens, this could only apply to a lens of double

convex form—a class that was never employed in photography.
Photographic landscape lenses were either of a plano-couve.x or

meniscus form ; and in the case of the former of these, the point from
which the focus had to be measured was one practically adjoining the

optical centre which was at the convex surface of the lens, while in a
meniscus lens the focus was measurable from a point altogether out-

side of the lens, and which, if the meniscus shape was very pronounced
and deep, might be situated some considerable distance outside the

convex surface. One of the best and simplest tests for spherical aber-

ration in a combination was to cut a disc of opaque paper the size of the

front lens, and in that cut a hole seven-tenths its diameter, measuring

the central portion thus removed. Attaching the first portion to the

lens, let a photograph be taken of any well-defined object, focussed

with the utmost care, and then, having removed this temporary dia-

phragm, let the piece that was cut from it beafiixed to the front lens,

and a second photograph be taken without disturbing the camera.

Both negatives would be equally illuminated, as the areas of aperture

would in both cases be alike. If the second picture were equally

sharp with the first one, the lens would be free from spherical aberra-

tions. A watch dial placed at a little distance formed a good test for

definition in a lens; while its condition with regard to chromatic

aberration might be ascertained from examining an artficial star con-

veniently made by illuminating a thermometer bulb illuminated by
an adjacent lamp.
Mr. Conrad Beck said that opticians had to deal with a great

inconvenience in that all optical books in English up to within the

last few years in treating of lenses have omitted in their calcula-

tions the effect of the thickness of a lens, and the means of correcting

for rays traversing it obliquely. The focus should not be measured

from the centre of a lens, but should be measured from two
" principal planes," which were situated in different positions, •

according to the formation of the lens. In a biconvex lens they were

situated within the lens, each plane being about one-sixth of the total

thickness on either side the centre of the lens. In a plano-convex

lens one plane was about two-thirds through the lens, the other on

the convex surface, while on a meniscus both planes were outside the

lens. In a case which he had in his mind of a twenty-four inch focus

meniscus landscape lens the planes were situated at a distance from

one inch to one and a half inch outside the lens, so that if the focus had

been measured from the centre of the lens it would have been about

twenty-three inches one side and about twenty-five inches the other. He
then mentioned that in a symmetrical these planes were often situated

at some distance from each other, and showed that it was not correct

to measure from the centre of a .symmetrical lens to obtain the focus.

He recommended, in order to obtain the equivalent focus, the method

that was mentioned by Mr. Traill Taylor in his lecture on lenses. He
then stated that the optician had not only in making his lenses to

correct them for spherical aberration, but that he had to throw his

image on to a flat instead of a spherical plate, and in order to do this

certain special corrections became necessary. If the lenses were

accurately corrected for one aberration, another correction was often

disturbed, and the whole system of correcting photographic lenses was

a system of balancing corrections against each other, so that the best

final compromise was effected. He then stated that if an amateur

examined a mercury bulb in the way that Mr. Taylor suggested, he

would find a very different correction to what would be used in

a telescope object glass. If a photographic lens were corrected in the

same manner as a telescope there would be what is commonly called

a chemical focus—that is to say, the rays which do the most work in

taking a photograph would not come to the same focus as the visual

rays, and a special correction has to be made for this purpose. He
concluded by saying he believed the best method for amateurs to test

their lenses was by taking photographs with similar lenses and judging

of their working qualities on the subjects they were sold to photo-

graph. He stated that in optical tests there were so many points to

be considered, that one who had not had an optical training was very

apt to be misled.

Mr. Lyonel Clark said it was of course impossible to criticise the

learned Doctor's paper, seeing that it was in an unfinished state, but

he thought that what were the particular defects and faults inherent

to lenses might perhaps have been more fully dealt with by the

lecturer. There were five great sources of error in lenses ; Monckhoven

called them five aberrations. The first was spherical aberration ;
this

form of aberration is caused by the fact that the rays of light falling

on the edge of a spherical lens were not refracted to the same point as

were those rays which fell on or near the centre of the lens, Now
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since tlio image was formed by the accurnto consequence of the

several rays of liffht, of whicli it was formed to a single point, it

naturally followod that whon they did notmeet it resulted ; this was the
cause of the so-called depth of focus being greater in one lens than in

another. The second aberration is known as chromatic aberration,

when the lens rofrocts the light it also breaks it up into its component
colours, and the image is seen surrounded with coloured rings. The
third aberration, coramoidy called roundness of field, was often con-
founded with spherical aberration, but could easily I)e distinguished

by the fact that with roundness of field by racking the camera in a
place could bo foiuid where the marginal definition was improved,
whereas when the fault laj- at the door of spherical aberration there

was no point at which the definition improved. Aberration No. 4,

commonly called distortion, was the bending in or out of the marginal
lines of any rcctihnear object, and was called either barrel or pin-

cushion distortion, according to the shape tlie image took ; it was
entirely absent in lenses of the symmetrical type. Its cause was
easy to see. If a square were cut out of a plano-convex lens, the
extreme edges of the square will be of thinner gloss than the centre of

the sides ; so with the rays of light, the corner ones passing through a

less thickness of glass than the centre ones, they are differently

refracted. Aberration No. 5 is known as astigmatism, and the cause
was not quite so easy to see as that of the preceding aberrations.

Imagine a cylinder of light falling on the lens obliquely, that is from
one side. Now, if a vertical section be taken through this cylinder,

the bounding sides will bo of equal length, but if a horizontal section

be taken they will not be so, but one will be longer than the otiier.

The effect of this was to make one focus for vertical lines and one for

horizontal ones, so that in focussing a cross the whole could not be got
into sharp focus at once, but either one or the other limb. He
believed, however, that this aberration was by no means often met
with in modern lenses. In conclusion, he was very pleased to see that

Dr. Johnson had taken so much trouble to popularise what had
hitherto been considered as Ijeyond the reach of the average amateur.

Captain Abney, in summing up, pointed out one or two errors into

which the lecturer had fallen. He also showed that it was easy to

obtain parallel rays by the use of a collimator. The whole system of

photographic lenses was a matter of compromise, errors being counter-
acted by errors. Mr. Clark's remarks gave him the greatest cause to

blaspheme. His reference to depth of focus was to him like a red rag
to a bull. He looked upon it as a matter of aperture. A lens which
gave diffusion of focus was a bad lens. Deptli of definition could
only be obtained by contraction of aperture. He did not like fuzziness,

but preferred those lenses which brought infinity rays to a sharp focus
in one plane.

Dr. .Johnson, in conclusion, thanked the meeting for letting him off

so easily. It was needed that some one should strike out some new
methods and make a bold stand.

THE ACTION ON THE NEGATIVE FILM OF METHYLATED
SPIRIT AND HYPOSULPHITE OF SODA.

So far as 1 am aware spirit has been recommended only as a means to

be used to dry the film quickly after fixing ; but I believe it is a
" clearer, " safer, if not better, than hydrochloric acid or alum. The
mode of action of the methylated spirit appears to be by mechanically
contracting the pores of the film, thus forcing out with the water
something more from the "deeps" of the film than the hypo has
removed. It will be found after the spirit has been used for some
few plates, as with care it safely may, and it be allowed to settle for

about twelve hours, there is a light, white substance precipitated in

the bottle. It can bo filtered out almost entirely by cotton-wool well

pushed into the neck of the funnel, and, I think, removed entirely if

about half an inch of powdered animal charcoal is superadded to the
cotton-wool. (I find it better to filter the spirit after every day of

using. It takes time, but as it can be done by setting it to filter

during the night, there is really no loss of time.) If not filtered, the

above mentioned substance, invisible when diffused through the bulk

of the spirit, appeal's to be caught by the plate, and markmga result,

which are reproduced in the printing. If the spirit is kept rocking

the substance is much less liable to deposit on the plate, and the
advantage of getting the plate dry more quickly is but slightly

diminished if it be rinsed under a tap after being in the spirit and
before being set up to dry. Of course the spirit alters in specific

gravity by continuous use, particularly as the best effects are produced
when the plate is put into the spirit directly after, it is thoroughly
drained, and not later. Then a longer time must be allowed than
when using fresh spirit. If put in when surface dry, i.e., just

Bs it is beginning to show dryness at the edges, the action of the

spirit is not only not so satisfactory, but may produce markings, the

cause of which I will not go into now.
]!ut what is the deposit in the spirit? It appars to bo some of

tlie uncliaiigcd chlorides, &c., tliat the hypo and the after washing has
failed to remove. The plate will remain unchanged if no " clearer

"

is used.

What docs the hypo do? I do not recollect to have read any
definition of its course of action, beyond that of "dis-solving out," but
is there not some chemical action that takes away the sensitiveness ?

and the deposit in the spirit is probably identical with that in the
hypo. I doubt if any amount «t washing and soaking will remove
this so well as the contractive action due to the use of spirit, which,
as I have suggested, is simply mechanical, and not open to the objec-

tion that the other "clearers" are open to, of a possibly chemical
action, more or less, at one time or another on the plate that may be
deleterious.

Hydhokinone,
This cliemical, I have lately found, appears, as Mrs. Malaprop would

say, as " Two gentlemen at once," for you may buy it with either of

the two following characteristics:— (1), As a colourless, or nearly
colourless substance, crystals very small and rather inclined to mass
together, and inodorous ; or, (2), as amber coloured crystals, long and
large as compared with No. 1, and peculiarly scented. The former is

rather the more powerful for photographic purposes than the other, and
generally I prefer it. I saw in the J ouiinal of November 25, a professor

in America had said the hydrokinone developer need not be rocked, but
from my late experience, confirmed by another opinion, it oughf not to

be rocked. I had noticed the middle of some of my plates wanting in

density, just where the dead point would come if not rooked very
slowly and carefully, and at first I could not account for it, thinking

it was some reflection from the lens, and I also noticed that when 1
had left the plate still directly the image had shown itself, or rather

shown signs of appearing, much greater density has been the result.

W. T. F. M. Inoall.

SPOTS, STAINS, AND FADING.
[A Communication to tiie London and Provincial Plioto^raphic Association.]

Some years ago, at a coumtry Literary and Scientific Society, one of
the members promised a paper on The Spots on the Sun. The evening
came ; there was a large attendance, and the subject was evidently of
deep interest.

When called upon to read the paper, the gentleman who had
promised rose and snid :—" Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, we are
met together this evening to endeavour to elucidate something which
has for ages puzzled many of our most scientific men. It is evidently a
matter in which we all take a deep interest, and that is why I promised
to bring forward a paper on the subject to-night." He then took a
small slip of foolscap from his pocket, and read the following ques-
tion :

—" JVhat do the spots on the face of tlie sun consist of, and are they
permanent or transitory?" After expressing a hope that the discus-

sion would be of much practical value, he bowed and sat down.
Now, gentlemen, that is exactly the course I should have liked to

have taken to-night ; for ray sole object in saying I would give a short
paper was to reopen the discussion we began on the 17th ult. In
reintroducing the subject, however, I do not propose to confine my
attention to spots only, although 1 believe spots, and spots only, has
been a subject of special interest lately ; but I sliould also like to in-

clude stain marks, fading, or, in fact, anything tending to spoil the
beautiful, though much maligned, silver print, more especially after

it has left our hands in a mounted condition. It is, I think, generally
admitted, that mounted prints are far more likely to fade than un-
mounted ones ; and I think we may also take it, that marks which
appear in zOTraounted prints usually make their appearance during the
course of their preparation.

Of course there are certain spots and stains familiar to us all—spots
from dust between negative and paper, stains from hypo on untoned
prints, and numbers of similar evils which are due solely to careless-

nea», AVe recognise these at once, grumble at the printer, and think
no more about it, knowing that a few wasted prints, and possibly a
few days' delay, will end the trouble. Occasionally, however, we
come across spots and stains, the origin of which we are at a loss to
discover. An instance of this kind occurred to rae not long ago, and
1 mucli regret now liaving destroyed the prints. For some months,
at varying intervals, a few of the prints would be marked with yellow
stains, sometimes circular, sometimes comet-shaped, sometimes of no
describable shape. The marks usually came after fixing and while in

the washing water ; they did not appear to have any centre, and were
of various sizes, from a pin's-head to a sixpence. I tried to account
for them in various ways, and failed ; there was no alternative but to
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go on as usual, and it is some time since tlie enemy appeared. On the

last occasion it took a very mild form, and had the appearance some-
what of mildew : this I can show you.

To me, however, the most annoying of the " ills " to which photo-
graphic " flesh is heir," is when you have made your prints with all the

caro of which )-ou are capable, mounted them accurately, finished them
and sent them home, feeling, probably, a satisfaction in the result,

there may be some demon in the mounting board, of the existence of

which you are perfectly ignorant ; and while you are hugging yourself

in the belief that your pictures are as permanent as they can be made
—for, alas ! with all silver prints it is only a question of time and
circumstances—there may be stealing over them spots and stains, to

the great damage of your reputation and the great annoyance of your
customers, to whom you thought you had done your duty in that

state of life to which, as a photographer, you had been called.

It is sometimes difficult to tell who is the actual offender—the
printer or the maker of the mounting boards. I am of course sup-
posing, as I said before, that every care has been taken with the prints,

that they have been well toned, thoroughly fixed and washed, and
mounted with fresh starch—and here we must pause a minute : there

is starch and starch. When good it is the best mountant that can be
used for general work, but it is sometimes adulterated with something
•—and what the somethin;/ is I am not quite sure—which causes spots,

often attributed to other causes; and here I would recommend my
brother photographers to buy the best wliite starch, and buy it in the
packet as it comes from the manufacturers. JIany oil and colourmen
keep starch, chloride of lime, and several other equally useful articles

in adjoining di'awers, and they ai'o not at all conservative in the way
of scoops. A little chloride of lime, for instance, might be no dis-

advantage when the starch is to be used for laundry work, but would
scarcely be desirable when required for photographic purposes.

To resume. I am supposing the fault not to be due to the mountant,
but the mounts, or something which has accidentally or ignorantly
been allowed to come into contact with them. I am inclined to think
that, in some instances, printers do not take sulBcient care when
printing in bronze. Of course, if people will use mounts so printed,

he must print them ; but he need not necessarily allow the powder to

be blown " all over tlie shop," and so spoil the mounts of those of his

customers who do not wish their boards covered with particles of tin

and copper.

I remember on one occasion being in the printing department of a
large photographic warehouse, and taking a cabinet mount from a
pile printed in bronze

;
passing my hand over the bade, there came off

enough powder certainly to do two or three more, and yet these were
all cut and laying back to face ready to be packed up and sent home.

I have heard of people saying bronze powder will not cause fading,
and that experiments have been made to bring about such a thing and
failed ; very likely. It is very easy sometimes to fail where you most
expect to succeed, and to succeed where it would be a distinct advan-
tage to fail. An instance of this occuired with myself only to-day.
About two years ago I liad a lot of large pictures to print in platinum

;

the weather was humid, and I was short of indiarubber cloth. It
was inconvenient to get some near homo, so I sent for some material
such as is used for table covers. The platinum prints finished, the
American cloth was left in the frames, and in due ciuxrse these frames
were used for silver printing. Wherever this cloth touched the silver

paper, and even when a piece of blotting paper was between them, a
deep brown stain was the result. Wishing to show this to-night, I
attempted to bring about the same result to-day. Whether the cloth
has lost that peculiar property it once possessed I cannot say, but
there is the cloth, and there are the pi'ints, and nothing whatever is

the matter with them.
Now I cannot say I have had any personal experience with bronze

printed mounts; I have ahvays looked upon them as a possible source
of injury, and avoided them accordingly. JMy greatest annoyance (for
which tlie printer or card-maker is responsible) is in connexion with
enamelled mount,s. That all enamelled mounts cause fading or
injury I am not in a position to say ; in fact, I show you here some
pictures so mounted which have been in a show-case for years, and
whatever fading there is, is certainly not due to the mounts : they
were printed iu 1874.

The first case I remember of spots being caused by enamelled
mounts occurred in 1874-5. I had a model to photograph, and the
mounts were to be white enamelled like the pattern sent. I obtained
some of the best quality cards, and having a few left after the order
was completed, used tliem for other purpo,ses. All the pictures
mounted on these cards were covered wit li spots. Hero is a specimen.
It will be noted that the mounts have a bronze line round them. I
have always, however, considered the spots due to something in the
white enamel and not to superfluous bronze powder. The next batch

of enamelled cards I have to complain about caused not spots but
fading. This was in 1878. They were of a buff colour, and all the
prints I can find that were mounted on these have faded considerably.

That you may see this is due to the mounts and not any alteration in

my mode of working, I here show j-ou some pictures on plain

greenish mounts I was using at the same time ; all the pictures on
these are as fresh as the day they were made, or nearly so. I need
scarcely say that although these pictures have been done nearly ten

years, it is not a pleasant thing to reflect that, at any rate, there must
be 5000 cartes bearing my name in this unsatisfactory condition, and
through no fault of mine.

Now I am not sufficienth' acquainted with the various sub-

stances used in the manufacture of cardboard to say what particular

compound is most likely to have caused the result 1 have mentioned
;

but no doubt many of our better-informed members may be able to

throw some light on the subject. I would also say that, in common
with most of us, I have, in turning over old photographs, frequently
iounCLfaded photographs on plain mounts. From my own experience,

however, I have found those that have been enamelled the most un-
trustwortliy, and it is my intention to avoid them in future.

One more example of marks duo to enamelled mounts, and I will not
further occupy j'our time.

Here is a carte-de-visite that has been printed perhaps two years.

You will notice what appears to be brush marks on the face, and that

it has faded in streaks. I'iiis, of course, might be due to an acid

mountant. It is not so, of that I am certain, and if j-ou will turn it

over you will see similar marks on the back of the card ; and not
only that, but even a dark mark where it has been in contact with
the little brass strut produced. What is the cause of this I am un-

able to say ; but I hope the discussion to follow will be the means of

clearing up some of these points.

In conclusion, 1 may say that it is now my practice to avoid (for

silver prints) enamelled mounts of all kinds, and to use as far as

possible only plain toned mounts of good qualit3' ; these 1 have found

the most reliable and the least likely to cause cither spots, stains, or

fading. F. A. Bridge.

REMOVING GELATINE FILMS FROM THEIR GLASS
SUPPORT, AND CONVERSION OF AN ORDINARY
NEGATIVE INTO A FILM NEGATIVE.

[A Communication to tlie Glasgow Photograpliic Association.]

I wisii to bring under your notice this evening not only a very simple

method of stripping a gelatine film from its glass support, which does

not seem to be so well known as perhaps it should be, but also further

demonstrate the possibility of converting the ordinary gelatine nega-

tive into the film form of negative. Every one knows how tenaciously

the dry plate film clings to its glass support. Quite recently a manu-
facturer of dry plates, who had a stock of fogged plates, and who
desired to recover the emulsion, mentioned to me the difficulty he had
experienced in getting the film scraped off ; iu fact, they were about

beat with it, and, as you can imagine, a scraping process, as far as the

glass was concerned, was certainly not to be recommended. I sug-

gested the use of a weak solution of hydrofluoric acid, and so effective

is such a solution that I thought it might interest the members to

bring it before them in a practical form this evening. Here are some

old negatives varnished and unvarnished, and I will immerse them for

a short time in the solution, and you will see with what result. In a

veiT short time you have the complete film detached, longer of

necessity in the case of those negatives which have been varnished, as

the solution in this case, owing to the protecting layer of varnish, does

not penetrate so quickly to tlie glass surface. The strength of the

solution is a matter of no great exactitude, perhaps ten ounces of water

and half an ounce of ordinary commercial hydrofluoric acid. A
stronger solution might operate quicker, but as every one knows the

substance we are deahng with is in the strong form employed to etch

glass; a weak solution, although it may take longer, would certainly

be preferable where the glass might be wanted to be used over again.

I think you will see that the glass from which the films have

been removed has not been attacked in any way, and one recommenda-

tion may certainly be put forward that after being washed it may
be considered as chemically clean. I perhaps should mention that as

the solution even in the weak form is a highl}' deleterious one the

fingers should not be immersed in the solution. In making the ex-

periments for this night's communication I was somewhat careless

regarding this matter myself, and for a couple of days afterwards I

was reuiinded of the fact by a severe pain under each nail of the

fingers which had been immersed in the liquid.

Now, gentlemen, having got the film off, and that in n perfect form,
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it 1ms for a long fiiiui Bjipcared to me that hero we had a veritable

film nofjfttivo, and that only two things woro wonted to make the thing

coniploto, namely, to prevent the expansion of the film, for you will

see in the films which nave been removed that a considerable extension

lioth in breadth and length has taken place, and, further, to eo increase

the thickness of the film that a certain amount of stability should bo
imparted to it. To illustrate what I mean licro is a half-plate film

removed from the glass support according to the method described,

and allowed to dry on a vulcanite boarf
;
you will see that it is now

very much larger than the true balf-plate, and that although it cer-

tainly could bo used in the printing frame and give perfect results still

it is rather a fragile negative. Now in the gelatmo skins wo have
been hearing so much about to-night in connexion with Mr. Arm-
strong's demonstration, have we not the very thing that will enable us

lo turn to account the films stripped by the method now put forward ?

Hero is such a film negative, and I beg now to show you how such

has been obtained. Having immersed the skin for a minute in tho

soaking solution, and transferred it to tho tray where the film that has
been removed is floating, it will be found quite possible to bring tho

two out together in close contact. A vulcanite sheet being at hand
they are placed upon it, and by means of water made to be perfectly

llat Air bells can be driven out by gentle application of blotting

paper, and when no more of these are seen the whole can be allowed
to dry, when it is a very easy matter indeed to pull off the film

negative. Itegarding the prevention of tho film's expansion, I think

this may bo arrived at by means of alcohol. By means of this reiigent

we are not complicating matters. Ily the introduction of a salt into

the film, as wo would were wo employing a solution of alum with
alcohol, a subsequent washing is dispensed with.

As far as my experiments go, tho proper strength to u.se is a solution

made up half of methylated spirit and half of water. Undiluted
methylated spirit has far too energetic a reaction, contracting the film

most unconscionably. The' soaking in the spirit may be done in tho

same tray in wliieli the detaching operation has been performed, tho

hydrofluoric solution being gently poured off. And it is as well to

leave tho original plate in the tray, so that when the alcohol has re-

duced the dimensions of the film wo may readily see when it has been
brought back again to its original size when on the glass. At this

stage, or perhaps shortly before, the skin shoidd be immersed in the

soaking solution recommended by tho Eastman Company:

—

Ammonia ^ ounce.
Glycerine ^ „
Water C4 ounces.

The skin is then, as already indicated, laid down on the top of the

film and the two lifted out together. The vulcanite sheet being at

hand, or, what answers as well, a ferrotype plate, the double films are

placed thereon—perhaps it is the better arrangement to have the skin

next the vulcanite. As tho alcohol evaporates and leaves the gelatine,

by means of a camel-hair brush anj' inequalities can be adjusted, and
it will be found by a very little care that the two films will be per-

fectly flat and in close contact. Notwithstanding the very thin nature

of the uppermost film, it can stand a good deal of pulling about. You
will see that this is the case when we come to the actual demonstration.

I do not think nuich more remains to be said. It must bo under-
stood that I do not put forward this converting of an ordinary nega-

tive into a film negative as a perfect process, but I think you will admit
that having once got tho film off the glass in the very perfect manner
obtainable by means of hydrofluoric acid, tho possibility of still re-

taining that negative in the film form is not far removed. Again,
take t ho case of a cracked negative where the film, notwithstanding
the crack in the glass, still remains good, such a negative need not be
thrown away, for, by following out the lines here indicated, it can be
made to do duty over and over again.

b'or the introduction of these gelatine skins in a commercial form I

think the best thanks of those interested in photography are due to the
Eastman Company. I should, perhaps, ju.st remark before closing this

communication, that the skin used for a particular size of negative should
be of a .size larger than the actual negative wo are dealing with; for ex-

ample, in the case of a whole-plate negative I would recommend a slrin

10 X 8, this enables one to have more latitude in adjusting the two films

and saves a good deal of time. The surplus margin of the skin can very
easily be cut off when dry. William Laxo, jum., F.C.S.

PHOTOGRAPHING BY THE FLASHINQ MAGNESIUM
LIGHT.

[A Commmiication to tho Glasgow Photoffmpliio Association.]

It waa originally intended that my paper and demonstration to-night
Bhould treat merely of Eastman's stripping flhns, but at the end of

last week my kind friend, Mr. Reid, throw out a suggestion which at

once impressed me as a good one, viz., that, conjointly, wo might on
this occasion, with the aid of artificial light, expose a few Eastman
strippers, and then develop, strip, and skin them in your presence.

To enable us to do this, we liave received at tho hands of Mr. Mason
much kind assistance in providing the necessary accessories to enable

us to carry this into effect. I should have much preferred, had I been
able, to expose a few films outside and show tno development and
after treatment of such, but you are aware the weather nas been so

bad lately that such was not possible.

(iuite recently the taking of pictures by artificial light without the

aid of elaborate and costly accessories lias received fresh impetus,
chiefly through the revival of what is really not a new mode of

making exposures, for so far back as November, ISO;*, I find that

almost identically the some ingredients were then in use and recom-
mended by Mr. Traill Taylor as we find now trotted out as quite new,
and which, I understand, has been attempted to form into patents.

In November, ISCj, Mr. Traill Taylor recommended a mixture of
sulphide of antimony, chlorate of potash, sulphur, and magnesium
tilings, and, if I am not mistaken, this is practically the same com-
pound as we hear so much made of by Dr. W. H. Vogel, who
designates it " the latest novelty in Germany," attributing its dis-

covery to Messrs. Giidicke and Miethe. This compound, after all, iB

not so desirable as it would at first appear, for it is undoubtedly of

most explosive character, being easily exploded by friction or a blow
;

then, again, another objection arises, and that is the character of the
fumes given off from the mixture — the sulphide of antimony when
burnt gives off sulphurous gases, and also fumes of antimony oxide,

the latter being poisonous. More recently it has been suggtisted to use,

instead of sulphide of antimony, a substitute in the shape of powdered
sugar ; but when such is employed a very black smoke is given off,

which is undesirable.

Very recently there was exhibited before the Society of Amateur
Photographers of New York, by Dr. 11. O. Piffard, a mixture of
guncotton and magnesium powder, and much success has attended its

use. I show you a picture which forms the frontispiece of ArUhmiy'g
BuUetin, under date November 12, 1887. This is on instantaneous
photograph at night by Geo. G. Eockwood, and was taken by means
of Dr. Piffard's magnesium flash light. You can form your opinion,
gentlemen, as to the excellence of this production.

Within the last few days my friend, Mr. Reid, and myself have
been experimenting somewhat with this flash light. At first we met
with some little difficulties, but to-night we hope to show you that
a fairly good negative is obtainable by the use of magnesium powder
being burnt in conjunction with a few inches of magnesium ribbon.
Our first experiment was with cotton and powder alone, in the pro-

portion of eight grains of cotton to fifteen grains magnesium powder.
This yielded a somewhat under-exposed plate ; but it is only fair to
state it was our first attempt, and it is just possible the light was
placed at too great a distance from our sitter. Approaching nearer to
the sitter and using a somewhat more powerful light we obtained a
fully exposed negative, but with this drawback, that there was a
much too even illumination of the face—there being a lack of contrast
in hig-h lights and shadows ; this might easily bo the result of not
throwing the light on our sitter from a proper angle or height, but we
found this not so easy to overcome, tlirough having to burn the light
on an iron receiver, which tends to throw a cast shadow downwards.
To enable us to overcome this difficulty, wo thought upon the plan of
burning- a few inches of magnesium ribbon for just a few seconds
before igniting tho cotton, and in this wo partly overcame the difli-

culty. The ribbon can be so held as to throw a powerful light on the
prominent features of the face, and so bring up contrast between high
lights and shadows. To do this we had the use of a very neat little

magnesium lamp, which I now show you. You will observe tho old-
fashioned bright metal reflector has been removed, and in its place is

substituted an opal glass reflector, which gives a much softer and more
diffused light, just the very thing wanted. This lamp goes by clock-
work, and onco lighted runs on, as a rule, right merrily, giving,a very
certain and steady supply of ribbon. I hope it will behave itself later
on, gentlemen, when we come to operate. Should it not, it will be
the fault of the ribbon not tho lamp.

Notwithstanding the success which attended our experiments with
guncotton and magnesium powder, wo were forcibly struck when
using such with tho yellow nature of tho light emitted from the
cotton, which in part measure neutralised the very actinic light of the
magnesium powder, and wo were therefore convinced that guncotton
was not the best agent to employ. Our experiments clearly demon-
strated to us that in the powder alone lay all that was required, so
far as the light was concerned, and it resolved itself into a question of
how best to use the powder. At first I tried several other means,
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among which was dusting the powder through a homely pepper-box
on to a sheet of gauze made red-hot over a Fletcher burner, and here

I found I was on the right track in so far as the brilliant light obtained
was concerned. But then we had to overcome the difficulty of the

cast shadow downwards, and the trouble of placing the liglit sufficiently

high to throw the rays about an angle of forty-five degrees. We
then, luckily, tried what a bottle of this description would do, and on
using same were overjoyed to find the problem settled. With this

cooling bottle containing a quantity of magnesium powder and an
elastic tube attached to the ingress pipe, the least puff sent out a

spray of the powder, which immediately ignites on any suitable

medium for combustion. On blowing a spray of the powder through
an ordinary gas flame from any common burner a most brilliant flash

is obtained, far and away beyond the guncotton light, and this also

enables us to direct our light from a suitable angle. When experi-
menting with this flash light last night I found that when flashed

about six feet from the sitter the light was so penetrating as to con-
siderably over expose the film, and so I had to place a gauze screen

between the light and the sitter. This done, I obtained a nice negative,

and it will be on these lines that I shall proceed to-night. Just a
word about this wash bottle. It may appear to some that a consider-
able quantity of the magnesium powder is forced through the gas
flame without ignition, and therefore a considerable loss in material

;

at first I was of the same opinion, but on closely observing the matter
I found such was not the case, and that one .short, quick puff did
really not eject more than about twelve grains of the powder. I con-
sider the blowing tlirough a gas flame of this powder a great stride in

the right direction in tlie class of work we are considering to-night,

especially as it solves the difficulty of being able to throw the light

from any desired angle, which is easily done by a common movable
gas bracket with universal joints. I am sorry we have not one of

such fitted in the room to-night, but I hope to succeed without its aid.

And now, gentlemen, having given you an outline of what we con-
sider the best flash light to use, I will be as brief as possible in refeiTing

to the strippers. Any one reading the printed instructions for the
working of Eastman films very likely will at once conclude that there
is a deal more bother in the working of them than with a glass plate.

At first, I must say, such was the impression I formed; but, someliow
or other, when you come to work them this does not appear to be the
case, and now I am so fond of these films that I shall discontinue
plates for outside work in future. In my roll holder I carry sufficient

films for forty-eight exposures, and this will at once strike you as a
great advantage ; the weight of this roll holder, when fully charged
with a fresli spool, does not weigh so much as one of my double backs
with two plates— fancy the benefit here also. Then, again, no
breakage, no space occupied in storing away glass plates, with the
accumulation of dust and dirt. The films go into any ordinary book,
between the pages, and can be indexed up Kke an invoice ; the develop-
ment is just as easy, the washing not so tedious— half an hour being
amply sufficient in running water—no varnishing. Against all these
advantages what have we to set off as extra work ?—the coUodionising
of a plate, a very simple and easy matter, the laying of the film down
on same, and, after drying, placing same under the hot-water tap till

the paper support peel's off, then squeegee a skin on the negative, and
the thing is done. The result being a negative capable of being printed
upon from either side, a matter in itself of so much importance to
carbon workers as to make them almost bless the day they were in-
vented. I have found these films very uniform in quality,' of a great
rapidity, much the same in this respect as Paget's sixty, and for out-
side work can recommend them. And now, gentlemen, as we go
along I shall be glad to offer any explanation that may be desired.

T. N. Armstrong.

THE LONDON STEREOSCOPIC COMPANY'S EXHIBITION.
The Third Annual Amateur Exhibition of this Company is now open
in one of the rooms of their premises at 108 and 110, Regent-street,
London, and contains much work of a high type of excellence.
A first glance round among the frames, of which there are eighty-

one, is suggestive of Artemus Ward's army, in whicli every man was
an officer ; for we fail to discover one that does not be.ar the insio-nia
of " Gold Medal," " Silver Medal," " Bronze Medal," " Highly Com-
mended," or, more tangible still, "£10" and " £0." This system of
giving one or more awards to every exhibitor—for several exhibit in
more than one of the fourteen classes—cannot fail to tell favourably
on the future exhibitions of this Company.
Some of the pictures have a familiar appearance, as if we had made

their acquaintance at other exhibitions ; but as a good story is not the
worse for being twice told, so neither is a good photograph the worse
for being shown at every exhibition in the world, but, on the contrary,

all the better ; and if it be the gainer of a medal, wherever exhibited,

why not ?

Mrs. Edward Penton leads the list with a frame of three views,

two being of windows of Tintern Abbey. Harry ToUey exhibits

several of his undoubtedly excellent works, some, if not all, of which
are already familiar to many of our readers. A series of fishing boats

and other subjects taken in the Shetland Isles by John Lei.sk, afford a

glimpse of life in regions con.sidered almost hyperborean. A frame
of yacht.s and other ships by Captain C. M. Harrison, each picture

excellent in itself, suggest how de.sirable it would be if photographers,

when mounting subjects of this class, with well defined horizon lines

alongside of each other, would try and have the horizon of all in one
row as nearly as possible in a straight lino. Captain Harrison is not

alone in this, for in his immediate vicinity the same anomaly prevails

in Surgeon F. M. Puddicombe's views of torpedo boats and others.

In a frame of four views, Yachting on Windermere by W. Gaddum,
one is rather spoilt by being too abruptly vignetted. So many othei--

wise good pictures are injured by sudden vignetting, tliat it is a
wonder photographers do not exorcise more taste in this direction.

If a negative will not print out to the margin there is no reason why
a clean cut oval mask cannot be employed, faihntr the far more
beautiful easy gradation of the subject into nothingness. Surgeon-
Major Mantell's pliotographs of Clifton Stispension Bridge and Rime
on Trees, and J. E. Dumont's His Own Barber, are a good deal above
the average. II. J. Kennard has a frame of views of glaciers and
other mountainous subjects possessing much merit, and Seven Animal
Studies by Lieutenant Croft deserve special attention. Two of Dr.

Alabone's views of jumpers "Going" and "Gone" are slightly

marred by the evident knowledge of all tlie party that they are

being photographed, and the consequent staring at the camera.

Edward Pritchard shows a series of charming little landscapes, all

the more commendable from his exhibiting in a cla.s3 which shows •

that he is not yet one year old in pliotography.

It is an axiom with artists that no straight vertical line, or any-

thing else, should be allowed to interfere with the head of a portrait.

This has been overlooked by Miss Joj'ce Croft in her picture. The
Skipper, whose figure is perpetuated, as it were, by his being posed
against a strongly pronounced central bar of a window. Miss Miles,

too, has allowed a flower or shrub to appear as if growing out of the

head of her Duchess of Richelieu. With more experience and a know-
ledge of art canons these exhibitors will do better another time. D. R.
Clark's Filling the Water Cart, and others, have a pleasing engraving-

like appearance. The Fahiola of J. E. Dumont, in which there is a

face visible witli a body or figure so shrouded in darkness as not to be
seen unless by close scrutiny, is suggestive of some of the faces to be
occasionally seen at spirit seances, produced one can only guess how.
If Four Figure Studies by A. Clark could have been in some measure
isolated from their backgrounds a great improvement would have been
effected. As it is, the backgrounds are so very sharp and pronounced
as to distract attention from the figures.

We shall resume this subject next week, and meanwhile recommend
such of our readers as can make it convenient to look in and see this

exhibition, which is now open, free, to the public.

PHOTOGEAPHY IN COURT.
BCLL, Bevan, & Co., LimIted, I'. The Photographic and CheMIOAi.

Appabatus Company, Limited.

In the Court of Queen's Bench, on Tuesday, before Mr. Justice Denman,
the above case was tried, Mr. C. Plumptre being counsel for the plaintiffs

and Mr. Crump, Q.C. , for the defendants.
Mr. Plumptre explained that the action was brought for the enforce-

ment of an agreement to give a bill of exchange for 150i. , tor damages in

the alternative. In October, 1886, a Mr. J. M. Copeland, for whom the

plaintiffs had acted as agents, was indebted to them in the sum of

145/. 10s. 'id. Not being able to get payment of the amount, an action

was commenced, whereupon J. M. Copeland swore by affidavit that the

signatures to certain bills of exchange held by the plaintiffs were neither

his nor his partners'. The plaintiffs then laid an information befoi'e the

magistrate at Bow-street for perjury and a summons was granted. On the

return of the summons, counsel appeared for Copeland, and after a formal

hearing the proceedings were adjourned. Shortly after the parties met,
when Copeland assured the plaintiff of his innocence and ascribed the denial

of his signature to a pure mistake, stating at the same time that he was
quite prepared to pay them. They in their turn said they had no vindic-

tive feeling against him, and that if he could satisfy the magistrate that

be was innocent they would be satisfied if they got their money. At that

time a further bill of 42/. had become due, and altogether the sum of 250/.

was admitted to be due by Copeland, who expressed his readiness to pay
them 50/. for costs incurred in the matter and to give acceptances for

250/ , mentioning that his business was being converted into a company,
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who woiiUI take up hiA acceptance!! and make tham debtors, and that he
would fiirtlior secure them by depositing certiiin photographio lenses o(

the value as he represented of 237(. by way of collateral security. In
December, Copeland's business was changed to that of a company, called

Copeland A Co., Limited, and now the defendant Company, the change
having taken place since tlio action was brought. On Uccember Ifitli an
acceptance was signed by Copeland himself for 100/. , and on the 20th
another one for 150/., which he promised would be exchanged for one of

the present Company's when it was formed. On the 6th Januaiy, 1887,
the bill for 100?. became due, and then one Phillip Mordaunt appeared on
the scene, ho being one of the directors of the Company. He paid the
plaintilTs the 100/. due ; and a day or two afterwards Mordaunt said that
if they would stay proceedings in both the action and the prosecution, and
hand over to him the lenses and the dishonoured acceptances, they—the
defendant Company—would give them a bill (or 1501. and a cheque for

50/. for costs. On the 10th January the agreement was carried out so far

as was possible then, viz., by Copeland & Co. backing J. M. Copeland's
bill for 150/. and altering it into their acceptance by adding the word
" fifty" and by Mordaunt and one of the durectora signing it, when plaintiffs

gave up the lenses and the dishonoured acceptance. Then on the 15th
January, after the matter had been before Mr. Vaughan, the magistrate,
on a good many occasions, and on the plaintiffs' manager telling the
magistrate he had inquired into the whole matter, and it appeared that
Copeland had not seen the acceptances when he swore that the signatures
were not his and that it was clearly a mistake of memory as regards books
and accounts, the magistrate allowed the proceedings to be withdrawn.
Mr. Cmmp, in reply to his lordship, said that he would admit all the

facts with regard to the acceptances, but not as to the conversation which
took place before the magistrate. The plea in the present action was one
of illegal contract.

Mr. Plumptre, resuming, said that on the IGth February they were told by
Mordaunt for the first time that the lenses were not of the value they repre-

sented, but they did not represent their value at all, simply mentioning
the value that was put upon them by Mr. Copeland. Upon that ground
the defendants said they would not pay the bills when they became due,
also objecting that the proceedings in the police court were not stopped
earlier. The action was then commenced, when the defendants set up
the defence already mentioned, and also a further defence which he ven-
tured to describe as a very shabby one, viz., that the bill having been
altered in the way he had mentioned it was invalid under the statute.

Mr. Justice Denman : What was set up in defence before ?

Mr. Plumptre : Want of consideration. Then in this action for the
first time they set up the defence of illegality, having got the plaintiffs'

lenses and their dishonoured acceptances. The whole question for the
court to decide was whether there had been a compounding of a mis-
demeanour so as to preclude the plaintiffs from recovering.

Mr. Alfred Bull, managing director of the plaintiff Company, was then
called, and gave evidence in confirmation of the facts stated by the
learned counsel, adding, in the course of examination, that Copeland
went to him while the criminal proceedings were pending and said that
the reason he swore the bills were not in his handwriting was that he
was under the impression, not having seen the bills, they were signed by
a man of the name of Lofthouse. Lofthouse was assumed to be his
partner, but in one of his affidavits he said that Lofthouse was not his
partner, but Mrs. Lofthouse was, and witness had never yet found out
whether Lofthouse was his partner or not. Copeland also told him that
he thought he was quite justified, believing no such bills to be in exist-

ence, in swearing that he never accepted them. Witness told him that
he had no vindictive feelings towards him, and if he could satisfy his
solicitors as to his honti-fides he would take him on to them there and
then. He did so ; and Copeland, on the bills being shown to him, said,
" I can assure you I liad no knowledge that my name was on these bills

in my own handwriting ;
" and he then said, " I will undertake to assure

the magistrate, owing to the bad state in which the books were kept, that
I am perfectly innocent of sucli a charge." Witness got his assurance to

that effect, and the necessary arrangement was made.
Mr. Justice Denman.—You got liis assurance to that effect of what?
The Witness.—That he would pay us the money that he owed us and

clear himself at the police court. That really was the end of the arrange-
ment. He mentioned that his present firm were starting a company and
they wonld espouse the debt. The bills were to be 100/. at one month,
150/. at three months, and 50/. was the agreed amount of the costs, and
he gave as collateral security eight or nine lenses which he valued at

about 230/. The 100/. was met by Mordaunt (as described).
In cross-examination by Mr. Crump, the witness said his firm had

done business with Mr. Copeland for about twelve months before they
knew anything of defendant Company. Copeland had supplied plaintiffs

with goods, so that they were his debtors. But it happened also that he
became their debtor because they supplied him with money to start a
shop in the City for the sale of photographic goods. They agreed to lend
him between 150/. and 200/., for which he gave bills, and it was these
bills which he said the Company would take up when it was formed.
There were four or five bills altogether, some of whicli were renewals.
He admitted having told Mr. Ifordaunt that the liability on one or two bills

was for stock in the business the Company were taking over, and did
not think it hkely they would have undertaken the liability if it had been
ftn accommodation bill simply for Mr. Copeland ; and he told Mr,

Mordaunt tliat Copeland valued the lenms &t 250/., and that Mr. Hnnt
also corroborated that value. Witneas coald not say how any miitakeo
in bookkeeping, or any defect in bookkeeping, could induce a man to

repudiate his signature to a bill of exchange, but the mistake arose from
the fact that no proper record was kept.

Mr. Ernest L. Bennett, a director of the plaintiff Company, was also

examined, and gave as an explanation of the (orgetfnlness of Copeland
in regard to his signature that he heard and believed that Copeland wan
frequently under the influence of drugs or liquor, and scarcely Knew what
he was about.

Mr. Crump for the defence said he hod a few remarks to make before

he called his witnesses, whereupon a long argument took place between
his lordship and the two learned counsel on the legal aspect of the case,

after which Mr. Justice Denman delivered judgment, remarking that the

court would not grant specific performance of a contract unless it saw
very clearly indeed that it was a straightforward thing to enforce. It

was stronger than if there was a bill of exchange given or anything of

that sort. Even if it were an action on a bill given for that consideration

it would be a bad consideration, and an illegal transaction. The
defendants in the montli of January, in consideration of the plaintiffs

agreeing to withdraw with the consent of the magistrate from certain

criminal proceedings against Copeland, and also on their delivering up
certain dishonoured acceptances with certain other goods, agreed to give

them a valid acceptance for 150/. The plaintiffs now asked for the

specific enforcement of that agreement and the payment of that bill,

which they said ought to have been given with interest. Now the only
words in the statement of claim giving a colour to the argument were the

words " with the consent of the magistrate." He thought the case which
had been cited showed, upon the authority of Mr. Justice Stephen and
Mr. Justice Cave, sitting in bankruptcy, that it would be a bad con-

sideration, notwithstanding the consent of the magistrate, and he could
not find that in any of the cases there was any distinction drawn between
cases where the thing was launched before the magistrate, and cases

where a magistrate had actually committed. 'ihe present case

was one in which that very distinction existed, and the magistrate

would be much more in the dark. After he had committed he
knew generally the worst of the matter, but before he had com-
mitted, when the thing was before him, so that he might adjourn the

case from time to time, there was a greater opportunity of the parties

hoodwinking him, keeping him in the dark, so that he might find it im-
possible on liis own authority to get at the real truth of the case. The
case, therefore, was one in which the mischief would be greater than in

the other case. It was enough to say that there was no such distinction

in the law as was sought to be made out, and he must, therefore, enturely

refuse to grant any specific preference ; so the action must be dismissed
with costs.

©ur iStritorial Catile.

Thk "Perfect" Photombteb.
The London Stereoscopic and Photographic Company have just

brought out a very pretty little instrument bearing the above name.
It consists of a metal disc perforated with holes, which are covered by
a translucent substance which exercises a power of stopping out the
light more and more in succession, there being in all sixteen grades.

Tne disc is rotated in a case whicli permits only one to be seen at a

time. Its use will be perceived from the following extract from the
instructions which accompany the instrument :

—

" Having carefully focussedthe picture, place the photometer against

the ground-glass with the most transparent apertures over the half

tones of the picture, viz., over such parts as are neither very strong in

high lights nor in dense shadow ; now carefully turn the centre button
from left to right, keeping the eye about eighteen inches away from
the aperture, when it will be foimd that the light admitted through
the three small holes at tlie side of the larger one will become
gradually less until they become almost undiscernible, but leaving

the aperture still visible.

" When this is attained remove the instrument and ascertain the
letter visible in the circular aperture at the back ; the necessary

exposure will at once be found opposite the corresponding letter on
the table. For example, if the light transmitted be indicated by the
letter O, the required exposure will be three minutes ; if I be visible,

six seconds. On the table given, the left-hand column represents

seconds and tenths of a second ; the right-hand column is given for

minutes and parts of a minute."

OELATINO-CnLOHIDE PlaTES FOR CONTACT PRINTIWa,
By W. H. Pbestwich, Warmington Honte, Tottenham.

Mr. Prestwich having for some time been directing his attention to

the preparation of opal plates capable of being printed out under a
negative, has now brought his labours to a successful is.«ue.

Some specimen plates received from him have printed very quickly
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and given admirable gradation. The treatment tliroughout is the

same as if albumenised paper were employed.

This will prove very useful to those photographers who would

willingly produce opals were it not for the trouble and uncertainty

encountered in their development, and the necessity of accurate timing

of the exposure—drawbacks which are quite abrogated in these plates,

in which the progress of the printing can be watched. The same

system has been applied by Mr. Prestwich for producing clear glass

plates for lantern or window transparencies.

iileetinsig of Soctette^^

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES rOK NEXT "WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Kame of Society. Place of MeeUng.

December 13
, 13

Newcastle-on-Tyne&N.Counties CoU. of Physical Bciencc,Nowca«tlo.

Masonic Hall, Cooper-st.,Mauchstr.

13 5a, Pall Mall East.

,, 13 Derby Sykcs's Restaurant, 33, Victoria-st.

The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.„ 13 Bolton Club
„ U Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street,E.C.

„ 15 Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGEAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thursday uiglit, December 1, at a msetiug of the above Association, held

at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. Willi.im Bedford presided.___

Mr. F. A. Bridge read a paper upon Spots, Slains, and Fading [see page 775].

Mr. J. Hubert .said that lie used bronzed enamelled mounts exclusively and
never had sjiots upon his prints except from liis own carelessness. He bought
these mounts from a German firm ; lie had bought some of English makewhicli
lie could not use.

Mr. H. M. Sniitli exhibited a spotted photograph on a mount which had
such excess of bronze that some of the latter could bo rubbed off by the h.and.

Mr. J. J. Beiginshaw said that the spots spoken of by Mr. Smith looked

like measles in tlie paper.
Mr. A. Haddon' remarked that the most injurious element in bronze was

sulphide of tin.

Mr. A. Cowan stated that there were varieties of bronze ; one variety was
said to be exclusively brass powder. He had mounted photogr.aphs on the
printed side of some bronze mounts and no signs of fading luid ai>peared iu

nine months. Recently some jihotographs so mounted which had not been
dried quickly showed faintly the lettering of the bronze printing.

Mr. W. H. Prestwich always used bronze mounts bought at different places

and had never known them to cause spots, perhaps because he dried his prints

cpiickly in a drying lx)x.

Mr. BlUDGE stated that spots on some of the prints he had sent round
seemed to be due to something in the white enamel ; he should like to know
what that something was.

Mr. Haddon thought that some bronze powder was "Dutch metal," wliich
consists of copper and tin and contains no sulphur.
The Chairman had been troubled by spots which appeared only in the

winter mouths ; they were caused by the making up of a coke fire while the
prints were washing. He supposed .sulphur in tlie coke dust to be the
injurious agent He had seen mounted prints which had been done np in

packets and the bronze designs on the backs of some appeared on the faces of
others.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor had put damp prints upon a table and given some
taps to a gas burner above them ; this brought down dust, which caused spots.

Impurities in the washing w.aters sometimes caused s])ots and occasionally
found their way there by being washed out ot cheap white indiarubber tubing
used to convey the water. Sometimes shaking a daily newspaper over prints
would cause spots, perhaps from the "chlor" or ".antichlor" present. He
bought some bronze powder once, and on the mount, where the face of the
Bitter woulil afterwards come, he painted therewith a skull and crossbones ; it

was long before any development of the design took place upon the print,
indeed he had to place the print in a damp place for some time to force it to
come out. In this case he had applied the bronze powder suspended in gum
containing acetic acid. Perhaps the acid had as much to do with the appear-
ance of the desigii as the bronze, but anyhow bronze was a nasty thing in the
establishment of any photographer. Mr. Mason, of Glasgow, had told him
that all photographers who bought bronze mounts of his finn were apprised that
they did so at their own risk. Spots innumerable ni.ide their appearance from
various causes before mounting.

Mr. W. M. Ashman said that iu course of time out of thirty thousand prints
on bronze mounts twenty thousand had been brought back to him with the
demand for fresh photographs. The spots were just like those exhibited by
Mr. Bridge. Bronze should neither be used upon mounts nor for the orna-
mentation of albums. Some peculiar marks upon a ji.anel print exhibited by
Mr. Bridge he thought to be due to dust from indiaruliber tubing.

Mr. Bridge never used the white tubing ; he used the red.
Mr. HuDEUT stated that one cause of .spots was the keeping of prints together

too long while they were in a dani]) state.

Mr. P. EvERiTT remarked that blotting and other papers sometimes contained
chloride of lime. Once he had placed damp prints in a photogi'aphic Ycar-Book,
and a few days later, on opening it, he found them covered with white spots
the size of a pea.

Mr. Ashman said that Saxc .and Hive papers could be trusted to be free from
such Impurities. The paper of almanacs was not supposed to be chemically
pure.

The Chairman pointed out that after prints were fixed in hypo there could

not possibly be any chloride of lime in tlie paper.

The Hon. Secretary had recently seen a batch of paper pulp which had
been bleached by ozone only.

Mr. B\'ERITT considered red blotting paper to be better for the surface-

drying of prints than white ; the former was coloured by Turkey red, obtained

as waste from the cotton mills.

Mr. Bridge pointed out that where a piece of brass had been kept in contact

with part of the face of a print, the print had become discoloured.

Mr. Haddon was not sure that tlio print had not been jirotected by the

brass, while the surrounding portions had somewhat faded.

Mr. J. H. Zaehndorkp said that both stiirch and piiste soon went sour.

Was fresh starch always used for mounting ?

Mr. Bridge replicil thatitw.as tlie custom .always to use fresh starch. Some
mounts had a bad smell wheu they were received from the makers.

Mr. Zaehndoref remarked that the mounts themselves might be m.ade by
means of sour p.aste.

Mr. Hubert st.ated that when unmounted prints were kept long in a dami?
state on the top of eacli other they ac(]Uired a b.ail smell.

Mr. Zaehndorff was aware tliat alum was always put into paste to make it

keep, so that it was actually boiled sour before being used in the manufacture
of mounts.
Mr. Haddon thought that the chemical composition of the silver salt in

faded prints should be ascertained. Sulphur seemed to be the chief delinquent

in causing the fading. The dust falling from gas burners contained sulphur,

so also did the dust found everywhere in tlie atmospheres of towns. The eo.il

flies of London discharged tons of suljihuric acid into the air every day.

Mr. W. Cobb knew insufficient fixing to be a fertile source of fading.

Mr. A. Mackie said that it was remarkable that the gold of iiriuts seemed to

bleach as much as diil the silver.

Mr. W. M. Ayres thought that albumen should never be more than two
days old before it was u.sed for ]ire)iariiig the paper ; he was convinced of this

from experiments which he had tried. Paper prejiared with albumen fourteeu

days olcl gave innumerable spots, and speedily turned yellow.

Mr. Cobb rem.arked that Mr. Valentine Blanchard had once astonished a

photographic society liy bringing forward his experience that stinking albumen
yielded best priuts.

Mr. Taylor said that salters of paper preferred for use albumen which had
been kept a few days.

Mr. Cobb stated that perhaps hypo was not such an enemy to the per-

manency of prints as commonly supposed. Tlie late Mr. Pearsall triecl to

make a print fade by putting it into hypo, and alterwards keeping it without
washing ; two years later that inint w.as in as good condition as any of the

others in the album.
Mr. Cowan remarked that Mr. Pearsall took the print direct from the hypo

bath, and mounted it straight away.
Mr. Mackie believeil that Mr. Bolton had tried the same experiment.

Mr. Bridge said that others hail had the same experience.

The Hon. Secretary stated that his first negatives were simjily rinsed under
a tap, becanse he then knew no better, and some of them were at present better

tli.an tiny he had taken since.

Mr. Edgar Cliiton had known similar cases.

Mr. Bridge had known bromide enlargements to keep well for years after

being simply riused when taken out of the hypo.
Mr. Cobb, from what had just been stated, began to suppose th.-it hypo in

the film was really a preservative.

Mr. Clieton thought that if the prints were only left long enough in a

sufficiently strong fixing solution, there was not much to fe.ar if hypo were left

in them afterwards.

Mr. Ashman said that Mr. Dunmore had long publicly argued that hypo was
harmless when left in prints.

Mr. Mackie thought it likely that hy)iosulphite of silver, rather than liyjio-

sulphite of soda, in the film, was the cause of fading. As he understood the

matter, when tlic jirints were put in the hypo, hyposuljihite of silver, a salt

insoluble in water, was first formed ; this then began to dissolve in the excess

of liypo present, forming therewith a double salt, soluble in water ; conse-

quently, if the fixing Irath were not strong enough, or the jirints not kept in it

long enough, hyposulphite of silver might be left in them, iuste.ad of being

wholly tr.iiisformed into double salt removable by the wasliiiig waters.

Mr. Cobb thought, alter the revelations of that evening, that the Associatiou

ought to boycott every photographer who used bronze powder.

Sir. Clifton possessed one of the cheapest, commonest, German bronze

priuted .albums, but it h.ad not injured the prints contained thertin.

Mr. Hubert .stated that the makers could not get rid of those albums in

Germany, so sent them over here.

A question in the box asked what were the quiilities of dry plates prepared

with a maximum of bromide of silver and a minimum of gelatine.

Mr. Ashman replied that they would have a matt surface.

Mr. Cowan said that they would give clean shadows.

Mr. Hubert thought that they would be deficient in lialf tone.

Mr. Ashman added th.at they developed more quickly and gave a nice nega-

tive quicker than if they contained a larger proportion of gelatine. Mr. Stanics

had tried the opposite extremes of the minimum of bromide of silver and the

maximum of gelatine ; in fact, he sometimes used only a quarter of a grain of

bromide of silver to each quarter-plate, but then he required from twenty to

thirty minutes to develop a picture, so the plates would not do for professional

lihotogi'aphers.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington stated that the less the jiroiiortion of gelatine iu

the emulsion the more opaque was the image. He had sometimes found jdates

rich in gelatin* to develop and fix quicker than those with less gehitiue.

Mr. Allen exliibited and called attention to Wolfl''s imtent .adhesive mounts.

Mr. Taylor st<ited that in about the year 187(3 he w.as called upon by Mr.

Edw.ards, a patent agent living iu Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane, who
showed him a specification for making mounts of exactly the same description

as Wolff's, and at the request of the .agent he went to a "swearist " and swors
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rOh I] that tlia thing was likely to be nseful. However, the wise people at tike

Patent Ollii-c woiiM not grant provisional protection to the invention, wliinh
they looki'il upon as one ijiiiln licncatli tlioir dignity to notice. Quite recently,
nevertheless, lliey had grauteil a patent for this very identical thing wliicli

they had previously rejected.

Mr. MAI.K1K said tli.it somebody had written to a journal to prove that the
niouut.H before them were chcajier thau those of ordhiary make, out the letter
itself conclusively proved that they were dearer.

Mr. n. M. Hastinos exhibited negatives and prints of gas and candle tlamea,
photograjihetl instantaneously by means of the Hash produced by igniting
magnesium pow.liT and guncotton. The gas fittings, candlesticks, luid candle
smolvc, also ajipeared in the pictures. The exposures, ho said, were too short
to give good images of the llames without the magnesium fla.sli, some of the
light from which was therefore evi<lently reflected by the flames.

Mr. Tayi.oh, replying to a <iuestion, said that a little lump of camphor in
gum wouUl make the latter keep at least fourteen mouths without getting
mouldy.

Mr. liuiDcE said that it was a curious thing that camphor in the silver sen-
sitising solution in some eases prevented the blistering of prints.

Mr. S.MiTii asked the value as a mouutant of the " gloy " used by box-makers.
Mr. Clifton hail known prints to change when mounted with gloy.
Mr. Zakhndoiiff remarked that gloy was made from Irish seaweed ; there

were two v.arieties of it—the one neutral and the other aciiL He did not think
that they would be good for mounting purposes.

Mr. A.SHMAN stated that camphor would make a weak solution of albumen,
containing a trace of ammonia, keep well for more than a year. He thought
that camphor could be more utilised by photographers thau it is at present.

Mr. L. Mkdlan'd said that Mr. lugall dissolved some commercial stuff in the
oil of the optical lantern, and it was a gi-eat preventative of smell and smoke.
The stuff smelt as if it contained camphor.

Mr. Briuue remarked that in the days of sperm oil lamps in optical lanterns,
camphor was usually dissolved in the oil to increase the light.

Mr. Hubert exhibited a photograph taken by a flash of light produced by
ginicotton and i>owdered magnesium.

-Mr. Taylor said that in 1865 he exhibited to the South London Photo-
graphic Society pictures taken by a flashing magnesium light ; the mixture
contained sulpliiile of antimony, chlorate of i>ota.sh, anil powdered magnesium.
The fi.osh w.xs so quick that the sitter was taken before he had time to blink or
start. He had a portrait of himself, t.aken at that time and in that way, so
the plan w!vs not (piite so new as some of their German friends seemed to think.

Jlr. Cowan exhibited a strongly marked example of a positive image left
upon a jilate, after dissolving off a negative image with hot water.

Mr. i
. B. Cembrano exhibited some platinotype jirints of landscapes.

Mr. ASH.MAN called attention to Mr. H. J. Burton's actinometer, as used
the Autotype Company, consisting of a row of small portrait negative's of the
same density, covered with an increasingly dense screen, both placed upon a
piece of standardised sensitive silver paper, which ju-inted at the same rate as
the carbon tissue in use. The large negative to be i)rinted was compared witli
that oue of the little ones which seemed to be of the same density as it.self

;

consequeutly when the little one gave a good silver print of itself, the large one
had Ijeen exposeil the proper time over the tissue. On the tissue there was, of
course, no visible image, hence the utility of the little silver print.
The Hon. Skcuetauy announced that next Tluii-sday evening, December 15,

Mr. W. H. Harrison will read a paper before the Association on Lanterns and
Lantern Slides in the Nineteenth Century, and that on the following Tliursday
Mr. Norman Macbeth will read a memoir upon Art as A'>plied to jfortraiture.

^y

CAMERA CLUB.
On Tliursday, December 1, Mr. T. C. Hepwohtu delivered a popular address
to the members on The Application of I'hotoffraphy to the Arts ami Sciences.
Mr. H. Truemau Wooil occupied the chair.

Tlie lecture was fully illustrated by means of the optical lantern. Mr.
Hepworth described several of the processes used in photography, and showed
ti-ansparencies to illustrate the cliaracteristics of different methods. Slides
showing the uses of photography in microscopic ami telescopic work and illus-
trating si)eetrum .an.alysis were also put through the lantern in connexion with
the course of the lecturer's remarks.
A discussion and conversation followed, in which the Cliairman, and Messrs.

Lyoucl Clark, Rodgers, Davison, Ferrero, and Spiers, took part, and the pro-
ceedings were brought to a close by a reply from Mr. Hepworth.
On Thursday, December 15, the two hundred Englisli lantern slides intended

for the American exchange of this year will be exliiijited. Meeting at eight p. m.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
The Con\mittee of this Association met on the 1st instant.

After the minutes of the previous meeting liad been confirmed, the Committee
])roceeded to discuss the best means of attaining the fulfilment of the stipulated
conditions of tlic Special Orplianage Fund, viz. , to raise tlie sum of 500/. within
one year, the originator having given twenty gninea.s to start tlie fund. It was
thought that this sum could be raised amongst pliotogra)>hers, and a suli-

committee was appointed to draft a prospectus for issue to all connected witli
the profession.

The following sums were also promised:— The Chairman (Mr. W. M.
A.shniau), 10/. 10s. ; Mr.W. Bedford, 51. ; Mr. J. Zaehnsdorf, 2/. 2s. ; and
through a member of the Committee, 11. Is. Mr. Bedford also stated ho
believed he could bring another ilonation of 10/.

Mr. C. Darker, of Forest Hill, was elected a member of the Association.
Mr. T. S. Hicks was appointed Local Secretary for the Sheffield district.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting was held on Thursday, the 24th ultimo, at the Royal
Institution, Colquilt-street,—The President, Mr. George II. Rutter, iu the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Messra, W. C. Biutard and T. 0. Fonibaw were unauimotuly elected mem-
bers of the Association.

Mr. T. H. Maynr, Hon. Secretary of the Kxliibition Hub-Committee, rare
some particulars of llie arrangements, and distributed prospecttuics wliicn ud
been prepared for circulation.

The IIoN. Sechetauy called attention to the coraiietitioiu iiutitnted by
Messrs. Fry & C^o. for lantern slides and argentic bromide paper, and dis-

tributed some entry forms that had been forwarded to liim. Ho also exhibited
negatives and prints therefrom of a coloured diagram, taken on an Edwards'^
ortliochromatic plate, with an exposure of ten minutei to gaslight iu a room
liglited with three ordinary burners.

The President exhibited Marion's ileveloping Ijox, fllletl with "ton per cent."
solutions.

The Hon. Secretary had to apologise for the non-exhibition of the com-
petition prints which ha<l been announced, as a good deal of disappointment
was felt at the failure of this jiart of tlie )irograrame. Mr. B. .J. .Sayc:e kindly
agreed to allow them to remain on cxhiljitiou at Ids oflice, 11, Redcross-street,
for a week from November 28.

Tlie Hon. Secretary read his annual report, from which we make the
following abstract :

—

Darinof the year niuotcon new members hare boon added and thirteen have retirol
or lapsed, bringini>r the total namt>er to one hundred and fort/-0ix, a fn*owth which is

satisioetory, thou^'h not apparently so lar^e as in some previoos years, when it ia

remembered that it represents an actual addition of the working stronf^h of the
Association of more than a dozen members. The nambers on the books for the five

years are :—1883, one hundred and fifteen ; 188t, one hundred and thirty-eight ; 1885,
one hundred and thirty-fonr ; 1886, one hundred and forty j 1887, one bondrod aad
forty-six.

As regards the work of the As.soeiation, the meetings have kept up their interoat,
though without any especial novelties or striking discoveries to record. Papers hare
been read on ^1 UoUdaij ia the North Riding, by Mr. A. W. Beer ; Odds-nnd-Endu, by
Mr. George fl, Rutter ; Ortliochromatic Photography^ by Mr. W. A. Watts ; Ttu 0!fjiCti

of Antinuarian find Photographic Interest in the Hundred of fTirrol, by Mr. John
Hargioaves, F.R.H.8. ; Fim Vry-plate Processes from 1861 (o 188A, by Mr. B. J. Sayce ;

Notes of II Visit to the Autotype Works, by Mr. W. A. Watts; Slow Itevelopment, by
Mr. A. W. Beer; A Hoiiday among the Turks, by Mr. W. B. Irvin ; and Picturcs>iu9
Italy, by Mr. G. B. Thompson. Also a demonstration of the Eastman stripping
films lias been given by Dr. Kcnyon, and discusaiona have been held on Ve^ectioe
Cameras, Paper Films versus Glass, and Slnic Development.
In addition to the papers and discussious, interesting exhibits of work and apparatns

have been miule by many memijers.
It is much to be desired that members having anything to exhibit would hand it to

cither the Exliibits Sub-Committee or the Hon. Secretary, with particulars they
may wish mentioning, as thereby a wider circle of interest is secured and the Hon.
Secretary is enabled to keep a more accurate record of the proceedings.
At the March meeting the Annual Lantern Slide Competition was held, at which

there were five comt>etitors, who had sent in three slides each. It had lieen decide 1

by the Committee that the prizes at thi.s and, if possible, all future competitions
snoiUd consist of medals, aud accordingly the silver medal was awarded by the Jnd^'es,
Messrs. Atkins, Boothroyd, and Sayce, to Mr. A. W. Coraish.
The Annual Competition was held as usual, the Judges being Messrs. Boodle,

Boothroyd, and Thompson. The prints v.crc sent in at the October meeting, and
the Judges gave their doci&ion in writing during the ensuing week. Eleven com-
petitions wei'e sent in, and the result of the competition was that the prizes for
*' Sti-eet view" and " Architectni-al " were awarded to Mr. A. W. Beer; those for
"Bridge" and the " Best picture taken at an excursion" to Mr. J. II. Day; that
for " Marine" to Mr. T. B. Sutton; and for " Instantaneous" to Mr. David Lewis.
As it had been felt for some time past that the nature of the prizes given required

revision, neither money prizes nor prints appearing quite satisfactory, the Council
have had under their consideration for nearly the whole year the advisiibility of sub-
stituting medals for any other form of prize, thus assimilating the practice of this
Association to that of the more iaiport.aut Photographic Societies elsewhere ; occord-
iugly the nature of the prizes was not announced at the beginning of the year, bnt the
question w.os left open for future decision. At the Lantern Slide Competition in
March, a silver medal was awarded, but this was not the Association's own medal,
hence this form was unsuitable for permanent adoption, and it was found imprac-
ticable to adopt any permanent form of prize until the Association had its own medal.
After much discussion a design has been selected, and the die is in progress of execu-
tion, and as thi.-i decision w.os come to before the prints in the Annual Competition were
actually received, the Council decided to give the medal to those prize-winners who
preferred to receive it. The gentlemen named above are therefore entitled each to .i

bronze mii<l:il. The Council believe that the substitution of medals for prizes of a
more ephenier;il nature will prove highly satisfactory to the competitors themselves,
aud that it will lead to a more general interest being taken in the Prize Competition,
and to a larger number of members striving to secure so honourable a reward for
their work.
For the competition of 1883 the Council recommend cei-tain altei-ations in the bye-

laws: first, to revert to the old method of sending in, viz., on the evening of the annual
meeting, the award to be made same evenmg ; second, to require competitor.", except
for the enlargement, to send iu a series of six pictures, no special subjects being
aunonuced for each class ; third, to award a silver and bronze medal for the best and
second best series of size "half-plate aud under," and over half-plate respectively;
also a medal for best enlargement, and silver and bronze medal for the beat and
second best set of sis lantern slides; fourth, only v:innin<j exhibits to become the
property of the Association, but competitors to give an unmounted print of each
subject in exchange for their mounted exhibits.

The Council selected two negatives, viz., A Cheshire Lane (by Mr. Boer) and Door.
way at TahUy Hall {by Mr. Day), for reproduction as presentation prints for last year.
TUey were accordingly executed in carbon as 15x12 enlargements, and copies have
been presented to all members who have paid their subscriptions for 1886.
For this year a snitible presentation print or prints will be selected aud distribnted

among the members elected prior to October, 1887.

It was not thought desirable this year to take the nsual part in the associated soiree,

mainly on the ground that with the large variety of interesting objects there ex-
hibited photographic objects scarcely seemed to secure their due share of attention

;

and it has been decided that the Association shall have its own soirie and exhibition
of photographs, in hopes that thereby the general public may be enabled to have a
better idea of the progress photography is making.

The Hon. Treasurer next read his report and balance sheet, which were
highly favourable.

Both reiiorts were unanimously ailopted.

Tlie election of ollicers w.a.s then proceeded with, the following being duly
electeil :

—

I'resident ; Mr. B. J. Sayce.— Vice-Presidents : Me.s9rs. F. T. Paul,
F.R.C.S., and H. N. Atkins.

—

Treasurer: Mr. Joseph Earp.

—

Librarian: Mr.
Walter Hughes.—vli««tor.- Mr. W. H. Kirkby.—i/u«. Secretary : Mr. W. A.
Watts, Farnworth, Widues.

—

Coimcit : Messrs. P. Lauge, H, Lupton, W. P.

Riley, and G. U. Kutter to replace the four retiring members.
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The President then stated that the Council recominended certam alterations

in the rules for the annual competition, as stated in the report. These were
carried unanimously, with the alteration that in the cla.ss for enlargements there

should be a silver aud a bronze medal for best and second best series of two.

Mr. B. Twigge exhibited a series of lantern slides mounted as transparencies,

developed by various processes, as an illustration of the nature of the slides

desired by the Kecreative Evening Schools Association, of which Miss F. Calder

is Hon. Secretary. He recommended their undertaking to the attention of the

members, and pointed out how they could assist them by undertaking to make
some lantern slides illustrating the fifty years of the reign of Queen Victoria.

bojjTON photogbaphic society.
Ordinary monthly meeting held at the Baths, Bridgmau-street, December 1,

1887,—Mr. E. N. Ashworth in the chair.

After the minutes of last meeting had been read and confirmed, the Secretary

laid before each member circulars from the Liverpool and Hyde Societies refer-

ring to their various exhibitions.

Mr. Jabez Boothroyd then gave a lecture ou Photographiny in Colours ; is

it Possible 1 in which he took the negative.

After the lecture there was a discussion, to which Mr. Boothroyd replied.

Mr. C. K. Dalton proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Boothroyd, and hoped
that other members would volunteer to give papers or demonstrations. Mr.
Ashworth seconded the vote, which was accorded unanimously, and Mr.
Boothroyd replied.

Mr. Johnston, M.D., exhibited a series" of views from various conutries,

which were examined with interest and much admired.

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The first popidar meeting of members aud friends was held in the Large Hall
of the Philosophical Society's Rooms on November 10.

Mr. Lang, ju.v., F.C.S., occupied the chair, and introduced Mr. T. N.
Armstrong, who delivered a lecture entitled .1 Trq) to Brighton, which was
illustrated by a series of limelight views, and ])roved very interesting, the
audience showing their appreciation by frequent and hearty applause.
A short poem, illustrated with slides, was read, with much acceptation, by

Mr. Armstrong, the meeting all through being of a very agreeable nature.
The audience, too, was one of the largest that has yet assembled at any of
these popular meetings, which are proving very popular indeed among ou»
members and then' friends.

At the close of the lecture a vote of thanks, proposed Ijy the Chaikman, was
heartily given to Mr. Armstrong for his pleasant and agi-eealile lecture.

The usual monthly meeting of the Association was held in the Philosoi)hical
Society's Rooms, 207, Bath-street, on Thursday, December 1. Mr. William
Lang, jun., F.C.S. (President), occupied the chair.

The business of the evening being of great interest, a very large audience was
present.

After the routine business had been disposed of, Messrs. R. Rae (67, Both-
well-street), W. H. Turner (Gourock), and Ex-BaUie Crauford (Mitter-street),

were unanimously admitted members of the Association.
The Chairman then called upon Mr. T. N. Armstrong to read his paper ou

Photographing h\j the Flosking Magnesium Light [see page 777].
The above jjajier ]irovcd exceeduigly interesting, and showed that Jlr.

Armstrong had been at gi-eat pains in perfecting this latest mode of artificial

lighting.

An extemporised studio having been fitteil up in the rooms, a demonstratiou
followed, when Mr. Mason and Mr. Sloan sat for their portraits, and when the
negatives obtained were developed they showed clearly that the light thus
arranged and adapted was all that could be desired for the purpo.se.

After the demonstration of the light, the negatives, which were taken on
Eastman's films, were developed, as has been said, and the method of stripping,
fixing on extra support, &c. , was .shown by Mr. Armstrong ; and thereafter
the Chairman called upon the members to a.sk any questions or to make any
remarks they wished on the paper and processes brought before them.

Mr. Urie said that he was sure that he spoke the feeling of the Association
when he said that Mr. Armstrong had conferred a benefit ujion the Association
in bringing the results of his experiments before them. Of the many lights he
had tried he had not in all his experience seen one which was likely to prove
so successful or so easy of adairtation as the one .shown to-night. He was sure
that it would entirely supersede all others now in use. The films also, he
thought, were likely to come more and more to the front, removing as they
did the unwieldy glass plate, and doing away with the weight of the glass,
which was a thing greatly to be desired, as the weight of a photographer's
negative caused great inconvenience. Altogether both demonstrations had
proved very successful, and he w.as sure many would be induced to mike a
trial of the light after the splendid results which had just been obtained.

Mr. Stewart .said that Mr. Armstrong's demonstration had proved the
great advantage such a light must be to those engaged during the day, and
who had no time except at night to devote to photogi-aphy with the simple
expedients seen to-night, which were easily procurable in every house.
Amateurs were placed in a jiosition to take adv.antage of the only time at their
disposal. He however, disiigreed with Mr. Armstrong regarding the loss of
the powder in blowing it through an onlinary gas jet ; from the experiments
he had made himself he found a considerable quantity was blown through
without igniting, and was thus wasted. He wouhl recommend instead that a
large Bun.sen burner be employed, and that a long thin tube be used (in which
fifteen grains of the powiler had been placed—that being about the quantity
necessary) to blow it into the Hame, thus securing an equal light every time
along with more perfect combustion.

Mr. Armstrong, in reply to Mr. Stewart, said that while experimenting he
had tried the Bunsen Imrner, but dispensed with it, as he thought a greater
amount was blown through without ignition than in the ordinary gas jet. He
found also that the Bunseu burner was exceedingly diUicult to fix without

casting a shadow, while a light gas jet could be readily placed in any position

and no shadow was cast from it. Regarding the tube, with a measured
(juantity of powder, he thought it a very good idea, but thought the wash
bottle could be adapted with a bidb to blow just a certain quantity every time
and thus save the difficulty of measuring for every discharge.

Mr. G. Bell suggesteil that the magnesium might be burned in a lamj") with
a chimney to carry away the fumes, as they were anything but pleasant, and
he was sure would—if a number of photographs were done at the same time

—

soon fill the room or studio with smoke, and put a stop to any further
photographing.
A number of other members spoke corroborating what had already been

said, aud thereafter a hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Armstrong for

the trouble he had been at, and for the exceptionally interesting nature of the
subject wliich he had treated so admirably.
The Chairman (Mr. Robertson) then called upon the President to read his

paper on Removing Gelatine Filmsfrom their Glass Support, and Conversion

of an Ordinary Negative into a Film Negative [see page 776].

The paper, which is intended to stimulate experimenters to try, if possible,

to remove the film in such a manner as the glass maybe itself uninjured, while
the film is removed without injury, so that it may be preserved and printed
from. Mr. Lang passed round some he had stripped in the manner described
in his paper. These showed that there was something in his suggestions which
might easily be developed were someone to experiment in this direction.

After the reading of the paper, Mr. Lang showed the removal of the film

from its glass support ; but, as the liour was now late, he did not succeed ia

time in adjusting it to the Eastman film (which he uses as a support instead of
the glass) to show the final result to the meeting.

After a few members had spoken regarding the great advantage of an easy
and simple process such as Mr. Lang aimed at in his paper, a vote of thanks
was accorded Mr. Lang, and thereafter the meeting separated,

Decembek Meeting of the Photographic Society of France.—Instan-
taneous Proofs.—A Dodge to Replace Lakoe Pbintins Frames.^An
Instautaneous Shutter.—A Coloured Gelatine for Lanterns, &c.

The Photograpliic Society of France held their monthly meeting on
Friday evening last, the 2nd instant, M. Davanne in the chair.

Some very fine instantaneous proofs were exhibited by M. Roger.
Views of a farmyard, with ducks, geese, cocks, hens, and other poultry,

were sliown. These gave great satisfaction, and the author was com-
plimented by the members, who knew the difficulties to be overcome in

photographing a number of hens while picking up their food, especially

when their images are photographed to a certain size. In those sent

round the image of a hen covered tlie space of about an inch square.

An idea was suggested that in order to economise the expense of pur-

chasing printing frames for very large operations, such as maps, plans,

and very large photographic proofs, the printing frame and its heavy
glass could be replaced by a light wooden cylinder ; the paper, whether
albumenised, platinised, or ferro-prussiate, is stretched on the cylinder

by means of drawing-pins, and the paper or film negative is laid upon it.

The apparatus is then set out in open day and kept turning, so that

every part shall be equally exposed to light. " This rotary motion I

obtain," said the proposer of the system, "by means of a clockwork
apparatus, as used for roasting joints of meat."
M. Conti exhibited an instantaneous shutter, which opened and closed

in the centre, slit fashion. Long and short exposures can be obtained.

So many shutters are now in the market that it is impossible to describe

every new one. It was said before the Society that a gentleman (I think

Eder) had taken the trouble to count, and he had found that three

thousand had been presented to different societies. I imagine myself
that he is below the mark.
M. Nadar exhibited McKellen's camera, a new detective camera made

after his own designs, and some proofs on Eastman's paper, which were
toned in different shades, from the photographic colour to the sepia tint.

M. Marguerie exhibited a metallic tissue covered with gelatine-tinted

red for dark-room illumination. This system is to bo preferred to the

simple gelatine sheet, as it cannot be cracked or broken. It will bear

bending to any shape, aud is useful to make cylinders for lanterns. (I

send a piece, which can be seen at the editorial ollice of this Jouhnal.)

59, Hue des BatignoUes, Paris. Prof. E. Stebuing.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Thinking the enclosed extract might be of interest to

some of your readers, I have ventured to send it to you :

—

" Religion AND PhotographY.—A writer in the Mellmurne Weckli/ Times

gives the following :—One would scarcely expect to find much religion in

connexion with photography. Tlie other day, however, I was talking to a

man whom I once knew to be a very i)ronounced Atheist. To my suri>rise I

now found him a sincere aud reverent believer in the existence of an omni-

potent God. His conversion had not been the result of argument, but was
due solely to photography.

' '

' Some couple of years ago,' he told nie, ' I took to the pursuit of jlioto-

graphy for amusement. The fascination which it appears to have for all who
dabble in it took a strong hold upon me. Whenever I could get a spare horn'

I was out in the fields or along the river banks pointing my lena at the various
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pictures which nature scatters all round us, if we have but the eyes to see

thcin. 1 used to take my pictures home, and night after night in my lonely

lodgings 1 would spend hours ga/ing at thcni. It was at first merely the
plexsure of a gratified sense, but after the jileasure came thought. As I gazed
lit tlic miniatures, in which every leaf of tlie tree, every shell upon the shore,

had stniclc its faitliful ini.age on the tiny plate, I Ijccanie lost in wonder at the

powers of science and at the skill of man to put those powers in motion.
This led me on. Man put the jtower of light and chemistry in motion ; who
put the man in motion '! Thi.s could only admit of one answer— a Higher
I'ower. Tlie rays tliat were striking the pictures upon my sensitive plates

had brought the light to me. I was an Atheist no longer ; and I believe that
any man who reads the Book of Nature as illustrated by that most faithful

of all artists, Photograi)hy, must believe thoroughly in the existence of a

Supreme Being. Man can make the light act as his artist, but there must be
some First Source who has said '• Let there be light " for him.'

"

Tlie phase of our art-science here referred to is one which I have not
Been noticed before ; but if it should, in any instance, lead to the happy
result described, then I tliink its followers have another reason for

feeling interested in its piusuit, as well as for being proud and grateful

to tliink that so fascinating an art may have so elevating and refining an
effect upon its students : but such a result could only have occurred to a
thouglitful, reasoning mind, of which there are, undoubtedly, many in

the brotherhood.
While writing, I cannot refrain from referring to a subject which has

always been of deep interest to me, and, I am sure, to others also. I

mean the mode of working adopted by the late Mr. Breeze in producing
the wonderful transparencies which were so frequently referred to a few
years since.

A neighbour of mine here states that in the summer of 1873 or 1874
he was staying at Matlock, Mr. Breeze being there at the time ; he
showed my friend (who was about nineteen or twenty years of age at the

time) a very large collection of transparencies, some of them being of

most exipiisite beauty, and many being instantaneous, as, for instance,

seascapes, with the waves standing up, the crests sparkling and in the

very act of breaking, looking as if arrested and suddenly transformed
into ice or glass ! Scenes having the moon showing its reflection upon
the ripples of water! One very wonderful picture—which Mr. Breeze
said had been exliibited in Paris, and puzzled all the artists (photo-

graphers) there—was a landscape showing a beautiful valley, over which
hovered the form of an angel, producing a very startling effect. Mr.
Breeze used to wait ready at tlie window of a cottage there and take

instantaneous shots at a passing train ; he used also to go out with the

aamera on briglit moonliglit nights to take views about the vicinity of

Matlock. My friend says he has seen these pictures, but, not being a

photographer, he had no idea how they were done. He knows that the

train was taken sharply by an instantaneous exposure, for he lias seen

him flashing a black velvet screen from before the camera at the window.
WhUe Mr. Breeze persisted in affirming that he had discovered a means
of taking these moonlight pictures, at the same time he said he never

would divulge the secret, which he had worked out liimself, and which
others would have to do if they desired the knowledge. Upon one occa-

sion he read a letter from some lady of eminence (an authoress, or a

lady of title, he thinks) in which a very urgent appeal was made to

Mr. Breeze not to let the secret die with him ; but the arguments and
' entreaties were used in vain—Mr. Breeze was obdurate and would divulge

nothing. He seemed to have been annoyed and made stubborn, to some
extent, by persons who never succeeded in doing it saying they knew
how these pictures were made ; and by others aflirming that they were

not what they professed to be. Anyway, he seems to have worked much
in the spirit of the ancient alchymists when seeking the means of trans-

muting metals.

Of course, never having had the luck to be able to see the dear old

country (altliough a dream of my life), I have never seen one of these
wonderful productions of Mr. Breeze, and all I know of them is from
what I have read in your pages ; but, from what my friend tells me, he
had a very large number of them—some boxes full—and possibly these
are in existence yet, or some of them ; if they are, might it not be pos-
sible, in the light of the discoveries of the last eight or ten years, to find

out something of the way in which these very beautiful pictures were
made, by a critical examination of some of them, it they could be got at

(and authenticated) ? I don't know anything more beautiful in photo-
graphy than these same transparencies.

I recently had a very peculiar experience, which is, perhaps, worth
relating. I had used an enamelled baking (or pie) dish for fixing a few
plates in, and had left the old hyposulphate of soda solution standing in

it for some weeks ; finally, I tlirew it out, and filling the dish with clean
water I threw some old plates in it to soak, leaving it standing in this

condition for some considerable time longer. The hyposulphite had
stained the bottom of the dish almost black, but I thought this would
give way to rubbing, perhaps, with soda, or whiting, or wood ashes ; but
1 was much surprised to find my efforts almost without any effect, the
enamel seemed to be permanently blackened as far up as the hypo had
reached ; finally, I poured in a few drops of hydrochloric acid, running
it over the stained parts for a few minutes ; this quickly removed most
of the stain, but not all, and it left the bottom of the dish of a faint

yellow tinge instead of white. However, I washed it out with clean
water copiously, and, filling it, put two or three small prints in it to

wash ; after running the water off a few times, I left it full, with the

prints in it, standing oat in the light. In the morning I was ittrpriied

to find the dish again almost as black as over, with distinct marks of

where the prints liad laid upon the bottom, lighter in the colour than
the rest. 1 emptied it and refilled it several times ; finally, I left it fall

of water, thinking the stain permanent, but after the lapse of a few
weeks I find almost all the black colour gone, bat with it the glassy

surface of the enamel, which now presents the appearance and feel of a
piece of sandstone, while from the line of the stain up to the margui of

the dish it is smooth and white, having a perfectly vitreous sarface.

The question I should like to solve is. What dissolved or disintegrated

the surface of the enamel? Evidently some enamels are not safe for

photographic use.—I am, yours, &c., Alex. J. BlufSON.

Lismere, N. S. IVaUt, Australia, Oct. 22, 1887.

PHOSPHOBESCENCE IN THE DARK BOOM.
To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—I have read with interest your article on Plwtphorescence

in the Dark Room in your impression of the 18th ult., and should be

glad it you would explain the following case of phosphorescence which
your article docs not appear to include. I almost invariably observe a
vivid flash of phosphorescence when putting the developed and rimed
plate into the alum bath (saturated solution, no acid or other chemical)

before fixing. This flash never takes place when ammonia is used in the

developer. The developer used is that of Eastman (for paper negatives)

with a small quantity of bromide, and the Platinotyiie Company's sulpho-

pyrogallol.

I have tried to produce the phosphorescence with the above developer

in the way you described (without the dry plate), but have not met with

success.—Awaiting your elucidation, I am, yours, &o.,

C. E. HODOKIN.

[The natural acidity of the alum solution in our correspondent's

case no doubt affords the necessary stimulus, the remaining; and really

active agents being the same as in the experiments quoted by us.

Soda appears to have a stronger effect than ammonia, which possibly

requires the presence of a larger proportion of bromide to produce the

result. With regard to the want of success in repeating our experi-

ment, perhaps here, also, our correspondent fails from want of sufficient

bromide, which, us we pointed out, m the chief essential.

—

Eds.]

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
To the EmTOBS.

Gentlemen,—I observe Tuesday, the 13th, is fixed for the meeting to

finally approve the new laws of the Photographic Society of Great Britain.

In the copy of the proposed laws which has reached me I note specially

No 13, on "Photographic Exhibitions." I find the words, "That if the

necessity arises for awards, the election of judges be in the hands of the

body of members." This is well as far as it reaches, but unless I have
entirely misunderstood the wishes of those members with whom I have
come in contact, something far beyond this is wished bj' most. This is

the moment, in my opinion, to carry out the long-desired plan of putting

an end, once and for all, to the great complaints of unfair awards, by
allowing the body of members of the Society to themselves adjudge the
medals, which I propose to effect in this simple manner :

—

Let duo notice be given of the day and hour when the hanging is to be
completed, and at that time let all members who are inclined, and whose
subscriptions are paid, attend, and being furnished with a paper by the
Assistant Secretary, and all other persons being excluded, let them then
and there examine the pictures, and write on the paper the numbers and
names which in their opinion are entitled to medals. These papers being
signed, shall then be handed in to the Assistant Secretary, and a com-
mittee of five of those members then present being appointed then and
there shall at once examine these papers, and from them award the
medals to those having the highest number of votes.

I propose, if the state of my health permit, to attend the meeting, and
to oiier a resolution embodying the above proposal, which I fully believe

would put an end to complaints of unfairness in distribution of medals.

I respectfully invito members to attend in full force, and, if agreeable to

them, to support me on the occasion.—I am, yours, Ac, Samuel Fry.
Slierington House, Grove-crescent, Kingston-on-Tliamet, Dec. 5, 1887.

THE LIVEEPOOL EXHIBITION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Is not your correspondent, " A Medallist," a trifle severe

on the Liverpool authorities, who ought rather to receive a word.of praise

for their courage in venturing a departure from the well-worn rut in

which the chariot of fame has for photographers jolted hitherto so

painfully along.

It is not the medallist in person who has been boycotted, and your
correspondent usually speaks in such pleasant fashion, and with such
grace of diction, that it is a positive joke to catch him tripping.

Liverpool desires to see some new work, not the same old clothes and
the same old hats which have done good service in the south furbished

up afresh for the northern metropolis. Granted some of its old ideas

have been exceedingly fine, large as well, if the concession will salve a
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wounded spirit, but surely it is not an impossibility to endeavour to

excel past merit, late though the hour may be. There is plenty of

weather before us, and plenty of subject, to warrant an attempt if not at

beating the record at least of running it closely.

Instead of sitting down in doleful dumps let medallists and non-
medallists do their level best to make the Liverpool show not a home for

the destitute or mediocrity's millennium, but a survival of the fittest

photographers.—I am, yours, &c., Scribbler.
Harrogate, December 5, 1887.

To the Editors.
Gentlemen,—It has always been my idea that the first consideration

in a provincial exhibition was to attract tlie best work that had been
done during the preceding year, the second to get together sufBcient

padding to make up an exhibition. The committee of the Liverpool

Association seem to be reversing this order, and offer prizes to the

padding, and the cold shoulder to the best work. It has not perhaps
occurred to them, as pointed out by " A Medallist " in your last, that they

have done their level best to deprive themselves of the best work of the

masters of the art in their coming exhibition. Is it too late to correct this

stultifying error ?—I am, yours, etc., E. 11.

Aigburtli, December 6, 1887.

sansitoers to (ffiorresponiienw.—•

—

J. C. Brow>'E .lud nimierons correspoiuleuts next week.

R. H. Blyth.—The front may be employed as a laiulscape lens.

B. C.—The difficulty arises from the tissue being insolublo, probably from long
keeping.

R. W. S.—Follow the instructions given in the article implicitly, then, if you
require any further information, write again.

F. A. C—Transparencies are frequently made by immersing the paper in silver
anil priutiug with eitlier side next to the negative.

A. R. CoRDOU inquires the difference between the orthographic .and the ortlio-
scopic lenses.—They are the same lenses under different names, with perliaps
a trifling modification by the diirL>rent makers.

W. W.—The cameras and lenses named are quite as good as can re.asonab!y
be expected for tlie money cliarged for them ; but, of course, tliey will not
compare with instruments of the more exjieiisive ol.ass.

Provincial.—If you can prove that tlie enlargement was injured by a pro-
jecting naa in tlie packing case, the lirm who sent it thus carelessly packed
sliould certainly replace it. We do not at all see how tlio railway company
can be made responsible!

Scot.—We cannot tell where you can procure sheet gelatine from the sixteenth
to the eightli of an inch in thickness. We surmise you will have to make it

for yourself. Pcrliaps, however, those who manufacture the thin slieets will
make the thick to your order. Try.

K J. A. inquires: "1. Does registering a photograph make it copyright?

—

2. Must 1 liave copyriglit printed on every copy tliat is sold ?—3. If not, can
any one copy itV"—1. No, unless you possess the riglit to do so.—2. No.—
3. If copyright it can only be copied at one's peril.

A. Z. (Worcester).—Tlie reason you cannot get the image in focus when
copying tlie portrait tlie same size is that the camera does not extend to a
sufficient length. Bear in mind, in cojiying an object the same size, that the
camera must extend to double the equivalent focus of the lens.

Y.Z. X.—Why trouble yourself to prepare the iodised paper, even if you could
obtain a suitable kind of paper, when you can purcliase gelatino-bromide
papers of different grades ready for use ? Tliey will yield results far superior
to any you enclose, or perhaps any you will succeed in getting iiy your
method of working.

PiSHOi.E PHOTOfiRAi'HY.—No fewcr than six corresi.oiulents inquire what
Mr. Foi^an, of Edinburgh, means by a "piiiliole" wliieli is forty-eight hun-
dredths of an incli in diameter. Tlie paper was printed as received. One
says, "Surely a trifle under lialf an inch is not a very small aperture, and
Mr. Forgan must get his pins made to order. I never met witii one of
tliat size."

J. S. Raynbr.—The fault in the prints is not due to the toning but to the
uuevenuess in the albumen on the paper, some portions having a thicker
coating than others. Furtliermore, there are a number of air-bubbles in tlie
albumen which produce what you term the " blotches." It is the most un-
satisfactory sample of albumenised paper we have seen for a long time. Is
it of your own albumeuising ?

C. W. Ward comjilains tliat he cannot succeed in making a solution of india-
rubber, as the rubber will not dissolve. ^Tlie dilHculty may arise either from
an unsuitable rubber being used or a wrong medium being tried. Vulcanised
rubber cannot be dissolved in the usual solvents, nor can tlie proper kind of
rubber be dissolved in the benzoline of tlie oilshops, wliich is often tried for
the purpose. If our correspondent will procure a sample of what is known
as "masticated rubber" and use good benzol—not benzoline—his difhculty
will disappear.

W. J. Harding (Wanganiii).—As the gold residues are in the condition you
state the best plan will be to add sufflcient solution of protosuljiliate of iron
to ensure the precipitation of all the gold in the metallic form, tlien wasli
well with water, and afterwards treat tlie residue with dilute hydrochloric
acid ; this will ilissolve out the lime and any iron tliat may be present,
leaving the gold beliind ; this may tlien be dissolved in tlie aqua regia in the
same manner as you liave done before. Your plan of making chloride of
gold is an excellent one ; indeed, you could not have a better.

Toby.—1. Any dark backing will prevent halation. Make a mixture of
Spanish brown, water, a little glycerine, and just enough gum water to give
it eolicreiicc.— 2. The distance between the slot and the gi'ouiul-glass will be
j ust a trifle over the true focus when used under the eireumstauces mentioned.

Col. Gubbins writes : "Will you kimlly tell me the cause of dilut&l ammonia
becoming milky ! I diluted a bottle of liq. anim. fortiss. with three times
its Ijulk of water from the rain water pump ; in a short time it got quite
milky, and in a day or two was quite clear, with a white deposit at the
bottom of the bottle."—The turbidity and precipitate is caused by some
impurity in the water, the nature of which it is impossible to say accurately
without an analysis. Probably alumina was present. It will do no harm
practically. Few persons use distilled water for diluting the ammonia for
photographic purposes.

H. N. Bates writes as follows: "Couhl you tell me in your 'Answers to
Correspondents' if, in the Uiiiteil Kingdom, there .are any artists, true
artists I mean, who have a photogiaiihic studio as well as their own art. By
artists I do not mean ordinary pliotographers, but men who liave studied
under good masters and in the best Continental or Loudon schools of art. I
ask this question as .art in portrait as well as landscape photography in the
United Kingdom is especially and unfortunately grossly neglected. One
sees nothing but the common photographs everywhere, in the largest to tlie

smallest city, exce]itions to the rule being extremely rare. Ti'ustingyou can
give a little information on the matter."—Many photographers have studied
.art, though many have not. The l)est reply we can give our correspondent
is to visit some of the photographic exhibitions and judge for himself.

S. Stephens asks :
" 1. Is acetate of soda put in the toning bath to neutralise

the gold ; or what is its use in the bath ?—2. Which is the best way to
vignette in the camera ! I have tried cutting a cardbo.ard vignette but get
hard margin, or not the proper size for the liead or shoulders. Are there
any vignettes made for the purjiose ?—3. What is the cause of the dis-

colourising of the sulphite of soda for developing. Formula I use : Bromide
of ammonia, six hundred grains

;
pyro, one ounce ; saturated solution of

sulphite of soda, six ounces ; nitrie acid, one drachm. The above developer,
after a few days' standing, turns a liglit ruby colour."— In reply : 1. Yes.

—

2. The mask must be placed sufficiently far from the plate to produce the
necessary softness. It is a good ]ilan to keep the m.ask moving backwards
and forwards during exposure. A very simjile mechanical contrivance will
enable this to be done. Or the mask may be placed between tlie object to
be photographed and the lens. No special masks are made for this purpose.—3. A slight oxidation, but it will do no harm.

P. P., writing from a certain proviiKi;d town, says :
" Some time ago I engaged

an agent in London to forward to me goods, mostly photogra)ihic lenses,
cameras, &c., insured for 100/. They .arrived here, at a branch office of the
.agent, but were grossly damaged, and, consequently, I declineil to take them
in this state, and claimed as a comi>eiisation a sum of it>l. At the County
Court it was .alleged that the railway company was responsible, and not the
agent ; and I was ordered to pay to the latter his claim for transmit and
costs, together 15/. 15s, 6d., by monthly instalments. After this ilecision liy

the Court I demanded of tlie .agent to deliver the goods, but this he declined,
keeping them as security, and telling me at the same time that 1 should have
to pay for warehousing till the amount l»e paid. Now I wish to know is the
agent entitled to keep the goods as security after decision of the Court, and
is he also entitled to a claim for warehousing ?"—In reply : Make .application
to the judge, and state that you have not received the goods, and ask him to
rescind the order for payment until tlie goods have been delivered to you.

Photographic Club.—The annual dinner will take place on Wednesday,
December II, IS87.

London and Pro\7ncial Photographic Assochtion.— On Thursday,
December 15, a paper will be read by Mr. W. H. Harrison, subject, I'he
Lanterns and Lantern Slides of the Nineteenth Century.

Received. — Dallmeyer's Clioice and Use of Plwtuijntphic Lenses, New
Edition ; I'lmtographii Simplified, by Mawson k Swan ; Dccehiping Trays, etc.,

by W. Tylar ; and Woodbury's Hypo Eliminator. These in our next.

The Jennings's Fund.—The following additional contributions have been
received by Dr. Maddox, Greenbank, Park-road, Portswood, Southampton,
and Mr. Anilrew Pringle, Cromwell House, Bexley Heath, Kent :—Adolphe
Schulze, \l. Is. ; John Williams Clinch, 10s. ; A. J. J., 6s.

Ipswich Scientific Society.—At the annual conversazione of this Society a
large eolleetion of photographs by Mr. W. Vick and other local artists formed
prominent objects of interest. Mr. Vick added greatly to the attractions of
the evening by practical demonstrations of the iilatiiiotype process. All
through the evening he was surrounded by a crowd watching with eager
attention as he developed photoglyphs ujioii stuff. He showed how, liy this
process, photographic views could be transferred to d'oyleys and pincushions,
and pointed out a novel method of marking stuff napkin rings by imprinting
upon each the portrait of the person to whom it belongs.
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF 1888.

Ai.r. things are progressing favourably for the meeting of

British pliotographers wliicli is to bo hold in Birmingliam in

the summer of 1888, and we anticipate a large and enthusiastic

gatiiering.

A powerful local committee lias been formed, with Mr. Jerome

Harrison as Cliairman ; while tlie Secretaries of the Birmingliam

Photograpliic Society, I^Iessrs. J. H. Pickard and W. llooke,

have been unceasing in their endeavoui-s to complete in good

time all the necessary arrangements. Sub-committees have

been placed in charge of the Entertainment, Exhibition, and

Excursion .arrangements resi^ectively.

Subject to tlie approval of the Council of the Convention,

the meeting will commence on Monday, July 23, and

terminate on Saturday, July 28.

The Masonic Hall, New-street, an admirable building in

the very centre of the town, has been engaged for the purposes

of the meeting, and the principal room is admirably suited for

the exhibition of pictures and apparatus. It will also seat some

700 people for the evening meetings, when papers will be read

and discussed, and lantern exhibitions given. It is proposed,

we believe, to have a dinner on one evening during the week,

and a smoking concert on another.

Numerous excursions will bo arranged, which will probably

include visits to Stratford-on-Avon, Warwick, Leamington,

Coventry, Lichfield, Maxtoke Priory, Worcester (with a trip

down the Severn on a steamer), Dudley (including the

descent of a coal-pit, when the magnesium light will be

set to work), the famous string of Shakespearian villages

along the Avon—Bridgenorth, Evesham, &,c. Several excur-

sions will probably be arranged for each day so as to avoid

crowded parties, and the difficulty will be to decide among
the good things provided.

A full and descriptive programme, containing maps of the

town and district, and all necessary information, will be issued

in good time.

Already we hear from many parts, not only of England
but also of Scotland and Ireland, of photographers who
intend to make the journey to Birmingham ; and, indeed,

no better place, so far as centrality and convenience of

access are considered, could have been chosen. The Con-
vention will thus celebrate its third anniversary under the

most favourable circumstances, and we believe that it will

mark an important step in the history of photographic

progress.

DRYING NEGATIVES.

Just now, when the professional photographer wishes to utilise

every moment of daylight for printing purposes, in the en-

deavour, as best he can, to satisfy the clamour for photographs

for Christmas, one of the most harassing accompaniments of

the sea.son is the stock of negatives on the drying racks which

will not dry in any reasonable time, and which, during the con-

tinuation of weather such as we often have in the winter

mouths, will retain a considerable amount of moisture after

even twenty-four hours exposure to the air. This loss of time

is serious, for we gather from our professional friends that near

Christmas orders are given which become cancelled if not

finished by that day. We do not now refer to the usual

photographic Christmas cards of the stationers' shops, the

orders for these being, as is well known, given in spring or

summer for the ensuing season ; we more particularly allude

to the carles, the cabinets, tlic panels, itc, that so often do

duty as Christmas cards, and which, with a little eftbrt, might,

and with great advantage to the photographer, still further ba

made to take the place of the meaningless prettinesses of Ciirda

whoso day is already almost past.

The professional photographer in a large way of business c.in

afford to have warm drying rooms and plenty of airy space,

though during strongly marked hygrometric conditions of the

atmosphere the drying will even then still be slow ;
but those in

a smaller way cannot aft'ord the convenience and have not often

tlie space. Where great speed in an important object, the plaa

often described by us of soaking the negative in meihylated

spirit and then placing to dry is the most effective of all, but

it entails a considerable expenditure of spirit, as the same

liquid cannot be often utilised for the purpose, on account of

the water it absorbs from the film. It must be remembered

that some brands of plates when submitted to this treatment

give a peculiar opalescence after drying, wliich rendere the

negative quite unfit for printing from ; if such an appearance

be met with it may be removed by soaking in water afresh, but

the time is lost.

We may, perhaps, point out that the cause of slow drying is

not alone low temperature, it is the presence of a larger pro-

portion of watery vapour in the atmosphere in winter, so that

evaporation, in consequence, scarcely takes place at all; indeed,

there are days when actual precipitation of water liappens. It

naturally follows that, if the moisture can be removed from the

air, evaporation from the negative would take place much more

freely, more, indeed, than would often happen with the normal
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atmosphere raised in temperature. To attain this end, many

photographers have adopted the method of placing their nega-

tives in drying boxes or cupboards containing a desiccating

agent, and the plan is thoroughly effectual, and has much in

its favour. The three agents oftenest recommended for the

purpose are sulphuric acid, caustic potash, and chloride of

calcium. The first named is only fit for use in the hands of

the practised chemist—it is too dangerous a substance to lie

about a photographic dark room ; otherwise, it is cheap and

effectual. Fused potash is useful, but needlessly expensive

while there is available chloride of calcium, which is a most

excellent moisture absorber, cheap, and above all can, when
" spent," be readily made equal to a fresh sample by simply

heating ou a shovel over a fire. The moisture is driven off,

and again the fused salt is rendered greedily absorbent of

moisture.

Wo have lately had the whole subject brought before us by

several of our correspondents, the majority of the plans sub-

mitted to us by whom consisted in stacking the negatives with

free air space between them, and then, by one means or

another, causing a circulation of air. If the plates are placed

in racks side by side, as in the old draining racks, an artificially

produced cun-ent of air becomes a necessity unless the atmo-

sphere is unusually dry and warm.

Mr. Werge in his contribution to our Almanac gives a

remarkable example of a danger that may attend the slow

drying of negatives so placed. An instance was brought under

his notice in which ho was able to trace the production of

certain peculiar transparent patches in the centres of some

negatives to their having been placed to dry in this manner.

They had not, as we are afraid is too often the case, been suffi-

ciently washed, and the centres of the plates, natur.ally, when so

stacked remaining longest moist, the hypo solution had full

opportunity to act as it is known to do when allowed to remain

on a plate exposed to the air, that is to say, it reduces it. In

a contrary direction the use of methylated spirit is by some
said to impart density.

!Most of our correspondents' plans consisting, as we say, in

the production of an air current round or through stacked

plates, we may give our readers the benefit of some of their

suggestions in their incomplete and untried state.

One gentleman proposed to attach an indiariibber hose to

the exit end of the siphon of his washing tank after the nega-

tives had been subjected to the action of the water for a

sufficient length of time, and to attach this hose to some
apparatus for producing a current. Given this current

apparatus, the method seems to us the most feasible of any,

and one entailing little expense.

Another would make use of the falling power of the waste

washing waters to actuate a small vane or water wheel, which
should produce a current to be directed upon the plates in a

manner somewhat after the idea of one gentleman who believed

that sufficient head of water would be found in most studios to

work a small turbine, which could, by exhaust or direct action,

produce any current likely to be needed, and, at the same time,

provide power for sundry other minor purposes. The merit of

this plan would be that the machine could be worked efficiently

by the same water that was needed for ordinary photgi-aphic use,

the quantity so used being quite sufficient for the purpose, and
it might bo run into a tank ready for producing power instead

of direct to the sink.

Probably the method of easiest general adoption would be
the usual one of the chemical laboratories, the production of a

current by a gas flame enclosed in a chimney, which might in

this case be couuected with the cupboard or drying box in

which the negatives were placed. These are somewhat costly

to make, hence the idea of the washing trough with the india-

rubber hose attached to such a chimney seemed to us to posses.s

the germs of real utility. We trust some one of our readers

may put it to the test. It is obvious that ari-angements for

emptying out the last drop of water from the trough should be

made or there would be great waste of power. g
We have not touched upon the use of heated air in this con-

nexion, though there is no doubt it is far more easy of successful

adoption than in the drying cupboard of the plate maker,

frilling plates being so liable to be produced if this method of

drj'ing be adopted by him. It is evident that the temperat\ire

which a plate will withstand without injury will vary according

to the brand employed. We have some experiments in hand

upon this branch of the subject, and when they are comjaleted

our readera shall have the benefit of the conclusions obtained.

HOME-MADE STRIPPING FILMS.

Having shortly described the preparation of the gelatine

transfer paper, we now proceed to speak of its various appli-

cations and uses. AVe have already mentioned the very

practical use the late Mr. W. P>. Woodbury put gelatinised

paper to on the occasion of a lengthened tour in Italy for the

benefit of his health when necessarily he could not burden

himself with a vast amount of lugg.age. Nevertheless, ho

brought liome with him a series of upwards of 200 negatives,

7^ X 4.1, which formed, perhaps, the most perfect collection of

collodion emulsion pictures taken up to the present time.

Mr. Woodbury's method was as follows. Provided with a

stock of emulsion, a couple of dozen plates, and all uecess.ary

developing materials, he cleaned and coated in the bedroom of

his hotel or lodging one dozen of the glasses and placed them

in the slides for use. After a day's work a sufficient number

of fresh plates were coated to replace those exposed, and the

latter were developed, fixed, washed, and squeegeed into contact

with sheets of the prepared transfer paper and reared up in

any convenient place to dry, which they would do thoroughly

before morning. Each negative was then stripped from its

glass support and stored away in a portfolio, the glass being sot

at liberty to be cleaned and recoated. In this manner, thougji

encumbered with no more than a couple of dozen plates, the

ingenious artist possessed practically unlimited resources for the

production of any number of pictures, his bottle of emulsion being

renewable at a few days' notice by writing to England.

It was suggested at the time that the experiment was a

risky one, and many old collodion "hands" expressed the

opinion that after developing a good negative they would

rather be troubled with the weight of the glass than jeopardise

the safety of the picture by stripping it. That such fears are

entirely unfounded is abundantly proved by Mr. Woodbuiy's

success, and, indeed, so readily (lo the films strip, even when

the glass is not previously waxed or French chalked, that we

should have little hesitation in "attacking" negatives that

have been in existence many years. Only one precaution is

absolutely necessary, namely, to allow the transfer paper to

become thonnif/hly dry before attempting to strip it, and also

to observe that no heat is used to hasten the operation. Heat

will do little harm after desiccation, but if applied before the

gelatine has a tendency to melt and, penetrating the collodion
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lin, cement it firmly to the glnss. Occasionally when very

iiy the film will oxliiliit a (lisinclinatii)n to leave tlie plate ; in

Mich cases, if it bo left in a damp place for a short time, or be

jiressed in contact with a pad of very sligiitly moist blotting

|iaper for a few mintitcs, or even if it be strongly breathed

upon, tlio film will separate readily enough.

The negatives at this stage may be treated with wax or

vaseline and nscd as paper negatives, when if a suitable paper

has been used they will give as satisfactory prints as any other

form of transhicent cliche. Or they may be rotransfen-ed to

glass on the return home of the traveller, or converted into

transparent " film negatives " j)rintablo fi'om either side.

To perform the retransfer to glass, a plate of the latter

material is cleaned and coated with a thin solution of india-

rubber in benzole, or, better still, chloroform, and while the film

of jndiarnbber is still " tacky" the collodion side of the stripped

negative is siiueegeed into intimate contact and set aside to

become thoroughly dry. Or, and for many reasons we prefer

this plan, a fifteen to twenty-grain solution of gelatine, to each

ounce of which a quarter of a grain of chrome alum has been

added, is substituted for the rubber solution. In this case the

glass plate is warmed and coated with the gelatine solution in

the same manner as collodion, tho sui-plus being drained off so

as to leave au extremely thin and even film, which is then

allowed to dry. When the retransfer is to be made, the

negative as well as the prepared glass are soaked in cold water

for a minute or two, squeegeed into contact, and placed mider

gentle pressure for ten minutes ; if the glass be then immersed

in warm water the paper will come away, and after rinsing the

collodion surface to remove all traces of gelatine the negative is

ready for dicing and vaniishing. When indiarubber is used,

the plate must be immersed in cold water for some minutes

before using hot, or the paper will not strip evenly.

For making transparent or " film " negatives no better plan

exists than to apply a thick coating of insoluble gelatine to the

collodion surfixce, and after drying to remove the paper as

before. This may be applied in a liquid form or in the more

modern style as an insoluble sheet, the former being cheaper

and more convenient though it takes longer. Prepare a solu-

tion of gelatine as follows :

—

(ielatine (white) 1 ounce.

Glycerine U drachm.

Water 6 ounces.

Dissolve the gelatine, and filter carefully. Prepare a separate

solution of chrome alum, two grains in one ounce of water.

Brush over the collodion side of the negative with a thin solu-

tion of indiarubber, about five grains to the ounce of solvent,

and allow it to dry ; this is not absolutely necessary, but it

lielps to waterproof the collodion film and so lessens the chance

of the chrome alum penetrating to the layer of soluble gelatine.

Next, turn up the edges of the negative to the depth of an

eighth of an inch to foi-m a sort of dish, and lay this ready

upon a levelled and warmed glass plate. Have the two solu-

tions of gelatine and chrome alum heated to a temperature of

about 140° or 1^0° Fahr., and just before using mix them by

stirring the chrome alum carefully into tlie other without creating

unnecessary bubbles ; let the mixture rest a little for any bubbles

to separate, but carefully keeping up the temperature.

When the mixed gelatine solution is ready for >ise, pour it

into the dish formed by tho negative to the deptli of a six-

teenth of an inch or more and allow it to set, after which the

whole may be hung up to dry in a current of air. No more of

the chrome gelatine solution should be mixed than it is in-

tended to use up, as when it once sets it will not reliquefy.

The thick laj'er of gelatine will take some time to dry, perhaps

from twenty-four to forty-eight hours or longer, in a moisture-

laden atmosphere ; when that occurs it is coated with a film of

good enamel collodion, after which the negative is floated for

three or four minutes, paper support downwards, upon cold

water to soften the soluble gelatine. Then, laying paper side

upwards on a sheet of clean blotting paper, go over the back
with a sponge and hot water initil the paper becomes quite

loosened, when it is lifted by one comer and gently stripped

away. The collodion surface is next gently washed with warm
water to remove all the gelatine, a soft camel-hair brush being

used if needful, and finally placed between folds of blotting

paper to dry under pressure. When dry it presents th«

appearance of a thin transparent film of great toughness and

flexibility—little liable to injury from any ordinary causes, and
is capable of being printed from either side.

The description of the various operations may seem tedious,

and the process a troublesome one, but in practice it is really

not so formidable as it seems, the various advantages being

taken into account. AVe treated some experimental negatives

in this manner upwards of ten years ago, and for several subse-

quent years they knocked about in all sorts of odd places

without apparently suffering much injury.

Such is what we may call the " transfer process," involving

the employment of glass plates in the field. If, however, it be

desired to dispense altogether with glass when travelling, the

method becomes even simpler, for it is only necessary to apply

the emulsion direct to the gelatinised paper in the first instance.

This perhaps requires a little more skill than coating gla.s3, at

any rate at first, but with a fair amount of care and intelligence

becomes easy enough even when large sizes are required. The
chief (lesiilerahim is to have the transfer paper itself in a

proper condition, and the following hints will probably assist

in securing this.

When newly coated and dried, if the proportions of gelatine

and sugar or glycerine have been suitable, and the coating

and drying properly performed, the paper will be soft and
pliable, and entirely devoid of any tendency to " crinkle " or

curl into unmanageable rolls, though it will in all probability

not lie perfectly flat. To make it do this, smooth the sheets

out as well as possible with the hands, and place them in a

pile under pressure between the leaves of a book in a large

printing frame or in an ordinary screw copying press. A few

hours of this treatment will take all or most of the '.' curl " out

of the sheets, but should any remain a moderately warm
but not hot iron may be passed over tho back of each, a sheet

of clean paper intervening. Tiiis will bring them to a condition

for coUodionising.

To coat with emulsion, the sheets, cut to convenient sizes,

are pinned to a thin, flat board, a trifle smaller than the sheets,

one corner of the paper—that at which the surplus is to be
poured off—projecting well over the edge of the board. All

four edges should be dir/htly clear of the board in order that

the emulsion may not creep to the under side of tho paper, say,

about an eighth of an inch for the two sides and a quarter or

throe eighths for the other two. A very handy arrangement
where a practice is made of coating paper consists of a light

board, suitably tongued and grooved, or otherwise clamped,

to a perfectly plane condition, and provided with a projecting

handle on the under side, after the style of a bricklayer's

mortar board. This renders the coating of paper as easy as

that of glass.
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The emulsion is applied in precisely the same manner as to

glass, and upon properly gelatinised paper flows with equal

readiness. When the excess has drained oif, and the film

b3en duly "rocked" until "set," the coated sheet is detached

from the coating board and pinned up to dry, which it will do

in a few minutes.

It is far easier to coat a surface fifteen or sixteen inches

square with collodion tlian with gelatine emulsion; hence there

is no advantage in coating very small sheets separately,

especially as the cut edges are free from any tendency to frill

or detach tliemselves from the support, as in the case of

gelatine upon glass. The size of the slieets should, therefore,

be arranged accordingly, allowing a small margin for the pin-

holes caused in attaching the paper to the coating board and

other defects at the edges. In this manner the cat sizes may
be obtained absolutely perfect to the extreme margin.

This now forms a true " stripping " film to be used with any

of the numerous forms of " film carrier," or it is possible that

some arrangement might be made to adapt the sheets for use

in some of the roll holders. After exposure and development,

the negatives may be treated in one or other of tlie ways

already described, only bearing in mind that if transferred to

gla'js the image will bo reversed. Perhaps the favourite jdau

for modern use will be to select a proper sample of paper, and

to gelatinise it with a view to its remaining as the final

support, or to utilise the flexible " strippers " when they become

a recognised article of commerce.

We have described the various methods of manipulating the

paper in connexion with collodion, and may finish by alluding

to one or two applications which will readily present themselves.

Firot, where reversed negatives are required for any special

purpose, the gelatinised paper affords one of the simplest of

methods. The negative is taken upon the coated jjaper,

developed, and directly transferred to glass, or, if made into a
" pellicular " negative will print either way.

For cloud negatives, too, the gelatine paper will bo found

particularly handy, whether the original negatives be taken
upon glass plates or upon tlie flexible films, or whether the

latter be utilised merely for copying and reproducing the

originals. Finally, for composition or double printing, pellicular

negatives made in this manner from the separate originals may
be superposed in correct jDosition, cut out with a pair of sharp

scissors, and the selected portion from each duly mounted upon
glass to form a combined negative. Other minor uses will, no

doubt, be found.

The treatment in connexion with gelatine emulsion and
plates is essentially dift'erent, and will form the subject of a

sejiarate article.

The Copyright Convention, to which we have on several previous

occasions directed attention, and which was finally concluded in

September last, came into operation latt week. Great iJritain is a
member of the Union, and an order in Council has just been issued

reciting the provisions of the Convention entered into between this

country, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, IJelgium, Switzerland, Ilayti,

and Tunis. The effect of tliis instrument is to remove the disabilities

inflicted on artists or authors in one country by priority of publication

in another^a very important matter to photographers.

One clause of this international agreement is tliat " Authors of any
of the countries in the union, or their lawful representatives, shall

enjoy in the other countries for their worlcs, whetlier published in

those countries or unpublished, the rights wliich the respective laws

do now, or may hereafter, grant to natives." The literary and artistic

works protected include hooks, pamphlets, dramatic works, music,

paintings, sculptm-es, engravings, photographs, designs, lithographs,

sketches, and, indeed, almost everything that can be classed under the

head of "publication," and by any process of production. The agree-

ment is most stringently worded, and we have little doubt that

it will put a gTsat check upon, if not an entire stop to, the wholesale

piracy of Euglisli photograplis which has hitherto been so exten-

sively practised on certain parts of the Continent.

The Boaixl of Customs have just issued their regulations under the

Fraudulent Trade Marks Act of last session, which are to come into

force on the first day of next 3-ear. By Section 10 it is provided

that, " All goods of foreign manufacture hearing any name or trade

mark being, or purporting to be the name or trade mark of any

manufacturer, dealer, or trader, in the United Kingdom, unless such

name or ti'ade mark be accompanied by definite indication of the

country in which such goods were made or produced, shall be pro-

hibited from being imported." From this it appears that the autho-

rities intend taking active steps towards putting this important Act

—as regards the importation of foreign goods bearing English nanies^

into operation, so far at least as the Customs are concerned.

English dealers who supply foreign lenses baaring their names, do

not, as a ride, have the names engraved upon the mounts abroad, but

have them put on here ; tlu' same with chemicals, paper, &c. These

things come over with the manufacturers' labels on, which are

frequently afterwards removed, and those of the dealers substituted.

Of course the Customs' authorities can take no cognisance of this.

One thing in connexion with this subject occurs to us : IIow will it be

witli ]j!iotographic mounts ? A very large proportion of those now

used in this country are made and printed on the Continent, and, of

course, they hear the name and address of the photographer who is to

use them, and often, in addition, the name of the dealer who supplies

them to him. When this is the case in the future, we surmise they

will be arrested at the Custom House, and become forfeited, unless

there is a distinct intimation upon each card that it was produced

abroad. But if the mounts only bear the photographer's name and

address, will they pass unchallenged without the intimation that

they were manufactured in some ottier country ?

At a meeting of tlie Society of .Vrts last week, a paper on the subject

of eggs was read by Mr. P. L. Simraonds, F.Ij.S.—and a very in-

teresting paper it was. A largo proportion of those attending the

meeting had no idea as to the purposes to which eggs are put and

the extent they are utilised in the industrial arts. They are used

most extensively, and there is no real substitute for them, in calico

printing, in clarifying wines, in gilding, in bookbinding, in dressing

leather for hookbiuders, and also for g'.oves. Our readers will not

require to be told that they are extensively employed in photography.

Mr. Simmonds mentioned that one establishment alone consumed

two millions every year in the preparation of photographic papers.

It may not be generally kiriwn that most of the egg merchants now
break eggs for the purpose of supplying those who require only the

whites, and those who use only the yelks; thus a great saving to the

consumers is effected. Whites of eggs can now be purchased by the

gallon, so can the yelks. It is usually imagined that the pastrycooks

are the largest consumers of the latter; this, however, is not the case
;

the major portion of the yelKs are used up by the dressers of leather

for gloves. It was the late Mr. J. A. Spencei', we believe, who first

introduced to the egg merchants the system of parting the whites from

the yelks, and selling them separately to those who required the one

and had no use for the other.

Already we have had ample evidence in most parts of the kingdom

that winter is at hand. Winter, apart from the lack of business,

brings many inconveniences to the professional photographer, not the

least of which is that pertaining to the water supply. To he "frozen

out" of water, or to have burst pipes, particularly at the upper por-

tion of the pi-emises, is a serious annoyance in business. However,

these annoyances may be averted if timely precautions be taken,

or at least they may be reduced to a minimum ; but, usually,
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they are ncplocted until it ia too late. If all the water pipes which

are at all cxposod are covered witli tliree or four thicknesses of old felt

carpet, and if out of doors this covering bo supplemented with a few

inoliea of stable manure, they will rarely be frozen, eve» in tlie si'verost

winter. It is a good plan to tliut the water off at the main on frosty

niglits, if care bo taken that no water remiun.s in tlio pipes by drawing

it off at the lowest exits. To prevent the pipes freezing from tlie lank

to the taps, the supply pipe from tlie cistern should be plugged up

at niglit with a piece of metal tube long enough to reacli above the

surface of the water, and the pipe emptied by opening all the lower

taps. In the morning tlie tube may be removed, for there is little

fear of the pipes freezing when the water is constantly being used.

It is a popular belief that water pipes burst when thoy thuw ; but

this is an error, as the bursting is caused by the expansion of the

water as it congeals, though tlie effect is not made manifest until the

ice thaws. 'I'herefore, whenever a pipe gets frozen, it should be care-

fully examined through its entire length, and if a fracture lias occurred

it can easily bo discovered, and the evil averted by the plumber

before the water thaws again and floods the place. In nine cases out

of ten tlie inconvenience arising from frozen pipe? may bo avoided by

a few precautions, if they are taken in time. No time should now be

lost by those wlio have not already taken care of their water supply

for the next two or three moiitlis, bearing in mind the old maxim,
" I'revention is better than cure."

I'noFESson Fohki, is still continuing his researches as to the light-

resisting power of water, his trials being made in t le liiautifully

limpid contents of tlie Lake of Geneva. His metliod of procedure is to

submerge chloride of silver papers at intervals of every ten metres,

after sunset, and then to take them up at night after a day's exposure.

Each piece of sensitive paper is attached at intervals of ten metres,

and under suitable precautions, to a long rope. It was found that the

depths where absolute darkness, or stoppage of aclinic rays, was ob-

served, varied according to the month. Strange to say, March
allowed the light to penetrate the greatest distance— one hundred

metres— while May and July res])ectively arrested it at the depths

of seventy-five and forty-five respectively. It is evident, therefore,

upon correlating this experiment with others on record, that the

results obtained must be a measure, not of the intensity of tlie light

in the months named, but of the turbidity of the water. However,
I'rofes.sor Forel intends to continue those experiments every two
months for the space of a year.

At the samo meeting some photographs taken at Greenwich with

the Sheepshanks's equatorial on curved plates were exhibited. The
object in taking tliese negatives was to ascertain the limit of the

possible field for correct measurement. The general result arrived at

was that negatives embracing a field of four degrees in diameter

might be used where extreme accuracy was needed, but that approxi-

mately accurate readings might be obtained with a field of five degrees.

0.\E great advantage of photographic over eye observations is that

the personal element is, or may be, entirely eliminated. So important

a factor is tliis, that at the same meeting a description was given of a

machine devised by the Astronomer lioyal for ascertaining the

" personal equation," as it is termed, of those engaged in the work of

the observatory. A table was also given of the errors made by each

observer as shown by this apparatus, and which necessitated an

equivalent correction being made to each individual record.

VERGARA FILMS.
"VVk are much pleased to find that, after much time spent !n experi-

menting upon the preparation of negative films which should fulfil

every requirement, Mr. \'ergara has at length scored a success of a

genuine nature.

For a long time, as our readers are aware, this gentleman has been

indefatigable in his endeavours to substitute transparent paper for

glass as a support for the negative film, and although success of a

certain kind was achieved, yet were there always little, and at first sight

sepiningly unimportant, things which prevented mich inccem from

Ix'ing of an unequivocal nature. This led to bix entirely diHcanling the

basis formerly employed (paper rendered translucent by VBrninhos) and
ubstituting instead a film of a gelatinous preparation, so altered in its

nature tliat, while retaining its transparence and flexibility, it ia yet

as inert as glass in the presence of water and tlie chemicals roqui.-ite

for developing and fixing.

The other day Mr. Vergara called on us, and nubmitted a large

number of negatives taken on his new films, also showing us the

supports previous to and after being coated with the sensitive

emulsion. Proceeding to the dark room now connected with this

office, a 10 xH film exposed that morning was developed with singular

ease and unmistakable success. Transferred from the dark slide to

the developing dish, it was first treated with water to ensure a

uniform wetting of the surface, after which the developer was
applied. Very soon the image appeared, and went on increasing in

vigour until it was judged sufficient. Fixing and washing ensued in

the usual manner.

The negative wivs now partially dried off by squeegeeing between
folds of blotting paper, after which it was wrapped round a large

extemporised cylinder of porous millboard, and covered with a couple

of folds of stout bibulous paper, two indiarubber bands sufficing to

retain the whole in cylindrical form. For lack of a better arrange-

ment this cylinder was placed over tlio gas bracket in our office, and
thus gently warmed. In an incredibly brief period of time the

negative was found to have become dry. The whole operation from
the commencement of the development to the negative bjing ready
for the printing frame was mucli loss than an hour.

Pellicular negatives of the class descriljed will prove useful in manv
ways. Tlieir lightness will appeal to those who carry with them a
large camera, and trudge it over hill and dale in search of pictures

;

their thinness will render them useful to those who for mechanical

printing or " process work " require a reversed proof, for nearly equally

sharp prints may be obtained from either side of the negative ; while

their flexibility appeals to those who have a penchant for roller

slides, but are disinclined to strip their films from a paper support.

Mr. Vergara is entitled to credit for the persistence with which he
has followed the trail until he has achieved deserved success.

ECHOES FROM THE SOCIETIES.

The question box as an institution at the meetings of our societies

is unmistakably a very valuable one, enabling, as it does, retiring and
bashful members to bring their queries before the Society without
personal diteomfort. It is a pity, therefore, that the question box
should run any risk of falling into disrepute in consequence of facetious

individuals endeavouring to " play larks," as somebody seems to have
been doing at Derby. " Will any member give the best mode of

developing and the best developer to use?" asks the quoi-tion box.

No wonder it was " left over until next meeting." It is a case, I

expect, of tut homines, tot sententuc.

Another conundrum, presumably from the samo querist, is, " What
is the action of the developer upon an exposed gelatine emulsion
plate ? " Now, that, to my mind, clearly depends upon circumsttvnces.

A less thoughtful man than the Secretary of the Derby Society might
answer rashly, " To develop it," or " To bring out the picture." But I

hold that it is not necessarily so, for the correct answer might be,
" To fog it," or, again, " To show the party most closely concerned

that his exposure tables are not worth a—well, the trouble he took in

compiling them." I repeat that I consider the question is one im-
possible to answer off-hand with absolute correctness, hence, perhaps,

the care with which the Secretary worded his reply. It " continued

the action set up by light, and developed the latent image," he said.

Mark, it is the latent image, not the plate, that is developed ; but ia

development a continuation of the action set up by light ? Some
people say it is not.

But the Chairman evidently was not to be " done " by Mr.
Secretary, so, in reply to another question, " Must the bromide in an
emulsion, be in excess of the silver salt or not? " he " hitched on to

the job. After remarking that the question would be found

answere in " one of the annuals," which he evidently did not, how-
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ever, consider woitliy of credence, he gave his own view. " If you

do not get sufficient bromide in tlie emulsion the silver is lost, and it

is the opposite if you get an excess of bromide." Ergo, if you use a.\\

excess of bromide you gain or make instead of losinij silver. That is

to say, from a plate maker's point of view, the more bromide and the

less argent, nit. you employ the more argentum (= cash) you make.

If that is Mr. Chairman's meaning, I don't think the game would last

long. But perhaps he meant or said something else, and that is only

what Mr. Reporter thought.

The report of the " technical exhibition," or whatever it is called,

meeting of the Parent Society is interesting reading. To this meeting,

fi'om distant parts of the country, come strangers bent on seeing and
hearing described the newest inventions of the jear, but it seems to

me that " reeds shaken by the wind " (the wind of interested ex-

hibitors) are more to the fore. On going througli the list I find that

the greatest noveltj', or the most important exhibit, seemed to be one

which, according to the statement of a member present, was at least

fourteen years old. Perhaps that is why it got a medal ! Its turn

had come round. These are the same old things one sees on the table

year after year, including even " the only camera," &c. No wonder
General Preston found cause for complaint ! Why cannot the Society

adhere to its own rules and refuse to allow any exhibitor, on the

pretence of some paltry " improvement" (?), to bring up the same
article year after year. An instantaneous shutter, which was shown
there two, if not three years in succession, was said not to be made
for sale but only for e.vhibitwn.

I notice a startling process brought before the members of the

Bristol Camera Society by the Chairman, l)r. Arthur Richardson,

who asked if any of the members had " tried the experiment of ex-

posing a piece of plain glass in the camera to an object and developing

the image by means of breathing on the same, as in the case of ex-

posed carbon tissue." As no replies are recorded I presume it had
never struck any of the members to try to dispense with films of silver

bromide ; they had all apparently been content to go on wasting

money in silver, and gelatine, and pyro, and ammonia, and ferrous

oxalate, when all that is requisite is "plain glass " and the breath of

their own nostrils. Verily, we are advancing rapidly ! But when
was the process of developing a carbon print by breathing on it

published ? Perhaps Dr. Arthur Richardson will give chapter and
verse.

The subject of the removal of hypo from prints arose in the dis-

cussion of a question from the box at the Loudon and Provincial

Association. Somebody of the " too literal" character wanted to know
how to squeegee a print without tearing it. Such individuals should

be cut off from the advantages of the question box, for surely they

must either be attempting to play tricks or else their obtuseness is so

great as to bo hopeless. Certainly the individual in question is not

likely to make much out of Mr. Ayres's straightforward and perfectly

correct reply. The individual who is so fearful of tearing his prints

would remove all danger, however, if he employed a piece of

mackintosh cloth in the same manner as in squeegeeing a carbon

print. The method of squeegeeing out the hypo solution by passing

the prints through an ordinary wringing machine was pubhshed in

The Beitish Journal of I'hutoguaI'HY over twenty years ago, as

was also the plan of sponging each print singly, back and front, half

a dozen times and changing into fresh water on each occasion. A
simple and homely method I saw some years ago in use in a small

studio in a country town seemed equally effective. The proprietor,

who himself filled the various posts, from plate cleaner upwards, took

his prints out in handfuls from the washing trough, " slapped " them
down in a heap upon a flat boai-d, and with a common "rolling pin "

borrowed from the kitchen, and all the muscular force he could appl3',

rolled them nearly dry. Then, changing the water, the prints were

put back to soak, turned over to separate them, and after an interval

the rolling process repeated.

I have often complained of the unnecessarily diffuse and prolix

manner in which secretaries of societies too frequently report perfectly

familiar matters, possibly because they know all about them, while

novelties are passed over almost in silence, because they want
studying. As a contrast to this style of thing, I would refer to the

report of a "hint" by ]Mr. II. N. Atkins, communicated to the

Liverpool Association, on tlic subject of utilising the ordinary double

slides for paper negatives. The extemporised " film carrier '" described

by Mr. Atkins will prove of use to a large number of amateurs, and
if secretaries would pay more attention to reporting such little trifles,

and less to descriptions of demonstrations of commercial processes,

their reports would be more readable and less like advertisements.

The question box seems to be constantly cropping up wi th me th isw eek I

At the London and Provincial Association a questioner wished to know
how to reconcile Captain Abney's assertions with regard to the value

of iodide of silver in the sensitive film with the claims made in favour

of orthochromatio plates. When the anonymous questioner can show
me that objects are reproduced in the camera by virtue of tlieir cohnir

alone, and without the intervention of reflected tchite liglit, I will tell

him no reconciliation can be effected. Till then, or, at least, as long

as things remain as they are, I shall side with Mr. Cobb, and prefer

iodide to orthochromatic plates for landscapes.

At the same meeting INIr. W. II. Harrison stated his experience in

photographing a wire rope cut clearly against the sky, and expressed

himself unable to understand win- backing the plate did not prevent

the halation, which caused the rope to look twice as thick where it

crossed some towers as where it had the sky for background. I would
suggest as a]reason that tlie defect was not halation at all in the sense

usually understood, and for which alone backing the plate is a remedy,
but that it arose from what Captain Abney, I think, called " lateral

spread " of the image, a purely cliemical effect caused by the particles

of silver bromide strongly acted upon by light reacting upon adjacent

particles which no light has reached. Portrait photographers know
too well this defect, which shows itself by the spreading of ^^hito

drapery, lace, or collars, into adjacent parts of the picture, even wlien

they lie in the centre of the plate, where refraction is reduced to a
minimum.
With regard to the responsibilities of plate makers recently dis-

cussed in tliese columns, I am inclined to agree with those who hold

it would be practically impossible to make tliem responsible for plates

alleged to be defective. As Mr. Ashman stated " experts" can always

be brought to prove either side, and as a recent lawsuit proves when
the conflicting evidence of experts becomes too bewildering the

authorities "give it up."

That there is ample ground for complaint no one can deny, and

that the responsibility of the plate maker reaches far beyond the mere

value of the faulty goods supplied is equally true. But how is it to

be brought home to him ? Even in the extreme case quoted by Mr.

Cooke in which a photographer had received plates with "all the films

off the glasses " the maker could liring forward experts to prove that

the result mi'gfit be brought about by keeping the plates in a damp
place, or a dry place, or a cold place, or a warm one, or as one expert

more or less would not matter perhaps one might step up to support

each atmospheric condition. 'Twould be a mighty small '• miglit,'

but it might satisfy a non-scientific jury.

I myself received some years ago in a box of plates of my ordinary

size and everyday shape one plate which differed from any I had

overseen before in h&\iug five sides ; in other words, one corner, an

area of about]^four square inches, had been broken off. I daresay iiii/

claim for compensation might have stood because the maker had not

enclosed t!io broken piece—proof positive the breakage wa>< his doing.

Tliough—it has only just strucli me it would have been just as easy

for him to swear that I had broken it myself and done away with tlie

piece. Take it all round it is a difficult subject. MoNiion.

THE MAGNESIO-COTTON LIGHT.

FnoM recent experiments I can testify that Dr. Piffard's discovery of

the highly actinic and momentary flash of light emitted by a mixture

of magnesium powder and guncotton is likely to be of great service to

photographers.

In testing the light some ditKculty may be found in procuring a

supply of guncotton—at least of the highly nitrated or explosive

variety which is best suited for the work. (The ordinary " pyroxy-

line " used in the manufacture of collodion answers very well,

however.) The guncotton ouglit to Ije so made that when a tuft of

it is laid on the palm of tlie hand and ignited, its conversion into

gaseous products is so rapid and complete that the skin is scarcely
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warmed, while not u trace of solid matter remains behind. Chemists

—in this town, nt nil events—keep no stock of guncotlon, as they any

it involves them in possible (rouble with the authorities, for the

dynamite scare lias not wholly passed away.

The preparation of gnncolton is, however, so easj', that every

photographer can readily prepare the article for himself. For this

purpose ho should purchase, say, a quarter of a pound of pure cotton-

wool (price about .'i«. per pound), and a couple of pounds each of

strong nitric and sulphuric acids ; the former costing Gd. and the

latter 'J.i. per poiuid. In a well-glazed stoneware vessel capable of

holding about a quart, place fifteen ounces of strong sulphuric acid,

and then add gradually (stirring well) ten oimces of strong nitric acid.

The mixture will make the vessel very hot, and some fumes will be

given off. Cover the vessel over with a piece of glass, and place it

in a dish of cold water, in which it may be left all night to cool

down.
Next morning, weigh out half an ounce of cotton-wool, dry it

thoroughly, pull it into half a dozen pieces, and with the aid of a

stirrer made of a glass rod, inunerse each piece of cotton-wool quickly

and completely in the mixed acids, and leave it to soak for an hour

or so. During this time the stoneware vessel should be kept as cool

as possible, by changing the water in which it is immersed.

At the expiration of the time named, the cotton should be lifted

out of the acids by the aid of a couple of pieces of glass rod, and

placed in a small basin, where it should be well pressed, so as to free

it from as much of the acids as possible. It must then be pulled out,

and quickli) immersed in a large vessel of fresh cold water ; the water

should be changed repeatedly—say, eight or ten times—until the acid

is well washed out of the cotton, and this should be tested for with

a 'piece of blue litmus paper, the colour of which should remain
unchanged.

The cotton has now been changed from cellulose (Cg Hj^ Oj) to

guncotton (C,.^ H,j 0^ (NO^X), a substance which contains a large

reserve of oxygen gas, which it is capable of giving up to any

oxidisable body brought into contact with it. If the body should

have a high chemical affinity for oxygen the result of its combination

with the oxygen contained in the guncotton will be the production of

both heat and light.

Of the various metals, scarcely any have more affinity for oxygen

than magnesium. This beautiful element has lately been much
cheaper, and it can now be bought in the form of either "wire,"

" ribbon," or " powder," at the rate of half-a-crown per ounce, while

there is every probability of the price becoming still lower.

In the form of a Hat, thin ribbon, about one-eighth of an inch in

width, magne.-ium has long been used in photography. It ignites

readily at the fiame of any candle, or even of an ordinary match, and

yields an intensely white or violet-white light, possessing actinic

power in a high degree. As it burns it unites with the oxygen of the

air, formiufi a wlute powder, which is magnesium oxide (Mg O).

Lamps have been devised to burn magnesium ribbon b}' Solomon and

by llart, and Lancaster sells a cylindrical reflector in the focal line

of which a spiral of the ribbon is burnt. By this means magnesium
has been instrumental in furnishing the means of securing many
portraits at night. But the pictures so obtained which I have seen

have been almost invariably " soot and whitewash," the sliadows

being extremely hard and black, arising from the fact that the

magnesium ribbon when burning furnishes only n point of light of no

appreciable dimensions.

It was a happy thought which led Dr. I'iffard, of New York, a

month or two ago to suggest the plan of mixing guncotton with

magnesium powder, and then applying a liglit to the mass. The

guncotton furnishes in abundance the oxygen needed to completely

consume the magnesium, and the metal being in the state of powder
can burn as a whole and simultaneously, thus spreading its flame

—

or rather flash—over a wide area.

A few days ago I consented, in a weak moment, to attempt to

photograph a group of between forty and fifty j'oung ladies who had
undertaken, as amateurs, the performance of a certain operetta.

The ouly possilile time came, and with it one of those gloomy
December afternoons whoso light was of so non-actinic a nature as

o be absolutely useless for photographic purposes. What was to bo

doue 'f The scenery had been specially arranged, the forty-two young

ladies had specially dressed, an indefinite number of friends went

there to look on, and I dared not for a moment propose such a tUog
as "putting it off."

In these straits I bethought myself of what I have ventured to call

the " magnesio-cotton light." Weighing out quickly a quarter of an

ounce of guncotton, I dusted it over thickly with the magnesium

powder and arranged it as a mass about eight inches long by two
inches wide upon a piece of zinc, the edges of which were slightly

turned up. The zinc plate was then laid upon a flat piece of wood, so

that the hands of the person holding it should not suffer. I also

provided a couple of pieces of cardboard, each measuring about four

feet by three feet.

The "company" being arranged upon the stage (which was fifteen

feet in width), I placed the camera in front of it, at a distance of

twenty-one feet. The assistant holding the light stood on a chair about

four feet to the left, and rather in front of the camera, and on either

side of him other assistants held the curved pieces of cardboard which

were^'to act as reflectors.

When all was ready the lens was uncapped (aperture •{), the

mixture ignited with a match, and a dazzling flame shot up, which

had an apparent area of a square foot or more. The lens (Heck's

rapid rectilinear, 8^ x 61) was instantly recapped. The plate (Thomas's

whole-plate, extra rapid) developed with ease, and I send you a rough,

untoned print herewith. Although the result is far from perfect,

yet I «onsider the getting of any result at all on such a gloomy,

misty December afternoon (after three p.m.) shows the new light to

be a great acquisition.

I have since tried the magnesio-cotton light for portraits with good

results, the roundness of modelling and the detail in the shadows

being remarkable.

For single ''portraits, about ten grains of guncotton made into a

little pad, and covered with about twice its weight of magnesium,

will be found sufficient. This should be burnt at a distance of not

lees than seven or eight feet from the sitter. It is as well to illustrate

the power of the light by making a " sham exposure " with a small

quantity of tlie mixture, as a new sitter almost invariably closes his

or her eyes the first time they are " under the light." I enclose

a portrait of a young lady showing this effect, and invite editorial

opinion as to " roundness " and " detail in shadows." It is an under-

exposed bromide print, the only one I have at hand.*

The person holding the hght should keep his head well away from

the magnesio-cotton, or he may get his face scorched.

The results of the chemical combination of the ingredients used are

chefly magnesium oxide (in tlie form of a fine, white powder),

carbonic acid gas, and nitrogen. These products, of course, mingle

with the air of tlie room, from which the magnesium oxide slowly

settles down. It will probably, therefore, be best to burn the

mixture in a lamp with a ground-glass front. I hope shortly to

experiment in this direction, and will let you know the result;-.

W. Jeromk IIauhison.

l'.S.—I find that a mixture of lycopodium powder and magnesium,

triturated in a mortar and blown from a tube through a gas flame,

yields a very brilliant and momentary flash. Lycopodium is a yellow

powder (the spores of a plant) which has long been used in a similar

way in theatres for producing " flashes of lightning."

WHAT TO PIIOTOGUAPII.t

UjfPOHTUNATEi.Y, many who admire photographs are utterly destitute

of the power of refined appreciation, and the consequence is, pictures

possessing this quality (that of atmosphere) in a large degree are passed

by as uninteresting, and the clear, sharp, non-atmospheric photograph

is" regarded as everything a photograph ought to be. There has been

from time to time "discussions as to whether atmosphere and out-of-

fociis effect are synonymous. For my part I think not. I look upon
atmospheric eflfect in a photograph to be essentially a gradual reduction

in the intensity of the dark portions, the lights and shadows becoming

apparently mo're blended as they approach the horizon till they finally

merge into the sky, still ivt aiuing their individual shapes and character.

This is a very different thing to the <fic^ct of blurring by reason of

the distance being out of focus. This merely gives a fictitious effect,

* Quite successful.—Eds. t Concluded from page 760.
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confusing the subject and rendering light, shade, and form into an
inextricable tangle of fuzziness on one plane. This sort of thing may
pass occasionally, and is even better, wrong as it is, than the map-like

effect of a vacuum. The value of a properly-rendered bit of distance

in a subject consisting chiefly of foreground can scarcely be over

estimated. That little bit of distance is certain to attract attention

more tlian any other part of the picture ; therefore, in choosing a

view to photogi'aph, include some distance if possible, for as well as

the additional interest excited, it acts as a foil to the nearer objects

and throws them more boldly into relief. The point of view or

station point is another most important matter in making a good
picture; a few feet to right or left may make all the difference

between artistic and inartistic rendering. Time is therefore not

thrown away by moving the camera from one point to another in

order to actually see the effect on the ground-glass, and choose the

most preferable position. A view directly in front of an object is

seldoui so satisfactory as one taken a little to right or left of it. This

especially applies to buildings where a view of the front, including a

perspective view of the side, is almost always the most pleasing. With
landscapes, supposing the tallest trees or other objects are on one side

lietween mid-distance and foreground, a mass of shadow, or some-
thing that will take the place of it, should be on the other side in

the forcgronnd. This direction almost always holds good whatever
the subject may be, and unless some arrangement of the kind is made
the picture has a lopsided look that leaves an unpleasant impression.

Coast scenes are very apt to have this effect, and the mind of the

photographer is often considerably exercised in getting a proper
balance. A figure may be posed to gain this end ; but, unfortunately,

a suitable figure is not always available. I'lacing a bush or some
broken fencing removed from near at hand is apt to have an out-of-

place appearance that seems exaggerated in the photograph when the

subject can be minutely examined. There is a multitude of little

differences attendant on things that have occupied one position for a

length of time to those newly placed there. The various vegetable

growths, grass, Sec, are differently disposed, and never have that

pressed down appearance that we generally see as when something
is recently put amongst them. It is therefore best in all cases, if

possible, to select such subjects that require as little as possible of

artificial help, which at best is but a makeshift.

No natural object isniore useful in picture making than water, from
the merest puddle to the ocean itself. A small pool in the foreground
will often redeem the whole composition. Water an inch deep will

have as good and sometimes a better effect than if it was a fathom, by
supplying a reflecting surface not so subject to be disturbed by wind
or current, although in most cases if much water enters into the com-
position a perfectly mirror-like surface is not the best for pictorial

effect. I was about to say that it was the worst, as very often it has

a blank, unmeaning impression, whereas a slowly rippling surface in

which the shadows are broken up is almost the best. A surface sharply

ruifled by gusts of wind is, perhaps, photographically, the worst of

all, it being represented as a blank-, white space with neither depth or

fluidity, more like a sheet of white paper, the ripples being so

smafl that they are practically points of light that even with the

most instantaneous exposure are always unsatisfactory. If it happens
that the water is perfectly .'^till, a few stones thrown in will make a
visible improvement, for as soon as there is any motion of the surface

the lights and shadows get broken up, and the water looks like water,

and a much better effect is secured than if the surface remains abso-
lutely undisturbed. This mirror-like reflection seems to some to be the

very perfection of water rendering, and the cheerful, contented frame
of mind 1 have often noticed, as they have shown me of these mirror-

like representations with the remark, " You can't tell which is right

side up, the water is so beautifully still," as if it was some great feat

to make a picture that the right way up of it required some puzzling

out. It may be all very well as a conundrum but not as a picture.

I believe there is much scope for photography in the artistic repre-

BJi.tation of groups of animals or poidtry, for, with the exception of

geese and swans, bird life is usually taken on a very small scale.

Kow, a direct picture, in which two or three specimens would
jtroperly fill the plate, and taken from a very low point of sight, coiUd
Bcarcely help to be attractive. Of course, artistic grouping goes
>\ ithout saying, but there are difficulties in the way ; there is, no doubt.
Getting suiHciently near without observation is one, although with
patience and management it may be done. There are certain times in

the day when most animals, kc, are drowsy, and stand or lie about
without much inclination to move. These are the times to be selected,

and I do not think much ditficulty would be found if anyone systema-
tically set about it.

Hungry aniimls are generally restless, and the necessity to search

for food gives them a rapid and unceasing^ action e-tceedingly objec-

tionable from a photographer's point of view. In the majority of

instances such pictures are taken without any previous ])reparation
;

therefore, perfect success is very much a matter of chance. The plan

often adopted of enticing by food just at the time the photograph is

to be taken is, I fancy, a mistake, and has much the same effect as

trying to keep a baby still by giving it sweets or biscuits under
similar circumstances; it rather adds to the trouble than otherwise,

as those having much to do with very juvenile juveniles can testify,

and what photographer has not had his patience sorely tried by this

same ! In all we photograph, I woidd say as parting advice, cultivate

simplicity and avoid spottiness.
"
Edwabd Uunmobb.

RECOVERY OF SILVER RESIDUES.
Skking the prevailing discontent on the subject of the quantity of

silver allowed for in the residues sent to the refiners, it is a matter of

surprise to me that photographers do not make a practice of reducing

their own waste and recovering the silver therefrom, for it is a
metallurgic operation of the simplest character, and a pleasing one in

performance.
I will relate an early experience of my own in this matter. I

assisted in burning a quantity of spoiled printa and pieces of paper of

all descriptions that were even slightly stained with nitrate of silver

—the accumulation of some two or three years from a photographic
establishment where a large quantity of work was continually carried

on. There was quite a cartload of paper, which was burnt in tlie

open air, and kept constantly turned with a pitchfork in order to get

a brisk fire with as complete combustion as possible. There remained
more than half a bushel of heavy, black ash, and the problem was
how to get the silver out of this. I first stirred some of the ashes in

a brassfounder's plumbago crucible at a high temperature, but could

not by this means succeed in materially reducing the bulk of the

ashes, in whicli combustion liad apparently already reached its limit.

To attempt to flux the ashes down would be impracticable on account

of the enormous quantity of flux that would be required. I then

bored a hole through the side of the crucible about an inch clear of

the bottom, and conveyed a piece of gas pipe from the nozzle of a forge

bellows to the hole in the crucible, in which I made a fire with a few
large lumps of charcoal. When this was intensely ignited by means
of the bliist, I shovelled in the paper ashes, .slightly damped to give

them some coherence. The mass rapidly settled down as the paper now
readily consumed under the direct action of the blast, and as I con-

tinued to fill up the crucible I occasionally threw in a small quantity

of powdered nitre to serve as a flux. In less than an hour I had
burned down the whole mass, and when cold there remained at the

bottom of the crucible a nugget of silver weighing several pounds.

(I cannot say the exact quantity, as the operation was carried out

many years ago.) There was a cake of slag over the silver, which

contained numberless small sphericles of metal, which might have

been recovered by pulverising and washing.

In a subsequent experiment I threw in with the paper a considerable

quantity of " silver mud" which was also effectively reduced.

As to the outlay, this is quite inconsiderable, the chief item being

the cost of the double bellows ; but a complete portable forge may
now be bought for three pounds, and one blacklead pot will last for

this operation for any length of time. F. H. Wenuam.

PHOTO-MICROGRAPHY.
[A Communication to the North London Photographic Society.]

I AM afraid the subject I have been asked to bring before your

notice this evening may to some lack novelty as a thrice-told tale,

but as I have been invited I cheerfully respond, hoping that I may
be of use to some present in suggesting and assisting them to carry

out what has proved to many a fascinating branch of the photographic

art.

Photo-micrography is the art of making enlarr'cd pictures of

microscopic subjects by the aid of photography— the term micro-

photograph being confined to such small photographs as need a

microscope to render them visible in all their details. I'lioto-

micrography may be regarded as taking over some of the work
usually performed by the camera lucida, or any other appliance by
which minute detailas seen through a microscope may be delineated.

Many workers prefer the camera lucida for this purpose instead of

employing the photographic process, and while the disadvantages and

difticulties of both are well known, all must acknowledge that none

are so physically immense as in that of photographing the subject of
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mnny luicniscopical propftrntinns. Amongst thn greatest obstacles to

tlio phiitograpliic dolineiiti(in of microsoopicnl detail is that arising

from tlu> varying planes of a subject posfcs-sing any thickness. Tliis

is not of nuieli consequence in ordinary microscopical examination, as

by practice and focussing up and down the varying planes presented

lo the eye of tlie observer can bo justly estimated in regard to their

sequential relations, and in making a drawing of them with the

canieni lucida these can be brought into harmonious combination, and
a fairly representative picture produced. Not so with plioto-micro-

grnphic delineation ; it is candidly confessed that by this process only

the front plane of the object can be reproduced in accurate sharpnes.^,

each succeeding plane increasing in want of definition till the rest

are lost in one entire blur. This being true of even the very thinnest

objects, it follows that the thicker the subject the greater will be the

dilHculty of obtaining any delineation worth lookingat, to say nothing
of its capability of conveying iv correct impre.s.sion of its nature and
true (•linnvcter. I'ndor these conditions only tlie camera lucida and
the trained eye and hand of a skilful draughtsman can suffice to render
an ade(iuate representation.

These ditlicnlties arise from physical causes, and will be found con-

nected in ft gi'eater or less degree with all microscopical objectives

alike, the only mitigation being afforded by using low-power glasses,

so that provided the front plane of an object seen through one of

these is sharply defined, there is not much falling off in the definition

of several of the succeeding j)lanes, certaiuly not sufficient to be
offensive to the eye, but it gradually increa.se.s till the inevitable blur
occupie.'i the most posterior. These phenomena, which the lowness of

the power enables us to defect and follow with facility, occur sooner

in the higher powers, so much .so that that plane behind the front

immediately shows a falling off in definition, and the succeeding
planes rapidly degenerate in indistinctness. This obstacle may to a
great extent be minimised by employing the penetrability of the low
powers and getting amplification by increasing the distance between
the object and the sensitive plate. This method, however, must of

necessity be limited in its applicability. This art has been practised

by many, both in this country and on the Continent, since photo-
graphy was first discovered, and considering the advances made in

optical science it is discouraging to see how appreciably small is the

progress towards perfection as displaj'ed in the plioto-micrographic

examples exhibited. I .sliould like to see other objects than echinus
spines and sections of wood and such like worked at—these are com-
paratively easy to do; but I hope that when this branch of photo-
graphic science captivates by its fascination a few more enthusiasts

that an advance may be made all along the line.

The apparatus employed for the purpose of obtaining photo-micro-
graphs has varied slightly in outward detail, and a reference to the
Journal of the Itoijal Micruxcopictd Society fi>r June, 1887, will show
by illustrations the various instruments favoured by different workers.
Some employ the eye-piece, and others do not. Those using the eye-

piece may get sharpness over a very circumscribed disc, but I favour
the instrument without the eye-piece, as for my class of work I do not
wish to Ije limited to f^ize, for in exhibiting pathological and
anatomical subjects it is desirable to show as much as possible of

the relationship of the different parts. If you wish to confine your-
self to such small and complete subjects as diatoms or bacteria taken
with the highest known powers, then it is not of much consequence to

do more t ban photograph a small portion of your subject, just suffi-

cient to show the chaiacter of the detail, when the eye-piece may be
an advantage ; but if your fancy lies in the direction of photographing
whole insects or large sections of a histological character, then the
eye-piece becomes a hindrance and is better dispen,sed with. This
being the principle upon which I have worked I may now call your
attention to the construction of the apparatus you see before you,
which has enabled me to do fairly good work without much difficulty.

Those of you who have on former occasions seen the apparatus I

devited for my first work will now see that I have modified it in one
respect, but in one only. You may remember in the original arrange-
ment I employed an objective, which, being screwed into a movable
brass plate, occupied somewhat of the po,-ition of a lens iu an optical

lantern, the object to be photographed being held in a vertical mov-
able stage which was capable of being actuated in focussing by a long
micrometer screw ; this, together with my oil lamp, included in an
oblong lidless box placed on if.s side, constituted the home-made but
very efficient camera. By means of this arrangement images of

microscopic objects could be projected on to a card and made avail-

able for purposes of instruction or for drawing diagrams, and, of
course upon a small scale, the image projected on to a sensitive plate
could be photographed. I did very satisfactory work with this form
of camera, as the album on the table can testify to ; but I needed
some further elaboration in the direction of condensing and centering

the light when using powers higher tlian one-fifth of an inch. About
that time 1 was in communication with my friend, Jfr. Walmsley, of

Philadelphia, who kindly sent mo this photograph of the aiTsngement
he employed. I saw its applicability to my wants, and Meaars. ]<eck,

who had made this for him, made one for mo, being alxiut the third

of this character made by them. I have substituted thi.t for my
former apparal us of yertical stage and objective, retaining cvei-j' other

feature of the deal box and sliding baseboard, and I find it works with
the greatest comfort and satisfaction to me—being steady and free

from vibration, giving plenty of light with every provision for m<xii-

fying it where desirable. With this short infro<luction to an old

friend which has lately put on a modified face, I will pass on to a

brief sketch of the light employed, and say a few words on focuseing

and exposure.

The light employed by me is from a microscopical lamp known as

Uockett's—this is more than is sufficient for all powers up to one-fifth

of an inch, above that it would be desirable to have one more
powerful, but so arranged as to be capable of modification, because
detail and sharpness is greatly depreciated by too much light. Tlie

oil I employ is a paraffin known as Strange's crystal oil, in which I

place a piece of camphor about the size of an ordinary Spanish nut to

the reservoirful of paraffin ; this dissolves readily and imparts a more
actinic colour to the light. I find in practice that a larger quantity is

unnecessary, besides soon coating the inside of the chimney with a
yellow deposit. It is always advisable before commencing work to

wipe out the chimney with a cloth moistened with spirits of wine so

as to remove this deposit, and under all circumstances to start fair

each night under the same conditions, because any variation in these

might throw you out in your judgment of the right exposures. A
plano-convex condensing lens is necessary, and should alwajs be used
with the plane side towards the object to be photographed so as to

render the liglit rays parallel. The lamp should be lighted and
placed in the apparatus for about five minutes before beginning opera-

tions, that every part may be warmed up and .subsequent expansion of

the brass work be moderated, if not checked altogether.

Fvcusi^ivy the Object.—The light being as accurately centred aa

possible, the object may be arranged on the white focussing screen,

and tliat part selected which it is desired to photograph, ileiiig able

by this arrangement of mine to see the focussing screen with the
greatest ea.<e, this selection can be made without any difficulty, and a

certain amount of rough focussing can be done. The white screen

can now be removed, and the glass focussing screen may be substituted.

Many suggestion.? have been made relative to the character of this

screen, as ground-glass is out of the question where tine and com-
plicated detail has to be sharply focussed. That w Inch commended
itself to my judgment as being applicable to this purpose has been
described bj' Mr. Walmsley after the following manner :—A sensitive

plate being oxpo.sed momentarily to daylight is developed to a very
slight extent, and not sufficient to give any considerable density.

After washing, fixing, and drying, it is to be immersed in a bath of

mercuric chloride till it is whitened. This makes a very efficient

screen, but is not so satisfactory in my hands as the clear glass I use
after this fashion : An old plate may be cleaned, and some fine lines,

made by the very liglit draught of a writing diamond, may be drawn
across it at short intervals, a .set lieing also drawn at right angles to

these ; it is thus roughly divided into squares. This surface must
always be placed next the object. To enable us in the semi-darkness

of our room to distinguish this surface from the back, it is well to

affix to the edges of the back .some narrow strips of iwstage-stamp
bordering, which will be sufficient to indicate the difference. The
object being illuminated, and having been roughly focussed on the
white screen, may now be looked at through the glass plate and
focussed till its details are as clearly defined in the focussing gla.ss as

are the scratches on the plate; as these are approximately on the

same plane as the gelatine film we may be satisfied that we shall get

a toleraldy sharp negative. If we adopt the plan first suggested for

making this focussing screen, we may get the focus absolutely on the
right plane if the plates are all coated to the same thickness ; but the
difficulty of seeing the detail of a pathological subject through oven
the .slight opacity of such a .screen is a hindrance to sharp focussing,

and, therefore, does not recommend itself strongly for this purpose,

but might answer for coarser detail. T. Chahtkbs White.
{To he continued.)

COl'YINO.
Torn answer to "A. Z. (Worcester)," induced me to repeat the ex-
periment I made, and which I roughly described in my .article in the
JOUENAI, of 11th November under the aection " Lantern Slides," My
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object uow was to try for both an enlargement and reduction, tluis

covering the copying a subject the same size. The following is the

result :—
Enlargemeitt.- -Camera, 7i x 5 ; lens (Dallmeyer's wide-angle recti-

linear), 7i X 44, screwed inside the camera, thus reversing the lens

;

height of subject to be copied, 3 inches ; distance of subject from

front of lens, ."j| inches ; ditto of focussing screen from back of lens,

14t inches. Ilesulf.—Enlarged to Of inches.

Reduction. — Camera, lens, and height of subject, the same ; dis-

tance of subject from front lens, \0\ inches ; ditto of focussing screen

from back of lens, 7 inches. Jietult.—Reduced to 2 inches.

I did not photograph either, not thinking it necessary. Many who
have not a copying camera, or whose camera does not extend

sufficiently, will hud a great advantage in this arrangement. I do

not claim that my measurements are mathematically correct, but they

are very close, within an eighth of an inch, I believe.

Glass Stekkouhams.
In renewing the binding paper on some of these, taking off the

covering glass to examine, and wiping the clear glass edges, I

happened to touch the print, and to my surprise found it covered

with a very thin layer of a powdery nature, that came off easily

by use of a piece of soft washleather without the slightest damage
to the print; on the contrary, it brightened it. I suppose it to be

an oxide of silver (;'). This is, perhaps, worth mentioning, as there

must be many of these older glass stereograms in existence, and the

posse.«sors may think them to be fading. One or two that had been

thinly varnished before the covering ghiss was put on were all right,

and so were those I have of Breezes s peculiar productions.

nYDHOKIXOXK.

I'jxamined by microscope, and polariscope, and micro -spectro-

scope. The two samples mentioned in my last do not essentially

differ under this examination. The samples contain few, if any,

•well-defined crystals; some portions have no defined shape, but

appear as agglutinised masses; but both polarise well. If there is

any approximate form it appears to be sexagonal. Micro-spectro-

scopically, I made the following notes : Bands of well-defined black

lines running across the spectrum ; spectrum bright and clean when
stage of microscope removes object, .showing there was no dust in the

slit ; lines more distinct and density increased bj' throwing them out

of visual focus : the black lines divided at irregular inter\als by open

space, or spaces of the In-eadth of two lines, and sometimes more

;

there appears some slight but ill-defined absorption in the red end of

spectrum. The examination was simply microscopical, and for

polarisation and micro-spectroscopically. The effect of polarising

through the spectroscope is very curious.

AprAllATUS.

A very useful piece can be made by buying two cheap deal

dressing-tables (about os. each), and fastening them one on the

top of the other. The imder one may be with or without a drawer
as may be desired, but the upper one without a drawer. If a slip of

wood is nailed round the bottom of the legs of the upper one a very-

useful tray is formed. It is very light, and can be used either as a

camera stand for indoor use, cutting a slot in the upper table to put

the screw of the camera throtigli, or it forms a good Sciopticon stand.

A wooden arm witli half a dozen joints holds a negative or print at

any distance or angle required for copying. A^'. T. F. M. Ixgall.

LAXTEllN SLIDES.
[A Communication to the Manchester Photographic Society.]

The method of making lantern slides or transparent positive pictures

on glass, to be exhibited by the projecting lantern, has occupied the

attention of photographers from a very early date in the history of

that branch of art and science, the first to suggest such an application

to the lantern being one of our late townsmen, Mr. Dancer.

It is not my intention to wade through the history of the various

processes which step by step have developed into the splendid results

at the command of every lantern exhibitor of the present day, nor do
I propose to state any fancy formula that is as difficult to compiimd
and understand as it is when decocted to obtain tlie results fore-

shadowed.
The preparation of a sensitive plate that will produce all the colours

of the rainbow, and a magic developer that will, without the addition

of that all-important restrainer, brains, produce results of surpassing

beaut)', are not any part of my task to-night. Those persons who
have much time at their disposal may profitably occupy a portion of

it by making lantern plates ; but before doing so I would advise tliem
to experirnent first with collodio-bromide emulsion, gelatino-chloi'ide,
and gelatino-bromide, which are the leading dry plates that can be
obtained from commercial houses noted for excellence of production
in every respect. By doing so tliey will become familiar wifli the good
and bad qualities of negatives varying in density and subject, and
numerous experiences wiU be passed through which will be of great
value later on.

After thus experimenting I would further advise the study of such
books as Captain Abney's and Dr. Jlonckhoven's on emulsion. "\Mien
you have made yourself acquainted with the instructions on coating,
drying, and chemical formula, select some well-tried method, and,
without adding or taking from the one selected, make up your mind
not to change until you have patiently given the one in hand a fair
trial. Yoii must not expect to find a royal road to success, or go
through without failures and mistakes. These will teach you more
than all your successes.

I am probably like most of you, with little time at my disposal; it

is therefore of primary importance that in all these experiments the
apparatus and the methods adopted must be the most convenient. In
introducing to your notice the making of lantern slides, or the pro-
duction of enlargements by the aid of artificial light, I do not wish it

to be inferred that I prefer or advocate it in preference to daylight

;

but I do maintain that to mo it does hold out advantages which' I can-
not obtain fi-om daylight. It may be when I am at liberty the sun is

not in the brightest of moods, or, "if pouring forth his beams of bright-
ness just when I have got all fixed, by the time the first exposure
is made I am inten-upted by some friend calling in, which puts an end
to further progress, with the discouraging fact that at some future day
I must start again under new conditions with regard to actinic power
of the natural source of light.

It is with the object of reducing this uncertain element in the
process, coupled with the convenience of being able to work any night
with a standard light, that I have experimented with gas, oil, lime,
and the magnesium light. After giving all these a fair trial by direct

and reflected light, assisted by condensers and rellectors of varicnis

forms, I have given the preference to the magnesium light as being
the most convenient, and by using a certain number of grains in

proportion to density of the negatives I can depend on a certain

amount of light, which cannot be said of the other systems named.
Artificial light enables you to deal with defective negatives, such as

those with one side of greater density than the other, caused by un-
even coating, or where you have great contrast, such as thin "fore-

ground and bright distance. These effects can be considerably
improved by moving the light a greater number of times over the
dense portions of the negative.

For very thin negatives I prefer to use either gas or a weali-
coloured orange glass, placed about one inch from tlie negative, and
behind the ground-glass when ii.-ing magnesium.
The magnesium ribbon I have found most suitable is much thicker

than that usually sold, and weighs one grain to the inch in length.

I cut this into lengths of two, three, and four inches, and for very
thin negatives use two grains for good printing negatives, or what \
call my standard three grains, and if a little above pitch, four grains

;

and it is only when I am dealing witli very dense and unsuitable
negatives for lantern slides that I use daylight.

The development of lantern plates and piu^ilive enlargements can
be accomplished with either ferrous oxalate or alkaline pyro solution.

The tone or colour of pictures can be modified by the addition of acids,

carbonates, chlorides, and citrates of soda, potash, and magnesia. For
further information, I would refer my hearers to The BniTi.sn
JounxAL OF rHOTOGBAi'iiY, page ol'^, 1687, and to Swan's and Fry's
lantern plate developers. The developer I shall use to-niglit is

compounded of

—

1.

Potassium oxalate 480 grains.

Ammonium cliloride 4 „
Distilled water 3 ounces.

2.

Ferrous sulphate 1:^0 grains.

Citric acid CO „
Distilled water 1 ounce,

The apparatus you will have an opportunity of examining. There
is nothing new about it, and, although appearing an expensivo
arrangement, it was cheaper than constructing a special camera, as I

was already possessor of the camera, which only required mounting
on the boartl which supports it, and allows of any amount of

adjustment to various sizes of lenses and uegati\es for either enlarge-

ment or reduction. J. Scjiofik.ld.
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PHOTOUnArilY SlMn.IFIKD.

London : Mawson & Swan.

This is a practical treatise for Iho uso of amotoms or professionals,

and as stated on the title-page it contains useful hints to beginners

on llie selection of apparatus and on g:eneral practice. It is the third

edition, and has been considerably revised and enlarged.

Tlie iield embraced is one of considerable extent, and it is refreshing

in these days, when gelatine reigns supreme, to find a chapter devoted

to the ever-useful wet collodion process, concerning which wo have

nothing but good to say, except in the employment by the author

of that hateful and incorrect term "redeveloping solution," by which

of course is meant intemifyiny solntion—a tern\ that we grant is time-

honoured, but capable of being reformed. Still, the chapter on wet
collodion will be welcome in these days when so few, of the many
manuals, take cognisance of anything but modem processes.

For the beginner in photography the work will be found specially

useful, as the different subjects, though necessarily briefly treated, go

sulliciently into working details to enable any one of ordinary in-

telligence" to grasp the subject in hand without recourse to personal

tuition, a point in wliich most of the existing books fail, being either

too technical or presupposing au acquaintance with the science which

they themselves ought to impart.

Scarcely any department of photography is left untouched, and it

is not necessary to ?ay in connexion with a lirm so well laiown in

every branch of science as Messrs. Mawson & Swan that the in-

structions are concise, practical, and useful.

One minor fault strikes us, namely, the binding up with the other

matter of a series of useful labels, which to be of use must be

abstracted, and possibly injure the stability of the binding ; but if

these when required are carefully cut out not much harm will be

done.

SUTEn'S I'OBTnAIT Al'LAXAT.

Mb. J. II. OoTZ, 10, Buckingham-street, Strand, has afforded us an

opportunity of critically examining some of Suter's latest optical

productions, especially in the domain of lenses of the aplanatic form,

but having angular apertures greatly exceeding those associated with

objectives of the rapid doublet class. Of these a description of two
will suffice.

The larger is one of about ten inches focus, and has an aperture so

gi-eat as to equal j^, which, we need scarcely say, fits it for every

class of portrait work in the studio. With the stop Xo. 2 of

the Society's standard, the lens works with a high degree of

rapidity. With smaller stops the area of sharp working, combined
with depth, is increased, until at last it becomes a 12 x 10 objective,

its short tube and the pronounced form of the lenses admirably

adapting it for the transmission of a pencil of light at great obliquity

to tne axis. The diaphragms are placed in sucli a position that the

projections are quite free from distortion, and the relation of each

lens to the other such as to ensure freedom from a flare spot. The
trade designation of the lens is the D. Jiapid Aplanat, Ko. 1

.

The second lens is of much smaller dimensions, having also a

smaller angular aperture. It has a focus of six inches, and is

intended either for detective camera purposes, or as au element in

the stereoscopic camera.

We are informed by Jlr. Uoti! that M. Suter is indebted in no

small degree for the large aperture he obtained to employing some
of the recently introduced glass of I'rofessor Abbi>. As hinted above,

the apertures in the diaphragms are regulated according to the

standard of the I'hotographic Society of Great Britain. The
definition is all that can be desired.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOB PATENT.
No. 16,576.

—" Iniprovements in Pliotograiiliic Roller Slides and Mecliauisni

connected therewitli." J. E. Thornton.—Dated December 2, 1887.

No. 16,648.—"Imjirovcments in Cameras." V. W. Delves-Broughton.—
Dated December 3, 1887.

No. 16,719.—"Improvements in the Application of Photography to Anto-
niatic Sale and Deliveiy Macliinei, iind in tlie Utilisation of Antoniatic Siile

and Delivery M.icliinery lor the Production, Sale, and Delivery of Plioto-

graplis." E. J. H.\LL.

—

Dated Deeember 5, 1887.

No. 16,9.S7.
—"Improvements in App,iratn« for tlic Production of O.xygcn

iinil Nitrogen (l:i.ses from Atmospheric Air." E. 15, Ei.lice-Claiik and L.

i:n\nwsi.—Doto.l. Dcccmk-r ',•, 1887.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday night, at a meeting of the aljove Society, held at 6a, Pall Mall
East, London, Mr. James Gl.ii.slier, F.K.S., President, occupied the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting liaving been rend,

Mr. .1. G. B. WOLLASTON said that suppoHing a mcmljer ohjected to the
nomination of a candidate for membership, lie wished to be informed what rnlc

that member should follow to get the b.-illoting for that candidate |ntt

separately.

The Pkbsident replied tli.at he always stated lieforehand that if there were a
sullicient nuniljer of black biiUs he woulil then have each candidate vote<l for

separately.

Mr. Woi.LASTON stated that he had formally objecte<l to one of the can-
didates iit the last meeting, and had given his protest to the As-iistant

Secretary before the meeting liegan.

The CHAinMAN responded that the protest should have come to himself. He
kuew nothing about it.

Mr. E. CotKiNd, Assistant Sccretarj-, said that he hail not the slightest
recollection of the matter.

Mr. WoLLASTON replied that he wrote his protest in ink on a piece of paper
in the presence of the Assistant Secretary and then handed it to him.

Mr. COCKINO resimnded that he had tjeen unable to find it among his pajiers.

Mr. WoLLASTON addetl that when he found at the last meeting that cin-
didates were, nevertheless, to be voted for en blue he wrote a note to the Hon.
Secretary, Mr. Donkin, on a postcard lie hail in his ])Ocket, saying that there
must be a mistake about such and^such a name. No notice was taken thereof

;

he therefore thought that the persons Ixalloted for at the last meeting were not
duly elected.

Mr. W. E. Debenham .said that they were unduly elected because that name
about which there was a protest was not taken .separately.

The Phesident then took a show of hands ,as to tlie signing of the minutes,
and there wa.s a large majority against their being signed.
The President remarked that he had never heard of a case of the kind

before ; if the meeting said that those minutes were not to be confirmed he
would leave the chair and never enter it again.

Mr. Samiels said that ,it the last meeting the President had turned up the
biillotiiig box and said that there were no objections to the candidates what-
ever ; if he (Sir. Samuels) had objected to any candidate he should have put in

a ball on the " No " side. He submitted that it was a proper election.
Tlie President added that there was no protest before the meeting and no

black ball in the box ; he, therefore, declared those minutes to Ije correct, and
if the meeting said that they were not correct he replied that " they were."

Mr. Woi.L,\sTON stated that as lie had made his protest lie w.-us satisfied.

Another show of hands about signing tlie minutes was taken ; two only voted
against their being signed ; they were confirmed accordingly.
The following new members were then elected :—Mr, Samnel Bourne, Miss

E Boyer Brown, Lieutenant A. H. C'orrie, R.E., Mr. Horace L. Field, Miss
(irummant, Messra. Walter C. Johnson, H. Chapman Jones, Eustace H. Turner,
and Alfred Werner.
The President announced that the retiring officers and members of Council

were himself, Captain W. dc W. Abiicy, Messrs. W. S. Bird, W. Bedford, W.
Cobb, Cadett, A. Cowan, and Leon Warnerke. Nominations for the tilling of
the vacancies must be sent in not later than Monday, January 23. He .idded
that at the meeting on January 10 stereoscopic appliances and work would
occujiy the attention of the Society, and he hoped that members would bring
objects of interest in relation to the subject.

An adjourned special general meeting was then held to continue the revision
of the rules of the Society.

•

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCTATION.
On Thursday night, December 8, at the ordinary weekly meetmg of the above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Taveni, City, Loudon, Mr. A. Cowan
presided.

The Ch.urman exhibited a still stronger example than on a previous occa-

sion of the i>ositivc left upon gla.'<s after fixing and then dis.solving off the
negative image in boiling water ; the iiositive was so powdery that he doubte<l

if it contained any gelatine.

Mr. A. Haddon tliought the cxplan.ition to be that the pyro spent its energy
in developing the blacks, therefore could not render the gelatine lielow them
in.soluble in w.iter; in the other i>.'irts it acted with undiminished vigou'*, there-

fore the gelatine in contact with the glass beneath became in.soIuWe and
gathered there more or less silver from the rest of the unage. Ho Ijolievetl,

from the amount of friction necessary to remove the jiositive image, small
though that friction was, that the positive containeil a little gelatine.

Sir. C. Ueinkich Thinks was of opinion that it contained no gelatine.

Mr. .\ Mackie exhibited a camera devised hy Major Dumford, which, he
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said, could be litteil up reailily in thirty seconds, could be turned easily on its

side, shut into small space, p.iul was of ingenious make.
Mr. W. M. AsHM.\N said that the arrangement for turning it on its side was

either a copy of Scovill's jdan or Scovill's was a copy of Major Durnford's.
Air. Mackie replied tiiat Major Dnniford claimed no novelty in tliat respect.

Mr. A. P. HiGGINS exhibited a camera bellows he had made of an artificial

"leather cloth" costing 2s. 3d. a yard ; the bellows cost him •2s. altogether for

materials.

The CH.uiiMAN remarked that the stnfl'was called "leatherette."
Mr. Ashman stated that a member of the Association had made a 12 x 10

camera out of Tim^s newspapers, and was using it daily. The solid parts were
made of paper pasted togetlier ; the dark slides were of the ordinary kind,
bought in London.

Mr. Wallace asked the cause of the "superficial toning" of silver i)riuts,

adding that on soaping the prints with Hannel some of the colour came oft' on
th5 fabric without visibly reducing the image.

Mr. Trinks, Mr. Ashsiax, and tlic CHAiRMA>f, expressed the opinion that by
to ling it was impossible to entirely substitute gold for silver in the finished
pr'nt

Mr. AsH.MAN thought that the de.scribed effect might be due to dust settling

o 1 the i)rints while they were left about.
Mr. Wallace responded that the colour was evidently from tlie print itself.

Mr. Ashman thouglit Mr. Wallace to be in en-or.

Mr. Haudon supposed it might be finely divided gold deposited by subsi-
d'uce from an old toning bath.
A question in the box asked wliether the best lantern screen could be nmde

f.-om linen, calico, or "union."
The Chairman thought unglazed union to Ije the best if the screen had to

b i folded, otherwise glazed was the best.

Mr. Thinks had found paper to make the best screen ; the more dead-white
111 ; surface the better.

Mr. Haddon thought that a glazed surface should never be used.
Mr. W. M. Ayres liked a dead surface, slightly woolly.
Mr. C. H. Cooke exhibited some jilatinotype prints.
Tlie Hon. Secretary announced tliat two members of the Managing Com-

mittee, Mr. W. M. Ashman and Mr. H. M. Smith, had resigned because of
approaching absence from London.

Messrs. H. M. Hastings and Edgar Clifton were then unanimously elected to
fi'l tlie vacancies.

CAMERA CLUB.
O.v Thursday, December 8, Mr. A. Pringle read a paper" on I'hotogmphic
Residues. Mr. S. B. Webber was in the chair.

Previous to the reading of the paper Mr. Ferrero explained an ingenious
piece of mechanism lie had added to a roller slide for automatically registering
the number of ex])Osures made.

Tlie Hon, Secretary lianded round an album of Mr. J. S. Blanckensee's, con-
taining pliotographs taken cliietiy on tlie Cornish Coast.
A new print waslier, invented by Mr. A. Kellar, of Cardill', was also ex-

hibited. In this the jpriiits are inserted into a perforated cylimler or drum,
which revolves slowly in a large trough of water, the revolution being actuated
by the dropping of water from a tap njion a wheel wliich is attacheil to the
cylinder. Its action was miicli admired.

In the course of his very practical and yet amusing lecture, Mr. Pringle
described the best means of recovering silver from the first washing waters and
cuttings of silver papers, and from hyjio baths, gold from old toning solutions,
and jilatinum from platinotype paper and platinotyjie developers. He also
exhibtted some of the apparatus employed and performed an experiment.

Mr. W. England sliowed .some interesting apparatus anil described his
methods of procedure.

Tlie Chairman gave particulars from a record he had kept of the exact gold
savings effected from his old toning baths.
The discussion was further carried on by Messrs. Wellby, Hnssey, Ferrero,

the Hon. Secretary, and other members.

NOllTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At tlic meeting held on Deccnilier 6 at Myddelton Hall, Islington, N., Mr.
J.- Traill Taylor, President, in the chair, Messrs. J. P^Iears, W. M. Ashman,
and ('. M. Griffiths, were elected niembcrs of the Socie^-.
The President read a letter from Mr. H. M. Smith, announcing tliat that

gentleman was leaving London, and in consequence tliereof was compelled to
resign his ]iost of Hon. Secretary and Ti-easurer.

Mr. J. Humphries felt sure that all the members would regret losing the
services of Mr. Smith as their Hon. Secretary and Treasurer. Mr. Smith had
held the office of Hon. Secretary since the first institution of the Society, under
the title of the North London Amateur Photographic Association, and liad
performed his duties with great skill and energy. It was not too much to say
that the Society was indebted for its presentprosperity mainly to tlio labours
of Mr. Sniitli. He would, tlierefore, move, " That the Society, in accepting the
resignation, desires to e.vpress regret at Mr. Smith's retirement and to thank
him heartily for the services he has rendered."

Mr. J. Oakley secoudeil the resolution, which was unanimously carried.
Mr. Smith, at a later period of the evening, having Ijeen informed by tlie

President of tlie resolution, said lie felt great sorrow at having to resign his
post. He sliould not, however, resign his membership, and hojied from time
to time, during his visits to London, to be present at the meetings. He
thanked the members for the kindly way in which they liad expressed their
appreciation of his sendees and also for the assistance they had rendered him
in the performance of his duties. He trusted that tlie spirit of friendliness
which existed throughout the Society would continue, and tliat its present
prosperity would increase.

Tlie President presented a bound copy of The British Journal Photo-
graphic Almanac for 1888, for which he was thanked.
Mr. A. Mackie, in exhibiting a camera, said that it was invented by Major

Dnniford, whose name was well known in connexion with an ingenious little

piece of apparatus known as the "Right-about-turn shutter." It was a wliole-

plate camera, and was remarkably liglit and compact, the measurements being
'.)| X 8 X 3 inches, all projections included. There were no loose parts of any
kind, and the tripod head was jiart of the baseboard. The camera simply set

up would allow of a variation of focus from three to nine and a half inches,

but, by an exceedingly ingenious and simple arrangement, the baseboard could
be extended to allow a focus up to seventeen inclies. Tliere was a novel
method of obtaining botli vertical and horizontal swing to the back, and also

an easilj' and rapidly worked arrangement for setting the camera on end for

uiiright jiictures. Major Dnniford claimed, Mr. Mackie said, that the camera
might, wlien its working was understood, be brought into action in thirty

seconds; but he would demoiLstrate that Major Dnniford had modestly over-

estiiiiatetl tlie time rcqiiirotl.

The camera was examined with great interest, and tlie ingenuity of its action

was much appreciated.

Mr. A. P. Higgins .showed a platinotype picture which he Iiad soakeil in

aqua regia, tlie image, however, was but slightly reduced.
Mr. J. Jackson passed round a print on algein paper.
Mr. T. Charters White then (lelivered a most interesting lecture on I'liuto-

III icroijniphij [see page 792], and at its conclusion gave a practical demonstration
of the method of working with his a]q>aratus, a very good negative being pro-
duced of the tongue of a blowfly. In tlie discussion which ensued,

Tlie President asked whether Mr. White found it necessary to make any
allowance for the over correction of micro-objectives for clicmical focus.

Mr. White did not make any allowance, and had experienced no difticulty

on tliat account in working with objectives up to one-fifth of an inch.

The Pre.sident cxidained the construction of an apparatus by means of

which stereoscopic efl'ects might be obtained. He also stated that pictures

might be obtained which could lie mounted and viewed as stereosco]uc slides

by making two negatives illuminated by oblique light from opposite sides.

Another method was to take one negative witli half the objective, the other

half being covered, the other negative being taken by covering the half of the

objective used for the first negative. Stereoscoiiic effect couM also be obtained

by tilting the slide slightly, a secoiul negative being obtained tilting the slide

to the same degree but in tlie opposite direction.

Mr. Whitk, referring to tlie dilliciilty of centering the light, said that the

cya o{ dijtiscus inni-ijhtalis, being a group of minute lenses, required absolute

accuracy in this respect, and any deviation was very apparent from the direc-

tion of the shadows. The ilifliculties of photographing bacteria, which Mr.

Pringle had successfully overcome, arose princi)ially in the lighting. He foimd
it a mistake to have too strong a light, and for onlinary purposes Bockett's

microscope lamp was sullicient.

Mr. HiMPHRIKS said that those who felt inclined to take up this branch of

work need not be deterred by tlie fear that the a]iparatus must necessarily be

expensive. An ordinary two-guinea microscope would do all the work of a

more expensive instrument, the only disadvantage lieing that a little more time

must be spent and more care taken in obtaining the adjustments. To work
successfully it was necessary to have some knowleilge not only of the micro-

scope but of the object, so that its distinctive features might be brought into

jirominence. He would recommend beginners to choose for practice a well-

marked diatom, such as urttehiwidiseus.

The President said very good micro-photogi-aphs of objects not requirin

high powers might be made with ordinary photogi'aphic lenses of short focus,

the little combination lenses used for postage stamp portraits being quite

suitable.

A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. White terminated the jiroceediiigs.

The next meeting will be held on December 20, and will be a technical

meeting.

NORTH SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At the last meeting of the above Society, held on December 7, at the Greyhound
Hotel, Dnlwich, there was a full attemlance of members and many visitors.

Mr. James occupied the chair.

Messrs. J. Thomson, F.R.G.S., and Herbert Stames were elected honorary

members of the Society.

It being a lantern night, no foniial communication or paper was reail, but

several imiiortant matters of business were considered.

It having been found that Wednesday evening was inconvenient to some
members, it was decided that the night of meeting be changed to Tuesday.

The present place of meeting being found to be also inconvenient to some,

Messrs. Crossthwaite and Senier were deputed to ascertain if a suitable place

of meeting could be obtained in Norwood-road, which was found to be the

most convenient centre, and to be of easy access from West Norwood, Tulse

Hill, Heme Hill, and Dulwich Stations.

Mr. J. Tho.mson, who had been requested by the Society to act as Judge in

the competition for the Hon. Secretary's prize, then gave his report. This

lirize was for tlie best set of six prints from negatives taken during this year.

Having remarked on the high order of all the prints sent in, Mr. Tlioni.son said

that it was not without difficulty tliat he had decided to award the prize to

" Aclironiatic," whose prints showed both gi-eat artistic merit and technical

excellence.

The Chair.man, having opened the envelope containing the nanie of
" Achromatic," announced that Mr. Lewis WollV was the winner of the prize.

Mr. Woltl"3 prints, whicli were lianded round, consisted of two albumen,

three platinum, anil one bromide, and it was a subject of much comment that

the bromide print, which was on Eastm.an's " A " paper, could not be distin-

guished from the three platinum prints either in tone or quality.

Mr. Crossthwaite announced that he would offer a jirize of the value of one

guinea for the best set of six lantern slides, to be sent in before the first

meeting of the Society in March.

Mr. Buxton Morrish also announced that he would offer a prize of one

guinea for the best set of six prints from negatives to be taken during the next

season, and Mr. Thomson supplemented this \>ri2e by a second of one guinea

for the best single print of those sent.
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Mr. W. H. Wai.kkh, in commenting upon tlic work ilont l)y tlio Society

(luring till- year, said tlmt it compared favonralily witli tliat done by the older

and larger societies, and lie I'ongratulated tlie members on tlie intei-ent tliey

iial siiown in nnittei-a |)crtaining to tlie fundamental ijrincijdeii of |ilioti)grapliy,

and offered a prize of one guinea for tlie best [laper on any subject iwrlaining

to the li-chiiiqui; of pliotograpliy.

The Ijusiness meeting was followed by an cxhiliition of lantern slides con-

tributed by membei-s and otlicrs. Among tliose deserving special mention wivs

a scries of instantaneous views by Mr. Fincliam, which were of e.\ueptional

qnality. Some slides by .Mr. Dresser were interesting from the fact tliat tlie

negatives were drop slmtter cynosures on Eastman strimiers in a detective

camera, and were taken in a dull light during the month of November. A
number of American slides lent by the Camera (Tul) were much admirecl. In

all two hundred and seventy slides were put tlirongh tlie lantern.

Mr. Jlyer was elected Chairman for the next meeting, on Decemlwr 21, when
tt paper on Silver Printing will be r«a»l by the Secretary, ami the Society

adjourned, —

—

A NEW SOCIETY—BARNET.
On .Monday evening, the 5tli instant, there was inaugurated at High Barnet a

Society in connexion witli tlie ancient Grammar Scliool of tlic town under the

title of " The Barnet Elizabethan Pliotograpliic Society."

A meeting was held for the purpose of bringing together present scholars,

ol<l boys, and friends, some of wliom are already iihotograpuers. The Head
Master, the Rev. J. Bond Lee, M. A., took tlie cliair and eltieiently directed the

iinsiness of the meeting, being unanimously voted I*resident.

A Committee was appointed to draft rules and regulations, who, supported

by a substantial memlwrs' roll, will doubtless make the Society a tliorougli

success.

Mr. T. S.vMi'El.s sketched concisely tlie past and present state of the art, and

tlie benelits arising from a union of workers, ba.sing his reuLirks upou a prac-

tical experience of thirty years' standing. In his exposition lie was assisted by
Mr. A. SIcKexzie, who kindly put his lantern at the disposal of the young
Society, and Ijy its means were exliibited some of tile possiliilities of moilern

photograpliy, including a fine series of micro-pliotograpli-s local objects of

interest, Scandinavian views by an old boy, &c., wliicli appeared to awaken
the eutliusiasm of all gatliered within tlie niediieval precincts of the quaint old

dining h:ill.

CHESTER SOCIETY OF NATURAL SCIENCE.
PaoTOORAPHio Section.

The second meeting of the session was held in tlie Lecture Theatre, Grosvenor

Mu.seum, on Thursday, November 24, when the Cn.viUJUN (Mr. E. W. Paruell,

F.C.S.) delivered a lecture on Payer Negatives and Strijipimj J-'ilnis.

In the course of a very interesting paper the various forms of apjiaratus used

for holding tlie negatives were de.scnbed, an Eastman-Walker roller slide lieiiig

sent rouncl for insiiection ; the exposures and various methoils of development
were detailed at considerable length. Tlie tiliiis were then refeiTed to, speci-

mens of the earlier and the latest films being shown ; the methods of using

these were then demonstrated, at the close ot which a large niiinbev of paper
negatives, oiled and plain, iiliiis, and jirints, were then sent round for

examination.

A hearty vote of thanks was given to the Cliairnian for his interesting paper.

Tlie SEi'iiKT.vRV then announced particulars of the Exhibition to be held in

Liveriiool in March next by the Liverpool Photographic Society.

Thk third meeting was held in the Lecture Theatre on December 1, taking the

form of an exhibition of negatives, prints, and lantern slides. A large number
of plates were seflt in, also prints on silver, bromide, platinotype, and Rivot's

self-toning papers.

Lantern slides lent by Messrs. A. W. Beer, of Birkenhead, and P. Okell, of

Bowdon, were very much admired.
There was a good attendance.

BIRKENHEAD PilOTOGBAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of the alxive was held in the Free Public Library,

Hamilton-street, on the Stli instant,—The retiring President (Mr, J. A. Forrest)

in the chair.

Messrs. J. A. Sinclair, J. L. Mackrell, W. Wilkinson, B. W. Moore, and

Bardsley, were elected as members of the Association.

The annual competition jprints were handed rouml for exhibition, including

Mr. J. H. Day's prize one, for which a silver medal was awarded by the Judges,

and which has been selected by the Council for enlargement up to 15 x 12, as

the annual jiresentation picture, to be printed in platinotype ami carbon, there

being considerable diirereiice of opinion amongst the members as to which was
the most artistic and suitalilc jirocess, the warm and cold tones of each having

their respective admirers.

The remainder of the evening was devoted to an exhibition of slides, Mr. F.

Evans manipulating his oxyhydrogen lanterns. Mr. C. B. Reader was repre-

sented by a number of scenes in Devonshire ; Mr. P. Lange by a line collection

of slides"from negatives on stripping films taken in the detective camera, illus-

trating "boat drill" on board a Cunard steamer, street scenes, &c. ; the Secre-

tary (Mr. G. A. Carnithei-s) by views in the north of Ireland ; Mr. F. N. E,aton

by scenes in North Wales jirinted on wet collodion jdates toned with platinum.

Mr. Evans had a collection of statuary lent by Mr. Archer, Liverpool. Messi-s.

Forrest, Lupton, Coniish, Latimer, and Mackrell, were also represented by
work done in different localities.

In order to encourage members to produce good lantern slides, Mr. Evans
jilaced at the disposal of the Council a silver aud bronze medal for a competi-

tion to l)e held at the February meeting for the best set of four slides, all to be

printed from the same negative, but each to be of a diCfereut tone, preference

to I>e given to the set having the greatest variety of colour.

A vote of thanks to the lantemist terminated the prnceedlngn at s late honr.
From the third annual report of tlifs Auociation we learn tliat at the close of

the year IS8«i the roll Iwok showed a list of lirty-fonr niemlmrs, twenty-four
new memlHirs have joined during the current year, ami there were nine renig-
nations, Ac, leaving sixty-nine memliers now on the liooks, and that the
Treasurer's account shows a balance lii liaud to the creilit of the Ansociation of
n?. 2.1. \Q<i.

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCICTY.
The usual fortnightly meeting of the almve Society was held in the Technical
School.s, Bridge-street, on Thursday, the 8th inst.,—Mr. E. H. Ja<iaes (Vice-
President) in the chair. Sixty-four memliers were present.

The minutes of the last meeting were reiul and continued.
Messrs. W. T. Horton, Walter Grilliths, and R. Norris were elected a«

members, and Mrs. Hart and Messrs. K Fowler, J. A. Richard*, and E.
Marlow nominated for election.

The Hon. Skchet.vky read a letter from W. Griffiths (enclosing two platen
which showed the image after exjiosure ,^nd before development) in which he
wrote the following observations :—" Having long ago observed that ordinary
dry plates change colour on exposure to (laylight, I lately put one or two
liehind negatives in ordinary iinnting frames and exposed them to daylight
(Novemlier). A few seconds proiliiccd the image you see herewith anil no
amount of light after that would dcejien the image ; in fact, I gave one an hour
and it came out just the .same. It was observed at our meeting on Novemlier 10
tliat the phenomena frequently occurred, and was not uncommon after a long
exposure or a very bright light, such as a window, was thrown upon the iilate.

I am inclined to think the effect can l)e produced at will by observing these
conditions. It seems to me a question whether pure bromide of silver TiaK the
projierty of darkening upon exposure to light, or whetlier a trace of some
"printing out" substance be present in the film, such as chloride of silver,

which would account for the result. Gelatine probably contains sufficient

common salt to produce the effect, though how it escapes elimination in the
wasliiniic of the eiiiiilsion 1 cannot account for. I Iiave kept some of these
exjiosed plates about two or three weeks and the image is quite distinct now,
and I exjiect would keep indefinitely." Discu-ssion on the matter was jiost-

poned till such time as Mr. tirifliths would be present.

A number of exhibits were shown, notably early prints from collodio-bromide
plates and instantaneous pictures, 1863 (Sayce), by W. .1. Harrison, carbon
jirints by W. Curtis, instantaneous pictures of Buffalo Bill's company, by A.
Lcesoii. and a very compact and useful washer made by Fell & Co., Wolver-
hampton, by .1. F. Pickard.

The remainder of the evening was devoted to a lantern display by Mr.
Charles I'uniplirey, which consisted of a large number of scenes taken during
a tour in the United States and Canada. He afterwards showed numerous
jiicturcs of riowers and ferns, and then exhibited the same which he h.ad tinted

and coloured by hand, much enhancing the appearance on the screen. A
very elVective picture was one 01 skeleton leaves anil jilants, &c.

NEWCASTLE PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the ordinary and special meeting of the Newcastle and Northern Comities
Photographic Association, which was held on the l.Stli instant, ilr. P. M.
L.wvs, the Treasurer, presented a rough statement, showing that, notwith-
standing the abnormal expenses for the present year, the Association was still

on a sound financi.al basis, ami only required the active co-operation of the
members to jilace it in as good a jiosition as ever.

After the regular business was disjiosed of, Mr. J. P. GiB.sox, of Hexham,
in the name of the members, presented Professor Herschel, the President of

the Association, with a handsome album filled with photographic views con-

tributed by the members. Mr. Gibson alluded to Profes.sor Herschel's dis-

tinguished position and name in the scientific world aud his researches apper-
taining to ]ihotography, and expressed the general regret at his removal from
tills district and the .severance of his connexion with the As.sociation, of which
he has been a member from its foundation and president for three years, and
for which he has worked so arduously ami disinterestedly.

Professor Herschel, who had been kept completely in the dark as to the
testimonial, expressed his gratification at the unexpected ccmpliinent, and also

his pleasure at the form which it had taken. He desired to say how much he
regretted his uuavoiilable retirement. He wished the Society every .success,

anil trusted he would be able to come among.st them occasionally, when he felt

sure he would not be received as a stranger.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary meeting of the above Society was held in the Society's Rooms,
Ma.sonic Hall, on Wednesday December 7,—The President, Councillor Firth,

in the chair.

Mr. A. S. Pi.-\TTS then read a paper on The Doctoring of Negatives for
Printing Purposes.
The Skchet.\iiv showed a negative that hail been varnished on the back with

a matt surface, and described how simple it was to work a cloud on it with a

stump and a little crayon.

A lantern-slide competition was arranged to take place on the first Tuesday
in March, the fii-st and second winning sets to become the Society's projierty.

Mr. Shields presented his last year's winning set, also an extra half-dozen.

London and Provincial PHOTOcnAPHic Association.—On Thursday,
December 22, a paper will be read by Mr. Nomiau Macbeth on Tht Con-
stritclion ami RequiremeHtt of Portrait Art.
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tS" CorrespondenU sTiouId iiever vyriii on hoih sides o/ the paper.

A Rkvolvins Foccssino Glass A TitAJispAnENT Support fob Films.—
A New Eoller Slide.—The Autocopist for Photographic Printing.

^A Novel Mode of Ortaining Facsimiles.—M. Balagny and his Films.

—Lantern Views.—Photographic W.istes: How Managed in France.

M. Thouroudk exhibited a focussing glass, which he had been using for

some years to focus photo-micrographical objects. It may be remem-
bered that in a former letter I spoke of M. Aime Girard's idea of the

focussing glass oscillating during the operation of focussing, -wliich, in

his opinion, was a great advantage. M. Thouroude thought it well to

show us that this idea was not new, and that he had employed it upon a

better principle. His ground-glass is in form a disc embedded in a sheet

of brass. Through the centre of this disc is a hole, in which a steel axis

has been fixed and centred to a point. The glass disc can now be turned

by a twist of the lingers, will spin round like a boy's top, and will revolve

for a length of time it the axis be well centred. The brass frame is

placed upon the microscope, the rays of light pass through the hole D,

and the image is designed upon that part of the disc which is over tha

hole D. The disc is then made to revolve, and the object focussed.

This operation is much easier and truer than if a fixed ground-glass had
been employed, said M. Thouroude, because the best ground-glass is

formed of opaque and brilliant facets, which deviate the rays of light.

When the ground-glass is not stationary, this fault is eliminated. A
discussion took place as to whether the ground-glass could not be re-

placed altogether by means of an aculaire (eye-glass), as adapted to a

camera by M. Vidal. M. Thouroude replied that the system of the

eye-glass was excellent, but it was dangerous for the eye of the observer.

M. Alexandre Nowicki presented a new film, which I imagine to bo

formed of celluloid. It has all the qualities for a support for the

gelatino-bromide film. It is transparent, thin, fiexible, insoluble (in

the developer), and can be manufactured in lengths of several yards.

JI. Nowicki dips this film into the gelatino-bromide of silver emulsion
iu such a way as to coat the two surfaces. In developing, this double

coating prevents curling. A band was shown containing about twenty
half-plate-size portraits. A great progress has been made, and will be a

joy for amateurs having roller slides.

M. Mendoza presented a new roller slide, similar to the one I described

iu a former letter presented by M. Carquero. M. Mendoza has adopted a

dodge of making an incision in the centre of the paper or film. When
another view is required the drum is turned ; at length the incision

comes in contact with a lever which enters the hole, the drum continues

to turn, and an indicator or hand on the side of the apparatus then
shows that the film is in its proper place. This arrangement is very
simple, cannot get out of order, a mistake cannot be made, and it does

away with all complicated rachet work on the roller slide.

M. Vidal, iu the name of M. Raymond, Director of the Society I'Auto-

copiste, presented a number of fatty ink proofs, which had been obtained
by a slight modification of the above apparatus. Great praise is due to

M. Raymond for placing in the hands of the public a simple machine by
which photographic proofs can be printed in fatty ink by using a simple
press, the same as employed for taking the copy of a letter.

M. X came forward, and said that he desired to draw the attention

of the members to a communication made to them in 1882, and which
had been passed over without, he believed, due attention, as nothing had
been heard of experiments having been tried, etc. He placed before the

members a number of negatives and ijositives obtained by the said

process, which consists in obtaining from a negative another negative,

from a positive a positive—a process of great value to photographers, to

obtain a double oi facsimile of all their negatives. This gentleman then
cited the method he employed, which, he said, was first thought of by
Capitaine Biny. A gelatino-bromide of silver plate is taken (whether or
not it has been exposed to light is indifferent). This plate is plunged
into a four per cent, solution of bichromate of potash. It is allowed to

remain there to get impregnated with the potash salt, which takes about
ten minutes. The plate is then allowed to dry. The plate is now
exposed to light under a negative or a iiositive ; the exposure is the same
as for a phototypio plate. When the image upon the bichromated
surface is sufficiently visible, the plate is taken from the printing frame
and well washed in order to eliminate all the bichromate which has not
combined with the gelatino-bromide of silver in the film. In a running
stream of water fifteen minutes is amply sufficient. The plate is laid

upon a black velvet cloth, glass uppermost, and exposed for one second
to full light. The plate is then taken into the dark room, and plunged
into the developing solution comj)osed of ferrous oxalate. The develop-
ment is slow but sure, and in a given time an exact facsimile of the
cliche type will be obtained. Naturally the image is reversed, and con-
sequently in a right position to be employed for fatty-ink printing.
When the image is sufficiently developed, the plate is well washed and
fixed in a solution of hypo-sulphite of soda. The elimination by the
hypo takes more time than for an ordinary plate. The chemical action
is as follows :—When the plate thus prepared is exposed to light under a
negative, the blacks of the cliche preserve the prepared surface from the

;
chemical action of the light, whereas the raya passing through the

whites or transparent parts of the negative render the bichromated
gelatine insoluble in those parts. The insoluble gelatine therefore

imprisons the silver bromide, and prevents the action of the developer.

The contrary takes place on those parts protected from the light : the

potash salts dissolve out, and the iron salts operating upon the silver

bromide form the photographic image. When dry the plate forms a
relief or mountainous appearance : the blacks form the hills and the
whites the valleys ; and what is to be remarked is that the blacks or hills

refuse to take the printing ink, whereas it is the whites which receive it.

With a little practice, said M. X , any degree of intensity can be

obtained upon such plates, and with care and intelligence an ordinary

negative can be replaced by a first-class cliche far superior to its parent,

M. Balagny, the apostle of films, exhibited some new fdms which can
be employed either in obtaining proofs on albumenised paper, or used to

be printed from with fatty ink. This gentleman showed the members a
number of proofs in fatty ink and in silver salts taken from the same
negative. I believe myself that the future of photography is in this kind
of preparation ; that is to say, a thin film of gelatino-bromide so spread

upon paper that it may be left on or taken off at will. The operator is

in this case complete master of his cliche. He can take a proof from it

when upon the paper, or he can transfer it to a glass plate, from which
he can take it if he wishes to procure fatty ink proofs, or he can thicken

it by doubling it with a sheet of transparent gelatine. Although this is

done, I would not advise it, as I maintain it spoils its value for fatty ink

or other printing which requires a reversed image. M. Balagny deserves

praise for the progress he has made in photographic films. Being a man
of fortune, he has devoted his whole time and much money to the

advancement of photography. It is not general, such tenacity in rich

men, and when we (ind it we must applaud.
M. Molteni, as is his wont, amused and instructed the members by a

lantern exhibition, showing off the value of certain hand cameras to

obtain souvenirs when on a tour.

Much has been said on refiners, and the unsatisfactory returns sent in

by those tradesmen to those who have been, as they think, too confident

in their honesty. In fact, our able lOditor was obliged to write a leader

on the subject, if not to defend, at least to make the supposed wolf a

little whiter than he is taken for. I will now try to describe as clearly

as possible how this reduction of photographic wastes is done in Paris,

and give some advice to my readers, by which I hope they may for the

future find good return for their money. I say with the Editor, Keep
the gold and silver wastes completely apart ! Mix together all chlorides

and sulphides, but do not let the least particle of silver go to the refiners

in the form of silver bromide ; dissolve this salt out by the old hypo-

sulphite of soda baths, and precipitate it by sheet zinc or into sulphide of

silver. When a sufficient quantity of residues are obtained burn them
down in an old iron pot until they turn to red-hot dust, pass through a fine

sieve, and break up the lumps, and pick out any foreign matter, such as

old glass, brass pins, &o. This is now ready to be taken to the refiners.

1 write the previous day to Messrs. Lyon Alemand to prepare me a crucible

for such a weight of waste to be ready by nine o'clock in the morning.

I take my waste to their foundry ; the sample is weighed—say, eighteen

pounds. I now know what I have to pay—5(/. per pound = 7«. 6J. The
waste is put into the crucible in my presence, and I sit down and read

my journal during the operation. The crucible and its contents are taken

out of the fire, and left to cool, during which time I go to lunch. On my
return the crucible is broken up and the liiiijot taken out. The silver is

then put into another crucible, and melted again and poured into a

tiiiiiotiere. I pay my 7s. 6d., and give, as is th9 custom, one franc to the

workman in cliarge of the furnace. I then take the liii/fot to an assayer's,

wlio in half an hour's time gives me on a bulletin the weight of pure

silver contained iu the limiot. A number is punched on the latter whicli

coincides with the number on the bulletin. I have only to take the

linnot to a banker or silver merchant, who reckons up its value, taking

the exchange price of the day for pure metal as a basis. If I desire I can

take the liiigot and convert it into silver nitrate at my leisure. I have

always found a gain in selling the liiiijot, and purchasing the silver salt.

59, Hue des Batignolles, Paris. Prof. E. Siebbing.

RESIDUES AND REFINERS.

To the Editors.

Gentlembn,—I was pleased to read your article Photographers versus

Refiners, but I can quite agree with your correspondent " Ebbw Vale

"

that the refiner is making a good thing of it.

I recently sent to an advertising firm one pound of mixed silver

residues (eulphide, chloride, and ash) carefully collected, dried, and sifted

to a fine powder free from rubbish ; Is. 6il. was allowed for this. Another

refiner has on several occasions allowed for the same description of residue

19s. to 19s. lid.

For two ounces and one drachm of gold residue carefully prepared, refiner

allows 1/. 7s. Refiner No. 2, for same kind of residue, allowed for two

ounces and two drachms 3/. 16s.

It is very uncomfortable to think that after all the dirty work and
trouble of collecting these residues, it is simply to put the value into

the pocket of a stranger, who also makes a charge on pretence of

melting, &(^
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In tlietic Iiiii'lI times photographers ought ruuUy to get the full value
for their rcaiduos, and not be treated like a burglar who may take plate

imd jewellery to be molted down.—I am, youre, &o„ H.
December 0, 1SS7.

»

CHEOMATE OF SILVER.
To the Editobs.

(tKNTLEMEV,—With reference to Mr. W. K. Burton's detailed and
valuable article in the Almanac for 1888 on Chroviule of Silver, I

would venture to draw his attention to a paper by M. Paul Boy, of

Algiers, printed in Le Moniieur for 1881 (and reprinted in your Almanac
for 1882, page 221), on .1 Chroinate of Silrer Kmiiltion. M. Koybasoa his

process on liis discovery that " gelatine containing chromate of silver in

emulsion coagulates in presence of an excess of alkaline bichromate."
He, however, only used the red chromate as a means of getting an
emulsion of a haloid silver salt by the addition to the silver chromate of

alkaline bromide, iodide, or chloride. The cmnlsion so obtained is " of

the greatest delicacy, and will pass entirely through the paper filter."

lioy thought the chief advantage to be the ease with which the i)recipi-

tato could he waslied, as it was spongy.—I am, yours, etc.,

\V. Jesome Habbison.
Scieuee Laboratory, Icknield-street, Birmingham.

A NEW DEUG.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Permit me to draw the attention of photographers to a
newly manufactured drug, which I think may possibly be found of very
great value to them. It is called phospho-citric acid, and is made by
Messrs. Hassall & Co., York-road, King's-cross, its principal use being
for the Aerated Company's drinks. It is made only in the fluid state, as
I suppose it cannot be crystallised ; as every fluid ounce by measure is

equal to one ounce of crystaUised citric acid, it will be found very con-
venient to use.

Its advantages over the plain citric acid are many : first, it never turns
mouldy or ropy, no matter how dilute its solution may be ; then it is per-
fectly pure and free from contamination of lead, often found in the plain
commercial acid. It is cheaper than the latter, the wholesale price being
only lOi/. to \s. a-pound, so that it could be sold retail at from Id. to IJi/.

per ounce. The amount of phosphoric acid in it is very small, not quite
one grain in every ten ounces—the real quantity by analysis being 1-9

grains in twenty ounces. Kow, if this has no injurious effect in a
developer, the phospho-citric acid ought to bo a far better preservative
to add to pyro than the plain acid, which always turns mouldy in solution
in warm weather.
To those photographers who use temperance drinks when working in hot

studios, it makes splendid lemonade, which will also assist their brain
after the worry of troublesome customers ; while to those who prefer a
stronger drink, a little mixed in their Scotch or Irish makes a very
piquant grog.—I am, yours, Ac, Francis G. Eliot.

Kiiigston-li ill, Norbiton.

" NEW METHOD OF ALKALINE INTENSIFICATION."
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—If Mr. B. J. Edwards will kindly turn to the British
Journal Photogkai'hic Almanac for 1880, he will see that I contributed
a short article on the subject of alkaline intensification before fixation
by means of a concentrated and well-restrained redeveloper, and I

therefore think that Mr. Edwards has inadvertently misnamed his
article in the new Almanac for 1888, as I am sure that he will allow I

was before him in suggesting the method in question for intensification

purposes.—I am, yours, &c., A. Gil de Tej.aua.

THE "PEEFECT" PHOTOMETER
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,— With respect to the photometer alluded to in your
JoiRNAL of December 9, page 779, we beg to inform you that this in-

strument is the invention and manufacture of J. Decoudesor, of Paris,

and we have had stock for sale some time ; moreover, it is but a modified
copy of Warnerke's actinometer, and the principle of its use is clearly
pointed out by J. H. Storey and W. 0. Koper in the British Journal
I'lioTooRAPHic Almanac, 1884,—We are, yours, Ac, Marion <fe Co.
December 10, 1887.

WRIGHT r. WRIGHT.
To the Editor.^.

Gentlemen,—In your issue of the 2nd instant the report of the above
case is not correct. It states "there were to be a dozen cards for 15s. 6(/.,

but when the cards were finished the plaintiil refused to accept them, and
defendant gave back 10s.," &c. This is not correct—the proof only was
finished, and finding it impossible to satisfy him, as he demanded to be
taken again without any extra charge until he was natisjied, although the
only complaint he made was because one of the children was slightly com-
pressing the lips, I returned the 10.<., deducting 5s. iid. for the proof as
1 did not wish to have any further trouble with him, and thinking that

would satisfy him. Had I known it would not, I should liAve finisbod

the dozen and let him sne for the whole amotmt.
The above correotton in your next issue will greatly oblige.—I am,

yours, Ac., W. Edward Wbioht.
1, Seberl-road, FureH Gate, K.

F.S.—As a matter of fact, I finished a print from another negative,

finding the first did not satisfy, so that he bad two proofs, and only one
was charged for. W. E. W.

ATTACHING CAMERA TO STAND.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your Almanac of 1888 W. H. Harrison mentions an
invention for simplifying the fixing of the camera to the stand by a
bayonet arrangement, but forgets the name of the inventor of the same.
I have much pleasure in informing your readers that I am the inventor

of the said invention, which I had the pleasure of showing at the Camera
Club some time ago.—I am, yours, itc, J. E. Bbown.

2G, llmelinti.green-lane , London, December 14, 1887.

[The bayonet method of attaching a camera to tlie stand wag in iwe

in New York years before the Camera Club existed.

—

Eds.]

THE AMATEUR EXHIBITION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your notice of our Third Annual Amateur Photo-
graphic Exhibition, you appear to bo under a misapprehension, which we
trust you will allow us to point out, as the remarks based upon it may tend
to prejudice the value of these Exhibitions in the future. We refer to your
allusion to " Artemus Ward's army, in which every man was an officer,"

and your statement that every exhibitor has received either a medal, a
money prize, or honourable mention.

It is quite true that every exhibitor whose work is hung upon the walls

has been the recipient of either a prize or commendation ; but it is

necessary to explain that these successful competitors form only a small
proportion of the whole number of amateurs who have sent in pictures to

the Exhibition, want of wall space debarring us from hanging any subjects
but those selected by the Judges as being the most meritorious. This will

be at once understood when we state that the total number of photographs
sent for competition amounted to over 4000, out of which only 270 have
been framed and hung, the remainder being on view in portfolios arranged
according to their resjjective classes.—I am, yours, <tc.,

S. CuBK, Secretary.

London Stereoscopic and Photor/raphic Company, Limited,
December 12, 1887.

[Our statement was based upon a careful perusal of the catalogue
and of tlie pictures on the wall. We are pleased to learn that .such a
degree of success has attended this Exhibition. Ik-fore we are don«
with it we shall also examine the rank and file in the portfolios.

—

Kds.]

iBicftange atolumm

Will exchange whole-plate portable camera, by J. B. Dancer, for good lens or offers
—Address, C. J. Emeky, Walton, near Ipswich.

Buttonhole camera, will exchange for stereoscopic lens by Ross or Dallmeyer,
Diffei-ence adjimted.—Address, J. Mobbison, 73, Earl Howe-street, Leicoster.

A whole-plate portrait lens, by Lerebour, and a cabinet lens, by Sawyer, will be ei-
chanjjed for rapid rectilinear or doublet.—Address, W. Bond, Bank Plain, Norwich.

Wanted, 12x10 or larijer-sized camera in eschanj?e for tifty-inch bicycle (Sinffer's
NationalChallen^'e).—Address, J.M UN RO.Devoron-villa.Kiug-street-road, Aberdeen.

Wanted, stereoscopic camera with pair of portrait lenses in exchange for achromatic
microscope and slides. Value adjusted.—Address, H. C. Paulow, 55, St. Aidate's,
Oxford.

Will exchange oil painting-, size, 20x24 canvas, in gilt frame, for whole-plate portrait
lens, group lens, posing chair, or otlier accessories.—Addrea?, S. Batntos, 6,
Queen-street, Coventry.

Wanted, Dallmeyer's or Ross' short focn* cabinet portrait lens; exchange. Radge's
rotary tricycle, and give part ca.sh if required.—Address, W. E. Lkek, 11, Iron-
market, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

Wanted, a quarter-plate Meritoire, 1887 pattern if possiblt^. Will exchange '130 rook
rifle with about one hundred cartridges and microscope magnifying thirty diameters.
-Address, T, H. Hall, 42, Sutherland-square, London, S.E.

Wanted to exchange, microscope, by Dancer, with five powers, polanscope, and other
accessories, in mahogany case, for half-plate camera, lens, and slides. Cafh adjust-
ment if necessary.—Address, J. G. M., 23, Hall-street, Nottingham.

12x10 Universal lens by Hunter & Sands, rolling press, plate, 14x10, whole-plate
burnisher and books ; wanted, 12 x 10 Hoss' rapid s.vmmetrical or Dallmeyer's 12 X 10
rapid rectilinear, also 12 x 10 burnisher.—Address, W. H. Skduwick, Sedliergh.

Will exchange half-plate single lens, several Joobnal8, and a Reeves's mahogany box
of thirty-six watei colours, for a whole-plate or larger camera or a half-plate recti-

linear lens. Difference adjusted.—Addrfss, A. G., 2, Park-place, King's-road,
Windsor,

Wanted to exchange, tine compound microscope, by Dancer, of Manchester, with five

powers, polarii<cope, and other accessories, in heavy mahogany case, for half or
whole-plate camera, lens, and slides.—Address, J. G. Maktim, Uall-streot, Sher-
wood, Nottingham.

Wanted, whole-plate outdoor camera, quarter-jilate or larger rectilinear lenies, cai-U
or cabinet lens, detective camera, or offers, iu exchange for handsome old-fashioned
bronze repoussd plaques, thirty-nine inches diameter, and smaller.— Address,
Heubaa, St. Leonard's-on-Sea.
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sansiMers to ©orregponUentiS.

Photographs Registered :—

J. Gibson, Peuzance.

—

Photogi-aph of the Lizard ligMi at nUjht.

G. A. Dean, Douglas, Isle of Man.—Three photographs of the Bishop of Sodor and Man.

J. Schmidt, Be}per.—Three photographs of Hon. F. StruU.

B. Watson, Hull.—Pfio(o!/ra))'i of Yorlishire County Footbatl Team, Photograph of
1 /~l 1.. TTT.-lJ,™!! T'n-^vi.i

Dru-hani County Football Team.

3. Squibb, Bridgewater.—Photogroph entitled
' Convatescence."

F. D.—Apply direct to the Company or order tlirough any gasfitter.

v. C. B.—DiUitecl nitric acid will prove tlie best agent for cleaning the opal

glass.

T. Beech.—The modified potash developer prepared as directed will suit the

plate named.

An Amateur (Newcastle-on-Tjnie).—We are going to treat the subject in a

special article soon.

Capt. C. M. Harrison.—Thanks for your note. As requested, we do not

make its contents public.

E, H. Earl.—When about to photograph by the magnesium light the focussing

shoidd be effected by gas or candlelight.

T. Pindar.—We have not yet come across the article, but will do so in a week
or two hence, Avhen preparing the inde.x.

W. S. A.—Details of the collodion transfer process are given at page 307 of the

last edition of Hardwich's I'hotographic Chemistry.

Y. Z.— 1. See the shutter described in our new Almanac at page 499.-2. We
must decline to offer an opinion relative to spirit photographs.

Henrv Wallis.—Replace the silvering on the damaged portion of the mirror

by covering it with tinfoil ujion winch a little mercury is afterwards jioured.

James Paris (Fargo, Dakota).—Tlie incandescent gas burner may be used in a

lantern for enlarging purposes, but it is not sufliciently intense for an

entertainment.

A Photographic Co.mi'any.—We have been asked if the "Company" to which

reference was made in a subdeader in our last issue was that of R. W.
Tliomas & Co. ; to which we reply—Certainly not.

B. R. Brauen.—The carbon prints springing oft' the support before the transfer

I'aptr is applied no doubt arises from their being allowed to become too dry.

Avoid allowing the jirints becoming abnormally dry.

W. Southwell (Blackpool) sends us two excellent stereoscopic views of an

interior witli ligures, a tribute to the iuforniation imparted by the articles on

stereoscopic photography in the Almanac for 1887.

ExrfEL Constance May.—We have practically tested the production you

designate "A," and can speak very highly conceniing it. Tliere is nothing

to be apprehended regarding its possible perishability.

B. S. asks: "Supposing a painting be made from a photograph before it is

registered, can the painter be proceeded against after the photogi-aph has

been copyrighted?"—The painter cannot be proceeded against.

W. Griffiths.—The most powerful form of limelight burner is the mixed jet.

But the light of magnesium aide<l by a suitable retlector will prove more

convenient for illuminating the map. It is very much more actinic than the

limelight.

II. J. M.— 1. In our ordinary practice with the ferrous oxalate developer we do

not employ sulphite of soda.—2. See what was said .at the meeting of tlie

London and Provincial Association in our last week's issne respecting hypo-

sulphite of soda. There are many hypo eliminators each claiming to possess

special advantages. All of tliem are good wlien jiroperly used.

C.L Callow writes: "I have heard that a camera has been patented which

will photograjih colours in their own tints. My impression was that even

if colours could correctly be photograjihed it must be owing to the chendcals

employed in coating tlie ]jlates. I should be glad it you know of such a

camera or plate."—The camera and plates alluded to belong to the photo-

graphy of the future.

Photo.—Acts of Parliament are sometimes inconvenient, but this cannot be

helped. The Poisons Act was framed to prevent the indiscriniiuate sale of

poisons by unqualified persons. Those you name come witliin the Act and

can only be legally sold under certain restrictions. The shopkeeper wdio

sells them, except in conformity with the Act, of course renders himself

liable to the penalties.

New Club (Edinburgh).—A five-inch condenser will prove rather small for a

5x4 negative, unless you are content with only a portion of it, say, a circle

of four and a half inches diameter, or probably rather less, unless the con-

denser be a very fine one indeed. There is no objection to employing a

thirteen-inch focus lens to produce the enlargements, irrespective altogether

of the focus of that by which the negative was taken.

T. A. W. complains that he has attempted to reduce some wastes and used

the Hux recomm.ended by us some time back, and has only got the metal in

a honeycombed or semi-niet.allic state.—The reason is that the heat was in-

sufficient or it was not continued long enough. Our coiTespondent should

now add a little more flux, and fuse again with more heat, and give plenty of

time. When the mass is well liquefied a little borax dropped in will assist

the operation.

A. G. Cornell.—Tlie reticulated appearance in the film of which you complain

arises from the collodion being made with solvents of insufticieut strength.

Methylated ether and methylated alcohol will do (|uite well for making
collodion for enamelling prints, provided they lie of tlie requisite strength.

If the former have a specific gravity of '720 and the latter of not less than
•825 they will do very well, but they ought not to be much weaker than this

to give satisfactory results.

S. V. T. asks: "1. Can a photogTajihic firm copyright a photograph as their

own property if actually posed and manipulated by an operator during the

time he is in their employ ?—2. Would the operator have any direct or

indirect interest in the photograph necessitating an assignment from him
before copyrighting ';"—In reply : 1. It must be registered as the production

of the one by wlioni the picture was made.—2. If he has assigned his copy-

right to another he has no further claim.

J. Ring (Greymoutli, N.Z.}.—We regret we can give yon no definite information

on the subject. The piece of unfixed paper reached us of a deep brown
colour, and the fixed piece as wc.l as the two prints badly marked and
mottled by contact with it, accelerated no doubt by damp. So much are

these stained that no straight marks ,ire discernible. If the marks were
caused by the rods upon which the paper was dried we should expect that a

careful examination would show them before the paper was sensitised, also

that they would make their appearance more or less on every sheet. C!an

they be due to a .slight scum upon the bath that the paper is sensitised in ?

C. T. M. ^vTites :
" I have just had the misfortune to break in three clean

pieces a negative of some value to me (as it is the photograph of a house now
in the course of demolition and consequently cannot be reproduced) before

obtaining a print from it ; can you tell me of any metliod by which I can

obtain a fairly good print from this, not showing any lines where the glass

is broken ?"—Bind the eilges witli slips of paper applied wet, so as to shrinlc

when drying and thus hold the pieces close together; then apply a paper

backing to tlie negative. Now take a transparency by contact printing and

scrape out the markings showing the cracks ; from this take another negative,

or you may print on paper from the original broken negative when thus

lirepared.

Facile writes ; "Can you help me in the following matter? I have mounted
prints in optical contact with glass and found no ditticulty in making a lilaclc

m.argin by means of Brunswick black ; can you tell me any means by which

a sinular effect in colour can be obtained? OriUnary paint 'strikes,' and if

mixed without oil, but with japanners' gold size or turps only, it dries

dead, amino gloss like the black. Would it be any use mixing the dry

colour with a vaniish, or would this have the same drawback as oil ? If I

could get .at the composition of Brunswick black the road would be clearer,

but no one seems able to tell me."—Tliere are several formula; for Brunswick

black. This is a good one :—Melt two pounds of asphalte in an iron pot and

add hot boiled oU one pint ; mix thoroughly, and allow it to cool somewhat,

tlien stir in two quarts of oil of turiieiitine. We should ad\'ise our cor-

resjiondent to try the effect of mixing the dry colours with dift'erent

varnishes.

T. V. writes: "1. I am r. constant reader of your Journal and have not

found any mention made in it of the use of dextrine as a mountant for

photographs ; is tliere any objection to its use ?—2. Could you explain the

cause of the following ? I pose a model, say, two feet from a vertical mirror,

in order to get a full-face as well as a proh'le portrait with a portrait lens
;

in the focussing screen both figure and reflection look 'sharp,' as also does

the frame of the looking-glass, and I proceed to take the portrait ; wlien this

is produced the object is well defined, so is the frame of the mirror, whereas

the image on the glass is 'blurred,' us if out of focus. What is tlie cause of

this, and what the remedy ? It seems to me that the image or refiection on

the mirror is not, in fact, at a gi-eater distance than the surface, and, there-

fore, than the frame of the looking-glass, so if these are in focus so ought the

image to be, notwithstanding the fact that this last seems not two but four

feet from the sitter.—3. Are 'gelatino-chloride' idates for transparencies (or

is Dr. Liesegang's gelatino-chloride paper) capable of development by ferrous

oxalate developer in the same or simihar manner as, say, Eastman's or

Morgan's gelatino-bromide paper, after, say, two seconds' exposure to dif-

fused daylight ? In that case, given a dull November day when printing lor

toning bath takes six hours' exposure, only two seconds would be required

to expose for development. Is this so?"— In reply : 1. Dextrine is not a

good material for mounting photographs. Most commercial samples are

acid, and acid mountants should always be avoided.—2. There may be two

causes for the unsliarpness of the reflected image, the first arising from the

reflection from botli surfaces of the looking-glass, ami the second from the

lens not possessing the reqiusite penetrating power, for the image is not on

the surface of the mirror but as far behind it as the sitter is in front of it.

—

3. Gelatino-chloride plates are generally used for transparencies. The pajier

in question is not intended for development but for printing out. Gelatino-

chloride paper suitable for development is an article of commerce.

The Jennings's Fund.—The following additional contribution has liecn

received :—Mr. James Swift, I^. Is.

A New Society.—A Society, " Tlie Pliotographic Assistants' Club," has been

formed in Gla.sgow, the Secretary being Mr. William Anderson, 6, Drummond-

street.

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, December 21, 1887, will be The Relation nf the Quality of Xeijulicm

to the Quality and Permanence of the Silver Prints.

*,» The pressure on our space is so great this week that we are compelled

to leave over the continuation of the Amateur Photographic Exhiljition and

articles by Marstou Moore, W. H. Harrison, V. G. Eliot, &e.
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HOME-MADE STRIPPING FILMS.
We now come to the last and most difficult application of tho
gelatiuiscd transfer paper, to the production of stripping films

of gelatine emulsion. The greater difficulties arise in conse-

quence of the solubility of tho transfer coating in the medium,
which keeps the upper layer liquid during the process of

spreading, a condition which does not prevail when the latter con-

sists of collodion, and also in the danger that exists of the chrome
alum used to harden tho sensitive film wlion dry penetrating

sufficiently into tlio underlying gelatine to render it partially

or wholly insoluble, and so defeat the object in view by
permanently cementing the picture to the paper support.

These difficulties, of course, exist equally whether the work
be performed on a large or a small scale, though, probably,
they make themselves felt with greater force under the latter

conilitions, owing to the absence of systematic arrangements for

combating them. On the commercial scale, and when the
" films " are coated by machinery and in continuous bands, the

careful adjustment of the temperature of tho emulsion and of

the speed of the machinery serves to render the process

practically automatic, and relieves the operator of all anxiety

as well as the necessity for the exercise of the most perfect

combination of rapidity, accuracy, and care in manipulation,

which alone serves to ensure success or failure when the work
is done by hand.

Thus, on the large scale, a band of paper previously coated
with an even layer of soluble gelatine is passed, tightly

stretched, at a regular speed through a trough of alumed
emulsion, which is kept witli comparative ease at a uniform
temperature, sufficient to keep it fluid without being high
enough to retard its setting beyond a certain time. Thus,
as the coated paper leaves the emulsion trough, the sensitive

layer remains liquid during the period the band occupies in

travelling a certain distance,'',when it sets, the back fl.ow during
the interval it remains fluid being perfectly regular, and the

ultimate coating uniform in thickness. Variations in the
temperature of the emulsion or of the atmosphere sufficient to

modify the period of setting, and, consequently, the interval

of back flow, may bo compensated by altering tlie speed of the

machinery, and thus a practically even coating is maintained

for any required extent of time or surface.

While the hand operator is deprived of these aids to uni-

formity, and is compelled to trust to his own manual dexterity

and acuteness of observation, it must be borne in mind that he is

]iot bound to the unvarying exactitude that is indispensable on
the commercial scale. Coating a single sheet at once, cither

by floating or otherwise, he may work in a more leisurely

manner, and take time to studjr the varying circumstances of

temperature and fluidity of his preparation, and should any

hitch occur tho consequence will scarcely bo so disastrous as ia

the case of a mishap to the coating machinery. Still, the

difficulties are such as to call forth all the intelligence of tho

most careful worker.

He has two main points to bear in mind, namely, that the

transfer surface of the temporary support is soluble (more or

less) in the warm emulsion, and that tho latter sets rapidly

when its temperature falls below a certain point, and that it

cannot be reliciuefied by heat in order to oi'jualise an uneven or

imperfect coating. Thus there are two reasons why expedition

and dexterity are absolutely essential, for if the sheet be floated

and refloated to secure an even coating, the chances are that

the soluble gelatine will be sufficiently attacked by the warm
emulsion to produce unovcnness of the under side of the film

;

while if it be attempted to equalise the layer of emulsion by

other means, there is every probability of greater iiTegularities

arising from the premature sotting of the latter. Add to this

the fixct that the longer the emulsion remains warm and liquid

the stronger is the chance of the chrome alum diS"using itself

by absorption into the layer of soluble gelatine and rendering

it insoluble through a portion of its thickness. Bearing

these circumstances in mind, tho operator may proceed to

work.

Reverting for a moment to the preparation of the transfer

paper, we may repeat that when it is made for the express

purpose of gelatine stripping films the coating of soluble

gelatine may bo thicker than for collodion purposes, in order

to afford the best possible chance of at least a portion of its

thickness'next to the paper support remaining soluble, in case

any accident should occur to cause the chrome alum to pene-

trate it injuriously. Again, for reasons that will be touched

upon presently, it should contain a full quantity of glycerine,

or other hygroscopic material, to preserve its pliability to tho

utmost, without injuring its keeping qualities, or causing it to

exert any deleterious action upon the sensitive film to be placed

in contact with it.

Beyond these small matters, there is nothing in the prepara-

tion of the transfer paper for gelatine stripping films in which

it differs from that prepared for collodion, but its after

condition is of far higher importance as tending to promote

speed and success in the application of the coating of sensitive

emulsion. When dry it must be perfectly smooth and free

from wrinkles or obstinate tendency to curl. Clearly, it is.

impossible to float, or otherwise coat evenly with emulsion,

a stiff, tmeven paper surface, without first rendering it pliable

by damping, which, in this case, is quite out of the question, so

that every precaution should be taken in the preparation of tho
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paper to ensure its proper condition. It is here that the

utility of the glycerine makes itself apparent, as by adding a

proper quantity to the gelatine solution the coating, when dry,

remains perfectly pliable, like soft leather, without exhibiting

the slightest tendency to tackiness.

Paper coated with gelatine so prepared curls very slightly on

drying, and if the sheets be laid one on top of another and

kept under slight pressure in the flat state every appearance of

unevenness will rapidly vanish, and in this state the paper is

in perfect condition for coating with emulsion either by floating

or any other method.

The amateur or small consumer, working upon a moderate

scale and for private use, will naturally consider it to his

interest to make his product as perfect as possible. That being

80, we strongly recommend as an additional refinement, though

not as a necessity, to coat the paper with collodion before

applying the emulsion. The trouble is comparatively slight,

and tlie result is to more completely isolate the two layers of

soluble and insoluble gelatine, and so preserve the integrity of

both, while the negative after stripping is already provided

with a protective coating of collodion. After collodionising the

paper must be again dried and placed under pressure, or it may
even be necessary to roll it up, coated side outwards, in order

to counteract the tendency to curl in the opposite direction.

The emulsion needs no special preparation except that a

small quantity of chrome alum is to be added to it in order to

render it insoluble after drying. The quantity will vary with
the kind of gelatine employed, the harder kinds requiring less

than the softer, and being more difficult to manipulate into the

bargain, as some of them will suddenly curdle or solidify in a

most unaccountable manner with even the smallest quantity of

alum present. It must be remembered that the aluraed

gelatine sets at a higher temperature than before the alum is

added, and that when it has once gelatinised it is impossible to

satisfiictorily reliquefy it by heating. Therefore the chrome
alum in weak solution should be stirred into the emulsion

almost at the last moment before coating, and the utmost
provision made for keeping up the tempei-ature to a proper

point.

We now come to the coating of the paper with emulsion,

and we shall presume that the operation is to be peifornied

with single sheets of moderate dimensions, not necessarily cut

to the exact size required for use. Sheets measuring up to

from thirteen to fifteen inches in longest dimension are almost

as easy to handle as smaller sizes, and give no more trouble or

anxiety, while they will cut up into two, four, or more smaller
ones ; besides, it is easier to keep up an equable temperature
with a large bulk of emulsion than with a smaller quantity.

Floating will no doubt be generally selected as the most
convenient method of coating, and no doubt justly so. If the

paper be in proper condition nothing is easier than to lay it

down quickly and smoothly upon the surface of the emulsion
without enclosing a single bubble, and to raise it again evenly
and steadily is equally easy. But then comes the question of

what next to do with it.

It is not safe to hang it up immediately to set and drip at

the same time, as the alumed gelatine is apt to gelatinise in an
irregular manner, and to run in lumps, or break away from the

paper by its own weight, unless it be applied at exactly the

proper temperature and under carefully considered conditions,

as in machine coating. It is therefore desirable to lay it down
as quickly as possible in a horizontal position to set, and if the

slab or bed upon which it is laid be slightly warmed to prevent

sudden chill, the evenness of the coating will be improved. If

provision can be made for keeping the emulsion liquid for

some seconds or half a minute, time will be permitted for

searching out and removing chance irregularities, such as air

bubbles, and the delay in setting under the circumstances will

do little harm to the under layer. Dry gelatine, as is well

known, dissolves but slowlj' in hot water, where that which is

already swelled liquefies almost instantly under slight warmth.

In a level position, then, the slight softening of the surface

of the soluble gelatine can do little harm, though in a hanging

position, or if the sheet were to be much moved about, it

probably would.

If a levelled hot plate be placed at the side of the coating

dish, each sheet in turn may be lifted by one edge from the

emulsion and drawn steadily over the edge of the plate, and

then left while the next sheet is being floated, after which it

may be drawn on to a cold slab on the same level to set, and

make room for another.

Instead of floating, the sheets may be coated by poiu-ing a

measured quantity of emulsion on to each while laid in a

horizontal position. This plan, perhaps, has advantages on a

small scale, requiring less emulsion and less care in keeping up
the temperature. The coating should, however, be performed

on a hot plate, or the emulsion is almost certain to chill on

application. One disadvantage exists, namely, the tendency of

the paper to " cockle " under the combined eftects of warmth

and moisture, aud if this occur before the emulsion has set the

result is fatal. If it occur later, it matters not.

The drying of the paper presents no special features, and once

dry, if kept so, there is no reason why it should not preserve

its quality as long as ordinary films. If, however, there be any

great delay in drying, or if the paper be subsequently stored in

a damp place, tliere is a strong chance of the chrome alum

from tlie layer of emulsion reaching the soluble gelatine, and

so ruining its stripping properties. With expeditious drying

and careful storage, however, this cannot occur.

The method of using the stripping films has been already

described, so nothing further need be said here on that siibject.

THE GENESIS OF THE ROLLER SLIDE.

n.

Resuming our remarks from page 689, we continue by giving a

description of the latest development by the inventors of the

Eastman-Walker roller slide or roll liolder, being that which is

now known as their 1887 model. It will be seen that it differs

in several details from the original one, the construction of

which is now too well known to require repetition here.

The metallic frame of the original, or 1885 model, is re-

placed by wood, light yet rigid. In this frame is fitted the

various rollers and mechanism, both the back and front being

detachable therefrom, as shown in the accompanying cut.
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Apart from this, or rather as a consequence thereof, the key by

wliicli the rollers were rotated so as to shift the paper, and

uliich formerly had to be removed every time access to the

interior was desired, is now a fixture to its special roller and

need never be disconnected. When not in use it folds down,

and lies flat against the top of the roll holder.

There is also another improvement In the first model the

progress of the paper or other flexible negative material was in-

dicated audibly by four sharp clicking sounds made diiring the

winding, the fourth one intimating that a fresh surface had taken

the place of that which had been exposed. In the new one the

progress is indicated to the sense of sight, a small, unpretentious,

and simple, yet surely working piece of mechanism on the top

revealing with unerring accuracy the stage of progression,

which, when completed, also appeals not alone to the eye but

also to the ear, by a click. Both this and the erected key are

shown in the accompanying cut of the completed slide.

Although we have pcrsoual cognisance only of the two

models mentioned, Mr. Walker informs us that another was

introduced in 1886, which differed from the original in respect

of the movement which was attached to the back being discon-

nected and having a visible indicator, but retaining the metallic

frames for holding the rollers. Both of these are now super-

seded by the last model, in which are combined all their good

qualities without any of those which might be open to objection.

It is not so wide as the others and is much lighter.

The adjoining figure shows the back of the case removed

and the method of inserting the spool or roll of negative paper.

We conclude this brief description by showing a transverse

section of the internal parts in which the ingenious automatic

tension rollers are seen. The roll holder both in conception

and mechanical execution is a beautiful specimen of work of

the highest class.

Mn. H.TnnEMAV Woon is annoimcod to read s pspor on Photo-

graphy and the Printing Pretn, at the incetinpf of the Camera Club on

the 12th proximo. Many of the principal " proceM" workfirn have

promised to lend specimens for exiiibition, m that there is likely to

be an interesting collection of photographs and photogravure work.

We learn from tlie London Gazette of Friday last that the partner-

ship heretofore existing between Me»«rg. Alexander Lament Hender-

son and William Middleton Ashman, photographers, of Amersiiam-
road, New (/'rosa, S.JO., has been dissolved by mutual con-sent, Mr.
Henderson carrying on the business alone. Mr. Ashman, we under-

stand, joins Mr. H. M. Smith, and these gentlemen will carry on
business in the provinces under the style of Smith &. Ashman.
Both of these gentlemen will be much rais,sed in London photographic

circles. Mr. Iledley Smith has been the lion. Secretary of the

North London since its formation, and much of its success is owing
to his energy and ability ; he is also an active member of the various

other London photographic societies. Mr. Ashman, besides being
Chairman of the Council of the Pliotographers' lienevolent Association,

has long taken a most active part in several of the London societies, and

contributed much to their interest by his great practical knowledge.

We direct attention to an Exhibition of Photographs, Lantern Slides,

and Photographic Apparatus, to be held in the Crystal Palace, com-
mencing on February 20, 1888, particulars concerning which will bo
found on another page. We are informed by the Executive Committee
that already such progress has been made and such encouragement re-

ceived as to ensure the success of the Exliibition, which is to be on a
large scale, and free from some of the drawbacks associated with other

exhibitions, especially with regard to the judging.

The death of Thomas Annan, of Gla.igow, deprives photography of

an able artist and the world of an honest man. For many years he

pursued, with .singular success, the profession of photographic artist

in Glasgow. The excellence of his work, more especially in the re-

production of paintings, obtaining for liim wide and most honourable

distinction. Cultured, and with great natural taste for art, he loved

the .society of artists, and was never so happy as when endeavouring

to faithfully translate some masterpiece into monochrome through the

medium of his camera. Honourable in feeling, and fastidious in

taste, he was utterly intolerant of shams, and of everything below tli

best. It was natural that he should have felt dissatisfied with the un-

certain permanence of silver prints, and been one of the first to intro-

duce carbon printing, and that, later, he should have gone a step

further in the direction of permanent printing by taking up photo-

gravure. In this connexion he was associated with Mr. Swan, the

inventor of the incandescent electric lamp and of carbon printing.

Almost a giant in stature, and with a handsome, clear-cut face and a

brilliant eye, Mr. Annan was altogether a noble type of man. One
who knew him intimately says:—"He was the pers<:)nification of

truth, and the soul of honour." Mr. Annan was born in 1829, com-

menced business as a photograpiier in 1857, and died December 14,

1887.

Our contemporary, the Athenaum, can never be said to indulge in an

undue bias in favour of photographic processes, its opinion upon

which, when questions of art are to the fore, being usually most

unequivocally expressed. But in a recent criticism upon a certain

book of travels, as it may be termed, it says of the illustrations

(which the author of the work, Mr. A. J. C. Hare, states to be " with

few exceptions" from his own sketclies) that, "judging from the

revelations of perspective, and from our knowledge of the pliotographs

of the principal buildings of Paris and its outsldrts, we fear that we

must pronounce a larger portion of them to he obviously from photo-

graphs than Mr. Hare is willing to admit." We should like to know

what our readers can make out of this paragraph—a compliment or

the reverse, or any meaning at all.

Many formulie have been given at sundry times in these pages for

making sizing liquids for preparing the surface of albumen or carbon
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prints to receive colour more rendily than the untreated surface per-

mits. But we have heen told, as, indeed, lias also been before published

in these pages, that many artists use no other medium than that

supplied by nature, when the tongue is passed over the glossy surface.

It is worthy of being noted, however, as " tinted " photographs have

so frequently been shown to be wanting in permanency, that chemists

recognise as a fact admitted that there is present in saliva a substance

that is capable of acting upon the photogi'aphic silver image under

certain conditions ; in fact, that sulphocyanide of potassium is present.

So much of this compound, indeed, is there to be found, that a process

has been devised for testing the state of the health by the amount of

this salt contained in saliva, this amount being gauged by the colour

produced upon the addition of a persalt of iron. Hence it is no way
unreasonable to suppose that the moistening the surface of an albu-

menised print by the tongue may lead to chemical changes of an

injurious nature.

At the last meeting of the Physical Society a conversation upon
prisms of some interest to photographers was held. It may be

remembered that the late Dr. Draper used bisulphide of carbon

prisms in some of his spectroscopic researches, an ingenious arrange-

ment being devised, as has been explained by us, for counteracting

temperature effects. At the meeting referred to Mr. H. J. Madan
described a new refracting liquid capable of taking the place of

bisulphide—phenyl-tlilo-oarbimide. It is colourless, has a high

boiling point, and a specific gravity of I'So ; its refractive indices for

the A and G lines bsing l'G30 and 1'707 respective]}-. It is thus

seen to be very similar in this respect to the bisulphide ; but it is

stated to be free from many of the risks and inconveniences attaching

to the use of the latter in prisms. The dispersion at the blue end is

very remarkable. A polarising prism had also been made with the

new liquid, and it gave an angle of twenty-five degrees.

We learn from the Report of the New York Pharmaceutical Associ-

ation that a factitious glycerine has been put on the market. This

substance contains no glycerine at all, nor does it possess any of its

qualities; hence, if it should be sent to or made in this country, it

may find its way into photographic laboratories, to the undoubted
discomfiture of the worker. This sophistication consists of a saturated

solution of sulphate of magnesia (Epsom salts) with about fifteen per

cent, of glucose. Its taste would be sufficient to detect it, however,

not to speak of chemical tests.

A DiscDSSio>J of great importance on the question of halation arose

at the last meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society, from some
remarks made by the Astronomei'-Iloyal. Referring to previous
statements made at the last meeting regarding the use of curved
plates for producing star photographs, as described in these columns,
he now gave more complete details of the work. A four-inch

objective of sixty-inch focal length, specially corrected for photo-
graphing, was employed, and the pLites on which the star pictures were
taken were curved to " the theoretical curvature of tiie field of least

confusion, the radius of this curvature being about half the focal

length. The plates are six inches square, and cover an angle of about
five and three-quarter degrees. Images were thrown upon the
centre, a little distance away, and upon the edges, and pliotographcd
in these positions. A very remarkable appearance was produced with
the images a little away from the centre." As one goes further from
the centre the image of the star spreads out. It is winged something
lilce a kite ; as the exposure is increased the figure fills up a little, you
get sometliing of an approach to an oval form

; as a matter of fact,

with the object ghiss we have been using, the circle of least confusion
seems to be really not a circular patch, but a cross representing the
two diameters of a circle at right angles. Captain Abney contri-

buted some of his own experiences, and pointed out the erroneous
results obtainable by neglecting the thickness of tlie film, which in

gelatine is so great compared with collodion. The Astronomer-Royal
admitted the cogency of Captain Abney's remarks, but thought that.

after bearing in mind possibilities of halation from chemical
phenomenon and optical distortion from reflection at the back of the
plate, the effects described were connected move with optical

phenomena, and he especially pointed out the opposite effects obtained
by photographing within and without the focus. Mr. Ranyard described

what we consider an observation of greatest value. He stated that

part of an image of a star may be cut off by platinum foil placed on
the plate during exposure, and " the star's image does not, as far as

I can make out, spread under the opaque platinum foil." Mr. Com-
mon made also some very valuable additions to tlie discussion, having
a similar bearing to the last. This is a subject of such capital

importance that we may return to it at a future time.

COLLODION L.4NTERN TRANSPARENCIES,
Many complaints are heard from amateurs who prepare their own
lantern slides from collodion emulsion, that they are unable to produce
them absolutely free from veil and with the highest lights repre-

sented by perfectly clean glass. Occasionally I have had shown to

me even by " experts " in the process samples of this kind of defect,

which have been sufficiently puzzhng to evade all attempt at explana-
tion. Sometimes it is a case of an old and well tried formula with
equally trustworthy chemicals that suddenly proves at fault; at

another it is a sample of previously proved emulsion that in an
equally mysterious manner goes back upon itself, and refuses to give

the immaculate results it has liitherto produced, and then, perhaps
after a brief interval, the fault disappears as unaccountably as it

came. Of instances in which a new formula is tried for the first

time and found wanting, though in other hands it has proved quite

satisfactory, or where new materials have been employed, I say
nothing, for in such cases it may at least be inferred that the causes

are traceable to the method of working or to unsuitability of the

chemicals, as the case may be. A few hints on some of the least

suspected causes of veil may therefore prove usefiJ at this season.

In the fii'st place, I may say that the defect I have to deal with is

not in any sense fog, that is to say fog caused by the action of stray

light upon the emulsion or films, or by abnormal reduction of the

silver haloid by chemical means. It is rightly described by the term
I have applied, and for negative purposes would be by many operators

considered an advantage rather than the contrary, tending as it does

to give transparency to the shadows and general harmony to the

picture. But for lantern purposes the emulsion must be uncom-
promisingly clean and above suspicion.

I may just allude in passing to one or two causes which I do not

include in this category, though they may, perhaps, be so classed Ijy

some of those who have recognised them. First of these is tlie

pyroxylino itself, which is not unfrequently the cause of a more oriels

marked opalescence in the transparent portions of the film, owing to

its unsuitability to the purpose. JIany samples of " high tempera-

ture " cotton, as well as extremely low temperature papyroxylines,

exhibit tliis peculiarity in a marked degree ; indeed, with regard to

the latter, notwithstanding the general fact that as a rule papyi'oxy-

line gives a far more structureless film than ordinary pyroxyline, I

have found it far easier, by slight variations in the strength, pro-

portion, or temperature of the acids in the process of manufacture, to

produce this opalescence when operating on paper than with cotton.

It is little consolation to the lantern-slide maker to know that such

samples are very frequently of the highest possible quality for general

emid^ion work, or that the opalescence disappears on varnishing the

film, and in a great measure when it is moistened ; his only remedy is

to change his pyroxyline.

Another prolific cause of veil is dirty gla?s, or perhaps I should

rather say, improperly cleaned glass. Some samples of French chalk

used in polishing the plate seem to leave an impalpable film upon the

glass which exercises a reducing action upon the silver bromide in

much the same maimer as smears and irregular polishing marks wifli-

out French chalk do ; but in this case the reduction is extremely
.slight and perfectly even, resulting in a fine veil between the collo-

dion film and the glass and quite invisible on the surface. This is

more common in cold and damp weather than the opposite, so perhaps
atmospheric condition may be the real cause, A similar residt is also
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niotimos obtained when a substratum of indiarubbor, albumen, or

liifino, is employed, so perhaps the safest plan is to trust to a per-

•llv pure surface of well cleaned glass.

It is scarcely needful to say tlmt over exposure is one of tbo most
rlain nietlioils of veiling the iinujje, that is to say, overexposure not

>l)erly checked in development; in the production of warm tones

i-i necessary to expose very much longer than the time absolutely

[uired to impress the image, but Ijearing this in mind the developer

i^ suitably restrained to compensate. Over exposure can, therefore,

scarcely be classed as an '"unsuspected" cause of veil, and yet to a

certain extent it is. For instance, we will suppose that an abnor-

niiilh' long exposm-e has been purposely given ; when the plale is

developed the operator in order to be on tlie safe side employs a

proportionately augmented quantity of restraining bromide, resolved

to err on the side of clearness rather than of veil. The result is that

the image is slow in appearing, but when it does come it proceeds

ivgularly and eveidy, the high lights beautifully clean, and, in fact,

everything seems as it should be.

The details in the high lights long in making themselves seen, are

at last there, but the image is not strong enough generally, so a little

more ammonia is added to the developer or a fresh and stronger batch
is made and applied until the needful vigour is attained. Still cverv-
thiug si-ems perfectly right, the sky and high lights retain the clean,

pearly blue tint of the unexposed plate, the image clearly marked out
in a creamy colour verging between brown and red, not a suspicion of

fog. The plate is fixed, and as the unaltered bromide clears awav the
high lights stand out clear and black in comparison witli the rest of
the picture against the dark background of the sink. It is not until

the picture is critically examined against the light with a pitce of

ground-glass intervening, or after being dried is liiid carefully on a
sheet of white paper, that the presence of a faint veil becomes evident,

but there it is in spite of the precautions.
" In spite " of the precautions ! It is those very " precautions " that

have caused tlie mischief, or ratlier the misapplication of the pre-

cautions. If, instead of "piling on" the bromide at the outset, a
moderately restrained solution had been used to commence with and
used until all but the very finest details were out and thoi the strong
dose of bromide together with more ammonia had been added, not
only would development have been more rapid, and the imago have
had better gradation and vigour, but the veil would have beenentirely

absent. It may appear paradoxical to say so, but that veil is the

result of undtr exposure ; the strong dose of bromide applied at the

wrong time lias to a certain extent converted the really over exposed
plate into the reverse.

I will trj' and explain as briefly as possible. All who have used
alkaline development in connexion with collodion plates know well
how much more powerful and bow different is the action of restraining

bromide as compared with gelatine. A collodion plate that has
received a normal exposure may bo developed and intensified without
the use of bromide at all, which is possible with but few gelatine

plates when liquid ammonia is used. If it be used at the commence-
ment of development its quantity must be exceedingly small, though
at a later stage verj' much larger proportions may be added with
impunity. In the early stage bromide not only attacks and destroys
the finer details of the undeveloped image, but also deprives the more
robust portions of their power of acquiring density ; in fact, the
over use of bromide at the commencement of development induces
in a properly exposed plate precisely the same characteristics as those
of under exposure.

In the case I have cited of an abnormally over-exposed plate, the
chief force of the attack of the powerful dose of bromide is felt and
borne by the half tones and finer details in the lights ; while these
are being " felt for," or coaxed out, the bromide is hard at work-
augmented and reinforced now by that liberated from the reduced
t-ilver bromide—undermining the image already formed, and robbing
it of its power of gaining strength—not as in the case of gelatine,

allowing the better exposed parts time to acquire density while the
half tones are held in check. Thus it happens that in biinging out
the details of the picture the plate is strained to its utmost limit as

regards tlie quantity of ammonia it will bear, and when more has to

be added in order to bring up the density something must happen,
and that something is veil or fog. But mark that even now it is

invisible before fixing, for the tXrong Rolution of bromide keeps the

eur/ace of tlio film clean, and tbo veil commenccn at the back.

l$ut if development bo started with a moderate proportion of

ammonia well but not over restrained with bromide, a second and

stronger solution being ready at hand, a thin imago is developed

with great rapidity, and instantly the amount of detail that experience

tcaclies to be correct has made its appearance, the second or in-

tensifying solution is passed over the plate to check it and allow it to

gain strength. With bromide of reasonable strength the visible image

suffers but little comparatively, the main check being on the un-

developed portions; therefore by suddenly increasing the proportion

of rcstrainer after the picture is nearly formed we gain the end in

view—clearness of lights— without unnecessarily interfering with or

slowing the general development. But in any case it is injurious to

use too much bromide.

As I have already said, the gradation of the picture will be better

and more vigorous ; it is remarkable how an extremely feeble and
apparently flat imago on collodion if produced by the first application

of a weak alkaline developer will behave upon treatment with a

stronger solution. In the first image there is perhaps little difference

between the strongest and weakest portions, but upon applying a
solution containing twice the original proportion of ammonia tbo

better exposed parts leap away as it were from the feebler—in a

manner scarcely comprehensible to one who is wholly accustomed to

gelatine plates. Intensification in this manner is so rapid that if the

proper proportion of ammonia be not exceeded there is no chanco

of fog from forcing or straining the development, as in the other

case.

I am presupposing, of course, an emulsion or film that is in perfect

condition, for if there be any weak point in its character almost any
metliod of development will find it out. But whether good or bad
originally, the " forced " system of development will make a worse

mess of a plate than proper or reasonable treatment.

There is another source of veil to which I would call attention in

these days of warm tones and long exposures, namely, the source of

light employed. There can be no question that gas or lamp light is

far the best to use for general purposes ; it i? well under control, and
the length of exposure is not excessive, at least for contact printing,

even when the warmest tones are desired. D.iyliglit at this time of

year does not present any very great dangers even in contact printing,

but magnesium, which is now absurdly cheap, does, it not used with
judgment. For contact printing, I should therefore always recom-
mend gaslight, while for camera work circumstances will have to

decide the choice. "With tolerably sensitive plates tliero will be
greater safety from foggy and weak pictures in the less powerful light

than in daylight or magnesium.
But quite independent of the risk of mere over exposure when em-

ploying daylight or magnesium, tliero is also lying hidden another of
the " unsuspected " causes of veil. This is to be found in the higher
" penetrating " power daylight and magnesium possess as compared
with gas. I was shown some time ago a number of transparencies

printed by contact, and which were intended to serve as the text for

a sermon on the deterioration of collodion emulsion with age. When
newly made, but a few weeks previously, it had worked to perfection,

giving beautifidly clean lights ; but now all the results showed a thin

veil, slight it is true and nothing tlmt would have been noticed except

in a lantern slide. I suggested that the negative might be too thin,

but was met with the reply that the same negatives had answered
perfectly well with the netc emulsion.

My reason for this suggestion was, that the margins of the plates

which had been protected by tho rebate of the printing frame were

perfectly clear, while the hightest lights of the pictures all showed
veil. On further investigation I found that my friend had only re-

cently been using magnesium where previously gas had been his means

of illumination. Here was at once the solution of the mystery. How
few modern negatives are sufficiently dense in their highest lights to

protect a sensitive bromide plate from the action of magnesiiun light,

only those who have made the experiment would perhaps believe.

Let those who have not already done so test the matter for

themselves.

It is clear that if the densest portions of a negative arc not opaque

to a given light that a certain amount of action must take place, au 1
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the result of that action in tiie case of a lantern slide is veil. Where
such occurs it cannot be altogether remedied by any modification of

development without affecting the rest of the picture also. So em-
ployers of magnesium light had better be warned in time.

In conclusion, I would give a word of advice to those who are more
accustomed to gelatine than collodion dry plates, namely, to use plenty

of light in developing. The collodion image is far more difficult to see

tlian that on gelatine, but it is at the same time infinitely less exact-

ing in the matter of the colour of the light it will bear with safety.

I have no doubt " canary medium " and similar risky fabrics (for

gelatine) might be used with care ; I employ, myself, glajs coated on

both sides with collodion containing in each ounce eight grains of

cotton and thirty grains of aurine. This 1 find perfectly safe, but if

any gelatine person should feel nervous he may add a thickness of

yellow paper. W. B. Bolton.

THE PRESERVATION OF SILVERED PAPER.*
No. 1.3.—Mr. Je.x Bardwell (The British Journ.\l OF Photography,
1870, page 544) says, " The following formula will keep the paper

for three or four days in perfect condition without washing or

fuming:

—

Silver nitrate 480 grains.

Water 16 ounces.

Dissolve and add a few drops of ammonia, then add ammonia nitrate

one ounce. The sheets are to be laid on blotting paper, and the

excess of solution is to be removed." lieinarlcs : The function of the

ammonia nitrate is not obvious to me, but my inference is the same
as tliat I drew from extract No. 12.

No. 14.—Mr. Antony (The British Journal of Photography,
1871, page 24), says, " When alum is used in the silver printing bath

the paper keeps far better in hot weather.'"

No. 1.5.—The Editor of the Journal (1S71, page 3.j) says, "The
silver solution will take up only a very minute quantity of alum."

He does not allude to the keeping qualities of the paper.

No. 16.—The Editor thinks (The British Journal of Photo-
graphy, 1871, page 48) " The value of the method chieliy depends on the

combination of silver nitrate with silver sulphate, the latter saturating

tlie liquid." I have no remarks to offer and no inferences to make
upon the last three paragraphs at present.

No. 17.—Mr. Engleman (Tub British Journal of Photography,
1871, page 1.'58) advises washing the paper and fumiug it. He 8a3's

he has " kept such paper for months witli impunity." My inferences

and remarks have been already given in conjunction with a previous
extract.

No. 18.—The Editor (Thf. Bhiti.sh Journal of Photography,
1871, page -348) says, "Mr. Carey Lea has found that by simply
adding tartaric acid to the silver bath paper excited on such a solution

will remain white and in otherwise good condition for seven weeks
after preparation." I have at present no remarks to offer and no
inferences to draw upon this matter.

No. 19.—Mr. Carey Lea gives his method of preserving paper in

The British Journal of Photography for 1871, page 351. He
says it " keeps perfectly for seven weeks," and should, he says, " be
kept in a dry atmospliere." lie also advises the use of gelatine and
glycerine. Memarks : I fail to see the use of deliquescent and
hygroscopic substances if the paper must be " dry."

No. 20.—Mr. Ilomersham (The British Journal of Photo-
graphy, 1871, page 512) expresses approval of Mr. Lea's method of
preserving paper by the use of tartaric acid. He advises that the
paper be kept in a wooden box with a closely fitting lid.

No. 21.—Mr. Wilkinson (The British Journal of Photography,
1872, page 141) advises that citric acid and ammonia be added to the
printing bath. He says the paper keeps white for a " considerable
time."

No. 22.—The Editor (The British Journal of Photography
1872, page 370) says, " Formerly we were satisfied with the suppo-
sition that the organic substances present caused a slow reduction of

the silver nitrate. We believe that the yellow or yellowish-brown
colour of the kept printing paper is not due alone to the reduction of
the silver nitrate."

* Coutinued from page 758.

No. 23.—Mr. Antony (The British Journal of PHOTOQBAPHy,
1872, page 478) advises:

—

First method: Floating on silver solu-

tion, then on water, then on an aqueous solution of alum. Thus
prepared he says the paper keeps absolutely white for four months
after preparation. It requires fuming before being printed on. Second
method : " Float the back of the sensitised paper for a short time on a
five-gr.ain bath of oxalic acid. No fuming is required." Third method:
" Use thirty-five-grain silver bath. Add two grains of citric acid to

each ounce of solution. Add ammonia, and dissolve nearly all the

precipitate with nitric acid."

With this last extract ends the roll of notes upon which by sheer

accident I have laid my hand. I will defer my further observations

till they have appeared in print. In the meantime I hope to find

further manuscripts relating to this matter, and particularly tho.se of

my own experiments. D. Winstanlky.
4-

COLOURING AS APPLIED TO PHOTOGRAPHY.*
It was my original intention to go straight ahead into the various

metliods of colouring photographs in natural colours, but find it

would be impos-fible to do the subject sufficient justice in the limited,

space that may be allotted to me between now and the new year.

Therefore, this branch must remain untouched until the old year will

have run its length, and a brighter time, I hope, may come to all of

us, both photographically and socially. I think, therefore, all things

considered, we ma}' gain advantage by giving one parting glance at

the past, as regards the treatment of photographs worked in mono-
chrome, whether they be enlirgements or otherwise, before quitting

this subject for a more advanced branch.

As a workman requires first-rate tools to turn out first-rate work, so

we must provide ourselves with suitable materials, if we wish to pro-

duce our work in like manner, of the first quality. I will assume,

therefore, that we are provided with Winsor & Newton's colours and

brushes, &c., and a bottle or two of Newman's sizing preparations,

gum water, itc, and with, say, a 24 x 18 enlargement (carbon) on our

easel, we are ready to start work. Let our subject be an elderly man,

with well defined features and grey, almost white, hair. The figure

tiiree-quarter, as in such cases all our knowledge of working in mono-
chrome can be called into requisition.

Our first task will be to prepare our enlargment, which we do as

already laid down, thus securing for ourselves a surface that will

easily receive the colour we place upon it. We cannot be too careful

in this matter, as much of the comfort we will have while working

will depend, to no small extent, upon the condition of the carbon film.

If imperfectly prepared we may have no end of trouble before we

gain a satisfactory result.

Another point which should be constantly borne in mind by photo-

graphers generally, and more especially by those who expect good '

results attained at moderate prices, is the printing. On the depth of

tlie print must naturally depend the general tone of the picture. Thus

if the print be "too dark" the picture, when finished, will present a

rather heavy appearance, while, on the contrary, if printed " too lighl.
"

it will have a irashij effect. As I said, this more strongly applies to

cases where the artist gets but a moderate price for his work. It is

needless to say that any effect can be gained by a good artist almost

in spite of the defects in printing, but it must be at the cost of much
time and labour. In a dark print the shadows will require such a lot

of rubbinff down, as will necessitate a very considerable amount of

working up afterwards to restore its brilliancy. In a like manner

with tlie print wliich is too liyht the lack of brilliancy and " go " must

be obtained by hard work and much expenditure of time. Therefore,

I say, it should be thoroughly understood by the printing department

that a certain class of print must be sent out or it will be returned as

useless. It is scarcely fair to throw all the unnecessary trouble on

the poor, struggling artist's slioulders, when, by a firm and distinct

order to the printing department it can be easily obviated. I know

some photographers who are very particular upon this point and will

never send an imperfect print, be it too light or too dark, to thei'

artists, but return them and have others of proper density produced

instead. This is as it ought to be, but I regret to say I know of many

more photographers who will not go to this trouble, but content them-

* ConcluJed from page 759.
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selves with "It will he fill right when worked up!" The photo-

graphers who adopt this latter system have never worked up carbons

themselves nor do they know the nature of thein, and their ignorance

in regard of tlie extra labour given to the artists must plead tlieir

excuses. 1 must say, however, that men who understood the work,

but who have never viewed the matter from this point before, have

seen the justice of it when 1, as a worker, have advanced it for their

consideration.

From all this it will be seen that in rubbini; dotcn we should be

very careful to remove as little of the brilliancy of the photograph as

pos.-'ible, and so economise our labours. The shadows wliich may
lose their clearness and beauty in rubhiny duuii (if same has been

properly done) may be re.stored by the application of a glaze of

medium or gum water. If, liowever, the rubbiiiy duivn be carried t<jo

far, they will require a considerable amount of workiny up to make
them as tliey should be. For the producing of lights where sliape or

delinition may be required, erasers mounted in cedar should be used.

They can be bronglit to a point and worked as one would work a

crayon. Even a pattern can be suggested, if not completely worked
out, on the background, fee.

Having, therefore, piiid such attention to the preparing of the sur-

face of our picture as will enable us to work with ease and at the same
time preserve all the brilliance in the sliadowy details, wo can proceed

to work the figure. Many artists start with the background, still I

think it better to begin witli the head. Having advanced the treat-

ment of the head to a certain point then take the background and

draperies, &c., and finish them. This done, return to tlio head and

finish it. On consideration, I think many reasons will suggest them-

selves why this method is the more advantageous of the two. We
are more likely to secure softness and delicacy and certainly a better

degree of finish generally.

The first portion of the head upon wliich our attention should be

bestowed is naturally the forehead. To this feature (if I may so call

it) the most essential quality is breadth, and our efforts in working

upon it should be directed towards attaining this effect. The in-

tellectual endowments of the original may be greatly flattered or

maligned by our treatment of this feature, and there is really more
likeness in it than many people think. If ever we deviate from strict

adherence to nature, it should be to compliment it rather than ofVer

it an insult. Therefore, as I said before, we must so work the fore-

head as to endow it with breadth. Needless to say the formation

should be strictlj' preserved, and not, as might occur through in-

attention, be lost in our endeavours to produce roundwis. As before

laid down the strokes of the brush should mostly run in a horizontal

direction, not too much so, nor even to such an extent as to attract

the eye to the fact that they are so; nevertheless, the fact of their

being horizontal will give breadth to the feature.

The eyebrows come next and are very important, and require a

good deal of judgment in their treatment. On their prominence

depends much of the expres.^ion, not only of the face generally, but

more immediately of the e_^ es as well as the shape of the fori'head.

In cases where the forehead is rather square and heavy, the brows are

always very prominent; this fact will almost always necessitate giving

the eyes the effect of being rather sunken. Care should bet iken le?t we
should accentuate this fact, for it does not add to the general or favour-

able appearance of the face that the eyes should be thus discounted.

'

From the eyebrows we come to the eyes. On the expression of the

eye or eyes, as the case may be, will depend in very many cases the

success of the whole picture. As in life the eyes fix the attention, so

it is in a picture. In a portrait where the eyes are uninteresting we
will never find satisfaction. But, where we succeed in endowing
them with expression and motion, we almost command success for our

portrait. With all this, however, they must be soft, nothing will

save them otherwise; nothing is more objectionable than hardness in

their treatment. They may have e.rpressii>n, even when they are

hard, but the latter quality will prevent their ever appearing pleasant

;

and a pleasant portrait should ever be the result an artist seeks to

produce. Considerable expression can be impiirted to the eyes by the
thoughtful treatment of the eyeUds. A few delicate touches on the

upper lid, suggesting the presence of the lashes, will do much to en-
hance the beauty of the eye. I say these touches must suyyett the
presence of the lashes because it would be ruinous to thoroughly

define them. Their presence should be, M it were, indicated or
expressed by a soft shadow.
The nose, although a very important feature, is not so very dilGcult

of treatment. Care must naturally be taken when placing the high
light upon it or else we can very easily falsify its nhaiie. We must
also rigorously avoid making a si raight line uf light down the ridge of

the nose, for such produces a most lifelest effect, to lay nothing of its

being unnatural. It is comparatively an easy feature to work upon,
demanding only a little care and judgment to secure success. Be sure

never to let the cavities of the nostrils be too black in comparison to

surrounding parts as the effect would be fatal. Force can be imparted
to the nose or vice versa by strengthening or reducing the cast shadow
down its side. In strengthening this, however, never make it ^«dark.
Next comes the mouth, a most important feature, second only to the

eyes. There is no feature which holds more fully the gift of expres-

sion, and therefore demands considerable skill to ensure success in its

treatment. Often the light will catch the lower lip in such a way as

to really disfigure it. This must Iw altered, and a soft effect secured

instead. The photographer, in many instances, is powerless to avoid
this ruinous and shapeless diffusion of light, often resulting from the

skin being dry or crtcked. As it spoils the expression of the mouth
it must be reduced to proper proportions, and treated in such a man-
ner as to add to the pleasant expression of the portrait. This can
always be done by trying to raise the muscles of the face wherever it

is practicable. Shadows falling from the nose should be raised, also

those formed at the corners of the mouth. A portrait may be wonder-
fully benefited by a judicious treatment of these points.

The chin is not a very troublesome feature, but still requires care in

its treatment. If treated badly or thoughtlessly it may deprive the
face of much of its power or firmness. It requires more thought than
skill in manipulation. Of course, in the cases where men have heavy
beards and moustaches, the mouth and chin will not require our aid.

We will have, instead, to strengthen and give force to them, and in so

doing, which applies also to the hair on the head, avoid all approaches
to minute detail. If we were to attempt the latter, in all probability
wiriness would be the result. All hair should be treated in masses.
The hair should be worked in masses, the lights being put in with an

eraser. This in many cases will be sullicient, but if not, a few touches

of the brush charged with Cliinese white will add considerable bril-

liancy and power to the general eff ct. Great care and judgment
should be used in treating this portion of a portrait, as it is an essen-

tial that it should possess a certain amount of power, and yet not lose

its quality of softness.

1 laving worked up the face satisfactorily by a judicious intermingling

of hatching and stippling, we have the background and dress to finish,

which mu-it be treated in a broader style. A free, open hatch being,

perhaps, the most effective, and also calculated to enhance the value

of the face. In many cases the dress will not require more than a few
touches here and there to remove some slight blemish, and a glaze put
in the shadows to give them a little extra force. Patterns are often

worked into the background with the eraser, which will give an air of

elaboration to the work and yet keep in harmony with the rest of

the picture.

After having worked up the dress and background, &c., it may be
found necessary to do something more to the head, but it can only be
to repeat what has already been laid down until you get the desired

result—a harmonious whole. Great taste can be shown in mono-
chrome work, and, with the exception of cravon drawing, perhaps,

nothing can show more completelj' the mastery which an artist has
achieved over the delicacies of light and shade, than a really good
monochrome. Rkdmond Babrbtt.

THE LONDON STEREOSCOPIC COMPANY'S
EXIIIBITIOX.

Second Notice.
Rksumixg our notice, we have first of all to observe that it is very
pleasant to see so many ladies coming out as exhibitors. During our
visits several ladies have been present, and from their remarks it was
ea.«y to perceive that they possessed knowledge of the art. Their
criticisms on the works of the sisterhood seemed to be free and out-
spoken, yet did we not hear any one so much as attempting to pull
another to pieces. I'hotography is veritably a great humaniser.
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Of a frame of nine pictures by Miss E. G. Stona (35), while none
are below the average. At Ouhal, Cornwall, is the best. Her Well,

Gulval, -would have been much better had it not been for the rather

stiff posing of two figui'es. Iler Bricltje over the Stream seems, when
looked at from a distance, to bo marred by a pronounced horizontal

line across the picture, but which on a nearer view is found to be a
prostrate trunk of a tree, which is the bridge. All that is wanted to

render this a very charming picture is a more oblique view of the
" bridge."

Miss Maude Sulwan (Sir Marine Views) has been very fortunate

in one of her pictures, a boat with a number of figures. The others,

too, are good. The Morning Bath of David Lewis represents a group
of cattle in the water. The leaning of a doorway, In the Mosque,
Fiittejmre, by F. L. Cox, renders it uncertain whether this is a freak

of the Indian architect or arises from the camera not having been
levelled ; but otherwise it is a well-executed picture. Three views by
the Kev. II. B. Hare, T/ie Cooling Stream, Thirsty Moments, and
another, possess a softness and delicacy that charm the spectator.

The Sport in Many Lands of Sir liobert and Miss Harvey arrest

attention from the subjects— animals quite unknown iu this country,
except through treatises on Natural History. Of the exhibits of

W. H. Jianks, Street, Meini7igen, -will be considered his best. H. Hood
Daniels's Sjn-itig and Sununcr, while dismissed by the Judges with a
" highly commended,'' are certainly much more deserving of a medal
than many others thus favoured. Concerning two pleasant outdoor
scenes by Captain Brown, three pictures by the Countess Oriola, two
by A. James, and two by Mrs. West, we have nothing special to

say. The last-mentioned are of average excellence, the others are

entitled to rank a little higher, especially one by A. James, T/ie

Keeper's Cabin, and another. Concerning a frame of nine pictures by
Lieut.-Colonel Hooper the figures in all are naturally and artistically

posed, in this respect being probably the best in the Exhibition.

Their technical merits are also high. The Amateur Vhotographer
of Kev. F. 0. Lambert (two children playing at portrait taking)

provokes a smile. A Labourer's Luxury (W. Adcock) is a large portrait

of a man thoroughly enjoying a pipe of tobacco—a solace, no doubt,
well earned.

Several imposing pictures are exhibited by J. T. Ilopwood. What
a pity this artist had not some good genius at his elbow when
trimming his prints, to have advised him to take an inch or more
from off his foregrounds, especially those of Ketlon Hall, Kirhy Hall,
and The Courtyard. This would have rendered them as faultless] as

his Avenue, Ketton Hall, than which nothing can be finer, unless it

be his Jack, which is perfect.

Several pictures are exhibited by George Davison, all of them
above mediocrity. His Fisliiny Village Group is cleverly posed, but
his Who so Contented as He? carries the palm.
Four pictures, Ederline Lock and others, by Miss C. Wrigley, attest

this lady's skill with the camera. Such also may be said of a frame
of instantaneous and other views adjoining, by E. A. Golledge ; A
Wayside liest (C. Smerdon Roe), several views by H. Manfield, and
four Indian views by Dr. Welhngton Gray. The last-mentioned are
attractive subjects, but the intensification of the negatives has been
carried too far, causing the lights and shadows to be so vigorous as
to suggest hardness. Above the average are Cyril S. Cobb's JRiva

Lago di Garda and an Interior of a Church, also the Jersey Cattle of

J. T. Ilopwood.
Mrs. Brian Hodgson, in her frame 08, gives promise of better

things before long ; and in 71 Miss E. G. Stone shows that she has
an eye to a good pose.

\Ve have more than once named J. T. Hopwood, who has taken
highest awards in various classes ; his Winter and The Music Room,
Ketton Hall, are truly magnificent works. The Exeter Cathedral of

Harry Tolley shows that the cold tone which suits so well many of
the exhibits of this artist is not best for every purpose. A much
warmer tone would have better suited the subject named. This
applies also in some measure to three pictures (70) by Dr. Yos, which
are otherwise excellent.

Miss ililes has admirably managed her Two Stiulies of horses, and
Mrs. Edward. I'entou has made the most of a subject {A Worcester-
ihire Harvest Field) not very attractive in itself.

PIlOTO-MICllOGRArHY.*
Expoaife.—With this begins our real difficulty, and only several

trials can enable us to arrive at the correct time to give, for it not
only varies with the objectives used and the distance the plate is

from the object, but is also governed by the colour of the object.

* Concluded from page 793.

For instance, take a brown insect, or parts of an insect, and it will be
found impossible to photograph more than its outline. Its brown
chitinous skin presents a barrier no actinic rays can pierce. Better
results can be obtained if the insect has been decolourised by long
immeraion in turpentine ; but although its brown has been reduced to

a yellow, this affords but a slight amelioration of the difficulty.

Insects may be bleached as white as paper by being steeped in a

mixture of chlorate of potash and water to which a few drops of

hydrochloric acid has been added, but while this bleaching fluid removes
the whole of the colour, it destroys the whole of the internal struc-

ture, and so robs the photograph of half its value and beauty. Again,

exposure is dominated by the staining of a tissue. Staining processes

have an immense value to the hlstologist, as by their means the

elements of a tissue can be differentiated in a manner which the

highest power objectives are unable to accomplish. But staining

may be of two characters. There is the selective staining, by which
the nuclei of a tissue, or its growing parts, are, as it were, picked out

from those parts which are formed, and in which no active f -anctious

are in operation. Now, this, however valuable to the microscopist, is

detrimental to the photographer, for it is, to say the least, not pretty

to see a photo-micrograph of an anatomical or pathological subject

dotted all over with the stained nuclei. Luckily, staining may be

made general, and it is in this direction we may look for aid in our

operations. In this way an unstained section, whether of an animal

or vegetable nature, if cut as thin as our previous observations show
to be necessary, is so diaphanous that it will not throw an image on

the screen, and the subject and the background are so much alike that

there is no contrast between them in the resulting negative ; but if

the section be stained with a general stain it removes tliis disabihty,

the image of the object being retarded in proportion to the colour and

depth of the stain, while the background gets its full exposure.

Stahis vary in colour, and their influence on exposure and this varia-

tion must meet with due consideration at our hands. In practice, I

find the blue stains, especially if pale, and the logwood stain, if too

lavender, do not give that retarding action necessary to get a good

negative, even with the shortest exposure, tlie image being buried in

one uniform density. Carmine stained preparations give very good

results. Bismarck brown stained preparations give good negatives,

and do not require such a long exposure as many would imagine. It is

of very little use to be guided by tables of exposure in this branch, as

they can, at best, be only used as an approximation to correctness,

and practice and judgment are the only guides upon which the

beginner can rely ; but the table given by Mr. "\\'almsley, and which

I have before quoted from Nos. 13, 14, and lo of The Britisk

Journal of PHOxoonArHY for 188"), will furnish a very rehable

guide for those who take up this class of work for the first time, but

after that the student should draw up tables for himself, to be modi-

tied according to circumstances.

The plan 1 have adopted for ascertaining the magnification of an

object is simple and accurate enough for all ordinary work. The
sliding baseboard carrying the sensitive plate is marked off roughly

into five divisions of about half a foot distance apart. An object

exactly one-sixteenth of an inch was chosen, and its image was pro-

jected through the lowest power objective intended to be employed, and

being focussed on the screen, its dimensions were taken at the first

division by means of compass and rule, and its amplification determined

accordingly. The sliding base was moved through all its divisions,

and the same performance gone through for each of the objectives

employed. Now, if the object which we know to be one-sixteenth of an

inch is magnified at the fifth division to four inches diameter, we call

that X 04, and so on for all the objectives and for every class of subject.

Thus having, as we have done, determined on the magnification in

diameters which every objective will give at every division of the

baseboard, we are enabled to tabulate these and hang up the table

near the apparatus.

There is one thing this apparatus in its present form cannot do very

comfortably, and that is, photograph opaque objects. It might be

made to do that, however, by widening the baseboard, and some dav

it may be further modified to accomplish this. This class of work

requires more attention than I can give it, so I must perforce leave

that lo others, but I dare say 1 shall some day feel inchned to add to

the apparatus some arrangement by which the light from the lamp

can be thrown on to opaque objects or the light from two lamps of

differing intensity employed.
Then, again, I might be expected to say a few words relative

to the use of orthochromatic plates for photo-micrography. I have

used these, both purchased and made by bathing in crythrosine, and

except in double stained sections of plants, have not obtained

sufficiently marked results to induce me to get these plates in

preference to the usual ordinary kinds.
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I have, in theae few brief remarks, touched ou the cardinal

dinicultii's which beset the path of the plioto-microgiapher. These

may ho, to a limited extent, removed, so that I hey are less obtrusive,

by the concentration of many minds on the taslt, but they can never

be entirely overcome on account of the physical laws involved in their

production. In the meantime, however, many of them may be

lessoned by proper attention on the part of the preparers of micro-

scopical objects by their mounting these as flat as possible, by
particular attention to necessary reductinn in thinness, and the

selection of suitable stains. Thus, in.sects mounted entire, without

pressure, and rendered perfectly transparent, are beautiful objects, and
eminently suited for examination with a binocular microscope, but

are perfectly useless for photography ; while, had they retained their

transparency and been mounted tlat, they would, at least, have con-

veyed an idea of their form in a jjhotograph. Again, sections are either

too thick, not iliit, or unsuitably staiuod. Some sections I recently

examined presented in miniature all the beautiful undulations of some
rolling downs, instead of that absolute flatness which would ensure a

.«harp photograph, ^\'e may expect an improvement in this depart-

ment of the ]ihotographic art only from the combined operations of

the histolugist, who knows what is required in photo-micrography,

and the photographer, who knows sometliing of the normal characters

of the histological elements. It is at present useless to trust to

professional mounters, who do not know, or do not care to know, the

conditions necessary to the making of a successful photograph, and
who ought to be, at the same time, in the possession of the knowledge
of microscopical anatomy to enable them to put up suitable subjects

properly. As an illustration of what I intend to convey, take some
of tlie sections of tongue frequently met w itli ; they usually present a
confused, broken up ma.ss of muscular tibre with here and there

a piece of glandular structure, and crowued with a range of un-

important papillne. Now, such a section would bo a far more
instructive agent if it had been made through a filiform or a fungiform

papilla. I need not multiply instances, this one will suffice to

e.vemplify my meaning. Section cutters should always endeavour to

include in their sections some important element of interest, then, if

cut thin enough and suitably stained, a photograph full of instructive

detail will Ix) the result. Life is not long enough for one man to devote

his leisure moments, snatched from the business of bread winning, to

every branch of this interesting work ; therefore, from personal

experience, I plead for this division of labour.

T. Chambbs White.

ON NEGATIVES AS AFFECTING THE PRINTING.*
TiiKKu are many who think that provided the negative will give

sufficient contrast from light to shade with a full amount of middle
tints that it must necessarily be a good one. That this is by no means
the case with gelatine negatives I hope soon to show.

I have lately had my attention called to the fact, that in printing

from two negatives which took about the same time in the frames,

and gave equally good results in contrast and middle tints, the print

from one looked flat, and if the slightest overdone, the high lights

appeared fogged as if it had been exposed all over to the light, while
the other was clear and round, and even when over printed still

retained its good qualities. Upon examining the negatives I found
that No. 1 was thin, such as would have frightened an old collodion

n]x!rator, but was sufficiently non-actinic to print strong and vigorous,

while No. 2 was very much denser, more resembling a collodion nega-

tive in colour, and, as I before mentioned, took about the same time,

or if anything rather less than the other in printing.

Upon inquiry I found that all of the No. 1 class were developed
witli pyro and ammonia, while the No. 2 were developed with pyro
and the carbonates of either one or both of the fixed alkalies. It

would seem from this as if the carbonates of soda and potash with
pyro gave much better negatives for printing than those in which
ammonia was employed ; but I have lately had numbers of plates

quite equaUing the No. 2 both in appearance and good printing quali-

ties, which I knew were developed with pyro and ammonia. In

seeking as to the cau.?e of this I find that these latter had had the

development carried on much farther than in the No. 1, and the whole
of the non-actinic colour discharged by soaking for a few minutes in

diluted sulphuric acid, half an ounce to a pint, as recommended by
Messrs. Morgan & Kidd.

There is )io question that however this non-actinic colour may assist

the density of the negative, it is at the expense of all rotundity and
clearness of the prints, so that in all cases it is advisable to bo dis-

charged. Now the point to arrive at is this. Is this colour duo to the

action of the ammonia or the pyro, or is it only in the use of a caustic

* Written for Al.\ia>'ac, but received too late.—Eds.

alkali ? that is, would it also occur if the solutions of oxides of oodium
or potassium were employed P and would the carbonate of ammonia bo

bettor than the liquid :-'

This hitter is commonly used, not so much on account of ito cheap-
ness as that it is suppo.«!d to require less exposure of the negative

plate than any other, and also that the development is quicker finished,

but possibly if first-rate negatives are studied the extra trouble it givee

to make them good printers will not be found to be much in its favour.

It is also very certam that the more sensitive plates are much more
liable to produce this strong colour in development than the less sensi-

tive ones, so that it is better to use these last for general purposes, and
only use the others for special occasions where great rapidity or work
in rooma or studios is required. Fbancis G, Eliot.

HISTOMCAL NOTES ON TIIE OPTICAL LANTEIlN.

L^ Communication to tho London and Provincial Photographic ABSooiation.]

My first invitation to read a paper before a photographic society

having emanated from this Association, it is a pleasure to respond this

evening to that honour. Tho announced title of my memoir was
Lanterns and Lantern filidea in the Nineteenth Centuiy, but now that

tho pajjer is finished, it contains some information of earlier date,

hence that title acts as a kind of bed of Procrustes, and either the

title or the paper must be cut in two to suit each other, therefore a
new heading has been chosen. The details about the optical lantern

collected to bring under your notice this evening are historical rather

than scientific.

The history of the optical lantern, the " magic lantern " of our

younger days, has yet to be written, for to my surprise, after

beginning to investigate the subject, I have been unable to discover

a single book devoted to the history of the instrument, and the com-
plete story will have to be gathered hereafter from scattered works on

optics, from encyclopaedias, and from certain old trade catalogues of

opticians which may chance to have escaped the ravages of time and
pipe-matches. A few books, or rather pamphlets, worth perhaps

about a shilling each, exist, devoted to descriptions of special forms

of the modern instrument. The following notes represent the results

of such small research as could bo made within the past week or two
among records of the past, and they may serve to roughly indicate

to the real historian of the future the general nature of the path he
will have to traverse.

One reason of the paucity of the literature of the optical lantern is

that, up to recent times, the instrument has been regarded merely as

a means of amusement. In the English Patent Office it is not entered

under the heading of Optics, and he who would discover patented in-

ventions related thereto, will find it classed by the Government under
" Toys." The earliest patent taken out in relation to the lantern

bears so late a date as January 14, 1860, by Mr. AVilloughby Smith,

of Atlantic Telegraph celebrity.

The magic lantern was invented by Athanasius Kircher in the year

1040. There are speculations that it may have been kno'sir'n before

his time. Some have ascribed its invention to Roger Bacon, who, in

his Discovery of the Miracles of Art, Nature, and Magic, written

about the year 1200, displays knowledge of the uses of lenses. Others

have speculated that it may have been known to Egyptian hiero-

phants, because they understood the properties of concave mirrors.

Cellini, who died about 1570, describes spectres which had been seen

in ascending smoke, and it has been said that these must have been

produced by an optical lantern. All this is but speculation. The
one thing which can be clearly seen by us when peering into the

mists of antiquity, is that Kircher gave the first clear description of an
optical lantern, and was personally proud of its invention, see Ars
Magna Lvcis et Vinbrce, Athanasii Kircheri, m decern Librae digesta,

Ilomse, MDCXLVi. In his pi'eface to a portion of this hook devoted to

optical instruments, including some pecidiar cameras among other

things, he says that they are not the work of the Devil, but the result

of contemplation. lie adds that he has to tell of one of the rarest

secrets of nature, that it will excite admiration in the minds of

spectators, that nobody has done anything of the kind before, that he

made the first experiments before any one else knew anything about
the matter. Other people sometimes promised rare, wonderful, and
unheard of things which afterwards proved all wrong, but what he

had to tell would prove all right. Evidently the worthy priest, for

priest he was, stood upon excellent terms with himself.

Kircher was born at Giessen, near Fulda, Germany, May 2, 1602.

lie was, when a boy, educated in the College of Jesuits at Pulda, and
in the course of his ecclesiastical career resided at Cologne, Coblentz,

and Mayence. In 16.35 he was I'rofessor of Mathematics at Vienna

;

subsequently ho went to Rome, where he died November 28, 1C80,
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Kirclier's lantern contained a plano-convex bull's-eye condenser, a

double convex lens as the objective, and a conical oil flame as the

source of ligrht ; the slide was placed between the condenser and the

light. Messrs. Cai'penter & ^^'estley have a diagram of Kircher's

lantern in their possession. Kircher was a voluminous writer ; tlie

titles of his books form a long catalogue. He prided himself on his

skill in deciphering hieroglyphics. A student, one Andre Muller, did
some scribblings on a parchment and forwarded them to Kircher as

antique records ; the unsuspecting savant replied that they were true

hierogl3rphics, and sent Muller tlie translation.

Leonard Euler, tlie mathematician, invented the modification of

the optical lantern for exhibiting images of opaque objects, and he
described it, with a diagram, in one of his published Letters to a

German Princess, dated January 8, 1762. It consisted of a lantern

with a tube and double convex lens in front, and at the back, opposite

the lens, was a kind of saucepan lid, which held the object to be pro-

jected. In the lantern were two ojjaque screens, or wings, behind ejrcli

of which was a lamp with a large wick. The lamps illuminated the

object, and the -wings screened the liglits from tlie lens. He says :
" I

have contrived in tliis box two side wings for the reception of lamps
with large wicks, and in eacli wing is placed a mirror to reflect the

light of the lamps on the objects The ordinary magic lanterns,

however, are not constructed in this manner, and serve to represent

no other objects but figures painted on glass, whereas this machine
may be applied to objects of aU sorts." To magnify a fly to the size

of an elephant, he recommends that the rays of tlie sun sliall be con-
centrated upon it bj' a " burning glass," to give sufficient illumination.

This treatment, we may surmise, would be bad for the fly.

In the liioptrica Nova, by AVilfinm Molyneux, published in 1002, is

an engraving of a magic lantern, in all respects the same as that of

Kircher—a simple oil flame, a plano-convex bull's-eye of great curva-
• lure, and a diuible convex objective. Molyneux calls it the " Magic
Lantern, sometimes called the Laniei-na Megahyraphica." He speaks
of it as a well-known instrument, made by " common glass-grinders,"

and he states that in some of the instruments a reflector is used
instead of the lenticular condenser.

For about loO years little or no improvement was made in the original

instrument of Kircher. Towards the clo>e of the eighteenth century,

Dr. Gravesande, a Dutch man of science, described a magic lantern
containing a four-wiek lamp. The oil from the lamp traversed a
horizontal pipe carrying the wicks. The flame was made up of four
little flames, which by touching one another made " one square flame
two inches wide.'' A concave reflector behind increased the illumina-

tion. This lantern had a five-inch double convex condenser. The objec-

tive consisted of two double convex lenses ; thediameterof the one next
the light was three and a half inches, and was of considerable convexity.
The front lens of the combination was smaller and flatter, and was
placed tliree inches from its neighbour. There was a diaphragm
between the lenses, and the information was published that unless

the diaphragm " be just where the rays intersect, it does a great deal

of mischief." For additional information about this lantern see A
Compleat System of Opticlxs, by Dr. Ivobert Smith, Professor of

Astronomy at Cambridge, and " Master of Mechanicks to His
Majesty," 1784. Five years after this, in the year 1789, Argand
invented his lamp. Before this date the optical lantern was
necessarily an imperfect kind of instrument, unless sunlight were used
as the illuminant. The solar microscope was invented by Nathaniel
Lieberkuhn, of Berlin, in 17;J8.

With the exception of the step described by Gravesande, all the

great improvements in the optical lantern have been made within the

last one hundred years ; before that time illuminants were too feeble.

If I remember rightly it was Charles Lamb who described our fore-

fathers as persons who " walked in the dark, groping."
I'hantasmagorial effects were first seen in London in 1802, at the

Lyceum ; their advent is thus described in Chambers' Journal of

AprU 28, 1849 :—
"In 1802, a French gentleman, a M. Philipstal. astonished crowds of

people in London by an optical exhibition which he entitled tlie

Phantasmagoria. It was a soul-appaUing spectacle to those wlio had
hitherto been ignorant of the wonders of light and shade. The spec-
tatory was a room where no light but that of a dismal oil lamp, hanging
in the centre, was admitted. On the assembling of the audience, this

lamp was drawn up into a chimney, and a pitchy gloom overspread the
place. Presently the soft and mournful notes of sepulchral music were
heard, and a curtain rose displaying a cavern, on the frowning walls of

which were depicted the forms o( skeletons and spectral figures. The
music ceased ; the rumbling of thunder was heard in the distance.

Gradually it became louder, until at length vivid flashes of lightning,

accompanied with peals apparently of the deep-toned organ of the skies,

gave all the impressions of a tremendous storm. The thunder and
lightning continued at their height, when suddenly a small cloud of light

appeared in the air ; it gradually increased in size, until at length it

stood revealed a ghastly spectre, around whom the lightning gleamed in

fearful reality. Its eyes moved agonisedly from side to side, or now
turned up in the sunken eye-socket, the image of unutterable despair.

Away, back to the dim abyss from whence it came it was seen swiftly to

retire, and finally vanished in a little cloud, the siorm rolling away at the

same time. Then came other phantasms, some of which rushed up with
apparently amazing rapidity, approaching the spectators, and again aa

rapidly receding, to return clothed with flesh and blood, or in the form
of some well-known pubUo personages. After a display of a number of

similar apparitions, the curtain feU."

If the man were still living who wrote the foregoing harrowing
description of a magic lantern entertainment, and were to apply to

the l)aily Telegraph, he would probably be engaged as a leader

writer straight oflf. How the narrative reminds us all of early days
at the Polytechnic, when from the depths of the yawning cavern tlie

bloodthirsty ogre expanded into view, amid the crash of gong and
the roll of drum, while Mr. J. L. King, who governed these terrible

powers, steadily controlled the incantations without being the least

bit frightened; he ruled the whirlwind and the storm, unmoved and
serene he stood amid all the horrors of a Walpurgis night.

Phantasmagorial effects, it is scarcely necessary to state here, are

produced by means of a translucent screen, behind, and to and from
which, a lantern is run upon rails; as it approaches the screen the

figure represented diminisnes in size ; as it recedes from the screen,

the apparition increases in size but diminishes in brightness. To
equalise the illumination various devices have been invented, among
them the interposition of a varying number of curtains. The
objective has to be moved in its tube as the lantern advances or

recedes, so that the image shall always be in sharp focus upon the

screen. Some operators have been clever enough at private lantern

displays to manage all the motions of the camera and its parts witliout

additional automatic appliances ; their plan in old days was simply to

tuck the lantern under one arm, and go to work. With a modern
three-wick lantern the temperature would, under such circumstances,

be objectionable.

Before lantern objectives were constructed capable of giving a flat

field upon the screen, the designs to be exhibited were in some rare

instances painted upon concave instead of flat pieces of glass ; these

old concave slides are now great curiosities.

The oldest manufacturers of magic lanterns in this country are

Messrs. Carpenter & Westley, of 24, Regent-street, London. Philip

Carpenter began the making of lanterns in Birmingham about the

year 1808, and subsequently the late William Westley, who was born

in 1807, entered his employment. In 1827, shortly- after the removal

of the business to London, William Westley rejoined his employer,

first as foreman, than as partner ; lastly he became the principal. He
died at the beginning of tliis year, 1887, and was buried in lliglit^ate

Cemetery. Philip Carpenter was the uncle of the late Dr. W . B.

Carpenter, the physiologist ; the latter is said to have acquired his

taste for scientific pursuits from the interest he took as a boy in the

lanterns and lantern slides of his uncle. When dissolving views

were invented, about 1836, by an ItaUan, whose name I have been

unable to obtain, and, it is said, by Henry Childe, independently of

each other, Dr. Carpenter wrote "to Messrs. Carpenter i: Westlev,

asking how they were produced and giving his own theory ; he did

not guess that two lanterns were brought into play. That letter is

still in existence. When dissolving views were first invented,Wilham
Westley put them before the public, but the method of tlieir pro-

duction was kept secret. William Westley raised lantern slide

painting to a fine art ; he selected the best artists and encouraged

them to improve by paying them twice the usual fees for their work,

with something in addition for any exceptional specimen of skill.

Among the best slide painters he employed may be mentioned

Thomas Kearnan, the best slide painter of architectural subjects who
ever lived; he died in 1872. Another was Henry Childe, who
claimed the invention of dissolving views ; lie was clever at scenic

effects, such as rippling water, summer and winter, eclipses at sea,

and so on. Another was S. H. Baker, the best man who ever painted

landscapes on glass for the lant«a-ii. J. Smith and Thomas Clare

were other noted slide painters of the past, so also was Charles

Simpson, a miniature and portrait painter by profession, who sub-

sequently became blind. Lastly, C. Constant, the painter of comic

sUdes, should be remembered; he has made himself immortal by

devising the world-wide famous slide of the sleeping man swallowing

endless processions of rats. All these painters have departed this

life with the exception of Mr. Baker, who now occupies a high

position in connexion with the Birmingham Society of Arts. Kearnan

and Simpson were interred by the late William Westley in the same

grave in Brompton Cemetery.
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Messrs. Ciirponter & Westley introdiiciHl the creMent form of

dissolver, in which iv crescent was cut out near the circiimfer»>nce of

a circular disc ; it gets rid of the shadows on the picture cast by
opaque dissolvers. Philip Carpenter, the founder of the business,

nuitt'rially helped Sir l)avid JJrewstor in the invention of the

kaleidoscope. A few days ago I bad the pleasure of meeting in the

estabUshment a nephew of each of the founders of the firm, from
whom the particulars herein given in relation to its history were
obtained. J'hcy have about 12,000 slides on the premises, some of

them by departed artists, whose productions they will not now part
with on any terms, and all people connected with the lantern trade

agree in telling me that photography has killed lantern-slide painting

as a Hue art. W. U. Harbison.
{To be continued.)

THE CRYSTAL PALACE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.

An exhibition of photographs and apparatus will be held in the Crystal

Palace, commencing Monday, February 20, 1888. We make such an
extract from the rules and regulations as will enable our readers to

become acquainted with the conditions nnder which they may exhibit.

All goods or pictures for exhibition iinst be delivered, carriage i>aid, on or

before Saturday, Fi bruary 11, 1888, addressed to the Executive Coinniittee,

and bear, in a (listinot uiauuer, the name and address of the sender, together

with the number of table or space assigned to the exhibitor. The conunittee

reserve the right to refuse any exhibit, without stating any reason for so doing.

No exhil)it shall be removed until the close of the exhibition, immediately
after which each exhibitor must pack and remove his goods at his own expense.

The executive reserve to themselves the riglit of doing whatever they may con-
sider necessary, at the expense of the exhibitor, unless this regulation is

strictly complied with.

No sales shall be allowed to take place during the exhibition, nor may photo-
graphs of the Pahice or grounds, or any part thereof, bo taken, but orders may
be iMoked for duplicates of any exhibits.

In the apparatus division, tables or floor space will be provided for ex-

hibitors 16 ft. by 12ft., which will be subdivided to suit requirements into

spaces of 16 ft. by 6 ft. or 8 ft. by 6 ft., for which a charge will be made of
Is. 6d. per stiuare foot. No exhibitor will be allowed to transfer anyi>oi'tion

of the space allottetl to him, or to allow any other than his own duly admitted
exhibits to be placed thereon, without the consent of the comndttee.

In the art division a fee of is. 6d. per frame (irrespective of size) will be
charged. No Oxford frames will be admitted.

Photograjihs coloured by artificial or mechanical means will be excluded,
excejit under class C, section 4.

Reasonable care will Ik taken to protect exhibits, but neither the directors

nor the Executive Comndttee will be responsible for any loss or damage arising

from tire, accident, or any other cause.

A non-transferable admission ticket will be supplied to each exhibitor, and,
in the a]>paratua division, to an attendant where necessary, which will pass the
holder into the Palace without payment on each day of the exhiljition.

No exhibitor will be allowed to display his troods or name-board (which
must in every case be ])laced longitudinally with the nave), to the annoyance
or detriment of other exhibitors, and the directors may require the removal of
any olwtniction, or anything which in their juilgment contravenes this rule.

No substance of a dangerous or explosive nature shall under any circum-
stanct^s be exhibited.

Awanls will lie made in each class, provided the judges deem any exhibit or
exhibits of sutticient merit. From the decision of the judges there shall be no
ajipeal.

All correspondence and inquiries to be addressed to the Executive Committee
of the Photographic Exhibition, Crystal Palace, S.K

Applications lor space must 1>€ matle as above, and the forms filled up and
returned liefore Saturday, February 4, 1888.

Regulations and other information respecting the competitive lanteni en-

tertainments which will take place during the exhibition may be obtained
from the comndttee.

These regulations, with one or two omitted, are signed by S. G.
Buchanan Wollaston, W. H. Hyslop, and J. F. Peasgood, who form the
Executive Committee.

Space does not permit us this week to give the divisions and classifica-

tion of the exhibits. These in oui next.

NOTES FROM ABROAD.
{From our Special Corresporident.)

V.

Belgium as a Field for the Camera.

In my last some paiticnlars were given about Louvain, the capital of

South Brabant ; the city now contains but 85,000 inhabitants, whereas,

in the days of its glory in the fourteenth century, it had 140,000. Its

history dates back to the Roman period. The country surrounding it is

flat, and its chief photographic subject, the City Hall, has t)een much
" done " by photographers ; in London it is represented in commercial
lantern views. The chief thing I saw in Louvain, of interest to a pro-

fessional photographer, was one likely to take his breath away, namely,

the following anonnccnicnt in some of the shop window*:

—

" Cartei-de-

vitite Id. 3rf. per 100, in ton minutoi." Uradaally, however, the light

may dawn upon him that the name of carte-de-virite for a photograph is

a stolen one, and that it originally meant what it says, namely, " yiiitiog

card."

To Lii^ge, a distance of between forty and fifty miles, the country u
gently undulating, and cultivated to its atmost capacity of production by

peasant proprietors. Hero and there a gentleman's cbAteau is seen,

with grounds, and sometimes ornamental waters, of moderately limited

extent. Liege, the chief s«at of the iron trade of Belgium, lies down in

the valley of the Meusc, and the railway approaches it down a long, steep,

and expensive incline. No city is more libelled in English gnide-booki

than Liiige. It is almost invaiiably descrilwd as a place of fires and
forges, surmounted by a grimy canopy of smoke. The Practical Ouide,

published by Triibner A- Co., is dated 1887. Its editor gays:—"The
primary feature which distinguishes these 'Guides' in—They are alto-

gether based on personal crpericnce They indicate nothing that hm
"not been personally verified." Of Liige it says: "Iron fouridiies, for

firearms, printing presses, steam engines, &c., flaming in all directiona.

.... To Namur, 1 J hr. or steam." In this book the words " or steam "

are always employed to denote steamboats. As a matter of fact the

steamboats between Li6ge and Namur have ceased to run for at least five

years, and instead of Liege being a place of flames, forges, and iron

foundries, I saw in it neither flame nor smoke. Bath and Brighton are

more smoky than Liege, doubtless because the Belgians bum their fuel

in a rational manner, do not waste three-fourths of the heat up the

chimney after paying for it to the coal merchant, neither do they waste

the unburnt fuel called "smoke," and at the same time pollute the atmo>

sphere therewith. The region of fire, and smoke, and forges is at Seraing,

a few miles up the river from Liege. The latter is a beautiful city, laid

out with boulevards, gardens, squares, and ornamental waters, with an
atmosphere so clear that, when photographing in the middle of the town,

the cottages on near and distant hills would come out sharp and crisp in

the picture when the weather is fine. At the end of September, when
fires were coming into use, I saw no haze due to smoke. An average

London atmosphere is pea-soup compared to that of Liege. So much for

guide-books, for the one just quoted is not an exceptional case, but

makes most claims to extreme accuracy. The editor has a lively style

of writing.

Among the chief features of Liege, from a photographic point of view,

is the Palace of Justice, built in 1.583 by the Cardinal-Bishop Erard de

la Marck. It has a colonnade with pillars somewhat in the Moorish

style ; anciently the place was the residence of the Prince-Bishops.

Another remarkable specimen of architecture is the interior of the Church
of St. Jacques, date 1513. In exploring the west end of Li^ge I came,

alongside the Church of St. Anthony, upon a feature not described in

guidebooks. It was a stone staircase about as wide as the Strand in

London, but it went up, up, up, until church spires were left far below

—

np, until the people at the top looked no higher than umbrellas. Here

was something to be explored. When less than half-way up, the spires

and turrets of the highest buildings m the city were below the observer,

and at the top of the staircase was a cafi called " The Mountain Rest."

It turned out to be a staircase upon the side of a steep hill, at the top o{

which were some of the fortifications of Liege. What lens would do
justice to this staircase ?

A new departure, I think, might be made in tourist photography by the

traveller training himself, not so much to take views of celebrated places,

which local photographers, at all events, have obtained already, but to

complete various series of pictures, illustrating manners, customs, and
events foreign to his own country ; then, on his return, by the optical

lantern or otherwise, he should convey to others the information which

he himself has gained. In Liege, some of the most foreign-looking

things I saw were the scaffoldings used in building and repairing houses.

These scaffoldings were variously built up, and are indescribable without

photographs. In one place I saw a house in a main street undergoing

extensive repairs. All the front wall and front rooms had been removed,

leaving the roof and back rooms standing. In the cavern thus created a
new shop and front rooms gradually arose. As the wanderer wends his

way southwards in Europe the scaiToldings grow more mysterious, until

in Switzerland they are made so that barrows can be wheeled from the

bottom to the top up zigzag inclined planes, built on the principle of the

zigzag roads up steep mountains. At Berne, in addition to these "
novelties to an Englishman, the builders have a special way of raising

stones and heavy weights. A kind of squirrel cage is erected high in the

air, inside which men perform treadmill exercise, something like squirrels

or white mice. The wheel thus turned works a windlass, by which stones

and other things required in the building operations are raised. Things
like these should be photographed, and a " yam " spun about them when
exhibiting the pictures at home. The interest of observers of photo-

graphs can always be enhanced by a little judicious talk. The pictures

are most effective when on a large scale and brightened by the glory of

colour, as by means of the painted slides of the magic lantern.

Here is another un-English subject for the camera. In Belgium, and
in some other European countries, the people do not trouble themselves

by building much in the shape of raUway platforms. Especially is this the

case at the smaller stations, where passengers scramble across one line of

rails to get into a r in upon another line of rails. At large centres of
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traffic in Belgium it is also common for, Bay, half-a-dozen trains to be

timed to reach the junction at the same time. They remain perhaps

fifteen miuutes, during which the passengers " sort themselves," and
when all are rearranged in their proper trains, oS they go. Liege

station-in-chief, with three trains waiting at one end, three at the other,

and the i>assengers thronging the space between at the level of the rails,

is a subject for an instantaneous photograph. Pictures illustrating the

cheerfulness of cafe life in France and Belgium, and the way in which
fathers, mothers, and children enjoy themselves in a homely way at such

places, would be interesting in England ; but to obtain them the

magnesium light would perhaps have fre<iuently to bo brought into play.

The light-heaited French would in many cases enter into the fun of the

thing, and politely pose and sit quietly that the Englishman might take

home a memento of tbe scene. In time, such iiictures, accompanied by
narratives, will become of somewhat less general interest in England,
because statistics prove that tlie number of English crossing the Channel
annually is increasing by leaps and bounds. Only the lack of education

has hitherto prevented the average English from mixing up witli the

leading Continental nations to the same extent that the dwellers in those

nations intermix with each other. In Switzerland a young man is not

thought to be worth much unless he can speak three living languages in

addition to his own, and a wise Government has provided for liim

facilities tor learning them almost gratuitously. Hence, also, they can,

and they deserve to, get situations in England where an English youth
cannot, they having earned their ascendency by perseverance and honest

hai d work in good schools.

From what was said in my last about the necessities of the light-footed

photographic tourist who intends to visit comparatively unexplored
districts, armed with no more baggage than he can himself easily carry,

it becomes evident that the weight of his plates or films becomes of major
importance. As to paper negatives, it is admitted that they show grain

when they ai'c of lantern-slide size, and are afterwards printed as such
for projection ; therefore, the tourist who has rare subjects before his

camera cannot afford to use paper instead of plates. Stripping films

deserve attention, but they have yet, for such work, a good or other repu-

tation to make, and the manipulations are more complicated than those

connected with dry plates. If plates should prove to be a necessity, it is

also an absolute necessity that they should be of thin glass, which
in England has not always been very largely on sale at moderate prices,

although Mr. J. Traill Taylor recently discovered an exception in London
and Birmingham to this rule. At Liege I called at the University, and
foimd that even in the autumn season its library is open, but for a few
hours only, and in the daytime. There I saw in a recent number of the

Bultctin Beige about experiments in Belgium with the Balagny lilms,

which, from rei>orts in French newspajiers, would seem to be as good
and transparent as glass plates, and nearly as simple in manipulation.

The only objection to them which, so far, has come before the public in

England is their high price. It seems to be time that their merits and
demerits should be exhaustively tested and reported in this country. The
number of the Bulletin Behje aforesaid stated that M. Lunsden had given

a demonstration of the working of these films before the Belgian Photo-
graphic Association. Tlic developing bath he used had a glass bottom,
so that when he poured oil the liquid he could hold the bath and negative

up to watch by transmitted light the progress of the development. The
(Ums were also strong enough to bear turning over by hand, while wet,

to examine the progress. In order to expose them in the camera they
were mounted temporarily upon ferrotype plates, which had previously

been thinly coated with a warm solution of gelatine and glycerine. To
this film, when cold, the films adhere lightly, and the coating serves to

hold several films in succession without renewal of the adhesive material.

Tlic films are easily detached. In the course of the evening a picture of

the members of the Association was taken upon one of the films by the

aid of the magnesium light. A slight fogginess in the negative was
supposed to be possibly due to magnesium smoke or to tobacco smoke,
though liow the latter came to be present at a meeting of a scientific

society is not stated by the Bulletin Bel'ie. Thus, the hope of the

pedestrian tourist seems to lie—1, in Balagny films ; 2, in stripping

films ; 3, in gelatine emulsions upon thin glass ; 4, in getting small
batches of thin glass gelatine-emulsion plates sent to meet him at various

places by parcels post, and sending home small batches of his finished

negatives at the same time. Of these plans, perhaps the first and last

are the most promising.

PHOTOOBAPHY IN 1887.

[A CotniuUmcation to the Yorksliii-e College Pliotograpliiu Club.]

I riioroHE with your permission to classify -n'hat I have to say under
three heads, namely, progress during the past year ; the present position
and utility of photography ; the claims of photography to rank as a
creative art.

A considerable amount of evidence haa been accumulated with reference
to both the principles and practice of orthochromatic processes, and it

may fairly he claimed that the value of these processes has been clearly
established, although very much still remains to be done before the
methods can be regarded as approaching perfection. For the repro-

duction of paintings orthochromatic methods have become indispensable,
and the excellence of the results obtained, when they are combined
with photogravure, is truly remarkable. In photographing pottery,

flowers, and similar subjects, the advantages are likewise very strongly
marked. A more extended series of experiments on the use of plates

prepared with erythrosine for landscape work confirms the conclusion
previously expressed, that the gain over the ordinary process is more
considerable than might be expected from general considerations,
whilst at the same time it is much more strongly marked with some
subjects than with others. The improvement is most noticeable in the
rendering of foliage, water, and distance. The masses of foliage are
bolder, and trees of different colour and character are much more clearly

distinguished. The distance is rendered more clearly especially during
the prevalence of that almost imperceptible blue haze which is frequently

so troublesome, whilst at the same time the atmospheric effect is not
lost it care is taken not to use a screen of too deep a tint. The gradations
of the water are softer and more pleasing, and the reflections, usually so

difficult to render, are obtained in a satisfactory manner. Erythrosine is

still the most powerful known sensitiser for the less refrangible rays,

and is the most useful for general purposes, whilst cyanin is unsurpassed
for subjects which contain much* orange and red. Mr. Wellington
has recently introduced certain modifications by means ot which he is

able to increase the stability of the cyanin and the plates prepared
with it.

The most noteworthy improvement in the methods of photo-mechanical
printing is Husband's l'apyrotint,\ a method of i)hoto - lithography iu

half tone, the necessary grain being obtained by means of potasf-ium

ferricyanide. The transfer paper is first coated with gelatine containing
glycerme aud a considerable proportion ot common salt, and then, after

drymg, with gelatine containing potassium bichromate salt and a con-
siderable proportion of potassium ferricyanide. After exposure the
transfer is treated with water, inked, and transferred to stone. The
character of tlie grain can be modified by altering the proportion of

ferricyanide, drying at a higher or lower temperature, and varying the
temperature of the water with whicli the transfer is treated. Even a
fine-grained transfer will yield as many as 1200 copies. The results are

very satisfactory.

A discussion as to the relative permanence of prints produced by
different methods has naturally excited considerable interest, but has
been characterised by a considerable amount of reasoning based on false

analogies, and the display of an inadequate knowledge of chemistry on
the part of otherwise able and skilful iihotographers. Without at present

entering into the question in any detail, it may bo useful to point out
that a print produced on albumcnised paper in the usual way is some-
thing totally different from a print produced by development from an
emulsion, and the properties and reactions of the one afford no guide
whatever as to the probable behaviour of the other under similar

conditions.

A most important contribution to the science of photography has been
made by Carey Lea, whose papers have been reprinted in most of the
photographic journals. His inrestigations deal mainly with the nature
of the invisible or latent image. The two theories which have hitherto

divided photographers on this question are generally known respec-

tively as the physical theory and the chemical theory. According
to the first the light waves impinging upon the silver salt throw the

molecules into such energetic vibration that the molecular structure is

very nearly shattered, or, in other words, the attraction ot the silver

for the chlorine, bromine, and iodine is so far overcome that the develop-

ing solution is able to complete the destruction of the molecule by re-

moving the bromine and leaving the silver in the metallic state.

According to the chemical theory, the light waves acting on the silver

salt in presence of moisture, organic substances, &c., decomj)Ose it,

splitting off half the chlorine, bromide, or iodine, and leaving a sub-

chloride, sub-bromide, or sub-iodide. This sub-salt is at once attacked

by the developer, and the metallic silver thus formed constitutes the

nucleus upon which the image is built up by the subsequent action of

the developer. C. H. BoTu.iiiLEV, F.IC, F.C.S.

(To be continued.)

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 17,206.—"A Registering Pliotogr.ipliio Printing Frame." W. H. 1'kksT.

viicu.—jMded iJccember 10, 1887.

No. 17,311.—"A Combined and Portable Automatic Apjiaratus caji.able of

Exhibiting at Day or Night a Series nf Views, Photogi-aiihs, Pictures, or otlier

Mattel's of Public Interest consecutively." {'omniunicatcd by V. Bonnet, II.

Lissagaray, Arinand Kicliard, and Mfied Richard. (1. Hl'ohk.s. — iJateil

December 16, 1887.

Nn. 17,461.—"Improvements in the Modes of and Means or Apparatus for

Taking and I'roducing Pliotograpli.s iuid in Ajipliances connected therewith."

J. lIiXKs, E. HowEi.i., and A. HowELL.

—

Haled December 19, 1887.

* rholograiihk Jfciis, 1887, V- 693. t Photosrof)ii« Jovrna}, p 126.
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THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

On Tliursilay, December !.">, at the ordinary wcokly meeting of the .ibovo

Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavern, City, London, Mr. A. Haddon
presided.

Letters were reail from Mr. Charles Blackburn, of Didsbury, Mr. J. L. King,

and Mr. P. Fincham, e.xpresfing regret at being unable to attend at the reading

of the paper.

Mr. vV. H. Harrison read a paper entitled Ilislui-ical Xotes on the Ojitical

Lantern [see page 809].

Tlie Hon. Si:chi;tabv announced that the cliscussion of the paper would be
postponed until the last Thursday in January.

Mr. W. ExoLAND said that when architectural photographic lantern slides

first came out they gave curved lines on the screen at the Polytechnic Institu-

tion, the luauagers of which, consequently, had len.ses for projection specially

made by Dallmeyer ; that was fourteen or fifteen yejirs ago.

Mr. J. TkjULL Taylor reniarke<l that at least twenty-five years ago photo-

graphic lenses were used in conjunction witli the lantern ; at the very founda-
tion of the Photogi-aphic Society of Eilinbur^'h he read a paper and used

achromatic lenses in the lantern. In the last Almanac would be found much
about lantern condensers ami the best methods of intensifying the light by an
extra lens ami otlierwise.

Mr. E. M. STHKE.S stated that a living painter of the old school of lantern

slides, Mr. Hill, had not been mentioned in the jiaper, nor was Henry Gardner
mentioned. The latter is good at landscape painting and general work on
slides ; he now lives at Birmingham. He remarked tliat some of the best

lantern slide painters of old had been short-sighted, which for such work
seeraeil to be an advantaiie.

Some historically interesting lantern slides, painted before the days of

photogr.iphic slides anil by the artists mentioiRMl in the paper, weie then
exhibiteil for Messrs. Carpenter & Westley Uy Mr. E. Manning Stokes, a

nephew of the late Vv'illiam Westley, and by Mr. T. B. Matthews, a nejihew of
the late Philip Carpenter, .'\niong these slides was the original one of tlie man
swallowing rats, also tlie improved form of tlie same picture subsequently
devised by the original artist. One of the exhibited slides of former times had
been very de'icately painted by a Dutch artist, name now forgotten.

Mr. W. M. Ayres exhibited some unmounted ])riuts on albumenised paper
twenty-five years old ; they had been toned and fixed in the old liyjio and gold
bath, and aie still in good condition—pure in the whites and deep in the
blacks.

Mes,srs. A, C, Edwards and E. J. Piatt were elected members of the
Association.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.

A Committee meeting was held on the 15tli instant, when the following were
elected members of tlie Association :—Messrs. E. Darlington, A. R. Dresser,

F. R. Grecnslade, .1. Hendrie, W. J. Humphreys, E. A. Rice, E. N. Smart, E.

Sampson, Mipcss, Co.slett, Hawker, Beddy, and Sisinan.

Four urgent cases were considered, and substantial as.si.stance given.

Messrs. W. J. Humphreys and H. J. White were elected members of the

Committee.
Mr. \V. M. Ashman resigned the Chairmanship of the Committee owing to

his business necessitating his leaving London.
Mr. W. Bedford was un.animously elected to fill the vacancy.

The meeting then further considered the preliminary stages for the inaugura-
tion of the Orphan Fund.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The annual dinner of this Association was held jointly with the Birkenhead
Association, in lieu of a general meeting, on Thursday, the loth instant, at the

Neptune Hotel, Liverpool,—Mr. George H. liutter, President of the Liverjiool

A.ssociation, in the cliair.

The party numbered about thirty-two, and a pleasant andsocial evening was
silent.

In the.course of the dinner a demonstration took place of what was styled a

Neto Royal Wet Process, by Mr. J. B. Sayce, in which the vincus juice playeil

an imjiortant part. This process, which is strongly recommended to amateurs
eonvivially inclined, was highly approved of, the only drawback appearing to

be its want of permanency.
After the usual loyal toasts, the succeeding toasts were, " The Photographic

Associations of Liverpool and Birkenhead," responded to by .Mr, J. H. Day on
behalf of Birkenhead, and Mr. W. A. Watts on behalf of Liverpool ;

" Mr.

B. J. Sayce. President-elect for Liveriwol," jiroposed by Mr. B. Boothroyd
;

"The Prizewinners for 1S87," proposed by Mr.H. N. Atkins, responded to

by Messrs. Beer and Lewis.
During the evening songs were sung and pianoforte selections given by

Mes-srs. Miners, Boer, W. and F. Faltin, Day, Tomkinson, Bowman Ralston,

and Jamea RalHton, which added greatly t} the pltasare anil canTlrinllty of tha

evening.

In tlio course of the proceadlnm
family of the late Mr. Jennings, wliii

added to the fund.

a oolleotion waa nia>Ie on behalf of th«
ioh resqlt«(l in the anm of 3^ 6*. Od. being

WALLASEY PHOTOORAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The usual monthly meeting of this Association wan held at 12, Bradfonl-

terrace, Seacoinbe, on Wednesday, the 7th instant,—Mr. Wilkinson iu the
chair.

Messrs. J. Gill, H. B. Sliarpe, E. Simnett, and Byrom, were duly elected M
members.
The taking of instantaneous photographs by night was then disciuwed, and

the various methods recently mentioned for the instantaneous ignition of
magnesium were touched upon.

Tlie Chairman afterwanfs exposed two plates ou a gronp of the memben,
using as an illumiiiant in each case a few grains of gunpowder (not having gan-
cotton at hand) and about fifteen grains of powdered inagnesiuni. The results,

so far as exposure was concerned, were very good, and plainly demonstratod
that by the aid of reflectors extremely successful jiortraits may be taken at

night in an ordinary room. Hie objection, however, to gunpowder is that it

gives off smoke, an inconvenience which does not attend the use ofgnncotton.

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

This Society held its usual monthly meeting in Sykcs's Rooms, Victoria-street,

at eight p.m. ou Tuesday, December 1.3,—Mr. R. Keene iu the chair.

Tlie minutes of the last meeting having been rea<l and confirmed,

Mr. Frank Coopeb read a paper entitled I'hototjriiphic Experiences, which
elicited some discussion, Mr. Cooper answering a number of questions pnt to

him ou the subject ; and he was accorded a hearty vote of tluanks.

The Chairm.\.n aunouneecl that the annual conrersazione nould l>e held on
January 11, 1888, iu the Lecture Hall, when there would be an exhibition of
pliotographs and lantern slides, also ileinonstrations of photographic printing

processes, &c.

It was decided to inaugurate an annual supper, to be provided in tho
Society's meeting room, upon a date to be fixed during January.

. MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The Last meeting of this Society was held at 36, George-street, Deoember 8,

1887,—Mr. AlierHeywood, jun., Vice-President, iu the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting read and coufirmed, Me.s.srs. Charles P.

Brenau, Warwicli Brooks, Alfred J. Bailey, S. Herljert Fry, and M. Pogson,
weie admitted members.

Mr. Abkl Hhywood, jun., read a short paper on Pumphrey's films, which
he had tried a considerable number of during the pa.st summer in Norway.
The size he used was quarter-plate, for lantern transparencies. Mr. Heywood
stated that though he might Vie satisfied with tlie films for silver printing he
would not Venture on using tliem again when on a distant expedition, especially

if he had lantern transparencies in view. The objections he found to them
were that he did uot obtain the same refinement of focus as on gla.ss, and the
films were much more liable to Haws and blemishes. He exhibiteil a number
of film negatives, with silver prints and transparencies from the same, also

silver prints and transp.arencies from glass negatives taken on the same expe-
dition. Mr. Heywood also exhibited a coloured portrait of himself, taken by
Mr. Mayall, London, and coloured by his patent process.

Mr. .John Schohicld read a paper and gave a practical and successful

demonstration of making lant-rn sliiles and bromide enlargements by artificial*'

light [see page 79'1 in last week's Journal].
The Hon. Secretaiy exhibited on behalf of Messrs. Ross & Co. an instrument

calleil the " Cuminoscopc," for viewing single photographs, and it is claimed
that the concave mirror of the instrument magnifies and proiiuees au effect

almost equal to stereoscopic. However, the opinions expressed on this instm-
ment were not over favoural>le.

Tlie Hon. Secretary also exhibited a stereoscope and a number of stereoscopic

slides which had been sent by Mr. Harding Warner. The slides were consider-

ably larger than the old form, the photographs bein;4 five inches and a half in

height by three inches wide, mounted side by siile ou six-aml-a-half-inch square
card mounts. These were passed round and examined by the members, and a
discussion followed upon the advantages or disailvantages of large-size pictures

for the stereoscope.

Mr. W. Blakkley could not agree with the Hon. Secretary (Mr. C'hailwick),

who had .stated there waa no .advantage iu large pictures for the stereoscope.

He was quite sure he could get a great ile.al "more subject" onhis71x44
plates than Mr. C'hailwick could on his 6^' x 3J plates.

Mr. C'hadwick said "more subject" or "amount of subject" was a very
unscientific term ; angle of view would be far better understood. If, then, a
four-aud-a-half-inch lens was used ou a four-and-a-half-inch plate, and a three-

inch lens used for a three-inch plate, the "amount of subject" wouhl be the
same in each case, because the angle of view would be the same. The correct

way to view a stereoscopic jiicture was at the same angle at which it was taken

;

we should then get apnarent natural size. Mr. Blakeley had advocated cutting
stereoscojiic jiictures tlirce and a quarter inches wide and mounting them three

and a quarter inches apart ; in that case few people would be able to .see them
comfortably, and if we could not see them easily and with pleasure they were
were not worth looking at at all ; but even iu Mr. Blakeley 's own case, as he
had asseiieil "he could see tliem rrry well," the picture must bo further from
the eye than the ordinary distance, and so their size would be reduced. It was
quite easy to sec a stereoscopic slide four inches deep (or in height), but three

inches wide was the limit for the width. For his own pleasure he preferrctl

1
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one gooil transparency to a dozen paper slides ; he, therefore, did not make
paper slides, and anything larger than three and a quarter inches in depth for

transparencies would be too heavy and clumsy, &c. When he required " more

subject," or greater angle of view, he used a short-focus lens, and three inches

was short enough for most purposes in stereoscopic work.

Mr. Thomas Chilton promised to bring to the ne.Kt meeting a number of

stereoscopic pictures taken by himself during the past season.

The Chairman said he was glad to see stereoscopic photography had taken

such firm root in the Manchester Photographic Society.

Mr. ScHOKiELD (the Librarian) made a short report of the state of the

Society's library.

Mr. J. F. Chapman presented for the Society's library a large collection of

modern books on photography.
Tlie Hon. Secretary presented a cojiy of Vogel's Progress in Photograph;/

(American edition), and many others were promised by various members.
Mr. A. Brothkrs called attention to the fact that the November meeting

was held on Wednesday, November 9, instead of the usual second Thursday,

November 10, and spoke of the undesirability of changing the dates of

meetings.
Tlie Chairiian ackno%vledged the undesirability of altering the dates, but

in this particular instance it so happened that the date for the closing of the

Royal Jubilee E.vhibition was November 10, and in making the alteration the

Council thought they were considering the convenience of the members, as

many would like to be at the closing ceremony of the Exliibition.

Mr. Blakelky thought with Mr. Brothers it was very umlesirable to alter

the date of meeting; for himself he had not had the privilege of being at the

Exhibition for the closing ceremony, and November 9 was to hiiti the last day
of the E.xhibition ; tlieretore, he was debarred from attentling the meeting of this

Society, and considered "the whole jiroceedings of the last meeting ought to be

repeated.

"

The Hon. Secretary said the date of meeting had only been altered three

times in a period of about ten years, and in the pre.sent case every member had
had nine or ten days' notice of the alteration by printed circular ; the meeting
which did take jilace was attended by more than the average number of mem-
bers, all of whom was congenial and satisKed.

Mr. D. E. Benson also spoke in coudemnation of the alteration of date, and
asserted his opinion that the Council had no power in that ilirectiou.

Mr. Chii-ton thought the subject had been introduced with ver;/ bad taste.

[" Hear, hear," from various parts of the room.]
The meeting was adjourned with the usual vote of thanks.

YORKSHIRE COLLEGE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The meeting on December 13 was devote<l to a discussion on Methods of
£nlaii/ing, tlie President (Mr. C. H. Botliamley) occu])ying the chair.

Mr. A. E. Nichols described the apparatus which he employed for enlarging
or reducing daylight. It consists of two stout wooden rails seven feet si.x

inches long, fastened together by crosspieces ; on these rails slide three frames,

one of which is fitted with a series of carriers for negatives of ilirt'erent sizes

the second carries the lens, and the third is an easel on which the paper or
plate can be fl-ied. A series of fiat boards about twelve inches long slides along
the rails, and prevents the access of any light from below. Laths pa.ss from
the upper part of one sliding frame to the next, and a cloth is thrown over
these to keep out the light. The frame carrying the negative is jilaced against
a window, and tilted at such an angle that unbroken sky illumination is

obtained.
Mr. C. H. BOTHAMLEY described the usual method of daylight enlarging by

means of an ordinary camera, the negative l)eing placed in the camera and
fixed against a window, and illununated by means of a refiector, whilst the
enlarged image is produced by the ordinary object being fixed in its usual place
in the camera front.

Mr. F. W. Branson exhibited and explained a complete form of apparatus
for enlarging by means of the oxyhydrogen light. The condenser was nine
inches in diameter, and the objective was a Ross' 8x5 rapid symmetrical. The
condenser was fixed, but the distances of tlie light and the object from it could
be readily adjusted by a sliding motion. The illumination of the field was
perfectly uniform as far as the eye could judge, and a half-plate negative
enlarged six diameters was perfectly sharp to the corners with a stop ^.

Mr. BoTHAMLEY briefiy explained the optical princiiMe involved in
using a condenser, and insisted on the necessity of having the light, condenser,
and objective always fixed, or of being able to adjust the distances of both the
light and objective from the condenser. He pointed out that the ordinary
lanterns for projection were not very suitable for enlarging purposes, on
account of the small range of adjustment. He also exhibited and described an
apparatus for enlarging with either an argaud gas lamp or the oxyhydrogen
light.

Dr. R H. Jacob had obtained good results with an argand oil lamp used
in ordinary projection lantern, but had found it desirable to ailo])t some form
of apparatus permitting of more ready adjustment. An efficient apjiaratus
can be made out of very simple materials, involving little exiiense beyond the
cost of the condenser, the camera lens being of course used as the objective.
He considered that when working with paper it was possible to use a much
greater quantity of yellow light than was commonly employed.

In reply to Mr. Whitham, the Secretary (Mr. Harry B. Hall) had had
experience in the making of enlarged paper negatives which could be used for
printing by any process, and had obtained very satisfactory results.

Further discussion of a conversational character followed, in which the
frevious speakers, the Rev. W. Hancock and Mes.srs. Whitham and H.
'ocklington, took part. There was a general consensus of opinion that if

enlarging was done at all, it was not worth while to use anything bigger than
a quarter-plate camera in the field ; that Eastman paper was uniforndy good,
and easy to work, and gave excellent results with suitable negatives ; but that
Morgan & Kidd's paper was more rapid, and gave a better rendering of half

tones when used with negatives which are good printing negatives for other
purposes

;
that when an enlarged negative is required, it is nmch better to

make an enlarged transparency, and jirint the negative from that by contact,
any retouching being done on the enlarged transparency, or negative, or both,
and not on the original negative.
The annual lantern exhibition will take place on January 27, 1888, and the

annual exhibition of pictures, &c., on February 14 in connexion with the
conversazione of the Yorkshire College Students' Association.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The second ordinary meeting of the current session was held in the Professional
Hall, 20, George-street, on December 7,—Mr. W. Forgan in the chair.
One lady and nine gentlemen were elected ordinary members, and six gentle-

men were nominated for election in January.
Dr. Alexander Hunter made some descriptive remarks upon places in the

Highlands which he had recently visited, and where good subjects might be
had for exposures when members were holidaying in the north. He gave a
good idea of the spots he referred to by handing round a considerable number
of large water colour sketches made by himself during the past summer.

This being the occasion when the annual exhibition of members' work takes
place, a large and interesting collection of prints were arranged upon the walls.
This year the exhibits were not so numerous as on some past occasions, but
some very fine technical work was shown, while the picturesque was evidently
well kept in view in many examples. Some very good cloud effects were shown,
obtained by double printing, which seems to be almost essential where the best
results are aimed at. Landscapes formed the bulk of the exhibits, and were
well reiiresented in forest, lake, and fell Several members sent frames of
figure stHilies, which deservedly attracted much attention. They chiefiy
depicted fishing village scenes, occupations, and life. While there was no
direct work of large size exhibited, save in one instance, a number of gelatino-
bromide enlargements gave pleasing variety to the display. As usual, silver
prints constituteil the majority of what appeared, and of these the smaller sizes
did not fail to liolil their own. Not the lea.st interesting and clever, because of
the great dirticulties encountered in securing them, were the marine subjects
hung. In a creditable number of instances the pictures of shipping were
admirable, the feeling of breeziness and wave motion being capitally caught.
The collection was not confined to members residing in the city, but contri-
butions came from those at a distance as well, even as far as the banks of tlie

Rhine. The largest work shown was a iiresentation to the Society by Mr. W.
Crooke, being a copy in platinum of the group taken on a twenty-Hve-inch jdate
at Craigmillar Castle during the late visit of the " Convention " party from
Gla.sgow. It is a very welcome addition to the Society's properties, and will
ever be interesting on account of its subject. The frame is the gift of Mr.
Tlionias Wardale. Mr. Graham, of Derby, presented twelve copies of a re-

markable instantaneous jiictiire of a Night of sea gulls, which will be balloted
for at a future meeting of the Society. A large number of portraits of pa.st

and present members were displayed, and the Society's new portrait album
was laid open to view. The President invited the memVje's to add to tlie

collection it already contained by prints, if possible, executed in some of the
permanent processes.

A number of cameras and dark slides were arranged upon the tables, and
were the objects of much inspection during the evening.

Mr. A. H. Baird exhibited a Brown's patent camera and dark slide. A
feature in this slide is that it offers a means of taking two pictures upon one
jdate. When this is desired a dark screen covers half of the space occupied by
the focussing glass, the slide is pushed half in and the door half drawn out,
after which the second exposure is made by pushing the slide fully home and
uncovering the other half of the plate. The sliding front in this camera carries
the bellows with it when moved up or down.

Mr. H. Auld showed a Gotz camera which contained several very good
points. The power of adjustment of the focus so as to suit widely different
lenses is very considerable, and a circular excentric front gives great latitude
of movement. The slides are of the "solid" make and beautifully designed.
The tripod head seeme<l of a new pattern.

Mr. E. Shawchoss also described his camera, which possessed .some useful
arrangements in view of portability.

The President intimated the apjiroach of the popular evening season, and
urged members to prepare their transparencies in good time. The Council also

were making arrangements for a public lecture in Queen-street Hall with
lantern illustrations, which would be intimated in the usual course. A distri-

bution of prints at an approaching meeting was also intimated and contribu-
tions of prints solicited for the same.

Correspondents should never write mi hotli sides of the paper.

" ALKALINE DEVELOPMENT."—" A NEW METHOD OP
INTENSIFYING BEFORE FIXING."

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In reply to the letter of your correspondent Signer A. Gil

de Tejada, referring to my article which appears under the above title in

this year's Almanac, may I be permitted to state that the second part of

the title was selected by the Editor as a description of the process.

I should be sorry to usurp any part of the credit which may be due to

Signor Tejada, whose article on Alkaline Intensifying in The Beiiish
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JoHRNAL PnoTooBArmc AiiMANAO for 1880 I had not seen previons to

writing my own.
I I'an only sny that if by onr united efforts photographers are induced

to exchanKo tlie present system of development (in case of unknown
exposure) for a better and more convenient way of working, I shall only
be too glad to yield to Signor Tejada the honour of having been the first

to suggest the improvement.
I find on comparing Signor Tejada's method of working with the one I

have proposed, that although the theory is the same there is a con-

siderable difference in the means used to effect the desired object. There
would also probably be, in many instances, a very material difference in

the practical results.

One of the distinctive features in the method I have described is the

enormously increased latitude which it allows in the exposure. This
was recently demonstrated at the Photograpliic Club, when a good
printing negative with clear shadows was easily obtained on a plate

which had received twenty times the normal exposure, the fact that the

plate icas over exposed being unknown to the operator before commencing
development.

This method of developing a negative so as to obtain detail first and
density afterwards, is simply an adaptation to the alkaline development
of gelatine plates of the old method of redeveloping or intensifying before

fixing which was commonly used in the wet collodion process. It seems
not improbable, judging from the results obtained, that the modification
now proposed will prove equally useful in the gelatino-bromide process.

—

1 am, yours, &c., B. J. £i>wabi>s.

Tlie Grove, Hackney.

MOUNTS.

To the Editors.

GENTUisreu,—In reference to the paragraph on p. 788 of present week's
issue of Thk British .TonRNAL of Photoohaphy, which mentions a
probable difliculty in getting mounts through with the photographer's
name on same, I think that if an imprint is added at foot of card as

follows, " Manufactured in Berlin (or Paris) for J. Fallowfield (or others)

as a foreign product," it would fully cover any possible objections the
Custom House might raise.

It might be mentioned that it is now generally known these goods are

of foreign manufacture, and I also know the authorities have been made
aware of this fact, as 1 had two eases stopped by the Customs because
they bore the imprint, " Fallowfield, London," but they were released

after a delay of about fourteen months. This I take to be an admission
of admissibility of these goods as recognised articles of foreign make, and
that no deception was intended.—I am, yours, &c.,

H. White {pro J. Fallowfield).
35 and 36, Lower Marsh, and 86, Oakley-street, Lambeth, S.B,,

December 16, 1887.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have just read your report of the proceedings at the
last meeting of the I'hotographic Society of Great Britain, and regret very
much that I was unavoidably absent, as I might have saved the President
from the extreme annoyance—to use a gentle expression— to which he
was subjected, by making the statement which I will now, with your
permission, lay before your readers.

At the meeting on November 8 I read out as usual the name and
address of each candidate for election, with the name of the member
proposing him from personal knowledge. The Chairman then stated, as

usual, that all the candidates would be balloted for en bloc, but that if

there were any considerable number of black balls (one in five excludes) a
ballot would be taken for each candidate separately. The attendant then
took round the ballot box, and while the voting was in progress Mr.
WoUaston handed me a card with the following words written in pencil,
" is a tiiistuke," naming one of the candidates. I at once got up,

followed the attendant, took from him the certificate of the candidate in

question, and not seeing any mistake in it I showed it to Mr. WoUaston
and asked him what was wrong. He then told me that he objected to

the candidate. I said, " Oh, is that it ; well, then, put in your black
ball," or words to this effect. He replied that the ballot box had already
passed him. Subsequently, after the Chairman had opened the ballot

box, and finding no black balls at all had declared all the candidates
duly elected, Mr. WoUaston complained that sufficient notice was not
given that the candidate in question was about to be balloted for. It

was suggested by some one that the candidates' certificates should be
posted up beforehand so as to give members an opportunity of examining
them. General approval was expressed of this plan, and the matter then
dropped.

In what I have here stated I wish to emphasise the fact that no protest of

any kind reached me be/ore the ballot began ; that after it had begun, Mr.
WoUaston left his seat and handed me a card bearing the four words
quoted above, and that I took them to imply some clerical error in the
candidate's certificate. No one could suppose at first sight they were

intended as a formal protest against hii nomination, and I labmit that
they do not constitute a protest at all. I wish further to say that the
system of election of candidates which was followed on this occasion waa
ttiat which has always been in use in this Society, and tliat there waa oo
attempt to hurry them through. The names were, I think, read ont
sufficiently clearly for every one to hear, and several minutea elapaed
between the time of naming the candidate in question and the ballot

being started.

Mr. WoUaston is reported to have said at the last meeting (December
13) that he handed in a written protest to Mr. Cocking, written in ink in

his presence, an hour before the meeting (on November 8) began. It is

impossible to prove a negative, but Mr. Cocking has accounted to me for

the whole of his time after five o'clock on that evening, when the Exhi-
bition closed, till 6.45, when the Council meeting began at which all the
candidates' certificates were signed. At eight o'clock the Council ad-
journed for the meeting upstairs, and Mr. Cocking assures me he has no
recollection of seeing Mr. WoUaston at all till then, or of receiving any
document from him. It should be noted also that Mr. WoUaston asked
a question of the proposer of the candidate he objected to, implying a
doubt as to his identity, after the ballot was over.

I am glad that the majority of the meeting on December 13 regained
sufficient confidence in the honesty of the President and Secretaries to

rescind their hasty vote, even in the absence of the above statement of

facts.— I am, yours, Ac, W. F. Donkin, Hon. Secretary P.S.U.II.

December 17, 1887.

EE THE "PERFECT" PHOTOMETEB.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Our attention has been called to a letter from Messrs.
Marion & Co. in your issue of the Kith instant, and in fairness to our-
selves and to the Stereoscopic Company, who make their statements upon
facts given them by us, we must explain that we are the sole licensees of

Decoudun's photometers since September 23, so far as England is con-
cerned, having a legally signed agreement between Decoudun and our
representative in Paris to that effect, upon consideration of our taking
a certain large quantity. This being the case, we offered the sale of this

article to the London Stereoscopic Company for London and to other im-
portant houses in the country, on the conditions of their Ukewise taking
from us considerable quantities to retain in their hands the excluMive sale

in their districts. Decoudun has further undertaken that he will not sell

to any other house shipping to England, and if he finds that any sold by
him to commission houses are sent to England he wiU discontinue
supplying such houses.—I am, yours, iSrc,

A. Stalky {pro Charles, Reynolds, & Co.).

26 and 27, Milk-street, Cheapside, London, K.C., December 19, 1887.

N.B.—As stated by Messrs. Marion & Co., Decoudun, Paris, is the
maker, and, farther, the Stereoscopic Company have never sold one with-
out his name being upon it.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—With regard to Messrs. Marion <fe Co.'s letter in yonr
issue of the 16th regarding the " Perfect " Photometer, we quite admit that
the inventor is M Decoudun, of Paris— not Decoudesor, as they state—
and that the patentee's name is duly stamped on every photometer we sell.

As to their statement that they hold stock of it, we immediately called
upon Decoudun's licensees here, who had guaranteed us exclusive sale for
London, for an explanation as to how any other London firm could have
acquired any, and they stated that so far since the date of their Ucense
no firm except ourselves had received any deliveries, and that if any had
reached this country since the date of their license for Great Britain they
must have been obtained m controvention of the express arrangements
made with M. Decoudun. As we have secured the sole license for
London, we are only following the usual custom of advertising it as our
speciality. That the principle of its use should have been suggested by
others, as they state, so far back as 1884, only shows how long a good
idea may lay dormant until some one is smart enough to take it up.

—

We are, yours, ic.
The London Stereoscopic and Photographic Company, Limited.

54, Clieapaide, London, E.G., December 20, 1887.

iSxctange (ffolumn.

,* A^o charge is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this columr ;
but none will be inserted unless the article uxinied is definitely stated. Those
who specify their requirements as " anything us^ul" will Ihertfort understand
the reason of their non-appearance.

Will exobange 7x5 wide-angrle rectilinear leoj for half-plats " Optimus" rapid recti-
linear.—Address, E. Bull, 90, Snmner-road, Peckham, 9.E.

I will exchange a btanial lantern in mahoganj case, with brass front. Jets, and dis-
solvor, for a 12x10 oamora with three or more double slides of good make.

—

Address, J. K. Towhsend, Woodbine Villas, Carrington, Nottingham.
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anstoers to ©ortegpontrenw.

*,* All mailersfor the lext portion of this Journal, including " Exchaiiges,"
mitst be addressed to "The Editor," 2, York-street, Corent Garden,
Undon, W.C.

Ccnmnunicalions relating to Advertisements and general biisiness affairs tn

"H, Grbenwood & Co.," 2, York-street, Corent Garden, London, H'.C.

Photoqraphs Registered :

—

J. Stuai-t, Glasgow.— Ptiotorjrayjli of R. B. Ciinninglinm Qrnhara, J?s(j., M.P.

A, F. MeKonzie, Binuinffham.—Phoio</raj)7i of the Right lion. A. Peel, M.P,, Speaker
of the House qf Common s.

\* Too L.\TE.—In our next number, and also in that for January 6, 1888, we
.shall publish a list of .societies which have elected tlieir officers for the
ensuing year since the date of our going to press with tlie Alsian.\C'.

Received.—J. M. F.

J, E.—See leading article in Almanac.

C. W. W.—Dried blood albumen may be obtained at most drysalters or
dealers in dyei-s' or calico printers' materials.

J. T. T>.—1. By proper treatment the grain of the paper will not show.

—

2. Tlie lens will not answer well; a common French portrait leus will be
preferable.

A. F. M.—In vignetting an enlargement the vignetting mask must either be
placed very much out of focus or be kept in motion during the exposure.
The latter is the preferable way.

Willy Edelstein.—England, Brothers, 7, St. James's-square, Notting Hill,
publish Wilkinson's treatise on photo-lithography and kindred processes.
This is the only one in the English language.

J. 0. V.—The plates mentioned will prove qnite rapid enough for every i>ur-
pose. Tlie light in Egypt will at the time of your visit eipial that at miil-

Kummer in this country. But little trouble will be given by the Customs
oUicers.

H. C. S. inquires as follows :
" Would you please say if shadows on a wall

caused by the sun or any bright light are cajiable of being develo)icd, or if

there is any rea.son to suppose tliey can be ? Tlie wall is of ordinary stone
or papered, but not prepared in any way."—According to tlie present know-
ledge of the pliotogia]iliic art, tlie answPT is in the negative.

The "halk-ixch" Pinhole. —G. B. B. writes :— " Seeing that Mr. Forgan
has not come forward with an cxidanatiou as to the monstrous—nay,
Brobignagian— pinhole he recommended in his paper to the Edinburgh
Society, might I suggest that a hole the four-hundredth imrt of an inch in
diameter was meant instead of the appaling one mentioned .'

"

Justice writes :—" Referring to your article on the new film in last week's
JOORNAL, it appears to me from yonr description, and from specimens
I have seen, to be the same thing as exhibited at tlie Camera Club some
fourteen months ago as the invention of a Mr. Froedmau, of Dublin. If so,
surely a word of credit is due to the inventor, who has worked many years
to bring it to perfection.

"

A. E. E.men. — The size proposed for the studio is very circumscribed.
Twelve feet is much too .short. Better increase the length to at least eigliteen
feet by removing the fowlhouse shown in the plan. 11 this be done have the
two ends of the liuildiug and the south side opaque. The north side should
be glass, except about four feet at either end ; then the sitter can be placed
at the cast or the west end as occasion may require.

R. (Dublin) writes :— " In your issue of the 16tli instant you dr.vw attention to
a new film as a basis for photogi-aphio negatives, from tlie reading of which
one would suppose that the ' gelatinous preparation ' which has been
substituted for the translucent paper is the invention of the manufacturer,
whereas it should have been stated that the inventor and patentee is Mr.
Froedmau, of Dublin (who has devoted much time and labour to attain this
object)."

Special X.—If you wish to secure greater rapidity in your jilates than you arc
now obtaining we should recommend yon to keep to the formula yon are
emjiloying, but to lioil for a longer time. You must, however, bear in mind
that in going for excessive rapidity you will probably encounter gi-eater
difficulties in working. To obtain the greatest sensibility in plates while
retaining their other good qualities taxes the skill of our most experienced
lilate makers to the utmost.

D. Mc—The cost of a provisional specification is 11. only, and that of a patent,
together with the provisional specification for four years, 41. This is tlie
cost if you take out the patent yoursself. Of course, if you do it through a
patent agent there will be his clnirges in addition. These are sometimes well
incurred if the invention is likely to become an important one, as a layman
does not always state the claims in the way they should be stated. Patents
are often invalid through the claims being improperly put forth.

ArrRENTiCE asks : "Will yon kindly give me a recipe for mounting bromide
l)rints on paper about the thickness of foolscap without cockling ? I have
some, cabinet size, to mount on circulars."—We fear there is no way of abso-
lutely avoiding cockling except, perhaps, making the paper and the print
equally wet and then mounting them in tliat condition with starch. If the
paper cannot be wetted then the best plan will be to mount the prints dry
with a solution of gelatine containing a large proportion of alcohol.

F. S. C. (Bordeaux) writes as follows :
" 1. Could yon tell me if, by boiling

one hour by Abuey's formula, and after digesting at a low temperature with
the small quantity of ammonia Abney recommends, it will give the rapidity
of Beernaert's plates ?—2. Does the augmentation of iodide in the emulsion
give rapidity ? Is there a secret as to rapidity ?—3. Wliat woidd be the cost,

about, of a small coating machine installation?"—In reply: 1. We have
had no experience with the plates named, so cannot say ; but gi-eat rapidity
can be obtained by the method indicated.—2. Opinions are somewhat divided
as to whether iodide increases the sensibility or not. The only secret is skill

and experience on the part of the maker.^3. This depends upon the par-
ticular machine. Our correspomlent .should obtain prices from the different
manufacturers.

S. M. %vritcs as follows : "Recently there has been a good deal in The British
Journal of Photoguapht about mounting jihotographs on glass, which
leads me to inquire if i»liotographs could not be mounted on glass simply by
]nitting them on when wet, then api)lying the squeegee, without any mountant
whatever? Sometimes wlien copying unmounted pliotographs I have put
them while wet behiiul glass, ami liail to be careful not to let them dry on,

to prevent adherence to the glass. That leads me to think the .same plan
might be adopteil in mounting " Rives," &c. Be so good as to give your
opinion on it."—We are fully aware that prints on albumenised paj>er if

allowed to dry in optical contact with glass, with water only as a medium,
are very difficult of removal ; but whether this system of mounting would
answer as well as the usual one with gelatine we, from personal exjierience,

are unable to say. Perhaps our correspondent will give the plan a trial and
give ns the beuelit of his experience.

The Jenning-s's Fund.—Collected at a dinner of the Liverpool Amateur
and Birkenhead Photographic Associations, and remitted by the President,

3/. 6s. Qd.

Photographic Club.—The next meeting of this Club will be a Lantern
meeting, on December 28, 1887. Visitors are invited. Discussion on lantern
matters.

Chaiujis Knight (Newport) sends ns two photographs taken by the
Flashing Magnesium Light. One of them is the interior of a smithy, showing
the blacksmith at v/ork. This is the best of the flashing class that we have
yet seen.

The Lantern.—The Cyclist Christmas number. Certainly a goodly annual,

replete with matters interesting to the cycling fraternity, and having a large

number of cleverly drawn comic illustrations. It is published liy Ilifle & Son,

Fleet-street.

Photographic Society op Great Britain.—The usu-al monthly technical

meeting of this Society will take ]jlace on Tuesday next, December 27, at eight

p.m., at the Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East. 0]ien at seven p.m. for journals and
conversation.

Lantern Slides—A Suggestion.—Any one m.aking lantern slides by copy-
ing from books carols, hymn tunes, or music, will find the negati\"e, at least

to my mind, a more efiective slide than the positive jirinted from it, the former
giving, of course, a dark background with the word.s, "expressed in burning
light.^'—W. T. F. M. Ingali„

De.^d Black kor Lens Tube.s, Insides ok Cameras, &e.—Ti-iturate lamp-
black witli thin starch either in a mortar or on a piece of glass with a knife,

thinning with water to the desired consistency. Mr. F. York says this is a

capital and cheap substitute for Indian ink for blocking out or writing on
cardboard and stencilling.

The indebtedness of science to photography is one of the themes on which
the Astronomer Royal for Ireland is eloquently discoursing in lectures which
he is at present delivering in the i:ro\'inees. As an astronomer Sir Robert Bull

could not fail to take notice in this connexion of the remarkable work now
being carried on as a memorial of Henry Draper in America. This was
enthusiastically acknowledged, at the June conversazione of the Royal Society,
by Mr. Norman Lockyer, who took great ]>ride in showing some Draper photo-
graplis which have been of the greatest aid in spectrum analysis. Mr. Draper's
widow devoted all her husband's photographic instruments and au adequate
endowment to the continuation of his work, and Sir Robert Ball makes the

emphatic statement that the results obtained by Professor Pickering and others

are such a-s Jto constitute one of the noblest monuments an astronomer could
desire. As the Astronomer Royal for Ireland says, some of the faintest and
most dist.ant st.ars have now been analysed with a minuteness and .accuracy

which a few years ago it was thought impossible to realise in the ease of our
own suu. Now that men of science have got the length of making the sun and
stars write the story of their own constitution on photographic plates, who
shall assign a limit to their future achievements ?

—

Daily News.
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J low TO CONVERT GOLD RESIDUES INTO
CHLORIDE OF GOLD.

riioTOGHAPHEBS who, like the correspondent whose letter ap-

pi'iircd in our issue of the IGth inst., have ouly a small quantity
of gold residue to deal with annually, would, in many instances,

find it more satisfactory to treat it themselves rather than to

send it to the refiner, particularly if they he afraid that they will

not receive a fivir return. The conversion of the gold in resi-

dues from old toning baths into fresh chloride to be used
again, is really a very simple operation. It requires no special

ai)i)liance8 nor exceptional skill, all that is necessary being
neatness and care in the manipulations, for, it goes without
saying, that if any of the metal be lost in the operations the

pn>cceding may, in the result, prove anything but profitable.

Assuming that the waste has been saved and the gold

thrown down in the ordinary manner with sulphate of iron, the
residue will, at this stage, consist of metallic gold, chloride of
silver, and extraneous matters, principally fibre of paper
detached from the prints while toning. The first thing, there-

fore, is to separate the gold from the other matters. Here is

the method of procedure.

Presuming that the whole of the metal has already been
precipitated in the usual way, the residue is thrown on to a
filter, placed in a funnel, and closely drained. It is now, filter

and all, transferred into a good sized Florence flask. If any
reduced gold is adherent to the sides of the vessel which con-
tained the waste—and probably tliere will be a considerable
quantity—a little aqua regia—one drachm of nitric acid to five

drachms of hydrochloric—must be poured in and run round the
sides. This will detach or dissolve the dejwsit, which must
tlien be added to the contents of the flask. An ounce or two
of a(]ua regia, according to the quantity of residue, are now
j)oured into the flask ; this must be done cautiously, as violent

effervescence sometimes occurs, which without due care may
lead to waste. When the ebullition has ceased the fliask should
be gently heated over a spirit lamp to nearly, or quite, the
boiling point. The whole is now allowed to cool.

The flask is then nearly filled with water and well shaken,
and afterwards the solid portion is allowed to subside. Next,
the clear portion is carefully decanted on to a filter placed in a
clean bottle. If any doubt exists as to whether the whole of
the gold luis been dissolved, fresh aqua regia should be added
Jand the flask boiled again. If not, the flask must be again
filled with water, and the whole of its contents emptied on to

the filter and closely drained. A little fresh water may then
be passed through the filter to ensure the entire removal of the
gold. The filter and its contents may now be added to the
silver residues, as what remains is principally chloride of silver.

The bottle now contains the whole of the gold, as a chloride

in solution. But the solution is of an indefinite strength, and,

moreover, it is too impure for ]»hotographic purposes, hence wc

must again precipitate the gold in the metallic state. A little

of a freshly-prepared and filtered solution of protosulphatc of

iron, which has been rendered stronrjly acid with sulphuric acid,

is now added so long as any further addition causes turbidity.

But it is unadvisable to add more than is necessary, as it will

have to be got rid of afterwards. After vigorous agitation, the

precipitate is allowed to subside. This may take many hours,

or a day or two, but sufficient time must be allowed for it to

settle down compactly. The supernatant liquid is now decanted

and the bottle filled uj) again with distilled water, agitated, and

again allowed to subside. This must be repeated several times

in order to remove all traces of iron.

After the last decantation the precipitate is transferred to a

clean china saucer, or an evaporating dish, and dried by any

convenient means—in the kitchen oven, for example. At this

stage considerable care should be takeu to avoid waste, as we

are dealing with pure gold, which is worth four guineas an

ounce. When the powder is dry it must be collected and care-

fully weighed, and then transferred to a small flask. It is next

dissolved in aqua regia, diluted with twice its bulk of distilled

water, no more being employed than is absolutely necessary to

bring it into a state of solution. Heat may be used to assist

the solution if time be an object. When the metal is all dis-

solved the solution is to be brought to a definite strength, or

the salt may be crystallised. This, however, is quite un-

necessary, as it entails extra trouble without yielding any corres-

ponding advantage ; therefore we advise its being retained in

solution.

Supposing the dried metal weighed 200 grains it would be

equivalent, roughly, to 400 grains of the chloride, and much

more than this quantity of many samples now met with in

conunercc. If the bulk be made up to twelve and a half ounces

with distilled water, each drachm of the solution will contain

four grains of the chloride. Caibonate of soda is now added so

long as it produces effervescence ; this is done to neutralise any

great excess of acid that may be present. But, as a neutral solu-

tion does not keci) so well as an acid one, a few droi)8 of hydro-

chloric acid, just sufficient to render it decidedly acid, must be

added. In this condition the solution may be retained without

the gold becoming precipitated.

AVhen solutions of chloride of gold have to be kept for anygreat

length of time, we prefer to keep them in a more concentrated

form than tlio usual one grain to tlie drachm strength, as they

;uc less liable to decom^wsition. The strength jjiven above i^

the one we always adopt ourselves.
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HEALTHY DARK ROOMS.
The topic of healthy dark rooms is one that comparatively few

years ago was perpetually cropping np at the various meetings,

in our correspondence columns, or elsewhere. Yet, nowadays,

how often do we hear of it ] Practically speaking the question

is a forgotten one ; but that there is any valid reason for this

neglect of a once burning topic we fail to see. The "fumes"

of ether and alcohol are no longer present, but there are dark

rooms still in existence, and without alteration, that collodion

called into existence thirty years ago. The collodion has gone,

the conditions as to ventilation remain ; indeed, we are in-

clined to believe that from a sanitary point of view this is a

distinct retrogression. We can, without need of proof, readily

acquaint ourselves with the facts of the case as to the presence

or absence of ether or acetic acid in the atmosphere, but the

more deadly carbonic acid may be present unobserved, in

actually poisonous quantities. AVhen the unhealtlifiilness of

the old dark room was assumed from the prevailing odour, it

was in all probability an example of a correct conclusion from

wrong premises ; the converse now holds good—a wrong

conclusion from correct premises. We are not aware of the

existence ofany account of distinct pathological experiments upon

the inspiration of small quantities of ether or acetic acid, but the

literature of pathology and sanitation abounds with facts as to

the injurious consequence of the inhalation of small quantities

of carbonic acid or of carbonic oxide, and we would, in the

most urgent manner, draw the attention of all dark-room

workers or their employers to the vital necessity for ventila-

tion in those chambers, and to the fact that their healthfulness

must not be assumed because of absence of chemical odour,

AVe simply express tlie views of all authorities on the question

when we assert that when air contains more than a certain

proportion of carbonic acid its continued respiration is higlily

injurious to health ; and we further say that we are of opinion

that in far too many instances the overstepping of this limit is

of daily occurrence. It is no part of our present plan to give

working details of ventilating arrangements, nor of the

construction of suitable dark rooms ; we wish to give a few

data from which these may be constructed by those who desire,

and which will enable any one to ascertain with little trouble

the condition of the air he is breathing.

The two factors of insalubrity are, of course, primarily the

products of respiration, and, next, of the combustion of coal gas.

For the nonce we only say of the sulphur compounds that

accompany the latter that they add so much more noxious

an element to ttic sum of injurious constituents of the atmo-

sphere of an inhabited room that, unless the apartment be

both lofty and spacious, it is almost suicidal to inhale it, and

that such products should invariably be led away by chimney

or flue.

Air containing only from '09 to "1 per cent, of carbonic acid

is perceptibly impure, and Dr. Parkes has suggested that "06

per cent, be considered the standard, beyond which air must be

called impure.

As to the extent to which air is altered by the respiration of

cue adult, it may be stated that every hour from sixteen to

eighteen cubic feet are inlialed, from '5 to "7 cubic feet of car-

bonic acid gas being produced and exlialed in the time ; he thus

fouls a thousand feet of air, if free from carbonic acid to start

with, really three thousand in practice—far more than the

whole cubical contents ofmany dark rooms. In round numbers
a foot of coal gas burnt per hour in an ordinary burner pro-

duces about the same ill effect as one man in regard to the

carbonic acid gas produced ; most burners burn three or more
feet. The above mentioned three thousand feet per hour is,

further, the quantity that is usually assumed to be necessary

for removal by ventilation every hour.

The space allowed in various public buildings in this country

per head is as follows ;— Barracks, six hundred ; military hos-

pitals, twelve hundred ; civil ditto, eight to twelve hundred
;

Poor Law Board dormitories, three hundred ; but in these various

buildings special attention is given to ventilating arrangements.

Thus the Army Sanitary Commissioners on Barrack Ventilation

recommended a square incli of inlet area for every sixty cubic

feet of room space, special shafts being arranged for botli inlet

and outlet of air.

As a rule, the door and window are the dark room

ventilators, and both almost wholly kept closed in working

hours. It is, however, estimated that an ordinary closed

window is sufficiently loose to allow from five to eight cubic

feet of air per minute to pass through, and a door to allow from

fifteen to twenty. There is also a large amount of osmotic

action through brick walls always taking place, and this assists

ventilation. Thus Pettenkofer made an experiment in a room

in his own house containing between two and three thousand

cubic feet ; and, when all openings in doors and windows were

pasted up air-tight, about one-third that quantity of fresh air

entered the room. This is the briglit side of the matter, the

beneficent process of nature operating to nullify man's careless-

ness. Still, it is evident that, in the case we are considering,

special provision has to be made if health be not sacrificed.

After these statistics we may return to the first aspect of our

subject, the need for some mode of readily ascertaining the

character of the atmosphere of tlie dark room at any particular

moment. Wo do not think it necessary to mention more tlian

one. Dr. Angus Smith's, method, by lime-water. Assuming
•06 as tlie limit of impurity, his method is to put half an ounce

of lime-water into a bottle of ten and a half ounces capacity,

and then to shake violently for a minute or two. There should

be no precipitate : if a milkiness be seen, it is a proof that the

atmosphere has passed the stage tliat divides healthfulness

from harmfulness. To ensure the bottle being filled with the

particular air under suspicion, it will not be enough to keep the

bottle empty ready for use ; it should be kept filled with water,

and emptied immediately before use. The water will then be

replaced by the air of the particular room where the emptying

took place.

In this connexion, a patent based on an exceedingly in-

genious idea has lately been taken out. We have on a former

occasion described to our readers how phenol phthaloin, colour-

less of itself, is turned rose coloured by caustic alkalies, but is un-

changed by their carbonates. Tlie patentee utilises this property

in his new apparatus. From a vessel containing a weak caustic

soda solution of this salt there comes every one hundred

seconds, through a siphon arrangement, a red drop on a pre-

pared white thread about half a yard long, and trickles down

it. Behind this thread is a scale, beginning with " pure air
"

(up to -07 per cent.) at the bottom, and ending with " extremely

bad " (-4 to -7 per cent, and more). In pure air the drop con-

tinues red down to the bottom ; but as it loses colour when it

absorbs carbonic acid, the sooner the colour disappears the

greater the proportion of carbonic acid present, the scale in-

dicating that proportion. This seems something more than a

toy, and should be a very valuable contrivance for dark-room

purposes. But, whatever the method adopted, we believe we

have sufficiently shown the grave importance of the subject,
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iiiid the necessity for ascertaining the extent and increasing the

power of removal of impure atmosphere in the dark room of

the photogi'apher.

COLLODIO -CHLORIDE.
There is one other application of the soluWo gelatine transfer

pajjcr to which we did not allude in our articles on Jfimie-Afnife

Shipping Filmn, partly because it scarcely came wider that

heading, and also because the process is so nearly forgotten, or

has been so little used, that a separate article may well be

devoted to it.

Collodio-chloride, though it has been before the public now
for nearly a (|uartcr of a century, has never n])parently secured

a very strong or lasting hold, in spite of the indubitable facts

of the beauty of its results as well as their permanence, as well

as the applicability of the emulsion to a variety of purjioscs.

The reasons are perhaps, in one way, not fixr to seek : it was

not sufficiently different from other printing methods in sensi-

tiveness, character of result, and comparative permanency, to

induce the general body of photographers to leave the already

beaten track, though some few have during a number of

years worked the process regularly, if not exclusively. The
two best known of its steadfast upholders and e.xpotjcnts have

been : in Great Britain, Mr. George Bruce, of Diiuse, whose

exhibited pictures for many years past have been entiicly

printed in collodio-chloride; and on the Continint, Tr.

Liesegang, who has long endeavoured to popularise the process.

Perhaps the not least important reason why the process has

remained in abeyance so long is to be found in the fact that

no regular supply of the emulsion has been in the market, and

photogi-aphers have therefore been compelled either to resort

to the manufacture of the article on their own account or to

use it by fits and starts as an intermittent supply offered

;

needless to say that the proverbial " conservatism " of pro-

fessional photogi-aphers stood in the way of one, and the un-

satisfactory influence upon regular business of the other,

alternative. But as the manufacture of the emulsion is one of

the simplest chemical operations, and there exists at the

present time a large class of amateiira and others who are not

averse to experiment on new or untried processes, especially if

they offer any advantages over known methods, we have little

doubt some of iiur readers may be inclined to try their hands
with this one.

-Vs its name suggests, collodio-chloride is an emulsion of

chloride of silver in collodion ; or, speaking more accurately, of

citro-chloridc, for chloride of silver alone will not give that

necessary vigour and brilliancy of result. It is used for direct

])rinting, or " printing-out," without development, and may be

applied to paper, cardboard, ivory, opal, glass, or, indeed, any
support to which collodion is applicable. The sensitive sur-

faces retain their good qualities for a very long time, certainly

longer than ready sensitised albumen paper or gelatino-chloridc
;

but the emulsion, though generally tolerably permanent, often

exhibits a tendency to gelatinise or solidify from the action of

the citric acid, and citrates upon the pyroxyline. There is,

however, no difficulty in getting it to keep perfectly for a few
weeks, and as the operation of making a quantity only occu-

jjies a few minutes, and it will keep almost indefinitely when
spread, little reason exists for rejecting the process because the

emulsion will not keep. If the same principle were applied to

gelatino-bromide there would soon be a general return to the

practice of wet collodion.

The great point in favour of collodio-chloride hao been its

close resemblance to albumeniscd paper in its behaviour, treat-

ment, and results, witii the added advantage that it can

be utilised not only for paper work but upon glass or opal, or

for any chance job that may crop up, even to making re-

produced negatives, for which puqwsc it is peculiarly well

suited. A few months ago a somewhat novel application of the

process was brought before one of the London societies, namely,

the production of transparencies by transferring the collodio-

chloride image from paper to glass ; and this connects it with

our recent articles on stripping films, for it then becomes a

veritable stripping film.

A weak point in the use of this emulsion upon glass, opal, or

other impermeable support, is to be found in the composition of

the preparation itself. In order to confer the property of

rendering the force and vigour necessary in a " printing-out

"

process, it is absolutely essential that the collodion shall

contain, in addition to its haloid, a due proportion of silver

nitrate, or other soluble silver salt, as well as free acid— pre-

ferably citric—which serves the double purpose of keeping the

emulsion and films and assisting to "organify" them. The
presence of these siibstanccs, though entirely unobjectionable

when paper is the support, because they are absorbed by it,

gives rise to difficulties when the emulsion is applied to non-

absorbent surfaces, since they are forced to crystallise in the

collodion film, and possessing, together with the decomposition

salts, more or less hygroscopic properties, are liable to cause

irregularities on the resulting pictures if kept for any length

of time after the surfaces are coated.

The difficulties are not insuperable, as the application of a

preliminary coating or substratum of a partially absorbent

character serves to considerably mitigate, if it does not entirely

eradicate the evil, and at the same t:me acts beneficially in other

ways, especially in causing the emulsion film to adhere to its

support.

The following will be found a good formula for the emulsion ;

Ether 2| fluid ounces.

Alcohol (methylated) 2^ „
Pyroxyline 40 grains.

Chloride of calcium 1 2 to 1 .5 ,,

Citric acid 15 ,,

Nitrate of silver 60 „

The pyroxyline need not be of any special " high tempera-

ture " kind, any good sample for wet collodion purposes and
fairly soluble will answer well ; avoid equally, both extremely

powdery as well as " horny " contractile specimens.

Place the pyroxyline in a ten-ounce bottle, and pour upon it

the ether ; when thorouglily saturated add one ounce of

alcohol, and shake well until dissolved. Now weigh out the

silver nitrate, dissolve it by heat in a small glass flivsk in half

a drachm of distilled water, and add one ounce of the alcohol, a

little at a time, warming after each addition in order to pre-

vent the precipitation of the silver. In another flask dissolve

the chloride of calcium and citric acid iu the remaining half

ounce of alcohol.

To sensitise the emulsion take the hot alcoholic solution of

silver and pour it, about a drachm at a time, into the thick

collodion, and shake the latter thoroughly after each such

addition. When tlic whole has been added the mixture will

assume an opalescent, milky appearance, from the precipitation

of a portion of tiie silver iu extremely minute crystals. Allow

it to stand in this state, with occasional shaking, for an hour or

two, then add the chloride of calcium, citric acid, and rcmiuuing
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alcoliol, and shake vigorously for two or three minutes, and

afterwards at occasional intervals. The emulsion will be ready

for use, after filtration, in about an hour's time.

Those who are accustomed only to films of gelatino-bromide,

or even of collodio-bromide, will be astonished at the extreme

transparency of this emulsion when spread upon glass, not-

withstanding the thickness of the layer of collodion. It is, in

fact, not only perfectly transparent, but exhibits only a slight

brownish opalescence when viewed by transmitted light, and

gives little promise of possessing the power of darkening to any

depth. Tliis is due to the comparatively small quantity of

silver converted into chloride, as well as to the natural trans-

parency of the latter haloid ; but the darkening power of the

mixture is very great, and depends mainly upon the soluble

organic silver compounds it contains. An emulsion less

heavily charged with pyroxyline would be easier to use were it

not that a considerable " body " is necessary to prevent the

soluble matters from crystallising in the dried film.

This preparation may be used with almost any good sample
of paper, though necessarily the finish of the surface will

depend upon that of the paper, while the tone of the image
will vary according to the nature of the sizing, an acid or gela-

tine sizing giving a redder colour than others. Upon glass or

other neutral surfoce the colour before toning is a rich reddish

purple, which in the gold toning bath rapidly changes to blue

;

consequently the bath should be of only moderate strength,

any of the ordinaiy formula; for albumen paper or the sulpho-
cyanide bath answering well.

The gelatine-coated ])aper already described forms a most
admirable support for collodio-chloride ; and if properly pre-

pared and in good condition is as easy to coat as glass itself.

The paper having been first rendered perfectly flat is pinned to

a light board, as described in a previous article, and coated in

the same manner as glass ; hung up to dry spontaneously it is

ready for use in a few minutes, but it is as well to give it a final

" airing" before a fire. In coating glass or opal it is absolutely
necessary to dry by gentle heat, and if the plates are to be kept
any length of time they should be preserved in a perfectly dry
atmospliere with chloride of calcium or some similar desiccator,

otherwise uneven markings appear on the surface from the
attraction of moisture. These disappear to a great extent, or
altogether, during the operation of toning and fixing, but are
liable, if the plates have been long kept, to leave permanent
markings behind. The danger is lessened by giving the glass

or opal a preliminary coating of gelatine.

This difficulty of irregular markings, as well as the necessity

for a special printing frame for use with glass plates in order to

enable the progress of the printing to be watched, renders the
making of transparencies direct upon glass an inconvenient
operation. But if the emulsion be spread upon soluble gelatine

paper it may be printed in the ordinary manner, and the pic-

ture afterwards transferred to glass as already described, thus
enabling the operator to produce the most charming trans-

parencies with scarcely more trouble than an albumen print.

Some little experience will, however, have to be gained in

judging the density of the image, as it will appear far more in-

tense while on paper than when transferred to glass, even when
examined by looking through it. The printing must be carried

to such a depth that, when examined as a positive by reflection,

all the half tones are lost, and even the higher lights discoloured.

The paper is somewhat difficult to manage when wotted,

owing to the difi'erence in expansion of the paper and collodion

film, which causes a strong tendency to curl up into a firm roll.

A little careful management will overcome this trouble, but we
shall probably have a few words to say on this subject on
another occasion.

It was stated at a meeting of the Physical Society by Mr.IIilger tbat

there was now less need for liquid prisms, seeing that glass could lie

made with a mean index of about 1-8. He also stated that Ur.
Perten bad recently supplied him with a perfectly colourless Cana-
dian balsam which would not tarnish the face of spar.

In the Report of the New York I'harmaceutical Associaticm
may be found such a crushing report upon the facts in relation

to the purification of water by cong-elation, that the subject

—which, from its interest to photographers and the process having

often been recommended for obtaining a substitute for distilled

water, has often been treated by us—may be almost considered

exhausted, especially in the light of recent facts which have been
brought before our readers. Notwithstanding the weight of such
authorities as Professor Tyndall and the late l)r. W. A. Aliller, who
leant to the ordinary view, it is shown that ice and ice-water are very
far from being necessarily pure. Thus, when urea in a little under
one per cent, proportion, -S^ exactly, was dissolved in water, the ice

obtained from the solution contained just -5 per cent. When 1 -,5 per
cent, glucose was dissolved, the ice lield 'OO per cent. Arsenic dis-

solved (by the aid of ammonia) to -178 per cent, gave '048 per cent, in

the ice. The opinion of Professor Nichols, writing in 1882, is given,

and it is equally condemnatory of the popular idea. Ice frozen from
water containing salt dissolved will only, he says, contain " less " of

the salts, wdiile with organic matter the process of freezing may
actually concentrate the impurities into the ice.

At no previous period in the history of photography has the art been

so extensively employed in the production of Christmas and New-
year's cards as this year. Silver printing, platinotype, collotype,

carbon, Woodburytype, and gelatino-bromide, have all been pressed

into service in obtaining the requisite supply, the latter two processes

particularly lending themselves to the rapid production of large

numbers at a rapid rate. Lith<igraphy has also been extensively

utilised for reproductions from photographic originals. The subject-i

published have been varied, and include landscapes, copies of works of

art, and portraits. Many of the latter, however, bear unmistakable

evidence that they were not originally taken for the purpose to which
they have since been applied. Evidently they are portraits, and were
taken as such, and for no other purpose. It may, perhaps, be gratifying

to some parents to see their pretty children's portraits exhibited in the

shop windows for sale to strangers, to be afterwards sent with season-

able greetings to people of which they have uo knowledge whatever.

With other parents the case may bo widely different.

CoNSiDKRAULE auuoyance has, we are informed, been caused in some
families by the free use which has been made of the portraits of some
of its younger members without consent. This is too bad. In many
instances tlie pictures are not photographs at all, but lithographs repro-

duced from them, in the closest imitation possible, with, perhaps, a

bacliground more or less appropriate to the season introduced. In most

cases, however, the likeness is so well preserved as to be unmistakable.

Indeed, it is the portraits which are the only interest, and if it were

not for them the pictures would be commercially valueless, for the

poses are invariably of the hackneyed studio type. Anyhow, the

sitters, or their ]iarents, have no remedy at present. If a new
Copviight .\ct bo passed, and it is framed on the same lines as all the

projected ones have been, tlie system of publishing private portraits

without the sitters consent will receive its death-blow.

A CoNFBUENCE ou the Merchandise Marks Act was held one day

la.st week at the offices of the London Chamber of t^oimuerce, at

which there was a good attendance of delegates from the provincial

cluimbers of connnerce. It was unanimously agreed to form an

association to promote the carrying out of the Act without damage to

British commerce, and with this object in view a provisional

Committee has been appointed.
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LiTTLR photography will be done by amatoure, we imaf^rine, during the

next two or tlirce weeks, but there is no reason wliy it should not bo

practised at lionio and interesting pictures secured. I'^xcellent figure

studies and family groups, many of which could not be got together at

any other season, can still be taken, and in an ordinary room, with

rapid plates, when the light is fiiirly good, and when it is not,

artificial may be substituted. The magnesium fla-*h light atTords

a ready means of obtaining satisfactory negatives of such subjects

when daylight fails. Some interesting, amusing, and even comic
pictures might often be secured in the drawing-room during the

festive season with this source of illumination. For example, a
camera placed in an obscure corner of the room, with the lens focus.«ed

on an object under the mistletoe, and the light flashed at a certain

time, would often secure a fur more natural picture than could
possibly be obtained by any other means. Fancy a group with the
staid Mr. A. kneeling at the feet of the charming Miss B. " crying
forfeits." AVhat an amusing picture it would be. With magne.siura

powder burnt on gunootton, the light is so momentary that the
individuals have not time to move, or to alter their expression, before

the picture is secured. Of course, when this class of photography is

indulged in, a certain amount of discretion must be used, otherwise

wliat was intended as a harmless joke might turn out unpleasantly.

It would be interesting to know the number of opal glass " Christmas
and New-year's cards " which have come to grief in transmission

tlirough the post during the last few days. If we may judge from
our own experience as recipients, it has been large indeed. Many
of these little tokens of remembrance have been sent through
the post simply in the cardboard boxes in which they were purcha-ed,
with, perhaps, a thiclcness or two of brown paper wrapped round them,
with a result that might well have been imngined. A fragile thin"-

like a picture on opal glass, protected only by one or two thicknesses

of cardboard, is not equal to the obliterating stamp of the Post Office

when it is vigorously or hurriedly applied. It is a pity that the
stationers who sell these pictures do not sup])ly them in a rigid ca.«e

for packing them in, which shall be equal to the exigences of the
Post Office. Some do, we know.

Attkmi'TS will, no doubt, be made to photograph the inferiors of

many churches before the Christmas decorations, which have
absorbed so much time to arrange, are removed. As a rule, photo-
graphs of these subjects are rarely satisfactory. This arises from the

circumstance that the light is usually very bad at this time of the
year, and from the non-actinic colour of the evergreens. Hence the

iii'gatives are usually very much under exposed; and, furthermore,
there is frequently a large amount of halation, so that the result

i-i disappointini; generally. Much of this might be obviated if the

II -L'.itives are given a very much longer exposure, and the plates are

hacked. In no case should an interior be attempted in which there

are strong contrasts of light and shade, particularly when a prolonged

r\posure has to be given, without previously backing the plates—

a

]ioint too often neglected by amateurs.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSPARENCIES.
The development of a transparency, whether for lantern or decorative

purposes, is an operation differing very materially from the production

( f a negative, notwithstanding that the chemical principle involved as

^M11 as the materials employed are identical. In the case of the

negative, we are concerned in getting out the detailsin the least exposed
or darkest parts of the picture, and in giving to the highest lights just

that degree of density which confers "sparkle" without rendering

them hard or " chalky," and these two main points being attended to,

the half tones about which we freqiu'ntly bear so much, may be

pretty well left to take care of theiuselves, while a slight veiling of

the shadows or degradation of the absolute clearness of the film is of

little moment, or even considered by some operators an improvement

to the printing qualities of the negative. What we have to do in fact

is, with a given exposure to get as much out of the plate in detail and
brilliancy as we can.

In the development of a transparency, we have equally thrust upon

US the necemity for getting out the minutest details in the le««t expoted
portions of the picture— in this case (he high lights—while we must
Iiave sufficient force in the shadow.", and this without losing trtns-
parency, or what is tantamount to it, burying their details and no

causing heaviness instead of brilliancy. With a goiKl negative to work
from it is [vrliaps not very difllcult to secure these two extremes, and
in that case here, also, the half tones may be trusted to look after

themselves; but when the negative is not all that is desirable without
" dodging"— if it be a trifle hard, or, on the other hand, inclined to be
flat—the chances are that the same qualities will mark tlie transparency
unless either by careful arrangement or happy accident the exposur
and development are so suited to one another as to effect the neceasarr

modification.

It is, in fact, a more difficult operation to produce a perfect trans-

parency—if such a thing exist—so far us accuracy of gradation is con-
cerned, unless the negative be equally " perfect," than to make a
negative from nature, the latitude in development being far more
limited in the former than in the latter case.

But where the transparency is concerned, we have to consider

in addition to the proper range of " tones " the purity of the high
lights, or, in other words, the absolute clearness of the unexposed
portions of the film. Time was when a perfectly white sky in a paper
photograph was considered a good quality, but that was in the days
when absolute whiteness was perhaps one shade better than the murky,
uneven tints that too often did duty for the sky in landscapes. Next,
white skies came to be preached down as inartistic, and an evenly but
slightly tinted blank was considered the proper thing until the practice

of printing in real skies became general, or of securing sky and land-

scape at the same time became at all possible.

Rut, so far as I am aware, a tinted sky or veiled high lights have
never been recognised as eitlier desirable or permissible in a trans-

parency with any claims to quality, whether for merely ornamental,

for stereoscopic, or for lantern purposes, least of all, if there be any

question of degree, for the last. So that in the development of trans-

parencies we find ourselves additionally handicapped by having to

preserve absolutely clear films while combining delicacy of gradation

with dc pth and brilliancy of image.

The old .system of development consisted in giving the shortest pos-

sible exposure

—

i.e., the shortest exposure that would penetrate the

high lights of the negative—and developing rapidly with a strong but

ad(>quately restrained solution, so as to bring up the picture quickly to

full strength at one operation. This plan certainly favoured " clear

glass " high lights, and under favourable conditions also gave pluck

and contrast in combination with proper gradation. But this was in

the days when negatives were made with collodion, and themselves

possessed more of the combination of those three qualities than their

modern successors do ; they, in a word, had more " sparkle " and

suited such treatment if of good average quality, but were pronounced

unsuitable for transparency work if the treatment did not agree with

them.

The modern gelatine negative differs very considerably in character

from those of the old collodion days, whether wet or dry ; I am not

going to imply that it is inferior, nor do I say it is the reverse, but

simply it Is different. I can well understand old wet-plate men
looking back to their negatives of former days with feelings of regret,

for certainly no more perfect type of negative to look at and for rough,

straight-away printing has yet been seen—certainly not from gelatine

plates. But after all the negative is only a means to an end, and if a

le.ss prepossessing lonkinff plate with careful treatment will give a

better result, we are bound to recognise its advantages. Print a copper-

plate and a wood block with the same amount of care, and the wood
block would " have the pull

;

" but not so if the copperplate were
properly worked.

The main difference in modern negatives is the presence of far more
minute detail— 1 am speaking of the now recognised type of a pro-

perly exposed gelatine plate—with less of the contrast—fewer notes in

the gamut, as someone describeil it—that went to make the so-called

"sparkle" of the wet plate. And so it happens that to produce the

finest results in printing a different course must be adopted to that

which served in years gone by. It was long ere this was recognised,

hence, perhaps, the outcry there was some years ago on the subject of

the " want of sparkle " in gelatine plates. But since more attention
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has been given to printing matters, I venture to say that quite as good

work has been turned out from gelatine plates as from collodion,

spealcing merely of the iinished priut from a technical point of view,

while as regards the class of subjects possible with gelatine and tlieir

general rendering there can be no two opinions.

It the different character of modern negatives requires modified

treatment wlien paper prints are in question, surely some variation in

manipulation may be ventured on when glass transparencies have to

be made. And if we examine ever so slightly into the details of the

production of the latter, there appears all the more reason for such a

course. "Whatever class of plates may be employed, collodion or

gelatine, their superior sensitiveness to albumenised paper increases

their tendency to softness rather than "sparkle;" consequently, if

paper prints from gelatine negatives are, with ordinary treatment,

blamed for their want of force and general robustness, transparencies

under similar conditions must suffer the more.

No one, I imagine, who has tried transparency making upon gelatine

plates—even the slow and specially prepared ones—oan have failed to

recognise the fact that to produce results which will at all compare

in quality with paper prints from the same negatives, the utmost care

must be bestowed not only upon the exposure but upon the develop-

ment as well. By quality, I mean here simply quaUty of gradation,

from purity of high lights to depth and transparency of shadows,

and not in any sense comp.arison of tone or colour. The old system

of giving a short exposure and quick development gives unsatisfactory

gradation and bad colour, and as the exposure is lengthened, so is the

tendency to veil and general flatness increased, however the develop-

ment may be modified. Variations in development, indeed, seem to

end chiefly in keeping away absolute fog, but so far as materially

modifying the gradation of the picture is concerned, they appear

beyond a certain point to be useless.

The best results I have been able to obtain upon gelatine plates,

after " ringing the changes" in every possible direction, have been

produced by first of all paying careful attention to the exposure.

That is a pomt upon which very little can be mkl tliat will be of any

use as a guide beyond that it must be sufficient without going to

excess. I'erliaps it is safer to err slightly in the direction of under

than over exposure. The next point is to use a modified developer in

which the main difference lies in greatly reducing the proportion of

pyro—say, to one ga'ain or even half a grain to the ounce, according

to the character of the plate—while tlie quantities of bromide and

ammonia remain at about the normal, the bromide being always

present in sufficient force to hold the development well in hand
without exercising too great a check.

With such a solution, and supposing the plate not to have been

over exposed, a thin, clean image, full of detail, but utterly devoid of

density, comes up easily and gradually, and must be stopped the

instant tlie amount of detail required is visible by reflected light.

With most plates tliii image will be so delicate as to be nearly, if not

quite, invisible on looking through the plate, while examined by
reflected light it presents little or no contrast in strength between

what should be the deep shadows and the more delicate gradations of

the lights. It now the plate he washed and treated with a fresh

solution, containing at least three grains of pyro to the ounce, the

normal quantity of alkali usually employed with that "make of plate,

and double or treble the ordinary dose of bromide, the effect will be

magical. Tlie image rapidly gains in force, until wliat at first looked

flat and liopeless develops into a well-modelled and vigorous picture,

with as much clearness in the lights as can be obtained from a film

of gelatine.

The treatment of collodion emulsion plates is very similar, indeed,

it was the behaviour of those plates under that treatment that induced

me to apply it to gelatine. In the case of collodion, however, it is of

more importance to reduce the ammonia tlian the pyro in the

developer, and the bromide may be altogetlier omitted. The develop-

ment of collodion and gelatine plates respectively differs in this respect,

that witli the former the proportion of alkali used in the early stage

of development has more effeo-t in ruling density than pyro, with the

latter the reverse is the case. Hence, in order to obtain the thinnest

ptissible image in all its detail, I reduce the quantity of alkali. For an
emulsion giving ordinary density with tolerable ease, I use, say, two
grains of pyro, two grains of carbonate of ammonia, and if any at all,

not more than two or three minims of a ten-grain solution of bromide
of potassium to each ounce of solution. This will bring out in the

course of thirty seconds, if the exposure have been suflicient, a fully

detailed image so extremely deUcate as to be quite invisible in the

light usually employed for gelatine plates, and difficult to watch even
in a full yellow light when the eye is accustomed to gelatine.

I may say here that the matter of exposure is of less importance in

the case of collodion, or rather, that so long as sufficient time is given

there need not be much fear of over doing it, as the development may
be stopped instantly when the proper point is reached. Ilere, again,

vigour is obtained by the application of a stronger but energetically

restrained solution, containing, say, three grains of pyro, fifteen to

twenty of carbonate of ammonia, and from half a drachm to a drachm
of a ten-grain bromide solution to the ounce. Under this solution the

feeble, scarcely visible image rapidly gains strength, and its action

may be continued until the requisite density is obtained without the

slightest chance of any fresh detail, or, if the emulsion be all right,

any veil appearing.

But instead of intensifying with alkali I greatly prefer silver, which
not only gives strength but also tone, and that in a manner that

alkali seldom or never does. It is, moreover, as rapid, as clean, and in

every way as convenient as alkaline pyro, if the solutions are at hand,

and possesses none of tlie terrors it seems to do for gelatine workers.

Make two solutions, the first consisting of

—

Pyro C grains.

Glacial acetic acid 1 drachm.

Water 4 ounces.

Flood the plate with a small quantity of this (after first washing
well) and return it to the developing glass and add, say, one drop to

each drachm of a fifteen-grain solution of nitrate of silver, slightly

acidified with nitric acid. Remember that the smaller tlie quantity

of silver added the warmer and finer will be the colour, but the

action will be slower. With the quantity named no ditficulty will be

felt in intensifying and toning the thinnest image.

II. Y, E. COTESWOHTH.

HISTORICAL NOTES ON THE OPTICAL LANTERN.*
Among the questions other than historical suggested for discussion by
this meeting, is. Supposing a first-cl.iss Italian painter were to execute a

fine work of art upon a lantern slide, is the average optical system of

the present lanterns good enough to do full justice to his work upon the

screen ? Probably as the lantern is now becoming a popular household

instrument, a limited portion of its users would not object to incur large

expenses to obtain high-class artistic slides of ideal or real subjects.

Could not such ideal subjects be executed in monochrome on a largo

scale by skilled artists, then be reduced as lantern slides by photo-

graphy, and, lastly, be coloured by artists ? I should like to ask

whether the three-wick lamps of commercial lanterns are always so

mounted as to he easily centred in relation to the optical axis of the

lenses? also what objection there is to invariably fixing a small lens

near the three-wick lamp, to nearly double the amount of light the

lamp will cast upon the ordinary large condenser? Can those who
have invented apparatus to make oxygen continuously near the lantern,

and no faster than the lantern uses it up, exhibit the said apparatus at

work before this Association ? Cannot oxygen for the purpose be

made as requii'ed, in the wet way, without heat, as suggested years ago

by Dr. I'hnerson Reynolds ? In many private homes, the various dis-

advantages connected with making and storing oxygen in bags or

cylinders will operate against the use of oxygen with the lantern

until some simple process is devised to give off the gas just as fast as

the burners use it up, so that no storage is necessary.

W. II. IlAnnisox.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTL.\ND AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION EXHIBITION.

The fifth annual exhibition of photographs by the members of the

above Association was opened on Saturday, the iMth December, and

remains open to the public for a fortnight, closing on 7th January.

The Executive of the Association has made a fresh departure this

year. Instead of, as in previous years, holding the exhibition in the

galleries of the Fine Art Institute, in Sauchiehall-street, where the

meetings of the late Photographic Convention were held, they have seen

* Conclmled in abstract from page 811.
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proper to utilise their own premiaes at 180, West Regent-street, and
BO fnr aj> the accommodation is concerned it is nmple for present re-

quirements, but eliould tlio Association go on pro(,'ressing in future

years ns in tlie past, mucli Inrger premises will njfftin bo required.

The growth of the Association has been most marked during the

five years of its existence. Commencing with a membership roll of

about thirty, it has steadily progressed from yenr to year until now
its members number 108, and to keep pace with this largo and con-
tinuous addition the Council has had to provide additional accommo-
dation for the members, the original rooms being crowded to excess at

many of the Association's meetings. To overcome this they have lately

made considerable additions to tlieir rooms, and now they posse&s a
fine suite of three large apartments at the above address.

Entering the premises situated on the top storey, the visitor finds

on the left a very commodious dark room containing lockers, half a
dozen developing sinks, with every other facility the most fastidious

taste could desire. I'assing into the public rooms we enter the
council room, wliere the Tuesday evening's informal meetings are

held, and where all the latest gossip of the hour is freely discussed

over the friendly pipe of peace. These Tuesday evening meetings
have become quite a feature, and are largely attended. To the riglit

of the coimcil room we enter the large room of the Association, and
which has quite recently been added. This is an excellent room, and
is capable of seating fully 200, being well lighted by day and night.

Much taste has been exercised in the way of adapting it for the

present exhibition, the wall space being coloured with a suitable tint,

so as to show ott the various pictures to the best advantage. A very
efficient mode of hanging the pictures has been adopted by running
a beading round the entire room, and from which hooks are sus-

pended carrying the various frames, thereby dispensing with nails,

in striking contrast with pa^t years, the hanging of the pictures on
the present occasion show to great advantage. Profiting by the
experience of the past the Hanging Committee were wise enough to

allow themselves ample time for their work, which has been done
with much care, and free from all haste and scurry, no picture
being above six feet or below two feet from the floor.

Comparing the present exhibition with that of 1886, we find a
faUing otf in the number of pictures. Last year, we believe, there

were about 100 frames, this year the number does not exceed 130,
and on glancing over the list of exhibitors one is struck with the
luimber of many local amateurs who are not represented. We miss
Mr. (?oodwin, the enterprising Secretary, who by the way was pre-
vented from doing much work last summer through illness, but who,
we are pleased to sa}' is now nearly himself again. Then, again,

Mr. Wm. Lang, F.C.S., is not represented, but doubtless his hands
are full to overflowing with the arduous task he has to perform of

taking charge of the Photographic Section of the International

Exhibition, and which, by the way, is going to be a big success.

Then, again, the following are conspicuous by their absence :—Mi.ss

Gibson, Miss Thom, Mrs. Ramsay, the Mi.sses Coulson (five) who in

past years contributed largely, W. II. Turner, AVilfred Smith, VV. V.
Finlayson, James Elder, P. Falconer, E. Catting, John Parker, R.
Dalglish,* Alex. McDonald, W. Oven.stone, A. J. W. Rcid, and others.

On the other hand, we notice many new aspirants for honour,
among whom may be noticed 1). R. Clark, AV. Remson, John Morrison,

i'un.,
W. JIcLnren, It. Knox, Leyson T. Merry, J. R. Berger, W. R.

Juchanan, D. Glen, D. S. Macnair, and Dr. McCorkindale. Why the
number of exhibitors this year should be fewer than last, seeing tlie

membersliip is much larger, is a question we have heard frequently
mentioned and discussed. The late summer, so far as weather was
concerned, was all that could be desired, and witliout doubt much
excellent work was done by many who are not represented. Vi'e

believe the solution of the question lies in the fact that most of the
members named are keeping their pictures back for the International
Exhibition.

The Executive have this year again had the prizes awarded by two
independent judges. The gentlemen who have this year performed
these arduous duties are Mr. Wm. Young, artist, and Mr. James
Paton, photographer, Greenock, and they came to tlieir various
decisions without any differences of opinion worth speaking about.
The following is the list of their awards :

—

Competitive Pictuhes.

Class 1 (Landscapes).—First prize, silver medal, Hugh Reid; second,
bronze, John Dore ; third, bronze, John Rennie.

Section B {Small Landscapes).—First prize, silver medal, Arch.
Watson

; second, bronze, R. 15. M. Stewart ; third, bronze, John 0.
Hutcheson.

Class 2 {Figure Studies).—First prize, silver medal. Arch.
Watson; second, bronze, David R, Clark.

CloM S {Instantaneous).—Ymt priw), iilver medal, J, C, Olirer;

second, bronze, Arch. Watson.
CXati A {Portraits).—First piize, iilvor medal, W. H. .\ndenoDi

second, bronze. Hugh liuchsnan.

Class '> {Oroups).—First prize, silver medal, J. C. Oliver; teeonc^

bronze, David Irving, jun.

Clan {Animals).—First prize, liWer medal, Jamea Fleming;
second, bronze, Leyson T. Merry.

Class 7 {Still lAfe and Inleiiori).—First prize, silver medal, li.

McCorkindale ; second, bronze, John Morrison, jun.

Class 8 {Erilaryements).—First prize (a protest ha? been lodged

against this award on account of the infringement of the rules);

second, bronze medal, J. C. Oliver; third, bronze, D. 8. Macnitir.

Should this protest be sustained, Mr. Oliver will take first and Mr.
Macnair second prize.

Class 9 {Transparencies).—YiTit prize, silver medal, W. 3. Ander-
son ; second, bronze, James Fleming.

Class 10 {Developed Prints).—First prize, silver medal, Arch.
Watson; second, bronze, J. C. Oliver.

With regard to the prote.st lodged against the judges' award in the

enlargement class, it appears that the rule again.st any touching of the

finished pictures is alleged to have been infringed by Mr. D. li. Clark,

the allegation being that in one picture at least the print shows
unmistakable signs of being worked up. The matter will be brought

before the Council at an early date, and their decision will be duly

notified in our next.

Speaking generally, the exhibition, as a whole, is not superior to

past years. Without doubt the landscape classes are most excellent,

and the judges only arrived at their decision after much thought and
trouble, so equal are many of the exhibits. Mr. Reid, who has this

year been successful in the large lan;l.scapes, de.serves gretit praUe for

the excellence of his pictures. Technically they are perfect, and his

success is very popular with the members of the Assiciation. Mr.
Watson takes no less than five medals. In the smail landscapa class,

his picture of Spring-time is just one of those delightful pictures the

eye never tires of looking at.

In the large landscape class Mr. W. S. Anderson is well repre-

sented, and although the judges have for some reason or other not

seen fit to award him a medal, in our estimation there is no better

landscape in the room than his On the Braes of Loch Lomond.
Mr. W. Hume also contributes a charming set of thn* little bits,

which are well worthy of notice.

The figure studies is a poor class taken as a whole, and the judges

had little difficulty here. In the portrait class Mr. W. S. Anderson
takes first prize and Mr. Buchanan second.

We regret to notice tliat this year the element of retouching has

entered largely into the exhibits, and in very many cases it has been

carried to excess ; as an exception, however, to those remarks, Mr.
Oliver's pictures stand alone.

One of the largest exhibitors over the various classes is Mr. D. R.
Clark, but his pictures lack softness, and have the appearance of being

much under exposed, and in several in.stanM3 are faulty from false

lighting.

In the still life class the judges have seen fit to go past Mr. Sheriff's

charming 'S'<«rfi>« q/"2^/oiwc», much to the surprise of many. In our

estimation this gentleman's exhibit is far and away ahead of any-
thing in the class.

In the transparency cla«s Mr. W. S. Ander-on takes first prize; as

a whole, however, the exhibits are not of much merit, none of the

collodion transparencies being toned.

Jlr. Oliver is to be congratulated on securing the medal for the

most artistic picture in the room; his Waiting for a Bite is & gem,
and the judges had an easy task in coming to this decision.

In the non-competitive clasi Mr. R. 13. M. Stewart shows two
exceedingly fine enlargements of the yacht Thistle, taken from nega-

tives obtained on board the Vanguard during the Convention trip at

Largs Regatta.
Perhaps the best class in the exhibition is the enlargements. Among

so many examples of excellence it is difficult to select those for

special mention after the awards of the judges, but we c.innot refrain

from again speaking of the excellence of Mr. W. S. Anderson's set of

three. A finer bit of work than his centre picture, An Autumn
Haze, we have never witnessed, still somehow the judges think other-

wise. In this class Mr. J. lire Primrose comes out strong bLo, his

portrait enlargement of Old Mr. MeFarlane, the negative of which
(half-plate) was taken inside an old hut at Kilcreggan, is well worthy
of notice. During the continuance cf the exhibition the Council has

arranged for several popular meetings. The optical lantern will be

bronglit into requisition, and the transparencies will be furnished by
different members of the Association.
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THE FADING OF SILVER PRINTS.
If we assume prints upon albumenised paper to be liable to fade
from at least three different causes, and if photographers in numerous
instances are known to be more or less careless in relation to one or
two of the three causes, the fading of so large a proportion of such
prints is explained.

To one of the probable causes of fading I think that too little

attention has been given, namely, to the occasional imperfect coagu-
lation of the albumen by the various solutions, and to the presence of
this or some other organic matter in the print liable to relatively
rapid decomposition, liberating at the same time sulphurous gases to
attack the silver. That the organic matter of a finished print is not
always in good condition is an inference to be drawn from a state-
ment made by Mr. J. Hubert a few days ago at a photographic
meeting, to the effect that when damp finished prints are allowed to
lie upon each other in a pile for too long a time, they give off a bad
smell, lie also stated that he had found that if they were left long
enough under such conditions tlie image would become spotted.

Supposing those prints to have been dried in the ordinary way.
they would have been relatively, but not absolutely, dry ; in fact,
while exposed to the atmosphere at all they could never be perfectly
dry, hence it is reasonable to assume that after they were quickly
dried the same cliarges would have taken place in a long time which,
while they were wet, took place in a sliort time. Here, then, we
have a cause of decay not necessarily due to imperfect toning, fixing,
or washing.
The evil smelling organic matter must have been either albumen or

something else. My reason for believing it to be imperfectly coagulated
albumen is that some time ago I had occasion to thoroughly coagulate
films of plain albumen upon paper, and did it by means of that powerful
agent for the purpose—phenol, better known as carbolic acid. When
this was properly done, the paper, after drying, curled up with more
vigour than I have ever yet seen done by a photographic print : its

surface had become waterproof, and could not be evenly wetted ; a
drop or two of water might stick on the film here and there. Thus a
properly coagulated film presents characteristics not seen in plioto-
graphic printing, and we may safely conclude that such films if

allowed to rest upon each other a reasonably long time in a damp
state would not acquire a bad smell, or exhibit a tendency to generate
micro-organisms.

My suggestion, therefor*, is, that a little carbolic acid should be
put in the final washing water of albumenised prints; tliat they
should next have all superfluous moisture removed by blotting paper,
then be soaked for at least ten minutes in a solution of methylated
spirit, to each quart of which two drachms of crystallised carbolic acid
have been added. After removal from this bath'they might be allowed
to dry. lilotting paper free from hypo is on sale in the market; the
methylated spirit may be of the commonest, but free from resin.
For many years I have not produced a print upon albumenised

paper, believing that the sooner the process dies out the better ; hence
I have not tried the preceding remedy for one probable cause of
fading. Any one can easily try comparative experiments in the matter
who is in the habit of producing photographs by the process.
A little phenol will go a long way in arresting decay. In chemical

nature it is so much like creasote, that in early times chemists were
ill doubt whether they were not the same substance in different forms.
Professor Allen Miller says :—" Kreasote produces the immediate
coagulation of albumen. It is the most powerful antiseptic known.
Meat that has been plunged into a solution containing one per cent, of
kreasote gradually becomes dry and hard on exposure to the air, and
acquires the flavour of smoked meat, but does not become putrid
Much of the kreasote of commerce is simply carbolic acid." For the
purpose I have suggested phenol is as good as creasote, and cheaper.
Mr. William Crookes made a careful report upon the powerful anti-
septic properties of phenol, when he tried it under the sanction of
the Cattle Plague Commission. Its poisonous nature should, however,
not be forgotten by its users
An advantage from giving prints a final soaking in methylated

spirits and phenol will be, that they will afterwards dry more quickly.
Another advantage is, that the aqueous washings having dissolved
out eyerythuifr soluble in water, the final treatment will dissolve out
anything which may be soluble in spirit.
A second cause of the fading of ordinary albumenised prints is, as

Mr. W.K. Burton recently pointed out so clearly, an insufficient
deposit of gold

; the less gold a sample of paper requires to tone it
the worse la that paper for producing permanent prints, and it should
be rejected. Mr. J5urton tested his views experimentally, by proving
that the more complete the toning the better did the prints resist the
action of bichloride of mercury, but it may not be generally known
that the editor of this periodical tried analogous experiments twenty- I

one years ago. He cut a print into four parts ; one he over toned in
alkaline gold, the second he partially toned to a purplish sepia tint, '

the third was simply fixed, the fourth was toned to a proper tiut, and'
kept as a standard of comparison. The first three were suspended in
a box two feet and a half square, in which a minute gas jet of about
the size of a pea was constantly burning; the only ventilation was
through a round hole one inch and a half in diameter, lie report.cl :

"The untoned print was almost entirely destroyed in three diiys.
The partially toned one resisted tolerably well forfive days, as far" as
the half tones and shadows were concerned, but the high ligbts or whites
had already become yellow. Two days more rendered it a ghastly sp.'c-
tacle of the ' sere and yellow leaf both in the halftones and shadows.
The over-toned print has yet (after eight days) shown no symptoms of
decay, except in the high lights, which have become yellowish.

'

Come we now, in the third place, to the cause of fading with which
it is most difficult to deal, namely, the traces of organic salts of silvi^r

leftin the film, some compound probably of albumen and the metal.
This usually causes the slow destruction of the print, years being
necessary for the operation, and the decay can then" be largciy
arrested by treatment with bichloride of mercury, which, be it note. I,

is a powerful antiseptic and coagulator of albumen. Had the print
been washed in phenol at the outset, as already suggested, is it nut
probable that the subsequent treatment with bichloride of mercur\'
would have been unnecessary ?

Is it absolutely impossible to escape the presence in a finished print
of this insidious organic salt of silver? Mr. Carey J^ea claims to

have done something of the kind, but his conclusions were formed
upon but few experiments; other samples of paper or albuiiuMi
might not have given the same results, lie sensitised his paper upon
a forty-grain acidulated bath, then fumed it for five minutes witli

ammonia, printed it, and toned and fixed by the old, much-condiMnned
process of one operation. He says:—"Two ounces of hyposulpliite
of soda wore dissolved in eiglit ounces of hot water, and chloride! of

gold corresponding to one grain metallic golil was added while hot.

The bath was used two or tliree hours after mixing. This bath
toned to a rich purple-black." On testing the prints with suiphide
of ammonium tliey wore found to contain no silver in the wliiti's.

Sulphide of ammonium will yellow a film of plain albumen, but that

yellowness disappears on drying, hence, in applying this test, tli((

prints must afterwards be allowed to dry before the result can be
accurately known.

If acid chloride of gold be added to hyposulphite of soda, the result

is to liberate a little tetrathionate of soda, wnicli is liable to set up
sulphur toning; hence the chloride of gold must be neutralised witii

chalk before it is added to the hypo. J

The worst of the old-fashioned toning and fixing bath was that it I

would go on toning with sulphur after all its gold had disappeared,
thus subjecting economical or careless photographers to undue temp-
tation. When properly utilised, and the prints soaked a little in clean
plain solution of hyposulphite of soda afterwards, the results were
good and the tones rich.

Experience with gelatino-bromide plates proves that when they
appear to the eye to be fixed they are in reality not fixed, and must
be left in the solution as long again. Doubtless something of the same
kind occurs with chloride of silver in albumen, but is there not so per-
ceptible; if the prints have had their full time in clean hypo of the
proper strength, they are likely to be more permanent than would
otherwise be the case. Probably much fading of prints is due to too
short a time in the fixing bath, or to that bath being too weak in con-
sequence of the operator having mixed it by guess instead of by weight
and measure. Photographic results are influenced by such apparently
sUglit causes that it is not wise to do anything by guess where it can
be avoided.

Another possible cause of fading may be left in the film by insuf-

ficient fixing, that cause being an insoluble double salt of silver.

Hyposulphite of silver is so unstable as to be destroyed almost as

quickly as it is formed ; but two double salts of silver may be formed
during fixing, the one soluble and the other insoluble in water. The
latter is freely soluble in ammonia, also in sullieient excess of hypo-
sulphite of soda, when proper time is allowed. The final fixing bath
should always be made alkaline with ammonia. W. H. Habbison.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN 1887.*

Carey Lea has hitherto been one of the most enthusiastic supporters of the
physical theory, but it is extremely interesting to find that the investi-

gator who has shattered the chief argument in favour of tliis theory is

—

Carey Lea ! We have here an excellent illustration of the fact that a

* Concluded from p.ige 812.
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truly goientifio man has little respect for oven his own pel theories if they
are found to bo iiicoiiflistciit with the fiicts. Ciiroy Lea observed Hint if

a lihii of BJlver iodide obtained by treatment with a solution of iodine is

exposed in the camera and is developed immediately, an image is ob-
tained ; but if the exposed plate is put on one side and not developed
until some time afterwards, no image is obtained, the latent or developable
image liavinK gradually disappeared. He now linils, however, that silver

iodide has tlie property of absorbing and retaining a certain quantity of
free iodine. In the experiment described the silver iodine retains some
of the free iodine contained in the sohition by means of which it lias been
prepared, and when an exposed plate is allowed to remain undeveloped,
this small ijuantity of free iotUne gradually combines with the subiodide
which has been formed, and reconverts it into the ordinary iodide. The
fading of tlie latent imago is, therefore, tlie result of acliemical and not a
physical change.

Carey Lea finds that by the action of certain reducing agents he can
obtain from silver chloride, bromide, and iodide by purely chemical means
and witliout the action of light, coloured products identical in composition
and properties with the coloured products obtnined by the action of light
on the same salts, and therefore, in all probability, of the same chemical
nature. These products vary in composition according to their mode of
formation, but always contain loss bromine, chlorine, or iodine, than the
ordinary salts, wliilst they are much more stable than the so-called sub-
salts. Carey Lea regards them as compounds of the subsalts with a
large excess of the unaltered ordinary salt, and proposes to call them
photo-salts, that is, photocliloride, photobromide, and photoiodide.
He also finds that certain reducing agents, and notably sodium hypo-

sulphite, will produce on a sensitive film an invisible effect which, like the
effect produced by light, can be developed into a visible image. The latent
images produced by liglit and by the reducing agents behave in precisely
the same manner towards reagents such as nitric acid and the haloid salts

of potassium. What destroys the one, destroys the other. What does not
affect the one, does not affect the other. It is fair to conclude, therefore,
that the latent image is of tbe same nature in both cases. Moreover, just

as light can produce both direct and reversed images, so the reducing agents
can produce direct and reversed images, and the conditions under which
reversal takes place are similar in both cases. Light can, in fact, reverse
the image produced by the reducing agents, and vice I'eriia. In both cases,

continued action results in the formation of visible photo-salts. The
formation of an invisible or latent image is the initial stage of a reaction
which, when prolonged, produces a visible effect, and it follows that the
invisible and visible images differ in degree only, and not in kind, as
Abney has always contended.
An invisible but developable image can be formed on film of silver tar-

trate, silver oxalate, and other silver salts. It before development the
film is treated with hydrochloric or liydrobromic acid, so that the whole
of the silver salt is converted into chloride or bromide, the latent image is

not destroyed, but can still bo developed; the resulting image is even
more intense than that obtained when the salt is not converted into
chloride or bromide. It follows that the alteration in composition or con-
stitution which renders the silver salt amenable to the action of the
developer can be transferred from one salt to another, and Carey Lea
regards this as evidence of the general existence of subsalts of silver

corresponding with most if not all the ordinary salts.

It should be pointed out that the existence of definite subsalts of silver

is still a disputed point amongst chemists. We may, however, take
Carey Lea's results as proving that the production of the latent image by
the action of light is an instance of a chemical change produced by a
physical agent, and that the material of which the latent image is com-
posed is cliemically different from the salt which has not been affected by
light, but the exact constitution of this material has still to be determined.

In this year of Jubilee it is not altogether inappropriate to attempt
some sort of general estimate of the present position of photography,
especially as the art may be said to have begun with Her Majesty's reign.
To the majority of people photography is simply a useful process for
obtaining " likenesses " and " views." Of its artistic capabilities, and of
the extent to which its results, direct or indirect, permeate our everyday
life, they liave not a suspicion. It is even not too much to say that a
large proportion of photographers—of amateurs, at any rate—have little

idea of the multitudinous uses to which the art is put. There are few
things more remarkable in the history of applied science than the rapid
development of photographic processes during the past thirty years, and
it is not extravagant to claim that this is an age of photography as much
as it is an age of steel or of electricity.

Even if it were merely a method for producing likenesses we should
find it very difficult to dispense with it now, but its utility is far more
wide-spread than this. The physicist and meteorologist use it constantly
as a means of accurately and anatomically recording observations ; the
astronomer finds that he can photograph stars and nebulie otherwise out-
side human ken ; the microscopist, instead of spending hours upon hours
in delineating a complex structure, attaches his microscope to a camera
and makes the structure produce its own image ; the anatomist and
pliysiologist employs the drop shutter and the sensitive plate as the only
available method of analysing the rapid movements of man and other
animals. We have already evidence that the day is not far distant when
cameras attached to balloons will not only give us an accurate plan of a
vast stretch of country, but may enable contending armies to provide

thomsclvos with mnpn of the conntry thronffh which they are mkrehioR,
and also to ascertain the exact distribution of the enemy'* forocf. To-
day no explorer's outfit is complete if it does not include a camera, and
the records of distant lands obtained in this way far oat-Taloe any amoant
of written description and pencil sketches. At the last exhibition at I'oll

Mall there was no exhibit more remarkable than Mr. J. W. Lindt'i aeriea

of photographs in New Guinea, a country hitherto very little explored.

Take only two instances. We arc accustomed to think of lake dwellings

as belonging altogether to prehistoric times ; but here wae a lake dwollinK

of to-diiy, stretching with its inhabitants over the broad waters of a lagoon.

Not very for away was a picture of a hut-like human dwelling, perched

like a gigantic nest in the branches of a tree. Now, if a traveller had
come home and simply described these things, would it not have been

insinuated that he was making an unscientific use of his imagination ?

The evidence of photographs is upon another footing.

It is, however, in the form of photo-mechanical printing processes that

the utility of photography is most strongly marked. Photogravure, es-

pecially when used in conjunction with orthochromatic processes, is

rapidly distancing its older rivals, engraving and etching, as a method for

the accurate reproduction of drawings and paintings of all kinds. Collo-

type, when used in the hand-press, yields results little if at all inferior in

point of delicacy ; when used with the steam press, produces excellent

results with such great rapidity and at such a low rate that it forms an
economical process for the illustration of catalogues and for similar

purposes. To photo- zincography we are mainly indebted for the accuracy

and cheapness of our smaller scale Ordnance maps. Photo-zinc blocks,

both for line and halftone subjects, are very largely employed indeed.

With the former excellent results are obtained, even in the reproduction

of drawings full of complicated detail ; but a great deal has still to be

done before half-tone blocks can be regarded as ecjually satisfactory. In
this, and indeed in almost all photo- mechanical printing processes, we,

in this country, are still behind our foreign competitors. All the processes

alluded to, and likewise photo-lithography and Woodburytype, are very

largely used for the illustration of books of all kinds, the block processes

being generally adopted for ordinary work, since the illmtrations can be

printed along with the type. The great increase of illustrated periodicals

may in fact be attributed, in a great measure, to the development of the.se

processes. Both line and half-tone blocks are used, for instance, with

great success by such publications as the EnijUsh Xllmtrated Maijiizine,

llai-per'K MimtkUj, and the Century Magazine, to say nothing of unknown
periodicals like I'unch.

Photographic prints are largely used in the form of transfers in the

decorative arts, and notable for the decoration of pottery, and photo-

etching processes are used for such purix)ses as the engraving of the

rollers used for calico printing, &c. Another application of photography,

which at first sight might seem of minor importance, but is really of very

great practical value, is the reproduction of engineer's drawings aud plans

by the cyanotype or Prussian blue process. And lastly, this summary
would be incomplete if no reference were made to the extensive employ-

ment of photography all over the civilised world for the detection of

criminals and tlie prevention of crime.

One of the great advantages of many of these processes is the cheapness

of the results and the rapidity with which they can be produced, two very

strong recommendations to popular favour in these times of high
pressure.

So far photography has been treated entirely as a method of reproduc-

tion, a register of facts, and from this point of view its value is

indisputable. How far can it claim to be regarded as a method of

creation, or, in other words, as a fine art? This is a question of an
entirely different character, and one on which I speak with much
diffidence. In fact, I should not venture to deal with it at all were it not

that I am able to refer to photographic pictures which are, or ought to

be, well known, and which may safely be left to speak for themselves.

In order that any method of production, pictorial or otherwise, may
serve as a process of fine art, it must not be automatic and mechanical,

but must be so far under the control of the man who employs it, that he

can bring the result into more or less complete agreement with the con-

ception existing in his mind. Now, to talk of photography as a merely
mechanical art, is simply to display ignorance which self-respect would
seek to conceal. The character of plate; the time of exposure; the

manner of development ; the time of the year ; the hour of the day ; the

point of view ; the introduction of figures or otherwise, their pose and
grouping ; the character of the lens used ; the method of printing, and
the modification made in it -all these are under the control of the

operator, and upon these the character of the result depends.

It is quite true that much of the photography that one meets with is

not artistic, but that is equally true of very many paintings and
drawings, and it does not follow that photography is incapable of artistic

results, OS many people too hastily assume. In this, as in so many other

instances, it is not so much the method as the man who uses it, that

determines the excellence or otherwise of the result.

The reiLsons for refusing to photography the rank of a fine art in 1873

were summed up by no less an authority than Jlr. P. O. Haraerton, in

the following statements:—(1), It is false in local colour, putting all the

lights and darks of natural colours out of tune ; ('2), It is false in light,

not being able to make those sab-divisions in tbe scale which are

necessary to attain relative truth ; (3), It is false in perspective, and
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consequently in the proportions of forms
; (4), Its literalness and incapa-

city for selection and emphasis are antagonistic to the artistic spirit. He
finally summed up the matter by asserting that photography was not a

fine art and could not be made one.

However true these criticisms may have been in 1873, they are not

applicable with anything like the same force, if indeed they are applicable

at all, to the photography of the present time. It is in the highest degree

probable that they will be altogether inapplicable to the photography of

the future. Xhe first objection

—

i.e., the falsity in local colour, which
was perfectly soxmd at that time—has, to a great extent, been removed by

the introduction of orthochromatic methods, and the defect may fairly be

expected to disappear entirely as these methods are developed. The
correct rendering of gradations of light and shade, apart from the effect

of colour, is a matter of exposure, development, and the character of the

emulsion, and it is not difficult to find examples in which a wide range

of tones is represented in a very satisfactory manner. Falsity in per-

spective, and in the proportion of forms, is apparent only, and depends on
the position of the eye from the picture. Whenever it is met with, it

results from the use of short focus lenses, and can be easily remedied by

the use of lenses of sufficient focal length. Three objections out of the

four have been deprived of their foundations by improvements in the

methods of the art, and by increased knowledge of its capabilities. The
remaining objection is of a somewhat difi'erent order.

It has been contended that art is but an accurate representation of

nature, and if this be true, how can the rank of tine art be denied to

photography ? To take only two examples : What other method can re-

present with equal success the intricate grace of a leafless tree, or the

ever-changing beauties of the clouds ? But this definition would not be

generally accepted as satisfactory. It would be denied by many that art

was necessarily a representation of nature at all, and even if the need of

truth to nature were admitted, the truth of idealised, and not of literal,

representation would be implied.

What the artist really tries to represent is not so much the thing itself,

be it animal or landscape, sea or sky, as the impression which the thing

produced on his mind ; and in order to convey tliis impression to the

observer, he selects this and rejects that, emphasises one point and tones

down another. He likewise endeavours to put into his picture that un-

definable something which is recognised as characteristic of the best

work, and which for want of a more precise term, is generally spoken of

as " feeling " or sentiment. Upon the extent to which photography lends

itself to similar treatment and the production of similar results, its title

to the rank claimed for it must largely depend.

In the matter of selection and emphasis it must be conceded that

photography is much less elastic than painting. A photographer cannot
always leave out an unsuitable object ; he cannot alter form ; he cannot

at will increase the apparent size of a tiling. It would be wrong to con-

clude, however, that he is altogether at the mercy of his subject. In

por raiture, the pose, background, mode of lighting, and in fact almost

everything, is under his control. In outdoor work the point of view can

be altered, and the conditions of lighting selected, in order to get tlie best

result. The introduction of a figure suitably posed and lighted will often

give the required emphasis. Careful and thoughtful printing will likewise

do much towards the attainment of the same end. Selection and em-
phasis in photography may be comparatively difficult, but it is not im-
possible.

To put sentiment into a photograph is more difllicult than to put senti-

ment into a painting, because the methods and conditions are less elastic.

This " feeling," however, is painfully absent from many paintings, and
may, in f;.ct, be taken as characteristic of high-class work only. To
obtain it in a photograi^h may, therefore, be looked upon as a considerable

artistic achievement. And can it not be done ?

Is there not sentiment, and sentiment in a high degree, in many of

Sutclille's studies ? The cold, misty, autumnal evening, with the breeze

which will soon tear the few remaining leaves off the trees ; the wild,

wintry-looking sky, harbinger of the wind that shall sing the dirge of the

wreck on the beach ; the rapidly coming twilight, bringing rest from
toil to both man and beast ; are not these successfully and admirably

rendered ? Take as another example ToUey's On tiie Lonely SJiore, with

its harmonious composition and chiaroscuro. Observe how true the

picture is to its title and the idea which the artist wished to convey, and
notice especially tbe emphasis which is gained by the skilful introduction

of the figure. Again, in Green's photograph of Tlie Head of Buttennere,

what a capital picture is made out of the simplest materials, and how ad-

mirably the height of the mountain, the loneliness, and the general

atmospheiic eflect are poitrayed ! And last, but not least, is there not

feeling and harmony to at least the same extent as in many paintings in

many of Emerson's studies in the Norfolk Broads ? These examples are

not cited for the liurpose of making invidious distinctions, but because

they are recent and are familiar to most lovers of photography. Are they

not enough to show that in landscape work at least the best photography
—and it is on the best that judgment must be based—is truly artistic?

What painter has done anything much better than Mayland's wonderful
photograph, There's Sorrow on the Sea.

When we pass to yenre pictures and portraiture, surely the case is still

stronger. Here the photographer has matters more under his control.

Is there not artistic treatment of a very high order indeed in H. P. Robin-
son's Dawn and Sunset, If'hen the Day's Work is Done, and Way.iide

Gossip, to say nothing of his numerous other productions ? Are not

Sutclille's studies of fisher folk as admirable as the majority of similar

studies done with the pencil or brush ? Do we not yet remember Malby's
Strengthening the Understanding, and Gridley's The Good Flask?
In portraiture it must be admitted that the great bulk of the work done

is bad—bad technically—worse artistically—but then this is equally true

of much portrait painting. The capabilities of an art are, however,

judged from its best results, and not from the worst. Photography is the

method of portraiture for the million, and this alone would insure its

continued existence. But it has higher claims, and people rightly set

considerable value on a photographic portrait by one of our most eminent
artists in this branch. Truth, which is of great importance in these

cases, is not difficult to obtain, nor is it excessively difficult, by proper

treatment, to throw into the picture some of that sentiment and character

which is essential to all good portraiture. Referring now to examples in

the late exhibition at Pall Mall, it is safe to say, in the first place, that

those who examined Mendelssolm's grand head of Mr. Perigal will not

soon forget it. Is there not, too, a peculiar charm about HoUyer's

portrait of Miss Terry, in spite of some criticisms which might be made
respecting the lighting of the face and its background ? To go a Mttle

further back, some at least will remember Byrne's LMly in a Grecian

Dre.fs. It is not very rash to assert that there is much " fine art " in

these examples and in many others which might have been mentioned if

these had not come first into mind, as in not a few of the portraits which
are seen at the Academy. How many painters of to-day have done any-

thing more vigorous and characteristic than Debenham's head of

F. Barnard f

It is not necessary to cite further examples. The claims of photography

to be recognised as a fine art are, as a matter of fact, being gradually ad-

mitted—a result due entirely to the labours of the minority of the craft,

who bring to their work sound, artistic training and a careful study of its

difficulties and capabilities. Already the leading newspapers criucise the

exhibition in Pall Mall on the same footing, so far as tbe pictorial part o!

it is concerned, as they criticise an exhibition of drawings or paintings.

It is unfortunate, however, that the critics do not always display even a

decent knowledge of the art which they criticise, and particularly of the

special technical difficulties which have to be contended agaiast.

I should be sorry to weaken the argument by seeming to claim too

mucli. It would be ridiculous to assert that photography is entitled to

equal rank with painting. Some things it can do whicli painting cannot

do, but in most respects it is undoubtedly inferior to the older art. It

lacks at present, and probably for some time to come, the power and
mystery of colour. It is much less elastic, and, whUst answering to a

very considerable extent to the will of the artist, it does not, at present at

any rate, leave him that complete control which is essential to the pro-

duction of the very highest work. Moreover, it imposes strict and some-

what narrow limitations both as to choice of subject and the mode of

treatment. Limitations of a similar kind are, however, inseparable from

other graphic arts, and painting itself is not altogether untrammelled.

To admit, as we are bound to do, that photography does not rank with the

very first of the fine arts is a very different thing from admitting that it

is not a fine art at all. Such an admission I, and think you also, would

altogether decline to make. Holding then tliis belief, let us not be satis-

fied with mere technical efficiency, but let us each endeavour, by

systematic cultivation of whatever artistic faculty may be in us, by care-

ful and painstaking study of every subject we undertake, to make good

individually our claims to be in reality, and not merely in name, artists

in photography. C H. Boin.uiLEV, F.I.C., F.C.S.

" MEMKNTO MUKI."

It is often said that lords of the soil and the voluptuous plutocracy

occasioually find time hang' heavy on their hands. This is probably

quite as true as the statement of the good Dr. ^^'att3 that tlie satauic

denizen of another place obhgiiigly furnishes the idle with plenty of

mischief. Once upoii a time a satiated imperial personage offered a

prize for the invention of a new and original pleasure. History

refuses to tell us how many entrants there were
;
probably in those

remote centuries there were no unemployed, or a close and exciting

competition might have resulted instead of, as we are entitled to con-

clude, no contest. The issue would be different to-day under our high-

pressure regime of ceaseless change and novelty. The recently deceased

heir to an English marquisate, who was an amateur photographer, was

wont to distil amuseme t from persuading his friends to feign death,

so that he might photograph tliem in a position of monumental re-

cumbency. The eccentric earl's inner object never tran.-pired. His

pictures impressed one with the fancy that the " sitters" were calmly

chewing the cud with closed eyes, which, as we often liear mention of

the meditative cast that steals over their fuitures, is an aspect that

must be met with in the really defunct. "\Ve have liere an illustration

of the strange and several uses to which photography is applied.

The still juvenile fact that it is possible to accurately transfer the

features of the dead to paper by scientific means will merit, in com-

panv with the twin truth as to pictures of the living, the notice of the
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future analytical historian as ho reviews the conditions of nineteenth

century oxistonoe, and may afford food for the pencil of tbt! apocry-

phal person from N'tnv Zealand when, liavinjf finislied liis sketcli of

the ruinod basilica at the top of Ludgate-hill, he proceetls to explore

the remains of the second UabyIon, like another Schliemann in another
Mycenae.

It is almost if not quite a truism to assert that there is no stage of

life in which photography does not perform a useful, necessary part,

while in death its services are capable of much more extended appli-

cation tlian is at present the case. Shakespeare's—or Bacon's—Seven
Ages are now depicted by an eloquent substitute for words ; for the

modern prototype of the Melancholy Jacques may moralise

over photographs of the entire septet, from the " infant niewlinsr

and puking in the nurse's arms," down to the doddering dribbler

in his second childhood; and when silence comes he may
liave the camera carried to the very edge of the tomb, and
Fccure the only unalterable expression tlie human countenance has

at its command. It is singular that in these days of nltra-reaUsm

post-mortem photographs are not in greater request. The notion of

obtaining them does not, presumably, occur to the average mind until

too late for concrete embodiment ; but if fashion once turned her fickle

footsteps in this direction it is difficult to predict to what lengths the

innovation would go. Like the gentleman in Lord Lytton's play of

Mojiey, Mr. Photographer would do "anything to oblige''—especially

in these hard times. One of the peculiar experiences related by
Mr. Hubert in a discurs-ive but candid paper read by him before the

London and Provincial As sociation last winter, was that of Ijeingsuddenly

called upon to photograph the dead body of a little girl, and latterly

Mr. Cowan drily informed the same Association that lie once photo-
graphed a corpse by combined natural and artiticial liglit. To the

hysterically inclined these gruesome confessions may impart a shudder,

and but that the Christmas literature provided for us by the proprietors

of the JouiiNAL takes the austere shape of the Almanac, one might
have suggested that with such u theme a thrilling pliotographic creeper

could be written, and the commission lianded to Mr. Wilkie Collins

or Br. Conan Doyle, whose graceful pen seems to have quite forsaken

these pages for the lurid literature of the bookstall. Or if that idea

was received with cold disdain, wliat could be more instructive and
entertaining at this festive season of the year, when ghosts are in such
great demand, than the adventures of a well-conducted impalpability,

constructed, not of the time-honoured thin air, but of sucli spectral

and serviceable materials as Ag Br and Drescher's h'xtra ILird ?

Sculptors, painters, and novelists have gliosis, and very substantial

ones some of them are ; but these privileges of the higher arts are

denied to us, who should therefore seize the chance of securing some-
thing novel and striking that would stand the rigid analysis to which
no respectable ghost ever thinks of objecting.

We are not in the habit of perpetuating the features of the departed

as such in so great a variety ot ways that we should despise the

assistance of photography if it were once generally called into use.

I'ainters show us great people and sovereigns lying in state ; sculptoi s

stick chilly effigies of dead warriors and ecclesiastics on the tops of

cathedral tombs, and the worker in brass executes tablets that are

enduring—but ugly. lOach of these methods conduces to glorified

untruthfulness, being done to order or paid for by results. Lower
down that ladder the first step of which is bronze, and the others

silver, gold, titles and diadems, canvas or Carrara canonisation is out

of the question. Nor does the familiar album of the middle-class

parlour table, plethoric of portraits as their originals were when living,

often contain a last memento of them after the heart lias made its

final beat. Surely, if it were generally known that we had in our
midst ready and accomplished experts like Messrs. Hubert and Cowan,
willing at a moment's notice to step round and execute a commission

of this ghostly description, our albums and walls would at last boast

something worth inspection. By never having the departed photo-

graphed we miss a great deal worth possessing. Here, in the afore-

said family album, are the features of that generous uncle who, true to

his promise, remembered us in his will. How consoling to have a replica

of the last benevolent smile of one who had kept his word and left

us—a suit of mourning wrapped up in his best wishes ! Furthermore,
we might value a picture of the family misanthrope who had a sour

visage all his life and a beatific one after it ; of the unhappv wretch
who always looked at the camera as if it were a lion in Lis path,

and now basked in the sweet sheen of post-mortem peace ; of the

artiticial cynic, whose features wore their natural clothing for the

first time; the painted belle, minus her rouge and pencillings ; the

worried man without his c*re ; the small debtor absolutely undaunted
by the threat of the coffee-coloured paper; the hypocrite without
his mask of sanctity ; the lively man who at length was grave and
severe, &c., i^c, Sec. Again, if we yearned for soioething colossal, did

not Mewrs. Elastman and Walker prove to ua the other day that we
can do without the sculptor and the painter, and have no more niinoua
bills for brass and marble 'f \Ve can nave a paper enlargement which ii

permanent—whilst stone and brass are not, or rather sculptors and
tablet-workers do not say they are, so, of course, they cannot be

!

What a pity somebody wasn't before me with this astounding dis-

covery a year ago, when that inquisitive Langholm »avanl publL-'hed

his expenenccs; we could then have talked to him on the subject of

relative permanence with greater confidence and the certainty of con-

futing him and others who were sceptical of the staying powers of

br-m-de and pl-t-n-type images!
Dead men tell no tales, and also possess the inestimable virtues of

keeping still and wearing a natural expression, so that a post-mortem
photograph might at least be depended upon for accuracy of resem-
blance and freedom from movement. In place of the little yellowed
prints one sees under glass at some cemetery iieodstones, which prints

areusuallyphotographsof thedeceased when living,we could substitute

sometiiing more reali.stic ; renew it as often as necessary, and thus have
the departed or their counterfeits always with us. An expiring man
would be soothed by the reflection that he would go down to posterity

in something more than name. Even the poor devil who cannot soar

alxive a joint-stock grave, might have a glazed carbon print on
the lid of his " common elm," if it were considered necessary to sup-

plement the painfully bald information of the brass plate. Pro-
fessional photography as an industry is languishing : it might receive

a welcome fillip if it became known that, like the undertaker, the

photographer was prepared to take a share in executing the last sad

offices for our dear brother. Mr. Mould, the imdertaker, it will be

remembered by readers of Martin Chuzztewit, was alw.iys studiously

attentive to those upon whom he considered it probable he would be

shortly called to wait in his professional capacity ; is it within the

precincts of possibility that the portrait photographer in addition to

ids other troubles may, like Mould, some day conceive it his duty to

le attentive to those upon, &c. P If it is, wu shall have the consolation

of knowing that sucli photographs will be far less ghastly, disagreeable,

and untruthful than those now prevalent of many living people, than
which nothing could well be v.or8(\ However repulsive some of us

may consider the question of post-mortem photography, it is inex-

tricably bound with two or three matters of pubHc polity. Should
the practice become general it niiglit be the forerunner of the abolition

of such standing horrors as tiie I'aris Morgue, for the French
authorities could have the unclaimed suicides photographed, and the
pictures shown only upon request just as well as exhibiting the

bodies to the gaze of morbid sensation seekers. In like manner, to

come nearer home, some future legislator might propose a short Bill

abolishing compulsory inspection of corpses by coroner's jurymen, as

an officially certified photograph of the remains would serve as well as

viewing them—a practice which to many sensitively balanced minds
is an unmitigated terror, and in every respect as indefeasible as it is

barbarous. Photographs of the departed hung upon our walls might
also be made to serve a purpose akin to that of the corpse at the feasts

of the ancient Egyptians, by perpetually reminding us that, unlike the

results obtained upon the rival printing surfaces already mentioned,

life is neither permanent nor indestructible, and that the mortal clay w
sadly given to yellowing and fading under the influences of agents more
or less inimical to its longevity than IL S is to photographic prints.

Mabston Moons.

WHAT IS HVDROQUIXONE?
Thk above question having been put to us by a number of our friends,

we thought It would not be uninteresting to give our readers a brief

review of the chemistry of this new developing agent and some state-

ment of its general properties.

A few words may not be out of place here in explanation of the

method of spelling the word as given above. Some writers in English

use the term " hydiokinone ;" but in looking into the matter we find

this is simply an adoption of the German word without much change,

whereas the correct English word used by the best scientific authori-

ties is " hydroquinone." The reason for the latter method of spelling

appears to us to be a good one ; it is because the body under discussion

was formerly obtained from quinic acid, one of the substances

associated witli quinine in Peruvian bark. We therefore prefer the

word hydroquinone rather than hydrokinone, and for like reasons we
reject the word hydrochinone, also used by some authorities.

Hydroquinone belongs to a class of organic bodies that the cherai.-t

calls diphenols, and hence it is sometimes called ouinol ; but the

former name is that more commonly used. It was first obtained by
Caventou and Pelletier, about the year 1820, as a product of the dry

distillation of quinic acid, a compound found in Peruvian bark and a
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by-product in the manufacture of the well known alkaloid quinine.

The above chemists did not make a thorough examination of the body,
and called it pyroquinic acid because they obtained it by heating
quinic acid. Some time afterwards \\'ohler found that he could
obtain the same body by combining h3drogen and quinone (a product
of tlie oxidation of quinic acid with manganese dioxide and sulphuric

acid) and gave it the name it now bears, hydroquiiione. He further

foimd that hydroquinone could be best prepared bypassing sulphurous
acid gas through a warm saturated solution of quinone which has
pome of the undissolved substance suspended in it.

It is very interesting to note how the researches which had for their

object the artificial production of the alkaloid quinine have also given
us a long list of new chemical compounds that are gradually becominir
useful to man as their properties are studied. Hydroquinone is one
of these bodies, and although we cannot make quinine from it, yet
there appears to be a great field for it in its applications to photography.

After hydroquinone as a product of the dry distillation of quinic

acid had been studied, it was found to be obtainable from other
sources. The leaves of the bearberry {Arbutus xira ursi) contain it

combined with glucose, also the leaves of wintergreen (Pi/ro/a

umbellata). From both these sources it can be obtained by boiling

the aqueous extract with dilute acids. But further study showed it

to be related to benzol, the product of coal tar, and a process was soon
devised to manufacture it from aniline, which is a derivative of benzol
and the source of so many interesting organic compounds. The
method of procedure is as follows.

One part of aniline is dis.solved in eight parts of sulphuric acid and
thirty parts of water, and to the cooled soluticm two and a half parts
of potassium bichromate dissolved in water are graduallv added. To
the brown fluid thus obtained pota.-siuni sulphite is addtd, and the
whole mixtuie is fiually shaken with ether. The ether is allowed to

rise and the fluid below is drawn off and rejected. By distilling the
ether solution a residue is obtained which is dissolved in the smallest

( quantity of hot water; sulphurous acid and animal charcoal are then
added, and the solution is boiled and filtered. On standing the hydro-
quinone separates out in hexagonal rhombohedral prisms.
The substance thus obtained sublimes in monoclinic plates, which

on solution in water again gives the crystals mentioned above. It has
a slightly sweet taste and melts at 100° Cel ius. It is leadily soluble
in hot water, alcohol, and ether (at (iO° Fahr. one part takes seventeen
parts of water for solution). It reduces silver nitrate solution, and
also alkaline solution of copper sulphate. It forms a compound with
sulphurous acid gas, which may account for the fact that it works better

in a developer which contains sodium sulphite. It may pos.sibly be still

further improved by adding sulphurous acid to this solution of sulphite
and hydroquinone. The result of its oxidation is quinone, the product
mentioned above, which is also obtainable from aniline by oxidation.
We have given our readers a brief review of the principal chemical

properties of this exceedingly interesting developing agent. It is not
as_ energetic as pyrogallol in its reducing power, but the results ob-
tained are softer and the negatives are less liable to be stained.
Furthermore, the fact that the reducing action of the developer is less

energetic, allows of its better preservation, and the same solution can
be used for the production of a great many more negatives than a
similar solution with pyrogallol as the active agent. At present the
price of hydroquinone is considerably higher than pyrogalhil, but
should there be a demand for this new agent it will be manufactured
ciieaply, and the reduction in price will be similar to that which took
place when pyrogallol liecame a popular developer.
We recommend all our readers to try this new developing agent,

and even at the present prices the advantages and comfort obtained
in Its use fully compensate for the extra expense incurred in using it.—Anthony's Vhotuyraphic Bulletin.

A LADY'S VIEWS ABOUT RETOUCHING.
In an age of all-abounding vanity the lover of his species must experience
on inward satisfaction in learning, through the medium of the Woolwich
County Court, that there exists a lady who declines to pay for her
portraits on the plea tliat they were too good-looking. The photographs
were "touched up." They made her younger than she was. Her liair

was straight, while in the manipulated sun-pictures it was wavy. In
vain did the artist plead that in " touching up " the plate he only met a
customary requirement of his clients to look a little better that their
best. The Spartan lady scorned the insinuation. .SVic did not wish to
be " flattered and tittivated up." Like Oliver Cromwell, she desired the
Sir Peter Lely of Woolwich to present her face to the world as years, good-
nature, and a frankness better than btauty have made it. If there were
wrinkles, she wished them ; and if her hair was straight, whatever might
be the prejudices of the Woolwich matrons in favour of waviness, straight
must her locks go down to posterity. Unlike Topsy, she was not one of

those who preferred "wool to bar." Unfortunately, however, the judge
decided against her, though, for the credit of maligned human nature,

one might have wished that a lady so little dominated by the weaknesses
of her sex could have won the case she so valiantly defended. But his

Honour, after a long experience of the average woman as she appears in

county courts, had come to the conclusion that she goes to the photo-
grapher not to get a likeness, but a picture. Accordiugly, in default of

the Cromwellian lady giving the artist specific orders to make her appear
"just as she was," he was compelled to come to the cynical conclusion
that slie desired him to take the " ordinary course of procedure," namely,
to " make the customers look their best." From this point of view the

rejected portraits were " reasonable likenesses," and must be paid for at

the same rate as if they had been all that the courageous lady required.

We regret to record the decision, for it adds one more piece of judge-made
law to the fringe wliich is almost daily getting round the photographic
art and its applications. Henceforward the science which we had fainly

hoped was to preserve the lineaments of man and his surroundings with

a fidelity which admits of no prevarication is to play the flatterer like the

pencil of the painter or the chisel of the sculjitor. And what is more,
the judge has ruled, and county-court law it must ever be, that the sun,

or the servants of the sun, are to flatter the sitters, touch them up
beyond recognition, and turn back by a stroke of the brush the dial of

time, unless the client declares in advance that he or she desires the Orb
of Day to be uncomi^romisingly truthful.

All this is pitiful, but we fear it is fact nevertheless. The sun,

especially in a day of supersensitive plates, is capable, almost without an
interval of reasonable time, of imprinting on a sheet of glass every

passing mood of the person who passes before it. The result may not

be a portrait. It is not an average likeness. It is simply a photograph

of the appearance which the person presented at the moment when the

light was let in on the chemicalised plate, be that the usual or the

unusual aspict of the sitter's countenance. This is his business, not the

sun's. Hence that wooden figure, and that supernaturally grim counten-

ance, which in the early days of the art we had learned to recognise as

the " photographic face," have almost disappeared from the family

albums. Before the sitter has time to pose he is "taken." He—or

more likely she—is trying to look her best, is wondering whether her

hair is smooth, or his shirt-front unruffled, when a click is heard, and
the gentleman in the velvet jacket blandly informs his victim that all is

over. No longer are the dismal minutes of torture required, or the sacri-

fice to duty compelled to fix his occiput in the iron head-rest of collodion

days. Almost ere he knows that he is before the face of the exposed

plate the mischief is done. But for that very reason it is seldom satis-

factory. The customary frown has not had time to be replaced by the

unwonted grin, or the crow's-feet show with a needless amount of

fidelity. Tims have arisen a race of subsidary artists whose business it

is to improve on nature. These are the '' touchers up," and that the

profession is an important one a glance at the columns of any photo-

graphic journal wUl afford the scepticisi the most convincmg proof.

The fact is that the photographer has inherited many of the traditions

and most of the prejudices of t!ie old portrait painter. The defiant

attitude beside a sham marble pillar and a red curtain, with the fore-

finger on a copy of the Elef/aiit Extracts, which pretty clearly marks the

date of the earlier efforts of Daguerreotypy, was a survival of a former

day. The touching up is another. The pliotographer has never—as^ it

was at one time thought he would—eutuely displaced the painter. For

he could never flatter with the ease which the fashionable portrait

painter always did, and always will do. However, by means of touching

up he is doing his best to pander to the weakness of mankind. Tliere

was at one time—perhaps is still, though by this period he must have

made a fortune—an ex-Confederate general who prospered amazingly in

Mexico owing to his skill as a photographer enabling him to take a very

pale portrait, the great ambition of a Mexican being to look as like a

white man as art wdl allow. The photographer has begun to learn—

and a photographer's autobiography would be an entertaining book

—

that

no man or woman ever believes himself or herself to be as plain or as

prosaic-looking as he or she actually is. Hence the " customary pro-

cedure," with the occasional revolt of the emancipated woman, and the

county court to follow.

In former days it was not so easy to reject a canvas once it was done.

Yet the annals of painting afford not a few instances of that form of

revolt. Cromwell's injunction to Lely stands by itself, and even then it

is by no means certain that the courtly painter carried out his instruc-

tions to the ultimate " pimple and wart." He, probably enough, in-

terpreted the Lord Protector's injunction as intended mainly for the

use of the coffee houses frequented by the Cropheads. When an ugly

old peer refused to pay for a portrait which was only too truthful, Hogarth

threatened that if it was not removed in three days he would add a " tail

and other appendages," and sell it " to Mr. Hore, the wild-beast show-

man." Du Best went further than this, for in default of getting paid for

his work he exhibited the portraits of an offended client and his wife as

Beauty and the Heast, an act which so enraged tlie lady's brother that

he cut it in pieces. On the case being tried before Lord Ellenborough

it was decided that as the picture was a libel the plaintiff coidd orily

recover for the loss of the paint and canvas. This story is on a par with

that of the modern artist who, being refused his price by a wealthy

Manchester man on the plea that he had taken a shorter time to paint
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liis portrait than had been stipulated, settled the question by devoting

tlie depnrted days to lonKthpiiinR, little by little, the ears of his patron.

In later tiiiies, when anotlicr plutocrat refused the portrait of his dangbtera,

the painter pimply exhibited them as The Three (iraces, and found ex-

ceedinf? protit in so doing. Libels on his enemies have always been a
favourite trick of the enraged artist. Thorsvalds(m made a godless

German sculjHor sit for the portrait of the impenitent thief on the Cross.

Horace Vernet, after his dispute with Botlischild, depicted him as the

plunderer running away with the spoils in the famous I'rine de Smala at

Versailles ; and Gros, to wreak his vengeance on Marshal Bessieres,

who had cut him, set the soldier among the pliigue-stricken people in

Egyjit holding his nose. Guido represented I'ope Innocent as a demon

;

and three or four years ago there was a huge i)other in Paris over M.
Jaquet painting Alexandre Dumas as /.<? Juif de Iliigdtit. All this is very

amusing—and very wicked. But the modern sensitive plates, which will

in an instant perpetuate in the most minute details anything which passes

before them, ought to be more trutliful and less libellous. They will

even show little incidents which the photographer did not observe with

his unassisted eye, and no doubt, skilfully managed, might be introduced

into a court of law as evidence of a faction fight in Ireland, or a street

riot in London, which there would be no controverting. Even a bird in

Jliglit, a racehorse in full gallop, or an express train passing a station,

can be caught. Here touching up is impossible, for any tampering with

the plate could be at once detected.
—Observer.

TIIK CllYhT.VL I'AL.^CE PIIOTOGUAl'IIIO K.KIIIIUTION.

As promised last week, we now give the .schedule of cLusses:

—

Abt Division.

C7<MS A {Outdnor I'holmjraphii).—Section 1, Pure landscapes ; 2,

Landscape, with figure; 3, Architecture, (a) exterior, (l>) interior; 4,

Instantaneous photographs, including marine subjects.

Class li (Indoor Photoijraphy).—Section 1, Direct portraiture ; 2,

Home portraiture ; 3, Enlargements.
Class C (General).— Section 1, Groups; 2, Combination pictures; 3,

Photographs mounted in optical contact ; 4, Ceramic photographs ; 5,

Orthochromatic photographs ; G, Photo-mechanical pictures ; 7, Micro-

photography* ; 8, Bromide prints by contact ; 1), Carbon pictures.

Class I) [Transpareneies). —Section 1, Photographic transparencies for

decorative purposes ; 2, Photographic lantern slides.

Class K (Slereosenpic I'liotographij).—Section 1, Stereoscopic slides

—

paper ; 2, Ditto, glass.

Appabatcs Division.

Class A [Woodwork, dr.).—Section 1, Cameras and fittings, including

detective cameras; 2, Appliances for paper and film photograpliy ; 3,

Tripods and studio stands ; 4, Studio furniture, including upholstery.

Class B (Optical).—Section 1, Lenses ; 2, Instantaneous and time

shutters; 3, Finders and view meters; 4, Enlarging apparatus; 5,

Lanterns ; 6, Appliances for artificial illumination ; 7, Stereoscopes.

Class C (Cheap and Popular Sets).

Class D (Dry Plates and Film-:).

Class K (Surrounds).—Section 1, Mounts ; 2, Frames specially suitable

for photographs ; 3, Albums and cases.

Class F (General Appliances, and Plant).

Class (Cijcles fitted for Pltoto;! I aphic Purposes).

Lantern Division.

Regulations and other information respecting the Competitive Lantern
Entertainments, which wUl take place during the exhibition, may be
obtained ou application to the Executive Committee.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 17,634.—"A Process for Producuig Engravings in Relief." C. CiltDlAC.

—llaled hccembcr 22, 1887.

No. 17,693.—" Iniproveinents relating to Aluans for Fixing and Clearing

Photographic Pictures or Images." Complete spucilication. II. B. Bkukelby.—Dated December 23, 1887.

PATENTS COMPLETED.
PhOTO-CHEMIOAL PlUNTlNCi.

No. 1681. WiLi,[A.M WiLLLS, Bromley, Kii\\i.—F'ebruaTij 2, 1887.

Mv hivLiition hits for its oliject the production ujion jiaper or other surfaces

of ))hotograi>liic i)ictures, or images in platinum—that is to say, pictures or

iimiges of which tlie colouring matter or jiigmcnt is plathium. It dill'ers from

the |)rocesscs of plioto-cliemical printing de.scril)eil in Uiu specilicatioiis of my
former patentu, viz., No. 2011, dated .June .^, 1873; No. 2800, dated July 12,

1878, anil No. 1117, dated March 15, 1880, in which proce8.se.s (as far as they

n-late to platinum) the paper or other surface is coated with a solution of a .salt

of platiiiuni, aud sometimes other salts, and also with a solution of ferric oxa-

late. These solutions .are aiiplied, either separately or mixed, to the Jiaper, and
in all cises the sensitive coating of the pajwr contains a salt of jdatinum and
ferric oxahite. After exposure to light, the prepared surfaces are treated with

one or otiier of the developing solutions dcscrilic<l in the said sjicciticiitions.

• Is not this H mispruit for photo-micrography ? The two tcrma convey a totallj

difierent meauing.—Ki>s.

Hitherto no nieanii have lieen known by which the aalt of pUtinnm could be
enijiloyfd entirely in the developt-r or developing unhilion, iimtea/l of wholly or
nartly in the Heiisitivo coating of the piper, or other nurface ax «l)Ove net forth.

I hiivti, however, now discovered a process l»y which I can accn-- ' ' ';:.

result. For this jiurpose I apidy to jiaper, or other suitahle rn.ii ii

lias hccn rendered sensitive liy a coating of ferric oxalate au.
expo.seil to light, a developer coiitidniug salts ofplatinunj ami cirtaiii wlulde
)iliosphates (or other Halts, in which the ferrous oxalate image proiluciil hy
exposure to light is iiisolublc, or nearly so), with or without the addition of
pot.iAsic oxalate, pota.Hsic tartrate, atiimonic citrate, or other salto which tend to
increase the rapiiiity and vigour of the develoiimcnt. By thin process I avoiil the
necessity of using salbi of jilatinum in tlie sensitive coating of the pajier tn

otlier surface. I thereby greatly iliiuiiiish the cost of the |iroccH9 and can
obtain good results without heating the dcvelo|)er.

Moreover, I obtain a slower developing action, so that it is po.tsilile to watch
the progress of development, 8n<l to arrest it at any <lesired moment by washing
tlie print in a .solution of acid.

According to my present invention i use tmjier, woo<l, woven fabric, or other
material, the surface of whicli I prepare and render sensitive for photograidii<:

I)urposcs by the application of a coating or coatings containing ferric oxalate,
with (or without) the addition of a salt of lead or of mercury, or mixture
tliereof, and without any salt of platinum.

I first iirejiare the paper or otiicr Mirfa<w by the use of this coating as herein-
after .specitied. I then expose it to light under or behind a negative, pnd then
develop the picture by means of one of my improved develojiing solutions

hereinafter sjiecitied, or other suitable solution containing a salt of platinum.
For preparing or coating the paper or other materi.il, I employ lor orilin.iry

purposes an aqueous solution of fenic oxalate containing in each tiiiid ounce
about sixty (6(1) grains of ferric ox.alate F&i (C.j 0^)3 ; but I may use less or
more of the latter according to the result desired to lie obtained. I am of
course aware that there are other salt" of iron sensitive to light, but the
oxalate is best for my purpose. I sometimes mix or dissolve in the ferric

oxalate a salt of mercury or of lead or a mixture of these salts ; for Uistance,

1 ilissolve in oue llnid ounce of the ferric oxalate solution above descriljed,

from one grain to three grains of meri'uric chloride. Or I apply solntions of a
salt of Icid or mercury or a mixture of these salts to the paper or other surface
citlier previously or suUseipieutly to coating tlie same with ferric oxalate. I

find the mercuric salt very useful where a warm tone or effect somewhat
resembling that of sepia is desireil.

I do not confine myself to aqueous solutions of the aliove-named salts.

The paper thus coated, after being dried, is rea<ly for use. If two coatings
are api>lied to the i)aper or other surface, it should lie dried between the
application of the first and second coatings. After it.s exposure to light under
or behind a negative, I api)ly to it the devcloi)ing solution.

I prepare an improved developing solution or developer as follows, that is to
say :—^1 use solutions of various soluble phosphates. I have been most suc-
cessful with the following, viz. :—the monosodic or di.sodic, the monojwtassic
or dipotassic or the monoamnionic or diammonic orthojihosphates, or mixtures
or combinations of these salts with one another, and with or without the addi-

tion of other salts, such as potassic oxalate, anniioiiic citrate, and others. In
all cases 1 add to these solutions or mixtures of solutions a salt of jilatiiiuin.

I mix a solution of this salt with tiie alwve-nanied solutions or I dissolve the
platinum of salt in tlieni. The platinous salts most suitable for my purjiosc are

the amnionic, pota.ssic, and so<lic chloro-platinites, the amnionic, jiotassic, and
sodic brouio-platinites, or mixtures of them, and in some cases I use a very small
(piaiitity of a platinic salt, such as ammonic, potassic, or sodic chloro-platinate.

I usually i>repare this developing solution as follows, that is to say :— I dis-

solve in one fluid ouuce of water, one hundred (100) grains of di-potassic ortho-

phosphate, forty (40) grains of potassic oxalate aud ten (10) grains of pota-ssi''

chloro-platinite ; or I make it iu another manner, viz., by dis,solviiig in one
fluid ouuce of water, one hundred (100) grains of diammonic orthophosidiatc,

thirty-five (35) grains of ammonic citrate, and ten (10) graius of amnionic
chloro-platinite ; or I make similar developing solutions with the salts pre-

viously mentioned. I make also developers containing only phosphates and
salts of platinum, that is to say, I may make a developer by di.ssolviug in one
ounce of water about one hundred (l(Hi) grains of mono potassic, or di-potas.sic

orthophosphate, or mixtures of these salts, and ten (10) graius of ]>otas8ic

chloro-platinite.

The developing solution is ,a])plied to the jiaper or other surface (after the
same has been exposed to light) by iiouring it over the same, or by immersing
the paper therein, or by Hoatiug the paper thereon, or by means ot a brush, or
otherwise. It is applied cold, warm, or hot, as desired. A cold solution
usually takes longer to effect the develoimient of the jiicture than a hot one,

Tlie strength of the solution may be varied ; usually the best results are

obtained by strong solutions of the phosphate.s and other salts ; the |ilatiiium

salt will ordinarily be used in tlie proportion of from five to ten graius of the
salt to one fluid ounce of the ileveloper.

Having now particularly described and ascertaineil the nature of my sidd

invention, and iu wliat manner the same is to lie jterfonned, 1 wish it under-
stood that I claim—1. Tlie process or method ui which 1 sensitise the surla<'e

of itapcr or otlicr material by the means herein si»eciliotl, then exiKxse the
surface to light, and then develop the picture or image by the use of a solution

containing a salt of i>latiiium, as above set forth. 2. Tlie production or

development of photographic pictures or images in platinum, by the ai>pli-

catioii of a salt of this metal to a surface which has been previously ren>leiv<l

sensitive by the application of a ferric salt ami expo-sed to light. 3. I'a|ier, or

other material, which has its surface prepved aud rendered sensitive for photo-

graphic purposes by the ap|)licatioii of a ferric salt and a salt of mercury, or
of lead, or of both mercury aud lead, as above set forth.

iMI-noVEMENTS IN BEARINGS FOR PHcrrOtmAfHIC ROLLINU PKHSSES, ROLLUiC
Machines, and tiik ukk.

No. 1830. WiLUAM Edwin Mos.s and John .Mitton, Birch-t>assage, Alfreton-
road, Nottingham.

—

February 5, 1887.

In the iiuin-Qved system indicated by the title of our said iuvvution we adopt a
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more siiuiile plan of coiistnictioii than has hitherto been introduced, the cost

of production being likewise thereby lessened, whilst at the same time friction

is reduced to a minimnm.
In photogi-aphic rolling jiresses, rolling machines, and the like, each bottom

bearing, constructed according to our invention, consists of two friction rollers

working in recesses or slots and revolving on pins attached to the body of the

machine. The top bearing is formed by two friction rollers, but to a loose cap,

and is arranged in the same manner as the bottom bearing.

iMPnOVEMENTS IN W.iSHDfO PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS AND IN APPARATUS
THKREFOH.

No. 12,292. Arthur Marriott, 13, Swann-street, Loughborough, Leicester.

—

September 10, 1887.

This invention relates to the washing of photographic prints by the action of

cold water, and it has for its oliject the improved construction of apjiaratus

whereby this operation can be automatically performed in a more exiieditious

and thorough manner than heretofore.

Tlie invention comprises tlie use of a cylindrical vessel of suitable dimensions,

and constnicted of any suitable material at, or near, the lower end of which is

fixed a water-tight bottom ; at the bottom of this vessel, and rotating close to

it is' a water wheel with a convenient number of arms ; this wheel is a little less

than the inner diameter of the vessel and is secured to a vertical axis working
freely in a lower bearing secured to the bottom, and an upper Iwaring formed
in a bar jilaced across the top of the vessel.

This wheel is driven by a nundier of water jets set at a suitable angle on the

bottom of the vessel, each jet being supplied witli water from a central

reservoir underneath the bottom provided with a supply pipe, or by any
convenient arrangement.
Immediately above tliis water wheel is a false Ijottom resting on bearings

secured to the sides of the vessel. It is formed in the shape of an air ]iropeller

with a convenient number of propellers, and to prevent the prints from slipping

through them the sjiace between each is filled with a perforated metal plate,

placed in a vertical position.

To prevent the prints from collecting in the centre by the action of the
water, the centre space aliove the false bottom is occupied by a hollow
perforated cone ; and to prevent tlie ves.sel from overtiowing, tliere is an
opening in the side, near the bottom, connecteil with a pipe, which is carried

up the side to a convenient height, and tlien bent down again in the form of a

syphon. At tlie upper bend of this pipe or syphon is a small air inlet

provided with a tap, and by opening or closing tliis inlet the pipe may be used
as au overllow pipe or as a syplion to cm])ty tlie vessel.

The action of tlie apparatus is as follows ;—The i)rints to be w.ashed are

placed in the vessel above the false bottom, and tlie water entering by the
jets turns the water wheel, the action of the water wheel forces the water
through the false bottom in waves in a circular direction, and the whole of

the water in the vessel is kept moving by this action, the prints are gently
turned over and over, and are kept constantly in motion until they are
removed.

Improvements in Telescopic Fronts and Objectives fob Optical
Lantehns.

No. 14,809. Alfred Wrknch, 39, Gray's Inn-road, London, W.C—
October 31, 1887.

My invention consists of an improved combination telescopic front for optical

lanterns, and is constructed so that the tube which carries the lenses called the
objectives may be moveil to any desired position to suit lenses of various
focus by means of rackwork adjustments. I tii-st make a wide ring, provided
with a bridge tearing and pinion, tlie ends of the pinion having suitable mill-

heads to turn it by. This combination is called a jacket (No. 1), and into this

jacket I slide a tube provided with a suitable rack, which geai-s into the before-
named iiinion. At one end of this tube I fix a jacket (No. 2), and I make a
second tuljc (No. 3), with a rack and jacket fitted to it, to slide into No. 2
tube. Into tliis tube and jacket (No. 3) I slide a third tube with a rack only
fixed to it (No. 4), and into this tube I fit a barrel (containing the lenses,
whicli may be of any suitable combination) having at its front end a pivoted
plate or shutter of the usual descri)itioii. The jacket No. 1 has a suitable
screw thread at one end to screw it into the front of the lanteni, and the
length of the jacket is preferably one inch. Tlie tube and jacket No. 2 is

^

preferably four times the length of No. 1, and the tube No. 3 is increased in
' length and amount equal to the length of its jacket. Tlie tube No. 4 is also
the amount of jacket longer than No. 3. It will be seen that when placed
together, i.e., the \arious tubes slid inside each other, the total length is only
that of tlie tube No. 4, but when extended (or racked out) the total length is

about three times tliat of tube No. 4.

Although I employ tliree rackwork tubes to form my improved combination

I

ft-ont, it is obvious tliat two, or any larger number, might be employed without
|i departing from the nature of my invention. I am also aware that a telescopic

', front, with one rackwork objective, and that a liarrel to slide into a single

I
rackwork objective, is not new, but my invention of two or more rackwork
tubes in combination, forming a telescopic front, is new.
Having now particularly descrilied and ascertained the nature of my s.-iid

invention, and in what manner the same is to be iierformed, I declare that
what I claim is :—In a telescopic front for optical lanterns the combination of a

I

jacket and two or more tubes, each witli a rack and pinion adjustment, fonning
a telescopic lantern front substantially as described ; tlie combination of two

j'.or more tubes with rackwork adjustments, and an extra tube with a rack
iJaiTangeiiient for the Iwrrel E to fit into it ; the general combination forming
my improved telescopic front for optical lantenis substantially as described.

Australian Awards.—We learn that Mes.srs. Watson & Sons are so fortu-

mate as to have been the recipients of no fewer than seven awards for photo-
(graphic and optical goods sent this year to the Adelaide Exhibition ; two for
photographic apparatus being of the first order of merit, those for microscopes,

r surveying instruments, telescopes, matliematical instruments, and limes for

I Jantems, securing awanls of the second class.

iiHtttinQ^ of SoctetiejEJ*
»

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Kame of Society.

January 3 Notts
,

3 Carlisle and County
3 Glossop Dale
3 North London
3 Sheffield

8 Sutton
Paisley
Holmtirth
Bolton Club

*
i

Coventry and Midland
4 ' Ediuburph Photo. Society ....

4 1 North Staffordshire
4 Photographic Club
5 i Bolton Photographic Society .

5
j

Dundee and East of Scotland .

5
j
Glasgow Photo. Association....

5 1 Leeds
5 London and Provincial

Place of Meeting.

Institute, Shakespeare-street.
Society's Rm., Lowther-st. , Carlisle

Society's Rms.,Norfolk-sq.,Glossop
MyddeltonHall,Upper-8t.,Islington
Masonic Hall, Surrey-street.
Society's Rooms, 18, High-street,
Paisley Museum.

The Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton
Provident Dispensary, Coventry.
Hall, 20, George-street, Edinburgh.
Mechanics' In.stitnte, Hanley.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street,E.O.
The Baths, Bridgman-strcet.
Lamb's Hotel, Refomi-st., Dundee.
PhilosophicalSoc.Rms.,207,Bath-st.
Philosophical Hall, Leeds.
Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Last Tuesday night, at the ordinary weekly meeting of the above Society, held
at 5a, Pall Mall East, London, Mr. William England, Vice-President, occupied
the chair.

Mr. W. F. DoNKiN said that he had been trying hydroquiiione as a developer
for lantern .slides : he had brought a sample of the developer mixed more than
three weeks ago, and which had developeil three or four dozen plates ; they
would see that it was still nearly colourless. The hydroquinone cost 'In. id.

per ounce. He prejiared the solutions as follows :

—

Sutntlim A.
Hydroquinone 1 drachm.
Metabisulphite of jiotash A ounce.

Water 8 ounces.

Solution B.

Sodium carbonate, recrystallised 5 ounces.

Ammonium bromide 50 grains.

Water 1 quart.

Mix A, one part, with B, three parts. With a fully exposed plate the

development occupied ten minutes. Supposing a plate to have been but just

exposed enough, it was possible to go on develo]iing without tlie slightest trace

of fogging. Tlie developer did not discolour ; it seemed as if it couhl be used

indefinitely, so might be as cheap or cheaper than pyro. He used Fry's siiecial

bromide lantern plates.

Mr. W. H. Hysi.op asked if he did not get yellow .stains sometimes.
Mr. DoNKiN thonght he obtained traces of such with over exposme and

quick development.
Mr. Lewis M. Biden had trieil the developer ; on one occasion he left a

jilate in it for three hours, and no fog resulted ; nevertheless, he had produced
fog with it sometimes.

The Chairman remarked that Mr. Donkin's slides before the meeting were

very bright and clear.

Mr. BoNKiN had only tried one experiment with the developer upon strip-

ping films ; it answered admirably.
Mr. Hysi.op had developed plates with hydrociuinone and sulphite of soda,

which plates had been exposed for sixteen, thirty-two, up to one hundred and
twenty seconds ; there was no dift'ereiice in the results except in the case of the

fii-st one. On Maw.son's plates he could only get gieen stains with it.

Colonel W. L. NovKHUE brought samples of the paper and substratum of

Ea.stmau's stripping films, whicli substratum had a ghost of the develojied

image upon its surface, as mentioned by him at a previous meeting. He
thought the residual image to be due to a partial removal of the substratum by
hot water.

Mr. T. BoLAs thought that perhai)s the products of oxidation of the jiyro

cau.sed tlie stain and rendered tlie film beneath insoluble.

Mr. W. Bkdfobu suggesteil that two white paper spots should be gummed
on the top front surface of each slide, to be placed at the Ixittom, ne.xt the

light in the lantern. He also thouglit that each exhibitor of slides at the

Society's meetings should bind his slides with jiaper of a distinctive colour or

pattern, to favour easy sorting.

Mr. HvsLOP thought tliat success in taking yachting iihotogi'aplis dependetl

much upon the operator being a sailor. With the captain's consent he would
go to the wheel and move the steamboat into ditt'erent positions, tlien explain

to tlie heliiisnian what positions he wanted wlieii the racing commenced ; he

would then go nearer to the yachts than he would be likely to take tlie risk of

doin^ for a landsman ; tliis enabled a larger view to be taken. His views of

the Thistle were taken at ]irobably not a greater distance than 100 yards, with

a Dallmeyer's single landscape lens of 30 inches focus, and upon IS y 14 jdates
;

he used a double Kersliaw shutter, but could not say that he quite approved it,

because if a sea came over it, it hail a tendency to stick afterwanls. He had
not found the damji or other influence of sea air to injure ]ilates .at all, even

in long voyages, but he liad not carried them into places of higli temperature.

When jiossible lie had tlie machinery of the boat stopped for a moment while

making the exposure, to stop vibration.

Mr. BiDEX knew of an instance of cockroaches eating the gelatine of a damp
negative.

The C^HAlliMAN thought that a single lens was better than any other, when-
ever it was possible to use it ; he never used anything else upon his views of

Swiss mountains.
Mr. Bedford was of the same opinion. He had seen several photographs

taken by the flashing magnesium light, but in tlieni the Hashes had not beeu
rapid euongii to anticijiate movements by the sitters.
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Mr. HvsLor's experience was the same.
Mr. fSilKi'iiKnu liml fouml pyioxyliiie for ciinmcl collodion to answer nlwiit

as well m miiicoltoii for igniting the magnesiuni. He thought the fineneiiH

of division of the niagnciiiuni jiowilrr to have much to do with the rai>idity of

the Hash.

Mr. lioi.AS knew of provincial jihotographers who were usiug the tlaxhing

light in their bnsinesn, and for dark interiors witli auccexx, even when living

Mgures were included.
Mr. DiiNKiN thought that various jiortions of the conijionnd co\dd be placed

ut difl'eruut distances, and ignited at the same moment by an electrical current
pas.sing through minute lengths of platinum wire, ."o as to get dillnsion of light.

Mr. \V. E. Dkbenham had photographed a meeting of the Pharmaceutical
Society more than twenty years ago, by a Ha.shing magnesium light from a
])o\vder mixed for liim liy Mr. Larkin.

Mr. Bkuford had seen a cat succes-sfully photographed by it, but she could
not be induced to sit a .second time.

THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
On Thui-sdiiy night, December 22, at the ordin;uy wc",kly meeting of tlie above
Association, held at the Masons Hall Tavcni, City, London, Mr. J. Traill

Taylor presided.

Mr. ^ OILMAN Macbeth read a paper upon Tlie Construction and Heqitire-
mcnts <;/ I'urlriiit Ail [this will appear in a future number].
The C1IAIH.MAX sui>posed that the 50x40 size mentioned in the paper had its

analogue in the photographers' 5x4 plate. Photographers were shaves to the
plate ni.ikers iu the matter of sizes; a 7x5 ]datc was much wanted; in

America it is largely used as a standard size. He used 8x5 plates liecause

they would cut into other good sizes. Did Mr. Maclieth think it well to have
platforms which could be rotated slightly after the sitter was posed '!

Mr. Macbeth replied that the plan would do
; he prel'ened a stpiare plat-

lorm, the line being often advuntageou.s.
.Mr. K. A. Bridcje liad been impressed when at Kdinburgh with tlic peculiar

lighting of Mr. Macbcth's .studio ; all the illumination came from very high
up, but the effect was fine ; he had never been in a finer studio.

Tlie Chairman said that Mr. Macbetli had spoken of the advantage of
having blinds rising from below ; the late Mr. Tunny, of E<linburgh, had tried
that plan with advantage. A better plan was to have blinds coming both from
above and below.

Mr. Macbeth stated that his studio was twenty-two feet high, and that its

platform was covered with grey baize cloth ; the recess or cave below the
window wa.s very useful when copying pictures.

The Chair.man remarked that it was an approxunation to the " tunnel
studio" of this country.

Mr. Briui;e spoke of a West-end artist photographer who so arranged matters
that his camera looked at the sitter tlirougli an orifice in dark grey curtains.
Mr. W. M. Ashman knew a photographer who had similar heavy curtains

running upon lengths of gas piping. Too high a light caused occasional diffi-

culty in lighting the ilrcss and feet of the sitter jiroperly ; most photographers
hail not time enougli with their sitters to do all suggested by Mr. Macbetk

Mr. Macbeth thought that there was great necessity for the use in stuilios

of lenses of longer focus than usual.

The Chairman remarked that Mr. ReutUngcr produced charming pictures
with a low studio.

Mr. .1. Hcbert thought it to be of gieat importance to get an atmospheric
effect between the sitter and the background, also that the shaded ]iart of the
face should be against the lighter part of the background when stereoscopic
ellects were desired. He disliked front light, which had a tendency to destroy
delicate half tones.

Mr. A. Cowan thought that electric lighting would furnish any kind of illu-

mination the artist might desire, a translucent screen being used as an adjunct

;

he had not seen equal results from magnesium.
The Chairman sup^wsed that it might be different if magnesium were

properly burnt.
Mr. W. Cobb said that it was most reprehensilde to pull the sitter about

and lecture him just before the exposure.
Mr. Cooke remarked that with sitters who were like lumps of wood there

was no alternative. He had seen a revolving iilatform iu a pliotographer's
studio at Hull ; it was ttuued by means of a long handle.

Mr. Hubert said that the operator mu.st be an artist, or not all the
" projiortions " and instnictions in the world woidd enable him to make a
l>icture.

Mr. Nisbet stated that photograjihic poses for busts and half-lengtli figures
were generally very good ; but for lull-length figures they were usually inferior
to those seen in jiaintings.

Mr. Ash-Man had noticeil at recent public exhibitions that some artist
painters were introducing photograi)hic poses.

Mr. W. M. Ayres thought that artists would have to learn from
jdiotograjiheis.

Mr. Macbeth ilid not wish to assume the position of a teacher, but a nmn
ought to speak his mind if any progress were to be made iit all, and he had
merely stated his own e-xperieuce from a desire to advance the interests of
]>hotography ; although a jiainter, he had been a jihotographer as long as
many present, for he Iwgan work with the camera thirty-three years ago. The
camera had brought to his eye many items previously overlooked. His taking
up photography had brought down upon him sonic oWoquy from artists ; both
jiarties should exercise kindness and forbearance to each other to advance the
interests of art. Photography was far fron\ being equal in experience to art.

Photograi'liers should study every effort made by artists to Ije original. Tliere
w.as a great limit to the exercise of art in pliotography, the operator being
l)Ound by an instrnnjeut, so that when he began to use his mind he found it

dillicnlt to get what he anticipated. In placing the sitter upon a platform he
had been carrying out his own views ; in the portraits by Raei>urn the wonder-
ful breadtli was produced by the high horizontal line. He liked a high window,
a goo<l long studio, and lenses of long focns, and he thought that the magnesium
light would do greiat things for photography iu the future.

Mr. Cooke ankcd Mr. Ashihsn whether Millniii enpled phof~~--'"" •'vim.

Mr. Ashman did not know, but painten now tr<Hpientl\ ilii'

were strictly jihotographic |>o»ch ; such poses were not %'• lu tl"'

National Gallery.

Mr. Hubert said that t» photographers liml a great numlier and variety of

sitters tliey had more experience in posing than Itaintem, who aoiiietimen might
not have more than one sitter in a mouth, hence it wu exctumble If p«iiit«n

copied photographic poses,
*

CAMERA CLUR
An exhibition of lantern slides was given mt the above Club on ThnncUy,
Uecemlwr 22, pictures being shown by Messrs. Dremer, Moaon, Davison, Oob),

Hussey, Kinney, ami England.
Mr. Dresser's slides were on gelatino-broniide plates (chiefly Kry's), the

subjects being animals at the 2!oological Oanlens. Mr. Mason's ami Mr.
Davison's slides were of laniLscai)e and seascape, also on gelatine dry plates

(Mawson's). Mr. Gale exhibited a selection of his wet collo<lion work from
tliose recently adjudged the medsl at the Pall Mall Exhibition. Mr. Hussey's

slides Were some collcKlio-bromidc (Brooks's emulsion), and some gelafino-

bromide, and inclmled excellent landscape work. Mr. Howanl Finney showetl

gclatino-cjiloriile transparencies, ami Mr. England slides moile on H|ieclally

nii>id chloride plates. These plates were said to Iw so fast as to |icrmit of

reduction in the camera.
The lantern was worked by Messrs. Hu.s.sey and Lyonel Clark, and Mr.

Hussey employed a new regidator (introduced by Mr. Oakley) u|>on his oxygen
Iwttle.

The subject for January 5.is Pheidiaa and Photograph;/, Pai>er at eight p.m.,

by the Rev. F. C. Lambert.'
•

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE AMATEUR PHOTOORAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The monthly meeting was held on the 7th instant,—Mr. W. E. Leek in the

chair.

It was decided that ladies should be ailmitted free .as meniljers, the annual
subscription payable by gentlemen to remain 5*., as at present.

It was resolved tliat all the business of the Association he conducte<l by the

Council alone, and that under no circumstances should any business matter be

intruded upon the monthly meetings, which should in future lie devotc<t

entirely to matters jihotogr.iphic and entertaining.

The prints sent iu for competition for a prize offered by Mr. Drummond
having been examined and vot«l for, a photograph by Mr. Leek was found to

ha the winner.
The Chairman then offered a prize for artistic merit in a photograph, the

competition to be held at the next meeting.

Messrs. Beech, Stanway, Varcoe, Lobly, and Dr. Crajiiwr were elected

members.

tS" CorreepoTiidxnU fihovXd never write on hoth sidet of the paper.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
*' Audi alti'ram partem."

To tlie Editors.

Gentlemen,—1 also very mucli regret Mr. Donkin's absence from the

last meeting of the Photographic Society of Great Britain, for I might have

saved him from the annoyance of endorsing statements which are readily

disproved.

I do not di.spnte that the names of all the candidates were distinctly

read out by Mr. Donkin, but the simple question remains :—" Was he

justified in including in the list the name of any candidate against whose

nomination a formal written protest had been duly lodged without calling

attention to the fact ? " His reply to this is that no protest had come to

his knowledge : hence, obviously, his difficulty in understanding the drift

of the words quoted :
—" is a mistake," and I am glad to find that he

is, therefore, personally exonerated from all blame in this matter. He
only, however, sncceeds in shifting the onus on to other shoulders.

After this statement, it need be no surprise to Mr. Donkin that no black

balls were found in the ballot box, as none of those who were aware of the

protest (and there were several) for one moment imagined that the name
of the candidate against wliom objection had been taken would be run in

with some forty others. I may add, that personally, I had no opportunity

of voting owing to my having left my seat to speak to Mr. Donkin on the

subject, and before I had time to return thither, all candidates were

declared "duly" elected, although Mr. Donkin says, "there was no

attempt to hurry them through."

I was correctly reported as having stated that I handed in a written

protest to Mr. Cocking late in the afternoon of the day of meeting ; and in

order that there shall be no possible mistake in the matter, I will enter

into details of what then occurred.

Notwithstanding Mr. Cooking's attempt to account to Mr. Donkin " for

the whole of his time from five o'clock .... till a quarter to seven," *c.,

and thus interentially any receipt of the protest, I did undoubtedly, at

his request, occupy his own seat at his desk at or about five p.m., he at the

time standing at my elbow, and then and there sign the nomination forms

for several candidates, during which process I came upon the name of the

candidate in question, whicli led me to ask Mr. Cocking who he was. He
replied, and I believe with truth, that he did not know. I then said :—
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"If he is, as I liave reason to believe, connected with I shall enter

a protest against his nomination." Mr. Cocking appeared somewhat

excited about my strong expression of disapproval of the candidate, and

after a few minutes conversation he produced a half sheet of paper upon

which I wrote the protest, laying it upon the top of the pile of nomination

forms in his presem-e. All this took place, and was witnessed by two

gentlemen, neither members of the Society; and yet Mr. Cocking assures

Mr. Donkin that " he has no recollection of seeing Mr. Wollaston at all

till then (viz., eight o'clock), or of receiving any document from him!"

Comment is needless.

I submit, sir, that it is cleaily the duty of the officers of the Society,

and not mine, to ascertain what became of the document which was duly

lodged in the hands of the only official of the Society in attendance. And
failing the production of the same, or an explanation satisfactory to the

body of members, it is my intention, as a public matter, to demand a re-

nomination of the proposed member, in order to give any member the

opportunity if he so desire, of exercising his right to vote " Aye " or " No"
in this particular case.

I do, and shall ever question the legality o! the second vote (under

coercion), that the minutes of the meeting of November 8 as entered were

correct, for as a matter of fact they were not.—I am, yours, *o.,

Lcnnie, Chislehurst. S. G. Buchanan- Wollaston.
*

MANCHESTER PHOTOGKAl'HIC SOCIETY.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The latter part of the report of the last meeting of the

Manchester Photographic Society is not correct. Mr. Chilton did not use

the words ascribed to him, and it is (juite certain he did not speak in

italics.—I am, yours, ifcc, A. BuoiuEiiS.

Manchester, December 28, 1887.

DUNDEE EXHIBITION.

To the Emtoes.

Gentlesien,—Will you kindly allow me to point out to your readers,

through your columns, the fact that the date for receiving entries for the

above exhibition has been altered, in response to the expressed wishes of

many intending exhibitors, to the end of January, 1888.

As the greater part of the space is already applied for, it would, how-

ever, be advisable that those who have not already entered should do so

as toon as possible.— I am, yours, &c.,

James Battkay, lion. Secretary.

82, lliijh-strcct, Dundee, December 24, 1887.

iSictjangc Column.

*,* No charije is made for inserting Exchanges of Apparatus in this columr ;

but none will be inserted unless the article wanledis definitely slated. Those

who specify their requirements as "anything useful " will Ihertfore understand

the reason of their non-appearance.

WUl excbanjfu candle ruby bimp for arg^eutometer.—Address, R. S. Johnson, 6-i,

\Vellinf,'borou<^li-ruad, JJortbanipton,

Will excbaiifre a balf-pbite boUows-bodied camera witli two double dark slides, all in

good order, for a Hughes's triplexicou lamp, iu good order.—Addi-css, J. Donaldson,
a, St. Vigean'8-road, Arbroath.

Ensiuers to CorreBponlicnts.

"»* Jll waiters fur the te.cl portion of this JouuNAI,, iiidi'dinij " Kjxhani/cs,"

must be. addressed to "The Editoh," 2, York-slrcel, C'ovent (Jardeu,

Lomlon, ll'.C.

Coin}iniHications relating to Advertisements and general business affairs to

"11. Uheenwood &, Co.," 2, York-street, Covent Garden, London, W.V.

Photogbai'hs Rbcistered :

—

B. J. Taj-lor, Sheffield.— I'dotojl-njiJi cnlith-il " The Do!!'s Uoeloi-."

A. T. Maekeuzie, Birnam, Perthshire.—Tieo pliotogniphs of the Right Uon. A. Pcd,
M.r., Siiealur of tite House of Commons.

A. I'UMi'HiiET.—Beceived.
'

W. L. Nash.—We liave expressed your wish to tlie gentleman uaiucd.

II. B. BUAIN.—Tlie ball and socket system was iqiplied to the lens and camera
thirty years ago by Mr. George Sliadbolt.

T. BiiAvwodU.— llead an article on the i-ubject in the Almanac for 1S88, and
if yo\i wish further infurnuition write again.

S. W.—Magnesium in the state of powder can now be obtained at most pliuto-
gruphic warehouses. The price is about 2s. ad. or 3s. per ounce.

A. Y. E.—You certainly can have nothing simpler than the gelatino-bromide
paper proce.s8. There is no proee.ss so simple and easy as this for making
enlargements.

TvRO.—Any one selling pictures of the class you desire remlers himself liable
to fine or imprisonuient, or both, under Lord Cainpliell's Act. No wonder
your letter was returned.

B. Crosby. — The most convenient form of furnace for burning-in small
enamel iiictures is a gas mnllle furnace. Mr. Fletcher, of Warrington,
supplies an excellent one for the puqwse and at a very moderate
price.

Weknkb &, Son.—A bath for electro-silvering can certainly be made by adding
a solution of cyanide to one of silver nitrate until the silver cyanide, at
first cojiiously thrown down, is redjssolved. Any ordinary battery will
answer.

R. Stewart.—We must repeat what we said lately to anotlier con-es])ondent,
that Hardwich's Manual (J. k A. Churchill) is the only work that will
satisfy your conditions. Articles on retouching will be found scattered over
the present and last year's volume of this Journal.

W. S. A. says :
" Having a quantity of the silver cuttings, I have liunit them

and sifted to fine powder; how should I proceed'to obtain the silver fi-om it

in its metallic form'.'"—Mix the jiowder with its own weight of a tlux com-
jiosed of equal parts of the carbonates of soda and potash, jilace in a clay
crucible and fuse at a strong heat in a melting furnace, and do not hurry the
operation. After the crucible has cooled the silver will bo found as a Ijutton
on breaking tlie pot.

E. S. H.—For the fl x 4 camera the rajiid lens mentioned in the post'-cript will
])rove very useful, esjiecially as one of the pair may be used as a single lens.

Obtain also another ofabont seven or eight inches focus. This may be either
a single or a combination lens. For the larger camera obtain a doul)let of
about ten inches focus, capable of dividing so as to give a focus of twenty
inches, and a sinnlar lens of about seven inches, which may be used either
in its entirety or dividecL

W. HiNKS a.sks advice on the following :—He says some olive oil has been
accidentally drojiped on a bromiiie enlargement which has been expensively
finished in " bhack and white," and asks if there is any methoil by which it

can be rcmoveil without injury to the iiicture.—Tlie oil can no doubt be
taken out by alternately moi.'stening it with jiure beuzole and blotting it off

with clean blotting paper. Some little patience may possibly be required,
but in the end the treatment will be effectual.

H. B. (Subscrilier).—You are evidently mistaken, no such article appeared in

our Almanac for 1887. There is an article by the gentleman mentioned but
it is on a different subject. The acetate toning liath will yield excellent
lirown tones and the lime bath a good black with the right kind of negative

;

but more depends upon the paper and the character of the negative than
upon the particular toning bath employed. With an ordinary good sample
of paper and a suitable negative almost every tone desire<l may be obtained
with any toning bath.

Si'DSCUiDER (Newcastle-on-Tyne) writes : "I have a iihotograjdiic album wliieh

I am afraid has been lying in a damp place, for the leather back has turned
to a milky-white colour on one side

;
jierhaps it is something in the tanning

of the leather. Can you suggest any treatment that will restore it ? I may
say that the album is of the best, and not a cheap article."—If the album bo
a valuable one we should recommend our correspondent to pl.ice it in the
hands of a practical bookbinder. Wo imagine that it has simply become
mouldy, but we cannot say without seeing it.

PHoTOnnAPHic Club.—The subject for discussion at the next meeting of

this Club, Wednesday, January 4, 1888, will be on }Yinter I'hotiujraphy.

People's Palace, Milk End.—Among the Boxing-day attractions here

were included two dioramic lectures by Mr. F. A. Bridge. The views—con-

sisting of a series of Windsor Castle, Ja.ne Conouest, The Women of Mumble's
Heml, The Curfew, statuary, instantaneous effects, &c.—-were exhibited on a

very large scale, and were much a)ipreciateil.

Lens Forgery.—We have been shown one of the clumsiest forgeries of

lenses we have yet seen. A gcnfleiiian advertised in our columns for a 2b
Dallmeyer portrait lens, and has received (on apjiroval) a miseralilc old and
old-fashioned French half-plate lens, having engraved thereon the name of

Mr. nallmeyer, althongli not in the same style or lettering as the genuine
article. Let buyers beware of purchasing lenses from those of whom they

know nothing or who objeoj to having them . sent to the maker for

vcrificatiou.
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